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605 , 616, 625 , 650, 654, 690, 722,

729, 759, 762 , 803, 822, 837

Week of Prayer 15 , 27, 39, 47 , 627

Welcome Home, 30, 145, 300, 326, 670 , 830

Weston's, Miss, Work 100

Women's Christian Temperance 311, 518

Working Lads’ Instituto 743

Working Men's Lord's Day Rest 348

Y. M. C. A, 99 , 116, 132, 273 , 292 , 639, 713

Y, W. C. a . , 132, 293 , 329, 368, 615, 819

George Yard Missions ... 221, 360 , 789

Glasgow Foundry Boys' Society 821

Golden Lane, 54, 348,434,692,616, 732, 767

Hammond's Missions, 13 , 28, 44 , 66 , 84,

98, 111, 139, 162, 212, 278, 299 ,

313 , 332 , 412, 501, 517, 642, 795

Homeof Industry, 81, 142, 217, 313,

379, 396 , 448, 452, 542, 653, 570,

589 , 618, 639 , 727, 795

Homes of Hope 766

Hop -pickers' Missions 546 , 602

House of Rest 312, 331, 630, 672

Germany, 131 , 165, 263, 298, 587, 589,

618, 626, 691, 711, 744

Gordon Memorial Mission 368

Zenana Medical College 415, 428, 453

Zenana Missions, 69, 82 , 113, 144, 293, 752

15Industrial Home for Boys

Irish Church Missions

Irish Evangelization Society

Islington Clerical Mission

433

80, 240, 364

528

67

HOME INTELLIGENCE.

A Grand Scotch Mission

A Lodging -house Tea 129

A LonelyOne 264

Amongst Secularists and Atheists 243

Asiatics and Africans in London 640

A Working Men's Mission 818

...

...Kabyle Mission 242, 260, 552, 604

King Edward Schools 601, 777

Kingsland Institute 164, 273

Lamb and Flag Schools ... , 194

Latymer Road Mission , 16, 214, 544,

630, 670, 742, 825

Lepers in India 228

BibleCarriage Work , 448,592, 653,669, 855

Burpiog the Books 434

Chats about St. John's 145, 194

Converted Infidel 248

Epsom Races

India , 12, 45, 69, 82 , 86, 92, 96, 111 ,

114, 131, 144, 150, 215, 227, 246,

280, 294, 296, 314, 342, 350, 363,

368, 386, 415, 428, 436 , 488, 602,

532 , 556, 580 , 601, 625 , 628 , 639 ,

650, 692, 717 , 744, 750, 760, 768 , 887

Italy, 82, 118, 130, 204, 230, 246, 313,

368, 397, 418, 455, 630, 582, 615 ,

625, 636, 744, 750, 856

Madagascar, 99, 131, 161 , 166, 289,

296, 614

Malaga AboriginalMission 386, 750

Moody's Mission , 31,44, 79, 109, 282,

291, 427 , 454, 601 , 625, 660, 801

Spain , 27, 82, 116, 128, 215 , 248, 280,

294, 314, 325, 386 , 402, 488, 552 ,

570, 594, 628, 654, 608, 746, 760, 775

Turkey, 32 , 289, 383, 387, 185 , 620,

651, 698
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FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN.

“ NOT ONE

GOOD THING

HATH FAILED . "

While just on the threshold of the New Year it is indeed pro

fitable briefly to review the past, and the quotation, as above, records

the experience not only of 1885, but also that realized since 1851

in working for the protection of FRIENDLESS GIRLS and the

RESCUE of those who had erred from the right path ; and with

respect to the future Deut. xxxi.6 will doubtless be fulfilled .

Never in my whole experience did I feel the necessity of the

fulfilment of the promises of St. John xvi. 7, 8 , 9, 10, and11, as at

the present time. Money to support the Homes, & c., is needful,

but the manifest work of the Holy Spirit to convince of sin /S

THE ESSENTIAL TO THAT SUCCESS which alone can bring GLORY

TO JESUS,

At this season there will be many Prayer Meetings convened

to pray for a blessing upon the work of 1886, but how few Chris

tians, comparatively, can attend them ; still all can everywhere unite

in pleading at the one Throne for spiritual success, not only on

this work, but every Mission which has for its end the glory of

God and the salvation of the lost.

EDWARD W. THOMAS, Sec.

OFFICES - 200 , EUSTON ROAD, N.W.

Messrs . John F. Shaw & Co. , 48, Paternoster Row, E.C. , will gladly

receive donations.

The SECOND EDITION of Twenty -five Years' Work on behalf of the

FRIENDLESS and FALLEN will be published shortly, price 25. 6d.

WOAD AND WORK will be sent by the Publishera Pos free to anyoldress in the Kingdon for Twelve Months for 8., 100 .
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A VOICE THATISSTILL.
Memorials of EsthER BEAMISH . By her sister, F.L.M.B.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 6s.

SONGS OF THE PILGRIM LAND.

By C. PEYNEFATIIER , Author of " Follow Thou Mo, " & c .

Small 4to , cloth extra , 5s.

GREAT ST . BENEDICT'S.

or, DOROTHY'S STORY. By L. T. MEADE,

New and Cheaper Edition . Crown 8vo , gilt tops, 5s .

THE KNIGHT OF TO-DAY.
A Tale . By L. T. MEADE .

New and Cheaper Edition . Crown 8vo, gilt tops, 6s .

LADYBETTY'SGOVERNESS ;

or, THE CORBET CHRONICLES. By L. E. GUERNSEY,

New Edition . Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 5s.

EVERY-DAY LIFE ;
or, THE UNEVENTFUL JOURNEY. By Rev. C. H. WALLER,

M.A. , Author of " When Yo Pray," &c . Crown 8vo, 38. 6d .

FAITHAND UNFAITH:
THEIR CLAIM AND OONFLICTS . By H. BINCLAIR PATERSON ,

M.D. , Author of " The Fourfold Life , " & c . Crown 8vo , 38. 6d .

MY HOLIDAY.
A RECORD IN PEN AND PENCIL. A combined Sketch Book

and Diary intended to form a permanent Illustrated record of a

Holiday. Cloth extra , gilt edges, 33. 60.
" An entire novelty the book is sure to recommend itself to those

who are now planningtheir Annual Outing,' and as it will be a really use

ful adjunct to a Tourist's baggage, it is well worth noting down among the
things wanted .' " . The Illustrated London News.

THE REVEALER REVEALED.

The Manifestations of Christ to and in His Disciples. By Rev. W.

H. M. H. AITKEN, M.A. Crown sro , cloth extra , 3s.

CHOICE VOLUMES FOR SPARE MOMENTS.

(UNIFORM WITH THE PARCHMENT LIBRARY. )

IN THE SHADOW OFGOD .
Thoughts for Lonely Hours. By Rose PORTER , 1s .

MYMORNING WORD.

Counsel and Comfort for daily need. 19 .

OROSSES ANDCROWNS.
By H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D. le .

“ Well fitted to be a little manual to be read day by day." .

Christian Treasury .

BETWEEN TIMES.
By Lady HOPE. ls.

" Beautiful without and within , a credit to the publisher, an honour to

tho writer." - Daily Review .

THE GUEST-CHAMBER.

By Lady HOPE. ls .

" This delightful little book ... & good travelling companion .".
The Christian ,

These volumes can be had in cloth if desired .

NEW DELIGHTS FOR THE CHILDREN .

MOTHER'S AND MINE ;
or, HER STORIES WHILE I PAINT. Pictures by T. Pym, Stories

by C. BHAW , Author of " Pretty Pictures ," & c . 18 .

“ With a paint box, or a box ofcrayons, many a happy hour may be passed
over this book ." - Christian World .

BUSY FINGERS AND LISTENING EARS .
Sketches and Stories for little Painters . Stories by O. Shaw, Pictures

by T. Pym . 18 .

SOMETHING FOR SUNDAY.
New Series (the Fifth ). Messages from Heaven . Smaller Outline

Texts for Painting . ls.
" They willprove a pleasant and suitable occupation for young people.'

Queen .

66

SHAW'S HOME SERIES.

NEW ISSUES.

No. 19. – ALICK'SHERO .
BY CATHARINE SHAW. 6d .

No. 20. - HIS MOTHER'SBOOK .
By E. EVERETT -GREEN . 6d .

No. 21. - JEAN LINDSAY:
By EMILY BRODIE, 6d .

JOHN F. SHAW & CO.'S NEW PUBLICATIONS,

A TANGLED WEB.
A Tale of the Fifteenth Century . By EMILY S. HOLT.

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 5s.

" Not a whit behind any of its popular predecessors. " — The Christian .

OLDHAM ;

or, SOW BESIDE ALL WATERS. A quiet Story:

By L. E. GUERNSEY , Author of " The Foster Sisters ," &c.

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 5s .

HER HUSBAND'S HOME ;
or, THE DURLEYS OF LINLEY CASTLE .

By EVELYN EVERETT -GREEN, Author of “ His Mother's Book , " &c .
Large crown 8vo, gilt tops , 5s ,

" An excellent book for young women ." - Sunday School Chronicle.

FIVE LITTLE PARTRIDGES ;
or, THE PILOT'S HOUSE . By BRENDA , Author of " Frogg.y's Little

Brother, " " Nothing to Nohody," & c. With Illustrations by M.

IRWIN. Large crown 8vo, cloth extra , 3s . 6d .

ON THE CLIFF ;
or, ALIOK'S NEIGHBOURS. By C. SHAW , Author of " Alick's

Hero, " & c. Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 8s. 60 .

“ It is a most enjoyable story ." - Christian Journal.

FIVEMINUTES TOO LATE ;
or, LESLIE HARCOURT'S RESOLVE . By EMILY BRODIE , Author

of " Norman andElsie, " &c . Large brown 8vo , gilt tops, 3s . 6d.
“ Cannot be read a minute too soon . " - Ladies' Pictorial.

THE RIVER WAIF;

or , THE LUCK OF GODFREY'S WHARF. By CONSTANCE CR089,

Author of " After Twenty Years ." Large crown 8vo, gilt tops , 88. Bd .

WORTH THEWINNING .

By EMMA E. HORNBROOK, Author of " Judith the Blave," & c .

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 8s. 6d .

“ Girls will find more than one character worth winding.".

Sunday School Chronicle .

AFLOAT.

By MRS.STANLEY LEATHES, Author of " Inglenook Stories," " Jack

and Jill , ” & c . Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 33. 60 .

" A very pretty and touching story ." -Spectator.

SENT TO COVENTRY;
or, THE BOYS OF HIGHBEECH. By M. L. RIDLEY, Author of

" The Three Chums," & c . Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 3s. Bd.

“ No schoolboy who is fortunate enough to receive a copy will fail to peruse

It with avidity from beginning to end ." — Figaro.

MARGARET CASSON'S RESOLVE.

A Tale of Victory. By B. C. KENYON , Author of “ Hilda ; or, Life's

Discipline." Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 23 6d .

US THREE

By E. A , B. D. Crown 8vo , cloth extra , 2s.6d .

DAVIDELLIOTT.

A Cornish Story. By C. E. IRVINE, Author of "The Sefton Boys."

Crown 8vo, clothextra, 28. 6d .

“ Notlacking instirring and exciting adveoturo." - Manchester Examiner ,

THAT BOY TOM .

By M. SEYMOUR. Small 8vo, cloth extra, 1s. 6d .

" Is sure to receive favour from the young folks." -- The Christian.

THE SECRET OF THE FOREST;
or, A STRANGE INHERITANCE. By E. CHAPMAN.

Small 8vo , cloth extra , Is. 6d .

" A sweet, simple story, full of good teaching.” — The Christian .

EAST ANDWEST ;

or, THE STROLLING ARTIST. By E. BRODIE, Author of " Rough
the Terrier,” & c . Small 8vo , cloth extra , 1s. 60.

“ Is a pretty little story ." - Sunday School Chronicle.

LOST MAGGIE .

By M. E. WINCHESTER, Author of " A Nest of Sparrows," & c .
Cloth extra, ls.

“ A charming children's story . " - Christian Journal.

OUGHTS AND CROSSES.

By JENNIE CHAPELL, Author of "Wait till it Blooms, " & c .
Clothextra, 1s.

" Is a capital tale ." - European Mail.

A CEILD OF THE MORNING .
Memorials of Little Emily . By theAuthor of " English Hearts,"

" Life of Hedley Vicars," & o, 18.

LONDON ; JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.
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Situations and Appointments.Terms for Advertisements

" Woyd and Work.”

WANTED by a Young Lady, aged 20, an ,

Engagemont in a high -class school ; two years'

experience; leaving present engagement at
Ohristmas ; excellent references. Address E.M.,

John F. Shaw & Co., 48, Paternoster Row, E.C.

Situations

VACANT ORWANTED :

Apartments

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational .

Articles for Sale.

CHRISTIAN LADY, abstainer ( 29 ), with

some experience in nursing, offers her services

gratuitously to assist Lady Superintendent in

Convalescent or other Home, conducted on Evan.

gelical principles . London preferred . Private

bedroom and personal interview desired . Address,

T. , Office of Word and Work , 48, Paternoster

Row , E.C.

ASSISTANT MATRON Wanted ,

aboutJanuary next, for a Female Refuge Home

in Dublin . One competent to take oversight in

the laundry. A godiy person baving an earoest
desire to serve the Lord , and a tender feeling

towards the peculiar class there represented, is
much desired . Address. stating particulars,

last engagement, &o. , to Richard Scott , 7 , Dow
son Street, Dublin ,

This Paper having a large and increasing dr.

culation amongst Christians of all denominations

forms an excellontmedium for Educational and

other Announcements.

COOK (good plain ) wanted for Small Boys'

School, on January 1st. Two other servants and

boy . Wages £ 18 ;good references needed . 1 ,
Loudoun Road , 8.W.

The Terms are very moderate, viz.: Miscel

laneous in small Type,25. 6d. for 30 words or less,

and 6d , for every additional line of 8 words or

under .

A reduction for a series of Bis Insertions and

apwards. Front Page, and other special posi

tons, by arrangement.

Advertisements received after 11 o'clock on Mon

day cannot appear until thefollowing week ,

Advertisements sont by Post must be accom
panied by Post Office Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F. BHAW & Co.
Amounts under 25, 6d . may be sent in Halfpenny
Stamps,

MAID (useful) wanted . Must understand

dressmaking. Miss Webb, 8, Berlin Chambers ,
Wolverhampton .

HOUSE and PARLOURMAID wanted

immediately . Good character. Apply between

10 and 2, 13, Greville Place , N.W.

HOUSEMAID wanted immediately. As

sistance given . Apply 27 , Millbank Street,

Westminster.

GENERAL SERVANT wanted by 31st

December . Hain cooking. Housemaid kept.

Apply 27 , Millbank Street , Westminster.

"WORD AND WORK "

is Published every Thursday, Price One Henny.

Orders should be sent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. If difficultyis experienced in ob

taining copies thus, they can behad direct from

She Publishers, by post, on Wednesday , at the

following rates, Payable in Advance.

" WORD AND WORK " may now be purchased

at all Railway Stations. We would , therefore,

suggest that Christian friends when travelling

might help our circulation ,by purchasing a few

copies at the Bookstalls, to distribute in the

errriages,

GENERAL SERVANT wanted in a

laundry . Essy place. Middle -aged person pre

ferred . 1 , Mayton Street, Hornsey Road, N.

HOUSEMAID, immediately . Small

family. Normanhurst, Church Road, Forest

Hill .

HOUSEKEEPER (working ), wanted .

25 to 40. Very light duties. 6 , Five Elms

Terrace, Lower Clapton.

COOK (good plain ), immediately . * Assist

housemaid . Small family. Normanburát, Church

Road , Forest Hill ..00

B's

ENGLISH AND EUROPEAN

SUBSCRIPTIONS .

28 Weeks 62 Weeks

& d. d. £ 8. d .

1 Copy and Postage 086 06 10

2 Copies 0 6 10 0 13 8

8 0 10 6 1 1 0

4

DBTABLIBRED 1861.

| RK BECK BANK

Bonthampton Buildings, Ohancery Lano,

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS , repayable on demand .
TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly

balances, when not drawn below £ 50 .

The Bank undertaken for its Customon , troo of

sbargo, thecustody of Doods, Writingw,and other

Boourities and Valuables ; tho colleotion of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons ; and the par

obase and malo of Btocks Bharos, and Annuities.

Lotters of Oredit and Circular Notos issuoa .

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, post free, on app.ioation .

FRANCIS RAVENBCROFT, Manager.

Tho Birkbook Building Society's Annus
Booeipts exeood Five Millions.

roW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH , with im .

modiate Possession and oo Rent to pay . Apply at

the Ofice of the BIBKBI CK BUILDING SOCIETY 29,

Southampton Buildings von cory Lana.

COW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

MONTH, with immediate possession , either for

Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the

Office of the BIRKBECKFREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

As above.

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particular ,

on application .

FRANCIS BAVBNSCROFT, Manager.

HO

Hºw

Educational.

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL,

BATH.

Principal: MR . W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

Bchool) ,

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.

Pupils are prepared for the various Vuiversity

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the giounding of

younger Loys.

Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air

The Echool residence and premises bave been

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa

tion .

References

Dr Baedeker, Weston -super -Mare.

Colonel Barnes , Commandant, 10th Bengal

Lancers.

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern.

Dr. Maclean , Bath.

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

H. Groves, Esq ., Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Esq . , Ardfert, Co. Kerry .

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

DARMSTADT.-German lady receives

two or three English Pupils at her homo in

Darmstadt, to finish their education . She in

tends coming to England after New Year for
interviews. Beet references . Address B. ,

Kapellplatz, 10 , Darmstadt.

REQUIRED North German Nursery

Governess. Two children, 10 and 18. No teach
ing but German . Excellent needlewoman in

dispensable. Mrs. Myers, 225 , Hagley Road ,

Birmingham .

WANTED, laly , as useful Nursery Gover

ness. Good needlework . H. , 2, Glebe Villas,

Mitcha m .

A WIDOW LADY offers a comfortablo

Homo, with education , to two or throo little girls ,

Terms£ 20 per annum ,good reference. Address

0., Office of Word and Work, 48 ,Patornoster Row .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal : DR. CRANAGE, M.A.

Apartments, dr.

11

.PO

0 12 10 1 6 8

6 and reduced Postage 0 17 6 1 16 0
8 14 0 2 8 0

( Including Double Numbers.)

All Subscriptions should be remitted by choque

or Post office Order for the amount (payable in
advance ), at the General Post Office .

It will be seen from the above ratesthat special

adrantages are secured by ordering six copies and

over .

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

Copies of " WORD AND WORK " (locluding

Double Numbers ) may be sent from this Office to

any address in the undermentioned Foreign

Countries, for One Year, on the following terms,

paid in advance:

£ s. d . . d .

1 Copy... 0908Ooples 17 0

2 Copies 0 18 04 1 16 0

The Paper being registered for trausmission

abroad, a single copy may be sent to the follow

ing countries for One Penny :

Africa China Natal

Australis Demerara New Zealand
Brazil Egypt Portugal
Buenos Ayres Greece Singapore
Cape of Good India Switzerlard

Hope Jamaica Tasmania

Ceylon Japan Turkey

HAMPSTEAD . - Bix unfurnished rooms

to let , in the best part of this delightful suburb,

situated near four railway stations, convenient

for City and West. Apply to B. K. , care of H.

A. Farley, bookseller, 6, fiizjohn's Parade, Finch

ley Road , N.W.

TO CHRISTIAN PARENTS.-A son

or daughter coming to London is offered a com

fortable Home in a Christian family, cffering

many advantages . Terms very moderate . B .;

Office of Word and Work, 48, Paternoster Row,

E.O.

ISLE of WIGHT . - Ventnor . – 259. to

35s . weekly, or 5s. 6d. per day . Clarendon Board

ing Ilo ise, prettily situated in most sheltered

part of Ventnor ; south aspect, sea views , cheer

ful society and home comforts . Enclose stamp.

BOURNEMOUTH . BOARD and

RESIDENCE. Detached house, spacious rooms,
large garden, South aspect, close to sea . Two

occupying same room 30s. each . Liberal table .

Every comfort. Castle Garth , Christohurch

Road .

Just published , price ld .

Can the PAROUSIA (coming in Person) of the

Lord be separated from His EPIPHANEIA

(shining upon ), or from His APOKALUPSIS

(Revelation) ?

By ROBERT BROWN,

Author of " Outlines of Propbetic Truth," & c .

LONDON :

8. W. PARTRIDGE & CO., 9 , Paternoster Row.
OFFIOER : 48 , PATERNOSTER BOW , N.O.
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UNDER THE PATRONAGF OF H.R.H. THE PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.

MRS. HILTON'S CRÈCHE, INFANT INFIRMARY & ORPHANS’HOME,

12, 14, & 16 , STEPNEY CAUSEWAY, COMMERCIAL ROAD, E. ,

AND

TRAINING AND CONVALESCENT HOME, THE LIMES, FELTHAM .

Dear Friends, -I am under the necessity ofmaking a special

appeal for funds, and trust that, as in former times, you will kindly

respond. I am inI am in immediate need of £ 150 to meet current ex

penses, and, unless help is forthcoming, I shall not only have to

refuse many distressing cases, but shall be reduced to the painful

necessity of contracting some portion of the work. I need not

further urge the claims of the little ones, as at this time the

sheltering of young children is one of the most important missions

before the Christian public,

Trusting that the Lord will incline your hearts to aid me in

this time of anxiety,

I am, yours in the Master's Service,

MARIE HILTON.

All communications to be addressed to Mrs. HILTON , Founder and Hon. Superintendent, Langveld House,

Burdett Road, London, E.

THE CHRISTMASAND NEW YEAR PRESENT. The Englishman's Bible,

DAILY LIGHT on the DAILY PATH

Designed to give as far as practicable the accuracy, precision ,

and certainty of the Original Hebrew and Greek Scriptures on

the page of the Authorised Version .

In the verywords of Scripture. Two Volumes. Morning
BY THOMAS NEWBERRY.

Hour and Evening Hour. Sold separately or in sets .

LARJE PRINT EDITION.

“ These are very precious little books, and few more suitable

gifts could be found ." - Christian, The OLD TESTAMENT in One Volume ; with Supplement

containing three Engravings of the TABERNACLE in the

Small Edition , each volume, cloth, 1s.; Japanese Wilderness ; with Explanatory Notes.

morocco , gilt edges, 1s. 6d. ; French morocco, gilt Also , Ground Plan and Elevation of SOLOMON'S TEMPLE

edges, 2s.; and many other styles . (Autotype Plates) ; with Full Description, and giving the

Emblematic and Spiritual Teachìog.

Price 30s . , cloth ; or in Two Vols . , 16s. each.

BAGSTER'S

THE ENGLISH-GREEK TESTAMENT,

Large Print Edition, in two Parts, 78. 6d. each, in the Press.

20s. to 42s.

LIMP KID-LINED BIBLES .

The Englishman's Bible,

BAGSTER'S BIBLES .

PORTABLE EDITION.

In One Volume , with Maps, 16s .; best Turkey Morocco , limp ,

21s.; Levant Yapp, calf-lined, flexible, best binding, 30s.
In styles from French morocco, circuit edges , to

Levant morocco , calf lined , perfectly supple.

Prices from 48. to 42s.

The English Greek Testament.

NOONDAY MUSINGS ,

Paper covers, 4d.; French morocco tuck case, 8d .

" A beautiful little text-book . " -- Rock .

“ An admirable present. " -Freeman.

MAY BE HAD SEPARATELY.

Limp, 2s. 6d .; Limp Roan, 3s . 6d.; Morocco, 7s . 60.;

Levant Yapp, 12s , 6d .

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

15, PATERNOSTER Row , LONDON,

LONDON ; HODDER & STOUGHTON , 27, PATERNOSTER Row .

WESTON -SUPER -MARE :

THOMAS NEWBERRY, Alexandra Villa.

CHELTENHAM ; WILLIAM LEAR , 23, Regent Street,
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even

a clear and continuous national history which is at

A NEW YEAR'S APPEAL.
once real and reasonable . On the other hand, it is

OUR

UR readers have been for some time thoroughly an open secret that the so -called “ higher criticism

familiar with our theological position , We has hitherto ludicrously failed to produce any rational

are resolved by the grace of God , in the future , to account of Israel's development which can

stand by the evangelical doctrines, which have pretend to claim universal acceptance. The

saved and sanctified thousands, as we have en structure is complete as it stands in the Bible ; if it

deavoured to do in the past. Apart from the proof be overthrown and the attempt made to rebuild after

by which they can be shown to be Scriptural, they
another design , somehow or other the material

have approved themselves from God by the practi. cannot be adjusted according to the new plan, and

cal spiritual work they have done wherever they
there is only and always failure . This simple fact

have been received . We shall look long before we may be trusted to tell its own meaning ; at the same

find evidence of this kind attaching to the novelties
time it proves with some precision the singular unity

in doctrine and practice with which the present age
of a Book the contents of which were contributed at

is being flooded . THE TRUTH HAS PROVED ITSELF sundry times and in divers manners.”

BY ITS LIFE-GIVING POWER . If Evolution be accepted as a universal principle,

We have no intention of being moved from the it must apply to the progress of peoples, no less than

position of testifying against falsehood and error to the preparation of worlds. The strange Semitic

wherever they may be found ; nor, we trust , shall we
tribe, of whose discipline and experiences the Old

be forgetful to set forth the positive truths of the Testament speaks throughout, cannot, unless this

Bible whereby the spirit is nourished and sustained . theory be set aside , have received the laws and

Some may dislike both our testimony and state ordinances contained in the Pentateuch from the

ment. Certainly all who are anxious to change hands of one man. Surely they are rather an out

“ times and laws ” will naturally resist and oppose growth, the product of many minds and many

us . Our advocacy is sure to call forth antagonism. periods. So thought the critics, and at once they set

We believe, however, there are many in English
to work resolved to sift and sort the various

speaking countries who are in fullest sympathy with

contributions which form the whole. It may be

our aims, and who are ready to rejoice with us in the interesting, and it certainly is instructive, to examine

opportunities we possess for " contending for the faith the assumptions whereby they prepare themselves for

once delivered to the saints. ” Indeed, we know that
the task.

in cases not a few our efforts have been nobly backed

Their first axiom contains a confession of their own

by our readers. They have circulated our Journal fitness, in the absence of all relative information , to

and made it widely known where formerly it was

decide with certainty upon differences in style and date

unknown . No better service than this can be done
which determine authorship . One of their most

to the truth which they and we alike love and seek to approved tests finds expression in the separation of

serve .

paragraphs which contain the word “ Jehovah " from

We, therefore, confidently appeal to our readers in

others which contain the word “ Elohim .” Even if

every land to make this year one of united vigorous
these two words were absolutely synonymous, this

effort to extend our circulation and usefulness in

distinction would be absurd enough ; how much more

every

direction . Unless we fail in duty, which God forbid ,

so is it when we find, on examination , that each one

we have a claim upon their aid and support , which

occurs in the connection to which it most evidently

we are confident will be recognised and earnestly belongs, and any transposition of them weakens the

met,

passages to which they are transferred ! If any one

proposed to apply such a method to the examination

of a modern document, the derision consequent on

UNCRITICAL CRITICISM ! the proposal would be as decided as deserved.

A second axiom is that no rite or law can be acknow

for the interpretation of Jewish ledged as existing unless it is plainly proved to be

history, and the results, it must be confessed, are not enforced. On this principle it would be possible to

very encouraging. If we accept the Biblical narrative, prove that the New Testament had no existence

there may possibly be some difficulties we are unable during the Middle Ages. For some centuries it cer ..

to explain because our information is, at present, not tainly ceased to control church or clergy. Because

ample enough ; nevertheless we are in possession of Ezra enforced anew the ordinances of Moses, he is

EVOLUTION
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A WELL KNOWNProfessorinformedthe world

supposed to be the originator of them. In the nature , and all spiritualities. It is the human race thathas

absence of any history of the first three Christian
been inspired ; and the Bible in every part of it was lived first,

and the record of it made afterwards. The time camo

centuries, we might as reasonably assert that Luther when a man of large nature, feeling more sensitively the im .

wrote the New Testament.
pulse of the Divine inspiration, wasable to gather, to fix , and

give out as a truth these unorganized elements, never perhaps

A third axiom which plays a no less important part before put into regular form and spoken. They were found

is the absence of the supernatural from the whole
out to be real and authoritative before he declared it . Many

good things in civil laws are, comparatively speaking, laws by

sphere of history. This belauded principle is simply public sentiment, before they become authoritative laws by

an unworthy prejudice. An unbiassed student asks legislative enactment. So there are myriads of truths that are

for the facts whatever be their character. The writers
unfolded in action , and in fact long before authority is given

them by anybody that declares them , crying, " Thus saith the

of this school assert their determination to refuse even Lord ! ” God does say so, but He says so first through the find .

ings out , through the trials, the failures and mistakes, the

to enter on the examination of any alleged facts out successes and ascertainments, of actual human experience.

side the domain of nature. With such avowed prin . And so the Word of God is the record along one line of a grand

experiment, namely, the high development of man from the

ciples we need not be astonished at the ill success
lowest point of possible human existence, through the experi

which has hitherto attended their attempts at re ences of human life.

construction . Ingenious speculations are woven

With such an opinion of inspiration, it need give

one after another , every new effort confessing the
us no surprise if Mr. Beecher treat the Bible very

failure of all that have gone before .

cavalierly. He will allow it to speak, no doubt, if it

Christians have no occasion for alarm. The very

seem to favour him ; will he be as patient if it con

fury and frequency of these effectless assaults ought
demn him ? How far this representation of revelation

rather to confirm our confidence in “ the Word of the

differs from that commonly received by evangelical

Lord which endureth for ever. ”
churches it is unnecessary to point out. Instead of

recognising Divine thought in the Bible, Mr. Beecher

AN EVOLUTIONIST'S BIBLE, finds there only the record of human experiences. It

is the outcome of experiments and records the results .

not long ago that “ Evolution had given him a
It, of course, cannot be infallible so long as there are

new Bible.” An American preacher, whose fame is other experiments possible. For, according to Mr.

no less, has applied this new organon of interpretation, Beecher, inspiration continues conterminous with

and has published some noteworthy specimens of the hun

human life . In this he avows his agreement

novel readings we are asked to accept . * They are

with the Roman CatholicRoman Catholic Church (but he is

not in accord with the contents of the Bible with his own Pope we suppose), and declares that

which we have been hitherto familiar ; though we
church and the Protestant churches and some

frankly confess we have found them elsewhere, some
from the more intelligent idolatrous people are con

time before Evolution claimed a right to interpret tributing to the inspirational enlightenment of the

Scripture. If truth must . be told , they are only world. “ And what for no ? ” as one of Sir Walter

heresies of the past and present which the theory of
Scott's well-known characters would say. Is this not

Evolution is employed to support . The erratic
cousistent Evolution ? If there were any interfer

American orator is well known to have departed
ence from above, the Evolution would be marred .

from the ranks of orthodoxy. Some yearsago he Take onesentence more from the oracle, and learn

publicly announced a change in his views sufficiently beyond doubt how every man can be inspired and

great to warrant his withdrawal from associations of write his own Bible ; or, if not each individual, then

many years' duration . His opinions on Scriptural the wondrous whole called humanity. " All these

subjects have so little weight with us that , were it
elements of human experience are authoritative, and

not for other reasons, we would not take the trouble as authoritative as if they were spoken from Mount

of alluding to them . Nevertheless it may serve
Sinai or enunciated from Mount Calvary ."+

some good purpose if we call attention to the

doctrines which Evolution is likely to discover in the

Bible when it ranges freely and fearlessly through its
SIN WITHOUT GUILT !!

contents. Let us hear first what it has to say of the

IN

N our study of the Bible , without the aid of

Book which it professes to interpret :
Evolution we have learned something concern.

Now the Bible is inspired of God, I have said. We are to ing the introduction of sin into the world . The

bear in mind that His inspiration - the in -breathing of His
power, of His thought, of His will - is the cause ofeverything tempter entered the garden of innocence and per

in the universe. The Bible, as I look upon it , is the record in suaded the unthinking creature to distrust God .

part of what the influence of God's Spirit moving on human

consciousness has brought to pass along the course of our
We have read elsewhere than in Milton

national history. It is the record in a particular line of the

effect of that universal and continuous action of the Divine mind Of man's first disobedience , and the fruit

on the buman mind , that has raised man from the lowest
Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste

barbario depths, step by step , unfolding moralities, social life,
Brought death into the world , and all our woe

all graces, all affections , all reason, all the treasures of moral
Withloss of Eden !

* Evolution and Religion . By Henry Ward Beecher.
Pp. 64-5 . † P. 40.
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But hitherto we have been at some loss to understand they would put it, ought not to be followed by expul

how the story of the Fall could find a place within sion from Eden. Can any one of these biassed

the lines of Evolution . It is plainly a catastrophe ; talkers tell us to what the one single sin unchecked

and developments of this order can find no place for and unpunished could grow ? Remember, it is the

catastrophes. If sin be the result of weakness or beginning of a whole race, not of a single pair.

want, Evolution can deal with it easily enough, and The effects of nursery indulgence on a single life may

can conceive, though we fear it cannot contrive, some give some aid in solving the problem of the probable

process of strength and supply whereby it can effect of treating lightly the first sin in the infancy

gradually be overcome. And its presence ceases to be of the world .

a puzzle. It is the natural condition of imperfec This wrong estimate of sin , in which its real guilt

tion, out of which we shall in due time grow . Our or blameworthiness disappears, is, we fear, common

sinfulness in this case calls for pity rather than to teachers of Evolutionist theology. The nature

blame. It is our misfortune, not our fault.
of it appears in the following sentences, in which

Strangely enough, the old Bible refuses to admit the new theory of sin is turned to practical account :

the new science . From beginning to end it stoutly

refuses to make any compromise. Paradise lost
If, I say, you have inherited from Adam & corrupt nature, you

may justly rise up and say, “ I have not : I inherited from my

stands on the forefront of the narrative, and with father and mother as pure a nature as ever descended to a

Paradise regained it closes. Throughout, confronting
child. There hasno drop of Adam's bad blood come through to

me." But if I say to you , “ God has made man a progressive

each other, there are the record of man's sin and the creature, beginning at the very bottom , on the line of the

revelation of God's redemption material, first the animal, then the social , then the intellectual,

the æsthetic , the spiritual ; and every one of you should live

In Him is only good,
so as to travel on and up ; but you have not done it , you are

In me is only ill ;
living in the lower portions of your nature; you are not acting

My ill but draws His goodness forth ,
becomingly to yourself or your Creator." If I say this, there is

And me He loveth still. not a man bere who can or will deny it . The doctrine of sin ,

as reflected in the philosophy of Evolution, will carry more

The illness and the goodness are faithfully portrayed
power and have more effect upon the conscience and the

aspirations of men, and upon the desires for a higher and better

in the Bible, and both are traced to their source. life, than any other. "

We have often wondered how Evolution could
We have heard about these appeals to men's

adopt the story of the first temptation, and place aspirations often enough before, but we have never

it without disturbance on the lines of regular progres

once seen the experiment made, at least with success .

sion . Mr. Beecher assures us there is no occasion
The Gospel story of a suffering Substitute has both

for wonder, since Evolution declines to recognise the won and changed men's hearts ; but efforts to excite

fact of a Fall . He flatly and frankly refuses to into action the slumbering nobility of human nature

believe in the Edenic episode , and , after using some may continue to doomsday without once evoking a

strong language on the subject , he consigns it to response . You may as well essay to charm the dead

the region of fable. Here is what he says :
into life by a tuneful song as to change a sinner into

The old theory of sin, then , which will be exterminated, I a saint by appeals to a dormant though undeveloped

think, by the new light thrown upon the origin of man , and the goodness, which is as deaf to entreaties as their god

conditions by which the race hasbeen developed, is repulsive,

unreasonable, immoral, and demoralizing. I hateit. " I hate
was to the priests of Baal on Carmel. Nevertheless

it because I love the truth , because I love God, and because I in these dainty sentences Mr. Beecher lets out the

love my fellow-men . The idea that God created the race and

that two of them without experience were put under the
secret. The saint is to be evolved from the sinner,

temptation of the arch -fiend (or whatever the creature ” was), not like the statue from the block , but as the sweet

and that they fell into disobedience to what they did not

understand anything about, and that God not only thrust them
fruit is developed from the unripe and sour. It is a

out of the Garden of Eden, as no parent would ever treat a process of natural growth under careful culture .

child in his own household , but that He then transmitted the
At preeent we do not care to pursue the subject

corruption that was the result of disobedience through the

countless ages , and spread it out and out and out, mingling further, though there are many other inviting state

damnation on the right and on the left , before and behind, I ments in this little book . We have said enough to

hate it because I love God ! *

put our readers on their guard against specious

Rather strong language this , which, with its gross
though spurious pretences to interpret the Bible by

caricature of one of the most solemn facts of history, this fanciful theory . It is bad enough when it is

is more befitting an infidel platform than a Christian
applied to the interpretation of nature, but its

pulpit. The gravest part of the offence, however, is
mischievousness and destructiveness are very clearly

the sheltering of unbelief under the plea of love to God ,
seen when it proceeds thus rashly to disintegrate

No, Mr. Beecher, it is not love of God, but love of self,
and deny the Word of the living God .

which accounts for the hatred to Bible doctrine

Statements have been published in our own country

which no doubt you honestly feel . It is shared in by
which are, at least logically, in harmony with these

very many. Sin to them is of little consequence , deadly heresies, though we believe those who have

and they could not be expected to love a God who
made them would at present disavow sympathy

hates it . Their own safety, and the safety of others with Mr. Beecher.

like themselves, is of far greater importance than justice

or truth . The eating of an apple, more or less , as + P. 91 .
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“If the Lord Delight in Us. "

Ta

ere

on

on their behalf had depended on this, it had long

before ceased. For, instead of giving Him delight,

BY JAMES STEPHENS, M.A.
their conduct bad been , by murmuringand dis

( Of Highgate Road.)

obedience, a series of provocations to Him . The Lord's

delight in them did not arise from their giving Him

NHERE was no doubt it was a goodly land to the pleasure, but arose from His own purpose toward

borders of which God had led the people of them according to the promise He had made to

Israel . There was no doubt that settlement in a Abraham .

land of their own would have been for them a peculiar The Lord's delight in them was beyond all doubt.

delight , for not only were they at the time wanderers The fact that they were not in Egypt, but where

without a country, but they and their fathers had they were -- a ransomed people, and thatGod hadcalled

been , even in Egypt , aliens -- slaves, and not citizens. them "My people " -was overwhelming proof, not to

Yet they were ready to turn their backs on the speak of the daily manna which they gathered,and

land before them and give up all thought of possessing the water which they drank , and the pillar of cloud

it ; ready to resign entirely the bright prospect that and fire which they, day and night, looked on . If

had animated them all through their desert marches God, then , was with them and for them , who could be

and return to the place of servitude itself. The against them ? There

resources available for

greater part of those who had at their desire gone every emergency and unseen power at work that

through Canaan a tour of inspection had nothing could resist.

reported in such a way as to throw them into the Faith reasons and reckons thus ; and faith is not

greatest fear . They had dwelt impressively on the unwisdom . It reckons indeed on the unseen , but it

strength and terribleness of the giant inhabitants does not, therefore, reckon on the unreal . It makes

and on the insurmounta
ble defences of their cities . account of something beyond human power, but it

To the Israelites listening to them it seemed as if it makes account according to express and clearly

would be nothing less than a throwing away of their understood words of One who in His Word can never

lives even to make an attempt to take possession . fail . It hopes for issues which exact human calcula

When they were thus overcome by fear they spoke, tion could not justify, but its hopes arise out of the

and were ready to act, just as if they had never had carefully ascertained and spiritually understood will

any experience of God working on their behalf or and purpose and promise of Him whose counsel

engaging Himself to them. They might, so to speak , cannot but stand for ever.

have been a people who hal never heard of God, or God was with Israel , yet they could not have the

at least who had never had any proof of the reality all - availing blessing of His acting with them apart

of His interposition and unseen agency . They were from their walking in obedience. It was only by Him

as if not advantaged at all by having the Lord, and that their victories could be gained, yet these victories

having Him as their Lord. would not be gained unless they obeyed His words.

There was certainly a way of looking at the cir Only if they set themselves at His bidding to enter ;

cumstances so as not to be thus dismayed. It did only if they, in their weakness, went forward against

not consist in underestimating the inbabitants of the strong ; only if they committed themselves so as

Canaan , or the imposingness of the giants , or the that there should be nothing between them and

formidableness of the walled cities. Nor did it con failure, danger , ay death , but God's unfailing word ,

sist in more cheerfully and hopefully estimating their could they have the goodly land as their own . It

own capabilities . It consisted in viewing all that was from this they shrank back-shrank back to

was before them in the light of this definite fact, that their grievous and terrible loss .

it was God the All-unighty who had in unmistakably Is there not even here on earth a goodly land ”

plain words and by fully accredited messengers called put before God's children to be entered on ? I do not,

them , the people of Israel , to go up to Canaan, and had of course , mean a 'literal land, but an experience of

promised them His presence; that He had already good and of blessing which might be regarded as the

acted in the line of this expressed will and purpose ; equivalent of Canaan to the Israelites. Does not each

and that His presence with them could not but count new year too open up a new territory of good tobe

for the full supply of all that they should require. possessed ? That good may be found in the sick

This way of looking at
of looking at circumstances cbamber and in suffering as well as in activity, in

adopted , but by a very small minority—by Joshua and trouble as well as in prosperity ; for God's good for

Caleb. They had seen what the other spies had His people is something that cannot be measured

seen, but how different the conclusion they had come according to the measure of outward circumstances .

to ! As the ten looked on the giants their thought If the Lord delight in us He will bring us in . And

was—Israel can never overcome these : as the two He does delight in all who have availed themselves of

looked on the giants their thought was -What are return to Him through Jesus, who died for their sins

these against God ? and rose again . They are accepted in the acceptable

walled cities their though: was- Israel could not ness of Jesus . The certainty of God being for them

possibly overthrow such defences : as the two looked comes out in the word which Joshua and Caleb would ,

on the same cities their thought was—These are with all their heart , have laid hold of— “He that spared

strong indeed , but what are they before God ? Will not His own Son , but delivered Him up for us all ,

not a breath of His sweep them away ? So when how shall He not with Him also freely give us all

the ten terrified the people , and made them ready things ?"

to turn back to Egypt, the two cried , “ If the Lord At the same time we can only be brought into

delight in us, then He will bring us into this land, possession of God's good for us by obedience. It is

and give it us.” It was enough for them that God God who gives , yet we only possess as we intelligently

was with them . carry out His biddings. It is God who works the

“ If the Lord delight in us " did not mean, if the work of sanctification in the believer. It is He alone

Lord find that we give Him delight . If God's acting who can renew us in His image, and make us inwardly

was
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to wear something of the likeness of Christ. It is New Year Thoughts.
He only who can , day by day, as well as year by

1888 .

year,make tbis likeness to increase. Yet while this

is so it is not done apart from our obeying. " As
“ My pres 'nceshall go with thee,and I will give thee rest ” (Ex .xxxiii. 14 )

CWEET words with which God gilds our New
obedient children not fashioning yourselves

according to
Year pathway !

your former
Fair promise in which to

lusts in your igno

rance, but as He which
wrap the trembling spirits that stand upon the

hath called you is

holy, so be ye holy .” “ Cleanse yourselves from
chill threshold of an unknown, untried future !

all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holi
A real presence ! very real, very true, and that

ness in the fear of the Lord." “ Every one that
presence a rest-giving one. In these daysof toil and

hath this hope in Him ” (that really reaches forward
bustle , of rush and hurry, even in Christ's service,

day by day, with joyful anticipation , to the being per
the need of rest seems more felt, if possible, than

fectly conformed to Christ) " purifieth himself, even as
ever. Many a weary servant of the Lord will read

He is pure.” Again , it is God who keeps the Chris
these lines, weary not of His service, but in His

tian . Only God can keep us in a world of innumer
service , and that one' s cry is for rest, sweet rest !

able seductions and snares, and with a deceitful heart
Rest — even in the rush of outside labour ; rest

within . Yet at the same timewe are not kept, apart
calm and deep when swift surges of passion or pain

from walking in obedience. He is able to keep us from
overwhelm the soul: rest — from the thought of the

falling, yet we have no warrant to expect this ability
future ; rest - from the weight of the past !

to be put forth apart from our taking heed that we
Yea, Lord, we need it. Give it us. Wouldst thou

enter pot into temptation , or apart from our walking
have rest ? Then thou must have His “ presence ; '

in the light wehave received. The promises of God
and that brings with it rest. No one can have failed

cannot fail, but we have no right to claim them apart
to notice the calmness that a calm man gives to

from our walking in the ways of God. “ Cast thyself
others. A fire rages ; hurrying crowds make their

down,'' the tempter said to our Lord, “ for it is
way to the scene ; affrighted inmates seek to rush

from their dangerous dwelling places, blindly putting
written , He shall give His apgels charge over Thee."

The promise was undoubted, but the only place in
themselves ofttimes into positions of even greater

which it could be claimed was in thepath of obedience
peril. But see ! one comes upon the scene. The

andGod had not said to His Son , Cast Thyself down.
tumult ceases. All men obey him . The crowd

The obedience of faith is not a path pleasing to the
hushes, and sinks into silence. Lives are saved .

flesh , but it is the path to growing spiritualpossession .
His very presence had its power. It calmed .

' Tis the night of a fierce , wild storm . A brave
There is a fear which is faithlessness, and which , if

acted on , cannot but bring loss. There is a confidence
ship has struck upon the rocks - men , women, and

which is simply taking hold , and continuing to take
children , wild with terror, run frantically to and fro,

hold , on the Word , and which , when acted on , leads
and cry for help. The captain 's voice is heard !

even the weakest to possess a “ goodly land.”
Cold , stern , and calm are his features, and his voice

“ Let commands. There is order at once. All confusion

the Word of Christ dwell in you richly.” subsides. The faint-hearted take courage ; the brave

are nerved to greater exertions. The calmness of the

captain has saved his ship and the precious lives of

his passengers.
And in our fiery temptations, or in our storms of

" Called , and Chosen , and Fathful." * sorrow , when heart and flesh fail us for fear, the

(Rev. xvii. 14 )
presence of Jesus, theGod -Man , can calm us.

Are you entering this New Year with or without

Called out of depths of soul-darkness Jesus ? Oh ! dare you venture to tread the future

Into His marvellous light (1 Pet. ii. 9). without the promise of His presence ?

Called out of sorrowful weakness

Into the power of His might (Ephes vi. 10 ).
His presence implies perpetual companionship.

Called out of failure and falling
What a promise for life's journey ! No loneliness

Into His triumphing grace (Jude 24 ). now , no longing for friendship's severed union , no

Called to find heart- rest and heaven fear of straying from the pathway. He will be

In the sweet smile of His Face (Rev. xxii. 4 ). with thee. " Certainly I willbewith thee." Is it not

blessed ? And oh ! happy, happy thought - is it notall
Chosen to fight as His coldier gloriously true ?

Únder His Banner of Love (2 Tim . ii. 4 ). The sighing of many a heart that loves its Lord is,
Chosen to stand as His servant

Swift at His mandate to move (Deut. x . 8 ).
" Oh, for the felt presence of Jesus ! " Ay, but to

Chosen to bear a bright witness have that presence is the best thing ; and, whether

Unto the power of His name (Acts ix . 15 ). we feel it or not, His presence is a real thing . It is

Chosen to be His companion ( John xv. 16 ).

Sharing His sorrow and shame(Cant. i. 15 marg.).
a fact, not a fancy ; a delight, not a delusion .

Plead it as New Year's promise : take it as New

Year's strength ; prove it each New Year hour, “ My

Faithful He surely shall find me
Faithful in witness and word (Prov. xxv. 13).

presence shall go with thee, and I will give theo

Faithful in daily fulfilling

Evely desire ofmy Lord (Col. i. 9). Eva TRAVERS EVERED POOLE.

faithful through fiery temptation
Loyally true to His Love ( 1 Pet. i. 7, 8) .

With His “ Well done ! ” as my guerdon
Mrs. Hilton 's Creche.- - We would venture to call our

Greeting my spirit above (Matt. xxv. 21).
readers' attention to Mrs . Hilton 's urgent plea , on p . iv., on

EVA TRAVERS EVERED POOLE . behalf of the little ones for whom she labours. Those who

know anything of the cheering and beautiful work carried on

in the Crèche, tho Infant Infirmary, and Orphans' Home, also

May be obtained , printed on toned enamelled card , ofGUTCH & Cox, 150,
the Convalescent Training Home, Feltham , know well the true

High Street, Southampton . (Is. per dczen )
helpfulness of such gervice to mothers and babes in the East End .

rest ."
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Year's Wishi" The Old Book's Remedy.

А.

Yºu

A New

BY MRS. CRONYN. FEW years ago a French nobleman came to this

OU say you believe in and you long for heart's rest ,
country labouring under an extraordinary depression of

and yet you are sensible you do not possess it. God's spirits, which he could not get rid of. He came to consult

dealings with you have been strange and unexpected. He
an eminent physician ,* who devoted himself especially to

the treatment of diseases of the mind.
has sentinto your life difficulties which appear to you insur

The Count was a man of wealth as well as of rank, sur
mountable. He has withdrawn from you that on which

rounded by everything that could make life enjoyable .your heart leaned, and without which life seems a desert to
Beloved in his family and esteemed by his friends, his cup

you. He has given you a loving, clinging heart, and has
seemed to run over .

ordered for you a lonely life. He has created you with an
But was he happy ? No ; for, strange

earnest, energetic spirit, and has placed it in a feeble frame as it may appear, a deep gloom hung over his spirits, which

peither the charms of a happy family circle nor the import
--or has blighted with frequent illness one of early power

ant duties of public life could dispel.
and promise -- a thousand surmises might not touch on the

His friends became alarmed on his account, and by theirexact spot in which your heart and will are at issue with the

advice he consulted various medical men . They recommended
heart and will of God, dear brother or sister, but these sug

him change of air and scene, baths, music, company. He
gestions will suflice to point out to you that whatever the

difficulty is, it must be on your side , and not on the side of tried all , but in vain. His melancholy increased rather than

diminished, and serious fears were entertained that his reason
God, and that if ever Heart's ease is to be written on your

brow , it must be by a change on your part, for God changeth
would give way,and that he would have to exchange his home

not. If we would have ease of heart, it must be by a full
for a lunatic asylum .

and complete acceptance of God's terms, not by any resist
Just at this juncture an intimate friend advised him to

go to England and consult the above -mentioned physician.
ance or effort to make terms with Him.

“ Give me what I desire, and I will delight in Thee." Is
To this he willingly assented, and before many days had

that our heart's secret whisper ? " No," says the Word of
passed he was seated with the doctor in his study. Having

Truth— “ Delight thyself also in the Lord, and then He sball put the usual questions to him , the doctor, after a most

patient and careful examination , said , “ There is nothing
give thee thy heart's desire."

Dear friends, until there is unconditional surrender of our
wrong with you , sir. I can find nothing in the state of your

will to the will of God, it is impossible for us to possess true
system to account for the melancholy of which you com

plain .”heart's rest.

Iusedto think that a Christian must giveup everything spirits endangers iny

reason Do, doctor, help me if you

“ That is strange," said the patient. “ This depression of

that God showed him to be wrong in his life ; but as the
can ."

Lord has been showing me more of His training of His

children for eternity, I see that, in His advanced classes, we
Perhaps an inordinate anıbition may have something to

do with it ? ”

have to learn as readily to give up what is right and good

and true and lovely, if He clainis it of us, aswe have to yield
“ No ; I have no desire for great things. I am in the

that which our own hearts tell us is ill and unbecoming in
position just suited to my taste and wishes."

our Christian life . It is the making our will supple, our
" Some family trouble or bereavement ? ”

hearts yielding and unquestioning, that is God's object in
" No, doctor ; peace and love reign in my family, and my

circle is unbroken ."

dealing with us in ways that are often so inexplicable to us ;

He wants to bring us to realize what is the joy of the
“ Have you any enemies ? "

" Not that I am aware of.”

Psalmist when he exclaims ( Psa. xvi . 5 ) — “ The Lord is the

portion of my inheritance and of my cup," and adds, with
“ What subject most frequently occupies your thoughts ? ”

the beaming smile of faith, “ Thou maintainest my lot.” I
“ You are approaching a matter which I hardly like to

don't belong to myself any more, I am Thine own dear
speak of, doctor I am a sceptic, and the ceremonies of

religion are, in
child . I do not ask any more for “ the pertion of goods that

my view, as repugnant to common sense as

its mysteries are to reason . I do not believe in revelation ;
falleth to me," as in former days, I live at home with Thee,

my " Abba Father ; ” and each day realize more the fulness
and yet, I must confess, one of its dogmas haunts me like a

of blessing in Thy words, “ Child , thou art ever with Me, and
spectre. I try to persuade myself that it is the result of a

all thut Ihave is thine.”
disordered state of the brain ; but yet my mind is continu

Dear reader, did you ever ask God to open your eyes
ally occupied with it."

to see the full meaning of those words, * The Lord is “ Will you tell me what it is ? ”

the portion of mine inheritance " ? Mark, it is not, the
" A vision of the last judgment is constantly present to

Lord will give, or gives me, a portion , but, the Lord Him
my mind. The end of all things seems to have come, and

self is my portion . Do you believe it ? Do you believe
the great white throne is set up . There is One seated

that there is no such person as a portionless child of
on the throne whose look of stern justice and majesty

terrifies me. I hear Him call me in a voice like

God , and that there is no child of God that has a less

portion than the Lord Himself, this New Year's morning ?
thunder. I try to escape from His penetrating glance, but

Do you believe it of yourself, to day ? And are you
Heaven and eath have disappeared , and I am left alone.

living in the heart's joy and rest of its assurance ? Can
Doctor, can you understand what that means, alone - alone

you look up in His dear face to day, like the Heartsease in the presence of perfect puity - alone under the scrutiniz

to the sun, and say, “ My God, I trust Thee. Whatever ing eye of One who reads me through and through ? Every

Thou puttest in my cup, by Thy grace, I will drink it , with.
moment I expect to hear the awful words, ‘ Depart from me,

out doubt or question . I rest in Thy love ; Thou main
ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and

his aligels ' ” (Matt. xxv. 41).

tainest my lot ?"
“ What makes you fear such a sentence ? ”.

Return, my soul, unto thy rest,

From vain pursuits and maddening cares ,
Well , in the eyes of men my life is deemed irreproachable,

and not without reason .

From Jonely woes that wring thy breast,
I have less to accuse myself of

The world's allurements , Satan's snares . than mostof my acquaintances ; but in the presence of such

Return unto thy rest , my soul," dazzling glory - such spotless purity --my very beat actions

From all the wanderings of thy thought,
appear black and hideous. That eye searches out the

From sickness unto death made whole,
thoughts and intents of my heart, so that not a single actSafe through a thousand perils brought.

God is thy rest --with heart inclined
of my life is pure in His sight. I feel guilty and condemned,

To keep His Word, that Word believe and long to find some spotwhere I can hide from His pre

Christ is thy rest ; with lowly mind sence ."

His light and easy yoke receive.--DORDRIDGE . “ Is that what causes the melancholy of which you com

plain ? "
. From Heartsease : A New Year's Wish . A beautifuiNew Year's medita

tion , by Mrs. Cronyn. Copies are to be had from Mrs. Higinbotham , Moor.

side, Bournemouth : also Partridge & Co. 18. per dozen ,
# The late Dr. Forbes Winslow .
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“ I suppose so. This terrible vision is always before me. “ There it is again, doctor. I see it as clearly as possible,

I cannot get rid of it. Sometimes I think it is only imagi justified by the death of another ! Oh, why did I never

nation, the effect of a depressed state of the nervous system , know this before ? ' Justified :-what a word for a guilty

and that when I get strong it will pass away. But then sinner ! "

again the thought forces itself upon me, ' What if, 'after “ Therefore will I divide Him a portion with the great,

all, it should be a Divine truth - a scene in which I mustin and He shall divide the spoil with the strong ; because He

reality some day appear ?' My mind gets bewildered with hath poured out His soul unto death ; and Hewas numbered

these conflicting thoughts, and I look and long in vain for with the transgressors ; and He bare the sin of many, and

deliverance. This is a humbling confession for a man of made intercession for the transgressors ?” (Isa . liii.).

my views, doctor."
Doctor, such a salvation could never have originated in

" I have by mean old book , which contains a remedy for the heart of man ; none but God could plan such a salvation ;

your disease,” said the doctor, with confidence , as he turned none butGod could carry it out. What love in God ! what

to his book -case and took down a' book which bore the marks love in His Son ! what grandeur, what beauty ! Doctor, my

of frequent use . He turned over a few pages, and then load is gone. I no longer fear the judgment. Christ has

handing the book to his patient, he requested him to read been judged for me. I believe in Him ; I trust in the value

aloud the lines to which he pointed . of His death on the cross. "

He read as follows :
“ If you believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, He Himself

" Who hath believed our report ? and to whom is the arm tells you , you have everlasting life. Read it for yourself.”

of the Lord revealed ?”
" . Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that heareth My

Doctor : “ The unbelief which the prophet complained of word , and believeth on Him that sent Me, hath everlasting

two thousand six hundred years ago exists in our own day. life , and shall not come into condemnation ; but is passed

Who among the millions in our so -called Christian countries from death unto life ' ” ( John v. 24) .

believe this report ? ”
The Count received this glorious truth then and there, and

" • For He shall grow up before Him as a tender plant, left the doctor's study a different man ; hisdreadfulforebodings

and as a root out of a dry ground : He hath no form nor were gone. The future he no longer feared ; but, like the

comeliness ; and when we shall see Him, there is no beauty Ethiopian of old (see Acts viii .) to whom Philip the evan

that we should desire Him.' '

“ Of whom do these verses speak ? ”.

gelist opened out the same Scripture, he received Jesus as his

Saviour, and " wenton his wayrejoicing." Returning home

“ Of the Lord Jesus Christ, God's only hegotten Son, whom with a heart filled with gratitude and praise, he desired

He sent into the world that by His propitiatory death He henceforth to live to the glory of Him who loved him and

might make atonement for sin ." gave Himself for him .

He is despised and rejected of men ; a Man of sorrows, Reader, that which troubled this nobleman was no mere

and acquainted with grief : and we hid as it were our faces illusion of a fevered brain. No; the judgment of the great

from Him ;He was despised , and we esteemed Him not.'” white throne is declared in God's Word to be a solemn

“That is indeed true : we have not esteemed Him ." reality. It lies in the future of every man who does not

' ' Surely He hath borne our griefs and carried our sor receive the salvation which is providedfor him by the death

rows : yet we did esteem Him stricken, smitten of God, and of Christ upon the cross. Our sins deserved the judgment

afflicted !
of God ; Christ bore that dreadful judgment for sinners.

“ Here again the prophecy has been fulfilled." If we receive Him as our Substitute andSaviour, the judg ..

" But He was wounded for our transgressions, He was ment which has fallen upon Him will never be repeated . It

bruisedfor our iniquities : the chastisement of ourpeace was has fallen upon our Substitute, and therefore cannot fall on

upon Him ; and with His stripes we are healed. All we like We are thereby free, eternally free. Ob, what a glori .

sheep bave gone astray ; we have turned every one to his ous salvation ! And all are welcome to receive it, without

own way ; and the Lord hath laid on Him the iniquity of
G. C.

money and without price.

us all.' »

“ What does that mean , doctor ? "

“That the Son of God took the sinner's place and bore the

punishment due to the sinner. He became the willing

Victim , and God laid upon Him the iniquity of us all , and

with His stripes we are healed.” Watchword for 1886 .

“ What ! did the Son ofGod take my place anddie for me ?"

"The Lord laid upon Him the iniquity of us all.' ” '
To this earth on Spirit wings;

“ If that be so, there is no punishment for me. " As a watchword from the Master

“ The chastisement of our peace was upon Him .'”
To incite to holier things ;

“Is it possible, doctor ? What Divine beauty and
For this year, so lately dawning,

simplicity . The guiltless dies for the guilty ! ”
Very soon shall pass away.

“ Read on a little further. "
And each moment brings us nearer

“ He was oppressed, and He was afflicted, yet He opened Unto God's eternal day.
not His mouth .'

“ Because He stood there as the willing Substitute." Very soon Christ's earnest workers

“ He is brought as a lamb to the slaughter, and as a
Will be called to lasting rest ;

sheep before her shearers is dumb, so He openeth not His Shall we be among the number?

mouth .' " Shall we lean upon His breast ?

“He gave up His life as a ransom for me." Very soon , too , pain and sorrow

“ He was taken from prison and from judgment : and For His triedones shall be o'er :

who shall declare His generation ? for He was cutoff out of And life's hidden depths be fathomed

the land of the living : for the transgression of My people
On the farther happy shore.

was He stricken .

“ Praise the Lord. He took the sinner's place." “ Very soon " -oh word of comfort

“ * And He made His grave with the wicked, and with And of counsel through this year !

the rich in His death ; because He had done no violence, “ Very soon " --ohsolemn warning !

neither was any deceit in His mouth . Yet it pleased the May the unawakened hear !

Lord to bruise Him ; He hath put Him to griof.' For the Bridegroom cometh quickly

“ Oh , what great love to sinners ! ” To take home His ransomed Bride ;

" • When Thou shalt make His soul an offering for sin, He Who will then go forth to meet Him ?

shall see His seed, He shall prolong His days, and the Who will then be on His side ?
pleasure of the Lord shall prosper inHis hand. He shall

CHARLOTTE MURRAY.

see of the travail of His soul, and shall be satisfied : by His

knowledge shallMy righteous Servant justiiy many ; for He * Published on illumiuated card , by J. E. Hawkins.

shall bear their iniquities.'

us

Very Soon ."

527
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Christ the Power of God .* thosemen who found fault with Him ,as the destroyer

BY THE LATE DR. W . P . MACKAY. of disease and of death , did not see that, while God

TN considering this subject, the power ofGod, one
never can go against His commands, He can rise up

I would at first think that we should look to the
in His power above all , and that He who has seen

His creation marred has begun in another sphere,
manifestation of His power as seen in the rolling

river, the majestic Niagara, roaring, rushing over
in another work, and in another country, the country

with its millions and millions of tons of water,
beyond the grave, through death and resurrection .

eclipsing all the steam power that man could put
So He tells us, “ My Father worketh hitherto , and I

work " - working in the activity of His redeeming love ;
together ; or we inay take our stand by the ocean and

see it tossing the ships thatman has built, and dash
and then He goes on to say, because He is the Son

ing them to pieces as children 's toys, or the thunder
of God , that now we may meet Him as Quickener

storm and the lightning flash , and say, Look what
through the grave, or wemust meet Him as the Judge ,

a God we have ! or we might take the telescope, and
the Son ofMan, and then we shall have to meet the

direct your eye away from this little speck called
doom that is ours. Thus we approach the cross as

earth , to look at the stars at night, and see there
the power of God to guilty men . “ For after that,

millions and millions beyond what the naked eye can
in the wisdom of God , the world by wisdom knew not

see revolving , the nebulæ that we observe in the
God, it pleased God by the foolishness of preaching

to save them that believe. For the Jews require a
galaxy of the heavens, and to know that He upholds

all these by the word of His power, and that He
sign , and the Greeks seek after wisdom ; but we

keeps the reinsof the governmentof millions of stars,
preach Christ crucified , unto the Jews a stumbling

ofmany times larger dimensions than this little speck
block , and unto the Greeks foolishness ; but unto

of creation , in His grasp.
them which are called, both Jews andGreeks, Christ

When we think of all this, well may we exclaim ,
the power of God.” Christ the power of God has

“ When I consider Thy heavens, the work of Thy
come into the domain of death and met the demand

fingers, the moon and the stars, which Thou hast
of death , and this is why Christ is the power of God

ordained, what is manpo We are lost in silent
unto salvation . The blood has paid the debt,

wonder . Let us also take the microscope and rub
the blood that runs in a scarlet line from the gates

off the dust from the butterfly 's wing, and we shall
of Eden to the great white throne, and which then

find that each speck of dust is a gorgeously chiselled
is the themeof the redeemed to all eternity. “ Thou

feather, and the livingGod who has chiselled these
hast redeemed us with Tby blood ," the blood which

feathers in the most perfect and beauteous form bas
tells of a life taken for a life forfeited . That is what

counted the hairs of your head and mine, and has
satisfies God, although it is a stumbling-block to the

named every sparrow . His power is seen in what He
Jew and foolishness to the Greek , both ancient and

can condescend to, as well as in what Heupholds, in
modern . To the one who requires a sign in these

the majesty of His might.
days, the blood will still be a scandal. To the man

But we are not to contemplate the power of the
who wants wisdom , the blood puts all his wisdom in

God of creation , to study His grandeur, though it is
the dust. Why ? Because it tells that Christ has

profitable for us to do so. Man has drifted from
entered into the domain where neither man's wisdom

God, and so our little planet is bounded by death .
nor power is available . In the grave man has no

Death goes round about it, death envelops it physi knowledge and do power — the cross is the power of

cally. Seven miles up there is death. No man can
God. But ,

live there. A band of death is round our globe ; but
II. The Power of the Resurrection. " And de .

in a more real sense our fallen creation is bounded
nded | clared to be the Son of God with power, according

by the grave. Man's power can do much. He can
to the Spirit of holiness, by the resurrection from

almost annihilate time and space. He can tie the
the dead ” (Rom . i. 4 ). This is abstract - not His

globe with a string and take the lightning and send
own resurrection , butby resurrection from the dead .

it as his message. He can bring creation under his He has authority over the grave, the resurrection of

feet, and do mighty things, but he is limited by the
good and bad — the resurrection that He has in His

grave ; the tomb he has never been able to pass
own right and in His own power, in which God

through ; the grave he has never been able to span ;
raised Him from the dead - the resurrection that

but the peculiar manifestation of the power of our
quickens us to go with Him , and the resurrection

King begins where man 's power ends. that He has of the ungodly to quicken them , and to

I. The Power of the Cross. - In 1 Cor. i. 18 , “ For
bring them to the bar of judgment, whether they will

the preaching of the cross is to them that perish fool
or not- all resurrection declares Him to be the Son

ishness ; but unto us which are saved it is the power of God, and thus in the resurrection we have the

ofGod .” The cross was not only death , but the most Lord Jesus Christ shown to be the powerful One.

shameful death - the death of the felon , and this
If He went into the grave, He has been raised on

death , suffered by Jesus, becomes the power ofGod ;
the other side of the doom of sin ; if Hewent into the

for the moment that creation work was marred , the
domain of death , He is declared now to be the Son

Lord God came in with the promise of the bruising
ofGod in power by resurrection. He went into the

of the serpent's head, setting forth that it was
monster's jaws and plucked out the sting. He was

through death the new creation was to be begun there in the power of the eternal God, and He is

showing that it was by death His new power was to
raised again from the dead , beyond all the

be set forth , and that as soon as creation work was powers of Satan and the grave, and is

marred redemption work was begun . now raised to the throne of God, as we read

When the Lord was here and was found fault with , in Eph . i. 18 : “ That ye may know what is

and challenged on the creation Sabbath for working,
the hope of His calling, and what the riches of the

glory of His inheritance in the saints, and what is the
* From " The Seeking Saviour." A new volume of vigorous exceeding greatness of His power to us-ward who

and wondrously helpful sermons, by onewhose place will not

soon be supplied.
believe,according to theworking of His mighty power,
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which He wrought in Christ, when He raised Him Why, he is dead more than a year ago, and he

from the dead." He was crucified in weakness, but can't have a vote .”

was raised by power. We have seen Him thus in the That is what you and I have to say to our old

power of the cross, also in the power of the empty nature .

tomb, the power of the resurrection , but we again “ You have no vote ; you have nothing to do with

see the government of me now. We are dead to sin ,

III . The Power of His Quickening.-- For we are and the obsolete man is off the register ' - the old

quickened together with Him . He is revealed not man has gone , so far as voting is concerned . It

only as the risen Ope, but as the quickening One. He is only the new man in Christ Jesus who has a right

that was dead for sin , and we that are dead in sin , to my service. Let me take a familiar illustration .

were quickened together by the Spirit of power. When the man with the palsy was healed, he did

The power of God is thus given to men who were not merely get healing but power. · Rise, take up

dead. God would have been for ever incommunicable thy bed , and walk ; ” and so he carried his bed .

to dead sinners unless Jesus Christ , who was the life , Before this the bed carried him . He was dependent

had come into the place of death, and had been raised upon his bed , and upon those who each took a

by the glory of the Father ; but now are we kings to corner ; butnow , as soon as we have got into Christ, it

gether with Him. One other thought in Heb. vii . , the is, “ Rise, take up thy bed , and walk .” Take the case

fourteenth to the twenty - fifth verse inclusive . of the reformed drunkard . Why, when he used to

IV. The Power of His Intercession . --Christ inter pass public -houses, the cursed desire for drink was

cedes for His own, whom He has justified and paramount over his conscience and the interests of

quickened . On high He is the Great High Priest, wife and family ; but now , being dead to sin , he says

entering in with His own blood to appear in the to this craving, “ You have no vote . " . He carries the

presence of God for us , pow to keep us clean , and obsolete man to the prayer or conference meeting,

He is there making intercession , according to the instead of the old man carrying him into the public

unsullied holiness of the presenceof God. There He house. So it is with us , • Rise, take up thy bed . " :

is "ever living to make intercession . ” It is He who We have powernow, and " sin shall not have dominion

has begun it at the cross, with whom we are over us."

quickened together from the tomb. He goes on to VI. The Power of His Gospel.-— " For I am not

the end of our experience
s

, difficulties, and dangers . ashamed of the Gospel of Christ : for it is the power

He is up yonder on the Throne to save to the utter of God unto salvation to every one that believeth ;

most, that is to say, of time. He is our Advocate to the Jew first , and also to the Greek.” Christ

with the Father. He is our High Priest before God. speaks through us , and now we can use the power

" It is Christ that died , yea rather, that is risen He has given us. In order to have this power we let

again,who is ever at the right hand of God, who also God speak as much as possible , and ourselves

maketh intercessi
on

for us. Who shall separate us to speak as little as possible. In the days of His

from the love of Christ ? humiliation He gave all power and authority to His

V. His Indwelling Power . - Rom . viii. 26 : " Like apostles - power and authority to cast out devils , and

wise the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities : for we one came to Him and said , “ Your apostles could

know not what we should pray for as we ought : but not do it.” Why ? Because there arose a reasoning

the Spirit Himself maketh intercession forus with among them as to which should be greatest . I

groanings which cannot be uttered.” If we have an believe that we often lose our power by thinking

Intercessor yonder, we have an Intercessor hers ; we are something: There are Peter and Andrew ;

and as the Intercessor yonder is for His people, the themancomes to be healed, but neither of them can

Intercessor here is in His people . The Spirit does do it. Peter could not be trusted with seeing that

not dwell in an unconverted man. He quickens the devil under him . Peter might say, “ I am sorry for

unconverted . He seals , and dwells in , the believer. my dear brother Andrew , but if he had been like me

There is a Christ for every sinner, and a Spirit ready he would have been successful.” Brethren , in the

to quicken him in connection with that Christ, but holy work of God , the “ holy self” often comes in,

the Spirit only makes intercession within those who Whatsoever there is of self , let us cast it from us , and

are the Lord's. So we have Christ in His power lean wholly and solely upon the Lord , and trust in

dwelling in us here by His Spirit, and we have Christ the power of His might . Self- seeking is all the

in His power appealing for us yonder ; and in His fouler when it enters the domain of God . By nature

power we go onward and pray that we may know we all wish to be above and beyond our fellows ; may

the power of His resurrection and the fellowship of we have the desire to lift high the banner of the

His suffering - to know that we are thus identified cross, and in its fold conceal the standard-bearer.

with the risen One. This is our standing and state May the standard -bearers be all
May the standard -bearers be all hid , and Christ

here on earth ; now on account of that power within
alone seen. Tben , indeed , should we feel that we had

us — the holy God-we boldly affirm that sin shall in our hands the Gospel of God , which is the power

not have dominion over us. Reckon yourselves dead of God upto salvation. We pray much for the Holy

indeed unto sin . Of course it does not say sin shall Ghost-the working power, and always ought to do

pot have its presence ; but it is a question of its so ; but I would say, “ Go to your knees and ask God

dominion . Why ? Because the Spirit of God is to show you what the Gospel is,” for God has said

within us. “ Reckon ” yourselves-it is not “ feel ” that the Gospel is the power. None of us can save a

yourselves dead . If I were really dead , and felt soul , but we can hold the instrument by which God

dead, it would be absurd to tell me to reckon myself can do it. We need nothing to add to that old Gospel ,

dead to sin . Suppose I go to a registrar and say, and nothing to be taken from it. When Paul was

“ There is a man in this parish wbo wants a about to bring it to the walls of Rome, he said ,
“ I

vote .”
am not ashamed to take it to Rome also, for it is the

“ What is his name ? ” . power of God ," and we have it thus still .

" James Blank .” VII . The Power of His Return.- Lastly , the revela

"
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tion which is to come is the manifested power of precious blood of Christ, neglect so great salvation , resist the

our King. It is hidden just now, and why ? Christ Holy Spirit , and yourportion mustbe eternal death !

has been rejected . “And I heard a loud voice saying
The over-confident electors were to be warned of their pre

sumption. They must not think about it , but act. They

in Heaven, Now is come salvation , and strength , and
must not rest till they have done all in their power. It is

the kingdom of our God, and the power of His Christ : not their sure feelings that will get the candidate in . It is

for the accuser of our brethren is cast down, which not because those around are so busy that it is sure to be right,

accused them before our God day and night ” all must work and make the election sure. “ Remember

( Rev. xii . 10) . His power shall be from the river to the Brighton," said the speaker. At a former election, through

ends of the earth , when all nations shall be blessed theover -confidence of the electors, their candidate lost the

election . Lot's wife thought she was sure of getting into

in Him and call Him blessed , when He shall have
Zoar, the place of safety. She was over-confident. She was

broken His enemies to pieces, when His power shall in no hurry. The others might hasten , but she was right,
be manifested in all its majesty.

and could just loiter behind. Then she presumed to look

Whata glorious hope is ours , reserved for an ever back ; and she is a solemn warning to all." " Remember Lot's

lasting inheritance ! while we know that this sin wife.” She came out of Sodom , but she never entered Zoar.

stricken earth is reserved for fire . In Jude we have She escaped the dangers of Sodom , but she perished through

the judgment at the beginning of the day of the Lord , presumption, disobedience, and unbelief. She heard the

when the Lord cometh with the myriads of His

warnings, she saw the messengers, she felt the loving hand

saints. We who have been caught up previously,

upon her wrist, but she perished. Solemn, terribly solemn,

at the door of mercy she was slain by justice.

according to 1 Thess .iv .-our blessed hope --come So with those over -confident about being rightfor eternity.

with Him to execute judgment on all. 2 Pet. iii . 10 They are presuming on the mercy of God . Let them beware !

gives us the judgment at the end of the same day. They think God is so merciful, it is sure to be right with

The day of grace has already lasted nearly two them , they will go to Heaven. They have escaped the vilest

millenniums. The day of the Lord's reign is , accord

sins, yet they are not safe, they are not in Christ. Their hearts

ing to Scripture, a thousandyears
. In the evening danger, butthey areloitering on theway. Butmore, they

are in Sodom . Their godly relations are hastening from

of this day “ the Heavens shall pass away with a
are looking back, they are disobeying God's commands, they

great noise, and the elements shall melt with fervent
are in danger of destruction within sight of salvation . “ Re

heat ; the earth also and the works that are therein member Lot's wife.” “ Give diligence to make your calling

shall be burned up . Seeing that all these things and election sure."

shall be dissolved, what manner of persons ought we Those electors completely indifferent were to be told it

to be in all holy conversation and godliness , looking was a great crisis. Much depended on them . They must be

for and hasting unto the coming of the day of God,
visited, their duty explained to them, they must be made in

wherein the heavens, being on fire, shall be dissolved,

earnest. They must obey orders. They must understand it

is a personal matter, they are individually responsible to

and the elements shall melt with fervent heat ?
elect a member. For the sake of their country, for the sake

Nevertheless, we, according to His promise, look for of their party, they must do their duty .'

new heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth The sons- in-law of Lot were completely indifferent. They

righteousness." were utterly careless. They did not believe the message of

judgment, they trifled with it, but they perished . There

The General Election.

are many to-day who are completely indifferent about the

salvation of their souls. They seem just like Lot's sons-in

A Few Thoughts for the Electors .
law . We must tell them it is a tremendous crisis, much is

at stake, everything depends on how they act. Each one is
BY CAPTAIN DAWSON .

individually responsible for the message sent. We plead

UST before the elections one of the leading speakers with them for their own sakes, for Christ's sake , to see to

their own salvation before judgment overtakes them , before

both parties - was from INDOLENCE, OVER - CONFIDENCE, or com it is too late. In the midst of judgment what would Lot's

plete INDIFFERENCE of the electors. I was reading at that sons- in -law have given for the angel's hand ? But it was too

time Gen. xix. , God's judgment on Sodom. These same late . The opportunity had come, the opportunity had gone

three things are in that chapter. Lot's indolence was nearly for ever.

his ruin ; it was necessary to hasten him . Lot's wife was This is not a question of mere party loss, but of soul loss.

over.confident that it would be right with her. She had left It is not a matter of being in Parliament, but of being in

Sodom , she was with the angels, but she presumed to look Heaven. It is not mere earthly advantage and position , but

back before she was really safe, and she perished. Lot's eternal welfare and everlasting glory. For so an entrance

sons-in -law were completely indifferent to all entreaties and shall be ministered unto you abundantly into the everlasting

warnings, and they were lost. kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

The speaker said that the indolent ones must be looked Some twelve years ago, in the north of England, the

after. There are many electors who mean to vote, but they fishermen of Eyemouth had been in port because of bad

are lazy about it ; they delay, they put it off hour after weather. On Saturday afternoon the fishermen got ready

hour. Perhaps it is a little distance for them to go, or it is to go out ; the sun was shining. But the harbourmaster

wet, and they are indolent and don't vote at all . They must hoisted the storm signal; the men, however, laughed at the

be hastened and brought to the voting place. Perhaps warning. There were forty -one boats started , with five or

without knowingit the speaker used the wordsof Scripture, six men in each boat. Nearly every man perished within

and spoke of LINGERERS, WAVERERS, HALTERS, UNDECIDED ones. twenty-four hours. How solemn ! We lift up the storm

These must not be left for a moment till they havevoted. signal. Danger is coming ! Get into safety while time and

So with Lot, “ while he lingered ." He must be hastened opportunity. Judgment is coming, but still the loving hand

and brought out of danger into safety. With all earnestnes 3 of mercy is held out. Let that tender, pierced hand take

I would hasten the lingerers, plead with the waverers , urge hold of you before this year passes away. Listen to the

the halters to tarry not. I would bring the undecided ones sweet story of grace. May God make you willing to take

to real and immediate decision for Christ. Oh that I could the step out of Sodom into Zoar, out of danger into safety,

constrain one to-day ! Oh that my hand might bring one from out of self into Christ. Take refuge behind the cross of the

danger into safety ! Oh that my feeble voice could persuade Son of God , and therein find pardon and peace. Do it now,

one this day to flee from the wrath to come,and find refuge tarry not. Then · shall the close of 1885 be to you the

in Christ ! I am only a finger -post, but I point to the Lamb happiest time you ever knew, and 1886 dawn upon you as

of God that taketh away the sin of the world. Look to Him, the brightest, holiest year you ever had.

trust Him ; then you will be safe, then you will have eternal “ Escape for thy life lest thou be consumed . "

life ! Refuse Him, reject God's love, trample upon the “ THE LORD BEING MERCIFUL."
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The Mission in New York. in every part, the services quiet and solemn , and the after

meeting attended by several hundreds.

Our

UR Transatlantic contemporary, the New York Independent, Rev. R. B. Ransford was the missioner in the Church of the

devotes some twenty -six columns to a laudatory report of Incarnation, and long reports are given of his addresses, which

the general mission being held in the Episcopal churches of that are spoken of as moving many to concern as to their souls .

city . The noonday services for business men seem to have

awakened great and special interest, from the very fact of being
“ Men Only ."

held at such an hour, and rigbt in the centre of the busiest The addresses to men only were of an unusually practical

part of perhaps the busiest city in the world . These services and impressive character, and depicted the importance of

are thus described by our contemporary : purity of thought, word , and action . With great plainness of

En " Old Trinity " Church.
speech, combined with great delicacy, themissioners urged

them to avoid whatever may act as a spark to enkindle uuholy
“ Old Trinity " Church is the best known church in the

desires and inflame carnal passions ; and that sing which one
country. Not only is it famous for its historic character and would shudder to have named should not be committed ; for,

for its great wealth ( it is the most wealthy parish in America ), if so repulsive even to mention , how heinous to the holy

but it is a landmark, and the stranger in New York does not Jehovah , whose conscience searches all hearts, discerns all
deem his tour of the city complete unless it includes a visit to desires, and to whom evil intentions are sinful ! Themen were

“ Old Trinity, " as it is called, with its tall spire , which, until exhorted to remember at all times and in all places ,

recently, lifted itselfabove all other spires and towers in the

city. It is situated in the business part of the city , on Broad
during the brightness of the day and the darkness of the night,

“ Thou God seest me! " and earnestly implored to prove

way, at the head of Wall Street, and is therefore the most themselves honourable men by always acting as woman's pro

convenient church down town for bankers and brokers , and
tectors and defenders; for pure love never works evil to a

other business men. neighbour, or even an enemy.
The announcement that noonday services would be daily

held in Trinity Church caused great amazement, and many
Services for women only were conducted by Lady E. Biddulph ,

Mrs. Crouch , and other English ladies.
were surprised to see men itinerating through the centres of

In several of the churches special efforts have been made for

commerce adjacent bearing notices of the services; but daily ,
the children-amongst these the services held by Rev. James

just before noon , “ Old Trinity's ” chimes pealed the invitation ,

which could be heard afar , - Come to the mission service ! "
Stephens are singled out as noteworthy .

Daily the congregations and the interest in the services in
The after Meetings.

creased, until the pews and seats in the central aisle and in the
Had the missioners dispensed with the after meetings, they

paves in the choir and in the chancel were crowded, while
would have resembled fishermen casting their nets into fishing

hundreds stood in the spaces between and in the corridor at the
waters , but not afterward drawing them into their boats or on

Broadway entrances. Since the church was built was it ever
the shore, to gather and assort the fish therein. As wise Gospel

before thus crowded , day after day, for so many days in suc .
fishermen , at the after meetings, the impressions made by the

cession ? Did its walls ever before echo such & volume of
sermons were deepened byan “ instruction ” or “ meditation,"

sound as when the Lord's Prayer ascended from so many based on the sermon, and equally solemn but less formal.

united voices, and the lymn thatpreceded the sermon was so
During the singing of a hymn , at the close of the sermon ,

harmoniously sung by the vast congregation ? Among the
the missioner retired to the vestry -room , removed his surplice

multitudes present day after day were men prominent in busi
and returned to the chancel wearing his black cassock. In

nes3 circles, including leading merchants , bankers, brokers,
some churches themissioner gave the “ instruction " standing

insurance men, lawyers , merchants, clerks, and various clergy
at the chancel end of the central aisle . Wben it was in the

men from distant cities . form of a “ meditation ," at certain parts a few moments were

The noonday mission preacher, the Rev. W. Hay Aitken , spent in silent prayer ; and the profound quiet was deeply im

M.A. , attracted so many, not by preaching smooth things, but
pressive.

by depicting the true character of the money-idol, Mammon ;
At the close of the “ meditation," all who desired to leave

how he deceives his worshippers by giving them riches having were requested to do so during the singing of the hymn an .

wings, and gold that sooner or later must surely perish .
nounced; and all who desired personal conversation with tbe

In the course of a leading article it is stated : What is doing
missioner, rector,or Christian workers, were invited to remain,

every noon in Trinity Church is done every night in fifteen
as, all who remained in the pews indicated , by so doing, that

other of the principal Episcopalchurches of the city. In each
they desired additional instruction :

the multitude is invited to attend; ushers seat whoever will

come. The voluntary chorus sings the familiar revival hymns ;
New Year's Missionary Meeting.

the missioner from a platformpreaches without restraint im

mediate conversion , and the after meeting follows forinquirers. MR. A.H. BAYNESwrites :-Allow me toremindyour
This is the Episcopal mission . Previous revival meetings, under

Mr. Moody and others , missions in Catholic churches, have Society have resolved to hold a meeting for special prayer on

called together larger single audiences, but never before has 80 behalf of foreign missions on the morning of New Year'sDay,

general an effort been made to bring the Gospel immediately 1886, at eleven o'clock, in the library of the Mission House,

home to the people everywhere. Castle Street, Holborn . Many friends and supporters of the

Other Churches. society in London and the country are just nowspecially im

Full details are given of the missions being held in other
pressed with the necessity of waiting upon the Lord for His

churches. We give a few interesting points . The mission's blessing and direction in view of theurgent and pressing calls

comprehensive programme is thus described : For the benefit of
from all parts of the vast mission field for more labourers, and feel

various classes, five or six specific services were appointed for
that there can be no more fitting occasion for such special and

Sundays' and ' as many for weekdays , addresses to communi
united supplication than the commencement of the new year.

cants, to Christian workers, to men only , to women only, to
The respected Treasurer of the society, Mr. Joseph Tritton, will

boys only, to parents, to Sunday school children, to employers
preside , and we expect the presence and support of repre

and to employés ; also services for intercessory prayers.
sentatives of variousother missionary and kindred institutions .

of the Church of the Holy Trinity it is stated that the
Earnestly trusting that we may be cheered and stimulated by

people connected with this church are not strangers to mission

a large gathering of friends from our numerous churches and

services ; for , a few years ago, & mission commenced therein ,

congregations in the London district, and that the meeting

to last but a week, by reason of the increasing interest was
may be one of memorable blessing and holy impulse.

continued during four weeks ; and was then ended only by the

rectors and missioners being too worn longer to continue its Homes for Working Girls in London . - The

arduous but pleasant services. The missioner here was Rev. Company of Salters have given a donation of ten guineas to

E. Walpole Warren , who it appears has attracted large congre
these Homes.

gations with many tokens of fruitfulness . Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen . — The offices of this

The services in the Church of the Heavenly Rest during the mission have been removed to Bridge House , 181 , Queen

mission were characterized by the interest and quiet solemnity
Victoria Street, E.C.

of the very large congregations. The sermons and instruc. Thames Church Mission.- We learn that Mr. E. J.

tions, by Rev. F. Pigou, D.D., were of an unusually thorough Mather (director of the Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen ), who for

character - beginning with repentance toward God , and leading six years has acted as secretary to theThames Church Mission ,

his hearers on step by step to thanksgiving.
has, on resigning his appointment as secretary ,been unani .

In St. George's Church, the rector of which is Rev. W. S. mously elected a member of the General and Finance Com

Rainsford (son of Rev. Marcus Rainsford ), the missioner was mittee. Rev. Henry Bloomer has been appointed to succeed

Rev. W. Hay M. H. Aitken . The church has been crowded . Mr. Mather as secretary of the Thames Church Mission .
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Isaiah had been read, an old man rose to give an account of

his evangelistic work the previous Friday. Severalmen in the

congregation go out to preach , two every Friday, and visit

AND beatben villages near, and at the Sunday night prayer meeting

Its Native Agents in Tinnevelly .
they report anything of interest that has occurred . I gave

W E are favoured by the Church Missionary Society with
them a short address, and after two more prayers the meeting

a most interesting account of the Tinnevelly Mission ,
closed, and I left them with feelings ofheartfelt joy and thank

which has of late proved to abundantly fruitful. We glean the fulness.

following striking paragraphs from the report of the senior · Dobil Temples brcome Churches.
native clergyman :- - In another part of the district I found a catechist who is

I have every reason to praise God , who has blessed the dis a convert from heathenism , and was sent tbere to evangelize

trict with men who to all outward appearance have discharged six years ago. At that time there were no Christians in the
their duty in faithfulness and activity, making it their prime district assigned to him . He has been enabled to turn five

object to win souls for Christ . The increase in the number of of the devil temples into Christian churches, and now three

adherents, and the instances of peculiar conversions, have catechists are employed to teach the people wbo are under

been by God 's mercy mostly through the instrumentality of Christian instruction ! At the first of these churches which I
these faithful agents . viaited the building had been enlarged six months before , but

an awakened Cito. would not contain more than balf the people who came to

Let me give one instance of a faithful catechist, to show
my service, and we held it in the open air. At the closemany

how that not only ordained men , but catechists and school
beathen people asked to be allowed to join the Christians !

masters also a mong us, have given themselves entirely to the
In another district I met with twomen in whom I was deeply

winning of souls and the promotion of God 's holy name. I
interested. One of them , when twelve years of age, was left

said in the commencement of the letter that I would mention
an orphan . He was a heathen , but his relatives gave him no

the circumstances under which the forty families at Rajapa
help. A Christian farmer pitied him , and took him to his

laiyam have been led to place themselves under instruction .
home, employing the lad to mind cattle . The master sought

Through God'smercy the catechist of Kondurettipatti has been
the boy's good ,and was after some time rowarded by seeing

themeans of leading them into the fold of Christ. He had
him baptized . Seven years ago this youth joined a band

taken leave to go to Rajapalaiyam , which is his birthplace.
of voluntary open -air preachers. All the others have either

While there, cholera broke out, and carried away hundreds of
left the place or discontinued their efforts. This man

human beings. In themidst of its violent raging, he, at the
sought the help of another with a good voice, and Sunday after

risk of his life , went from house to house and visited those
Sunday they have walked an average of ten or twelve miles ,

who were attacked by the epidemic, making no distinction be
visiting by turns twenty- four heathen villages regularly. For

tween Christian and non -Christian , and administering medi. six years they persevered without any visible result. Then they

cines. This was closely noticed by the non - Christians, and
began to humble themselves before God, and with new zeal

they wanted to detain him in their own village, without allow .
and more earnest prayer consecrated themselves afresh to the

ing him to return to his own congregation at Kondurettipatti. At
work. Soon they were cheered by fourteen people in one vil .

this juncture I returned from Strivilliputtur through their town, lage giving up idolatry , and forming the nucleus of a congrega

when these heathen people met meon my way, and begged that tion . Soon 'after, fifteen people in another village did the same.

I would allow him to remain at Rajapalaiyam . I told them Then , in a third place, forty people came over, and shortly

I would have no objection , provided that they would listen to
afterwards, a month before my visit, fifteen in a fourth village.

his teaching and become Christians, which they at once
There was a spirit of humility and devotion in these men such

promised to do . When I was assured that they were sincere
as I have seldom seen in Native Christians. Oh, for more true

in what they said , there was no bound to my joy, and so I workers of this sort !

gladly complied with their request, permitting the catechist to

remain with them , and instruct them in the way of salvation .

The town of Rajapalaiyam is a large and important one, where

we had hitherto a very few Christians ; and their large and sub
Bible Acrostic for the Little Ones,

stantial church lies in ruins. Under such circumstances, you No. ii.
cannot think how rejoiced we are to be thus blessed with such
an unexpected large accession of forty families. Moreover, this Our little readers will find the initials of the following form

happy incident is, no doubt, under God's mercy , owing to the a comforting assurance given by God to the leader of Israel,

self-denying and untiring efforts of the catechist. He will, no and very precious at this the opening of a new year. - Answer in

doubt, put forth his efforts to get the ruined church repaired. | two weeks.
n NE who chose rather to suffer affliction with the people

A Native Prayer Merting. U of God than to enjoy the pleasures of sin .
Rev. A . R . Cavalier writes : - One ofmy earliest visits was What Jesus invites us to take.

to a village in which Mr. Thomas began work nearly forty years The place where a patriarch wrestled with a man.

ago. Then all were heathen , and it was with difficulty he A title given by a ruler of the Jews to Jesus.
obtained an entrance to the place. Now I found that most of One who was cbastised because he restrained not his sons .

the villagers are Christians, and fully seven hundred were said A church not found perfect before God .
to be present at the service, the women and girls equalling in A youth who was defrauded by his brother.

number themen and boys. A great captain , but grievously afflicted .

They have a large , substantial stone church , towards which One to whom Joshua gave Hebron .

they contributed three thousand rupees, besides giving much of A prophet of very early days.

the material and labour. One old man who was present also Where the tabernacle was long pitched .

gave the land and much of the timber, and only one thousand For whose sake was the forerunner of Jesus cast into prison ?

rupees were granted from the native church . In their schools , Where the Israelites suffered their first defeat in the promised

which were good and clean , there were sixty -eight boys and one land.

hundred girls. The singing and responses during service were Wbat John beautifully says God is .

most hearty , and their answers to questions during the sermon A range ofmountains to which Solomon sent for timber.
were wonderfully good . After service on Sunday evening they One who led a valiant three hundred .
held & prayer meeting at the house of one of the Christians. One who was faithful in a wicked king 'shousehold .
The night I was there it was the turn to have it at the house of What Jesus links with prayer.

a rich man, who, when a heathen , had mainly built and sup . A seer mentioned in Chronicles, also by Ezra and Nehemiah .

ported a large devil temple adjoining his house. He became a A tender word spoken by Jesus to a little girl.
Christian seven years ago . I counted one hundred and seventy A river mentioned only by Moses and Daniel.

men and boys in the courtyard which formed the centre of the An excellentman to whom one of the Gospels was written ,
house, and in which the prayermeeting was being held. The One of the eight persons saved from the Flood .

doors of the rooms all round were half open , and many women A brook famous for its grapes .

and girls were in them listening. After à lyric had been gung, A memorable name given by onewho judged Israel to a stone
a layman engaged in prayer,and very earnest were his petitions commeniorating a great victory.
for the C .M . S ., for the Home Committee, for all itsmissionaries,

and for those who contribute to its funds. He went on to pray

for the native Christians and for the heathen , his petitions Rev. Aaron Sternberg , a converted Russian Jew , and
being just what we should expect in an ordinary prayer ineet agent of the British Society for Propagation of theGospelamong

ing at home, and reminding us that the same Holy Spirit who Jews, preaching in Haddington , on Sunday week , showed how

teaches us is teaching these poor people . After a chapter from | Christianity was getting a hold of the Jews.
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I then asked her to kneel down and ask God to forgive her

sins. She did so , and prayed most earnestly , in her own

words, thatGod would have mercy on her, & sinner. " She got

up looking much brighter. Since that night she has been

working in the meetings, and her mother and neighbours all

witness to the change in her character.

On the second Sunday evening of the mission some of us

were especially appointed to speak to the labour house lads at

the close of the service, but they all appeared very hard , and

said it wasno use trying to be a Christian, for they could never

hold out. At last Mr. Hammond called Clara up to tell what a

wicked girl she had been . Her testimony, through the power

of the Spirit of God, produced such an effect that since quite

a numberof them have come out brightly on the Lord 's side.
J . M . J. , Deaconess.

Do Your Best.

Notes from Mr. Hammond 's
Mission ,

The Power of a Kind Word .

M HE: following letter to Mr. Hammond was read at a recent

I meeting in London — " Bread upon the water returns

aftermany days " : - Your visit here recalls very vividly to my

mind an eventful period in my history. Under God I owe you

& debt of gratitude I can never repay. You will, I have no

doubt, remember your visit, over twenty years ago, to the city

of Hamilton, in Western Canada . You came, at the request

of the ministers of the various churches and others, to conduct

a series of special revival services. You were the guest, for a

sbort time, of some relatives ofmide with whom I was living .

I well remember your coming. I had steeled my heart to
resist the Christian influence you mightexert. I said to myself

" Well, hemay come and convert others, buthe won 't convert
me.” On the day of your arrival I had been engaged in busi
ness as usual, and I shall never forget the kind greeting you

gave me on reaching home. You came forward and shook
bands with me as if I had been an old friend, and, calling me
by my Christian name, said, “ Well, how do you do ? Have
you been working hard ? " The words were few and simple,
but they and your kindly manner towardsme quite broke down
the feeling of dislike I had conceived for you . The next
morning (Sunday) I was commissioned to show you the way

to the church , and while we were on the way there you spoke

to meaboutmy soul's salvation , and asked me if I would not

like to be a Christian . I said “ yes,” but did notmean it to be
more than a passive assent, butas themeetings continued,God ,

by His Holy Spirit , worked on my heart, and I was led to yield
myself to Him a lost and ruined sinner,and I have in thetwenty

two years found how great a Saviour has in Christ b -en provided .

My conversion to God is the best thing of my whole life . I
have a feeling that Christians grow younger and fresher and
happier in spirit as they grow older in years. I know , anyway,
that this is my bleseed experience. Now , first of all, I am grate
ful to my blessed Saviour, and then next to you. for all this
peace and happiness that bas come to my life . Some people
think revivals are mere religious excitement, that they leave
bebind no lasting good . I know , of the revival of which I am
now speaking , the contrary to be the fact. Your coming was
the occasion of great spiritual awakening, the whole city was
estir , and hundreds were hopefully converted to God , and a
stream of Christian influence was started that has gone on

increasing in breadth and volume ever since. One incident,
three young fellows, friends ofmine, became ministers of the
Gospel, a hile numbers were added to the churches. I
became a member of the Congregational Church in Hamilton ,

and was transferred when I camehere now nearly eleven years
ago to the church , and with which I have been in communion
ever since . When I joined the church I took vp Sunday school
work , and have been engaged in it without intermission ever

since , and I have also taken up somemission work as I have
had opportunity. I am trying to get others to attend your
meetings, andmy prayer to God is that you may be blessed by
Him bere in this great city as you were years ago in Hamilton .

Itwas twenty - five years ago, when you were in Musselburgh

holding meetings, that I was first convicted ofsin and ofmyneed

of a Saviour. Oh, how I wished I could sing, “ Oh , bappy day

that fixed my choice ! " That used to be one of your favourite

hymns then . After sometime I did see my Saviour, and, thank

the Lord, I have never lost sight of Him since. I praise God

every day for these meetings you have been holding . Through
great trials I have been brought very near to God , and I can

fay my Saviour is dearer than all the world to me.

Conversion of a Factory Girl at the East End .

OLARA R - - -- was one of the worst girls in Bryant & May's

U factory . She used to swear so dreadfully that the other

girls were afraid of her. On the first Monday evening of the

mission at the “ Castle " Clara was present, and at the close of

the service I was asked by a woman to speak to her . I was told
she had been thoroughly broken down. I asked her to come

withmeto a quiet part ofthe building , and then I asked her the

cause of her grief. At this question she began to cry afresh ,

and said, between her sobs. “ Mr. Hammond said to -night that

no one who used bani words could enter Heaven , and I hava

been such a swearer. '

I began to show her some passages of Scripture, but found

she could not read ; so I read to her 1 John i. 7 and 9 ; but

all at once she brightened up, and said ," I remember learning a
Verse at Sunday school, God so loved the world , that He gave

His only begotten Son , thatwhosoever believeth on Him should

not perish , but have everlasting life ' ” (John iii, 16 ).

A Song for the New Year.

“ Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with all thy might " (Ecc. ix. 10 ) .

W HETHER with the few or many,
W Ever working for the Lord ,

Do your best and never falter,

Ever leaning on His Word .

Are you in the midst of conflict,

Full of trouble and unrest ?

Sorrow will not last for ever ;

Trust in God and do your best.
Would your friends by flattery spoil you ,

Or by falsehood rob of rest ?
Whether smiles or frowus await you ,

Trust in Christ and do your best.
Do your best in joy or sorrow ,

Do your best by night or day ;

Do your best in strength or weakness,

Heed not what the world may say.

Do yourbest, such work will help you ,

Truth serves those who serve her best ;

Joy she gives to all true workers,
As she folds them to her breast.

All the poblest, wisest, bravest ,

Ever working, do their best ;

Heaven itself a place of service,

Workingmost, the most are blest.

God Himself for ever worketh ,

All around His toil we see ;

In His work Henever falters,

Ever serving you and me.

See the Master ever working,

Ever at His best was He ;

Through His cries, and tears, and bleeding,

To the last He toiled for thee.

Suns and stars, and trees and flowers,

Flowing stream and boundless sea ,

Ever work to cheer and help us,

Do their best, their service free.

Do your best through time's thick darkness,
And the best your eyes shall see ;

When the Lord and Prince of workers

Comes again , He'll welcome thee .

W . PoolE BALFERN .

Soldiers' Home, Dover . -- On Wednesday evening, De

cember 23rd, a large gathering of the soldiers' wives “ off the

strength ," and their children ,met in the Soldiers Home, Dover,

to partake of tea. The mothers (who compose the mothers'

meeting, held weekly at theHome) were presented with parcels

containing blankets, flannels, and a variety of clothing selected

according to the need of each recipient, while the children were

delighted with gifts from a splendid Christmas tree, kindly

contributed by the ladies of the garrison and others. We

cannot speak too highly of the work carried on in this Home,

and of the indefatigable zeal of Miss Wright, the Lady Super
intendent. Our only regret was the insufficiency of space . Wo

trust that before long a larger house may be apportioned , to

afford a room suitable for the evangelistic meetings and other

needs of the work which is carried on for the spiritual good of
the soldiers and their wives, and which God has so graciously

owned and blessed . Subscriptions and donations will be

thankfully received , addressed Miss Wright, Soldiers' Home,
Dover.- - E . F .
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Christian Effort on
"the “ Pacific Slope."

The Gospel Ships.

tinue.

among the mountains of Washington Territory, where having

enjoyed communion with the Creator through the hills and

valleys and streams, and with some of God's children living

there, I returned much refreshed in body and spirit , having
preached four times and travelled about three thousand miles

T EAVING this point by the Northern Pacific Railroad during an absence of eighteen days. I wasmore than ever im .
I for a holiday trip to the west, and that, wbile taking pressed with the magnitude, the resources, and the wonderful

rest , I might see what work was being done by the future before this country and people if the present order of
Church of Christ, I stayed first at Helena , a town 479 miles things is yet lengthened out for a few more centuries. This is
west of us. Here I found a town of 8 ,000 people, and the time of laying foundations ; may it be that all who labour

churches of almost every denomination represented .
now in these newer territories, like the apostle , lay no other

The town is a mining centre, both placer and quartz mining foundation than that already laid , the foundation -stono laid

still being worked in and about the city . Great wealth is in Zion, tried , sure, and precious.

accompanied by great sin , the streets at night being a sad
J. M , PAMMENT.

comment upon the effect of riches upon the human heart. Washougal, Clark's County ,' Washington Territory, U . S . A .

Here, however, the servants of Christ are bestirring themselves ;

& Y . M . C . A . has just been started under very favourable cir .

cumstancos, good rooms secured , and subscriptions of money

and books being very generously given by the business men .

The first practical effort to reach the inhabitants on the part
of the members in a Gospel way wasan open -air meeting, held T HAVE seen a notice in your valuable paper of the 8th ult. of

on Sunday evening in the main street, which had a great 1 the work ofMr. H . Cook , ofGosport. One thing strikes me,

attendance, and caused much comment, it being the first open . he does not speak in it of his great need . He simply says : “ for

air gathering over held in that city. The membership with the work in general we are wanting supplies.”

which the society starts being large, and some among them Now I have just received a letter from him , in which he says :

being earnest, godly Christians, these efforts will probably con . “ I myself am so tried , and seemingly hindered in the work , for
want of money ; but this ismy own fault, because I have been

Hearty Workers.
looking to man and not so fully to the Lord ; but I am resolved

by grace, through faith in God , to trust Him more fully for the

Leaving Helena , thirty -six hours' ride broughtmeto Portland, future. I am deeply tried, but all is well. I am more fully
a town of forty thousand inbabitants on the Pacific slope. This determined than ever not to look to man , but to have faith in

town seemed less American in its general features than any our covenant, faithful, loving God and Father. The cost of re

town which I have yet seen on this continent. Here I found fitting, painting, new sails , ropes & c. , is very great, but I am

an active Y . M . C .A ., with a godly and energetic secretary, a man asking God to help me. I have saved nothing . I have no

of Kent, watching with earnest solicitude for the souls of the house nor anything but what is open and being used for God ' s

multitudes of youngmen of this city . work . I have long given up my earthly prospects for the work ,

Here I spent one Sunday , and was impressed with the general yet I have lacked heavenly wisdom ; so let us make a fuller

quietness of the town compared with the Sabbath I spent in surrender and get atHis feet, and all we need He will lovingly

Brooklyn on myway outhere. A large band of young men met in give. Ob, how slow we are to believe the Lord's precious Word !

the afternoon for a Bible address given by a retired Presbyterian Seek ye out of the Book of the Lord and read, and none of His

minister, who spoke from the text “ Love not the world .” I promises shall fail."

had come to thismeetingwith the expectation ofspeaking atthe I know our brother will excuse my giving publicity to a

open -airmeeting held directly after this afternoon gathering by | private letter ofhis, but I feel constrained to do so, in order

the leaders, in the street immediately below the rooms, but the that the Lord's people may know the need and come to thehelp

smoke from the forest fires in the vicinity of the town made it of our deeply tried brother. I for one can testify to the good

impossible , after a dry season these fires being very extensive. his vessels have been the means of doing , both here and at

I was therefore permitted to speak to a second gathering of Cherbourg . If there is now & Mission Hall established at

young men , taking for & line of thought “ The expulsive power Cherbourg, and precious souls feeding on the Word of Life , it

of a new affection,” the “ love of the Father " being the only | is due to the visit of the Mystery, and here at Deauville and

true antidote to the love of the world . After this meeting Trouville many who are now following the Lord owetheir first

several were spoken with about their eternal welfare. impressions to the words they heard on board the Gospel ship ,

Chinese Dwellers .
I trust, therefore, the Lord 's stewards will strengthen the hands

of ourbrother, that with the new year he may be able tomake a

In Portland there is a considerable Chinese element, several fresh start, and continue his work in the seaports of France.
blocks on Second Street being entirely occupied by them . Cherbourg. - There is a good work going on there under the

These natives of the Celestial Empire are a strange contrast to direction of our brother Lerendu, who also needs the sympathy

the people amongst whom they temporarily dwell. Retaining and practicalhelp of the Lord' s servants ; his address is - 11,

their national habits, superstitions, and vices, they offer a wide Rue Thomas Henry .

field for evangelistic effort , and in this some of the churches Our brother Darling is also working there, chiefly among

are not wanting, there being Sunday schools established Swedes and Norwegiansand English sailors, also helping in the

specially for Chipamen , and in one part of the town a flourish . French work . His address is - Rue Val de Soire, Cherbourg ,

ing mission with good mission premises. Trouville - Deauville - Calvados. - I came here about two

For the greater part ofmy trip, over one thousand four hun . months ago at the desire of Col, Paschkoff, for a week 's special

dred miles of railroad each way, the wearers of the queuewere services, but seeing that the people came to the meetings and

to be seen working on the track , or following the avocation that there was blessing I have remained on , and feel con
peculiar to them , of which they appear to have the monopoly, strained to carry on the work in the name of the Lord. We

viz. , laundrywork . have several converts who hold on well, notwithstanding

One could not but feel impressed with the opportunity persecution and trial.

thus given by God to American Christians of showing to One woman bas been the means of bringing her husband ,

these members of that great nation the truth , which they who was a dissipated character . He now attends regularly ,

could then carry back to their own people when leaving these and is determined to follow the Lord . Another man comes a

shores, as they invariably do, and thus help to solve the diffi . distance of three miles through all weathers. We have two

culty of the evangelization of China .
coachmen , who give us real comfort ; one has brought his

A Beautiful Walley.
younger brother who has found the Saviour. Another young

I visited the far- famed Willamette Valley, remarkable for

man sometimes finds his master's door closed at night; but,

its abundance and great (fertility of wheat and fruit. This
“ I have the key of the stable, and can sleep there."

I am living in the house of a dear Christian woman , whose
valley enjoys a mild and beautiful climate, lying between the husband and daughters are following the Lord . She offers me
coast range on the west and the Cascade range of mountains
on the east. Here in a town of three thousand souls (probably

her house at a low rental in order, she says, to help on the work .
I am looking to the Lord for themeans for carrying on this

a little under that number) I received hospitality from a work , removing my furniture , & c ., the help of one of our dear
Christian family, but was greatly pained to find in so small & friends ceasing at the end of the year. But He who laid it on

place such great division in what should be one camp of the

good King Immanuel. Nine churches are found here, where

his heart to sustain thework can , as in the case of Elias, when
the brook Cherith is dried up, even command & widow woman

three would easily suffice. to sustain His servant. Brethren , pray for us.

Atelide Field .
THOMAS PH , SINEL,

Leaving this part, Iwent forty miles up the Columbia River, | Deauville, Calvados, France.
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A Grand Scotch Mission ,

of be

Week of Prayer, 1886 .

as :

URING the week appointed as the annual Week of

The West End Meetings daily in Steinway Hall , Lower

Seymour Street, Portman Square , at 11.30 a.m.

Monday (January 4th ), PRAISE AND THANKSGIVING. Chair .

man , Sir W. McArthur, K.C.M.G. , address by the Ven .

Archdeacon Richardson , M.A.

Tuesday (5th) , HUMILIATION AND CONFESSION, Chairman ,

Major- General Graydon : Rev. Henry Allon , D.D.

Wednesday (6th ) , THE CHURCH AND THE FAMILY, Chair.

man , Mr. George Williams : Rev, Colmer B. Symes, B.A.

Thursday (7th ), HOME AND FOREIGNMISSIONS. Chairman,

Sir R.N. Fowler, Bart., M.P .: Rev. E. E. Jenkins , M.A.

Friday (8th ) , NATIONS AND GOVERNMENTS . Chairman, Mr.

Edward Bailey , address by the Rev. R. Taylor.

Saturday (9th ), THE CHRISTIAN LIFE. Chairman , Mr.

Donald Matheson : Rev. Charles Spurgeon , jun .

The City Meetings daily in the Centenary Hall, 17,

Bishopsgate Street Within , from 12 to 2 p.m. :-Mon.

(4th ) , PRAISE AND THANKSGIVING ; 12 to 1, Mr. J. Her

bert Tritton ; 1 to 2 , Rey , H. E. Brooke . Tues. (5th ) ,

HUMILIATION AND CONFESSION : 12 to 1 , Rev. Newman

Hall, LL.B. ; 1 to 2 , Rev. Evan H. Hopkins. Wed.

(6th), THE CHURCH_AND THE FAMILY : 12 to 1 , Rev. J.

R. Wood ; 1 to 2 , PRAYER FOR YOUNG WOMEN, Mrs.

Ormiston Chant. Thurs. (7th ) , THE CHRISTIAN LIFE :

12 to 1 , Rev. H. W. Webb- Peploe , M.A. ; 1 to 2, Mr.

Frank A. Pevan . Fri. (8th ), GOSPEL TEMPERANCE

EFFORT: 12 to 1 , The Bishop of Bedford and Mr. J.

Ģelson Gregson ; 1 to 2, FOREIGN MISSIONS , Rev. E. E.

Jenkins , M.A., and Rev. J. Smith . Sat. (9th ) , HOME

MISSIONS ; 12 to 1 , Com . Railton and Rev. S. G. Green,

D.D. ; 1 to 2 , Col. Jno . Puget and Mr. Kirkham .

THE

new buildings over to the Carrubbers'Close Mission, have

never been forgotten— " May this building be the warmest place

in Edinburgh ; the centre of light and heat to the city !

In no previous year have there been so many workers , so

many meetings, and so large audiences , nor , in the humble

opinion of those best qualified to judge , have there been so

many conversions for many years.

The number of workers (all unpaid) now reaches three hun

dred. Theattendance at the meetings, adding up the numbers

attending during thc week, is four or five times as many as in

the old premises. Above all , the blessing ofthe Lord has never

been withheld. Many souls have been brought to Christ .

Let it be remembered that, as alreadyremarked,thehundreds

of workers are all unpaid ; that the building, with all its accom

modation ,is open to the service of all who have Christian work

to do ; and that the expenses, though unavoidably large in the

aggregate, are only for the necessary maintenance of so large

an instituta and its complex operations.

These operations include evangelistic services, outdoor and

indoor, every evening (except Saturdays), Gospel meeting,

Sunday evenings, in the Free Assembly Hall, Bible classes,

for young men and young women , Sunday schools , mothers '

meetings, Mizpah band, children's services, Christian police

men's meetings, and indeed every variety of mission effort.

Preaching on the High Stret.

The open -air meetings in the High Street have been held

nightly since the issuing of last report , and in no part of the

work is there more enthusiasm displayed than in these nightly

gatherings. The workers, after meeting to pray forblessing

on the work of the evening, sally forth to the corner. There are

usoally some eight or ten of them at first, but by degrees the

number increases, till frequently there are above a score of

workers present.

First of all there is sung a hymn, in which the Gospel is

clearly stated, or an invitation is given to the upsaved to " como

to the Saviour." The hearty singing by the band of workers

usually attracts many of those who are hanging about, and

even some of those who arepassing, so that by the time the

hymn is finished & considerable audience has assembled .

Then, for about fifteen minutes, a Gospel address is delivered ,

and sometimes one or two short testimonies are borne to the

salvation received. It is very interesting to notice from time

to time the effects of the hymnsand addresses ,as indicated by

the countenances of those standing around . In many cases

there is first a scornful, contemptuous expression, which by

degrees gives place to a rather puzzled and inquiring look. Then

follows evident interest, deepening into anxiety, and sometimes

manifest distress of soul . Then, again , the troubled inquiring

look has disappeared , and the countenance appears lit with

joy, as the entrance of God's Word has given light, and made

wise the simple.

Whenthe address is finished another hymn is given out, and

while it is being sung the band of workers begin to move slowly

towards the meeting -place, endeavouring thus to persuade those

standing around to accompany them . This is usually done

twice, and sometimes three times in an evening, and by these

efforts a number of persons are always induced to come into the

hall, where they again hear the Gospel sung and preached , and

where in many cases they remain for personalconversation, with

results which are often most cheering. We must not omit to add

that these meetings also fulfil a veryimportant function in train

ing workers, both in the preaching of the Gospel and in dealing

with theanxious. Indeed, a better training ground for evan .

gelists than is afforded in connection with this High Street

work can hardly be imagined.

The report from which we quote these stirring facts brims

with interest to all lovers of practical evangelistic and mission

work . It may not probably beknown that Carrubbers' Close Mis

sion is one of the oldest and best known missions in Scotland .

The reportmay be had of the Hon . Secretary, Mr. C. N. B.

Muston, 97, Marchmont Road, Edinburgh .

Mildmay Crnference Hall daily at 11 a.m.and 7 p.m. :

- Sun. (3rd ), 3.30, Mr. P. S. Badenoch : 7 p m ., Rev.

A. C. Murpby, M.A , D.Lit. Mon. (4th ), 11 a.m. ,

Rev. J. Denham Smith and Rev. J. Wilkinson ;

7 p.m., Rev. Dr. Sinclair Paterson and Rev. J.

Wilkinson ; Tues. (5th ), 11 a.m. ,
Rev. D. B.

Hapkin and Rev. Dr. Edmond ; 7 p.m. , Rev. James

Stephensand Mr. Robert Brown. Wed. (6th) , 11 a.m.,

Rev. W. F. Slater and Rev. R. Mackay ; 7 p.m. , Rev. P.

Carmichael and Mr. Robert Paton. Thur. (7th) , 11 a.m. ,

Rev. Gordon Calthrop and Rev. G.A. Bennetts ; 7 p.m. ,

Rev. A. Bax and Dr. J. L. Maxwell. Fri. (8th) , 11 a.m. ,

Rev. E. A. Stuart and Rev. J. Baron Hart ; 7 p.m. ,

Rev. Townsend Storrs and Mr. Finlay Gibson. Sat.

(9th), 11 a.m. , Rev. E. Brewer and Rev. G. H. Malins ;

7 p.m., Rev. F. A. C. Lillingston , Mr. G. Kirkham , and

Mr. P. S. Badenoch ; Sun. (10th) , 3.30 p.m. , Mr. P. S.

Badenoch ; 7 p.m , Rev. P. Carmichael , M.A.

The South London Meetings :

Metropolitan Tabernacle-Mon., at 7 , Rev. J. A. Spurgeon,

Wesleyan Chapel, Brixton Hill — Tuesday, at 7.30, Rev.

Hugh Price Hughes, M.A.

Conference Hall, Clapham Road - Wednesday, at 7.30,

Rev. D. McEwan, D.D.

Lecture Hall, Congregational Church , Camberwell Green

—Thursday, at 7.30 , Rev. Clement Clemance , D.D.

The Schoolroom , St. Matthew's , Church Road, Brixton

Friday, at 7 30, Rev. N. A. Garland , M A.

The Schoolroom , Wesleyan Chapel , Lambeth Road

Saturday, at 7 30, Rev. W. Waters.

Down Lodge Hall , High Street, Wandsworth, every day

exceptSaturday , at 4 p.m.- Monday, Rev. C. Spurgeon,

jun. ; Tuesday , Rev. E.A, Stuart ; Wednesday, Rev.C. A.

Fox ; Thursday, Rev. Evan II . Hopkins ; Friday, Rev.

Hugh Price Hughes.

Among the numerous series of meetings to be held in

various parts of the Metropolis, the following may be

specially mentioned :

Exeter Hall (arranged by the Young Men's Christian

Association ), daily (Saturday excepted ), at 1 p.m.,

conducted by Rev. Dr. Morris, Rev. Charles Moinet,

M.A., Rev. Charles Graham, Rev. H. W. Webb. Peploe ,

M.A., and Mr. A. J. Arnold .

St. Paul's , Onslow Square (Church Room) , daily at 5 p.m. ,

but on Saturday, at 7.30 p.m.

Conference Hall, Eccleston Square , daily (Saturday

excepted) , at 11.30 and 8.

Young Women .-- Special Day of Prayer for the Young

Women's Christian Association . - Lady Kinnaird and the Com

mittee of the London Young Women's Christian Association

desire to ask all Christians to unite in prayer for young women

on the day when the Evangelical Alliance proposes as a subject

_ " Christian Associations for ... Young Women ,” Wed

nesday, January 6th, 1886. It is computed that eighthundred

young women arrive in London every week ; many leave for

the Continent and Colonies, and need to know of this and

similar institutions for the protection of girls.
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Convalescent Homes. Notices of Books.

ΑΙ

LTHOUGH the cause of Convalescent Homes is very
Among the Olives. - S . W. Partridge & Co.

seldom pleaded in the winter, we wish to appeal now to Under the similitude of a dream , on an olive -clad slope in

your readers for help to carry on our two Homos, one at Rams. the sunny south , this little book exbibits the different classes

gate , for twelve boys , and one at Broadwater, for twenty- six of Bible readers. Its aim appears to be to impress the necessity

girls . It is desirable that both of these Homes should be kept of uniting prayer with the reading of the Word , that its truths

openduring the winter, as the change of air is almost equally may be received and treasured in the heart.

beneficent during these months, and we cannot accommodate The Lives of Mary and Robert Moffat. By their Son, John

all our numerous applicants in the summer season. Expenses , Moffat. (18s . )-T. Fisher Unwin .

therefore , continue all the year round, and we feel the burden The mere title of this book ought to give it a wide circula

of them heaviest just now , when peopleare least thinkingof the tion among thousands to whom the memoryof these devoted

necessity of a seaside trip, and leastwilling to open their hearts workers in the foreign mission field is sacred. The simplicity

and purses to us . of their habits , the untiring zeal with which they pursued their

These Homes are open to all comers, if properly recom. object - the evangelization and civilization of the Bechuana

mended and medically suitable, and cases of slow convales people are shown in a manner which cannot fail to awaken

cence are frequently kept for six weeks or two months. The or strengthen the interest of every reader in the labours of

railway fare must be paid by the parents or recommenders, the Mary and Robert Moffat. The volume is neatly and strongly

weekly payment is decided by the committee , according to cir bound, and the type very clear. We hope that by and by a
cumstances. We have good Christian matrons, and have cheaper and popular edition may carry this stimulating narra
obtained very happy results so far, bothas regards the bodily tive into the homes of the people far and wide.

and spiritual welfare of the children . We therefore, confident Waiting and Working. By A.R. Butler. (1 ).-Arthur Standing.

in the goodness of the cause , ask for assistance to tide us Just issued this story should be read by all interested in

over the next few months . Subscriptions or donations will be missions, and will prove specially acceptable for reading at

gratefully received by the undersigned , missionary working parties. It is issued in connection with

E. A. GLADSTONE, the Children's Medical Missionary Society, of which Mrs.

AULAY MACAULAY, Butler is Secretary ,

Mission Room , Blechynden Street , Notting Hill. Toilers ofthe Deep (2d. monthly) .

We hail cordially this bright little messenger from the sea,

presenting as it does interesting stories and pictures of North

Sea toil and mission service. It is published by the Mission to

Deep Sea Fishermen, and is designed as a monthly record of
Christmas Day with the Tramps

service amongst the trawlers. In these words it states its

in Field Lane Refuges. mission.com to aidthe hardy, toilsom . Dicep Sea Fishermen,90

W ,
exposed to peculiarly fierce temptations , who had up to a

and the prisoner in the gaol, the tramps and the out
comparatively recent time been strangely overlooked or but

casts were entertained at the Field Lane Refuges. Truly a very inadequately cared for ; and to do this by familiarizingthe

" refuge for the destitute," as the homogeneous assembly public , for whom they ply their dangerous task, with their
demonstrated. The tramp, the worn-out seamstress, the

arduous , monotonous labours, and many claims, both personal

labourer, and mechanic out ofwork, the pauper from the casual and relative , upon one's warmest sympathies and practical

ward , the broken - down tradesman, the decayed professional help .” We heartily wish the little magazine every success. It

man, here met on the one common level of abjectpoverty. They may be ordered through any bookseller, or had from the

had managed to keep clear of the prison and out of the works Mission Offices, 191 , Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

house, but a more destitute, deplorable set cannot be conceived . Some Important “ Dont's." By John Wood . (60 .) - (John F.

They, however, found friends to -day, and some seven hundred & Co.)

of them were supplied with a goodhot dinner. Writing after the fashion of a widely circulated book, Mr.
Admitted as they arrived (on presentation of a ticket obtained Wood deals in a pointed and pithymanner with matters con

at the Ragged Church service on Sunday last), they were kindly cerning the Christian life and walk . His warnings have reference
received and conducted to seats in comfortable rooms, season

to the New Birth, the Word of God , Nominal Christianity, Sub
ably decorated. A short service was held to occupy the time stitution , Justification by Faith , Difficulties, &c .; also the

previous to the repast,when homely addresses,with faithful advice preparation and preaching of preachers, the conduct of after

and counsel, were given, an attractive feature of the service meetings ; and in short a long list of exceedingly practical

being the singing, in which all joined very heartily. About
matters. The book is well worth general attention. Here is

one hundred andtwenty ladies and gentlemen acted as carvers
but one of its good hints : " Don't take your Christianity from

and waiters , and the provisions consumed were four hundred Christians ; take it altogether and alone from the Lord and

and eight pounds of hot roast beef , six hundred pounds of hot His Word ."

plum pudding, seven sacks of potatoes , one hundred and fifty Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

quartern loaves, and seven hundred and twenty oranges.
thepublishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48, Paternoster Row ,

During the week dinners have also been sent to upwards of London, E.C., post free, for the published price. Full cash

five hundred poor families living in the neighbourhood. The discount for general book rders.

entire expenses of these entertainments were defrayed by con.

tributions specially collected for the purpose.

Children's Aid and Refuge Fund.
It is needless to say the dinner was thoroughly enjoyed , and

AY I venture at this season to plead for help on behalf of

for the comfort of these poor creatures gave general satisfac the Children's Aid and Refuge Fund, by means of which

tion . Thank God that in Christian England there are those grants are made towards the maintenance of five thousand

to be found who do not forget to send portions unto them for children in various Homes ?

whom nothing is prepared . Three officers are constantly employed in putting in force the

laws relative to the rescue of destitute and neglected children ,

They also assist such cases as can only be reached by voluntary
Universal Week of Prayer.-From the 3rd to the 10th effort. Neglected childron under six or over fourteen years of

of January, 1886, the Annual Week of United Prayer, organized age can , as a rule , only be rescued from physical and moral

by the Evangelical Alliance, through the British and its various danger, and prevented from entering upon a criminal career, by

foreign branches, will be observed all over the world . This an agency of this kind .

movement is continually growing in extent, and there is now Some interesting particulars of how children have been

scarcely a country where it is not observed, from the northern saved are given in & small pamphlet which has been

limits of Europe to the most southerly points of Africa, and printed for private circulation, entitled Save the Children .

again from the distant realms of China and Japan to the West It will be forwarded upon application to the Secretary of the

Indies, as well as in the Australian and Pacific groups of fund.

islands, wherever Christians are settled . The subjects agreed On behalf of the council I earnestly ask for liberal help to

upon include_Thanksgiving, Prayer for the Church and the enable us to continue this good work. We are in immediate

Family, for Home and Foreign Miesions, for Nations and want of £ 2,000 for the purpose .

Governments, and for the Christian Life . This general outline Contributions will be gratefully acknowledged by Mr. Arthur

covers & wide range of particular topics for prayer , which are J. S. Maddison , the Secretary ofthe Children's Aid ard Refuge

included in the programme issued by the Evangelical Alliance , Fund , 32 , Charing Cross, or by

to be had of theSecretaries at 7, Adam Street, Strand, London. Leonardslee , Horsham , W. E. HUBBARD, Hon. Sec.

boththerepast itself and thearrangements thathad been made MAX

>
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Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .
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FIVE LITTLE PARTRIDGES ;

56 Languages.

Records come of precious souls beingled to JesusChrist by these cards,

and others brought under Christian influence. Millions are asked for by
Extra flexible, silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco , kid -lined , elastic band . Missionaries and others, who are able wisely to distribute them to the

With full helps. Prices from20s. nations afar, but have not the means to purchase. To meet this need we
In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band. From 4s . pray God to send gifts and bequests , also increase 1sales. For new list

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,
send stamped envelope to Mrs. Grimke, Prestwich , Manchester , or apply

to Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster Row, London ,

15, PATERNOSTER-ROW, LONDON.

SPURGEON'S

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS

CLOTH.8 AN

Hve Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Seatrawling fleets . ORIGINAL
12,100smacksmen are engaged all the year round inproviding our tables

EACH

with fish . These men, who for us toil through furious blast and sleety EXPOSITHON OF

storm-who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them, to the THE BOOK OF PSALMS

pitiless waves , thatmarketsat home may be well supplied - mayrightly

claim some small share in the privileges weso richly enjoy and so highly PASSMQRE - ALABASTER.PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS.EC

prize.

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE
NEW STORY FOR THE CHILDREN .MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoning

love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours, afford By BRENDA, Author of " Froggy's Little Brother."

ing relief in case of sickness and injury , and cheering and brightening dull

and monotonous livesby theirpresence and ministry.

“The Mission Smacksare doing in the North Sea a grand work , worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results of their effort, great as they are in the present, will, if only Or, the Pilot's House.

supported liberallyby the public , be of untold value in the future ."
With numerous illustrations by M. IRWIN .

Edward Birkbeck, Esq., M.P.

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Society to place a Mission Large crown 8vo. cloth extra, 3s. 60 .

Vessel with every fleet.
A most interesting and attractive present.

R. J. MATHER , Director,

181, Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge), E.O. NDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO . , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

FURNITURE.-NORMAN &

T !

THE ANCHORAGE. BUNTER'S BTACEY'B HIRF - PURCHABE SYSTEM cem

mends itself to all classes. Deposit not necessary ,
HEBREWS vi. 19.

It combinee real economy on sound commercial

To Shelter Loung Womanecothers Cores Toothache, prevents Decay, saves principles, with strictly private arrangements,
without the objectionable trmalities of

Sin . dealers and others. Payments can extend over

FORrules of admission tothe Anchorage Extraction, 1s. 13d . of all Chemists. 1, 2, or 8 years . The 60wholesale Arms embrace

House ,and for theparticulars of its work , and the best manufacturers, who have large stocks

for TRAINED SERVANTS, apply (by letter only) for selection . Intending purchasert should onll

to Mrs. H. STUART -WORTLEY( President of the NERVINE , personally , or send for particulars. - Ofticos, 79,

Ladies' Committee), Rosslyu House, Grove End
Queen Victoria Bt.. E.O.,and 121 , Pall Mall. 8.w ,

Road , N.W., London ; and to whom , or to any

member of committee, subscriptioos may be sent,

or to Editor , Word and Work .

Select Boarding School for Young Ladies,

THE RUBY

Almanack MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE.

Mlustrated Almanack Principal - MRS. JUDSON.

AND TEXT BOOK.
In this lovely and healthy locality, situatedamong the Cotswold Hills, pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying the advantages of areful instruction , home comforts,and Christian training.

For 1886 . Terms inclusive and molerate. References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the

country, and to Rev.John Wilkinson , 79,Mildmay Road, &c . The Spring term will commence (D.V.)

Court Envelope size, 82 pp .Incoloured wrapper
January 19th .

PRICE ONÈ PENNY .

Roan , Gilt Edges. Interleaved .ONE BHILLING,
NEW YEAR'S ADDRESSES, NORTH · WEST LONDON

With four Illustrations.

32 pp ., One Penny each , or 18. per dozen, EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

“ Give Me Five Minutes." By the Rev. GEORGE

THE RUBY ALMANACK for 1886 EVERARD , M.A.
9, The Crescent, Leighton Grove , N.W.

PRESIDENT - JOHN CHAMBERS , Esy .

contains the following special features :
" My Strength ." By LADY BEAUJOLOIS DENT .

This Choir has been formed for the purpose
BeReady !For the Young. Illustrated . By J.

A Portrait of the late Rev. W. Penne FORBES MONCRIEFF.
of assisting any Evangelistic effort , and forthe

father. A special Selection of Texts on
purpose of conducting short “ Gospel Song

the subject of the last Mildmay Confer.
GOSPEL BOOKS,

Missions," as occasionmay offer.
The services of the choir are quite gratuitous,

ence. Two new Poems by the author of 32pp., One Penny each, or 1s. per dozen , All applications should be made to the Hon .

" The Watered Lilies , " &c . , &c.
The King's Ring . By Rev. H. BONAR, D.D. Bec ., Mr. Herbert A. Farley , at 6, Fitz -John's
True Stories of “ The Loving-kindness of the Parade, Hampstead .
Lord ." By F. M. MACRAE.

LONDON : JOHN G. WHEELER,
Our Habitation. By Rev. T. J. MADDEN.

The Four Realities. An Address to Young Men.
UNIVERSAL WEEK OF PRAYER.

88 , Mildmay Park , N. By Rev. F. HARPER, M.A.
The Council of the EVANGELICALALLIANCE

16 pp.,6d . per dozen .. have arranged for MEETINGS in the West End

NEW TEXT ROLL. Price 3s. 6d.

“ Can You Undo ? " Illustrated . By Rev. A. A. daily during theweek commencing January 4th ,

RAMSEY. at Steinway Hall, Lower Seymour Street, Port
“ Godly Fear." By Rev.J. ELDER CUMMING ,D.D. man Square , each morning at 11.30. The Ad

PRAYER AND PRECEPT How Faith " Receives Christand Rests in Him ." dresses will be given respectively by the Ven.

By Rev. A. A. BOXAR , D.D. Archdeacon Richardson , Revs. Dr. H. Allon ,

FOR EVERY DAY . Broken Altars. By Rev. E. HERBER EVANS. 0. B, Symes , E. E. Jenkins, R. Taylor, and c.

Catherine Bruce ; or, The Power of Divine Grace . Spurgeon . Programmes of these Meetings, and

Giving Thirty -one of the choicest of THE Recreation. By the Rev. E. COLLAS Dawson, other Papers relating to the Week of Prayer,

COLLECTS with suitable portions of Scripture. M.A. may be bad on application to the Secretaries of

Human Tears and Their Antidote. By Rev. the Alliance, 7 , Adam Street , Strand , W.C.

LONDON : G. EVERARD, M.A.

JOIN F. SHAW & CO . , 48, Paternoster Row.... 4

DRUMMOND'STRACT DE POT,STIRLING,N.B. A LESSON FOR THE TIMES,

LIFE.
London : S. W, Partridge & Co.

By MRS. BAYLY.

Price One Penny.

WORDS OF

Illustrations and Bubjects takea from the

" Pilgrim's Progress ." Specially commended to

the attention of Tract Depots. ONE SHILLING

PERPACKET. New illustrated cards for way .

side distribution .

LONDON

JOHN F. SHAWX 00., 48 , Paternoster Row ,

By Rev. ADOLPH SAPHIR , D.D.

GOD FOR US.

Price Sixpence per dozen ; or 39. 60. per 100 .

London : JOHN F. SHAW & 03., 48 , Paternoster

Row , E.O

LONDON

JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row, E.C.
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LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Hvangelisation pooloty lo proparod to send quallfod Evangelists

to any part of Hagland , Sootland , and Walos apon due notsoo , Apply

to Hon . Secretary , 21, BurrayStreet , 8trand , W.C.

Y.M.O.A. (81), Grabochurch Stroot Branch . - Prayer Meeting .

1.30 to 2.16 p.m. ( Sat. ex ). Bible Study, Tues., 6.16 p.m. Soldiers,

Fri., 7 p.m. Workers', Mon., 6.30 p.m. Serviceof Song with Gospel

address (for adults),LambethRaggedSchools, Fri., at 8 p.m. Services
at Y.M.O.A. Mission Hall, Melior St., S.E., nightly , 8 p.m. Gospel

Temperance Addresses at George Yard, Whitechapel, Mon., 8.15 p.m.

Classes for rough lads,Mon. and Thurg,, at 8 p.m.

Rev. E.Payson Hammond's Forthcoming Missions are : Cam

den Road Presbyterian Church, 2nd Jan. to 8th Jan.; Kingston-on

Thames , 9th Jan. to 22nd Jan .; Mrs. Meredith's Conference Hall, Clap

ham , 23rd Jan. to 5th Feb.; Finsbury Park Y.M.C.A., 6th Feb. to 19th

Feb. ; Hampstead Presbyterian Church , 20th Feb. to 5th March ; Rich

mond , 6th March to 19th March .

Metropolitan Tabernacle , Newington Butts, B.E.-Mrs . Allig n will

give a series ofBible Readings every Sunday afternoon at three o'clock .

All ar3 heartily invited .

Mr. Gawin Kirkham's engagements for January :-1 , Berger Hall,

East London ; 8 and 7 ,Woodford ; 4 , 5 , Brighton ; 9, Mildmay Park ;

12 , Sydenham ; 16 , 17, 18 , Winchester ; 19, Eastleigh ; 20, Netley ; 21,

Bisings oke : 22 , Westminster : 25, Aldersgate Street ; 26, 8o ithind ;
27, King's Cross ; 28 , Exeter Hall.

Y.M.C.A.., Exeter Hall.-New Year's address by Rev. Dr. Morris , Sun.

day afternoon , Jan. 3rd, at 3.30, for men only. Special mission for

young men , conducted by Rov . Dr. Morris, from Jan. 3rd to 8th , every
night at 8 .

Y.M.C.A., 186 , Aldersgate Street.-Sunday, at 3.15 p.m. , conversational

Bible clasg ; at 7 p.m.,Gospel meeting .

Children's Special Service Mi98100 .--Mr. W. F. Beagrove and

Nr. Seyler at Upton Chapel Sunday School, Lambeth Road , S.E. , Jan.
11th to 15th , at 7.30 p.m. Mr. H. M. Trickett , at Trinity Presbyterian

Church , Notting Hill , Jan. 3rd , at 3 p.m. Mr. Spiers, in London ,

assisting Mr. Hammond.

Mildmay conference Hall .-Sunday, Jan. 3rd, 1836 , at 8.30 , Mr. P.

8. Badenoch ; at 7 p.m. , Rev. A. C. Murphy, M.A., of Crouch Hill.

Miidmay Mission to the Jews .-Rev . J. Wilkinson's Bible Readings in

Ezekiel every Wednesday evening , at 7.30 , in the Ladies' Waiting

Room, Conference Hall, Mildmay, N.

Youths' Institute, Old Pye Street, Westminster (" One

Mission ).- Prayer meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con
ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Gospel mission service every Sunday evening

from 6.30 to 8 .

Bt. George's Hall, Langham Place, W. - DuringJanuary, Mr. Denham

Smith, Sun., 11and 7, and Wed., at BurlingtonHall, at8 p.m.

House of Rons,8, Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn Park , N.W.- Friday, Jan.
1st , 1885, “ Prayer and PromiseMeeting." at 11 a.m and 7 p.m. Tea at

6.15 .No afternoon meeting. Meetings open to all.

Opper Norwood, Stafford Jous , Tudor Road.- Drawing- room and

young women's meetings erery Thursday a' 3 and 7p.m.

Evangelistio Mission (Under the direction of C. Rugse! Hurditch ).

Dalston Lane, 103A .-Mr. 8. E. Angel , Sunday, 7 p.m. , and Thurs
day, 8 p.m.

Bignoid Hall, Bignold Road, Station Road, Forost Gato.-Dr. Pop.

ham , Sunday, 1p.m., and Wed., 8 p.m.

Hammersmith , Uppe Mission Room, 130 , King Street. -

Messrs . Russell and Brothers (service for the young ) on Sunday, at

7 p.m. ; Dr. Popham , Thursday, 8 p.m.

Kilburn Fall, Kilburu Gato ( not Town Hall).- Yr. W. Grove, Sun.,

at ? p .m . , and Wed. , at 7.30 p.m. Watch - night Service, Dec. 31st,
at 10.45 ; addregg by Mr. C. Inglis.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. Gey. Hucklesby , Sun., at 7

p.m., and Thurs.,at 8 p.m.

Mortlake, Rest Mission Hall.-Sunday , 7 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall ), Hammersmith

Road, West Kensington . - Dr. Popham, Sunday, at 3 ; Mr. C.
Russell Hurditch , Sun., 7 p.m.

Trinity Presbyterian Churon , Kensington Park Road.-Dr. A.
Binclair Paterson, Sundays at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Belgravo Presbyterian Churoh ( Halkin Street , W .).- Rev. Adolph

Saphir, Sundaysat 11 a.m.
Barbican Mission to the JOW8. -B, Farleigh Road , Stoke

Newington , N. (within 10 minutes by tram from Dalston Junction ),

Mr. Warschawski's Bible Readings in Isaiah, the second Monday in

each month, at 8.30 p.m. , tea at 4.30 p.m.

Senena and Medical Mission School and Homo , 58 , St. George's

Road, B.W. - Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon, at

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside .

Clapton Hall, Alkham Road, Cazenove Road , Opper Clapton . -Sun .

days , 6.30 , Fridays, 7.30 .

Strangers' Rest,163, St. George's Street, Ratcliff Highway, E.- Monthly

workers' meeting, Friday, January 8h , 1885, tea at 6 ,meetingat7; special

praise and prayer ; Henry A. Mandeville, Esq . ( late Lieut. K.N.), will give
à New Year's address .

Camden Town Y.M.CA., Camden Road, N.W.- Specialaddresses to

young men, by Mr. C. Russell Hurdit : h , on Sunday, Jan. 10th , at 3.15 ;

Klonday and Tuesday, Jan. Ilth and 12th , at 8.30, and on following
nights by Mr. Henry Bowker.

Stafford Roomg, Tichhorne Street , Edgware Road . - Sunday, Jan. 3rd ,

at 3.15, New Year's address to young men , by Mr. O. RussellHurditch .

Donations Received .

Hoxz OF INDUSTRY. - Miss Macpherson desires to acknowledge donation

of 78. 6d . from Sebasti , Worthing.

BAILORS'Welcome HOME.- Miss Child desires to acknowledge 3s . from

an anonymous donor, for soup suppers .

Dr.Giles' CHRISTIAN MISSION.- Mr. G. Hatton desires to acknowledge
2s . 6d . from D. E.

EVANGELISTIC MISSION ( CHRISTMAS APPEAL ) '

( Per C. R. H.) £ 8. d .

G. F. s . 0 10 0

Rudgwick and Horsbam Postmarks 0 10 0

J. E.V.
0 1

Reading Postmark 1 0

Sandy Postmark 0 1 0

PASTOR CHINIQUY'S WORK .

A. B. 050

FRIENDLESS ANDFALLEN .

1 0 0

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTION ,

Jan. 3rd - John i . 29-39 Jan 7th- John iii. 1- 19

4th- John i . 40-51 8th - John iii , 14-24

5th - John ii . 1-12 9th-John iii . 26-36

6th-John ii . 13-25

Jewish Refugees at Artouf. - An Occasional Paper just

issued gives various interesting particulars with regard to the

settlement, and concludes :—The missionary aspect of the

colony is good so far as the people are concerned, all being

anxious to receive instruction, but since Mr. Hanauer's

removal we have not had a suitable man to carry on the work .

I have placed a man there who does some portion of thework,

particularly among the children, but he is not fitted to give in :

struction to the adults , who are all of them anxious to have

some regular teaching . There ismuch more peaceamongst the

people , the agitators and the sticklers for the Talmud having

disappeared amongst those who took their deperture when the

allowances were cut off . Taking all these things into considera

tion , I am inclined to think that it was God's goodness to us

that caused the stoppage of supplies, and , by reducing our

numbers, got rid of so many disturbing elements. Beginning

afresh with this small number we can work a part of the land,

letting the remainder to the fellaheen, and then, as funds come

in , we can enlarge our numbers, choosing only such as we con

sider in every way suitable . And so, with God's blessing,

Artouf will yet be a truly Hebrew- Christian colony , and a tem.

poral and spiritual refuge, for many weary souls.
A. HASTINGS KELK.

Bible Flower Mission.- Sickness and death have of late

thinned our ranks ; but we do entreat those who are at ease in

Zion , in these perilous times, to shake off their sloth and step

into the place of those who are wearied in the fight, or are

called away for a time by sorrow and affliction . Are there none

who wouldrejoice at the opportunity of carrying the messages

of God's love and mercy to the dying and the dead ? Yes ;

there are many dying who are already dead-dead in trespasses

and sins ; to them we beg you to take the Word of Life ere it

be too late - ere the dead soui has escaped from the dying body,

and hope is past. Do you complain you cannot join us because

wo do not send out comfort ? We ask , Could Christ Himself give

more comfort than He has conveyed in the words " God so loved

the world, that He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever

believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life ” ?

(John iii . 16.) Is there no comfort in knowing that in Christ

the penalty of sin has been paid (Isa . liii . 5 ) , that in Him the

power of sin hasbeen destroyed (Rom . vi . 14), the consequences

of sin put away (Matt. viii. 17), and that with Him also God

freely gives us all things ? (Rom . viii . 31, 32.) Such comfort,

then, we take both to sinner and to saint. Conscious of sin,

bowed down with affliction, there is comfort to such in the

blood that cleanseth us from all sin. But to the hardened and

impenitent shall we shun to declare the whole counsel of God ;

shall we tell them “ the gift of God is eternal life ” while we

conceal that “ the wages of sin is death " ? Sad tales might

we tell you of some who deny any consciousness ofsin though

they are suffering its consequences, and, sadder still , of those

who make a boast of crime, and these who will only leave the

hospital for the prison, and God knows what may be their end .

But all praise to our Heavenly Father, who has, by His Holy

Spirit through His Word , convinced such as these of sin , and

of righteousness and of judgment to come, and opened to them

all the fulness of His love in the sacrifice of His onlybegotten

Son on the cross fortheir redemption. The hard, defiant look

has passed away, and the eyes have been suffused with tears,

and a good hopo sprung up that there was joy in Heaven before

the angels of Godovera repenting sinner.

ANNE DOVE ,

Hon. Superintendent Bible Flower Mission.

110, Cannon Street, E.C.

DIMNE88 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS are frequently

caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles. The Rev. Dr. Orowtbər, Hiil

House, Ascot, writes : - " I cannot describe the comfort I derive from tho

use of your glasses, both by day and night. I find no pain or woartness

as I used ' to , and I have taken to reading books I had put asido as too

trying for the opes on account of tho smallooss of the type. " The late Sir

Julius Benedict wrote :-“ I have tried the principal opticians in London

without success , but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably ; the

clearners of your glasses as compared with others is really surprising."
The Rev. R. A. Bagaes, M.A., Hon. Canon Worcester Cathedral,

write:: - " The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire, and my ogos

feel strong already. Ionly regret Idid not know of your exceedingskill

years ago. -Mr. HENRY LAŬRANCE, F.8.8 ., Oculist Optician ,la ,OLD

BOND STREET, scientifically adapta bis IMPROVED BPEOTAOLER

to assist and strengthen the weakost sights . Pamphlet containing sag .

gestions for the preservation of sight freo . BRANCHE8.6, Poultry,

E.C.; 3. Guardian Buildings, Cross Street,MANOH OSTER ;

and Corporation Street, BIRMINGHAM - ADVT,
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THE BEST NEW YEAR'S GIFT FOR CHILDREN,

"Our
Darlings

THE CHILDREN'S TREASURY, EDITED BY DR BARNARDO .

Τ Η Ε Ν Ε WNEW ANNUAL
VOLUME

CONTAINS

SIX HUNDRED ILLUSTRATIONS AND SIX COLOURED CHROMOS.

In handsome illustrated Paper Boards . Price 3 / - post free.

In Scarlet Cloth , Gilt Edges, 5 / - post free .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

THE

" BIBLE TALK " SERIES.

By GEORGE SOLTAU .

No.1 . The Person and Work of the Holy Spirit.

No. 2. First Aid to the Wounded.

No. 3. “ Whosoever Will, let Him take."

PRICE TWOPENCE EACH .

Just Published.

A BOOK FOR THE NEW YEAR.

Tinted Covers, 19. ; cloth extra , 18. 6d .

OLD -FASHIONED TRUTHS for

NEW-FASHIONED TIMES.

By J. C. CROXFORD.

To be obtained of the Author, 69 , Beresford Road , Highbury New Park ,

Indon, N. And of the Publishers,

JOHN F. SIF & CO,, 48, Paternoster Row , London, E.C.

JOHN G. WHEELER, 88, Mildmay Park, London, N.

LONDON : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO. ,

Or of the Author, Harrold, Bedford, postage free .

And of any Bookseller.

Price Three Halfpence each, post free 2d.

SEASONABLE GIFT,

The Roll Text Almanack.

This unique Almanack has been welcomed each new year with increased

Appreciation of its specialadvantages. The presentation in large type of

carefully selected Texts from the incorruptible Seed of the Word has been

blessed in many instances. To Ministers, District Visitors, Hospital

Chaplains, and other Christian labourers , the Almanack is offered at the

following reduced prices, not including carriage :

100 for 9s. 6d. Nett Cash

300 for £ l 5s.

500 for £ 1 17s. 6d.

One Shilling Post Free.

COMMUNION AND CONFLICT.

By CAPTAIN DAWSON.

Printed in Gold and Colour on Wrapper of Vegetable

Vellum.
11

7

1,000 for £3 10s.

Such orders to be sent, accompanied with remittance, direct to

the Publishers ,

JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

LONDON :

JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

MISS HOLI'S NEW STORY.

HOME RULE ,

AN OLD MOTHER'S LETTER TO PARENTS . A
TO PARENTS . A TANGLED WEB.

By MRS . BAYLY.

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops , 58 .

In Pictorial Wrapper 3d. , or Japanese Vellum 6d .

A Tale of the Fifteenth Century.

By EMILY S. HOLT.

" Not a whit behind any of its popular predecessors ." -— The Christian,

" A very well told story , will be readwith great interest." - The Scotsman .

" A very interesting plot, has been well wrought out. ” — The European Mail.

LONDON :

JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , PATERNO STER Row, E.C. LONDON : J. F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , Paternoster Row , E.C.
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SHAWS “ HOME SERIES.”
CONSUMPTION.

NDIDO »

MNM .

MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK ,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK .

BEING CHEAP EDITIONS OF WELL-KNOWN PUBLICATIONB.

With Coloured Wrapper andmany Illustrations.

PRICE SIXPENCE EACH , POST FREE SEVENPENCE . CHRONIC BRONCHITIS ,

NO, I. FROGGY'S | ITTLE BROTHER .
AND ALL

OTHER CHEST DISEASES.

By BRENDA.

NO . 2. SCAMP AND I READ

By L . T . MEADE.

NO. 3. MISTRESS MARGERY.
81XPENCE, POST FREE.

By EMILY S . HOLT.

NO . 4 . SISTER ROSE.
OrLarge Edition (cloth ) for 18. 8d .

By EMILY 8. HOLT. FIFTEENTH SERIES

NO. 6. THE BOY'S WATCHWORD. OF WEEKLY CASES .

By J. HARRISON. NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

NO. 6 . ONLY A TRAMP.
WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER.
Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENT CASE , NOT PUB.

By GRACE STEBBING . LISHED BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK ,

NO. 7. WATER GIPSIE S.
By L . T . MEADE .

NO. 8. JOHN DE WYCLIFFE.

By EMILY S . HOLT.

NO . 9 . IN THE DESERT.

By D . ALCOCK .

NO . 10 . NOTHING TO NOBODY.

By BRENDA .

NO . II . WINIFRE D .

By L . E . GUERNSEY .

NO. 12. THREE CHUMS.

By M . L . RIDLEY. NOTE . - Days of Consultation , - TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY,
MARCELLA OF ROME. at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

By F . EASTWOOD.
long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

NO . 14 . OUTCAST ROBIN . the book first.

By L . T . MEADE .

NO . 15 . THE LOST JEWEL.

By A . L 0 . E .
PRODUCE

RIPPLE JESS .NO . 16 .
CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS.

By LOUISE MARSTON. THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

NO. 17 . JACK AND JILL . COLDS, COUGHS, & c.,

By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES.

NO. 18 , THE WELL IN THE DESERT.

By EMILY S . HOLT.

NO. 19. ALICK'S HERO.
In Bottles, 1s. 11d., 2s. 93 ., 4s. 6d ., and 118.

By CATHARINE SHAW .
SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.

NO. 20 . HIS MOTHER 'S BOOK.

By E. EVERETT-GREEN .
Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

NO . 21. JEAN | INDSAY.
Establisbod in 1884 , for tho parpose of abording Instruction In libo

Boriptures to Womon and Girls , of all ages and ranks, lo Zonadas,

By EMILY BRONIE . Haroms, and Schools , in Asia and Africa .

Other Titles will be announced immediately ,
Beoretary, Min WEBB, 287, Vauxhall Bridge Rond , London , B . W .

Bankers, Mosari. LEBIH , FABRUKAR, & 00., 16 , St. Jamu Street,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & 00., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E .O . | Lindon , 8. W .

INTERESTING CASE of a LITTLE BOY.

Mrs. A . Lee first brought her son to me on Sept. 11 last year. She was

then residing at Thornton Heath .

The little boy had commenced ailing from the Christmas before that

date . Inflammation of the lungs took place ; after which he gradually

declined .

When brought to me his cough ,was distressing, so violent at night the

it almost choked bim ; the breathing was very bad ; he had wasted, and

bad gradually becoge weaker, so that hope of saving him had almost ned .

Instructions and advice were given personally and by letter from time

to time, and medicine continued to the following spring .

From that period the little patient continued well. The following is an

extract from a letter I recently received from Mrs. Lee : - " I am thinkful

to say thatmy little boy is quite restored . He has grown so stout and looks

so well our friends are all astonished at the change. Your advice and

medicine, by God ' s blessing, have been the making of him . Please accept

mybest thanks. Make what use you please of my humble testimony.

A . LEK (now living at) , 8 . Gorham Place , St . Clement' s Road , Notting

Hiil."

FOGS AND DAMPAIR
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W "as

" ALL OF ONE."
But it was not possible that He should be holden by

THEN the apostle speaks of Sanctifier and the cords of death . On the third day He was " declared

sanctified “ all of one," he lays emphasis to be the Son of God with power, according to the

on their unity, and yet how far removed from each spirit of holiness, by the resurrection from the dead"

other they once were ! The Eternal Son of God (Rom . i . 4) . When, in due time, He ascended to the

dwelt in the glory with the Father, while man , Father, the Apostle Peter in these words witnessed

down here, banished from Eden, lay under the both to His resurrection and enthronement, “ This

righteous curse of God. How is it possible to bring Jesus hath God raised up , whereof we all are witnesses.

these two, so distant and different, into union com Therefore being by the right hand of God exalted,

plete and eternal ? Certainly it is impossible for lost and having received of the Father the promise of the

ones on earth to climb up to the throne iu the highest Holy Ghost, He hath shed forth this , which ye now

heavens . Men may dream of a glorious ascent ,
see and hear. For David is not ascended into the

whereby, earthliness being left behind , they shall heavens ; but he saith himself, The Lord said unto

scale the steeps of glory and enter into the home of my Lord, Sit thou on my right hand, until I make

the blessed ; but when the dream passes they find thine enemies thy footstool. Therefore let all the

themselves still wanderers upon the face of the earth . house of Israel know assuredly that God hath made

Not more surely does gravitation bind the body to
that same Jesus, whom ye bave crucified , both Lord

earth than sin binds the soul to this present evil
and Christ " (Acts ii . 32-36 ).

world . Like the first Satanic prescription for becoming The Captain of Salvation had been perfected

like God, all subsequent ones proceeding from the through sufferings.
through sufferings. The sufferings made good His

same source only lead us further away from Him. right to lead many sons to glory . For their sake He

Nevertheless, although “ oneness " with Christ is had sanctified Himself, that they might be sanctified

impossible to us from our side , it becomes real through through the truth. He separated Himself as a sacri

the descent of the Son of God to the place of our fice that they might be separated as sons. He made

habitation and through His acceptance of the penalty Himself one with them in their ill -desert that He

of our sin . If there come a Divine Sanctifier, then even might make them one with Himself in His merit.

here on earth there may be sanctified men . The glad
He took the cup of wrath that He might give them

tidings told to the shepherds unfold the purpose of God.
the cup of blessing . And now to those who were

The angels reveal the advent, indeed , of a Child who
enemies He has given the spirit of sonship . They

would be found lying in the manger at Bethlehem, yet
who were far off have been made nigh, and we all

they significantly speak of a “ Saviour who is Christ the
have access by one Spirit unto the Father.

Lord.” The Incarnation is the first step to the Cross ,
BOTH WAITING.

and its whole meaning is not seen until the veil of

ON

N the eventful Paschal night before Jesus went.

the Temple is rent in twain from the top to the bottom ; to the garden of Gethsemane " they sang an

and the meaning of that is only fully seen when on the hymn.” On that same night,while assembled in the

third day thereafter the stone is rolled away from the upper room furnished,” the Revealer of the Father

sepulchre to give free egress to the Prince of Life ; and spake much to the disciples concerning Him from

the full meaning of this only appears forty days whom He came and to whom He went. Do the

thereafter, when the risen Christ ascends from words in the twenty-second Psalm , the Psalm of the

Bethany to the Father's throne ; and the full meaning Cross, refer to these two events ? " I will declare Thy

of the ascension itself only becomes known when name unto my brethren ; in the midst of the con

ten days thereafter the Holy Ghost descends on the dis- gregation will I praise Theo ” (Psa. xxii
. 22). . Be

ciples in Jerusalem and endues them with power from it so or not, the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews

on high . Then at Pentecost the " oneness secured finds in this verse of the Psalm an evidence of the

by the shame and suffering and sacrifice of Calvary oneness between the disciples and their Lord. He

is clearly manifested , recognises Him as at once the Revealer of the

For man's redemption the Lord of Glory had Father's name and the Leader of the Church's

become the Man of Sorrows; the sinless One had praise. And the praise follows the revelation. For it

consented to be made sin ; the blessed One had sub is only in the knowledge of Him who sent His Son to

mitted to be made a curse ; the living and the holy be a reconciliation for our sins we find worthy

One had poured out His soul unto death , and was material for acceptable song. " We love Him because

numbered with transgressors. He voluntarily made He first loved us."

Himself one with us in our doom , and died our death . Another Psalm speaks with wonder of God's care

"
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for man ; but as the Holy Ghost interprets it in the things, and to enter into His glory ? And beginning

New Testament, we learn the secret of it . Adam, in at Moses and all the prophets , He expounded unto

his unfallen state, was the ruler of the world . God them in all the Scriptures the things concerning Him

crowned him with glory and honour, and set him over self ” (Luke xxiv. 25-27) . Even to this day the veil is

the work of His hands . His sovereignty was of short upon the Jewish heart when Moses is read in their

duration . When he became a rebel against Heaven , synagogues . They cannot see the ry of God in

he ceased to be a king on earth . The second Adam the face of Jesus Christ . Yet had it not been for the

has come to regain the kingdom , and by the shame comingof the Lord the glory would have lain concealed .

and suffering of the cross He wins for Himself a people .
For if God had at once judged sin and punished the

Because He thus humbled Himself God has given sinner, wherewould have been His love and grace ?

Him a name above every name. Has He received the
And if He had allowed sin to pass unreproved, where

kingdom ? Not yet ; for now we see not all things
would have been His justice ? But by the interven

subjected to Him. “ But we behold Him, who hath
tion of the cross God is the just God and the Justifier

been made a little lower than the angels, even Jesus ,
of him that believeth in Jesus . The very sin which

because of the suffering of death crowned with glory
threatens ruin in the creation of God becomes the

and honour " (Heb. ii. 9, R.V.). While waiting for
occasion for the manifestation of wondrous grace.

the throne of His father David, He is seated on the “ Herein indeed is love,notthat we lovedGod,but

Father's throne in the glory. He is waiting there that He loved us, and sent His Son to be the propitia

until His enemies be made His footstool. Meanwhile tion for our sins ” ( 1 John iv. 10) . This marvellous

the hour of His patience is the hour of earth's
love could only win its way to sinners through the

presumption . As the ages roll on , men begin to say,
perfected sacrifice of Jesus ; therefore " it became Him

Where is the promise of His coming ?
for whom are all things, and by whom are all things,

The reasons, both of His departure and delay , are
in bringing many sons unto glory, to make the

misunderstood . God hath promised to give Him the
Captain of their salvation perfeet through suffering

heathen for His inheritance , and the uttermost parts (Heb. ii. 10) . Only when God is glorified can the sons

of the earth for His possession ; and He Himself
be brought to glory. And where sin has come

hath promised to return when He receives the king.
in there can be no due vindication of the Divine law

dom. · The Lord is not slack concerning His
without death . “ Forasmuch then as the children

promise , as some men count slackness , but is long
are partakers of flesh and blood, He also Himself

suffering to us.ward , not willing that any should
likewise took part of the same ; that through death

perish, but that all should come to repentance. But
He might destroy him that had the power of death ,

the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night ”
that is the devil ; and deliver them who through fear

(2 Pet . iii. 9-10) .
of death were all their lifetime subject to bondage

are waiting down here, He also is ( Heb. ii. 14, 15). Satan has introduced sin into the

waiting up there . If we are living by faith ; so , in
world, and death of necessity follows. The sting

a certain sense, is He ; for, looking on to the
of death is sip . Even now sinners are greatly

influenced by the devil. They are led captive by him

future, does He not say, “ I will put My trust in

Him ” ? And when the day of His triumph dawns,
at his will . He worketh in the children of disobedi

shall He not presset Himself with the innumerable
But when they die they are included with him

sons He then leads to glory before the Father's pre
in punishment, and on the dread day of wrath they

sence, saying, “ Behold I and the children which God
go away with him into the fire prepared for the

hath' given Me” ? (Heb. ii . 13) . Between the day of
devil and his angels . Therefore sinners dread death .

His humiliation and the day of His exaltation there
It is the black and awful shadow across their path ,

lie the times of the Gentiles, THE GREAT DAY OF GRACE,
Since after it comes the judgment they are willing to

in which His Gospel is to be preached in every land
do and suffer much if they can thereby escape doom .

for a witness before the end comes. Between the
Here is the origin of man's religion whatever form

Psalm of the Cross (xxii .) and the Psalm of Triumph
may assume. It is a religion of bondage based on

(xxiv . ) stands the Psalm of the Shepherd (xxiii . ) ; so
fear. He is willing to do what he dislikes , or even

between the crucifixion on Calvary and the return in bates , if he thereby may avert judgment.

glory to the Mount of Olives there is the pilgrimage
The Lord Jesus in dying destroyed the devil's power.

on earth of the redeemed under the watchful eye of For this purpose He was manifested . He has met

the Good Shepherd above. him in conflict and proved victorious in the strife .

The sin which gave man's enemy the opportunity, if

DEATH - DESTRUCTION AND DELIVERANCE . not even the right, to lord it over him has been put

WH

HEN Jesus joined the two travellers to away by the sacrifice for sin . And now with purged

Emmaus, and listened to their sad tale , He conscience the believer no longer dreads death . In

first rebuked their unbelief, and then unveiled to them so far as death hath a penal element in it, Christ's

the significance of type and prophecy. “ O fools, and death places him on the resurrection side of it . He

slow of heart, to believe all that the prophets have bas already died with Christ ; and this dying is never to

spoken. Ought not Christ to have suffered these be repeated, "Çhrjat being raised from the dead dieth

If we

ence ,
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Work for Christ.

TE

me

no more .” The only death which awaits the child of

God is a departure to be with Christ. It may be

truly said of every departed saint, " He is not dead,

but sleepeth .” The grave has been robbed of its

triumph , and has beenconsecrated for all His people

A Cure for Heart -ache.

by Him who slept in it three days. Being delivered BY THEODORE L, CUYLER , D.D.

from the bondage of fear, they serve their Lord in the

lightsome liberty of love. They have no taskmaster THE
THE fires are kindling this year earlier than usual. Our

churches have not waited for the annual “ week of

now, but they have a Master whom they never can prayer" to set in motion what ought always to be in motion

serve enough , for of Him each one of them can say, thespiritual mechanism of doing good and saving souls. An

" He loved me and gave Himself for mo ” (Gal.ii. 20 ). impressive example has been afforded by the joint action of

the Presbyterian churches of New York city in conducting

Current Notes.
evangelical services in their large central houses of worship:

Then came the Episcopal “ protracted meetings " --for if

THE

THE Call to prayer for Ireland which appears on Dr. Finney were alive he would call them such - led by

another page is strangely emphasized by the eloquent “ missioners ” from abroad. None of us expected

following significant peragraph : to see the day when Trinity Church would be packed at

The Universe, with the prospect of Home Rule in Ireland noonday with a multitude of business men listening to

before it, warns all tract distributors in that country , all who revival services and total abstinence exhortations by one

circulate Protestant Bibles there , and those who seek to con of Mr. Moody's old fellow -workers, the Rev. W. Hay

vert Irish Romanists to Protestantiem , that “ with the blessing Aitken. All this would be no novelty in London where

of God” they will “ goon find Ireland far too hot for them !" the Church of England is accustomed to similar evange

While with party politics we intermeddle not, the listic efforts.

gravity of thepresent situation is too serious to be Here in Brooklyn Messrs. Moody and Sankey have just

overlooked . Earnestly should every Christian be held a series of special services for young menduring eight

found waiting upon God on behalf of our sorely tried
consecutive evenings, in the superb new Y.M.C.A. hall.

brethren and sisters in Ireland .
They were largely attended , and increased in interest to the

close. On the last evening Brother Moody presented Christ

to the almost breathless audience with wonderful fervour

JHE Secretary of the Working Men's Lord's
and power, andthe inquiry -room was thronged. Fromvarious

Day Rest Association has issued a New Year's
places come the same encouraging reports of quickened

address, in which he says : activities in the Master's service. Is not this really the

The Sabbath is a prize worth contending for. It is a pearl normal condition of healthy Christianity ? What does

of great price. It is the queen of days. It is a haven of Christ kindle a lamp in a Christian's heart forbut to give

sweetest rest from the raging storm . How it screens the busy light ? and what does He create spiritual “ salt ” for ,except

merchant from the worries of daily life ! How it brings the
to be brought in contact with sin, sorrow, and social cor

weary labourer into the bosom of his family ! Countless are
ruption ?

There is one class of God's people who seem to be especially

How few comparatively do anything to preserve it ! Christian

men'and women are not aware of , or do not realize , the subtle
called to labours of charity and to efforts for the spiritual

dangers which are undermining the day of holy rest. There
welfare of the unconverted . They are the afflicted who are

are men occupying the highest positions in society , there are
in the furnace of trial--the bereaved whose hearts have

statesmen filling, important political situations, there are
been melted by tears of sorrow. The tendency of grief is to

journals of world -wide circulation and influence, there are look inward, to sit down and brood over its own miseries,

currents of thought expressed by a thousand clever pens, there and there is a great danger that it may make us selfish . We

are great companies wielding enormous capital, there are singu imagine that nobody can have just such an aching heart as

larly constituted clergymen and ministers, there are fierce and we carry about with us, and are wondering why our own

unscrupulous secularists, there are highly organized societies, vineyard was so brokendown and why our ewe lamb "was

falsely called Sunday Societies, when they should be designated
All this sets us to thinking about our own

No Sunday Societies - all aiming in countless ways to break

down the institution of the Sabbath Day.
griefs, and the more we brood over them the larger and

darker they grow.

The paper fromwhich we quote proceeds to give To all such heart-sore fellow -Christians let me suggest

details ofsteps taken during the past year-in most
that the first thing you need is to get out of yourselves. You

cases successfully — to resist encroachments of secular
want a change of company. You want a change of occupa“

toil and secular amusement on the Day of Rest. tion. God does not say to you “ take this grief and nurse it

for Me, and I will give thee thy wages." Your heart is filled

CHILE all sorts and conditions ofmen are prayed with great tides of emotion,and if they are dammed up there

for in our public worship and special prayer, they will flood you and drown your very life. Therefore

meetings, oneclass is too often forgotten. We referto the they need to be drawn off ; and the most effectual way is

police constables. Many a policeman has remarked :
to draw them off into active sympathy and sympathetic

activity with other people.

" Our ministers pray for the soldiers and sailors, but 'A devoted Christian friend of ours found her home over.

the policeman , who guards the street while others are
shadowed by the death of her husband, whom she loved with

at church , is always left out in the cold .” On and Off all the might of a woman's affection. One day during a

Duty, the organ of the Christian Policemen's Asso lonely walk with no other company than an aching heart , she

ciation , says > came across a little missiou chapel in which a service was

Feeling deeply the need of united prayer, it has been decided going on. She strolled in , looked and listened , and soon

to ask Christians, both inthe police force and outside it , to began to think, “Here is the place for me, and here are the

makeThursday, the 14th of January, a special day of prayer on people for me to help .” At once she enlisted in that line of

tehalf of the police force all over the country, and particularly labour, and in others which brought her into personal con

the work of the Christian Policemen's Association . Wherever tact, with some of the poorest and most wretched families of

possible, it is suggested that special prayer meetings should be this city. How wonderfully her own sorrows have been

arranged for in connection with the Police Bible Classes , and lightened by putting her own heart under other people's
wherethis cannotbe done it is hoped that all who read this

troubles, and how much of Christ's presence she has found
notice will remember this subject specially in their private

while labouring for His needy ones, she can testify .
prayers, or atother prayer ineetings during the day.

Information asto the objects andwork of the asso

We might multiply this single case by tbousands similar

to it . Our Heavenly Father's regimen is to apply alteratives

ciation will be gladly supplied by the Hon. Secretary, to troubled souls—the expulsion and restoring power of a

Miss C. Gurney, 11 , Ladbroke Terrace, London , W. new affection . Parents who have lost all tbeir children

Funds are much needed for carrying on the work, often adopt some poor cbild on wbich to lavish their affection,
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taken away.
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which demands someliving object. As soon as you adopt

into your heart some one or more that you are tryingto

bless,you will find that Jesus comes in also. With Him

comes light ; with Him come strength and blessing.

There is no surer way to get Christ into your lonesome heart

than to take some poor sufferers or some perishing sinners

in there, and begin to pray and work for their salvation.

.When we getnestled down in our nests of comfort, God

keeps stirring us out : and one object is to un -self us, and to

bring us into love-labours for other people. Christ broke

His apostles off from eartbly ties and entanglements that

their whole bearts might go out after lost souls. Perhaps,

good friends, one of the reasons why Christ has been laying

His hand on your treasures is that you may seek heavenly

treasures in the souls you bring to Him . He bas emptied

you, in order to be filled with the precious blessings

which doing good will bring to you. How the ranks of

Christian workers would be enlarged if all who are tired

in the furnace would let their melted hearts flow out in

active sympathy to the poor, the guilty, and the perishing !

I

A New Year Prayer .

WOULD not ask Thee that my days

A New Year's Reminder.

Impatience in Waiting upon God. *

BY REV. CHARLES A. FOX.

ERHAPS one hindrance that ought to be specially

impatience of the long ten days'waiting of Pentecost, instead

of “ the long patience" of the husbandman, according to St.

James. There is too often observable an impetuosity to gain

the goal, regardless of the needed discipline of the journey.

“ Go down seven times and wash in the Jordan," was the

command of old, but now -a -days we are reluctant to go down

at all , or, if we do, we hesitate to go down more than once or

twice for the desired cleansing ; and we are almost indignant

at the idea of seven times or sevenfold humiliation being

necessary. Equally reluctant are we to go up seven times

to obtain the expected blessing. We forget it was not till

the seventh time that any sign at all was seen, and then it

was only a little cloud like a man's hand , which manywould

have rejected as quite an inadequate result, after all their

strivings. But the fulness of the Holy Ghost is not to be

had or realized as a personal possession without this seven

fold abasement and this sevenfold concentration of purpose,

and consecration of spirit, as they are manifested by long

waiting upon God in close communion . Stand still and see,

Tarry thou the Lord's leisure, Wait, I say, on the Lord,

belonged to an earlier dispensation , and are regarded too

often as obsolete under the Gospel ; just as some in our own

days have thought it was time to take down the Tables of

the Ten Commandments, now that at length through grace

the power is come to enable us to fulfil them . “ Mine hour

is not yet come" is not for us, forsooth , upon whom the ends

of the world are come ! And yet the blessed Lord had His

own Gethsemane, before Calvary, being in an agony. He

prayed more earnestly ; and the apostles had their ten days'

waiting for Pentecost, and St. Paul his thrice wrestling

against the thorn in the flesh , which was impeding his

ministry. And is there no need for us to wait, and is

there no blessing for us to get even whilst we linger at

His feet, before the blessing comes ? “ Blessed are they

that hunger and thirst after righteousness, for they shall

be filled ."

What long hours of waiting silence separate each day from

the next ; and just so all true days of Gospel work must be

interleaved with long waiting, and secret communion in the

hush of faith for Divine renewal. Waiting on God is not

waste of time, it is the truest worship of the will , it is to us

the laver of cleansing, and the robing-room of the soul,

where we exchange the garment of heaviness for the mantle

of power. For they that wait on the Lord do verily exchange

their strength , and are ever changing worn -out strength for

new strength - there old Gospel cheques and paper promises

are changed into the solid gold of the kingdom . It is this

holy waiting alone that gives the soaring spirit of vision and

the eagle wings of ascension, this that gives alacrity in

ruuning the errands of mercy, and steadfastness in walking

the dusty roads of daily routine; just as a great artist fore

goes very much for the sake of his art, shutting himself in

daily with his waiting canvas, or daily sitting out at the

feet of Nature, watching warily all her moods, living only to

see, and seeing only to secure, every precious secret of her

confidence ; so souls that will catch the Divine features, and

perfect the Divine image, and learn the Divine accent, must

study stillness, for only still waters give back the true reflec

tion of earth or sky, and must live much in the company of

the Invisible, and listen long and drink deep into His

Spirit, often tarrying till dusk in the Temple of His presence ,

just as we read it so minutely recorded in God's Book that it

ere the lamp went out in the Temple of the Lord ” that

God first called the youthful Samuel.

was 66

Should flow quite smoothly on and on :

Lest I should learn to love the world

Too well , ere all my time was done.

I would not ask Thee that my work

Should never bring me pain nor fear ;

Lest I should learn to work alone,

And never wish Thy presence near.

I would not ask Thee that my friends

Should always kind and constant be ;

Lest I should learn to lay my faith

In them alone, and not in Thee.

But I would ask Thee still to give

By night my sleep, by day my bread ,

And that the counsel of Thy Word

Should shine and show the path to tread .

And I would ask a humble heart,

A changeless will to work and wake,

A firm faith in Thy Providence,

The rest — 'tis Thine to give or take.

ALFRED NORRIS,

A three days' conference with spiritual flesh and blood is

good , but a ten days locked in the embrace of the Eternal is

far better. _ “Immediately I conferred not with flesh and

blood , but I went into Arabia.” The saints often in our dav

too have still more need to step aside for awhile into the

spiritual Arabia, and to till patiently that unexciting but

Strict Veracity.

THE

THE habit of strict veracity cannot be overestimated in

importance if we really desire to enjoy the fulness of

Christian experience. We do not refer to wilful and secret

prevarication , much less to open falsehood . Such sins are

conceded to be despicable, and are positively destructive to

all manly character. We refer rather to that secret with

holding of the truth by which one party may mislead another,

in matters trivial or important. Genuine honesty in our

intercourse should not arise from mere motives of policy,

but froma lively sense of what eternal rectitude is in itself ;

and also from just views of what that rectitude requires of all

responsible intelligences. Whoever is willing to speak or act

so that his fellow -man shall receive a false impression con

cerning a fact is guilty of falsehood, according to God's

perfect standard . “ Moral truth consists in our intention to

convey to another, to the best of our ability, the conception

of fact exactly as it exists in our own minds.” When such

an intention dominates our whole being, then will our habits

in speaking and actingresult, notonly in present happiness,

but in right character-building also. At no point is the

Christian called to be more watchful than just here ; because

conscience is easily paralyzed by forgetting that God, from

the necessity of His nature, “ requires truth in the inward

parts.” In the busy marts of trade the temptation to depart

from strictest veracity is seldom absent. In social life the

excessive touches of urbanity are sometimes only the

attempted concealment of subtle falsehood,

* Extracted from Even Nor ! A New Year's Address. just isstied , hy

Mr. Fox . Partridge & Co. ( 2d . ).
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Ready !

vetorin secret,and whoserewards ofsecretcommunion and I Ask your attention for a little while to oneword

« God

man his

unexhausted soil, whose fruits, if they are of slower growth,

yet swell larger and ripen surer, and keep longer through

the long winter months of temptation and service. The

nearest Arabia to us is perhaps our own chamber, let only A New Year's Watchword. *

the door be shut (a difficult thing to do in thesedays ! ) and
By DR. H. SINCLAIR PATERSON.

the child is at once in the presence of the waiting Father who

victory
which you will find in Matt. xxiv . 44— " Ready."

“ This kind goeth notout save by prayer and fasting," is “ Be ye also ready." Ready for what ? For the

a truth which needs to be reiterated in our ears again and coming of the Son of Man ; for the advent in glory

again ; and this fasting is 110 mere cold abstinence from of the Lord Jesus Christ. Prepared to welcome Him

pleasant meats or genial society, but it is a most blessed in at His appearing with gladness, and not with sinking

terior feasting with anointed face at the table of the unseen
or shame .

Lord. It will be an evil day when this sacred custom is

abolished spiritually. A spare half-hour spent in skimming
Readiness of Faith .

highly -spiced spiritual literature will never do in theplace Now, there are two kinds of readiness , and we

of gazing in secret upon the face of our Beloved. must distinguish the one from the other . There

talkedwith Moses face to face as a man talkethwith his is, first of all, the readiness belonging to all who

friend.” No wonder that his face shone, for “ as iron trust in the Lord Jesus Christ , , who have ac

sharpeneth iron, so doth the countenance of a

cepted Him personally as their Saviour, who are
friend ” —the gaze of the holy God remained still upon him. found in Him, not having their own righteousness,

To have thus stood in the near gaze of God gives a man a

tremendous power , and invests the Christian worker or
which is of the law, but that which is through the

speaker with an awful atmosphere of God ; but such trans faith of Christ, the righteousness which is of God by

figuration belongs to none but the lonely seer of the night. faith . True there are some who, being ignorant of

For the seer of the Unseen is the only true seer. Yet this God's righteousness, go about to establish a righ

sight of God, while it transfigures, makes us instinctively teousness of their own, not submitting themselves

loathe ourselves, and makes us detect with terrible clearness unto the righteousness of God ; but these are never

the sin all around us as well as within us. “ I am a man of

ready, and never can be while they so labour to
unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst of a people of unclean

lips ; ” and yet, at the same time, it makes us also yearn to
secure their own righteousness. But those who are

deliver others—“ Here am I, send me. ” Sight makes us ready are those who, having believed , have entered

long for service ,yea, the service of self -sacrifice. We want, into rest , and thus have ceased from their own works,

I will not say fewer sayers, but we do want more seers. knowing the rest of pardon through the precious

The best seers, not the best sayers, are God's most effectual blood Jesus shed to put away sin, and so can say,

messengers. For witnesses are the best workers, and “ Being justified by faith , we have peace with God

" what our eyes have seen ” is ever the best eloquence of

the lips.
through our Lord Jesus Christ : by whom also we

have access by faith into this grace wherein we stand ,

Bible Acrostic for the Little Ones.

and rejoice in hope of the glory of God.” Unto them ,

when Christ returns, there will be rejoicing and notNo. III .

The initials of the following will be found to spell out a sorrowing. They are ready for an abundantentrance

precious injunction given by the Lord Jesus Christ. into His glory, and for being for ever with the Lord .

That is the first and all - essential readiness.
ONE almost persuaded .

A name signifying confusion ,
Readiness of Expectancy .

A peculiar expression used by James, describing the Scriptures.

An idol shattered before the symbolof God's presence . But there is another readiness, and it is to the
One of the stones of the high priest's breastplate.

second readiness that special reference is made by
Where Paul says he preached the Gospel “round about unto "

our Lord in the words we have read. It is the readi
One whom we are tolove as ourselves.

One whoconsented to a brave youth's request . ness of always watching , the readiness of continual

A faithful steward who received a great trust.
expectancy, preparedness for the Lord's return, even

The month in which the feast of unleavened bread was held . if He should come now. Doing, thinking, feeling at

Ornaments still used in the East, but mentioned only once in all times as we would have the Lord find us doing,

Scripture .

The plain where a great image was set up.
thinking , and feeling when He comes. Ever concern

A beautiful name given to Jesus in Isaiah, and quoted once in ing ourselves with such work , such anxieties , and such

the New Testanient, business as we could speak of in His presence with

The kind of tool which might not be used in building God's out shame. And it is this readiness which must

altar .

extend through all time, from the beginning of our

A name applied contemptuously by “ a certain orator " to

Christians, knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ even to His

What our conversation should be .
return , and which must characterize all generations

A deliverer raised in a dark time.
of the Church which would be found faithful at His

The last word in a message which caused a king to tremble.

appearing. It is here we many times fail. We do

believe in Jesus Christ, thanks to the grace of the

The True Teacher. Father in Heaven , but we forget He is coming again.

B '

UT this man put thought into me ; he setmeto think in glory ; we forget He has received a kingdom and

ing, and I have not stopped since.” These were is coming to take that kingdom, and to reign over the

the words of a man of English birth who has attained a place

of enviable eminence in this country. He had been a pupil
whole earth , to banish sin and misery, and show the,

blessedness of righteous rule, and the peace He will ,
in celebrated schools, was ready for Oxford University, but

accident threw him in the company of Washington Irving. extend from the riverto the ends of the earth . All of

Here was an influence that affected him powerfully. It was us know something of the miseries of earth now, of the

not his vast knowledge, for the genial author never pretended cares, perplexities,and distresses that are prevalent

to that ; it was an educative power. We must enlarge our through all time. We know that all kinds of human

ideas of education. We have thought that the teacher was rule have been tried and have failed.. And in our

one who could hear spelling lessons and ask questions in own country we shall find the very last form tried this .

geography and grammar. Theend of education is character.

He who can form character is a teacher though he cannot
year only to fail as others. We know that in these

spell a word . — The School Journal. A Watch-night Address.

"
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difficult times, when the strongest Government is opportunities and occasions of usefulness the Lord

needed, we have a Government depending on the will has been pleased to afford us.

of the people, a Government swayed by policy and Ready to Gibe an Answer.

temporizing instead of by truth and righteousness ; and

And there is another, a very important readiness

- No strength can come from that. Thus to day we have

the rule represented by the toes in the great image of
in these days, of which we read in 1 Pet . iii . 15 , “ Be

the monarch's dream interpreted by Daniel, the iron
ready always to give an answer to every man that

mingled with clay. Hence we know the time is not
asketh you a reason of the hope tbat is in you with

meekness and fear."
far distant when the stone cut out of a mountain

This assumes the hope is

within us.

without hands will smite the image and break it in

What is our hope ? His appearing in

pieces, while the stone will fill the whole earth. In

glory, Hiscoming again. What reason have we for this

such times we live , and while readiness is ever

our hope ? This, that He died and rose again the

incumbent upon us, it is specially now , and in these
third day, according to the Scriptures, that He

days, under all circumstances, our duty to be
ascended into Heaven , and being there , and having

engaged in the very work , occupying the very

received gifts for men, poured out His Spirit according

position and thinking the very thoughts we would
to promise. He who hath ascended the throne speaks

like Jesus to find us doing, having , thinking, when He

to us by His truth , and in that fact wehave the inward

is pleased to return .

evidence of the presence and power of God, who hath

sent down from the throne on high His mighty

Ready to Distribute. Spirit to lighten our darkness. There is , as Iam

We do not know the time, although there are always careful to remind you, historical evidence,

signs given , as our Lord Himself says :
“ Learn a which cannot be gainsaid, of the resurrection of

parablo from the fig tree ; when his branch is yet Jesus Christ from the dead ; there is no one fact in

tender, and putteth forth leaves, ye know that summer the history of the world more clearly established.

is nigh : 80 likewise yo, when yo shall see all these Therefore we are able to give a reason for our hope

things, know that it is near, even at the doors . " True concerning His coming again , because He who died

as the lightning cometh out of the east , and shineth and rose again told us He would come again and receive

even unto the west ; so shall also the comingof the Son us to Himself . That is our hope , for weknow of no

of Man be," and " as in the days that were before the other way of getting things right in this world ,

flood they were eating and drinking, marrying and already ruined and disordered by sin. Our hope rests

givingin marriage, until the day that Noah entered into on His dying to put away sip , His being raised from the

the ark, and knew not until the flood came, and took dead by the power of the Father , and His having

them all away ; 80 shall also the coming of the Son of sent down, after He ascended on high , the Holy

Man be. Even as men were then thoughtless and Ghost to take of the things of Christ , and show them

heedless of the great judgments spoken of and soon
to us. Thus we give a good reason . There is no

to come , so it is now-be
ye also ready. pride in giving it . What have we that we have not

Now let us look at this readiness in detail . First received ? There is reason to fear, and it is well

look at what the Apostle Paul says of it in writing becoming us to be humble-minded and meek. "Let

his Epistle to Timothy, 1 Tim. vi. 18 , “ Ready to dis. him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall . "

tribute.” When we spend selfishly on ourselves , in
Things Ready ta Bic .

seeking our own ease and comfort, when we lavish

allwe possess on our own enjoyment or wellbeing ,
Then once more , a counsel in which this same

and in pleasing ourselves, we are not ready for the word occurs, yet with another meaning. In the

coming of the Son of Man. We must be ready to third chapter of the book of the Revelation of Jesus

distribute ; not restraining giving, but cultivating it.
Christ we read, “ Be watchful and strengthen the

Not giving with grief, butenjoying it as a grace . Ånd things which remain, that are ready to die . ” Are

it is a grace in the New Testament ; and as we are there any such things to be found in us ?_Things that

to abound in the other graces, so in this also. Unless are good , Divine gifts, graces of the Holy Spirit;

we have learned to rejoice in caring for the needs of doctrines we have received and proved helpful in

others-specially those that be of the household of times past, experiences given us of Christ ; are there

faith — and for the doing of the Lord's work, we are any of these beginning to wax faint and feeble, and

pot maintaiving a readiness for the Lord's return . apparently ready to vanish away ? Any love grow

ing colder? anyknowledge becoming less intimate ?
Ready to every Good work .

any spiritual gift seeming to diminish ? Let us be

Again , writing to Titus, here is what Paul says watchful, and strengthen the things that remain, and

further about this readiness . Tit . iii . 1 : Ready to are ready to die . We need strength to go forward ,

every good work ." Every good work. There are and not backward . There is a strange tendency in

opportunities and occasions innumerable for doing these days dragging men downward and backward ,

something - helping the weak, instructing the ignorant, instead of upward and forward ; drawing inen down

giving counsel to the wayward and perplexed , being from their former life of love and zeal, and striving

eyes to the blind , giving comfort and consolation after the perfection that is in the Lord Jesus

to those whose hearts are bowed down with woe , in Christ. Currents of unbelief and worldliness are

every way, and in all possible ways, ready to every around us, and acting upon us , and very often the

good work. There is much to do, and much need best gifts and graces of God waxfaint, and are ready

for us to do it . Those who are expecting the Lord's to die. Our duty, our earnest duty throughout this

return, when they will have to give an account of coming year, and as many of them as we may see , is

their faithfulness as stewards of the manifold grace of more and more to strengthen the things that remain ,

God, will surely be ready to every good work. If the and are ready to die. Strengthen them ? Yes ; but

work be good, and if we have opportunity to do it , how ? We cannot have them strengthened save by

then it is our work , and we shall be expected to the presence of the Lord. " Strengthened with

render an account as to how we employed these / might by His Spirit in the inner man ." We can only

v
e
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stand strong when we are “ strong in the Lord, and

in the power of His might.” Even as the oneremedy

for every physical weakness is more life, if only we

could obtain it ; so the one cure for every spiritual

disorder is more Divine strength , more of the

Master's presence,more of the life that is in Him in

whom all fulness dwelleth . " Abide in Me, and I in

you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself,

except it abide in the vine ; no more can ye, except

ye abide in Me.” We abiding in Him and He

abiding in us, so shall we be found ready ; ready,

always ready ; ready, ay ready for our Lord 's

appearing. And if He see fit to call us bence before

He comes, we are equally ready for His call to enter

His presence , and so to be for ever with the Lord.

MayGod grant this readiness, and keep us waiting and

watching for His appearing in glory !

Work and Rest .

W HAThave I yet to do ?
VV Day weareth on ;

Flowers, that opening new

Smiled through the morning's dew ,

Drop in the sun .

Veath the noon 's scorching glare

Fainting I stand :

Still is the sultry air ,
Silentness everywhere

Through the hot land .

Yetmust I labour still

All the day throughi ,

Striving with earnest will

Patient my place,to till,

My work to do.

Long though my task may be,
Cometh the end ;

God 'tis that helpeth me,

His is the work , and He

New strength will lend .

He will direct my feet,

Strengthen my hand ,

Give memy portion meet ;

Firm in His promise sweet

Trusting I' ll stand .

Up, then , to work again !

God's word is given

That none shall sow in vain,

But find the ripened grain

Garnered in Heaven .

Longer the shadows fall,

Night cometh on ;

Low voices softly call :
" Come, here is rest for all,

Labour is done ! ”

For the Young:

The Lord's Money.

H ERE is something for the boys and girls to think about

11 when they putmoney in the contribution box.

“ Bertie , Bertie , isn 't this a shame? " cried little Caspar

Hall, as he held up a silver shilling for his older brother Jim

to look at.

It was a bright shilling , and at first sight there was nothing

the matter with it, but closer inspection showed that it had

been bored , and the hole had afterwards been carefully

filled up .

“ They wouldn 't take it where I bought my slate," said

Caspar, ruefully ; " and then I tried to pass it at the candy

shop, and the lady shook her head , and when I offered it to

the conductor of the car he was quite cross, and asked me if I

did not know how to read. When I said , Yes, of course I

do,' he pointed to a notice in big letters : Nomutilated coin

received here. What shall I do with it ? ” finished the little

fellow with a sigh .

“ You have no idea who gave it to you , have yoni, Caspar ? "

said Bertie.
" Not the least . It is part of the change I had from Uncle

John's Christmas gift to me."

“ Well, you must be sharper the next time. Now , if I

were you , I would put it into themissionary box . The society

will work it off somehow .”

“ But I don 't want to put a whole shilling in the box."

“ It is not a whole shilling , Casp ; it's a shilling that's had

a hole in it . Nobody'll take it from you . You may just as

well get rid of it in that way as any other."

Bertie and Caspar Hall were in their father's library when

this conversation took place. They thought themselvesalone.

But just on the other side of the curtain which divided the

room from the parlour their little cousin Ethel was sitting.

As Caspar moved towards themantel where the family mis

sionary box stood in plain sight, Ethel drew the curtain

aside and spoke to him . "
“ Boys,” she said , “ I did not mean to listen , but I could

not help overhearing you ; and , Caspar dear, do not drop

that shilling into the box, please.”

“ Why not, Ethel ? ”

“ The Lord' s money goes into that box."

Bertie looked from his Latin grammar to meet the glowing

face of the little girl. Her eyes were shining and her lip

quivered a little , but she spoke gravely. “ It was the lamb

without blemish , don 't you know , that the Hebrews were to

offer to the Lord ? If you saw Jesus here in this room you

wouldn 't like to say, ' I give this to Thee, because nobody

else will have it. It was gold , frankincense, and myrrh the

wise men offered the infant Jesus."

The boys drew nearer Ethel. She went on : - “ It isn 't

much we can give to Him who gave Himself to us, but I

believe we ought to give Him our best, and what costs us

something . Excuse me, but it does seem mean to drop a

battered coin into God's treasury, just to get it out of sight.”

Caspar and Bertie agreed with Ethel. They were about

to do wrong for want of thought. Are there no older people

who should remember that the Lord 's money ought to be

perfect and of our best ? - The Christian Giver,

A DOOR

Notes for Bible Reading.

The Way, the Truth , the Life .

. . . . John x . 9 .
H A living way . Heb. x . 19, 20

Through Him wehave access to God • Eph . ii . 18 19

THE TRUTH .

Truth cameby Jesus Christ . . John i . 17

He is the Truth . . John viii, 32

Weare made free through the Son . John viii. 36

THE LIFE ,

Wes tbe light ofmen • John i. 4

* Lighteth every man " John i. 9

Eternal life : . 1 John v . 11

God 's love manifested . 1 John iv . 9

Weshall be kept : John x . 28

C . M . B .

“ God is Love " is ourmotto for 1886. That this is true we

bave proved formany a long year. When the House of Rest

was first established the outlay was small, and day by day, in

answer to believing prayer, the needs were supplied . And now

that hundreds of poundsare needed where tons would have been

sufficient then , there is but the same Source to look to. There

are neither endowments nor invested funds. Very frequently

the banker's balance is reduced to a few shillings ; but “ God

is love,” and “ Love never fails ." Earthly sources fail and dry

up. Oh, how many a promised subscription has never been

realized during these nineteen years ! But GOD, the LIVING

God , has never failed, because He is LOVE .

Yes, Thou art " able," and I lay medown

To trust and to endure ;

To kiss the hand that either gives or takes,
Eoriches or makes poor,

House of Rest Monthly .
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A

The New York Mission .

attendance at the Holy Communion increased from day to day .

(6) The pleasant service of intercessory prayer for three

UR New York contemporary, oontinuing its report of the
quarters of an hour each evening before the public mission

service was most profitable, and warrants the expectation of

churches was brought to a close early last week, it was con
most hopeful results. ( 1) The mission wrought a unity and

tinued in Trinity and a few other churches without any
harmony and a Christian fellowship among members of the

apparent diminution of interest or attendance . Mr. Aitken is parish which only these strictly devotional and unsel ish

to continue his remarkable labours in Trinity Church through
services could accomplish. (9 ) Many incidents daily com : to

the present week ,
the knowledge of the rector and missioners deeply affecting in
character.

En Old Trinity Church .

" Thank Eod and take Courage."
A few months ago eminent bishops and presbyters and lay

men assembled in Trinity Church to celebrate with thanks . Describing a thanksgiving service, the following testim ny

giving, pravers, and anthems of praise , and stirring addresses by Bishop Tuttle is given : --

by several bishops, the centennial anniversary of the Protestant In a tone of mingled reverence and gratitude the earnest

Episcopal Church in the United States. The historical sermon bishop stated that many liad cherished fears that the mission

skovshed her infancy, slow growth and progress, increasing would be an unwise departure from the ordinary methods of

strength and influence ; and compared what she once was with Church work, that a flexible use of the Liturgy at evangelistic

what she is now , In the historical address , and the addresses of services may lead to & serious disregard of rubrics ; and that

renowned bishops , an undertone of self-laudation mingled with the mission services may enkindle unholy excitement, to be

tones of gratitude to God for what this church had accom followed by reaction . But the most conservative Churchmen

plished. But no event in her history may be compared with who had witnessed its progress and the accompaniments of the

the wonderful degree of far- spreadingand sympathetic interest
Advent Mission's flexible services , and had very carefully

incited by the Advent Mission in New York Episcopal Churches , watched its mode of Gospel work , had diminished thefr fears ;

and the two weeks ’ “ Noonday Services for BusineseMen ," in and with himself they are now devoutly thankful , and fervently
Old Trinity Church , Broadway. Shortly before noon her melo courageous to seek hereafter through mission modes the

dious bells pealed their musical signal that Mr. Aitken would, growth in grace of Christians and the conversion of the

in a few moments, sound another faithful warning to business ungodly, and thus additionally promote the glory of God , woo

men of every grade. And ever, on rainy Tuesday last members gave His only begotten Son to die as the proof of His hatred of

of stock exchanges, wholesale and retail merchants, bankers sin , and of His love for the sinner, and His unwillingness that

and brokers , insurance men , and as many clerks as could be any should perish .

spared for an hour from offices and stores , filed quickly but

quietly into the capacious edifice. Before Trinity's clock had

sounded the first of its twelve vibrations , in every part of the

church all the pews were filled , many stood in the aisles and

porticos, and others filled the space behind thecarved screen in Special Religious Services in Theatres.

front of the large organ gallery. While the missioner offered a

brief prayer all who did not kneel for want of space reverently

bowed forward, and two thousand voices in unison said , “ Our for special religious services in theatres , halls , and

Father, who art in Heaven , whose messenger they had
mission rooms was held last week, at the residence of Mr. and

assembled to hear. After Trinity's nave and aisles and tower Mrs. George Hanbury, 21 , Portman Square .

ing arches had resounded another hymn of hearty praise, Mr.
Mr. GEORGE HANBURY, who presided , said that the last tim ,

Aitken read from the small Bible he held in his hand Acts they had a similar meeting in that room it was presided over

xix . 20, which describes the converted magicians burning their
by the late Lord Shaftesbury, and they all knewthat he tool

costly libraries on the mysteries of Oriental magic. In a calm
the deepest interest in this work. The movement was com

tone of voice be showed that ancient idolaters offered as
menoed twenty- seven years ago . He remembered something

sacrifices to their choser idols what they most valued, and that
of the opposition in the hearts of many at the beginning of

; all had their mysteries as well as sacrifices ; and to -day all the work. He was not surprised at it , because many Christian

idolatries have both sacrifices and mysteries. people had the idea that theatres were the last place in the

world where the Gospel should be preached , but those objec

tions had been overcome , and the movement was now backed
Qld - fashioned Truths.

up by clergymen and ministers . No one was more attached to

The attendance at the noonday mission at Trinity Church, the services of the Church of England than he was, but he

and at the evening mission service in other churches , and the often felt that they were above the most uneducated class of

general religious interest incited were both gratifying and the people, who required to be somewhat educated up to them .

wonderful. And the assertion that Christianity was useful Services for this class, and for unconverted persons whom they

when the messes of the people were very ignorant, but is not could hardly expect to haveany feeling in accordance with the

adapted to persons in “ this enlightened age , ” and must soon services carried on in church or chapel , were felt to be & great

become obsolete, is by facts of the mission emphatically contra want, and good people thought they would try to get at these

dicted . Old -fashioned Gospel truths concerning the sinner and classes by bringingthem into places which they frequented

the Saviour, and how to seek in order to find Him , and how in the week.day where they would hear the Gospel faithfully

Christians should conduct themselves in their daily domestic, preached . In this work it was difficult to speak of great

commercial , and religious concerns, have been proclaimed with results , because the people who attended these services were

fearless moralfaithfulness. Results strikingly manifest prove migratory, but looking at the attendance he was sure that

that both saints and sinners patiently listened to sermons a great work had been done . He was sure that these ser

characterized by great plainness of speech and direct applica vices were the only means of reaching the poorer classes and

tion to the people who heard them , that the Word of God has the uneducated, and that the work was one which would

not lost its guilt-convicting force, and that the Gospel of Jesus commend itself to every Christian.

Christ is now, as ever before , “ the power of God unto salvation Rev. T. C. UDALL mentioned as an instance of the work

to whosoever believeth its testimony that God is not malevolent carried on by the society the services at the Pavilion Theatre ,

nor vindictive , but delighteth in mercy.” where sometimes & Sunday evening there were 3,000

people assembled, who came from low lodging-houses, thieves '

Apparent Besults . kitchens, and the back streets of Whitechapel, whocame to

hear the Gospel, and who would not be welcome at church or

Summing up results , our contemporary says : The full chapel . They had in London fourteen large buildings, which

results will not be revealed until the Day of Final Harvest. were occupied at present by the committee , most of them

The results apparent were : (a ) At each of the services the being in the poorest neighbourhoods. To carry on this work

attendance was large and devoutly attentive. In addition to they wanted an income of £ 3,000 a year. The services of those

religious and working members of the parish, members of who preached were rendered without fee or reward .

families who had before only occasionally attended church Mr. J. E. Jack, Mr. Frank A. Bevan , Rev. Donald Fraser,

became interested, and whole families, for the first time , D.D. , Rev. Nevilo Sherbrooke, and others having spoken in

attended the services. ( b ) The number of strangers who were support of the work of the society, Mr. O. M. Sawell moved a

egular worshippers during the mission services was much
vote of thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Hanbury, and asked for aid to

larger than the rector and others expected . (c ) The desire of erect the proposed memorial City Mission halls in honour of

regular members of the parish to engage hereafter in some Lord Shaftesbury. The first was to be built in Gibraltar

department of work for Christ and His Church was most grati Wulk, Bethnal Green, and the second in Union Street,

fying to the rector and his devoted church workers. (d) The Borough ,

on
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Week of Prayer , 1886 .

N

nection with the Week of Prayer. We give notes of the

fuggestive address delivered at the West End :

Praise and Thanksgiving.

By REV . ARCHIDEACON RICHARDSON .

akin , but not exactly alike. They are in their right

order and in fitting relation to the subjects to be treated this

morning and through the week.

When a believing soul has reached the Psalmist's experience ,

" Goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days ofmy life

( Psa . xxiii . 6 ), he touches the springs out of which both praising

and thanksgiving take their rise . Thus the stimulus of praise

is goodness. “ Praise the Lord ; for the Lord is good” ( Psa.

cxxxv. 3) . When faith has found out what God really is , and

when love has accepted what God graciously offers , and when

hope is waiting for what God has promised to revenl , the result

is praise. The holiest beings, nearest to the Presence , must

have more knowledge than we have now ; and so they have the

highest praise. With us now it is , " to the praise of the glory of

His grace " ( Ephes. i . 6 ) . With them now, and with us here .

aiter, it is " unto the praise of His glory " (ver. 14 ) . " O ve

servants of the Lord, praise the name of the Lord ” (Psa, cxiii .

1 ) . " Let every thing thathath breath praise the Lord . "

But the stimulus of thanksgiving is mercy. “ O give thanks

unto the Lord, for He is good, for His mercy endureth for ever .

Let the redeemed of the Lord say so ” (Psa , cvii, 1 , 2 ) . In this

we saved human beings have an experience which the unfallen

angels have not. We shall sing the new song , of which the

" strains upraised " are, “ Thou hast redeemed us unto God by

Thy blood ” ( Rev. v. 9 ) . The angels seem to listen ; and they

break out after our song into the great chorus in which all can

join , " Worthy is the Lamb ." The hole of the pit , the edge of

the precipice, the darkness of the dungeon , are memories with

us ; and the upper walks of faith, the strong wing feathers of

grace , and the half-opened doors of Heaven are realities to us .

The consequence is giving of thanks ; all the higher, because we

were once so low ; all the stronger because we have been raised

so high ; all the sweeter, because we have gone through so much ,

Then the place of praise and thanksgiving is to be well

chosen in our worship . If we had never prayed, nor had an

answer to a prayer, or if wehad never wept for sin and rejoiced

over salvation, we might well begin with prayer and penitence .

But we are here as the Lord's people ; and our witness to the

world , and our utterance before our God, must be the expres

sion of our gratitude in the form of thanksgiving .

Besides , when we have offered homage before the King, our

bearts will be more in tune for worshipping. We are reverent

with a holy joy, and happy by reason of a strong trust. Selfish

ness shrivels when we trace all we have to sovereign grace .

Human pride cannot survive in the heart that the Holy Ghost

has filled with the knowledge of God's unearned and unbought

mercy. There will be fervour in our prayers, because there

has been reality in our praise. The keynote of the day may

well tune all the services of the week , and find an echo in the

life below and the eternity above , for all who love the Lord

Jesus Christ in sincerity and truth .

,

ON

City Meetings .

\HE City meetings,held in the Centenary Hall, from twelve

the first hour, by Mr. J. Herbert Tritton, of Isa . lxi . , and prayer

by Messrs. Hugh Mathieson and E. Trotter. During the second

hour the following address was given .

Chasa Offereth Praise.

BY REV. HENRY E BROOKE .

NLY with the object of endeavouringto stir up your pure

character, and thus prevail. In so doing we put ( od in His right

place, and put ourselves in our right place, as beggars at the

feet of boundlegs fulness. Until we fully recognise our position

as receivers we will not exalt God as the Giver.

Now, without touchingon individual mercies, what have we as

His people received ? If we seek to recount His mercies, they

are beyond n'imbering. Look at the abundant openings for

His service ; in the midst of dark clouds God is fulfilling His

Word , and giving us manifest tokens of His presence . For

example, the outlook in Ireland is , perhaps, darker than in any

other part of our empire ; yet oven there, and in the midst of

perplexity and distress, God is giving His servants much

encouragement in men and women willing to hear and obey

His truth . Let us then “ onward go,” expecting yet greater

things of His full hand . In thanksgiving for the past and

faithful expectation for the future , let us take up the words of

that hymn we have sung

las He said the end is near ?

Onward go ! onward go !

Berving Him with holy fear,
Onward go.

Christ thy portion , Christ thy stay ;

Heavenly bread upon the way ,

Leadingon to glorious day :
Onward go !

In the Spanish Villages.

AN

Ninteresting report has just been issued by Pastor and

Madame Rodriguez of the Lord's work committed to their

care at Figueras and the surrounding district ; for, besides the

special relief work (recently noticed in these pages) , the

evangelistic service is carried on in full vigour. As illustrative

of the willingness, and even eagerness, of many in the villages

and small towns to hear the Gospel , our friends say :

In a town thirty - six miles off lives a dear convert , who, when

ever he can , walks all that distance of bad road to be present

at our Sunday services . On refusing to give up his Bible to

be burnt by the priest , he was excommunicated and his wife

commanded to leave him . Very lonely and diſticult was his

position whilst he “ dared to stand alone,” and confess Christ

as the only Saviour and “ one Mediator."

After a time he gathered a little band around him for the

study of God's Word. And it was not long before nine of these

earnest seekers after the truth purchased for themselves copies

of the Scriptures . A few weeks ago a letter came to the pastor

begging him to visit them and preach the Gospel in their

midst, asmany were inquiring after “ la Verdad ” ( the Truth ).

Very gladly did he respond to their call , and was not a little

cheered , when going along the high road , to be met and

welcomed by the convert and his friends. Greater still was his

pleasure and surprise to find at the appointed hour eighty

persons assembled to hear the Gospel , which was listened to

with the interest and attention of those who hear it for the

first time . Before leaving the pastor arranged to hold a meet

ing in that town once a month, at the urgent request of those

simple, warm - hearted people .

An equally warm reception have we received in many other

places , which hitherto no missionary had ever visited . It is

sad to realize for how many centuries those poor people have

been left in the densest darkness and grossest superstition,

when but a few days' journey lay between them and thou

sands of British Christians , who have all their lives basked in

a flood of Gospel light! Alas ! how few respond to theMaster's

appeal , “ Whom shall I send ? Who will go ? "

Cattage Hospital .

Two wards, one for men and one for women, had been

furnished in part of a house , kindly lent to us by an old con

vert , and we looked forward hopefully to the sweet work of

caring for the sick and pointing them to the “ Great Physi

cian . ' No sooner were all arrangements complete than a

wealthy member of the Order of St. Vincent de Paul bought

both house and land , in order to deter us from our work . In

consequence we were obliged to give up our dear little cottage

hospital , which would have beensuch& blessing in the town.

After many months of unsuccessful searching, we have at

length, in answer to prayer, found a small, suitable building .

The workmen are now cleaning and repairing it, and when

this has been done we shall joyfully furnish, for the second

time, the first Protestant hospital in this province.

The report, from which the above is taken, may be had of

the Hon. Treasurer, Rev. J. C. Stewart Mathias, Wingham

House, Harrogate , Yorks, to whom also, or to the Editor of

Word and Work , 48 , Paternoster Row, donations in aid of this

excellent work should be sent.

minds in deeper praise would I briefly callyour attention

to a few points, asa keynote of our prayers. Thanksgiving to

God is our one distinct thought. We meet and believe in the

Lord Jesus Christ, as those who have received of Him all we

have and are . Now we begin this Week of Prayerwith praise,

and that is right. Remember, “ Whoso offoreth praise glorifieth

Me, and prepareth a way, that I may show him the salvation of

God ” (Rev. Yer., marg.). Thus praise glorifies God and

prepares a way for His salvation - not merely the primary salva

tion from guilt , but the full salvation , completed only at His

return in glory .

Now praiseis notmerely thanking God for present mercies,

but it is glorifying Him by exalting His name ; not rendering

a mere compliment, but speakingthe truth concerning His

greatness and goodness. We plead, as did Moses, God's
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Mr. Hammond's Missions. a Biabi koj).

M HE following extracts from latters received by Mr. Ham
One evening, and in order to encourage the young in resisting

I mond will be interesting to many :- “ LastMonday even
temptation , Mr. Haminond narrated the following stirring inci

ing I came in quite indifferent. My thoughts were anything
dent, which appears in his new series of Floral Leaflets. All

those who trust in Jesus should do what they can to lead others
but what they should have been . But when I heard you speak , from using strong drink. In one of the children 's meetings in
the words you said quite touched my heart, and I burst into Glasgow , I told the story ,which you may have heard before, about

a flood of tears. After the meeting a lady came tomeand asked
me if I had given myheart to Jesus. I said I was not certain . a little boy who shipped from Liverpool when he was twelve

She then prayed forme. I felt I could not keep Him outside
years old . The sailors one daywge i him to " take somegrog ."

“ Excuse me : I would rather not."
any longor. I then gave myheart to Him . I felt overflowing . They laughed athim , but they never could get him to drink
I am leading some of tlie little ones to Jesus. After I had liquor. The Captain waial to the boy, “ You must learn to
finished speaking to them , their eyes were filled with tears .
The Lord is indeed showering showers of blessing on them .

| drink grog, if you are to be a sailor. "

“ Please excuse me, Captain , but I would rather pot."

" I now conclude, and remain your loving little sister in Jesus. " Take that rope," commanded the Captain to a sailor, " and
That a place una time to pra ,

And read my Bible every day." lay it on : that will teach him to obey orders. "

The sailor took the rope, and beat the boymost cruelly .
* I have attended Sunday school allmy life , but I have never " Now drink that grog,” said the Captain .

felt so oppressed as I did last Monday night. I felt I was a lost “ Please, sir, but I would rather not.'';

sinner. I felt that unless I cameto Jesus I shoulů be lost. In " Then go into the foretop and stay all night.”'

deprossed spirits I was cominghome, and teachermet me going The poor boy looked away up to the masthead , trembling

out of the " Castle," and asked meif I could stop ,and I said , at the thought of spending the night there, but he had to
yes, I would stop. And when we were settled down she asked obey.

me if I would decide to -night for Christ, and I did not answer In the morning the Captain , in walking the deck , looked up ,
her , and at last I said “ Yes. ” So I have cometo Jesus, and Ho and cried , “ Hoiloa, up there !

has pardoned allmysins ; and ever since it is mydesire to love No answer.

and serve Him . I wish I had come to Jesus before, for I am " Come down ! "

so happy now , and hope to be the rest of my life. I wish to Still no answer.

bring many to Jesus." One of the sailors was sent up, and what do you think be
found ? The poor boy was nearly frozen . He had lashed him

Parents who are anxious that their children should be led to self to themast, so that when the ship rolled he mightnot fall

Christ have in some cases taken lodgings near the places where into the sea . He brought him down in his arms, and they
Mr. Hammond is holding meetings, that they might daily worked upon liim till he showed signs of life . Then , when he

attend them . As it is advertised in our columns where Mr. was able to sit up, the Captain poured out some liquor, and

Hammond is to be for some months to come, those not I said ,

living near these localities might be glad to make a similar “ Now drink that grog ! ”

Arrangement. “ Please, sir , I would rather not . Let me tell you why ; and
do not be angry . In our home in the cottage we were so happy ,

but father took to drink . He had no money to get us bread ,
At Camden Road Presbyterian Church . and at last they had to sell the little house we lived in , and

T AST Saturday evening Mr. Hammond commenced his everything we had, and it broke my poor mother's heart. In

I week 's mission in the above church . The church , which sorrow she pined away - till at last, before she died, she called

is a handsome structure, was fairly well filled , and at theupper me to her bedside and said , Jamie , you know what drink
end a large platform had been erected accommodating seventy has made of your father. I want you to promise your dying
persons, who formed the choir ; their singing showed they had mother that you will never taste drink . I wantyou to be free
evidently practised Mr. Hammond's hymns. Earnest workers from the curse that has ruined your father.' Oh , sir, " con

from various churches in the neighbourhood were also present. tinued the little fellow , “ would you havemebreak the promise
Mr. Hammond in his address made special reference to the I made to my dying mother ? I cannot, and I WILL NOT DO

work just closed in Norwood, saying that if we would bring
sinners to Christ we must first have our own hearts filled These words touched the heart of the Captain . Tears came
with love to Him , and gave an account of a lady in Norwood into his eyes. He stooped down, and folding the boy in bis
who , although she had been a Christian for many years, could arms said , “ No, NO, MY LITTLE HERO ! KEEP YOUR PROMISE ,
not engage in the work of the inquiry-room , but when once AND IF ANY ONE TRIES AGAIN TO MAKE YOU DRINK COME TO

initiated in the work became so deeply interested that she ME AND I'LL PROTECT YOU ."

could not keep away from the meetings, and night after night The Captain was true to his word. That boy loved his
was engaged in pointing others to the Saviour. Speaking also mother, and was determined to do as she asked him . Why dia

of the meetings held in London seventeen years ago , a lady he love her ? Because he knew that she loved him Yet that
came from Croydon every evening, always bringing others : no mother never died to save him , as Jesus died to save you . Are
weather seemed too severe for them . Mr. Hammond spoke of you not often doing things which displeage Jesus? You would
the friends who would be praying all over the country for a not if you truly loved Him . You can never love Him until you
blessing to rest upon the efforts they were about to make.

have a " new heart.”

Rev. R . M . Thornton (minister of the church ), in a few

hearty words of welcome to Mr. Hammond, testified to the
reality of his work , and giving much encouragement to the Johnstone. - The police commissioners at Johnstone are at

workers by telling how cordially all sections of Christian thought war with various evangelistic organizations in the town on the

had co -operated with them . point of assessing their halls. Exemption is claimed from the
On Sunday morning Mr. Hammond preached in the church to taxation on the ground that the buildings are used exclusively

adults ; his remarks were calculated to prepare the way for the for religious purposes ; but it is urged by the authorities that at
meetings to be held and to stimulate Christians to earnest Greenock the sheriff lately refused to exempt the Salvationist

prayer and effort. Hall. Mr. Gault, the leader of the evangelistic mission at
In the afternoon every part of the building was crowded long Johnstone, craved exemption last year, but the board declined

before the time. When Mr. Hammond had finished it was to entertain his appeal. He has,however, refused to pay. In
evident very many were deeply impressed and wished to love themeantime the local authority is looking for more light on
the Saviour who had done somuch for them . what seems to be a somewhat obscure question.

It was a touching sight to see groups here and there with The Samaritans.-- The once powerful community of the

bowed heads praying with Christian friends for the forgiveness Samaritans in Palestine has shrunk to 151 souls , who live

of their sing. Numbers told the workers at the close of the all together atNablus, theancient Shechem . The community

second meeting that they had given their hearts to Christ . consist of 53 men , 46 women , 36 boys, and 16 girls . Tha

One little fellow , happy in his new -found joy, before parting, 1 Samaritans being so exclusive as to intermarry only with mem .

wished us a happy new year. It was incidentally stated that | bers oftheir own sect, thescarcity of young women will have the

in connection with the meetings held at Dr. Barnardo's Home effect of still further reducing their numbers in the immediate

one thousand one hundred children had professed to give their future. Themembers of this interesting community still bring

hearts to Christ. offerings on Mount Gerizim , and are ruled by a high priest ,
The evening service wasalso well attended , and Mr. Hammond the present holder of tbąt office being named Jacob , son of

has every reason to be much encouraged from the results of Aaron , the priest, - Jewish Chronicle .

his first day's ministry. Workers would be gladly welcomed.

T , G , H , Drummond's Tract Depository , Ed. per packet,

IT ."
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Testimonies from River and Dock .
The Danish Sailor.

The Poplar “ Rest " manager and missionary was next called

TOR some years it has been the happy custom of the River

up, and had many good things to tell. Amongst others, a Dane

T and Dock missionaries, connected with the Thames
came to the “ Rest ” and asked for a Danish Bible. A portion

Church Mission , to spend the last evening ofthe year in prayer
was given him , and he sat down in the “ Rest” and read it right

and praise. Wehad the pleasure on Thursday evening last of
through . Three nights after he rose in the prayermeeting and

joining this bright, brotherly gathering, and hearing how ,while
praised God in most touching language for saving him . A few

with thankful hearts God was praised for all He had done,

days after he brought his advance note to the missionary ,

there was earnest longing that in the little while remaining
begging him to send it to his wife in Denmark , and declaring

Hemight make all of them truly wise to win souls. A few

that with no one could he better trust it than with the one who

notes of the year's experiences may prove interesting to many

was the means of leading him to Christ . “ And," he added,

of our readers .

“ write to my wife and tell her I'm a saved man ; you may write

First, however, we would remind our friends of one change -
in English , for her brother understands English .” The relief

that in the secretaryship . For six years Mr. E . J . Mather has

breakfasts for the unemployed were also incidentally mentioned ;

been the Secretary of the Thames Church Mission , and has been

three thousand five hundred have received free breakfasts within

the means of largely extending the work . As, however, already
the last few weeks.

noted in these pages, he was distinctly led of the Lord to under
From the Regent's Canal basin came the next testimony,

take that service on behalf of the North Sea trawlers, which
given by the missionary who works in that basin and dock ,

has now developed into the Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .
living on board the floating mission - room , The Lady . Giving

In the marvellous growth of that work he felt it inadvisable to
to a sailor & tract with the title , “ Be not Afraid ," theman

continue to act as Secretary of the Thames Church Mission ;

said , “ That's just what I am .” “ How is that ? ” “ Why, I

hence he recently resigned , being elected, however, a member
can 't go to sleep at night for fear I die , I can 't waik about

of the committee , and retaining his interest in the work . As
through the day for fear I fall dead. Tam such a greatsinner ;

we mentioned in our last, the Rev . Henry Bloomer, for two
don ' t know what to do.” When a man was found thus convictod

years chaplain of themission , has been appointed Secretary.
it was not hard to give the remedy. The reply was : “ Well, I've

On the occasion referred to Mr.Mather, by request, presided

got good news for you .” “ What' s that ? " " If you 're & great

at the Watch -night service, and , after praise and prayer, gave as

sinner, there is a great Saviour who will save you right now ."

& motto for the year Heb, xiii. 20 , 21, “ Now theGod of peace,

After prayer and conversation the interview concluded , only to

that brought again from the dead our Lord Jesus, that great

be resumed next day, when themissionary again sought the

Shepherd of the sheep , through the blood of the everlasting
convicted man. That day, as his subsequent life is showing ,

covenant, make you perfect in every good work to do His will,

the burden rolled away as he really and truly gave his heart

working in you that which is well-pleasing in His sight, through
to the Lord Jesus Christ.

Jesus Christ ; to whom be glory for ever and ever. Amen ."
Next spoke a snowy-haired colporteur, who was full of joy for

Addressing a few words of practical exhortation , Mr. Mather
what the Lord had done ; also a younger but equally enthusi.

spoke of perfection in doing His will in contradistinction to
astic colporteur, who told of blessing amongst bargemen " up

imperfection in doing our own will. Hedwelt also with great
river.”

earnestness on the hope of his own heart, the coming of the
At the Lord ' s Call.

Lord. In the light of that nearing advent let us seek so to serve

that wemay be found faithful.
Lastly the new Secretary, Rev. Henry Bloomer, gave some

Much timewas now epent in prayer, but severalvery interest
touching stories of the Lord 's gracious dealings at Gravesend.

ing testimonies were given , one or two ofwhich we transcribe.
So far as his own feelings went, he was almost sorry to leave
bis beloved work . He was never happier than when climbing

“ Hou know It . Wates ! "
& ship's ladder to carry to strangers to Christ the story of His

love. Since, however, he was converted to God he had ever

The senior missionary said that in this his twenty .
ssionary said that in this his twenty . | sought to go where the Lord seemed to call ; and if the Lord

first year of service in the mission he believed he had I would have him undertake this responsibility he must obey,

seen the blessing of the Lord more distinctly than ever. but having no confidence in the flesh , he desired to place his

For example, on board a large steamer in the Pool , while | whole trust in the Lord.
he was talking with the sailors in the fo 'csle two firemen stood After a few concluding words from Mr. Mather, the rest of the

at the door. He followed them to the stokers' room , when , at evening was wholly spent in prayer, one after another of the

the close ofhis address, one said :
staff, of whom twenty -four were present, pouring outtheir souls

" Twelve months ago you know what a wrotch I was, and you I to God in earnest supplication that He would give rioh blessing

lads know me now . Then I came one night, when under the on the river and in the docks in 1886 .

influence of drink , on purpose to insult you . You were so kind

I could not do as I intended . Two days after you talked with

me in the fo 'csle , and prayed the Almighty to saveme and my
poor wife . I gothome, and got on my knees and cried to the
Lord to save me. I prayed for two and a half hours, andGod The “ Onwirri " Christian Afission .
has answered prayer. You know it , matos ; Ho's made a new
man of me, right clean through . " Other testimonies were given TN the neighbourhood of York Road , Wandsworth , and

by Carter, but here one must sufflce . 1. clustering round the Wandsworth Railway Station , lies a

“ I Don 't know Anything else."
large working-class district. The spiritual destitution of the

people here has for some time past excited the compassion of

The next called upon was Simons, whose work at Tilbury has Beveral Christian friends, mostly members of the Open Air
been sketched by Pearl Fisher in these pages. He told of con Mission , and the necessity for undertaking some form of

tigued blessing, of letters received within the last week from Christian work amongst them was deeply felt .

France, from Hanover Square and elsewhere, telling how those Accordingly it was resolved to start an open -air service on

led to Christ in the Tilbury Mission - room were standing fast. | Sunday afternoons, and for many weeks this effort has been

Very interesting was the case of one railway employé, who has carried on with success, and, we believe, with blessing ,numbers

begun to gather his workmates in the waiting-room once a week ofworking men attending Sunday after Sunday to listen to the

and preach the Gospel to them . Some gentlemen lately asked Gospel message.

why he did not preach this and that doctrine and form ; his But the wintry weather put a stop to these operations, and

reply was, “ So long as the Lord shall give me breath , I 'll the workers, carnestly des ring that the work should be per.

fresch Christ. I don 't know anything else."
manently carried on and extended , organized themselves into

Next came Loman , the Gravesend missionary , who gave one & union under the title of the “ Onward " Christian Mission .

or two instances of the remarkable way God leads His servants to At the corner of the street where the services have been con

the right people and the right word , ducted is a large shop , at present empty, and this the workers

The Woolwich missionary gave several illustrative cases, one most earnestly desire to acquire on a rental in order to adapt

being that of a young man to whom he offered a book , Words of it to the uses of a mission -room , to wbich the perishing souls

Comfort, saying , “ Read that, it is precious comfort.” “ Yes, I around might be invited both on Sundays and week -days.

know it is : you gave me one some timeago . I took it home to The rent of these premises would be £45 a year, while fittings

my wife ,who was living in a mist, didn't know how to get peace , and necessary alterations would cost at least another £10 .

and it led her right to Christ ; now she's rejoicing in Him all the Public -houses abound, infidelity and socialism are rife , but

day long. " Apart from tho blessing amongst the seamen , he, nou here in the immediate vicinity can the people hear the

the epeaker, knew of six wives similarly led to Christ during the message of God's love,

Past year through the work of the mission . FRANK COCKŘEM .
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Seasonable
Opportunities.

T Boatiends tibo basecontributed to Miss Child's Christmas

1

As much preparation was necessary to meet the expected

demands, work was begun in real earnest on Monday evening

(21st), when a party of workers met in one of the upperſrooms of
The “ Christmas Boat."

the " Rest " to unpack, sort out, and allot the numerous useful

and fancy_articles sent for the benefit of the sailors and

Boat at the children . This kind of work continued until almost the last

sailors, will be glad to hear that our gathering on Tuesday, the moment. Some difficulty was experienced in allotting presents

29th of December, passed off most bappily. We commenced suitable to the variousages and conditions of the children, but

at five o'clock with tea and coffee ; our rooms were filled to many hands ade light work ," and a division of labo sim .

their utmost limit by the sons of the sea, and a goodly com plified the task.

pany of ladies and gentlemen . Immediately after tea As announced on the tickets , on Thursday evening a beef and

crowded meeting was led by Robert Paton , Esq . , and an plum pudding supper was to be given to sailors, andlong before
overflow meeting in another room , also another for foreigners. the time the front room , known as the “ shop ,” was crowded

Most cheering testimonies were given by the sailors of the to excess previous to admission to the supper -rcom , and while

Lord's power to save and to preserve from the special snares
waiting for the time to arrive hymns were sung and short

that beset seamen .
Many in the meetings seemed touched addresses given .

by the powerful appeals, and signified their desire to com Just before opening the doors the workers met together, and

mence a new life of faith in the Lord Jesus .
spent a few moments in prayer, asking for God s blessing upon

At the close we adjourned to the dining-room, which had the labours of the evening, after which the doors were thrown

been tastefully decorated with flags, evergreens, and coloured
open, and about one hundred and twenty sailors eagerly pressed

lamps, and where the “ Boat," which was the centre of attrac forward , and seated themselves in an orderly manner around

tion , was heavily freighted with scarves, cuffs, Arctic caps, the loaded tables . Many expressions of delight came from the
writing - cases, housewives, handkerchiefs, socks, text cards, men as they recognised their national flags which were used to
books, &c. , &c . decorate the room.

The Boat was quickly made fast by our sailors, her sails
The meal over, the tables were cleared away, and some

lowered, and her anchor dropped , preparatory to discharging
hymns having been sung from the Christian Choir, the sailors

her cargo. Then came in the long file of men, who each re were reminded that feeding the body, though essential, was as

ceived with much pleasure the useful and suitable presents
nothing compared with the necessity of feeding their souls with

prepared for them. Each man after receiving his gifts was
the bread of eternal life. Prayer having been offered, some

invited down to the “ Fo'csle ,” where some ladies were interesting addresses, interspersed with singing, were given.

already around the harmonium , playing and singing the
The meeting was then closed with prayer, and each man as

sweet Gospel hymns. A deeply interesting meeting followed, he left the room was presented with a Christmas card . Several
led by Mr. Pigott, and we believe much real work was done for

of the sailors lingered behind for further conversation .

eternity. Many of the men lingered till a very late hour. A
Ehristmas Day.

number, by their own request, signed the Temperance pledge,
Christmas Day was the principal gathering of the sailors.

and put on the blue ribbon , and those who did not own Bibles Meetings were held in the “ i shop, ” and at five o'clock tea, con

gladly received them , and many, we believe, gave their hearts sisting of bread and butter, jam , and cake, was served in the

to the Lord . Will dear friends join us in prayer and praise ? reading-room and in the shop to a large number of men, As

R. C. soon as tex was over, the Germans who were present wera

drafted off to their own room , where addresses in their own
Scandinavian Sailors' Temperance Home. ' language were given by German workers . The English room

MISS

ISS HEDENSTROM writes : -- Christmastide is again a wascrowded , and a short interesting meeting was held, while

thing of the past. Once more I have to return sincere at the same time an overflow meeting of the same character

thanks tothe many generous British and Scandinavian friends was carried on in the “ shop ." After addresses had been given

who have helped me so kindly with money,with useful Christmas by various friends , testimonies were asked for and given by

presents and even with solid plum puddings, to give “ Jack ” a three " old salts, " who told in characteristic language what

bright Christmas. I wish you all could have seen the happy faces great things the Lord had done for them .

of the two hundred and forty or two hundredand sixty sailors All the men now passed into the Swedish room, where &

who gatheredaround the big Christmas tree (again a gift from Christmas tree , which had been specially sent to the " Rest,"

T. A.Denny, Esq .) , and also the happy crowd at the tables on was laden with useful presents,and was brilliantly lighted up

Christmas Day. From the astonishing way in which the while the Chinese lanterns, which were suspended about the

numerous plum puddings disappeared , the senders of these room , gave an exceedingly pretty effect to the whole scene.

may safely conclude that they were highly appreciated. The As each seaman entered the room , he had been supplied with

yard was, during the holidays, covered with a large sail, kindly a numbered ticket,which hada corresponding number fixed to

lent by a Norwegian captain, which the sailors decorated with some present on the tree . Great merriment was caused and

flags and greenery . When lit in the evenings by Chinese much pleasure given as the numbers were calied out and the

lanterns it looked most attractive , and the peaceful
parcels handed to the possessors of the corresponding tickets .

groups smoking and chatting underthis tent formed a striking The presents consisted mostly of mufflers, mittens, caps, book

contrast to the noisy, roaring assemblies in the neighbouring gin markers, &c . , all of which were worked by ladies living far and

palaces. Several friends have had no reply to their kind letters, near, who are interested in the good work carried on at the

on account of insufficient addresses. Will they forgive me, “ Rest.”

and now receive my hearty thanks, which I can only very feebly Boring ay.

express? But the Lord knows how very grateful I feel to you all If possible , the next day's festivities were more interesting

for the kindness and interest in my work shown during the past
than the previous two, for on Saturday one hundred and fifty

year and the past Christmas . His name be praised for all the of the children connected with the Sunday school held at the

blessings bestowed upon this work, for to Him alone is all the “ Rest” were gathered together for their annual Christmas tree

honour, and all the glory, and at His throne I will beg you, and treat .

dear friends, to present all the needs of this mission, to the Long before admission was granted , the door was besieged by

hard toiling cons of the sea. The Lord grant to all of you a the excited children , many of the poor mothers bringing their

bright and blessed new year. little ones to ensure admission for them .
A. H.

88 and 90, Leman Street, E. At four o'clock the door was opened . With difficulty the girls

and smaller fry were first admitted, while those in the back

Christmas at the Strangers' Rest ground , who were too small to stand the crush , were handed in

over the heads of the bigger ones in front.
Christmas Eve.

As soon as all were seated and quietness obtained , grace wasYHRISTMAS at the Strangers’ Rest, Ratcliff Highway, was sung and tea commenced, each child being supplied with a

mug of tea and a bag containing bread and butter, bread andfestivity.
jam , cake and biscuits .

Long before the season approached ready answers to the It was most interesting to note the joyful appearance of

numerous appeals for assistance suitable to the occasion made

themselves evident by the numerous bundles and gifts brought provided .these poor children as they eagerly attacked the good things

to the “ Rest. ” Amongst these may be noticed casks of biscuits When justice had been done to the tea the children were in

from Messrs. Huntleyand Palmer and Peek, Frean , and Co. , formed that they were permitted to carry home what they were

a box of sweets from Messrs. Batger and Co., &case of oranges,
unable to eat.

a case of apples, rounds of beef, plum puddings, and many During the evening some hymns were nicely sung by those

other presents far too numerous to mention, for which all present,and addresses were given by the teachersand other
desire to tender hearty thanks.

friends previous to the distribution of the gifts . Those who

,
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addressed them , drawing lessons from the Christmas gifts, drew

theirattention to the necessity of accepting the best of all gifts ,

the gift of God , His Son Jesus Christ .

The distribution of the presents now commenced , and the

merriment of the children knew no bounds as they received and

compared with one another their various presents from the

tree. The presents consisted principally of minor articles of

clothing, toys, books, sweets , & c .

When the children had received their allotments from the

tree, to crown their happiness, an orange was given to each

child , and their beaming faces as they departed betokened that

they too had spent a bright and happy Christmas.

Thug was brought to a close a Christmas season, happy and

profitable to all concerned, all the workers agreeing that, in

endeavouring to make others truly happy, they themselves were

not without blessing. Though wearied with the heavy work of

the three days, the band of helpers not separate without

It is suggested that in addition to the usual times of prayer

a special occasion should be found each day for thus presenting

these, our petitions, before God.

And He, who bas bidden us to cast all our anxiety on Him ,

and in everything, by prayer and supplication with thanks

giving, to make our requests known unto Him, bas promised

that the peace of God shall guard our hearts in Christ Jesus.

It is proposed (God permitting) to bold Union Meetings for

Humiliation and Prayer in reference to the present serious

crisis in Ireland in the Leinster Hall, 35 , Molesworth Street ,

Dublin , on Tuesday and Wednesday, January the 12th and

13th , at the hours of one o'clock and seven each day.

Messrs. Moody and Sankey.

for all the blessings given .

The work carried on at the Strangers ' Rest is a very compre

hensive one . Meetings to suit all nationalities for sailors are

held almost every day throughout the year, and the shop opens

for the greater part of the day, so that sailors may enterto read

or to write letters ,

For the successful carrying on of this branch of the work

much more help is needed , whilst for the children , for whom

Sunday and week evening classes are held , it is felt desirable

that there should be a separate building and a larger staff of

teachers.

Gifts , bags , books, tracts , &c . , as well as all communications

should be addressed to the Hon . Sec . , Mr. J. T. Isaac , 163 , St.

Georges's Street, E.

W. and L.

Prayer for Ireland .

THE
THE following letter has been signed by a large number of

influential Christians in Ireland :

In many respects the present condition of things in Ireland

appears todemand the earnest and united prayers of all Chris

tian people .

In the first place, there is that widespread spiritual darkness

and ignorance of Christ's Gospel which is at the root of every

evil , and in the removal of which , by the penetrating heams of

the Light of the World , consists our only hope of lasting good.

Then we have the terrible fact of long-continued agricultural

and commercial depression , with its far-reaching effects brought

homeso painfully to all classes of the community, and involy

ing sharp pecuniary trial and strain to many even of the

Lord's people. Along with depression , there is the prevalent

agrarian crime and disorder , with lawless combinations infring.

ing the rights and liberties, if not endangering the lives and

properties, of large numbers of peace - loving subjects, with

which successive Governments seem powerless to grapple.

And now, in addition to these sources of anxiety, there comes

the political crisis in the kingdom , with a result which causes

to all thoughtful persons grave apprehension, certainly of

difficulties, and possibly of danger to Ireland, in the coming

year.

These are public matters patent to all, but when we turn to

the state of the Church of Christ, and to our individual walk.

how much there is to mourn and to confess ! What want of

harmony and love among Christians ! Whatwell-kept barriers,

what neglected openings to unity ! What slackness in the

work of rescuing souls from sin here, and hell hereafter! What

zeal for worldly gain , what pride and selfishness ! What sing

of word , of act, of thought ! All this and much more of self

condemnation must be on the consciences of thousands with a

loud, prophetic summons to repentance and humiliation , even

to the dust before our God (see Neh . i . 4-11 ) .

It may be that God has a purpose of mercy ready to fulfil

in the spiritual enfranchisement of this land ; or perhaps He

would use means for the better dispersion of His Gospel

throughout the world (Acts viii . 4 ) , or possibly the coming of

the Lord is nigh at hand. In any case we may surely take the

present shaking of “ things that are made " as our Father's

discipline to separate our hearts from earthly things , so that we ,

receiving a kingdom that cannot be moved, may bave grace to

serve Him acceptably (Heb. xii . 26-29) with a ready acqui

escence in His will, whatever it may be .

Shall we not, then , agree together, whether as individuals, in

families, or in meetings specially gathered for the purpose , to

make our confession before the Throne of Grace , and pray for

the restoration of prosperityin this land , for the spread of the

knowledge of Christ among its people , and for the sustaining

help and deliverance of all who are in circumstances of trial ?

HE Daily Journal of Newburgh ,

demonstration of the religious interest and zeal of our city.

Probably as many as four thousand persons went to the Rink

last evening, one- fourth of whom were unable to find room in

that large building. The services have been characterized

throughout by the closest attention on the part of the large

audiences. No listless persons were seen in them. There

were no sleepers in that extemporized church . The principal

interest of course centred at first about the evangelist Moody.

But it was soon transferred from the man to his message.

His marked characteristic is thorough devotion to his work .

He believes with all his soul that everybody needs salvation ,

and it is his business to persuade men to accept salvation . He

does this in what may be described as a business- like way.

He is direct and pungent in his appeals. He eschews elegant

sentences. He never strains after mere oratorical effect. He

pleads as one might be expected to do in the case of a man

who was about to throw himself in the way of a railroad train,

In his earnestness he throws minor considerations to the winds,

and urges instant compliance with the terms of the Gospel.

" If you wish me to weep,” said the ancient writer, " you

must yourself be moved . ' The necessary condition of im

perting earnestness and zeal is fulfilled in the case of Moody.

He is thoroughly in earnest, and few of those who listen to

him remain unsympathetic or fail to catch something of his

earnestness . His talks are marked by freshness and vigour.

They are not of the stereotyped class. Familiar things take

on a new interest as presented by him .

Mr. Moody is also a thorough believer in practical morality.

He insists as strenuously upon the injunction “ Let him that

stole , steal no more , " as upon the exhortation to “ believe and

be saved.” He scorches the dishonest and the impure with his

denunciations . His teaching is calculated to make men better

citizens . Men like Ward and Fish get no more morcy from him

than the thievish tramp. The Divine law of purity is enforced

by him as strongly as the exercise of faith . The old sarcasm

about taking a cract instead of a loaf of bread to the starving

is pointless in the presence of Moody's preaching and practice.

Were the principles which he urges lived up to, Communism

would be a meaningless cry in the world to- day . With him ,

implicit faith and practical benevolence go hand in hand.

Such preaching cannot fail to do good . It will send the well

to-do into the cellars and garrets of misery on errands of mercy .

Human sympathy will bereawakened into beneficent activity

by the fervid appeals of this thoroughly earnest man .

Mr. Geo, C, Needham ,

T

HIS evangelist has just closed & five weeho' mission in

Lynn , Mass. , preceding the convention held by Mr.

Moody for four days, and which was attended by great crowds.

Mr. Needham preached over sixty sermons, in fourteen different

pulpits , and had ready access to thousands of persons . He

evidently has one hobby, namely, to make the Bible so

emphatic that the hearer is convinced that he, at least , is a

thorough believer in its Divine origin and inspiration. The

congregations were large and enthusiastic. Not only were

sinners won to Christ, but numbers of church members professed

conversion ; their wearied feet at last being led to stand on the

unchanging truth andpromise of God . The evangelist struck

home blows at three false refuges into which many secluded

souls enter for salvation - namely, culture, morality, and feeling.

He fully explained their proper relations to the Christian, but

as substitutes for Christ and Scripture be dealt with them

unsparingly. The confessions and testimonies of many who

were led out of mist into sunshine clearness were truly gratify

ing. The evangelist goes next to Newburgh, N.Y., thence

to New York City , Baltimore, and the South ,
C.
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Pioneers of the Gospel.
vated . I do hope thatmy plain truth -speakingmay lead to an

earnest effort to do all that can be done for these poor people.

Oh, how much there is to be done on the face of the earth to
A Bishop Captured in Central Africa. lessen the woo of the sufferers ! Wellmay our hearts burn

DEEP interest has been felt bymany in the heroic enterprise within us, and our impotence oppress us.

J . CECIL BERGER (Hon . Sec .)of our missionary brethren in the heart of Africa, on the
onehand the C . M . S ., on another the L . M . S . and the Presbyterian , Sion House, Lower Clapton , E ., Dec. 31st, 1885 ,

and on the Congo the Baptist Mission and the Livingstone
Inland Mission . Doubtless also many have followed with Intolerance in Turkey.
interest the labours of Bishop Hannington , and such will learn THE Secretaries of the Evangelical Alliance write : - A short
with sympathetic concern that, as telegraphed from Zanzibar 1 time ago a deputation was received at the Foreign Office,
on January 1st. Bishop Hannington , who left Mombasa in from the Council of the Evangelical Alliance, for the presenta
June last in order to find , if possible , a new road to the Victoria , tion of a memorial to the Marquis of Salisbury upon religious
which will obviate the long detour by Unyanyembe, has been intolerance in Turkey .
seized by order of the King within two days' march of Uganda . One of the cases mentioned in thememorial to Lord Salis
The latest report is that the King has given secret orders to bury is that of a Turkish professor and fifteen of his pupils ,
have the Bishop executed. The expedition under Dr. Fischer who, having embraced Christianity, wero arrested and
has arrived at Kagei. imprisoned without any charge being brought against them .

It may be added that it is somemonths since any direct news Indirect communication was maintained with some of these

was obtained by the family from the Bishop himself, but men for a few months, but now they have wholly disappeared ;

through themedium of the Church Missionary Society' s agents and , notwithstanding urgent inquiries made of Turkish

his wife , who lives at Hurst, lately learned that her husband officials, all trace of the missing men has been lost. There

was in danger owing to the jealousy of the King of Uganda ; in is also the case of the Nusariyeh tribe. A number of

fact, the Bishop , whilst attempting to effect his journey by the this people have become converts to the Christian faith , but,

new route, was informed that the King had despatched a owing to the despotio action of the Governor of Damascus, they

hostile party to stop his progress. In consequence of this he
were classed as Moslems in a recent census, tbe result being

had to retrace his steps in order to continue his journey by the thatsomeof these Christians havebeen drafted into the Turkish
old route .

army. Although they do not object to serve as soldiers , they
[From the O . M . S . offices we learn that no confirmation has are compelled to observe the ceremonies of the Moslem

been received of the above ; and that, in fact, the secretaries religion , and do not enjoy the freedom guaranteed to Chris
are hopeful it is but a rumour. ] tians. There are further cases, such as the closing of

Protestant places of Worship in some provinces, and the

In a Corsican Prison . impossibility of obtaining permission to build schools ; but we

M HE following extracts from will not trouble you with details upon these and other points .
a letter just received from

I our evangelist in the interior of Corsica may interest It will thus be seen that the Evangelical Alliance is not

your readers , and , I hope, enlist more the sympathy of the in the position of those who are seeking an alteration of the
Turkish law , but of those who claim its fulfilment.Christian public in a peasantry so entirely neglected and The

steeped in ignorance and superstition . We are unable , from British and foreign branches of the Alliance are endeavouring

lack of funds, to respond to the appeal of our agents for more to bring influence to bear upon their respective Governments

extended operations. Contributions for the mission in the so that representations may be made, unitedly, by several of

interior of Corsica will be received and acknowledged by the the Protestant embassies at the Porte. It is gratifying to know

Treasurer,Mr. Donald Matheson , 120, Queen 's Gate, S . W ., or that the British and American ministers have already taken

by the undersigned . steps in the matter,

Corte , Christmas Day, 1885 .
Permission was granted on Christmas Eve to go to the Messrs.Mateer and Parker, Mr. C . H . Spurgeon 's evan .

prison here with some food for the prisonerz. It was a trilling gelists, have been labouring for the past twoweeks at Kingston ,

action , but as no one else ever thought of the prisoners, and I N . Y., following Mr.Moody's work there. On Sunday the rink
am an Englishman , it went a long way as a fact. Of course it in which themeetings were beld was thronged almost to suffo .
permittedme to say some words à propos, and opened the way cation . Above three thousand people were present. On week
to returning. The prison is a veritable dungeon ; the cells are days meetings were held in the Reformed Dutch Church and

underground, and the light reaching them is of the faintest by the Presbyterian Church , both of which were crowded . These

day, and at night (it was dusk when I went) the only light is successful evangelists went next to Oneonta, N . Y ., where they
A wick dimly burning in a glass of oil, in a cell containing ten are holding meetings which will continue through the next
men . There are six of these cells, with about ten prisoners in week. Afterwards they have accepted invitations in Western
each . States which will occupy them for several weeks . They intend

Not one of those incarcerated were there for any crime. It to visit Bloomington and Springfield , Il., and Minneapolis ,
was a case of poor fellows who could not pay their rent, or Minn,

guilty of contravention of the slightest kind ; and all of the Richard Weaver in Edinburgh . -- This well -known
men were peasants, and of a bright, honest, pleasant coun evangelist has been conducting a series of meetings in Plea
tenance . sance U . P . Church . Arthur Street,where the church is situated,
My Christmas Eve was spent, after returning from the prison contains a large number of non -church -goers, and it was with

( first teaching my boy attendant: I give him every evening the view of rousing them from their sinful stupor that Mr.

Scripture instruction ), visiting a dying girl of seventeen , at the Duncan Napier, Sciennes Gardens, and a few others, secured

wish of her parents , who are friends of my landlady. I sought Mr. Weaver's services . Most of the old workers, and numbers

to direct her thoughts and looks to Christ, and I could realize who had heard him preach twenty- five years ago, were present

that she was intently listening. She said she understood, but | when Mr. Weaver opened his campaign by preaching from the

I fear she understoodmy Italian better than the simple truth text, “ We love Him , because He first loved us." Nearly four

of our salvation by the blood of the cross ; yet I am quite , thougand people were present in the drillball in the evening. On
Assured tbat the women , of whom there were seven in the Monday evening five persons gave in their decision for Christ,

room , were all deeply moved by what I said of the urgepoy of on Wednesday there were nine, and on Thursday and Friday

our yielding our life to Christ , to be filled with His Spirit , for I the number of inquirers was greatly increased .

was asked to return , which I did later in the evening, when I Willesdon Junction . The ten days' mission conducted

spoke in French , which some of the women said the sick girl | by Mr. W . R . Lane - five days at the Railway Institute and

understood alınost better than Italian. I then prayed , and , five days at the College Park Church - was brought recently to
overcome with emotion , withdrew . In the intense love which a oloso . The attendance was good at the commencement,

the Lord has granted me for souls, I feel some of His ceaseless and increased till every available seat was occupied . There

tenderness for us. . . . . . Such an unhealthy place is Corte were evident tokens of the presence and the power of God ' s

at present. Doubtless if the municipality should , now that Spirit convincing of sin and applying the truth to the hearts
the railway is nearly completed from Ajaccio to Corte, and of the people . Tho many testimonies given , ere the mission

Corte to Bastia , carry out proposed measures, the place may closed, of blessing received , and the many inquirers who have
becomehealthy, but intermittent fover is the rule , and not since been met with , prove that the work høs been owned and

the exception now . blessed of God . Not only have sinners been brought to know

And now to return to the question of the sick here . Thepoor, and trust in Jesus as a personal and living Saviour, but many

and even the less-poor, do very little or nothing for the sick, of the Lord ' s people also bave been stirred up to greater earnest .

but give them up as a bad job ; the doctor is rarely sent for, ness in the Master's service and to more whole-hearted consecra

and the illness, which is , perhaps, but a trifle , becomes aggra- tion of themselves to God ,
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THE RUBY

Illustrated Almanack

BIBLE AND COLPORTAGE SOCIETY OF IRELAND,

An undenominational Society with Agents in all parts of Ireland , Carefully selected

and trained Colporteurs are spreading the knowledge of Jesus by the living voice and

the printed page. They have access to the people everywhere. A contribution of

£40 will secure a Colporten : for a year in any part of Treland . Several additional

Colporteurs have been recently appointed .

Funds greatly needed . - Rev. H. M. WILLIAMSON, Belfast, and Rev. JOHN

ELLIOTT, Armagh, Secretaries , by whom contributions will be gratefully received ; or

they may be paid at the Office of this paper.

AND TEXT BOOK.

For 1886.

Court Envelone size , 32 pp . In coloured wrapper.

PRICE ONE PENNY .

Roan, Gilt Edges. Interleaved. ONESBILLING .
With four Illustrations.

WINTER WORK AMONGST THE DESTITUTE .

FIELD LANE REFUGES & RAGGED SCHOOLS.

THE RUBY ALMANACK for 1886

contains the following special features :

A Portrait of the late Rev. W. Penne

father. A special Selection of Texts on

the subject of the last Mildmay Confer

ence, Two new Poens by the author of

" The Watered Lilies,” &c . , & c .VINE STREET, CLERKENWELL ROAD , E.C.

LONDON : JOHN G. WHEELER,

88 , Mildmay Park, N.

This Institution ( Established 1843) comprises :-

A CRECHE, OR BABIES' DAY NURSERY. HOMES for POOR GIRLS and

BOYS.

A SERVANTS' TRAINING HOME for FRIENDLESS GIRLS and YOUNG

WOMEN

RIFUGES FOR DESTITUTE MEN and WOMEN of CHARACTER .

ALL THE ADJUNCTS OF A LARGE MISSION .

150 CHILDREN AND POOR PERSONS RECEIVE BROKEN FOOD DAILY.

UPWARDS OF 3,000 PERSONS ARE BENEFITED WEEKLY.

An earnest appeal is made for Funds . The Work is crippled for want of Money .

NEW YEAR'S ADDRESSES,

32 pp ., One Penny each, or ls . per dozen ,

Give Me Five Minutes." By the Rev. GEORGE
EVERARD , M.A.

"My Strength ." By LADY BEAUJOLOIS DENT .

Be Ready !For the Young . Illustrated . By J.

FORBES MONCRIEFF .

GOSPEL BOOKS,

32pp ., One Penny each, or ls, per dozen .

The King's Ring . By Rev. H. BONAR, D.D.

True Stories of " The Loving-kindness of the

Lord ." By F. M. MACRAE.

Our Habitation . By Rev. T. J. MADDEN.

The Four Realities. An Address to Young Men .

By Rev. F. HARPER, M.A.

16 pp. ,61. per dozen .

“ Can You Undo ? " Illustrated . By Rev. A. A.

RAMSEY .

“ Godly Fear. " By Rev. J. ELDER CUMNING , D.D.

How Faith " Receives Christand Rests in Him ."

By Rev. A. A. BONAR , D.D.

Broken Altars . By Rev. E. HERBER EVANS.
Catherine Bruce ; or , The Power of Divine Grace .

Recreation . By the Rev. E. COLLAS DAWSON,
M.A.

Human Tears and Their Antidote . By Rev.

G. EVERARD, M ,A ,

...BANKERS
| Messrs. RANBOME & CO ., 1 , Pall Mall East, W.

Messrs. BARCLAY & CO ., 54 , Lombard Street .
TREASURER... WILFRID A. BEVAN, E : 9 ., 54, Lombard Street , E.C.

SECRETARY .. Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT, Vine Street , Clerkenwell Road, E.C.

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT, STIRLING, N.B.

London : S. W , Partridge & Co.

EBTABLIBAED 1861.

IRK BECK BANK

B'sophiambron Building, Bant, Lak.

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on the ininimum monthly

balances, when notdrawn below £ 50 .

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, froe of

onargo,thecustody of Doods, Writing ,andothor

Bocurities and Valuablos ; thecollection of Billa oi

Hucbango, Dividends, and Coupons ; and the pur

shase and sale of stocks Shares, and Annuities

Lotters of Creult and Circular Notos issuou

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, post free , on app.ication .

FRANCIS RAVENDCROFT, Manager.

The Birkbook Building Society'sAnnual

Beceiptsexooed Hive Millions.

COW TO PURCHASK A HOUSE FOR

TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH , with im

mediato Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply at

1b. Ottico of the BIRKB . CK BUILDING BOCIETY 29,

Southampton Buildingt udad cory Lano.

COW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

MONTH , with immediate possession , eicher for

Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the

Office of the BIRKBACK FREEHOLD Land Society,
As above,

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars,

on application ,

FRANOIB RAVENBOROFT, Manager.

HOW

HOW

NORTHWEST LONDON

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR

9, The Crescent, Leighton Grove, N.W.

PRESIDENT - JOAN CHAMBERS, Esy .

This Onoir has been formed for the purpose

of assisting any Evangelistio effort, and for the

purpose of conducting short " Gospel Song

Missions, " as occasion may offer.

The services of the choir' are quite gratuitous.

Allapplicationsshould be made to the Hon.ba.

Sccial Meeting ofMembers at Leighton Hall,

Faturday , January 9th. Tea at 6.30 p.m,

By either of whom Contributions will be thankfully received .

SPECIAL PRAYER FORFOR IRELAND.

The Committee of the IRISH CHURCH MISSIONS cordially invite all

true friends of Ireland to unite with them and their Supportersin fervent, believing,

expectant prayer on the occasion of their ANNIVERSARY PRAYER MEETING,

to be held in the Council Room, EXETER HALL , on FRIDAY, the 15th JANUARY ,

& T HALF - PAST TWO o'clock .

The Rev. H. NEVILE SHERBROOKE and others will ( D.V.) take part in the

meeting.

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL,

BATH,

FOR SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

FURNITURE. - NORMAN &

STACEY'S HIRE -PURCHASE BYBTEM com

mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary .

It combines rea ) economy on sound commerciai

principles,with strictly private arrangements,
without the objectionable formalities of

dealers and others . Payments can extend over

1, 2, or 8 years. The 60 wholesale firmsembrace

the best manufacturers, who have large stocko

to selection . Intending purchasers should call

personally, or send for particulars .-- Offices , 79,

Queen Victoria 8t .. E.O., and 121, Pall Mall, B.W ,

Principal : MR. W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Comle

Bchool) .

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

Justpublished , price ld.

Canthe PAROUSIA (coming in Person ) of the
Lord be separated from His EPIPHANEIA

(shining upon ), or from His APOKALUPSIS

( Revelation ) ?

By ROBERT BROWN,

Author of " Outlines of Propbetic Truth , ” & c .
LONDON :

F. W. PARTRIDGE & CO . , 9 , Paternoster Row .

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.

Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of
younger boys.

Combe Down , at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air

The School residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Banitation Assou ia
tion .

References

Dr Baedeker, Weston -super-Mare,

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers,

H. Dyer, Esq ., Malvern .
Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill, Esl., Wimbledon.

H. Groves , Esq ., Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Esq . , Ardtert, Co. Kerry.

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication

BUNTER'S

Cures Toothache, prevents Decay, saves

Extraction, 1s. 120. of all Chemists.

NERVINE ,

SPURGEON'S

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS

CLOTH 81
AN

EACH ORIGINAL

EXPOSITION OF

THE BOOK OF PSALMS

PASSMORE+ ALABASTER PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS ET

NEW YEAR'S LETTER
ADDRESSED TO

RAILWAY MEN ,

By F. E.C. , entitled

“ A Happy New Year to our Friends on the
Line , "

Price 2s , ca. 100 ; 4d . doc.n.

London : MORGAN & BUOTT, 12 , Paternoster

Buildings , E.U.
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BT , GILES' CHRISTIAN Mission .
L. L.
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EAST LONDON MISSION .
L. L.

LONDON CITY MISSION "(PUBLIC -HOUSE).
L. L.

DINNERS TO POOR.
Christmas thanksgiving

EVANGELISTIC MISSION (CHRISTMAS ÄPPEAL ).

(Per C. R. H.)
Anon . , Postal Order
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LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelisation Boolety is propared to send qualifiod Evangelista

to any part of England , Scotland, and Wales apodue notice . Apply
to lon. Becretary , 21 , Surrey Street , Strani , W.C.

Y.M.C.A. (61), Gre39church Street Branch . - Prayer Meeting ,

1.80 to 2.16 p.m. (Sat. ex ). Bible Study, Tues. , 6.15 p.m. Soldiers ,
Fri., 7 p.m. Workers ', Mon., 6.30 p.m. Service of Song with Gospel

address (for adults ), Lambeth Ragged Schools , Fri., at 8p.m. Services
at Y.M.C.A. Mission Hall, Melior St. , S.E., nightly, 8 p.m. Gospel

Tem perance Addresses at George Yard , Whitechapel, Mon., 8.15 p.m.
Classes for rough lads, Mon.and Thurg,,at 8 p.m.

Rev. E. Payson Hammond's Forthcoming Missions are : Cam
den Roud Presbyterian Church , 2nd Jan. to 8th Jan .; Kingston-on

Thames, 9th Jan. to 22nd Jan.; Mrs. Meredith's Conference Hall, Clap

ham, 23rd Jan. to 5th Feb .; Finsbury Park Y.M.C.A., 6th Feb. to 19th

Feb.; Hampstead Presbyterian Church, 20th Feb. to 5th March ; Rich
mond , 6th March to 19th March .

Metropolita 2 Tabernacle, Newington Butts, 6.E.-Mrs . Allison will

give a series of Bible Resdiags every Sunday afternoon at three o'clock ,

Allar heartily invited .

Mr. Gawin Kirkham's engagements for January : -7, Woodford ; 9,

Mildmay Park ; 12. Sydenham ; 16 , 17 , 18 , Winchester; 19 , Eastleigh ;

20, Netley ; 21, Basingstoke ; 22. Westminster; 25 , Aldersgate Street ;
26, Southend ; 27 , King's Cross ; 28, Exeter Hall.

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall . - Special meetings for men only , every night

at 8 , conducted by Rov . Dr. Morris , Address to men only, Sunday

afternoon , at 3.30 , by Mr.A. Burson. Gospel service Sunday night, at

7 , conducted by Mr.Pericles Green .

Y.M.C.A. , 185, Aldersgate Street . - Sunday, a t 3.15 p.m., conversational

Bible clasg ; at 7 p.m.,Gospelmeeting. Thursday, at 7 p.m., missionary

prayer meeting ; at 8 p.m. , Bible lecture, by Dr. Robert Anderson .

Shil tren's Special Servica M 198100.- Mr. W. F. Seagrove and

Mr. Seyler at Upton Chapel Sunday School, Lambeth Road, S.E., Jan.

11th to 15th , at 7.30 p.m. Mr. Arrowsmith, at Clifton , Jan. 14th to

24th ; at Margate , Feb. 20th to Mar. 7th. Mr. Banaster, at St. Thomas's

Schools, Statiord, Jan. 4th to 10th ; at Knutsford , from Jan. 14th . Mr.

H.M. Trickett , at Oldham , Jan. 9th to 15th ; Mr. Spiers , in London ,

assisting Mr. Hammond.

Mildoev Unnference Hall . - Sunday, Jan. 10th , 1886, at 8.30, Mr. P.

8. Badenoch ; at 7 p.m. , Rev. P.Carmichael, M.A., of Park Church ,

Miidmay Mission to the Jew3. - Rev. J. Wilkinson's Bible Readings in

Ezekiel every Wednesday evening , at 7.30 , in the Ladies ' Waiting

Room , Conference Hall, Mildmay,N.

Youths' Institute, Old Pye Street, Westminster (" One Tun

Mission). - Prayer meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con

ducted by Mr. J. Payne, Gospel mission service every Sunday evening

from 6.30 to 8 .

St. George's fall , Langham Place, w . - During January , Mr. Denham

Smith , Sun., 11and 7, and Wed., at BurlingtonHall, at 8 p.m.

House of Regs , 8, CambridgeGardens, Kilburn Park, N.W.- Friday, Jan.

8th , at 3 p.m., address by Rev. J. Den ham Smith ; evening meeting at

7. Tea at 5.30 . Sunday, 10th , at 3.30 p.m .. “ God's Men in the Old

Testament," by Miss Mason . All meetings open to the public .

Opper Norwood, S'afford fous" Tador Road. -- Drawing-room and

young women'smeetings every Thursday at 3 and 7 p.m.
Evgelistio Mission ( Onder the direction ot C. Rugse !! Hurditch ).

Kilburn Hall. RiihunGare ( not Town Hall).-Mr . W. Grove , Sun.,

at 7 p.m., and Wed., at 7.30 p.m.
Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. Geo. Hucklesby, Sun. , at 7

p.m , and Thurs., at 8 p.m.
Twelfth anniversary, Thursday, Jan. 14th, at 4 and 6 p.m.

Dalston Lane, 103A.-Mr. 8. E.Angel , Sunday, 7 p.m. , and Thurs

day, 8 p.m.

Bignoid dall, Bignold Road. Station Road, Forest Gate.-Dr. Pop

bam,Sunday, 7 p.m., and Wed. , 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall) , Hammers nith

Road , West Kensington . - Dr. Popham , Sunday, at 8 ; Mr. C.

Russell qurditch , Sun., 7 p.m.

Hammersmith, Upper Mission Room , 130 , King Street, -

Messrs. Russell ană Brothers (service for the young) on Sunday, at

7 p.m ; Dr. Popham , Thursday, 8 p.m.
Mortlake, Pest Mission Hall.-Sunday , 7 p.m.

Trinity Presbyterian Couron, Kensington Park Road . - Dr, A.
Sinclair Paterson , Sundays at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Belgrave Presbyterian Church (Halkin Street, W . ).- Rev. Adolph

Saphir, Sundays at 11 a.m.
Barbican Mission to the Jews. – B, Farleigh Road , Stoke

Newington, N. (within 10 minutes by tram from Dalston Junction ),
Mr. Warschawski's Bible Readingsin Isaiah , the second Monday in

each month , at 8.30 p.m., tos at 4.30 p.m.
Senana and Medical M1981on School and Home , 58, St. George's

Road, B.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon, at
which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside .

Clapton Hall , Alkham Road , Cazenove Road, Upper Clapton . - Sun .

days, 6.30 , Fridays, 7.30 .

Strangers' Rest, 162. St. George's Street, Ratcliff Highway, E .--Monthly
workers' meeting, Friday, January 8th , 1883, tea at6 , meeting at7; special

praise and prayer ; Henry A. Mandeville , Esq . ( late Lieut. K.N.), will give
a New Year's address.

Camden Tuwn Y.M.CA., Camden Road, N.W.- Special addresses to

young men , by Mr. C. Russell Hurdit :h , on Sunday, Jan. 10th , at 3.15 ;

Monday and Tuesday, Jan. 11th and 12th , at 8.30 , and on following

nghts by Mr. Henry Bowker.

Y.W.C.A .-- Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening ,

at 9.15 in the Mall Hall, High Street,Notting Hill ; Jan.12th, Mrs.
Ormiston Chant.

The Bible in the Far East.

T the monthly meeting of the Western Board of the

Glasgow , Mr. J. W. Wilson was presented with an illuminated

minute on his leaving the society's service in China, to enter

that of the London Missionary Society . Mr. Wilson has for

upwards of seven years occupied an important position in the

western province of Sze-Chuen. For some months he lived in

the capital, Ching-tu, a solitary European among a million of

Chinese . He has carried the Scriptures to almost every city

and town in the province, having been in manycases the first

miesionary the people had seen and heard . The issues from

the society's Central China Agency for the past year were

reported to have far exceeded those made over all China in any

former year. Upwards of one hundred thousand copies, chiefly

Gospels, had been sent out. In connection with this agency

alone , thirty-two native colporteurs , directed by twenty- six

missionaries in eight different provinces, had been engaged .

This expansion of work in China was largely due to the society's

publication of the Revised Wen- li Testament, of which a

complete copy was on the table. The Directors agreed to

purchase a printing press and plant in order to enable their

agent at Hankow to meet the growing demand for this
edition .

Mr. Burnet , of Ching-Kiang, reported a journey of nine

hundred miles through the province of Ngan -Whuy. He had

sold the entire stock of Scriptures he had taken out. Mr.

Murray, of Peking, reported a journey into Mongolia, during

which he visited two of the great annual festivals,and disposed

of five thousand Mongol and Chinese Scriptures. The demand

for the Bible in Japanwas reported to be increasing, the applica

tions for the Japanese Pocket Testament being more numerous

than could be met . In view of such opportunities in China,

Japan, Corea, and India, as well as with the hope of, in due

time, pressing into Burmah , the Directors remitted to the

Finance Committeeto consider what steps should be taken to

raise a special fund to enable the society to maintain and

extend its work in those countries , in some more adequate

measure .

Far-reaching Influence.-- An agentofthe International

Y.M.C.A. Committee was sent to the capital city of a South .

Western State to raise funds and start an association. A

wealthy banker took him into his house, aided him in every

way, and said , “ I will give one- fifth of the amount raised from

the entire community, and I would rather that it should be

large than small.” The necessary funds were raised , rooms

opened, and a secretary installed. Now for the secret of the

banker's interest . His son had been sent to a school in Boston,

one thousand eight hundred miles away . There he found &

delightful Christian home and resort in the Young Men's

Christian Association, and a warm , helpful friend in the secre

tary . Appreciating this, his father made grateful return

forit by his liberal gift to the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion inhis own city , which in turn will help and bless the sons

of many other men,

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTION.

Jan , 10th-John iv. 1-14 Jan , 14th-John v. 1-13

11th - John iv. 15-30 15th - John v. 14-24

12th - John iv . 31-42 16th - John v. 25-35

13th - John iy. 43--54

DIMNE88 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequently

caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles, The Rev. Dr. Orother, Hiil

House, Ascot, writes : - “ I cannot describe the comfort I derive from the

use ofyour glasses, both by day and night. I fal no pain or weariness

as I used to ; and I have taken to reading books I had pnt aside as too

trping for the oves on account of the smallner of the typa." The lat . Sir
Julius Benedict wrote : - “ I have tried the principal opticians in London

without success, but the specticles you have adapted suit admirably ; the

clearneas of your glasses as compared with others is really surprising.

The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon .
Ca 100 Worcester Cathedral,

writes : - " The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire, and my eyes

feel strong already. I only regret I did not know of your exceedingokill

years ago. -Mr. HENRYLADRANCE , F.8.8 ., Oculist Optician, la ,OLD

BOND STREET, scientifically adapts
his IMPROVED SPROTAOL HIP

to assist and strengthen the weakest sight . Damnhlat montaining sug:

portiona fn - the posarvation ne sight free. BRANCHES
, 6 , Poultry ,

E.C .; 3. Guerdian Buildings, Cross Street,MANCHESTEP
i

and Corporation
Street, BIRMINGHAM

- ADYT ,

Donations Received .

ST . GIles' CHRISTIAN MISSION . - Mr. G. Hatton desires to acknowledge

receipt of 10s. from H. W.

MBS. HILTON'S CRECHE. -Mrs. Hilton desires to acknowledge receipt fof

28 , 60 , from H , W.
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Terms for Advertisements Situations and ppointments. Apartments, #r.

GENERAL SERVANT wanted by Jan.

8th , who can cook well ; wages £18 . Also a

Housemaid, who can do a little needlework ;

wages £16. Apply by letter, stating age and

length of former service , to Mrs. Davies, 132 ,
Burnt Ash Hill, Lee .

GENERAL SERVANT wanted .

Good character indispensable. Aged 20. Two

in family. Apply at 20 %, camden Road, N.W.

Situations

VACANT ORWANTED .

Apartments

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational.

Articles for Sale.

HAMPSTEAD .--Six unfurnished rooms

to let , in the best part of this delightful suburb,

situated near four railway stations, convenient

for City and West . Apply to B. K., care of H.

A. Farley, bookseller, 6 , Fitzjohn's Parade, Finch
ley Road , N.W.

TO CHRISTIAN PARENTS. - A son

or daughter coming to London is offered a com

fortable Home in a Christian family, ctfering

'many advantages. Terms very moderate . B.,

Office of Wordand Work , 48, Paternoster Row ,

E.C.

ISLE of WIGHT . - Ventnor. - 258. to

358. weekly , or 5s. 6d . per day. Clarendon Board

ing Ho 18e, prettily situated in most sheltered

part of Ventnor ; south aspect, sea views, cheer
ful society and home comforus . Enclose stamp.

REQUIRED, on January 14th , in a private

family , a good Housemaid , avle to wait at table .

Sue must be strong and willing and an tarly

riser . One who has been a nursemaid preferred .

Aged about 25 . A parlourmaid kept. Apply , on

Monday and Tuesday , beiore One o'clock , to

Mrs. Morgan , 16, Elm Tree Road , N.W.

RESPECTABLE girl wanted as Nursº,

to assist with children and in the house.

Another servantkept. Country girl not objected

to. Wages Ll0 to £ 12 . Apply to Hillside , Over

hill Road, East Dulwica (near Honor Oak

Station ).

This Paper having a large and increasing cir

culation amongst Christiansofall denominations
forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements .

The Terms are very moderate, viz .: Miscel

laneous in small Type, 28. 6d. for 30 words or less,

sod 6d , for every additional line of 8 words or

under .

A reduction for a series of six Insertions and

upwards. Front Page, and other special posi

tions, by arrangement.

Advertisements received after 11 o'clock on Mon

day cannot appear until the following week ,

Advertisements sent by Fost must be accom

panied by Post Office Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F.BHAW & Co.

Amounts under 2s.6d , may be sent in Halfpenny

Stamps,

BOURNEMOUTH . BOARD and

RESIDENOE. Detached house , spacious rooms,

large garden, South aspect, closeto sea . Two

occupying same room 30s. each . Liberal table .

Every comfort. Castle Garth , Christchurch
Road ,

BOARD and RESIDENCE, in

musical family. Liberal table, Bath . Double

bedded room for friends . Full board from 21s.

Partial 188. 6d . 141 , Adelaide Road, Primrose
Hill ,

PLAIN COOK or good General Servant

wanted. Two other servants kept . Wages £15.

Mrs, T. , 30 , Wiltshire Road , Brixton .

GENERAL SERVANT wanted .

Understands plain cooking. Wages £ 16 to £ 18 .

Nurse kept Apply , twelve to tive, at 14, Leigh

ton Cresceni, Brecknock Road , N.W.

BOARD. Eighteen minutes to London

Bridge , Comfortable and superior winter

quarters. Lovely neighbourhood . Liberal table.

Moderate terms. G.,59, Longton Grove, Byden .
ham ,

GENERAL SERVANT wanted , aged

about 25 , for three ladies . Very quiet, comfort
able bome. Apply at 24, Jeffrey's Road,

Clapham ,

REQUIRED immediately, an Attendant,

to take entire charge of an elderly invalid

lady. Must be strong, and a good needlewoman .

Comfortable home and small salary . Address

T. M. , care of Mrs. Baker, 2 , Longwall Street,
Oxford ,

" WORD AND WORK "

Is Published every Thursday, Price One Penny.
Orders should be sent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob

taining copies thus, they can bebad direct from

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the

tollowing rates, Payable in Advance.

"WORD AND WORK” may now be Purchased

#all Railway Stations. We would , therefore,

suggest that Christian friends when travelling

mighthelp our circulation ,by purchasing a few
copies at the Bookstalls, to distribute in the

carriages .

A GENTLEMAN , studying or otherwise

engaged, will find a most comfortable Home in

private house of a lady and daughter . Parents
requiring such for a son would find this an
excellent opportunity. References. Moderate

terms. M. , 42 , Tregunter Road, South Kensing

ton ( Earl's Court Station ) .

BOURNEMOUTH.-The Grange, West

Cliff. First -class Family Boarding House and
winter residence . Charmingly situated , near

the sea and pine woods. Elegantly furnished .

Table d'hote, 6.30 . Wall Richards, Proprietor.

COMFORTABLE HOME offered , on

a farm , to a married couple, lady or gentleman .

Vacancy for a Farm Pupil. Ross, Post Office ,

Overton , Hants.

Educational.

WANTED, immediately, University

graduate as tutor in family in Brittany . Must

be a Christian and abstainer . References and

full particulars to Rev. C. de P. Gliddon , Wes

leyan Chaplain , bt . Servan , Ile et Vilaine,

France ,

sea .

GOOD BOARDING ESTABLISH

MENT, close to Most healthy situation :

Every comfort, including smoking- room . Terms

moderate. 9, Marine Square , Brighton .

ENGLISH AND EUROPEAN

SUBSCRIPTIONS.

26 Weeks 62 Weeks

£ 6. d. £ 8. d .

! Copy and Postage 0 8 5 0 6 10

2 Copies 0 6 10 0 13 8
१ 0 10 6 ... 1 1 0
4 0 12 13 1 5 8

6 . *. and reduced Postage 0 17 8 ... i 15 o
8 1 40 2 8 0

(Including Double Numbers.)

All Subscriptions should be remitted by cheque

or Post- office Order for the amount (payable in

advance ), at the General Post Office .

It will be seen from the above rates that special

Adrantages are secured by ordering six copies and
over ,

ISLE of WIGHT . - Ventnor, 25s. to 35s.

weekly , or 59. 60. per day. Clarendon Boarding

House, prettily situated in most sheltered part

of Ventnor. South aspect, sea views, cheerful

society, and home comforts . Enclose stamp.

DARMSTADT.--German lady receives

two or three English Pupils at her home in

Darmstadt, to tinish their education . She in

tends coming to England after New Year for
interviews. Best references . Address B. ,

Kapellplatz, 10 , Darmstadt.

A WIDOW LADY offers a comfortable

Homo, with education , to two or three little girls,

Terms£ 20 per annum ;good reference. Aduress

0., Office of Word and Work , 48 , Paternoster Row .

BED ROOMS, large , lofty , and well fur

nished , fitted as bed and sitting rooms combined .

Inclusive terms from 12s . weekly, or by the

night. 50 , Btrand ( near Charing Cross Station ).

AMPTHILL SQUARE, N.W. -

To be Let , semi-detached house, with garden

back and front, containing tive bedrooms, bath

room , three reception rooms, kitchen , &c . In

thorough repair. Apply at 44 , Hampstead

Road , N.W.

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE .

Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

A GENTLEMAN wishes to join a party

going to Italy and Jerusalem , sharing expenses.

Apply to Mr. Chinery, 106 , Lansdown Road ,

Notting Hill .

FURNISHED APARTMENTS, with

or without board ; also large bed and sitting
room combined. Quiet house . No children .

Moderate and inclusive rent. References ex

changed . Lessons given in English if required .

Near 'bus and rail. H. , 5, Grenville Street ,

Brunswick Square, W.O.19

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

Copies of “ WORD AND WORK ” (including

Double Numbers) may be sent from this Office to

any address in the undermentioned Foreign

Countries, for One Year, on the following terms,

paid in advance :

£ s. d. £ s . " d .

1 Copy... ... 0908Copies 1 70

2 Copies 0 18 0 14 1 16 0

The Paper being registered for transmission

abroad, a single copy may be sent to the follow

ing countries for One Penny :

Africa Ohina Natal

Australia Demerara New Zealand

Brazil Egypt Portugal
Buenos Ayres Greece Singapore
Ospe of Good India 8witzerland

Hope Jamaica Tasmania

Deylon Japan Turkey

A LESSON FOR THE TIMES.

APARTMENTS, FURNISHED.

Drawing, bed and dressing room (communi

cating). Also other rooms. Good cooking. No

children . M.B., 12, Thayer Street, Manchester

Square, W.

By MRS. BAYLY.

Price One Penny.
APARTMENTS, comfortable furnished

to be let , also two large rooms, north -east light

fit for artists' studios, with bedrooms if required

Healthy, clean house, within easy access to City
anda British Museum . Bathroom . Moderate

terms, 12, Fitzroy Street, Fitzroy Square .

LONDON :

JOHN F.SHAW & Co. , 48 , Paternoster Row , E.O.DITIQES : 48, PATERNOBTEX ROW , 9.O.
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WORD AND WORK .

ON

CONSUMPTION,

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

OTHER

AND ALL

CHEST DISEASES,

READ

MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK,

81XPENCE, POST FREE ,

Or Large Edition (cloth) for 1s , 9d.

FIFTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN
THIS MATTER ,

Mr. Congrevewill give ONE RECENTCASE,NOT PUB.

LISHBD BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK ,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

CONSUMPTION .-- CASE of Mr. JOHN EVAN

JONES .

In February last I received a communication from Rev. J. TOWYN Jones,

Congregational Minister, Cwmammian , Carmarthenshire, relative to his
brother- in which the case is stated : " He has been unwell for the last

twelve months. I believe he is now in the hands of that dreadful malady,

consumption ; knowing how many have been erred of that disease through

your instrumentality , I have deemed it best 10 send to you as soon as
possible," &c .

At the end of last May the patient writes himself : - " I am glad to in .

form you that I am now a new man , and with much thankfulness 1 say

that under God's blessing you have been the means of saving my life .
s

have lost all symptoms. I feel sure your treatment is the only chance for

the Consumptive patient. If you please to publish ny name, rou are at

iiberty to do 80.-J. E. JONES, New Quay, R.S.O. , Cardiganshire."

NOTE · Days of Consultation . TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY ,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.

FOGS AND DAMPAIR

PRODUCE

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS..

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COL DS, COUGHS, &C. ,

IS

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR.
SEASONABLE

In Bottles, 1s , 1 d ., 2s. 9d . , 45. 60., and 119 ,

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES .

NETT STORY FOR THE CHILDREN .

By BRENDA , Author of " Froggy's Little Brother,”

FIVE LITTLE PARTRIDGES ;

Or, the Pilot's House.

With numerous illustrations by M. IRWIN .

Large crown 8vo , cloth extra, 3s . 6d .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO . , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

THE IRISH EVANGELIZATION SOCIETY

sends out experienced Evangelists to conduct Missions in any part of

Ireland. Its agentshave been very largely used of God in a large number

of places for the awakening and conversion of many . Its work is increas

ing. It is dependent on voluntary contributions. Help should be sent
and information sought from

JAMES BARTON, Hon . Bec ., Dundalk , Ireland.

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

Established in 1884 , for the purposs of Afordiog Introrion lu Lho

doriptures to Womou and Girls, of all ages and tauko, la Zouausa,

Harems, and schools, la Asia and Africa .

Becrstary, Miga WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridgo Koml, Loudon.B.W .

Hankers , Mesar . HKRUINS , FARQOFAN. ** 00., 18 , 8L . Jiwa Strext,
I wto 8W

ST. MALO and ST . SERVAN SAILORS’ REST,j

16, Rue des Cordiers , Saint Malo , France,

close to the office of the London and South -Western 8.8 . Company.

Supported solely by voluntary contributions , and under the

management of a Local Committee.

The Library, Reading and Smoking -rooms, amply supplied with daily

and weekly Illustrated Papers, Periodicals , &c . , & c., are open all day free

to Captains and Heamen of all nations, as also to Tourists and Visitors. The

Committee wish it to be widely known that the Sailors ' Rest is not in any

way connected with the St. Malo Sailors ' Institute.

By order of the Committee,

PHILIP B. HAMON, Secretary .

W. A. KIRBY , Lieut.- General, Treasurer .

Price Three Halfpence each , post free 2d.

The Roll Text Almanack.

This unique Almanack has been welcomed each new year with increased

appreciation of its specialadvantages. The presentation in large type of

carefully selected Texts from the incorruptible Beedof the Word has been

blessed in many instances . To Ministers, District Visitors, Hospital

Chaplains,and other Christian labourers, the Almanack is nffered atthe

following reduced prices , not including carriage :

100 for 9s . 6d . Nett Cash

300 for £ 1 5s ,

600 for £ 1 17s . 6d .

1,000 for £ 3 10s .

Such orders to be sent , accompanied with remittance , direct to

the Publishers,

JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

HOME RULE .

AN OLD MOTHER'S LETTER TO PARENTS .

By MRS . BAYLY.

In Pictorial Wrapper 3d. , or Japanese Vellum 6d.

LONDON :

JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48 , PATERNO STER Row, E.C.

GIFT.

One Shilling Post Free .

COMMUNION AND CONFLICT.

By CAPTAIN DAWSON.

Printed in Gold and Colour on Wrapper of Vegetable

Vellum .

LONDON :

JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48 , PATE ? ! 1. Row, EC

London : J. F. SRAW & Co. , 48 , Paternoster How , H.O.
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WINTER WORK AMONGST THE DESTITUTE.
COMBE DOWN SCHOOL,

FIELD LANE REFUGES & RAGGED SCHOOLS ,

BATH,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN .

VINE STREET, CLERKENWELL ROAD, E.C.

Principal: MR. W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

Bchool) .

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

This Institution ( Established 1843) comprises :

A CRECHE, OR BABIES' DAY NURSERY. HOMES for POOR GIRLS and

BOYS.

A SERVANTS' TRAINING HOME for FRIENDLESS GIRLS and YOUNG

WOMEN

REFUGES FOR DESTITUTE MEN and WOMEN of CHARACTER.

ALL THE ADJUNCTS OF A LARGE MISSION

150 CHILDREN AND POOR PERSONS RECEIVE BROKEN FOOD DAILY.

UPWARDS OF 3,000 PERSONS ARE BENEFITED WEEKLY.

An earnest appeal is made for Funds. The Work is crippled for want of Money.

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.

Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys .

Combe Down , at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air.

The School residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa
tion .

References

Dr Baedeker, Weston -super-Mare,

Colonel Barnes , Oommandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers .

H. Dyer, Esq ., Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon.

H. Groves , Esq ., Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert , Co. Kerry.

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

BANKERS
ſ Messrs. RANSOME & CO . , 1 , Pall Mall Eist , W.

Messrs. BARCLAY & CO . , 54 , Lombard Street .
TREASUREB ... WILFRID A. BEVAN , Esq ., 54, Lombard Street , E.O.

BECRETARY ... Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT, Vine Street, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.
By either of whom Contributions will be thankfully recei ed .

THAMES CHURCH MISSION, THE CRY OF THE CHILDREN.

INSTITUTED 1844 .

President- The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .

Chairman - Capt, the HON . F. MAUDE , R.N. The Committee of the

Secretary - REV, H. BLOOMER .

RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

Object - To win Souls for Christ .

earnestly APPEAL for additional AID in support of the
Twenty - tbree Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .
The results of their previous efforts,made in simple faith , show that they 180 Ragged School Missions of the Metropolis. These build

have been greatly blessed by God. ings areplanted in the poorest districts, and are used for

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED. Sunday and Bible Schools, Day and Infant Free Schools,

Nos. of Word and Work, Books, Magazines , Tracts, &c. , are most necessary ,
Week-night Schools for Rough Lads and Girls, Industrial

and will greatly assist the Chaplainsand Missionaries . Classes, Gospel Mission Services,Mothers' Meetings, Ragged

TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at Churches, Bands of Hope, Crêches, and numerous other
School Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

Offices, 31, New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E.O. agencies for the benefit of the poor children and their

parents.

NOW BEADY, Part 1, price 6d. ,
Much is done, too, in home visitation, in clothing the

ragged, and feeding the starving, and a country cottage is

of the POPULAR EDITION of provided for the weakly or convalescent. Contributions will

FARRAR'S LIFE

be thankfully received by the Secretary ,

OF CHRIST
JOHN KIRK, Exeter Hall, W.C. :

To be Completed in
or by the Bankers, Messrs. Barclay, Bevan, & Co., 54,

10 PARTS AT 60. EACH .
Lombard Street, E.C.

CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITED, Lulgate Hill, London ; and all Booksellers.

ARMY SCRIBOLBIERE APERNANDSOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY.

4, TRAFALGAR SQUARE , OHARING CROSS , W.O.

President - General Sir A. J. Lawrence, K.O.B,BAGSTER'S BIBLES.

Extraflexible, silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco , kid -lined , elastic band.

With full belps. Prices from 20s.

In Frenchmorocco, projectingedges, olastic band. From 4s.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

15, PATERNOSTER -ROW , LONDON.

Bole object of the Society, to spread the saving knowledge of Christ

among our soldiers. There are now eighty.soven Scripture readers on the

lists of the Bociety , of whom eighteen are abroad and sixty-nine at home.

Contributionswill bethankfullyreceivedby the Treasurer, V. G. M. Holt,

· Esq ., 17 , Whitehall Place ; by Colonel Sandwith , Hon, Sec.; or by the

Secretary , Mr. W. A. Blake, at the Offices of the society.

WOBD AND WORK will be sent by the Publishers Post-free bez any addross in the Kingdom for Twolve Months for 08.191.
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WORKS BYMrs. PENNEFATHER'S Poems.

SONGS OF THE PILGRIM LAND. Small 4to,

cloth extra , price Five Shillings . A choice and appropriate

present for this season .

" Avolume that will live and soon become as well known to the Christian

public as are the poems of the late Miss Elliott and Miss Havergal." - English
Churchman ,

Expository Lectures on the

New Book by Miss MARSH. Epistle to the Hebrews .

À CHILD OF THE MORNING. Memorials of Little

Emily . By the author of " Life of Hedley Vicars ," &c .

Small 8vo, cloth extra, price One Shilling .

“ It is a charming narrative , and we owe a debt of gratitude to Mr. Smythe

for consenting to its publication , and to the distinguished authoress for the

way in which she has performed her task .” - English Churchman . ,

New Edition, Two Vols ., Oloth , 13s. 6d .

" Singularly independent in his line of thinking, and unconventional in

his wayof expressing his thoughts, the author has succeeded in throwing

much and varied light upon the high argument ofthe apostle. The book

is a rare outcome of sanctified genius. Readers of it will markmanya

favourite passage as they pass along, and return to dwell on it." - Daily
Review .

The Hidden Life.

" A VOICE THAT IS STILL." Memorials of

Esther Beamish . By her sister , F. L. M. B. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, with Portrait and Illustrations. Price Six Shillings.

“ This is a volume we should like to know was in the bands of many of

our readers." -Our Own Gazette..

THOUGHTS ON OOMMUNION WITH GOD.

New Edition . Crown 8vo. , cloth , 5s.

" Full of rich , pure thought, and characterized by an earnestross and

power of expression seldom met with ." - Glasgow Herald .

" Quiteworthy to takeitsplace beside Goulburn's Thoughts on Personal

Holiness. " - New York Christian World ,

Our Life -Day.

New Volume by Rev. C. H. WALLER, M.A.,

Principal of the London College of Divinity .

EVERYDAY LIFE ; or, The Uneventful Journey .

Crown 8vo, cloth extra , price Three Shillings and Sixpence,

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

“WHEN YE PRAY ;” or, Lessons on Prayer. Crown

8vo, cloth extra , price Three Shillings and Sixpence .

" An exposition of the Lord's Prayer which is truly an aid to devotion . "

-EdinburghDaily Review .

' Truly originai, and both scholarly and evangelical." - The Christian ,

THOUGHTS ON JOHN IX. 4. " I Must Work the Works of Him

that Bent Me.

Crown 8vo . , cloth extra, 3s. 6a .

“ A more seasonable book could hardly be supposed . It is a treasury of

happy and helpful thoughts .” — Edinburgh Daily Review .

Found by the Good Shepherd .

The Compassion of Jesus.

The Life of Faith :

The Everlasting Nation.

CHOICE VOLUMES for SPARE MOMENTS. | Bible Records of Conversion. New Edition, Tenth Thousand,

(Uniform with the Parchment Library. ) cloth , 3s. 60 .

Price One Shilling. “ I know no work like it on the subject . "-D. L. MOODY.

This most valuable work is now issued in two small volumes.
IN THE SHADOW OF HIS HAND. Thoughts for

Lonely Hours . By.Rogu PORTER,
each complete in itself , suitable for wide distribution, under the

titles of —

MY MORNING WORD. Counsel and Comfort for Daily

Nued .
JESUS AND THE SINNER . FROM DEATH TO LIFE,

Gospel Records of Conversion . Conversions Recorded in the Book
CROSSES andCROWNS. By H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D. Limp cloth , price 1/6 . of Acts, & c . Limp cloth ,

" Wenntted to be a little manual to beread day by day .” — Christian Treasury.

BETWEEN-TIMES. By Lady HOPE.

* Beautiful without and within , a credit to the publisher, an honour to
the writer ."--Daily Keview ,

Cloth 18. , post free.
THE GUEST CHAMBER By Lady HOPE.

" This delightful little book i.i. & good travelling companion ," - The
Christian ,

ITS NATURE AND POWER, AS ILLUSTRATED IN HEBREW8 XI .

New Volume by Rev. W.H. M. H. AITKEN , M.A. Republished fromthe Author's Exposition of that Epistle.

THE REVEALER REVEALED. The Manifestations Small 8vo. , cloth extra, 2s . 6d.

of Christ to and in His Disciples. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, “ Practical, deeply experimental, and replete with Biblical instruction ."

price Three Shillings. -Divine Life,

NEW EDITIONS BY SAME AUTHOR .

NEWNESS OF LIFE. Crown · Svo : cloth extra, price ,

Three Shillings.
Third Edition. Demy 8vo, price Sixpence .

AROUND THE CROSS. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, price " One of the weightiest arguments, and at the same time one of the most

1 : Torea Soutlings. winning appeals it has ever been our privilege to read... It deserves

frequentreading, and will amply repay the most careful study. " - Word
and Work .

By Captain DAWSON ....

New Gift -book for the New Year.

COMMUNION AND CONFLICT. Thoughts on Life
AN ADDRESS ON PHILIPPIANS iii . 12-21 .

and Service. Very attractively bound in vegetable vellum ,
Demy Svo, price Sixpence.

with Illustration. Price OneShilling.

LEAFLETS FOR THE NEW YEAR.

New Work by H. SINCLAIR PATERSON, M.D: REJOICE AND PRAY, Sixpence per dozen. Post free.

FAITH AND UNFAITH : Their Claims and Con
GOD FOR US. Sixpence per dozen. Post free.

flicts. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, price Three Shillings and

Sixpence.
THE PEARL OF GREAT PRICE. A Bible Story for

The Antagonists and the Alternatives.-The Conflict : its
the Children . Price 2d,

Purpose and Progress.- Agnosticism ;'or, Nescience and Science,

Intuition versus Revelation - Materialism ; or, Atom versus WISDOM'S CHILDREN. Just Published, Price 1d.

Person.—Evolution ; or , Becoming versus Creation .
Price ONE PENNY each,

A Large Reduction for Distribution . " .
By Rev. JAMES STEPHENS.

11 Como unto Me; ” .

LIVING WATER - FOR LITTLE PITCHERS.
Or, The Glory of Jesus in His Invitation .

Addresses to Chiluron , New Edition, Crown 8vo, cloth The Open Door ;

extra , price Three Shillings.
Or, Come and Welcome.

London : JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row . LUONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW ,

Christian Perfection .
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we encouraged when we perceive strong symptoms

F late years we have become familiar with the

spectacle of rulers who are either unable or
of party feeling even in presence of a danger which

unwilling to rule. At the very moment when imme
threatens the disruption of the Empire. In face

diate action is of the utmost moment they stand
of a common foe rivals have been wont to forget their

irresolute, and the opportunity is gone. Instead of
rage. We have no intention of judging the claims

guiding, they seem anxious to be led. When , having advancedby certain Irish representatives, but surely

power entrusted to them, they ought to accept the it would be becoming in both parties on this side of

responsibility of decision, they wait in the hope of

the Channel to consider them dispassionately. If

discovering the line of conduct most likely to prove
there are wrongs to be redressed, let them unite to

popular. Are we to recognise this vacillation as the
redress them . If there is lawlessness to be suppressed,

necessary outcome of democracy ? If so , the days of let them unite to suppress it. In such a juncture as the

strong government are numbered, and minorities, present to finesse for the gaining of the Irish vote is

however wise and good, are henceforth to be placed to sacrifice justice for a pitiful gain which can only

helplessly in the power of majorities, however foolish
result in indelible disgrace.

and sordid . In the absence of fixed principles, We do not pretend to understand the Irish Land

public clamour will direct national policy and control Question. It requires no specialknowledge, however,

the fate of the Empire. to understand that the authority of law is at present

Before the last General Election both parties in the held in abeyance by an organized conspiracy to pre.

State may have complimented the new electors , and
vent the fulfilment of contracts and the payment of

in their anxiety to conciliate them may have credited just debts. “ The Queen's writ, ” we are often re

them with an exceptionally large amount of wisdom. minded “ does not run in Ireland . ” Such a condition

Now, since this reason has been removed, there is no of things argues incapacity or weakness on the part

one who will dare to rank their knowledge or cha- of those to whom government is entrusted , and ought

racter higher than the knowledge and character of not to be tolerated. If the authorities to whose care

those who have been in possession of the franchise for the maintenance of the Empire has been committed

years. And yet in England the issue of the struggle are either unable or unwilling to sustain the rights of

turned largely upon the action of the new electorate. the Crown in that land, and to administer justice

Abstaining, as we do, from political partisanship, we to its subjects, let them say so , and their confession

have nothing to say,as to the gain or loss involved in will compel careful consideration. If separation

their use of the privilege conferred upon them for the be the only remedy, let the word be boldly

first time. But we venture to say the outlook would spoken, that it may be duly weighed. But if.

be even darker than it is if experiments of this kind on the other hand, the present lawlessness has

were to become frequent. arisen from any unworthy fears, or from any un

We need to remind ourselves that, while votes can willingness, however produced, to en force laws

send members to Parliament, they cannot always be against robbery and wrong from whatever cause they

trusted to give us the best and ablest rulers. spring, then surely it is high time, in the interests of

an old illustration, it is not safe to allow the passengers the suffering minority, to ask why has the magistrate

and crew to elect the officers in the hour of danger, ceased to be “ a terror to those who do evil ? "

even though , havingelectedthem, they still retain the In writing thus we are not thinking of Ireland

right to interfere in the management of the ship. To alone. If people once gain the conviction that by

To use
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lawless conspiracies they can secure any ends they menacing and greater evil of lawlessness should be

think desirable , government may continue in name, crushed :

but in reality it ceases. Any section of the Empire What is the precise point at issue ? It is whether the

National League shall or shall not be allowed to coerce, by
may profit by the lesson , and practise atsomefuture various kinds of violence, the general population into a resist
timethe same policy of persistent unreason . In his ance to the law of the land ? If not, it is said , there will be a

civil war. Such a remark appears to me impudent in the
two incisive and masterly letters to the Times last mouth of the intending criminal, inexpressibly base in the
week, Sir James Stephen has stated the whole case mouths of those who advise submission to his threats. It is as

if a robber were to say, “ There is no use in your resisting.
with admirable clearness. In his second letter he Giveme your watch quietly , or I shall try to cut your throat.
brings the question to its last issue — Is law or law As you have & revolver in your hand , you might be tempted to

shootme, and surely you would not do that ; you are both too
lessness to become supreme? We quote a few sen humane and too much of a coward.” Would not the proper

tences in which this plainly appears : answer be, “ Let go mywatch and put away your knife , or I
In all the discussions on Irish subjects, of which we have shall have to show you that I am no coward , thoug' I do not

hoard so many, it has always been matter of surprise to me
like violence " ? The argument used is : “ You must not take

that English people in general do not seem to appreciate the
really effectual measures to prevent the National League from

fact that the object to which what is called coercion has been
usurping the Government of Ireland , for there will be an

exclusively applied is only that kind and degree of coercion
insurrection if you do." The answer is, “ It is better to put

which is inseparable from the existence of all laws, and wbich
down an insurrection than to allow the National League to

is of their essence . A law which does not coeroe men not to usurp the Government of Ireland.” Will any statesman of any

murder, wound, beat, and rob their neighbours is useless. To
weight say it is not ? If he does, he in fact advocates permis

say “ Thou shalt do no murder," and not to add, “ If you do sion to the National League to usurp the Government of

you shall be hung," is to exhort instead of governing ; and all Ireland .

the coercion which any one wishes to impose on the Irish is a
One plain reflection supplies a conclusive answer to all lan

coercion not to murder, or wound, or plunder people, or to
guage of this sort. Whenever, in any quarrel whatever, one of

interfere with the exercise of common legal process.
the parties announces to the other his determination to give

The very point of the whole dispute is that the Nationalist
way if matters are pushed to an extreme, the case is virtually

party wish , by committing crimes, to coerce their countrymen
decided against him . Two people quarrel about a debt. The

to break their contracts. When a law which prevents this is
creditor says to the debtor, who denies his liability, “ Whatever

put in force they exclaim about coercion and liberty. No
happens, I shall never sue you . " Two schoolboys quarrel. One

doubt what they want is a kind of liberty. I have often tried knows that whatever happens the other will never strike him

to persuade people that it is impossible to say whether liberty
even in self-defence . Two nations quarrel. One is determined

is a good thing or & bad one till we are told who is to be at
| never in any event to fight. It is clear enough how all these

liberty to do what. The liberty wished for by the National
differences will end . I think we, the British nation at large,

League is liberty to coerce others into breaches of the law , not should say to the Irish Nationalists, quite quietly , but also

liberty to drive their own bargains or to express their own meaning whatwesay — " Wewill not be deterred by threats of

opinions. It is as if the Sheffield trade unionists had claimed rebellion from effectually preventing crime. The amount of

& right, not only to strike for higher wages, but to work their force used to put down rebellionmustdepend on the persistency

masters' mills for their own profit , and to shoot every one who of the rebels."

tried to prevent them . Sir James Stephen in these sentences only states
In short, the question really at issue with respect to crime in

Ireland is this - Which of two rival kinds of coercion is to the plain duty of any Government worthy of the
prevail ? Are the National League to govern according to name. To stand helpless in the presence of successful
their own views by coercing people to commit crimes, or are

they themselves to be coerced not to commit crimes ? When resistance to law , especially when it is widespread
the matter is thus nakedly stated, can the answer be doubtful ? and arrogant, is a confession of incompetence
Would any British statesman stand up and say boldly, “ I which lawful authority should be ashamed to make.
advise that we should give up the notion of preventing the use

ofmurder, deadly assaults , and themaiming ofmen and cattle Probably, as Sir James Stephen goes on to suggest,
as the sanction of an unwritten law of which it is the avowed if law -breakers and those who incite them to crime
object to rob all Irish landowners of their property ” ? Yet

this is what the proposition to establish an Irish Parliament were convinced that the resolve to bring such a state
really comes to. Indeed, it goes further, for it not only gives up of matters to an end wasmade in grim earnest, and
the attempt to prevent crimes committed for this purpose, but
gives the legal command of the country to those who commit would be carried out at all hazards, it would give

them , and makes all resistance to their decrees criminal. them pause. And such a stand must be made sooner

It is of great consequence to set forth the whole or later. Whether in this case or in some other,

case in termswhich cannotbe mistaken . As matters force, though it may be no remedy, will prove itself

stand, lawlessness is permitted to override law , and | sufficient restraint. It may be said as truly , punish

unless some practical measures are adopted for the ment does not secure the reformation of the criminal ;

restraint of lawlessness, it may soon become even nevertheless, it does greatly aid in the prevention of

moremonstrous and mischievous than it is . crime.

The pitiful fact, however, lies behind all this weak

ness of Government, that hundreds, if not thousands,
RESTRAINT OF LAWLESSNESS.

of innocent people, whose only crime is their aversion
IR JAMES STEPHEN is not afraid to prescribe to crime, are made to suffer in person and property

the only treatment which promises success. without any apparent hope of relief. They have

Intimidation of various kinds has had far too much
hitherto borne their sufferings with wonderful

encouragement already. They who have used it patience ; how long they may continue to do so it

to such good purpose are not likely to abandon is not safe to predict ; but to refuse aid to the

a method which has so far proved efficient. The oppressed , and to listen unmoved to the complaints

only effectual, check which can be given to it is | of those who suffer , is not creditable to those who are

a firm and unmistakable resolve not to be moved set for their defence.

by it in the future one hairs-breadth from the Rome is watching the opportunity . If Ireland

path of duty, Even at the risk of great evils, the were separated from Great Britain , it is expected it

D
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A New Year's Song.

,

would be set as a gem in the Papal tiara. We are

not surprised, therefore, to find Romish priests

actively encouraging the movement. Even on this

A Favourite Poem found in Dr. Mackay's Bible .

side 'of the Channel Romanists give no uncertain

AD it been but a quiet sea ,

On which stars and moonbeams shone

sound. In the first number of a new illustrated
Over the waters of Galilee,

magazine for children , issued from a Popish publish
The bark had sped swiftly on.

ing house in London , and which bears on its third

Constrained by the Master to launch on the lake,

Why sufferedHe tempests and clouds to break ?'

page a warm commendation from Cardinal Manning,
Had it been but a quiet sea !

the following significant sentences bring up the Ah ! so we shiver and fear ;

rear : But over the waters of Galilee

It is surely a good omen that at a time when the wise people in
The Lord had never drawn near,

Parliament aredevising the best means for the peaceable sepa If waves that rippled and winds that sighed

ration of England and Ireland, the little Catholio children of Had wafted the boat to the other side .

England and Ireland-the politicians of the future-should be

lesguing together to support a paper jointly their own, May
He saw them from the hill ,

it be a bondbetween them , helping them to understand and to
No darkness hides from Him ,

love each other now and all their lives ! Toiling in rowing with steadfast will,

We have italicised the words on which we would Though the hope , indeed , was dim .

fix attention . It has been often said , Home rule

O weary heart ! 'tis a word for thee,

Christ watcheth the toiler on life's dark sea.

means Rome rule ; such language as we have quoted A quiet resting hour

may be read as a confession that the statement is As the old year dies away,

true. Fresh casting the soul upon Jesu's power

At the dawn of the New Year's Day.

Lawlessness is a distinct characteristic of the last
And now He bids us go forth once more ,

times. It is one of the evils from which it becomes
Breasting the waves to the other shore.

Christians sedulously to keep themselves aloof. Not
How shall we face the way?

even under the guidance of the best motives is it

How shall we brave the blast ?

The bands that row are feebler to-day

either safe or right to set law at defiance, unless it Than they were in the journeys past .

interferes with the duty we owe to God.
But He only asketh the best we can do,

“Let every soul be subject unto the higher powers.

And our prayer pierceth tempest and billows through,

For there is no power, but of God ; the powers that

Let Him not pass us by

As we strive the shore to win ;

be are ordained of God, Whosoever therefore LetHim hear our cry as He draweth nigh,

resisteth the power, resisteth the ordinance of God

Unasked He enters not in .

But His hand at the helm , wbatever betide,

(Rom , xiii. 1,2) . Ere we know, have we won to the other side.

Kept by the power of God ,

E trust special attention will be given to the Our sailing orders we read ;

Tho'swelleth the tempest, tho' rageth the flood ,

Jews, by the Mildmay Mission to the Jews, of one Our watchword in every need ,

hundred thousand copies of the new Hebrew Testa Our song of rejoicing, our glad shout of praise,

ment, translated by Mr. Salkinson, and issued by the When the voyage is past and the perilous days.

Trinitarian Bible Society. We are informed by those

who have carefully examined the edition that " the

translation is in the purest Hebrew idiom , and that Answer to Bible Acrostic for the Little Ones.

Jews are ready to receive the New Testament so
No. II ,

translated .”

' My presence shall go with thee. "

Moses Heb . xi . 25

OME ten years ago it was laid on Mr. Wilkinson's Y oke i Matt. xi. 29

heart to endeavour,'ere the Lord come or the
Peniel Gen. xxxii. 3

Jews return to their own land , that every son and Rabbi John iii . 2

daughter of Abraham in this country should hear the E li 1 Sam . iii . 13

Gospel for a witness. He believes that now, in the S ardis i Rev. ii . 2

E sau Gen. xxvii . 36

good hand of the Lord , this has been almost accom
N naman 2 Kings v. 1

plished. Now it has been laid on his heart to send an
C aleb Joshua xiv , 19

itinerant missionary to the Jews in France, Germany, E noch Jude 14

Roumania , and Russia, and to circulate, if funds be Shiloh Judges xviii. 31

forthcoming, at least a hundred thousand copies of Herodias Matt. xiv. 3

the above -mentioned translation of the NewTesta A i Joshua vi . 4

1 John iv. 16

ment. Should the Lord tarry , it is believed this
Lebanon · 1 Kings v. 14

might be effected in the course of five years, at the
cost of some £ 5,000. Our brother and his helpers Gideon Judges vii . 19

Obadiah
1 Kings xviii. 3

are looking entirely to the Lord , believing that, if it

Watch Matt. xxvi , 41

be His will , He will stir His people to send the
I ddo 2 Chron , ix . 29

necessary funds. Weask earnest prayer that guid Talitha -oumi
Mark v. 41

ance may be given , that the Church may be more Hiddekel Gen. ii . 14 ;

deeply concerned with regard to Israel, and that the
Theophilus .

Luke i. 3

entrance of the Word may give light to many whose Ham Gen. vii . 13

eyes have been blinded, that they believe not the E shcol Num. xiii. 24

E benezer 1 Sam . vii, 12
Gospel of the Son of God.
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CONFERENCE ON THE COMING OF THE

THE LORD,

MILDMAY PARK.

MARCH 2nd , 3rd, and 4th, 1886 .

go

Letter of Invitation .
Subjects of Conference.

BELOVED BRETHREN IN THE LORD,-A “ week of years "

has passed since we met together at Mildmay, to confer one The ComingComing of theof the Lord.

with another concerning our “ blessed hope " —the return in

glory of our absent Lord ; and by such Conference to stir
TUESDAY, MARCH 2nd.

up each other's hearts to look, to watch, to work, to pray Tuesday, 11 a.m.—The Word of Prophecy : its Place

more earnestly that that return might be hastened.
and Value.

Surely it will be well for us again to meet for the same “ Blessed is he that readeth , and they that hear the words of this

purpose. When " upon the earth (there is) distress of
prophecy, and keep those things which are written therein :

for the time is at hand.” - Rev . i . 3.
nations, with perplexity ; the sea and the waves roaring ;

“ For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy . " -Rev.
men's hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after those xix . 10 .

things which are coming on the earth " ; it is well that we “ We have also a more sure word of prophecy ; whereunto ye do

should " look up," and lift up our heads, for our redemption well that ye take heed , as unto a light that shineth in a dark

draweth nigh. place, until the day dawn, and the day -star arise in your

hearts . ”—2 Pet . i . 19.

We have found it good and helpful in times past thus to

encourage one another, and we believe that it will greatly 7p.m.-The Second Advent, the Hope of the Church.

tend to the “ trimming of the lamps" and the " girding of “ I
to prepare a place for you . And if I go and prepare aplace

our loins," if we can come together for a few days to com for you, I will come again , and receive you unto Myself.”
John xiv . 2, 3.

mune with our Lord and Master, concerning His coming, “Our conversation is in Heaven ; from whence also we look for the
and to exhort one another, as we “ see the dayapproaching . '

Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ. ”—Phil . iii . 20 ,

We pnrpose, therefore , in dependence upon the goodness Looking for that blessed hope." -- Tit. ii . 13.

of our God, to hold a second Advent Conference here on the When Christ, who is our life, shall appear, then shall ye also

2nd, 3rd , and 4th of March ; and we earnestly hope that appear with Him in glory. ”—Col. iji . 4.

you willfind your way made plain to be with us then.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3rd.

It will be well, as on past occasions, that the addresses at
Wednesday, 11 a.m. - The Signs of the Times.

the larger gatherings, in themornings and evenings, should
“Can yo not discern the signs of the times ? ” —Matt. xvi. 3 .

deal with the broad facts of the future, concerning which
" Nowthe Spirit speaketh expressly , that inthe latter times some

there is comparatively little diversity of opinion among shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits,

those who look for the pre -millennial advent of our Lord ; and doctrines of devils .''- 1 Tim . iv . 1 .

but there will be opportunities inthe afternoons for smaller “ This know also, that in the last daysperilous times shall come. " .

2 Tim . iii . 1 .
gatherings of a conversational character, at which lesser

details of the prophetic Word can be prayerfully and quietly
“And the sixth angel poured out his vial upon the great river

Euphrates ; ana the water thereof was dried up , that the way

considered .
of the kings of the east mightbe prepared ."'- Rev . xvi. 12. -

The subjects we propose for the former meetings are as Luko xxi. 24 , 28-31 ,

follows :
7 p.m. Coming of the Lord-Personal , not Spiritual .

THE WORD OF PROPHECY : ITS PLACE AND VALUE.
“ This same Jesus , which is taken up from you into Heaven, shall

THE SECOND ADVENT , THE HOPE OF THE CHURCH .
80 come inlike manner as ye have seen Him go into Heaven ."

THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.
-Acts i . 11 .

THE COMING OF THE LORD-PERSONAL, NOT SPIRITUAL. “ For the Lord Himself shall descend from Heaven with a shout,
THE MILLENNIAL REIGN.

with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God.”

THE JUDGMENT SEAT OF CHRIST, 1 Thess . iv . 16 .

AND THE GREAT WHITE THRONE. “ His feet shall stand in that day upon the mount of Olives ."

These subjects, as you will see, though unspeakably im.
Zech. xiv . 4.

portant, are elementary rather than profound ; and wehave
“ And to wait for His Son from Heaven , whom He raised from the

dead , even Jesus, which delivered us from the wrath to come . "
selected them becausewe feel that though acquaintance with --1 Thess. i . 10.

minuteand more difficult questions of prophecy is undoubtedly

needful, there are large numbers who have never as yet seen THURSDAY, MARCH 4th.

the place which, as we believe, the Lord's return , and the Thursday, 11 a.m.-The Millennial Reign.

events connected therewith , occupy in regard to the “ The Lord of Hosts shall reign in Mount Zion, and in Jerusalem ,

characteristics of the present days, and to the close of this and before His ancients, gloriously . ”-18 . xxiv. 23 .

dispensation ; and we hope that many such will be present “And the Lord shall be King over all the earth . "-Zech. xiv . 9.

with us at the Conference. “ Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection

We need much guidancefrom on high with regard to the
they shall be priests of God and of Christ , and shall

selection of speakers, and all other arrangements. We there
reign withHim a thousand years."' - Rev. xx . 6 .

Psa . lxxii. ; Is . xi . 1-10 ; Ezek. xxxvi . 21-38 ; Mic . iy. 1-7.

fore ask you to join us in earnest prayer that the Holy

Spirit may in all things direct and rule the hearts of those on
Thursday, 7 p m . - The Judgment-seat of Christ, and

the Great White Throne.
whom these matters devolve ; and above all that the presence

of our Lord and Master may be so graciously vouchsafed to
“ We shall all etand before the judgment-seat of Christ

us all at the Conference, that it may be for His supreme
every one of us shall give account of himself to God.” - Rom .

xiv . 10, 12 .

glory, and for the good of His whole Church. “ We must all appear before the judgment-seat of Christ, that

In expectation of much blessing and profit, every one may receive the things done in his body,according

Yours in the hope of the Gospel, to that he hath done , whether it be good or bad . ” --2 Cor. v . 10.

S. A. BLACKWOOD,
ALFRED R. PENNEFATHER, “ Behold , I come quickly, and My reward is with Me , to give every

Cavan ,
J. HERBERT TRITTON ,

man according as his work shall be . " --- Rev. xxii . 12 ,

“ And I saw a Great White Throne , and Him that sat on it . ” ---
JAMES E. MATHJESON , EDWARD TROTTER .

Rev. xx. 11 .

H. C. NISBET, Trustees of the Conference Hall. " And the dead were judged out of those things which were

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, London , N.,
written in the books, according to their works." . Rev. xi. 12 .

GENERALARRANGEMENTS . – Tickets are not needed, except for Reserved Seats (thewhole of theArea being reserved ). These Tickets may be

secured both for the Noroing and Evening Meetings,on payinont of28. 6d . for each day. PostalOrdocsto besent to Mr. James E. Mathieson , Conference

Hall,MildmayPark , N. , and need not bemade payable at any particular office.

MINISTERS desiring to bepresent can have Tickets for Reserved Seats (NOTTRANSFERABLE)by specifying the day or days they purpose being present.

Nosoatswill be Reserved after Ten Minutes to the Hours ofMeeting, viz., 1l am ,and7p.m. Doors open threu.quarters of an hour
beforeeommoncing .

A Verbatim Report will be issued by J. F. Bhaw & Co., 48 , Patoraöster Row . Price to Subscribers , sowed, 11. 3d ., post free , ls. 6d. : cloth
18. 11d . , post free , 28. 3d .
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Humbled before God.

till our hearts burn --burn with indignation against the sin ,

and burn with deep pity for the sinners too. If we are

BY MR. JAMES STEPHENS, M.A.
humbled on account of national sin , it must be in this way ,

by knowing and accepting God's' testimony about these

( Of Highgate Road Chapel.)
things, andby taking our side openly with God, in His

UR Lord Jesus, speaking from Heaven to one of the
estimate and judgment. But whatif Christians be even per

OUR
churches, said, " As many as I love, I rebuke and

sonally entangled with the sins oftheworld ? There are Chris

chasten ; be zealous, therefore, and repent." He spoke to
tians who are so seeking their pleasure among men of the

world that they cannot escape having their children attracted

those who took the place of Christians, and not of the world .
by the things of this world; such mingling must lead to

As we read these words, we understand the desire of our corruption. Through the lack of separateness to God there

blessed Lord that His people should be a people walking in is a lowering of the standard and an encouraging of the

all lowliness, and laying to heart His testimony concerning world to go on in iniquity. Remember while we pray for

national sin and concerning their own sin , and ways.
the nation God's idea is to take out of theworld a people

for Himself.

" Foolishness," it is said , " is bound up in the heart of a child ,

The principles of the nation and of the

world He can never adopt at all. Our principles must be
but the rod of correction shall drive it far from him .”

those which shall prevail whenour Lord returns. To these

And God is a good Father, and as such will discipline His principles we must be faithful in evil days.

children . Foolishness is bound up in the heart of God's Now , coming to the point of humbling onrselves before

children , and God will use the rod to drive it away. It is
God . You know there are believers who ,consciously or un

natural for us, even as the Lord's people, to exalt ourselves ;
consciously harbour things objectionable to God. There is

a most interesting story in Acts about some who believed

it is natural to live, if not for the praise of the world, at all.
and yet harboured wrongful things. Afterwards touched by

events for the praise of the saints ; it is natural when God the Spirit, they came and confessed, and showed their deeds,

gives success to take credit to ourselves ; it is natural to and brought out their books of magic and burned them at

speak of the work God has privileged us to do, in a way
the loss of thousands of pieces of silver. There are things

which cannot escape the charge of selfishness. There is too
still cherished by Christians even like that.

much of a spirit of self-exaltation ; and God, who knows it,
And true humiliation is the bringing out of these things

that they may be judged and put away. If there be doubt

and who loves us, deals with us that this may be kept under. about anything, let it bejudged in the light of God's standard ,

We are to cast this out because it is very sinful, and also in and then dealt with.

order to make room for His blessing. “ I dwell with him ' ' Again ,itis important we should accept the reproof of God.

that is of a contrite and humble spirit, to revive the spirit of There are Christianswhoare very unwilling to be reproved,

the humble."
even when God does it directly. When He lays His hand

upon them they have a controversy with Him , thinking He
I have spoken of God's object with regard to ourselves,

has not done the best possible for them . Ifwe have such a

but reference this evening is largely to national sin. We
controversy with God as to taking away those dear to us,

have reason to humble ourselves on account of the sins of
disappointing our hopes, lessening our business, we are not in

the nation, and we can only do so in a tender and fitting way

when we know how to humble ourselves for our own sing. who,whileWilling to acceptsuch reproof.coming from the

It is comparatively easy to judge the sins of others and the hand of God, yet will not receive teproof coming through

sins of nations. It is much harder to judge our own sins Yet God often sends servants, even those in inferior

in the light of God's Holy Word.

Now ,when God wants to humble us, how does He proceed ? receive itmiss the blessing.

social position , to reprove His people, and those who will not

We may meet to humble ourselves, but that is not necessarily Take, for example, the case of David , who sinned and

humbling. Wemay speak humbling words, and notbe humble
hardened his heart. When God sent Nathan to reprove

in heart . God gives us the means of humbling. He gives him , he humbled himself, confessed his sin , and was pardoned,

us His testimony, brings His standard to bear on our minds, though he suffered all his life for that sin. Compare

that we may accept His standard, and realize how far short
with that the case of Asa , who was privileged to lead

we come. Humiliation will be found wherever God's the small ' army of Judah , against a million of the

testimony concerning His people is received. And if God
Soudanese, and conquered them , for God was with him .

have a controversy with us, how is it to be settled ? Not When he sinned , and a servant of God came and reproved

apart from accepting His estimate of us. As in old time
him, he got angry and put the messenger in prison. He

God humbled His people by bringing before them His refused to humble himself, and sohe lost the blessing. Are

testimony, and causing them to understand it and lay it to there not things like these in all of us ? Let us accept

heart, so it is now.
His reproof, lest we obstruct the blessing coming in .

And if from ourselves we turn to the sins of the nation , True humiliation will come as it came to Josiah, who, when

what are we to aim at ? These sins may not be directly our the Book of God was read , and he saw how different the will

sins at all, i.e., individually, although we are part of the nation. of God was to the life of the people of Judah, rept his

We are first of all to remember how God is looking at these garments and humbled himself, and sought to put away evil

things. Wemust lookat them not in the light of expediency, in the land. God blessed him , and said, " I will not bring evil

but of the Word of God. For example, when a deputation in thyday, because thou hast humbled thyself." That is true

waited on a Minister of State lately with reference to the humiliation. Let us seek the enlightenment of God's Word

opium traffic, he treated the arguments of principle rather as to our ways, accept His reproof, humble ourselves, and so

cavalierly , and said it was a matter not of principle but make room for the blessing God would bestow. True humilia

policy. That is the world's view ; but we as Christians must tionis not merelyconfessing our poor gifts and poor works.

look at all things in the light of God's Word . Again there Paul could say, “ I laboured moreabundantly than they all ,

have been great sins broughtto light lately ; and differences yet not I, but the grace of God which was with me."

of opinion as to bringing them to light. Now you and I Humiliation is not setting upa sentimental standard of our

read these words, “ Let not such thing be named among you ; " own, but standing in the light of God , taking the placeHe

but how do we understand that ? I ask you does God indicates in His Word, puttingaway evil , even things before

Dot name these things ? If He does in the plainest words, defended and cherished , and thus opening a way for God's

our interpretation of the verse must be accordingly. You blessing

both and we have these words, “ Draw nigh'toʻGod, and He will draw

many Christians. I believe “ Let not these things be named nigh to you " & c. So again 1 Pet. v. 5. “Likewise, ye younger,

among you ” means, let them not be named as allowable, submit yourselves unto the elder . Yea , all of you be subject

made lightof as tolerated things. Godhas His eye on these one to another , and be clothed with humility : for God

things, and speaks in the plainest and most unmistakable resişteth the proud, and giveth grace to the bumble. ” In

way about such sing. And God would have us look at them such wise humbling ourselves - cleansing our hands by

man .

rememberofcovetousnesitisalso said, Letitnot be Letmeinclosing refer to oneortwopasseges.InJas.iv,8-10
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ceasing to be “ hand in hand ” with evil or with those who

practise it : purifying our hearts by ceasing from double
Divine Guidance.

mindedness to live simply for God : mourning by laying to
BY REV. EVAN H, HOPKINS.

heart God's words aboutour ways and sins :submitting to
one another by stooping and by forbearing, we shall be in a “ And I will bring the blind by a way that they knew not ; I will lead

them in paths that they have not known : I will make darkness light

position toreceive the fulness of blessing, and to communi before them , and crooked things straight. These things will I do unto

cate that blessing to others.
them , and not forsake them " (lea. xlii. 16 ) .

Let us

a ,notice what it is God undertakes to do, and to whom

these promises belong. The blessings comprehended in the

“ One : even as We are One." passage before us include everything that is worthy of the

name of happiness. But we must first of all clearly under

BY REV. COLMER B. SYMES.
stand to whom the promises belong. Who are the blind

E have this morning to think of the young and their referred to ? And what are the promises made to them ?

“ I will bring the blind by a way that they knew not .”

your attention briefly to the unity of the Church of God . Who are the blind ? There is a blindness caused by man's

The importance attached by our Lord to this unity is seen in degradation. Sin has destroyed man's spiritual vision ; it

the fact that during His last moments ere His crucifixion it has robbed him of that faculty by which he recognises the

was the grand subject of His wonderful intercessory prayer, person and character of God . The glory and beauty of the

“ That they may be one, even as we are one : I in them , and Divine holiness, which shines in the face of Jesus Christ,

Thou in Me, that they may be made perfect in one ; and man does not see because he is blind . Then there is judicial

that the world may know that Thou hast sent Me, and bast blindness, which comes from persistent rejection of the truth.

loved them, as Thou hast loved Me. " Thus He indicates So we read, “ The god of this world hath blinded the minds

the blessed influence which will be exercised in all time of them which believe not , lest the light of the glorious

through the unity of His people : it will witness to the Gospel of Christ, who is the image of God, should shine into

world that God the Father sent Jesus, who is the Head of them .” Again , there is a blindness which results from in

the Church . If Christ in these last solemn hours, when the experience , a blindness through the limitation of our facul

shadow of the cross was closing around Him, thought thus ties. How often mistakes are made simply because we are

of the unity of His Church , surely we cannot neglect or ignorant, and cannot look beneath the surface or into the

disallow it. I fear this unity of the Church has been marred future.

by our wrong conceptions of it . We have been looking for But these things are true, or have been true, of every one

all kinds of unity which our Lord never meant. of us, and here is a special promise to the blind ; and still

Let us, then, for a few moments take His own words about we are not clear who the blind are . Look at verse 19 ;

it : “ That they may be one, even as we are one. " What is there we read, “ Who is blind, butMyServant ? or deaf, as

the unity between the Father and the Son ? It is a unity of My Messengerthat I send ? who is blind as Hethat is perfect,

nature, both possessing the Divine nature. It is a unity of and blind as the Lord's Servant ? ” That refers, we know,

purpose,bothbeing concerned intheaccomplishment of the to the Lord JesusChrist, aswe learnfrom theopening words

same work in Creation and in Redemption. But mark, of the chapter. Thus we find , while pursuing His course

while the purpose is one, both are not always doing the and accomplishing His work, He was blind to the allurements

same things. For example, in redemption, the Father sent, of the world , blind to the temptation of the evil one,

the Son came; the Father in Heaven , the Son on earth ; the blind to His own sorrows and suffering, and insensible to

Father accepting the perfect sacrifice, the Son offering that the insults and blasphemies uttered against Him . All this

one sacrifice for sin once for all . did not make Him slow in responding to the will of the

So our unity is one of nature,corresponding, in its degree, Father. On the contrary, as we read in Isa . xi. 3 that the

with that between the Father and the Son. We have the same Spirit of the Lord “ shall make Him of quick understanding

Divine nature one with the other ; even as, to use our Lord's in the fear of the Lord . ”

illustration, all the branches of the vine have the same But He was blind in this sense, and the blind to whom

nature, inasmuch as they all derive their life from the vine. the promises belong are those who follow the Master in this

These branchesmay be dissimilar in many respects, yet the respect, those who know that God and the world are not

same kind of life is coursing through them all. Some may at one, that there is'noharmony between the things of sight

be black with very age , others green and slender ; but the and things of faith . The believer must take up a definite

same vine- life is passing through them all . So throughout attitude in this respect. He who walks by sight is not

the Church of God, however dissimilar some of us may be walking as a child of God. He who is walking by faith is

from otbers, there is the one life , that of the Son of God , blind to the things of sense, his heart is fixed on things

who loved us and gave Himself for us . He is blind in that sense, and conscious of his

Then there is uvity of purpose. The Father and the Son own utter inability to guide himself, he trusts not to his

are intent on the same purpose ; and so, while believers are own ability, wisdom , or judgment, but puts himself in the

intent on the same purpose, there is real, substantial unity hand of the Lord. “ Lord, be Thou myGuide, I am utterly

between them, and that purpose surely is the glory of God. blind ; ” and thus rests on the promise, “ I will bring, I will

In these two respects, then, we seethe analogy which our lead." And notice what saith the Lord, “ by a way they

Lord suggests. Such a unity is compatible with great variety knew not,” “ in paths they have not known.” Now we know

of judgment, and demands no sacrifice of individual convic the blind'are often able to walk about the streets of the city

tion. The grace of God can give the same mind and same without a guide ; but it is because they know the way. If

purpose, although there may be variety of development. you put a blind man in a strange city he is afraid to move ;

Still less does this unity demand a merely mechanical union he must have a guide, he knows not the way. So this new

of organization . It is an essential and vital union , deeper year is opening before us ; we have not passed this way

thanmerely outward form . before, we need a guide. Do we take at the very beginning

Our praying for such a unity shows we understand we such a place ? Do werecognise our insufficiency ? Do we

cannotbring it about ourselves; we are all conscious we need cast away all self - confidence ? Lord , be Thou my Guide."

the grace of the Holy Spirit, even to manifest such a unity. Then here is the response, “ I will bring the blind by a way

We need the Spiritof God to remove all envyings and wrath that they knew not."

and malice and vainglorying, which we are ever ready to Notice now the special blessings belonging to the blind,

cherish towards thosewho differ in any way from us. We These are , guidance, illumination, and transformation.

need the grace of the Holy Spirit to do that ; to enable us to Guidance. “ I will bring them ; I will lead them .” I will

overcome bigotry, especially our own !bigotry . So being bring them ; not only send My messenger, to give them

filled with the Spirit of God , and sanctified through the instruction andteach them My statutes, and set them free from

truth , shall that be manifested for which our Lord the old taskmast but I will go with them. “ I will bring

prayed, “That they all may be one, as Thou , Father, art them ." As we look back on the finished work of Christ, we

in Me, and I in Thee, that they also may be one in us, that rejoice that it is an all-sufficient work, thatHe hath put away

the world may believe that Thou hast sent Me." all our sin by the sacrifice of Himself. But when we have

unseen .
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been brought thus far we realize we want a living, personal,

Joving Saviour, and we rejoice to know that such a One is

standing before the throne for us and with us ; One who is Our Attitude towards the few .
within the veil for us, and on whose breastplate our names

are graven . We rejoice, that is to say, He is our Representa
BY DR. H . SINCLAIR PATERSON.

tive on high . Yet further, we feel we need a companion .

one with whom we may have fellowship in this vale of miwo phrases have been used repeatedly by Mr.
tears ; and the Lord meets that need . " Lo, I am with you I Wilkinson in his very eloquent address on the
alway : " the personal presence of the living Christ, who

will sustain you , who will never leave you , and whose ever presont condition of the Jews— the departure of the
lasting arms are underneath you . If you know not the way , Jews for their own land , and - the return of our Lord .

He does. Then He goeth before. “ I will lead .” It is the
In connection with both these expressions I would

picture of an Eastern shepherd going before his sheep .

Many of us are asking for blessing this new year. Then: notice that the two great divisions of thought in

know it will come only when you follow the Master. That Israel in the days of our Lord have simply deepened

Psa. xxiii. begins !with “ The Lord is my Shepherd , He and broadened down to the present day. I refer to

leadeth me ;" therefore it ends, " goodness and mercy shall

follow me all the days of my life ." " traditional Pharisaism and sceptical Sadduceeism .

Now we come to the illumination - " I willmake darkness We have had in evidence on the one hand that
light b -fore them ." Wemay take that in different senses. Pharisaism is as thoroughgoing in its adherence to

There is darkness in reference to doctrine, in reference to

personal experience, in reference to God's providential deal
ritual and form as ever ; and on the other hand that

ings with us. Darkness as to doctrine. How often do we the rationalism of Sadduceeism is as thorough .
find we don' t understand this or that truth ? We are in a going as that ofmany so -called Christian critics. The

mist, in perplexity , do not see it clearly . What a promise

for such we have here ! None teach like the Lord. “ Thy
proposals of which we have heard , to abolish the dis

people shall be all taught of Thee." So will the light of tinctively Jewish observances, are not new . Proposals

truth break into the soul. which have been before Jews for many years, to

destroy the nation by abolishing circumcision indi .

Then there is darkness connected with God's providential cate they would blot their national existence out

dealings. You may be, some of you, passing through great from under Heaven if they could ; but they cannot,

trouble and sore perplexity and difficulty . Man cannot help

you . What shall I do ? Look up, straight up to God. You
it won't be done, they are not allowed to do it.

cannot guide yourself ; then draw close to Him , take your
Yet that very proposal indicates to me two things :

place by His side, put your hand in His , and you will have their departure for their own land (against their will,

light and guidance. Then thank Him even before you probably) is nigh at hand, and the Lord's coming
realize the blessing is yours, and it will come ; light, blessing,

deliverance, will come. Trust Him for it, and nothing can
cannot be far distant.

stop it. Mountains of difficulty may seem to be across our What,then, is our attitude ? We have not been

path ; but He can make a path through the great deep, and faithful to our position , and the opportunities God
cut a way through the rock . . .
Now my last thought : transformation . “ I will make has given us. Israel was unfaithful, they were not

crooked things straight." Wemay take that in connection faithful witnesses even in the past when under

with conduct and character. Crooked things may be the Divine blessing. Now they are faithful witnesses

resnlt of mistakes in conduct in time past. You may try to

straighten them out but you cannot. But if you will give your
under the curse. They are obliged to bear faithful

selves to Him He will do it. Now in connection with your
witness, scattered and peeled , and their land lying

own character there are crooked things, perhaps it may be a
desolate . The curse came, and note the significance of

crooked temper. You look on it as a natural infirmity . You the time - forty years after they rejected their Messiah;

forget the grace needed in others to bear with your temper . as forty years were they in the wilderness, so forty

You say you cannot help it, it is constitutional, it is your years did God grant them after their rejection of Christ
fallen nature. Not that only, others have fallen natures as to listen , and turn , and repent, so that “ times of
well as you , and yet have not bad tempers. You cannot refreshing might come from the presence of the
eure it, but He can . You will not accept it as possible ; that

may be one reason it is not removed . I Lord , Thou knowest
Lord." But they refused to return , and they have

I easily am provoked , how easily my pride is stirred : it is
been set aside for a time, thatweGentiles, who have

self, nothing but self.” He alone can put these crooked received blessing,might in this day of grace testify

things straight for every one of us. Let us plead this to them earnestly faith in Christ and repentance

promise, “ I will make the crooked things straight," and towardsGod. Now we have failed in our duty , and

He will do so . . we Gentiles are going to be set aside by and by too .
Now what is needed that wemay realize these blessings ?

Wehave failed as they failed , and by and by our failure
Upreserved surrender. Are you willing to take your place

at His feet,not only for forgiveness, but direction , to lay your
will be clearly shown. Instead ofwinning these Jews

will at His feet and say, Lord , I am ready to be at Thydis
by kindness and showing them the Spirit of Christ,we

posal. I am not my own, I am Thine ; what wilt Thou have shown them a devilish spirit ofhate and antago

have me to do ? Are you willing He should teach and lead nism , forgetting they are still loved for the fathers'

you ? sake, and forgetting also that, while God is punishing

I was much struck the other day, in reading over again them by us, He will punish us for our cruelty. If we
those familiar words of Psa . xxxii. 8 , “ I will instruct thee delight in cruelty towards His people (even while it is

and teach thee in theway which thou shalt go. I will guide

thee with Mineeye." It is theway thou shalt go , and He does
fulfilling His purposes of judgment) He will chastise

not simply teach us the way, He teaches us in the way. The us. Remember meanwhile none is better pleased

first step is implicit obedience, and as we step forward than He when we show kindness to those whom He

He instructs, gives light, and leads. Let there be this is scourging for sin . And we cannot do them a better

attitude of whole -hearted consecration to Him , and restful kindness than presenting the Gospel of their own
confidence in Him , and he will fulfil all these gracious Messiah , than by giving them the New Testament in
promises. Our true attitude is that of full surrender and

implicit trast ; thus will He be continually surprising us
the language so dear to them , their own language. I

with blessing far above all we ask or think.”
| believe this work is of God, and that it is God 's will
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Work for the Weakest.

reason .

laughedifanyone had told meIshouldspeak as Ihave beg

His Word should be put in the hands of every

Jew

Now we have heard something of the hatred of
“ Get thy spindle and thy distafi ready , and God will send thee fax .”,

the German people to the Jew. We condemn it, A PinVinmonths ago a ladycalled upon a sick friend, and;

as we must condemn it. Yet while we condemn we

re right to consider the reason of it . There is a
grief. She had been very ill for many months, and had just

On the Continent, in Germany especially, a
been told by her physician that her disease was past remedy ;

that, although she might live for many years, she must behelp

large part of the literature of the country, particularly less and idle. Being in the flush of young womanhood, and

the newspapers, is under the control of Jews, and with many strong ties to hold her to life and active duties, her

they have been using this power for the destruction heart was crushed to think that she could do no more for her

of Christianity and of the State . Are you aware dear ones, nor work yet longer in the Master's vineyard .

that the beginning of the Socialistic schemes, whether
Convulsed with grief, the sufferer cried, in earnest, pitiful

tones-

the Nihilism of Russia, the Socialism of Germany, or
“ Make use of me, my God ,

the Communism of Paris, were formulated by Lasalle, Let me not be forgot,

and have since been faithfully supported by Marx, A broken vessel cast aside ,

Bebel, and Liebknecht - all Jews ?
One whom Thou needest not !

" All things do serve Thee here ,

They kindled fires designed to consume Christianity . All creatures great and small ;

The Jews will league themselves with Antichrist
Make use of me , of me, my God ,

The weakest of them all !”

when he comes, and they are doing it by lawlessness

even now. This being so , we do not wonder many
How tenderly the Christian lady assured the poor stricken

heart that “ they also serve who only stand and wait," and
are carried away to oppose and hate the Jew . Why that the Lord was honouringher by giving her a remarkable

the Jew does it, and how it will culminate, it is hard opportunity to glorify Him by resignatiou and patience to

to tell, but we see these things working out the what seemed so hard a portion ; also reminding her of the

lawlessness foretold... fiery furnace into which those of the olden time were cast,

Now I want to say five years ago I would have
that the “ seven times heated furnace " left them unscathed

because “ a form like unto the Son ofGod ” walked with them .

done to night. I thought we could only be certain
This friend , living at a distance, was not informed of the

result of this affectionate interview until within a few days ,

of the historical, and need concern ourselves only
when with great delight she learned that this suffering one

with that . Talking with a friend about the democracy had found quiet peace and joy in the place of tears and use

of the day, and ofthe issues likely to transpire from less regrets.

the steps being taken -- and I may say that the latest
“ For God ,who pities man , bath shown

step is that Government, instead of being rule, must
A blessing for the eyes that weep !”

She said , " I seemed to find suddenly new and wondrous

wait on the will of the people, Government cannot,
sources of usefulness brought to mybedside. One night God

therefore, act strongly as the head of gold or arms of brought to our door a little orphan'lad, to take the place, I

silver might, but weakly, as the mixed iron and clay- thought, of one who had gone to join the heavenly music,

when I talked of these things,my friend said, “ That and Jesus seemed to whisper, ‘ Feed My lambs.' Oh, the

is all in the Bible ; we are told it is all to come.” pleasure of feeding the little starved heart with love such as

“ No, you don't mean it ? ” Then I examined the mothers feel, and of teaching him about that Christ who feels

divinest love for such little ones !
matter, and found that prophecy is not a mere

" While instructing him , the melody of Jesus' name
amusement, or a thing to be neglected, but indicates

touched another ear - one of the hum blest of God's creatures.

to us the dangers of the time . It is a study peculiarly
A poor German girl in our employ, whom we thought

essential to stedfastness in holding the truth of God incapable of understanding anything on such subjects, came

at all costs in these last difficult days. to mybed one Sabbath evening and said , “ I tank you when

I am very anxiousto insist on the great importance Leavoured toʻsimplify theplan of salvation to her capacity,

of making God's Word known to the Continental Jew,

because I have an impression , and I think there is
and when too weary to talk more the poor girl would say

with tears, ' Dat is goot ; I love you for dat ! How quickly
reason for it , that asthe times of the Gentiles began

the cry arose to my lips, O Jesus, give me her soul for my

with-a Pentecostal effusion on the Jew, so these times hire ! "

will end with it , particularly amongst the brethren of you do not need me to point out your work any more,

Christ according to the flesh. Why, at the beginning dear friend," said the lady. " You have made your spindle

we read of three thousand in one day (all Jews, or and distaff rearly, and God has sent you flax, opportunities

nearly all Jews and proselytes ), and afterwards we when you not only can win souls to Jesus, but testify to the

read of five thousand . When we read such things

power of His grace to cheer and sustain in the most fearful

we feel there is no reason why Jews should not be
sufferings and over the ashes of buried hopes.”

“ Yes, and more, for I find still a work in my own heart

brought in in large numbers, if we were but faithful , to do, and

to the Church, where there is neitherJew nor Gentile, " If Thou yet canst find in me

but God is all in all . A vine , though trailing on the ground ,

Shortly, I believe , the Jews will go back to Palestine,
That might be straightened up, and bonnd

To any good, so let it be ;

to their own city, rebuild the Temple, make a league And happy at the last, some tendril ring

with Antichrist ; yet, in spite of that, Christ will come
Unto thy hand shall cling !

and bless them , and they will accept Him and say,
“ Fill Thou my heart with love, as full

As any lily with the rain ;

“ Blessed is He that cometh in the name of the Unteach me ever to complain ,

Lord." Then shall righteous rule, and not till then , And make my scarlet sins as wool ;

be exercised here on earth . We wait for this, we
Yea, wash me even with sorrows, clean'and fair,

As lightnings do the air.' ”

long for it ; meanwhile the part given us is to make As the Christian lady parted from her friend, she felt that

known Christ to the Jew, so hundreds and thousands she too had learned a lesson from one whom the world calls

shall be saved from that dark and dreadful day of useless, and so would ask , Dear reader, are you laid by the

the Lord that is coming, and we will be rewarded for band of disease away from active service, and do you feel

saving souls from death , and covering a multitude of
yourself cut off from God's work ? Here, perhaps, is a lesson

sins, and caring for those who are dear to the Father's
for you, and may God give you grace to read it aright.

HELEN H. S. THOMPSON .

heart even now.

" So

cry ,
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sermon

Close of the New York Mission .

IN

summing upthe three weeks' mission held in the churches

of New York , the Independent gives very full account

of Mr. Aitken's address and services,also ofthose held by

Messrs . Warren and Stephens. We glean a few points of
interest :

In old Trinity Church.

At the busy hour of noon daily, for three weeks, Trinity

Church has been crowded ; and on some occasions persons

who were anxious to hear the faithful message could not find

standing room in either aisle or portico .

Evangelist Moody was included among the ministers who

were present at this service ; and at the daily services a num

ber of clergymen of different persuasions mingled with the

multitude of business men.

The influence of the noonday services at Trinity Church will

be very great. The manner in which, for three weeks, the

church was crowded proved how fully they appreciated the

missioner's faithful warnings and heartfelt appeals.
The

evening beforethe mission in Trinity Church was commenced

& broker said that not more than fifty business men would be

present at a noonday service. When told , “ the church will

probably be filled , " he said :

No, no , no ; it simply can't be done !

Thu only way to get it filled with business men would be to

have a telegraph ticker placed ineach pew ." Yet, without an

attempt tomake a compromise, to enable men in the church

to serve at the same service both God and Mammon , the edifice

was crowded daily, by bankers, brokers,and other business men

who had left their “ tickers ”in their offices, many of whom had

probably dispensed with lunch to have the hour to spare to

hear Mr. Aitken .

The Closing Appeal.

Mr. Aitken's farewell sermon in Trinity Church was deeply

impressive, and was based on two contrasting texts : “ He went

away sorrowful ” (Matt. xix. 22) . “ He went on his way

rejoicing ” (Acts viii. 39) . The preacher preached as if pos

sessed of the spirit of the prophet Elijah. “ As hespoke of the

moment of parting from some, until the day of judgment, and,

after the day of final destiny , from others for ever and ever,

his voice was tremulong with conflicting emotions, and his

eyes were suffused with tears. He depicted the contrast

between the decision of “ the rich young man " mentioned in

his first text, and that of the sable Ethiopian mentioned in

his second text, and the opposite emotions each experienced as

they went different ways, showing that no contrasts are sadder

than those in the spiritual realm . His face brightens as he

describes those to whom the noonday mission would be the

" favour of life unto life ," but is the picture of sadness as he

depicts the future of others to whom his preaching will be

the " savour of death unto death," and his tone is a subdued ,

plaintive wail ; and some considered stoical cannot restrain

their tears. Now he prays, “ O, God forbid, God forbid , that

the outcome of the three weeks' services should result in your

refusal totakehold of the mighty hand of mercy now offering

to lift you above yourself, and out of the snares of the devil."

Now , in an imploring tone, he beseeches his hearers to decide

to fall into thearms of the Omnipotent God, and to forsake the

sins which are ruining them ! If convinced that Mammon is

God, decide henceforth to follow him. It assured that Christ

is God, accept and follow Him. Don't hesitate, but decide

a Barrier of Pride .

In reporting the evening services in St. George's Church, our

contemporary gives the following interestingparagraph:

The preacher showed that “ will not ” and “ cannot" mean

that they would not come because of their pride and receiving

honour one of another ; referred to the parents of the man born

blind to whom Christ gave sight ; called them “ mean sneaks ;

for they knew He had performed the miracle, but were afraid of

the Pharisees. Pride now keeps men from coming to Christ.

You know you ought to accept Him as your Saviour, yet you

have not the manhood to disregard what your companions

may say. For the sake of empty -headed men , play not the

fool before God and angels !

At Plymouth a sergeant in the Queen's army was kept from

Christ by pride. After a Christian woman had persuaded this

proud soldier to give his heart to God, he said :

“ Oh ! it is a change indeed ! When I visited my club, one

said :

" I say, old chap, I have heard that you have become a

saint, and gone mad ! '

**If so ,' he answered , ' I have Christ for my Keeper !' "

The Last After Meeting of the Mission,

Mr, Aitken was anxious that each should leave the church

with a loving Saviour reigning in the heart. In a cheering

tone he said : Jesus bids you come to Him ! The gate of mercy

is open to its utmost. “ Whosoever will , let him take of thewater

of life freely," or gratis . When a man presents something

gratis, it must some day perish ; but what God offers gratis ia

the gift of eternal life , and if you will not accept it gratis you

cannot have it . You cannot buy it with the copper of good

works, nor with the silver of your morality or amendment of

life ; nor with the gold of your repentance ; nor with contrition ,

which you say youfeel, but cannot bring the tears. One prac

tically says, “ I know I need what the Saviour offers, and have

& precious gem called faith . Now sell me eternal life for this."

But you oan no more purchase it with the gem of faith than

with the copper of good works. “ Then I cannot be saved, O

Lord ! " “ Yes, you can ; but you must receive eternal life

gratis. It is God's free gift , and to each it is offered freely, and

while you cannot buy it with faith , you may stretch out your

hand of faith and take it , and say, ' It is mine. "

The Children ,

Rev. James Stephens, who had charge of the services for

Sunday school children, received great encouragement from the

results of his labours. More than half of the members of the

upper classes received definite blessing, and some of the

Sunday school teachers are greatly rejoicing. When the

preached on the 10th instant Was ended, about

one hundred of the children who were present remained to be

personally conversed with at the after-meeting.

Services for Christians,

in St. George's Chapel, were held at the close of the mission

sermon in the church , to make more room at the after meeting

in the church for the missioner and clergy to converse in the

pews with those who desired to become Christians . The services

in the chapel were conducted by Mr. Stephens, whose labours

resemble the efficient but quiet forces of Nature. On some

souls, what is equivalent to the earthquake fire or storm , or the

thunderings of Sirai, is effective ; but on others the still small

voice, or the refreshing breeze, produces the same results .

The Thanbsgibing Service

was held on Wednesday evening, the 16th instant, and St.

George's capacious church was filled . After the Thanksgiving

Service Mr. Aitken spoke of the thorough preparation for the

mission ; the co -operation of the parish clerzy during the

mission ; thanked the organist and his assistant for the valuable

musical aid they had rendered, and also the voluntary mission

choir for their attendance the continuous services .

This mission ends as Paul's mission in Rome ended. Some

believed and went onward and upward . Others believed not,

and went in the opposite direction . Which way will you go ?

Oh ! do resolve to follow the example of those who believed,

served God faithfully, and whose spirits are now enjoying

blissful rest in Paradise . For God's blessing on the mission ,

choir and congregation heartily sang : “ We praise Thee, o

God , we acknowledge Thee to be the Lord .”

now .

Soldiers' Home and Mission Room , Norwich.

Only those who know the temptations of asoldier's life know

the value of such institutions. It is therefore most earnestly

hoped that this one may not be allowed to suffer for lack of

funde. Our visitsin the hospital and barrack - rooms have been

much appreciated, and the meetings at the Home fairly

attended. I have been unable to continue my weekly visits

to the soldiers stationed in Yarmouth, owing to expense. The

encouraging letters we receive from the soldiers, after they

leave Norwich , show that they much value these Homes. A

corporal and his wife write from Scotland to say they wish

they were back in the happy meetings in the dear old Home at

Norwich. A bandmaster, å trumpet-major, a band-sergeant,

two sergeant-majors (one now an Army Scripture reader), and

a sergeant, write to say how much they enjoyed Christian

fellowship at the Norwich Soldiers ' Home . Many others have

written in the same strain . The work amongst the pensioners

in this city is very cheering ; four of them, and one of their

wives, have professed faith in our Lord Jesus Christ. I continue

as heretofore to devote my spare time amongst the poor in

the neighbourhood of the barracks by visitation, open -air

preaching, and cottage meetings. By means of the Gospel

lamp, on dark evenings, many are attracted tolisten to the glad

tidings of salvation at their owu doors, who would never

think of going to a meeting. We feel if the people who are

in darkness are to be reached we must go and preach the

Gospel to them , and not wait till they come to us to hear it

preached. We ask an interest in the prayers of God's dear

children for this work . The receipts for 1885 , £ 93 19s. 1038.,

are £9 9s.9d . below amount required for payments. Help will

be thankfully received and duly acknowledged by

Lollard's Pit, Norwich .
F. ADIE .
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Mr. Hammond's Meetings. The Outcasts of the Streets.
T E have repeatedly of late sketched the interestirg

MHE meetings' at Camden Park Road Presbyterian Church V children 's meetings held by Mr.Hammond in the Edin .

1 last woek have deeply absorbed the interest of those burgh Castle , but on Wednesday evening last another and very

who attended them . On Sunday afternoon , at the first meet diverse scene was presented in the same hall. The occasion

ing, the church was crowded in every part, and it has been was Dr. Barnardo's annual supper to the outcast children of

found during the week that very many at the first meeting gave the streets , the veriest waifs and strays to be picked up in the

themselves to Christ - not only children , but some of mature gutter. As one of our daily contemporaries, not much given

age.
to noticing Christian work, remarks : - The lowest depths of
London destitution and degradation are annually reached

Testifying for Christ. when Dr. Barnardo 's benevolent agonts scour the highways and
byways, the lanes and alleys, and the disreputable houses ofOne big boy testified that in that meeting he felt his heart the Metropolis in search of the veriest renegade children of

rebelling againstthe whole thing , and went so far as to dare to the slums. Fully two thousand necessitous and neglected boys
disturb the meeting , but in the inquiry meeting, when & and girls from east, west, north , and south , each provided with

gentleman talked with him , he realized that in the sight of God
a ticket for supper, were thus brought together on Wednesday

hewas a great sinner, and that Christ alone could save him . night in the large hall of the Edinburgh Castle .
He found that tears would not wash his sins away, and that it

A strangely pitiful and yet at times lively scene was pre
was only because One of infinite worth had borne them in His

sented by this host of pale ,shivering, ragged, shoeless , unkempt
own body on the tree that he could be forgiven and his heart and uncared for children ; and weary tales were told by some
changed , and then ashebowed in prayer he accepted Jesus as as to how they got on the streets . Runaways, who had not
bis Saviour, as his whole appearance has indicated during the prospered in their self-chosen independence, were of course
week . represented ; but many, and by far the larger number, had

simply found themselves, they could scarce tell how , aloneand
The oworkers' Joy. friendless in the great city. Parents or guardianshad died or dis

For several meetings at the close of this inquiry meeting & appeared , and somecould not remember any such at all . Others

meeting of experience for workers and young converts has been
had been turned out of the homeby brutaland drunken parents

held , at which fasts have been stated which have deeply moved or step-parents, and left to go where they chose and live as they
the hearts of all present. Numbers of the workers have said could. Some had managed to get into ways of doing humblo

“ This is the first timein my life that I have tried to lead a soul enough and precarious enough ; but still, for such , something,
to Christ." One office -bearer in the church said , “ This has though it might be, as in some cases, a crossing looked upon

been the happiest week in my life ." Rev. R . M . Thornton , as theirs, & recognised stand for selling papers or lights, and so

and his wife - a daughter of the late Dr. Robert Buchanan , of on , in the endless ways in which these endeavour to pick up a

Glasgow - have thrown their whole hearts into the work. Mr. living. Many there were, however, who had no such resource,

Hammond one evening incidentally stated that it was in Dr. even in themost limited sense, and who were apparently merely

Buchanan's church thathe preached his first sermon in Glasgow struggling on picking up a crust when they could , and as often

in 1861, when a work ofGod 's Spirit began , which extended all
have nothing.

over the central part of Scotland , and in which many thousands The mustering and providing of two thousand children of this

professed conversion .
class was no trivial task , and the orderwhich prevailed did high

Last Friday evening Mr. llammond, to show how Christ credit to Dr. Barnardo's skill as an organizer. A steward was

redeemed us with His own precious blood , related the following | in charge of each row , aided by a large number of voluntary

interesting story , which we find among his series of Floral and additionalhelpers. Dr. Barnardo , from the platform , kept

Tracts recently published by the Drummond Tract Depot: a keen and watchful eye over the whole audience, and bis

orders were given with promptitude and precision , securing

" I have Redeemed Thee ! ”
ready obedience from the roughest and most wayward . Rev .

W . Tyler, D . D ., was present, and heartily enjoyed theanimated
If you were to go to a village in Norway you would see a proceedings. All troubles seemed forgotten for the timebeing,

stork , carved in wood , over the door of one of the houses, when tea and cake were served plentifully . The very style in

Let me tell you the tale which the people are wont to tell which they went at it seemed to say, “ We've ncver had such a

about it . In that house lived a boy named Conrad . Every chance before, we never may again ; let's make the most of it."
summer & stork made its nest near by. Conrad aften fed it. After the mealbrief words were spoken by Dr. Barnardo and

and thus it became quite tame. When Conrad grew to be a others, and at the close all willing to enter the licines, the

young man he ran away to sea against his mother's wishes. benefits ofwhich were fully explained, were aslied to rise. A
The stork caine back every summer to Norway from its long goodly number responded, others seemed shy, or rot quite sure
journey to the south , and the mother was kind to it , because of what it might mean . Eventually & number of the most

it reminded her of the innocent days of her little Conrad . The utterly destitute, with positively no hope of a night's shelter,

poor boy had a hard time on the ocean . were selected for the Homes, while the others had enjoyed a

One day as he was sailing along on the Mediterranean Sea , good meal, a pleasant evening' s change from the streets, and

the pirates from Algeria captured all on board . Conrad was had learned , too, of the possibility of help , even for those who
told that he must be their slave unless he had some rich friends feel, if they cannot express it so, “ no man careth for my

to redeem him . The poor boy had to work hard all day, and soul. ”

sleep in a little cell at night.

One day , while at his toil, he saw a stork flying above him ,

but little did he think that it was that samefavourite bird which Cheer for the Little Sufferers. -- How many Christmas

had, by a kind Providence, been sent to him . It reminded him and New Year's cards, having fulfilled their mission of greeting

ofhis own loved stork away in Norway. Hewhistled to it, and and loving remembrance, are now laid aside and useless !

the stork knew the sound and flew down to him . Day after There is no one to see them or enjoy their bright colours

day the bird shared his food with him . Conrad was glad to and lovely designs, and yet how much they would cheer the

find it was the same stork he had petted at his northern suffering children in our hospitals, and amuse the little ones in

home, orphanages, & c. Any cards or picture scraps will be gratefully

As the time drew near for the stork to move to his home received and carefully arranged in scrap-books if sent by post

beyond the sea , Conrad determined to send a message by him to Miss Huntley, 4 , Sydney Street, South Kensington , s . W .

to his mother, that she might redeem him from slavery. He Dublin . - A remarkable account has been received from

therefore wrote a letter to his mother, and tied it to the stork ' s Dublin of & missionary movement among the students of

leg . Trinity College. Revs. H . Sykes, B . A ., and W . Weston , B . A .,

After a few days Conrad 's mother found her summer visitor of Cambridge, curates at Hereford and Reading respectively ,

at the door. Fastened to its leg she found the letter. What went over to Dublin at the invitation of the undergraduates

was her joy , when she saw that her long lost boy was alive ! there, to plead with them the cause of foreign missions,

She raised the large amount of money that was needed to pur. Several meetings were held , at which the Provost of Trinity

chase his redemption . To do this she had to make great sacri College, the Regius Professor of Divinity (Dr. Salmon ), and
fices ; but her great love for her lost boy made her more than the Bishop of Ossory, presided . At the final meeting, when

willing to do this . It was sent, and he was redeemed . only students were present, forty of them , in each other ' s
During the presentweek Rev. J. C . Gullen , M . A ., ofGlasgow , presence, dedicated themselves to God's work “ wherever He

is conducting services in the above-named church for grown might be pleased to call them ." Let us all remember them in
people . There is a Bible reading held at three o 'clock in the prayer, that with full purpose of heart they may all carry out
afternoon , and an evangelistic meeting in the evening at eight. | the resolve so solemnly made.
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Central Missionary Meetings.The Present Distress,

The Evangelistic Mission . TT is proposed by the Committee of the Church Missionary

THE workers of the Evangelistie Mission bave been specially 1 Society to hold central meetings simultaneously in at

L and busily engaged for the past few weeks in seeking to | least one hundred cities and towns of England in the second

care for the temporal necessities of the unemployed working week of February, 1886 , for the purpose of setting forth thə

peoplo ,whose sufferings are now becoming very great. Many of claims of the Heathen and Mohammedan world upon the

ihe breadwinners having been out of work for months at a Church of Christ.

time, and with no little store to fall back on , bave had to sell Why are these meetings to be held ?

furniture and even clothing to provide the absolute necessaries I. Because tho evangelization of the world is the great

of life , while the usual distribution of food and clothing for the primary work of the Church of Christ - its first and foremost

poor in various districts has also been made. These were and central duty. Not the conversion of the world. That is

flistributed largely in the Christmas week , and on Christmas God's part, not man 's. But the proclamation to all nations of
Day the orphans of Mount Hermon Orphange were enter God' s message to mankind. This great commission is the one

tained to tea at Kilburn Hall ; on the following week themembers great duty laid upon the Church in her Lord's farewell words.

of the mothers ' meetings with their husbands ; on Thursday We have it in St. Matthew , in St.Mark , in St. Luke, in St.

last nearly five hundred working men and their wives, John , in the Acts, and , of inetructions to the whole Church , we

nearly all of whom were known to residents in the district as have nothing else .

steady workingmen , whose present necessities formed a special II. Because this is not realized . Foreign missions are too
claim upon the sympathies of Christian friends. commonly regarded , even by those who support them , as one of

Two pounds of bread and butter and cake were given to each & hundred “ charities, ” for which “ charity sermons " may

one, one hundred and twenty gallons of tea being consumed once a year be legitimately preached , and to which an annual

with a relish , as if many of them had not tasted tea for long. guinea may legitimately be subscribed .

The attention given to the addresses throughout themeeting It is a marvellous thing that during so many centuries the

which followed , and the heartiness with which they joined in Church scarcely did anything to fulfil its great commission .

the choruses of the Gospel hymns, showed a keen appreciation Christ's servants were not without love and lovalty . They did

of the eiltmade to direct themind and heart to heavenly and glorify Him in their lives , and sometimes by their deaths. They

enduring th ::gs, while on leaving each one received a loaf of defended His truth ; they cared for His poor ; they gathered for

bread for the morrow . Dinners or teas were also given on His worship . But the one grand purpose of their existence as

Christmas Day, and on followingnights to the poor at Streatham , the living spiritual Church , that they should be witnesses unto

Swindon , and other places , while food , clothirg , and coals were Him “ unto the uttermost part of the cartb ,” that they should

distributed in connection with the other branches of themission , “ preach the Gospel to every creature " — this they failed to

both in London and the country . The local papers give in fulfil : it scarcely occurred to them that they had to fulfil it.

teresting accounts of the Gospel meetings held in connection At last some few members of it awoke. They stirred up others.

there with . About four hundred of the unemployed are to be The evangelization of the world was undertaken . Yet how

entertained to -morrow , Friday (the 15th ), at Malden Hall, feebly ! And all this while the Lord, whose promised advent

Kentish Town . they professed to look and long for, was tarrying, because the

While tbankful to be able to assist the poor even to this small work was not done thatmust be done before His return . In

extent, our hearts ache as we see the enormous amount of eternity will any feature of the past be more startling than

absolute destitution, which our several workers aremeeting with this ?

on all bands, and we should be thankful to be in a position to III. Because the increased Christian activity oftheday needs

increase the relief in food and clothing if Christian friends to be directed into a missionary channel. Never before were

will replenish our empty exchequer. home mission agencies so numerous, so well supported, so

Will the readers of these lines pray that these efforts may vigorously worked . Never before were so many devoted ser

be blessed to the eternal as well as temporal good of those vants of Christ, of both sexes, and of all ages and ranks and

concerned ? . degrees of influence and talent, zealously labouring for both

C . RUSSELL HURDITCH .
the material and the spiritual good of the people. Why should

164 , Alerandra Road, St. John's Wood, London , N . W . they not be working for the cause which Christ puts first ?

What is wanted is, not merely that a few here and there

should go out as missionaries, but that Christian people

Thames Church Mission . generally should be brought to realize two things : - First, that

THIS inclement weather leads me to appeal, through your the evangelization of the world is a matterthat concerns them

1 valuable paper, to the sympathies of a kind and generous all, and in which they are bound by every consideration of
public on behalf of the starving dock labourers and others, with loyalty to their King and Lord to take a part ; and, secondly ,
whom the missionaries of this society are constantly coming that they can take an important part without either going forth

in contact. into the field themselves or subscribing large sums to the funds.
Last month three thousand fivehundred free breakfasts were There is a great deal to be done which they only can do ; the

given , Hundreds of poormen , who would work if they could , study of missions with a view to deeper interest in them , greater

are compelled to endure the hardships of extreme poverty , and readiness in conversation about them ,andmore frequent prayer
to face the severity of theweather, because there is no work to in their bebalf, and the working of all sorts ofplans for diffusing

be obtained information and for collecting funds. In short, we want home

It is most heartrending to hear the stories of distress which workers for foreign missions.

come to us daily of whole families being in absolute want. IV . Because the call from the mission field itself is louder

One poor fellow a few days ago obtained three pieces of bread ; and more urgent than ever. To the C . M . S fields one hundred
he hungrily ate one, and then asked to be allowed to take the additional missionaries ought to be sent forth at once. And if
other two to his wife and children . all the additional work is to be supported which their going out

It is difficult in these hard times, and with such weather would set on foot, mission chapels, schools ,medicalmissions,

upon us, to talk to starving men of their souls ' welfare without native evangelists, & c ., & c ., an increased income would be

first relieving their bodily needs. required of at least £50,000 a year.
As the society's resources are taxed to the utmost, I appeal, The February simultaneousmeetings are designed to set forth

by your courtesy , to those who would certainly help if they these four considerations. IfGod in His goodness is pleased

were acquainted with the urgent necessity . to accept and bless the effort, the result may be a decisive

H . BLOOMER, Secretary step forward, & real advance in the public mind regarding the
Thames Church Mission , 31, New Bridge Street, claimsof Heathen andMohammedans upon the Churchof Christ.

Ludgate Circus, E . C .

Bible Light Vol V . - John F . Shaw and Co. (1d . monthly

Miss Anstey 's Return .- The “ Clan Grant ” reached 1s. 6d. vol.) Those in search of hints and good Bible notes will

Madres Nov. 12 . Miss Anstey ,with Miss Bird and native helpers, value this little monthly, throwing, as it does, light on diffi

went on to Colar, and the hundreds of orphans gave their | cult points in a brief and pithy style calculated to prove

" mother " (as they call Miss Anstey) a most enthusiastic wel exceedingly helpful to Bible students and Christian workers.

come. After a short stay at Madras, during which hospitality | The Niger. - The new Henry Venn Mission steamer for the

33 shown to them , the three young sisters, whose destination | Niger, which was built at Leith and taken out in sections, has

was Nursapur, proceeded in the steamer to Cocanada. In the | been put together at Akassa by Mr. Hales, the engineer sent
Santal country Miss Hollyer desires prayer for her companion out by the C . M . S ., with the valuable aid of the National

and herself in village work . African Company ; and she was launched on September 25th .
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The Servants' Mission.

T

manner , a spontaneous and uninterrupted stream of testimony

arose , none occupying more than a few minutes, the last

speaker who, as a member of the Servants' Christian Associa .

tion , could not allow its nineteenth anniversary to pass with .

out saying that until the Servants' Mission was founded by Mr.

aud Mrs. Goodchild , as a class , servants were uncared for

spiritually, and that the mission was not a society for the

support of its superintendent or of luxurious offices, but they were

indebted to them and the Matron of the Women's Home at

162 , Warwick Street , S.W. , who gave up the comfort of a

private suite of rooms so that they could sit down to meals,

and live amongst the inmates who were staying whilst waiting

for situations, that they might more easily set the unsearchable

riches of Christ before them .

Mr. J. Goodchild added that the lease of the mission pre

mises expired in two years, when it was expected to be

removed . A larger hall is much needed, for the present one is

inadequate for the needs of the mission , being much too small

to accommodate all who attend the meetings,manyfrequently

sitting on the stairs leading from the hall . Only a few pounds

at present form the fund for the purpose . The annual report

will be gladly sent on application to 14 , Sloane Terrace, s.W.,

or to the Matron of the Women's Home , 162 , Warwick Street.

All-night Rescue Work.

то

THE Prince Consort, referring to the temporal welfare of

servants, exprossed himself thus : -- " Who does not feel

the deepest interest in the welfare of domestic servants ? whose

heart does not feel sympathy for those who minister to us the

wants of daily life , who attend us in sickness, who receive us

on our first appearance in this world , and extend their care

even to our mortal remains ? ” “ Noman ," says Socrates, " is

a hero to his own valot," an axiom which experience does not

confirm as existing between Christian employer and servant.

Michael Angelo , the sculptor, had feelings akin to brotherly

affection towards his servant Urbine . “ His death has been a

very heavy loss to me,” he wrote to Vasari, " and the cause of

excessive grief , but it has also been a most impressive lesson to

me of the grace of God, for it has shown me that he who in his

lifetime comforted me in the enjoyment of life , dying, has

taught me how to die , not with reluctance, but even with a

desire of death. He lived with me twenty -six years, and I found

him a most rare and faithful servant, and now that I calculated

on his being the staff and repose of my old age, he is taken

away,and has left me only the hope of seeing him again in

Paradise . The year 1556 saw the great sculptor's decease ,

and the faithful servant and worthy master were reunited in

eternal bonds.

a Servants ' Gathering.

On Thursday last the Servants ' Mission celebrated their

nineteenth anniversary at the Mission Hall in Sloane Terrace,

S.W. Amid the rigours of a night of deep snow , supplemented

by a dense fog, we found our way to the rendezvous of the

servants, and found the inevitable tea just over (as many come

from the country ), and all enjoying a social intercourse in

delightful contrast to the frigid atmosphere without .

The audience is unlike the general audience seen at ordinary

meetings , for all (as their physiognomy suggests) are men and

women serving in the families of the nobility and gentry. Every

grade in a large household is represented. The portly butler is

condescending to tell another that he has led his footman to

Cbrist since last quarter ; the natty young man, who we strongly

suspect is a footman , is chatting to the neat housemaids,telling

them how much better he can witness for his heavenly Master

since he became an abstainer, a remark which is warmly

endorsed by the portly butler, who has no more dealings with

port than his duties compel him to . The matronly nurse is in

deep conversation with another, whose prim and sleck appear

ance is that of a lady's maid . Last , but by no means least,

the housekeeper is to be seen , divested of the usual stiffness,

pleasantly chatting with the contented-looking kitchenmaid.

Coachmen well represent the stables , andas gamekeepers sent

requests for prayer, the meeting is thoroughly representative.

After singing and an interval of silentprayer, Mr. Goodchild

prefaces theproceedings by expressing the hope that all present

would feelathome, " As if you were in the servants' hall or

your fireside," and the meeting is thrown open for testimony. A

butler reads and comments very sweetly on Exodus xx.; em

phasizing the security of the children of God and their security

as like unto the stones set in the gold , the names graven in the

stones, and the great High Priest bearing all in the presence

of the Lord. Another man - servant urges the need of self

abnegation, enforcing ina very Scripturalmanner the example

of Paul, “ Not I, but Christ;" of Moses, “ I am not eloquent,

who am I? " and of Gideon's fear, and the Divine promise of,

“ Go in this thymight ... Have not I sent thee ? "

Prayer and Praise Notes.

After another hymn of praise, the numerous requests for

prayer and praise are read from a batch of letters from

Christian servants throughout Great Britain. How varied they

are ! A few will suffice to show the inner life of the association .

Praise is offered for the number of conversions in both the Men

and Women's homes since the last quarterly meeting, and for

blessing on the evangelistic work carried on in connection

therewith . A coachman in the country desires prayer for a

Sunday school which he superintends ; a butler for & Bible

class ; another for unsaved fellow-gervants ; another for

relatives . A kitchenmaid desires to give praise to God for

using her in leading two fellow -servants to Christ since the last

quarterly meeting. Thesemust suffice. More praise , and then

testimonies are given by many whose endeavours seem to make

the trivial duties and common task preach Christ to those

around. " Let the horses and carriage speak forme," says the

coachman , “and my temper for me, adds the cook. Not

less than a score gave witness to the power of the Gospel, its

joys and freedom in Christ's service. “ I've been in my place

over thirty years," said one , “and the happiest years of all

have been those I have loved and lived for Christ."

For a period of over two hours, in a modest and becoming

70 meet in some degree the hard case of those so absolutely

destitute as to be without & shelter of any sort, the

Christian Community has, since Uctober, opened the Mission

Hall in Thrawl Street, Spitalfields, for the purpose of sheltering

the homeless, and so far the work has been muc h blessed . A

batch of active workers have gone out into the streets and lanes

of the city with tickets to distribute to such as were found

without a copper to obtain the shelter of the common lodging

house . In this they have been on every occasion successful,

meeting real cases of destitution sufficient to fill the hall, and ,

having frequently to refuse scores , if not hundreds, simply for

want of room and means to supply their wants. While these

are so engaged , others are at the hall warming and making it ,

ready forthe reception of the outcasts, who soon begin to pour

in and fill the place .

The men -- for few women are met with in these night ram

bles-are allowed to rest and sleep as best they can . Some

lie on the forms and matting, while others sit and rest or chat

together, relating their tales of sorrow and privations to one

another, or to the friends in charge of them . The rehearsal of

these tales cannot be here given, but they are of the most

appalling character, and reveal an amount of misery , poverty,

and wretchedness most heartrending. The men are mostly

young, from twenty to forty years of age The other night one

turned up seventy -six, and some mere you ibs aru occasionaly

met with. The dress and general appearance of the men

clearly indicate their fearful condition . Many state they have

tramped the streets night after night, and as to work they

declare, with one voice, they cannot get it, and with many this,

no doubt, is perfectly true. The wonder is they stand such

hardships so long as they do.

Having been allowed to rest in the upper hall till seven a.m.;

they are then summoned to the lower hall for breakfast, where

a number of active lady helpers have already been engaged

for an hour preparing the meal . Nothing loth, the poor men

soon rush downstairs, and when seated , and grace said , are

supplied liberally with bread and butter, a piece of bacon , and

plenty of good hot coffee. To see them devour their food is

indeed a sight once seen never likely to be forgotten. Their

enjoyment of it plainly indicates that they were at starvation

point. Their very eyes glisten with delight, and what suffer

ing the meal gaves them from no one can tell.

The meal over, a Gospel service is held till nine o'clock, and

no one ever seeks to leave till the service ends. The meeting

is made lively with plenty of singing, and two or three short

pointed addresses, in which, besides the Gospel, they are

plainly dealt with as to every -day life . The need for earnest

effort on their own part , if they wish to amend and prosper, is

insisted upon , as also total abstinence, and as many as thirty

six have signed the pledge at the close of one meeting. In

many other ways we have helped them ; for some we have

found work, andthese are doing well; scores have had lodgings

provided for them, and bread and grocery tickets , clothing ,and

so forth . In this way a vast amount of human suffering has

been obviated . Much gratitude has been manifested by many,

while some have attended a Sunday afternoon class specially

for them , as also other services held in the hall . Any reader

wanting more information , or desirous of assisting in the work ,

may communicate with me as under.

JAMES ATKINSON, Secretary .''

10, Enfield Road South , Kingsland , N.



The Week of Prayer, 1886 .

THE

largoiy the attendance , The subject of the day W54
Hi Tha

Churoh and the Family, That the Church oi Christ may be

more united in the bonds of faith and love ; that holding fast

the Head, it may grow with the increase of God ; that it may

be delivered from false apostles and wolves in sheep's clothing ;

that Christ may be all in all in its teaching ; and that the grace

and power of the Holy Spirit may rest more and more on Chris

tian families , on all engaged in the training and education of

the young , on Sunday schools, and on Christian Associations of

young men and young women ."

Mr. GEORGE WILLIAMS, who presided, said : We are thinking

to-day of the children and of the Church, praying for the chil

dren and for the Church . We pray for all children, and for the

children of godly parents , for the children in our schools , both

public and private, for the great public schools and universities.

At the present time we rejoice in the manifestation of spiritual

life in the universities of Cambridge and Oxford , and also

at Edinburgh, where a meeting of a thousand students is held

every week , and the medical students are meeting by hundreds

to exhort each other to cleave to Christ. Let us pray for these

young men who are abo to enter on life, that they may be

filled with the Spirit of God, and be taught to speak the right

word for the Lord at the right time . Let us pray also for the

Young Men's Christian Association , doing & noble work over

the whole world ; and for that sister institution , the Young

Women's Christian Association, doing a work of the deepest

importance in casting around our young women, exposed to

deadly danger and temptation, the cords of Christian love and

womanly sympathy .
Rev. Colmer B. Symes then gave the address on the

Church , which will be found on page 40 ; closing it with a few

sentences on the importance of the godly upbringing of the

young.

THE Week of Prayer has now come and gone ; once more

Christians in all lands and of every name have united in

special prayer for church , family, and nation . Uniting as we

have done during the past week in many meetings , gathering

with Christians of various churches , who seldom come together,

we have felt that, were it profitable on no higher ground , this

practical manifestation the unity of the Church would of

itself supply a grand reason for so setting apart the first week

in the New Year.

The following summary of the West End , City , and other

special meetings will afford a fair illustration of what has been

going on all over the land , and we might almost say, all over the

land ; for wherever true Christians are found, there the Week

of Prayer is more or less specially observed .

The West End Meetings .

THESE meetings,held in SteinwayHalldaily, at11.30 a.m.,

have been fairly well attended, and interesting through

out. Monday's address, by Archdeacon Richardson , we gave

in our last issue.

On Tuesday the subject was “ Humiliation and Confession.

National sins ; social sins ; personal sins . Want of apprecia

tion of the love of Christ; hardness of heart ; unfaithfulness

and slothfulness in service; false shame in confessing the name

of Christ before men, and especially among our own class and

kindred. Want of zeal in missionary work, both at home and

abroad . Want of- brotherly -kindness and charity .”

Major-General GRAYDON, who presided , read Psa . xlii . , and

remarked on our privilege and responsibility in bringing such

matters before God, in pleading on behalf of our country, and

confessing national sins , and also in confessing individual

shortcomings and failures in love and faithfulness . During

this Week of Prayer the whole world might be said to be

encircled by prayer. The words of our Lord , “ Ye are the salt

of theearth , ” were still applicable to His sincere disciples , and

they might be said to preserve the world from destruction .

A Passion After God .

By Rev. HENRY ALLON, D.D.

N forecasting what I should say, and seeking something to

Psalm which has been read , in which is revealed “ a passion

for God ." “ As the hart panteth after the water-brooks, so

panteth my soul after Thee, o God ." Similarly in Psa . Ixiii .

we have the same idea of intense longing. This pagsion after

God is distinguished from all mere religious ritual and all

religious doings. It is the very heart which throbs in

Psalms like these - yearning after God Himself. And how

strangely these Psalms throb with intensity of life ! Sometimes

it is the burst of joy , and no rapture is like it, sometimes

it is a wail ofsorrow , and no anguish sokeen. Hence these

psalms are taken into the very inmost hearts of all believing men .

They are instinct with this Divine passion . In the Psalms we

hear great and saintly men rejoicing in praise and pleading in

prayer: with this peculiarity stamped on them by God, that

they embody feelings which could not well be otherwise

expressed before our fellow-men. I should not like in my own

congregation to speak out my deepest heart as in the fifty- first

Psalm , yet I may read and echo that Psalm as the cry of

may soul. I may adopt thewords of that Psalm , and speak to God

Himself, and tell Him all my secret in the midst of the great

congregation ,

Now you observe how David utters the intensest longings of

his heart after God , and expresses his eager delight in God.

Bat there may be religious persons who are tempted to ask

whether these expressions are not exaggerated . They them

selves could not dare to say honestly they so yearn after God.

But so it must be , if the heart learns its own need and God's

ability to meet that need. In Him alone can it be met , and

realizing this we will cry , “ As the hart panteth after the

water-brooks, so panteth my soul after Thee, O God.” Thus

shall our worship be kindled into fervent and living flame.

Remember every passion becomes absorbing or masterful if we

nurture it ; and so with this passion. Let us nourish and

cherish it, let us fan it into flame, let us " keep ourselves in

the love of God : ” so doing all we can to encourage and

minister to the growth of this master passion of life . We want

to-day in the Church men charged with this passion after God .

That is the true rest of Christian life : not what places of wor

ship we attend, but what fervour of Divine love we attain ,

Remember the measure of our desire after God is the measure

ofour spiritual life .

The heavy snowstorm on Wednesday naturally reduced

The topic on Thursday was " Home and Foreign Missions.

For the outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon the unsaved ; for

the revival and increase of a missionary spirit in the hearts of

all who believe ; for Home Missions and evangelistic efforts

that more labourers , full of the spirit of love and power, may

be sent forth , anà that a great ingathering of souls may take

place ; for native Christians among the heathen - that they

may be kept steadfast and zealous in seeking the salvation of

their countrymen ; for missionaries and teachers - that great

grace and wisdom may be given to them ; for God's ancient

people , Israel - that they may be brought into the faith of

Christ ; and for the maintenance of religious liberty in all

lands . "

Sir R. N. FOWLER, Bart . , M.P., presided. Having read

Isa. xxxv. , he said the topic appointed for prayer was Home

and Foreign Missions. They were all , no doubt, convinced of

the great importance of missionary work in all parts of the

world. The times in which they were living were trying and

perilous, not only in their own country, but in many other

countries. It fact, the world is passing through great trial.

They all entertained the conviction, however, that there is only

one thing that will avail, and that is the help of God ; for they

were convinced that He does not aMiot willingly. When He

permits trials to come upon His people, it is that they should

be brought into greater zeal in His service. While England

had always taken an interest in missions, it might with truth

be said that it had not taken so deep an interestas some other

nations. He had been much struck with this some twenty - five

years ago when attendingat Constantinople the fiftieth

anniversary of the American Board of Foreign Missions. At that

meeting there was only one Englishman present, although

there were several Germans. He thought there was a call

upon them to take an interest in the progress of missionary

work all over the world . He was glad thatthis morning they

would have the privilege of listening to one who had devoted

his life to the cause of missions in India. They should never

forget in their prayers the fact that now two hundred and fifty

millions of Asiatics were placed under the government of

England , six thousand miles away from them. This was

certainly themost remarkable fact in the history of the world,

and they could not but reverently believe that God has ordained

this for His own purposes , one of them being that England

should extend elsewhere the truth which she herself had

received .
Rev. E. E. JENKINS , Secretary of the Wesleyan Missionary

Society, gave an address, in the course of which he said it

appeared to him that Christianity must stand or fall by the

success or failure of Christian missions. Many in this country

have adopted an indirect method of attacking Christianity,

They say that while Christianity has doubtless done some good

at home, being suited to the characteristics and spirit of the

people, it is altogether a failure so far as foreign missions are

concerned , that we do far better to leave the people to improve
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the religion indigenous to the soil andadapted to their wants

and moral consciousness . Now , if Christianity bo a failure

abroad , it certainly is at home. It is to be regretted that on

insufficient bases there is a quiet sneering, almost unexpressed

spirit of unbelief , which finds voica not only in the daily news

papers and popular periodicals, but also in more learned books

circulating amongst scholars, and this spirit very frequently

leads to attacking Christianity by way of the missionary enter

prise. Now, as one thoroughly familiar with work in heathen

lands, he was present to bear witness that whatever Christianity

had proved itself at home , abroad it was a growing force , and

manifestly potent for good. He felt that ourLord intended to

make the success of Christian missions the crowning evidence

of the truth and divinity of the Christian faith . Proceeding,

Mr. Jenkins gave some particulars of his own experienceas a

resident andmissionary in India for many years , and of his

two subsequent visits thither, including a journey to China and

Japan , and bore testimony to the fact that the New Testament

is becoming one of the most popular books throughout India ;

and hewould say , without fear of contradiction , that the most

widely loved name the far East is the name of Jesus . The

Bible was doing a mighty work throughout the Empire .

On Friday the subject was “ Nations and Governments.

For kings and all in authority ; for the spread of justice and

peace; for the defeat of malicious plots and conspiracies; for

the abatement of national jealousies and prevention of un

righteous wars ; for the entire abolition of the slave trade, the

opium trade, and all forms of immoral traffic ; for a favourable

reception of Christian missionaries by heathen rulers and

peoples ; and for the coming of Christ in His kingdom ."

Mr. EDWARD BAILEY, chairman , read a portion of Scripture ,

and after a season of prayer spoke on the present critical

condition of things in the nation . He felt it exceedingly good

that at such a point English Christians should be uniting,

wholly irrespective of denomination or sect , to call upon the
God of nations.

Rev. ROBERT TAYLOR followed with an address on Christ the

King of nations , dealing very specially with the attitude we as

citizens of another country, even a heavenly, should assume

towards the politics of this world . While mere party politics

we had better leave entirely alone , every one should remember

that as part of the nation he is responsible to do what in him

lies to promote that righteousness and truth which exalteth a
nation.

On Saturday the subject was “ The Christian Life.” For in

crease of Faith, Hope, and Charity ; for such conformity to

Christ and fulness of spirit as may fit us for being more used

for our Saviour's glory ; formore love to the Bible ; for the better

observance of the Lord's Day and of family worship : for the

success of efforts to prevent or cure intemperance, to relieve the

sick, and to rescue the perishing ; for ;benevolent institutions

and rescue work of all kinds ; that intemperancemay cease.

Mr, DonalD MATHEson, who presided, very briefly and prac

tically opened the subject by insisting on the need of increase of

love and spiritual zeal, of deepening likeness to Christ as the

best fitting for serving the Lord Jesus and winning souls to Him.

Rev. CHARLES SPURGEON followed with a sparkling and hearty

address, urging allto be up and doing as men who wait for their

Lord. Work is all around , and on us, each one of us, who

have opportunity, it lies to do it . He trusted this coming year

might be one of earnest and incessant conflict with sin andsorrow .

The City Meetings.

N our last issue we were able to give some notes of the

but even then He promised " A new covenant will I bring in .”

That new covenant has been brought in . Are we in this new

covenant relationship ? “ Come out, and be ye separate " - that

is our part ; “ and I will be a Father unto you, and ye shall bo

Vy sons and daughters ” --that is God's part. " Cease to do evil,

learn to do well ” -that is our part. “ Come now, let us

reason together : though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be

white as snow , and though they be red like crimson they shall be

as wool " —that is God's part . Have we entered into any

such covenant with God our Father through the Lord Jesus

Christ ? It is a covenant mutually entered into, and signed ,

sealed, authorized , and delivered up. It is not merely a sudden

conviction , or emotion , or a sudden desire ; it may begin on

our part with those, but it must be followed up and acted upon ,

signed , sealed , delivered up ! Men of old were wont so to do .

Have you ? You say, that is a form . Well, but do you act in

such a spirit ? In a sense we sign the covenant when we

become mombers of any Christian society, make a profession of

Christianity ; but is it a genuine signature ? Remember God

sees the heart , and knows whether or no we mean it. What a

mistake to think that going through any form of any kind is

entering into the covenant itself ! These are outward tokens ,

but they may be all carried out without the true and inward

act . The contract, remember, is voluntary as to the entering,

but obligatory in continuance . Are we thus keeping the

covenant ? When we are in the covenant, we are in the

covenanted mercies. All the blessings of the Bible are

blessings (except the blessing of pardon, which is offered to all )

promised to those who are in covenant with God .

Look at tbe ninety - first Psalm , it is the Psalm of Covenant.

Read it all through. “ He that dwelleth in the secret place

of the Most High " -man's part— “ shall abide under the

shadow of the Almighty "-God's part. And so on throughout

the whole Psalm . All these blessings are promised to those who

are His children because He is our Father and Lord, and it is

all because of Him through whose blood and sacrifice alone we

are made nigh, reconciled with God, made at peace, and thus

numbered with those who by sacrifice have made & covenant

with God . Remember we are in covenant with the Lord

God , and all the blessings and fulness are covenanted to us

through the new covenantof His blood. May weall of us enter

into this new covenant, this day, by faith in the Lord Jesus

Christ, with the Lord God of Israel.

During the second hour Mr. H. W. Maynard presided , and

read 1 Thess . i . , after which a hymn was sung

“ Not my own ! " but saved by Jesus,

Who redeemed me by His blood ;

Gladly I accept the message,

I belong to Christ the Lord !

“ Not mycwn !” oh , " notmyown !"

Jesus, I. belong to Thee !

All I have , and all I hope for,

Thine for all eternity !

Rev. Evan H, HOPKINS then gave the address, which will be

found on page 40.

The Church and family .

On Wednesdaythe heavy snowstorm very largely reduced

the attendance. The subject being “ The Church and Family ,"

prayer was specially made for the unity of believers,

and the conversion and Christian training of children . Mr.

Joseph Fry, who was to have presided , telegraphed he was

“ snowed up .” After prayer and praise and reading of Eph .

iii . 14 to iv . 10 , Mr. Wood spoke .

Privileges and possibilities .

By Rev. J. R. WOOD.

topic of deeper

the .

Brooke . We would note that the attendance has been gene

, , a

hours was continued as last year.

On Tuesday the subject was “ Humiliation and Confession .”

After prayer and praise and the reading of Dan.ix. , the follow

ing address was given :

The Covenant of God .

By Rev. NEWMAN HALL.

OUR

UR subject is the confession of sin , asking pardon . We

have read that wonderful chapter (Dan. ix . ) in which

Daniel confesses the sin of his nation , and we have referred to

the sins of our own nation - unbelief, drunkenness, immorality

Let us refer briefly to our own individual sins against that God

With whom in a wonderful sense we , as believers in the Lord

Jesus Christ, are in covenant. Now, God might issue a

command and say, If you do not obey you will be punished ;

but He does not thusact. He enters into covenant whereby

He on His part promises to be our Father, our Lord and

King, our Saviour and Friend, and we on our part promise to

trust Himas Father, obey Him as Lord , and be loyal to Him

as King. In days of old the covenant was “ Do this and live, ”

the Church " -and both of them of Divine institution : the

family the image of the Church , and the Church the image of

Jesus Christ , who is the express image of the Father in glory ,

Let us think a moment of the privileges of the Church, and

the possibilities of the family,

As to the privileges of the Church, we have these developed in

the Epistle to the Ephesians, which is the Church's charter. In

the first chapter we havethe Church chosen in Christ ; in the

fifth chapterwe find the Church loved byChrist , who gave Him

self for it . And in chapter i. we read of the Church as the

body of which Christ is the Head ; and in the fifth chapter it is

the Bride, while He is the Husband . Then we find the Church

has a mission not only in this world , but also in the invisible

order beyond, for in the third chapter we learn that in the

Church God will show forth His kindness in the ages to come.

Recognising these privileges, let us pray as we do to -day by the

line of His eternal purpose of grace manifested in ChristJesus.

We have wind and tide in our favour in thus praying for the

Church of God ; it is according to the mind and will of God . Ag
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ness 'and purity, mothers not ashamed to speak to their

daughters of a woman 's birthright in womanhood , that our

young people may be reared strong and pure, serving the Lord

with gladness of heart, and keeping themselves unspotted from

the world .

the Psalmist eaid , going to the root of the matter, in Psa . lxxii.,

" prayer shall be made for Him continually .” In praying for

the Church we pray for the advancement of His glory .
Butconsider the possibilities of the family. Some of tbem

very good , some very bad. What possibilities are connected
with those homes of ours ! What blessing may come through
& converted son , what sorrow through an unconverted child !
Remember how in thehome of & Lovite a child was born , no
one dreaming what might cometo pass ; yet he became the deli .
verer of Israel from Egyptian bondage. So again a child born
in Tarsus, in a Jewish home ; he was carefully trained , and his
gifts seemed to mark him out as restorer of a dying Judaism ;

but in God' s good grace he becamethe apostle of the Gentiles,
a light to us in these lastdays. Thus we see the possibilities.
God only knows where the ministers, the missionaries,the mis
sionaries' wives, the Christian statesmen , and godly men of
business of the future are they are in your homes and mine.

Well, then , may we pray for them , that they may be , while in
the world , kept from the evil that is in it. Wedare not forget
there are possibilities of sorrow in these homes - the wild
flower of life soon gets itself planted in the heart of the child ;
wherefore let our whole hearts go out on behalf ofour families.
Take the promisesof God , rest on these, and plead them , and
Hewill hear and attend . “ My Word which I have put in thy

mouth shall not depart out of thy mouth , or the mouth of thy
seed , or thy seed's seed, for ever. " Lord , do as Thou hast
said !

Our Young Women .
The second hour of this morning was devoted to prayer for

young women .

Hon . A . F . Kinnaird presided , and read 1 Sam . xvii. 28,
David 's reply to those who say, what need for these efforts ?
Also in Deut. xxii., where is shown the tenderness of God in
caring for the lower animals , and for the provision of battle

ments on the house top ; and in providing cities of refuge,
the very ways to which were to be kept clear. May not we
learn much from these old-time writings, how we are expected

to care for and watch over those whoare helpless and in danger ?
And so again in Prov. xxiv . 11 we learn there may be a wilful

keeping in ignorance ofthe need , which will bynomeans prove
& justification of neglect. We want to be delivered from

shutting our eyes to dangers all around , and thinking they do
not exist because we do not see them .

Loving Velpers .

BY MRS. ORMISTON CHANT.

T WANT to take asmykeynote “ What good shall this birth .
I right do unto me ? " It is Esau 's question , and I give it

as a warning against the tendency of to-day to ask , what good
is this going to do to me? May God help us to recognise that

caring for our young women is not merely for our selfish
interest, but for the joy of loving one another and
saving one another from evil and sorrow . Little do

some of us know the utter neglect, the dire danger in

which thousands of youngwomen employed in this city are left .

For the sake of a few hundred pounds extra gain the Divine

birthright of caring for another is given up. Our sister here
made special reference to the sad practice in many houses

of business of turning out the young women all day long on
Sundays, leaving them to find society and shelter as they may .

Now we want thatby the side of our young women there shall

be a whole army of friends to remind them of woman 's birth

right. And in view of this work she believed the Y . W . C . A . was

one of the grandest institutions of the day. Looking on the
large number of those, even of young women , who openly deny

Christianity, one trembles at their danger. What are we

Christians doing in view of this ? Have we not proved Chris
tianity , and found it meet our deepest need ? Is there any

comer of scientific knowledge , of social life, of the inner

deeper need , that God cannot meet ? Then if Hehas met our

need as no one and nothing else can, surely we should tell it
to others , that they too may find their needs met ? If Chris .
tianity meet not the needs of the day as some say , it is not

because it cannot, but because we have refused to be helped

by it.

Xow in face of the tremendous cry of the day, the perils of

the young people of the land, what is our duty ? Surely that
we love one another and show compassion in ourMaster's name
to those who are ready to perish . Some of us have been seek .

ing with tears of agony so to do. Brothers , you will never know

what some of us have passed through in opposing the evil
crashing and destroying our young women . Whatever you
may be able to do, you can at least show sympathy, and you

can pray for us, as we seek to place around other men 's
daughters the shield of loving care and tenderness we would
seek to throw around our own daughters. God grant fathers
may not be ashamed to speak to their sons of true manli.

The first hour on Thursday was devoted to the promotion of

spiritual life. After prayer by Mr. Herbert R . Francis, Col.

Gregory, and others, 1 Cor. xiii. was read, and an address

given by Mr. Webb - Peploe, of which the following is a

summary,

The Christian Life .

By Rev. H . W . WEBB-PEPLOE, M . A .
W ILL you turn with me to Acts x . 15 ? “ The voice gpake

unto him . . . . . What God hath cleansed , that call

not thou common ."

The Christian life ofwhich we are to speak has three aspeots :
first, the life as received direct from God into our own souls ;
secondly, the life exhibited day by day in character and con
duct ; and, thirdly , the life as communicated by us to those

round about us, whether at home or abroad - that is , whether

near or distant.

Now , the first we take to -day as granted : we are met here as

those who have received the life which is in the Son ; and in
regard to the second and third , observe the voice which speaks
to Peter, and speaks with a direct purpose, is the voice of
the Lord Jesus Christ. " What God hath cleansed, that call
not thou common .” Of course the first dispensational teaching
is that all were welcome to receive the Gospel, and through
this only we as Gentiles have the privilege of being called sons
of God. But, while thatis the first thought, there are others of
great importance. Why does the Lord present before Peter
allmanner ofbeasts and creeping things ? Is it not that before
God all classes and conditions of men , poor and rich , learned

and unlearned , civilized and uncivilized , are regarded as within

the possibilities of salvation ? In touching on various points
Mr. Webb -Peploe noticed that allhad been unclean , indicating
that, however unwilling modern thought is to admit it, allmen
have sinned, and that for all cleansing is provided . “ God in
Christ hath reconciled the world unto Himself.”
Now wehave here brought before us a most imperative com

mand to putaway narrow exclusivism , a censorious spirit , and

bitter jealousy one of another ; we must be ready to stretch

the hand of Christian brotherhood to all wbo are at one with

us in faith in the Lord Jesus Christ . While we loyally hold to

our own convictions, we dare not stand apart from any because

they cannot pronounce some “ Shibboleth ," which we own as

a denominational watchword .

Then have we not here an urgent call to work as we have

never before done, that in the love of the Master we should seek

to bring about the salvation of our fellow -men ? Again , what

hope we havehere for those who have grieved us deeply - it may

be our own beloved childrep - by wandering far from God : we

recognise there is even for these the boundless grace ofGod .

Further, individually , we have here the purpose for which

the Gospel is preached . It is thatwemay be cloanged . “ Be

ye clean that bear the vessels of the Lord .” Remember the

theoreticalmust be translated into the practical in our life and

walk . Nationally the Augean stable of sin and vice must be
cleansed , and we must do our part. But individually it is a

very real matter. Remember the injunction , “ Be ye holy , as

I am holy ; " “ He that hath this hope in Him , purifieth himself,

even as Heis pure. " Rememberwe are consecrated, sealed to

God , and what God hath cleansed let us not turn to common

purposes. Now in this life we attain no perfection , but let us
press on ; and there is a day coming when “ we shall be like

Him , for we shall see Him as He is,” What is the power for

all this ? It is, “ Yield not your members as instruments of

unrighteousness unto sin , but yield yourselves unto God , as

those that are alive from the dead , and your members as

instruments of righteousness unto God.”
Between the addresses the following beautiful hymn, sung by

the choir , struck a deep chord in many hearts :

Only to know that the path I tread
Is the path marked out for me ;

That the way , though thorny , rough , and steer ,
Will lead me nearer to Thee !

Nearer to Thee ! nearer to Thee !

Blessed Redeemer, to Thee !

Only to know that the path I tread

Isbringing me nearer to Thee !

Only to know when the day is past,

And theevening shadows come,
That its trials and cares have proved indeed

A “ day 's march nearer home !"

Nearermy home! nearermy home !

Nearermy beautifulhome !

Only to know that each fast- fleeting day
Is bringing me nearer home!
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The second hour was devoted to the same subject . Mr. F. A.

Bevanpresided, and read Phil. iv. 4.13 . Much time was then

spent in prayer, while many brethren called uponthe Lordfor

blessing on the various missionary and evangelistic institu

tions of the city and the land .

Spiritual Wealth .

By Mr. F, A. BEVAN.

THE secret of successful worl

TechToof,uhristianWifeis life in Christ. There may

healthfulness of Christian on

be much that passes for Christian life , but it is only as life in

Christ is obtained and manifested that the true Christian life

can be known. Our life is in Christ Himself, and must come

into the soul from Him alone .

What a marvellous thing is life ! Take the life of the body;

it is something no analysis can detect, no science explain .

Take the tiny bird, able to resist the mighty forces of gravitation

and to soar on high ; take away life , and it is a mere handful of

feathers. Life, then, is the power.

Now , having life, what is the secret of real power andvitality?

There are various points suggested by the analogy of the body.

There must be the absenceof disease. So in spiritual life there

must be an absence of sin . Not that I for onemoment believe

in entire deliverance from sin in this life , but we may by living

in a healthy atmosphere and feeding on the Word - that is,

Chriet Himself revealed in the Word - be set free in a great

measure from the presence and power of sin. And further,

there must be active exercise , which we may find in Christian

service. Of course we may take a great deal of exercise with

out taking spiritual exercise , and do much work without doing

spiritual work. And, if our bodies are to be kept in health, we

must have proper rest as well as work ; and this is as important

in the spiritual life as the physical life. We must haverest,

times when we are alone with the Master, resting in the Lord.

Without these spiritual health will not prosper .
If the life of

Christ within is to be manifested in us, we must attend to

simplo practical points such as these : we must have life in

Christ'; and having life we must derive it continually from Him ,

we must feed on His Word , exercise our life in His service and

in winning souls to Christ, and find our rest and joy in com

munion with Him .

of prayerlessness, for those who drink much are utterly unfit

for prayer ; and further, it leads to a lamentable peglect of the

Lord's Day. Of how many is it true that drink is their god,

and the public-house their church ?

Now do not let us be uncharitable , there is just a danger of

that. We may not tell temperate and moderate men they are

committing deadly sin. There are , I confess, thousands who

live pure and godly lives , and yet are not total abstainers. But,

on the other hand, we do want to make this temperate and

untempted class feel that in view of the evils aroundthem there

is need for self- denial, self -sacrifice, and self- endeavour. In

their own self-contained lives , in their quiet homes, they may

not know the evils caused by drink, and the necessity for being

stirred up in such things. If they could see what someof us

have seen , they would know religion is not a mere sofa , on

which they may repose and dreamof beautiful things while the

world is roaring and rushing by on its terrible way to ruin .

Suppose two men sheltered in an Alpine hut during a

severe snowstorm . One says, “ How thankful I am to be here

sheltered and warmed on such a night as this ! " but the other

says,"" What an awiul night ! I must go out to see if no

wanderer is lost in the snow , in danger of periehing, and drag

them in here to safety . Which of these would you and I

rather be ? Now men and women need our help , although they

must help themselves, and they are doing so. There is a great

uprising among people who are exposed to thedanger, not having

the same social safeguards and restraining influences. But

they are rising up in a wonderful way to meet this subject. I

believe the working men , the better class of them , are very

deeply convinced that the only chance for them to better them

selves (even looking at it in a low point of view) is by throwing

off the shame and disgrace of drunkenness.

After referring to drink and lunacy and giving several painful

cases of the effects of drink on natural affection , the Bishop

concluded : The great lesson is we must work for theyoung ; our

great hope is in them . Many are asking what the future of

Englard is to be. A great deal will depend on theprogress of

this cause , and how you and I work in it . Let us do what we

can for the promotion of temperance and rescuing the slaves

of vice and intemperance.

The Gospel and Temperance .

BY MR. J. GELSON GREGSON.

( Soldiers' Total Abstinence Society in India . )

E are all agreed, I take it , on the importance of Gospel

Therehave been some hard things said

against it , amongst others that we substitute something for

the Gospel. Now I care not what that something is, but I

say he who substitutes anything for the Gospel is traitor to the

trust committed to him . Here I would say we put temperance

in the place of the drink, we do notput it in the place of the

Gospel, the one power of God unto salvation. ' I would be

thankful to any who would show me a better way of making

drunkards sober than by getting them to abstain.
Until we

find a better way we must toil on in these lines, which have

not led men away from Christ, but have led thousands to the

feet of the Saviour . For my part I have never seen any

antagonism between the true Gospel and true temperance princi

ples . Gospel temperance seems to me to combine the two

things wanted, the recognition of God and sympathy with man.

Illumined by that Gospel we stand ready to stretchout the

hand of love to the poor drunkard and say, “ Brother, I abstain

from strong drink ; come you and do the same."

But with reference to our work in India, let me say none

can gauge the disastrous effects of intemperance, directly on

our own people , and indirectly in its influence on the natives,

who, alas ! have learned to regard the drinking customs as

part of Christianity. These drinking customs present the

greatest difficulty the missionaries have to overcome in making

known the simplicity of the Gospel .

The following stirring hymn was now sung :

Gather them in ! for there yet is room

At the feast that the king has spread ;

Ob , gather them in ! -let His house be filled ,

And the hungr ' and poor be fed .

Out in the highway, out in the byway ,

Out in the dark paths of sin ,

Go forth , go forth , with a loving heart ,

And gather the wand'rers in !

after which the second subject of the day was entered upon ,

that of

Attack on Foreign MHissions.

Rev. E. E. JENKINS referred to a strange paragraph

appearing that morning in the Daily Chronicle, sent from

Vienna, and referring to missions in Central Africa, and said

he was prepared to give fullest proof of the soundness and in

disputable success of the missionary enterprise .

altogether unnecessary that in such & meeting he hcula

defend what no one supposed needed defence ; but he wished

Gospel temperance effort was specially considered on Friday

during the first hour. Mr. John Taylor (NationalTemperance

League) presided and read Rom. xi . 33-xii . 3 .

Christian Self-denial.

BY THE BISHOP OF BEDFORD,

A FEWweeks ago asoldier cameto a.dear friendof mine;

oan escape from the tyranny of drink .” My friend asked

what he had done , if he had taken the pledge. The man broke

out, “ Oh, sir, if religion cannot save me, nothing can .” Well,

that is a pretty good start for us ; if religion cannot save us,

nothing can.

I wish to look at the bearing of religion on strong drink in a

double aspect-in its individual and corporate capacity. It

wants very few words to show any here that personal religion ,

which is the result of our relation to God, our redemption by

the Lord Jesus Christ, and power of the Holy Ghost, is simply

and utterly, and almost too obviously incompatible with

excessive indulgence in drink.

Let us then look at our corporate capacity, and consider it ,

not only from the point of our relation to God , but also our

relation to our fellow -creatures. If there be any one thing

certain in God's Word, it is that Christianity means lovefor

others, unselfishness. That man has a very poor estimate of

Christianity who thinks it is only to save his own soul alive .

It was a grand saying of the preacher of old time, “ I do not

want to be saved alone . ” Well, we don't. But there is one

thing often said , although I do think it very wise . We are

toldwemust beware of letting temperance become our religion .

I don't believe that will be done in any large measure ; at any

rate , I have not met with such cases. I have met many

very keen about temperance , who had no religion at all , but

they did not mistake temperance for religion.

Now, I suppose none of us deny there can be no greater

hindrance to the spead of religion than this drink . It is one

prolifio source of sin (of course a very prolific source of crime,

but on that I will not touch , it is admitted ). There is an

enormous field of evil of all kinds due to drink, and that quite

apart from punishable crime. For example , sensual sins of all

kinds, so very terrible andwidespread , are the fruit in large

measure of strong drink. Our thoughts have been turned in

this direction of late, and we have had horrible things revealed

to us ; but surely we have learned one way to make this land

purer is to make it more sober. Drink is also a terrible source

W
temperance

It was
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as ever, butthe troubleis we do not makeit known. We wan

individual, personal effort for the conversion of mens Some

account followed of the work of the Open Air Mission at race

gatherings and other special occasions, as also at the street

corners of the great city.

was

our

here to say that a paragraph like that, based on the hasty con

clusions of a traveller, who might or might not be absolutely

opposed to Christianity itself, but who, at all events , had no

opportunity of forming a sound judgment of the work of Chris

tianity in Africa, & paragraph like that might do great harm

amongst those lessinformed, whose suspended judgment might

be translated into direct hostility to missionary work through

such a statement. Missionarieswere by no means ignorant of

such explorers,they had known oftentimes what it was for a

traveller to make a few superficial observations and pass on,

forming an altogether incorrect conclusion . This, at least,

he might say, that this gentleman would never have been able

to explore the African interior at all had the missionary not

been before him ; and from the opinion of a mere passer -by he

would appeal to such trustworthy and renowned explorers as

David Livingstone and Robert Moffat. These men knew, and

ad declared, that missions were a grand and real sucoess.

Rev. JAMES SMITH , late of Delhi, gave a number of details

of India, indicating the wide diversities ofclimate, people , and

races existing in our great Empire of the East. It is now

forty -five years since he landed in India, and during that

period the change in the general condition of the people and in

their attitude towards the Gospel is altogether marvellous.

He rejoiced to think of the three hundred millions of that con .

tinent to whom peace and safety have been given by British

rule. Passing on to direct missionary work, Mr. Smith gave

indications of the wonderful triumpbs of the Gospel in various

parts of India , one of the most encouraging features being the

way in which God is using the native Christians in making

known the Gospel.

On Saturday the subject in the Centenary Hall

" Home Missions." . Rev. S. G. Green, D.D. , of the Religious

Tract Society , presided, and after prayer and praise Mr. W.

Haig Millar called attention to the great variety of Chris .

tian service , or service for Christ, amongst home

population . He mentioned a large number of Home Mission

organizations, on behalf of which he asked prayer and sym

pathy, and gave some account of the operations of the

Salvation Army. He earnestly desired prayer for Mrs. Booth

in her serious illness.

Colonel PUGET, of the Army Scripture Readers' Society, gave

some account of the formation and operation of the society

amongst the two hundred and twelve thousand men of the

British army scattered in every part of the world. The

agents, Scripture readers, are godly men, who havethemselves

been soldiers, for only such know the peculiar difficulties of

Boldiers. Details of readers' work undervarious circumstanees

were then given , as well as of the conversion of soldiers here

and there,one being under the influence of Capt. Dawson in

the Inniskilling Dragoons. Colonel Puget read a number of

verses written by a Christian soldier, amongst others

The Soldier's Prayer.

Jesus, who mak'st the wicked soul From powers of darkness, sini , and

Anobject of Thy care , hell,
Attend to what my heart would Thy love my soul has freed .

speak ,

Oh , hear a soldier's prayer !
Lord, send Thy Word to comrades

For Thou when bleeding on the Where none but soldiers live ,

Show them the Way , the Truth , the

My sins and griefs did bear ;
Lifi

Wherefore , my Lord , Thou'lt not Which Thou alone canst give .

To heara soldier's prayer.
This ismy heart's first wish below ,

And , yea , the lot which seemed Keepme from sin and danger, Lord ,
To prove Thy constant rare ;

so hard
And hear a soldier's prayer.

God'a faithfulness did prove,

Por I was carried far from home In Heaven above,

To learn a Saviour's love . dwells ,

When I shall enter there ,

I'll tell the saints , and angels too,
But as Thy love hath made me free , Thou heardst a soldier's prayer.

Then am I free indeed . 14h Hussars . H. B. S.

Col. GREGOR briefly corroborated what had been said, and

called special attention to the importance of such service in

time ofpeace. His experience during war's operation in vari

ousexpeditions had convinced him that, whatever might be the

explanation , soldiers were more easily reached by the Gospel in

time of peace than during the excitement and turmoil of war.

Mr. GAWIN KIRKHAM earnestly trusted that in the

hearing of many addresses there would not be a forgetting

of the great object of the Week of Prayer, which is surely

prayer. Proceeding, he spoke very briefly on the evangelizing

of our home masses,who are as Godless and Christless as if no

God existed and no Christ had died for the sins of men. The

reason is in a great measure that we have got into the habit of
delegating to others what we are bound to do ourselves. It is

not new methods that are needed, but true and thorough con

secration in the good old paths. The Gospel is,asmightyto -day

The Week of Prayer at Mildmay .

N sending you a report of our meetings atMildmay during

had much to be thankful for in the very fair attendances con

sidering the inclemency of the weather, and in the spirit of

prayer and earnest attention which have prevailed. One

cannot help regretting, nevertheless, that more use is not

made by the Christians living around us of this annual oppor

tunity of meeting together around the common mercy-seat for

confession , thanksgiving, and intercessory prayer. We long

to see more mutual recognition and hearty love manifested

among the followers of the oneLord . Monday has always been

with us given to prayer for the Jews,on the principle of " the Jew
first ." Consequently our Monday meetings may be looked

upon as the annual gatherings of the Mildmay Mission to the

Jews .

At the morning moeting Mr. Wilkinson , according to custom ,

gave a brief resune of the history of the mission , explaining at

the same time the chief occurrences of the year and his

projects for the future. Mr. Denham Smith followed with an

address on God's purposes with regard to His ancient people.

In the evening Rev. John Wilkinson , Drs . Marshall, of the

Jews' Medical Mission , and H. Sinclair Paterson spoke (see

pages 41 , 52. )

On Tuesday morning the meeting was devoted to thanks

giving and praise , when the Rev. D. B. Hankin brought

forward the many tokens of encouragement which are to be

witnessed in the present day ; and in the evening, when

confession and humiliation were the chief subjects for

consideration , the Rev. J. Stephens , of Highgate, Apoka some

solemn words on the nature of true humiliation , explaining that

it does ' not consist in the mere confession , but in adopting

God's view of sin , and taking God's side with regard to it, and

Mr.Robert Brown gave some startling instances of the spread

of Romapiem in our midst.

During the three remaining days of the week the subjects

laid down by the Evangelical Alliance were closely followed.

The subject of the Church and the family were taken

up in the morning by Revy. W. F. Slater and R. Mackay,

and by Rev. P. Carmichael and Mr. P. Paton in the evening.

On Thursday, the day appointed forprayer for foreign missions,

in the morning the Rev. Gordon Calthrop dweit upon the

qualifications and trials of the missionary, and of the proper

attitude towards our representatives in the mission field , while

the Rev. G. A. Bennetts spoke'feelingly on the utter uselessness

of organization without the work of the Holy Spirit accompany.

ing it . Rev. A. Bax and Dr. J. L. Maxwell, Secretary to the

Medical Missionary Association, and formerly medical mis

sionary in the island of Formosa , occupied the time in the

evening, the latter drawing especial attention to the marvel

lous progress which had been madeof late years in missionary

work. On Friday morning the Rev. E. A. Stuart gave the

keynote to the meeting by an address on " The Lord sitteth

above the waterfloods." The addresses in the evening were

on “ The Christian's Relation to the Nations and Governments

of the World ," and “ The Coming of the King,” by Messrs.

T. Storrs and Finlay Gibson . The meetings on Saturday,

“ The Christian Life," were particularly edifying, in tho

morning the Rev. E. Brewer speaking on the words “ Work

out your own salvation ," & c ., m d the Rey G. H. Malins

on Rom . vi . 13, “ Present yourselves unto God, as alive from

the dead." The Rev, F. A. C. Lillingston and Mr. P. S.

Badenoch took part in the eveningmeeting, the former

speaking on the words “ Go on ” (Heb. vi. 1 ) , the latter

taking the same words as Mr. Brewer in the morning. Mr.

J. E. Mathieson , Superintendent of the Conference Hall

presided at nearly all the meetings, openingthem with prayer

and the reading of Holy Scripture, followed by a few appro

priate remarks.

1 dear

Cross

refuse *

on

where Jesus

*

Clapham Conference Hall.

THE

THE attendance at the evening meetings at Clapham

Conference Hall was good. The weather affected all

gatherings during the week ; these were noexception. Never

theless , the Spirit of the Lord wasmanifestly present; and the
enjoyment of Communic with Him is a privilege not depen .

dent on members. In these days it is well to recognise that

the Lord "saves by fire ” as well as by many, and that He is
glorified in a “ little flook , "
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Miedmay Mission to the Jews.

T.

THE usual series of annual meetings, four in number, that

take place in the openingdays of the year, in connection

with the Mildmay Mission to the Jews, have this year been

specially interesting and successful. The first meeting, viz . ,

that for the children of the night school, took place on the last

evening of 1885, and gave clear indication of the continued

success and growth of this most important department. The

number present was about three hundred , of whom about half

were on the roll of the school. After the usual hearty despatch

of the abundant tea and cake , a hymn was sung and Mr.

Wilkinson made a few opening remarks. The children then

recited their well -chosen texts , &c . , in a manner that left

nothing to be desired ; and , after another hymn, listened with

perfect attention to one or two appropriate addresses. Mr.

Hutchinson , who is an unfailing friend of the mission , gave

them a little sermon under four heads, viz . , the four T's

Trusting, Taking, Thanking, and Telling — which were explained

and illustrated in a way that the children were not likely to

forget . Mr. Daniells and Dr. Dixon followed with suitable and

Affectionate counsels , and Mr. Field , than whom the mission

has no more sincere and faithful friend, addressed a few kind and

hearty remarks to them before distributing the prizes, some of

which were provided by himself. He contrasted what he

remembered of fifty years ago with the present time , and

illustrated to them the influence of Jews upon other people by

the fact that among the few Gentiles on the platform there

were three Johns and one Samuel . The prize distribution was,

of course, an event of prime importance to the school children ,

and was watched with eager interest by their little compatriots

outside. One little boy stood up and, proprio motu , called for

cheers for Mr. Field, which were heartily given. After more

singing and prayer, &c. , the meeting dispersed, each child , out

siders and all , receiving an orange at the door. It was a noto

worthy fact that, although the hymns sungwere specialhymns

taught at the night school, many of the children among the out

siders were able to join heartily in the singing ; thus showing

that a number of them had received teaching at one time or

other at the school, or else had been taught by their little

companions. The harvest that the lady teachers will reap from

this patient ploughing and sowing betimes is sure as the Word

of God.

Adult Meeting

The meeting for Jewish men and women on the following

evening was, in respect ofnumbers at least , probably the most

remarkable meeting yetheld by the mission. It was estimated

that about four hundred and fifty Jews were present , and the

contrast between this and the earlier meetings of the mission

was shown, not merely by the great disparity in the numbers,

but by the quiet, orderly behaviour of these naturally restless

and undisciplined Jews. After the tea, &c . , there were hyinns

and prayers in German , and then Mr. Wilkinson and others

addressed frank, loving, and earnest appeals to those present to

bethink themselves, and to return from their long and far wan .

derings to the true and gracious Shepherd of Israel. Mr.

Wilkinson , after offering them a hearty welcome, and wishing

them all a happy new year, through being delivered from sin,

addressed them from Jer. ii . 22 , “ For though thou wash thee

with nitre. "

After a hymn, Mr. Gough then addressed them from Ps. xiv . ,

followed by Mr. Adler, who spoke in German , and by so doing

riveted the attention of every man and woman among them .

Mr. Baron then prayed in German, and another hymn having

been sung, Dr. Marshall and Mr.Hutchinson each made charac

teristic appeals to the intelligence and conscience of their

hearers ; Mr. Hutchinson making very plain , as is his wont, the

doctrine of Substitution-how the sin laid on Jesus could not

be on Him and on some one else at the same time. After

another hymn , Dr. Dixon addressed them with his familiar

tones of unfeigned sympathy and with wholesomewords ; and

after prayer from Mr. Barnett, Mr. Wilkinson brought this

most encouraging meeting to a close by reminding the Jews

that , if they did not trust Jesus themselves, they at anyrate

were greatly benefited by the fact that other people trusted and

obeyed the words of Jesus.

Cheek of Prayer. Monday Morning.

The other two meetings were held , as usual , on the morning

and evening of the Monday that begins the annual week of

prayer, viz . , this year on Monday, the 4th inst . Mr. J. E.

Mathieson again presided, and infused into both meetingshis

own spirit of genial and Christ.liko sympathy . After reading

Isa, lxii . , and making some suitable comments thereon , Mr.

Mathieson brought before the meeting certain requests for

special prayer . Mr. Robert Brown, followed by otherbrethren,

then engaged in prayer, after which a novel and very touching

episode was enacted. The little children, geven or eight in .

number, from the Jewish Orphans' Home, under Miss Wilkins

son's care ,were introduced to the meeting, and sang, first, a

hymn in Hebrew, viz . , “ Unto us a Child is born , " and one in

English, “ Jesus loves the little children ," with sweet chirping

voices. The heart of every one present must have been

touched by the simple pathos of the scene , These children of

Jerusalem , with their tiny, plaintive voice, thus “ piped ” to

us or “ mourned " to us—it were hard to saywhich -- but it will

be well for us if we do not incur our Lord's displeasure by

failing to make a due response to their unconscious appeal.

Mr. Wilkinson then followed with his report of the mission,

under the divisions of Facts of the past, Facts of the present,

and Purposes proposed for the future, and expressed his grate

fulness to the Lord for continued tokens of His care and for

special answers to prayer ; making mention of one incident in

particular, when a cheque for £ 100 came from Australia. The

progress of the Convalescent Home was also described , where

one hundred and thirty Jewish men had been entertained in

the year, and where manifest tokens of spiritual blessing had

been received . The visit to Rabinovitch was then referred

to , and also the visit which Messrs. Baron and Barnett had paid

to their friends in Germany ; and this gave opportunity to

Mr. Wilkinson to introduce his great purposeorproposal for

the future , viz . , to distribute , if the Lord will , one hundred

thousand copies of the recently issued admirable translation

of the New Testament into Hebrew among the benighted Jews

of the Continent, and that by the hands, and recommended by

the voice , of missionaries from Mildmay. The Trinitarian

Bible Society issue this translation, and have kindly offered

to let Mr. Wilkinson have copies ad libitum on very favourable

terms . The meeting was then addressed by Mr. Denham

Smith , in his well-known bright and genial manner, chiefly

on Paul's words, “ Now is our salvation nearer than when we

believed," and from Luke i . 31-33, concerning " the kingdom ."

The meeting was then closed with the Benediction .

Evening Meeting.

The evening meeting was, in most respects, a reproduction

of the morning meeting, with some important variations.

Mr. Wilkinson read again Isa . lxii . , and said that it had

been and would be his yearly practice to read that remarkable

chapter. Mr. Wilkinson's report was amplified by several

extracts which he read , some being translations from Jewish

Continental papers, which revealed the marvellous revolution

taking place in the religious attitude of many influential

Jews. This was followed by the Medical Mission Report

presented by Dr. Marshall , in the absence of Dr. Dixon , who

had been called away to render professional assistance to a

friend at a distance . The meeting was then addressed by Dr.

Sinclair Paterson (see page 41 ) , whose strikingt youghts on the

present aspect of the Jewish question , based on wi lo and minute

acquaintance with facts, left a keen relish on the mental

palates of all present, so that, although the time for closing

the meeting was considerably overstepped , the desire was

evidently unanimous that he should continue at his pleasure .

Thus was brought to a close this very interesting series of

meetings, and all who had part in them will join in thank

fulness to God for the refreshment and hopeful promise that

they afforded .

Comrie, N.B.-A most successful series of evangelistic

services have been held by Col. Oldbam, of Crieff, and Mr.

Anderson , Perth . The meetings were large and a deep im .

pression was made . On Sunday week Mr J. R. Macgregor,

New College, Edinburgh , addressed a crowded congregation in

the public hall . Many remained to be spoken with, and not a

few professed to have found peace.

Constantinople. - We learn that as one outcome of the

visit of Dr. Somerville, during the course of last spring, a

scheme has been set on foot for the erection of an evangelical

hall in this city . We need not enlarge on the immense

importance of immediate action in regard to the establishment

of an evangelical stronghold in this city. It is a strategic

position which must at once be seized, for, wiin the rapid

political changes that are transpiring, events may iender its

occupation at a future period less easy or even impossible.

Scripture Readers' Society for Ireland.-We have

pleasure in calling attention to thecapital almanack issued by

Captain J. Kearney White , 27 , Lower Pembroke Street, Dublin,

in connection with the above society, which God is honouring

to do, bymeans of its faithful readers, a grand work for Him

even in the midst of perplexities and commotions, Erin's only

hope is, indeed , the Word of God, that Word which the society

seeks to introduce into the humblest and darkest homes . The

almanack, which will be interesting to all seekingthe true

good of Ireland, may be had in London of S. W. Partridge

& Co.
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(HARNESS' PATENT).

It is a well-established fact that all who suffer fromGOUT, RHEUMATISM , LUMBAGO ,SCIATICA . INDIGESTION ,

CONSTIPATION, NERVOU8DEBILITY, EPILEPSY, PARALYSIS, SLUGGISH LIVER,LOSSOFNERVE

POWER, DEFICIENT VITAL ENERGY, and all those distressingailments consequent on IMPAIRED VITALIY or DEFEC

TIVE ORGANIC ACTION , mayobtain speedy reliefand ultimatecurebywearingthe ELECTROPATHICBELT .

EVERY MAN ANDWOMANsuffering from any of theabove ailments should send at once for an ELECTROPATHIC BATTERY BELT, and obtain
relief. It will cost you 21s ., andwillalıord you more satisfaction, more comfort, and more speedy relief than five times that amount expended in

drugs. Stop physicking awhile , try this rational treatment, and you will assuredly be numbered amongst the ever-increasing multitudewho daily

express their gratitude for the priceless benefits derived from the Electropatbic " treatment. Don't hesitate a moment, but sit down at once lest you

forget it, and write for the Belt , which will be sent you, free by post , on receipt of 218.

Read
THEMEDICAL BATTERY CO., 52, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W. ReadWhat theLadiesSay:

what the Gentlemen say :
MENSTRUAL IRREGULARITY .

NO ACID REQUIRTD. 16, Matilda Street, Barnsbury .

Nervous Depression, Heart WILL LAST FOR London, N. , Dec. 29th , 1885 .

Disease , and Palsy. LADIES BELT. I suffered from extreme debility and
GENTLEMEN'S BELT

exhaustion , accompanied at times by

L. C.Bouracier , Esq ., B.A., Ph.D., painful hysteria, consequent upon de

Garfleld House, 'urgess Hill, Sussex , fective circulation and periodic irre

writes : - " Aug. ?, 1885- I have al gularity. I had been under the most

ways intended to tender you my skilful medical treatment that could

sincere and heartfelt thanks for the be obtained for so long without get

benefit I have derived from your ting even relief, that I had givenup

advice. I was only waiting a little
ELECTROPATHIC

all hope of ever being well again .

longer for my cure to be quite com However, after wearing the Electro

plete. My case was thought to be pathic Belt about a monththe hys

quite hopeless, and I never expected terical symptoms , which had beenso

to be spared much longer to my distressing , disappeared , the circula

family . Since I have used your tion of the blood was improved , and

BLEOTROPATHIC appliances I am
now I feel better than I have done

not the same man : I feel as well as
for years. Mine is such a remark.

ever. Knowing as a certainty the
able recovery that I shall be quite

ONLY GENJINE
efficacy, I could say the miraculous willing for you to makemy experience

GALVANIC BELT EXTANT
efficacy, of your treatment, I recom known. I should not like any one to

mend it to all tbe sufferers I come BEWUSOY VRLUMULAT IMITATIONS, WORTELESS CHADS, & C continue to suffer as I did when relief

across, and I shall continue to do so
was within reach , and if any lady

as long as I live . I sball be glad to DO NOT FAIL to write for the 132- page 4to . Pamphlet , entitled , wishes for further particulars of my

reply to any questions from those re- ELECTROPATHY ; or, HARNESS'GUIDE to HEALTH. case I shall be pleased to correspond

quiring further particulars. "
with her . - Ycura t : uly,

ITWILL COST YOU NOTHING ,and will be sent Post Free . J. 'HAWKEY .

Please forward exact size round the Walst next the skin when ordering the " ELECTROPATHIC BATTERY BELT.”

On receipt of Post Office Order or Cheqne for 218. crossed London and County Bank, and payable to 0. B. HARNESS,The MEDICAL BATTERY

COMPANY,LIMITED,52, Oxford Street,London ,W.,undertaketo forward the ÉLECTROPATHIC BATTERYBELT,as described above, for either Lady

or Gentleman, Free by Post to any part of the United Kingdom .

The MEDICAL BATTERY COMPANY, Limited , 52, OXFORD STREET, LONDON , W.
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SHAFTESBURY MEMORIAL FUND

In aid of Jews in the Holy Land , to enable them to obtain a livelihood by agricultural

and other industry.

The LATE PRESIDENT, LORD SHAFTESBURY, expressly sanctioned the above, and settled

the title when lately presiding, for the last time, in Committee.

Hon. Treasurer - R . C. L. BEVAN , Esq .

Donations received by the Bankers, Messrs . Drummond & Co., Charing Cross, S.W .; Messrs. Barclay,

Bevan, Tritton , & Co. , 54, Lombard Street, E.C.; The Bank of England ; The Royal Bank of Scotland ; The
Provincial Bank of Ireland .

Secretary - E . A. FINN .

Office : 41 , Parliament Street , Westminster, S.W.

ESTABLISHED 1861.
NEW YEAR'S ADDRESSES,

Just published , price ld .
TRK B E C K B A N K. Canthe PAROUBIA (coming in Person) of the

PP ., One Penny each , or ls . per dozen . Lord be separated from is EPIPHANBIA

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on " Give Me Five Minutes." By the Rev. GEORGE (shining upon ), or from His APOKALUPSIS

DEPOSITS , repayable on demand . EVERARD, M.A. ( Revelation ) ?

Two per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENI " My Strength." By LADY BEAUJOLOIS DENT. By ROBERT BROWN ,
ACCOUNTS calculated on theminimum monthly Be Ready For the Young. Illustrated. By J. Author of “ Outlines of Propbetic Truth ," &c .

balances, wben not drawn below £ 50. FORBES MONCRIEFF. LONDON :

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, from of 8. W. PARTRIDGE & CO . , 9, Paternoster Row .

ebarge, thecustody of Deeds, Witings, and other

Becurities and Valuables ;the collection of Bulls of GOSPEL BOOKS ,

Behango, Dividends, and Coupons ;and th 32pp ., One Penny each, or ls. per dozen.

share and salo of Stocks Sharos, and Annuitiee . The King's Ring. By Rev. H. BonAR, D.D.
Letters of Oredit and CircularNotes18uen . True Stories of " The Loving-kindness of the Cures Toothache, prevents Decay, saves

THE BLRKBECK ALMANACK , with full Lord ." By F. M.MACRAE ,

particulars, cost free , on application . Our Habitation. By Rev. T. J. MADDEN. Extraction, 1s. 120. of all Chemists.FRANCIS RAVENBCROFT, Manager . The Four Realities. An Address to Young Men.

TheBirkbookBuildingsociety's Annus By Rev. F. HARPER, M.A.
Boceipts 6x000d Five Millions. 16 pp . , 6d . per dozen .

TOW TOPURCHASK A HOUSE FOR " Can You Undo ? " Illustrated. By Rev. A. A.

mediato Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply at " Godly Fear.” By Rev. J. ELDER CUMMING , D.D.

the Office ofthe BIRKBI CK BUILDING SOCIETY 29,
How Faith-Receives ChristandRestsinHim ." SISPURGEON'S

SouthamptonBuildings inar.ary Lann .
By Rev. A. A. BONAR, D.D.

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF | Catherine Bruce ; or, The Power of DivineGrace.
Broken Altars. By Rev. E. HERBER EVANS.

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS

MONTH , witt immediate possession, either for M.A.

BUNTER'S

NERVINE ,

RAMSEY.

A CLOTH 8, AN

ORIGINAL
Buildingor Gardening purposes. Apply at the Haman Tears and Their Antidote. By Rev.
Office ofthe BIRK BECKFREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, G. EVERARD , M.A. EXPOSITION or

The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars, DRUMMOND'S TRACTDEPOT, STIRLING, N.B.
THE BOOK OF PSALMS

OD application , PASSMORE + ALABASTER.PATERNOSTER.BUILDIN
GS.E.

FRANCIS RAVBNBOROFT, Manager, London : S, W, Partridge & Co.

EACH

w above .
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LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Ivongoliastion Booloty is propared to cond quallfod Evangolista

to any part of Raglaad , Bootland, and Walos apon das aotro , Apply
to Hon . Sooretary, 21, Sarroy Street, Strand , W.C.

Y.M.C.A. (61), Gracechurch Street Branch . - Prayer Meeting,

1.30 to 2.15 p.m. (Sat. ex ), Bible Study, Tues., 6.15 p.m. Soldiers,
Fri. , 7 p.in , Workers ', Mon., 6.30 p.m. service of Song with Gospel

address (for adults), Lambeth Ragged Schools, Fri. , at 8

at Y.M.C.A. Mission Hall , Melior St. , S.E., nightly, 8 p.m. Gospel

Services
p.m.

Temperance Addresses at George Yard, Whitechapel, Mon., 8.15 p.m.

Classes for rough lads, Mon.ana Thurs.,at 8 p.m. New Year's Reception ,

Centenary Hall, Mon., 25th inst., 6 p.m.
Home of Industry , 60, Commercial Street.-Morthly meeting for

Christian workers, Wednesday, Jan. 20th . Tea at 6. Meeting at 7 .

Rev. E. W. Moore will give the address , " A Life on Wings. "

Rev.E.Payson Hammond's Forthcoming Missions are : Kingston

on-Thames , 9th Jan. to 22nd Jan .; Mrs. Meredith's Conference Hall, Clap

ham , 23rd Jan. to 5th Feb .; Finsbury Park Y.M.C.A. , 6th Feb. to 19th

Feb. ; Hampstead Presbyterian Church , 20th Feb. to 5th March ; Rich
mond, 6th March to 19th March .

Metropolitan Tabernacle, Newington Butts, 8.E.-Mrs. Allison will

give a series ofBible Redings every Sunday afternoon at three o'clock .

Allara heartily invited .

Mr. Gawin Kirkham's engagements for January : -- 16 , 17 , 18, Win

chester; 19, Eastleigh ; 20, Netley ; 21, Basingscoke; 22 , Westminster ;

25, Alder :gate street ; 26, Southend ; 27 , King's Cross; 28, Exeter Hall ,

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall. - Daily Prayer Meeting from 1 to 2. Strangers'

meeting, Monday, at 8. Meetings for young men, conducted by the
Rev Mark Guy Pearse , subjuct : “ Deepening of Spiritual Life ," Feb.

2nd, 3rd , and 4th , at 8 o'clock each evening .

Y.M.C.A. , 186, Aldersgate Street. --Suoday, at 3.15 p.m. , conversational

Bible class ;at 7 p.m.,Gospelmeeting. Thursday, at7 p.m., missionary

prayer meeting ; at 8 p.m. , Bible lecture, by Dr. Robert Anderson.

Ohrdren's Special Service Miss100.--Mr. W. F. Beagrove and

Mr. Seyler at Upton Chapel Sunday School : Lambeth Road, S.E. , Jan.

11th to 15th , at 7.30 p.m. Mr. Arrowsmith, at Clifton , Jan. 14th to

24th ; at Margate , Feb. 20th to Mar. 7th , Mr. Banaster, at Knutsford ,

from Jan. 14th . Mr. W. Shrimpton , at St. Paul's Schools, Clapham ,

Jan. 18th to 22nd, at 7 o'clock . Mr. Bpiers, in London , assisting Mr.

Hammond.

Mildmay vonference Hall.-Sunday , Jan, 17th , 1886, at 8.30, Mr. P.

B. Badenoch ; at 7 p.m., Rev. Dr. Edmond.

Miidmay Mission to the Jews. - Rev. J. Wilkinson's Bible Readings in

Ezekiel every Wednesday, at 7.30 , in the Ladies' Waiting Room ,
Youths' Institute , Old Pye Street , Westininster (" One Tun

Mission). -- Prayer meeting, every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con

ducted byMr. J. Payne. Gospel mission service every Sun day evening
from 6.30 to 8 .

Bt. George's Hall, Langham Place, W.- During January , Mr. Denham

Smith , Sun., l1 and 7, and Wed., at Burlington Hall, at8 p.m.

House of Res., 8, Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn Park , N.W.-Friday , Jan.

15th , at 7 p.m. , " John's Visions, and what they say to us," Rev. iv . ,

by Miss Mason . Tea at 6. Sunday, 17th , at 3.30 p.m. , “ God's Men in

the Old Testament,” by Miss Mason . All meetings open to the public .

Opper Norwood, Stafford Louse, Tador Road. - Drawing-room and

young women's meetings every Thursday at 3 and 7 p.m.
Evocelistio Mission ( Onder the direction ot O. Russell Hurditch ).

ailburn Hall, Kilpara Gato (not Town Hall).- Mr. Scholes ( native

of Africa),Sun., at 7 p.m .; Mr. C. V.T. Onslow , Wed. , at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. Geo. Hucklesby, Sun., at 7

p.m., and Thurs. , at 8 p.m.

DalstɔaLane , 1039.-Mr. 8. E. Angel , Sunday, 7 p.m. , and Thur3 .

day , 8 p.m.

Bignoid dall, Bignold Road ,Station Road , Forest Gate.-- Dr. Pop.

bam , Sunday, ? p.m., and Wed., 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hali (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith

Road , West Kensington.-Dr. Popham , Sunday, at 3 ; Mr. C.

Russell Hurditch, Sun., 7 p.m.

Hammersmita , Úpper Mission Room , 180 , King Street ,-

Service for the young on Sunday , at 7 p.m. ; Dr. Popbam, Thursday ,

Mortlake , Best Mission Sall . - Sunday , 7 p.m.

Trinity Presbyterina Jauron, Kaasiugia Park Boad.-Dr. A.

Sinclair Paterson, Sundays at 11 a.m.and 7p.m.

BelgravePresbyterian Church (Halkin Street, W .) .— Rev . Adolph
Baphir, Sundaysat 11 a.m.

Barbioan Mission to the Jews. -6, Farleigh Road, Btoke

Newington, N. (within 10 minutes by tram from Dalston Junction ),

Mr. Warschawski's Bible Readings in Isaiah , the Bocond Monday in

each month , at 8.30 p.m. , tea at 4.30 p.m.

Bengna and MedicalMission School and Home, 58, St. George's

Road, B.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , at

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside.

Clapton Hall, Alkham Road , Oazenovo Road , Opper Clapton. - Sun

days, 6.30, Fridays, 7.30 .

Camden Town Y.M.C A., Camden Road, N.W.- Special addresses to

young men , by Mr. C. Russell Hurdith , on Sunday, Jan. 10th , at 3.15 ;

Monday and Tuesday, Jan.11th and 12th , at 8.30, and on following

n.ghts by Mr. Henry Bowker.

Y.W.C.A.- Meetings for business youngladies every Tuesday evening,

at 9.15 . in the Mall Hall. High Street, Notting Hill.

Open Air Mission .- Quarterly meetingof members and friends,
Y.M ,O.A., 186 , Aldersgate Street, E.C., on Mon., Jan. 25th . Tea :

and Coffeeat 6. Meeting at 7. The chair will be taken by the Right
Hon . Lord RobertMontagu,and an addresswill be delivered by theRev.

Professor Elmslie, M.A.(ofthe Presbyterian College, Bloomsbury) :
subject, “ The Consecration of Isaiah.”

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTION .

Jan, 17th-John v . 36-47 Jan , 21st John vi. 41-58

18th -John yi , 1-14 22nd - John vi. 59-71

19th - John vi . 15 -27 23rd-John vii , 1-13

20th - John vi. 28-40

“ Onward ” Christian Mission . With reference to our

noticelastweek of the work of this mission, we are requested

to say that the mission hall, for which funds were being raised ,

has now been opened, but that further help is greatly needed

in order to sustain the effort so happily begun. The Hon.

Secretary's address is, Mr. Frank Cockrem , 1, Draydon Villas,

Merton Road, Wandsworth, S.W :

Switzerland . Wehave had stirring times lately in the

district of Aigle . There has been quite an awakening in the

village of Ollon, and also blessing in the town of Aigle. The

meetings have been principally held in the Eglise Libre, and

were begun by an evangelist named Martin from the south of

France . We baptizedone of the converts on Lord's day, and a

young brother, & Dutchman , about a month ago.-A. P.
MACDONALD.

Golden Lane Mission.- Mr. Orsman writes : Hearty

thanks to all donors to our Christmas Benevolent Fund. The

arrangements this year were the best we ever made. During

Christmas week the soup kitchen was closed in order to propare

for the great dinner on Friday. Large parcels of grocery were

given to one hundred and five very poor Christian families, and

sumsof money, ranging from two shillings and sixpence to

five shillings, to sick and aged Christian women, Aboutthree

hundred and fifty poor children sat down to dinner in Costers'

Hall on Christmas Day . We provided roast beef, mutton ,

baked potatoes, boiled legs of pork and carrots, and plum pud.

ding, milk, and oranges. Thirty Christian men volunteered

their services as carvers and waiters, and the little ones were

served promptly. Their delight occasionally burst into hearty

cheers, and we wished that the echoes could reach the deat

friends who had helped to provide the feast . We are also in,

debted to Mr. J. Manley, who not only gave two six feet loaves

of bread, but the entire use of his oven on Christmas Day. We

are glad to state that the Earl of Aberdeen has heartily accepted

the Presidency of the mission.

Mr. J. M. Scroggie has concluded a most successful

three weeks' mission at Cullen, Banffshire. Meetings were

held every night, except on Saturdays, in the Town Hall, a pre

liminary prayer meeting being held in the Council Room , and

from the beginning a deep interest was manifested in the work ,

At the close a short after meeting was held, and anxious ones

were invited to go to the Council Room , which had been set

apart for inquirers. During the first week no one expressed a

desire to be spoken to . În a small town where everybody

knows everybody it requires more courage to enable one to pro

fess anxiety about theway of salvation than it does in a large

town where one can go into an inquiry -room without attracting

much notice . On the second Sunday, however, the shyness

and unwillingness to make a stand fairly gave way, and at the

close of the meeting a number of inquirers sought Christ,many

of them with tears , that night fourteen professed to find peace

with God. Since then there have beenanxious seekers after

the Saviour every night, and it is estimated that overa hundred ,

most of them beingyoung men and young women, have taken

Jesus to be their Saviour and Master since the meetings

began. There has been no movement like the present since

Duncan Matheson was here in 1860, and it is said by those who

remember his visit that the present work is much greater than

the work that was carried on then,

DIMNESS OF BIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequently

caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles. The Rev. Dr. Orowther, Hin

House, Ascot, writes : - " I cannot describe the comfort I derive from the

ose of your glasses, both by day and night. I andnopain or woarlness
as I used to ; and I have taken to reading books I had put aside as too

trying for the opes on account of the smatness of the type. " The lat. Sir
Julius Benedict wrote : - " I have tried the principal opticians in London

without success, but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably ; the

clearness of your glasses as compared with othersis really surprising ."
The Rov. R. . Baycos, M.A., Hon. Canon Worcester Uacbedral,

writes: - " The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire, and my oyos

feel strong already.Ionly regret I did not know of your exceedingakall
years ago. -Mr. AENBYLAURANOE, F.8.B., Oculist Optioian, la, OLD

BOND STREET, scientifically adaptabisIMPROVEDBPBOTAOLEE
to assist and strengthen the weakost sights . Pamphlet sontalnlng suge

gestions for the preservation of sight free. BRANCHES, 8, Poultry .
2.Q.; 3, Guardian Buildings, Cross Street,MANO :DSIER :

andCorporationStreet, BIRMINGHAM_ADTT,

..

Donations Received ,

Pastor CaxiQur's Work , J.N.Ř. " 1 0 0

The London, SAMARITAN SOCIETY AND HOMERTON Mission gratefully

acknowledgereceiving the following sums for itsConvalescent Homes free

breakfasts, & o. -MissM., 208 .; Anon,Durham , 68. ; E. F., 209, ; A , C, H.,

108. ) Miss B., clothing . Further donations will be thankfully received by

Hy, H. Board ,Secretary, 57 and 59, Ludgate Hill , London ,E.O.
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Situations and Suppointments. Spartments, #

Terms for Advertisements

"Word and Work.”

B. ,

Sea .

TO Shelter Young Women (other

SERVANTS, unexceptionable references
HAMPSTEAD . - Six unfurnished rooms

to let , in the best part of this delightful suburb,
required , testimonials of a religious character

situated near four railway stations, convenient
fully appreciated . Male and female servants are

in daily attendance from 11 to 2. CHRISTIAN
for City and West . Apply to B. K. , care of H.

GOVERNESSES, Companions, and Lady House.
A. Farley , bookseller, 6 , bitzjohn's Parade, Finch

ley Roau , N.W.
ktepeis. Apply for these to the Governesses '

Situations
hegistry , Suho Bazaar, entrances : Soho Square, TO CHRISTIAN PARENTS . - A son

anu 77 , Uxtorú Street, London , W.
or daughter coming to London is offered a com

VACANT ORWANTED :
BIBLEWOMAN NURSE WANTED

fortabio Homu in a Christian family, cffering
many advantages. Terms very moderate .

Apartments

at ouce , for district work in Guuaford . Earnest
Office of Woraand Work, 48, Paternoster Row ,

Christian , total abstainer , active ; age not
E.O.

WANTED OR TO LET.
under 30. Must have received hospital trainiug .

Undenominational. Mrs. Filmer, Stoke House , ISLE of WIGHT .-- Ventnor . - 258. to

Educational .

Guildiord . 858. weekly, or 5s.6d . per day . Clarendon Board

WANTED, an educated person , who in re
ing House, prettily situated in most sheltered

Articles for Sale.
turn for board and advanced Englisu, music , sing

part of Ventnor ; suuth aspect, sea views, cheer

ful society and home comforts . Enclose stamp.

ing , & c . , would assist in the school and house ,

Audress Miss Suurge, 14 , Long Street, Deviz : 8 . BOURNEMOUTH. BOARD and

GENERAL SERVANT wanted at once .
RESIDENCE. Detached nouse , spacious rooms,

This Paper having a large and increasing cr
Two

Must understand plain cooking .
large garden, South aspect, close to sea .

culation amongst Christians ofall denominations
Wages $14.

Apply Mrs. Aunn , b , Wyndham Crescent, June

forms an excellentmedium for Educational and

occupying same room Jus. euch . Liberal table.

Every comfort.
tion Road , Upper Holloway .

Castle Garth , Christchurch

other Announcements.
koad ,

GOOD GENERAL SERVANTwanted .

The Terms are very moderato , viz.: Miscel

BOURNEMOUTH .---The Grange, West

Aged 24. Clean , respectable. Good plain cuok .

laneous in small Type,28.6d. for 30 words or less, Wages £ 15 and all found , Miss Norton , Ranelagh
Cliff . First -class Family Boarding House and

and 6d. for every additional line of 8 words or Road , Ealing .

winter residence . Charmingly situated , near

under.
the sea aud pine woods. Eitgantly furnished .

GENERAL SERVANT wanted , able to
Table d'bote , 6.00. Wall Richards, Proprietor.

A rednction for a series of six Insertions and do plain cooking. Oue from the country pre GOOD BOARDING ESTABLISH

apwards. Front Page, and other special posi ferred . Good Wages. G. F. , 300 , Clapham Ruau ,

tions, by arrangement.
ME. T , close to Most healthy situation .

London , o.W. Every comfort, including smoking -room . Terms

Advertisements received after 11 o'clock on Mon
HOUSEKEEPER or Companion (40 ) •

moderate. 9, Marine Square , Brighton .

day cannot appear until the following week .
Careiut manager, reader, needlewoman , &o .

TWO LADY BOARDERS required in
Small salary , it good home. Excellent references .

a first -class private day schuol. Large rooms,
Advertisements sent by Post must be accom A. B., 11 , Karl oireet, Northain pton .

panied by Post Office Order or Cheque, payable

pleasantly situated house, good .s.E. suburb.

HOUSEKEEPER or GOVERNESS References required , Address M. O. , 100 , Lan

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F.SHAW & Co.
Amounts under 23. 6d . may be sent in Halfpenny

HOUSEKEEPER . Re -engagement wanted by
caster Road , Notting Hill , W.

Stamps,
experienced lady . Excellent references . Com HASTINGS (89, Wellington Square).

fortable home desired . S. R. , 81 , Marriott Road ,
Board and Residence . - The widow of a clerygman

Tollington Park , N. receives a few ladies and gentlemen iutu her

"WORD AND WORK " SITUATION wanted as useful companion ,
comfurtable home. Terms muderate. London

Is Published every Thursday, Price One Penny,
or to assist a lady in housekeeping or auy light

references . Saturday till Monday lus . 6d .

Orders should be sent to any local Bookseller or
business where trust is required, Good reter

LOUGHBOROUGH.-Sitting -room and

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob
ences , A. B. , 9, Park Road North , Acton , idule

two bed -rooms, for two gentitmen . Piano .

taining copiesthus,theycan behaddirectfrom Within tive minutes' walk of Loughborough
the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the Junction Station . Audress H. , 24 , bomerleyton

following rates, Payable in Advance.
Educational.

Road , Brixton , S.W.

“WORD AND WORK " may now be Purchased
REGENT'S PARK . - Furnished apart

at all Railway Stations. We would , therefore, ments, with partial board.
GCVERNESS-PUPIL required in a

diugle ur double

suggest that Christian friends when travelling
bed -rooms, private sitting -room , bot and cold

might help our circulation ,by purchasing a few
school near London . Age about 14 preferred. bath . Close to railway , omnibus, and tram . 33,

copies at the Bookstalls , to distribute in the Moderate premium . Aduress M.E. , The Terrace, bt . George's Square, N.W.

carriages. Wokingaam , Berks .
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.

REQUIRED in a school in North Wales , a A wiavw lady would be pleased to Receive two

young lauy to help with music , and assist in the three gentlemen as Boarders, or partial

ENGLISH AND EUROPEAN schooiroom , in return for lessons in drawing , Boarders, on moderate terms . Every home com

SUBSCRIPTIONS.

painting , & c . Miss Snead , Berechurch , Colchester. fort . Address Mrs. Davis , Avenue House, The

WANTED by a lady (28) a situation as

Avenue , Acre Lane, Brixton .

26 Weeks 62 Weeks

£ D. d .

FURNISHED HOUSES and
£ 8. d .

governess. 13 years in last and 4 years in pre

! Copy and Postage
0 3 6 0 6 10 vious engagement. English , music , and French . APARIMENTS .-- 'The reat is applied to purchase

2 Copies

Excellent needlewoman . Miss

0 6 10
Good references .0 18 8

the furniture under the New oystem, and

0 10 6
Annis , Bagworth , Leicester. thers is less to pay . Prospectus post free .

4 1 5 8
General Furnishing Company. Ottices, y, south

and reduced Postage 0 17 6

GOVERNESS.-- Young lady , aged 20,

1 15 0
hampton Street , etranu .

8 1 4 0 2 8 0
seeks an evgagemeno (daily or resident) to young

( Including Double Numbers.)

children . Goud references . Beta , 21 , Mercers FURNISHED APARTMENTS, with

Road, Tufnell Park , N. or without bara . Near park . ' Buses pass.

All Subscriptions should be remitted by cheque
Bath . One minute Royal Oak Station , Terms

or Post -officeOrder for the amount (payable in
WANTED, immediately , University moderate . 18, Westbourue Villas, W.

advance ), at the General Post Office.
graduate as lutor in family in Brittany . Must

It will be seen from the above rates that special
be a christian and abstaiuer. References and A GENTLEMAN wishes to join a party

adrantages are secured by ordering six copiesand full paruiculars to Rev. C. de P. Griddon, Wes going to Italy and Jerusalem , sparing expenses.

over . leyan Chaplain , ot . Servan , lle et Vilaine, Apply to Mr. Chinery , 106 , L41180owy Road ,

France , Notting Hill ,

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES. A WIDOW LADY offers a comfortable

Copies of “ WORD AND WORK ” (including Homo, with education , to two or three little girls, HE ANCHO
RAGE

,

Double Numbers) maybesentfrom this Office to Terms £ 20 per annum ;good reference . Aduross

any address in the undermentioned Foreign
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SPECIAL PRAYER

NORTH . WEST LONDON

FOR IRELAND. EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.
The Committee of the IRISH CHURCH MISSIONS cordially invite all 9, The Crescent, Leighton Grove, N.W.

true friends of Ireland to unite with them and their Supporters in fervent, believing, PRESIDENT-JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq.

expectant prayer on the occasion of their ANNIVERSARY PRAYER MEETING,
This Choir has been formed for the purpose

of assisting any Evangelistic effort , and for the
to be held in the Council Room, EXETER HALL, on FRIDAY, the 15th JANUARY , purpose of conducting short Gospel Song

at HALF - PAST Two o'clock:
Missions, " as occasion may offer.

The Rev. H. NEVILE SHERBROOKE and others will (D.V. ) take part in the The services of tbe choir are quite gratuitous.

meeting.
All applicationsshould be made to Mr.T. Bate

man, 72, Twisden Road, Higbgate Road , N.W.

ON

CONSUMPTION

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

OTHER

AND ALL

CHEST DISEASES.

READ

MR. CONGREYES NEW WORK,

Five Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets.
12,000 smacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing our tables

with fish . These men, who for us tail through furious blast and sleety !
storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them, to the

pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied - may rightly
claim some small share in the privilegesweso richly enjoy and go highly

prize .
THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoning
love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours, attord.

ing relief in case of sickness and injury , and cheering and brightening dull
and monotonous livesby their presence and ministry.

" The Mission Smacksare doing in the North Seaa grand work, worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that
the results of their effort, great as they are in the present, will, if only

supported liberally by the public , be of untold value in the future.”
Edward Birkbeck , Esq., M.P.

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Society to place a Mission
Vessel with every fleet .

R. J. MATHER, Director,

181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ), E.O.

81XPENCE, POST FREE,

Or Large Edition (oloth ) for 18, 3d .
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LISHED BEFORH, in this journal EVERY WEEK,

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

Establishedin 1884 , for the purposo of attording instruction in the

Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zonadas,

Harems, and schools , in Asia and Africa .

Secrstary , Mies WEBB, 267, Vauxball Bridge Road, London , 8.W.
Bankors, Mesari. HARRIES , FABQUTAR, & 00 ., 18 , St. Jama Street,

London , A.W.

NEW STORY FOR THE CHILDREN.

By BRENDA, Author of “ Froggy's Little Brother.”
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With numerous illustrations by M. IRWIN.

Large crown 8vo. cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO . , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

CASE of MISS JOHNSON, ASHBY, BRIGG,

LINCOLNSHIRE.

The mother of this patient (Mrs. MARY Johnson) applied to me on

behalf of her daughter in August of last year, having known the benefit of

my treatment in her familybefore.

At this time the patient was in a very low, weak state . In addition to

all the other usual symptoms of decline, there was anæmia (" she seems to

bave no blool in her ," was the mother's remark ) ; the appetite was gone ,

and sickness prevailed .

In three weeks the mother reports : - " Appetite much better, and feels

stronger ."

In another three weeks : - “ I am thankful to say my daughter is rapidly

improving ."

In another month the mother writes : - " The improvement in my

daughter is wonderful; appetite , strength , and flesh increased, no cough,

painsgone."

In addition to my usual remedies, as the patient continued anamic , a

tonic of Perchloride of Iron , with Quinine and Syrup of Orange , were
directed .

Steadily persevering till the Spring, she entirely recovered . In Jude
last the mother writes meas follows:

“ I wish to bear my testimony to the benefit received from your most

valuable medicine, which, by the blessing of God . has so restored my

daughter that for some time she has discontinued its use , and been for

three inonths in a situation . I am thankful to say she keeps quite well . '

NOTE . - Days of Consultation. TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY_Mornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.

Price Three Halfpence each, post free 2d .
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This unique Almanack hasbeen welcomed each new year wi increased

appreciation of its special advantages. The presentation in large type of

carefully selected Texts from the incorruptible Beed of the Word has been

blessed in many instances. To Ministers, District Visitors , Hospital

Chaplains, and other Christian labourers, the Almanack is offered at the

following reduced prices , not including carriage :

100 for 9s. 6d. Nett Cash

300 for £ 1 5s.

500 for £ 1 17s . 6d.

1,000 for £ 3 IOs.

Such orders to be sent, accompanied with remittance, direqt to

the Publishers,

JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.
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HOME RULE,

AN OLD MOTHER'S LETTER TOLETTER TO PARENTS .

By MRS. BAYLY.

In Pictorial Wrapper 3d . , or Japanese Vellum 6d.

In Bottles, 1s. 14d. , 2s. 93. , 4s . 6d . , and 118.

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS,

THE HELPS TO THE STUDY OF THE BIBLE,

Comprising all the ADDITIONAL MATTER that is contained in

THE OXFORD BIBLE

FOR TEACHERS

have been carefully Revised and Enlarged from time to time by Dr. STUBB3, Bishop of Chester; Dr. EDWIN

PALMER, Archdeacon of Oxf rd ; Dr. ANGUS, and other eminent Scholars. The scientific information was

prepared under the supervision of Professors ROLLESTON , WESTWOOD, LAWSON, and EARLE -names

of the highest authority in their several departments.

The Christian, Dec. 25, 1884.— " A more perfect compendium The Times, Dec. 23 , 1884.-- " The whole has been done with

of valuable aids to Biblical Study can scarcely be con admirable completeness."

ceived. Indeed, it forms in itself a small but copious

Reference Library of Sacred literature . No one who can
The Methodist Recorder, Jan. 30, 1885.- " This invaluable

workneeds no furtherrecommendation from us ; all the
obtain it should be without a copy .'

subjects are handled with the greatest ability, and still
The Guardian.— " A perfect, library in Notes, Tables, and further enhance the value of this unrivalled book . "

Maps."

The Pall Mall Gazette , Dec. 20, 1884.-- " Every Bible student The British Quarterly Review .- " In scholarly, compressed ,

knows them to bethe best collection of Biblical informa and useful information we know nothing to compare with

tion ever brought together in so small a compass.” them ."

IN VARIOUS SIZES AND BINDINGS AT ALL BOOKSELLERS.

LONDON : HENRY FROWDE, Oxford University Press Warehouse, AMEN CORNER, E.C.

FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN .

See Zech . iv . 6 .

GEORGE WILLIAMS, ESQ ., has very kindly consented to PRESIDE at the

ANNUAL DEVOTIONAL MEETING, to be held at EXETER (LOWER) HALL,

on WEDNESDAY, 27th inst . , AT 6.30 P.M. CHRISTIANS WHO SYM

PATHIZE WITH THIS MISSION, who may be unable to attend personally, are invited

to join in prayer, in their own Homes, AT THE ONE THRONE ; but all those who can

attend are EARNESTLY INVITED to do so.

TICKETS of admission NOT required.

ST. JOHN , CHAP. XVI . , VERSES 7 to 14 , shows the great need as set forth by

Christ Himself, and contains the promise which is essential to success in all CHRISTIAN

SERVICE !

NEARLY FIFTEEN HUNDRED GOSPEL SERVICES are held in

the Homes every year, besides Bible Classes , &c.

EDWARD W. THOMAS, Sec.

200 , EUSTON ROAD , N.W.
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The Conflict : Its Purpose and Progress.
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Evolution ; or, Becoming versus Oreation ,

CONTENTS . THE EARLIER SCRIPTURES

I. The Local Church. Crown 8vo , cloth extra , 5s.

II , The Christian Consciousness as a Dogmatic “ No work on the Pentateuch hasever givenusso much satisfaction."

Source.
Young Men's Christian Association Notes,

" It is to be wished that this book may have a wide circulation as an able

III. George Eliot's Surrender of the Faith . and well-written defence ofthe earlier Scriptures, boldlyconceived, care

IV. The Anglo -Israelite Theory. fully elaborated,thoughtfully compressed,and considerately adaptedtothe
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VI. Modern Homiletics.

VII, Professor Briggs on the Revised Version of the

Old Testament.
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Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 59 ,

IX . Current Literature. “In this book we are broughtface to face with the citadel ofChristianity,

to wit, the historical records of the person of Christ and His work upon

earth , as oneof the most distinct and powerful evidences ofthe inherent

CHRISTIANITY AND EVOLUTION : truth ofour holy religion . ... It takes up a distinct line of argument,

and though within a narrow compass has worked out the problem bysome
A Series of Essays on the MODERN PROBLEMS OF THE

remarkably clear reasoning ; somuch su , indeed, that after reading it
FAITH, will appear during the year in through we wish that the size had been fourfold. • We have noted many

things in the Gospels which this volume has cleared up . . : . We expect

THE HOMILETIC MAGAZINE many persons will ejaculate, How full this book is of the Lord Jesus

Christ ! So it is . What an enthusiastio writer this is on such a grand

THE JANUARY NUMBER OF
theme !' So he is. And we thoroughly recommend the book ." - Clergyman's

Magazine.

THE HOMILETIC MAGAZINE

Contains an Article on CHRIST AND CRITICISM ; or, The Witnesses

EVOLUTION AND DESIGN,
Examined and Cross-examined . One Shilling.

“ These lectures certainly formone of the ablest of all the contributions to
By the Rev. Professor MOMERIE , M.A. , D.Sc., &c . , &o. the literature of the evidences that have been made in recent years . A

PRICE ONE SHILLING . Annual Subscription , 12s. post free.
better bookto place in the hands of a thoughtful sceptic it would be hard to

name." - Christian Leader,

JAMES NISBET & Co., 21 , BERNERS ST. , W. GROSSES AND CROWNS.
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THE
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deal with practical truths in the Christian life."-Clergyman's Magazine,

“ BIBLE TALK " SERIES. " The book is rich in spiritual experience, and will be highly esteemed

bymany Christians.” - Nonconformist.

A dip into this little book will be to mind and heart what a brisk
By GEORGE SOLTAU. walk , on a clear frosty morning, is to the body ," - Literary World .
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ing, the crime-bestained, the depraved , the indigent,and the ragged of

London. The descriptions of Ragged school workaregiven with a fidelity
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Just Published . " Readers of the book, and we trust it may have many, will be well in

structed as towhat is being donefor the poor and needy bysome of the
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(Cloth extra , Is . 60.) such practical endeavours for the salvation and elevation of their fellows."

-The Christian .
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body of English Churchmen, call it by what name you please

would be a new factor, not in the Church only but in the State

It would probably be a stronger debating body than the House

of Commons ; and in the many questions which lie upon the

wide borderland between Church and State the voice of such a

body would probably exercise great influence, and act power

fully upon the political life of the nation. Will such power

ever be given to the Church ? It rests mainly with the laity to

demand it. This much I would venture to say, that the clergy

at all events the Evangelical clergy, will offer no opposition to

the movement ; they will gladly welcome their brethren of the

laity to the fullest possible share of responsibility and work.

The importance of such a Church body consists mainly, I

think, in this — that without it the process of reform is likely to

be slow and halting. The House of Commons is not likely to

resolve itself into a committee on Church Reform ; it is over

burdened with work already. It is not the body we should wish

to see engaged in such a duty. At most it will give a languid

or snappish assent to proposals to which its assent is asked ;

and yet without the healthy atmosphere of authoritative debate ,

sound measures of reform are not likely to be carried . Thus it

is with the laity that the future of the English Church largely

rests. ”

No inconsiderable aid to the solution of the present

problem may be found in the history of another

Church, also established within the realm . The

relations between Church and State have been

studied and re-studied more frequently, more fully,

and more fervently, in Scotland than in any other

country. Probably the battle also, which is to end

either in the severance of these relations or in their

right adjustment , will be fought out in the northern

part of the kingdom . At all events, as a contribution

to an intelligent study of the subject , we venture to

give a few relevant facts from Scottish Church history

during the past half-century. If any are desirous of

fuller information, they can find it in Dr. Buchanan's

admirable history of the Ten Years' Conflict, or in the

Annals of the Disruption, by Rev. Thomas Brown ,

BOND OR FREE ?

NOT

OT many years ago the Church of Scotland

THURSDAY, JANUARY 21st, 1886 .

CHURCH DEFENCE AT ISLINGTON .

THIS

HIS annual Conference commands the attention

of all who are interested in the conservation of

Evangelical doctrine. There is reason to believe, as

Bishop Perry said at one of the meetings, " If we

look at the Church as a whole we shall see that the

Evangelical body are in a great minority .” Never

theless, it is on that very account of the last import

ance that the maintenance of Scriptural principles

should be firm and fearless . Canon Hoare, from

Whose speech we quote elsewhere, did good service in

accentuating the doctrinal soundness of the Articles

of Religion which are unquestionably the authorized

standards of the National Church. At the same

timehe was careful to distinguish between the Creed

of the Church and the teaching of many of its clergy.

“ I grieve to say" ---these are his words -- " we must

acknowledge that there is sometimes a frightful

antagonism between the teaching of the men and the

testimony of the documents. ”

The raising of the question of Disestablishment,

in connection with the recent election , gave theme

and tone to the Conference during its sittings last

week. The subject proposed for discussion was

“The Church of England," and it was arranged

under the following divisions : (1) its relation to the

State ; (2) its need of well-considered reform ; (3) its

actual service to the nation ; and ( 4 ) its special

witness to the world . On all these topics weighty

words were spoken worthy of fair and full considera

tion .

Perhaps the most interesting discussion in present

circumstances was the one dealing with reform .

Evidently it is becoming clearer to earnest men

within the Church that little in this direction can

be expected from any Government, and that, if a

practical improvement is to be reached , it must be

bycommittal to the Church itself of large powers of

action and self-control . It is also apparent that

these powers could not be safely entrusted to a

clerical autocracy. Therefore, stress has been laid

on the importance of admitting the so-called laity

into the councils of the Church , On this subject the

well-weighed words of the Rev. Sir Emilius Bayley

are significant.

• The question of the admission of the laity," he says , " to

& share in the government of the Church, involving as it does

the revival of the powers of self -government in the Church

itself, is eminently a statesman's question , A great deliberative

was rent in twain . From the time of the

Reformation its history had been a chequered one .

It had passed through more than one fierce persecu .

tion , and the names of its martyred Covenanters are

still dear to the hearts of its peasantry. When the

reign of the Stuarts had been brought to an end , it

was hoped that the " Revolution settlement," which

guarded the rights and liberties of the Church, would

inaugurate a long era of rest. Twenty-two years
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later Parliament passed an Act restoring " patronage," In this “ Claim ” there was a formal appeal to the

giving thereby the right to lay patrons to nominate Queen and Government, narrating the grievances

or appoint pastors to vacant congregations. Ever since under which they had suffered , and claiming, according

then there has been war instead of peace ; and the con
to the Constitution of Scotland, a right to be exempted

flict between the members of congregations and patrons from the interference of the Civil Court. “ Addressing

who insisted on the settlement of unacceptable the Throne, the Church made a solemn demand for

pastors has caused at least three historical secessions relief, accompanied by a no less solemn assurance that,

from the Scottish Church . Thus, although Scotland if her claim were refused, she could no longer con

is almost entirely Presbyterian, there are now two
tinue to discharge her functions within the Estab

large and influential churches outside the pale of the

lishment. " Nevertheless the tension increased .

Establishment. Of these, the elder, called the
The Court of Session, the Supreme Court in Scotland,

United Presbyterian Church, is formed of the gave a decision against the Church. Meantime &

successors of the two earlier gecessions, now happily

Convocation was appointed to be held at Edinburgh

united in one communion. The younger is known as

in the wintry days of November. To that meeting

the Free Church of Scotland , which dates back only

474 ministers from all parts of Scotland assembled .

to the 18th of May, 1843 .
The character of it has been traced by the graceful

pen of Dr. James Hamilton, and we cannot do better

The principle around which all these contendings
than give his words.

took place may be briefly described as Spiritual " When we looked at the materials of the meeting

Independence. It was claimed that within the church
we wished that those were present in whose

for which Christ legislates in Scripture the State bas power it lies to preserve to the Scottish Establish

no right to interfere. So far as civil rights are
ment all this learning and this worth. There was

concerned, it is freely admitted that the State has
the chairman (Dr. Chalmers ), who might so easily have

supreme jurisdiction ; but spiritual rights are asserted
been the Adam Smith, the Leibnitz, or the Bossuet of

to be beyond both its cognizance and control. There
the day, but who, having obtained a better part, has

is a sharp distinction drawn between the province of
laid economics, and philosophy, and eloquence on the

Cæsar on the one hand and the province of Christ altar which sanctified himself. There was Dr.

on the other.
Gordon, lofty in simplicity, whose vast conceptions

During the ten years preceding the Disruption the and majestic emotions plough deeper the old channel

strain occasioned by the interference of the State in
of customary words, and make common phrases

matters distinctly spiritual roused the spirit of the
appear

solemn and sublime after he has

foremost men in the Church of Scotland. For some
used them. There Dr. Keith, whose

time previous thereto there had been a remarkable
labours in the Prophecies have sent his fame through

increase of spiritual activity, and Dr. Chalmers, Europe, and are yearly bringing converts into

heartily seconded by a host of like-mindedpatriots, thethe Church of Christ ; and Mr. James Buchanan,

had been striving earnestly to bring the whole whose deep -drawn sympathies and rich Bible

population of Scotland under the pastoral care of the
lore and Christian refinement have made him

Church . In these laudable efforts they found them of consolation to 80 many of the sons

selves hindered and thwarted by the action of the of sorrow . There were Dr. Welsh, the biographer

civil power . At last they were plainly told that the and bosom friend of Thomas Brown (the me

condition of their establishment as a National Church
taphysician) ; Dr. Forbes, among the most inven

was submission in matters spiritual, less
tive of modern mathematicians ; and Dr, Paterson,

than in matters civil, to the State. Hitherto they whose Manse Garden is read for the sake of its poetry

had believed themselves free within their own and wiedom, and Christian kindness, where there are

province ; now it was asserted they were absolutely no gardens , and will be read for the sake of other days

bound . At once they declared that, if that were the when there are no manses. And there was Dr. Patrick

case, they were ready to sacrifice their churches and
Macfarlane, whose calm judgment is a sanction to any

livings to be free from their bonds. They earnestly
measure , and who, holding the richest benefice in

appealed to the Legislature to avert such a calamity, Scotland, most appropriately moved the resolution,

which would be no less injurious to the National that rather than sacrifice their principles they should

Church they loved than to themselves.

surrender their possessions. And not to mention

' names the poet must not speak ,' there were in the

Assembly the men who are dearest of all to the godly

A NOTABLE CRISIS.
throughout the land, the men whom the Lord has

THE

HE rulers of our land laughed at their threats, delighted to honour - all the ministers in whose

and refused to withdraw the iron hand. When parishes have been great revivals, from the Apostle of

the General Assembly, the highest Court of the Church , the North , good old Dr. Macdonald, whose happy

met in 1842 & document, called the "Claim of countenance is a signal for expectation and gladness

Right,” which had been prepared with great care, was in every congregation he visits, and Mr. Burns, of

adopted and passed by an overwhelming majority. Kilsyth , whose affectionate counsels and prayers ,

were

a son

no
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make the Convocation feel towards him as a father, Macfarlane, and others who had occupied the front

down to those younger ministers, of whom but for bench. As soon as their movement was observed , &

our mutual friendship I could speak more freely." loud cheer burst from the gallery, followed by an

We are under no such obligation to silence , and may awed silence . When the first rank appeared outside

therefore add there were also present such men as the church it seemed as if a sudden shock of surprise

the saintly McCheyne, the Bonars, and Dr. Somer. pervaded the onlookers, and as the cry arose, “ They

ville, who has since made the world his parish. come !they come ! ” the long, loud sbout which rang

Before this notable Convocation closed , resolutions along the street told that the final and decisive step

were passed by which they pledged themselves, if had been taken .

their claim for redress were rejected, to “ tender the Whatever opinion any may form as to the wisdom

resignation of those civil advantages which they can of their action , there can be but one opinion of its

no longer hold in consistency with the free and full heroism . We are informed in Dr. Hanna's memoirs

exercise of their spiritual functions,” of Dr. Chalmers that even the intellectual calm of

the critical editor of the Edinburgh Review was

sud broken . " Elsewhere in the city, Lord Jeffrey

FOR CONSCIENCE' SAKE. was sitting reading in his quiet room, when one burst

JHE greatest interest attached to the Annual in upon him , saying, ' Well , what do you think of it ?

Assembly of the Church of Scotland in 1843.
More than four hundred of them are actually out !

On the first day of meeting the solemn decision would
The book was flung aside , and springing to his feet

be made which must open a new chapter in the
Lord Jeffrey exclaimed, ' I am proud ofmy country .

Church history of Scotland . Up to the last hour
There is not another country upon earth where euch

thousands said that the ministers would not prove
a deed could have been done.' '

themselves fanatics and fools by giving up home

and income for the sake of principle. It was freely

asserted by those who knew their own weakness THE DISRUPTION VINDICATED .

that when the moment came they would not daro

WI

HY have we gone back to an event which is now

to face poverty and to expose their families to the nearly a third of a centuryold ? Mainly to indicate

suffering it must bring. For, be it remembered, it how time has avenged the men who made sacrifice

was hardly possible at that time to foresee the result. of position and property rather than submit to the

Many of the men who had nerved themselves to the control of the secular power in the service of Christ.

task of forsaking all had been already wisely plan A few years ago the Government of this country ,

ning their future action . They did not venture to under the administration of Lord Beaconsfield,

calculate on the triumphant support which the granted liberties to the Scottish Church which at the

warm heart of Scotland was so ready to provide earlier date had been so harshly denied . Had the

them. Even a man like McCheyne said to a friend, claimswhich had been advanced in 1842, been met to

" I think of going to the many thousand convicts the extent conceded later, in all probability the dis

that are transported beyond the seas, for no man ruption would have been prevented . But the grant

careth for their soul.” Dr. James Hamilton also , greatly ing of freedom did not heal the division which

grieved by the prospect , could only comfort himself by had been made. For the advocates of spiritual

thinking on the blessing to many sure to follow if independence consistently refused to accept as

they were “ scattered abroad everywhere preaching a gift what they claimed as a right . They felt ,

the Word . ”
reasonably enough, it would be imprudent to hazard

On the 18th day of May the Assembly met in St. their future by consenting to receive what might be

Andrew's Church , Edinburgh . The spacious street revoked . If the State could give, then too, it must be

in which that church stands was densely crowded admitted , the State can take away. The contention

with anxious spectators. The question was passed of the Evangelical party had always been that the

from lip to lip, “ How many will venture to sacrifice Church by Divine charter possessed full freedom in

all for conscience sake ?” The church itself was all spiritual matters, and to accept the freedom at

crowded to its utmost capacity. When the time for the hands of Government would have been a con

making up the roll arrived, Dr. Welsh, the Moderator, fession of the State's power to give or withhold ac

called attention in a few solemn and dignified words cording to its own judgment or pleasure. Such an

to the crisis which had been reached ; and, after admission it was not possible for them to make.

calmly stating the impossibility of constituting A Bill ofamore advanced and promising character

the Assembly under the conditions imposed by has been drafted by the new member for the

Government, he laid the memorable and historical Inverness Burghs. Mr. Finlay, Q.C. , M.P. , evi

Protest on the table of the House. Then lifting his dently thinks it possible to reconstruct the Presby

hat, and bowing to the Commissioner who repre. terianism of Scotland on the basis of a Free National

sented Royalty, he left the chair, and moved towards Church . Already he has won the support of the Duke

the door, closely followed by Drs. Chalmers, Gordon , of Argyle , and the two leading Liberal newspapers in
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Edinburgh and Glasgow have expressed approval
Receive not Grace in Vain .

We print part of the Bill, which will enable our

readers to form a fair opinion as to its nature :

Words Spoken from a West End Pulpit.

FROM A HEARER'S NOTES.

Whereas it is desirable to remove obstacles to the reunion of OW then we are ambassadors for Christ,

the Presbyterians of Scotland . as though God did beseech you by us : we

Be it declared and enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent pray you in Christ's stead, be yo reconciled to God.
Majesty, &c .

1. It is hereby declared that, by the Constitution of the
For He hath made Him to be sin for us, who knew

Church of Scotland as by law established, on the basis of the no sin ; that we might be made the righteousness of

Confession of Faith andthe Presbyterian Church government God in Him. We then , as workers together with

and discipline , the Courts of the said Church have the sole and
Him, beseech you also that yo receive not the grace

exclusiveright to regulate, determine, and decide all matters

spiritual within the said Church, and their procedure therein ,
of God in vain . For He saith, I have heard thee in

and regulations and decisions thereon, are hereby declared to a time accepted, and in the day of salvation have I

be not subject to interdict , reduction , suspension, or any succoured thee ; behold , now is the accepted time,

manner of review by any Court of civil jurisdiction , behold, now is the day of salvation ” (2 Cor. v . 20, 21 ;
2. The expression “ matters spiritual” shall include all

vi. 1 , 2 ).

matters relating to the worship, discipline , and government of

the said Church of Scotland, and in particular all matters On three occasions,within a few days of each other,

relating to the preaching of the Word of God , the administra we read of the Lord Jesus weeping. At the grave of

tion of Sacraments, theelection, appointment, and admission Lazarus, in the presence of the ruin, the desolation,

of the ministers of the said Church to their pastoral office, and
the sorrow which sin had brought on the earth, the

of the other office -bearers of the said Church their offices,

and their suspension and deprivation therefrom , the constitu
tears came to His eyes , " He groaned in the spirit,

tion of the Courts of the said Church, and the admission of and was troubled .' When He was approaching

ministers and office -bearers to sit therein, the infliction and Jerusalem with His disciples for the last time, know

removal of Church censures, and generally all other spiritual ing what awaited Him there, He looked upon the
matters.

3. No Court of civil jurisdiction shall interfere by interdict or city, and thinking of the terrible judgments coming

otherwise with the procedures of the congregation, or of any upon its inhabitants, He " wept over it, saying, If

committee thereof, in the naming, proposal, election, or thou hadst known, even thou, at least in this thy day,

appointment of a minister.
the things which belong unto thy peace, but now

4. From and after the passing of this Act all powers vested in

and exercised by the Lords of Council and Session acting as they are hid from thine eyes." Yet again when the

Commissioners for the Plantation of Kirks and Valuation of Lord Jesus entered into the close conflict of the agony

Teinds , to disjoin and erect parishes quoad sacra , or to erect in the garden of Gethsemane, when He knew what it

parisbos without territorial districts, shall cease and determine;

and it is hereby declared that the power to disjoin and erect
was to be the world's Sin-bearer, His holy soul shrank

parishes quoad sacra , or to erect parishes without territorial
back with horror from the accursed load, and He

districts, belongs to and is exclusively vested in the Courts of feared lest His bodily frame might sink beneath it,

the Church of Scotland. ere He reached the cross on which it was to be borne

and we read that He " offered up prayers and suppli

It is too soon to pronounce as to the reception this cations, with strong crying and tears unto Him that

proposal is likely to meet. The desirability of a
was able to save Him from death, and was heard in

healthy re-union of separated churches is confessed
that He feared ." We do not find this in the Gospels,

we find it in the Epistle to the Hebrews (ch. v. 7 ) .

by the most eminent men in at least two of the
On these three occasions, then, Jesus wept. And the

churches , and perhaps also by a few in the third .
sorrow which seems to me, perhaps, the deepest of

Hitherto it has been sought in the direction of them all is the sorrow of a disappointed love, the

Disestablishment, and this has been urged nainly, if sorrow of One who had come on thegrandest mission

not only , by the Free Churches.
of mercy ever conceived, but who was to be despised

Now it is sought in the direction of freedom, or as
and rejected, hated and scorned, by the very nation

we might phrase it, “ in the liberation of the Church

which lay nearest to His heart.

from State control,” and it will be at least interesting You did not read with me, intelligently, the forty

to note the welcome afforded to this novel experiment. ninth chapter of Isaiah this evening if you did not

It may be asked , What bearing have these facts on see that , while there is a glorious time coming for the

present movements in England ? We answer, Much
Gentile, there is a still more glorious time for the

every way. True, the two systems , Episcopacy and

Jew. " Kings shall be thy nursing fathers, and their

queens thy nursing mothers: they shall bow down

Presbytery differ very greatly, nevertheless in the to thee with their face toward the earth, and lick

desire to widen Church councils the introduction of up the dust of thy feet ; and thou shalt know that I

so -called laymen indicates an approach to the form am theLord : for theyshall not be ashamed that wait

of Church Government popular north of the Tweed.
for Me. " Remember Isaiah saw His day :

Thus

If this new element be introduced then of necessity One; to Him whom man despiseth, to Him whom the
saith the Lord, the Redeemerof Israel, and His Holy

the rights and liberties of the Christian people must

nation abhorreth, to a Servant of rulers, kings shall

be both recognised and protected. The clergy cannot see and arise , princes also shall worship, because of

be allowed to change ritual and usages at will . the Lord that is faithful, and the Holy One of Israel,

Neither, in the end , can Patrons be allowed to force and He shall choose thee . Thus saith the Lord , In an

unsuitable and unacceptable incumbents on reluctant acceptable time haveI heard thee, and in a dayof salva

congregations. The Church of England, if it really give thee for a covenant ofthe people, to establish the
tion have I helped thee : and I will preserve thee, and

contemplates Reform , must look far ahead and profit earth, to cause to inherit the desolate heritages." And

by the lessons to be learned from the historic conflict concerning the Gentiles itis said (verse 6 ), “It is a light

in Scotland .
thing that thou shouldest be My servant to raise up
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the tribes of Jacob , and to restore the preserved of Therefore the apostle says so earnestly, after

Israel : I will also give thee for a light to the Gentiles, he has just spoken of God having " made Him to be

that thou mayest be MySalvation unto the end of sin for us , who knew no sin , that we might be made

the earth ." We are living in the time here spoken the righteousness of Him, " we then , as workers

ofnow . That is the force of the apostle's argument, together with Him , beseech
together with Him, beseech you also that ye receive

"For He saith, I have heard thee in a time not the grace of God in vain ; behold , now is

accepted ... behold, now is the accepted time, the accepted time," &c,

behold, now is the day of salvation ." “ Workers together with Him ! " . Ah, that is our

comfort. To change men's hearts is no light task ,

God heard Christ " from the horns of the unicorn ." and this is what we are all called to do who are our

He never lost His hold on , or His confidence in, God. selves reconciled to God by the death of His Son. Our

Even when that cry of distress escaped Him, He warrant, no less than ourcomfort, is this, that we

could say, "My God , My God, why hast Thou for are workers together with Him ; His mouthpiece to

saken Me ?” God heard His cry, brought Him up speak to sinners downhere, and to deliver to them His

also out of the horrible pit , and out of the miry clay, and messages of mercy and of love,

set His feet upon a rock , and established His goings.

He was accepted in His sacrifice, and it became a
It is not a possibility or a probability which the

" day of salvation " to all the ends of the earth . cross has accomplished, but a certainty for all

who believe in Jesus that God will not impute their

If Christ is accepted , then I , who am united to Him trespasses unto them.

by faith , am justified and accepted with Him . Men I know that God has elected to save some, and

ask , " What of me ? what of my salvation ?" But the without this there is no salvation for any . Even

real question is — WHAT OF CHRIST ? He, the Jesus dying on the cross would have been of no avail

sinless One, takes the place of the guilty, is " num if the Father had not sent the Spirit to turn men's

bered with the transgressors, and is nailed upon the hearts to Him. This makes it intensely real and

cross of shame. This would never have happened in near to us. There is not a motion or a desire

God's universe if He had not accepted Christ in the towards God that is not the breathing of the Holy

sinner's stead . The question, therefore, is , what Ghost ; and this makes it so important that weshould

happens to Christ ? He does die , He is buried ; but not reject or neglect any such gracious inclinations or

He is raised again on the third day, He ascends up promptings.

into Heaven, and is set by the Father at His own If I am drawn towards Christ, it is a terrible sin ,

right hand. Nay, “ because He humbled Him . one of which we cannot exaggerate the guilt, to

self, and became obedient unto death, even the resist this drawing.

death of the cross , God also hath highly exalted

Him , and given Him a name, which is above every It is an awful thing to resist God acting in law :

name : that in the nameof Jesus every knee should but nof how much sorer punishment suppose ye

bow, of things in Heaven and things on earth, and shall he be thought worthy who hath trodden under

things under the earth ; and that every tongue should foot the Son of God ..... and hath done despite

confess that Jesus Christ is Lord , to the glory of God unto the Spirit of grace ? Fighting against love is

the Father.”
a still more heinous sin than fighting against law, and

And it is this acceptance of Christ of which the that is the sin men commit now when they resist the

test speaks, " the acceptable time " which Jesus invitations of His grace.

found, and which, therefore, became the day of “ All things are of God, who hath reconciled us to

salvation to sinners everywhere. Himself by Jesus Christ, and hath given to us the

ministry of reconciliation .”

Christ was acceptedwhen He took upon Him our

guilt, bare our sins in His own body on the tree, and Men may say election is the great barrier. Instead

made “ reconciliation for iniquity.” And the ques of being a great barrier, it is a great opening. If God

tion now is whether I accept Him or not. God knows had not chosen some, none would have been saved :

that Icannot answer formysins, not for one ofthem,
and we make our calling and election sure by coming

and He has in His wondrous grace provided for me to God, accepting His offered salvation, and saying,

a Substitute in the Person of His own Son, whom
« Christ for me-Christ for me."

He invites me to accept now in this “ day of salva

tion, ” which is an interlude between the judgments He hath committed unto us the word of recon.

past and future . There was great destruction ciliation . Do not narrow it . Do not limit this glorious

upon Jerusalem after its rejectionof Christ . There commission to apostles in the early days, or to

will be great destruction at the endof the dispensation, ministers of the Gospel now. Have it as Scripture

when His feet shall stand upon the Mount of Olives, makes it,as wide as to include all who have believed

and He shall fight against those nations which are on and received Christ . It is a very high honour to

gathered against Jerusalem to battle . One thousand which every one of us who has been brought into the

eight hundred years have passed away since palace of the King is called . We are to tell out what

the first of these events. It is still the day of salva He has done for our salvation— " To wit , that God

tion, the day of mercy and of grace, and we know was in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself, not

nothow much longer it may continue. The Lamb is imputing their trespasses unto them ;” and every time

in the midst of the throne, the Priest sitting at the we publish these glad tidings,and sinners accept

right hand of God. No longer standing, but having them, we, as ambassadors for Christ , have won new

accomplished His work , seated on His Father's territory for our King. " Now then we are ambas.

throne, proclaiming an amnesty to sinners of every sadors for Christ, as though God did beseech you by

name and clime, and beseeching them to be reconciled us : wepray you in Christ's stead, be ye reconciled

to God , to God." I always stand in amazement and
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our

adoring wonder at the marvellous grace and condes. Close with His gracious offer, accept Him as

cension of God when I read these words. Think of your best Friend, and love to Him will spring up in

our Queen sending an ambassador to some half your heart as you learn more of His loveliness and

savage heathen king, who had defied her authority,
grace. " We love Him because He first loved

refused her offers offriendship ,and slain her subjects. us." What a condemnation it is that this grace

Let us take Nana Sahib , for example, and think of should be resultless in the case of any to whom the

the envoyasking, nay, entreating him to be reconciled
message ofmercy is made known !

to her ! We cannot imagine such an act possible. Yet I do not suppose that any one here deliberately

it is not for an instant to be compared with what God resolves to refuse it , but they do so, they put it off to

is doing every day, beseeching sinners to be reconciled a more convenient season . You may change your

to Him. “ God was in Christ reconciling the world mind (I know nothing of the future), but this I know ,

unto Himself."

that you are refusing Christ now if you do not

accept His offered salvation , and every time you do

Next in wonder to this-rather let us place them this you render it easier to repeat the refusal in the

time to come.
together, side by side, for they are equally wonderful

is the statement which follows : " For He hath made

Him to be sin for us who knew no sin ; that we might The whole matter of salvation turns upon our

be made the righteousness of God in Him ." Jesus had receiving or rejecting the Lord Jesus Christ.

no taint, no particle of sin in His nature as man. I believe that in the Church of Rome, with all her

It was purer than the snowdrift . No thought of sin grievous errors and false doctrines, there have been

was possible to Him : yet He, the Holy One of God, many, especially in the middle ages, who trusted in

passed under the whole weight and darkness of it . In Christ alone , and were saved by Him , while amongst

some manner, to us ever mysterious , He was made Protestants
, holding a purer faith, and knowing the

sin, and thus righteously became our Substitute truth theologically
, thousands perisheverlastingly

and sacrifice in suffering the penalty attached because they have not accepted Him. That is

to it.
the turning point which determines whole

future .

And just as He was made sin for us, so are we by

union with Him made righteous. There was never I would go on until midnight if I couldinduceany

unholiness in His being made sin. There is no
to delay no longer their acceptance of the Saviour.

holiness in our being made or accounted righteous in Why say, “ I will wait until I go home, when I retire

Him . It does not of itself make us holy ; that to my own room I will make the decision " ? It is better

follows necessarily and surely by the working of His done here and now. Why not now ? Others may

Spirit in our hearts ; but this is the purity, the help you, it is true ; but it is a matter between the

meritoriousness of Christ. “ God made Him to be soul and God now ; we beseech you do not receive the

sin for us , that we might be madethe righteousness of grace of God in vain.

God in Him .” We take the righteousness as being

united with Him , our Risen Lord .

This wondrous grace and gift of God is to be the Do not let any one harden his heart and say, “ I

theme of our ministry, as it is the word of reconcilia cannot come now . I must enjoy the pleasures of

tion committed to us. This is why the apostle the world a little longer, and then I will turn to

makes the impassioned, the wailing appeal which we God ."

have here, “ We then , as workers together with Him , During the meetings for children whichwere recently

beseech
you also that ye receive not the grace of God in held here, one little fellow said, when urged to give

vain . Is all this marvellous love on the part of
his heart to Jesus, “ I willcome to the meeting in one

God to have no response ? If we do not yield our or two evenings, and then I will do so ; but not now . "

selves to Him, ifwe are not reconciled to God, When he was questioned as to his reason for delay

Christ hath died in vain so far as we are personally it appeared that he wished to go somewhere or to do

concerned .
something first which he felt to be wrong. Нө

was pressed to decide then, and when he had found

Christ, and his friend asked him about his former

We have reason to thank God that many here

have had their hearts changed during the year
desire, he instantly replied , “ Oh, I do not want to do

it now ." So it will ever be. The joy and peace

which has just closed. There are many more who which salvation brings leave no room , no desire

are not far from the kingdom . Oh that this may be

an hour of decision to-night. Why hesitate ? Why delight.
for those sinful pleasures in which men used to

delay, when delay may be fatal ?
“ But I fear my

sins. I think God could have nothing to do with me,

I am such a sinner. ” Do you not see that the settle “ If any man open the door, He will come in and

ment of sin with Christ suffices for your utmost need,
will sup with them " ; but He provides the feast.

and that all you have to do is to look up to God and “ We then as workers together with Him beseech

say, “ I come, I accept, I submit, I believe in the you that ye receive not the grace of God in vain . If

Son of Thy love " ? There is a great deal to follow, we receive the grace now, it will end in glory by and

but this is the beginning, this is the entrance inby by. If we decide now, weshallnever regretit, and our
the door into the sheepfold. We shall be fed, and songshall be that of the blessedones before the throne

clothed , and kept, having entered . The Good Shep to all eternity, “ Unto Him that bath loved us and

herd will care for that. “ I am the Door : by Me, if washed us from our sins in His own blood, and hath

any man enter in , he shall be saved, and shall go in made us kings and priests unto God and His Father ,

and out, and find pasture.” to Him be glory and dominion for over and ever .

Amen ."
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The Key of Knowledge.
more fully than many English readers know it. The Hebrero

Vitness of August, 1872, translates the first verge of the

fourth chapter of Genesis in a way approved by many
God's Keys and Peter's Keys. Christian scholars : " I have gotten theMan Jehovah Himself.”

MAN is by natura most loth to believe that he lives in Helvicus and some learned Jews translate it in nearly the

NI a country far away from God , that he is by nature same words. See also Luther's excellent translation ; see

ignorant of God , and that nothing short of a special revela also Faler.

tion can give to him knowledge of God . When the sun The key of God's Plan
shines upon him , anıl Nature looks pleased , when health is Eve certainly had obtained ; His mind , will, and way were
good , riches abundant, and his own will is ploughing along open to her ; and although she erred as to time and persons,
in its own way, he says God is good , he admires the powers

yet she grasped Gol': principle and knew God ': purpose and
that be, whatever they are. But when storms shatter health ,

p 'an .
when wealth takes wings and flees away, when Nature looks
black, and his earthly crops are destroyed , he considers the Babið had the Exey also .

God that rules either an angry power oran incomprehensible Weare expressly told in apostolic preaching that David

power, and he neither admires Him nor adores Him . “ saw ” before the resurrection of Christ (Acts ii. 31) , and

Weiss, the Jew , in his work on the Psalms, translates one
Uithout Revelation verze of the 68th Psalm in a way that supports the opinion

God is a perfectmystery to man . “ Great is themystery of of Eve already given , " Is that God unto ug a God of salva
godliness ” without a doubt. The whole Bible is written on tion , and are those draggings forth unto death for Jehovah
the understanding that man requires the Bible in order to the Lord ?" (v . 20).
know God . Welive as it were on a plane far away from Weareexpressly told thatGod gave “ the key of the house
God's character. The character of God , the mind of God , of David " to one of His prophets, That is the knowledge
the will ofGod are not grown here, not developed here, not of Christ as the stone of the house of David , the foundation
proclaimed here, except by the Bible . All nature is out of and the top corner-stone of David 's race and family (see Isu .
joint here ; the human character is the very opposite of | xxii . 22) ; but observe " key,” not “ keys." Keys only appear
Cbrist ; the walk and conversation of man the very opposite when the New Testament is opened , they embrace both Ol !
ofGod. Human laws and constitutions, man individually, TestamentandNew Testamentknowledge ;but baving already
men collectively, are in their principles quite unlike ( iod ; occupied so much space, I must defer the question of “ keys "
but man has no idea of this truth - nay, he manufactures to a future opportunity .
" gods ” like to naturalmen, and gives to them all the evil Gordon ForLONG .

attributes of his own nature, and calls them gods, falls down

and worships them , and is gratified as he does so, and for
the all -sufficient reason that he is worshipping his own evil

Answer to Bible Acrostic.
image, and actually, without intending it, he is worshipping

his own image, his own character, his own passions portrayed No. III.

in the imaye he has made. . ** Abile in Me, and I in you ."

The Intelligent Beist.
A grippe • Acts xxvi. 28

Babel . Gen , xi, 9
does exactly the same thing in another way. He scouts all I ngrafted Wor . Jag, i. 21
outward images and figures, he sets up noGod , because he D agon . 1 Sam . v . 4

is his own god , he worships his own reason , power, in E merald • Ex. xxviii. 13

telligence, and denies the existence of any being capable of
drawing out his admiration . IIe feels his own nothingness I llyricum Rom . xv. 19

in the laws of the world , but he shuts his eyes to the great Neighbour . • Matt, xxii. 39

laws that like chains bind him firmly on all sides. He is not M elzar Dan , i. 11
even free to live, because death is at his elbow every hour. E liezer Gen . xv. 2
But he shuts his eyes also to death and to God 's revelation ,

and to the power of God 's revelation in the world ; and A bib . Ex. xxiii. 15

lives on the myth , on the theory , on the romantic mental N ose- jewels . · Isa . iii. 21
legend of free thought, that he is his own master, his D ura • Dan, iii. 1

own Lord , his own God , although as a matter of fact he is a
I mmanuel .

chained -down creature, chained to the laws of nature, every
. Isa . vii, 14

hour in subjection to laws, firm , unchangeable laws, that he I ron . · Deut. xxvii. 5
dared not at the peril of bis existence break ; he breathes, Nazarenes . Acts xxvii . 5
eats, drinks, walks, dependent upon laws that not for one
moment can he break with impunity, and yet the poor weak Y ea , yea Matt. v . 37

creature is his own god by a myth , legend , or romance of Othniel • Judges iii. 9

his own mind . U pharsin . · Dan . v. 25

Knowledge is the key

according to Christ, and practically this must be so ; what For the Young:

do we really require as regaris all science and all history ? Maggie's Three Texts .
Knowledge is the key that opens up every science. Sciences

" It is finished " (John xix . 30 ) : “ Forgiveness " (Acts xiii. 38) ; “ Remember
exist, the animal creation exist, before we discover them , no more " (Heb . x . 17).

bat they are closed to us ; they are things of nought to us
W ELL, Maggie, how does the thingstand between you

antil we obtain the key to each . Knowledge is always our W and God ? ”
key, and the professor who opens up a branch of knowledge

“ Well, sir, bless His holy name,there is nomatter between
to students is simply giving to his students the key by which 113 now : it is all settled ."
they can go on opening up that branch of knowledge.

" All settled ! Who has settled the matter, Maggie ? ”
The knowledge of the Fall of Man is the key to God 's

“ Why, sir ,God and the Lord Jesus settled it between
character of Holiness, holiness so great as to make disobe .
dience, mere disobedience, an awful sin . That Fall was the

“ Do you really think the matter is settled ? ”key opening up God 's character as one of absolute holiness.
“ I don 't think ; I' m sure it is settled , for He said on

The revelation of Atonement made to Adam and Eve is
| the cross, ' It is finished .' He died under the judgment of

again a key opening up God's plan of Substitution ; and
God upon my sing. He took the judgment for me. He

although the glory of that plan is more fully seen and loved me and gave Himself for me. It is plain to me at
known in Leviticus and still more fully in the Gospels, yet

least.
the key opened up, I again repeat, God 's plan of substitu

" It was those three blessed texts - Sin put away - Sin

tion fully to our first parents, and Eve saw the plan much
forgiven , and - Remembered no more. I am as happy as can
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• Luke xi. 52.
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than half of the ruinous extravagance in expenditures

Eyes, and How to Use Them . aries from this cause . People purchase what they

do not see the actual means to pay for. What is this

BY THEODORE L. CUYLER, D.D.
but fraud ? Eyes are given us to see with . Many a

TIF

THE wise man's eyes are in his head ; but the bankruptcy is caused by the wilful refusal of a busi

fool walketh in darkness.” Let any one , ness man to look his own account books and finances

while either walking or working, close his eyes for a squarely in the face . Poor Brother A- did not

inoment and he is reduced to utter helplessness. If deliberately plan to cheat his creditors ; he simply

you attempt to walk you grope and stumble ; if you shut his eyes to his own financial condition and left

attempt to work you cannot find yourimplements or his creditors to suffer, and left the Church of God to

see to use them . A marvellous organ is that through bear the reproach of his unworthy conduct. It is not

whose tiny window a magnificent Matterhorn or necessary that a man be a wilful knave in order to

Niagara can enter , and photograph itself by the commit fraud . A good man who wilfully blindfolds

optic nerve on the brain ! The mind also has its himself as to his true condition may rob his neighbours

eyes by which knowledge is gained and stored away just as effectually .

in the memory. He is the wise man who makes å Push it to the last analysis , and we may discover

right use of knowledge. His eyes are in his head, and here the cause of so many a one's impenitence .

he uses them . But fools close their eyes , and prefer They shut their mental eye against the truth. They

to stumble on in darkness . refuse to look honestly into their own hearts. They

“ Love is blind," is the current excuse which many blindfold themselves as to the real nature and turpi.

an unhappy wife makes when her heart is breaking tude and hell desert of sin ; and in the face of God's

and her home is a scene of silent tears. But why declarations refuse to believe that the wages of sin

blind ? Was she deceived by smooth and fair pre are eternal death . One of the prime objects of faithful,

tences ? Then is she indeed to be pitied . But loving, fearless preaching is to pull off the bandages

perhaps she was wilfully blind , and would not see what of falsehood with which sinners blind themselves to

all her friends saw too well and warned her against . the consequences of sin . That was one reason of

Thousands of young girls, led away by the infatuation the success of such faithful preachers as Whitefield

of passion, refuse to look before they leap , and learn and Finney. They tore off delusions , and exposed

their fatal mistake when it is too late. “ I hoped self-deceptions, and co-operated with the Holy Spirit,

that my influence would reform him ," says one, but who is à Revealer of the inmost thoughts of the

she has discovered to her sorrow that the girl who sinner's heart. What does the phrase “ awaken the

weds a tippler is likely to become the wife of a sot. sinner ” signify but to get his eyes open that he may

“ I thought that father and mother were unreasonable see himself somewhat as God sees him ? • The com

when they opposed my match," says another ; but
mandment of the Lord is pure, enlightening the eyes ,

she too has discovered that old eyes are often better and woe be to us if we do not use it in all its soul

than young ones , and that parental wisdom is a very illuminating and sin -detecting power ! That pulpit is

needful brake to be applied to the headlong passion of the most effective which throws the calcium -light of

short-sighted youth . In all my observation I have God's truth the farthest upon human life .

known but few marriages to turn out happily which To make men see themselves is a great thing ; it

were contracted in defiance of parental wishes . is still more to lead them to see Jesus. God puts eyes

A large share of all the misery which people suffer in the soul for this supreme purpose . The first

they bring upon themselves . What are eyes given to Gospel text ever preached was, " Behold the Lamb of

us for but to see with ? A young man who had lost his God , who taketh away the sin of the world .” “ Look :

situation by a two days ' “ spree " came intomystudy unto Me, and be ye saved , " is the call of redeeming love.

and said to me, “ I cannot understand how it is that Paul's account of his own conversion was , that he

I made such a fool of myself and have thrown away saw Jesus in the way.” His chief counsel to Chris.

my living. This is almost killing my little wife." tians is to be “ looking unto Jesus , the Author and

“ There is no mystery about your case,” I replied ; Perfecter of their faith .” The first look may suffice

“ you tried to jump only halfway down Niagara. to find pardon and converting grace, even as one

You ought to have known where the drink would sight of the brazen serpent sufficed to heal the

carry you and stopped before you began.” If, like bitten Israelite. After that, through all the Christian

thousands of others, he refusedto see the serpent in life, our eye must ever be upon Jesus, our Model and

his wine-cup, then he must find it out when the Example, as the eye of the schoolboy is upon the

reptile began to sting . Is it not about time to preach letters he is learning to copy. The reason why so

that wilful drinkers are guilty sinners as well as are many professedly Christian characters are such ill

the heartless wretches who deal out the drink ? If spelt scrawls is that the soul's eye was turned away

is , the feed its from Christ .

equally guilty partner . Let each face his own sin . disconsolate and afflicted as a clear view of Him ?

Before every man's eyes let the deadly perils of the What lights up the house of mourning and cheers

social glass be held up, and before every boy in our the chamber of death like a glimpse of His counte

homes and Sabbath schools; but if they blindfold nance ? The glory of Heaven will be to see the King

themselves to the danger they must pay the penalty. | in His beauty. With unfilmed vision we maybehold

As for those parents who are so blinded by fashion or suchrapturous revelations of Him as would in this

obstinate adherence to a bad custom that they will world be insupportable ! Let us begin to see Him

set the tempting glass upon their own tables, who here, that we may behold Him there.

pities them if their example returns at last to wring

their hearts ? O eyes that are weary, O hearts that are gore,

Look straight unto Jesus, and wander no more ;
In every department of human life we discover that

The light of that countenance shineth so bright,
none are so blind as those who will not see. More

That here as in Heaven there need be no night.

if dram -selling he “such”a curse, aram.buying is an " What sight is so good for the saireen " ofthe
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Evangelistic Facts from France.

THE

Universities and Missions.

M go po

ANY must have followed with deep interest the tokens of

respect to missionary service . Werejoice to learn, and our friends
will be glad to note, that a similar movement is in progress.on

the other side of the Atlantic . One of our American contempo

raries contains a remarkably interesting account of the sixth

annual Convention of the Interseminary Missionary Alliance,

at which three hundred and ten delegates from various univer.

sities were present, and of these twenty -three intimated having

decided to give their lives to service among the heathen. The

following points strike us as specially good :

Papers by the representatives of the different seminaries

were of a very excellent character. They were all on questions

closely connected with the subject of missions . The first was

A paper on “ What the Bible Teaches concerning Missions."

Then came “ Lessons from the Life of Dr. Alex . Duff,” “ Mis .

sionary Work among the Freedmen ,” “ Missionary Work in

South America, “ Missionary Work among the Jews , ” and

" The Personal Call to Mission Work. ”

These papers were each followed by free discussion , which

frequently brought out valuable facts and most touching calls

for help and consecration. The fields among the worse than

Pagan Romanism of South America, and among the Jews all

over the worl`, were shown to be justnow providentially opened

in a degree before unknown, and callingfor immediateaction.

Rev. P. S. Henson , D.D. , of Chicago. gave one of his cha

racteristic lectures. His theme was “ Speculative stumbling

blocks," and the stumbling-blocks mentioned were “ Materi

alism , optimism , and pessimism ." The doctor does not fear

the blatant infidelity of Ingersoll, but he believes we cannot

be too alert for false philosophy which comes like an angel of

light, and seeks by insinuations to poison the life of the Church.

Rev. R. T. Schauffer, of New York , gave a powerful dis

course on “ City Missions." His ideal was high but not

visionary, as is seen by his own mission work at Olivet , Chapel ,

in New York City . His account of the godless thousands in

pur great cities was thrilling . In work for these classes it is

necessary to contract home influences. The demand is for

men who will go and live among them and be known and

trusted by them .

Rev. A. C. Coxe , Bishop of Western New York, addressed the

Alliance on “ The sacred ministry non -professional.” The

ministry is a calling, not a profession , and as such demands

men of earnest and consecrated lives . There is too much

indifference in the Church . A reformation is needed to-day as

it was needed three hundred years ago.

As may be expected, Sunday was the best day of the Conven

tion . The addresses of that day were the most fitting that

conld have been given . The morning address was by Rev. Dr.

Barbour, of Yale Seminary . From Jer, xxiii . 29 , Luke xii . 49 ,

and Acts xvii. 6 , he taught that the Gospel of Christ was

meant to disturb men. When Christianity does not disturb

the world there is something wrong. It is & Gospel of peace,

but it is first pure , then peaceable. The closing address by Rev.

S. J. McPherson , D.D. , of Chicago , was on the “ Common aim

of ministers and missionaries .” He saw in the great commission

o ! Christ three facts :

1. That while the Gospel must be preached everywhere, the

beginning must be at home .

II. In importance there is no difference between home and

foreign fields.

III . The whole Church of Christ is constitutionally missionary.

Every man is a heathen as far as he is a sinner. Every man

is a missionary. All use the same methods in presenting the

same Christ.

This Alliance will find its fruit both in an increased

missionary force and in a large number of missionary pastors,

who will do much to stir up the Church to its duty in the line

of missions.

What our Eyes have Seon .-Let me give you an

instance of what I have myself seen of the miraculous results

which God's Bible distributed among untutored tribes may effect.

Burmah is now exciting great interest and attracting much

attention, and in Burmah we found scattered many years ago

certain wild tribes called Ka:eng . They were immersed in

ignorance and superstition till the Bible came among them ,

brought by devoted missionaries , principally American . At

least 50,000 of these tribes have become Christian, 20,000 being

communicants, and a group of them came to the Calcutta Exhi

bition under the guardianship of Dr. Vinton, an American

missionary, who, with no possessions and no badge of sovereignty

but a well-worn Bible, is regarded as a sovereign among them .

I went by invitation and saw thom. It was a sight never to be

effaced from the memory . - Prof.Monier Williams, of Oxford.

HE Secretary of the Evangelical Society of France M.

H. Mourou) writes :-Here are a few facts gathered in

the field of work of the Evangelical Society of France , the

oldest amongst the French evangelizing societies, which give

an idea of what is seen and done now in religious work, of

what ought to be done , and of what we may fairly hope for.

In the Corrèze , where Popery has had an almost unbroken

sway for long centuries, the population is , of course, super

stitious or atheist, often both together, and always_deeply

ignorant. Here Pastor Cremer gathers round him, in Brive, a

small congregation, themembers ofwhich chiefly have left the

Church of Rome. Besides this , he endeavours to spread the

glad tidings in the whole département by freq'ient visits to other

towns. His conferences have chiefly for object to call the

people's attention to the long -neglected Book. The British and

Foreign Bible Society have lately published a large -type Gospel

according to Luke in paragraphs. Pastor Cremer himself sold,

in one excursion of four days, in Ussel and Moymac, 280 copies;

in another also of four days , but in smaller towns, 156 copies.

The Gospel once read will lead to the reading of other parts

of the Bible . At Brive aladymember of the little flock, & Pro

testant , and teacher in the Sunday school, lately died, leaving

a beautiful testimony to the sustaining power of her Saviour.

She being the wife of a superior officer, her funeral gave oppor

tunity to preach the Gospel to some 300 persons, amongst

whom were nearly all the officers of the garrison.

In the Yonne, at Auxerre, the first “ adjoint ” of the town, &

man who attends no place of worship,was present at the service

of the Revocation. A funeral of a Russian, belonging to the

English Church, brought together 350 persons to hear our

pastor. In the same département, at Maligny, our schoolmaster

finds that some persons, whom freethought had turned away

from Protestantism, gather round him , but they lack still the

co rage to join our community.

In the Niévre fervent prayer meetings take place amongst

the new converts . We are asked to hold services in many

places, where the want of money alone prevents us from going.

Two men who had found peace in Paris through the instrumen

tality of some Christian people they met there asked our

evangelist to come to their relations in their village ; he held

a service there, and they all undertook to invite regularly their

neighbours and friends to attend. Thus theChurch continues to

grow, as in apostolic times , from house to house. They begin

also in these districts to perceive the hollowness of the free .

thought doctrines.

In a village of the Soiton , at Neuville , our two schools are

so well attended, notwithstanding the competition of the

beautiful Government schools, that we have beon obliged to

open a third school, and to call there a schoolmistress.

In the Creuse, at Guéret, the headquarters are not, as at

Auxerre, favourable to our reading -room for soldiers. In the

neighbourbood, at a funeral presided over by the priest, a young

man , who had some time before been converted in his heart

and life, gave his testimony to the Gospel in & striking manner.

At Aubusson, celebrated for its carpets,and where formerlythere

were many Huguenots, a Protestant funeral creates now quite

an excitement, and gives opportunity to our evangelist to preach

the Gospel to nearly the whole town. The same happened

lately at a funeral of a professor of the college . We reopened

a place of worship there nearly a year ago .

At Paris, our station of St. Maur, in one of the most populous

quarters of the city , prospers. The Sunday school makes good

progress, and many young men and girls receive religious

instruction . The seed springs up here and there , writes Pastor

Cordey, who has been therefor nearly four years.

Last year, notwithstanding the depression in trade, the

majorityof our stations have increased their subscriptions in

favour of the work. In the main, in spite of many weaknesses

and even faults , we trust we make a steady progress, and are

helped onward by God's Spirit. The want of funds , we are

sorry to say, prevents us from doing what we could do in bring

ing the Gospel to our fellow-countrymen, who are in such

ignorance of it.

Rev. Thomas Lewis, missionary at Bethel station , on

the Cameroons River, writing to a friend in Glasgow , says :

" This day week my dear wife was taken away from me.

She had only come out a month before to be married to me,

and we only had three weeks together.'

The Bible in Spain . - Bearing in mind what Spain has

latelysuffered from the ravages of cholera it is interesting to

note that the number of Scriptures circulated as actual sales

in that country during the past three months has reached a

higher figure than has been attained for two or three years.
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Whittle and McGranahan .
had a bad effect on the Christians, and that a church often

deteriorated after such assistance.
Cases of personal assault on missionaries are rare , but not

M AJOR WHITTLE and McGranahan were to be in unknown. There is not a man in Tsing Cheu Fu who would

Lawrence, Kansas, October 7th , but just as they were not rejoice to see the missionaries turned out. Just before
to take the train at Chicago news came of the serious illness coming down here, Mr. Whiteright was struck in the back bra

of Major Whittle 's daughter at the Seminary at Northfield, manchu, and bad several stones thrown at him . The houpes

Mass. So he went east instead of west, and was a month where the missionaries reside have been more tban once
watching by the bedside of his sick child . The mission was attacked, though probably this sort of opposition has now
commenced on Sunday, November 1st. The churches of the passed away. A missionary's chief danger is that he will la
place all united with great heartiness , and large audiences mobbed when travelling, if on his way he has to pass througl,
were gathered from the beginning. Each morning there was a a fair. However, under all circumstances, we are safe, for God

meeting for Bible reading and prayer, and last evening a Gospel is our Protector, and we are His servants engaged in His work ,

meeting. The generaltheme at the morningmeeting has been One remarkable case was quoted bv Dr. Nevins. A man came
the Holy Spirit in the Church , and in the evening his central to him , and wanted to preach . Hehad some private means,

theme has been redemption through Christ. " I have re and so would start on his own account. He opened a chapel at

deemed you " is his most touching appeal as he presents his own expense , and began preaching. The official of the
Christ. Emphatically he preaches the Gospel, the “ Good place brought some charge against him , beat him , and im

News." While he makes i sin exceeding sinful,'' he makes prisoned him . Butwhile the man was being taken in manacles

grace exceeding gracious. While judgment is not wanting, from one town to another, he sang “ There is a bappy land."

mercy rejoiceth against judgment. In his preaching , sin is & Dr. Nevins thought that one who bad displayed so much zeal

dark background over which there ever appears the glory of the for Christianity deserved somehelp , and promised great things .
grace ofGod . He portrays with great vividness the inconsis Accordingly he exerted himself on the man 's bebalf, and got

tency and wickedness of those who profess to be saved by him released from prison . But the man gave up preaching,
grace and yet look for the evidence of acceptance to their own and is now a magic doctor, and a heathen of the heathen .
feelings of faith , instead of looking to Christ' s Word itself. A Dr. Nevina thinks that his motive for his previous conduct
great many troubled souls found rest in this clear presentation must have been a desire to distinguish himself. So deceptiva

of the true ground of assurance. They found steadiness when are the Chinese that he (Dr. Nevins) thinks it unsafe to speak
they came to look to the unchanging Word of God, instead of positively of a man until he has been a professor for two yearf .
their own fickle selves. I believe our mission keeps all inquirers eighteen monthson

Themeetings are still in progress. It is not possible even to probation before baptizing them . When we remember that the
guess as to results. After the first week Major Whittle was people have been nursed on the lap of deception , so that a lie

laid aside for several days with a severe cold ; but the meet. is regarded as wewould regard a good joke, it is not wonderful
ings showed no abatement in numbers or interest. They were that even real Christians are not always to be depended on . I
conducted by the pastors with such help as they could secure fear someat home would find serious fault with some native
from day to day. The last two or three daysof Major Whittle 's Christians, but, if I read my New Testament aright, neither
sickness, Rev. Alex. Patterson , of Chicago, was sent for, and Paul nor his Master expected those just rescued from the gross
gave very efficient help . In the middle of the third week of darkness of heathendom to reach the same standard as those
the meetings, the best inquiry meeting of the series was the broughtup in the atmosphere of Christianity. Here is food for
last one held , and the largest number of inquirers was at this

prayer.
meeting. The interest is spreading into the country round

about, and the promise is for greater results than have yet

been seen . Moody and Sankey . - The series of ten conventions
In Major Whittle's methods there is no crowding for results , just completed in the States of New York and Pennsylvanie

such as are sometimes seen in such work. There is no unnatural by Messrs . Moodyand Sankey have been crowned with a most
pressure used, no processos employed to create a stampede for abundant blessing. At each of the ten centres the meetings
the inquiry-room . The truth is presented , the invitation is were continued for three days, three services being held each
given , the door is opened, and conscience is left to do its work. day. “ Thousands of Christians," says & correspondent.
He is more anxious to produce convictions than to secure “ were quickened , and many persons gave good evidence of
expression , more anxious to sow seed than to gather half-ripe conversion ." At a number of the nlaces subscriptions were
fruit. secured for Y .M . C .A . huildings. The evangelists go South

immediately after the holidays. They have received pressing

invitations from nearly all the southern cities.

Tracts in Scotland . - Mr. Malcolm , of Burnfoot, pre

Chinese Christians & Persecution . siding at the annualmeeting of the Religious Tract and Book

TV RITING from Chefoo to a contemporary,Mr. C . Spurgeon
Society of Scotland , said a well-written tract could be a great

VV Medhurst says : - Amissionary conference has been
power and find an entrance closed to the living voice. Dr.

Mitchell, of South Leith, maintained that the publications of
held here on the persecution of native Christians. In addition the society were characterized by naturalness, truthfulness,
to themissionaries resident in Chefoo, there were several from
the south of China also present,who are spending their summer

and unsectarianism . Rev. Lewis Davidson , of Mayfield .
thought that West End libraries needed as much looking

here .

The general feeling of all who had any experience in the
after as the literature of the cottage ; men of eminence were

sending forth books of a decidedly anti-Christian character, and
matter seems to be strongly in favour of non -interference ,

Onemissionary went so far as to say that he believed the work
something ought to be done to counteract the influence thua

in one of his districts had suffered because he took a case of
exerted . The sales of the society during the past year

personalmobbing and robbery to his consul. The missionaries
amount d to £40 ,166 ; 190 colporteurs and 13 book agents are
employed ; and 137. 397 copies ofthe Scriptures have been sold .

concurred in the opinion thatthose churches were the strongest

and healthiest where the Christians were compelled to throw
Mansion House Mission Chapel, Camberwell

themselves into the hands of the Lord rather than on foreign
Road . - It is with much jny we report a year ofmuch blessing,

assistance. Very often cases of gross oppression and injustice
“ Thanks be unto our God for all His mercies, ” for we have no

occur, but the missionaries seem to think it better that Chris
desire to take any praise unto self, for “ withoutMe," said the

tians should endure this rather than that a system of ter
Master, “ ye can do nothing ; " and our desire for the future is ,
" O God, the Lord , do Thou for us." The past year has been

rorism should be established , or that the heathen should be
made to fear the Christians. Moreover, apart altogether from

one of greatblessing ; 67 new members have joined themission ,

this, other considerations for non -interference were quoted ,
14 out of our Sunday school. The members are mostly these

such as the deception the missionaries at times suffer. It is a
who never before have been on any church books. We have

common thing for men to seek to be united to the church for
lost 17 ; thus the net gain is 50 . We have now on our books

the sake of getting help in some lawsuit. So much is this
176 members, and our Sundav congregations often reach over

the case that it is necessary to make independent investiga
200 in the morning and over 400 in the evening. We also have

tions as to each inquirer, to find out whether he has any con
a good choir of 50 voices. Ourmembers are mostly very poor,

nection with a lawsuit . Again , sometimes the missionaries
and just now , as the winter is comingupon us,many need help .

have been induced to interfere when the real grievance has
No work often means little food . How the poor live or exist

proved to be a family quarrel rather than pure persecution . At
we could tell a long tale about ; but the facts are often told by

other times the Christians themselves have not been quite free
others. We hear much about East London poverty . All we

from blame, but have been provoked into hasty speeches under
can say is , we hope it is not so bad as it is in south -east

trial. But the one chief objection was that help from outside
London ; any way, not worse. G . W . LINNECAR .

89, Bellenden Road , Peckham , London , S . E .
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Frost and Thaw ..
melteth them ” -all the piled up and accumulated snow -heaps

of trouble. He causeth the waters to flow where thou wilt

BY WILLIAM LUFF. sail, and toil, and bathe, and rejoice. Job had a winter of

poverty ; but he came out of it , and God gave him a spring
Author of" About Jesus," " About our Father .”

of glorious restoration . He can do the same for thee.

" He giveth snow likewool : Ho scattereth the horrfrost like ashes. He

casteth forth His ice like morsels : who can stand befor His cold ? He

The Frost of age.sendeth out His word and melteth them : He causeth His wind to blow,

and the waters flow " ( Psa ,cxlvii, 16-18 ).
“ The winter of life, ” we call it : flowers of youth and

INOW like wool ” -silent, soft, white. Hoarfrost like beauty are all gone ; the fruits of manhood are past ; the

songsters of joy jave departed with the summer sunbeams :

the tree is bare now .
the altar. “He giveth snow ." “ He scattereth the boarfrost.” The days are getting very short, and

He doth it by sustaining the laws of nature, the machinery,
the old man, with snow upon his brow, says, “ the world is

inanimate and powerless, of which He is the great engineer,
cold : so bitterly cold ! ” for his powers are benumbed, and

working , governing,and managing. To remember He gives the very life-bloodl seems freezing in his veins. Aged one, in

frost and snow , would ( 1 ) prevent murmuring ; (2) promote the frost - time of life , God gives it, and God can brighten it.

dependence. But there are other frosts. “ The hoary head is a crown of glory, if it be found in the

way of righteousness” ( Prov. xvi. 31). Look at yonder

The Frost of Paberty .
mountain rising high above the clouds ! How solitary ; yet

" Hard times,” indeed ! The streams of prosperity, where how pure ! And now the sun -dawn of coming glory crowns

we sailed gaily, are stayed and still ; the rivers and lakes it, till it seems the great white throne of God . Such is thy

life.
where we angled for the silver prize of wealth and the gold

fish of affluence, are sealed ; the stream of supply, which The Frost of Death.

seemed full and constant, is arrested ; while the heavens, A traveller neared the icy river : a cold hand was laid

instead of giving blessing, reveal nothing but cloud and

gloom .
upon his pulse ; his chilled heart ceased to circulate its warni

streams ; but the frost was God's frost, and was only a frost,
This may happen very suddenly (verse 15 ) ; but, thank

it was not death ; for there came a spring of resurrection and
God, it comes gently — the snowflakes of cold adversity are

still snowflakes, falling lightly upon the heart.
a reviving of life and beauty. This frost may come in the

If they come middle of summer. This white winding- sheet may cover us

in a more vexatious form as hail , keen and cutting, still ,

“ He casteth forth His ice like morsels in the joyous May -time or the harvest-home. Anywhen,

( verse 17 ) ; only

morsels, not crushing and death -dealing. Sudden but softly,
anywhere. Are we ready ? Have we the everlasting life

this frost cannot destroy ?

sharp but small.

Notice , too, it says, “ His ice," " His cold :" and as we can

see a faithful God in the seasons, let us also see Him in the Frost in the Church.

winter of poverty and we shall discɔver The signs and manifestations are-

It comes in purity . Every trial is sent in pure love, and is 1. i chilly atmosphere. The building seems cooler than

an unspotted snowflake from the God of usual ; the minister, ditto ; the deacons, ditto ,ditto ; and the
grace.

It reveals His wisdom . Examine a snowflake. What
whole congregation,catching the general chill, become ditto,

wonders ! what crystallized perfection ! Our afflictions show ditto, ditto.

an equal wisdom. 2. The streams of liberality are frozen. Gushing hearts

It is for our good. When the frost came, the old water used to give gushing bounties, but shilling rivers froze down

mill said, “ I shall be ruined ;” and it stopped. But when to sixpenny streams, sixpenny streams sluggishly dwindled

the thaw came, and the snow melted , the same mill said, “ I into threepenny brooklets, and at last all were sealed and the

never had such plentifulsupplies ! who would havethought giversbecamehard-hearted.
it ? " and it worked with a double pair of stones. 3. The water of life is not attainable by the sheep. Snow

Brother, in the frost of poverty earthly cisterns are often they may have in any quantity , cold crystals of modern

useless, and the shallow streams of the world are lost ; but wonders, but not a drop of pure fresh water of blessing.

the deep old well of our fathers is still the same. 4. The youngplants are destroyed .-- Perhaps the frosthas

been preceded by a season of growth , fruitfulness, and har
When poverty rudely tappeth ,

And breathes on the cottage pane ;
vesting, many tender trees are in the orchard, and of course

When the shivering spirit wrappeth they perish .

Its fluttering garments in vain ; 5. Work is stayed . Is it a scene of husbandry ? Who can

Do we know what it is to follow plough in a frosť Is it the building of the walls of Zion ?

The song of the old, old spring, No builder can build rightly in a freezing atmosphere.

And find in the midst of sorrow

6. There will be many slips and falls. There are sure to
A fount where the ice -drops cling ?

be " slippery places” in a cold church . The walk will be

If villagers thank kind Heaven uncertain and broken bones certain . Look to your feet.

For waters that never cease ,
“ Are you all united at your gathering ? ” asked one Chris

Let a thousand thanks be given
tian of another. “Oh, yes, we are all frozen together. ” God

For this constant source of peace ;
help all frost-bound churches !

And whenever the bleak wind bloweth ,

Whenever earth's cisterns stay , Such frosts are not of God . An iceberg stranded on the

Let us haste where our heart well knoweth coast of Newfoundland, and was two or three years melting,

The old spring blesseth the day. during which time the trees bore no fruit. The iceberg was

the cause of the frost, not God's laws ; hence the harm done.

Remember, too, God provides for the little birds in winter, If sin strands near the altar of God, there will be a frost in

though perhaps they do not sing so sweetly as of yore. The the temple. Sometimes an individual is the cause of such

cherries are gone, but the berries are still there, and plenty frosts, and until the cause is removed there will be no fruit

of them . Can you not say
fulness.

Though vine nor fig -tree neither Such frosts cannot be remedied by man . It is little use

Their wonted fruit should bear,
lighting a bonfire and letting off fireworks to scare away

Though all the fieldsshould wither,
winter . Fires are good enough in their place ; but not as a

Nor flocks nor herds be there !
means of bringing about the needed revival. Nor will novel

Yet, God the same abiding,

His praige shall tune my voice,
and patent appliances raise the state of the spiritual atmo

And while in Him confiding, sphere.

I cannot but rejoice ? Wuhat is twanted .

More than this, God can send a thaw. “ He sendeth out 1. God's Word . “ He sendeth out His word, and melteth

His word , and melteth them : Hecauseth Hiswind to blow, them ." His word that goeth forth out of His mouth will be

and the waters flow ” ( Psa. cxlvii. 18 ). “ His word ,” and a warm word , and therefore effectual ( Isa. lv.11 ).

" His wind can soon do more than a wizard's wand. “ He 2. God's Wind. The breath of the Holy Spirit : the scuth
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was overwhelmed with joy. She told me that she had been

praying for my brother and myself all the time we were

away ; so there was an answer to prayer. On the following

Wednesday I took three of my friends to the meetings, having

previouslywritten to the lady who had spoken to me to come

and speak to some friends of mine, which she did, and all

three gave their hearts to the Lord. I went to every evening

meeting after that till the last.

On the following evening I went into a meeting, in No. 6

room, for converted boys , held by Mr. Spiers, after your first

meeting was over, and there he mentioned about having little

meetingsamong ourselves. I determined to have one among

my schoolfellows, who had given their hearts to the Lord. So

on the first Friday in October my brother, myself, and three

other boys whohad been to your meetings and received a

blessing assembled in our drawing-room to have a prayer

meeting, the objects of which were :

I, To keep up the fellowship between us in Christ.

II. To pray for our schoolfellows.

The ' results have been glorious . We have had
ten

meetings, and we now have between twenty and thirty mem.

bers, all confessing Christ, as far as I can make out, orwanting

to bé His own children . We have grown so through the grace

of God, for He alone could have wrought such marvels, that we

have been making a collection since the last few meetings, to

pay for hiring a large room to hold our meetings in, as our

drawing - room , although a good large one, is hardly capable of

holding all; and we expect to grow larger and larger each

week, for I can plainly see the finger of God through it all , it

will soon be much too small : so we are beginning to collect

early. I forgot to say that only half of the money we collect is

put aside for that purpose, we give the other half to some good

institution, or orphanage, or missionary society. I had &

Bagster's Polyglot Bible given to me by my mother. As you have

a good many and all marked, I want you to tell me a good

method for marking it , as I study it, so that I shall be able to

stand up and give an address at any time, as it would be so very

convenient at our meetings sometimes .

" Joyfully Ready,”

U

wind, which always brings a thaw. Listen ! do you not

hear themusic of the bells of hope borne upon its wings ?

3. God's Sun. The real , manifested, and felt glory of a

near andshining Christ. Once let the beams of His counte

nance fall upon a church and there will soon be a change.

The Result.

It may be gradual; but it will be evident : things that

were stationary will begin to move ; hard hearts, lifeless and

indifferent, will begin to melt ; prejudice will dissolve ; on

every hand there will be the droppings of penitence ; the

stream of earnestness will flow , andgush, and sparkle again :

in short, all the former evils of a frost- cursed state will be

removed, and the bappy Church will sing with joy and comfort

“Lo, the winter is past ... the flowers appear on the earth :

thetime of the singing of birds is come,and the voice of the

turtle is heard in our land ” (Cant, ii, 12) .

My God, I will praise Thee, the winter is past ;

The ice hath been melted that held my soul fast ;

It flows in a stream of increasing delight,

Reflecting Thine image, Thy glory, Thy light.

My God ,I will praise Thee ! Thy mercy hath shone

Right into my spirit, its coldness is gone ;

Like mists of the morning, its darkness has fled ,

Thy sun at its zenith shines full o'er my head.

There are no disagreeable, disappointing, destroying frosts

in Heaven, no snow on the golden streets .

Mr. Hammond's Missions.

THE Surrey Comet contains a long and kind article about

Kingston -on -Thames. It is evident there is a deep work in

progress in that suburb of London. The Comet, in mentioning

a meeting held at Mr. Bryant's hall , “ The Gables," in Sur.

biton, for the upper class, says : - " A large and influential

meeting was held yesterday afternoon ; among others of

prominence were the Earl andCountess of Tankerville, Arch.

deacon Philpot, Dean Bagot, Rev. W.H. Rankin , Mr. and

Mrs. Strachan ,Mr.Wilberforce Bryant, Rev. J. W. Walker, & c ."

At the close of Mr. Hammond's address every person in the

crowded audience remained to the inquiry meeting, and many,

old and young , were bathed in tears.

At one of the morning meetings Mr. Hammond read the

following interesting letter from a lad sixteen years of age.

Among other things shows how God blesses personal effort

for the salvation of souls, and that workers' prayers and
entreaties are not in vain.

28th Dec. , 1885 .

DEAR SIR,—When last we met, which was about a fortnight

ago at Mr. Malins' chapel, you asked me, when I said good -bye,

to write you a letter ; and, as I have a question to ask you , I

think it a good opportunity. I came to Christ atMildmay last

September. I went to the meetings the second Sunday of the

mission very reluctantly, because I had heard from mymother

that directly the meeting was over, before you could get away,

the Christians present would speak to those around them who

were not saved. I should not have gone at all only my mother

mademe promisewith tears in her eyes to go on Sunday evening.

My littlesister had given her heart to the Lord' on the

previous Friday. My brother and I went to the meeting on

Sunday evening ; I with the determination of makingmy

self a Christian while you were preaching, and then bolting out

as soon as you had finished ; but the Lord willed it otherwise .

I liked the address very much, and determined to mend my

ways and lead a better life in the future, when, as soon as you

had finished speaking, a lady, who was sitting next me , asked

me “ if I was saved,” and before I knew where I was, I was

drawn into conversation with her. When she asked me “ if

I was saved," I answered , “ I hope so ." But that, as I have

ever been thankful afterwards, was not enough for that good

lady, and shetalked with me for a longtime, and I found that

I was nota Christian. Then she prayed with me,and I gavemy

heart to the Lord ; but when I said good -bye to the good lady Ī

didn't feel any different, but just as I got out of the door a

sudden joy came over me , as if it was blown down straight from

Heaven, and I then knew that I was saved . All the way home

I felt so happy, I kept singing to myself,

I am a poor sinner, and nothing at all ,

But Jesus Christ is my all in all.”

I also began to think what I could do for Jesus,who had done so

much for me ; and I thought of my friends, and determined to

ask them to come to the meetings with me. When I got home,

I found that a gentleman had spoken to my brother, and

that he also had given his heart to the Lord . My dear mother

NDER this title Messrs . Seeley & Co.have just published

a most interesting memoir of Harry MacInnes, killed

at the age of twenty -oneby a fall from the rocks of Chatillon,

Switzerland. It is the story of one who was indeed “ joyfully

ready .” A midshipman in the Royal Navy, he resigned in order

to enter Trinity College, Cambridge where he engaged actively in

Christianwork, not only amongstthe undergraduates, but also in

the brickfields and elsewhere.Of Mr. Moody's visit he wrote :

Moody said something very true the other night - that no onecan have

really received Christ in his heart if he does not confess Him to his friends ,
if only by some small action . And he gave us that text : “ Whosoever

confesseth Me before men , him will I confess before the angels of God in

Heaven . " It seems to me such a glorious promise.

He was instrumental in starting a Bible reading amongst the

Trinity Freshmen, and was wont to encourage his brothers to

read the daily Scripture Union portions by, sending them notes

on the readings . One extract will show how diligently he studied

his Bible :

1 Sam . vii. verse 3. So much is contained in this verse.

Note thethree things God required of the Israelites.

1 . " Put away the strange gods."

2. " Prepareyour hearts unto the Lord .”
3. “Serve Him only ."

Wefindin verse 6 they acknowledged their sins, and in verse 9 , when
Bamuel offered , “ the Lord heard him ." Their prayer was answered .

I think those three things above might be grand mottoes for us (note
especially the order in which they come) .

There are many glimpses of his inner life and quiet walk

with God capitally, expressed in the following sentence, written

of him by a Harrow boy :

Hegave me theimpression ofreally loving his Saviour so much, and as
if he lived in the felt presence of Jesus, which made him bright and loving

to all around him , and always wanting to lead others to Him .

Perhaps nothing in this sketch is more striking than the

brightness and happiness of the life delineated ; genuine God .

liness neither dulled his youthful spirits nor deadened his

cheerfulness and joy.

We would warmly and heartily commend this unpretending

little memoir. Placed in the hands of the young, it will be

read eagerly, and that doubtless to real profit .

Exeter Hall . - As announced in our list of meetings,the

Rev. Mark Guy Pearse will conduct a series in Exeter Hall, Feb.

ruary 2nd, 3rd , and 4th, for the deepening of Spiritual Life.

These meetings are under the auspices of the Young Men's
Christian Association ,
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Gleanings from Islington .

FOR

Word of God.” In XVIII . we are taught that eternal life is

obtained only by the name of Christ; “ for Holy Scripture doth

TOR many years the Islington Clerical Meeting has been
set out unto us only the name of Jesus Christ whereby men

must be saved. " In XX. “ it is said not to be lawful for a

marked by its evangelical spirit and soundness of utter. church to ordain anything that is contrary to God's Word

ance . The venerable vicar, Prebendary Daniel Wilson , D.D. , written ." In XXI. the decrees of Councils are of no authority

whose father was the founder of this annual gathering, was on unless “ it may be declared that they be taken out of Holy

this occasion unable to preside , his place being taken by Canon
Scripture .” In XXII , the doctrines of purgatory, invocation

of saints, &c. , are rejecte i because they are “grounded upon
Cadman. The papers read and addresses given by such mon as no warranty ofScripture, but ratherrepugnant to the Word of

Canons Bernard, Saunarez Smith , Stowell, Hoare , and Money , God." In XXIV. the practice of ministering in a tongue not

and Revs . Sir Emilius Bayley, Bart. , Dr. Bardsley and Dr. understanded of the peopleis forbidden for the one reason that

Flavel Cook, were refreshing in their loyal and firm adherence

it is "repugnant to the Word of God." And in XXVIII,

transubstantiation is denied because “ it cannot be proved by

to truth . These were marked by not a little solid ability , Holy Writ, but it is repugnant to the plain words of Scripture."

ripeness of thought, and spirituality of tone . However, from Here, then, is the keystone of the whole fabric. The whole

the very nature of the subject - though wisely chosen at the rests on the Scriptures of truth. The Word inspired is the one

present critical juncture—the line of thought, while awaking object of our faith. The Church accepts Scripture, and
foundation of our belief, as the Word Incarnate is the one

fullest sympathy, is less suitable than on former occasions for proclaims to us the one infallible authority. It undervalues,

gleaning points of general interest . neither patristic theology nor modern thought; but it exalts

The Church's Special CUitness.
Scripture as high above them both. It is a pillar of the truth ,

raising the Word of Truth high above all human authority,
By CANON HOARE ,

exalting it far above all human compositions. Thus wherever

goes it bears

and He said to His disciples, “ Ye shall be witnesses unto Me." to the Scripture that reveals that Saviour ; and so it becomes

What is true of individuals is true also of the Church.. " To identified with those who will have part in the first resurrection,

principalities and powers in Heavenly places is to be made of whom it is said that they were martyrs " for the witness of

known by the Church the manifold wisdom of God . " And Jesus and for the Word of God . "

what is true of the universal Church must be true also of the

Two Ouitnesses to God..

churches, i.e. of each particular church , such as “ the church

of God which was at Corinth, and the churches of Galatia ."
BY CANON MONEY.

Each of these churches is called to bear its testimony for the THTHE present condition of the world, as compared with a few

Lord Jesus, years ago, is calculated to awaken serious thou ghts and

anxious inquiry. The press , the steam engine , and the great in.

A church without the way of life is useless, worthless, and ventions of our age have revolutionized everything. These, -how

fit only to be burned, as it fails in the one object of its being . ever, aro the signs and results of a marvellous amount of mental

Now, amidst all the anxieties of these latter days, and even , power and activity which are still at work , seeking new worlds

I must acknowledge, in the midst of all the defects which we to conquer and fresh fields to occupy. The world itself is

are compelled to deplore both in our Church and in ourselves , becoming a great workshop. There is incessant movement.

it is most delightfully refreshing to mark the clear, lucid, There is ſoften sudden change, but amid much apparent, and

decided, unhesitating testimony which is found in our docu. also much real , progress there are signs of weakness and decay.

ments to the blessed assurance of a free galvation through the The feeling of uncertainty and insecurity which prevails overy.

finished propitiation completed once and for ever by the one where is an evidence of this . There is also the growth of an

offering of the Lord Jesus Christ upon the cross. Has there instinctive apprehension of something which at times daunts

ever throughout Christendom been a nobler testimony to the the boldest and paralyzes trade and enterprise ; “ men's hearts

blessed doctrine of justification by faith than that which the failing them for fear, and for looking at those things which are

Church of England has borne in her 11th Article ? Or could coming on the earth . "

any one desire a clearer statement of the final sufficiency of

the great atonement than we find in the 31st ? People may There are two witnesses to the Christian's God whiob every

attack the Church as they please, but those who love the year become more and more striking since He ascended into

Gospel eannot attack these grand declarations. Some may tell Heaven : the Jewish people and the Church, Formorethan

as that a church should have no creed or confession of faith . eighteen centuries these witnesses have remained amidst all the

But we thank God that we are not left to float along with the changes that havetaken place, a sure and marvellous token of

floating opinions of the day, that we have her Confessions of the unchanging character of God's Word. Take the historio

Faith carefully drawn up and publicly presented to the world ; evidence as furnished in and by the Church , and their founders

80 that wherever she carries on herwork, in whatever country , were men who had left ourChurch . What meansthat baptistery

and in the face of whatever opposition , she carries with her or font ? Why is it there ? Of whom doos it witness ? What

her authorized documents, proclaiming as plainly as words can great truth does it declare ? Look at that “ table with a fair

proclaim that the believer may stand fearless before God, white linen cloth upon it in the body of the church or in the

* being justified freely by His grace through the redemption chancel, ” round which from time to time the members of this

that is in Christ Jesus . " church reverently gather. What event is there remembered ?

But it a church is to bear such a testimony to a truth so to what great truth is the mind directed ? upon what hope does

completely supernatural, it must have a sure foundation for it. the heart rest ? Is it nothing when the human mind is die

I cannot, therefore, conclude without considering the one tracted with conflicting theories , and the human heart torn with

foundation on which the testimony rests. Now the one and distracting doubts, to have a clear testimony ringing out to the

only foundation of the witness of the Church is the Word of the being of God, to His redeeming love, to His abiding presence,

living God as found written in the inspired Scriptures of truth . to His kingly rule, to His coming again ? .. Christianity is at

When some are seeking truth in science, some in what they this moment subjected to the ordeal of philosophical inquiry

call deep thoughts, some in feeling, some in tradition , some and scientific criticism . Is it no help then at such a timewhen the

in Church authority, some in their own experience, and some faith and conscience of men are awakenedwith regard to questions

in Papal infallibility, it is most refreshingand invigorating to of religion in a manner of which there is example for centuries

markthe magnificent simplicity with which the one grand old past, to have an historic Church with clear, definite, dogmatic

Protestant Church makes all its teachings to rest simply on the teaching, lengthening its cords and strengthening its stakes,

inspired Word . It will beenough if we turn to the Articles . winning victories over ignorance and vice , and superstition and

In Article VI. everything else is out clean away, and nothing infidelity, and proving its vitality by self-denying efforts both at

collateral is admitted . "Holy Scripture containeth all things home and abroad ? Yes , our Church is undoubtedly bearing a

necessary to salvation , so that whatsoever is not read therein, noble witness to the world that its great Deliverer has come ,

pormay be provedthereby, is not to be required of any man, that He is now carrying on a marvellous work of deliverance,

that it should be believed as an article of faith . ” In VIII. and that He will come again to complete it. He came in

We are taught to receive the three creeds for the simple reason great humility ;" " He took our nature upon Him, and was

that they may be proved by most certain warrants of Holy born of a pure Virgin ;" " He suffered under Pontius Pilate ;

Scripture ." In XVII. " We are taught to receive God's " He rose again from the dead.” What holy, solemn memories

promises in such wise as they be generally set forth to us in are stirred by these words ! What thrilling associations are

Holy Scripture; and in our doingsthat will ofGod is to be suggested bythem of men who have lived upon them, and gone

followed, which we have expressly declared unto us in the down hopefully to the grave in the light and comfort of thema -
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Prayer for Young Women .

A "

sands parading our streets on Sunday evenings, using their

influence all on the side of evil , what can be wished but tbat

by scores and by thousands they may associate themselves in

the Y.W.C. A. on the side of good ? When girls have felt the

beauty of good companionship among themselves they will not

like the companionship of the foul-mouthed evil-minded young

men of the day.

The Y.W.C.A. helps girls to become centres of good in the

places of business in our large towns, and Mrs. Chant closed

with an earnest appeal to all to dedicate themselves airesh to

the service of JesusChrist, or that very day to taste the joys o

Christian service.

the London Young Women's Christian Association ,

Wednesday week was observed as a day of special prayer

for young women, the day when the Evangelical AŬiance

proposed as a subject “ Christian Associations for

Young Women .” 'The earnest prayers and co -operation of

all Christians are needed at this time , when it is computed

that eight hundred young women arrive in London every week ;

many leave for the Continent and Colonies , and need to know

of this and similar institutions for the protection of girls.

By the “ Travellers' Aid Department" the association is able

to benefit all who move from place to place in this age of

change . “ Receive ye one another, even as Christ received

you. By its many branches it can receive all girls commended

to its care. By its union with “ The International Union of

the Friends of Young Girls,” it provides its members with

friends wherever they may be .

Services for this object of committing this extended and pro

tective work of the Y.W.C. A. especially to God in prayer were

held in various parts of theMetropolis. In the morning special

intercession for the different departments of the association

was made at All Souls, Langham Place, when the Rev. Sholto

Douglas explained the different objectsof the Y.W.C.A. The

City meeting, from one to two, was devoted to the subject, and

Mrs. Ormiston Chantspoke feelingly of the needs and perils of

young women in London .

A largely attended drawing-room meeting was held at the

kind invitation of Mr. and Mrs. Dashwood, presided over by

Canon Leigh, who spoke especially of the need of extending the

knowledge of the Y.W.C.A. in the provinces and provincial

towns, so that the young might be brought under its influence

before leaving their homes.

An evening meeting in connection with the Belgravian insti.

tuta and branch institute was held for the South -Western

district in the Conference Hall , Eccleston Street, presided over

by the Hon. Granville Waldegrave. The Hon. A. Kinnaird

spoke of the great change that the last few years had brought

about, making such aesociations as the Y.M.C.A. and the

Y.W.C.A. absolutely essential to the wellbeing of the young

men and the young women of our great towns.

People used to stay at home , now they go about ; they used

to be contentwith few amusements, now they need constant

excitement. Taking the neighbourhood well known to him ,

there used to be five or six theatres ; now there were four times

the number. Every year the devil is providing some fresh

centre of amusement,and the fact remains that all the places

that are opened are full , and full of the very young men and

women whom we must get into our associations. He alluded

to all thathad been done for young men, for whom such places

as Exeter Hall and the Polytechnic had been provided.

In the battle of life men manage to get all they want,

women are beginning to assert themselves, and the result will

be most serious unless some such efforts · are put forth on an

enlarged scale as the Y.W.C.A. is trying to do.

Mrs. Ormieton Chant gave a touchingand telling address,

which we trust will be remembered by all who heard it, and

the many more who will read it. She took as her subject the

Young Women's Christian Association, and alluded to a con .

versation she had with some friends, when she told them she

was to speak on this subject, “ Is it not manufacturing a

number ofprigs ? Is it not making a number of girls prema

turely old ? " The best comment on sucb remarks would be a

visit to some of the institutes, where young people would be

found looking extremely and most jubilantly young. Are young

people less happy because they know the helpfulness of prayer ?

and is their enjoyment less ķeen because they can pray over

it? The Y.W.C.A. brings joy and happiness to many thousands

of young women in our large towns.

Second, the Y.W.C.A. meets girls in the unutterable lone

Jiness of life in London . Experience of life alone in the East

of London makes me long, continued Mrs. Chant, that no girl

should go through such an experience. Alas ! alas ! it is not

Christian people who stand at the corners of the street and say,

" Can we take you in and hold you up ? ” Far, far otherwise ;

it is the tempter's voice which invites to " a short life but a merry

one,"a sweet cup, perhaps, but it has the deadly poison . The
Y.W.C.A. is determined to see to it that it is not the evil, and

the cruel, and the vile who are the first to stretch out the hand,

but the Christian, and the tender, and the true, and the loving:

It 18 through men and women being true men and

women that we can cure tbis great evil. Young women ,

we come to you in no Pbarisaic spirit, we want you to

feel what a power you are. When I see the hundreds

on Hampstead Heath on Sunday afternoons, when I see thou

The Snowstorm and the Fishermen ,

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .

" IS

S there any place on the face of the earth where a snow

storm is so objectionable as in London ? " said & gentle

man in my hearing the other day.

Perhaps not, "on the face of the earth.” But it is infinitely

worse at sea, and worst of all on the North Sea. There a snow

storm is not merely regarded as “ objectionable, ” it is dreaded

more than any other visitation, and is as a rulemore disastrous

in its results. When a snowstorm bursts down upon a fleet of

from fifty to two hundred trawling smacks it strikes dismay in

its advance and leaves desolation in its wake, for collisions are

inevitable and involve sad loss of life .

Every day since the great snowstorm of the 6th inst . has

brought its fresh tale of sorrow . First, three poor fellows

arrived at Billingsgate by steam carrier, who had been

rescued froma foundering smack, the other three hands being
drowned. On the same day the Sparkling Nellie reached

Yarmouth with the solitary survivor from the Busy Bee, with

which she had collided amid the blinding snow.

Following these in rapid succession have come equally

distressing reports from other fleets , each giving freshpoint

and fervour to the prayer which ever, morningby morning,

ascends to the Throne of Grace from the offices of this

mission ashore and from its vessels at sea, “Lord , hasten the

day whenby the generous gifts of Thy people every trawling

fleet shall have its mission ship, every smacksman know the

blessed Saviour as his own .

During last year two valuable lives were lost from the

mission smack Edward Auriol, and one (the steward) from the

Edward Birbeck . Yet, surely, no one would say, “ Hold
your

hand, don't persist in a work which entails such sacrifice."

When theLord Jesus sent His disciples forth to preach the

advent of His kingdom He bade them first heal the sick ."

This commandwe are seeking to obey on the North Sea, and

your readers will readily understand that amid the wild winter's

gales , when spars, tackle, gear, are constantly giving way, there

is far greater necessity for the presence of a mission vessel,with

its well- stored dispensary, than in the calm nights and sunny

days between May and September.

Forty cases of accident and illness were recently treated in

one morning on board a mission smack , and neverdoes an

injured man leave thedispensary without hearing of the Lord

Jesus, the Great Physician.

IfChristians on shore realized more fully the privations and

peril amid whichthe 12,000 North Sea smacksmen are toiling

to supply our tables with fish , I cannot think we should have

much longer to wait for the full answer to the prayer mentioned

above :

Scarcely a week passeswithout my receiving letters full of

expressions of gratitude to God and to Hispeople frommen

who have received help and healing on board the mission ships ;

but there are other letters which are laid aside sadly and with

the ejaculation , " Lord , how long ?” for they are written by men

in fleets as yet unsupplied with this means of grace, and one's

heart aches on reading again for the hundredth time the

question “ Why mayn't we have a mission smack in OUR

fleet ? ”

I am convinced the lack is not owing to supineness, but simply

toignorance of the urgent necessity.

People speak of “ the high price of fish .” Sir, the price of

fish ispaidin human suffering and human life outupon the North

Sea, and it is our absolute duty as English people with

consciences and hearts, but above all as Christians, to supply

the smacksmen with some, at least, of the privilegesand

comforts with which we ourselves are so amply providedashore.

E. J. MATHER, Director.

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen , Bridge House,

181, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.
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Medical Missions to the

Women of India.

ANN interesting meeting was held at General Beynon's, 25 ,

Ashburn Place, on Monday, January 11th, to take leave

of one of the lady medical missionaries of the Indian Female

Normal School and Instruction Society, 2 , Adelphi Terrace .

The lady in question, Miss Pailthorpe, M.B.,has been trained

by the societyat the London School of Medicine for Women,

and has passed through her four years' course with great

credit . At her final examination at the London University she

was placed third in the first class. In spite of the inclement

weather there was a very good attendance at the meeting .

TheHon . A. KINNAIRD, presided. Inthe course of his opening

remarks the chairman alluded to the interest which had lately

been awakened in England in connection with Lady Dufferin's

scheme to supply the women of India with medical help. He

said he looked upon such movements with favour because,

though they might be established on a secular basis, they were

not antagonistic to religion ; and he was glad to find that the

promoters of such efforts for the amelioration of the condition

of the women of India were glad to invite the co -operation

and accept the help of such societies as our own. At the same

time, for his own part, he mustacknowledgethat he considered

all medical work incomplete unless it were also accompanied by

the Gospel, and he thought that inthis particular we should

follow the example of our Lord and Master, the Great Physician.

Alluding to the opposition to the work of our ladies from the

Mahomedans, especially at Labore, he said he considered this

a hopeful sign - anything was better than indifference ; and

he believed that the opposition of the devil to God's work

would in the end result in the opening of fresh doors for the

preaching of the Gospel .

Dr. CORNISH, late principal medical officer in Madras, said he

understood that Miss Pailthorpe was going to Madras for a year

to assist Mrs. Scharlieb in the hospital for caste women, which

has lately been established there, before she proceeds to Benares

(where it is hoped she will establish a hospital for women ia

connection withour society) . He said he thought this was an

excellent plan, and calculated to increase her value, and make

her more fit for the great work to whichshe had devoted herself.

He boro very high testimony to tha character and ability of

Irs. Scharlieb ,wbo is a person of very great mental power and

experience, and concluded by giving a short sketch ofthe origin

and nature of the Madras Hospital, which is largely supported

by the natives themselves, and is managed by a committee,

mainly composed of influential native gentlemen .

Rev. H. W. WEBB-PEPLOE, addressing Miss Pailthorpe, said

it was his privilege to speak words of farewell to her in thename

of the Lord, andat the same time to speak words of encourage

ment. It was his hope and prayer thatshe might have grace

to do her great work so as to glorify God, bring peace to her own

soul, andgain immortal souls for her crown.

Alluding to some remarks that had fallen from the chairman ,

he said he did not think there was anytbing cowardly in

remaining at home ourselves, andsending others forth todo

the Lord's work in distant lands. He felt that God called His

people to the performance of different duties. Some He called

to labour in London, others in India. The great thing we had

all to aim at was to do His will. Mr. Peploe further said that

he thought the words of theApostle Paul in Phil. iii. 7 should

express the aspirations of Miss Pailthorpe and of all true

Christians, “ What things were gain to me, them I counted

loss for Christ." He dwelt on the elevated position and splen.

did prospects of the apostle, all of which hehad resigned to do

the work of a despised and persecuted itinerant preacher; yet

who would not be ready to give up everything to obtain such a

position as the Apostle Paul had filled for centuries in the

world ? He quoted with approval the striking words he had

once heard Dean Boyd use with regard to this subject , they

were “ St. Paul counted all earthward things as matters of

grand insignificance."

Farther dwelling on this subject, he condemned the too

common habit of speaking about making sacrifices for Christ,

for when the soulbecomes absorbed by the Saviour it is no

longer a sacrifice to give up what the world esteems, there isno

room in the heart for it. H3 begged we would not do Miss

Pailthorpe theinjustice to talk about her sacrifice ; rather let

23 speak of her high and holy privilege , forshe is going forth on

the Lord's work, and she takes with her Christ. This is

infinitely more thanthe world could offer. Christ will be to

her perpetual provider, helper , joy . People talk about what

they must give up to become Christians. Let them but get

Jesus, andall other things will melt away .

Notices of Books.

ists. "

Old -Fashioned Truths for New -Fashioned Times. By J. C.

Croxford . ( 1s . 60. )- S. W. Partridge & Co.

In the eager advance of modern thought, the unchanging

character of truth is too frequently overlooked or ignored .

Hence the imperative necessity that sound doctrine should be

stated clearly and deferded firmly, as in our pages we ever seek

to do, and as in the work above named the author does on behalf

of the immortality of man , eternal life in Christ, future

rewards and punishments, and the personality and power of the

adversary. We warmly commend the book -specially adapted,

in its clear and pithy style , for placing the hands of young

men and others exposed to divers “winds of doctrine."

The Rich Man and Lazarus. By Rev. Arthur MacArthur.

(1s . 60. )-Nisbet & Co.

Believing that difficulties have been needlessly raised and

errors founded on a fragmentary view of this parable (Luke xvi .

19-31), the author has issued an exposition of the passage,

which will commend itself to sound Bible students. He makes

very short work of the “ larger hope " teachers and restoration .

To any brought in contact with the difficulties indicated

the book will prove exceedingly useful.

About our Father. By William Luff.(18. and 18. 6d.) - Drum

mond's Tract Depot ; S. W. Partridge & Co.

A worthy successor to About Jesus, setting forth in

striking verse many aspects of the Father's love and grace .

There is a quaint ring, and not a little freshness of thought and

melody, in many of the pieces. On page 45, we give one , as

the best possible commendation of the whole .

How We Got Our Bible. By J. Paterson Smyth, A.B. , LL.B. (1s . )

-S. Bagster & Sons.

More accurately the title should be “ How We Got Our

English Bible ," for in these pages a flood of light is thrown on

the sources of our English version, traced from the ancient

MSS., and the early Latin and Saxon Versions , down to the

Revised Version . There is much that is not only exceedingly

interesting, but also most valuable, in order to answer questions

raised by the New Revision .

Unpolished Gems of Scripture. By Rev. J. Hawker. - E . Stock .

More than once we have referred to these illuminations of

Bible difficulties, when appearing separately ; now in a complete

volume we bid them heartily welcomo, a3 of real value and

usefulness to the Bible student. A flood of light and beauty is

thrown upon various somewhat obscure passages in Job and

the Psalms by the elucidation of the literal meaning of the

Hebrew word in the original.

Rest and Victory. By W.Spencer Walton. — Marshall Brothers .

A book for the quiet hour of meditation and communion .

With much that is helpful and stimulating , there is just a

trace of mysticism .

Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

thepublishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48, Paternoster Row ,

London, E.C., post free,for the published price. Full cash.

discount for general book orders.

Simultaneous Missionary Meetings.

TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK ."

AY I bespeak the sympathyand prayers of the readers of

meetings (mentioned in your last issue), to be held all over

England and Wales, in the second week of February, to set

forth the claims of the heathen and Mohammedan world upon

the Church at home? It is a great undertaking, and we

earnestly desire the blessing of the Most High, without whom

nothingis strong, nothing is holy.

EUGENE STOCK ,

Church Missionary Society, Salisbury Square, E.C :

DLM N 383 OF SIGHT AND BLINDN388 are frequently

caused by the use of onsuitable 8pastacles, The Rev. Dr. Orowther, Hill

House, Ascot, writes:-" I cannot describe thecomfort I derive from the
use of your glasses, both by day and night. I find no pain or weariness

as I used to ; and i baro taken to reading books I bad put aside as too

trying for the oyes on account of the smaliasis of the typo." Th , lata Sir

Julius Benedict wrote : - “ [ hsve trieith ) principal opticians in London

without success, but the spectacles you havs adapted suit admirably ; the

clearness of your glasses as compare with others is raslly surprising. "
The Rev. R. E. Bayao , A., Hon . C2900 Worcester Cathotri ,

writo :: - " The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire, and myoyes

feel strong already; I only regretIdid got kaow of your exceeding skill
yoarsago. -Mr. LENBYLADRANOR, 6.9.8., Ocalist Optiolan , la,OLD

BOND STREET, soientifically adapts bis IMPROVED BPROPAOLO,
to assist and strongtheo the woskost sights bannhia, nontaining suz

pustions for the preservation of eight frem . BRANCAES. 6. Poultry,

E.O.; 3. Guardian Buildings, Cross Street, MANCHESIER

and Corporation Street , BIRMINGÅAM - ADVT.
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Evengelistio Mission (Ondor the direction of O. Russell Hurditch ).

Kilburn Hall,Kilburn Gato(not Town Hall ).-Mr. Scholes(native

of Africa ).Sun., at? p.m .; Mr. C. V.T. Onslow , Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. Geo. Hucklesby, Sun., at 7

p.m. , and Thurs., at8 p.m.

Dalston Lane, 103A.-Mr. 8. E. Angel , Sunday, 7 p.m., and Thurs

day, 8 p.m.

Bignoid all, Bignold Road, Station Road, Forest Gate.-Dr. Pop .
ham , Bunday, 1 p.m., and Wed., 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall) , Hammersmith

Road , West Kensington .- Dr. Popham , Bunday , at 3 ; Mr. C.

Russell Hurditch , Sun., 7_p.m .

Hammersmith , Upper Mission Room , 180, King Street, -

Service for the young on Sunday, at 7 p.m.; Dr. Popham , Thursday,

Mortlake, BestMission Hall. - Sunday, 7 p.m.

Trinity Presbyterian Church , Konsington Park Road.-Dr. A.

Binclair Paterson, Sundays at 11 a.m.and 7 p.m.

Belgrave Presbyterian Church (Halkin Street, W .) .- Rev. Adolph

Saphir, Sundaysat 11 a.m.
Barbican Mission to the Jewg. -6, Farleigh Road , Btoko

Newington , N. (within 10 minutes by tram fom Dalston Junction ),

Mr. Warschawski's Bible Readings in Isaiah , the sooond Monday 10
ench month , at 8.30 p.m.. tea at 4.30 p.m.

Open Air Mission . - Quarterly meeting of members and friends,
Y.M.C.A. , 186 , Aldersgate Street, E.C., on Mon. Jan. 25th , Tea

and Coffee at 6. Meeting at 7. The chair will be taken by the Right

Hon . Lord Robert Montagu, and an address will be delivered hy the Rev.

Professor Elmslie, M.A. ( of the Presbyterian College, Bloomsbury ):
subject, “ The Consecration of Isaiah ."

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

The Evangelisstion Booiety is prepared to send qualifod Eviogolists

to any part of Sagland , Scotland, and Walos apon das notico , Apply

to Hon. Secretary , 21 , Barrey Street, Strand, W.C.

Y.M.C.A. (61) , Gracechurch Street Branch . - Prayer Meeting,

1.30 to 2.16 p.m. ( Sat. ex ). Bible Study , Tues., 6.15 p.m. Soldiers,

Fri., 7 p.m. Workers', Mon., 6.30 p.m. Service of Song with Gospe i

at Y.M.C.A. Mission Hall, Melior St., 8.E., nightly , 8p.m. Gospel
address (for adults), Lambeth Ragged Schools, Fri., at 8 p.m. Services

Temperance Addresses at George Yard , Whitechapel, Mon., 8.15 p.m.

Classes for rough lads, Mon.ana Thurs,,at 8 p.m. New Year's Reception ,

Centenary Hall, Mon. , 25th inst ., 6 p.m.

Rev.E.Payson Hammond'sForthcoming Missions are : Kingston

on -Thames, 9th Jan. to 22nd Jan.; Mrs. Meredith's Conference Hall, Clap

ham , 23rd Jan. to 5th Feb.; Finsbury Park Y.M.C.A., 6th Feb. to 19th

Feb. ; Hampstead Presbyterian Church, 20th Feb. to5th Maroh ; Rich
mond, 6th March to 19th March .

Metrop jlitan Tabernacle, Newington Butts , 8.E .-- Mrs. Allison will

give a series of Bible Resdiags every Sunday afternoon at three o'clock .
All ara heartily invited .

Mr. Gawin Kirkham's engagements for January :-21, Basingstoke ;

22, Westminster ; 25 ,Aldersgate Street ; 26, Bouthend ; 27, King's Cross ;

28, Exeter Hall ; 29-31 , Gloucester.

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall.- aily Prayer Meeting from 1 to 2. Strangers'

meeting, Monday, at 8. The Rev. NarkGuy Pearse will conduct meet

ings for the “ Deepening of Spiritual Life,” Feb. 2nd, 3rd , and 4th ,
comiencing at 8 o'clock .

Y.M.C.A. , 186 , Aldersgate Street .-Suoday , at 8.15 p.m., conversational

Bible class ; at 7 p.m.,Gospelmeeting. Thursday,at7 p.m., missionary
prayer meeting ; at 8 p.m., Bible lecture, by Dr. RobertAnderson .

Ohildren's Special Service M188100 .-- Mr. Arrowsmith , at Clifton ,

Jan. 14th to 24th ; at Margate, Feb. 20th to Mar. 7th . Mr. Banaster,

at Northampton , Jan. 25th to 31st. Mr. W. Shrimpton , at St. Paul's

Schools, Clapham , Jan. 18th to 22nd , at 7 p.m. Mr. Spiers ,in London ,

assisting Mr. Hammond .

Milamay Conference Hall. – Sunday , Jan. 24th, 1886, at 8.30, Mr. P.

8. Badenoch ; at 7 p.m. , Rev. ProfessorGraham ,D.D.

Mildmay Mission to the Jews. - Rev. J. Wilkinson's Bible Readings in

Ezekiel every Wednesday, at 7.30 , in the Ladies' Waiting Room,
Youths' Institute , Old Pye Street, Westminster (“ Ono Tun

Mission ).- Prayer meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30 . Con

ducted by Mr.J. Payne. Gospel mission service every Sunday evening
from 6.30 to 8 .

Bt. George's fall, Langham Place,W. - During January, Mr. Denham

Smith , Sun., ll and 7, and Wed., at BurlingtonHall, at8 p.m.

House of Resi, 8, CambridgeGardens,Kilburn Park , N.W. - Friday, Jan.

22nd, at 7 p.m. , " John's Visions, and what they say to us," Rev. v .

Christian workers specially invited to tea at 6. Sunday, 24th , at 3.30

p.m. , God's Men in the Old Testament," by Miss Mason . All meet

inge open to the public.

Opper Norwood , Stafford Houga, Tador Road.- Drawing-room and
young women's meetings every Thursday at 3 and 7 p.m.

8 p.m.

REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

" Let your requests bemade known to God . "

11,105. For Ireland , that the present sad state of anarchy and confusion

may cease, the reign of terror be put to an end , and righteous government

be restored.

11,106 . For loyal people in Ireland ,and many of the Lord's servants who

are sutter ny deeply under circumstances of peculiar trial and difficulty,

that they inay be sustainedand encouragedin Him , who alone can dispel

the darkness, andmake their present afflictions " work together for good,"
and , if it be His will , to send relief speedily ( Isa . lvii . 16 ) .

11,107. For muchblessing on a Bible-class for young men in Dublin .

11,108. For a similar one for young women .

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTION .

Jan , 24th-John vii, 14-27 Jan , 28th-John viii . 31-47

25th - John vii , 28-39 29th-John viii . 48–59

26th-John vii , 40-53 30th - John ix , 1-14

27th - John viii. 12-3019

THAMES CHURCH MISSION,

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the RAST.

INSTITUTED 1844 ,
Establishod in 1884 , for the purpose of attording Instruction in the

Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenada ,
Haroms, and schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary , Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridgo Road , London.B.W .

Bankors, Messrs. HERRIRA , FABQUSAR , & 00 ., 16. 88. Jame Street,
Lidos . 8. W

DR

President- The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .

Chairman - Capt. the HON.F.MAUDE, R.N.
Secretary - REV, H. BLOOMER .

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previousefforts, made in simple faith , show that they
have been greatly blessed by God.

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED,

Nos . of Word and Work , Books, Magazines, Tracts ,&c . , are most necessary ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries.

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

Bchool Room , Lecture Hall , or Drawing Room Meetings.

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Btreet , Ludgate Circus, E.C.

R. BUISSON'S successful treatment of HYDRO.

B

ESTABLIBŠED 1811,

IRK B E C K BANK

FRESH SPRINGS FROM THE

WORD OF THE LORD . - Scripture

Texts arranged for the sick -room or

hospital. Large type, 16 pp . , printed

in blue ink on fine tinted sight-pre

serving paper, suitable for invalids and

aged readers.

No.1 .-Weariness and Rest.

2 .-- God's Way Better than My

PHOBIA by Turkish and Russian Baths .

This proved remedy is followed by

John Atkinson , F.R.O.V.S., la , Wilton Place, Belgravia .

By Mr, Metcalfe, 10, 11 , 12, Paddington Green .

Also at Smedley's Hydropathic Establishment, Matlock.

At Jenning's Hydrupathic Establishnient, WestHill, Bournemouth .

Friends are ready to pay for any needy hydrophobic patient under this
treatment.

Apply to FRED. E. PIRKIS , Esq. , The High Elms, Nutfield , Burrey.

Just published, price ld.

Can the PAROUBIS (coming in Person ) of the

Lord be separated from His EPIPHANELA

(shining upon) , or from His APOKALUPSIS

( Revelation )

By ROBERTBROWN,

Author of " Õutlines of Propbetic Truth ," &c.
LONDON :

8. W. PARTRIDGE & CO . , 9 , Paternoster Row.

SonthamptonBuildings ,Charcory Lano

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand ,

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly

balances, wben not drawn below £50.

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, tree of

ebargo,the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other

Bovurities and Valuablos ; the collection of Bule of

Huchange, Dividends, and Coupons ; snd the pur
chase and sale of Btocks Bbares, and Annuities .

Letters of Oredit and Circular Notes issued

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full

particuları, kost free , on app ication ,

FRANCIS RAVENBCROFT, Manager.

Tho Birkbook Bouding Society's AUDU

Receiptsexceed Five Milliong .

rOWTO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

GUINEAB PER MONTH , with im.

modlate PossoSBIOD and Do Rent to pay . Applyat

the Office of the BIBKB) CK BUILDDIG BOCIETY 29,

Southampton Buildings ubat. ery Lane

Way .
3.- Clouds and Sunshine .

4. - Trying and Chastening. Part I.

-God's Discipline .
5. - Trying and Chastening. Part

II . - For our Proßt .

Price ONE PENNY each, or 1s. per dozen .

FURNITURE.-NORMAN &

STACEY'S HIRE PURCHASE BYBTEM com
mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary .

It combinee real economy op sound commercial

principles, with strictly private arrangements.
without the objectionable tormalities of

dealers and others. Payments can extend over

1, 2 , or years. The 60 wholesale firms embrace

the best manufacturers, who have large stocks

for salection . Intending purchasers obould call

personally , or send for particulars . - Offices, 79 ,

Queen Victoria Bt.. E.O.,and 121. Pall Mall . 8.W

Ή
τ
τ
α

" CAN YOU UNDO ? " Thoughts for

Young Men and Women . By the Rev.

A. A. RAMSEY. 16 pp. , illustrated, 60,

per dozen .

HANDOPOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

TRUST IN JESUS. Floral Tracts for

Children , with chromo on first page .

By Rev. E. Payson HAMMOND, M.A.

Packets 1 and 2, 6d. each,

MONTH , with immediate possession , ei her for

Buildingor Gardening purposes Apply at the

Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

M above .
The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulan ,

op application .
YRANOIS RAVENBOROFT , Manager.

BUNTER'S

Cures Toothache, prevents Decay, saves

Extraction, 1s. 140. of all Chemists.

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT, STIRLING. NERVINE ,
London : S. W. Partridge & Co.
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Situations and Appointments. Educational.

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL

BATH,

FOR SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Principal : MR. W. FRANKLIN

( for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

Bchool).

DULY QUALIFIED MASTARS ASSIST ,

Terms for Advertisements

BIBLEWOMAN NURSE WANTED

" Word and work .” at once , for district work in Guildford . Earnest
Christian , total abstainer , active; age not

under 30. Must have received hospital training .

Undenominational. Mrs. Filmer, Stoke House,

Situations
Guildford .

VACANT ORWANTED .
GENERAL SERVANT wanted in a

Christian household , clean , respectable , and fond

Apartments

of children . About 21. Wages £ 12.Apply Mrs.

Paul, 16, Bishop's Terrace, Fulham , S.W.

WANTED OR TO LET. SUPERINTENDENT wanted for a new

Educational.
Home for Working Girls in London , not over 30

years of age. Applications (no testimonials) to

be madeby letter only to John Bhrimpton , Esq .,

Articles for Sale.
38 , Lincoln's Inn Fields, London ,

WANTED in a small Home for the sick

poor, a useful Bervant, with some knowledge of
This Paper having a largo and increasing cir.

nursing. Must be a total abstainer. Apply by
culation amongst Christians of all denominations

letter only, stating wages ,&c., with references,
forms an excellent medium for Educational and
other Announcements.

to Miss D., 131 , Mildmay Road.

A CHRISTIAN LADY desires re -enº
The Terms are very moderato , viz.: Miscel

laneous insmall Type,2s.6d .for 30 words or less,
gagement as Companion ,Housekeeper, or Gover

and bd. for every additional line of 8 wordsor
ness, to children under 12. Good music, expe

under.
rienced , thoroughly domesticated , and fond of

children ; bighest references. Address M. H.

A reduction for a series of Bix Insertions and Lillesball, near Newport, Shropshire.

opwards. Front Page, and other special posi

tions, by arrangement. WANTED, January 21 , General Servant

Advertisements received after 11 o'clock on Mon "
( 18 ). Wages £ 10. Mistress cooks. Nursemaid

day canaot appear until the following week ,
( 15 ), one baby . State wages and particulars, H.,

9 , Burlington Road , Brixton .

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom

panied by Post Office Order or Cheque, payable
HOUSE -PARLOURMAID required

to the Publishers, Messrs . JOHN F. BHAW & Co. for doctor'e family . Thorough in her work, clean ,

Amounts under 29. 6d , may be sent in Halfpenny active, willing , and good needlewoman. Age 24

stamps. to 28. Apply Mrs.K. T 31 , Dalby Square, Mar

gate , Kent.

"WORD AND WORK "
NURSE and GENERALSERVANT.

Is Published every Thursday, Price One Penny. Wanted at once two respectable, trustworthy

Orders should be sent to any local Bookseller or girls. Two in family and baby. Mrs. Bone, li ,

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob Rupert Road , Bedford Park , Turnham Green, w .

taining copies thus, they can behad direct from

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the
GENERAL SERVANT wanted (a

following rates, Payable in Advance. Christian ), insmall family, at Highgate . Plain

" WORD AND WORK ” may now be Purchased
cooking, good wages. Address W. A. M. , 34 ,

all Railway Stations. We would , therefore,
Canonbury Road, London, N.

suggest that Ohristian friends when travelling

might help our circulation ,by purchasing a few

copies at the Bookstalls, to distribute in the
Carriages.

ISLE of WIGHT. - Ventnor. - 258. to

ENGLISH AND EUROPEAN 85s. weekly, or 5s.6d. per day. Clarendon Board

SUBSCRIPTIONS .
ing House, prettily situated in most sheltered

part of Ventnor ; south aspect, sea views, cheer

26 Weeks 52 Weeks
ful society and home comforts. Enclose stamp.

€ 6. d . £ 8. d .

! Copy and Postage 0 6 0 6 10 BOURNEMOUTH . - The Grange, West

0 6 10 ... 0 13 8 Cliff. First-class Family Boarding House and
3 0 10 8 ... 1 1 0 winter residence . Charmingly situated , near

4 0 12 10 1 5 8 the sea and pine woods . Elegantly furnished .

6 and reduced Postage o 1? 6 1 15 0 Table d'hote, 6.30. Wall Richards, Proprietor.
8

1 4 0 ... 2 8 0

(Including Double Numbers.) GOOD BOARDING ESTABLISH.

All Subscriptions should be remitted by cheque
MENT, close to sea . Most healthy situation :

or Post -office Order for the amount (payable in
Every comfort, including smoking -room . Terms

advance),attheGeneralPostOffice.
moderate. 9, Marine Square, Brighton .

It will be seen from the above rates that special

adrantages are secured by ordering six copies and
HASTINGS (89, Wellington Square ).

Board and Residence. --The widow of a clergyman

receives a few ladiesand gentlemen into her
comfortable home. Terms moderate London

OPPIOE8 , 19 , PATEBNOATER BOW . 2.0,
references. Saturday till Monday 10s . 6d .

LIVERPOOL SHAFTESBURY

NORTH . WEST LONDON TEMPERANCE HOTEL, Mount Pleasant, near

Central and Lime Street Stations. Rev. S.

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR. Pearson's, Hugh Stowell Brown's, Chas. Beard's ,

9, The Crescent, Leighton Grovo, N.W. and oldest Wesleyan chapels. 100 rooms.

PRESIDENT JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq .

This Choir has been formed for the purpose BOURNEMOUTH .- First -class Board .

ofassisting any Evangelisticeffort ,and forthe ing-house, facing the sea . Beautiful views of

perpose of conducting short “ Gospel Song sea and land . South bedrooms. Terms mode

Vissions," as occasion may offer . rate .

The services of thechoir are quite gratuitous.

Ben Wyvis, West Cliff .

All applications shouldbe made to Mr. J. Bate. ST . MILDRED'S BOARDING

tuan, 72, Twisden Road, Highgate Road , NW . HOUSE, Christopher Street, Finsbury Square

(ten minutes' walk from the Bank of England) .

Late dinners . Terms 2 guineas a week . A

SPURGEON'S Home from Home.

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS
BOARD and RESIDENCE for ladies,

CLOTH 8/2 AN
in one of the best situations, near parish church

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.

Pupils areprepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of
younger boys.

Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air .

The school residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa
tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super -Mare .

Colonel Barnes, Oommandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers,

H. Dyer, Esq ., Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill, Esq., Wimbledon.

H. Groves, Esq., Kendal.

G. F. Trench, Esq . , Ardfert, Co. Kerry .

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL ,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

A WIDOW LADY offers a comfortable

Home, with education , to two or three little girls,

Terms £ 20 per annum ;good reference. Address
0. , Office of Word and Work, 48 ,Paternoster Row .

TWO LADY BOARDERS required in

a first-class private day school. Large rooms,

pleasantly situated house, good 8.E. suburb.

Referencesrequired . Address M. C. , 100 , Lan

caster Road , Notting Hill , W.

QUEEN'S COLLEGE INSTITU

TION for LADIES , Tufnell Park , London , N.
Established 39 years. Pupils are successfully

prepared for all Examinations. Forparticulars

address Mrs. Pyne . Next term , January 28 .

MARGATE . - LADIES' SCHOOL, Great

educational advantages and careful home.

Vacancy for Student Teacher . Premiam .

Address Principal , Branscombe House.

EDUCATION . Brighton . 25 and 30

guineas. English, French , German, music,
drawing, painting . Home comforts . Liberal

table , Resident Parisienne Professors . Governess

student. Small premiums, H. , 30 , Besborough

Street, S.W.

A FRENCH GOVERNESS in a High

School (27) , First Order Diploma, Protestant,

wishes for an Engagement in an English family
or school. Good music . Best references in

England and France. Address, stating terms,

Mlle. Fischer , 49 , Rue d'Orleans, Saumur, Maine

et Loire, France .

GOVERNESS PUPIL required for a

superior school. Advanced lessone , thorough

home, liberal table, moderate premium .Address

Principal, Grove Park , Ladies' College,Chiswick .

GOVERNESS, an experienced Lady,over

24 , Wanted , in a farmhouse. English , music,
drawing, and singing. Mrs. Danes, Gaddesden

Row, Hemel Hempstead, Herts .

Spartments, & c.

2 Copies

...

over .

Miscellaneous.

A GENTLEMA
N wishes to join a party

going to Italy and Jerusalem , sharing expenses.
Apply to Mr. Chinery , 106 , Langdowa Road,

Notting Hill .

ARMONIUMS AND AMERICANand Downs. Terms moderate. Iome comforts .

ORIGINAL Principal, 23, Richmond Terrace , Clifton , Bristol.

EXPOSITION OF
WORTHING . - Refined and most com

THE BOOK OF PSALMS
fortable Home in a lady's house offered , at mode

CHALAEASTER PALLEN TEH BUILDINGS.Er
ate terms,to those requiring a mild winter

climate. E. B., Fergiehurst.

ORGANS. W. Pridham and Son , £ 4 4s .
Instruments for school and home use . Are mar

vellous for tone and workmanship. 3 stops, £ 5 :
5 stops, £ 6 ; 8 stopy, £ 7 . Musical instruments of

every description. Pianoforces from £ 15.

Works, 206 ,Jubilee Street, London , E.
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CONSUMPTION

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen.

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

OTHER

AND ALL

CHEST DISEASES.

R E A D

MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK,

Flve Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets.

12,000 smacksmen ara engaged all the year round inproviding our tables

with fish. These men, who for us tail through furious blast and sleety

storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them , to the

pitiless waves , that markets at home may be well supplied - may rightly

claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and so highly

prize .

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoping

love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours, afford.

ing relief in case of sickness and injury , and cheering and brightening dull

and monotonous lives by their presence and ministry .

“ The Mission Smacksare doing in the North Seaa grand work, worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results of their effort, great as they are in the present, will, if only

supported liberally by the public , bo of untold value in the future."

Edward Birkbeck , Esq., M.P.

FUNDSare greatly NEEDED to enable the Society to place a Mission
Vessel with every fleet .

E. J. MATHER, Director.

181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ), B.O.

SIXPENCE, POST FREE.

Or Large Edition ( oloth ) for 18, 3d.

SIXTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES.

13NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN
THIS MATTER .

Mr. Congrovewill give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK.

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

CHOICE VOLUMES for SPARE MOMENTS .

(Uniform with the Parchment Library .)

Price One Shilling.

IN THE SHADOW OF HIS HAND. Thoughts for

Lonely Hours. By Rose PORTER.

MYMORNING WORD. Counsel and Comfort for Daily

Need.

CROSSES and CROWNS. By H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D.

" Well titted to be a little manual to be read day by day. " - Christian Treasury.

BETWEEN-TIMES. By Lady HOPE .

“ Beautiful without and within , a credit to the publisher, an lionour to

the writer." - Daily Review ,

THE GUEST CHAMBER. By Lady HOPE .

“ This delightful little book . ... a good travelling companion ." -- The
Christian .

LETTER from Mr. T, LAWRENCE , HARROGATE .

In a letter dated Nov. 16th Mr. Lawrence says : - " I have received the

enclosed from my wife. I encloge a copy ' f what she says, that you may

make use of it if you think proper - a perfectly free testimonial to the es
cellence of yourmedicine -- Will you bring me a bottle of Mr. Cowgreve's
medicine ? I will not be without it again . It is such a splendid thing for

colds, coughs, and debility .'

ASTHMA - AN AGED PATIENT_CASE of Mr. JOY,

of LINTON, MAIDSTONE.

In September last I r.ceived a letter from a friend of this patient, who
writes as follows :

" Mr. Joy, I am thankful to say, continues well since I last wrote foc

him in November last year . He keeps your medicine by him , in case of

an attack , on account of his ag , (over 75 ) . Ho is indeed a miracle, con

sidering what he was before taking the Balsam first, several years ago .”

NOTE. – Days of Consultation . TUESDAY,

THURSDAY,andSATURDAYMornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patientsfrom any

long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book Arst .

Mrs. PENNEFATHER'S Poems .

SONGS OF THE PILGRIM LAND. Small 4to ,

cloth extra , price Five Shillings. A choice and appropriate

present for this season .

" A volume that will live and soon become as well known to the Christian

public as are the poems of the late Miss Elliott and Miss Havergal." — English
Churchman .

“ A VOICE THAT IS STILL." Memorials of

Esther Beamish. By her sister , F. L. M. B. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, with Portrait and Illustrations, Price Six Shillings.

“ This is a volume we should like to know was in the hands of many of
our readers ." -- Our Own Gazette.

FOGS ANDDAMPAIR

PRODUCE

CATARRH, COUGHS, HOARSENESS.

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COLDS, COUGH S ,
&C . ,

IS 60

New Volume by Rev. C. H.WALLER , M.A.,

Principal ofthe London College of Divinity .

EVERYDAYLIFE ; or, The Uneventful Journey .

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, price Three Shillings and Sixpence.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

WHEN YE PRAY ; ” or, Lessons on Prayer. Crown

8vo, cloth extra, price Three Shillings and Sixpence.

" An exposition of the Lord's Prayer which is truly an aid to devotion ."

-Edinburgh Daily Review .

“ ' Truly original, and both scholarly and evangelical .” — The Christian ,

London : JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48, Paternoster Row .

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR.

In Bottles, 1s. 11d. , 2s . 9d. , 43. 6d . , and 113.

Price Three Halfpence each , post free 2d.

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES,

The Roll Text Almanack.

Important Tracts for Parents

and Young Women .

By Mrs. BAYLY, Author of " Ragged Homes," &c.

HOME RULE : AN OLD MOTHER'S

LETTER TO PARENTS.

In Pictorial Wrapper 3d ., or Japanese Vellum 6d.

AN OLD MOTHER'S LETTER TO

YOUNG WOMEN .

In Floral Wrapper price 2d. Six copies post free for ls .

LONDON :

JOHN F. SHAW & 00., 48, PATERNOSTEB Row , E.O.

This unique Almanack has been welcomed each new year with increased

appreciation of its specialadvantages. The presentation in large type of

carefully selected Texts from the incorruptible Beed of the Word has been

blessed in many instances . To Ministers, District Visitors, Hospital

Chaplains, and other Christian labourers , the Almanack is offered at the

following reduced prices, not including carriage:

100 for Is. 6d. Nett Cash

300 for £1 5s.

500 for £ 1 175. 6d.

1,000 for £ 3 10s.

Such orders to be sent, aocompanied with remittance, direct to

the Publishers,

JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

London : J. F. SHAW & Co., 48 , Patornoster Row , D.O.
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HODDER & STOUGHTON'S LIST. WINTER !

WITHOUT FOOD

THE SEEKING SAVIOUR, andother Bible
OR CLOTHING !!

NEW WORK BY THE LATE DR. W. P. MACKAY.

Now ready, price 1s . 60 .; cloth boards, 2s . 60 .

Themes.By the late Dr. W. P.MACKAY,M.A., Author of " Grace
and Truth , Editor of the British Evangelist .

THE CHINA INLAND MIOBION.

MEMORIALS of R.HAROLD SCHOFIELD,

FIELD LANE REFUGES,

RAGGED SCHOOLS, &c.

M.A. (late of the China Inland Mission ), first Medical Missionary

to Shan -si, China . By bis Brother, A. T. SCHOFIELD, M.D. With
Portrait, price 38. 6d.

** A life of singular beauty and completeness of consecration ."

Christian Leader .

PROF. BISSELL'S NEW WORK. In 8vo, price 9s.

.

An Examination of Recent Theories. By Prof.O.O. BISSELL, D.D.,

Author of " The Apocrypha," in Lange's Commentary, "The Historic

Origin of the Bible , " & c .

"The argumentis sustained with great force and ability, and will help

many to retain their faith inthe Mosaic authorsbip of the Pentateuch ."
Literary World . " A very thorough-going and masterly work ." - Eccle
siastical Gazette.

PROF.WATTB'S DEFENCE OF VERBAL INSPIRATION . Crown 8vo , 68.

VINE STREET, CLERKENWELL RD ., E.C.

THE RULE OF FAITHandthe DOCTRINE
OF INSPIRATION , The Carey Lectures for 1884 . By ROBERT

Watts, D.D., Professor of Systematic Theology in the Assembly's

College, Belfast .

" The fairness with which he examines opposing theories, the thorough

ness and patience withwhich he clears up misapprehensions, the various

libes ofargument by which he establishes his position, are admirable. It

Is a took that must promote minute study of the Scriptures. " - Christian .

BYSTEMATIO MANUAL FOR BTU DENTS OF PROPHECY .

This Institute ( Established 1843) comprises :

A CRÊCHE, OR BABIES' DAY NURSERY. HOMES

for POOR GIRLS and BOYS.

Å SERVANTS ' TRAINING HOME for FRIENDLESS

GIRLS and YOUNG WOMEN.

REFUGES FOR DESTITUTE MEN and WOMEN of

CHARACTER.

ALL THE ADJUNCTS OF A LARGE MISSION.

THE GREAT PROPHECIES, Concerning the
Gentiles, the Jews, and the Church of God, By G. H. PEMBER ,

M.A. Second Edition , 8vo, prico 7s. 6d .

" One of the most valuable expositions of prophecy everpublished . It is

written in a popular and interesting style , and handles with masterly dis

crimination , scholarly research , and eloquent description, the principal
prophecies of the Bible .” — Prophetic News.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR .

EARTH'SEARLIESTAGES,and their Con
Dection with Modern Spiritualism and Theosophy, Crown 8vo ,

price 7s.6d.

" The 200 pages on spiritualism and the modern movement of an occult

theosophy are very remarkable andstartling.” — Christian .

EIGHTH EDITION . Enlarged and Revised.

150 CHILDREN AND POOR PERSONS RECEIVE

BROKEN FOOD DAILY.

Upwards of 3,000 PERSONS are BENEFITED WEEKLY.

THE APPROACHING END OFTHE AGE.
Viewed in the Light of History, Prophecy, and Science, By Rev.
H. GBATTAN GUINNESS. With threediagrams. Price 7s. 60 .

The Late LORD SHAFTESBURY : “ I cannot resist the desire I feel to

briog it under the immediate and serious attention of the public. The

sriter is evidently a man of intense piety , unsurpasseddiligence, and great

ability. Hethrowsa wonderful amountof lighton prophetical chronology . "

£1,000 required before 31st March.

The Englishman's Bible.

Messrs. RANBOME & CO ., 1 , Pall Mall East, W.

BANKERS Messrs. BARCLAY & CO ., 54 , Lombard Stroet.

TREASURER - WILFRID A. BEVAN , Esq ., 64 , Lombard Btreet, E.O.

BEORETARY

Mr. PERBGRINE PLATT, Vino Street , Clorkenwell Road , E.C.

By eithor of whom Contributions will be thankfully recoived .

By Thomas NIWBEKRY. Designed to give, as far as practicable, the

accuracy , precision , and cortainty of the originalHebrew and Greek

Scriptures un tbepage of the Authorized Version ;both for theBiblical
student and for the ordinary Eng reader. With Diagrams of the

Tabernacleand Temple,and Appendices.
LARGE TYPEEDITION . Now ready,Parts I.to IV ., containing the

OLD TESTAMENT. Price 88.6d , each . Also inTwo Volumes, price 30s.

PORTABLE EDITION , cloth , 168.;morocco , 21s . ; yapp , 308.

" A very valuable work,which no Bible student shouldbe without. It

proves almost a royalroad to a knowledge of the original texts of Scrip
trare," -Christian

Just Published .

A BOOK FOR THE NEW YEAR.

( Cloth extra , 18, 60.)

ROME: PAGANANDPAPALOnBy the late OLD -FASHIONED TRUTHS forMOURANT BROCK , M.A., Author of " The Cross, Heathen and
Christian , " ac. Edited by G. H. Pombor , M.A. With numerous

Illustrations, Crown 8vo, Price bs.

" The relationof theRomish Church to ancient Paganism is traced with

a distinctness and certainty absolutely undeniable. The forty -six chapters

into which the book is divided contain a vast amount of interesting and

important information scarcely to be met with elso hero,and written in

amgat lively and graphic style, abounding in anecdote and incident."

NEW -FASHIONED TIMES.

By J. C. CROXFORD.

LONDON : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO.,

Or of the Author, Mr. Croxford, Harrold, Bedford, postage free.

And of any Bookseller ,LONDON : HODDER & STOUGHTON , 27, PATERNOSTER ROW

WOBD AND WQBK will be sent by the Publimbers Post-free to any addrons in theKingdom for Twelve Months for 89.101.
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THE CRY OF THE CHILDREN.

CHURCH MISSION ,

CHOICE VOLUMES for SPARE MOMENTS

(Uniform with the Parchment Library .)

Price One Shilling .

IN THE SHADOW OF HIS HAND. Thoughts for

Lonely Hours. By Rose PORTER.

MY MORNING WORD. Counsel and Comfort for Daily The Committee of the
Need .

CROSSES and CROWNS. By H . SINCLAIR PATERSON , M .D ., RAGGED SCHOOL UNION
" Well fitte i to be a little manual to be read daybyday ." - Christian Treasury :

BETWEEN -TIMES. By Lady HOPE , earnestly APPEAL for additional AID in support of the
“ Beautiful without and within , a credit to the publisher, an honour to 180 Ragged School Missions of the Metropolis. These build .

the writer." - Daily Review ,

ings are planted in the poorest districts , and are used forTHE GUEST CHAMBER . By Lady HOPE .
Sunday and Bible Schools, Day and Infant Free Schools," This delightful little book . . . . a good travelling companion ." — The Week-night Schools for Rough Lads and Girls, IndustrialChristian ,

Classes , Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'Meetings, Ragged

New Book by Miss MARSH . Churches, Bands of Hope, Crèches, and numerous other
A CHILD OF THE MORNING . Memorials of Little agencies for the benefit of the poor children and their

Emily . By the author of “ Life of Hedley Vicars," & e . parents. i ' .
Small 8vo , cloth extra , price One Shilling .

Much is done, too, in home visitation, in clothing the" It is a charming narrative, andwe owe a debt of gratitude to Mr. Smythe
for consenting to its publication , and to the distinguished authoress for the ragged , and feeding the starving, and a country cottage is

way in which she has performed her task ." - English Churchman .
provided for the weakly or convalescent. Contributions will
be thankfully received by the Secretary,

By Captain DAWSON .
New Gift-book for the New Year.

JOHN KIRK, Exeter Hall, W .C. :COMMUNION AND CONFLICT. Thoughts on Life

and Service. Very attractively bound in vegetable vellum , or by the Bankers, Messrs. Barclay, Bevan , & Co., 54,
with Illustration . Price One Shilling.

Lombard Street, E .C . ..)

Mrs. PENNEFATHER 'S Poems.

SONGS OF THE PILGRIM LAND. Small 4to, THAMES
cloth extra , price Five Shillings. A choice and appropriate

INSTITUTED 1844 . .i present for this season .

“ A volumethat will live and soon become as well known to the Christian
President - The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .public as are the poemsof the late Miss Elliott and Miss Havergal.” — English
Chairman - Capt. the HON , F . MAUDE, R . N .Churchman ,

Secretary - REV , H . BLOOMER.

“ A VOICE THAT IS STILL." Memorials of
Object - To win Souls for Christ: Esther Beamish . Byher sister, F . L . M . B . Crown 8vo, cloth

extra , with Portrait and Illustrations. Price Six Shillings. Twonty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts ,made in simple faith , show that they, “ This is a volumeweshould like to know was in the hands of many of
have been greatly blessed by God .our readers." - Our Oron Gazette.

- FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED

| New Volume by Rev. C . H .WALLER, M . A ., Nos. of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts, & c ., are most necessary,

and will greatly assist the Ohaplainsand Missionaries.Principal of the London College of Divinity . . The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at
EVERYDAY LIFE ; or , The Uneventful Journey. School Room , Lecture Hall , or Drawing Room Meetings .

Offices, 81, New Bridge Btreet , Ludgate Circus, E . O.Crown 8vo, cloth extra , price Three Shillingsand Sixpence.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR .
T ADIES of decided piety, sound in doctrine, evangelical

"WHEN YE PRAY ; ” or, Lessons on Prayer.Orown members of the Church of England, in good health , not
8yo, cloth extra , price Three Shillings and Sixpence,

under twonty-one, nor above thirty years of age, and with some“ An exposition of the Lord 's Prayer which is truly an aid to devotion.”
Edinburgh Daily Review . means of their own, are earnestly invited to offer themselves
"" Truly original, and both scholarly and evangelical:?"- The Christian. .

for foreign missionary work . The fields are white into the

London : JOHN F . SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row . harvest, and the cry for more labourers is very urgent. Will

not the love of Christ constrain some to respond to this
! .:. Price Three Halfpence each , post free 2d .

call ?

Address, giving thename of an evangelical clergyman as $
referee, to X , Y , Z ., care of Messrs. Shaw & Co., 48 , PaterThis unique Almanack has been welcomed each new year with increased

ppreciation of its special advantages. The presentation in large type of noster Row , E . C .
carefully selected Texts from the incorruptible Seed of tho Word has been

Blessed in many instances . To Ministers, District Visitors , Hospital ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS AND
Ohaplalns, ana other Christian labourers, the Almanack is offered at the

; SOLDIER8? FRIEND SOCIETY .following reduced prices, got including carriagot o
w ar

1 . 4 , TRAFALGAR SQUARE, CHARING CŘOBS , W . .100 for . gs. 6d. Nett Cash -
I President - General Sir A . J . Lawrence, K .C . B . 9

300 for £1 6s.

500 for £117s. Bd. . . Bolo object of the Society , to spread the saving knowledge of Ohrlet
among our soldiors. There are now eighty -seven scripture readers on the

1 ,000 for £3 10s.
lists of tho Society, ofwhom eighteen are abroad and sixty -nine at home.

Such orders to be sent,accompanied with remittance, direct to Oontributions will be thankfully received by the Treasurer, V . G . M . Holt ,

Esg .. 17 , Whitehall Place ; by Colonel Sandwith , Hon . Sec . : or by the
thePublishers,

Secretary . Mr. W . A . Blake, at the Officesof the Society . .

1 JOHN F . SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E . O .

JE

The Roll Text Almanack .

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.

Published Monthly ,price Id .

BIBLE LIGHT
FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS.

(UNSEOTARIAN .)

1 Word and Work of Jan . 14th says : - " Those in search of hints and good
Bible notes will value this little monthly , throwing, as it dous, light on

difficult points in a brief and pithy style calculated to provo exceedingls

helpful to Bible students and Christian workers."

LONDON : JOHN F . SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row . E .O . I

Extra flexible, silk sewed , in best Bagster morocco , kid -lined, elastic band ,
With full helps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band. From 4s, &

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED ,

16 , PATERNOSTER -ROW , LONDON,
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Some men and women of acknowledged literaryability

have made no secret of their abandonment of Christ

tianity, and their rejection of the Bible is regarded

as a substantive proof of its valuelessness . It is

assumed that they would not act irrationally, and

consequently their withdrawal of confidence is ac.

cepted as evidence that the Book is unworthy of

belief. Fortunately in at least some of these instances

we are admitted behind the scenes , and are permitted

to examine the grounds on which the scépticism rests.

THE

WP

: PHASES OF UNBELIEFT

THE reasons for faith in God have often been GEORGE ELIOT'S UNBELIEF.

stated with precision and in popular form . E have a notable instance of this in the recently

Attempts have been made a hundred times to disprove published life of George Eliot. No one denies

these reasons, but the stern facts of history compel | the skill and subtlety of the novelist ; therefore we are

us to confess that they still keep possession of the reasonably curious to learn how the transition was

field . For to -day the evidence for the Gospel is sub made from a profession of evangelical faith to a con

stantially what it has been from the first. The
dition of most dismal disbelief.

additions to apologetics do not come from any, novel A very fair and forceful criticism of the account

arguments whereby it is sought to justify faith ; they of this sad change , which is given in the Irife of

spring only from the new modes of defence necessi
George Eliot, has been published by Professor Blaikie,

tated by the ever-varying forms of assault.
in the current number of the British and ForeignThe

evidences adduced by the earlier apologists still hold Evangelical Review . With calmness and candour he

their ground, although in the course of centuries the
weighs the arguments which prevailed to her per

defenders of the truth may have had to change their version, and with admirable clearness he proves them

mode of resistance to meet the changeful moods of
to be worthless. On a full review of the whole story

their assailants. as given in her Life , he writes :

Each generation seeks to find new reasons for
We do not hesitate to say, that , after reading the account of

her conversion to unbelief, one's sentiment of trembling interest
scepticism because it is dissatisfied with the old . An

gives way to a feeling of great amazement, and as regards the

eminent doubter some time ago gave to the world the likelihood of others being similarly impressed, of great relief,

history of his lapse from Christian doctrine under The facts of the case were, that in her twentieth year she re

the somewhat misleading title , " Phases of Faith ." moved with her family from the quiet country corner where she

If we were to chronicle the phases of unbelief for the
had hitherto spent her life to the town of Coventry ; that there

she became very intimate with an estimable and very intellec

last half century the record would be both curious
tual butunbelieving family of the name of Hennell, with whom

and instructive . Perhaps its main use would be to intellectually, she found herelf in very close sympathy ; and

re -assure timid Christians who are too ready to take that having read a book recently published by Mr. Charles C.

alarm when the Faith is threatened in the name of Hennell, entitled , An Inquiry concerning the Origin of Chris

science or philosophy. Within our own recollection
tianity, she adopted the conclusion of that book, that Chris

tianity was nothing more than a human product. Soon after
discoveries have been made which were vaunted as she was induced by one of her Hennell friends to translate from

subversive of Scripture, nevertheless within a brief the German the Life of Jesus, by David Strauss, which had not

period of their triumph they proved delusive, and hitherto appeared in an English dress. The subtle but one

their- admirers were content to let them rest in
sided objections of the great German unbeliever to the super

oblivion, Scientific facts . have also been advanced
natural in the person and life of Jesus, and to the historical

character of the four Gospels, were wholly in the direction in

boldly against the Bible which on fuller examination
which her mind was already running, and her familiarity with

have been exposed either as unscientific fancies or these from day to day would naturally preclude attention to

misleading fallacies . So far as argument is con considerations from the opposite side . But whatever effect

cerned , we are bold to saythe Christian verities have
Strauss's Life may have had in confirming her unbelief, it was

the work of Charles Hennell that gave birth to it . So great &
passed through every ordeal unscathed,

value did she attach to the book, that eleven years after she

There is , however, one reason for unbelief which
became acquainted with it she drew out an analysis of it for

seems to have no little weight at present with the the Analytical Catalogue of Mr. Chapman's publications (in

thoughtless who desire tobe esteemed thoughtful, and 1852 ), bringing out its salient features and emphasizing the

with the frivolous who are anxious to pass for earnest, piows that had made such an impression on herself ,
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Professor Blaikie proceeds to expose in detail the

side of criticism have been wrested from the enemy,

weakness of the reasoning which induced George and even turned against him ; yet, notwithstanding

Eliot to surrender the faith she had at one time this, the unbelieving still refuse to acknowledge

professed .

either the prophet or his prophecy.

An exposure of this kind is most useful . It Where there is openness to conviction reason may

proves that logic and imagination are not always be serviceable, but where there is only persistent

yoked together ; and it reminds us that with much refusal to listen to any argument the case is hopeless.

quick observation of character and subtle reading of The shallow scepticism of the age refuses to believe

motives, there may be an impatient one-sidedness

in & God who can produce results beyond human

which refuses to balance evidence, and a hasty im. power or who can foretell the future . Perhaps one

pulsiveness which decides with an unwarranted
of the most astounding miracles of any age is the

determination on a step which becomes difficult, if not preservation of the three Hebrew youths unharmed

impossible, to retrace . Besides, and this in the in the fierce flames of the seven - times heated furnace

present day is of special importance, it compels us

and yet, as if to authenticate this wonder, we are told

to perceive that men and women, however eminent ,

of a fourth , like unto the Son of God, who walked with

may and often do reason wrongly, and consequently

them there. This singular Being is afterwards seen

in matters of evidence we have to do, not with names,

by Daniel as the Son of Man coming with the clouds

however great, but with facts, which are always
of Heaven ; and this is the name from among all

stubborn, however simple they may seem .

others which Jesus appropriates from the Book of

Daniel as most congenial to Himself.

So likewise to attempt to bring the date down to

DANIEL THE PROPHET.
the time of Antiochus Epiophanes in order to throw

THEgreatstatesman who held office under more out prediction is not only defeated by the great

than one monarch, though a captive and an prophecy of the seventy weeks, but it is further set

exile, not only interpreted the visions of others, but aside by the emphatic words of our Lord, “ When ye

had also visions vouchsafed to himself. In the third therefore shall see the abomination of desolation

century Porphyry, a heathen writer, attacked the book spoken of by Daniel the prophet stand in the holy

which bore Daniel's name, and, mainly on the ground place (whoso readeth let him understand ), then let

of its prophetic character, refused to accept an earlier them which be in Judea flee into the mountains "

date for its authorship than the time of Antiochus (Matt. xxiv. 15 , 16 ).

Epiophanes. In effect he argued that it was history So then , it appears, even if the book were no older

written after the events had happened, for prediction than unbelief asserts, it would contain prediction

so exact and minute was , in his judgment, impossible. still , for this event of which Daniel wrote had not

The same reasons which led a heathen to reject occurred when Jesus spake to His disciples on the

this portion of Scripture have similar weight with Mount of Olives. And then , as if to anticipate

unbelieving critics still . They have laid down two modern doubts, our Lord refers with emphasis to

canons of criticism from which they refuse to move. DANIEL THE PROPHET.

The first is , that every narrative which contains any.

thing miraculous cannot have been contemporaneous

with the supernatural event recorded , because the
SAMOAN TRADITIONS .

UCH attention

at a later date. The second is that in no case can the times to the resemblance between certain

future be so discerned beforehand as to admit.of pro. ethnic traditions and the Biblical accounts of Creation

phetic description, and therefore any book containing and the Deluge. The Chaldean narratives recovered

prophecies is simply a skilful compilation , in predictive by the exertions of the late Mr. George Smith, of the

form, of events which have already taken place . It British Museum, are still fresh in our memory. The

ought to be widely known that, not because of any
researches of missionaries and scholars among unci

historical or philological argument , but simply vilized or partially civilized tribes in both hemispheres

because of miracle and prophecy, objections have been have brought to light some startling and surprising

taken to many Biblical writings. When this is fully coincidences . Last week, at the meeting of the

cecognised it will then appear that though inany Victoria Institute, the Rev. T. Powell, F.L.S. , con

learned men write against the Bible, the real worth tributed a paper on the traditions still extant in

of their opposition is to be determined, not by the Samoa. He tells us that these myths are preserved

weight of their learning, but by the weight of their by hereditary keepers, and the Samoans show great

prejudice. In many cases their prejudices have indeed interest in their safe-keeping. The story of Creation

been buttressed by a show of learning, nevertheless takes the following form : "Tagaloa is the

when the buttresses have been demolished the preju. “ god who dwells in the illimitable void.
He

dice remains. Almost all the arguments - certainly " made all things. He alone existed. When there

all of any force — that were wont to be urged against " was no heaven, no people, no sea, no earth, he

ile genuineness and authenticity of Daniel from the traversed the illimitable void . But at a pointat which
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National Idolatry*.

T.

" he took his stand, up sprang & rock. His name is

" Tagaloa-faatutupu -nuu (i.e.Tagaloa - Creator: literally BY MR . ROBERT BROWN.

" the People -producing Tagaloa), because he made all AE sins of the nation ! How vast a subject ! The sins of

" things when nothing had been made. He said to the professing Church, how appalling to contemplate !

" the rock , Divide ! ' and thereupon were born , in

How impossible even to enumerate them ! There is one sin,

however, boyond all others, for which I feel certain that God has

" immediate succession , the reclining rock, the lava a controversy with us ; and yet, strange to say, this sin seems

“ rock , the branching rock, the porous rock, the red

to be the sin least thought of by professing Christians, and

that is the sin of idolatry. People forget that idolatry is a

" clay rock, the standing rock, and the cellular rock. “ work of the flesh, " and that it exists by nature in all hearts

" Tagaloa then, looking towards the west,said (again )

alike. Henco the warning of the beloved apostlo, at the close

of his Epistle , “ Little children , keep yourselves from idols."

" to the rock , Divide ! He then smote it with his right WhenGod , in His great mercy, visited this nation , at the

" hand : the rock divided on the right, and imme

time of the Reformation , and called so many “ out of darkness

into His marvellous light," our Reformers then saw and testified

diately the earth and sea were born . That [the in the third part of their “ Homily against peril of idolatry,"

" earth ) is the parent of all the men in the world.”

“ that laity and clorgy, learned and unlearned, all ages , sects,

and degrees of men, women, and children of whole Christendom

In this crude form the narrative proceeds, until (a horrible and most dreadful thing to think) , had been at

after what appears to be a confused account of the

once drowned in abominable idolatry, of all other vices most

detestable to God , and most damnable to man , and that by

Deluge, Tagaloa proceeds to inspect the earth on its the space of eight hundred years and more." And with a view

emergence from the waters, and , we are told, “ He

of preventing so dreadful an occurrence again, as they saw

likewise that nations can only be judged in this life , because

was much pleased and said , UA LELEI, i.e. , IT IS they have only a corporate existence here , individuals only

GOOD.” This passage is given in these words :

being judged in the next—they twisted Protestantism , if I

might so say, into every fibre of the Constitution ; and it has

" Then Tagaloa the Messenger, having assumed taken the Jesuits one hundred years to undo their work .

" the form of the Turi, went about to visit the lands ;

And now there remain but three steps to the ascent of a Papist

to the Tarone - the offices of the Viceroyalty of Ireland, and

" but no land could be seen, only the wide expanse of of the Lord Chancellor of England, from which only they are

" waters. Commencing at the group or range where

still excluded , and the Disestablishment of the Church of

England : for the Protestant succession of the kingdom is

" the Eastern group now stands, he caused thatgroup essentially, and by law , bound up with this.

" to emerge from the waters. Then he proceeded to
Banger of Aational Apostasy.

" where Fiti (Figi) stands, and caused it to

Unfortunately, however, our Reformers forgot one saying of

our Lord, the neglect of which has wroughtmuch mischief,

emerge. Then, wearied with traversing so wide an “ Render unto Casar the things that be Cæsar's, and unto God

expanse of ocean, he stood and looked towards

the things that be God's. " Nevertheless at one time this

kingdom wasessentially Protestant, but it ceased to be so when

“ Tagaloa the Creator, in the heavens. Tagaloa the theRomanists were admitted to Parliament in the year 1829,

“ Creator looked down and the Tongan lands emerged .

and it ceased to be Christian when the Jews , as Jews, were

admitted to a share in the government of the country likewise ;

Again he turned towards Samoa (Manu'a is for nations can only speak and act in and through their rulers.

" meant) : but, unable to continue his course, he

And now “ there remains ," as one of ur statesmon has said ,

“ but the narrow ledge of Theism betwoen us " -- and what ?

" looked again to the heavens. Tagaloa the Creator between us and national apostasy from God - between us and

" and Tagaloa the Unchangeable looked down, and the national rejection of Jehovah and His Christ ! And no

" the land called Savai'i emerged.

doubt this narrow ledge also will spoedily be passed over ,and

the nation will, as a nation , through the voice of its rulers,

" Tagaloa the Messenger then returned to the become Atheistic .

“ heavens and reported the existence of those lands.

How the Jesuits Entered .

But the ovil began long before 1829 It began in the year

" Tagaloa the Creator then went on a black cloud to 1795 , when the Government of that day founded and endowed

" inspect them . He was much pleased and said ,

what is called “The Royal Collego of St. Patrick , " at May

nooth , in Ireland, for the education of Roman Catholic priests,

« « UA LELEI,' i.e., IT IS GOOD . " Then he stood .on an Institution , where the most immoral, seditious, and anti

“ the tops of the mountains and trod them down so

social doctrines are taught, and which has done more to flood

the kingdom with idolatry than anything else that could

“ as to prepare them well for the habitation of possibly have been devised. In the same year the Jesuits, who

" man .”

were excluded by law from entering the kingdom, obtained a

footing at Stonyhurst, in Lancashire, under the guiseof some

We cannot do better than allow Mr. Powell to poor gentleman from Liege ." and they succeeded in obtaining

the fine old mansion of Mr. Weld, with eleven hundred acres of

state his own opinion of this interesting myth : land attached to it, Mr. Weld having been induced by them to

“ It is in every way a remarkable and interesting enter their order. And here they have been working and under

tradition . Its great resemblance, in some par

mining the work of our Reformers ever since ; and now they

have spread themselves over the whole kingdom , and it is no

“ ticulars, to the Mosaic record ; its monotheism so exaggeration to say thatmillions of Her Majesty's subjects are

" greatly resembling Trinitarianism ; its cosmogony ;

under their teaching and influence at this hour.

That the Roman Catholic religion is essentially idolatrous I

“ its lofty ideas and poetic character, -- all point to the think I need hardly stop to prove, but yet it might, perhaps, be

" conclusion that those who have handed it down, only right for me to give an instance or two . Every Roman

“ from father to son , from time immemorial, as an

Catholic priest is commanded to kneel and adore the sacra

ment ; and the Missales Romanum directs him, just before

“ inviolable trust, must be closely allied to the he puts the broken pieces of what Rome calls the " host " into his

mouth, to address it thus : “ Lord , I am not worthy that thou

" original possessors of the Mosaic record. That the shouldest enterunder my roof ” ! And who ever heard of any

“ Samoans are so allied I have no doubt; hundreds other idolater who first made his god , and then worshipped him ,

and afterwards ate him ? While Alfonsus Ligu ori, in his

" of pages, of equal interest with those above, with Glories of Mary, a book which has received the imprimatur

“ which I have been entrusted, the habits and lan . of Cardinal Manning, has dared over and over again to substi.

tute the name of Mary for the names of God and of Christ. “ If
guage of the people, all convince me that such is

“ the case,

* An address delivered at Mildmay on the day appointed for " Humilia

tion and Confession , "
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?calls her the Star of the sea ," and the Queen of Heaven , ”

and addresses hør thuscu " Thou , Mary, art the only advocate

of sinners ;" while he adds , that he who has not recourse to
Mary is lost. "

Eudowigent of Edolatry.

And do you know what this kingdom expended in the

propagation of this idolatry last year ? No less a sum than

£ 1,052,657 69. 60. ! While the Romanists themselves, accord.

ing to the Irish World , have expended on buildings alone

in Great Britain , and its dependencies, during the last eighteen

years, no less than £5,650,040 ! And at the close of last year

therewere in England , Wales , and Scotland alone no less than

two thousand five hundred and eight churches , chapels,

chapels of communities, religious houses for men and women ,

and colleges, four bundred and three of which were religious

houses for women , or convents, where poor young creatures

are immured for life, and where there is no Governmentinspec.

tion, nor any registration of deaths ! Who can tell what

transpires within those gloomy walls ? The Rev. Pierce

Connelly (once a pervert to Rome, but afterwards converted to

the truth) told us so long ago ás 1845, in his Letter to the then

Earl of Shrewsbury, to whom he had been Domestia Chaplain ,

some fearful things that he had himself witnessed, and he added,

“ My great oppressor, the Church of Rome, is able to suppress

legal evidence of facts so damning, that if they were made

public, such a thing as a Roman Catholic nunnery would be

impossible in England for fifty years to come at least! ” And

this is theidolatrous systemthat we are hugging to our bosom ,

and propagating and extending over the whole of our extensive

dominions in the world. Surely we are like the “ foolish

woman spokon of in the Proverbs, who is " plucking down her

house with her own hands ! "

( To be continued in our next:)

ye

pj amen in Tool 30pia assut
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By REV. B. 'W. MOORE, M.A.

LIFE on wings ! In one sense'every one of us is living

it. Time is flying; opportunities are passing, each de

parting day leaves a shorter space in which we may glorify
our Master, and serve the souls He died to save. But it is

not in this sense that I wish to speak to you this evening of

a life on wings.

Will you turn to Psa. -lxviii. 13 :“ Though ye have lien

among the pots, yet shall ye be as the wings of a dove

covered with silver, and her feathers with yellow gold .”

Here we have a remarkable comparison instituted and then a

contrast exhibited . Let us consider

Ehe Comparisan.

First, the comparison instituted . There is no doubt the

passage refers to the children of God . What a striking

image is chosen to set forth the believer, who is here compared

to a dove. The dove, as you know, is used as an emblem of

the Holy Spirit Himself, and here it is used of the believer.

How full of the Spirit of God must the Christian be to

answer to this description ! Let us look at some of the

characteristics of the dove, that we may see the force of the

comparison

i. Acceptance. The dove was accepted in the Levitical

sacrifices . So all believers are accepted in the Beloved,

accepted before God ; but not only so, they are required to

offer up themselves « a living sacrifice holy, acceptable unto

God, which is their reasonable service ” (Rom. xii. 1 ).

2. Purity. The dove is a pure bird ; " it feeds not on

carrion but only on pure grain .” In this respect it is used as

an illustration of what the Christian ought to be. As He

which hath called you is holy, so be ye holy in all manner

of conversation ; because it is written, Be ye holy ; for I am

holy.” “ Cleanse your handa," says the apostle, "and purify

your hearts double minds ."

3. Peace. The dove is a harmless, peaceable bird. So,

while we are to be wise as serpents ) we are to be

“harmless as doves," . “That ye may be blameless and

harmless, the sons of God, without rebuke, in the midst of a

crooked and perverse nation, among whom ye shine as lights

in the world ." The dove fears and flies from the arena

of strife , she is a lover of peace. It is not enough that the

Christian have peace with God, he is called to theenjoyment

ofpeace within , a rest from the risingof inward corruption

which is only known when the God of Peace Himself takes

full possession of the soul.

The Contrast.

But I would call special attention to the fact that this

comparison is set side by side with a solemn.contrast. What

is the contrast exhibited ? It is in the whole verse , Though

ye have lien among the pots, yet shall ye be as the wings

of a dove covered with silver, and her feathers with yellow

gold ." Here we have two opposite conditions, the first is

lying among the pots, the second soaring aloft on golden

wings. What is the thought It is that though the

believer is compared to a dove for acceptance, for purity ,

for harmlessness and peacefulness ; yet,notwithstanding, he

may fail very seriously indeed to see, understand , realize,

claim , or enjoy his privilege. Thus, though he may be a dove,

he may far more nearly answer to a, dove grovelling in the

pots than to a dove soaring in the air.

Now what are we to understand by this expression,

“ lien among the pots " ? An Eastern can understand itmuch

better than we can . Miss Whately in oneof her books, tells

us she never understood it - till she went to Cairo, wherenoth

ing is morecommon than to see the doves orpigeons alight

ing on the flat roofs of the houses, and nestling, burrowing,

andhiding amongst the broken pieces of pottery and rubbish

of all kinds on these roofs. There the doves would disappear

perhaps for hours, hiding from view, and then by and by they

would be seen flying up in clouds to Heaven. Then she saw

the force and meaning of this verse. It suggests a sad con

ditioninto which thetrue believermay e
easily fall.

Among the Pois.

First, there is degradation - living below our calling:

What is the true sphere of bird life ? Between earth and

7

My Father's Greater Love.

** Can a woman forget ber sucking child , that she should not have com

Passion on the son ofher womb ? yea , they may forget, yet will I not forget

thee ” (Isa. xlix . 15) ,

S.Dancingo'er thegrassy way,

Happy as the days are long,

Joyous as the feathered throng ;

./t. Laughing, singing,

Leaping, swinging,
son (re

Tin themerry woodsare ringing,
With his cheery lay.

Ask him, has his heart no sorrow ?

Fears he not a dark to -morrow ? kita

Quick as thought the child repljes,

Sunlight flashing in his eyes

Mother loves me mother knows. "

Ah ! who can prove

A mother's love ?

Long as life that love,and longer ;

Strong as death itself, and stronger.

Yet isthere One, within whose holy breast

Burns a yet greater love, 'Tis sweet to rest

In innocent delight upon that love :

And should earth's friends grow 'cold , and mothers prøve

Unfaithful to theircharge, to know we share

The love of God, a Heavenly Father's care.

Earth's love may die : all mortal lovers must :

Our Father never. Oh ! forchildlike trust,

That shall be childlikestillmid gathering years :

And leaving all with Him - life's hopes, life's fears,

Forget our sorrows in a calm repose,

Singing from day to day,

Along Faith's sunny way

“ My Father loves me, and my Father knows !” .

WILLIAM LUFF.

66

Lady Duferin and Missions. We sometimeš bear

thatthemissionaries do not enjoy the respect of foreign resi

dents in India and China. Lord Dufferio iz Viceroy of all India,

ruler of almost a quarter of the population of the globe . His

wife, Lady Dutierin, seeing the misery of the people, sent for

Miss Thoburn, an American Methodist missionary , and inquired

how she might alleviate it . Sh now studying Hindustani

with MissThoburn, and paying the expenses of persons study

ing in America for future missionary work in India.
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" What

sky. What is the true sphereof the believer ? To rest, to said to me, “ Do you know since I saw you last I have felt

abide in Christ, seated with Him in heavenly places, not as if I could go and throw myself in the front of a train ,"

8 : a mere topographical expression, but as a spiritual And yet he had not fallen into outward sin of any kind, but

experience. Not, as some one bas put it, with “ our heads
he was groaning under the yoke of self in some form or

in the skies, and our feet in the mud ," but wholly other. Oh ! if we let hateful self come down from the cross

in Christ. We must live, move, and have our being where God has placed him we shall soon be depressed, but

in Christ. In Christ the believer is at home, elsewhere he is thanks be to God we need not do so .

in a foreign land. The man who is at home is at ease ; he " God has made His saints victorious,

can unbend, he is in the atmosphere of love, he is surrounded Sin and death shall not prevail.”

by kindness and tenderness, it is his most natural place when A Lady's Experience .

sorrow and trial arise. Now, what do we know of this ? I remember a very dear servant of God, one of the most

Are we at home in God ? or are we sometimes afraid to come faithful servants of Christ I have known, one who spent a

too near to God ? I have met with Christians who seemed considerable portion of her life as a missionary in China, who

to be afraid to be much with God, alone with God, always said , “ My work seemed so powerless. I could not under

with God, afraid of what might happen. But it is a blessed stand whythe Gospel seemed to bear so little fruit. " She knew

thing to make our home with God, to dwell in love. there are sowing as well as reaping times, yet she felt there

As the proper sphere of the dove isthe air, so the proper was something wrong. She would not accept the help of

place for the Christian is Christ . If we are occupied with Christian friends on the subject of walk vith God.

earthly things, that is to lie among the pots. Our sphere is ever I have,” she said, “ I will have from God alone. " She

in the heavenlies, setting our affection on things above, went to God, and entreated Him to show her if there was

not on things on the earth.
anything she had not yet discovered, and if there was any

In Bondage Again .
thing in herself hindering the blessing. Afterwards she

But again, another thought is bondage. Look at said, “ I rejoiced in the second coming of Christ,and I rejoice

Poa. lxxxi. where the Lord, speaking of the deliver.
in it still. I looked forward to the time when the Antichrist

ance of the Children of Ísrael from bondage says : shall be consumed with the brightness of His coming, and I

" I delivered his shoulder from the burden ; his hands look forward to it still . Yet, as I looked inward, unknown

were delivered from the pots." That refers to the bondage to anyone, pleading with Him to make known Áis will, I

of the taskmaster. Remember, the Christian has been de foundthere was another kingdom into which He desired to

livered from the bondage of Egypt, yet he may easily get come, even the little kingdoni of my heart , and another anti

into bondage again : for of whoma man is overcome,of christ He desired to destroy, even the hideous antichrist of

the same is he brought in bondage.” Are we brought self, before His coming in the cloudsof heaven. I thought

in bondage ? From how much of the bondage of sin has God I had been consecrated, but the Lord showed me that full

delivered you ?From howmuch are you trusting Him to consecration meant something more than coming out to

deliver you ! We thank God for these dear children of China ; it meant the yielding upofmy inward selfishness to

whom we have heard rescued from evil homes, some be consumed by the incoming of His glory." And did He

of them rescued from thieving and a life of dishonesty. fulfil the longing He had created ? “ Have you ever seen

How our hearts rejoice ! But would we expect when one
the waters ofa canal near a lock whenthe gates were shut ?

of these was brought into the Home of Industry to hear
On the one side you have seen a flood of water, and on the

Miss Macpherson say, “ Now , you have been a thief all your
other the bed of the river almost dry. Not altogether dry,

"life, we cannot expect you to give it all up at once . You a little trickling through . That was what my experience as

" must now lead a better sort of life, but we will make a a Christian used to be. There was a rill of blessing, Christ

" little allowance for you . We won't expect you to steal more the Lord ever with me, but it wasmerely trickling, trickling.

than sixpence to -day, and to -morrow you must not steal Then have you seen the same river when the gates were

"more than threepence, and by the end of the week you may be flung wide open, and the stream rushed in full flood , and

" cured wholly.” “ No, none of us would talk in that way, filled to overflowing? That was my experience when the

yet it would seem as if we expected our Deliverer the Lord hindrance ofmy unbelief was removed, and Christ the Lord

Jesus Christ 'to talk to us in some such fashion. We make came suddenly to His temple, cleansing, and illuminating, and

exeuses for ourselves, and say there is this sin and that sin filling." Though she was a dear servant of God before, the

and the other sin from which we cannot expect Christ to
change was marvellous Said one of the most sober-minded

deliver us, at any rate not yet. But I read in Scripture that Scotchmen I know , who has long been in the habit of

God sent His Son to redeem us from all iniquity, and receiving servants of Christ into his house, “ I never

purify unto Himselfa peculiar people, zealous of good works." knew one who left such abiding results as an evangelist as

i That we, being delivered out ofthe hand of our enemies, that lady. Not by her words, for she had no great gift

might serve Him without fear, inholiness and righteousness
of speech, but by her quiet spiritual power ."

before Him , all the days of our life." We are notcage-birds, Reitecting the Sun.

we are to serve in freedom . Are any still groaning under There was a contrast, just as there is a contrast in this

the yoke of indwellingsin ? There isanEmancipation Notice the promise: “ Though ye have lien among the

Act passed in Heaven, passed when Jesus Christ died on Cal pots, yet shall ye be as the wings of a dove covered with

vary ; and it includes deliverance from sin's indwelling silver, and her feathers with yellow gold.” A dark past

power as well as from sin's authority. The Holy Ghost will is no insuperable obstacle to a bright future. Miss Whately,

come to set the prisoner free, to makethis fact for you a fact in in the same book I have referred to , tells how at Cairo she

you. What rest for weary souls when this is realized ! has seen the flock of doves startled suddenly from their hiding

What a blessed day when Pentecost is really reached and among the pots on the housetops and flying upward, catch

this " yoke is destroyed because of the anointing " !
on their outspread wings the glow of the sun's slanting rays

till they shone literally like yellow gold ; then as they
Belilement and Depression

wheeled round and appeared against the light they would

There is only one other thought from the pots that seem as if covered with silver. Thus sbe saw how true

I will mention : it is depression. Degradation, bondage, is the description. They had been among the pots, but

deflement, depression ; put them together if you will. now , in their proper element, they glittered as if with gold

Now we have to pass through deep sorrow many a time. and silver,

I do not for one, believe in perpetual sunshine in the Here are four lessons for us : soaring , shining, serving, and

serise of joy without a cloud. I believe the old proverb is singing

right, " * All sunshine makes a desert.” There is a work Soaring.

which can only be done at night; the dew falls at night. 1. Soaring. These doves soar into their proper sphere. So

There is such a thing as walking in the darkness of in Isa . xl. we read of soaring, but it is with exchanged

suffering with no light, darkness as if the billows were going strength we shall mountwithwings as eagles. There is a law

over us,darkness inwhich we learn themeaning of Calvary of gravitation which binds to the earth, but there is another

as never before. But this is a very different thing from the law — the law of wings — which enables the eagle to soar

depression that overtakes the Christian on account of sin. upward . Until we know something of thiswe do not know the

Not long ago one of the most earnest evangelists I know power ofRom. viii. 2, “ The law of the Spirit of life in Christ

verse ,
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soaring : “ Those who mount up with wings, as eagles, shall

run and not be weary ; and shall walk, and not be faint. And

as you shall soar, you shall shine. An infidel said one day,

“ Christianity is all moonshine. " He was perfectly right,

though he little knew it. As the moon shines by the reflected

light of the sun, so we shine by the light of God ; and as

the dove shines when it soars in the sunlight, so we shine as

we mount up with wings as eagles.

Jesus hath made me free from the law of sin and death."

May God enable us to soar above the things of earth ! Soar,

where ? Into the hidden life, into the presence of God, into

the meaning of that word , “ Ye are dead, and your life is

hid with Christ in God.” That is not a mere doctrine, it is

soaring in the experimental and practical sense. God

above us, God beneath us, God all around us, and God

within us.

And you know the higher an eagle rises the less the

world becomes to it ; when it is soaring high the world does

not seem much to it. So may God help us to rise on the

wings provided, the wings of faith and love

"Rise, my soul, and stretch thy wings,

Thy better portion trace."

Seek to soar : shake off the dust and dross of earth and

soar upward. The fledglings of the dove do not fly very

high ' at first, but they gain strength by exercise. Begin

where you are and as you are. Stretch out your wing of

faith . Reckon yourself dead to sin and alive unto God from

this hour, and do not be afraid of reaction.

man .

Serving.

3. Serving Soaring and shining are both preliminary to

service. Some of these pigeons have been trained to serve

Carrier -pigeons have been employed in carrying

messages to and from besieged cities . Have you thought
how here in London God wants to carry messages to

oppressed, imprisoned souls ? God wants us to be His

letter -carriers, to be letters ourselves, His living epistles
known and read of all men. Remember, the dove must

soar to carry the message ; and we shall not soar unless we

are on the wing.

Singing.

4. And then singing. The dove is not a singing bird,

though it has a pleasant note of its own . I remember a

remark I heard Mr. Spurgeon make: “ When the sun rises

all the little birds begin to sing ;" so they do. When Christ

has come into your heart and mine we shall break forth

into singing. It is not artificial singing. It is the spontaneous

welling upof joy within. “ Thou hast put gladness in my

heart, more than in the time when their corn and wine

and oil increased.

The Lord make usall singing birds. May He make our

lives a psalm . He will do it if we will let Him , for “ though

ye have lienamong the pots, yet sball ye be as the wings of a

dove covered with silver, and her feathers like yellow gold .”

Amen.

The New York Mission.

,
.

The Arrow and the Eagle.

Have you ever thought of the difference between the flight

of an arrow and that of an eagle ? The flight of an arrow is

swift at first, but the fartherit goes the feebler it becomes,

and at last it drops. The flight of an eagle, though it may

falter and be slow at first, becomes more swift and steady as

it rises in the blue azure far above. I have watched them in

Switzerland sbooting up many thousands of feet in the blue

air, and bave observed how the farther they go the better and

easier seems their flight. What makes the difference ? Just

this : the arrow owes its flight to an external impulse, but the

eagle fliesby virtue of an internal power. Now there are those

who say, Can you count on maintaining your high standard ?
Will you not fall back ? Yes, if you try to " wind yourself

too high,” for that is an outward propulsion ; but if God be

in you , if His power be your strength, then there will be

no reaction, for He fainteth not, neither is weary. So we

soar ;yet not we, but Christ liveth in us. I walk ; yet not I,

but Christ. I run ; yet not I, but Christ. I keep my body

under ; yet not I, but Christ. I fight ; yet not I, but Christ.

Paul found all this possible, because he knew the secret of

the Indwelling Christ. Open your hearts wide enough, and

you shall know it too.

Remember what Peter says, “ There are given unto us

exceeding great and precious promises, that by these ye might

be partakers of the Divine nature, having escaped the

corruption that is in the world through lust.” There is a

challenge. Shall we accept it ? Will you dare to believe

that you may escape corruption, dare tobelieve it, though it

is against past experience, against feeling. People get into

trouble because they want to feel in order to believe. Now

you cannot feel a thing until you get holdof it ; and you

can onlyget hold of spiritual things by faith. You must

believe because God hath said ; and leave Him to

give you the demonstration of the Spirit. It will come

in His own best time, a demonstration surer than any

demonstration of Euclid . He hath cleansed and delivered

you from the corruptions that are in the world through

lust, that ye might be partakers of the Divine nature; you

must accept that, because God says so, and the demonstra

tion will come. I remember a lady who went on calmly cling

ing to the words, “ I am crucified with Christ,” although she

did not feel it. At length one day, when alone in her own

room , not a human being near her, God gave the demonstra

tion . She realized in full tide of joy she was a partaker of the

Divine nature — that is soaring.

Shining.

2.Shining. The doves shine when their wings catchthe

rays of the sun. They did not shine among the pots. You

cannot shine unless you soar. We are not reflecting the

likeness of Christ unless we are walking in His light. We

do not run without being weary, or walk without fainting,

because we do not observe the Divine order. We do not

begin with the mounting up. If man had written that text,

he would have begun with the walking, then the running,

then the mounting; but God has another way,He begins with

Features and Results .

THE New York Observer, surveying the General Mission now

chiefly by clergymen from England , has closed , and the mje .

sioners have gone to other cities. Mr. Aitken has left for

New Orleans,where he expects to hold similar meetings. It is

impossible to make more than a general statement in regard to

the results of this special effort. The preaching has been

Scriptural and evangelical. We have not heard from the begin .

ning to the close a single allusion to any church as a necessary

medium of salvation , or in any form whatever. In all the

meetings that we attended the simple Gospel of Christ has been

the burden of themessages delivered. While Christian people

have been urged to more holy living, and to more entire con

secration ofthemselves to the service of Christ, those who bave

not accepted Him as their Saviour havebeen urged, in the most

solemn andpersuasive terms, to immediate repentance for sin

and faith in Christ as the only way of salvation. And the

announcement has constantly been, “ Behold , now is the

accepted time; behold , now is the day of salvation ! "

This faithful proclamation of the truth we are persuaded

must, through the blessing of the Holy Spirit, have important

results in the quickening of Christianbearts and bringing souls

to Christ. And thereinwe,and all who pray for the upholding

of thekingdom of Christ, will rejoice, yea, and do rejoice. We

pray that the spirit of revival and of awakening and of con

version may pervade all the churches and congregations of

every namethroughout the city .

We cannot refrain here froni repeating the remark just made

to us by an eminent lawyer of this city, that the style of

preaching which has been followed, the simple truths onwhich

the preachers have dwelt continually, and the crowds which

have hung with absorbed interest upon their words, form an

unanswerable argument against thecry ofthe modern theolo

gians that a re-statementof the truthsof the Bible is necessary

in orderto secure ahearing on the part of the people. The

old - fashioned doctrines of sin and eternal predition , and the

need of present pardon through the blood of Christ,have never

been more fearlessly and faithfully uttered than in these

crowded assemblies.
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The Shepherd · King.
Plain Words to Young Men .

BY DR . J . THAIN DAVIDSON .

" Behold , I have gren a son of Jesse the Bethlehemnite , that is cunning

in playing, and & mighty valiant man , and man of war, and prud - nt iu

maiters, and a comely person, and the Lord is with him " ' (1 Sain . xvi. 18) .

WING Saulwished to engage a Courtminstrel. He wasn 't

A well ; be bad a malady of the nerves, or of the temper,

or probably both , and sweet music seemed to soothe him and

charm the trouble away. So he wanted a skilful player,and

a presentable sort of man moreover, who could go out and

come in before him . Not a doubt, a good salary would
attach to the office . When monarchs take whims they have

generally to pay for them .

Whether he advertised for a suitable person I cannot say ;
batone of his subordinate officers happened to be acquainted

with a young man who seemed to be just what was wanted ;

so he came to the king , and said to him , " May it please

Four Majesty, I have just seen a young man who willmeet
the case ; be is a farmer's son , belonging to Bethlehem , and

be possesses these various qualifications; he is cunning in play

ing, and a mighty valiant man , and man of war, and prudent

in matters, and a comely person , and the Lord is with him ."
Now , many testimonials which young men carry about

with them are hardly worth the paper on which they are

written ; but this certificate of character is so genuine and so

comprehensive, tbat it is worth our looking into for a little .

Dabid , the Young Man .

There is not a single historical personage before the
Christian Era of whom weknow so much as we do of David .

His life fills a larger space in the Bible than that of any other

man. As the shepherd, the fugitive , the Court favourite, the

minstrel, the psalmist, the king, the warrior , his history is
full of incidents which , in modern language, might truly

be called " sensational ," it is crowded with events more

strange and stirring than are commonly depicted on the stage

or woven into the pages of a romance. In our passage we

meet with him as still but is young man ; and there are five

distinct things mentioned about him in the text, which you

may find it interesting and useful to consider .

Slightly altering the order for the sake of convenience, I

shall take them thus, and the alliteration ( for there are five

P ' s ) may help your memory : - His person , his pastime, his

patriotism , his prudence, and his piety. His person , or

physical form , described as “ comely ," or attractive ; his

pastime, or favourite accomplishment, which was music, for
he was “ cunning ( or skilful) in playing ; ” his patriotism ,

* a mighty valiant man , and man of war ; ” his prudence, he

is described as “ prudent in matters ; ” and last, but not

least, his piety, " and the Lord is with him ." We begin at
the lowest, and advance to the highest.

Presence and Person .

1. I wish to 'say something to you about his person , his
pleasing and attractive presence or address .

Someone says to me, “ You may pass over this matter, it is

a point of little importance." I beg your pardon ; it is not a
point of little importance. Certainly , a great deal of

emphasis is laid upon it here ; again and again the inspired
penman calls attention to it.

Don' t think for a moment that I would encourage personal

ranity, or have men much taken up about their outward

appearance ; we have a check to that folly in the words we

were reading to - night, “ Man looketh on the outward

appearance, but the Lord looketh on the heart.” A man

may have a very shabby exterior, and yet be a true
nobleman .

M . Renan speaks of Paul disrespectfully indeed , but per

haps truthfully , as " the ugly little Jew ," and yet we all
know that though “ his bodily presence ” may have been

weak," that man had moral weight enough to shake the

world . There are deformed men, and dwarfs, and cripples,

who cominand instant and profound respect ; whilst there
are fine - looking , strapping fellows, who are only big boobies.

Sometimes, though the casket is very poor, there is a glorious

jewel within . No one, then, will be so stupid as to mis

understand what I am going to say about David 's person.
" a Goodly Person ."

Well, the Bible is emphatic in telling us that he was a

remarkably good -looking young man. Strangely enough, we

have so full a description of him that I verily believe, if I
had brush and coli urs beside me, I could dash of a tolerally

accurate sketch . Not very tall. In this sesject lis ddost

brother Eliab bad the advantage of him . It is clear ibat

the propbet Samuel was struck with theheight of his stature.

Perhaps it was just as well that David was of moderate

height, as he c ntrasted the more strikingly with Saul, whom

he supplanted , and with Goliath , whom he bebraded

The twelf h verse states that " he was ruddy, and withal

of a beautiful countenance, and goodly to look to." Our text
describes him as “ a comely person ," and in the vext chapter

it is again asserted that he was “ ruddy, and of a fair

countenance."

A fine, fresh , healthy complexion. A stout, square-built,
manly fellow . Hebad an admirable physique ; had his bead

screwed on the right way ; and was of immense strength

and agility. He was a powerful athlete ; so swift in run

ning, that his feet were " like hinds' feet ; " so strong in

muscle, that even " a bow of steel was broken by his aims ; "

and withal so lithe and nimble, that with one vault he “ could

leap over a wall.”

A splendid fellow , thoroughly manly in his bearing, and so
courageous that whether it was a giant that stood in his way ,

or a lion , or a bear, he was not afraid to grapple with him .

There was nothing effeminate about him . Although the

youngest of eight sons, and as pet of the family called David

(which means darling ), he bore no features of a spoiled child ,

but, on the contrary , was as noble and chivalrous in cbaracter

as he was handsomeand comely in person .

Manners and Bearing.

Perhaps you would be surprised to see, in running through
the Bible, how frequent is the allusion to bodily form . Why,
I could give you quite a string of names of persons, both

male and female, who are described as having been " comely ”

to look to . The body, no doubt, is but the tabernacle, the

shell ; but don't despise it ; it bears the stamp and image
of God.

Many of us, it is true, have, in this respect, nothing to be
vain of ; but, nevertheless, we can do a good deal, by
personal tidiness, and discipline, and culture, towards self

improvement. Slovenliness is often stamped upon a man 's

outward person . There are boors that seem not to have an

idea of polite manners or gentlemanly bearing . Their slouch

ing gait and uncouth habits repel every one who has a spark

of refinement in him . You may have nothing to boast of,

either as to figure or birth , and yet be every inch a gentle

man . But, suppose a man has a fine physique, he had better

retire into his own heart, and ask himself a question or two.

Ought not the animal to be the expression of the spiritual ?

Should there not be some correspondence between the body

and the mind ? Ought a man to have a noble head, and

nothing in it ? Or a handsome face, but a deformed soul ?

As I read the story of his life, I smell the breath of

the new -mown hay, and I hear the bleatings on the Beth

lehem hills. A good many of us have come from the

country, And some are silly enough to be ashamed of

it. Be proud of it. Be proud if you know all about

yoking the horses and herding the cattle, or even about

blowing the country forge or keeping the toll-gate. A

thousand times rather an honest, ruddy, country lad like

David , though smelling of the hay or heather, than your

smart town dandy (made up of ring, cane, and cigar, and

perfumed with musk or lavender), whose very gait seems

to tell how large is his conceit and how scanty are his

brains ! This is all I have to say about David's person .

David 's Pastime.

But now for a few words, secondly , upon his pastime.

Every sensible man must have some pastime. We cannot be

always working. Weare notmere machines, both body and

mind demand occasional relaxation . Someof us, to be sure,

have but little time for it ; all the more needful to make

good use of what timewe have.

Well, David 's favourite pastime was music. He had

evidently quite a genius for it. Our text tells us he was

“ cunning in playing." From many a testimony we learn

that he could finger the harp with singular dexterity. Long
before his wonderful musical talent brought him under the
notice of King Saul, he would relieve the monotony of his

shepherd -life by the sweet strains of his lyre, and would
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make the peaceful valleys of Judah to - resound with melody.

Nor was his gift only instrumental. He not merely played,
but sang. He was called “ the sweet singer of Israel," and

there is a passage in the apocryphal book Ecclesiasticus which

says, “ with his whole heart he sang songs, and praised Him

that made him . "

So passionately devoted was he to the art, that heever

invented and constructed musical instruments for himself ;

for you remember the prophet Amos speaks of those who

" invent to themselves instruments of music, like David.”

In the LXX. version of the Old Testamentthat copy of

it from which our Lord and His apostles generally quoted

I find, strange to say, an additional Psalm to the 150 in our

Bibles. I was reading it the other day ; would you like to

hear it ? It is entitled " A genuine Psalm of David .” “ Small

was I among mybrethren, and youngest in my father's house ;

I tended my father's sheep... My hands formed a musical

instrument, and my fingers tuned a psaltery. And who

shall tell my Lord ? The Lord Himself, He hears. Hesent

forth His angel, and tookme from my father's sheep , and He

anointed me with the oil of His anointing. My brothers

were handsome and tall ; but the Lord did not delightin them.

I went forth to meet the Philistine, and he cursed me by

his idols . But I drew his own sword and beheaded him,

and removed reproach from the children of Israel. Praise

ye the Lord.”

Consecrated Talent.

Well, I want you to observe that David consecrated this

great gift of his to the highest ends, and that he found

music to be most enjoyable when it was linked with sacred

themes. What a pity that so sublime a gift is often prosti

tuted to ignoble ends! What a shame that it is so frequently

consecrated to the devil ! And what vile rubbish you do

sometimes listen to, under the name of music ! My dear

friends of both sexes - for there are really few , eitheryoung

cultivate your voices, and make the best use of them you can.

What are we to think of those people who sing with all the

skill at their command at their little social parties and

domestic gatherings, but keep their lips closed in the house

of God ? If you have any gift of this sort, should not the

Lord have the best of it ? Learn from this young man of
Bethlehem .

Sacred music is the grandest of all music. In ancient times

there were no strains to compare with those of Judah’s min

strelsy , and the demand even of the heathen stranger was,

“ Sing us one of the songs of Zion ,”

The hundredth Psalm, sung to the tune of “ Old Hun.

dredth ,” has more majesty than anything to be listened to in

all themusic-halls of Europe. The grand chorales of Luther

did quite as much as his preaching to arouse the people from

their slumber of spiritual death .

Ivow hundreds ofyou arecrazy about music

.
chief pastime. And an elevating one it is if wisely directed

and controlled. By all means cultivate it. Have

your
voices

trained , and if possible learn to play the flåte, or the

violin, or the piano, or the organ, but above all, make it

your
chiefest aim , as David did, to employ the faculty in the

service and for the glory of God.

The Prince for the Prisoner.

A Child's Serinon to Children .

“ And ye will not come to me that ye might have liſe " ( John v .

NCE

for treason . The king of that country had an only

son, whom he loved, and of whom he was very proud. A

few days before the doomed men were to be executed a

messenger came from the prince to the first man, saying, “ In

the name of the king's son, I say unto you, if you come to

him and say that you are sorry for your past offences, and will

in future try to live a better life, you shall be free. · The

prince will die for you ." The man smiled grimly and said ,

“ Why do you come to torment me with hopes which I know

are false ?
“ Not so," the messenger replied, “ 'tis true."

Just then , from outside the prison, came the sound of horses'

hoofs. “ 'Tis the prince ,” cried the messenger. The prince

at ' that moment entered the cell, clad in very poor, mean

looking clothes . “ Friend,” said he, “ I am willing to die

instead of you, if you will repent and try to live a better life

in future you shall be free.' The man laughed . “You are

not the king's son. No! no ! The king's son would never

leave his rich palace and his fine clothes and comepoorly

clad to a prison to offer to die for a poor man like me.

No ! no ! You are not the prince. Go away ! Why do

you come to torment me ? ” “ I am the prince. I can and

will save you. Oh, believe me. Do notreject my offer. Do

not send me away. Accept the pardon before it is too late,"

pleaded the prince. “ I donot believeyou, go away," replied

the unhappy man. Slowly and sadly the prince went away,

and came to the seeond man.

“ Friend ," he said, " I have come to save you . if you only

repent, and try to lead a better life. ”

" Who are you ?” inquired the man, doubtfully.

prince,” was the

wretched , miserable, wicked man like me.” “ Yes," answered

the prince, " I have come to save you, to die in your place."

The prisoner looked at him steadily for a few minutes, and

he saw that it was true. The tears came into his eyes, and

throwing himself at the prince's feet, he thanked him with

heartfelt gratitude. Hewas instantly set free, and the prince

was punished instead of him . He repented, and believed the

prince, and he saved his life.

We have all done wrong, we all deserve to be punished.

God might have punished us ; but, “Jesus Christ came into

the world to save sinners.” We were all in the prison of ein.

Jesus came to us and offered uspardon and freedom if we

would repent and believe on Him. Some of us refused,

refused to believe that Hewas God's Son, and we bad Him

put to death. Some of us believed, and with tears of sorrow

and gratitude, we thanked Him , and accepted His offer.

Which are most happy - those who believe Him ; or those

who refuse Him ?

Let me remind you of a few lines which wehad constantly

during the time of Mr. Edward Payson Hammond's mission

here : --

Come to Jesus, oome to Jesus, come to Jesus just now ,

Just now come to Jesus, come to Jesus just now .

Oh ! believe Him, oh ! believe Him, oh ! believe Him just now ,

Just now oh ! believe Him , oh ! believe Him just now .

He'll receive you , He'll receive you , He'll receive you just now ,

Just now He'll receive you, He'll receive you justnow.

“ I am

It is your

6

[ To be concluded in our next.]

Editu.

Bible Acrostic for the Little Ones.

No. IV.

THE

THE initials of the following disclose the name of one of the

mightiest monarchs of men :

1. One whopunished Sabbath -breakers.

2. A title ofJesus Christ.

3. Where David defeated the Philistines,

4. A prophet mentioned by Jeremiah.

5. A faithful spy.

6. One who died by God's judgment.

7. A king of Persia.

8. A prophetess .

9. A proselyte of Antioch .

10. One who was tempted and fell.

11. An Ethiopian .

12. A place burnt by the Amalekites.

13. One whom an apostle healed.

14. A type of God'sblessing.

B, B,

TheJoy of Service.

H E who knows the honours of working for Jesus will

not willingly lose its rich rewards, nor its delicious

joys. Rutherford said : “ It were my heaven till I come

home, even to spend this life in gathering in some to Christ."

Thomas Brooks, therenowned Puritan, said : “ Opportunities

of doing service for Christ and for soulsare worth more than

a world.” “The winning of souls to Christ is my highest

ambition in this world.” Every believerhas his post tohold;

his work todo, his honour to maintain. Every reader of this

paper may be a messenger of meroy strewing his world -way

with blessings and benedictions, imparting sweetest comforts

and consolations, or else he maybe amessenger of evil.

There is no middle ground,no neutral position . Which is it

with you, dear reader ? “ He that is not with Me is against

Me. "
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Evangelists in America.

Mildmay Work in South London ,
Moody and Sankey in Brooklyn .

THIS is the name which after much consideration we

to ' ,

Brixton Road . No need to explain why, for the meaning is were held in the large hall of the Y.M.C.A, building

apparent to all who know the story, which must ever be the
in Brooklyn . Mr. Moody's sermons were especially adapted to

greatest encouragement to those working in this cause.
young men . As admission was only by ticket, and the tickets

In November 1884, an offerwas made to Mrs. Pennefather, by had been carefully distributed, he had just the material he is

a lady living at Worthing, of a large room in Trinity Street, most anxious to work upon . His discourses were wonderfully

the Borough. This room had been let by her for some time,
direct , practical , and earnest . Many eminent Brooklyn

and, contrary to her wishes , had been used for dancing, and clergymen occupied seats on the platform in one or more ofthe

music of the lowest kind . The lease had expired , and now it
mectings, including Drs. Cuyler, Pentecost , & c . Mr. E. W.

was again in her own hands the owner felt she would like it Bliss , the well-known evangelist, conducted overflow meetings

used directly for God's work. Mrs. Pennefather passed on the
in the Fleet Street M.E. Church . On Sunday Mr. Moody

offer to the superintendent of the Mildmay Deaconess work in
lectured on Daniel at nine a.m. , answering questions relating

South London. To her the thought suggested itself that the
to Christian work up to twelve o'clock , helda meeting in the

room might be specially useful as a centre forrescue work. afternoon, gave a tea at six p.m. , attended by about two hun.

The offer was therefore gratefully accepted , and very soon dred Christian workers and young converts, and then addressed

after the room was opened in its new character by a tea and a crowded audience in the evening. The results of the work

short mission service , followed by personal talk with the poor
are difficult to estimate. As many as one hundred signified a

women and girls. The invitatione had been given the night
desire to become Christians , at one meeting , and fifty was not

before in the neighbournood of the Elephant and Castle and
an uncommon number. The names and addresses have been

Borough . About fifty responded , and out of that number some
secured ofall persons conversed with at the inquiry meetings ,

were rescued. who will be carefully followed up .

Rescue Meetings.

Every Wednesday evening during last winter meetings of the
Mr. Moody's Future Movements .

stere din lume,onlya cup of tea For each,instead ofaregular Wineplane sketchconbude tentedetuershoor .sicheistians i

meal was provided. Workers were always there who spoke to over the country will follow Messre. Moody and Sankey with

the girls collectively and individually, prayed with them , and prayer for the blessing of Godupon this most importantcampaign .

sang to them . The rescue work increased , but now a difficulty It is the winter season, and men will have time to give to the

arose .
meetings. Probably tens of thousands of people will listen to

Where were the poor girls to be sent when they were willing their voices for the first time , and may we not look for the

to leave their life of sin ? There were many homes, but it was gathering of many into the Church and the quickening of all

necessary to have one near at hand, for the sake of the workers the churches where these meetings are held . Chicago ,

as well as the girls, in order that any cases rescued might be January 17th to 25th ; Knoxville, Tenn . , January 26th to 31st ;

taken there the samenight; it was also desirable that we should
Nashville, Tenn ., February 2nd, 3rd ,and 4th; Memphis, Tenn.,

have one in our own hands so that we might be sure of admit February 5th to 7th ; New Orleans, February 9th to 21st,

tance for our own cases. Just when this difficulty was inclusive ; in second week there will be a Christian Convention

beginning to be felt , some West- end workers were led to offer
of three days ; Houston, Texas , February 23rd to 25th ;Gal.

the rent of a house in South London , as a home to which they
veston , Texas, February 26th to 28th : Mobile , Ala . , March

could send their cases – the superintendent of the Deaconess 2nd , 3rd, and 4th ; Oxford , Miss. , March 6th and 7th ; Selma,

House being responsible for its support and management . This Ala . , March 9th to 14th ; Atlanta, Ga ., March 16th to 18th ;

was agreed to, and last October, 445, Brixton Road, was opened Savannah, Ga ., March 21st to 23rd ; Jacksonville , Fla. , March

As a home for girls both of the lower and better class .
26th to 28th ;Charleston , S.C. , March 30th to April 4th ;

For this double purpose the house is well adapted as it is
Columbia, S.C., April 5th to 7th ; Norfolk, Va. , April 9th to

easily divided into two parts , and thus the two classes of girls
11th ; Lynchburg , Va ., April 13th to 15th ; Charlotte , Va. ,

can be kept entirely separate . April 16th to 18th.
The house holds seventeen , five of the better class and twelve

of the poorer. There is a resident deaconess over the Home,
Mr. George C. Needham in New York

and & matron under her, while further help in spiritual

instruction andpersonalinfluence is given fromthe deaconess FROMtheservicesheld by this evangelist, last month,incon

house.

Minning the Lost. nection with Father O'Conner's Reformed Catholic work , also

The poor girls can be employed by taking in needlework and
in New York in Masonic Temple and Union Tabernacle, near

Broadway.
washing. Forthe better class it is more difficult tofind employ

ment ; we try to interest them in needlework , both plain and
Mr. and Mrs. Needham have been holding meetings at

fancy, which we hope to sell, and thus a little benefit the
Westchester, Pa ., and the people thronged to the Rink to the

services. His plan is , we understand , to move southward after

funds. A piano is much needed ; it would not only be a plea the holidays .

sure to the girls, but it is also very important that thosewho

have been governesses and teachers should keep up their

music, as it may be useful to them afterwards . We are also
Messrs. Whittle and McGranahan .

very anxious to procure a printing press, if any kind friends E learn these brethren have just closed their meetings at

would help us towards & second-hand one. Printing, which is

easily learnt, would be a changeof occupation from needlework, men and women were awakened and converted , while Christians

and it would pay well to printallthe various notices of mission were brought to see the ground of assurance on the written

services, &c. , required for the Mildmay Missions, Word . Although Major Whittle was laid aside for two weeks

We try to make the house as home-like as possible , and while on account of sore throat, the work went forward successfully

our chief aim is to lead the poor girls to true repentance, and under the leadership of Alexander Patterson. When Major

thas to the Saviourfrom sin, we know that the way in which Whittle recovered , Mr. McGranahan was unable to sing , and for

they often first realize the infinite compassion and love of God a week his wife was sick . Notwithstanding all these things the

is through human love manifested in care and tenderness for power of theLord was present and the work went forward . It

them . was expected that Bon Hogan would hold Gospel temperance

We should very gladly welcome any Christian worker who meetings in connection with the closing services of Major

would care to visit our Home , and we venture to make an Whittle.

urgent appeal for help. If we had the money we could , by

God's blessing, greatly extend the work, and we are hoping

soon to open in 6, Trinity Street, the Borough , an all-night Great Grimsby. - Mr. Wm . Nightingale, from 'Leeds, has

shelter and refuge,where girls could be received before conducted a Gospeltemperance mission during the past week

being sent on to the Home. The rent of this room , which is in the Ragged School, Grimsby. The services have been well

under the same roof as the mission -room , has been given us, attended each evening. The preacher has reached the hearts

but funds do notas yot permitof us fitting it up even roughly. of the people by his earnest and kind way of dealing with them .

Any contributions will be thankfully receivedby the Lady Councillor Ellis, Mr. Davis, port missionary, and others, have

Superintendent, Deaconess House, 15, Effra Road, Brixton , S.W. worked heartily in the mission . - J.J.
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The worst that had ever happered to herself or others, fo fer

Irish Church Missions. as she knew , was an occasicbal remark cuch as, “ There go the

preachers.”

Prayer Anniversary.
Lieutenant MANDEVILLE then gave a most interesting and

N Friday last the thirty- seventh anniversary of the prayer encouraging address on the subject of “ Cheer up. " In the Old

meeting instituted by the late Rev. A. R. C. Dallas was Testament the word seemed to be “ Fear not," but in tbe New

held in the Council Room of Exeter Hall .
Testament it is “ Be of good cbeer. Matt. ix . 2 is the "good

General LAWDER, who presided , faid : It is a great cause for cheer " of ſorgiveness and power, and is applicable to the
thankfulness that so many have gathered together to -day , and worker as well as the sinner. Let us see to it that our service

another cause for gratitude is that friends have come forward to is not the powerless movements of a palsied man, but the out.

help the society in its late difficulties . Then , too, we have to come of the life of Christ in us.

be grateful for the fact that , notwithstanding the disturbed In Mark vi. 50 wehave the “ Be of good cheer " of deliver .

condition of Ireland at present, the Gospel can be preached. ance, and in John xvi. 33 that of victory. As servants of the

There is no remedy for the ills of Ireland but the Gospel , and Lord Jesus we can enter into no treaty of peace with the world.

evangelical religion is the only thing that will right the wrongs We must gain the victory by overcoming in His strength . Acts

of Ireland. As long as Romanism reigns there , so long there xxvii. 22-25, it is “ good cheer " for the worker. Paul, as he

will be difficulty ; but for our encouragement let us bear in stands alone for God on that sinking ship , “ believes God,"

mind that we have a prayer-hearing and & prayer-answering that it shall be “ even as it was told " him , and that God hath

God .
given him all them that sail with Him .

Rev. NEVILE SHERBROOK spoke upon Isa. xlix ., and said : The speaker feelingly referred to his own conversion in the

We have here the remedy for the ills of Ireland . Perhaps our cabin of his ship, in the harbour of Rio, through talking down

statesmen are slow to recognise it , but it is the Gospel. I may his neglected Bible and reading 1 Tim. i . 15 , and it was felt to

say that no one knows what Romanism is until he has been to
be appropriate that he should speak to the many sailors

Ireland. It was not until I went there as a soldier sixteen
present.

years ago that I had a true idea of it . I did not know the diffi . The next meeting will ( D.V.) be addressed by Mr. Denham

culty there was even to mention the name of the Saviour until Smith , and will be held on February 5th , to which friends

I went to Ireland , and then I saw what a dark thing indeed interested in the work will be welcomed . Tea at six o'clock .

Romanism is.
Communications should be addressed to Mr. J. T. Isaac, Hon .

Rev. HORACE W. TOWNSEND said the words which had sug. Secretary , Strangers ' Rest , 163, St. George's Street , E.

gested themselves to his mind as specially applicable to the

service of the day were , “ Whoso offereth praise glorifieth Me "

(Psa. 1. 23) . I am anxious that this anniversary prayer meeting

at the opening of the yearshall also be a special praise meeting,

for we have so many wonderful mercies for which to be thank

ful. At the beginning of last year thecommittee was asked to
Women's Mission to the Heathen .

undertake missions in othercities, and through God's providence

there were indications of special openings offering them. But
THE

HE churches are now sending women as missionaries to

meantime their funds were decreasing, and although they be
their own sex in heathen lands to teach the young, heal

lieved this was owing to their having been faithful in peculiarly
the sick , and to preach the Gospel to every creature.

trying and difficult circumstances, and were sure that even
Will you let me plead through your columns for reinforce

tually the matter would be set right, they did not dare, in the
ments for our Women's Missionary Institute ? The C.M.S , bas

just sent out one of our “ Sisters ' to Sierra Leone to work in
face of a sinking exchequer, to extend their missionary opera

tions . They were now able to say, however, that prayer has
their girls ' school ; and we have applications from several parts

of the world for women trained to labour in educational ,

been answered, that men have been raised up for this work, and
medical , and other branches of the Lord's work.

that money has been given for their support. Consequently
It is indispensable to test the qualifications of those who

theyhave very gladly commenced a Belfast Visiting Mission,
offer themselves. In most cases there is much to be learned ,

which they trust will be as successful and as abundantly blessed
and in all there is need of special preparation by prayer in

of God as that of Dublin .

General Haig , andthe Rev. Dr. WICKHAM offered prayer, the
association with fellow -labourers, and acquiring habits of co

The

General first suggesting that the friends of the Society should
operation and one-mindedness with the people of God.

object of our institute is to provide for this necessity. All who
make it a subject of special prayer throughout the year, that at

its close the Society's funds might be so increased that the
come to usmust bring evidence of spiritual life , zeal to win

souls. Youth , good health, and a degree of higher education

Society's annual income might reach the amount of former
are essential. Money is also needed . We can only train mem

years.
bers of the Church of England for scholastic work. For

medical and general missions we can accept students from

every denomination who are willing to work in fellowship with

us, as evangelical churchwomen . The places recently left

Strangers' Rest — Workers' Meeting. vacant among us must be filled as soon aspossible. The Lord's

THE first of these monthly gatheringsfor the new year was
business requires haste. I , therefore , earnestly and cordially

invite any who desire thiswork to call on me byappointment.

and opened the meeting with prayer,
Personal interviews are indispensable . No details can be given

Mr. KELLEWAY spoke of the need for more helpers in the
by letter ,because they depend on circumstances which pen and

ink cannot describe.
tract distribution to the hundreds of men as they leave the

docks on Saturday afternoon at four o'clock . Friends who could
SUSANNA MEREDITH ,

spare an hour for this easy but important work would be President Women's Missionary Institute.

welcomed at 3.30 at the “ Rest ." These men expect their
143, Clapham Road, S.W.

weekly Gospel book , and sometimes six hundred have to go

without it for lack of workers.

Mr. JACKSON referred to the deep need of this dark neigh. The People of Holland are showing much energy and

bourhood, and longed for hundreds of the Christians who make porseverancein maintaining and developing their free schools,

themselves so comfortable in their pews to come down and give where the Bible is honoured ; in the official schools all religious

tracts, if they could do nothing else, or teach the children if teaching banished. There are already four hundred and

they could notspeak to men, or form aband to sing and speak twenty free schools, attended bymore than seventy thousand

theGospelin the lodging-houses of the highway, children . These schools annually cost three million francs,

Mr. Isaac here requested prayer for two workers leaving for but their happy influence is already sensibly felt through the

mission work in the West Indies. country.

Mr. GRELLIER gave testimony to the blessing given in the Seamen's Mission , Gosport.-We regret to hoar that

Gospel meetings at the " Rest," and whilst regretting cases of our brother, Henry Cook, has been laid aside through indis .

backsliding, said we could rejoice in others who were really position, but through God's mercy he is recovering. Will those
restored .

who know his veryuseful work ask that hemay be fully restored,

Miss MACPHERSON urged the importance of workers being and that, encouraged by many tokens of the Lord's faithfulness

called and prepared, and suggested that workers from the and care,he mayresume his labours in this sphere of ofctimes

" Rest " should form deputations to visit churches, and speak trying toil. Of such work it may with emphasis be said, "the

of the work , in the hope of enlisting the help of others in it. harvest is plenteous, but the labourers are few ." May those

She referred to the mistaken notion of dwellers in the West who like our brother labour in it have in full measure the

that the East End is a horrible and dangerous place to visit. practical sympathy and prayer of the Lord's people.
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Joyful Service.

Workers at the Home of Industry .

THE

THE familiar upper room at the Home of Industry was

crowded to the doors on theevening of Wednesday, and

the deepest interest was manifested, not only in Mr. Moore's

searching address, but also in the early and informalchat in which

our sister introduced her little protéges, and described the work

of the Home. About seventy little ones were present, sang very

sweetly, andanswered a few questions. It is hoped by next

month that the eighty at present in the Home will be increased

toahundred - all preparing for Canada.
Miss Macpherson , having chattedwith and about these little

ones, called forward'the latest rescue, a sharp little boy, said to

be fifteen , but looking more like eleven or twelve, rescued from

a very low lodging-house, where he had been in training for a

thief. He now professes conversion , and gives evidence of a

changed heart. He had a strong desire to go back to his old

mates, and tell them'what Christ had done for him. So the

little fellow was 'permitted to go to the lodging- house and

reports he had a long talk with the boys, that two of them had

begun an honest life, and that one has gone worse than ever,

The whole bearing of this boy indicates that though he can

hardly recall his mother, she must have sown good seed in

his heart. Falling, when left alone , into evil handshe had been

dragged very low ,
but now rescued and under loving Christian

influence, the early seed is showing. Miss Macpherson then

read the following letter from her sister at Stratford , Canada :

Christmas and New Dear in the Canada Home.

“ My dear Sister,-Day by day of late our dear children have

been coming to see us, and our joy is to tell them over again the

story of His love. As holiday time came on we gave our

evenings up to gather around His Word , striving to create &

hunger for His truth .

“God has owned our desire and answered our cry , and given

us souls ; toHimbe all the praise . We shall meet them in

the glory with Jesus. How time is flying past ! Tho end

comes nearer as we are looking for the morning. • Como Lord

Jesus, como quickly.'

“ Christmas day wehad such a house full of boys and girls ;

sixty - four to dinner; all going round the house quite at home.

All seeking for something fresh ; something they bad not seen

before. Your new photo hung up , and the lovely texts put up

in fresh places. Cupboards were peeped into to see if there

were any nice cards to be had for asking ; to save the usual

running to town to spend their cents.
So tables were

spread for all to write love - letters home, and pretty cards given

them to enclose . All went on gaily , except they could have no

Bleigh -ride, for the snow had disappeared. To make up for

this disappointment we had merrygames and somesinging.

Then we all sat round and had a good talk. Questions fol

lowed , and Annie Smith and I asked each other how the Lord

Jesus had saved us.

“ Through the goodness of the Lord we had bountiful supplies.

A kind gentleman sent a quarter of a bullock ; how myheart

yearned to be able to send it to you for the widows. The

children were plentifully supplied with puddings, pies , cakes,

and candies . Some brought fowls. The bovs and girls who

came for Christmas stayed over Sunday ; we had much joy in

the whole band being nice steady lads. Not one went to town,

except in the morning, to get frosh supplies of candies for the

young ones . At last they gathered the remaining cents, and

put it by common consent to bring another boyto Canada,

collecting nearly five dollars, all in cents .

" All went home on Monday with small packets of tracts,

books, and cards to decorate the walls of their homes, to read

to the aged ones, and leave gleams of sunshinewhere such are

never seen . Your bountiful supply of cards, &c . , has cheered

and helped many in the backwoods.

“ On New Year's Eve the two last trains brought us eighteen

big boys. What rejoicing there was, and how I longed that

some yet unsaved might that night come to Jesus. We had

invited about forty of our neighbours to spend the last hours of

1885 in praising for past mercies , and in asking for grace to live

and work in 1886. We had a sweet season ; as the city chimes

rang in the opening year we rose and sang, Praise theSaviour,

ye who know Him .' And our minds were directed to the motto ,

Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of

our Saviour Jesus Christ. '

The Spitalfields Jews.

Mr.Paulus ASKENASI (London College of Divinity) told how

he had been le ork amongst his brethren after the flesh .

How just a yearago Miss Macpherson gave him the use of her

hall for gathering the Jews, of whom six thousand to

seven thousand are to be found in the parish around the

The Evangelistic Mission .

T

NAE twelfth anniversary of the Malden Hall branch was

there were large attendances, and the anticipations of spiritnal

blessing were abundantly realized , much of the time being

devoted to praiseand prayer.

Mr. RUSSELL HURDITCH said that, as men are yielding up

the old foundation truths of the Gospel, and embracing a

bloodless and powerless theology, a necessity arises for going

over the ground trodden twenty -five and fifty years ago, in the

strength, courage, and grace of God .

Addresses followed by Messrs. W.R. Lane, J. G. McVicker,

DenhamSmith, Swan (who was introduced as a brother about

to leave for Africa ),Scholes (a native of the West Indies) , F.

Twinch , and Edward Hurditch .

Mr. J. G. MoVicker showed that in Acts xxvii. 25, Paul knew

God had spoken to him , what He had said, and believed Him . A

man brightened by a word from God is able to encourage others ;

and they who keep God's company take a good cheer " with

them . The principle of this Scripture was applied, by the

speaker , to John i. 12 ; Matt. vi. 33 ; Rom. xiv. 4 ; 2 Cor. xii . 9 ;

Pea . xxiii. All the promisesmay be appropriated by believers

on this principle ; and “ I will come again and receive you unto

Myself " shall certainly be fulfilled, notwithstanding the

mockers, and (as Bunyan reminds us) the “ Passions ” of these

last days ; for “ Patience " believes the present state of things

will be interrupted for the return of our Lord, that we may be

with Him andlike Him.

Dr. Popham and Mr. R. Paton also gave brief addresses .

On the following night a free tea was given to thrce hundred

and fifty unemployed working men and their wives, together

with a loaf of broad for the morrow , Others came in and filled

up the Hall for a Gospel service afterwards. Several appeared

deeply impressed, and some are believed to have been led to

theSaviour,

The “ One Tun " Bible Class.

N Wednesday evening, thefirst annual supper in connec

the kindness of Mrs. J. Barker Harrison , in the Youths'Institute

and Dwelling House, old Pye Street , Westminster. One can

scarcely estimate the good work which has been carried on in

the room where the “ One Tun " School for ragged children has

been doing much good work for some time past. The veritable

"One Tun" was a vile public -house in Perkins' Rents , said to

be two hundred years old, where many black deeds were

planned and carried out. But in process of time reform was

effected, and the ragged school removed to Old Pye Street,

Westminster, to which have since been added the Working

Men's Club and Reading Rooms, and subsequently the Youths'

Institute. The Bible Class, which meets there every Sunday

afternoon, is conducted by Mr. Baylis, known as the blind

missionary and Scripture reader. His work has been neces

sarily arduous, but he has laboured with great perseverance,

notwithstanding his blindness , until now he has an average

attendance of thirty at his meetings. Mr. Baylis , who has in

bis wanderings , often extending far into the night, preclaimed

the Word of Life in over two thousands streets and lanes of

the Metropolis, is still in possession of bright mental powers as

well as warm -hearted geniality, and was evidently very

delighted on Wednesdayto see how his labours for God'had eo

wonderfully succeeded . The chair was taken by Mr. W. Davie,

who, with Mr. Payne and others, gave addresses.

Milamay Mission to the Jews.

N & clear and public confession of his faith in the Lord

a

Solomon Ginsburg, was baptized by Mr. Wilkinson at the Con.

ference Hall, Mildmay Park, on Sunday evening,January 17th.

The Rev. Dr. Edmund, of Park Church, preached on the Con

ference Hall Motto for 1886— “ If any man thirst, let him come

unto Me and drink . ” After which Mr. Wilkinson asked the

usual questions, and baptized this son of Abraham .

Mr. Mathieson then engaged in most earnest prayer, ani Dr.

Edmund presented, in the name of the Mission, a copy of the

Holy Scriptures, accompanied with words of counsel and en.

couragement to the young convert . The convert is under the

shelter of the Inquirers' Home, and is learning the printing

trade,

This impressive service was closed by singing " Ring the bells

of heaven , there is joy to -day," and by the benediction .

6
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Scattered Handfuls.

Home. He had beon greatly cheered by the spirit of

inquiry awakened and apparent willingness to hear of Jesus.

Said one Jewess, last week, “ You are right; I feel convinced

you are. An intelligent Jew said. “ I am convinced Jesus of

Nazareth was the Messiah, and came for a great purpose into

the world." Said another, “ For the last three years I have

made up my mind to be a follower of Jesus." Two of these

Jews are o confess Christ in baptism next Sunday, and others
will follow very soon. There is much need of & few warm

hearted helpers in this work among the Jews.

Rev. E. W, MOORE , gave the address on " A Life on Wings,"

which appears in full on page 75 ; and after a season of prayer

and testimony, the proceedings were concluded.

Appeal for Zenana Workers.

THE following stirring call to Christian women appears in

T eonnection

with the Zenana Baptist Mission, We venture to give it wider

circulation, believing it may carry a message to many hearts :

“ The harvest truly is great, but the labourers are few ."

These words from the lips of our Saviour, uttered so many

hundreds of years ago, come to the Christian women of England

in this nineteenth century with power and pathos .

Let us for a moment shut our ears to the rush of life by

which we are surrounded, let us close our hearts to the alluring

influences of the world in order that we may hear the still

small voice , and let us remember that it is the voice of One

whom we call Lord , and that for us to know His will should be

to do it.

He puts before us a simple fact. He tells us that the harvest

is great, but the labourers are few. Let us for present use take

these words in reference to India. To those of us who are

working in that great harvest field the question comes again

and again , “ How is our number to be increased ? ” ! Doors are

open on every side which we cannot enter, women are con

stantly saying to us, “ Will you not come and teach us ? ”

Caste prejudices are in some cases giving way to such an extent

that young Hindu ladies are willing to meet together in a

school to receive instruction ; the children of the lower castes

are allowed by their parents to leave the work by which they

earn their daily breadin order that they may attend school for

a few hours every day. All these opportunities are given us,

but we cannot avail ourselves of them because our number is

so small.

Is it not a fact that in different parts of England there are

numbers of ladies who, if they only knew the claims of the work

on theChristian Church, would be led to consider whether the

voice of Christ was not speaking to them in the needs of the

women of India, and saying “ Get thee out of thy country , and

from thy kindred , and from thy father's house,unto the land

that I will show thee " ?

Are there not many ladies of culture and refinement who,

with small incomes of their own, have no special home olaims ?

In the work of the Zenana Mission they would find a noble

vocation , asphere that would give abundantscope for all their

powers. Happily the idea no longer exists that * any one will

do for a missionary.” No ; the best thatthe Christian Church

has is needed for our work . India demands the best and

highest service.

But, though we plead very earnestly for ladies of high intel
lectual attainment and culture, it is surely not necessary to say

that the one great qualification for the work is consecration to

the service of Christ, for it is spiritual power more than any

thing else that is needed,

It is work among women , and can only be done by women .

Is it not a sacred trust committed to us by our Saviour ? And

shall we be slow to accept it ? It is to Him and His Gospelwe

owo our present high position as “ women of England. Can

we not minister to Him now as our sisters ministered to Him

when He dwelt on earth ? It was women who were last at His

cross, womenwho were first at His sepulchre. To a woman He

first appeared after His resurrection . Oh , let us, who have

received our all at His loving hands, carry the good news of

His salvation to the women and children of India.

ANNA M. WELLS,

A

SPANISH Evangelist who has been visiting isolated

groups of believers scattered in outlying towns in Spain ,

sends the following interesting account of these to Light and

Truth : -- Received by the Castilians, who compose the Evan

gelical Church of the Martyrs of Valladolid, with livelyexpres

sions of rejoicing. They meet periodically topray , singhymns,

read theHoly Scriptures, and hear words of exhortation and

comfort from some who, though wanting in education , had

proved their faith by many a hard battle for the truth . They

are experienced Christians, well versed in the Scriptures. All

labour to bring souls te Christ ; some visit neighbouring towns

on foot, and preach the Word according to their ability, where

the Lord gives them an opening. They maintain at their own

cost a small local, capable of holding fifty persons. It is poorly

furnished, but a very dear spot, where the children of the Lord

gather together to worship Him in Spirit, and in truth , and

mutuallyexhort and strengthen each other in Christ.

I accepted a second invitation to visit Cabezon . This town

is perched upon the crest of a hill, from which it takes its name.

The river Pisuerga foams through the valley below , and beyond

is a vast expanse of country, yielding .corn and wine, dotted

over with towns and humble dwelling -places. Many of the

houses of Cabezon are excavated in living rook and are called

charolas. I lodged in one of these , the property of a brother,

and more than once when inside I feared that the low concave

roof, which almost touched my heard, might tumble upon me.

I addressed a gathering in the best house in the town - not

charola—that had been improvisedly furnished with lamps,

forms, and a table and chairs, lent by kindly disposed neigh

bours . There were many expressions of approving sympathy.

but none of dissent. About one hundred personslistened with

profound attention. This is , indeed , & fertile field for the work

of the Church , and the ground is nowprepared.
From there I went to Palencia. Here a devout Ohristian

had placed at the permanent disposal of the Bishop-elect one

of his own houses for worship , together with forms, lamps, and

other necessaries. This brother is by trade & shoemaker, is

married , and has a family. I found five Christian men in this

place; they were as sheep having no shepherd and much

distressed, but their union with the Reformed Spanish Church

has greatly encouraged them , and not a few friends of the

Gospel are filled with expectation . Only twelve attended my

first service ; at the second there were sixteen , and at the third

twenty -six, Palencia presents an open door for the preaching

of the Gospel, and is a centre of second order for work among

surrounding towns. This little handful of brethren joyfully

carry the good news, which has been blessed to their own souls,

to out-of-the-way places, disposing of tracts, Christian litera

ture, and Bibles. This is no easy task, because the Romanism

of Palencia has sunk to the level of barbarism .

Work in Italy.

Dr. Comandi's Orphanage at Florence.

A

FEW years ago I wrote a short account of Dr. Comandi's

orphanage at Florence in some of the religious papers

in England, with an appeal for help, which was liberally

responded to, and now again I wish to bring this admirable

work before the Christian public. Dr. Comandi has an

orphanage at Florence similar to Mr. Müller's at Bristol, where

poor starving orphans are taken every care of, and fed and

clothed, and given a sound Christian education, and all done

without asking help from any one but the great, loving

Father above.Numbers of these orphans have been brought

to the feet of Jesus, and have then gone forth as Evangelists

throughout the length and breadth of Italy.

What a power of good is thus being done, and all so quietly,

so unostentatiously . The good man toils on from day today,

and from year to year, bestowing all care upon those little

ragged children that he rescues from starvation and eternal

death . “And all for love, and nothing for reward.” Oh ! this

is angels ' work below. Christians, for Christ's sake won't you

lend a helping hand ? . “Blessed is he that considereth the

poor, the Lord will deliver him in time of trouble . "

Anyone wishing to contribute to this excellent work, may

send donations to Mrs. Macrae, 45, Moray Place, Edinburgh,

and they will be forwarded by her to Dr. Comandi.

Chicago.-Colonel G. R. Clarke, of the Pacific Garden

Mission , states that the past year's work has been the most

prosperousof any during the eight years of its existence. The

friends in Chicago are anticipatinggreat things fromthe most

ings being heldthere by Messrs .Moody andSankey, January

17th to 27th ,

Barbican Mission to the Jews.-A drawing -room

meeting was held last Thursday afternoon at the residence of

Mr. and Mrs. Stanham , 34 , York Place, Portman Square, on

behalf of this mission . There was a large and influential

gathering, and Revs. Nevile Sherbrooke andL. Stanham took

part in the proceedings, warmly commending Mr. War
sobawski's work .
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Our Soldiers in Egypt.

L

ETTERS from our soldiers in Egypt are always welcome.

4. The postmark with its hieroglyphic characters, and the

postage stamp bearing a representation of the Sphinx and a

Pyramid ,havelong ceased to excite curiosity, for theyhave become

familiar, but the contents are ever fresh , rousing sympathy,

praise, and prayer. The latest news from the front may be

had in the telegraphic despatches of the daily papers ; but how

much more thrilling is the personal record of hardship and

endurance, of the lonely witnessing for Christ , of the battle

against sin, and the self-restraint which marks the truehero !

The following is from a sergeant of the Dorset Regiment,

who was brought to Christ at a soldiers' meeting at Aldershot

in May, 1883, and the particulars of whose conversion were

given in Word and Workat the time .

M, S. S. HERDMAN .

My Dear Christian Friend, - Many thanks for your last

letter and packet ofbooks, which I distributed among my com

rades, and also forthe Scripture references, which I find very

helpful. We left Malta on Friday, 18th December, and owing

to the rough voyage did not reach Alexandria till the 22nd,

when we disembarked at two p.m., and marched four miles out

to Kamleh . We had to pitch our tents after marching in , and

as it rained fast all the time it was not so comfortable as one

could have wished . We had a final medical inspection as to

fitness for active service, and expect to be pushed up to the

front at once. Our dear Heavenly Father is the same here as

in Malta, and He knowoth them that trust in Him . What &

comfort that we did not leave Jesus behind ! He is a real

precious Friend, and His eye will be upon His own even in the

thickest of the fight, and He will never forsake us . B. and I

are a great help to each other , and now another young man

has joined us, who is very fond of his Bible and prayer. We

need your prayers continually that we may stand fast and put

our trust in the Lord. The sad effects of the bombardment of

Alexandria are still very evident in the ruined state of a great

many buildings ; it is a melancholy sight. . .. I do not know

when I shall be able to write again, but I shall not cease to pray

for the progress of the Master's work in your hands.

The following is from & private of the Durham Light

Infantry :

DearMadame, I praise God for giving me another oppor

tunity of writing to you , and to tell you of His goodness to me.

We were very sorry to leave dear old Cairo, for we had had

blessed meetings there, and I trust the seed which was sown

will be fruitful. We had a very good voyage up the Nile, our

boats twice ranon the sandbanks,and once grounded on shore ;

but all went well with the men, whoſenjoyed themselves. The

country around here is sandy , and, of course, things are

comfortless ; but we must be content, they will not last for

ever ; and while one's heart is fixed on the home above , we

need not mind earthly troubles. I have come across a few

Christians, and we meet when we can in one of the tonts to

sing and pray. It is very refreshing to get away from sinful

comrades, and have a little talk with Jesus ; then He gives us

strengthto go out and tell them of His love and saving power.

Oh that Hemay use me to His glory ! . . . Things are very

dear here , and I am glad to say drink is very dear ; the men.

that drink pull very long faces when they have to pay eleven.

pence for a pot of beer, andmany are leaving off. I will try

and write more next time. God is my Keeper.

Frontier Forces, Assouan .

The Oldest Daily Prayex Meeting.'

E have from time to time given some account of Fulton

my

for prayer. We gladly receive the following just to hand :

As I entered the chapel parlour this morning (R. B. Haskell)

Mr. Lanphier wished meto acknowledge your kindnessin send.

ing to the Fulton Street Prayer Meeting, your paper Word and
Work, and the “ Roll Text Almanac for 1886.' Many read it

and hope it is doing much good under God .

Yours in the love of Christ,

J. C. LAXPHIER, per R. B. HASKELL, Seo.

Chapel Parlour, 113, Fulton Street, New York ,

The first Walf-hour.

Our friend also sends us the following “ Souvenir " of the first

half hour of this meeting :

In the former lecture -room of the old North Dutch Church ,

in Fulton Street , New York, a solitary man was kneeling upon

the floor, engaged in earnest, importunate prayer.
Day after day, and many timesa day, this man was his

knees, and his constant prayer was, “ Lord , what wilt Thou have

me to do ? "

He says, “ Going my rounds in the performance ofmy uty

one day , as I was walking along the streets, the idea was sug.

gested to my mind that an hour of prayer, from twelve to one

o'clock, would be beneficial to business men. Arrangements were

made , and at twelve o'clock noon , on the 23rd day of Septem

ber, 1857, the door of the third story lecture -room wasthrown

open . At half-past twelve the step of a solitary individual

was heard upon the stairs ."

It will be seen that our missionary, Mr. Lanphier, sat outthe

first half-hour of the Fulton Street noonday prayer meeting

alone .

In connection with the twenty-eighth anniversary of the

above prayer meeting a paper was iesued , giving a number o

rules for prayer, pithily summarized in an acrostic form

thus :

P lead the promises.

Realize your need . ' ) ;

A sk in simplicity.

Y our heart must pray .

E xpect an answer.

Remember your prayers .

Charles Inglis in Folkestone. - We rejoice to hear of

the wonderful work which has been going on in the sixteen

days' United Mission just held in Folkestone by Mr. Charles

Inglis. In spite of the inclemency of the weather, large num

bers have turned out to hear the word. The Bible readings

have been held in Mr. Toke's church , and ithas been a cheering

sight to see all classes of people , including clergymen and

ministers, attending these meetings and evidently highly ap

preciating the Bible expositions, as *note -book and pencil in

hand they took down the leading thoughts . On several after.

noons the church has been crowded, and Christians of all

denocainations have been benefitted and edified. The Gospel

meetings, which have proved seasons of much blessing , have

been held in the CongregationalChurch and in the Town Hall.

On the last evening of the mission the Town Hall was crowded

in every corner and many were unable to gain admission, but,

better still, the attention was marked, and the after -meeting

held in the Hall and the Council Chamber was rich in blessing .

Until nearly half -past ten workers were busy pointing

anxious souls to Christ. We may add, Mr. Inglis in now hold

ing services in Norwich , whencehe proceeds toNottingham .

Home for French and Foreign Governesses.

Pasteur du Pontet de la Harpe writes :-Seven years ago the

late Earl of Harrowby opened at 16, Powis Terrace , Powis

Square , W. , a home for French and foreign governessess, which

has done an extensive , a good, and a needed work. During

that period two thousand three hundred and thirty-four gover

nesses, representing eighteen nationalities, have been received

into the Home, and double that number have applied to us to

be helped to situations. This great demand on the part of

foreign governessesfor a safe shelter within the compass of their

means , together with whatwe know and wbat we have heard lately

of the traps laid for them all around, and of the dangers which

beset them in the Metropolis, have induced us to adopt a course

in which we are conscious we cannot fail to have the support

of every right-minded person . We have given up the house in

Powis Terrace , and have taken, three ininutes' walk from it , at

3. Colville Houses , Colville Square, Talbot Road, two houses

adjoining and communicating, and where , with an increased

annual expenditure of fifty pound only , we can accommodate

double the number of ladies, and in every way provide an

establishment more adequate to the requirements of the case.

Tomove into our new Home, to which we have given the name of

“ Bienvenue, " and to furnish it with only the strictest neces

saries , we have incurred liabilities bordering close upon five

hundred pounds. This Home is but one of the branches of an

extensivemission work carried on entirely by voluntary contri

butions, and the money we are asking for in this instance

could not be given for a better purposethan for thus giving &

helping-hand, spiritually and materially , to a most useful and

deserving class of the community with whom we could not

dispense. Her Royal Highness the PrincessFrederica, Baroness

von Pawel Rammingen, the patroness of the Home, has kindly

signified her intention of opening it formally on Tuesday, the

2nd of February next. Contributions will be gratefully received

by M. le Pacteur du Pontet de la Harpe, B.D. , French

Parsonage, Bayswater ; J. R. Withcombe, treasurer, 41 ,

Clarendon Road, Notting Hill .
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Mr. Hammond at Kingston.

W .

CITH respect to the United Mission here a friend writes:

Mr. Hammond's opening address caused great interest among

the children , and many eyes were filled with tears, Quietlyand

orderly the large meeting dispersed, while Christian workers

were busy in all directions with the anxious, and several

instances afterwards came to light of many who gave them

selves to Jesus. Several children when questioned by the

writernamed " last Sunday " as the day of their conversion. The

blessing which had followed the opening meetings became

plainly apparent during the succeeding week. Inone case

half a dozen children sitting near each other had yielded to a

Saviour's love . A young lady had also come to the cross and

felt her burden roll away. Numbers of young people and adults

hitherto careless had gone home to weep and pray. The

evangelist recognised many smiling faces previously wet with

tears of genuine grief. A large audience of children and adults

are again awaiting his message. They have come on a dismal

wintry night in such numbers as to call forth the evangelist's

remark : “ Soma one has been at work here . " Yes, indeed .

Noble ladies had been at work for Jesus in the cold, snowy

streets gathering the lambs. Listen now to the sweetly

golemn strain upraised by young voices

Bave ! Save ! O Jesus save !

Save a poor singer while crying ;
Save ! Save ! O Jesus save !

Save a poor sinner from dying .

When one surveys those rows of earnest, tearful faces, we feel

there are angels hovering round to claim souls for God . The

evangelist's address on this occasion was really a continuation

of that of Sunday, for, like a compass ever pointing northward,

Mr. Hammond always gravitates to the Cross. « Are you pray.

ing, Christian ? " is his solemn, oft-repeated question , that falls

suddenly upon the ear duringhis discourses .

Every evening large numbers remained behind to be dealt

with by the band of Christian workers, including pastors of the

various churches. Thus every evening the tide of blessing
rolled on .

Growing Enterest.

The second and last week of the geries commenced with a

morning meeting at Christ Church , Surbiton . This was followed

by a very crowded meeting of children and young people at the

Albany Hall, in the afternoon. This was a most remarkable

meeting. The evangelist used the “ magnetic hammer " to

illustrate how people came to Jesus. He also told the story of

Benj . West's picture, “ Christ Rejected ,” with thrilling effect.

Subsequentlyseveral instances came to hand of souls saved .

One little girl gave her heart to Jesus on the gallery steps. A

worker rejoices in the salvation of his two children. A pastor

reported three boys who gave themselves to Christ after an

obstinate resistance. Five little ones were present who were

saved in the wave of blessing that had passed over Christ

Church, Surbiton, in the morning.

Interesting Tokens.

A large number of adults were present at the evening service,

when Mr. Hammond preached with great power. As on pre

vious occasions, large numbers remained to the after-meeting.

On this evening many striking cases of conviction and conver

sion came to light. One young man who yielded himself to

Christ was one of two that came into the inquiry -meeting on

the previous Friday with the avowed purpose of creating a

disturbance. Two postmen this Sunday night, stricken by

God's Spirit, looked to Jesus and were saved. Their experience

was afterwards told with simplicity and earnestness, One young

man requested by Mr. Hammond to remain to the after-meet

ing repeatedly refused , and pushed his way out. He was

afterwards found on the other side of the hall deeply anxious .

One poor woman, on her knees by the door, surrounded by

workers, was praying for mercy . Rev. J. Clarke reported a most

cheering case of a backslider restored . During the past week

the evangelist's powers were taxed to the utmost in holding

four meetings a -day ; besides the service for adults held each

evening, and attended by large numbers, meetings were held

for the police and postmen, and these were fraught with great

blessing, numbers of the men deciding to follow Jesus.

Meetings were also held by Mr. Hammond at Mr. Bryant's

residence , The Gables, and at that of the Earl of Tankerville.

These were attended by very many persons of a high social

position in the neighbourhood.

On Wednesday Mr. H. requested all Christians, young con

verts, and anxious ones to rise successively in their seats . The

wholeaudience, with the exception of about half a dozen , found

their feet . Two of this number, young men, finding themselves

the observed of all observers, fled precipitately from the gallery ,

but were afterwardsfound amongst the anxious, As thomission

drew near its close, the work grow in intensity and solemnity,

tillit seemed to take the form of a death-grapple between sin

and righteousness, the world and Christ. The following

m nisters of the Gospel have worked heartily to support the

work — Revs. T. Anderson, J. Clarke, G. Wright, W. H.Ranken,

and J. Fox, of Teddington. This latter gentleman brought &

number of children from a long distance.

On Friday evening last, a largely attended jubilee meeting

was held, at which the Christian workers and young converts

took farewell of Mr. Hammoud, who left for another sphere of

labour at Clapham . Overwhelming testimony was borne to the

amount of good accomplished by the mission .

WILLIAM Dixon .

Kingston .

Notices of Books.

The Seeking Saviour. By the late Dr. W. P. Mackay, M.A.

( 1s. and 28.6d .) - Hodder & Stoughton .

We are glad the publishers have seen their way to issue

promptly acheap edition of this volume. Many will be thank .

ful that such a valuable souvenir of one greatly loved and

much honoured of God, should be brought within their reach .

A Cluster of Canaan's Grapes. - JohnF. Shaw & Co.

Mr. Hurditch has done well to reprint, and now issue in neat

pocket form , this choice meditation, by theRight Hon . Sir

Robert Tichbourn , LordMayor of London in 1657. It breathes

aprecious fragrance of Christ, so characteristic of many of the

old Puritan writings.

The Christian Ambassador (1884-5) . Edited by C. Russell

Hurditch. -John F. Shaw & Co.

The two years' numbersof this excellent illustrated Gospel

monthly make a capital volume, admirably adapted for cottage

reading, &c. The way of salvation is put very plainly and

personally.

From the Pit to the Throne. By F. B. Meyer, M.A.-E. Stock.

In this series of scenes from the life of Joseph the author

brings out many valuable and practical lessons to young men

and women , while , at the same time,the beautiful foreshadow.

ing of Him who was cast into the pit of death, andnow sits at

the right hand of the Father, being exalted & Prince and &

Saviour, is admiably traced. The book abounds in striking and

helpfulthoughts, clearly and pithily expressed.

The Millennium , or theComing Reign of Christ, Spiritual, not

Personal. By Rev. E. Storrow .

If the views advanced in this book be at all common , there is

abundant needfor even the mostelementaryteaching of the

truths contained in the sure word of prophecy. How anywithan

open Bible, and their attention directed to the subject, can still

deny the personal coming of Christ to establish righteous

rule , and interpret " Behold, I como quickly as implying

merely the " imminence of death ," passes comprehension.

Possibly it is compatible with an attitude of mind which finds

weight in an argument of this sort used amongst others,

“ Cui bono ?...we fail to see what good or adequate end swould

be answered , religiously or nationally , by such& return ( that

of the Jews to their own land ). Atwhat remoteperiod, on the

theory here advanced, " the glorious summer of our race " will

dawn is left to the imagination - there seems, in these days,

little sign of it . Let our inquiry rather be, Hath God

spoken ? and if so , What saith the Scripture ?

Messiah's Witness. Edited by Mr. D. C. Joseph.-- J. E.

Hawkins.

This little monthly, devoted to exposition of the prophetic

Scriptures and tidings of work among the Jews, should be widely

circulated amongst lovers of Israel.

Wewould also call special attention to the Hebrew Almanack,

issued by Mr. Joseph, setting forth the Gospel, in Hebrew,

as also a Hebrew daily text . It should be used largely by

those who work amongst the Jews.

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY'S MONTHLIES. The issues for

February, just to hand, will interest, instruct, and delight

many. The Leisure Hour and the Sunday at Home are well up

to the high standard established for these family magazines ;

while The Boys' Own and Girls' Own are a fund of sound and

wholesome, yet really interesting reading for the younger mem
bers of our families .

** Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

thepublishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48, Paternoster Row ,

London, E.C., postfree, for the published price. Full cash

discount for general book orders.
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Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen . Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

Established in 1884, for the purpose of affording Instruction In tho
Ecriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, la Zonadas,
Haroms, and schools, In Asia and Africa.

Secretary, Miss WEBB , 267, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , B . W .
Bankore, Messri, HEBBIRA , YARQUIAB , & Oo . , 16 , Bt. Jame Street,

Lydon, B. W .

Fire Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets.
12,000 smacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing our tables
with fish . These men , who for us tail through furious blast and sleety
storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them , to the

pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied - may rightly

claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and go highly
prize,

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE
MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermon the message of Divine mercy and pardoning
love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours, afford

ing relief in case of sickness and injury, and cheering and brightening dull
and monotonous lives by their presence and ministry .

“ The Mission Smacks are doing in the North Sea a grand work , worthy
of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results of their effort, great as they are in the present, will, if only
supported liberally by the public, be of untold value in the future.”
Educard Birkbeck , Esq . , M . P .

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Society to place a Mission
Vesselwith every fleet .

E . J . MATHER . Director.

181. Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge), B . O .

D R. BUISSON'S successful treatment of
HYDROPHOBIA by Turkish and Russian Baths.

This proved remedy is followed by
John Atkinson , F . R . O . V . S ., la , Wilton Place, Belgravia .
By Mr, Metcalfe , 10 , 11, 12 , Paddington Green .

Also at Smedley ' s Hydropathic Establishment, Matlock .

At Jenning' s Hydrupathic Establishnient, West Hill, Bournemouth .

Friends are ready to pay for any needy hydrophobic patient under this

treatment ,

Apply to FRED. E . PIRKIS, Esq ., The High Elms, Nutfield , Surrey.

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL,
BATH,

| Shaw 's Home Series. I
PUBLICATIONS.

Just published , price ld .
Can the PAROUSIA (coming in Person ) of the

Lord be separated from His EPIPHANEIA

(shining upon ), or from His APOKALUPSIS

( Revelation ) ?

By ROBERT BROWN,

Author of " Outlines of Propbetic Truth ,” & c.
LONDON :

8 . W . PARTRIDGE & CO ., 9, Paternoster Row .

With Coloured Wrapper and many

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN . Nlustrations.

- Price SIX PENCE each .

Principal: MR. W . FRANKLIN " We must mention with gratitude and
(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe | approval Shaw 's ' Home Series,' a cheap

Bchool) . issue of capitaltales at Sixpence . The tales

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST. are all thoroughly attractive and sound ,

with a great deal of variety .” — Guardian .

Christian teaching and training are combined 1. FROGGY' S LITTLE
with an education to fit boys for business and BROTHER .
professional pursuits . By BRENDA.Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal 2. SCAMP AND I.
gives personal attention to the grounding of By L . T . MEADE.
younger boys.
Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet 3. MISTRESS MARGERY.

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air . By EMILY S . HOLT.
The School residence and premises bave been

4 . SISTER ROSE.certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa

tion .
By EMILY B . HOLT.

5. THE BOYS' WATCHWORD.
References
Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super-Mare .

By J. HARRISON .

Colonel Barnes . Commandant, 10th Bengal 6 . ONLY A TRAMP.
Lancers . By GRACE STEBBING .

H . Dyer, Esq . , Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath .
7 . WATER GIPSIES.

J. Churchill, Esq . , Wimbledon . By L . T . MEADE .

A .Grores, Esq ., Kendal. 8. JOHN DE WYCLIFFE.
G . F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert, Co . Kerry. By EMILY S .HOLT.

Prospectus,with full particulars, sent on ap 9. IN THE DESERT
plication . By the Author of " The Spanish

Brothers . "

FURNITURE. - NORMAN & 10. NOTHING TO NOBODY.
STACEY' S HIRE PURCHASE SYSTEM com By BRENDA .

mends itself to all classes. Deposit not necessary . 11. WINIFRED.
It combines res economy on sound commercial

principles, with etrictly private arrangements ,
By L . E . GUEXNSEY .

without the objectionable tormalities of 12. THE THREE CHUMS.
dolers and others. Payments can extend over By M . L . RIDLEY.

2, or 8 years. The 60 wbolesale firmsembrace
the best manufacturers, who have large stocks 13. MARCELLA OF ROME .
for flection . Intending purchasers should call By F . EASTWOUD.
personally , or send for particulars . - OFces, 79 ,

Queen Vietoria St., B . O ., sod 121, Pall Mall, 8 . W , 14 . OUTCAST ROBIN .
By L . T . MEADE.

15. THE LOST JEWEL .
By A . L , O . E .

16 . CRIPPLE JESS.

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS
By L . MARSTON .

CLOTH 8 - 17. JACK AND JILL .
By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES.

18. THE WELL IN THE
DESERT.

THE BOOK OF PSALMS By EMILY S. HOLT.

TASSMORE-ALABASTER.PATERNOSTER BUILDINOSE 19 . ALICK 'S HERO.
By CATHARINE SHAW .

20. HIS MOTHER 'S BOOK .
PEYSTOLOGICAL ART OF NEVER FORGETTING

Hmonies. " His method is physiological and scientific in
By E . EVERETT-GREEN .

ist degree. - DR . WILSON . " Prof. Loisette gaveme a new 21. JEAN LINDSAY, THE
memory." JUDAH P . BENJAMIN ,
Q . C . " It is a perfect memory sys. VICAR 'S DAUGHTER .
tem ,” - The Weekly Budget, " By its
Instrumentality I mastered an ab

By EMILY BRODIE .
gtruseand extensiveWork of Science " Their excellence is as notable as their
in one reading . I I had read it 100 cheanness. ” _ Edinburgh Daily Review
times by my naturalmemory I could

vuVO S S not haveknown it sowell." -- C. SALS
MON, Esq . " Every day I am a proof a

“ Cheap, well-printed , and wholesome,

hat your Method is really the Instantaneous Art of Learning deserving a wide circulation . - - Sunday
er forgetting ." - LABBE MALATRAY, " As to the 'Never School Chronicle .

guite agree with the justiee of the claim ." - MAJOR
You promise nothing but what you fully carry out."

SICHOLSON, Great Inducements to Correspondence and JOHN F . SHAW & 00 . . 48 . Paternoster Row , E . O .
London :

ad Prieste Pupils . Prospectus post free from
ZEO2 . LOISETTE , 87 , New Ozord Street, London ,

FRESH SPRINGS FROM THE
WORD OF THE LORD. - Scripture
Texts arranged for the sick -room or
hospital. Large type, 16 pp ., printed
in blue ink on fine tinted sight-pre
serving paper, suitable for invalids and

aged readers .

No. 1. - Weariness and Rest.
2. - God's Way Better than My

Way .
- Clouds and Sunshine.

4 . - Trying and Chastening. Part I.
- God 's Discipline .

5 . - Trying and Chastening . Part
II . - For our Propt.

Price ONE PENNY each , or ls. per dozen .

" CAN YOU UNDO ? " Thoughts for
Young Men and Women . By the Rov .
A . A . ŘAMSEY. 16 pp ., illustrated, 60,
per dozen .

TRUST IN JESUS . Floral Tracts for

Children , with chromo on first page.
By Rev. E . Payson HAMMOND, M . A .
Packets 1 and 2 , 60. each ,

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT, STIRLING .
London : 8 . W . Partridge & Co .

SPURGEON'S WID

CACH CUIR ORIGINAL
TREASUS EXPOSITION OF

THER OF DAVU
TAB , BIRKBE

O
Circular No: and Annuitie

rs

ESTABLISHED 1861,
DIRKBECK BANK.
D Southampton Buildings, Ohancery Lane.
THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand .
TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on theminimum monthly

balances, when not drawn below £50 .

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

cbargo, the custody of Deods, Writinge ,and other
Becurities and Valuablos ; tho colloction of BWeof

Exchango , Dividends, and Coupons ; and the pur

chase and sale ofBtocks Sharoo , and Annuitieo .

Letters of Oredit and Ciroular Notos issusu .

THE BIRKBEOK ALMANAOK , with full

particulars, post free , on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager,
Tho Birkbook Building Booiety 's Annual

Roosipto exoood Five Millions.

TOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE TOR
1 TWO GUINBAB PER MONTH , with im .

modlate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply at

the Office of the BIRKB CK BUILDING BOCIETI 29

Southampton Building Inar. rary Lane.

DOW TO PURCHASE A PLOTOF
D LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

MONTH , with immediate possession , either for

Building or Gardening purposes Apply at the

Office ofthe BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY ,

as above.

The Birkbeck Almanack ,with full particulan ,
00 spplication ,

FRANCIB BAVBNBCROFT, Wsnager.

MEMORY
AND
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WORD

JANUARY

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTION ,

Jan , 31st-John ix, 15--29 Feb. 4th-John x . 31–42

Feb, 1st - John ix, 30-41 5th-Prov. i . 1-19

2nd-John x. 1-18 6th - Prov. 1. 20-83

3rd - John x . 91-30

REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

" Let your requests be made known to God. "

11,109. That God would be pleased to bless every agency at work in Ireland

for dispelling the clouds of spiritual darknese and superstition tbet brood

over the people ,and to open doors for the spreadanddissemination of the
truth as it is in Jesus .

11.110. For much blessing on a West London Bible Class .

11,111 . For a special mission in the West End that many s julsmaybe saved .

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

Tho Hvangalisation Boalety lo propared to sond qualified Evangelista
to any part of Dagland , Scotland, and Walos upon due aotion , Apply

co Hon . Seoretary , 21, Sarroy Street, Strand , W.C.

Y.M.C.A. (61), Gracechurch Street Branch . - Prayer Meeting ,

1.30 to 2.16 p.m.(Sat. ex) . Bible Study, Tues., 6.15 p.m. Soldiers,
Fri., 7 p.m. Workers' , Mon., 6.30 p.m. Service of song with Gospel
address ( for adults) Lunbeth Rugged Schools, Fri., at 8 p.m. Services
at Y.M.0.A. Mission Hall , Melior Street , 8.E. , nightly , 8 p.m. Gospel

Temperance Addresses at.George Yard , Whitechapel , Mon., 8.15 p.m.

Classes for rough lads,Mon.and Thurs., at 8 p.m.

Rev. E.Payson Hammond's Forthcoming Missions are : Mrs.
Meredith's Conference Hall, Clapham , 23rd Jan. to 6th Feb .; Finsbury

Park Y.M.C.A. , 6th Feb.to 19th Feb., Hampstead Presbyterian Church,

20th Feb. to 5th Marsh ; Richmond , 6th March to 19th March .

Metroplitan Tabernacle, Newington Butts, B.E.-Mrs. Allison will

give a series of Bible Re.diogs every Sunday afternoon at three o'clook .

Allara heartily invited .

Mr.Gawin Kirkham's engagements for January : -- 25 , Aldersgate

Street ; 26 , Southtnd ; 27, King's Cross ; 28. Exeter Hall: 29-31, Gloucester,
Y.M.C.A., Exeter dall . - Daily Prayer Meeting from 1 to 2. Strangers'

meeting , Monday , at 8. The Rev. Mark Guy Pearse will conductmeet

ings for thu “ Deepening of Spiritual Life," Feb. 2nd , 3rd , and 4th ,
comiencing at 8 o'clock .

Y.M.C.4., 186, Aldersgate Street . - Sunday, at 3.15 p.m., conversational

Bible class ; at 7 p.m.,Gospelmeeting. Thursday, at 7 p.m. , missionary

prayer meeting ; at 8 p.m .. Bible lecture, by Dr. Robert Anderson .

Young Men's Foreign Missionary Society . - On Friday, 29th , a

meeting in theY.M.C.A., 186 , Aldersgate Street , when the Rev. Thos .

Powell, F.L.5 . ( 40 years in Samoa ), and Rev, Charles Jukes (of Mada

gascar ), will speak . Chair taken at 8 o'clock by Mr, Albert Spicer .

Minwavjudierende dirt1, -- Sunday, Jan. 31st , 1883, at 6.30, Mr. P.

8. Badenoch ; at 7 p.m. , Rev. R. M. Thornton.

Miidmay Mission to the Jews. - Monthly Prayer Meeting for Jews to he
held in the Ladies ' Waiting Room (Con. Hall ) on Friday , 29th January ,

at 7 p.m.

SpecialPrayer for Spain and Portugal .-In connection with the

Spanish and Portuguese Church Aid Society a special meeting for Prayer

will be held at Exeter Hall (Council Room ) on Tuesday, Feb. 201 ; his

Grace the Archbishop of Dublin wil preside at 11.30 a.m. The address

is to be given by the Rev. F. A. O. Lillingston, M.A. , and the following

clergymen hope to take part in the proceedings: Revs. Canon Hawksley,

H. E. Noyes , S. D. Stubbs, Canon Tugwell, L. S. Tugwell, and J. S.

Verschogle. No tickets are required ,

Ohildren's Special Bervice MISSION . - Mr. Arrowsmith , at Margate,

Feb. 20th to Mar. 7th . Mr. Banaster, at Northampton , Jan. 25th to
31st . Mr. J. H. Greene, at “ The Institute ," Gloucester Road , Kew ,

Jan. 28th to 30th inclusive . Mr. Spiers , in London , assisting Mr.

Hammond .

Youths Institute, Old Pye Street, Westminster ("One Tun ”

Mission ). --- Prayer meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con

ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Gospel mission service every Sunday evening
from 6.30 to 8.

St. George's Hall, Langham Place, W. - DuringJanuary, Mr. Denham

Smith , Sun., 11 and7, and Wed., at Burlington Hall, at8p.m.

House of Rosu, 8, CambridgeGardens, Kilburn Park, N.W.- Friday, Jan.

29th , at 7 p.m., " John's Visions, and what they say to us ," Rev. vi .

1-4 . Christian workers invited to tea at 6. Sunday, 31st , at 3.30 p.m.,

** God's Men in the Old Testament, ” by Miss Mason .

Opper Norwood , Stafford Lousa, Tudor Road.- Drawing-room and
young women's meetings erery Thursday at 3 and 7 p.m.

Eva agonisti MISBIO Under the direction ot O. Russell Hurditch ).

silburn Hall, Kilburo Gato (not Town Hall).- Mr. Scholes (native

of West Indies), Sun. , at 7 p.m.; Mr.C, Inglis Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

Special services for children; by Mr. Thos . Eyres. of the Children's

Evangelistic Mission , Sunday afternoon , Jan.31st , at 3 p.m. , and

following Monday to Friday evenings, at 7 p.m.

Malden Hall , Kentish Town.-Mr. Geo. Hucklesby, Sun. , Jan.

Bist, Feb. 7th and 14th, at 7 p.m., and Thurs., Feb. 4th and lith ,

at 8 p.m. Mr. Wm. Grove, nightl, Feb. 15th to 28th , Bun . 7 p.m.,

week nights, 8 p.m.

Dalston Lane,1034.-Mr. S. E. Angel, Sunday, 7 p.m. , and Thurs

day, 8 p.m.
Bignoid dall, Bignold Road , Station Road, Forest Gato .-- Dr. Pop

ham , Bunday , ? p.m .; Mr. C. V. T. Onslow , Wed., 8 p.m.
West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall ) , Hammersmith

Road , West Kensington. - Dr. Popham , Sunday, at 3 ; Mr. C.

Russell Hurditch , Sun., 7 p.m.

Hammersmith , Úpper Mission Room , 180 , King Street.

For the young on Sunday ,at? p.m .; Dr. Popham , Thursday, 8 p.m.

Mortlake, Rest Mission Hall.-Mr. T. A. Hughes, Sunday, 7 p.m.

Trinity Presbyopia Couron , cousinglou Porn Husu , - Dr.

Sinclair Paterson , Buadays at 11 a.m. and 7p.m.

Belgrave Presbyterian Church (Halkin Street, W.).-Rev. Adolph

Baphir, Sundaysat 11 a.m.

Barbican Mission to the Jews. -6, Farleigh Road , Stoke
Newington , N. (within 10 minutes by tram from Dalston Junction ),

Mr. Warschawski's Bible Readings in Isaiah, the second Monday in

each month , at 8.30 p.m. , tea at 4.30 p.m.

Clapton Hall, Alkham Road, Cazenove Road , Upper Clapton . - Sun

days, 6.30, Fridays, 7.30 .

Y.W.C.A.- Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening,
at 9.15 , in the Mall Hall, High Street, Notting Hill.

Strangers' Rest,163, St. George's Street, Ratcliff Highway,E. - Monthly
workers' meeting, Friday, February 5th, 1886. Tea at 6. Meeting at?

Mr.J. Denham Smith will give an address ; subject- " The Times and
the Seasons."

Benana and Medical Mission School and Homo, 58, St. George's

Road, B.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , at

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside .

Neuchatel. - The late Malle, Gruet established a Bible depot

in her own house , in 1845, from which she had the privilege of

seeing more than one hundred and forty thousand copies of the

Word of God sent forth .

Pastor Rouville, of the Reformed Church , Paris, has just

died at the age of 74. He made little noise, but did much

good, especially in one of the prisons . He never went empty.

handed into the cells, and helped many of the condemned in

various ways. During the terrible months of the Commune

he continued his ministry at the peril of his life.- Journal

Religieux.

Streatham . - Wehave been having good times lately at the

Mission Hall, Streatham , Ely (a flourishing branch of the

Evangelistic Mission ). The many converts of previous years

are standing well , and areco -operating to increase the interest

of the work here and in the surrounding villages. During the

recent severe weather, special efforts have been made on behalf

of the distressed. Among these practical efforts was a good

supper given to about sixty widows and aged poor, over sixty

years of age. During the present week ( January 18–25) a

special mission is being conducted by William Grove. We ask

the prayers of the readers of Word and Work, that great blessing

may result from this ; while thanksgiving to God is desired for

many souls brought to theLord ,through the two years' existence

of this branch of the mission . D. NEWELL.

Ferozepore is a city in the Punjab of nearly forty thousand

inhabitants . When it was decidedto open out a mission there,

the pioneer work was entrusted to the I. F. N. S. Society's

senior missionary, Miss Emma Fuller. She commenced her

work there, a Bible -woman who through her had received Christ

and had been trained by her, and a blind girl , also & convert,

being her only helpers. Yet , in the few months she was per.

mitted to labour there , she had obtained access to twenty

Zenanas, had established a dispensary, and opened a school.

But in the midst of this the Master sent for her, and for a year

no one has come forward to take her place. An earnest appeal

is made to some Christian young woman in England to step

into the breach. Communications should be made to the

Secretary of the Indian Female Normal School Society, 2,

Adelphi Terrace, W.C.

West London Poor.-- Winter puts us in mind to share

our comforts with the comfortless. A few Christians in the

West of London have been endeavouring to do this. On Friday

evenings, January 1st , 8th, and 15th , Mr. JamesSprunt, assisted

by several helpers, invited the poor of Lisson Grove to partake

of a good meal provided in Grove Hall. On each occasion there

has been a ready response. The plan adopted was to go from

house to house , and room to room , and so find out those who

were really in need. After tea, short Gospel addresses were

delivered , interspersed with spiritual song. At the close of the

meetings many heldup theirhands as a sign that they wished

to be prayed for . These meetings have been the means not

only of relief in time of sore need, but of bringing life to dead

souls. Those willing to help in the work should send to Mr.

James Sprunt, 16A , Omega Place , Alpha Road , N.W.

W. A.

DIMNE33 OF BIGET AND BLINDNE88 are frequently

caused by the use of unsuitable 8peotscles . The Rev. Dr. Orowther, Alil

House, Ascot, writes : - " I cannot describe the comlort I dorive from the

use of your glasses, both by day and night . I find no pain orwearinoss

as I used to ; and I have taken to reading books I had put aside as too

trping for the opeson account of the smalinors of the type." Tha lat. Sir

Julius Benedict wrote : - “ I have tried the principal opticians in London

without success, but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably; the

clearness of your glasses as compared with others is really surprising,

The Rev. R. H. Bagaes, M.A., Hon. Canou Worcester Osthedral,

writes : - “ The spectacles you adapted are all I could destro, and myeyes

feel strong already. Ionly regretIdid not know of your oxceedingskill

years ago. -Mr. HENRYLAURANOE, F.8.8 ., Ocalist Optioian,la,OLD

BONDSTREET, scientifically adapta hl. IMPROVDD SPBOTAOLRS
to assist and strongthon the woakostsights . Pernblat containing sug

gestions for the preservation of eight Iroc. BRANCHES .6 , Poultry

13.0 .; 8.Guardian Buildings, Crass Street, MANOENTER

andCorporationStreet , BIRMINGHAM - ADVT .

Donations Received .

EVANGELISTIO MISSION . £ 8. d .

(Per C. R. H.)

E. G. (Hemel Hempstead ) 008

ALBANY INSTITUTE, CAMBERWELL - The Treasurer, Mr.3. s .Simon, 1.

Osboro Villas, Nunhead, B.E., desires gratefully to acknowledge the receipt

ofthe following donations :-A Reader of Word and Work (Nov, 21 st), 108.;

do. ( Jan. 12tb ), 26. 6d .
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Terms for Advertisements

" Word and Work.”

Situations

VACANT ORWANTED :

Apartments

WANTED OR TO LBT.

Educational.

Articles for Sale.

This Paper having a large and increasing cir.

culation amongst Christians ofall donominations
forms an excellent mediumfor Educational and

other Announcements.

The Terms are very moderate , viz.: Miscel

sneous in small Type, 23. 6d . for 30 words or less ,

and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or

ander .

A reduction for a series of six Insertions and

apwards. Front Page, and other special posi

tons, by arrangement.

Advertisements received after 11 o'clock on Mon "

day cannot appear until the following week,

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom

panied by Post O Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F. BHAW & Co.

Amounts under 28. 6d . may be sent in Halfpenny

stampa .

HWORD AND WORK"

Published everyThursday, Price One Penny.
Orders should be sent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob

taining copies thus, they can behaddirectfrom
the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the

following rates, Payablein Advance.

"WORD AND WORK ” may now be Purchased

* all Railway Stations. We would , therefore,

suggest that Christian friends when travelling

might belp our circulation ,by purchasing a few

copies at the Bookstalls, to distribute in the

carriages.

OPPIOES , 19. PATERNOBTER ROW. 2.0

TIE

HE ANCHORAGE,

HEBREWS vi. 19.

To Shelter Young Women (other

wise respeotable) lately k'allen into

Sin .

FORrules of admissiontothe Anchorage
House, and fortheparticulars of its work , and

for TRAINED SERVANT3, apply (by letter only )

to Mrs. H. STUART-WORTLEY (President of the

Ladies' Committee), Rosslyn House, Grove End

Road, X.W., London ; and to whom , or to any

meraber of committee , subscriptions may be sent,

or to Editor , Word and Work .

HARMONIOMS PANDA AMERICANORGANS. W. Pridham and Sex , £ 4 4s.
Instruments for school and home use . Are mar

vellous for tone and workmanship. 3 stops, £ 5 ;

5 stops, £ 5 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of

EreTy description . Pianoforces from £ 15.

Works, 206, Jubilee Street, London , E.

NORTH - WEST LONDON

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

9 , The Crescent, Leighton Grove, N.W.

PRESIDENT - JOHN CHAMBERS, E84 .

This Choir has been formed for the purpose

of asalsting any Evangelistio effort ,and forthe
purpose of conducting short " Gospel Song

Missions, " as occasion may offer .

The services of the choir are quite gratuitou

All applications shouldbe made toMr. J.Bate.

man, 72 , Twisden Road , Highgate Road , N.W.

BUNTER'S

Cures Toothache, provents Decay,saves

Extraction, 1s. 13d. of allChemists.

NERVINE,

Situations and Jppointments.
Educational

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL.

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANÄGE, M.A.

A WIDOW LADY offers a comfortable

Home, with education , to two orthree little girls,

Terms£ 20 per annum ; good reference. Address

O., Omce of Word and Work, 48 , Paternoster Row .

MARGATE. - LADIES' SCHOOL, Great

educational advantages and careful home.

Vacancy for Student Teacher . Premium .

Aduross Principal, Branscombe House .

SERVANTS, unexceptionable references

required , testimonials of a religious charactec

fully appreciated . Male and female servants are

in daily attendance from 11 to 2. CHRISTIAN

GOVERNESSES, Companions, and Lady House

keepers. Apply for these to the Governesses'

Registry , Soho Bazaar, entrances : Soho Square ,

and 77, Oxford Street, London , W.

SUPERINTENDENT wanted for a new

Home for Working Girls in London, not over 30
years of age. Applications (no testimonials) to

be made by letter only to John Shrimpton , Esq . ,

38, Lincoin's Inn Fields, London .

A CHRISTIAN LADY desires re-en

gagement as Companion , Housekeeper, or Gover

ness, to children under 12. Good music, expe

rienced , thoroughly domesticated , and fond of

children ; highest references. Address M. H.,

Lilleshall, near Newport, ohropshire.

WANTED in a smail Home for the sick

poor , a useful servant, with some knowledge of

nursing , Must be a total abstainer. Apply by

letter only, stating wages, & c . , with references,

to Miss D., 131 , Mildmay Road .

A YOUNG LADY desires an engagement

either as Junior Governess , Useful Companion ,
or Clerk . Neighbourhood of Hackney or North

London preferred . Goodpianist ; highest refer

A. B. , care of Messrs . Shaw & Co. , 48 ,

Paternoster Row, E.C.

COOK wanted , very good plain , willing ti

take a little housework ; a total abstainer , aa

early riser ; clean and obliging ; age from 3J to

40 ; small family, comfortable place. Address

Mrs. Snell , Windlesham , Bouruemouth .

QUEEN'S COLLEGE INSTITU .

TIUN for LADIES, Tufnell Park , London , N
Established 39 years. Pupils are successfully

prepared forali Examinations. For particulars

address Mrs. Pyne. Next term , January 28 .

EDUCATION . - Brighton , 25 and 30

guintas. English , French, German, music,
drawing , painting. Home comforts . Liberal

table, Resident Parisienne Professors. Governess

student . Small premiums. H., 30 , Besborough

Street, S.W

A FRENCH GOVERNESS in a High

School (27), First Order Diploma, Protestant,

wishes for anEngagement in an English family
or school. Good music . Best references in

England and France. Address, stating terms,

Mile. Fischer, 49, kue d'Orleans, Saumur, Maine

et Loire , France .

ences .

YOUNG LADY, aged 16, good pianist,

requires situation in a school as Music Teacher,

A few miles from Lewisham preferred . Small

salary . Address M. , 22 , Lind Street, St. John's ,

S.E.

USEFUL COMPANION .-A young

lady requires situation as above ; domesticated ;

good needlewoman ; salary not so much object

as comfortable home. Address A. B. U. , 3, Oxtord

Road , Buurnemouth .

WANTED , a general servant. Must be a
good cook. Wages £ 20. Two other servants

kept. Apply at Highclere, Heston , Middlesex

(Southall station ).

WANTED a Christian Girl (17 ) as General

Servant . Willing and active. Comfortable home.

Two children . Nursa girl kept. Business house ,
A. B. Langley , Bishop's Stortford, Essex.

RE-ENGAGEMENT as GOVER

NESS. Thorough English , music, harmony,

French , drawing, elementary German . Ex

perienced . Goou references. Apply R., Good -

rich College, Addiscombe, Croydon .

MUSIC GOVERNESS. - A lady recom .

mends highly a young lady to take position

above mentioned. Brilliant pianist. First -class

certificates . - Apply 5, Argyle Road , bouthport.

YOUNG LADY, aged 19, requires a situa.

tion in a ladies' school as Juniur Music Teacher,

or as Governess in private family, Good refer
Address A. B. , 28, Burlington Road ,

Ipswich ,

ence .

Spartments, dr.

MARGATE ( Cliftonville ).- To Christian

workers or others. - Board and residence, upon

moderate terms, in private family (largehouse

facing sea ). Saturday to Monday, Cs, 6d .

P. F.G., 2 , Lancaster Flace, Margate .

BOARD and RESIDENCE ( Brighton,

W. ) , close to sea and Queen's Gardens. Sea
water baths. Only twelve boarders received .

Terms from 30s. to three guineas per week.

Bramley House, 3, The Drive.

BOURNEMOUTH . - First-class Board .

ing-house, facing the sea . Beautiful views of

sea and land . South bedrooms. Terms mode

rate . Ben Wyvis, West Cliff.

ARTIFICIAL TEETH . - Special Notice .

-Mr.J. SHIPLEY SLIPPER, R.D.S. (Hon . Dental

Surgeon to the school for the tons of Cou

gregational Ministers, Caterham ), makes no

cuarge for consultation, and tits artificial teeth

without extracting old teeth or stumps. These

teeth are iife - like in appearance, and can be ad

justed from 38. 6d . yertooth , and 20s. per set

(guaranteed ). Every information FREE daily,

from 9 to 7 , at 31, High Holborn , London , W.O.

( facing Chancery Lane). Copies of testimonials

from ministers and public speakers who have

been successfully fitted , gratis aud post free to

readers of Word and Work on applica vion ,

Mr. J. Shipley Stipper submits the following

letter as a saunpie of many others daily received .

(Publishud by permission .)

61, Larkhall Lane, Clapham , London , S.W.

DEAR DIR.-It is with true pleasure I bear my

sincere testimony to the excellency of the set of

teeth prepared for me ; for fit, appearance, and

comfort they surpass any I have had for thirty

years . I consider you a thorough proficient in

ihe art of dentistry, and if wively known, you

must ensure a large share of public patronage.

Yours faithfully ,

( Sigued ) Thos. CHIVERS,

Baptist Minister.

ISLE of WIGHT. - Ventnor . — 258. to

858. weekly, or 5s.6d. per day: Clarendon Board
ing House, prettily situated in most sheltered

part of Ventior ; south aspect , sea views, cheer

ful society and home comforte. Encloso stamp .

HASTINGS (89, Wellington Bquare ).

Board and Residence.-The widow of aclergyman

receives a few ladiesand gentlemen into her
comfurtable home. Terms moderate. London

references . Saturday till Monday 10s . 6d .

LIVERPOOL SHAFTESBURY

TEMPERANCE HOTEL, Mount Pleasant , near
Central and Lime Street Stations. Rev. B.

Pearson's, Hugh Stowell Brown's, Chas. Beard's ,

and oldest Wesleyan chapels. 100 rooms.

BOARD and RESIDENCE for ladies

in one of the best situations, near parish church

and Downs. Terms modt rate . Home comforts .

Principal, 23, Richmond Terrace , Clifton , Bristol.

GENTLEMAN dining in City requires

quiet sitting-room and bedroom at moderate

terms. Reply G. O. , 975 , Messrs. Deacon's

Londonhall Street .

TORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.

Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds .

** DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED."

Sir,-My sale for your " Cura for Deafness
increases . A man here who has been deaf

Forty years, has had his hearingrestored byit.

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch.

18. ltd. per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps, from

Edwin J. Orohard , Chemist, Salisbury .
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WORD AND WORK .

ON

THREE NEW BOYS' BOOKS,

GOOD, LIFELIKE , AND ATTRACTIVE.

Price 3s. 6d , each, with Illustrations.

CONSUMPTION

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

OTHER

AND ALL

CHEST DISEASES.

R E A D

MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK,

ON THE CLIFF ;

Or, ALICK'S NEIGHBOURS.

By CATHARINE SHAW,

Author of “ Alick's Hero," &c.

" A most enjoyable story , full of incidents . " - Christian
Journal.

"The reader will not find it easy to lay it aside till it is
finished .” - The Christian .

SENT TO COVENTRY ;

Or, THE BOYS AT HIGHBEECH.

By M. L. RIDLEY,

Author of " The Three Chums,'' &c .

“ The hero of this little epic is manly, courageous, Christian,

and in the end , of course, victorious." -- Daily Telegraph.

" A tale for schoolboys, and a most delightful one. We are

sure they willwelcomethis tale most heartily, and unanimously

declare that they never read a better." -- English Churchman .

FIVE MINUTES
TOO LATE ;

Or, LESLIE HARCOURT'S
RESOLVE.

By EMILY BRODIE ,

Author of " Lonely Jack . "

“ Another good story of school life .” — Daily Telegraph.

“ An excellent bo ,'s story, teaching manliness and piety .” —

Daily Review .

SIXPENCE, POST FREE.

Or Large Edition (cloth ) for 18, 3d.

SIXTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF “WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN
THIS MATTER ,

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENTCASE,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

LONDON :

JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.O.

1

CASES at ESHWINNING, near DURHAM .

Reported by Mr. ERNEST FOSTER, 18, West Terrace, Eshwinning:

Since the case ofMr. Thomas Pope, reported in the spring of thisyear

( a case of diseasedlungs,wbich had been given up as pastall human help),
I have had much correspondence with Mr. E. Foster,

One case of importance was that of Mr. James Woodward's son , of

Quebec Street, Langley Park -- a member of the Baptist Mission in that

place . Disease hadfollowed upon pleurisy in so decided amanner as to

cause great anxiety toMr. Fosterand othersconnectedwith the mission.

In a few months'time Mr. F. writes :-"Iam glad tosaythatFrank Wood

wood is now very well.The fathernow wishesto place hislittle girl under
your kind care.

Another caseis that ofa daughter of theMr. Thos. Pope above mentioned.

The mother had died of consumption. The girlwas justshowing unmis

takable signs of her mother'scomplaint. Mr. Foster, writingmein March

last abouther, says: - " A few weeks ago shewashardlyable to getoutat

all , but she has taken a bottle of your medicine and is very much better."

In the following May he writes : - " I am glad to tell you Mr. Pope's

daughter is now quite well . Her father desired me to express bis great
thankfulness.

Several others wbom Mr. E. Foster (like a good Bamaritan ) has been the

means of helping by obtaining medicine for them , are referred to in bis
correspondence.

A Mr. W. Walker, suffering with severe attack of asthma, which the

doctor attending him failed to relieve, was supplied with medicine atre

duced cost. by means ofwhich hegot fairly well untilthe unfavourable

weather of November last brought on a re'urn of some of the symptoms,

and he resumed the medicine, which had been left og too soon .
Another

( Mrs. Owens) is referred to as having " found a great deal of good."

Mr. Foster himself has recently proved the value of my medicine .

During the late election time, exposed alternately to heated rooms and in

clement weather, be caught a severe cold . He says : - " I at once resorted

to your medicine -- its effects were wonderful. A few doses entirely set me

up. I believe it to be asplendid invigorator of the system , and a sure cure

for cold as well as for those complaints which you specially treat."

THREE NEW GIRLS ' STORIES

HELPFUL AND INTERESTING.

Price 3s, 6d, each, with Illustrations.

NG ,WORTH THE WINNING ,

BY EMMA E. HORNIBROOK .

“ A beautiful story which tells of success after

struggle, and points the way through trial to peace and

happiness.” - Daily Review.

Full of interest and earnest Christian feeling."

Literary World.

NOTE . - Days of Consultation . TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAYMornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to bave seen

the book first.

AFLOAT,

By MRS. STANLEY LEATHES,

Author of " Jack and Jill, " &c .

A cheerful tale of very varied incident . ”—Daily

Telegraph.

Moves to tears before it gladdenswith the rewards of

success and happiness.” — Daily Review .

60

FOGS AND DAMP AIR

PRODUCE

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS.

THE RIVER WAIF ;

Or, THE LUCK OF GODFREY'S WHARF.

By CONSTANCE CROSS,

Author of " After Twenty Years."

There is power and not a little pathos in this well

told tale . "-European Mail.

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COLDS, COUGHS,

IS

& C . ,

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR.

LONDON :

JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.
In Bottles, 1s. 1 d ., 2s. 93. , 48. 6d ., and 11s.

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES,

Inadon : J. F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row , B.O.



Tales of English Life in the Olden Time,,

BY EMILY S. HOL T.

“The reading of one of this author's delightful tales is an experience we would fain repeat

more frequently than we do-we have learned to look upon her as an historian par excellence.

The grace and dignity of her literary style, the fidelity and finish of her portraits, and the

amount of essential Christian teaching which she so skilfully and lovingly conveys, combined

with the historic value of her writings, lend to them a charm possessed by very few of the

productions of livirg authors.” — The Christian.

A Tangled Web. The Lord Mayor. Red and vähite :

A Tale of the Fifteenth Century. A Tale of London in 1384 .
A Tale of the Wars of the Roses.

Large Crown 8vo , gilt tops, 5s .

“ Though the task the author set herself Large Crown 8vo , 5s.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 58 ,

was ambitious, she has performed it credit.
“ A book we can heartily recommend."

ably ." - Times .
Pall Mall Gazette,

“ The whole book shows not only careful
“ It is a gracious story .. just to our

study of the history, but considerable literary
" Full of stirring Incident graphically told .” mind . Wecommend it rightheartlly. " - C . H.

ability. " - Spectator .
The Christian . SPURGEOX in Suoril and 7 rouel .

Udearyholme; Joyce Morrell's Harvest ; Earl Hubert's Daughter ;

Or, Seed Time and Harvest. A Tale of Or, The Annals of Selwick Hall .
Or, The Polishing of the Pearl.

Crown 8vo, 5s. , New Edition .
the Restoration of Charles the Second.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 5s.
“ The style is good, and the tone high . It

will be a most suitable present for thoughtful

Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 5s . " These chronicles are full of good things,
girls . " - Watchman .

“ We have followed the fortunes of Mar.
which are sure to be as precious seed in the

“ As a picture of life in the dayofCharles II . heart of any young person into whose hands
garet, the Earl's daughter. with unflagging
interest from first to last . " - Church Sundayis likely to have a wide popularity." -- Stimdard. they may come . '." — The Congregationalist.
School Magazine.

Lady Sybil's Choice: Margery's Son ; Verena ;

A Tale of the Crusades. Crown 8vo , 5s . Or, Until He Find It. A Story of the Or, Safe Paths and Slippery Byeways.

“ A most charming addition to these truly Court of Scotland .
A Story of To-day.admirable tales . " - The Christian .

Crown 8vo , 58 .
“ The book charms from the naive simplicity

Crown 8vo, 5s .

of the heroine and from the skill with which Carefully studied and well written . The “ The naturalness and brightness of the

the authoress has preserved the spirit of the
story is admirably told .” - British Quarterly dialogue forms the charm of the story."

Review ,
age." -- The Graphic. City Press ,

Lettice Eden ; Clare Avery : Imogen :

Or, The Lamps of Earth and the Light
A Story of the Spanish Armada . A Story of the Mission of Augustine.

of Heaven .

Crown 8vo, cloth , 5% .
Crown 8vo, 5s . New Edition.

New Edition, Crown 8vo, 58 .

"Illustrates with equal beauty and fidelity
“ We promise its readers a rare literary “ An admirable story, full of life and the characteristics of an eventful period of

feast . "- The Christin . vigour ." - Rock .
our history ." - Record .

Oh : White Rose of Langley. Robin Tremayne :

A Story of the Court of England in the A Tale of the Marian Persecution . A Tale of Tudor Times,

Olden Time.

Crown 8vo , 5s.
New Edition, Crown 8vo, 5s . Crown 8vo, 5s.

“ An admirable, instructive , and very inter “ The book is extremely well written . ' ' “ The book is as charming as it is profit
esting volume. " -English Independent. Athenaeum able. " -- The Christian .

Ashcliffe Hall :
Sister Rose ;

John de Wycliffe,

Or, The Eve of St. Bartholomew .

A Tale of the Last Century . New Edition . Crown 8vo, 58.
The First of the Reformers, and what

He Did for England .
“ The example of simple faith and trust is

New Edition , Crown 8vo, 5s .
described in so striking a manner that it is Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d .

scarcely possible for a young person with

vivid feelings to read it without having a very
“ An admirable exposition of the opinions

" It is able and natural , well written , and deep impression of the beauty of the rule upon
of a remarkable man ." - Notes and Queries.

thoroughly entertaining from beginning to which a Christian life ought to be modelled ."
" Sustains its interest throughout.'"

end . "-- Record.
English indepenient.

Saturday Revierd.

The Lord of the Marches . The Maiden's Lodge ; Mistress Margery :

The Story of Roger Mortimer. Or, None of Self, and all of Thee .
A Tale of the Lollards.

Large Crown 8vo, 3s , 6d.
Crown 8vo, 3s . 60 . New Edition . Crown 8vo, 36. 6d .

“ Every page of the book is redolent of

goodness and honour.” - Academy. A beautiful illustration of self -surrender, " A page in history which our young men

“ This charming story will be read with un thoroughly interesting, and well written ." and maidens will do well to saturate with holy

flagging interest." - Pall Mall Gazette . Word and Work.
tears. " - Sword (ind Trouel.

Ve Olden Time. Not for Him. At pe Grene Griftin ;

English Customs in the Middle Ages.
The Story of a Forgotten Hero. Or, Mrs. Treadwell's Cook . A Tale of

Crown 8vo, price 38. 6d. , post free.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 3s . 6d .

the Fifteenth Century . Small 8vo, 2s . 60 .
" An interesting story of social life in the

" We have seldom met with a more useful thirteenth century ; there are beautiful lessons " We consider this little book one of the

book." - Votes and ( eries interspersed through the book, and a great
most charming of her productions." - Christian
World .“ A fascinating volume." - Sword and Trowel. deal in it that is worth reading. " --Woman'sWork .

For the Master's Sake : The well in the Desert : The day of the Cross :

A Tale of the Days of Queen Mary. An Old Legend of the House of Arundel . A Tale of the Early Church .

Small 8vo, 1s . 6d.
Small 8vo. Illustrated. Cloth , 28. 6d. Small 8vo, 2s . 60 .

" Beautiful sketches of life among the Early

" A work of thrilling interest " -Christian Age.
" A tale of the middle ages, showing that Christians. ” - Rock .

“ We heartily recommend this well -written there were beautiful gleams of light even in " The tales are in Miss Holt'sbest - interest

tale . A good gift book . " - Churchman . those dark days." -- Evangelical Magazine. ing and profitable ." - Fireside Meus.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

Isoult Barry of Wdpnscote :

John F. SHAW & Co. , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.
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Udlord and Zdork

A WEEKLY RECORD OF

CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON : JOHN F . SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW .



Udord and Adork.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON ; J. F. SHAW & Co.]
(REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD.)

VOL. XII., No. 568 . THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1886.

WINTER !

WITHOUT FOOD

OR CLOTHING !!

FIELD LANE REFUGES,,

RAGGED SCHOOLS, &c .

VINE STREET, CLERKENWELL RD ., E.C.

This Institute ( Established 1813) comprises :

A CRÊCHE, OR BABIES' DAY NURSERY. HOME3

for POOR GIRLS and BOYS.

A SERVANTS' TRAINING BOME for FRIENDLESS

GIRLS and YOUNG WOMEN.

REFOGES FOR DESTITOTE MEN and WOMEN of

CHARACTER.

ALL THE ADJUNCTS OF A LARGE MISSION .

150 CHILDREN AND FOOR PERSONS RECEIVE

BROKEN FOOD DAILY.

Upwards of 3,000 PERSONS are BENEFITED WEEKLY.

£1,000 required before 31st March.

BANKERS Messrs. RANBOME & CO ., 1, Pall Mall East, W.

Messrs . BARCLAY & CO . , 54 , Lombard Street.

TREASURER - WILFRID A. BEVAN, Esq. , 54, Lombard Street, E.C.

SECRETARY

Mr. PEREGRINE PLATr. Vine Street , Clerkenwell Road , E.C.

By either of whom Contributions will be thankfully received .

THE

" BIBLE TALK " SERIES.

By GEORGE SOLTAU .

No.1 . The Person and Work of the Holy Spirit .

No. 2. First Aid to the Wounded.

No. 3. “ Whosoever Will, let Him take."

PRICE TWOPENCE EACH .

To be obtained of the Author, 69, Beresford Road, Highbury New Park ,

London, N. And of the Publishers,

JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48 , Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

JOHN G. WEEELER , 88, Mildmay Park , London , N.

[48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

ONE PENNY.

CHRISTIAN APOLOGETICS

WORKS by H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D.

FAITH AND UNFAITH : Their Claims and Con

ficts. Crown &vo, cloth extra , 3s, 6d .

The Antagonists and the Alternatives .

The Conflict : its Purpose and Progress.

Agnosticism ; or, Nescience and Science.

Intuition versus Revelation .

Materialism ; or, Atom versus Person ,

Evolution ; or, Becoming rersus Creation .

" In our opinion , however, it is matter for profound thankfulness that

the author was induced by the committee to revise the notes taken by a

friend and give them the publicity they so richly deserve. Clear and for

cib'e in style and expression, masterly in grasp of thought, and trunchant

in argument, these lectures on présent-day aspects of unbelief will be

simply invaluable in the help they will render to intelligent young men

and others who have become entangled in the meshes of modern doubt .'

To such , and to all who have to deal with such , we most heartily commend

this little volume. — Literary World .

" The so -called higber criticism ' stands unmasked in Dr. Paterson's
lectures as pure subjectivity ; while the author's own scientific training

makes his voice of more ihan ordinary authority on all materialistic
theories Perhaps the best parts of the volume are those in which Dr ,

Paterson practically asks why we should trouble to reconcile science and
the Bible ; and enforces the seeming paradox that Romanism is Rational

ism with certain safeguards , and Rationalism is Romanism without any

precautions, beyond those which individual learning or skill , or even

caprice, may supply. Dr. Paterson also, in a couple ofpages , gives a neat
refutation of Williamson's elaborate article , • Israel ' in the new Encyc'o
pædia Britannica , which has given so much surprise and pain in the Pen

tateuch controversy. Altogether . Faith and l'nfaith’is interesting read

ing, and is sure toserve its purpose . ” -Baptist.

IN DEFENCE."
The EARLIER SCRIPTURES .

Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 53 .

“ No work on the Pentateuch has ever given us so much sati:faction

Young Men's Christian Association N lts.

“ It is to be wished that this book may have a wide circulation as au able

and well-written defence of the earlier Scriptures, boldly conceived , ware

fully elaborated , thoughtfully compressed , and considerately adapted to the

general reader . ” — PRINCIPAL Cave in The British and Foreign Evange scal

Review .

“ IN DEFENCE.” THE FOURFOLD LIFE .

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s .

* In this book we are brought face to face with thecitadel of Christianity ,

to wit , the historical records of the person of Christ aud His work upon

earth , as one of the nost distinct and powerful evidences of the inherent

truth of our holy religion . ... It takes up a distinct line of argument,

and though within a narrow compass has worked out the problem by some
remarkably clear reasoning ; so much su, indeed, that after reajing it

through we wish that the size had been frurfold . .. Wehave noted many

things in the Gospels which this volume has cleared up. . . . We expect

many persons will ejaculate , ' How full this book is of the Lord Jisus

Christ ! ' So it is . What an enthusiastic writer this is on such a grand

theme!' So he is . And we thoroughly recommend the book ." - Clergyman's

Magazine.

CHRIST AND CRITICISM ; or, The Witnesses

Examined and Cross-examined. One Bhilling.

“ These lecturas certainly form one of the ablest of all the contributions to
the literature of the evidences that have been made in recent years. A

better book to place in the hands of a thoughtful sceptic it would be hard to
name. " - Christian Leader .

CROSSES AND CROWNS.

Uniform with the Parchment Library . One Shilling.

“ Thirty -one forcibly written essays of a few pages each , and so full of

sterling wisdom that we suggest the book as valuable for a mouth's

daily reading, especially as the articles are systematically arranged, and

deal with practical truths in the Christian life." - Clergyman's Magazine.

“ The book is rich in spiritual experience, and will be highly esteemed

by many Christians." - Nonconformist.

“ A dip into this little book will be to mind and heart what a brisk

walk, on a clear frosty morning, is to the body ." - Literary World .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row.

WOBD AND WOBK will be sont by the Publisbers Post-liee to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Months for 88.100 .
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WORD AND WORK.

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.
THAMES CHURCH

MISSION ,
INSTITUTED 1844 .

Establishedin 1884 , for the purpose of attording Instruntion in tho

Scriptures to Womon and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Flaroms, and Schools , in Asia and Afrioa .

Secretary , Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , B.W.
Bankors, Mossri. HIRBIRS, FARQUHAR , & 00 ., 16, St. Jamu Street,

London , S.W.

President- The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR.

Chairman - Capt. the HON , F. MAUDE , R.N.

Secretary-REV , H. BLOOMER .

DR

R. BUISSON'S successful treatment of

HYDROPHOBIA by Turkish and Ruesian Baths.

This proved remedy is followed by

John Atkinson , F.R.C.V.S. , la , Wilton Place , Belgravia.

By Mr, Metcalfe, 10 , 11 , 12 , Paddington Green .

Also at Smedley's Hydropathic Establishment, Matlock .

At Jenning's Hydrupathic Establishnient, West Kill, Bournemouth .

Friends are ready to pay for any needy hydrophobic patient under this
reatment.

Apply to FRED. E. PIRKIS, Esq ., The High Elms, Niitfield , Eurrer .

Object - To win Souls for Christ .

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God.

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nog . of Word and Work , Books, Magazines , Tracts, &c. , are most necessary ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries .

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at
School Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E.C.

L

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.

ADIES of decided piety, sound in doctrine, evangelical

members of the Church of England, in good health , not

under twenty-one , nor above thirty years of age, and with some

means of their own, are earnestly invited to offer themselves

for foreign missionary work. The fields are white unto the

harvest, and the cry for more labourers is very urgent. Will

not the love of Christ constrain some to respond to this

call ?
Extra flexible, silk sewed , in best Bagster morocco , kid-lined, elastic band .

With full helps . Prices from 20s .

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band . From 48.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

15 , PATERNOSTER-ROW, LONDON.

Address , giving the name of an evangelical clergyman as &

referee, to X. Y. Z., care of Messrs. Shaw & Co. , 48, Pater

noster Row, E.C.

PUBLICATIONS.

Just published, price ld .
Can the PAROUSIA (coming in Person) of the

Lord be separated from His EPIPHANEIA

(shining upon ) , or from His APOKALIPSIS

( Revelation ) ?

By ROBERT BROWN ,
Author of Outlines ofPropbetic Truth ,” & c .

LONDON :

EW . PARTRIDGE & CO . , 9, Paternoster Row .

!

By Mrs. Pennefather.

New Edition , crown 8vo , cloth extra , 3s . 6d .

" FOLLOW THOU ME.”

DISCIPLESHIP .

"Into this little volume the devout authoress

hasmanaged to condense an immense amount of

Ecriptural teaching, and withal she has enforced

it in a sweet, simple, but powerful manner . For

guidance to young Christians of whatever age we

know nothing better than this. The more of

such boly, able writing the better. May the
book have an increasing sale . "--Sword and

Trouel . of

New Edition , crown 8vo, cloth extra , 39. 60 .

" FOLLOW THOU ME.”

SERVICE.

" All who peruse these profitable pages will

thank the author for giving to the Christian pub

lic the fruits of her large and deep experience."

- The Christian .

SVALL BOOKS
NORTH . WEST LONDON

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.
BY

9, The Crescent, Leighton Grove, N.W.

GEORGE F. TRENCH,
PRESIDENT - JOHN CHAMBERS, Esy .

This Choir has been formed for the purpose

of assisting any Evangelistic effort, and for the

purpose of conducting short “ Gospel Song

GOD IN GOVERNMENT : Missions," as occasion may offer .

The services of the choir are quite gratuitous.
OR , THE CHRISTIAN'S RELATION

All applications should be made to Mr. J. Bate.
TO THE STATE . man, 72 , Twisden Road , Highgate Road , N.W.

Price Fourpence.

ORGANS . W. Pridbam and Son, £4 4s.WALKING WITH GOD.
Instruments for school and home use. Are mar.

In Enamel Wrapper, price Twopence. vellous for tone and workinanship. 3 stops, 25

5 stops, £ 6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of

every description. Pianofortes from £15.

Works, 206 , Jubilee Street , London , E.
THE BENIGHTED TRAVELLER .

Tinted Paper, price One Penny.
FURNITURE.-NORMAN &

STACEY'S HIRE PURCHABE SYSTEM col

“ ALL THINGS NEW . "
mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary;

It combines real economy on soundcommercial

In Wrapper, price One Penny. principles, with strictly privatearrangements,
without the objectionable tormalities

dealers and others . Payments can extend over

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 1 , 2, or 8 years. The 60 wholesale firmeembrace

the best manufacturers, who have large stocks

48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C. for salection . Intending purchasers should call

personally, or send for particulars. - Offices, 79,
Queen Victoria St. E.O.,and 121.Pall Mall, 8.W ,

FRESH SPRINGS FROM THE
ESTABLISÅRD 1861.

WORD OF THE LORD . - Scripture IR K B E C K B A N K.

Texts arranged for the sick -room or

hospital. Large type, 16 pp ., printed THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

in blue ink on fine tinted sight-pre DEPOSITS , repayableondemand.

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT
serving paper, suitable for invalids and ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum montbly

aged readers. balances, wben not drawn below £ 50 .

Tho Bank undertakes for its Customers ,free if
No. 1. - Weariness and Rest.

charge,thecustody of Doods, Writinga, and other

2. - God's Way Better than My Bocurities and Valuablos; the collection of Bileof
Way

Excbango, Dividends, and Coupons; and the pur.
3. - Clouds and sunshine . ehase and sale of stocks Shares, and Annuities.

4.- Trying andChastening. Part I.
Letters of Credit and Circular Nota 198uoa .

-God's Discipline . THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full
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EXPERIMENTS IN SELF-GOVERNMENT.

F

sorrows and sufferings of Ireland it must be GOVERNMENT A DIVINE ORDINANCE .

honestly sought outside the strife of parties. Any
10

We have learned from the Bible that govern

prize is only to heal the wound slightly, and such
ment is a Divine ordinance , and that rulers ought to

action must be followed by its recurrence in a more
be just, ruling in the fear of God. Modern democracy,

acute and painful form . All the inhabitants of the
on the other hand, asserts that government is only a

United Kingdom are entitled to justice, and if some
human institution , and derives all its authority from

happen to be loyal their claim is none the less. At

the will of the people . Once upon a time we believed

the present moment the law-abiding members of the
governors were placed over the governed, and that

community on the other side of the Irish Channel are
obedience in all lawful matters was a duty ; now we

exposed to the unceasing persecution of a lawless
are being told that governors must do as the governed

majority. The practice of self-government has surely bid them , or if they refuse to obey they will be forth

reached its limits when , in defiance of common law , with stripped of their authority .

an organized league issues its mandates which few are
We have been broadening the efficiency of the

bold enough to disobey, over a large portion of the people's will from precedent to precedent; is it not

Queen's dominious. Already Home Rule in a most time to consider the issues to which the doctrine of

effective form manifests its character far and near.
popular government must inevitably lead ? Great

Certain individuals have banded themselves together, Britain has had statesmen who dared to think for

and by a system of terror and tyranny they exercise themselves, and who, true to their God and their

sovereign control over whole districts. Wherever country, piloted the State through many a storm ;

this league sets up its tribunals law and government what will be its fate if it stands at the mercy of

are paralyzed. Without freedom of contract and
statesmen who take their directions from popular

protection for property industry stands still and clamour or rebellion ?

capital is being scared from its shores.
Last week, in reporting a speech by Prince

We have no opinion to offer on the political aspects Bismarck , the Times made some pertinent remarks

of this strife ; nor do we choose to say a word on the on the parallelism between Germany and Great

civil rights involved . But we are at liberty to point a Britain in the present state of affairs. The Prince

lesson , which even in these democratic days some may said :

find it not too late to learn . In Ireland certain self “ Meanwhile, all we mean to do in this way is to acquire

constituted rulers bave quietly taken the reins intotheir
such Polish estates as may become free , and to farm them out

to Germans,who pledge themselves to remain German, and

own hands, and have at once set all lawful authority above all things, to marry German wives. The estates would

aside. Nominally, Ireland is subject to Queen

be allottedto time tenants, who would, however, gradually

become lords of the soil in from twenty -five to fifty years ; and

Victoria ; actually, a large part of it is subject to the the money for purchasing land in this way we should demand

National League. It chooses to be governed by the
from you . Then we should see to it that Polish soldiers and

officials should convince themselves of the advantages of

one rather than the other, and it has its choice. If
German civilization , in provinces far away from their homes .

this is the logical issue of the right to self -government, All these things we can do without the Reichstag :

The future is not free from care nor from foreign com
it may well give pause to those who have been the plication and danger; but nothing can be done with

most confident advocates of popular progress. Here this hostile majority in the Imperial Parliament.
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“ We must show that we stand on feet not of clay, but of
been argued Scripture is corroborated by Science ;on

iron. We must look about for means of making ourselves

independent ofobstructionism in the Reichstag. In ordinary the other side it has been asserted Science contradicts

circumstances I should be no advocate of such a policy, but Scripture. The new disputant alleges that Scripture

when the cause of the Fatherland is imperilled I will not

hesitate to give the Emperor becomingadvice. That Minister makes no statement of any kind with which Science

would be a coward who did not risk his head to save his country, has any right to meddle . In plain language, the

in despite even of the will of a majority. (Stormy applause on

the Right and hissing on the Left .) I am not inclined to let story of Creation contained in Genesis is baby- talk

the achievements ofour army be destroyed in internal frictions, well fitted , though only fitted for the period of infancy.

and I shall find means of obviating this. But meanwhile

amgrateful to you (Conservatives and National Liberals) for
We do not think we are exaggerating the position

tabling your motion ; and now let us go hand in hand in which Professor Drummond assumes in the Nineteenth

mutual confidence." (Loud and prolonged cheersmingled with

hissing and disorder. ) Century for the present month. We are anxious to

After some characteristic remarks from Dr. Windthorst and do him no injustice , and therefore we hasten to say

others, the debate was adjourned till to-morrow .

Such a speech as that of the German Chancellor above sum there are some statements in his gracefully written

marized cannot fail to be intensely interesting to Englishmen, paper to which, if we took exception , it would mainly

at a time when their attention is engrossed with a great political

problem, analogous to the Polish question ; and doubtlessmany
be on the ground of their one-sidedness. He is also

of them, whatever they may think of the Prince's theories of careful to insist on the inspiration of Scripture , though

expropriation and land allotment, will sigh for a statesman of
he uses language which certainly needs explanation .

their own ready to risk his head in order to save his country

from the perils of a factious or a factitious majority. Then he says, “ The Bible of development is the Bible

As far as we understand the matter, the plea of the
" of modern scientific theology. It is not less autbori

German Chancellor is that, after doing justice and
“ tative than the first (the Bible,wepresume, of ancient

giving ample time to the Polish inhabitants of a
" non-scientific theology) , but it is differentlyauthorita

“ tive ; not less inspired , it is yet differently inspired.”

certain province, he is resolved , if they persist in dis .

As we understand him, modern criticism bas aided
loyalty to the German Empire, to purchase their

estates and sell them to Germans faithful to the natural science in giving him a new Bible. He has

Crown . There may be hardship in such action, or
pot fully informed us to what extent the skill of the

even unfairness, but, as the Chancellor argues, the
critics has changed the aspect of the old Bible, but

hardship and unfairness began with those who refused
some of the words he quotes from

one of the most

recent as well as most able of these " are suggestive, if

to be subject to “ the powers that be .” We do not

not instructive . From a commentary on Genesis he
presume to judge the case, but we must say, if any are

to be protected on the one hand and punished on the
extracts the following passage with evident approval:

_" This narrative (the Creation narrative, remember)other, a distinction must be made in favour of those

“ is not careful to follow the actual order in wbich life

who are loyal to the Throne. So far as our information

appeared on the globe : it affirms, e.g. , that fruit
goes , on the other side of the Irish Channel the dis .

" trees existed before the sun was made ; science can
tinction is at present made the other way.

" tell us of no such vegetation . It tells us that the

The great German statesman apprehends that the

" birds were created on the fifth day, the reptiles on
first duty of government is to govern . “ We must

" the sixth ; Nature herself tells a different tale , and
show ," he says, " that we stand on feet, not of clay ,

but of iron . ” The Government which so stands, and
" assures us that creeping things appeared before the

“ flying fowl . But the most convincing proof of the
seeks in the fear of God to do justice to all, is strong.

“ regardlessness of scientific accuracy shown by this
Its action becomes its best vindication , and only

" writer (the writer of Genesis, be it remarked) is
wickedness will fear or hate it. But the Govern

“ found in the fact that in the second chapter he
ment which chooses to form its notions of right and

" gives a different account from that which he has
wrong by listening to the cries of the populace rather

than by looking to the law of God becomes the slave
" given in the first, and an account irreconcilable with

of the people whom it pretends to rule.
“ physical facts. "

These statements he assures us " anticipated Pro

fessor Huxley in so many words” ! Unquestionably

BIBLE OF MODERN SCIENTIFIC THEOLOGY. they do so by surrendering the whole position hitherto

assumed by all who accept the Creation narrative as a

WEhavefollowedthecontroversybetweenPremier Divine revelation .

and Physiologist in the pages of the Nineteenth

Century with some interest . We had no intention ,

however, of commenting on it before its close .
BABY-TALK THEORY

Professor Huxley has intimated this month his un

willingness to continue it any longer, and the right of EVERTHELESS Professor Drummond con

final reply rests with Mr. Gladstone. Whether he will tends that the Bible is no less inspired, though

avail himself of this privilege we cannot tell until the its inspiration is different from what we have hitherto

March number appears. Meanwhile another com supposed. To support this opinion he introduces

batant has entered the field , who proposes to silence what we venture to call the BABY - TALK THEORY. It

the antagonists by exposing the wrong issue they is neatly stated in the following words : — “ George

have both agreed to raise. On the one side it has " Macdonald has an exquisite little poem called

N
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“ Baby's Catechism . It occurs among his children's

pieces : Workers for Christ.
Where did you come from , baby dear ?

Lessons from an Ancient Servant.
Out of the everywhere into here.

BY REV. E. A . STUART.

Where did you get your eyes so blue ?
SPEAKING to Christian workers, I would begin by

Out of the sky as I camethrough . W defining a Christian worker : I mean workers for

Christ. I remember on one occasion , when giving that

Where did you get that little tear ? definition, I heard a young man mutter “ Of course ! ” I

I found it waiting when I got here. wondered to myself if he had really taken in all these few

words signify ; not, I am afraid , so much a matter of course

Where did you get that pearly ear ? as may be imagined .

God spoke, and it cameout to hear. The Christian worker is a worker for Christ : not for self,

or any form of self ; not for self-salvation , self -pleasing, or

How did they all just cometo be you ? self -glory, but for Christ. Not a worker for church or

God thought aboutme, and so I grew . chapel, but a worker for Christ. Not even a worker for the

salvation of souls - except as a secondary aim — but primarily
“ For its purpose,” the Professor goes on to say, a worker for Christ, labouring that he may see still more of

" what could be a finer or even a more true the travail of His soul and be satisfied. Thus the great

" account of the matter than this ? Without a word | Christ's glorv and Christ's satisfaction .
object before the Christian worker is that he may labour for

" of literal truth in it, it would convey to the child 's

" mind exactly the right impression . Now conceive a Story of Early Days.

" of the head nurse banishing it from the nursery,
Now before such Christian workers I want to bring an

example which I find in the Old Testament. It is that of
" as calculated to mislead the children as to the a servant brought before us in the twenty- fourth chapter of

" origin of blue eyes !” Genesis. I do not know whether you have noticed that the

Is this intended to be taken seriously ?
twenty-fourth is the longest chapter in that book of God's

Are we revelation , and yet it is all occupied with little trilling

asked to relegate the opening chapters of Genesis to domestic details, the family circumstances of fetching a wife

our library of nursery tales and rhymes ? There are for Isaac. Why should that whole long chapter be occupied

with the domestic matters and family concerns of a patriarch
someother questions we might be disposed to ask .

who lived some thousands of years ago ? I believe it is

For instance , how many pages of the Bible are to because thehistory is not only important to us as coming into

be treated after this fashion ? What about the the chain of the genealogy of the Lord Jesus Christ accord

account of the creation of Adam and Eve, and their
| ing to the flesh, but also because it brings before us valuable

lessons for ourselves as servants of God, sent to do God's
subsequent temptation and fall in the Garden of work in the earth .

Eden ? We cannot stop even here, for the problem
Sent to Fetch the Bride.

is re-opened by every subsequent reference to these Throughout the whole chapter one, man stands con

events throughout the whole Bible. spicuously before us ; thatman is the servant of Abrabam .

Such a method ofdealing with documents received as
And notice what his work was - it was to fetch a bride for his

master's son ; and unless he accomplished that purpose his
Sacred can only producemost disastrous results. And mission and all he did would have been in vain . When he

what is the gain promised ? At best only immunity cameback from Mesopotamia, thequestion was not, how hehad

from attacks, which have been made for years in the
enjoyed himself, but, had he prospered in his mission ? The

one great object of his mission was to fetch a bride for His

interests of unbelief, and which hitherto have been master's son. Is he not thus a type of the servants of
successfully resisted . Surrender is not victory. : Christ ? What is our definite work ? Is it not to fetch a

We are gravely told that “ men could find out the
bride for our Master's Son ? Hence our work must be a

failure unless we bring sinners definitely to the Lord Jesus

order in which the world was inade.” Perhaps we Christ. We dare not be content with thinking that our
may be willing to weigh this assertion when it meetings have been successfulbecause wehad large audiences,

is backed by a consensus of scientific opinion . At
and gained their attention , or even affection . Unless wehave

been themeans of bringing sinners to the Lord Jesus Christ,
present we decline to accept it, since there is no we cannot consider we have done the Master's work . It is
proposed cosmogony which can even pretend to be our one great object to lead souls definitely to the Lord

Jesus Christ. Let us be satisfied with no lesser aim .
final. We are also told that whatmen “ could not

" find out was that God made it. To this day they Pledged to the Uniork.

" have notfound that out." To give them this other Then notice that the servant is bound to do this particular

wise impossible knowledge is the function of reve .
work — he has no option in the matter. He took , before he

started , an oath that he would do this work . “ I will make

lation. But Professor Huxley may easily retort, thee swear by the Lord , that thou shalt not take a wife unto

Why am I to receive revelation concerning a Maker, my son of the daughters of the Canaanites, among whom I

if, as you acknowledge, the Book is not trustworthy
dwell ; but thou shalt go unto my country, and to my

kindred , and take a wife unto my son .” So we are bound to

concerning the method of creation ? If other parts work for Christ. Not only some of us, but all of us. I

of thestory are, as you admit, untrue,why am I asked always consider that the term Christian worker should be

to accept the first statement ? We do not think it
synonymous with that of Christian . Every Christian should

be a Christian worker ; he is bound to work for Christ , and

will be easy for our modern critics to answer this he is sworn to do so. It is not that I may or may not work

question. For our own part we believe the Creator as I please ; but as a Christian I am Christ's servant, and am

ofthe earth and the Author of the Bible can tell us
pledged to serve Him . We are His servants , He bas

appointed to each of us our work ; we are bound to do it ,

more about His methods of creation than all the and sworn to do it. May God help us to be faithful to our

students of nature who have ever lived . promise before the Lord ."
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Glad Hearing

THE

" The common people heard Him gladly " (Mark xii . 37) .

NHEY heard Him gladly - ah ! we cannot wonder,

For His were wordsthe broken heart to bind ;

The toil -worn, burdened, sinful, sorrow -laden,

Were sure in them some remedy to find.

For while they heard , they saw the lovingkindness

Which filled and fired those deep heart-searching eyes ;

And seemed to say , “ I know your secret longings,

And I a contrite heart will not despise." .

His life they knew- they knew how pure and stainless

That life from first to last had ever been ;

That not one spot to mar its grand perfection

The friends who knew Hina best had ever seen .

No marvel then they listened to the message

So freely bringing pardon, life, and peace ;

Which opened wide the door of hope to sinners,

And told of Home where sin and suffering cease.

And that same Saviour is in mercy calling

All heavy-laden, weary ones to Him to-day ;

Oh, will they hear Him gladly ?--- will they, think you ?

Or will they only “ hear,” then go their way ?
CHARIOTTE MURRAY.

Now there are seven marked characteristics of this servant

of Abraham , the consideration of which may be helpful to us

as Christian workers.

The Servant's Prudence.

I. First, notice this servant's prudence. In the fifth verse

he says : Peradventure the woman will not be willing to

follow me unto this land : must I needs bring thy son again

unto the land from whenee thou camest ? And Abraham

said unto him , Beware thou that thou bring not my son

thither again ." He is prudent; that is the first point .

Before he goes forth to his work he wants definitely to un

derstand the will of the master who sends him . So, dear

friends, it is necessary that you and I, before we go out to do

the Master's work , should seek definitely to know the Master's

will . That will is revealed in the Word of God, and it is

only a matter of prudence that before going forth

to any work for God we should thoroughly search the

Scripture to know what His will is. I feel it is very

important we should study the Word of God for ourselves ,

and not simply for others. There is a great danger that

Christian workers should get into the habit of reading the

Scripture for others rather than for themselves--this will be

a good point for an address, or that will be a good illustration,

and so on ; reading for others. We must tirst learn to read

for ourselves that our own souls may be fed . It is the Word

of God, given by inspiration , and profitable for reproof,

correction, and instruction in righteousness ; and we must

have it not only in our heads and hands, but also in our

hearts .

Between the Two Rivers .

Now notice the practical point on which he asks his

master's advice, in order that he may be clear as to his

master's will. Suppose, he says, the woman is not willing

to come,suppose she is unwilling, on the mere word of a
servant, to leave her father's home : am I to bring Isaac to

her ? If I cannot prevail upon her to leave Mesopotamia to

become the bride of my master's son Isaac, what shall I

do ? “ Beware," says his master distinctly, " that thou bring

not my son thither again. She must leave her father's

house and come here , in order that she may become the

wife of my son ." Similarly we Christian workers must be

very distinct in this matter, teaching that there is to be a

sharp line of demarcation between the Church and world ;

between those who are servants of Christ and those who are

servants of the world . We must declare plainly that they

will have to leave that land ofMesopotamia,thatland between

the two rivers, the river of sin and the river of death ; that

they must come right out for the Saviour's sake. Such

teaching is, I fear, greatly wanted to-day.

This not ouy Name.

Mark further, the servant of Abraham never entertained

the idea that he was to stay in that laud, that he was to

make himself comfortable, and settle down in Mesopotamia.

So you and I must remember that while in the world we

are not of it. Weare on a special mission , and have no

right to look upon this earth as our home. We must not go

in the way of the world , we must not be found in question

able places, or keeping questionablecompany. We must be

out and out for the Lord Jesus Christ if we are to be

honoured to do any work for the glory of God .

Here let me draw your attention to the servant on his

5.

.

.

Notes for Bible Reading.

" Thorns."

1. IN reference to sinners
( among

thorns Gen. iii . 18

( 6) Sinners are thorns
Numb. xxxiii . 55

Thorns are among sinners.

In the palace Isa . Axxiv. 13

In the tabernacle Hos. ix . 6 .

In the home Prov. xxvi. 9

II. In reference to saints-

( a ) Sins as thorns cut down no longer harm the saint. Joshua

and Canaanites.

(6 ) Trials as thorns taken up no longer

harm the saint 2 Cor. xii . 17

III. In referenceto the Saviour

( c ) Crown of thorns on thehead ( John xix. 2 ) ; no thorns of

way.

“ He took ten camels of the camels of his master, and

departed ; for all the goods of his master were in his hand ."

That is true of you and me- all the goods of our Master are

given into our hand for use in His service.

His omnipotence, His wisdom , His grace, all are given

to us as vast resources to draw upon as the needs of the

work require. The work is His work, and as we go forth at

the Master's bidding, He supplies all our need.

( To be concluded in our next.)

sin in the heart.

( 6 ) By the thorus of the second Adara we overcome the

thorns of the first Adam,

( c) The Saviour-" a lily among thorns.” So also is the saint

among sinners - truth amidst error - holiness amidst

wickedness.

Adam a crushed lily among thorns - Paul a bruised one

the Saviour a spotless one.

Rejection by the Jews- forsaken by disciples and the

temporary loss of His Father's smile were thorns

indeed to the Saviour. Christ andPaul both prayed

thrice when the thorns pierced them .

( d ) The Saviour wore the crown of thorus in behalf of His

people ; the impenitent must wear it themselves.

Every unpardoned sin a thorn to pierce the head, yea,

the heart. For the saints, by virtue of their union

with the Saviour, Isa. lv, 13 will be fulfilled .

Instead of the thorn " of justice " shall comeup thefir

tree “ of mercy .” Instead of thethornof anguish, the

fir tree of joy . Instead of the low , grovelling,useless

thorn , the fir tree of a lofty ,strong, and fragrant

piety. No longera thorn to annoy others, buta fr

tree to overshadow, destined notfor the fire,but for

the kingdom , where the branches shall be waved in

honour of their King.

His power,

H. DFAITH AND SENSE .-If we have faith , there is that in us

which overcomes the world, baffles Satan, conquers sin , rules

life, and abolishes death . All things arepossibls to him that

believeth . Faith triumphs in every place, notwithstanding

that her life is one of continual trial. Senge is broken like a

potter's vossel , and reason is frail as a spider's web, but faith

abideth , and groweth , and reigneth in the power of the Most

High . - Spurgeon .

THE WINGS OF THE Soul . - The lark goes up singing toward

Heaven , butif she stops themotion of her wings then straight

way she falls. So it iswith him whoprays not . Prayer isthe

movement of the wings of the soul ; it bearsone heavenward,

but without prayer we sink ,
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Right to the Cross.

Mr. Stanley Smith in China.

all whoare longing to save those you love , let us lift

up the Cross . All heaven is pointing us thither ; if

BY THEODORE L. CUYLER, D.D. the millions in glory could send us amessage, would

THE chief office of preaching is to point men

it not be, “ Behold the Lamb of God, who redeems

towards Christ ; and not to Him only as the
you by His blood ” ? Let us rally to the Cross as the

Divine Model of life , but as the Divine Sin -bearer.

common ground at which we can lift united prayer.

From the manger of Bethlehem onward, every foot .
Let us rally to it as the only hope of a sin-cursed

step of Jesus moved straight towards the Cross. His

world -- as the only breakwater against infidelity and

whole mission as a Saviour converged there . After

the floods of iniquity. If the Cross of Calvary cannot

the baptism of the Holy Spirit descended upon the

save this world , then it is gone ! Everything else

apostles, their keynote was Christ crucified . Paul

invented by man's busy brain has failed . The

ever and everywhere kept this at the front; whatever Almighty God has hung the destiny of the human

else he omitted, he never leaves out the “ faitbful
race on the Cross of Calvary. Ourduty in striving to

saying." Amid the clamours about the demands of
be saved and to save others, all begins and all centres

this age with its advanced culture, let us never forget rightwhere the bleeding hand of Jesus isstretched

that its highest demand is salvation ; the only preach

out to welcome us.

ing that brings that boon of boons, the only preaching

that silences scoffers, and convicts sinners, and

proclaims pardon to penitents , and saves souls, is the

preaching that aims straight to the Cross . As Dr.

Maclaren happily says, “ We don't need to prop it ,
UR readers will be greatly interested in the following

but siinply to point men to it."

Special services are now being held in all directions

from Mr. Stanley Smith . It is written from P'ing-yang Fu

( Shan -si) :

• for the conversion of souls ; in the pulpit, in the The Lord is graciously helping me in the language . I almost

prayermeeting , and in the inquiry -room , we need tremble to think of the joy it will be to be able to express

never be at a loss for a topic . The story of Calvary

myself clearly , and then to be free to love some thousands and

never wears out . Saturate yourself with it if you

tell them of Him . But one must not look ahead. Oh, how these

dear people need the Saviour !

want sweetness and strength. The godly Tennent I am feeling daily the need I have of learning my deep and

was once missed after his Sunday morning service. absolute dependence on Him . Doubtless He has methods of

His family went in search of him , and foundhim in a

reaching this people, and if one steers clear of one's own

neighbouring forest lying on the ground weeping .

projects and ideas andplans-well , His will will be done, and

that is " good, acceptable, perfect. If the devil sees there is

They inquired the cause of his tears. He told them zeal in us, his great object is to make it misguided, and “ not

that after preaching on the wondrous love of Jesus according to knowledge."

in the Atonement for sinners , he had gone out into
I am reading again the life of John Fletcher, of Madeley.

the woods to meditate and pray. He got such a view

The last time I read it was ten years ago ; it was then an

immense blessing to my soul . But oh, how ashamed one is to

of the transcendent love of God in sending His Son be brought into contact with such lives ! What zeal , what

and of the love of Jesus in dying for a lost world,that fervour, what faith , what deep humility ! Ah, it was Christ

he was utterly overwhelmed. The Cross of Jesus

formed within indeed , As Paul testified, “ that in me Christ

broke him down. The amazing glory of it , the

might show forth ," &c . ( 1 Tim . i . 16 ). He just seemed to look

upon himself asa most helpless instrument, but used by that

sweetness of it, thematchless majestyof it, seemed most glorious Workman who, thank God , never complains of

to affect him as it does the redeemed who gather His tools. Were it not for this fact that Fletcher's excellency

around the throne . He could see no one but “ Jesus

was Christ's, it would discourage one to read such lives .

only ." His soul was singing “Worthy is the Lamb

I feel the thirst coming upon me again for a deeper know

ledge of God. He has been showing me my need so deeply I

that was slain to receive all the praise , all the glory, must have a corresponding supply. I suppose this attitude of

and all the honour for ever and ever.”
stretching forth is what we want developed so much-at least,

Friend, if you are not yet a Christian and honestly I do . There is such a frightful tendency in one's slothful, cold

want to become one, let me show you the road . It

heart to be satisfied with present knowledge -- in fact , letting

things slip ; but these slipshod shoes are by no means " the

goes directly to the Cross. First reach that ; it is the preparation of the Gospel of peace," and are an example of

starting pointinto the only life worth living, and the small things that show much - namely, a soul out of com

starting point for Heaven. Is your heart hard ? munion . So let us, while the time remains, stir one another

There only can it be melted. Does conscience

up to praise, to prayer , and waiting on God. “ As long as ho

sought .

condemn ? Yes ; but forgiveness comes at the Cross.

he prospered . ” I believe that is a great secret.

God ever keep us from imagining that there is a final stage.

Does sin torment ? In one place only can that I wonder if you are, with the seething wickedness around,

serpent be killed : it is where Jesus dies to take away going to have persecution ? The line seems clearer between

sin. If He does not do it for you, then you are lost ;

the world and the Church . In China it is only a matter of

if He does, you are saved. He will do it the very

time-it must come ; there have already been the signs in

some parts, and of course the Son of God has walked in the

moment that your surrendered heart honestly cries fire with His children,

out

"Nothing in myhand I bring,

Off to Japan . - A meeting was held on Tuesday, the 26th

Simply to Thy Cross I cling."

ult. , at the residence of Miss Leycester, Wilton Crescent, to

take leave of Miss Hamilton , going forth to Japan as a mis

The only relief comes there. The first smile of God sionary of the Society for Promoting Female Education in the

you will get will be right there, when you are looking East. Rev. A. Brooke Webb, M.A., Rector of Lullingstone,

up at your bleeding Saviour. Into your soul will presided, and after the singing of a hymn offered prayer, and

break - as the sun breaks into the darkness at day

read Isa. xlii . 1-12. In the course of his remarks he referred

dawn - a new LIFE,

to the fact of Miss Hamilton being the jubilee missionary of

There will be plenty of fighting,
the committee, the liberality of two old friends of the society

and working, and climbing, and duty-doing all the on the occasion of its jubilee having provided the means for

way onward, but you will march through it all a sending an additional worker to Japan . The farewell address

conqueror, if you only take Jesus the Omnipotent was given by the Rev. C. F. Warren , from Osaka, who after

into your soul.

wards commended Miss Hamilton in prayer to the blessingand

protection of the Lord of the harvest . She sailed the follow

o fellow -workers, pastors , teachers, parents, and ing day in the Ballaarat for Japan .
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Friendless and Fallen .
M HE annual devotional meeting was held on the 27th ult.,

1 in the Lower Exeter Hall, under the presidency of

George Williams, Esq. A goodly company sat down to tea,

consisting of contributors, friends who conduct Gospel ser

vices and Bible and industrial classes in the Homes, and

others . There were also present about forty of the former inmates,

who are now happily established in service, and were invited

on this occasion as being interested in the progress of this good
work . No outsider would have imagined their history , their

deportment being all that could be desired . One of these, who

is now a subscriber, broughtwith her a little bouquet of flowers,

while others at the close of the meeting gave contributions, and

all expressed their interest in the work of the Homes .

Mr. George Williams addressed the meeting with his usual

earnestness, setting forth the blessedness of working for
Christ.
Mr. Thomas submitted a statement of figures which may thus

be summarized : - More than five hundred young women and

girls had been admitted into the Homes during the year , and
six hundred and twenty to the Open -All-Night Refuge. He

further stated that the Divine faithfulness had been again

verified , for all necessary wants had been supplied , and the

work of 1886 entered upon hopefully . The meeting was then

thrown open for devotional exercises, andmany brethren poured

out their hearts in praise for the past and earnest supplication

for the future. Several of the friends who conduct services at

the Homes gave their experience of the favourable manner

in which their ministrations were received. When the time

came to close the meeting, many gave expression to gratitude,

that the occasion had offered them & favourable opportunity of

unitedly gathering around the throne of grace and mercy .

Witnessing and Enduring.
Miss Reade's Work in South Arcot.

I M AY I add some explanation regarding the names men .

| tioned in tbe enclosed extracts : - Quadu Bi is the

widow of a Mussulman , and was baptized in 1878; the
first known convert from the Muesulman faith in that

district. She has since been trained in a hospital, and

| bas received the highest testimonials . Readers of Word and

Work may remember the sad story of Rathinam , the young

Brabmin lady, who was dragged forcibly away from Miss

Reade's roofat Cuddalore in January, 1883, and whose fate has

till lately remained unknown . Prayer has often been asked in

Word and Work for Samuel, the young Brahmin convert,

baptized at Cuddalore in January , 1884, and has been answered

so far that he has not fallen into the power of his relatives, but

for safety 's sake he is still in concealmentat a distance from the

district. Prayer is still earnestly asked for his protection, and

that deliverance may be given to the suffering captive

Rathinam . The opposition to which Miss Reade refers in the

last extract took place in a suburb of Cuddalore soon after the

visit of Colonel Olcott to that town, and was no doubt caused

by Miss Reade's faithfulwitness-bearing on that occasion .

CLARA M . S . LOWE.

6 , Maberley Road , Upper Norwood.
The Editor of Word and Work kindly permits contributions

to Miss Reade's work to be received at his office.

The following are extracts from Miss Reade's letters ,written

from Trivady, a mission station about fourteen miles from

Cuddalore :

The Mohammedan Twomen .
I am having very happy work here among the Mohammedans.

Two young girls from the quarter where I had been visiting

came up to the verandah about twelve o 'clock and called me

most earnestly to come to their house. “ You come to us; do,

do come, and read the Book and speak to us ; we wantmuch
to hear more ; all our men are out, and we women are all

together athome. If you come now it is a good opportunity

for us to hear ; do, do come ; don 't be afraid of the sun , it is nice

and shady." I , of course, went with them with delight. On

entering the village they called to severalby name as follows:

“ She has come, come; " when , as by a preconcerted signal, old
and young came running from different houses, and gathered

under a small pandal that had been erected for a wedding. For
about two hours I read , sang, and spoke to them , following the

thread of The Old , Old Story, which is beautifully and touchingly

translated into Hindustani to the same tune in four parts. At
last one old woman turning to tho others said , “ You see it was

these words which Quadu Bi hearing she joined that religion ."

She said this with such feeling as if she had herself caught a
taste of that which had won Quadu Bi, and was half won her.

self. To me these words expressmuch and show that Quadu

Bi's example is telling. As I read and sang the women repeated

each sentence to each other story fashion , and seemod quite to

grasp what I aimed at.

The Brahmin Enquirers .
To-day two Brahmins came, ono a schoolmaster. It was

more interesting than I can express. The schoolmaster said

that Christianity satisfied his soul; still hewanted to understand
more clearly the difference between the two religions, and

asked for " The Right Way." He said he was present at
Samuel's trial, and during the time of his baptism , and from

that time he felt ho must be admitted too , but circumstances

did not favour then , so he came away, but now he felt hemust

know all about it. If one built a house he must take care to

have a good foundation ; so he wanted to be thoroughly con

firmed in the truth before making a confession of it . The

other said he belonged to Verapur, a village ten mịles distant,
His friend had come there on the occasion of a festival, and

had told him of all he had heard , and now he wished to know

the way. It was so interesting to see one put his band under

the other's cloth and draw out a New Testament, saying, “ You

gave me this some time ago, and it is, you see, our constant

The Day of Life.

T 0 ! the Day — the Day of Life - Day of unimagined
D Light,

Day when Death itself shall die — and there shall be no
more night.

Steadily the Day approaches when the just shall find their
rest ,

When the wicked cease from troubling, and the patient
reign most blest.

See the King desired for ages, by the just expected long ;

Long implored, at length He hasteth , cometh with salvation

strong.

Oh, how past all utterance happy, sweet, and joyful it will
be

When they who,unseen , bave loved Him - Jesus face to face
shall see.

In that Day, how good and pleasant, this poor world to have
despised ;

And how mournful, and how bitter, dear that lost world
to have prized ;

Blessed , then , earth 's patientmourners, who for Christ have

toiled and died,
Driven by the world's rough pressure - in those mansions to

abide.

There shall be no sighs or weeping, not a shade of doubt or
fear,

No old age, no want or sorrow - nothing sick or lacking
there.

There the peace will be unbroken, deep and solemn joy be
shed ;

Youth in fadeless flower and freshness, and salvation per
fected

What will be the bliss and rapture none can dream and
none can tell,

There to reign among the angels, in the heavenly home to
dwell.

To those realms, just Judge, oh, call me--deign to open that
blest gate,

Thou, whom seeking, looking, longing, I with eager hope
await. - A Hymn of the Twelfth Century.

study."

At last I have had news I think I may rely on about poor

Rathinam . A Brahmin who has no particular interest in

Samuel said to me, “ What good would his family gain by

having him back ? They could not receive him back into caste or

family union unless they suffer excommunication themselves,

he would be an outcast ! Look at Rathinam , that Brahmin

girl, do you think she is received into her family ? By no

means ; she is kept quite outside as unclean , a pariah ; she

cannot mix in any way with the rest of her family or draw near

them . I myself so pitied her miserable condition that I said ,

•What is the use of keeping a woman like this ? Either roosive

her fully back , or, if that is impossible , let her go back to Miss

Reade." "

1
9
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National Idolatry.

Empire, and left but too many sad traces of its awful devasta

tion behind it . And where did it commence ? At Iteerut, where

God had thus been so grievously dishonoured ! Was not this

God's own finger pointing us to our national sin , and to the

cause of His judgments in consequence of it ? Andwho were

they who saved the Empire and stamped out this fearful

rebellion ? Were they not the Lawrences and the Nicholsons

( leading on their faithful Sikhs) , men who were not ashamed

to confess Christ crucified , and who, abhorring the miserable

expediencies of the day , had dared to rule the Punjab on the

principles enunciated in the Word of God - a living illustrt

tion to the truth of the Divine declaration that “ They that

honour Me I will honour, and they that despise Me shall be lightly

esteemed."

another Danger.

But , alas ! our statesmen heeded not the warning ; for two

years after they issued “ ą warrant” that Roman Catholic

chaplains were to be put on precisely the same footing in the

army and navy as Protestant chaplains; and they thenceforth

subsidised them , allowed them to turn the places of worship

into idolatrous mass -houses , and distributed amongst the

Roman Catholic soldiers that heretical book , The Garden of

the Soul, at the public exponse . Can we suppose for a moment

that such a course as this is likely to prosper ? Let me bring

to your notice a Government Return, “ Land and Marine Forces

(Religious Denominations),” dated 13th June , 1864. Now this

Return commences in 1861 , two years after the warrant before

referred to ; and at that time I find the number of Roman

Catholic soldiers in the army were 58,630, of whom 3,344 were

in the artillery ; while on the 1st of April , 1864, not much more

than three years afterwards, there were 58,508 soldiers, being a

decrease of 122 ; but of these there were actually in the

artillery 8,161 , being an increase of not less than 4,817 ! What

is the meaning of this, and who , or what, could have induced so

large a number of men to enter this strong arm of the service ?

I think any one who has eyes to see , and who knows what took

place in the Indian Mutiny, and the precautions that have

since been taken in consequence in that part of the Queen's

dominions to prevent such a casualty again, can be in no

doubt as to the meaning and significance of such an occurrence .

It tells its own tale .

BY MR. ROBERT BROWN

( Concludled from page 74.)

UT to speak briefly upon the sins of the professing Church,

sin of idolatry. Do you know how many clergy of the National

Church are banded together to unite with this idolatrous

system ? No less than two thousand six hundred ; and these

are supported by upwards of eighteen thousand of the most in

tiaential of the laity ! Not long since the chairman of the

E.C.U, threw out a suggestion whether the time had not then

arrived for this union ; but the general consensus of the meet .

ing was that it had not. But let the Church of England be

disestablished ; and then , I think, the eyes of some who have

been blind to the existing state of things will be opened, but

too late ! Time would fail me to speak of the Jesuit move

ment at Oxford ; but there can be no doubt whatever that not

only in the Church of England, but also in many of the dis

senting bodies , the Jesuits have been plotting and working for

years. I could give you many cases in point : but I will con

fine myself to one. A physician , a friend of mine , in a large

county town, told me that he attended a lady, whom he had

known many years, on her death -bed. She had become a

pervert to Rome, but underhis tuition she was brought to the

knowledge of the truth ; and she then told him that while in

the Church of England she had become affiliated to the Jesuits ,

and that she had taken the Jesuits' oath over the communion

table, at thehands of the rectorof the parish , who was himself

a Jesuit, and in secret correspondence with Rome! And now

all the essential doctrines of Rome are openly taught, and I

fear in a far greater number of churches than people in general

imagine. Ourdownwardcoursewithin the last few years has been

with an accelerated speed indeed ! Who could have supposed

some few years since that a pilgrimage of upwards of two hun .

dred idolaters would have been allowed to worshipat the shrine

of Edward the Confessor, in Westminster Abbey, for two years

in succession , and almost even without protest ? But such is

the spectacle that was witnessed in that building in the months

of October, 1884 and 18851

Divine Warnings.

And can we possibly suppose that this nation can thus

daringly insult theGod of Heaven , and not be punished for

it ? Impossible. Have we no warning voices ? " Time after

time have we nationally sacrificed holy principles to a miserable

and truckling expediency ; and we must be chastised for it .

What saith the Scriptures ? " It is expedient for us," once said

the High Priest of the Jewish nation , “ that one man should

die for the people ,” lest “ the Romads come and take away both

our place and nation .” And so they sacrificed a holy principle

to a wicked and wretched expediency. Did it prosper ? How

could it ? That which they feared came upon them , in " wrath

to the uttermost." The Romans came , and took away their

place, and scattered their nation into every corner of the earth ,

where they remain even to this day. Buthas not God spoken

likewise to us ? Our Governinent thought it expedient, in 1795 ,

to found and endow “ The Royal College of St. Patrick," at

Maynooth, in Ireland, for the education of Popish priests , lest

they shouldimbibe the revolutionary principles then prevalent

on the Continent. Did it answer ? Three years after there

broke out in Ireland the great rebellion of 1798 , when it was

discovered that the Irish revolutionists had actually entered

into negotiations with the revolutionists of the Continent for

the invasion of England ! And now, after all the money we have

expended onidolatry in Ireland , has it prospered ? With an army

of thirty thousand men,and with the finest constabulary in

the world , the laws of England are openly defied and set at

naught, and crime flourishes, and offenders are not brought to

justice . Why ? because the Canon law of Rome has been

established in Ireland ; and this is the law that is obeyed , and

not the laws of the Empire, which are thus imperiously set at

Daught !

The Indian Mutiny .

Once more, our Government thought it expedient to support

and endow idolatry in India ; and when a high -caste Brahmin ,

a particularly smart, intelligent, and active soldier, of the name

of Prabhu Diu Pundah , was converted to Christ through the

preaching of an English officer, an order was issued forbidding

officers to preach ; andthis very soldier was removed from the

1st battalion of the 25th Native Infantry Regiment for the sole

reason that he had become a Christian ! lest there should be

dissension in the army,and the natives should rebel against

our authority ! This, I beg youto notice, was at Meerut. Did

that policy answer ? How could it ? With a sudden crash, as

of a hurricane, the rebellion of 1857 burst upon our Indian

What will We do in the End ?

I am sorry, dear friends, to have such a " burden ” to unfold

to you . I would much rather have had a sweet word to speak ;

but as this task was committed to me , and this burden was laid

upon me, I felt that I must deliver it : for the Word of the Lord

says , “ Lift up thy voice like a trumpet, and show My people

their transgressions and the house of Jacob their sins."

“ A wonderful and horrible thing is committed in the land ."

- the margin bas it , “ astonishment and filthiness ." What is

it ? “ The prophets prophesy falsely, and the priests bear rule

by their means, and My people love to have it so.”. But,” says

God, “ what will ye do in the end thereof ? ” “ Ye have sown the

wind, and ye shall reap the whirlwind. ” “Shall not My soulbe

avenged on such a nation as this ? "

I must confess that I have no hope of the nation ; for the

prophetic Word tells methat Ireland will be separated from

England, and that England, as one of the ten kingdoms of

the old Roman Empire, will cast off its allegiance to God and

His Christ , and will fall under the power of the coming Anti

christ. I have no hope of the professing Church, as such, because

I know that it too is doomed. But Ihave a hope of individual

Christians, that many of them , when they are being awakened

to the existing state of things, will “ shake themselves from the

dust," and separating from , and protesting against, the evil,

will humble themselves before God , and will then receive

“ power from on high to bear witness for Him in the midst

of " a world lying in the wicked one." May God grant that we

may be among that number who shall “ bo counted worthy to

escape those thingswhich are coming to pass, and to stand before

the Son of Man ! " May the Lord grant it for Christ's sake.

Amen .

Notes for Bible Reading,

Duty of Confession .

1. Confess. What ? 2 Cor. iv , 13 ; Prov. xxvii, 13

2. Confess. How ? Matt. x. 32 ; Luke xii. 8

3. Confess. Why ? Rom . x . 9 ; 1 John i . 9 ; iv .

2 , 3 ; iv. 15 ; Luke x. 32 ;

Rom. x . 10

A. E. HAYNES.

.
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The Shepherd -King: -

ever

as

stripling, the true spirit of the patriot, and I undertake to

say your life will not be spent without the opportunity of

Plain Words to Young Men. serving your country and your " generation by the will of

BY DR. J. THAIN DAVIDSON .
God ere you fall on sleep ."

( Concluded from page 78. ) Prudent in Manners .

I

IV. Ipoint you now to his prudence. The text describes

a mighty valiant man, and a man of war ; ” but I must him as " prudent in matters," i.e., a young man of sound

have you notice that David's courage and chivalry were not judgment, of sterling common -sense . This is a wonderful

confined to camps and battlefields, but characterized his whole recommendation to a man, no matter what kind of office he

life . If ever man loved his country it was he. If ever there has to till. Next to piety — and we are coming to that

was a noble,chivalrous, magnanimous, unselfish spirit , it was immediately — there is no endowment more valuable than

he. His heroic fearlessness of danger was constantly put to wbat in England goes by the name of good common-sense.

the proof. Like Paul, he was truly “ in perils oft. " What A man may have brilliant talent, extensive learning, dashing

with encounters with wild beasts, attacks by treacherous cleverness, and even undoubted genius ; and yet, for all that,

men , and wars without number, he was always getting into if he has not the other thing, hemay turn out in business a

danger, and every one must notice that his Psalms are full of fool, and his life prove an utter failure. Now, you cannot

imagery taken from slipping down precipices, hiding in read the life of David without seeing how justly he merited

rocks and caves, and so forth, indicating manyhairbreadth the recommendation that he was prudent in matters . ”

escapes, and a spirit of dauntless and invincible ardour.
Even as a mere lad he showed singular judgment. Many a

The truth is, that where his country's interests were at youth would have fairly lost his head when taken from the

stake, his life was at its service . No mere ambitious self sheepfolds to the palace. David didn't. Three times over

seeker was David ; he was as genuine a patriot as it is declared of him , that " he behaved himself wisely."

lived . Now, I deem it not beyond my province to commend There wasn't a bit of conceit about him. For one thing,

to you this element of his character. A prosaic, money he was never ashamed of his somewhat humble birth.

making age (when competition is excessive, and multitudes Indeed, he seemed to glory in it. He was constantly alluding

are at their wits' end to provide for themselves a living) is to the matter, speaking of himself taken from the sheep

not, perhaps, the most favourable for the development of folds, from following the ewes great with young. "

heroism . We are called a nation of shopkeepers," and we “ Who am I, O Lord God, and what is my house, that Thou

bave no reason to take offence at the title, so long as we do hast brought me hitherto ?”

not allow ourselves to be wholly absorbed with trade and

songs withou
t
seeing that the central spring of his religious

Filial Love.

the pursuit of gain .
True men , nature's noblemen, are scarce ; and Goldsmith One thing I particularly notice about him is the care he

was right when he said took of his aged father and mother. Knocking about the

“ Ill fares the land , to hastening ills a prey,
world himself, and stepping from one elevation to another,

When wealth accumulates, and men decay ."
he never forgot the old folks at home, for we are told in the

A healthy and unselfish public spirit needs to be cultivated .

trenty-second chapter, that " he went to Mizpeh of Moab,

We want a larger number of youngmen who, not content
and he said unto the king of Moab, Let my father and my

to see their country's honour and weal in the hands of a select

mother, I pray thee, come forth, and be with thee, till Í

know what God will do with me.
few , are ambitious of contributing their quota to the forma

And,” it is added, “ he

tion of a healthy public opinion, and will willingly bear

brought them before the king of Moab ; and they dwelt

with him all the while that David was in the hold ."

burdens, and take rubs, and forego conveniences, if they can

in any way advance the nationalwelfare. I am not going to

I sometimes hear it said that the weak side of young men

touch upon politics ; but to whatever political camp you

is very weak , and I am forced to believe it. There is indeed

belong, remember there are religious questions, educational
no class of animal for whom I have a more sovereign con

questions, social questions, which claim your thoughtful
tempt than the fops and puppies, the smart young blades ,

attention ; ay, and there are services which, however humble who areever studying theirgoldrings through aneye-glass

be your sphere, you may hope to be able to render to your
stuck in one eye, and whose peculiar expression of facecon

veys the idea that the whole world has a bad smell to them.

country and the State.
Bah ! such idocy ! I deny to such creatures the name of men.

Patriotism and Courage.

There must be some here who well remember how, during

I trust you will give them a wide berth ; do not associate

with them ; and always remember what is commanded in the

the Franco - Prussian War, many a young German, knowing Law of Moses against the harnessing of an ox and ass

his country was likely to be invaded , hurried home from a
together.

safe and lucrative position in England and America, to take * Prudent in matters.” This word “ prudent” is just a

his place in the line of battle, and, if need be, pay the penalty contraction of “ provident,” and provident literally means

with his life. And when the war rolled over into France,
looking before you , providing for the future. The one

many a young Frenchman went from quiet homes in distant

and safe parts of hisown land, to march with disorganized righteousman; andinit Davidsays thatsuch aperson will

hundred and twelfth Psalm is just a portrait ofa wise and

armies, and under doubtful generalship , through great and *guide hisaffairswith discretion," and in consequence will
constant hardships ; destined, alas ! to find in afew weeks a not be afraid of evil tidings." If you areprudent in your

nameless grave. Well, they only did their duty. And I affairs you will not spend all you earn upon immediate grati

am as certain as I am of my own existence that there are
fication, but will endeavour to make someprovision for after

scores of young patriots here who, under similar circum days, and for those who possibly may be dependent on you.

stances, would do precisely the But, happily, I had a great dealmoretosay under this fourth head ; but I

patriotism does not always demand the battlefield for its
would show myself far from " prudent ” were I to detain you

exhibition. There are bloodless achievements within the
much longer, eo I hasten to the

reach of all of you, by which you can nobly serve your

fatherland.
David's Piety.

And let me say this, that the first and most obvious duty V.,and last point of all, David's piety— “ And the Lord is

which a man owes to the commonwealth is to see that he is withhim.” Last,but far from being least. You arekeep

no burden to it. In fact, it is in vigilant industry and sound ing in mind the various particulars in this comprehensive

common sense , employed about a man's daily calling, that testimonial. His person, his pastime, his patriotism ,bis

he makes his first contribution to the nation's wealth and prudence, and now, finally , his piety. This was his noblest

weal .
recommendation; he carried God withhim into all the

Ay, there are battles to be fought in Cornhill and Lombard minutest details of life.

Street, in Manchester and Liverpool , and thousands of other Theveryprinciple of his daily being was that which he

places at home, that demand a perseverance, a pluck , and a expressed in the sixteenth Psalm , “ I have set the Lord

heroism quite as great as though you were summoned, with always before me ;because He is at my right hand, Ishall

rifle and knapsack, to the jungles of Burmah or the mountains not be moved.” No one canintelligently read hissacred

of Afghanistan. Only possess, as did David when but a

same.
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life was humble dependence upon the Divine Deliverer who May God abundantly bless you all, and giant that in

was one day to suffer and die for the sins of men.
your persons, your pastimes, your patriotism , your prudence,

Paultells us ,in thefourth chapter oftheRomans, that David and your piety, you may - like the young shej herd of

based his hope upon the transfer of his sins to another, and Bethlehem — be worthy of commendation ; and at length,

the imputation of the Messiah's merits to him ; in other through the favour of the King of Heaven, may each of you

words, that he possessedan evangelical faith. This was the stand , harp in hand, before His presence for ever ! Amen.

keynote of his whole life, “ O my God, I trust in Thee . "

“ What wait I for ? My hope is in Thee. ” “ Thou art my

trust from my youth. ” There is not a personage in Scripture

history whose piety attained a higher standard . He was

man after God's own heart.” The breathings of his soul in

these wonderful Psalms have for ages been, in the whole

Christian Church-alike Greek, Latin, Puritan, and Angli

can - the chosen expression of themost profound devotion. A

Bible Colportage Stories.

sure

FRENCH colporteur tells a singularly interesting and

which the wheat is little and the chaff is much. I met to -day

The Grand Essential. with a woman who told me this : -- My husband was an un

Now, my dear friends, you may have all the other
believer, and he used to tell me, “ If I die first , you need not

qualifications described here, yet, ifyou lack this, you are
pay for masses to be said for my soul; but mind, if you die

incomplete ; you cannot be presented to the King, nor stand,
first, be sure I will not pay for masses for your soul." Being

harp in hand, before His face in glory. Oh! were I to send
thus informed, I used to put aside any small sum I could con

any young friend of mine out into the world, equipped for
ceal from my husband, with a view, if I died first, to give them

the battle of life, and did I seek for him the highest joy and
myself to my confessor, in order to secure masseson my behalf,

being terribly afraid that I might remain very long in purga

the truest success, I would say to him , “First of all , clear all
tory to pay for my husband's persistent unbelief, Now it so

terror out of the future. Let all be right between you and happened that a merchant like you offered me a little book

God. Take all your sins to that rill incarnadine that flowed for a few pence . I bought it , andbegan reading, without under.

from the open wounds of Jesus ; and take Christ as your standing much of what I read ; but nevertheless I liked the

chosen Friend and Guide." book, and took to reading in it a little every day . At last my

A friend was one day speaking to the late learned Dr. husband's attention was awakened, and he wanted to know

Duncan , of Edinburgh , about religious life in England, and
what kind of book that was that so much interested me , As he had

was contrasting southern theology with the robustand 'stern
received a better education than I had , he said at once, “ You

orthodoxy of Scotland, and he let fall the expression . " It is
don't know what you are reading there ; if you did , bigot asyou

like a limpet, it has no bone in it ." " Ah well ,” replied Dr.
are, you would not touch the book. It is the Protestant book ! "

Iwas awfully frightened, but myhusband wenton, " Well, after
Duncan, “ a limpet is not a strong thing, but it cleaves fast

to the rock.” Cleave to the rock, my dear friend, and
all , this book may be true ; at all events , it is better than your

so -called devotional books, such as the Heures de Lyon , which

you will not be swept away by those strony currents only contains part of the Gospel , whereas this book contains

of error or currents of temptation which are to the whole Gospel , and, if you want to understand what it is

sweep around you . “Ah !” you may say to me, “ but about, I can tell you it is explained every Sunday in the Pro

did not David fall ? Who was it that murdered Uriah, testant church , where you can go if you choose." I at first

that seduced Bathsheba, and was often overmastered rejected the very idea of such a thing, but my desire of under

by his lower passions ? ” I think that, to such questions, standing what I could not help continuing to read was so strong

Thomas Carlyle gives the true answer when he asks, “ What
thatone Sunday morning I asked my husband, “ Whatwould you

say if we went and saw how these Protestants manage?
We

are the errors, the crimes of a life, if the inner secret of it,
both went, and when the service was over I told my husband ,

the temptations of it, the agony, the remorse, the fearful “ Here is the truth ," and since that time we attend the Protest

struggle are forgotten ?” David's career he considers to be
ant service every Sunday, and now I do not care a bit for

the truest emblem ever afforded of a man'sdesperate fight masses to be said for my soul after I am dead .

with iniquity, and eager, determined reaching forth after

the noble and the pure . a Volunteer Colporteur.

For Truth and Right ! In the northern provinces of Holland a young farmer, who

Ah ! that's it. Some of you have far harder struggles has eagerly entered into Bible colportage without salary, gives

than others, struggle withfierce passions, strugglewith dark
the following glimpses of personal work :

and awful doubts ; but the harder the struggle the grander

In reply to your question, To whom I have sold all these

books ? I answer, Not to any schools or Young Men's Chris

the victory. " Blessed is the man ,” not who escapeth temp. tian Associations, or to any other institutions, but to single

tation ; but “ wbo endureth temptation ; for when he is persons. On Monday morning I leave home at Áve o'clock , and

tried , he shall receive the crown of life which God hath come home again onSaturdaynight. To every person I met,

promised to them that love Him. ” Come out then , and at every house I passed , I offeredmy Scriptures, and every day

manfully pronounce yourselves upon the side of Christ. Inearly sold all my books. In V., a very wicked place, was

Decide what the principles of your life are to be, and stand the most discouraging day of my work . Up to three o'clock in

by them at any cost. Have more manliness than to heed the afternoon I had not sold a single copy. Much disheartened

the jeers of the scofler. The world is always for compro

and fatigued I came home in the evening. My father said.

mise - compromise between truth and error , betweenright

“ To -morrow you must go again, and I will pray for you .” Off

I went again the nextday, and entered a factory,where the

and wrong . If a man dies for his flag, the world calls him a
workmen welcomed me by cursing and swearing. A gentleman (? )

hero ; but if he is prepared to die for a principle, it calls

him a fanatic. Yet the latter is the nobler of the two.

who was present said, “ I wish all people who sell Bibles

would get the pest ." I replied , “ Sir, that never will occur,

Oh, my brothers, open your eyes towards the world celes becausethat Bible which you reject is God's Holy Word." Tho

tial ; towards God and eternity ; towards a glorious Heaven consequence was that I sold three Bibles to the workmen .

and an amaranthine crown ! Your physical person , indeed, Going from house to house I entered a public-house . As soon

shall decay, and even your intellectual powers may become as they saw me they took a stick to knock me down . I said to

dimmed with age, but there is one part of you that shall them , “ You mustread the Bible and believe its contents, then

never know weakness nor decrepitude, one part that hath an you never will be drunk ; you will love men because Godloves

immortality which neither sun nor stars can claim. Yes ! you ." They agreed with me, and thanked me, and I was

allowed to go away unmolested. I proceeded to the workhouse,

“ This spirit shall return to Him . where two women wept for joy to see me ; they gave their last

Who gave its heavenly spark ;

Yet,think not, sun , it shall be dim,
farthing to buy a Bible.

When thou thyself art dark ! Seed Growing in Secret.

No ! it shall live again , and shine A vivid illustration of the seed growingsecretly, and thenmani
In bliss unknown to beams of thine,

By Him recalled to breath ,
festing itself, a type of many such cases is given by Rev. G. W.

Who captive led captivity,
Sawday,who is stationed at Tumkur, India, and superintendsone

Who robbed the grave of victory ,
of the colporteurs. Tidings had reached him that in a village

And took the sting from death !”
some fourteen miles from his station there was a man who was
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speaking about Christ to all the villagers around. This man

was found , and proved to be a riot about thirty - five years of age .

Mr. Sawday says of bim : -I never saw a cleirer case of teach

ing by the Spirit of God. He had , apparently, never seen , still

less conversed with a missionary or catechist, nor had he ever

been brought into contact with Christians , but had heard of

Christ from some villagepeople who hadbeenin thehabitof T.

attending the neighbouring markets where we often preached,

and had from them obtained severai tracts and a copy of St.

John's Gospel . All of these he showed to us. They were

wropped up most securely in the folds of his turban to conceal

them from the prying eyes of the curious. The careful way in

which be unfolded his turban , and then as carefully replaced

the tracts , showed how he prized them . Tbey were evidently

to him a most precious pcesession , and had been read and

re - read until not merely their general purport had been appre

hended . but until their very wordswere familiar to him . He

spoke to us in the words of Scripture, and told us that having

read of the necessity ofbaptismin the nameof Jesus, and also

that & man must be willing to leave all for Christ's sake, he had

left his home and friends, and had gone to a deserted man

tapam (open temple, or resting place for an idol on pro

cession ) and there baptized himself, in the name of the

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. He said he had only one

desire in life - that was to know and love the God- inan . He

promised to come to us for baptism , but appears to have been

forcibly hindered by the people around him, and has not

since been heard of. But the case remains, as one proof

among others, from time to time appearing, that

labour in circulating Divine truth by the press is not in vain in

the Lord,

our

Preaching to the Chinese.

BY A MISSIONARY IN MANCHURIA ,

THE management of a Chinese crowd is far from an easy

matterto a tyro in the art ofdealing with Eastern masses.

They are an irrepressible people the Chinese. Sternly rebuke

a too inquisitive individual who attempts to lift your watch out

of your pocket, and before the frown has faded from your fore.

head , and before you have fairly resumed the interrupted exhor

tation , you are dismayed at catching sight of your pocket

bandkerchief being passed from hand to hand - its texture,

colour, & c . , undergoing critical examination . They are

strangely irreverent, too, these inhabitants of the "Flowery

Land . ' While with outstretched arm you are eamestly and

even passionately holding forth , one directly in front of you

will feel your coat with a deprecating air, as much as to imply :

" Don't excite youreelf, my friend ; take a moment's breathing

time . " His critical touch satisfied, he requestspolitely to know

how much the cloth cost per yard . Another will audibly specu.

late as to whether your boots are made of iron or leather, and

at last refer the decision to the preacher ! while not unfrequently

your hat will be lifted from behind gently, and even respectfully,

only to “ Look - see ! " If you wearspectaclesyou will need to be

constantly on the alert when in a crowd, lest deft fingers should

pluck them from their lawful resting-place . Another, and one

of the most constantsources of annoyance is “ Your honourable

age. “ Wa shih chi ? " | (how many above fifty ?) is the

intelligent query frequently addressed to me ; but painful

experience has taughtme wisdom , and I seldom answer when

in a crowd.

A Bifficult situation .

The remembrance of one episode is still fresh in my mind

When talking to a large audience with , for me, considerable

freedom, I , in a moment of weakness, and in a side whisper,

satisfied one anxious inquirer by telling himthat I wastwenty.

eight years of age . “ Er shih pah ! Er shih pah ! " (twenty

eight ! twenty -eight!) went round the crowd like electricity; &

broad grin deepened upon every countenance ; the question

and answer were repeated on every hand ; books which were

being examined were carelessly dropped, and one enterprizing

well-dressed youth, while Iwas lookingin an opposite direction,

playfully pulled my moustache, to make sure,I presume, that

Í was not masquerading. What could be done ? ' I mournfully

gathered up my books, stalkedaway in as dignified a manner

as possible under the circumstances , with loud cries of " Er

shih pah ” ringing in my ears , and returned to my inn a
Badder and a wiser man .

God's Glory and Man's Service.

THE

THE Mahzan -2 -Masihi thus quotes and remarks upon a

paper read at the Jubilee meeting of the Lodiana
Mission :

“ The results of missionary labour in our mission in actual

conversions during the fifty years it has been in existence

have been so much smaller than we might fairly have ex

pected that it becomes us at this semicentenary stage of our

work to ponder the situation. Did we underestimate the

obstacles 7 Did we overestimate the loving purposes of God

and the power of His grace ? Is it not more likely that our

error was in thinking God would work wonders of grace

through us as His instruments irrespective of our fitness for

His purpose ? Have we been of one mind with Him in this

matter ? Have we lived and walked in the Spirit , mortify

ing all unholy passions and carefully eschewing all that is

worldly ? Has the Gospel preached byus been nothing

but the simple Gospel of the grace of God, unfettered by

legal conditions ? Again , may it not be that God has with .

held the great blessing we looked for because He saw we

were not in a state of mind to give Him all the glory ? ”

This last sentence deserves to be well pondered. We know

that there are some who say that God is too great to be

concerned for what we call His glory ; that it is a matter of

very little account whether men think or do not think of

God's share in their success ; that the desire for eulogy is

the mark of a small mind, and that they who attribute it

to God have small minds. It is true enough that God has

no need of any praise from us, and that man can add

nothing to God's essential glory. The little infant just begin .

ning to speak can add nothing to the father's knowledge of

himself, but the child's prattle may have a charm that no

elaborate eulogy could have. The thing is this : Our welfare

depends upon the relation in which we stand to God, and it is

of the highest importance for ourselves that we should realize

our absolute dependence on God for everything. The tendency

of man to glorify himself forwhat he does is his curse ; a most

defective being is substituted for the most perfect as the object

of his regard . From beginning to end the Bible is against this

self-glorification . And there is every reason to believe that

anything like a disposition on the part of missionaries to take

credit to themselves for what they do would be most offensive

to God. And is there not sucha temptation ? Is there no

thought in the mind of the missionary of the impression that

will be made upon others if they hear of his success ? Does

not the reputation of a missionary verymuch depend upon the

extent to which he influences others ? Is there not a great

deal that seems like glorification of man in connection )with

notices of mission work ?

A Hearing Gained,

But it is not always so. When the attention of a crowd is

once fairly ffxed their demeanour isall that apreacher of good

tidings can desire : sentence after sentence is repeated after

you by approving listeners ; wbile nods of the head and assent

ing “ Ah's " testify that the truth is going home to the hearts

and consciences of the people. On the whole it is a happy

work preaching to the Chinese ; they are, withrare exceptions,

so respectfuland pleasant in their demeanour, and so evidedtly

willing at all events to give you a fair hearing ; they will often

eagerly conduct you to a place where youcan stand and speak

undisturbed by traffic, protect you from ignorant and vicious

men, and if, as wasoften the case with me, you are imperfectly

understood, one man quicker of apprehension than his duller

neighbours will constitute himself your interpreter and put

your bad Chineseintounderstandable language .Of course the

longer one is in China, and the more conversant one becomes

with the language, manners, and habits of the people, the

greater the pleasure and profit of labouring amongst so unique

Wê, meanwhile gazing up longingly and hopefully to

theeminence which successfulmissionaries now occupy, cannot

help comforting ourselves with the thought that although the

efforts put forth by us are very weak, the Gospel of the grace

of Godmust win its way. Thebarriers of superstition, rotten

to the very roots, must inevitably giveway ;the prejudices of

the people, fast dissolving before the light of reason andthe

missionary’s lifeandpreaching will surely disappearaltogether,

or only remain to hide itself in the remoter regions. The

preached Word must everywhere have its determined effect;

while the read Scriptures, "able to make wise into salva.

tion ,” will surely not return to Him who sends it void :

but while there shall be " some from the east and some

from the west, "as surely there shallbe somefrom the land

of Sinim ?

& race .
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Mr. Frank White in St. Louis,
in St. Louis, teach and ithitherto.S Thank God for this. Popularity is very

Dr. Brookes, and those like-minded with him, value it much. I

see that it is starting the

TO THE EDITOR OF WORD AND WORK."

EAR SIR,-May I trouble you with a few lines to say we

sweet, but every Christian editor must be prepared now -a -days

to want it, if he will be faithful to the trust committed to him .

The fear of man bringeth a snare , but God will honour those

who honour Him . To exalt Christ and His truth in an age like

the present inust needs bring us both loss and cross, yet the

Master's approval by and by will make up for all .

Hoping soon to see you and many more whom I love in the

truth , yours very heartily,

FRANK H. WHITE .

St. Louis, Mo., January 16th, 1886.

Church of England Scripture Readers.

THE

PHE annual gathering of the association readers took place

on Tuesday evening last, in the Dining Hall of King's

College . This annualgathering is much looked forward toby the

readers as affording an opportunity of meeting together for

social intercourse andmutual encouragement in their arduous

work among the masses of the people .

REV. MARCUS RAINSFORD ( chairman) gave an address full of

interest and encouragement to the readers, taking for his sub

ject “ The Strength of God."

REV . John ROBERTSON delivered a thoughtful and most

practical address on family religion , pointing out how much the

work of a Scripture reader was helped or hindered by the

atmosphere of home life .

MR. W.T. Paton followed with a few words of kindly sym

pathy and advice drawn from his own experience in the

course of a life devoted to Christian usefulness. Mr. Paton's

remarks, combining as they did so much genial humour with

a deeply spiritual tone, were listened to with great gratifica

tion by the readers.

We regret to learn the Scripture Readers' Association is just

now in great lack of funds to carry on its most useful work, and

we trust that the required support may be speedily forthcoming,

otherwise the grants to several poor parishes will be placed in

jeopardy.

Broussa Orphanage,

JHE active support hitherto afforded to this institution by

February 6th ?

You see where we are now. We came to this city last

Saturday from Chicago amid a terrible storm , which seems to

have swept over the entire continent. We were snowed up for

& considerable number of hours en route, and arrived to find the

thermometer fourteen degrees below zero . I never knew such

cold in all my life . Our hearts have been warmed by the hearty

welcome we have received from our dear brother Dr. Brookes ,

of whose whole-hearted devotedness to the Gospel of Christ you

need not that I write. He is a very “ Great heart," and a fear

less exponent of Bible truths, and is doing splendid work, both

by pen and voice. It is a hard battle for faithful men in the

great cities over here . The torrent of open ungodliness runs

high and strong, whilst for the most part the churches are

steeped in worldliness. I am giving a few Bible lectures in

DE, Brooke's church . The attendance has been good, consider.

ing the unfavourable weather. Next week I am to speak in

Indianapolis, and afterwards in Washington , and again in

Philadelphia, where one of the most devoted and gifted servants

of Christ that I ever met with is labouring-Dr. Arthur T.

Pierson . He is the pastor of the Bethany Presbyterian

Church, with which Mr. Wannamaker's famous Sunday school

stands connected . I have not had the opportunity of listening

to many American preachers since I left England, but never

have I, either in this country or in our own land, heard the Word

of Godpreached with greater power than by this dear brother.

The subject of his discourse the first and only time we had

the opportunity of hearing him from his own pulpit was

" Wilful sin after knowledge ” (Heb. x. 26-29). A confessedly

difficult Scripture. Truly the word was quick and powerful,"

and sharper than a two-edged sword.” After pointing out that

the language of the text was framed according to the Levitical

law , which distinguished between sins of ignorance and wilful

and presumptuous sins , he remarked that there were three

grades ofsin ; (1) sing from comparative ignorance ; ( 2) wilful

sin ; ( 3) sin after knowledge (i.e. , full knowledge). These

answering to the threefold account of Israel's sin : ( 1 )

“ despised Moses law ; ” (2 ) “ trodden under footthe Son ofGod;"

counted the blood of the covenant an unholy thing ; (3 ) “ done

despite to the Spirit of Grace." The worst consequences of sin

were sin . The fact that sin grows upon us as a habit was

proof of its awful consequences. Psalm i . marked the order of

sinful progression . The sinner “ walketh ," " standeth,” and

" sitteth " in the very vestibule of hell , holden by the strong

cords of his own sin.

Our moral convictions were like a polished mirror, easily

tarnished, the slightest breath covering it with dust. Sinning

after knowledge destroyed moral sensibility, and was an outrage

on heart and feeling, as well as judgment. We could no moro

sin against full knowledge and notbe hurt than burn the eye

with & hot iron and not destroy the vision. The end must

be paralysis of will as to good , with an awful energy in the

direction of evil.

Preacher and hearers wept, as with burning tongue and a

bursting heart appeal followed appeal to " flee from the wrath

to come.” Dr. Pierson is a man of rich and varied gifts, keenly

intellectual, well read, a gifted musician , a master in art and

science ; but, though naturally of an ambitious spirit, I sbould

think he has , by the grace of God, laid all at the Master's feet ,

and seems filled but with one aim , to win souls to Christ. I

bope we may welcome him one day in the old country. His

coming would be hailed by verymany.

Mr. Moody preaches inhis old church in Chicago on Sunday

next, and all the following week. I had the privilege of preach

ing for two successive Sundavs in this now famous building to

large congregations. I see by the “ Manual” of the church

Mr. Moody is still regarded as a member, his name appearing

among the superintendents of the Sunday school, whilst

under the head of " members of the church engaged in

evangelistic work ” his name is side by side with that of D. W.

Whittle .

Wehad the joy of meeting Captain Moreton in Chicago, who

with Mrs. Moreton and their twolittledaughters, are sojourning

there for the winter. Our dear old friend looks well, and is

just the same earnest, simple -minded, out-and -out Christian

worker as ever. Mr. Smithson, too , formerly of Dublin , is working

away in this great central metropolis of the States, where it

might truly be said “ Satan has his seat.”

Iam glad to see Word and Work out here. Our de ar brother,

Baghdasarian and his present wife are carrying on the

orphanage on the old lines ; and all that is now wanting is

that the work should be adequately supported . A committee

is about to be formed for providing continuous aid , and we

earnestly appeal , not only to former friends of the institution,

but to all lovers of the young, to come to their help. According

to the lastaccounts from Broussa, the orphans are in wantof

daily bread. Two of them thus write to Miss Denham Smith :

- " Last winter our house was a hospital full ofsick children,

of whom two died here , and one at her mother's. Cold days

are approaching again, and we look forward with terror, for

we need bread and clothing . It is true the Lord, our Heavenly

Father, who has taken care of this Home for eleven years, will

supply our needs, but He will do it by means of Hischildren.

Ourfather, Mr. Baghdasarian , is in great trouble ; he is in debt,

and he is getting very worn out. We ask him , on bebalf of all

the children , not to buy meat for us until his debts are paid , but

he refused, and said we must get whatever we need , and he will

not cut anything from our food as long as he lives, if even he

has to come into more debt. Lift up thine hands towards Him

for the life of thy young children that faint for hunger at the

top of every street,

Donations may be sent to the Editor of Word and Work, 48 ,

Paternoster Row ; or to the Secretary of the Turkish Missions

Aid Society, 7 , Adam Street, W.C.

Lucknow . - The missionaries of theIndian Female Normal

School Society at Lucknow are rejoicing over the conversion

and baptism of a young Bengali widow who, homeless and

friendless , was brought to them some time ago by native

Christians for instruction .

Palestine . - A missionary station has been established at

Hebron, and an evangelical school . Pastor Schneller, of

Bethlehem , regularly visits this town where theGospel had

not been preached since 1187, when it fell into the bands of

Saladin . A certain number of Mussulmans go and listen to

the Word of God .
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Isaiah, the ProphetColporteurs' Experiences,

THIrelanamite istuede for pleivated circundation Hotels in der

The Troubled Districts in Ireland.

THE Committee of the Bible and Colportage Society of

Professor Elmslie and the Open Air Mission .

N the absence , through indieposition, of Lord Robert

Conference of Colporteurs held in Dublin . Some of the in

cidents and experience of the men are exceedingly interesting,

and we venture to say many would rejoice to read them. We

understand copies may be had by writing to the Secretary,

Rev. John Elliott, Armagh. We give two of the paragraphs

by way of illustration:

Denounced , yet quelcome.

An agent in oneofthe most picturesquely wild and most politi.

cally agitated counties in Ireland, stated : -Have twenty-four

years'experience in colportage ; in 1882 had been denounced

from the altar ; denounced again in 1884 , and had to get police

protection ; better received, withal, during the past year than

any other ; work not lessened during the year; work threefold

-first, selling the Word of God , and good and useful books ;

second , conducting reading and prayer when opportunity was

given ; third, holding prayer-meetings, of which he often had

five or six in the week , especially among isolated Protestant

families ; had a warm welcome from all isolated Protestants ;

theymet him with cars at points of his journey, and put him

to other points ; he had many Roman Catholic friends, among

them he had freer access than formerly ; he found a greater

desire for reading the Word of God ; often spoke the story of

the cross to them .

En Their Own Tongue .

An Irish-speakingagent, once a Roman Catholic,in a large city

in the South , stated that he had sold during twelve years about

two thousand five hundred Douay Testaments alone, without

notes ; sold thousands of books and periodicals . He spoke,

read, and wrote Irish ; nothing reached Irish hearts like the

Irish language ; the people felt that the man who used it was

not an alien ; had sold the Life of Luther and other books of

a like sort round by the wild country of B - In KL, the

very stronghold of the National League , had sold more Douay
Testaments than anywhere else in his district . Did not in

dulge in controversy ; simply stated the story of the cross .

When people had not money for books , he took eggs ; carried

them to next town for sale ; was accustomed now to pack them

nicely, and did not break many. As to the effect of the crisis ,

it was notdeveloped yet ; he took a hopeful view of things ; it

had not affected his work. A minority in his city were favour.

able to him ; there was a welcome for him and a chair. If you

meet an Irishnan with words that are prudent, you will find

your way to his heart.

MacGregor (“ Rob Roy " ) took the chair at the quarterly meet

ing of members and friends of this mission, held on Monday

evening, the 25th ult . , at the rooms of the Young Men's

Christian Association, Aldersgate Street. There was a crowded

attendance . After singing, and prayer by the Rev. J. I ,

Hillocks , the chairman , in a few introductory remarks, com.

mented with satisfaction upon the fact that for over thirty

years the work of the mission had been carried on without any

strife or falling out on the part of its members. A special

address on “ The Consecration of Isaiah ” was then delivered

by the Rev. Professor Elmslie, of the Presbyterian College,

Bloomsbury , who based his remarks on the sixth chapter of

Isaiah. Isaiah , he said , was a prophet, one who foretold things

that were coming to pass ; but he was much more than this.

Prophecy was only a small portion of his work. It was his to

go to all ranks and conditions of men , to denounce the formal.

ism of the priesthood, the despotism of kings, the robbery ofthe

poorby the upper classes , the trickery of diplomatists. Yet no

one thought of calling him a statesman or a politician ; he was

“ God's prophet.” Isaiah, in fact, was the conscience of the

nation , and all true preachers ought now to be the conscience

of the British nation . Proceeding to the consideration of the

vision recorded in Isa. vi . , the Professor dwelt in a deeply

impressive manner upon its necessity to the prophet as an

assurance that God was with nim in his labours, and as the

great means of personal knowledge the character of that God

whom he was to serve . Then there was the crushing effect

of the vision , the awful sense of defilement and impurity,

followed by the application of the live coal from off the altar.

God's purity coming into contact with and sweeping away

Isaiah's pollution . And lastly , there was the instant result ,

the grateful offering of a forgiven and cleansed soul to the

service of its Lord . " The Professor concluded by exhorting all

to pray for just such a vision of God, and to preach to sinners

from such a sight of God's glory and of His love. The address

was listened to with deep attention , and its effect upon the

audience was evidenced by the spontaneous prayers which

ollowed .

Portsmouth and Gosport Seamen's Mission .

UR readers will be glad to learn Mr. Henry Cook is gaining

.

writes :-The French Gospel schoonersailed from Guernsey last

Monday, having encountered, with other vessels , a heavy gale

from the north -west, and reached Brixham in safety on Wednes .

day last . She will , God willing , remain there afew days for

Gospel work, and then sail to Plymouth for a general overhaul

and repairs. During repairing she will be used for work among

the fishermen , who assemble in February in large numbers for

the mackerel catching. After the repairs , &c . , the vessel will

sail about the middle ofMarch for work on the French coast,

where she has been so much used during the past year.

If your readers will kindly help us again for the refitting of

the two vessels I shall be much relieved . The Annie must

have a new mast and main boom, with some new rigging, before

we sail for Brest and Lorient, as promised to the French

Christians, who are longing for her appearance. Many ports

are open to a welcome visit of the vessels , but for this help

is so much needed to relieve me of the heavy responsibilities.

Bibles , Testaments, Gospel books , bags, comforters, cuffs, &c . ,

are much wanted just now , and will be gratefully acknow

ledged by

Seamen's Mission, Gosport. HENRY COOK.

The Leeds Railway Mission . - Annual teas (given by

the workers who send Gospel papers and letters monthly) , were

held sometime since in St. John's Schools, New Wortley, when

many testified to having received blessing by means of this

mission . A superintendent lately expressed his gratitude to

one of the workers for the efforts made on behalf of the men on

his staff, and spoke with pleasure of the manifest blessing in

their lives as the result . During the past yearseven hundred

packets of Gospel papers , & c . , have been sent each month .

Still there are several hundreds of railway officials not yet

supplied . Surely for the Master's sake many Christians will

gladly send the Gospel message to these faithful men , who so

largely claim our sympathy. We would earnestly plead for

assistance towards helping the funds of the mission , or by every

kind worker undertakingto send at their own expense a penny

Gospel paper and a few tracts monthly to each man, also a

letter when convenient . Communications to be addressed to

Mrs. Cambie, 21, Aberdeen Park Road , Highbury, London , N. ,

who will forward any number of names, with full particulars .

William Taylor, the Navvy Evangelist.-- The nume.

rous friends of this evangelist will regret to hear that he is com

pelled by peremptory medical instructions to desist from

preaching for some weeks. Captain Smith, Hon . Sec . of the

Evangelization Society (who is ever watchful over the welfaro

of his men ), feeling grave doubts concerning Mr. Taylor's

health , sent him to Dr. Kidd , who, after careful examination ,

reported that Taylor had only come to him in time to avert a

serious and dangerous illness . Mr. Taylor has been doing the

workof an evangelist in connection with the Evangelization

Society for about twenty years. His labours have been greatly

blessed by God to the conversion of hundredsthroughout the

United Kingdom . He has lately concluded a mission in con:

nection with the Societyof Friends, at MemorialHall,Bunhill

Row, E.C. ; at this place the Lord has blessed his preaching to

the salvation of many precious souls. Will his many friends

remember him in their prayers, that he maybe speedily restored

to his usual health and vigour, and enabled to continue his

much - loved work for the Master ? When he is able to resume

his labours the Soldiers' Home, Portsmouth , will be the scene

of his next mission,

WILLIAM Dixox.

Kingston

Leicester.-A united Conference of Home and Foreign mis

sions is being held during the present week in the Walker

Memorial Schools, Leicester, when work among the masses of

our own land, among the Jews , on the Continent, and among

the heathen , is being considered.

Tracts for the East End . - May I ask your readers for

Bible tracts and papers for distribution amougst sailors, police

men, railway men , &c . We have a large band of workers

ongaged in distributton , and our supply is exhausted. Any

tracts , tailor's bu33, left off clothing, & o . , thankfully received

by G sorga Fuller, Superintendent, 1, Follett Street, Poplar, E.

1
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The Isles of the Sea .Mr.Payson Hammond 'sMission .
The South London Conference Hall. Madagascar and Samoa .

AFTER leaving Kingston -on - Thames, Mr. Hammond opened TN connection with the Young Men 's Foreign Missionary

A & mission at the Conference Hall, Clapham Road, com . 1 Society ,meetings are from timeto time held in the Y . M .C . A .

mencing on Saturday evening (23rd) with a most interesting Lecture Hall, 186 , Aldersgate Street. On Friday last one of

gathering of workers. On Sunday themeetings, afternoon and these gatherings took place, and most interesting accountswere

evening, were large, and many tokens were granted of the given of various portions of the field occupied by the London

coming blessing. Day by day during the week the utmost Missionary Society.

interest has been manifested , and indioations given of genuine Mr. ALBERT SPICER , who presided , said that as one interested
work in the commerce of this great city, and speaking to those
On Thursday afternoon I had the pleasure of being present, similarly engaged , he 'desired to bring before them a higher

and found the workers full of joy over the evident interest commerce, that ofmaking known the Gospel of the Saviour.

awakened amongst children , young people and adults. Atthese From experience he had learned to divide Christians into three

afternoon gatherings many of the better class children attend, I classes, in so far as the missionary enterprise is concerned .
accompanied by their mothers or governesses, and amongst these 1 , those deeply and intelligently interested in the foreign field ;

there are many tokens of a real stirring . One lady told me 2 , those whomay be stirred , intermittently as itwere, by a striking

with tears of joy she has every reason to believe that three of address ; and 3rd , those who are rather sceptical as to thewhole
her little ones have committed themselves to the Lord . Long, thing. The chairman proceeded to give strong reasons why

she said ,had she prayed over them , now at length is she rejoicing every believer in the Lord Jesus Christ should be heartily and

in the answer. This , I soon learned , is but one ofmany. warmly sympathetic. Having himself visited all the London

I will not soon forget our joy when a girl of about fourteen Missionary Society stations in India , he knew that while the

was brought me by one of the lady workers. masses of that empire are sunk in ignorance , superstition , and
" Could you help this girl ? ” impurity , Christian missions are making remarkable progress.
" What do you want,my dear ? " I asked . Řev. CHARLES JOKES, who has laboured many years in Mada
" I wantmy sins pardoned, but I am not quite sure how ." gascar, reviewed the progress of missions in the island , amid

" Have you notheard that Jesus died for sinners ? " persecution and great difficulties, until it is now to all purposes
" Yes , I know , but did He die for me ? ” a Christian land and the Word of the Lord has free course and
" He that believeth hath everlasting life ;' him that is glorified . Much is owing to the noble Christian character of

cometh unto ME I will in no wise cast out.' " the first Christian Queen . As one aged pastor said, “ If there
After leading herto various portions of the Word , and pray be in all our land one true Christian , it is our Queen."

ing with her, she lifted her clear young eyes, shining with joy , After describing the state ofthings in Madagascar, Mr. Jukes
and said , said the facts are such as to inspire the hearts of all with new

" Yes, I see it now , God will not punish me, for He has faith in the power of Christianity . Still, after all, it must be

punished His Son instead of me; and oh , I love Him for it !" remembered there are over three millions in that island who

This is but one instance of the interesting and, so far asman know nothing of the faith of the Gospel ; some have abandonea
may judge, fruitful work in progress. heathenism , yet know not the truth ; others are still sunk in

So also in the evening, when the large hall was well -nigh the abyss of idolatry .

filled . In reading out one of the hymns, Mr. Josiah Spiers As to present French -Malagasy affairs , Mr. Jukes said the

dwelt very earnestly on the following verse, which presents the war was one of the most unjustifiable ever waged . He believed

Gospel so clearly : the Jesuit priests had been the prime movers and instigators

In His own body on the tree of the whole embroilment. He commended the Malagasy
He boremy guilt and shame : people , in their trials and difficulties, and their Queen and

'Twas there He suffered death for me,

I plead alone His name.
Government to the prayers of the Church . .

Mr. Hammond then gave an address on “ A new heart also
Rev. T . POWELL, F . L . S ., asked , “ Is it true that missionary

will I give you ; ” showing it must be a twice-born heart , as
work is a failure ? ” Assuredly not. What is the aim of

the result ofwhich it would be a prayer-loving, Bible -loving,
missionary work ? To bring souls 'to Christ and glory to God .

Christ-loving, and Christian - loving heart. By anecdote and
Have missions done so ? Are they doing it ? He emphati

illustration he brought home these points to the tenderest
cally answered , they are. Madagascar proves it ; the South

child as well as the most mature adult in his audience.
Sea Islands establish it ; India vindicatesmissions. Wherever

At the close & deeply interesting inquiry meeting was held ,
missions have gone, the Gospel has triumphed, though not

and many professed acceptance. For these, as for all the
seldom after patient waiting and hard toil and long sowing ; for

professing converts , we ask much prayer , that they may
the harvest comes not in a day. As these lands have owned

be stablished and strengthened and bring forth fruit to His
the power of the Gospel, so in God 's good time shall Africa ,

glory .
where, some have said ,missions are a failure. .

PEARL FISHER.
Passing on to speak of the Samoan group, inhabited by about

thirty -five thousand most interesting and intelligent people ,

Mr. Powell gave someaccount of the progress of the Gospel,

Farewell Jubilee at Kingston . remarking that he felt convinced that about one-third of the

THIS evangelist closed his successful mission in the town whole population are sincere and devout followers of Christ, and

1 with & jubilee on Friday week. In the afternoon an that about two hundred native pastors are labouring most
interestingmeeting was held at Earl Tankerville 's residence. efficiently and well .

It was attended by many persons of a high social positioa in
After mentioning a number of facts indicating that merely

the district . In the evening a jubilee meeting was held in the from a commercialpoint of view the missioning ofsuch people

Albany Hall. There was a crowded attendance, and the greatest is a grand success, he maintained that beyond and above all

interest prevailed. Mr. Hammond delivered a thrilling farewell it is obedience to our Lord and Master, who said , “ Go ye

address , which produced great effect amongst the unconverted . and preach the Gospel to every creature.” The heathen are

Probably more souls passed into the kingdom on this occasion perishing day by day. Shall we not go to them ? and all the

then on any other night of the mission. When the time arrived more when wehave had the demonstration they may be saved ?

for leave-taking, the crowds of young converts and friends The venerable speaker made but slight reference to the

pressed forward to the platform to shake hands with Mr. interesting subject of the traditions which he raised at the

Hammond, Various speakers bore testimony to the good work Victoria Institute, and to which we alluded in our last issue.

done by Mr. and Mrs. Hammond. The writer can testify that He dwelt with the utmost fervour and point on the privilege and

many young hearts were sad because of the evangelist's glory of going forth at the Lord 's command , witnessing His

departure, and yet rejoiced in the newness of life they had | name to them who sit in darkness.

received through his instrumentality .
W . Dixon.

Kingston . Armenia . - Garabed Kevorkian writes that the Lord has
given much blessing around Tocat. There are now five little

Paris Hospitals. --- The Municipal Council of Paris pro meetings,made up of sixty - four personswho have been baptized,
puses to remove all the Sisters of Charity from the hospitals, one being a man of a hundred years of age, whose conversation
sad to replace thom by “ lay ” nurses. Ninety -two doctors used to beabout the pilgrimages he had performed. Even the
sad sargaons - niny of whom ara well-known Protestants Mudir andhis Mahommedan friends looked on at his baptism ,
hiya sigasd a petitioa, pcaying, in the interests of the patients , and the Gospel was preached to the crowd both in Armenian

that the Sisters be allowed to remain , Christianisme, and Turkish ,
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With the Blue Jackets.

The Corsica Mission.

girls in long dresses (for older sisters or mothers had lent them
what they considered suitable garments for the evening) ; never

DEADERS of Word and Work, who are interested in Miss
was there a happier tea -party held than this. And when the

N
great day of reckoning comes, we think acts like these will not

Weston 's work in tbe Royal Navy, will be glad to know be forgotten by Him who watches the fall of the sparrow ,and
how Christmas was spent at Portsmouth and Devonport. who said to His disciples, “ They cannot recompense thee,

Boys of the Service. thou shalt be recompensed at the resurrection of the just."

Work among the sailor boys, whose ages vary from fifteen to
The Watch Night services held at the various " Rests " were

eighteen , is a very important feature, and as many would be
deeply solemn and interesting to all who had the privilege of

“ on leave " exactly at the end of the year, the first Christmas
attending them . Hymns of faith and consecration were sung;

teas were given to them . Very pleasant and sociable these
earnest words of prayer for pardon for the past and guidance for

were, but the chief aim in giving invitations to hundreds of
the future were offered , and short addresses, suitable for the

boys was to atford an opportunity of speaking to them in a
hour, were given . On the evening of New Year's Day hundreds

very earnest and friendly way on the subject of Social Purity.”
of seamen 's wives were invited to tea , each receiving a useful

After tea, short, earrest addresses were given by different present. May heartfelt prayers, joined in bymany friends, be

speakers. abundantly answered in the coming and in future years by the

In forcible , glowing, and persuasive words, gentlemen well
Divine blessing being granted to Miss Weston 's work in our

fitted to grapple with the subject of purity , and fitted , too , to
British Navy.

adapt their style to suit sailor boys, pictured bow their fresh
M . PRINGLE

young lives would most certainly be wrecked and wasted at the

very beginning if they adopted and persisted in following vicious
courses. Attention was fully arrested ; not a whisper, not a
sound that could interrupt the speakers, was heard . If never
before in their lives, and if never again , it was good to feel that W E gladly give the following facts just received from the

for once at least these boys had teaching, clear and distinct, evangelist labouring in Corsica :

80 that if they did choose for themselves evil ways, it could not Corte, 18th January , 1886.
be done, as is the case with so many, in dire ignorance of Snowstorm prevented open -air preaching last Sunday,
resulta. To see all these fine young fellows in naval uniform , Yesterday 's open -air preaching was attended by about the
gathered from homes from every corner of the kingdom , with

same pumber as on the first occasion ; say two hundred and i

their heads bowed in prayer, was a sight one could not easily fifty , of which fifty were young folk . There were a few mockers

forget , and solemn, too, was the singing of that bymn, with and diggentient voices, but most faces expressed stolid indiffer

the refrain ence. I never saw such cold , barsh , hard faces ; not bad

" Gathered in time or eternity . expressions, but stony. The few better class people here are
. Sure , ah , sure will the harvest be." not even curious to hear wbat is said .

Real good was done, for on the following Sunday many wisbed It is a strange state of things. These Corsicans despise, and

to sign the Purity Pledge, confessing that they bad led otbers yet dread , the priest with a sort of superstitious sense of his
astray, and saying that the words they had heard bad deeply being in some way mixed up with their final end and destiny.
impreesed them , and thatbefore they slept in their hammocks The chief of police showed me the statistics of crime for one
that night they determined , by God's help , to turn to a purer year in this arrondissement ; four hundred and sixteen cases of

and happier life , and to endeavour to induce their young com stabbing. He tells me there are over nine hundred banditti

panions to do the same. loose in Corsica , and tbat the gendarmerie seldom arrest &
man , but sboot him down when they can get near enough , as

The Temperance Uniork . it saves trouble. He himself says the people are as wild and
Everyone has heard of the Royal Naval Temperance untame as ever.

Society, which now reckonsmany thousandsofmembers ashore 19th , - Last night & glorious meeting ; about eighty.

and afloat. But this society, being for seamen and marines Succeeded in teaching the bymn, “ Tell me the old , old story,"

and naval officers oply, is supplemented by a “ Help One in French , without books. Kept the boys quiet as mice . The
Another " Society , which , at the different “ Rests, " numbers boy I put out lately as gentle as a lamb. Six men last

upwards of a thousand. Many seamen 's wives have joined it ; so night, four bave been here before and are impressed ; so are

that there are true temperance homes in the navy. The several young men . “ I, if I be lifted up , will draw all men to

members sign the pledge, attend temperance meetings, and Me, " is true ; so there will be yet a blessed ingathering here .

promise to use their influence in promoting the cause of I do hope some lady may be induced to settle bere. A

temperance. On Boxing Night Miss Weston invited all the winning, ladylike woman would have free access to bedsides,

members of this society to tea atthe different “ Rests." Each and be able to win a host of bright little girls to learn hymns

one had a present from the gifts kindly sent from friends for and verses of Scripture. I know already about twenty really
Christmas trees. Evenings such as these do much to make respectable women , well-disposed , who would open their doors

brighter the lives of many who, from absence ofhusband and to a lady, even if she camewith the declared purpose of bridg.

father at some seat ofwar, or some distant naval station , have ing to them the truth , instead of the error they have learnt. Go

little otherwise to cheer the home. And passing strangers too , to the Lord, who, of His love and treasures, will give all and

whomayhappen to have been just " paid off," perhaps, aftersome above all we need. I trust Him completely for power, energy,

long commission, and who will leave the port on the following love for souls , and strength and money, to go abead and
day for their native village, or for the great Metropolis, are win gloriously. My life is in the Lord's keeping, andmy day and
gladdened by receiving kind presents to take to the dear ones strength too !

“ at home." 22nd . - Do not let it be supposed that I am making out a

Specially attractive were the magic lantern evenings . Slider, case for too much outcry & s to success. As to need of it, yes.

the best that Loudon can afford , were exhibited both at Ports Last night over a hundred boys and young men and a few mon

mouth and Devonport, and lessons of sobriety, of devotion to came to the meeting. As yet not one of the better class of

duty, and of Christian feeling, were enforced. Many tem inbabitants has come. One of them told me, very significantly

perancemeetingswere held, at which hundreds of blue jackets, too , “ We shall not recognise you until a certain number of us

and Royal yachtsmen too, were present. Companies from are led to follow the leader.' We are like sheep.” With the

many ships signed the pledge. exception of the Mayor, of the chief of police , and of one of
The annual Christmas letter sent by Miss Weston to the sick the under-judges of the tribunal, all the swells stand aloof, and

in naval hospitals at home and abroad was greatly valued ; and either scowl or do not look .

many a poor homewas cheered by her kindly gifts of food and I feelhorrified at the awakening to the reality of what the
clothing. fruitof the tree Popery is. I saw enough of misery in Ireland

This example, too, was followed by blue jackets themselves, this year to borrify me for ever, and here I see something more

for of their own accord a company of them volunteered to collect of it. " No man shall set on thee to hurt thee " (Acts xviii.10),

a sufficient sum to supply a sumptuous tea one evening at the I take for myself; for “ Because thou hastmade the Lord , even

Portsmouth Rest to all the waifs and strays they could find in the Most High , thy habitation , there shall no evil befal thee "

the streets. Two hundred newspaper boys were seated at long (Pea . xci. 9 , 10 ). The protection vouchealed to the faithful ser

tables in one of the halls one evening, and a royal feast they vant I believe in firmly, as long as duty is strictly the path , and
had ; not only asmuch tea and cake as they could despatch , but self is nowhere.

they were entertained afterwards to a magic lantern exhibition , Yours in the Lord's service, very devotedly,

which showed them wonders they bad never dreamed of. Little JOAN SCHLIENZ-MADDEN.

boys in long coats and tall hats (for they had borrowed of their Communications should be addressed to the Treasurer,

fathers of their belongings for this grand occasion ), and little Donald Matheson , Esq., 120 , Queen 's Gate , S . W .
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WORKS on MISSIONS,

THE HARVEST OF THE CITY,

and the Workers of To-day.

By PEARL FISHER. With Introduction by
H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D. Crown 8vo

cloth extra , 39. 6d .

“ Contains a series of graphic sketches of some

of the evangelistic and philanthropic agencies

which are exerting so much influence for good .

The book is worthy of a wide circulation . "

Ragged School Record ,

" CLEAR THE WAY ; "

or, Hindrances to Missionary Work

Considered .

By E. J , WHATELY, Author of “ Memoirs of

Archbishop Whately , ” &c . Cloth, 2s, 6d .

“ With judicious counsel and in excellent

temper Miss Whately seeks to Clear the Way

before the ardent aspirant to a place in the great

Missionary Army." --Church Missionary Intelli

gencer .

CONFERENCE ON MISSIONS.

Held at Mildmay Conference Hall . Demy

8vo, cloth , 431 pp. , 3s. 6d .

" Cannot fail to become a valuable guide for

future missions to the heathen . Will largely

conduce, we hope, to kindle a missionary spirit

in the hearts of young men of suitable attain ,

ments and zeal." - Rev .C. H. SPURGEON, in Sword
and Troucel.

HOME MISSION NOTES.

Mr. C. H. Spurgeon_hopes to The Blind Poor. - On Thursday

preach in theMetropolitan Tabernacle evening last a “ hot dinner to blind

on Sunday. The change and rest have people of the poorest classes was given

proved very beneficial. at the Edinboro' Castle in connection

Messrs . Fullerton and Smith, with Dr. Barnardo's work.

who have just concluded an interesting London City Mission . — This week

mission in Bristol, are now aiding Mr. has been set apart by the Mission for spe.

Charrington , cial prayer on behalf of London. Every

Exeter Hall.-We trust our readers evening the missionaries, four hundred

will bear in mind the series of addresses and sixty in number, assemble at the

being givenby Rev. Mark Guy Pearce in Mission House to wait upon God ,and to

Exeter Hall. We would suggest they seek blessing on themselves and their

make every effort to induce their young work. All friends of the City Mission are

friends to attend. earnestly asked to intercede with God for

Mr. Joseph Hoare . — The Bible
the Mission,

Society, the London City Mission, and Monthly Tracts.-In an address

similar excellent institutions, have lost a given last week at Bournemouth, Mr. J.

warm and generous helper by the death R. Mackenzie, Secretary of the Monthly

of Mr. Hoare, long associated with these Tract Society, gave an interesting account

and other missions. of forty -six years' work among the upper

Scripture Readers.-The Church and middle classes - specially reachedby

of England Scripture Readers' Society
monthly tracts . It may not be known

has now about one hundred and thirty the penny post is utilized, and neatly

readers working, under the direction of printed tracts in envelopes , addressed as

the clergy, in a large numberof thepoor private letters , are sent each month to

and populous parishes of London and tho
the classes named.

suburbs . St. Giles' Christian Mission.

The House of Rest.-Miss Mason In the midst of much distress and

writes in her Monthly : Continue daily in suffering, through lack of employment,

prayer for the House of Rest, that its Mr. G. Hatton has been incessantly at

doors may ever be opon , and that its work with a brave band of house-to

supplies maynever be straitened ; that the house visitors , whose practical knowledge

Lord's labourers may always have the of the people of the district makes them

cheering consciousness that He whom peculiarly suitable for the distribution of

they are serving has provided for them warm cloth , fuel , and food . Help should

" A quiet resting -place." be sent to Geo. Hatton, Superintendent,

The Bible Society give a striking 4 , Ampton Street , W.C.

extract from a letter written by the late Ragged School Union . - We learn

Earl of Shaftesbury a month or two from The Quarterly Record for January :

before his death to one of the vice
“ The amount of child -misery in London

presidents of the Society <- " Heartily do and all large towns is very great. From

I endorse your words, None but Christ.' the beginning of their lives they are

He is the Alpha and the Omega of revela

tion and eternal life . God be praised you
grievously neglected , and are so hungry

and I have found Him so . "
that they pick up dirty crusts, orange

peel, and offal, and devour it ravenously,

Tower Hamlets Mission . - To -day To alleviate this misery the Ragged

the GreatAssembly Hall, Mile End Road, schools exist." Communications to be

will be opened by Mr. John Cory , J.P. made to the Secretary, Ragged School

The large hall , which takes the place of Union, Exeter Hall.

the temporary structure used for some The South London Evangelistic

years, will accommodate nearly five thou
Choir, in issuing their tenth annual

sand people. The work has recently been
report , gratefully acknowledge and recog.

much blessed, and there is earnest and
nise the goodness of God, which has

prayerful expectation of yet greater enabledthem to prosecute their labours
things.

during the past year, and for the evident

Stewart Memorial Mission.
blessing which has followed their efforts

Thismission, established seventeen years as a band of Christian singers , whose sole

ago by the late Dr. A. P. Stewart, in a object is singing the Gospel for the exten

densely populatedneighbourhood (Sloane
sion of Christ's kingdom . The Hon . Sec .

Place), sorely needing Christian help ,has is Mr. W. J. A. Rowe, Cliftonville, Ros

all along met with marked success. The
siter Road , Balham , S.W.

Sundayschool is so crowded that in.

creased accommodation is indispensable, Manchester Children's Refuges.

and the various other branches of the
- The Committee write : -At the close of

mission work are hindered from the same our financial year we are enabled , with

cause. Enlargement having been decided
unspeakable gratitude to God, to state

upon and carried out, a meeting was that our needs have all been supplied,

beld on Tuesday evening ( 2nd) to in
and that in all branches of the work we

augurate the premises.
close the year free of debt. Every branch

Ratcliff dighway. - Another of the
of the work is in active operation, and a

soup suppers was given on Wednesday
larger number of childrenare under their

evening, at the Sailors' Welcome Home,
care than at any former period . We ask

when the room wasfilled with destitute
our friends everywhere to unite with us

and homeless sons of the sea , their faces in commending the work and the workers

visibly marked through want and care .
to Him who has fulfilled His own pro .

Twoof the Misses Reynolds, who gave the mise , “ I will not fail thee.”

supper, spoke of the free gift of ever Prayer for Young Women.

lasting life ; followed by the testimony of Next week (February 7th to 14th) will

& sailor, who told how he had been in a be observed as usual as the Week of

similar position , and how , through the Prayer for young women, who in the

grace of God, he had accepted Christ . spring season flock to our great cities in

Any wishing to give a supper to the poor search of employment. Meetings will be

destitute seamen should write Miss Child held every evening at most of the London

Y.W.C , A , Institutes,

THE HEALER-PREACHER .

New Work on Medical Missions . Sketches

and Incidents cf Medical Mission Work . By

GEORGE BAUNDERS , M.D. , O.B. Crown 8vo ,

with lllustracions, 3s . 6d .

" A manly record of noble service for God and
man . Of the deepest interest from beginning to

end . Dr. Baunders writes as charmingly as he

works laboriously ." - Oldham Chronicle.

AT REST AMONG THE LAOS.

The Story of the Missionary Career of M.M.

Carpbeli. Edited by CAROLINE G. CAVEN

DISH. Crown 8vo, cloth , ls. 6d .

1

CLEAR SHINING LIGHT.

Memorials ofCatherine W. Leakey, Author

of “ God's Tenth ," &c . Edited by her Bistur.

New Edition , small 8vo , cloth extra, 3s . Ed .

“ A touchingly written record of a bright and

useful, though often suffering, life . Will be read

with delight and protit." - Church Missionary
Gleaner,

MIRACLES OF MERCY ;

or, Asked of God.

By EMILY P. LEAKEY , Author of “ Clear

Shining Light." Crown 8vo, cloth extra ,
38. 60 ,

“ Contains truths which will find their way to

other hearts about the wonderful dealings of

God ." - Christian Progress.

WONDERFUL WORDS OF LIFE.

A Manual for Flower Missions. Compiled by

Mrs. EDMUND Asuby. Cloth , ls.

“ The cry of the needy and the succour of the

mighty to save are beautifully placed side by
side . " - The Christian .

A MANUAL FOR PAROCHIAL

MISSIONS,

By Rov . W. H. M. H. AITKEN, M.A. Con .

taining Suggestions and Hintsfor Cl rgy

and other Christian Workers. Cloth , Is.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & 00.,

48, PATERNOBTER ROW, E.C.
173, St. George's Street, E.
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Y.M.C.A., 186, Aldersgate Street. - Fri ., Feb. 5th, at 8 p.m., Public

Gospel meeting ; address by Mr. T. A. Denny. Sat., 6th , at 4 p.m. ,

Christian Workers' monthly conference. Sun., 7th , at 3.15 p.m. ,

address to young men ; at 7 p.m., Gospel meeting. Mon. , 8th, at

8 p.m., " A Tour through Western siberia.” by Rev.Dr. B.Lanedeli.
Milamay Conferenco dell . - Sunday, Feb. 7th , 1886, at 3.30 and

7 p.m. , Mr. Herbert R. Francis,

Thilaren's Bpecial Service Mjaston .--Mr. Spiers, in London ,assisting

Mr. Hammond. Mr. H. M. Trickett, at Luton, Feb. 4: at Allen Street,

Kensington , Feb.6. Mr. Arrowsmith at Plymouth , Feb. 3rd and 4th ;

at Torquay, Feb. 5th ; at Clifton, Feb. 6th to 12th ; at Margate, Feb.

17th to Mar. 3rd ; at Colwick , near Stafford , Mar. 14th to 20th ; at

Cardiff, Mar.21st to 27th .

Youtbs' Institute , Old Pye Street, Westminster (" One Tun

Mission).- Prayermeeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.50. Con.
ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Gospel mission service every Sunday evening

from 6.30 to 8 .

Bt. George's fall, Langbam Place, W.-Mr. Denham Smith (D. ? ),

Sunday morning, at 11; evening, at 7 ; also at Burlington Hall,Sovile
Row, on Wednesday evening, at8 p.in.

House of Res9, 8, Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn Park, N.W.- Friday, Feb.

5th , All -day meetings. 10.30 a.m. Prayer and Promises : 3 p.m. ,

Geo . Holland ; 7. Holiness meeting. Interval at 1 and 5for refresh
ments. Sunday, 7th , at 3.30 p.m., • God's Men in the Old Testament,''

by Miss Mason .

Opper Norwood, Stafford Lousa , Tador Road.- Drawing-room and
young women's meetings erery Thursday at 3 and 7 p.m.

E acelistio Mission (Onder the direction ot O. Russell Hurditch ).

vilbarn Hall, Kilburn Gato (not Town Hall ).-Mr. C , Inglis, Sun. ,

at 7 p.m., and Wed., at 7.30 p.m. Special services for children, by

Mr. Thos. Eyres , of the Children's Evangelistic Mission , Monday

to Friday evenings, this week, at 7 p.m.
Maided Hall , Kentish Town. Mr. Geo. Hucklesby, Sun.,

Feb. 7th and 14th , at 7 p.m. , and Thurs., Feb. 4th and lith,

at 8 p.m. Mr.Wm. Grove, nightly , Feb. 15th to 28th , Bun . 7 p.m. ,

week -nights, 8 .

Dalston Lane, 1031.-Mr. 8. E. Angel, to -night, Thursday, 8, and

Sunday ,7 p.m.

Bignold Hali, Kignold Road, Station Road . Forast Ante - Fourteen

days' Mission from Feb. 7. Mr. C. V. T. Onslow , Sundaysand Thurs

days ; Dr. Popbam , and Mr. Abraham Wallis . Mondays, Tuesdars,

Wednesdays and Fridays; Sundays, 1 1.0 . ; week.nights , 8 .

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersz ith

Road , West Kensington .-- Dr. Popham . Sunday, at 3 and 7 p.m.

Eammersmith, Upper Mission Room . 160. King Street -

For the young on Sunday , at 7p.m.; Dr. Popham , Thursday, 8 p.m.
Mortlake. Rest Mission Hall.-Mr. T. A. Hughes, Sunday , 7 d.m.

Crioity Presbycorisa Couron , Kensingtou Pars Kond . - Dr. D.

Sinclair Paterson , Sundays at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Belgravo Presbyterian Church ( &alkin Street, W.). --Rev. Adolph

Saphir, Bundaysat 11 a.m.
Barbioan Mission to the Jews. -6, Farleigh Road, Stoke

Newington, N. (within 10 minutes by tram from Dalston Junotion ),

Mr. Warschawski's Bible Readings lo Isaiah , the second Monday lo
each month , at 8.30 pm .. tea at 4.30 p.m.

Clapton Hall, Alkham Road, Cazenove Road, Upper Clapton . - Sun.

days. 6.30,Fridays, 7.30 .

Y.W.C.A.-Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening ,

at 9.15, in the Mall Hall, High Street, Notting Hill.

St: angers' Rest, 162. St. George's Street,Ratcliff Highway,E - Monthly
workers' meeting. Friday, February 5th, 1886. Tea at 6. Meeting at 7,

Mr. J. Denham Smith will give an address; subject— " The Times and

the Seasons. "

Benena and Medical Mission Schooland Home, 58, St. George's

Road, B.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturray at noon , at

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside.

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTION .

Feb. 7th-Prov. ii . 1-17 Feb. 11th - Prov , iv . 14-27

8th - Prov. iii , 1-18 12th-Prov. viii . 1-18

9th-Prov. iii . 19-35

)

Notices of Books.

OurOwn Gazette, Young Women's Christian Association News.

Edited by Mrs. Stephen Menzies. Vol. II.-- Partridge & Co.

We have much pleasure in commending this handsome

looking volume to our readers . It is a compendium of all

that interests the class for whom it caters . Good illustrations,

pleasant stories and talks , Scripture lessons , papers on cookery,

work, dress, only forma part of its varied contents. The high

spiritual tone which distinguished Our Own Gazette from the

first is still maintained. “ Whatsoever ye do .... do all to the

glory of God , " rules its teaching throughout.

Fatherly Chastisement. By Henry H. Boura.- Partridge & Co.

A very mine of soul.comfort in hours of sorrow . The

dealings of our Father with His dear children in Christ are

illustrated and expounded in a manner likely to prove of the

utmost helpfulness to those passing under the rod . Not a

little value is added by the quotations given from writers,

ancient and modern , not readily accessible. The book will

prove a Barnabas or son of “ consolation ” to many in aftlic

tion and bereavement, while we doubt not it may lead suffering

yet unsaved ones to the sure resting -place of faith . We heartily

commend the volume to the attention of our readers.

Our High Priest in Heaven . By Thomas Thomason Perowne,

B.D. - Elliot Stock ,

To his useful series of small books on important subjects Mr.

Stock has done well to add this Scriptural and scholarly

exposition of the High Priesthood of the Lord Jesus Christ in its

relation to the worship of the Christian Church . Much valuable

light is thrown on the teaching of the Old and New Testament

Scriptures with regard to our High Priest in the heavenlies ;

while is conclusively shown that the idea of “human priests

offering in some sense & sacrifice in the Eucharist ” is abso .

lutely void of Scriptural warrant.

Burden -bearing and other papers. By John R. Palmer.

This Scriptural little brochure is worthy of careful attention ;

useful and interesting to all ; it is specially of Ivalue to those

weary, anxious, or troubled. The points mainly considered

are : ( 1 ) Christ bearing our burdens, (2 ) Our privilege of bearing

one another's burdens, (3 ) The burden of responsibility to God.

The brief papers on “The Good Shepherd ” and “The Gospel

and Romanism ," &c, are worthy of attention . The book may

be had of Mr. 'J. R. Palmer, 25, Albion Street, Brierley Hill

( Staffs).

CURRENT MONTHLIES .-From S. W. Partridge & Co. we

have - The Welcome, varied and interesting as usual : " What

Ragged Schools are Doing ,” and “ The Reformers,” strike ue as

specially good: The British Workman is above the need of

praise; while the Friendly Visitor, Family Friend, Children's

Friend, Infant's Magazine,and Band of Hope Review brim with

good things for the little ones.

From Home Words publishing office we have also a capital

budget. The Fireside, an admirable family magazine , Day of

Days and Home Words, interesting and varied, Fireside News

and Church of England Temperance Chronicle well fulfil their

special mission.

Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

the publishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48 , Paternoster Row ,

London, E.O., post free, for the published price. Full cash

discount for general book orders ,

13th-Prov. viii . 19-36

10th-Prov . iy. 1-13

REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

" Let your requests be made known to God . ”

11,112. For blegsing upon services by Mr W. Forbes in Paris,

11.113. For a sister in Christ sorely afflicted,

11,114 . For a mission in the West End, that much blessing may be

granted .

Donations Received .

PRISON MISSION.- The Company of Cutleri has sent a donation of

£10 103. to the Prison Mission (Mrs. Meredith's ) by Sir Robert Carden .

EVANGELISTIC Mission . --Mr. Hurditch desires to acknowledge from " A

Reader” £1 ; " One of the Least " ( food for the hungry ), 10s .

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelisation Boolety la prepared to sond quallfod Evangelista

to any partof Bagland, Scotlaod, aadWalos apon dao gotico, Apply
to Hon . Seoretary, 21, Burrey Street, Strand , W.C.

Y.M.C.A. (61), Gracechurch Street Branch.- Prayer Meeting ,

1.30 to 2.15 p.m. (Sat. ex) . Bible Study. Tue3., 6.15 p.m. Soldiers ,

Fri., 7p.m. Workers', Mon., 6.30 p.m. Service of dong with Gospel
address (for adults ) Lumbeth Rigged Schools, Fri. , at 8 pm . Services

at Y.M.O.A. Mission Hill, Melior Street, S.E. , nightly , 8 p.m. Gospel

Temperance Addresses at George Yard , Whitechapel, Mon. , 8.15 p.m.

Classes for rough lads,Mon. and Tours . , at 8 p.m.

Rev. E. Payson Hammbad's Forthcoming Missions are : Mrs.
Meredith's Conference Hall , Clapham . 23rd Jan. to 6th Feb. ; Finsbury

Park Y.M.C.A. , 6th Feb. to 19th Feb .; Hampstead Presbyterian Church ,

20th Feb. to 5th March ; Richmond, 6th March to 19th March .

Metropolitan Tabernacle, Newington Butts. 8.E. - Mrs. Allison will

give a series of Bible Redings every Sunday afternoon at three o'clock .
Alları heartily invited .

Mr. Gawin Kirkham's engagements for F -bruary :-4-6 , Brighton ;

7 , Wood Green ; 8, Bow ; 9 , Hastings; 10 , Bermondsey : 11 , Southsea ;

12. Carshalton ; 14, Dalston ; 15.16 , Bristol ; 17 , Clifton : 18 , Stapleton ;

19, Bath ; 20-26 , Suwbridgeworth , Herts,and neighbourhood .

Y.M.C.A., Exeter aall. – Rev. Ernest Boys, M.A., will commence a

series of Bible Lectures at 8 p.m., Thursday, Feb. 11th . “ Personal

Religion ; ” 18th , " Standing and Walking ; 25th, “ The Indwelling
Spirit ." Mar. 4th, “ The Christian's Hope. " A Lecture by Miss von

Tinkelstein , in the large hall , Feb. 17th , on " Life in the Holy Land,”

Doors openat 7.30, Lecture at 8 .

DIMNENS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequently

caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles . The Rev. Dr. Orowther, Hul

House, Ascot, writes : - " I cannot describe the comfort I derive from the
useof your glasses, both by day and night . I findnopain or weariness
as I used to ; and I have taken to reading books I had pat aside as too

trying for the opes on account of the smalingua of the type. " The late Sir
Julius Benedict wrote : - “ I have tried the principal opticians in London

without success , but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirablo ; the
clearners of yourglasses as compare iwithothers is really surprising,"
The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A. , Hon . Ca 101 Worcester Cathedral,

writos: -- " The spectaclesyou adapted are all I could degire, and myeyes

feel strong already. Ionly regretIdid not know of your exceedingall
years ago. -Mr. HENBYLAURANCE, F.8.8., Oculist. Optloian. la, OLD

BOND STREET, scientifically adapts his IMPROVED SPBOTAOLER
to assist and strengthen the woskast sights . Pannlat nontaininy sug .

gestions for the prouorurtion of sight free. BRANCHES . 6 ,Poultry,

E.C .;3.GuardianBuildings, Cross Street, MANCHESTER

and CorporationStreet ,BIRMINGHAM - ADPT .
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Educational.

Terms for Advertisements

"Word and Work . ”
COMBE DOWN SCHOOL,

BATH,

FOR SONS OF GENTLEMEN.

Principal : MR. W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

School) .

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.

Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations . The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.

Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air .

The School residence and premises lave been

certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa

tion .

References ,

Dr Baedeker, Weston - super -Mare .

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers.

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern.

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill , Esq ., Wimbledon .

H. Groves, Esq . , Kendal.

G. F. Trench, Esq ., Ardfert , Co. Kerry.

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL ,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANAGE, M.A.

Situations and Jppointments.

A YOUNG LADY desires an engagement

either as Junior Governess, Useful Companion ,

or Clerk. Neighbourhood of Hackney or North

London preferred . Good pianist ; highest refer.
ences. A. B., care of Messrs. Shaw & Co. , 48 ,

Situations
Paternoster Row , E.C.

VACANT OR WANTED : WANTED, by Farmer's Daughter, situs

tion as Nursery Governess , to teach one or two

Apartments
children , Church of England. Good reference .

Apply M. B. , Charlton , Banbury.

WANTED OR TO LET.
HOUSEKEEPER , widow of professional

Educational.
man , experienc -d , desires a position in a small

house where servant is kept. References ex

changed . J. E. , 31 , New Bailey Street , Man

Articles for Sale. chester .

USEFUL COMPANION .-- A young

lady requires situation as above ; domesticated ;

This paper banng a large and increasing cir good needlewoman ; salary not so much object

culation amongst Christians ofall denominations as comfortable home. Address A. B. C., 3, Oxtord

formas an excellent medium for Educational and Road , Bournemouth .
other Announcements .

YOUNG LADY, age 20 , seeks engagement

The Terms are very moderate , viz .: Misce)

laneous in small Type ,29.60. for 30 words or less ,
as Ladies' Maid, who hasserved timein millinery

and 6d for everyadditional line of 8 words or
and dressmaking . Good character. W., 1 , Netley

under,
Villas , Shanklin.

COOK wanted, very good plain , willing to
A reduction for a series of six Insertions and take a little housework ; a total abstainer : an

apwards. Front Page, and other special posi

tions, by arrangement.

( arly riser ; clean and obliging ; age from 30 to

40 ; small family, comfortable place. Address

Mrs. Snell , Windlesham , Bournemouth ,

Advertisements received after 11 o'clock on Mon *

day cannot appear until the following week .
GOODGENERAL SERVANT wanted

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom in a small family, Plain cooking. Good cha

panied by Post Office Order or Cheque, payable
racter indispensable. Another kept. Apply by

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F.BHAW & Co. letter to Mrs. D. C. Bostock , Meadowcroft,

Amounts under 25. 60. may be sent in Halfpenny Bexley , Kent.

Stamps.

GENERAL SERVANT WANTED .

ENGLISH AND EUROPEAN
Clean and willing . Aged 22 to 26 . Comiortabie

home. Country girl would do if strong. H., 172,

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Euston Road ( facing 8t. Pancras Church ), N.N.

26 Weeks 62 Weeks
COOK WANTED , aged over 30 ; also a£ 1. d , £ B. d .

I copy and Postage 0 3 5 0 6 10 Kitchenmald , who understands her work . Apply

2 Copies 0 6 10 ... 0 13 8 to the Matron , Emanuel School, Wandsworth

0 10 6 1 1 0 Common , Clapham Junction Station.

0 12 13 1 5 8

and reduced Postage 0 17 6 ... i 150
1 4 0 2 8 0

( Including Double Numbers.) Spartments, &r.

"WORD AND WORK " TRALEE (Bournemouth ).-To be let
Furnished in Apartments, detached

k Published overy Thursday, Price One Henny.

Orders should be sent to any local Bookseller or

residence, situated in one of the loveliest parts of

Bournemouth , on the West Cliff, close to sea and

Newsagent . If difficultyis experienced in ob

taining copiesthus,theycan behaddirect from
pier. Contains three reception rooms,ten bed

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the

rooms, and usual offices ; recommendedby two

following rates, Payablein Advance.
resident doctors. Seven guineas per week .

" WORD AND WORK " may now be purchased MARGATE (Cliftonville ).- To Christian

# all Railway Stations. We would, therefore, workers or others . - Board and residence , upon

suggest that Christian friends when travelling moderate terms, in private family (large house

might help our circulation,by purchasinga few facing sea ) , Saturday to Monday, ICs. 60 .

copies at the Bookstalls, to distribute in the P.F.G., 2 , Lancaster Flace , Margate.

carriages.

HASTINGS (89, Wellington Square).

Board and Residence .-The widow of a clergyman

OPFIOBS: 48. PATERNOSTAR ROW. E.O. receives a few ladiesand gentlemen into her
comfortable home. Terms moderate . London

references . Saturday till Monday, 10s. 6d .

BOARD and RESIDENCE for ladies

in one of the best situations, near parish church

and Downs. Terms moderate. Home comforts.

AN
Principal, 23, Richmond Terrace, Clifton , Bristol.

ORIGINAL

BRIGHTON . Apartments, well and

EXPOSITION OF comfortably Furnished . Scrupulously clean ,

THE BOOK OF PPSALMS excellent cowking and attendance. Terms

ASSMORE +ALABASTER.PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS.E.

moderate . Close to West Pier . Miss Anderson ,

23 , Cannon Place, Brighton .

PHYSIOLOGICAL ARTOFNEVER FORGETTING APARTMENTS (comfortable).- With or
Mesonics. His method is physiological andscientificin

_DR whildren.Paldž,Brooke Road, Stoke Newington

memory JUDAH P. BENJAMIN , (near Rectory Road Station, G.E.R.)Q.C. " It isa perfect memory sys.
tem ," - The Weekly Budget . " By its
instrumentality I mastered an ab
struseand extensiveWork of Science

APARTMENTS FURNISHED.

in one reading . If I had read it100 Bitting-room and bed -rooms. Central position .

times by mynaturalmemory Icould Good cookingand attendaoce. Ter ins moderate

that yearMethod is really theinstantaneousArt ofLearningMON, Esq . " Every dayI am a proof 26, Brunswick Square, W.C.

MARGATE.-- LADIES' SCHOOL, Great

educational advantages and careful home.

Vacancy for Studeut Teacher . Premium .

Address Principal, Branscombe House.

A WIDOW LADY offers a comfortable

Komo, with education , totwo orthree little girls ,

Terms£ 20 per annum ; good reference. Address

O., Office of Word and Work, 48 , Paternoster Row .

...
4

6 .
!

. or

CHELTENHAM . Ladies Collegiate

School , Ormond Terrace. Professors attend

daily . Preparation for exams. Modern prin .

ciples taught . Health v locality . Home comforts.

Boarders' terms from 25 guineas per annum .

EDUCATION for the Daughters of Gen

tlemen , Glen Lyon , West Hill, Sydenham .

Principal , Miss Sykes. English and foreign re

sident Governesses . Pupils prepared fur the

Cambridge Local Examinations.

1

EPILEPTIC FITS !

ΑΙ
LL PERSONS BUFFERING FROM EPI
LEPBY should SEND Name and Address to

JAMES OSBORNE , MEDICAL PHARMACY .

ASHBOURNE, who will forward , freeofcharge.
full particulars (with Testimonials) of the inost

successful remedy ever discovered for this dis
tressing malady , Reference permitted to the

Rev. J. BAKER, M.A. , 254 , Plymouth Grove,
Manchester.

SPURGEON'S

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS

CIOTH 87

EACH

T
R
E
A
S
U
R
Y

O
F

D
A
V
I
D

BUNTER'S

Cures Toothache, prevents Decay,saves

Extraction, 1s . 13d. of all Chemists.

NERVINE,

MEMORY

SUCCESS

-
AND

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS .

Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds .

" DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN

10 Seter Forgetting ."-L'ABBE
MALATRAY

. " As to the ' Neveruz! I quite agree with the justice of the claim ." - MAJOR

Baum und Private Pupils, Prospectus
post free from

BOARD and RESIDENCE , 40, Guil

IL NICHOLSON . Great inducements oucorrespondence and cheerful e society. Large and smail
rooms,

PBOT.LOISETTE,87, New Oxford Street,London , Moderate terms. Private English family.

CURED . "

Sir,-Mysale for your " Cura for Deafness
increases , A man here who has been deaf

Forty years, has had his hearing restored by it .

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch .

18. 11d. per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps, from

Edwin J. Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury.
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Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen.

CONSUMPTION,
CHRONIC BRONCHITIS ,

AND ALL

OTHER CHEST DISEASES.

R E AD

Five Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets.
12 ,000 smacksmon are engaged all the year round in providing our tables

with fish . These men , who for us tail through furious blast and sleety
storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them , to the

pitiless waves , that markets at home may be well supplied - may rightly

claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and so highly

prize .

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoning
love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours, afford
iog relief in case of sickness and injury, and cheering and brightening call
and monotonous lives by their presence and ministry .

" The Mission Smacks are doing in the North Sea a grand work , wothr
of the support of a great maritimenation like England ; and I believe tha!

the results of their effort, great as they are in the present, will, if on

supported liberally by the public , be of untold value in the future."
Edward Birkbeck , Esq ., M . P .

FONDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Society to place a Mission
Vessel with every fleet .

B . J . MATHER, Director,

181. Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge), E .C .

MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK ,
81XPENCE, POST FREE.

OrLarge Edition (oloth) for 1s. 3d.

SIXTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK ”

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN
THIS MATTER.

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENT CASE , NOT PUB .

LISHED BEFORE , in this journal EVERY WEEK,

Published Monthly, price Id .

BIBLE LIGHT
FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS.

(UNSECTARIAN .)
Word and Work of Jan . 14th says : - " Those in search of hints and good

Bible notes will value this little monthly , throwing, as it does , light an
dificult points in a brief and pithy style calculated to prove exceedingle

helpful to Bib . e students and Christian workers "

LONDON : JOHN F . SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E .C.

CHRONIC COUGU and INCIPIENT PHTHISIS.

CASE of Mr. J . G . HODGINS, 47, Nelson Strett,

TRALEE.

When this patient commenced with my treatment he was in valided at

Bournemouth . He had severe chronic cough , with yellow and green

expectoration . He had lost much flesh . He had obtained the best advice

that hitherto bad comewithin his reach , but from which (as he says iu a

recent letter ), " I never got a bit of good .”

I cannot give the date of his coinmencement, as he was supplied with
medicine at various times through a Mr. Freeman, wbo largely used aud
recommended it ; but it was in the early part of 1885 .

On referring to the correspondence, I see in a letter of his, dated May

18th , he says : - ' I am glad to say I have got so well as to leave Bourne .

mouth and get home again . Your medicine bas done me a very great

amount of good ."

In July he says : - " The cough and expectoration is a mere nothing now .

My weighthas gone up from ten stones and half a pound to ten stones and

twelve and a halt pounds - heavier than I ever was in my life ."

In August he says : - " You will be glad to hear I have no cough and ex
pectoration now . I intend continuing yourmedicine though for sometime

to come. "

October 20th he writes : - " I am thankful to say I am quite well now . "

Ho confirms this by his local doctor' s opinion . A trifling pain under the

alder (the only divergence from a state of perfect healtb , was referred

to some slight dyspepsia ouly , by the same authority .

D -cember 16th he writes : - " You will be pleased to hear that I continu :

CASE FOR THIS WEEK .
NEW VOLUME OF

CASE of Mr. J. G. HODGINS, 47,Nelson Street, ««W aril gull W ork "

FOR 1885 , .

NOW READY,

Handsomely bound in cloch gilt,

Red edges, price 6s. 6d.

Subscribers wishing to have their numbers for last year bound,
can obtain handsome Cases as prepared for the l'olumes, cloth ,

gilt lettered , Price 2s.

Back numbers of last year to complete sets can be supplied.

well . "

Mrs. PENNEFATHER 'S Poems.
SONGS OF THE PILGRIM LAND. Small 4to,

cloth extra, price Five Shillings. A choice and appropriato
present for this season .

“ A volume that will live and soon become as well known to the Christia

public as are the poemsof the late Miss Elliott aud Miss Harergal." - ENGLISH
Churchman ,

NOTE . - Days of Consultation . - TUESDAY,
THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.
New Volumeby Rev. C . H .WALLER, M .A.,

Principalof the London College of Divinity .
EVERYDAY LIFE ; or, The Uneventful Journey.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, price Three Shillingsand Sixpence .

BY THE SAME AUTHOR .

“ WHEN YE PRAY ; " or, Lessons on Prayer. Crowli

8vo, cloth extra , price Three Shillings and Sixpence.

" An exposition of the Lord's Prayer which is truly an aid to devotion."
-- Edinburgh Daily Review .

“ Truly original, and both scholarly and evangelical." — The Christian .

PRODUCE

FOGS AND DAMPAIR

CATARRH, COUGHS, HOARSENESS.
THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COLDS, COUGHS, & c .,

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR .
In Bottles, 1s. 14d.,2s. 93., 4s. 6d., and 11s.

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.

IS

New Volume by Rev. W . H . M . H .AITKEN ,MA.

THE REVEALER REVEALED. The Manifestations

of Christ to and in His Disciples. Crown 8vo, cloth extru ,

price Three Shillings,

NEW EDITIONS BY SAME AUTHOR .
NEWNESS OF LIFE . Crown 8vo , cloth extra , price

Three Shillings.

AROUND THE CROSS . Crown 8vo , cloth extra, price
Three Shillings.

London : JOHN F . SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row.

London : J. F . SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row , E . O .
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THE CRY OF THE CHILDREN. The Church Parochial Mission Society,
21, JOHN STREET, ADELPHI, W .c .

A THANKSGIVING MEETING

The Committee of the
will (D . V .) be held in

WILLIS 'S ROOMS, 26 , King St., St. James' s ,

RAGGED SCHOOL UNION On FRIDAY, February 19th , 1886 , at 7 p .m .,

To welcome the Rev . W . HAY AITKEN on his return from America .

earnestly APPEAL for additional AID in support of the Chairman - The Right Hon . the EARL OF ABERDEEN.

180 Ragged SchoolMissions of the Metropolis. These build All are cordially invited .

ings are planted in the poorest districts, and are used for

Sunday and Bible Schools, Day and Infant Free Schools,

Week -night Schools for Rough Lads and Girls, Industrial Conference on the Second Coming
Classes, Gospel Mission Services, Mothers' Meetings, Ragged

Churches, Bands of Hope, Crèches, and numerous other of our Lord ,

agencies for the benefit of the poor children and their specially for consideration of Christian unity and

parents, work in the light of its nearness,

: Much is done, too , in home visitation , in clothing the WILL BE HELD (D . v.) IN THE

ragged , and feeding the starving, and a country cottage is

provided for the weakly or convalescent. Contributions will
ALEXANDRA HALL , BLACKHEATH ,

be thankfully received by the Secretary , ON WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, 171h and 18th FEBRUARY.

JOHN KIRK , Exeter Hall, W . C . :
Afternoon Meetings, 3 o 'clock .

or by the Bankers, Messrs. Barclay, Bevan, & Co., 54, Evening Meetings, 7. 30 o'clock.
Lombard Street, E . C . Several well-known speakers will take part.

SHAFTESBURY MEMORIAL FUND

In aid of Jews in the Holy Land, to enable them to obtain a livelihood by agricultural

and other industry.

-

The LATE PRESIDENT, LORD SHAFTESBURY, expressly sanctioned the above, and settled

the title when lately presiding, for the last time, in Committee .

Hon . Treasurer - R . C . L . BEVAN , Esq .

Donations received by the Bankers, Messrs. Drummond & Co., Charing Cross, S. W . ; Messrs. Barclay,

Bevan, Tritton , & Co., 54, Lombard Street, E . C . ; The Bank of England ; The Royal Bank of Scotland ; The

Provincial Bank of Ireland .

Secretary - E . A . FINN.

Office : 41, Parliament Street, Westminster, S . W .

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION |

OF THE GOSPEL AMONG THE JEWS.

RMY SCRIPTURE READERS' AND

SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY .

4 , TRAFALGAR SQUARE, CHARING CROSS, W .c .

President - General Sir A . J . Lawrence, K . C. B .This Society undertakes a work beyond the aim and capability of

Orary Alesionary Societies. It is founded on an unsectarian basis , and

reve .vts lis supyut'u from Christians of all denominations. Its Committee

Asents being to several Christian bodies , and its Honorary Secretaries

We A . DAPRIK , U . W ., and J. A . KIGG , D . D .
IL as upwards or lw who carry the Gospel to the Jews in England ,

wy . Geruany, Switzerland, Austria , Russia , and Turkey . Tracts and

copeds of the scriptures are circulated . Many Jews bave by this Society

Den led to believe that Jesus is the Ubrist ." Much good has been dono

atbe bousands of Jews in London by theMissionaries , by the House

Car, and by the new Mission House , with its important Medical Missions.

Increased funds are urgently needed , and will be thankfully received by

Ilie Seerttary , Rev . J . LUXLUP, at the Office , 96 , Great Russell Street ,

Biosansbury , iwudun .

Sole object of the Society , to spread the saving knowledge of Christ

among our soldiers. There are now eighty - seven Scripture readers on this

lists of the Society , ofwhom eighteen are abroad and sixty -nine at home.

Oontributions will be thucıkfully received by the Treasurer , V . G , M . Holt,

Esq ., 17, Whitehall Place : by Colonel Sandwith , Hon . Sec. ; or by the

Secretary , Mr. W . A . Blake, at the Offices of the Society .

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.
Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST,

SEADUSLog in 1884 , for the purpose of affording instruction in the

para w Women Aud Giris, of all agor and nanks, in Zonadas,

NO , wdschools , in Ana and Alrich .

ortasy, Xin WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge Bond, London , B. W .
Men , with lawn TARQUIAR. 00. 16 , Bt. Jamu Street,

hw

Extra flexible , silk sewedt, in best Bagstermorocco , kid -lined , elastic band ,

With full helps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band. From 4s.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED ,

16 , PATERNOSTER -ROW , LONDON,

WORD AND WORK Will be sent by the Publishers Post-trog to any addresg in the Kingdom for Twelve Months for Ⓡs. 100 .
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Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .
Just Published .

A BOOK FOR THE TIMES.

(Cloth extra, Is . 62.)

OLD -FASHIONED TRUTHS for

NEW -FASHIONED TIMES.

By J. C. CROXFORD.

" We warmly commend the book ." — Word and Work.

Five Muslon Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets .

12,000smacksmen are engaged all the year round inproviding our tables

with fish . These men, who for ustoil through furious blast and sleety

storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them , to the

pitiless waves , that markets at home may be well supplied - mayrightly

claim some small share in the privilegesweso richlyenjoy and so highly

prize.

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGHTHE PRESENCEOF THE
MISSION VESSELS

carryingto the fishermenthe message of Divine mercy and pardoning
love, bringing the pleasure ofbooksto while away the wearyhours, afford

ing relief in case of sickness and injury, and cheering and brightening dull

and monotonous lives by theirpresence and ministry.

“The Mission Smacks are doing in the North Sea a grand work, worthy

of tho support of a great maritime nation likeEngland; and I believe that

the results of theireffort, greatas they are in the present,will,ifonly
supported liberallyby thepublic , beof untoldvalue in the future."
Edward Birkbeck, Esq ., M.P.

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Society to place a Mission

Vessel with every fleet.

E. J. MATHER , Director,
181, Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ), E.O.

LONDON : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO. ,

Or of the Author, Mr. Croxford , Harrold, Bedford , postage free.

And of any Bookseller.

L

Published Monthly, price Id.

BIBLE LIGHT

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS.

(UNSECTARIAN .)
Word and Work of Jan , 14th says : - “ Those in search of hints and good

Bible notes will value this little monthly , throwing, as it does, light on
dificult points in a brief and pithy style calculated to prove exceedingly

helpful to Bible students and Ohristian workers ."

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

ADIES of decided piety, sound in doctrine, evangelical

members of the Church of England, in good health, not

under twenty-one, nor above thirty years of age, and with some

means of their own , are earnestly invited to offer themselves

for foreign missionary work . The fields are white unto the

harvest, and the cry for more labourers is very urgent. Will

not the love of Christ constrain some to respond to this

call ?

Address, giving the name of an evangelical clergyman as &

referee, to X. Y. Z., care of Messrs. Shaw & Co. , 48, Pater

noster Row , E.C.

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL,

BATH,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Principal: MR. W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

Bchool),
DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST ,

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.

Pupils areprepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.
Combe Down , at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for itsfine, bracing air.

The School residence and premises have been

cortified by the Bath House Banitation Associa

tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super -Mare .

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers.

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern.

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

H. Groves, Esq .,Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry .

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

PUBLICATIONS. NORTHWEST LONDON

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

9, The Crescent,Leighton Grove, N.W.

The Second Advent and
PRESIDENT - JOHN OHAMBERS, Esq.

This Ohoir has been formed for the purpose

ofassistingany Evangelistic offort ,and for the
Millennial Reign of the purpose of conducting short “ Gospel Song

Missions,” as occasion may offer,

The services of thechoir arequitegratuitous.
LORD JESUS CHRIST. All applications should

be made to Mr. J. Bate

man , 72 , Twisden Road , Highgate Road, N.W.
An Epitome of Prophetic Truth , ENGAGEMENTS :

Monthly Practice, Leighton Hall, Saturday,
24 pages, post free two stamps, of S. J. PRATT, February 13th , 6.30 .

26 , Annandale Road , East Greenwich, London . Malden Hali, Kentish Town, February 15th

to 27th , 8.0 p.m, each day.

FRESH SPRINGS FROM THE

WOORDOE THE LORD:- Scripture HARMONIUMS PANDA AMERICAN

hospital. Large type, 16 pp ., printed
Instruments for school and home use . Are mar

in blue ink on fine tinted sight-pre vellous for tone and workmanship . 3 stops, £ 5:

5 stops, £ 6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of
serving paper, suitable for invalids and every description . Pianofortes from £ 15.

aged readers . Works, 206, Jubilee Street , London , E.

No. 1. - Weariness and Rest.

2. - God's Way Better than My FURNITURE - NORMAN &

Way. BTACEY'S HIRE - PURCHABE BYBTEM COM

3.-Cloudsand Sunshine . mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary;

4. - Trying andChastening. Part I.
It combines real economy onsoundcommercial

-God's Discipline . principles, with strictly private arrangements,

5. - Tryingand Chastening. Part without the objectionable formalities

II . - For our Profit. dealers and others. Payments can extend over

Price ONE PENNY each , or 1s. per dozen . 1, 2, or8 years . The 60 wholesale firmsembrace

the bestmanufacturers, who have large stocks

for selection . Intending purchasereshould call
“ CAN YOU UNDO ? " Thoughts for personally , or send_for particulars.-Ofices. 79,

Young Men and Women . By the Rev. Queen Viotorla Bt.. E.o., and 121, 1 x Mall , 8.W

A. A. RAMSEY. 16 pp. , illustrated, 6d,

per dozen .

TRUST IN JESUS. Floral Tracts for

Children , with chromo on first page .

By Rev. E. Payson HAMMOND, M.A. COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS

Packets 1 and 2, 6d. each , CLOTH 8/2,

EACH ORIGINAL

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT, STIRLING. EXPOSITION OF

THE BOOK OF.PSALMSLondon : 8. W. Partridge & Co.

PASSMORE+ ALABASTERPATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS E.

of

B !

SPURGEON'S

ESTABLIBABD 1861 ,

I R K B E C K BANK

Boathampton Bulldings, Chancery Lano.
THREE porCENT. ' INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS , repayable on demand .
TWO per CENT. INTEREST on OURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly

balancos, wbon notdrawn below £ 50 .
The Bank undertakes for its Customers , troo of

abargo, tko opstody of Doods, Writingu, and other

Seourities and Valuablos; thocolleotion of Bille of

Izobango, Dividends, andCoupons ; and thepur

abuso and salo of Stocks Bharos, and Annuities .

Letters ofOredit and Circular Notosiuuoa .

THB BIRKBROK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, post free, on application .
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

Tho Birkbook BuildingSociety'sAnnual

Receipts exceed FiveMillions .

COW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOB

D
A
V
I
D

AN

T
R
E
A
S
U
R
Y

O
F

HE ANCHORAGE,

THE
.indiato Posiosion and po Rent to pay. Apply at

The Office of the BIRKBICK BUILDDIGSOCIETY29,
Southampton Buildings ubaccory Lane .
TOW TO PUROHASE A PLOT OF

HEBREWS vi. 19.

To Shelter Young Women (other

wise respectable) lately Fallen into

Sin .

HºMANDO POR AIVASHIALINEST PEE FORrulesofadmissiontotheAnchorage

MEMORY

SUCCESS

NONTH , with immediate possession , either for

Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the

Omico ofthe BORK BECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

M above .

The Birkbeok Almanack , with full particulan ,

on application,
FRANCIB BAVBNBOBOFT, Manager ,

House,and for the particulars of its work , and

for TRAINBD BERVANTS, apply (by letter only )

to Mrs. H. STUART -WORTLEY ( President of the

Ladies' Committee), Rosslyn House, Grove End

Road , N.W., London ; and to whom , or to any

memberof committee, subscriptions may be sent,

or to Editor, Word and Work ,

ThePHYSIOLOGICAL ART OF NEVER FORGETT
-unlike Mnemonics. " His

methodisphysiological and scientithe highest degree ." - DR . WILSON . Prof. Loisette gaveme

memory ." JUDAH P.BENJA
Q.C. " It is a perfect memor

tem ." - The Weekly Bulpel. "
instrumentality mastered
struseandextensiveWork of SeAND
inone reading . If I had read
times by mynaturalmemory !
nothave known it so well."
MON , Esq . " Every day I am ato myself that your Method is really the instantaneous Art of Les

and Never Forgetting." - LABBEMALATRAY. " As to the

Torgetting,' I quite agree with the justice of the claim ."

REY . WY . NICHOLSON . Great Inducements to correspondesse

Once Classes and Private Pupils. Prospectus post tree trom
PBOT. LOISETTE, 87 New Oxford Street London
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God our one anxiety should be to understand and

accept the revelation . By all means let us take care

not to listen to the voice of any pretender, but so

soon as we recognise the presence of God it becometh

us to “ take the shoes off our feet , for the place on

which we stand is holy ground ." The grandest efforts

of human genius, whether scientific , or philosophic

or poetic, are justly subject to criticism , and in

process of years may be very variously judged ; THE

SAYINGS OF GOD EMBODIED

VOLUME ARE TRUSTWORTHY FOR ALL TIME .

TRUE
IN AN INSPIRED

N

IS TO-DAY'S SCIENCE FINAL ?

OW, what is the assumption common to the three

PREMIER_PHYSIOLOGIST-PROFESSOR, disputants, which is neither reverent, nor, shall

N all the controversies which have been waged we venture to write it scientific . It is, in plain words .

so fiercely between Naturalists and Theologians THE FINALITY AND PERFECTNESS OF TO-DAY'S SCIENCE ,

there has been one primal assumption on both sides, We are not charging the three learned men with the

which, in the interest of truth , merits exposure. We folly of holding such a belief, we believe they would

find a very good illustration of it in the " triangular unite in repudiating it ; nevertheless, it underlies the

duel " carried on in the pages of the Nineteenth whole argument of each one of them. Why is Mr.

Century. First Mr. Gladstone appears on the stage ,
Gladstone so desirous in his first paper to bring out

and professes to find evidence of the Bible's inspiration the harmony between the Bible and current science ,

in the wondrous agreement he discovers between its
if there be not an acceptance of present knowledge

statements and the most recent discoveries of science , as absolute and complete ?
Why does Professor

Then Professor Huxley , in quick response to the Huxley so boldly proceed to discredit revelation by con

challenge, declares it is only possible to find even the fronting it with the alleged advanced thought of

appearance of concord by harking back on scientific naturalists if he be not assured of the infallibility of

statements made, perhaps, half a century ago . After his fellow -scientists to-day ? And why does Professor

him appears Professor Drummond, who meets the Drummond propound the “ baby-talk theory ” if he be

physiologist with a smart tu quoque, asserting his not confident that the scientific theories which contra

knowledge of theology to be as antiquated as the dict the creation narrative are as settled as certitude

knowledge of science evidenced by the Prime can make them ? Indeed, the whole controversy has

Minister. And the happy alliance proposed now is
been raised by, while it has also rested on , this assump

between modern scientific theology on the one hand and tion , an assumption which is as unworthy as it is

Nineteenth Century science on the other. It is alleged, untrue. First came the men of science with their

and the evidence is at hand in a recent commentary on
alleged discoveries. Then came the theologians with

Genesis, that there is no pretence of accuracy or exact
their schemes of reconciliation . Quietly accepting as

ness in the Bible history of creation, and consequently science, assertions which time has often proved to be

the Evolution theory has the whole field to itself. baseless, they have endeavoured to twist or turn

Scripture does not contradict science , for although it
either the Hebrew or English text into some form

opens with a reasoned narrative of stages in creative
of accord with them . And lastly, the critics, finding

work, we have mistaken its meaning by taking it
the hope of reconciliation gone, reduce the history to

seriously, and we must amend our ways by reading prattle, and gravely tell us there is nothing on the

it as simply a nursery rhyme well adapted to in
side of theology which needs to be reconciled.

Has it never entered into the minds of such dis
struct the intelligence of the infant mind.

To us who have not yet acquired the art of treating putants that there is one other position , though it

after this cavalier fashion a Divine revelation the has been strangely overlooked ? The wrong as

irreverence of this niethod seems only equalled by its sumption, as we have pointed out , is the supposed

ignorance. If there be any real inspiration in the Bible, perfectness of science ; the right assumption which

whether of the old kind, with which we are familiar, ought fairly to be made in every case is its imperfectness.

or of the new kind , with which modern criticism is Even the memory of half a century can recall changes

saxious to acquaint us , it is our sole duty to listen and
of a most formidable kind in the creed of science. Will

karn . Whenthe voice is recognised as the voice of the next half-century be more fixed in its faith ?
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SPECULATION IS NOT SCIENCE .
with which Genesis opens does not affect the founda

WE
E have repeatedly insisted on the changing tions of faith. What does it matter, they say, whether

aspect of scientific thought . New facts may or not the record be mythical or real ? The doctrine

at any time be found , which must compel the of salvation , through a suffering Substitute , remains

abandonment of accepted theories . New modes of
still untouched . Even if it were so, is it not evident

interpreting facts already familiar may, in like that if any part of the Record be treated as mythical,

manner, give rise to formulas essentially different from the authority of the volume from which alone we gain

those already received. No one ought to know this
all our knowledge of the Divine will and work must

better than the student of the historical development
be shaken ? To accept the Bible as it stands, and to

of science. Nevertheless each novel hypothesis, even
interpret it with the sagacity of a faith informed by

before it has gained full credit within scientific circles, the Spirit of God, is at least an intelligible position.

is hastily pressed forward in disparagement of faith . But if we begin to separate it, according to our own

We remember vividly how the romance contained in
judgment, into fables and facts, where is the process

The Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation was
to take end ? For aught we know, it may continue

employed after this fashion. The book gained con
until we are left embracing a cloud.

siderable notoriety, and passed through several
The claim which the Bible makes consistently

editions. Yet to-day we know no naturalist of throughout is a claim to implicit faith . It speaks

any standing who would consent to be its sponsor. with a regal voice from the throne of Heaven. It

And although there are not a few who attach great may come to us through human channels ; it is none

importance to Darwinism , there are not many who the less the river of God. Holy men have been

would risk their fame by asserting it to be the final
moved to write it ; the Motor has always been the

solution of the problem with which it deals . To all prac

Holy Ghost. The speech has been in sundry times

tical purpose its proofs are neither more nor less than
and diverse manners ; the august Speaker has ever

those adduced in the first instance by its author. It is
been God Himself. Hein times past spoke unto the

based on possibilities and probabilities which have not

yet been ascertained to be processes actually existent. spoken unto us by His Son. The New York Indepen

fathers by the prophets, and in these last days hath

Since it was advanced there has been no lack of eager dent,which is certainly not noted for narrowness, is

students looking intently for evidence whereby they firm in its testimony to this fact :

might exalt the theory into law, but it remains a

theory still. It is possible to conceive the slow trans
Theologians have, first and last, written a great many essays

and treatises on the subject of inspiration. And yet, as a

formation of one species into another ; the record of matter of fact, there are no statementson this subject clearer

the change has been sought for in vain, both among and simpler than those which the Bible itself supplies. We

prefer these statements to any others. “ God ," says Paul ,

living forms and buried fossils. Yet the main quarrel * who at sundry times and in divers manners spake in time past

with Scripture is because it does not lend support to
unto the fathers by the prophets, hath in these lastdays spoken

unto us by His Son." Here is inspiration on its Divine side.

a speculation which the whole realm of nature has God does the speaking through agencies of His own selection ;

hitherto refused to confirm . and if so, then man's province is to do the hearing and the

believing. “ Holy men of God," says Peter, “ spake as they

We must repeat again what we have said more were moved by the Holy Ghost." Here is inspiration on its

than once, that we do not trouble ourselves in the human side . " Holy men ofGod " did the speaking, but they

least about contradictions of the Bible which appear

were moved by the Holy Ghost in what they said . " Which

things we also speak,” says Paul, “ not in the words

in the progress of discovery which is confessedly far which man's wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost

from complete. Nor are we in any degree jealous of
teacheth . ” These three passages contain an inspired state

ment of inspiration. They connect the authority of God

it. We are willing to respect students of nature so with the truth of the things spoken. The Bible, as a record,

long as they work within their own sphere, and we

by this authority becomes the Word of God. We receive

it and believe it because God is the Author. Reason never

take a real interest in their advance even though it acts more reasonably than when it believes God . His

be wavelike; but we refuse to accept the opinions of the
Word is always good for all that it affirms. There is no

sounder or safer position for human thought than to receive

day as authoritative for all tiine . Nor, we confess, this Word. We must do so in order to feel its force or get from

can we see any reason for looking with suspicion on it the comforts which it is suited to impart. He who cavils

with this Word is engaged in very poor business for his own

a Book which has stood the test of eighteen centuries, comfort. He will not, while in this position , be sanctified or

and which has, until now, remained unimpeached by saved by it .

a single Fact, because forsooth a novel fancy which So far as it goes this statement is sound and satis.

pretends to account for the facts, but with which the factory . We have noquarrel with general allegations

facts themselves are not yet proven to agree, chooses
about the human element in the Bible if it be at the

to discredit it . The time is yet far distant when a
same time honestly and distinctly confessed to be of

Divine authority and authorship. But we can never

science even worthy to be brought into the presence
consent to allow its heavenly origin to be obscuredor

of the Bible is likely to be in the possession of man. kept out of sight. For it is on this, and on this only,

its supreme sovereignty rests. It claims and merits
THE HOLY GHOST SAITH.

absolute submission, because it is, in a unique sense,

OME thoughtless people are ready, in the
the Word of the living God. No attempt to define

interests of peace, to sacrifice the plain mean its position is worthy of being listened to for a

ing of certain portions of Scripture. According to moment if this be not clearly and constantly ad.

their notion the truthfulness of narratives such as that mitted , Yet there is no factor in its production more

So
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Workers for Christ.

I"

commonly, and wemay add more consistently, ignored

in current discussion.

We are continually hearing of Moses, or David , or
Lessons from an Ancient Servant.

Isaiah, or John, or Paul ; seldom, if ever, of the BY REV. E. A. STUART.

Holy Ghost. Is this reasonable ? Surely , whatever
( Concluded from Page 90. )

character may be stamped on the revelation by the

haman personality through which it comes, its real N° proceeding withour lessonsfromFliezer, notice in

value and its sovereign authority is determined by its

Divine inspiration. Be the writer on earth who he

forth on his errand. “ O Lord God of my master Abraham ,

may, the message itself proceeded direct from the

I pray Thee, send me good speed this day,and show kindness

unto'my master Abraham .” We have seen his prudence ; see

throne of God . here his prayerfulness. So must it be with us ; we must go

Notesfor Bible Reading.

forth in prayer. It has been said that Nehemiah's builders

must have built the wall very nearly on their knees ; so must

The Written Word. our work for God be done upon our knees. The work which

I. WHAT IS THE WORD ? we are bound to do must be begun, carried on , and ended in

is the Word of God 1 Thess . ii 13. prayer. Let us remember, in this bustling age of restless

Inspired 2 Tim . iii . 16 , 17 ; activity, if we areto be successful workers, we must find time

2 Pet . i . 20 , 21 for communion with our God. While going out to the work ,

2. A lamp for guidance - Psa. cxix. 105

“Thy word have I hid in my heart ,

while engaged in the work, and while returning from the

that Imight not sin against Thee . "
work we must ever be instant in prayer and supplication.

Psa. cxix . 105

3. The Christian's weapon
Eph . vi . 7 a Definite Request.

Example Luke iv. 1.14

II. WHAT DOES ir Do ?
And notice the definiteness of this prayer. We need such

1. Make wise unto salvation -
2 Tim. iii . 14 a reminder to-day. How many prayers seem to go all round

2. By it we are born again John iii . 3,5 ; Jas . the world, andyet ask nothing in particular ! In evangelistic

i . 18 ; 1 Pet. i. 2 . work, as in all else, we want definiteness. “ O Lord, give

3. Nourished 1 Pet . ii . 2 ; Heb. blessing this day ” to this one or that one ; let us bring our

v. 12-14 hearers definitely before the Lord , that He would make each

Built up by it Acts xx. 32

4. Cleansed by it

one willing to obey the call.

John xv. 3 ; Eph . v. Then let our prayers be uttered with an eye to the Master's

25 , 26 ; 1 Pet. i . 22

5. Sanctified by it -

honour and the Master's glory. The servant of Abraham did

John xvii . 17

6. Cuts adversaries Heb . iv . 22
not ask that he might be successful, but that God would show

7. Only appeal to unconverted

kindness to his master Abraham. It is not- " glorify me,"

Luke xvi . 27-31 ;

Rom . x . 17
but “ honour my master.” So must we seek definitely for

III . WHY SHOULD WE USE IT ?
blessing in order that Christ may be glorified through His

1. (a) Because it is such a weapon and
own Word being blessed in the bringing to Him of souls.

( ) Never wears out or becomes dull 1 Pet . i . 23 , 25

2. Prepares for work 2 Tim , iii . 17
The Servant's Zeal.

3. Brings results Psa. cxxyi. 6 ; Isa . III . We have seen his prudence and prayerfulness, and

lv, 7 now in the seventeenth verse let us notice his zeal, “ The

The seed is the word Luke viii. 2 servant ran to meet her.” There is a time to pray, and there

4. Not one word hath failed
Josh. xxiii . 14 ; 1 is a time to run . There was a time when the children of

Kings viii. 56 Israel were to “ stand still, and see the salvation of God ," and

5. Or ever will fail Matt. v. 18 , 24 , 35 there was a time to “go forward ." So in all our Christian

IV. WAEN SHOULD WE USE IT ?

1. For ourselves - daily . Josh. i . 8 ; Acts
work there is a time forprayer and a time for labour. The

xvii . 11
servant prayed for good speed ; but when the time came he

2. For Satan - in temptation Luke iv, 1-9
ran to meet Rebekah .

3. For unconverted in season and out 2 Tim . iv, 5
Some of the inferior servants may have thought that it

They had the book of the Lord with

-

showed a want of decorum that he should run ; but he didn't

them . " 2 Chron, xvii. 7-10 mind that, his heart was in his work ; he was eager, he was

V. How Suould WE USE IT ? zealous, and he ran to meet her. So some Israelites may

1. Search John v. 39 have thought that Aaron showed a want of decorum when

Let dwell in us Col. iii . 16 ; Jer. he, the high priest of God, ran down the ranks of the con

xx . 9 gregation with a censer in his hand. But there was death in

3. Teach 2 Tim . iv . 2-5 the camp, and lives to be saved ; therefore he ran. Perhaps

4. Use faithfully
Jer. xxiii . 28 some may have thought it a want of decorum that the father

People may say, " Speak smooth things .” Isa . xxx. 10 ; 1

Kings xxii , 13
should run to meet his penitent son ; but his heart was

5. Plainly Neh . viii.8
fired with love , and he ran to welcome him . So there are

6 " Talk in the house "
Deut. vi . 6-9 some now who are greatly impressed with the necessity of

7. In the Spirit John xiv, 26 ; xvi .
decorum. “ You can hardly expect me to go out and speak

in the open air, or to give tracts ; ” but if it is the Master's

VI. RESULTS WHEN USED .
work , it is not beneath the servant. If we realize the value

Makes us strong 1 John ii . 14 of immortal souls, if we are filled with holy zeal , we shall

Aseures answer to prayer - John xv . 7 not hesitate to do whatsoever is necessary, however humble

Breaks the hard heart Jer. xxiii . 29 it may appear.

Relieves us of responsibility
Ezek. xxxiii , 1-9

Patient Uuaiting.
VII. PERSONAL EXAMPLES.

Jeremiah Jer . xx . 9
IV. Now, baving seen the servant's zeal , we notice in the

Philip
Acts viii , 5, 12 , 35 twenty - first verse his patience. “The man,wondering at her,

Paul . Acts xiii . 44 , 46 , held his peace, to wit, whether the Lord had made his journey

49 ; xiv. 3 , 7,21,25
prosperous or not." Observe his patience, he “ held his

Peter Acts iv. 13 , 18-20 peace.” He was zealous, as we have seen ; but his zeal was

Jesus Christ
Luke iv . 1-9 ; xxiv , 27 tempered by the patience of wisdom . Heknew how to wait

Conclusion . Would that we were like Peter, so full that he quietly, that he might see how the Lord would answer prayer.

said , “ We cannot but speak the things we have seen and So the workers for Christ want patience. We are very fond

heard." God says, “ Them that honour Me, I will honour. " of that text so frequently quoted , “ Cast thy bread upon the
(1 Sam . ii. 30.) And how can we honour Him more than by waters, and thou shalt find it after many days." Although

tising His Word ? One result of neglecting is found in Isa. v.

24. Learn a lesson from Israel . A caution . 1 Tim . i . 7 ;
some lay too much stress on the many days, I believe the

Matt, xii. 1.8. H, C. THOMPSON ,

Lord would teach us that while we are to work with all

65

13, 14

13
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but re.

Let us remember to be faithful and render the honour to

whom it is due. Beware of letting the warm affection of

young converts come between them and Christ. They will

cling about you in all the buoyancy of first love ;

member it is not we, but Christ ; let us point them off to

Him .

Back to the Master.

Then, after the longjourney was over , when theservant

came back he found Isaac meditating in the field — what

about ? One subject must have occupiedmuch of his thoughts,

wondering how his servant was prospering in his work,

though doubtless he was engaged in prayer at the eventide.

But, whether Isaac's thoughts were thus engaged or not, we

know that our Master is pleading for us, watching over us,

and longing for the time when we shall return , bringing our

sheaveswith us.

May these few thoughts on this servant of Abraham be

used of the Holy Spirit to enable us more fully to work for

God in a like spirit of prudence, prayerfulness, zeal, patience,

praise, faithfulness, and humility, and thus may we bring

many souls to the Master.

"Not as I Will."

With unknown thresholds on each hand ;

The darkness deepens as I grope,

Afraid to fear, afraid to hope ;

Yet this one thing I learn to know

Each day more surely as I go,

That doors are opened, waysare made,

Burdens are lifted or are laid

By some great Power unseen and still ,

Unfathomed purposeto fulfil,

“ Not as I will."

earnestness, and in prayer and expectation , we are at the

same time to wait with all patience . It is ours to dothe

Master's work, but it is His to give the increase, and for that

we must wait His time.

a Thankful Spirit.

V. Then notice his thankfulness. “ He bowed down his

head , and worshipped the Lord ” (verse 26) . He has not

spoken his message yet, but he is praising and thanking Gord,

and he did not haveone bit the less to bless God for after

wards when the answer to his prayer was given . " Rebekah

is before thee ; take her, and go, and let her be thy master's

son's wife. And it cameto pass that when Abraham's servant

heard these words, he worshipped the Lord , bowing himself

to the earth .” So he triumphed before the victory was won .

He began by praising God , he ended by worship and praise

when the blessing was granted .

Wis Faithfulness.

VI. Now observe his faithfulness. “ I will not eat until I

have told you mine errand.” He sought no honour to himself,

he would notbe received as a guest ,he must tell his message

first of all, Some would say, Accept the hospitality first,

make yourself comfortable, beat about the bush for a while,

and then tell your errand.” “ No, no ; I am Abraham's

servant, I havecome on his business, and I must be faithful

to my trust.” So let us learn that our message is the first

thing. Wemay go nowhere where our Masterwould not be

welcome, where we may not utter His message and seek to

win eouls for Christ.

" I am a Servant."

VII. Now , last of all , see his humility. In the thirty-fourth

versehe thus begins his message : “ I am Abraham's servant ”

- he is not ashamed of the fact that he is a servant. I have

heard it stated that this was the servant whose name was

Eliezer. It seems to me very improbable that it was Eliezer,

who would, if then living, have been too old aman for such

a toilsome journey . However that may be, the messenger

in this chapter simply comes down to posterity as Abraham's

servant. May we never be ashamed to be known only as

Christ's servants, engaged in our Master's work.

Secret of Success .

Now a word about the secret of his success.

wonder he was so successful in his work , and that when the

young woman was asked , “Wilt thou go with this man ? ”

she answered, “ I will go ” ? One great secret of his power is

just this, he told her of the glory of Isaac, he testified of his

master's son. He did notmagnify anything save his master's

“ The Lord hath blessed mymaster greatly, and he is

become great ; and He bath given him flocks, and herds, and

silver, and gold , and menservants, and maidservants, and

camels, and asses. And Sarah , my master's wife, bare a son

to my master when she was old ; and unto him hath he

given all that he batb . Wilt thou go ? ” That is how we are to

win precious souls for the Lord ; to tell them of Jesus and His

love ; to tell them of the Lord Himself. May each one of us

learn moreand more “ the power of love Divine," and nothing

will draw like the preaching ofthe Master Himself. Just in

so far as we know Christ Himself will we be enabled to

preach Christ, and thus to draw others to Him .

" I Must Return ."

We noticed the servant's praise before the victory was

won, and his praise afterwards ; now observe that as he was

faithful before the message was delivered , sohe was faithful

after the blessing was gained. He tarried all night, but he

rose up in the morning and said , “ Send me away unto my

master .” Rebekah's brother and mother would have had

him abide at least ten days, but he said , “ Hinder me not,

seeing the Lord hath prospered my way : send me away, that

I may go to my master.” There he was an honoured guest

at Laban's table. But now ; he didn't want this honour for

himself. “ I am but a servant : send meaway,that I may

take the bride to my master's son. ” So I believe we want to

be very careful, in dealing with sinners, not to be content

with winning their affection for ourselves; we must not seek

honour to ourselves for successful services we have held .

Blindfolded and alone I wait.

Loss seems too bitter, gain too late ;

Too heavy burdens in the load,

And too few helpers on the road ;

And joy is weak and grief is strong,

And years and days so long, so long ;

Yet this one thing I learn to know

Each day more surely as I go,

That I amglad the good and ill

By changelesslove are ordered still ,

“ Not as. I will.”

Do you

son.

“ Not as I will !” -- the sound grows sweet

Each time my lips the words repeat.

“ Not as I will !" the darkness feels

More safe than light when His thought steals

Like whispered voice to calm and bless

All unrest and all loneliness.

“ Not as I will ! " because the One

Who loved us first and best bas gone

Before us on the road , and still

For us must all His love fulfil

“ Not as we will . "

Murmuring:

it
this embittering of your own mercies, this chiding

with your lot, this quarrelling with the Most High, this

falling out with fellow -pilgrims, is it not foolish and unwise !

What advantageth it you that God is good, if you neglect

His gifts or push them from you ? What the better will

you be of theSaviour's grace and power if you cannot trust

Him ? What the better are you of all the blessings which

God sends you in providence and inthe Gospel, ifyou won't

allow that they are meant for you—if, instead of closing over

them the warm and thankful hand of faith, you nibble at

them with the long metallic pincers of a technical theology

if, instead of taking home that great cargo of blessings

which Christ sends you in His Word, and living on them day

by day, you leak them miles off in the bonded warehouse of

your creed ? -Dr. James Hamilton .
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and drop all the fruit on the side of worldly con

HalfHearts and Whole Hearts. formity. From thisclassofchurch memberscome

abundant criticisms of their minister and his
BY THEODORE L. CUYLER , D.D.

methods , but very scanty contributions of money or

LL physicians know that in the human frame

A

effort for Christ's kingdom ; and when there is an

the heart is the most delicate and vital attempt to set in motion any special soul-saving

of all the organs.

Disease at that point is always enterprise they lean heavily on the brakes." of

dangerous. What is true of the physical heart is discouragement.

equally true as to that seat of the understanding, the Of such compromising Christians it may well be

will and the affections, which both the Bible and said “ their heart is divided ; now shall they be found

moral philosophy style the " heart. " This is the guilty. ” They offend God , who demands the homage

workshop of our daily conduct ; the best and the of the whole heart. Promising Christ their whole

worst fabrics come out of it . Our neighbours see selves, they put Him off with the cheese -parings ; in

the dial-plate of conduct, but God sees the main short, their current of conduct is so sliced off by

spring within . As a man thinketh in his heart, so greedy outlets on both sides , that only a feeble rivulet

is he. “ Keep thy heart with all diligence , for out of of religion trickles along its parched channel . This

it are the issues of life,” is one of the weightiest of is no caricature, there are quite too many who have

counsels. " Create in me a clean heart," is one of sat for this photograph . Their punishment is to be

the wisest and most deep -reaching of prayers. what they are. They rob themselves of all the

A broken heart is a great blessing, when it is broken sweetest satisfaction and the richest comforts and

by contrition for sin ; but a divided heart is often a the joyful experience and the instalments of Heaven

fatal disease .
in advance which Jesus gives to His whole-souled

One secret of success in life is concentration ; and followers . There is much talk in the air about needed

many of our young men find it out too late. The revivals. I verily believe that a revival which should

founder of the Vanderbilt family bent his whole convert the half Christians into whole Christians

powers upon money -making, and left the richest would be the most beneficent blessing which God

family onthe continent . Sir Isaac Newton's famous could bestow. Great meetings to hear great preachers

explanation of his splendid success was, “ I intend do not meet the case . What is needed most is close,

mywhole mind upon it. ” Professor Joseph Henry, searching, individual heart-work, each half -alive pro

ofWashington , our great Christian scientist, used to fessor coming penitently and honestly face to face

say to me, “ I have no faith in universal geniuses; with Christ, confessing sin and offering Him the

myruleis to trainall my guns onone point until I complete possession of the whole heart. When Christ

make a breach.” In these days of hot competition gets the souls of His Church, He will soon get the

there is no room on the street for any man who puts souls of the sinners .

only a fraction of himself into his business. From If a divided heart is so enfeebling and demoralizing

my very soul I pity a half-hearted minister, who is a disease whenfound in a professedChristian , it is the

eternally balancing between orthodox Bible -truth and secret cause of the impenitence of tens of thousands

the latest theological novelty, or who expends so in our congregations. They have nearly all bad their

much of himself on literature or other side-matters times of serious thinking, when they were half

that when the Sabbath sermon comes he is a inclined to become Christians, Conscience has

squeezed orange . Paul was a man of one idea, condemned you again and again , my dear friend, and

"For me to live is Christ. ” to quiet it you have made plausible promises of a

It takes a great many half-Christians to make a better life . The test came when the Holy Spirit

single whole one. Many churches exert no purifying demanded of you to give up the sins that had room

or converting power in the community, simply because rent in your heart. If Christ would have compro

the few who are intensely earnest for Christ and for mised with you , and let you hold on to what suits your

the salvation of souls are neutralized by the daily lusts , you would have struck a bargain with Him

influence of their fellow -members, whose constant gladly. He demanded the whole heart, and that

pull is toward formality, fashion , and worldliness . A ended it. Perhaps, under some powerful discourse,

converted church onlycan convert the community. or severe affliction, or in the atmosphere of a power

As this disease of a divided heart is go fatal to ful revival, you did actually set out on some stepe

spiritual health and life, let us note a few of its toward a new life . You prayed and asked others to .

symptoms. In too many cases it began with a half pray for you. But, instead of pushing straightway

way conversion, a shallow repentance, a few good with your face set like a flint toward the cross of

emotions and intentions,with no radicalregeneration Christ, you faltered and halted and looked back. That

of the soul down to the very bottom . The person backward look divided your heart, and when it

hastily joined the church, but had not thoroughly required the whole man to go forward, the part of

joined himself to Jesus Christ . His reliance was not you which held back was too much for conscience

on " Jesus only ; " it was partly on himself , and and the drawing spirit . The sin -loving half of you

partly on his surroundings. From that bad start neutralized the Christ-seeking half . Christ's beckon

onward his aim has been to keep in with God and ing call to you was, “ Ye shall seek Me and find Me

to keep in with Mammon . On the communion when yo search for Me with all the heart.” He offered

Sabbath his seat is with Christ's disciples ; but out you the whole of Himself ; He asked of you the whole

in the world he walks with the worldlings. “ I am of yourself. Little had you to give at the best, but

glad that you have your church-members sit together it must be your little all. In return, He offered you

by themselves on sacrament days, " said a shrewd forgiveness, peace, power to conquer , heirship.to all

man to a minister, “ because I then find out that Heaven's glories, and life everlasting. The one

some people belong to the church that I never sus condition was your whole heart for Him to live in and

pected ." The roots of such professors may be on the to light up and to warm and to sweeten and to sanctify

church side of the wall, but their boughs hang over , by His presence . But you drew back , and to -day
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you are just as near to being a true Christian as the

man is to being on theferry-boat who drops down
Scenes on Olivet.between it and the wharf.

Felix committed your blunder. His conscience THEHE sun has set, Ainging a golden radiance o'er the

sided with Paul ; but his sinful inclination pulled him rugged brow ofOlivet ; then sinking as a ball of fire beneath

the still horizon, the night has fallen as a star-bespangled
back into the rapids, and he went over the cataract . curtain .

There is really no half-way house of safety between Upon the summit of the mount is kneeling in earnest

hell and Heaven. By and by your whole undivided supplication a toilworn man : even the "Man of sorrows,"

self is in the one or in theother. Christ will not alone, yet not alone, for God, the Father of this orphaned

compromise forhalf of you. You have got to cut loose world, has shed around His Christ the benediction of His

from the old life before you can lay hold of the new,
presence. Below men sleep, forgetting for awhile the cares

to comeover to Christ's terms and accept them with and crosses of mortal life , soothed into sweet oblivion ; as if

out condition . The prize that outweighs the universe an angel hand had sealed the drooping eyes and bade the

weary spirit rest in its God . Some few maybe, whose
is yours to -day and yours for ever if you will accept it

lives are shadowed by the sins and losses of other lives,
on Christ's just terms. The Lord of glory presses plead for them (through midnight hours) their righteous or

this prize of eternal life upon you, and says " Thou unrighteous causes, thus “ bearing one another's burdens " and

shalt have Me when ye seek Me with all your 80 fulfilling the gracious law of Christ.

heart. ”
The midnight hours roll slowly on, and night is passed ;

the rosy dawn is breaking across yon distant hills ; yet still

For the Young:
our “ Mighty Intercessor ” kneels, unheeding all around,

wrestling with God for this vast universe of sin -sick souls,

Carrie's Comforter. for generations long since passed , and generations yet to

EAR CHILDREN,-I wish I could have taken you with me come, for those twelve men (whom He called friends) who

left their little all to follow Him, and then, alas! forsook Him

am going totell you . It was not to agrand house with plenty of in His direst need. For those proud Scribes and Pharisees
beautiful things in it, but to a little cottage and a tiny bed room,

(His enemies), who saw , amid a sin -stained world, themselves
very neat andclean, but so poor, and no nice ornaments, orany alone unspotted ; thus practising His own sublimecommand

thing in it to look bright and pretty, and gladden the eyes of the to love our enemies, and “ blessing those that cursed Him ."
dear girl who was lying on thebed. Carrie A, was one of my The day has dawned, and now bursts forth in newborn .

favourites among themany children I knew in my old home beauty. All nature's thousand voices wake in note of thanks

in Somersetshire ,and when , after some months' absence I went giving to God, their great Creator. While far above, “ Our

back there for a short stay, I heard that little Carrie, once the Father " and the angel hosts of Heaven_bend in silence,

rosiest, morriest-looking child you ever saw , was very ill in bed,

and, it was feared, would never recover. Taking my little boy while through yon azure dome is wafted earth's morning

withmeI soon found my way to the cottage andup the funny, song of praise.

old -fashioned stairs to the little room where Carrie lay, not Adown the rugged mountain path the Saviour winds His
much changed since I had last seen her, though some of the way, upon His brow the “ peace of God ," and in His eye the

colour was gone from her cheeks,and her hands were so thin “Majesty of Heaven ," to meet new trials, upheld and

and wasted, but her smile was still the same, as she gave me a
strengthened by the Omnipresence of an AlmightyGod .

warm greeting.
Long past that midnight scene, yet we, Thy followers of

You think it very hard, perhaps, when you have to lie in to -day, would plead, “ Teach us to pray,” giveus to know the

bed and suffer pain for a week, or even a day or two, but three " strength renewed by waiting upon God ," the eagle wings

long months this dear child had been lying there, getting worse that soar above the impossibilities of earth, and see within

and worse. Do you know what paralysis means ? If not, ask the light of Heaven " all things are possible with God .” And

some one to explain it to you, and then you will understand shed abroad within our hearts the “ love of God , " the love

something of what dear Carrie suffered as gradually she lost the which shall be Heaven's essence ; then ,leading us far from

use of her limbs , until now she cannot even move her head,

only lifting one hand very feebly, not enough to take hold of the clangour of this noisy world, lift up Thy hands and bless

anything, so you see she is unable to read or look at pictures us with Thy " peace as Thou didst bless Thy "faithful

so as to amuse herself and help to pass away the many lonely few" of old. Yea, bid it “rest upon us ” and “remain with

hours when no one can be with her. It all made me feel so
us," now and for evermore .

sad that for a minute or two I could hardly speak, and the
MARY SPICER .

tears would come into my eyes , but Carrie did not cry, and 26, Upperton Gardens, Eastbourne.

presently, when I began to talk to her, I found out why she was

always cheerful and bore so patiently , as her mother told me,

the terrible painand weariness whichwere constantly hers.

Dear Carrie had learnt to know and love Jesus, and believing

in Him she knew her sins were all forgiven, so that now when

Personalities.I asked what made her happy she could answer quickly and

earnestly , “ The Lord Jesus is with me." I said , " Don't you EEP clear of personalities in general conversation .

feel dull or sad when you think of how long you may havo to lie Talk of things, objects, thoughts . The smallest minds

here, and that perhaps you will never be strong and able to run occupy themselves with personalities. Personalities must

about any more ? ” “ Oh, no, she said , “the doctor doesn't sometimes be talked because we have to learn and find out

think I shall ever be well again , but I'm quite happy.” I re men's characteristics for legitimate objects, but it is to be

membered how fond she had always been of singing, so we sang with confidential persons. Do not needlessly report ill of

hor some new hymns which she had not heard before ; one was

others. There are times when we are compelled to say, “ Iabout Jesus being the Friend who bears all our griefs and

do not think Bouncer is a true and honest man." But whensorrows, and never, never forsakes us , and then another of how

tenderly the Lord leads and guides those who trust in Him there is no need to express an opinion , let poor Bouncer

“over Jordan ,” and I can't tell you how pleased she looked
swagger away. Others will take his measure, no doubt, and

and how she seemed to enjoy the precious words.
save you the trouble of analyzing him and instructing them .

Now , I do not expect to see littleCarrie again down here. The And as far as possible dwell on the good side of human

good Shepherd is bearing His lamb homo along a very rough beings. There are family boards where a constant process of

road, butshe is safe in His arms, and there she rests peacefully, depreciating, assigning motives, and cutting up character

knowing that the end of the journey may soon come, and it will goes forward. They are not pleasant places. One who is

surely not be long before she reaches the land where there shall healthy does not wish to dine at a dissecting table. There

be no more pain, neither sorrow nor crying.

is evil enough in min, God knows, but it is not the mission
Dear children, will not you too come and trust the Saviour,

and let Him wagh away your sins , thit whether in health or of every young man and woman to detail and report it all .

sickness, in life or death , you muy be saved and happy,knowing Keep the atmosphere as pure as possible and fragrant with

and loving Jesus who laid down His life that He mightredeem gentleness and charity.

you to Himself by His owa precious blooi ? M. R. JOHN HALL, D.D.

K
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Was

seeds were sown that will unquestionably in the end bring

forth a bountiful harvest .

The Children's Service.

The Church of the Advent
crowded with

children , though a few matronly faces and grey hairs were

visible. Rev. James Stephens then delivered a discourse from

the second chapter of Solomon , fifteenth verse . His manner was

peculiarly effective. Every utterance was adapted to the in

telligence of children. His illustrations were such as almost

daily arise in the lives of the young, and the lessons he adduced

were by that simple logic which nature unfolds to the youngest

child. He frequently asked thechildren questions, and never

failed to receive answers . He immediately descended to the

level of his auditors, and by speaking only of what they know,

becomes in one sense a companion. Therefore, when he draws

his moral lessons , the auditor is ina sympathetic frame , and

easily gives thoughtful attention. He is intensely practical in

his praying, as may be inferred from the fact that at one time ,

while kneeling in prayer with the children, he stopped and told

them not to pray unless they meant what they said.

Mr. Moody in Cleveland.

I

Evangelists in America.

Fruits in New York.

A

PROMINENT evangelist says he never had so large a

correspondence on the subject of revivals as he is

receiving this winter. There are many indications that the

churches both desire and expect a fruitful season of evangelistic

work. There is a great demand for the services of evangelists ;

but hundreds of pastors are preparing to conduct revival meet

ings without special help. Such meetings usually begin with

the Week of Prayer, which was very generally observed this

year, and it is yet too early to hear from many of the churches

in which workhas been begun .

The Advent Mission in this city has undoubtedly had a

favourable influence on other churches; and the effort to

maintain the religious interest excited among business men

down town by noonday meetings in John Street Church is an

outcome of Mr. Aitken's series of services in Trinity Church .

Dr. Pentecosthas been in charge of the John Street services,

which are well attended, and will be continued the prosent

week under the care of Rev. Hugh O. Pentecost .
!

Mr. Aitken in Nashville .

MR.

TR . AITKEN has held successful meetings in Nashville ,

Tenn., and in New Orleans , assisted in Nashville by Mr.

Stephens and Mrs. Crouch and Mrs. Parker, whose work inNow

York was so highly appreciated. Several services were held

daily.

Some of the eveningmeetings were held in the First Cum

berland Presbyterian Church , which was readily granted for

the purpose. It is much larger than any of the Episcopal

churches in Nashville. The usual Church service was read ,

after which Mr. Aitken proached. After the close of the

regular service for the evening, the evangelist held an after

service, inviting all who wished to converse privately with him

upon any religious thought in their minds to meet with him

in the vestry-room . A number of men and women accepted

the invitation. Mr. Aitken, in returning thanks for the use

of the church, said it afforded an opportunity for Christian

courtesy and Christian intercourse both delightful and proper.

He spoke in the warmest terms of Christian unity and co

operation , and said that in his opinion the time has come for

all Christians to sink their minor differences and join hands

in working for a lost world .

The Cumberland Presbyterian says a spirit of fraternity was

manifested, such as we are not accustomed to see , and adds :

The meetings resulted in great spiritual awakening among

Christians of every name in this city, and in the conversion of

scores of souls. It also says that the meetings were nothing

more or less than old-fashioned revival meetings.

The preaching, the methods , and the results were in all

respects such as we have been accustomed to in our own

church . Our Episcopal brethren in this country had been con

sidered rather aristocratic and formal ,and opposed to revivals

and revival methods. It was, therefore, a great surprise to

Dissenters, as well as a great pleasure to see this cultured,

dignified body of Christians lay aside their formality and

exclusiveness, and enter into thework of winning souls.

The Nashville Daily American says :—Theevent of the day

was the gathering last night at the Masonic Theatre. The

congregation began to arrive before six o'clock, and before

seven the entire building was packed from pit to dome .

Hundreds came to the building, but were unable to secure

seats or even standing room , and left . The audience repre

sented the best class of Nashville's population . There were

seen agreat manyof the leading professional and business

men of the city. The speakers were greeted with the most

profound attention, though at first it was clearly the attention

that is prompted by and springs from curiosity.

The Longton mission services at Christ Church opened with a

fewmoments spentin silent prayer. The evangelist then rose and

took the simple and beautiful words from the fourteenth verse of

Luke ii . for his text : “ On earth peace , good will toward

men ." Thepreacher spoke for an hour with great earnestness

in a voice of blended force , pathos, depth , and flexibility. His

manner during the greater part of the discourse was & quiet

appeal to the higher sensibilities of his auditors , and only in

the closing passages did his style drop to the emotional and

impassioned.

The well-filled pews at Christ Church at the afternoon

service bespoke the deep interest felt to hear the Rev. W. Hay

Aitkan deliver his discourse directed to men only. Much was

expected, but few anticipated so_thorough and intensely

practical& sermon as was heard. Replete from the opening

sentence to the closing prayer with incontrovertible truth ,

Boston, and once in my native city, Lowell, before he had

left his business and broken his connection with the Christian

associations, to do the full work of an evangelist. I have now

seen him in another city , working under new conditions.

Boston is regarded as a difficult city for religious work-i.e . , a

specially difficult centre ; for all cities are difficult. Mr. Moody

regards Boston as hard soil , compared with New York or Phila

delphia, Edinburgh, or London. It is . Cleveland also is a

difficult city. Mr. Moody regarded it as so difficult a field that

he hesitated to enter it again after a campaign of ten weeks,

several years ago , of whose result he has said , in his emphatic

way , that it was a defeat. But he came again .

Cleveland also has a devoted body of Christian ministers and of

lay Christians. In the preparations for therecent convention

of three days, commencing on Tuesday, January 12th , and

continuing through Friday, January 15th, Mr. Moody and Mr.

Sankey were surrounded by a large band of praying people.

The Convention , or mission , was held in the Music Hall , one

of the largest halls in America, and admirably complete in its

appointments. It seats five thousand persons.

The session opened on Sunday evening with a general sermon

addressed to Christians. It was the old introductory sermony

which I have now heard three times, and had read before I

heard it, upon “ Work for Christ.”. It amplified upon the place

for small talents in the Church, with the usual illustrations,

developed in the usualway, theoffering of a little goat's hair,

the ram's horns, the stones in David's sling, the two mites of
the Jerusalem widow. And I was as much interested as when

I first heard it. He preached an hour ; no one wearied. All

hung upon his lips . Again I looked instinctively to the roof ,

as he told the story of the man born again at Capernaum . It

was so graphic and homely ; his deliverance of the matter was

so genuine. The churches of Cleveland were stirred that night.

There was no inquiry meeting. But many wenthome inquiring.

There were great searchings of heart. The meetings of Wednes

day were of such extraordinary interest that itwas decided

that day to continuethe Convention through Friday (theoriginal

plan was to close with Thursday) . On Wednesday afternoon

the first inquiry meeting was held. The same building was

filled. Two inquiry meetings a day were held on Wednesday,

Thursday, and Friday. On Thursday afternoon one hundred

and twenty persons rose in the congregation to request prayers.

The meetings of Wednesday and Thursday evenings atthehall

were for men. There were meetings for women at the same

time in the First Presbyterian Church . The spectacle of the

hall, with the floor andtwo great galleries and platform packed
with men , four thousand five hundred by count, vas such a

one as I never saw before ; one to be remembered for ever.

These evening services were of great power. It is ten years

since I have heard Mr. Moody preach. His growth in exegetical

accuracy, in energy, and in spiritual power is greater than I

would have believed possible. The force of his mental move

ment within his peculiar range is beyond anything I ever

heard. It is overwhelming. The characteristic of this move

ment is notnatural, but spiritual force. The inquiry meeting

of Wednesday evening was full . Scores of men committed

themselves onthe Lord's side ,

At present there is a hopeful outlook for a general revival in

Cleveland. May it be soon . And may it extend through all

the region of Northern Ohio. For such a work, deep and

thorough, will alone settle the labour question , the Sunday

question, and all the ethical questions so pressing for solution

in our great cities, east and west.

Cleveland .
G. R. LEAVITT, D.D.
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A New East End Hall.

Sailors in Havre.

E are favoured by Lady Beauchamp with the following

.

TI

The Tower Hamlets Mission .

THE great hall on which Mr. Oharrington has so long set

After giving a very dark picture of the state of things in Havre,

where forty thousandsailorsenter annually ,twenty -five thousand

of them under the British flag, and giving a sad instance of the

villainy practised by boarding-house keepers and " crimps," the

writer proceeds :—The quays are simply crowded with cafés,

better named brandy houses, dancing saloons,music halls, & c.,

where thousands of dollars from the hard-earned wages of the

poor sailors are squandered , and too often robbed .

One who knows the evils to which the merchant sailor is

exposed in haunts of vice surrounding the docks of London and

other ports says the state of things in Havre far exceeds any .

thing he has ever seen .

An account follove of early efforts for the sailors and our

correspondent proceeds : -It was soon found that a much larger

Homewas necessary, so that at the expiration of thelease in

September, 1885 , Lady Beauchamp and others redoubled their

efforts in search of another house . What they required was a

place capable of holding many more lodgers, who could be

sheltered at a moderate rate from the terrible influences of the

boarding -houses, a mission -room for Gospel meetings every

night, a good coffee bar to counteract the attractions of the

cafés, and besides these it was deemed necessary to employ, if

possible , Christian runners to visit the ships on entering

harbour, inviting the men to the Home, and helping them to

ship for other voyages. Thereby the sailors would be enabled

to avoid contact with the shipping masters who so cruelly rob

them. These requirements have been met . A most suitable

house has just been opened, with a mission-room , coffeebar,

and aceommodation for one hundred sailors to board, in the Rue

Dauphine.
Ofcourse , with such enlargement of the work and the high

price of provisions, the increase of expense is very great , and it

is estimated that in order to carry out this important mission

no less than £ 500 will be required annually, besides what is

received in board and lodging from the sailors. As few recor

nise the claim of such a work in a foreign land , the funds have

often been at a very low ebb , although not once duringthe past

twelve months haš God allowed it to be positively in want,

Some fewhave consented to help, and about £ 250 is promised

in annual subscriptions, but this is not yet adequate for the

demand .

It has often been objected to as a foreign work, but from

the fact that more than half of those paid off are British

sailors it will be seen that it is to the interest of English trade

that some place of refuge should be provided to ensure the

money being circulated in our market instead of the French

crimps' pockets.

The following daily occurrence may be quoted as an instance ,

About Christmas last one ship's crew paid off brought into the

Home for transmission to their relatives 1,15 + francsand £68 in

English notes, in all about £113 , whereas had the Home,with

the means of conveying this without trouble or loss , not existed ,

it is more than probable that the money would never have been

sent , and that wives and little ones would have been doomed to

disappointment ; while the husband would have returned to sea

without even a visit to his native shores, and with only the satis .

faction of knowing that the earnings of months had been swept

away by the remorseless crimps or their hirelings .

From August to December £3,000 was thus remitted for the

sailors to their families .

The cause is a national one , and calls for the sympathy,

interest , and aid of all . Could those who have the means to

help and hearts to care but realize the perils of the sailor

ashore in Havre they would surely give of their abundance

even, it should be at some personal sacrifice, for such scenes as

occur in this port daily must appeal to God's children in all

parts .

Any information desired would be gladly given by Mr. J. H.

Tritton , 54 , Lombard Street, London , E.C., or the Hon . Lady

Beauchamp, 3, Cromwell Road, London, S.W,

same.

- his heart was opened on Thursday evening last, and

proved large indeed. Neat and tasteful it is , yet plain and sub

stantial, while admirably lighted and unusually well ventilated .

With its two great galleries it is not altogether unlike Mr.

Spurgeon's tabernacle, and its seating capacity is about the

It is arranged to accommodate nearly five thousand

people, having two commodious galleries above the ground

floor space . The hall is altogether, including the platforms

and orchestra space beyond, 130 feet long , by 70 feet wide in

the clear , and of a height of 44 feet . The galleries are of a

good height , and the method of seating is such as to enable the

furthermost sitter to obtain a view of the speaker. These

galleries are approached by four spacious staircases of Greproof

construction , and the exits throughout are numerous and con

venient.

The three entrances from the Mile End Road lead into the

octagonal entrance hall , which is intended to be used for small

meetings, or as a lecture-room . It is lighted from above, and

is 44 feet each way, by 84 feet high. There are doorways into

the “coffee palace " and " book saloon,” and three large

entrances into the great hall.

On the opening evening this great hall was densely crowded

inevery part.

Mr. John CORRY, J.P., who presided , addressed the meeting ,

and after giving in brief the history of the work, since

fifteon years ago when Mr. Charrington, touched by the

sin and misery prevailing, commenced a night school , expressed

his deep interest in the mission, which hasbeen so verylargely

blessed of God to the poorest and most fallen of our East End

toilers. He trusted the workers would go forward in the name

of the Lord .

Mr. FREDERICK N. OHARRINGTON began by remarking on the

contrast between the hayloft in which the work first com

menced and the present hall now opened for the service of

God. After detailing his conversion and the circumstances

under which he gave up his interest in the brewery business ,

Mr. Cbarrington described the hall and indicated the use to

which it was intended to be put . It is that in this place the

Gospol of God's grace may be preached to tens of thousands of

the East Endors . Of course temperance and other useful things

would not be overlooked, but the preaching of the Gospel was

the grand object.

Mr. F. A.BEVAn expressed his joy that this great hall, in such

a central and crowded thoroughfare, should be opened for the

preaching of the pure Gospel of Jesus Christ. He believed the

Gospel was the one thing necessary in these days.

Mr. E. H. KERWIN described Mr. Charrington's unwearying

labours, and on behalf of the workers and attendants present an

illuminated testimonial and a handsome cabinet . The testi .

monial stated : - " The opening and dedication of the great

assembly hall affords your co-workers , members, and others ,

an opportunity of testifying their sense of your devoted , self

sacrificing, voluntary labours among the poor of the East End of

London, and of the affectionate respect and love felt towards you .

During sixteen years ' residence in Stepney you have never

been so happy as when occupied in advancing the Master's

kingdom . Thousands have testified to the value of this work,

and to-day there are those in every quarter of the globe who

praise God that through the preaching of the Gospel in the

halls of the Tower Hamlets Mission they found Christ as

their Saviour. The influence for good , both temporal and

spiritual, which you have established in Mile End , will have a

good and lastingeffect upon thousands in the future as it has

done in the past."

This having been acknowledged by Mr. Charrington, ad

dresses followed by Lord Radstock, Messrs. Henry Varley, W.

T. Stead, and others.

Prayer for Home Missions.- Rev. J. H. Cohen,

Secretary of the Church Pastoral-Aid Society, writes: -It is Canon Wilberforce will publish a small volume in a few

felt by the committee of the Society to be highly desirable days through Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton, entitled , “ The

that a day should be set apart for special prayer on behalf of Trinity of Evil,” in which he deals with infidelity, impurity,

Home Mission work . I am desired by them to make the sug and intemperance.

gestion that Saturday, February 20th, should be so observed as Mannedorf, — The twenty -fifth anniversary of Samuel

widely as possible, both in devotional meetings and in private. Heller's work at Mannedorf was lately celebrated by the hosts

I trust that the Church Pastoral -Aid Society, which is just and many friends from a distance . Songs of prayer and praise

about to enter on its second half-century of home missionary were sounding out from the patients at six in the morning.

work , may not be forgotten at such meeting, as well as in Hundreds of souls and bodies have been benefited in this

private, on the day named, or another as nearto it as possible. hospital home - Journal Religieux.
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Mr. E. P. Hammondat Clapham . people not to nogloet the spiritual development of little

in

children our

closer intimacy with the Father, for their protection against

" offence,” and offenders, with penalty attached that may well

cauge us to “ take heed that we despise them not." It is a

sign of the growth of the Church in grace , and the increase of

its likeness to Christ, that it is now entering into this work of

receiving the little ones with vigour,

SUSANNA MEREDITH .

143, Clapham Road, S.W.

Another View of it .

N Sunday, the 24th , by the invitation of Mirs . Meredith , we

OR & fortnight this special evangelist to the little ones has

used him in an extraordinary manner, such as we have not yet

seen in this place. Children are not as a rule reached by the

preachers of salvation to adults ; and, notably, here we failed

to get at them . This troubled us the more as our work , in

dicated by the Master's tenderness to the many children

committed to our charge elsewhere, surely was to include those

of our neighbourhood .

At first we feared that the invitation sent broadcast over the

district would notmeet with a hearty response, but our hearts

were cheered at the preliminary meeting by the cordiality of

the clergy, ministers, and superintendents that greeted us, So

we received our guests, Mr. and Mrs. Hammond, with faith

retired and expectation strong . Nor have we had one trace

of discouragement. There were “ showers of blessing” from

the first moment, and there are fruits that many

homes and schools and churches,

On two occasions the numbers in the hall were over 2,000

children, ranging from four to twelve, and above that age

from 300 to 400 youths, and among them a large number of

the conversions were given.

We noticed that the majority of those who professed to

receive Christ were boys , and these of the class referred to . It

was most touching to see great tall fellows weeping and gather

ing round the workers, orcoming up to the platform to receive

Mr. Hammond's cards and words ofhearty encouragement:

Strict inquiry was made in every case by members of our

Lussociation , before this card was given , whether the applicants

had been brought to the Lord previously to this mission, and

conversation to test the reality of the profession of new life, 80

far as it can be done under such circumstances, took place .

With few exceptions I was myself present, and witnessed with

surprise that only a very small percentage had been impressed

before this occasion, and that nearly all were strangers to our

hail. Of those children who were Christians, most of them

had been led to love Jesus in the Sunday school . How we

rejoiced with the dear teachers, who, hearing these testimonies ,

were praising God with joyful tears around us.

From the Stockwell Orphanages large contingents came to

nearly every meeting. The Brixton Orphanage and several of

the large institutions sent their girls and boys to share the

blessing. The Carter Home received a large proportion, and

there was a group of the Brixton girls, whose happy faces will

not be soon forgotten .

The singular powerof Mr. Hammond is manifested in drawing

out the children, not only to speak for themselves, but to others,

Among the most active and specially used workers were some

children, and a few young ladies, of " a class not given to make

themselves peculiar in social life. These dear girls forgot all

the restraints of education, and society , and position, and drew

the Gospel net closely round babes of all kinds, not satisfied

until their prize prayed to the Saviour for themselves , and were

Earnest in explaining the frame of mind of their protégés to Mr.

Hammond andto ourselves, reassuring us by their straightfor

wardness that they were unwilling to take for granted anything

that was nota clear, distinctavowal of faith in what Jesus did

and soffered for them.

This was specially cheering as a sign of the presence of the

Holy Spirit in ourmidst, working through many lips . The very

young," wee things ," aswe say north of the Tweed, were being

blessed in our meetings. They were truly “ taken up ” into

the warms of Jesus," and felt the joy of it. Many friends

unaccustomed to see such juvenile conversions were scarcely

ready to recognise them, but we , who frequently witness such

among the inmates of our Village Homes and elsewhere , thank

fully testify that they are the surest and best of the instances

of new births that we meet. There is no hypocrisy among

infants of tender years. It is sad that one is obliged to defend

the very words of the Lord to those who look on without approval

At the movements of babes who are under the influence of His

loving countenance . We have still to echo His appeal, “ Suffer

the little children to come unto Me. "

If those who thoroughly receive this message would associate

themselves with the special work of Mr. Hammond, and the

Children's Mission represented by Mr. Spiers, they would see

Fondrous things , whereby their faith and hope would be

strengthened, and their hearts comforted, instead of , like

Rachael, mourning for those that are not.

We of this mission warmly sympathize with work among

children everywhere, and now earnestly join in prayer with

those who are seeking the extension of the blessing to their

children, which we have been recently experiencing in our
Conference Hall .

began well , there being about one thousand three hundred

present at the first afternoon meeting , principally children ,

and his well -known power of arresting and sustaining their

attention was there thoroughly proved. The sufferings of

Christ, and the blessing of having Him as our own personal

Friend , presented so variously and afiectingly , softened many

stubborn hearts to deep conviction . The great truth of at

once receiving Him was brought to bear upon the hundreds

who stayed to the after-meeting, called by him “ the Sunday
school."

One interesting feature in the work is that many grown -up

people have received blessing ; some whose spiritual histories

we have been anxiously waiting to see begun have at last

yielded to the story of the love of Christ, which, as we often

sing, is " Old , yet ever new ." Backsliders also have been

restored . Details of the work we cannot now give, nor do we

count converts ; yet we are assured thathundreds have received

blessing .

We may mention the interest awakened in Mr. Spurgeon's

Orphanage . Mr. Charlesworth has allowed hundreds of those

dear children to come, many of them to sing the Saviour's

praises with delight , others to receive Him as their own .

The very happy mission to children was concluded here last

night. None will be so sorry as the young people that they

will not any longer hear Mr. Hammond repeat so earnestly
and so often :

“ Jesus, take this heart of mine.

Make it pure and wholly Thine ;

Taou hast bled and died for me,
I will henceforth live for Thee .'

We believe very many persons of all ages have been converted .

The simple story of the cross has been preached , and the pro

mise is to draw men, women , and children unto Him . It was

pleasant to see the ball filling half an hour before the time day

after day by“ an eager, anxious throng ” of young people ready

to sing the hymns they love so well . Some of them even asked

to be allowed to stay there from one service to another. There

was never any lack of interest in the address . Mr. Hammond

knows very well that the secret of sustaining the attention of

children is to keep the mind always in a state of suspense : so

frequently, in the middle of his subject,he will stop to tell a

story , sing a line of a hymn, get two children to sing ; in short,

make use of any material to impress the minds and hearts of

all that God claims them for Himself, and that the death of

Christ is the proof of the Father's love to us .

“ Come and speak to that little girl," said a wee fellow of

about seven years, " she does not wish to love Jesus; ' another,

“ Oh ! sir, a boy has gone away without giving his heart to

Jesus.” The testimony of one friend was, “ My boy gave his

heart to the Lord last night, and now he comes straight home

from school. "

Families , schools, reformatories , have been entered by the

power of the Spirit , andmany out of them won to the Saviour.

But the work is not all done ; Christian parents , teachers, and

ministers must, with the tenderest care , foster these young

tendrils of the true Vine . May they be kept from the world's

foxes , and grow up in Him in all things, to the praise of His

glory ! HERBERT R. FRANCIS.

A Chinaman's Regret.-A Chinaman lay dying in con

sequence of being severely beaten for telling others the glad

tidings of the Gospel he had learnt to love . Looking up into

the missionary's face, he exclaimed, “ Oh ! sir, I have done so

little for my dear Saviour. " Rev. ROBERT STEWART.

Southern California.-- Just now there is special activity

on the part of Christians at Los Angeles . Meetings are being

held by Dr. Munhall, of Indianapolis , at a tabernacle which

has been erected at a cost of about five thousand dollars , to

seat about five thousand persons . The churches are giving

this movement their earnest support, and faith sees a multi

tude of awakened church members and reclaimed wanderers as

the result . The meetings will be continued for two months. '
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A Good Work at Port Said.

Y . I

OU have already kindly inserted notices of the greatly

the attention of your readers to that most important mission ?

The writer of the following is & German lady, lately

connected with Christian work in Syria .

Praying that the Lord may stir the hearts of many to respond

to this appeal ,

Yours in our blessed hopo ,

CLARA M, S. Lowe,

6, Maberley Road, Upper Norwood , S. 1V .

TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK."

TIP ,-Knowing how much interest you take in missions at

home and abroad , I am anxious to bring to your notice

one which deserves the sympathy and help of all Christians .

Returning homefrom the East, I was delayed at Port Said ,

where mission work is being carried on by Mr. Eoll , who went

to that place a few years ago to labour amongst seamen, as he

had done for many years at Bristol . He has, during this whole

time, continued working without interruption , without

" holidays or any relaxation whatever. Nobody but those

who have been placed under similar circumstances can know

what that means in such a climate as Port Said . Mr. Eoll

visits almost every ship that comes into port, talks and preaches

to the sailors , supplying most of them with a Testament. He

has the gift of tongues," speaking seven or eight different

languages Huently and understanding several more. It often

happens that he has to preach three or four successive times in

different tongues on the fame ship, or to visit as many ships

during the same morning. This linguistic talent makes him

eminently fitted for his sphere, and the more so that he bears

in his heart both love for Christ and love for his fellow.men .

“ Love thy neighbour as thyself" is not a mere word with him :

it is his very life . Poor as he is , and often in need of daily

sustenance ,he is always ready to share his last bit of bread

with the hungry ; and it only happened a little time ago that

he took six sailors, destitute of everything, into his own

dwelling - consisting of a flat containing four small rooms, in

which he lives with his wife and six little children-housed

them there for days together, supplied them with food from his

own scanty resources, and strengthened them with the Word

of God . Tnis is only one instance out of many : he gives , as

the poor widow, his “ mite. " I confess that I stood ashamed

before this disciple of Christ.

When Mr. Eoll is not engaged in visiting ships , he goes about

in the town to seek out the poor and needy and sailors detained

by sickness. There is a dreadful mcral misery in Port Said .

I was told that no words can describe the demoralization and

vice in which many there are steeped . It seems as if the worst

class of men had made it their rendezvous,

Fruit Faund afar.

Mr. Eoll has a Sunday evening meeting for sailors and

soldiers in his own house, and also one in the week, besides

anotherfor young men of a better standing . He is generally

known in the town, and often resorted tofor help in various

difficulties. As I was walking with him through the

“ market-place,” he was called in several times by the natives

to administer some medicine or some comforting words to the

sick ; a woman brought out her child, half -blind,and a miser.

able sight from great uncleanliness, to show it to him, asking

his advice.

Mr. Eoll , besides being a very unostentatious man, does not

let his left hand know what his right is doing. He works

under particular disadvantages; he has little to “ show ” to

the casual visitor, as is the case with many other missionaries

who have schools full of interesting -looking children . You have

to go on the high seas in order to learn from the lips of men

what Mr. Eoll has done for them ; for, of the hundreds and

thousands to whom he speaks about the salvation of their

souls, only now and then one remains at Port Said ; but , on the

other hand, you might hear the tale of many a once -wretched

sailor who, after having been saved from the worst of degrade

tion, and having been brought by Mr. Eoll to the Fountain of

Life, has become in his turn a missionary amongst his ship

mates. When still on board the steamer-not an English one

I asked the captain whether he could not allow one of his

sailors to take & letter ashore to Mr. Eoll. The captain ,

complying with my request, called a sailor, asking him

whether he knew Mr. Eoll. " Oh, yes," replied the sailor,

“ very well ; he is a missionary." The sailor and captain were

both Roman Catholics, and , when commissioned to take that

letter to Mr. Eoll, the sailor at once replied , “ I need not go

very far for that, for there is Mr. Eoll himselfon yonder ship;'

in no time he had reached him , and brought him over toour

steamer. It wasmy first meeting with Mr. Eoll , and I hap

no idea then to what degree the Spirit of Christ was dwelling

in him .

Walking in Jaith .

Mr. Eoll works onthe principle of faith . He never asks for

any human help , and never makes his wants known to man ;

it is by close observation only that one can find out thetrue

state of the case. His trust in God is as firm as a rock, I feel

it my duty to make known what I have seen and heard during

a seven or eight days' intercourse with this godly man and his

most devoted wife, she being his only nelper in his work at Port

Said . They had no sort of servant when I was there, their

means not allowing of it . I cannot forget the worn-out figure

of Mrs. Eoll, who seemed to droop under the weight of work

and fatigue of all kinds ; and yet never for a moment did her

eyes lose their peculiarly bright expression ; or the look of Mr.

Eoll on his return home after a day's toiling in the burning

heat, fatigued and parched to the utmost , and perhaps not

knowing whence the bread for to -morrow would come for him .

self and his family. Indeed, the strength of their faith has

kept them until now. They have spent, long ago, the little

money they possessed,and have not withheld anything from

God's service. But is it not the duty of all Christians to help

such a one as this , so as , at least , to free this hard -working

labourerin the Lord's vineyard from these daily anxieties ?

I would strongly urge all believers who pass through Port

Said to go and see for themselves and to inquire deeper into

the matter than most people do who have no idea of the state

of affairs, for this good man would never give any explanation

of his poverty , unless one inquired into it.

A Great Desire.

Mr. Eoll's greatest desire is to have a Sailors' Rest, so as to

gather in a greater number of people in the evenings and on

Sundays, and to keep them away from the public -houses, where

they almost invariably lose everything; but he has not yet been

able to get the necessary funds for this most needful building.

Mr. Eoll is very practical and experienced, and could make a

good beginning with a comparatively emall sum in hand. If

means were to come in plentifully, he could add a school for

children , for he has often been asked for one.

I feel sure that many a Christian heart will be stirred by

learning under what enormous difficulties one of the most

devoted servants of the Lord is labouring, and will yearn to help

in this work for the glory of God. I pray that influential and

wealthy people may come forward and lay part of their earthly

treasures down at the feet of Jesus.

In case any one should like to communicate directly with

Mr. Eoll , I will here give his address :—Mr. Eoll, Missionary,

Port Said , Egypt . And I am sure you will be equally happy to

further the interest of his missionalso .

There is a collection going on now both for his personalwants

and for the establishing of a Sailors ' Rest ; if any friends wish

to help, perhaps you would kindly receive their donations.

I write this quite unknown to Mr. Eoll, and I am sure he

would be the first to dissuade me from making any appeal on

his behalf. I havenot heard from him directly for sixmonths,

but I can personally vouch for all I have written .

A TRAVELLER FROM SYBIA TO ENGLAND.

P. S. Mr. Eoll is well known to Mr. Möller, of Bristol , to mem.

bers ofthe China Inland Mission , who have met him at Port Said ,

as well as other Christians, but very few are aware of bis

necessities .

The Editor of Word and Work, 48 , Paternoster Row, London,

E. O. , would willingly receive donations towards Mr. Eoll's

support and work.

Answer to Bible Acrostic.

No. IV.

Nebuchadnezzar,

Nehemiah Neh . xiii. 15

E verlasting Father Isa. ix. 6

Baal-perazim
2 Sam . v. 20

U rijah
Jer, xxvi. 20

O aleb Num . xiii. 6

H erod
Acts xii . 23

A rtaxerxes
Ezra vi. 14

Deborah Judges iv. 4

N icolas Acts vi . 5

Gen , iii, 6

Z erah
2 Chron . xiv. 9

1 Sam . Xxx . 1

Aeneas Acts ix . 33

Rain Loy, xxvi. 4

B , B.

E ve

Z ilag .
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Common Lodging-houses.

MHE City Mission magazine remarks :

I One of the saddest features in
London life is the large number of men

who have no certain dwelling-place .

There are many thousands who, through
sin ormisfortune, have sunk in the social
scale, and wander about, doing “ any odd

job," sleepingatnight in common lodging
houses. Manyof these have lost allhope

of success in this life , and, feeling as if

they had forfeited the favourofGod, they

have little hope of anything better in the

world to come. It is difficult to carry on
Christian work effectively amongst a class
80 dejected and forlorn . Yet they must

not be passed by in silence by the Chris

tian Church . There are, probably, at
least thirty thousand persons to be found

every day in common lodging-houses in
London, and the number is , we fear,

rapidly increasing. Several of our mis.
sionarios labour amongst them , and we

are thankful to report that their efforts

are not in vain .

The Bishop of London on the

Lord 's Day .

DREACHING on Saturday week in

E Paddington , the Bishop of London
spoke on the words, “ Our Father, which

art in Heaven hallowed be Thy name."

In the course of his fermon he said :
" In a negative sense men hallow the

Lord 's Day by excluding from it all those

occupations which belong to the present
life, by excluding from it the refresh
ments and enjoyments which might in

any way take their thoughts away from
heavenly things. Butthat was not suffi
cient. There was a positive sense. in

which the Lord's Day must be hallowed ,
The man who cast out of his Sunday

everything that belonged to the present

life , and at the same time never lifted
up his heart to God throughout the day,

but allowed his mind to be vacant, never

lifting it to higher things, could not be
said to hallow the day in a Scriptural

sense. True hallowing was not only the

exclusion of things belonging to this world ,

but the entrance of things belonging to

the other world. The soul should be so
full of the Divine purpose that whatever

else might come in , if theearthly entered

at all, it should be transferred to the

heavenly. The Christian Sunday did not

mark a day of rest only . Itmarked the
resurrection of the Lord, when His glori

fied body rose again . So should we rise

to the spiritual life , not the passive

meroly, but the active ; a life of perpetual
holiness to the Lord.

Work among the Silent.

DEV. W . J . MAYERS sends us an
n interesting record of the work of

the Bristol Christian Mission to the Deaf
and Dumb. After giving details ofservices

and visitation and general operations, the

writer concludes : - It is a result for which

to be devoutly thankful that eighty -six of

our fellow -creatures have been brought

under the influence of personalGospel
teaching, who, but for this mission ,

would almostwholly have been spiritually

destitute. Of direct conversions to God

we cannot yet speak, but the seed has

been sown in hops, with much prayer,
and will certainly not fail. In some

cases wise counsels and warnings have

prevailed in winning to virtuous paths

those who had gone astray , for alas, even

in our little circle of deaf mutes, strong

drink and kindred evils have bad their

victims. Of good results we can speak,

then , with gratitude and confidence.

They have more than justified the exist.

ence of this special branch of Christian

work . For larger and deeper results we

pray and wait . Mr. Mayers, whose

address is Ashley Hill, Bristol, will be

thankful for gifts of good and useful

books suitable for thedeaf and dumb.

A Trump' s Testimony.

AMONGST several instances of bless

A ing on work for the fallen class

who frequent the common lodging-houses,
our contemporary gives the following :

A young man who lodged in a house in

the North of London had to go into the
hospital, from which he wrote a note to
be read to themen , and on coming out of

the hospital he cameto themeeting. In

the course of the evening I told him to
bear testimony to what the Lord had
done for him . He spoke boldly,and told

the mon how happy he felt since he had
decided to walk with God . I asked him

to giveme a specimen of his writing, and
he sentme the following : -
Lord, i now lay my hand by faith on

the head of the bleeding Lamb, and i

Confess over him All myiniquity, i am a

lost sinner and deserve Thy wrath and
curse for ever. But now , at Thy invita

tion , ibringmy guilt to Jesus and lay it
on His head ; i claim Thy promise, i

believe that Thou hast fulfilled it, and

that Thou art faithful and just to forgive
memy sins; i believe that Thou hast

cleansed me from all my unrighteous.
ness.

A Zenana Praise Meeting.

TANY of the friends of Zenana

M Mission work gathered on Thurs

day last at a drawing-room , at the Hon .

A . Kinnaird 's residence , when a praise

meeting was held to give thanks for
answers to prayer on behalf ofthe Indian

Female Normal School Society.
Mr. T . A . Denny presided , and the

Revs. Dr. Fraser, W . R .Mowll, and others

spoke concerning thework of the mission .

Prayer was asked that the spiritual

work , of which there are tokens in many
of the mission stations, may be very

largely increased ; also that Christians
at home may be more than ever

roused to a sense of the magnitude and

importance of the work among India's

women , and that labourers might come

forward to go to this field.

It was mentioned that this was the

first English society to take up medical
mission work among women , and in

answer to prayer the value of such work

is now receiving more general recognition ,
and some have contributed more largely

to the society than in previous years .
Praise was also given to God for the

blessings vouchsafed on the labours of the

lady missionaries during the past year.
Mr. Paton announced that the com

mittee had again secured the services of

Mr. Cavalier who was singularly devoted

to the work and the principles of this

society, and said that these principles the

committee have been enabled to maintain

and seek to go forward with fresh

courage, so far as their income will

allow ,

Information concerning the work of

this Zenana Mission would gladly be
given by the Secretary, 2 , Adelphi

Terrace, W . O .

Bishop Ryle on Intercession.
THE Bishop of Liverpool, preaching

I on Sunday night from 1 Tim . ii. 1 , 2 ,
dwelt on the duty and efflcacy of inter

cession , pointing out that one of the first
duties of the Christian was to pray, not
only for himself, but for other people. In

the second division of his discourse , the

Bishop devoted his remarks to considera

tion of the question , " For what special
objects should intercession be made ? "

Remarking that the Apostle Paul com

mended them to pray for kings and for

all in authority, ho said there never was
such necessity for prayer on behalf ofour

rulers as in the days in which we live.

He challenged any one to look at the

history of this country and doubt that

there was ground for anxiety for every

one. In the present day men ' s hearts

failed them for fear when they contem .

plated the things that were coming upon

the earth . Statesmen knew not what to
do or which way to go. Let them look

at Asia , Africa , America , our own land ,
or Ireland, and where would they not find

problemswhich statesmen could notsolve ?
He urged his hearers to offer prayer on
behalf of the Queen , the Prince of
Wales, and all the Royal Family, that
God would guide them and enable them

to do the right thing in the right time
and in the right place. They should
also pray that this mighty empire might
not be disintegrated and pulled to picces

in consequence of squabbles ofpoliticians,

love of party, and love of place . Who

could tell what was before us ? Who

could tell what judgmentsGod might yet
have in store for Great Britain ? They

should pray for this country that she
m ght not be brought down in the very
dust. He urged them also to pray for

the Church . They were in troubled

water, and who could tell if they should

ever reach the haven ? They should

pray that they might nover go back to
Romaniem ,

Poor French in London .

THERE was joy amongst us the other
I night, and , without doubt, joy in

Heaven . Seventy French children , or

foreigners, and about thirty friends were
gathered together at the small French

Chapel, 11, Portland Place, Wardour
Street, Soho, which was beautifully deco.
rated for the occasion . After a substantial

tea , provided by M , and Mdme. Barbier,

the meeting began by prayer offered by
M. Barbier , who thanked the Lord for
all the spiritual mercies vouchsafed to
him and to his hearers , and for the health

which hehad enjoyed during twenty years

in the service of the Lord . The tree was

laden with all kinds of gifts provided by

the Hon . Mrs . Ryder, and presented an
admirable appearance. Mr.Weatherley,

with his habileté ordinaire, spoke to the

children, and interested them greatly with

tales relating to the land where the
Saviour was born , lived, and died .

Several English pastors, friends of the
mission , spoke, edifying the old and the

young. We were greatly astonished to

the the children so clean and so orderly ,
The singing in French and English was
admirably executed . F . L .

Stretham , Mr. and Mrs . W . Grove

have just concluded a mission here, and

have commenced a fortnight's mission

& t Ely . May I ask the readers of Word

and Work to pray for much blessing on

those meetings in a dark part of Cam .
bridgeshire ? Pray that the whole of the

district may be moved, and many be
converted .

D , NEVELL.
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Rov. Mark Guy Pearse at Unity in Missionary Work . Barbican Mission to the Jews.

Exeter Hall.

WE
TE have already announced the

co-operation in missionary work | MR:WARSCHAWSKI writes inhis

interesting report:—Wehave been
series of addresses to be given were made the other day in New York : privileged to sow the precious seed

in Exeter Hall by this devoted and Dr. Ellinwood made a powerful appealin throughoutanother year, by our visita

stirring preacher. On Tuesday evening behalf of a native ministry and native tion , our Bible readings, at our readings,

wehad thepleasure of listening to his churches , possessing independence, re at our classes for men, and at our
address. The lower hall , we may sponsibility, and national characteristics. mothers' meetings, and also among the

note, was crowded . Mr. Pearse Dr. Houston , who illustrated his remarks young. We have sown the seed by the

marked that he desired to speak to dis by describing the success which had distribution of Bibles, in whole and in por

satisfied souls . He felt convinced that attended the formation of a Mexican tions , and in the giving away of booklets

professing Christians often did grieve presbytery , supported the same view ; and and tracts . Last, not least, wehave sown

the Spirit by worldliness and indulgence Dr. Chamberlain, of the Reformed Dutch the seeds of Christian sympathy in hold.

in sin . In very plain and practical lan Mission at Arcot, confirmed the necessity ing out a helping hand to the distressed,

guage he proceeded to point out various for closer union by detailing facts in regard the sick and needy. We have also from

gins which must be specially guarded to the work in India, where no fewer than time to time endeavoured to find employ.

against, and to illustrate the urgency and thirteen different Presbyterian bodies are ment for our poorer foreign brethren who

importance of aiming after a closerwalk to be found at work, often in a kind of con seek shelter on these happy shores,
with God. He then passed to indicato tact which does not promote effective and without & knowledge of the English

how not to quench the Spirit , referring harmonious development. He drew an language, and destitute .
Even now ,

in the first place to the injunction, " Re inspiring picture of what would issue from apart from the conversions recorded in

joice evermore.” He wanted them to go union . The effect of the conference was our former reports (some of the converts

away, not sick at heart, but looking to to deepen the sense of the folly of use giving us real joy by their consistent

Jesus . He spelt Holiness JESUS. No less divisions in the missionary field . walk ) , we can mention cases of some of

agonies or strain of consecration were our regular attendants as leading changed

necessary ; it was only surrender to Him .

It was not being shot up somewhere out
Bible Stand, Crystal Palace .

lives , which is easily recognised by the

missionary, who knew their former lives

of a cannon ,

butChrist
coming down to MR. HAWKE writes:-Itis and conversation .

dwell in the heart and lifa.

The Superintendent

“ Pray twenty -four years since this work

meteenhencommencement more than MRSME REDITHI:writes viewed the

is Rev, P.I.J. Warschawski, 16 , Farleigh

without ceasing ,” said the apostle , and, was inaugurated, not without much pre Road , Stoke Newington , N.

though they might think it hard , it was vious prayer and waiting upon God.

no harder than grumbling without ceasing,
Hitherto He has graciously helped us,

and many people did that. Then , " In
and to Him be all the glory.

The Sick Poor.

RS.
everything give thanks." If worries

brought growth in patience, as they nineteen and
joy in our friendsthat

would while trusting Jesus, then each
Gospels , Scripture cards, Bibles, &c . , our prayer for a hospital has been

would leave them bigger men for all
have been distributed in twenty-five granted. Not, indeed, in the manner

eternity. “ Prove all things :" do not
languages. This distribution is carried that we bought to have it given , but

believe the preacher unless the Word
on in the different countries chiefly by " in His ownway' ' the Lord has provided

confirms him , " Hold fast that which unpaid agents . We utilize the book post for our pressing need.

is good .' Then “ the very God of peace for the dissemination of very large
He has opened the door of the Lambeth

shall sanctify you wholly.” Tho re numbers of Gospels in Spain and Austria,
Infirmary to our students, and they have

ception of the Spirit was the first step our Bible carriage is still in active work
there a wide field of labour for Him . Its

in the deepening of the spiritual life .
in France , and the work in the Crystal extent is greater than we looked foror

Palace progresses quietly . One thousand expected. We have ertered on it with

Gospels, including postage, can be for praise, and ask you now to join with us in

warded to as many for six pounde. prayer that we may be faithful and pro

Southsea Mission , Portsmouth. fitable servants to our Master, the Great

WE have just received from Mr. John
Physician ,

Denning his brief narrative of
Miss Reade's Work in South

Beside the hospital work we have

facts concerning the Lord's work in his
Arcot.

arranged a department for relieving the

hands. Full detailsare given ofthe IN
N our last we gave some interesting sick in their own homes, and giving

Gospel tent work , the steps extracts from Miss Reade's letter. medical advice to them with the necessary

towards erecting a mission hall, and the The following, however, to which Miss materials for their cure.
Christian love

Bible carriage. With regard to the latter Lowe made special reference in her intro. in this case, more than in any other, is

it is stated :I was able to work it during duction , was inadvertent
ly

left out : bound to supply “ the things needful to

the summer with the help of local helpers Every day nearly the Lord sends the body.” * In this, therefore, we greatly

in connection with the tent and other fresh messages of encouragem
ent

and want your help. Not only is money

meetings, and often in the market, where fresh tokens that our labour is not in necessary for our expenses , which are

many of the people come from the coun vain in Him . For example , it came out very heavy, butsuch special good things
try, and large numbers of the Scriptures in conversation with one of the boys from for the sick as those who are rich obtain

and other books were sold , and sometimes Punrooty, who attends our Sunday for themselves easily, and which are evan

we have taken short tours into the villages school, that one of them know rather moreneedful for the poor, that their

and towns around, where we found the much of the Bible . I had given his health maybe speedily restored and their
people most eager for the Scriptures , &o . , father , it seems, & Bible when I was at return to their work ensured, are much

andwe often found convenient opportuni Punrooty, He had read it for seven or required .

ties of speaking for Christ . We continued eight years, and when he was dying
going on in this way, hiring a horse when gave it to his son , telling him to read it. Miss Leigh's Mission in Paris.

needed, until about two months ago one When the boy used to take home little Mr. W. Forbes of Holloway has been

of the Lord's dear children very kindly books, he would say, “ You do not want giving addresses here .

lent a horse for this purpose , when two these ; it is all contained in the Bible ; man presided over the Gospel Temper:

young brethren volunteered to give them you had better read it." Five Brahming, ance meeting on Friday last . The hell

selves to this work, and are now working young men , apparently awakened and was quite full .

up by the coast through the county of convinced of the truth ! Imagine the Mr. W. H. Howland, who is &

Sussex, and they have so far had very fair intensity of my joy when one said he devoted Christian manandpresident of

success, selling the Scriptures at the had been awakened by the preaching the Willard tract depository, has just

British and Foreign Bible Society's list near the car at Tripopalur , the place been elected mayor of Toronto. As a

prices, and many other books much re where we met with particular opposition temperance man he was carried by &

duced, besides giving away little Gospel and insult , having showers of bricks and large majority.

books and tracts as they go from house filth cast on us and the turbaps of the Edinburgh. - The weekly prayer

to house, &c. , speaking for the Lord as native Christians knocked off. He had meeting of the employesin the Edinburgh

they have opportunity and holding meet once heard the preaching, and from that Post-office has been largely blessed dur;

ings as often as possible. time he had had the desire to know
ing the pastyear,and the annual social

Those stirred to help this work should more. We have nearly had another flood ,
gathering held lately in the large hall of

send to Mr. John Denning, Ebenezer and have had a good deal of anxiety. theY.M.C.A.,whichwascompletelyfilled,

Cottage, Inglis Road , Havelock Park, Nevertheless, even in the very deluge of
was themost successful of anythat has

Southsea. rain, souls have come to inquire . yet taken place .

Professor Yea
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TIMELY BOOKLETS BY

MRS. BAYLY,

AUTHOR OF RAGGED HOMES AND HOW

TO MEND THEM . '
1 )

HOME RULE . An Old Mother's

Letter to Parents . In attractive

wrapper. Price Threepence.

An Old MOTHER'S LETTER

TO YOUNG WOMEN . In

floral wrapper. Price Twopencé.

A LESSON FOR THE TIMES

Price One Penny.

NEW BOOK BY

MRS. MARSHMAN.

BIBLE NARRATIVES

IN VERSE.

Cloth Boards, price 1s . 60 .

" coper A YEAR'S WORK

IN

and faithfulSeclaration of the Gospel of Dr. Barnardo's Homes.

Price THREEPENCE,

BY

TEMPERANCE AND RESCUE NOTES.

The Deaf and Dumb.-We learn A Good Record .—The Rescue

that a Deat and Dumb Temperance Army Society write :-During the past year we

has just been formed .
have been enabled to hold out the helping

Mr. William Noble, founder of the hand to 502 young persons, and have

Blue Ribbon Army, has held a series of given them the opportunity to regain

very large Gospel temperance meetings or keep the path of virtue, and also to

in Bristol, Conn. set before them that grace and mercy of

Temperance in Scandinavia. God by which alone their past evil course

We learn from a telegram in the Daily may not only be forgiven but happily

News that temperance is making rapid blotted out.

progress in the northern kingdoms, the Our YoungWomen . — The Countess

Queen of Sweden taking greatinterest in of Aberdeen addressed a meeting of ladies

the movement. at Perth the other day, at which it was

The Queen and the Ragged resolved to form a branch of the Young

Children . We learn that H.M.the Women's Improvement Society. Within

Queen has been pleased to mark her the last few years a deadly foe , she said ,

sense of the importance of such work was going about among young women,

by giving a donation of £ 50 to the Ragged working terrible mischief, and it was to

School Union .
overcome that foe that the Haddo House

Belfast. - Mrs. Lucas conducted a Association had been originated .

series of meetings in the Ulster Hall, Temperance will not save .-On

Belfast, last week, under the auspices Sunday afternoon the order of the

of the Irish Temperance League. The Phenix brotherhood held by special

large hall was crowded every evening. invitation & gathering in the New Assem.

This week she is at work in Glasgow. bly Hall, Mile End Road, the desire being

Temperance among the Traw that all should understand that temper .

lers . - The Mission to Deep Sea Fisher ance , while a good thing in itself, will

men notes that the master of a not save. The attention was very

declared lately , “ Since themmission ships encouraging, and altogether it proved an

have come there be so many teetotalers

in the fleets we can hardly pay our way . "

Temperance Work forWomen. the grace of God.

- The Liverpool Diocesan Church of

England Temperance Society have en

Seeking the Lost.-A city mis .

gaged a lady for special temperancework

sionary, who has been investigating in the

amongst women . She will attend the
slums of Westminster, writes :—I have

police-courts, address mother's meetings,

counted up the lodging -houses , and I find

drawing-room meetings, & c .

there are forty - five , which will accommo .

Wine and Children . Those who
STEVENSON A. BLACKWOOD.

Price ONE PENNY,

date three thousand six hundred and

give wine to children should read the

eighty men . Most of the houses aro

Lancet, which says : - " There are few

well filled day and night. This would be

subjects on which medical authorities
a splendidspecial work under the head

“ Lodging-houses and Thieves ." There

are more agreed than in thinking that

children are far better without any form

would be plenty of work for one man ;

of alcoholic stimulant. The beverage at

and I feel sure that , if the friends of

all childrens' entertainments should be

the London City Mission were made

non -alcoholic. "

acquainted with the need, funds would

Bournemouth Blue Ribbon So
soon come in.

ciety . - At a free tea given by this A Faithful Witness. — The visit of

society Mr. J. R. Mackenzie, Secretary Miss Ellice Hopkins to Glasgow made an

of the Monthly Tract Society, and hon . impression that was not likely to prove

delegate from Hoxton Hall, London , evanescent , and the first annual meeting

gave an earnest address, urging all to
of the union established in that city for

come to Christ, who was able to keep the care and help of girls and women was

them from drunkenness and sin.
an impressive illustration of the prac

Students and Temperance .- At

tical force of Miss Hopkins ' appeals.

the annual meeting of the Students ' Already substantial work has been

Total Abstinence Union, held on Friday
accomplished by the union. A training

week in the Pastors ' College, Revs. New
school for young servants has been formed

man Hall, Hugh Price Hughes and others and a working girls ' club opened , while

gave stirring addresses. We learn that out police court and prison visitation has

of 263 students, in six affiliated colleges,

been prosecuted with zeal, and not with

233,or 88 per cent ., are total abstainers.
out some measure of success, by the

Swedish contains
ladies.

and they are not ashamed to wear their why he had such strong views on the tempe

blue ribbon badges there. All the medi rance question , answered that, exercising

cal observations in recent Arctic expedi the prerogative of pardon , the causes of

tions showing that men who take alco persons condemned to the severest penal

holic drinks resist cold less easily than tios by the tribunals were nearly always

those who do not have greatly helped the pleaded again before him by the advo

Blue Ribbon movement in Sweden. cates of these malefactors, or by persons

G.P.O.-Atthe eighth annual meeting interested in their behalf. The general

of the General Post Office Total Absti plea was the irresponsibility which alco

nence Society, Mr. S. A. Blackwood, C.B. , hol causes by weakening the will and

who presided, said : It was satisfactory to blunting the moral sense. On further in

himpersonally to know that one reason quiries being made, it was nearly always

that enabled the Post Office to compare so found that the plea was not based on

favourably with other branches of the fiction . Alcohol kept the prisons full ,

public service was the temperance of
and, what was more terrible , the persons

many of its members . During the enor. over whom it had the most absolute

mous pressure of work performed by the power, once they allowed it to overmaster

department at Christmas time there was them, were those who had the finest ner.

not a single case of drunkenness. vous organizations,

By GEO. C. NEEDHAM.

ONE PENNY each .

PREPARED VESSELS.

WOMAN'S MINISTRY.

Price TWOPENCE,

THE WORK AND

THE WORKERS.

Choice Books by

MRS. PENNEFATHER .

Price ONE PENNY each ; One Dozen Assorted

Post - free for ls.

AM I GUIDED ?

HINTS ON BIBLE READING .

THE PEACE OF GOD

AND THE GOD OF PEACE .

Price 6d . per Dozen , Post - free ,

THE BLESSED HOPE .

WOMAN'S WAYSIDE MINISTRY .

These valuable little books may be enclosed in

letters , and thus often form a word of counsel

and comfort .

manytotal abstainers in the Chambers TheKingofSwedenbeing asked

THE HARVEST OF THE CITY,

and the Workers of To-day.

By PEARL FISHER . With Introduction by

H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D. Crown 8vo ,

cloth extra , 39. 60 .

“Contains a series of graphic sketches of some

of the evangelistic and philanthropic agencies

which are exerting so much influence for good .

The book is worthy of a wide circulation .”

Ragged School Record ,

JOHN F. SHAW & CO.,

48 , PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.
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The City and Young Men .

THE New Year's reception of the members belonging

was held at

the Centenary Hall, and was attended by a large number

of young men . This branch having outgrown the limited

accommodation at its disposal , there is a desire on the part

of the committee to secure larger premises. Towards this

object a sum of £ 1,000 has been promised to cover threeyears'

rent, and further contributions are invited. Mr. J. Herbert

Tritton , in welcoming the members , expressed a hope that the

movement would take more root among City men proper. He

denied that they were robbing the churches of young men, but,

on the contrary, were in reality giving them back to the

churches, If this fact were more generally known the

Association would be better supported . Mr. Tritton , in

conclusion , spoke of the Christians'outlook , inlook, and uplook,

Mr. Leite Rozas followed with an impressive address to the

members on “ One thing needful, ” exhorting his hearers to more

service in private, as a fitness for better service in public ; first,

to sit at Jesus' feet, and then “to stand ; also that the

Christian must not hope to live and grow on pastexperience.

Among other friends present were Mr. and Mrs. John Sands,

who gave thereception.

This branch has been very successful during the past year in

reaching and benefiting young men, in spite of the difficulty of

inadequate accommodation for the requirements of the work.

A large proportion of its members are active workers among

their fellow young men, and they also render valuable help in

the mission work ofthe Association at Whitechapel, Bermond

sey, Lambeth , &c .

The Secretary (Mr. N. R. Hughman ) will be happy to receive

further contributions from friends.

(We warmlycommendthe need of this importantAssociation

-now fettered in its efforts by the lack of accommodation.

We trust many will heartily respond.-Ed. Word and Work.]

fact that wherever it has gone multitudes have been brought

out of darkness into light. It is not possible for us in London

to follow as closely as we might desire all the details of such

movements, and we are thankful that to-day we shall have the

privilegeof listening to one who has been an eye -witness of

what God has wrought. It seems to me that now all round the

earth there is a flood of light being poured such as was never

before witnessed in the history of the world , and that the

nations are being prepared for the coming of their Lord.

The Archbishop of Dublin delivered an address, in which he

referred to the condition of Spain and Portugal fifty years ago,

and their aspect to -day, religiously speaking. He proceeded

to give a comprehensive sketch of the work of the Reformers

in these countries, showing that thepleasing contrast between

to -day and half acentury ago must be attributed to the power

of the Word of God. He further stated that it was the inten.

tion of thesociety to devote a portion of their funds to the work

of evangelization in Spain and Portugal, and added that at

the present time the committee would be thankful for any

contributions which the friends of the society might be led to

offer them. The meeting was closed with prayer.

The Spanish and Portuguese Aid Society.

IWO meetings were held on behalf of thissociety last week,

the presidency of the Archbishop ofDublin. The meeting was

convened for prayer that the Divine blessing might attend

the efforts of those who , in the face of many difficulties , are

striving to spread the light of the Gospel in countries where

it has so long been hidden by the errors and superstitions of

Rome.

The Archbishop, having opened the meeting with prayer,

read & portion of Acts iv . , and then said : We have met to -day

for a special purpose. We have come together to ask God for

His blessing uponthe work which is being carried on in Spain

and Portugal, and for a blessing , too, on those nearer home

who are doing what they can to aid the Reformers in these

distant lands. We havenot come here to -day for the purpose

of making a collection . We have not even come with a view

to enlist public sympathy by words of explanation and appeal.

We havemet for a moresolemn and more important purpose.

We have come here feeling our own great need, our own sad

belplessness, to recognise the power that exists inGod tomake

Hisstrength perfect in our weakness. Let usunderstand defi

nitely what it is we are about to do. We are like some embassy

about to wait upon a king, or some deputation upon a states

man . We have a definite request to lay before our King, and

we look for a definite answer. But, just as those who onsuch

an occasion will wait in the antechamber a little while that

they may consider among themselves what itis theyare about

to ask for, perhaps it might be well for us to ask ourselves, What

are the special petitions we desire to offer this day before the

Throne of Grace ? The Archbishop, in proceeding, said that

these divided themselves into two distinct classes - prayer on

behalf of thatnow taking place in these far -off lands, and for

that which is being done in this country to assist the workers

in Spainand Portugal. Prayers were then offered by Rev. F.

A. C.Lillingstone, Rev. Canon Hawksley, and Rev. H. E. Noyes.

Drawing-room Meeting at Queen's Gate.

On Thursday afternoon a numerously attended meeting on

behalf of the society was held at the residence of the Dowager

Lady Dynevor. The Rev. H.W.Webb -Peploe, who presided,

after prayer had been offered by Rev. Canon Hawksley, said :

I feel that it is a very great privilege to be present to -day,

because many of us have been watching withdeep interest the

upheaving movement which is taking place in those countries

where Roman Catholicism holds its sway. We are thankful

for the manner in which the Gospel has prevailed, and for the

Workers at the Strangers' Rest.

ON

N Friday evening,February5th , the usual inonthly Workers'

Meeting was held at the Strangers' Rest. Mr. R. Paton

presided, and Mr. Denbam Smith took for his subject “ The

Times and the Seasons," from 1 Thess. v. 1. He said that

John xiv. 2, “ I go to prepare a place for you,” and “ I will come

again and receive you unto Myself," were unique promises ;

and_according to that promise, we find in 1 Thess. iv. that

the Lord will come to the air, and all the dead, the OldTesta

ment saints who had faith in a coming Messiah, and those

since who sleep in Jesus, as well as the living ones, will be

caught up to meet Him . And in the midst of this wondrous

scene the greatest thing to us all will be to find ourselves in

His presence. The first word of the next chapter, “ but, ” turns

the corner, and we must go on to “ the times and the seasons."

From the beginning to the end of the Bible we find all are

looking forward to the time when the earth shall bethe Lord's,

and the fulness thereof," and when the world shall no longer

be the devil's playground. Well, the first of the times was the

intimation in the Garden of Eden that the seed of the woman

should bruise the serpent's head. Thus the Gospel was

preached before man was driven out, that on the ground of

Christ's death salvation is ours. But the light was very dim

for them. We have the combined knowledgeof all who wrote

in this blessed Book, and above all, the Incarnate One has

lived down here , who could say " he that hath seen Me hath

seen the Father also ? ”

As we go on we find a marvellous thing happens, the Lord

takes up Enoch bodily, and thus incorruptibility is brought to

light. Next we have Abraham , the very first to look up into

Heaven ; he had hope of that city out of sight. Abraham ,

Isaac, and Jacob confessed themselves strangers because they

believed God's promise. What a magnificent goal for them to

look forward towhen this earth shall be the residence of God !

But we must go on past David to the prophetic times when

Isaiah was holding a lamp to show how "a Child should be

born ” though thegovernment is not yet upon His shoulder

nor is he yet known as the “Prince of Peace."
And then

Daniel points to the " times of the Gentiles . "
He could

interpret that image to Nebuchadnezz
ar

, and we find that we

are living in the Roman empire . But very soon God will break

down all rule and authority as the potter breaks a vessel, and,

mark, the hand that will sway the nations is the hand of &

Man . Thus all that God contemplated for this earth at first

shall come to pass. We are to occupy the throne with Christ,

for the Fatherloves us with the same love as He loves His

Son. We could not be richer than we are , seeing we are heirs

to all this. He is the possessor of the heavens, and they are

He is the possessor ofthis wondrous universe,and it is

Tosuch a height does God bring the redeemed sinner,

we are “ glorified together with Him ." So let every child ofGod

say , “ I came with the Lord from Heaven to His cradle, then

I go all along the way withHim, and at Calvary sin and death

are left behind, and I go with Him to Heaven , and I shall come

again with Him ."

Two of the workers gave testimony to great blessing lately

on the work at the " Rest," which was very cheering.

God and Man.-When Dr. Murray Mitchell was asked,

" What is being done for the missionary cause in India ? ” he

promptly answered, “Very much and very little,” which he

explained as, “ God is doing very much, but man is doing very

little ,"

ours.

ours ,
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Tales of English Life in the Olden Time,,

BY EMILY S, HOL T.

" The reading of one of this author's delightful tales is an experience we would fain repeat

more frequently than we do — we have learned to look upon her asan historian par excellence.

The grace and dignity of her literary style, the fidelity and finish of her portraits, and the

amount of essential Christian teaching which she so skilfully and lovingly conveys, combined

with the historic value of her writings, lend to them a charm possessed by very few of the

productions of living authors.” — The Christian.

A Tangled Web . The Lord Mayor.
Red and White :

A Tale of the Fifteenth century . A Tale of London in 1384. A Tale of the Wars of the Roses.

Large Crown 8vo, gilt tops, 5s .

" Though the task the author set herself
Large Crown 8vo, 5s.

was ambitious, she has performed It credit.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 58.

" A book we can heartily recommend."
ably ." — Times. Pall Mall Gazette.

" The whole book shows not only careful
" It is a gracious story .. just to our

study of the history, but considerable literary
" Full of stirring incident graphically told ." mind . We commend It'right heartily." - C. H.

ability ." -- Spectator.

The Christian. SPURGEON in Suord and 7 rowel.

Weargholme;
Joyce Morrell's Harves ; Earl Hubert's Daughter ;

Or, Seed Time and Harvest. A Tale of Or, The Annals of Selwick Hall .
Or, The Polishing of thePearl .

Crown 8vo , 5s. , Now Edition.

the Restoration of Charles the Second.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 5s .

" The style is good , and the tone high . It

will be a most suitable present for thoughtful

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s. " These chronicles are full of good things,

girls." - Watchman .
“ We have followed the fortunes of Mar.

which are sure to be as precious seed in the garet, the Earl's daughter, with unflagging

" As a picture of life in the day ofCharles II . heart of any young person into whose hands interest from first to last ." - Church Sunday

is likely to have a wide popularity ." - Standard. they may come." - The Congregationalist. School Magazine .

Lady Sybil's Choice : Margery's son ; Verena ;

A Tale of the Crusades. Crown 8vo, 5s . Or, Until He Find It. A Story of the Or, Safe Paths and Slippery Byeways.

A most charming addition to these truly Court of Scotland .

admirable tales . " -- The Christian .
A Story of To -day.

** The book charms from the naive simplicity
Crown 8vo, 55 . Crown 8vo, 5s.

of the heroine and from the skill with which
Carefully studied and well written . The “ The naturalness and brightness of the

the authoress has preserved the spirit of the
story is admirably told . ” – British Quarterly dialogue forms the charm of the story."
Review .

age." — TheGraphic .
City Press .

Lettice Eden ; Clare Avery :
Imogen :

Or, The Lamps of Earth and the Light A Story of the Spanish Armada.
A Story of the Mission of Augustine.

of Heaven .
Crown 8vo, 5s . New Edition .

New Edition , Crown 8vo, 5s.

Crown 8vo, cloth , 5s.

"We promise its readers a rare literary

" Illustrates with equal beauty and fidelity
" An admirable story, full of life and the characteristics of an eventful period of

feast. " -- The Christian . vigour." --" --- Rock , our history ." - Record .

The White Rose of Langley. Robin Tremayne : Isoult Barry of Wunscote :

A Story of the Court of England in the A Tale of the Marian Persecution . A Tale of Tudor Times .

Olden Time.

Crown 8vo, 5s.
New Edition, Crown 8vo, 5s.

Crown 8vo, 5s.

" An admirable , instructive, and very inte . “ The book is extremely well written ." “ The book is as charming as it is profit

resting volume.” — English Independent.
Atheneum able. "-- The Christian .

Ashcliffe Hall :
Sister Rose ;

John de Wycliffe,
Or, The Eve of St. Bartholomew .

A Tale of the Last Century. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 58.
The First of the Reformers, and What

" The example of simple faith and trust is He Did for England.

New Edition, Crown 8vo, 5s .
described in so striking a manner that it is Crown 8vo, 3g . 6d .
scarcely possible for ayoung person with

vivid feelings to read it without having a very
" An admirable exposition of the opinions

"It is able and natural, well written, and deep impression ofthe beauty oftherule upon
of a remarkable man." -Notes and Queries.

thoroughly entertaining from beginning to which a Christian life ought to be modelled ,"
" Sustains its interest throughout.".

end . " -- Record . English Independent.
Saturday Review .

The Lord of the Marches. | The Maiden's Lodge ; Mistress Margery :

The Story of Roger Mortimer. Or, None of Self, and All of Thee.
A Tale of the Lollards.

Large Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d . Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d . New Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

" Every page of the book is redolent of

goodnessand honour ." -- Academy.
" A beautiful illustration of self-surrender, “ A page in history which our young men

“ This charming story will be read with un thoroughly interesting, and well written." and maidens will do well to saturate with holy

flagging interest." -- Pall Mall Gazette.
Word and Work . tears. " - Suord and Trowel.

Ye Olden Time. Not for him. At pe Grene Griffin ;

English Customs in the Middle Ages.

The Story of a Forgotten Hero . Or, Mrs. Treadwell's Cook. A Tale of

Crown 8vo, price 38. 6d ., post free .

Crown Svo, cloth extra , 3s . 6d.
the Fifteenth Century. Small 8vo, 2s . 6d.

“ An interesting story of social life in the

We have seldom met with a more useful thirteenth century ; there are beautiful lessons
" We consider this little book one of the

book. " -- Notes and Queries.
interspersed through the book, and a great mostcharming of her productions ." - Christian

World ." A fascinating volume.” - Sword and Trowel. deal in it that is worth reading." - Woman's Work .

Jor the Master's Sake : The Well in the Desert : The Way of the Cross :

A Tale of the Days of Queen Mary. An Old Legend of the House of Arundel . A Tale of the Early Church ,

Small 8vo . Illustrated . Cloth , 29. 60.

Small 8vo, 18. 6d .
Small 8vo, 2s . 60 ,

" ' Beautiful sketches of life among the Earl

"A work of thrilling interest." - Christian Age. " A tale of the middle ages, showing that Ohristians." - Rock .
" We heartlly recommend this well-written there were beautiful gleams of light even in " The tales are in Miss Holt's best -- interest

tale . A good gift book ." - Churchman .
those dark days." - Evangelical Magazine, ing and profitable .” - Fireside news,
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The Trade in Italian Children , -The Italian police,

says the Daily News correspondent in Rome, are making

vigorous efforts to suppress the purchase and exportation of

children. Several persons engaged in this nemrious trafic

have been arrested recently : The latest culprits are an

organ grinder and his wife, who have been arrested in pos

session of three lads, whom they were taking to France to

dispose of in the labour market . Papers found show that they

bought the lads of their parents in the province of Caserta,

One had been sold for £5 4s., the other two, who were brothers ,

for 13s , each,

Missions and Sunday Schools :-Taking advantage of

the presence of a number of missionaries and other gentlemen

from abroad, the Edinburgh Presbytery have had a most suc

cesssul series of meetings to afford an opportunity to the

Sunday school of hearing the story of the peoples among whom

these brethren labour. The first of the seven meetings was

held in St. George's , under the care of Dr. Whyte, and the

series closed with a great gathering of thirteen schools in the

Assembly Hall, under thepresidency of Lord Provost Clark.

The speakers included Dr. Dalzell, of Natal; Dr. Laws and

Mr. Moir, ofLivingstonia ; Principal Robertson, of Calcutta ;

Rev. George Patterson, of Madras ; and Mr. H.H. T. Fraser,

of the Bengal Civil Service ; while Rev. Charles Gordon , of

Douglas, gave interesting facts picked up on his visit to the

mission stations in SouthAfrica .

Young Clergymen and Missions . - Referring to the

awakeningamongst youngclergymen offresh interest in foreign

missions, the committee of the C.M.S. say :-Rev. H. Sykes,

Curate of All Saints’ , Hereford, has been accepted by the

society, and appointed to the Yoruba Mission . Rev. Walter

Weston, Curate of St. John's , Reading, has the missionary

cause much at heart, and would gladly devote himself to the

foreign field if the way were plain for him. Other information

from Dublin assures us that quite thirty of themen mentioned

above are fully purposed to go out when their University course

is finished . Surely weare entering upon an entirely new era

in the history of missions, when missionary service, at last, is

beginning to berecognised as what it really is, the first and

highest of all services. At Cambridge, at Edinburgh, at

Dublin, and in London , this is now the conviction of hun.

dreds of young men of all classes . Is it not time that

Christ's faithful people everywhere realized the same truth,

and that those who muststay at home (as the majority al

ways must ) undertook to bear their full share in the work by

maintaining their brethren who do go ?

Highbury Gospel Mission, 77, Avenell Road.

This mission seeksto reach thelower classes of Highbury Vale

who do not attend anyplaceof worship,and to win them to the
Lord Jesus Christ. It is doing a good and blessed work. A

goodly number of men and women listen with great interest

every Sunday afternoon to the Gospelmessage of love. Many

souls have received the word of truth and arerejoicing in

Christ . A most interesting sight was witnessed on a recent

Sunday evening when a very respectable young man, who was

led to see his need of the Saviour at these Sunday meetings,

made his public profession of Christ in Providence Chapel,

Islington ,ofwhichthe Rev. P. Reynoldsispastor. Visitation

to the sickandpoorof Highbury Vele by Mrs. Dickins is

accompanied with nuch blessing. The first anniversary of

this mission was (D.V.) held on Tuesday , February 9th,

1886 , when Christian friends were cordially welcomedto tea

in the Mission Room , 73 , Avenell Road , Highbury: A

public meeting was held in theGillespieRoad Chapel, kindly

ient for theoccasion . Weearnestly ask the prayers of Chris

tian people for the Lord's continued blessing .

H, GOLDBERG .

London College of Divinity, Highbury.

DIMNE88 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequently
caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles. The Rev. Dr. Crowther,Hiil

House, A800t, writes: - " I cannot descrlbe the comfort i derive from tho

useof your glasses, both by day and night. I find nopain or weariness
as I used to , and I have taken to reading books I had put aside as t.no

trying for the opes on account of the smallnessof the type." The lat. Sir
Julius Benedict wrote : - “ I have tried the principal opticians in London

withoutsuccess, but the spectacles you haveadapted suit admirably ; the
clearness of your glasses as compare i with others is reallysurprising."
The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon. Canon Worcester Oathe tral,

write :: - " The spectacles you adapted are all I could desira, aod my eyes

feelstrong already.I only regret I did not know of your exceedingskill
years ago . -Mr. HENRYLAURANCE, F.8.8., Oculist Optiolaa, la ,OLD

BOND STREET, vientifically adapts his IMPROVEDBPBOTAOLBE

to assist and strongthen the woskost sighta . Pemnhlat aontaining suge

gestions for the prervation of sight free . BRANCHES. 6 , Poultry

E.C.; 3 ,Guardian Buildings, Cross Street. MANCHUSTER.

and Corporation Street, BIRMINGHAM - ADYT.

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The . Hvangelisation Boaletyis proparod to send qualified Brangolists

to any part of Bagland, Sootland , and Walos apondog notion . Apply

60 Hon . Seoretary , 21, Burrey Street, Strand , W.C.

Y.M.O.A. (61), Graoochurch Street Branch.Prayer Meeting,

1.30 to 2.15 p.m. (Sat. ex ). Bible Study, Tues., 6.15 p.m. Gospel

Service (Youths), Wed. , 10th , 6.30. Addresses by Messrs . Herbert

Townend and H. T. Oampbell. Foreign Mission Prayer Meeting,

Thurs., 11th , 6.3 ) . Ad dress by Mr. J. Everett . Gospel Bervice Associa

tes, Mon , 15th , 6.3) . Aadress by Mr. Leita Rozas. Soldiers ,

Fri., 7p.m. Workers' , Mon., 6.3 ) p.m. Servies of song with Gospel

address (for adults), Limbath Ragged schools , Fri., at 8
p.m. Services

at Y.M.O.A. Mission Hill, Melior strast, . E., nightly, 8 p.m. Gospel

Temperance Addresses at George Yard , Whitechapel, Mon., 8.15 p.m.,

and classes for rough lads, Mon.and Thurs., at 8 p.m.

Rov. E. Payson Hammond's Forth coming Missions are : Fins.
bury Park Y.M.C.A. , 6th Feb. to 19th Feb .; Hampstead Presbyterian

Church , 20th Feb.to 5th Marsh ; Richmond, 6th March to 19th March .

Home of Industry, 60, Commercial Street. - Monthly Meeting for

Christian workers, Wednesday, Feb. 17th . Tea at 6. Meeting at 7 .
Seventeenth anniversary . À Thanksgiving season in acknowledge

ment of God's faithfulness .

Metropolitan Tabernacle, Newington Butts , B.E.- Mrs. Allison will

give a series of Bible Resdiags every Sunday afternoon at three o'clock .

Alara heartily invited .

Mr. Gawin Kirkham's engagements for February : -- 11, Bouthsea i

12 , Carshalton ; 14 , Dalstou; 15-16 , Bristol ; 17 , Clifton ; 18 , Stapleton ;

19, Bath ; 20-26 , Suwbridgeworth , Herts, and neighbourhood.

Y.M.0.A., Exeter Hall. - Thurs ., Bible Lectures by the Rev. Ernest

Boys, M.A.; Feb. llch, “ Personal Religion ; " 18th , “ Standing and

Walking ; " 25th, " The Indwelling Spirit." Lecture on " Life in

theHolyLand,"by Miss M. von Finkelstein, Feb. 17th , at 8 p.m.

Y.M.C.A., 186, Aldersgate Street ,-- Fri., Feb. 12th , at 8 p.m. , Lecture
by Miss Finkelstein , of Jeru :alem , on “Domestic and City Life in

Jerusalem ."

Milamay conference Hall.-- Sunday , Feb. 14th , 1886 , at 3.80 and

7 p.m. , Mr. Herbert R.Francis.

Ohuaren's Spocial Service Mington.-- Mr. Arrowsmith, at Margate,

Feb. 17th to Mar. 3rd ; at Colwich , near Stafford , Mar. 14th to 20th ;

at Cardiff , Mar. 21st to 27th ; Mr. G. Banaster at New Brighton,

Cheshire, Feb. 9th to 16th . Rev. Jones B. Wane at the Athenæum ,

Derby , Feb. 23rd , to Mar. 1st . Mr. H. M. Trickett at St. Stephen's,

· Larnbeth, Feb. 9ch . Mr. Bpiers in London assisting Mr. Hammond.

China Inland Mission.-Thursday (llth ), at 8 p.m., a public meeting

in the Lecture Hall of the Y.M.C.A. , AldersgateBtreet, to bid farewell

to the following, leaving for missionary work in China :-Mr. and Mrs.

Broumton (who are returning ), Miss Tapscott, Miss Davis , and Miss
Faussett. Addresses will be given by some of those leaving , and by the

Rev. S. B. Drake and Mr. J. J. Coulthard (both of whom have recently

returned from China ), and by Mr. Broomhall , Secretary of the China

Inland Mission ,

Youths Institute, Old Pye Street, Westminster (“ One

Mission ).- Prayer meeting overy Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con

ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Gospel mission service every Sunday evening

from 6.30 to 8 .

Bt . George's fall, Langham Place, W.-Mr. Denham Smith ( D.V.) ,

Sunday morning, at 11 ; evening, at 7 ; also at Burlington Hall, Savile

Row, on Wednesday evening, at8 p.m.

House of Resů, 8, Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn Park, N.W.- Friday ,

Feb. 12, at 7 p.m. , " John's Visions and what they say to us

( Rev. vi . 6-8 ), Christian workers invited to tea at 6. Sunday, 14th,
at 3.30 p.m., “ God's Men in theOld Testament,” by Miss Mason .

Opper Norwood, Stafford House , Tudor Road.- Drawing -room and
young women's meetings erery Thursday at 3 and 7 p.m.

Evangelistio Mi88100 ( Onder the direction of O. Russel ! Hurditch ).

Kuburn Hall , Kilburu Gato (not Town Hall ).-Mr. C , Inglis, Sun. ,

at 7 p.m., and Wed. , at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town . - Mr. Geo . Hucklesby, Sun.,

Feb. 14th , at 7 p.m., and Thurs. , at 8. Mr. Wm. Grove, nightly

*°° Feb. 15th to 28th ; Bun. 7 p.m. , week -nights, 8 .

Blgpold Hall, Bignold Road, Alation Road,Forest Gate . - Fourteen
days' Mission from Feb. 7. Mr. O. V. T. Onslow , Sundays and Thurs

days ; Dr. Popham and Mr. Abraham Wallis , Mondays, Tuesdays,

Wednesdays,and Fridays ; Sundays, yp.m .; week.nights, 8.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall) , Hammersmith

Road , West Kensington . - Dr. Popham . Sunday, at 3 and 7 p.m.

Hammersmith, Upper Mission Room , 180, King Street ,

For the young , on Sunday , at?p.m. ; Dr. Popham , Thursday, 8 p.m.

Mortlake , Rest Mission Hall.-Mr. T. A. Hughes, Sunday, 7 p.m.

Trioity Presbyterian Churon, Kensington Pack Soad.-Dr. A.

Binclair Paterson , Sundays at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Bolgrave Presbyterian Onuroh (Halkin Street, W . ).- Rev. Adolph

Baphir, Sundays at 11 a , m .
Barbioan Mission to the Jews. -6, Farleigh Road, Stoke

Newington , N. (within 10 minutes by tram from Dalston Junction ),

Mr. Warschawski's Bible Readingsin Isaiah , the second Monday lo

each month , at 8.30 p.m., tea at 4.30 p.m.

Oladton Hall, Alkham Road, Oazenove Road , Upper Olapton . - Mr.

C. Russell Hurditch , Sundays, 6.30, Fridays, 7.30.

Y.W.C.A.- Meetings for business young ladies everyTuesday evening,

at 9.15 , in the Mall Hall, High Street, Notting Hill.

Senana and Medical Mission School and done, 58, St. George's
Road , 8.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturray at noon , at

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside.

Tun »

UHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTION ,

Feb , 14th-Prov. x. 9-22 Feb. 18th-Prov. xvi . 1-16

15th -Prov. xi, 17-31 19th-Prov. xvi . 17-33

16th-Prov. xv. 1-17 20th-Prov. xviii , 10-24

17th-Prov. xv. 18-33

The Idols . - In a Chinese village, during a timeof drought,

a missionary sawa row of idols putout out in the hottest and

dustiest part of the road. He inquired the reason , and the

natives answered, “ We prayed our gods to send us rain , and

they won't ; so we've put them out to see how they like the heat

and dryness."
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Terms for Advertisements
Situations and Appointments.

Educational.

"Word and Work . "

Situations

VACANT ORWANTED :

Apartments

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational.

Articles for Sale.

This Paper basing a large and increasingdr

culation amongst Christians of all denominations

forms an excellent medium for Eduoational and

other Announcements .

The Terms are very moderato , viz .: Miscel

laneous in small Type, 2s.6d .for 30 words or loss,

and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or

under ,

A reduction for a series of six Insertions and

upwards. Front Page, and other special posi

tions, by arrangement.

Advertisements received after 11 o'clock on Mon

day cannot appear until the following week,

Advertisements sont by Post must be accom

paniedby Post Office Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F. BHAW & Co.

Amounts under 29. 60. may be sent in Halfpenny

Stamps .

1

" WORD AND WORK "

Is Pablished every Thursday, Price One Penny.

Orders sbould besent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. It difficulty is experienced in ob

talning copies thus, theycan be had direct from

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the

following rates, Payable in Advance.

SERVANTS, unexceptionable references THE OLD HALL SCHOOL ,

required , testimonials of a religious character

fully appreciated . Male and female servants are WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE .

in daily attendance from 11 to 2. CHRISTIAN

GOVERNESSES, Companions, and Lady House Principal: DR. CRANAGE, M.A.
keepers. Apply for these to the Governesses'

Registry, Soho Bazaar, entrances : Soho Square,

and 77 , Oxford Street , London , W.
A WIDOW LADY offers a comfortablo

Homo, with education , to two or three little girls,
HOME MISSIONARY WANTED Terms£20 per annum ;good reference. Address

to work under the supervision of the Pastor and 0., Office of Word and Work, 48 , Paternoster Row ,

Deacons of New Court Chapel, Tollington Park .

Must be experienced in visitation amongst the EDUCATION for the Daughters of Gen

poor , a spiritually -minded man, able to superin tlemen , Glen Lyon, West Hill, Sydenham .

tend the services at the Mission Hall with accept Principal , Miss Sykes. English and foreign re

ance . A total abstainer . Stipend £ 100 per sident Governesses . Pupils prepared for the

annum . Apply by letter only, enclosing recent Cambridge Local Examinations.

testimonials , to Frank H. Searle, Church Secre

tary, 94 , Upper Tollington Park , N.
MARGATE.-LADIES' SCHOOL, Great

GOOD HOUSE-PARLOURMAID educational advantages and careful home.
wanted .-Must be tail and neat, able to take Vacancy for Student Teacher . Premium.

care of plate and linen . Early riser. Church of Address Principal , Branscombe House.

England . No beer. Mrs. O., 60 , Shooter's Hill
Road , Blackheath , S.E. CHELTENHAM . Ladies Collegiate

RE-ENGAGEMENT required as useful
School , Ormond Terrace. Professorg attend

Companion , Housekeeper, or Mother's Help.

daily . Preparation for exams. Nodern prin

Teach young children . Domesticated . Tho
ciples taught . Healthy locality . Home comforts ,

roughly trustworthy. Please state salary . A. ,

Boarders'terms from 25 guineasper annum .

care ofWm .Holland, Grocer, Othain , Maidstone. MELROSE HOUSE, Walsall, Stafford

YOUNG LADY (aged 18) seeks situation
shire . Principals : the Misses HARRISON .

as Assistant in Bazaar or Stationer's . Eighteen
School for Girls. Strictly. Evangelical, and

months' experience. F, B., 223, Grove Road ,
Church of England in its discipline. Lectures

Mile End koad , E.
given by a distinguished University Professor.

WANTED, by Farmer's Daughter, situa
GOVERNESS (Daily or Morning) to

tion as Nursery Governess, to teach one or two young children . A young lady seeks Re-engage

children . Church of England . Good reference. ment as above, in W. or 8.W.London . Å. S. ,

Apply M. B. , Charltoo , Banbury.
17, Bridge Road , West Battersea , S.W.

YOUNG LADY, age 20, seeks engagement

as Ladies' Maid , who has served time in millinery
AN APPEAL.

and dressmaking. Good character. W. , 1 , Netley A HEBREW CHRISTIAN STUDENT at

Villas, Shanklin .
St. John's College , Highbury , APPEALS to

Christian friends for further HELP towards

HOUSEKEEPER , widow of professional conipleting his studies . About £ 135 have been

man , experienced , desires a position in a small contributed towards his expenses ; £ 100 more

house where servant is kept. References ex will be required .
changed . J. E., 31 , New Bailey Street , Man The case is recommended by the following,

chester.
to either of whom contributions may be sent:

Rev. Gordon Caltbrop , M.A. , Vicar of St.

USEFUL COMPANION .--A young Augustine's, Highbury, 3,Highbury Grange, N .;

lady requires situation as above ; domesticated ; Rev. J. B. Barraclough , M.A. , Minister of the

good needlewoman ; salary not so much object Episcopal Jews' Chapel, and Chaplain of the

as comfortable home. Address A. B. 0. , 3, Oxford London Jews' Society, 46, King Edward Road,

Road, Bournemouth ,
Hackney, E.

REQUIRED by a young lady a situation in
a Berlinwool and fancy Repository. She has a

thorough knowledge of fancy and ornamental

needlework . Mounting in every branch . Highest

references . Country town preferred . Address TRALEE (Bournemouth ).—To bo let
M. D. , 83 , Lupus Street, South Belgravia , London , Furnished or in Apartments, detached

GOOD GENERAL

Ipartments, de

.do
a

ENGLISH AND EUROPEAN

SUBSCRIPTIONS.

26 Weeks 62 Weeks

£ 8. d. £ 8. d,

! Copy and Postago
0 8 6 0 6 10

2 Copies 0 6 10 0 13 8

residence, situated in one of the loveliest parts of
SERVANT Bournemouth , on the West Cliff , close to sea and

wanted , age 21, with knowledge of cooking. pier. Contains three reception rooms , ten bed

Small family. Apply at 19, Hilda Road , Mostyn rooms, and usual offices ; recommended by two

Road , Brixton , resident doctors . Seven guineas per week.

COOK (good plain ) and House -Parlour HASTINGS (89 , Wellington Square). -

maid wanted in a gentleman's small family . Board and Residence . - The widow of a clergy man

Good characters indispensable . Apply at 32 , receives a few ladiesand gentlemen into her
Whitehead's Grove, Chelsea,S.W. comfortable home. Terms moderate. London

GENERAL SERVANT wanted , for references . Saturday till Monday, 10s . 6d .

business house . Aged about 20. Must have EASTBOURNE.-- Boarding Establish

good personal character. Apply at 17 , Bromp

ton Road, Knightsbridge .

ment. Sea view . One minute's walk from park .

A handscme lawn in front ofhouse . Terms, two

ARTIFICIAL TEETH .-- Special Notice

occupying the same room , 25s. Mrs. Waggett,

Strathmore House , Howard Square.
-Mr. J. SHIPLEY SLIPPER, R.D.S. ( Hon . Dental

Surgeon to the School for the cons of Con ST. LEONARDS-ON.SEA.-To be

gregational Ministers, Caterham ', makes no
let , in private family, good dining and one or

charge for consultation , and fits artificial teeth two bedrooms , well furnished , 12s.6d . per week,
without estracting old teeth or stumps. These Mater, Prudential Villa , Sedlescombe Road .

teeth are life -like in appearance, and can be ad

justed from 3s . 6d . per tooth , and 20s, per set BRIGHTON . Apartments, well and

(guaranteed). Every information FREE daily, comfortably Furnished . Scrupulously clean ,
from 9 to 7, at 37 , High Holborn , London, W.O. excellent cooking and attendance . Terms

(facing Chancery Lane). Copies of testimonials moderate. Close to West Pier, Miss Anderson,

from ministers and public speakers who bave 23, Cannon Place, Brighton ,
been successfully fitted, gratis and post free to

readers of Word and Work on application . BOARD and RESIDENCE for ladies

Mr. J. Shipley Slipper submits the following in one of the best situations, near parish church

letter as a sample ofmany others daily received . and Downs. Terms moderate. Home comforts.

( Published by permission .)
61 , Larkhall Lane, Clapham , London , S.W.

Principal, 23 , Richmond Terrace, Clifton , Bristol.

DEAR SIR.-It is with true pleasure I bear my FURNISHED SITTING-ROOM, with

sincere testimony to the excellency of the set of

teeth prepared for me ; for fit, appearance, and
one or more bedrooms. Partial board if required.

comfort they surpass any I have had for thirty
Five minutes from station . 33, Somerfield Road ,

years. I consider you a thorough proficient in Finsbury Park, N.

ihe art of dentistry, and if widely known , you

must ensure a largeshare of public patronage.
FURNISHED DRAWING-ROOMS,

Yours faithfully ,
with one or more bedrooms, or bed and sitting

( Signed) Thos . CHIVERS ,
room combined. Overlooking two Squares. 16,

BaptistMinister. MorningtonCrescent,Hampstead Road, n.w.

... 1 10 10 6

4 0 12 13 1 6 8

6 and reduced Postage 0 17 6 1 16 0
8 1 40 2 80

( Including Double Numbers.)

All Subscriptions should be remitted by cheque

or Post -officeOrder for the amount (payable in

advancs ), at the General Post Office.

It will be seen from the above rates that special

sdrantages are secured by ordering six copies and

over .

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

Copies of “WORD AND WORK " ( including

DoubleNumbers) may be sent from this Office to

any address in the undermentioned Foreign

Countries, for One Year, on the following terms,

paid in advance :

£ s. d . 88. d.

1 Copy... 09 08Oopies
1 7 0

2 Copies 0 18 04 1 16 0

The Paper being registered for transmission

abrcar , a single copy maybe sentto the follow

ing countriesfor One Penny :

Africa China Japan

Australia Demerara Natal

Brazil Egypt New Zealand

Buenos Ayres India Singapore )

Ceylon i Jamaica Tasmania

" WORD AND WORK " may now be purchased

a Railway Stations. We would, therefore,

suggest that Christian friends when travelling

mighthelp our circulation ,by purchasing a few

copies at the Bookstalls , to distribute in the

Sarriages .

OPTIOEG : 48 , PATERNOSTER BOW , B.Q.
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THAMES CHURCH MISSION ,
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President - The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .

Chairman - Capt. the HON . F. MAUDE , R.N.

Secretary - REV, H. BLOOMER .

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

OTHER

AND ALL

CHEST DISEASES.

READ
-

MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK,

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts,made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos . of Word and Work , Books, Magazines, Tracto,&c . , are most necessary,

and will greatly assist the Chaplains aud Missionaries.

SIXPENCE, POST FREE.

Or Large Edition (oloth ) for 18, 3d.

SIXTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN
THIS MATTER,

Mr. Congrevewill give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

CONSUMPTION . - CASE of Mrs. NASH , of

MITCHAM.

This case was first referred to me about sixteen months ago (in the
autumn of 1884 ). Her illness had followed upon several severe attacks of

congestion of the lungs ; next came a settled cough, mattery expectoration,
spitoing of blood, stitches in the side, difficult respiration , &c . She had

been sent to Ventnor Hospital prior to this , Dr. C. having declared her
' right lung to be diseased .

Improvement was very slight in the first and second months; but in
three months (and thatwas in wintertime) her husband writes : - “ Her

cough is nearly gone, her breathing much better. She raises little now,

and feels bei ter altogether. She conticues your prescription for liniment,
as there is still somepain ."

Each month a favourable progress was reported, and her husband, writing

me, December 18th , 1885, says : - “ I am pleased to tell you my wite bas

enjoyed good health since she discontinued your balsam (severalmonths
before this ) . She was under your treatmenttwelve months. I think it

was the means of eaving her life .”

A friend of the patient , Miss C. Campbell, who wasat Ventnor at the same

time, says : - " I have been staying with Mrs. Nash (of Tramway Terrace,
Beddington Corner, Mitcham ). I could not have thought it possible for
one so ill as she was to recover."

NOTE . – Days of Consultation . - TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Pockham . Patients from any

long distance_should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.

FOGS AND DAMP AIR

PRODUCE

CATARRH, COUGHS, HOARSENESS.

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COL DS, COU GHS, &c . ,

IS

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR.

In Bottles, 1s . 14d. , 2s . 9d . , 48. 6d. , and 119.

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.

EPILEPTIC FITS !

ALL :LEPSY should SEND Name and Address to

JAMES OSBORNE, MEDICAL PHARMACY ,

ASHBOURNE, who will forward , free of charge ,

full particulars (with Testimonials ) of the inost

successful remedy ever discovered for this dis

tressing malady , Reference permitted to the

Rev. J. BAKER, M.A., 254, Plymouth Grove ,
anchester,

London : JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row .

Cores Toothache, prevents Decay, saves

Extraction, 1s. 13d.of all Chemists.

NERV
INE ,

TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

School Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E.C.

VOLUME XI . OF

Word and Work,

FOR 1885,

NOW READY,

Handsomely bound in cloch gilt,

Red edges, price 6s . 6d .

Subscribers wishing to bind their numbers for last year

can obtain handsome Cases as prepared for the l'olumes, cloth,

gilt lettered, Price 28.

Back numbers to complete sets can be supplied.

CHOICE VOLUMES for SPARE MOMENTS.

(Uniform with the Parchment Library.)

Price One Shilling.

IN THE SHADOW OF HIS HAND. Thoughts for

Lonely Hours . By ROSE PORTER.

MY MORNING WORD. Counsel and Comfort for Daily

Need .

CROSSES and CROWNS. By H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D.

Well fitted to be a little manual to be read day by day. " -Christian Treasury.

BETWEEN - TIMES. By Lady HOPE,

“ Beautiful without and within , a credit to the publisher, an honour to

the writer ." - Daily Review.

THE GUEST CHAMBER By Lady HOPE.

** This delightful little book a good travelling companion." --The

Christian .

New Book by Miss MARSH .

A CHILD OF THE MORNING. Memorials of Little

Emily. By the author of “ Life of Hedley Vicars," &e.

Small 8vo, cloth extra, price One Shilling.

“ It is a charming narrative, and we owe debt of gratitude to Mr. Smythe

for consenting to its publication , and to the distinguished authoress for the

way in which she has performed her task . " - English Churchman ,

By Captain DAWSON .

New Gift -book for the New Year.

COMMUNION AND CONFLICT. Thoughts on Life

and Service. Very attractively bound in vegetable vellum ,

with Illustration. Price One Shilling.

" A VOICE THAT IS STILL ."
Memorials of

Esther Beamish. By her sister , F. L. M.B. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, with Portrait and Illustrations. Price Six Shillings.

“ This is a volume we should like to know was in the hands of many of

our readers ." -- Our Own Gazette .

Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds.

“DEAF FOR FORIY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED."

Sir,-My sale for your “ Curs for Deafness

increases .
A man here who bas been deaf

Forty years, has had his hearing restored by it.

J. GREEN ,Chemist, Christchurch.

18. 11d. per Bottle, Free by Post for 14stamps,from

Edwin J.Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury.

London , J. F. SPLAY & Co., Paternoster Row , D.O.
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Vol. XII., No. 570. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18 , 1886 . ONE PENNY .

“Dr.Barnardo's Homes for Destitute Children .

Now supporting 1,550 Homeless or Orphan Boys and Girls.

A RESIDUE BAZAAR
TO DISPOSE OF ALL ARTICLES LEFT OVER FROM THE SALE OF BOXES, WILL ( D .v .) BE HELD IN

THE NEW LARGE HALL, EDINBURGH CASTLE, LIMEHOUSE, F

(close to Burdett Road Station , North London and Blackwell Railways),

ON

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, 4th and 5th MARCH, 1886 ,

Opening each day at 3 o'clock p .m ,and closing at 10 o'clock.

The attendance of kind friends WILLING TO PURCHASE is especially desired, and any FRESI

GIFTS of Fancy Articles, or of work, will be gratefully acknowledged .

All communications and parcels of Goods of every sort should be addressed to

THE OFFICE OF THE HOMES,

18 to 26, Stepney Causeway, Commercial Road, E .

Waldensian Church Missions in Italy. The Church Parochial Mission Society

THE NEW CHURCH IN ROME. 21, JOHN STREET, ADELPHI, W .O .

Pastor : Signor Cav. Matteo Prochet.

A THANKSGIVING MEETING

A SALE OF WORK will ( D . V .) be held in

will (D . V.) be held on Thursday, April 1st, 1886 , on behalf of I WILLIS 'S ROOMS, 26 , King St., St. James'
theabove Church , attheresidence of Major and Mrs. Frobisher.
Contributions of all kinds of Flowers, China , and other On FRIDAY, February 19th , 1886 , at 7 p.m .,

Ornamental Articles will be gratefully received by Mrs. To welcome the Rev . W . HAY AITKEN on his return from America .

Frobisher, Fishlake House, Woolwich . Chairman - The Right Hon . the EARL OF ABERDEEN ,

The Sale of Work will be opened at 12 o'clock. All are cordially invited .

THE

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen . “ BIBLE TALK ” SERIES
Pive Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets . By GEORGE SOLTAU .

2.900 smacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing our tables
Wash . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and sleety No. l. The Person and Work of the Holy Spirit.

for - who hazard their lives and fall viotims, hundreds of them , to the No. 2 . First Aid to the Wounded .
pas waves , that markets at home may be well supplied - may rightly

cum somesmall share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and so highly
No. 3 . “ Whosoever Will , let Him take."

prize, PRICE TWOPENCE EACH .

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PREBENCE OF THE
To be obtained of the Author, 69, Beresford Road , Highbury New Par

MISSION VESSELB
London , N . And of the Publishers ,

suzying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoning
JOHN F . SHAW & 00 . , 48 , Paternoster Row , London , E . C .

JOHN F . SHE
1994, bringing the pleasure ofbooks to while away the weary hours , afford

JOHN G . WAFELER, 88 , Mildmay Park , London , N .

lag relief in case of sickness and injury , and cheering and brightening dull

monotonous livesby their presence and ministry . Published Monthly , price Id . — Unsectarian .

" The Mission Smacksare doing in the North Sea a grand work , worthy

the support of a great maritimenation like England ; and I believe that
BIBLE LIGET

ata of their effort , great as they are in the present, will , if only
FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKER3.

pported liberally by the public , be of untold value in the future."
Word and Work of Jan . 14th says : - " Taose in search of hiats anl goo

A Birkbeck , Esq . , M . P .
Bible notes will value this little monthly , throwing, as it does, light
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CRIMINAL RIOTING.

ventured to do already. Besides , such demonstrations

have always to some extent the appearance of a
confusion and alarm . The criminals and

threat. They appeal more to passion than to reason .

roughs, who generally hide themselves in obscure
Whether to allow them in less populous places be safe

dens, from which they emerge singly or in pairs when
or wise , it is certainly neither within the Metropolis .

they have work in hand , found themselves some hun
The safety of the community, which is of the first

dreds strong at the meeting of the unemployed in
importance, demands their suppression,

Trafalgar Square, and they were sharp and bold enough

to make the most of this massing in force . Lending CHRISTIAN RELIEF,

themselves willingly to a few fanatics , who waved red T would be a great misfortune if the unemployed,

flags and preached a social revolution, they plied who assembled peaceably to make known their

their trade along a considerable line of march, robbing circumstances, should suffer either through lack of

individuals and looting shops with an ease and success sympathy or support in consequence of last week's

which to many of them must have seemed surprising. riotous proceedings . No one who is even superficially

For two or three hours the whole city lay at their acquainted with the present depression of trade can

merey, and their very presence seemed to paralyze doubt the existence of widespreadwretchedness. There

resistance . are always men who are unwilling to work, and not a

Some one is responsible for the safety of our streets few who are incapable of doing good work through their

and the protection of our property, but on the after own criminal folly, and to encourage the idleness of

noon of Monday, the 8th February, a shouting, the one class or the incompetency of the other is not

window -breaking, pillaging mob marched unresisted advisable . There are others who squander their

through Piccadilly, South and North Audley Streets, earnings recklessly in good times, and who have not

and then right on along the main thoroughfare a very strong claim for compassion when darker days

of Oxford Street. Their path was marked by de come . But there are at present hundreds, perhaps

struction and plunder; yet, when we consider that thousands, of honest, willing workmen in this and

! they were entirely masters of the situation, our other cities who are unable to obtain employment .

wonder is at their moderation , The amount of To find these out and to hasten to their relief is

mischief they might have done is out of all pro- Christian privilege.

portion to the robbery and ruin with which they We repeat the words, to find them out, because

were , for the time, content. Perhaps they were too these are the very last persons to obtrude their

much surprised at their success to be quite alive to sufferings. They shrink from pity, and to receive

the advantages within their reach . If ever the oppor alms is in many cases the bitterest drop in the cup

tunity recurs, we are disposed to think they will rise they are compelled to drink.

to the occasion , and, like locusts, leave a much Each Christian church might make itself a centre

greater desolation behind them .
of blessing if it made it present duty to search out and

The lesson of last week is a sharp one ; neverthe . relieve such cases. The thriftless , the idle, and the

less it may prove not without profit. To some vagabond are alert when the bitter cry is raised , and

reasonable extent our police can cope with the their hands often intercept the help that others more
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honest are too proud to claim . The genuine working | which has not been allowed to evaporate in mere

man does not parade his poverty . Indeed, he does not | sentiment. There are thousands who are willing to aid

care to speak of it. Yet to a watchful eye it speaks in the upraising of the sunken masses, could they only

for itself. Conversing with one of our Bible -nurses see an efficient method of getting the work done. The

the other day, she told us that in houses she visited task , however, is not so easy as some think. There

she heard no complaint, but she missed ornaments are many who object to be raised in the only way

highly prized , though perhaps of no great value, and likely to prove successful ; and there are many more

by and by articles of greater usefulness vanished . whose up-lifting would be surely and speedily followed

The room remained tidy and clean , but the disap by a fall.

pearance of one piece of furniture after another spoke Theorists who propound schemes for the elevation

volumes. of humanity fail to reckop with human nature, which

If in the spirit of Christ we bring assistance to our is the most important factor in the whole problem .

fellow -men when they are in such extremity, we They charge society as it now standswith selfishness,

do our best to commend to them the Gospel we love. and to the presence of this sin they trace all the

Care must be taken to discern between those who sufferings with which we are surrounded ; yet so far

prey on the charitable and those who would a as we know they do not tell us how it is to be eradi.

thousandfold rather assist others than be themselves cated. Indeed , their only hope seems to be in the

assisted . All our giſts are wasted on the former, who awakening of the selfishness of the many against

only laugh at our credulity. In the case of thosewhose the selfishness of the few . The number of the suf

poverty is painful to them every kind deed opens the ferers, they say, exceeds the number of the wealthy ;

heart ; and if our kindness be at once warm and un- why then do not the majority relieve themselvesat
obtrusive, we may preach more eloquent sermons the expense of the minority ? They confess un.

than ever rung out from our pulpits. Werepeat it, hesitatingly their only reason for delay is their

this cannot be done, however, without taking trouble. doubt of success. Might, according to their judg.

Indiscriminate giving does at least asmuch harm as ment, makes right, and if they were only sure

good , probably more. Wise administration of such of having force enough they would take immediate

little wealth as we have, cheering sad hearts , and steps to bring about a revolution , whether bloodless

bringing a ray of light into dark homes, may be more or not. Suppose the revolution accomplished — what

effective in opening barred hearts than a thousand then ? The passions of men when excited do not

appeals. quickly cool. Would there be no disagreement about

Especially is this a time for churches to pay atten the division of the spoil ? The dream of a society

tion to the condition of the working men within their without inequality is one of the wildest fancies ever

own communion . The unemployed should , even indulged by a reasoning mind . MEN ARE NOT EQUAL;

though they maynot be in actualwant, feel that they and so long asthey are sinful, the attempt to reduce

have our sympathy and ready care. It is to be feared them all to the same level would excite the stoutest

much harm is done by thoughtlessness ; and our resistance and rebellion. Yet this is in effect the

humbler brethren have reason to think themselves favourite panacea of social democrats, and for the

neglected when they are only forgotten . We have to mere pleasure of experimenting with it they are

learn we are not at liberty either to forget or neglect. prepared to risk the horrors of civil war.

There is at present imminentdanger of separation

between classes, a separation sure to be followed by IS THEFT RIGHTEOUS ?

misunderstanding and strife ; therefore it becomes a V E are willing to credit these theorists with the

Christian duty of the first rank to prove by hearty best intentions. They are pained, as others

genial friendliness that those who have this world 's
are no less, at the contemplation of the vast mass of

misery which seethes around us. But are they certain
goods are not unmindful of those who are in want. the remedy they propose would remove it ? Other

Any gifts brought by love will be twice blessed ; men who are no less pitiful, while they claim to be

blessing both him who takes and him who gives ; more prudent, give good reasons for discrediting their

while any extorted by fear can only prove a curse to
method of cure , and at the same time they take occa

both .
sion to point out its injustice. It would be easy

enough to relieve present wantby compelling the rich

to share their wealth with the poor ; but would the

SELFISHNESS VERSUS SELFISHNESS.
momentary relief be continuous ? If land and ma.

chinery and capital changed hands, and labour pog.
TT has been frankly admitted by the wisest and sessed itself of them all, what security could be taken

1 wealthiest in the land that the rich ought to against their alienation ? They would certainly fall

care for the well-being of the poor. A Royal Com . sooner or later into the possession of those best quall

mission has patiently examined the condition of the
fied to use them . Meantime, besides giving a great

homes in which poverty is compelled to dwell, and
blow to thrift, from which it would not soon recover,

has also given careful attention to various proposals
the eighth commandment would be blotted out

of the Decalogue. One of the leaders of the

for improving them . The bitter cry of outcast Lon social democracy has protested against being

don awakened sympathy throughout the whole land, I identified with the crew of pilferers who cer
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tainly paraded the streets a week ago in consequence
PRESENT-DAY LAWLESSNESS.

of the encouragement he and others gave them, and LL classes are waiting anxiously to learn what

be gravely assures us he would notcondescend to
No one

anything so mean. Perhaps not, as the prize is too
denies that confidence in security of property and

small. But he pleads for robbery wholesale. Accus. person within the Metropolis has been rudely shaken

ing capitalists of having grown rich at the expense of by the rioting of last week . If the law as it stands

labour, he proposes to transfer property from those
is sufficient to reach and punish men who preach a

who legally hold it to those who can certainly
doctrine of public plunder , let it be rigidly enforced ;

make good no claim in law to its possession . if it is not , it is high time to amend it. The Times

He frankly confesses he is willing rather to on Monday had thefollowing strong and plain -speak

make appeal to force than law . That is precisely ing sentences in its leader page :

what the rioters did on a lesser scale. Instead of
It seems to be decided that the Government shall prosecute

petty larcenies, spoliation on the largest scale is

the ringleaders of Monday's riot. Somuch official courage is

gratifying to the public, but it is a thousand pities that some

proposed ; the only difference being in the greater more expeditious and summary course could not be taken .

enormity of the crime. The miserable dastards who, in speech and writing incite

ignorant men to deeds of violence which they have not the

courage to carry out themselves, should be punishable
SOCIAL DEMOCRATS.

in the same dull common-place way as the ruffian who

LTHOUGH the rioting of the past week gives jumps upon his wife . Tbe whole secret of their

little indication of the spread of “ Social De
action is that they are the vietims of diseased vanity,

mocracy ” among the working classes , for its
and are ready for any kind of safe criminality that will enable

them to posture before the public. They know they would

significance is totally misunderstood, if it is so read , suffer some vulgar punishment if they smashed & jeweller's

nevertheless the principles of this modern movement window and stole his rings, or if they threw a brick at a lady's

are not such as any wise Government can safely head. But they think they are safe in instigating a mob to do

neglect.
thesethings on a large scale, or that, if not absolutely safe, the

Perhaps the worst element , certainly the one

punishment will be light and the notoriety great. If their

calculation is correct , the none of the first duties ofGovernment

demanding prompt and vigorous action , is the is to alter the law so as to upset it , and in the meantime we

avowed resolve to use physical force for the attain . trust that, whatever proceedings are taken will be carried out

ment of certain ends . The Saturday Review lays
with a stern determination to suppress posturing and to treat

theculprits as the vulgar and cowardly criminals they are .
emphasis on this :

If these attempts to incite lawlessness are not

There is one more matter to be borne in mind as regards firmly and immediately grappled with, it is impos.

Hyndman and Burns. Monday's outbreak was no accident , sible to say where and when the conflagration can

If any one chooses to read vny of the recent numbers of a

newspaper called Justice, the Organ of the Social Democracy, to
be stayed . As we go to press we learn by telegram

which these two men are constant contributers , he will see
sent from Birmingham that an inflammatory oration

that they and their friends have for sometime beendoing their has set a mob of thousands in motion ; and at Leices .

atmost to promote the destruction by violence of theexisting ter, last week, there was serious destruction of
English State . There is this to be said for them , that, like

their fellow -Jacobins in Ireland , they do not affect the least
property. There is certainly present reason for our

disguise about what they intend to do if the cowardice of the obedience to the Scriptural command : “ I exhort

enormous majority of their fellow- citizens allows them free therefore, that , first of all , supplications, prayers ,

play. In the number of the paper published last week the first intercessions , and giving of thanks , be made for all

paragraph commends the murder of M. Watrin at Decazeville,

and charges him with vile crimes, in the manner of the patriots

men ; for kings , and for all that are in authority ;

across St. George's Channel. The third paragraph compares a
that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all god .

Welsh colliery -owner and agent, by name, to M. Watrin , liness and honesty."

and observes that, if they “both met with their death

you would be very sorry ”for them , “ wouldn't you We

shouldn't.” On the next page is a leading article threatening

" the contemptuous members of the Reform Club " with the

Vengeance ” of the Social Democrats, and declaring thatthe
Words Spoken from a West End Pulpit.

reason why " nothing has come of our agitation " is that FROM A HEARER'S NOTES.

" Englishmen ,” not being Irishmen, have not " shot a dozen “ MHOU art this head of gold ,” the prophet Daniel

landlords and capitalists or stabbed " & Chief Secretary to

death in Hyde Park .” This article is signed “ H. M. Hynd
said to the king, in whom was lodged

man ," This number of the paper is not exceptional in fullest power. God had given him authority over the

character. It is not the first in which the murder of private earth, and one of the earliest uses he makes of it is

individuals has been more than hinted at . This is the man
to set up an image on the plains of Dura, and to

who was the principal speaker in Trafalgar Square , and whom

the Government hesitates to prosecute.

command men to bow the knee to it . Man uses the

power delegated to him by God in opposition to Him

Working men have hitherto refused to listen to the who gave it .

social democrats. They know that any attempt at

revolt can beeasily crushed, and they are too wise to The image was doubtless suggested by the vision

knock their heads against stone walls. During the recorded in the preceding chapter, but probably

late elections candidates who stood in the interest of several years elapsed between the dream and the

social democracy had a ridiculously small following. setting up of the image. Meanwhile the king's

But if these principles are allowed to be publicly armies had swept the face of the earth , as far as

professed , and if there be two or three occasions on India ; and now the monarch seems to have con

which the might of the mob gives even apparent ceived the idea of welding into one the conquered

support to them, there may be a very marked change provinces by the worship of one supreme god . Re

inthe current of popular opinion. ligion , even if it be false, binds men together.

Never was there a time when firmness and fairness

were more demanded in the administration of law ; Polytheists, like Nebuchadnezzar, were not un

and alas ! never was there a time when the prospect willing to allow the worship of other gods, but the

was less clear. Rulers ought not to be a “ praise to god who had given him victory must be acknowledged

evil-doers,” and a “ terror to them that do well.” as supreme. This , I suppose, all were willing enough

Three Noble Confessors.

“ THO
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us
any

ever saw.

to do, with three exceptions ; but, unfortunately for the God to forgive us ? There are always such reasons for

king, these three belonged to his own province and appearing to comply with the course of this world.

city.

These three noble men did not shrink ; they asked no
The alternative was death ; just as we learn from the time to reconsider the matter. The king threatened

book of the Revelation, when the ten kings give their them, and added, “Who is that God that shall

power to the one, all who refuse to receive the mark
deliver you out of my hands ? ” Here breaks the

of the beast must be cut off. Thus man's power

first ray of hope. He has defied God, let God deal
ends just where it began, after passing through many with him . The battle is not between us and the

phases. We have heard the rights of man very much king, but between God and the king ; let him grapple

spoken of lately, rights of conscience, rights of with God.

liberty ; but while we are thankful for freedom to

worship under any guise, we remember that to the Soon comes the answer, " OurGod .... is able to

sinner belongeth no rights; we recognise only his duty deliver us. ” We do not know if He will or not, but He

to bring every thought into captivityto the obedience of is able to save us from your fire ; but if not, it does not

Christ . There is no security or safety for any whose matter, He will take from

your power. In
heart and conscience are not open to God.

case we will live and not die. There is nothing will

Three men were found faithful. It is singular no make men bold like faith in our God and Father.

mention is made of the fourth, the writer of the " This is the victory that overcometh the world,

book. If this book had been the work of a forger we
even our faith ."

may be sure there would have been an elaborate

explanation of his absence or silence. But the true " Our God whom weserve ; not only our God, but

Daniel does not care for his own reputation ; he our God whom we serve . A faith which does not

simply gives an account of that eventful day, and serve will not stand trial in the day of testing. The

leaves his own name unmentioned.
faith that serves in lesser and littler things will stand

in that hour of fire. Thesemen did not grow into

This great image was one of the grandest the world giants in an hour. They had already refused the

The Colossus of Rhodes was larger, but meat from the king's table. They had taken God's

as the brightness of the sun flashed on that image word into the details of life, and let it regulate the

of gold it must have been very impressive. And tides of action . Had they been faithless in the

designedly so. This monarch , who loved magnificence lesser they would not have been found faithful in the

wished toimpress on these rulers from all lands and greater.

peoples his might and majesty.

Suppose persecution were to come—as we know it

The command is given, the sound of the music is
is to come - I venture to say those who serve God

heard , the multitude fall down , but three men
day and night will be found ready to go into the fire.

remain with stiffened knee and unbent head . Strange
Such have no doubt of an entrance into the gates of

they should be so daring, yet not strange when we
the city. Like the martyred Stephen they would,

look within and the hidden power.
You by faith, see Christ standing at the right hand of the

rememberhow in the chapter of heroic deedswe are told Father, ready to receive them . I do not think those

they “ through faith ..... quenched the violence who are not sure of acceptance would have the

of fire.” There is no power can do this except faith,
courage to run such a risk as to give their bodies to

a faith in living communion with God, a faith which
be burnt, and afterwards to stand before the great

seeks to please God, and cares for nought beside.
white throne. Those who serve God day and night,

who strive to do His will, are those who will be found

They are the observed of all : the king is told , he willing and courageous enough to go by the fiery

calls for them. Unwilling to be defied in presence of
chariot through the gates of the holy city .

the watchful rulers and governors of his conquered

provinces, he gives them another chance. They hear So with these noble men, between whom and God

his words, their cheeks remain unblanched, their
there was no cloud . They boldly answered the king,

faces unchanged. They pass through the stern ordeal it was no concern oftheirs ; they referred the matter

unshaken. The king's visage changes. He com

to God, who was able to deliver or not as He saw fit.

mands the furnace to be heated one seven times It is said that Coligny, the well-known admiral, was

defending a city, when letters were shot by the

besiegers on thepoint of arrows into the city, temptHow many of us would have stood a test like this ? ing the citizens to surrender, caused a reply to be

We are not called to face it now, we know not how shot in like manner into the besiegers’ camp

soon we may be. We must ask grace of Him whose the simple words Regem habemus, “ We have a king."

grace is sufficient for us, whose strength is made So we have a King who has said, “ Be thou faithful

perfect in weakness. We do not know what we may unto death, and I will give thee a crown of life .”

be calledto go through. We have heard of little lads

and tender maidens playing at auto da fés in the Christian courage is not obstinacy or stubbornness,

streets — while the Duke of Alva was ravaging none more compliant in things not essential ; but

Holland-in daily expectation of such a fate. It when that which is demanded conflicts with our duty

came, and they met itwithout flinching.
to God we answer, No. In things lawful we obey,

in things contrary to the will of God we must refuse,
How many temptations would come at such a time be the consequences what they may. When the

to those whose hearts were not rooted in God. How council of Jerusalem , composed not merely of rulers,

many reasons would be found for temporizing and but of priests, said “ Ye mustnot preach ," Peter replied,

expediency ! Could we not bow the knee and incline the “ We must obey God rather than men.” Whether or

head without really worshipping, and afterwards ask not the Puritans of England or the Covenanters of

see

more,

with

* *
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Scotland were right in taking up arms to resist , we and who in latter times walked on the waves of the

are not called upon to decide-at all events, we must sea , It is the Lord Jesus Christ , who, in His

refuse to obey and take the consequences . Security compassionate sympathy for them , as Moody has

of life or property or person is no compensation for said, “ leaped right from the throne of Heaven into

disobedience to God. The old Roman maxim was, the fire ,” to make it harmless for His three faithful

* My honour must live , whetherI liveor not ; " So our servants. Fire could do them no harm when Christ

Master's honour must be guarded whether we live was there.

or not.

The king draws near and asks them to come forth,

On that principle these three Hebrew children and they step quietly forth from the flame. He talks

acted . They remembered the command, “ Thou shalt with them, while the princes and councillors examine

not make unto thee any graven image
their garments and find no smell of fire on them , and

shalt not bow down thyself to them , nor serve them ." they bear witness. Then the king praises God on

Allegiance to God comes first. They were faithful and their behalf, “ Blessed be the God of Shadrach,

loyal servants of the king, just because of their faithful Meshach , and Abed-nego , who hath sent His angel ,

uess toGod . They were willing to render to Cæsar and delivered His servants that trusted in Him, and

the things that were Cæsar's , but they meant to have changed the king's word . ” He had been beaten

render toGod the things that are God's .
and he acknowledged it. He had challenged God

and had been defeated . Nebuchadnezzar had some

At the king's command they are cast into the fiery good things about him . Most of the writers about

furnace. Now comes the miracle. Some scientists say him think he came to the knowledge of the true God

" the thing is impossible , it cannot be . " So said the in the end . At all events he was ready to confess

heathen king. Science and heathenism agree here, if himself beaten . There was a God who could deliver

nowhere else . We reply, God can, God can . from his hand, and he acknowledged it.

Remember, if there be à God, there are no limits to

His power. I am not here arguingwithinfidels, with Then
you know the result . The king issued a com

such I must take different ground. To those who mand, a wrong command, a persecuting command,

admit the existence of God, I say, that is enoughto while at the same time it indicates the thoroughness

make miracles possible, whatever may be said by of the conviction wrought in the monarch's mind.
science. Afterwards God humbled him, and his pride being

cast down he acknowledged his littleness and the

Some German writers have sneered at the purpose. greatness of God.

less miracles of the book of Daniel . Purposeless !

Well, there are three of them , all wrought on proper One very practical point is suggested by the loyalty

occasions. Occasions which satisfied the old of these men to the Master whom they served . They

aphorism , “ Let not God be present unless there is a were loyal to God , and refused to bowthe knee to the

problem to solve worthy ofHim. ” So there was on idol. We are to be loyal to One of whom we know

Each of these occasions. something more than they knew of the Maker of

1. When the king had made a decree abjuring Heaven and earth. We are to be loyal to Him who

God, and commanding the worship of this idol as the came for us to the cross of shame; one who not

true God , and that even by God's own people . And, only was with God in the beginning, but who

further, the king had defied God to deliver . - was God , and by whom all things were made that are

2. When Darius issued a decree , forbidding man made. And this very God of very God became man,

to ask anything save of himself, thus abolishing for made Himself of no reputation, took on Him the

a timethe worship of God. form of a servant, and being found in fashion as a

3. When Belshazzar, in thehardihood of drunken man humbled Himself and took the lowest place, and

madness, insulted God by sending for His consecrated became obedient to death, even the death of the

vessels that he and his roystering lords might drink We know Him through that descent of the

wide from them, cross, and we know more. We know of His holiness

These are the three occasions. They can only be and greatness, we know God hath highly exalted

called purposeless miracles by people who cannot Him and given Him & name which is above every

understand the highest purpose. name . If we are not true and loyal to One of whom

we know so much, these men will shame us in the

I have seen attempts to explain this miracle, coming day. We know something of His love

but to me it is a matter wholly inexplicable. I immeasurable and its outcome for us. He who knows

confess I do not know how God kept these this God and is not true and loyal to Him in word and

alive in the fiery furnace, but He did it . He deed will be shamed by these three confessors in the

quenched the violence of fire, as He afterwards shut court of Babylon . Shall not “ the love of Christ

the mouths of lions . And these two triumphs of constrain us ? For we thus judge that if One died for

faith are recorded in Heb. xi . Amongst these fierce all , then all died , and He died for all , that they which

flames the three men walked as in the green pastures live should not henceforth live unto themselves, but

and by the still waters of which the shepherd -king so unto Him who died for them, and rose again ."

sweetly sings. Their bonds were burnt off, and they

walked free. Those who cast them in were
SECRET RESERVES. - In yourtreating with Christ, beware of

all secret reserves that will spoil the treaty between Christ and

destroyed, but they walked calmly in the midst of the you . Be honest with Christ , and say not of any sin, “ The

flame. Lord be merciful to me in this ; ” and be sure there is no secret

purpose or reserve in thy heart for a retreat in time of danger ;

Ay , and there is a fourth with them . The king says but embark thyself with Christ for storms and tempest , troubles

he is like one of the sons of the gods. Who is he ?

and afflictions , as well as peace and prosperity. Christ be

stows Himself wholly upon you, and He expects the same from

The same who came to Moses in the burning bush, you. Give up all , oryou will receive nothing from Him.- John

who went before Israel in the pillar of fire and cloud, Flavel.

cross.

men
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TheFaithDeformed& Reformed.

convenient word ” ( tban Transubstantiation ) " could be found

for expressing the nature of the change. • . wrought by the act

of consecration . " What I have shown you proves that the

Reformers, in sweeping away the doctrine of Transubstantia

tion , were indeed restoring the primitive faith.

III. Half Communion was expressly condemned by Pope

Leo in 450, and by Pope Gelasius in 492. The practice was

prohibited by theCouncil of Clermont, under Urban II.,in 1095,

but enjoined (for the first tin.e) by the Council of Constance in

1414. So that the fifteenth century was fourteen years old

before the practice of half communion was introduced.

IV. Penance. In 763 the first act of compulsory oral confession

was enjoined in a monastery . In the year 1000 priestly absolu .

tion , previously unknown, was introduced . In 1022 Penance

was first commuted for money;and in 1140 the three parts of

Penance were defined . Not till the year 1215 was Auricular

Confession first established . You observe that is the same date

as the declaration of Transubstantiation, and by the same

Council.

V. Confirmation was instituted as a sacrament in 845 , but

not until 1547 was it authoritatively enjoined. The Church of

England says, “ There are two sacraments ; " the Church of

“ There are seven .

VI. Extreme Unction was introduced in 528 , but was not

made & sacrament until 850.

VII. Celibacy of the clergy : marriage was still permitted in

1068 ; in 1074 compulsory celibacy was enforced by Hildebrand,

and in 1495 the first dispensation for marriage within the

prohibited degreeswas grantedfor a consideration .

VIII. Coming to saint and angel worship, we find angel

worship condemned by the Council of Laodicea in 470, and

image worship by the Council of Constantinople in 754. But

in 600 saints were installed in place of the “ Dii minores," or

lesser gods . In 617 Invocation of the Saints was first intro.

duced into the Latin Liturgies, and in 933 sanctioned by John

XV. ; while the climax of this de -formation was reached when

in 1552 the Lord's Prayer was allowed to be said to the saints.

What an apostasy when “ Our Father, which art in Heaven , "

was permitted by the so-called church to be addressed to men

of like passions with ourselves.

IX . Indulgences. We find the first appointment of prayers

to deliver souls out of Purgatory in 998. In 1300 BonifaceVIII.

instituted the first Jubilee, 'granting indulgences extending to

souls in Purgatory, and in 1390 indulgences were made a matter

ofmerchandise by Boniface IX.

X. The Service was first ordained to be said in Latin in the

Notes of a Lecture in Exeter Hall. *

BY REV. SAMUEL WAINWRIGHT, D.D.

THE

THE Faith Deformed : the Faith Reformed . One word as

to our title : what is meant by it ? If our faith be

characterized by any one feature , it is that it is founded on

fact ; that truth is capable of the most perfect demonstration.

But it was foretold, faith should wax feebler and love colder.

And Paul expressly warns us , “ Let no man deceive you by any

means ; for that day shall not come except there come first the

Apostasy." Our English word is pure Greek - 1 afootagia. The

word means a receding from a standpoint. Now we can prove

there was a receding, & falling away, an apostasy, a de- forma

tion of the true faith - thus necessitating a re -formation.

The Reformers of the sixteenth century did not make a new

formation, they restored the old formation , as did Elijah of old

on MountCarmel ; they builded again the altar of God which

had been broken down. The facts ofhistory prove conclusively

there had been an antecedent de formation which necessitated

a re- formation . If, however, you want to know when and how

this de -formation took place, I will give you nineteen particulars

in which de - formation can be proved .

I. The Supremacy of the Pope, which Cardinal Bellarmine

calls “ the sum and substance of Christianity ;" yet in the first

three centuries it was entirely unknown . In the fifth century

its assumption was checked by the Council of Numidia . In

the sixth century it was denounced as “ Anti - Christian " by

Pelagius II. and Gregory I. In the seventh century Pope

Boniface received the title “ Head of the Universal Church

from a murderer - Phocas. In the eighth century the temporal

power was bestowed on Pope Stephen by the usurperPepin. In

theninth century there followed the “ PatrimonyofSt. Peter,”

bolstored_up_by the Forged Decretals produced by Pope

Nicholas I. ` In the twelfth century camethe compilation of

the Decretum de Gratian , which proclaimed heresy a capital

offence . Thus what was denounced as Anti -Christian by the

Popes themselves in the sixth century became in the twelfth

the “ sum and substance of Christianity .".

II. Transubstantiation , which the illustrious Bishop Hall puts

his finger on as “ the greatest of all our differences.” Now, while

I am perfectly prepared on overy ground of reason, Scripture,

and history to show that Transubstantiation is abhorrent to

reason , subversive of religion , and in diametrical opposition to

Holy Scripture, I say further that were it true it entirely sub

verts Cbristianity-- in establishing the truth of Transubstantia

tion you subvert the truth of Christianity. Christianity is

founded on facts , Transubstantiation is not . The miracles

which attested Christianity were obvious to the senses - men

wore raised from the dead, the lepers healed , the multitudes

fed. Transubstantiation is said to be a miracle, but the wafer

remains unchanged to the eye and touch and taste and smell . It

is like a wafer still, but that very fact , it is said , constitutes the

miracle. Hence we have a new definition of a miracle, as that

which appeals to no man's sense, and defies observation . If

the miracles of our Lord had been of such a character they

would have attested nothing, for no man would have perceived

them ; they would not have been signs. Now our fathers seeing

the priest turning his back on the people to conceal the decep

tion — the real origin of and reason for the eastward position

-muttering Hoc est corpus meum, and declaring the wafer

was changed into the body of Christ-our fathers, noting this,

nudged one another and said hocus pocus, whence the phrase

arose. But about the introduction of this deformation , it was

first propounded in 818, by Paschasius Rhadbert . In 825 it

was specially condemned by Archbishop Rabanus, Bertram ,

Heribald , Scotus, and others. Scotus denouncing it in

scathing terms. In 492 it had been (by anticipation )

explicitly condemned by Pope Gelasius, and in 754 by the

Council of Constantinople. In 1059 it was first recognised, and

Berengarius condemned for not accepting it by the Roman

Council under Pope Nicholas II . Passing on, we find the
Eucharist first made “ & sacrifice " instead of " a memory ” in

1095 ; while in 1215 Transubstantiation was first declared by

the Fourth Lateran Council under Innocent III . In 1217 the

Elevation and Adoration of the Host was instituted by

Honorius III. With these facts in view , I say those men are

papalizing this nation by means of Romanizing the Church ,

when they declare identity of doctrine ; and state “ no more

Rome says,

year 666 .

XI . Incense was first ordered to be used by Leo III. in 705 ;

not a minute too soon , by the way, for cleanliness was not then

regarded as next to godliness.

XII. Holy Water was ordered in 852, by the Capitular of
Hincmar.

XIII. The Sacraments were in 1439 declared authoritatively

to be seven.

XIV. Intention . This strange doctrine was first decreed in

1547. According to this doctrine the Romish priest - even the

Pope himself - does not know if he is Christian or Pagan,

because to the duecelebration of a sacrament,without which

it isnull and void, it is necessary the person officiating should

have the intention of doing what the Church intended . The

veriest uncertainty is thus introduced by the Papacy itself into

the whole system. Nothing is more characteristic of true

Christianity than its abiding certainty ,nothing more character

isticof Romanism than its pernicious uncertainty,

XV. In 1551 the doctrine of Attrition was first defined .

XVI. The Virgin Mary. The Feast of the Immaculate Con.

ception was firstordained by Sixtus IV. in 1476, although in

1140 this doctrine was condemned by Bernard as “false, new ,

vain , and superstitious ." Inour own time (1854) the same doc

trine was promulgated by Pius IX ., under pain of anathema ,,

XVII. Tradition was elevated in 1546 to the rank of Holy

Scripture.

XVIII . The Apocrypha was at the same time declared to

be a part of Scripture.

XIX. Infallibility . The crowning act of the deformation

took place in 1870 (July 18th ),when Pope Pius IX . declared

under thesamedread penalty, his personal infallibility. You

know that the most illustrious in the episcopacy of every

country were diametrically opposed to the dogma, but it was

carried by the Italian stipendiaries. Now rememberhow this
stupendous change was introduced. The Tablet tells us the

vote of the Council was a Corpus Acephalum ,a body without a

head, having no effect whatever, until the Pope endorsed it ;

his fiat gives validity to the decree. But he was not infallible

before the dogma was confirmed ; therefore the doctrine, with all

its consequences, rests on his fallible utterance, just before he

made himself infallible,

• A course of lectures on the “ History of the Reformation ," organized
by the Protestant Educational Institute , and under the auspices of the

Young Men's Christian Association , are being delivered on Monday

evenings by the Rev. Samuel Wainwright, D.D., at Exeter Hall,
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Service and Rest.

paths of life, just as much honour the Master, and “ tell

it out;" use what is in your hand.:

BY HERBERT R. FRANCIS.
The Lord said to Moses, “ What is that in thy hand ?"

0 , I am with you all the days ” (R. V. Matt . xxviii . 20),

And the rod was used by Him to do wonderful things.

Dorcas had a needle, and she used it. David , a sling and a

Christ. The presence of the Master by His Divine Spirit

stone, and we know what they were in the hands of the

will bring such a joy in His service that the many trials

mighty Lord ; how He directed the smooth stone to bring

that have to be encountered will be borne with patience

down the pride of this great enemy. His service is perfect

freedom .

and overcome by faith . Let us ever remember, however,

that we serve-not to become sons—but because we are

As the days get darker, we need a fresh command from

such. “ You are we the sons of God ; " · Born again ; ”
Ilim , “ Go ye. ” And with this the comforting assurance, “ Lo,

" Pegotten again ;, ” “ A new creation ; “ Servants unto
I am with you all the days. "

Gel. This, doubtless, is a great privilege, and brings with

More of Christ for a divided Church . Christ for a ruined

it great responsibility.

world. His precious blood , to make those blackened by sin

whiter than snow .
i. & servant's reward (Matt. xxv. 21 ) . Some ask , “ Is your

work successful ? " As if that were the great point to be

Give the message in the tract by the wayside,whisper it to the

settled by us here.Our estimate of success maybe altogether dying, preach it to the multitude, sing itto those who will

misjudged and wrong . In the day of account a good many

not listen to the preaching,and, it may be, shout it to the

things will not stand the test of the fire, which is to try

giddy throng who keep holiday.

every man's work,of what sort it is. Some work that we

4. Who is our master ? (Eph. vi . 6 , 7. ) It is well to ask

thought gold, silver, precious stones, will then be found to be
this question in these busy times. Can we say , “ 1 am

wood, hay, stubble, and for this there can be no reward. It

seeking to serve the Lord ” ? We like to be thought some.

thing and somebody. Our best things being so largely tinged

is not said, “ Well done, good and successful servant,” but with self, makes it a very difficult question to answer. In

" good and faithfiel." Are wenot warned by the Lord about
deed, we must often come into the sanctuary of His presence

being “ faithfulover a few things ” ? See to it that the little
to know whether we are serving Him or not.

things are 'not forgotten, and then the reward will be given

by Him accordingly.
Let us be in earnest about this , and come to the light of

Surely to have a welcome at all into the presence of the

the Holy Place , and judge self, that we be not judged .

Lord proves His Divine love ; but that is not all, He delights

Are we really serving the Lord ? Are our actions

to lavish that love upon His servants , and to reward them

going with our words ? Are our hands holy hands ?

openly.

Then the money question - will it bear the light ? Is there

2. A sercant es horted to obedience (Titus ii. 9). This is very

the spirit of covetousness ?

needful. How often is the servant self-willed and disobe
If we make His service our delight, will He not make our

dient, liking to serve where there is little cross-bearing,over

need His care ? May we have the perfect freedom of His

looking the factthat, “ One is our Master, even Christ," and

blessed service, and He will not forget His servants' need .

“ Oh, to be whole -hearted ! ”

that He has said that we are to seek to please Him well in

all things, and to show all good fidelity. This is the first

5. A servant must not strive ( 2 Tim . ii . 24) . The grace of

the Master and His meekness are to be our patterns every
great business of the servant. Unless this is well understood,

there will be little hope of things going right in the house

day. The hands of the servant, held out to save the perish

hold or in the business.
ing, will be enfeebled if that servantdoes not win those to

Obedience to Christ will enable us to serve others for His

whom he speaks. “ He that winneth souls is wise ;" and how

can he accomplish this if he has not the love of the Master,

sake, and in doing so the faith of those amongst us who are

in a subordinate position,and must obey, will be strengthened.

though he may have the gift ?

This is sound doctrine, and placed by the side of the most
Contention is not an element that will help us in our work

exalted truth , viz ., the coming of the Lord ( litus ii . 12) .
for Him . We must not forget that when He was reviled

He reviled not again .

Communion with God and service for Him ought to go

together. An old writer who lived in the sixteenth century

May we have grace to be gentle and firm , gracious and

(Samuel Lee ) says : - “ Maintain always secret communion,

truthful, loving and faithful !

and heavenly strength will maintain your ground. The
6. The future place of the servant (John xii. 26 ).

man serve Me, let him follow Me ; and where I am, there

brighter the light of communion shines into the soul, the

clearer will a saint see into dark corners of a filthy heart,
shall also My servant be."

At home! the work finished ! the labour done ! Bright

and keep his garments pure.”
will be the crown to cast at His feet . The joy will be full

In every sphere of life we must witness to a dying world

that we have one Master to serve, one Word to guideus, and
when the servant returns home, and helps to swell the song,

“ Worthy is the Lamb."

one Spirit to lead ; thus shall we not failof the grace of our

Lord Jesus Christ.

We maytalk now of the rivers of pleasure, then the

fountain will be reached. “ For ever with the Lord," this

3. “ We cannot serve two Masters " ( Matt. vi . 24 ) . To try

this is not only difficult, but very disappointing. A divided

is enough. His presence will make up for the sorrows of

the service. To see His face, to hear His voice saying,

heart is a heart dissatisfied .

“ Well done, good and faithful servant.”
Balaam , the covetous man , tried this, and we know how he

“ His servants shall serve Him , " and He who was ever the
failed ; he was really serving self and Satan .

faithful Servant shall gird Himself and come forth, and
Young converts , beware of this error, it is a serious

serve us again .
matter; many a one has made shipwreck through not under

Blessed moment !

standing this.

Oh come, mighty Lord ! Haste the

morning without clouds, and the bright shining of that

Remember that, from the moment you believed in the
sun before whom all shadows shall flee away ! But “ till He

Lord Jesus, you were not your own, you, and all belonging
comes " oh, serve the Lord !

to you, became the Lord's, purchased by the blood of Christ.

Over -anxiety about earthly matters, the eating, and drink

ing, and wherewithal shall we be clothed, will lead to Useful to the End.

the world becoming our Master rather than our servant. It THE “ Apostle of the Indians,” John Elliot, on the day

is in this sense that the Spirit, by Paul , saygỚ “ All things of hisdeath , in his eightieth year, was found teaching

are yours, for ye are Christ's. " the alphabet to an Indian child at his bedside.

May we keep back nothing! The Lord gave Himself for us. “Why not rest from your labours ? " said a friend .

The present isthe time for service, the future the time for rest. “ Because," said the venerable man, “ I have prayed to

On the other hand some may be saying, “ There is nothing God to make me useful in my sphere, and He has heard my

I can do ” (and the silver trumpet may be lying idly by you, prayer ; for, now that I can no longer preach, He leaves me

that might be used to sound out theGospel message in strength enough to teach this poor child his alphabet.”

distinct notes. Do not say you have no gift. It is notnecessary Eighty years of age, and bedridden,yet: still at work for

that you should be a public preacher ; comparatively few are others ! And shall the young find nothing to do for those

called by the Lord to this ; but you may, in the quieter about them ?

“ If any

TA
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Co -Workers at Rest.

BEYOND thedwellingofthe silent river,

Upon their brows, now crowned with starry splendour,

No battle scars remain .

With brave and earnest hearts they fought and conquered ,

And now their march is o'er,

The long night of their bivouac is ended,

They rest on “ yonder shore !”

No stain of tears is on their radiant features,

No earthly spot is theirs ;

For each , transfigured by His royal presence,

The Master's image bears.

Flere side by side in weakness oft, a nd doubting

They ploughed the thorny plain ;

With prayers and tears ope'd many a stony furrow ,

Then sowed the precious grain !

Now they have found within the heavenly garner

The well-developed sheaves,

Where, in the time of toiling and of weeping,

They scarcely hoped for leaves.

Now hand in hand, exploring God's fair country,

With voices sweet and strong,

Forgetting all those years of stormy trial ,

They burst into a song

A song of grateful praise and adoration

For suff’ring care and loss-

As they receive the promised “ weight of glory ,"

Appended to eachcross.

Each wears the mystic " seal" upon his forehead,

Each waves the “ victor's palm ;

Each sings the anthem of the glory -land,

Of “ Glory to the Lamb ! ”

FLORENCE .

who have followed the steps, in this path, of the Saviour of

the world , the hymn of the ransomed Church in Rev. i . 5 ,

“ Unto Him that loved us and loosed us from our sins by His

blood, to Him be glory and dominion unto the ages of the

ages ” (R. V.), has even in this world a special signiticance.

Let us remember that it was only by His blood that we

could be released ; and nothing but the expenditure freely

of our lives , nothing but that, will produce any effect upon

other lives. “ He emptied Himself,taking the form of a slave”

( R.V.) for us, shall we hesitate about giving up or retaining ?

All life is now complex to an intolerable extent, and we

have to acknowledge that, strive as we do, to the uttermost,

for reality and holiness, it is very hard to satisfy even our

feeblest longings ; the "simplicity that is in Christ ” seems

lost to us. We are compelled to acquiesce to a measure that

seems doubtful, and at the end of a day we sigh in weariness

to think that perhaps in the hand -to-hand conflict some of

our strength has been spent for nought. If this is not our

lot , is there one who has not had “ Thy kingdom come"

wrung from the lips with more or less heartache as he sees

the earth given over to violence and sin ?

The Futility of Complaining.

" un

22

« Do

"* Is it I ? ”

AS

S Christians we all feel how binding upon us it is to

keep the Lord's last command before His death,

this in remembrance of Me, ” and we esteem it one of our

greatest privileges to meet together round His table “ until

He come. " Do we consider His last command after His

resurrection equally binding ?

Is the glorious commission given by the Lord Jesus to

Paul also given to you : " I send thee to open their eyes,

that they may turn from darkness to light, and from the

power of Satan unto God, that they may receive remission

of sins, and an inheritance among them that are sanctified

by faith in Me” ? (Acts xxvi. 19 , R.V. )

I beseech you, “ be not disobedient to the heavenly vision .”

“ Count not your life of any account unto yourself." The

Master is coming: who can tell how soon ? The work is not

difficult, and not out of the power of those who by the grace

of God are what they are, “ sons," just to tell the Gospel, the

glad tidings of His free grace, to the heathen whoare far

from God . The Lord promises to all who forsake position,

family ties, or wealth, a hundredfold , even in this life.

Will you go for His sake ? Even if you do not feel that

intense personal love to Him that compelsyou to leave all

and follow Him , will you go for the “ Gospel's sake," in

passionate pity for those " in darkness and in the shadow of

death " ?

Reading, notlong since, the life of one of our Government

officials in the East, this striking sentence occurred : “ Pity

for the wretched, oppressed people becomes a passion ; it

ceases to be a mere emotion ."

Brethren andsisters, let us cease to stifle our feelings under

this external calm of conventionalism , let us be passionately

in earnest. We read, after these years, with burning hearts

the speeches of the anti-slavery days ; how is it as heirs of

glory weneglect one of the greatest privileges of our rank ?

“ The Lord looseth the prisoners,” but by our hand . To those

F all futile, weak, wasteful proceedings in this world,

useless. Are things going a little wrong ? Right them if

you can, bear with them if they cannot be set right, but in

either case the less you say about the subject, if it be a

grievance, the better. Nobody sympathizes with a constantly

complaining person. Complaint is querulous, exasperating,

bitter, and repellent . Do not indulge the disposition to fret

over your several petty causes for irritation. Let in the sun

shine. A cheerful optimismis a blessed helpover the hard

places of this life. And higher than that is a childlike

acceptance of the Master's assurance that " sufficient unto

the day is the evil thereof. "

Expecting to be Sent for.

The friend of whomIamaboutto writepossessed in a greater

degree than any one I have ever known the cheerful optimism

referred to above. Many a time sorrow stepped over her

threshold, to be always met with the faith which overcomes

grief. Reverses of fortune were experienced in advanced

life, when to most persons change of circumstances would

have proved an insupportable burden.

Not so to her. She

welcomed friends to thesmaller home, as she had of oldto

the ampler one, with a gracious hospitality and an unfailing

charm of welcome in face and manner .
Hers was the happy

temperament which can find delight in little things ; the

vivid imagination which can transform the commonplace

into the ideal.

A glimpse of the blue river and the hills beyond it from a

window, a glimpse only, was to this Christian woman, in her

westward-wearing years, an opening upon the electable

Mountains, a veritable stepping -stone to the Land of Beulah.

Afew months ago a grandchild was to be married. Too

feeble to leave home, or even to think of attendingthe

wedding, when the evening appointed came and the clock

struck the hour,the grandmother did not mean tobe quite

left out. To her husband, as they two sat by the evening

lamp alone, she said : “ Now we will devote this hour tothe

bridal party. Letus fancy it all.” And with her owngift of

picturesque description, as they sat hand in hand, she

brightly entertained her one listener--far more her lover at

seventy-two than he had been when,forty-eight years before,

shehad been his bride. They driftedintoreminiscencesof

the past, chequered but happy, and counted themselves among

the guests at the grandson's wedding ,
To the very last this dear friend retained a wonderful

magnetic attraction for young people. A few days before

she wascalledaway she was driving with her husband, and

they stopped at the home of an old friend. One of the

daughters urged hertofixan early date when she should

spendawholedaywiththem, promising herboth allthe

opportunity for restandallthepleasanttalkshe might

enjoy Aftera few moments she thus replied,

" Why, don't you know ,my dear,thatIam expecting to

be sent for any day ?"
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“ Out of Their Poverty .'
Even then a messenger from the King 's eourt had ,perhaps,

received his orders to attend her to the palace . It was only

a very little while later that one morning the messenger TN re -reading Mr.George Muller's last Narrative of Facts we

came. A sudden pain , a few hours of unconsciousness, and I have been struck by the emphasis thrown on giving by

one beloved by all who knew her had been taken into the those in humble life . He writes :- Out of their poverty many

presence of Him who loved her better than all. give ; for example : -- " Sir , we forward you a post-office order
The words, " expecting to be sent for," have thrilled my for £1 11s., this amountbeing a penny a day for one year, and

heart with their melody. Why should we not think of and sixpence for a report, hoping God will spare you for a long time

speak of death in just that way ? to watch over the orphan houses, that great monument of His
Here in the body pent, which stands as & great lighthouse, constraining all men who

Absent from Him I roam , see it or hear about it to know thatGod 's footsteps are still seen

But nightly pitch my moving tent in the earth , and that the sceptic may be left without excuse .

A day 's march nearer home. May all the prayers of the people whose desire is drawn out
Are we in the attitude of this dear saint ? Are we towards the orphan houses be themeans of strengthening your

expecting ? Are we ready ? faith in God . Please use this note as you please. We allow

AUNT MARJORIE , ourselves only one penny for ourmilk daily , that wemay have

-cogn
one penny to give for the orphans. We are a little reduced in

our circumstances,butwe think God requires this penny forsome

For the Young. timeyet, and He is sure to give it out of His bountiful store."
On this Mr, Müller comments : - Observe, esteemed reader,

My Tent Mate. the variety of ways God uses to supply us with means, and
TIGHTS out ! Lights out !” that He not only sends us help through those who abound,
U It was the martial voice of Sergeant Willcox , making but also through such as are in comparatively needy circum

his way among the tents of Company I, to acquaint the raw stances. Another instance is given ;

recruits with the import of the signal known as “ taps.” “ Five years ago He inclined us to put aside one penny a day

" Lights out ! " for the orphans, and thuswe are enabled to send 10s. three times
a year. How many thousands of people, young and old, might

The voice and the footsteps grew more and more distinct, I lay aside so small a sum for the Lord' s sake, and thus gladden
and then slowly receded, leaving us to darkness and our own His heart in helping them .”
reflections. This letter shows how much may be accomplished by

This was our first night in camp, and we were for the most systematic giving to the poor or the work of God , even on the
part strangers to each other, though huddled together in smallest scale .
tents of the Sibley pattern , each large enough to shelter a
score ofmen .

A Beautiful Story of Service.There was one of our number, however, a slender, blue
Pacific Garden Mission , Chicago .eyed boy, whom I had known from childhood . His name HIS mission is in the midst of a population of 30 ,000, of

was Frank. He was one of those manly , resolute fellows who whom it is said fully nine-tenths gain a livelihood from
habitually do the right thing so naturally and so easily that crime in various forms. It is one of the dark spots on earth .

it always seems as if with them there was no alternative. The neighbourhood abounds in brothels , saloons, gambling
With the extinction of the lights , the hum of conversation dens and other places of evil. Here , in this place of almost un

had ceased in our tent. exampled depravity , and in startling contrast, one of themost

But presently the silence was broken by a clear, unfaltering useful and wonderfulmissions of America has been established :

voice, " Boys, I always pray before I go to sleep ; and , if there Col. J . R . Clarke is the founder, leader, and chief supporter of

is no objection , I'll do so now ."
this work. His history is a striking example of the special
providence by which God schools His obedient children for theirThen followed a prayer, committing home and friends and
life work . Helosthis property in the great fire of 1871 and panicall our dearest interests to the keeping of the one strong of 1873. After giving up to his creditors his entire property,hewas

hand and loving heart that rules the world . still 60,000 dols . in debt. While he was under this cloud , his
Devoid of self- consciousness as Frank was in this act of health being seriously impaired and suffering greatmentaldis

devotion, you may be sure that the moral courage which tress, hewasled to a carefulexamination ofhis religious life . He
prompted him to it , amid such surroundings, did not fail of saw the comparative unfruitfulnessofhis past life, and heresolved
recognition among his comrades. henceforth to devote himself to the active service of his Lord .

In after days, when on the toilsome march they saw Thus, while struggling in almost absolute want, he found it

Frank's mud -splashed figure plodding patiently at their in his heart to begin his wonderful and self-denying work for

side,or when in the dread shock of battle they beheld that the vicious classes, who have their haunts near the corner of

youthful visage begrimed with dust and powder, memory
Clark and Van Buren streets. His wife , who had long been an
earnest Ohristian worker, has laboured faithfully by his siderecalled their first night in the far -off camp at Concord . during the years since. The mission was begun in 1877, in a

“ The boy that prayed " was transfigured before them , and little room on Clark Street, with an audience of sixty persons,
under his smoke-stained features and dusty blouse they of whom three professed to be converted . Now the attendance
discerned a soul of kinship with the martyrs and the is 300 nightly , and 500 on Sunday nights . The expenses of the
saints of old . work have been almost wholly paid by Colonel Clarke. When
Though scatheless in fight, Frank fell at last a victim of he opened the mission he was, as has been said , in want even

disease, and it wasmy lot to accompany his sorrowing mother for the necessities of life ; more than this, he was in debtto the

on the homeward journey, with the body of her heroic son. amount of 60,000 dols , and was in poor health. Now , ten

In an awkward attempt at consolation as the train bore us
missions in Chicago and elsewhere have been established as a

swiftly along , I gave my testimony to Frank 's noble character
result of the work. Twelve of the converts are preaching the
Gospel either in churches, missions, or evangelistic work,and conduct throughout his army life.

Themeetings areusually conducted by Colonel Clarke, who
At the end of my recital, this Spartan - no, this Christian preaches a short sermon and gives opportunity for other con

-mother answered , with a smile , “ My boy is safe with One verts and workers to speak . The personal experiences of the

whom he always loved and served wherever he might be. I converts are often most thrilling records of the work of God .

shall see him again some day, for I know that all is well with It seemshardly credible that some well-dressed, gentlemanly

him ." appearingman whose shining face and impressive manner give
evidence of the truth of his words, was but a few short years or

Laforce Asylums. - The last report of the various depart months since an outcast, a drunkard , gambler, or friendless
ments of the philanthropic work under the general name of tramp, that hewas as wretched and vile in personal appearance
Agiles John Bost," at Laforce, in France, is deeply touching. as that ragged and unkempt fellow who sits next to him and

There are nine distinct Homes for different formsof destitution listens so intently to his words. There are many such testi
and suffering, including provision for orphan girls and boys, monies ; and as one and another tells of the goodness of God ,
girls in dangerous surroundings, epileptic, idiotic, blind boys the sorrows and darkness of the past , of the joy of the present,
and girls, or men and women ill or infirm , and also for the of reunion with wife and children from whom sin had separated
incurable. All these are surrounded by loving and Christian them , ofthe delight of the mother whose prayers have been
care, It is gratifying to find that the financial position is good , answered in the salvation of her boy, of viotory over temptation ,
though , as in all such works, the tendency is to widen , to tears spring unbidden to the eyes, and hearts are stirred with
increase unwonted emotion , MRS. H , NAYLOR.
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The Good Hand of the Lord .

THE

Spain's Only Remedy.

(

the grass

THE following are extracts from recent letters from Rep.
N the course of a thoughtful article of the present condition

Harry George Whitley, of Stanley Pool , the Baptist Congo

Mission , lately received by his father, Thos. Whitley, Esq ., of
ing attention te the several spiritual darkness, and maintaining

Enfield :-- " Twice lately our premises here have been seriously
that “ Spain is , at this very moment , as great a slave of Rome

threatened by fire. The dry season being nearly over,
as she was during the palmy days of the Inquisition ,” pro

is very high , ten to eighteen feet, and numerous fires are break
ceeds : - What, then, is the solution of this state of affairs ?

ing out all over the country, and , knowing that sooner or later
Nothing short of a religious revolution - a peaceful reformation

fires must come to our ground, I commenced clearing the long
--no arms being employed save the Word of God read and

grass around our houses.
preached . And there have been eminent men during the

“ One night about 11.30 I woke up with that peculiar feeling
present century, who , apprehending this fact , have laboured in

that there was something wrong. I listened intently , and
the press to effect & reformation of the Church ; but their

heard another sound beside that of the wind and the roar of the
efforts have been rather political than religious , and have

falls. 1 got up and opened the windows, and immediately saw
touched upon discipline rather than dogma. True, they could

and heard a great fire olose to us , marching like a destroying
scarcely do otherwise, for the laws of this country would not

army. In less time than it takes to write , I was into my dress admit of more extended action , those who ventured to labour
ing gown and boots only, and out of the house, starting my

in the Gospel to the evangelization of the people being forced
boys off to call up the workpeople, whose house is some dis

to flee to other lands for personal safety.

tance from mine. Part of the large Baluba camp nearest to But things changed in 1868, when the revolution took place
my fence was in flames, and a high wind was blowing directly

-r movement some approved , and others condemned , but

on to my house. I put my people on various houses, and , as
which God , in His providence, used for the opening of the

fast as blazing bunches of grass fell on the roofs or in the yard ,
doors of Spain to the preaching of the Gospel. Since that

we stamped them out. Owing to the combustible nature of
time , those of us who had not feared to suffer exile and endure

the huts and houses , these fires are as brief as they are fierce ;
hardship for Christ's sake have been engaged in announcing

consequently, at the end of twohours' very hard work, we were
to our countrymen the good news of salvation, and we preach

hot , begrimed with smoke , and greatly fatigued , but we had
to them of that liberty wherewith Christ makes His people

conquered, and not a single building was lost. Indeed , if one
free , the glorious freedom aforded to the children of God.

of my houses had gone , I doubt if I could have saved any . I
A new epoch, therefore, has been inaugurated in the history

stayed to see the last smoulderingembers in the camp put out ,
of Spain. The Gospel, in all its simplicity and fulness, is

while the fire raged on past us , and then returned with a thank
sounded throughout all the length andbreadth of our land,

ful heart to bed, and so God preserved the whole Mission
and thousands of Spaniardshave publicly received and profess

Station. tbe same.
This movement has no political programme. Our

“ It has been hard for us during these past months , as one
primary object is to preach Christ; to announce the Divine

after another has been called away. We do not lose faith ,
truths of His Word in all their splendour and purity, and to

but keenly feel these losses. It is not so much the courage
entreat Spaniards to accept the blessed gifts of full and free

which is tried ; but when we hear of reinforcements, it is with
salvation , through faith in Christ, our only Saviour and

the glad thought that we shall be enabled to press on and for
Redeemer. To this end have we laboured during the past

ward in our work ; and then our bright hopes are dashed to the
seventeen years, and our efforts have not been without fruit.

ground, and yve not only mourn those who have gone , but ask
ourselves, What does God mean us to do ? Are we attempting

too much ? Now, when we hear of fresh men coming out, it is

with a sensation of fear, for you must see that the majority of

those who have gone on before were new men . Still we will Bible Acrostic for the Little Ones.

hope on as well as pray, and will do our duty under all circum

No. V.

By the last Congo mail
,the Rev.T.J. Comber reports," All Thin variation given by God, inthebook of Proverbs,to

initials, hidden in ,

well ; ” Mr. Davies was at San Salvador, Mr. Maynard at Un

derhill, Mr. Richards at Bayneston , and Messrs. Briggs and children :

Percy Comber at Stanley Pool. 1. The first priest mentioned in the Bible.

2. What Solomon had out of Egypt.

3. A testing word in ancient days.

4. What certain virgins did nottake.

5. One who accompanied Rebekah .

A Chinese Christian Welcome. 6. A giant who defied God .

EV . A. G. JONES writos :-Coming home from the station
7. A mournful name given by a dying mother to her

babe ,
I had been to on Sunday, I made a detour of a mile or

8. What Cain became .
two to see & Christian family I had not visited since I came

9. The direction in which Lot journeyed.
back.

10. What we mustdo to the deeds of the body.
I knocked, and a child came. He called his mother, and she

11. Swiftest of birds.
asked me in. The old couple I had come to see were out, but

12. What the Canaanites became to Zebulun.
were sent for. First came the wife , & woman of over sixty.

13. One who cast down her child to die.
“ Oh, pastor ,” she said , “ I am so glad to see you ! I heard you 14. One of the patriarchs.

had come back . You promised to come to one of the prayer
15. One who went out full and came back empty.

meetings, and Mr. Whitewright came instead of you. He said
16. The youngest of Job's friends.

you could not come ; ” and then she began the recount of all
17. A valley of fire.

that was uppermost in her mind.
18. What the yoke of Jesus is .

“ How good the Heavenly Father has been to you in bringing 19. What wine stingeth like.

you safe back from England. Oh, what a hard -hearted people
20. How we must meet our great adversary.we are here ! How little the people hererealise the pains taken

to send the heavenly doctrine to them ! I exhort the people
21 , Jesus' age when He sat in the midst of the doctors.

around mehere to repent and believe the truth , that they may

be saved ; but they sneer at me, and ask me: Will your pastor

support us if we become Christians ? No, ' I say. “ Who sup

ports the pastors — the missionaries ? Why, God does, of course ,
Curragh Camp:-A few years ago Mrs. Perry established

a Soldiers' Homeat the Curragh Camp, Kildare, and very richly
and God will support you. God is supporting you (that is, the has the Lord blessed her efforts. Many of the men have

people she was exhorting) now , and much more will God support become “ good soldiers of Jesus Christ, ” and when transferred

you then .' Ah ! " she continued , " they don't know the Scrip . to other stations have carried a blessing with them. Letters

tures, the precious Scriptures , and they won't believe me. received from Africa , India, &c . , testify to the warm appre

But,” she said , “ I read these Scriptures morning and night. ciation of these converted soldiers for the work maintained on

I could not get on without them. I am always exhorting our their behalf. At Christmas and the New Year camp social

Christian women to read the Scriptures. No one can be strong gatherings were held, special attention being given to the

in the faith that does not read them . It can't be. " And so
newly -arrived and Battalion of Royal Highlanders. It is

she went on for about a quarter of an hour, meantime sending expected that many of the Highlanders will frequent the

out for this one and thatone to come and see me.
“ Home."

R
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A Lodging-house Tea.

WHER
E

the words were still true, " Seek ye first the kingdomof God,

and His righteousness , and all these things shall be added unto

you.” Several of the friends then sang

Sweetly sound the words of Jesus ,

As they fall upon the ear,

Telling forth the wondrous story.

Bringing His salvation near .

“ Verily , verily . I say unto you ,

" He thatheareth , that heareth My Word ,

" And believeth on Him that sent Me,

“ Hath everlasting life.”

Addresses, pointed and personal, followed by Messrs. Wilson,

T. Paul, Lovely, Foulger, and Rev. F. C. Lovely. Plainly, clearly,

and distinctly the way of life and the way of death were set

before the poor miserable men and women ; and at the close not

a few seemed deeply touched.

TheCommon Kitchens.

I may note that, not content with the hundreds of sailors

who throng these Rest, these workers continue to go forth , Sunday

by Sunday, to the lodging houses, holding services in four large

common kitchens , and that, as I have cause to know, with the

best results . Having spoken in some of these, I know the

attention is marked , that the men really and willingly listen to

the Word , and that souls have been led to the Saviour through

these services . In giving from time to time such teas as I have

described, our friends not only show their deep and real interest

in these poor fellows, but help them in the hour of most

pressing need . The Annual Report, just issued, gives deeply

interesting accounts of the workat the Rest.

The teasare a special effort, the costs being defrayed by a

special fund . Any willing to aid in this good work , as many of

our readers have done before , should communicate with Mr. J.

Theo. Isaac, Strangers' Rest ,163, St. George's Street, East . I

trust many will aid ; they will not, at all events, allow the sad

events of the past week to interfere with real and practical

sympathy with the genuine sufferers from depression of trade,

who are by no means synonymous with the rioters in the West

End. PEARL FISHER.

a large part of London, last Wednesday, was in

panic, Ratcliff Highway was quiet - unusually quiet - for

the roughs were elsewhere, and few of the class were about.

Regardless of the exciting state of matters, the friends

at the Strangers' Rest were at work as usual , no timidity had

kept even the ladies at home. It was the night appointed for

the lodging-house tea, and the Parochial Hall had been kindly

lent by Rev. C, H.Turner, Rector of St. George's -in -the-East.

After a season of quiet prayer in one of the rooms at the Rest,

& little band of workers made their way to the hall to find the

street well -nigh blocked by half-famished unemployed - many

without tickets, but hoping against hope to gain admittance.

No rowdyism or turbulence was manifested here , —all were

quietly expectant. Inside we found ourselves in a neat, com

modious, and comfortable hall, while the warm -hearted rector

was himself present, and ready to welcome us. Tables were

set, bread and butter plentifully provided, cake in reserve, and

tea ready ; so the doors were opened, and ticket-holders admit

ted. Two hundred of these tickets had been carefully and

judiciously distributed in the common lodginghouses to men

known to be in actual want.

Asthey filed in and seated themselves I did my best to scan

the features, and entering here and there into conversation

was enabled to pick up many a sad story. I had read in the

Daily News & day or two previously that from 8,000 to 9,000

men are morning by morning sent away from the dock gates

without engagement. Here was tangible proof. Every one

of the two hundred now present had waited at the dook gate at

early dawn for many a weary day, and had failed to secure

employment. Hungry, faint,andfamished, they had striven

to earn a copper or two, but in vain , in the dulness of trade

openings for work they could find none .

" Out of Uwork . "

Here is a sturdily -built Yorkshireman, gaunt and pale with

long " clemming." as he put it. He had left a wife and family

in the north and had tramped all the way to London only to find

employment as hard to get here as elsewhere . Unused to beg.

too honest to steal, he had scarce tasted food for two days , and

had well-nigh sunk in despair.

Thenwe have a painter who has been idle since September.

Work is ," he remarked , “ to be had nohow ; I've tramped to

every corner of London , but 'tis no good, ' tis all over with me. "

So spoke a couple of bricklayers and a builders' labourer.

All of them married and with families ; and all of them in

absolute destitution .

Moral Wrecks.

Of course many presentwere of another and still more hope

lessclass — the wreckages of the drink passion ; one , a school
master, confessed ,

" Drink has ruined me, body and soul. I've done all I

could, butcannot save myself ; drink I must , though I know

it's killing me.

" No, you cannot save yourself; but there is a Saviour and a

Saviour for you . What you cannot do, He can, and He is

ready to do."

Another told us he had been a Sunday school teacher nine

years, and many a time he had helped in giving just such a
tes as this .

" I began to take a little, I couldn't see the harm of it ; I lost

my situation through going too far once or twice, and here I
am , a lost man ." When, during the proceedings, our friends

sang the following, this man seemed to drink in every syllable

Binners Jesus will receive ;

Sound this word of grace to all

Who the heavenly pathway leave,

All who linger, all who fall.

Come, and He willgive you rest.

Trust Him . for His Word is plain ;

He will take the sinfulest :

Christ receiveth sinful men.

About a dozen present were negroes, or Soudanese, and three

or four were natives of India. Some were old men tottering

into the grave, and many were mere lads. One table was re

served for women, abouttwenty of whom, foundin the lodging.

houses, had been given tickets for the tea , and badly enough

they seemed to want it.

Ravenously hungry as most of our guests were,
took long

to feed them . They were not hurried, being permitted to

satisfy themselves. Tea over, the tables were cleared away,

the men gathered close, and a thoroughly straightforward
Gospel service was held .

The Gospel Story.

Mr. R. Paton presided, and having road John iii. 14 , called

earnest attention to the lifting up of Christ for lost men ,pointing

out that true happiness was only to be found in Him , and that

Dr. Barnardo and the Lads.

R. BARNARDO'S “ Labour-house" is a stepping-stone from

honest industry in Western Canada. Many have already

found this to be so in their happy experience, andthe agency

is ever at work with fresh and promising candidates. The

riots which more than tested the resources of our civilization

does not turn Dr. Barnardo from his work among the very class

from whom the miscreants who pillaged the West End are

drawn, and last Thursday he had the hardihood to invite one

thousand of them to dinner at the Edinburgh Castle. This he

was able to do through the generosity ofthe Hon . Thomas

Holt, late of Sydney, whose liberal hand is dealing very bounti

fully at present among the London poor.

But Dr. Barnardo evidently possesses a secret not known at

Scotland Yard. He kept full control over his guests ; and when

we say that they were young men between the ages of 16 and

21 years, gathered togetherfrom the lodging houses and lowest

haunts of London, a faint idea may be gained of what they

were like . Theypresented anything but a pleasantsight. The

large number of them confessed to having seen the inside of a

prison , and they all looked as if they were candidates for a like

fate. They were first supplied with a hot dinner of roast beef,

potatoes, and plum-pudding, and then the good news of eternal

life was brought to them in a very faithful, loving manner.

After this Dr. Barnardo placed his programme before his

audience it was hard work, honesty, and obedience : those who

wished a chance for life , to leave all behind them, and set out

with a firm resolution to do well were to stay behind. Convicted

thieves were not to remain , this invitation wasnot for them.

Nearly two hundred remained, and out of this number, with

great discretion, & selection was made .

Treasury of Scripture Knowledge.- Arrangements

have been made by which our readers may obtain copies

of this valuable Bible help at half the published price,

viz. , 28. post free. On examination we find the work calculated

to prove of the utmost usefulness to all Bible teachers and

students. Its arrangement is unique . The entire framework , so

to speak, of the Bibleis given (chapter and verse) in the familiar

form ; but in lieu of the sacred text appears under every verse

important notes and carefully selected references and illustra

tive passages, rendering the work , as its title indicates, a

treasury indeed of Scripture knowledge. For the study of theWord

it will no doubtere long take its place alongside a good concord

We trust manyof our readers will avail themselves of

this special offer. Letters should be addressed to the publishers,

Messrs. Bagster & Sons, 15, Paternoster Row .

ance .
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us to carry on His work with, I hope, greater zeal through the

Mr. Hammond in South London . encouragement He has given in His servant's labours for the

Master's sake .

NHE work in the Conference Hall, Clapham Road , proa Mr. Lea gave an interesting account of the work in Kingston,

and said that, as the people there had been praying for a bless.
2,000 were crowded into the hall , and many went away

unable
ing on the mission at Clapham he hoped the friends hero

to find standing room . In theevening an audience , chiefly con

sisting of adults, again crowded the spaciousbuilding,andduring

would also pray for a rich blessing on the work at Finsbury

Park.

the week night after night large and enthusiastic audiences
Mr. Spiers told the children a very interesting incident illus

have listened with wrapt attention to the soul-stirring ad. trating the truthof putting all their trust and confidence in

dresses of this eminent evangelist. their Heavenly Father at all times .

At the farewell meeting on Friday over two thousand people After prayer had been offered by Mr. Hammond, based on

were present, while large numbers were turned away unable to
Paul's words in the third chapter of Ephesians, all the workers

gain admittance. Clergymen , ministers , and Christians of all

denominations joined heartilyin the work. The singing of the

in the mission repaired to the platform at the farther end of the

hall to give Mr. Hammond and his colleagues a parting shake

South London Evangelistic Choir, under the able leadership of of the hand in commemoration of his visit to this part of the

Mr. W. J. A.Rowe, was very inspiring to the vast audiences,

and no doubt many hearts were touched by the effective

Metropolis, every one apparently being deeply moved on

saying " Good -bye " to so able an Evangelist.
rendering of the hymns.

The children and young people were very glad to receive the

books given by Mr. Hammond, and we believe that the large

number of books thus scattered among the children in this
The Rev. W. Hay Aitken at New Orleans.

neighbourhood will be productive of much good. No doubt E have received the following as to the New Orleans
many of the children converted have no Christian influence at

.

home, and very few, if any, religious books to read , and these

works, written by one who has tenderly pointed them to Jesus ,

Though it was very wet weather, there were fine congregations,

will be greatly prized.

a very deep impression , and excellent work. I really think

Books for the Children .

that we had more conversion work here than in any place that

Mr. Hammond remarked thatit had been suggested that a

we had hitherto visited. The whole place was greatly stirred.

" Book Fund ” should be created for the purpose of giving away
Annunciation Church was filled, or nearly so , at the morning

to the poor children who attended these meetings copies of Mr.

Service, and I should say we had near two hundred communi

Hammond's books.

cants . The upper-class people , particularly the ladies, were

Thirteen thousand copies of his little book Five Links in

just eager to be spoken to, at least many of them were . Some

who would have been thought most unlikely seemed under
the Chain (J. F. Shaw & Co.), extracts from which have

appeared inthese columns, have been circulated .

deep impressions. The work has taken strong hold of the

Any who feel disposed to assist in this work of spreading the

population, and much regret was felt that Mr. Aitken had not

another week to stay. The work at Mrs. Crouch's meetings

Gospel among children, who under these circumstances are and at Mr. Stephens' children's services was most remarkable.

eager for Christian literature, not only the Gospel , but works I don't think either of them ever had anything much better.

written especially for little Christians, can communicate with Farewell to the United States.

Mr. J. E. Mathieson , Mildmay.

Mr. Hammond has circulated in these meetings thirty-two

Ina letter just received we read a great work has been done,

thousand of his floral tracts, recently published by the Drum

which must largely affect the future of the Episcopal Church in

America. Hitherto thatChurch has been regarded as a standing
mond Tract Depository, Stirling. At Dr. Barnardo's he gave protest against Revivalism and all its works. Now it is fairly

Away several hundredsof his small books.

When Mr. Moody was in London, we were told of one who

committed to evangelizing work, done in a sober and rational

fashion , and the result is such a call from all parts of America

gave away several thousand copies of one of his books to those
that Mr. Aitken might have stayed out there for years had he

who had beenimpressed in his meetings, and those who attend

Mr. Hammond's meetings are far less able to buy books of this

accepted all the invitations addressed to him.

kind than the adults who attended Mr. Moody's meetings, 50

The farewell meeting was held at East Orange, New Jersey,

that there is more need of assistance in this direction . Over
on the evening before Mr. Aitken set sail for England i.e. Friday,

five hundred have given in theirnames as professing a hope in

29th ult. It was a miserably drenching night, and Americans

Christ during the two weeks Mr. Hammond has been at the
are painfully sensitive to weather, yet thegreat skating rink was

Conference Hall .
crowded with upwards of 3,000 persons, and the meetingwas &

Each evening the Christian workers have

gathered at the closeof the meeting and related the facts that
mostimpressive one . The Bishops of New York'and New Jersey

each had collected, showing that the work of the Holy Spirit

were bothpresent and spokein very kind andsympathetic terms

of the work, the Bishop of New York pointing outthat amongst
has been of a deep, heart-searching nature, and not mere sensa

other effects ofthe mission , it had tended to bring Christians of
tionalism so prevalentnow -a -days .

all denominations nearer to each other, and to induce a more cor

A Personal Testimony.

In bidding farewell to Mr. Hammond, Mr. D. M. Cameron said

dial feeling between Churohmen and members of other religious

communities. This remark elicited an outburst of applause.
it gave him great pleasure to be present and to meet Mr. Mr. Aitken then delivered his last sermon on American soil.

Hammond, as it was nearly a quarter of a century since he

attended his meetings as a boy. " He could well remember the

He ſconfessed he had been received everywhere with thə

influence_Mr. Hammond's meetings had in the city of

greatest kindness and consideration and with singularly little

Glasgow. TheGlasgow Foundry Boys Society was onlyone ofthe rivext daymany camedown to theharbour to see Mr. Aitken

many outcomes of Mr. Hammond's earnest work for Jesus.

My boy came home the other evening in tears, and said,

andpartyoff in the steamship Baltic.

“Fourteen of us were down at Mr. Hammond's to-night and
We would remindour readersof the thanksgiving meeting to

gave our hearts to Christ . ” That was a great joy to him , and he

be held to -morrow (Friday) in Willis's Rooms to welcome Mr.

fondly hoped that that fourteen would be turned into hundreds
Aitken on his return . ( See forthcoming meetings.)

of Christian workers to do something for the Lord in the dark

suburb of Battersea,where thousands were steeped in sin .” Waldensian Church Missions. - We would call the

Mrs. Heredith's View .
attention of our readers to the sale of work in aid of the new

Mrs. Meredith said : I do not wish to say " good-bye " to church in Rome, to be held on Thursday, April 1st, at the

Mr. Hammond, but will say a few words as to how much we residence of Major Frobisher, Fishlake House, Woolwich. Con.

needed his visit here. When he came first we were told that tributions of flowers, china, and other fancy articles, may be

we should not be able to get a congregation, because all the sent to Mrs. Frobisher .

churches andchapels around provided for the people who came A Padlocked Heart . - A poor African, after being most

to this hall : but we said we wanted those to come who did not cruelly treated, was urged to give up the service of Christ. " I

attend anywhere else , and you see how the Lord has sent cannot , ” he answered, “ for Jesus Christ came down from

them , and we have a congregation, I trust, of saved children, Heaven and padlocked my poor heart to Himself. He's gone

fathers and mothers, brot hers and sisters, whom we shall meet back to Heaven , and taken the key with Him. '

in Heaven . I endorse all that Mr. Hammond has said as to
EUGENE STOCK .

the singers, because they have greatly assisted in the work. We Ely, Cambs.—Mr. William Grove has had a good time

thank God for everything Mr. Hammond has said .
during the past two weeks in the Corn Exchange . Notwith-.

get away from Mr.Hammond, but we cannot get away from standing the inclement weather, hundreds ( chieflymen) have

God's Word , or our Saviour Jesus Christ . The Lord's presence attended nightly,andmanygive tokensof a saving change. Mr

will always be here, although Mr. Hammond will not, to help Grove goes next week to Malden Hall.

We may
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an

Explorations in Palestine.

YONSIDERABLE satisfaction is felt

in Jewish and other circles at the

determination arrived at by the Com

mittee of the Palestine Exploration

Fund , who are about to take & new

departure in the prosecution of their

work. The proposal is to make

organizedand systematic effort to obtain

trustworthy information respecting the

manners and customs of Palestine and

Syria generally . The field of inquiry

proposed by the Committee embraces

such questions as religion and morals ,

health and disease , superstitions, legends

and traditions, language, industries ,

arts, proverbs , & c. As a basis for the

inquiry the questions havebeen adopted

which were drawn up bythe Anthropo

logical Society for the British Associa

tion in 1874, but the Committee invite

suggestions for further questions.

Almost concurrently with this decision

for investigation comes the romarkable

statement of a young engineer who has

just returned from Palestine to Sweden ,

that he has explored the site of the

Temple and the surrounding locality, and

is of opinion that the Ark of the first

temple is buried in the valley of Hinnom .

Heoffers, if furnished with the necessary

means , to undertake its recovery .

France and Madagascar.

THE treaty M. Freycinet on the

" It's Worth My Little Field !"

“ IT'S quite worth my little field !
Over and over again these words

came from the lips of a peasant, at one

of the Missionary Festivals held every

Fear at Basle. He did not know that in

the great joy of his heart at the spread

of his Saviour's kingdom he was speaking

them half aloud, so that those who sat by

him could hear.

When the meeting was over, a Basle

gentleman asked him what he had meant,

and the peasant told his story. He was

& native of Wurtemberg, and had long

had a great desire to come to Basle and

be present at the Missionary Festival.

But he had no money for the journey.

At last the thought came into his mind :

" What if I wereto sellmy field ? Then

I could go once in my life at any rate.

After some hesitation he did indeed sell

his little acre of land, and started for

Basle. Arrived there, he almost repented

of his bargain , for everything in the town

seemed so strange to him . But when

Thursday came , and he was present at

the ordination of several candidates for

service abroad , his heart grew warm

within him , and he could not help re

peating again and again , “ It's worth

my little field ! ”

is, says the Paris correspondent of the

Standard, eliciting comments the reverse

of enthusiastic. Having summarized the

treaty, the République concludes that in

the mainnothing is ceded to France, but

that on the contrary it is France who

renounces much of what she claimed,

and even of what she oocupied. The

République only hopes that M. de Frey

cinet will take care to despatch a teso

lute and energetic man to Antananarivo

as resident , which will alone enable any

advantage to be obtained from the treaty.

Letters and newspapers have been re.

ceived from the capital of Madagascar

bringing news up to December 5th. The

letters contain little of interest beyond

accounts of bombardments by the French

ships during September, when the attack

was made on the Hova position near

Tamatave , It appears from these reports

that from Fort Dauphin, in lat. 23 south ,

to north of Tamatave , lat . 18 south , the

French ships " blazed away at every

Hova post. A correspondent at the chief

European settlement says : “ The only

ones who suffer are the foreign traders

the Hovas do not seem to care two pins

about it . ” The foreign community in the

capital had had no mails from outside for

over three months. The Government do

not seem to have given the foreigners in

the capital any hint about the peace

negotiations,

A Lady Wanted for Corsica.

are favoured with the fol.

Weloving andtract miom ther. tos:

Matheson Has any lady, knowing O

Women's Missionary Institute

Clapham Road .

amongst us! Ishould consider this wort A MEETING washeld here on Mon

Italian and French , volunteered to come

here ? It would at first seem very lonely

for her ; but the Lord would raise up for

her those who are ready to accept His

Word to rejoice her heart. She must be

prepared to face many a revolting sight,

to climb many a gaping staircase, and

brave many & smell that is enough to

stifle the most intrepid. But all this is

nothing when Jesus goes with one, and

gives thegrateful lookof the poorneglected

sick and suffering.

I send my boy attendant into my bed

room every morning to sweep and dust it.

Thismorning I walked in to fetch a tract,

and found the dear boy on his knees. It

was a great joy to me,and a very unox

pectedand agreeable surprise.

With Miss Anstey at Colar.

UR young Brahmin friend writes of

Miss Anstey's work :-Last night at

ameeting at Bethany some of the har

dened young men and women were broken

down by the powerof God, and may such

and more

to be more of a mission character than of

an orphanage. It is quite a problem - and

the good Lord alone can solve it - how the

grown -up young women are to be em

ployed in this heathen country. “ Help,

Lord , help ! " is the cry one is obliged to

utter whenever one considers this and

othor matters in connection with the

Lord's work here .

Miss Anstey's reception by her children

was, I understand, very demonstrative.

They were very glad to welcome their

loved and loving mother back. Miss Bird

is learning Hindustani with a view to

working in the Mohammedan zenanas.

Miss Steer is getting on with the

Canarese language. Both these have

classes of girls and young women to be

instructed in the Word of God, Miss Steer

taking the class of converted, and Miss

Bird that of the unconverted . The young

men who are being trainedto be village

teachers and preachers will be ready, it

is hoped , to go out to the work the Lord

may give them , at the beginning of the

new year.

F. J. E. L AKSHMAN Rao,

Evangelists of To-day,

NE

has the following excellent remarks

on evangelists and special services :

Evangelists to -day, as a class, are free

from some of the blemishes which de

tracted from the usefulness of not a few

of them twenty and more years ago.

Those of to -dayare men of excellent gifts

and attainments, and each year supplies

additional proof of their usefulness . It

would be easy to mention & score of

blessed revivals of past yearswhichbegan

with the work of an evangelist. Besides

these efforts made to secure the attention

of non - churchgoers of all classes, these

manifestations of interest in them, of

desire to win them to Christ, are just such

as the Church ought to make. As the

wonderful works of our Lord drew a

multitude to hear His more wonderful

words, so these special services attract

men who have cared for none of these

things to listen to truths of more value

than all other things. The result is not

doubtful.

.,

branch of this work . Dr. Handford Jones

took the chair, and opened the meeting

with prayer. There were several medical

men present, including Dr. Herbert

Watney, the president, and Dr. Dunbar

and Dr. Berry, members of the medical

council of the Mission ; two lady mem

bers of the profession, Dr. Annie McCall

and Dr. Margaret Morice, were present,
as well as some of the students who are

preparing to go out to India as medical

missionaries, and other ladies interested

in the work , One of the students has

already her appointment to a place of

service in connection with the Indian

Female Normal Society, which sends out

fully qualified women to medical missions.

Mrs. Meredith's statement was heard

with much thankfulness ; she gave an

account of the progress of the work, and

its success under the resident medical

officer, Dr. Annie McCall , whose branch

of the mission has become a school of

midwifery in connection with the Lam .

beth ' Infirmary, where a great field is

open to women preparing for the exami

nations of the medical colleges, and to

others qualifying for medical missions.

The building at Clapham is found to

need considerable extension to accom

modate the work. Funds for this pur

pose are urgently required. Mrs. Mere

àith earnestly appeals for help to carry

out the work at once.

Glasgow .– The revival at the west

end of Glasgow originated at addresses in

Kelvinside by Mr. George Clarke , of

London. Mr. Campbell White, of Over

toun, and Mr. W. A. Campbell, of the

well -known mercantile firm in Glasgow,

have also taken a leading part in the

work . At the close of one meeting one

hundred and twenty -seven young ladies

and gentlemen stood up to profess their

desire to be on the Lord's side.

Mr. Studd's visit to Amherst College

as well as that to the university of

Virginia, was the means of a great

spiritual awakening among the students.

He also held successful meetings in the

Military Academy at West Point.
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WORK AND WORKERS,

Dock Labourers.
Garfield House,Ryde. 1 Rev. Mark Guy Pearse on

I HAVE just returned from assisting to
Comfort and Perfecting.

E Committee ofthe Ryde Y . W . C . A .
I serve a bout a hundred unemployed

TN his closing address at Exeter Hall
I and Seaside Home state they have

dock labourers with a good dinner of soup had much blessing on the work during 1 Mr.Guy Pearse spoke on “ Be perfect,

and bread given four days per week at | the past year, both among the members be of good comfort, and in the course

the Millwall Hall of the North-East | and also among the many young women
of his address said we did not want the

London Gospel Mission . The number is who came to the Home from London ,
spiritual life deepened with no spiritua

only limited by themeansand machinery R : ding, Birmingham , Leeds, Liverpool, lity in it – just a memory of what

available . and other purts of the country for rest
the Lord did in some excited moment.

The distribution of the tickets has and recreation during their holidays,
No such religion could be found in this

become a painful experience. Yesterday miny ofwhom expressed on leaving, and
book . Christ had come, not to make us

our missionary, a powerfully built man, also afterwards by letter, their gratitude
happy, but to make us like unto Himself.

was literally carried off his feet for some for the spiritual and temporal benefits There was something infinitely more

distance by the crowd of hungry men . they received from the loving Christian
important than happiness - to be right,

One man actually scrambled over the influence which pervaded the Home. At to be Christlike. « Seek first the king.

heads of the crowd to reach & ticket if present the number of members of dom ofGod and its righteousness (not its

possible . To -day the missionary would Y .W . C .A . is eighty-nine, and about two happiness), and all other things shall be

not venture beyond cover. Doubtless
added unto you . " If the Lord aimed

hundred young women , including several
the best plan to mitigate in somemeasure Board Schoolmistresses, took advantage at one thing in our religion and we

these sorrowful scenes would be to in of the Seaside Home during the summer
aimed at another it was not difficult to

crease the output by providing more months, their stay averaging from one to
prediot failure. If we tried to make our.

machinery, and supplying an increased four weeks. The Bible class conducted
selves perfect we would either give up

bursary. At present our funds will not by the Honorary Secretary continues to
the task in despair or be driven to the

last more than & few days even at our be well attended,and during the summer
right Refuge. He knew some people

presentlimited supply. there have been prayer meetings and
who were almost afraid to walk the

WILLIAM CHORLEY. evangelistic services conducted in the
earth or to look up into the heaven .

2 , Marquess Grove, Canonbury, N . large class-room , which were blessed by
Unhappy specimens ; they tried to make

God to severalwho were at the cime stay
themselves perfect until they became

ing in the Home. The Ryde Y . W . C . A .
fierce in their self-will and self-denial,

and Seaside Home is open to all respect
and measured everybody by themselves,

Edinburgh : Drill Hall Breakfast. able youngwomen from every part of the
and condemned everybody unless they

kingdom , and applications for admission
shared exactly the same opinions. Poor,

TN issuing the story of the Drill Hall to bemade to the Lady Superintendent
narrow , shrivelled creatures, they tried

1 Breakfast our Edinburgh friends at Garfield House, or to the Honorary to make themselves perfect, and people,

say : - Eleven years have now elapsed
Secretary, Caithness House, Ryde,

looking at them , said , “ If that is being

since this mission was started . The one holy , I would rather not." . . . The only

great aim has all along been to bring way in which we could consecrate our

under the sound of the Gospel the poor, selves to Him was by opening the door

the ignorant, the drunken , the profligate , Finsbury Park Y . M . C . A . and letting Hiin in ; and when He came

and even the criminals of our city ; at
He presented us to Himself : He cleansed

the same time, we do feel that Christ's us.
M

and sanctified He had only one
HIS North London branch hold their

work is being done in supplying with a
word with which to finish - & word

I annualmeeting on Thursday week,
comfortable breakfast, on His own day,

when Mr. George Williams presided , and
that he would write upon all memories !

many a poor starving one, however Mr. John Orchard (Secretary) read the
a word that he prayed might be kept

undeserving, who does not know where alive in all hearts, and it was this :

report, which traced the work of the As
the nextmeal is to come from . It is sociation , and stated that the open -air

Jesus, Jesus, Jesus. Holiness was but

surely a good thing that the day of rest, meetings and the weekly meetings, for in . Jesus -- all Jesus, only Jesus.

when no odd jobs are to be had, and all
troducing strangers, which have been held ,

supplies are stopped , should beassociated were described ashighly productiveofgood
Work among the Young in

in the minds of those who live from hand results. It appeared thatduring the year
Glasgow

to mouth with this tangible proof of four hundred and twenty-fiva have joined ANY remarkable tokens have re
thoughtful care and interest on the part | the Association . Of these one hundred cently appeared in the west end

ofthose who are in better circumstances and fifteen are full members, and three
than themselves. Besides, it is only at

of Glasgow of a work of grace among the
hundred and ten are what are called young. In connection Rev. W . Ross

such gatherings as the Free Breakfast associates. The evangelistic efforts have Taylor writes : - A “ west end Christian
that the quiet rest and elevating been largely blessed , while the oduca union ” has been formed for fellowship

influences enjoyed by us so freely on that tional branches have been successful. and aggressive work, with a young men 's
day are shared by these poor guests . Amongst other speakers the Chairman and a young ladies' branch . About

The average attendance has for a con congratulated the members on their eighty have been enrolled in the young

siderable time been nearly 1,000 ; 600 splendid organization . He rejoiced very men 's branch , and a cheering sight it is

adults and 400 children . All communi. much at the vigour and beauty of his to see them gathered for prayer and
cations should be made to Mr. R . twelvemonth old child . The work which Bible reading. Those of them who were

Wilson , 2 , Queen Stree :, Edinburgh . the branch had accomplished since its Christians before have been greatly

entrance upon its new building was truly quickened . Deputations to other towns

wonderful.” He hoped that they would and districts are being organized. One

Lambeth . - Last week a seven days'
go on with the sameenergy and hopeful. evening there was a social gathering in

Gospel Temperance Mission was held in
ness. Rev. F . A . C . Lillingston , who the burgh hall, Hillhead, of those who

the Lambeth Baths, when large numbers wasvery cordially received, congratulated had taken a lead in the meetings and of

ofworkingmen and their wives attended , the Association on having provided a those who had come out on Christ's side.

and considerable interest was awakened.
place where all Christians could meet on Abouttwo hundred and fifty were present.

Rev. G . M . Murphy, speaking last week
a common basis and compare viewsand It was one of the most gladdening meet

in the Lambeth Baths, said : As a total illustrate the universality of their faith . ings I ever witnessed. It was really

abstainer of forty years' standing he
He maintained that such places trained unique. All were in evening dress , but

commended abstention from alcoholic young men as no others could . They there was no stiffness or formality , or

liquors . His heart had been pierced brought young men into contaot with waiting for introductions. All seemed

through again andagain by the consider
older heads whose experience was invalu to realize their oneness in the common

ation of the miseries caused by strong able to youth , amid the temptations of Lord, and every face spoke of joy and

drink. If people did not visit the public .
the Metropolis. They furnished the best preise . The proceedings were fitly ter

house there would not be so muchmisery
means to recreation . He was glad that minated with family worship ." Three

in our midst . At the same time he was
80 admirably managed & branch of the months ago an evening party of such &

bound to say that it was the duty of each
Y . M .C . A . had become firmly and trium description in this quarter could not

of them to try to grapple with this vast
phantly established in a locality where it have been dreamed of, and not a few who

amount of suffering and sorrow . was so much needed , were there would have scoffed at it.
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.
FOREIGN MISSION NOTES.

The ss. Good News is now afloat Mrs. Riley, of the China Inland Mis

and doing good service on Lake Tan sion, has lately been called from her loved

ganyika . work . Her work for the Lord in China

Jews in Italy.-Mr. Ben-Oliel has has been no small one.

completed an interesting itineration Mr. Baller sends from Sban- si an

amongst Jews in Leghorn, Florence , Pisa , account of the conversion and usefulness
and other towns.

of a Chinese student , through the giving

" Pray for our Native Brethren ." of a copy of a Gospel,

-This is the burden of a letter just to Tracts on the Continent. It

hand from Mr. Baller, China Inland Mis . may not be generally known that by

sion : - " By their means," he remarks , means of the post the Monthly Tract

" is the Gospel to be really spread in Society has largely circulated very clear
China ."

and pointed tracts in France , Spain, and

Tierra del Fuego.- Rev. T. Bridges, other Continental lands .

of the South American Missionary Society, Bishop Stirling, of the South Ameri

sends a deeply interesting account of ex can Missionary Society, dates his last

ploration on the Fuegian coast. There is letters from the Falkland Islands, from

every hope that to some tribes hitherto whence it was his intention to visit

unreached will be made known the Ooshooia early in January.

Gospel.
Itineration in China :-Looking

Zenana Missions.-A new feature
over some letters just to hand, from

in the recent conference of the mission
workers of the China Inland Mission in

aries of Northern India wa3 & ladies '
various parts, we have been much struck

meeting , held in Calcutta. The meeting by the warm welcome extended to the

was largely attended, and intensely in missionaries in outlying and previously

teresting from the cheering details of unvisited villages . There is evidently

work given.
in many hearts a spirit of inquiry

A Brave Pioneer.-Mr. J. Schlienz. awakened .
Madden writes from Corsica :-Do not be

disturbed by the varying ups and downs of
Bishop Hannington.— General

my experiences , stated just as they come ,
Hutchinson, Secretary of the Church

some encouraging andsome the reverse .
Missionary Society, writes : “ Handford,

My duty is to go ahead and trust in the
resident missionary, Zanzibar, telegraphs

overruling Love that forgiveth my mis.
that Jones , native missionary, who ac

takes and maketh that to prosper which companied Bishop Hannington, had re

is not of self.
turned to Zanzibar with information that

South American Missions. The
the Bishop was undoubtedly murdered ."

General Hutchinson adds that the word

European Mail says :- So far as the

South American Missionary Society is
“ undoubtedly " implies that Jones did

not witness the murder, and that this is
concerned, it may certainly with truth

be said that the year which has just
the only ray of hope remaining. For

closed leaves behind it a bright record
later news see page 134 .

of something attempted, something
London Missionary Society:

done, towards illumining the dark places We learn that this society has found it

of South America . necessary to issue an appeal for additional

The Mediterranean . - From several
funds. It appears that £10,000 a year

sources we hear that Mr. Stephen Bur more will be necessary to maintain exist

rowes is doing a really splendid work at ing missions at their full efficiency, and

Naples in behalf of the poor sailors. that new enterprises are at present out

When he has succeeded in establishing a of the question. We heartily hope and

sailors ' rest in each of several ports, in expect that our friends of the London

cluding Venice and Messina, he will con Missionary Society will soon find the

sider his mission as completed in Italy ;
needed funds forthcoming. In West

and in all likelihood he will then settle
China and Mongolia, to say nothing of

down in Glasgow . New Guinea andother fields, this society

is doing noble work.

Persia is limited almost entirely to the

Presbyterian Church of the United States . Aid Society . - The Rev. F. Palomares,

The American Bible Society and the of Seville , who practises medicine be

British and Foreign Bible Mission Society, sides preaching the Gospel, sends an

however, have agents in the kingdom account of a call to a sick man by whose

carrying forward their excellent work , bedside he found a rosario and a taper

and there are two or three missionaries burning before an image . He was success

also from the C.M S. and other English ful in giving relief , “ and on returning next

societies .

SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE

OHORCH AID SOCIETY . President

- The Right Hon . the EARL OF ABERDEEN.

Chairman of Committee - His Grace the ARCH :
BISHOP OF DUBLIN . The objects of this

Society are to aid the Native Reformed Episcopal

Churches in Spain and Portugal in the FAITHFUL

PREACHING OF THE GOSPEL, and generally to help

and encourage them in the great work of
Evangelization and Reform in which they are

engaged . Funds are most urgently

needed. Contributions should be sent to the

Rev. L. S. TUGWELL, 8, Adain Street, Adelphi,
W.O.

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY (In

stiluted 1837 ) , 8, New Bridge Street , Londo .

E.C.- Object : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically before the middle and upper
classes , and the general diffusion of evangelical
literature at home and abroad .

On the CONTINENT large numbers of Tracts

and Gospels in different languages have been

circulated at the various Exhibitions, and eich

month English residents in many Continental

cities receive Tracts through the post .

FRANCE and SPAIN . - Funds are urgently

needed to enable the Committee to respond 10

appeals just received . The necessity of bringing

the truth , as it is in Jesus , before the educated

classes in these lands is very great, and the

Lord's stewards are carnestly invited to provide

the means for extending this special work .

Cheques and Postal Orders to be crossed , and

made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE, Secretary .

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING

FEMALE EDUCATION IN THE

EAST.--Established in 1834 for the purpos : or

affording instruction in the scriptures to wo

and girls , of all ages and ranks , in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa ,

Secretary-Miss WEBB, 267 , Vauxhall Bridge

Road, London, S.W. Bankers - Messrs.HERRIES,

FARQUHAR, & CO . , 16, St. James Street ,

London , 8.W.

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS'

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

4, Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.C. Presi:
dent - Gen . Gir A. J. LAWRENCE . K.C.B. Sole

object of the Society to spread the saving know .

ledge of Christ among our soldiers . Contribu

tions will be thankfully received by the Treasurer ,

V. G. M. HOLT, Esq. , 17 , Whitehall Place ; by

Colonel SANDWITH , Hon . Sec . , or by the

Secretary , Mr. W. A. BLAKE, at the offices of the

Society .

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY.

-This Society circulated last year nearly 86

millions of publications in 174 languages. It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

which they are subscribed , and pays all its ex .

penses out of Trade Funds . It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and Sailors ; has issued nearly forty thousand

libraries; helps all the great Missionary Societies ,

and grants Tracts for distribution atHome and

Abroad .

An annual subscription of 103. 64. or upwards

constitutes membership , and a sum of £ ! 0 10s .

Life membership. All subscribers receive copies
of the new tracts, &c .

day greeted with great joy. " The mother

Central Africa . - On the 19th of of the sick man exclaimed, ' It was the

October Mr. F. S. Arnot was at Kapoka, hand of God which led you here ! ' ' I

on the quanza River, pursuing his in . am one of His ministers,' I replied,

land journey, and wrote that all was .and am thankful when He is pleased

well. We rejoice to say that Mr. Charles to bless my work. ' The patient grew

A. Swan , apparently fitted for service in rapidly better, and now after six visits

Africa, purposes going this month to he is out of bed, suffering only from the

Portugal to acquire Portuguese , and debility which invariably follows such an

proceeding in May to Benguela to join illness. To -day they said , " How can

Br. Arnot. we repay you for what you have dona ? '

" A.L.O.E ." -- That devoted Chris I told them my reward would be the

tian lady and pioneer missionary of recompense I looked for from Christ.

the C.E.Z.M.S., Miss 0. M. Tucker This family and all who were with the

(** A.L.O.E." ) has been dangerously ill sick person are now upon most friendly

at Batala , and on Christmas Day received terms, and probably will soon become our

the Communion from Dr. Weitbrecht as brethren in the faith . May my know

& dying woman . But we rejoice to hear ledge of medicine , which I believe I was

that a telegram has been received saying ledofGod to obtainprove a useful hand

she is recovering. muid to my work in the Gɔspel .

Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries.

Rev. LEWIS BORRETT WHITE, D.D. , and

Rev. S.G.GREEN ,D.D. , 56 , Pat :ruoster Row ,
London , E.C.

WORKS ON MISSIONS.

" CLEAR THE WAY ;

or, Hindrances to Missionary Work

Considered .

By E. J. WHATELY, Author of " Memoirs of

Archbishop Whately, " &c . Cloth , 2s. 6d .

“ With judicious counsel and in excellent

temper Miss Whately seeks to Clear the Way '

before the ardent aspirant to a place in the great

Missionary Army.” — Church Missionary Intelli

gencer .

CONFERENCE ON FOREIGN

MISSIONS.

Held at Mildmay Conference Hall . Demy

8vo , cloth , 431 pp . , 3s . 6d .

“ Cannot fail to become a valuable guide for

future missions to the heathen . wili largely

conduce, we h ope, to kindle a missionary spirit

in the hearts of young men of su'table attain

ments and zeal." - Rev. C. H. SPURGEON , in Sword

aiul Trow.l.

AT REST AMONG THE LAOS.

The Story of the Missionary Career ofM.M.

Campbell. Edited by CABOLINE G. CAVEN

DISH. Crown 8vo, cloth , 1s . 60 .

LONDON :

JOHN F. BHAW & CO., 48, Paternoster Row.

Persian the leftoritete irelayangeline spanish and
PortugueseChurch

,
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CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTION .

Feb. 2180-Proy, xx, 1-13 Feb , 25th - Prov. xxxi. 10-31

22nd-Prov. xxii , 1–15 26th-Psa. xci , 1-16

23rd-Prov. xxvii . 1-17 27th - Psk. xcii, 1–15

24th-Prov. xxx.
| 1-9

124--31

9

REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

“ Let your requestsbemade known to God , "

11,115. For blessing on the South London Mission

11.116. For the Divineblessing on an eight days' mission in Sandymount

Hall, Dublin , conducted by William Mayo, of Mr. George Muller's Orphan

age, Bristol, from February 21st till 28th inclusive.

11,117 . For special efforts for the unemployed .

11,118. For a Christian sister sorely afflicted that relief, if the Lord will ,

may be granted.

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Hvangelisation Society lo proparedto sond quallfod Evangelista

to any part of Bagland , Sootland ,and Walos apon das notice . Apply

to Hon . Secretary , 21, Burrey Street, Strand , W.c.

Y.M.C.A. (61), Gracechurch Street Branch . - Prayer Meeting,

1.30 to 2.16 p.m. (Sat. ex ). Bible Study, Tues., 6.15 p.m. Gospel

Service ( Youths ), Wed., 6.30. Soldiers, Fri., 7 p.m. Workers', Mon.,

6.80 p.m. Service of Bong with Gospel address (foradults), Lambeth

Ragged schools, Fri. , at 8 p.m. Bervices at Y.M.0.A. Mission Hall,

Melior Street, 8.E., nightly, 8 p.m. Gospel Temperance Addresses at

George Yard , Whitechapel, Mon., 8.15 p.m., and classes for rough lads ,
Mon.and Thurs., at 8 p.m.

Welcome Meetiog. - On Friday evening ( 19th) , at 7 p.m., a thanks
giving service will be held in Willis's Rooms, St.James , to welcome Rev.

W. Hay M. H. Aitken on his return from America.

The Reformation . - A course of lectures, arranged by the Protestant

Educational Institute, and under the auspices of the Y.M.C.A. are now

being delivered by Rev. 8. Wainwright, D.D., on Monday evenings at

8 p.m. , in Exeter Hall. We hope to give notes of these lectures from
week to week in our pages .

Rev. E. Payson Hammond's Forth coming Missions are : Fins.

bury Park Y.M.C.A., 6th Feb.to 19th Feb.; Hampstead Presbyterian

Church , 20th Feb. to 5th March ; Richmond, 6th March to 19th March.

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall. - Thurs., Bible Lectures by the Rev. Ernest

Boys, M.A. ; Feb. 18th, " Standing and Walking ; 25th , “The In

dwelling Spirit ; ” . Mar. 4th . “ The Christian's Hope," at 8 p.m. To be
followed by a series by the Rev. Dr. Bennett .

Metropolitan Tabernacle, Newington Butts, 8.E.- Mrs.Allison will

give a series of Bible Redings every Sunday afternoon at three o'clock .
Allara heartily invited .

Millmav Conferenca Hall . - Sunday , Feb. 21st, 1886, at 8.30, Mr.

P.8. Badenoch , and 7 p.m. , Mr. Oscar Owers.

Children's Special Service Mission.- Mr. Arrowsmith, at Margate,

Feb. 17th to Mar. 3rd ; at Colwich , near Stafford , Mar. 14th to 20th ;

at Cardiff, Mar, 21st to 27th ; Rev. Innes B. Wane at the Athenæum ,
Derby, Feb. 23rd , to Mar. Ist. Mr. P. M. Trickett at Beckenham ,

Feb. 15th ; at Reading, Feb. 17th ; at Blackheath Hill, Feb. 19th ;

Mr. Bpiers in London assisting Mr. Hammond,

Special Services for Children and Young People will be held at
Wimbledon School, Wimbledon, every Sunday afternoon on and

after Feb. 28th at 8.30.

Youths' Institute , Old Pye Street, Westminster ( " One Tun ”

Mission ). -Prayer meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con

ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Gospel mission service every Sunday evening
from 6.30 to 8 .

Mr. Gawin Kirkham's engagements for February :-18, Stapleton ;

19, Bath ; 20-26 , Sawbridgeworth, Herts, and neighbourhood.

Bt . George'a fall , Langnam Place, W.-Mr. Denham Smith (D.V.),

Sunday morning, at 11 ; evening, at 7 ; also at Burlington Hall, Savile

Row, on Wednesday evening,at 8 p.m.

House of Reno , 8 , Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn Park , N.W.- Friday,

Feb. 19th , at 7 p.m., “John's Visions and what they say to us
(Rev. vi. 12-17 ). Tea at 6. Sunday, 21st, at 3.30 p.m., " God's Men

in the Old Testamont," by Miss Mason . All meetings open to both

gentlemen and ladies,

Opper Norwood, Stafford House, Tudor Road.- Drawing-room and

young women'smeetings erery Thursday at 8 and 7 p.m.

Evangelistio Mission (Onder the direction of O. Russell Hurditch ) . –

Kilbarn Hall, Kilburn Gate (not Town Hall ).- Mr. C , Inglis, Sun.,

at 7 p.m., and Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. Wm. Grove, nightly, Feb. 16th

to 28th ; Bun ., 7p.m., week-nights , 8 .

Bigoold Hall, Bignoli Road. station Road, Forast (tute. - Fourteen

days' Mission from Feb. 7. Mr.C.V. T. Onslow , Sundays and Thurs

days; Dr. Popham and Mr. Abraham Willis . Moodays , Tuesdays,
Wednesdays,and Fridays ; Sundays, 1 d.m .; week.nights, 8.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersin ith

Road ,West Kensington . - Dr. Popham , Sunday,at 3 and 7 p.m.

Hammersmith, Upper Mission Room, 180, King Street , -

For the young, on Sunday, at ? p.m .; Dr. Popham , Thursday, 8 p.m.

Mortlake, Rest MissionHall.-Mr. T. A. Hughes , Sunday , 7 D.m.
Trinity Presbyterian naron . Kensington Pack Rosa . -Dr. H.

Sinclair Paterson, Sundays at 11 a.m.and 7 p.m.

Belgrave Presbyterian Church ( Halkin Street, W . ).- Rev . Adolph

Saphir, Sundaysat 11 a.m.
Barbioan Mission to the Jews. -6, Farleigh Road, Stoke

Newington , N. (within 10 minutes by tram from Dalston Junction ) ,

Mr. Warschawski's Bible Readings in Isaiah , the Becoad Monday in

each month , at 3.30 p.m. , tea at 4.30 p.m.

Cladton Hall, Alkham Road , Cazenove Road . Upper Clapton . - Mr.

C. Russell Hurditch , Sundays, 6.30, Fridays, 7.30 .

Y.W.C.A.- Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening,

at 9 15. in the Mall Hall, High Street, Notting Hill,

Benana and Medical Mission School and done, 58 , 8t. George's

Road, 8.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , at

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchariſ kindly preside.

Talbot Tabernacle. Powis Square, W.-Mr.Frank White will ( D.V.)

resume ministry on Sunday, Feb. 21st , at 11 & 7.On Monday 22nd, a

Welcome Home meeting. on the occasion of Mr. and Mrs. White's

return from America . Tea and coffee in Powis Hall at 7 ; meeting at 8 .

OpenAirMission (WestLondonAuxiliary ). - Quarterly Meeting
Monday (22 1. ) at 7.30 , Reeve Mission Room , Esst Street, Baker Street,

W. , an address by Hon , and Rev. Talbot Rice .

Bishop Hannington's Fate.

TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WORK," .

SIR: Weyesterday telegraphedtoour agents in Zanzibar as
: ,

have received the following answer, dated Zanzibar, 8 p.m ,

February 12th , 1886 : " Usogna, 31st October. - Two eye wit

nesses here. Bishop proceeding with fifty men , imprisoned

eighth day. Uganda messengers returned . All led to execution.

Four escaped. Jones waited Kavirondo. Waits caravan two

months. " From this it appears that theBishop was in Usogna ,

the country immediately to the east of the Victoria Nile , and

was imprisoned with his fifty men by the king's emissaries,

while messengers proceeded to Uganda for further instructions ;

hat on the eighth day of his imprisonment these messengers

returned, and the whole party were led out to execution, but

that fourof them escaped, two of whom seem to havewitnessed

the murder, and to be now in Zanzibar. The Rev. Wm. Jones,

an African clergyman, who hadaccompanied the Bishop through

the Masai land, seemsto have been left behind in Kavirondo, to

the N.E , of the Victoria Nyanza, where he had to wait , after the

tidings of the catastrophe had reached him , for two months,

ere he was able to join a caravan and return to Mombasa. The

intelligence already to hand informed us that the Bishopwas

within three or four days' march of Uganda, and that the king

hadsent tokill him , which tallies withthe interpretation of

the eighth day which I have suggested. Thus a good and brave

missionary Bishop, singularly fitted for the duties of an epis

copate unique in its character, has been taken from us just at

the moment when we trusted that he would have reached

Uganda, and brought needed help and encouragement to the

threemissionarieswhohave been patiently labouring in that

isolated mission. Ithas been their privilege to baptize upwards

of one hundred converts there, amongst whom were two

princesses , sisters of the late KingMtesa. This cruel actonthe

part of his successor indicates the peril in which our mission

aries and their converts stand, and the urgency of fresh effort

to bring to them needed reinforcements, and to the king and

hispeople the blessings of the Gospelof peace. Already the

tidings which reached us last Monday have produced one

candidate for the honour of going out as a herald of the Cross in

Central Africa . - I am , sir, yours obediently,

FRED, E , WIGRAM,

February 13th. Hon . Sec . C.M.8.

[ Just as we go to press we learn , at the Church Mission

House, that themail hascome in bringing full details of the

circumstancesunder which the first telegram announcing the

rumour was sent. While, however, interesting particulars are

given of the dangerous anddifficult countrythe Bishop bad to

traverse, there is no further light thrownupon his fate.—ED.

Word and Work .]

DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequently

caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles.
The Rev. Dr. Crowther, All

House,Ascot,writes: -" I cannotdescribe thecomfort Iderive fromthe

use ofyourglasses ,both by day andnight . I find no painor worriness

trying for the eyesonaccountof the smalinessof thetype." ThelateSir

Julius Benedictwrote : - " I have tried the principal opticians in London

Clearness of your glasses as compared with others isreallysurprising..

The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon.

write )
: -" The spectacles you adaptedare all Icould desire, and myor un

teel strong already. I only regret I did not know of your orceeding in

BONDSTREET, scientifically adapto his IMPROVED SPROTAOLER

to assist and strongthen the weakest sights. Damnhletnontainingsuka

gostions for the presarvation of sight fro .. BRANCAES.6, Poultry:

E.C.; 8. Guardian Buildings, Crass Street, MANOHOSTER.

and OorporationStroet ,BIRMINGHAM - ADVT.

Canoa

Donations Received ,

TURKISH MISSIONS AID. £ s . d .

Miss L. 3 0 0
DR. BARNARDO'S Honis.

J. H. L. 1 0 0

Mission To DEEP Sex Fishermen.- The secretary desires to acknowledge
58. from S. B.

THE LONDON SAMARITAN SOCIETY AND HOMERTON Mission gratefully

acknowledge receiving the following sumsfor the convalescent homes , free
breakfasts, & c . : - F . E.N., 103. ; Mrs. C., 2s.6d .; E.S. , 25 .; collected in boys

school, Farnbro ', 88. 6d. : H. E. G., £5 ; Miss E , 53. ; Anon , London , W., 1s .
Further donations will be thankfully receivel by Hy. H. Board , 57 & 59.Lud

gate Hill, London , E.O.

Worcester Cathedral,
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Terms for Advertisements Situations and Appointments.

" Wowd and Work."

Situations

VACANT ORWANTED :

Apartments

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational.

Articles for Sale.

This Paper having a large and increasing cir

citation amongst Christians of all denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements .

The Terms are very moderate , viz.: Miscel

laneous in small Type, 29. 6d . for 30 words or less,

and Bd for every additional line of 8 words or
under.

A reduction for a series of Blx Insertions and

apwards. Front Page, and other special posi

tions, by arrangement.

Advertisements recerredafter 11 o'clock on Mon

day cannot appear until thefollowing week.

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom

panied by Post Office Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers , Messrs. JOHN F. BHAW & Co.

Amounts under 29. 60. may be sent in Halfpenny
Stamps.

YOUNG LADY wishes for Re-engagemert

as Governess to quite young children ( entire

charge). Good needlewoman . S, B., Mrs. Hill,

1 , The Terrace, St. John's, Sevenoaks.

REQUIRED by a young lady a situation in

Berlin wooland fancy Repository. has a

thorough knowledge of fancy and ornamental
needlework. Mounting in every branch . Highest
references. Country town preferred. Address

M. D. , 83. Lupus Street, South Belgravia , London.

RE-ENGAGEMENT required as useful

Companion , Housekeeper , or Mother's Help.
Teach young children . Domesticated. Tho

roughly trustworthy. Please state salary , A. ,

care ofWm . Holland , Grocer, Otham, Maidstone.

RESPECTABLE YOUTH (16), just

left school, requires situation , Good writer and

fair at figures. F. Hook , Avondale Villa, Oakfield

Road , Croydon .

YOUNG LADY (aged 18) seeks situation

as Assistant in Bazaar or Stationer's . Eighteen
months' experience . F. B. , 223, Grove Road ,
Mile End Road , E.

AS USEFUL COMPANION

Housekeeper (Assistant ). A farmer's daughter
desires Re-engagement, in or near London .

Satisfactory references. Apply to H.H. , Crown

Farm , The Marsh , Long Sutton , Wisbech.

HOUSEKEEPER . – A gentleman can

highly recommend a lady , aged 31 , for a position

of responsibility in a household , either ashouse

keeper or ladies' companion . Address Z. , East

wood, near Ledbury.

COOK(good plain) wanted, in a gentle

man's family of three. Willing to assist in
housework. Protestant . Housemaid kept .

Address Mrs , B. , 1 , Woodville Road , Ealing, W.

GOOD HOUSE-PARLOURMAID

wanted .-Must be tall and neat, able to take

care of plate and linen . Early riser. Church of

England. No beer . Mrs. O. , 60 , Shooter's Hill

Road , Blackheath , S.E.

or

"WORD AND WORK "

1 Published every Thursday , Price One Penny.

Orders should be sent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob

taining copies thus,they can behad direct from

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the

following rates, Payable in Advance.

..

2 Copies

... 0 6 10

...

ENGLISH AND EUROPEAN

SUBSCRIPTIONS .

26 Weeks 52 Weeks

$ 8. d . £ 8. d.

1 Copy and Postage 085

0 6 10 0 13 8

0 10 6 1 1 0

0 12 10 ... 1 6 8

and reduced Postage 0 17 6 ... 1 15 0

1 40 2 80

(Including Double Numbers.)

All Subscriptions should be remitted by cheque

ar Post-office Order for the amount (payable in

advance), at theGeneral Post Office.

It will be geen from the above ratesthat special

adrantages are secured by ordering six copies and
OVE ,

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

Copies of “WORD AND WORK " (including

Double Numbers) maybesent from this Office to

any address in the undermentioned Foreign

Countries, for One Year, on the following terms,

paid in advance:

£ 8. d . £ g. d .

0 9 0 8 Copies 17 0

0 18 0 14 1 16 0

The Paper being registered for transmission

abrosd, a single copy maybesenttothefollow

ing countriesfor One Penny :

Africa China Japan
Australia Demerara Natal
Brazil

Egypt New Zealand

India Singapore
Ceylon | Jamaica Tasmania

Spartments, dr.

EASTBOURNE. - Boarding Establish

ment. Sea view . One minute's walk from park .

A hendscme lawn in front of house . Terms, two

occupying the same room , 25s. Mrs. Waggett,
Strathmore House , Howard Square.

HASTINGS (89, Wellington Square ).

Board and Residence . - Thewidow of a clergyman

receives a few ladies and gentlemen into her

comfortable home. Terms moderate. London

references . Saturday till Monday, 10s , 6d .

ST. LEONARDS-ON -SEA.-To be

let, in private family, good dining and one or

two bedrooms, well furnished , 12s.6d . per week .
Mater, Prudential Villa , Sedlescombe Road .

ST.MICHAEL'S LODGE, St. Michael's

Road, Bournemouth . - Small select BOARDING

HOUSE . Good bath -room . Sheltered , detached .

Due south . Testimonials . From two gulness

per week , or 6s . 6d . per day. Address Proprietor.

BRIGHTON . - Furnished Dining and two

Bed-rooms , Bath - room . Near sea and Western

Road . Excellent cooking. Highly recommended .

£1 weekly . Bed and Sitting room combined 10s .

W. , 25 , Lansdowne Street.

BRIGHTON . Apartments, well and

comfortably Furnished . Scrupulously clean ,

excellent cooking and attendance. Terits

moderate. Close to West Pier. Miss Anderson ,
23 , Cannon Place , Brighton .

BOARD and RESIDENCE.- A larly ,

living near Clapham Common , offers a tho.

roughly comfortable hometo one or two ladies,

on moderate terms. M., Marlow House, May.

flower Road , Clapham , 8.W.

BOARD and RESIDENCE for lady or

gentleman . Well furnished house. Most com

fortable home. 12 miles from London , close to

station . Invalid not objected to . Terms 25g , to

30s. per week. Address E. M. Southall , Middlesex

TWO LARGE ROOMS to let at the

Bow Coffee Palace ; suitable for societies, clubs,

committees, & c . Apply tothe Manager, 217, Bow

Road , E. (near Bow Church .)

1 Copy...

2 Copies

Buenos Ayres

08PTOER 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW . EO

Educational.

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL

BATH,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Principal : MR . W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe
School).

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.

Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.

Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet
above Bath, is noted for its fine , bracing air.

The School residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa
tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super-Mare.

Colonel Barnes, Oommandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers.

H. Dyer, Esq ., Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill, Esq . , Wimbledon .

H. Groves , Esq ., Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert , Co. Kerry .

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL .

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANAGE, M.A.

EDUCATION for the Daughters of Gen

tlemen , Glen Lyon , West Hill, Sydenham .
Principal , Miss Sykes. English and foreign re
sident Governesses. Pupils prepared for the

Cambridge Local Examinations.

A WIDOW LADY offers a comfortable

Homo, with education , to two or three littlegirle,

Terms £ 20 per annum ;good reference. Address
0. , Office of Word and Work, 48 , Paternoster Row ,

MELROSE HOUSE, Walsall, Stafford.

shire . Principals : the Misses HARRISON .
School for Girls . Strictly Evangelical, and

Church of England in its discipline. Lectures

given by a distinguished University Professor .

CHELTENHAM . Ladies Collegiate

School, Ormond Terrace. Professors attend

daily . Preparation for exams. Nodern prin.

ciples taught. Healthy locality. Home comforts.
Boarders' terms from 25 guineas per annum .

GOVERNESS (experienced and useful)

seeks Re -engagement in Christian family.
Children under il preferred. English , French ,

music, drawing. Good references. Alpha, Mrs.

Pontring , Wallingford, Berkshire .

GOVERNESS (Daily or Morning ) to

young children . A younglady seeks Re-engage .

ment as above, in W. or 8.W. London . M.S. ,

17 , Bridge Road, West Battersea , S.W.

GOVERNESS ( Daily ) to young children .

-A young lady seeks Re-engagement as above
in W. or S.W. London . - M . S. , 17, Bridge Road ,

West, Battersea , S.W.

AN APPEAL.

A HEBREW CHRISTIAN STUDENT at

St. John's College, Highbury ,_APPEALS to

Christian friends for further HELP towards

completing his studies. About £135 have been
contributed towards his expenses ; £ 100 more

will be required .

The case is recommended by the following ,

to either of whom contributions may be sent :

Rev. GordonCalthrop, M.A., Vicar of St.

Augustine's, Highbury , 3, Highbury Grange, N.;

Rev. J. B. Barraclough , M.A., Minister of the

Episcopal Jews' Chapel, and Chaplain of the
London Jews' Society , 46, King Edward Road ,

Hackney, E.

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.

Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds.

" DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED ."

Sir.-My sale for your " Oure for Deafness "
A man here who has been deaf

Porty years,has had hishearing restored by it.

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch .

13. 14. perBottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps , from

EdwinJ. Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury .

increases . HABIGONIU MSAND AMERICANORGANS . W. Pridham and Son, £ 4 4s .

Instruments for school and home use. Are mar

vellous for tone and workmanship. 3 stops, £ 6 ;

5 stops, £6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of

every description, Pianofortes from £ 16 .

Works, 206 , Jubilee Stroet , London , E.
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ON

CONSUMPTION,

CHRISTIAN APOLOGETICS

WORKS by H. SINCLAIR PATERSON, M.D.

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

" IN DEFENCE."

:

flicts . Crown Evo, cloth extra , 38, 60 .
AND ALL

OTHER CHEST DISEASES.

The Antagonists and the Alternatives.
The Confi : its Purpose and Progress.

Agnosticism ; or, Nescience and Science .

R E A D
Intuition versus Revelation .

Materialism ; or, Atom versus Person .

Evolution ; or, Becoming tersus Creation .

“ In our opinion , it is matter for profound thankfulness that the author

was induced by the committee to revise the notes taken by a friend and
give them the publicity they so richly deserve. Clear and forcible in

SIXPENCE, POST FREE. style and expression, masterly in grasp of thought, and trenchant in

Or Large Edition (cloth ) for 18, 3d.
argument, these lectures on present-day aspects of unbelief will be

simply invaluable in the help they will render to intelligent young men

and others who have become entangled in the meshes of modern doubt.'

SIXTEENTH SERIES

To such , and to all who haveto deal with such , we most heartily commend

this little volume." - Literary World .

OF WEEKLY CASES.
• The so -called • higher criticism ' stands unmasked in Dr. Paterson's

lectures as pure subjectivity ; while the author's own scientitic training

makes his voice of more than ordinary authority on all materialistic

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK " theories. Perhaps the best parts of the volume are those in which Dr,

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

Paterson practically asks whyweshould trouble to reconcile science and

THIS MATTER ,

the Bible ; and enforces the seeming paradox that Romanism is Rational

ism with certain safeguards, and Rationalism is Romanism without any

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENTCASE,NOT PUB precautions, beyond those which individual learning or skill, or even

LISHED BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK.

caprice, may supply . Dr. Paterson also , in a couple of pages, gives a neat

refutation of Wellhausen's elaborate article , Israel ' in the new Encyclo

pædia Britannica, which has given so much surprise and pain in the Pen

tateuch controversy. Altogether • Faith and Unfaith ' is interesting read.

ing, and is sure to serve itspurpose .” - Baptist.

DISEASED LUNGS.-CASE of Mrs. E. WALTERS,

” THE EARLIER SCRIPTURES.

of HULL. Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 5s.

This patient, residing at 65, Kent Street , Holderness Road, Hull , first “ No work on the Pentateuch has ever given us so much satisfaction "

wrote me, with statement of her case , on the 5th of last June.
Young Men's Christian Association Notes.

" For twelve months (she says ) I have been attended at different times
“ It is to be wished that this book may have a wide circulation as an able

by three doctors . All tell me my lungs are diseased , and they can do
and well-written defence of the earlier Scriptures, boldly conceived , care

nothing for me-but I have read your book , and find there is hope for me." fully elaborated , thoughtfully compressed , and considerately adapted to the

Chest disease had been inherited from her mother's family. She had general reader.” – PRINCIPAL Cave in The British and Foreign Evange ical

been delicate from the age of sixteen , at which time she caught a severe
Review .

cold . When married (eighteen months before writing me) , she went from

Devonshire to live at Hull , soon after which a bad cough came op , then
N

followed sleepless nights, increased expectoration , spasmodic breathing, Crown 8vo , cloth extra , 5s .

severe pains on the left side , irregular action of the heart, occasional sweil

ing of ankles and feet , loss of flesh , in the neck and chest especially .
“In this book we are brought face to face with thecitadel of Christianity,

" The doctor saysmy right lung is worse than my left."

to wit , the historical records of the person of Christ aod His work upon

On July 22nd she writes : -" The cough is much better, the swelling

earth , as one of the most distinct and powerful evidences of the inherent

of the ankles has cea sed . "
truth of our holy religion . ... It takes up a distinct line of argument,

September 2nd she writes : - " My liealth altogether is very much better,
and though within a narrow compass has worked out the problem bysome

yourmedicine hasdone mea deal of good."

remarkably clear reasoning ; so much su , indeed, that after reading it

This patient finally recovered . A letter will appear next week , together

through we wish that the size had been fourfold . . We have noted many

with the case of her husbind , Mr. G. Walters, who also recovered under

things in the Gospels which this volume has cleared up. .. We expect

my ti eatment.

many persons will ejaculate, How full this book is of the Lord Jesus

Christ ! ' So it is , . What an enthusiastic writer this is on such a grand

theme !' So he is. And we thoroughly recommend the book." -- Clergyman's

NOTE . - Days of Consultation . –TUESDAY, Magazine.

TÄURSDAY, and SATURDA Y Mornings ONLY CHRIST AND CRITICISM ; or, The Witnesses

long distance_should choose either of the two

Examined and Cross -examined . One Shilling.

former days . Every one is expected to have seen

“ These lec'ures certainly form one of the ablest of all the contributions to

the litera ure of the evidences that have been made in recent years.

the book first.
better book to place in the hanus of a thoughtful sceptic it would be hard to

name. " - Christian Leader .

CROSSES AND CROWNS.

Uniform with the Parchment Library . One Shilling

PRODUCE
“ Thirty -one forcibly written essuys of a few pages each , and so full of

sterliog wisdom that we suggest the book as valuable for a month's

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS. duily reading, especially as the articles are sgstematically arranged, and

deal with practical truths in the Christian life ." - Clergyman's Magazine.

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

“ The book is richinspiritual experience, and will behighly esteemed

by many Christians." -- Nonconformist.

COLDS, COU GHS,

“ A dip into this little book' will be to mind and heart what a brisk

& c . , walk , on a clear frosty morning, is to the body .” — Literary World ,

IS
LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO . , 48, PATERNOSTER Row .

“ IN DEFENCE.” THE FOURFOLD LIFE .

FOGS AND DAMP AIR

VOLUME XI. OFCONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR. Word and Work, '

In Bottles , 1s. 1 d . , 2s . 93. , 48. 6d . , and 11s.

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.

FOR 1885,

NOW READY,

Handsomely bound in cloth gilt,

Red edges , price 6s . 6d .

VOLUME ON MEDICAL MISSIONS.

THE HEALER PREACHER.

Stories and Incidents of Medical Mission Work . By GEORGE

SAUNDERS, M.D., C.B. Crown 8vo, with Illustrations.

" Well fitted to help any engaged in like service, while it furnishes into
resting matter for all classes .” - Footsteps of Truth .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

Subscribers wishing to bind their numbers for last year

can obtain handsome Cases as prepared for the Volumes, cloth,

gilt lettered, Price 28.

Back numbers to complete sets can be supplied .

London : J. P. SHAW & 00 .. 48 , Patornontor Row , E.O.



Word andWork.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON : J. F . SHAW & Co. ] [REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD.) [48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E .O .

Vol. XII., No. 571. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1886 . ONE PENNY.

" Dr.Barnardo's HomesforDestitute Children .”

Now supporting 1,550 Homeless or Orphan Boys and Girls.

A RESIDUE BAZAAR
TO DISPOSE OF ALL ARTICLES LEFT OVER FROM THE SALE OF BOXES, WILL (D . V .) BE HELD IN

THE NEW LARGE HALL , EDINBURGH CASTLE , LIMEHOUSE, E .

(close to Burdett Road Station , North London and Blackwall Railways),

• ON

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, 4th and 5th MARCH , 1886 ,

Opening each day at 3 o'clock p m . and closing at 10 o'clock.

The attendance ofkind friends WILLING TO PURCHASE is especially desired, and any FRESH

GIFTS of Fancy Articles, or of work, will be gratefully acknowledged .

All communications and parcels of Goods of every sort should be addressed to

THE OFFICE OF THE HOMES,

18 to 26 , Stepney Causeway, Commercial Road, E .

ON

THE TESTIMONY OF GOD

IN THE NEW TESTAMENT
ON

THE REFORMATION. BAPTISM and the LORD'S SUPPER .
Full of Facts and Figures . ALL THE TEXTS PRINTED IN FULL. .

Price 78. 6d . cloth .
36 Pages. Price 3d. (THIRD EDITION ).

! SHOULD BE READ BY EVERY PROTESTANT.

| JOHN KENSIT , PUBLISHER , CITY PROTESTANT DEPOT, LONDON : J. E . HAWKINS, 17 , Paternɔster Row , E .C ., and

18, PATERNOSTER Row , LONDON, E .C .
36 , Baker Street, W .

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION
Just Published .

A BOOK FOR THE TIMES.
OF THE GOSPEL AMONG THE JEWS. (Cloth extra , Is. 60.)

This Society undertakes a work beyond the aim and capability of | OLD -FASHIONED TRUTHS for :
ordinary Missionary Societies. It is founded on an unsectarian basis, and

receives its support from Christians of all denominations. Its Committee

and Agents belong to several Christian bodies, and its Honorary Secretaries NEW -FASHIONED TIMES .

are A . SAPHIR , D . D ., and J. H . RIGG , D . D .
It has upwards of 100 who carry the Gspal to the Jews in England , By J. C . CROXFORD.

Italy , Germany, Switzerland, Austria , Russia , and Turkey . Tracts and

Gepies of the Scriptores are circulated . Many Jews bave by this Society
“ Wewarmly commend the book.” – Word and Work .

been led to believe that " Jesus is the Christ. " Much good has been done
mong the thousands of Jews in London by the Missionaries , by the House

Csil , aniby the new Mission House , with its important Medical Missions.
LONDON : S . W . PARTRIDGE & CO.,

Increased Funds are urgeatly needed , and will be thankfully received by Or of the Author, Mr. Croxford , Harrold , Bedford , postage free.

ibe Secretary, Rev . J. DUNLOP , at the Office , 98 , Great Russell Street, And ofany Bookseller.

Bloomsbury , London .

Published Monthly, price Id . - Unsectarian .

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST. BIBLE LIGHT

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the
FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORK ER 3.

Ecriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,
Word and Work of Jan . 14th say : : - " Those in search of hints and good

Bible notes will value this little monthly , throwing, as it does , light on

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa . difficult points in a brief andpithy style culoulate in prova exegediagl ,
Secretary , Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S . W . helpful to Bible students and Ohristian workers. "

Bankers, Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAB, & Co ., 16, St. James Street,

London , B . W .
| LONDON : JOHN F . SHAW & CO . , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row , E . C .

WORD ANDWORK will be sent by the Publishers Post- fron to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Montba for 68. 100 .
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THAMES CHURCH MISSION, THIRD ANNUAL CONVENTION

INSTITUTED 1814 .

President- TheRIGHT HON , the LORD MAYOR.

Chairman-- Capt. the HON . F.MAUDE, R.N.

Secretary - REV. H. BLOOMER.

Object - To win Souls for Christ .

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .
The results of their previous efforts,made in simple faith , show that they

1.has e bler greatly blessed by God.

FUNIS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Kos . of Word and Work, Books , Magazines. Tracts. &c . , are most necessary ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries.

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

School Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

Offices, 31, New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E.C.

Mildmay Prophetic Conferences.

The Sure Word of Prophecy. 1

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD,

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference , 1879 .

Price 2s . 68. , cloth extra.

“ Our God Shall Come."

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD ,

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, 1878 .

Price 2s. 6d ., cloth extra.

1

Conference on the Second Advent,

MARCH 2nd, 3rd , and 4th, 1886.

AT

The Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

A full Report of the Proceedings will be contained in

“ WORD AND WORK,” for March 11th .

1
THE OFFICIAL REPORT

will be issued as early as possible,

Containing Reports of the Speeches corrected by

the Speakers.

REDUCED PRICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Sewed , 1s. 3d . , post free, 1s . 6d. ; cloth, 1s. 11d. , post free, 2s . 3d.

To secure copies at the Reduced Price, orders must be

received previous to publication,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

SPRINGS FROM

REORD OFTHE LORD. Scripture
B'sortbampton Ballings, Chancery Lane,

THE ESTABLIBAED 1861,

K E C K N K.

Texts arranged for the sick -room or

hospital. Large type, 16 pp ., printed

in blue ink on fine tinted sight pre

serving paper, suitable for invalids and

azed readers.

No. 1 , --Weariness and Rest.

2. - God's Way Better than My
Way.

3.-Clouds and Sunshine.

4. - Trying and Coastening . Part I.
-Gd's Discipline .

5 .-- Trying_and Chastening Part

II. - For our Proft .

Pric: ONE PENNY each , or ls . per dozen.

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS , repayable on demand ,

TWOper CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT
ACCOUNTS oalculated on the minimum monthly

balances, when not drawn below £50 .

Tho Bank undertaken for its Customers, tror if

sbargo, thecustody of Doods, Writings, and other
Socurities and Valuables; tho collection of Bull of

Exchango, Dividends, and Coupons; and the pur
cbase and salo of stocks Bharoo, and Annuities .
Letters of Oredit and Circular Notar lasuoa .

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, Lost free, on app.isation ,

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

Tho Birkbeok BuildingSooiety'sAnnus

Receipte exceed Five Millions.

COW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOI

TWO GUINEAR PER MONTH , with it.

irodlate Possession and no Rent to pay. Apply at

the Office of the BIRKB. CK BUILDDIE BOCIETY 29,

Southampton Building una : nary Lano .

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

IAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

MONTH, with immediate possession , eicher for

Building, or Gardening purposes Apply at the
Office of the BIRK BECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

as above.

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particular

on application .

FRANCIS RAVENBCROFT, Manager.

FOR THE STUDY OF

PROPHETIC SCRIPTURE

CONNECTED WITH

The World -wide Prayer Union for the

Coming of the Lord

in theJUNE 15th, 16th , and 17th, 1886 , in the

CONFERENCE HALL, Clapham Road, S.W.

WILL BE HELD

19

I.

1st DAY.-The Personal Pre-millennial Advent of our Lord

Jesus Christ.

II.

The Manifestation of a Personal Antichrist.

III.

Has all Prophecy a Retrospective and Historical

fulfilment as well as a Future one ?

IV.

2nd DAY.-The Character of the “ Great Tribulation ." Will

all the Lord's People who are on Earth at the

time pass throughit ?

V.

The Signs of our Times compared with the Signs

foretold of the Last Days.

VI.

What is the Connection between the City called

Babylon and the Beast or Antichrist ?

Where will Babylon bé situated ?

VII.

3rd DAY, - Israel's Prospects and Place in the Millennium .

VIII.

Is the Holy City which John connects with New

Heavens and à New Earth (Rev. xxi.) tobe con:

nected with the World during the Millennial

Period ?

IX .

What Nations will Satan deceive after the Milen

nium ?

CONVENERS.

E. W.BULLINGER, D.D., Vicar, Bt. Stephen's, Walthamstow .

A. A.FAUSSETT,Canonof York, Vicar St.Cuthbert's,Hewerth. Lork.

C. GRAHAM ,Congregational Church, Loftus Road , Shepherd's Bush .

C. M. PYM , Rector, Cherry Burton, Hull.

G. H.PEMBER , Budleigh , Balterton, Devon ,

CL ERMONT SKRINE, Immanuel Oburch , Wimbledoni :

F. WAITFIELD, Vicar, Bt. Mary's, Hastings.

Corresponding Secretary

Rev. C. M. PYM, Rectory, Cherry Burton, Hull.

For particulars of Meetings, & c., apply to Office, Conference

Hall, Clapham Road, S.W., with envelope, addressed and

stamped , for reply.

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL,

BATH

FOR SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Principal : MR . W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Comte

School):

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys forbusiness and

professional pursuits.

Pupils are prepared for the various Uciversity,

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.

Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 fett
above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air .

The Fcbool residence and premises lave been
certified by the Bath House Banitation Assou id
tion .

References ,

Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super-Mare .

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal
Lancer3.

H. Dyer, Esq ., Malvern.

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill, Esq . , Wimbledon.

H. Groves, Esq . , Kendal .

G. F. Trench . Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry.

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap
plication .

HOW
“ CAN YOU UNDO ? " Thoughts for

Young Men and Women . By the Rev.

A. A. RAMSEY, 16 pp . , illustrated, 6d ,

per dozen .

TĚUST IN JESUS. Floral Tracts for

Children , with chromo on first page.

By Rev. E. Payson HAMMOND, M.A.

Packets 1 and 2, 6d . each ,

H

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT, STIRLING.

Leudun : 8. W. Partridge & Co.
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not likely to be of much value . It may safelybe asserted

CONTENTS,
that wise men have not been the most numerous class

PAGE.
in any population with which history makes us

Difficulties of Democracy.......

** Modern Truth " ( ?) Seekers.... 144 acquainted . In this respect the future is not likely

Political Paralysis
Individual Effort in Temperance

Leo or Lather to differ from the past. Yet if unlimited power to

By Rev. Samuel Wainwright 138 ' A Brahmin Among His Fellows 144

One Disease and One Remedy : A Gift Blessed for the Mission ... 144 rule be committed to the people, there is no security

A Bible Reading Portsmouth Seamen's Mission ... 145

By Rey, John Bennett ,D.D. 139 taken against a peril which he who fails to perceive

Sailors ' Welcome Home.......
must be blind indeed .
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Chats about St. John's .......... 145
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Perhaps a quotation from Sir Henry Maine's recent
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Mr.Hammond's Missions ..
“ of all the difficulties of Democracy lies deep in the

" constitution of humannature. Democracy is a form

" of Government, and in all Governments acts of

DIFFICULTIES OFDEMOCRACY.

" State are determined by an exertion of will. But

N consequence of the recent enlargement of the “ in what sense can a multitude exercise volition ?

electorate the difficulties which have to be “ The student of politics can put to himself

encountered by Popular Government are coming to " no more pertinent question than this. No doubt

the front. If a majority, whether in Ireland or “ thè vulgar opinion is, that the multitude makes up

England, is entitled to claim and keep whatever it “ its mind as the individual makes up his mind ; the

pleases, the prospect of the minority is not a pleasing “ Demos determines like the Monarch. A host of

one. If there were any fundamental principles “ popular phrases' testify to this belief. The “will

recognised by all parties, and from which by common " of the people,” “ public opinion,” the “ sovereign

consent no departure could be allowed , the outlook , " pleasure of the nation ," "Vox Populi, Vox Dei,"

even though clouded, would not be without light. " belong to this ' class, which indeed constitutes ' a

But when it seems to be assumed that even rights “ great part of the common stock of the platform and

hitherto deemed sacred may be disputed, or even the press. But what do such expressions mean ?

denied, the advent of an era of happiness seems very They must mean that a great number of people, on

doubtful. " a great number of questions, can come to an

Government of some kind there must be. With identical conclusion , and found an identical deter

the exception of the criminal classes, no one wishes “ mination upon it . But this is manifestly true only of

to disband the police and to close our courts of the simplest questions." the simplest questions. A very slight addition of

justice. The real question at issue is as to the difficulty at once sensibly diminishes the chance of

determination of Governmental action . This , we are agreement, and, if the difficulty be considerable, an

now told, is to follow the will of the sovereign people . “ identical opinion can only be reached by trained

The good pleasure of the majority is simply to be " minds assisting themselves by demonstration more

ascertained and obeyed. When this is done the " oř less rigorous. On the complex questions of

majority may triumph, but we are not quite sure that “ politics, which are calculated in themselves to task

its triumph will be lasting. The will of the people “ to the utmost all the powers of the strongest minds

can be found out easily enough by counting “but are in fact vaguely conceived , vaguely stated,

votes ; there is no such simple method for discovering “ dealt with for the most part in the most baphazard

either what is wise or what is right . Wisdom and " manner by the most experienced statesmen , the

righteousness cannot be determined by votes ; they common determination of a multitude is a chimerical

exist independently of numbers, and sooner or later " assumption ; and , indeed, if it were really possible

prove their worthiness even against the opposition of " to extract an opinion upon them from a great mass

a unanimous.world. Yet it is only by wise and right " of men, and to shape the administrative and legis.

action any nation can prosper or even live. " lative acts of a State upon this opinion as a sovereign

Those who rejoice so much in the progress of “ command, it is probable that the most ruinous

Democracy leave these facts altogether out of account. “ blunders would be committed, and all social pro

It is none the less folly of a most pronounced type to gress would be arrested. The truth is that the

ignore them. In the multitude of counsellors there is “ modern enthusiasts for Democracy make one funda

safety so long as we are at liberty to weigh opinions , “ mental confusion . They mix up the theory that

but if we are allowed only to count them, the result is " the Demos is capable of volition with the fact that
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IF

“ it is capable of adopting theopinions of one man or Events in Ireland may furnish a key to the under

“ of a limited number of men, and of founding direc standing of the last great struggle to which Prophetic

“ tions to its instruments upon them .” Scripture testifies. Then , too, the executor of the

people’s wishes will be hailed as a deliverer, and

having delivered them , he will make them his slaves.

History, both ancient and modern, proves the close .

ness of connection between the rule of the mob and the

POLITICAL PAPALYSIS.

enthronement of a despot.

F we are to judge by the action-or to speak more
The Spectator, last week, explains its depondency

correctly -- the inaction of the rulers of this
as it looks into the future in language worthy of

country in all matters pertaining to the well-being of being weighed :

Ireland, we can only come to the conclusion that, for

the present, government is in abeyance. Until some There is a symptom present in the body politie as formidable

as heart-disease in a man ; or shall we compare it to one of

policy for settling the affairs of that unhappy) island those brain affections which sometimes mean so little , and

is discovered , it has apparently been decided nothing sometimes are the sure premonitions of decay ? The weakness,

or the malaise, or the failure, or whatever it is , exists in the
is to be done. Meanwhile its inhabitants are handed

very centres of the system-in the people, in London, ip

over to the mercies of the National League ; men who Parliamert-not in the extremities. So far as we can see,the

are banded together to resist imperial law, and who
last steps taken towards democracy, instead of strengthening

the governing power, as they certainly did in 1832, and perhaps

take orders submissively from one acknowledged leader, in 1867, have impaired it . The representatives of the people,

are left in full possession of the field .
instead of feeling their new strength , are perceptibly weaker ;

the people , instead of becoming more decided, are unmistake

Frankly and openly one influential minister con ablymore bewildered . The governing statesmen lack decision,

fesses the absence of any definite policy , and another
and almost audibly - witness Mr. Gladstone's letter to Lord de

Vesci-ask of the world at large the light which the world, in

invites communications from loyal and disloyal alike its turn , seeks to obtain , first of all, from their minds. No man

to help him in framing one . At the same time there knows clearly whither his leaders go, or whether he can follow.

Parliamont is not certain, is most uncertain , whether it is

is a very clear indication of the direction in which the
master of its own proceedings -whether, for instance, it could

Cabinet looks for help towards the solution of the pass a Bill which an eighth of its members disapproved, if

problem in the appointment as Secretary for Ireland

only that eighth were Irish. The people do not know what

they want , but, as in this matter of the London riots, are full

of one whose writings and speeches leave no doubt as at once of sympathy and anger ; or, as in the matter of Ire

to the nature of the action he is prepared to recom.
land , of indignation and hesitation ; or, as in the matter of

Egypt — where a fourth of our military force is locked up without

mend. visible result for good - of conscious impotence to decide on any

We are told that under present circumstances the

course whatever . The disease is not in the organization of the

State,for tbis is unchanged , and never worked more easily than in

enforcement of the law across the Channel is impos the recent formation of a Government. It is not in the ill

sible. Any attempt to pass a Bill to restrain illegal

temper of the people , for the masses were never more reason

able, if it is reasonable to pause and hearken , as witness the

acts would be defeated , we are assured , by the vote of re- elections . Nor is the disease in the parties , for never were

the Irish party. The obstructives, it is said , make
leaders so looked up to . It is in the men of the nation them

selves , in the mind of each individual who cannot, or at least

legislation impossible, We cannot content ourselves does not, resolve . The central State itself, this England of

with these statements. If party differences were for
ours, which has faced and overcomeso much , seems to be in

that strange mental condition into which De Quincey some

the time really set aside, eighty members could not times fell , when the body was sound , and the mind not only

coerce a united House of Commons. The first and clear butover -lucid , but when the relation between thought

most urgent duty of any Government is to maintain
and action failed , purpose was extinct, and the man , so to

speak , was a suspended entity.

law and order. To give way, even for a moment, to a

party of disorder is simply a confession of incom
The writer of this extract is no foe to popular

petency .
government. The Spectator has been long known as

No considerations of personal interests ought to
one of the ablest supporters of liberal opinions .

interfere with the reign of justice . Yet practically,
Nevertheless it sees clearly the abyss into which

as is patent to every one who thinks , justice is de
modern Radicalism is likely to lead , and it shrinks

throned in Ireland and lawlessness is suprem e. We
with reasonable fear from the chaos which threaters

are offering no opinion on Irish wrongs or their
to follow .

remedies ; we are simply pointing out that certain

To the reader of the Bible this forecast of the

individuals, probably a majority of the inhabitants future is no less instructive than to the politician .

of the sister isle , are allowed to set at naught the Crises which result from widespread hesitancy in

s curities for person and property which have hitherto vite a bold and resolute leader who speedily nakes

been recognised as established by law. And the Chief himself master of the situation. He at first inter

Secretary , if we are to judge by his words in Parlia- prets popular feeling, and thereafter begins to deter

ment last Thursday, seems to assume that it rests mine it. When “ Demos ” is without a master ke is

with him to determine what is right in each case , no dangerous to himself and others, and when ne It !

less than to enforce it. This is governing according to forecast his action , their “ hearts fail them for fear,

the will of the majority, and it points very signifi arà for lccking alter those things conjig ( 1

cantly to the establis : ment of a dictators hip which the earth.” But when he is harnessed , and the

may easily develope into a despotism , reins are firmly grasped by a strong hard, his couise ,
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for good or ill , is shaped by the will which guides are tempted to claim a right to which no congre

him . No one who reads his Bible needs to be gation with open eyes is likely to consent . For aru

told that in the last days the " coming prince ” who they not all called and chosen to teach truths which

shall be welcomed by the world will be from beneath,
are already definitely decided to be Scriptural ?

rather than from above.
There are certain beliefs which each church cherishes,

and contradiction of these beliefs is by no means

desired. If the minister changes his mind he is at

liberty to change his place. But to cease to believa

“ MODERN TRUTH " (?) SEEKERS.
what he at one time confessed to be true , and to

IT

is fashionable nowadays to question the most compel a congregation which still adheres to these

sacred beliefs cherished by our godly ancestors. truths to listen to doctrines wholly opposite, is a

There are few articles of the creed accepted in the
tyranny not likely to be patiently borne.

seventeenth century which are not doubted or denied When any complaints come from the pews, the cry of

it the present hour. Our smart young thinkers , and persecution is at once raised . “ Is the freedom of the

not a few of the older ones , who surely ought to know pulpit to be sacrified to a few old-fashioned evan .

better, consider it likely to increase their reputation gelicals who have failed to advance with the times ?

for scholarship if they challenge the simple inter Are fossils to prescribe a creed to living men ?' There

pretations of the Bible , which hitherto have passed ara two sides to this question. The minister who

current without suspicion . They talk glibly of changes his creed has full liberty to change his con

creeds as swaddling clothes from which growing gregation. And in like manner the congregation in

men are to cast themselves free . Life is more than such circumstances should be equally free to change

doctrine, and they break with the past for the pos
its minister. If men desire to search for truth no

session of the present . one questions their right to do so. But the men who

If the thing pleaded for were & recasting of old are qualified to teach are men who have found truth.

doctrines in modern language there might be no occa Congregations are desirous of being taught rather than

sion for protest. None , however, know better than the of proceeding on voyages of discovery to which there

agitators for change that their design is so different may be no end. If ministers are still seeking

as to be actually the reverse of this . They are a creed they had better tarry at Jericho till their

willing to use the antiquated language if they are beards be grown. At all events , congregations ought

allowed to read into it something altogether foreign to assert their rights against the wanton claims of

to its primary meaning . They are ready still to speak their would-be spiritual guides. For if ministers arə

of the Bible & s inspired , provided they are allowed to be left free to preach whatever muy seem to them

to deny any real inspiration . They have no objec at the time to be true, there is no protection to the

tion to dilate on the Atonement , if it be admitted that hearer against the open preaching of most fatal error,

Substitution does not enter into its substance: The pulpit ' cannot be free after this fashion without

Regeneration they allow to be an admirable word if enslaving the pew. UNDOUBTEDLY TIE FREEDOM

only there be excluded from it the obsolete meaning CLAIMED BY SUCH PREACHERS MEANS THE ENFORCED

of new birth. We are not exaggerating the state of BONDAGE OF THE CONGREGATION .

the case in the least degree . It is really not a

quarrel with language but a quarrel with doctrines .

They have drifted away from the old moorings , and

araonly willing to continue the use of the old phrase- Wewouldcall the specialattention of all our

ology for the purpose of concealing for the moment
readers to the programme given on puze 143

of the Conference to be held nect week in Milday
the distance between the present and the past . The

Hall on THE COMING OF THE LORD . All devout and

cleverness of this artifice is more apparent than its faithful believers must recogaise , in these days, the

honesty.
deepening importance of thesubject . May wa urge

Not long ago a well-known Nonconformist minister, not only attendance at the Conference, so far as possi .

Mr. Eustace Conder, thought it high time to call a ble, but also earnest prayer that the consideration of

halt. He addressed a letter to one of our contem the blessed hope of the Church may be to the edifi:

cation of all and the quickening of expectation and

poraries, in which he reprehended departures from
preparedness for the return of the Bridegroom . The

sound doctrine in language firm though calm . His meetings are open to all ; tickets being required only

hardihood has provoked a deluge of replies in which for the Reserved Seats. Clergymon ani ministers

a thousand voices commingle in shrieking against may have reserved tickets freeon applyingto Mr.

bondage in shackles and fetters. “ Are we, the
James E. Mihieson , Conference Hall, Mildmuy

Park, N.

“ preachers of truth, to be tied dowa to any confession
* . *

“ of faith however venerable ? Are we not to feel our

“ selves at perfect freedom to soar in any direction in our issue for March 11th, which will bz. a

" which may prova for the mom aut inviting ? ” So the double number, price 21. , we hope to give the prin

23te3 ring. Apgirantly the oceapınts of our pulpits cipal addresses in full.
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NOTES OF A LECTURE.

IF

popes: VII. (Hildebrand) says :

came, as the adoring throng stood round, a young man in

Leo or Luther ?

monk's frock, and affixed to the door & paper containing ninety

five theses or propositions, his indictment against the papacy ;

it was the spark of fire that kindled the Reformation . Now,

Truth and Reality versus Falsehood and Sham. what roused the wrath of Luther was the sale of indulgencee .

In England the question was primarily Christ's real presence

in the Eucharist; in Germany it was, to begin with, the sale

BY REV. SAMUEL WAINWRIGHT, D.D. of indulgences.

The infamous Tetzel was perambulating Germany, declaring

“I would not change my privileges for those of St. Peter in

representative of a system . Leo as representative of the Heaven ; for I have savedmore souls by my indulgences than the

papacy ; Luther of the revolt against the papacy - of that apostle did .” “ At the very instant the money rattles at the

religious revolution we call the Reformation . Now I take as my bottom of the chest, the soul escapes from purgatory, and fies

keynote these words of Carlyle : " The Reformation was a liberated to Heaven ." This shameless man, who had narrowly

return to truth and reality in opposition to falsehood and escaped with bis life for an infamous crime, having been sen

semblance." Truth and reality for falsehcod and semblance. tenced by the Emperor Maximilian himself, passed from town

I wonder how any man of sound mind can hesitate to array to town as a messenger of the grace of God and the Holy

himself on the side of the Reformation . It is urged against us Father ; while in Switzerland there arose another pretender ,

we are too narrow and dogmatic ; distinctions are drawnbetween Samson. Of these times an English bishop (Ryle) writes :

subjectiveand objective trutb , and ecme say that what a man “ The religion of our forefathers was a religion without know

sincerely believesis truth to bim . I may sincerely believe a ledge , without faith , without a lively hope, and without justifi.

certain bridge will carry me across a deep river, but if it break cation , righteousness , or sanctification ; without clear views of

off half-way, I shall be plunged from the subjective bridge into Christ or the Holy Ghost, and , except in rare instances, little

the objective water. Truth I define as things as they are, and , better than an organized system of Mary.worship.” Now the

as we shall see, this is singularly lacking in the papacy: It testimony of Lingard, the Roman Catholic annalist who,

collapsed in the sixteenth centuiy on the principle laid down in speaking of Scotland, says : " The clergy in the highest dig

by Carlyle : " Nothing in the world ever yet perished by a blow nities were men who, without learning or morality them .

struck from without , until it was first of all ripe by corruption selves , paid little attention to the learning or morality of their

from within .". Because the capacy had parted with reality and inferiors. ” Not less striking is the remarkable testimony of

taken refuge in lies it collapsed . St. Carlo Borromeo , who died in 1584 . After describing the

1. Mr. Froude well says, “ Let the Protestant ministers look to intolerable dissoluteness of the clergy, he says , " The common

it, for they alone at this hour are the sole representatives of people were frequently devoid of the bare knowledge of those

true religion in the world ; ” but he goes on to say, " and they truths which are necessary to salvation , and lived and died

have allowed their lights to burn terribly dimly .” " Believe in without having even been taught the Articles of Faith, or the

the pope !” exclaims Dr. Arnold ; “ I would as soon believe in Commandments of God.” Froude, in his Short Studios on

Jupiter." Great Subjects ( first series ) , gives a picture of the shameful

Now the Augustan age of the papacy was the reign of " poul-drawing days in Spain,” ana the imposture of the

semblance and pretence. At the very time St. Paul was priests.

writing his letter to the Roman Christians an acute observer, As to the falsehood of relics, we have heard of the " Holy

a famous historian, detected the rise of what he called “ an Rocds,” exposed by the Refoimers ; of weeping and wink

execrable superstition.” Tacitus, when he penned these words, ing virgins, worked by wires and other contrivances ; of

did not know that Paul was just then writirg wize and noble “ The blood of our redemption,” shown at Hale's Abbey,

words, such as we find in Rom. xiii . Tacitus might have Gloucestershire, and the trick whereby it was made to change

hesitated, bad he known it, to term a religion based on such colour,

teaching " an execrable superstition ; ” but if he had put Now , in the midst of such impostures, Iuther found himself

before him a picture of what eight or nine centuries after on the famous journey to Rome, leaving it with the cry, " If

happened, when the representative of themight of Cæsar held there be a hell, Romeis built over the mouth of it.” He tells

the position of chief pontiff, he might well have so termed the us how he was shocked by the profanity of the prelates who

system . Now to show how the popal teaching is put in the boasted at the supper-table how they hadimposed on the

place of the truth of God , take the utterance of three credulity of the people. His protest ¿hook the world, and the

result Carlyle well describes when he remarks, “ In the history

ofScotland I canfind properly but one epoch ; we may say it

name in the world , that of pope: all kings are his subjects, and contains nothing of world interest at all but this Reformation

all princes do bim service. " We krow the practical illustiation ty Knox (Lect . on Heroes, iv, 294 ) . The Italian historian ,

of the principle given by this pope when he kept the Emperor Siemondi, gives ( vol. ix . 254)a never-to-be-forgotten picture

Henry clad in his shirt, ebivering in the most severe wintry of the depravation of morals due to Rome's religion.

weather before bis castle gate , ere he would give absolution . Then, in later days, one who was no bigot,Dean Alford, in

Next, Boniface in his Bull , says : “ It is absolutely necessary his Letters from Abroad,says:“ Rome is essentially a Pagan

to salvation that every human coul be subject to the Roman city the worship of the people in these churches has

Pontiff, "
nothing in common with Christianity. ... . God has passed

And to come to our own time , we find Cardinal Mapping speak . out from the practical worship of the people . .. .. Inthe

ing in the pro -cathedral, Prompton, representing the poreas system of the modern Romenot onlyarehypocrisyand lying
saying, “ I am the sole supreme judge of what is right and wrong. tolerated and encouraged , but idolatry groes as that of

I am the supreme director ofthe consciences of men.” That is Nineveh or Greece, and groseer than that ofImperial Rome,

papacy in our time--it has not abated one jot or tittle of the bas entered into and repossessed her people.” That is Rome
pretensions made by Boniface . rule at home, and unimpeded by heresy.

See now bow deep this cuts. There is a certain theologian Niebuhr's testimony, at an earlier date (1818) , is still more

in Rome, Ignatius Loyola, whoseworks have beenexamined terrible, as he depicts in vivid colours, thedemoralization

more than twenty times by the Roman congregation of the of the Roman people, and tracesthatdemoralization to the

Index, and nothing in them condemned, bence his statements Roman religion .

may be taken as authoritative. He says : “ That we may be Even John HenryNewman, Rome's mosteloquent apologist,

perfect, that wemay not err in anything, it is recessary that admits “ there aresincere Catholics so dissatisfied with things

what we see wbite la firm to be black if the Hierarchical Church as they are in Italy,as they are in Rome, thattheyare brought

define it go to be.” The game writer says “ If the pope were to think that no social change can be for the worse .”

& o far toerr as to comprand vice ard prohibit virtue,we should Pierce Connelly, in his famous letter to theEarl of Shrews

bebound to practice vi e and eschew virtue." ' In God's name I bury, writesof the enormities practised by hisfellowpriests,

call on you to be Christ's faithful pervarts all your liver . andmaintains itis not an accident but an incvitable result of

Away with euch apostaty. Let Gcd be true , and every ran a the system of the Church of Rome ,

liar. You will recall bow Charles Dickens, by no means prejudiced,

Now in two special matters wewill find evidence of the false felt himself compelled to writeof the results of popery, as be

hocd and semblance characteristic of the capacy . I mean observed them in Switzerland and Italy .Thesemay be found

relics and indulgences. In its Augustan age the one thing for in bis letters from Italy in Forster's Life ofCharlesDickens.

every oneto do was to get relics, for there could be no pretence Againstsuch a state of things Lutherrevolted ; by such things

of working miracles otherwise. Therefore wise monks and the Reloimation was demanded. Leo stands as the impersoni,

priests ransacked Europe for relics ; and having obtained them fication of the system which produced such fruits of falsehooa

attracted to their particular chuicbes crowds of devotees and. end sbem ; Luiberasthe representative of the revolt to trutb

their money . But to a certain church at Wittenburg there and reality . 'DK.
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ial only the light that isTheotethe aire landsome ofthis

One Disease : One Remedy.
there was much lost in the twilight ; many little

details which escaped your notice stand fully

A Bible Reading.
revealed when seen in the clear sunshine . This

BY REV. JOHN BENNETT, D.D.
illustrates the only difference which, I believe, exists

" Now it was not written for his sake alone, tbat it was imputed to him ,

but for us also , to whom it shall be imputei, if we believe on Hin that between the old and new dispensations . The truth

raised up Jesus our Lord from the de ud ; whowas delivered for our offences, which Abel and Abraham believed is the same truth

and was raised again for our justification . Therefore being justified by

faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ” (Rom . iv . that you and I believe ; with this difference, that we

23 - v . 1 ).

TT is evident from the wholetenourof this passage that
havea flood of light on that truth which Abel and

there is only one way of salvation in everyage .
Abraham had not. They saw the truth in the dim

This remark may seem almost unnecessary, but from

twilight , and but few of its details were revealed to

the way that certain teachers have written and spoken

their faith ; we see it more clearly in the full blaze

of the midday sun . The truth is the same ; it is

about the Old Testament saints, and the millennial

saints, some have been led to imagine that the way

of salvation may vary with the dispensation . Yet from

millennial day we read : “ Morever the light of the

God's Word it is unmistakably plain that , from Abel ,
moon shall be as the light of the sun , and the light

the first saint, down to the last saint at the close of
of the sun shall be sevenfold, as the light of seven

the millennial age, all enterby one way into life ; for days ;”teaching, I believe, that the truth will be

all there is but the one Saviour, one salvation , and con
known much more clearly than it is now, inasmuch

sequently one glory, the very glory of the Lord Jesus

as the light thrown upon it will be sevenfold . As we

Christ Himself .
know it more clearly than did Abraham , so will it

Sin in all ages.
be known still more clearly in the millennial day .

And when you reflect upon it, you perceive But, remember, while the degrees of light may and

there is but one disease , that of sin . Sin in Adam
undoubtedly do vary , the truth is ever and essentially

was just what it is in us, and exactly what it
one and the same in all dispensations. "Dim a3 was the

will be in those who shall live subsequent tothe twilight in which Abraham lived , he believed and that

second advent of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
" faith was imputed to him for righteousness." The

Sin in its essential nature has never changed, whether
moment a person believes, the righteousness , the

it be thatof the devil himself,when he first fell,that meritorious obedience of the Lord Jesus Christ is

of Abel, that of the Apostle Paul, or that of our own
imputed to that person . So faith is imputed to

day. Its form , its manifestation, varies as do the
Abraham as righteousness.

hues of the chameleon , from age to age , and from

individual to individual ; but there is only one dis
Faith's Objcct .

ease - sin , and it follows there is but one remedy,
“ Now it was not written for his sake alone, that

one way of salvation. Abel must be saved , it was imputed to him ; but for us also, to whom it

Abraham must be saved, Paul must be saved, shall be imputed, if we believe on Him that raised

you and I must be saved , through the merits
Jesus our Lord from the dead. " Here is the con

of Christ , and by the one offering, the one sacri dition of justification - faith : “ it shall be imputed,

fice, once offered for sin . “ For there is if we believe." Abraham believed, and it was reck

other naine under heaven given among men, whereby oned to him for righteousness . It may be asked,

we must be saved." Wherein did Abraham's faith differ from ours ? Only

And as there is only one ground of acceptance, in this, God has given us a great deal more to believe

so there is only one way of appropriating that than He gave to Abraham . The promise to him was,

blessed sacrifice, THAT IS FAITH . Of Abel and " to thee and to thy Seed will I give this land." He

Abraham it is written , "justified by faith ; ” of Peter knew very little about the Seed , but he rested on the

and Paul it is true , " justified by faith ; " and if you promise, and believed that He who had promised was

and I are to enter heaven, it must be because able also to perform , and that through that Seod the

we are “ justified by faith .” So of the last saint who blessing would come. That is, he took God at His

shall live in the millennial reign , it shall be said , word , expected a Seed,and rested upon that Seed

" justified by faith.” Every person who enters for salvation. God held out an object before Him ,

heaven mustbe justified by faith in the merits of the that object was the promised Seed ; he believed,

Lord Jesus Christ . Do let us be clear about this, and it was counted to him for righteousness. Now

As there is one disease-sid , one Saviour, one sacrifice, how do we stand with regard to this ?
God puts

one salvation , and one ground of acceptance ; so there
before an object of faith . What is that

is but one way of appropriating that salvation, by object ? Here it is – Himself in His character

faith , and all this leading to one union with the

as the Raiser of Jesus Christ from the dead . Our

glorified Saviour.
faith must rest upon a Person and that Person is

Abraham's Faith . God . You may describe it as faith in the Lord

Now this truth is involved in this chapter (Rom . iv.), Jesus Christ , or as faith in God : but the faith is

in which the apostle speaks of Abraham as the one and the same . Believing on the Son , we believe

father of all who believe, that is of all believers in the Father. “ He that hath seen Me, hath seen

whether Jew or Gentile, circumcised and uncircum the Father also ; ” “ believe on the Lord Jesus Christ

cised, who tread a certain path ; or, as the apostle and thou shalt be saved ."

says, “who walk in th : steps of that faith of our If I receive the testimony that God has raised Him

father Abraham , which he had being yet uncircum from the dead, and put my whole trust and confidence

cised." It is, then, the same faith. in His finished work , of the acceptance of which that

Now you may look on a landscape in the dim resurrection is a sign, then I am one who believes,

twilight, and yet again you may see it in the blaze and His righteousness is imputed tome; my faith is

of the noonday sun." It is the same landscape, and counted to mefor righteousness. There is no doubt

the sameleading features strike, your eye ; yet wben about this fact,that wherever and whenever a sinner.

you behold it in the clear light of day, you observe believes in the Lord Jesus Christ, wherever and when .

up

none

us
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ever a poor human soul, in all the blindness and that it meansthis : that Hewas raised again , that we

ignorance of sin , rests upon God's Christ, there is a might be justified ; such a rendering is inadmissible

soul to whom God has promised that He will take from the very construction of the sentence; because

away sin and will impute in its place the merits and the previous c 'ause “ who was delivered for our
obedience of Christ His dear Son , “ to whom it offences " is exactly parallel with the succeeding

shall be imputed , if webelieve on Him that raised up clause “ and was raised for our justification ." You

Jesus from the dead." have only to ask the meaning of the word for " in

the first clause in order to ascertain its meaning in the
The Grand Fact of the Gospel.

second. Were it possible to read it in the first clause
The next verse is to some suggestive of difficulties :

in the sense that He " was delivered in order that our
" Who was delivered for our offences, and was raised

again for our justification ." There is no difficulty
offences might be effected " then it might be possible

whatever about the first clause, “ delivered for our
to read it in the second clause “ raised again in

cffences." " Him ," says Peter, “ being delivered by
order that our justification mightbe effected ." Such

the determinate counsel and foreknowledge of God ,
a rendering would be simply absurd. What does it

ye bave taken, and by wicked hands have crucified
mean in the first clause ? That He was delivered

and slain ." " He that spared not His own Son , but because we have offended.” Then precisely so in the

delivered Him up for us all," that is ,Hewas set apart
second clause : “ Hewas raised again because we have

been justified . ” Otherwise you are shut up to the con
by God as the sacrifice for sin , He was " the Lamb

slain from the foundation of the world .” Not, then ,
clusion that the word “ for ” must have a different

as an accomplished fact , but in the purpose of God .
meaning in the first clause of the verse from tha:

which it has in the second clause. The first clause is
There was no escape, He was slain from all eternity,

in the eternal purpose of the Triune Jehovah.
clear enough , and all will agree that He was

How wondrously this brings out the substitution of
delivered because we had offended — that is themean .

the Lord Jesus Christ ! " The Just for the unjust." ing of the words “ delivered for our offences ; ” but in

“ God hath made Him to be sin for us, whoknew no sin ,
| the second clause some persons would have us render

that wemight be made the righteousness of God in
it as if it were , He was raised again in order that

Him .” That is Substitution, as presented in the justification might be possible . Now such a sense will

Gospel testimony. The Lord Jesus having accom
not bear examination, for we must reasonably take

plished that substitution , there is now proclaimed ,
the word for as bearing the same meaning in both

through Him , reconciliation . God having " reconciled
clauses. And I would here remark that the gram

us to Himself by Jesus Christ, hath given to us the matical construction of the sentence is quite as

ministry of reconciliation ; to wit, that God was in
parallel in the original Greek as in the English

Christ, reconciling the world unto Himself " — that is,
rendering. Therefore weare shutup to theconclusion

all in the world who believe, whether Jew or Gentile , that wemust take it that He was delivered because

bond or free — " notimputing their trespasses, and hath we had offended, and raised again because we have

con mitted to us the word of reconciliation.” That
been justified .

is the glorious truth to which the heart can turn for The Purpose of God .
comfort - I mean the grand truth of the substitution . But there is another difficulty which occurs to

of the innocent One for the guilty. What a mercy it somewho ask : " Are we not justified by faith after

is , when the heart (even it may be of a believer) is we have believed ? How then can we be said to have

stricken by a sense of sin , to be conscious of the fact
been justified when the Lord Jesus Christ was raised

of substitution. That is the first point on which from the dead ? ” The explanation of this apparent

God requires us to receive His testimony. And how difficulty is very simple ; justification has two aspects.

simple it is that another should takemyplace in con - | Justification in the purpose of God is one thing, and

demnation , my guilt transferred to another, even justification as a matter of actual personalexperience

Jesus Christ. All thatGod required of me, the sinner, is quite another thing. Experimentally we are

my Substitute hasmet in full, and in His person the | justified by faith when we believe on the Son ofGod ;

work of redemption has been accomplished .
judicially , that is in the purpose of God , all His

Brethren , it sounds exceedingly simple , yet no believing people — those who should believe - were

man can see it until his eyes are opened. I was justified when the Lord Jesus Christ was raised

reading a letter only this morning from one who | from the dead.

exclaims: What would she not give if only she could

see that ! All around is darkness, only darkness. The Bird-type.

She can see no way open at all. Yet,mark you , that Now , the union of these two aspects of the work

ladyknowstheGospel quite as well as I do,buther eyes of the Lord Jesus Christ “ delivered forour offences "

are not opened by God's Holy Spirit, and she cannot
and " raised again for our justification " is beauti

Eee it ; hence it is all darkness. And so it must be
fully broughtbefore us in the provision made for the

until He who commanded the light to shine at cleansing of the leper as described in Lev . xiv. 4.7.

creation commands it to shine in our hearts. He it " Then shall the priest command to take for him that

is who must send the light into the heart of the is to be cleansed two birds alive and clean, and cedar

sinner. If you , brethren , can see that Jesus Christ wood , and scarlet, and hyssop : and the priest shall

has been made sin for you ; that He has been command that one of the birds be killed in an earthen

delivered for your offences ; that in His own person vesselover runningwater: as for the living bird,he shall

He has accomplished the work of redemption , then take it, and the cedar wood, and the scarlet, and the

God has revealed that to you which He has hid from hyssop, and shall dip them and the living bird in the

the wiseand prudent and revealed unto babes.
blood of the bird that was killed over the running

water : and he shall sprinkle upon him that is to be
Darkness and Liglit. cleansed from the leprosy seven times, and shall

And was raised again for ourjustification .” iere pronounce him clean , and shall let the living biru

it is that difficulties come in . Many have supposed loose in the open field .” That is a very striking typ3
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.

is to say ,

for us."

of death and resurrection. The bird slain represents

The bird slain represents effort to bring tothem needed reinforcements,and to theking
substitution ; over the running water, typifying the

Holy Ghost, for all that Jesus Christ did He did by
the tidings have produced onecandidate for the honour of going

up as a berald of the Cross in Central Africa."

the power of the Holy Ghost, the living water,
Mr. John B. Gough.

Who, through the Eternal Spirit, offered Himself

without spot to God.” So we have the bird slain, the

HOUSANDS, we had almost written tens of thousands,

TH
will mourn John B. Gough , first of temperance lecturers.

blood shed , the atonement made. Then the living Those who have been spellbound by bis realistic and vivid

bird is sprinkled with the blood of its slain fellow, is Cratory, those who have been stirred to the ipmost heart by his

set free in the open field, and soars up into the presence
inimitable pathos , and those who by bis tireless personal

labours have been won from the bondage and misory of strong
of God. There we have the resurrection of the Lord

drink will mourn him as a friend and brother.

Jesus Christ and His appearing before God the He died , as he had often wished he might, “ in harness."

Father, bearing the fragrance of His precious sacrifice While lecturing in a church in Frankford , Pennsylvania, on

into the presence of God. In the one bleeding victim
the evening of Monday week ( 15th ), he had a fatal stroke of

we have the truth typified, “ He was delivered for
paralysis. Just after uttering thewords, “ Young man, make

or offences ; ” in the living bird , which is set
your record clean , " he fell upon the pulpit floor, seized with

apoplexy . He scarcely spoke again . Although his condition

free, we have the truth set forth , " He was raised was hopefulfrom time to time, he died on Thursday, about

again for our justification .” That five p.m. Thus the summons to the presence of the King found

him, with the weight of sixty- eight years upon him, striving to
the shedding of His precious blood on behalf

win men from the slavery of vice .

of His believing people was followed by His rising Not long since we reviewed in these pages Mr. Gough's

again , His ascension, and appearing in the presence Platform Echoes, and now turning to his earlier volume , sun

of God for us . This truth is set before us again in the light and Shadow , we find an inexhaustible fund of personal

fact that “ without the shedding of blood " the priests
reminiscence and illustration , while clearly and fully stands out

his simple trust in the atoning merits of the Lord Jesus Christ.
could not enter the presence of God. Christ being

Again and again he reverts with the force of an irresistible

come, an High Priest of better things to come, enters not conviction to the Gospel as the one and only power of God unto

in without blood ; “ Neither by theblood of goats and salvation . Temperance, he insists, will raise a man from the

calves, but by His own blood He entered in once into gutter ; the Gospel alone will lift him into fellowship with God ,

and only the Gospel of the grace of God can be trusted to keep

the holy place, having obtained eternal redemption as well as save . He closes the volume we have named with

He then is the living Priest , as well as the these lines , and in that calm faith was ready to meet his sadde

slain sacrifice, “ Who was delivered for our offences,
call

and raised again for our justification ."
" Back to the cross , where first my peace was sealed,

I turn mine eyts ; it darts a single ray,

( To be concluded in our next.) A clue of light ibrough all the narrow way ;

Past , preseni, future, are at once revealed .

Press on , my soul! what now thy coutse shall stay ?

No foe cau couquer thee unless thou yield . "

In Memoriam .

Mr. Aitken's Welcome Home.Bishop Hannington .

UR contemporary, the Record, has a very interesting sketch WELCOME and thanksgiving meeting was held in Willis's

now to be little doubt. His conversion, as recorded by himself, Rev. W. Hay M. H. Aitken's return from the United States .

was through reading the late Dr. Mackay's Grace and After praise and prayer by the Rev. and Hon E. Carr Glyn,
Truth .

A ?

Soon after his ordination , while still curate who specially remembered the chairman leaving that night for

at Hurst, he offered himself for Africa , stirred , it is said, the new sphereof responsibility to which he has been called.

by 'the news of the murder of Smith and O'Neil on Lake The Right Hon. THE EARL OF ABERDEEN, who presided,

Nyanza. In May, 1882, he set out on his first African journey, expressed his great delight in Mr. Aitken's work, which he had

returning home in June, 1883. After sperding about a yearin
followed with the deepest interest. At the conclusion of his

endeavouring to stir the Church at home with regard to the remarks the noble chairman leit , having to start for Ireland.

Dark Continent, he was consecrated Bishop of Mombasa in Rev. C. J. ATHERTON remarked we were apt to ask certain

June, 1834, and , soon after, setting out for Africa, reached Frere blessings,and when we had obtained these to forget to return

Town in January, 1885. praise. Now that was the object of the meeting. Friends had

The particulars of his heroic attempt to penetrate to Uganda followed Mr. Aitken with earnest and incessant prayer,and now

by a new and, it is said, ehorter route, we have alreadygiven that he with his belpers had returned, we meet to rejoice and

so far as theyare known. His own view of the dangers of the render thanks for the blessings granted. He fully expected the

route is thus expressed in one of his last- if not the last - letters work at home would receive a great impetus from the blessing

granted in America and Africa.

“ The serious part of the matter is this . I venture to take Mr. T. A. DENNY, who occupied the chair on the Exrl's

the responsibility of the matter on myself,so that before this departure, spoke briefly, giving some account of what he nim

letter reaches you I shall, unless our loving Father directs dif. selt had seen of the work in New York, especially the services

ferently, be on the road . I hope I may be able to satisfy you in Trinity Church for business men .

that this course is not so blameworthy as it appears at first Rev. JAMES STEPHENS gave interesting details of the

sight. I have taken counsel with all wbom Icould on the children's services in Newburg, where the work provel very

subject, and the feeling of all without exception is, ' Go, for the real and lasting. In Brooklyn, Newark, New York , Nish.

tince seemecome, under God's guidance to make the attempt. ' ville , and New Orleans similarly encouraging work was

" I am afraid you will repent you of your Bishop, or at least done . Extracts were also read from various children's letters,

wish you bad clipped one ofhis wingsand shod his feet with while some painfully significant facts were mentioned, illus,

leaden soles ; but I would say, while I have breath and strength, trating the force of Mr. Moody's remark— " The great need of

let me spend it on His work, and I fully believe this under America is the Bible. "

taking if He permits it, will be. May I crave even more Rev. W. HAY M. H. AITKEN said that, in going forth to an

(nergy and more prayer on our behalf at home.” unknown land it was no small com !ort to kaow be wis sup .

Thus," writes Rev. F. E. Wigram , a good and brave ported by praying and sympathetic friends at home. He

Djesionary Bishop, singularly fitted for the duties of an episco frankly confessed he foresaw considerable difficulties in the

pete unique in its character, has been taken from us just at work , and, while it so proved, these were rem ived in answer,

the moment when we trusted that he would have reached he believed, to earnest and importunate prayer ; while deeply

Uganda and brought needed help and encouragement to the thankful to God, and grateful to friends at home, he also

three missionaries who have been patiently labouring in that wished to express his sense of the great kindness and forbjar

isolated mission . It has been their privile e to baptize upwards ance shown by Americans. From first to last his reception

cí one hundred converts there , among whom were two was most cordial. Doubtless there were prejudices to be

princesses, sisters of the late King Mtes . This cruel act on removed , but they got swept away somehow . So sooa as they

the part of his successor indicates the seril in which cur began to see missions were useful , missions began to be

Liesionaries and their copreits stard , and the urgency cf fresh popular. Previously Episcopalianism was regarded as a sort of

bome :
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standing protost against Revivalism , and perhaps as Revivalism and personal testimony. Our readers will recall “ Pearl

had been known in America, there was some reason for such Fisher's” story of this work, to which sketch Mr. Dobbin

afeeling. Speaking of the Episcopal Church , he felt its special made special reference . He rejoiced to know that the tes

weakness was a lack ofspirituality and of definite teaching. Now timory has not been in vain, and that ever amid such

these are just the points a Mission , properly conducted, is scenes God has given much blessing.

supposed to meet. * Mr. H. A. MAUDE, who has never been absent, when in

Entering more into detail , Mr. Aitken described the pleasure London , 'ron one workers' meeting, spoke specially of the

he felt in mecting the clorgy at the pretty little town of value and interest of these workers' gatherings, and of the

Garrison, on the river Hudson . He believed that from that many valedictory services held in connection with friends

“ Retreat " a whole wave of blessing resulted . Passing on to departing for the Lord's work in the mission field .

Newburg, he spoke of the interest awakened amongst the upper Mr. W. F. A. ARCHIBALD spoke of the Home Missions

classes , who were undoubtedly prejudiced at the outset, but carried on. An adult Suoday school, with about two hundred

were enabled to lay their prejudices aside , and receive the regular attendants ; the children's Sunday school , with abont

Word like little children .
five hundred in attendance ; three mothers' meetings, with an

If,Lowever, there was one thing more than another which attendance of three hundred. Fifteen factories regularly

deeply interested him (Mr. Aitken ), it was the business men in visited, and several hundred working girls thus reached in the

Trinity Church, New York. The interest seemed to grow and factories and in the various classes held for them. Also the Aged

deepen day by day, and when the two weeks were extended to Widows' sewing class , with one hundred in attendance . There

three, the last proved most richly blessed of all . After touching are , besides, the Spitalfields Lodging-house visitation and Sun

on various points in the New York mission , Mr. Aitken referrel day evening services ; the work among the match -box maker?;

to his accident en route to New Orleans , and told how, at the and the Flower Mission first commenced in the Home of

time, he believed his life's work had closed . Speaking of the Industry, and now spread widely into many lands. Of this

New Orleans mission, the speaker gave one telling illustration Flower Mission effort Madame Rodriguez's large mission at

of the power of the Gospel in this nineteenth century. Figueras, Spain , is a direct outcome .

But, said he, while we mention these things to the glory ofGod ,

we cannot forget the tremendous claims of a ruined, dying
China's Needs.

world ; we cannot forget the overwhelming work yet undone. The second hour was allotted to Mrs. Hudson Taylor and a

God help us by His grace and Holy Spirit to do it in the party of missionaries .

little while remaining. Mr. DRAKE, just returned from seven years' labour in Shan.si

After prayer by Mr. Aitken and Rev. C. A. Fɔx , the proceedings Describing his experiences, he told how, after two years,vira

concluded. converts were baptized. Proceeding, he gavea graphic worl

picture of a Shan-si farmer's house,practically a cave dug out

in the earth , and of his work incuring opium smokers. At

length the way was opened in a village twenty miles from whera

A or
he lived, and before a yoаr thirty were meeting for the study of

the Word So the work spread . Now the province is open for

UST seventeen years ago , in February , 1963, the Home of
the Gospel .

Mr. COULTHARD gave some account of his experience in

witness was opened in the very heart of the " Thieves' Quarter."
Hu-peh , and chiefly amongst the children . Addressing the

How the work has prospered , how our dear sister Miss Macpher:
Home children, he told of two little Chinese boys, one of whom

son, and her band of devoted helpers, have been sustained and
would sing " Jesus loves me,” in spite of cruel beatings and

led of the Lord , our own columns have from time to time
persecution. Mr. Coulthard also described a tour made last

made known . year in various provinces. Great is the need for more helpers :

The Workers' meeting on Wednesday last was specially set
who will come to the help of the Lord in the great and dark

apart for praise and thanksgiving on the occasion of the seven
empire of China ?

teenth anniversary, and well as these gatherings are generally
Mrs. Hudson TAYLOR asked prayer definitely for two things

attended, it struck us the familiar Upper Room was unusually
for the native Christians and for å reaping time . She read a

crowded by sympathizing and hearty friends. On one side of

few extracts from a letter just received from her husband, giving

the room , on the cross benches, sat the dear little ones-big
account of a nineteen days' journey, and of the persecution of

ones, too , some of them-now being gathered in , sheltered and
native Christians . In our prayers for the missionaries we need

taught, and forming the proposed forty -seventh party for Canada,
to remember these dear people . There are, continued Mrs.

to leave, it is hoped, early in April for the land of plenty.
Taylor, many Chinese believers who have been equally perse.

Miss Macpherson, in her own pleasant and chatty style , gave
cuted, though most of them have remained faithful to the

them an object lesson on " the Eagle ," leading them to the
Lord Jesus. It is almost a marvel they stand firm as they do .

tender care and watchfulness of God over all those who put Another letter from Mr. Taylor spoke of encouraging progress

their trust in Him . It was delightful to note their quick
in numbers of converts, the openingupofnewstations, and

responses and the large store of Scripture knowledge they had
otherwise, Even in the very remote northern province of

already gained. Four of Miss Macpherson's " councillors”
Kan -suh twonew stations have been opened . He believed over

were present, each of whom spoke of one definite branch of the
a hundred baptisms have been reported in the last four

work,
months. There neverwas more token of blessing in the whole

Mr. W.F. A. ARCHIBALD took the chair, and after praise and
work. It appearsas if now the long waited for reaping time is

prayer, read Psa. Ixxxix . 1.15 .
beginning. Let us cry to God that hundreds may be saved

Mr. Scott then spoke of his early connection with the work,
where there havebeen twos and threes. Let there bedefinite

of the value of the training here given to the children- & warm
persevering, believing prayer , and the blessing is sure to come.

Christian sympathy and love that no amount of subscriptions

or money would buy. He then exhibited the photo of a lad as California.-A report from California speaks of a Portu

he was and as he is; a lad he well remembored picking up in a guese missionary as very successful amongst his own country

deplorable condition in the Holloway Road , and bringing to men , who are immigrants on the Pacific coast ; and at length

Mies Macpherson , by whom he was accopted, and in due course the priestshave honoured him with their anathema, denouncing

sent to Canada, where he is now doing well . Particulars from the altar all who hear him or accept his tracts or Bibles;

followed of the various parties sent to Canada, forty- six in and a Portuguese newspaper published in San Francisco

all , and making a total so far of four thousand and twenty boys accuses him of treating with contempt the Sacrament of the

and girls rescued , trained, and emigrated. Many other workers Mass and the Worship of Images, " which are themost import

seeing the success of this endeavour, have beenled to follow in ant doctrines taughtby Jesus and His emissaries,” and

the game lines, threatenshim withbodily injury ifhe continues his preaching.

One of the elder members of Miss Macpherson's family, a Help for the Crying Need.-Justnowtheapplications

fine young man, now in London on his employer's business, for assistance to the London Samaritan Society are very

told how he had been saved ; how the seed of the Word had been númerous and pressingfrom all parts of theMetropolis,and

first cown fifteen years ago, just there ( pointing to one corner of our funds are quite exhausted. We cannot go into debt, for we

the rocm ) ; how the Lordhad been with him and prospered him. are convinced it is contraryto the Lord'swill, butwefeel, if

It did the heart of everyone present good to hear the straight you will let us make our wants known tothe Lord's people,

forward and manly testimony of this young man . He will use themas the means for supplyingthe needs of

Mr. C. DOBBIN spoke on the “ Bird Fair ' work ; it might not , a starvingmultitude. Donaticns either large orsmall will be

he said , be generally known that close by, every Sunday, the gratefully received andacknowledgedbythesecretary, Mr.

bird, dog, and rabbit fanciers of London held a great fair, where Henry Hicks Board.

As many as ten thousand sometimes met . Amongst his great

host Miss Macpherson and her helpers maintained faithful 57 & 59, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.

JOHN JAMES JONES .
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Pastor Chiniquy's Testimony.
Revival Work in Glasgow .

I
generally known , is now in his 78th year, writes us as fol .

lows:- " May the good Master, whohas promised an eternalre

ward for a cup of cold water given in His name , bless you and the

noble-hearted Christian sisters and brethren who have helped

you to send me the £ 18 ICs. enclosed in your kind letter of .

January 22nd. That Christian help has come tomeas the oil of

the good Samaritan on the bleeding wounds of the poor

traveller left half dead by the thieves on bis way to Jericho .

For I can say to-day, with Job , “ I am escaped with the skin of

my teeth . O ye my friends have pity on me — havepity on

me; for the hand of God has touched me . ' The Lord has put

to my lips a bitter cup of humiliation and misery ; when I look

to it,my soul is distressed, and my heart is fainting. But,

with our dear Saviour, I say , ' O my Father, if it be possible

let that cup pass from me ; but let Thy will --and notmy will
-be done. '

“Those who have never een called by the Providence of

God to fight Rome and demolish her citadels , will never

understand what it is to attack that giant enemy of all

the rights and privileges of man and of all the laws of God .

Not satisfied with ruining me, a few weeks ago, with their

incendiary torch , those poor deluded slaves of the pope want

DOW to take away mylife. A few days ago , when crossing a

street in the city of Chicago , I was accosted by a gentleman ,

who wanted to have a few minutes' private conversation with

me. When alone with him, in the angle of a house , he told

me : ' Sir, be on your guard ; for the same one who destroyed

your stereotyped plateswith the second edition of your large

book (Fifty Yearsin the Church of Rome), the other day, has

swom to kill you if he finds his opportunity.' " How do you

know that, ' I answered, and what is your name, sir ? ' I

cannot tell you that,' he replied, without signing my warrant

of death ;the only thing I can say is that am one of your

best friends, when I tell you to be on your guard .

& Catholic ? ' I replied . ' I was one when your book was

destroyed,' he answered, but I am now a Protestant. The

reading of that volume, lent to me by a friend , has completely

changedmy religious views. Now, the Gospel will be the only

rule of my life ; but, as it is dangerous for me to be seen with

you, please excuse me , and be on your guard, ' and the stranger

left me abruptly .

" Please ask all those who love our Saviour Jesus Christ

to unite their fervent prayers to the Mercy Seat, that I

may be faithful to the end , even if I have to seal my

testimony with mylife.Please also continue to bethe instru

ment of the mercies of God towards me, His old and unprofit

able servant. - Truly yours in Christ, C. CHINIQUY.

" St. Anne, Kankakee, county Illinois."

Are you

churches in Glasgow at present a remarkable work of grace

is proceeding. The Rev. Mr. Ross Taylor, of Kelvinsid e , writes

as follows to the Free Church Monthly regarding the work in

that district : “ Kelvinside district has enjoyed a
Season of

remarkable blessing." Of this work we gave notes in our

last .

Referring to the meetings conducted by Mr. Clarke , Dr.

Morrison , Rector of Glasgow Academy, writes : - " On Monday

evening the meeting was composed entirely of young men ,
belonging chiefly to families in the West End . At the close

of the service, in response to an invitation, sixty offered them

selves to engage in any Christian workwhichthey might be

considered qualified to undertake. On Tuesday and Wednes

day there was a Bible reading at three o'clock in the after.

noon , and an evangelistic service at eight in the evening. At

the former it was found necessary to retire to the church, a3

the number was too large to be accommodated in the hall ;

while at the latter the church was crowded in every available

place. We have seldom listened to anything more oalculated

to excite deep thought and lead to instant decision than the

addresses on . Thou art weighed in the balances and art found

wanting ,' ' Choose ye this day whom ye will serve,' They

have not rejected thee, but they have rejected Me .'

A Testimony.

“ At the close of one of the early meetings , when every head

was bowed in silent prayer, those who desired to give them .

selves to Christ and His service were invited to indicate their

decision by standing up ; and, after a short and most solemn

pause , first one and then another rose, until no fewer than 127

thus professed their desire to be on the Lord's side..... Who has

not remarked with devout thankfulness the spirit of prayer and

supplication that characterised the services of our own pastor ?

And who need wonder that he has shownby his presence and
co -operation on almost every occasion his thankfulness that , in

answer to prayer, the waters have been moved, and that not a

few of his own flock have experienced their reviving and healing

virtues ? ..... To us, as & congregation , the present occa

sion ought to be one of more than ordinary interest. While our

church hasbeen the scene of most of these labours , many belong.

ing to other congregations have been born again , and many have

been quickened. May our own flock more and more largely receive

a blessing, and may the present opportunity be seized for

devisingand executing plans which may advance the spiritual

prosperity of the congregation and district generally ! ”

of the UWork in the pollokshields District.

The Christian Leader gives a cheering account. Rev. Wm. Yule

United Presbyterian minister, Bailieston ,a Glasgow suburb, writes

with regard to a deep awakening in his congregation :-A time of

great spiritual awakening began in my congregation on the 25th of

September last . Since then many souls have been saved , and the

work is still going on and increasing. Out of those who have been

brought to & saving knowledge of the truth & Christian

Fellowship Associatio has been formed and is in a most

flourishing condition. Its membership is about 140 , while its

average weekly attendance ranges from 101 to 13 . Most

interesting testimony is borne by its members week after week,

and the clearmanifestationsof their entire consecration to God

are truly refreshing to our soul . One grand feature in the work

is the absence of excitement, combined with a burning

desire to bring souls to Christ . The converts show the spirit of

true disciples in their anxiety to bring their frien iz anl

acquaintances to the feet of Jesus.

Tokens of Blessing.

Numerous cases might be citei in which such efforts have

resulted in the salvation of a husband or wife , sister or

brother, or companion. I could mention instances where whole

families , ranging from four to eight in ambers, huve been

savingly converted to God and are rejoicing in the Lord . What

a change in such houses ! The past , a temporal hell ; the

present, a temporal heaven. Thismovement has had a won .

derful influence on my congregation in general, and on my

Bible class in particular. I am coavinced that fifty out of it's

hundred members have , during the past four months, been

made new creatures in Christ Jesus. Twenty -one of those,

who had been converted before the last communion, joined tha

fellowship of the Church at that time . Sixteen of these wera

young men , all of whom are most devoted in working for the

good of others. A Christian associationhas also been formed, and

last Sabbath morning no fewer than forty -three were present.

We ask the prayers of God's people that this soul-siving work

may continue.

Bible Acrostic for the Little Ones.

No. VI .

The initials of the following reveal a beautiful saying of the

LordJesus Christ.

NE of the tribes encamped on the west side of the
ON

Estandard.

Jacob's uncle .

A place of palm trees.

A prophet of God and Judge of Israel .

A wise and good king.

One who was not, for God took him .

One who prayed three timesa day.

A man called the friend of God.

A woman who hid some spies .

Where dwelt a witch mentioned in the Bible .

One who knew the Scriptures from his youth.

A woman who fled from her home .

One who did rule his sons .

One who lived nine hundred and sixty-nine years .
Sennacherib's successor .

The city ofwaters.

A runner who brought a king sad tidings .

Saul's son who succeeded him .

What brought the prodigal son to himself,

The man who was killed for touching the ark .

Oce of the tribes who lived in forty - eight cities .

St. Leonards.

E , HUME.

The Love of Jesus. --An old Hindoo'said, " My heart is

50 happy now , it feels so nice and coolwith the love of Jesus in

it.” He used “ cool ” aswe should " hot" or " warm ." Cool .

Dess in India is a delightful sensation.
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A Conference of Foreign Missions. Individual Effort in Temperance St. Malo & St. Servan

W E are informed it is proposed to Work . Sailors' Rest.
hold (April 12 - 14 ) a three days' T URING Mr.William Noble 's visit to TN every way the Rest seems to be

conference in the Young Men ' s Christian New York an enterprising reporter I extending its sphere of usefulness,
Association , Aldersgate Street, on Foreign found meansto interview him . From bis not only in drawing the men away from
Mission , Mr. Reginald Radcliffe, who is published notes we learn that Mr. Noble temptation , but in affording shelter to the
now at Cannes, seeking rest and change, is about to go to Australia for the shipwrecked , sick , and destitute. The

hopes to return in time for this conference . summer. He told me that temperance greater part of the crew (twenty-one
It is intended that monthly conferences work is much better organized in men ) of the steamer Carfin , of

shall follow at some half dozen central England than here. In one organize Glasgow , wrecked off Ushant in De

points throughoutthe Metropolis, includ . tion , for instance, the United Kingdom cember, were entertained at the Rest

ing Mildmay and Exeter " Hall. We Band of Hope, there are 1,300 ,000 while awaiting embarkation. One of
trust many other large provincial towns children , representing 11,000 affiliated the crew of the steamer Activity, of
will imitate the good example set by societies. The blue ribbon is still worn Cardiff, whose life was in danger from
Manchester and Leicester. The con . as a badge of honour all over England. lockjaw , after amputation of his leg in
ference at the Y . M . C . A ., Aldersgate “ Thework in England is entirely directed St. Malo Hospital, has been watched
Street, will be under the auspices of the at the individual and not at the State," over by the caretaker and his wife ; his

YoungMen 's Foreign Missionary Society ; Mr. Noble said to me. “ We believe in recovery and restoration to his family is

any suggestions or other communications educating the nation through the indivi hoped for. The usual Christmas Supper
respecting it should be addressed to the dual. You cannot secure lawsor enforce (roast beef and plum -pudding) was

Secretary of that Society, Mr. A . Hall, them without having the sentiment of provided at the Rest by the kindness of

186 Aldersgate Street, E . C . the people properly directed .” a few friends and partaken of by thirty
I said to Mr. Noble that his talk indi. seven men , with many expressions of

Mission Efforts in Now York . cated opposition to the political tem . thankfulness.

DEMARKING on mission efforts in perance movement, and he replied : The books of the Church of England

N New York , the Baptist Weekly says : “ When I was at the Chautauqua Assem and Blue Ribbon Temperance Societies

There are many complaints made of the bly last summer they plumped a lot of are kept at the Rest, and the caretaker

lack of Christian effort in New York, and questionsatme. One of them was what receives the names of men desirous to

indifference to the spiritual welfare of I thought of the third party movement. join .

the poorer classes is frequently charged I replied that I already had three parties The committee are not unmindful of

against the churches. The number of to fight - the world , the flesh, and the the spiritualwants of the sailors; Rev.

missions which have in view the spiritual devil.” C .de P .Gliddon , B . A ., constantly attends

good of people who cannot generally be the Rest, and the Sunday evening

drawn into our churches showsthat there A Brahmin amongsthis Fellows. services at the large Hall close to the
is much more of Christian sympathy M ANY friends will recall the young Rest are well attended by an appreciative
than they suppose. Taking for example V Brahmin , F . Lakshman Rao, who and growing congregation .
one small district on the west side of

spoke'at Mildmay . He has now returnedNew York , I find several large churches to Colar : - I safely reached Bombay on

representing about every denomination , | A Gift Blessed for the Mission.the 18th , and Colar on the 24th Novem
yet there are quite a number of places

ber. Although I deeply regret that I did / M HE zeal of the Christians in thewhere unaenominationalmission services
not use more faithfully the best oppor. 1 Coronie district, Surinam ,who had

are being held . The Revs. A . B . Simp
tunities given , still I bless God that the made brave efforts, and gathered a good

son , H . O . Pentecost, and G . J . Mingins
Lord Jesus was put before the un sum ofmoney towards the erection of &

are all engaged in this section of the city , believing and sceptical ones, though in Dew church , began to abate, and the

and there is beside the Cremorne Mission .
the feeblest measure. One result has hard timesmade themselves felt. A newLately, on a Sunday evening, I looked in
been thatmany, more especially a Rajput encouragement was needed , and God

on the meeting there and found a most
gentleman , bave had their most errone gave it by means of a gift from South

gratifying attendance. Many of them
ous ideas concerning the Christ of God Africa. The missionary Gerhardt had

were coloured people . The good work
removed. The latter had very deep . organized a monthly prayer meeting forbegun by Jerry McAuley promises to be
seated prejudice and contempt to such an his people , and spoken of thework ofthe

long-continued .
extent, being a Hindu, that he could Church amongst the Hottentots and
hardly bear the name of Christian , Fingoos. Great attention prevailed , and

Zenana and Medical Mission having been under the impression , so at the close he said : - “ And now the
generally prevalent in this country, that hearts of these beasts,' as some of the

School and Home.
that pame could only be applied to out white people call them , are so full of love

ALLOW me to take advantage of the casts and low -caste people. He had no that they wish to help usin the building

A great interest awakened in missions idea that to become a Christian one must of our chapel. They have sentus fifty.
to remind your readers of thework of the be “ born from above," and that this was four florins by their pastor, Br. Schmidt."
above Society, and of the growing need the work of God Himself. He was, after This created great excitement; at last
and value ofmedical miseions to women . all, convinced of the truth by Scriptural those present could restrain themselves
The bope of India , of China, lies in its argument, and particularly by the state . no longer, but cried out with joy and

homes, and these can only be reached ment that if he were talked to daily for astonishment. Then all ran to see

by this Christlike “ double ministry of years aboutChristianity , andwere taught the African money . The minister

healing and mercy." All parts of the all the Scriptures, he would not be con - | tried in vain to make them under

field furnish testimony, not only of the verted. “ No man can ever convert you , stand that he held a cheque in his

success, but of the absolute necessity of no missionary can ever convert you, " I | hand equivalent to that sum . They still

this agency, if Eastern nations are to be said , - for they think that missionaries | persisted in believing it to be an African

evangelized . Hitherto the ladies (some are persons who convert by intellectual bank note , and in thinking that there

sixty in number) who have gone forth teaching -- " butGod can , for it is His act, was no other kind of money in Africa .

from the Home, have borne the cost and He will do so if you only exercise But this was not all . The subscription

of their medical training. To the num . true repentance towards God and faith list wasre-opened , and the first thousand

bers who are willing butnot able to do so . in the Lord Jesus Christ.” Of course II was cleared that same evening. The

the committee have been obliged to say gave him to understand thatmissionaries people resolved not to be outdone by
" No." Must this continue ? Missionary and ourselves are mere instruments in their African brethren , but to prove that
effort has received a mighty impetus.mighty impetus | the hand of God. He has promieed to the Gospel had waimed their hearts as

Prayer has been earnest ond the tide of | read the Gospel by John in Hindustani, well as those of the Hottentots and
blessing must be high ! Will not God's which I am going to send him ,and I need Fingoos, and that in the Coronie district
people cause some of it to flow to our hardly say he is commended to prayer. there was something better than African
aid ? Will they not in contributions, in paper money .
drawing-room meetings, in giving them Dr. Culross, President of Bristol
selves to the work , help to roll away the College, has accepted the post of Vice

reproach of “ whitened fielde, " and president ofthe Baptist Union of Great Richard Weaver is, we are glad to

" waiting labourers ,” but no funds to fit Britain and Ireland for 1886 - 1887, and learn , again at work , having just com
them for the work ? W . WETTON Cox . will succeed to the 'chair the following menced a mission in Byrom Hall, Liver.

Sidcup, Kent, Feb . 18th . year. pool,
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1

“ Christian Relief.”

ETTER illustration of the point

issue Christian Relief could

scarcely be found than that afforded by

our indefatigable friend , Mr. Archibald

G. Brown, in his Record of One Year's

Service just issued. Summarizing the

work done, he says:

We commence 1836 with eight mis .

sionaries, having added one to the staff

during the past year.

The visits during the year amount to

26,340, against 20,400 last year. Only

those are reckoned visits where there has

been personal intercourse inside the

people's rooms. Calling at doors and

leaving a tract is a good work, but de

scribed as & visit it becomes misleading.

Relief, chiefly in the shape of food, has

been given in 8,428 instances. Last year

it was 6,783 . The sick bave been cared

for to the number of 3,938 , being rather

singularly an exact increase of 900, the

figures last year being 3,038. During the

year 112 of our cases have passed from

time into eternity. During the past twelve

months it has been our joy to see con

siderable fruit , far more so than in pre

vious years . Several have openly con

fessed their faith by joing the Church at

the Tabernacle, and more are now con

stantly worshipping at the mission halls .

Any week evening service there may be

found at our Tabernacle prayer meetings

those who used to lead drunken , aban .

doned , and in some cases indescribably

vicious lives .

i

E

1

1

1

Portsmouth and Gosport Chats about St. John's.

Seamen's Mission.

FROM

TROM Plymouth Mr. Cook writes : conversational style, Rev. John

We are here again at work among Shaw, the devoted vicar of St. John's,

the fishermen . On Saturday evening we West Chelsea, manages to give a toler

held our weekly tea and meeting for the ably varied and interesting account of

preaching of the Gospel. The fishermen the year's work out west, where, it

paid deep attention to the Word, and I seems, he finds the poor and ignorant

trust great good will yet follow our visit just as they are found further east

to this port. After repairing, we shall , Downright earnest effort goes on all the

God willing, sail for France, and replace year round ; besides Mr. Shaw's own in .

the Mystery by the Annie ketch , now cessant work, a Scripture reader and

undergoing repairs at Portsmouth -new Bible woman
are employed, but he

masts, boom , and rigging, painting, &c. writes :

May I again ask your readers, old and We might well employ two of each .

Foung, to assist me in the work by mak There is actual and pressing, yea, urgent

ing some ten thousand little bags, eight work for two Scripture readers and two

inches by seven inches ? I find these are Bible women. On ! would that some

tar preferable to the larger bags. The generous friends might givo the grants

menclaim them as a gift, and consider for these. Our Bible woman we have had

it to be their privilege to keep and lend for just a year, and, I believe, in many

out one to the other. As we are setting homes and hearts she has proved the

out and both vessels and the work at gentle messenger of truth and love and

kome need help, I shall be truly grateful light.

for fellowship in Bibles , books (English One case she mentioned to me this

and foreign ), bags, &c. morning, and I will give you the account

H. Cook , in her own words : - " Mrs . L. I visited

Seamen's Mission , Gosport. up to the time of my illness . Poor

woman , she could not read a letter. It

was, therefore, difficult to teach her the

Dr. Barnardo's Institutions.
way of salvation, but it was most en.

The " People's Church ." couraging to find that she would repeat

from memory some ofthe precious por

A LA
tions of God's Word I had read. She

Edinburgh Castle,” Limehouse ,

last Thursday evening, when the new

“ In their own Tongue ."

N addition to the work of Chris•

passed away when I was laid aside, and

organ was opened and used for the first
I was told she said just before she

time. Dr. Bernardo stated that the
breathed her last, ' I am straight for

organ (by H. T. Wedlake, of Berkeley
Heaven , to be with Jesus , ' and her coun .

Road, Regent's Park ,) had gained a silver tenance quite shone . "

medal at the Inventions Exhibition , and ,

considering its size, was one of consider Christian Community and

able sweetness and power. In future it the Destitute .
would be used in the services at the

· People's Church."
OuWithincreasing success,

th

UR all-night rescue work continues

need
During the evening recitals on the new

organ were given by Dr. Pearce, of Cam.
for it becoming more apparent each

week. Besides ,we have provided soup
bridge, and choruses were sung by Mr.

Joseph Proudman's choir, and thechoir
suppers for a large number of hungry

of the “ Edinburgh Castle."
children every week, thus helping to

alleviate their hapless condition .

Another mode of relief for adults has

The Sailors' Welcome Home. been free tea meetings, given as fre

quently as funds would permit. The

need for these was apparent in the

of this delightful work-one we know terrible pressure of the poor people to

well to bevery greatly blessed of God. She gain admission, and when the hall was
writes:-We have had much to cheer us completely full it was touching to hear

in the spiritual blessing attending our the entreaties of those left out.

efforts here in the Gospel , and Gospel Then we have done what we could in

temperance work and Bible classes. Also distributing grocery, coal , and bread

our daily visits to the docks have , we tickets to scores of starving ones, who

trust, been made the means of benefit to have been most grateful for them. Nor

many. We thank all our dear friends have we omitted the pressing duty, this

whohave assisted us with their gifts and terribly cold and trying weather of

contributions, also thosewho have helped distributing clothing, both old and new,

us to provide soupsuppers for the poor, & boon to manywho must be outdoors

destitute, unemployed seamen . We a good portion of their time if they are

bad a large gathering of these the day to live at all .

" Christmas Boat," and hope Another effort of great usefulness has

to continue this effort through the winter, been providing lodgings for the homeless

as the need requires. We must close and penniless. Not having, as yet , a

this brief record with a note of praise to Refuge for their accommodation, we have

our loving God, who hath done great furnished them with tickets to several

things for us, whereof we are glad . We selected lodging- houses.

Fill take as our motto for the coming In this way scores must have been

year, " Be glad and rejoice, for the Lord saved from absolute starvation these fear.

will do great things." Many interesting ful cold and stormy nights.

incidents are given in the report, which This brief outline of our efforts to

may be hai of Miss Child, Sailors ' meet the present need will show that

Home, 173, St. George's means to sustain it must be provided,

Street, Ratclifi Highway, E. and I venture to ask for assistance from

those having means to help in order to a

continuance of the different gencies

Mr. E. P. Telford's Mission at named.

Macclesfield has proved very successful JAMES ATKINSON.

10 , Enfield Road South , Kingsland, N.

land , which the Irish Society has been

successfully carrying on for sixty -seven

years, it has added within the last five

years the Achill Mission , whose history is

of such thrilling interest ; and also a

mission to the large Irish population in

Liverpool and other Lancashire towns.

The latter of these missions it took up at

the suggestion of many good men inthe

North of England, with the sanction and

approval of the Bishop of Liverpool ; and

the results of that Christian enterprise

have been , so far, eminently encouraging.

The Achill Mission was threatened with

utter extinction , when the Irish Society

came to the rescue , and undertook the

management of the whole missionary

work . Of course this extension of the

society's operations involved a consider

able addition to its expenditure, but this,

it was hoped ,would be gladly furnished

by the friends of missions in England

and Ireland . That hope has not been

realized , and the society has been obliged

to give notice that, unless the necessary

funds be forthcoming before the 1st of

April, both the work in Liverpool and the

old Achill Mission , with its schools and

numerous Christian agencies, must be

abandoned . I earnestly hope and pray

that this disaster may be averted. Two

offers have reached the office, one of fifty

pounds, if nine others will give like

sums. This offer is from “ a family man

with an income under six hundred a

year.” But who is “ willing to make a

sacrifice on behalf of a society to which

the whole nation is indebted for giving

the Irish people God's Word in the

vernacular ? " Another offers ten pounds

if nineteen others will do likewise.

Thos. KEANE .

Clerical Secretary for London

and South England.

after the

Welcome

and stirring.
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES .

one were

AGED PILGRIMS' FRIEND

SOCIETY . - Instituted 1807. For giving Life

Pensions to the Lord's aged foor of both sexes

ard all Protestant evangelical denominations .

1,119 pensioners on the books,180 being inmates

of lhe four Homes. Expenditure in pensions

upwards of £ 7,000 per annum . Fresh help much

needed. Secretary - J. E. HAZELTON . Office –

83, Finsbury Pavement. E.C.

BIBLE AND COLPORTAGE

SOCIFTY OF IRELAND. -An unde

Dominational society with agents in all parts of

Ireland . Carefully selected and trained colpor

teur: are spreading the knowledge of Jesus by

the living voice and the printed page. They

have access to the people everywhere. A con

tribution of £40 will fecure a colporteur for a

year in any part of Ireland . Several additional

colporteurs have bern recently appointed .

Funds greatly needed.

Secretaries, Rey . H. M. WILLIAMSON, Belfast,

and Rev. JOHN ELLIOTT, Armagh, by whom

contritutions will be gratefully receivel; or

they may be paid at the office of this paper .

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE

SOCIETY , 18 , Buckingham Street, Strand.

To controvert the teachings of Atheists , Serular
ists , and other opponents of Christianity,

especially amongthe uncultured. To help the

perplexed and doubting.and t » instruct theyoung

in the reasons for believing in Christianity.

The Society's income is totally inadequat: to the
demands upon ir. Funds are immediately

wansed for the open-air work .

Secretaríes. Revs . C. LLOYD ENGSTRÖM and
T.T. WATERMAN.

COUNTRY TOWNS MISSION

18, New Bridge Street, E.C. - For the past forts

nine years this Society has sought to establish
Missionaries in those places where there is a lack

of simple Gospel teaching . The Committee

earnestly ask those who know the darkness of

many of our Country Listricts to strengthen
their har ds be increased help.

HARRY C. NISBET, Treasurer. GEORGE H.
MAWER, Secretary .

DESTITUTE “ CHILDREN'S

FRIEND " MISSION.-GEO , FULLER ,

Supt., 1 , Follett Street , Poplar , E. Funds are

urgently needed to carry on work amongst the

poor . Hospital Letters , Tracts , Clothing, &c . ,

thankfully received .

IRISH 8C CIETY.-For Promoting the

Scriptural Education and Religious Instruction

of the Irish speaking population, chiefly through

the Medium of their own language. Established

1818 . Office, 82,Sackville Street, London , W.

Secretary, Rev. T. KEANE .

The ACHJIL MISSION is under the charge of

the Society . Funds urgently needed .

MONTBLY TRACT SOCIETY.
Instituted 1837. 8, New Bridge Street, London,

E.C. Object : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically before themiddle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical
literature at home and abroad .

PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERS : All subscribers of

fire shillings and upwards per annum are en

titled to receive the new tracts issued monthly ,

ar d are allowed to purchase the society's pub.
lications at a discount of 26 fer cent. Any

surscriber, for each extra contribution of two

sbillings per annum , may have a tract gent

monthly, direct from the office , to any friend

whose name and addır : s are supplied . Many

subscribers have for years pursued this excellent

method of quietly influ - licing other persons .

Subscribers' names are not divulged. Donations or

subscriptions exceeding these sums form the
fund for gratuitous distributions of tracts .

Funds are urgently needed in aid of the
Free Grant Fund.

All cheques and postal orders to be crossed and
made payable to J. R.MACKENZIE, Secretary .

MSS . of earnest Go pel and good literary cha

racter may be forwarded to the Secretary .

THE RAGGED SCBOOL UNION

earnestly appeal for additional aid in support of

the 180 Ragged School Missions of the Metro
polis. These buildings are planted in the poorest

districts , and are used for Sunday and Bible

Schools, Day and Infant Free Schools, Week

night Echrols for Rough Lads and Girls, Iodus
trial Cla : ses, Gospel Mission Strvices, Mothers'

Meetings, Bagged Churches, Bands of Hope,

Crèches, and numerous cther agencies for the
benefit of the poor children andtheir parents.

Much is also done in homevisitation , in cloth

ing the rugged , and feeding the starving , and

country homes are provided for the weakly or
convalescent. Contributions will be thankfully

received by JOHN KIRK , Exeter Hall , W.O.

HOME MISSIONMISSION NOTES.

Field Lane Refuges and Ragged Dr. Barnado has, we learn , been

Schools.- The Earl of Aberdeen has addressing the Oxfordundergraduates on

accepted the presidency of these institu " Rescue work in London . "

tions. Thames Church Mission.-Rev.W.

Mr. Henry Varley has held a most R. Gibson, of the London College of Divi.

interesting series of meetings at Sunder nity, has been appointed to the Graves

land-at over 3,000 men end Chaplaincy, vacant by Rev. Henry

Bloomer's promotion to the post of

Northampton. - The Country Towns secretary.

Mission has a special missionary work Liverpool. — Remarkable interest

ing in the ShoeFactories of this town . has been awakened by a mission just

He reports a good reception and tokens held in Templar Hall. The special fea

of interest . ture has been the outdoor services in

St. Helens. - Rev. Thomas Waugh courts, alleys , and the lowest streets of

has just concluded a most successful the district.

mission here . The town, writes a friend , The Price of Fish !-Under this

has been stirred , and working people title some pregnant facts are advanced

have turned out well, and many tokens in a little book issued by the Mission to

of blessing granted. Deep Sea Fishermen , as to the toils and

The Earl of Aberdeen entered dangers braved by thehardy trawlers who

on bis duties as President of the Ragged keep our markets supplied .

School Union on Friday week, presiding British and Foreign Bible

at a meeting of the Committee , and paid Society .–At a special public meeting,

A graceful tribute to the departed Earl of for the purpose of electing a president in

Shaftesbury . the place of the late Earlof Shaftesbury,

Our Work is Seeking to Save. and a treasurer in the place of Mr. Joseph

So writes Mr. Archibald G.Brown in his Hoare, also deceased, the Earl of Har

his latest Record of One Year's Service. rowby and Mr. J. Gurney Barclay were

Get and read it all who wish to know elected to the offices.

something of how the poor live, and Bibleand Colportage Society of

how they are being helpedby such noble Ireland.-It is gratifying to know that,

hearted workers. notwithstanding all that is so sad in the

A Ragged Scholar's Gratitude. state of Ireland, this good work continues

– The other day a gentleman visited å to make progress; the colporteur,wherever

Ragged School, stating some years ago, he goes , is awelcome visitor, and, as the

having been a scholar therein , he had day wears on , his well - stocked bag

sent out to the Colonies where he has becomes empty. But old subscribers

prospered After expressing his grati. are passing away and the gaps need to

tude, he gave £50 to aid other lads to be filled .

emigrate. The Universities. –The awakening

Tottenham .-Since the middle of among students, has spread to Ireland

last November signs of revived energy We are glad to learn that in Belfast

have been observable here, and on many the Presbyterian students attending the

occasionsmuch power has accompanied Queen's College have established a

the preaching of the Gospel. Rev. weekly prayer meeting, and that there

Edward Smith bas just paidus a visit, is one also held by the students attend .

and during the five days of his mission ing the Assembly's college. At Magee

many persons have sought and professed College, in Derry, there has also been a

to find the Saviour. The friends are marked work.

hoping for and expecting still greater Her Majesty the Queen , by her

blessing. M. R.
gift of £50 to the Ragged School Union,

Oxford . - On Monday Rev. A. M. W. has shown her appreciation of the bless

Christopher presided ata meeting held ings conferred by this society and its

in St. Aldates Rectory Room,when Mr. afiliated schools on poor children. Her

E. J. Mather, director of the Mission to Majesty, in common with the best of her

Deep-sea Fishermen , gave an interesting subjects both high and low, feels & pro

account , illustrated by dissolving views, found sorrow for the sufferings of poor

of the work amongst the men of the North children , and to the society that seeks

Sea Trawling Fleets. their welfare not only says, ' God speed,"

Glasgow . - A good work has been but gives a substantial proof of her

going on among young men , the sons of sympathy .

merchants, residing in Pollokshields, Aged Pilgrims.— We learn that

Glasgow . The converts are nearly all eleven hundred and twenty -three aged

between the ages of eighteen and twenty Christians of various denominationsare

two. The awakening is largely due to the at present on the books of the Aged Pil

efforts of a young Glasgow merchant, who, grims' Friend Society.

addressing himself to the young men of twenty pounds are daily required to

his own class , exhortedthem in a manly meet the claims of these, while the income

way to become Christians, and not to falls considerably short of this sum .
The

think of religion as ft only for women Lord has generously raised up special

and weaklings. “ Go to my uncle, " he helpers, and the committee desireto go

said one night , “ the head of our firm , forward in faith.

and ask him if I am not a better busi Chiswick Ragged school. - 09

ness man now than I was nine years Monday week the new building was

ago ; go to my friendsand ask them if I opened for children and adults. , Lord

am not a better friend than I was then . Shaftesbury who was to have presided,

I attribute it all to my religion. I am was prevented by illness,and his place

happier and I am better in health than was taken by Mř. J. Watts, Mrs. Watts

I was before I decided to be Christ's. sent a cheque for £ 23 103. the amount

And no one can say that among the wanting to pay forthe building. The

young men who have recently come out Ragged SchoolUnion gave £25. Addresses

on Christ's, side in ou city are not were given by

some of the very manliest young men

Mr. Smith (Evangelistin

charge), Rev. N. Loraine, Messrs. Kirk,

in our midst, Curtis and others,

Upwards of
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HOME MISSION NOTES:

Homos for Working Girls in Newcastle . - Messrs. Thomas Oco's

London .-The Company of Haber and Thomas Waugh have just held a

dashers have given a donation of five twelve days' mission in Newcastle,

guineas to these Homes. reaching specially workingmen .

Dumbarton . - We have just received Wesleyan London Mission . - We

an interesting account of an awakening in learn that Revs. Mark Guy Pearse and

this town. Our correspondent thinks the Hugh Price Hughes are arranging for

depressed state of tradeis influencing the an extension of this mission.

bearts of many and inclining them more Ely , Camb3. —A fourteen days ' mis .

readily to give heed to spiritual sion has been conducted here by William

things. Grove. Many will have cause to remem

Three Vice - Presidents . The ber with heart- felt thankfulness to God ,

deaths of the Archbishop of Armagh , the the visit paid to Ely. Hundreds flocked

Dean of Chester, and Mr. Joseph Hoare , to hear the stirring Gospel addresses

remove three names from the list of delivered.

Vice-Presidents of C.M.S. Dean How Melior Street Mission Hall .-At

son was a hearty friend, and always took this Hall, under the management of the

a leading part in the Chester anniver Gracechurch Street Y.M.C. A. , & sup

saries, per was given to unemployed men

The C.M.S. Sermon .-The Arch. on Friday ( 12th) . A meeting was

bishop of Canterbury has consented to held and addresses given by Messrs.

preach the C.M.S. Annual Sermon at St. John Gilpin and J. J. Browne, urging the

Bride's on Monday evening, May 3rd. men to decide for Christ, and also ad .

For more than forty years it has been vising them to become total abstainers.

an understood custom that the Primate On leaving, each man received a loaf of

Ebould be invited to preach at the earliest bread and a New Testament. It is pro

opportanity after his entering upon his posed to give a similar supper to the

high office. women next week.

H

NOTES ON WOMEN'S WORK.

Mrs. Goode sends us & copy of a Mrs. Meredith, now enjoying a brief

letter she has just addressed to themem and much needed rest, sends a few

bers of the Y.W.C.A. at Llandudno, Pen. interesting facts at to Women's Foreign

maenmawr and Conway. There is much Missionary work ; to this we will revert

is it of great value to all young women . in our next.

Home of Industry . - It is hoped Kingsland Institute for Work

that in the first weekof April the forty ing Girls.- We have from Miss

seventh party of children will leave for Roberts some interesting particulars of

Canada. Already nearly the whole hun this excellent work we are compelled to

dred have been gathering, and are in reserve to our next, merely noting here

training in the HackneyHome. thatsuch personal service on behalf of

The Praying Fo'csle.-We spent a a class much exposed to temptation

happy hour herethe other evening with merits warm and hearty support.

Miss Child and her helpers. The various East End Factory Girls . — The

testimonies borne by frank, honest ladies of the Home of Industry continue

seamen to their conversion in the Wel. steadily in this trying but fruitful ser

come Home, were exceedingly cheering. vices . Fifteen factories are visited and

Not seldom does the “ praying fo'csle the readings welcomed. The indoor

become the " praising fo'csle."
classes are proving interesting in many

Birds'Nest, Dublin.-Alady friend ways . The untamable have been tamed ,

was telling us last week of the great value the wild and reckless have become sub

she had found resulting fromthe teach dued and responsive beneath the influ

ing of the little ones in this Home the ence of gentle yet firm Christian love.

" hundred texts.” Giving them in sys They are learning womanly ways and

tematic and intelligible minner & clear Gospel truths.

knowledge of Bible truths, and the great Railway Gatekeepers' Mission.

facts of our faith . -Thisquiet little mission , in connection

The Rosslyn Mission.-We regret with which nearly two hundred ladiesare

to learn MissGarnethas been laid aside helping, is very much in want of addi

for some time through an
accident tional helpers . It is a delightful service

encountered in her work ; she is , however, on behalf of the lonely gatekeepers. Six

DON recovering. Much blessing con or seven ladies could be at once given

tinges in connection with the mission ; districts to send the monthly packets to,

numbers increasing, souls being saved, while a few more would be warmly

and drunkards reclaimed. The urgent welcomed. Those willing to aid should

present need is more funds. communicate with Miss Watson , Home

A Y.W.C.A. Flower Mission. of Industry, 60 , Commercial Street,

An appeallast year for flowersfor distri Spitalfields, E.

bution in houses of business was A Tok’n of Gratitude. - In con.

generously responded to, that I would nection with the Railway Gatekeepers'

again ask the help of friends in the Mission , we have received the following

country in this work. The flowers are incident :-& lady sends to twenty -six

an immense help, especially in gaining gatekeepers the monthly packets, cor

an entrance into new houses of business, responds with the men , and takes

which we find it almost hopeless to much interest in their temporal and

attempt without them . Wednesday is spiritual welfare. At Christmas fifteen

the day of distribution ,and we shall be out of the twenty-six presented her with

most grateful for any flowers sent off in a pair of silver salt spoons, with her

time to arrive on Tuesday evening or initials engraven on them , and a very

early on Wednesday morning .

ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

President - Gen . Sir A. J. LAWRENCE, K.C.B.

Sole object of the Society to spread the saving
knowledgeof Christ amongour soldiers. Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer , V. G. M. HOLT, Esq., 17, Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon. Sec.; or by

the Secretary, Mr. W. A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4 , Trafalgar Squire, Charing Cross, W.C.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY.-Help

is very urgently needed to meet the heavy ex

penses involved in conducting the various evan.

gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially

to assist in meeting the terrible distress so

prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive

help in any form . JAS . ATKINSON , Secretary,

10 , Enfield RoadSouth, Kiogsland , N.

ROSSLYN MISSION, Tollington Hall ,

Hornsey Road, London . -GospelMission Open

air and Children's Services, also Mothers' Meet

ings ara continuously held in connection with

above. Much is done in home visitation , feeding

the aged and hungry, supplying the temporal

and spiritual need of all within reach , as far

as meanspermit. Funds urgently needed .

Cheques and Postal Orders payable to

Hon . Supt., E. GARNET, 62 , Crayford Road ,

Tufnell Park , London.

BY MRS. PENNEFATHER.

appropriate letter begging she would do

LAURA HEDLEY. them the favour to accept them as. &

17 , Old Cavendish Street, W , token of love .

Small 4to , cloth extra, price 58.

A choice and appropriate present.

SONGS OF THE PILGRIM LAND .

“ A volume that will live and soon become as

well known to the Christian public as are the
poems of the late Ming Elliott and Miss Haver

gal." - English Church man .

New Edition , crown 8vo , cloth extra , 3s. 6d .

“ FOLLOW THOU ME."

DISCIPLESHIP .

" Into this little volume the devout authore 88

has managed to condense an immense amount of

Scriptural teaching , and withal she has enforced

it in a sweet , simple, but powerful manner . For

guidance toyoung Christians of whatever age we

know nothing better than this. The more of

such holy, able writing the better. May the
book have an increasing sile . " -Suord and

Trouel .

New Edition , crown 8vo, cloth extra, 39. 6d .

“ FOLLOW THOU ME."

SERVICE

" All who peruse these profitable pages will

thank the author for giving to the Christian pub

lic the fruits of her large and deep experience."

-The Christian .

Choice Books

By Mrs. Pennefather .

Price ONE PENNY each ; One Dozen Assorted

Post- free for ls.

AM I GUIDEDP

HINTS ON BIBLE READING,

THE PEACE OF GOD

AND THE GOD OF PEACE .

Price 6d . per Dozen , Post- free.

THE BLESSED HOPE,

WOMAN'S WAYSIDE MINISTRY.

These valuable little books may be enclosed in

letters, and thus often form & word of counse )

and comfort.

CLEAR SHINING LIGHT.

Memorials of Catherine W. Leakey, Autho

of “ God's Tenth ," & c . Edited by her SISTER

New Edition , small 8vo, cloth extra , 39. 60 .

“ A touchingly written record of a br'ght and
useful , though often suffering, life. Will be read

with delight and profit ." — Church Missionary

Gleaner.

MIRACLES OF MERCY ;

or , Asked of God.

By EMILY P. LEAKEY, Author of "Clear

Bhining Light." Crown 8vo, cloth extra ,

88. 60 .

" Contains truths which will find their way to

other hearts about the wonderful dealings of

God ." - Christian Progress.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO .

48 , PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

so
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MILDMAY PARK CONFERENCE

ON

The Coming of the Lord.

PROGRAMME OF ARRANGEMENTS .

TUESDAY, MARCH 2nd .

LARGE HALL -11.0 a.m.

The Word of Prophecy : ( S. A. BLACKWOOD , Esq ,

its Place and Value . Rev. CANON STEWART.

LARGE HALL- 2.30 p.m.

The Coming of the ( Rev. E. N. THWAITES,

Messiah , as predicted CHAS, GRAHAM ,

in the Old Testament. JOHN WILKINSON.

LARGE HALL— 4.15 p.m.

Meeting for
Rev. J. DENHAM SMITH .

Questions and Answers.

ROOM No. 6

Modelof Solomon's Temple T. NEWBERRY , E :q .

and Explanation .

LARGE HALL -7.0 p.m.

( S. A. BLACKWOOD , Esq .
The Second Advent , the

Rev. CLARMOXT SKRINE,
Hope of the Church .

MARCUS RAIN FORD .

-3.0 p.m.

an

WEDNESDAY, MARCII 3rd.

LARGE HALL -11.0 a.m.

EARL OF CAVAN,

The Signs of the Times. Rev. H. GRATTAN GUINNESS

Dr. H. SINCLAIR PATERSON.

LARGE HALL
-2 30 p m .

The Coming of the Lord ( J. HERBERT TRITTON , Esq ,

incentive to Rev. GILBERT KARNEY,

Missionary Zeal . J. GELSON GREGSON.

LARGE HALL

Meeting for

Questions and Answers.

ROOM No. 6

ModelofSolomon'sTemple T.
NEWBERRY , Esq.

LARGE HALL - 7.0 p.m.

The Coming of the Lord- ( G. H. PEMBER, Esq .,

Personal, not Spiritual. Rev. F. A. LILLINGSTON,

JOHN WILKINSON.

Mr. E. P. Hammond

at Finsbury Park

A FRIEN Desends the following interesting and chatty

" Have you heard of the Mission at Finsbury Park Hall ? "

No ; what is it ? "

" A mission for children , and the meetings have been held

tbere twice a day during the last fortnight. The hall is only

ten minutes off ; it seems strange you have not heard anything

about it . Knowing, as I do, your love for children , and how

often you have sought to win little ones to Christ, I am sure

you will be glad to hearof what is going on.

" On Saturday, the 6th , there was the workers'gathering, a

kind of introductory meeting for those who desired to help in

the ensuing services, and for the Christians of the neighbour.

hood whose little ones would be coming in .

“ There were several speakers, each of whom in turn testified

how greatly the Lord was blessing work among the children in

different parts of London.

" Mr.Hammond followed with a few suggestions to the workers

in the after meetings. The keynote of his address was,

Remember, you cannot lead a soul one step nearer to Christ

than you are yourself. '

". The experience of ono soul very often difiers so entirely from

that of another, that the one might be tempted to exclaim, " Is

it possible that I am converted at all, sinceI have not known

such experiences as you say you have passed through ? '

“ Again , it is not always that children have the power of

expressing what is passing within, and in asking them to tell

their experience, the greatest care is needed not to layupon a

tender conscience a burden heavier than it can bear. Many &

child is now living for Christ, proving in innumerable ways all

the day through , by loving, gentle words and tender thought.

fulness for others , how only the heart has been yielded up to

Him , who yet could not stand up and testify for Him . Just as

the young Scotch girl said , when asked if she could not speak

about what the Lord had done for her : Nay, I cannot speak

about Him , but I know that I could die for Him .'

“ On Sunday the 7th , the meetings began , and went right on

through the two weeks . When the first hour's meeting was over,

and the Christians mingled among the children to speak with

them , they were surprised and gladdened to find how large &

number had already confessed Christ.

" Child after child was spoken to, and when asked , ' Have yon

given yourheari to Christ ? ' gave a ready answer, Oh! yes, &

month ago ,' or ' a year ago,' foilowed by clear and simple

answers as to the reason of their trust. Teachers in Sunday

schools and evening classes had been reaping fruit from the

seed sown in their labour of love .

“ On the other hand at times, the deep need for such special

services was apparent.

“ One day two little French girls were present, and when

asked if they had understood the address, replied in their sweet

native tongue. yes, a very little. ' Will you this evening

ask the Lord Jesus to help you to give your heart to Him ?'

' But, I do not know how to pray, said one. " What, have

you never prayed ? ' ' No.' Tben shall we pray now ?'

“ Yes . ' A few simple words of prayer were said , which they

repeated together several times, promising to say them that

night again before going to sleep .

We are so accustomed to hear the little children in our homes

learn to lisp the name of Jesus from their earliest years, that

it seems passing strange to hear a child's lips say, ' I never

learned to pray .'
We thank God that the childrenare taught

pray at the meetings. One young girl, who was converted

at‘Mildmay a few months ago, says that it was when they

were all praying aloud together that she gave her heart to the

Saviour.

4.15 p.m.

Rev. Canon Fatsser.

-3.0 p.m.

-3.0 p.m.

THURSDAY, MARCH 4th .

LARGE HALL 11.0 a.m.

ROBERT ANDERSON, Esq.

The Millennial Reign . Rev. HENRY E. BROOKE,

J. FULLER GOOCH.

LARGE HALL

The Lord's Supper. | Rev. J. ELDER COMMING,

Edwd. W. MOORE,

ROOM No. 6

Model of
Solomon'sTemple T. NEWBERRY , Esq.

and Explanation .

LARGE HALL

The Judgment-seat of ( S. A. BLACKWOOD, Esq. ,

-4.30 p.m.

)
to

“ One day a boy was sent away for behaving badly; but

possibly , when just outside the hall, conscience smote him, and

he felt what he was missing. Turning the street corner he

went up to another entrance to the meeting-room , wentin

and sat down . Later on that very day, he spoke to Mr. Ham .

mond , and told him he had given his heart to the Lord .

" The one great objectof the preacheris to present Jesu ?

Christ and Him crucified before the hearts of the children,

and to plead with them to love the Onewhohasloved them

so much.

Christ, and the Rev. Roer. B. GIRDLESTONE,

Great White Throne. SHOLTO D. C. DOUGLAS,

Mr. CHARLES INGLIS.

-7.0 p.m.

* The letter of invitation and selecte i passages were given in full in our

issue of Jupuary 141h .

A Verbatim Report will be issued by J. F. Shaw & Co., 48, Paternoster
Row.Price to Subscribers, sewed , ls . 3d . , pɔst free , ls . Bd.; cloth , ls . lld . ,

post free, 28. 3d.

“J. L."Rev. Griffith John . - News has just reached this

country of the death of this devoted missionary, who has been

for many years a leading representative of the London Mis

sionary Society in China. He was only fifty -one years of age ,

and the loss will be keenly felt by all with whom he was asso

ciated ,

Derbyshire . - The parish of Shirley sets a good example

of earnest effort on behalfof the missionary cause. This small

parish, consisting of only about forty-five families, all working

peoplr , sent up to the C.M.S. last year the sum of £32.
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HUNGRY

EAST LONDON ,

GESTITUTE CHILDREN'S

FRIEND MISSION

MISS VON FINKELSTEIN'S

LAST LECTURE IN ENGLAND.

IN EXETER HALL, March 16th .

Tickets ls . Numbered Seats, 28. 6 .

To be had on application at Exeter Hall.

PUBLICATIONS.

SMALL BOOKS

BY
MISSION RAILWAY

MISSION
SA
LO
N'
S

GEORGE F. TRENCH
EAST LONDON TRACT SOCIETY

and CHRISTIAN MISSION ,

POPLAR, E.

DESTITUTE

"Children's Friend” Mission

GOD IN GOVERNMENT :

OR, THE CHRISTIAN'S RELATION

TO THE STATE .

Price Fourpence.

AND
WALKING WITH GOD.

In Enamel Wrapper, price Twopence.

EVANGELISTIC WORK AMONGST THE POOR.

THE BENIGHTED TRAVELLER.

Tipted Paper, price One Penny.
1

1" ALL THINGS NEW ."

In Wrapper, price One Penny.

By GEO. C. NEEDHAM .

ONE PENNY each .

PREPARED VESSELS.

WOMAN'S MINISTRY.

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY WANTED

To carry on the different branches of work in connection with

the above Society, and the

DESTITUTE " CHILDREN'S FRIEND " MISSION ,

Providing Free Meals to the destitute,

Clothing needy cases, &c . , &c.

Extract from "TSE CHRISTIAN."

In this neighbourhocd many homes are without fire or food ,

and mothers are weeping because their children are in sore want.

With the help of kindfriends he is striving to wipe away the

maternal tear, and to satisfythe cravingsof thesehuman “ robins,"

especially thechildren ofthe widowswho have a hard struggle for

life, with the breadwinner gone . He wants to give more dinners

and more garments, but hemust first get them .

Extract from one of the Cases who have received the Dinners.

Mr. J. W. is a steady and good mechanic. For three months he

has been unable to get more than a few days' work . He has seven

daughters. He had a neat little home, andwell furnishe 1 ; buthis

been compelled to sell all his furniture, even the bedstead. They

have two soap boxes to sit upon , and sleep on the floor. I took

three tickets for dinners, and onefor halt-hundredweight of coals .

Themother, who is near her confinement, with tears in her eyes,

said to me, "I dare not letmy childreu get up, for I have no break

fast to give them ." The father went out early in the morning,

returned atfour in the afterno » ) , with neither tire nor food in the

house, still the home ani children were clean .

Will EVERY READER send a donation to Messrs .

SHAW & CO ., 48, Paternoster Row ; or to the Superintend

ent, Mr. GEORGE FULLER,1, Follett Street, Poplar ?

Articles of Food, Clothing,Tracts,Hospital Letters, &c. ,

are also thankfully receivedby the Superintendent.

As we have now heavy bills to meet we trust all

will help us.

Price TWOPENCE ,

THE WORK AND

THE WORKERS.
HOLY BIBLE

TIMELY BOOKLETS BY

MRS. BAYLY,

BIBLE

FUCERMISSIO

ACTHOR OF RAGGED HOMES AND HOW

POLICE TO MEND THEM ."

MISSION

HOME RULE. An Old Mother's

Letter to Parents. In attractive

wrapper. Price Threepence.

An Old MOTHER'S LETTER

TO YOUNG WOMEN. In

floral wrapper. Price Twopence

A LESSON FOR THE TIMES

Price One Penny.

Aindrances to Christian Work,

BY

STEVENSON A. BLACKWOOD.

Price ONE PENNY.

A YEAR'S WORK

IN

Dr. Barnardo's Homes.

T
R
E
A
S
U
R
Y

O
F

D
A
V
I
D

Price THREEPENCE.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO.,

48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

SPURGEON'S

FURNITURE.-NORMAN &

STACEY'S HIRA - PURCHABE SYSTEM com

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS

mends itself to all classes. Deposit not necessary ,

It combines real economy on sound commercial

CLOTH 85 AN principles, with strictly private arrangements,

EACH
without the

ORIGINAL
objectionable turmalities of

dealers and others . Payments can extend over

EXPOSITION OF 1, 2, or 8years . The 60 wholesale firmsembrace

THE BOOK OF ESEMS the beat manufacturers, who have large stocks

for selection . Intending purchasers should call

ASSMORE= ACABASTER PATERNOSTER BUILDINGS E personally ,or send forparticulars. - Ofices, 79,

Queen Victorie 3t ., E.O., and121, Pall Mall, B.W.

DAFEYBIOLOGICAL ARTOF NEVER FORGETTING

ho bisbest degree.:-DR.WILSON. Prot.Loisette gave me a new

memory." JUDAH P. BENJAMIN ,
Q.C." It is a perfect memory syg. ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS .

tem ." -- The Weekly Budget. By itsInstrumentality I mastered an ab. Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds.

struse and extensiveWork of Science

in one reading . IfI had read it 100
** DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN

times bymy naturalmemory I could

MEMORY

SUCCESS

AND

BUNTER
'S

Cures Toothacbe, prevents Decay , saves
CURED."

nothave known it so well. " -0 .SAL Sir . -My sale for your " Cur for Deafness "

Spell that your Method is reallythe InstantaneousArt ofLearning
MON , Esq . "Every day Iam a proof increases . A man here who has been deaf

Seter Yorgetting ." -L'ABBE SALATRAY ." Asto the
Never Forty yea's, bas had his hearing restored by it.

You promise nothingbutwliat youfulls carry out." -

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch.

WY .NICHOLSON. Great InducementstoCorrespondenceand
Ola Cisaat sed Private Pupils. Prospectus post tree from

1s. 1d. per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps,from

2207. LOTBETT 2 , 37, New Oxford Street, London .
Edwin J. Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury.

Extraction, 1s. 13d . of all Chemists.

NERVI
NE
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LIST OF FORTHCOMING : MEETINGS. MR. EOLL, PORT BAID.

T. W. 5 0

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists Miss E. D.... ¿ 0 0

to any part of England, Scotland, and Wales upon due notice. Apply LINN ECAR'S HANSION House Mission ,
to Hon . Secretary, 21 , Surrey 8 :rpet , Seand , W ... F. F. 0 2 6

Y.M.C.A. ( 81), Gracecburca Stroet Branch . - Prayer Meeting, NORTH-EAST LONDON GOSPEL MISSION (meals for dock labourers).-Mr.

1.30 to 2.16 p.m. ( Sat. ex ) . Bible Study, Tues., 6.15 p.m. Gospel Chorley desires to acknowledge ; 8. R. , 28. 6u . ; Miss O. , 10s ; Well Wisher,

Service ( Youths), Wed., 6.30 ... Soldiers, Fri., 7 p.m. Workers', Mon., silver bangle, tworings, and is.
6.30 pms Service of Bong with. Gospolcaddress for adults),Lambeth SEAMET'S TISSION ,GOSPORT . Mr. H. Cook desires to acknowledge

receipt of 5s. from Miss Martin .
Melior Street, B.E.,nightly, 8 p.m. Gospel Temperance Addresses at

George Yard, Whitechapel , Mon. , 8.15 p.m., and classes for rough lads,
Mon.and Thurg . , at 8 p.m.

UnitedArmy and Navy Prayer Meeting.-For all who are ,
CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTION.

serving, orwho have served , as Officers in the Army or Navy, will take Feb. 28th-Psa. xciii, 1-5 Mar. 4th_Num. xi, 1-15

place ( D.V.) on Saturday , March 18th , in the City Terminus Hotel, Mar. 1st - Num . ix. 1-14 5th - Num .. xi. 16-33
Cannon Street ,

fi he. Bible in Many Linds: -On Friday ( 26th ), at 8 p.m., an account
2nd-Num. ix. 15 - 23 6th - Num . xii . 1-16

of the work of the British and Fort iga Bible Society in India and else 3rd - Num . x . 29-36

where will be given by Rers . 8. W. Organe (Madras) and J. Sharp,

M.A. (Secretary British and Foreign Bible Society ) , Leciure Hail ,

Y.M.C.A. , 186, Aldersgate Street .

The Reformation . - A course of lectures , arranged by the Protestant REQUEST FOR PRAYER.

Educational Institute , and under the auspices of the Y.M.C.A. , are now

being delivered by Rev. 8. Wainwright, D.D. , on Monday evenings at
** Let your requests be made known to God."

8 p.m. , in Exeter Hall. We hope to give notes of these lectures from 11,119. Special services at Wesleyan Chapel , Btroud , by Mr. James

week to week in our pag28. Fielding and Qpie Rodway . Theservices are forchildren and young people ,
Shaft sbury Memorial Hall. No.1 (in connection with the London to commence Saturday, February 27th . Pray that the Holy Spirit may

City Mission ),Gibraltar Walk , BethnalGreen Road, E., will be opened come down at all the meetings, and that many of the young may decide

on Tnesday, March 9th . Chair taken at 7.30 by Earl Shaftesbury.
for Christ .

Rosebank Hall (London City Mission ), St. Stephen's Road , N. Bow,

E. - Opening services March 1st to 6th . United Prayer each day at

7.30p.m. Mon'ay, March 8th , tea at 6 p.m .; public meeting at 7.30 ; The Indian Witness'sends a note of warning to which
addresses by local ministe : s.

Strangers' Rest,163,St.George'sStreet, Ratcliff Highway,E.--Monthly it would bewell that heed were given : - " We have long felt a

workers' meeting. Friday, March 5th , 1885. Tea at 6. ' Meeting at 7. profound conviction ," it says , " that the weakest point in the

Rev.JOssian Davies will give the address . modern missionary system is found at the very outset, in the

Rev. E.Payson Hammond's Forthcoming Missions are : Hamp .
selection andsending out of can didates. There is very little

stead Presbyterian Church, 20th Feb. to 5th March ; Richmond , 6th
March to 19th March . sifting done. It ought to be known in all the churches that a

Y.M.C.A., Exeter. Hall. - Thurs., Bible Lectures by the Rev. Ernest great manymissionary recruits prove unqualified failures."

Boys, M.A .; Feb; ' 25th , “ The Indwelling Spirit ; "" Mar. 4th. " The Pacis, Y.W.C.A. - The annual gathering of members

Christian's Hope," at 8 p.m. To be followed by a series by the Rev.
and friends of the Y.W.O.A, was held last week in theirDr. Bennett .

Miss von Finkelstein will give her last lecture in England March 16th . Rooms, 26, Faubourg St. Honore. The comfortable rooms
Bee Advertisement.

were well filled. At the close of a pleasantevening Miss Leigh
Metropolitan Tabernacle, Newington Butts, 8.E. - Mrs. Allison will

give a series ofBible Resdings every Sunday afternoon at three o'clock .
spoke to the girls from Psa. cxliii. 8. She entreated all to

All ara heartily invited . commit their way this new year unto the Lord, and to trust

Mildmay Conference Hall-Sunday, Feb. 22th , 1886 , at 8.30 and His guiding hand. During the past year thirty young
7 p.m., Mr. George Soltau.

Monthly PrayerMeeting for Jews in theGentlemen's Waiting -room ,
women, chiefly engaged in millinery anddressmaking, have

Conference Hall , on Friday (26th) , at 7 p.m.
been boarded in thisHome, whilst many frequent the rooms

Children's Special Service Mission. - Mr. Arrowsmith, now at on Sunday for meals,and many others attend the Bible readings .

Margate, ; at Colwich, near Stafford, Mar. 14th to 20th ; at Cardii, Visitors in Paris are cordially invited to come and see
the

Mar. 21st to 27th ; Rev. Iones B. Wane at the Athenæum , Derby, rooms .Mr. H , M. Trickett, St. Luke's Hall, CamdenFeb. 23rd , to Mar. Ist. O. M. H.

Road, Feb. 25th , at 7.30 ; at Wimbledon Schoo ', Feb. 28th ; Mr. Bpiers AChinaman's Simile .-Rev. Alfred G. Jones sends the

in London assisting Mr. Hammond.
following from Tsing Chu Fu :- Some months ago I was at

Special Services for Children and Young People will be held at

Winbledon School, Wimbledon, everySunday at 3.30 .
one of our stations, and , in some way or other between the

Youths' Institute, Old Pye Street, Westininster (" One Tun ” services, we all got to conversing about that much -talked.

Mission ). Prayer meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.80. Con of matter, persecution ; and, after having said a good deal, I

ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Gospelmission service every Sunday evening made some such remark as this, addressing myself to the

from 6.30 to 8.

Mr. Gawin Kirkham's engagements for F. bruary : -20-26, Sow main speaker: " Don't you think, Wang.Tai-Ping, thatyou or

bridgeworth ,Herts, and neighbourhood, anyone else can be a Christian without persecution ? ” “ Never.

Bt . Goorge's dall, Langhan Place, W.-Mr. Denham Smith (D.V.), And particularly in the beginning of things, the leaders and

Sunday morning , at 11; evening, at 15 also at Burlington Hall, Savile

Row , on Wednesday evening,at 8 p.m.
fathers of a church must be men chosen amid trouble, so

House of Rost, 8, Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn Park, N.W.- Friday,
as to leave a name to all after them . Moreover, in the

Feb. 26th , at 7 p.m. , “ John's Visions and what they say to us very nature of things, it is inpossible that the world can

(Rev. vi). Tea at 6. Sunday, 28th, at 3.30 p.m., " God's Meninthe
Old Testament,"by Miss Mason .

like you, because your aims and principles are different from

Opper Norwood, s afford Nous , Tador Road.- Drawing-room and
theirs. " It is just as Christ said in the third and fifteenth

youngwomen'smeetings erery Thursday at 3 and 7 p.m. of John ." " Yes," he broke in, “ I see that. They don't

Erangsiistio Mission (Onder the direction ofO. Russell Hurditch ). want light shed on their deeds; very much as if a thief was

Kiburn Hall. Kilburn Gato ( not Town Hall). -Mr. C. Inglis, Sun. ,

at 7 p.m., and Wed., at 7.30 p.m.
silently working a hole through the mud wall of someone's

Malden Hall , Kentish Town.-Mr. Wm. Grove, nightly, Bun., house by night, and he saw me coming along with a lantern
7 p.m., week -nights, 8.

that shed light on his deeds - it is not very likelyhe would
Bignold Hall, Bignold Road, Station Road, Forost Gate.—Mr. 0. V.

T.Onslow , Sundays, ? p.m., and Thursday , 8 p.m.
relish my coming or my light." “ Precisely so , " I said .

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith “ They will dislike you on this ground alone to the end, and

Road , West Kensington . - Dr. Popham , Sunday,at 3 and 7 p.m. no policy whatever can do more than mitigate the matter."

Hammersmith , Opper Mission Room, 180, King Btreet, - Yes,” he added , “ I see ; just the same as if you had a

For the young, on Sunday, at 7 p.m .; Dr. Popham , Thursday, 8 p.m.
Mortlake, Rest Mission Hall.-Mr. T. A. Hughes, Sunday, 7 p.m. wolf and a sheep here. You might beat that wolf for ever to

TrinityPresbyterian Church, Konsington Park Boaa.- Dr. A. keep him from tearing the sheep, but just so long ashe was &

Binclair Paterson, Sundays at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. wolf he would want to go at that sheep to tear it.” “You

BelgravoPresbyterian Church (Halkin Street, W . ).— Rev. Adolph
Saphir, Sundaysat 11 a.m. have it now ," I said to him. “ Don't you expect that they

Bardioan Mission to the Jews. -6, Karleigh Road , Stoke will ever let you alone."

Newington, N. (within 10 minutes by tram from Dalston Junction ),
Mr. Warschawski's Bible Readingsin Isaiah , the second Monday in

each month .at 8.30 p.m.,teaat 4.30 p.m. DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequently
Clapton Hall , Alkham Road, Cazenove Road , Upper Clapton.- Mr. caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles. The Rov . Dr. Orowther, Hiil

9. Russell Hurditch, Sundays, 6.30, Fridays, 7.80 . House , Ascot , writos : - " I cannot describe the comfort I derive from the

Y.W.C.A.- Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening, 180 of your glasses, bothbydayandnight . I find nopain orweariness

at 9.15 , in the Mall Hall , High Street, Notting Gill . as I used to ; and I have taken to reading books I had put aside as too

Serana and MedicalMissiou School and done, 58 , St. George's trying for the oyes on account of the sasliness of the type." The late Sir

Road , 6.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturrlay at noon , at Julius Benedict wrote :-“ I have tried the principal opticians in London
which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside. without success , but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably ; the

Talbot Tabernacle , Pon is Square, W.-Mr. Frank White, Sunday, clearness of your glasses as compared with others is really surprising ."

Feb. 28th , at 11 a 7. The Rev. R. 11. Baynes, M.A., Hon. Canon Worcester Cathedral,

writes : - " The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire, andmyeyes

feel strong already. I only regretIdid not know of your exceedingskill

Donations Received . years ago." -Mr. HENBYLAURANCE, F.8.8.,Oculist Optician, la ,OLD

BONDSTREET, solentifically adapto his IMPROVED BPECTAOLE :BROUSSA OPHAXAGE . £ s . d .
to assist and strengthen the weakest sights. Pamnhlet containing suge

Miss S. 0 5 0
" Bagnate Mission.

gestions to the preservation of alght froc. BRANCHES, 6 , Poultry ,

Mrs. J.B. E.C.; 3. Guardian Buildings, Cross Street, MANCHESTER ,
500

andCorporation Stroet,BIRMINGHAM - ADYT.

...
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Terms for Advertisements Situations and Appointments.

IN

This Paper having a large and increasing clr.

culation amongst Christiansofall denominations
forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements .

SITUATIONS VACANT, &c.

APARTMENTS

WANTED , OR TO LET.

EDUCATIONAL

AND MISCELLANEOUS.

The Terms are very moderate , viz .: Miscel

laneous in small Type,29. 6d. for 30 words or less ,

and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or

under . A reduction for a series of six Insertions

and apwards .

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.

SERVANTS, unexceptionable references

required , testimonials of a religious character

fully appreciated . Male and female servants are

in daily attendance from 11 to 2. CHRISTIAN

GOVERNESSES, Companions, and Lady House

keepers. Apply for these to the Governesses'
Registry, Soho Bazaar, entrances: Soho Square,

and 77 , Oxford Street, London , W.

AYOUNG LADY desires an engagement

as Companion or Help ; is cheerful and domesti
cated ; would be willing to teach young children ,

or would helpmothers with needlework , in short

engagements from Monday to Saturday. M , L ,

care of Miss Robinson , 5 , St. Michael's Road ,

Wallington.

YOUNG LADY wishes for Re engagement

as Governess " to quite' young children ( entire

charge). Good needlewoman . S. B., Mrs. Hill ,

TheTerrace, St. John's, Sevenoaks.

AS USEFUL COMPANION

Housekeeper (Assistant). A farmer's daughter
desires Re -engagement, in or near London .

Satisfactory references. Apply to H. H., Crown

Farm , The Marsh , Long Sutton , Wisbech .

RESPECTABLE YOUTH ( : 6 ), just

left school, requires situation . Good writer and
fair at figures. F. Hook, Avondale Villa , Oakfield

Road, Oroydon .

HOUSEKEEPER. - A gentleman can

bighly recommend a lady, aged 31 , for a position

of responsibility in a household , either as house

keeper or ladies' companion . Address Z. , East

wood , near Ledbury .

REQUIRED, by lady (young), a situation

as usefulcompanion or housekeeper. Good refer

ences.-- Address D. W.23, Dagmar-road , Church .

street, Camberwell,

GENERAL SERVANT (good ) wanted ,

aged from 20 to 25. Comfortable home. -Park

field House , 2 , Parkhurst -road, Holloway .

GOOD PLAIN COOK wanted , about 30 .

Two in family . No washing . Small dairy.

Inquire on Monday or Tuesday, before one of Miss

H., Ashurst Lodge, Tulse -bill, near Brixton .

HOUSE - PARLOURMAID wat ted .

Church of England. Good character.'. Wages

£16 to £18. Apply byletter to Mrs. Hilliard ,

The Oaks, Grove Park . Lee, 8.E.

Book and Displayed Advertisements charged

according to space occupied . Front Page, and

other special positions, by arrangement .

NB. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

Laing, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sent by Post must be aocom

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs. John F.SHAW & Co.

Amounts under 28. 6d . may be sent lo Halfpenny

Stamps.

OFFICES : 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

Terms of Subscription.

Word and Work

HA

1. Published every Thursday, Price One Penny.
Orders abould be sent to any local Bookseller or

Seragent. If difficulty is experienced in ob

talning copiesthus, theycan behaddirectfrom

the Publishers, by post , on Wednesday , at the

following rates, PayableinAdvance

Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks

£ $. d. £ s. d .
0 3 5 0 6 10
0 6 10 0 13 8

0 10 3 106
4 0 12 6 15.0
6

0 17 6 1 15 0

( Including Double Numbers.)

The above rates apply to all Countries

in the Postal Union , the Continent of

burnpe , Canada, the United States of

America , Egypt, and the Holy Land .

1 Copy

2 Copies .
3

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

Copies of “ WORD AND WORK " may be

sent weekly from this Office to any address in

the undermentio
ned

Foreign countries, for One

Year, on the followlog terms, paid in advance

TO

Africa Jamaica South Africa

Australia Japan South America

Brazit New S, Wales Tasmania

China New Zealand West Indies

( The postage being One Penny each copy . )

£ 8. d . £ 5. d .

1 Copy.. 0908Copies......... 0
0 18 0 14 1 14 0

ARMONIUMS AND AMERICAN

f

12 Copies

Educational

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal : DR . CRANÁGE, M.A.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL,

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educatioa :l advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six a !id four

ten years. A limited number only taken ,

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged fron date of entry
Address Principal.

A WIDOW LADY offers a comfortable

Home, with education , to two or three little girls,

Terms£ 20 per annum : good reference. Address

0. , Office of Word and Work , 48 , Paternoster Row .'

MELROSE HOUSE, Walsall , Stafford .

shire . Principals : the Misses HARRISON.

School for Girls . Strictly Evangelical, and

Church of England in its discipline. Lectures

given by a distinguished University Professor.

EDUCATION for the Daughtersof Gen

tlemen , Glen Lyon , West Hill, Sydenham .

Principal, Miss Sykes. English and foreign re
sident Governesses. Pupils prepared for the

Cambridge Local Examinations.

CHELTENHAM . Ladies Collegiate

School, Ormond Terrace . Professors attend

daily. Preparation for exams. Modern prin.

ciplestaught. Healthy locality. Home comforts,

Boarders 'terms from 25 guineas per annum.

GOVERNESS (experienced and usefu !)
seeks Re-engagement in Christian family.

Children under il preferred. English ,French,

music, drawing. Good references . Alpha , Mrs.

Pontring , Wallingford , Berkshire .

ORGANS. W. Pridham and Son , £ 4,4s.
Instruments for school and homeuse. Aremar

vellous for tone and workmanship. 3 stops, 15 ;

5 stops, L6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of

every description . Pianofortes from £ 15.

Works. 206 , Jubilee Street, London , E.

ARTIFICIAL TEETH . - Special Notice.

-Mr. J. SAIPLEY SLIPPER, R.D.S. (Hon . Dental
Surgeon to the School for the bons Con

gregational Ministers, Caterham ', makes no

charge for consultation, and fits artificial teeth

without extracting old teeth or stumps. These

teethare life- like in appearance , and can be ad

justed from 38. 63. per tooth ,and20s.per set

(guaranteed). Every information FREE daily,

from 9 to 7 , at 37,High Holborn , London, W.O.

(facing Chancery Lane). Copies of testimonials

from ministers and public speakers who bave

been successfully fitted, gratis and post free to

readersof Word and Work on application .

Mr. J. Shipley Slipper Lubmits the following
letter asa sample of many others daily received .

(Published by permission .).
61, Larkhall Lane, Clapham , London , S.W.

DEAR EIR ,-It is with true pleasure I bear my

sincere testimony to the excellency of the set of

teeth prepared for me ; for fit, appearance, and
comfort they surpass any I have had for thirty

years. I consider you a thorough proficient in

the art of dentistry, and if widely known, you

must ensure a large share of public patronage.
Yours faithfully,

(Signed) Thos . CHIVERS,
Baptist Minister .

Apartments, de

HASTINGS (29. Wellington Square ).

Board and Residence . Thewidow of aclergyman

receives a few ladies and gentlemen into her

comfortable home. Terms moderate . London

references . Saturday till Monday, 10s . 6d .

BRIGHTON. Apartments, well and

comfortably Furnished . Scrupulously clean,
excellent cooking and attendance . Terus

moderate. Close to West Piera: Miss Anderson ,

23, Canpon Place , Brighton .

EASTBOURNE.- Boarding, Establish

ment. Sea view . One minute's walk from park .

A handscme lawn in front of house . Terms, tro

occupying the game room , 25s. Mrs. Waggett,

Strathmore House , Howard Square.

ST. LEONARDS -ON -SEA . - To be

let, in private family. 'good dining and one or

two bedrooms, well furnished, 12s.6d . per week .

Mater, Prudential Villa, Sedlescombe Road .

ST. MICHAEL'S LODGE, St. Michael's

Road, Bournemoutb.- Small select BOARDING

HOUSE. Good bath -room . Sheltered , detached .

Due south . Testimonials . From two guine s

per week, or 6s . 6d . per day. Address Proprietor,

TWO LARGE ROOMS to let at the

Bow Coffee Palace ; suitable for societies, clubs,

committees, & c . Apply to theManager, 217 , Bow

Road , E. ( near Buw Church .)

APARTMENTS . – To be LET, sitting

room , on first floor, and extra bedroom and

single bedroom . Terms moderate. 44, Woburn

Place, Russell Square , W.C.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS, with

or without partial board, for two or three gentle

men , in a quiet house , with every comfort.

Please call or write . 29 , Cloudesley Street,N.

BOARD and RESIDENCE (superior ),

in private English family. Half a minute from

Canonbury Station . Detached house. Bath .

Late Dinner. Kent Lodge, Wallace Road.

COMFORTABLE FURNISHED

APARTMENTS, suitable for gentlemen . Rent

Jow . Good attendance . Close to 'bus and rail .

154 , Sloane Street , Belgravia .

APARTMENTS, well FURNISHED.

Bath (hot and cold ). Good cooking and attend .

Near 'bus and rai !. Terms moderate . 87

Warwick Road, Maida Vale , W.

TO

India

Pergia

Ceylon Aden'

Transvaal Zanzibar

( The Postage being Three Halfpence each copy. )

£ s. d . £ s . d.

1 Copy 011 08Copies 1 13 0

2 Copies i 2 0 1 4 Copies 1 17 6

Alſ Subscriptions should beremitted by Cheque

o Postal Order for the amount payable to the
Publishers.

EPILEPTIC FITS !

ALL ,"WORD AND WORK " may now be purchased

all Railway Stations. We would , therefore,

suggest that Christian friendswhen travelling

might help our circulation , by purchasing a few
sopies at the Bookstalls , to distribute in the

barriages.

LEPSY should SEND Name and Address to

JAMES OSBORNE, MEDICAL PHARMACY .

ASHBOURNE, whowill forward , free of charge,

full particulars (with Testimonials) of the inost

successful remedy ever discovered for this dis

tressing malady. Reference permitted to the

Rev. J. BAKER, M.A., 254 , Pls mouth Grove ,

anchester .

ance.

OFFICES: 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E..
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HE ANCHORAGE,

.

NEW BOOK BY

MRS. MARSHMAN.

BIBLE NARRATIVES

NORTH . WEST LONDON

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

9, The Crescent, Leighton Grove, N.W.

PRESIDENT - JOAN CHAMBERS, Esq .

This Choir has been formed for the purpose

of assisting any Evangelistic effort , and for the

purpose of conducting short " Gospel Song
Missions, " as occasion may offer.

The services of the choir are quite gratuitous.

All applications should be made to Mr J. Bate

man , 72 , Twisden Road , Highga‘e Road , N.W.

ENGAGEMENTS:

Malden Hall , Kentish Towa, February 15th

to 27th , 8.0 p.m. each day.

HEBREW8 vi. 19.

To Shelter Young Women (other

wise respectable)lately Falien into

Sin .

FOR rules of admission tothe Anchorage
House , and for the particulars of its work , and

for TRAINED SERVANT3, apply by letter only )

to Mrs. H. STUART-WORTLEY ( President of the

Ladies' Committee ), Rosslyn House, Grove End

Road , N.W. , London ; and to wł om, or to any

member of committee, subscriptious may be sent,
or to Editor, Word and Work.

IN VERSE.

Cloth Boards, price ls. 63 .

LONDON :

JOAN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, Paternoster Row ,E.C.

ON

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .

CONSUMPTION,

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

AND ALL

OTHER CHEST DISEASES.

READ

MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK,

Five Mission Vessels are cruising ar ngst the North Seatrawling fleets.

12,100smacksmen are engaged all the year round inproviding our tables

with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and sleety

storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them , to the

pitiless waves, thatmarkets at home may be well supplied - may rightly

claim some small share in the privileges weso richlyenjoy and so highly

prize.
THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PREBENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoning

love, bringing the pleasure of books towhile away the weary hours, atord

ing relief in case of sickness and injury, and cheering and brightening dull

and monotonous lives by theirpresence and ministry.

“TheMissionSmacksare doing in the North Seaa grand work, worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results oftheir effort. greatas they are in the present, will, if only
supported liberally by thepublic, be of untold value in the future."

Edward Birkbeck , Esq., M.P.
FONDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Society to place a Mission

Vessel with every fleet.
E. J. MATHER, Director,

181. Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ), B.O.

SIXPENCE, POST FREE.

Or Large Edition ( cloth ) for 18. Bd .

SIXTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES.

HYDROPHOB
IA: --DR. BUISSON'S successful

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

treatment by Turkish and Russian Baths.

THIS MATTER . This proved remedy is followed by :

Mr. Congrove will give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK ,

J. ATKINSON, Esq ., F.R.C.V.S., la , Wilton Place, Belgravia .

Paddington Green . - Mr.METCALFE, Priesnitz House.

Bournemouth. -JENNINGS’ Hydropathic Establishment.

Hastings. - WILKIN'S Hydropathic Establishment.

Matlock . -By theMedical Staff of SMEDLEY'S Establishment,

At Bartholomew's Baths in Bath , Bristl , Worcester , Birmingham ,

DISEASED LEFT LUNG.-CASE of Mr. GEO .

Manchester, and at Leicester Equare, Lordon .

Friends are ready to pay for any needy hydrophobic patient under this

WALTERS, of HULL.
treatment.

N.B. — The case of Mrs. Walters appeared in this journal last week.
Apply to FREDK. E. PURKIS, Esq .,

On the5th of August, his wife being then undermytreatment, as before
The High Elms, Nutfield , Burrey.

related , I received å letter from Mr. G. Walters, in which he says: " My

chest and lungs are very weak. I have pains in the heart and left side. I

havecold sweats, much hoarseness, and expectoration. I am very weary,
Just Published . Price One Penny.

and .

bad ;but my wife is recovering andI haveread somany testimonialo, WHY ARE WE PROTESTANTS ?

I have every confidence in your treatment. "

At once he commenced the medicine , &c . , according to advice then
BY

given .
EMILY S. HOLT,

Theletter received in September contains the following testimony : - " I
wish to add my witness to the wonderful effect produced upon me and my AUTHOR OF " A TANGLED WEB," “ SISTER ROSE ,” & c.

wite by your medicine. I am, myself, like another man . As to my wife,

she got worse every week, till she came under your advice. Now she has

so recovered, that she can attend to her household work as well as ever she

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row .

could . Use this in any way you please ; and may you be long spared ," & c .

Now ready, cloth , 38. 6d .

NOTE.THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ORLY RAIN , AND OTHER POEMS.

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patientsfrom any
A BOOK OF NEW AND ORIGINAL POEMS.

long distance_should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book Arst.

JOHN KENSIT, POBLISHER, 18 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.; and

99 and 101 , East ROAD, N.

FOGS AND DAMP AIR

PRODUCE

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS..

VOLUME ON MEDICAL MISSIONS.

THE HEALER PREACHER.

Stories and Incidents of Medical Mission Work . By GEORG

SAUNDERS, M.D., C.B. Crown 8vo, with Illustrations.

" Well fitted to helpany engaged in likeservice, while it furnishes int

resting matter for all classes." - Fuotsteps of Truth .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COL DS, COUGHS, &c . ,

IS

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR.

BAGSTER'
S

BIBLES

In Bottles, 1s, 11d. , 2s . 9.7 ., 4s . 6d ., and 11s.

Extra flexible, silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco , kid - lined , elastic bar

With full helps. Prices from 20s.
In French morocco, projecting edges , elastic band . From 4s .

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

15 , PATERNOSTER -ROW , LONDON.
SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES,

London : J. F. SHAW & Oo ., 48 , Patern neter Row . E.O.



Tales of English Life in the Olden Time,,

BY EMILY S. HOL T.

" The reading of one of this author's delightful tales is an experience we would fain repeat

more frequently than we do — we have learned to look upon her as an historian par excellence.

The grace and dignity of her literary style, the fidelity and finish of her portraits, and the

amount of essential Christian teaching which she so skilfully and lovingly conveys, combined
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Dr. Barnardo's Homesfor Destitute Children."

Now supporting 1,550 Homeless or Orphan Boys and Girls.

1

!
+

A RESIDUE BAZAAR

TO DISPOSE OF ALL ARTICLES LEFT OVER FROM THE SALE OF BOXES , WILL ( D.V. ) BE HELD IN

THE NEW LARGE HALL, EDINBURGH CASTLE, LIMEHOUSE, E.

(close to Burdett Road Station , North London and Blackwall Railways) ,

ON

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, 4th and 5th MARCH, 1886,

Opening each day at 3 o'clock p.m. and closing at 10 o'clock.

The attendance of kind friends WILLING TO PURCHASE is especially desired , and any FRESH

GIFTS of Fancy Articles, or of Work, will be gratefully acknowledged.

All communications and parcels of Goods of every sort should be addressed to

THE OFFICE OF THE HOMES,

18 to 26 , Stepney Causeway, Commercial Road, E.

THE CRY OF THE STARYING.

THE LONDON SAMARITAN SOCIETY AND HOMERTON MISSION is doing its very

utmost to render assistance to the very poor of the Metropolis, but FUNDS are most

URGENTLY REQUIRED.

WHO WILL HELP ?

HOW TO HELP US TO CARRY ON OUR WORK.-£8 will pay the whole cost of 1,000

Adult or Children's Dinners or Suppers ; £ 4 , 500; £ 2, 250 ; £ 1, 125 ; 4s. Od. will pay for a good pair of

Boots for a poor Child ; 2s. 6d. ,a Week's Lodging for a poor Man or Woman . £6 will enable us to

pay the whole expense of an Adult to Canada.

Assistance is given to the Destitute without any sectarian distinction whatever, andwithout favour or

partiality . Inquiries are made by our own Agents, orby the very many Clergymen, Ministers, Secretaries

of Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations, District Visitors, City Missionaries, Ragged

School Workers, and others who take a deep interest in our work, and act as Honorary Almoners on behalf

of the Society, and at whose Schoolrooms or Mission Halls Free Meals have been given by this Society.

Donations will be most gratefully received by MR. JOHN JAMES JONES ; or,

Mr. HENRY HICKS BOARD, Secretary,

57 and 59, Ludgate Hill, LONDON, E.C.

Cheques and Drafts to be crossed FULLER , BANBURY & Co. P.O. Orders be drawn on General Post Office .

Donationsfor theLondon SamaritanSociety are also received by the Bankers, Messrs. FULLER, BANBURY, Nıx & MATHIESON,

17, Lombard Street, E.C.; the City Bank, Ludgate Hill ; and by the Auditors, Messrs . JOSIAH BEDDOW & Son, Chartered

Accountants, 2 , Gresham Buildings, Basinghall Street, London, E.C.

WORD AND WORKwill be sent by the Publishers Post- free to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Months for 6s. 10d.
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Rev.Dr.WainwrightsPopularWorkXidmaProphetic Conferences.

THE REFORMATION . Theue Word of Prophecy.

“Our God Shall Come."

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen. Conference on the Second Advent,

4. -
Trying 's Discipline .

ON

Full of Facts and Figures.
ADDRESSES ON

Price 7s . Ed. cloth. THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD,
DELIVERED AT

SHOULD BE READ BY EVERY PROTESTANT.
The Mildmay Conference, 1879 .

JOHN KENSIT, PUBLISHER, CITY PROTESTANT DEPOT, Price 2s . 6d. , cloth extra.

18 , PATERNOSTER Row, LONDON, E.O.

Just Published . Price One Penny.

WHY ARE WE PROTESTANTS ? ADDRESSES ON

BY

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD,

EMILY S. HOLT, DELIVERED AT

AUTHOR OF “ A TANGLED WEB,” “ SISTER ROSE ," &c. The Mildmay Conference, 1878.

Price 2s. 6d ., cloth extra ,
LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48. PATERNOSTER Row .

MARCH 2nd, 3rd , and 4th, 1886.

Five Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets . АТ

12,000 smacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing our tables
The Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

with fish . These men , who for ustoil through furious blast and sleety

storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them , to the

pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied - mayrightly A full Report of the Proceedings will be contained in

claim some small share in the privilegesweso richly enjoy and so highly
“ WORD AND WORK," for March 11th (next week').prize.

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE THE OFFICIAL REPORT
THROUGHTHE PRESENCEOFTHE

MISSION VESSELS will be issued as early as possible,

carryingtothe fishermen the message of Divineberegando perdorine Containing Reports of the Speeches corrected by

ing relief in case of sickness and injury , and cheering and brightening dull the Speakers.
and monotonous livesby theirpresence and ministry.

“ The Mission Smacksare doing in the North Seaa grand work, worthy REDUCED PRICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results of their effort. great as they are in the present will, if only Sewed, 18. 3d ., post free, 1s. 6d. ; cloth, 1s. 11d . , post free, 2s . 3a .

supported liberally by the public, beof untold value in the future .”
Sir Edward Birkbeck , Bart ., M.P.

To secure copies at the Reduced Price, orders must be

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel received previous to publication ,

with every fleet.

B.J. MATHER , Director, LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

181. Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ). E.O.

( MISS VON FINKELSTEIN'S Y.W.C.A. , WELBECK HOUSE, NORTH . WEST LONDON

LAST LECTURE IN ENGLAND. 101 , Mortimer Street, W.
EVANGELSCHR

IN EXETER HALL, March 16th .
Mrs. YAPP will ( D.V.) give seven BIBLE

READINGS on the Tabernacle and its Vessels 9, The Crescent,Leighton Grove, N.W.

Tickets Is . Numbered Seats, 28. 6d . PRESIDENT - JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq.
on the following Tuesday Afternoons at 8.30.

To be bad on application at Exeter Hall.
March 9th , 16th ,23rd, 30th, April 6th , 13th , and

This Choir has been formedfor the purpose

Apply early for good seats. 20th .
of assisting any Evangelistic effort,and forthe

purpose of conducting short “ Gospel Song

PUBLICATIONS.
Missions, " as occasion may offer ,

The services of the choir are quite gratuitous.

All applications should be made to Nr. J.Bate

ALL PERSONS,SUFFERINGFROMEPI
A LETTER TO MEMBERS OF THE man, 72, Twisden Road , Highgate Road , N.W.

LEPSYshould SEND Name and Address to Y.W.C.A. BY A LOCAL SECRETARY. FURNITURE - NORMAN &
JAMESOSBORNE, MEDICAL PHARMACY,
ASHBOURNE, whowill forward , free of charge, Appendix - Princess Louise on Evening Classes BTACEY'S HIRA -PURCHASE BYSTEM com

full particulars (with Testimonials ) of the most -Recreative and Practical Education , & c. mends itself to all classes. Deposit nobnecessary .

successful remedy ever discovered for this dig It combines real economy on sound commercial

tressing malady . Reference permitted to the
Post free Three Halfpence. principles, with strictly private arrangements ,

Rev. J. BAKER, M.A., 254, Plymouth Grove,
the

Address - MRS. GOODE, HOLME LEA,
without objectionable trmalities of

ancbester . LLANDUDNO. dealers and others . Payments can extend over

1, 2, or 8 years . The 60wholesale firms embrace

ESTABLISHED 1851. FRESH SPRINGS FROM THE the best manufacturers, who have large stocks

DIRK BECK BANK WORD OF THE LORD. - Scripture
for selection. Intending purchaseri sbould call

personally , or send for particulars . - Offices ,78 ,
Southampton Buildings. Cbancery Lane. Texts arranged for the sick -room or Queen Victoria Bt.. B.O .. and 121. Pall Mall, B.w.

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS , repayable ondemand. hospital. Large type, 16 pp ., printed

TWOper CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT in blue ink on fine tinted sight pre
ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly

balances, when not drawn below £50.
TheBank undertakes for its Customers, free of

aged readers .

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS

charge, thecustody of Deeds, Writings , andother No. 1. - Weariness and Rest.
Securities and Valuables; the Collection of Bills of CLOTH 8 /

ΑΝ

Exchange, Dividends,and Coupons; and the pur
2. -God's Way Better than My

Way. EACH ORIGINAL

chase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities.

Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .
3. - Cloudsand Sunshine.

EXPOSITION OF

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full
and Coastening . Part I.

THE BOOK OF PSALMS
particulars ,post free, on application .

FRANCIS RAVEN SCROFT, Manager.
5. - Tryiog_and Chastening. Part PASSMORE+ALABASTER PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS . E

II . - For our Proßt.
TheBirkbeck Building Society's Annual

Price ONE PENNY each , or 1s. per dozen .

Receipts exceed FiveMillions .

COWTOPURCHASE A HOUSE FOR
ThePHYSIOLOGICAL ARTOFNEVER FORGITT

“ CAN YOU UNDO ? " Thoughts for slike Mnemonio His method to physiological and scienti
the highest degree." - DR . WILSON .

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply Young Men and Women . By the Rev. memory." JUDAH P. BENTA

at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDING BOCIETY, A. A.RAMSEY. 16 pp. , illustrated, 60, 2.0. " It is perfect memor
" -TheWeekly Budget . "

29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane. per dozen .
Instrumentality mastered

COW TO PUROHASE A PLOT OF TRUST IN JESUS. Floral Tracts for struse and extensiveWorksof sc
AND

In one reading. If I had resa
LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER times by mynatunlmemory I

MONTH, with immediate possession, either for
Dothave known itso well. ”

Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the By Rev. E.Payson HAMMOND, M.A. to myself that your Method Ja really theintentancourt

Office of theBIRKBECKFRERHOLD LAND SOCIETY, Packets 1 and 2, 6d . each ,

as above . Fortettlag.I guito ufree with tho justice of the claim .

The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars , DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT, STIRLING. On Chand Private Patio Prospectus post Leger
VENURS.' You promise nothing bát what you fally carry O
REV,WY NICHOLSON. Great Inducements to Corresponder

on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSOROFT, Manager. London : 8. W. Partridge & Co. RRNI LOISSYTZ. 8.NorOdonditori
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CONTENTS. absolute certainty of our youthful divines who reject

as fables the profound convictions of the theological

Mr. Spurgeon's Protest

giants who made the seventeenth century famous,LiberalTheology

would only move us to laughter were it not for conSeparation from Error

Recovering History .

sequences which unseal the fountain of tears. For

ByC. H. Spurgeon

we cannot forget what must follow when the blind

By Rev. 8. Wainwright, D.D. 154 become leaders of the blind.

There is another aspect of this self-confidence .

“ Modern liberalism has reached the conclusion that

For the Young
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dunces, persons devoid of culture, and utterly

unacquainted with science.” In these two sentences

John Ploughman has hit the nail right on the head .

There is a popedom in literature and philosophy no

MR. SPURGEON'S PROTEST.

less than in religion , and he who refuses to obey is

IN the March number ofthe Sword and Trowel Mr.

excommunicated. These would be leaders profess to

Spurgeon exposes with characteristic force and be independent thinkers forsooth ! Why, the truth

falness the intole rance of certain modern apostles of is they are all following the fashion of the day like a

liberty. The value and timeliness of this exposure flock of silly sheep . The true independents are the men

furnish an adequate excuse for transferring it entire who stand by the truths recovered from Scripture at

to our columns . * In doing so we would call atten the Reformation , and who stoutly refuse to be

tion tosome of his weighty sayings, which are worthy moved by the passing current however strong its flow .

of very grave consideration. And we mistake their character very much if, how

Mr. Spurgeon rightly argues “ that latitudinarian ever great the pressure of numbers or weight of

opinions have not increased the amount of brotherly authorities, they be not found to the end of life ,

love in the religious world ; on the contrary, they have steadfast in their contention for the faith once

simply changed the course of rancour, and increased delivered to the saints .

its power. ” The intolerance of the new school of

doctrinaires would be altogether ridiculous if it were

LIBERAL THEOLOGY,

not somewhat amusing. Every student who breaks

anconditionally with the past expects to be reckoned THE novelties of the present generation are not

a Solon if not a Solomon. He is the living embodi necessarily truths. Strictly speaking, they are not

ment of the most profound thought and the most
even entitled to be called novel . They are, at best,

severe scholarship, and, in his own judgment, he is only new forms of old errors. Ritualism on one side ,

entitled to pass sentence of ignorance on every one
and Liberalism on the other, are only our old enemies

who is rude enough to refuse adoration. He struts
Romanism and Rationalism in the costume of modern

bravely on his own little stage with a comic conscious. Europe. They are adaptations to the spirit of the age

ness of his right to unbounded admiration ; although, if
of the superstition and unbelief which have opposed

he paused to think , he could scarcely forget there are
the Gospel ever since it came to earth . The truth

some eyes sharp enough to detect the borrowed
does not fear them ; but men ought to hate them.

plamage. The crude theories of continental critics,
For their progress down the centuries has been

which even their authors would confess to be tenta
marked by the slaughter of souls.

Perhaps one of the craftiest cries raised by liberal

tive, are paraded by their English dupes as the final

findings of the mostmature wisdom . These scholars theologians is the cry of Charity. Mr. Spurgeon is

at fourth-band, mistake hypothesis for doctrine, and altogether right when he says they mean by this

are preaching a creed which can hardly be said to be
word , "indifference to all truth, or, at least, unre

in course of formation . Some one said , " I wish I

stricted currency for their own special errors. ' We

have heard of an Association for promoting the unity

was as sure of anything as M. is of everything." This

of Christendom ; and we would gladly aid in promoting

* It will be found at page 153. the UNITY OF ALL BELIEVERS IN THE TRUTH .
But a
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union in which the English Church should give one
RECOVERING HISTORY.

hand to the Greek Church and another to the Church S is well known, the present edition of the

of Rome is one from which every true heart recoils. Enyclopædia Britannica has been made a

Yet this is the pattern of unity which commends itself channel for conveying to English readers some of the

to liberal theologians. When a minister called evan
wilder speculations of German Rationalism . We are

gelical exchanges pulpits with one who has become

safe in saying that not a few of these will have been

notorious for departure from the faith, the act is

thoroughly discredited before the publication of the

chronicled as worthy of all commendation. Is it not

last volume . Meanwhile the mischievous work is

good for brethren to dwell together in unity ? Un

done, and the faith of some weak and credulous souls

doubtedly it is ; but let us first see to it that we are

is enfeebled, if not destroyed .

brethren. To acknowledge a man as a brother to
Perhaps the most noteworthy feature in the modern

whom the Apostle John would not even give an

criticism of Scripture is its hesitancy. It is unwilling

ordinary greeting lest he might thereby accredit an

to command, and it is afraid to convict. There is a

semi-consciousness of danger, even to one's preten
enemy, may prove a disastrous blunder.

sions to scholarship, if an out-and -out verdict of

UNION IN TRUTH : condemnation be given , which often gives pause to

SEPARATION FROM ERROR. criticism which otherwise would be sufficiently rash .

HE time has come when all who love the truth If anyone wishes to examine a fair specimen of this

should be drawn more to each other and separated halting and disappointing treatment of a great ques.

by a broad chasm from those who, to speak plainly, tion , he has only to turn to the sixth volume , where

hate it . The intolerance which these modern apostles he will find it in full force in the article on “ Daniel,"

of error have so unblushingly shown ought to read us by the Rev. T. K. Cheyne.

a much-needed lesson . We have been tolerant too
Here, however , by the singular irony of time, there

long. For the truth's sake, which brooks no compro
is promise of a speedy and ample revenge. Until the

year 1854 secular historians were arrayed against the

mise with falsehood , we must learn to say, boldly, writings of the prophet,and it seemed as if recon

“ No lie is of the truth.” From all quarters, ay, from ciliation were impossible. By the discovery and

the most unexpected, attacks have been made on the decipherment of a clay tablet in that year Sir Henry

most vital doctrines of our faith. In these circum Rawlinson opened up the way for the complete vindi.

stances to remain silent is cowardice, or something the service which modern research among the ruins
cation of the Biblicalnarrative. As a contribution to

worse. As Mr. Spurgeon says, " The truth has been
of ancient civilisation is rendering to Biblical science,

shot at in addresses to fraternal assemblies, in ser we cannot do better than reprint the article on

mons preached for evangelical societies, and in lectures “ Belshazzar,” which appears in the third volume of

supposed to be delivered in the interests of the the Encyclopædia Britannica. We ask our readers

Gospel." And he asks the pertinent question , " Are
simply to bear in mind the stubbornness offacts:

According to the account in the fifth chapter of Daniel,

we to endure this for ever ? ” In our judgment we Belshazzarwas king at Babylon at the time of the captureof

have already endured it far too long, and in the
the city by the Medes and Persians, and was slain when the

city was surprised during a festival . No ancient historian

increasing boldness of the proclaimers of false doc mentions the name of Belshazzar among the successors of

trine we are reaping the harvest of our unworthy

Nebuchadnezzar; and there has been considerable controversy

as to the identity of the unfortunate monarch. The successors

forbearance . of Nebuchadnezzar, according to the copyists of Borosus, were

For some years there has been a gradual under
as follows :–Evil-Merodach, two years,son of Nebuchadnezzar;

Neriglissar, or Nergalsharezer, four years, son -in -law of Nebu .

mining of the faith, which has so far succeeded as to chadhezzar; Laborosoarchod, nine months, son of Neriglissar;

make unbelief bold . The proposal to admit Unita
Nabonidus, seventeen years,nct of the royal family . Niebuhr

and some othersidentified Belshazzar with Evil-Merodach ; other

rianism within the creed of the Church of England, scholars with Neriglissar; and a third section, including

Ewald

though it comes from Unitarians, is a noteworthy

and Browne, identified him with Narbonidus.

There is no necessity now to argue against these and

sign of the times. Such an unsettlement of doctrine similar views, as they are set aside by the Babylonian cuneiform

is unlikely to meet with much favour at present ; yet
inscriptions, whichshow that Bel-sar -uzur, or Belshazzar, was

the name of the eldest son of Nabonidus, the last king of

the day may not be distant when such a scheme may Babylon. In some of his latter inscriptions Nabu -nahid or

claim to be practicable. Events move rapidly now -a
Nabonidus mentions his eldest son Bel-sar -uzur in such terms

as to lead to the impression that the young prince was associa

days, and unless some very decided action be taken ted with himself on the throne ; and this explains several

by those who are still loyal to evangelical truth , the
difficulties between the historians and the Book of Daniel with

respect to the capture of Babylon. After the defeat of the
opportunity for action may be lost . Since the Babylonian forces Nabonidus fled to Borsippa, whilethe young

publication of Essays and Reviews the tide of Ration prince Belshazzar was left in charge of Babylon the capital,

which was closely besieged by the Medes and Persians. The

alism may not have risen much, but it has certainly historians all say that Nabonidus, the last king of Babylon ,

covered a very wide field . There are very few submitted to the conquerors at Borsippa after the taking of

the capital, while the Book of Daniel states that Belshazzar

churches wholly exempt from error in some one or was slain on the night of the capture of Babylon . These two

othec of its numerous forms. Instead of the evil statements have been supposed to contradict each other, but

we now know that they refer to two_totally distinct princes

becoming less, it is sure to assume larger and larger whose fates were quite different. The inscriptions of Na

proportions, unless it is boldly met by a wise and
bonidus which mention Belshazzar, are found on clay cylinders

from Mugheir and other Chaldean sites, and they were first

worthy antagonism . discovered and published by Sir Henry Rawlinson, to whom

1
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Who are the Persecuted ?

&

we owe this rectification in ancient history . One of these more intolerant than the old sectarianism . It will not allow

passages in & prayer reads:-- “ M9, Nabu -nahid king of B2 orthodoxy to call anything its own ; it would filch from it every

bylon, from sin against thy great divinity, do thou save m9, house it has built, every pulpit it has raised. It is trying to do

and health and long days numerous do thou multiply . And this , and if it be hindered initsgame, it calls a trust-deed “ the

of Bel-sar-uzur, my eldest son , the delight of my heart in dead hand, " and whimpers " intolerance ." Let it whimper !

the worship of thy great divinity , his heart do thou establish , What would the complainants themselves say if their own

and may he not consort with sinners . " The other texts are private inheritances were taken from them because they came

after the same form, and give no new details as to Belshazzar. to them by the will of a dead man, and were held by deeds to

The account in the fifth chapter of Danisl containing all that which only departed men were parties ? This cant is nothing

is known of his history. The numerous works written on this but an excuse for robbery.

subject before the discovery of the cuneiform inscriptions The otherday we heard ofa person who whined that he was

are now of little value ; all that is known with any certainty persecuted, because he could not remain in & church whose

on thematter will be found in Rawlinson's Great Monarchies, doctrines he altogether denied : the “ cultured ". creature

2nd edition , vol. iii . could not see that he was the persecutor. What right had he

to be there ? For our part, we were only too happy to find

that there remained yet on the earth a band of religionists who

believed something, and could not hold equal fellowship with

the truth and its opposite . Of course, the anythingarians

echoed the whine of their brother, and soon there followed a

BY C. H. SPURGEON .
general howling thatfreedom had been violated ! Nothing can

N these silken days men seem able to do anything without be more illogical and deceptive than the complaint which is

Bigotry has thus raised. It is the old tale of the wolf and the lamb.

become so unpopular, that multitudes of religious professors According to this theory, it is intolerance for men to associate

have abandoned all care about principle, lest they should be for the maintenance of any doctrines unless they are prepared

suspected of intolerance . Nobody now can be accused of to admit into their number those who deny those doctrines.

straining at gnats ; but the swallowing of camels, humps and This appears to be the case if those teachings happen to be the

all, is performed both in public and in private as a common verities of God ; it would be different if they were theopinions

aflair ; and he who raises any objection is denounced as strait of a political party. Clubs of Conservatives are not considered

laced. People loo's at you with am uzement if you suggest to be persecutingif they exclude Radicals from their member

that there issuch a thing as fixed truth ; and they eye youwith ship ; but churches of the Lord Jesus Christ are bitterly

supreme contempt if you dare to hint that the opposite oftruth accused of intolerance if they reject men who deny the funda

must be a lie . You must be some old fogey, or antediluvian , mentals of the faith.

or you wouldnever makesuch an observation. The sooner you “ Great is Diana of the Ephesians " was a fine cry for

are back in Noah's ark the better. Demetrius and the craftsmen ; and, nowadays , false teachers

There can be no doubt that, in years gone by, somebrethren of all kinds make equal use ofthe cry “ Charity ! Charity !"

have drawn the line too tightly , and have provoked men to meaning thereby indifference to all truth , or, at least, un

license by refusing them liberty . We are willing to admit restricted currency for their own special errors. They claim

that there may have been too ready a condemnation of brethren to enter anywhere. Though they are barelyso right as Socin.

who were sound at heart, because they did not exactly ians, they demand a welcome into any and every Christian

correspond in opinion with the dominant section. No doubt church, and they claim liberty to promulgate their own dogmas

true Israelites have been smitten because they could not within any fold of believers which they choose to enter. Their

pronounce “ Shibboleth ," and bring out the sh distinctly. We more honest forefathers never asked for such privileges, and

do not for moment defend ungenerous censures of would have scorned them had they been offered.

good men ; neither would we willingly utter them We have known cases in which companies of faithful men

ourselves. But, after all , the evil of bigotry has been cast have, with great sacrifice, built for themselves a house of

out at too great en expense, if firm adherence prayer, and have founded charitable, religious, and educational

principle has been thrown out with it. There was no need that institutions in connection therewith. Their views of the teach

it should be so ; for a man can surely be at the same time ing of our Lord Jesus have been clear and definite, and for

liberal in his judgment of others and firm in his own convictions; many years they have remained a flourishing fellowship. A

but that the grip of principle has been relaxed in favour of the young fellow , fresh from college, has by accidentoccupiedtheir

grasp of confederacy is clear to the most casual observer. pulpit for a Sunday or two, and has preached against the things

Where are now the men who would sooner die than betray a which were verily believed in the community . He has been

grain of the Divine treasure of the Gospel? Where are the told plainly that he was out of place, and he has straightway

sturdy believers who earnestly contend for the faith once declared that he was persecuted. If hehad entered the Queen's

delivered to the saints ? A compositor had to set up a text palace ,and hadorated upon Republicanism , orifhe had gone

concerning Daniel, of whom we read in the Scriptures that “ to St. Paul's Cathedral, and sold apples, he would have been

excellent spirit was in him ; ' ' but the worthy workman misread excluded as out of his place; but in this case he claimed that

his copy, and the proof appeared thus— " an excellent spine was he was persecuted because he could not gain the pastorate. To

in him"_by no means a mischievous mistake when it described stand up before a congregation , and revile those things which

one so fearless in following the Lord his God . Could more of they hold dearer than life , seems to be the natural right of

such excellent spines be inserted into certain brethren , it every man of " advanced views " ! It is a right which none but

would be well ; but backbone would render them unfashionable , idiots will concede, and none but braggarts will claim .

and lead them into the wars . There are persons who raise a hubbub every time a man of

Meanwhile, it is worthy of notice that latitudinarian opinions novel views is not allowed to intrude upon an Assembly of
have not increased the amount of brotherly love in the religious godly people . Shall “ the dear young man" be kept back, because

world ; on the contrary, they have simply changed the course his views are rather more enlightened ( ?) than those of the

of rancour, and increased its power. We have escaped from older school ? Is it not intolerance to refuse to hear the gospel

the whips of orthodox bigotry to be chastised with the scorpions belied? We are not slow to answer . Until it can be proven that it is

of heterodox contempt. We have , indeed, leaped from the the natural right of hogs to root up our flower -gardens, it will

frying -pan into the fire. Compared with the rule of the neverbe proved that it is the rightof rationalists to destroy our
Liberal Rationalist, the domination of the Rigid Doctrinalist churches. Liberty is a matter with two sides. You may do

was gentleness itself. Well may we pray tobe saved from the as you like inyour own house, but not in mine; you may preach
intolerance of liberality, the contemptuous hate which is the as you please in your own church, but you can have no right to

outcome of pretendedbreadth . Modern liberalism has reached do so in another. The people whoassemble to worship in acertain
the conclusion thatthe mere existence of evangelical opinions place have some some sort of rights, surely ; and it is intolerance

is an accusation of itself, and an infringement of its own to them to set over them a teacherwho denies all that they hold to

prerogatives. All who hold orthodox views are dolts, dunces, be divinely inspired. It is no injustice to tell that gentleman that

persons devoid of culture , and utterly unacquainted with he is out ofplaceamong them . Let him take his opinions any.
science. What right have these simpletons to form where he likes in the open market ;nobody denies his liberty

churches or to choose ministers ? They ought to con of speech ; the world is large enough . But if Christian people are
tribute to colleges for the education of those who would so simple as to say that they do not desire to hear him blas

oppose them , to elect pastors who would abuse them , phemetheir God and His Gospel, in the name of justice what

them , and to support associations where novel views are right has he to force himself upon them ? What right have
ostentatiously paraded. These rights they may have , but none newspapers to denounce those who will not receive him ?

beyond. If they will not exercise these blessed privileges they What justification is there for his outcry that he is persecuted ?

aze bigoted persecutors. This is the best that liberalism has Forsooth, he persecuted by not being allowed to persecute

to say of them . Liberalism is more bitter than the old bigotry, other people !

to

an
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It is time that those who adhere to the faith of their fathers

should speak out. We have desired peace , and have therefore

been quiet, we have hoped for the best , and have waited in

patience ; we have believed in our brethren , and expected to

see them return to a better mind . Meanwhile there has been

no forbearance on the other side : respect for the courtesies of

brotherhood , and tenderness towards other men's consciences,

have failed to restrain ouropponents. The truth has been shot

at in addresses to fraternal assemblies, in sermons preached for

evangelicalsocieties , and in lectures supposed to be delivered in

the interests of the Gospel. Are we to endure this for ever ? If

it were only our own persons, or peculiar ideas that were

attacked, reason would that we should bear with it ; but when

truth, dear as life ,is insidiously undermined, we may be

found traitors to God and to the souls of men, if we do

not bear witness by decided steps. Divisions we have had

enough of already, and more would be calamitous in the

highest degree, and would , in the long run , bring no relief ; but

plain , honest, outspoken witness -bearing is a more Scriptural

line of action ; and if it be coupled with a decided withdrawal

from fellowship with error , it may in due time work for good .

We cannot be expected to meet in professed communion with

those who insult our religion ; nor tosupply pecuniary resources

for thepropagation of error : nor to erect platforms and furnish

audiences for the adversaries of our faith ; and we must let it

be known that if such things be looked for they will not be forth

coming. In every association of men there must be room for

differences of judgment ; but there must also be a mutual

deference, which forbids that divergences should be osten.

tatiously paraded . No limitation of free speech can be desired

except that which suggests itself to each generous spirit on his

own account.

However, the loudness of error gives warning of its existence

and prepare s us to deal with it. When the interests of our

Lord clash with those of denominations and societies , we need

no time for deliberation . The ties of friendship, and the bonds

of ecclesiastical union , are as rotten threads compared with

the bands of love which unite us to Christ and to His Holy

Gospol .

The Faithful Witnesses.

The Historic Continuity of Protestantism.

NOTES OF A LECTURE

T

BY REV. SAMUEL WAINWRIGHT, D.D.

JHE pretence of antiquity claimed for Romish doctrine is

450 , says

preaching the Gospel. Cardinal Baronius , the most illustrious

of Romish_annalists, thinks that Peter himself preached the

Gospel in Britain . I do not believe it , but am delighted at the

confession from such lips . My own conviction is the British

Church had apostolic origin, as Rome had not. Paul had not

visited Rome when he wrote his letter to the Church at Rome,

and if Peterwas there, or bad been there, he would have been

mentioned by Paul. Theodoret, Bishop ofCyprus, writing in

" the Apostles persuaded even the Britons to receive

the laws of the crucified Lord . ” We have a chain of testimony .

Clemens Romanus, in the year 100, says Paul preached " to the

utmost bounds of the West.” Tertullian, in 200, speaks of the

spread of Christianity in Britain ; Origen, in 230, speaks of the

power of Christ being seen in Britain ; Eusebius, friend

and favourite of the emperor Constantine, a born Briton ,

and his wife Helena, also a born Briton, writing in 313, makes

mention of the British churches as founded by the apostles

in person. So Jerome, in 400 , and Theodoret, as we have said ,

in 450, and Gildas , writing about 511. Further, Dr. Lingard,

the Roman historian , admits the fact that before the close of the

second century Christiauity had penetrated among the indepen

dent tribes of the north of England ; while Gildas and Bede

both record that many in Britain suffered under the Diocletian

perecution .

Amongst these noble martyrs was Alban, who sealed his

testimony with his blood in 303. Of this fact the town and

diocese of St. Albans remain as proof. Three hundred years

before the mission of Augustine to England British Chris

tianity was strong enough to yield its contingent of martyrs to

the sword, the gibbet, and the stake. At that early time a regular

Hierarchy was established,and British bishops bave their names

recorded as signatures in foreign councils. As Eborius ofYork,

Restitutus of London, and Adelphius of Caerleon-upon -Usk, in

the Councilof Arles (314 ) . So, also, in the Councils of Sardica

( 347) and Ariminium (360) British bishops were present.

Further, the extent and influence of Christianity in Britain

are attested by Gibbon and Soames..

Again, it is said that Christianity became extinct at the

Saxon invasion , and Augustine's mission reintroduced it.

Bede , corroborated by Lingard , clearly shows the fact is the

other way. Augustine's mission was a success between Kent

and Somerset , a failure over the remaining area of the land . It

was to a missionary from Iona, not Rome, that the kingdom

of Northumbria, i.e. , from the Humberto Edinburgh , was

indebted for the faith of Christ. The revival of that faith ,

never wholly extinct , was dueto the Culdees. So the powerful

kingdom of Mercia , the whole of the Midland counties, was

wholly indebted to the British Church for the Christian faith .

Its first archbishop was Diuma, a Scot by birth, consecrated by

Finan, Aidan's successor. So the east Saxons owed the Gospel

to the labours of Cedd , a British bishop , and the see of London

was regained at the very moment when in the far east arose

the Pauiicians . We have also Mr. Soames ' admission , in the

year 665, that “ only two counties , Norfolk and Suffolk , were

under Roman superintendence," and " these two were largely

indebted to domestic zeal for their conversion ." All this is

amply sufficient to disprove the pretensions of Rome, for all

these British Christians utterly rejected the doctrines now dis

tinctively characteristic of Rome. No doctrine of transub

stantiation , no mass, no papal supremacy, no celibacy of the

clergy, no compulsory confession, no saints, no proscribed

Bible, no “ Vicar of Christ,” no purgatory, no worship of Mary,

still less the modern insanities of the Immaculate Conception

or Infallibility of the Pope .

The Culdees.

But, further , of this historic continuity , we have three con .

spicuous examples. 1. The Culdees, of Irish origin , and led to

Scotland by Columba in 565. Bede says that Columba, in the

ninth year of the reign ofBridius,by his preaching and example

converted this nation ( the Picts) to the faith of Christ. Though

devotedly attached to the see of Rome, Bede pays & high

tribute to Columba, closing in these words, “ Only practising

such works of charity and piety as they could learn from the

prophetical, evangelical , and apostolic writings." Could the

warmest panegyrist pronounce a finer eulogium on the Culdees ?

A succession was maintained, Aidan, standing out from the

others , distinguished for similar purity of faith, still dis

agreeing with Rome, and employing their time in reading the

Scriptures or learning psalms. They fell at length before a

policy of menace and maneuvre, of cajolery and coercion .

Evicted from St. Andrews, Lindisfarn , and Iona, and seduced

by systematic preferment. In Ireland, we know , on Archbishop

Usher's testimony, they lingered until Queen Elizabeth's time ,

when theirproperty was transferred to Trinity College, Dublin

expressly founded “ to present a determined front against

Popish novelties and innovation,

mere pretence. My business is to show that in apostolic

times it was utterly unknowu . The doctrine of the “ Real

Presence," it is claimed, was " the one doctrine of the Church

from apostolic times ” (Dr. Pusey), yet the direct contrary is

proved , notonly by the overwhelmingtestimony of the Fathers,

but, to come to our country, we find in Ælfric's epistles and

the Saxon Homily read on Easter day the very doctrine our

reformers embodied in the Thirty-nine Articles . It is a remem

brance , not a sacrifice, and that is still Church of England

doctrine - doctrine taught by the apostles and maintained to

bis day .

But now, with regard to historic continuity , there are three

distiuct lines . Any one would be sufficient, but a three -fold

cord cannot be broken . The history of British Christianity is

quite sufficient to refute the proudest boast of Rome. That

these pretensions are characterized by audacity, or rather

mendacity, may be seen when I quote from one of these so

called histories, so artificially circulated, thestatement : “ The

name of Christ was not pronounced in this land uutil six

hundred years after the death of Christ. . ... The people of

this whole country were pagans .... In this state England was

when Pope Gregory I. sent forty monks , with a monk of the

name of Austin at their head , to preach the Gospel to the

English .". So writes Cobbett, in his History of the Protestant

Reformation , and he goes on to assert that the religion iutro

duced was the Roman Catholic religion, with all its dogmas,

rites , ceremonies, and observances, just as they continue to

exist in the Church even to this day.” Any schoolboy knows

that whatever is distinctively characteristic of Roman Catholics

religion now did not exist until fifteen hundred years after the

death of Christmie., seven hundred years after the mission of

AustintoEngiand.

Now Gildas, the earliest Christian writer of this land, tells us,

" the cheering beams of the true sun, the sun of righteousness,

shone brightly out a little before , or about the time of the

defeat of Boadicea by the Roman legions, " i.e. , in the year

61 , just when the apostles were scattered over the earth
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But another line ; the Waldenses. Who are they ? Sir

James Macintosh says that “ with the dawn of history we “ The Present Distress. ”
discover some simple Christians in the valleys of the Alps.' '

Voltaire speaks of them as remnants of the first Christians of
BY OUR OWN COMMISSIONER.

Gail, and says they have persevered “ from time immemorial

in usages which have changed everywhere else.” In the T HEN so much is being said and written about
valleys on the east side of the Cottian Alps they found an

impregnable fortress . Up to themiddle of the eleventh century V the distress among the working classes, it

the diocese of Milan had preserved its independency of Rome. may interest the readers of Word and Work to know
At length it was crushed ; but the poor in this world 's goods, the result of a few hours' visiting among the “ unem
though rich in faith , found refuge among the Church of the ployed ” in a West End district, within a very short

Valleys, even then existing . The potentates at the beck of

Romehurled whole armies on them , only to recoil as the waves distance of houses varying in rental from £100 to £350

recoil from the solid rock . In God' s own fortress the Church per annum . In company with a mission nurse, whose
in the wilderness preserved intact “ the faith once delivered to constant ministrations to the sick and poor give her
the saints, " maintained it on one spot, in unbroken continuity , exceptional opportunities of judging the genuineness

and at the cost of tens of thousands of precious lives laid down

for the faith . So well was itkept that in the Reformation ofthe of each case, we visited :

sixteeth century the Vaudois representatives, attending the
Mothec and Babe.

first Protestant Synod of France, said : - " We consent to merge

in the common cause, but we require no Reformation ; for our 1st. — Mrs. A ., four children , eldest six, baby six
forefathers and ourselves have ever disclaimed the corruptions of days old. Husband a stone-mason, out of work for
the churches in connection with Rome." four months. The room was neatly furnished ,

although evidently much had gone to supply the
The Paulicians.

family needs. The grate was almost fireless, although
Now the third line of continuity : The Paulicians were itwas one of the coldest days of this cold season ;

to the Greek Church what the Waldenses were to the Latin

Church, a standing protest, a little flock contending for the faith .
there wasnothing in the house but the gruel nurse

Gibbon tellsus that under the Empress Theodora alone “ one made for her patient, and a few crusts and dripping

hundred thousand Paulicianswere extirpated .” At length they for the children's dinner. “ Baby has brought luck, "
took up arms in self-defence, and for more than thirty years this poor mother sobs, for the father has had five or
civil war raged . The Emperor Basil finally prevailed, and a six hours' work since its birth ! Both husband and
migration ensued into Thrace, Epirus, and Bulgaria . In

smaller bands they spread over Europe, reaching Germany, wife are abstainers.
France, and the Netherlands. In the valleys of the northern

Cold and Want.
slope of the Alps, in Provence, and Upper Languedoe they

founla home, and were denominated Cathari, and subsequently 2nd . - Mrs. B ., three children , one an infant.

Albigeois . Heribert and De Morgan (Roman annalists) bear Husband served twelve years in the army, receying

curiously striking testimonies to their purity of doctrine and good conduct certificate on his discharge, three years
life, and their rejection of Popish novelties. Terrible was the

wrath of Rome. Raymond , Count of Toulouse, was ordered
ago , also a recommendation from his commanding

to stamp them out, but soon found he would not have a subject officer. Has been omnibus conductor since, but had

left if he did . " No matter ; kill them all.” Many fled into not five shillings to renew his licence when it expired ;

the Netherlands, founding churches in Flanders. nomaster would take him on without it , and he has

Morning Star of the Reformation .
consequently been out of work for a long time. He

is a strong young man, and willing to turn his hand
In 1376 appeared John Wycliffe, the morning star of the to anything. His wife has vainly tried to get

Reformation. Hehad long waged war with the friars. Now

England was groaning under the Papalexactions. A conference " charing.” Nurse assures me that they have passed

was demanded , Bruges, then at the head of the Hanseatic through a terrible time of cold and want.
league,was named as the meeting place, and Wycliffewas one

of the English commissioners. Thenegotiations continued two a Suffering Christian .

years ; during that time Wycliffe became familiar with the | 3rd. — Mrs. C ., an aged woman , living with her son , a
teachingof the Albigeois and Vaudois refugees, and from that painter,who is in delicate health , and out of work
he took a new start . Hewent to Brugesatwar with themonks,

he came back at war with the Pope, plainly denouncing him
nearly all winter. There was only a spark of fire , and

as “ Antichrist, the proud,worldly priest of Rome.” Five bulls no food in the miserable little room . She has brought
were issued against him . Three attempts were made by the up a large family, but they cannot help her, being
bishops against him , all being defeated . So also the bulls married , and work bad. She is an intelligent Christian
failed. Ere the first reached England, Edward III, had died ,

and the bull died too ; and ere the second reached Englaná woman . She had been mending an old garment,

Pope Gregory died , and the bull with him . Another was pre but laid it down, her stiffened fingers getting easily

pared in all haste, by Urban VI. but ere it took effect Wycliffe tired, to rest herself, she told us,by reading what she

entered quietly into rest at Lutterworth . called a precious book , “ The Home Beyond," " it
Others took up the work . A knight in the train of “ good

Queen Anne " carried the Reformer's writings to John Huss,
comforted her so ." What a contrast the title sug

who took them to his cell, lived on them , came out to denounce gested to her surroundings now , and we thanked God

thevillainyof Romeand the fraud of the wafer-god . Hedied a for the hope which could brighten and cheer even

martyr. Jerome took up the work , only to be burnt the following such a lot as hers !
year. The University of Prague was rent in the convulsion

that followed . The German students carrying the seed to new An Endalid Boy.
and old universities at Erfurt, Heidelberg, and so on . Forty 4th . -- Mrs. D ., laundress, widow , five children ,
years later John of Wesel, vice-rector of Erfurt, took ground in

eldest son, N ., twenty-one years of age, is in
advance of that taken subsequently by Luther. To that

university came the miner's son, who learned from John of consumption , out.patient at Brompton Hospital;

Wesel what John of Wesel learned from Huss, and Huss from the youngest deaf and dumb, all too young to earn

Wyclifie , Wycliffe from the refugee Vaudois , the Vaudois from anything . At one time she was well off, but work

the Paulicians, and the Paulicians what they had learned

from the great apostle of the Gentiles, who received his doctrine
has been getting worse and worse ; now she has

by direct revelation from the Lord Himself.
absolutely none. “ It is the steam laundries," she

Thus I have established an unbrokon continuity. In the varied said ; “ ladies prefer them , and wemuststarve." She

and converging lines, the true faith was never buried , always spoke of her invalid son . “ It is food and warmth he

maintained by a little band of teachers , evangelists, martyrs, wants, and I cannot give it, some days he has a cup
and confessorz, who for the uninterrupted transmission of the
truth were ever ready to lay down their lives for “ the faith of tea , some days none, and very little beside.” She

once delivered to the saints." lives in the basement of the house, of which she is
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the tenant. She sublets it to four families, also out before it would reveal itself, was a new and sadder

of work and unable to pay her any rent. They have all experience . What is the remedy ? None of these

received notice to quit from the landlord . With the cases, nor indeed any that we are familiar with, have

unselfishness so characteristic of the poor, Mrs. D. received relief from the Mansion House Fund, although

asked us to go upstairs and see the family on the many eager inquiries are made about it .

ground floor. They are in a queer way," she said ;

Children's Dinners .
yesterday they were starving." On going up we

One lady has instituted children's penny and halffound

penny dinners, which have been a great boon in the
One Loaf in Two Days.

district ; this work might be extended indefinitely, if

5th . - Mrs. E. , a young woman, almost a girl, with an funds were forthcoming. In many cases the poverty

infant in her arms and two little ones playing about.

is so great that parents are unable to give each child
She looked sadly pinched and worn ; the room was a penny, or even ahalfpenny, and sendfor one or two

cheerless enough, only a few cinders in the grate. pennyworth to be divided among them .

Her husband is a livery -stable man ; has hardly had

Personal Helping.a job all the winter, " things are so bad." His top

A suggestion made by Mr. George Holland the other

coat was entirely wornout, and without one he had

day if carried out would go furtherthan any public fund
no chance of getting a job , as livery is essential. He is

to relieve this “ present distress.” He told of a ladya respectable-looking young man, looking every inch

who had sent him five pounds, to be given as long as it
a coachman. The few words in which the wife told

lasted , at the rate of five shillings weekly to one family,
her story were pathetic in their simplicity. The day

before she had been so " put to ," shewasobliged to go so that they might be helped through the winter.

Surely many of God's people mightin this way gladden
to a lady she knew and beg a loaf of bread, which was

all the food they had had for two days. the hearts of the poor, and strengthen the hands ofThe man

Christian workers, who are overburdened by the dis
goes out early in the morning and stands about the

tress which meets them on every hand.livery stables on the chance ofgetting something to do.

This is West End suffering :the cases we havequoted
“ He comes in so hungry ,” she said . “ Baby is trou

blesome at night, " and nowonder ; what nourishment might be multiplied by thousands. It is not far to seek ,

it lies at our very doors, whatever itscausesmay be,
can a starving mother have for her child ? The Satur

day night before they tried to pledge their bedding, here it is ; innocent women and helpless children are

its victims, let pot the Lord have to say to His people
the only thing left, but failed, and what a day Sunday

in that day, “ Inasmuch as ye did it not to one of the
was to them may, or rather cannot be imagined.

least of these, ye did it not to Me. "
First- class tworkman,"

K. M. P.
6th.-Mr. and Mrs. F. Husband a tailor. " First [Any assistance for these and similar caseswill be

class workman ,” our kindly guide toldus. Has been in thankfully received at our office .-Ed. W. and W.]

business on his own account, but for the last few years

has worked for a West End house. Has done nothing

nearly all this winter. They are now keeping an

empty house, for which they receive nothing but
A Child's Ministry.

their lodging. The day before, in that great dreary

THAT a friend we have in Jesus"house , they had no fire whatever. The wife is an

invalid, nearly blind from excessive sewing . She had Sang a little child , one day ;

And a weary woman listened
just come out of hospital, and the man is not strong.

To the darling's happy lay.
They were literally without means of any kind. The

unused sewing machine in the corner told its own
All her life seemed dark and gloomy,

sad tale. And her heart was sad with care ; --

Seven Children-No Mork . Sweetly rang out baby's treble

“ All our sins and griefs to bear.”
7th.-Mrs. G. , seven children, three quite babies ;

only one, alittle girl in service, earning anything.

She was pointing out the Saviour
Husband a French polisher, no work sinceChristmas.

Who could carry every woe ;

Her boy came in with two pennyworth of soup from
And the one who sadly listened

a soup kitchen near, which, withhalf a loaf of bread, Needed that dear Helper so !

was to serve all the family for dinner, and thankful

they seemed to have that. Sin and grief were heavy burdens

For a fainting soul tobear ;
Sickness and Distress.

Butthe baby, singing, bade her

8th.-Mrs. H., seven children under fourteen, one “ Take it to the Lord in prayer."

an infant, two of them earning a small sum weekly .

With a simple, trusting spirit,Husband a plasterer, broke his ribs while at work,

Weak and worn, she turned to God,
four months ago, and has been at home ever since.

Asking Christ to take her burden,

Was discharged from hospital ten days after the
As He was the sinner's Lord .

accident. Received five pounds from his employer,

and has earned nothing more. They were in great Jesus was the only refuge,

He could take her sin and care,poverty.

And He blessed the weary woman
The Universal Cry.

When she came to Him in prayer.

All these are genuine cases ; in none of them has

drink been the cause of the distress. “ We only want
And the happy child , still singing,

work ” is the universal cry. We had been familiar Little knew she had a part

In God's wondrous work of bringing
with the squalor and wretchedness of the slums of

Peace unto a troubled heart.another great city, but this decent poverty, so uncom .

plainiog, so patiently borne, needing to be questioned

Christian Observer,
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One Disease: One Remedy,
judgment, the condemnation merited by us was there

met by our Substitute—met judicially in the person
A Bible Reading .

By Rev. JOHN BENNETT, D.D.
of Christ. There we suffered in Him . There we

( Concluded from page 141. )
were one with Him ; but did our oneness with Him

cease at the cross ? No, it still went on , still goes on .

OT some may wish to ask,
How are

justified in the resurrection
of Christ ? The

We were one with Him as He lay in the tomb, and

answer is that we, being in the purpose of God
one with Him as He was raised again onthatglorious

united to Him , and having been condemned with
first Easter day, raised in justification, raised in token

Him, are justified with Him . But was He thus
and pledge of acceptance. We are risen with Him,

and seated with Him in heavenly places . One with

justified ? He was thus justified. It seems indeed

Him as in the presence of God that work is accepted

strange thus to speak of the Lord Jesus Christ having
as fully accomplished by Him as the Substitute of all

been justified, but Scripture speaks of it . You

remember the words of Isaiah 1., which manifestly
His believing people. There He is pronounced fully

are the prophetic utterances of our Lord Jesus Christ.
righteous by virtue of that finished work. Every

There He speaks of being justified : “ He is near
saint, every believer in Him , from Abel to the end of

that justifieth Me. " Was Christ ever condemned ? time, was in that resurrection of the Lord Jesus Christ

We know He was, yet condemnation is the opposite
declared in the purpose of God , declared judicially to

of justification . On the cross He was condemned
be righteous as Christ is righteous, declared to be

when the wrath of God against our sin came upon eternally justified . There, then , we see what is the

Him . So we read in Rom. viii. “ God sending His
justification spoken of in that clause , “ He was raised

own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, andfor sin, l justified Christ, and we, Hisbelieving people, wereagain for our justification.” In thatresurrection God

condemned sin in the flesh." There was then con

demnation, He was condemned. There was the

justified in Him .

outpouring of judgment upon the Lord Jesus Christ ; • Erperimental Justification .

judgment on account ofthat sin which He took upon But never let us forget what follows . It seems

Him , the sin of His believing people. The scene of specially unfortunate that the division of the

that condemnation was the cross.
chapters should break the close connection between

The Substitute Justified . the two statements. What follows ? “ Therefore,

And as there was condemnation so also was
being justified by faith." Here is actual experimental

there justification , and the scene of that justifica- justification ; and the result is, “ We have peace

tion was the opened tomb On the cross He
with God." Oh, people of God, though we have died

died, the sinner's Substitute ; He died for the
with Christ on the cross ; though our sins have been

sin of His believing people, abolished , 90 far
abolished so far as condemnation is concerned ;

as His people are concerned ,the enmity, and made
though the death has been endured for us, we are born

reconciliation ; so He died . Then He lay in the grave into the world children of wrath, even as others.

three days, and was raised again, and in that resur
True, we are the object of God's eternal love ; but

rection God proclaimed before all intelligences that
love and wrath can co -exist as surely as they didwhen

the work of redemption was accomplished , the law the Substitute was upon Calvary's cross. Although

magnified, the sin borne , the penalty endured, the the object of God's wrath on account of the sin which

judgment inflicted, everything done that the Lord
He bore , He was never more the object of God's love

Jesus Christcame into theworld to achieve , and He had
than when He was accomplishing the purposes of the

carried out to the full the grand purposes and counsel
Eternal Trinity . In that dark hour the wrath ofGod

of the eternal Trinity . By the resurrection God pro
abode upon the Eternal Son, yet love rested upon Him .

claimedHis acceptance of the expiation in full , and Now it is true that those whom God has chosen from

accepted His Son as righteous, His work being com
all eternity have been justified judicially, yet no

pletely done, the condemnation which He hadvolun:
person has a right to say “ I have died with Christ

tarilytaken upon Him onbehalf of His believing people on the cross until he is a believer , and can say,

being fully suffered ; hence the law and justice of
“ My whole hope and confidence is in the finished

God had no further claim , and God accepted and
work of Christ." For, as a matter of pratical expe

proclaimed Him righteous , that is justified . So our
rience, we stand condemned until the moment

Lord Jesus Christ was justified in His resurrection . we believe , until the moment when we turn to the

The Sinner Justified .
Son of God as our Saviour. Justification in God's

And now, what about ourjustification ? Granting
purpose is one thing, but justification as a matter of

that Christ was justified, how are we justified in the
conscious practical experience is another. Just as

sight of God ? Brethren, it all turns upon our union
election and calling are diverse : my election is one

with Christ. When was the hour of our condemna .

thing , and it rests on the purpose of God ; my calling
tion ? For all His believing people have been con

is another thing. No man has a right to talk of his

demned-when ? In union with Christ on the cross,
election until he is called to a knowledge of God's

when He hung there as our Substitute . He, the
truth . So we cannot speak of being justified before

Head, suffered ; and we, the members, suffered in
God until by faith we have found out what practical

Him .
justification in Him is.

“ Lord Jesus, are we one with Thee ?

O height, O depth of love ! Justified by Faith.

Thou one with us on Calvary,
Now this experimental justification is by faith .We one with Thee above,

What is faith ? " It is not an assent to certain propo .
“ Our sins, our guilt, in love Divine,

Confess'd and borne by Thee ;
sitions ; it is a living personal trust in & living

The sting, the curse, the wrath were Thine , personal Christ. Take any of the recorded instances

To set Thy members free." of faith given in the Scriptures, and you will always

So we were one with Him in the condemnation, find that the element of trust is involved. For

when on our account He hung upon the cross. The example, in the case of Jairus, what was his faith ?

>>
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A general assent to the proposition that Jesus could down and enjoy it. Thus it was received direct from

heal diseases ? No ; it was an actual trust that Jesus God, God's own offering was taken from the altar by

could heal his daughter-it was personal confidence His express command, and the people were to sit

in the Saviour. So again in the case of the Syrophe down and eat it with gladness with their friends .

nician woman ; her faith , which won the commenda What a beautiful type of the Lord Jesus Christ. He

tion of our Lord , was no mere assent to the proposition put Himselfon thealtar, He satisfied God, He met

that Jesus could heal , but an actual putting of her in full the claims of justice ; as we turn tothat cross

whole trust in Jesus, as One who could heal her we see the sprinkled blood of Christ , and we have

daughter. " O woman, great is thy faith : be it unto peace . Godis satisfied, we are satisfied, and then

thee even as thou wilt." What then is faith ? Not God gives us , as it were , that sacrifice back to be our

simply an assent to a certain truth , such as Christ spiritual fooddayby day. Christ is yours, live upon

came to save sinners. He did ; but a mere assent to Him, delight in Him , make Him your all, satisfy your

the doctrine is not enough . What is faith then ? It soul with Him . That is the teaching here : " Being

is when a soul in all its helplessness and ignorance justified by faith , let us have peace." Having seen

casts itself upon the mercy of Jesus as the One able the Lord Jesus Christ as our ascending sacrifice,

to save .
having seen the claims of God's justice for ever

Simply Trusting. settled , let us have peace, let us sit down and enjoy

All true faith has in it the element of simple trust . the spiritual provision God has given us. “ Let us

It is the empty soul coming to be filled of His bound have peace with God through ourLord Jesus Christ."

less fulness ; it is the naked soul coming to be clothed The Belieber's Position.

in His spotless righteousness ; it is the guilty one Such is the position to which God calls His believing

coming to be forgiven through the merits of His atone
people. What a wonderful position it is ! All that

ment. It may be very feeble faith indeed. It may I want for salvation is done, the sacrifice is accepted,

not be able to say " I know He died for me ; ” only the blood has been shed, and there remains no more

this, “ I know that I am a sinner ” and as such “ I do
condemnation for the very feeblest member of the

putmy whole trust in Him ." It may be very weak , family of God . And then I have the living, risen

trembling trust, but "I have no other hope ; Itrust in Christ in all His completeness given to me. Brethren,

Him to save me, and if I perish, I perish.” That is what a possession is this ! Do I feel my need of

faith ; and perhaps far better faith than that of many righteousness, when I stand in the presence of God ?

who, after subjecting the whole matter to a careful Then He is my righteousness. Do I feel cast down

examination, have come to the conclusion that they
and burdened ? Then I turn to Him and see all that

can believe, and so have never a doubt about it . The

He has done, and the greatness of His love_sustains

word is “justified by faith ,” not by strong faith , not by me. Do I feel my own weakness ? Then I turn to

triumphant faith ; but by faith. The smallest grain of Him and find that Heis my Strength. Do I feelper

gold is still gold , and so faith is faith however weak it
plexities and difficulties ? Then I turn to Him ,and

may be. Indeed I am not sure that “ weak faith ” is
I know that He who gave up His Son will with Him

a Scriptural expression at all. However that may be ,
also freely give me all things . Do I realize my

we know that there is such a thing as weak, trembling ignorance and darkness ? Then He will give me light.

faith , and I want to say, wherever a poor guilty Am I in loneliness ? Do I long for sympathy ? Then

sinner turns to Jesus as all his hope , having no con. He will be with me, and He is able to sympathise .

fidence in the flesh, God has wrought in him that
Do I tremble at the power of Satan ? Then He will

faith which is theground of experimental justification.
give deliverance . Am I in trouble ? I turn to Him

It is by faith , even when we cannot realise , cannot and He gives me rest. What is there that God cannot

consciously appropriate, when we are utterly cast give in Christ to His own ?
give in Christ to His own ? Wherefore should we

down, when we are the weakest of the weak, the
turn from resting simply on Him, to analyse our

feeblest of the feeble ; still it is by faith. " Being faith ? We have no comfort save in God. Our

justified by faith , we have peace with God ." experience may fail us and the analysis of our faith

“ Let us have Peace witb God ." may yield unsatisfactory results, but let us trust Him .

But now notice one other point. That expression Suppose you were to analyse your faith , and come to

we bave peace with God ” is , in nearly all the old the conclusion that you had the right sort of faith,

manuscript of the Scriptures, “ let us have peace with then you would instantly begin to rejoice in it, and

God,"and I think it should beso rendered asit is in that is notrejoicinginthe Lord.Infact,wewould

soon be setting up a little idol of our own faith, and,

justified by faith wehave peace with God;"butthe ins
instead of putting our whole trust in Jesus, we

truth here inculcated is rather, I think, let us enjoy it , would thus be trusting in Him and in something

let us have it . else - our faith.

Feeding upon Christ. Jesus Only.

This point is illustrated in the account of the peace So in all the walks of Christian life. We may be

offering in Lev. vii. That peace offering was first ofThat peace offering was first of occupied in work for God, and God may bless us ;

all to be presented to God ; He accepted it, and atone. then there is danger lest we should be taken up with

ment is thus made for sin . Then occurred that which the work and not with God . What then ? God

was permitted in no other offering whatever : God puts His hand upon it , and blasts our usefulness,

having accepted the offering, gave it back to the because we are taken up with the work and not with

offerer, and,Now He says,bring together yourfriends Jesus. The devices of Satan andthe subtilties ofour

have a feast ; enjoy your offering. It is, perhaps , care what means he uses so long as he gets some.

one of the most wonderful things in connection with thing between us and Christ. As it is with work, so

the offerings of the Old Testament. When the it may be even with the reading of the Bible ; he

victim is put on the altar it is God's, and now, God will seek to get us so occupied with the letter as to

says, Take it back , call your friends, make a feast, sit forget the spirit of Scripture. So again with the
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For the Young

sacrament of the Lord's Suppor. In short, our enemy
es

will try by all and every means to lead us from

the simplicity of Christ . It may be our experi Mildmay Mission to the Jews.

ence, our faith, ourprayers
,our Biblereading, MamongtheJewsisalways received with great interest

our Church, the sacrament-anything at all if so be notless so in these days when a deepened significance seems

that he can only get us to be occupied with that attached to all that concerns Israel. Therecordtells of good work

instead of being occupied with Christ. God, however, in witnessing to the seed of Abraham in London and in the pro

calls us, if we are believers at all, more and more from vinces. We glean a few salient points, but would urge on all to

secure and peruse the report.
everything within , from everything around, to centre

We are full of praise to the Lord for unnumbered mercies.
our hearts only on Jesus. " Do we want comfort ? Our staff of twenty-six workers have been preserved in health

Draw it from Him. Do we want sympathy ? Get it and in brotherly love ; thousands of Jews, including men ,

from Him . Do we want deliverance ? Look only to women and children, of the higher and lower classes, have

Him . Whatever befall us , let us cast our burden on heard the precious Gospel through this mission ; and, although

we have had trials of faith which have brought us repeatedly tothe Lord and He will sustain us. There is in Him a

our knees we can still testify, that notwithstandingour needs
well of infinite fulness. Draw out of it , and we shall increase year by year, those needs the Lord has hitherto

find our thirst quenched, May we be so occupied day graciously supplied, both as respects the general work,and the

by day ; having been justified by faith experimentally personal needs of the director, all supplies of every kind having

been sent in as the freewill offerings of the Lord's people .

and inthe purpose of God in the resurrection of the Our motto for 1886 is Jeremiah xxix. 11, “ ForI know the

Lord Jesus Christ,that we may have peace with God, thoughts that I think toward you, saith Jehovab, thoughts

and enjoy in daily life that peace which pusseth all of peace, and not of evil, to give you a hopeful futurity ,”

understanding, even peace with God through our (literally , a latter end and hope) . Itis solemn to reflect that,

whilst dispersed and oppressed Israel is nearing the timeofLord Jesus Christ.

restoration, final trouble, andnational blessing , corrupt Gentile

Christendom is hastening to judgment. And even now , whilst

educated Gentiles are turning away with contempt from every

thing Christian , the individual Jews are turning to the New

Testament and to Christ in numbers unequalled since the days

of the Apostles. Truly the future of the Jews is a hopefulone ,

The Refiner of Silver . guaranteed by Jehovah's thoughts of peace towards them.

What should be our attitude, as God's children, towards them ?

IT

was hard ! If it had been ribbons, or a new dress, or Ought not we to cherish thoughts of peace towards them, by

even that beautifully -bound volume of Longfellow which proclaiming to them, “ Christ,who is our peace ?

Faith had seen in Stone's window the week before, she would

The Great Object.
have said not a word . But to give up school , that was

different. This Mildmay Mission was commenced on the first of June,

1876, so that it is now in its tenth year. We humbly and
" And AliceCarr and Muy Manning and Jennie Cone will

all begin Latin on next Monday, and I can't be there. gratefuly acknowledge the hand of our God in its origin and

Oh, dear ! ” And the bright head went down on the pillow
development. Our one object has been kept steadily in view

with a sob . all along to this day, namely, to preach Christ to every Jew ,

man , woman, and child , as far as possible , in England,
" If grandma wasn't sick, and if there was anybody to take Scotland, Wales, and Ireland , before the Jews leave us for

care of her but mother, and if
Palestine, or we leave them to meet our Lord . This work has

Bat here Faith raised her head from the pillow and faced been largely accomplished already, and now, while continuing

the situation , like a brave girl of fourteen, as she really was. the work at home with unabated energy, we are seeking the

Grandma was sick , and Faith's mother could go to care for mind of the Lord as to an itinerant mission on the Conti.

the dear old lady , forty miles away. nent.

In the meantime Faith bad her share of the burden to Mr. Wilkinson's work consists in a general oversight

bear. She remembered how her mother's hand rested on her of the mission in its varied departments ; & considerable

shoulder the evening before, as she said, “ I am very sorry amount of correspondence ; preaching on Saturday afternoons

to Jews in Wellclose Square Mission Room, with other occa
for your disappointment, daughter, but the next thing for

sional addresses to Jews ; giving addresses, sermons , lectures,

each of us is clearly shown. I am to go to grandma, and you and Bible-readings to Christians in town and country, in

are to help Katie till I come home."

response to special invitations ; and in attending to innumer.

Faith felt very brave then, but now the mother's loving able details respecting the temporal and spiritual welfare of

eyes and tender voice were forty miles away, and she was Jewish converts and inquirers.

here with Lucy and Fred, to " make home cheerful for them These meetings havebeen times of blessing, and the Lord

and for father," as Mrs. Latimer had said. Not very cheer has graciously used them in awakening and deepening interest

ful did the girl feel as she went downstairs, the deserted in Israel. We gladly respond to invitations from any evangeli .

rooms reminding her of mother, and the thought more than cal denomination in town or country, to give addresses or ser

mons on Jowish matters, without any money condition what.once entering her mind that it was rather hard to be out of

school just now. ever except travelling expenses. It collections or freewill

On entering the kitchen , Katie stood by the sink, polishing
offerings are given, we are grateful for them ; but we don't

insist on them as a condition .
the faucet. Faith looked on intently for a few minutes , and

Needs and Supplies.then said :

" It shines now, Katie ; isn't it done ? ” With the greatest economy this mission now needs $ 4,000

" No ; I like to see my face in it," said the girl , rubbing
to $5,000 & year. The medical mission is necessarily acostly

vigorously. but most useful branch of the work, bringing to light an

What was it that brought Miss Moore's words to Faith's appalling amount of poverty and distress. Our Convalescent

Home, our Home for Destitute Children , and our Home for

mind ? “ Girls, do you remember that verse in Malachi, ' He
Inquirers and Converts -- all need special help ; and, indeed,

shall sit as a refiner and purifier of silver ' ?” She remembered
ouritinerant misison also.

how, in her winning way, Miss Moore had told them that

As to Syiritual Results.the refiner of silver watched his work carefully until he
These we can never fully know here. This we can say , never

could see his image in it ; then the refining was complete.

have we had a year of such reverent attention to the Gospel

The same lessonhad been taught again in Kátie's homely

message, nor 80 many Jews acknowledging belief in thewords,

Messiahship of Jesus. Never before had weaccessto the Jews
Until His image can be seen ! Might it not be possible on such a scale as we have now , and we are in constant prayer

that this home experience, which seemed so hard, had some. for a mighty outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the house of

thing to do with her refining ? Might it not be that by Israel.

Caring tenderly for Lucy, being patient with Fred, making [Ofthe proposed Continental work we gave some account &

home cheerful for father, the traces of His image would few weekssince ; for fuller details we must refer readers to the

become more strongly marked ? report itself.
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Neither can we here give details of varied labours of the

twenty -seven workers engaged in the Mildmay Mission to the

Jews ( seventeen paid and nine voluntary, besides the director,

who is supported by the freewill offerings of the Lord's people,

sent for personal use ) . For these we must again refer to the

report, which abounds in deep interest . ]

Thus Mr. Wilkinson concludes :

When we consider the devotedness of the workers , the

varied departments of work, and the many thousands of Jews

annually coming under the blessed influence of the Gospel of

Christ in Lordon and in the provinces, we may well praise

the Lord, and confidently ask the earnest prayers of our beloved

friends for an abundant outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the

sced sown . We would again urge our friends to unite with us

in continued and earnest prayer that the Lord will pour out

upon the whole Church of Christ a Scriptural interest in Israel,

ard upon the Jews throughout the world a spirit of inquiry

into Gospel truth , and a disposition to accept the Lord Jesus

Christ as Messiah and Saviour to an extent never known before

since Pentecost. The attitude of Christendom has long been

preparing the Jews for Antichrist ; should not the attitude of

ihe true Church of Christ be such as to lead them to accept

( hrist ? God says, “ O Israel , thou shalt not be forgotten of

ME." Shall I not say, " O Israel, thou shalt not be forgotten
of me ? "

Forward !

Soldiers' Home and Sailors' Rest, Cape Town.

NDER this stirring title Mrs. Osborn issues her annual

Y arn

.

Answer to Bible Acrostic.

No. V.

" My son , give Metline heart.”

M elchizedek . Gen. xiv. 18

: 1 Kings x . 28

S bibboleth
Judges xii . 6

Oil Matt . xxv . 3

Nurse Gen. xxiv . 59

Goliath 1 Sam . xvii . 4

I cbabod 1 Sam. iv. 21

V agabond Gen , iv. 12

East Gen. xiii , 11

Mortify Rom . viii . 13

E agle Deut . xxviii . 49

Tributaries
Judges i . 30

Gen. xxi , 15

I saac Gen. xxv. 11

Naomi Ruth i . 21

E lilu Job xxxii . 4

Hinncm 2 Chron . xxxiii. 6

Matt, xi . 30

A dder Prov. xxiii . 32

Resist bim i . James iy . 7

Twelve Luke ii, 42

H agar

.

.

Easy

Arabia.- Little has bitberto been done to reach the

wandering trites of the Arabian desert. Closing a paper in

wbich he suggests a plan for the evangelizing of Arabia, Major.

General Haigh says :-Supposing, then , in order to bring what

tas been said to a practical conclusion , that a commencement

were made with two missionaries in the north , two in Oman,

two in Yemen, and two more operating along the western

coast, eightmen in all would be required . The annual income

needed for their maintenance, allowing for schools, medicines,

and other requirements, which gradually arise as a mission

develops, wouldbe about £ 2,500. The expenses of the missionary

steamer would te in addition to this. The question which I

must leave with my readers is this : Can the Christian Church

provide such an income , and furnish_eight men willing to

consecrate themselves to this work ? It will be one involving

suffering, occasional loss of health , and even riek to life , but it

is one such as Paul would have chosen , and an angel might

envy . The probability is that the difficulties besetting it are

greatly magnified in most minds by ignorance of the real

feelings ofihe Arabe, and thatthose who approach them in a

fpiritof Christian love and kindness would be met, as the

missionaries among the Mahometon races of Algeria and

Morocco have been met, rot with fierce hatred and violence,

but with a hearty welcome and the utmost readiness to listen to

the Gospel message. It is the day of the Lord's power, and

Abraham's prayer, Oh that Ishmaelmightlive before Thee ! "

bas yet to receive its full answer in the conversion to God of

his descendants, and of the other long.neglected races of

Arabia .

report of the work she was permitted to begin in 1680

amongst soldiers and sailors at theCape. Particulars are given

of the new Home opened last year, also of Sailors' Rest in

which we may note the Rev. Andrew Murray, author of

Abide in Christ, assists). In all its departments the work has

been greatly blessed in the conversion of precious souls. We

give two extracts from soldiers ’ letters :

Sabed from a Brunkard's Grave .

Great are the temptations of a soldier's life, if he wants to

be altogether for Christ. I trust the teachings I am under

going here ( Zululand) may turn out to my advantage for

eternity . Self will at times rise uppermost; that is the

Christian's battle . I hope Mr. Howe is well, and that God is

blessing the Home, and all that are interested in the work. I

would have been in a drunkard's grave now if God had not

led me to that tea -fight. I only know very little how weak

and what a headstrong sinner ' I have been , and am yet.

But I realize, with many gleams through the clouds, the bright

hores, based upon God's own Word, that He loves the sioner

and hates the sin. I hate the sin , yet my development as a

soldier of Christ is slow.

The Value of womes.

Another extract from a soldier's letter shows how much a

Home is valued :-Your Home always gives precedence to

spiritual concerns, and some day you will be permitted to

realize the benefit of such a course , and here and there some

poor soldier will be numbered on the right side at the last

great parade . Others there will be to whom the Lord Jesus

has restored the joy of His salvation whilst visiting your

Home. Never give the Home up whilst it can possibly te

avoided. Our libraries can never approach to even the margin

of good accomplished by Soldiers' Homes. Scores of men

rest in these Homes who have been longing wearily and

unconsciously for years for such a refuge from the stern

publicity of a soldier's life.

There is also in connection an association for woman's

work, holding meetings once a week, and working amongst

policemen, railway men , &c . , in addition to helping in the

Home and Rest.

Communications may be addressed : Mrs. Osborn , 12, Camden

Hill Road , Upper Norwood .

The Theosophists in India are animated by a narrow and

intolerant spirit towards Christianity, in singular contrast with

the liberal sentiments which distinguish all other parties.

Colonel Olcott came to India in the confident hope of discover

ing that missionaries were immoral , and of exposing them to

the world . Instead of achieving this amiable design, he has

seen the Theosophical Society, and its leader, the arch -impostor

Madame Blavatsky, overwhelmed with well-merited contempt .

New College. - It is proposed to establish a Protestant

college in the city of Marsovan, which is situated in the northern

part of Asia Minor, at a distance of about 400 miles from Con

stantinople. The American Board has a training school there

already, and also a high school ; but the natives have a strong

desire, and are likewise raising funds, to have the school

developed into a college similar to those at Constantinople ,

Beyrout , &c . Of the seventy students at present in the high

school all are self-supporting and twenty are preparing for the

Christian ministry.

Progress of the Gospel. - Alluding to a statistical com

plation just issued of theprogress of missions an American

contemporary makes the following wise remarks :-We rejoice

in all the glorious work of modern missions, on the Divine

side and on the foreign side ; but, as Bishop Fowler said in

his recent address, after visiting the mission fields of the

world, it is well that we should look at the grave facts, and

such a look is not fitted to minister to self-complacency on the

part of the churches at home. We are slowly incubating, he well

says, in our nest, and waiting for the world's conversion ; and

10 ? our nest is filled with rotten eggs, and only one in fifty of

the world's population is yet a nominal Christian communicant,

and one in fifteen a nominal Protestant. The great question

of foreign missions is becoming not so much,What willbecome

of the heathen , but wbat will becomeof us ? How evident it

becomes that the conversion of the world is not very near to

the church of the nineteenth century ; and how blessed to

know that the Master'spurpose when He left us was not that

all men should be saved through us, but that all landsshould

be evangelized and offered the Gospel, and then His own

personal coming will complete the work,
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Reminiscences of a Martyr. " A Mother in Israel.”

was

Bishop Hannington.

AT

Ta Church Missionary breakfast, held the other day (in

Oxford) , on the invitation of Rev. A. M.W. Christopher,

the addressesturned largely on the martyred bishop .

The VICE -PRINCIPAL of St. Mary's Hall said : Fifteen or

sixteen years ago they had at St. Mary's Hall one of the most

good -natured and loving undergraduates he had ever met with .

He was brimful of simple hearty good-nature, and of genuine

honest fun ; the only occasion on which, as far as he could

remember, that it washis duty to speak to him in a disciplin.

ary kind of way, waswhenhe persisted in letting off too many

fireworks in the Hall quad. He took his degree and became

ordained in the ordinary course, and they heard of him as the

incumbent of a pleasant parish in the south of England, but

two or three years afterwards they were evenmore surprised

than they were delighted , and theywere exceedingly surprised

and exceedingly delighted to hear that he was at the head of a

mission party which going out into Central Africa .

He conducted that mission with so much success that at the

end of a comparatively brief time the Church Missionary

Society proposed that he should become the bishop of all the

newly -formed Christian churches in that vast district which

he was exploring . But his health had almost completely

broken down . When he came back he told him he had been

stricken with fever thirty -seven timesin one year. He recruited

at home, butthecall was too strong for him ; the very bishopric

was again offered, heaccepted, he went out, and hehad found

that a missionary had to face other perils besides those of the

jungle and the swamp, and after living the life of a Christian

herohehaddied, they had very great reason to believe, the

death of a Christian martyr.

Rev. HANDLEY C. G.MOULE could not but say a word or two

in continuation of what had already been said on the life and

death of dear and noble Bishop Hannington. They knew some

thing of him at Cambridge from a few visits he paid them on

missionary anniversary occasions or the like , and he could only

say that every visit left behind a deeper impression and admira

tion and personal affection for a man whose character had

been so exactly described. His interest in his life, and he

feared his death , if it had been indeed death, and then it must

have been the death of a martyr for the faith, was deepened by

the fact thata very dear friend of his own, a rising student with

him at Cambridge, was on his way through another course ,

another of the so-called roads, the thousand-mile-long roads,

which hadtobe traversed on foot as the one way of reaching

the Lake Missions from the coast.

His own friend Douglas Hooper was on his way toiling step

by step on another and less dangerous road, atthe Bishop's

own desire in order to be ordainedby himon the banks of the

Lake, and now , heneed not say, their anxiety was great on his

account. He went out in a spirit of unsurpassable self-devotion,

in his opinion . He went out wholly at his own expense, taking

with him two working men assistants at his own expense ; he

went out in the mostabsolutely unostentatious way. He did

not suppose that many scores of people in this countryknew

of his going at all, or had taken'any notice of it . He could not

bat think of him with feelings of humiliation and stimulus

which were not easy to express. He was, but five or six years

ago, & man more likely to be found on Newmarket racecourse

than in the classroom , but by the grace of God he became a

verydifferent man within these last few years, and he grew so

rapidlyinto such a heightof Christian character, and love and

strength, that it was for himself alifelong benefit to have had

anything whatever to do with his training for the holy ministry.

Open - Air Mission . - An interesting conference was held

at the Reeve Room , East Street, W., on Monday the 22nd

February, in connection with the West London Auxiliary of

this mission . After tea Mr. George Lionel Dashwood took the

chair, and Rov. Nevile Sherbrooke, in a sympathetic address,

threw out some practical suggestions for discussion . Several

preachers testified to the blessing God had vouchsafed to their

work. Iothe course of the evening it was stated that a band

of from fifteen to twenty devoted ladies had commenced regular

open -air work in the district.

NewVersion ofChinese New Testament. - The Rev,

Griffith John , of Hankow , has for a long time pastbeen hard at

work preparing a new version of the New Testament in

Chinese . He has sent a copy of it to the Foreign Secretary ,

saying that he hopes it will prove a blessing to the people.

Bishop Moule, it seems, on the one hand, andMr. Noyes, of

Canton , on the other, have written to the Chinese Recorder,

suggesting that it be adopted as the basis of a union version for

the whole of China . It remains to be seen whether this idea

will be generally taken up.

A

LOVED and venerable servant of God has just passed from

one .

amongst us. Mrs. Aitken , the widow of Rev. Robert

Aitken , of Pendeen, finished her course and passed to her rest

on Sunday evening, the 21st ult., at the advanced age of eighty

She was the sister of the late Hay Macdowall Grant, of

Arndilly, so well known us devoted and indefatigable lay

preacher end evangelist. In her early years, while enjoying

very few spiritual advantages, she wasled to give herself to the

Lord. The sudden death of a dearly loved brother was the

first thing thatled her to see the hollowness and vanity of the

world , and the need
of something better. She and her elder

sister, the late Mrs. Macdowall, of Garthland ,at once began to

work in a quiet way amidst the poor of Arndilly, and the little

school-house at Maggieknocketer, erected by their efforts,

remains an interesting memorial of her early work.

After spending some years in the West Indies, when her

father occupied the position of acting Governor of Jamaica for

some time, upon her return to London she found her sister

much interested in the preaching of Robert Aitken , who was

at that time doing a great work at White's Row, Spitalfields.

Under his ministry she received a great spiritual blessing, and

entered upon a life of more completo devotion to her Master.

Some little time after this Mr. Aitken became a widower, and

in the year 1839 he and Miss Macdowall Grant were married .

Their son , William Hay Aitken , whose name is now so familiar

to our readers, was born in 1841 , and the late Mrs. Nankivell ,

at Perran Uthnoe, in Cornwall, in 1843. The last twenty - four

years of Robert Aitken's life were spent at Pendeen , a parish in

& remote part of Cornwall ; and there the body of his devoted

wife was laid beside his on Friday last, amidst the tears of

many who remembered with grateful love her assiduous and

devoted labours in that parish, where she was looked upon as

indeed a mother in Israel.

Since her husband's death Mrs. Aitken has resided at

Bournemouth with Dr. Nankivell, who married her daughter,

and she was much loved and venerated by those who knew her

there. In 1882 death deprived her for a season of the society

of her dearly loved daughter, and since then she has been

waiting patiently , but with much strong desire , for the summons

home. Yet she neverseemed to lose her interest in the things

that concerned the kingdom of God that were passing around

her. To the very last her mind retained all itsvigour, and her

heart its warmth . Often has her son referred, both in public

and in private, to the fact that he knew he was being con

tinually supported by the intercessions of his aged mother, and

often has hespoken of thedeep depth of gratitude that he owed

to her for the early influence and teaching, which , more than

anything else, were the means of bringing him to yield his

young heart to Christ .

She fell asleep , without pain or struggle , just after having

heard her daughter, Mrs. Savage , sing

* I heard the voice of Jesus say,

Come unto Me and rest ."

She came - and she rests.

Rev. W. Fuller Gooch. - We learn that this de .

voted young minister, who recently accepted a call from

Norwood to the pastorate of the Bethesda Free Church ,

Sunderland , has been recently laid aside for several

weeks by illness, and that, although he has now resumed

his pulpit duties, he is advised that the climate of the

North - east is so far unsuited to his constitution that prolonged

residence in it involves risk of permanent weakness. Mr.

Gooch has therefore felt compelled to intimate to the church

the probability of his early withdrawment from the work he

had entered upon among them. Much regret is expressed at

the necessity for this step, as the ministry of the past few

months has been very graciously blessed .

Madagascar. – The London Missionary Society's Chronicle

-Our latest letters fromMadagascar contain nothing ofa

very decisive nature concerning political matters. As regards

the Society's work in the island, suffice it to say that it isbeing

prosecuted as earnestly as possible with the diminished staff

still there . Unfortunately, from one cause and another , that

staff just now is miserably insufficient, and muchgood and

useful work is for the time being relinquished . Other

societies are proportionately much stronger than our own, and

every mail brings home reiterated appeals for reinforcements.

The directors fully recognise the need for this reinforcements

of the mission, and intend taking the matter in hand.

says :
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Mr. Hammond at Hampstead. Mr. Frank White's Welcome.

T'interesting and encouragingmating the past weekofike

HE united meetings at Hampsteadhave proved alike A week to welcome Hir. White, with Mrs. White and their

know , with gladness and simplicity by many long-exiled from

in their isolation , these mission ships become at once church,

ing room , and library ; by the trawlers (owners as well asmen)

much blessed of God. Well were it that every trawling fleet

We may add that information as to what these vessels are

actually doing may be had of the Director of the Mission to

Deep Sea Fishermen , Bridge House, 181, Queen Victoria

hearty co -operation has been secured of six or seven clergymen

younger son, on their return from America.

and ministers of various denominations, and the meetings have
First came the social meeting, held in Powis Hall, & building

been thus far held in four different places of Worship, for

hardly two years old, having been opened by Lord Shaftesbury

example, Trinity Church , the Congregational Church, and the

in March, 1884. One was tempted to wish that the hall was for

Presbyterian Church :
the time elastic ; it was fairly packed .

Last Sunday an immense gathering assembled in the Con

After an hour happily spent , the company moved into the

gregational Church, and a very solemn and impressive service

more capacious Talbot Tabernacle ; this , too, wassoon occupied

was held ; many seemed deeply convicted and greatly touched

with perhaps five - sixths of its average Lord's Day attendance.

by Mr. Hammond's faithful presentation of the crucified
Dr. THORNE acted as chairman, and various speakers attested

Saviour. Large numbers of workers were present, not from

the value of Mr. White's ministry (dating from May, 1876) in

various congregations in Hampstead , but also from Mildmay

Notting Hill. Thankful reference was also made to the

and Finsbury .Amongst others no less than three of Rev. D.

ministry during Mr. White's absence, notably that of Mr.

B. Hankin's children have been workingin the inquiry meetings.
Müller.

We may mention as showing the united character ofthe work

Mr, FRANKWHITE, in reply, after speaking of the joy it gave

that Revs. G. F. Head , Henry Sharpe, W. Bradbury, J. Houghton
him tobe back again , referred to the warm tenderness shown to

(Congregational), and John Matheson ( Presbyterian ), have

his little party by honoured brethren in the ministry. Among

co -operated, while Mr. Hugh Mathieson has also heartily

these we may mention as contributors to our own pages, Dr.

assisted .
Pentecost, Dr. Brookes (of St. Louis) ,and Mr. Moody,atwhose

Night after night the meetings have proved fruitful. As an

home at Northfield our friends passed some time. Nor must

instance of the genuine and spreading character of the work

we forget Captain Moreton, who was in waiting for Mr. White

Mr. Hammond gave one evening last week the following fact ,

on the platform at Chicago , where a greeting ensued, which in

whichoccurred at Finsbury . The gentleman in whose house he

its heartiness and unconventional freshness, carried one back

stayed during the Finsbury mission observed one evening a lady
to apostolic days.

looking everand anon as the service progressed very earnestly

Space forbids our giving Mr. White's impressions of American

into a boy's face . She seemed greatly interested in the boy,

church-life . Like Mr. dioody, he tells us, “ The great need of

and appeared watching how anything said struck him . Mr.

America is the Bible ." As he ministered , he found that

Hammond's friend judged the lady was seeking the boy's sal

“ quoting the Bible was looked on as an eccentricity, and that

vation , and becoming interested asked her at the inquiry
the blessed hope of the return in glory of our Lord was, to say

meeting, " Are you seeking this boy's conversion ? I have

the least of it, in many parts lightly esteemed.

observed your interest in him .” “ No,” she replied, “ it is

[May we on this side the Atlantic take warning. There is a

the other way ; he was converted at these meetings, and has

solemn power in our Lord's words, “ If ye know these things,

been the means of my conversion . " Many little children , said
happy are ye if ye do them . " ]

S. B.

Mr. Hammond, have been the means of leading their fathers

and mothers, brothers and sisters , and even Sunday school

teachers to Christ.

France and the Gospol. — The progress of the Gospel W!

E learn that the Duchess of Grafton has just handed

to the Director of the Mission to Deep Sea Fishermena

in France is rapid ; the Word is more and more widely cir princely cheque to cover the entire cost of a new mission

culated, and the soparation of the Church from the State (by vessel , including complete equipment, desiring that the new

which it has so long been fettered) seems near at hand. The vessel should be stationed with the Lowestoft fleet. There are,

Evangelical party,numerically stronger than the Liberals , are it may be recalled , at present twelve trawling fleets working in

independently calling synods of their own , inviting all who theNorth Sea , each fleetnumberingonan average a thousand

hold the vital doctrines of faith . The Reformed Church , in or so men and boys, and with these fleets (when the new

which the names of Rev. M. Lorriaux and Rev. Th . Monod vessel is secured and incommission ) therewill be serving six

are so prominent, is influencing all France by its missionary mission vessels. That is to say,onehalfof the trawling fleets

spirit ; while Mr. McAll's simple, informal meetings, encircling are still unreached bythese messengersofmercy,stillunhelped

Paris and extending to the limits of France , are a continual by the servants of Christ, stillunprivilegedwith the preaching

source of blessing and power. The British and Foreign Bible of theWord of Life,andthekindlyandlovingministry of help

Society distributed 178,854 Bibles , Testaments, and portions of and healing for such of wounded bodies (for each vessel

the Scriptures last year-selling, rather than giving them , as carries a dispensary ). How long will this bo so ?

they are then more appreciated. Thereis still greatopposition These hardy trawlers,by the very exigencies of their calling,

on the part of the Jesuits to the Word of God ; but in Toulouse, are cut off from allhome privileges. If the WordofGrace is to

one of Mr. McAll's strongholds, the priests have actually been reach them , it must be on thetrawling grounds,and by means
known to recommend their people to purchase and read the of mission vessels, such as these , stationed with and working

Scriptures. with the fleets. Godhas been pleasedvery greatly to bless the

Whiter than Snow . — The Rev. A. R. M. Finlayson, missionships now on service . Many oftheroughest and most

in the course of an address to the Liverpool Young reckless have been won to Christ.

Women's Christian Association, mentioned an interesting reclaimed and led to the feet of the Saviour,wanderersbrought

incident suggested bythe visit of the Prince of Wales. The back to God , and Christian men strengthened and cheered.

speaker said a certain nobleman, a widower, had a little All this , however, touches but

daughter under ten years of age . Her nurse was an earnest when will theothersbesimilarly helped and blessed ? We

Christian, and she stored the child's mind with Scriptural trust herGrace's noble examplewill be followed by nota few

truths. One night, when the little girl came in after dinner to whose hearts the Lord may touch.
dessert, she asked her father, who was not a Christian, Thusin thefleetsstill leftto the tender mercies of the

“ Father, do you know what is whiter than snow ? ' " No," copers , withtheir ruinous grog, destroying the soulsandbodies

said the father , “ I do not.” “ Well," said the child , " & soul
ofmen, may sound the glad tidings of a crucified Saviour;

washed in the blood of Jesus Christ is whiter than snow . " tidingsheară, as from personalknowledgewe have reason to

The father was surprised, and said , “ How do you know ? ”
“Nurse toldme," the child replied. The father told the nurse the opportunity ofhearingtheWord of Life . To the trawlers,

not to mention these subjects to his daughter, as she was too

young, and, moreover, he feared she might grow up with a

gloomy view of life . Not long after the Prince of Wales was

visiting the house, and the little girl was present. The Prince ,

with his usual affability, noticed the child , and thus encou

raged , she said , “ Prince, do you know what is whiter than

" No, " said the Prince , smilingly, “ I don't think you When shall it be ?

can have anything whiter than snow. " Well," said the

child , " & soul washed in the blood of Jesus Christ is whiter

than snow . " The word used to carry conviction to the father's

heart, and he became an earnest and devoted Christian . , London

A Noble Example.

Drunkar
ds

have been

å moiety of the fleets ;

snow ? "
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A Zambesi Chief 's Welcome

M COILLARD has reached his hoped

M . for destination on the Zambesi.

He found the little kingdom in the throes

of a revolution ; nevertheless he waswel.

comed by the young king and a number

of chiefs , one ofwhom greeted him thus :

" We welcomeyou , servant ofGod . You

bring us rain and peace, riches and rest,

In the name of the whole nation we

receive you. We have waited years for

you . Now we are glad that you not only

come to visit us, but are bringing your

family to live with us. You will find that

our hearts are pale , for our country is

bleeding. The people are tired of it, and

are longing for peace. We lay our con

dition before you ; deliver us ! You see

that our king is only a child ; be his
father. Wedo not expect any presents :

we do not wish for any goods. What we

desire is instruction ; whatwewould have

is peace. ”

The Nazareth Orphanage.

MISS BAKER , the superintendent

M of the Nazareth Orphanage,

Society for promoting Female Education
in the East,after giving a most interesting

account of the work in this Institution ,
writes :- Allow me to say how happy and
how interested I am in my work . The

Homeitself remindsme ofmy native land

and people — noble and good ; and, as yours
and England' s representative here, I am
glad of being at its head , and I trust that,

with God's help , and upheld by your

prayers , I may uphold the honour of
England in it, by walking wortbily and
carrying out the vocation in which God

has placed me. And another thing I am
so strongly convinced of, that your work
and labour of love is already bringing
forth fruit. Four girls have married
Protestants since I came ; and to see how

they and the others carry the Home
influence and ways into their houses, and
then to see them as they come here, so

clean and nicely dressed, and well
behaved, you would indeed be encouraged ,

On & visiting day the contrast between

our married girls and the others is most
striking. They all attend the Protest

ant Church .
(Since the above letter was in type, the

Committee have received a telegram

announcing the death of Miss Baker, on

February 13th , after a short illness .]

Prayer Union for the Coming of | Open-Air Work Across the

the Lord . Ocean .

W E have just received the following : OUR brethren in America are evi

V It is our privilege to announce & dently becoming increasingly alive
third Convention of Christians who are to the importance of this form of aggres
expecting the personalreturn of the Lord sive effort. Communications received by
Christ Jesus. We propose to hold it in Mr. Gawin Kirkham , from members of
June, on the Tuesday, Wednesday, and the London Open -Air Mission resident in
Thursday (June 15th , 16th , and 17th ) the United States and in Canada , equally
of the week preceding the Annual testify to this fact. The following is
Mildmay Conference, in order that persons an account by Mr. Frank Lonsdale,
from a distance may be able to attend Secretary of the Y . M . C . A , in Hamilton ,
both Conferences during the same visit to Ontario : - " Since your visit here we

London ,
have a great dealmore open -airwork , the

Surely , the eventful times through two sections ofthebrethren ,andoneofthe

which we are passing abound in the pre Methodist Churches, our own workers,the

dicted characterietics of the last days,and disciples, and our Salvation Army friends,

warn us that the coming of the Lord is all taking part. Our own meetings were

drawing nigh . The Church must not be beld with the special object of reaching

silent: shemust cry aloud " Behold the non -church goers , and we had an
Bridegroom cometh, go ye out to meet average attendance of about two hundred

Him ; " and declare to the world — " the young men and others. We were only

great and terrible day of the Lord is at interrupted once, and that was by a poor

hand.” Although we may be unable to drunkard. . . . . Pray for Hamilton ,

arrive at an exact agreement in regard We have a great deal of cold formalism

to every detail of the great changes which here, but very little of spiritual life. ”

are before us, we are, nevertheless,

admonished to look and long for the
return of the King. In that day the Cincinnati, Texas.

Righteous Judge will give crowns of MTR.GEORGE T . HOWSER, secretary

righteousness only to those who love His M of the Y . M . C . A . at Cincinnati,

appearing Christians from all parts of

the world are invited to our Convention ,

Ohio, writes : - During the yearmy asso

ciation fellows have held seventy- four

that the testimony " in the mouths of meetings, with a total attendance of
many witnesses may be established ." eleven thousand nine hundred and fifty
We entreat you to be earnest in prayer eight, average one hundred and sixty
that the Holy Spirit may stir up the one. Most blessed results have followed

hearts of the people of God and incline

them to join in the supplication : “ Come,

this year's work . Families separated by

Lord Jesus, come quickly ! "

strong drink have been happily united ;
young men have been converted . One

Corresponding Secretary, C . M . Pym , case of special interest was & Texas

Cherry Burton , Hull. “ Cow -boy." Eight years ago he left his

home in Kentucky and went to Texas
Medical Missionary for Morocco. and engaged as a " cow -boy ." On his

return home he stopped in Cincinnati

TINDER the auspices of the Presby over Sunday. He was attracted to one

terian Jewish Mission Committee, of the open -air services, and by the plain

who had recently engaged Dr. Robert and simple presentation of God's Word

Kerr, ofGlasgow , as medical missionary he was brought to see his sins, and
to the Jewish people in Morocco, a very yielded himself to the claims of Christ ,
interesting meeting of a valedictory and was happily restored to his widowed

character was held in Highbury Church ,
on the evening of Wednesday week .

mother. During his eight years' absence

in Texas he had never heard the Gospel

Dr. Kerr was about to proceed to the

scene of his labours (he has since actually
preached .

sailed ), and it was felt desirable thatan

opportunity should be given to the
friends of Israel to bid him God speed ,

On “ the Rockies.”

and cheer him on his way. Dr. Oraig DRECKENRIDGE , Colorado . - Before
narrated the steps by which the enlarge D leaving my pastorate of Brecken
ment of the Jewish Mission had been ridge, I determined to have a few open
resolved on - the field ofMorocco chosen , air meetings, so that I might have the
and Dr. Kerr appointed to the work pleasure of preaching theGospel to some
then , addressing the missionary, and who had not been to the Church or Hall
commending him to the grace ofGod in services. These meetings were held on
solemn prayer. Dr. Kerr then gave a Sunday afternoons, when the streets were
short address,and after a hymn ofpraise fuller than atany timeduring the week
was followed by Rev. Theo . J . Meyer, owing to the great number of miners and
the tried and esteemed missionary ofthe prospectors who come into town on
Church to the Jews in London , by Mr. Sunday for theirmail, groceries, & c . The

John Bell, for years an active member of whole church choir turned out to help
the Jewish Committee, by Dr. James L . with the singing ; we also had a large
Maxwell, a veteran medical missionary, organ , The music was excellent and
and now secretary of the Medical Mis attracted wonderfully . Every man
sionary Society, and by Mr. Edward H . | brought a chair from the saloon or store
Glenny, hon , secretary of themission to where he was, and sat on the street to
the Berbers or Kabyles of North Africa participate in the services ; and men who
All these addresses were stimulating and had not been in a church for twenty
hopeful in tone. It is felt that while years, or during their whole stay in the
Dr. Kerr must have been encouraged by Rockies, behaved as good as regular

the words spoken the Church ought to church members, and paid rapt attention
regard herself as pledged to prayerful to the preached word ." No open -air ser
sympathy with him in his arduous work . vices were ever held in Breckenridge

Several meetings in Glasgow and else. before these. God owned tbem , and

where in the North have been held to bid many a man expressed pleasure and

him farewell,
profit on account of these meetings.

A Corean Prince .

MHE Corean Prince Min ,who received

1 severe wounds in the late political
outbreak at Seoul, and whose life was

saved by the skill of Dr. Allen , of the
American Presbyterian Mission , has
been spending some months in China,

and has met several of ourmissionaries

there, Mr. Pierson writes that the prince

is a young man of about twenty- five
years of age ,who seemsmuch interested
in whatever pertains to the good of his

country . Several calls had been ex
changed. Prince Min proposes to spend
three or four years in Europe and

America , studying English and foreign
science. On learning that Mr. Stanley,
of Tientsin , was about to return to the
United States for a season of rest, the

prince invited him to change his plan of

coming by way of California , and to
accompany him to England, at his

charges. The invitation has been ac

cepted . - Missionary Herald .
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Mansichapel.

power of

of the young women who desire to remain, OXwThursd
ay a dinner was given to

better spent. The superintendent, Mr. E help the factory girls and other

WORK AND WORKERS .

“ Mercy House." Homes for Working Girls in The Mansion House Mission

London .

YLOSE to Millbank a plain

unpretending private ON
N Friday evening, February 19th , THE title is derived not from the

dwelling , appropriately called Mercy
a large number of the residents in familiar “ Mansion House " of the

House. Every morning the gate of th these Homes, in response to the invita City ,butfrom the old “Mansion House of

prison -yard swings back to allow those tion of the Earl and Countess of Aberdeen, Camberwell. This mission in Camber

who are released from penal bondage to attended a lecture at St. George's Insti well Road, under the care of a converted

go forth to the world once more . Around tute , Little Grosvenor Street , W. (kindly sailor, is doing an excellent work, and,

them come relatives and friends, too lent for the occasion by the Rev. Canon we believe, blessed to many. The report

often former companions in evil, luring Capel Cure ), by Miss L. M. Von Finkel just issued says :-The past year has

them back into the old paths of tempta stein , entitled “ The Homes and Haunts been one of great blessing ; sixty -seven

tion and wrong -doing. of Jesus.” new membershave joined the mission ,

Beside the door of judgmentis an open The lecture was most interesting and fourteen out of our Sunday school. The

door of mercy. A lady, in the quiet dress instructive, and was listened to by the members are mostly those who never

of a deaconess, stands there, stretching audience with rapt attention, and closed before have been on any church books.

out a hand of welcome and rescue to her with a thrilling peroration , reminding We have lost seventeen , thus the net

fallen sisters . A woman like , yet how the young women of the " gain is fifty. We have now on our books

unlike themselves . Ah , yes , for her life women at the present day, if their one hundred and seventy -six menibers,

has been rendered beautiful by the lives were consecrated to Christ.
and our Sunday congregations often

knowledge of a Saviour's love , and in His Mr. John Shrimpton, the honorary reach over two hundred in the morning

grace and strength she seeks to win director, stated howmuch Lord and Lady and over four hundred in the evening.

others to a place of safety and rest . She Aberdeen regretted they could not be We also have a good choir of fifty voices.

invites the female criminals to go with present , as they were leaving London that Our membersare mostly very poor, and

her to the Home adjoining. Here a evening for Ireland. just now, as the winter is coming upon

plentiful breakfast has been provided ;
us , many need help. No work often

after which they listen to a brief but
The Hungry Fed .

means little food. How the poor live or

pointed Gospel address, Then follows exist we could tell a long tale about ;
N

but the facts are often told by others .

two hundred unemployed mechanics We hear much about East London

are received into the Home, while the at the Brunswick Hall , Poplar. All the poverty. All we can say is, we hope it

older ones who are willing to work, are men present were known as those whose is not so bad as it is in S.E. London ; any

drafted off to the “ Nine Elms Mission trouble had been caused by the stress of way , not worse .

Laundry.” hard times ; it was pitiable to find such G. W. LINNECAR .

a number of honest- looking fellows gaunt 89, Bellenden Road, Peckham , S.E.

with long.continued privation, and many

Women's Training Institute . of them suffering the pangs of famine. Kingsland Institute and Nursing

ENDING the little book from which
Such a dinner can be supplied for £ 3,and Association .

there

being
Mrs. Meredith says : - The writer was

residing in our Missionary Institute con
Fuller, 1 , Follett Street, Poplar, E. ,

nected with the Conference Hall , and
would be pleased to receive any subscrip

day workers. From time to time fresh

found the society of the household most
tions or clothing for the distressed poor .

revelations come out, which eerve to show

interesting. One of the members is a
Mr. George Holland,speaking last week

the crying need and the enticements to

lady M.D., and several are studen ; of
in the West End, said : George Fuller, in

evil to which they are daily exposed .

medicine , who will in due time han the
Poplar,works veryhard indeed among the

Not so very long ago one of our girls

same degree, and practise their skill in
poor. He gives dinners to unemployed committed suicide ; while another , an

the healing art in the Lord's name as
dock labourers twice a week. Some of innocent, gentle girl, who comes to the

Medical Missionaries. Others were le these men come from a long distance to
Institute continually, has a story of

bourers in the various missions of the
the docks to try to get some work . You horror in the background of which she

Association , going out daily to their work,
will find men there from Notting Hill and

will never lose the recollection . Only

and returning to rest, or to continued
Hammersmith . A man must be des those who are actually working amongst

work in the Conference Hall adjoining prrately badly off for work when he walks
these girls can have any conception of

all these miles to obtain it . I have how hard a struggle it is to many ofthem

their dwellings, where the harvest of souls

is ever going on, now by means of one or
known these men in the East End walk to keep away from music halls and

another Gospel preacher, and by the
fourteen miles around the different docks , theatres. This temptation is to them

words of simple teachers of the Cross
and get no work after all . They can do

what drink is to those who are older,

of Christ.
though drink too, is alas, the cause of

All the ladies of this com . nothing but go indoors and sigh, and shed

bitter tears over their hard lot. Mr. many a fall, even among these girls .

munity prepare to go to the heathen ,

when called to do so.
They must have some place of recreation

One recently set
Fuller also gives teas three times a week

out for Africa at a fortnight's notice ;
to destitutechildren . when their work is done, and if a harm .

less one is not provided, they will seek
and many are needed now to follow to

one which is harmful. And this is the
other parts of the foreign mission field , Brisbane, Australia . — There are want that is supplied by the Institute ,

wherewomen are calledin an especial many open doors for service here, both
where they can come after work hours

manner. This part of Mrs. Meredith's among saints and sinners. I have been
to pass their time happily and quietly.

work is now expanding so much thatthe cheered by meeting many Christians with Each evening closes with a few words on

premises need considerable addition , whom I have had fellowship in various some passage of Scripture, & hymn and

and buildings planned are about being parts of the United Kingdom , and am

commenced, but the need of money is prayer. It isimpossible here to enlarge
glad to find them walking in the ways of on the nursing work . It is hardly

causing delay. Friends are urgently the Lord . G. GROVE .
necessary to say that the nurses visitany

requested to help this fund, which is to Superstition in Kabylia.-Mr.
who are in need of their care and skill,

supply the great demand from perishing | Liley, of theMission to the Kabyles, and their visits bring comfort and
heathens. writes from Tlemencen :—While sitting alleviation from suffering to many &

in one of the shops I saw a man pass sorrowful home. But must the work be

with a cord around his waist, to which curtailed for want of funds ? Will your

Penzance. -Rev. R. P. Davey has were attached a number of pieces of readers help us ? fur this question has to

concluded a special mission here in leather. On inquiring what was the be faced, and it is again and again

which many tokens were granted. meaning of thesethings I was informed urged on some hands that if more funds

Day ofPrayer for Ireland. that on the leather (sometimes a piece are not forthcoming this step must be

The Council of the Irish Branch of the of linen ) were written verses from the taken. Surely it is not needful, when by

Evangelical Alliance have issued their Koran ; these verses had been written by

annual invitation to the observance of
little more help it may be carried on .

the talib, and were sold for half a franc
E. ROBARTS, Hon . Supt.Wednesday, 17th March, as a day of each, and if worn about the person are

united and special prayer for Ireland.
Kingsland Institute , Ridley Road,

supposed to cure the wearers of sickness. Dalston, E.
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

FOREIGN MISSIONMISSION NOTES.
AGENCIES.

Queensland - Particulars come to A Chinese College .-The son of
CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

hand of a fruitful mission held by Rev. the venerable Canon Hoare is working
EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA .
-This Bcciety is diffusing the knowledge of

J. Mountain in Brisbane. with great devotedness and energy at Christ among the children of India by meansof

Mr. George C. Needham has been Ningpo, in a little Church Missionary teachers and books . Christian literature for

labouring, with much interest, in Char. College , training young Chinamen for
adults is also provided . _Reports ana Papers will

be sent on application . Funds urgently needed .
lotteville , Virginia . ministering in the Gospel. Address - the Secretaries , C.V.E.S., 7, Adam

Mr. Thomas Needham is evange A French Colporteur writes -- On Street, Strand , London , W.O.

lizing in various parts of Virginia with the road I was drawing on one side to

many tokens of interest. allow a vehicle behind me to pass , when CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Palestine. - Rev. J. R. Longley Hall the driver -- a strapping countryman Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C. - European

(C.M.S.) reports favourably on the work drew rein , and accommodating himself to
Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 254, Native Lay

Agents 3,509, Bchools 1,725. Subscriptions
in the Holy Land. my pace said, in a voice choked with urgently needed for rapidly extending work
More Missionaries. - Lagos and emotion, “ You are a servant of God ; among a thousand millions of Heathens and

Yoruba want more men : for the Niger you are
a messenger from God. Mahommedans. Ilon . Sec . , Rev. F. E.WIGRAM .I

Lay Sec ., General GEORGE HUTCHINSON,three are wanted . West Africa's claim is listened to you for a long while, and C.B., O.S.Í.

urgent ; so says the C.M.S. Gleaner.
bought some of all the different books you

The Suez Canal. - During a tem. had." MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY

porary stoppage in the canal, Mr. Eoll
Sowing and Reaping:-In Fuh.

( Instituted 1837), 8, New Bridge Street, London,

was enabled to distribute as many as kien, which in 1861 the Church Mission
E.C. - Object : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically before the middle and upper
three thousand Gospels amongst the ary Society was on the point of abandon lasses, and the general diffusion of evangelical
crews of vessels. ing, there are now Christian stations in

literature at home and abroad .

On the CONTINENT large numbers of Tracts
Rev. Henry Townsend .--Tidings at least one hundred different places

add Gospels in different languages have been
bave just reached the O.M.S. of the worked almost entirely, of course , as a circulated at the various Exhibitions, and each

death of this honoured missionary, who rule by native Chinese. The work done month English residents in many Continental

was one of the founders of the Yoruba in Fuh-Chow and Fuh-Kien is one of the
cities receive Tracts through the post.

FRANCE and SPAIN . – Funds are urgently

3Iission . Even before his death the most wonderful things to be read of in the needed to enable the Committee to respond to

Yoruba Mission was calling for reinforce whole history of the extension of the appeals just received . The necessity of bringing

ments . Gospel.
the truth, as it is in Jesus, before the educated

classes in these lands is very great , and the
Presbyterian Missionaries. Austria.-The work of Bible distribu Lord's stewards are earnestly invited to provide
We note the safe arrival of Miss John. tion in this country is a most important the means for extending this special work .

ston at Amoy , and of Miss Butler and one, the people being so thoroughly
Cheques and Postal Orders to be crossed , and

Miss Stuart at Taiwanfoo. By last under the dominion of the priests , and
made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE, Secretary .

accounts theywere happy in their several colportage is renderedso difficult by the RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY.

spheres, and had commenced the study various restrictions imposed by the --This Society circulated last year nearly 86

of the language. authorities as to render it almost pro
millions of publications in 174 languages. It

Chinese Christians. - It is believed hibitive . It is therefore more than ever
uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for
which they are subscribed, and pays all its ex

that connected with the English and desirable to avail ourselves largely of fenses out ofTrade Funds. It distributes packets

American missions there are now in the door thrown open to us by means of
of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

China 50,000 converts — as against some the bock post.
and Bailors ; bas issued nearly forty thousand

libraries; helps all the greatMissionary Bocieties,

half-dozen forty- five years ago. In Fuh African Giving. - Writes a Mission and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution .

kien alone there are ,in connection with ary :-A great many hard things have An annual subscription of 10s. 6d . or upwards

the Church Missionary Station , 2,000 been said against the " nigger , ” by those

constitutes membership , and a sum of £10 10s .

Life members bip. All subscribers receive copies
baptized members of the Church of who can see nothing good beneath & of the new tracis, & c .

Christ. black skin , but whatever may be alleged Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries .

In Madagascar, as late as 1857, against him , he certainly knows how to
Rev. LÊWIS BORREIT WHITE , D.D., and

Rev. 8. G. GREEN , D.D., 56 , Paternoster Row,
nearly two thousand people were put to give; he only needs tapping in the right London , E.C.

death for adhering to theChristian faith. place, and his response is extraordinary.

There are now one thousand two hundred The amount of native contributions, ex SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING

churches and seventy- one thousand five clusive of missionary subscriptions and FEMALE EDUCATION IN THE

hundred and eighty -six communicants. donations to new chapels, would put to
EAST . - Established in 1884 for the purpose of

affording instruction in the scriptures to women
The native churches, during the pastten the blush many an Englishman who and girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

years, have given nearly one million prides himself in the respectability of his Barems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa ,

dollars for the Gospel. offerings to the Lord. Secretary - Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge

Road , London, S.W. Bankers - Messrs.HERRIES,
Nazareth .- Writing from the Or Native Indian Pastors.-- Rev. E , FARQUHAR, & co ., 16, St. James Street,

phanage, Miss Neweysays :-You will E. Jenkins says his impression of the London , S.W.

like to know that forty -two girls were able men now constituting thenativeministry
SPANISHThose who are AND

to write English letters to their sup

PORTUGUESE
is & very favourable one.

OHURCH AID SOCIETY. President
porters, for Christmas. Not one ofthese engaged in the work of training are now -The Right Hon. the EARLOF ABERDEEN .

girls could write her alphabet this time finding out what the early missionaries Chairmanof Committee- His Grace the ARCH

last year. It shows what sharp bright were slow to discover, that the secret of BISHOP OF DUBLIN . The objects of this

girls these are. They learn English very successfully preparing Hindus for respon
Society are to aid the Native Reformed Episcopal

Churches in Bpain and Portugal in the FAITHFUL
easily. All are learning but twenty very sible positions in the Church is not to PREACHING OFTHE GOSPEL, and generally tohelp
little ones. watchfor their stumbling, but toassume and encourage them in the great work of

Swatow Medical Mission.- We that they will not fall. « The Hindu is Evangelization and Reform in which they are

engaged . Funds are most urgently

also regret to learn that Dr. Grant has susceptible of honourable emulation ; needed . Contributions should be sent to the

had a severe attack of blood -poisoning. the Hindu pastor's ambition is to be Rev. L. S. TUGWELL, 8 , Adam Street, Adelphi,

W.0.
The poison was introduced through a thought worthy to stand with hisEuropean

scratch in one of his fingers, and he brother. " TURKISH MISSIONS AID

suffered much. Work such ashis renders A Chinese Evangelist being urged SOCIETY.

President - The EARL OF ABERDEEN.our medicalbrethren peculiarly liable to to accept a salary, gave the following

such attacks. Dr. Grant will, we hope,
Promotes evangelistic work in Bible Lands by

cogent reasons for refusing : - “ 1. I have
means of pecuniary grants. Funds are urgently

speedily recover, and be freed from the got sufficient money to keep my family needed that the assistance given may notfall

painfuleffects.
in comfort if we are careful. 2. When short. Secretary --Rev. T. W. BROWN , M.A. ,

7 , Adam Street , Strand , W.C.
The McAll Mission.- When Mr. I go down to preach in the native town

McAll began his now famous work in I sometimes hear such remarks as those WESLEYAN MISSIONARY

Paris, he knew just two centences of - How much does he get from the SOCIETY . - This Society was established in

French. They were “ God loves you ," foreigner ? ' And I see they listen with 1813. Missions are carried on in various parts of

Europe, Ceylon , Continental India , China,

and " I love you .” In them is found the respect when I tell them that I preach Africa , and West Irdies . Number of Member's last
key to the noteworthy factthat at present this doctrine because I believe it, and year 29,151 ; Income, £ 146,308 Os . 4d . General

in more than thirty halls in Paris the the foreigner does not give me a penny.
Treasurers - Sir W. MCARTHUR, K.C.M.G. , and
Rev. Dr. RIGG . General Secretaries - Revs.

Gospel is proclaimed every evening in 3. I see in my book that Paul preached, John KILNER , E. E. JENKINS, M ,A . , M. C.
the week, and in France eight hundred working with his own hands ; and , if OSBORN , and G. W.OLVER , B.A. Hon . Sec.- Rev.

thousand people are brought under Pro the pastor has no objections , I wish to WM. ARTHUR, M.A. Mission House - Bishopsgate

testant Christian instruction . do likewise, " Street, E.C.
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Notices of Books.

Abundant Grace. By the late Rev. W. P. Mackay . - Willard

Tract Depôt, Canada ; Partridge & Co., London .

Under this title Mr. S. R. Briggs publishes a number of

selected addresses by this departed and much-loved teacher,

together with a brief biographicalsketch. One or two have

appeared in our own pages , but the majority are fresh and

full of Dr. Mackay's well-known fire and vigour of thought.

We venture to believe a very hearty welcome awaits the

volume.

The Second Advent and Millennial Reign. By S. J. P. (20.)

S. W. Partridge & Co.

An exceedingly useful epitome of prophetic truths on this

increasingly important subject . We feel sure it will be helpful

to many:

A Handbook to Biblical Difficulties. Edited by Rev. R. Tuck,

B.A. (2d . monthly .)--- E . Stock.

So far as may be judged from the portion before us, this

work is likely to prove of not a little real help to those per

plexed by allusions to ancient customs and other difficulties

occurring in the Scriptures.

Bible Narratives in Verse. By Mrs. Marshman . — John F.

Shaw & Co.

Our authoress has been led to attempt rendering the Old

Testament narratives in verse , hoping that thereby many young

minds may be drawn to a more diligent and prayerful study of

the Word of God . To those long familiar withthese narratives

in the simple stateliness of their renderingin the English Bible

the attempt is hardly satisfactory ; we fully , however, believe

that such versification may prove useful in begetting in the

young a love for the Scripture,

The Origin and Progress of the South American Mission . By

the late Rev. J. W. Marsh_(South American Missionary

Society ), 11 , Serjeants’ Inn, E.C.

That the romance of missions bas by no means faded away

the lives of Livingston and Moffat have witnessed, while if

fresh proof be wanted, we find it in this modest but deeply

interesting little volume . How the Gospel is winning its way

amongst the untutored and long-secluded tribes of Tierra del

Fueogo, Patagonia , and other southern lands is here admirably

told. Thebook will well repay purchase and perusal.

The Earlham Temperance Series. (18. por vol.) - National

Temperance Publication Dep . t.

We welcomecordially the re-issue of this inimitable series of

temperance illustrated tracts in volume form . The entire

series, from “ Buy Your Own Cherries " to “ Dr. Dod's Sermon

on Malt,” may thus be had in six neat little volumes fit to lie

on any table . All interested in temperance or in the working

classes should secure the set-80 prolific in suggestive and

telling illustrations.

Loyally Loved and Lost and Found. ByMrs. Charles Garnett.

(28. 6d .) - Home Words Publishing Office.

Two simple yet touching tales of village life ,which will be

read with keen interest, and not, we trust , without considerable

profit.

March MONTHLIES. - From the Religious Tract Society we

have the usualinteresting, varied, andreadable budget. The

LeisureHour and Sunday at Home full of good matter. The

Boys ' Own and Girls' Own Papers admirable in every way.

Friendly Greetings and Cottager and Artizan excellent for

general circulation ,

Messrs. S.W. Partridge & Co. send us The Welcome (varied

and bright) , The British Workman (capital this month ), Friendly

Visitor , Family Friend, Children's Friend and Infants' Magazine,

an excellent budget of good things.

Shaftesbury Memorial Hall, No.1 (in connection with the London

City Mission ), Gibraltar Walk , Bethnal Green Road , E. , will be opened

on Tuesday, March 9th . Chair taken at 7.30 by Earl Shaftesbury.

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall . - Thurs., Bible Lectures by the Rev. Ernest

Boys, M.A. ; Mar. 4th, " The Christian's Hope ," at 8 p.m. To be for

lowed by a series by the Rev. Dr. Bennett.

Miss von Finkelstein will give her last lecture in England March 16th .

See Advertisement .

Metropolitan Tabernacle , Newington Butts, 8.E.-Mrs. Allison will

give a series ofBible Readings every Sunday afternoon at three o'clock

Allar3 heartily invited .

Mildmay Conference Hall. - Sunday, Mar. 7th , 1886 , at 8.80 and

? p.m., Mr.George Soltau.

Children's Special Service Mission.--Mr. Arrowsmith , at Colwich ,

near Stafford , Mar. 14th to 20th ; at Cardiff, Mar. 21st to 27th ; at

Barrow.in -Furness, April 4th to 18th ; at Cheltenham , April 21st to

May 2nd. Mr. Banaster now at Mere. Mr. H. M. Trickett , at Bromley

Mar. 3rd ; at Acton , Mar. 6th. Mr. Spiers in London assisting Mr.

Hammond.

The London Banks' Prayer Union . - Lectures by Rev. John Wil.

kinson , on Tuesdays, at the Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue,

Leadenhall Street, at 5.30 p m. , commencing Mar. 9th . Chairman :

Hammond Chubb, Esq . Subject : “ God's Purpose concerning Israel .'

Youths' Institute, Old Pye Street , Westminster ( “ One Tun ”

Mission).- Prayer meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con

ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Gospel mission service every Sunday evening
from 6.30 to 8.

Evangelistio Mission (Onder the direction ofO. Russell Hurditch ).-

Kilburn Hall, Kilburn Gato ( not Town Hall ).- Mr. J. E. Hawkins,

Bun ., at 7 p.m., and Wed., at 7.30p.m.

Malden Hall , Kentish Town.-Mr. Finlay Gibson , Bun . , 7 p.m. ,
Thurs., at 8.

Bignold Hall, Bignold Road , Station Road , Forost Gate.-Mr. Ran

someWallis, Bundays, 7 p.m., and Wed., 8p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall) , Hammersmith

Road ,West Kensington . - Sunday, Dr. Popham , at 3 , Mr. C. V.T.

Onslow , at 7 p.m.

Hammersmith , Upper Mission Room, 180,King Street,-

For the young, on Sunday, at 7 p.m .; Dr. Popham, Thursday, 8 p.m.

Mortlake, RestMission Hall.-Mr.J. G. Matthews, Sun., 7p.m.

Trinity Presbyterian Church , Kensington Park Road.-Dr. 8 .

Binclair Paterson, Sundaysat 11 a.m.and 7 p.m.

Belgrave Presbyterian Church (Halkin Street, W . ) .- Rev . Adolph

Baphir, Sundays at 11 a.m.
Barbican Mission to the Jowa. -6, Farleigh Road , Stoke

Newington , N. (within 10 minutes by tram from Dalston Junction ) ,

Mr. Warschawski's Bible Readings in Isaiah , the second Monday in

each month , at 8.30 p.m., ton at 4.30 p.m.

Clapton Hall, Alkham Road, Cazenove Road , Upper Clapton . - Mr.

O. Russell Hurditch , Sundays, 6.30 , Fridays, 7.30.

Y.W.C.A. -Meetings for business youngladies every Tuesday evening,

at 9.15, in the Mall Hall, High Street, Notting Hil .

Zenang and Medical Mission Schooland done, 58 , St. George's
Road, 8.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , at

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindlypreside.

Talbot Tabernacle, Powis Square , W.-Mr. Frank White, Sunday,

March 7th , at 11 & 7. Thursday, March 4th, at 7.30, Trinitarian Bible
Bociety's meeting .

Park Hall, Barking. - Mr. J. A. Vicary ( from Bristol ), Mar. 7th to 14th
inclusive .

Donations Received .

MR . EOLL'S WORK , PORT SAID. £ 8. d .
A, M. 1 0 0
J. F. G. 0 5 0

MULDMAY MISSION TO THE JEWS (ŽEBREW NEW TESTAMENT.)

J. N. B. 0 10 0
THE LONDON SAMARITAN BOCIETY AND HOMERTON Mission "gratefully

acknowledge receiving the following sums for the destitute poor, convales

cent Homes, & c. :-H . E., 10s.; Miss S. , 103.; F.M., 7s. 6d .; Miss C., 10s.;

Anon , Witham , 2s.6d.; C.H., 218.; A. R.G., 40s. Further donations wili
be thankfully received by Hy. H. Board, 57 and 59, Ludgate Hill , London ,
E.O.

CHILDREN'S SOBIPTURE UNION PORTION.

Mar. 7th - Num , xiii, 17-33 Mar. 11th-Num, xvi, 1-11

8th -Num. xiv, 1-12 12th - Num . xvi . 12-22

9th-Num, xiv, 13-25 13th-Num, xvi . 23-35

10th - Num . xiv, 26-45
1:

REQUEST FOR PRAYER.

“Let your requests be made known to God .”

11,120. For special services for six days at blurminster, Newton , Dorset.

by Mr. Opie Rodway , to commence on the 7th March . Pray for the Holy

Spirit's power to descend at every meeting, and that many souls maybe
saved .

11,121. For a Christian sister who has met with a severe injury, that if

the Lord will she may be spared to her husband and two little ones.LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

" The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to anypart of England, Scotland, and Wales upon due notice . Apply
to Hon. Secretary , 21 , Bucey Sirset , Strand . W.o.

'Y.M.C.A. (61 ) , Gricec iurch Street Branch . - Prayer Meeting,
1.30 to 2.15 p.m. ( Sat. ex ). Bible Study, Tues., 6.15 p.m. Gospel

Service ( Youths) , Wel., 6.30. Soldiers, Fri. , 7 p.m. Workers', Mon.,

6.30 pm Serviceof Bong with Gospel ad tress (for adults).LambethRagged Schools, Fri. at 8 p.m. Services at Y.M.C.A. Mission Hall,
Melior Street, 8.E., nightly. 8 p.m. Gospel Tenperance Addresses at

George Yard , Whitechapel , Mon. , 8.15 p.m., and classes for rough lads,
Mon.and Thurs., at 8 p.m.

United Army and Navy Pravar Mesting.–For all who are

serving, or whohave served, as Officers in the Army or Navy, will take

place (D.V.) on Siturday, March 13th, in the City Terminus Hotel,
Cannon Street.

The Reformation.-- A course of lectures, arranged by the Protestant
Educational Institute, and un ler the auspices ofthe Y.M.C.A., are now

being delivered by Rev. 8. Wainwright, D.D. , onMonday evenings at
8 p.m., in Exeter Hall. We hope to give notes of these locturus from

week to week in our pages .

DIMN£83 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequently

caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles. The Rov. Dr. Crowther, HNI

House, Ascot, writes : - “ I cannot describe the comfort I derive from the

oseof your glasses, both bydayand night . I find nopain orwearlness

as I used to ; and i bavo taken to reading books I had put aside as too

trying for the eyes on account of the smallness of the type ." The late Sir

Julius Benedict wrote : - " I have tried the principal opticians in London

without success, but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably ; the

clearness of your glasses as compared with others is really surprising . "

The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon. Canon Worcester Catbodral,

writos : - " The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire, and my eyes

feel strong already. I only regret Idid not know of your oxceeding skill

years ago." -Mr. HENBYLAURANCE, F.8.8 ., Oculist Optician, la ,OLD

BOND STREET, scientifically adapta bloIMPROVED SPECTACLER

to assist and strengthen tho weakost sighto . Pamphlet containing suge

gestions for the preservation of sight froo. BRANCHES, 8 , Poultry ,

E.C.;3, Guardian Buildings, Cross Street, MANCHESTER

and Corporation Street, BIRMINGHAM - ADIT .
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EducationalTerms for Advertisements

" Word and Work . "

IX

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL,

BATH,

FOR SONS OF GENTLEMEN .
This Paper having a large and increasing cir

culation amongst Christiansofall denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements.

SITUATIONS VACANT, & c .

APARTMENTS

WANTED OR TO LET.

EDUCATIONAL

AND MISCELLANEOUS.

The Terms are very moderate ,viz.: Miscel

laneous in small Type, 25.60. for 30 words or less ,

and 6d for every additionalline of 8 words or

ander. A reduction for a series of six Insertions
and opwards.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS..

Principal : MR. W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

Bchool) .

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.

Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of
younger boys.

Combe Down , at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine , bracing air .

The School residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa
tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super -Mare .

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal
Lancer3 .

H. Dyer , Esq . , Malvern,
Dr. Maclean, Bath .

J. Churchill , Esq ., Wimbledon.

H. Groves , Esq ., Kendal.

G. F. Trench, Esq ., Ardfert , Co. Kerry.

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

Share

Book and Displayed Advertisements charged

according to space occupied . Front Page, and

otber special positions, by arrangement.

M.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

is theforthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,

the sould reach the Office by first post on Monday

Korting, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sentby Post must be accom

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to tbe Publishers, Messrs . JOHN F.SHAW & Co.

amounts under 2s. 6d . may be sent in Halfpenny

Stamps .

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

Terms of Subscription.

word and Work "

Is Published every Thursday, Price One Penny.

Orders sbouldbe sent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob

taining copies thus, they can behad direct from

the Publishers, by post , on Wednesday , at the

following rates, Puyable in Advance

Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks

2 8. d. £ s. d .
0 3 6 0 6 10

2 Copies 0 6 10 0 13 8
3 0 10 3 1 0 6

0 12 6 1 5 0

6

OROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL,

The Avenue, Acton.-Careful Christian training
combined with the best education l advantages .

Pupils received between the ages of six aod four
teen years. A limited number only taken ,

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate , and charged from date of entry .
Address Principal.

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE .

Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

A WIDOW LADY offers a comfortable

Homo, with education , to two orthree little girls,

Terms £ 20 per annum : good reference. Address

0. , Office of Word and Work , 48 ,Paternoster Row .

CHELTENHAM . Ladies Collegiate

School , Ormond Terrace. Professors attend

daily . Preparation for exams. Modern prin .

ciples tauglit . Healthy locality. Home comforts.

Boarders' terms from 25 guineas per annum.

MELROSE HOUSE , Walsall, Stafford .

shire . Principals : the Misses HARRISON.

School for Girls. Strictly Evangelical, and

Church of England in its discipline. Lectures
given by a distinguished University Professor .

EDUCATION for the Daugaters of Genº

tlemen , Glen Lyon , West Hill, Sydenham .

Principal, Miss Sykes. English and foreign re

sident Governesses. Pupils prepared for the

Cambridge Local Examinations.

1 Copy .........

4

ORGANS. W. Pridham and Son , £4 4s .
Instruments for school and home use . Aremar

vellous for tone and workmanship. 3 stops, £5 ;
5 stops , £6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of

every description . Pianofortes from £ 15.

Works, 206, Jubilee Street , London , E.

BUNTER'S

Cures Toothache, prevents Decay,saves

Extraction, 1s. 130. of allChemists.

NERVINE ,

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.

Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds .

• DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED."

Sir ,-My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness "

increases . A man here who has been deaf

Forty years, has had his hearing restored by it.

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch.

1s. 1 d . per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps, from

Edwin J. Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury .

Situations and Appointments.

A LADY seeks work for the Lord as Super

intendent of small Convalescent Home for

women . Cheerful and musical. Salary no object.

Good references . A. B. , Mrs. Wood , Addlestone,

Weybridge.

A YOUNG LADY desires an engagement

as Companion or Help ; is cheerful and domesti
cated ; would be willing to teach young children,

or would helpmothers with needlework, in short

engagements from Monday to Saturday. M. L.
care of Miss Robinson , 5, St. Michael's Road ,

Wallington .

REQUIRED, by lady ( young ), a situation

as useful companion or housekeeper. Good refer

ences. - Address D. W.23, Dagmar-road, Courch .

street , Camberwell,

HOUSEKEEPER or COMPANION ,

-A Lady who is educated , musical, also domes

ticated , desires an engagement. Excellent refer
ences. Salary no object. Alpha, 11 , Grove Villas ,
Chestnut Grore, Balham , 8.W.

AS USEFUL COMPANION, or Com

panion -Housekeeper, by Young Lady. Tho

roughly domesticated. 7, St. Helen's Terrace,

Cliffe-at -Hoo , Kent .

WANTED, for a quiet Country place , a

trustworthy Nurse for two children . Must be a

Churchwoman, and have good references. Must

also be a thorough needlewoman. Uuder-Nurse

kept . Apply, and state wages, to Mrs. Taylor,

Old Rowney, Shefford, Beds.

GENERAL
SERVANT (experienced)

wanted , aged about 25. Two in family and one

child . Nurse kept. Good wages given according
to capabilities. Glenthorne, Bycullah Park,
Eofield ,

GOOD GENERAL SERVANTxapted.

No washing Good wages. Apply , between

eleven and one, at 22 , Dartmouth Park Road,

Highgate Road , N.W.

GENERAL SERVANT wanted , aged

between 20 and 30. Three in family. No chil

dren. Apply any day before three , at 67 , Fern

tower Road , Canonbury, N.

0 17 6 1 15 0

( Including Djuble Numbers.)

Tbe above rates apply to all Countries

in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Europe, Canada , the United States of

America , Egypt, and the Holy Land,

may be

partments, &c.

EASTBOURNE . - Boarding Establish

ment. Sea view . One minute's walk from park .

A handscme lawn in front ofhouse . Terms, tuo

occupying the same room , 25s . Mrs. Waggett ,

Strathmore House, Howard Square .

ST. MICHAEL'S LODGE , St. Michael's

Road , Bournemouth .-Small select BOARDING

HOUSE. Good bath - room . Sheltered , detached .

Due south . Testimonials . From two guine s

per week, or 6s . 6d . per day. Address Proprietor.

HASTINGS (89, Wellington Square). -

Board and Residence. - The widow of aclergyman

receives a few ladies and gentlemen into her

comfortable home. Terms moderate. London

references. Saturday till Monday, 10s . 6d .

TWO LARGE ROOMS to let at the

Bow Coffee Palace ; suitable for societies, clubs,

committees, & c . Apply tothe Manager, 217 , Bow

Road , E. (near Bow Church .)

FURNISHED APARTMENTS, with

or without partial board , for two or three gentle

men, in a quiet house, with every comfort.
Please call or write 29, Cloudesley Street, N.

APARTMENTS, well FURNISHED.

Drawing-rooms and extra bedrooms. Good cook

ing and attendance. 20, Endsleigh Gardens,

Gordon Square, W.C.

TO BE LET, furnished HOUSE or A part

ments, as required . Contains four bed and two

sitting -rooms, two w.c.'s, kitchen , and every

convenience. M. , 10 , Melbourne Terrace, Norfolk

Road , Tunbridge Wells.

FURNISHED detached HOUSE to

let near Ifracombe , close to Station , & c . Good

garden , coach house, stable, & c. Terms moderate

to 'good tenant. Devon , 13, Newinan Street ,

Oxford Street , W.

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

Cripies of “ WORD AND WORK"

sent weekly from this Office to any address in

the undermentioned Foreign Countries, for One

Year , on the following terms, paid in advance -

TO

Africa Jamaica South Africa

Australis Japan South America

Brazi New S. Wales Tasmania

Chipa New Zealand West Indies

( The postage being One Penny each copy.)
£ s. d . & 8. d .

1 Cops .. Copies..........
2 Copies 0 18 014 1 14 0

To

India Ceylon
Aden'

Persiz Transvaal Zanzibar

( The Postage being Three Halfpence each copy .)

£ s, d . £ s . d .

I Copy 011 03Copies 1 130

2 Copies
i 2 0 1 4 Copies ........ 1 17 6

All Subscriptions should be remitted by Cheque

0 Postal Order for the amount payable to the

Publishers .

.

* WORD AND WORK " may now be Purchased

all Railway Stations. We would , therefore,

Oggest that Christian friends when travelling
might help our circulation ,by purchasing a few
copies at the Bookgtalls, to distribute in the

earriages.

BOARD and RESIDENCE Melfort

House, 40 , Kensington Gardens Square, Bays

water. Refined home for gentleman and families.

Terms moderate .
OFFICES : 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW , B.O.
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ON

CONSUMPTION,

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

AND ALL

OTHER CHEST DISEASES.

READ

MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK,

SIXPENCE, POST FREE.

Or Large Edition ( cloth ) for 18, 3d.

SIXTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF “ WORD AND WORK ”

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER.

Mr. Congrove will give ONE RECENTCASE,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

CASE of Miss S. S. L. , of GUILDFORD .

This young lady has been a patient, on and off , for more than two years.

Had circumstances permitted her to continue right on , no doubt she would
have recovered in one-third of the time. Attacks of bronchitis had reduced

her to a pitiable state. Writing me in November, 1883, she states : — “ My

cough is very bad, my throat intamed, with white specks very thick at the
back of my throat. I have much pain all down the left side and through
to my back, and under the collar-bone. I bring up large quantities of
phlegm . I am very weak . My left foot swells, sometimes allover. I Lave

much flushings of the face, and perspire profusely at night.”

In about a month after the above letter, Miss L. reports :-"I am happy

to tell you that the cough is easier , breathing relieved, and acute pain
gone " (other symptoms remained ) . She adds : - " I am so thankful I was

led to you ."

In another month she writes : - " Throat much better, flushings of the
face less frequent ; I eat and sleep better - a little return of pain ." In the

Spring she writes : - “ I sleep well , my cough is much better. The Lini

ment has relieved the pain . I use the Balsam twice a day. " ( This was not

in accordance with explicit directions, three times a day . )

In the Summer of 1884 she writes : - “ I walked out on Sunday morning,

the first time I have left this house for one year and a half . I cannot ex
press how thankful I feel."

Several other letters report a gradual improvement. Slow , however,

because (asshe acknowledged) she took her medicine only twice instead

of three times per day. At this time she expressed a sanguine belief that

she would recover her health and strength .

I did not bear from her for several months after this. Although she had

never taken her medicine with due regularity, she was then so far re

covered asto be hoping to resume her position as governess.

On October 8th last shewrites : - “ I keep beautifully well ; I can with

confidence say , as well as I have ever been in all my life. Wishing you

every blessing," &c .

NOTE . – Days of Consultation. –TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY_Mornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance_should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.

FOGS AND DAMPAIR

PRODUCE

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS .

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COL DS, COUGHS, &c . ,

IS

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR.

In Bottles, 1s. 1 d .,2s . 9d. , 48. 6d. , and 11s.

THAMES CHURCH MISSION ,

INSTITUTED 1844 .

President- The RIGHT HON. the LORD MAYOR .

Chairman--Capt. the HON . F. MAUDE, R.N.
Secretary - REV, H. BLOOMER.

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty-three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts,made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos . of Word and Work , Books , Magazines, Tracts, &c . , are most necessary ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplainsand Missionaries .

TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

School Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E.C.

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION

OF THE GOSPEL AMONG THE JEWS.

This Society undertakes a work beyond the aim and capability of

ordinary Missionary Societies. It is founded on an unsectarian basis,and

receives its support from Christians of all denominations. Its Committee

and Agents belong to several Christian bodies, and its Honorary Secretaries

are A. SAPHIR , D.D. , and J. H. Rigg , D.D.

It has upwards of 100 who carry the Gospel to the Jews in England,

Italy , Germany, Switzerland , Austria, Russia, and Turkey. Tracts and

copies of the Scriptures are circulated . Many Jewshave by this Society

been led to believe that “ Jesus is the Cbrist ." Much good has been done

among thethousands of Jews in London by the Missionaries, by the House

of Call, and by the new Mission House , with its importantMedical Missions.

Increased Funds are urgently needed , and will be thankfully received by

the Secretary, Rev. J. DUNLOP, at the Office, 96, Great Russell Street,
Bloomsbury , London .

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Ecriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary , Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , s.w.

Ban kers, Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16, St. James Street ,

London, B.W.

HYDROPHOBIA: --DR. BUISSON'S successful

treatment by Turkish and Russian Baths.

This proved remedy is followed by :

J. ATKINSON, Esq. , F.R.C.V.S. , 1A ,Wilton Place, Belgravia .

Paddington Green .- Mr. METCALFE, Priesnitz House.

Bournemouth . - JENNINGS' Hydropathic Establishment.

Hastings . - WILKIN'S Hydropathic Establishment.

Matlock.- By theMedical Staff of SMEDLEY'S Establishment,

AtBartholomew'sBaths in Bath, Bristol , Worcester, Birmingham .

Manchester, and at Leicester Square, Lordon.

Friends are ready to pay for any needy hydrophobic patient under this
treatment.

Apply to FREDK . E. PURKIS, Esq .,

The High Elms, Nutfield , Burrey .

VOLUME XI . OF

Word and Work,"

FOR 1885,

NOW READ Y ,

Handsomely bound in cloth gilt,

Red edges, price 6s. 60 .

JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

Published Monthly, price Id. -Unsectarian .

BIBLE LIGET

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS .

Word and Work of Jan. 14th says : - " Those in search of hints and good

Bible notes will value this little monthly, throwing, as it does, light on

dificult points in a brief and pithy style calculated to prove exceedingly

helpful to Bible students and Christian workers .”

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.

Extra flexible, silk sewed , in best Bagster morocco , kid -lined , elastic band.
With full helps. Prices from 20 %.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band . From 4s .

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

15, PATERNOSTER -ROW , LONDON,SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.

London : J. F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row , E.C.
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Special Mildmay Prophetic Double Number, with Supplement, Price Twopence.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON : J. F. SHAW & Co.] (REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD.)
( 48 , PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

VOL. XII., No. 573. THURSDAY, MARCH 11 , 1886. TWOPENCE .

Comprising all the ADDITIONAL MATTER that is contained in

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS,

The Helps to the Study of the Bible.

THE OXFORD BIBLE

FOR TEACHERS,

Have been carefully Revised and Enlarged from time to time by Dr. STUBB8, Bishop of Chester ; Dr. EDWIN

PALME , Archdeacon of Oxford ; Dr. ANOUS, and other eminent scholars. The scientific information was prepared

under the supervision of Professors ROLLESTON, WESTWOOD, LAWSON, and EARLE - names of the highest authority

in their several departments.

THE CHRISTIAN ,Dec. 25, 1884.- A more perfect com THE TIMES, Dec. 23, 1884.— The whole has been done

pendium of valuable aids to Biblical study can scarcely be conceived . with admirable completeness. '

No one who can obtain it should be without a copy .'
THE METHODIST RECORDER, Jan. 30 , 1885.— ' This

THE GUARDIAN .— ' A perfect library in notes, tables,
invaluable work needs no further recommendation from us ; all the

and maps .'
subjects are handled with the greatest ability , and still jurther

THE PALL MALL GAZETTE, Dec. 20 , 1884.-' Every THE NONCONFORMIST, Dec. 24 , 1884.- The whole

Bible student kno s them to be the best collection of Biblical informa appears to be admirably done, and the wonder is how such an immense

tion ever brought together in so small a compass .' amount of information can be packed in so small a compass .'

IN VARIOUS SIZES AND BINDINGS AT ALL BOOKSELLERS.

enhance the value of this unrivalled book . '

London : HENRY FROWDE, Oxford University Press Warehouse, Amen Corner, E.C.

THE CRY OF THE STARVING.

THE LONDON SAMARITAN SOCIETYAND HOMERTON MISSION is doing its very

utmost torenderassistance to the very poor of the Metropolis, but FUNDS are most

URGENTLY REQUIRED.

WHO WILL HELP ?

HOW TO HELP US TO CARRY ON OUR WORK.-£8 will pay the whole cost of 1,000

Adult or Children's Dinners or Suppers; £ 4,500 ;£ 2, 250 ; £ 1, 125 ; 4s. Ēd. will pay for a good pair of

Boots fora poor Child ; 2s. 6d . , a Week's Lodging for a poor Man or Woman. £6 will enable us to

pay the whole expense of an Adult to Canada.

Assistance is given to the Destitute without any sectarian distinction whatever, and without favouror

partiality . Inquiries are made by ourown Agents, or by the very many Clergymen, Ministers, Secretaries

oi Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations , District Visitors, City Missionaries, Ragged

SchoolWorkers, and others who take a deep interest in our work,and act as Honorary Almoners on behalf

of the Society, and at whose Schoolrooms or Mission Halls Free Meals have been given by this Society.

Donations will be most gratefully received by MR. JOHN JAMES JONES ; or,

Mr. HENRY HICKS BOARD, Secretary,

57 and 59, Ludgate Hill, LONDON, E.C.

Cheques and Drafts to be crossed FULLER, BANBURY & Co. P.O. Orders to be drawn on General Post Office.

Donationsfor the London Samaritan Society are also received by the Bankers, Messrs . FULLER, BANBURY, Nix & MATHIESON,

77, Lombard Street, E.C.; the City Bank, Ludgate Hill ; and by the Auditors, Messrs. JOSIAH BEDDOW & Son, Chartered

Accountants, 2, Gresham Buildings, Basinghall Street, London , E.C.

WORD AND WORK will be sent by the Publishers Post-free to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Months for Rs. 100.

1
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JAMES NISBET & Co.,Publishers.HODDER & STOUGHTON'S LIST.

NEW WORK BY THE LATE DR. W. P. MACKAY.

Now readı , price ls . 60.; cloth boards, 2s.6d .WORKS ON THE

SUBJECT OF PROPHECY.

THE SEEKING SAVIOUR, and other Bible

The Last Prophecy:

Themes. By the late Dr.W. P. MACKAY, M.A., Author of “ Grace

and Truth , ' Editor of the British Evangelist.

" Full of Scripture truth , and aglow with the Gospel he so delighted

to preach ." - C . R. HURDITCH.

THE CHINA INLAND MISSION.

With Portrait , price 88. Ed.
Being an Abridgment of the laie Rev. E.B. Elliott's

Horæ Apocalypticæ ."

To which is subjoined his last paper on “ Prophecy Fulfilled

and Fulfilling ." Third Edition as Revised by the late

Rev. E. B. ELLIOTT, Crown 8vo , 5s.

MEMORIALS of R.HAROLD SCHOFIELD,

M.A. (late of the China Inland Mission ), first Medical Missionary

to Shan -si, China . By his Brother, A. T. SCHOFIELD, M D.

“ A life of singular beauty and completenessof consecration ."
Christian Leader .

" A Startling Book ." - Christian .
The Lord's Coming for

and with His Saints,

HIDDEN DEPTHS : A Story of Cruel Wrong.

91

66

The Second Advent.

By F. M. F. SKENE,

NOTICE .-The Third Edition having been exhausted in a few days,
By ANNE MAINE .

a FOURTH EDITION is now ready. Price 18.; by post, 1s. 3d .

Author of " LIGHT FOR THE DARK ; or, Bible Words for In

quirers ; " THE ROYAL PRIESTHOOD ; or, The Power of an This day, price 28. 6d ., cloth .

Endless Life ; " FORGIVING LOVE ; " THE TALENTS : Two, IS the SPIRIT of the LORD STRAITENED ?

Three , and Five ; " " THE LIVING WORD AND THE WRITTEN
A Call to Prayer. By Rev. WILLIAM CROSBIE, M.A. , LL.B.

WORD ," &c . , &c . Price 2d .
“ Marked by an intense earnestness which cannot fail to arrest atten .

tion . Likely to prove useful to every Christianwhoreads it. "
English Churchman .

“ Quite a remarkable book. Seldom in our day has such a call to prayer
been heard ." - Baptist .

By the

Rev. J. BENNETT, M.A.,Incumbent of Park Chapel , Chelsea.

Small Crown 8vo, 3s . 6d .

EIGHTH EDITION. Enlarged and Revised .

THE APPROACHING END OF THE AGE.

Viewed in the Lightof History, Prophecy, and Science, By Rev.

and their Beariog on the Second Coming of Our
H. GRATTAN GUINNESS. With three diagrams. Price 7s. 6d .

Lord Jesus Christ.
The Late LORD SHAFTESBURY ; " I cannot resist the desire I feel to

bring it under the immediate and serious attention of the public. The

By the writer is evidently a man of intense piety , unsurpassed diligence, and great
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NOTWITHSTANDING the unusually wintry

upon the "

SPECIAL PROPHETIC NUMBER .

alarming departures from the faith. Yet all the time

the so -called Christian world is wondrously content

CONFERENCE ADDRESSES BY
with things as they are. One of our contemporaries,

Earl CAVAN . DR . H. SINCLAIR PATERSON .
singularly out of touch with Christian life, writes,

Rev. CANON STEWART. MR. G. H. PEMBER.
concerning a Conference which certainly claims to be

MR. DENHAM SMITH. Rev. F. A. C. LILLINGSTON. practical, in the following terms :

MR. J. H. TRITTON . Rev. JOHN WILKINSON.
A Mildmay Park Conference occupies three days of this week,

Rev. CLARMONT SKRINE. ROBERT ANDERSON, LL.D. and will , no doubt, be largely attended ; although the

Rev. CANON FAUSSET. Rev. W. FULLER Gooch. addresses, according to the programme, are almost exclusively

Mr.H.GRATTAN GUINNESS. Rev. H. E. BROOKE.
confined to questions of which people know little or nothing, or

are of no practical utility to any living creature — the Second

Advent ; “ The Hope of the Church,” Personal, not Spiritual ;

SECOND ADVENT CONFERENCE. the Great White Throne ; theMillennialReign ; and Solomon's

Temple. It is really wonderful how, in thesebusy days, crowds

of people can find time to attend upon such barren subjects .

weat her with which March opened in London , It might not be uninteresting to hearthe Earl of Cavan, Rev.

there was a good attendance at Mildmay on the first

H. Grattan Guinness, and Doctor H. Sinclair Paterson discourse

Signs of the Times," although one could be sure

day of the Conference , and on the second and third beforehand that their vision of these signs would be very narrow

days the large hall was fairly filled . At another series of and partial, and altogether depressing.

meetings, held in the same place a few years ago , the We can only excuse such talk as this on the sup

sympathy both of speakers and audience seemed to position (most likely a true one) that the writer is

flow in the groove of historical interpretation of profoundly ignorant of the nature and value of pro

prophecy, and the doctrines advanced were mainly phetic truth . Probably in his opinion the students of

those of Mr. Elliot and his followers. On this occasion , prophecy are only anxious to foreknow the future ,

as maybe easily seen from our report of the speeches, and search the Bible as astrologers studied the stars .

attention was given almost entirely to the exposition At all events, he does not seem to know that the Holy

current among Futurists . Perhaps we ought to explain , Spirit foretold future events not to gratify a mere silly

for the benefit of some of our readers, that the curiosity , but to warn Christians against the dangers ,

Historical school read in the judgments of the and to prepare them for the duties which the future

Apocalypse the history of God's action towards the
would certainly bring. Perhaps he would even treat

Church of Rome, which is identified with the apostasy lightly, if not altogether neglect, the last book of the

and the Antichrist ; while Futurists contend that the record of God, although to the reading and keeping of

Man of Sin who appears in the days of lawlessness is
its words a special blessing is attached.

a wicked person , who will, on his appearing, claim Such ignorance is , alas ! not uncommon ,andperhaps

Divine honours, and they believe that when he is some writers on prophecy have given occasion for it

revealed the times of vengeance, of which the book of by in cautious statements. Nowhere does it become

Revelation is so full , will begin their course . us to be more reverent, more submissive, and more

The change in the curreut of thought is significant, anxious to be practically governed , than when we

though not marvellous. Many who were dreaming linger in the sphere of prophetic light . Our main

of the immediate approach of the Millennium have had concern in connection with all the events coming op

a rude awakening. Recent events in Europe, and in the earth should be to keep our garments unstained on

our own country particularly, point in altogether the one hand, and to be clear as to our duty in every

a different direction . Even the most hopeful optimists crisis on the other. The intelligent apprehension of

have become alarmed . The activity of the powers of the movement of earthly currents, and of the Divine

darkness, instead of waning, is evidently waxing
purpose which is above and beyond them , contributes

greater. Evils and errors are becoming daily more to this intelligence in an eminent degree , and there

pronounced and prominent. Were it not for their fore God has given us beforehand revelations of both .

faith in God and in His Christ, even brave iner might In this respect prophecy, while indicating the future,

become fainthearted . Wherever we look, we are fits us for present duty . • The secret of the Lord is

pained by a steady deterioration of morals and with them that fear Him ; ” and in their enlighten
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ment they are safe from the delusions which dupe the Continent of Europe and in the United States of

thousands, and they view without alarm or surprise America, but also, and recently in an ominous manner,

the downfall of empires based on wrong.
within the British Empire, is to a very considerable

extent the result of the prevalence of atheistic doctrines

among certain classes. It is impossible to exaggerate

SIGNS OF THE TIMES. the danger likely to grow up in fields where the seeds

T must be confessed there are some signs we
of infidelity are thickly sown. The thought of God ,

cannot refuse to recognise as hopeful. Those
and of a judgment to come, availed hitherto to

who love the truth are being drawn closer together,
hold in check the passions of sinful men. If once the

and there is some reason to believe that as the great mass of mankind become convinced that there is

darkness deepens this union may become more
no Ruler in the heavens, and no tribunal to be feared in

complete by their thorough separation from errors and the future, like the Gadarene demoniac, it will be

evils at present only dimly discerned. There has been impossible to bind them even with chains. All the

also of recent years a greater zeal in fulfilling our
laws by which evil is curbed in civilized countries

Lord's great commission, “ Go ye into all the world,
derive their sanction from God. If once they be

and preach the Gospel to every creature.” There
deprived of this authority, they cease to bind man's

may be faults in the performance; but no one can conscience, and can only be enforced at the point of

doubt the reality of the desire to fulfil it .
the bayonet.

Having said so much, we fear we have exhausted Already there are sounds of strife in the air, which

the hopeful signs within the horizon , and, as we turn may presage civil war. When we visited Berlin

our vision elsewhere, there are portents of a coming some months ago it was in a state of half-siege ;

storm too plainly visible. Even in the worst times police, both on foot and on horseback, were thickly

of the past century the open denial of God was un
planted in the streets . To -day there is an absence of

common. Only within the last fifty years has Atheism
conflict in Ireland , simply because lawful government

become unblushing and proud. True, it does not
has surrendered for the present, and confesses itself

venture to say boldly there is no God . It has learned to be at the mercy of a widespread conspiracy. Men

by experience its inability to defend such an assertion ; " who profess to speak as the representatives of a

and now it only claims to be unable to find Him .
democratic federation are bold enough to speak in

Still, it must not be forgotten that Agnosticism , no language which at no distant date would have been

less than Atheism , is godless. A God unknown is a deemed treasonable , and if the large class which

God unloved , unhonoured, unserved. The agpostic, preys on society is once induced to believe that it may

as surely as the infidel, is “ without God in the riot with impunity, lawlessness may even win victories

world . ” The time is not distant when a few men of
which maygo far to raze the securities on which we

science startled the world by proclaiming the unknow
have hitherto reposed.

ableness of God. To them it was a question of
With the outlook before us, he would be a very

evidence , and beyond that of indifference. Perhaps sanguine man indeed who would venture to speak

even the originality of the supposed discovery minis hopefully of the signs of the times. Within the

tered to their pride , as it certainly did to their
Church itself the past half-century has been fruitful

notoriety , and they were not unwilling to be regarded
in unpleasant surprises . The Church of England,

more profound thinkers than any of their
which in a certain sense might havetruthfully boasted

fellows. Within the last few years it has come, we that it was a grand bulwark of Protestantism , has

know not how ,to be regarded as a certificate in been honeycombed throughout with Romish doctrine.

science or philosophy when a student professes
Both in the Establishment and among the Noncon.

to be an agnostic. And as the certificate is formists a pronounced Rationalism , which refuses to

gained without the trouble or risk of an examination , spare a single evangelical doctrine, has made rapid

the profession has become very common . Nor does progress ; and alongside of it there has grown up a

it hinder success in life. When a Roman Catholic
tolerance of false teaching which is truly amazing.

was entrusted with the destinies of India, Protestants Perhaps this ungodly liberalism is not the least

were loud and unanimous in their condemnation of characteristic sign of our times. The tendency to

the appointment ; if an agnostic is entrusted with compromise truths the most vital is becoming almost

the destinies of Ireland in the most urgent crisis in
universal. Any attempt to resist this unworthy

its history, there is neither cry nor complaint . The
surrender of the faith is denounced as intolerant

possibility of government without God has become a bigotry or disgraceful ignorance. The theory o

political commonplace. At length the “ narrow ledge
Darwinian Evolution is widely applied to subjects the

of Theism ” seems to have been swept away. Yet most sacred . Scripture itself is interpreted according

who can doubt that a claim of ability to act in great to this hypothesis, and historical facts are twisted

affairs of State without God is to challenge such inter
and tortured into conformity with its requirements .

ference with our operations as may prove the
He who in present circumstances prophesies smooth

hugeness of the blunder into which wehave allowed things surely prophesies deceits.

ourselves to fall ?

There is another and no less serious consequence

of this fashionable ungodliness. So long as it remained
MILDMAY CONFERENCE REPORT. - It is

within the Halls of Science it might be trusted not to feared the messenger who was sent to Paternoster

work much worldly mischief. But so soon as it finds Row with the orders for Conference Reports, given

its way into the streets, and takes hold of common
in at the Hymn -book stall , has absconded. Would

minds, it begins to prove itself potent for evil. We

are told in Scripture lawlessness is to characterize the
any friends who gave orders at this stall communi.

latter days. The spread of revolt against all lawful
cate at once with John F. Shaw & Co., 58, Pater

authority, which has been witnessed , not only on noster Row ?

og be

as
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MILDMAY PROPHETIC CONFERENCE .

TUESDAY MORNING ADDRESSES.

AT
T the opening of the Conference, reference was made by

Mr. James E. Mathieson to the deep regret felt by all

that the beloved president, whose well-known presence and

bearing seem almost a part of these Mildmay Conferences,

was absent through sickness. Until the previous day Mr. S.

A. Blackwood had hoped to be present, but at the last was

unable to come, sending, however, a telegram of regret and

fellowship : " May the Master of assemblies be with you, and

supply, through fitter men, my lack of service . "

I have in my hard, continued Mr. Mathieson , a letter,

which has reached me this morning, and which, I think, it

will be acceptable I should read. It is from the pen of Dr.

Horatius Bonar, who is not able to come up, as he desired to

do, to the Conference.

1

11

The Patmos Message.

MY

.
11

1

BY REV. HORATIUS BONAR, D.D.

Y DEAR MR. MATHIESON , -- I find that there is no

hope of my being able to be withyou inMarch at your

prophetical conference. The hand of God still lies upon me,

and though I am very considerably restored to health, I am

still under medical restrictions, which prohibit exertion

either in travelling or in speaking.

Such being the case, I am exceedingly desirous to express

my sympathy with you inthe object of your projected gather

Mildmay

and glorious truths on which you propose to confer together,

as brethren in a common Lord , who are looking back to Him

who came the first time as the Bearer of our guilt upon the

Cross, and looking forward to Him who is coming the second

time to receive the crown which the Father has promised

Him as the heir of all things, and Prince of the kings of the

earth .

I know not but that this may be my last opportunity of

bearing witness to the much -forgotten doctrine which was

80 specially given to the Church as her blessed hope, and I

wish to say how increasingly important that doctrine seems

to me to become as the ages are running to their close, and

the power of the great Adversary is unfolding itself both in

the Church and in the world. For this is not merely “ man's

day, " but " Satan's day;" and he has come down , having great

wrath, because he knoweth he hath but a short time. The

poison of the last days has penetrated everywhere : unbelief,

error, strong delusion, self-will, ambition , pride , hatred of

God and of His Christ,—these are the deadly forces that are

operating all over earth and disintegrating society , making

all human rule impossible, and demonstrating the necessity

for the arrival of Him who is to end all these overturnings,

and to introduce the reign of peace , the kingdom of everlast

ing order—the time when the vile person shall no more be

called liberal, when darkness shall no more be called light, nor

Science substituted for Scripture, nor the glitter ofhuman

culture for regeneration bythe Holy Ghost.

Antichrist is rising rapidly and gathering strength.

Multitudes are enlisting unconsciously under his banner,and

adopting his watch-word - LIBERALITY ; -- reckoning it illiberal

to believe in judgment to come, or in hell, or in the wrath of

God, or in the sinner's eternal' doom . To meet all this we

look for the arrival of the Christ of God ; and as the con

fusion increases, and the rebellion waxes stronger and

stronger, we raisemore and more loudly the Church's ancient

cry, “ How long, O Lord, how long ?”

The human heart, “ deceitful above all things and desper

atelywicked,”is speaking out and acting out more than ever

the deadly evils which, from age to age, have been develop

ing themselves in a thousand forms. The lawlessness of the

buman will, the pride of the human intellect, the ambition

of the human heart, the determination of man to make

humanity a god to itself ,andto make natural law a substi

tute for supernatural law and a pretext for expelling God

from His own creation ; these are the combined'human and

satanic agencies against which the Church of God must

specially contend. For, “ if the foundations be destroyed ,

what can the righteous do ?”

The beguiling of unstable souls, the schemes of hell for

deceiving theelect, the rapid development of diverse and

strange doctrines, the entanglement of multitudes in the

spare of the fowler,—these are the symptoms of evil that

alarmthe Christian man as precursors of the last consumma

tion of evil, the firstfruits of the last sad harvest of hell.

All this may be called illiberality and pessimism , the

morbid forebodings of diseased spirituality ; but what if it

should be all true ? “ Let us not sleep, as do others ; but let

us watch and be sober.” The awful winding up may
be

nearer than we think . The “ harvest of the earth ” is ripe ;

and , as for “ the clusters of the vine of the earth,” are they

not long since, “ fully ripe " ? and is it not the great long

suffering of God suspending the execution of wrath, long

since overdue, that has stayed the vials of vengeance ?

Forgive me for writing thus strongly ; but, as one of the

oldest students of the propheticWord, I feel constrained to

speak out, and to give to my brethren in Christ what may be

mylast testimony.

The Patmos message of our great King and Lord is still

sounding in the ear of the Church, “ He which testifieth these

things saith, Surely I come quickly.” Shall she not speak

loudly out her responsive, “ Amen : even so, come, Lord Jesus. '

"Take Heed !.”

BY THE EARL OF CAVAN.

“ For we have not followed cunningly devised fables, when

we made known unto you the power and coming of our Lord

Jesus Christ, but were eyewitnesses of His majesty. For He

received from God the Father honour and glory, when there

came such a voice to Him from the excellent glory, This is

My beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased. And this

voice which came from Heaven we heard , when we were

with Him in the holy mount. We have also a more sure

word of prophecy ; whereunto ye do well that ye take heed ,

as unto a light that shineth in a dark place, until the day

dawn, and the day star arise in your hearts : knowing this

first, that no prophecy of the Scripture is of any private

interpretation ." Take heed ;” just that word “ take heed ”

I would say a word or two upon . We have been praying

we might have the spirit of forbearance, of love , of endu

rance with any view of the truth of prophecy which may be

expressed contrary to our own . We want to recognise our

one with one another as members of the same mystical

body.

Now the exhortation here, “take heed,” has been much

neglected. That blessed hope has been put aside too long

and too generally. Let us take that injunction in connection

with our blessed Lord's words in Mark xiii . , where we have

the expression four times over, " take heed

“ Take heed what men shall do to you ; ” or, as in Luke

viii. , “ Take heed how ye hear.”

“ Take heed ye be not deceived . "

« Take heed ; I have foretold you all things."

So that the Lord Himself would have our attention drawn

to the subject, and He adds at the end of the chaper

Take heed ; watch and pray ; for ye know not when the

time is ."

Take heed the Son of Man has taken His journey, but He

has left to every man his work . And as in Peter we are

exhorted to take heed to the sure word of prophecy ; so here

we are exhorted to increased diligence in occupying the place

assigned us “ till He come. ” For having given every man

his work and commanded the porter to watch , He adds,

" Watch ye therefore ; for ye know not when the Master of

the house cometh, at even , or at midnight, or at the cock

crowing, or in the morning : lest coming suddenly He find

you sleeping. What I say unto you I say unto all-watch."

If wekeep our eye on the Lord JesusChrist we will not

be found sleeping. With our minds directed to Him, waiting

for Him, weshall be watching for His appearing.
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Let us approach the subject in the spirit of the exhortation And fourthly, the renovation of the human home, which

of the apostle in Eph . iv . : “ I therefore, the prisoner of the at the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ shall be thoroughly

Lord , beseech you that ye walk worthy of the vocation adapted for the wants of human nature. Realizing in spirit

wherewith ye are called , with all lowliness and meekness, with the magnificence of the change as if it had had already

longsuffering, forbearing one another in love ; endeavouring occurred, the prophets sang centuries ago : “ Jehovah

to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace.” May reigneth ; let the earth rejoice.” “ The new heavens and the

God give us the spirit of love, the spirit of forbearance, the new earth, which I will make, shall remain before Me, saith

spirit of joy in Himself, that we may go from these gatherings Jehovah."

to reflect the light we have received from Him , making the All these four particulars, in the one grand word, we

coming of the Redeemer more attractive to the fellow find again and again stated in one or other of St.

members of His mystical body, the Church.
Peter's epistles or sermons, and they are , of course, in

very striking contrast to the present state of things ; there

fore there is peculiar force in his description of the

word of prophecy that it is like a “ light thatshineth in a

dark place." And just as in the Scripture now before us He

speaks of one utterance, " the word of prophecy ; " so in

By Rev. CANON STEWART. another passage he speaks of the one grand end, by thesingle

expression salvation, “ Receiving the end of your faith , even

MY

the salvation of your souls ;” and in yet another passage he

wisdom and power of the Holy Ghost, whose inspira speaks of the one grace, Hope to the end for the grace that

tion has already been prayed for ; distinctly recollecting is to be brought unto you at the revelation of Jesus Christ."

the magnificent promise of our unseen yet present Redeemer, To wit, the one grand eternal gift to be ushered in at the

“ Whatsoever ye shall ask the Father in My name I will do glorious appearing of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

it, " and under the guidance of the three Scriptures which Observe, also, that in the context of the third Scrip

have been so well selected for our meditation this morning, ture now before us, a grand confirmation of all this

I desire to fix your attention upon three special points was presented to the apostle's mind by his recollection of

with reference to the future and a true Christian's attitude what he had seen on the Mount of Transfiguration. He

towards it. recalled what he was never likely to forget , how he awoke

First. The precious subject of study. out of sleep to see the Master's countenance shining as

Second . The manner of study. the sun , His raiment glittering whiter than the snow of the

Third. The purpose of study. neighbouring mount Hermon : how there then talked with

I. It is very important to bear in mind as to the subject the transfigured Master, Elijah as representative of those

of study that it is ONE. St. Peter, in the portion of Scrip who shall never die ; and Moses as representative of thosa

ture which Lord Cavan has already read, speaks of " the saints to be called out of their graves by this Son of God :

Sure Word of prophecy.” It is a single word . Although how he, too, had heard the voice from Heaven saying : “ This

there have been divers details given at different times by a is My beloved Son , in whom I am well pleased ; hear ye

variety of speakers in various ages, the one utterance which Him ." And thus, as an eyewitness of His glory, St. Peter

has been continually repeated has been a promise of recovery ; could not only say we were not following “ cunningly devised

the recovery of man and of man's home from all the evils fables, when we made known unto you the power and coming

under which they now groan , into everlasting happiness and of our Lord Jesus Christ," but he was persuaded that for

peace. Such phrases as “ the times of restitution ,". the the whole Churchtherewas thus mademoresure the grand

times of refreshing from the presence of the Lord ,” all com single word of prophecy which the seers from the beginning of

bine in foretelling at last a complete undoing of the curse time had been uttering for the comfort ofthose who believe.

which came by the first Adam's disobedience, in virtue of II. As to the Manner of Study. St. Peter says that it

the second Adam's magnificent obedience. The first promise should be with riveted attention , for that is the meaning

made to man, “ The seed of the woman shall bruise the head of the expression- " ye do well to take heed .” It is the very

of the serpent ; " the Divinesaying to Abraham , “ In thy seed same word in the original, where it is said of the enlightened

shall all the nations of the earth be blessed ; ” the words of Lydia , when , under the power of the Spirit of God , her heart

Hannah's song, “ He shall give strength unto His King, and was opened, that she attended unto the things spoken of Paul.

exalt the horn of His Christ ;” and all the prophets from that With similarly rapt attention the Apostle says wedo well to

time forward unitedly predict this one grandword , that after give earnest heed to this more sure word of prophecy con

the long wretched nightof darkness there will be the coming cerning the coming of our glorious Lord and Saviour.

at last of a bright unending day. Is not this in precise contrast to the conduct and attitude

As another portion of Scripture puts it, “the testimony of of the majority of professing Christians ? Many give their

Jesus is the Spirit of prophecy.” What He has done, what chief attention to money -getting, fame, politics, or some one

He is now doing on the throneof glory,what He will eternally or other of the fleeting things of this world , which is passing

do when He comes to bring in His great salvation, is the one away. Many, too who perceive the error of setting their

statement of all who have ever witnessed for Him at all. affections on the things of this earth, are not so thoroughly

The witnessing is ever to Jesus ; to the glorious liberty of awake to the importance of things to come that they keep

the sons of God , and to the freedom which all creation, now their heart steadily fixed on the inspired prediction of them .

groaning for deliverance , will share with them for ever . It may be they even regard it as a useless waste of time to

Fourdistinct details are comprehended in this single allow the thoughts to rest again and again on this subject, to

subject. The first is the Resurrection : the raising again of spend weeks and months in the study of whatGod has revealed

those who had been redeemed by the precious blood of Christ about the coming future . But St. Peter's earnest exhortation

in the various ages ; so that together with those who shall to all whohave precious faith " is to give riveted attention to

then be transformed they shall unite into one glorified Church. this grand , single " word of prophecy as to the events soon

The prophets foretell “ many of them that sleep in the dust to take place , when believing men and believing men's

shall awake, some to everlasting life.” He shall swallow homes shall be redeemed out of all the evil into everlasting

up death in victory ; and the Lord God shall wipe away blessedness.

tears from off all faces." Two remarkable patterns of such close attention to Divine

Secondly, the visible presence in the midst of the glorified prediction are elsewhere mentioned by St. Peter in the

Church of the human and Divine Saviour Himself. The ancient prophets, and the angels their companions. He speaks

prophets say, “ Thine eyes shall see theKing in His beauty," of these holy men of old as having utterancesgiven them by

at " the appearing of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ , ” the power of the Spirit of God, which they could not

and “ daily shall He be praised .” themselves understand, but he describes them as “ search

Thirdly,the exaltation of Christ's people to be a royal ing diligently what, or what manner oftime the Spirit

priesthood with Him . The prophets declare, “ Ye shall be of Christ which was in them did signify, when it testified

into Me a kingdom of priests.” “ The greatness of the king beforehand the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should

bom under the whole heaven shall be given to the people follow .” Two main topics were running through their whole

vi the saints of the Most High .” testimony about Jesus—both , at that time, being still
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future- Christ's sufferings and Christ's glory . And they | made more sure the word of prophecy, unto which ye do well

meditated upon the things they wrote : - trying perseveringly that ye take heed , as unto a light that shineth in a dark

to digest the very sentences coming from their own lips. . ness , till the day dawn, and the day star arise in yourhearts.”
Think of Isaiah as he wrote, “ They shall not hurt nor The real hope of the Christian, let us always remember, is

destroy in all My holy mountain : for the earth shall be a far more loveable thing than the invented hope which

fall of the knowledge of the Lord , as the waters cover many set before them . Many only hope for a real
the sea ; " think of Ezekiel as he gave his description freedom from evil (which of course is true ), and others

of a wonderful polity hereafter, and added , “ the name only look on to a magnificent chorus of praise to

of the city from that day shall be, Jehovah is there ; ” | God . But the hope itself is something more attractive to us

or think of a whole chorus of prophetic Psalmists digest as human beings than all that. It contains the things pre

ing their own words, when they sang, “ Let the heavens cisely suited to exercise all the healthy faculties of body,
rejoice, and let the earth be glad ; let the sea roar, and the mind, and spirit. Only let that be recognised , and from the
fulness thereof ; let the field be joyful, and all that is therein : very depths of our hearts shall ring the cry, " May Thy
then shall all the trees of the wood rejoice before theLord : kingdom come; may Thy will be done on earth as it is done

for He cometh , for Hecometh to judge the earth.” “ The in heaven ."

Lord reigneth ; let the earth rejoice," " O Lord our And let us recollect if our study of the future have such
Lord , how excellent is Thy name in all the earth ! ” Think, I intense longing in it that we can say honestly, “ Lord Jesus,

siy, of these holy men of old digesting all these mysterious comespeedily ,” it will deeply impress our daily character now .
sentences, for mysterious they were to them . And think All truths sanctify , but none are more thoroughly suited to

also of the holy angels who serve God in the whole sanctify than the thought that our Redeemer draweth nigh
universe, desiring to look into these things upon which to take us to Himself, to make us kingly priests in that
the ancient prophets pondered. For surely brethren , realm whose perfect population shall be ruled by a perfect
if those who lived centuries ago, when the purposes King . And if we see our brother Christians falling into the

of God were only partly wrought out, and if the lust of the flesh , or if we feel the power of these lusts within
very angels of God, who had no need to be redeemed, have ourselves, as a kind of leprosy - and many of us know this
delighted to pause and meditate upon such inspired predic struggle with self — wemay well say, with the Hebrew maid ,

tions ; much more should we give these things our riveted “ Would God that such ones were with the prophets in
attention now that the night is far spent, and the day is at their own Bible .” For those prophets thoroughly under
hand. stood who would rid them of the spiritual leprosy. Weshall
Letmegive five briefhints as to methodsof diligent study purify ourselves even as Christ is pure in proportion to the

which may be employed in accordance with the Apostle 's reality of our longing for the holy future, when His people

exhortation . shall cast their crowns at His feet with the adoring song
First , it is of great importance that constant attention “ Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to receive power, and

should be paid to whatmay be called the “ catch -words," or riches, and wisdom , and strength , and honour, and glory, and
key phrases, in the various prophets. For the Holy Ghost blessing."

has been pleased to repeat Himself in different contexts ; Just as we abide in the love of Christ, and draw out of

so that, by comparing those contexts, the sameword used in the power of His grace, day by day, having our lamps burning,
each may be better understood . our loins girt like men that wait for their Lord , striving

Secondly , it pleases the Holy Spirit at times to give the to be found diligent in His work when He comes, shall we

key word to some humble brother, and every student of prove to ourselves that the day star has arisen in our hearts ,

prophecy should be ready to be taught even by his humble but and that we do indeed love His appearing.
devout neighbour. Dogmatism is out of place in the study of

prophecy. If any are dogmatic, we may be pretty certain

they are on thewrong track . Where there is really fellow .
ship with the Holy Spirit there is a readiness to profit by

a Christian neighbour's discoveries of truth . BY J . DENHAM SMITH .

Butmy third hint may appear, at first sight, to contradict
M HIS little gleam of sunshine, this little moment of

my second : No man should be called rabbi or master.
I brightness from the sun in the pbysical world , reminds

Because all, being human , are liable to err. Therefore, with
us what we wantnow at this Conference is that God may

a readiness to be taught, there should be a constant watchful
greatly enlighten and enliven , and cheer and animate us with a

ness against error.
deeper and enlarged sense ofthe inomentousness ofthat event

Foorthly , the heart must be lifted up in direct prayer - the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ a second timedown to

that theGiver of prophecy would cause His presence to be
this world . We have been asked to give brief testimonies,

felt in every minute when that word of prophecy has
and it is not hard when one has been living in the prospect of

diligent heed given to it. How few of us have acted fully this hope for more than quarter of a century,and really in my

according to the example of Paul when he prayed (Eph . i. ) case nearly half a century, to give testimony. One would be

" That the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of disposed to hold up one's Bible and say - Beloved friends, it is

Glory, may give unto you the spirit of wisdom and revela full of this subject from the very beginning to the very end of

tion in the knowledge ofHim : theeyes ofyourunderstanding
it. When man fell God lifted him up as soon ashe was down ,

being enlightened ; that ye may know what is the hope of
giving bim that wonderful promise - The seed of the woman

His calling (whatever that hope may be), and what the | shall bruise the serpent's head . And when He came by and

riches of the glory of His inheritance in the saints." Let I liy He did put His foot on the serpent, but shortly He shall

us be diligent in prayer that whatever God has written He bruise Satan under His feet. That is not the condition of

may see fit to reveal to us.
the world yet ; the world is full of devilism , and will be full

My fifth hint is this - Watch the times as they pass, in of devils, we are told . And after the great tribulation will

order that the earliest sign that His redemption is drawing
be the coming of the Son of Man .

nigh may be discovered in due season .
Sometimes I have looked at my Bible and have thought

III. Now having spoken of the what (the one single word ), all the prophets and their utterances were like as when

of the how (themanner of study ), notice the why, or the pur you see a strong breeze on the Atlantic or Pacific, and the

pose of the study . This purpose is something higher than waveswith their white crests keep following one another in

that all the students of prophecy should agree in all the | one direction towards the same goal. So it is in these

details, though it may be that consummation will be more or utterances of the prophets , from Enoch all the way down, all

less perfectly attained as the end drawsnear. You remember look in the same direction, not one of them is silent.

we are told in Dan . xii. “ the wise shall understand ." But Whether Isaiah , the evangelical prophetof the Jewish people ,

observe, while this agreement is to be desired, when St. Peter Jeremiah , the weeping prophet, theminor prophets (so called ),

fixes our attention upon the sure Word, he has a far greater or tbe evangelical prophet Zechariah , they all look to a

purpose than that ; it is that each student of prophecy may coming One, a grand ,magnificent One, a Deliverer. Mył ope

be possessed by an intense desire for the glorious end , and is that in these three days' conference the whole subject

by a fervent love for Him who will be the brilliant centre of shall be so opened up that not one amongst us shall doubt

that future. I take the original to read thrs : “ We have first of all the reality of His coming , secondly, i

That Blessed Hope.
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as now.

personal coming, and thirdly, a coming which must take place he has a wonderful inheritance, incorruptible, undefiled ,

before we can look for a millennium. Ifyou are looking for
and that fadeth notaway.

amillennium you are not looking for Him. But we know
Now 80 we might go through the whole of the Bible.

He may come atany time, and by His coming shall usber in I have spoken of the prophets, but when the Lord Himself

the new era , and put down all rule and authority, and every was down here, you remember, He became the Prophet

plant He hath not planted. Do not you see the wonderful of His people then He is our Prophet

change of view which takes place when one learns these And in John xiv . what does He say, just after He

things ? One who has been taught to expect the knowledge had been speaking of leaving them, and they were down .

of the Lord will cover the earth through the labours of the cast and disappointed that the kingdom had not come? Have

Bible Society, the Missionary and Evangelical Societies, you ever thought that the Jew, not seeing His sufferings,

pulpit preaching ; one who is looking for this, as in early was likea man looking at the mountain -tops, which the sun

life I was, sees that little progress is made and faith tips with gold, and losing sight of intervening valleys ? Too

waxes feeble and faint. But what a wonderful change many of us-the majority of Christendom - see only the

comes over you when you learn to look for the Lord deep valleys, and fail to lift up oureyes to themountain -top.

Himself, with the certainty the millennium will follow when Well, His disciples were perplexed , and He said, “ Let not

He comes. yourhearts be troubled ; ye believe in God, believe also iu Me.

Now, men talk as if the hope of His personal return were In My Father's house are many mansions ; if it were not

a newdiscovery, but it is at least as old as Enoch , seventh 80, I would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you .

from Adam. Go back in spirit to the days of this blessed And if I go and prepare a place for you , I will come again ,

man who walked with God , who walked in anticipation of and receive you unto Myself.” Note the change in the

these coming events. He saw not merely a spiritual coming, Revised Version : " In My Father's house are many abiding

but a personal. “ The Lord cometh. " Ibelieve Enoch learnt places.". Asweet thought for those who have lost dear ones

much from Adam, but he had also wonderful communication out of the circle . Where are they ? In the sweet abiding

with the Lord Himself, for he walked with God, and God places of God ; secure and established as are the pillars in

talked with him and gave him a receptive mind, and in this the New Jerusalem . Note, too , the expression “ If I

the first stage of the world's history, showed him this go · I will come again .” His coming again is ás

mighty confederation of blessed onesfollowing the Lord at literal as His going away.

You see
12

He did go up in person and

His return . Enoch was very much alone in these days, but His coming down will be in person.

he discovered the Lord was coming with “ myriads of saints.” Now while we cherish the spirit of love in differences, I

What a discovery for an isolated man as he thenwas ! There must say I feel this is a unique and special word, something

is poor Enoch going along like a pilgrim , knowing very few different from what is given by any prophet. You never

believers and only having knowledge coming down to him hear from them of the Father's house, of the Lord's going to

from those who preceded him ; but it was not always to be preparea place for us. Here He speaks His heart of love

so, for “ the Lord cometh with ten thousands of His saints. " when He tells them He will not leave them orphans in this

What awonderful thing for him to say. Did he say it to him world's vicissitudes, its open graves and funeral knells. No,

self, to his generation , or to his domestic circle ? We do not " I will come again and receive you unto Myself.” A friend

know ; but he did say it, and says it you and me. once said to one on her dying bed, “There is themost

there the personal coming, the coming in judgment. Now precious word I leavewith you .'
“ What is it ? " " I will

that is themost solemn thing for us to remember that when come again .” No , " said she, with her dying breath ,

the Lord Jesus comes to this world and all His saints with “ there is one more precious : ‘ I will receive you to Myself;')

Him He comes a Judge, and we are partakers with Him in i.e., to be where Heis, lodged in His bosom , pillowed on His

inflicting judgment. Then shall every unconverted human infinite, ineffable love, I will take you to Myself.

being hear the solemn sentence pronounced, " Depart from I remember hearing of a little daughter who came home

Me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil after a long absence ; her mother had a number of friends to

and his angels. meet and welcome her. After they had gone she flew to her

Thus in the veryforeground of Scripture we find the hope mother's arms : This is what I wanted ; this is what Icame

of His coming, and need not tell you we might go through home for ; Ihave got you to myself now ." Sothe Lord will

the whole Bible and find similar testimonies. I may just have us to Himself, no more relapses from Him. Now He

quote one magnificent word midwayin the Bible, Job, who may have sometimes to stand outside the door and kpock .

says, “ I know that my Redeemer liveth , and that He shall Behold, I stand at the door, and knock : if any man hear

stand on the earth in the latter day .”
My voice, and open the door, I will come in to him , and will

Then Abraham ' learned that not only is God coming Bup with him , and he with Me." Often, alas ! have we kept

in person, but that there is to be a place, a city, of Him at the door-why not undo the bars and let Him in ,

which God is the great Artificer as well as Architect, that we may rejoice in His indwelling ?

a city,which hath foundations, whose builder and artificer But the subject is inexhaustible, the whole Bible is

is God . " He sees a magnificent home as well as a magnificent full of it . May our hearts, every one of them , get

person . full of it too, so that we may be walking testimoniesin

And so David says, “ I will behold Thy face in righteousness : these last days that Christ is coming, that our redemption

I shall be satisfied, when I awake with Thy likeness." That is draweth nigh.

very often quoted wrongly, " when I awake, in Thy likeness.” One thought more and I have done. Paul has also a

That is the very opposite of the truth here taught: it is truly unique and special word which, it wouldseem , he received

a very blessed truth, for we shall be conformed to His from the Lord . Theprophets have told us how God will

glorious image, become Christos together with Him . But bring His saints with Him ; but the prophets have not told

the idea here is that when we awake we shall be satisfied us how first they were to get to Him : Paul tells us. “ The

with His likeness, satisfied with Himself, satisfied with Him Lord Himself shall descend from Heaven with a shout,

who is chiefest among ten thousand, the altogether lovely, the with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of

brighness of the Father's glory, the Sun of Kighteousness, the God : and the dead in Christ shall rise first ; then we which

Rose of Sharon, the Alpha and Omega, the Ancient of Days, are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them

man and God, and God and man, the Ruler of the universe , in in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air.” The saints who

whose human hand is the sceptre of sway, eternaland infinite : are to come with the Lord must thus go to Him first, and here

allthings being His, and all things being ours in Him. we learn how they are to go to Him. So I maintain in

Turn to two wonderful expressions inthe New Testament: John xiv. and 1 Thess iv, we have a beautiful addenda to

The one is, “The Father loveth the Son . " Why ? because the wonderful testimony on the whole theme. We may, I

He had done His will, satisfied His claim, opened a way for believe, expect Him at any moment to take us to Himself

Man back to His heart of love. And so loving “ He hath to "the place prepared for us,” and that then , after an

put all things into His hand.” And the other text is : interval, which may be short or may be long, we shall come

** The glory Thou hast given Me I have given them ." All with Him in His second advent on the earth. May the

things are Christ's ; all things are ours. Ta ab
a poor Lord give us to learn and inwardly digest these things,

Christian . It is awrong name to give a Christian. There and may these blessed words be to our souls' benefit and

is no such thing as a poor Christian. He is a millionaire ; to His glory.
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THAMES CHURCH MISSION

INSTITUTED 1844 .

PATRON - His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury.

VICE -PATRON – The Right Hon, and Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of London.

PRESIDENT – The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor.

CHAIRMAN - Capt. the Hon . Francis Maude, R.N.

“The Society has unceasingly carried on its labours for a number of years, and many evidences have been given that the bread

which it has cast on the waters has notbeen wasted , but that the work of the Mission has been of the utmost value."

Extract from a Sermon by the late Dr. Jackson , Lord Bishop of London .

...

...
99

SUMMARY OF WORK FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31st DECEMBER, 1885 .

Visits to Individuals ... 27,212 English Tracts distributed ... 274,650

Dittoto Ships and Steamers
14,099 Foreign Tracts 22,142

Ditto to Barges, & c .... 16,942 Magazines 220,609

Ditto to ForeignShipping 2,187 “ Emigrant Packets " of the Religious Tract Society

Attendants at 5,286 Services 181,624 given to Emigrants 11,324

English Bibles and Testaments sold
4,749 GospelCompass CardsandCharts 1,145

Foreign Bibles and Testaments sold
624Sailors' Rolls

330

Testaments given to Emigrants 9,857
Library Bags ( in which were 10,605 Books) 782

Ditto, ditto , Troops 1,665 Temperance Pledges signed 861

Ditto, ditto , Sailors 425 Persons receiving Surgical Aid 972

English Portions given away 1,589 Hospital Letters given 186

Foreign 7,523
Menwho went to the Sailors ' Home through the dis

Prayer-books sold
418 tribution of its Cards amongst the Crews of home .

ward-bound Ships 516

... ...

...

.:
:

The Society ministers to the spiritual necessities of the vast fluctuating population on THE THAMES, consisting of

SAILORS, BARGEMEN, WATERMEN , EMIGRANTS, SOLDIERSgoing on Foreign Service ,and all others who are

to be foundafloat on THE RIVER. Services are held on board Troop, Emigrant, and Passenger Ships,Screw and Sailing

Colliers, and every description of Vessel; also intheMissionand Reading Rooms. Three Clergy and nineteen Laymen

constitute the Missionary staff in the PORT OF LONDON . The Mission undertakes the sale of SCRIPTURESto British

and Foreign Seamen , and to give Testamentsto Emigrants for the Britishand Foreign Bible Society ; to give the Emigrant

packets ofthe Religious Tract Society toEmigrants; and the Cards and Circulars of the Sailors' Homeupon homeward

bound ships. PrayerBooks,HymnBooks, & c., are sold, and Tracts(in all languages)freelydistributed . " Sailors' Library

Bags," filled with interesting and profitable books, aresuspendedforthe use of crews. The Chaplains hold services on the

Lord's Day on board the“ Worcester," nautical training college for young gentlemen intended for officers in the merchant

service ; also (with weekly classes) on the Training Ships, “ Arethusa," " Chichester,” and“ Cornwall.”

The field of labour on the Thames extends from Putney Bridge to the Nore Light Ship.

Will all whose sympathies are drawn out towards the Sailor, and all who are looking for THE

LORD, help in this blessed work of winning souls to Christ ?

1

OPINIONS,

" The account you gave us of the workof the Thames Church " The illustrated lecture on the Thames Church Mission was

Mission was exceedinglyinteresting, as interesting as anything a very interestingone,and gave the greatest satisfaction to my

Ihaveheardfora long time. Ihaveavery fair experience of people. The hall was completely filled,and a large portion of

meetings of the kind which you addressed in St. John's Hall, theaudience consisted ofwatermen, and of relatives and friends

and it seemed to me that the way in which the dissolving views ofwatermen. These were able from their ownknowledgeto

were broughtout in connection with the several portions ofyour verify and confirm the statements made , and the factthat

work was likely to captiva te anyaudience." - O.H.WALLER, they wereabletodo somadethelecturethe more interestingto

M.A., Principal London College of Divinity. them . I do not think we have had any lecture which crea ted

80 warm an interest, and which was spoken of afterwards with

so much approval and satisfaction by those who heard it."

" I regret to say that from various circumstances I had lost F. W. HARDY,M.A., Vicar of Erith .

sight of the Societyfor thirty years,and was surprised to find " I came here to -night knowing little of the work of the

howmuch the Society had grown'in importance, how many ThamesChurch Mission, but it will always in future be

open doors it bad entered ." - CLARMONT SKRINE , M.A., associated in my mind with answers to prayer." – S. A. Boyd ,

Emmanuel Church , Wimbledon . Curate of Trinity Church, South Hampstead.

The Secretary will be pleased to preach Sermons, or deliver a Lecture ( illustrated by Dissolving Views) on

the work of the ission. Kindly write for fullest information to

REV. HENRY BLOOMER, Secretary,

31 , NEW BRIDGE STREET, LUDGATE CIRCUS, E.C.

1
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NINE HUNDREDTH THOUSAND.
MR. DENHAM SMITH'S

NEW WORK .

SAFETY, CERTAINTY,

AND ENJOYMENT: THE PROPHET OF GLORY;

AND KINGDOM OF CHRIST,

Or, If a Believer, why not sure of Salvation ?

If Saved , why not Happy ?

One Penny, or large type, coloured cover, Twopence.

100 COPIES FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION 58. POST FREE.

Translations of the above in French, German , Italian , Swedish,

Norwegian, Spanish, and Portuguese, Twopence each .

In Welsh One Penny.

OR ZECHARIAH'S VISIONS OF

THE COMING

By J. DENHAM SMITH.

Crown 8vo, Cloth , 58.

WORKS ON THE COMING OF THE LORD.

AWAKE ! AWAKE ! BEHOLD THE BRIDEGROOM

COMETH. One Penny.

CAUGHT UP BY THE BRIDEGROOM ; COMING

WITH THE KING (by the Author of " Safety, Certainty ,

& c ." ). One Penny.

THE BLESSED HOPE. By E. DENNETT.

Limp cloth, 9d.; cloth boards, 1s .

THE COMING AND REIGN OF THE LORD JESUS

CHRIST. By E, H. CHATER . 15 .

EIGHT LECTURES ON PROPHECY..

Limp cloth, 1s . ; cloth boards, ls . 6d .

THE LORD'S COMING-ISRAEL AND THE CHURCH.

By T. B. BAINES . 28. 6d .

LECTURES ON THE SECOND COMING AND

KINGDOM OF THE LORD AND SAVIOUR JESUS

CHRIST. By W. KELLY . 2s . 6d .

LONDON :

W. H. BROOM & ROUSE , 25, PATERNOSTER SQUARE.

REVIEWS.

“ None can read it without his heart being stirred with the

blessed hope of the glorious appearing of the great God and

Saviour Jesus Christ. It is beautifully printed and bound, and

will be a favourite with many givers.” — The Christian .

“ Christ is the Alpha and Omega of its theme. It shows

how the prophets were led by the sure light of revelation into

the region of glorious hope. It is on the bearing of thishope

upon the future of a redeemed and purified earth that the

author dwells with power in this volume, which will prove &

blessing to thousands, as others from his pen have done."

Footsteps of Truth .

" Here, as in all the author's writings, the Gospel bells ring

out clearly and melodiously. No one will read, Jow or Gentile ,

saved or unsaved , who will not be instructed, comforted, or it

may be awakened to be found ready in the coming day."

Irish Church Advocate.

“ The author gives us sweet enlargements upon the words

and visions of the prophet. " -Swordand Trowel.

LONDON :

JAMES E. HAWKINS, 17, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO. , 9, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

And all Booksellers.

SEELEY &CO.,EssexStreet, Strand, Dublin Soldiers'Home andInstitute.

Late of 54 , FLEET STREET.

· Fifth Edition ,

HORÆ APOCALYPTICÆ . By the Rev. E. B.

ELLIOTT, M.A. Revised, Corrected, and Enlarged, with

Thirty -eight Engravings. 4 vols ., 8vo, £2 16s. , cloth .

“ A very mine ofhistorical and literary research ." - Record .

Second Edition. Price 2s.

JOYFULLY READY. A Sketch of the Life of

Harry MacInnes. By his MOTHER, with portrait and illus
tiations.

“ We would warmly and heartily commend this unpretending little

memoir. Placed in the hands of the young, it will be read eagerly , and

that doubtless to real profit. ” - Word and Work .

Fourteenth Thousand .

THOUGHTS ON CHRISTIAN SANCTITY .

By the Rev. H. C. G. MOULE , M.A. , Principal of Ridley

Hall, Cambridge. Price 1s. , cloth.

“ We heartily recommend this little book ." - Record.

Eighth Thousand .

THOUGHTS ON UNION WITH CHRIST.

By the Rev. H. C. G. MOULE , Price 1s. , cloth.

“ An uppretentious, but eminently spiritual little work . " - Christian .

DAILY READINGS FOR HOLY SEASONS .

By Dean WALSH, Professor SCHOLEFIELD, Rev. W.

HARRISON, Rev. J. RICHARDSON, Price 6s., cloth , gilt

edges.

Also in separatevolumes :

LENT. By the Rev. W. HARRISOS. 25. cloth , gilt

edges .

PASSION WEEK. By the Rev. Professor

SCHOLEFIELD. In crown 8vo, 2s . , cloth .

EASTER TO WHITSUNTIDE. By the Rev. J.

RICHARDSON. Crown 8vo, 2s. , cloth .

ADVENT TO EPIPHANY . By the BISHOP of

OSSORY. Orown 8vo, 2s., cloth .

LONDON ; SEELEY & CO . , ESSEX STREET, STRAND.

and all Booksellers.

Patrong

General His Serene Highness Prince EDWARD of SAXE

WEIMAR , K.C.B. , Commander of the Forces in Ireland .

General Sir THOMAS MONTAGU STEELE, K.C.B.

President-The EARL of CAVAN.

Vice-Presidents

Viscount Bangor. Lord James Butler.

Sir E. Synge Hutchinson, Bart. Surgeon -General M'Ilree .

Major-General Dobbs. Colonel Sparks, late Lieut.

Vice -Admiral G.Fishbourne, C.B. Colonel 7th R. Fusiliers .

Hon. Secretary - Captain R. WADE THOMPSON ,

Clonskeagh Castle, Co. Dublin, by whomall contributions will

be thankfully received and acknowledged .

The Need of our Soldiers in Ireland .

No provision is made by the authorities for lodging soldiers on

furlough passing through Dublin to or from theirhomes. Respect

able houseswill not admit them . Where shall they go ?

The Dublin Soldiers' Institute has for the last three years to

some small extent supplied this need, but the demand for accommo

dation was so much greater than they could meet, an extra wing

to their premises (to include a lecture hall) was decided upon

early lastyear, and some funds for the purpose were collected , on

the strength of which the new building was commenced . These

funds arenow exhausted , and the building is unfinished . A sum

of nearly £ 1,000 will be required before it could be fit for use.

Night after night during this Winter furlough seasonnumbers of

soldiers are being turned away from the Home for want of room ;

the usual alternative for such , if decent men , is to walk the streets

all night, as they find it almost impossible to obtain any respect

able shelter without friends in a strange city.

This urgent APPEAL is made on their behalf to the friends of

our soldiers everywhere. From Ireland much cannot, under

present circumstances, be expected ; but it is felt that the Dublin

Soldiers' Home is not a mere local Charity, but, as the above

facts testify , it is one whichmust call forth the sympathy and aid

ofall throughout her Majesty'sdominions who value our British
soldiers and who would seek to do them good and benefit them

both in body and soul. It may be added that itis the English and

Scotch soldiers who specially and almost entirely take advantage

of the Home (although all are welcome). Since the establish

ment of the Home many have_been " born again ” at the

meetings and classes held there. To God be all the praise .
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run through that chapter, we find various helpful

MILDMAY PROPHETIC CONFERENCE. thoughts. In verse 1 we find those who were " helpers

of the war ; ” in verse 8, those men of might with

faces like lions ; if we are clinging close to the Lion of
WEDNESDAY MORNING ADDRESSES. the tribe of Judah, we shall be mighty men in these

last days. Then in verse 21 we find they helped

David against the rovers . God grant each of us may

. be stirred up to testify for Jesus against the enemy.

So passing on we come to the children of Issachar in

BY THE EARL OF CAVAN.
verse 32. May God give us a spirit of understanding

to discern the times and know what the Lord's people
READ 2 PETER III.

ought to do. Then in the next verse we have those

JUST awordortwothat crosses one'smind in refer who could keep rank, not uniformity but unity : we

ence to this subject of prophetical truth. There want to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of

are many shades of opinion and ofthought in reference peace.

to the coming of theLord, and what is to precede His And these men came with a perfect heart to make

coming on the earth . I hope we shall all exercise David king ; have we a perfect heart to make our

that mutual forbearance not only in word but also Great David King ? You do not wonder after all this

in mind , seeking the teaching of the Holy Spirit. the chapter ends with joy in Israel. God grant there

There are differences ; there may be differences in may be joy in Him and in His coming kingdom more

the views set before us to-day ; but let us remember and more. " Be patient : stablish your hearts: for the

that though we differ we are brethren, redeemed by coming of the Lord draweth nigh.” Let us stand

the same precious blood ; we areamongst those who fast in the liberty wherewith Christ hath made us

are separated from the world, amongst those who free . May we prove all things , and hold fast that

are looking for the blessed hope, the glorious appear.
which is good.

ing ofour great God and Saviour Jesus Christ. Now

with that spirit of brotherly love, as members of the

same blessed family, let us approach the subject.

May the Lord stir us all up to be humbled and

subdued . Let us sit at His feet and learn in these The Signs of the Times.

gatherings. May these be stirring -up times , putting

us in remembrance of these things, though we know BY REV. H. GRATTAN GUINNESS.

them - as Peter says.
The subject of to-day isthe signs of the Times. It is pleasant toremember and realize that we all of

us have one heart this day to make David king. What.

Now our blessed Lord , in two portions of His Word, ever shades of difference there may be (and this has been

uses that expression, “ Can yo not discern the sign
referred to by our chairman ) in our thoughts and convictions

of the times ? ” (Matt. xvi . 3 ); and “Can ye not dis
and expectation as regards minor and secondary points, we

are one in hope, one in faith , one in love to the Lord Jesus

cern this time? ” (Luke xii . 56 ). In the one He
Christ our Saviour. And we are learning our ignorance that

speaks to the Pharisees and Sadducees, in the other
now we know in part and prophesy in part." The perfect

He speaks to the people . basyet to come.”

And as He was amongst the peopleandthey knew Now weare met this morning to consider the subject of the

it not, so the signs may be manifestedand yet many signs ofthetimes. Remarks on this subjectaretoo often

not see it . It may bethey are living for the world made which betray a want of intelligent comprehension of

and saying, “ It is so :we see it is the hope ; but not

the nature of the signs that are according to Scripture to

indicate “ the time of the end ." A careless reading of our
just yet. Many of the Lord's people may be

Lord's prophetic discourse on the Mount of Olives seems

ignorant of the near approach of the blessed Lord.
to be the cause of much of this misapprehension. His

Then , too, there are , as we are forewarned there predictions ofwars and rumours ofwars, famines, pestilences.

should be , scoffers walking after their own lusts and and earthquakes, are quoted as if they and suchlike things

saying, " Where is the promise of His coming ? ” were to be the signs of theend of the age. Alittle accurate

Then there is infidelity abroad and increasing to a
attention to the order of His statements would at once show

Fast extent. Then Popery, with all her various

that, so far from this being the case, He mentions these as the

ramifications. Let us beware, however, of these sedu

characteristic and common events of the entire interval prior

to His coming. Wars and calamities, persecution and
cing spirits that would draw us away from the truth apostasy, martyrdom , treachery, abounding iniquity, Gospel

as it is in Jesus. Let us seek to set before us that preaching, the fall of Jerusalem , the great tribulation of

those who would worship Him , must worship Him Israel, which has, as we know , extended over 1,800 years ; all

in spirit andin truth , and not in outward form merely. these things were to fill the interval, not to be signs of the

We want the blessed One prominently before us , immediateproximity of the second advent. How could things

that we may behold Him and reflect 'His blessed of common, constant occurrence be in themselves signs of

any uncommon and unique crisis ? What commoner all

through the ages than wars and rumours of wars, famines,

And then we have in 1 Chron. xii. a reminder of pestilences,and earthquakes ? These as marking the course

what we want. Children of Issachar with under. of the age can never indicate its close. What, then, are the

standing of the times what Israel ought to do . If we eigns weshould expect ?

light.
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Many who perceive the folly of thus looking at every Let me suggest that Daniel is the introduction to John

great natural calamity as a sign go to an opposite extreme, and the book of John the completion of Daniel. Daniel is first

expect wonderful, unprecedented , supernatural , and impossi John ; John is second Daniel. They are two parts of the

ble signs, basing their expectations on a literal interpreta same book, they treat of one subject, use thesame symbols ,

tion of the symbolic hieroglyphics of the Apocalypse. Such employ the same hieroglyphics, and speak of the same course

signswould be so grotesque and absurd incharacter that it of events. These twobookscontaina series of visions in

is an insult to human intelligence, not to say to Divine revela which the same ground is to a certain extent traversed again

tion ; to assert that they are to be expected . There is one and again. The first vision in these twobooks is the simplest

simple and all-sufficient answer to this childish conception and most comprehensive. In that well-known vision , the

of the signs of the last days. Our Lord and His apostles fourfold image, representing the course of four great world

alike furnish the reply. empires, Babylon , Medo- Persia, Greece, and Rome, we have

Our Lord says : " And as it was in the days of Noe, so a chart of Gentile history.

shall it be also in the days of the Son of Man. They did eat, And using the word chart reminds me of a very simple

they drank, they married wives, they were given in marriage illustration that may be of value to some on the question of

until the day that Noe entered into the ark, and the flood signs, and the point we have reached in the history of the

came and destroyed them all . Likewise also as it was in the world . Suppose you cross the ocean , and, travelling for many

days of Lot, they did eat, they drank, they bought, they days or weeks, you reach a certainpoint of the voyage still

sold , they planted, they builded "; but the same day that Lot out of sight of land, when one day you hear å rumour that

went out of Sodom it rained fire and brimstone from Heaven the ship is approaching the port towhich you are bound.

and destroyed them all . Even thus shall it be in the day You go to the captain , and inquire, “ Is it so ? ” Yes, it is ;

when the Son of Man is revealed ” (Lukexvii. 26-30 ). And the weshould sight the land at three o'clock this afternoon."

Apostle Paul continues thus : “ For yourselves know “ How do you know ? " The captain unrolls his chart, and

perfectly that the day of the Lord so cometh as a thief says, “ There is the port ; there is our present position ." He

in the night ; for when they shall say, Peace and safety, lays his finger on the exact point reached by the ship: "How

then sudden destruction cometh upon them as travail do you know we are there ? " “ Do you see that line

of a woman with child , and they shall not escape ” (1 Thess. drawn across the chart ? that is our course ; we have

y. 2, 3 ) .
followed it ; we are just there, and will sight land

If any such signs, as are imagined by some, were to precede at three o'clock . ” You ask for evidence to reassure

the advent, the state of society predicted in these passages yourself and strengthen your expectation it shall be as he

could not by any possibility exist. If monstrous, unheard. says. You ask for further light on the subject, for you can

of, supernatural, portentousevents were to transpire, would not understand how he can be so sure. “Well, our voyage

they not be telegraphed the same day all over a startled has run along such and such a course, we have come so

world, and produce such a sense of alarm and expectation many miles, the ship has kept the track marked there; on

that buying and selling, planting and building, and marrying the way we have passed certain points, certain headlands,

and giving in marriage, would all be arrested together, and indicated there, as Ceylon,Aden, and so forth, just as they

peace and safety " would be far from any one's lips or are marked in the chart. Now the distance from Ceylon to

thoughts ? And if one of the Apocalyptical prodigies is to be the port we are making is so and so many miles ; we have

thus fulfilled, all of coursemust be so. Conceive a succession of just run within twenty miles of it, and by three o'clock we

such supernatural prodigies, and a world asleep in fancied will make the rest. Thechart with thereckoning of time

security, and overtakenby sudden destruction . No, there and distance sbows exactly where we are.” As he predicts

was nothing special to alarm the antediluvians before the so it comes to pass.

day that Noah entered into the ark ; nothing special to Now it seems to me that in a somewhat similarway God's

startle the men of Sodom ere the fire from Heaven fell ; and servants and saints are guided by His wondrous and

like as it was in those days so will it be in these. All going infallible Word . He has been pleased in the Book to give

on just as usual, no single sign to attract the world's atten us a chart of history, not merely history still future, but

tion. “ None of the wicked shall understand ” the true state history now past ; and as it has been unfolded to us, not in

of affairs, only the “ wise ” enlightened by the word of dim light, but in a broad, clear light, and part of the light,

prophecy . a most important part of it, is prophecy with reference to the

It will be objected , perhaps, butif the signsof the times, political history of the world, with reference to the political

which we are expected to recognise, are neither ordinary history of the great Gentile powers. What a marvellous

natural events nor extraordinary unnatural ones, what are thing it is when weconsider that twenty -five centuries ago,

they ? Scripture abundantly answers this inquiry. They when the times of the Gentiles were beginning, when the

are special, but perfectly natural events, occurring in apre Jewish subjection hadcommenced - for God has cast down

dicted order and at a predicted time, and various and widely the throne of David for a time, and set up the Gentile

differing events occurring in combination. They are not powers - that at that time, twenty-five centuries ago, the

sudden, startling , newly - produced phenomena, but definite course of Gentile power should be clearly foreseen and

stages in long progressing movements, whose history was distinctly foretold, written and marked out in God's holy

written twenty - five centuries ago. Word ! ' It is written and rewritten, prediction multiplied

Now the time is brief,andI would like to give what I on prediction , and the whole thing laid bare and un.

believe to be the chief of these signs, and I desire to speak folded ; and all history itself has run on these lines exactly

suggestively rather than exhaustively. I would but mention
as foretold.

six separate and distinct sets of signs,each one of which seems I can only add on thesesigns, that each power has run its

sufficient to indicate that we are on the verge of the estab appointed course : the Babylonian empire rose, reached a

lishment on earth of the eternal kingdom of the Son of Man certain point, and fell; the Medo-Persian empire succeeded,

- that blessed One who shall set up a reign of righteous. and reached a certain development, and also fell; the Grecian

ness and peace, of which the millennial Sabbath is but the empire followed , and ruled and perished ; then rose the

portal and introduction. Roman empire, passed through the course foretold,first united,

We have, first, political signs ; second, ecclesiastical signs ; then divided, just as indicated. Compare, I say, these Old

third, Jewish signs ; fourth, Mohammedan signs ; fifth, general Testament and New Testament predictions with the whole

social signs ; and sixth, chronological signs. course of recorded history, and what do you see ? History

Now , as to political signs, allowmeto make a few simple has'run on the lines laid down ; the predictions have been

suggestions. I met, coming here this morning, a gentleman fulfilled . Therefore, while certain portions stiil remain to

who has long been a Christian, a student of God's Word, a be fulfilled, we know their fulfilment is sure . Babylon,

worker in His service, and he said he had bestowed little Persia, Greece, Rome Pagan, and Rome Papal and

time on the study of prophecy ; he came here rather as a persecuting all have comeand gone, and herewe are

learner than anything else. Now there may be many such at the close of the last of the four empires ; the next

here : let me refer for the sake of such to a great political thing therefore to be expected is the manifestation,

chart of the world's history contained in Dan, ii. , and espe the shining forth of the kingdom of God which shall never

cially as compared with Dan. vii. There we have in brief the end.

history of the last twenty -five centuries. Now just a word as to the ecclesiastical signs. I think
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arranging them in this order helps us to understand the The Mohammedan signs. Now, Mohammedanism is a

matter. Of course the history of the Gentile world is a tremendous fact, a tremendous factor in the world's

different thing from the history of the Christian Church. history, in the history of Palestine, and in that of the

Take then the latter : a great deal is foretold with Eastern Church. Mohammedauisni is, as we know, a

regard to the history of the Christian Church. That woe, as it was foretold it should be a woe, a tremendous woe,

church was to grow , according to prophecy . Beginning with on the apostate Eastern Church ; and , of course, it has been

small things, itwasto attain to a wonderful extent. From a a woe on Palestine and on the Jewish people too . It is

small seed itwas to spring into a great tree, spreading out remarkable how the Jews havebeen oppressed by the Papacy

its branches in which thebirds ofthe air wereto come and in the West, as well as by Mohammedanism in the East.

build. This wonderful change is foretold by the Lord You know that thousands of Jews were burned by the Pope

Himself, by Paul again and again, and by John in still in Italy and Spain. And so Mohammedanism has oppressed

greater detail : all this has taken place. the Jewish people, besides treading down their land and

Now observe, further, the bearing of this on the signs of the erecting a mosque, ' still occupying the site of the temple

times. As theChurch in her infancy was told of her extension; though therenow, perhaps it may not be much longer. Moham

as she at length reached maturity ; asshe who wasso small be medanism dominates one hundred and fifty millions of the

came agreatspreading tree, and as the birds of the air came human race. How long has it been in power ? Some twelve

and built in her branches ; as allthis has become history, as all to thirteen centuries. You remember how our Lord told us

has been fulfilled ; so another event foretold has taken place. that Jerusalem should be trodden down till the times of the

In the history of the Church there has been a great falling Gentiles are fulfilled ; and that power has trodden it down) .

away fromthe faith , and that apostasy was distinctly fore But when you look on that power and compare its present

told. I ask you to bear with me if I differ from some. I position with its past, with what it was in the days

am not here as Pope or prelate. I am here as a humble when all men trembled at it when we compare that

student of prophecy ; we have not learnt everything yet. with the present state of things ; when we recall the

There is more to understand on this question . I suggest, eight hundred years' history of the Turkish Empire ;
then, to you that this word of Paul to the Thessalonians, when the Ottoman power (the bone-breaker, as the name

**That day shall not come except there come the falling means), the destroyer of men , was shedding such a deluge

away first ” (the apostasy ), is a most important sentence in of blood and proving himself a resistless and merciless

connection with the question of ecclesiastical signs of our destroyer-when we look at the present condition of Turkey,

times. The subject there is ecclesiastical ; the apostasy was with its armies overthrown , its resources exhausted, see it

to take place, not in the world, but in the Christian lying sick and perishing, we judge ourselves justified in

Church. Paul is writing of what isto take place in the drawing an important inferencewith regard to the times in
Church, and of that pure and practical hope ; and he is which we live, that these are the closing days of the Jewish

writing just there and then with reference to our gathering desolation. We say, then, from the Mohammedan signs,

together to Him . Now if that is not the coming of Christ the end is drawing very nigh.

for His people, I know not what is . It is our gathering to Now I add a sentence with regard to Jewish signs. I

Christ. It is not simply some manifestation of the Church have here a Jewish calendar, by Mr. Lindo, in which

after it has been gathered to Christ, but it is our gathering outline is given of Jewish history ; and I glance

to Him. That sense will remain even if any seek to evade the record of the sufferings the Jews have

its force. Now let us deal with it honestly, as I am sure we
passed through for twenty-five centuries, and especially in

areall prepared to do. It is far better to deal critically and the last eighteen centuries. These sufferings began, I may

judicially with such sentences than to slur them or ignore remark, with the dethronement of Zedekiah (587 B.C.),
them .

when the throne of Judah was cast down and the people

Now it is a question of our gathering together to Him , led captive, although a restoration followed . Right down

à That day shall not come except there come from that period, through the captivity in Babylon,

the falling away first .” I believe that ; just as I accept sufferings under tlie Greeks, multiplied and terrible suffer

any other statement of inspiration. Therefore I am forced ings under the Romans, and deeper suffering endured under

to take this position ; if that predicted falling away in the so -called Christian hands - for, though they suffered from

Christian Church has not taken place, it lies between us and Pagans, they suffered infinitely more,and longer, and worse

our coming Lord ,and our gathering together to Him . But and more multiplied persecutions from Christians - Romans

if, on theother hand, that predicted falling away has taken crucified them, but Christians burned them , massacred them

place, it does not lie between us and the coming of the Lord, wholesale, hunted them for long centuries from land to land.

If we compare this falling away in the Church with the On comparing their experiences with the present position of

passage with which you are familiar, “ In the latter times the Jews, we see the yoke broken, the fetters snapped, liberty,

someshalldepart from the faith ," the word inthe original | freedom , equality granted, power and position gained. We

Greek is the same as in thepassage in Thessalonians. When find them members of Government, teachers in universities,

secompare the two together, surely we cannot evade the amassing wealth enormously, and so forth . Seeing these

conclusion that they refer to the same thing. Now the things, what is the conclusion you reach ? That the time of

falling away in 1 Tim. iv. is describedas “Giving heed to Jewish restoration is come, that the voice has gone

seducing spirits and doctrines of demons · forbidding forth which bids desolate Zion lift herself, and shake her

and commanding to abstain from meats.” Reading garments from the dust, for the time of liberation has

that, we cannot fail to recognise the portrait.

Time would fail to do more than add this one thoughtby Then with regard to social signs. What is the present

Fag of suggestion, that after the declaration that the day position oftheworld ? Think of theprogress of knowledge,

shall not come except there comes first the apostasy, there
the universality of science, the spread of civilization , the

is added a very solemn declaration indeed, with reference rapid means of locomotion, the extension of commerce.

to the one whom the Reformers recognised as the man of Look also at the increase of infidelity, even in the professing

sin, whose manifestation is described. I rejoice I have Church. Considerthe judgments in recent times and since on

learned to look , as I have done for thirty years, on Scripture the Papal power at the French Revolution. Do not all these

in the light of history,and on history in thelightofScrip thingsdemonstrate the consummationisatthedoors?

of this

prediction in accurate accordance with prophecy,a fulfilment subject of itself,andwhat can one say in a fewmoments

recognised by the Reformers, though denied by the Papacy. of the chronology of the times we have reached ?
The

And this very prophecy led tothe Reformation , as they Scriptures containan immensemassofchronology, and its

recognised the necessity of separating from the fore connection with prophecy is so intimate it is essential we

toldapostasy . There is no timeforfurther details , but attend to it. If you take a period of five thousand years,

let us search and see.
Do not let us imagine we have

taking in the millennial age, that will extend from

reached a termination in the study of such things, but let us the days of Abraham to the days in which we are living,

seek to advance in theunderstanding of them.
and right on to the close of the millennial age, the

I make buta brief allusion to the remaining signs : " dawn ofwhichwebehold, on thevery vergeof which westand

Mohammedan, Jewish, social, and chronological.
-if you take that period of five thousand years, you find there

and Paul says,

marry ,

come.
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is chronological prophecy with reference to the larger part, of my friend , Mr. Grattan Guinness, and if I comprehended his

its extent. Beginning with theprophecy of the four hundred argument, and it was a telling one, in regard to that passage

years Israel should spend in Egypt, right onto the Exodus, then from Thessalonians, it amounted to this : These peoplewho

the forty years' wanderings, the three hundred and ninety were waiting for the coming of the Lord could never have

of Judah's history,the seventy years of the foretold captivity, expected it until the apostasy had been fulfilled ; that is,

the four hundred and ninety years of the restoration ; until A.D. 606 or later ; but now you can expect it

then the period ofseven times, of three and ahalf times, of at any moment, since the apostasy has come. Why, the

one thousand twohundred and ninety , one thousand three earlyChristians were expecting it every day, long before the

hundred and thirty - five, the one hundred and fifty of apostasy. They were expecting it in the Apostle Paul's

the Saracen woe ; and the three hundred and ninety- time, and right on all these six hundred years expecting

one, or three hundred and ninety-six years of the Turkish that it might come at any time, not being able to tell the

woe ; these have been fulfilled as chronological predictions, day or thehour. There was a greater apostasy than even

What, then, is our position with regard to those yet the popish apostasy when the whole of Christendom

unfulfilled but equally to be fulfilled ? The millennial age is became apostate, and Athanasius stood alone against it.

not yet ; but we have a record of the rest. The four hun We cannot write it off in that way by talking about

dred in Egypt is long past, the forty years in the wilderness errors and heresies in the Church and recognising them

has long gone by, the sixty - five years and the seventy years as apostasies . For he evidently does not write about

of captivity were fulfilled ; the four hundred and ninety error in the Church of God, but about a coming apostasy

of the Messiah fulfilled , the great period of seven times we which is to be an apostasy from the faith, in which there is to

are in the last stages of, we have had the introductory, the bea denial of God's existence, a setting up of a man as God

central, and now the terminating events as foretold. And on earth , who shall claim and receive the worship which

the end of the period is characterized by the renaissance belongs to God alone. It is clear from Scripture that Antichrist

of the Jewish people. What, then , next ? The Kingdom . is to show himself as God, which the Pope has never done.

The Kingdom of Christ. Oh, my dear brethren, I believe we He, indeed , claims to be the representative of God on earth,

stand this day antitypically where Mosesstood when his feet but, so far as I know, he has never claimed to be God. But

were planted on Pisgal's height, the wilderness behind him , this claim is prophetically announced as one at some future

the land ofpromise before him . The forty years’ wandering time to be advanced, this prediction with its surroundings

were well-nigh over, and it is thus with us ; the wilderness is still waits fulfilment ; but even now the presage of its accom

behind and Canaan before us ; soon shall He lead His plishment is not absent from the world . " Humanity is to -day

people to that land of which He has spoken. The sun that being worshipped in the abstract by Positivists. And as

is just below the horizon is brightening the east with its men in the early days of Christianity worshipped a man in

increasing dawning light. A little while and the sun the person of the Roman Emperor, so shall thereyet be a man

shall rise, the Sun of Righteousness with healing in His who in person and on the earth will demand and receive

wings, to irradiate the world and fill all with His presence. worship as God.

Then it is for us in these circumstances amid the changes I was interested in the indications ofthe historic prophecies

and fluctuations of the world to stand firm , as those estab adduced so aptly by Mr. Guinness from Dan . ii. and vii.,

lished on the Rock of Ages ? As Paul says , “ Be ye stedfast, but I heard not a word from him of the distinctive

unmoveable, always abounding in the work of the Lord . ” materials, the gold, silver, brass, iron, and clay of which

There are enemies about, therefore the more need of watch Nebuchadnezzar's image was composed. We heard of the

fulness ; there is need of labouriousness because of the short fulfilment of these prophecies in the historical succession of

ness of time. There are souls that need to be snatched from empires, andI agree with Mr. Guinness so far. When sove

ruin , there is much work to be done and little time in which reignty was firstmanifested among Gentiles on the earth it was

to do it. Let us with trimmed lamps, with sufficiency of oil, in the golden form . Nebuchadnezzar was an absolute monarch;

our loins girt, be ready for the return of our Lord. Thus we whom hewilled he put to death , and whom he willed he kept

may say from the very depths of our heart that final sen alive. To him it was said , “Thou art that head of gold.”

tence of Scripture, with profoundest meaning— “ Come, Lord Then follows the silver, the kingdom of the Medesand Persians

Jesus, come quickly .” the aristocracy of birth . Next,as represented by brass, the

kingdom of Greece, in which we find the aristocracy of talent,

especially of military talent. Then comes the iron power of

Rome, in which werecognise the mighty power of disciplined

legionsentrusted to the elected emperor,who wieldsitat his will.

BY DR. H. SINCLAIR PATERSON . Succeeding the iron there is to bea mixture (not an amalgam ),

I STAND on this platform with a singulire feeling of defie

a strange combination of iron and clay, strength and

weakness . This finalexperimentin government,I apprehend,

literature. Whenyesterday my beloved friend, Mr.Denham is to be infidel democracy: When it takesplace we know we
Smith, spoke of fifty years' prophetic study, and I recalled are nigh the end, for the stone cut out of the mountain

that only five years ago Iwas utterly ignorant of thesubject,
without hands is to smite the image on its clay - iron feet.

I felt a new sympathy with Paul's description of himself as
Atheistic democracy is the finalform of human government,

- one born out of duetime. ” Nevertheless the very lateness
which , lending itself at length to despotism , will not prove

of the time when I began to study prophecy has certain ad more satisfactory than other forms that in succession have

vantages, one being it found me free from prejudice. I knew,

been trusted and tried. Have we not the premonitions of

of course, asa theologian, of the schools of Preterists, Futurists,

this last experiment among us to-day ? Are not the people

and Historists, who taught differently, but I was not pre

claiming the right, and is not the claim conceded , not only to

judiced in favour of either ; when , however, my attention
make laws butto unmake them ? Vox populi, Voc Dei, is the

was directed to the matter I soon discovered the Preterists motto of the present hour. Are there noattempts even now

were out of court, while the historical school had very to abrogate not the law of man only, but the law ofGod ? A

weighty and noteworthy arguments. I knew that the Re. century agoproperty was confiscated in the French Revolu

formers of the sixteenth century regarded the Pope as the tion , and,after a few years of awful terrorism , the horror

man of sin, and indeed I have subscribed a creed which dis stricken nation hailed the First Consul, who soon became

tinctly designates the Pope as Antichrist. I can easily
Emperor, as a saviour of society. The thing which hath been

understand how the Reformiers shouldso have regarded that
is the thing which shall be. Democracies are short-lived. From

false system which for so many generations cruelly persecuted

a government at once fickle and ferocious people are glad to

the Church of God, and whichunquestionably has many claims take refuge, though it be at the feet of a despot.

to be recognised as a great apostasy from the faith. Icannot I was greatly interested in the letter read yesterday from

forget thetestimony which arose at that time against the whole our dearly beloved and venerable friend , Dr. Horatius

system then overspreading the world. Thus I had sympathy Bonar. When I heard one part of it, I said, “That is my

with the historical interpreters of prophecy, but I soon dis
text , I could not ask a better.”. May I be permitted to

covered they did not go far enough . I found that, even emphasize these words, “ The poison of the last days has

accepting many of their conclusions,there were still important penetrated, everywhere. Unbelief, error, strong delusion,

predictions unfulfilled and unexplained. I listened to self -will, ambition, pride, hatred of God and of His Christ

The Signs of the End .
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- these are the forces that are operating all over the earth ofGenesis gives a scientific account of the creation, but it
and disintegrating society, and making all human rule gives a true account, and that is the main point. We do not
impossible." Mark these last words, “ Making all human contend for science, but we contend for facts. Is Gen . i.
rule impossible." Government is of God ; it is a Divine true to the facts, or is it not . I would venture to assert in
ordinance. When government ceased to be Theocratic , God presence of Professor Huxley that there is nothing known

gave power in the fullest form into the hands of the king of to science which contradicts Gen . i. There is much , indeed ,
Babylon . Butwhen this failed , as everything entrusted to known to speculation , but nothing known to science . It
man does fail, when governmental powers mingle with the seed would seem as if neither the great statesman nor the great

of men , then shall weakness and division ensue, for “ they scientist dreamt for a moment of the possibility of the first
shall not cleave to one another ." Then also when the iron chapter of Genesis being true. They are sure that man 's
and clay attempt this impossible combination , and when the thoughts are true, but they are not sure that God 's accounts
ten kingdoms entrust their forces to the control of oneman , of His acts is true. They are sure man 's science (which ,
shall the judgment of God be manifested . “ In the days of after all, is man blundering in reading out what God has
these kings " shall a stone be cut out of themountain with done) is more correct than God's statement of His own
out hands, and smite the image on its feet of iron and clay, working. The question ought to be in regard to the inspi
bringing to a sudden and final end all experiments of human ration of the Book . Let them settle that. It is not a question
rule, and replacing them by a kingdom which shall never be with regard to man 's finding, for if man found out anything
destroyed . just now that contradicted Genesis , it would be contradicted

Now , while there are some who think the Millennium is by man 's findings-out in the twentieth century, if ever that

just about to dawn, there are others who , with vision no less century comes. Man 's science is progressive. Professor

clear, see the apostasy in free and full progress. And the Huxley himself, in unveiling the Darwin statue, said — “ If

falling away according to Scripture must precede the appear science writes a creed , it commits suicide." Yet he brings

ing of our Lord . This declension from faith is beginning to science into the witness -box against God's Word . But that

assume very definite form . I hold in my hand a letter which tendency to set aside this Book , and to prefer any thinkings
appeared in the Times a few years ago , and I read in it the of man in any direction , only to admit that this Book proves

following statement: “ Whoever adopts and practises the that which they judge should be received as true, is onenote

principle of self-sacrifice for the sake of others is, in my view , worthy sign of these times - one that we cannot afford to

a living Christian , whatever he may think on any point in ignore.

so -called dogmatic theology." That, according to the writer , There are a hundred signs of the times, and I would close

is a Christian. And later he writes: - " The Trinitarian and by indicating that wherever we look there are signs of

Unitarian are both Christians." The distinguished this great falling away. I do not think any more definite

preacher who wrote these sentences was elected chairman sign is given than in that prophecy in the letter to Timothy
of the Congregational Union two or three years there about giving heed to the seducing doctrines of spirits, and

after ; vet, if we accept this definition of a Christian , doctrines of demons speaking lies in hypocrisy, commanding

all the distinctive doctrines of Christianity are ruthlessly to abstain from meats and forbidding to marry. I do not

removed . know that there is a larger sect in the world than the
And last week I read the following statement, said to Buddhists ; they are making additions to their number from

have been made by the new Bishop of Japan after he had England and America, and they will soon join hands with

called attention to the labours in his diocese of Jesuits, the spiritualists, who are in a very marked degree in harmony

Russo -Greeks, and American Protestants: - " Might it notbe with Buddhism . They command to abstain from meats

that Japan would give an opportunity for furthering that and forbid to marry, and give heed to the doctrines of demons,
reunion of Christendom which was the prayer of so many, and listen to the seducing doctrines of spirits. When

and which the Ultramontane DeMaistre had said seemed to spiritualism first appeared , almost all the spirits evoked

be the special work of the Church of England , stretching expressed their honour and respect for Jesus Christ. They

out as it did a hand to both Protestantism and the Roman do not do it to -day . It was their policy then . I did not

Church " believe the spirits did come to answer questions. I found
The seventeenth century was distinguished as a creed nothingbut trickery in it so far as I am concerned . I went

making age. Men had recently recovered their Bible, and to its headquarters in London, and sat patiently in the dark
were anxious to formulate its statements concerning faith for two hours, and heard and saw nothing during that time

and duty . And now , lately , we have seen another creed that could not be done by any clever trickster who had
making time. But there is a great difference. In the first ordinary skill in magic. But there are things that we read

everything was referred to God. In this later creed they of that are beyond the trickster's art. There are evidences

have made Christ the centre to the exclusion ofGod. After that the spirits of evil can come into conmunication with

wards they laid stress on His humanity rather than on His | men ; they have been doing that since the Fall, and even

divinity , until the conclusion was reached that Christ had before it . They are coming in another fashion , because we

only the knowle:Age of other men living in Judea in His own are told that the spirits of devils working miracles are to go

day. One writer within the last two years has dared to forth into the kingdomsof the earth , and the devil himself is

declare that the Lord Jesus was withholding His mercy from to comedown having great wrath because he knoweth that

the Gentiles until Hewas taught by a heathen woman that his time is short. This great delusion which , I believe, is
He ought to show mercy to them as well as to the Jews. In the delusion of Satan , will spread more and more.

this present day we have another theology , in which man There are millions already, both in America and in this

is made the centre, and everything takes its measure from country, who are listening to diabolic voices. I have had in

him . I was taught when a boy to say that “ Man 's chief my hand a dozen or more different periodicals, all devoted

end is to glorify God , and to enjoy Him for ever." to the spread of spiritualism , and they would not be printed

But the teaching of the present day is “ God 's chief end if they were not sold , read , and studied .

is to glorify man , and to enjoy him for ever ." That So we have all the elements in the present time pressing

is why people say there is no everlasting punishment, and upon us now , foretold in Scripture as pertaining to the last

that we are able to work out our own salvation without time, the perilous times, the times when we need to be most

atonement ; why, they are speaking against the " blood on our guard .

theology ," and setting aside the atonement of the Lord Jesus My objection to prophecy and the study of it was mainly
Christ ; man is his own saviour, and God is bound to do that it was not practical, and I had not time for anything

everything for man , and man is under no obligation to God. that was not practical. I discovered, not by looking into

You will probably find thatdoctrinemoreand more developed God 's Word (moreshameto me), but by looking at the signs

as time goes on . of the times, the peril in which we are , and when I spoke of

Looking in another direction , I find that the Word ofGod it to a brother, he said " All that is in Scripture." I could

is being set aside. There has been a dispute between two not believe it until he showed it to me ; then I discovered

great men in the monthly magazine, The Nineteenth Century . that prophecy is practical ethics , that it is intended to make

Mr. Gladstone maintains that the first chapter of Genesis us wise to abstain from evil and do good and fitted to guide

gives a true scientific account of the creation , and Professor us in perilous and dark times, that we may serve the Lord

Huxley denies it. Well, I do not think that the first chapter , with both hands earnestly .
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Personal Coming of the Lord.

O

we

WEDNESDAY EVENING ADDRESSES. fire that is not quenched, and the worm thatdies not,but

every sacrifice must be salted and burnt with fire. So that

pain , sorrow , and death were about to ensue , and the Bride

groom in His bodily form , the Lord of life and light, could not

be present at sucha time; and accordingly He leftthe world

By G. H. PEMBER, M.A.
fora while. Immediatelythe children ofthe bridechamber

began to mourn and to fast ; nor will the days of their

UR subject this evening, as yesterday, is the great mourning be ended until they see Him again, and in the

hope of the Church ; but we are now to set before light of His countenance the shadow of death changes into

you more fully the fact that the expected coming of Christ the brightness of the morning.

is no mere figure of speech—it is not the outpouring of His While yet with His disciples in the flesh He spoke often

Holy Spirit, but it is the personal appearing to the waiting of this little time, during which He must be absent from

Church of her Saviour, her Bridegroom , her King, and her them , and how they must suffer tribulation in the world

God. The evidence for this great truth will doubtless be until they see the Lord again. How tenderly He warned

placed before you by those who are to address you upon the them that the day will come when they shall desire to see one

subject. I shall, therefore, for the nonce, assume this of the days of the Son of Man and shall not see it. His

truth, and confine myself to a few remarkson the effect of disciples ,who heard these words, probably uuderstood them

the personal coming of Christ, both upon His own people much better than we can ; experience had taught them that

andupon theworld,as indicated by Himself. when the Lord's people can look upon Him face to faceit is

Letusnot forget that we are not going to deal this even notonly grace and strength to endurethat He gives. Nay,

ing with His spiritual presence — that presence whereby we for He utters the word of power, and the restless burning

are kept alivein the faith, whereby we are knit together in fever is put away. Hecommands, and the slave of tormenting

one body in Him. We do not disparage that wondrous gift. demons is free ; He lifts up His omnipotent hand,and the

No, dear friends, we recognise its preciousness. We hang furious billows which have been beating against the ship

upon His promise, “ Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the and pitilessly sweeping the deck, fall back abashed ; He

end of the world .” Our hearts are ravished when speaks as He stands the central figure of a weeping crowd,

remember that Jesus, having loved His disciples which were and without amoment's delay from the grasp of the king of

in the world, loved them to the end . We think of that terrors He brings up from the depths of Hades the loved

presence by which we are upheld, that lovewhich, in spite and lost one to the light of day.

of our many failures and shortcomings, will never leave us Some time ago we usedto hear exaggerated storiesof the

nor forsakeus, and which even in backsliding will continue deadly upas tree ; we had stories of the skeletons of those

to gaze tenderly upon us until the tears of penitence gush who came within the circle of its fatal influence. Now the

from our eyes, and will then leadus in the paths of righteous Lord Jesus is just the very opposite of this, He is the Tree

ness for His name's sake. That presence, that love, that of Life, and He is like that water which shall hereafter

power is not so much a hope, it is a present possession . If flow from Jerusalem , and of which Ezekiel says that every:

we are only careful to walk in the light, as He is in thelight, thing shall live wherever that rivercometh . Not only is

it ought to be a matter of daily enjoyment and experience, the Lord life to us, but He is also our light. In His spiritual

and without the assurance of that presence no believer presence He is our light, and Ho is our strength to

should dare to put one foot before another. Many times a strengthen us to overcome temptation and endure the trials

day fromeveryservant of the Lord should that petition go of life ; but when He approaches in bodily presence He

“If Thy presence go not with me, carry me not up will entirely remove these trials ; from that time neither

hence ." sorrow nor gloom shall assail us, nothing shall beset us,

But it is not to that blessed influence that those who speak either through the medium of our bodies or from any

to-night will direct your attention ; it is to the personal, materialistic surroundings.

bodily, and visible appearing of the Lord - Him whom our We may thus form some conception of what the Lord

soul loves ; it is to His return again, in like manner as He meant when He told us we should desire to see one of the

was taken up. Already His disciples have had some ex days of the Son of Man ; and in this large assembly there are

perience of what it is to have His bodily presence dwelling many who have known such an experience. When wehave

in their midst. True, it was in the timeof His humiliation, been gazing upon the pained face of a dear one suffering in

in the days of His weakness ? but yet, even then , whatever the body, have we never, when the lights have been kindled

He may have had to endure Himself, Hewould suffer neither and wehave looked forward to the dark and restless hours

harm nor evil to fasten upon His friends. You know that we cando so little to reliove, or at the early dawn, when

during the whole time of His life on earth He protected them. the solemn stillness begins to be broken by an occasional

Whenever anything was approaching them His protecting weird sound, when the dying eyes have watched the slowly

shield was interposed. No missile of sin or death could come growing glimmer of light in the little square of the window ,

to them ; or, if the arrow did fasten in the flesh, His skilful have we not at such times longed that we might beable to

hand removed the dart, and the wound closed at His touch . send themessage to someone on the earth , saying, " Lord , he

Very significant is His last act in regard to His disciples,just whom Thou lovest is sick " ?

as He was resigning Himselfinto the hands ofHis murderers, If, however, we have no special pressure upon ourselves, if

it was to utter the command, “ Let these go their way ;" and we should ever be beginning to feel contented, too contented

so the eleven were saved from the fate which was impending with the present life, let us honestly cast one glance at the

over Himself. poor sin -stricken, impure, demon-driven , anguished world

But this happy experience soon changed, and with the around us, and that will scatter every selfish thought and

ascension of the Lord's body to Heaven their immunity make us inclined tocry without ceasing, “ Lord Jesus, come

from tribulation ceased, the Bridegroom was taken away, quickly .”. For until He comes in bodily form thetide of

and so no longer would the children of the bridechamber of human misery must ever flow , in spite of every effort tocheck

necessity rejoice. Yet it was expedient that He should go away it, the corruption of the flesh must go on ; ay, and even

-expedient both for them and for us. He has Himself told innocencebecast alive into the seething pit of sacrifice to

us so ; He had finished the work which the Father gave Him ungodly desire and greed of gain. Acts of Parliament

to do. He had fulfilled the law in our stead, He had paid the caunot stop this plague of evil in its maddened career ; the

price of our redemption with His ownblood, justification was Government cannot cast it down; indeed, in reference to this,

an accomplished fact to all those willing to believeon Bim . we remember the words of the satirist, “ Who is to watch

But the justified must also be sanctified, and to effect that the watchers themselves ? ” Philanthropists, Christian or

object a very different process was required. Suffering, otherwise, cannot make head against the evil. I do not

which, so' long as atonement was being worked out, affected despise their efforts, if put forth in the right spirit theymay

only the Saviour, must now also fall upon the saved ; and do a blessed work, but onlyby plucking brands out of the

theHoly Spirit, who could not be given until Jesus was burning, the great conflagration theycannot overpower.

glorified , must come to perform His own peculiar work with No, dear friends, the doom of this world has been pro

His own peculiar means of salt and fire — the salt of the word nounced, and we seem to see the sentence being carried out

and the fire of affliction. A great many wil escape from the before our very eyes. Its inhabitants will not take God

up ,“
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The Personal Return .

BY REV. F. A. C. LILLINGSTON, M.A.

TE have a certain number of texts given to us to-night,

W in

into their hearts, and therefore again , as in thedays of Noah

and Lot,all flesh must become corruptbefore God,the earth

filled with unnatural crimes, and violence, and bloodshed ;

there is but one hope, the only one hope, and thatis the

coming of the Son of Man. Why does not the Church raise

ap one universal cry for that coming ? Our world has been

deluged by the armiesfrom the pit, and the only one possible

Deliverer is He who will presently take for Himself His

great power to reign and destroy those who corrupt this

earth .

I will speak of but one other of the many evils on the

earth. How is this mystery of lawlessness developed ? We

used to be satisfied with calling it the mystery of iniquity,

that was when it was not understood . We are now begin

ning to see what it means, and we are driven to the more

literal translation of the Holy Scripture -- the mystery of

lawlessness. Well, how is it developed and beginning to

break forth into view ,and so to be no longer a mystery , but

right under the light. Long has authority been acknowledged,

but now it seems to be gradually yielding place to anarchy.

These awful words, “ I willoverturn, overturn , overturn " seem

to be finding what probably will be their last fulfilment ;

and will any of the schemes put before us be able

to restore social order and bring back the blessings of

firm and stable government ? There is little hope of any

such result ; the sceptre is trembling in the hands of rule all

over the world, on every side we see men self-willed,

determined to have their own way. Order appears to be

impracticable. Just turn for one moment to the popular

creed of the day. Does it not broadly teach that man may

do whatsoever he wills, that he may change the times, the

laws, and the arrangements of God Almighty ? Does it not

teach that themasses, that the majority among fallen men,

must have their way,even though their hearts are set upon

unrighteousness ? Does it not teach that towards the great

God ,who made heaven and earth and seas, man may oppose

his plans, and need not be deprived of a single privilege, or

a social position , even though he dare to defy and insult the

law of God his Maker ? What a comment we have in this

world at present on the words of the wisest man who ever

lived, “ Yea also the heart of the sons of men is full of evil,

and madness is in their heart while they live, and after that

they go to the dead" !

You heard a good deal this morning about this lawlessness.

I shall trouble you with but two remarks. The first part of

it makes us understand what our God meant when, two

thousand five hundred years ago,He told us, by the pen of

Daniel, that the last great rebel should worshipthe God of

forces. The latter part of it is already being fulfilled , pure

humanitarianism in the sense of helping manto perfection ;

and of course the logical result must follow , and it has already

in the abstract, the worship of humanity — soon the Pleuroma

will appear, soon, under the influence of this teaching,

society, which wascalm and still, but isnow heaving and toss

ing, and threatening to break up into wild waves , out of

which shall presently emerge,'by the power of the dragon,

that evil demon -filled man, that wonderful deceiver, that

man who shall receive the worship of a doomed world , as the

price of his work for Satan .

In such a case what consolation have we ? Whither shall

we turn for help ? Wbo is able to confront this leviathan

of lawlessness ? ' Who but that bright and glorious One, and

Healone, whose right it is to reign ? Thefloods have lifted

up, O Lord, the floods have lifted up their waves, but the

Lord is mightier than the noise of many waters ,and than

the waves of the sea . Yes, He who has gone into a far

country, to receive for Himself the sovereignty ,mustreturn

and take it, and righteousness and peace follow in His

train. He whose approach to our benighted earth will be

as glorious as when the sun riseth in his strength, and as

the moon without clouds, He whose presence will clothe

the sad earth with joy, even as the verdure that springs up

upon her bosom at the clear shining after rain , He whose

countenance is glorious as the sun shall come, and the saints

that fear God, greatand small, shall rejoice, and even the

zick and groaning creation shall beraised up and delivered

from the pangs of her restless fever,which shall berebuked

and her evil put away - thewholeearthshallbe at restand

quiet, and shall break forth into singing. Even so, come,

most admirably chosen. Perhaps the best thing I can do is

first of all to read these texts. The first in Acts i. 11 , “ This

same Jesus, which is taken up from you into Heaven , shall so

come in like manner as ye have seen Him go into Heaven. ”

I never quite understand how any honest reader can inter

pret that verse in any other sense than that of a distinct

promise of the personal coming of the Lord. This same

Jesus ! He who had shortly before eaten before His dis

ciples , He with whom they had gone in and outfor three

years , He whom they had seen as a Person in all His huma.

nity, Hewith whom theyhad been conversing just before

the cloud had received Him out of their sight, so shall He

come again.

And in that marvellous programme given us the next

text is 1 Thess . iv . 1 , “ For the Lord Himself shall descend

from Heaven with a shout, with the voice of the archangel,

and with the trump of God.” What can that mean ? If He

is not coming in person,what about the archangel, is he a

spiritual presence only ? Just as the archangel shall shout ,

His voice shall be heard, and an actual voice, heard by

God's people, calling them to arise from thegrave, so clearly

is it to be a personal coming of the Lord Himself.

Then Zech. xiv. 4, “ His feet shall stand in that day

upon the Mount of Olives.” God grant that that day may

be our day, that glorious day, when every eye shall see

Him, and they also that pierced Him shallmourn because of

Him. A dayof mourning for the rejectors, but oh,what

joy for the children of God!The locality is itself fixed , and

our attention drawn to it. His feet shall stand upon the

Mount of Olives. That mount which had so often witnessed,

in the days of His fesh, His prayer, His meditation, and

Hissorrow , shall be the scene of His glorioustriumph.

Then in ' i ! Thess. i. 10. we have the position of every

Christian. “ To wait for His Son from Heaven ." If it be

a spiritual coming, we have not got to wait for it, He is here

spiritually. Butwe wait for a personalreturn ,“ we wait for

His Son from heaven , whom He raised from the dead, even

Jesus, which delivered us from the wrath to come.”

Now to these passages Iventure to add two more to which I

would direct your attention , In 2 Tim. iv. 8 Paul writes ,

“ Henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of righteousness,

which the Lord , the righteous Judge, shall give me at that
day. " What day is that ? It is theday spoken of as that

day ” throughout the whole of the NewTestament, that day

towards which the whole world has been hastening from the

first hour of its creation, that day when Christ shall come

and claim His own . But what more ? “ Not to me only,

but unto all those also that love His appearing.'
." The crown

is given because they are Christ's, and because the whole of

these hopes are fixed on His appearing. Now I turn to my

Greek concordance and find this tripavela (the epiphany is

used six times in the New Testament, and every one) of

these six times the word refers to our Lord's second coming.

Every one of these passages is so clear there is no doubt about

it, but I would ask you to find them all out.

Now we remember at the epiphany of Christ, His first

coming, when He came in person, He was revealed in

different ways to wise men of the Gentiles and others. There

are different revelations of Christ, but the same word is

used in the New Testament, not referring to that epiphany,

but to the epiphany when He shallappear again in triumph.
Now one more verse from Heb. ix. 28 : “ Unto them that

look for Him shall He appear the second time without sin

unto salvation.” The second time : then what was the first

time ? It was a personal appearing, and it will be personal

the second time. The first time without sin for the purpose

of taking away sin , “ for He made Him to be sin for us who

knew no sin ;" but the second time without sin unto the fu) .

filment of the complete salvation ofHis people, theChurch.

The sign of those for whom Christ's coming will be the

glorious acme of their salvation is this : “ Unto them that

look for Him shall He appear the second time without sin

unto salvation .” To them that wait for Him, as it is in the

Revised Version. Wait ! The idea occurs to me : Do we

wait for His coming in the body ? I never wait for anybody

( 6

Lord Jesus .
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more.”

in my house. They are there in my room , they are there Him . Indeed, the wave of insult seems to be growing higher

withme. But when friends are coming, perhaps by invita and deeper. Too many amongst us scoff and scorn our

tion, by previous arrangement, sometimes one has to wait for Jesus. What is the end ? It will rise higher and higher.

them , look for them , looking out at the window, asking, "Are The clamour against my Master will probably grow louder

they coming ? ” But when they are present I do not do that. and deeper still. But this is not theend. The end is, He

Christ is now with us spiritually. We know the words, is coming back to take us to Himself, coming to triumph

" Lo, I am with you alway, eren unto the end of the world." over them . Then there shall be a reversal of all these insults,

Yes, He is here in our midst by the power of His Spirit. and He shall mightily triumph when every eye shall see Him ,

What, then, do we look for? What do we wait for ? If it

be only a spiritual coming, He is here spiritually now . He

and those who would not have this Man toreign over them

shall be brought before Him and cast out. He is coming in

is here teaching us to look for and wait for that glorious

moment when He shall come again and we shall see Him as

person for His triumph , but also for His own people.

We do not forget theLord Jesus is present herespiritually.

He is.

Whilst you were happily gathered here, many of you,

We like to think of it sometimes when the way seems long,

listening to thrilling,teaching with regard to the Lord's

struggling here, all things against us . Some struggling for a

living, and finding it hard to win ; sɔme struggling fright

second coming, I stood, about half-past twelve, in the midst fully against temptation, and feeling it very bitter; some

of a blinding snow at Finchley, by an open grave, and there struggling against the sorrows they see in others,and trying

committed the body of a dear saint to the earth, " earth to to help them ; and some struggling in the work of Christ,

earth , dust to dust, ashes to ashes,” in the sure and certain and finding it very hard. But they are still struggling on ,

hope of a blessed resurrection at the last day. As I and soon the clock will strike the hour, and the struggle will

pronounced these words, and offered earnest prayer, and
be over.

spoke the joyous words which it is our custom to do at the To what dowe look ? Something vague and indefinite ?

grave, the thought occurred to me : What am I doing if No ; that the Master will come into the harvest-field and

there is to be no personal coming ? The body is the person say , “ The day's work is over, come home, My child , the

of, thank God, one of the Lord's own people. I expect it

to be raised again ; that person we shall meet again, no

struggle is over ; come to the feast, the harvest feast, the

doubt about it. Just so ; I thought it is all hanging on the

marriage feast,the joyous feast, and you shall struggle no

He is coming to give us work though. Weshall

person of Christ, who has given us that hope, who will come

As

sorrow .

work then for Christ, and serve Him fully. How ?

again, whose voice shall raise that saint and all His own disembodied spirits ? I think not. I believe these bodies

saints to be with Him again ; and , I thought, the Lord has shall rise again, and that Christ in His body will appear.

given me a thought for to-night, the Lord has given me Yes, these bodies have not done their best for Christ now ;

something to stir us up. As we conímitted that body to the

ground with a personal hope of meeting that person again,

they are often hangers -on . God made the body. I do not

believe in that disparagement of the human body which

just so Christ has gone up in person ; but He is coming looks on itonly as an attliction . That is notBible teaching,

again in His own person, and we shall see Him and be with which is the body shall be glorified, sanctified , and some

Him for evermore. That is the teaching you and many of

us have had in times of the most bitter and unspeakable

day or other become the means of serving Him perfectly;

These wretched bodies seem indeed to be tormenting and

Take away the thought of His personal return, to hindering us now in many ways. Then they shall be free

bring with Him the persons of those who are to be raised , fromall that, and be used for the Master's service. Look at

and the grave has no hope, death is not robbed of its our limbs , and remember they are to be sanctified in the end ;

sting, the grave is not robbed of its victory , if my

Master is not coming to restore again that union of body

every hand, every head sanctified when He cometh ,and used

for Him . Yes,He is coming that all this may be done ;

and spirit which He Himself has severed for a time. So coming just at the right time, just when He knows it is best

I came tosee that this personal coming should be very dear for each of us .

to the children of God ,because all their affections are centred Yes, He cometh to rule the earth , for it is Christ's world.

round the person of Christ. Depend upon it the more we I know thatHe speaks of Satan upon three occasions as "the

grow into Christ, the more our affections will centre round prince of this world .” He is the prince of this world, but

Christ. Sometimes, perhaps, people, even after they are Christ is coming to overturn him ." Christ is to have thepre

brought to the Lord, have very vague notions, like the eminence, Christ is to rule the whole world . He is to have

disciples on the Mount of Transfiguration . Here were the wholepower. He has not got it now . People may talk

together Moses, Elias, and Jesus, and they wanted to make as they like, but He does not rule over it all. I know Satan

tents and abide there. Then comes the voice from Heaven, cannot go beyond Christ's commands now , but Christ is

“ This is My beloved Son . . . . hear ye Him ;" and there is

nɔ one but Jesus then . Their eyes were opened when Jesus

coming in His glory to rule overthe whole earth. If this is

to be only a spiritual coming, what is that glory in which

touched them , and they saw Jesus only. I believe it is as Isaiah seems to revel when he speaks again and again of

we go on in the Christian life, as the Holy Spirit teaches Christ reigning and of all owning Him from the least to the

us more and more, our religious ideas fall away and fall off, greatest ?
till we cometo cling closer and closer to the person of Jesus. Whatdo wegather from the Word of God about Christ's

And as it is the person of Jesus on whom all our hopes are

fixed as our Lord, and Friend, and Ruler, so our longings are

coming ? Well, first of all , it is the hope of the Church at

all times. You may as distinctly mark' upon the history of

for His personal return.
the Church of Christ the times of true revival by their

Not long ago I received a lesson about this. I was seeing expectation of the personal coming of Christ as you may

just two days before her death a very aged saint of God, mark upon a map thecholera places where cholera has been

and as I was speaking to her I mentioned somewhom she cured or alleviated at any time. I believe the bright times

and I had knownin olden time, and in another place, I said in the history of the Church of Christ in these eighteen

to her, “ You will soon meet So -and - so and So-and- so ." The hundred and eighty years have been when ste has been looking

dying woman turned her eyes to meand said , “ I think not of for the Lord's second advent. Some people refuse to acknow

them now ; only of seeing Jesus.” I felt it. I think very often , ledge this, but laugh at you for having such a hope. Age

dear friends, here on earth we think about this and that one, after age, just when prayingpeoplelike you here at Mildmay

but as we get to understand God's Word more we learn to look have been gathered together looking for His coming, they

for the coming of Jesus, of that coming when we shall be have been scorned, andit has been said, This is madness. I

taken to Himself, a coming when He shall rule and reign know that the Bible says that there shall be scoffers, those

amongst us. Yes, He is coming to get His triumph. Too who shall “ Where is the promise of His coming?'

long has Christ been insulteil. No one has been so I turn to Heb. xi. , and there I find the declaration that

insulted on this earth as Jesus. Insulted among the heathen, the saints of the Old Testament died in the faith , not

who scorn the name of Jesus. Insulted among the Mussul having received the promise, but still they looked for it,and

men , who, although their own creed should lead them to receive

His name, yet hate Him. Insulted amongst nominal Chris.

He came at last just at the right time. Simeon and Anna

saw Him . The saints looked for a personal coming, and

tians, many of whom know nothing of Jesus at all ; and , they rejoiced. Just so the Church las since then bad times

whilst they claim the name of Christian, turn their backs upon of revival, marked by distinctive looking for the personal:

say,
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Personal, not Spiritual.

coming of Christ. Midst all the darkness nyw, and the sad

ness now , and frightful depression, perhaps more spiritual

than commercial at thepresent time,there is one glad thought,

that the children of God are alive to the fact, and are looking
BY REV. JOHN WILKINSON.

for the Lord's coming.

E have already had so much strong meat that it will

Now what do I find ? Certain principles which should guide

us in approaching this subject. First, the Bible is not a book bring you back again to a little milk, the milk of the Word .

written to deceive, it is written to guide and teach us, it is My heart is drawn to -night to speak specially on this subject

the brightness amidst the darkness and the gloom. Well , of the personal advent of the blessed Lord , in the interests

there was no book ever written which is so deceitful as this of those who have never yet seen that doctrine to be Scrip

Bible if the Lord's coming is not personal. I dare not tural. We are too ready to move on and to look out for

preach another sermon from this book if it does not mean truth in advance of all we have already reached, but while

what it says. “ If I go away, I will come again and receive the giving of food to these Christians in the study of the

you unto Myself ; that where I am there ye may be also ." Word of God is exceedingly valuable, we must avoid the

Another principle for the Church of Christ is this,ever to danger of leaving a number of uninstructed brethren behind

keep her eye fixed upon this her great hope ; not the hope in our advance. I know personally many dear Christians in

of the gradual civilization of the world, for I do not believe this neighbourhood to whom we talk almost in an unknown

that will be till He come, but to have this one thought, that tongue,and several of them may be here to -night.

Christ is coming, that there is nothing to intervene : it may Now, I am going to speak rather for those who have

be to -night, it may be ere we reach our homes, the sound not yet seen the personal advent of the Lord Jesus Christ

shall be heard and the sign of the Son of Man seen , and we as Scriptural. We have then the beautiful words of our

shall rise to meet Him . Is not that purifying ? Does not Bridegroom , which have been referred to so sweetly by my

that elevate us to fix our thoughts upon things above and beloved brother Lillingston , “Again I come; ” not simply

not on the things of this earth ? “ I will come,” not in the far future, but “ I am coming.” The

What do I find in my Bible ? First of all I find there true ideal is to the suffering Church struggling, the Church

a Person to love, and that is Jesus, whom to know is ever fighting, the Church working, to that Church I am coming.
lasting life, and whom to love is the very essence of joy. I Just as a mother hearing her child cry because it is in
rememberonce, when He had gone

awayand then appeared trouble, calls out, “ I am coming ; " so our Master wishes us
again to Mary, she did not know Him until He spoke and ever to be within the sound of His voice, to hear His words,

said , “ Mary !” and then she called out, “ Master ! " and fell “I am coming,” and He is to cheer us along the way until

at His feet. She loved her Lord Jesus as a Person .
He comes actually for our help and deliverance and full

Again, Jesus is a Person to be obeyed . Thewhole ofour religion salvation. The passage in Zech . xiv. is the Jewish aspect of

is simply obedience to Jesus. We hear His voice, “ Saul, our Lord's coming. “ The Lord my God shall come, and all

Saul, why persecutest thou Me ? ” Then the answer, the saints with Him .” Saints already caught up to meet Him

“ Lord, what wouldest Thou have me to do ?” Go, and it in the air.

shall be told thee. Obedience was the sign of his conver Now just one or two points as to themanner of the coming

sion .
of the Lord Jesus, and the timeof His coming. The manner

Jesus is, too, a Person to be trusted . I turn to the same St. of His coming — it is not to destroy Jerusalem. Turn to

Paul,and hear him say , in 2 Tim. i . 12 , “ I know whom I Luke xxi. 20. There you have the destruction of Jerusalem ,

have believed ,and am persuaded that He is able to keep that but no coming of Christ. We hear it stated amongst certain

which I have committed unto Him against that day.” Again denominations that Christ came to destroy Jerusalem ; but

that day, that day, when He shall come and give His here we reach on in thought to the close of the times of the

reward. Gentiles. Jerusalem trodden down of the Gentiles until

Once more, Jesus is aPerson to be expected ; thatfills up the their times be fulfilled ; and whatever date we start from,

Christian character. I remember reading in the life of if the times of the Gentiles be represented by 2,520 years,

General Havelock , that great and noble Christian hero, that we are certainly very near the close of these times ; and the

at one time, whenhe was here in London with his son, he signs of the times with reference to the Jews and their

took him about with him , and on one occasion, having some expectation ofthe near restoration to their land confirm the

business where be could not take his boy, he told him to go conviction that we are near the close of the times of the

somewhere else and then wait for him on London Bridge. Gentiles.

The boy was trained to obedience, but the General, occupied “ And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon,

with many things, forgot the boy. Havingfinishedhis and in the stars . " Now this follows the close of the times

work he went home and sat down to dinner. He asked , of the Gentiles which we have not yet quite reached. “ Upon

"Where is my boy? ” “ Not at home.” “ Where is he then ?" earth distress of nations with perplexity ; the sea and the

" He went out with you.” Then it flashed into General waves roaring ; men's hearts failing them for fear, and for

Havelock's mind that he had forgottenall about theboy, looking after those things which are coming on the earth ;

and that his son would be walking up and down on the bridge, for the powers ofHeaven shall be shaken ; and then shall they

shivering with the cold probably . The father went out, and see theSonof Man coming in a cloud with power and great

found the boy there. Well, our Master bas told us to go glory. " I think that is the nationalredemption of the Jews

there to fill that post or this, to occupy that position of andnot the destruction of Jerusalem .

humiliation it may be, or to do that work so unpleasant to us. Another point is that the comingof the Lord is not death .

We must go and stay there where He te lls us. But we are I seek to remember the Christians here who do not yet see

not forgotten. He has not forgotten His Church , and will the Scripturalness of the Lord's personal advent before the

come at the right moment. Not one of the leastis forgotten , millennial era . Have you never heard a sermon in which

each is filling his appointed post as part of that Church which your minister pointed out that you should be ready for the

is being prepared for her glorious future, each individual coming of the Lord, which he said is death ? It is not death .

member of the Church, each child of God, is remembered. There is one passage which, if you had read and understood ,

He will not forget, but will come again and take us unto you could never have fallen into that error, ay none along
Himself. the whole Christian era could have mistaken it : “ Verily,

Dear friends, waiting may sometimes seem very long. As verily , I say unto thee, When thou wast young, thou girdedst

Westand upon the bridge of this world the streams passby thyself, and walkedst whither thou wouldest : but when thou

of those who know not Him for whom we wait - they pass shalt be old, thou shalt stretch forth thy hands, and another

by some to pleasure,sometosin, andsome to business — but shall gird thee, and carry thee whither thou wouldest not.

they care not forHimfor whomwe wait. Yet still we This spake He, signifying by what death he should glorify

keep our waiting watch there, longing for His return. God . And when He had spoken this, He saith unto him ,

Hold on , Christian, keep that hope bright, it will keep Follow Me. Then Peter, turning about, seeth the disciple

you warm when the world is very cold ; it will sustain whom Jesus loved following; which also leaned on His

youwhenyou are veryweary and castdown. The trumpet breast at supper, andsaid, Lord, which is he that betrayeth

shall sound, and He shall come witha shout, with the voice Thee ? Peter seeing him saith to Jesus, Lord , and what shall

of the Archangel, and so shallweever bewiththe Lord. this man do ? Jesus saith unto him , If I will that he tarry
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till I come, what is that to thee ? follow thou Me. Then went

this saying abroad among the brethren , that that disciple

should not die ; yet Jesus said not unto him , He shall not die :

but, If I will that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee ?"

Peter would never have known he was to die before the

Lord's return if he had not been told. The apostles were wait

ing then, as the saints do now ; they were inspired as to

the fact of the Lord's coming, but not as to the time. It was

their hope, as it is ours ; but Peter was told on the highest

authority that he would die andby his death glorify God.

Well, say Peter, since you have told me of my destiny, how

about John ? Jesus' reply, “ If I will that he tarry till I come,

what is that to thee ? ” caused a rumour to go forth that

John wouldnot die. Evidently the disciples, under the risen

Lord Himself, had no idea that death and the coming of the

Lord were the same thing, since the bare possibility that John

should be alive at His return caused this saying to go

abroad.

But if death and that coming are the same thing, what

would be the meaning of such an answer as that, “ If I will

that he tarry till I come” ?

Here, then, is a plain passage of Scripture pointing out that

death and the Lord's comingare not one and the same thing,

and we have seen that the coming of the Lord is not the

destruction of Jerusalem . Death is a telegram sent. Have

we never known a missionary go out to his sphere of work,

a young man engaged to be married to some one, but the

marriage is postponed to some more convenient time ? We

have known some missionaries' wives go out to them , and

others have been fetched by the missionary. We believe the

brides would rather be fetched than go out alone. Well,

death is the telegram to call us to Him ; but He comes Himself

inperson to fetch His Bride bodily, visibly , and literally.

In Acts i. 9, 11, you recollect the passage, “Which also

said, Ye men of Galilee ,why stand ye gazing up into Heaven ?

this same Jesus, which is taken upfrom you into Heaven,

shall so come in like manner as ye have seen Him go into

Heaven ." Now if He do not come bodily, literally, and

visibly, how can He come in like manner ?' ' And Dan. vi .

13, 14 , gives another aspect of His coming in the clouds of

Heaven. He went away in a cloud , and He comes back in

the clouds, and to set up a kingdom never to be destroyed.

Now notice, He not only comes bodily and visibly , but He

comes to the same place. Where His feet last touched the

earth when He left it eighteen hundred years ago He shall

first touch the earth on His return to the earth , though not

then for the saints. He returns with His saints to the

earth , and He will take up the thread that was broken

eighteen hundred years ago, and bless the world from

that centre of the world . Thus, we see, He not only comes

in the same manner as He left, but He comes to the same

place. “ Ye shall see the Son of Man seated on the right

hand of power,and coming in the clouds of Heaven ” (Matt.

xxvi . 61 ) ; and in Rev. i. 7 , “Behold , He cometh with

clouds." He shall soon come bodily and visibly.

Now this is all personal and real. There is no difficulty,

then , as to the manner, but there is difficulty as to the time.

We wish to approach those dear brethren who have not

yet seen this truth, and we would a thousand times rather

lift them into the truth than lecture them out of error . So

we shall narrow the distance as much as possible , and we

find we can do so very much. The coming of the Lord be

lieved by you and by us is not a distinction inprinciple, it is

only a difference in point of time. Every Christian believes

the Lord Jesus Christ will come back again literally, bodily,

and visibly : what is the difference between one and the other ?

Many Christians, and we among the number, believe that the

Lord's return in person will be before the Millennium . Now

we all believe in the Millennium . Why, with more or less

definite views, we all believe in the personal advent of the

Lord Jesus Christ. You , my friends, to whom I speak, believe

that the Lord will comeagain , itmaybe to seat Himself on

the Great White Throne at the Day of Judgment at the close

of the millennial era . You think that by missionary effort

the world will be won for Christ, and the affairs of the

universe wound up by the Lord Jesus upon theGreatWhite

Throne. Now you see the difference is narrowed between us.

We both believe in the personal advent of the Lord, and

the question is simply, is it pre-millennial or post

millennial ?

Now weshould seek to settle this point clearly from

Scripture. If it is proved to be pre-millennial, there is no more

difficulty than in His coming being post-millennial. Well,

notice three Scriptural landmarks which should settle this .

question. First, are we all agreed that war is to cease

during the millennial era ? In Micah iv, and Isa. ii. we read

that swords are to be beaten into ploughshares, and that

the nations shall learn war no more. There will be no

learning to fight. But when the Lord returns to this earth ,

ever after having taken up the Church which He brings with

Him , He finds all nations gathered in deadly conflict. Well,

our blessed Lord says distinctly, “ I am not come to bring

peace on earth, but a sword ; " and how do we find the

so -called Christian nations now? They are so well practised in

the use of the sword that these nations are the best fighters

in the world, and could take the heathen and Mohammedan

six to one. Well, the Lord comes and finds the nations

gathered together in battle at Jerusalem . There will be no

peace among the nations till the return . And so we find His

personal return is before the Millenuium : that is one line of

thought.

Another point for those who do not yet see the Scriptural

ness of the doctrine. You believe there is some anti

christian power at work during this dispensation , some

principle of evil running throughout the present era. Do you

believe there is to be a Millennium withan Antichrist living

all through it ? I am very much inclined to believe that, as

we have God in Christ on one side and Satan onthe other ,

we shall bave a man come who shall be Satan incarnate ;

but the point now is, we all believe thatAntichrist is a power ;

and how is this power ofevil to be destroyed ? Assuredly,

before there can be any Millennium, that must be got rid of.

How ? Weare told by the brightness of the Lord's coming

So we get this, that the coming mustbepre-millennial , unless

Antichrist is to live all through the Millennium : that is the

second landmark .

Then the third. I suppose most Christians of both classes

I have referred to must believe that the Jews will be con

verted some day. I do not remember of ever before hearing

anything that was unfavourable about people, and in which

the Jews might have been included, spoken of without their

being mentioned until to- night, when my brother spoke on

this platform of the blasphemy amongst the heathen and

amongst nominal Christians, but he never mentioned the

Jews, and amongst them there is blasphemy, Now these

Jews are to be converted. When ? Letmeask you . Have

you not in your hymn-book

Lo! He comes with clouds descending ;

Once for favoured sinners slain !

Thousand , thousand saints attending

Swellthe triumph of His train .

Hallelujah !

Jesus now shall ever reign !

What besides ?

Every eye shall now behold Him ,

Robed in dreadful majesty ;

Those who set at nought and sold Him,

Pierced and nailed Him to the tree,

Deeply wailing,

Shall the true Messiah see !

Now as the Jews are to be the means of blessing to the

whole world, and God is going to make them His instru

ments of glory, surely that will not be at the end of the

Millennium.

It has been wisely said that there is a great deal of sound

theology in prepositions. I am looking on you now - I

could look to you by letter or thought, but I could not

look on you . Well, we read they shall look on Him

whom they pierced and mourn ; that is, the conversion of

the Jewish nation shall take place after the sight of the

Lord Himself. In Isa . xlix . 6 He is given to raise up.

the tribes of Jacob, and to restore the preserved of Israel.

Again in Isa. lx., “ Arise, shine ; for thy light is cone,

and the glory of Jehovah'is risen upon thee." The Apostle

Paul in Rom . xi. 26, speaking of the time when the

fulness of the Gentiles has come in , which I regard as .

referring to all the Gentiles who form part of the Church

of Christ, when that fulness has come in all Israel

shall be saved , as it is written in Isa . lix. , “ There

shall come out of Zion the Deliverer, and shall turn away

ungodliness from Jacob . "
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The Jewish nation is to be converted at the coming of

the Lord , and that same Jewish nation is to be the instru . THURSDAY MORNING ADDPESSES.'
ment, in God 's hand, of blessing the world during the

millennial era . So that the coming of Christ is for the

conversion of the Jewish nation , for the destruction of

Antichrist, and to put an end to war ; therefore, surely,
ROBERT ANDERSON, LL.D .

the coming of our Lord is personal and pre -millennial.

Just one more passage on that subject (Rev. xix .) ; that READ PSALM LXXIIL

is the chapter just before the twentieth , and the twentieth TILL he came to have fellowship with God in His:
chapter is the one just following the nineteenth . I wish to 1 purposes the observed facts of life led David to

notice that, because in the twentieth chapter you have the reign doubt God . Objections are constantly taken to these pro

of Christ with His saints during themillennial period . There phetic conferences on the ground of the differences which

are three points in the nineteenth chapter : the first is the exist among Christians on the subjectof prophecy. It seems.
marriage of the Lamb ; then in the middle of the chapter to me that is a special reason why we should thus meet

we see Heaven opened , and Christ returning to earth ; and at together to confer togethey upon these truths, and more

the close of the chapter you have the same universal war especially because so many of us are coming to realize that
going on at Jerusalem , which is pointed out in Zech. xiv . : one cause of thedifference is largely due to the mode in which

so in that chapter we have the marriage of the Lamb, in the past we have been too much content to enter upon

Heaven opened and the return of Christ, and all nations at this subject, as though it were something intended to amuse.
war. Then He hushes the war of the world to peace, He our leisure hours, and give a fresh interest to the newspaper,.
converts the Jews to Himself, and so opens the millennial instead of being the very warp and woof of Scripture, the
era, so introduces the reign of peace upon this distressed string on which all the pearls are strung, a revelation specially

world , and the glory of the Lord is revealed, for the mouth intended to confirm the faith of God 's people, and not only
of the Lord hath spoken it. so , but direct the hope ofGod 's people.
Just one thing I would say in passing, the Church and the Some people speak as if prophecy were the only truth on

world have no meaning except in this dispensation ; if the which Christians differ. How paltry are the differences
appliances we have now in operation were intended to con between God 's children in prophetic truth compared with their

vert the world , then the termsChurch and world would have differencesin theology, as , for example, the two great schools

no meaning, for the Church would becomethe world , and the of theology with regard to the truth of the Atonement. Yet,
world the Church, and these distinctionswould be lost . This thank God, where there is real love to God and man , Chris
dispensation ends by the taking away of the Church from the tians meet and work together in theGospel. The fact that

world , followed by themillennial day . Wemust not speak Christ died throws into the shade all the differences con - .

of this dispensation as theGospel dispensation , as distinctive nected with the doctrine of His death . So, it seems to me,

from the millennial era, for that will be as much the Gospel if the coming of the Lord is not a mere doctrine of the head,
dispensation as this . All shall be brought in by theGospel, but a hope that fills the heart, we shall be prepared to
as we find in Gal. iii. meet together, to join together with unfeigned lips in that

Another thought : there are Calvinists and Arminians common prayer, “ Lord Jesus, come." A few hours hence in

amongst us, both may be here this evening. Well, we do not this very place Christians differing from one another as to

want to quarrel with any one, but I would just say that I the doctrine of the death of Christ, and the doctrine of the

believe that specially the aspect of Calvinism is found in this coming of Christ, will join in the closest fellowship , around

dispensation , and that in the millennial era the Arminian the table given us, that Supper in which we show forth the

aspect will perhaps be more fully seen . Lord's death “ till He come.”

Now , friends, I would ask you affectionately, for it is a So, I think , on an occasion like this the main question to
burden on my heart, but a burden I willingly bear and carry be considered by those responsible for convening the meet

to the Lord I ask you, for this may be our last Second ing would be not, What are their views ? but, What is the

Advent Conference until we hold it in His presence - I would spirit in which they hold these views ? for we come together

ask you affectionately, are you using your timeas you would not to measure the distance that separates us, but to mark

like to use it if Jesus were coming to-night ? Are you using out the ground we hold in common , having , above all, the

your talents as you would use them if you knew that He was spirit of love, and forbearance, and humility. Surely there.
coming to -night ? Are you using your influence, which is no sphere in which the reminder is more needed , “ If any

belongs to Him , as well as your time and your talents, for man thinketh he knoweth anything, he knoweth nothing yet
Him , as if you knew He would come to -night ? Is your as he ought to know ,” it is that of prophecy.
balance at the bankers exactly the amount you would like Myown testimony is that in the last few years, instead

it to be if you knew He was coming to -night ? Such things of differences deepening between prophetic students, the com

will not be a mere theory ifwehavethis thought clearly in our mon grouud is being enlarged , and we have been brought
hearts, the Lord is coming again soon ,and we shall soon gaze together in closer sympathy. Surely there is, in another
upon His beautiful face and be changed into His glorious sense , a parallel between those two controversies to which I

image, and be for ever like Him . have alluded. Many of us are coming to realize that in the
I want also to ask you affectionately to take Israel upon one case, as in the other, neither side has a monopoly of the

your hearts , and pray for God' s blessing upon His ancient truth ; that each is right in the positive side of what he
people. God is rousing the Jews now to an extent never holds, but not right in ignoring what the other teaches. We
kuown since the days of the Gospel. While the Gentiles | have on the one side the 'great truth ofGod 's love to the
are turning away, the Jews are turning to examine the world , and the revelation of Christ's propitiation to the
claims of Jesus, as they have never done since the days of world ; wehave on the other side the revelation of the love

the Gospel. We must have the Jews turned to Christ, of Christ for His Church , and its election in the sovereignty .
we must pray for Gentiles and Jews, and every one of us ofGod . May we not hold both these ?
must be ambitious to gather the last Jew and the last So here it is not easy to convince us that the history of
Gentile . Some one will have the honour of gathering the Christendom is entirely ignored in the visions of the
last Gentile that completes the Gentile portion of Jesus's Apocalypse, and we believe we see an outline of great facts in
Bride ; some one will have the honour of gathering the last these visions. But, on the other hand, it would not be easy
son of Abraham and of completing the election accord to convince some of us we shall not have a more complete
ing to grace. I honestly tell you I have a holy ambition to ful6lment in the days that are to come. I willingly re-echo the

be the instrument to gather the last Jew , and you may have words of a great man , who wrote long ago, “ Prophecy is

a holy ambition to be the instrument in gathering the last of the nature of the Author of it, with whom a thousand years.

Gentile. Then let us gather as many Jews as we can and are as one day.” So that if events appear not to be punctually

as manyGentiles as we can , and by the blessing of God we fulfilled at once, they are being fulfilled , although the fulness

will stand a good chance of having that honour. of them may belong to some one age.

Messiah is coming ! The special subject of the meeting affords an apt illustra.
Let the tidings roll from afar ; tion of this. All Christians admit the Lord is reigning. But

As light rolls out from darkness when a sceptic challenges you with the dismal facts of the
In yon fair morning star . world around , what is your explanation of it ? The Lord is .
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reigning, but not in the sense he implies. He is reigning in John xii . 41 , or the picture of the descending King given in

grace. Therefore man , and not God, is responsible for the Rev. xix . 11-16 is surveyed. “ Once bave I sworn by My

violence and wrong of this world . These are now - but it is holiness that I will not lie unto David ; his seed shall endure

not always to be so. As you turn to the Book, you find it for ever, and his throne as the sun before Me: it shall be

clearly taught that Christ is to be manifested as the ideal of established for ever as the moon, and as the faithful witness

every dispensational relation which God has committed to in the clouds.” This can only be realized in Christ, ofwhom

man , and under which man has stood .
the angel Gabriel announced, “The Lord God shall give

Adam was federal head of man - Christ, the Lord from. unto Him the throne of His father David ; and He shall reign

heaven , is the head of the new creation. Abraham to whom over the house of Jacob for ever ; and of His kingdom there

the promises were given of the seed—and Christ is the seed. shall be no end ” (Luke i . 32. See also Isa , ix . 7 ).

Moses was faithful in all his house , but the Lord is the A glance at the very firstchapter of Genesis, read in the

Apostle and High Priest of our profession. Then kingly rule light of Psa. viii . , Rom. viii. 19-22, and Heb. ii. 5-8, shows

was committed to David, but the full manifestation of that there is a sovereignty of man over creation through, in,

God's purpose shall be seen in His Great David in days to and underChrist, yet to be manifested , a sovereignty such as

come. So in other words we plead for a reasonable literal the Gospel dispensation does not confer, nor, indeed, as to its

ness in our study of this Book ; and yet there is a literalness Divine arrangements and conditions, harmonize with .

we reject as the cause of great prejudice against the Word of A careful consideration of the covenants made by Jehovah

God . We do not meanbyliteralism , the blessed LordJesus with Abraham , Isaac, and Jacob necessitates a belief that they

Christ, the brightness of His Father's glory, is ever to live in assert a future for Israel and the world , such as is not and

a house ofstone or marble in Jerusalem , and becomesubject cannot be realized under the Gospel , the nation and the

to the ordinary conditions of human life. What we do mean land having no place assigned them. The study of the

is this, that He will take up the responsibility of human historical books of the Old Testament, with an eye to

government, and right, not wrong, shalltriumph in this world. their typical import, leads to the conviction that the pros
Do not cavil at this. Think for a moment how you will pect of a reign of Christ under which the Davidic and

meet the infidel objector when he states, and states fairly Solomonic aspects of the kingdom shall be gloriously fulfilled,

from the human point of view, that looking around, and is no " cunningly devised fable,” but a sublime fact, foreseen ,

judging by what he sees, he concludes there is not a God, or, foreordained, and foreshadowed by the Holy Ghost, who

if there be, He iswanting in goodness and power. You and moved the sacred historians so to construct the records they

I understand this, we know how often from a Christian have banded down,

heart goes up the cry of the serenty.third Psalm . We see The Psalms, as all thoughtful readers know, are full of the

that the ungodly prosper and increase in riches. Why, then, King and the kingdom . Such strains as the second, twenty

should it be deemed incredible God should do that which first,twenty-fourth, forty -fifth , seventy -second, eighty-ninth,

every good man would do if he could ? The wonder is that and others serve to exemplify how the thought of the

God bears and forbears with us so long .
millennial reign constantly animated the mind and heartof

the inspired Psalmist. The Prophecies are so full of the

King who is to rule in righteousness, and who " shall reign,

and prosper, and execute judgment and justice in the earth ,"

that but for the spiritualizing process to which we have

already referred, it is impossibleto readthem without being

assured of millennial truth , and filled with joyful hope of

BY REV. W. FULLER GOOCH.
another age, in which "the kingdom and dominion and the

greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven shall be

N attempting to bring before you the millennial reign as given to the saints of the Most High, whose kingdom is an

everlasting kingdom , and all dominions shall serve and oley

is to address those who are inquirers rather than thosewho Him ."

already see their way clear to conclusions many of us have The NewTestament in no way overturns these uniform

long arrived at, and regard as beyond question. I shall teachings of the Old . By parable and prophecy, by precept

briefly dwell upon seven main lines of thought, along which and by promise, our Lord gave emphasis to all that the

a study of the subject in its general aspectsmust necessarily prophets of old had said concerningHim. The apostles in

lead us. Let me ask your attention plainest termsassert their expectation of thegolden age which

I. To its certainty as a revealed fact. Only as a fact of shall follow the present time of waiting for and working

revelation can any certainty attach to it. Mere speculation unto the kingdom of God. Hence we find Peter saying

ought to have no place in such inquiries as these. But once to the Jews of his day, “ Repent ye therefore, and turn again,

see it to be a truth contained in Holy Writ, and it passes
that your sinsmay be blotted out, that so there may come

out of the regionof hypothesis, and becomes a fundamental seasons of refreshing from the presence of the Lord ; and

fact, fundamental, that is, to the integrity of the inspired that He may send the Christ, who hath been appointed for

Word. It is a principle of vital importance to the study of you, even Jesus ; whom the heaven must receive until the

Scripture that the literal signification of words should be times of restoration of all things whereof God spake by the

accepted in all cases except where the obvious nature of the mouth of His holy prophets, which have been since the

language employed necessitates a figurative or symbolic sense. world began?” ( Acts iii. 19-21 ). James ,addressing the

Only by a continual violation of this principle can the Church in Jerusalem , thus sketches the Divine order of

personal reign of Christ during the millennial era be things, “ Simeon hath rehearsed how first God did visit the

And to

eliminated from revelation. Once admit that prophecies Gentiles, to take outof them a people for His name.

concerning His second advent are to be interpreted on the this agree the words of the prophets ; as it is written,

same principle as history compels us to interpret those After these things I will return ,and I will build again the

relating to His first coming, and then the whole truth we tabernacle of David, whichis fallen ; and I will buildagain

are met to maintain stands out in bold relief as the sure the ruins thereof, and I will set it up : that the residue of

testimony of God. The so -called spiritualizing of plain men might seek after the Lord , and all the Gentiles, upon

Bible language leads to a sad perversion of the mind and whom My name is called, saith the Lord, who maketh these

will of God. By its means glowing prophecies are reduced thingsknown from the beginning of theworld.” (Acts xv.14-18).

to the level of mere conundrums, and rapt seers made to The Apostle John ,in the Revelation given through him as its

poseasspiritual riddle-makers.The ingenuityof man,the inspiredmedium ,assuredly,whateverprinciple of interpreta.

skill of critics, and the many-coloured hues of imaginative tion you may apply to details, unfolds the fundamental fact

theorists take the place of solid , sober exposition such as is of a kingdom yet to come, and a reign of Christ and His

based upon the plain meaningof the words employed . Some saints in connection with earth and earthly scenes, such as

of the most solemn asseverations of the Divine Name are our dispensation cannot develop. As for the testimony of

employed to reveal the millennial reign of our Lord, as, for the great apostle of the Gentiles, thesimple fact that in Eph .

instance, in the words, “ As surely as I live all the earth iii. he speaks of this present;" dispensation of the grace of

shall be filled with the glory of the Lord .” What that God ” as having been unknown and unrevealed to prophets

glory is may be seen when Isa, vi. is studied in the light of who had gone before, is sufficient to prove how distinct from
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the Gospel age he regarded the reign of Christ, the Old shall be. ” The Bride as yet is in exile, sharing the rejection

Testament predicted, to be. Hencehe continually speaks of and the sufferings of her Lord , but the time is coming when :

the comingof the Lord and the setting up of the kingdom as she shall be exalted to the Bridegroom's throne. “ When

the great hope of the Church and powerful incentive to Christ, who is our life, shall appear, then shall we also

suffering and toil, and warns against the perilous times and appear with Him in glory ;" so that “ the sufferings of this.

fearful apostasy which must come before those great and present time are not worthy to be compared with the glory

glowing prophecies of the kingdom can be fulfilled. Wher that shall be revealed in us.” But the glory shall be His,

ever weturn in Holy Writ, we find the same full and unmis . for in thus gathering His loved ones to Himself, and associ

takable testimony, so that we know and are sure, that we ating them in His reign , it is He who in that day “ shall be

follow no cunningly devised fable when we make known glorified in His saints, and marvelled at in all them that

unto you thepower and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. ” believe . "

II. Let us briefly notice its place in the Divine Economy. It

is an important" truth St. Paul asserted on Mars Hill,

that “God hath determined the times before appointed ." Joy to the Church triumphant,

Among those times and seasons, which our Lord told His
The Saviour's throne surrounding ;

They see His face ,
disciples in Acts i. the Father hath set within (or appointed Adore His grace

by) His own authority, we learn, from the context, is " the O'er all their sin abounding.

time of the kingdom ," or , in other words, of the millennial

reign. Hence, in Isa. xliv . 7, the Almighty declares, “ I

appointed the ancient people, and the things that are
('rowned with the mighty Victor,

His royal glory sharing ;
coming, and that shall come to pass. ” The prophet Each fills a throne,

Habakkuk reminds us, concerningthe vision of the coming His name alone

King, that “ it is for an appointed time.” We review the To Heaven and earth declaring.

historyof God's past dealings with men , and we find them

displaying an order and precision whichfullyestablishes the

belief that the seven creative days of Genesis are but types (c) A third purpose is the complete fulfilment of the

of as many dispensational days in which the great Framer covenants made with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. " God

of all things is bringing to perfection His new creation. hath not cast awayHis people whom He foreknew .” The

Eden answers to the first of these ; the artediluvian age, seed of Abraham His friend (Isa. lxi. 8) are still near His

commencing with the Fall, is the second ; the Noahic, dating heart, the land promised to be theirs for ever, as a peaceable
from the covenant made with Noah after the Deluge, is habitation, is still before Him , in due time to be remem .

the third ; the Abrahamic, beginning with the call of bered and restored, their predicted ascendancy as a race in

Abraham , the fourth ; the Sinaitic , with Moses as its head, days when Jerusalem shall be called the throne of the Lord,

is the fifth ; the Gospel, originating in theIncarnation of the and all nations be gathered unto it, is delayed, not set aside.

Son of God, is the sixth ; and where shall we look for the ( d ) Yet a fourth purpose we may just touchupon, the bless

seventh - the grand Sabbatic rest in which the curse uplifted , ing of the heathen world . To many the ways of God with
creation gladdened , man restored, and God rejoicing in all the masses of heathendom have always seemed shrouded in

His works — if not to that millennial reign , which is ushered mystery, but many misconceptions have been entertained as

in by the return of Him whose coming shall be “as the light to His dealings with them . Never has He regarded them

of the morning when the sun riseth, a morning without with indifference, or felt toward them a lack of love or of

clouds,when thetender grass springeth out of theearththrough readiness to bless. His very choice of Israel as a nation

clear shining after rain ” ? As each past dispensational era was designed to be a channel of blessing to all surrounding

has had its fitting place andspecial design in the economy nations, and had Israel been faithful to its trust,a far wider

of Him who, through Christ, His Son , " hath made (or set) the knowledge of God, even in ages long before the Gospel,

ages," so the coming closingage is needed to fill up or com would have prevailed. We remember how of the heathen

plete the plan of predestined grace and truth . world, up to the days of Christ, it is said, “ The times of this

III. This brings us to a third point, its purpose as a Divine ignorance God winked at or overlooked ,” and since those

arrangement. days one of the saddest facts to contemplate is the coldness

What need, say many, of another age ? why should not the and neglect with which the Church has treated the Divine

Gospel day suffice to bring about all that heart can wish, or command to evangelize the world , and failed to respond to

God bestow , on earth ? The Lord has been pleased to reveal the yearning compassion with which the great heart of God

much that furnishes full answers to such a queryas this. He has viewed the perishing millions afar. But in the mil

bas purposes to answerwhich an age of faith, as distinguished lennial day it will be seen how ,under the reign of Christ,

from sight, cannot fulfil, ional and material destinies to the whole earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord,

unfold which an eggentially spiritual dispensation , knowing for then shall all the kingdoms of the world have become the

no distinctions of race or privilege, cannot harmonize with . kingdom of God and of His Christ (Micah iv. 12) .

Among the special purposes of the millennial reign may be (e) Yet one more purpose shall be served . The victory
cited

of Jesus 'over the devil and all his works shall be revealed.

(a) The revelation of the glory of Christ as the exalted Satan himself bound, and cast into the abyss, his legions

and glorified Son of Man. Earth , as yet, has never seen His driven from the abodes of men , and hell restrained from pol

glory ; it has but witnesssed His career as “ a Man of luting earth or heaven , the field shall be clear for universal

sorrows, and acquainted with grief." But it shall see " the blessing. The curse so long resting upon creation as the

King in His beauty," it shall behold Him in robes of fruit of sin shall be uplifted , “ The wilderness and the

majesty, and in undimmed, unclouded glory as " the King solitary place shall be glad for them ; and the desert shall

of kings and Lord of lords." “ The whole earth shall be rejoiceand blossom as the rose.

filled with His glory : yea , all kings shall fall down before IV. We may glance at its character asa theocratic reign . On

Him , all nations shall serve Him , He shall have dominion this I will only say a word or two ; it will be better dealt withı

from sea to sea , and from the river unto the ends of the by the speakerwho follows me. Let me just remark that the

earth .” No longer shall He be known as a Root out of a words of the Apostle in Rom. xiv. 17, used to describe the

dry ground, but as a beautiful Branch : yea, as the spiritual aspects or elements of the kingdom of God in

veritable Tree of Life, whose leaves are for the healing of mystery, areequally descriptive of the most salient features

the nations. Then , indeed, “ shall the moon be confounded, of that kingdom in manifestation . The kingdom ofGod is

andthe sun ashamed, when the Lord of Hosts shall reign “ righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost.” Even

in Mount Zion , and in Jerusalem , and before His ancients in a spiritual sense, under the millennial reign, these things

gloriously ." will be wondrously experienced and enjoyed by untold

(b) The manifestation of the sons of God is a second millions of earth's inhabitants ; for in that day effusions of

purpose to be answered. the Holy Spirit, such as have never yet been known, shall

Now they are hidden, not only as to the secret springs of be poured out upon the world . It is sometimes said that

their life, but as to their true character and glorious destiny. millennarian views dishonour the Holy Ghost by limiting

“ The world knoweth us not, ” “ It doth not yet appear what we His work and making the personal return of Christ essential
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to the conversion of the world . As if it were possible for study and of the deep convictions to which it leads, are in
the exaltation of Christ in any way to detract from the glory every way of the highest practical value and importance.

of that Holy One whose office as the third person of the Foremost among those at work in the mission fields abroad,

ever- blessed Trinity is and ever will be to glorify the Son of earnest and devoted among those who labour for the sad and

God , in whom both the Father and the Spirit supremely perishing masses at home, prominent amid those who lift

delight. One great feature of the reign of Christ will be high the standard of holiness and righteousness in these

that the Triune God , Father, Son , and Holy Ghost, will be days of abounding iniquity, conspicuous among those who

magnified in the spiritual results produced to an extent the stand firmly in defence of evangelical truth ; yea, in connec

world has never yet beheld . tion with every good word and work will be found men and

Righteousness, 'in its evangelical, personal, social, and women of God to whom the coming of the Lord , and the
political aspects, shall in that day universally prevail ; | reign of Christ the King, are prospects bright and clear to
injustice and oppression of every kind shall cease ; society their spiritual vision .

shall be association for the common weal ; commerce,

science, arts , and literature shall be based on principles of

truth and highest moral force. Then shall be seen " a world

in principle as chaste as this is gross and selfish ." The will

of God shall be done on earth as it is in heaven .

Peace shall flow like a river, wars shall cease unto the ends

of the earth , and one vast confederation of nations shall

unite to swell the song of praise to the Anointed One, who BY REV. HENRY E. BROOKE.
shall be the King of all the earth . Hence joy shall thrill

all hearts, the children of Zion shall be joyful in their King, W E have had a very glorious political prospect spread

the nations will also be glad and sing for joy, all lands shall W before us in what our brother has just spoken . I say

sing forth the honour of His name, and make His praise advisedly political, for what I want to call your attention to

glorious in reference to the Millennial Kingdom is its presenting

V . A further point of interest on the subject is furnished a political prospect. I grant that it is well to keep as far as

when we reflect upon its duration as a dispensational period , possible from meddling with political affairs around us now ,

Speculation has often been rife upon this point ; I will only but still we have very distinct and definite political pros

quote the familiar words of Rev. xx. 4 . There the fact is pects for the future ; and themore our hearts are filled with

stated concerning the kingdom of priests who have part in hopes of the coming kingdom , the more shall we sit loose to

the first resurrection which precedes and ushers in themillen - | the turbulent sphere of political confusion now around us.

nial reign : “ They lived and reigned with Christ a thousand | May webe stirred up to greater political enthusiasm con

years. But the rest of the dead lived not again until the cerning the coming King and the coming Kingdom .
thousand years were finished . This is the first resurrection . | Wehave been reminded of the troubled sphere of present

Blessed and holy is he that ath part in the first resurrection : politics, and wesee the history of these last days well marked

on such the second death bath no power, but they shall be out on the definite prophetic chart to which attention was

priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign with Him a called yesterday. Wehave come to the time when the stoue

thousand years." cut out of themountain without hands shall smite the image,

VI. Its end in a predicted catastrophe calls for comment to and its gold and silver, and brass and iron and clay, are to

complete our survey of this domain of truth . It is a fact of be broken in pieces together. Do you remember one signiti

solemn and instructive import that each succeeding dispen - | cant statement- the iron and clay will not amalgamate!

sation of God 's regard to man has ended in judgment. Eden Now , iron is the despotic military form of Roman rule, and

ended in the expulsion of the guilty pair ; the era of the first clay the democratic form growing increasingly around us:

promise and of initial faith ended in the flood ; the renewal They will not amalgamate. But we in England flatter our

of Divine covenant with man through Noah ended in the selves that we possess a form of government which amalga

Babel strife of tongues ; the Abrahamicage of Israel ended in mates the iron and clay. We think that in the days of the

the sore bondage of Egypt and the judgment of the Red Sea ; Plantagenets and Stuarts the iron rule was too strong. Now

the Sinaitic or Levitical period closes with the destruction of however, our Constitution happily unites the iron and the
Jerusalem and the dispersion of the chosen race ; theGospel clay. Don't be too sure of that. The Word of God says

day, brightas it has been with the effulgence of the glory of the iron and clay will not mingle ; and it tells us also that

God beheld in the face of Jesus Christ, sets amid the dark : the stone cut out without hands falls on the feet of the image

ness of apostasy and the doom of Christendom ; and the to crush it. And so we read : “ Then was the iron , the

millennial reign , as to its earthly sphere, closes with the fire clay, the brass, the silver, and the gold , broken to pieces

of God devouring a revolting host, who , under the lead of together, and became like the chaff of the summerthreshing

Satan , once more allowed to test the heart of man , rebel | floors ; and the wind carried them away, that no place was

against the Lord , and seek to overturn the very foundations found for them : and the stone that smote the image became

of His throne. Awful and sublime are the words of the a great mountain , and filled the whole earth." I would

Apostle Peter as he describes the terrors of this scene. point out, in passing, that passage from Dan . ii. is one of the

Referring (as to the details of his prophecy ), not to the com strongest passages in proof of what has been asserted

mencement of the millennial day, nor to its progressive that the coming of the Lord Jesus precedes the commence

centuries, but to its end , its closing days, he says : - “ But ment of the Millennial Kingdom . There is no transition from
the day of the Lord will comeas a thief in the night ; in the the iron and clay ; it is a sudden change, a catastrophe,

which the heavens shall pass away with a great noise, and | ushering in a new state of things, not as would be the case if

the elements shallmelt with fervent heat, the earth also and there is to be a gradual progress from one to the other. We

the works that are therein shall be burned up .” (See also are now looking for this catastrophe, living in expectation of
Rev. xx. 7 -11.) it, and we expect it to bring blessing to this earth, bring in

V . I close by asking attention to a few words on its that which will produce true happiness, the strong 1
practical value as an anticipated event. the coming King.

We are charged with being unpractical, and with allowing Now a word of apology lest any take exception to the

fanciful theories to divert us from sober facts when we thus word political. I admit a Christian should meddle as little

dwell upon the events of unfulfilled prophecy. We are as possible in reference to the present-day politics ; but the

supposed to be unfitting ourselves for the present, because future is a different thing . I know Paul tells us " our citizen

weanticipate the future, and not a few of those we love and ship is in heaven ” - our political centre is in heaven . But he

honour as brethren in the Lord regard us as imperilling the adds, “ From whence also we look for the Saviour, the Lord

interests of the Church of God , and represent us as gone Jesus Christ, who shall change our vile body that it may be

astray, because we are impelled to declare , not a partonly, but fashioned like unto His glorious body ." And is there nothing

the whole counsel ofGod . I venture to affirm this morning more ? There is much more to follow ." as we sometimes

that whether we look at the essential nature and influence of say . He comes from heaven in order first of all to raise the

prophetic truth, or at 'the lives of those who have most bodies of the sleeping saints, then to change the bodies of the

thoughtfully and intelligently studied it, the effects of such | saints then alive, so as to reign with Him . Then the passage
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will have lost its force as discouraging believers from indulg

ingin politics, for theheaven towhich we belong will have come

down on earth and we shall see the powers of heaven

actively engaged on earth. Let us not forget this, that the

present dispensationis not the reign of Christ. I do not deny

* the Lord reigneth ” in the sense that in heaven He reigneth

over all and over this earth, so far that the powers of dark

ness can go no further than He will. But the solemn fact

is, the present dispensation is the reign of Satan , and he is

called “ the god of this world.” That is a very strong expres

sion, one we dare not use had not God's Word so spoken

of him. Moreover, he is the “prince of power ofthe air, the

spirit that now worketh in the children of disobedience. " So

in Rev. xii. you have the revelation of the great red dragon

with the seven heads and ten horns. It matters not to my

presept argument whether it be taken as the Roman power

or a person yet future. Because it is distinctly the dragon

himself who hasthe seven heads and ten horns, Satan himself.

So in the 13th chapter we have the same beast with the seven

heads and ten horns, and it is the dragon who gives his

power to thebeast, "powerandhis seat, and great authority."

When, therefore, the infidelboldly asks, Where is God that

He permits sin and misery ? I answer, it is Satan who rules

the world ; he is still permitted, for some purpose of God

which we do not as yet understand, to do so. In Rev, xx.

we find, before the expected kingdom, that “ an angelcomes

down from heaven having the key of the bottomless pit, and

a greatchain in his hand. And he laid hold of the dragon,

that old serpent, who isthe devil and Satan, and bound him

a thousand years." This is a distinct and definite point, a

point one cannot evade, which seems to dismiss the idea of a

gradual gliding into themillennium , a development of it from

the present state of things.

Now let me ask you briefly to look at Psa . Ixxii . Our

chairman has alreadyread Psa.lxxiii.without pre-arrangement.

The seventy-third Psalm gives us a view of the present state

of things,and refers to the prosperity of the ungodly. It is a

sad picture of prevailing wickedness and oppression, which

wrings from the psalmist the exclamation almost of despair

that such things should be ,and only in the sanctuary can he

understand the problem . Now on thisvery problem we get

added light from the seventy -second Psalm - let us read it.

( The speaker read the Psalm and proceeded .)

This is a most spirit-stirring Psalm ,it fills one with genuine

enthusiasm as to the coming Kingand the coming Kingdom .

We find many of the problemswhich perplex statesmen and

social reformers are here solved.

First of all, the great question of government, and the

right mode of government. It is all settled here. It is

kingly rule ; there is no fear of the King taking too much on

Him ,Hedoes not require any balance ofpower in His govern

ment. There is no democratic mixture. It is “

King Thy judgments ,” that He may so reign as to put down
eviland promote good.

Then you know how the question of dealing with oppres

sion, distress, and misery perplexes statesmenand social re

formers, who know not what to do. But it is all settled

here, " for He shall deliver the needy when he crieth : the

poor also and him that hathno helper .” The King shall

have sympathy with their suffering,sympathy not only of

sentimentbut of fact, and He shall judge the poor and needy

and deliver them.

And another problem solved here is the alarm felt in the

present day about our overcrowded cities. You know in

this and other cities we are, especially in days of distress,

uneasy about the overcrowding, and we fear lest in such

circumstancesa spirit of lawlessness should be roused ; but

of the city of that day we read, “ they of the city shall

flourish like the grass of the earth ” ( verse 16). There shall

be no distress , in those days of absolute power, absolute

righteousness, absolute peace, and absolute blessing.

And now one thingmore - our personal interest in these

political prospects. I pause here to notice that some hardly

like to hope for the Lord's coming, becausethey say it will

be a bad day for the heathen. It will be abad day for the

professing Christian , a bad day for those who have rejected

Christ, foron these, not onthe heathen, will His judgments

fall when He " is revealed from heaven in flaming fire , taking

Vengeance on them that know not God,and that obey not

the Gospel.” In the Greek is a nice shade of meaning in the

negative particles, which indicate that it is those who know

not and obey not because they would not. When I read in

Rev. xiv. the terrible judgment of the vine of the

earth , it has reference to the professing Church. Just as in

another sense and elsewhere the figure of the vine is so

beautifully used to describe all true Christians. Then as to

that terrible judgment coming on the priesthood, or rather

those who have dared to assume the pretension of priesthood

in this dispensation, I tremble to think of that. “Woe unto

them ! for they have gone in the way of Cain , and ran

greedily after the error of Balaam for reward, and perished

in the gainsaying of Core." We have some reference to this

judgment of Core in the doom of the false prophet and the

beast, who in Rev. xix. are described as cast alive into the

lake of fire,asCore and his companions “ went down quick into

the pit.” I look for some such awful catastrophe to occur in

that day ; some startling judgment on those who blasphe

mously assert they are priests, and offer a sacrifice, ignoring

the fact that one perfect sacrifice has been once offered — once

for all . But while it will be a bad day for them , I believe it

will be a glorious day for the heathen of the dark continent

of Africa and unknown Asia, and of unenlightened South

America and other places, who will rejoice when the King

cometh — this is their time of blessing.

Now coming back to the point I mentioned—it is that you

and I, if believers in the Lord Jesus Christ, have a personal

interest in this glorious reign. We are to reign with Him .

We are to be takenaway when He comes ; caught up in the

clouds to meet the Lord in the air, and so ever to be with

the Lord. But it does not mean caught up to heaven to

have nothing more to do with the earth . If we are to be

with the Lord, we must be where He is. Of course we

do not believe the Lord is coming to reside in an actual

house in the city of Jerusalem. Nevertheless, we do most

earnestly believein some wonderful communication between

heaven and earth , and foreshadowed I believe by the mysteri

ous life of ourLord onearth in the periodbetween His resurrec

tion and ascension . I have long had the thought thrown out

yesterday by Mr. Newberry that Christ's people shall have

the same kind of body as He had after His resurrection, and

that they will minister in exactly a similar way. Youand

I, if believers, will in that day go in and out just as the Lord

Jesus did . You remember, some of you who were present,

how Mr. Newberry brought out the thought from Ezek. xliv.,

about the priests changing their garments before passing

from the inner to the outer courts . What if we should be

able to do as the Lord did when He joined the two disciples

on the way to Emmaus, and talked with them, and walked

with them, and vanished from their sight ?

Now, dear friends, one brief thought, and a practical one

to conclude with. I was greatly struck last night in reading,

in the Christian, a letter from the editor (from Africa ), in

which he gives a number of remarkable instances of blessing

received by workers in that place. One struck me very much

in connection with the subject of the Conference:

The speaker says : “ It was at the close of Mr. Moody's late

Mission in London, that I first felt the desire to devote my

life wholly to work for God . From him I had just learned

the glorious truth that the Lord Jesus was coming back again,

and might very soon be here, and that all Christians should

daily be watching and waiting for Him . This filled me

with indescribable joy and gladness, and I continually prayed

that He would show me what I could do to hasten His return . "

That is a remarkable testimony to the practical issue of

the truth we consider to -day. This dear Christian asked how

she might hasten His return. The Lord showed her it was

by going to Africa and making known His Gospel. That is

thetruemeaningof 2 Peter iii . 12 : “ Looking for and hastening

(not hasting unto, but hastening] the coming of the day of

God.” It is by doing the Lord's work, by seeking to gather

out His elect, that we may not only pray Him toaccomplish

the number of His eleet and hasten His Kingdom, but may

also ourselves co -operate with Him to this end by spreading

the glad tidings of His great salvation .

give the

ונ

EDITORIAL.-We have thus given THE WHOLE of the MORNING

AND EVENING ADDRESSES of the three days' Conference,

with the exception of FRIDAY EVENING, which, with the

AFTERNOON ADDRESSES, we hope to give in our next.
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HOME GLEANINGS.

Touching the Hem of His A Szeptic's Conversion and

Garment. Confession

N Chats about St. John's, Rev. J. Shaw
R. BREALEY writes : -I was seek .

results of the Church Mission :
ing testimonies to Christ at a

Going to the mothers' meeting one
certain meeting,when a young man of

Tuesday afternoon , about two months
good abilities said :

after the mission, I met a dear old widow,
“ When you were last in this place I

who wasvery anxious to speak ; I paused,

was a sceptic, and did not believe in the

though due at the hall, for she had some.

Gospel, nor in Jesus Christ. I believed

the Bible was a clever book of religious
thing of importance to say. It was,

briefly, this : — “ At one of the afternoon
fables, got up by parsons to hold people

under their control. But I was induced

meetings a poor girl came in and sat by

my side ; when the service was over, she
to hear you once, and having heard a new

looked miserable , and finding she had no
Gospel , I came again and again, until I

home to go to, I asked her to come with
was compelled to admit I was beaten. I

then began to search the Bible , and the
me . She did so, and the next day I sent

more I searched the more unhappy I
the unfortunate'a penitent back to her became ; for I found out what a sinner I

father and mother in the country.
was, and then I hated the Bible for

Within a few days , I received through

the post, butwith no letter, the money I
showing me what my characterwas. But

hadadvanced for her journey. Now, to.
one day I saw thesewords, ' Ask, and ye

day, her father has called to see me, shall receive ; seek , and ye shall find;

having been charged by his dying girl to
knock, and it shall be opened unto you .'

come and let you know that she had

I said to myself, I wonder if that is

true ? ' So I asked the Lord to save me,
touched the hem of His garment and

been made whole. '
and to give me rest ; and I found rest

This had been my text at the closing
throughbelieving that Jesus had died for

sinners. Since then I have asked the

service , and with deep and touching

pathos, this hymn had been sung by twin
Lord to help me to live to please Him ,

sisters from Brighton, who much helped
and to make some use of me in leading

others to Him ."
the mission choir. God had carried the

message right into the heart of the sinner.
Shebeens in Edinburgh.

The “Lamb and Flag ” Workers. ARLY on Sunday mornings & num.

N issuing the thirty -ninth annual re ber of the young men connected

port of the “ Lamband Flag ” Ragged With the Drill Hall free breakfasts set

Schools and Mission, Mr. J. C. Sherrard out, two and two, to scour the Cowgate,

says :–Here thousands who never attend Grassmarket, West Port, and neighbour.

any place of worship hear the Gospel. ing streets , distributing tracts as they go

Theimprovement which has taken place along. Opportunitiesare had of talking

in the habits and character of the young to men who, though they may not need

men and women frequenting the meetings the breakfast, need the Gospel. Shebeens

has naturally induced in them a higher thronged by poor drunkards, some of

appreciation of refinement in all their whomhave been lyingout all night, are

surroundings. This has made it some frequently visited. One Lord's Day

what difficult this year to prevent some morning & worker met, in one of these

of them from leaving our unattractive shebeens, a young man well dressed,but

premises in search of places more suited stupid from the effects of a night of

to their altered tastes. It is hoped,
drinking. He was seated on the counter,

however, that the efforts of one of the surrounded by the worst of charac

missionaries , with his valuable band of ters. The worker handed round some

workers, may succeed in still keeping tracts, and was beginning to say , a

them together, but this fear of their wan. word to those present, when this

dering away from us adds to our earnest youth suddenly, as though possessed

desire to raise funds to improve the house by an evil spirit, rose with an oath

in which the work has now been carried and knocked the tracts three times from

on for so many years, his hand , He was about to push

the worker out of the place, but he wisely

Theatrical Mission. retired of his own accord . The drunken

THE
man followed him to the street, evidently

appears with no good intention ; but on being

limited scope , and we are pleased to learn quietly spoken to tears took the place of

that during the past winter season the anger, and remorse seemed to overpower

attendance at the new institute has him . He was led up to the mission

ranged from one thousand to one thou. rooms, and there, froni God's own Word ,

sand five hundred weekly of both sexes the way of salvation was set before him.

in their respective rooms, the classes ,

meetings, and other social gatherings Field Lane Ragged School.

being well sustained .

THI

THE
works to the Theatrical Mission

ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

BIBLE AND COLPORTAGE

SOCIETY OF IRELAND . - An unde

nominational society with agents in all parts of

Ireland. Carefully selected and trained colpor

teurs are spreading the knowledge of Jesus by

the living voice and the printed page. They

have access to the people everywhere. A con

tribution of £40 will secure a colporteur for a

year in any part of Ireland . Several additional

colporteurs have been recently appointed .

Funds greatly needed.

Secretaries, Rev. H. M.WILLIAMSON, Belfast ,

and Rev. JOHN ELLIOTT, Armagh, by whom

contributions will be gratefully received ; or

they may be paid at the office of this paper.

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE

SOCIETY , 18, Buckingham Street, Strand.

To controvert the teachings of Atheists, Secular

ists , and other opponents of Christianity ,

especially amongthe uncultured. To help the

perplexed and doubting.and to instruct the young

in the reasons for believing in Christianity.

The Society's income is totally inadequate to the

demandsupon it. Funds are immediately

wanted for the open-air work.

Secretaries , Revs. C. LLOYD ENGSTRÖM and
T. T. WATERMAN .

COUNTRY TOWNS MISSION

18, New Bridge Street, E.O. - Forthe past forty

nine years this Society has sought to establish
Missionaries in those places where there is a lack

of simple Gospel teaching. The Committee

earnestly ask those whoknow the darkness of

many of our Country Listricts to strengthen
their hands by increased help.

HARRY C. NISBET, Treasurer . GEORGE H.

MAWER , Secretary.

IRISH SOCIETY. - For Promoting the

Scriptural Education and Religious Instruction

of the Irish speaking population, chiefly through

the Medium of their own language. Established

1818. Office, 32, Sackville Street, London, W.

Secretary, Rev, T. KEANE .

The ACHILLMISSION is under the charge of

the Society . Funds urgently needed .

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY
Instituted 1837. 8, New Bridge Street, London ,

E.C. Object: To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically before themiddle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical
literature at home and abroad .

PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERS : All subscribers of

five shillings and upwards per annum are en

titled to receive the new tracts issued monthly,

and are allowedto purchase the society's pub
lications at a discount of 25 per cent. Any

subscriber, for each extra contribution of two

shillings per annum , may have a tract sent

monthly , direct from the office , to any friend

whose name and address are supplied. Many

subscribers have for years pursued this excellent

method of quietly influencing other persons.

Subscribers' names are not diculged. Donations or

subscriptions exceeding these sums form the

fund for gratuitous distributions of tracts.

Funds are urgently needed in aid of the
Free Grant Fund .

All cheques and postal orders to be crossed and

made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE, Secretary .

MSS. of earnest Gospel and good literary cha

racter may be forwarded to the Secretary .

THE New Year's tea was given on

Outlying gatherings, held at the Crystal Tuesday evening last to the poor

Palace, at Marylebone, and at Green little girls attending the sewing school.

wich , have added to the ranks, and every These children, gathered from the courts

opportunity has been used for dissemi and alleys around the institution , sat

nating the Word of Life by letter, visita . down, in number about two hundred, to a

tion , andpersonal dealing. good entertainment of bread and butter,

More help is greatly needed in the cake and tea, and on leaving each girl

letter mission, which undertakes to cor had one pound of rice and halfa pound of

respond once amonth with the members ; moist sugar given to her to provide a

and any friends who can assist in this , nutritious meal for the following day

or in any financial way, are requested to The Secretary (Mr. Peregrine Platt),

communicate with the irector, Mr.
assisted by a noble band of voluntary

Courthope Todd , Macready House , workers , superintended I and addressed

Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C. the children .

RESCUE SOCIETY. Established in 1853,

for the reformation of openly immoral women

and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

danger, supports Eight Homes capable of

receiving over two hundred inmates .

Fundsare earnestly solicited by the

Secretary, Mr. C. STUART THORPE,

79, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS ' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

President-Gen . Bir A. J. LAWRENCE , K.C.B.

Sole object of the Society to spread the saving

knowledge of Christ among our soldiers. Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer, V. G. M. HOLT, Esq., 17, Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon . Sec.; or by

the Secretary, Mr. W. A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.C.

DESTITUTE “ CHILDREN'S

FRIEND" MISSION.-GEO. FULLER,

Supt. , 1 , Follett Street, Poplar, E. Funds are

urgently needed to carry on work amongst the

poor. Hospital Letters, Tracts, Clothing , & c . ,

thankfully received.
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

BARBICAN EAST CENTRAL

MISSION TO THE JEWS . - The aim of

this Mission is to win souls for Christ, by visita

tion , holding meetings and classes for Men,

Women , and Children , and to befriend and

temporarily relieve distressed Jewe , believing

and inquiring, who , in many cases, have lost

their all through no other fault than that they

have embraced , or are about to embrace , the

" truth as it is in Jesus." Immediate help

sadly needed . Contributions will be gratefully

received by Messrs. J. F. SHAW & CO . , or by

the Missionnry Supt ., PAUL WARSCHAWSKI,

16, Farleigh Road , Stoke Newington , London, N.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY . - Help

is very urgently needed to meet the heavy ex

penses involved in conducting the various evan.

gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially

to assist in meeting the terrible distress so

prevalent. The Secretary willgratefully receive

help in any form . JAS. ATKINSON, Secretary ,

10, Enfield Road South , Kingsland, N.

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS, Vine Street, Clerken

well Road , E.C. President , the Right Hon . the

Earl of Aberdeen , K.G. This Institution benefits

temporally and spiritually the poorest of the
poor, upwards of 3.000 men, women , andchildren

being assisted weekly . £4,000 a year must be

raised by Voluntary Contributions to maintain
the Work . Treasurer - W . A. BEVAN , Esq .

54. Lombard Street .

Secretary, Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT .

LAMB AND FLAG RAGGED

SCHOOL AND MISSION, 10 , Red Lion

Street , Clerkenwell . - This Institution has carried

on good work for thirty-eight years, and larger

premises are needed to meet the increasing

demands of anxious and willing youth of both
sexes . £ 1,500 would provide what is wanted .

Will some of those blessed with means come

over and help us ? Funds are also much needed

to carry on the regular work .

Ilon . Director and Treasurer - J.C.SHERRARD,

7 , Oxford Square, Hyde Park .

HOME MissION NOTES,

SaffronWalden . - Mr. Marshall has Children's Prayer-Meeting.

jast concluded a series of special services Writes Mr. Linnecar : -Over thirty of our

here with cheering tokens . Sunday school children have been con

Lancaster . - Much interest has been verted,and this meeting was started by

awakened in connection with an evan the children to pray for parents, school

gelistic mission, held by Mr. S. F. and mission . Our good sister, Mrs.

Collier, Wates, has opened her house for these

Cage Lane, Plumstead . We meetings every week. Two conversions

learn that in connection with Miss are reported for the year, one my own

Russell's work a most interesting special little daughter. To God be all the praise .

mission has just been held with good A Bit of Testimony .-A grey.

results. haired trawler speaking the other day of

Belfast . - Mr. William Smith has
forty years' trawling experience, told

concluded a series of evangelistic meet how sad were the scenes informer days :

ings in this town . The meetings were " Let'em say whatthey like,” he declares ,

well attended , and several professed " but owners and men both know the

conversion , mission ships have been'a godsend to the

“ That Tract ." - An aged woman, fleets. They've been a blessing to me ;

passing from time to eternity, the other they've been a blessing to hundreds

day sent for a Christian worker, and more. "

said , “ I bless the day you brought that Undercurrents . - Writing of thecon .

tract to me. It is all well now ." dition of things in the lowest strata of

Bradford . - Amongst the trophies of society , Mr. A. G. Brown well says :

a special mission lately held here by Mr. Beneath the throne, the Parliament, and

Chapman , are confirmed drunkards and the Church are bad undercurrents which

some of the worst characters, now walking sweep along with a “ swigging " force .

humbly in the fear of God. Won to Christ they will become the
Scotch Students. - We learn that

mightiest power for good ; governed by

the movement amongst the students in sin they will prove a resistless and ruinous

the Edinburgh Universitycontinues, con force . Let us seek to win them .

verts of last year are holding together, Young Helper . - A mission secre .

and fresh accessions are being made . A tary writes : When the heart prompts to

deputation to Belfast was the means of kindly action , how readily the hands find

stirring greatly young men inthat town , a way of registering its desires. Our

The Unemployed. - On Friday helpers number amongst them many

week & meat supper was given to forty happy children, both boys and girls , but
poor women at the Melior Street Mission just beginning the the journey of life ;

Hall (in connection with the Gracechurch and also not a few who, while calmly

Street Branch of the Young Men's Chris waiting the Saviour's call to “ come up

tian Association) . Each received a New higher," yet seek to fill the fleetinghours

Testament and á loaf of bread on leaving. with tender thoughts and helpful deeds.

J. PARKER FOWLER, Hon . Sec. May God abundantly bless their efforts !

Books and Papers . - The Secretary The Country Towns Mission

of the Thames Church Mission writes : has gained nearly half a century's experi

We fear that very often illustrated ence, and is doing exceedingly good work.

papers, magazines, & c ., are destroyed In some large towns the useful results

simply from lack of knowledge or of arising from the agency of the Country
thought. Pray remember in future how Towns Mission have led to the formation

gladly all such “ lumber ” will be of an independent society sustained

welcomed by the Thames Church entirely by local effort. Thus the

Mission . Brighton Town Miesion had its origin ;
Home WorkAmongForeigners. and the same result has followed in other

-Writing of this work , the Quarterly places where the work was begun by the

Record of the Trinitarian Bible Society Country Towns Mission .

says :-Themany miles of waterway and Hammond Square, Hoxton . - A

the docks afford anchorage for thousands very novel and interesting entertainment,

of ships, upon which men are found from illustrative of the philanthropic career

wall-nigh every nation under heaven. of the late Earl Shaftesbury, has been

In view of such a field white for the har . produced by the teachers of this Ragged

vest, while there is much to depress , School. Abust of the earl is placed on a

there is also much to cheer. Souls con pedestal. The benefits conferred on poor

verted under the ministry of devoted children are illustrated by song and telling

men are neither few nor far between, dialogue . The Shoeblack, A Chichester

while the names of those for whom we Boy, A Chimney Sweep, A Factory Child ,

may hope is legion, &c. , each in appropriate costume, tells

Bible Society of Scotland.-At the relief conferred by the noble earl on

the annual meeting, held at Glasgow on his class , and having done so marches to

Vonday week, the report submitted the bust, and placeson it a wreath.

showed a total income for 1885 of Aged Pilgrims. - Mr. J. T. Morton

$ 32,000, an advance of £ 2,709 on the has been a most generous helper of the

revenue for the preceding year. But, pensioners of the Aged Pilgrims' Friend

notwithstanding this encouraging growth Society, having given to each one a large

of resources, the needs, or rather the box of groceries weighing more than

capabilities, of the institution are still thirty - six pounds, three -and -a -half yards

more rapidly expanding. The increased of flannel , a pair of blankets , and coals.

revenue is still £ 3,628 short of the in. The hundreds of grateful letters testify

creased outlay. For this Bible Society to the value of his timely gifts . The

of Scotland is more than national ; it is work at the Homes is of a deeply interest

cosmopolitan . The field is the world, ing character, one hundred and eighty of

andthe opening upof heathen lands to the pensioners are in there waiting for
civilization invites to effort in regions in the Home-call of the Master. The

which effort, in the pecuniary sense, is Quarterly Record of the Society contains

necessarily costly and unremunerative. many interesting facts .

THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

earnestly appeal for additional aid in support of

the 180 Ragged Bchool Missions of the Metro

polis. These buildings are planted in the poorest
districts, and are used for Sunday and Bible

Schools, Day and Infant Free Schools, Week

night Schools for Rough Lads and Girls, Indus

trial Classes, Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'

Meetings , Ragged Churches, Bands of Hope,

Crèches, and numerous other agencies for the

benefit of the poor children and their parents.

Much is also done in home visitation , in cloth

ing the ragged , and feeding the starving , and

country homes are provided for the weakly or

convalescent. Contributions will be thankfully

received by JOHN KIRK , Exeter Hall , W.O.

ROSSLYN MISSION, Tolliagton Hall,

IIornsey Road, London.- Gospel Mission Open
air andChildren's Services, also Mothers' Meet

ings are continuously held in connection with

above . Much is done in home visitation , feeding

the aged and hungry, supplying the temporal
and spiritual need of all within reach , as far

as means permit . Funds urgently needed .
Cheques and Postul Orders payable to

Hon. Supt., E. GARNET, 62 , Crayford Road ,
Tufnell Park , London .

THE THEATRICAL MISBION,

Henrietta Street, Covent Garden . In the new

and commodious Institute built for this work ,

and called " MACREADY HOUSE," the classes and

meetings are continued on a larger scale , and take

place more frequently, simultaneous gatherings

for both sexes of theatrical employés being held

in the differentrooms. More Voluntary Letter

Writers" are Wanted for monthly correspond

ence , also visitors and helpers in evening classes

and bunday service . Much blessing has recently

attended the various efforts. Contributions

are greatly needed for the general work, and

about £ 8,000 is still required for the Purchase

Fund , there being a heavy annual rental
until this is realized . All communications to

COURTHOPE TODD , Director , as above .

WELCOME HOME FOR SAILORS OF

ALL NATIONS, Ratcliff Highway, London, E.

--Gospel and Gospel Temperance Meetings every

night throughout the year. Visitors welcomed

any hour of the day. Communications to be

addressed Miss CHILD, 173, St. George's Street,

London , E.

“ A most fruitful and glorious work ."

SHAFTESBURY .
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The Records of the Catacombs away the innocent. On theother side there is no death and

H

On the one side is darkness that may be felt - thedarkness of

despair. Indignant protests against the gods for snatching

no sleeps ,

“ dwell above the stars," they “ live with God," they are

The Identity of Protestantwith Primitive " waiting for their crown ," they are “gone to God." Those who

Christianity . cut the latter inscription weremen who fought side by side

with the others in thearmies of Rome, who tilledthe same soil,

NOTES OF A LECTURE .
who followed the same craft ; the women rocked their cradle in

adjoining houses ; yet on the one side is Egyptian darkness, on

BY REV. SAMUEL WAINWRIGHT, D.D. the other the light of heaven. What makes the difference ?

It is a fact ; how is it to be accounted for ? Only the resurrection

AVING established the historic continuity of Protestant of Christ of Nazareth , as the firstfruits of them that slept , can

ism, we have proved that the Protestant_faith is no &ccountfor it . Deny that fact and you have still to account

novelty, it is a return to the original faith . The Reformation for the difference . So far between us and the infidel.

was simply & departure from a departure, a restoration of Now what say these Catacombs, these records of the early

antiquity, a return to an original path . Let me !read Bishop faith , to the pretensions of Rome? Of the latest figment of

Jewel's famous “ challenge " delivered at St. Paul's Cross three the papacy - the Infallibilty — they know nothing ; there was not

hundred years ago, and to this day unaccepted. After enu & Popoat that period, and the dogma was only manufactured

merating the distinctive tenets and practices of Rome - which, on the 18th of July, 1870. The doctrine of the Immaculate

all of them , date from the middle of the sixteenth century, he Conception is never hinted at - nay more , among all these two

proceeds thousand inscriptions the name of the Virgin Mary has yet

" These being the highest mysteries, and greatest keys of their to be discovered. Yet in the Glories ofMary Rome has dared
religion , and without them their doctrine can never be main to make such statements as these : " Mary so loved the world
tained and stand upright - if any one of all our adversaries ,be as to give her only -begotten son (p. 449) . “ Salvation is in her

able to avouch any one of all these articles by any such suffi hand ” (p . 136) . « Mary is the only refuge . and the only

cient authority ofScriptures, doctors, or councils as I have advocate of sinners " (p. 90 ). " In Mary we shall find life

required, -88 I said before, so say I now again, I am content to eternal " (p. 194) . “ No one comes to me unless my mother

.yield unto him , and to subscribe. But I am well assured that Mary draw him by her prayers .”

they should never be able truly to allege one sentence. And This from the church which still claims to be Christian,

because I know it, therefore I speak it, lest ye haply should when He Himself has said , “ No man cometh unto Me except

be deceived ." the Father which hath sent Me draw him . " Where are the

To that memorable challenge there is no answer ; with every young men, the Hannibals of our times, consecrated from their

incentive to Romanizers, within our own Church or without, to infancy to be the foes of Rome ? That church makes Christ a

seek for an answer -- none can be found, none has been found . liar, unseats the Eternal from His throne, and puts a woman in

The evidence is conclusively the other way, as I now proceed His place. It calls her “Co-redemptress. ”. A church which

to show . In the Catacombs of Rome we have ample and over does that is not simply apostate, it is anti-Christian , Of all

whelming evidence of identity of doctrine between primitive such doctrine the early Christians had not a shred.

Christians and Protestants ofto-day. These vast subterranean And so with other dogmas. The Mass is not there. The

excavations - extending in one direction fifteen miles from the early church only knew of& Supper, not of a Mass. But Purga

city --were originally the quarrieswhence came the material tory surely is there ? Nay; they only knew to die and be with

for the building of the city of the Cæsars. In these sub Christ. Celibacy ofthe clergy had not been invented, for Basil

terranean galleries tookplace the domestic tragedy referred by the presbyter, and Bishop Leo, both record the virtues of their

Cicero in his oration for Cluentis. Subsequently they were wives. They were not shorn oftheir proper manhood, and in

used as a place of interment for certain of the common people this they were apostolic, for “Peter's wife's mother lay sick of

-the poorwho could not afford to pay for rites of cremation . The a fever."

name Catacomb is first used by Gregory the Great , about the The Church of the Catacombs knows nothing of crucifixes, of

year 595, describing a place two miles from Rome-the prayer for the dead, of indulgences, of saint worship,or any

Sebastian Catacombs. other of the distinctive tenets of Rome - nothing whatever.
In the reign of Nero, A.D. 64, we have that frightfully cruel The faith they confess, the hopes they cherish are the faith

persecution to which Tacitus and even some of the Satirists refer. and the hope our Bible gives us. The evidence of the Cata .

Therefore there were in the year 64 enough Christians in the combs is a standing protest against Rome, an ineffaceable

imperial city to supply hecatombs of victims. And Paul , attestation of the complete identity between Protestantiem

'writing to the RomanChurch, tells them “ their faith is spoken and Primitive Christianity.

of throughout the whole world ." Subsequently Paul spent two These things are intensely important. Popery is advancing

years in Rome in his own hired house, teaching all who came with stealthy steps ; yet it is regarded with indifference. An

to him. Nothing is said of success , but a few years after we influential journal writes thus about the consideration of

find this multitude of Christians in Rome. Amongst those who Rome's attitude :

accepted the faith were many of the Arenarii, or sand “ Such discussions are not unsuited to beguile a vacant hour;

diggers , who, being conversant with the windings of the it is only when they are forced upon us,asinvolving issues of

Catacombs, in which they dug the sand, naturally took refuge in vital moment, and requiring the immediate attention of the

these subterranean retreats, and not only so, but led the whole statesman, and of every Englishman who desires to save his
Church there for safety. country from ruin , that wedeprecate the mistaken zeal which

At length a Christian emperor gave to the Church for a exalts them to a factitious importance."

possession those Catacombs which had so long been her What saysthe Right Hon. W. E.Gladstone in reply, inhis

refuge and retreat; and now dawned a new era in the history of Rome, and New Fashions in Religion ? " The matter thus

the Catacombs. They were regarded as the sleeping place of relegated into the category of insigniticance, and reserved for &

the loved and honoured martyrs. Those who had emerged vacant hour, amounts to no more than I will describe. The

went back to revisit the spot where their dear ones slept. Latin Church has probably a hundred and eighty millions of

And on the anniversaries of the martyrdom of holy men, special nominal adherents ; a clergy counted by hundreds of thousands;

visits were made to recall the words of wisdom and power a thousand bishops, and the Pope at their head. Nearly the

spoken there. These anniversaries by -and -by became less and entire hierarchical power in the great communion , together

less spiritual and more and more formal. In the meantime with a faction everywhere spread and everywhere active

some distinction must be made that the graves might be amongst its laity, are now deliberately set upon a design

recognised; hence the development of Christian art, and the

record of Christian experience.

distinguished by the following characteristics : Internally , it

aims at the total destruction of right. Externally ,

Then came the downfall of Rome, crushed by the irruption of it maintains the right and duty of the spirituality, thus

the Northern hordes, and for a thousand years the desolation organized, to override at will, in respect of right and wrong,

of barbarism visited on the city. Then came the Renaissance the entire action of the civil power ; and likewise to employ

and the revival of arts and literature. Investigations were set force, as and when it may think fit, for the fulfilment of its

afoot into the records of the Catacombs, and before the close of purposes." He proceeds to describe this League,and to show

the sixteenth century these caverns were reopened and the is that there is å fixed purpose among the secret inspirers of

remains of a Christianantiquity brought to light. Roman policy,to pursue, by the road of force, upon the arrival

In the Lapidarian Gallery, in the Vactican Museum, one of any favourable opportunity, the favourite project of re -erecting

wall is covered with the remains of the Pagan Catacombs, and theterritorial throne of the Popedom , evenif it can only be

the opposite wall with the remains of Christian art disentombed re-erected on the ashes of the city, and amidst the whitening

from the Catacombs.
bones of the people."

M

.
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NOW READY, price 6d. ,

THE QUIVER for MARCH,
Rev. Dr.Wainwright'sPopular Work

ON

THE REFOR
MATIO

N

.

Full of Facts and Figures.

Price 78. od. oloth.

SHOULD BE READ BY EVERY PROTESTANT.

JOHN KENSIT, PUBLISHER, CITY PROTESTANT DEPOT,

18, PATERNOSTER Row, LONDON, E.O.

CONTAINING :-

John Tauler of Strasbourg . By the LORD BISHOP OF RIPON.

John Singleton's Responsibilities. By EDWARD GARRETT.

As Others See Us. By the Rev. Prof. W. G. BLAIKIE, D.D.

The Proud Waves Stayed. By the Rev. G. S. OOTRAM, M.A,

Witnesses Unto Me: The Sunday-school Teacher. By the Rev. Pre

bendary HARRY JONES, M.A.

Famous Pictures and the Lessons.they Teach . - Correggio's " Ecce
Homo." By the Rev. R. MAGUIRE, D.D.

Some Mistakes about Prayer. By the Rev. GEORGE EVERARD , M.A.

The Letters in the Unknown Hand .

Missionary Work on the Congo .

History Written on Gems. By FRANCIS VYVIAX.

" Jesus , Where'er Thy People Meet." New music by JAMES TAYLOR ,
B. Mus.

Discontent. By the Rev. R. A. LOVELL.

Life Pictures. By HARRIETT KENDALL .

Scripture Lessons for School and Home,

Motherless . By L. T. MBADE .

A Street Ballad. By the Rev. M. G. WATKINS, M.A.

Short Arrows.

" The Quiver ” Bible Class .

SERIAL STORIES,

THE HEIR OF SANDFORD TOWERS.

OLIVER LANGTON'S WARD. By EVELYN EVERETT GREEN .

CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITED, Ludgate Hill , London .

Just Published .

A BOOK FOR THE TIMES.

( Cloth extra , ls, 6d .)

OLD -FASHIONED TRUTHS for

NEW -FASHIONED TIMES.

By J. C. CROXFORD.

" We warmly commend the book . " - Word and Work .

LONDON : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO .,

Or of the Author, Mr. Croxford, Harrold, Bedford , postage free.

And of any Bookseller .

ON

HYDROPHOBIA:-DR. BUISSON S. successful THE TESTIMONY OF GOD

treatment by Turkish and Russian Baths.

IN THE NEW TESTAMENT
This proved remedy is followed by :

J. ATKINSON, Esq. , F.R.C.V.S., 14 , Wilton Place, Belgravia .

Paddington Green . - Mr. METCALFE, Priesnitz House .

BAPTISM and the LORD'S SUPPER.
Bournemouth . - JENNINGS' Hydropathic Establishnient.

Hastings . - WILKIN'S HydropathicEstablishment.

Matlock.-By theMedical Staff of SMEDLEY'S Establishment, ALL THE TEXTS PRINTED IN FULL.
At Bartholomew's Baths in Bath , Bristol, Worcester, Birmingham ,
Manchester, and at Leicester Square, London .

Friends are ready to pay for any needy hydrophobic patient under this 36 Pages. Price 3d. (THIRD EDITION) .
treatment. :

Apply to FREDK. E. PURKIS, Esq ., LONDON : J. E. HAWKINS, 17, Paternoster Row, E.C., and

The High Elms, Nutfield , Surrey . 36, Baker Street, W.

SHAFTESBURY MEMORIAL FUND

In aid of Jews in the Holy Land, to enable them to obtain a livelihood by agricultural

and other industry.

The LATE PRESIDENT, LORD SHAFTESBURY, expressly sanctioned the above, and settled

the title when lately presiding, for the last time, in Committee.

Hon. Treasurer -- R . C. L. BEVAN ,Esq ..
Donations received by the Bankers, Messrs. Drummond & Co., Charing Cross, S.W.; Messrs. Barclay,

Bevan, Tritton , & Co. , 54, Lombard Street, E.C.; The Bank of England ; The Royal Bank of Scotland ; The

Provincial Bank of Ireland .

Secretary - E . A. FINN.

Office : 41 , Parliament Street, Westminster, S.W.

ADIES of decided piety, sound in doctrine , evangelical

members of the Church of England, in good health , notINSTITUTED 1844 .

under twenty-one, nor above thirty years of age, and with some
President-The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .

Chairman - Capt. the HON .F.MAUDE, R.N. means of their own, are earnestly invited to offer themselves

Secretary - REV, H. BLOOMER.
for foreign missionary work . The fields are white unto the

Object - To win Souls for Christ. harvest, and the cry for more labourers is very urgent. Will

Twenty-three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London . not the love of Christ constrain some to respond to this

Theresults of their previous efforts,made in simple faith, show that they

have been greatly blessed by God . call ?

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.
Address, giving the name of an evangelical clergymar as a

Hog.ofWord and Work, Books, Magazines , Tracts,&c. , are most necessary , referee , to X. Y. Z. , care of Messrs. Shaw & Co., 48, Pater

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries.

TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at noster Row , E.C.
School Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

Offices, 31, New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE ÉDUCATION in the EAST.

Established in 1834 , for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Ecriptures to Women and Girls, ofallagesandranks,inZenanas, Extra flexible, silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco, kid - lined , elastic band .

Harems,and schools, in Asia and Africa . With full helps . Prices from 20s.
In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band . From 4s .

Secretary , Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.

Bankers, Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR , & Co., 16, St. James Street, SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

London , S.W. 16, PATERNOSTER -ROW , LONDON ,

THAMES CHURCH MISSION , LA

BAGSTER'S BIBLES .
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LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS .

...

Donations Received.

" THE PRESENT DISTRESS ."

A Widow

W.G.

W.J.V. S....
Mr. D.

A Friend

C. J.

Mrs. S.

Mrs. J.C. S.

W. H. K.

C. M. P.

A.J. W.

J. H. E. (cases 1, 3, 4.5 )

DESTITUTE CHILDREN ( FOLLER ).

J. G.

MR. EOLL, PORT SAID.

E. E. B.

LONDON SAMARITAN BOCIETY.

Anon

EVANGELISTICM135iON, FUND V :

(Per C. R. H. )
E. S. M.

£

0 3 0

0 10 0

5 00

1 0 0

2 2 0

0 100

100

6 0 0

1 0 0

500

500

1 0 0

...

... ...

0 50... ......

0 3 6...

... 0 100

050O.

Mr. T.Newberry'smodel of Solomon's Temple an! Courts, at Clapton

Hall, Uoper Clapton, on Thursday eveoing , Mar. 11th .

The Evangolization Society is proparedto send qualified Evangelists
to any part of England, Scotland, and Wales upon due notice . Apply

to Hon. Secretary, 21 , Surray Straet, Strand, W.O.

Y.M.C.A. (81), Grecovnuron Stroot Branch . - Prayer Meeting,

1.30 to 2.15 p.m. ( Šat. ex ). Bible Study, Tues. , 6.15 p.m. Gospel

Service ( Youths), Wed., 6.30 . Soldiers, Fri., 7 p.m. Workers', Mon.,

with Gospel address (for adults), Lambeth

Ragged schools, Fri. , at p.m. Services at Y.M.0.A. Mission Hall ,

Melior Street, 8.E., nightly, 8 p.m. Gospel Temperance Addresses at

George Yard, Whitechapel, Mon., 8.15 p.m. , and classes for rough lads,
Mon.and Thurs., at 8 p.m.

Home of Industry . 60, Commercial Street. - Monthly Meeting for
Christian workers, Wednesday ,Mar. 17th . Tea at 6 . Meeting at 7.

Mr. James J. Scroggie will give the address , “ The Bun , an illustration

of what Christians ought to bo." A party of boys, sailing ( D.V.) for

Capada April 8tb , will be present to take farewell.

United Army and Navy Prayer Mesting.- For all who are

serving , or who have served, as Officers in the Army or Navy, willtake

place (D.V.) on Saturday , March 13th , in the City Terminus Hotel,
Cannon Btreet.

Y.W.C.A., Welbeck House, 101, Mortimer Street, W.- Yrs . Yapp

will ( D.V.) give seven Bible Reaalogs on the Tabernacle and its Vosseis

on the following Tuesday Afternoons, at 3.39 : March 9th , 16th , 23rd ,

30tb ; April 6th , 13th, and 20th ,

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall. Rev. Dr. Bennett will give a series of Bible

Lectures as follows : ---March !1th , “ The Nazarite ; " 18th , “ Solomon's

Chronology ; " 25th, " Mordecai and Christ ,” at 8 p.m.

Miss Finkelstein's last lecture before leaving England Tuesday,

March 16th , at 8p.m.

Metropolitan Tabernacle, Newington Butts, 8.E. - Mrs. Allison will

give a series of Bible Resdiogs every Sunday afternoon at three o'clock ,

Allara heartily invited .

Children'sSpecial Service Mission .--Mr. Arrowsmith , at Colwich ,

near Stafford, Mar. 14th to 20th ; at Cardiff, Mar. 21st to 27th ; at

Barrow - in -Furness, April 4th to 18th ; at Cheltenham , April 21st to

May 2nd . Mr. Banaster now at Mere; at Sheffield from var. 13th .

Mr. H. M. Trickett, at Bt . John's, 8.E., Mar. 12th ; at Norwich , Mar.

15th to 220d . Mr. Spiers in London assisting Mr. Hammond .

Children's Scripture Union.-The Seventh Anniversary will be

held at Exeter Hall , April 1st, at 3 o'clock, Rev. E. A. Stuart , M.A. ,

presiding. In the evening, at 6.30, Hon. A. F. Kinnaird taking the
chair.

The London Banks' PrayerUnion.- Lectures by Rev. John Wil

kinson, on Tuesdays, at the Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue,

Leadenhall Street, at 5.30 p.m.,commencing Mar. 16th. Bubject : “ The
Promises to the Fathers .'

Youths' Institute , Old Pye Street, Westminster (" One Tun

Mission).--- Prayer meeting overy Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con

ducted byMr. J. Payne. Gospel mission service every Sunday evening
from 6.30 to 8.

Evangelistio Mission (Onder the direction of O. Russell Hurditch ).

Kilburn Hall, Kilboru Gato (not Town Hall ) .-- Mr. J. E. Hawkins ,

Bun ., at 7 p.m.,and Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. Finlay Gibson, Bun ., 7 p.m. ,

Thurs., at 8.

Bignold Hall, Bignold Road , Station Rond, Forost Gate.-Mr. Ran

someWallis ,Sundays. 7p.m.,and Wed., 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall(known as Cadby Hall) , Hammersmith

Road ,West Kensington .- Sunday, Dr. Popham , at 3 ; Mr. C. V. T.
Onslow, at 7 p.m.

Hammersmith , Upper Mission Room , 180 , King Street . -

For the young, on Sunday, at 7 p.m .; Dr. Popham , Thursday, 8 p.m.
Mortlake, Rest Mission Hall.-Mr. J.G. Matthews, Bun.. 7 p.m.

Trinity Presbyterian Church, Kensington Park Road.-Dr. B.

Sinclair Paterson, Bandaysat 11 a.m.and 7D.m.

Belgrayo Presbyterian Churoh ( Halkin Street, W . ) .- Rev . Adolph

Saphir, Sundays at 11 a.m.

, Opper Olapton.--Mr.O. Russell Hurditch , Sundays, 6.30 ; Fridays , 7.30 .

Y.W.C.A.- Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening,

at 9.15 , in the Mall Hall, High Street, Notting Hill .

Zonana and Medical Mission School and done, 58 , St. George's

Road , B.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , at
which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside.

Talbot Tabernacle , Powis Square, W.-Mr. Frank White, Bunday ,

at 11 and 7

Park Hall, Barking. -Mr. J. A. Vicary (from Bristol ), Mar. 7th to 14th
inclusive .

Rev. E. Payson Hammond's Forthcoming Missions are : Rich .
mond, 6th March to 19th March .

Mr.Gawin Kirkham's engagements for March :-10, Bermondsey ;
11, St. George's, E.; 14 , Stockport ; 15. Manchester; 16 , Liver

pool ; 17, Levens ; 18 , Windermere ; 21 , Sunderland ; 22 , Pad

dington ; 23 and 30 , Blackheath ;24, Bethnal Green ; 25, Bishop Stort .

ford ; 26 , Finsbury Park, Y.M.C.A. ; 27 , Devonshire Square Chapel ; 29 ,

Exeter Hall.

St. George's Hall, Langham Place, W.-Mr. Denham Smith ( D.V. ),

during Mar., Sunday morning, at 11 ; ovening, at 7 ; also at Burlington

Hall , Savile Row, on Wednesday evening, at 8 p.m.

Bouse of Rest , 8, Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn Park , N.W.- Friday ,

Mar. 12th , at 7 p.m., “ The Seventh Bcal Opened," Rev vili . Tea at

6. Sunday, 14tb , at 3.30 p.m., " Jacob's Second Blessing ," Gen. xxxv .

Opper Norwood , Stafford House, Tudor Road.- Drawing -room and

young women's meetings erery Thursday at 3 and 7 p.m.

Need of our Soldiers in Ireland.

I ,
to time pass through this city “on furlough .". No pro.

vision is made for such by the authorities, the result being that

they are cast upon the streets, and unable, as a rule , to find

respectable shelter, The Soldiers' Institute for some time, to

a limited extent, has supplied their need and is still doing so,

but the demand for sleeping room being found so much greater

than could be supplied, an extra wing to the premises was

decided upon , to include also a lecture hall, Funds having

been collected for this object, the building was commenced

last autumn, and as far as the funds collected would allow

the workhas progressed and the shell of the building has been

erected ; it now remains, however, in an unfinished and useless

condition,as the funds are exhausted, and we cannot proceed

further without money. Nearly £ 1,000 is requiredto complete

this new wing and tostart it in working order, after which it

will be nearly self-supporting, as the soldiers gladly pay six

pence a night for their beds.

Great inconvenience is at present occasioned by the unfinished

conditionof the building, and the work of the Home is much

hindered in consequence. Numbers of soldiers are continually

turned away from our doors for want of room. We earnestly

plead their cause, and hope that soonthe necessary funds may
be forthcoming to complete the building alr dy commenced.

We are truly thankful that this Home has proved such a boon.

to soldiers in this town and country , and has been so fully appre

ciated by them during the few years it has been established,

butspecially do we rejoice to know that it has been the spiritual

“ birthplace " ofnota few who have come under our roof; and

that many who, from various motives , have from time to time

attended our meetings and classes , received blessings in their

souls from God. To Him alone be all the praise.

Cavan, President.

Soldiers' Home and Institute, ConynghamRoad, Dublin .

P.S.-Should we not be in a position to direct the contractor

to commence the second portion before the 18t of April, we may

probably have to obtain an estimate from another contractor

to complete the work, when we do enter upon it , which would

entail much extra expense .

Converted Hindu Women. – Mrs. Sanders (a lady

missionary ) says she does not think it advisable to urge Hindu

women - more particularly the married ones-to leave their

homes in order to become Christians. She referred to the

difficulties with which such a course is usually attended, and

narrated several interesting incidents showing the good that

may be done to other members of the household if native

converts are allowed to remain at home.

DIMNE8B OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequently,
caused by the use of unsuitable Bpostaolos. The Rov . Dr.Orowther, All

House , Ascot, writes : " I cannot describe the comlort I derive from the

useof your glasses, both by day and night . I find no pain or weariness

as I used' to ; and I havo taken to reading books I had put aside as too

trying for the oyos on account of the smallness of the type .” The late Sir

Julius Benedict wrote : - “ I have tried the principal opticiansinLondon.

without success, but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably; the

clearness of your glasses as compared with others is really surprising
The Rev. R. H. Bayaos, M.a., Hon. Canon Worcester Cathedral,

writes : - “ The spectacles you adapted are all I could destro, and my o7.00

toolstrong already. I only regret I did notknow ofyourexceedingskille

years ago." -Mr. HENRY LAURANCE,F.8.8.,Oculist Optician, la,OLD

BOND STREET, wolontifically adapta his IMPROVED BPBOTAOLEP

to assist and strongthen the weakest sighto . Pamphlet containing suz

kortions for the preservation nf sight troo. BRANCHES. 6. Poultry .

E.C .; 3.Guardian Buildings, Cross Street. MANCHESTER

and Corporation Street, BIRMINGHAM - ADVT.

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

Mar. 14th-Num, xx, 1-13 Mar. 18th-Num. xxii , 1-14

15th - Num. xx. 14-29 19th-Num, xxii. 15-31

16th - Num . xxi, 1-11 20th - Num , xxii. 32-41

17th - Num , xxi . 21-3509
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LEBANON WINE NERVOUS

EXHAUSTION .
THE SPIRITUAL LIFE :

OX The distressing Symptoms of Ner

vous Exhaustion and Debility are speedily

removed by means of PULVERMACHER'S

World -famed GALVANIC BELTS, which are so

arranged as to convey a powerful electric current

direct to the affected parts, gradually stimula

ting and strengthening all the nerves and

muscles, and speedily arresting all symptoms of

waste and decay.

DR . O. HANDFIELD JONES,

Physician to St. Mary's Hospital , says : " I am

satisfied that Mr. PULVERMACHER is an

honest and earnest labourer in tbe field of science ,

and I think he deserves to meet with every

encouragement."

DR. GOLDING BIRD , Physician

to Guy's Hospital, says : “ I can hardly recom .

mend Mr. PULVERMACHER'S invention too

strongly."

noShelter

Young

Women

(other

NOW READY.

Frap. Sro, cloth neat, printed on Superior Paper ,

and suitable for Presentation.

Price One Shilling , post free . THE PURE JUICE OF THE GRAPE .

IMPORTED DIRECT FROM SYRIA .

TAEabove.NaturalWINE is largelyusedby
Churches for Communion Wine, not only on

account of its prestige as coming from the oly
BEING

Land, but also as containing noadded spirit or

The Papers Read at the Church alcohol. It is also recommended to invalids and

Congress, Portsmouth , Oct.,1885.
others who require a natural stimulant without

Intoxicating quality. Price 24s. per Dozen re

putod quarts .

" The Intellectual Trials of the BOLE AGENT

Spiritual Life." J. F. ROBINSON,

By the Rer . H. FOOTMAN , Vicar of Nocton, Lyttelton House, High Cross Lane, Tottenham ,N .

Lincoln .

By the Rev. G. E. C.WELLDON, Head Master

of Harrow School, SOMERSET SEED WAREHOUSE .

" The Respective Influence of Devo

tion and Work in Forming the
SEEDS-SEEDS-SEEDS.

Spiritual Life ."

Wecan only affordtobuy what is neces
By the Rev. H. W. WEBB-PEPLOE, Vicar of sary , so our customers say . We are there

St. Paul's, Onslow Square, Brompton , S.W. fore induced to offer a useful cottager's collection

By the Rev. W. BAKER, D.D., Prebendary of of first -class new seeds at 5s . per packet , delivered

St. Paul's, and Head Master of Merchant free , comprising 3pints peas, 2 pints beans, boro

Taylors' School. cole, broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower, celery, carrot,

"The Difficulties of Private Devotion
cress , cucumber, lettuce, mustard , onion, parsley,

parsnip , radish , savoy, turnip , vegetable marrow ,

and the Aids to it. P.O.Orders payable to

By the Rev. JOSEPH M'CORMICK , Vicar of PAULL & CO., MARTOCK .

Holy Trinity , Hull ,Canon of York .

By the Rev. R. F.WILSON , Vicar of Rownhams,
Garden netting 50 yards by 2 yards wide 59 .

25 4 59 .

Bouthampton , andCanon of Salisbury .

By the Rev. PHILIP F. ELIOT, Vicar of Holy

Trinity, Bournemouth , and Hon. Canon of
Champion hollow crown parsnip seed , carriage

Winchester. paid , 1s .60. per lh . Selected large red green top

BEMROSE AND SONS, carrot seed 2s. 9d . per lb. Improved cottager's

LONDON : 23, OLD BAILEY ; AND DERBY.
cabbage seed , 4s . per Ib.

HEBREWS vi, 19.

wise respectable ) lately Fallen into

LORD JESUS CHRIST.
Sin .

FORrules ofadmissiontothe Anchorage

An Epitome of Prophetic Truth .
House,and for the particulars of its work , and

for TRAINED BERVANTS, apply (by letter only )
PRICE 2d .

to Mrs. H. STUART-WORTLEY(President of the

“ We feel sure it will be helpful to many." Ladies' Committee ) , Rosslyn House, Grove End
,

Road , N.W. , London ; and to wbom , or to any

member of committee, subscriptions may be sent ,

J. G. WHEELER , 88. Mildmay Park, N. or to Editor, Word and Work.
H. BURNBIDE , Blackheath Village .

A LETTER TO MEMBERS OF THE NORTH . WEST LONDON

Y.W.C.A. BY A LOCAL SECRETARY.
EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

9, The Crescent,Leighton Grove, N.W.
Appendix - Princess Louise on Evening Classes PRESIDENT - JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq .

-Recreative and Practical Education , & c . This Choir has been formed for the purpose

Post free Three Halfpence. of assistingany Evangelistio effort , and forthe

purpose of conducting short "Gospel Song
Address — MRB . GOODE, HOLME LEA,

LLANDUDNO .
Missions, " as occasion may offer.

The services of the choir are quite gratuitous.

263rd Thousand . 8d . per dozen .
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MISSION TO DEEP - SEA
TO DEEP - SEA FISHERMEN.

MOITUS

181 , QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.

MIRTAUTO

Trita 5891

SRY

Sir EDWARD BIRKBECK, Bart., M.P., Vice - President.

C. S. READ, Chairman . E. J. MATHER, Director.

The spiritual and philanthropic effort organized in 1881 on behalf ofthe thousands of Smacksmen who

- with very brief intervals of rest - are engaged all the year round in the Deep -Sea Trawling Fleets,

has, by the blessing of Almighty God, proved of the utmost value.

FIVE Mission vessels are cruising among the North Sea Trawling Fleets. 12,000 Smacksmen are

engaged all the year round in providing our tables with fish. These men, who for us toil through furious

blastand sleety storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them , to the pitiless waves,that

markets at home may be well supplied -may rightly claim some small share in the privileges we so richly

enjoy and so highly prize.

THISTHEY CAN ONLY HAVE THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE MISSION VESSELS,

carrying to the fishermen the messageof Divine Mercy and pardoning love, bringing the pleasure ofbooks

to while away the weary hours, affording relief in case of sickness and injury, and cheering and brightening

dull and monotonous lives by their presence and ministry.

The Director will gladly attend drawing-room or other meetings, to tell the story of this interesting work ,

and exhibit his dissolving views .

The Nautical Magazine for December, 1885, says : - “ While no end of high personages are discussing

the question of floating grog -shops in the NorthSea (called copers), and whetherfishing smacks may or may

not be allowed to take to sea tobacco out of bond, I learn that the MISSION TO DEEP -SEA FISHERMEN

hascut the knot, and that fishermen cannow buy tobacco from the Mission smacks, and therefore need not go

to the copers any more, unless they reallyfeel under the necessity of exchanging someone else's property

that is to say, their owners' blocks, tackle, and other gear - forbadgrog. I should,if I wereanowner,

discharge any skipper or socond hand who goes to the coper after this date. The Mission, it seems, can

work with the carnal arm as well as with the spiritual. Their smacks could not, under the English

Revenue Laws, be allowed to take tobacco from an English port. Therefore they take it from a Dutch

port, having first sent it there by steamer in the way oftrade and got the duty off. Good thanks are due

to the Mission. Make the coper's trade unprofitable, say I, and, unless he goes to sea for pastime — which

is not likely_his presence and smack will cease to adorn the Dogger Bank.”

SIR EDWARD BIRKBECK, Bart., M.P. (the " Fisherman's Friend ” ), speaking of Smacksmen , observed :

“ When they are on shore, after an eight weeks' voyage, they are tempted by every description of vice ; and

when afloat they are lured by what, in my opinion, is a growing and most disastrous evil to deep-sea fisher

men — the floating grog-shops in the North Sea. These vessels are sometimes betterknown by the name

of ' copers ' or ' bum -boats,' and they sell liquor of the very worst and most fiery quality. It is a kind of

drink probably unknown to the generalpublic ; it is bought in Holland, and produces the most maddening

effects . There aremany clear cases of direct evil done by the floating grog- shops, and details could be given

if time allowed . Such facts convince me more and more that if there is one way in which great good can

be done among the deep -sea fishermen, it is through the instrumentality of the smacks sent out by the

Mission. They are doing in the North Seaa grand work, worthy of the support of a great maritime nation

like England , and I believethat the results oftheir effort, great as they are in the present, would, if

only supported liberally by the public, be of untold value in the future . '

Gifts of Books , Tracts, and Periodicals are most acceptable. The demand for Mittens and Mufflers being very

great, the Director will send samples to any ladies willing to assist in supplying them.

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a vessel with each of

the 12 fleets.

Iondon : JOHN F. SEAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row , E.O.
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Our Hope .

H

TUESDAY EVENING ADDRESSES
dear friends, why should we hesitate ? Do not we remember

that the apostle Paul himself said we know in part, we

prophesy in part, end may we not also be content each one of

us with a part of knowledge ; may we not take up this

subject prayerfully and earnestly, conferring together, andMR . J. HERBERT TRITTON .

so get more light upon it, yet being content with what little

AVING read 1 Thess. iv. , said : Our subject to -night light we do get.

is the Second Advent, the Hope of the Church . Is it I am suremany keep from the subject because they think

not with a feeling of the deepest solemnity, and with hearts it is unpractical, because it takes their thoughts awayfrom

hushed before the Lord, that we draw nigh to the considera the present time and present subjects, the growth of holiness,

tion of so great and glorious a subject ; nay, rather, I would the present enjoymentof the Lord and such things. Now

say so great and glorious a Saviour ? We would, in His we have the answer to these objections in 1st and 2nd

presence, take off the very shoes from our feet and stand all Epistles to the Thessalonians. Did this Hope make the
silent while we listen for His voice. Thessalonian Church indifferent to the cause of Christianity ?

The hope of the Church : truly , throughoutall ages, the Did it make them neglect the subject of personal holiness ?

Church has looked for the comingof its Lord. We speaknot Was it not quite the reverse ? How the Apostle rejoiced over

now of the different sections of the Church , forsome in their them as he heard of their work of faith and labour of love

cree is have forgotten, and some have kept it alive onlyfor a and patience of hope. Howthe Word of God sounded out

brief period of the year ; but we would speak now of that from thein as they had turned to God from idols to serve the

which composes the Church, the individual members of the living and true God ; and to wait for His Son from heaven.

body of Christ. And how the apostle prayed the Lord would sanctify them

We claim to be members of that Church : is this blessed wholly, and that they, spirit, soul and body,might be pre

hope our hope ? It is a test question for every one of us. served blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ

There are those happy saints of God to whom, if they wake in It seems such a very practical truth as the Apostle Paul

the night, at midnight, or cockcrow, or in the morning, the brings it before the Thessalonian Church of the living God .

first thought that flashes into their soul with returning Soit hascome to pass that from one cause or another the

consciousness is this : “ The Lord has not yet come.” Have subject has been neglected and lost sightof to a great extent,

we attained to such a habit of waiting for Him as that ? and the great comniand and promised blessing in Rev. 1-3

Have we reached such a realization of the hope of the seems to have been forgotten entirely : “ Blessed is he that

Church as that ? Many doubtless have. readeth, and they that hear the words of this prophecy, and

But we would to- night have a knowledge, a deeper and keep those things that are written therein .” Now those des r

faller knowledge of the sweetnessof thatmeditation which brethren who with me had the privilege of standing upon the

dwells much on the coming of the Lord . What, then, should first platform of the first Conference which was held at

be our attitude ? It is told of the North American Indians Barnet, something like thirty years ago, could bear witness

that when they would hear froma great distance the coming that we never gathered together on those occasions without

of friend or foe they bow their ears low to the ground. somehow or other from the lips of every speaker the blessed

Should not we,dear brethren, bow low before the Lord that Hope of the Church was mentioned. True, we were but few

we may hear His footfall it may be atthe very gate ? in number—there were but 120 at the first Conference, who

May He, the wheels of whose chariot sometimes seem to met round the table of the Lord, coming from fourteen

tarry so long, take away from our heart anything like different denominations ; but, as I said , the speakers always

impatience that we are called to wait ! As that dear saint referred to our blessed Hope. I do thank God and take

of God, Rutherford, said , two hundredand fifty years ago, courage that our dear brother here and those who act with

“ The Lord is losing no time ; He will come in fulness of him have been prompted and guided to bring us together to

time : it is for us to wait, working and watching." May the confer on this glorious Hope of the Church of the living God

Lord, indeed, reveal Himselfas the coming One to every
Now , in our thoughts this evening, we seek to have tio

heart in this hall to -night, for His name's sake ! Holy Ghost as our guide. Just glance with me then at

these first and second Epistles to the Thessalonians. Notice

how in each chapter the second coming of the Lord Jesus

Christ is referred to. Bear in mind that the Apostle had

spent in Thessalonica just six short Sabbath days, and that

BY REV. CLARMONT SKRINE, M.A.
during those few weeks when he visited that place, and led

souls to Jesus, he was able in thevery A B C of the Gospel

to place the glorious doctrine of the second advent of tl e

a very vague meaning attached to them as they come Lord Jesus Christ. Then when Timothy came back to Pail

many of our minds. We have all the beautiful texts of at Corinth , it was to gladden his heart with the thought that

Scripture in reference to this subject before us ; and yet some they were waiting for the Lord form heaven, that this hope

times we do not compare them together, collate them, place was the one greatthought which filled their souls, and made

them side by side, and put them in proper order , and confess them such gallant converts, such diligent and earnest

with one another as we ought -- comparing spiritualthings with workers, and such faithful servants of the Lord .

spiritual, and so after allwe often get only a very vague idea What was that hope ? How plain it seemed to me as our

of what the Hope of the Church really is .
Chairman read to us part of the fourth chapter of 1 Thes

For instance, when we read in Heb. ii. that Abraham
salonians, that what they expected, and what the apostle

looked fora city which hathfoundations whose builder and taught them to look for, was the coming of our Lord in
maker is God - how seldom do we connect with this passage person for the Church , to receive His people in the air, to

the twenty -first chapter of Revelation ; how seldom do we take them to be with Him , and that this might be at any
seemn to see that Abraham looked for that very same city ? moment. Do you not think the apostle wrote advisedly,

How often, too, do we forget in connection with this visionin

Rev. xxi., that it is not only the hope of the Redeemed Church
and under the teaching of the Holy Ghost, when he said that

“ we who are alive and remain, shall be caught up together
of Israel,but also of the Redeemed Church of the Gentiles with them in clouds to meet the Lord in the air ” ? Con

both have the same hope. Then when we read the prayers cerning this passage, I have never forgotten what our brother

of Paul in Eph . 1–13, where he prays that they may know Rainsford once said in my chapel in Charlotte Street, when

what is the hope of his calling -what isthe hope of his preaching on this subject ; he said that the definite article

calling ? Howseldom , perhaps,do weconnect it with Phil.iii., should be left out in part of the verse. “ We who are alive

where the apostle speaks of the change of this vile body to

be fashionedin thelikeness of His glorious body, and yet
and remain shall be caught up together with them in

clouds."
there seems to be that connection .

Blessed thought ! If the Lord comes this very

Indeed ,weshrink sometimesfrom the subject of our thoughts
night, a cloud rising from the Conference Hall at Mildmay,

and from each town and village to which His people belong,
to-night 'altogether - from many causes we seem to dread

touching it — there are so many divergencies of thought, so

and thus shall many clouds arise at the voice of the

Archangel and at the trump of God, and pass up to meet

many differences of opinion in connection with it, and yet, the Lord in the air.

The Hope of the Church .

ПНЕ
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Wasit not a fact, dear friends, that so strongly had this of threefold visions bring under our notice the dif

truth come to the Church at Thessalonica that they grieved ferent events which are to usher in the manifestation

and mourned for the dead ? And as they followed some dear of the glory of Christ. Passing over all these, and

saint to the grave and laid the body there in hope of a glorious connecting the first and the nineteenth chapter, what

resurrection , they shed tears of sorrow because they thought do I see ? Well, there at the outset the Lord tells

that that loved one had lost the prospect of meeting the Lord us that when He comes down to the earth " every

in the air, they felt that there was some loss to that one who eye shall see Him , and they also which pierced Him ,

hadbeen taken away before the personal return of the Lord. and all kindreds of the earth shall wail because of Him ."

Well, when the apostle corrects that mistaken idea, how I pass to the nineteenth chapter, and there He is ful

does he do it ? Not by telling them that they had misunder filling that very purpose , carrying out the very object spoken

stood him in reference to the immediate and sudden removal of in 2 Thess. ii ., consuming with the breath of His mouth

of the Church during the lifetime of the saints, but in this and destroying with the brightness of His coming thatLawless

way he tells them that the dead in Christ shall rise first One, seizing upon the beastand the false prophet,and castiog

those for whom they mourned will have left their graves, them into the lake of fire, Where do I see the Church ?

before we who are alive and remain shall be caught up Following Him . I turn to 2 Thess. again, and I hear the

they come up from their graves before we are transformed apostle comforting the saints with this prospect : “ Seeing

into the likeness and glory of the Lord Jesus Christ, and then it is a righteous thing with God to reconipensetribulation to

together shall we meet the Lord in the air. themthat troubleyou ; and to you who are troubled rest with

Well, then , I maintain, and in this I think you will follow us, when the Lord Jesus shall be revealed from heaven with

me,that with the apostle himself and with the Church His mighty angels, in flaming fire, taking vengeanceon them

at Thessalonica, there was the Hope of the removal that know not God , and that obey not the Gospel of our

of the Church during the lifetime of the saints. I know Lord Jesus Christ, who shall be punished with everlasting

that we may look for, and should look for tribulation ; destruction from the presence of the Lord, and from the glory

and that whatever signs there may be of the Lord's coming, of His power : When He shall come to be glorified in His

we are called upon to watch them , to notice them , and to take saints, and to be admired in all them that believe."

account of them. We are not to be led away from the Are not the saints and believers with the Lord at that

thought that Romanism is a vital principle, and has to be moment forming part of that glory which comes down to

grappled with prayerfully and vigilantly. ' We must observe the earth , when Heshall destroy with the brightness of His

that infidelity is on the increase, and there should be con coming all those opposed to Him ? Yes, surely ! But then

tinual resistance on the part of the Church to the evil that there is a difficultywhich some have felt in lookingat this

is goingon. We must take the word of prophecy. As the prospect of the Church of Christ as heing removed beforethe

Apostle Peter tells us in his second Epistle , first chapter, “ We great and final tribulation comes to its height - it is found in

have also a more sure word of prophecy ; whereunto ye do Matt. 24–31, where we read : “ He shall send His angels

well that ye takeheed, as unto a light that shineth in a dark with agreat sound of a trumpet, and they shall gather toge

place, until the day dawn, and the day star arise in your ther His elect from the four winds, from one end of Heaven

hearts. "
to another,” and yet this follows the manifestation of Christ

We are to look upon the Word as a light shining in a dark after the great tribulation . It comes in connection with

place, as a guiding light before us. As we follow it, that light these words : “Immediately after the tribulation of those

seems more or less obscured and dark . We know there is days shall the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not give

to be trouble, we see the oncoming of the tribulation, but her light, and the stars shall fall from Heaven , and the

none of these Iapprehend are intended to come in the way powers of the heavens shall be shaken : aud then shall appear

of the hope of the Church's translation ; or to rise up before the sign of the Son of Man : and then shall all the tribes of

us as a series of events for which we are to look before we the earth mourn." The argument is that because that 31st

can expect the Lord to come. I take literally the Divine verse, that gathering of the elect from the four corners of the

command in the last prayer the Master ever taught His earth, is stated to follow the manifestation of Christ, there

Church — coming asit does at the close of the revealed Word , fore we shall be found down in the midst of the tribulation,

where He says : “Surely I come quickly," and we reply, and mingled with the ungodly in the day when Christ shows

Amen , Even su come Lord Jesus.” Himself from Heaven. I would, however, humbly suggest,

Now, the Thessalonians wereunder persecution, but they just for your careful and prayerful consideration and study,

looked also for the oncoming evils which yet loom in the dis this thought-that the elect in this passage seem to my mind

tance before us to -day ; they were taught about Antichrist, to be the elect of Israel, theelect of thepeople who are to

about the lawless one who was to arise, and whom the Lord be restored to the Holy Land. I connectwith that the 50th

was to consume with the breath of Hismouth and destroy Psalm , which has been alluded to to-day, where I would also

with the brightness of his coming. They knew all about it ; humbly submit,that my own mind has been changed with

and they were told that the mystery of iniquity was already reference to the verse I am going to quote : " Gather My

working. We know that the mystery referred to here has saints together unto Me, those that have made a covenant

wrought for some twelve or thirteen centuries. Our brethren, with Me by sacrifice . ” This may also refer to the glory of

who look so much and so carefully into the historical aspect Israel .

of the prophetic word , have seen the rise and the progress of Well, let that matter stand ; here I think we cau go

Popery, and in that I follow them. I see it all. Twelve together in saying that the Hope of the Church, whether it

centuries of Papal darkness, and then I seem to see Rome be out of the tribulation , or before the tribulation, whether

shorn of her earthly power, yet vital in her heart and enduring in the midst of thetribulationor otherwise, the Hope of the

in her evil. Then I seem to see something worse, darker, and Church is the immediate, the sudden and unexpected

more dreadful still, just the one whom the Thessalonians saw removal of the saints to meet the Lord, not on the earth but

when they were told to look for one "whose coming is after in the air—that we can put before the minds of the Church

the working of Satan, with all powers and signs, and lying of God.

wonders.” What was the apostle's way of dealing with them , Now notice how different is this hope from the hope that

astheylooked at the dark and gloomypicture in the distance ? we have in a happy death - bed - many are contented with

What did he tell them ? They feared, because it appeared so that hope, they wish to die a happy death. To be absent

terrible. What was his counsel ? He told them that there from the boily willalways be to be present with the Lord ;

was another event which was to antedate that great apostasy, but do not you see the distinction between the two thoughts?

to antedate that manifestation of the Man of Sin, and that If I die the Lord comestome in spirit, as He says in John

event was their gathering together unto our Lord Jesus xiv. : “ We will come and make My abode with you." If we

Christ.
die He visitsus andcheers us with His presence, and sends

Now let us glance for a moment at the book of the Apo Hismessengers to release your bright spirit, and carry that

calypse, the Revelation of the Lord Jesus Christ. I will not spirit into His presence above, while your body sleeps in

touch on points garding which we might differ. I the hope of a future resurrection. But if the Lord comes in

just a sk you to connect together the first three and my lifetime, then I go to Him, then He Himself comes for

the nineteenth chapter, overlooking the other chapters me and meets me on the way. It is not my soul releaseil

from the fourth to the eighteenth, in which a series then , but my body transformed, and I meet my Lord in a
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glorified state, and become like Himself. The distinction is

very great and very important.

Let you and I look at the Church in its present condition

What is its state ? Oh, how separated ! how divided and.

mingled with that which is evil . How many of us out of

fellowship with one another, and sometimes it may be out of

fellowship with our Lord . But when He connes again, and

when the Church is gathered round His glorious Person,

then all the members are one , and the Lord is manifested to

them all. We then shall see Him as He is , and we shall be

like Him . Is not that a much more blessed condition than

the separated state of the Church now ? Do not you pray

for Hiscoming because you realise that it is the only remedy

for all our divisions, and all that is distracting and disturb

ing the communion of the Church of God ? While the Lord

is absent I am part of the creation which is groaning and

travailing in pain, even we ourselves “ which have the first

fruits of the Spirit, we groan within ourselves waiting for

the adoption, to wit the redemption of our body." And we

read, “ For the creature was made subject to vanity, not

willingly, but by reason of Him who hath subjected the

same in hope ." But when He comes, when the manifestation

of the Church takes place, then “ the creature itself also

shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption into the

glorious liberty of the children of God .” Is not that a

glorious prospect ? that all the groaning creation waits for

the manifestation which is the Hope of the Church, and that

your nianifestation and mine with the Master in the glory

will be followed by such blessed results for the whole creation

of God .

The Believer's Hope.

BY REV . CANON FAUSSET.

MAN

TAN is a creature of hope ; it is as natural for him to

hope as it is to breathe :

Hope springs eternal in the human breast . "

Man never loses it, but always clings to hope. It is a

profound remark of Pascal thatman's very discontent shows

man's inherent loyalty ; none but a dethroned king sighs

because he is not in possession of a throne.

The Holy Scriptures and the Lord Jesus Christ meet this

want, this deep -seated , in herent feeling of man's having a

void which God alone can fill. Holy Scripture tells us of a

Saviour now, and yet of a Saviour who is to come again the

second time without sin unto salvation .

Grace is glory in the bud , and glory is grace fully developed.

You will, most of you, know the work which has been blest

to so many souls, “ Grace and Truth,” bythe late Dr. Mackay,

of Hull. The first time I had the privilege of meeting Dr.

Mackay was when I for the first time stood on this platform,

and in my hearing he made this remark , “ When first the

truth of the Lord Jesus' second coming, and the glory that is

to be revealed in connection with His pre-millennial advent

dawned uponmy soul, it was to me like a second conversion ;"

and this filled him with the labour of love and the patient

waiting of hope. There is one on this platform to -night

whom Iheard many years ago at York, and he then said

that, as faith is the substantiation of things not seen , so hope

is the patient waiting in the dark and in the cold for the fultil

ment of the promises. Our attitude should be to pray that

God's Holy Spirit may lead us to the promises, and that we

may lay fast hold of them ; for these promises of God are

sure and steadfast ; and holding the promises we may enter

within the veil, where Jesus, our great High Priest and fore

runner, has already entered .

A lady having found peace to her soul through faith in

the Lord Jesus Christ summed up in four words, on a post

card sent to a friend, her new -born happiness :

“Safe, Happy, Thankful, Waiting.”

This is an admirable summary of what is the experience

of each one of us.
Safe in Christ, as sure as His word , the

word of Him who cannot lie, can makeit -venturing all on

the promisesof God,wehave astheresult safety, happiness,

and thankfulness. Then, asin the case of the Thessalonian

Church ,we turn froin worldly idols to serve the living and

true God, and wait for His Son from heaven-His Son Jesus

Christ, whom He had raised from the dead , and who delivers

us from the wrath to come.

I will call your attention to the striking fact which comes

out in God's Holy Word, that every successive step in the

manifestation and working of our Lord and Master, both in

the past, the present, the future, has a corresponding

counterpart in the experience of every believer. Did the

Lord Jesus die on the cross at Calvary ? Then know that

every believer has also died - crucified with Christ unto the

world and the world unto us. Did Jesus rise again ? Be

lievers, too, are made partakers of His resurrection life-we

have the power of the resurrection, and it is an exceeding

great power which God wrought in Christ Jesus when He

raised Him from the dead .

But there is more, something still more glorious — for when

Christ, “ who is our life shall appear, then shall we also

appear with Him in glory ” (Gal. iii. 4) ; we shall be mani

fested with Him in glory. Our manifestation and His

manifestation shall be simultaneous.

Let me call your attention also to the fact of the striking

connection that exists in Holy Writ between Christ's son

ship and His resurrection. You remember Paul, when

preaching atAntioch, in Pisidia, quoted the second Psalm ,

Thou art My Son, this day have I begotten Thee," as

having been fulfilled, not at the time when Jesus was born

into this world ; though angels said He was the Son of God, it

was not at thetime of His baptism , though a voice from the

Father said , “ This is My Beloved Son, in whom I am wel

pleased ; " it was not at the transfiguration, though there, too,

God again testified that this was His Beloved Son. But the

quotation from the Psalms is connected with the resurrection

from the dead. The apostle says that promise in the second

Psalm is fulfilled in that He raised Jesus from the dead .

Similarly we find a remarkable connection between our

Lord's resurrection and His sonship brought out in Rom . i. 4 ,

where He is a Son according to the flesh, but “declared to

be the Son of God with power, according to the spirit of

holiness, by the resurrection from the dead.” So again is the

expression used in the beginning of the book of Revelation ,

where He is “ the first begotten from the dead, and the

Prince of the kings of the earth ; " these two are connected,

the raising from the dead and being the Prince of the kings

of the earth.

Now , as it was in the case of the Master, so is it with the

disciple , the sonship and the resurrection go hand in hand.

You will find that our Lord , in Luke xx. 35-36, rebuked

the Sadducees who denied the resurrection, and as lle

describes the glory of resurrection life : “ But they which

shall be accounted worthy to obtain that world, and the

resurrection from the dead, neither marry, nor are given in

marriage : Neither can they die any more : for they are

equal unto the angels ; and are th children of God , being

the children of the resurrection ."

Here again comes out that remarkable connection between

sonship and the resurrection.

In passing, may I observe that this alone shows that the re

surrection of the Son is of God , and is distinct from the re

surrection of the world . The first is something specially to be

obtained and sought for, but the resurrection of the lost is not

spoken of as something to be obtained . The resurrection of

believers is something obtained for Christ's sake, and liy

fidelity to Him in the power of the Spirit. His people shall be

counted worthy to obtain it.

Mr. Skrine has already quoted Rom .viii., where we read of the

earnest expectation of the creature standing on the tiptoe of

expectation, eager, earnest, waiting for the manifestation of

the sons of God. Here again in the 23rd verse,
“ We groan

within ourselves, waiting for the adoption, to wit, the redemp

tion of our body.” The adoptionof sonship: Weare already

sons the sons of God, as we read in Gal. iii. 26, “ For ye are

all the children of God by faith in Christ Jesus.”

We are sons, but our sonship is hidden , therefore the world

knoweth us not, even as they knew Him not ; we are not

known as distinct externally from the sonsof men--there is

nothing to mark us out — as with Him . " He hath no form

nor comeliness, and when we shall see Him there is no beauty

that we should desire Him . " Yet he was truly the Son of

God, as really then as now ; but His Sonship was not mani

fested , and thereforethe world refused to recognise His claim .
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And so it is with God's believing children ; it is our function

to know what is expressed in Psa. Ixxxiii. God's believing

people are God's hidden ones, but they are not to remain so.

The blessed time is coming when all glorified in Him the hid

den glory of their sonship shall burst forth, and it will blaze

out in the presence of Him who is the Sun of Righteousness.

This again appears in 1 John iii . 1 , 2. The Apostle speaks

of our marvellous privilege ; indeed, it is something startling

to think of if werealise its grandeur : “ Behold, what manner

of love the Father hath bestowed upon us, that we should

be called the sons of God : therefore the world knoweth us

not,because it knew Him not. Beloved, noware we the sons

of God , and it doth not yet appear what weshall be : but we

know that, when He shallappear, we shall be like Him ; for

we shall see Him as He is."

What manner of love, what aching love, has been bestowed

on us in title and in reality . We are sons, but not yet mani

fested, and not to be manifested at death . “ It doth not yet

appear what we shall be ; but when He shall be manifested ,

then shall we be like Him ."

Now this is our Hope of glory ; this is the Hope of the

Church ; the Hope of the Lord's coming, to develop Grace

into Glory ; they are inseparably connected. Weseek not so

much what God gives as God Himself. As He said to

Abraham , “ Fear not Abram: I am thy shield, and thy

exceeding great reward .” So Jesus is the eternalportion of

His people. Therefore, the joys of Heaven are not so very

much dilated upon in Holy Writ as the great central fact

that Christ is there, and that His peoplewill be one with

Him throughout all eternity:

There is a generation and a degeneration. Allusion has

been made to the tendency of the sons of men to go back and

degenerate by many of the speakers in this hall, and the

signs have been observed and mentioned this day : Signs of

growing apostasy from the Light which has come into the

world , but which men rejected because they loved darkness

rather than the light. We can already discern that one

predicted sign of the gloomy dark age of apostasy, and there

fore also a sign of the blessed bright coming of Jesus ; for

out of all the darkness and gloom shall burst forth the

rising Day Star, and then the full glory of the Sun of

Righteousness.

In Rev. xvi . three frog-like spirits or demons come out of

the mouth of the dragon, and the beast, and the false

prophet. What is the evil spirit out of the mouth of the

dragon ? Satan's first lie " ye shall not die,” was a contra

diction of the Word of God which said, “ Ye shall surely

die. ".. Satan persuaded men to believe his lie that they

would not die -- and already this characteristic of the age is

beginning to manifest itself in the dislike to hear anything

about hell or the eternity of the punishment of disbelief,

indeed all the great verities and fundamental truths of God's

eternal Word ; heaven and earth shall pass away , but the

Word of God shall never pass away.

Then, what is the evil spirit out of the mouth of

the beast ? All prophecy points to the spirit of im

patience of authority, the spirit of independence of law, of

autonomy, of self -rule, of self-will, independence of God,

and assuredly these characteristics are apparent amongst us

to -day, and point to the evil spirit from the mouth of the

lawless beast. Lawlessness was in mystery during the

medieval times. Compare 1 Tim. iv, with 2 Tim . iii. In

1 Tim . iv. it is called in the latter tinies “ some shall depart

from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits ; ” and it goes

on , “ Forbidding to niarry, and commanding to abstain from

meats, which God hath created to be received with thanks

giving .” This is the characteristic of mediæval times—

Babylon, the apostate woman. But in 2 Tim. ji. “ the

latter times ” becomes " the last days : " " in the last days,

perilous times shall come. For men shall be lovers of their

own selves." Seltishness is allied to the lawlessness of these

last days-self-indulgence, luxury, reckless disregard of the

rights of other men , seeking only self-gratification.

Finally, the frog-like spirit out of the mouth of the false

prophet . If any of you desire to read a work which unfolds

something about that, I recommend you to read Mr. Pember's

“ Earth's Earliest Ages." There you see the evil spirit be

ginning to perform these miracles, these lying miracles, these

demonaical miracles, characteristic of the last days. The

Master says that they shall perform miracles and deceive,

if it were possible, the very elect, and Paul in 2 Thess. ii .

says : “ Even him, whose coming is after the working of

Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders. And

with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that

perish ; because they received notthe love of the truth, that

they might be saved . ”

Just as the world is beginning to throw off all allegiance

to the Church, there is beginningto be shown a new power,

a spiritual power, to supersede the Church , and no longer

will evil be a mystery . It shall be hung up to view . There

is to be an external manifestation. What has been hidden

heretofore shall be revealed - energised by Satan himself

all lawlessness shall appear. Blessed be God, it is only for

a short time,

Butwe must be very careful now to have nothing to do

with this. I have myself had correspondence with people

in London, strangers to me on this subject. I cannot tell

you how this is being tampered with by persons, even

those who would shrink from anything calculated to be

going on forbidden ground. But it was just this that cost

Saulhis throne ; for he lost his throne not merely through

disobedience, but because he was guilty of the sin of necro

mancy, and that necromancy is strictly forbidden by God .

Well, blessed be His name, our citizenship is in Heaven,

from whence also we look for the Lord Jesus coming as a

Saviour ; for that is the true translation, “ Coming as the

Saviour.” But bas He not come already ? Oh , yes, but the

salvation is not completed; it is not consummated, the title has

been bought, and the price has been paid . Wehave salva .

tion in one sense, but in another sense we are waiting for the

full manifestation, when our body shall be raised, the body

of humiliation raised and made like His glorious Body. When

Archbishop Whately was on his death -bed, someonesaid to

him these words : “ He shall change our vilebody:" " No," he

exclaimed, “not our vile body,' the body of our humiliation ,

but there is nothing vile that God has made.”

How very little suffices to affect this body. We have missed

our honoured friend, Mr. Blackwood , who used to give such

a tone to our meetings at Mildmay, and we miss Mr. Rains

ford . Surely, indeed , we must say we are in a body of

humiliation , but, blessed be God, we are looking for a body

of glory ; looking for the blessed land where the inhabitants

say not, “ I am sick , " and where they are free from all

iniquity. We have good reason to be looking for the Lord's

speedy coming ,when our loved ones are being taken away,

and when theLord comes, death shall have no more power,

Even now many a dying believer has been enabled to gain

a glorious victory overdeath, and its power and sting has

been taken away. Only last year I visited a dear young

woman on her death-bed, and when she was asked if she was

resting on Jesus, she replied, in homely phrase, “ I put my

little hand in His mighty hand, and He leads mewhere He

wills. Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow

of death, I will fear no evil . ” Dear friends, when He comes,

there is no valley of the shadow of death, but, instead, there is

perpetual sunshine. There are no rumours, even of these

evils that we now suffer from , in the disunion amongst the

brethren. In John xvii . we read, in the last sublime inter

cession of the Master, He connects the union of believers

with the Father and Himself with the glory manifested , so

that when the glory is manifested then there shall be union

among the brethren. He prays, “ That they all may be one,

as Thou, Father, art in Me,and I in Thee, that they also may

be one in Us." And, again, “ And the glory which Thou

gavest Me, I have given them : that they may be one, even

as We are one ."

Then as regardsknowledge, how vastly shall our powers

be increased. Perhaps some brother sees noteye to eye with

us on subjects connected with the Second Advent. Well, as

gooi John Bennett says, Gol washes our hearts in the blood

of Jesus here. He will wash our brains in the world to come.

Now we see darkly as in a glass, then shall we see face to

face. Now we know in part, then shall we know as we are

known .

" Then shall we see and hear and know ,

What mortals cannot learn below,

Then shall our powers find sweet employ

In Christ's eternal world of joy. "

( For Continuation of Conference Addresses, ser Supplement.)
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CONSUMPTION,

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

• AND ALL

CHESTOTHER DISEASES.

READ

MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK,

,

SIXPENCE, POST FREE.

Or Large Edition ( oloth ) for 18, 3d .

SIXTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK ”

WHO MAYBE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER .

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENT CASE ,NOT PUB

LISHBD BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK ,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

CONSUMPTION - CASE of a LITTLE BOY,

“ BOTH LUNGS DISEASED .”

In June last I received a letter from Mrs. A- , of Leeds, and state

Tent of her little buy's case .

six months' whooping-cough had left the child in a very weak state ,

rith troublesomecough , very distressed breathing. pain in chest and side.

These symptoms were followed by wasting offlesh alloverthe bodyand
graual loss of strength . Thrush (an ominous symptom ) had appoared.

At this time medi al report was given- that both lungs were diseased .

"One doctor (the mother writes) has given little hope, and pronounced it

Consumption .' Another has been consulted and said the same,andhas

given no hope of recovery ; but ( she adds ) I hope youwill be able to do my
little bov giod - nothing has yet ."

In less than three weeks be began to rend. The mother reported :

"Better night'srest, thrush nearly disappeared,and sweating decreased."
In le48 than two months further improvement was manifest- " Cough

better, appetite im , roved, gaining strength and flesh every day .”.

In a subsequent letter, theinother writes :- " Your medicine and liniment
have quite cured our little boy. Everyone who saw him as he was is

astonished at his recovery. Twidoctors have examined him , and said he
Fas periectly sound . I am very grateful for yourkindness, and pray that

you may be long spared, and obatthe blessing of Gud miy rest on yourmedicine , You can make use of this for the benefit of others.”

" I regret to hear that since this case was prepared and sent for pub
liettinn in December last , and several months after recovery fromthe

disease of the lungs, the little patient was taken suddenly ill, and died

fron hæ norrhage of the stomach;no lung symptoms had manifested

themselves. - G . T. O. , March 1st , 1886 .

NOTE . - Days or Consultation. -TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAYMornings ONLY,

&t Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distanceshouldchoose eitherofthe two

former days . Every one is expected to have seen
the book first .

FOGS AND DAMPAIR

PRODUCE

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS.

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COLDS, COUGHS, &c . ,

IS

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR.

Mildmay Prophetic Conferences.

The Sure Word of Prophecy.

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, 1879.

Price 28. 60. , cloth extra .

“ Our God Shall Come."

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD,

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, 1878.

Price 2s . 6d. , cloth extra,

Conference on the Second Advent,

MARCH 2nd, 3rd, and 4th, 1886.

AT

The Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

THE OFFICIA
L
REPORT

will be issued as early as possible,

Containing Reports of the Speeches corrected by

the Speakers.

REDUCED PRICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Sewed , 1s . 3d . , post froe, 1s. 6d . ; cloth , 18. 11d. , post free, 2s . 3d .

To secure copies at the Reduced Price, orders must be

received previous to publication .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.O.

Published Monthly, price Id . Unsectarian .

BIBLE LIGE T

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS.

Word and Work of Jan. 14th says : - " Those in search of hints and good

Bible notes will value this little monthly , throwing, as it does, light on

dificultpointsin a briefand pithy style calculated to prove exceedingly

helpful to Bible students and Christian workers."

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.O.

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION

OF THE GOSPEL AMONG THE JEWS.

This Society undertakes a work beyond the aim and capability of
ordinary Missionary Societies . It is founded on an unsectarian basis, and
receives its support from Christians of all denominations . Its Committee

andAgents belongto several Christian bodies, and its Honorary Secretaries
are A. SAPHIR, D.D., and J. H. RIGG, D.D.

It has upwards of 100 who carrythe Gospel to the Jews inEngland,

Italy , Germany, Switzerland , Austria, Russia, and Turkey. Traces and

copies of the Scriptures are circulated. Many Jews have by this Society

been led to believe that " Jesus is the Christ ." Much good has been dono
among the thousands of Jews in London by the Missionaries, by the House

of Cali, and by the new Mission House, with its importautMedical Missions.

Increased Funds are urgently needed , and will be thankfully received by
the Secretary, Rev. J. DUNLOP, at the Office , 96 , Great Russell Street,

Bloomsbury, London .

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen.

Fivo Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets.

12,000 smacksmen are ongaged all the year round in providing our tables

with fish . These men, who for us toil through furious blast and sleety

storm - whohazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of thom, to the

pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied - may rightly

claim some small share in the privilegeswe so richly enjoy and so highly

prize ,
THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoning

lovo, bringing the pleasure of books to whilo away the weary hours, afford

ingreliof In case ofsickness and injury, and cheering and brightening dul

and monotonous lives by their presence and ministry.

“ The Mission Smacks are doing in the NorthSeaa grand work, worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results of their effort, great as they are in the present will, if only
supported liberally by the public , be of untold value in the future .” .

Sir Edward Birkbeck , Bart ., M.P.

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel

with every fleet .
B. J. MATHER, Director,

181, Quoon Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ),B.O.

In Bottles, 1s . 11d . , 28. 9d. , 4s. 6d . , and 11s.

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.
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CHRISTIAN APOLOGETICS CHOICE VOLUMES for SPARE MOMENTS.

(Uniform with the Parchment Library .)

WORKS by H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D. Price One Shilling.

IN THESHADOW OF HIS HAND. Thoughts for

FAITH AND UNFAITH : Their Claims and Con Lonely Hours. By ROSE PORTER.

Aicts. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 38 , 6d .
MY MORNING WORD. Counsel and Comfort for Daily

The Antagonists and the Alternatives. Need.
The Conflict: its Purpose and Progress.

Agnosticism ; or, Nescience and Scienco. CROSSES andCROWNS. By H. SINCLAIR PATERSON, M.D.

Intuition tersus Revelation . " Well fitted to be a little manual to be read dayby day . ” — Christian Treasury

Materialism ; or, Atom versus Person ,

Evolution ; or, Becoming versus Creation . BETWEEN TIMES. By Lady HOPE.

" In our opinion , it is matter for profound thankfulness that the author
“ Beautiful without and within , a credit to the publisher, an honour to

was induced by the committee to revise the notes taken by a friend and the writer ." - Daily Review .

give them the publicity they so richly deserve. Clear and forcible in

style and expression , masterly in grasp of thought, and trenchant in THE GUEST CHAMBER. By Lady HOPE .

argument, these lectures on present-day aspects of unbelief will " This delightful little book .... a good travelling companion . ” — The

simply invaluable in the help they will render to intelligent young mon
Christian ,

and others who have become entangled in the meshes of modern doubt.'

To such ,and to all who have to dealwith such , we most heartily commend

this little volume.” - Literary World. New Book by Miss MARSH .

“ The so -called higher criticism ' stands unmasked in Dr. Paterson's

lectures as pure subjectivity ; while the author's own scientific training A CHILD OF THE MORNING. Memorials of Little

makes his voice of more than ordinary authority on all materialistic Emily. By theauthor of “ Life of Hedley Vicars ," &e .

theories. Perhaps the best parts of the volume are those in which Dr,

Paterson practically asks why we should trouble to 'reconcile science and
Small 8vo, cloth extra, price One Shilling.

the Bible ; and enforces the seeming paradox that Romanism is Rational “ It is a charming narrative, and we owe a debt of gratitudeto Mr. Smythe
ism with certain safeguards, aud Rationalism is Romanism without any for consenting to its publication, and to thedistinguished authoress for the

precautions, beyond ihose which individual learning or skill , or even way in which she has performed her task ." - English Churchman.

caprice, may supply, Dr. Paterson also , in a couple of pages, gives a neat

refutation of Wellhausen's elaborate article , • Israel' in the new Encyclo

pædia Britannica, which has given so much surprise and pain in the Pen

tateuch controversy. Altogether • Faith and Unfaith ' is interesting read By Captain DAWSON .

ing , and is sure to serve its purpose." -Baptist.

New Gift-book for the New Year.
THE EARLIER SCRIPTURES.

Orown 8vo , cloth extra , 5s.
COMMUNION AND CONFLICT. Thoughts on Life

" No work on the Pentateuch has ever given us so much satisfaction . "
and Service. Very attractively bound in vegetable vellum ,

Young Men's Christian Association Notes. with Illustration. Price One Shilling,

" It is to be wished that this book may have a wide circulation as an able

and well -written defence of the earlier Scriptures, boldly conceived , care

fully elaborated , thoughtfully compressed , and considerately adapted to the
“ A VOICE THAT IS STILL." Memorials of

general reader. " - PRINCIPAL Cave in The British and Foreign Evangelical
Review . Esther Beamish. By her sister, F. L. M. B. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, with Portrait and Illustrations. Price Six Shillings.

“ This is a volumeweshould like to know was in the hands of many of

Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 5s. our readers . " - Our Own Gazette .

"In this book we are brought face to face with thecitadel of Christianity,

to wit, the historical records of the person of Christ and His work upon

earth , as one of the inost distinct and powerful evidences of the inherent

truth of our holy religion . It takes up a distinct line of argument,
Mrs. PENNEFATHER'S Poems .

and though within a narrow com pass has worked out theproblemby some SONGS OF THE PILGRIM LAND. Small 4to ,

remarkably clear reasoning ; so much su, indeed, that after reading it

through we wish that the size had been fourfold . . . . We have noted many cloth extra, price Five Shillings. A choice and appropriate

things in the Gospels which this volume has cleared up.. We expect present for this season .

many persons will ejaculate , ' How full this book is of the Lord Jesus " Avolume that will live and soon become as well known to the Christian
Christ ! So it is What an enthusiastic writer this is on such a grand public as are the poems of the late Miss Elliott and Miss Havergal." -- English

theme !' So he is . And we thoroughly recommend the book.” — Clergyman's Churchman ,

Magazine.

" IN DEFENCE.”

" IN DEFENCE.” THE FOURFOLD LIFE .

CHRIST AND CRITICISM ; or, The Witnesses

Examined and Cross-examined . One Shilling.

“ These lectures certainly form one of the ablest of all the contributions to
the literature of the evidences that have been made in recent years. A

better book to place in the hands of a thoughtful sceptic it would be hard to
hame." -- Christian Leader ,

CROSSES AND CROWNS.

New Volume by Rev. C. H. WALLER, M.A.,

Principal of the London College of Divinity.

EVERYDAY LIFE ; or, The Uneventful Journey .

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, price Three Shillings and Sixpence.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

“WHEN YE PRAY ; ” or, Lessons on Prayer. Crown

8vo, cloth extra, price Three Shillings and Sixpence.

“ An exposition of the Lord's Prayer which is truly an aid to devotion .

-Edinburgh Daily Review .

• Truly original, and both scholarly and evangelical.” — The Christian .

Uniform with the Parchment Library . One Shilling,

* Thirty -one forcibly written essays of a few pages each , and so full of

sterling wisdom that we suggest the book as valuable for a month's
daily reading, especially as the articles are systematically arranged , and

deal with practical truths in the Christian life ." -Clergyman's Magazine,

“ The book is rich in spiritual experience, and will be highly esteemed

Ty many Christians." - Nonconformist.

" A dip into this little book will be to mind and heart what a brisk

walk, on a clear frosty morning, is to the body. " - Literary World .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row.

New Volume by Rev. W. H. M. H. AITKEN , M.A.

THE REVEALER REVEALED . The Manifestations

of Christ to and in His Disciples . Crown 8vo, cloth extra ,

price Three Shillings. '

NEW EDITIONS BY SAME AUTHOR.

NEWNESS OF LIFE. Crown 8vo, cloth extra , price

Three Shillings.

AROUND THE CROSS. Crown 8vo, cloth .extra , price

Three Shillings.

THE HARVEST OF
THE CITY, and the

Workers of To -day. By PEARL FISHER. With Introduc

tion by H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D. Crown 8vo, cloth,

3s . 6d .

" This attractively got-up volume contains a series of graphic sketches of

some of the evange.istic and philanthropic agencies which are exerting 80

much influence for good in the midst of the ignorant,the sick ,the sorrow

inng , the crime-bestained, the depraved , the indigent,and the ragged of

London. The descriptions of Ragged school work are given with a idelity

and sympathy that could not be otherwise tban gratifying to us. The book

is worthy of a wide circulation .".- Ragged SchoolRecord.

“ Readers of the book, and we trust it may bave many, will be well in

structod as towhat is being done for the poor and needy by some of the

best known Workers ofTo-day ; ' they will also, we trust , gain a quickened

sense of the responsibility that rests on all who love the Lord to helpon

such practical endeavours for the salvation and elevationof their fellows."
- The Christian ,

LONDON :

JOAN . F. SHAW & . 00. 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

By Rev. JAMES STEPHENS.

LIVING WATER FOR LITTLE PITCHERS

Addresses to Children . New Edition , Crown 8vo , cloth

extra , price Three Shillings.

London : JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row .
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Educational. COMBE DOWN SCHOOL,
BATH,

Situations and Appointments.

PASTORATE WANTED , in or near
London , by an acceptable preacher . Views:
Full salvation in Jesus Christ and Scriptural

holiness. Any unsectarian church . Moderato

stipend . Address, Pastor, 150 , Cloudesley Road ,
Barnsbury , N .

HOUSE AND PARLOURMAID ,
wanted , thoroughly capable. tall . good needle

woman, total abstainer, small family, comfort
able place . Address, Mrs. Bnell, Windlesham ,
Bournemouth .

A LADY seekswork for the Lord as Super.
intendent of small Convalescent Home for

women . Cheerfulandmusical. Salary no object.

Good references . A . B ., Mrs.Wood, Addlestone,
Werbridge .

A YOUNG LADY desires an engagement
as Companion or Help ; ig cheerfuland domesti
cated ; would be willing to teach young children ,

or would help mothers with needlework , in short

engagements from Monday to Saturday . M . L .
care of Miss Robinson , 5 , St. Michael's Road ,
Wallington

HOUSEKEEPER or COMPANION ,
- A Lady who is educated , musical, also domes.

tirated , desires an engagement. Excellent refer
ruces. Salary do object. Alpha, 11, Grove Villas,
Chestnut Grore, Balham , 8 . W .

AS USEFUL COMPANION , or Com
panion -Housekeeper, by Young Lady. Tho
maghly domesticated. 7 , St . Helen's Terrace,
Cuiffe- at-Hoo , Kent.

GENERAL SERVANT. - Wauted a
Rood strong girl. One from the country not
objected to Apply at 16 , Dewhurst Road, Bhep
bera' s Busb .

TO GODLY PARENTS. The under
mentioned (who is in no way connected with tho
school) is desirousof recommending an old -estab
lished YOUNG GENTLEMEN 'S BOARDING
6CHOOL. DELIGHTFULLY SITUATED ON

HIGH GROUND, WITH VIEWSOF THE SEA
on the South Coast, a short run from London , In
which a thorough and first-class Education is
given , based upon the teaching of the Holy
Boriptures.

It is one of the few remaining schools in which
the power of the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ
influences theheartsand conduct of the pupils .

The success, happiness, and training of the
Boys have been so remarkable in this School that

& BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS GIVEN BY THE
PARENTS, together with the papers of Exami
nations passed and Honours gained , should be
read to appreciate results so uuusual. Two Vice .

Chancellors have placed their wards as pupils in
the school. Reference kindly permitted to Dr.

THORN , Paddington , London .

FOR SONS OF GENTLEMEN ,

Principal: MR. W . FRANKLIN
(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

School) ,
DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

Christian teaching and training are combined
with an education to fit boys for business and
professional pursuits.

Pupils are prepared for tho various University
and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of
younger boys.
Combe Down , at an elevation ol some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air .
The School residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa
tion .

References ,

Dr Baedeker, Weston -super-Maro.
Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal

Lancere.

H . Dyer, Esq . , Malvern ,

Dr. Maclean , Bath ,
J . Churchill, Esq., Wimbledon .
H .Groves, Esq ., Kendal.
G . F . Trench , Esq ., Ardfert, Co . Kerry . '

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap
plication .

MELROSE HOUSE , Walsall, Stafford
sbire . Principals : the Misses HARRISON .

School for Girls, Strictly Evangelical, and
Church of England in its discipline. Lectures

given by a distinguished University Professor. .

RE -ENGAGEMENT required 8 Resi.
dert Governess. English , music , drawiny,
French , Good testimonials . Address , J . 0 . S . .

care of Mr. Sharp , Post Office, Victoria Road ,
Brighton .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL.
WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE ,

Principal: DR . CRANAGE , M . A .

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL,
The Avenue. Acton . - Careful Christian training
combined wth the best educ &tional advantages.
Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years. A limited number only takeu .
References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate,and charged from date of entry .
Address Principal.

A WIDOW LADY offers a comfortable
Homo, with oducation , to two or three little girls,
Terms£20 per annum : good reference. Address
O ., Office of Word and Work, 48 ,Paternoster Row .

Select Boarding School for Young Ladies,
MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY,' WORCESTERSHIRE.

Principal -MRS. JUDSON .
In this lovely and healthy locality , situated amongthe Cotswold Hills , pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying the advantages of greful instruction , homecomforts, and Christian training.
Termsinclusive andmo lerate. References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the

country, and to Rev . John Wilkinson , 79,Mildmiy Road, & c.

ARTIFICIAL TEETH . - Special Notice .
- Mr. J . SHIPLEY SLIPPER, R . D . S . (Hon . Dental
Surgeon to the school for the Bons of Con

kreational Ministers, Caterham , makes 10

thrge for Consultation , and fits artificial teeth

without extracting old teeth or stumps. These

teth are life - like in appearance, and can be ad .

justed from 3s, 6 . per tooth , and 20s, per set

guaranteed ) . Every information FREE daily .

from 9 to 7 , at 87, High Holborn , London , w .C .
(iucing Chancery Lane). Copies of testimonials
from ministers and public speakers who have
been successfully fitted , gratis and post free to
readers of Word and Work on application .

Mr. J . Shiples Slipper submits the following
letter as a sample ofmany others daily received .
(Pablished by permission .)

61, Larkhall Lane, Clapbam , London , S . W .
DUAB BIR. - It is with true pleasure I bearmy

sincere testimony to theexcellency of the set of

leth prepared for me , for fit , appearance , and

comfort tbey surpass any I have had for thirty
years . I consider you a thorough proficient in

the art of dentistry , and if witely known , you

must ensure a large share of public patronage.
Yours faithfully ,

(Signed ) Thos. CHIVERS,
Baptist Minister .

Spartments, & r.
EASTBOURNE. - Boarding Establish

ment. Sea view . One minute 's walk from park .

A handscme lawn in front ofhouse. Terms, tuo
occupying the same room , 258. Mrs. Waggett,

Strathmore House , Howard Square,

FURNITURE. - NORMAN &
STACEY' S HIRE PURCHASE SYSTEM com

mends itself to all classes. Depogit got necessary .

It combines real economy op sound commercial
principles , with strictly private arrangements ,

without the objectionable rmalitios of
dealers and others . Pavments can extend over

1 , 2 , or 8 years. The 60 wholesale firmsembraco
the best manufacturers , who have large stocks

for selection . Intonding purchasers should call
personally , or tand for per: :onları . - O final , 79 ,

Queen Victoria St., E . C ., and 121, PallMall, s . w .

ST.MICHAEL 'S LODGE, St.Michael's
Road , Bournemouth . - Small select BOARDING

HOUSE . Good bath - room . Sheltered , detached .

Due south . Testimonials. From two guities
per week , or 68. 6d . per day . Address Proprietor.DARMONIUMS AND AMERICAN

ORGANS. W . Pridham and Son , 24 48 .

Instruments for schooland homeuse . Are mar

vellous for tone and workmanship. 3 stops, £5 ;
5 stops, £6 ; 8 stops, £7. Musical instruments of
every description . Pianofortes from £15 .
Works, 206, Jubilee Street, London , E .

BOARDING ESTABLISHMENT,
Brighton (West) , close to sea and Queen ' s Gar
deng. Bea -water baths. Kind attention to an

invalid . Termsfrom 8C8 , per week . 3 , The Drive .

BUNTER ' S
Cures Toothache,prevents Decay, sayes

Extraction , 1s. 13d. of all Chemists.

NERVINE .PURGEON 'S VID

APARTMENTS (superior private house),
close to Chalk Farm Station , N . W . Terms very
moderate. 6 , Northumberland Terrace, Regent' s
Park Road .

MPLETE IN 7 VOLS

TH Blia + U ORIGINALAN

EXPOSITION OF
THE BOOK OF PSALMS

LOFZ- A : ABASTER PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS.ES

TWO LARGE ROOMS to let at the
Bow Coffee Palace : suitable for societies , clubs,

committees, & c . Apply to the Manager, 217, Bow

Road , E . (near Bow Church .)

APARTMENTS, well FURNISHED .
Drawing-roomsand extra bodroomg. Good cook

ing and attendance. 20 , Endsleigh Gardens,
Gordon Square, W . O .

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.
Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds.

“ DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN
CURED ."

Sir , - My sale for your “ Curs for Deatness "
increases. A man here who has been deaf

Forty years, has had his bearing restored by it.

J . GREEN , Chemist, Christchurch .

1s . 11d . per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps , from
Edwin J . Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury .

EMORY EPILEPTIC FITS !

TSTOLOGICAL ARTOF NEVER FORGETTING FURNISHED detached HOUSE to
W " His method to physiological and scientifio in

ree - DR, WILSON . " Prol. Loisette gaveme a new
let near Ilfracombe, close to Stati n , & c . Good

memory ."MUDAH P . BENJAMIN , garden , coach house, stable, & o . Termsmoderate
Q . c . " It perfect memory sys to good tenant, Deyon , 13 , Newman Street,
tem ." - The Weekly Budget, " By its
Instrumentality I mustered an ab Oxford Street, W .
struse and extensiveWork of Science
In onereading. If I had read it 100
times bymynaturalmemory I could
nothave known It so well." - 0 . BAL MISS VON FINKELSTEIN 'SMON , Beq . " Every day I am a proof

orMethod is really the instantaneous Art of Learning
LAST LECTURE IN ENGLAND .tine. " - L 'ABBE XALATBAY. " As to the Never

S AT With the justice of the claim ." - MAJOR
IN EXETER HALL , March 16th .00 rotse nothing but what you fally carry out.

BOLBON, Great Inducements to Correspondenog med Tickets 1s . Numbered Seats, 28. 60 .InstaPoplis. Prospectus post free from
To be had on application at Exeter Ball

.10182T Bow Odor Boot Londo
Apply early for good seats,

imao5 9911 opi ' yir

LL PERSONS BUFFERING FROM EPI.
LEPBY should SEND Name and Address to

JAMES OSBORNE . MEDICAL PHARMAOY .
ASHBOURNE, who will forward , free of charge ,

full particulars (with Testimonials ) of the most
successful remedy ever discovered for this dis
tressing malady. Refrence permitted to the

Rev. J. BAKER, M .A ., 254 , Plymouth Grove
Manchester ,
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Pears

Soap

20

PEARS

Fot the comercian
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laugh

4132

PEARS' SOAP for the Skin and Complexion, produces Fair White Hands,-Soft Healthful Skin ,-Bright

Clear Complexion. Its agreeable Perfume, beautiful'appearance , and soothing properties commend it as the

" GREATEST LUXURY OF THE TOILET.” Prevents Redress, Roughness, and Chapping.

Londen : J. F. SHAW & Co., 48, Taternoster Rcw, E.O.
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VOL. XII., No. 574. THURSDAY, MARCH 18, 1886.
ONE PENNY.

WESTWARD HO !

TO THE READERS OF “ Word and work ."

DEAR FRIENDS,

The great success which, under God's blessing, attended our Emigration movement last year has

encouraged me to make yet further efforts to place out in the Dominion a further number of carefully trained and selected

Boys and Girls during the present year.

Our enterprise opens for 1886 with great promise. I hope to send out at least SIX HUNDRED children , in three

parties of 200 each , during the present season .

The first party of 200 boys will ( v.v. ) leave by the Parisian , Allan Line, on March 26 ; the second party, also consist

ing of 200 boys, will, I hope, leave in the second week in June ; and the third party, of 200 girls, in the second week in

! July. As on former occasions, each of these parties will go out under the care of valued and experienced co -workers, who

have year by year taken charge of similar contingents. They will go straight to our beautiful Hone at Peterboro ', Ontario,

and from that place be distributed throughout the province to homes which will have been found for them through the

agency of our Canadian Slatf.

I would again impress upon all the readers of Word and Work that the boys and girls I send to Canada are kept

under our eye for years after they have been placed out ; that both by visits and by letters we continue to inform®

ourselves of the thoroughbappiness and welfareof each child, and are swift to changeits situation, removing it from

one locality to another, if the circumstances or conduct of the employer seem at any time to demand such action.

That, spite the depression which undoubtedly obtains in most of the large cities of the Dominion, there should

yet be a real demand for our boys and girls throughout the country , is the best possible proof that the Canadians

are beginning to appreciate the quality of the emigrants we convey to their shores, and are satisfied that the workof

TRAINING and PREPARING our children for useful lives out there has been done on this side in a thoroughly

wise, practical, and Christian fashion .

No one can read the incidents given in the March issue of Night and Day, page 44, under the head of “ Canadian

Notes " (vide), which illustrate the benefits conferred upon the little Emigrantsthemselves by their change of scene, without

feeling that this movement is one of the grandest that could well be devised for the benefit of all concerned : this country

so overcrowded - that country so sparsely populated ; the overburdened ratepayers here-- the harassed farmers there, who

cannot obtain useful labour except at exorbitant prices ; the starving multitudes here, for whom there is no ray of hope

while they continue here — and the happy, because useful, lads and lasses transported to fertile regions over there, full of

abundance of food for those who, uncontaminated by the vices of the adult, are prepared to enter upon a life of real industry,

cheered all the way along by a prospect of independent comfort.

If my lay sermon has any particular application, it is in the wonderful fact that £ 8 108. is the magic wand by

wbichso great a change can be achieved in the experience of one poorlad ororphan girl. That sumamply suffices to pay for

everything (except the training here ) --- comfortable outfit of clothing (3 suits) -- good box --- railway fareto Liverpool --ocean

passage to Quebec - railway journey toour Peterboro' Home, withasmall margin over to recoup us for a brief stay at our

Canadian Distributing Home before being sent out to the situation obtained by my agents on the other side.

Thus, to emigrate the whole 600 children will cost at this rate £ 5,100, and I appeal confidently to our wisest and most

thoughtful co -workers for

A SPECIAL GIFT TOWARDS THIS BENEFICENT EMIGRATION FUND.

If Funds are forthcoming, One Hundred trained lads or girls can be settled for life in Canada for £ 850, or Fifty

for £ 425.

Sometimes I envy the possessors of wealth the grand opportunities which their money givesthem of effecting so much

good. Only to think that by the expenditure of, say, £ 102 twelve young children, without a friend in life here,may be

settled down in as many respectable Christian homes in Canada, where they will soon learn to forget the sorrows and

deprivations of their early years, is enough to make any heart hopeful as to the future of myriads of little ones otherwise so

sad and hopeless

Your faithful Co-worker amongst Christ's Little Ones,

THOS. J. BARNARDO,

18 TO 26, STEPNEY CAUSEWAY, LONDON, E.

P.S. – Please cross Cheques, P.O.O.'s , or Postal Orders, “ London and South-Western Bank.”

WORD AND WORK will be sent by the Publishers Post-free to any address in 16.0 Kingdom for Twolve Months for 68.b. 14 .
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MR. DENHAM SMITH'S NEW WORK.

The Late

JOHN B. GOUGH.
THE PROPHET OF GLORY;

“ In the death of John B. Gough we lose a dear friend , as wellas a valued

co -worker in the cause of temperance and truth . He showed his love to

us in many ways, and earth seems all the drearier now that his loving
spirit has Hed from it. We could not help wishing that we were with

him in the glory -land .” - Sword and Trowel, March , 1886 (page 146) .

OR, ZECHARIAH'S VISIONS OF

THE COMING AND KINGDOM OF CHRIST.

Crown 8vo, Cloth , 5s .

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF

JOHN B. GOUGH.

COPYRIGHT EDITION . REVISED BY HIMSELF.

Cloth, Bevelled Boards, Gilt Edges, with Striking PORTRAIT

and Three Full- page Illustrations , 3s . 6d.

“ It is the record of a life as strange and eventful as it is impressive and

Instructive. A more perfect knowledge of such a life cannot fail to

strengthen the faith of some and to inspire the zeal of others. The book ,

apart from its valuo as a beacon to warnand a light to guide, is studded

with passages of beauty - word pictures which are not easily forgotten ."

Temperance Record.

REVIEWS.

“ Our friend is known to be clear as light upon evangelicaltruth , and

this is apparent upon every page he has written . He gives us here sweet

enlargements upon the words and visions of the prophet, which to our

mind are shorter than wewould have had them. What hegivesmakes us

long for more. A desire for more is naturo's way of witnessing that wbat

she has secured is good . " - C . H. BPURGEON in Sword and Irowel.

“ None can read it without his heart being stirred with the blessed hope

of the glorious appearing of the great Godand Saviour Jesus Christ. It

is beautifully printed and bound , and will be a favou rite with many

givers ." - The Christian ,

" It is on the bearing of this hope upon the future of a redeemed and

purifiel earth that the author dwells with porer in this volume, which

will prove a blessing to thousands, as others from his pen have done. "

Footsteps of Truth ,“ Here , as in all the author's writings, theGospel bells ring out clearly

and melodiously . No one will read, Jew or Gentile, saved or unsaved, who

will not be instructed, comforted , or it may be awakened to be found ready

in the coming day." - Irish Church Advocate,

London : JAMES E.HAWKINS, 17, Paternoster Row , E.C.
S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO. , 9, Paternoster Row , E.C. And all Booksellers .

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF

JOHN B. GOUGH.

SPECIAL CHEAP EDITION.

UNABRIDGED . With Portrait.

Tinted Covers, 1s. ; Cloth Limp, 1s. 6d.

" It is the most touching, thrilling narrative we ever read. Talk of the
sensational in tales, novels , and romances - none of them is so stirring, or

is filled with incidents of such extraordinary interest , as this life story.

Bolton Guardian .

Published Monthly, price Id . -Unsectarian .

BIBLE LIGHT
FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS .

Word and Work of Jan. 14th says :-"Those in search of hints and good

Biblo notes will valuethis little monthly, throwing, as it does, light on
difficult points ina brief and pithy style calculated to prove exceedingls
helpful to Bible students and Christian workers . "

ONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E.O.

BRITTANY, FRANCE,

ORATIONS
OF JOHN B. GOUGH. St.Malo& St. Servan Sailors' Rest,

COPYRIGHT EDITION. REVIBED BY HIMSELF.

Containing the different Orations delivered in London .

With Portrait, Cloth Boards, 2s. 6d.

" The volumecontainsthe most remarkable of the Orations given by Mr.

Gough ; and as one reads them over quietly now, the effect produced when

they were delivered in our hearing rushes back, and we can hardly restrain

our shouts of approval and acquiescence ." - The Fountain .

ORATIONS OF JOHN B. GOUGH.

SPECIAL CHEAP EDITION , UNABRIDGED . With Portrait .

Tinted Covers, 1s. ; Cloth Limp, 1s. 60,

" To those who bave not had the good fortune to hear Mr. Gough these

printed ORATIONS will convey some idea of the wonderful dramatic force

and eloquence which held audiences of many thousands spellbound.''

Good Templar ,

Supported by voluntary contributions, and under the

management of a Local Committee.

The Committee beg to tender their thanks to the kind friends who have

by their contributions helped to meet the expenses of the Rest, and so

afforded stelter and comfort to many .

Report with Balance Sheet is issued every half - year, and addressed to

Subscribers and to other persons on application .

The Sailors' Rest has been a blessing to many, and the Committee solicit

the sympathy and help of Christian workers ,

By order of theCommittee,
Lieut.-General W. H. KIRBY, Treasurer, St. Servan .

P. B. HAMON, Secretary, Bt. Malo.

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION

OF THE GOSPEL AMONG THE JEWS.

This Society undertakes a work beyond tho aim and capability of
ordinary Missionary Bocieties. It is founded on an unsectarian basis , and
recelves its support from Christians of all denominations. Its Committee

and Agents belongto several Christian bodies, and its Honorary Secretaries

are A.SAPHIR, D.D., and J. H. RIGG, D.D.

It has upwards of 100 who carry the Gospel to the Jews in Bngland ,
Italy , Germany, Switzerland , Austria, Russia, and Turkey. Tracts and
copies of the Scriptures are circulated . Many Jewsbave by this Society
been led to believe that “. Jesus is the Cbrist. " Much good has been done

among thethousands of Jews in Londonby the Missionaries,by the House

of Call ,and by the new Mission House ,with its importantMedicalMissions.
Increased Funds are urgently needed, and willbe thankfully received by

the Secretary, Rov. J. DUNLOP, at the Offico, 36 , Great Russell Street,

Bloomsbury , London .

THE ABOVE ORATIONS

may be obtained separately as below at ONE PENNY each .

I. Our Standpoint. VII. Fight the Good Fight.
II. The Power of Habit. VIII. Prevention or Cure :

JII. “ For the sake of Others . "
Which ?

IV . “ Will it Pay ? " . IX . Lend a Helping Hand.
V, Safe and Right." .

X. Rescue the Perishing !
VI. “ Who are Responsible p ” XI. “ Now " and " Then .'

" Each Oration is published at the price of One Penny ; and temperance

reformers have thus an opportunity afforded them of disseminating, at a

small cost, the most powerful arguments which can be adduced in favour

of their movement." — Northampton Herald .

On quantities for Free Distribution a considerable reduction will be made,

PORTRAIT OF JOHN B. GOUGH .

A Striking and Lifelike Portrait of the great Temperance

Advocate. Size 20 by 144 inches. Suitable for Framing.

Beautifully Printed from Stone. Price 1s . Can be safely

sent through the Post, securely packed in Tube.

Those who loved the man will be glad to possess themselves of thisme

morial of a face which they will never more behold on earth . As the like

ness of John B.Gough looks down upon them from the wall, it will recall

the memory of one whose marvellous eloquence riveted his hearers, and

wbose persuasive voice was the means, under God, of turning many to

righteousness.

Fivo Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Bea trawling feets .

12,000 smacksmon are engaged all the year roundinproviding our tablea

with Ash . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and aloety

storm - who hazard their lives and fall viotims, hundreds of them , to the

pitiless Waves , that markets at home may be well supplied - may rightly

calm son .small share in the privilegesweso richly enjoy andso highly

prize ,

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishormon the message of Divino mercy and pardoning

lovo, bringing the pleasure ofbooks to while awaytheweary hours, inord

ing relief in case of sickness and injury, and cheering and brightening doll

and monotonous livesby theirpresenco and ministry.

“ The Mission Smacksare doing in the NorthSeaa grand work , worthy

of the support of a great maritimo nation like England ; and I believe that
the results of their offort, groat as they are in the prosent will, if only

supported liberally by the public, bo of untold value in the future. " -
Sir Edward Birkbeok, Bart., M.P.

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel

with overy fleet.

8. J. MATHER,Director,
181, Queen Viotorla Street (next door to Blackfrian Bridge ,B.O.

LONDON : MORGAN & SCOTT, 12 , PATERNOSTER BUILDINGS, E.C.

And may be ordered of any Bookseller in the United Kingdom ,
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“ Jesus Christ. It must be so , I think, because
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" delicious smoothnesswhen there is nothing to thwart
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Rev. Sholto Douglas
205 By Dr. 8. Wainwright 216 “ of each other's views; if you choose to worship the

" devil, worship him , if you only do it quietly ; if you

“choose to worship an anti -devil , do so , if you do soPRESENT-DAY TENDENCIES.

" quietly ; let us go on altogether in our worldly ways

" and worldly thoughts, holding nothing that may

important testimonies to present-day tendencies,
“ be troublesome or disagreeable .' Anything dis

which cannot fail to interest our readers. They are

“ agreeable in religion is such a shocking thing . Well ,

recorded by witnesses who have very little in common , “then comes the most disagreeable thing possible, the

and who look at the world from very different stand
“ revelation of an absolute truth , which says, We

points. The first was spoken at Salisbury more than

“will have nothing to do with this fellowship of evil.

twenty years ago. In a missionary address, delivered
“ You are leading men into absolute destruction ; you

on the 17th of August, 1865 , the late Bishop Wilber

are promising them liberty, and making them slaves;

" you are handing them over to the devil under the

" I venture to think that if we turn from the field

of labour abroad, and look at the state of things at

pretence of liberty and emancipation from their

- shackles. ' And forthwith these men turn upon this

"home, there is really a like voice everywhere. I

“stern declaration of the eternal verity of God, with

" read it in the suggestions of those free-thinking
" all the hatred of the human heart which the great

* ideas which are soiling so many an innocent , I was
“rebel himself can stir up within it . Believing, then ,

"going to say, but so many a spirit which has no

as I do, that there may be heard upon the winds

“ mind or meaning to receive the infection of unbelief.

“ these footfalls of the coming of the great Antichrist

" I have no doubt myself that the last attempt upon the

" —that this which we hear whispered there, and see

" truth of Christ will come, not with any open denial
“ spreading we know not how through the air , is just

" of its verity, but with a courteous admission of its
"the precursing atmosphere which comes before his

" truth . At the same time, there will be a sapping of

“advent-I say it is the time, if ever the time was

" its distinctive features. I think the aspect of men's

“ for those who fear and love the Lord to rouse

" minds at the present time shows us that this will
“ themselves up, and to be working mightily that

" be the form of the danger - universal toleration,
“ they may establish indeed the hiding-places of His

" toleration not only amongst Christian sects one

“ faith throughout the earth . "

" towards another, but a deep respect for religious

The other is from the pen of Sir James Fitzjames

" ness everywhere ; always providing that it is not Stephen, K.C.S.I. , D.C.L. , and is found on the last

" that troublesome thing which by being believed

page of the second volume of his interesting and

" affects men's conduct, is any limitation upon their instructive treatise on the History of the Criminal

thoughts, or ever troubles what is called the course
Law of England. The learned judge, considering

" of society . If so , they will all agree toput it down. religion simply in its legal aspects, writes :

" I have no doubt myself that unbelief contains
“ Much violence is, no doubt, avoided by accepting

" within itself the seed of the most intensely hating
" scepticism on all the great controversies relating to

" persecution the world has ever yet seen. Instead " human life as the basis of legislation ; but such a

" of being tolerant, I believe it is the very perfection course has its disadvantages. It tends to reduce

* of intolerance. I believe that the very moment it " politics, government, and legislation to a low level,

" has achieved its own victory, toleration will be the "and to make them vulgar, uninteresting, and effec.

thing above all others it will hate with an intensity " tive only for small purposes of trade and the

" short only of the hatred the Evil Spirit himself " administration of a petty kind of justice. If such

18
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" a basis had been accepted for legislation, say at heated without so much as the smell of fire upon it.

" and after the barbarianconquests, it is difficult to The assailants are certain to be the only sufferers.

see how Western Europe could ever have ceased to Nevertheless, the circumstances of the present conflict

“ be barbarous. Or, if the same view had prevailed are peculiar, and we venture to say unfair. The

" in the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth cen . atmosphere has been so poisoned with unworthy

“turies, it is difficult to see how the oppressions of doubts that the possibility of ascertaining fixed and

" the clergy could ever have been removed. If no final truth is very generally denied . There are thou

religion is particularly true, and one happens to be sauds, in consequence, who are indifferent to beliefs

“ established, people in general will support it . But which, as tbey think, can never become certainties.

“ when any religion is really and generally believed They are tolerant of error because they do not believe

“ people will, in legislation as in other matters, act upon in the existence of truth. And thus they are learning

" the supposition of its truth ; and if two or more to be intolerant towards any one who may dare to

religions are believed to be true and false respec assert that truth has been Divinely revealed . So longas

tively by large numbers of people, the result must human opinions are allowed free expression, and frank

" be conflict more or less serious according to circum- confession is made that they are only opinions after

“ stances. The transition from general belief to
all, and can bind no one except him who entertains

“ general disbelief is a comparatively peaceable them, there is no sharp collision . But so soon as men

"condition, so long as the belief and the disbelief
who are persuaded nothing can be surely known, are

" are not unequally matched ; but I do not think it

confronted with the true sayings of God, and demand

" would continue to be peaceable if active disbelief
is made for an unreserved submission to the God of

" got the upper hand. If convinced unbelievers ever
Heaven , the case is different. Then, as the Bishop

“ become a practical majority, I think they would

" legislate against believers in a way hardly dis

justly says, “ Men turn upon this stern declaration

of the eternal verity of God with all the hatred of the

" tinguishable from persecution. They would , for
humar heart which the great rebel himself can stir

“instance, confiscate all existing endowments for up within it."

" religious purposes , especially all places of worship,
The great danger of the hour is unfaithfulness to

"all places of religious education , all places intended God in tho tolerance of error or evil, There is

" for the education of the clergy of any religious
abundant room for the exercise of Christian love in

“ body. They would suppress all convents, monas
bearing each other's burdens, and the strong can

“ teries, and similar institutions. They would substi

never be excused from bearing the infirmities of the

“ tute for them other institutions for teaching the

" public whatever they thought important to be

weak , but in neither case are we to suffer wrong or

falsehood to remain. Tenderness to persons is quite

“ known, especially in the way of morality.

“ Of course such a policy could not be pursued
compatible with fidelity to truth ; nay, we do

" without a revolution in our existing habits of injustice to our brethren, no less than injury to

" thought,which as yet is far distant, if it ever happens ourselves, when wesacrifice a single doctrine the

" at all ; but in the face of such a possibility the

Scripture reveals. The liberalism of to-day is not

“ glorification of our existing compromises, as if they
the charity of the New Testament. The Holy Ghost

“ were the final result of human wisdom, appears to

teaches us to SPEAK THE TRUTH IN LOVE ; the spirit of

the age tells us to speak something very different. We
“ me weak and foolish . "

may lead a quiet life and have a pleasant time if we

swim with the current and with a supreme unconcern

for truth allow all doctrines to be indifferent. And if

PRESENT-DAY DANGERS.
in our heart of hearts we really believe nothing, we

HATEVER opinion may be entertained as to can scarcely claim credit for a toleration, the refusal

the qualification of the Bishop or the Judge of which would be as unreasonable as foolish ; yet

in other respects, no one can question their shrewdness while we thus, in another sense than that of the

as observers of human action . The closeness of apostle,apostle , “ become all things to all men," unlike him ,

their agreement in regard to two facts is very remark we will gain none. The Duke of Argyll recently

able. They both admit the peacefulness which remarked that the English nation had developed a

introduces disbelief, and they both predict the per fatal tendency to be mentally “ flabby." If his Grace

secution which must follow . cares to find further illustrations of this " flabbiness ,"

Now, unless there be a reaction, the tide of apostasy
we promise him abundance, if he turn his attention

is in full flow . Whether in the name of science, or
to present-day theology.

in the name of criticism , no doctrine of the faith

escapes challenge . To this , indeed, we might take

PRESENT DAY DUTY.
no exception if the combat were a fair one. The

Word of God has passed unscathed through the ordeal
T is evident that to some considerable extent

of eighteen centuries, and will come forth from the fur. present-day duty must be determined by

nace of the nineteenth, even though it be seven times present-day danger. Now , if we are rigbat in fixing

WHATE

IT
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on the tendency to confound right and wrong, truth

and error, by concession and compromise as the one The Temple and its Teachings.
characteristic feature of the hour ; it becomes our BY MR. THOMAS NEWBERRY.

daty , from which there can be no excuse or escape, M HIS venerable teacher, who for so many long years (from

to maintain in violate the broad and deep distinctions I thirty to forty, we believe) has given himself wholly to the

study of the Word of God in the original tongue, and whose

between them revealed to us in Scripture. In these Englishman 's Bible is well known for its elucidation of the

circumstances it is woll to be exhorted to " contend
“ Urim and Thummin ," to use his own words, of the inspired

original of the Sacred Volume, has been exhibiting at Mildmay,

earnestly for the faith once delivered to the saints." during the Prophetic Conference, and elsewhere, & remarkable

and complete model of Solomon 's Temple and the courts

We are not of those who are searching for the faith . thereof. The explanations given by Mr. Newberry havo

awakened great interest from their rich suggestiveness of the

It has been delivered once for all, and it is to be typical teaching and spiritual significance of the Temple . We

found in its entirety in the Book of God. The believe our readers will be deeply interested in a résumeof these

expositions and explanations, which, by the way,may be had

doctrines of the Gospelare not riddles spoken by a in full in the supplement to the new edition of the English

man 's Bible in large print (Hodder & Stoughton ).

Sphinx, which more than tax the subtlest mind to
Tabernacle and Temple .

solve. They are all plain enough to him who consents
The Tabernacle Mr. Newberry regards as a type of the

to be taught of the Spirit. As in the days of the Church ofGod on earth ; the Templo as a type of the glorified

Church , the whole of the redeemed, in resurrection and

beloved disciple , so now , the humble believer has an heavenly glory ; and in proof thereof he refers to Eph. ii, 20, 21 .

unction from the Holy One, and knoweth all things. The Temple described by Ezekiel will be an earthy reflection

of all the redeemed in heavenly glory.

Amid the general unsettlement his mind is fixed , The model shown being gilt externally, as well as internally ,

trusting in God. When man speaks we listen and
various friends have raised questions as to the proof that the

Temple was covered with gold outside as well as inside. There

question ; when God speaks we are content to believe
seemed indeed a general idea that the gold covering was

internal only . The proof given was 1 Kings vi . 22 and

and obey . And our creed is framed for us in the 2 Chron . iii, 7 . An accurate conception of the Temple with

Divine revelation. From this we are not at liberty
its courts, the dimensions, arrangements, proportions, and

appearance can only be gained by studying connectively the
to take away ; nor to it may we safely add . With descriptions given in 2 Sam ., 1 Kings, 1 and 2 Chron ., and the

God's Word in our hand, it is idle to speak of uncer
closing chapters of Ezekiel's visions.

tainty .
The Pattern Giben .

If we are following the findings of human The Tabernacle was built after the pattern shown by God to

reason , wemay, like the dove sent out from the ark, Moses in theMount ; the Temple pattern was given by inspira
tion to David ( 1 Chron . xxviii. 12), and by him communicated

find no rest for the sole of our foot ; but if we accept to his son Solomon (see 1 Chron . xxviii 11. et seq). The

the Bible as themessage from Heaven to earth , our details of the courts are given in Ezek . xl.. First , the outer

court, or great court, or court of the people (the court of the

faith is anchored at once on the truth of Him who Gentiles mentioned in the New Testament belonged solely to

cannot lie. Whatever conflict there may be about
Herod' s Temple ; no such court existed in Solomon 's Temple ) .

Second, the inner court, or court of the altar (the ) altar of

specific texts, there is little controversy among simple burnt offering ), or court of the priests , leading to the porch and

the Holy Place, within which was the most Holy Place, con

minded students of the Bible as to the great verities taining the Ark of the Covenant.

of the Christian faith. About the fall of man and The Site of the Temple .

its fatal consequences ; redemption by the service, A question being raised as to the two prices mentioned as

paid by David to Ornan for his threshing -floor, it was pointed

and sacrifice of the Lord Jesus Christ ; renewal out that for the threshing -floor, which became the site of the

by the grace of the Holy Ghost ; concerning such altar, David gave fifty shekels of silver (2 Sam . xxiv . 24 ), but

for the whole field , providing ground for the courts and the

truths as these there has ceased to be any dispute . entire Temple, David gave Ornan six hundred shekels of gold

Nevertheless , outside the circle of the Spirit's teach .
(1 Chron . xxi. 25). Silver is the emblom of redemption , and

for the site on which atonement was to bemade (typically)

ing there is 'not one of them which is not now either silver was paid ; but gold is the type of glory and worship, and

for the site of the Temple ofGod gold was paid .

dispnted or denied . Very interesting thoughts were suggested in connection with

Surely the time is not distant when those who are in thematerials employed in construction , which we thus sum .

marize.

agreement upon such fundamental truths must take Foundation Truths.

some definite action towards a firm and united Great stones for the foundation ( 1 Kings v . 17) are the large

foundation stones which still after the lapse of three thousand

testimony . years, although the Temple has been utterly overthrown, remain

We have sometimes been accused of dogmatism . to attest the extent' and strength of Solomon 's Temple - type

of those grand foundation truths on which the Temple of God

The truth is, students of Scripture have seldom been is built, « The foundation of God standeth sure " (2 Tim .

ii. 19). « Great " stones remind us of the eternal truths which
dogmatic enough . When we give expression to our have their foundation in the character and attributes of God .
own opinions there is sufficient reason for modesty ; " Costly " stones speak of the truths of redemption , accom

plished and secured at so great a price. “ Hewed ” stones are
when we proclaim the Gospelof God , wo dishonour like the truths written on the inspired page , and revealed by

Him if in our voice there is the faintest tremor of the Holy Spirit ofGod.

Living Stones .

doubt. Our attitude toward Scripture is a wrong
Now on these foundation stones rested the structure, the

one until, like the Apostle Paul,weare bold enough to stones of which were “ white marble ." So on the foundation

truths laid in the eternal purposes of God are built up thesay, " LET GOD BE TRUE AND EVERY MAN A LIAR."
living stones, souls redeemed by the blood of Christ. Being
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on the propitiatory or mercy -seat of the ark , a significant

emblem of the Eternal Spirit received by the risen Christ on

the completion of His atoning work .

Prophetic agency, as see Ezek, i. in the fourfold living

creatures — the analogous agencies employed by God in the

present dispensation are the evangelist, pastor, teacher, and

prophet.
The four living ones in Rev. iv . represent the Church in

resurrection glory as God'sagency for earth and heaven.

The whole company of the redeemed in heavenly and

eternal glory are symbolized by the two large cherubim in the

Most Holy Place of the Temple of Solomon .

The Wail of the Temple,

Another seriesof suggestions were thrown out in connection

with the vail of the Temple. There is a significant difference

between the vails of the Tabernacle and Temple. The vail of

the Tabernacle was made of " blue, and purple, and scarlet,

and fine linen ” (Ex. xxv. 31) ; thatof the Temple of " blue,and

purple , and crimson , and fine linen " (2 Chron. iii. 14). Scarlet,

in the Tabernacle vail, was typical of the royal dignity of the

Son of Man, born King of the Jews. Crimson , in the Temple

vail , was typical of the glory of Christ in resurrection . The

word used for “ fine linen ” isdifferent in the two yails — in the

Tabernacle it is “ white," signifying pure human nature, in the

Temple vail it is " white and glistening, " emblematicof Christ

in resurrectionglory. Thus the vail of the Tabernacle was &

type of the flesh of Jesus onearth (Heb. x . 20 ), the rent vail

of Christ crucified ; and the Temple vail of Christ in resurrec

tion. It is to be remembered it was the vail of Herod's Temple,

not of Solomon's, that was rent in twain at the death of Christ.

Note also that in the Tabernacle there was only & vail between

the Holy and Most Holy Place ; in Solomon's Temple there

was a two - leaved , olivewood, gold.covered door, as well as a vail .

In the Temple of Ezekiel there is no vail, only a turning door,

divided in the centre , and thus making manifest the way into

the Holiest .

Suggestive Supplement.

These are but brief summaries of the deeply suggestive

typical teaching which has characterized Mr. Newberry's con .

versations ; if they appear dogmatic, i.e. without in all osses full

Scriptural proof, it is simply owing to want of space. In the

supplement to the Englishman'sBible they are fully vindicated.

In that valuable work also will be found similar suggestive

teaching on many points hore untouched, also on the Ark ofthe

Covenant and the Vessels of the Sanctuary. We would warmly

commend the work to every student of the Word of God, and

especially students of the types and shadows of the Temple.

Notes for Bible Reading:

The Holy Spirit.

HS

IS personality shown John xiv. 16, 17.

HIS WORK WITH SINNERS,

To strive
Gen. vi. 3.

To convince of sin , righteousness, and

judgment
John xvi . 8.

Promised to believers
John vii . 8.

Promise fulfilled at the time of accepting

Christ's word Acts x. 44 ; xi. 15 ..

His WORK IN BELIEVERS.

To teach and remind

To guide

.

To strengthen

To give wisdom and knowledge

To give courage

To give liberty

To fight against lust

To intercede for us

To unite with Christ

To seal us

To dwell in us

John xiv , 26.

John xvi. 13 ;

Rom , viii. 14 .

Rom . viii. 26 .

1 Cor. xii . 8.

Rom . v. 5.

2 Cor. iii . 17 .

Gal. v. 16.

Rom. viii. 26 .

Eph . iv . 3-4.

2 Cor. i. 22.

purchased, they are quarried from a state of nature, then made

ready, polished, fitted for the place they are to occupy in the

heavenly Temple by means of the trials ,temptations,instruc

tions, and discipline of the present time. “These lightaffliotions,

which are but for a moment, work for them alfar more exceeding

and eternal weight of glory.” In the workshop of the present

world the hammer, the axe, the saw , and the chisel are in full

operation, for preparationbelongs to the present time and

scene ; in thatheavenly Temple, as typically in Solomon's

Temple, no sound of bammer nor axe isheard. re shall

beno more sorrow or trial, or discipline, and no sound but the

voice of joy and praise.

There shall I bathe my weary soul

In seas of heav'nly rest ;
And not a wave of trouble roll

Across my peaceful breast .

The Redemption Price.

Now these stones thus being prepared at the quarries, were

encased or plastered with solid silver, emblematic of the

redemption of the “ living stones," by the blood of the Lamb .

In connection with this silver-casing, it will be remembered

that the atonement money was a half-shekel of silver, which

every Israelite had to pay as a ransom for his soul—the poor

not less, the rich not more. An expressive type of theredemption

which is in Christ Jesus. “Forasmuch as ye know that ye were

not redeemedwith corruptible things as silver or gold , but with

theprecious blood of Christ, as of a lamb without blemish and

without spot ” (1 Pet . i . 18 , 19) .

The Resurrection Body.

Further, these silver,cased white marble stones were covered

within and without with cedar, “ there was no stone seen" (1 Kings

vi . 18 ) , while the floor and external covering or dome was

covered with cypress. Cedar is the type of resurrection incor

ruptibility , and cypress of resurrection strength . Thus the

living stones, redeemed with the preciousblood, are clothed

upon with their resurrection body (2 Cor. v . 3) .

Conformed to His Likeness.

The cedar covering was carved with knops, open flowers,

cherubim , and palm trees. The saints who on earth have borno

the image of the earthy will in resurrection be conformed to

His glorious body,

Gold for Glory .

Then the carved codar was covered with gold fitted on the

carved work (1 Kings vi , 35 ) , so that the carvings were not

concealed, but brought out in surpassing splendour. This

golden covering of all speaks of the glory ofGod, which the

redeemed will for ever show forth and share. Fresh meaning

is given to the phrase " exceeding weightof glory " by the fact

that five thousand four hundred and ninety -sic tons of gold

were contributed by David and his princes, besides what

Solomon may have added .

The Workmanship of the Spirit.

Still further these glorious walls were " garnished with

precious stones for beauty " ( 2 Chron . iii , ) , type of the ex

cellenciesand perfections which will appear in the redeemed

in glory, the workmanship of the Holy Spirit of God.

The Uwood Emblems.

Speaking of the woods employed in the Temple structure

and furnishing, Mr. Newberry referred to them as beautifully

emblematic. Shittim -wood, used in the Park of the covenant,

a type of humanity ; in the case of Christ sinless humanity :

“ A body hast Thou prepared Me" (Heb. x . 3 ). Cedar, a type

of resurrection incorruptibility : raised in incorruption

( 1 Cor. xv. 42) . Cypress, a type of resurrection strength :

i raised on power
(1 Cor. xv. 43 ). Olive -tree, type of the

spiritual body : " it is raised a spiritual body ” (1 Cor. xv. 44) .

All these overlaid with gold, emblem of Divine glory : “ it is

raised in glory" (1 Cor. xv . 44) .

The Cherubim .

Another suggestive series of remarks were made by Mr.

Newberry on the cherubim. Summarized his thoughts appear

to be that the cherubim are emblematic of the various agencies

God employs for the performance of His will, the communi

cations of His mind, and the manifestation of His glory.

We have angelic agency, as in the case of the cherubim

placed to guard the way to the tree of life. (Gen, iii, 24) .

Divine and spiritual agency, as represented by the cherubim

1 John iv, 13 .

THOMAS C. LORD.

.
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WORD AND WORK ,

The Present Distress.

By Our Own Commissioner.

THE

HE prompt and hearty response made by many of our

friends to the simple statementof actual instances of dis.

tress amongst the unemployed working classes,which appeared

in these pages two weeks back, leads us to believe that a few

particularsof the relief and gladness carried into bare and

blighted homos by these gifts will be read with keen interest.

On Friday last we visited, in company with the mission nurse,

each of the cases mentioned in the article referred to.

Help Rendered .

1st. In a thoroughly genteel street, where destitution would

scarce be suspected, we find in a half-empty room Mrs. A., a

quiet, respectable young mother, who sheds tears of joy as she

points at the bit of fire, and tells us, “ I didn't know whether

I stood on my head or my heels for gladness when Mrs.

gave methat money on Monday ; I never had so much given me

in my life - and the coal tickets , too. I thought she wouldn't

have given me the coal, for she asked “ if I had any coal ? ' and

I could not say no, for I had a shovelful , hardly enoughto

make a fire. We're bad enough off yet , but bless God the

children have had food and fire this week.” The husband is

out doing an odd job he has picked up, putting in a doorstep, and

as soonas the frost goes has the promise of work.

2nd. Mrs. B. is a pale, delicate woman , on whom want has

sorely told ; the three little ones show tokens of suffering, all

save the baby—" We've never let it want, whatever happened .”

The husband is out " looking for work, " and has been promised

" a job." Whether he will get it for a few days yet is doubtful.

At all events, Mrs. B. , who is “ doing a bit of washing " at

home, is deeply 'grateful for the help rendered through our

friends. " Don't know what we shouid have done if it hadn't

been for your money ; everything we could put away has
gone."

3rd. A bright old lady (seventy -six years of age) ; has been a

widow for forty years, has brought up six children , and never

has received pecuniaryhelp till now . There was a touch of

pathos in hersimple telling of the way her money -earning was

pat an end to a month or two back. " I was wringing a quilt "

(for she has “ charred " until this advanced age ), “ when I felt

4 crack. I let the quilt go , and said, 'My days of work are
done.' Her collar-bone had snapped. Her large-print Bible

lay before her ; she had no idea we were coming , and was not

" got op " for but had been cheering her soul with His

precious promises. Here is her rendering of a precious text on

which we have often stayed our soul : Speak to the Lord

about it, and do what you can ,and it'scertainyou will be fed ."

The son , to whomreference was made, is forty -four, and looks

quite as frail as his mother. “ He has been a good boy and a

mare comfort to me. The ladies have been so good to me

those who have been our almoners - " their reward is sure."

Her testimony of the goodness of the Lord was bright and

Ath. It is affecting to find Mrs. D., sitting in her empty room

with her paralyzed and mute boy. She is the landlady," and

ber rooms are occupied , butevery tenant is in equal straits, all
"out of work ."

“ I've been able to give Allic (her eldest son ,

who is consumptive) somegoodfood this week, and we'vea bit

offire, through your kindness." While weare in theroom the

Foung man comes in. Evidently the insidious disease is far

advanced, yet he hardlyunderstands it ; with the self-delusion

socharacteristic of the malady he hopessoon to be better and

" able to help mother.” The three children are gone to the

soup kitchen, " & rare blessing to us now. ”

5th. Upstairs we find Mr. E., nursing babe, and trying to

amuse two other little ones in a bare and empty room . His

wife is out, trying to get some" charing." He is indeedamost

respectable-looking young man,but,ashe explains, thelivery

stable-keepers have theircattle eating their ownheads off ; " the

gentry don't seem to hire this year .' For food and fire given

bimhewas genuinely grateful. A month agoheapplied tothe

Mansion House Fund, and this morning, aftera month's

suspense, received a reply, which he opened with high hopes,

only to be blighted - a brief printed form, " Unsuitable. "

Why is not stated.

Wemay be pardoned if just herewe mention an actual fact .

We have no wish to assailthe administration of the fund ; but

As a matter of fact not one of the cases we have made known

hasreceived help from the Mansion House. Wehoard oftwo

inthe district who had received five shillings each , we met

with none. Yet these are actual bona fide working menwith

fazilies. Possibly cases, No. 3 and No. 6 , andperhaps No. 4 ,

may be outside the regulations. Whythe others with families,

ranging from three to seven ,shouldnot be helped passes com

cheering.

99

prehension. They are unemployed, they arerespectable, they

have no poorrelief, and they have large families -- whatever be

the reason, they are not helped, and from house to house we

beard grievous complaints that “ two thousand pounds should

be given from the fund," as they put it, " to make a garden and

several hundreds to make a swimming bath, and none come to

starving working men and their children." We make no charges,

we draw no conclusions, we state the facts as we find them ,

and the names and addresses are at the disposal of any bona

fide inquirer.

6th . In a splendid WestEnd mansion we found as caretakers

Mr. and Mrs. F. The wife has lost the sight of one eye,

through constant bending over needlework . No work has yet

been obtained, but hopes are high . Meanwhile they are touch .

ingly grateful for the help rendered. “ We have a fire now

and a bit of food " ; surely the ladies and gentlemen who have

been good will reap a blessed reward.”

7th . The husband is indoors , with his wife and six of his

children . The furniture consists of bed, two or three broken

chairs, and a table ; all the rest have gone for food. “ I've walked

the streets every day till I'm dead beat. Trade is very bad.

The firm I worked with generally employ twelve polishers, now

they have only three -the two foremen and a boy. The missis

and I don't mind so long's the children get a bit of food. Our

girl (only fifteen ) in service gives us every penny she can get

she is a rare loving girl to us. But though we've been in better

straits (and he looks it) , the Lord's been good to us and raised

you to help us. Whatwe should have done but for you no

man can tell ; everything's gone, you see " (looking round the

ompty room ).

8th . Our last case is Mrs. H, with her seven children ,

one boy at work, housband out tramping for work - none to be

had yet , but when weather breaks it is hoped for . “ Children's

had food this week, and we've a bit of fire too. They had

nought but dry bread, and little enough of that , for some weeks.

God bless those who have helped us ; baby looks better already

for it."

So ended our visits to the cases previously investigated; all

were intensely thankful, none were of the clamorous sort, and

their dire distress had to be found out. The women and

children , chiefest and sorest sufferers, have been fed and

warnied by the help brought to their door, and tears of gratitude

have been thealmoners' reward. “ Tell Miss--," said onepoor

mother, “ how thankful I am ; when she brought me the

money I was so overcome I couldn't get a word out. I could

but cry to think of the children .”

Many other and similar cases we visited equally pressing.

Some friends , in sending, have indicated special cases to be

helped , and their wishes havebeen acted upon ; other friends

have given for the district, and such gifts have been used for

these and parallell cases in the district. All given have the joy

ofknowing that actual want and absolute destitution have been

relieved, and the wolf kept at bay from innocent children, heart

hroken mothers, and steady working (thu unemployed) men.

A Central District.

E have thought it well to follow up these instances from

Saturday and Monday (13th & 15th) in the St. Giles district .

Next week we hope to go further east. The following cases

we visited in connection with one of Mr. George Hatton's

helpers, and any funds sent us will be placed in his hands

for distribution amongst such .

Will any friends wishing to help these cases state that such

help is for the Central District " ?

Sir Children Starving.

A.-In a second floor front in Little Wild Street we find a

man just tidying himself for another look round . He is a car.

man, has been out of employment since 16th October, and

save for the little the wife is able to earn “ charing.” father,

mother, and six children are literally starving. The elder girls

try to earn a little by selling flowers . He has applied, but as

yet had no help from the Mansion House Fund. As we pass

down from our next visit we find one of the girls hard at work

scrubbing the floor.

Alone with Baby.

B.- On the top floor on the same house we find two mites of

nine and ten, " alone with baby ." Mother is out trying to get

& loaf of bread ; father, a lastmaker, has been out of work for

fourteen weeks. There are eight children , including baby. Two

boys earn between them five shillings and sixpence aweek, just

the rent. No coal in the house, no bread, no food of any kind.

The children come to school shoeless and often foodless. For

three or four years the mother has been a regularattendant at

the mission room. Everything pawnable has been pawned,

and the distress is very painful,
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havebeen out Facts fromFacts from the Blackdown Hills.

C. - We found several unemployed and well-nigh starving in

Peabody's Buildings. Visiting one we know to

of work'since Christmas, we find he has started that morning,

well-taught Christian, the father a Sunday school teacher, who,

during his bitterest trials, has never abandoned his class, and

never complained . Their destitution was found out, not told .

There are five children , all clean and tidy. By the fire sits

Blanche, a beautiful child of twelve, an ardent scholar, who

has been doing credit to her teacher, but has broken down

through want of food, it is feared, and now has been ill for a

fortnight. This girl, we may note , was led to the Saviour at

the age of seven, and was themeans of her father's conversion.

The roomis spotlessly clean , and round it are beautiful pieces

of fretwork, father's evening amusement. Not a word ofcom

plaint is uttered, but as we ask, “ How has it been , when father

has been so long idle ? " " As it always is with His children , He

has not suffered us to be tried more than we could bear-He has

never failed us."

True Christians.

D.-One more case from the Blocks. Father, & carpen

ter, has been " out" for two months , wife and four children in

great straits, having to put away everything for rent. Last

week baby died, and mother's heart seems well-nigh broken.

She and her husband, as in the last case , are genuine Chris

tians, having long been known as such , the contrast.

a Painful Case.

E.—Just across the street we find a family in the most

utter destitution. Father, a bricklayer's labourer, has been

out of work fifteen weeks. Eldest daughter has been taken to

the hospital, an internal disease caused by want. She would

be anything for mother and brothers. Many & day she

had not a bit or drop from morn to ove, and not a word she

said ." In tbe grato burn a few cinders, raked that morning

from an hotel ashpit. Twoboys sit shiveringbefore thefeeble

glow , clothed, one in an old rug and the other an old coat.
Mother is waiting, and trying to mend their only wear. But

for Mr. Hatton's children's dipners these boys, as in many

another home , would absolutelv starve.

Fire of Old Boots.

F. - In anotherhouse wefound some old boots burning in the

grate to make a little heat for the poor starving mother and her

four children , No work , no food, no fire , and at present no hope.

What are we to Bo.

G. - In Angel Court we find a pale, wan mother, with six chil.

dren , at home . Father is a machine man , has been out of work

bixteen weeks. Mother, who has done a little washing, expects

shortly to be confined, and her help will cease. " What we are

to do I know not : God help us ! ”

Pitying a poorer Still.

H.- One more case . In a sunk floor we find a man and his

wife with three children . He is a bootmaker, but his kit of

tools went for bread , and now he cannot get work for want of

tools . He is trying to “ translate " in order to earn enough

to redeem the tools . Upstairs, it seems, & young woman was

turned outfor non -payment ofrent, andpoor asMrs. H. is , she

has taken her in out of pity— “ We couldn't see her go on the

street ;this bitter weather.''

These are but illustrations of hundreds of similar cases

really working people , respectable though poor, whoare starving

in silence and unhelped, save by such workers as Mr. Hatton

sends out.

We do sincerely trust many of our readers will be led to take

these cases up in the hearty and liberal manner they have done

those previously mentioned. P. F.

[Donations sent to Editor, Word and Work , 48 , Paternoster

Row, will promptly reach these suffering unemployed .]

Corean Villagers. - Describing a missionary joumoy in

Corea, a missionary tells of finding villagers profeseing Christ,

and remarks :-These humble cottars have been ploughing and

sowing in these valleys for twenty years or so, leading about as

uneventful a life as it is possible to imagine, without a single

break in their daily routine. But about twoyears ago an event

occurred which changed the whole current of their life . Christ's

glorious Gospel reached the valley , and we believe the power

ot the Highest aocompanied it . Hundreds have been led to

inquire after theway of salvation, and many homes are to -day

rejoicing in the knowledge of the “ glad tidings of great joy .

The origin, progress, and result of this movement are alike

remarkable . No missionary has ever visited them ; the Gospels

and tracts prepared and sent among them by Mr. Ross, com

bined with the personal witness bearing of one or two who had

comeunder theinfluence of the truth in Moukden , have alone

been instrumental in bringing about this truly wonderful result.

R.

the work on Blackdown

Hills . It is a record of God's faithfulness in providing the

means and in giving power to His own word declared. We

glean but one or two from the deeply interesting incidents.

A Backslider of Twenty Years Restored .

“ God musthave sent you here to moet with me," said a

respectable man after a gospel-meeting. " Your tracing the

steps of the prodigal wasso like me that if I had not been an

entire stranger in this part, and a stranger to you , I should

have thought some-one, who was well acquainted with my

whole history, must have informed you of my life .”

I replied, “ Yes, there is One who is acquainted with all the

past and present of your life , and whose eyes follow the

wandering footstepsof poor sinners. "

His eyes filled with tears as he said a little to me of the

past : “ I was once a preacher of the Gospel, and had a Bible

class of young men, and was happy in my service for God;

but something happened. I fell into sin, and soon I lost my

love for God , and for the Bible , and for the souls of myclass .

Soon I lost the love for my own soul , and I have been like the

lost son you spoke of, As you described me I thought my

heart would break, and it did break, in the language of the

Bible. I heard you the first night you came to this place, and

have been at all the meetings ;but now Godhas brought me

back to Himself. I do praise Him for following my steps to

this place , and for bringing you here to meet with me.” Thus

we rejoiced together with the Lord in His joy over His lost

one found,

Redeemed Tools and Redeemed Souls.

We entered a cottage, and found the occupants in deep

trouble . Trouble bad been their lot for some time past, and

the climax had come, and they had been sold up. The man

was weeping as the last of his cherished hopes had gone in the

loss of all, even histools, and creditors were exacting their

lawful rights. " If I could only get back my tools I could

earn a bit of bread," was his wail of distress. “ I never

thought we should come to this." We remembered the time

when we were in soul-trouble and were spiritually bankrupt,

and saw nothing before us but the stern demands of law for

our debt of sins ; and how One had become responsible for

our debts and for ourselves also, and had undertaken the

whole of our matters to set us free ; and we heard His voice

in our hearts saying, “ Go and do thou likewise .” We became

responsible for the tools, and set the poorman to work at

once , using the opportunity to remind him and his wife of the

other Creditor, and His treatment of His debtors. “ When

they had nothing to pay, he frankly forgave them." Thus the

Lord has turnedthis sorrow into joy ; for both the man and

his wife are rejoicing in the forgiveness of all their sin.debts at

the hand of the great Creditor,and thuswehave been rejoiced

to see both these led to the Lord .

Our earthly resources are often low ; but the upper springs
remain the same. As God our Father bas madehis beloved

Son, ourLord Jesus Christ, Head and King, and His Treasurer,

so has He given to us the key of the Divine treasury- " the

promises of God,” which “aró all yea and amen in Him , to

the glory of God by us ." Thus we have had to fit the key of

promise into the lock of His fulness, which is turned by the

prayer of faith , andthe needshavebeensuppliedagain and

again.

Special trialsand special blessings have been our experience

during the past year. Many who have been our helpers for

many years with this world's riches have been called home to

see the face of the King, andto receive Hisapproval in the

coming day of recompense. Their help is gone, and thus one

after another falls on the battle- field. Who will cometo the

front, and consecrate themselves , and their gold and silver, to

the Lord ?

Clayhidon , Wellington , Somerset. GEORGE BREALEI.

. Auckland. – New Zealand exchanges contain interesting

accounts of the new andspacious promises being erected for

the Y.M.C.A.

An Italian Schoolgirl, attending a Protestant school ,

loves her Biblegreatly . Her mother, observingher constantly
reading, said : You seem to have a treasure in that Book . "

“ Yes," answered the girl. “ Yes mother, and it is the most

precious treasure that ev existed , the Testament of our Lord

Jesus Christ .I wishyou valued it as Ido ." This reply has led

themotherto ask her child to readthe Soriptures aloud to her.
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Characteristics of
Judgment.

I

state of solution or suspense as to the condition,moral or

MILDMAY PROPHETIC CONFERENCE. spiritual , of any being. Why, my friends, God knows at

this moment the exact spiritual condition of every person ;

although the award may be future, the estimate is present.

THURSDAY EVENING ADDRESSES. So you must bear in mind the distinction between the

present estimate ofGod and the final award. If you do not

bear that in mind you cannot see clearly the difference

between the present justification and the future judgment.

BY REV. CANON GIRDLESTONE, M.A.
Again, notice this, that there is a distinction between the

judgment of the nations and the judgment of the individual.

DESIRE by the help of God to concentrate your atten The Old Testament chietly has to do with the judgmentof

nations, and the New Testament chiefly deals with the judge

Lord's judgment. I am not going to say a word about the ment of the individual. Some people seem to think that the

time, or about the place, or about the consequences ; I want judgment of nations is entirely in the present, aud that

to speak rather about the fact, about the persons concerned, nations have no part as such in the future ;butthere are some

and about the principles upon which the judgment will be chapters in Ezekiel and in other prophets which forcibly

carried on , and I desire to do this entirely from God's Holy | point to another conclusion .

Word, because there is absolutely no information whatever Once more, in the study of this subject, you must always

on this subject except what we can find in God's written carefully draw a distinction between judgment and condem

Word, and if I should tax your patience in some degree by nation. The word for judgment in the Hebrew never means

referring to passages of Scripture I will try to do so in such a condemnation , the two things are totally distinct, and that is

way that you may pursue the topic at home rather than that an important fact. It is true that in the New Testament

you should pursue it here on the spot. It is impossible to you sometimes get the thought of condemnation under cover

face so grave a question as the judgment of God without of the word judgment, but you have to read very carefully

desiring to be led at every step by God's Word , and again to see what it is about ; to see whether it is God's estimate

and again I have sought to check as well as to guide my own of judgment, or God's verdict, which in some cases may be

thoughts by that Word, which sometimes seems to come condemnation . You will remember the passage in

after me and bring meback when I have been inclined to go John v. 29, where life and judgment are brought into contra

off on some particular line. distinction. Some rise to life and some to judgment ;

Now let me first bring before you the word “ judgment.” observe the characters in both cases.

Let us get a clear idea of its meaning. There are in the Well, all these matters may seem to you small minuti

Old Testament three Hebrew words very frequently used dealing with words. I cannot help that ; if we have no

for the word “judgment.” One is to arbitrate. Another means wordswe have no truths. These words are God's words,

to decide a case, orto fix a destiny, and that is the word used and we are bound to weigh themvery carefully, and I do not

in that very important chapter, Dan. vii ., at verses 10, 22, and think we shall ever get at the whole truth unless we are far

26. Three most important verses bearing on the destiny of more careful in the study of the actual words of God than

the saints, and of the adversary of the Great King. It is we sometimes have been. Do not bo afraid of studying the

needful to notice these three verses for this reason, thatthey words, do not beafraid of using adictionary, do not be afraid

bear on two very important passages in the New Testament, of a concordance, use them all, work out and use the

oneof which is in 1 Cor. vi. 2, 3, where St. Paul says to the words.

Corinthians, “ Do not you know that we shall judge the How many young ladies there are who learn German,

world ? Do you not know that we shall judge angels ? ” French, and Italian, but never think oflearning Greek or

Again it bears upon Rev, xx. 4, where we read that judgment Hebrew . Why not learn to read God's Word in the original

was given to the saints. I think in both of these passages
language ?

there is a decided reference back to Dan. vii. Now , the second point is, who will be there ? Who shall

Now I want you to notice that there is a third word for come under this judgment ? I answer, every one. So far

judgment in theOld Testament, a word which seems to have as God's Word makes it plain, every child of Adam is born

a totally different meaning, it signifies to administer ; it under the law of judgment, that is to say, he is to have his

marks the government of Israel under the judges ; it destiny decided hereafter, as surely as he is born under the

signifies governmental rule, and almost salvation at times. law of gravitation when he comes into this world ; it is an

This word is used in such a passage as this : " Judge me, O absolute law under which humanity is born, he is brought

God, and plead my cause," and " The Lord shall judge in under it ; I suppose angelic beings maynot be under this law ,

righteousness.” You will find the word in Psa. Ixxxii., which but human nature is. After death it is not annihilation, but

is entirely a Psalm about judges ; you will find it again judgment, that is the law of the race. None can avoid that

a very good illustration ) in Psa.xxxv. 23, 24. It also occurs any more than they can avoid the law of gravitation ; they are

in other passages, where it signifies what I think we may bound by the necessity of their creation and of their con .

call the moral governmentofGod ; Hisrighteous adminis stitution to come into judgment.

tration, which is manifestly a very different thing from It is in vain for a man to say to the rock under which he

firing a man's destiny or thedecisionof a man's case ; it goes is trying to find shelter, “ Fall upon me and hide me ; " the

much further. Sometimes you find the two words together, man must come forth from beneath the rock, just as others

the second and third words I have referred to , as in come out of the grave and from the depths of the sea.

Persons are sometimesa little perplexed here by the ox.

Now of these three words it is the second which seems to ceeding great number which make up mankind ; we reckon

me to be brought forward forour consideration to -night, the mankindby hundreds of millions, and hundreds of millions

decision of the destiny ofmankind ; butIwant you to observe have passed away, and wesay, What! are all these persons to

two or three other things before coming to it. have their cases considered by the Judge ? Well , if you or I

First of all, there is such a thing as judgment between were to judge it would be a very serious matter. But when

man and man, and there is also judgment between man and I think of that Being who calleth all the stars by their

God , You remember that passage in 1 Sam. ii . 25 : “ If one names , and when I consider how many stars there are, I have

man sin against another ,the judge shall judge him ; but no difficulty in regard to this matter of judgment; for Ifeel

ifaman sin against the Lord,who shall intreat for him ?" that numbers, which are so perplexing to me, are nothing to

or, who shall intervene for him ? These two cases are mani. Him, nothing at all. He leadeth them forth by their hosts,

festly different - in one case the matter for consideration is He draweththem out in their myriads. He plants them all

something between man andman,andinthe other case it is in space, and what is it to Him to have a few hundreds of

a matter between man and God. Well, let me ask you, under millions ofsouls before Him , to have the verdict pronounced

which of these heads does the topic of this evening come ? upon each ? it is nothing to Him .

I think I can leaveyou to answer that yourselves. Well, I come to the great question, Who is to be the Judge ?

Another thing to be observed is that judgment is some and I answer, judgment is part of the Divine Sovereignty

times a matter of the present and sometimes a matterof the according to Scripture. Again and again we have passages

fature. Do not suppose that God has held Hismindina in the Bible, such as Psa . xcvi, and xcvii., where we find

Psa. lxxii. 2.
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an idea.

the idea of God's Sovereignty and Judgment together : be absolutely unbiased and unprejudiced in person in His

" Righteousness and Judgment are the habitation of His judgment.

throne." This gives us confidence, because all my The next point fully illustrated in the Gospel is this, that

ideas of right and wrong are planted within me by in His judgment He will penetrate all disguises, see through

Him who is to be the Judge of all mankind, and all excuses, enter into the secrets of every heart,and discover

through man's conscience He is to be man's Judge, and on each motive. In Rev. i . Bis eyes are described as flames of

that I rest satisfied . fire, penetrating just as tire penetrates, tests, and sifts every.

Now I come to that wonderful statement in John v. 22 : thing. Well, this has a very importaut bearing upon the

“ For the Father judgeth no man, but hath committed all judgment, for this reason , that where we can only see in a

judgmentunto the Son.” That gives me new light, that gives human light a multiplicity of acts, some good, some bad , and

me something definite, something on which my mind can be some indifferent, Hecan see the drift of the life, He can see

fixed ; let me get a clear idea of the Son , and then I know whither a man is tending and where he is going though we

something about my Judge. The Father Icannotsee ; He cannot. Consequently He can classify though we cannot .

is infinite, He is absolute. I cannot reach Him . I go for Who would like to classify ? Who would like to take a

ward, butHe is not there ; backward , but I cannot find Him . single family and classify them for eternity ? Well , Christ

I look right and left, but I cannot see Him. But the Father sees just where every one is going, and will divide them as

bathcommitted all judgment tothe Son , and there Iget easily as a shepherddividesthecheepfrom the goals.This
Christ once said, “ He that hath seen Me hath classification is one of the great revelations of Scripture.

seen the Father also . " We might have thought that men would have been divided

Well now , take this thought, and this is really the matter into some dozens of groups. There may be groups within

I want to bring before you . According to the New Testa groups, but there are only the two great groups into which

ment, according to our Lord's own word , as well as the men shall be divided hereafter.

preaching of Peter to Cornelius, and of Paul to the Athenian Another point closely connected with this is that we feel

philosophers, Christ is to be the Judge of the quick and the confident of His absolute impartiality : wealth , rank, educa -

dead ; and I turn to the Gospel and ask, What sortof Being tion, and office are very dazzling and confusing to us.
If a

is this who is going to judge the quick and the dead ? I judge has a gentleman before him , he has considerable

very soon find,when I examine the Gospel , that there is a difficulty in assigning the sort of judgment, the kind of

great deal of light upon this question. For example, I verdict ; he thinks that a verdict which would be right in the

examine our Lord's dealings with His disciples, because I am case of a labouring man would go very severely against a

sure that as He estimated these disciples then , so He will well - dressed and highly educated man , and that is true. But

estimate His disciples hereafter. There are a great many of when you look at Christ, you seem to feel as if His judgment

the disciples of Christ in this room . Have you ever con would be all the other way. Why ? because rank, wealth ,

sidered how He estimated His disciples ? He took their and such things are regarded by Him as trusts. Until we

3xact measure, He gave them their exact work to do, He see that all these things are trusts, and that every pound

appreciated their faith and their works at their due level, we possess we hold in trust for those who have not got

and He bore very patiently and with much longsuffering anything, until weunderstandthis,weshall hardly be able

with all their failures and faults. How that comes out again to enter fully into the spirit of the New Testament. Oh ,

and again ! that Englandmight awake to see that her wealth is indeed

But then I find Him dealing with the mixed multitude a trust, for that is one of the great lessons of the New

the multitude ! What, all of them ? Yes. I think you will Testament.

see this ; and it is only what you may call a superficial Once more with regard to judgment : of course the points

thought, He regarded the multitude as sheep without a I have been dealing with are chiefly in connection with His

shepherd, and His feeling towards them was a deep feeling Divine character, but there is one other matter. He will
of compassion that prevailed over everything else. There be on that day human as well as Divine, just as He is now.

were also the leaders of the Jews, how about them ? He There is a wonderful passage in John v. 27, where we read,

unsparingly reads their character, and reads it out. He “ And hath given Him authority to execute judgment also

rebukes and exposes their avarice, their oppression, their because He is the Son of Man.” His authority is gives
hypocrisy, their long prayers, their garments, their attitudes, because He is the Son of Man ; it is because He is human

their posturings, and everything. But can this be the same that He is to judge the human race. There is a link

Jesus who wept over Jerusalem , who says, between the Judge and those whose case is to be decided.

scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites, how can ye escape the There is one other point which I desire to bring before

damnation of hell ” ? Thus we see great distinction and you as simply as I can : I have been dealing with the word

great distinctiveness in our Lord's judgment. judgment, and with Him who is to be the Judge. What are

So that when you put together the nature of the Son of the principles upon which the judgment of God in Christ

God, the character of the Son of God and His dealings when will be carried out ? That is a momentous question , which, by

upon earth , I think you may claim to yourselves certain God's help, I desire to answer. On what principles will man

thoughts concerning is judgment of mankind . The first is be judged ? Let us think of that question for two or three

this, that in the future judgment Christ is a thorough minutes.

representative of the Father ; not only accredited and The first passage is down in your paper,
“ The dead were

authorized ,butalso the embodiment ofthe Divine perfections. judged out of those things which were written in the books,

So that His judgment is God's judgment, His whole according to their works. ” And whatare works ? Have you

sympathies are with the Father. He Himself says in John ever asked what are works ? Work is the product of the

viii. 16, “ And yet if I judge, Myjudgment is true : for I am free will ; whatever you do by your free will is a work. It

not alone , but I and the Fatherthat sent Me. " may be an act of thought ; it may be permitting a single act

His judgment is just, because IIe seeks the glory of the of imagination to run on when you might stop it, or turn it

Father that sent Him. Take that then as your first step in in another direction . Or it may be what we call a word

this matter ofjudgment, that Christ's judgment adequately which is the outcome of the thought. Thus you see works

and thoroughly represents God's judgment. It will be the are the offspring or offshoot of the human will, that wonder

embodiment of conscience, the last word of conscience to all ful gift, the human will . And a man's character, at any

mankind. moment, is the total result of all the actions of his free wili.

Next I think you will put this thought, there will be I know not by what method every man's case will be

nothing personal in Christ's judgment, nothing vindictive, brought out in the next world; but I daresay it will be done

because of anything that any one has done against Christ. very simply, and very naturally. Tbere will be no need of

There is a wonderful verse in Luke xii., where He says witnesses or of jurors there . No need of lawyers there to

“ Whosoever shall speak a word against the Son of Man it make the worse appear the better reason. Every man will

shall be forgiven him .” How many have spoken against the tell his own tale, perhaps in the twinkling of an eye. We

Son of Man, perhaps unwittingly, without realizing what know that men when drowning sometimes have their whole

they do, and without really going against the Spirit . Now life flash in a series of images before their soul. Perhaps it

whatever is purely personal against Christ will never be is go at the great day.

brought up by Christ the Judge. He will in this respect Well , then, we see works are to be the test. And remember

bi Woe to you ,
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The Judgment-Seatof Christ. -

God does not count them , Heweighs them . There is a won a conscience and a will. And that will can say yes or no to

derfulverse in 1 Sam . ii., “ The LordGod is a God ofknowledge, the conscience. And that will accordingly has the power of

and by Him actions are weighed ." He weighs them ; who educating the conscience up or dwarfing it and educating

would like to weigh men 's works ? We should be much it down. Many of these so unimpressible and so hard to

deceived if we tried to weigh works ; we should say, What reach were not so once ; they were not got at at the right

scale shall we apply ? what shall we put against them ? time, and little by little were led down to the depths.

Well, there is a word that runs through the Bible, that is the Once more. May it not be that Christians have not

word faith , “ Without faith it is impossible to please been what they might have been ? We often talk about

God ." Christian evidences, the best evidence is life. The life lived

There is another word quite as essential, that is the word out goes further than anything else. St. Peter gives in his

love ; because all duty lies in the word love. Hence I find | Epistle good advice to wives with heathen husbands : “ Donot

works spring from faith , and faith works by love ; and I talk but live, and that will win them ."

cannot separate between works, faith, and love ; they are a Be living epistles of Christ, and that will win men. Do not

sort of trinity in unity. Thus you see all these things just be content with Moses to say, “ Send by whom Thou wilt ; "

spring out of himself, out of man's heart. but say, with Isaiah , “ Here am I, send me."

Bat there is one other principle which I find , it is a very

important one, I think , No case will be dealt with on a

wholesale principle, everybody will be dealt with on the

principle of equity ; on an equitable consideration of each

case. Have you ever thought how much this will tell in the BY REV. SHOLTO D . C . DOUGLAS, M . A .
great day of judgment ? There will be raised questions con W ITH regard to the judgment-seat of Christ, on which
cerning where a man was born . In what family ? How VV I have been asked to speak to you this evening,

he has been brought up ? What opportunities he has had ? allow me to point out that which Scripture seems to reveal
What natural disposition he possessed ? What inherited to my mind on the subject. It is called “ The Judgment

tendencies he has had from his parents ? What companion seat of Christ," in distinction to the other two judgment
ship he had round him when a boy or girl ? seats, viz ., the judgment of thenations in Matt. xxv., at the

These things which people discuss so much form important ushering of Christ's millennial reign , and the great white

factors in the man 's character. Well, do not be afraid , throne judgment in Rev. xx, at the close of that reign . There
Christ knows all, He will take all into consideration . Read are twenty-three passages which bear on this subject, one

Matt. x ., si., and xii., and see what He says in these three only of which I will quote, 2 Cor. v . 10 : “ We must all

chapters of Sodom and Gomorrah , Tyre, Sidon , Nineveh , appear before the judgment seat of Christ, that every one

and such like cities. You will find yourselves drifting may receive the things done in his body, according to that

towards & grand conclusion . Now suppose the question be he hath done, whether it be good or bad ."

asked , “ Where were you born ? ” one may say, " I was The characteristics of these three judgment-seats are ( 1 )
born in Tyre ; I was a man of business, a merchant of Tyre All believers in their resurrection bodies, in the air : 2 Cor, v .
long ago." Another says, “ I was born in Sodom ; I saw Lot 19. ( 2 ) All living people , on the earth : Matt. xxv. 32.
go by , but he never spoke to me ; I lived in sin .” Another ( 3 ) All thedead , small and great : Rev. xx . 12. Let us now
says, “ I lived in Chorazin ; Jesus often spoke there, but it confine ourselves to the first, “ The Judgment-seat of Christ."

never did any good to me, though I heard Him speak and gaw First, when will it take place, and, secondly , where ?

Him work ." Another says, " I was born in London, not ( 1 ) When will it take place ? At the hour which

far from Mildmay, and went to the meetings again and no man knoweth . As far as I can see from Scrip

again ." Another says, “ I was born in Ratcliff Highway ; I ture, it may take place at any time ; it may be before

never heard anything of Christ except in an oath. They we break up our gathering in this hall. It is not so

told meGod was liko my father ; that did not giveme a good in the case of the judgment of nations, or the great

impression at all.” These are not imaginary cases merely, white throne judgment. There are various events re

they are brought out in these chapters. corded in Scripture which must take place before these

Now look at John xv. 24 , what do we read ? “ If I had last two ; but the whole teaching as to the first, the watch

not done among them the works which none other did , they fulness enjoined in Scripture with respect to the coming

had not had sin ." These men might have been compara of our Lord , seems to me, although I do notwish to dogmatize,

tively without sin had not such things been done as Christ to be nullified if we are to look for any event previous to

did . His coming in the air for His people, for then we should all

This awakens serious reflections in one's mind, because we be looking for that event instead of for His coming .

feel at once it acts two ways : it acts one way in you and me, (2 ) Where will it take place ? It will be in the air,

and another for the great mass of outcast souls. As I came in that very region in which Satan is at this very

bere this afternoon , I looked at the faces of the people in the moment carrying on his operations. In Eph . vi. 12 we

streets and byways, and saw the marks of care and want, have the expression , the heavenly places or the high places ;

degradation and shame. I felt all drifting- where ? Ali “ For we wrestle not against flesh and blood , but agains

drifting to the great end . How few advantages have they principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the dark .

had, how many I have had . How will it be then ? Well, ness of this world , against spiritual wickedness in high

I have the most absolute security that the Lord will take places." Now some people seem to think that Satan is shut

these things fully into consideration , and I thank Him for it. up in some place under the earth . Would that it were so ;

Then I think of the persons who have been converted , and but he is not ; he is in the air : “ The prince of the power

I think of that passage in First Corinthians, where wehave of the air ;" and not until the Lord Jesus Christ comes down

that awful list of sinful persons, and the words are added : and raises His saints will Satan be cast down to the earth. As

" Such were some of you : but ye are washed , but ye are we read in Rev. xii., “ And there was war in heaven : Michael

anctified , but ye are justified in the name of the Lord Jesus." and his angels fought against the dragon , and the dragon

Well, I think there are myriads more not washed, not fought and his angels, and prevailed not ; neither was their
sanctified , not justified : how will it be with them ? Why place found any more in heaven . And the great dragon was

are they not sanctified ? Why are so many not washed ,many cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan , which

not justified ? Whose fault is it ? deceiveth the whole world : he was cast out into the earth ,

There are three answers : first, God has His purposes in and his angels were cast out with Him .” “ Woe to the inhabi

the Church , God has His purpose for the race . The Scrip tants of the earth and the sea, for the devil has come down,

tore is chiefly taken up with the accountof His purpose in the having great wrath , because he hath but a short time." Then

Church ; but there are passages to show He has purposes for shall commence, under his organisation , those days of tribula

the race. tion such has have not been since the world began .

Again , we must with sorrow affirm that a great mass Our Lord gathers His saints in the air, and judges them

of degradation is self -imposed . There was a moment in the according to their works.

pickpocket's life when it made him ashamed to pick a pocket, This will be done by means of three calls ; turn to that

though it does not now . Men do not come into the world well-known passage in 1 Thess. iv. 16, which tells us that

with seared consciences. They all comeinto the world with the Lord shall descend from Heaven , first of all with a
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shout; then , secondly, with the voice of the archangel ; and, I was very glad that thelast speaker referred to the three

thirdly, with the trump of God . The word translated “ shout' judgments recorded in the New Testament. It would seem

18 one which refers to the sound made by the chief captain of to me — I say it would seem, for I am only a learner - but it

a ship in ancient days, to guide and give the time to the would seem to me that the judgment-seat of Christ, before

rowers. Thus the shout here refers to the Lord's own voice, which all believers shall be manifested, will take place after

which is spoken of in the Psalms as being heard upon the the saints are caught up into the air ; that the judgment of

waters, and breaking the cedars, “ the voice of the arch the living nations in Matt. xxv. will take place when He

angel and the trump of God. “ Then we which are alive and comes to earth, and ere His reign shall commence, and that

remain shallbe caught up together with them in theclouds that Great White Throne judgment that is under our con

to meet the Lord in the air, and so shall we ever be with the sideration now will take place when His earthly reign has

Lord.” come to a termination, and ere the eternal state shall have

The distribution of the rewards to the saints is that begun.

which is to occupy us at that time. Have you noticed in May I ask you to observe five leading solemn thoughts in

your Bibles the italics in 2 Cor. v . 10 ? Reading without the twentieth chapter of Revelation, in connection with the

italics it runs thus, and I think explains itself : “ We Great White Throne ? First, we have the Throne ; second, the

must all appear before the judgment-seat of Christ ; that Books ; third, the Person ; fourth, the Judgment ; and lastly,

every one may receive the things in body, according to the Sentence. There are two characteristics about this

that he hath done, whether good or bad.” That needs no throne given us by the Holy Ghost : first, that it is great ;

explanation ; he is to receive in body. Where did he get and next that it is white - great, I presume, because of the One

that body ? If we read it as many do with the italics, it who occupies that place upon that throne. Do you ask to

certainly does lend colour to the idea that the body spoken night who it is ? It is the very same one that hushed the

of refers to this body in which the things were done, but if storm on the Galilean lake ; the very same one that spoke

we read it without the italics, it is that we may receive in peace to the woman of the city ; the very same One that

body, according to that we have done, the result of our lives bound the bleeding heart and wiped the tear-dimmed eye ;

here. Now, where do we get that body, and when ? It is the very same one that lived a life of sinlessness on earth ,

the body received when the voice of the archangel calls us and died a shameful death, and that has passed into the

forth ; the body with which we rise, like unto His glorious presence of God . It is that One who shall occupy that

body ; that is the body in which we shall be with Him , and throne of Rev. xx ., and we shall recognise Him again ;

in which we shall reign with Him . methinks we shall see the nail prints in His hands and the

Then, again, having been brought before this judgment scars on His brow. We shall be reminded that the Judge

seat of Christ. I understand that it will deal with the who occupies that throne is the one who once bled and died

things done in my body here, whilst then I am in my for guilty men.

glorified body ; and it is according to what I have done Let me ask you to observe again that you have notonlya
whether good orbad. I am not going to enter here into the throne, but that you have books, and letmeadd that there is

question of whether all the things I have ever done, or said , all thedifference in the world between the books and the

or thought, will be brought up individually, but I suppose Book. If your name is written in the Book there will be

we maylook upon it as the word Bema implies, not as a nothing against you in the books. Godnot only keeps His
criminal judgment-seat, but as a seat upon which the balance, but remember that God keeps His books. It would

Judge sat to give laurel crowns, as in John v. 24, to seem to me that there are two kinds of evidences produced

those who had gained prizes in the Grecian games against the persons that stand before the throne - the

of old. It is like the schoolmaster who gives the boys evidence is both positive and negative - mark they were

their prizes, the result of his having summed up all the judged according to what was written in the books.

good and all the bad marks ; it does not follow that he But notice, I not only spoke of books, but also of persons .

necessarily tells out the number of good and of bad marks, Who are they ? Rev. xxi. 8 tells us. It not only tells who

but he says to the boy, “ There is your prize, the result of what they are, but it describes the characteristics that they

you have done this quarter.” Well, I believe that is what possess. Observe what opens the list : the cowardly and the

Christ will do at that judgment-seat. He puts us all into unbelieving — men whoare not prepared in these days to

our proper class for this purpose, in order that we may take sides with Jesus Christ — will be amongst the terrible

conduce to the greatest possible extent to His glory, when number described there. We sometimes look upon unbelief

He comes down as in 2 Thess. ii ., to strike the earth with the as a sort of disease or affliction . God never looks upon it

brightness of His presence. in that light. I have sometimes said that unbelief in a man

The practical lesson from all this is that whilst we are of the world is bad enough, but unbelief in a child ofGod

notsaved by our works, we are to be judged by our works; is positively awful. Notice itis not merely people whohave

whilst our condition is determined by grace, our position is lived reckless and shameful lives that stand at that Great

to be determined by our works. " What manner of persons White Throne, but it is also people who perhaps have been

ought ye to be in all holy conversation and godliness ? ' trained up religiously, brought up piously, led by their

(2 Peter iii . 11. ) parents, perhaps, in the right way,and yet have refused to

believe the record that God hath given concerning His

Son.

The Great White Throne. Where did they come from ? Did you notice that expres

sion that I sought to emphasize in reading from Rev. xx . ,

BY MR. CHARLES INGLIS. “ And the sea gave up the dead which were in it " ? We some

EFORE seeking to speak on this momentous subject, as timeslook upon death as a very solemn thing, and so it is,

God may help me, let me remind you that we have but there is something far more solemn than that to my

something like two hundred and sixty chapters in the New
mind . What is it ? I answer that there is to be a resurrec

Testament, and that in these chapters we have sone three
tion.

hundred and eighteen references to the coming of the Lord But remember this passage speaks too of judgment.

Jesus Christ. Hence, dear friends, I think we learn that the
There are four thoughts about judgment; the first is the

Holy Ghost gives a great deal of prominence to that truth individuality of it. Rev. xx. 13, " And they were judged every

upon which we have been meditating during the happy man according to his works ; ” every man, not in batches, not

meetings that we have had. It seems to me that there is no in groups, not by hundreds, but every man shall be judged

subject which stirs one's heart, and that proves such an according to his works. And there is something more about

incentive in work in the Gospel among the unsaved, like judgment, and that is its certainty. Let me give you a verse

this glorious hope of the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ in to prove that. Rom . ii. 2, “ We are sure that the judgment

the clouds of Heaven . of God is according to truth against them who commit such

I have often thought that in Matt. xxv. we have three
things. " Again, remember the righteousness of it. Rom . ii. 6,

phases of the coming referred to. In the sixth verse He “ Who will render to every man according to his deeds."

comes as the Bridegroom to receive, in the nineteenth verse Yes, it will be a righteous judgment. His judgment is

He comes as the Master to reckon with His servants, and in righteous. Please note also the duration of it, thesentence

the thirty -first verse He comes as the Son of Man to judge.
is for ever.

B
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COMMUNION ADDRESSES.

Showing the Lord 's Death .
Br REV. J. ELDER CUMMING , D . D .

racteristic mark . there is no Church of Christ. Individual

saved souls there may be, severed and isolated , one here, and

one there, as the thief on the cross who went right from his

agony to be welcomed in the realms of glory , and as others who

have been saved, and yet have never known the blessedness

of the outward sacraments, while knowing the blessedness of

the love of Christ. Yet, while this is true, as a general rulo

" As often as yeeat this bread, and drink this cup, je do show the Lord's the distinctive mark is the Supper table, which is found

death till Be come ” (I Cor. xi. 26 ) .
everywhere, and in all ages in the Church of Christ - it is a

MHESE are very familiar words. Wehave heard them in link in thought as well as a link in time.

1 connection with every dispensation of this blessed But, further, is it not likewise a link in preparationla

ordinance we have ever been present at. They are in the channel cut as it were through which the spiritual life of the

memories of every one of us here. They were not spoken by Church has been flowing from the beginning until now . For

the Lord Himself,but added by the Holy Ghost when Hewas which of us cannot say that at this table of communion we
pleased through St. Paul to deliver that message to us. have known some of the most solemn and blessed moments in
Suffer me to draw your attention to two thoughts which they our spiritual life ? It is not by any means the only channel

suggest to us. of blessing, but it is a very blessed channel of grace. Which
First of all we have here the showing forth of the Lord ' s of the people of Christ cannot say, There, likeMoses, I have

death . “ Ye do show the Lord 's death ." It is theword used for seen God face to face ? Which of the Lord 's people cannot say,

preaching ; the common word which is employed to denote Here I have seen Him for myself, and know tbat this is indeed

the public proclamation of the Gospel. But here it refers, not the Christ, the Saviour of the world ? Oh, what blessed

to preaching by word , but preaching by sign or picture. We moments believers have had as they handled these dear

are asked this day to behold as in a glass the sufferings of the memorials of His body and His blood . But we need not speak

Lord Jesus Christ. ' And is it not so ? We take the bread more of this blessed moment-- may it be indeed the experi.

at the holy table of communion, and what a story is implied ence ofmany of usas we sitaround His table to -day .

in it. What preparation there has been beforehand in it. Yes, Communicants ! it is a link - a link of gold -- -nay

Do you forget whence the bread came ? Do you remember better than that, a link of love, first between the cry of the

the seed which was first cast into the earth ,and there in garden , “ My soul is exceeding sorrowful even unto Death ,

darkness had to die ? And as it began to live again , the and the silver trumpet of the coming jubilee ; next, it is a

light and sunshine must come down and mingle with thedust link between the present silent attitude of the waiting Lord

and clods of the valley, and thus the corn began to spring . and each of His followers here ; and then, once more, a link
You remember how the heatand sunshine and rain and eartb between each of us who sit so close, who touch each other to

must combine before the corn is ready. And as that bread corn day not in the thrall of bodily nearness only, but in the Faith ,

ripens, it must be cut. There must be death. And again the Charity , the Hope which burn within ! Do we not see

it must be beaten , and crushed , and ground into powder, already here a picture of what we shall be in the realms of

for thus passing through death it becomes bread . And then glory 1 Gathered , as we are to -day, from every Church and

once again that bread itself must be broken by the hand of every name ; gathered from over land and the sea ; gathered

Jesus, solemnly broken before God, and by His own hand | in Shibboleth and in Sibboleth ; gathered from Ephraim and
given to His disciples, ere it could become “ the bread which from Judah, yet who can tell the difference ? or who can say

webreak . " that there is any, save that some are furthar from , and some
Nor can we forget, fellow communicants, the companion nearer to, the Master ? For we are all showing forth the

picture we have in the wine. The vine must wave its Lord's death, and it is " till He come.”
branches on the sunny slopes of Palestine, already sugges
tive of Him who said “ I am the true vine." Then the
suckers of the vine must mingle down in darkness with the

common things of earth before the grapes are ready. Then

these grapes are plucked from the vine, cast into the wine

vat, crushed ,' trodden under foot, and thus pass through BY REV. E . W .MOORE.
death ere the wine could be taken in the Lord 's own hand, and

given to His disciples. “ This is Myblood of the New Testa TN the sixth chapter of the Gospel according to St.

ment, shed for many for the remission of sins." 1 John we read at the thirty - fifth verse these words :

This picture is before us as in these two elements ; a
“ Jesus saith unto them , I am the Bread of Life.” What

picture of heaven and earth , of air and dust, of sunlightand
grandeur there is in these wonderful words, “ I am the

darkness, of God and man made one, broken in death , that
Bread of Life." Could any but the God -Man use these

He might give Himself for us — 50 “ ye do show the Lord 's
words I Am without presumption and without blasphemy ?

death. " “ I Am , " it takes us back to the early age when Moses asked

But the second thought suggested to us by the Supper ' is God ,Whom shall I say sentme ? The answer was, I AM THAT

that of a link between Calvary and the glory : “ till He
I AM . I AM hath sentme unto you . The incommunicable

come.” It is then a link in time. For one end of it is fastened ,
name Jehovah ; and it is the self -existent One who now

as it were, on the cross of Jesus, and the other on the throne
stands in the midst of that hungry multitude who sought

ofthe glory. The first link of the chain is coupled to Calvary,
Him because of the miracle Hehad wrought, who telle them ,

and the last to tbe blessed morning of that day of light when
“ Labour not for the meat that perisheth," and who reveals

Jesus shall come as the Light of the World. There is only
Himself to them when He says, “ I am the Bread of Life.”

one thing that was at the beginning , and sball be at the end , Observe the exclusiveness in this statement: “ I am TIE

that was at the Alpha, and shall be at the Omega ; that
Bread of Life .” Then there is no other, and these substitutes

was at the Incarnation , and shall be at the great Epiphany : for this Bread which men seek after are worthless and vain ,

it is the Supper table, our Communion feast, our blessed
husks, ashes, emptiness - Christ alone can feed the soul.

memorialmeal. It is the link which unites in time the
“ I am the Bread of Life : " these symbols at best but

Cross with the Crown of Jesus.
faintly show forth the great Original. Let then every heart

But again , it is not merely a link in time, but also a link in be rising to Him , asking Him to interpret to us more clearly

thought. For after all the one is implied in the other. Of and more fully the meaning of His own words, “ I am the

Jesus Christ it is pre-eminently true. “ No crom , no crown "
| Bread of Life," of which these memorials are but a faint type

at least , no such crown as our blessed Master shall wear
and shadow .

as Redeemer ; no crown of ransomed souls saved by His
“ I am the Bread of Life : " we have had set before us

blood . And as with Christ , so with the Church . Without
| suggestive thoughts on this point, but let us dwell on these

the cross there would be no Church , and without the Church familar symbols again . It is heavenly bread indeed to us who

there would be no crown - no such mediatorial crown as that
have believed in Him . “ My flesh is meat indeed , and My

which the Lord shall wear when He comes in that day . And
blood is drink indeed .”

as with the Church, 'so also with the Communion -table : Let us consider. What was the origin of this bread ? My

without the Communion -table, as a general rule and cha beloved brother has to some extent anticipated some few

The Bread of Life.
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with us.

remarks I would have made at this point. But let us with ourselves. And if we do thoroughly and indeed feed

remember whence it comes. Christ said : “ I am the living on the Lord Jesus Christ, we are by faith made one with

Bread which came down from heaven . " Note the pathway Him . In this blessed ' ordinance He instituted, He

of descent. The great Corn -seed whence heaven's granaries
draws very near . Let us never forget this oneness with

are full fell into the world , was trodden under foot, despised Him , and the result is we dwell with Him , ' and He dwells

and rejected of men . And He fell lower, lower still , till on Oh ! blessed oneness, for which He prays, in which

Calvary, that ancient threshing.floor, that mount on which He delights, oneness with the glorious purposes of God ,

Ornan had threshed wheat, where the temple of God was eating the flesh and drinking the blood of the Lord Jesus

built, and near which the foundations of the true temple were Christ, webecomeone with Him . Are you conscious of this

laid in the threshing of the Divine Corn of wheat. There He oneness with Jesus ? Oneness in the sense your lives are one,

was threshed, and bruised , and died , and fell into the ground, your purposes one, your will one with the “ acceptable will

and was buried . There, too, He sprang into life, rising from of God .” Is it the fact that all through your life there runs

the dead, that He might bring many sons to glory. Such harmony, so that you understand the meaning of the

was the original of the bread we eat.
Psalmist when he says, Unite my heart to fear Thy name. "

Observe, too,briefly the process through which this bread has The will, the understanding, the mind united into nearness

passed. Bread corn is eifted, the chat separated from the with Him . It is written, “ In that day shall be one Lord,

wheat. How the great Original was sifted and tried in the and His name one." Oh, blessed antitype of the millennial

days of His humiliation on earth ; yet the gates ofhell could day when He shall come ! Oh, blessed foretaste of His

not prevailagainst Him , for in Him was no chaff, in Him alone millennial reign ! Oh, blessed assurance concerning this

pure wheat. Not only He did no sin , but He knew no sin, in time, of which we have spoken in this Conference, when He

Him was no sin. And thus was Hebruised , for breaid corn shall come to reign, and within our borders shall be

is bruised ; it pleased the Lord to bruise Him , to put Him to abundance of peace ! Now He is within our borders filling us

grief, when His soul was made an offering for sin . Then with peace and joy and love through Himself. Do we know

there is the action of fire : bread must pass through the this oneness, this result of feeding on Christ ?

fire , and “ the offerings of the Lord are made by fire .! Now how do we thus feed on Christ ? The manner of

So the tire of the wrath of God fell upon Him as He offered reception -how is it ? Themanner is by faith. We know

Himself as the Bread of Life. it isby faith. We feed on Him ; even as by faith we first

And, had we time, we might speak of the properties of came to Him in the days of His rejection. When Hespoke

this bread, and show how the synıbols used are feeble and these wonderful words, the unbelieving Jews said , “ How

inadequate to set forth His excellency. Bread itself we can this Man give us His flesh to eat ? ” Our blessed Lord

regard as a necessary of, life ; it is the staff of life among told them that unless they eat His flesh and drank His

all nations ; to cut it off is to destroy life. And if you and blood they had no life in them, while those who did so eat

I eat not this Bread of Life, then we die . “ Except ye eat and drank became truly one with Him , dwelling in Him and

the flesh of the Son of Man, and drink His blood , ye have no He in them . Do we indeed truly know what it is to have

life in you."
our bodies made like His body, our souls washed with His

Then, again , consider how this bread is the universal food precious blood ? Then we must crucify ourselves, taking the

of man . The whole race of mankind is sustained by bread place of littlechildren and receiving Him into our heart by

in one form or another ; in wheat, or Indian corn , or kindred faith. He will dwell in us by faith. In no other way but

grain, such as rice, or some other of the same family of grain. by faith can the door be opened and the King come in and

Thus the whole race of man is sustained by it. And so we abide with us . May we bid Him welcome in our deepest

are reminded the whole living Christian race, the whole need , for He will satisfy the depths of our inmost soul. So

family of God, the whole real, true, living family of God, are shall we hear His voice : “ He that eateth My flesh and

sustained by this Bread of Life . That one body - all its drinketh My blood dwelleth in Me and I in him. "

members-have all partaken of the one Bread. And as our

testimony here to-day is that the Church of Christ is one, we

trace her life to the one blessed Source of life. Though
Unsearchable Riches.

outward things separate us, nothing can really separate " According to the riches of His glory." ( Eph . ili . 16. )

those whose life is one.
66

For one life pervades the whole H ! riches of His glory ! " The King of glory reigns ;

mystical body of Christ : in this unity to Him , and link to

Him , we find unity one with the other. Blessed be God for remains. Col. i . 27 .

this unity of soul - not outward uniformity, but inward unity Andwe beheld His glory. The Word with us did dwell,

of life , testified to by the fact that to -day, in company, we The brightness of His glory is Christ Emmanuel.

eat the same bread and drink the same cup .

And this bread never clogs : we eat bread day by day. Of
AndHe hath raised and quickened, and made us sit with

Him,

other forms of food we grow weary : we never weary of bread.

Day after day we ask ourFather to “ give us this day ourdaily In Christ, in heavenly places where shadows cannot dim ;

bread .” And so of Christ ; when really living on Him and
That He may show His riches and His exceeding grace,

feeding on Him we never tire. Christ never clogs. New
That He may show His kindness toward the fallen race.

ness of life is found only in Jesus. Hence the sense of fresh That, so with eyes enlightened , we may perceiveat length

ness and newness in hearing of Him and feeding on Him.

No truly spiritual soul ever wearies of Jesus. He alone is The riches of Elis glory, the greatness of His strength .

ever new ; " The Ancient of Days,” yet ever new . Hence the Then shall we know Hispowerto usward who believe

appetite and hunger for the truth is as if we had never The hope of His high calling, the kingdom we receive.

eaten before of this heavenly Bread.

Much more might be said of the great Antitype, but
" The riches of His glory ! " Oh, riches vast indeed !

“ The riches of His glory ” supplying all our need .

enough ; and now let me draw attention to the great purpose
Phil. iv. 29.

for which bread is given. Observe “ bread " appeals to the The wealth that hath no ending, the light that goes notdown,

region of want. Bread is food . Bread is given to those who
“ The glory that excelleth ,” the guerdon and the crown,

hunger. This strikes at the root of the mere notional idea

of religion which is contained in the statement of intellectual Oh, depth , oh, depth of riches ! Unsearchable His ways !

assent, of the sensational idea contained in merely emotional
Rom . xi . 23.

appeals, and of the sacerdotalism which makes religion His wisdom and His knowledge exceed our human praise.

dependent on ordinance, forms, and ceremonies. Bread is
To Him alone be glory. ForHe alone can give,

to be eaten every day ; wemust live on it. And so Christ
He only can enrich us, by Him alone we live,

has said we must eat His flesh and drink His blood . We
Make known, O Christ, Thy riches, that we may witness

must become one with Him and He with us.
then ,

And herein are deep and great things ; what are the Thy fulness, Thy perfection , Thy wondrous love to men

results of this reception of bread ? What are the results of (The riches of Thy goodness,the riches of Thy grace ,

the reception of Christ ? The first is oneness. The bread The riches of Thy glory), and see Thee face to face.

we eat passes into our physical being, and is assimilated ELEANOR GRANT.

Eph. ii. 6.

Eph. i. 18.
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MILDMAY PROPHETIC CONFERENCE .
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON MEETING

TUESDAY AFTERNOON MEETING.

The Coming of the Lord:

" Look up .

An Incentive to Missionary Zeal.

N Wednesday afternoon the large hall was well filled by

missionary zeal supplied by the hope of the coming of the

Lord .

DIr. J. Herbert Tritton, who presided , laid special emphasis

in his opening remarks on the oneness of believers, as taught in

our Lord's words in John xvii . 21-23 .

I“

T

The Coming of the Messiah as Predicted in the

Old Testament.

THE
HE Chairman, Rev. E. N. Thwaites , in the course of an

interesting address, called attention to the general sub

ject of the coming of the Lord, taking as his motto,

and lift up your heads , for your redemption draweth nigh .”

He traced the stream of prediction from Enoch , the seventh

from Adam , right on through prophets , apostles , and the Lord

Himself , who closes the whole canon of Scripture with these

words, " Surely, I come quickly," · While the past and present

history of the Church is glorious, the future is still more

glorious.

" That ye may walk honestly toward them that are without ,

and that ye may have lack of nothing. But I would not have

you to be ignorant , brethren , concerning them which are asleep ,

that ye sorrow not, even as others which have no hope. For if

we believe that Jesus died and rose again , even so them also

which sleep in Jesus will God bring with Him . For this we

say unto you by the Word of the Lord , that we which are alive

and remain unto the coming of the Lord shall not prevent them

which are asleep . For the Lord Himself shall descend from

Heaven with a shout, with the voice of an archangel, and with

the trump of God : and the dead in Christ shall rise first."

The results of the coming of the Lord Jesus, so far as they

concern the Church, he indicated as redemption completed ;

sleeping saints raised ; living saints changed and caught up to

meet the Lord in the air; and both together received unto the

Lord Himself. Anotherresult will be power delegated to the

saints, and also the distribution of rewards to His servants.

As to how the Lord is coming : He is coming in the clouds ;

and coming with a shout ; and comingsuddenly.

Rev. Charles Graham gave the next address, which we hope

to give in full in a week or two.

The Throne of David.

By Rev. JOHN WILKINSON .

NHERE are two advents spoken of in the Old Testament,

The Lord's Parting Charge.

By Rev. GILBERT KARNEY, M.A.

T

not expect the conversion of the world before the Lord

comes , bind yourselves to missionary enterprise ? Surely it is

we who look for the conversion of the world ere He comes

who may be expected to give ourselves to that work." It may

be sufficient to reply that as a matter of fact the men who

have this blessed hope are distinguished for vigour and energy

in the missionary enterprise. For example ,whon reading Mr.

Grattan Guinness's Approaching End of the Age I found at

the close an account of the work of the East London Institute

for training young missionaries.

But now for three or four reasons .

1. Those who believe that the coming of the Lord may take

place at any time are stimulated on that account by the

remembrance of His parting charge, “ Ye shall be witnesses

unto Me to the uttermost parts of the earth ” (Acts i .

6) . And all themore when we observe the link in the following

verses between His ascension and His return .

2. Wesee, in reading our Bible , a marvellous link between

the approach of the Lord's advent and the awakening of fresh

missionary zeal . In the Old and New Testaments we find

three things constantly brought together ; (a) overflowing

ungodliness : (b) an effusion of a missionary spirit upon the

faithful Church ; and (c) the personal coming of the Lord Jesus

Christ.

3. In doing the Master's work weare preparing the wayfor

His coming. ( See Psa. lxviii . 4 , Rev. Ver. ) We recognise that

making up the number of His elect is hastening His coming,

and to that end we labour, I would suggest you read the old

Testament version of Matt . xxiv., I refer to Isa, xxiv ., and find

this view of the subject wonderfully brought out.

4. One more reason, the providential openings for the

Cospol. There have been many remarkable phenomena in

these days. In many ways the world went on pretty much in

the same way from the time of Abraham to the reign of

George III. In those days you could not travel farther than a

horse could carry you, and you could have done the same in

Abraham's time. Nowwe have an entirely new state of things,

in rapid and continuous locomotion to all parts of the earth ,

facilitating greatly the carrying of the Gospel. Just as special

preparation seemed to prepare the way for the Lord's first

coming, and again for the Reformation (as Americadiscovered,

printing invented, and the revivalof learning, all within seventy

years so it now, providentially theway is being prepared.

Surely , then, we are stirred to redouble our energy and zoal.

The King is coming, He is soon coming, and we cannot do

better, in these days of perilous conflict, than keep our eyes on

the old apostolic object of interest. Nationally, politically,

ecclesiastically, commercially, socially, we see enough to break

one's heart. Hath Godforgotten to be gracious ? Nay, and He

will soon manifest it . Letus be doing the Master's work, and

remembering England is onlya part of the world He claims,

and you and I must claim for Him , His way mustbe prepared

by spiritual men going forth on fire with love to Christ, to tell

their fellow-sinners of His grace,

The Purpose of God.

BY REY. J. GELSON GREGSON.

W ,

differing as to place and circumstances. In Micah v. we

read of one to take place wben He is born a Babe at Bethlehem ;

in Dan. vii . we read of Him coming as the Son of Man in the

clouds of Heaven . Two distinctly differing advents. We

have indeed two advents, two natures , and two aspects of His

mission. Suffering and reigning, the two aspects of His work ;

Divine and human , the two aspects of His nature ; born a Babe

in Bethlehem, and coming as the Son of Man in the clouds ,

His two advents. To a Jow these appear so contradictory that

t seems to him there must be two Messiahs, or one Messiah

coming twice . The Jewsexpect Fim to reign on the runo

of His father David, and some Christians reply, “ You are

carnal;” but to destroy the faith of a Jew in this promise of

God is to destroy his faith in God.

Nowwe havea fourfold photograph of the Lord Jesus Christ

ander the figure of the Branch ,corresponding to the fourfold

aspect of His life given in the four Gospels,

Matthew sets Him forth as the Son of David , and in

Jer. xxiii, 5 we read, “ I will raise unto David a righteous
Branch ,"

Mark sets Him forth as a servant, and in Zech , iii . 8 God

promises, “ I will bring forth My Servant the Branch."

Luke sets Him forth as the son of Man , and in Zech . vi . 12
God

says, “ Behold the Man whose name is The Branch . "

In John's Gospel we have the Divine aspect of Him who was

with God and who was God ; and in Isa. vi. 2 we are told “ the

Branch of Jehovah shall be beautiful and glorious.".

Now we are told He is to sit on the throne of His father

David. Many want to spiritualize this, butitcannotbe done.

David's throne is not in the heavens, for David himself is not

there (Acts ii. 34 ). David's throne is not in my heart . No

twisting of the words could ever truly make Christ reigning in

myheart fulfil the solemn words of Jehovah in Psa. Ixxxix ., " I

will not lie unto David, His seed shall endure for ever , and His

throne as the sun before Me." The Lord Jesus is to occupy

David's throne,He has never occupied it yet, and He is coming

to occupy it for ever.

A very interesting exposition followed , tracing out the

remarkable genealogical chain, established by the marriage of

Mary and Joseph,giving to Jesus, as a man, the direct

succession to David's throne. For this we cannot find space . It

will, however, be found in full in the official report, shortly to

be issuedby Megsrs, John F. Shaw & Co.

old orthodox notion that, by the presentinstrumentality,

India would be converted to Christ--that the long seed -sowi ng

would be followed by a glorious harvest. I was led, howev er,

to see that the LordHimself speakswith a certain convicti on

as to the condition of the world at His return , “ As it was in
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Mr. Hammond at Richmond.

'HEsuccessful inaugural services at Rev. Evan Hopkins'

Mission Hall, New Richmond, were followed by crowded

gatherings of children and adults during the week. The

interest appeared to deepen with the increased attendance .

Mr. Hammond was greatly assisted by Mr. Spiers and other

workers , who vigorously circulated notices, leaflets , tickets , &c ,

at the meetings and in the streets . A considerable amount of

blessing amongst both young and old has been made manifest.

Night after night the workers have been cheered by many

genuine cases of conviction and conversion.

Drawing-room meetings formed a most striking and success.

ful feature of Mr. Hammond's work in this town. These were

attended by large numbers of children and persons occupying

& high social position in Richmond and neighbourhood. Many

of these came from a considerable distance in order to be

present. The workers report these meetings as seasons of much

refreshing; moreover, precious souls were won for Jesus and

started the heavenly race . At the Tuesday drawing- room

meetiog it is believed every unconverted person present,

without exception , decided to follow Jesus .

The afternoon meetings at the College Hall were also very

well attended and proved fruitful in spiritual results . The

Wednesday service in this place was especially interesting, as

Mr. Hammond's message on this occasion was peculiarly

solemn and very excisive .

At the after meeting the writer noticed a lady conversing with

Mr. Hammond, and weeping sorrowfully, not for herself, how .

ever, but for her husband, who will not believe, Jesus had safely

folded herself and four little ones, and now how eagerly does

her heart yearn over the erring loved one still “ outside the

ark ” ! We trust it may be said ofher, “ The Lord granted her

request." As opposed to this case of intense solicitude there

have been many in which pride, self-will, and unbelief have

been painfully evident . The Gospel plough has verily turned

up much stubble. More than one have expressed their ideas of

conversion and a new life in the words, “ We must do as well as

we can." While these of riper years were halting between

two opinions, many little ones of all ages pressed into the

kingdom .

The sweet hymns from Gems of Praise have also been

a means of blessing to many, and are rapidly becoming general

favourites, through the efforts of Mrs. Hopkins and hervolun.

teer choir .

WILLIAM Dixon.

Answer to Bible Acrostic for the Little Ones.

No. VI.

“ Blessed are the Merciful."

Benjamin

L aban

E lim

Samuel

Solomon

E noch

Daniel

Num . ii . 22

Gen. xxviii. 5

Exod . xv . 27

1 Sam . xvi. 13

1 Kings iv , 30

Gen, v. 24

Dan , vi. 10.

.Å braham

Rahab

E n-dor

Timothy

.

H agan

.

the days of Noah " -days of unbelief ; " as it was in the days

of Lot ” -days of sensuality, “ 50 shall the coming of the Son

of Man be." So the whole course of my thoughts was turned ;

and, after careful study, I was led to see that the Church of

the living Christ shouldbe going forth as a vast army , battalion

after battalion , witnessing to one God , saluting one flag, and

standing shoulder to shoulder against the common foe . Look.

ing at the work of God , we want implicit trust , not in our

wisdom , but in His ; believing His way is the right way,that

His plans cannot be impeded or changed by huuian devices ;

and that our duty as Christian soldiers is but to obey-to toil ,

to march, and if need be to die, for the purpose of doing our

duty. There can be no such thing as a mistake in the Divine

plans ; we may misapprehend , but they must be right. His

purpose, so far as the Word reveals it, is to call out a Bride

for His Son, and in the fulness of time His Son , our Saviour,

shall come to claim His Bride , and establish a kingdom which

can never be moved . Meanwhilo He has given us charge to

wituess for Him .

Looking at the present condition of missions, we must

freely and frankly admit that much is being done . It is not a

light thing to have the Word of God translated into most of the

dialects of India, so that all may readin their own tongue.

Much has been done , we recognise that ; and instead of our

looking for the blessed hope damping our missionary zeal it

gives to our work a practical aspect, which lifts it to a purer

and bolder and higher level of intense loyalty to the Master

and sympathy with His brethren . Instead, therefore , of lower

ing our position, it elevates it ; instead of weakening our arms ,

it instils fresh power ; instead of paralyzing our efforts, it makes

us look to God for wisdom to do rightly and well what He

purposes should be done . I speak of India because I know it ,

and the principle applies to other fields as well ; and

I say that the blessed hope rightly understood proves a

spiritual force to quicken and awaken missionary centres

and circles with intenser enthusiasm for missions. Surely

it should stir enthusiasm-and statistics to show how the

world may be converted in so many years cannot do that,

to know we are called in the Divine strength and energy to go

forth in union with Christ to testify to His purpose and plan

wrought in the redemption of mankind and to be manifested

in His coming kingdom . We are called , I believe , to break

up the present system, to turn our schoolmasters into evan

gelists, to turn over the native churches to the native

believers, trusting them with God, and to go forth, from place

to place, bearing testimony to Christ as those who have

received powerfrom on high. What is wanted in India is

Christly lives. The power of heathenism will become weak and

effete before the Divine power and strength of Christly lives.

If India is to be evangelized in the power of the Lord, and if

Divine purposes are to be fulfilled by us, it is time we awoke to

our responsibility and banded ourselvestogether to go forth to

the mission field in the power of the Holy Ghost witnessing for

Christ.

,

or

THE usual monthly meeting of workers and friends took

as the speaker, but unfortunately illness prevented him being

present. He telegraphed at the last moment his inability to

be with us .

Our warm supporter, Mr.T. A. Denny, kindly consented to

fill the vacant place. He read a most interesting andcheering

letter, just received by one of the workers from a Swedish sailor

at Pickwick, Minnesota, U.S.A. The following is an extract

from it : - “ I am now pastor ofa church here. I cannot keep

my tears from flowing when I think of the first time I entered

the ' Strangers' Rest' and was persuaded by Mrs. Isaacs to

come into the meeting, where the Lord found me. If the

Strangers ' Rest ' had done no more than rescue a great and

awful sinner such as I was, a great work has been done. But I

know well that many more soldiers of the cross have gone out

from thence ."

A season was thenspent in prayer, and afterwards Mr. Denny

gave a most interesting account ofhis recent trip to America ,

referring to his visit to Messrs. Moody and Sankey, and specially

to the great blessing attending the mission of Rev. Hay Aitken

among business men in New York .

Several friends and workers gave encouraging details of the

work among the sailors .

The subject of the Free Night Shelter for homeless men was

again introduced and strongly advocated by Mr.Denny. It is

quite hoped that the resultof the meeting will be the opening

of one at an early date .

After further waiting upon God , the happy meeting was

brought to a close.

.

James ii . 23

• Josh. ii . 4

1 Sam . xxvü , 7

2 Tim. iü. 15

Gen. xvi. 6

1 Sam , iii, 13

Gen. v. 27

Isa . Xxxvii. 38

2 Sam , xii, 27

2 Sam , xviii. 31

2 Sam . ii , 10

Luke xv . 14

2 Sam . vi. 6

Josh . xxi, 41

E. HUME.

E li

M ethuselah

E sar -Haddon

R abbah

O ushi

Ish -bosheth

F amine

Uzzah

L evi

St. Leonards.

Mr. John Shrimpton's Letter to Lads. - The author

is now prepared to circulate this letter (gratis ), and will be

pleased to forward as many as can be wisely distributed among

youths engaged in business ; it is not suitable for schoolboys,

being particularly addressed to those at work. Applications to

be addressed to Mr. John Shrimpton , 38, Lincoln's Inn Fields,

London,
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Sam's Long Battle.

In ,

IN

number of painfully striking cases fromthe recentdinner

to " out of work " lads. We select one which will, we trust,

stir deeply manyhearts on behalf of these friendless,homeless,

and forgotten waifs of the great city.

For eleven years,according to his account, Samuel Brown

had earned his bread by " odd jobbing ; ” and hewas now only

seventeen , Eleven years of hand - to -mouth life - beginning

the struggle at six ! Sam's physique showed traces of it all ;

but in precocity and “ smartness " and "business ability" he

was notdeficient. He was a genuine development of the nine

teenth century street-boy, and had the stamp of the age's hurry

in his every feature. Sam talked in laconios ; he had not many

words to waste . “ Father's dead . So's mother ; died in the

infirmary seven years since. She used to hawk things. I've

kep' myself ever since , How ? By odd jobs : that's how Ikep'

myself ;all sortsof things. Never was in trouble and don't mean

to be. Yes : I've often slep' out, when I hadn't doss money . I

stop most times at a lodging-house in Holborn. Hain't no

friends as is anygood to me. I've & uncle in Drury Lane; but

he's crippled and lives by boot-cleaning. I never had a sitiva

tion of any kind, 'cept odd jobs. I'll do my best if you let me

in," I did let him in , and I trust his hitherto vagrant forces

will be henceforth usedon the side of society. In him , so far as

one can judge, are all the makings of a successful working

for 'me, his poor andhumble servant, I have nothing to fear.'

And I was correct. More than thirty thousand converts from

Romanism since that time testify to the truth of my assertion .

Some friends have told me to -day, “ You oughtto give up the

combat; do not publish your books . Rome is determined to

destroy you. Youare penniless. How can you continue such

an expensive work ? "

I answer again , so long as I know that there is a God above

me to tell me, “ Fear not !" and that there are millions of

Christians in Great Britain , Canada, the United States, and

Australia praying for the coming of the Kingdom ofRighteous.

ness, and for the glorious work of enlightening the nations as

to the nature and workings of Popery, and that His old servant

may be enabled to make many turn from the errors of Popery,

I shall never fear. They will give a fallen crumb from their

tables to cheer me, and help me to have strength for the

conflict. Therefore I cannot, I will not, give up an inch ofthe

ground we have gained on this glorious battle- field . I will work,

pray, and fight till I hear the noise of the crumbling walls of

Romanism falling down everywhere ! I will fight till the

Captain ofour salvation gives us a complete victory !

The millions of Christians everywhere, and the dear co.

soldiers in Great Britain who knowand love me, and whom I

know and love there, have but to move a finger to repair all our

losses, heal all our wounds , and confound the enemy. And

there is not one in their midst who will allow the work to fail

ofits purpose , or suffer their aged servant and co -labourer to

fall underhis burden , without making some effort to rescue and

save him . Truly yours in Christ,

O. OHINIQUY.

P.S. - In the name of our common Saviour, I ask the

Christian pross of Groat Britain to reproduce this letter. Let

my brethren pray our merciful God to deliver me from this

burning fiery furnace of tribulations and misery, as He saved

Daniel in the days of old.

St. Anne, Kankakee Co. Ills., February 18th.

man ,

HAAT aged servant of Christ, Pastor Chiniquy, writes as

in the nightbetween last Saturday and Sunday, by setting fire

and destroying with her incendiary toroh all the electrotype

plates of my book, The Priest, the woman, and the Confessional,

with a large number of volumes of the twenty -seventh edition

ready to be sentto different places, I was tobegin the twenty

eighth edition of that work this week, when this ]new calamity

struck me ; for, though there was some little insurance, you

know how tardy theseinsurance matters are of settlement, and

seldom cover half the losses of such disasters .

This new calamity , coming so soon after the other, does

finish my ruin ; for the help which a few kind friends in

England and America sent me had been employed, to the last

cent, in trying to raise my volume, Fifty Years in the Church

of Rome, from its fiery grave. More than four hundred and

fifty pages of the book were alreadyin plates, and I had gone

to Chicago on Saturday to revise the proofs, when thatvery

night the entire establishment of my courageous publishers,

Messrs. Craig & Barlow , was burned to the ground, and my

plates of my two books were reducedto ashes. The newspapers

say that “ the fire originated in Messrs. Craig & Barlow's

establishment, but, as there were no fires used for several days,

the origin of the fire is somewhat mysterious.” Yes, the

mysteryof iniquity is atthe bottom of it .

Will I be discouraged by these losses and daily renewed

persecutions ? No ! More than ever I put my trust in our

merciful Heavenly Father. He has promised never to forsake

those who trust in Him . With the prophet of old I say, “ God

is our refuge and strength , a present help in trouble . Therefore

will not we fear, though the earth be removed, and though the

mountains be carried into the midst of the sea ,”

Will I be discouraged by these efforts of the foo to break me

down ? No ! A true Christian soldier is never discouraged by

the surprises ofthe enemy, for his trust is not in himself,but in

the Lord. The Lord strong and mighty, the Lord mighty in

he is the Christian's strength .

When , at the invitation of the Christians of Canada, I went,

some years ago , to attack publicly the Church of Rome, and

battle againsther mighty fortress, several thousand furious

slaves of the Pope were sent many times to demolish the

churches where I spoke. They surrounded me on every side ,

they struckme with sticks and stones. Several timesI was

wounded. And so it has been everywhere that it has pleased

myGod to call me to preach the gospel of His love.

Oneof the prominent ministers of the Gospel asked me if I were

notdiscouraged and frightened whensurrounded by so many

obstacles anddangers, and added, “ Would it not bo wiser and

more prudent to withdraw from such a terrible conflict ? ” I

answered him , “ My dear sir, solong as I know the

above my head, and millionsof Christian brethren are praying

for the triumph of Christ's causeandkingdom evorywhere,and

Work on Bow Common.

А.

MEETING to inauguratethe opening of the first section

of the enlargement of the North -East London Mission

Hall , at Bow Common , was held on Monday, March 8th. After

tea, which was served in a room on the first floor, the friends

adjourned to the hall below, when a most hearty meeting of

praise followed . The hall was quickly filled , and it was

encouraging to hear & like experience was gained the night

before .

None acquainted with this quarter of desolate London will

need be told of the sickening poverty by which these premises

are surrounded , back and front. Walking through this

labyrinth of destitution, a gentleman on his way to the mission

hali said, with emphasis, “ What agency can ever touch this

mass of human misery? "

It was evident the friends here are not intending to rest on

their oars , for more than one new attempt to overtake the

temporal and spiritual dearth are already before them . One of

these is to devote the upper floors to the nightly use of the

hundreds of factory girls , who here are of the poorest and most

degraded of their class.

A sorrowful instance was told in this opening meeting,

ghowing their depravity to be almost complete . But the feeling

was most unanimous that they must not be left to perish where

they are.

By the distribution of coals, provisions, and warm clothing,

and the country Home for sick children , something is being

done to lessen the strain human life is enduring here . But

how much more could be done were sufficient means forth

coming ?

Mrs. F. A. Bevan kindly promises to open & sale of useful

and fancy articles upon the premises 203-205, Devon's Road ,

Bow Common Lane, E. , on Monday, March 29th, at 3 p.m.,

when the presence of friends from & distance would be most

welcome, or help in kind or otherwise would be gratefully

received by the Editor, or may be sent the Superintendent,

Mr. W. Chorley, 2, Marquess Grove , Canonbury, N.

battle ;

Livingstonia Mission.- Dr. Laws , of Livingstonia , will

address meetings, previous to his return to Livingstonia, in the

Conference Hall, Ecoleston Street, S.W. , on March 23rd , and

in the Conferenoe Hall , Mildmay Park, N. , on March 26th, at

7.30 p.m. Dr. GeorgeSmith, secretary of the Free Church of

Scotland's foreign missions,will also speak , and Lord Radstock

and Dr. J. Oswald Dykes will preside respectively .

my God is
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WORK AND WORKERS.

A Noble Example.
Mr. Cook's Gospel Ships.

Relief of Persecuted Jews.

UNDERishtebere dielenweeen vocomo THE

THE Mystery is still at Plymouth ,
THE object of this society is to give

our issue for March. 4th , some labouring among the Lowestoft

account of the munificent gift by the fishermen , now working off that port.
especially in the HolyLand, till increase

Duchess of Grafton of the full cost of & The men are greatly delighted to have
offunds shall give us the means to enable

new mission vessel. We rejoice to know the Gospel services , and stronglyurge them to form themselves into colonies on

her Grace's exampleis stimulating others. Mr. Cook to comeagain speedily . There

For example , a lady in Suffolk having are manyindications of blessing,andsome
their own responsibility. These were

Lord Shaftesbury's own words. Since
heard of the Duchess of Grafton's gift to give evidence of having accepted Christ.

he wrote them the persecution of Jewsthe Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen , Arrangements have been made whereby
has increased in Roumania and in Gor

writes as follows to the director, Bridge the vessel will be able to remain at

many. Numbers have recently been

House, 181, Queen Victoria Street , E.C :
Plymouth& little longer . The captain

“ My heart has been deeply touched with
writes to Mr. Cook : We had a splendid

expelled from the Polish provinces of

Germany for political reasons; hundreds
the need of fresh mission ships being meeting this afternoon with thirty fisher

are now in the East End of London, some
sent to the poor smacksmen, I therefore men, about eight of them Christians; but

make the following conditional offer, viz.
the best of all two of them wept their

earning & scanty livelihood for a bare

pittance as artisans. But the English
I will give fifty pounds if nine others will way to Jesus, and appear truly converted,

give the samesum to complete five hun . They are praying for you to come down,
working classes are becoming jealous of

them, for by industry and thrift they get
dred pounds by the end of the present they want to see you, and hope to have

work when others fail to get it . A refuge
month ." We may add that the cost of a some splendid meetings if the vessel

for Jews must be found elsewhere.

completely equipped mission vessel is a stops here. There are several boats be .
Our little colony in Cyprushave sown

little over £ 2,000 . We should be pleased longing to Lowestoft , the crews willing
their second crop of corn . They have

to receive and forward donations on to help in the work of soul saving.

behalf of this good work. A man from the Samuel Plimsoll took
cattle, goats, and sheep. One hundred

the meeting this afternoon and en
and sixty -eight Roumanian Jews have

settled on land adjoining to them . Soap
joyed it .

The Latymer Road Mission.
The following interesting letter has

making and lime-burning have been

tried with success. At Jerusalem ten
come to hand from one of the fisher

men are in training on land near the

men :-I am sorry we were not here

writes :-Much distress prevails in when you were here : I dare say you
city . We earnestly ask funds that we

the district at the present time, and might be discouraged that not many
may assist these and others in forming

much neod for funds to give some relief saved fishermen were here , but since
small colonies in the Holy Land. There

to the poor sufferers in the shape of you have been gone four Sabbath -keep
is very great distress among the Jews in

Jerusalem at this moment.
food, coals, &c . Just now we are giving ing boats are here. Keep victory ahead,

E. A, FINN, Sec.
free dinners to about sixty poor chil victory is on Israel's side, we shall have

dren four times & week . souls saved in Plymouth yet . God bless
41 , Parliament Street, S.W.

kitchen is open from Tuesday to Friday. you, sir, in the work of souls. I shall never

We have a very large Sunday school, forget the meeting we had last year, that

but, unfortunately, an insufficient staff Sunday night. Let us remember Jesus in

of teachers. Will some kind friends , our ways, and He shall direct all our Mateor & Parker in Minneapolis.

who may be willing to engage in Sunday paths. Keep the ship here for souls .

school teaching, volunteer for the work ? J. B.
These brethren have been greatly

I shall be glad to hear from any of
blessed in their mission at the rapidly

your readers who may be disposed to Evangelistic Mission.
growing city of Minneapolis, about 1,500

help in any way .
'N order to assist the poor in the

INAULAY MACAULAY,
miles west of New York . The meetings

present time ofwidespread distress were held fin a large new church, just
Hon. Sec. at Kilburn , in addition to the usual opened , the attendance being from 600

Latymer Road Mission , Blechynden relief ( in coal, bread, and groceries, to 1,100 nightly. The thermometer was

Street, Notting Hill N. distributed by the visitors in urgent twenty and thirty degrees below zero

instances of need, & soup -kitchen has mostof the fifteen days, but the huge

Shaftesbury Memorial Hall.
been opened at Kilburn Hall for the free buffalo coats and sealskin caps enabled

distribution of soupto women who havo thepeopleto face the lovely, dry, bracing

N Tuesday last a memorial hall to
families, and whoso husbands are unem cold, as they hastened over the hard,

ployed, every Tuesday and Friday morn frozen snow to the meetings: & large num .

used as a district contre for the mission. ing. Large numbers gratefully avail bor of persons decided for Christ,mostly

ary and evangelistic work carried on by themselves of this opportunity to carry adults.

the London City Mission, was opened on a little wholesome food to their almost Perhaps a word about this wonderful

Tuesday in Gossett Street, Gibraltar starving families. The director of the city may be interesting to your readers.

Walk , Bethnal Green . Mr. J. H. Evangelistio Mission will be glad tosend It is not twenty -five years old , has in

Buxton presided and opened the hall, to any houses of business or other insti. creased in population from 60,000 to

after which addresses were delivered by tutions to collect spare or broken 140,000 in fouryears, has an electric mast

Mr. E. H. Pickersgill, M.P., Rovs. R. O. victuals in 'connection with this distri in the centre 250 feet high , supporting

Billing, F. W. Briggs, T. S. Hutchinson,
bation at Kilburn and elsewhere on seven lights, has aflour mill turning out

Josiah Viney, and others. receipt of a postcard addressed to 164 , 7,000 barrels of flour per day, covers

Alexandra Road, St. John's Wood, N.W. sixty-four square miles, has no slums

nor paupers , hasone hundred churches,

Mission Work in the East Eod. Wesleyan Home Mission.-We all active, few Roman Catholics, few

learn (says the Methodist Recorder) that beershops, few police, and few taxes, andR. GEORGE HAMILTON has for

MR.
about fifteen years oarried on a

the oid Loysians have undertaken the increases at the rate of 10,000 peryear.

Whiteoross Street Mission with all its The Sabbath is well kept, the people are
mission at the Hall, 59, Mile End Road .

liabilities . This famous mission has re
Services are held every night allthe year cheerful, strong, and healthy, and the

round and three times on Sundays. A

A

1

i

1

2

cently come into our hands , and at the richest merchants are earnest Christian

Bible -woman and other workors visit the very nick of time the Old Boys of our men. It is on the Mississippi, which is

people in their homes. With the view of
greatpublic school comeforward to work there about the width of the Thames at

it. It is in the midst of the poor in the Hammersmith .
an extension of the work and removal to

larger premises, Mr. Hamilton hasſinvited
very centro of London. It has a very

The Gospel is preached in the open air

Mr. William Forbes, of Holloway, to
successful medical mission, a flourishing in summer, and meetings are held every

assume the joint superintendence of the
costermongers' coffee -house, and all sorts night in most of the churches in winter.

of social and benefit agencies, as well as Messrs. Mateer and Parker are now atmission, and ho has accepted this

position . Mr. Forbes will still be at
a large room for evangelistio work. Some Kewanee , II ., where a remarkable re

parts of the work must be undertaken by vival is now going on .liberty to conduct occasional services
The saloons are

elsewhere.
ladies, but the mothers and sisters of deserted, the churches are full, and hun .

this week to
Lancashire,

the Loyoians will be delighted to co dreds are being saved. The town has not

operate with their sons and brothers. beon so stirred for years.

He goes
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

FOREIGN MISSION NOTES.

Illinois . - Messrs. College and Bag . Tahitian Bible Dictionary.-The

nallare leaving Harley House for service London MissionarySociety has sanctioned
in Illinois. the printing and binding of an edition of

New South Wales . - Mr. Stephen five thousand copies of a Tahitian Bible

leaves Harley House forwork in a needy Dictionary , prepared by the Rev. A.

sphere in this colony.
Pearse, of Raiatea.

Zenana Missionaries .-- There are An Indian “ Mela ." - An Agra

only four lady missionaries to every missionary tells how at the last Batesh.

million of womon in India . war “ Mela " three missions were repre

Stuttgart. - A steady work is in pro sented, C.M.S. , American Presbyterian ,

gress among the Jews here, and several and Baptist. On the Sunday united

have recently been baptized. Christian service was held in the pre

Lyons. - The McAll Mission stations sence of the people. The impression

in this busy town have recently been produced both on the heathen and on

marked by very special interest. the Christian brethren themselves was so

Western Virginia . Mr. Kirk
good that we trust the plan will be

patrick is just leaving Mr. Guinness's adopted from year to year.

Institute for work among coloured people
Queen Charlotte Islands .-The

in this State .
C.M.S. Missionary reports the work here

The Bible Society atSanRemo.
has been very encouraging during the

-An interesting meeting has just been
past year, so that at the present time

held here in connection with the British
our place of worship is much too small

and Foreign Bible Society .
to accommodate our people. Last win

Nuremberg:-The agent of the ter many of them were compelled to

British Society for the Propagation of the
return home , being unable to gain ad

Gospel among the Jews reports exceeding mission. Since the Hydahs have been
encouragement and a spirit of much

under instruction they have shown a
inquiry amongst Jews at Nuremberg.

great desire to do what is right. There

The Vaudois . - A correspondent of
are already seventy- eight baptized and

the Record says that on February 17th
eighty catechumens.

the anniversary of the “ Emancipation of

the Waldensians " was kept as a “ festa ”
Miss Leigh's Work, Paris. - Pre

by many of the churches in different
siding at the annualmeeting , Mr. R. W.

McAll said : It would be strange if we
parts of Italy, from the Waldensian

valleys to Naples.
did not regard with interest and admira

Burmak .-The Burmah Bible and tion every work like that of Miss Leigh

and those associated with her, as they
Tract Society reports that amongst &

people who for many reasons are not
seek to promotethe true interests of the

scattered English -speakingpopulation in
easily influenced the Gospel truths are ,

by means of tracts and portions, slowly
this great foreign city. We would that

but surely permeating the minds of both
our hands could help you in the work :

learned and ignorant.
we cannot give our hands, but we can

give and we do give our heart, and we

Kabylia. - Four young sisters from
pray that God may ever be with you .

the East London Training Institute have

been accepted by the Kabyle Mission of
We wish you God-speed in the name of

our Lord .
North Africa for service in Oran and

Algiers. Two of thom, Miss Read and
Mission Work in Spain . - Rev.

Miss Day, are to dwell in the great Mo.
Pedro Castro sends to the Spanish and

hammedan city of Tlemcen. Portuguese Church Aid Society an inter

Brazil . - Mr. James Fanstone, in re esting account of an evangelistio tour

turning to Pernambuco, Brazil, where he
in the province of Burgos :—The proposal

has laboured nobly as a self-sustaining
of Roy. F. Palomares to commence

missionary forover seven years, will take
evangelistic work in the outer districts

with him as his wife Miss Jessie Baird ,
of Seville has been onthusiastically re

ceived .
& young Scotch sister, who will be to him A spacious locale was found in

a fellow -worker in the Gospel.
what was formerly an Angustine con .

vent, but the rent was too heavy ; &

Fiji. - Interesting accounts come to

hand of the enthusiastic jubilee just held
cheaper place situated on the wall of the

by the Fijians in commemoration of the
city has since been obtained . A similar

landing oftwo Wesleyan missionaries on
work has just been commenced in

their cannibal islands fifty years ago . We another poor part of Seville. Senor

need hardly remind our friends that Fiji
Palomares finds his knowledge of medi

is one of the most striking triumphs of
cine a very useful handmaid in the work

the Gospel in modern days.
of the Gospel.

Spanish and Portuguese Church
India .-- The Agent of the Christian

Aid Society . - Before the end ofour
Vernacular Education Society for India

financial year, which closes on the 31st at Ahmednuggur reports :-Our work is

instant, we need at least one thousand second to none in evangelizing India.

pounds to make the income of the society
Our institution is a Normal school for

Goodequal to that of last year.Any falling training Christian teachers.

off in our funds would seriously hinder
effective Christian work is done by the

the progress of the work both in Spain men we raise up. Nearly all mission

and Portugal. - L . S. TUGWELL,
work in the vernacular is done by such an

Kuruman . - Mr. and Mrs. Howard agency . Hundreds of children, who

Williams, who left England in October,
wouldotherwise have been utterly neg.

have reached Kuruman after a safe and lected , have been taught by these teachers

speedy journey. Mr. Williams says that in different missions; and from their

their first impression of the station will
village schools the native Christian

not be easily forgotten. After the sand,
churches are largely recruited with

bush, and stones of the African plains,
their best members . From the ranks of

getting there was like lighting upon a
the teachers themselves are drawn, as

veritable paradise. Rev. J. T. Brown they are required the catechists

and Mrs. Brown have also reached preachers, and pastors of the different

stations and churches.

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY

(Instituted 1837 ), 8 , New Bridge Street, London,

E.O.-- Object : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically before the middle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical

literature at home and abroad .

On theCONTINENT large numbers of Tracts

and Gospels in different languages have been

circulated at the various Exhibitions, and each

month English residents in many Continental

cities receive Tracts through the post .

FRANCE and SPAIN . - Funds are urgently

needed to enable the Committee to respond to

appeals just received . The necessity of bringing

the truth , as it is in Jesus, before the educated

classes in these lands is very great, and the

Lord's stewards are earnestly invited toprovide

the means for extending this special work.

Cheques and Postal Orders to be crossed , and

made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE, Secretary .

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY

--This Society circulated last year nearly 86
millions of publications in 174 languages. It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

wbich they are subscribed, and pays all its ex

penses out ofTrade Funds. It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and Sailors ; has issued nearly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Missionary Bocieties,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution.

An annualsubscription of 10s. 6d . or upwards

constitutes membership, and a sum of £10 108.

Life membership. All subscribers receive copies

of the new tracts , & c .

Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries .

Rev. LEWIS BORRETT WHITE , D.D. , and

Rev. 8.G. GREEN, D.D. , 56 , Paternoster Row,
London , E.O.

SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE

CHURCH AID SOCIETY. President

- The Right Hon . the EARL OF ABERDEEN ,

Chairman of Committee- His Grace the AROH
BISHOP OF DUBLIN . The objects of this

Society are to aid the Native Reformed Episcopal

Churches in Spain and Portugal in the FAITHFUL

PREACHING OF THE GOSPEL, and generally tohelp

and encourage them in the great work of

Evangelization and Reform in which they are

engaged . Funds are most urgently

needed. Contributions should be sent to the

Rev. L. S. TUGWELI , 8, Adam Street, Adelphi,

W.0.

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF

PERSECUTED JEW8.

“ SYRIAN COLONIZATION FUND,"

Ehaftesbury Memorial Fund, sanctioned by

LOR BHAFTESBURY, in aid of Jews in the Holy

Land , to enable them to obtain a livelihood , by

agricultural and otherindustry .

Hon . Treasurer - R . C. L. BEVAN, Esq .

Donations received by the Bankers, Messrs.

Drummond & Co., Charing Cross, B.W .; Messrs.

Barclay , Bovan , Tritton,& Co. , 54, Lombard

Street, E.O.; the Bank of England , the Royal
Bank of Scotland ; tho Provincial Bank of

Ireland. Secretary - E . A. FINN.

Office - 41, Parliament St. , Westminster, S.W.

TURKISH MISSIONS AID

SOCIETY.

President- The EARL OF ABERDEEN.

Promotes evangelistic work in Bible Lands by

means of pecuniary grants. Funds are urgently

needed that the assistance given may not fali

short . Secretary - Rev . T. W. BROWN , M.A. ,

7 , Adam Street, Strand , W.C.

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA .

- This Society is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among the children of India by meansof

teachers and books. Christian literature for

adults is also provided. Reports and Papers will

be sent on application . Funds urgently needed .

Address — the Secretaries, C.V.£.8., 7, Adam

Street, Strand, London , W.O.

CHURCH MISSIONARYSOCIETY

Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.O. - European

Missionaries 279 , Native Clergy 254, NativeLay

Agents 3,509, Bchools 1,725 . Subscriptions

urgently needed for rapidly extending work
among a thousand millions of Heathens and

Mahommedans, Hon . Sec . , Rev. F.E.WIGRAM .

Lay Sec ., General GEORGE HUTCHINSON ,

C.B. , C.8.1 .

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING

FEMALE EDUCATION IN THE

EAST . - Established in 1884 for the purpose of

affording instruction in the Scriptures to women
and girls, of all ages and ranks , in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools , in Asia and Africa.

Secretary - Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge

Road, London, S.w.Bankers - Messrs .HERRIES,

FARQUHAR. & co ., 16 , St. James Street,

London, 8.W.Kuruman .
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A Unique Epoch in History.
NOTES OF THE SIXTH OF A SERIES OF LECTURES ORGANIZED

BY THN PROTESTANT EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE.

BY REV. SAMUEL WAINWRIGHT, D . D .

TN the book of Daniel we read a number of historical facts

1 whereby , independently of the Bible , the Christian
religion is proved to be true. These are contained in a book

written and handed to the keeping of an ancient people who

survive to attest the fact that they did not receive it from the

Gentiles, but that it was added to their canon centuries before
the Christian faith arose . And when we remember Christ' s

endorsement of the book of Daniel, that for us is sufficient

attestation . Now in Dan . vii, we find recorded a remarkable

dream with the interpretation thereof (the speaker read the

larger portion of the chapter, with running comments thereon ),

calling special attention to the unique characteristics of the
eleventh sovereignty.

" After this I saw in the night visions, and behold a fourth

beast, dreadful and terrible, and strong exceedingly ; and it had

great iron teeth : it devoured and brake in pieces, and stamped

the residue with the feet of it : and it was diverse from all the
beasts that were before it ; and it had ten horns. I considered

the horns, and , behold , there came up among them another

little horn , before whom there were three of the first horns

plucked up by the roots : and behold, in this horn were eyes

like the eyes ofman, and a mouth speaking greatthings. Then

I would know the truth of the fourth beast, which was diverse

from all the others, exceeding dreadful, whose teeth were of

iron , and his nails of brass ; which devoured, brake in pieces, and

stamped the residue with his feet. And of the ten horns that

were in his head, and of the other which came up, and before

whom three fell ; even of that horn that had eyes, and a mouth

that spake very great things, whose look was more stout than

his fellows. I beheld , and the samehorn madewar with the saints,

and prevailed against them : Until the ancient of days came,

and judgment was given to the saints of the most High ; and

the time came that the saints possessed the kingdom . Thus he
said, The fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon earth ,

which shall be diverse from all kingdoms, and shall devour the

whole earth , and shall tread it down, and break it in pieces.

And the ten horns out of this kingdom are ten kings that shall

arise : and another shall rise after them ; and he shall be diverse

from the first, and he shall subdue three kings. And he shall

speak great words against the most High , and shall wear out

the saints of the most High , and think to change times and
laws : and they shall be given into his hand until a timeand

times and the dividing of time.”

The fourth beast is diverse to the others, even as Rome
proved to be diverse from other monarchies in that it ruled

the nation with & rod of iron as none had ever done. At

last came the fall of Rome; it fell into ten pieces, as
Machiavel,writing before the Reformation , and therefore not
to be suspected of adapting his history to Protestant interpre
tations, indicates. In the fifth century of the Christian era
the Roman Empire was divided by the Huns, the Ostrogoths,

the Visigoths, the Franks, the Vandals, the Sueves, and Alans,
the Burgundians, the Heruli, the Saxons, and the Lombards,

Immediately after an eleventh power began to be formed like
the rest, but unlike the rest. The Bishop of Romebegan to

Assume a sudden supremacy over the Bishops of the West, and
in the sixth century he obtained an actual supremacy over the
Bishops of the East. Later he seized on temporal sovereignty,

and before him three of the sovereignties mentioned above fell
- the Heruli, Ostrogoths, and Lombards. In 756 the Pope
secured the Exarchate of Ravenna from Pepin . In 774 he
obtained the Duchy of Rome and part of Lombardy from

Charlemagne. Hence the assumption of the tiara , or triple

crown. These became “ the patrimony of St. Peter." No
power but the Papacy over corresponded to the eleventh beast
of Daniol. The source of its power, the time of its rise, the
circumstances under which it arose, its similitude to the ten
in being a temporal power, its dissimilitude to them as being a

spiritual power ; the fact thatbarbarians should have submitted
to suoh unheard of pretensions ; these form the unique charac
teristics of Rome.

How were these pretensions bolstered up ? By fraud . By

the forged decretals of Isidore, which now every Romish

historian knows and confesses to be false, yet have never been

given up by Rome.

In a previous lecture I gave you Dean Alford' s striking testi.

mony that Rome is essentially a Pagan city - her paganism

“ gross as that of Nineveh or Greece, grosser than that of
Imperial Rome."

In his Letters from Abroad he says: - " Rome is essentially &
Pagan city . i . . . the worship of the people in those

churches has nothing in common with Christianity . . . .

God has passed out from the practical worship of the poople.

. . . In the system of the modern Rome not only are

hypocrisy and lying tolerated and encouraged, but idolatry
gross as that ofNineveh or Greece , and grosser than that of

Imperial Rome, has entered into and repossessed her people."
That is Romerule at home, and unimpeded by heresy .
Now I would remind you of Dean Burgon 's avowed abhor.

rence of the retrograde movement being made to put again

Rome's yoke upon our necks, and this chiefly because of the
terrible position Rome occupies in unfulfilled prophecy. "

See also Bishop Wordsworth 'st striking identification ofRome

with Babylon , the mother of barlots.
Dr. Conyers Middleton tells us, as a classical histo

rian that all ancient pagan ceremonies have been

copied entire, and handed down unchanged save in name,

from the priests of old Rome to the priests of New
Rome. He maintains, also, the historical relation of the

paganism ofmodern Rome.

Cardinal Newman , Rome's most accomplished apologist,

admits the fact, and justifies the procedure, by reason

of " & certain virtue or grace in the Gospel, which changes

the quality of doctrines, opinions, usages, actions, and

personal characters, & c . . . . . . which transmute the very

instruments and appendages of demon -worship to Evangelical
use . "

So says Cardinal Newman. A grander man than he says,
“ We have renounced the hidden things of darkness." Hobbes

declares the Pope is “ the ghost of the deceased Roman
Emperor, sitting crowned on the grave thereof." The Dean of

Westminster (Stanley) maintains and proves this succession in
the minutest details — in “ the Lateran ,” the Chair of State,
“ the red slipper," " kissing the feet," " the fans," and in the

name “ Pontiff, " which is derived from no ecclesiastical source,

but from the Roman Emperor.

And as all these claims are maintained simply by fraud, that

is another unique characteristic in the Papacy, and always with

fraud , clothed with lies as a mask . Tbe ignorance of the popish
clergy was exposed in 1551 by Bishop Hooper, and again more

recently by the Italian Government, in & report on the
Neapolitan and other colleges, while FitzGibbon , Archbishop
Whately, and Lecky agree in speaking of the ignorance in

Ireland, and the falsehood and perversion of facts characteristic
of the Papacy . " The truth is ,” says Blanco White, “ Protest
ants havenearly forgotten the monstrous heap of falsehoods

and imposture from which Rome daily feeds his flock ."

In my last I gave & striking extract from the present
Prime Minister of England, Right Hon . W . E . Gladstone,

who, in his Rome and New Fashions in Religion , adds :
“ The papacy is marked by its hostility to mental freedom ;"

" Its incompatibility with the thoughtand movement ofmodern

civilization ; ” “ Its pretensions against the State ; " " Its pre
tensions against parentaland conjugal rights ; " " Its jealousy

. . . . . of the free circulation of the Holy Scriptures ; " " The

de facto alienation of the educated mind in the countries in

which it prevails ; ” and “ Its tendency to sap veracity in the
individual mind. " And for confirmation of all this, he relers

to the works ofMr. Simpson , & convert to Rome,

Such is the eleventh sovereignty ofDan , vii. , " the little horn

which came up , and before whom three fell, that horn which

had eyes and a mouth that spake very great things, whose look

wasmore stout than his fellows. I beheld , and the samehorn
made war with the saints , and prevailed against them ." It is

& unique epoch in history, and clearly marked in prophecy.

Russia . - Dr. Baodekor writes that the contrast between
over- fed England and poverty-stricken Russia is woighing upon

him , and he feels pressed in spirit to visit Northern Russia

again , calling on the way at Berlin , and also beeing how

the circulation of tracts in Livonia and Esthonia was progress
ing. Our brother gladly uses his own means in journeying,
but values fellowship in the expenses ofwork .

Origin of Zonana Work .-- Speaking the other day on
zenana missions, a lady said Christian work in the zenana!

began in this way : Mrs. Sale (pionoor ofthe work ) observed one
day a Babu sitting on the verandab of his house, and entered
into conversation with him . It occurred to her that it might
be well to ask the Babu to permit her to visit the ladies of his
family . After some little hesitation he complied with her re
quest. Gradually other native gentlemen followed the Babu's

example, and thus the doors of the zenanas were thrown wide
open to Christian workers .

* Romanizing within the Church of England , by Dean Burgon .

+ P . 80 , Unionwith Rome, Bishop Wordsworth (Rivington ).
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SOMERSET SEED WAREHOUSE.

SEEDS -SEEDS - SEEDS. CONFERENCE OF

CHRISTIANS.

By REV, JOHN WILKINSON .

The FIRST RIPE FIG .*

THE TEN TRIBES,

Points and Passages

Jewish Subjects,
a .

Israel and God's

Purpose.

mediate PO GUINEAS PER MHOUS
E

FOR

Jews, Egypt, and

Palestine.

We can only afford to buy what is neces
sary , so our customers say . We are there

fore induced to offer a useful cottager's collection
of first - class new seedsat 5s . per packet , delivered

New and enlarged Edition , containfree , oomprising 3 pints peas, 2 pints beans, boro
TORQUAY. ing Articles, Čreed , and Form ofeole , broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower , celery , carrot,

cress, cucumber, lettuce , mustard , onion , parsley ,
APRIL 6th , 7th, and 8th , 1886. Worship of Joseph Rabinowitch ,

parsnip , radish ,savoy ,turnip , vegetablemarrow ,
and the Sons of the New Covenant.P . O . Orders payable to

PAULL & CO ., MARTOCK . PRICE BIXPENCE.
Subjects :Garden netting 50 yards by 2 yards wide6s.

25 , 4 68. APRIL 6 . — Life from the Dead.
Champion hollow crown parsnip seed , carriage 7 . – The Fellowship of the

paid, ls. 6d . per lb . Selected large red green top Saints . Where are they not,and whereare they ?carrot seed 2s . 9d . per Ib . Improved cottager ' s 1 8 . - The Citizenship of Heaven .

PRICE FOURPENCE.cabbage seed , 48. per lb .

ESTABLISHED 1851.
SIXPENNY PACKETS OF TRACTS

DIRKBECK BANK
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane . Assorted .

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on
THE GOSPEL BANNER.-- Tracts onDBPOSITS, repayable on demand .

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT the Glorious Gospel.
ACCOUNTS calculated on theminimum monthly THE SABBATH OBSERVER –
balances , when not drawn below £50 .

The Bank undertakes for its Customers , free of Tracts on the Sabbath PRICE FOURPENCE .
charge, the custody of Deeds, Writings,and other

THE PRACTICAL PREACHER .Securitiesand Valuables : the Collection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons; and the pur - Tracts on Christian Practice .
chase and sale of Btocks, Shares, and Annuities. THE TEMPERANCE REFORMER .
Letters of Oredit and Circular Notes issued .
THE BIRK BECK ALMANACK , with full — Tracts on the Temperance Ques

particulars, post free , on application , tion .
FRANCIS RAVENSOROFT, Manager .

THE CHRISTIAN NARRATOR.TheBirkbeck Building Society 'sAnnual
A Biblical Address. PRICE TWOPENCE .

Receipts exceed Five Millions. Narrative Traots.
LOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

Miscellaneous Tracts.L TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH , with im

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay. Apply Handbill Tracts.
at the Office ofthe BIRKBECK BUILDING BOCIETY ,

Tracts Suitable for Soldiers.29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

TOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF Tracts Suitable for Sailors.
D LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

Catalogue on Application.MONTH , with immediate possession , either for
PRICE TWOPENCE .Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the

Office ofthe BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,
DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,23 above .

The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars, Stirling, N . B .
ONE PENNY EACH .on application .

PRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Mạnager. London : S . W . PARTRIDGE & CO .

The Lord 's Work Among the Jews.BUNTER ' S Paper covers, price 6d.
The Second Advent of the Lord Jesus

IPAROUSIA ." Christ: How , When, and Where ?Cores Toothache,prevents Decay, saves
| An inquiry as to the interval between The Second Advent in its Relation toExtraction , 1s. 130. of all Chemists. the Lord's coming for His Church

the Church .and with His Church , showing the

NERVINE , probability of its being not less than The Second Advent in its Relation to
Forty Years. By F . NEWTH . the Jews.

FURNITURE - NORMAN & JAMES E . HAWKINS,
The Second Advent in its Relation to

STAVBY'S HIRE PURCHASE SYSTEM com
17 , Paternoster Row , London , E . O . ,

mends itself te all classes. Deposit notnecessary, and 36 , Baker Street, W .
the World .It combines real economy on sound commercial

principles , with strictly private arrangements,

without the objectionable formalities of | A LETTER TO MEMBERS OF THE
dealers and others. Payments can extend over

Y . W .C . A . BY A LOCAL SECRETARY.1, 2 , or 3 years. The 60 wholesale firmsembrace

the best manufacturers, who have large stocks Appendix - Princess Louise on Evening Classes TRACTS FOR JEWS.
for selection . Intanding purchasers should call

-- Recreative and Practical Education , & c .personally , or send for particulars. - Offices, 79,

Queen Victoria Bt., E .C ., and 121, Pall Mall, 8 . W . Post free Three Halfpence. Ninepence per Dozen and Four Shillings
Address - MRS. GOODE , HOLME LEA,

per Hundred .
LLANDUDNO.

No. I. TRI-UNITY.
COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS ORCHARD' S CURE FOR DEAFNESS. No. 2 . SONSHIP .
CLOTH 84 Safe and Harmless.Has cured Hundreds.

No. 3 . DEITY OF THE MESTACH ORIGINAL * DEAF FOR FORIY YEARS, AND THEN I
CURED."

EX POSITION OF SIAH .Sir , - My sale for your " Cure for Deafness "
THE BOOK OF PSALMS increases. A man here who has been deaf

Forty years, has had his hoaring restored by it.
LESLAORE+ ALABASTER PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS.ES

J . GREEN , Chemist , Christchurch .

1s. 1 d . per Bottle, Frec by Post for 14 stamps, from OF MESSIAH .
Edwin J . Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury .PHYSIOLOGICAL ARTOF NEVER FORGETTING

Ma onice " His method opbysiological and scientific in
decre - DR. WILSON. " Prof. Loisette gave me a new

memory." JUDAH P . BENJAMIN
Q . C . " It is London : JOHN F . SHAW & Co.,perfect memory sy
tem . - The Wody Budgets." By Its
Instrumentality 48 , Paternoster Row , E . C . ; JOHNmastered an Rb
stresand extensive Work ofBclenco

AND
in one reading. If I had read it 100 LL PERSONS BUFFERING FROM EPI I G . WHEELER, 88 , Mildmay Park ,
timos by my Dataralmemory I could

LEPBY should SEND Nameand Address toDothave known It so well,” - 0 . BAL
| N . ; and at 79, Mildmay Road, N .JAMES OSBORNE , MEDICAL PHARMACY .MON, Bsq . " Every day I am a proof

at your Method a really the instantaneous Art of Learning
ASHBOURNE, whowill forward , free of charge ,e Tareetting " - DABBE MALATRAY. " As to the ' Never full particulars (with Testimonials) of the inost

' I gate reo with the justice of the claim . MAJOR
Toe Protaso nothing but what you fally carry out successful remedy ever discovered for this dis • Photographs of JOSEPH RABINOWITCH

LYK MICHOLSON. Great Inducements to Correspondenou od
tressing malady. Reference permitted to the

can be obtained from 79, Mildmay Road ,Post Pupil Prospectus post free trom
Rev . J. BAKER, M . A ., 254, Plymouth Grove,

BEAZ LOTBUTI, New Oxford Street,LondondeLondon Manchester. price 1s .

SPURGEON 'S WID
COMPLETE IN Z VOLOF
CLOTH SIR Y OF ORIGINALLANAN

IEMORY EPILEPTIC FITS !
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LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.
Donations Received .

The Evangolization Societyis preparedto send qualified Evangelists

"THE PRESENT DISTRESS." £ 8. d.

to any part ofEngland, Scotland, and Wales upon due notice . Apply Conscience Money
0 1 3

to Hon. Secretary , 21, Surrey Street, Strand, W.O.
B. X. L. 0 10 0

Y.M.O.A.(61),Gracooburon Stroot Branch.- Prayer Meeting,
W.T. S.

10 00

1.30 to 2.15 p.m. (Sat. ex ) . Bible Study , Tues., 6.15 p.m. Gospel
J.C. R.

3 00

Service ( Youths), Wed., 6.30. Soldiers, Fri., 7 p.m. Workers', Mon.,
R. B. 2 0 0

6.30p.m.Serviceof Bong with Gospeladdress(foradults) ,Lambeth
S.R. 1 60

Ragged Schools, Fri. , at 8 p.m. Services at Y.M.O.A. Mission Hall ,
Humble Friend 0 80

Mellor Street , 8.E., nightly, 8 p.m. Gospel Temperance Addresses at
A. F.C.

0 10 0

George Yard, Whitechapel, Mon. , 8.15 p.m. , and classes for rough lads ,
T. E. T.

1 0 0

Mon.andThurs.. at 8 p.m.
Miss T.

1 0 0

Y.W.C.A., Welbeck House , 101 , Morlimor Street, W.- Vrs. Yapp
Mrs. O.

1 0 0

will ( D.V. ) give Bible Readings on the Tabernacle and its Vessels
M.A.O. 0 10 0

on tho following Tuesday Afcernoons , at 8.30 : March 23rd , 30th ; April
M. A. M.

0 5 0

Oth , 13th , and 20th .
W. H. D.

2 0 0

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Håll. - Rev. Dr. Bennett will give a series of Bible
0. A. G.

10 00

Lectures as follows : - March 18th, “ Solomon's Chronology ; ” 25th ,
J. T. M. 10 0 0

* Mordecai and Christ ," at 8p.m.
W.B.

25 francs

Metropolitan Tabernacle , Newington Butts, B.E.-Nrs. Allison will
P.J.

0 5 0

give a series of Bible Rediogs every Sunday afternoon at three o'clock .
J.T. G.

0 10 0

Allara heartily invited . A.ER, 1 0 0

Children's Special Service Mission.-- Mr. Arrowsmith , at Colwich ,
E. G. 1 0 0

near Stafford , till Mar. 20th ; at Cardiff , Mar. 21st to 27th ; at
Mrs. C. 0 2 6

Barrow -in -Furness, April 3rd to 18th ; at Cheltenham , April 21st to
Miss D.

0 10 0

Miss W , 1 0 0

May 2nd. Mr. Banaster now at Sheffield . Mr. H. M. Trickett at Nor

wich, Mar. 15th to 22nd . Mr. beyler at Gray's Yard Ragged School,
E. M.G. 1 0 0

Oxford Street, Mar, 15th to 22nd, at 7.30. Mr. Spiers in London assist.
GEORGE HOLLAND's Poor.

ing Mr. Hammond,
Miss E. D. (63, per week for two families)

2 0 0

Children's Scripture Union . - The Seventh Anniversary will be

MR.BOLL,PORT SAID .

held at Exeter Hall,April 1st , at 3 o'clock , Rev.E. A. Stuart, M.A. ,
T, E.T.

500

presiding ; in the evening, at 6.30, Pon . A. F. Kinnaird in the chair .
Anon 0 0

ConferenceHall , Mildmay Park , N.- Mar. 21st, Mr. P. B. Bade
EVANGELISTIC MISSION, FUND V.

noch, at 3.30 p.m .; Mr. W. R. Lang, at 7 p.m.
(Per C. R. H.)

The London Banks'Prayer Union . - Lectures by Rev. John Wil
P, H. 0 5 0

kinson , on Tuesdays, at theMetal Exchange, Whittington Avenue ,
H. 8. R.

0 2 6

Ladonhall Street at 6.30 p.m., Mar. 23rd . , Subject : The Becond
Mrs. T. 0 2 0

Advent."
Dr.H. Sinclair Paterson desires toacknowledge receipt of£ 3, for Present

Youths' Institute, Old Pge Street, Westminster (“ One Tun ” Distress, from E. A.

Missioa).- Prayer meeting overy Wedgesday from 1 to 1.80. Con

drcto 1byMr. J. Payne. Gospelmission service every Sunday evening Mr.GrattanGuinness'sNow Book.-A new and impor.

from6.30 to 8 .

Evan go'Istio Mission (Onder the direction of O. Russell Hurditch ).
tant work on Prophecy, byMr.Grattan Guinness, is in the press,

Kilburn Hall. Kilburn Gato (not Town Hall).- Mr. J. E. Hawkins , and will be shortly published by Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton,

Sun., at 7 p.m.,and Wed. (nextweek ), at 7.30 p.m. to be entitled Lightfor the Last Days.

Mr. Thos. Newberry , author of The Englishman's Bible, is exhibiting

his beautifulmodel of the Temple ofBolomon , with explanation, at

EastEnd Emigrants . - Two hundred of Dr. Barnardo's

Kilburn Hall, KilburnGate , on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
lads , sailing for Canada on the 25th ,will be present (D.V. ) at

and Fridayof this week , at 7.30 p.m.
the noondayprayer meetingat the Y.M.C.A.next Monday,the

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. Finlay Gibson , Sun., 7 p.m. ; 22nd, when Dr. Barnardo will give a brief address before com

Thurs., at 8.

BignoldHall, Bignold Road , Btation Road, Forest Gato.-- Mr. Ran
mending them toGod for their journey .

someWallis,Sundays. 7 p.m.,and Wed., 8p.m.
Dublin Soldiers' Home, and Institute . - We would

West Konsington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith

Road,West Kensington . - Sunday, Dr. Popham , at 8; Mr. O. V.T.

warmly commend this good work, mentioned in our last issue,

Onslow , at 7 p.m.
to the attention and sympathy of our friends . An exceedingly

Hammersmith, Upper Mission Room , 180, King Street, interesting work is being done, and the need of extension is

For the young,on Sunday, at?p.m.; Dr.Popham ,Thursday. 8 p.m. very pressing.

Mortlake , Rest Mission Hall.-Mr. J. G. Matthews, Sun., 7 p.m.

Trinity Presbyterian Church, Kensington Park Road - Dr. A.

Chester . – At a meeting of the Chester Christian Temper.

Binclair Paterson , Bundaysat 11 a.m.and 7 p.m.
ance Society, Mr. Mackenzie, of the Monthly Tract Society,

Belgrave Presbyterian Churoh (Halkin Street, W . ).- Rev. Adolph gave an earnest address, in the course of which he touchingly

Baphir, Sundays at11 a.m. alluded to the death of Mr. J. B. Gough , and also gave interest

Olapton Hell, Alkham Road. Cazonovo, Road, Upper Olapton . - Mr.

J. G. McVicker, Sundays, 6.80 ; Fridays, 7.30.
ing details of work being carried onby similar organizations

Y.W.C.A.- Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening , throughout the country.

at 9.15 ,in tho Mall Hall, High Street ,Notting Hil). À Hindoo Witness. - A Hindoo paper speaks as follows

Z enana and Medical Mission School and Home, 68, St. George's

Road, B.W. --Biblereading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , at

of the Bible : -It is the best and most excellent of books, and

which MissNugentand Mrs. Orobard kindly preside.
there is not its like in the English language. As every joint of

Talbot Tabernacle, Powis Square, W.-Mr. Frank White, Sunday, the sugar-cane, from the root to the top, is full of sweetness, so

at 11 and 7.

Rov. E. Payson Hammond's Forthcoming Missions are : Rich

every page of the Bible is fraughtwith the most precious instruc.

mond, 6th March 18th and 19th .
tion . A portion ofthat Book would yield to you more of sound

Mr. Gawin Kirkham'sengagements for March :-18, Windermere ; moralitythan a thousand other treatises on the same subject.

21, Sunderland ; 22, Paddington ; 23 and 80, Blackheath ; 24, Bethnai

Green ; 25 , Bishop Stortford ; 26 , Finsbury Park , Y.M.C.A .; 27, Devon

In short, if any personstudies the Englishlanguage with a view

shire Square Ohapel; 29 , Exeter Hall.
to gain wisdom, there is not a book which is more worthy of

Bt . G oorge's Hall, Langdam Place, W.-Mr. Denham Smith (D.V. ) , being read than the Bible.

during a Sunday morning, at ii;evening,at7;alsoatBurlington | Spain.--The Monthly TractSocietyhavingbeenaskedto

Bouse of Rost, 8 , Cambridge Gardens ,Kilburn Park , N.W.- Friday,

undertake work among the educated classes in Spain , would

Mar. 19th, at 7 p.m., Rov . G. D. Bartlet, M.A., on "God's will, the be glad if any of our readers will help with the needed funds.

Christian's standard , " Mark iii . 35 ; Col. 1. 9. Tea at 6. Bunday, 21st, As soon as the Lord's stewards provide the means the com

at 3.30, p.m.,“ Joseph , the Dreamer," Gen.xxxpil., by Viss Mason .
mittee will have tracts printed and posted in Spain . It is

HampsteadGospel TemperanceMission .-- Annual meeting onTuesday, Mar.23rd, at 7.30p.m., in the Wesleyan Chapel, High Street. necessary to act thus to avoid wounding the national pride of

Addresses by Mrs. Ormiston Chant and Joseph Leicester, Esq ., M.P. the Spaniards. Our agents are ready and eager for the work,

Tea at 6.30 p.m , in schoolroom ,adjoining. and our heart's desire isto evangelizo Spain .
The Clapham Gospel Male Choir , at the Railway Mission Hall ,

J. R. MACKENZIE, Secretary.
Lillie Road , Fulham , on Thursday , 18th , at8 p.m.

OpenAir Mission . - Annual meeting, Exeter Hall,Mar. 29th , Tea at

6 (18.) . Public meeting at 7. Chairman, Mark J. Stewart, Esq ., M.P.
Speakers, Revs. E. Carr Glyn, ProfessorD'Orsey, Dr. J. H. Hitchens, DIMNE88 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are froqoontly

Dr. H.S. Paterson , and David Davies. Singingby the South London caused bythe use of unsuitable spootaclos. The Rev. Dr. Orowthor , Bul

Choir.
House, Åscot, writes : - " I cannot describe thecomfort I dorio from the

Theatrical Mission, Henrietta Street, CoventGarden . - Monthly con useof your glassos, both bydayand night . I find nopain or wearinose

ference offriends and workers,Wed., Mar. 81st. Tea at 6. Meeting at as I used to ; and I have taken to reading books I had put aside as too

7. Mr. Courthope Todd, founder and director, will relate incidents of trying for theeyes on account of the smalloons of the typo." The late Sir

recent preventive work .
Julius Benedict wrote : - “ I have tried the principal opticians in London

Conference of Christians.- Torquay, April 6th, " Life from the without success, but the spectacles you have adapted suit ad mirably ; tha

Dead ; " 7th , " The Fellowship of the Bainis ; " 8th, " The Oitizenship clearaess of your glasses as compared with others is really surprising."

of Heaven ."
The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon. Canon Worooster Oathedral,

writes: - " Tho spectacles you adapted are all I could dosiro, and myoyos

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURU UNION PORTIONS,

feel strong,already: I only regret I did not know of your exceodiag ektu
years ago." -Mr. HENRY LAURANOE, F.8.8 ., Oculist Optlalan , la ,OLD

Mar. 21st - Num , xxiii, 13–26 | Mar. 25th - Num . xxxii 19-30 BOND STREET, solontifically adapta blo IMPROVED SPROTAOLI

22nd - Num . xxiv, 1-17 26th - Num . XXXV. 9-25

to niet and strongthon the weakeat dgato. Pamoblat contain ac sag

Gostions for the preservation ofdght troo. BRANOPES, & , Poultz

23rd - Num , xxvii, 12-23 # 27th - Psa. xcv. 1-11 2.0. ; 8 . Guardian Bulldings, Oroso Otroot, MANOERATOR,

24th - Num , xxxii, 1-15
sad Corporation OtrochBIR

MINGHAY - ARVO,
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Educational
Terms for Advertisemen ts

"Wowd and Work ."

IN

Situations and Appointments.

PARTNERSHIP OFFERED in an old

established , well-conducted, and profitable manu .

facturing business. Broken health of the pro

prietor, the only reason for the offer being made.

À Christian with some means at his disposal

desired ; one in fellowship with open brethren

preferred. Apply in the first instance (by letter )

to T. M. , 50, Weston Street, Bermondsey, Loa

don, B.E.

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL,

BATH,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN.

This paper having a large and increasing cir

calation amongst Ohristians ofall denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and
other Announcements.

SITUATIONS VACANT, &c.

APARTMENTS

WANTED OR TO LET.

EDUCATIONAL

AND MISCELLANEOUS.

The Terms are very moderato, viz .: Miscel

laneous in small Type ,29. 6d . for 30 words or less ,

and 6d for every additional lino of 8 words or

under. A reduction fora series of Blx Insertions

and upwards.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.

CHRISTIAN GOVERNESSES,

COMPANIONS, and LADY HOUSEKEEPERS of

high principles are frequently supplied to ladies

seeking such by application to the Governesses'
Registry, Soho Bazaar, Soho Square, London ,

W. Testimonials never dispensed with . Free

of all expense to parents .

PASTORATE WANTED , in or near

London, by an acceptable preacher. Views :
Full salvation in Jesus Christ and Scriptural

holiness. Any unsectarian church . Moderato
stipend. Address, Pastor, 150 , Cloudesley Road ,

Barnsbury, N.

SCRIPTURE READER cooks a Re-en

gagement. Many years' experience. Refer

ence allowed to Rev. R. O. Billing, Spitalfielde,

and Rev. G. Plaford, Chaplain , Holloway . R.A ,

12, Hunt Street, Mile End New Town, E.

A YOUNG LADY desires an engagement

as Companion or Help ; Is cheerful and domesti

cated ; would bewilling to teach young children,

or would help mothers with needlework , in short

engagements from Monday to Saturday. M. L.

care of Miss Robinson , 5, St. Michael's Road ,

Wallington .

Principal: MR. W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years & Master at Monkton Combe
School).

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.

Pupils areprepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of
younger boys.

Combo Down , at an elevation of some 700 feet

abovo Bath, is noted for its fine, bracing air .

The School residence and promises have been

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa
tion .

References

Dr. Baedekor, Weston -super-Mare.

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal
Lanceri .

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern ,

Dr.Macloan , Bath.

J. Churchill , Esq ., Wimblodon .

H. Groves, Esq ., Kondal.

G. F. Trench, Esq ., Ardfert , Co. Kerry.

Prospectus, with full particulars, Bent on ap

plication .

Book and Displayed Advertisements charged

According to space occupied. Front Page, and

other special positions, by arrangement.

N.B.- To secure the insertion of Advertisements
in theforthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

Haning ,or at latest by12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sont by Post must be accom

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F. BHAW & Co.

Amounts under 2s.6d , may be sent in Halfpenny
Btampo.

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, B.O.

Terms of Subscription.

" Word and WMork '

A WIDOW wishes for light Employment

for son , aged 17, abstainer ; music warehouse,

stationery, bookselling, library, or collecting .

Willing to give time or small premium . Chris
tian home desirable , Mrs. Blackman , Botley,
Southampton .

GOOD PLAIN COOK Wanted , not

under 25. Good wages. Country girl preferred.

Write, stating wagesrequired and all particulars ,

to Miss Smitä, Hillside, Muswell Hill,N.

HOUSE and PARLOURMAID

Wanted, in the country. Assistance given .

G. W. , The Mount, Shorebam (near Sevenoaks),

HOUSEKEEPER. Wanted Situation ,

by superior middle-aged person, where a girl is
kept, or useful help. Domesticated and ex

perienced. Good reference . Moderate salary .

Address E. , 32 , Alexandra Villas, Bradford , Yorks.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL,

Tho Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training
combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils recoived between the ages of six and four

teen years. A limited number only taken .

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .
Address Principal.

BOARDING SCHOOL FOR

TRADESMEN'S SONS,

KELVEDON, ESSEX.

Terms very moderate . Please state age.

Address A. B , Church Street, Kelvedon.

Published every Thursday, Price One Penny.

Orders should be sent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob

taining copies thus,theycan behaddirectfrom

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the

tellowing natos, PayableinAdvance

Post free for 26 Weeks 62 Weeks

£ 8. d . £ s. d .

0 3 5 0 6 10

0 6 10 0 13 8

0 10 8 1 0 6

0 12 6 1 5 0

0 17 6 1 15 0

( Including Double Numberg.)

The above rates apply to all Countries

in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Europe, Canada, the United States of

America , Egypt, and the Holy Land.

1 Copy

2 Copies
3 39

9 Apartments, dr.

TO CHRISTIAN WORKERS .

A Lady wishes to let her house at Salisbury,

nicely fornished , at 30s, & week to any Christian

workers. Four bedrooms, three sitting -rooms.

Reference : Rev. Edgar Thwaites, Fisherton

Rectory. Apply Miss Lowdell, Belmont, Fisher .

ton , Salisbury .

A WIDOW LADY offers a comfortablo

Homo, with education , to two orthroo littlo girls,

Terms£ 20 por annum ; good rotoronco. Addross

0. , Office of Word and Work, 48 ,Patornostor Row .

MELROSE HOUSE , Walsall, Stafford .

shire . Principals: the Misses HARRISON.

School for Girls . Strictly Evangelical, and

Ohurch of England in its discipline. Lectures

given by a distinguished University Professor.

RE-ENGAGEMENT required us Resi

dort Governess. English , music, drawinx,

French . Good testimonials. Address, J. O. S.,

care of Mr. Sharp, Post Office , Victoria Road ,

Brighton,

may be

CLIFTON, BRISTOL . - First - class

BOARDING HOUSE. Good table . References.

Terms moderate. Arlington House , Pembroke

Road .

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

Copies of “ WORD AND WORK "

fent Weekly from this Office to any address in

the ondermentioned Foreign countries, for One

fear, on the following terms, paidinadvance
To

Jamaica Bouth Africa

Japan South America

New S. Wales Tasmania

New Zealand West Indies

( The postage being OnePenny each copy .)
L s . d. & s. d .

Copy........... O 9 0 8 Copies......... 1 ,? O

0 18 014 114 0

Africa

Aastralls
Brazil
Chios

DEVONSHIRE. - Well-furnished Apart

ments , with every comfort. Best situation .

Now vacant. London references given . Apply

to E. E. , Terra Nova, Paignton , South Devon .

iCopies 1
to

EASTBOURNE. - Boarding Establish

ment. Sea view. Ono minute's walk from park.

A handscme lawn in front ofhouse. Terms, two

occupying the sameroom , 259. Mrs. Waggett,

Strathmore House, Howard Square.

NORTH WEST LONDON

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

9, The Crescent,Leighton Grove, N.W.

PRESIDENT - JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq.

This Choir hasbeen formedfor the purposo

of assisting any Evangelistio effort , and forthe

purpose of conducting short Gospel Song

Missions, " as occasion may offer .

Theservices of the choir are quitegratuitous.

All applicationsshould be made to Mr. J. Bate

man , 72, Twisden Road , Highgate Road , N.W.

ENGAGEMENT3

KensalHall , Westbourne Park , Mar. 18th and

26th , at 8 p.m.

Trinity Schools, Finchley New Road, Mon. ,

Mar. 22nd, at 8 p.m.

Tollington Hall, Hornsey Road, Tues. , Mar.
23rd , at 8 p.m.

ST.MICHAEL'S LODGE, St. Michael's

Road , Bournemouth . - Small select BOARDING

HOUSE. Good bath - room . Sheltered , detached .

Duo south . Testimonials . From two guineus

per week , or 68. 60. per day. Address Proprietor.

HA

Indis

Persia .

Ceylon Aden '

Transvaal Zanzibar

(The Postage being Three Halfpence each copy .)

€ g. d .

0 11 0 8 Copies 1 13 0

1 2 0 1 4 Copies 1 17 6

All Subscriptions should beremittedby Cheque

e Postal Order for the amount payable to the

1 Copy

2 Copies

Publisbers.

" WORD AND WORK ” may now be Purchased

& all Railway Stations. We would , therefore,

menggest that Christian friends when travelling

sulght help our circulation,bypurchasing a few

Bordes at theBookstalls ,to dlatribute in the
suriagu .

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, 2.0,

BOARDING ESTABLISHMENT,

Brighton (West) , close to sea and Queen's Gar

dens. Son -water baths. Kind attention to an

invalid . Terms from 80s. per week . 3, The Drive .

FURNISHED double -beddei Room , use

of sliting -room , partialboard . Terms moderate.

171, Prince of Wales Road (near Chalk Farm

Station ),

ARMONIUMS AND AMERICAN

ORGANS. W. Pridham and Son, £ 4 4s .
Instruments for school and homo use . Aro mar

vellous for tone and workmanship. 8 stops, £ 6 ;

6 stops, £ 6 ; 8 atops, £ ?. Musical Instruments of

every description. Planofortes from $ 15.

Worko, 206,Jubileo Street ,London,B.
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ON

BOW COMMON.

CONSUMPTION,

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

AND ALL

OTHER CHEST DISEASES .

Mrs. FRANK BEVAN

WILL (D.V.) OPEN

A SALE

Of useful and fancy articles, Colonial and

other produce, kindly given in aid of extend

ing the Bow Common Branch of

The London

READ

MR.
CONGREVE'S NEWYORK, The North-east London Gospel Missions,

81XPENCE, POST FREE.

Or Large Edition (oloth ) for 18, 8d .

ON

SIXTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES.

NOTIOR TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER ,

Mr. Congrovewill give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK ,

MONDAY, MARCH 29th, at 3 p.m. ,

IN

THE MISSION PREMISES,

205 - 207, DEVON'S ROAD, BOW COMMON LANE.

(By train , 'bus, or tram to Burdett Road for Bow Common Lane .)

Help in kind or Contributions may be sent to T. J.

METCALFE, 60 , KnappRoad , Bow Common, E .; or to the

Director of the Missions,

WILLIAM CHORLEY,

2, Marquess Grove,

Canonbury, N.

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

THAMES CHURCH MISSION ,

ADVANCED PHTHISIS- & t NEWCASTLETON , N.B. Further help is also asked for the Free Dinners to

In the early part of the Summer of last year (Iam writing this in Des.,

unemployed Dock Labourers. 800 men are being

'85 ) I received a statement of the case of Mr. HENRY MILLIGAN, accom relieved weekly at Milwall.

fanted by aletter from his brother, Mr. J. Milligan , Douglas Square, New

castleton . Persons who had found benefit from my medicine in the

village had urged theapplication to me as a last resource .

The young man's illness had commenced with severe cold and inflamma

tion of the lungs. He was attended by a doctor of high position at

Penrith and others, till brought home. Medical report :- Right lung in INSTITUTED 1814 .

& very bad state ."

At this time the symptoms were :-Bad cough, excessive night sweats,
President - The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .

severe pains in the right lung, expectoration difficult, sometimes streaked
Chairman - Capt, the HON. F. MAUDE, R.N.

with blood ; general loss of flesh , and especially in the legs and arms.
Secretary - REV, I. BLOOMER .

Patient very anxious to commence the treatment .

In less than a month there was marked improvement. “ My brother is a

great deal better. He feels stronger. The pain is nearly gone from his

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

right side . He was confined to his bed when I first wrote ; now he can sit

upnearly all day . ” Further lettersnote a gradual progress to recovery .

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

About two months since (after my last series of weekly cases had beensent

The results of their previous efforts,made in simple faith , show that they

to press ), I heard from his brother relative to the case of a lady who had

have been greatly blessed by God .

witnessed the patient's recovery , and was anxious to use the same means . FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

In this letter he says : - " Your valuable medicine restored my brother to
his usual health , He had gone so far that he could not lift his head from his Nos. of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts,& c ., are most necessary ,

pillow . It was said that he would not live a fortnight."

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries.
TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

School Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

NOTE . - Days of Consultation . -TUESDAY, Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY_Morning
s ONLY,

at Coombo Lodge,Pookham . Patients from any Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

the book first.

Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenadas,

Harems, and schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary , Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London, S.W.

Bankers, Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16 , St.James Street,

London , 8.W.

FOGS AND DAMPAIR

PRODUCE

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS.

Just Published . Price One Penny.

WHY ARE WE PROTESTANTS?

BY

EMILY S. HOLT,

AUTHOR OF " A TANGLED WEB," “ SISTER ROSE,” &c.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48. PATERNOSTER ROW .

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COLDS, COUGHS, &c . ,

IS

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR.

BAGST
ER'S BIBLES.

In Bottles, 18. 1 d.,28. 90., 48. 60. , and 118.

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.

Extra flexible,silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco, kid -lined , elastic band.

With full helps. Prices from 20s.
In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band . From 4s.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

16, PATERNOSTER -ROW , LONDON ,

London : J. F. SHAW & Co., 48, Taterncster Row , E.O.
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WESTWARD HOI

TO THE READERS OF “Word and Work.” [2nd NOTICE.

DEAR FRIENDS,

The great success which, under God's blessing, attended our Emigration movement last year has

encouraged me to make yet further efforts to place out in the Dominiona further number of carefully trained and selected

Poys and Girls during the present year.

Our enterprise opens for 1886 with great promise. I hope to send out at least SIX HUNDRED children, in three

parties of 200 each , during the present season .

The first party of 200 bɔys will ( p.v. ) leave by the Parisian, Alian Line, on March 25 ; the second party, also consist

ing of 200 boys, will, I hope, leave in the second week in June ; and the third party, of 200 girls , in the second week in

July. As onformer occasions, each of these parties will go out under the care of valued and experienced co-workers, who

have year by year taken charge of similar contingents. They will go straight to our beautiful Honie at Peterboro ', Ontario,

and from that place be distrivuted throughout the province to home3 which will have been found for them through the

agency of our Canadian Statf.

I would again impress upon all the readers of Word andWork that the boys and girls I send to Canada are kept

ander our eye for years after they have been placed out ; that both by visits and by letters we continue to inform

ourselves ofthe thorough happiness and welfareof each child, and are swift to change its situation, removing it from

one locality to another, if the circumstances or conduct of the employer seem at any timeto demand such action .

That, spite the depression which undoubtedly obtains in most of the large cities of the Dominion , there should

yet be a real demand for our boys and girls throughout the country, is the best possible proof that the Canadians

are beginning to appreciate the quality of the emigrants we convey to their shores, and are satisfied that the work of

TRAINING and PREPARING our children for useful lives out there has been done on this side in a thoroughly

wise, practical, and Christian fashion .

No one can read the incidents given in the March issue of Night and Day, page 44, under the head of “ Canadian

Notes ” (vide) , which illustrate the great benefits conferred upon thelittle Emigrants themselves by their change of scene, with

cat feeling that this movement is one of the grandest that could well be devised for the benefit ofall concerned : this country

so overcrowded — that country so sparsely populated ; the overburdened ratepayers here — the harassed farmers there, who

cannot obtain useful labour except at exorbitant prices ; the starving multitudes here, for whom there is no ray of hope

while they continue here — and the happy, because useful,lads and lasses transported to fertile regions over there, full of

abundance of food for those who, uncontaminated by the vices of the adult, are prepared to enter upon a life of real industry,

cheered all the way along by a prospect of independent comfort.

If my lay sermon has any particular application, it is in the wonderful fact that £ 8 10s . is the magic wand by

which so great a change can be achieved in the experience of one poor lad or orphan girl. That sumamply suffices to pay for

verything (except the training here)-- comfortable outfit of clothing (3 suits)-good box --- railway fare to Liverpool - ocean

rassage to Quebec - railway journey toour Peterboro' Home, witha small margin over to recoup us for a brief stay at our

Canadian Distributing Home before being sent out to the situation obtained bymyagents on the other side.

Thus, to emigrate the whole 600 children will cost at this rate £5,103, and I appeal confidently to our wisest and most

thoughtful co-workersfor

A SPECIAL GIFT TOWARDS THIS BENEFICENT EMIGRATION FUND.

If the means are forthcoming, One Hundred trained lads or girls can be settled for life in Canada for £ 850, or Fifty
for £ 425 .

wSometimes I envy the possessors of wealth the grand opportunities whichtheir money gives them of effecting so much

good. Only to think that by the expenditure of, say , £ 102 twelve young children , without a friend in life here, may be

settled down in as manyrespectable Christian homes in Canada, where they will soonlearn to forget the sorrowsand

deprivations of theirearly years,is enough to make any hearthopefulas to the future of myriads of little ones otherwise so

sal and hopeless !

Your faithful Co-worker amongst Christ's Little Ones ,

THOS. J. BARNARDO ,.

18 To 26, STEPNEY CAUSEWAY, LONDON, E.

P.S. –Please cross Cheques, P.O.O.'s, or Postal Orders, " London and South -Western Bank. ' '

WILD AND W )28 will bəsent by the Publisher: Post-free to any address in the Kingdon for Cwlog itoat is for03. 121
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BOW COMMON.

Published by MORGAN & SCOTT.

Mrs. FRANK BEVAN

WILL (D.V.) OPENCHILDREN'S MEETINGS,

How to Conduct Them,

AND

A BOOK FOR SABBATH SCHOOL TEACHERS ,

PARENTS , AND PREACHERS TO THE YOUNG.

A SALE

Of useful and fancy articles, Colonial and

other produce , kindly given in aid of extend

ing the Bow Common Branch of

The North - east London Gospel Missions,

BY

LUCY J. RIDER and NELLIE M. CARMAN,

Assisted by many well-known writers .

WITH INTRODUCTION BY REV.J. H.VINCENT,D.D.

CONTAINING APPROPRIATE DIAGRAMS AND ILLUSTRATIONS .

Tinted Covers, 2s.; Cloth Boards, 2s. 6d.

“The children of to -day are the society, the church , and the nation of to .

morrow .. The boy with his whip and the girl with her doll will before

long rule, real factors in Church and state, 'and train real lives for the weal

or woe of the nation . " -- EXTRACT FROM INTRODUCTION .

ON

IN

NEW WORK by A.L.O.E.

PEARLS of WISDOM

alium

FROM The Parables.

By A.L.O.E., Author of " Rescued from Egypt, ” “ Exiles in

Babylon ,”" " The Young Pilgrim ," &c.

With TWENTY- FOUR ILLUSTRATIONS, specially designed for this

Book . Handsomely bound in cloth , bevelled boards,

3s. 6d.; with gilt edges, 4s.

“ These are Pearls ' indeed . The gifted authoress hasadded a rare volume

to her already large stock of books; and the reading public will thank her

for this delightful work . " -- The Christian Treasury.

MONDAY, MARCH 29th , at 3 p.m. ,

THE MISSION PREMISES,

205 · 207, DEVON'S ROAD, BOW COMMON LANE.

(By train , 'bus , or tram to Burdett Road for Bow Common Lane.)

Help in kind or Contributions may be sent to T. J.

METCALFE, 60, Knapp Road, Bow Common, E .; or to the

Director of the Missions,

WILLIAM CHORLEY,

Marquess Grove,

Canonbury, N.

Further help is also asked for the Free Dinners to

unemployed Dock Labourers . 800 men are being

relieved weekly at Millwall.

Dublin Soldiers'Home andInstitute,By Rev. A. A. BONAR , D.D.

JAMES SCOTT ;

A LABOURER FOR GOD.

By Rev. ANDREWA. BONAR, D.D., Author of " Memoir of

R. M. M'Cheyne,”' & c ., &c.

Tinted covers, 1s,; Cloth limp, Is . 6d.;

Cloth , bevelled boards, gilt edges, 28. 6d.

When Mr. Moody became acquainted with him, and observed his zeal

and tact, it struck him that he had found one who might do important

service. ... And the Lord fitted the labourer for hi tield of labour ."

Pages 35 , 36 .
* The sketch of the life of JAMES SCOTT, by the Rev. ANDREW BONAR,

D.D. , is interesting and full of pathetic beauty. Mr. Scott seems to have

been a man of intense Christian enthusiasm . His life-work , so early closed ,

began when other youngmen havescarcely realized responsibility, and was

carried on with eager earnestness through the recent wonderful period of

religions revival in Scotland . Bide by side with Mr. Moody, Mr. Scott

laboured till strength broke down and consumption closed the active useful

life at the age of thirty -eight. A helpful book for Christian workers."

Christian World .

Patrong

General His Serene Highness Prince EDWARD of SAXE

WEIMAR, K.C.B. , Commander of the Forces in Ireland .

General Sir THOMAS MONTAGU STEELE , K.C.B.

President - The EARL of CAVAN .

Vice-Presidents

Viscount Bangor. Lord James Butler.

Sir E. Synge Hutchinson, Bart. Surgeon -General M’Ilree.

Major-General Dobbs. Colonel Sparks, late Lieut.

Vice -AdmiralG.Fishbourne, C.B. Colonel 7th R. Fusiliers .

Hon. Secretary - Captain R. WADE THOMPSON ,

Clonskeagh Castle, Co. Dublin, by whom all contributions will

be thankfully received and acknowledged.

The Need of our Soldiers in Ireland.

No provision is made by the authorities for lodging soldiers on

furlough passing through Dublin to or from their homes. Respect

able houses will not admit them . Where shall they go ?

The Dublin Soldiers’ Institute has for the last three years to

some small extent supplied this need , but the demand for accommo

dation was so much greater than they could meet, an extra wing

to their premises (to include a lecture hall) was decided upon

early lastyear, and some funds for the purpose were collected, on

the strength of which the new building was commenced. These

funds are now exhausted , and the building is unfinished . A sum

of nearly £ 1,000 will be required before it could be fit for use.

Night after night during this Winter furlough season numbers of

soldiers are being turned away from the Home for want of room ;

the usual alternative for such, if decent men, is to walk the streets

all night, as they find it almost impossible to obtain any respect.

able shelter without friends in a strange city.

This urgent APPEAL is made on their behalf to the friends of

our soldiers everywhere. From Ireland much cannot, nyder
present circumstances, be expected ; but it is felt that the Dublin

Soldiers ' Home is not a mere local Charity, but, as the above

facts testify , it is one which must call forth the sympathy and aid

of all throughout her Majesty's dominions who value our British

soldiers and who would seek to do them good and benefit them

both in body and soul. Itmay be added that it is the English and

Scotch soldiers who specially and almost entirely take advantage

of the Home (although all are welcome). Since the establish

ment of the Home many have been " born again ” at the

meetings and classes beld there. To God be all the praise .

By Rev. J, H, ROGERS, M.A.

THE KING'S PALACE.

A Series of READINGS for each Day of the Month . By Rev.

J. H. ROGERS, M.A. With Carmine Borders. Cloth limp,

1s.; Cloth boards, 1s. 6d.; with gilt edges, 2s.;

Leather binding, gilt edges , 3s. 6d.

FOURTH THOUSAND.

" Its counsels are wise,loving,anddirect. Its aim isto lead the reader
to have a clean heart and a clean life -- to consecrate all to Christ.

All that art , taste , and skill can do to make the theme attractive has

been done by the well-known publishers. The result is that, within and

without, The King's Palace ' is simply perfect.”

Irish Congregational Magazine,

LONDON ; MORGAN & SCOTT , 12 , PATERNOSTER BUILDINGS,

And may be ordered of any Bookseller .
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CONTENTS. repetition and varied illustration. We have arranged the

PAGE PAGE extracts given below under tive headings:-1. The present

Ireland as it is 219
Weighed and Found Wanting condition of the Church and its absoluto dependenceon the

Home- Role : Rome-Rule ......... 219 By Mr. Henry Varley ......... 225 landlords for pecuniary support. - The “ assessment” in each

Dropping a Commandment 220 Another Party of Children ...... 227 parish is borne, for the mostpart, by oneor two, not unfrequently

The Wedge Thickening 221 Work among Soldiers............... 228 by only one , landed proprietor. 2. The ruin of the Õhurch

The Present Distress Lepers in India........ 228
which the expropriation of the landlords must inevitably

By Our Own Commissioner 221 Mr. Aitken at Cambridge ......... 229 produce. - Withdraw the Protestant gentry from Ireland, and

Praise and Hope The Gospel Ships 229
the churches inhundreds of parishes will have to be abandoned

By Rev. J, Elder Cumming 223 A Youthful Lazarus .. 229
to the priests , if they careto use them , or, as just now seems

The Purifying Hope Work and the Workers 230
the more popular view in Ireland , turned into stables for the

By Rev. Evan A. Hopkins 224 Home Mission Notes 231
horses of the triumphant peasants. 3. The attitude of the

Nr. Hammond at Richmond 227 The Curse of Nations................ 232
priests.--Never before has the RomanCatholic hierarchy thrown

itself so undisguisedly into alliance with the disloyal party.

IRELAND AS IT IS . Never before has the hatred of the priests for Protestants and

AST week the Record filled page after page with
their religion been expressed in so blatant and menacing a

It is clear that the Roman Catholic authorities

a series of word -pictures setting forth , in expect to bethe real depositaries of power when the Union is

repealed, and they cannot conceal some indications of the use

language pithy and plain , the present condition and which they intend to make of it. 4. The insecurity of the

future prospects of the Church in Ireland . FollowingFollowing Church investments, most of which appear to bo mortgages

and charges on Irish land, may easily be conjectured, though

the example of an eminent statesman, the editor it is to be hoped that tbose who have had the management of

invited communications from the seven hundred and the Church Funds since the Disestablishment have minimized

the probability of loss by timely precautions . 5. Boycotting

forty beneficedclergymen in the provinces of Munster, and Intimidation. These accounts may well provoke the pity

Leinster, and Connaught. The two following ques and the indignation of all right-minded people. It is in this

part of the case that the accumulation of so many separate

tions were sent to each of them, and they were asked
testimonies seems to us of peculiar importance. For obvious

to reply : reasons we have given no names and have removed every

reference which might lead to the identification of the writer.
I. Is boycotting more or less prevalent since Lord

Salisbury's resignation ? To what extent does it exist

in your parish ?
HOME-RULE : ROME- RULE.

II. Do you consider the condition of the Church of E venture to lay most stress on the alliance

Ireland to be worse or better than it was five years of the Romish priesthood with the active

ago, and especially how has it been affected by the agents of the National League. The strongest em

land agitation : ( a) materially ; (6) spiritually ? phasis should be laid on this significant statement :

The province of Ulster was omitted , as it did not “ Never before has the Roman Catholic hierarchy thrown

come within the scope of the inquiry . To these itself so undisguisedly into alliance with the disloyal

questions four hundred replies were received , and party.” The most careless readers of news from Ire

these the Record regards, making allowance for town land cannot have failed to notice the prominence in

churches, to which they are more or less inapplicable , the present agitation assumed by the priesthood .

asfairly representative of the whole case. Reports From the Land League many held aloof, and a few

of three hundred and fourteen separate cases of boy spoke out bravely against it ; now, from the Arch

cotting have been sent , while in two hundred and bishop downward, there is blessing instead of ban.

It Rome

material conditionof the Irish Church isreportedto evidentlyexpects togain and maintain supreme con

have deteriorated during the last five years in three trol over the affairs of Ireland. With waning influence

hundred and seventy -four parishes, while about equal on the continent of Europe, she hopes to recover her

numbers give testimony on the one hand to decay prestige by a victory within the British Empire.

of spiritual life, and on the other to increase of Should she succeed , our loss will not be limited to the

spiritual activity and zeal . We reprint for our sphere of politics. The Record , commenting on the

readers the summary in which the editor records the facts it has so opportunely gathered, says truly :

conclusions he has reached from a study of the But the danger to the Protestant religion seems to us far

numerous and varied letters he has received :
more serious and far more insidious than any political conse

quences , however disastrous. That Ireland, in time gone by

Bat, as we have said, the actual testimony of the Irish clergy the home of a pure faith and the nursery of Christian missions,

isoffargreater importance than anytabulatedstatementof should once more lapse into the darkness and superstition of

numerical results. Weventure to predict that thousands of the Romish Apostasy, and that the witness for the truth, which

Englishmen,when they read these letters , penned, many of the Irish Church has consistently and perseveringly borne,

them , by menin immoinent danger of violence, or, at least, loss should be finally silenced , is as sad and shameful a prospect as

ofproperty,will appreciate,forthe first time, theactualcon has ever menaced the Empire. English Churchmon are not so

dition ofIreland at the present moment. It is aconditionso thoroughly alive as they ought to be to the imminence of the

Baprecedented, and so widely removed from our experience in danger, or to the importance to the reformed faith throughout

Eaglead,tha: it is onlyto be understood by baing presented to the world of maintaining it in integrity and purity in Ireland.

taa mini in the concrete, and only tobe grasped by reiterated We are heartily glad to have the opportunity of bringing before

N

1

$

.
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their English brethren the opinions of the Irish clergy. It was workhouse girls are to be mobbed because, having had a

because we felt that they ought tobe heard at the present junc Protestant father, they choose to adhere to the religion of that

ture, and that for want of somerallying point for oonpentration father rather than to that of their mother, and all Protestant

the designsof those who would keep back their testimony were professional men are to be boycotted by good Catholics, under

only too likely to be effectual, that we determined to give to the the guidance of their priests, we may be quite sure of this

Irish clergy the chance of speaking out to the English people. that Ireland under Uome Rule will speedily see religious

How earnestly they have accepted the opportunity our columns animosity reviving in flames at which we in England shall not

to-day testify. The evidence thus collected is overwhelming be at all well disposed to look on with indifference, and without

in its thoroughness. It proves, so far as a consensus of opinion active interference.

can prove the certainty of a future event, that the triumph of

the Nationalists means the destruction of the Protestant

The most earnest and devoted Romapists have

Church and the undisputed sway of Romanism. Whether always done their best to suppress heresy by every

Englishmen will take the warning thus given them we know

not ; but, at any rate, they cannothereafter complain that

available means. Like Saul of Tarsus, in his blind .

those who perceived the danger while there was yet time to ness, they also think they are doing service to God .

escape it did not try to rouse them to a sense ofits approach,

For let it not be supposed that the triumph of Romanism in

If they recover power in the sister isle , there need be

Ireland will be without effect on the religious condition of Eng no doubt as to how they will use it. The only check

land . The sister island will be used as a base for even more

energetic and bolder propagandism than has yet been attempted
which they may thereafter meet is likely to spring

amongst us. But, independently of this , the fall of a Pro from the radical infidelity which , with a fatal faith

testant Church, crushed under the iron heel of Rome , must

make a profound impression throughout Christendom . We
fulness, always dogs the footsteps of Popery.

shall be asked , and notwithout reason, why we busy ourselves

in forming new Churches abroad when the Church at home

cannot maintain its existence in the face of a hostile creed . DROPPING A COMMANDMENT.

For the honour of our faith, no less than for love of our

brethren, we arebound todo whatin us lies to keep the light of

the Gospel from being extinguished in Ireland.

N Friday last, by a majority of fourteen , the

The temper of the times has become so tolerant

House of Lords passed a resolution in favour

of opening the British Museum and the National

that
many refuse to believe in the existence of

Gallery on the Lord's Day. Fortunately this action is

intolerance . Perhaps, at no distant date, events in

Ireland may open many eyes. We have a lively

for the present harmless, as the House of Commons

recollection of an attempt made by some earnest

must first vote the necessary funds before it can have

practical effect. Nevertheless, it is not without sig .

Christian ministers to invade that country, with the nificance as a sign of the times . It at least proves

Bible as their only weapon , not much more than a that certain of our nobles have no objection to relax

quarter of a century ago, and we have a no less lively the security which the law of God confers on the

recollection of the hasty retreat they were compelled nation . For, if it be permissible to intermeddle with

to make by bands of men armed with weapons of a one statute of the Decalogue at the instance of human

very different kind . Is it likely, under the régime of will , there can be no just reason preferred for refusing

Home Rule, that a different welcome would be given to deal with the others . One noble lotd, indeed ,

to the Gospel ? It is vain to disguise facts . If the sought to enforce & distinction between the Fourth

Irish priesthood be allowed to control Government, Commandment and some of the others, and , apparently,

there can be no doubt its whole influence will be cast he succeeded , to his own satisfaction . In the Times

against evangelical truth. report we read that Lord Bramwell said :

The Spectator will not be accused of bigotry ; and Now, it was utterly impossible for any man to have the same

yet, in a very temperate article on “ The Danger of disposition to observe a supposed Commandment that he had

Persecution under Home Rule , we read these sen to observe a real one . There was something in our natures

tences (March 20th ) :

which told us that it was wrong for a man to steal, to mur.

The remark quoted by Dr. Naguire from Friar Behan,

der , or to commit other crimes ; but there was nothing which

“ From the topmost to the bottomest man, we'll have a man of

told a man that it was wrong for him to enjoy and amuse him.

our own," has the genuine Irish Catholic ring about it , and it will self on the seventh day .

mean a good deal , if ever, and whenever, the Irish Catholics

really find themselves in command of the situation .

Perhaps this may pass with some as argument,

It is

perfectly true that during the last fiſty years the Irish Roman but , if it is narrowly examined, the fallacy appears .

Catholics have not only used Protestants freely, but have

almost seemed to prefer Protestants as representatives - chiefly,

Is there really something apart from revelation or

no doubt, becausethe Protestants seldom ventured to dispute
custom which teaches every child that it is wrong to

the dictates of the priests on religious questions, while here

and there a good Catholic did venture to do so . But once

commit even those crimes he enumerates ? We know

let them feel quite safe in dispensing with Protestant aid , and that among many tribes there is no sense of shame

we believe that they would prefer to dispense with that aid , not after the committal of any of them. Nay more, there

only in the education of Roman Catholics, where theymay find a

very fair excuse for dispensing with it , but (as in the case of

are not a few so barbarous as to glory in the com

the unfortunate workbouse girl whose mother had been a mission of such crimes . It is fashionable to talk of

Roman Catholic , mentioned by our correspondent) in any case

in which the Catholic prejudice againt those whom Catholics

morality as innate ; but , if we have read our Bibles

regard as Protestant interlopers could find a plausible excuse to any advantage , we have discovered that it is some

for bursting out. Even Cardinal M'Cabe, says Dr. Maguire.

directed that no legal or medical man should be employed

thing quite different which is natural to mankind

unless he belonged to the Royal - i.e ., the Roman Catholic since the Fall .

University. Now, we do not know on what authority Dr.

Maguire makes this statement, and it may be inaccurate .

Be that as it may, the whole Decalogue stands or

But, if true, it is just the sort of imitation of Protestant falls together. The authority on which the Fourth

exclusiveness in former days, which we should expect, and Commandment rests is neither lesser nor greater than

precisely the kind of exclusiveness which is the beginning of
much bitterer and more dangerous forms of persecution, If that which supports the Sixth. If we are at liberty to
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repeal or amend one, we are at liberty to act in the

same manner with both .

The law which protects life and property has pre

cisely the claim to obedience which belongs to the

law which enforces a seventh -day rest. Tamper with

the latter because it restrains our lusts , and others

will claim the right to tamper with the former, because

they also prove an inconvenient restraint on their

passions.

THE WEDGE THICKENING .

HE preamble of the resolution is a curious one,

and affords an instructive illustration of what is

meant by the " thin edge of the wedge." Here it is :

That whereas for many years past Parliament has ed ,

without comment or protest, sums to provide for the Sunday

opening of Hampton Court picture galleries, Kew Gardens, the

Painted Hall of Greenwich Hospital , and the Dublin National

Gallery ; that whereas a majority of the Trustees of both the

British Museum and of the National Gallery have expressed a

desire to open those institutions on Sunday afternoons ; that

whereas for many years museums, libraries, and art galleries

have been opened free to the people on Sundaysin many large

provincial towns, with results of ahighly satisfactory character;

and, further, seeing that no legislative impediment is offered

to the Sunday opening of the Zoological Gardens in London to

the wealthy classes of society,notwithstanding the much larger

proportion of Sunday labourthereby involvedas compared with

8 Government art collection ; that for the above reasons this

House is therefore of opinion that the time has now come when

the principle already conceded should , in the interests of reli

gion and education ,be extended to the national collections of

art and literature in the metropolis.

To us this simply means that having done some .

thing wrong already is a sufficient reason for pro

ceeding now to do more. Carried out consistently,

this would finally lead to throwing open all places of

amusement on the Lord's Day and the full intro.

duction of all the morals and manners of a Continental

Sunday.
We are not sure that either the mover or

supporters of the resolution would object to proceed

so far as this ; but they think it wiser and more expe.

dient to proceed gradually by the method of instal

ments. Grant them what they ask to-day, and they

are content to retain the power of asking more

to-morrow . If those who wish to conserve

religious privileges are wise, they will learn from this

instance the danger of compromise. In such cases

to yield once is to yield all .

our

The Present Distress.

By Our Own Commissioner.

N fulfilment of the promise made in our last issue we follow

actual cases in the East End investigated on Friday last by our

Commissioner. To these we were introduced by one of Mr.

George Holland's Bible- women, and any funds sent us for East

End District will be placed in Mr. Holland's hands for distribu

tion .

Hidden Poverty.

1. - In a court just off Thrawl Street , Spitalfields, we find &

poor but clean woman . Till June last & poor, miserable

drunkard , now saved and trustful, and freed from the very desire

for strong drink. Her husband is a bootmaker, has been out

of work since October. The wife earns three shillings to four

shillings per week by “ charing; ” otherwise they are absolutely

without resources . There are now but two children, five at

different times have been taken from earth's sorrows.

" I've never known a winter like it ; no work to be had. But,

hard up as we've been , it's been a rare difference to have the

Lord with us. I wish I'd always been so. When we haven't

had a bit in the house , I've just cried to the Lord , and He's

taken away the very hunger. And, best ofall, He's fed my soul ;

in the hardest hour (actually starving they were till Mr:

Holland found it out) He's been nearer than ever."

As we sat in that humble room , I understood, as story after

story of the Lord's goodness was told, the simple annalsof the

poor are not yet exhausted .

a Dying Woman .

J .-- A few days ago Mr. Holland discovered that in one of

the houses in George Yard itself a dying woman was lying in a

miserable condition , and on a heap of rags. He found her

dying' of consumption , near indeed to her end, and without the

knowledge of God . The husband, a pegmaker by trade, out of

work, with five children and a dying wife. The family were in

absolute starvation . Food and fire were supplied , a nurse sent

at once, and all is being done to smooth the poor woman's last

days. We breathed inherear words of the King's mercy, but

she was too weak and ill to hear or beed .

a Bad has neverFailed."

Viscount Middleton and the Earl of Harrowby did

good service by their firm and vigorous resistance.

They showed beyond all controversy that working

men, to whose interests in this matter some Peers pro

fess to be so sensitive, do not wish to interfere with

the weekly rest-day. Artisans are sagacious enough

to see that if the day becomes open to amusement it

may become equally open to toil. Its present sacred

Dess is a safeguard which if removed could not easily

be replaced. In spite of statements to the contrary,

the opinion of working men has been expressed clearly

and conclusively. An earnest canvass
of their

societies, by the friends and opponents of Sunday

opening, was made in 1883. What was the result ?

Against Sunday opening there were 2,412 organiza

tions, with 501,705 members; in favour of it , 62

organizations, with 45,482members,

K. - A decent and sober man , about fifty , losthis work through

an accident last December, and has found nothing to do since.

As we enter he is trying to patch his old and worn boots. There

are two young children . In the same room lives a married son,

also “ out of work." The distress is very great. Not a farthing

coming in . The wife, who is too frail to go out to work , is a

bright and intelligent Christian . In all these trials her trust

in God has never failed .

A Long Tramp.

L. - Entering the next house we find a commotion in the

passage, an aged woman is sobbing like to break her heart.

“ He's gone ; he's just gone !" She is speaking of her husband,

from whose death-bed in hospital she has just returned . But

this is not our case, that is upstairs, where Mrs. L. is nursing

her baby. Her husband, a cabinet-maker, has been out of

work eleven months, andhas tramped to Sheffield, Birmingham ,

and Manchester, and other cities, only returning last week,

weary and dispirited— “ no work to be had.” There are six

children , only the eldest boy being at work, and “ but for him

we would have been on the street. " The boy earns 6s. 6d . ,

which he gives, every sixpence, to his mother, who pays 5s . for

rent, leaving 1s. 6d ., and an occasional 2s , mother earns for food .

The room is thoroughly clean , a delightful contrast to some

we have visited .

a Crowded Room.

M. - In the next room , a mere box , we find a womansuffering

terribly from “ black whitlow " on two fingers. Husband out

of work for four months, five children to keep, besides two boys

in the “ Shoeblack Brigade.” In this box of a room nine human

beings sleep. “ What have you in the cupboard to -day ?

“ Not a crumb." And her statement is easily verified, for every

part of the room is open to view . Children try , after school

hours, to earn a few coppers by selling lights on the street.

Here, as in all the cases given , there is no drink , it is poverty

caused by lack of employment. I may note my guide is specially

engaged in labouring amongst inebriate women , having a

peculiar gift for this work, and is keen to detect the slightest

token of indulgence in strong drink . The casesare all, save two,

of teetotalers — how they becameso, the terrible battles they

have had to fight, would form a thrilling chapter ; but here I may

not enlarge. Possibly in some future sketch I may illustrate

this wonderfully stirring branch ,

11
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Paralyzed husband.

N.-In a street almost wholly tenanted by Jews we find Mrs.

N. , a tailoresg out of work. Her husband,a tailor, became

paralyzed in his right arm last year, and is out of the reckoning,

save as a mouth to feed. The wife has been trying to support

husband and five children , but has bad no work for seven weeks.

They are positively starving, but for the little the mission is

trying to do. Thehusband is regularly at the Bible class, and

ismuch brighter in faith than the wife , who, poor woman , is

to worried with care and hunger she can hardly lift her mind to

higher things .

The Poor Baby.

0. - We are in " & terrace ! " Yes, so it is named , though I

shall call it an unusually narrow and dismal court . Here is a

mother, with five children , discovered only the other day abso

lutely foodless and fireless. When the visitor called, she was

out with an old chair, trying to sell it , to get a bit of bread for

the children . Our lady friendpassed a bad half-hourwith baby,

who was starving, and she feared would die before mother

returned. We found the infant no better ; want has told too

cruelly upon it. Father has been “ out of work " for eight

weeks. A week or two after her confinement this mother was

actually three days without food. “ Father is out looking for

work ; when hecomes in , and finds we've nothing to eat, he

goes out, and walks off the pain of hunger.”

$

Watch Bar Making.

P.-In this house, too , the same dread malady has entered. The

father is far advanced in oonsumption , yot is out trying to earn

a few coppers by scrubbing a shop. He looks so ill the neigh

hours grumble at the wife allowing him to go out. " What am

I to do ? He won't see us starve . " There are four children

two in consumption. She has been trying match box making

(24d . a gross of boxes ) ; “ but, what with thebaby, workashard as

I can I can't make more than one shilling per week .” Rent being

4. , 31., what is left for food may be imagined . The family have

simply been starving.

The Twins.

Q :-A decont and strong-looking man, shivering over a few

embers . Wife sitting crying about " the twins, " who died a

week or two since . Five children , however, are still left , and

" no work ” for four months. Roally the babies died of starva

tion . Yet the man is eager for work-has worked hard all his

life . Now he owes ten weeks' rent, and is threatened with

ojectment. The eldest son , the only one of an earning age , is

also out of work, but gets a shilling or two now and again . A

pitiful and worthy case . Has applied to the Mansion House

Fund -- but no answer yet.

Three, and all Out of work.

R. - Distressful also to find in next house :-Father (a respect

able -looking man) out of work sinco Christmas. Son, a carman ,

nino years in one situation,out of work since middle of January,

through dulness of trade . Son-in- law, a basket-maker, out of

work since Saturday after Christmas." In this house three

adult mon, all out of work , and six children crying for food .

A South -West District.

THE

HE Editor kindly permits me to give, in connection with

the investigation I have been making into the present

distress in other parts of London, three actual cases in from own

neighbourhood, and within a few hundred yards of my own

house. They aremerely illustrative of the condition of very

many in this locality .

T .-- I have known personally, for over a year, a plain , earnest

man whose prayers in our meetings are full of power, and

betray study of the Word . He is areal hearty worker in the

open air, the Sunday school, and the mission services. Only a

fewweeks ago did wediscover hispainful circumstances ; he had

made no complaint, bearing in silence the greatest straits. He

has, it seems, been out of work for four months : the little he

had saved soon went , and he was without resource, save what

the Lord provided from time to time.

I do not know if others have noted it, but as a matter of fact

I believe that, while the Lord's people are never compelled to

beg bread, many of them have been very sorely tried indeed

during the present exceptional distress.

While this man , never parting with his top coat, preserved

outwardly a respectable appearance, and while his wife and

children were regularly at Sunday school and the services, the

whole family were enduring the bitterest pinch of want. Many

á day have they had no food, save a bit of dry bread . We have

been doing what we can for him , but we have many such cases ,

and it is difficult for us to help them as they should be helped .

We are hopeful he will shortly be able to find employment .

The two following cases I find in one street, a quiet, respect

able street, where none would expect such bitter destitution.

Nothing in the House.

U. - A labourer has been out of work seven months, has four

children now sufferingfrom bronchitis and whooping cough .

Wife very delicate, with a baby eight weeks old. Last spring,

after a serious illness, the poorman had returned to work, had

just got the money lent him paid back, when he lost his employ

ment through slackness of trade, and has been idle ever since .

They are far in arrear with rent, and threatened with eject

ment. Until her confinement, the poor wife tried to earn &

little with her sewing machine, andnow, this too has failed .

We found not a bit of fire, and nothing in the house save a

little rice. The children seem positively starving.

UWant and cWorry.

V. – This man, who has been a soldier, and has seen active

service, with his wife were employed in a laundry, when busi

ness affairs went wrong and they both lost their work. With

four children their distress is very great. Want and exposure

has brought on congestion of the lungs and heart disease , and

the man is trying to get into a hospital, The wife expects to

be confined in aweek or two, and has not a stitch prepared.

Any friends willing to help inthese, or similarcases in my

own district, should state for $ .W . District ; " such relief will

promptly reach the sufferers.

PEARL FISHER .

A Very Practical Response.

A
Young Mother.

8. - Ono more case. In a clean little room-kept clean by

the husband-lies a bright young woman , confined four days

ago. She holds up baby with pride and affection . There is

one other child , two years. Husband was employed in awool

warehouse, has been out of work four weeks. With the little

they got, at such a time, from the mission, he does all he can

for his wife, who speaks of him as “ loving and so good to her. ”

But absolute poverty is here.

Sober, Decent, Weserving.

So ends another painful round of investigation . Not all the

casos visited are recorded ; these are but illustrations of sober,

decont, and deserving distress in the East End . They are

none of them chronio poverty ; they are those who help them

Belves, but who now, and for some time, have found their wonted

earnings dried up through the depression of trade .

In the squaremile round George Yard there are , it is com .

puted, one hundred and eighty thousand human beings, and

amongst those very great distress prevails. Mr. Holland and

his helpers are doing on their behalf a noble and invaluable

work,

P. F.

Donations sent on behalf of the East End district will

promptly bo forwarded.

gives the following testimony that our articles have

stirred up others. We believe many might, by taking some

personal trouble, render similar help :

Through reading your report, I suggested to my wife, who

is engaged intract distribution, to make inquiries in her

district. Similar cases have come under hernotice - one a

carpenter, long out of work, I have engaged to come

to-morrow to do several odd jobs in his line . Could not many

of your readers begin their spring cleaning and painting, & c .,

and so employ some of the unemployed ? H, W.

Denmark .- The death is announced, on February 2nd, of

the venerable Dr, Kalker, who was president of the Evangelical

Alliance meeting at Copenhagen in 1884. Dr. Kalker was born

in Stockholm in 1882, and was the son of a Jewish Ribbi, but

was converted to Christ when twenty -one years of age.

Mr. A. J. Arnold , Secretary of the Evangelical Alliance,

has left London on a visit to the Riviera and Italian cities, in

response to a cordial invitation from the Roman Committee of the

Alliance, and from influential representatives of the Waldensian,

the Free , and other Churches. During five or six weeks meet.

ings for promoting Christian union and the defence of the

persecuted in many lands (in accordance with the aims of the

Alliance ) will be held in the principal cities .
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Praise and the Hope.

there

“ Bless the Lord, O my soul, and forget not all His benefits."

It is proper and meet for us to say, “ Thanks be to God , which

giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.”

Another thing to give thanks for is because of the glory
BY REV, J. ELDER CUMMING, D.D. that is coming to the Lord Jesus. He has never hadHis

glory yet ; not all of it, perhaps not half of it. When He

WE
E read in 1 Cor. xv. 57, “ Thanks be to God, which ascended up on high, we see the beginning of it, but it is not

giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ." completed until His coming again, and His reign is set up,

What victory ? That victory in which death is swallowed andHis throne is established in righteousness. The Lord

UPand the grave destroyed . I confess, this morning, I do Jesus Christ is only Prince and Saviour yet ; as a King He

not see why there should be any speaking at all. I cannot cometh , but the Kingly crown is not upon His head yet.

reconcile it with my idea of a Praise Meeting that there There is another coronation day, and that 'shall be His

should be anything but praise. I think all the time ought marriage day,when He cometh to take at once His throne and

to be spent in praise, realizing, as we do, what a happy His Bride. God is going to give to Christ His throne

and blessed thing it is to live in the atmosphere of praise and and kingdom here. This is only right and fitting. Poetical

ong. Some say weshould be tired of doing that very soon , justice, is simply ideal justice ; and that is just God's

and yet we have an eternity before us, in which great justice. Here where Jesus was despised and rejected , here

part of our occupation shall be praise unto God that giveth where men hated Him and hunted Him to death , shall He

us the victory.
receive His crown . This world that crucified Him is the

I cannot help thinking how graciously God has been world that must see Him come in the glory and seated on the

stirring us withnew causes for praise this morning ; and we throne in power and great glory.

want to make some small recognition of His great goodness in Have you ever venturedto think - when shall that glory

enlarging our hearts during these days of conference. I do come ? Sometimes I have thought of the splendour and

feel,in the first place, that we should praise Him that Heput majesty of it , and I do not know thatthe Lord would have

it into the hearts of our friends in authority here to call us us throw aside all our imagination, although we must have

together to this Conference. Thank God for that. Then we
thbank Him,most especially, for thewayinwhichHehas it in Bjection How naturalit is for usto lift up oureyes

to the heavens and wonder at what hour the Lord shall

awakened the hope throughout the country — the blessed hope come ! Shall it be at noon , that He might outshine the sun

of the church . in all its splendour ? Or may it be at midnight, when

Seven years ago we gotmany a lesson in the Conference then He shall rend the ethereal vault and the starry sky, and the

held here, and some of the lessons remain to this day in blessing blue heavens that His own hand hath made shall see the

to my own soul . Here I first realized what the joy of salva Lord ; andthese stars shall be witnesses, and with adoring

tion could be. Here I saw many gathered together, whose voice hail the sound of His coming ?

faces wore an expression of spiritual joy such as I had never But, after all , these are only outward things ; the glory of
seen elsewhere, and I said to myself, What is the meaning the Lord Jesus Christ is much more than that. “ He that is

of that praise -light ? I had been taught that, if anything, our God is the God of salvation .” His redemption shall be

religion was a solemn thing, but here I found that it was manifested , and the world redeemed by His precious blood.

bright and joyful. Those faces of peace sometimes break upon His glory Heshall have, the glory of sacrifice, and there also

my vision still. And the next thing I recall from that old shall be'manifested the glory of the holiness, and of the

gathering is that I found the teaching of the Second Advent power, and of the purity of Him who shall reign in the

was one reason which filled the heart with such joy. The heavens, and we rejoice now and give thanks to God for it.

singing at Mildmay seven years ago rings in my heart Thanks be unto God who giveth Him the victory, for the

Jet. I do not know anything that strikes a Scotchman so glory and the majesty which are all His, in these we shall

much as the joy insuchsinging. Now that is the real mean share.

ing of a Praise Meeting, joyin gathering together, when One thing more, we give thanks that the Lord Jesus Christ

the heart gets so full thatit cannot contain, but must well is coming because of the deliverance that is going to come to

the earth. Now you know there is no mistake whatever

I remember , too, seven years ago, that there was just that Christianity is never going to save the world. If

such a Praise Meeting as this, and Ithink , if I remember missions were going to save it, they have had nineteen

rightly, youhad witnesses who spokeof theblessing that they hundred years ; surely long enough if it could be done

had received in the kindled hope in their hearts. Others nineteen hundred years is surely long enough to show

expressed their thankfulness that, while many schools of whether the Christian Church can Christianize the world

prophecy were represented, there had been no bitterness of it has not been done. Nay, for the last fifty years, do you

feeling, and to -day, again, we thank God for that.Then not see that it has been rather the other way ? I question

we must thank God that there is such a truth to praise Him greatly if the world is getting better ; I am not sure that

about : and that there is now so much interest in it that we the world has not been getting worse. There have been,

can call together this Conference. This blessed truth, which undoubtedly, improvements in certain directions; the

us together, isone indeed to make us glad. border line of heathenism has been pushed further back ;

But there are some special points in that teaching I would equitable laws have been made ; human enlightenment has

notice. To begin with, there is the thought that perhaps I been progressing. But looking at our own country, and at

shall not die. I believe that, I believe that with all my Christ endom generally, I do not know that things are not

for a good many years I havesaid to myself over and Take our different cities. Is there not more

Over again, I may not die after all. There is one text irreligion, more infidelity, more immorality, more hopeless

almost always quotedwrongly, " It is appointed unto all men ness than there was in former times ? I am not speaking of

once to die.” You perceive the wrong quotation at once ? You Pekin and Calcutta , nor even of Paris and Rome ; but I am

knowthatit reads,"Itisappointed unto men once to die." speaking of London,Manchester, and New York ;and, look

Elsewhere we are told explicitly that we shall not allsleep, ing at these cities, is there not causeforsaying that during

but we shall all be changed."What a wonderful thing to the last fifty years things havegone to the worse ? Our

be thankful about ! There is something in the degradation missionary societies are far frommaking London a God
of death which makes ittheenemy ofman inall time ; there fearing place. Can you expect that the whole Chris

is a loathsomeness in the thought of it that we cannot get tian Church will revolutionize the world ? We hear some

rid of ; a consciousness ofhumiliation in thetriumph of death, thing of statistics about the world being evangelized in

What a wonderful thought thatsome of ushere, possibly all fifty years. Suppose we have fifty years to makethe earth

of us, probably many of us, almost certainly "some of us, hear the name of Christ, will London become a holy city ?
shallnot die ! Tobe like Enoch : he wasnot, and he had I do not believe there is a man alive who would be bold

this testimony that he pleased God. Or it may be like enough to say so. I have been told by men who do not

Elijah,weshallbe raptaway in thewhirlwindatChrist'sside exaggerate, that even in London here, if every church,

What a prospect someofus have ! Wellmay we exclaim chapel, and mission hall were filled to the door, there would

This and the two following addresses were delivered at the Mildmay
not be room for about one million of her inhabitants.

Is this a strange thing to give thanks for ? It may seem so.

out.

has
gathered

heart ;
worse.

Praise
Meeting.
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The Purifying Hope.

But we give thanks because wehave found the great secret of indwelt by the Spiritof God . Thetime is coming when we

success, that it is not merely by earnest efforts or prayers shall be perfectly like Him . Why ? Because we shall

that this world sball be saved . Meanwhile it is only see Him as He is .

ivdividuals who are being saved . It is only a remnant. It Let me ask, what is the nature of thehope ? If I an

used to be a remnant from the world. I am not sure that it really hoping, I shall be expecting. There must be

is not now a remnant from the Church . We thank God then expectation, and to warrant my expectation there must be

that Christ is coming to deliver this weary world . Paul tells the Word of God. Lord Cåvan has brought before us

us, and his words are true now as ever, that “ the whole the promise that He will come again ; and, believing

creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now ; that these are His own words , I expect Him . But there

and not only they, but ourselves also , which have the first must be something more in real hope,not only expectation,

fruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan within ourselves, there must be desire. I may be expecting a thing and yet

waiting for theadoption ,to wit, the redemption of our body ; dreading it. I may be perfectly convinced that the Lord

and we too, with the world, travail in pain, but the Lord will come again, and yet I inay not desire it. If there be

shall come and so get all things right. We give thanks that real hope, there must be real desire. If we do not love

He is coming, and that He is coming to save, and to -day we His appearing, we shall not look for it ; but, if we do love Bis

cry, Come quickly, come quickly, Lord Jesus. appearing, we will look for Him and long for it.

Now I would remark how much the true hope depends on

our spiritual condition. If we are not living in real, abiding

fellowship with Christ, we cannot really hope. Wemustnot

merely have the mind instructed in the things of Christ, but

BY REV. EVAN H. HOPKINS.
the will must be surrendered to Him. When it is so , their

you shall be able to say,
" Whoso offereth praise glorifieth Me” ( Psa . 1. 23) .

“ Even so, come, Lord Jesus.”

Now what is the effect of this hope ? Every mail

THAT
THANKSGIVING and praise. What is thanksgiving ? that hath this hopein Him purifieth himself, even as He

It is like fruit ; you cannot manufacture it. It is not is pure.” It will have a real effect upon our life,the

something mechanical ; it is the spontaneous outcome of a effect will be practical,and it will be progressive. Practical.

right spiritual condition. You must be right within , and so It is not enough that I should believe that He is coming, but

you can offer true praise. As we have heard, it is when the that I should seek to be made ready to meet Him. It is not

heart is full of joy that we are full of praise. Hope fills us enough that I should say to God , “ I confess how far short

with praise, rejoicing in hope, of the glory of God.

Wehave been hearing a good deal about the hope of the

I come of being pure." It is not enough that I have

clear views as to the necessity of being pure.
I must

Church Jately . Well “ every man that hath this hope in Him be purifying myself. You say, how can a
man purify

purifieth himself, even as He is pure.” Now to whom does himself í You have not power to do it, it is not in

that hope belong ? To those who have accepted Christ. To

thosewhohave passed from deathunto life , who can “ give purify ourselves. A balloon has no power to rise of itself
,

man to purify his ways ; yet there is a sense in which we do

thanks unto the Father, which hath made us meet to be par
but it has capacity to receive. The gas which it receives will

takers of the inheritance of the saints in light ; who hath de lift it. We have power to receive Christ. Christ will

livered us from the power of darkness, and hath translated us
cleanse us.

into the kingdom of His dear Son . " When we receive Christ

There are the two sides, the human and the

Divine. Christ comes appealing - commanding - enabling.
we bave salvation - it is not that we hope to be accepted, it is a Appealing— “ Wilt thou be made whole ? ” Commanding-,

present thing. A friend of mine was passing out of a rail.
Rise, take up thy bed and walk. ”

way station, when the stationmaster said to him, “ Your

Enabling— “ And

immediately theman was madewhole, and took up hisbed,"

ticket, sir. " He gave it up, adding the words, “ Have you
& c . Man has to hearken, to yield , and to obey.

got your ticket ? " What do you mean ? " he said .

are all passengers to eternity - have you got a ticket ? " " I

Further, it must be progressive. This seems alnuost too

hope so," was the reply. “ I will speak ofthatword ' hope' and 'reception areprogressive. Faith receives what the

obvious to mention. Itisprogressive - because perception

another time," was the response. Next time my friend came mind perceives, and the will has to act as the light shines.

to the gate of the railway station, he buttoned up his coat,

and when the stationmaster said, " Got your ticket, sir ? ”

But we cannot see everything all at once. It is by degrees

“ I hope so," was the answer. “ No good , sir ;

we grasp and apprehend. We do not therefore believe every
have you got

thing at once. Nor is the act of yielding completed at once.

your ticket ! " But won't hope do ? ” “ No, you must give We may believe all the truth we know . Wemayreceive all

me your ticket? ” “ Now ," he said , “ hope won't do for me;
the fulness we see—we may yield right up to thelight we

how do you think it is going to do for eternity ? What is
have. But as the truth opens, as the light shines,asthe

your hope? Have you passed from death unto life ? "

The Christian stands midway, as it were , between two great
mind perceives, so every other part of our spiritual being

revelations of Christ.
must act in the path of progress. We go on purifying our

Christ has come , and Christ will come.
selves, even as He is pure.

We look back on the past, not hoping,but believing ; we look

forward with hope that this same Jesus shall so come in

I find many who insist that it is progressive, and yet

they seem to be standing still. Now suppose you have a
like manner as He went up into Heaven . It is to this visible

personal and sudden coming thatwe are looking forward.

servant who is dishonest, and you speak to that servant

about it ;weeks pass, and you find he is only aiming at being
He will appear," that is our hope. Not only that, but further, honest :'would that satisfyyou ? Or, suppose your child

“ When Heshall appear, we shall be like Him ; for we shall

see Him as He is." These two things must go together--it
tells you an untruth,would it satisfy you that he says he is

is a twofold hope.
aiming attruth? Let us not merely beaiming atpurity, let

We shall see Him, and we shall be like

Him.
there be progress towards it.

God's purpose must be fulfilled. What is that purpose ?

That we may be conformed to the image of His Son. We

are now being conformed. “ Be not conformed to this world ; Bible Acrostic for the Little Ones.

but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye
No. VII.

may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect will TI
HE initials will give the name of a place Paul visited and

ofGod." Take this passage in connection with 2 Cor. iii . 18,
encouraged his converts :

“ We all , with open face beholding as in a glass the glory of the
1. The name of one of the apostles.

Lord, are changed into the sameimage from glory to glory ,
2. The name of one of the kings of Judah .

even as by the Spirit of the Lord." If we want to know
3. The name of one of the sons of Adam .

the character of this transforming, we have it in the trans
4. The name of a high priest .

5. The name of a prophet.

figuration of the Lord Jesus Christ. He was transfigured,

but what kind of change was it that was wrought upon
6. The name of a precious stone .

7. The name of a ruler .

Him ? Not that the light of Heaven shone upon Him and 8. The name of a prophet.

He reflected it back, but rather that His own glory
9. The name of Joseph's wife .

within shone out. So we see that it was not something super

ficial, and on the outside , but the glory from within , being Plymouth .

" We

T, H,
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Weighed and Found Wanting.

IT

Not a

the facts of history when I say that the development of

national life has never produced righteousness. Has it done

BY MR. HENRY VARLEY.

this, either in ancient or modern times ? Let Babylon,

Egypt, or Israel. up to date, answer. Let Greece or Rome

give evidence. Is Europe at the close of the nineteenth

engagements have prevented mefrom being present at century the abode of truth and righteousness ? Are the

more than two of the meetings of this deeply interesting pations ashamed of sin ? Are they exalting God, and lifting

Conference . The address which I purpose giving will, I high the principles and teachings of His Holy Word ? Is it

trust,prove a stimulus in this final gathering for thanks possible to identify existing conditions, e.g., each European

giving and praise. nation armed to the teeth , and, as a whole, ready to put ten

It appears to me that, as we look back upon human history, millions of soldiers on the field of slaughter, as having any;

conclusive proof exists that the living God has been per thing in common with the will of God ? When our Lord

mitting the sons of men the opportunity of proving to Jesus Christ reigns in jiwerand great glory , as He assuredly

themselves their unfitness either for personal independence will , " the nations will learn war no more."

or national government. For six thousand years nearly, Is it not the fact that national history in its turn has been

man has been tried and tested in every conceivable condition . a pitiable spectacle and a splendid failure ? Nation has risen

We cannot affect surprise at the result of this trial, for man against nation, kingdom against kingdom , ruthless am

is a sinner. That sinners should rule righteously would bitions and devastating wars have been the rule. From the

undeed be strange, and out of accord with “ the nature and days of Nebuchadnezzar, the great despotic king, right

taass of things." onward through monarchical and constitutional governments

This trialofman as an individual has goneon in all parts to modern times, the same testimony of violence, corruption,

of the habitable globe, and has comprehended the experience and failure comes ; six thousand years of human rule is

of every nation,kindred, tongue, and people. Every condi. closing amid universal disquiet, unrest, and fear.

tion has been tried, every phase of humanity has shared in the single European Government rules in righteousness to-day !

test of sixty centuries, and every degree of physical, mental, Neither is there a country, metropolis, city, town, or hamılet

and intellectual capacity has had place. on the face of the earth where the principles of Divine

From the aboriginal tribes of Australia, Asia, and Africa, government hold sway.

with their low type of brain vigour and crude civilization , to It is important to bear in mind that there is no form of

the high class Brahmin , the cultured Roman,the philosophic governmentpossible to manwhich has not been tried. Equally

Greek , and the latest illustrations of progress instanced in interesting is the remarkable fact that the verge of the last

tbe experience of the Teutonic and Anglo-Saxon race. It is century of the sixth thousand years (the limit, as I believe,

scarcely possible to conceive any condition of which man as of man's trial in regard to fitness for government) sees the

an individual is capable, but that condition has again and New World (America ) yielding the latest exhibition of

again existed. In this respect also “ there is nothing new national life in a manifold and complex sense . English ,Ger

noder the sun ." man ,Irish , French, Italian, Chinese, Asian , and African, indeed

From the most degrading heathenism of the dark past on all Old World national life , is being incorporated in the struc

the one hand , to the highest manifestations of nineteenth ture of the United States Republic. Can this latest mani.

century civilization on the other, man has had place, part, festation of human government be pronounced a success ?

and opportunity. And what is the burden of evidence Are the great cities of the United States eminent for

concerning man as an individual ? We are bound to take righteousness and the diminution of iniquity ? With the

the place of the mind of God, endorsed as that judgment is noblest of her presidents assassinated, with her past govern

by the witness of facts. We unhesitatingly affirm that man ments notorious for their corruption, is it not true toaffirm

has proved an ignominious break-down and failure. that the drift of government in the new world is not the way

I do not deny that there have been large numbers of of God ?

individual exceptions to the rule,exceptions, be it remembered , Far be it from me to speak ungenerously of a great people

induced through the restraining grace and Word of God. I am amongst whom I love to preach Christ; but I cannot say that

speaking of human history in its vast majorities, in every I have returned to England enamoured of American demo

century, throughout the habitable earth. From the stand cracy. In the year 1884 no less than three thousand three

point of righteous judgment, individual life and character hundred and seventy- seven men and women were murdered .

has been ,and continues to be, a melancholy disappointment. This isan appalling fact,indicating a condition of lawlessness

** Weighed in the balances, and found wanting," isthe solemn and a disregard of the sacredness of human life alike fearful

perdiet concerning man , not of the Word of God only, but of and terrible. I believe I am right in saying that in England,

human experience also,
with her thirty-seven millions of inhabitants, less than two

Letus now enlarge our thought,and pass from theconside hundred murders were committed in 1884. The United

ration of individual life to family history. The family is the

States, with her fifty - seven millions , had little less than three

life of the individual, the circle of a multiplied indi. thousand five hundred. Not less alarming is the fact that

vidualism . Here again man has been tried in every possible one hundred and eleven only of these murderers suffered the

condition. Inthe direst poverty, in the highest prosperity, penalty of the Divine law, “ Whoso sheddeth man's blood ,

in penury and luxury, in hut and hovel, tent and temple, by man shall his blood be shed ” (Gen.ix. 6 ).

cottage and palace, in rudeness and refinement, on island and In the great majority of the American cities the Lord's

continent, in the units of which the marriage state is first Dayis the greatday for theatrical entertainments and public

formed ,
or seen as the enlarging circle which belongs to the sports, whilst,with scarcely an exception, elaborate and large

fruitful reproduction of human life - here also barbarism , editions ofthe Sunday newspaperare everywhere issued. This

heathenism , and the highest formsof civilization have had is not confined to what we should call the Sunday newspaper,

place. The time of trial has been ample, and has been per but is precisely as though the London Times, Daily Telegraph,

mitted underconditions which embrace every variety of Standard, Daily News, and Chronicle were to publish amuch

experience. Here also I may ask, what has been the issue larger edition on the Lord's Day morning thanany other day

and result ? Again, from the standpoint of the judgment of of the week. Beside this, the Sunday issue is the special

God, and in the solemn light of thefacts of history, it may medium for making known the aggregate of the terrible

in truth be affirmed that human family life has proved
crimes which are committed.

in its vast majorities a mournful and melancholy failure. In one large city a prominent Judge told me that the year

Enlarge the family, and take a survey of the widening 1884 yielded no less than three Divorce Court cases a

circle suggested by tribal life, which in its turn gives the day ; in round numbers, 1,100 cases of divorce in that

growth and development of the family. The same facts are section of the population, which does not exceed 100,000

presented to view ; probably nothing more painful of its

men and women , Preaching in one of the prisons of the

kind is known to human history than the bitter strifes, city, I counted twenty-three murderers in one row of cells.

jealousies, cruelties, and ambitions common to tribal În the light of these facts, can it be contended that the

experieaces,

latter end of the nineteenth century shows man to be

Again, let our thought enlarge, multiply the tribes until improving or approximating to good government ? Is not

pational life has been produced .' 'I am simply appealing to

the testimony that of continued failure ? Whether we go
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back to ancient times and mark the history of the nations, strong confidence in “ the bleseed hope ” excites the smile of

whose corruptious ended in their overthrow and extinction, pity. Gallio-like, they neither care for these things, nor

or contemplate modern national life in any portion of the do they believe them .

habitable globe, is it not patent to every observer that, so far How important, therefore, to call to mind that the Holy

as righteous government is concerned, humanity is a complete Spirit has,by His wonderful prescience and care, armed us

failure ? Has not man's subsequent history proved incon in argument against these days of cold and philosophic

testably that man has by sin broken away from allegiance to scepticism , andthat in language as apposite as it is assuring.

God, that “ by one man's disobedience sin entered into the It is not too much to say that the rock upon which those

world ” ( Rom . v. 12 ), that all men have sinned, and every who rejectmiracle make shipwreck becomes to the believer

where they have endorsed and followed the corrupt example a sure and stable foundation in these days of widespread

of Adam ? sophistry and subtle unbelief.

Is not human history the accentuation and proof of There can beno question that the second coming of Christ

Scripture testimony ? Can we wonder that God is about to will be identified with wonderful breaches in natural

close the long and dark chapter of human iniquity ? Shall sequence. It is not too much to say that a whole series of

we not adore His wisdom and goodness in that He has miracle, on a scale of magnificent grandeur, will inaugurate

invested all governmental power and authority in His the commencement of the reign of the Great King. We do

blessed Son, who, as Paul puts it, “ in His times shall show not understand what is gained by ignoring the coming and

who is the blessed and only Potentate, the King of kings and presence ofthe Heavenly Sovefeign until the close of His

Lord of lords " ? ( 1 Tim . vi. 14, 15 ) . reign. This surely is a violent breach in the fitness of things,

We believe that the great crisis drawn near when the Lord whether earthly or heavenly sovereignty be considered .

Jesus Christ shall “ dash in pieces like a potter's vessel ” Let it be intelligently and firmly held in mind that, when

existing governmental power (Psa . ii . 9 ; Rev. ii . 27). We our Lord appeared at His first advent, miracle attended

are looking for the fulfilment of the words of the prophet the whole of His ministry ; indeed, the Lord Jesus cited the

Daniel, “ Thou sawest till that a stone was cut out without fact of the lepers being cleansed, the deaf, the lame, the

hands,which smote the image upon his feet that were of iron blind being healed, the dead being raised, as among the

and clay, and brake them in pieces. Then was the iron, proofs of His Messiahship (Matt. xi.4, 5 ). Indeed , from the
the clay, the brass, the silver,and the gold , broken to pieces Virgin's conception until the ascension on Olivet, natural

together, and became like the chaff of the summer threshing sequence may be said to have been in constantly recurring

floors .... and the stone that smote the image becamea great breach, and miracle Christ's Minister of State.
mountain ,and filled the whole earth ” ( Dan. ii. 34, 35) . Our It is also worthy of remark that all the miracles of our Lord

eyes are fixed upon that which is at once the hope of the when on earth were of a character which became Him as the

Church and the deliverance of the world from its bon lowly Servant of Jehovah. Thrice only did He raise the

dage of corruption, viz . , " the glorious appearing of the dead,thrice only did He assume the role of the Great Creator

great God and Saviour Jesus Christ ( Titus ii . 13) . We to still the tempest and instantly create the bread which

await with intense expectancy the supreme crisis of which satisfied the hungry thousands. His power over disease,

the everlasting Word thus speaks, “ Andthe seventh angel over sin, over demons,over death, over the elements, over

sounded , and there were great voices in Heaven, saying, The disordered minds, yea, His self-surrender unto death , all

kingdoms of this world arebecome the kingdom of our God, declare how miracle attended as the handmaid of His hidden

and of His Christ, and Ile shall reign for ever and ever ” ( Rev. majesty.

xi . 15). Reverently we may affirm that none of these direct inter

ferences with natural order were upon a scale of great
The Scepticism of the Last Days Considered .

power and glory, but He cometh again. "Art Thou a King

There is one other thought which I desire to notice before said Pilate. Hearken to the reply of the coming glorious

I close. The Apostle Peter, speaking of the last days of this Lord : “ TO THIS END WAS I BORN, and for this cause came

wicked and adulterous age, says in the third chapter of his I into the world, that I should bear witness to the truth "

second letter, third verse , Knowing this first, that there (John xviii. 37). Now just as miracle endorsed and accom

shall come in the last days scoffers, walking after their own panied our Lord's ministry before , so also miracle on a scale

lusts, and saying, Where is the promise of His coming ? for of power and great glory will usher ir, the days when “ the

since the fathers fell asleep all things continue as from the Lord shall be King over all the earth ; in that day, there

beginning of the creation .” You will notice that their shall be one Lord and His name one ” ( Zech. xiv. 9) .

ohjection to the truth of the Lord's coming is described as an
I have only time to add a few suggestive words concern

outcome of lust, not the lust of the flesh, but of the mind, ing the marvellous breach in natural sequence which will

the scoffer's jest. take place when He comes whose right it is to reign. There

The objection is based upon what wemay call reason's view will be no room for the scoffer's ribald jest then , " For this

of the order of natural sequence . They appeal to the absence we say unto you by the word of the Lord, that the Lord

of anything supernatural or miraculous in ordinary experi Himself shall descend from Heaven with the voice

ence since the fathers fell asleep, thereby discrediting, in of the archangel and the trump of God.” What a breach in

their modern material scepticism ,thefaithful witnesses ofGod . natural sequence this ! It is the Lord breaking silence by

Now this substantially is the position taken to-dayby tens the magnificent testimony of the resurrection and instant

of thousands of educated men and women , not in England change of the Church of the firstborn. “ And the dead in

only, but throughout the world . They have given up faith Christ shall rise first . " The Lord Jesus, in power and great

in the Scriptures as the revelation of God to man because glory, now calls untold millions from the tomb. Forth they

those Scriptures are full of testimony concerning the things come, in instant obedience to His mighty voice , robed in the

which are supernatural and miraculous. incorruptible glory which neither thought nor language can

As a system of morals, as a marvellous illustration of past adequately pourtray.

literature the Bible is accepted. As the Divine treasury of Then instantly follows another tremendous breach in life's

infallible truth, the Word of God is by these rejected. present order, when every true believer in Christ shall be in

Miracle, by reason of want of accord with natural order, is the stantly changed. “ Behold," says the apostle, " I shew you

stumbling-stone upon which they fall. The past thousand a mystery. We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be

years, saythey, have known no sudden and violent breaches
changed,in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, atthe last

such as belief in miracles involves ; we, therefore, believe in trump ; for this corruptible must put on incorruption, and

natural sequence and refuse to exercise an unreasoning faith this mortal must put on immortality" (1 Cor. xv. 51, 52).

in the miracles of the Old and New Testament. Then, when the dead are raised incorruptible and the living

Many of these, whom I respectfully describe as Mate changed into the likenessofthe body of His glory, we shall

rialists, regard our strong confidence in the personal appear Olives (Zech. xiv. 4 , 5) , which cleaving in twain atHis co

ing of our Lord as the delusion of childish minds, minds be caught up to meet the Lord in the air (1 Thess. iv, m

without intellectual growth, children in the sense of weak Here in very deed is the majesty of miracle ! 17).

ness and non-discernment of “ the great strides which Then follow the tremendous judgments which precede the

humanity is making . " This Conference is, and will be, renovation of theearth (see Psa . xlvi., xlvii. ; Isa . xxiv . toxxvi.;

regarded by these as puerile, and almost contemptible. Our Hab. iii . ). Then the Lord Himselfstands upon the Mount of
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Another Party of Children.

mand, " half toward the north and half toward the south ," a | deoided for Christ." " Three of my children have been brought

magnificent river is formed , which , opening out from the to Jesus ; " andso on one afteranother . Atoneofthemeetings a

Mediterranean on the west, will run through the heart of young woman was spoken to, who seemed deeply anxious about

Jerusalem and flow eastward to the Dead Sea , whose waters her soul. After conversation and prayer, she gave herseif to

will thenceforth be healed . the Lord , and as she realized that Jesushad received her as a

Thus Jerusalem will become possessed of a magnificent poor lost sinner her face lit up with joy. It was found that

she had been brought up by a Christian gentleman with his
river, which in the past she never possessed . This great water

way will fit her to become thegreatmaritimecentre for which two little boys from a village in Kent to be present at that

meeting, having taken lodgings for the night, with the one
God in the future has designed her (Isa . xxxiii. 20 -20). The

desire that they might be saved , and we believe that all three
groaning creation (Rom . viii. 19-23)shall no longer be burdened , gave their hearts to the Lord .

for with the manifestation of the sons of God the dirge of six Very many will have cause to thank God throughout eternity
thousand years of " sorrow , lamentation, and woe” shall give for sending Mr. Hammond to Richmond, and our prayers will

place to the glorious liberty and songs of the day of the | follow him to Cardiff, A . H .

Lord , the antitype of the Sabbath , the thousand years of

Millennial glory (Rev. xx. 4 -6 ), in which “ the earth shall be

filled with the knowledge of the glory of the Lord ,and they

shall not teach every man his neighbour, and every man his Home of Industry .
brother, saying, Know the Lord : for all shall know Me, from ATthemonthly meeting for workersat the Homeof Industry

the least unto the greatest ” (Heb . viii. 11). last Wednesday, a band of bright-faced, healthy-looking

These stupendous actings on the part of our glorious Lord boys were present,whoare about to sail for Canada under charge

are but a part of the great series of miraculous events which of Miss Macpherson 's nephew , Mr. W . Merry . It was cheering

will inaugurate theMillennial reign . There are many others; to hear from Miss Macpherson that tidings have just been

time forbids me even to attempt to indicate their order. All received from Mr. and Mrs. Merry in Canada , saying that

applications are coming in rapidly for lads ; so this party will
this is for the patient following outof those who delightwith

find homes waiting for them . Miss Macpherson told of a very
David to sing, “ Myheart is inditing [is bubbling up ] a good solemn and happy time she had spent with the boys, on the

matter ; I speak of the things which I have made touching previous Sunday, at the Hackney Training Home, when she

the King ; my tongue is the pen of a ready writer " felt the Spirit of God was working in their young hearts, and

Psa. xlv. 1, 2 ). not a few yielded to His gracious power ; and she trusts that

May we not, in conclusion, appropriately call to mind the many of these dear lads will go forth to their new homes as

prophetic words of the seventy-second Psalm concerning the those whohave comeas lost sinners to accept the great salvation .

reign of Christ, “ In His days shall the righteous flourish ; Dr. EccLEs presided at the meeting, and four young ladies

and abundance of peace so long as the moon endureth . Yea, about to leave shortly for North Africa were also commended to

all kings shall fall down before Him ; all nations shall worship the Lord in prayer. Two of these were present, and spoke a

Him . His name shall endure for ever. His name shall be few words as to how the Lord had led them and cleared every

continued as long as the sun , and men shall be blessed in difficulty out of the way . In one case , the mother would not

listen to the request, and begged the daughter not to mention
Him . All pations shall call Him blessed , and blessed be His

it again , but the Lord took the matter in hand, and would not
glorious namefor ever ; and let thewhole earth be filled with let themother rest until she yielded upher daughter. In this

His glory ; Amen , and Amen ." To apply the testimony of other case, one great difficulty was her health , and friends said ,

seventy -seventy Psalm to Soloman save in very subordinate “ The doctor would never pass you ; ” but. when examined, he

Jense is the highest folly . said the climate would be better for her than England.

Have you ever noticed the addition at the last verse of Mr. SCROGGIE spoke some bright, helpful words on “ The sun ,

Psa. lxxii. ? Seeing, as David did see, that his Lord should an illustration ofwhat Christians ought to be. " The sun gives

reign , and these conditions be the result of His wisdom , light and heat. SomeChristians seem to have light without

love, and power,the sweet singer of Israel adds, “ The prayers heat, always seeking to set people right. but not much of the

of David the son of Jesse are ended." Yes, indeed , prayer drawing power. In Psa. xix . 6 we have, “ There is nothing hid

in his thankful heart had given place to the rest of the soul, to from the heat." Ifwe would be soul-winners ,wemust have more

the sacrifice of praise, as he beheld the glory of the Lord .
heat. Wecan shut out the light by drawing the blinds down ,

but cannot shutthe heat out.
May wenot ask , For what could he pray ?

a Farewell Meeting.
Even so, come, Lord Jesus. Come quickly . Amen . On Thursday the dear boys were taken to the noon prayer

meeting in Aldersgate Steeet, to be brought before the Lord

again in prayer, as the one desire of Miss Macpherson and her

fellow -workers is, that every child received into the Home
MHE meetings have day by day deepened in interest and should be saved .

1 power. The numerous drawing-room meetings have been Miss MACPHERSON , in her openingremarks, spoke of a meeting

& special feature of this mission . Very many who would not held on the previous Friday at the Home of Industry for

have attended an ordinary evangelistic service have been drawn lodging-house men , in which the boys were a great help by

to these gatherings of the upper classes, and not a few young their bright recitations, especially one, who had been rescued

ladies, as well as children , have been led to give their hearts to from a lodging-house near, who stood at the door and welcomed

Christ. In one of the afternoon meetings, held in the College his old companions, and told them of the comforts he is now

Hall,we noticed a gentleman with his four children , in the enjoying under Christian care, and informed them of the fact,

second meeting , in tears. He had brought them all the way that, if they would give up drinking and smoking, they might

from the West End of London , that they might receive a have as good blankets as they had at the Home. Then turning

blessing in these meetings. His prayers were answered before to the boy, who was present, Miss Macpherson asked, “ What

the meeting closed . good has it been to you coming to the Home? ” “ It has
Last Sunday evening he was again present, with three of broughtme to love the Lord Jesus." " What made you come

hris servants,who were weeping bitterly in the inquiry ineeting , to me? ” “ My father lost his bome." " How ? " Through
and before they left they thought they were able to trust in drink. " " Did you ever go to Sunday school? " " Yes, when
Christ alone for salvation . Many clergymen and Christian mother was alive." This mother' s prayers have been answered
laymen from other places have been present and taken part in for her boy three years and a half after her death .
the meetings. Another young one who was present waswith us last winter,
On Monday evening the Rev. Nevile Sherbrooke and the Hon . but was taken away from us. He suffered so much through the

and Rev . Talbot Rice both addressed themeeting, and the Rev. father drinking that he made up his mind to try to get back ,
E . H . Hopkins spoke especially to the young converts. On and one night, about twelve o'clock , he roused us up, feeling
Tuesday evening the Rev. H . C . Sturdy, from Dorking, and Mr. sure he would be taken in . He wasnearly starving. This boy
Powell, from Clapham , took part. The short testimony and gives every evidence of a change of heart. Mr. W . H . Merry,
pasise meetings, with which the last few evenings have con who takes charge of the party , and expects to spend a time in
cluded , have been seasons of great rejoicing to the workers, as Canada, visiting among the children , asked special prayer for
one after another has risen to thank God for special blessings himself and charge, and told how , when taking & party over
received. " I thank God for gaving me last Sunday week . " last year, he was touched by the children asking, during a
* I thank God I gave my heart to Jesus last Wednesday , and severe storm , whether they might have a prayer meeting, and
have been happier than ever before." " Thank God three of instead of remembering themselves and their surroundings, & o ,,
my Sunday scholars have been converted, and now all the they prayed for Miss Macpherson and her work, and their own
cises are saved ." " Thank God nearly all the choir boys have friends at home. The party sail ( D . V .) on the 8th of April.

Mr. Hanimond at Richmond.
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Work among Soldiers.

Lepers in India .

Force in Upper Egypt, to the following effect : - " We have
arranged a little class , which meets every Sunday evening in
one of the tents for mutual help . I recommended that all

M AE Soldiers' Bible and Prayer Union was commenced in
should join the Union , as I had found it a great benefit to

I March , 1878 , among a few godly soldiers of the 3rd 60th myself, and, though time presses, I am always glad to get the
Rifles, then stationed at North Camp, Aldershot. When it was studies and look up the references. Six men wish to join, and,
proposed that such & Union be started for the purpose of if you would write a line to each, they would value it. We
inducing soldiers to read the Bible daily and systematically , don 't forget your requests for prayer, and in turn ask to be
the idea met with a warm welcome. “ The generality of remembered, that we may be kept faithful. "
soldiers never think of handling a Bible , ” said one; " and when The Lord hath been mindful of us, and He will bless us
they do open it they just read wherever it opens. Some pick (Psa. cxv. 12). May we all seek to glorify Him , by searching
out certain chapters ;others read anyhow and anywhere. We His Word, to learn of Christ, the Life, the Truth, the Way ;
shall be glad of an arranged form ,and it will be so nice to know trusting in His promises, remembering His precepts, to practise
that others of our comrades are reading the same portions on them in our lives !
the same days. " Melrose. M . S . S . HERDMAN.

Intercession from the first held a strong place in the affec

tions of Christian soldiers, and requests came in from all

quarters , notably for the backsliding .

Soldiers' Scripture Union .
W E have just received the eleventh annual report of the

Our annual reports of the Union and its correspondence , the VV Mission to Lepers in India , giving interesting accounts
work of its several branches , & c ., have been published in of the eight asylums assisted by the society .
Word and Work ; therefore it is unnecessary to go back upon Of these asylums four are in connection with the Church
the past. This year thename has been changed to that of the Missionary Society, two with the American Presbyterian
Soldiers' Scripture Union , and a fresh set of cards and readings Mission , one with the London Missionary Society, and one with
issued , the mottoes on the card (designed by & Christian Gossner's Evangelical Mission . Thus, through the means of
friend, who takes a deep interest in the work ), are " Wait on thy existing agencies, we seek to bring under Christian influence

God continually ” (Hosea xii. 6 ), and “ The Lord shall guide and teaching someof themost tried and suffering of our fellow .

thee continually ” ( Isa , lviii. 11). The Union is conducted in beings.
the spirit of the former, and we believe shares the blessing of We have to record the commencement of new work in
the latter. A system of Scripture correspondence is carried two districts widely separated from each other, but both
on with India and Egypt ; subjects are written out, a few infected with the dark plague of leprosy ; these are Tarn Taran
references given , questions asked , further communications in the Punjaub, and Alleppey in South Travancore.
invited . Some extracts from letters recently received may We would mention that Mr. Wellesley C . Bailey, Glengyle
interest your readers . Terrace, Edinburgh , has been appointed hon , secretary.

A private of the Ross-shire Buffs, writing from Bareilly ,says : Webelieve the two following cases will greatly interest our
" The Scripture Union is a great blessing to me. I like to readers.
look up all the references, and am learning daily more of the Rich — but a Leper.
Bible . I yearn to have themind of Christ, and to know more and A rich landed proprietor of Chutia Nagpur had become &
more of His love, and to speak the language of Canaan , If I am leper, and was driven from his property by his wife and
to do good among my sinful comrades, I must let them see how relations. Hecame to us in a wretched and almostdesperate
good it is to live to God, that there is a peace and joy they do state ; he suffered from tubercular leprosy, his throat being so
not possess. Oh , remember ourregiment in your prayers ! ” much affected hewas barely able to whisper. I endeavoured

From India. to bring him near to Christ, and at last had the joy of seeing

The Army Soripture reader at Bangalore is trying to beat up
thathe likedme to read andpray with him . A few days beforo

recruits , so as to form a class for Bible reading and prayer. The
his death he confessed himself a Christian , and broke his caste

efforts of the reader at Secunderabad in that direction have | by taking food from our table . May the Good Shepherd have
not been successful, only one man of theMiddlesex Regiment received him into themidst of His people in Heaven !

having joined . This regiment, under its former colonel, had a A Beggar and a Leper.

large contingent of S . B . P . U . membors : the prayerful exertions A Uran girl of sixteen had been an orphan from early child
of their commanding officer enlisted recruits and banded them hood , a beggar who never knew what it was to be loved by

together. At Faizabad the ladies of theZenanaMission -house others. She atlast found a refuge in our asylum (Lohardagga).

take a great interest in the soldiers, and have induced several Like Lazarus ofold , she was full of sores, alive with maggots,
of the Royal Canadians to join Scripture studies have been so that at times I found it difficult to overcome disgust. By

forwarded to these, and the hope expressed that a weekly class and by her wounds healed , and she became much

will be held . better, but her heart seemed as impenetrable as a stone. To
The following lines were written . at Malta : --- " I kind words and acts she had either no answer or only an

will adopt your plan of learning daily a verse of Scripture, feel. impertinent reply. Atlast the ice melted, and the first raya of
ing assured that by this means I shall be able to disarm Satan the love of Christ, who died for us, entered the dark, deep
(Psa. cxix . 11). B . and I are a great help to each other , he is sea of her benighted soul. How much she liked afterwards to
very fond of reading his Bible .” be visited, and to be told of Jesus and of His love to her , and
One of the Shropshire Regiment thus writes : - " Though the | of the heavenly abode He had prepared even for her ! How

means of grace are so scarce here, yet I enjoy a peace which anxious she was at last to be baptized into His holy name,and
is calm as a river, a peace which Christ bought for me on the to be assured of her union with Him . Her desire wasgranted ,
cross, which He alone can give. “ My peace,' He says, Will you On a Lord 's Day she was baptized , and the following Friday she
pray for an atheist who argues against the plan of salvation , quietly fell asleep, entering the joy of her Lord , for which she
and knows no peace in his own heart ? " had longed so much,

Members of the Soldiers' Scripture Union are alwayswelcome
at the Soldiers' Institute, Gibraltar, where earnest efforts are Erromanga. - There are now close upon two hundred com .

made to enlist young soldiers for Christ . From time to time municants in the island of Erromanga , where Williams and

A list of names of candidates is sent to me, and very cheering Harris .George N , Gordon and his wife, and James D . Gordon

it is to write to each , bidding them search the Scriptures with were successively murdered by the natives, then the most
prayer. savage of all the South Sea islanders.

From Egypt. An Old Quaker's Last Words. - Richard Allen , who
The following was written from Cairo : - “ Dear lady, I am lately passed away in his eighty -fourth year, the day before he

thankful to you for your Bible lessons. I looked up all the died saw two little grandnephews, who had come from the
blessings, and find a lot more in the Old Testament than in the north to visit him . He spoke to them about the flowers , and

New , because they are all fulfilled in Christ, the chiefest then taking their hands in his he said : “ My little boys, I am
blessing. I could fill sheets of paper with all God's blessings, very glad to have seen you , and just before you go I want to

but here are just a few I wrote out " (then follows a list of tell you you are not too young to know the love of God in your

texts) . hearts ; and I want you every morning when you wake to say,

J . P . writes :- " I am very glad of the pleasant Bible God lovesme,' Jesus loves me.' " The little boys then sang
subjects in your letters . God is my constant Companion , and a verse of a hymn to the old man, and bade him farewell. Mr.

the Bible my treasure. I want to know more of it, and am Allen was one of the deputation to the Queen in 1838 , who

grateful for help. I often tell my comrades that no soldier is presented her Majesty with the address from 17,000 Irish

fully armed unless he has the sword of the Spirit ." women , praying for the abolition of slavery in the West

It is very cheering to receive tidings from the Frontier Field Indies .
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Mr. Aitken at Cambridge.
Now we leave for France, hoping to continue the remainder

of this year in sailing from port to port to help the brethren ,

principally connected with Mr. McAll's mission , and other

brethren already at work in this part ofmissionary enterprise .
The Mystery was principally given by Mrs. Henry Gamble

and a few others two years ago, but has now to be supported
and kept going by the help given by the Lord's stowards.

Asking a deep interest in the prayers of your readers,
HENRY COOK ,

Seamen's Friend, Gosport.

A Youthful Lazarus.

W e are all full of gratitude and praise to God for the

W mission , now drawing to its close, which has been

held here by Mr. Aitken for University men . The special

work began with & service for gownsmen , on Sunday even .

ing, the 14th ,which was very largely attended , when hepreached

on Esau and his fatal bargain .

During the week he has preached a course of sermons in
the afternoons, at half-past two, on “ The Spiritual Life :

1, its inception ; 2, its character ; 3 , its law ; 4 , its main
tenance and development; 5 , its dangers ; 6 , its crown ."

Each of these subjects severally formed the topic for one
afternoon .

These services have been very largely attended by a most

representative audience. Church people of every shade and
Dissenters of almost every name, “ dons" and undergraduates,
clergy and layfolk , all have been there, and many have spoken

of the help and refreshment they have received through the
Divine influence resting on the gatherings.

In the evenings he has delivered a series of addresses upon

the parable of the prodigal son , and each evening the attend .
ance of University men has been exceedingly good .
On Friday, when he spoke of the love of the Father and of

His welcome to the prodigal, a deep impression seemed made,
and when he proceeded in the after meeting to invite the men

to comeright out from amongst their companions and acquaint

ances to join him in the vestry , that large room was soon filled

with undergraduates eager to receive help .

All through the week Mr. Aitken bas set apart the mornings
and the evenings after the service for private interviews with

the men, and he has been very hard worked by numbers who

have come to him for counsel, amongst whom have been not a
few who have lost faith in Christianity altogether. Many are
rejoicing in Christ already as the result of these services , and

we look for great things on the closing days.
On Saturday night Mr. Aitken delivered a closely reasoned

address on social purity, which was most attentively listened

to by a very large congregation . The mission ends on Monday
night.

7 E feel sure our readers will be greatly interested in

V another of Dr. Barnardo' s striking incidents, as given

in the March issue of Nightand Day :
Among the candidates for admission at this “ out of work "

dinner, I cameacross one poor fellow whose ragged dress was a

real curiosity,'zuggesting several conjectures. First , could he

be colder if divested of it than he was when he wore it ?

Second, how ever could he contrive to get it off ? Third , having

once got it off, how ever could he get it on again ? It was

indeed fearfully and wonderfully made, like, as one who was

present said on beholding it, " nothing in heaven above, or in

the earth beneath , or in the waters under the earth .” As a

Scotchman whispered in my ear when looking over my shoulder

at the lad : “ Yon 's fearsome ! ” I can testify that “ yon " was

fearsome.

The lad was a beggar by profession and by compulsion ; the

compulsion arising out of his necessities, and the profession

simply, as it were, the fine art of the thing, so that,having to do

it, he did it . Just so. The lad 's story was more wonderful

even than his dress. The latter could be cut off and burned ,

as I had the satisfaction ofseeing donenext day ; but the story !

ah me! will be ever get that out of his heart and life ?
Abominable wickedness perpetrated upon him by those who

ought to have known better, and of a sort not to be described

in these pages, had thrust him out upon the streets at eleven
years of age, where for eight years he had lived a jack -o'

lanthorn kind of life - flitting hither and thither,often pursued ,

but seldom caught. What that boy suffered on his way to
manhood would fill asmany pages as I can only give it lines ;
but there he stood before me, without one friend on God' s

earth , a piece of social drift. Yet, spite of all, he had a good

face - a face which when feeling the reality of your sympathy
as you talked with him , cast aside its professional-beggar
expression of feature, and reflected a mind capable of higher

thoughts.
Hobad not fared so well as a beggar that he was enamoured

of the streets ; and, asmay be guessed, the late severe weather

was one too many for him . So he jumped in a moment, as a
hungry carp would at a fat caddis , at the prospect of a home
for which he would have to work hard . Do not ask me to give
his real name. I have told you too much about him to brand

him for over by allowing that to transpire. Call him Lazarus,

if you will, for hehad many sores and often lay at Dives' gate.
There was this difference, however, between him and his Bibli .

cal namesake : he was often so hungry that he was more like to
devour any dogs that came in his way than to allow them to
perform in quietness any beneficent offices towards him . But

his homeless wanderings are, I trust, at length over ; and it
will be the poor lad 's own fault if ever from this hour he lacks

a friend, a home, or a meal. And it will be our fault if he does

not learn while with us of the better Friend and the fairer home

beyond, the knowledge of which has been to so many other

“ waifs " like himself the stimulus to a nobler life .

The Gospel Ships.
A VERY remarkable blessing has been given us in closing &

A seven weeks' happy work among the Lowestoft and other

fishermen from the east of England and from the Isle of Man ,

assembled here for the mackerel catching . The vessel put into

Plymouth in January for necessary repairs for the present

year's campaign in France and work among the fishermen .

Deeply interesting gatherings have been held on board , but

Saturday evening last, on my coming from Gosport (the second

visit), was so remarkable that I feel constrained to send a little

account. At seven o 'clock a large number of godly fishermen

Assembled on the quay for singing and a short exhortation , and

to invite their brother fishermen on board. At half past seven

the vessel was well filled with fishermen (about forty of them

were happy, godly men ). We sang, and several of them prayed

most earnestly for a blessing. After reading the Word and a

short address, several of themen spoke and urged their mates

to consider their waye, and begged of them to believe on the

Lord Jesus." The Spirit 's power was felt indeed, and men

wept and cried to the Lord for mercy. Then there were

expressions of praise and thanksgiving until nearly midnight.

Being beside their boats, it was easy to get on board ,and being

away so far from home, they were happy to spend the last day

of the week thus in the Lord's service.

At three on the Lord' s Day afternoon a large company left

their boats for the quay, and began to sing and march towards

the Mystery, inviting as they came along their mates. The
cabin well Ålled , Gospel addresses were delivered by the fisher.
man and an old costermonger. Here, again , was blessing
indeed. In the evening they came on board in the same way .

Many broke down under the Word. One man cried aloud for

an hour for mercy ; others sought and found .
On the following evening (Monday ) the fishermen were all in

because of the foul wind and bad weather, and having been so

all the week, I had the pleasure of asking the four Christian

boats' crews to tea, with some others . After tea one of the

bappiestmeetings we ever witnessed followed , and was kept up

till nearly midnight- men crying bitterly, Christians shouting,

" Hallelujah ! glory to the Lord ! ” hymns and exhortations,

silent prayer, then a glorious outburst of, “ Glory ! I am

saved it. Truly it has been & time of great spiritual rejoicing,

ench as we shall never forget.

A Good Example . - Mr. Orr Ewing, of Alexandria , is

preparing for his early departure to engage in missionary work

in Ohina. The only obstacle he has found in his way arose in

connection with the securing of a substitute to carry on the

evangelistic work in the Vale of Leven , to which he has hitherto

devoted so much ofhis time and strength , and which hasbeen

attended with so much blessing .
Destitute Soamen . - Miss Child and her helperg have had

much encouragement in the Gospel work in connection with

the soup suppers among the destítute " sons of the sea ," and

are very thankful for the privilege thus afforded ofministering

to their bodily as well as spiritual needs. Miss Child will be

glad of any of the Lord 's people who will come and join in

taking the opportunity of sounding forth words of grace and

truth to these poor weary ones, at the Sailors' WelcomeHome,

173, St. George's Street, Ratcliff Highway .
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THE
M

FIELDU LANE REFUGES AND
RAGGEDSCHOOLS, Vine Street, Olerken

well Road, E.C. President, the Right Hon, the

Earl of Aberdeen, K.G. This Institution benefits

temporally and spiritually the poorest ofthe

poor, upwards of 8,000men, women, andchildren

being assisted weekly. £ 4.000 a year must be

raised byVoluntary Contributionsto maintain
the Work. Treasurer - W . A. BEVAN , Eeq .

54, Lombard Street.

Secretary, Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT.

LAMB AND FLAG RAGGED

SCHOOL AND MISSION, 10 , Red Lion

Street , Clerkenwell . - This Institution hascarried

on good work for thirty -eight years , and larger

premises are neededtomeet the increasing
demands of anxious and willing youth of both

sexes . 21,500 would provide what is wanted .

Will some of those blessed with means come

over and help us ? Funds are also much needed

to carry on the regular work.
Hon , Director and Treasurer - J.O.BHERRARD,

7, OxfordSquare, Hyde Park .

over

open air.

THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

earnestly appeal for additional aid in support of

the 180 Ragged School Missions of the Metro

polis. These buildings are planted in the poorest
districts, and are used for Sunday and Bible

Schools,Day and Infant Free Schools, Week

night Schools for Rough Lads and Girls, Indus
trial Classes, Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'

Meetings, Ragged Churches, Bands of Hope,
Crèches, and numerous other agencies for the
benefit of the poor children andtheir parents.

Much is also done in home visitation , in cloth

ing the ragged , and feeding the starving, and

country homesare provided for the weakly or
convalescent. Contributions will be thankfully

received by JOHN KIRK, Exeter Hall, W.O.

ROSSLYN MISSION, Tollington Hall,

Hornsey Road, London.--Gospel Mission Open

air and Children's Services, also Mothers' Meet

ings are continuously held in connection with

above. Much is donein home visitation, feeding

the aged and hungry, supplying the temporal

and spiritual need of all within reach , as far

as means permit. Funds urgently needed.

Cheques and Postal Orders payable to

Hon, Supt., E.,GARNET, 62, Crayford Road ,

Tufnell Park , London .

BÀRBICAN EAST CENTRAL

MISSION TO THE JEWS. - The aim of

tits Mission is to win souls for Christ, by visita

tion, holding meetings and classes for Men ,
Women , and Children, and to befriend and

temporarily relieve distressed Jews, believing

and inquiring, who, in many cases, have lost

their all through no other fault than that they

have embraced , or are about to embrace , the

" truth as it is in Jesus. " Immediate help

sadly needed . Contributions will be gratefully

received by Messrs . J. F. SHAW & Co., or by

the Missionary Supt ., PAUL WARSCHAWSKI,

16, Farleigh Road , Stoke Newington, London, N.

WORK AND WORKERS,

American Evangelists. Lodging houses in Edinburgh .

HE Southern States of America have EETINGS are regularly held by the

been chosen as the field for evan Drill Hall Free Breakfast work .

gelistio work by many of the evangelists ers on Sunday evenings in the kitchens

this winter, Messrs. Moody and Sankey of nine lodging-houses. Fourof these are

are visiting all the leading cities , giving situated in the Cowgate, two in the High

two or three days in each place, while Street, one in Lawnmarket, and two in

Geo. C. Needham and his brother Thomas Grassmarket. The attendance varies ac

delay for weeks in many of the cities to cording to the size of the lodging-house --

develop and systematize the work . Geo. in one, perhaps, half- a -dozen , wbile in

C. Needham has just commenced in another there may be twenty- five or more.

Galveston , Texas, where Moody and We cannot but feel that the Lord has

Sankey held a recent convention . Texan thus given usa wonderful opportunity of

cities are nota paradise,but the eyan telling the old story. Youngmen are en.

gelists are striking home blows at every gaged in this effort, though more experi

form of evil. enced Christian friends occasionally help.

Ladies assist in the singing, which forms

an attractive part of the service.

Highgate Gospel Temperance The landlords have permitted texts to

Mission. be hung up in the kitchens, and some of

our friends among the lodgers watch

A

jealously that these are not torn down .

published of the mission held in Thus such texts as “ God is Love " are

Highgate by Mr. William Noble, which kept continually before their eyes, when

says :

is the meetings were splendidly at

their dark surroundings might almost

lead them to forget that therewas such a

tended, the marquee always being well thing as love, or such a being as God.
filled, whilst on Sunday evenings The lodgers are not confined to the

every seat and available standing labouring classes. Superior artisans once

place was ocoupied , and an earning high wages, and even those who

flow meeting had to be held in the have descended from much higher ranks

The results of these Sun.
in society, are metand cared for by the

day evening gatherings will only be workers in the lodging -houses. Theyhave

known in Eternity ; large numbers re bestowed unwearied labour over those

mained to the after meetings, many Bocial wrecks, often seeking out employ

professing to find peace in believing in ment for them , and corresponding with

the Lord Jesus Christ; a large number them after they have left the city .

also signing the pledge .

“Spocial meetings for children were

held on Sunday afternoons and Tuosday

evenings ; these meetings were very

numerously attended, & great many
The Remnant.

children signing the pledge.

THE Church of Christ is fondly look

Israel shall be saved , as it is written,

The Vaudois and Italy.
" There shall come out of Zion the

Deliverer, and shall turn away ungod

HE Waldensian Church recently held liness from Jacob . " Meanwhile the

at Pinerolo the thirteenth Confer.
redeemed of the Lord from among Jews

ence of the “ Piedmont-Liguria -France " and Gentiles have the gratification and

district . It was openedby Signor Turino, joy in witnessing the remnant according

with a discourse on the union of the
to the election of grace gathered out

Churches, the text taken from the fourth
from the ancient people of God , one

chapter of Ephesians, verses 4, 5, and6 . by one, a brother hero, & sister there.

Subsequently theassembly discussed the Warschawski writes : - While we

subject of “ Union , " and the churches

of the above -named districts, through

mourned, some time ago , the loss of a

dear converted Jewish sister, who had

their representatives, expressed their devoted her time faithfully to the Lord's

willingness or notto union . Four only, work in connection with our mission ,

those of Ivrea, Favale, Torazza, and we can now rejoice at having gained a

Vallecrossia were entirely favourable ; Jewish brother over to the Lord's sido,

the others raised different points of objec who avowed his faith in the Lord Jesus

tion , amongst them the churches of by baptism only a few days ago ; and our

Genoa, and Sampierdarena. Considerable joy has now been enhanced in no small

discussion took place on the name degree by having gained, immediately

“ Chiesa Evangelica," instead of “ Chiesa after, another brother. The latter is of a

Valdese. ” Some were in favour of the well-to-do English Jewish family. He

former alone , others deplored that the has literally forsaken father and mother,

nameof " Valdese " should be superseded and everything dear to him, and like

both for its historical prestige, and for Moses, the servant of God, " choosing

the esteem in which it is held at home rather to suffer affliction with the people

and abroad. Finally it was voted by a of God than to enjoy the pleasures of sin

large majority that if the union with the for a season.” The dear young man's

Free Church is effected, they should words, in a recent letter to us, were :

bear the common name of " Chiesa “ By admitting this (i.e. , the truth) I

Evangelica d'Italia ," but be distinguished have merited the hatred of a father, the

under the different branches of "Chiesa curses of a mother, and the scorn of my

Valdese " and “ Chiesa della Missione." brethren . But, in taking this step, I

But many other subjects gave rise to put my entire faith in the Christ Eternal,

discussion , showing the difficulties that and in you for Christian sympathy." He

still exist in the way of the much is now with the Barbican Mission to the

desired union of the Evangelicalchurches Jows until some suitable opening pre

of Italy , sents itself. yos "

THE

BY MRS. PENNEFATHER.

Small 4to , cloth extra , price 58 .

A choice and appropriate present.

SONGS OF THE PILGRIM LAND .

" A volume that will live and soon become as

well known to the Christian public as are the

poems ofthe late Miss Elliott and Miss Haver

gal." - English Churchman ,

New Edition , crown 8vo , cloth extra , 3s . 60 .

“ FOLLOW THOU ME.”

DISCIPLESHIP. '

“Into this little volume the devout authoress

hasmanaged to condense animmenseamount of

Ecriptural teaching,and withal she has enforced

it in a sweet, simple, butpowerful manner. For

guidance to young Christians of whatever age we

know nothing better than this. The more of

such boly, able writing the better. May the

book have an increasing sale ." - Suord ana

Trowel.

New Edition, crown 8vo, cloth extra, 39. 60 .

“ FOLLOW THOU ME."

SERVICE

“ All who peruse these profitable pages will

thank the author for giving to the Christian pub

lic the fruits of her large and deep experience . "
-The Christian .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO

48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E.C.
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Rev. J. P. Chown preached at King's

AGENCIES
ta

West Ham .-- A friend writes from
ST

Lynn on 3rd inst., being, owing to ill the Conference Hall :—We are having

ness ,his first appearance in the pulpit for

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY.-Help

splendid audiences here -ovor bight is very urgently needed to meet the heavy ox

nearly six months.
penses involved in conducting the various ovan .

hundred afternoon, and over twothousand

Stratford .— The Conference Hall
gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially

at night, with much blessing.

work, founded by Mr. Moody ,continues

to assist in meeting the terrible distress so

Miss Macphersonwill give some prevalent. The Secretary willgratefully receive

to prosper. The whole building is one account of twenty -fiveyears' mission work
help in any form . JAS. ATKINSON ,Secretary,

busy hive of active work for Christ.

10, Enfield oad South , Kingsland, N.

The London Missionary So
in Spitalfields, and also make practical

suggestions for those who desire to work

ciety have, by a special effort, raised

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE
among the poor, at the Conference Hall,

£ 9,000 towards the £ 11,400 of debt Eccleston Street , on Wednesday (24th),
SOCIETY , 18 , Buckingham Street, Strand.

resting on the society . at 3.30 p.m.

To controvert the teachings of Atheists, Serular

ists, and

Rev. MarkGuy Pearse has been

othor opponents of Christianity,

The Church Missionary So. especially among the uncultured. To help the

preaching in Manchester,endeavouring ciety hasjust lost, by the death of the
perplexed and doubting ,and to instruct theyoung

to arouse fresh interest in Sunday school Earl ofChichester, its president for over

in the reasons for believing in Christianity .

work .

The Society's income is totally inadequate to the

fifty years. His connection with the demands upon it . Funds are immediately

Rey . Hugh Price Hughes has society was by no means merely nominal, wanted for the open -air work .

been holding a very suocessful united as he took a warm and practical interest Secretaries , Revs . C, LLOYD ENGSTRÖM and

mission in Aberdeen . The spacious in the work of the Committee.
T. T. WATERMAN .

Music Hall has been crowded night after Bow Common . - We trust many
** The O.B.8 . have taken the action referred

night.

to-see page 201 of Word und Work for Maroh

will co -operate with Mrs, Frank Bevan 18th .

Bournemouth .-- The report of the

Will our readers generously unite and

and other ladies who , on Monday next,
aid ?

Y.M.C.A. here tells of good and fruitful hold a sale of work in the Mission pre

work onbehalfof the young men of the mises, DevonsRoad, Bow Common Lane ,
COUNTRY TOWNS MISSION ,

place . Special and loving reference is, for the extension of this branch of the
18, New Bridge Street, E.Or - For the past forty

made to the loss sustained by the death

nine years this Society has sought to establish

North -East Gospel Missions. Help in Missionaries in those places where there is a lack

of Earl Cairns, the way of articles for sale or contribu . of simple Gospel teaching. The Committee

Mr. W. Chorley has suffered loss in tions, may be sent to Mr. W.Chorley, 2 ,

carnestly ask those who know the darkness of

the death , on March 19th, at Canonbury,

many of our Country Districts to strengthen

Marquess Grove, Canonbury, N.

N., of Mrs. Chorley sen .,his beloved and EastLondonWork.-- Since the

their hands by increased help.
HARRY O. NISBET, Treasurer . GEORGE H.

loving mother. She had been for many beginning of the year some ladies of MAWER, Secretary .

years & patient sufferer and happy dis Blackheath have week by week gone

ciple, aged seventy - five. over to Shadwell, visitingand working
IRISH SOCIETY-For Promoting the

Evangelists andMissionaries.- amonget the poor, ond in future
Scriptural Education and Religious Instruction

The discussion which took place last there will be a still larger number.

of the Irish speaking population, chiefly through

theMedium of their own language. Established

week in the Presbytery of London incon Those who have already been and are 1818 . Office, 32 , Sackville Street, London , W.

nection with the question of Home familiar with the mission have been Secretary, Rev. T. KEANE.

Mission Work , showed, unmistakably, impressed with the earnestness of the

The ACHILL MISSION is under the charge of

how deep and increasing an interest is

the Society. Funds urgently needed .

workers, the greatness of the work , and

taken in the subject. the success attending it.

The MizpahBand, Stratford (estab

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY.

Soldiers in Ireland . - The Dublin Instituted 1837. 8. New Bridge Street, London,

lished especially to rescue intemperate Institute has been much blessed of God , E.C. Object : To bring the subject of personal

men ), now numbers over four hundred
but, as mentioned the other week , its religion periodically before themiddle and upper

members , who meet every Saturday

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical

space is so limited that numbers of literature at home and abroad.

evening, sometimes going out into the
soldiers are continually turned away from PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERS : All subscribers of

streets singing the songs of the Gospel , the doors ; consequently our friends are five shillings and upwards per annum are eu

and inviting the people to come in. A
bụilding a new wing which at present

titled to receive the new tracts issued monthly ,

women's Mizpah band has also been

and are allowed to purchase the Society's pub
waits oompletion . Funds are greatly lications at a discount of 26 per cent. Any

formed .
wanted . We would commend this work subscriber, for each extra contribution of two

Shaftesbury Avenue.--- The Board
to the attention of our friends (see ad shillings per annum , may bave a tract sent

of Works have decided that the new vertisement on page ii. ).

monthly , direct from the office , to any friend

whose name and address are supplied . Many

street from Piccadilly to Bloomsbury is to Work in Shadwell.- Mr. Thomp. subscribers have for years pursued this excellent

be named Shaftesbury Avenue, after the Bon speaking at Blackheath lately
method of quietly influencing other persons.

Earl of Shaftesbury, who died during the made special reference to the work of

Subscribers' names are not divulged. Donations or

year of its construction . It is also under

subscriptions exceeding these_sums form the

visitation amongst the homes of the
fund for gratuitous distributions of tracts.

stood that a memorial of him, in the form
poor, tothe largemothers' meetings, and Funds are urgently needed in aid of the

of a statue, is to form one of the adorn
Free Grant Fund .

to the children's gathering fourtimes in

ments of the avenue . the week, and interesting and touching

All cheques and postal orders to be crossed and

made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE , Sec

Scottish Evangelistic Associa incidents were related of the good that MSS. of earnest Gospel and good literary cha

tion.-We learn that steps are being has already been done. In appealing for racter may be forwarded to the Secretary

taken by Lord Polwarth , Mr. J. Campbell workers Mr. Thompson stated that the

White, and others to resuscitate this class of people living around the chapel
RESCUE SOCIETY . Established in 1853,

Association , Dr. Moxey, 5, St. Andrew's

for the reformation of openly immoral women

wasof the poorest and lowest , the liveli. and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

Square, Edinburgh, hasconsented to act
hood earned being of the scantiest and danger, supports Eight Homes capable of

as superintendent in co -operationwith a most precarious.
receiving over two hundred inmates.

committee of eight gentlemen of warm Shipwrooked Fishermen and

Fundsare earnestly solicited by the

evangelistic sympathies.

Secretary , Mr. C. STUART THORPE,

Mariners ' Society: -- At the last 79, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

The Cairns Memorial House, meeting of the General Board of Manage
Bournemouth , is rapidly approaching ment of this Institution, Captain the ARMY SCRIPTURÉ READERS

completion . The whole amount hasnot Hon .Francis Maude , R.N. , in the chair, and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

yet been obtained, there being £ 85 still
the summary of relief granted to dis President- Gen . Bir A. J. LAWRENCE , K.C.B.

required to make up the sumof £ 4,130 tressed shipwrecked fishermen or mari
Bole object of the society to spread the saving

Contri

for the purchase of the house and ex .

knowledgeofChrist amongour soldiers.

ners, and widows, orphans, &c. , during
butions will be thankfully received by the

penses of the memorial. There will still the first half-quarter of the current year, Treasurer , V. G. M. HOLT, Esq ., 17, Whitehall

remain tobe found the amount required
showed the large sum of three thousand Place ; byColonel SANDWITH, Hon. Sec .; or by

for furnishing the house, for which it is eight hundred and eighty - five pounds as

the Secretary, Mr. W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,

hoped that liberal support will speedily

4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.C.

thus issued, to the no little straining of

be given , so that the new premises may the society's resources, directly from the AGED PILGRIMS' FRIEND

be opened in March or April free from Central Office of the society in London,

debt. The answer to theappeal made

SOCIETY . - Instituted 1807. For giving Life

and at its several coast agencies, in the Pensions tothe Lord's aged poor of both sexes

for the above object, which has been so

more immediate aid, on the epot, of the and all Protestant evangelical denominations.

far very successful, is due to the strenu numerous destitute shipwrecked crews

1,119 pensioners on the books,180 being inmates

of the four Homes . Expenditure in pensions

ous efforts of Captain Dawson, and the promptly suocoured in their extremity,
upwards of £ 7,000 per annum , Fresh help much

interest taken in the work by other and forwarded to their homes in all parts needed . Secretary - J: ' E : H AŻELTON.Office

friends. of the Kingdom .
83 , Finsbury Pavement, E. c .
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Franco -Prussian War, takes up the question , " Why the

hereticsdominate the rest of Europe .” After giving illustra

tions of English and German domination, he says,
«Such are

facts without exaggeration . Now for the cause. There is &

sufficient reason for this . What is it ? Is the question one of

race ? Is it one of law ? Before all, it is a question of religion.

The proof is that of the same race, having the same laws,the

Catholic portion is always inferior to the Protestant portion

What explanation can be given of this phenomenon ?

If Protestantism has the same fundamental doctrines as

Catholicism , it has a totally different discipline, and thence the

difference in the result . The Catholic discipline tends to

automatie ; Protestantism to autonomie, The first makes

machines : the second , men. The one makes slaves ; the

other, citizens."

There we have the secret of the prosperity of Protestant

nations, and of the blighted conditions of Roman Catholic

nations .

M. Emile de Laveleye, in his Protestantism and Catholicism ,

in their bearing upon the Liberty and Prosperity of Nations, comes,

after the most careful investigation, to the same inevitable con .

clusion . ( The lecturer read at considerable length extracts

from this pamphlet, to the effect stated ).

In contrasting Ireland, for example, Laveleye says : " It is

admitted that the Scotch and Irish are of the same origin .

Both have been subject to the English yoke. Until the

sixteenth century Ireland was much more civilized than Scot

land. During the first part of the Middle Ages the Emerald

Isle was a focus of civilization, while Scotland was still a den

of barbarians.

“ Since the Scotch have embraced the reformed religion they

have outrun even the English. The climate and the nature

of the soil prevent Scotland from being as rich as England ;

but Macaulay proves that since the seventeenth century the

Scotch have in every way surpassed the English . Ireland, on

the other hand, devoted to Ultramontanism , is poor, miser,

ably agitated by the spirit of rebellion, and seems incapable of

raising herself by her own strength .

“ What a contrast, even in Ireland, between the exclusively

Catholic Connaught, and Ulster, where Protestantism prevails !

“ Ulster is enriched by industry ; Connaught presents &

picture of desolation .”

These facts, advanced by an independent writer and a shrewd

observer, are not without great significance at the present

juncture, when Ireland's woes are pressing heavily on the

nation, and when nostrums are loudly vaunted which, if the

cause be as facts seem to show, will tend to aggravate rather

than alleviate the disease :

Toqueville writing of the United States and Canada, and

M. Audiganne in his work on The Working Classes ofFrance,

note the same facts , while & Roman journal, Il Diritto , ex;

claims: “ The nations subject to the Pope are either dead

already or dying."

Laveleye, in considering the causes of this fact, says,

“ Luther's first and last words were : - Teach the children,

that is the duty of parents and magistrates; it is one of God's

commandments.' Catholic worship, on the contrary, rests
upon sacraments and certain practices, such as confession,

masses, sermons, which do not necessarily involve reading .'

M. do Candolles demonstrates the same facts in his Histoire

des Sciences et des Savants depuis deux Siècles.
The secret of the whole lies here—the cause of the Reforma

tion was the cause of revealed truth . Its origin was hatred of

lies . Its aim was the triumph of truth . Its weapons ,

" mighty through God "-were tempered with the keenness of

truth. And with a loyalty of allegiance all its own it took its

stand, for weal or for woe, under the banner of Him who once

for all declared, “ To this end was I born , and for this cause

came I into the world , that I should bear witness unto the

truth ."

The speaker concluded with an earnest and solemn warning

onthe terrible danger of yielding to agitation and handing

over to Rome's swaythe sister island of Ireland. This, should

it ever be perrnitted, would, he maintained, be a terrible blow

alike to England and to Ireland

13

The Curse of Nations.

NOTES OF THE SEVENTH OF A SERIES OF LECTURES ORGANIZED

BY THE PROTESTANT EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE .

BY REV, SAMUEL WAINWRIGHT, D.D.

HAVING found in our previouslecturesthatChristianity

fables on which Rome's dogmas rest ; that the Reformation

was a return to truth and reality from falsehood and sham ;

that the faith had been deformed, and consequently a Re-for

mationwas demanded ; having also contrasted the Augustan

era ofthe Papacy with the life and work of Luther, and traced

the historic continuity of Protestantism back from Luther,

who learned from John of Wesel , what John of Wesel received

from John Huss , what Huss had learned from Wycliffe, what

Wycliffe had learned from the refugee Vaudois, what they

had learned from the Paulicians, what they had learned from

the great apostle of the Gentiles , who received his doctrine

from the Lord Himself ; having further proved unanswerably,

from the records of the Catacombs, the identity of our faith

with that of the primitive Christians, and shown the unique

characteristics of the eleventh sovereignty ; we now close our

series with a glance at the actual effects of Popery on the

prosperity of peoples. We might tabulate some strong points

thus

THE PRIMACY OF ST. PETER.

Never confirmed by our Lord .

Never assumed by Peter.

Never conceded by the other apost les ,

THE EPISCOPACY OF ST. PETER .

Invented by Romish annalists.

Refuted by contemporary historians.

Invented and bolstered up as we proved by the forged decretals

of Isidore in the ninth century (836 ), and in the twelfth century

by the Decretum de Gratian, which became the code of Canon

Law for Europe.

Let me quote , before proceeding, & sentence or two from

John of Wesel, in whose writings Luther studied for his

Master's degree: “ It is by the grace of God alone all are saved

who are saved at all .... what is not called sin in Ecripture

I , for one, will not reckon sinful . . .. I despise the Pope,the

Church, and the Councils , and exalt Christ. May His words

dwell in us richly.” Thus even before Luther the Protestant

faith was held and defended .

Having thus made our ground clear, we pass on to the sub

ject of the evening

Rome, the Curse of the Nations .

On questions relating to national prosperity no better

authority could be had than Mr. Cobden,who in bis England,

Ireland , and America considers, from a practical point of view ,

the question of Ireland's backward condition compared with

England and Scotland . He says, “ We wish only to speak of

the tendency which, judging from facts that are before us, this

Church has to retard thesecular prosperity of nations,

He proceeds to adduce the facts whichnot only warrant but

necessitate this judgment. Ho takes up the Cantons of Swit

zerland, deals with the Protestant and Roman Catholic, and

finds no single circumstance to account for the prosperity of the

former and the indigence of the latter save the difference in

religion . He finds additional facts of the same character in

Germany and Italy . Speaking of France he remarks particu.

larly, that a large manufacturing district has been formed

in Alsace, a Protestant district, and that " these commodities

are transported overland more than seven hundred miles for no

other assignable reason , except that they may be subjected to

the labour of Protestant hands."

Of Ireland he remarks, “ We need scarcely add to these

statements the fact, which all are acquainted with , that in Ire

land the staple manufacture is almost wholly confined to the

Protestant provinces."

How is this ? Protestantism promotes education and intel

ligence , stirs inquiring minds, awakens love of the truth . As

our own poet sings

“ He is a Freeman whom the truth makes free ,

Well may Lord Macaulay remark that “ whoever passes in

Germany from a Roman Catholic to a Protestant principality ;

in Switzerland, from a Roman Catholic to a Protestant canton ;

in Ireland , from a Roman Catholic to a Protestant county,

finds that he has passed from a lower to a higher grade of

civilization ," and "On the other side of the Atlantic the same

law prevaila ."

A French writer, Reimond (a Roman Catholic), after the

And all are slaves beside ."
Rev. W.Taylor.-We regret to learn that Rev. William

Taylor, M.A., formerly editor of the British Messenger, died at

his residence in EdinburghonFriday. He was at one time

pastor of the Free Church at Pulteneytown. Of superior

attainments as a scholar,hewas alsodistinguished by the

acuteness, originality and vigour of his intellect ; while his

character wasone,” as the Edinburgh Daily Review justly

remarks, in which ardourand purity were remarkably and

attractively combined .”
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MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK,

SIXPENCE, POST FREE.

Or Large Edition ( cloth ) for 19. Bd .

SIXTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER,

Mr.Congrevewill give ONE RECENTCASE, NOT PUB.

LISHED BEFORH, in this journal EVERY WEEK ,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

BRONCHO -PATHISIS . - CASE of a YOUNG LADY

at OLDHAM .

In preparing these memoranda for Publication (Dec. 5th ), I note that it

is one year ago to the day that I received a statement of Miss ADA J.

HANSON's case and a letter from her father , Mr.J. Hanson , of Beever Street,

Oldham .

She had taken a severe cold at the preceding Christmas, and since then

had had a constant troublesome cough , with much hoarseness ; green ex

pectoration with a little blood ; pains in the back, chest, and sido ; palpi

tation ; and this was soon followed by general loss of flesh , nervous

twitchings, and sleeplessness .

I advised her by letter . In a month her father reported her somewhat

better. She continued the treatment for some months.

I have just received a letter from which the following is an extract:

“ I am happy to say that my daughter's health is quite restored . She is

married now and fully able to attend to her domestic duties ."

NOTE. - Days of Consultation . -TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY_Mornings ONLY,

atCoombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.

FOGS AND DAMPAIR

PRODUCE

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS.

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COL DS, COU GHS, &c . ,

IS

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR.

In Bottles , 1s . 1 d ., 2s . 9d . , 48. 60. , and 118.

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.

MR. DENHAM SMITH'S NEW WORK.

THE PROPHET OF GLORY; CONSUMPTION,
OR, ZECHARIAH'S VISIONS OF

THE COMING AND KINGDOM OF CHRIST.

Crown 8vo, Cloth , 5s.

REVIEWS.

* Our friend is known to be clear as light upon evangelicaltruth , and

this is apparent upon every page he haswritten . He gives us here sweet

enlargements upon the words and visions of the prophet, which to our

mind are shorter than we would have had them. What he gives makes us

long for mora . A desire for more is nature's way of witnessing that what

she has secured is good ." - C . H. SPC RGEON in Sword and Irowel.

** None can read it without his heart being stirred with the blessed hope
of the glorious appearing of the great Godand Saviour Jesus Christ. It

is teautifully printed and bound, and will bea favou rite with many

givers." - The Christian .
** It is on the bearing of this hope upon the future of a redeemed and

purifiel earth that the author dwells with power in this volume, which

will prove a blessing to thousands, as others from his pen bave done."
Footsteps of Truth .

* Here , as in all the author's writings, the Gospel bells ring out clearly

and melodiously. No one will read , Jew or Gentile , saved or unsaved, who

will not be instructed , comforted , or itmay be awakened to be found ready

in the coming day .” — Irish ChurchAdvocate .

Lonron : JAMES E. HAWKINS, 17, Paternoster Row , E.C.
S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO., 9, Paternoster Row, E.C. And all Booksellers .

Church of England

Scripture Readers' Association.

INSTITUTED IN 1844 .

The financial year will close 31st March , and unless at least £ 500 in new

annual subscriptions or donations are received there will be a serious

deficiency . The Committee venture to APPEAL very earnestly for

IMMEDIATE HELP,

witbout which many grants to poor and populous parishes will be

jzopardized . One hu idred and twenty-six readers now on the staff.

T. MARTIN TILBY, Lay Secretary .

Offices , 56 , Haymarket.

THAMES CHURCH MISSION,

INSTITUTED 1844 .

President- The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR.

Chairman - Capt, the HON . F. MAUDE, R.N.

Secretary - REV. H. BLOOMER .

Object - To win Souls for Christ .

Twenty - three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts,made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God.

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos of lord and Work , Books, Magazines, Tracts , &c . , are most necessary ,

w i will greatly assist the Chaplainsand Missionaries.

TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

School Room, Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings .

Uffices, 31 , New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION

OF THE GOSPEL AMONG THE JEWS.

This Society undertakes a work beyond the aim and capability of

ordinary Missionary Societies. It is founded on an unsectarian basis, and
rece ves its support from Christians of all denominations. Its Committee

and Agents belong to several Christian bodies,and its Honorary Secretaries

are A. SAPNIR, D.D., and J. H. Rigg, D.D.

It bas upwards of 100 who carry the Gospel to the Jews in England,

Italy, Germany, Switzerland , Austria , Russia, and Turkey. Tracts and

copies of the Scriptures are circulated. Many Jews bave by this Society

teen led to believe that " Jesus is the Christ." Much good has been done

among the thousands of Jews in London by the Missionaries, by the House

of Call ,and by the new Mission House, with its importantMedicalMissious.

Increased Funds are urgently needed , and will be thankfully received by
the Secretary , Rev. J. DUNLOP , at the Office , 96 , Great Russell Street,

Bloomsbury , Landn.

BAGSTER
'S BIBLES.

Extra flexible , silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco , kid -lined , elastic band.

With full helps. Prices from 20s .

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band. From 48.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS,LIMITED,

15, PATERNOSTER -ROW , LONDON

Published Monthly, price ld . - Unsectarian .

BIBLE LIGHT

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS.

Word and Work of Jan. 14th says : - “ Those in search of bints and good

Bible notes will value this little monthly, throwing, as it does, light on

difficolt points in a brief and pithy style calculated to prove exceedingly

belpful to Bib e students and Christian workers."

LONDON ; JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.
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LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS .

Conference Hall, 143, Clapham Road . - Sundays, at 8.30, Bible read

ings, by Herbert R. Francis ; at 7, Gospel meetings. Thursdays, at 8,

The EvangelizationSociety is prepured to send qualifiedEvangelists
Bible reading

to any part of Bagland , Scotland, and Wales upon dug notice . Apply
Church of England Young Men's Society .-- Sermons to Young

to Lon . Secretary, 21, Surrey Surset , Straad, W.O.

Men, St. Mary Aldermary, Queen Victoria Street (opposite Mansion

Y.M.C.A. (8L), Utrajacaursa Sorest Branch . - Prayer Meeting,
House Station ), on Thursday evenings, at 8 p.m. Mar. 25th, Rev.

1.30 to 2.15 p.m. (Sat. ex .). Bible Study, Tues., 6.15 p.m. Gospel
J. F.Kitto, M.A. April 1st, Ray, Canon Elwyn, M.A.April 8th , Rev.

Service (Youths), Wed., 6.30 . Soldiers, Fri. , 7 p.m. Workers', Mon. ,
Gordon Calthrop, M.A , April 15th , Rev. Louis Stokes, M.A. April 22nd ,

Rev. Lewis Borrett White, D.D.
6.30p.m. Service of dong with Gospel addrass ( for adults), Limbeth
RaggedSchools, Fri. , at 8 p.m. services at Y.M.O.A. Mission Hall ,
Melior Street, 8.E., nightly , 8 p.m. Gospel Temperance Addresses at CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS ,
George Yard, Whitechapel, Moa . , 8.15 p.m. , and classes for rough lads,
Mon.and Thurs., at 8 p.m. Mar, 28th - Psa , xovi, 1-13 April 1st – Psa . c.145.

Y.W.C.A. , Welbock House , 1.1, Morli mer Street, W.- Vrs. Yupp 29th -Psa. xovii, 1 --- 12 2nd - John xi. 1-16

will (D.V.) give Bible Rea ungs on the Tabernacle and its Vessels 30th - Psa . xcviii, 1-9 3rd_John xi , 17-31

on the following Tues la ; Afcernooas, at3,3 ) : March 30ta ; April 6ch ,

13th , and 20th . 31st – Psa . xcix . 1-9

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall. - Rev. Dr. Beanett will givel a Bible Lecture

as follows :-March 25th, “ Mordecai and Christ," at 8 p.m.

Y.M.C.A., Stratford , E.- Innual meeting onWednesday, March 31st,
the chair tukea by Mc, J. G. Burelay.J.P . at 3 p.a., and Mr. George

Donations Received .

Williams,at 7 p.in. Admittance free, by ticket only, to be obtained
“THE PRESENT DISTRESS. € s . d .

from the Secretary .
X. Y. Z. and A. B. 1 5 0

Y.M.C.A. , 186 , Aldersgate Street. - Fri.,26th , at 8 p.m., Gospel meeting :
Mrs. D.

0 4 0

address by Lord Radstojk . Sun., at 3.16 p.m.,young men's Bible class ;
Anon 0 50

at 7 p.m., Gospel' meating. Mon. , 29ch , at 8 p.m., popular talk on
H. R. C. 0 10 0

" Books v. Reading,” by Goo. Howell, M.P. Tues., at 8 p.m., Christian
E. C. W.

0 5 0

Workers'meeting. R. B. 1 0 0

Central Africa . - A missionary meetingin connection with the Living
M. E. (Worthing)

0 7 6

stonia , Lake Nyassa Mission, in the MildmayConference Hall, on Fri
H. W. 0 10 0

day, March 26th , at 7.30 p.m., Rev. J.Oswald Dykus ,D.D., in the chair.
M.O. 5 00

addresses by Rey. Robert Laws, M.A., M.B.C.M., of the Livingstonia
H. P. 1 0 0

Mission ; Rev. John Mackenzie, lato Her Majesty's Commissioner in
J. C.T.

1 0 0

Bechuanaland ; and Dr. Georgesmith , C.I.E. , Secretary of the Foreign
M. B. F.

100

Missions of the Free Church of Scotland. MOUNT HERMOX ORPHANAGE .

Eccleston Street Conference Hall. - Miss Catherine Booth will
J. S. 0 10 0

give an account of mission workamong in idels and roughsin Paris and
LONDON SAMARITAN SOCIETY.

J.s.
0 10 0

Switzerland, at the Conference Hall, Bucleston Street, on Friday, 26th ,
at 3.30 p.m. EVANGELISTIC MISSION FUND.

The Hall,Paragon Road , Hackney . - A series of addresses on the Taber
J. S. 0 10 0

nacle (illustrated by a large model), by Mr. Charles Mocton , each
* (Per 0. R.H.)

ing of this week.

0 10 0

MetropolitanTabernacle, Newington Butts, 8.E.- Mrs. Allison will

W. H.

Mr. R. 0 10 0

givea series of Bible Resdiags every Suadiy albergoon at three o'clock ,
Misy M. 0 10 0

Allara heartily invited . E. L. S. 0 2 6

Children's Special Service Mission, --Mr. Arrowsmith , at Cardiff , THE LONDON SAMARITAN SOCIETY AND HOMERTON Missiox gratefully

Mar. 25th to 27th ; atBarrow -in -Farness, April 3rd to 18th ; at Chel acknowledge receiving the following sums for its free breakfasts, convales.

tenham , April 21st to May 2nd. cent homes, & c . : - H . W.,Fulham Road, 53. ; Miss M., 20s.; 8. , Bith, 20s. ;

Caildren's Scripture Union . - The Seventh Anniversary will be Anon,Kirkcaldy, 6s.; M. J., Winchester, 28. 6d . Farther donations willbe

held at Exeter Hall , April 1st , at3 o'clock, Hev. E. A.Stuart, M.A., thankfully acknowledged if sent to Hy . H. Board, 67 and 59, Lulgate Hill ,

presidiog ; in the eveniog , at 6.30, Hon. A. F. Kimaird in the chair. London, E.C.

Conference Hall , Mildmay Park ,N.- Mar. 28th, Mr. P. S. Bade

noch , at 3.30 p.m .; Mr. W.R. Lane, at 7 p.m.

Mildmay Mission to the Jews, 79, Mildmay Road, N. - The

monthly prayer meeting of this mission on Friday, March 26th , at

7 o'clock, in the gentlemen's waiting-room .

The London B anks PrayerUnion .-- Lecturesby Rev. John Wil

kinson , on Tuesdays, at the Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue, Five Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets.

Leadenhall Street at 5.30 p . mn ., Mar. 3 ) th : “ The Second Advent." 12,000 smacksmen are engaged all the year round inproviding our tables

Youths Institute, Old Pyo Street, Westminster ( " One Tun " with fish . These men, who for us toil through furious blast and sleety

Mission ). --Prayer meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30 . Con storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them, to the

ducted by Mr. J. Payne.Mission service every Sunday from 6.30 to 8 . pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied - may rightly

Evangelistio Mission (Onder the direction ofO. Russell Hurdicch ). claim some small share in the privilegesweso richly enjoy and so highly

Kilburn Hall, Kilburg Gato (not Town Hall). -Mr.J, E, Hawkins , prize.

Bun ., at 7 p.m., andWed., at 7.30 p.m. THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

Muldea Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. Finlay Gibson , Bun ., 7 p.m.; THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

Thurs. , at 8 . MISSION VESSELS

Bi gooidHall, Bignold Road, Station Road , Forost Gate.-Mr. Ran carrying to the fishermen the message of Divino mercy and pardoping

someWallis, Bundays, 7 p.m.,and Wed., 8p.m. lovo, bringing the pleasure of books to while awaythe weary hours, afford:

West Kensington dall (known as Cadby Hall) , Hammersmith ingrelief in case of sickness and injury, and cheering and brightening dull

Road ,West Kensington . - Sunday, Dr. Popham , at 8 ; Mr. O. V.T. and monotonous lives by their presence and ministry.

Onslow, at 7 p.m. “ The Mission SmacksaredoingintheNorth Seaagrand work, worthy
Hammersmith , Upper Mission Room , 180 , King Street,- of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

For the young, on Sunday,at ? p.m .;Dr. Popham , Thursday. 8 p.m. the results of their effort, great as they are in thepresent will,ifonly
Mortlake, Rest Mission Hall.-Mr. J. G. Matthews, Sun.,7 b.m. supported liberally by tho public , be of untold valueinthe future." –

Conference Hall, West Ham, E .-- Sundays at 8 and 7, Mr. C. Russell Sir Edward Birkbeck , Bart., M.P.

Hurditch, throughout March .

Trinity Presbyterian Church, Kensington Park Road -Dr.

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel

with every fleet.

Sinclair Paterson , Buodays at 11 a.m.and 7p.m. B. J. MATHER , Dirootor.
Belgrave Presbyterian Couroh (Haikin Street, W . ).- Rev , Adolph 181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ), K.O.

Saphir, Sundaysat 11 a.m.

Clapton :Hall, Alkham Road , Cazenovo Road, Upper Clapton . - Mr.

y.w ... :-Meetings for business youngladiesevery Tuesday evening , Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

Znana and MedicalMission Sonool and alone, 58 , St. George's
Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Road , B.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , at
Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orcbardkindly preside.
Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .

Talbot Tabernacle, Powis Square, W .-- Mr. Frank White, Sunday, Secretary, Migs WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.

at 11 and 7. Bankers,Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co., 16, St. James Street,

Bt. G sorge's Hall, Langham Place , W.-Mr.Denham Smith (D.V.), London , B.W.

Sunday morning, at 11 ; evening, at 7 ; at Burlington Hall, Savile Row ,

on Wednesday,at8 p.m.

louse of Rest, 8, Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn Park , N.W. - Friday,
DIMN 988 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequently

Mar. 26th , at 7 p.m., " The voice ofthe first four trumpets," Rev. vili. caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles. The Rev.Dr. Orowther, Adil

6-13. Tea at 6. dunday, 28th , at 3.30 p.m., “ Man's attempt to frustrate House, Ascot, writos :-" I cannot describe the comfort I derive from tbo

God's revelation ," Gen. xxxvii . 19-20 .
use of your glassos, both by day and night . I And no pain or weariness

Open Air Mission . - Annual meeting, Exeter Hall,Mar.29th. Tea at as I used to ; and I have taken to reading books I had put asido as too

6 ( 18. ). Public meeting at 7. Chairman,Mark J. Stewart, Esq ., M.P. trying forthe oyes on account of thesmallnessof the type." ThelateSir

Speakers,Rovs. E. Carr Glyn, Professor D'Orsey, Dr.J.H. Hitchens,
Julius Bensdict wrote : - " I have tried the principal opticians in London

Dr. H. S. Paterson, and D.Davies. Singing by South London Choir. without success , but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably ; the

Theatrical Mission , Henrietta Street, CoventGarden. - Monthly con clearness of your glasses as compared with othersis really surprising

ference offriendsand workers, Wed., Mar. 31st. Tea at 6. Meeting at The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon. Canon Worooster Cathedral,

7. Mr. Courthope Todd , founder and director, will relate incidents of writos : — “ The spectaclesyou adapted are all I could destro, and myeyes

recent preventive work .
foolstrong already. I only regret I did notknow of your exceeding skill

Conference of Christians. - Torquay, April 6th , “ Life from the years ago." - Mr. HENRYLAŬRANCE, F.8.8.,Oculist Optiolan , la ,OLD
Dead ; " 7th , " The Fellowship of the Bainis ; " 8th, “ The Citizenship BONDSTREET, scientifically adapta blo IMPROVED SPEOTAOLBC

of Heaven ."
to assist andstrengthen the weakest sights. Pamphletcontaining sugº

Strangers'Rest, 163, St. George's Street,Ratcliff Highway, E. - Monthly gostions for the preservation of sight freo . BRANCHES, B , Poultry .

workers' meeting, Friday, April 2nd, 1886. Tea at6. Meeting at 6.45. E.C .; 8. Guardian Buildings, Orass 8t., MANOK EN L'ER ;

Ur. O. Russell Hurditch will give the address. Subject, " Revival, the Corporation Street,BIRMINGHAM ; and 120 ,Buchanan

present urgent need of the Church ," St., Glasgow - ADYT.
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Terms for Advertisements

" Wpyd andand work." |

IN

To Shelter
Young

Women
(other.

Situations and Appointments. LHARSTEV Spartments,dan

SCRIPTURE READER WANTED. TO CHRISTIAN WORKERS.

-The Church of England Scripture Readers ' A Lady wishes to let her house at Salisbury,

Association have a vacancy for a young, active, nicely farnished,at 30s.aweekto any Christian

andtrulypious man. Must bea loyalmember workers. Fourbedrooms,three sitting-rooms.

This Paper having a large and increasing cir of the Church of England and ableto givesimple Reference: Rev. Edgar Thwaites,Fisherton

culation amongst Christians ofalldenominations
addresses . Form of application , and particulars Rectory . Apply Miss Lowdell, Belmont, Fisher

formsanexcellentmedium for Educationaland as toexaminations can be hadharfethe tayton,Salisbury .
other Announcements . 56 ,

BOARDING ESTABLISHMENT,

SITUATIONS VACANT, &c .
EVANGELIST or MISSIONARY.

Brighton (West ), closeto sea and Queen's Gar

Advertiser seekspermanent engagementas

APARTMENTS Ace above reach bara de manera molare experienced tea Mois invalid. Termsfrom 80s.per week. 3,The Drive .

WANTED OR TO LET.
Totalabstainer. An appointment in London or CLIFTON , BRISTOL . - First - class

suburbs preferred . Excellent testimonials . BOARDING HOUSE . Good table . References.

EDUCATIONAL A Terms moderate. Arlington House ,Pembroke
. Bolsena Grove , Forest Gate, Essex . Road .

AND MISCELLANEOUS. PASTORATE WANTED, in or near DEVONSHIRE. Well-furnished Apart

The Terms are very moderate, viz .: Miscel London , by an acceptable preacher. Views: ments, with every comfort. Best situation .

laneous in small Type, 2s.6d .for 30 words or less , Full salvation in Jesus Christ and Scriptural Now vacant. London references given. Apply

and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or holiness. Any unsectarian church . Moderate
to E. E., Terra Nova, Paignton , South Devon.

under. A reduction for a series of six Insertions stipend . Address, Pastor , 150 , Cloudesley Road ,

and apwards.
A Barnsbury , N. EASTBOURNE. — Boarding Establish

ment. Sea view . One minutes walk from park .

A handsome lawn in front ofhouse. Terms, two
Unexceptionable references required. Testimo

occupying the sameroom , 258. Mrs. Waggett,
AND_Opnialsofreligious character fully appreciated. Male Strathmore House, Howard Square.

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.11to 2 on Mondays, Wednesdays,and Fridays, A COMFORTABLE HOME, with

the number is very large. Entrances, Boho
pleasant garden and cheerfulsociety,inacountry

Book and Displayed Advertisements charged
harded Square,and 77, Oxford Street, London ,w. town, offeredto a ladyfor £1 ls, per week . By

according to space occupied. Front Page, and letter only to Mrs. Ó., 1, Sangora Road, New

A YOUNG LADY desires an engagement
other special positions, by arrangement.

Wandsworth , Surrey .

as Companion or Help ; is cheerful and domesti
N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements cated ; would be willing toteach young children ,

ΑΙ handsomoly and

the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK, orwould help mothers with needlework, in short Furnished . Floor , comprising sitting and bed
key should reachtheOffice by firstposton Monday engagements from Monday to Saturday . M. L. , room , with use of bathroom , gas , attendance.
oraing, oratlatest by 12 o'clock noon . care of Miss Robinson , 5 , St. Michael's Road , Terms, one guinea. 8A , Mostyn Road, Brixton .

Advertisements sentby Postmust be accom
Wallington .

HAPPY, LOVING HOME for little

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable NURSERY GOVERNESS and children . Orphans, motherless, or whose parents
tothe Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F. SHAW & Co.

mother's help wanted , for five young children. are leaving England, received with entire

Amounts under 29. 6d . may be sent in Halfpenny Quiet watering place in Thanet . Address full charge. Or a lady needing kind care . Refer

Stamps .
particulars to Beia, Birchington , Kent. ences exchanged . Mrs. Hutton , Oakhill, Bath .

OFFICES : 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.
Educational.

NORTH - WEST LONDON
Hoidra

ATTI

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR .
THE OLD HALL SCHOOL,

9 ,The Crescent,Leighton Grove, N.W. WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

PRESIDENT- JOHN OHAMBERS,Esq . HUESW BATH,

This Choir has been formed for the purpose FOR SONS OF GENTLEMEN . Principal: Dr. Cranade, M.A.
of assisting any Evangelistic effort,and for the

purpose of conducting short " Gospel Song

Missions, " as occasion may offer.
Principal: MR . W. FRANKLIN A WIDOW LADY offers a comfortable

Home, with education , to two orthree littlegirls,
The services of the choir are quite gratuitous. ( for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

School).Allapplicationsshould be made to Mr.J.Bate
Terms £ 20 per annum ;goodreference . Address

man , 72, Twisden Road , HighgateRoad,N.W. DULY QUALIFIEDMASTERS ASSIST . 0., Office of Wordand Work, 48,Paternoster Row .

ENGAGEMENTS

Mar. 25th , at 8. CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

with an education to fit boys for business and The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

professional pursuits. combined with the best educational advantages.
Pupils areprepared for the various University Pupils received between the ages of six and tour

and competitive examinations. The Principal teen years. A limited number only taken .

HEBREWS vi. 19. gives personal attention to the grounding of References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms
younger boys.

very moderate,and charged from date of entry .Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet
wise respectable ) lately Fallen into

Address Principal.

Sin .
above Bath, is noted for itsfine, bracing air .

The School residence and premises have been BOARDING SCHOOL FORO

FOR rules of admissiontothe Anchorage certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa

House, and fortheparticulars of its work , and tion . LESOTRADESMEN'S SONS,

for TRAINED BERVANTS, apply (by letter only) References
KELVEDON, ESSEX,

to Mrs. H. STUART-WORTLEY ( President of the Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super-Mare.
Ladies' Committee), Rosslyn House, Grove End Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal Terms very moderate. Please state

Road , N.W., London ; and to wbom , or to any Lancers.
member ofcommittee,subscriptions may be sent,

Street, Kelvedon,H. Dyer, Esq., Malvern .
or to Editor, Word and Work.

Dr.Maclean , Bath.

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .
RE-ENGAGEMENT required as Resi

H. Groves, Esq .,Kendal. dent Governess. English, music, drawing,

G. F. Trench, Esq., Ardfert, Co. Kerry. French . Good testimonials. Address, J. C. S.,

SPURCEON'S Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap care of Mr. Sharp, Post Office, Victoria Road ,

plication .WOW BT Brighton ,

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS

CLOTH 8 /

ORIGINAL

EXPOSITION OF MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE,

THE BOOK OF PSALMS
Principal -MRS. JUDSON.

PASSMORE AL ABASTER PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS.EC In thislovely andhealthy locality, situated amongthe CotswoldHills, pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying the advantagesof areful instruction, home comforts, andChristian training .

Termsinclusive and moderate. References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the

PEYSIOLOGIOAL ARTOF NEVER FORGETTING country, and to Rev.John Wilkinson , 79, Mildmey Road,&c .

“ His method is physiological and scientifio in
sighest degree. -DR.WILSON . " Prof. Loisette gaveme a new

memory." JUDAH P.BENJAMIN
2.0 ." It isa perfect memory,kys
tem .” — The Welly Budget , " By its
Instrumentality I mastered an ab . Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds.
struseandextensiveWork of Science

in one reading. If I had readit100 “ DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN

SUCCESS

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL

HE ANCHORAGE.

T
H
E

AN

Select Boarding School for Young Ladies,EACH

T
R
E
A
S
U
R
Y

O
F

D
A
V
I
D

sesonica.

MEMORY
BUNTER

'S ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.

Cures Toothache, prevents Decay, saves

AND

times bymy natural memoryI could

nothaveknown It sowell. "-0.BAL
WO, CURED. BET

MON ,Esq. " Every day I am a proof
Sir ,-My sale for your "Cure for Deafness "

at your Méthod is really the InstantaneousArt of Learning
increases. A man here who has been deaf

ne Torgetting."-L'ABBE MALATRAY, " As to the Never Extraction, 1s. 12d . of all Chemists.

Sez. I suite auzea with the justice of the claim ."- MAJOR
Forty years, has had his hearing restored by it.

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch .

7.NICHOLSON . Great Inducements to Correspondonos 1s. 11d. per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps, from

a Privata Pople, Prospectus post treo trom

1207LOISETTS. Now Querzonden
Edwin J.Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury.

you wote waambro

NERVINE ,
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THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY MEETING THE SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY

WILL BE HELD ( D .v .) IN , OF THE

THE CONFERENCE HALL, CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE

WEST HAM LANE, STRATFORD, E., UNION
On WEDNESDAY, March 31st, 1886 . WILL BE HELD (D .v.) IN

EXETER HALL, STRAND,
J. G . BARCLAY, Esq ., has consented to preside.

(LOWER HALL, )
The Chair to be taken at Three o 'clock .

On THURSDAY, April 1st, 1888 .
In the Afternoon , at Three L 'ulcek ,

In the Evening a Meeting will be held Rev. EDWARD A . STUART, M . A .,
At Seven o'clock . WILL PRESIDE.

GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq., will take the Chair. In the Evening , at Half-past six o 'clock,

Hon . ARTHUR F . KINNAIRD
LORD RADSTOCK , Sir R . N . FOWLER , Bart., M . P . (Alderman ), WILL PRESIDE.

E . R . Cook, Esq., M . P . , Rev. C. A . Fox, SAMUEL GURNEY
SHEPHERD , Ésq., R . PATON , Esq., and several local Clergymen ADDRESSES BY
and Ministers have promised to attend or take part in the Hon , and Rev. W . TALBOT RICE , B . A ., Rev. W . S . STANDEN,

proceedings. JOSIAH SPIERS, Esq., E . ARROWSMITH , Esq ., C . F . HARFORD
BATTERSBY, Esq., Trinity College, Cambridge.

Trains frequently from Liverpool Street and Fenchurch Street Stations to AND OTHER FRIENDS.

T . B . BISHOP, Hon . Sec
Btratford Main Station , or Stratford Market Station ; also Tramgfrom

Aldgate.
OFFICE : 48 , Paternoster Row ,

CONFERENCE OF

CHRISTIANS.

25 6s.

Paper covers, price 6d. SOMERSET SEED WAREHOUSE.

" PAROUSIA ," SEEDS -SEEDS- SEEDS.
| an inquiry as to the interval between

the Lord's coming for Hie Church We can only afford to buy what is neces
and with His Church , showing the " Biry , so our customers say. Weare there

probability of its being not less than
fore induced to offer a usefulcottager's collection

of first -class new seedsat 5s, per packet, delivered

TORQUAY. Forty Years. By F . NEWTH . free, comprising 3 pints peas, 2 pints beans, boro

JAMES E . HAWKINS, cole , broccoli, cabbage , cauliflower , celery, carrot,

APRIL 6th , 7th , and 8th , 1886 . 17 , Paternoster Row , London , E . cress, cucumber, lettuce, mustard , onion, parsley ,
and 36 , Baker Street, W . parsnip , radish ,savoy , turnip , vegetablemarrow ,

P . O . Orders payable to

Subjects : GIFTS PAULL & CO ., MARTOCK .

Books wanted immediately to stock &
Garden netting 50 yards by 2 yardswide 6s.

APRIL 6. - Life from the Dead . Lending Library for young women , car
„ 7 . - The Fellowship of the riage to be paid by sender. Address , Obampion hollow crown parsnip seed, carriage

Saints . Dono, Ellerslie, Beach Road, Weston . paid, ls. 60. per lb . Selected large red green top

8. - The Citizenship of Heaven. l super-Mare.
carrot seed 2s. 94 . per lb . Improved cottager's
cabbage seed , 4s. per lb .

THE TESTIMONY OF GOD
Just Published .

A BOOK FOR THE TIMES.

IN THE NEW TESTAMENT (Cloth extra , 1s.60.)
ON

OLD -FASHIONED TRUTHS for

BAPTISM and the LORD'S SUPPER. NEW -FASHIONED TIMES.
ALL THE TEXTS PRINTED IN FULL. By J . C . CROXFORD.

36 Pages. Price 3d . (THIRD EDITION ).
“ Wewarmly commend the book." - Word and Work ,

LONDON : S . W . PARTRIDGE & CO .,
LONDON : J . E . HAWKINS, 17, Paternoster Row , E . C ., and Or of the Author, Mr. Croxford, Harrold , Bedford, postage free .

36 , Baker Street, W . And of any Bookseller.

The British Messenger
TTARMONIUMS AND AMERICAN

ORGANS. W . Pridham and Son , 44 45.
Instruments for schooland homeuse. Aremar
vellous for tone and workmanship . 3 stops, £5 ;

5 stops, £6 : 8 stops , £7 . Musical instruments of

every description . Pianofortes from £15 .

Works, 206, Jubilee Street, London , E .

for APRIL contains:

THE BOTTLES BROKEN .
By Mrs. BARBOUR.

ENOCH . By Rev.ANDREW CARTER, M .A .

SANCTIFIED AFFLICTION .

By Rev. J . P . PERKINS.

"" | CANNOT FEEL .”

By Rev. J. E . SAMPSON, Barrow .

HOW IS IT WITH YOU NOW ?

By Rev. F . WHITFIELD, M . A .,
Hastings.

EXAMPLE. By H . K . Wood .
ENCOURAGEMENT TO PRAYING

PARENTS , and other Articles,

FURNITURE. - NORMAN &

STACEY'S HIRE -PURCHABE BYBTEM com
monds itself to all classes. Deposit not necessary.

It combines rea ) eoonomy on sound commercial

principles, with strictly private arrangements ,

without the objectionable formalities of

dealers and others. Payments can extend over

1 , 2 , or 3 years. The 60 wholesale firms embraco

the best manufacturers, who have large stocks

for selection , Intending purchasers should call

personally , or send for particulars. - Offices, 79 ,
Queen Victoria St., E . O ., and 121 , Pall Mall, B . W .

ESTABLISHED 1851.
) I R K B E C K BAN K .

Southampton Buildings. Chancery Lane.

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed ou

DEPOSITS , repayable on demand .
TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTB calculated on theminimum monthly

balances, when not drawn below £50.

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

charge , thecustody of Deeds, Writings,and other

Securities and Valuables : the Collection ofBillsol

Exchange, Dividends,and Coupong ; and the pur

chase and sale of Stocks. Shares, and Annuitars

Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .
THE BIRKBEOK ALMANACK , with fun

particulars , post free , on application .
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

IheBirkbeck Building Society 's Annual

Receipts exceed Hive Millions.

DOW TO PUROHASE A HOUSE FOR

TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH , with im

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay, Apply

at the Office of the BIRK BECK BUILDING BOCISTY,

29 , Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane. . .

TOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF
L LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

a immediate possession , either for

Building orGardening purposes. Apply at the

Office ofthe BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

as above .
The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars,

on application .
FRANCIS RAVENSOROFT, Manager.

Price One Penny .

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,
Stirling, N . B .

London : S . W . PARTRIDGE & 00 ,

LL PERSONS BUFFERING FROM EPI

1 LEPSY should SEND Nameand Address to

JAMES OSBORNE , MEDICAL PHARMACY,

ASHBOURNE, who will forward , free of charge,

full particulars (with Testimonials ) of the inost

successful remedy ever discovered for this dis

tressing malady. Reference permitted to the

Rev. J. BAKER , M . A ., 254, Plymouth Grove,
Manchester .

London ; J, F . Shaw & Co., 48, Paternoster Row E .C .



Tales of English Time,Life in the Olden
BY EMILY S. HOLTI

" The reading of one of this authɔr's delightful tales is an experience W3 would fain ripeat

more frequently than w : do we have learned to look upon her as an historian par excelenc :

The grace and dignity of her literary style , the fidelity and finish of her portraits, andthe

amount of essential Christian teaching which she so skilfully and lovingly conveys, combined

with the historic value of her writings, lend 10 them a charm possessed by very few of the

productions of livig authors.” — The Christian.

A Tangled Web. The Lord Mayor. Red and wähite :
A Tale of the Fifteenth Century . A Tale of London in 1384. A Tale of the Wars of the Roses.

Large Crown Hvo , gilt cops, 5s.
" Though the task the author set herseif Large Crown 8vo , 5s.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 53was ambitious, she has p :rformed it credit
" A book we can heartily recommend."

ably . " - Times . Pall Mall Gizette ,
" The whole book shows not only careful

“ It is a gracious story . . . . just to our

study of the history, but considerable literary
“ Full of stirring incident graphically told ." | mind We commend it right heartlly." -- C.H.

ability . " - Speclitor .
The Christun. SPURGEON in Suore and Travel .

Wearpholme; Joyce Morrell's Harvest ; Earl Hubert' s Daughter ;

Or, Seed Time and Harvest. A Tale of | Or, The Annals of Selwick Hall.
Or, The Polishing of the Pearl.

Crown 8vo , 5s., New Edition .

the Restoration of Charles the Second. Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 5s.
“ The style is good, and the tone high. It

will be a most suitable present for thoughtful
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JESUS AND THE SINNER . FROM DEATH TO LIFE .

Gospel Records of Conversion .
Conversions Recorded in the Book of Acts, & o .
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SUNDAY AMUSEMENTS.
The writer seems to think that , ifthe churches are

N the Times last week there appeared a curious only filled , the end for which they exist has been

letter, which calls for some comment. The

remarks. ".Morals I, for one,think ithasnothing to EVIDENTLY there lurks somewhere in the

reached. He appeals strongly to those who have

writer of it is evidently a musical enthusiast, and he charge of them not to allow them to remain empty.

proposes to gratify all whose tastes are similar to his Provide reasonable entertainment in them, he says,

own by the institution of Sunday concerts. As the and then multitudes will flock to them for enjoyment .

law at present stands there are serious difficulties Perhaps he would be surprised if told that many of

barring such performances, but with some ingenuity us would a thousandfold rather see them closed than

he proposes a plan by which, he thinks, they may be devoted to such uses. They are intended for the

removed. If, he says, we turn our churches and communion of saints in common worship, and to

chapels into concert-rooms on Sunday afternoons , make them places of sensuous pleasure would be

and secure the aid of competent committees, there basely to degrade them .

need be no fear of failure . He thoroughly believes

in the cultivating powers of music, though he naïvely
" A FORM OF GODLINESS."

, “

do with , unless in a very indirect way. " Yet he
, after all,

gravely proposes to devote buildings erected for the be some kind of sacredness in a building intended for

worship of God , and to take time from a day sacred
Divine worship , and to meet any objection to which

to the memory of our risen Lord, to the purposes of
such feeling might give rise he argues in this singular

æsthetic culture !
fashion :

We have ceased to be astonished at the vagaries of
As a rule , public worship is less attended on the afternoon of

Sunday than in the morning or evening. Let, then, the after.

our modern teachers , yet such a proposal as this, noon be appropriated to the musical service . In any church

finding a place as it does in the columns of our leading
or chapel wishing to try the experiment let a committee be

formed,to include the churchwardens or other officers,who should

journal, is one of the most audacious recently broached . collect the fund by offertory, or subscription , or both - in time ,

If it had appeared in the pages of Punch , some irre
perhaps, it might be done by a rate-make the necessary

engagements and arrangements, relieve the incumbent of all

verent people might have laughed at it as a joke, but trouble in the matter, and place this service on the same

it assumes altogether another aspect when presented
permanent and business-like footing as the others. Bishops

would assuredly be found, if they do not already exist , to

as a scheme launched in good faith. authorize short selections or special forms of prayer for such

We ask ourselves sadly, what can have induced any
services . Many a church which now has only a scanty congre

gation on the Lord's Day would be filled to overflowing if such
sane mind to contemplate such a plan ? And, alas ! the

music as the Messiah , Mendelssohn's Hymn of Praise or Praise

answer is not far to seek. Sensuousness has already Jehovah, or Christus, with a symphony of Beethoven's (as truly

80 largely entered into our religious services that its

religious as any oratorio) , could be heard there, thoroughly

well performed,on a Sunday afternoon , with a few prayers to

right to a place in the sanctuary is very generally sanction the performance and assert its religious character,

allowed, if not even defended . Indeed, the writer of

Nor would it be less satisfactory because it had taken place in

so appropriate a spot as a church , which to nine-tenthsof us is

the letter contends he is only pleading for an extension the home of some of our best associations .

of practices at present existing. " There are, " he says , To give the performance a religious air, and a quasi

many ordinary places of Worship, in which orato consecration , a few prayers may be introduced ,

"rios and shorter pieces of sacred music are occasion- although thepeople come for the music . The prayers,

" ally performed as part of the Sunday service. This if short, will not interfere much with the programme,

" natural growth of non -congregational Sunday music and the offering of them may salve a conscience which

" might be still further extended, improved , and
would otherwise be grieved or wounded. We will not

" systematized, and in this way a very large number trust ourselves to write of this proposal as it merits .

" of people might hear the finest music on their only . Fortunately we have at hand the words of a contem
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As a

porary which we heartily endorse, The English have been wont to do. Instead of dismissing them

Churchman in an excellent defence of the Sabbath , with a line or two in small type, we will in future

and thoroughly in sympathy with us in condemning give them a good place among our opening papers.

the resolution adopted a few days ago by the House The first one we take up to-day is a volume of

of Lords , says : sermons, entitled Everyday Life, by the Rev. C. H.

" It is, we have said , significant as well as sad to Waller. * We have a very pleasant recollection of

“ observe this action on the part of the House of the day when we made acquaintance with another

“ Lords, at such a moment as the present . It seems book by the same author, The Names on the Gates

" distinctly to indicate, on the part of that august of Pearl. We found it really suggestive and

" assembly, a desire to have done with the trammels Scriptural. The contents of this volume

" and restraints of religion . Self is to be idolized. are more practical , if not so profound , and equally

“ The idea of pleasing God, or reverencing His well fitted to be useful. Mr. Waller is a

commands, is to be set aside ; and that of rational strong, sound thinker, who can afford to speak in

enjoyment to take its place. In support of this the simple , clear language. Every page he writes is

" Times has published a letter from Mr. George instructive, and he is always loyal to the Word

“ Grove advocating Sunday afternoon concerts in God. We wish books of this kind were multiplied

churches, without destroying the religious a hundredfold .

appearance ofof the inside , ' and, with a few The next volume we open is by the Rev. W. Hay

prayers to sanction the performance and assist its M. H. Aitken. It is called The Revealer Revealed it

“religious character.' This is very painful : to us it and takes its title from a series of five sermons on the

" sounds profane. Is it the congregation or the revelation of Christ as Saviour, King, Teacher, Life

Almighty whom the prayers— few prayers '-are to power, and Bridegroom , with which it opens. Mr.

" deceive ? Comment is superfluous. The best Aitken always takes firm hold of his subject, and the

" comment is found in the words of Holy Writ, ' In listener cannot easily evade the argument and appeal

" the last days men shall be lovers of their with which he is closely surrounded . Even when we

ownselves i .... lovers of pleasure more than differ from him we frankly admire his strong speech

" lovers of God ; having a FORM OF GODLINESS, but and vigorous thought; but our differences in so far

" denying the power thereof." " as this volume is concerned are not great, since he

These are brave words, and true as they are brave . intentionally avoids subjects of controversy .

And they are needful. Though even the loudest pro mission preacher Mr. Aitken has had great success,

test may be drowned by the clamour of the crowd , and in reading these sermons it is not difficult to find

yet he who utters it delivers his own soul . We may the cause of it. Some people have logic without

not be able to stay the progress either of evil or error ; fire, many have the fire without the logic, but

nevertheless we can and MUST prove that Mr. Aitken's mission addresses are logic on fire.

sympathies are with goodness and truth. The next book which claims our attention is the

May we not add that, while resisting the pleasure seventh volume of the admirable series of Present-day

loving formalism so much in fashion now , we ought Tracts , issued by the Religious Tract Society. The

to lay great emphasis on the spirituality which publication of this series is one of the happiest

characterizes true worship ? In the present day the thoughts and one of the most useful performances in

words of Jesus spoken to the Samaritan are worthy the society's history, The tracts in the present

of being studied anew, “ God is a Spirit, and they that volume which interest us most are : Man Physiologically

worship Him must worship Him in spirit and in truth ." Considered , and Points of Contact between Revelation

The so-called helps to worship are really hindrances . and Natural Science, the first by Professor Macalister,

Spiritual communion is lessened , not increased , by of Cambridge, and the other by Sir J. W. Dawson .

everything which appeals to sensuousness . To the latter we may have some occasion to refer at

would stand face to face with God , we must not allow another time in connection with his contribution on

anything to interpose. There is one Mediator in a similar subject to the Expositor for April ; of the

whom we are made nigh, and one Spirit by whom former we would simply say its scientific character is

alone we are enabled to worship and adore .
enhanced by its devoutness . If the “ undevout

astronomer is mad ," the undevout physiologist is

OUR BOOKSHELF. The professor of physiology speaks the lan

OME volumes ranged on the desk before us i guage of calmest common sense when he says :

begin to wear a look of mute reproach . They " This prominent lesson which the examination of

have been claiming attention for some weeks, and yet “ the human body impresses on us is that of perfect

all the time they have remained unopened. Our in “ adaptation of means to ends , of structure to function.

tentions in regard to them have always been good ;

but we confess our treatment of them has not been
* Every- day Life, by C. H. Waller,M.A., Principal of the

London College of Divinity. London : John F. Shaw & Co.

kind . We purpose making amends by giving even
+ The Revealer Revealed. Thoughts upon the Revelation of

Cbrist to and in His People, by W. Hay M. H. Aitken , M.A.
more attention to, at least, some of them than we London : John F. Sbaw & Co.

our

If we

worse.

S
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“ The unprejudiced mind cannot fail to read in every

" organ , nay, wemay say in every cell and fibre, the

" inscription of purpose, and to learn thereby that

" they are the products of supreme power directed by
" supreme wisdom .”

The last volume we take up this week is a very

smartly -written one on Scientific Sophisms.* Evolution ,

if stated broadly , is a fascinating hypothesis. The

gradations in life suggest genesis, and it is not difficult

to persuade the unthinking that all the different forms

of life which shade into each other have had a common

origin . But, when we descend to details, the state

of the case is altogether reversed. Then we find that

distinctions are sharply drawn, and that impassable

barriers are erected here and there along the whole
line. Dr.Wainwright calls attention to these barriers,

and exposes the sophistical reasoning wbich tries to

efface them . His book is an excellent exposure of

the defects and fallacies in modern science which its

representatives vainly strive to conceal.

" Be ye Separate."
Words Spoken from a West End Pulpit,

FROM A HEARER'S Notes.''

“ Wherefore come out from among them , and be ye separate, saith the

Lord , and touch not the unclean thing ; and I will receive you, and will

be a Father unto you , and ye shall be My sonsand daughters, saith the

Lord Almighty " i 2 Cor. vi. 17 , 18 ).

A SKILFUL chemist can take two substances,

A perfectly colourless, and when he mixes

them they become intensely black . He can take

two fluids, and by mixing them together they be

come a solid . Or be can combine two cold sub

stances, and they will evolve considerable heat.

These results are illustrations of what are called

chemicalaffinities. One substance will leave another

to which it has been united , when a third , for which

it has a greater affinity , is presented to its choice.

These are the affinities of natural selection .

Dowenot find something similar in our own hearts ?

Are we not conscious ofmarked preferences for per

sons, for possessions, and for pursuits ? Do we not

feel curiously drawn towards some and repelled by

others ? Choosing these and rejecting those ?

Our actions are determined by the natural affini

ties, the tastes, and predilections, and sympathieswith

which we have been endowed .

Spring
A Song for Earnest Workers .

* We have had a beautiful change in the weather ; the wind has been

Dlowing from the south -west , with fitful gleams of sunshine, and it is

wonderiul to witness the change produced , and how the crocusesand snow

drops have grown and opened since . This morning it was delicious to hear

the birds and see the poor little flowers bursting into life and beauty

May we too be silently growing amid tbe cold winds of earth around us, so

that wben the Sun of Righteousness arises wemay be found ready, and

walting to break forth into eternal life and beauty, to reflect His gory for

ever. " - From a Letter .

FOR for a spring-day from above ,

The springing up of life ;

Sweet faith , and peace, and hope, and love,

The death of all our our strife !

How sweet to see from winter's death

These flowers spring forth and bloom ;
Bright children of the Spirit's breath

Mid this world 's death and gloom .

How silently their beauty grows,

Fed by the sun 's bright rays,

While faith with radiant hope now glows

In sight ofbrighter days.

Long have we toiled and watched the seed

Oft watered with our tears,

Nor can our hearts find rest indeed

Until its life appears.

0 Jesus, let us see this spring.

In those who hear Thy Word,

Let dead, cold hearts be made to sing

While crowning Thee as Lord .

This spring, O Lord, we pray to see,

Thy kingdom spread around ;

O come in all Thymajesty ,

Let fruits of life abound.

U Sun of Righteousness, arise

With healing on Thy wings ;

Come, fillus with that glad surprise

Which from Thy presence springs.
O let Thy work , O Lord , appear,

From Theemust come our spring ;

This only , Lord, our hearts will cheer,

And make our love to sing.

0 , in the light of Thine own truth ,

Let all Thy people live ;

The spring of their immortal youth ,

The beauty Thou dost give .

Comethen , O Lord, make all these live ,

Thy praise O let all sing ;

As through the glory Thou dost give
They reach eternal spring.

W . POOLE BALFERN .

The Bible is a book of affinities. It tells us

how from the very beginning of our history , when

man believed Satan 's lie, enmity to God and to

goodness entered into his heart ; and it tells how the

cross was set up on Calvary to put away the sin ,

to destroy the enmity , and to bring man back to God.

The separation wrought by sin , the electing love of

God : these are the topics of the Bible . And such

words as I have read emphasize this teaching, “ Be
ye separate, and touch not the unclean thing , and I will

receive you."

Have you ever realized this truth, that God and
sin are antagonists, and that the warfare is to end

only when all the weapons of sin are broken and its

antagonism crushed and destroyed by the advent

of the Lord from Heaven ? There is war without

quarter and without limit between the world lying
in the wicked one and God. In its anger and bitter

ness it has put to death the Son of His love, and

in His righteous anger and indignation the earth

is doubly cursed by man 's sin , " and the works that

are therein shall be burned up." Yet between the
sin and its finaldoom stands that word so significant,

so intensely real : “ God so loved the world , that

He gave His only begotten Son , that whosoever

believeth in Him should not perish, but have ever

lasting life.”

There is antagonism strong and sustained between

the believer and the ungodly world . You remember

what I read in the First Epistle of John (chap. ii.

15 , 16 ), “ If any man love the world , the love of the
Father is not in him . For all that is in the world , the

lust of the flesh , and the lust of the eyes, and the

pride of life , is not of the Father, but is ofthe world .”

We have to make our choice, we are either on the

side of the world or on the side of God. We cannot

serve both .

I do not think there is a single Epistle in the New

Testament in which this truth is not taught. In
Romans, “ Be not conformed to this world : but be ye

transformed by the renewing of your mirds." In
• Scientific Sophisms, by S . Wainwright, D . D .

Hcdder & Stoughton .
London :
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Corinthians we have it thus, “ Come out from among the end. A little child said to another, “ I cannot

them, and be ye separate ." In Galatians, “ Who gave fall , because I keep hold of Christ." The other ,

Himself for our sins, that He might deliver us from this better instructed , replied , “ And I know I cannot fall,

present evil world ." In Ephesians , “ You hath He because Christ keeps hold of me." It is this which

quickened who were dead in trespasses and sins ; gives such intense reality to what we are accustomed

wherein in time past ye walked according to the course to call the perseverance of the saints, for it is not

of this world, according to the prince of the power of theirs, it is the perseverance of Christ.

the air, the spirit that now worketh in the children of It is communion with Christ, intimate and real ,

disobedience. So we might go on through the whole ; that holds up our footsteps in His paths and secures

all bear the sametestimony. Salvationmeans being our safety .

delivered from the world and its sinful lusts, and

worldliness is the bitter bondage to evil from which It is only in coming out, and maintaining our

Christ comes to set us free. Jesus has set the sword separation , not " touching the unclean thing," that

to separate between men and their evil affections we can receive the promise given in our text. Let

and lusts. Therefore the call is , “ Come out from us look at it, and note how large it is ; “ And I will

among them and be separate .” And , if any one has receive you , and will be a Father unto you , and ye
shall

not thus been separated , he has not obeyed the call be My sons and daughters , saith the Lord Almighty ."

of God. “ But we do not like to be singular, peculiar,
" But are we not already the children of God by

different from the world around us. ' We must be faith in Christ Jesus ? " Yes , but we do not know

a'l three, if we are to be " the sons and daughters of His Fatherhood, many of us. We know His providence,

the Lord Almighty .” but we do not know what it is to be at home in His

house, as children cared for and tenderly loved . We

know what it is to have received His forgiveness.
I do not mean (no one will think I mean ) that we

are to go into a wilderness, or to entomb ourselves in Do we know what it is to have His approving smile,

monasteries or in convents. to hear His voice all the day long, to walk in the light
“ I pray not that Thou

of His countenance ?
shouldest take them out of the world, but that Thou

shouldest keep them from the evil.” I make no attempt to enter into details as to what

form our separation is to take. I might go over a

whole list of worldly amusements and pursuits with
We may be in the midst of the world , burdened out troubling a single conscience or going to the root

with its responsibilities, discharging its duties, if we of the matter ; but we can tell at once,
if we are

“ do all to the glory of God. " There is not a pursuit honest to our convictions, whether or not we are

in which we can engage, if it be a lawful one, in which maintaining a blissful friendship with our Master in

we cannot serve God and enjoy His presence. The Heaven ,

old illustration may be helpful here. The ship may

be in the midst of the sea, and must needs pass
Earthliness, living for time, seeking to satisfy

through its waves to reach the haven beyond, but if heart and mind with the things round aboutus :

the water enters and fills the vessel she must sink. these are incompatible with separation unto God.

The ship in the water is all right ; the water in the Worldliness
may

be discerned inthe case of each one

ship is all wrong. We may be in the world, doing all of us in anything that satisfies us without the presence

the duties, meeting all the responsibilities which of God, and without the joy of communion with Him .

devolve upon us ; but we must not have our hearts set

upon it, our aims bounded by its ambitions or by its The world is at enmity with God, and from this

prospects. In other words, we must not let the world God sent His Son to save us , and our salvation

world fill our hearts. In this sense we must obey consists in our being delivered from this present evil

God's command, “ Come out from among them , and world . We do not know what this deliverance really

be ye separate . " And this is not a decision once is until wecome out voluntarily into the place where

made, and so ended for ever. We have heard the are alone with God , and then , still in His

voice and come out. Are we to go back ? Are we to company, return to use the world as not abusing it.

fold our arms in a blissful security , believing that for

us the danger is over, and the world's blandishments

are henceforth powerless to beguile us ? No. Is it possible for any one now to say all the day

ye separate .”. Come out, and be out. The separation
long, " God is my Father. He is with me always,

and His thoughts towards me are thoughts of peace.on our part is to be maintained to the end.

All the trialsand afflictions which He suffers to

befall me are working out for me a far more exceed.
We must go back to the old record in Leviticus if ing and eternal weight of glory. Not a cross is laid

we would understand how distinct and clear the line

upon me, not a drop of bitterness is mingled in my
of separation must be.

cup, but He sends it. • The Lord is the portion of

my inheritance and of my cup '? ” The Scriptures

Are we to “ have no fellowship with the unfruitful teach us that such a condition of mind ought to be

works of darkness " ? Must we resist every inclination a very common one ; nay, that it should be the normal

to evil, and keep ourselves unspotted from the world? experience of the children of God. We do not realize

It requires the constant guardianship of Christ's the blessedness of the Spirit's presence, simply because

grace to do this. I cannot do it myself
. we do not follow the Spirit's teaching. His first

honouredservant of God lay on his death-bed , and a leading may be into the barren and dry land where

friend visiting him prayed for him as “ one who had no wateris, but His presence goes with them all the

loved Christ so long. " No, no, no,” exclaimed the journey through. To those who are accustomed to

dying saint, " one whom Christ has loved so long." the luxuries and the pleasures ofEgyptthe wilderness

Justas it is His love which seeks and saves me at the may be distasteful, even though God is there ; but

first, so it is His grace that sustains and keeps me to

we

+

to those who have learnt to know and to love Him

A very
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one.

His presence is all- sufficient. They are glad to have been a keen , cutting experience at the first, we

forsake Egypt, glad to turn their backs upon it, shall prove that we have left misery to find joy un

" esteeming the reproach of Christ greater riches than speakable and full of glory. If there is anything true

the treasures in Egypt, having respect unto the in God's universe , it is that sin and misery are in

recompense of the reward .” The mixed multitude separable , and that God and happiness are

may fall a -lusting, as of old, for the remembered Earth was a paradise until sin entered Eden, and

dainties of the land they have left ; but those who with it deathand all our woe. God comes into a

come out deliberately at God's command and cast no heart or to a home, and chases away the evil by happi

longing, lingering look behind , these men learn ness, as the light expels the darkness.

the lovingkindness of the Lord, and sing of Him Just look at the verses which precede our text, and

with thankful hearts as God , even their own God , mark the sharpnessof the contrast drawn. “ What fel

the Giver of every good and perfect gift . " How lowship hath righteousness with unrighteousness ? "

great is His goodness and how great is His beauty ! " None. " What communion hath light with darkness ?”

" His tender mercy is over all His works. " " The
None. " What concord hath Christ with Belial ? or,

Lord is gracious, His mercy is everlasting , and His what part hath he that believeth with an infidel ? "

truth endureth from generation to generation ." "The None. " And what agreement hath the temple of

Lord is my Shepherd ; I shall not want. He maketh God with idols ? " None. Just as opposite is the

me to lie down in green pastures, He leadeth me friendship of the world and communion with God .

beside the still waters. . . . . Surely goodness and And it is by change of heart, by getting the right

mercy shall follow me all the days of my life , and I affinities (to return to our illustration at the com

will dwell in the house of the Lord for ever. ”
mencement), that we enter into this fellowship with

God. There are certain elements which choose

Dwellers in God's house ! He who dwells there oxygen , and in so doing they choose their own destruc

dwells in a palace, " the palace of the Great King." tion, for oxygen comes to prey upon that with which it

There may be famine and wretchedness without, but unites - eats into its substance, and wears it away .

those who are in the secret of God's presence shall Iron chooses oxygen, and it rusts. Gold resists

know neither famine nor fear. They shall be satisfied oxygen, and it remains pure.
with the goodness of His house , even of His holy We must refuse the evil and choose the good. It

temple. But people do not know what it is to prove wastrust in Satan, the destroyer, that ruined man in

God in this way. They do not know what it is to be the beginning. He turned from the God of truth and

children in theFather's home— " sons and daughters ” love, his Creator and his Friend, and believed the

(mark the distinction, men and women , each lovingly lie ofthe adversary. Faith in God is whatwe need ,

cared for) " ofthe Lord Almighty." The names of believing Christ, and going forth to Him without the

God or ofthe Lord Jesus are never used in Scripture camp bearing His reproach. It is this steadfast faith,

without special significance. “ The Lord , or Jehovah, and this separation from evil, carried out and main

Almighty .” The Almightiness comes in in connection tained , which alone can enable us to glorify our God by

with the righteousness of His rule as Jehovah, His a consistent, holy walk here below , and give to us

power, as well as His faithfulness and truth, to the blessedness of being the younger born with the

silence every fear, and to show us that He is able to Elder Son, in the house of our Father, “the Lord

do for us exceeding abundantly, above all that we Almighty ."

ask or think, and to bless us with all spiritual bless

ing in Christ Jesus .

Notes for Bible Reading.

refuse to come out

* In Love. "

theworld toomuch.mendo not see the necessity for WHATeliGered PageBouls in Novo Isa , xxxviii , 17

this entire severance . Then I shall never taste the Given His Son in love
Rom . v. 8

sweetness of God's presence. It is possible that I WHAT WE SHOULD BE LOVE.

may have known something of grace . I trust God Rooted and grounded in love .
Eph. iii . 17

for the forgivenes
s of my sins, but I do not trust Him Knit together in love

Col. ii. 2

wholly and for ever for all my needs. I am living a

Holy and without blame before Him in

worldly life, immersed in the cares and the concerns

Eph. i . 4

Made perfect in love
1 John iv . 18

of the present, and I fear lest my interests should WHAT WE SHOULD DO

suffer if I were to take so decided a stand ; then I Forbear in love
Eph. iv. 2

can never know what it is to be permitte
d

to enjoy Speak the truth in love
Eph. iv. 15

the happy experience of an accepted , acknowled
ged

Walk in love Eph. v . 2

child of the Lord Almighty. I am not going to judge
Increase in love

1 Thess. iii. 12

whether a person , whose outward course seems very

Edify the body of Christ ( the Church) in

love .

worldly, can be a Christian . I am afraid in this case

Eph . iv. 16

Esteem God's servants in love 1 Thess, v. 13

we should have to cut sharply (the testimony of the Hold fast the form of sound words in

Word is distinct and solemn, let us prove ourselves love .
2 Tim . i . 13

thereby) ; but I dosay that if we come not out accord Abide in the love of Christ John xv. 10

ing to the injunction here given, having nothing to

GEO . T. WEBB.

do with “ the lust of the flesh , and the lust of the Guelph , Ont.

eyes, and the pride of life, which are not of the

Father, but are of the world ,” we shall never know

A Chelsea Home.-Movel by the call for yet further

effort on bebalf of our fallen sisters, and believing there isneed

the blessedness of His approving smile , and we shall for more Homes, a lady has given one hundred pounds per

never be rejoicing, praising, fruitful Christians.

annum for three years for this purpose. The offer has been

accepted, and a houseopened at 48, Oakley Crescent, Chelsea ,

But, on the other hand , if we have obeyed the call ,

S.W., in the firm faith that the Lord will touch the hearts of

many to aid . Communications should be made to Miss E, A.

have come out and are separate , though it may Tournier, 52 , Sydney Street , S.W. ,

.

IN LOVI

.

love .

IN LOVE."

.

.

.
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Good News from Ireland.

MO

UCH blessing has attended the services held by Mr. Henry

Lakin, of Burton-on - Trent, in the Mission Building,

Townsend Street, Dublin. On the first night there was a large

gathering of the Scripture readers, schoolmasters, school

mistresses, and volunteer workers, in connection with the

Society for Irish Church Missions in Dublin , to meet Mr. Lakin .

For many weeks previous, prayer was being offered that the

Lord would graciously use this servant, and send "showers of

blessing." The answer to those prayers has been exceeding

abundant. Each night there came many to hear such a

phenomenon as a converted publican proclaim the glad news

of salvation .

At one meeting as many as two hundred Roman Catholics

were present, some of whom remained to the after meeting,

and found peace in believing. The power of the Lord was

present to heal. In one house seven were saved . In another

six servants (out of a company of ten , two of whom were

already Christians) gave their hearts to the Lord ; so that in

this house eight of the servants are now on the Lord's side . One

night a husband found peace ; two nights afterwards his wife .

The wife of a Christian worker, long prayed for, was saved, with

their little son , thus completing a family of Christians. A

Christian woman , once a Roman Catholic , stopped at home one

night to lend her clothes to a friend, who had none fit to appear

in, that she might get a blessing from the preached Word . That

friend was saved.

In the inquiry -room many remarkable cases were dealt with .

One poor Roman Catholic man, when told the simple plan of

salvation , said, “ I ask your pardon, your reverence, but are

ye humbuggin' ine ? ” He could not believe the simplicity of

it, and thought it too good to be true . When shown Jobn iii .

16, and Rom. x, 9 , 10 , he was enabled to trust God's Word ,

and went on his wayrejoicing.

The children in the Mission Homes (Birds' Nest, Elliott

Home, Luke Street, Grand Canal Street, and Coombe) shared

in the blessing, many of the boys and girls having given their

hearts to the Lord . Fully one hundred and fifty during the

ten days professed to have passed from death into life, and

many more, we believe , who did not come into the inquiry.

room, also accepted the free gift proclaimed by the Lord's

servant.

At a praise meeting, held at the close , many who had been

converted during the mission openly thanked God for His

saving grace. Amongst these was a Roman Catholic priest.

May this be but the beginning of greater blessing to follow .

HENRY FISHE,

Superintendent of Irish Church Missions.

A Glimpse at Lake Nyassa .

Prayer Meeting, Dr. Robert Laws, of the Livingstonia

Mission , Lake Nyassa, gave an account of the Lord's work in

the heart of the Dark Continent. After referring to the various

missionsnow pushing forward from the east coast, the west

coast and the south into the vast region of Central Africa, the

speaker turned his attention to the Presbyterian Mission, with

which he is specially connected, and gave some account of the

internal working of a mission station . Taking, by way of

illustration, one of the stations on the shoresof the Lake

Nyassa , he described the building, brickmaking, and other work

necessary at the founding of a mission . Inasmuch as the

natives are wholly ignorant of all such things, the missionary

has to see to everything himself, and must always be on

the spot overlooking, directing , instructing in the most ele

mentary and secular matters. Beginning at 5.30 a.m., when

the bugle sounds to call the hired natives to work, Dr. Laws

passed on hour by hour to sunset, showing the work done, the

seasons set apart for worship and instruction, and indicating how

brief and fragmentary are the intervals which ,in the early days,

the missionary can snatch for translation and similar labours .

The Medical Mission work has been very successful - the

natives soon discovered thel value of that ; and, while in 1882

some three thousand three hundred and eighty-two cases were

treated at the dispensary, the numbers ran up in the following

year to more than double. Noon is the hour tixed , but the

natives pay little heed to time , and sometimes sick men or

women will present themselves at sunrise, or even during the

night. Themissionary is also liable to be roused in the night

hours by terrified mothers fleeing with their babes from threatened

Bale into slavery ; or again by their sudden alarms of " War !

War ! ”. These are , alas ! very common on the Lake , and only

the last mail brought tidings that within sight of one mission

station sixty women and children had been killed .

With special reference to Bible translation , Dr. Laws gave

several instances of the great care required , and of the remark

able way in which merely putting the " s " instead of “ z "

will utterly destroy themeaning of a text .

The greatthing, he said , is to put simple truths before the

people - God as our Creator and Father ; Christ as Redeemer

they know only too well the meaning of Redeemer. Perhaps

the most difficult point of all is to get the natives to under

stand the meaning of sin . The idea finds no expression in

their language.

With regard to suosess, it is the sowing time. God has given

encouragement; some haveprofessed Christ, have been baptized,

and are doing work for Him ; but speaking generally it is the

seedtime ; the harvest will come.

The need of Africa was forcibly illustrated in this way : If you

start from the door of my house on the shores of Lake Nyassa

you may walk fifteen hundred miles westward till you reach the

sea, passing on your way thousands of villages, yet all the time

you will not meet one man or woman who ever heard the name

of Jesus Christ.

A Call to Prayer and Humiliation .

E gladly give the following, as itundoubtedly expresses

of

The Council of the Evangelical Alliance feel constrained to

appeal to their brethren, and to suggest that the time has come,

in view of the present social and moral condition of our country,

for a united approach to God in the spirit of humiliation and

prayer. Theybelieve that throughout the land there is in the

hearts of all who fear God an earnest desire to unite in

humbling themselves for their own and national sins, andto

seek the mercy and interposition of the Most High in the

present distress . The Council realize that our lot is cast in the

perilous times " spoken of in Scripture ; the foundations of

society are shaken , and evilis coming in like a flood ; righteous.

ness that exalteth a nation has, to a great extent, given place

to expediency ; infidelity and superstition largely prevail, and

God and HisWord are dishonoured ; the old paths are forsaken ,

the love of many waxes cold, and false lights seduce to worldly

conformity, and lead to unfaithfulness in testimony for Christ .

The Council will not attempt to indicate to brethren how,

when, or where they should meet together, but they earnestly

desire that private and public prayer should abound for Her

Majesty tho Queen, the Government, and the country , pleading

that God willgraciously remove His chastening hand, and be

once more favourable to our people and to our land,

Homes for Working Girls . — The Company ofMercers

have given a donation of twenty-one pounds to these Homes .

Clapham Gospel Male Choir. - Mr. Burrow having

resigned his connection with the above, all communications

should now be addressed to the Hon . Secretary, Mr, H, W.

Heathcote, 40, Parma Crescent, Lavender Sweep, S.W.

The Stratford Male Choir visited The Hall, Morning

Lane, Hackney, on Wednesday (24th) , and had a good service,

the room being filled by local coal porters and wives, and whose

earnest attention and quiet manner were very encouraging.

J.C. ROGERS.

St. Gall.-- The Grand Council of this canton has passed &

law forbidding all public works on Sunday, Christmas Day,

New Year's Day, Easter, Ascension Day, and Whitsuntide.

Wages are not to be paid on rest-days nor in public -houses.

Thelaw came into operation in January.- Journal Religieux .

South Wales.-Mr.Walter Notman, of the Evangelization

Society, has just concluded a three weeks' mission in Llantwit

Major. It has been a season of great blessing ; many bave

been “ brought out of darkness into light," and God's children

revived. Mr. Notman's addresses have been interesting and

profitable, and the people of Llantwit are looking forward to

another visit .

Nelson Street Ragged School Mission. -As the old

buildings must come down forthwith , the committee have

decided to erect a new building on the site, in order that the

place may be a centre of usefulness and blessing in the future ,

as it has been in the past. An appeal is being made for the

£ 1,500 required , and the committee are thus far cheered by

giftsand promisesamounting to nearly £ 900 . Before the old

building is demolished it is proposed to hold a meeting for

prayer and praise, and to invite the present workers and as

many as possible of the old friends of the school. Mr.T. E.

Crabb,who formed theRagged School proper in 1849, will take

the chair at 7 p.m. , on Monday, April 5th,
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Old Testament Prophecies.

The Coming of the Messiah, as Predicted in the

Old Testament.

BY REV. CHARLES GRAHAM.

same

[ "

WOULD remark that, although the title Messiah might

seem to connect our blessed Lord exclusively with the

house of Israel, the prophetic Scriptures would not warrant

such a conclusion . Messiah means in the Hebrew what

Christ means in the Greek — anointed. At His baptism our

Lord was anointed for the double office of Prophet and

Priest. In the synagogue of Nazareth He applied to Him

self the prophecy of Isaiah, “ The Spirit of the Lord is upon

Me, because He hath anointed Me to preach the Gospel to the

poor ” (Luke iv. 18 ; Isa. Ixi. 1 ). That anointingfor His

prophetic ministry was also His anointing for His great

priestly offering ; for “ He, by the eternal Spirit, offered Him

self without spot to God . ”

Esaiah's Prophecy.

When He comes again to exercise His kingly office He will

have the same anointing. The prophet Isaiah tells us ,

* There shall come forth a rod outof the stem of Jesse, and

a Branchshall grow out of his roots ; and the Spirit of the

Lord shall rest upon Him, the Spirit of wisdom and under

standing, the Spirit of counsel and might, the Spirit of

knowledge and of the fear ofthe Lord ; and shall make Him

of quick understanding in thefear of the Lord ” ( Isa . xi .

1-3). This is the timewhen “ He smites the earth with the

rod of His mouth, and with the breath of His lips slays the

wicked one.” The word is singular in the Hebrew, and so

it is in the Greek, as quoted by Paulin 2 Thess. ii . 8. That

“ wicked one " is the beast or Antichrist.

In harmony with Isaiah's prophecy, in Rev. vi . 6 John sees

the Lamb that opens the sevenseals of the book of the inhe

ritance, “ having seven eyes, which are the seven Spirits

of God," the Holy Spirit in the fulness of His grace and

gifta.

The Anointed .

That anointing of the Lord will be for universal govern.

ment. Hence David, by the Spirit, asks in the second

Psalm , “ Why do the nations (the goyim ) rage, and the

people imagine a vain thing ? The kings of the earth set

themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against

Jehovah, and against His Messiah .” As Messiah the kings

of the nations, "and the uttermost parts of the earth ,” the

heathen, must bow to Him.

It is true our Lord came first to the house of Israel . Such

is the Divine order ; first the Jew, then the Gentile. “ His

name," said Gabriel to Mary, “ shall called Jesus, for He

shall save His people from their sins.” That name Israel

will yet know . Meantime it is the Gentiles, more especially ,

He is saving from their sins. He is now saving men as

individuals; by and by, when He comes again , Hewill save

them as nations, and then, according to the Divine order, the

Jewish nation shall be born in a day (Zech. iii . 9 ).

Sufferings and Glory.

The predictions of the Old Testament concerning the

Messiah are twofold in their substance . The prophets

foretold " the sufferings of Christ, and the glory thatshould

follow ” (1 Pet. i. 11 ). The suffering not only preceded the

glory, but the glory is the reward of the suffering. It is

because Jesus humbled Himself, and became obedient unto

death , even the death of the cross, God hath highly exalted

Him , and given Pim the name which is above every name,

even that every knee shoula bow to Him ,and every tongue

confess Him Lord to the glory of God theFather.

We have no reason to conclude that the prophets of the Old

Testament had any other idea than that the glory would

immediatelyfollowthe suffering. This wasnatural ; for the

Church and its dispensation, which divide the suffering and

the glory, were not revealed to them . This was the mystery

hidden in the mind of God from thebeginning ; until it was

revealed to them by the Lord Himself, this great parenthesis

was unknown to the disciples. On the Mount of Transfigura .

tion , thinking that the kingdom was about to be set ur,

Peter proposes to make three tabernacles, one for Christ,

one for Moses, and one for Elijah . He had no doubt that

Moses and Elijah were to remain on the earth . His question

to our Lord , after His resurrection , “ Lord, wilt Thou at this

time restore the kingdom to Israel ? ” reveals the

ignorance concerning this intervening dispensation .

All prophecy, whether in the Old Testament or the New ,

has Christ, or what is related to Ilim , for its object .
“ The

testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy.” “To Him

gave all the prophets witness.” To the two disciples journey

ing to Emmaus, beginning at Moses, and all the propheta ,

Jesus expounded to them in all the Scriptures the things

concerning Himself ” ( Luke xxiv . 27 ) ,

An Ancient Prophecy .

The prophecies of the Old Testament were delivered

chiefly by prophets of the bouse of Israel ; yet we have

several very remarkabie prophecies by men outside the

covenant nation . Enoch, the seventh from Adam , prophesied

of Christ, not as coming to suffer, but coming to cleanse the

earth, by judgment, preparatory to setting up His kingdom .

Enoch’s prophecy had no doubt a primary application to the

Flood ; butas the judgment of the Flood was a type of the

end of this age, the Holy Spirit inspired him to speak of its

awful termination . Behold , the Lord cometh with the

myriadsof His saints, to execute judgment upon all ; and

to convict all that are ungodly among them of all their

ungodly deeds which they have ungodly committed, and of

all the hard speeches which ungodly sinners have spoker

against Him ” (Jude 14, 15 ).

This prediction of the first of the prophets agrees with

that of the last. “ Behold , the day cometh ,” says Malachi,

“ that shall burn as an oven ;and all the proud , yea, and all

that do wickedly, shall be stubble : and the day that cometh

shall burn them up, saith the Lord of hosts, that it shall

leave them neither root nor branch ” (Mal. iv. 1 ) . This is

spoken of the Jewish nation , but the judgments will be

coextensive with human wickedness.

Job and Balaam .

The prophecy of Job, who was unconnected with Israel , is

of a happier character. Stripped of his property, bereaved

of his children,forsaken of all, smitten by God, and slandered

by his friends, he can yet say, “ I know that my Redeemer

liveth, and that He shall stand up at the last day upon the

earth and after my skin hath been thus destroyed ,yet from

my flesh shall I see God ” (Job xix. 25, 26 ). Job's Redeemer

(Goel; is his Kinsman, and yet He is God, the living God .

This patriarch looked for the resurrection of the just

(Cf. Psa. xlix. 16) .

Another very remarkable prophecy concerniug our Lord,

outside the covenant people, is that ofBalaam : “ There shall

come forth a Star out of Jacob, and a Sceptre shall rise out of

Israel, and shall smite through the corners of Moab, and break

down all the sons of tumult Alas, who shall live

when God doeth this ? " (Num . xxiv, 17 seq. ) Those only shall

then live who kiss the Son and acknowledge His Messiahship.

The Kinsman -Redeemer .

As the stream of time rolls on the predictions concern

ing this Kinsman-Redeemer become more and more full

and definite . This is specially so in regard to His human

relations. The first promise marked Him out simply as the

seed of the woman, Balaam presents Him as a descendant

of Jacob. Moses does this also, but presents himself as his

type. “ A prophet,” he says to Israel, “ shall the Lord your

God raise up unto you from among your brethren, like unto

me, Him shall ye hearin all things. And it shall come to

pass that whosoever will not hear that prophet shall be cut

off from among his people ."

In blessing his sons, on his dying bed, Jacob designates

the tribe of Judah as the line of Messiah's descent.

sceptre shall notdepart from Judah , nor a lawgiver from his

descendants, until Shiloh come ; andto Him shall the gather :

ing of the people be." To David God revealed that, ac cording

to the flesh, He was to be his descendant cxxxii .

The prophet Micah tells us that Bethlehem , the town of

David's family, was to be the place of His birth, and Daniel

fixes the exact date of His death (Dan. ix . 26).

P " The
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But to return to the great leading facts foretold of Him .

In Psa . xxii. David gives us His words on the cross : “ My

God, My God, why hast Thou forsaken Me ? ” — the mocking

of His enemies, the piercing of His hands and His feet, the

parting of Hisraiment, and the lots castfor His vesture. In

Psa. Ixix. we have distinct mention of the vinegar and the

gall.

David's Hiew.

But David is equally clear as to “ the glory that should

follow ." In Psa . viii. Þe shows Him to us as King, set by

the Father on the holy hill of Zion ; and, until that day , he

shows Him to us, seated at His right hand, on the Father's

throne. And from that throne we see Him arise to smite

through kings in the day of His wrath, just what we have in

Rev. xix. , when He comes in triumph on the white horse.

And as in Rev. xix. the beast is cast into the lake of fire, so

in Psa. cx. we haveHim smiting the head (rosh ) over a vast

country. Then, as in the prophecy of Zechariah (vi. 13) , we

seeHim a Priest upon His throne. “ The Lord hath sworn ,

and will not repent, Thou art a Priest for ever after the order

of Melchizedek ." “ The counsel of peace,” says the prophet,

“ shall be between them both ; ” that is, from His royalty and

priesthood peace shall come to a distracted world .

Two Resurrections.

When Messiah returns, the Old Testament, as well as the

New , tells us He will raise His sleeping saints : “ Thy dead

shalllive ; mydead bodies shall arise . Aware and sing,ye that

dwell in the dust : for thy dew is as the dew of herbs, and

the earth shall cast forth the dead ” ( Isa . xxvi. 19, R.V.).

That this is the first resurrection , the resurrection of the

just, is apparent from the fact that those who awake awake

to sing ; when the wicked awake it will be, not to sing, lut
to wail. Daniel tells us, “ Many of thein that sleep in the

dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and

some to shame and everlasting contempt” (Dan. xii. 2. )

Daniel does not say that at the period of which he writes

all the dead shall awake, but many shall. This many shall

awake to “ everlasting life ; the other sleepers, “ the rest

of the dead," shall also awake, but it will be " to shame and

everlastingcontempt.” In Rev. xix, we are taught that a

thousand years will intervene between these two resurrec

tions.

Time of the First Resurrection .

The context of these passages, both in Isaiah and Daniel,

fixes the period of this first resurrection . In Isaiah it is

wben God will “increase the nation," and enlarge " all the

borders of the land ” ( Isa. xxvi. 15). In Daniel it is at the

period when Michael shall stand up for Daniel's people, and

“ they shall be delivered , all who are found written in the

book," It will be the period of the great tribulation,

when in all the land “ two parts shall be cut off and die ,”

and the rest shall be refined as silver, and God shall say,

" It is My people, and they shall say, The Lord is my God ”

( Zech, xiii. 8 , 9 ) .

All nations shall be gathered against Jerusalem to battle,

and the city shall be taken by them. Then, in the crisis of

their calamity, shall the people call on their long -rejected

Messiah, and He shall descend from Heaven for their

deliverance. “ His feet shall stand that day on the Mount

of Olives, which is before Jerusalem on the east. The Lord

my God,” says the prophet, “ shall come, and all the saints

with Thee. " This shows that the saints must have been

taken up previously. Then shallthe rescued people look on

Him whom they pierced, and shall mourn, as one mourns for

an only son, and be in bitterness for their sin, as one is in

bitterness for his firstborn. And then shall the fountain ,

which their unbelief had solong sealed, be open to the house

of David, and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem , for sin and

for uncleanness.

Messenger to the Nations.

Isa. Ixvi. tells us that God shall send those whoescape of

the armies which come against Jerusalem , who will humble

themselves under His mighty hand and be saved, as

messengers to the nations to declare His glory ; and this

will wake up the nations to take an interest in the scattered

ten tribes, and promote their return to their land. Israel

will return converted to meet and be welcomed by converted

Judah in the land . That happy union will then take place,

described in Isa. xi . , and in Ezek. xxxvii . 16 seq. , where the

two sticks become one in the prophet's band .

The Lord will then take out of His kingdom all things

which offend , and them that do iniquity. He will put

away the wicked of the earth as dross ; burn up the tares and

the chaff with unquenchable fire. Just as before the

theocracy was established in Canaan the idolatrous nations

were destroyed ; so shall be destroyed all who refuse to kiss

the Son and own His authority.

When thus united inthe land , Judah and Israel shall be

all righteous. All shall know the Lord from the least to the

greatest. * All thy children shallbetaught of God, and great

shall be the peace of thy children . ” “ Thy people," saysGod,

" shall be all righteous.” Now it is clear that,if Israel is to be

converted by the coming of the Lord, that coming must be

pre-millennial.

Blessing to the Gentiles.

After the restoration and salvation of Israel comes the

blessing of the Gentiles. The promise of Joel, which had its

inceptive fulfilment on the day of Pentecost, will then have

its exhaustive fulfilment when the Spirit shall be poured

on all flesh , and all flesh shall see the salvation of God.

Longevity shall then be restored to man. “ There shall be

no longer an infant of days, nor an old man that hath not filled

his days ; for the child shall die a hundred years old, and the

sinner being a hundred years old shall be accursed ;" that is ,

if any one dies a hundred years old he will die in the infancy

of man's age, and he will only then die by the judgment of

God (kherem ) for his sin . “ Asthe days of a tree, ” says God ,

“ shall the days of My people be ; and Mine elect shall

long enjoy the works of their hands. ” A man obedient

to God will live throughout the millennial age.

Creation Delivered .

“ The groaning creation shall then be delivered from the

bondage of corruption, and be brought into the liberty of the

glory of the sons of God .” ( Isa. xi . 6-9). As creation fell with

man, with man it will rise. In the land of Israel, and so ,

by parity of reason, elsewhere, “ the plowman shall

overtake the reaper, and the treader of grapes him that

soweth seed ; and the mountains shall drop sweet wine, and

all the hills shall melt ” (Amos ix. 13). And the beauty of

earth will be equal to her fertility ; for “ instead of the thorn

(the emblem of the curse) shall come up the fir- tree ; and

instead of the brier, the myrtle-tree. And it shall be to the

Lord for a name ; for an everlasting sign that shall not be

cut off . ”

Joy will then have returned to the earth . “ Clapping of

hands "
was the customary mode of expressing joy at the

accession of a king, as at Joash's accession (2 Kings xi. 12).

So Psa. xcviii. 6,8. "Make a joyful noise before Jehovah the

King, let the floods clap their hands ;for He cometh to judge

the earth” (compare Isa. lv. 12). " All the trees of the field

shall clap their hands,” with righteousness shall He judge the

earth ( Isa. x. 4, Faussett) .

How earnestly should we long for that day! The night

grows darker ; but the darkest hour is before the dawn.

May the Sun of righteousness soon arise on our dark and

sorrowful world with healing in His wings ! “ Amen : even

so, come, Lord Jesus."

"

Answer to Bible Acrostic for the Little Ones.

No. VII .

.

1. Matthew

2. A bijah

3. Cain .

4. Eli

5. D aniel

o

Matt. i .

1 Kings xv. 3

Gen. iv . 1

1 Sam , i , 17 )

Dan . i .

Exod . xxviii, 20

John iii . 1

Isa. i. 1

Gen. xli, 46

6. O nyx

7. Nicodemus .

8. I saiah

9. A senath .

Native Italian Churches.-Rev. W. Paterson , Fraser

burgh, says : — “ There is evidence of such encouraging progress

among these churches that if Italy were adopted by tho Scotch

churches and the English Independents, andhelped in planting

new churches for a few years, Britain might soon retire and

leave the land entirely to Italians.”
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Among Secularists and Atheists.

was

Bradlaugh , and , to use his own words, was " one of the first to

strike a man who was likely to get the better of an argument.

He is now in regular attendance at all the lectures, renderi

every assistancein his power, and is beginning to live a very

different life . His former companions see the change in him,

but they acknowledge that theycannot understand it.

A young man , who a Wesleya local preacher,

gradually formed the habit of attending Secularist lectures,

and ultimately was so influenced by them that he gave up all

connection with his chapel, ceased to preach, and became an

advocate of the teachings of Secularism . Some weeks ago he

was induced by a young man who works with him to hear a

lecture on the Evidences of Christianity. He was
80 far

interested that he came a second time, and since then has

attended several lectures. The result is that to-day he is back

in his old place of worship among his former association
s

,

having burned his infidel books , and doing all in his power to

make up for his past erroneous teaching.

A Nation Overboard.

at ,

The “ Cromwell Club ," Plaistow .

T.

JHE following gratifying results of Christian workare culled

from the new report of the Christian Evidence Society :

About three years ago some Secularists secured a place of

meeting at the “ Cromwell Club," near the Plaistow Railway

Station, where lectureswere delivered every Sunday morning,

and a branch of the “ National Secular Society was formed .

The evening programme consisted, as a rule, of dramatic enter.

tainments, comic singing, and dancing . On Sunday mornings,

in the summer, lectures were delivered on the Green , outside

the Club , by lecturers of the “ National Secular Society,” The

plausibility of their statements, and the absence of any oneto

refute them , misled many peopleinto the idea that Christianity

could not be defended,and gave Secularists a local importance

of which they made the most. Matters came to such a pass

that Christian men could not go to a place of worship without

danger of being stopped (if they were known ) by the vendors of

Secularist publications, who tauntingly offered them for sale .

At last & working man wrote to the Christian Evidence Society,

asking for assistance, and when it became known that the

request would be complied with , the defiance of the Free

thinkers became more demonstrative than ever . They im .

peached clergymen, ministers, and, in fact, everyone else, for

not coming out and defending what one speaker designated the

" blood thirsty, cruel, and damnable creed of Christianity .”

assistance Rendered .

In the early autumn of 1883 the society sent a lecturer to

Plaistow for the first time . From that time the influence of

Secularism in Plaistow declined .

It had been the boast of the Secularists that Christians

depended entirely on faith and undervalued reason and

science ; whereas they, on the contrary , taught reason and

science and not faith. Accordingly, when open -air proceedings

began in the following spring, one of the very first lectures by

the society's agents was on “Nature's Testimony to God.” One

of the leading local Secularists opposed the lecturer, but

exhibited such inability and ignorance that the people shouted

out to him while he was speaking “Get down !" " You've got

more than your match at last !" The results of that evening

were highly gratifying to a large number of working men

present.

Throughout the summer months lectures were delivered

every Sunday evening directed chiefly against Atheism . The

interest of working men in the lecturing increased, to the

disadvantage of Secularism. One lecturer was told by a well .

known Atheist that geology disproved the Bible ; consequently

on his next visits his subjects were “ The Testimony of the

Rocks," and “Man : Whence , When, and Whither ? His

opponent indulged in loud boasting and insolent, defiant

language on each occasion , but the issue of the conflict was

the loss to the Secularists of two of their most zealous sup

porters — one an Atheist of some twenty -five or thirty years'

standing, and the other a tradesman of the district . The

former became a constant attendant at a Mission Hall , and the

latter an unattached but warm supporter of Christianity .

The “ Club ” Shut Up.

The history of Secularism at the “Cromwell Club , ” Plaistow ,

ended with the first full year's work (1884 ) in that locality by

the Christian Evidence Society. In 1885 the lecturing was

continued, and with such effect that the adherents of Secular

ism dropped away, so that the so -called " Club” (“ Sunday morn

ing drinking saloon ” would be a more appropriate name) was

shat up. It is now in the hands of the Rev, T. Given Wilson,

who has converted the promises into a mission hall , wherein

to preach thatvery Gospel whichhadbeen so often blasphemed

there by its late occupants. During March lectures were

delivered there by the society's agents .

Thirty Years an Atheist.

Last summer Mr. R. came down to the Quay with the inten

tion of opposing me after my Lecture on “ Jesus the Christ."

He was, however, so impressed by what he heard, that he

refrained from carrying out his intention. He came again in

the evening , and heard the lecture “ Nazarene , Thou hast

Conquered ! ” and on the Monday anotheron “ God is Love."

In the light of what was thus put before him, he saw that for

the thirty years during whichhe had been an Atheist he had

been wrong. Learning from one of his fellow -work men that

he wished to know more of the truth, I had a long conversa

tion with him at his own house , and gave him Christianity

Tested by its Fruits. I afterwards had another interview with

him . On my ravisiting Plymouth he told me that all his old

Atheism wai gone , a 11 th 25 Christian truth haitakon posses.

sioa of his soul , H : hul buen a devoted follower of Mr.

NOTHER pioneer, our friend Dr. Churcher, started for

1885, en route to Tangier, where he will take charge of the

medical work so ably commenced by Mrs. Baldwin . Whilst

the steamer in which he sailed was detained by a fog at

Gravesend , a man fell overboard, but was quickly rescued

through the hearty alacrity, co-operation, and skill of those

who knew of his danger. The following application of this

occurrence from Dr. Churcher's pen , will, we trust , call forth

the earnest and cordial fellowship of all our readers and

friends in the noble work of rescue to which our medical

missionary has consecrated his life and talents :

“ The grey, cold mist hangs over the chilly water, and the

stemer is just lying to for the night. Suddenly a strange

and thrilling stir passes through the vessel. Sailors are run

ning to and fro , and the captain's hurried commands are

heard, “ Throw the man a line ! ' • Heave over a belt astern !

there , quick , can't you ? Give him another line 1 ' All is excite

ment -passengers are looking on with intense interest, sailors

are grasping lifebuoys and lines, officers are hurrying to the

ship's bow,all because one fellow -creature is being swept away

by the rushing tide, and apparently about to sink and be lost.

But can it be that in Morocco , close beneath the bows as it

were , of this so - called Christian nation, there drifts a people,

numbered by millions, whose eternal destiny will quickly be

decided if no help comes ? The tide of time is sweeping them

off into darkness without salvation in Jesus. Christian

readər, will you not do your part to help them ? See , the

captain is stripping off his thick jacket ready for a plunge ;

but the Captain ofour salvation laid aside alí His glory, and

plunged into misery profound for our rescue.
You say you

cannot go to Morocco. Can you not ? Have you ever said to

the Lord, “ Here am I, send me ' ? You may safely trust

Him not to send you if He has something better for you to do.

How is it that so few with means , so fewwith superior attain

ments in science , literature, or art , are readyto surrender

themselves to Him whose name they bear ?
The Lord may

really not intend you to go to Morocco; He may need you in

Algeria , or elsewhere in His great field --any way you can, by

your prayers, means, etc., throw a life -buoy or a line to the

sinking souls, or, as our sailorsare doing now, grasp oneof the

lines of the Kabyle Mission which have already been thrown

out in Djemaa Sahridj , Tlemcen , and Tangier, and thus assist

some perishing sinners to the same place of safety where, by

grace Divine, you stand . See, the man is saved ; the rescued

cailor is now upon the deck, cold and dripping, but smiling,

and we all rejoice together, for the almost lost is restored.

When shall this be said of many in North Africa ? Your

whole-hearted assistance is needed quickly-needed now, so

that we—you and I-might by all means save some ; and

then , beside our delight, there shall be joy in the presence of

the angels of God over every sinner, African or any other, that

repenteth .”

A Wonderful Change .—The very man who led the opposi

tion to the Christian missionaries at Indore , and who, two years

ago issuedthe order forbidding their work in that city, has now

furnished Miss M'Gregor with a pleasant new house in a good

locality for her two girls' schools . His influence has had a

most beneficial effect and the leading men of the city are shew

ing the warmest sympathy with Miss M'Gregor's work . The

children also exhibit a loving interest in all mission work . “ I

thank God," writes Miss M'Gregor, “ for the wonderful change

which has come about in five years. "
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A Visit to Die and the Dives. | Moravian Missions Afar.
M OUNTAINS and hills of all shapes and sizes, rugged M wo urgent claims for help are at the present timemaking

M cliffs, jutting crags, dismal ravines, stony beds of 1 large demands upon the slender financial resources of

mountain torrents intermingled , seemingly without system and theMoravian Missions. The first need is a new ship for the

without plan , and right in themidst of Nature's wildness, the mission on the Moskito coast, a narrow strip of territory on the

little ancient city of Die, with its interesting old Roman walls Caribbean Sea , bounded on the north by Honduras, and on the

and strange gateways, its white stone housesand narrow , crooked west and south by Nicaragua . At nine centres of evangelistic

streets . activity , established during the last thirty - seven years, four

Themind reverts to the time when the rocks and caverns of teen missionary brethren and sisters are engaged in spreading

these mountains were the retreat of the persecuted Huguenots, glad news of the kingdom amongst the nine thousand lethargic

and when itself was the scene of cruel, pitiless executions. but impressible Indians on the reserve of the so -called Moskito

The past history of Die will interest all sincere Christians. tribe. Many tokens of Divine favour have attended this work

Designated by Henry IV. as a city of refuge for the Protestants , from its commencement, but in the spring of 1881 & remark

the Jesuits being even forbidden to enter its walls, Die was for able awakening began at Magdala , and spread from thence to

years the seat of a large University, with more than twenty most ofthe other stations on the coast. Even Indians from

professors, and with many students, of a large cathedral, of a the interior, who had never been in contact with missionaries,

hospital, printing establishment, & c ., & c. , all under control of are said to have appeared in the villages of their Christianized

the Protestants. Just before the revocation of the Edict of countrymen , filled with a strange, inexplicable longing for

Nantes, Die had attained the summit of its prosperity ; with something to give relief to an undefined craving of their souls.

a population of more than ten thousand , and with its extensive Since those times of refreshing from the presence of the Lord ,

trade in wines and silks it had become the commercial centre quiet, steady consolidation and extension have marked the true

of the district. But the storm which followed was not without progress of a work thus signally blessed by God. But this

its precursors . mission is at present without å ship , a sad drawback where
The Jesuits, forbidden to enter the city, established their there are no high roads and communication is effected almost

quarters just without its walls , and lay in wait for the Protestant exclusively by water, andwhere a missionary vessel is absolutely

youth of the University. Under Louis XIV . the storm broke indispensable, not only for conveying themails from Greytown

upon the poor Huguenots ; obnoxious regulations were followed to the different stations, but also for supplying the missionaries

by the forced closing of the University ; and with the revocation with the needful provisions, and for the occasional joumeys

of the Edict of Nantes, cathedral, hospital, university , every they have to perform . The last boat, the Herald , lies on the

thing, even to the lives of the Protestants, were placed at the East coast, off Blewfields, irreparably damaged and unservice

disposition oftheCatholics. The Huguenots fled , and with them able . Thevery modest estimate of a new ship is £600, of which

disappeared the prosperity of the city, the population falling to its more than one -third has been raised .

number of four thousand. Die became a Catholic bishopric ; The second and yet more urgent, because larger need , is the
and since that time the little city has been sleeping the sleep necessity for a church and school as a centre for our new work

of religious and commercial inactivity . Within the last six in Cape Town. Repeated failures of the crops and the

months, however, the shriek of the locomotive has awakened consequent scarcity ofwork have caused many to flock from the

Die from its slumbers, The Government has undertaken the neighbouring country congregations to the capital, where they

construction of a railway passing through Die and the valley of find themselves exposed to the various temptations of a town

the Dröme to the Italian frontier, and the commercial future life. A missionary has been appointed to take up his residence

of Die seems to be assured . This the Jesuits have seen , and in Cape Town, to care for the spiritual interests of these

they are now taking all steps in their power to gain complete scattered sheep , and to gather them into a congregation. Mr.

control of the city. The Protestant population still number | Hickel's energeticand self-denying efforts have been cheered by
about one thousand, and since persecution by sword and faggot success in withdrawing many from evil influences'and in reclaim

is out of the question , the Jesuits have used their amplemeans | ing many a prodigal, for whom the capitalhad indeed been a " far
to obtain possession of the principal industries of the place. A country. " A site has already been purchased , and a church is

large factory of furniture for themen , and a factory of socks for urgently needed to take the place of the very inadequate and

the women , were started ; and they say to all Protestants, “ If unsuitable room now rented as a place of worship . There is

you want work , send your children to our schools." The lack equalnecessity for a mission school, where boys and girls may

of bread is proving more effectual than were the fire and sword be instructed in Scriptural truths in their own language. The
of Louis XIV .; and such has been their success, thatthe Jesuits cost of erecting these buildings will probably amount to nearly
openly boast that “ in ten years there will not be a Protestant £2,000 .

at Die. " There is only one way to combat influences of this Contributions towards either of the above objects will be
kind. Open up workshops at Die for these poor oppressed gratefully acknowledged by the Secretary of the Missions,Rer.

brethren in the faith , and show them that we care for their B . La Trobe, 29, Ely place, London , E . C .

souls by caring for their bodies ; combine practical methods

with the living Word, and with God's help we shall conquer.

Even now one difficulty has been removed . A Protestant

tradesman at Die has offered us the use of ample workshops Light and Shade .
for the purpose, and now it is only a question of funds. To begin

& work for the women of the city , we think (£100 ) one hundred M HE following extract from the report of the Orissa Baptist
pounds would be sufficient, and that the work once begun 1 Mission is interesting , as showing the hold truth takes of
would support itself. Who will aid in the work ? Surely " the the heart, and how onemission helps another : - " I was visited

harvest is great, but the labourers are few . " . somemonths ago by one of the masters of the Berhampore
Another feature of our trips was our visit to Barnave, and Town School, who was evidently in trouble. Hewas a Hindu,

the little Orphans' Home of Mr. and Mrs. Marzials, so well but had been trained in the London Mission Schoolat Vizaga
known in England. Here are about twenty young girls , com patum , and on meeting our colporteur in the town, bad induced

posing in verity “ The Family ," as Mrs. Marzials is pleased to his pupils to purchase portions of Scripture, which he pro

call it . I have rarely seen a family where there was more love ceeded forthwith to teach in the class. But he omitted to

and consideration for one another, and their affection for Mr. consult the parents of the boys ; and when the fact came

Marzials as “ grandpere," and for Mrs. Marzials as “ mere, " to their knowledge they resented the innovation, and he

was one of the most charming sights that I have ever witnessed . was obliged to desist. This led to his urging us to establish &

Let me say in closing that Barnave is but eight miles from Mission Middle School for native boys, in which the reading of

Die, and that is one of the live centres of Christian work of the Bible should form a recognized part of their studies. And

the Drome. Evangelization is carried on in the surrounding when , for sufficient reasons, I hesitated , they took the matter

villages, Sabbath schools sustained , and , with the aid of in hand themselves. A native gentleman purchased a house

Christian friends at Die , new fields are being opened. One of for eight hundred rupees,which he has placed at their disposal.

the cherished desires of these dear friends is to start the work The school was established , and in less than two months there

at Die of which I have already spoken , and they invite any of were sixty- five pupils in attendance, and Bible lessons have

our Christian brethren whomay be able to spare the time to been regularly given by myself (the Rev. Thomas Bailey) and

visit them and see for themselves. The railway coming direct others . The special feature of this movement is that it was

to Die makes communication easy, and for those who will help originated and has been carried into effect exclusively by

in the work , but who cannot come, letters may be addressed Hindus. The institution may or may not prove permanent;

to J . F . Shaw & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row , E . O ., or to Madam but as a test case, showing the readiness of Hindu youths to

Henriette Marzials , Barnave, Par Luc en Dives, Drome, receive Bible lessons, its value will remain unimpaired." " One
France. soweth and another reapeth . "

D . L . PARSONS. K , VASUDAVA Rao.
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Fishermen's Testimonies.

BY PEARL FISHER.

MA

ANY friends were , I believe, greatly interested in the

account I was able to give a year ago of my experience

of the grand work onboard the schooner Mystery,in the port of

Cherbourg. Again I have had the pleasure of joining Mr.Honry

Cook for a few days, and taking some small part in the delightful

work : not this time on the French coast, but on our own South

coast. I had heard of the remarkable stirring amongst the

fishermen at Plymouth , and knowing that the Mystery was

expected in Portsmouth Harbour early last week, ran down to

Gosport for a day or two that I might see and hear, on behalf of

my readers, something of these efforts, which appear to have

been so largely blessed of God .

Prayer answered.

The Mystery left Plymouth on Friday (19th) , andwith a fair

wind would make the run bome in little over twenty-four hours.

Tuesday, however, came, Wednesday, and Thursday, and still

no sign of her- neither letter nor telegram to indicate her

whereabouts. What marvel if Mr. Cook,with the responsibility

of the vessel upon him , 'and learning from the newspapers that,

owing to contrary winds and fogs, several vessels had been lost

on the South coast, became exceedingly anxious! We betook

ourselves to prayer, earnestly calling upon God that He would

bring the Mystery safely to port, andin time for me to hear the

testimony of her crew . The history of the Gosport Seamen's

Mission is one long record of answered prayer ; and just as we

were at breakfaston Friday morning a homeless boy, sheltered

byMr. Cook, put his head in at the door ofthe room , and said,

" Mystery's come in, sir." " Praise the Lord, our loving Father

always hears our cry, " was the response .

In “ the Race ."

The story the men had to tell was one of God's goodness in

the midst of storm and fog. To keep out of the track of

steamers the skipper had hugged the coast. He could not see

it for the fog, but could hearthe break of the surf on the beach

and rocks. During Thursday night they knew they were

beating round some point - what it was and where they were

they could not guess — but thewind carriedthem safely round.

Soonafter one of them, peering over the bulwarks, noticed a

peculiar movementof the water, " like a boiling kettle .”. He

called the attention of the captain , who exclaimed , “ Thank

God ! I know where we are now ; we are in the Race .' "

They had been carried blindly , yet surely, into Portland Race

terribly dangerous under certain conditions of wind and tide,

but safe enough with the wind then blowing. At all events, he

knew now where he was. “ Let us kneel down and praise the

Lord for bringing us here, and ask Him to lift the fog, that we

may see our bearings. In a few minutes the fog liſted, and

they knew exactly where they were ; 80being enabled to lay

their course and reach Portsmouth Harbour at five a.m. on

Friday. It is worth noting these facts ; they will cheer many,

as & fresh illustration of the way God delights to answer the

prayers of His children .

we got there we saw four great strong fishermen weeping their

way to the cross . And nextday they were praising God with

the rest of them. One clergyman who came aboard said,

“When I get back and tell my people what I've seen here they

won't believe such things are possible ."

One fisherman said , “ When I came I was only one believer

in five ; the whole crew but me were ungodly, now they are

all saved, bloss the Lord . "

Contrary Minds.

One evening the preacher had been speaking about “ contrary

winds ” -and the contrary wind has proved a very serious

matter for these mackerel fishermen , some of whom have

toiled thirteen weeks, and not taken & penny - when one of the

fishermen rose and said

“ I bless God for the contrary winds ; but for them I'd never have

had my little crew of four converted. The contrary wind kept

the Gospol ship here, the contrary wind kept us from going out

mackerel catching. I got my crew on board here, and bless

God He has saved every one of them .”

En Fog and Banger.

The captain of the Mystery told something of what he had

seen amongst the fishermen , but he too had to begin by

praising God for the deliverance by the way. As in a sailor's

simple language he spoke of the dense fog, the fear of going

ashore, or going out to eea, “the bubbling of the water like a

pot,” which indicated to him he was in "the Race,” every

heart responded to his words of praise.

The fishermen .

In speaking of fishermen, he dwelt a good deal on the earnest

work of the godly fishermen themselves in laying hold of their

mates, and persuading them to come aboard , and in praying

for and talking to them when on board . One impromptu

service bad impressed him very much ; one or two came on

board to write letters ; others came, and soon eight boats were

made fast to the ship. They looked round and said, “ Why,

there's thirty of us here ; let's go in for & prayer meeting .'

They did, and a wonderful meeting it proved. One after

another prayed, and ere long the sound of weeping was heard ,

and they found two sturdy fellows orying hard . It was nearly

two hours before they found peace ; but at length one of them

shouted, Praise God, I do believe the burden has rolled away ."

In the evening meeting that night four more were led to the

Saviour. They hauled the vessel alongside the coal quay, and

quite a hundred men crowded on board, and great blessing was

given.

An Old Fisherman.

Next we had Davies, a Plymouth fisherman , who told how the

previous Sunday was his birthday. “ I'm five years old in the

Lord. " Having been thirty years a fishermanatPlymouth , he

believed he knewevery fisherman who came to that port, and

therefore he could testify of the marvellous work done among

them . The Spirit of God had stirred the hearts of hundreds of

these, and, much as had been said , the half had never been

told.

a Brand Uwork .

From all I could see and learn , from letters read , from con

versations with the men , and the testimony of workers, I am

convinced that a very remarkable, enthusiastic, and blessed

work hasbeen in progress. The mackerel season is now over,

the vessels are returning to their respective ports — Lowestoft,

the Isle of Man , Newhaven, Brixham, &o. The men return

with empty pockets, for the most part, on account of the bad

season , but very many of them return with great joy to tell in

their distant homes “ what great things theLordhath done for

their souls . " Christians have been stirred to fresh zeal and

energy ; poor backsliders have been awakened and brought back

to the fold , and a large number of ungodly and reckless men

have been convicted of sin and led to the feet of the Saviour,

there to find peace and joy in believing.

The means Used .

And the means used of God in this blessed work has been the

visit of the little Gospel ship, the Mystery, and the simple

testimonies borne by Mr. Henry Cook and his helpers to the

Baving and keeping power of God. It is a grand work - happy

those who are enabled tobecome helpers therein by supplying

the funds, without which the vessels cannot be maintained ,

nor their crews supported. Mr. Cook has, in the care of this

work , much responsibility and many calls. He much needs

the hearty prayers and liberal giving of all in whose heart the

Lord hath put it to support these floatingmessengers of mercy.

His address is the Seamen's Mission , Stoke Road, Gosport.

at Fareham .

Now that the vessel had arrived, there must be a praise and

testimony meeting. Theservice for that evening had been fixed

at Fareham- & quiet little town at the head of Portsmouth

Channel - i.e., six or seven miles inland . In the afternoon a

few of the Gosport friends assembled, who, with the crew of the

Mystery, were conveyed by the steam launch to Fareham , where

Mr. Cook's other vessel, the Annie, is now repairing and refitting.

was held , proving a time of refreshing and stirring up. Here

I mean to give the testimony as it bore on the Plymouth work,

reserving other interesting facts for a separate article. After a

happy tea meeting, the goodness of Godwas acknowledged in

praise and prayer, and some precious portions were read by Mr.

Cook, as a keynote to the proceedings .

Such Meetings !

John Smith , a costermonger, who has seen many years'

service as a soldier in the Crimean War and the Indian Mutiny,

who served the devil over forty years, who three years ago was

a blasphemer and Sabbath -breaker, butin the mercy of God

was led to Christ in the Seamen's Bethel, Gosport, gave some

account ofthe Lord's dealings at Plymouth. Overflowing with

joy, he declared, “ I'm drew closer to Jesus this day than ever

before in my life , for the Lord saw us in the midst of the thick

fog and steered our bark, and here we are to praise Him ."

But about Plymouth. The Mystery's been there since

January , but I joined her on Saturday (13th ), and never was

in buch meetings all the days of my life. The very first night

66

1
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GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD.
The Little Wanderers' Home | Origin of Zonana Work . | Mr. Hudson Taylor and China.

|HE following few facts as to an excel. A LADY writes as to the origin of M HIS devoted servant of Christ writes
I lent Boston institution will be inte A zenana work in India : I to a friend of the China Inland

resting tomany: - This institution opened In June, 1837, four native gentlemen | Mission : - Here we are in the midst of a
its doors to the little folks twenty years in Calcutta gave permission to one of the vast country , crying out by its great needs

Ago, and since that time it has taken into missionaries of the Society for Promot for more workers , and though we do

its sheltering arms about six thousand ing Female Education in the East to thank God and praise Him for those
children , orphansand neglected ones, ex send to their houses one of her own recently sent out, they seemed to be

posed to a life of ignorance, crime, and native teachers, and a former pupil, to absorbed at once, leaving us ashungry as

shame; has cared for and taught them for teach their wives to read Bengali from before for more workers .
an indefinite time, and then placed them Christian school books, and thus zenana Our brethren in nearly every province
in good homes. It is not a reformatory, but work was really begun in Calcutta . The are urgent in their cries for reinforce
rather & saving institution , more like a English lady was herselfadmitted subse ments ; our sisters ,were they to comeout
parental home for children picked up quently . In 1842 the same society sent in ten times the number, might find

before habits of crimeare formed . Funds forth the first zenana missionary who abundantsphere ofusefulservice, and we

pre never wanting. The Home is not in .ever left England , 1 .8 ., for zenana work know the great Master will not be un
dabt, and never has been . A few years mindful of His servants , the lovingonly .
ago a tract of land was bought in Father will never forget His children.

Martha 's Vineyard , and there for a few Those three millions of Israelites who

months each year these children enjoy were such a puzzle to Bishop Colenso,
The Lord' s Work in Mexico.the pure air, cool ocean breezes, green with all his arithmetic, were no burden

fields, and healthful exercise. At the W E still have good news from Lean to the great King who bore them up as on
twentieth anniversary of this Home, two W dro . Thirteen persons give evi eagles' wings, with a Father's tender care,

weeks ago, there was present Mr. Barnard, dence of conversion at Montemoreles. rebellious as they were. Surely He can

Superintendent of the New York Five Botello , a native preacher, preached in sustain a much larger band of mission .

Points Mission , who said it is asked by the town of Padillo , and awakenedmuch ary workers than the world has yet been

some people " whether it pays to help interest. Two preachers went lately to in this needy land of China.
such children ? " Let such ask their own El Saligeno, a town of four hundred in We are taking possession in the name
hearts, if they have any. Rev. Dr. habitants , and preached to about eighty of the Lord of new centres for Christian
Courtney, of St. Paul' s Church , said he hearers. Notwithstanding à report that work . Please pray that the blessing of

felt much joy and brightness after seeing they should be stoned if they attompted God may rest on all our efforts. We are
auch a company of little ones, and hear to preach there, one of the principal counting on God's faithfulness as the

ing so much about them . men of the place, an old man of eighty work enlarges to supply more workers,

five years, with his wife , remained and all needed graces and gifts, tem

after service, and with deep emotion poraland spiritual.

expressed their delight at the preciousBible CarriageWork in France. things that were spoken . One of the Gospel Meetings in Spezia.

MR. HAWKE, of the Bible Stand , members of the San Juan Church , dying
GOD'S people here have just been

1 of consumption, bore a beautiful testi.Crystal Palace, writes : - Our Biblo
Umony. “ But I have had a great deal ofCarriage work in France still continues, visited with a special season of

and our old friend and co-worker, F . blessing through the soul- stirring appealsmalice in my heart; not now , but I have
had. "Pointet, is still - in spite of years — as of our brethren , so beloved and honoured" But, " said I , “ can 't you trust
the blood of Jesus to cleanse from all ofthe Master, Messrs. John Cory, of Caractive and zealous as ever in proclaiming

the message of salvation and scattering sin ? " diff, and Reginald Radcliffe . On three" Yes,” said she, “ I can , I do. I
will be with Jesus to-morrow ." consecutive evenings crowded servicesthe seed of life .

wereheld , in differentchapels , forbelieversLast year, starting from Monaco, he
and unbelievers, the Word being inter .was enabled to preach the Gospel and dis
preted by Mr. Edward Clarke and Mr.tribute Portions right in the midst of the

A Mohammedan King's Anderson .gambling saloons. Hethen worked hisway

Appeal Against Rum . Mr. Radcliffe spoke with marvellousnorthwards towards Brittany, and there
power to the unsaved , many of whom

he laboured for somemonths, visiting all TT is humiliating that Christian Eng were constrained to remain to aftermeet

the towns and villages, large and small, 1 land and Christian Germany should ings. His appeals to professing Christians

at all accessible by road , in the different send huge quantities of rum and gin to to receive the fulness of the blessing in

departments of this priest- ridden and
Africa , when even native Mohammedan Christ were words manifestly sent frombenighted part of France. He afterwards
princes protest against it. The following God to His Church ,visited various parts of Normandy, in is a translation of a letter written in the

tending to work southwards ; but feeling Hausa language by Maliki, Emir of
that there was still work for him to do in

Nupe , & country bordering on the River Temperance in America.Brittany, he paid it a second visit, and Niger, to the Rev. C . Paul (native ARCHDEACON Farrar, in stating his
was by God 's grace enabled to preach the missionary) to hand to Bishop Crow
Word and distribute and sell severalmore A impressions during his visit to the

ther :
thousands of Portions of Scripture, both United States, said , as the result of his

“ The matter about which I am speak observations, that America was far aheadin the French and Breton languages. In ing with mymouth , write it ; it is as if of England on the temperance question .

many places he records that his reception , it is done by my hand ; it is not a long
before so hostile ,wasmuch more friendly. In all places where wine was used at

matter, it is about Barasa [rum or gin ) . dinner it was placed on the tables very
The work from Brittany was in a south Barasá , Barasá, Barasa, by God , it

ward direction , through the different sparingly , and from many tables it was
wine-growing departments, back again has ruined our country ; it has ruined altogether absent. Then among the

our people very much ; it has made people , all through his long journeytowards the month of July to the frontier
our people become mad . I haveof Italy, where our dear friend took a through America , he saw less drunken .
given a law that no one dares buy or ness than he had seen in London in therespite from his arduous labours to visit sell it ; and any one who is found selling course of a single walk . America , too,

his wife and friends, after an absence of it, his house is to be eaten up (plun was far ahead of England in temperance
sixteen months' continual travelling on dered ] ; any one found drunk will be
the road. Heresumed his work of love in legislation , and in five States there was

| killed . total prohibition of the liquor traffic.August, visiting the different departments " For God and the prophet's sake, for
of Savoy, and here, after an absence of Contrasting the results of the prohibitory

God and the prophet His messenger's system with the open liquor traffic system ,
many years, he was joyfully recognised sake, he [Crowther) must help us in this the official records showed that health

by some of the inhabitants. The Bible

Carriage is still wending its way through
matter, that of Barasa. We all have con . was high , while crime and pauperism
fidence in him ; he must not leave our were almost nil, in States given over toFrance. M . Pointet naturally often re country to become spoiled by Baraga . prohibition ; and he urged that the time

visits scenes of his former labours, and Tell him , may God bless him in his had comewhen legislation in this country
occasionally has the pleasure of finding work , this is themouth -word from Maliki, should give support to temperance.
thathis efforts have not been in vain . I the Emir of Nupe." - C , M , Gleaner. Leisure Hour.
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY .

-This Society circulated last year nearly 86

millions of publications in 174 languages.
It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

which they are subscribed, and pays all its ex
penses out of Trade Funds. It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and Sailors ; has issued nearly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Missionary Societies,
and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution .

An annual subscription of 10s , 6d . or upwards

constitutes membership, and a sum of £10 10s .

Life membership. All subscribers receive copies

of the new tracis , & c .
Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries,

Rev. LEWIS BORRETT WHITE, D.D. , and

Rev. S. G. GREEN , D.D. , 56 , Paternoster Row,

London , E.C.

SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE

CHURCH AID SOCIETY. President

-The Right Hon . the EARL OF ABERDEEN .

Chairman of Committee-His Grace the ARCH

BISHOP OF DUBLIN . The objects of this

Society are to aid the Native Reformed Episcopal

Churches in Spain and Portugal in the FAITHFUL

PREACHING OF THE GOSPEL , and generally to help

and encourage them in the great work of

Evangelization and Reform in which they are

engaged . Funds are most urgently

needed. Contributions should be sent to the

Rev. L. S. TUGWELL, 8, Adam Street, Adelphi,

W.0.
is ?

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF

PERSECUTED JEW8.

" SYRIAN COLONIZATION FUND,"

Fhaftesbury Memorial Fund , sanctioned by

LORU BUAFTESBURY, in aid of Jews in the Holy

Land , to enable them to obtain a livelihood , by

agricultural and other industry .

Hon . Treasurer - R . C. L. BEVAN, Esq .

Donations received by the Bankers, Nesgrs.

Drummond & Co. , Charing Cross , 8.W .; Messrs.

Barclay . Bevan, Tritton,& Co. , 54, Lombard

Street, E.C .; the Bank of England ; the Royal

Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland . Secretary - E . A. FINN.

Office_41, Parliament St. , Westminster, S.W.

on

FOREIGN MISSION NOTES.

Mr. Stanley Smith writes from Indian Villages. Two English

Ping -yang - fu ( Shansi, China) telling of ladies give , in the Indian Witness, an

interesting itinerant work. interesting account of a tour in the

Madras. — A strenuous effort is being Badooriah district , forty miles from Cal.

made by Dr. Miller and others to re-orect cutta. The villagers proved eager to hear

the Christian College buildings destroyed the Gospel.

during the recent monsoon. The Simultaneous Meetings.

South America. - Mr. E. C. Aspinall From a detailed report, issued by the

has been accepted by the South American Church Missionary Society, of the meet

Missionary Society for work at Ooshooia, ings of February, it appears that no less

under the oversight of Rev. T. Bridges. than eight hundred were held. A special

Upper Burmah . - Rev.W. B. Simp report has been issued at the Mission

son, attached to the expeditionaryforce, House, Salisbury Square .

writes of good work among the soldiers, Shansi, China.-Mr. Hoste , who

and also of the remarkable way the coun went out with Mr. Studā's party, writos :

try is being opened up for the Gospel. - What has struck some of us very much

The Congo . - Oneof Mr. Spurgeon's is the wonderful openness of the country

Orphanage boys ( Mr.Maynard ),whowent in these regions to the Gospel. I can

out to the Baptist Mission on the Congo, scarcely realize it that here are all these

hag fallen asleep. Even nowa young masses just as open to the Gospel as our

lady is on her way to the Congo to people at home; when one remembers

become his wife. thestate of things a generation back, one

Upper Congo.-There are now on does indeed praise God for the walls He

the upper reaches of the Congo two mis has broken down.

sionary steamers, the Peace and the “ Baptized for the Dead .” — The

Henry Reed , carrying the Gospel news old truth that the blood of the martyrs is

into remote and hitherto unvisited places the seed of the Church has received fresh

and tribes. illustration during the past few weeks .

Mr. George Müller has beengiving, Within four weeks after the tidings of

in Sydney, accounts of the Lord's work Bishop Hannington's murder reached this

committed to him . Very great interest country, no less than fifty -three offers

has been manifested. Speaking of Mr. of service were made to the Church

Müller's faith and prayer, an Australian Missionary Society . The question now

contemporary exclaims, “ He is a modern is , will the funds be provided to meet

Elijah. " the cost of sending those who may prove

Sierra Leone.-Rev. S. W. Darwin suitable ?

Fox sends to the Record an account of Bishop Hannington. - Comment

the mission at Lagos and Sierra Leone. ing on the latest news, the Church

While there is much to cheer, there are Missionary Society's Gleaner says : -We

many indications of the need of great dare not now indulge the hope that the

watchfulness and earnest prayer Bishop has been spared. To our poor

behalf of the young Christians.

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA .

-This Society is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among the children of India by means of

teachers and books . Christian literature for

adults is also provided. Reports ana Papers will

be senton application . Funds urgently needed .

Address — the Secretaries, C.V.E.S. , 7, Adam

Street, Strand , London , W.C.

human sight his loss is irreparable

Personal Testimony. - Describing indeed . But assuredly there is a Divine

eight recent baptisms at Simla , Mr. purpose of wisdom and love in it, even

Gulzah Shah notes the interesting fact for the mission ; and as to himself, it is

that they have been brought to a know but “ the light affliction , which is but

ledge of the truth by the efforts of their for a moment,” exchanged for the “far

own relatives or neighbours. They are more exceeding and eternal weight of

all, with oneexception, small farmers or glory."

cultivators , livingin different villages . Jesuits in India.-Rev. E. E.

Tangier, Morocco . — This station Jenkins, speaking of his recent visit to

of the Kabyle Mission has been rein India, says nothing impressed him more

forced by four new workers. Their first ihan the activity, the wisdom , and the

work is to learn the language, and with resources of the Jesuit educationists.

Mr. Baldwin's help , as well as that of a Formerly they did but little educational

native teacher, they are making good work in India. Now they are thoroughly

progress . This season of the year is not alive to the importance of this branch of

favourable for travelling in a country missionary work . “ They have recently

without roads, so that the work just now received munificent help from England;

is principally carried on near Tangier. and some of the finest European buildings

Monte Video.-Mr. Ewen , being in India are the school and college

unable to stand the hot climate of this structures of the Jesuit fathers. " Are we

place , has felt obliged to return to Eng going to allow them to distance us

land, but greatly desires that some one hopelessly in the race ?

might take up the work there . We have British Syrian Schools. The

heard of one servant of Christ in another Training Institution at Beyrout com

Spanish city of South America, who prises girls of all denominations, the

found that he could easily meet his most promising of whom are adopted by

temporal needs by giving a few lessons in friends in England at a cost of sixteen

English,and at the same time carry on pounds a year. These protégées are

regular Gospel work . under contract to teach in our schools ,

Native Women . - At the Women's and above ninety are now at workin our

Medical College of Pennsylvania there own and other missions . In all our

are two students from India, one from schools the Bible is the foundation of

Syria , and one from Japan ; at the New instruction, whatever be the denomina

York Collegeanother, and at the Chicago tion of the pupil. Care is taken to teach

Women's College there is, or has been,a them female and domestic work , and to

Chinese woman.These are impelled to their elevate these young Syrian and Turkish

self-exile from home and country by the girls to be indeed the helpmeetfor man ,

conviction of the great need of medical and the remarkable result is the fact that,

care for their countrymen, and by the of numerous pupils of our Moslem schools

belief that those who bring to them such who have been married, not one has been

care, with the Gospel, will gain ready divorced, nor has a second wife entered

access to their hearts, the harem .

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY

( Instituted 1837 ) , 8 , New Bridge Street, London ,

E.C. - Object : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically before themiddle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical
literature at home and abroad .

On the CONTINENT large numbers of Tracts

and Gospels in different languages have been

circulated at the various Exhibitions , and each

month English residents in many Continental

cities receive Tracts through the post .

FRANCE and SPAIN . - Funds are urgently

needed to enable the Committee to respond to

appeals just received . The necessity of bringing
the truth , as it is in Jesus , before the educated

classes in these lands is very great, and the
Lord's stewards are earnestly invited to provide

the means for extending this special work .
Cheques and Postal Orders to be crossed , and

made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE , Secretary .

ZENANA BIBLE AND MEDICAL

MISSION (INDIAN FEMALE NORMAL

SCHOOL and INSTRUCTION SOCIETY), in co

operation with the Church Missionary and other

Protestart Missionary Societies in India .

Established 1852.

The Committee very earnestly APPEAL for

FUNDS. Miss Pailthorpe, duly qualified Lady

Medical Practitioner ( London University ), has

just proceeded to India with a view eventually

of establishing and taking charge of a hospital as

Benares, under the direction ofthis Society , and

as an extension of its work,

The object of theSociety is threefold, viz. :

(I.) To send to the women of India the

Gospel by means of female missionaries.

(2.)to alleviate their sufferings in sickness and

minister to their spiritual needs through the
agency of duly qualified lady medical mission

aries. (3. ) To promote education, specially

among the higher classes , based on Holy

Scripture.
Contributions will be thankfully received by

the Hon . A. F. KINNAIRD , Sub- Treasurer

2 , Adelphi Terrace, London , w.o.

Bankers — RANSOM , BOUVERIE, & CO .,

1 , Pall Mall East, 8.W.
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The Red Testament. The Converted Infidel.
N OT often have we had the privilege of reading such a TN the north of London there is an infidel club of young men ,
Ty deeply interesting narrative of fruit found after many 1 whose object is to try to show that the Bible is a delusion,

days as that given by Mr. William Greene, in a little book just that Christ was a myth , and that there is no such thing as

published by Partridge & Co., The Red Testament of Thirty conversion .
Years Ago . It is , generally known thatMr. Greene, during his This club having read , in the various periodicals, of themeet

engagements in projecting and executing railways in Spain, ings conducted by Mr. Hammond , were quite concerned about

did all he possibly could , despite the vigilance of the Romish what they heard of the professed conversions in hismeetings,
Government, to make known the simplicity of the Gospel. and concluded , from their standpoint, that it was a false state

In his portmanteau he had a lovely Testament, bound in red ment, and that any one could induce children to say they were

morocco, and destined for giving to one ofthe upper classes . He “ converted ." In other words, that under the manipulation of

tells in his little book how he was led to give this red Testa an " unconverted ” man they could bring out a child to testify

ment to a Spanish contractor, who had proved himself excep | that it had been converted .
tionally honest - though then a thorough Romanist. We give They therefore delegated one of their number to attend Mr.

the sequel in Mr.Greene's own words : Hammond's meetings, to mingle in the inquiry meetings,andto
Years passed away, and I was engaged in a fresh engineering convert some child just as the Christians pretended to do.

undertaking in the island of Majorca, between the years 1863 The person delegated , therefore, came to the meeting in the
and 1868 . One morning I received a visit from two young Y . M . C . A . hall at Finsbury Park , and when the inquiry meeting
Spaniards who had travelled over fourhundred miles to see me. began hewentamong those who remained, and finding quite a
They turned out to be the sons of Don D . Leal, to whom I had smallboy he began to talk with him . The boy began to cry
given the red Testament. The father had died , and on his as he spoke to him , evidently having before been brought under
death -bed had handed the precious volume to his sons, telling deep conviction of sin . The poor infidel could not understand
them what it had done for his soul, and recommending them this , and when the little boy (supposing that hewas a Christian
to make it their study, to obey its precepts, and to make them man like the others, trying to help the children to trust in
the rule of their life . They both became followers of Christ, Christ) asked him to pray with him the infidel, to carry out
and having proved the value of the Bible “ more to be desired his proposed project, kneeled down, but the hand of God restei
than gold , yea , than much fine gold ," they have given them . upon him . He dared notmock God. He could not pray, and he
selves to its propagation , as colporteurs, and have been remained on his knees dumbfoundered for severalminutes, bim
instrumental, under God , of enlisting a third labourer from self a convicted sinner. He soon rose from his knees and
their own village, Campo de Criptana , in the same blessed ran out of the hall, as if pursued by an invisible agent, resolving
work of seed -rowing. Since then a deep work of grace has never to go again ; but the unseen hand drew him back. For
been progressing in this family of Leal, living in Madrid , so three days be was in great distress about his eoul. Heremained

that his son has joined the conquering band, making the fourth to the inquiry meetings.
colporteur resulting from the red Testament. The seed has The gentleman whonarrated this incident at Mr.Hammond's
been truly sown " in tears " in Spain ; so we rest in the faithful meeting in the Rev. Mr. Horton 's church talked with him ,
word _ " they shall reap in joy ." The sale of Bibles and Testa and said , " I found hin under deep conviction of sin , and at last
mentsmade by the three devoted men amounts, from what I pointed him to Christ as his all-sufficient Saviour."
can gather. to some three thousand nine hundred volumes He then took back all his books and badges to the infidel

annually ; and they have been twenty years at the blessed work . club , and told them that these meetings were no sham , that
All bas been sown in much sorrow , and watered by constant children could be converted , and that, he had seen them con.
prayer, and they have frequently “ hazarded their lives for the verted while trying to prove the falsity of the work , had been

name of the Lord Jesus," as all who know anything of Gospel convinced of the reality, and that, whereas he was blind, be
work in Spain will confirm , and this owing to the unwearying I could now see, the things be once loved he now hated, and the

opposition of the fanatical priests and their allies.
things he once hated he now loved. And he begged his old

I well remember going into the house ofManuel Leal, in La companions to follow his example.
R . T . H .

Mancha, many years ago, and before the light divine had sbone
into his heart, meditating what a power of gross superstition

and idolatry that room displayed - an image of the Virgin on Seven Gold Rings.
one wall, a crucifix on another, saints on a third , while the FRIEND has sent us the following, suggested by Rev. E .
odour of the incense used in the Romish churches was redolent A P . Hammond's address to children from the text, “ A

everywhere. | new heart also will I give you ." The words in themargin Are

" ButGod, who commanded the light to shine out of dark the seven points made in his talk .

ness, " has shined into all the hearts of this dear family, and T NOW believe in Jesus,
they are now among the brightest monuments of redeeming 1believing
love I have met in Spain . They may not know so much as

Who bore the cross for me,

others , but they lovemuch , and are consequently not sounding
heart. Who shed His blood so precious

brass or tinkling cymbals, but & well-tuned instrument, giving
From sin to set me free.

forth melodious strains — Oh , for more love ! And now nothing || I hate the sins that nailed Him

is seen or heard of Virgin or saints, butmuch of Jesus. During sin -bating Upon the cruel tree ;

the year 1885 I visited the earthquake districts of Andalusia . heart. My sentence fell upon Him ,

I passed through Madrid, and was invited to dine with this poor He suffered there forme.
but deeply interesting family . What a change grace has I love each true believer,
wrought ! Every soul is savingly converted , The wife, who

had been formerly the most ignorant andmost superstitious, is ,
Christian The brethren of the Lord :

as I write, truly a monument of the power of grace ; nothing
loving Ourhearts are joined together,

pow fills her beart but the love of Christ : her language, and
heart. Bound by a crimson cord.

that ofher husband and children , I shall never forget. I love to read the Bible,

Myheart was too full when I saw the table of these dear Bible And all its beauty see ;

people literally loaded with such abundance of good things, all loving God 's Spirit , too, is able

prepared from the exuberance of the love they bore me, who heart. To make it plain to me.

had been the feeble instrument, in God 's hands, of breaking I love to tell my Saviour

in their hearts the iron chains ofRomanism , and bringing them
into the glorious liberty of Christ . What God has done for

praying Of ev 'ry want and care,

heart. And when temptations gather
them , they are now doing for their friends and countrymen ,

proclaiming His unsearchable riches. They live in Madrid ,
I refuge find in prayer.

but the father is always away on bis God .confided task , which
And now I'm always singing,

be pursues with unchanging fidelity. He suffers much for singing And happy all day long,

Christ, because he loves much, but will by and by hear the heart. All praise to Jesus bringing

welcomewords, “ Enter thou into the joy of thy Lord." In bright and joyous song.

I' m working now for Jesus,

Madagascar. - The latest letters from H , E . Clark , of working He gave Himself for thee ;

Madagascar, state that since the beginning of the troubles with heart. Oh, won 't you comeand join us,

the French there has been more progress, outward and inward ,
And help to sing with me ?

in the churchesthan in any othertwo years that he remembers, Oh, I do love Jesus.

“ In this time of war and trouble," he fays, “ I believe the He gave Himself forme

good are getting betier and the bad worse." N . E , R .

A
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CONSUMPTION,

WORKS by H. SINCLAIR PATERSON, M.D.

FAITH AND UNFAITH : Their Claims and Con
CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK

,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK. " IN DEFENCE.”

flicts. Crown &vo, cloth extra , 3s. 60 .
AND ALL

The Antagonists and the Alternatives .

OTHER CHEST DISEASES. The Conflict : Its Purpose and Progress.

Agnosticism ; or, Nescionce and Science .

Intuition versus Revelation .

READ
Materialism ; or, Atom tersus Person ,

Evolution ; or, Becoming rersus Creation .

“ In our opinion , it is matter for profound thankfulness that the author

was induced by the committee to revise the notes taken by a friend and

give them the publicity they so richly deserve. Clear and forcible in

style and expression , masterly in grasp of thought, and trenchant in

SIXPENCE, POST FREE. argument, these lectures on present-day aspects of unbelief will be

simplyinvaluable in the help they will render to intelligentyoungmen
Or Large Edition (oloth ) for 18. Bd. and others who bave become entangled in the meshes of modern doubt.'

To such , and to allwho have to deal with such , we most heartily commend

this little vol me." - Litera World .

SIXTEENTH SERIES
• The so -called ligber criticism ' stands unmasked in Dr. Paterson's

lectures as pure subjectivity ; wbile the author's own scientific training

OF WEEKLY CASES.
makes his voice of more than ordinary authority on all materialistic

theories Perhaps the best parts of the volume are those in which Dr,

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

Paterson practically asks why we should trouble to 'reconcile science and

the Bible ; and onforces the seeming paradox that Romanism is Rational

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

is in with certain safeguards , and Rationalism is Romanism without any

THIS MATTER .
precautions, beyond those which individual learning or skill , or ev, in

caprice, may supply. Dr. Paterson also , in a couple of pages , givis a neat

Mr. Congrove will give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB. refutation of wellhausen's elaborate article , ‘ Israel ' in the new Encyc'o .

LISHED BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK,
pædia Britannica, which has given so much surprise and pain in the Pen

tateuch controversy.. Altogether • Faith and Unfaith ' is interesting read

ing, and is sure to serve its purpose ." - Baptist.

THE EARLIER SCRIPTURES .

DISEASED LUNGS, with EXTREME NERVOUS
Crown 8vo , cloth extra , 5s.

PROSTRATION. CASE of Mr. C. W. GARRARD,
“ No work on the Pentateuch has ever given us so much satisfaction"

Young Men's Christian Association Notes.

late of BECCLES. " It is to be wished that this book may have a wide circulation as an able

My attention has been recalledto this case by a letter from the patient's and well-written defence ofthe earlier Scriptures, boldly conceived , care

sister . dated November 38th , 1885 .
fully elaborated , thoughtfully compressed , and considerately adapted to the

It is several years since he came to see me at Coombe Lodge. He was general reader. ” — PRINCIPAL CAVE in The British and Foreign Evange.ical

then in a very seriousstate . The subject of a little cough for years, he now
Review ,

found it telling upon him . All his symptoms were assuming an unfavour

sble character - loss of appetite, frequent faintings , flesh and strength

failing . general debility, and nervous prostration : pains , oppressed breath Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 5s.

ing. & i. Tonics and quinine , administered by two eminent physicians, bad

failed to produce any effect.
“ In this book we are brought face to face with thecitadel ofChristianity,

Correspondence and advice extended over two years. The patient gra .
to wit , the historical records of the person of Christ aud His work upon

dually improved ; so much so that he prepared for and took his degree at
earth , as oneof the most distinct and powerful evidences of the inherent

the London University . He has sioce gone to Tasmania, where he now

truth of our holy religion . ... It takes up a distinct line of argument,

resides.
and though within a narrow com pass has worked out the proble by some

His sister Mrs, Mayhew, of Southwold , Buffolk , in the letter above re remarkably clear reasoning ;, so much so, indeed, that after reading it

ferred to, says :- " My brother found yourtreatment so beneficial. He has
through we wish that the size had been feurfold . ... We have noted many

things in the Gospels which this volume has cleared up . . We expect

be itsmeang been able to successfully combat the disease . He now is at the

College in Tasmania as tutor . He is anxious to recommend your medicine

many persons will ejaculate, `How full this book is of the Lord Jesus

to young men there who need it , and would be glad of one of your books."
Christ ! So it is . What an enthusiastic writer this is on such & grand

theme ! ' So heis. And we thoroughly recommend the book ." - Clergyman's

Magazine,

NOTE . – Days of Consultation. TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY CHRIST

AND CRITICISM ; or, The Witnesses

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any
Examined and Cross -examined . One Shilling.

long distance should choose either of the two “ These lecturos certainly form one of the ablest ofallthe contributions to

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the litera :ure of the avidences that have been made in recent years. А

better book to placein the hands of a thoughtful sceptic it would be hard to
the book first. name. " -- Christian Leader .

CROSSES AND CROWNS.

Uniform with the Parchment Library. One Shilling

" Thirty-one forcibly written essays of a few pages each, and so full of

PRODUCE
sterling wisdom that we suggest the book as valuable for a month's

daily reading, especially as the articles are systematically arranged , and

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS. dealwith practical truths in the Christian life." - Clergyman'sMagazine.

• The book is rich in spiritual experience, and will be highly esteemed

bymany Christians." - Nonconformist.

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR " A dip into this little book will be to mind and heart what a brisk

walk , on a clear frosty morning, is to the body .” — Literary World .

COL DS, COUGHS, &c . ,

IS LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row.

IN DEFENCE.” The FourFoLD LIFE.

.

FOGS AND DAMPAIR

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR.

THE

HARVEST OF THE CITY, and the

Workers of To-day. By PEARL FISHER. With Introduc

tion by H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D. Crown 8vo,cloth,

In Bottles, ls . 17d. , 2s . 98. , 48. 6d. , and 119.

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.

38. 6d .

" This attractively got-up volume contains a series of graphic sketches of

some of the evange Istic and philanthropic agencieswhich are exertiog so

much influence for good in the midst of theignorant, the sick , the sorrow .

ing, the crime-bestained, the depaved , the indigent,and the ragged of

London. The descriptions of Ragged schoolwork are given with a fidelity

and sympathy that could not be otherwise than gratifying to us. Thebook

is worthy of a wide circulation .".- Ragged School Record.

“ * Readers of the book ,and we trust it may have many, will be well in

structed as towhat is being done for the poor and needy by some of the

best known Workers of To-day ;' they will also, wetrust,gain a quickened

senseof the responsibility thatrests onall who love the Lord to helpon

such practical endeavours for the salvation and elevation of their fellows.”
The Christian ,

LONDON :

JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

VOLUME ON MEDICAL MISSIONS.

THE HEALER PREACHER.

Stories and Incidents of Medical Mission Work . By GEORGE

SAUNDERS, M.D., O.B. Crown 8vo, with Illustrations.

Well fitted tohelpanyengaged in like service, wbllo it furnishes into
resting atter for all classes." - Footsteps of Truth .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, B.O.
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Children's Special Service Mission.--Mr. Arrowsmith, at Barrow

in -Furness,April 3rd to 18th ; at Cheltenham ,April 21st to May 2nd.

Mr. F. Pitts, at Gresham Chapel, Brixton , April 13th to 15th.

Children's Scripture Union. -The Seventh Anniversary will be

held at Exeter Hall, April 1st , at 3 o'clock , Rev. E. A. Stuart, M.A. ,

presiding ;in theevening, at 6.30, Hon . A. F. Kinnaird in the chair .
Trinity Presbyterian Church , 19:1310 gru Park Road.-De. u .

Binclair Paterson, Sundays at 11 a.m.and7 p.m.

Belgravo Presbyterian Church ( Lalkin Street, W . ) .- Rev . Adolph

Baphir, Sundaysat 11 a.m.

Clapton Hall, Alkham Road, Oazenove Road, Upper Olapton . - Nr :

T. Shuldham Henry , Sundays, 6.30 ; Fridays, 7.30 .

Y.W.C.A. -Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening,

at 9. 15, in the Mall Hall, High Street, Notting Hill .

Zonana and Medical Mission Schooland come, 53 , St. Georgi's

Road, B.W. - Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , as

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchari kindly preside,

Talbot Tabernacle, Powis Square, W.-Mr. Frank White, Sunday,

at 11 and 7.

Bt . George's Ball, Langham Place, w.-Mr.Denhan Smith ( D.V.),

Sundaymorning, at 11 ; evening, at 7 ; at Burlingion Hall, Savile Row,

on Wednesday, at 8 p.m.

Conference of Christians. -Torquay, April 6th , “ Life from the
Dead ;" 7th , “ The Fellowship of the Bain's ; " 8th , " The Citizenship
of Heaven .

Conference Hall, 143, Clapham Road . - Sundays, at 8.30, Bible reat.

ings, by Herbert R. Francis; at 7 , Gospel mestings. Thursdays, at 8 ,
Bible reading

Church of England Young Men's Society.- Sermons to Young

Men , St. Mary Aldermary,Queen Victoria Street (opposite Mansio il

House Station ), onThursday evenings , at 8 p.m. April 1st , Rev.Canon

Elwyn, M.A, April 8th, Rev. Gordon Calthrop. M.A , April 15t5 , Rere

Lonis Stokes, M.A. A ril 22nd, Rev. Lewis Borrett White, D.D.

Rev. W. Hay Aitkeo's future engagements are as follows :-Mar. 28th

to April 13th, St. Mary's , Leamington ; April 18th to 26th, St. James ' ,
Boston , Lincs.

House of Rest, 8, Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn , N.W.- Friday, April

2nd, All-day meetings . 10-30 a.m. Prayer and Praise ; 3 p.m. , Mrs.

M. Baxter , on " The will of God," illustrated by receot experiences in

America ; ? p.m , Holiness meeting . Refreshments at 1 and 5. Sun
day, 4th , at 3-30 p.m. , " Purity in a Prison , Vice in a Palace ." Gen.

xxxix ., xl .

REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

“ Let your requests be made known to God . "

11.122 . On behalf of two brothers, the eldest given to intemperance , that

the Holy Spiritmay awaken them to the truth as it is in Jesus , that they

may love and serve Him .

11,123 . For special service: by Mr. Opie Rodway, at Claremont Chapal,

Bath , on 3rd , 4th , 5th , and 6th of April.

11,124. For services at Thrissell Street Baptist Chapel , from 10th to 15th

April , that many souls may be led to Jesus .

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

April 4th - Pea. xi . 32–46 April 8th-P8a. xii . 37–50

5th - Psd. xi. 47-57 9th-Psa. xiii. 1. - 19

6th-Psa. xii, 1-19 10th - Psa . xiii. 20-38

7th—Psa. xii . 20—36

...

..

...

Donations Received.

" THE PRESENT DISTRESS." €

F. F. 10 0

C. M. S.... 2 0
Mrs. T. 5 0 0

A. J. N. 0 10 0

Mies S. 2 10 0

V. N.P. 0 10 0

L. M. 1 0 0

C.E.O. 05 0

Miss G. 2 0 0

A. P. 1 0 0

Miss C. 0 10 0

Mrs. W. 1 2 6

M. A.M.K. 1 1 0

Miss A. P.... 0 2 6

M. A.T. 0 5

Anon

+
Notices of Books.

Parousia. By F. Newth . (60 . )–J. E. Hawkins.

In thislittle book , which has already awakened some atten.

tion , an inquiry is instituted as to the interval between the

Lord's coming for His Church and with the Church. Many

prophetic students see no such interval, others believe they do,

but all will find interest and profit in the consideration of the

facts here adduced.

Abundant Grace . By the late Dr. W. P. Mackay. (1s . and

2s .) –J. E. Hawkins.

Mr. Hawkins has issued a cheap edition of this collection

of Dr. Mackay's addresses. We doubt not it will receive a warm

welcome in many Christian homes.

National Idolatry. By Robert Brown. (10 .) - John F. Shaw & Co.

Our readers will be glad to know Mr. Brown has issued this

timely and valuable paper, which appeared in our own pages ,

in pamphlet form. It should be circulated by tens of thousands.

After Harvest. By E. M. L. , Church of England Temperance

Depôt.

A series of dialogues, designed , we should judge, for use at

Band of Hope meetings andon similar occasions. It will doubt

less prove useful in connection with such gatherings.

Popular Library. (3d . and 6d . )—Ward, Lock, & Co.

These publishers send us Representative Men , by Emerson ,

and Macaulay's Lord Clive, Warren Hastings, History of the

Popes. A marvel of cheapness ; placing some choice literary

treasures within the reach of all.

MONTHLIES FOR APRIL.

The Religious Tract Society send us the usual excellent , read .

able, and interesting budget. The Leisure Hour and Sundayat

Homeare well up to the mark ;A Pilgrimage to Sinai, by Miss

Bird Bishop, in the former and Dr. Monro Gibson's paper in the

latter will attract attention. The Boy's Own and Girl's Own

are admirable as ever.

S. W. Partridge & Co. send The Welcome (capital family

magazine) , The British Workman, Band of Hope Review, and

other tried favourites.

From Home Words Publishing Office we have The Fireside,

an excellent home magazine ; Home Words, Day of Days, and

other interesting monthlies.

Sunday Talk (Nisbet & Co. ) has many good things , alike to

interest and instruct.

Any of the works'noticed in Word and Work may be had of

the publishers, John F. Shawand Co., 48, Paternoster Row ,

London, E.C., post free, forthe published price. Full cash

discount for generalbook orders.

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to anypart of England, Scotland ,andWales upon due notice . Apply
to Hon . Secretary, 21 , Surrey Street, Strand , W.C.

Y.M.C.A. , City ( note new address ), New MetalExchange. Whittington

Avenus, Leadenhall Street. — Bible reading, Sundays at 5 p.m.; evan

gelistic meeting . ? p.m.. Workers' meeting at 6.30 p.m. on Mondays.

Mission work each evening at 8 p.m.

Nelson Street Ragged Sohool, Camberwell. - Meeting for Prayer and

Praise priorto the demolition of theold building, Monday, April 5th ,
at six o'clock . Old friends specially invited .

A Farewell Meeting at Harley House, Bow, E. , on the occasion of

the departureof Missionaries for various spheres of labour, Tuesday,

April 6th , at3 and 7 p.m. (see pige 1. )

Brigaton Y.M.C.A., Steine House . - Thursday, April 1st, 7.80 p.m.,
Rev. Henry Bloomer (Secretary of the Thames Church Mission)

will give an account of mission work amongst seamon and others ,
illustrated by dissolvingviews .

Y.WC.A., Welbeck House, 101 , Mortimer Street, W. - Mrs . Yupp
will ( D.V. ) give Bible Rea ing : on the Taberna le and its Vessels

on the following Tuesday Afternoons, at 8.30 : April 6th, 13th , and 20th .

Metropolitan Tabernacle, Newington Butts, 8.E.-Mrs. Allison will

give a series of Bible Rosdiogs every Sunday afternoon at three o'clock ,
Allara heartily invited .

Conference Hall , Mildmay Park, N.- April 4th , Mr. P. S. Bade

noch, at 3.3 )p.m .; Rev. Townseni Storrs, at 7 p.m.

Youths' Institute , Old Pye Street , Westminster (" One Tun "

Mission ).– Prayer meeting , every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30 . Con

ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Mission serviceevery Bunday from 6.30 to 8.
Y.W.C.A. , German Branch.-Pastor von Schluembach will (D.V. )

hold the following meetings : Workers ' consecration meeting ( English ),

1 , Harewood Square , Upper Baker Street , April 7th , 3 p.m. Meeting
for German young ladies and women at the Conference Hall , Eccleston

Street , near Victoria Station , April10th, at 3.30 . He will speak at the

8 p.m.me-ting, Exeter Hall (English ), All-day Y.W.C.A. Convention ,

April 16th . Tickets to be had at 17, Old Caven iish Street, W.

Evangeli4610 M148103 (Uader the direction of O. Russell Hurditoh ) .

Kilburn Hall , KilburnSato (not Town Hall ). -Mr. Ransome Wallis ,

Sun., at 7 p.m.,and Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall , Kentish Town.-Mr. Geo . Hucklesby , Sun., 7 p.m .;

Thurs., at 8.

Bigno! Hall , Bignold Road , Btation Rorit . Forest futo.-Mr. R. E.

Ashton , fondays , 7 p.ne. , ; Mr. G90. Hucklesby , Wed., 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith

Road.West Kensington . - Sun , Mr.C.V.T. Onslow , at 3 and 7 p.m.

Hammersmith , Upper Mission Room , 180, King Street.-

For the young, on Sunday , at 7 p.m .; Dr. Popham , Thursday, 8 p.m.
Mortlake,RestMission Ball.-Mr. S.E. Angel, Sun., 7p.m.

Conference Hall, Eccleston Street. --Mr. Oharles Inglie, on Sundays in

April, at 7 p.m. :

...

1 0 0

Mrs. C. 0 10
Mrs. G. two coal tickets

Mrs. E. F. 0 5 0

The Children 0 10 0

PASTOR CHINIQIT'S WORK ,
Duchess of G. 50 0

J. W. A. 10 0 0

J. H. B. 05 0

MILDWAY MISS :OY TO THEJEWS.

C. A....
0 3 0

BLACKDOWN Mission . - Mr. Brealey thankfully acknowledges 5s. fron

M. A.M. , Ryde, for the Mission .

DIMNE88 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are freqantly

caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles. The Rov. Dr. Orowibor, & i1

House, Ascot, writes : - " I cannot describe the oomfort I deriva from tho

use of your glasses, both by day and night. I and nopain or wearia ;
as I used to ; and I have taken to reading books I bad put aside as to

trying for the eyes on account of the smallness of the type." Thelat. Sir

Julius Benedict wrote : - " I have tried the principal opticians in London

without success, but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably ; the

clearness of your glasses as compared with others is really surprising . "

The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon. Canon Worcester Cathedral,

writes :-" The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire, andmyeyes

feel strong already .I only regret I did aot know or your oxoeeding skili

voar ! go." - Mr. HENBY LAORANOE, F.8.8. , Oculist Optician , la ,OLD

BOND STREET, scientifically adapts his IMPROVED SPEOPAOL BE

to assistandstrengthenthe weakestsighto . Pamphletcontainingsug
gestions for the prouervationofsight free . BRANCHES,8 ,Poultry ,

E.O .; 3, Guardian Buildings, Cross St., MANOHESTER :

Corporation Street, BIRMINGHAM ; and 129, Buchanan
St., Glasgow - ADIT,
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Terms for Advertisements

" Word and Work."

IN

This Paper having a large and increasing cir.
culation amongst Christians ofall denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements.

SITUATIONS VACANT, &c .

APARTMENTS

WANTED OR TO LET.

EDUCATIONAL

AND MISCELLANEOUS.

The Terms are very moderate , viz.: Misce) -

laneous in small Type, 2s. 60. for 30 words orless ,

and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or

under . A reduction for a series of six Insertions

and apwards.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

AND

Book and Displayed Advertisements charged

according to space occupied. Front Page, and

other special positions, by arrangement .

N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number ofWORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom

panied_by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F. BHAW & Co.

Amounts under 25. 6d . may be sent in Halfpenny

Stamps .

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

Terms of Subscription..

Word and Work "

Is Published overy Thursday, Price One Penny.

Orders should besent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob

taining copies thus, theycan behad direct from

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the

following rates, Payable in Advance

Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks

£ 8. d . £ s. d .

0 3 5 0 6 10

2 Copies 0 6 10 0 13 8

3 0 10 8 106

4 0 12 6 1 50

6 0 17 6 1 15 0

( Including Double Numbers . )

The above rates apply to all Countries

in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Europe, Canada, the United States of

America , Egypt, and the Holy Land .

1 Copy

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

AN

SPURGEON'S

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS

CLOTH 8/2

EACH

T
R
E
A
S
U
R
Y

O
F

* D
A
V
I
D

Situations and Appointments.
Educational.

EVANGELIST or MISSIONARY.

Advertiser seeks permanent engagement as

above ; has had many years ' experience as Mis

sion preacher and in house -to -house visitation .

Totalabstainer . An appointment in London or

suburbs preferred . Excellent testimonials .

Address Evangelist, 16, Chestnut Grove, late

Bolsena Grove,Forest Gate, Essex .

PASTORATE WANTED , in or near

London , by an acceptable preacher. Views :

Full salvation in Jesus Christ and Scriptural
holiness . Any unsectarian church . Moderate

stipend. Address, Pastor , 150, Cloudesley Road,

Barnsbury , N.

JUNIOR CLERK .-A youth of seven
teen seeks situation as above ; good tempered
and willing : six months' character from last

situation . Cecil, Miss Kennedy's Homes,

19 and 21 , Artesian Road , Westbourne Grove.

RESPECTABLE YOUTH ( 16 ) tall,

desires situation as Junior Clerk or otherwise, in

office or warehouse. Good writer, and quick at

figures . Has had recent experience in City.

Satisfactory references. F. Langley, 2 ,Wick Lane,

Old Ford Road, London , E.

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE,

Principal: DR . CRANAGE , M.A.

OROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received hetween the ages of sixand four

teen years. A limited number only taken .

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry.

Address Principal.

BOARDING SCHOOL FOR

TRADESMEN'S SONS,

KELVEDON ,

Terms very moderate. Please state age.

Address Principal, Kelvedon School, Essex .

A WIDOW LADY offers a comfortable

Homo, with education , to two or three littlegirls,

Terms£ 20 per annum ;good reference. Address

0. , Office of Word and Work, 48 ,Paternoster Row .

EDUCATION . TRINITY HOUSE,

Yeovil . Principal, Miss Hilt. Orphans or

children whose parents are abroad receive every
care and attention . Terms moderate and in

clusive. References from clergymen and parents

of pupils.

GOVERNESS to young children seeks

re -engagement for afternoons in 8.W. London .

S. , 34 , Delvino Road , Poole Park , N.W.

MUSIC GOVERNESS.-A Lady desires

re -engagement in a school. Holds certificates for

music and harmony. Can prepare pupils for

exams. Good references. Miss Compere, Cres

cont House School, Bedford .

| A YOUNG LADYdesiresan engagement
as Companion or Help ; is cheerful and domesti

cated ; would be willing to teach young children ,

or would helpmothers with needlework, in short

engagements from Monday to Saturday. M. L. ,

care of Miss Robinson , 5 , St. Michael's Road ,

Wallington,

CHRISTIAN MAN , married, wishes for

situation with Christians meeting in the Lord's

name only ; plain gardener or groom (not cows) .

L. F., 35 , Frederick Street, Gray's Inn Road ,
W.C.

SITUATION wanted by a young man , 25 ,

in garden , or to look after borse and trap ; can

milk ; willing and useful; constant ; good cha

racter ; abstainer. W. Woodward , 2 , Frederick

Place, High Road North , Finchley.

GOOD PLAIN COOK wanted . Good

personal character required . Apply, by letter

only, to X. , 14 , Northwick Terrace, Maida Hill ,

London.

GENERAL SERVANT wanted for a

family of three. Must understand plain cooking.

Washing put out. Personal character. Wages

£ 14 . Apply at 124 , Breck nock Road , N.

ARTIFICIAL TEETH . - Special Notice.

-Mr. J. SHIPLEY SLIPPER, R.D.S. (Hon . Dental

Surgeon to the School for the tons of con

gregational Ministers, Caterham ', makes no

charge for consultation, and fits artificial teeth

without extracting old teeth or stumps. These

teeth are life -like in appearance, and can be ad

justed from 3s . 6d. per tooth , and 20s . per set

(guaranteed). Every informationFREEdaily,

from 9 to 7 , at 37, High Holborn , London , W.O.

(facing Chancery Lane). Copies of testimonials

from ministers and public speakers who bave

been successfully fitted , gratis and post free to

readers of Word and Work on application ,

Mr. J. Shipley Slipper submits the following

letteras a sample of many others daily received .

(Published by permission . )

61, Larkhall Lane, Clapham , London , S.W.

DEAR BIR ,-It is with true pleasure I bear my

sincere testimony to the excellency of the set of

teeth prepared for me ; for fit, appearance, and

comfortthey surpass any I have had for thirty

years . I consideryou a thorough proficient in

ihe art of dentistry,and if wisely known , you

must ensure a large share of public patronage.

Yours faithfully,

( Signed ) Thos. CHIVERS,
Baptist Minister.

Spartments, dc.

BOARDING ESTABLISHMEN
T

,

Brighton (West) , close to sea and Queen'sGar

dens. Sea -water baths. Kind attention to an

invalid . Terms from 30s. per week . 3, The Drive .

CLIFTON , BRISTOL.- First - class

BOARDING HOUSE. Good table. References.

Terms moderate. Arlington House , Pembroke

Road .

EASTBOURNE.- Boarding Establish

ment. Sea view . One minute's walk from park .

A handsome lawn in front of house . Terms, tuo

occupying the sameroom , 25s. Mrs. Waggett,

Strathmore House, Howard Square.

RAMSGATE.- Personsrequiring rest and

change can have Board and Residence, or Apart.

ments at moderate terms. Miss Bundock, 77,

Crescent Road .

COMFORTABLE APARTMENTS ,

suitable for invalid ladies or others requiring

change ofair and medical care . Good attendance.

Mrs. Edwards, care of Newsagent, 216, Hill Street,

Walworth , 8.E.

BOARD and RESIDENCE, 4 , Ken

sington Gardens Square, Bayswater, W. Superior
home. Newly furnished Excillent table .

Terms moderate .

TO BE LET, furnished , for April and
May, two sitting and six bedrooms. Bplendii

sea view . 20s. weekly . Also parlour and two

bedrooms in cottage, well sheltered , and sea view ,

103. weekly, Mrs.Cox , Tel- el- Keber, New Quay .

Cornwall .

FURNISHED (very superior ) Drawing

room and three bedrooms. Second sitting -room

if desired . No other lodgers. Bath and gas .
From two guineas inclusive. N. M., Florence

Villa , Hamilton Gardens, Grove End Road, N.W.

ORIGINAL

EXPOSITION OF

THE BOOK OF PSALMS

PASSMORE + ALABASTER PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS,EC

BUNTER'S

Cures Toothache, prevents Decay, saves

Extraction, 1s. 13d . ofall Chemists.

NERVINE ,

EPILEPTIC FITS !

ALL ,

alie Maemonies .

MEMORY

SUCCESS

The PEYBIOLOGICAL ART OFNEVER FORGETTING

See ligtest degree.--- DR . WILSON. " Prof. Lotsette gave me a new
His method is physiological and scientifioin

memory." JUDAH P.BENJAMIN
Q.C." It is a perfect memory sy
tem ." - The Weekly Budget, " By its
Instrumentality I masteredan abe
struseand extensive Work of Science

AND
In one reading . If I had read it 100
timesbymy naturalmemory Icould
Dothave known it so well." -0.SAL

all that your Method is really the instantaneous Art of Leaming
MON , Esq. “ Every day I am a proot

meter Fortetting. -VABBE MALATRAY. " As to the Notes
mes I gure are stil tho fastica ol ibo claim ." HAJOB

I. 1.MOHOLSON. Great Inducements to correspondenog med
ou promiso nothing but what youtally carry out "

OlaChaPanth Pop Prospectus post trog trom

107 TOISTYYTHIN oder Stelle

LEPSY should SEND Name and Address to

JAMES OSBORNE, MEDICAL PHARMACY ,

ASHBOURNE, who will forward , free of charge,

full particulars ( with Testimonials ) of the inost

successful remedy ever discovered for this dig

tressing malady. Reference permitted to the

Rev. J. BAKER, M, A. , 254, Plymouth Grove,

Manchester,

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS .

Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds .

“ DEAF FOR FORIY YEARS, AND THE

CURED. "

Sir ,-My sale for your “ Cura for Deafness

increases . A man here who has been dea

Forty years, has had his hearing restored by it

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch.

1s. lfd. per Bottle , Free by Post for 14 stamps ,fron

Edwin J.Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury
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THAMES CHURCH MISSION ,

INSTITUTED 1844 .
Church of England

Scripture Readers' Association
.

INSTITUTED IN 1844 .

President - The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .

Chairman - Capt. tho HON .F.MAUDE, R.N.

Secretary - REV, H. BLOOMER.

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED,

Nos. of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts, &c. , are most necessary ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplaingand Missionaries.

TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

Echool Room ,Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E.C.

The financial year will close 31st March , and unless at least £ 500 in new

annual subscriptions or donations are received there will be a serious

deficiency . The Committee venture to APPEAL very earnestly for

IMMEDIATE HELP ,

without which many grants to poor and populous parishes will be

jeopardized . One huodred and twenty -six readers now on the staff.

T. MARTIN TILBY, Lay Secretary .

Offices, 56 , Haymarket.

CONFERENCE OF

CHRISTIANS.

CURE OF DEAFNESS.

11

Mildmay Prophetic Conferences.

The Sure Word of Prophecy.

NORTH . WEST LONDON

ORGANS. W. Pridham and son , £ 4 45 .
EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.Instruments for school and home uso. Are mar

vellous for tone and workmanship . 3 stops, £ 5 : 9 , The Crescent, Leighton Grove, N.W.

5 stops, £ 6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of PRESIDENT - JOAN CHAMBERS, Esq.

every description . Pianofortes from £ 15. This Choir has been formed for the purpose

Works, 206 , Jubilee Street , London , E. of assisting any Evangelistio effort ,and for the

purpose of conducting short “ Gospel Song

Missions, " as occasionmay offer.

TORQUAY The services of the choir are quito gratuitous.

FURNITURE.-NORMAN & All applications should be made toMr. J.Bate

STACEY'S HIRE - PURCHABE BYSTEM com APRIL 6th, 7th, and 8th, 1886. man , 72. Twisden Road, Highgate Road, N.W.

mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary .

It combines real economy on sound commercial

principles,with strictly privato arrangements,
without the objectionable Subjects :tormalities

NOISES IN THE EARS.
dealers and others. Payments can extend over

1 , 2 ,or 8 years. The 60wholesale firms embrace
APRIL 6. - Life from the Dead . Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to serd

for bis work, a book showing the nature of the
the best manufacturers, who have large stocks 7.-The Fellowship of the disease and the means of cure . Post free 60.,

for selection . Intending purchasers should call Saints , with letter of advice if case be stated . _Imperial
personally , or send for particulars. - Officen, 79 ,

Queen Victoria Bt., E.C. , and 121 , Pall Mall, 8.W. 8.– The Citizenship of Heaven.
Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London . Free con
sultationsdaily .

New Volume by Rev. W. H. M. H. AITKEN , M.A.

THE REVEALER REVEALED. The Manifestations

of Christ to and in His Disciples. ' Crown 8vo, cloth extra,

price Three Shillings.

ADDRESSES ON
NEW EDITIONS BY SAME AUTHOR .

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD,
NEWNESS OF LIFE. Crown 8vo, cloth extra , price

Three Shillings.DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, 1879 . AROUND THE CROSS. Crown 8vo, cloth extra , price

Price 28. 6d. , cloth extra.
Three Shillings.

By Rev. JAMES STEPHENS .

LIVING WATER FOR LITTLE PITCHERS .
ADDRESSES ON

Addresses to Children. New Edition, Crown 8vo, cloth

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD, extra, price Three Shillings .

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, 1878. Mrs. PENNEFATHER'S Poems.

Price 2s . 6d ., cloth extra .
SONGS OF THE PILGRIM LAND. Small 4to ,

cloth extra, price Five Shillings. A choice and appropriate

“ Our God Shall Come."

,,

present.

“ Avolume that will live and soon become as well known to the Christian

public asare the poems of the late Miss Elliott and Miss Havergal." - English

MARCH 2nd, 3rd , and 4th, 1886.
Churchman .

AT

The Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.
New Book by Miss MARSH.

A CHILD OF THE MORNING. Memorials of Little

THE OFFICIAL REPORT Emily. By the author of “ Life of Hedley Vicars, " &c .

Small 8vo, cloth extra, price One Shilling.

will be issued as early as possible, " It is a charming narrative, and we owe a debt of gratitude to Mr. Smythe
Containing Reports of theSpeeches corrected by for consenting to its publication, andtothe distinguished authoress for the

way in which shehas performed her task ." - English Churchman ,
the Speakers.

REDUCED PRICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

By Captain DAWSON.
Sewed , 1s . 3d . , post free, 1s . 6d. ; cloth , 18. 11d. , post free, 23. 3d .

COMMUNION AND CONFLICT. Thoughts onLife
To secure copies at the Reduced Price, orders must be

received immediately.
and Service . Very attractively bound in vegetable vellum ,

with Illustration . Price One Shilling.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.
LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW& Co. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

Conference on the Second Advent

Price One Penny. (12 copies, post free, 1s . )

WHY ARE WE PROTESTANTS ?

EMILY S. HOLT,

AUTHOR OF “ A TANGLED WEB," “ SISTER ROSE ," &c.

Extra flexible ,silk sewed , in best Bagster morocco , kid -lined , elastic band.

With full helps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band . From 4s.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

16, PATERNOSTER -ROW , LONDON LONDON : J. F. SHAW & CO. , 48, Paternoster Row , E.C.

London : J. F. SHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Bow , 1.0.



Udord and Adork .

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON : J. F. SHAW & Co.] [REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD. )

VOL. XII ., No. 57'7 . THURSDAY, APRIL 8 , 1886.

NEW WORK BY DR. JAMES MORISON .

This Day , demy 8vo. 48. 6d .

ST. PAUL'S TEACHING ON SANCTIFI
CATION. A Practical Exposition of Romans VI.

By JAMES MORIBON, D.D., Author of " Commentaries on Matthew

and Mark , " & c .

This Day, with portrait, & c . Crown 8vo , 68 .

RIFTED CLOUDS : or, The Life Story of Bella

Cooke : a Record of Lovingkindness and Tender Mercies . Written

by HERSELF.

onMr. NEWBERRY'S LECTURES Solomon's

Temple and the Tabernacle. Plans and full Descriptions

have been given by Mr. NEWBERRY in the Large Type Edition of

[48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

ONE PENNY.

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION.

THE 41st ANNUAL MEETING

WILL (p.v.) BE HELD IN

EXETER HALL, ON THURSDAY APRIL 15th, 1880 .

At 7.30 p.m., when the President,
GEORGE WILLIAMS, ESQ ., will occupy the chair .

Speakers : -Right Rev. LORD BISHOP OF LONDOx, subject : “ Truth . "

Rev. ARCHIBALD Brown, subject : " Moved with Compassion ." ARCHI

BALD ORR EWING, Esq ., subject : “ The Claims of Christ."

A Choir from the Royal Normal College of Music for the Blind, under the

leadership of Dr. CAMPBELL, will render a selection of music during the

evening. Organ recital by D. J. D. CODNER , Esq ..

Admission free by ticket only . To be had from Exeter Hall. Strand.

Recently Published.

A BOOK FOR THE TIMES.

( Cloth extra , 1s. 60.)

OLD -FASHIONED TRUTHS for

NEW -FASHIONED TIMES.

By J. C. CROXFORD.

“ We warmly commend the book," — Word and Work .

LONDON : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO. ,

Or of the Author, Mr. Croxford , Harrold , Bedford , postage free .

And of any Bookseller.

de had

The Englishman's Bible.

Designed to give, as far as practicable , the accuracy , precision, and

certainty of the original Hebrew and Greek Scriptureson the page of

the Authorized Version ; both for the Biblical student and forthe

ordinary English reader . By THOMAS NEWBERRY . With Diagrams of

the Tabernacleand Temple, and Appendices.

LARGR TYPE EDITION . Parts I. to V. are now read y, price 88. 6d .

each , Also the OLD TESTAMENT in Two Vols., price 30s .

PORTABLE EDITION ,OLD AND NEW TESTAMENT complete, cloth , 168.;

morocco, 21s.; yapp, 30s.

BISHOP HUNTINGDON, of New York, says : - " I find it of surpassing in

terest and value. Not only must it render a vast service to the faith of

Christ by making His Scriptures more intelligible to the people at large,

but it cannot fail to promote a study of the original languages and exege

tical learning. I shall certainly and gladly do any utmost to extend a

favourable knowledge of it, privately and publicly."

JUST PUBLISHED.

Price ONE PENNY. 12 Copies, post free , ls.

NATIONAL IDOLATRY,

By ROBERT BROWN,

Author of " Outlines of Prophetic Truth ," “ The Hidden Mystery. "

“ Babylonianism ," " Jesuitism ,” &c.

“ A more valuable little tract, or one more suitable to the present times ,

has seldom come under our notice, and we gladly commend it to the

perusal of our friends." - English Churchman .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E,O ,LONDON : HODDER & STOUGHTON, 27 , PATERNOSTER Row.

INDIAN FEMALE NORMAL SCHOOL AND INSTRUCTION SOCIETY,

Or, ZENANA BIBLE AND MEDICAL MISSION,

In connection with the B, and F. Bible Society , C.M.S., and other Evangelical Societies .

FOUNDED 1852.

THE ANNUAL M E E TIN G

ST.GEORGE'S HALL, LANGHAM PLACE,ON WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14TH, 1886 .

OF THE ABOVE SOCIETY WILL BE HELD AT

The Chair will be taken by SIR ROBERT N. FOWLER , Bart. , M.P. , at Three o'clock .

SPEAKERS - Rev. FLAVEL COOK, D.D. , Rev. A. W. BAUMANN , JAMES L. MAXWELL, Esq ., M.D.

Friends of the Society , and all interested in Indian Missions,are cordially invited to be present. Tickets may be obtained of the Secretary,
2. Adelphi Terrace, Strand, W.U.

RENEWED ASSAULTS ON THE LORD'S DAY. Scripture Readers' Society

for Ireland.METROPOLITAN MUSEUMS COMMITTEE.

PRESIDENT - LORD EBURY ,
ESTABLISHED 1822.

Funds are urgently required for resisting Sir H.

Roscoe's motion forthe Sunday opening of Metropolitan Picture

Galleries and Museums. Let Christian people be earnest in

effort, and diligent in prayer, that thisrenewed assault on

the Lord's Daymay be defeated,

Forms of Petition and papers will be supplied by the under

signed , to wbom also remittances should bemade.

JOHN GRITTON , D.D.,

20, Bedford Street,
Hon . Secretary .

Strand, W.C.

President

His Grace LORD ` PLUNKET, Archbishop of Dublin .

Offices

27, Lower Pembroke Street, Dublin ;

9 , Paternoster Row, and 337, strand, London,

Full particulars, Reports, & o., can be obtained post freeon application

to the secretary,
CAPT. JAS. KEAKNEY WHITE .

Friends will please notice the exact title , “ Scripture Roaders' Society
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but there are many so-called facts , and not a few so

IMPERFECTION OF SCIENCE. called laws, which may some day be proved to have

no right to the names they are now allowed to bear,

HE debate the relations between

Genesis and Science , though closed for

and in no sciences are there more suspicious claimants

than in those which have ventured most freely to

the present, in the pages
of the Nineteenth

question the truth of Scripture. Indeed , by far the

Century, has been re - opened in the April number easiest defence of Revelation is in the intelligent

of the Expositor. The new combatant has made his
criticism of its assailants . To challenge their right

mark as a geologist , and his scientific eminence is
to enter the lists , if it is done by one who knows

assured by his election to the presidential chair of the

British Association. As an expert, Professor Huxley

them , usually ends in a thorough exposure and dis

missal .

could treat very cavalierly even so eminent a states

man as Mr. Gladstone ; if he crosses swords with Sir

J , W. Dawson, he must confess him " a foeman
DAWSON ON GENESIS.

worthy of his steel. " The president-elect of the CHILE by no means prepared to endorse Sir

renowned association has a very decided conviction of
J. W. Dawson's interpretation of Genesis ,

the accuracy of the story of creation as recorded in we think a fair statement of his argument will , at all

the opening pages of the Bible, and his study of events, make clear that distinguished naturalists do

nature has evidently aided in the deepening of this not agree in their interpretation of nature. All do

conviction . He adopts the well-known theory that not read the facts recorded in the Stone-book after

assigns an indefinite time to the days of creation , and the same fashion. If there is sometimes discord

follows Augustine in regarding them as “ olamim ” between students of Scripture, there is not always

(ages ) or dies ineffabiles (days undescribable). This is
This is concord between students of science. Strangely

a question of interpretation, with which, of course, enough, the differences between scientific students

science has no right to meddle, and it is to be settled remain when they try to discover the meaning of the

solely by an honest examination of the language in Bible itself. Professor Huxley thinks that creative

which the information reaches us. days mean days of ordinary limit , while Sir J. W.

For our own part we do not think, so long as human Dawson , as we have said , thinks that creative days

knowledge concerning the history of the earth remains mean periods of indeterminate length. Some, in

so imperfect as it confessedly is at the present mo whose judgment we have strong confidence, say the

ment, any attempt to compare our tentative efforts at
Professor is right, and his opponent, even though he

a scientific solution of the problem which the world
argues in defence of the Bible, wrong. On this sub

presents ought to be applied as a test to a Divine ject we will allow the president-elect to speak for

revelation . The position which we have taken is
himself ;

ntelligible, and, we think, it is one which cannot A second point on which I would insist, as essential to

easily be turned . When men of science presume to
the interpretation of Genesis i., is that its writer intended,

and his successors in Hebrew literature understood , that the

judge of the truth or falsehood of the Bible , they creative days are days of God, or Divine ages - Olamim as

must first prove themselves to be in full possession of they are elsewherecalled — or,which amounts tothe same

the facts. In other words, they cannot tell whether

thing, that they represent such periods of time . It may be

worth while shortly to mention the evidence of this, as I

or not the narrative in Genesis is true until they are find it is doubted or denied by Huxley and Réville. The

sure of the accuracy of the narrative with which they

writer of Genesis i , obviously sees no incongruity in those

early days which passed before therə were any arrangements

would confront it. Such narrative they have never for natural days ; “ dies ineffabiles," as Augustine calls them ;
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nor in the fact that the day in which the Creator rests goes as a divinely inspired Book , and we do not think it at

on until now without any termination ; nor in the statement

that the whole work could be comprehended in one day, all unlikely that many of the scientific dogmas of the

“ the day when Jahveb -Elohim made the earth and the present day will share the fate of their predecessors.

heavens ; ” and if this be called later and Jahvistic, it will

have the additional value of being the comment of an editor Our little systems have their day; then cease to be.

who may besupposed to have understood the documents he Therefore, we are comforted in thinking that the

had to do with .

If we are to attribute the Decalogue to a later period than
Scripture is not scientific. Science has progressed in the

Genesis, which even M. Réville seems to admit, the argument is past , and probably it will not stand still in the future.

rendered conclusive by the position of the fourth commandment

in the midst of the “ ten words," and by the reason attached to
Therefore, it is fluid , not fixed. A Divine revelation

it, the whole of which would otherwise be inexplicable, and even having such a character as this, is inconceivable.

trifling. A later writer, in the Epistle to the Hebrews (chap..

iv. ) ; explains this. When God entered into His rest He gave
God may reveal progressively ; yet each com

that rest also as an immortal rest to man in Eden . But man munication is perfect in time and purpose.

fell and lost the perpetual or olamic sabbatism . There remained

to him in the weekly Sabbath a memento of the lost rest and
Change , such as science rightly claims, is impossible .

an anticipation of its recovery by & Redeemer in the future. The reason is simple enough . God speaks out of

Hence the Sabbath was not only the central point of the

moral law, but of all religion, the pledge and the commemo
infinite knowledge ; man continues a learner, confess

ration of the Divine promise , and the means of keeping it ing ignorance as long as he lives. Every formula

before men's minds from age to age till the promised Re .

deemer should come.. It is this that causes the Sabbath to
which we express and every law we think we have

be insisted on as the most essential point of religion by the discovered is subject to revision and correction ,

Hebrow prophets, and this is the reason of its connection Whereas, a fact revealed by Him who knows all

with the days of creation . This also caused the necessity of

its change by Christians to the Lord's Day without any new
things remains a certainty for all time . On this

enactment, for on this day Christ arose to enter on His account we distinguish between a record of science

sabbatism " as God did into His . " The Lord's Day now has

the same significance to Christians as the type of the rest
and a record of facts. , Facts are stubborn things;

into which the Saviour has entered, and which has continued science , if it were stubborn , would be unscientific.

for eighteen hundred years, and of that eternal Sabbath which

remains to the people of God. In truth , independently
Therefore God , in revealing truth , does not cast it in

of all considerations of cosmogony, the long seventh day the human mould of science ; He simply states facts
of Creation and the long heavenly rest of the Saviour

constitute the only valid reasons either for the Jewish
or doctrines, and we are content to receive them on

or Christian Sabbath . That Jesus Himself held this view His authority. We are, therefore , as we have often

we learn from His answer to the Pharisees who accused Him

of breaking the Sabbath , My Father worketh until now , and
said , careless as to the agreement between the Bible

I work .” That the Apostolic Church had the same view of the and the current fashion either of philosophic or

creative days and the Creator's rest we learn from the Pauline

use of the words aion and aionios with reference to God's ages scientific thought . And remembering as we do the

of working, and from the passages in the Epistle totheHebrows harmony into which Scripture has been ' forced with

already referred to.
exploded doctrines in philosophy and science, we

The creative days are the “ antiquities of the earth , "

spoken of in Proverbs viii . They are the Olamim or ages think it better and wiser to sit at the feet of Divina

noticed as equal to God's creative days in Psalm xc. , for Wisdom and let human learning go on its own way.

which even the Revised Version retains the unmeaning

“ from everlasting to everlasting ." . This Psalm too is a Nevertheless it is instructive to contrast the

very archaic one, resembling in its diction the songs attributed

to Moses in Deuteronomy. Psalm civ. is a poetical version of opposite interpretations which scientific experts give

Genesis i . , and in it the work marches on in slow and solemn to the same facts. Professor Huxley evidently re

grandeur withoutany reference to days. Again , there is not

anywhere in the Bible a hint that the work of creation was gards the first chapter of Genesis as mythical; Sir

remarkable as being done in a short time. J. W. Dawson receives it as a wise and masterly

treatise on creation. And each arrives at his opposite

We have given this extract the more willingly, conclusion by the study of the same natural record.

because it proves, even if Sir J. W. Dawson be wrong

in his interpretation of the time which the " days ”
The Professor's views have been given to the world in

the Nineteenth Century ; the conclusions reached by the

denote, he is throughout reverent in his treatment of
President- elect of the British Association we extract

the Word.

from the pages of the Expositor. We by no means

hold ourselves bound by them ; we quote them simply

to show the vast divergence between two eminent

men of science on a subject with which they are both

SCRIPTURE NOT SCIENCE. supposed to be familiar.

'N his controversy with Mr. Gladstone, Professor We give a somewhat lengthy extract because of

Huxley speaks contemptuously of attempts at the importance of the subject, and we venture also

reconciliation between the dogmas of science and the
to give a descriptive title to each paragraph. We

record of creation in Genesis. We are strongly disº would call attention specially to the proof adduced

posed to agree with him in so doing, though for by Sir J. W. Dawson that Professor Huxley'is much

very different reason. He venerates science,or to speak more in agreement with the creation -narrative than

more correctly, the scientific doctrines which he and he has hitherto supposed, and also to the evidence by

some others believe to be true, and he is evidently which it is shown that the writer of Genesis had a

unwilling to regard Genesis as an authoritative much clearer knowledge of the facts than that which

revelation . We, on the other hand , receive the Bible appears in the writings of modern evolutionists,

IN
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like manner this ancient writer, if he had the batrachians

Record of Creative Works before his mind, includes them with the fishes, and singles
out the birds and the higher reptiles as companion groups ,

Extracted from Sir J. W . Dawson's Article in “ The at the summit of the animal kingdom in their day. It may
Expositor " for April. ' ' i . be somewhat unfair to test so popular and general & state

MHE method of the writer of Genesis in describing the work mont by such , details ; but if an author who lived so long

Ii'of the fifth and sixth days is similar to that employed in before the dawn of modern science is to be tested at all by

reference to tbe previous periods, but in somerespectsmore com our present systems, it is proper at least to give him the

plex , as befits the higher theme. He states first the Divine benefit of the consummate skill which he shows in avoiding

purpose or decree under the formula “ God said : " next the all inaccuracy in the few bold touches with which he sketches

actual production of the objects intended - “ God created ; " the introduction of animal life .

next the contemplation ofthe work and its subsequent develop Genesis aod bolution : 'I

ment - " God saw ." Let us put down these stages in order, as
given for the fifth day.

The argument in favour of the writer of Genesis might
perhaps be closed here, without fear as to the verdict of

(1) " God said , Let the waters swarm gwarmers having life reasonable men . But there is a positive side as well as a
(animal life ), and let fowl fly over the earth on the surface of negative to this vindication , and we must not rest content
the expanse of heaven ."

with & bare verdict of “ Not guilty, " lest we should fall
(2) " God created great reptiles, and every living moving

animalwith which the waters swarmed after their kind, and
into the condemnation of being more (" reconcilers.” Our

ancient author has something to say respecting that for
every winged animal after its kind. " midable word evolution 80 constantly ringing in our ears,

(3) “ God saw that it was good , and God blessed them , saying, and which Professor Huxley affirms is opposed to Genesis ,
Be fruitful and multiply and fill the waters of the sea, and let while Mr. Gladstone somewhat hesitatingly believes in its
fowl multiply in the earth ." consistency at least with the argument of design . With

Swarmers, Birds , Reptiles . reference to the origin and becoming of things, legitimate

This is , I think , a sufficiently literal rendering of the record science is conversant with two ideas, that of causation and

as it stands in the Hebrew text, so far as the English tongue that of development. Causation may either be primary as

suffices to represent its words ; but some of these terms require
proceeding from a creative will, or secondary as referring

consideration . The word sheretz used for the first group of to natural laws and energies, Development may be direct, .

creatures, literally " gwarmers " or swarming animals, is
as in that of a chick from the egg, or indirect, as in the

precisely defined in the law respecting animal food in Leviticus
production of varieties of animals by human agency. Now

xi. There it is used as a comprehensive term , to include all it so happens that by the school of Spencor and Darwin

the lower animals of the waters with the fishes and batrachians, the word evolution is used as covering all these kindsofoaus&

as well as certa in animals of the land, viz ., the land snails, tion and development; and by what Mr. Gladstone calls a

insects, spiders and scorpions, along with small reptiles, and “ fallacy of substitution ," or what I have elsewhere termed a

perhaps, though this last is not quite certain , somesmallquad scientific sleight-of-hand or jugglery, we are carried from one

rupeds usually regarded as vermin . The precise definition
to the other almost without perceiving it, until we can scarcely .

given in the law respecting unclean animals leaves no doubt
distinguish between 'a causal evolution , which is a mere figure of ,

as to themeaningof the word. We thus learn that the creation of
speech , and a modal evolution , which may be an actual process

the fifth day included all the marineinvertebrates, and the fishes
going on under ascertained laws and known forces. So difficult

and batrachians, with the insects and their allies, orat least all
has the discrimination of these things become, that it is & ?

such as could be held to be produced from the waters . The serious question whether sober men of science should not dis

link of connection which binds all these creatures under this
card altogether the term evolution , and insist on the use of

comprehensive 'word is their teeming oviparous reproduction ,
causation and development each in its proper place.

which entitles them to be called swarming animals, in connec Living Issues.

tion with their habitat or origin in the waters. Thus this one . These questions were living issues in the timewhen Genesis

word covers all the animals known in the Palæozoic and Meso was written . It was then a grave question whether one God

zoio periods of geology, with three notable exceptions— the had made all things , or whether they had arisen spontaneously ,
birds, the true reptiles, and the marsupial mammals. But or were the work of a conflicting pantheon of deities.

singularly , and as if to complete his record , this old narrator How does our ancient authority stand in relation to

adds two of these groups, as if they had specially attracted his this great question ? He recognises ' causation in the
attention. The word Oph, “ fowl, bird , or winged animal," is ono creative will — “ God said ,” “ God created ; ” and thereby

the usual word for birds in general, though in Leviticus it affirms & first cause and the unity of nature. Secondary

includes the winged insects, and the bats , which are winged causes he also notices in the agency of the waters, the

mammals. As it is a very primitive and widely diffused word , atmosphere and, the land, ond in the law of continuity

and probably onomatopoetic and derived from the sound of implied in the words “ after their species,” Development bo

wings, it may in early times have served to denote all things sees in one form in the progress of the creative plan , in another

that fly,though appliedto birdschiefly . The second groupspecially in the power of fruitfulness and multiplication . Yet these

singled out is designated by the word - Tannin , which , like several ideas are distinctly and clearly defined in his mind,

oph, is a very old and generally diffused word, denoting primi. and each is kept in its proper place relatively to the endwhich

tively any animal long and extended. In the Hebrew Bible it he has in view . It is not too much to say that any plain man

is , however, used in almost every place where it occurs either | reading and pondering these statementsmay obtain clearerand

for the crocodile or for the larger serpents. In Exod . vii. 9 ,the more correct views as to the origin and history ofanimal life than

next place where it appears , it represents the great serpent pro- ' it would be possible to reach by any amount of study of our
duced from the rod ofMoses There is no warrant for the modern popular evolutionary philosophy. How did this ancient
rendering “ great whales," borrowed from the Septuagint, and writer escape the mental confusion which clouds theminds of

still loss for the great sea monsters " of the Revised Version . so many clever men in our time? It may be said it was
If we ask what animals the writer can have meantby tanninim , because he knew less of scientific detail, but possibly he had a

the answer must be either crocodiles or large serpents or crea higher source of enlightenment.

tures resembling them . Thus our author does not, as both Methods of Creation .
Mr. Gladstone and Professor Huxley seem to suppose, over

look altogether the " age of reptiles ." There are, however,
It is also interesting to note the strangely unerring instinct

with which he seizes the relative importance of different kinds
known to us in the Mesozoic period a few small marsupial

of creative work . He had selected the word Bara , “ create,"
mammals , humble and insignificant precursors of the age of

to express themost absolute and original kind ofmaking in themammalia , . . . .
production of the materials of the heavens and the earth . He

Wurley 's Agreement with Genesis . is contentwith the less emphatic Asa , “ made," when he speaks

Even with the above deduction , it must be confessed that of the expanse, the great lights and even the later animals .

this history of the fifth creative day presents a marvellous Buthe signalizes the first appearance of animal life by a repeti

approximation to the two earlier periods of animal life as tion of “ create," as if to affirm the great gulf which we know

known to geologists, the ages of invertebrates and fishes separates the animal from dead matter. In like manner he

and the age of reptiles. With the above explanation , which repeats this great word when he has to deal with the new fact

is in no respect forced , but quite literal, I think Professor of the rationaland moral nature ofman . Should man ever be

Huxley should be ready frankly to accept this , and all the able to produce a new living animal from dead matter, or

more thathe has been specially distinguished for the advocacy should the spontaneous development of the higher nature of

of views of animal classificati on akin to those of Genesis. No man from the instinot of the bruto become a proved fact of

one has more insisted on the affinity of the batrachians with science, we may doubt his wisdom in the selection of terms.

the fishes and that of the birds with the true reptiles. In ' but not till then .
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geek me.

* Until.”.

Few of us , I fear, realize that there is a way of

keeping out of hell , but no way of getting out of it.

BY THE LATE REV. W. P. MACKAY , M.D. That blasphemous infidelity, that the punishment of

THE Shepherd seeks the lost sheep
UNTIL He

the wicked will not be eternal , is sapping the very

find it (Luke xv . 4 ) . And it is only the lost foundation of Christian action . What is the use of

sheep that lies in the pathway of the seeking Shepherd. Christian effort ? Let us take things quietly, if after

If I take the place of a lost sinner, and nothing else, suffering for a while in a purgatorial hell, all are to be

it is not so much my part to seek Christ, as His to restored !

This is grace. He seeks until He finds ; May God have mercy on us for our lukewarmness,

He does not stop in His search until He and we and stir us all up to believe His simple Word, that

meet. Alas ! our part is only straying. until Jesus comesmen will go on in their mad career,

The word of Law would be : " They that seek Me but that this is the limit to their proud waves ; for

early shall find Me” (Prov. viii. 17). And the con we again read, that

sequence of man being put on this ground is stated The heavens will receive Jesus Christ “ UNTIL the

by God Himself : “ There is none that seeketh after times of restitution of all things, which God hath

God ” (Rom . iii. 2) . spoken , ' etc. And this until, while being glorious,

The holy , justand good law of God came demanding and final salvation to the Christ-receiver, restoration

of us love to God , and proved that what God justly to God's ancient people, and emancipation to a groan

demands from man He does not get , and cannot get ; | ing creation, is the time of destruction of all Christ's

sothat without exception, itmay be saidof all men rejectors. For God says (Acts iii. 21 , 22) , that in the

who ought to have sought after God , “ There is none time of the restitution of all things, " it shall come to

that seeketh after God.” pass, that every soul which will not hear that Prophet

GRACE comes in now, and says , " I will seek you, (Jesus) shall be DESTROYED from among the people.”

and I will seek until I find .” Thank God, it is He " Let God be true , and every man a liar." Christ

who breaks in upon us, and not we upon Him. We will remain away Until this time of mingled salvation

would willingly remain among those who "forget and destruction - salvation to all who were sought

God. Our wills are free only to wander, and get and found by Him ; destruction to all who rejected

farther from Him. In fact , the first thing God does Him , it being one of God's impossibilities to renew

in breaking in upon our enmity is , “ to make us such to repentance. Solemn words ! May we make

willing." our calling and election sure !

Our part is to take the place of a sinner and nothing “ He came not to call the righteous, but sinners. "

else. Most people believe they are sinners , but com Thus called and thus saved, we can patiently wait,

paratively few believe that they are sinners and leaning on the precious Word, while even some that

nothing else but sinners. profess Christ's name are leaning to their own under

As truly asHe hath shown us that we are lost , and standing, and taking their own ideas as their light ;

nothing but lost , so surely can we gladly claim that or, while a godless, reckless world is posting on to

seeking Shepherd ; for He seeks until He finds. destruction, taking no warning, dancing madly,

Nothing stops Him in His search - not all the blindly on until (and what an until it will be !) - until

hatred ofman or devils ; not all the malice and spite He shall gird His sword on His thigh, to slay and

and envy of the chief priests; not all the murmurings not to heal; and , in the midst of their calamity and

of the Pharisees and scribes "; not all thewaywardness dreadful fear, His word is , “ I will laugh at your

of the wandering sheep ; nor the indifference and calamity ; Iwill mock when your fearcometh ,”

degradation of those forwhom He is searching. He will

have His joy — that joy that rejoices not, until it finds.

2. But there is another and awful “ UNTIL " in Divine Perfection.

Luke xvii. 27 : “They did eat, they drank, they
“ His work is perfect."

married wives , they were given in marriage, until the

day that Noah entered into the ark, and the flood

H ! perfect work ! The Saviour guides , Deut. xxxii. 4

OH A marinchis own pavilion
hides.

came and destroyed them all ; and as it was in the Oh ! perfect work ! Oh ! perfect way , 2 Sam. xxii, 31

days of Noah , so shall it be also in the days of the Increasing till the Perfect Day ! Proy . iv. 18

Son of Man ." He is the Rock , the Saviour sweet ;

That little word “ UNTIL ” tells outthe sad story of
His work of grace shall be complete.

what man is. Men will please themselves , letGod's
His perfect law converts the soul, Psa . xix. 7

claims or God's grace be where they may. And thus His perfect work shall make me whole,

will they go on “ UNTIL ."

the And evermore

, till
earth

shall
cease

,

Whilst more and more I taste and see

But every history has its UNTIL , The course of the The perfect love of God to me. 1 John iv. 17

vilest infidel is brought to a close by an UNTIL . The It is His goodand perfect will Rom . xii. 2

world's race to destruction will be consummated in
To love and bless and guard me still .

that.UNTIL Vain are the thoughts of those who Herein is love, its breadth and length .

think of the gradual conversion of the world . They (My weakness shall be lost in strength .)

go on as Jesus Christ said they would - careless, and He loved me when I wandered far ;

wholly engrossed with their own affairs, until the Heshineson me, my Morning Star .

Lord comes .
His perfect strength shall be my stay, 2 Cor. xii. 9

His perfect love shall light my way.

This is not each man knowing the Lord “ from the

least to the greatest.” The world goes on in rebellion

and self-pleasing until the Lord comes and sweeps He keeps me in His perfect peace. Isa, xxxvi. 3

them away, as with the besom of destruction . May
The Lord shall be my sure defence,

we now be as men that believe this, and tell out the
Upholding me through shadows dense.

He doeth wonders. He will bless ,
virtues of a Christ for sinners , until that day.

And He shall reign in righteousness.

From Abundant Grace : Addresses by the late Dr. Mackay. ELEANOR GRANT,

.
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The Pot of Oil.

But further, we are debtors to our fellow men. You re

member how St. Paul tells us, “ I am debtor both to the

Helpful Thoughts for Workers. Greeks, and to the Barbarians ; both to the wise, and to

the unwise ; so, as much as in me is, I am ready to

BY REV. E. A. STUART, M. A.
preach the Gospel to you that are at Rome also.” An

HAVE been feeding during the last few days on a
illustration may be given in this way : some of us

I portion of a verse , which may seem strange to some. I have been entrusted by the Mansion House Fund with

remember, after I had bee preaching on it, a gentleman
funds for distribution among the distressed. Now we are

came into the vestry, and said, "You Christians are a strange
debtors to the Mansion House Fund , and we are debtors

people : just fancy getting comfort out of that verse . ” But I
to the poor to distribute it fairly and truly. So God hath

did, andithas been a great help to me.
put us in trust with the Gospel , and we are debtors to

Here it is : “ Thine handmaid hath not anything in the
Him while we are also debtors to our fellow-men to make

house, save a pot of oil” (2 Kings iv. 2 ). "I have been
known the Gospel of Divine grace as widely as we can .

recently taking the history of Elisha as an illustration of the But here comes just the poor widow's difficulty ; while we

work of the Church of Christ on the earth.
aredebtors we realize thatour means of living are so small.

You remember the first miracle he performed for the
" How can I do anything ? I have so little power myself ;

benefit of others was the healing of the waters of Jericho.
I can do so little, when temptation comes I fail, fail often ;

The water was naught and the ground barren, and Elisha how , then , can I help others, when I have no superfluity ?"

cast saltinto it and healed the water. Now it is the duty
Now remember this ; God knows you owe a great debt,

of the Church to be the salt of the earth. The world has a
He knows your means of living is small, He knows, and He

religion of some kind as well as the Church ; waters
would have you realize it ; so He asks, “ What hast thou ?"

of naught, still waters of a sort. Like the waters of
“ What hast thou in the house ? ” You go and look, and , like

Jericho the water is naught , and consequently the ground is
the poor woman, you come back to answer, “ Thy servant

barred . There is death in the water,and it is the privilege of
has not anything in the house, save a pot of oil.” A pot of

the Church of Christ to heal it by casting the salt of truth
oil , that is all. How often have I , before going into my

into the barren, bitter, deathly waters. The waters of this
pulpit, gone before the Lord, and spread before Him my in

world are poor things, but the water of life brings fertility
sufficiency. Thy servant has nothing, noeloquence, no power,

and blessing
no rhetoric, no great thoughts, not anything save this little

Then in the following chapter we have another miracle,
pot of oil , What do I mean ? The oil is the Holy Spirit of

whenElisha supplied three armies --- Jehoram , Jehoshapbat,
God ; it is His, not ours ; but we have this treasure in

earthen vessels.
and Edom—with water. So the Church of Christ findsmen

Very poor vessels, vessels of earth, cracked

and women dying of thirst, dying at home, dying in India,
vessels it may be, but the oil of the Spirit of God may be

Africa, China, and it brings them the water of life ; brings
poured in, and then blessing may well over and flow forth.

in a sense ; we cannot bring the Holy Spirit, but we can obey
And we have that Spirit ; for if a man have not the Spirit of

by digging trenches, which the Spirit of God may fill .
Christ he is none of His. What, then , we need for His work

Then in the fourth chapter, and under very different
is not gifts, or eloquence. You may have all these, and yet have

circumstances, we have another miracle. Instead of king nothing. But if you have the pot of oil, that will be sufficient

Jehoram we have a poor woman coming to the prophet's
not only to pay your debt, but also to live on yourselves.

door, and we learn that we too must " condescend to men
God grant we may be stripped of our self-sufficiency and sent

of low degree ."
back to rely on Him alone. “ Thy servant hath not anything

Here let me say I am so thankful the microscope was
in the house, save this pot of oil.” Thank God for the pot of

discovered shortly after the telescope. It was so good of
oil , through which we are enabled to fulfil our obligations in

God so to order it
. For as our vision was enlarged by the making known His blessed Gospel entrusted to us, in what

telescope, and welearned to gaze on these numerousworlds, all
ever position we may be placed ; doing this in perfect con

hanging in His hand, we might have felt that, in caring for
fidence that He who has sent us will provide all things

needful .

all these great orbs, He could hardly stoop to care for us.

But the microscope was discovered, and we learned that He
Now one or two brief thoughts suggested. We havethe

equally cares for theminute things, that He covered the but. pot of oil, but we want the increase. How are we to obtain

terfly's wing with golden dust, and watches over the tiniest
it ? Elisha put the poor woman on the right track to increase

animalculæ in the least drop of water. So, as the old hymn
her pot ofoil. I remember when the thoughtfirst came to

I had been pondering over this text, which I meant
says :

to preach from the following Sunday, and I sank into a

“ Though worldson worlds are hanging on His hand , drowsy, dreamy state, during which my ideas took this

Yet His tender bosom makes me room .”
current. I thought Iwas transplanted to my church, and

So, coming back to Elisha, we see how willing he was to instead of the people I saw the body of the church, and all

listen to theplea of the poor widow ; just as ready to hear round the galleries rows of jars waiting to be filled , and in

her, and sympathize with her, as with the great king of the pulpit a little pot of oil . How are all these to be filled ?

Israel. Thank God for the little pot of oil , but how is it to be increased ?

And now, with special reference to this story, we are all Elisha gives us the answer ; first of all , “ shut the door. "

pretty much like the poor widow - looking at it spiritually . Dear friends, do you know what it is to shut the door ? If

She owed a great debt, she was not able to pay it, andher you want to have the power to work for Christ, ifyou want

ownmeansof living was very, very small ; spiritually that the increase, you get into your room and shut the door, shut

represents exactly our position. Do we not know what it is the world out ; and alone with your Father in Heaven, who

to owea great debt to God, a debt which worlds of tears seeth in secret, there seek until you find, ask until you

can never repay ? Yes, we feel we are all debtors to Him, receive, knock until it be opened unto you. Get alone with

as we realize something of what God has done for us in God ; no successful work comes without that ; the true

giving His own dear Son to die for us. When we realize worker is one who knows what it is to be constantly on his

something of what we have received from the gracious hand knees alone with God.

of God, we feel the boundless debt we owe Him. Surely, But still further , you must bring the empty vessels - see

as we contemplate what He has done for us, the first they are empty, not half full , or filled with something else,

thought is one of gratitude ; and this, remember, is the but empty to receive. See that you yourselves are emptied

great impulse in all true service-gratitude to the living and of self, see that you cry to God that those whom you would

loving God. We owe Him love service ; we are debtors to God , bless are emptied also . Come to Him that He may fill you ;

debtors of love. It is this that differentiates true religion and , if you have not sufficient vessels, borrow of others.

from every false religion under the sun . Gratitude for You do not want merely to have your vessel filled , you want

being saved is the spring of the one, working in order to to fill others. For the heart grows rich in giving. There

salvation is the secret of the other. The service of Jesus is that scattereth and yet increaseth. As we give, so shall we

Christ rests upon gratitude for havingbeen saved by grace. be increased. Borrow then vessels not a few , that the oil may

What shall werender unto God for all His benefits toward us ? flow forth ; for, as the poor widow poured out, so the oil

Thus we are debtors to God.
increased , staying not until there was not another vessel.

me.
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Do not forget the increase of oil was given not to con

gratulate herself upon , but for use. " Go and pay thy debt,

and live on the rest." ' So spiritual power is not given that

we may simply nurse it for our personal congratulation ; it

is given that we may pay our debt of gratitude to God and

obligation to our fellows, and live upon the rest.

Remember, too, this metaphor of oil is peculiarly that of

the Holy Spirit ; and not only so , but it is associated with

gladness of service. You remember how, in the forty -fifth

Psalm , we read of the Lord Jesus being “ anointed with the

oil of gladness above Thy fellows,” and in the one hundredth

Psalm weread, “ Serve the Lord with gladness.” Our service,

then is to be a bright, joyful service, we are to belighthouses

to attract rather than fog horns to warn. May God help us

to attract men to the Lord Jesus Christ.

Suffer me to close by putting in a very simple way, in an

acrostic form , a few thoughts which will, at all events,help

the younger ones. Write down mentally, or on a black

board , the word my, and under that write 8INS. Put it this

way to fix it in the memory :

My

Sixs.

It is a solemn thing to look at ; is it not ? My sins to -day ;

my sins yesterday ; my sins from the beginning to the end,

Now write themin this way. Leave my standing as it is,

but write sins this way :

S-Saviour

1 - Edward Alerander Stuart, or your own name.

N - Need.

S - Salvation .

My Saviour, I need salvation . If you have realized the

terrible thought contained in the two wordsmy sins , you will

rejoice to fill up the rest in this way ; for, whilewe need salva

tion, we know that He waits to give it us through His

precious blood shed for sin.

For the Young

on her hand, and so manage to tell her what I want to." Mary

had just learnt her letters as a child when the sad affliction ,

happened to her, but after nearly sixty years it was notlikely

she could remember much ; still it seemed the only chance,

and, taking the shrivelled hand in hers, my friend began very

slowly to trace a big round “ O ” on her open palm , then made

a “ t ” and crossed it,and an “ i ” and dotted it. This she did

several times, while Mary seemed to grow interested , and at

last, after about twenty minutes, she said “ Letters.” This

was hopeful, for it showed she remembered something, and by

degrees, after an hour or two spent in this way, my friend

succeeded in gettingher to spell the words “ God loves you."

But the old woman's face became more sad and downcast

than ever, and she patted the lady, as if to say, “ Yes, God

loves you, butnot poor old Mary." So my friend commenced

all over again, this time tracing the words “ God loves me."

And presently the worn old face brightened, she seemed to

grasp the thought, and, patting herself, repeated earnestly,

God loves me.”

No Misery now .

All this had taken a long time, and my friend was obliged

to leave, promising to return very shortly. In two days

they wentagain , and were met at the door by the same

woman, who no sooner saw them than she exclaimed ,

" Mary has never said ' misery ' once since you were here,

and she looks so different." This was glad news.
The Lord

seemed to open the dear old woman's heart and mind that

she might understand the things of God ; and, after months

of constant visits and patient teaching, old Mary not only
learnt the blessed truth that God loved her and Jesus died

for her, believing which she was filled with joy and peace ,

but in time she was even able to repeat texts and hymns,

traced and learnt on the palms of her hands, and her bright,

cheerful face plainly showed to all how changed she was

from the poor “Idiot Mary ” of a short while before. All

this took place about ten years ago, and old Mary is still alive

and happy, though just now very ill, waiting and longing for

the day to come when the Lord she trusts in shall call her

home to that happy land where, no longer blind, her eyes

shall see the King in His beauty ; no longerdeaf, her ears

shall hear the voice of Him who loved herand died for her.

What a change that will be, from the humble cottage to the

house of many mansions, prepared and made ready for the

ransomed soul !

Joy at the Cross .

Should not the thoughtof poor Mary with her few privileges

stir us all up to be more thankful for the manyblessings

and mercies which are ours ? How is it with you, dear

children ? Have you given yourselves to Jesus, who did so

much for you ? Do you love to use your eyes to read His

blessed Word ? Your ears to hear of Himi ? Your feet to

go messages for Him ? Have you made Jesus your own by

believing in His precious death, which gives life to all who

claim Him as their Saviour ? It was a sense of sin that

made poor Mary cry “ misery, misery ; ” and it was this

same experience that “ Christian ” felt (in Pilgrim's Progress)

until he came to the cross, gazing on which his burden fell

from off his back , and he gave three leaps for joy:
Our

condition, too, is miserable indeed (whether, as in their case,

wefeel it nor not, still the fact remains) , and , until we come

to Jesus and have our sins for ever cleansed in His precious

blood, wecan never, neverknow what true joy is ; but when

once this is done, how glad and happy it makes us. We do,

indeed, “ feel like singing all the time," and all we can do to

please and serve Jesus will seem nothing when we think

of His wonderful to us, love which led Him “for our

sakes to become poor, that we through His poverty might

become rich."

M. R.

I gave My life for thee, My Father's home of light,

My precious blood I shed ; My rainbow - circled throne,

That thou might'st ransomed be , I left for earthly nigh

And quickened from the dead. For wand'rings sad and lone.

I gave My life for Thee , I left it all for thee ,

What hast thou given for Me. Hast thou left aught for Me ?

And I have brought to thee,

Down from My home above,

Salvation full and free ,

My pardonand My love .

Great gifts I brought to thee ,

What hast thou brought to Me ?

“ Idiot Mary .”

EAR children, a lady whom I know and love was once

asked to go and visit a poor woman living in a village

near who was ill , or at least there was something the matter

with her, but no one could quite tell what it was. As soon

as possible my friend and her sister set off, and, finding the

cottage to which they had been directed, knocked at the

door, which was opened by a woman who, in answer to their

inquiries, said , “ Oh, it is my sister you'll be wanting to see ;

I'll go and fetch her.” In a few minutes she came back into

the room leading an old woman , whom she carefully placed

in a chair near the fire. My friend spoke, and asked her how

she was,but got no answer ; and then the woman of the

house said , “ Oh, she can't hear you , for she is stone deaf,

and she can't see you either, for she is stone blind . The

neighbours call her ‘ Idiot Mary, for she seems to have no

sense, and for nearly three weeks now she hasn't spoken a

word, but just mutters, ' It's misery, misery, misery 'tis, 'and

I can't tell what to do to comfort her.” This was sorrowful

indeed, and my friends could not tell whatto do either ; so

they just lifted up their hearts in prayer that God would

help them, because they knew there was a soul inside that

dull - almost senseless — body, a soul that must be lost

through all eternity unlesswashed in the blood of Christ,

saved and made fit to dwell in His presence.

" Misery ! Misery !"

Poor Mary was sixty years old , but she had once been a

merry , laughing child until when eight years of age, soon

after shehad begun to go to school, a heavy bench fell on her

foot, hurting it so much as to cause paralysis first in her leg,

then in her back, thus depriving her of all power, andshe

became deaf and blind as well as crippled for life. Year

after year she lived on in sadness and gloom , no light for

her eyes and no light in her heart, because the rays of the

Sun of Righteousness had never shone in to dispel the dark

ness ofsin, and give herjoy and gladness. No wonder, then ,

that all was “ misery, misery ." Presently my friend asked

old Mary's sister, “But how do you make her understand any .

thing ? " " Oh, " she answered, “ I make signs and strokes

DEAR
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" The Present Distress." Our Blind Bible and Tea Meeting.
W e have felt greatly cheered by the liberal and kind BY PEARL FISHER .

response made by so many friends to the simple state I HAD a fresh illustration , on the afternoon of Wednesday

ment in our pages of actual cases of need . In addition to the 1 last , of the quiet, upostentatious, and loving ways in which

help sent us, we have had many singalarly touching and loving
here and there throughout our great city servants of the Lord
are doing their Master 's will, and helping the poor and needy.

letters. One we have already printed , another we cannot And this illustration I found in the large club -room of the Saltire
refrain from giving, as a beautiful illustration of 2 Cor. viii. 2 . Coffee-house , Charlotte Court, Charlotte Street, near the

The letter is accompanied by three little and useful baby Middlesex Hospital, where from thirty to forty aged blind and

guments :-- poor were assembled for Bible reading and teå .

It is indeed grieving to read of the sad distress spoken ofby The Pioneer .

" P . F .” in Iord and Work , and I am sorry not to be able to This, I learned , is a "veekly effort on behalf of these afflicted

help with money ; butmymotherand myself are both sufferers , ones, and , with the acronpanying small pensions, materially
mymother a widow , and I have a brother an engineer who helps to brighten their dreary lives. It seems that the pioneer

has been out of employment since last November. But I could of this interesting work was a Scripture Reader, who some

not bear to think of the last-named case in the south -west thirty years ago felt drawn out in sympathy towards tho

district, and so , quite unable to help with money, I enclose blind poor. After leaving the Society, he continued his labours,

little garments. trusting they may prove useful ; and if you could looking to the Lord alone for guidance and support, and

just say in Word and Work next week if there is any more becoming possessed , by bequest, of de house in Little Coram

clothing required , I shall be most happy to send a few more Street, hedevoted it to the poor ; the upper floor being set apart

little things to you , or to the address if it can be given , rent free for destitute Christian widows, and the lower floor to

trusting the Lord has done, and will continue to open hearts gatherings of the blind poor, to whom small gifts were made as

to listen and help you in your great and noble work , so that at theLord enabled him . His faithful mioistry and loving sym .

the end they may hear the Master's loving word , " Inasmuch pathy were the meansof leading not a few to the Lord Jesus
as ye have done it unto one of the least My brethren , ye heve Christ.

done it unto Me. " Yours in the Master's service, Other Helpers.
L . S .

March 31st , 1886 . When the originator of this work was called to his reward ,
the Bible and tea meeting was left to the care of a Christian
friend whohad long helped in the service. Byand by the Little

Coram Street house was sold by those to whom it had passed ,

and themeeting was transferred to Professor E . V . Gardner's

house , where it was held weekly for severalyears , until, in con

Faith in Action . sequence of building alterations, it had again to be removed ,

A POOR little street-girl was taken sick one Christmas,
when the present club.room in the coffee-house was hired for

A and carried to a hospital,
the purpose once a week .

While there she heard the story of Jesus coming into the The " Sightless ” Bible Scarchers.

world to save us. It was all new to her, but very precious. Here I found the little gathering assembled ofvaried age, sex,

She could appreciate such a wonderful Saviour, and the and circumstance - one fine, snowy-haired old gentleman , who

knowledge made her very happy as she lay upon her little cot, took the warmest and most intelligent part in the Bible read - -

One day the nurse came round at the usual hour, and ing ; strong, hearty working men smitten with blindness in the

" Little Broomstick ” (that was her street name) held her by prime of life ; pale, hungry lads, one or two of whom pick up a

the hand , and whispered :
few coppers by reading in the open air ; two little girls , also

blind ; and severalaged women ; one in the workhouse garb ,
" I'm havin ' real good times here - ever such good times !

who gains leave once a week to comeout of “ the house " for
S 'pore I shall have to go 'way from here just as soon as I

the sake of the Christian fellowship and spiritual help , took an
gets well ; but I'll take the good time along -- some of it intelligent part in the conversation on the Word . These with

anyhow . Did you know 'bout Jesus bein ' boru ? ” their “ sighted " guides, formed the company at the Bible read .

" Yes," replied the nurse ,“ I know . Sh. sh -sh ! Don't talking and tea.
any more." It was very delightful to sit during the reading and exposi

“ You did ? I thought you looked as if you didn 't, and I tion of Heb. xii., and find how much many of them know about

was goin ' to tell you ." " the cloud of witnesses ; " how eager they were to learn further ;

“ Why, how did I look ? " asked the nurse, forgetting her how desirous they were to understand more fully the meaning

own orders in her curiosity .
of the words “ who, for the joy set before Him , endured the

" Oh, just like most o folks - kind o ' glum . I shouldn't
cross ; " and how quietly and reverently they accepted the teach

ing of the subsequent verses with regard to the chastening of
think you'd ever look glum if you know 'd 'bout Jesus bein ' those whom the Lord loves. All this was to me exceedingly
born. "

interesting : Their questions on the passage were, of course ,
Dear reader, do you kpow " 'bout Jesus bein ' born ” ? entirely from memory, although many showed considerable

familiaritywith the letter and spirit of the Word of God .

“ Our Meeting.”

American Testimony. - The following sentences are About an hour and a half was spent in Bible searching and

taken from a letter just received from our friend , Dr. Brookes, prayer ; then came a hearty tea which the “ sighted " guides

of St. Louis . After speaking of the present politicalcrisis here, and others shared with the sightless young and old . Putting
he proceeds ; - The one comfort about it is that these are the aside even the question of cheer and temporal aid , the meeting

predicted signs which precede and usher in the coming of our is of great practical value as a realmeans of grace,in ministering

Lord . Even now we find overywhere upon the earth distress of the Word , in a form they can appreciate , to these poor blind
nations,with perplexity , the sea and waves roaring,men 's hearts ones. They seem to love the weekly “ Bible tea meeting , "

failing them for fear, and for looking after those things which and when , the other day, it was gently hinted that as friends

are coming on the earth . It is no better on our side of the sea are passing away , and others do not come forward , it might be

than on yours . There are now nine thousand railroad men in necessary to discontinue the meeting, in themost earnost and

this state on " strike," and the wheels of commerce are com - simple manner they pleaded that " our meeting " should be
pletely blocked over an immense territory . A morning paper, | maintained : “ It's our only comfort : and it helps us so."

which now lies on my table , says that there are fifty -one

thousand labouring men at this moment on strike throughout
a field of Service.

the country, and their ranks are increasing every hour. The Whether it is to be maintained or not depends entirely on the

sky over here is as dark as it is in England , and when your Lord 's people. I believe I am right in saying that one friend

countrymen , who imagine that a democratio form of govern . defrays the cost of the weekly tea , and is willing to continue to do

ment is & panacea for all the ills to which flesh is heir , shall so ; and thusthe present need for hire of room and small pensions

have tried the experiment, they will probably discover that (including 3d , each to pay the guide) is about 10s. per week .

they have jumped out of the frying-pan into the fire . There is There are hundredsofOhristian ladies who would not miss this

but one possible solution of the difficult problem , and that is opportunity did they but know the joy of the service ; especially

the coming of our Lord . - St. Louis, March 16th , 1886 . Tif they could come personally once a week amongst those poor
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Church Missions in West Africa.

blind, and share the delights of thegathering. Suppose two ladies

united to enjoy the followship andshare the cost between them,

how small it would be ? Yet how greut would be the real service

done to these humble and sightless pilgrims, some sixty of

whom are thus benefited and cheered ; many of them are aged

and infirm , and, therefore , unable to be always present . All these

are from time to time helped and edified by this loving minis

try. Fain would I know that, by lifting the curtain which has

hitherto concealed from general knowledge this beautiful and

kindly effort, I had been the means of stirring in some heart a

prompt and loving response. All communications should be

made to Professor E. V. Gardner, Tremont, Florence Road,

New Cross, S.E , who will gladly give further information.

“ Inasmuch as ye did it unto one of the least of these My

brethren, ye did it unto Me."

The Evangelization of the World .

In
of the Church-preaching the Gospel to every creature - it

has been resolved by a number of well -known and influential

men to hold a two days' Conference on Tuesday and Wednes

day next (13th and 14th ) , in the Y.M.C.A. Hall, 186, Alders

gate Street. The following is the proposed programme. At

10 a.m. each morning a devotional meeting will be held :

TUESDAY, 11 a.m. The Jews and the Mahommedans.- Rev. Isa ac Levinsohn

( of Wilna), Rey . Jas A. Bell , M.A .. Rev John Wilkinson, Major-General

Haig, Rev. Dr. Wright, and Mr. R. N. Cust.

3p.m. Africa and Madagascar.- Mr. Eugene Stock , Rev. D. O. Scott ,

Rev. F. W. Doud, B.A., Rev O. H. V. Gollmer (of Lagos ), Rev. J. Calvert ,

Rev. B. Briggs, and Rev. G. Cousins ( of Mad gascar ):

7 p.m. India and Burmah . -ev . J C. sowerbutt, Rev. Wm . Lee (of

Mysore) , Chowry Muthoo (Hindoo ), Mr. Henry Boltau .

WEDNESDAY, 11 a.m. China and Japan .-- Rev. George Ensor, M.A. (the

first Eog ish missionary in Japan ), Mr. T. W. Pigott, B.A., Rev. G. F.
Easton , Rev. C. F.Warren (of Osaka, Japan ).

3 p.m. Zenana Missions in India and Work amongst Chinese and Japanese

Women . - Miss Swainson , Mrs Hudson Taylor, Mrs. Schofield, Miss McLean .

7 p.on. Euri pe and Medical Missions .-Mr . Reginald Radcliffe , Mons.

Lorriaux (McAll Mission ) , Herr F. von Schluembach, Dr. John Dixon , Dr.

T. 8. Chaplin, Dr. J. L. Maxwell

Mission to the Kabyles.

EARLY two years and a half have elapsed since , for the

o

Bonaries to work among the Kabyles. Since then God has enabled

me to send forth twenty-two more labourers into this dark yet

promisingbarvest field.

On April7th I hope to start on my fourth journey to North

Africa, taking with me four additional sisters to work among

the Mohammedan women, to whom we have such ready access,

and who so need to be loved and won for the Saviour.

After placing the four sisters in their respective spheres in

Algeria, I hope to visit Mr. Baldwin and his fellow -labourers in

Tangier,and consider what steps should be taken to more

effectually make known the Gospelamong the perishing

millions of theEmpire of Morocco. Then , D.V., I return to

Algeria and see the self-denying labours in Oran, Tlemcen,

Algiers, Kabylia, and Constantine ; and, lastly, visit the

Regency ofTunis,in whose capital Mr. and Mrs. Bureau are

working. I would ask your earnest prayers that this long

journey may lead to very blessed results for the peoples in the

countries through which I shall pass, that the missionaries

may be cheered and helped by my visits.

EDWARD H. GLENNY, Hon . Sec.

TWO recent missions, in very different localities, show the

churches. Whc, with any knowledge of Episcopalianism inthe

States, would , a few years since, have expected a number of

the clergy to organize a general mission in New York ?

Yet thishas been done , and Mr. Aitken and his helpers have

with general acceptance conducted missions in America.

In another continent it seemed almost as strange to the

older members of the church at Sierra Leone to have &

mission arranged for that Colony with the full authority and

co -operation of the Bishop and archdeacon, and in every way

encouraged by the Church Missionary Society, to whose

instrumentality that church owes its existence. One of the

pastors bad a lively remembrance of having as a boy been

beaten by order of a missionary for attending a revival service

among the Methodists, and now he has been called upon to

countenance mission services, which , though quieter in their
character , were practically thesame.

In November last two members of the staff of the Church

Parochial Mission Society, the Rev. F. W. Dodd and the Rev.

S. W.Darwin Fox, the Secretary, were appointed to undertake

this West African Mission, the expenses being_borne, in con

junction with a few friends, by the Rev. F. E.Wigram , the

Hon. Sec. of the Church MissionarySociety. Their earliest

missions were taken at Lagos, an important town, which ,

with the surrounding districts, was only made into an inde

pendent colony at the end of last year. Formerly Lagos was

one of the centres of the slave trado. A factory now occupied

by an English merchant was formerly a large slave barracoon .

The geographical position of Lagos is best indicated by the fact

that it is the key to the trade of the Niger, while to those

interested in missionary work it will be familiar as the port

leading to Abeokuta. Here the Yoruba language prevails, and

most of the speaking had to be done through an interpreter ;

indeed , the missionowed much of its efficiency to the untiring

exertions of a native missionary, the Rev. Charles Phillips,

who entered into the work with the fullest spiritual sympathy.

The largest church, seating twelve hundred people, was

crowded .

In the large after -meetings a foreigner was naturally help

less ; but there was a considerable band of workers, both men

and women.
It was touching to watch the earnestness with

which, Bible in hand , these coloured people pleaded with their

fellow countrymen to accept in its fulness Christ's salvation .

The truth which most came home to these Africans was that

Christ would save them from the power of their sins as well as

from the guilt .

At the mission at another church taken by Mr. Fox the

gereral features were similar, except that at half-past six every

morning Mr. Fox addressed eager congregations ofaboutseven

hundred women . When writing of Africa it could be wished

that the large scale maps sofamiliar to Lord Salisbury were to

be found in every household. A few inches in an ordinary

atlas measured between Lagos and Sierra Leone represent &

voyage of ten days. At Freetown the missioners found them .

selves in an old colony composed in past times of liberated

slaves, but now the centre of an educated English -speaking

community, ofwhich all butan insignificant migratory mi.

nority profess Christianity. The church, with its bishopand

seventeen native pastors, is self-supporting and independent.

In Sierra Leone and in the villages there was the utmost readi.

ness to hear. Women were found willing to renounce a week's

trading, and mechanics their week's wages, to attend all the

services. Inquirers remained in large numbers, in one church

upwards of five hundred , and when spoken with seemed in many

cases deeply penitent and desirous, in the power of Divine

grace, to forsake their sin .

The women's meetings were here too very full, and the

utmost gratitude was manifested . Evils exist, and very terrible

There is much tribal jealousy, much laxity in morals and

less regard for truth than in England ; for generationsof civiliza

tion and Christianity are not without their influence on society ;

but there is far largerattendance at public worship and better

observance of the Lord's Day, more Bible reading, and a greater

interest in religious matters. There was every indication of

much spiritual quickening during the mission. Two days of

devotion for the clergy werefelt by all to be seasons of blessing .

The Rev. F. Nevill , Principal of the C.M.S. Theological College,

threw his interest and influence most heartily into themission ,

as did the teachers in the two large upper class schools main

tained by the same society. From the Bishop down to the

youngest of his clergy there was the utmost desire manifested

to further the work of the mission andthat cordial hospitality

which is characteristio of a semi-oriental people.

ones .

Workers at the Strangers' Rest.

HE monthly meeting of workers at the Strangers' rest,

numberoffriends gathered together. Several requerts for prayer

were made by the Hon . Secretary and others, and included the

forthcoming meetings in German by Pastor Von Schluembach ,

the present strained relations between English and foreign

sailors, and the proposed free night-shelter for homeless men ,

which, it is hoped will now soon be an accomplished fact.

Mr. C. R. Hürditch read part of Acts iv. and gave an address

Revival, the great need of the times . "

At the close of Mr. Hurditch's address , prayer was offered

by several friends , and the earnestness of thepetitions told how

the speaker's words had reached the hearts of his hearers.

As& practical outcome of the meeting, it has been arranged

to hold & Special Prayer Meeting at the Strangers' Rest, on

Friday evening, April 16th, at 6.45 . It is hoped that Mr.

Reginald Radcliffe and other friends will be present. All

interested friends are cordially invited to meet and pray for the

revival of the Lord's work everywhere.

On "
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Children and the Bible.

,

as much need for effort among the Board school children . We

must be very earnest on behalf of the children in these schools.

In connection with the Portman Chapel , we have a nice branch

The Children's Scripture Union. amongst Board school children .

THE friends of the children held their seventh anniversary
Then one good point in this Children's Scripture Union is

that it gives the children something to do , in trying to get

crowding it to the very doors, and bidding fair next year,
others to read as well. It also induces many, like a lad of

if the progress be sustai to be compelled to adjourn to the
feventeen , who wrote me the other day, to read the Bible , who

large ball.
never thought of doing such a thing before. It must , too , be

At the afternoon meeting Rev. E. A. Stuart presided , and
a great belp to Christian parents in writing to and instructing

after prayer by Rev. D. B. Hankin , and the reading of the
their children , for they have always the daily portion as a kind

portion for the day (Psa . c . ) in unison by the whole company ,
of text to start with . I trust the secretaries will try to lead

their children to pray over the portions , and so store up sup

Progress and Ertension. plies for coming days of temptation. Some people do not

Mr. T. B. BISHOP made a statement with regard to the
believe in the conversion ofchildren , don't think it stands ; well ,

at all events we lead them to read the Word of God. Another
work , in the course of which he said : We have indeed to praise

God , on this the seventh anniversary of the Children's Scripture
result of this work is unity of Christians . Near our chapel

l'nion , for His continued blessing on the work . We began on 1st
there is a Wesleyan chapel, with over six hundred members

April , 1879, expecting to reach, perhaps, a few thousand mem

reading the same portion day by day-it is a wonderful bond

bers , but now there are over three hundred thousand members

of unity. But let us go forward , there is plenty more to do, let

scattered in all parts of the world . After a loving reference to
us go on , go on in the name of the Lord .

Mr. Hankinson, now on a voyage to Sydney for his health's
The Schoolboys' Scripture Union.

sake , Mr. Bishop gave particulars of the Children's Scrip. Mr. C. F. HARFORD-BATTERSBY, Trinity College, Cambridge ,

ture Union, the schoolboys', the young people's, and other spoke of the schoolboys' branch , telling how he became

branches, and referred to the spread of thework in India, interested in the Scripture Union work, first at Llandudno,

Australia, and other lands. The members' cards are now printed and afterwards, and specially , in the schoolboys ' branch .

in twenty -eight languages (specimens ofwhich were shown He Some might ask, “What has been the result of all this ? ” Well,

also read a letter fromthe committee of the Scripture Union many awakened and changed at Llandudno are now witnessing, i

in Japan , who speak of themselves as living “ on the further side at school for Christ. One lad, for example, got three boys to

of the world," and rejoice that there are two thousand - seven meet with him every day, and now it has grown into, quite a

bundred members in that distant land .. A letter written in large branch . So in other schools the branches are growing

Arabic) was also read from young scholars at Beyrout , « signed rapidly. In one school , for instance, eighty to ninety out of

by “ the grateful daughters of Syria ." The Chinese portions. one hundred and five boys are members. Thework hasspread ,

have been prepared by Dr. Williamson , of Shanghai.' In '' to the Britannia cadet ship, and otber similar institutions.

Scandinavia and Finland the Union is spreading largely.
Among the advantages of the Children's Scripture Union , the

A Good Wint.
speaker indicated the voluntariness ; the children learn to read

because they like to do so. Urging the need of effort

In Great Britain there are come two thousand five hundred to increase the number of readers, he referred specially

branches, and Mr. Bishop suggested that every branch at home to a letter to schoolboys just issued , signed by aboutone hundred

should take up some branch abroad, and , so far as possible, keep And thirty undergraduates, and urging boys to join the Union and
up correspondence and fellowship , thus bringing the children at become regular Bible readers . Remember the great time

home into touch , as it were , with the children in distant lands . to get hold of boys is when they enter school for the first time.

It would be a great help to those lonely young Christians, while Lay hold of them ; they will , by God's grace, grow into

it would , on the other hand, do much good to the members at Christ -loving and Bible-loving men. He urged the boys

home, by drawing out their sympathies and prayers for those in should be encouraged to form their own branch , manage it
far -off lands.

themselves, and take a real interest in it ; then we shall not

Rev. E. A. STUART said : We have been very much cheered by have somanymen at the Universities throwing their lives away.

what we have heard of the spreading out of this work to many Let us help this grand work ; pray for it , and in every way push

lands. There is every reason for us to take up the words of that it forward ,

Psalm we have read together, that Old Testament song of
Praying and working.

praise to our covenant-keeping God .

Some of our friends who take special interest in the seaside
Mr. H. M. TRICKETT told of a boy who met à very poor man

work in the summer may, perhaps, be inclined to think we go to
in the street, and , on going home spoke to his fatherand others

sleep the rest of the year, like the dormouse ; but we do not,
about it. Then , when evening prayers came, the little fellow

and what has been mentioned to -day shows we are all at work
said : “ Father, I'm not big enough to pray for that poor man ;

all the time . I would , however, just here suggest that, in look
you pray. " The father did so ; and , when prayer was over, the

ing forward to the summer holidays, you choose some place
boy said to his father, “ I'm so glad God is going to answer that

where services are held, so that youmay help, or, if you do not,
prayer. ” " What do you mean ? ” “ Just this ,you can answer

that you start similar work wherever you go.
it, you are rich enough . ” Well, we have been praying God

Now , it is usually my privilege tosay a few words tomy co
would spread the Scripture Union , and we can do a great deal

workers, words which may be helpful tolocal secretaries and
to help to answer our prayers , and we must not merely get &

others working in the Scripture Union . I always love to give
lot of children to join , but we must look them up and cheer
them on .

to others what I have found to be food to my own soul . I
Some ask, what special gifts are wanted to make

good secretaries ?
remember in the sermon preached at my ordination a sentence

The one great thing is to have the heart

which struck me greatly : “ Never get up because you have to
right , full of the Spirit of God . As an instance ofwhatmight

say something, but because you have something to say." I
be done , he told of a little girl of twelve , who beginning with

have sought to act on that hint. Let me, then, offer a few
one , formed one branch of ove jone hundred members, and

thoughts which haveproved very helpful to myself, from
then another branch, until now there are four large branches

2 Kings iv . 2. (The subsequent portion of Mr. Stuart's address
in her town , really all formed through her efforts . We want,

will be found on page 257) .
remember, not simplyreading, hut prayer.

We want it to be

A praying union as well as a reading union .

The Sure enorð .

A fair Sight,

The Hon . andRev. W. TALBOT RICE , B.A., was thankful there

should be such a Union for training and encouraging the little
By Rev. D. B. HANKIN.

ones in Bible reading. We have heard ,he paid , of the pot of oil , E have listened with very great interest to the addresses

and surely we need it in the reading of our Bible . It will do

us little good to read unless we are taught by the Holy Spirit . May God help each of us to be , as it were , pots of oil full of

what the Word of God means for us. Now, in these days , we blessing to others, cheering and encouraging the young members

have the infidel and the sceptic trying to overturn the Word of to work for God .

God, but here we are gathered as those who know the Bible Now we have had a great work of grace amongst the young

true, because it meets our wants . And again , in these days of people of my parish. I used to think the fairest sight on earth

growing superstition, we rejoice the Word ofGodis beingread was to see a young man yielding himself to God and going forth

for that alone, gives light . And when the Bible is being to do His will . Now I feel it is a still fairer sight to see a little

driven out of the schools, we rejoice that there are those who one of ten or twelve yielding the whole heartto Christ and

will love the children into reading the Word of God. We have giving promise of a life of precious service . We have hadmany

heard of the public schools branch, but I knowthat there is quite such in my parish lately in connection with Mr. Payson Ham .

,
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mond's blessed work, neard , for example, of one boy who

commenced a prayer meetinginhis own house, and asked afew

boys to come . Now twenty or thirty meet, and when they

come to a difficult passage in reading the Word of God , the

chairman goes down on his knees and asks God to enlighten

them as to tbe meaning of His own Word. That is the true

way to understand the Scriptures . May God open our eyes

that we may behold wonderful things out of His law .

En Foreign Lands.

In the evening the hall was again completely packed. The

Hon . A. F. Kinnaird presided, and , after praise and prayer,

Mr. T. B. Bishop gave an account of God's wonderful dealings

with regard to the foreign work of the Union , reading extracts

from a letter roceived from Rev, C. Farthing, now settled in

A curacy in Ontario , from secretaries in British Columbia ,on the

Bieckfoot Reserve in Canada, in New Orleans , and other parts

of America . Turning then to other lands, Mr. Bishop spoke of

branches in many parts of India, both north and south, and in

the Nizam's dominions ; also of China, where Dr. Williamson,

Mr. Dalziel, and Bishop Moule's daughter and others are co

operating. In Africa flourishing branches are formed, at the Cape,

Lagos, Sierra Leone, &c. In Malta two Mildmay deaconesses

are co-operating with good results . In various parts of Syria and

Palestine, as at Jerusalem , Bethlehem , Beyrout , &c . , there are

many readers. So also in Madagascar, in spite of the war

troubles, in Penang, Honolulu, and lonely Pitcairn isle . Simi.

larly, in all parts of the Continent, there are vigorous branches,

and many mombers regularly reading the Word of God. There

is thus much to encourage -God is blessing the work, many

are learning to love His Word in all parts of the earth .

Mr. W. SHRIMPTON referred to his tour in the Antipodes and

at the Cape. He read extracts from a letter from the lady
secretary in Victoria ,where there are now 6,568 members . In

New South Wales there are about 7,000 members, in New

Zealand thirty branches, and at the Cape about fifty branches .

Instances were given from these lands of conversion through

the simple reading of the Word , without any human aid what

ever,
Aletter was also referred to from Rev. Andrew Murray,

author of “ Abide in Christ,” speaking warmly of the value of

the work .

It is recorded of a celebrated preacher in the days of the six

teenth century , that he always carried into the pulpit anivory

tablet, with the single word , in golden letters - Jesus. If ever

tempted to stray in preaching from the one theme, a glance at

his tablet recalled him . When he fell asleep his friends raised

for him a beautiful white marble tablet, putting on it neither

name nor epitaph, simply the one word, JESUS . That single

motto must over be ours, in all our service . Jesus, Jesus only.

Our aim is not so much to augment our numbers,but to bring

souls to the Lord Jesus Christ as their personal Saviour.

widely, and is still oxtending . Miesionariep in many distant

parts of the worldare assisting in the translation and printing

of the picture leaflets . Only a few leaflets were printed at frst,

but the number is being increased , and , as friends are leu to

give contributions for our foreign fund , larger editions of these

tracts are printed. In all parts of the world the children

eagerly receive and read these beautiful illustrated papers , and

they are especially interested when they learn that all the

stories in them are true. Let us pray that the earnest Gospel

messagesthey contain may go home to many young hearts.

Now I have a secret to tell you , and it is that we want about

£ :3,000 more for the foreign work , and this in addition to what

is sent for the general work ; and I have been asked to collect

this . I hope you will think it a privilege to help . Me. Spiers

closed with a brief reference to Mr. Hammond's work in

London, and with a story about a boy who loved his Bible and

was honoured of God .

Special Points .

The Hon . A. F. KINNAIRD said : Taking as I do a deep interest

in this work, I have been struck by one or two special points.

First of all , I am thankful the spiritual nature of the work has

been retained as fresh as ever, that you do not go inmerely for

numbers, but for real work that shall stand in God's sight.

Next, I rejoice you are reaching all ranks, but I do hope you wili

not forget the special needs of the neglected upper classes . I

do believe the higher we go we find themore urgent need of the

simplicity of Gospel teaching. And, knowing as I do a good

deal ofpublic schools, I feel such a work as this must come from

the outside. The masters, however warmly sympathetic, are

hardly the proper persons to do it. You have been enabledto

begin this work in the public schools, God grant you may do

& yet greater work in these schools. Another thing I want to

say, and thatis I rejoice greatly in your foreign work. I would

urge every Christian going abroad to remember he or she is

Christ's servant, and to witness in some way or another for i he

Lord Jesus-it may be by carrying a few picture leaflets or other

tracts. Let us take these silent messengers with us wherever

we go, believing the Gospel they teach is the power of God unto

salvation to every one that believeth .

all ages .

Mr. JOSIAH SPIERS said : the work is all -embracive - it

embraces all ages, all ranks and grades of society , and all

nations .

It embraces all ages. Speaking from personal knowledge

only, there are members from three years old to ahundred

years old. It is the fundamental truthon which the Children's

Scripture Union is founded, that the Word of God is food for the

human soul, and that Christ is revealed in that Word , whether

to the little child or the aged one . Now I myself enrolled a little

girl sometime ago only three years old , andher mamma has to

read her portionto her ; while soon after in Wales I had the joy

of giving to a lady a hundred years old a card of membership.

Her children and grandchildren , and great-grandchildren , had

all joined, and she too, though she could not come to the

meetings, wanted to join ; so I called at her cottage and

enrolled her.

Prince ta peasant.

And not all ages, but all ranks, rich and poor, very rich and

very poor ; really and actually from prince to peasant,we have

princes and princesses, and we have many peasants . And so

also , as we have heard , all nations. My heart is full of joy as I

think these Scripture cards are printed already in twenty -eight

languages, and that in all these languages there are many read

ingthe Word of God regularly in their own tongue. Surely,

then , we bavecause to " be thankful unto Him , and speak good

of His name."

Now this foreign work is real Gospel work ; it is not

getting up nice stories or pictures to please the children, it

is setting before them distinctly and clearly the way of salva

tion . In a little paper issued from the office it is stated, “ God

has greatly blessed this work, and it has now spread very

What a Boy May Do.

Mr. EDWIN ARROWSMITH : I learnt a lesson in the Pottery

district lately. I heard of a chapel, attended chiefly by colliers,

where they have a collection once a year for the schools. That

collection comes usually to about £ 200. Grimy colliers may

beseen bringing out £5 notes and putting them in the plate.

What a lesson to us.

Now I want totell you about the work on the Britannia ship .

Some time ago Mr. Brand got some boys to play football, and

then proposed a meeting. One little fellow Thought it queer,

but went and sat near the doors, quizzing the others as they

entered. At the close Mr. Brand announced he would be glad

to speak with any anxious ; no one remained but this boy, and

when Mr. Brand cameto him he said , “ It's allright, I've given

my heart to Jesus while you were speaking.” When he got

back to his ship he began to witness for Jesus. He started a

branch of the Union , and now there are sixty members.

Besides , this boy of thirteen is standing up for God against

swearing and the use of foul language . Heis proving the salt

sweetening thewhole ship’s company.

I was much interested in observing that the Archbishop of

Canterbury, speaking to the Westminster boys the other day,

strongly recommended the work of our public schools branch .

The word of Truth.

Rev. W. S. STANDEN said : When I look at our work and

remember the title of the mission, the Children's Special

Service Mission , and one of the characteristics of a child is he

grows , somust it with our mission , it must grow . Thereis very

muchwork to do and very little time to do it. We bave not

like Alexander, to weep forno more worlds to conquer, there are

always more for us to reach forth to .

Now , what are we giving the children ? The Word of God,

the Word of Truth , the Word of Life, the pure, sincere milk of

the Word. I love this work because it is so real, so thorough,

so timely, and so silently, and with results so incalculable and

unending. It may seem trifling to some, but there is more real

work done amongthe ones and the twos than even in great

gatherings. Let us be content to reach theso , and remember

our Gospel is one that is to reach every power and faculty of

our being. If we know not the fulness of that Gospel, we are

not prepared for this work. Remember, boys and girls, just as

with older people, and perhaps evenmore so, want a full salva

tion, a Saviour who can keep as well as save.
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Mildmay. Night School. From Basutoland .
A COPY of Word and Work is regularly addressed to us at
A Marija , in Basutoland, and received by us with much
pleasure, many hearty thanks are expressed to the kind

friends who thus afford us sweet encouragementwhilst we are

labouring in the Master's vineyard in this distant land. Many
blessed words come to strengthen and refresh our hearts by

this publication . It also gives us tidings of many blessed
works in London and elsewhere in which we take a deep

interest.

Wewould willingly address our thanks directly to those dear
friends who show their loving sympathy with us, by desiring
you to forward the paper to us, if we had the pleasure ofknow
ing who they are who are thus emploved by God to minister to

ourwants, but wewould wish through you to assure them of
our gratitude ; and wemay add, let them never suppose they
Are casting their good gift on sterile ground, but they are sow
ing seed which bears its fruit to the glory of our Redeemer.

After being read in our family we pass on our number to
other families who are also interested in the articles it con
tains. Highly favoured indeed are we who in these days can

have access to such soul-reviving literature as that published
by you in Word and Work and many other works.

H . M . Dyke , Missionary .

Paris Missionary Society .

Marija Mission Station, Basutoland.

ontosan

MHE Men 's Night School at Mildmay is undoubtedly sui .

I generis. We venture to think it is unique in its own

sphere ,without parallel and without rival. At the anniversary

of the night school, held last Wednesday ovening, and closing .

the sixteenth session , Mr. S . A . Blackwood , C . B ., presided.

Mr. JAMES E . MATHIESON read the examiner's report of the

various branches, which spoke of the steady progress and great

ability shown by the men , and concluded with the words,

" Altogether the results of the examination have been highly

satisfactory ; reflecting credit on teachers and students ."

Proceeding, Mr. Mathieson called special attention to the high

proficiency attained in Scripture knowledge. This has always
been one prominent feature in the work ever since the night
schoolwas formed by Mr. Pennefather, sixteen years ago. The

warmest thanks are due to the ladies who have co untiringly

devoted themselves to the welfare of themon .
Mr. P . S . BADENOCH , who seemsremarkably popular , judging

by the prolonged applause which greeted him , gave some

statistics of the schools , showing one thousand one hundred
and sixty -five men on the books, with an average attendance of

three huudred and sixty -eight, for the sixty -nine nights on

which the school has been held. Twenty -two men , it seems,
have not missed one single night. As usual, Mr. Badenoch

proceeded to read a list of the occupations represented, includ
ing one hundred and fifty -eightdifferent trades ; from labourers

to clerks. The men have themselves contributed to the library

and orphanage £24 6s, 5d. In reference to temperance work, it
was mentioned that two-thirds of the men were abstainers

when they came, while sixty-nine have signed the pledge
during the session .

With regard to the spiritual aspect, Mr. Badenoch said

blessing had been granted right along from the opening night,
in answer, it is believed, to prayer amongst the teachers and the
men . Not a few have been convinced of sin and brought out

of darkness into light,while backsliders have been restored and
believers built up and revived .

The certificates and prizes were presented by her Grace,
Sydney, Duchess of Manchester, and inasmuch as three
hundred and twenty-one in all received prizes and certificates,
and herGraco shook hands with each man , she must have felt

not a little fatigued ere the ceremony was over.

The Bishop of BEDFORD, in addressing the men , spoke of

Christ as our example in self-denial. Selfishness, however
veiled , had a good deal in each of us. Nothing is mightier to

wean us from this than the contemplation of the grand

example of the Lord Jesus Christ. Of Him it was pre
eminently true, He sought not His own ; and the faith He

founded is no less unselfish than He was. Undoubtedly, to
begin with , personal safety and escape from punishment have
something to do with our turning to God. But the desire to

escape punishment is not the essence ofChristianity, any more
than the steps which lead up to St. Paul's are the essence of
that cathedral.

In applying the thought to his hearers, the Bishop proceeded

to inquire what each felt to be the most real and practical

motive of life. Was it pleasing ourselves, or was it helping our

neighbour and serving God ? What acts, too , could be looked

upon with the highest satisfaction ? Not the gratification of

personal desire , but the helping of others. God has given us, as

it were, two books, His own inspired Book of Truth , and the

book of our own heart. And what we learn from the one

sbonld , by His grace and Holy Spirit , be written on the other.

In His Book of Truth we are exhorted : “ Look not every man

on his own thinge, but on the things of others ; " " Bear ye

one another's burdens ; " and the exhortation should be trans

lated into action in our lives. And , where this is so, there will

be unselfishness, the denying of self for the good of others . Let

us remember the noble, the true, the Christ-like action is that

which seeks the well-being of others .
Of that glorious Pattern we know it is written , " He pleased

not Himself," and if we would be Christ- like, and be what God

means us to be followers of Christ - we too must be unsel

fish . He, the speaker, felt convinced the future of this land

depended greatly on the unselfishness of her sons. Let our

motto be, Not for self, but for others.

Mr. S . A . BLACKWOOD , C . B ., spoke briefly of the great value

and importance of the night school.

Foreign Evangelization Society.
A MEETING on behalf of this society was held at Hon . A .

1 Kinnaird's house, 50, South Audley Street, on Monday

last.

Herr ROHRBACH , of Berlin , spoke of Gospel work in that
city . A city mission has been commenced , and both it and the

Y . M . C , A . are doing good service. In his own mission &

number of conversions had taken place , and some of the

converts are now labouring in the game field . Mrs. Rohrbach

has three mothers' meetings, and there is a large Sunday school

in operation . . .
Rev. HORACE NOEL explained thatthe society's object was to

form a means ofcommunication between English Christians and

such missionsas those spoken of by Herr Rohrbach - local mig .
sions worked in various parts of the Continent. It was not wise

that English Christians should tako so feeble an interest in the

spiritual condition of Europe. The Church of Romeknew well of
how much consequence it was to have under her control the

nation whose influence is world -wide, and she wasaccordingly
doing her best to annex England. The door for the Gospel on
the Continenthad been wonderfully opened of late vears. There
are in France bigoted Romanists and bigoted Freethinkers ,
butbetween the two there are a large number willing to hear

theGospel, and God having thus opened the door it is our duty

to enter in .
Pastor Camus, of Moulins, gave a very interesting account of

missionary work going on in that part of France. Protestants

had oncebeen numerous there , but persecution nearly exter

minated them , The Société Centrale , however, having estab

lished a mission there , the work had taken root and grown, and

spread to other parts in that department where there now

exist hopeful missions. M . Camus also described an evan .

gelistic tour undertaken by himself and a fellow -worker to &

district north of Mouling, when they met with a most hearty

reception , and found the people most desirous to hear the

Word ofGod .

M

Latest A .

Bible Acrostic for the Little Ones.

HE initials will give the words of Jesus, which would be well

1 if weall by His help tried to obey .

No. VIII.

1. The name of an apostle .

2 . The nameof a high priest.
3 . The nameof a minor prophet.

4 . The name of a book of the New Testament.

5 . The nameof a celebrated river in Egypt.

6 . The name of a prophet.

7 . The name of a well-known plant.

8 . The name of a seaport of Syria . '

9 . The name of a cebebrated city of Asia Minor.

T . H ,
Plymouth .

Japan - A society has been formed in Japan whose object

is the introduction of the Roman alphabet into the language.
This is a much -needed reform . A pupil in the ordinary public

schools has to charge his memory with four thousand written

characters, and in the bigher schools with double the number.

- L'Epangeliste .
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" Yes, my

" And you

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE

BOCIETY , 18 , Buckingham Street, Strand.

Tocontrovertthe teachings of Atheists, Secular
iste , and other opponents of Christianity,

especially among the uncultured. To help the

perplexed and doubting, and to instruct theyoung

in the reasons for believing in Christianity.

The Society's income is totally inadequate to the

demands upon it. Funds are immediately

wanted for the open -air work.

Secretaries, Revs. C. LLOYD ENGSTRÖM and
T. T. WATERMAN .

COUNTRY TOWNS MISSION,

18 , New Bridge Street , E.O. - Forthe past forty

nine years this Society has sought to establish

Missionaries in those places where there is a lack

of simple Gospel teaching . The Committee
earnestly ask those wbo know the darkness of

many of our Country Districts to strengthen
their bands by increased help.

HARRY C.NISBET, Treasurer . GEORGE H.
MAWER, Secretary .

MONTHLY TRACT 8OCIETY.

Instituted1837. New Offices, BridgeHouse,

Blackiriars Bridge( City Side) London .

OBJECT : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically before themiddle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical
literature at home and abroad .

PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERS : All subscribers of

five shillings and upwards per annum are en

titled to receive the new tracts issued monthly ,

and are allowed to purchase the Society's pub
lications at a discount of 25 per cent. Any

subscriber, for each extra contribution of two

shillings per annum , may have a tract sent

monthly, direct from the office, to any friend
whose name and address are supplied . Many

subscribers have for years pursued this excellent

method of quietly influencing other persons .

Subscribers' names are not divulged. Donations or
subscriptions exceeding these sums form the

fund for gratuitous distributions of tracts .

Funds are urgently needed in aid of the
Free Grant Fund .

All cheques and postal orders tobe crossed and

madepayable to J. R.MACKENZIE, Secretary .

MSS . of earnest Gospel and good literary cha
racter may be forwarded to the Secretary .

RESCUE SOCIETY . Established in i853,

for the reformation of openly immoral women

and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

danger, supports Eight Homes capable of
receiving over two hundred inmates .

Funds are earnestly solicited by the

Secretary, Mr. O. STUART THORPE,

79, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY .-- Help

is very urgentlyneeded to meet the heavy ex

penses involved in conductingthe various evan.

gelistio agencies of this society ; and especially

to assist in meeting the terrible distress so

prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive
help in any form . JAS. ATKINSON ,Secretary,

10, Enfield Road Bouth , Kingsland ,N.

6

HOME GLEANINGS.

A Lonely One. A Fisherman's Testimony.

A Briumphingis given in Woman's FRaccount given in roilers of the Deep,

Work, in connection with the Flower of a meeting held at Gorleston , in con

Mission service :-In one of the women's nection with the Mission to Deep Sea

wards, at New Year's time , when special Fishermen , we glean the following testi

gifts were prepared, as well as decorations mony, borne by a fine, stalwart, bronzed

in- flowers and overgreens, & crimson fellow, who looked quite a giant between

cloth covering the centre table relieved decks. Very simply, but with a direct

the eye with its warm , bright colour. ness that was irresistibly impressive, he

" It is pleasant to be remembered ," told of how Christ had met him on board

we said to a woman whose face was one of the mission shipswhen away at the

radiant with joy and peace . · Yes, Doggerbank, and how the whole course

especially when there is no one else to of his life had been changed - praised be

be remembered by," she said , gently , and the Lord for that ! “ You know me ,

the tone and look arrested our attention some of you here,” he continued , " what

at once . “ Are you alone, and with I was—as great a sinper as ever God in

out friends in London ? " His mercy spared ; and what my home

only son is in America ." was, too ! Ah, I was in the devil's ser .

look so happy ! Are you obliged to lie vice then ; and what did he ever do for

in bed ? " She pulled from under me ? Though I earned the samemoney

the bed- clothes her hands, knotted and then as now, you well know what my

distorted by chronic rheumatism ; the one wretched home was like , with my wife

most hopelessly bent was bandaged, the and children in rags and misery, and I

other had some slight use still left in it . little better than a beggar. That was all

Sad and painful was the contrast with the devil's work. And then ,glory to His

the white and lithesome hands minister blessed name, Jesus met with me, and

ing around , and which one grateful , in His mercy saved me and just turned

impulsive,old woman was covering with me right about face . Ay , and you know ,

kisses. " Do you think to get better ? ” many of you here, something ofwhat He

“ Never, on earth ," was the reply : “ I has done for me , and for my home, too .

have been here more than two years. My wife is now clothed , my cbildren are

Poor, friendless, crippled woman , spend fed-ask them , they are here at this

ing years in a workhouse ward , and yet meeting, if you doubt it-and I am so

happy ! Surely you must be a believer ; happy, from morning till night, that I

you know the Lord ? ” * Yes," and the believe I never really knew what life or

smile broke into a happy laugh, " and happiness was before .

love Him too ; He is with me every mo

ment ! ” This was the secret of her joy

His abiding presence . It was like tracing
The Lord's Work at Stratford .

a brook to its source ; we know of its ex THE

Conference Hall and Y.M.C.A , was

every leafand bud, and come presently held on Wednesday last. A most stirring

to the spring with its ripple and under and interesting account of its many

current of song . branches was given by the Treasurer, Mr.

Boardman, who also stated that there was

In Tilbury Docks.
a balance in hand at the close of the year

on the current accounts . There is still a

THE Thames Church Mission have

istenceby the freshness and vigour of T'Ecafeniversaryofthe opening ofthe

THE

BY MRS. PENNEFATHER.

large debt on the building.
received an encouraging letter

mises and collections at the meeting
from the manager of the East and West

amounted to about £630 , leaving, how

India Dock Extension ( Tilbury ), from

which we take the following extract :

ever, a debt still of over £ 1,200 . The

members of the Council are earnestiy

It is a source of much pleasure to us to

be able to speak in terms of the highest

praying that the Lord will incline the

hearts of His stowards to send quickly
praise as to the very good work that is the needed supply of silver and gold.

being carried out here amongst our men Brief addresses were given by Revs. R.

by the agents andrepresentatives of the Kelly, Vicar of St. John's, Stratford ,

Thames Church Mission. Their agencies R. Ross, Vicar of Forest Gate, Mr. E. R.

for ministering to the temporal and Cook , M.P., Rev. J. Elvey , Mr. Paton ,

spiritual wants of the navvies engaged on and Lord Radstock. Both meetings were

these works are , in the best sense , brightened by the singing of the male

productive of much good , comprising, as choir of the Mizpah Band and the Strat

they do, the Mission Church , where

services are regularly held on Sundays,

ford Evangelistic Choir.

and meetings of a devotional character

during the week ; day and Sunday Monthly TractSociety :-We are

schools for the education of the children. pleased to record the removal of the

· After enumeratii various and useful offices of this society to greatly improved

branches, the writer concludes : -The and much more suitable premises at

quiet, unobtrusive way in which they Bridge House, Blackfriars Bridge (181 ,

have laboured amongst our men has Queen Victoria Street). The new pre

been a real pleasure to see , and we shall mises are specially adapted for the

always feel much indebted to , and important work which is being carried on

earnestly hope for the largestmeasure of by this society . The tract and book

success to , the Thames Church Mission , saloon opens on to the steps of the steam .

boat pier at Blackfriars ; it is handsomely

Great Assembly Hall.—Mr. Man fitted up, and contains a large assort

ton Smith has completed the mission at ment of tracts, books, illuminated texts ,

Mr. Charrington's hall in the Mile End &c . Mr. J. R. Mackenzie, the Secretary

Road . Large numbers have heard the ( whose office is on the ground floor ),

Gospel,and many have received it . This speaks most hopefully of greatly extend.

month Mr. Smith goes to Hereford and ing the work of the society, and we doubt

Ross, and next month to Great Grimsby. not that he will succeed .

The pro

Small 4to , cloth extra , price 5s .

A choice and appropriate present.

SONGS OF THE PILGRIM LAND.

" A volume that will live and soon become as

well known to the Ohristian public as are the

poems of the late Miss Elliott and Miss Haver

gal." - English Churchman .

New Edition , 'crown 8vo, cloth extra , 3s. 6d .

“ FOLLOW THOU ME."

DISCIPLESHIP,

" Into this little volume the devout authoress

hasmanaged to condense an iminense amount of

Scriptural teaching, and withal she has enforced
it in a sweet, simple, but powerful manner. For

guidance to young Christiansof whatever age we

know nothing better than this. The more of

such boly , able writing the better . May the

book have an increasing sile."
Sword and Trorcel.

New Edition , crown 8vo, cloth extra , 38. 6d .

" FOLLOW THOU ME.”

SERVICE

“ All who peruse these profitable pages will

tbank the author for giving to the Christian pub

lic the fruits of her large and deep experience."

The Christian .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co.

48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.
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LAMB AND FLAG RAGGED

SCHOOL AND MISSION, 10, Red Lion
Street, Clerkenwell.-- This Institution has carried

on good work for thirty -eight years, and larger

premises are needed to meet the increasing
demands of anxious and willing youth of both
sexes . £1,500 would provide what is wanted .

Will some of those blessed with means come

over and help us ? Funds are also much needed

to carrv on the regular work .

Hon , Director and Treasurer - J.C.SHERRARD ,

7 , Oxford Square, Hyde Park .

THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

earrestlyappeal for additional aid in support of

the 180 Ragged Bchool Missions of the Metro

polis. These buildings are planted in the poorest

districts, and are used for Sunday and Bible

Schools. Day and Infant Free Schools, Week

night Schools for Rough Lads and Girls , Indus

trial Classes, Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'

Meetings, Ragged Churches , Bands of Bope,

Crèches, and numerous other agencies for the

benefit of the poor children and their parents.
Much is also done in home visitation , in cloth

ing the ragged, and feeding the starving , and

country homes are provided for the weakly or

convalescent. Contributions will be thankfully

received by JOHN KIRK , Exeter Hall , W.O.

ROSSLYN MISSION, Tollington Hall ,

Hornsey Road , London.- GospelMission Open

air and Children's Services , also Mothers ' Meet

ings are continuously held in counection with

above. Much is done in home visitation , feeding

the aged and hungry, supplying the temporal
and spiritual need of all within reach, as far

as means permit. Funds urgently needed .
Cheques and Postal Orders payable to

Hon . Supt., E. GARNET, 62 , Crayford Road ,
Tufnell Park , London .

HOME MISSION NOTES.

Northampton.---An interesting and Mr. George Williams has become

fruitful mission has just been held here President of the Young Men's Christian

by Mr. Thomas Waugh. Association in succession to the late Earl

A Large Supper Party . - Lastweek of Shaftesbury. As the founder of the

about & thousand children wore enter Y.M.C.A. , Mr. Williams is undoubtedly

tained at supper in the schoolroom , St. the right man in the right place.

George's Mission , E. Watton and Carbrooke, Nor

Y.M.C.A. British Conference. folk.-Mr. T. Hyatt, of the Evangeliza

It is announced that this important Con tion Society, has been conducting special

ference will be held in Bristol , from Sep- | religious services during the last fortnight

tember 7th to 10tb . at these places. The attendances , con

Ireland. -The Church Advocate calls sidering the weather, have been remark

attention to the fact that intemperance ably good. The faithful, earnest , and

appears to be steadily on the increase in powerful addresses of this able evange

the sister isle . It strongly urges more list, under the Divine blessing, cannot

definite Gospel teaching in connection but be productive of much good .

with temperance work , The Value of a Tract.-A young

Edinburgh . - The Medical Mission man called at the offices of the Monthly

ary Society has issued a most interest Tract Society the other day for a grant

ing report, showing good work done of tracts , which was made. On his

amongstthe poorof Edinburgh, whilst way home he spoke with a sceptic ,

since 1875 thirty -five young men trained to whom, before parting, he presented a

by the society have gone forth as medi tract . The goodseed thus sown has led

cal missionaries. to the conversion of the sceptic , who has

Glasgow . - A remarkable work of written to thank the giver for having

grace has lately been in progress in been the means , underGod, of turning

many of the churches in Glasgow . One him from atheism to the Lord Jesus

good feature in the work has been the Christ .

absence of excitement, combined with a Miss Mittendorff's Home at

burning desire to bring souls toChrist: Epsom . - At the last annual meeting of
From various parts of the city and this institution , Miss Mittendorff stated

suburbs we have accounts of such special that, advised by her council and other

work. friends , she was about to take a house

Bere Regis and Wimborne.-- A in London to serve as an office for the

minister writes as to Mr. Burnbam's business of the Home . She has now

labours here.- I wish to bear testimony settled on 2, Aberdeen Place , Maida Hill,

to the spiritual good that has been the N.W., a few yards from Edgware Road .

result of his labours. God’s blessing has, Her friends will, no doubt, take an early

from the first, evidently rested upon the opportunity of calling and cheering her.

services, so that souls have been won, with their hearty Christian sympathy

sorrowing ones have been comforted, and support .

believers have been strengthened in Lectures at the Hall of Science .

their faith . - A short time ago & gratifying echo of

Theatrical Mission . - A success the ueefulness ofthe Christian Evidence

ful Workers' Conference was held at Society's operations here came from

the Institute on Wednesday last. Miss Indiana, U.S. An engineer's fitter, who

Rye, who has just returned from Canada, had attended the lectures at the hall ,

gave an account of the commencement went out to superintend the machinery

of her work . Miss Aldridge told how the constructed for draining an immense

Bible -women and nurses were appreciated tract of waste land . He remitted from

amongst the sick and dying, and Mr. the other side a part of his wages to his

Courthope Todd (founder ofthe Thea. mother, requesting her to send thirty

trical Mission) gave some touching and shillings to the society in acknowledg

pathetic stories of theatrical life. The ment of the benefit he had received ,

next Workers' Conference will be held saying, “ It will be helping a really good

on April 28th . thing.' The lectures just concluded

Bristol. - A mission has been con have induced some who were present to

ducted in the Y.M.C.A. hall by Mr. write for further information respecting

Henry Thorne. The attendance was what they had heard.

good ; each night there were several in Cambridge. — An undergraduate

quirers, and a number have professed to writes : -- The term which has just closed

find peace. Amongst others a young has witnessed great effort in evangelical

Jewese, who three years ago was led to work. Missionary enterprise has sought

believe that Jesus is the true Messiah , renewed stimulus in a week of devotional

can say now , “The Son of God lovedme, and other meetings in which this great

and gave Himself for me. ” Mr. Scroggie, and noble object was kept steadily in

whohas conducted missions on two view . The missionary spirit prevalent

former occasions, is continuing the mis here is a great boon toCambridge herself

sion till Sunday. as well as to the world, for it does much

The Lapsed Masses . - The Bishop tomaintain the pure,simple Gospel nature

of Bedford said the other day that the of Christianity. A mission lasting over

mumber of persons who attended Divine eight days has been conducted by Mr.

worship in one district in London was ditken , for the benefit of the people

only three thousand out of sixty thou generally, ofUniversity men in particular,

Band ; and that in others the attendants and hasin God's hands, we believe, been

were not above 1 per cent. of the popula the means of drawing many young men,

tion . The Bishop, in the course of his possibly many of our future clergy, out

remarks, insisted upon the great need of of the power of darkness and from evil

" simple, straightforward, manly preach . ways into the pure and marvellous light

ing,and more plain, expository sermons. of His dear Son. Let us thank God that

Hefurther stated that one noble lady had the prayers which were asked for two

offered him .£ 2,000 a year for the rest of months ago have beenheard and greatly

her life, in aid of mission preachers and answered, and pray that blessings more

mission rooms. abundant yet may follow .

WELCOME HOME FOR SAILORS OF

ALL NATIONS, Ratcliff Highway, London , E.

--Gospel and Gospel Temperance Meetings every
night throughout the year. Visitors welcomed

any hour of the day . Communications to be

addressed Miss CHILD , 173, St. George's Street ,

London , E.

“ A most fruitfuland glorious work ."
SHAFTESBURY .

BARBIOAN EAST CENTRAL

MISSION TO THE JEWS.-The aim of

this Mission is to win souls for Christ, by visita

tion, holding meetings and classes for Men,

Women , and Childreu , and to befriend and

temporarily relieve distressed Jews, believing

and inquiring, who, in many cases, bave lost

their all through no other fault than that they

have embraced , or are about to embrace, the
“ truth as it is in Jesus." Immediate help

sadly needed . Contributions will be gratefully

received by Messrs . J. F. SHAW & CO ., orby

the Missionary Supt., PAUL WARSCHAWSKI,

16, Farleigh Road , stoke Newington , London , N.

BIBLE AND COLPORTAGE

SOCIETY OF IRELAND . - An unde

nominational society with agents in all parts of

Ireland . Carefully selectedand trained colpor

teurs are spreading the knowledge of Jesus by

the living voice and the printed page . They

have access to the people everywhere. A con
tribution of £40 will secure a colporteur for a

year in any part of Ireland. Several additional

colporteurs have been recently appointed .

Funds greatly needed .

Secretaries, Rev.H.M.WILLIAMSON ,Belfast ,

and Rev. JOHN ELLIOTT , Armagh, by whom

contributions will be gratefully received ; or

they may be paid at the office of tbis paper .

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS, Vine Street,Clerken

well Road , E.C. President , the Right Bon, the

Earl of Aberdeen , K.G , This Institution benefits

temporally and spiritually the poorest of the
poor, upwards of 3.000 men, women, and children

being assisted weekly . £4,000 a year must be

raised by Voluntary Contributions to maintain
the Work , Treasurer -- W . A. BEVAN , Eeq.

64 , Lombard Street,
Secretary, Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT .

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

President - Gen , bir A. J. LAWRENCE, K.C.P.

Bole object of the Society to spread the saving

knowledge of Christ among our soldiers. Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer , V. G. M. HOLT, Esq ., 17, Wbiteball

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon . Sec.;or by

the Secretary, Mr. W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4, Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.O.
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Helping the Needy.
Notices of Books.

+

we

Told for a Memorial. (18 , 60 . )-Nisbet & Co.

OW many ofyou ; dossed'( i.e ., slept out) last night ?." . A lovely record of humble life and patient - nay, triumphing

-endurance in påin and weakness. We give one or two of the
hardly count them. bright gems which stud these pages .

“How many out of work ? " Mary Ann's messages were quite as much a feature of her

Again the forest of hands held up was so large we could not character as her prayers, and had a force and appropriateness

number them without much difficulty. about them that often made one astonished . "Tell him to

Further inquiries showed that some of the poor creatures dig deep and lay his foundation on the Rock,” was one I

efore us had " slept" out of doors for three nights in succession speciallý remember, sent to agentleman who had been very

during the past week—and cold , blowy nights they had been kind to her, but of whom she knew very little.

while somehad walked up many miles from the country, -We,

are at one of the Sunday morning breakfasts given by the Lon .. One of her special enjoyments was to hear of Christian

don Samaritan Society at the East End of London , where the

abject poorare gathered in byticketsgiven by Christian Once I told her about a blindclergyman who was souseful

,

work at home or abroad, and to think of beautiful characters.

workers, are fed and warmed , and brought under the blessed

influences of the Gospel by means of a beartv service, in which and so happy, and full of knowledge of the Bible. Sone

time after she said to me,
the singing of Sankey's hymns and short addresses play impor. “ How well that dear gentleman

tant parts . you was a -telling about must see ! Why, his whole body is

The work of this mission is fully in unison with the teachinge full of light.”

of Him who came to seek and to save the lost . We wish we

could print upon the heart of every reader the scene “The Lord has forgiven me, but I can't forgive myself ,"
witnessed last Sunday morning at one of these breakfasts. 'Oh ! she often said . Her rules of guidance were expressed briefly

the sad , sad faces , marred and scarred by sin and suffering ; inthree other equally favourite remarks :

the wretched clothing, the misery and woe which that company " Whatsoever is not of faith is sin .”.

revealed. Poverty, rags, and dirt were there in every phase . “ Freely,ye have received , freely give.” .

Yet for these also Christ died . And it is surely Christ-like work

“ Meet your troubles bravely, endure them patiently, bearto seek these out, and , while not forgetting their physical wants , them meekly ."

to bring them under the influence of His blessed Gospel .

Christ fed the five thousand. His followers must not be un

mindful of the poor and needy . They must go into the high To the last Mary Ann lived alone (she had no relations

WAVs and byways and compel them to come in ; they must within reach ), though, as she would have said, she was never

endeavour, each in so far as in him lies , to reduce that vast really alone. Sometimes, however, when lying long awake

sum of human suffering with which the world is so full . at night, she would " be obliged to challenge the Lord .”

The London Samaritan Society strive to do this . It is a
“ What do you mean , Mary Ann ? ” I asked . Why, tell

mission to the very poor. It takes the vagrant from the
Him of what He has promised, “ Call upon Me in the time of

street and affords him shelter from the keen night wind , for the trouble, and I will answer thee ;' and then He answers such

poor people may sit and rest and sleep in the hall before the achallenge and gives me sleep.”

breakfast begins. It provides food and clothing, so that Rifted Clouds ; or, The Life Story of Bella Cookc. A Record

the honest worker may take heart again for the batt'e of life, of Lovingkindness and Tender Mercies. Written by herself.

and , more than all , it takes the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the -Hodder & Stoughton .

abject poor. The limit of its operations is but the limit of its This is,indeed, a wondrous record . Thirtyyears of weakness

resources, forwhich it rests alone on the Christian public . and suffering - utter inability to toil for widowed self and or

Notwithstanding the numerous efforts , including the Lord pbaned children - everything dark and desolating — such is the

Mayor's Fund , the distress during this long " and terrible gloomy cloud told of ; būt behind thiscloud ,and beaning through

winter has been very great, and the resources of the various it, there is a bright experience of the loving care of our Heavenly

missions in the Metropolis have been severely taxed. Prominent Father, ajoyous submission to Hisperfect will, and a consecra

among these missions is the London Samaritan Association , tion of all to Himself, to be used by Him and for Him , which ,

by the agency of which no less tban eight free breakfasts are constrains the Christian reader to exclaim with the Psalmist ,

given every Sundaymorning in theEastEnd, and soup suppers, " Ob, how great is Thy goodness which Thou hast laid up for

dinners to poor children , &c . , during the week. And to well them that fear Thee, which Thou hast wrought for themthat

recommended cases of weak health a three weeks ' stav at trust in Thee before the sons of men ! ”

the Convalescent Home at Sandgate and Boumemouth is The King's Coin By Rev. T. J. Bass. (1s . 6d .) - Nisbet & Co.

granted .
Asthe Dean of Canterbury remarks, in a brief introduction ,

Clothes and boots ' are also distributed, and, in order to pre the purpose of the book is to bring out the truth “ that we

vent anything like an abuse of the gifts, each parent, on being ought to give unto God a fixed proportion of our income." The

granted a pair of boots for their child or for themselves, has author seemsclearly to prove that not less than a tenth ofour

to sign a paperacknowledging that the article of clothing is income should beregularly set aside for the Lord's use. We
A " lnan ." If, therefore, the boots or clothing are “ pawned

have marked a brief extract which we hope to givein our next.
or sold, the person doing so can be prosecuted . As a matter Letters from a Cottage. By A Girtonian . ” (18.) -Nisbet & Co.

of fact , however, no prosecution has been necessary , showing A series of touching and beautiful letters from an afflicted

that the distribution has been wisely made to the really one . They willwin many by their simplicity and sweetness

deserving and necessitous poor. Perhaps the fact that the help of spirit and tone .

of School Board teachers in pointing out deserving cases is Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

gonight may aloo account for this .
thepublishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48 , Paternoster Row ,

Donations for this work will be gratefully received by Mr. London, E.C., post free, for the published price. Full cash

John James Jones, 57 and 59, Ludgate Hill, E.C.
discount for generalbook orders.

A Veteran Worker . - We learn from a Scotch contem.

porary that one whose services for children are among the

earliest memories of our boyhood's days has been called to his

rest. We give the paragraph- to us deeply interesting — as we
Pastoral Visitation . - The Bishop of Liverpool. in his doubt not many to whomthe name is unknown will rejoice in

recent charge, gives it as a conviction , based on forty -three the brief record of devoted life . Mr. Michael Rowan , for sixty

vears' experience of ministerial life , that, “ after careful obser years an elder in different congregations in Glasgow, and athis

vation of the result of work done by others both in town and death the oldest member of session in Finnieston church, died

country parishes, it is my settled and deliberate conviction that last week in his eighty-second year. He was a member of the

A. c'ergyman of comparatively moderate gifts , who preaches the incorporation of bakers, but retired from business about seven .

Gospel and gives alarge quantity of his time to pastoral visita. teen years ago, and has since entirely devoted himself to that

tion and personal dealings with souls , will be found at the last Christian work which had previously occupied his leisure. He

day to have done more for the cause of Christ than a clergyman of will be missed in the Magdalene Home, tho Lock Hospital, and

far superior gifts , who, although he preaches the same Gospel the House of Shelter, to whose in mates he ministered most

most faithfully, is only seen in the pulpit, and in the lecture assiduously, and also at the Kilmun Seaside Homes, where he

room , and on the platform , but is never seen in the houses of was in the habit of conducting worship every evening during

his people." the summer season .

1
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THAMES CHURCH . MISSION,
Church of England

Scripture Readers' Association.

B 'southampton Buildings,Balcells CONFERENCE OF

CHRISTIANS

HO

ToShelter
Young

Women
(other

INSTITUTED 1844 .

President - The'RIGHT HON. the LORD MAYOR .

Chairman -Capt. the HON . F. MADDE , R.N.

Secretary-- REV. H. BLOOMER.

INSTITUTED IN 1844. Object -- To win Souls for Christ.

The financial year will close 31st March , and unless at least £ 500 in new

Twenty -three Agents are constantly atwork in the Port of London .

annual subscriptions or donations are received there will be a serious
The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith ,show that they

deficiency. The Committee venture to APPEAL very earnestly for
have been greatly blessed by God .

17

IMMEDIATE HELP,
FUNDS ARE URGENTLYNEEDED.

without which many grants to poor and populous parishes will be
Nos. of Word and Work, Books, Magazines , Tracts,& c., are most necessary

jeopardized. One hundred and twenty -six readers now on the staff.
and will greatly assist the Ohaplains and Missionaries.

T. MARTIN TILBY , Lay Secretary.

TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

Offices, 56 , Haymarket.

School Room ,Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

Zionward ! Help on
the

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane .
THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
Way to the Better Land. By

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT the Rev. GEORGE EVERARD,

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly
balances , when not drawn below £ 100 . M.A. 216 pages, cloth limp, 1s.

TheBank undertakes for itsCustomers, free of

charge ,the custody of Deeds, Writings, andother TORQUAY.
“ Ought to prove a 'helpon the way'in

Securitiesand Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends,and Coupons ;and thepur . APRIL 6th , 7th , and 8th, 1886.

the experience of many. " — The Christian .

chase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities.
“ A distinctly evangelical tone charac

Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued . terizes the whole of Mr. Everard's books."

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, post free , on application .

The Rock .

Subjects :

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager. " Simple and elementary, to answer the

APRIL 6. - Life from the Dead .
I heBirkbeck BuildingSociety'sAnnual

need ofthe youngest disciple, while it

Receipts exceed Five Millions . 7.-The Fellowship of the may be helpful even to the mature

( OW TO PURCHASE AHOUSE FOR Saints , Christian by its full statement of the

TWO , GUINEAS PER MONTH, with im

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply
8.–The Citizenship of Heaven . circle of Christiandoctrine.?

at the Office of the BIRK BECK BUILDING SOCIETY ,
The Christian Leader,

23 , Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
WORDS OF

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF
LIFE.

“ Young pilgrims will find here much

to cheer and inspire as well as to warn

Illustrations and Subjects taken from the

MONTH , with immediate possession , either for “ Pilgrim's Progress. ” Specially commended to

and exhort . The more of such helps the

Building orGardening purposes. Apply at the the attention of Tract Depots. ONE GHILLING
better .” — The Outlook .

Office of theBIRKBECKFREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY , PERPACKET. New illustrated cards for way .

as above . side distribution . DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars,

on application . LONDON :
Stirling, N.B.

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT , Manager. JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, Paternoster Row. London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & Co.

Published Monthly, price Id . - Unsectarian .

BIBLE LIGHT

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS .
Established in 1834 , for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Bcriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Word and Work of Jan. 14th says : - " Those in search of hints and good

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .
Bible notes will value this little monthly, throwing, as it does, light on

Secretary , Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London, S.W.

dificult points ina briefand pithy style calculated to prove exceedingly

helpful to Bible students and Christian workers.”
Bankers, Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co., 16, St. James Street ,

London , B.w.
LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR · DEAFNESS.

ORGANS. W. Pridham and Son , £ 4 45 .
Instruments for school and home use . Are mar.

Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds. HEBREWS vi. 19. vellous for tone and workmanship. 3 stops, £ 5 ;

** DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN
5 stops, £ 6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of

CURED."
wise respectable )lately Fallen into every description. Pianofortes from £ 15.

Sir , -My sale for your " Cure for Deafness "
Works , 206 , Jubilee Street , London , E.

increases . A man here , who has been deal FORrules of admission tothe Anchorage

Forty years, has had his bearing restored by it. House, and for the particulars of its work , and

J. GREEN , Chemist, Christchurch . for TRAINED SERVANTS, apply by letter only )

is. 11d. per Bottle, Free by Post for:14 stamps, from to Mrs. H. STUART-WORTLÉY (President of the

Edwin J. Orchard, Obemist, Salisbury.
Ladies' Committee), Rosslyn House, Grove End LEPSY should SEND Name and Address to

Road , N.W. , London ; and to wl om , or to any

member of committee, subscriptions may be sent,

JAMES OSBORNE , MEDICAL PHARMACY,

or to Editor, Word and Work.
ASABOURNÉ, who will forward , freeofcharge.

full particulars ( with Testimonials) of the inost

SPURCEON'S
successful remedy ever discovered for this dis

NORTH . WEST LONDON tressing malady . Referencepermitted to the

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS
Rev. J. BAKER , M.A., 254, Plymouth Grove ,

CLOTH 8/4

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR. Manchester .

EACH

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

T

Sin .

EPILEPTIC FITS !

ALL

AN

T
R
E
A
S
U
R
Y

-O
F

D
A
V
I
D

ORIGINAL
9, The Crescent, Leighton Grove, N.W.

PRESIDENT - JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq .
FURNITURE.-NORMAN &

EXPOSITION OF This Choir has been formed for the purpose STACEY'B HIRE - PURCHABE BYBTEM com .
THE BOOK OF PSALMS of assistingany Evangelistio effort , and for the mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary .

purpose of conducting short “ Gospel Song
It combines real economy on sound commercial

ASSMORE -ALABASTER
PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS.EC Missions, " as occasion may offer. principles, with strictly private arrangements .

The servici s of the choir are quitegratuitous. without the objectionable turmalities cf

All applications should be made to Mr.J. Bate dealers and others . Payments can extend over

ThePHYSIOLOGIOAL ARTOF NEVER FORGETTING

man , 72, Twisden Road, Highgate Road , N.W. 1, 2, or 8 years. The 60wholesale firms embrace

ENGAGEMENTS.

slie Maemonic . " His method is physiological andscientiflo in

the best manufacturers, who have large stocko

as highest degree."-DR.WILSON .“ Prof. Loisette gavemeDOS

Monthly Practice at Leighton Hall, Saturday , for selection , Intending purchasero obould call

memory. "JUDAHP.BENJAMIN April 10th , at 6.30 p.m.
personally , or send for particulars, Offices, 79 ,

2.0 . " It is perfect memorysy Queen Victoria Bt., E.C. , and 121 , Pall Mall , 8.W.

tem ." - The Wely Budget."Byltd
Instrumentality I masteredan ab .
struse and extensiveWork of Science

UND In one reading . IfI had read it 100
timea bymynaturalmemory I could
pothaveknow itso well ,” 0.BAL NOISES IN THE EARS.
MON ,Loq .“ Every day I am a proof

that you Kethod i really the instantaneousArt of Learning
Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to serd

ting.VABBE MALATBAY: " A to the No
for his work , abook showing the nature of the

ang the fastle of the claim . -WJOB disease and the means of cure . Post free 6d .,

le pothing but what youfallycarryout

no odoneroducents to corre pondance

with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperiai

pod bora Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London . Free con

sultations daily .

MEMORY

SUCCESS

BUNTER’S CURE OFDEAFNESS.

Cures Toothache , preventsDecay, saves

Extraction, 1s. 130. of all Chemists.

NERVINE ,
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Open Air Mission.

1

1

JHE thirty -third anniversary of the Open Air Mission was

the company was augmented by fresh arrivals, and the public

meeting was of a warm and hearty description. Probably

three -fourths of those present were preachers , including at

least fifteen ministers of the Gospel.

Y.W.C.A. , German Branch .-- Pastor von Schluembach will (D.V. )

hold the followingmeetings : Meeting for German young ladies and

women atthe Conference Hall, Eccleston Street, near Victoria Station,

April 20th ,at 3.30. He will speak at the 8 p.m. meeting, Exeter Hall
(English ), All-day Y.W.C.A. Convention, April 16th . Tickets to be had

at 17, Old Caven iish Street, W.
Evangeliatio M.188100 ( Under the direction of C. R113selt Hurditch ). -

Kilburn Hall, & iibarn Gate (not Town Hall ) . -Mr. Ransome Wallis ,

Bun . , at 7 p.m. , and Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. Geo . Hucklesby, Sun. , 7 p.m .;
Thurs., at 8.

Biznold Hall, Bignold Road , Btation Road, Forost Gate.-Mr. R. E.

Ashton, Sundays, 7 p.m .; Wed., 8 p.m.
West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall) , Hammersmith

Road, West Kensington . - Bun , D :. Popham , at 3 p.m .; Nr. C.V.T.

Onslow , at 7 p.m.

Hammersmith , Upper Mission Room , 180, King Street.

For the young , on Sunday, at 7 p.m.; Dr. Popham , Thursday, 8 p.m.

Mortlake, Rest Mission ülall. - Mr. S. E. Angel, Sun., 7 d.m.

Conference Hall , Eccleston Street . -Mr. Charles Inglis, on Sundays in

April , at 7 p.m.

Children's Special Service Mission. --Mr. Arrowsmith , at Barrow

in - Furness, to April 18th ; atCheltenham , April 21st to May 2nd. Mr.

F. Pitts, at Gresham Chapel, Brixton, April.3th to 15th . Mr. A. M.

Trickett, at Duffield, from April 22nd to May 2ad ; Edmonton, at April

8th ; Acton , intb .

Trinity Presbyterian Church, Kensington Park Road . -Dr. A.

Binclair Paterson , Sundays at 11 a.m.an i7 p.m.
Belgrave Presbyterian Church ( Halkin Street, W .) .- Rev . Adolph

Baphir , Sundays at 11 a.m.

Clapton Hall, Alkham Road , Cazenove Road , Upper Olapton . - Mr.

T. Shuldham Henry , Sundays , 6.30 ; Fridays, 7.30 .
Y.W.C.A. - Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening ,

at 9.15 . in the Mall Hall. High Street , Notting Hil .
Znana and Medical Mission Sonool and done , 53 , St. George's

Koad , 8.W .-- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , at

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside .

Talbot Tabernacle, Powis Square, W.-Mr. Frank White, Sunday,

at 11 and 7 .

8t G sorge's &all , Langnam Place , w.-Mr. Denhin Smith ( D.V.),

Sunday morning , at 11 ; evening, at ? ; at Burlington Hall , S svile Row ,

on Wednesday, at8p.m.
Conference Hall, 143, Clapham Road.-- Sundays, at 3.30, Bible resd

ings , by Herbert R. Francis ; at 7 , Gospel me :iings. Thursdays, at 8 .

Bible reading. Course of lectures by Mr. Robert Brown on the History

and Personality of Satan, on Baturdayo, at 4.30 p.m.
Church of England Young Men's Society . - Bermons to Young

Men , St. Mary Aldermary , Queen Victorid Street (opposite Mansion

House Stationſ, on Thursday evenings, at 8 p.m. April 8th , Rev. Gordon

Calthrop, M.A , April 15th , Rev. Louis Stokes, M.A. Acril 22nd , Rev.

Lewis Borrett White, D.D.

Rev. W. Hay Aitkea's future engagements are as follows :-Mar. 28th

to April 13th , St. Mary's , Leamington ; April 18th to 26th, St. James '.

Boston , Lincs .

Souse of Rost, 8. Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn , N.W.- Friday, April

9th , at 7 p.m., " The solemn warning under the fifti trumpet," Rev.

ix. 1-12. Tea at 6. Sunday, 11th , at 3.30 p.in., “ God's way of deliver

ance," Gen. xli . , by Miss Mason .

...

...

..

Donations Received .

" THE PRESENT DISTRERS." £ 9. d .

Miss W.
1 0 0

L. T.
100

Mr. & Mrs. B. 10 francs 0 7 11

S. R. 0 10 0

E. & E.S.
10 00

Mrs. J.H.
2 0 0

Miss J. H ....
0 100

Gen. H. 4 0 0

L. S.... three articles clothing

E. G. 0 50

L. L. 0 50

J. M. H. 0 10 0

Apon
0 5 0

E , S.L.
0 10 0

A.E.W. 0 2 6

Papa and Henry ..
050

Anon. , Bath parcel clothing

parcel baby linen

0 100

Mrs. G. ( Newiogton)
0 100

MILDYAY MISSION TO THE JEWS .

F. F... 0 2 6

...

...

...

...

Mis. G.

...

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS,

April 18th -- Psa. xvii. 14-26 April 22nd -- Psa . xix . 1-15

19th - Psa . xviii . 1-14

13

The report, read by Mr. Kirkham , showed a very large

amount of work for a very small cost. The membership is 990 ,

the special gatherings (races , fairs , & c . ) visited 710 , towns and

villagos visited in the United Kingdom 649 , and in foreign

parts 32. Over 999,000 tracts had been circulated . About

two hundred stations were maintained in London , while about

three millions of people had heard the Gospel, and all had been

accomplished for £ 1,741.

The Hon, and Rev, E. C. GLYN regarded the mission as the

pioneer and representative of open -air preaching in England ;

and its need was as great as ever, because the light-hearted

indifference which prevailed rendered the people more and

more averse to hear preaching in buildings. Having injured

his voice bypreaching out of doors in Lambeth during the

recent mission, he warned the preachers against shouting ,

especially in an east wind . He concluded by urging the study

of the Word of God as the only way to make a strong and a

ready preacher.

The Rev. Dr. J. HILES HITCHENS charmed and impressed the

meeting by showing the points of agreement between the out

door and the indoor preacher. Their object was one-to save

souls. Their message was one -guilt and grace, sin and

salvation . The characteristics of delivery were one,including

plainness of speech and tact . Their affection forthe people

was one, and so was their reward .

The Rev. Professor D'ORSAY gave some admirable hints on

voice culture .

Dr. H. SINCLAIR PATERSON, in a few incisive sentences , declared

his dissent from much of the modern religious teaching , because ,

while professedly defending the citadel of truth , many ministers

were betraying it into the hands of the enemy. He also declared

his inability to preach from any theme which had not first

possessed his own soul .

The Rev. David DAVIES, who succeeds Dr. Landels at

Regent's Park Chapel, added some words on preaching, declar

ing that it must be a passion, or it had better never be under

taken. Then came Mr. JohnMacGregor,the founderand hon . sec .

of the mission, who told the story of its origin and starting on

the 3rd of June , 1853, after witnessing some street preaching

while visiting Ragged schools in Whitechapel. The Rev. Dr.

Draper, from New York, congratulated the mission on its

achievements, and then the chairman, Mr. Mark John Stewart ,

M.P. , added a few parting words, and broughtthe meeting to

a close . The South London Evangelistic Choir sang very

sweetly during the evening .

23rd - Psa , xix . 16 - 30

20th - Psa. xviii , 15-27 24th-Psa. xix, 31-42

21st-Psa, xviii , 28-40

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part of England , Scotland , and Wales upon due notice . Apply

to Hon. Secretary , 21 , Surrey Street , Strand , W.C.

Y.M.C.A., 186, Aldersgate street. - Annual meeting , Egyptian Hall ,

Mansion House, Thursday, April 8th , at 8 p.m., theLord Mayor will

preside. Addresses by Rev. H. Woodhouse Dearden (Vicar of bt. John's)

Upper Holloway). Rev. William Cuff (Shoreditch ), Mr. Samuel Morley,

Mr. A. Cameron Corbett , M.P., Herr F. von Schluembach , &c .

Y.M.C.A. , City (note new address), New Metal Exchange, Whittington
Avenus, Leadenhall Street.--Bible reading , Sundays at 5 p.m .; evan

gelistic meeting . ? p.m. Workers' meeting at 6.30 p.m. on Mondays.

Mission work each evening at 8 p.m.

Y.W.C.A., Welbeck House, lul , Mortimer Street, w . - Mrs. Yapp

will ( D.V. ) give Bible Reaaing ; on the Tabernacle and its Vessels

on the following Tuesday Afcernoons, at 8.30 : April 13th and 20th .

Mr.Gawin Kirkham's engagements for April: -8th ,Walton -on -Thames

9th, Sutton ; 11th , Portsinouth ; 18th , Worthing ; 14th , Chalk Farm ;

15th , Bow ; 16th , Norwood ; 17th to 19th , Leicester ; 22nd , Covent
Garden ; 23rd , Plumstead .

Y.M.C.A .--Annual meeting Exeter Hall, Thursday, 15th , at 7.30, the

Bishop of London on “Truth ; " Rev. Archibald G. Brown on " Moved

with Compassion " ; Mr. Archibald Orr Ewing on “ The Claims of

Christ. "

Metropolitan Tabernacle, Newington Butts, 8.E. - Mrs. Allison will

give a series of Bible Redings every Sunday afternoon at three o'clock .
All ara heartily invited .

Conference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.-April 11th , Mr. Herbert R.

Francis, at 8.30 and 7 p.m.

Y.W.C.A. --All Day Convention, Exeter Hall , Friday, April 16th : 10.30 ,
Prayer meeting . 11.30 , Conference of secretaries and workers . 2.30 ,

General meeting for ladies 6.30, Prayer meeting : 8.80, Public meet

ing in the Large Hall, for which tickets must be obtained .

Youtas' Institute , Old Pyo Street, Westminster ( “ One Tun "

Mission ).- Prayermeeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30 . Con

ducted by Mr.J.Payne . Mission service everySunday from 6.30 to 8 .

Strangers'Rest, 163, St. George's Street, Ratcliff Highway, E. - Friday,

26th , at 6.45, special meeting for prayer fora revival throughout the

world . It is hoped that Mr. Roginald Radclife will be present,

DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS are frequently

caused by the use of unguitable 8prcticles. The Rov . Dr. Orosher, Bill

Houge, Ascot, writos : - " 1 08:10 3t describe the comfort I derive from the

use ofyour glasses, both by day and night. I indoopain or weariness

as I used to ; and I have taken to reading books I bad pat aside as too

trying for the oyas on account of tha smaliness of the type. " The lat . Sir

Julius Benedict wrote : - " I have tried the principal opticians in London

without success , but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably ; the

clearness of your glasses as compared with others is really surprising."
The Rev. R. H. Baygos, M.A., Hon. Cx200 Worcester Cathedral,

writes: - “ The spectacles you adapted are all I could desiro, andmyeyes

feel strong, alroady, Ionly regret Idid aot know of your oxceeding skill

yearsago." - Mr. HENBYLAURANCE, 8.8.8 ., Ocalist Optiolan , la ,OLD

BOND STREET, scientifically adapta bis IMPROVED BPEOTAOLBR
to assist and strengthen the woakast olghts . Pamnhlnt containing gug .

gostions for theprocorvation ofolght Iraa. BRANCHES, 8 , Poultry,

E.C.; 3, Guardian Buildings, Crass 8t., MANOH03LER ;

Corporation Street, BIRMINGHAM ; agd129, Buchanan
St., Glasgow - ADVT.
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Situations and Appointments.
Spartments, & c.Terms for Advertisements

“ Word and Work . ”

IN

BOARD and RESIDENCE, Brighton .

Cheerful, central position , main road, few

minutes from sea and pier . From £l weekly:

10, Grand Parade .

PASTORATE WANTED, in or near

London , by an acceptable preacher. Views :--

Full salvation in Jesus Christ and Scriptural

holiness . Any unsectarian church . Moderate

stipend. Address, Pastor, 150 , Cloudesley Road ,

Barnsbury, N.

EVANGELIST or MISSIONARY.

Advertiser seeks permanent engagement as

above ; has had many years' experience as Mis

sion preacher and in house - to -house visitation .

Total abstainer. An appointment in London or
suburbs preferred . Excellent testimonials .

Address Evangelist, 16, Chestnut Grove, late

Bolsena Grove, Forest Gate , Essex .

RESPECTABLE YOUTH ( 16) tall,

desires situation as Junior Clerk or otherwise, in

office or warehouse . Good writer, and quick st

figures . Has had recent experience in City.

Satisfactory references. F. Langley, 2 , Wick Lane,
Old Ford Road , London , E.

CHRISTIAN MAN , married, wishes for

situation with Christians meeting in the Lord's

name only ; plain gardener or groom (not cowg).

L. F. , 35 , Frederick Street , Gray's Inn Road ,
W.C.

JUNIOR CLERK . - A youth of seven

teen seeks situation as above ; good tempered

and willing : six months' character from last
situation . Cecil , Miss Kennedy's Homes,

19 and 21 , Artesian Road , Westbourne Grove .

SITUATION wanted by a young man , 26 ,

in garden , or to look after horse and trap ; can

milk ; willing and useful; constant ; good cha

racter ; abstainer. W. Woodward, 2 , Frederick

Place, High Road North, Finchley.

GOOD GENERAL SERVANT

wanted . Must cook well , and be neat and clean .

A nurse kept. Apply to F. H. , Westfields, East
Gripsteai.

HOUSE - PARLOURMAID. Must

understand the duties and have good character.

State age,wages , length of character. Address

Mrs. G., Binbrook House, Anerley , London .

GENERAL SERVANT wanted . Must

be good plain cook . Assistance given in house

work . Apply to P. , 14 , Elsworthy Road , Prim

rose Hill, N.W.

GOOD PLAIN COOK wanted . Early

riser . Aged over 30. Wages £ 20 , all found, ex

cept beer. Apply by letter to Mrs. Prince,

Woodmore, Beckenham .

COMFORTABLE APARTMENTS ,

suitable for invalid ladies or others requiring

change of air and medical care . Good attendance.

Mrs. Edwards, care of Newsagent, 216, Hill Street ,

Walworth , 8.E.

BOARDING ESTABLISHMENT,

Brighton (West) , close to sea and Queen's Gar
dens. Sea -water baths. Kind attention to an

invalid . Terms from 30s . per week . 3, The Drive .

CLIFTON , BRISTOL . - First - class

BOARDING HOUSE. Good table. References .

Terms moderate. Arlington House , Pembroke
Road .

EASTBOURNE . — Boarding, Establish

ment. Sea view. One minute's walk from park .

A handsome lawn in front ofhouse. Terms, two

occupying the sameroom , 259. Mrs. Waggett,

Strathmore House, Howard Square,

RAMSGATE.:-Persons requiring rest and

change can have Board and Residence, or Apart.

menis at moderate terms. Miss Bundock , 77,

Crescent Road .

STOKE NEWINGTON . - House to be

Let containing eight rooms. Good neighbour

hood . 8, Bouverio Road , N. Low rent. Apply

to J G. Vernon , Oxford House, College Avenue,

Clapton , E.

TO BE LET, furnished, for April and

May, two sitting and six bedrooms. Bplendid

sea view . 20s . weekly. Also parlour and two

bedroomsin cottage, well sheltered, and sea view ,

103. weekly . Mrs. Cox , Tel- el-Keber, New Quay,

Cornwall .

COMFORTABLE HOME offered to
respectable person . Terms moderate . E. Good

win , 15, The Crescent, Southampton Street,

Camberwell.

SOUTH DEVON . – Near sea. Widow

Lady wishes to let sitting-room and one or two

bedrooms to ladies, who would find comfortable

home. Every attention . Moderate terms. R.

W. , 3, Torbay Terrace, Paignton .

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL,

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

SOUTHEND - ON - SEA.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG
LADIES.

Delicate Children receive special attention .

Terms moderate - C ., Office of Word and Work, 48,

Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

The Avenue, Acton.-Careful Christian training
combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years . A limited number only taken.

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .
Address Principal.

BOARDING SCHOOL FOR

TRADESMEN'S SONS,

KELVEDON.

Terms very moderate . Please state age .

Address A. B. , Church Street, Kelvedon : Essex .

EDUCATION , TRINITY HOUSE,

Yeovil. Principal, Miss Hitt. Orphans or

children whose parents are abroad receive every

attention . Terms moderate and inclusive .

BATH,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN.

Principal : MR . W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

School) .

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits .
Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.
Combe Down , at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, braeing air.

The School residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa

tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super -Mare .

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers.

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern ,

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill , Esq., Wimbledon.

H. Groves , Esq ., Kendal .

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry.

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

This Paper having a large and increasing cir

culation amongst Christians ofall denominations
forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements.

Situations, &c.

VACANT OR WANTED.

Apartments-Houses

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS.

The Terms are very moderate, viz .: Miscel

laneous in small Type, 28.63. for 30 words or less ,
and 6d for every additionalline of 8 wordsor

under. A reduction for a series of Bix Insertions

and upwards.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.

Book and Displayed Advertisements charged

according to space occupied. Front Page , and

otber special positions, by arrangement.

N.B.- To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom .

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable
to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F. BHAW & Co.
Åmounts under 2s. 6d . may be sent in Halfpenny

Btamps .

OFFICES :: 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

Terms of Subscription..

Educational

Word and Work '

is Published overy Thursday, Price One Penny .

Orders should besent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. It difficulty is experienced in ob

talning copiesthus, theycan behad direct from

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday , at the

following rates, Payable in Advance

Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks

£ s . d . £ s. d .

1 Copy 0 2 5 06 10

2 Copies 0 6 10 0 13 8

0 10 8 1 0 6

0 12 6 1 5 0
6 0 17 6 1 15 0

( Including Double Numbers.)

The above rates apply to all Countries
in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Europe, Canada, the United States of

America , Egypt, and the Holy Land .

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

Copies of “ WORD AND WORK ”

sent weekly from this Office to any address in

the undermentioned Foreign countries, for One

Year, on the following terms, paid in advance
To

Airica Jamaica South Africa

Australia Japan South America

Brazil New S. Wales Tasmania

China New Zealand West Indies

( The postage being One Penny each copy .)

£ s . d . £ s. d .

1 Copy... 0908Copies......... 1,70

2 Copies 0 18 0 14 1 14 0

TO

India Ceylon Aden'

Persia Transvaal Zanzibar

( The Postage being Three Halfpence each copy. )

£ s, d . s . d .

1 Copy 01 03Copies 1 13 0

2 Copies 1 2 0 1 4 Copies 1 17 6

All Subscriptions should be remitted by Cheque
or Postal Order for the amount payable to the

Publisbers.

may be

MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE.

Principal -MRS.JUDSON .

In thislovely and healthy locality, situatedamong the Cotswold Hills, pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying theadvantages of areful instruction, homo comforts, and Christian training .

Termsinclusive and moderate . References kindly permitted toparents of pupils in London and the

country , and to Rev.John Wilkinson , 79 , Mildmay Road , N. , & c .OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E.C,
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Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .

VOLUME ON MEDICAL MISSIONS.

THE HEALER PREACHER.

Stories and Incidents of Medical Mission Work. By GEORGE

SAUNDERS, M.D., C.B. Crown 8vo, with Illustrations.

" Well fitted to help any engaged in like service, while it furnishes inte

resting matter for all classes.” - Footsteps of Truth .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

ON

CONSUMPTION,

Five Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets.

12,000 smacksmen are engaged all the year round inproviding our tables

with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and sleety

storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them, to the

pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied - may rightly

claim some small share in the privilegeswe so richly enjoy and so highly
prize.

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divino mercy and pardoning

love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours, afford.

ing relief in case of sickness and injury , and cheering and brightening dull

and monotonous livesby their presence and ministry.

“ The Mission Smacksare doing in the North Sea a grand work, worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results oftheir effort, great as they are in the present will , if only

supported liberally by the public , be of untold value in the future.

Sir Edward Birkbeck , Bart . , M.P.

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place & Vessel
with every fleet.

E. J. MATHER, Director.

181. Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ), B.O.

1

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

AND ALL

OTHER CHEST DISEASES.

READ

MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK,

81XPENCE, POST FREE.

Or Large Edition (cloth) for 18, 3d.

SIXTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES.

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION

OF THE GOSPEL AMONG THE JEWS.

This Society undertakes a work beyond the aim and capability of

ordinary Missionary Societies. It is founded on an unsectarian basis , and
receives its support from Christians of all denominations . Its Committee

and Agents belong to severalChristian bodies, and its Honorary Secretaries

are A. SAPHIR, D.D. , and J. A. RIGG, D.D.

It has upwards of 100 who carry the Gospel to the Jews in Englard .

Italy , Germany, Switzerland , Austria, Russia, and Turkey. Tracts and

copies of the Scriptures are circulated. Many Jews bave by this Society

been led to believe that “ . Jesus is the Christ ." Much good has been done

among thethousands of Jews in London by the Missionaries,by the House

of Call,and by the new Mission House, with its importantMedical Missions .

Increased Funds are urgently needed, and will be thankfully received by

the Secretary , Rev. J. DUNLOP, at the Office , 96, Great Russell Street,

Bloomsbury, London .

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER .

Mr. Congrove will give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB.

LISHED BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

THE TESTIMONY OF GOD

IN THE NEW TESTAMENT

ON

BAPTISM and the LORD'S SUPPER .

CONSUMPTION CASE of JAMES HUNT,

SHAFTESBURY.

This patient applied to me in August last. His illness had commenced ALL THE TEXTS PRINTED IN FULL.

with a severe cold , pain in the side and chest, shortness of breath , cough ,

and expectoration - great weakness followed . For six months he had been

gradually losing flesh in the whole frame. " I have had four doctors' 36 Pages . Price 3d . (THIRD EDITION) .

advice he writes ), and they report Consumption. The rector of our parish

has known my case from the beginning.” LONDON : J. E. HAWKINS, 17 , Paternoster Row, E.O. , and

One month after this the patient writes : - " I am happy to tell you that

I am getter better ; my breathing, and appetite, and cough are much
36 , Baker Street, W ..

better. Your liniment has done much good . Yours is a wonderful

medicine ! ”

At the endof October he writes:-"*Ihave been making rapid progress. COMMUNION AND CONFLICT.

In a letter dated December 18th he says : -- " I am able to follow my em
Thoughts on Life and Service.

ployment without any relapse . I thank you for your kind advice and

valuable medicine. I did not think in the summer I should ever be able By CAPTAIN DAWSON.

to work again . I can with confidence recommend your treatment, to

which I owe my life, thank God . Do what you like with my letter. Very attractively boundin vegetable vellum , with Illustration.

James HUNT, Dover Street , Stow Row , Sbaftesbury ." Price One illing.

" We feel spiritually refreshed by these choice pages. Our hearty

NOTE . - Days of Consultation . – TUESDAY, thanks are due to the devout soldier who has herein poured out the

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY_Mornings ONLY, musinge of his heart. None of our friends will ever regret investing a

at Coombo Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any
shilling in this precious booklet. It is good and gracious, and has the true

ring about it . " - Sword and Troucl.

long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first. NEW BOOK BY MISS MARSH.

Price One Shilling, post free.

FOGS AND DAMPAIR
A CHILD OF THE MORNING .

PRODUCE

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS.

MEMORIALS of LITTLE EMILY.

By the Author of " Life of Hedley Vicars," &o.

“ It is a charming narrative, and we owe a debt of gratitude to Mr. Smythe

for consenting to its publication, and tothe distinguished authoress for the

way in which shehas performed her task ." - English Churchman ,

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COL D.S, COUGHS, &c. ,

IS LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row .

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR.

BAGSTER'S BIBLES .

In Bottles, 1s. 13d. , 2s . 93., 4s. 6d ., and 118.

Extra flexible, silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco , kid -lined , elastic band .

With full helps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band. From 48.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS,LIMITED,

16 , PATERNOSTER -ROW , LONDONSOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.

London : J. F. Shaw & Co., 48, Paternoster Row , E.O,
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ONE PENNY.

South American Missionary Society

THE THIRTY -FIFTH ANNUAL MEETING

WILL (D.V.) TAKE PLACE AT

THE LOWER ROOM , EXETER HALL,

On Friday Afternoon , April 30th, 1886.

The Chair will be taken at 2.30 by the

RIGHT REV . LORD BISHOP OF LONDON, D.D.

The Meeting will (D.V. ) be addressed by

The Rev. Dr. FORREST, the Rev. CANON SPENCE, the Rev. F. A. C.

LILLINGSTON, M.A. , Sir RIBLON BENNETT, &c. , &c .

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .

Five Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets.

12.000 smacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing our tables

with fish . These men, who for us toil through furious blast and sleety

storm - who hazard their lives and fall viotims, hundreds of them, to the

pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied — may rightly

claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and so highly

prize.

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE
THROUGH THE PRESENCEOF THE

MISSION VESSELB

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoping

love, bringing the pleasureofbooks to while away the weary hours,afford ;
ing relief in case of sickness and injury , and cheering and brightening dull

and monotonous livesby theirpresence and ministry.

“ The Mission Smacks are doing in the North Sea a grand work, worthy

of the support of a great maritinie nation like England; and I believe that
the results of their effort . great as they are in the present will, if only

supported liberally by the public, be of untold value in the future . ".
Sir Edward Birkbeck , Bart.,M.P.

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel
with every fleet.

B. J. MATHER, Director,

181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ) , E.O.

RENEWED ASSAULTS ON THE LORD'S DAY.

METROPOLITAN MUSEUMS' COMMITTEE .

PRESIDENT - LORD EBURY .

Funds are urgently required for resisting Sir H.

Roscoe's motion forthe Sunday opening of Metropolitan Picture

Galleries and Museums. Let Christian people be earnest in

effort, and diligent in prayer, that thisrenewed assault on

the Lord's Daymay be defeated.

Forms of Petition and papers will be supplied by the under

signed , to whom also remittances should bemade.

JOHN GRITTON , D.D.,

20, Bedford Street, Hon . Secretary .

Strand, w.o.

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION

OF THE GOSPEL AMONG THE JEWS.

This Society undertakes a work beyond the aim and capability of
ordinary Missionary Societies. It is founded on an unsectarian basis, and

receives its support from Christians of all denominations. Its Committee

and Agents belong to several Christian bodies, and its Honorary Secretaries

are A. SAPHIR , D.D., and J. H. RIGG , D.D.

It has upwards of 100 who carry the Gospel to the Jews inEngland,

Italy , Germany, Switzerland , Austria , Russia, and Turkey. Tracts and

copies of the Scriptures are circulated. Many Jews bave by this Society

been led to believe that " Jesus is the Christ ." Much good has been done

among the thousands of Jews in London by the Missionaries, by the House

of Call, and by the new Mission House, with its importantMedicalMissions .

Increased Funds are urgently needed, and will be thankfully received by

the Secretary, Rev. J. DUNLOP, at the Office , 96 , Great Russell Street,

Bloomsbury , London .

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT .

LONDON : J. F. SHAW & Co.) [REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD. ]

VOL . XII., No. 578. THURSDAY, APRIL 15, 1886.

I

Church of England

Scripture Readers' Association.

INSTITUTED IN 1844 .

This Society is employing nearly 130 earnest, faithful, and experienced

Readers - most of them in the poorest localities in the Metropolis - who

visit írom house to house and room to room , bringing the Word of God to

the poor, the sick , the erring, and the outcast ; they also help generally in

the spiritual work of their respective parishes,

Unless speedy help is received several grants

must be withdrawn for want of Funds.

MARCUS RAINBFORD, Clerical Secretary .

T. MARTIN TILBY, Lay Secretary .

Ofices, 56 , Haymarket, S.W.

Crown 8vo, price 2s. 60. , cloth extra.

Things That Shall come to Pass.

BEING

THE OFFICIAL REPORT

OF THE RECENT

SECOND ADVENT CONFERENCE,

REVISED BY THE SPEAKERS .

The Sure Word of Prophecy.

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD,

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, 1879 .

Price 2s . 6d. , cloth extra.

“ Our God Shall Come."

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD,

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, 1878.

Price 2s. 6d ., cloth extra,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.O.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Price ONE PENNY. 12 Copies, post free , 1s.

NATIONAL IDOLATRY.

By ROBERT BROWN,

Author of " Outlines of Prophetic Truth," “ The Hidden Mystery , "

“ Babylonianism ," " Jesuitism , ” & c .

" A more valuable little tract, or one more suitable to the present times ,

has seldom come under our notice, and we gladly commend it to the

Jerusal of our friends." - English Churchman .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row . E.O.

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.

Extra flexible, silksewed, in best Bagster morocco, kid -lined, elastic band.

With full helps. Pricesfrom20s.

In French morocco ,projectingedges, elastic band. From 4g.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

15 , PATERNOSTER-ROW , LONDON

WOBD AND WORK will be sent by the Publishers Post-free to anyaddress in the Kingdom for Twelve Months for 8s. 100.
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58. Red and white:

Tales of
English Life in the Olden Time,

BY EMILY S HOLT,

"The reading of one of this author's delightful tales is an experience we would fain repeat

more frequently than we do — we have learned to look upon her as an historian par excellence

.
The grace and dignity of her literary style, the fidelity and finish of her portraits, and the

amount of essential Christian teaching which she so skilfully and lovingly conveys, combined

with the historic value of her writings, lend to them a charm possessed by very few of the

productions of living authors . ”—The Christian.

A Tangled Web. 5s . The Lord Mayor.

5s.A Tale of the Fifteenth Century.
A Tale of London in 1384.

Large Crown 8vo, gilt tops. "
A Tale of the Wars of the Roses,

" Though the task the author set herself Large Crown 8vo, cloth.
was ambitious, she has performed it credit

Crown 8vo, cloth extra ." A book we can heartily recommend."ably ." - Times.

" The whole book shows not only careful Pall Mall Gazette. " It is a gracious story.

justtoour
study of the history, but considerable literary

" Full of stirring incident graphically told." mind . We commend it rightheartlly." - C. H.
ability." - Spectator .

The Christian. SPURGEON in Sword and Trowel.

Wearpholme;
5s. Joyce Morrell's Harvest ; 5s. Earl Hubert's Daughter ; 58.

Or, Seed Time and Harvest. A Tale of Or, The Annals of Selwick Hall.
Or, The Polishing of the Pearl.

Crown 8vo. New Edition .the Restoration of Charles the Second,

Crown 8vo, cloth extra. “ The style is good, and the tone high. It
will be a most suitable present for thoughtfulCrown 8vo, cloth extra.

" These chronicles are full of good things, girls." - Watchman ,
which are sure to be as precious seed in the “ We have followed the fortunes of Mar" As apicture of life in the day ofCharles II. heart of any young person into whose hands

garet , the Earl's daughter, with unflaggingis likely to have a wide popularity." - Standard . they may come. "The Congregationalist.
interest from first to last ." - Church Sunday
School Magazine.

Lady Sybil's Choice : 5s. Margery's Son ; 58. Verena ; la sit 2965.

A Tale of the Crusades. Crown 8vo. Or, Until He Find It . A Story of the Or, Safe Paths and Slippery Byeways.

" A most charming addition to these truly Court of Scotland.
admirable tales.” - The Christian .

A Story of To-day.“ The book charms from the naive simplicity Crown 8vo , cloth .

Crown 8vo, cloth .
of the heroine and from the skill with which “ Carefully studied and well written . The “ The naturalness and brightness of the

the authoress has preserved the spirit of the story is admirably told . " - British Quarterly
age." - The Graphic. Review . dialogue forms the charm of the story.

City Press.
Lettice Eden ;

os . Clare Avery :
5s . Imogen :

5s.Or, The Lamps of Earth and the Light

A Story of the Spanish Armada .
A Story of the Mission of Augustine.of Heaven ,

New Edition . Crown 8vo,cloth. New Edition , Crown 8vo.
Crown 8vo, cloth.

“ We promise its readers a rare literary " An admirable story, full of life and
" Ilustrates with equal beauty and fidelityfeast ." -- The Christian .

vigour. " -- Rock . the characteristics of an eventful period of

our history." — Record .

The White Rose of Langley . Robin Tremayne:

Isoult Barry of Wunscote :
A Story of the Court of England in the A Tale of the Marian Persecution. I

Olden Time. A Tale of Tudor Times.

Crown 8vo, cloth .
New Edition , Crown 8vo . Crown 8vo, cloth . 5s ." An admirable, instructive , and very inte. " The book is extremely well written .” " The book is as charming as it is profit

resting volume." - English Independent.

able." - The Christian .

Ashcliffe Hall : Museu 5s. Sister Rose;

5s . John deWycliffe,Or, The Eve of St. Bartholomew .
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until some bold sceptic confronts the falsehood, and

forces it to confession. The history of chemistry

during the past century has been fruitful in these

exposures . For in chemical studies it is lawful to put

pretenders to the torture , and in the physical labora

tory torture proves a test of truth. But in sciences,

where the so-called facts are in many cases inferences,

which it is impossible to verify, imposture is easy,

and it is also very difficult to detect . The whole

range of geologic time belongs to this class. Historic

time is definite, but when we get outside its range we

have no standard of measurement .

273

A

WEextract two curious illustrations ofthe errors

an

ERRORS OF EXPERTS.
HUMAN FALLIBILITY,

LTHOUGH it has become fashionable in some E

quarters to question the statements of men of experts from the New York Observer of

who “spake as they were moved by the Holy 25th March :

Ghost," there is keen resentment manifested when Modesty becomes scientists, philologists , and antiquarians as

we presume to doubt the conclusions of men who much as it does persons of less exalted callings. They often

claim to be authorities in certain departments of

work in spheres so exclusively their own , that they dogmatize

with no fear and with much contempt. Professor Peterson , of

science . According to the modern doctrine infalli the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, in a paper on

bility has not left the earth, it has only changed

a New Sanskrit Anthology, says that, in preparing anedition of

the Hitopdesa, he found that a verse at the end of that book,

its seat . Formerly it sat on a spiritual throne , now

which the well-known scholar Wilhelm von Schlegel rejected as

it occupies a material one . Instead of speaking from

impudent and almost intolerable interpolation," really

contains, and has naturally concealed for sixty years , the name

heaven , it speaks from earth ; but it is no less im of the author of that famous compilation of stories.

patient of contradiction than in the olden time .

In the London Times the obituary notice of the late Dr. Birch,

lauding the famous Egyptologist's capacity to detect forgeries,

There is , however, a simple and noteworthy dif speaksof some chessmen brought from Thebes, and offered to

ference between the claim advanced in the past and

the British Museum, which, " after having passed the scrutiny

of other savans," were rejected as false by the learned doctor;

the equally strong claim advanced in the present , and adds that they “were subsequently discovered to be carved

In the former days, if the voice were indeed the voice

out of a piece [sic] of American walnut.”

In reply to this , Mr. Greville J. Chester gives a flat contradic

of God, and on this the whole weight of the claim to tion, showing that the chessmen in question are made of at

submission rested , submission was as reasonable as

least three, and possibly of no less than five, different sub

stances. The pieces , twenty -three in number, exclusive of two

it was right ; in our day, if the voice be the voice of small wooden statues, apparently markers, and of four more

man, as it confessedly is, then, however skilful or

which still remain in other hands at Luxor — are carved out of

ivory, out of a beautiful close -grained , pale yellow wood, not

expert may be the master, he cannot pretend to indigenous in Egypt, and, lastly, out of a fine black wood ,

be beyond the region in which the most grievous which Mr. Carruthers, of the Natural
which Mr. Carruthers, of the Natural History Museum at South

Kensington,to whom Mr. Chestersubmitted a specimen, pro

mistakes are common.
nounced to be of Indian and not of American walnut. Mr.

The path of science is strewn , not with false Chester carefully compared the black chess-pieces with the

wood inlaid in various boxes and articles of ancient Egyptian

theories alone, but also with once accredited facts furniture in the British Museum, in company with one of the

which time has proved to be equally false . Indeed , &

officials of that institution , and found the wood in both cases

to be identical in colour, texture, and in some instances in con

scientific thinker once declared that there were more dition also. If, then, the chessmen be spurious on account of

false facts current than false theories. If the Book their material , then the examples of inlaid woodwork in the

of Nature be misread, and its meaning mistaken , it

National Collection, whose genuineness was admitted by Dr.

Birch , are spurious also , and the specimens in the collections

need hardly be said the whole fabric of knowledge of Bulak and the Louvre,where the same wood is employed,

based on such misinterpretation is a castle in the air.

must likewise be adjudged forgeries .

It isnot strange that the wisest make mistakes, but it is the

There are structures of this kind, not a few, of which highest wisdom to be modest in regard to the certainty of our

their possessors are proud enough, and we need not

imperfect learning. Men in everyage flout the Wordof God

with their theories and discoveries , but every age disposes of

deny either their beauty or finish : one thing only is their mistakes, and the Word of God endures for ever. Mr.

lacking-& solid foundation . Unfortunately, in the

Chester closes thus in regard to Dr. Birch,whose learning and

services are fully appreciated :- " It is no disparagement to the

absence of this, they can never have any real value. late Dr. Birch , whose loss it will be hard to repair, to say that

When false facts gain currency , and are received

he was more eminent in the higher branches of Egyptology

in the reading of hieroglyphic inscriptions, and in deciphering

without question, there can be no escape from error the difficult cursive Greek inscriptions upon the ostraka of
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• He was
Elephantine and Karnak - than in deciding upon the genuine begged for mercy for his family and flock .

ness of this or that article submitted to his inspection. He

himself expressed to me his regret that he had rejected as false

told that if they would come out their lives should be

theincomparable woven linen band and the mummied hand, spared . He obeyed, and was instantly piked, with

probably of a queen, with its superb rings of gold with obelisks

of lapis-lazuli, which happily found å resting -place in the

his son , a lad of sixteen , and seven of his male

Mayer collection at Liverpool.”
parishioners . The women were mercifully spared."

A curious illustration of errors of a similar class Next he made for the palace of the “ heretic ” bishop at

can be culled from the history of the Higher Criticism . Ferns. Fortunately, the bishop and his family had

Professors of this art assert their ability to distinguish escaped , for in a few hours his residence was a heap

in one document differences of style, and especially of smoking ruins.

to detect the intermixture of archaic and more recent If it was not from the very beginning a war of ex

language. When assertions of this kind were loudest termination against the Protestants , it speedily became

a volume issued from the German press containing a
one . Although several leaders who had been welcomed

history more than a century old , and professing to
to their ranks were not Roman Catholics , and were

have been written when the events occurred . The nevertheless permitted to command, it soon became

critics at once unanimously pronounced it genuine .
evident that , when their assistance was no longer

When , by-and-bye, a contemporary of their own needed , their authority would be gone, and even their

claimed the authorship they refused to believe him,
lives would be endangered . The presence of Pro

and he encountered much opposition in establishing
testant leaders at the present time among the Irish

his claim. It is still difficult to prove, especially to
is supposed to be a guarantee against religious bitter

ness.
experts, that there never has been , and never can be

There were such leaders also at the close of

any real approach to HUMAN infallibility.

last century ; and, if their treatment then be any indica

tion of the treatment to which they would be sub

THE IRISH CRISIS . jected now, if- the papal power became dominant in

Ireland , we would not venture to insure the life even

THE proposal to establish a statutory Parliament

in Dublin , so far as it is political , does not come
of Mr. Parnell . At Scullabogue the rebels had shut

within the range of the topics we are accustomed to
up in a barn thirty -four feet long and fifteen wide

discuss . Nevertheless it touches interests of supreme
one hundred and eighty-four prisoners , chiefly old

importance to all who are concerned for truth and men, women, and children , all Protestants , with the

righteousness. Should the proposal of the Premier exception of sixteen, who were the Catholic wives

be accepted by the Parliament, it will unquestionably
and children of loyal soldiers. Enraged by a

confirm a belief which has been making steady pro
defeat inflicted on them by the Royalists, they

gress , and encourage lawless agitation as a most
fired the thatch of the barn in which they were

effective process for compelling rulers to give effect to

confined, and gave them all to the flames.

the wishes of the people . Hitherto , Government in
little girl crawled under the door and was escaping ;

this country has rightly refused to allow violence to a rebel ran a pike into it , as a peasant runs a pitch

take the place of argument ; hereafter, appeals to fork into a corpsheaf, and tossed it back into the

terror are likely to be substituted for appeals to flames." When Bagenal Harvey, a Protestant in

command of rebel troops, was informed of this horrible

If the men who have paralyzed law in Ireland by a massacre, he swore that he would shoot the next

wholesale system of coercion are to be rewarded by man who murdered a prisoner. With a howl the

having full power entrusted to them, what is likely to men under his command informed him that they

be the fate of those who, in loyalty to law , have up to would bear no dictation from a Protestant and a land.

this hour resisted and defied them ? It is a new owner. Father Roche, who acted as his lieutenant,

departure in policy when , in the United Kingdom , preaching a sermon on a recent defeat , assured the

loyalists are placed at the mercy of rebels. men they would " neither have grace nor luck while

Another consequence which we expect in the near there was a Protestant in their ranks." His command

future is even more serious. Surely readers of Irish was taken from Harvey, and he was sent back to

history have not forgotten the rising of 1798. One of Wexford a sadder and a wiser man.

the most notable episodes in that rebellion was the Perhaps one of the most outrageous massacres of

campaign of Father John Murphy. He began his the time was that perpetrated in open day, and with

career by lighting the signal fire on Corrigua Hill, deliberate purpose , on Wexford Bridge. Three hun .

which set the whole district aflame. On the day after, dred Protestant prisoners were lodged in the gaol of

which wasWhit-Sunday, he appeared at the door of the the town. An extemporised court was held , and they

pargonage, in the neighbouring parish of Kilmuckridge, were brought out one by one for trial. The only

with an army of pikemen. The Protestants in the question asked was, Are there any witnesses to prove

country around had flocked into it when they saw the that the accused performed any acts the court held

beacon kindled . When arms were demanded and to be good ? If there were none, the following is the

refused , he fired the outhouses. When the flames description of the result : "The prisoner was passed

spread to the parsonage the Protestant clergyman over to the rebels outside, and surrounded by a yelling

« One

reason.
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mob, in which there were more women than men, he

Seals " of a . Solid Christian .
was led out upon the bridge. There, stripped naked,

he was placed on his knees in the middle of the road.

BY REV. THEODORE L. CUYLER.

N the Westminster Revision of the New Testa

him . They knelt, said a prayer, then , levelling their

ment, it is said of the house, built upon the

earth without a foundation ,” that when the stream

pikes, rose and ran upon him , held him aloft for a brake against it, “ straightway it fell in . " We

moment, writhing on their points , and pitched him
occasionally bear the crash of some unhappy Church

over the parapet into the stream . In this way, through member whose ill-built character has fallen in ; others

that midsummer day, ninety -seven men whose crime

was to be of the Protestant religion - county gentlemen , day . Thereasonis thatthey were either badly

seem to be toppling over, and threaten a fall every

magistrates, tradesmen , merchants, clergymen-were
bottomed or badly built. They rested their structure

ceremoniously and deliberately murdered .” It would

be unfair notto add that the butchery was stayed at

on the loose earth of temporary excitement, or their

own resolutions , or some other sad delusion. Their

seven in the evening by Father Corrin , a noble.

minded priest, who faced the murderers, cursed their

fall is a warning to others to beware as to where and

infernalwork, and ordered that it should end. But

how they build their hopes for this world and the

next .

up to that hour not one of the Catholic clergy had First of all, let those who are undertaking a

appeared on the scene . Christian life dig deep for a solid foundation. Deep

ENDOWMENT OF ROMANISM .

conversions make strong Christians. Throw out the

rubbish and gravel of old sinful habits , and fasten

T your trust on the Rock of Ages. Christ crucified is

that such atrocities would not be allowed at the the corner-stone, and this foundation standeth sure .

close of the nineteenth century. We have no doubt It was the ancient custom to put certain inscriptions

they would be speedily arrested and avenged : we are on the corner-stones of edifices. Paul, in his Second

not so sure that they could be prevented. However, Epistle to his son Timothy, calls such an inscription a

without debating this point, we have no doubt as to seal," and the use of a seal was to accredit any

the claims to predominancewhich the Roman Catholic thing as genuine . The great apostle tells us that

Church in Ireland, if & Parliament were established in the two certifying inscriptions on the base of every

Dublin , would steadily and speedily advance. Already character founded on Jesus Christ are these— “ The

in the Weekly Register we read the following significant Lord knoweth them that are His " -and " Let every

paragraph : one that nameth the name of the Lord depart from

Rather than see the Catholic Church endowed by a Catholic unrighteousness .” Whatever other seals there may

people under the rule of Queen Victoria, Mr. Gladstone proposes have been , these two are vital and significant. The

to perpetuate one of the very worst of the anomalies between the

three kingdoms. Mr. Gladstone, in a spirit of paradox, will deny

first signifies God's recognition of His own redeemed

to a self-governing Ireland that right toendowthe Church of the
child ; the second describes what He requires of him .

majority which he admits England and Scotland ought to The first pertains to God's promise ; the second to

have. Surely not even English Conservatives will demand our performance. If the second is full of solemn

from him this denial of one of the first principles of his and

their political life . If they do, there are Catholic voters in

caution, the first is full of strong and solid comfort.

every English constituency who have hitherto abstained from
Let all those who hope that they have been converted

joining any agitation against the Establishment, but who will recently, or are about making a public profession of

henceforth apply to English affairs the principle which denies faith , look sharply to find whether the foundation of

to Ireland the right of a union between Church and State . their heart-house ( in which they expect to live) bears

For our own part we do not see how it would be both these inscriptions .

possible to prevent the endowment of the Romish I. Jesus knows who are His true followers. It is

clergy if the Bill proposed to be introduced into Par very easy to be misled by bad advisers in an inquiry

liamentbecomelaw. For on what really and avowedly meeting or elsewhere. It is very easy for pastors

does the proposal rest ? On the fact that the posses and church officers to be mistaken as to the real

sion of a separate Parliament is the will of the Irish condition of applicants for church membership. We

people , as declared by the recent elections. If this cannot read the hearts of others ; and some people

be accepted as sufficient, on what ground of reason or are very blind or careless in reading their own hearts.

right are the Irish people to be hindered from But we cannot deceive the Master. Not a single

getting anything on which they have set their sheep that He has ever gone after and brought into

heart and for which they make peremptory His fold but He is acquainted with intimately.
" I

demand with somewhat unanimous voice ? know My sheep ; " " My sheep hear My voice, and

Indeed it is all too evident that if Ireland — and they follow Me." In my early youth , on a farm , I

for that matter, too, if England-instead of being was a tender of sheep , and the flock recognised me

governed by wise statesmanship, is to be ruled very quickly, and pushed up to get their noses

according to the clamour of majorities , which majo. into the basket of oats or of salt. Some

rities may be secured by coercionism and terror, there

bo

a

so tame as to eat out of my hands. Those rustic

is an end to all government worthy of the name. We experiences always come back to me when I read our

are not prepared to admit that wisdom is to be found Lord's sweet pastoral words about Himself and His

in any majority vote : least of all are we prepared to blood-bought flock.blood -bought flock. If you are a true convert, my

admit that it is to be found in such a vote gained by friend , you will turn a deaf ear to teachers of error,

such methods as the Irish Nationalist party have so and to all tempters, satanic or human ; you will be

sedulously employed . Yet we are asked, in response glad to take your salt and your fresh clover out of

to a demand urged in this fashion , to consign the your Shepherd's hands, and let Him lead you into

whole of Irelandto the rule of a Church which ,when His green pastures.

upbindered, has always proved itself the deadly foe Come humbly and honestly into His flock with

of that liberty wherewith Christ makes His people free, the deep determination to follow Christ wherever Fle

were
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shall guide you. He puts Hisname upon you , and

knows everything about you . Not a bleat of distress

will ever escape His quick ear ; Jesus knows the

voice of every one of His flock as well as a mother

knows the voices of her children playing in the yard .

“ WhenI say my prayer , ” said a child to her mother.

" then Christ says, 'Hark, angels, I hear a little noise. '

Then the angels all keep still till I get through , and

say Amen." The precious and profound truth which

is hidden from the sceptic and the proud scoffer

had been revealed unto that babe in grace . The

Almighty Saviour does hear the faintest " noise " of

the feeblest faith ; but He loves to have us speak out

loud and clear. Come boldly to the throne of grace,

that you may obtain mercy, and may find grace to

help in time of need.

Jesus knows also your weaknesses , and the sins

that most easily entrap you. Just how much of the

old Adam you have to fight - just what a quick

temper, or unruly tongue, or morbid melancholy, or

nervous excitability, or sensual appetites, any of you

have to contend against , the omniscient Shepherd

understands perfectly. Pray do not surrender to

these because they are “ natural” propensities : the

very object of Divine grace is to give you a better

nature. If your friends and neighbours do not detect

any improvement in you, then your new structure is

a flimsy affair , such as speculators run up in our

cities to sell.

II. For bear in mind that, if the first seal on the

corner-stone is richin heavenly comfort and cheer, the

second one is fraught with solemn cautions . Let him

that confesses the Lord Jesus Christ depart from un.

righteousness. You cannot compromise by living for

Christ on the Sabbath, and for self and the world

during the week. You cannot build half the house on

the gravel and the other half on the Rock . Use the

plumb-line of God's Word every day, on every utter

ance and every act. If you build out of the perpen ;

dicular line of Right, your character will soon « fall

in ." Nobody spies the cracks in the walls sooner

than the sharp -eyed neighbour, who says, “ I make

no professions of piety, but my wall is as straight as

yours.” Don't be angry at his criticisms ; profit by

them. If
your Master has His eye on you, He means

that the world shall have an eye on you also. Build

such a structure of godliness , stone upon stone, that

all men shall take knowledge of you, that you are

based on the everlasting Rock, and are growing up

into a solid habitation of Christ through His Spirit .

The grandest evidence of Christianity is a Christian.

for the present. It is thoroughly true thatmany professing

Christians never doubt the promises of God as to heaven ;

they revel in them, they sing of them with the fullest

expression of soul, they are in theirhighest element as they

hear the preacher set forth the glories ofBeulah, Pisgah, and

Canaan, they are captivated with the gold and jasper and

brilliance of heaven - sure they are of these things, but they

are not quite certain to whether God means all He says as

to time, as to whether, if they trust Him here and give Him

that which is His and on which He lays His claim, He will

honour their trust and bless them . They do not say it in so

many words, for they have considerable diffidence in express

ing themselves in this manner , it might not be thought quite

orthodox ; but they, by their actions and contracted views,

show us they think it. How inconsistent! If God's word is

true concerning eternity, it must be true as regards time,

and the man whose faith is only strong as to the future dis

honours God in the present, and thus forfeits his prospective

happiness ; but the offering to Godof His portion is advan

tageous, in that it helps to abolish this inconsistency, stimu

lates faith, takes away reproach from the professing

Christian, and shows others, by practical test, that the word

of the Divine Being is as sure for time as eternity.

The following two incidents mark a striking contrast :

It is said of Mrs. Graham, of New York, who made it a

rule of showing her love to God by giving at least a tenth

ofher income,that on one occasion having made a profit of

£ 1,000 on a speculation, she said , “ Quick ! quick I let me

appropriate God's portion ere my heart grows hard, ” so

strongly did she feel the innate tendency to this sin.

A young man , having in a single day made considerable

profit by his trading, was appealed to for a trifletowards a

charitable object whose need was very pressing. He refused.

“ But," it was urged, “ God has some claim upon what you

have been fortunate enough to make. Is not some of it

His ? " “ It's all my own, and I can do what I like with it,"

was the uncouth reply.

Straight Paths.

THE Bible is strict and old-fashioned !” said a young

man to agrey-haired friend who was advising him to

study God's Word if he would learn how to live. “ There

areplenty of books written now-a-days that are moral enough

in their teaching, and don't bind one downas the Bible does.”

The old merchant turned to his desk and took a couple of

rulers, one of which was slightly bent. With each of these

he ruled a line , and silently handed the ruled paper to his

companion.

Well,",” said the lad , “ what do you mean ? ”

“ One line is notstraight and true, is it ? When you mark

your path out in life, don't use a crooked ruler ! "

“ TH

3

My Shepherd.

Gºod

The King's Coin .'

S

Suggested at Rev. E. A. Stuart's Bible Class.

“ I am the Good Shepherd ” (John x . 11 , 14) .

LOOD Shepherd , who for me hast died ,

Whose blood for me was spilt,

I come for cleansing now to Thee,

Who knowest allmyguilt :

Thou knowest all, nought can I hide :

Cleanse me, and still with me abide.

TRAITENED circumstances test us. If we cannot

trust the Author and Preserver of our life under them ,

willwe be more likely to do so when more favourably situated ?

He who has commanded us to honour Him with our

substance, and with the first- fruits of our increase, has also

said : “ Them that honour Me I will honour.” Profit or loss

is not always the result of our keenest calculations , but if we

will let ourfeeble reason be enlightened by the teaching of

God's infinite mind we shall see this and many other subjects

in new and wondrous aspects.

An infidel once said that he had watched closely many

Christians, and he found in them some strange exhibitions of

inconsistency, not the least of which was, that though few

seemed to disbelieve God's promises as to the future, yet

they did not seem to have so full a belief as to His promises

HEB. xiii . 20.

GREAT Shepherd, who bast conquered death,

And from the grave hast risen ;

Towhom all power, and wealth, and might,

In heaven and earth are given :

Helpme though poor, and weak, and mean,

On Thine almighty strength to lean .

1 Pet. v. 4 .

CHIEF Shepherd , who shall soon appear,

By countless saints adored,

Bringing a crown that fadeth not,

A glorious, bright reward ;

Helpme to labour, and hold fast,

That I may win that crown at last.

M. H.

Extricted from The King's Coin ( Nisbet & Co.), which we commended
in our last .
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The “ May” Meetings.

there is a debt of £ 50 . The work has gone on quietly and

steadily , and perhaps one reason for the deficiency in the funds

is to be found in the urgency of the need. When cases of sin

Young Men at the Mansion House. and distress are coming daily before the notice of those actively

MHE present Lord Mayor continues the good procedent

engaged, they have neither time nor strength left to beg for

money. Andyet it only needs money to multiply the good

use of the Mansion House for the meetings of various Christian

done. With larger premises, and three or four more earnest

institutions. Thus the annual meeting of the Aldersgate

workers, such as the three now employed, five hundred girls

branch of the Y.M.C.A. was, as last year, held in the civic

could be easily brought in every Saturday, and who can tell how

citadel. After the report had been presented by Mr. Robert

many would be savedfrom ruinin bodyand soul? Ask those

Burn

who fall where they first met their tempter, and the answer

The LORD MAYOR, who presided, expressed , in the course of a

will come back that it was in a music-hall , a theatre, a public

Farmly sympathetic address, his belief that the association bad

house, or, perhaps, in the booth of such a fair as is being

done and was doing an immense amount of good, particularly

nightly held within three minutes' walk of the Institute, the

amongst young men coming up from the country to the world

jingling music and flaring lights of which can be heard and

of London, and drifting about without friends or home comforts

seen through its open windows. Surely, if God's blessing is

thus manifested on the work of the past months, His people

or home safeguards. He had watched the association from its will join in carrying it on .

rise, and he was a witness of its great success and usefulness .

Rey, H. W. DEARDEN o served that by the last census there

Mr. C. Ernest Tritton,who presided, Mr. James E. Mathieson,

were no fewer than two hundred and forty thousand young

Mr. George Soltau, and Mr. Robert Paton warmly advocated the

claims of the work.

men in the Metropolis between the ages of fifteen and twenty

five, and he thought if this were realized they would take a

Mr. George Holland added some telling facts when he said

larger interest in the work of the Young Men's Christian Asso

that about one-third in every thousand of these factory girls

ciation .Helooked upon theyoungmenas the great hopeof hecouldimpressupon parents the necessity of not allowing

were called away before they were twenty years old. Hewished

the nation, and he repudiated the idea expressed by some,that

young men were inherently vicious ; on the other hand , there

girls to be apprenticed to certain businesses. What wasthe

was no age at which they were more naturally pure. Speaking

use of girls being apprenticed at a tobacco factory ? They had

of the danger which had arisen from the less hold young men

to work for lowwages, and at twenty-one no work was found

had on religion, he said that one of the greatest dangers was

for them , unless they were exceptionally good hands. He knew

levity in regard to sacred matters, andurged his hearers

plenty of girls not earning more than three shillings per week

in a factory, and tailoresses earning only one and sixpence or

against it .

Mr. S. MORLEY said he was very glad to have the opportunity

two shillings per week. He was sorry to say many Christian

once more of offering his testimony to the value of these

ladies were indifferent to these poor creatures. Some people

associations. The Lord Mayor had spoken especially of the

said , " Why don't you make servants of them ? " but they

Young Men's Christian Association in Aldersgate Street. That

would not be acceptable as servants, and the only way to make

was one with which he (Mr. Morley ) felt, as a citizen , specially

servants of them would be to lay hold of them when they left

identified , and he was thankful to testify to the value of the

the National and Board schools, and give them six or twelve

months' training in an institution . He warned Christians to

Secretaryof that institution and to the common sense among be up and doing in this matter, for there was a national as

its committee . It was so extensively increasing in numbersthat

those interested in it'were being a good deal teased by the Secre

well asa moral danger in neglecting it. A great deal of socialism

and atheism might be traced to the neglect of children by

tary & s to a very considerable enlargement of the premises.

He hoped there was a prospect of doing something substantial

parents. Ond of the most important works in London was

in that direction . It ought to be done, because there was a

being carried on at the Kingsland Institute , and he hoped that

needof it. But there were, in fact , fifty - eight associations in

Miss Robarts would receivethe necessary pecuniary assistance.

London, and hewas sure itmust cheer the heart of Mr. Williams

We may add that, in view of theapproaching Easter holiday

to think how a little one had become a thousand, how these

(a time of great temptation) , Miss Robarts writes :

institutions had extended, and what a blessing they were found

We must have tea meetings on three or four days, and, if

to be in London . He (Mr. Morley) could hardly conceive of

possible, go for one or two outdoor expeditions, or find some

kind of entertainment. These Bank holidays are such import

any person more desolate in the whole world than a young man

who found himself for the first time in London, just comeup as

ant opportunities for getting hold of the girls, and keeping them

it mightbe from the influences of a pure home, and who found

out of harm's way. But the necessary expense of these tea

bimself in this great city alone and without a friend. It was

meetings, &c. , is considerable,

the business of these associations to seek out these young mien ,

to get the earliest possible hold upon them before they had
formed any associations which were deteriorating or destructive The Christian Colportage Association .

of morals and personal character, and he had known those who

had been ruined just because they needed, humanly speaking, a

N Thursday last the annual meeting of this association was

friend to guide them against the temptations which existed in

this city. He had thought it to be animmense privilege to be

Secretary, Mr. H. D. Brown, was full of encouragement, and

associated with the friends who were working these associations ,

presented many exceedingly interestingfacts and incidents ;

and always most gladly availed himself of any occasion when

to this, however, we hope to revert in a future issue.

the opportunity of urging attention to theclaims they had upon

The Hon. A. F. KINNAIRD, in presenting the financial state

those who at present know very little about them was given.

ment, urged the great importance of colportage work and its

He hadthe other day comeacross a description in an American

economy as a directly evangelistic means.

paper of theYoung Men's Christian Association as follows : -The

Mr. SAMUEL MORLEY, who presided , spoke of the flood of

association isan organization managed by Christian men upon

impure and demoralizing literature being poured over the land.

& Christian business basis, an adjunct to the churches , an

He felt one of the best ways of undoing the evil thus caused

advanced picket, a sharpshooter, an anglerin special waters.

was by circulating widely the pure and true. From his own

Addresses followed by Mr. George Williams, Rev. W. Cuff,

observation of two of the colporteurs, with whom he was spe

and Herr von Schluembach .

cially associated , he knew that a very real and thorough work

was being done, and he was right glad to be “ a partner in the

Mr. GEORGE WILLIAMS bore similar testimony of the work of

Our Working Girls.

the colporteur in his native place. The society, he said, is

doing a mostuseful evangelistic and missionary work.

A

Ninteresting meeting was held in the Mildmay Conference Inillustrating the work, Mr. Williams told of a farmhouse at

Hall, on the evening of Tuesday last, in connection with which the colporteur had called in vain for years , the door

the Kingsland Institute for Working Girls. From the report seemed hopelessly shut against him . At length , however, he

presented by Mr. H. R. Wyatt on behalf of Miss E. Robarts we managed to sell a book to one of the farmer's little daughters.

learn the work is rapidly growing, the value of theevening On his next visit the mistress of the house saluted him with ,

classes and clubroom beingmore and more appreciated by the “ Is it you at last ? we have been looking out for you.” She

girls. Many touching instances are given in the report of the asked him to come in, and then told him the little onewas

perilous position of the poor working girls , on whose behalf the seriously unwell, and had been constantly asking if he had not

Institute is open . Particulars are also given of the nursing called yet. Hehad a long conversation with the mother and

work, and thereport concludes in these words :
her sick child , closing with prayer. From that time he has

The question is ringing in the ears of the workers, " Must always been welcomed heartily, and has sold many books, one

the work be given up ? " There is nomoney in hand ; indeed , of which has led to the mother's conversion . Instead of a

concern .
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moans .

bitter opponent, she is now an earnest and hearty helper of the district to which no one else felt inclined to go , and I was con

work, stantly met by that difficulty. One of the most useful workers

Mr. FRANK H. WHITE called attention to the note of alarm I know is a Christian woman who takes these poor fallen ones

sounded in the report with respect to the spread of unbelief and into her house,and deals with them as if they were her daugh.

of vile literature. He commended the work of the society, ters . That is the spirit we want to see displayed in work of

because it marked well the activity and vigilance of the foe ; this description .

because it made no mistake as to the kind of weapon with which Mr. J. H. L. CHRISTIEN's annual report showed that

that foe is to be fought; because it is moving along the line on during the year, both in London and the provinces, the Gospel

which we have ground to believe God would have it move , and of love and mercy had been brought to bear upon the fallen in

along the line on which we'must move also . He believed there the streets , parks, and public places generally . Many of them,

wasurgent call for increased love , zeal , and liberality , by reason had been visited in the places in which they were living,and,

of the increasing activity of satanic zeal . while the evil of their course of life was pointed out to them ,

Mr. A. G. WEST gave some account of the Bible-carriage work, opportunities to escape from such a life to a useful career of

telling how the remotest villages were being stirred by this bonest industry were held out to them . In some places visited

by the Organizing Secretary it was cheering to learn that he had

Mr. H.W. MAYNARD related one or two instances of blessing occasionally been assisted by those who had been reclaimed

throughthe circulating of Gospel literature , and urged strongly from their old life , and who were desirous of doing what they

the need for enthusiasm and prayerfulness in carrying on the could for others. So far as the Metropolis was concerned an

work of colportage .
effort had been made to bring it thoroughly under visitation ,

Mr. ROBERT PATON concluded with a very plain and practi and last year's work in this direction had afforded

cal plea for the extension of colportage agency. He was con considerable encouragement. It was added that now the

vinced few realized the appalling evil wrought by trashy and fallen are to be found in large numbers in the suburbs, and

demoralizing literature . The only real cure is carrying to the these had to be visited as well as the more central districts. A

homes of the people, and pressing on them , good, sound, and very sad feature in the work was the number of girls of tender

true books. Wemust sow the seed , God will give the increase . age constantly to be met with . At a recent meeting the

It was mentioned , in closing, that Messrs. Morley and Williams Secretary's attention was called to a group of girls gathered

had resolved to discharge the balance shown in the report as near the door as if to escape notice. It was found, on talking

against the association , thus paving the way for a clear and with them , that the age of the eldest did not exceed eighteen,

resolute forward movement in the present year.
and that some were not fourteen years old. The fact painfully

brought to mind much that has been said recently of the fallen

in London being far younger in years than formerly. In the

King's Cross Y.M.C.A. course of the year fifty -one meetings had been held , and each

TEE

THE King's Cross branch of the Y.M.C.A. held its annual meeting hadbeen attended by about fifty of the class for whom

meeting,on the evening of Tuesday last, in St. Pancras it was intended .

Vestry Hall. The annual report, read by Mr. C. J. Pitman, Rev. Hugu PRICE HUGHES moved the adoption of the report,

Hon . Sec., showed encouraging progress, especially since the and expressed his hearty sympathy with the efforts of the

opening of the new rooms in Euston Road . society. He maintained that this particular social evil is the

Sir HENRY PITTMAN , who presided , spoke of the excellent particular question with which the Church of Christ ought to

work being done amongst young men . grapple. Our fathers, he said, have solved some questions ; but

Rev. Canon H. D. M. SPENCE maintained that the Y.M.0.A. there are a thousand indications that this is what we have to

is of the very greatest importance to the community at large. do. For sixteen centuries we have been neglecting it, for from

It was generally supposed that such associations were of advan the third centurythe Church has been closing her eyes to it ;

tage only to the individual youngmen themselves ; but, great as but now God has forced us to look this neglect in the face.

was this advantage, he should like to point out to them his The Rev. J. Shaw (Vicar of St. John's , Chelsea) seconded the

idea of the enormous advantage it was to the community at adoption the report, which was unanimouslycarried. Stir.

large. There was a wave of in elity passing over Europe and ring addresses were also given by the Rev. F. A. C. Lillingstone

the world, and they must understand what an advantage it (wbo spoke upon the increased earnestness manifested in the

was to have in this England of ours, whose prosperity we all prosecution of rescue work throughout the United Kingdom )

wished,abody of youngmen ,drawn from all classes and orders, and the Rev. E. Davies (Finchley ), who thought that preachers

doing all they could and all that was possible for the Christian had been silent too long, and, like ostriches burying their heads

religion . in the sand . Every minister of Christ to -day ought to be on

Rev. P.S. O'BRIEN said : It was estimated that about 200,000 his tower to speak out the Word of the Lord on this matter,

young men, the bone and sinew of the country , in London alone, The meeting was closed with prayer,

werejust like waifs and strays on the streets, wholly indifferent

to religion. That showed what a marvellousreligious work had

to be done among the male population of the Metropolis. It

was disheartening to think that while they were doing their

utmost to spread the Gospel, even within bow-shot, under those Mr. Charles Inglis has, during the past month , been hold .

dark arches of the railway near, men were standing forth to ing special meetings in Manchester and the suburbs of Dublin .

teach the most nefarious doctrines of infidelity. Meetings have been held in some places twice a day. The

Brief addresses followed by other friends interested in the Bible lectures for Christians each afternoon were a great help,

work at King's Cross. while not a few unsaved ones were brought to Christ night

after night.

Theatrical Tea Meetings. - At one of Mr. Forbes's

The Midnight Meeting Movement. meetings for theatrical employés, held on Wednesday of last

week, addresses were givenby Mr. Valentine, M.P., Mr. Shirley ,

Lower Exeter Hall , attracteda goodly number of the M.P., and Rev. W. H. Tickell. The Bible Flower Mission sent

society's friends and workers, who must have been well repaid bouquets of flowers with texts attached .

for their attendance by the encouraging report which waspre. Darvel, N.B.-Mr. F. E. Marsh, of the Evangelization

sented, and the stimulating addresses delivered by several Society, has concluded a series of evangelistic meetings extend

speakers. Many were sorry that Lord Mount Temple, who had ing over three weeks. The labours of this evangelist were

been announced to preside, wasunableto attendthrough illness, crowned with a rich blessing. Scarcely a night passed without

and earnest prayer was offered by Mr. J.J. Drysdale on his good fruits . Mr. Marsh is now labouring in Newmilns.

behalf, who opened the meeting. Free Breakfasts . - Messrs. Lewis & Co. , of Liverpool,

Admiral FISHBOURNE, C.B., who took the chair, remarked that have, with the co-operation of their employés and work -people ,

a mistake which was only too general might be proving a been giving, daily, free breakfasts to about seven hundred and

hindrance to the progress of this good work. An impression fifty unemployed men, selected carefully from those appearing

prevails, he said , that those on whose behalf this society worked inmost urgent need . We should like to see this good example

formed a very difficult class to deal with. So far from that followed widely.

being the case, he said , I believe that they have already arrived Church of England Working Men's Protestant

at a stage at whichmany have not arrived, they are under Union.-We have pleasure in announcing the formation of

conviction of sin . They are perfectly surethat they are lead this society . Its purpose is to preach the Gospel and carry on

ing a wrong life, and there are times when they feel that life to evangelistic work amongst the working classes, both in

bea terrible burden and slavery from which they would be only Protestant and Ritualistic parishes. Full particulars will

too glad to escape, if there were new surroundings visible with shortly be announced ; meanwhile communications and sug

which they might fall in . I remember when Mr. Moody was gestionsmay be addressed to Mr. John Kensit, Protestant

over here that I was asked, as an old man, to visit & certain Depot, 18, Paternoster Row, E.C.

T ,
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A King's Warning:

Plain Words with Young Men .

BY REV. J. THAIN DAVIDSON, DD .

* For at the window of my house I looked through my casement , and

htheld among the simple ones, 1 discerned among the youths, a young

man void of understanding " ( Prov. vii . 6, 7 ) .

Thenight that met KingSolomon'seye ashe sat atthe

window of his palace in Jerusalem is , unfortunately,

by no means a rare one in our own time. A first floor

window in a main street of any of our great towns may

afford the same spectacle any day of the year.

Solomon, you must remember, was not only a monarch and

a magistrate, but also a minister and a moralist ; and, no

doubt, studied, with feelings of responsible interest, the

manners and behaviour of the people over whom he ruled .

A Student of Character.

A learned and accomplished man he was, but pre-emi

pently a student of character. We know that he grappled

with all departmentsof science --withbotany, for example ; for

“ he spake of trees, from the cedar that is in Lebanon to the

hyssop that springeth out of the wall," from the majestic

pine to the humblest lichen or moss ; in a word , from the

highest to the lowest form of vegetation.

With natural history, for “ he spake also of beasts,and of

fowl, and of creeping things, and of fishes ; " that is, of the

four grand departments of animated nature, from the anne

lida to the higher vertebrata.

With chemistry, as we may gather from many a hint in

his writings, and from the echoes of a tradition not yet

extinct ; for the alchemists were wont to claim him as their

leader, and to boast of his accomplishments in their mystic

art.

The Study of Man .

But whilst he gave attention to material science, and had

a museum stocked with all the wonders of creation found in

every flower, and bird , and beast, and object of research , he

evidently felt that, after all , “ the noblest study of mankind

is man ;" his forte lay in the direction of moral philosophy,

in the sense of the philosophy of morals ; and this Book of

Proverbs is the grandest dissertation ever written upon the

theme.

I have said he was a student of character ; and here he has

given us not a few sketches drawn to the life.

a Portrait

Pacing the broad piazza which for centuries continued to be

named after him, “ Solomon's porch ,” or sitting at the open

lattice of the proud palace he had reared, he had ample oppor

tunity for studying human life as it existed in the capital ;

and, with a pen dipped in more than mortal wisdom , he

drew many a striking portrait, that now lies before me on

these pages, fresh as when it was limned three thousand

years ago .

The sluggard, the drunkard, the miser, the spendthrift, the

tale -bearer,thelibertine, the speculator, the simpleton - each

passes in turn before his observanteye, and each receives, as

he deserves , a royal castigation.

The Graphic Scene.

As I read our graphic text, the scene is all before me.

There, like a petrified dream , stands the regal palace in all

the snowy splendour of its virgin marble ; and, looking uy, I

see at yonder window the sagacious monarch gazing intently

on the crowd below.

The day has faded into twilight, and the twilightnow

melts into night, and the lamps are lit'; but still, fanned by

the soft evening air, and spellbound by the stirring scenes

beneath , the king, unobserved, sits rapt in contemplation.

Withhis own eyes he sees-yes, he sees—the artfulness of

the tempter, the impudence of vice ; he marks the trap set,

the bait taken , and the fool caught ; and on themorrow , as

he writes out in detail the humiliating story, he begins with

these words of my text : “ At the window of my house I

looked through my casement, and beheld among the simple

ones, I discerned among the youths “ a young man void of

understanding."

It is my business to turn Solomon's observation to account

to your advantage : and I learn,

First , the special perils of great cities.-- Is it not surprising

how human nature remains the same in every age ? How

the description, written thousands of years ago, of the temp

tations that then assailed the youth of Jerusalem , and Tyre,

and other citiesof the East, answers precisely to what we see

in our own day ?

The counsels and warnings, therefore, of the ancient sage

are as valuable and fitting as ever.
There is not a word

in this Book of Proverbs that is obsolete or out of date.

Young man , don't lay your Old Testament upon the shelf,

as if it were superseded by the New. The brief and pithy

aphorisms of Solomon were never more needed than now .

They are, in the words of Tennyson ,

“ Jewels , five words long ,

That on the stretched forefinger of all time,

Sparkle for ever."

Indeed, the moral dangers of which they warn you have

become greatly irtensified . The vastness and multitudinous

ness of many of our modern cities provide a secrecy which is

congenial to vice.

Hidden in London .

Nowhere is it so easy to be a homo incognitus as in

London,

In yonder little village or clachan, where you spent your

early days, dared you take a forbidden path , you were at

once a marked man . Every house, so to speak, was made

of glass ; everybody knew his neighbour ;you were quite

aware that one false step might be the ruin of your character ;

and you were closely hedged round by influences that greatly

robbed temptation of its power,

But, in a community like this, these influences are un

known. You can bury yourself in the Metropolis as com

pletely as in an African desert, or an Indian jungle, or an

American prairie. You can elude the gaze of all who know

you.

You can disappear for a couple of days, if you please ;

vanish from society for a season, and crop up again as it

suits you. You can plunge into a vortex of iniquity, and

nobody but God and your own conscience know anything

of it.

This enormously adds to the power oftemptation : that you

may pluck the poisonous fruit unobserved . Only keep the

inward monitor quiet, and you may run undetected and

unchallenged into every excess.

Temptations Manifold .

Then, in all great towus, solicitations to vice abound as

they do not elsewhere. Every passion has a tempter lying in

wait for it. Whatever be yourtemperament orconstitution,

a snare will be skilfully laid to entrap you . Moreover, vice

clothes itself here in its most pleasing attire, and not seldom

appears even under the garb of virtue.

it is sometimes said that great cities possess great

advantages. So they do. Opportunities of intellectual

culture ; religious privileges of the highest order ; openings

for usefulness on every side True ; but till the character

is decidedly formed, how little do these avail as a counter

poise to the fascinations of sin ?

Ah ! one would have thought Jerusalem was the place to

live in - and be safe. “The Holy City. ” The dwelling.

place of God. Jerusalem , with its magnificent temple, its

stately services, its unceasing devotions, its countless priests,

and awe-inspiring prophets ! There, you would suppose, if

anywhere on earth, virtue would have its shrine, and pro

fligacy be unknown. Yet, from yonder window , the king

saw what brought the blush to his cheek.

Divine Compassion.

Ay, and when , a thousand years after, " a greater than

Solomon made His entry into that city, what was the

impression that was made upon His mind ? I suppose that,

as Christ came down the slopes of Olivet, and Jerusalem ,

bathed in the soft sunlight, burst upon His view , with its

glistening domes, and minarets, and palaces, whilst the hum

of its busy industry fell upon His ear, I suppose the crowd

expectedto see transport and exhilaration inHis face. Was

it so ? Oh, no ! Such a vision of its sin rose up before,

Him , obliterating the landscape from horizon to horizon ,
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that He burst into tears and sobbed aloud. “ He beheld the

city , and wept over it."

Ah ! think you not that, were the Son of Man on earth

to -day,there is yet more in the sight of this Metropolis to

bring the moisture to His eyes ? How few who climb the

three hundred and forty- five steps of the Monument of

London, and from that dizzy height look around upon the

scene below, upon the miles and miles of affluent streets,

and palatial warehouses, and busy markets, think of the sins

and sorrows that are seething there, and find the tear of

deepest feeling steal down their cheek !

And yet , who knows not that beneath the fair surface

their lies hid a Pandemonium !

Young man , “ I know thy works, and where thou

dwellest, even where Satan's seat is . "

Hiðnight Snares.

Seewilly, I learn from this passage the eril of late hours.

Verse 9– In the twilight, in the evening, in the black and

dark night.” Just so. The devil, like the beast of prey,

stalks forth when the sun goes down. “ Every one that

doeth evil,” said Christ, hateth the light.” As darkness

settles down upon the city, vice creeps forth from her secret

lurking -place, and foul vermin in human form crawl the

streets . Midnight on earth is hell's mid -noon. London

asleep ? No. All the demons of the pit holding high

carnival. Iniquity wide awake. Debauchery awake. Lust

awake. Now comes the banquet of Bacchus. Now is heard

the click of the gambler's dice , and the thousand-voiced

shriek of loathsome blasphemy. Now is the time for unlaw

ful amusements, and social convivialities, and lascivious

revelry.

Now Jezebel spreads her net, and Delilah shears the locks

of Samson . Now the music is in full blast ; the dance in

wildest whirl ; the wine foaming to the lip of the glass. Now,

around your hotel doors, and tavern bars, and theatre gates,

there hang the cormorants of darkness, incarnate fiends of

either sex , who with dexterous insinuation make friends of

the simple, and lure them off into the mouth of hell.

The Laughter of Fools.

Policeman ! flash your lantern on that face ,and say if its

leery look is not suggestive of the pit. Hark the noisy

orgies of that dancingcrew who make the whole house shake

with their boisterous mirth . Ah ! not all those peals of

unclean laughter will persuade me that there is not misery

enough within some of those hearts to rival the agonies of

the place of woe.

Oh ! strange place, verily, is London at midnight ! As

Big Ben booms twelve, Satan empties out his kennels on our

streets, and, ere the morningdawns, a world of moral havoc

and ruin, and shame and devilry hath been wrought which

all eternity will not repair nor efface. Young men, take it

kindly when I bid you beware of late hours. Your health

forbids it ; your principles forbid it ; your moral sense for

bids it ; your safety forbids it. Leave that latch -key at

home, my young brother ; ' you have no occasion to need it .

Don't tell me I'm an old wife, and that youth must have

its fling and spree. No man with a grain of common sense

will misunderstand my appeal.

A Mother's Wail.

I maintain that purity loves the light ; and I have seen it

over and over again , that late hours have proved a young

man's ruin . Ah, I might tell you of one, as promising a lad

as I ever had under myministry, the only son of his mother,

and she a widow, who in an evil hour began to tamper with

temptation. I took him to be a Christian , and looked for

him to be his parent's comfort and support ; but he began to

be late of returning at nights ; hours that should have been

spent at home would be spent at the tavern bar, until the

craving was hegotten ; then he commenced to tamper with

other things ; tamper with truth , tamper with chastity, tam

per with his master's money ; on he went from good to bad ,

from bad to worse, from worse to worst, till the spirit was

broken, and the health shattered , and at length death laid

its hand upon his bloated brow ; and for many a month

thereafter his weeping mother (who has since died of a

broken heart) would take out, week by week, a few flowers

to yonder cemetery, and scatter them on his grave ; and , as

they dropped from her fingers, she would rend the air with

her bitter wail , “ Oh, Henry, my son, my son, would God I

had died for thee, my son , my son ! ”

Foolish Company.

Thirdly. The next warning given in the text is, the

danger of foolish company. " I bebeld among the simple

ones.” You know what this word “ simple ” means in the

Book of Proverbs : silly, frivolous, idle , abandoned.
You

could almost predict with certainty the future of one who

selected such society. “ He that walketh with wise men

shall be wise ; but the companion of fools shall be destroyed .”

Hardly any young man goes to a place of dissipation alone.

At least at first.

Of the ten thousand lads that every year go to the bad in

London, I will venture to assertthat the ruin of ninety per cent.

is due to bad company. We all want companyof some sort or

another ; and, if you are not particular, you will get plenty of

it here, specially in slack times. For the past year or two

trade has been dull, business has been bad. Scores ofyoung

men can get nothing to do. And idleness, unhappily, is very

demoralizing. It inclines a man to rely upon others, and not

upon himself ; to eat their bread , and not his own .

The Vampires.

It often amazes me how so many men, whom we see

lounging about with their hands in their pockets, look so fat

and comfortable. I can never understand how they live,

much less how they are able to indulge in this and that

expensive diversion or amusement,

I know of only four ways of getting money ; no more.

You must inherit it ; or you must work for it ; or you must

beg for it ; or--you must stealit. But these gentry to whom

I refer certainly have not inherited money ; they do not

work for it ; they do not beg ; and- I must leave with you

the responsibility of saying how they get it .

Always give a wide berth to lazy, indolent fellows, who

have no stomach for good hard work. Horatius was once

told that he might have as much laud as he could plough in

one day with a yoke of oxen ; and a man is really willing

to throw off his coat and buckle on to genuine hard work, it

rarely happens that he is long idle. Don't loiter “ among

the simple ones,” unless you wish to be reckoned “ a youth

void of understanding."

Up from the Country .

I have seen stout, hearty young men , with the ruddy glow

of country health on their cheeks, and the odour of the

farmhouse or the peat smoke still about them , evidently come

up to town to enter business : and they had not been here

three weeks before they were set upon by these vampires, and

enticed to haunts where they were robbed of all purity and

self -respect .

The worst of it is that it is commonly the finest natures

that are first pounced upon. The man of a cold , mean, stingy

temperament is let alone. It is the good -hearted, amiable

fellow, with open countenance, and warm heart, and generous

disposition, that is at once seized by these vermin of the pit ,

and poisoned with every kind of pollution. You buoyant

and exhilarant natures, full of fun and frolic, ready with

your wit, and song, and hearty laughter, I tell you, it is you

that are speciallyin danger.

Shun Evil Companions.”

You had better take care with whom you associate. There

are men who will fawn upon you and flatter you, and call you

good company, and patronize you wonderfully, and take you

anywhere you wish to go ; and allow you to pay all

expenses.

Don't laugh, for it is perfectly true. It is always the case ,

that if a good lad and a bad lad go together to some place

they had better avoid , it is the former that has to settle the

bill. The other fumbles in his pocket for his purse, but it

is never forthcoming at the right moment.

As a rule , a companion of loose characters is the most

mean and selfish of creatures. He will slap you familiarly

on the shoulder, in the “Hail fellow , well met” style ; and

then he will bleed you , and poison you, and dupe you, until

he has got out of you all he can , when he will cast you off

and search for another victim.

The “ Social Glass."

Oh ! there is not a day but some “ greenhorn " is thus

caught and wheedled , to discover, too late, what a simpleton
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none .

Livingstone's Conviction.

David Livingstone, the great explorer, said that, naving

lived with men of all sorts of creeds and faiths, he was

satisfied that the very worst form of religion was better than

Oh pause, my friend, before you lay aside this
grand old Book, that has lifted up millions out of barbarism ,

and has kindled in yonder firmament the only star of hope

for our perishing race.

If there be one of you whose feet have wandered from the

right way, I beckon you back to the faith you have forsaken

and the Saviour you have despised. In the name of God, I

bid you shake yourself free of all your dreary infidelities, and

accept theGospel that your father loved, and that smoothed

the last pillow of your sainted mother.

Doubts and Difficulties .

Perhaps you look to me and say, “ Ah , sir, you know

nothing of our doubts and difficulties.” Brother, I know

them all. I have sailed through seas of darkness and specula

tion, till I questioned whether there be a personal God,

whether my soul is immortal,whether this Bible is Divine.

I have drifted on waves of doubt till the land was almost

out of sight ; but, thank God, He has brought me through

the tempest and the gloom to the quiet harbour of evangelical

trust.

It is no unreasoning, sentimental emotion, but a firm ,

intelligent faith on which I find I can live , and on which I

mean to die.

And now, in His name, I call aloud to
any of you

who are

tossing on the wild , tempestuous main of unbelief, or are like

tobe whelmed inthe vortex of passion : - There is a rock of

safety, there is a harbour of repose ; come and find rest unto

your souls ! Amen.

he has been . What is insanely called “ the social glass ” has

carried more men to destruction than all the arsenic and

strychnine in the world.

I am not forgetting, dear lads, thatmany of you meet

with a special class of temptations, hardly known by those

who can come home of an evening to their warm domestic

circle. It is somewhat freezing, when your day's work is

over, to have nowhere to go to but a solitary lodging.

a Hint to Christian Ladies.

Yoursocial instincts musthave play. And I think the

happy Christian families of London might do a little more

than they do, in throwing open their doors, and offering

hospitality, to friendless young men of high principle and

anblemished character .

Lodgings may be very comfortable, and landladies very

kind ; but you do want sometimes to sit at a table where

three or four are gathered round in an innocent game or in

lively chit-chat.

You want occasionally to make one of a merry group

around the cozy fireside. It is good for us all to have a hearty

romp with the little ones, and even to submit to the teazing

and bantering of those who are wicked enough to laugh at

some of our rustic angularities.

You are far away, some of you, from the dearest circle you

know on earth. God bless every bright and pious house

hold in the Metropolis that offers you a smiling welcome !

Perils to be Shunned .

Answer to Bible Acrostic for the Little Ones.

No. VIII .

1. L uke

2. Eli

3. A mos

4. Romans

5. N ile

6. Obadiah

7. F lax

8. M yra

9. E phesus

Luke i .

1 Sam . iii .

Amos i .

Rom . i .

Exod.

Obad , i .

... Exod. ix . 31

Acts xxvii . 5

Acts xix. 35 .

Matt. xi, 29 .

T. H.

Plymouth.

Now, serious as are the perils of the great city, and the

dark night, and evil company, a youth of intelligence and

Christian principle may escape them , and pass scatheless

through them ,but— " a young man void of understanding ! "

why, he has not a chance.

Solomon looked down from his palace window, and beheld

-what ? a fool ! a silly, senseless youth, with no mind of his

own, with no command of his will , the slave of his passions,

ready to be entrapped .

Sound Understanding.

Such a young gentleman is no rara avis in this city . I

dare say, if his portrait were taken, you would see himwith

hat at an angle of forty- five degrees, showy scarf- pin that

cost exactly elevenpence three-farthings, gilt -headed cane,

and hands plunged into his breeches' pockets.

" A young man void of understanding " --what a pitiful

description ? God's noblest handiwork wrecked and ruined.

What does the inspired sage mean by “ understanding ” ?

It is more than wisdom ; it is more than knowledge ; it is

both , and something beside. By all means get wisdom ,get

knowledge ; " but, with all thy getting, get understanding."

It is a mind well balanced by the grace of God ; it is the

highest form of common sense, sanctified by a genuine

piety.

No man's understanding can be called thoroughly sound

until it has been brought under the power of thetruth as it

s in Jesus. Your only security against the perils of the city,

of the dark night, and of evil company, your only safety

amid the lusts that attack the flesh , and the scepticisms that

assail the mind , is a living faith in God, a spiritual union

with Christ.

Clamorous Unbelief.

I tell you, young brother, you must have this living

faith . You cannot do without it. · Men have tried to get on

without any religion , but have found out it won't do. The

very multiplicity of false religions only shows that a faith

of some kind is necessary . Unless you can make me be

lieve you have no soul, I will not believe you can do

without a religion .

Some of you are daily confronted with infidelity. You

meet it in your workshops ; it assails you in the streets

Well, what has it ever done forthe world, or for humanity ?

Are you enamoured of it, for its beauty and beneficence ?

Some time since, in the Hall of Science, a mere youth stood

up and said, “ I renounce my mother's teaching. Irenounce

my mother'sBible. I renounce my mother's faith, ” till even

Charles Bradlaugh said , “ Stay, young man . Not so fast.”

concurrences

The Hand of God in Missions.

1PEAKING on the present awakened interest in Foreign

said lately having mentioned various indications of the leading

of God. These of the outward and the

inward , the spiritual and the material , in God's ways are so

wonderfully significant. You trace them all through the

history of the Church . They were never more remarkable than

when the Church Missionary Society was founded , when the

world looked as shut to the Gospel . The moment after, so to

speak, that the spiritual decision to establish this society had

been taken, the world opened , for England came into a posi

tion of influence such as she had never had before . There

was the finger of God . God moved in the hearts of those London

clergymen - those old , despised, mighty Evangelicals . He

moved in their hearts to make them feel just what the report

has reminded us should be the true feeling-that, though the
Red Sea was before them , they must go on. The Red Sea of

political agencies was opened , and English missionaries were

uble within a few years to do things which they had never

done before. Now I hold that again God is moving far

and deep and wide though the Evangelical community of

Christendom-far and wide beyond its professed limits , asking

about our relationship to Him ; and He is in the most remark

able way making more and more the devotednessof Hispeople

run towards missionary work . We see it so at Cambridge.

Man after m in that is brought to the definite point of

saying , “ I am Thine ; use me when and where Thou wilt, "

finds somehow that there is a drift of responsibility leading him

at least to ask , “ Is it not in a foreign field ? "
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Lonely Watchers of the Sea .

BY PEARL FISHER .

lightships which stud our coasts to warn and guide navi.

gators, outward or inward bound . These solitary watchers of the

sea have many a dreary and monotonous hour, tossing about

in our roads and channels during the two months' “ turn " they

spend on board, with no visitors save the occasional “ bum .

boat”bringing stores.

While spending a few days at Gosport, I had the privilege of

visiting, in company with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cook, two of the

lightships in the Solent. In the steam launch , which has

proved so useful in this and other operations of the Gosport and

Portsmouth Seaman's Mission , we made our way, against wind

and tide, out of the harbour and away to the lightships . Time

had we, en voyage, for many reminiscences of the hard and toil

some enterprise it was to visit these ships when it had to be per

formedby boat, not infrequently a perilous and risky voyage.

With the steam launch it is more safe , but by no means cer

tainof accomplishment. I have before this steamed out with

Mr. Cook to these ships, and found it impossible , after all , to get

alongside, by reason of the heavy sea running.

On Board “ The Luarner . ”

On the present occasion we were favoured by a sea sufficiently

quiet to permit of boarding. Nearing the Warner we could

see the captain and crew letting down their boat in orderto

allow of our running alongside . Approaching, we were hailed

in the warmest and heartiest tonesof welcome. One or two of

the men smartlyjumped on board ourlaunchandaided in making

her fast ; ready handswere stretched out to assist us, especially

the lady visitor, to board the lightship. In short, in every

possible way they sought to show how thoroughly glad they

were of our visit.

“May we hold a service ? " was Mr. Cook's first question,

'Rightwelcomeye are, only wish you'd come oftener," was

the captain's response ; and turning to the crew he added,

“ Below , lads, fora servioe .” “ Ay, ay, sir,” came promptly and

cheerily from all hands.

Down we went to the snug cabin ; a bench was brought in ,

and all the crow , with one exception (left on watch ), were

quickly seated . The captain proved to be a hearty, genial

Christian , right glad of a little fellowship and cheer in his lonely

life. A hymn was given out, and, few as we were, heartily sung.

Mr. Cook then read isa. liii . , briefly and practically

commenting thereon , pressing home in plain and direct lan .

guago the salvationaccomplished by Himwho was bruised for

our iniquities, and by whose stripes we are healed. I was

privileged to add afew words , and the captain closed our short

though happy service with prayer.

Next we were invited to inspect the ship. The lamp-room ,

with four large tanks (120 gallons) of colza oil, the great

lanterns, bright polished brass, the powerful reflectors, the

mechanism of the lights and fog horn , the signal guns, sema

phore, and other interesting objects.

A supply of books was presented to the crew , a word of

personal appeal addressed to each—not forgetting the solitary

deck watcher-and then embarking on our little launch we

steamed off amid shouts of farewell and good wishes, and, as a

last injunction,

“Come back soon ; come often ; come on Sundays if you

can ."

Off to “The Nab. "

Six miles further off we reach the Nab, at the back of the Isle

of Wight. Here we found a new crew , all, save one, strangers

to Mr. Cook ; but for all that equally ready to welcome our

visit. The master was on shore, but the mate , just come from

Ramsgate, greeted us with a hail , and told us , when asked if he

hadany objection to a service ,

“ Not a bit ; I've been used to it."

“ In other lightships you mean ?

“ Yes , on the Goodwin Sands ; a clergyman used to come out

from Deal now and again and give us abit of a reading and a

talk .”

Again all hands wore invited to the cabin, and all save the

necessary deck watch responded willingly. Perhaps the sing

ing was not quite so regular as on the Warner, buthearty and

well-meant for all that.

A Solitary witness.

We found one in this little company serving and following

the Lord - a lonely and isolated witnessfor his Master.

“You must find it somewhat dull and dreary out here ? "

“ Ah, it is so, sir; you don't know how long the two months
sometimes seem .

“ Have you no visitors ? "

“ Many a two months' turn we've done, and noc & boat near

us all the time , saving the bumboat,' But the Lord never

forgets us ; bless Him ? ”

“ You find Him with you even out here tossing on the rest

less billows ? ”

“ That I do, sir ; many a quiet talk He and I have together.

Yes, sir, I feel He talks , if you understand what I mean, to

me in the long, weary hours. I look round on my mates and

thinky, ' Would to God they knew Him too, ' I remember wife

and children , and I thinks , • Bless the Lord, He's with them on

shore, just as He's with me out here in the Nab .' Not but

what I'm glad to get home again for a bit ; but I'm thankful

for the help and cheer He gives me. And I'm believing He's

going to give me some souls . One man that listened to you

with all his eyes, has been anxious , I believe , for some time.

I hope the words you spoke will be the Lord's message to him

and to all of us."

During our service the weird sound of the fog horn had

vibrated through the vessel , telling us the fog, which had hung

all the morning along the shore , was thickening. So , indeed , it

proved, and,on pushing off from the Nab, we quickly lost sight

of her andall surrounding objects. Indeed , for well-nigh an

hour our little vessel was steered more by instinct and faith

than by any clear perception of where we really were.

The Spithrad Forts.

By and by there loomed out of the fog the first of the Spithead

forts , curiously contrived, triumphs of engineering, rising sheer

out of the sea, and supplied, I learned, with water from wells

sunk below the waters of the Solent. Landing is strictly

forbidden by Government regulations, but on our approach the

littlegarrison ran eagerly down to the jetty,knowing well that

Mr. Cookbadsomething for them. So hehad : twenty little

bags, filled with books and tracts , were deftly pitched on to the

jetty as we steamed close in , and then stood quickly out lest the

force of the tide should damage the launch against the walls of

the fort. Similarly we discharged a supply of bags and silent

messengers at each of the other forts , shouting to the men a

few hearty words of cheer, and breathing an earnest prayer that

God would bless to these men in their isolated post of duty

His own Word and witness .

We reached the Hard about 5.30. Our visit to the lightships

having occupied seven hours, even with the steam launch ; how

long itmust have taken in the days when it had to be done in

a small boat our readers may conjecture. Our congregations

had been small and select, but they were lonely mon severed

from home and friends and Gospel privileges , and a loving and

Christ-like service it is to carry to such, even at the cost

of not a little labour, the comfort and cheer of the King's

message. Doubtless words spoken under such circumstances

to those who have leisure to think and few distractions have

been and are fruitful in the highest blessing.

I was delighted to find my earnest and hearty friend in

his busy service amongst soldiers and seamen crowdingGosport

and the vessels in Portsmouth , amongst fishermen there and

along the coast, and by means of Gospel ships in the French

ports, does not overlook the lonely watchers of the sea in

the lightships and forts of the Solent.

Berlin . - It is interesting and encouraging to hear of the

progress of the Lord's work everywhere, and though we grieve

to see millions of our fellow -men still fettered by the bonds of

the adversary, either in heathendom abroad or in heathenish

Christianity at homo — that formal Christianity with much

outward show and high - sounding phrases, but with no life and

power - yet we must acknowledge that the Lord Jesus is con.

quering His foes and gathering His own unto Himself. It is &

glorious thing through grace tobe permitted to work withthe

Lord in the accomplishing of His purposes. We have indeed

much encouragement. For five years we have laboured in

Berlin ; we arrived as strangers, confident that the Lord had

called us to the work , trusting in His promises for guidance

and support; and truly He has dealt bountifully with us.

Though our faith has often been sorely tried, yet we have been

kept from running to man for help, and we have found the

Lord always to arise on our behalf. From the beginning He

has kept us aside ; though ignored by those who are influential

in the eyes of the world -church (and right glad we are of it) ,

we are well known to the believing people here , and, I may

humbly admit, much beloved of those who through the preach .

ing of the Word have been led to the Lord . Our souls delight

in His work. We have much blessing in Moabit, also in

Charlottenburg , whore we have hired a large hall for the Gospel

services, and we are glad to see it filled, and souls seeking and

finding the Saviour. We do indeed praise the Lord, and thank

the dear friends in the Lord who help us on by their intercession

and practical sympathy.

JULIUS ROHRBACH .
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Union Meetings at Cardiff.

R. HAMMOND is holding meetings in our town of over

SI

S O

The “ Christian World ."

TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK. "

HIR , - I would call your attention to the last issue ( 1st inst . )

of the Christian World .

Opportunity is taken in a notice of Dr. Allon's Psalmist

Hymnal to not only insinuate, but avow , Unitarian principles.

Thus :

“ We may say at once that, in relation to some doctrines , it

cleaves closely to the old lines , whilst, in relation to others, it

does so in hesitating and varying manner.
In relation to the

Atonement, the book reveals the feeling of the olden time. In

many a hymn the idea of the Atonement as a price paid for our

salvation is strongly set forth . Thus we meet with lines like

the following :

" ' Though my ransom price Ho paid ;

" ' I bring them , Saviour, all to Thee,

For Thou hast purchased all for me ; '

“ Take the purchase of Thy blood . ' "

( The italics are their own .)

" We find also the terrible lines

" .For us He gave His blood to flow ,

invited him here . Much good has already been done, and

between four and five hundred have given in their names

professing conversion . Mr. Hammond has held stirring open

air meetings at the docks , when the men for the day or hour

may chance to be unemployed ; yesterday I suppose not less

than one thousand people attended. A deep impression was

made. Mr. R. Cory scattered invitation tickets and tracts to

the men, many of whom promised to attend the evening ser

vices. Mr. Hammond willremain here next week.

C. R.

The South Wales Daily News, in the course of a kind article

on the mission , says :
The invitation to Cardiff was signed by thirteen ministers.

Mr. Hammond addressed on Saturday last a preparatory meet

ing in the hall of the Young Men's Christian Association , St.

Mary Street. On Sunday afternoon a children's service was

held at the large Wesleyan Chapel , Roath. The edifice was

crowded with bright and attentive youngsters, who listened

with evident interest to the whole of the remarks of Mr. Ham .

mond. There was a service for adults on Sunday evening and

services have also been held every night since. It is customary,

at the conclusion of an earnest address by Mr. Hammond, for

the congregation to break up into little groups, and a lady or

gentleman speaks in a low key to the persons forming each

group , or else prays with them . During the week Mr. Ham

mond conducted special services at Wood Street Chapel, and it

is hoped that before leaving Cardiff he will address a great

gathering in the Park Hall.

9)

Conversion of Chineso Children .

HE following interesting letter, from a missionary of the

.

And met His Father's anger .'

All this is called “ the mawkish and carnal epithets applied

to the blood and wounds of Christ, to which no parallels can be

found in Scripture .”

It is to be greatly hoped that Dr. Allon will in the same pub

lication meet this - not in " hesitating and varying manner

—but, 48 you do , stand up manfully for the " glorious

Gospel of the blessed God," seeing that the preaching of the

cross is to them that perish foolishness." This in conjunction

with an article in the Christian World Pulpit, February 10th,

by J. Freeman Clarke, on “ The Man Christ Jesus,” who, after

attempting to show that He could not possibly possess two

natures— " If human nature is depraved, then, of course, Jesus

was not man - He was not made in all respects like His

bretbren ' ; says of Jesus , “ He is not a theological Saviour,

not one who has done something to appease God, and make

Him able to forgive our sin , We know nothing about such

& metaphysical theory.”

Is it possible that preachers professing to teach the truth can

even recognise such a publication as in any way "Christian ” . ?

To me it appears that it is, or may be , Jesu-ite, but certainly

not Christ - ian .

He calls Himself, to Nathanael, the Son of Man . Nathanael

had previously addressed Him as the Son of God. He assures

Nicodemus that the Son of Man is in Heaven , and yet declarep

that He must be LIFTED up . To him , however, He speaks of

Himself as the only -begotten Son of God.

" I lay down My life , that I might take it again. No man

" taketh ' it from Me, but I lay it down ofMyself. I have power

to lay it down and I have power to take it again .”
What is this " life " but His blood ? Is this carnal ? Acts

xx. 28 : “ The Church of God , which He hath purchased with

His own blood . "

With many thanks for your constant testimony, and valour

for the truth ,

Yours affectionately,

C. W. WILKINSON,

Tettenhall, Wolverhampton .

at one of his meetings. It contains some points of especial

interest :

I took your excellent book, The Conversion of Children , on a

trip to Chefoo, and carefully read it , besides lending it to

several missionaries there from Swatow, Shanghai, and Hang.

chau to read.

Allow me to thankyou most heartily for sending me the book :

it is one adapted to do much good , treating as it does of a most

important subject.
I most fully believe in the policy of receiving children who

give evidence of conversion to the Church , and caring for them

as Christian children .

In July, 1867, before returning to China after my first visit

home, I had thepleasure of receiving to the Churchin Zumbrota,

Minnesota , my son, in his twelfth year, and a daughter only

eight years old. There was some doubt expressed as to receiving

the latter on account of her age, but I argued that we believed

her to be a converted child , and that, if she was such , she needed

recognition as such to encourage her to grow as a Christian,

instead of being discouraged, and perhaps seriously injured in her

Christian character, if not thrown intodoubt concerning herself

and religion ; also by being assured tbat she was too young to

know whether she were a Christian or not. It has seemed to

me that ,while parents should be wise in judging of the evidence

of piety in children, we should believe in their early conversion ,

and treat the converted ones as such . When I was a boy I did

not suppose that I could be a Christian , or could be regarded as

such until I was in my teens.

I did not regard myself as converted till my Freshman -year

in Amherst College, after I was twenty years old ; but Dr.

Davis , of Amherst, N.H. , to whom I once told my

experience, expressed the opinion that I was converted when &

boy, and I am now rather inclined to the same opinion , and

can say that if it was so , and I had been instructed as a

Christian, I should have escaped a great deal of unnecessary

distress ofmind from wrong impressions, and could have been

more useful,as well as more happy,for several years ofmylife .

My daughter, received into the Church at the age of eight ,

is nowwith me here in missionary work, and my two other

remaining children are earnest Christians. I trust God's

blessing will ever attend your efforts for the conversion of

ehildren. Yours very truly,

Foochow , China.
O. HARTWELL.

P.S.-I once received a Chinese boy to the Church at eleven

years of age, and fourgirls from our boarding school were

received into the Church by the native pastor a few weeks

since ; they were, I think, twelve or so years old. The boy I

received has run well , and is now a teacher in the Girls'

Boarding School.

E. H,

Words of Cheer.

TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK."

MIR , - I think Word and Work very valuable in these days,

, - :

and one foot-races. Calm, cool study is unpopular, even among

saints ;something strange and quitenew, and with only a verse

or two in its favour, is the popular Christian style .

Railways and haste are the death of students. Surface

reading is the rage , and I fear we are on the eve of shallow

times, even among the saints.

I wish the Editor of Word and Work would take upTregelles's

writings (he was a calm , cool , accurate scholar), and make the

putlic well acquainted with the man , as well as with his studies.

Perhaps the current of truth might thus be increased . Word

and Work is interesting always.
GORDON FORLONG .

" Bulls," New Zealand , February 16th, 1886.

Rev. W. Haslam has, we learn, had an interesting and

fruitful mission in Woodstock, Ontario. As with Mr. Aitken

in the United States, Mr. Haslam found many prejudices at

the outset, but these were soon dispelled as the reality of the

work became evident.
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GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD,

Progress in Upper Egypt. A United Mission in Hangchów . The Power of the Word.

T!

HE Rev. Dr. Hogg,a nobleChristian Billetter totheChurchMissionaryISHOP MOULE,in an interesting In England's Bible in India"Rev.W.

worker (writes the Secretary of the

Turkish Missions' Aid Society ), and for Society, gives an account of an effort Johnson gives the following strikingin

many years the life and soul of the entered into by all the missions of the stance of the power of the simple Word:

American Mission in Upper Egypt, has A Christian teacher came to the London
city to secure progress in personal holi

recently been called to his rest. The ness, and to preach the Gospel more Missionary Society's College in Calcutta,

following item is from his pen : effectively in the city. “ I was led to pro
from the Free Church of Scotland Mission.

I have visited nearly a dozen towns pose an association of this kind last The story of his conversion and after

on either side of Asyoot, and every.
winter, on perceiving in the minds of the

course is interesting . In youth , before

where the meetings have been crowded native leaders of each mission a sense of he knew Christ, his mind was deeply

to the door. Heexercised on the subject of religion.Amongst other places , deadness and lethargy in their indi

I have been twice at Minieh, a town vidual experience,and a lack of power in longed to know God and find peace .

of sixteen thousand inhabitants, and When in this condition of mind, he one
the preaching and other means of evan

about & third of the way down from gelization and pastoral care. day went to the Theistic service of the

this towards Cairo . The work there has “ The preaching was daily in the open Brahma Samaj. The minister read from

made a new departure. a book words which arrested his attention ,
They have air , at the most public spot in this huge

and filled him with comfort. It was asecured premises in the very centre of city , by a party usually of one or two

the town, suitable for a meeting-house or missionaries, and four or five natives, manual in use in the Brahma worship.

chapel, schools, pastor's dwelling, &c . taken in rotation from all the missions, He eagerly sought and obtained a copy.

Thenegotiations had all to be conducted each party serving for one week. I had A Christian acquaintance, to whom he

in secret. The building, an old dwelling, charge of a party three or four times showed the book or mentioned it , in

house, was bought for four hundred and during the period, and found it very in . formed him that it was a compilation

forty pounds. As soon as the fact of the teresting. We have reason to thinkthat from the sayings of Jesus. He went to the

purchase leaked out, some rich Copts the effort has considerably extended the New Testament itself , and to the Saviour

offered one thousand pounds to the family knowledge of the Gospel without as well it revealed. He pursued a course of study

who sold it to us, but they were too late . as within the city. Ten monthlymeet at College , and obtained university

ings have been held . I have acted as
honours,takingthe degrees of B.A. , LL.B.

their chairman , and have made the pro He then became a teacher in our College,
A Brave Pioneer. and received Rs . 150 a month. In

ceedings as little formal as possible. We

JHE valiant missionary pioneer, M. meet in Dr. Main's lecture room, Eastern Bengal there is an outcast

excellent place . Weary as I have often
and despised class of the people living

ing himself, after three years of anxious gone to the meetings, I have never failed in the deepest ignorance and poverty .

No Christian teacher was among them.toil and manifold disappointments, on to be deeply interested. The members

the further side of the Zambesi. Here are Christian missionaries (men ), and Their spiritual wants lay on this man's
heart.are his words : -It was often thought some sixteen or eighteen leading Chris.

Their misery drew him to them ,

that Satan would triumph , and that our tian picked men of the Church, Presby He gaveup his appointment as professor

expedition would disappear like a soap terian , Inland Mission, and (latterly )
in the College, and good prospects in

that line of work, to go and live among
bubble. This was permitted of God in Baptist natives ."

these people . Another native Christian ,order to strengthen and purify our faith .
who also had this work at heart, unIf the expedition has succeeded, we are

sure that the mission will also succeed . Our Fellow-countrymen in dertook to support him. This support

South America. amounted to one- third only of the income

he had been receiving. This was a
RITING Ar

will date in the history of African evange genuine sacrifice for the Gospel's sake,

and for the salvation of men. Many of the
lization. Hitherto that river had proved

Adams, of the SouthAmerican Missionary
poor and simple folk have become “rich

an insurmountable barrier to foreigners, Society, gives an interesting account of
in faith . "

especially to such as wished to establish church work and missionary service in

themselves on the northern bank, Will this district ; his concluding sentences

The Bosnian Orphans.
European Christians be called on to deserve special attention : But one

make great sacrifices of men and money ?

Serajevo ,Possibly, but the Gospel will not go back . facts. Our fellow -countrymen , scattered

gratifying progress. Some of the elder
We may be robbed, or even killed , but in small groups through the Argentine

girls, who are being prepared to obtainin a few years the messengers carrying
Republic, do their utmost to help them

thenewGovernment'diploma forteachers ,the news of salvation into the heart of selves, and the cry is , “ Come over and

the Dark Continent will be a great army. will be the first Bosnian Serb girls able to

help us.” The cry is not for lay mission.
" The governor of the pro

aries, for in all quarters we find men of
vince,” says Mies Irby, “ was telling me

thorough education and good social stand
A New Church in Lisbon . the other day of the great want of school.

ing,able and willing to take their part in
masters and schoolmistresses for Bosnia

conducting services. The cry is for
and the Herzegovina, for the schools

ing of a new church at Lisbon, Rev. ordainedclergy, trainedto preach God's
which the Government is desirous of

T. Godfrey P. Pope says :-The interest Word. The work in Rosario itself is

establishing. The native teachers are
shown at the opening services has in no admittedly beyond the power ofone man

not ready, and the qualified teachers
wise diminished since that time , the con to accomplish, but Rosario is unable to

from Austria will only come to the few
gregations being still as numerous as, and do more than is at present being done .

larger towns. Thus the remoter districts
sometimes more numerous than , the What is requiredis a second clergyman

and villages remain in their ignorant

will . Three Sundays of our church at Rosario, who from this
condition ." There are now thirty - five

place can, as occasion requires, itinerate
girls and three boys in the two houses.Señor Candido bad to find seats inside or take charge of Rosario in the absence
Miss Irby finds it impossible, with the

the chancel for over forty persons. The of the chaplain. He must be a gentleman
strictest economy, to reduce the yearly

congregation singing of the hymns is very of university education, sound in the
outlay below £ 800 ; and we regret toinspiriting and hearty. Nor are the faith . To send out anyone not possessing learn that the subscriptions are sadly

audiences confined to the poor. People these qualities would be worse than use
falling off, as public interest is going in

of all classes come, and lawyers, doctors,
less . The English congregations are other directions. Miss Irby hopes for

merchants, officers , and even some of struggling hard to maintainthemselves. increased help from fresh quarters. The
the nobility , have attended the services. It is, therefore, an impossibility for them institution is not simply an orphanage,

Many, of course, come from mere curi to guarantee fresh funds.
for one great aim of the work from the

osity ; but it may well be hoped that,
outset has been to prepare teachers for a

where the Gospel in its simplicity is YoungWomen in City Work benighted and still almost savage land.
preached, many who come to see will rooms. - Mrs. Fisher tells in a paper One of the old boys, who came to the

remain to pray. Of course, too , we can.
just issued of cheering progress in the orphanage in a miserable condition

not expect that the congregations will
service committed to heramongst young Among the poor fugitives at Pakrac in

continue to be so large as at present.
women in the City, 1876, is now& Government schoolmastor,

family wecrossed theZambesiisone that
WRgentine Republic,

Rev. G. A. S.

try for it .

AFTERFind acharchuan Lisbon,Reen
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

FOREIGN MISSION NOTES,.

Evangelization of the World. Lisbon . - An evangelistic choir has

We hope in our next to give interesting been formed by the Portuguese Chris

reportsof this conference now being held tians for the purpose of helping in cot

in Aldersgate Street. tage and other special services.

Miss Mary Kendall, daughter of Chinese Evangelists.--- Archdea

Rev. W. Kendall , has been accepted for con Moule, giving an accountof a recent

missionary work, and appointed to the visitation , calls special attention to the

Lagos Female Institution. good work being done by native evange

The “ Allen Gardiner .” _ Latest lists .

letters give accounts of this steamer's mis The Congo Boys. --Mr. Percy

sion cruising, and of Rev. T. Bridge's Comber writes :-OurSunday school con

arrival at Ooshooia tinues to be an encouragement to us,
the

Brazil.- Rev. Dr. Cross , writing to interest and attention shown by the

the South American Missionary Society, boys being very great. They listen so

gives an encouraging account of progress attentively and quietly thatwe cannot

at San Paulo and Santos . but feel that the Holy Spirit is blessing

New Guinea . — The Utrecht Mig this branch of our work.

sionary Society's stations in the Dutch Brussels. The Evangelical Con .

portion of New Guinea are fairly success tinental Society reports much good work

fal. Some forty or more converts have done in several of its fields of labour,

been won at Mansiwam . The evangelistic meetings now fully

No Missionary . - In the German established in Brussels are very success

portion of New Guinea no missionary
ful . Christians in Brussels are finding

has yet been stationed. It is thought a sphere of activity in connection with

that possibly the Moravians may take them , while many a Romanist family is

up EmperorWilliam's Land. being won for Christ .

Seville. — Light and Truth , the organ Indian Christians Giving to

of the Spanish and Portuguese Church Aid Missions.-In the course of a tour

Society, reports tokens of progress in amongst mission stations in Travancore ,

evangelistic work in Seville . The Medi Rev. J. Du thie , L.M.S. , told of the needs

cal Mission work is also very encouraging. of New Guinea and Central Africa. One

" Echoes from Paris.” — Miss Leigh congregation-& poor one - having no

gives, in the latest issue of this monthly money , at once promised two cottas of

paper, an interesting account of the Mis rice ( about fourteen shillings worth ), one

sion Home Temperance Association, also for Africa and one for New Guinea

of Lord Radstock's addresses to workers Missions .

in Paris . Welcome Back . - Readers will re

The s.8 . “ Peace .” — From Stanley member the departure of a large party of

Pool Mr. Charters writes that this mig. missionaries for India last October.

sionary steamer is doing a grand work on Their native friends have received them

the Upper Congo ; already outlying tribes with open arms, as will be gathered from

have been reached who never before what Rev. E. P. Rice, B.A., writes : - I

heard the Gospel story .
found a warm welcome awaiting me at

Fresh Missionaries .—The follow Bangalore . Over the gateway of my

ing appointments have been made from compound an arch was erected, bearing

the Church Missionary Society's College : in gold letters the words, “ God bless our

-Mr, C. G. Wallis to Mackenzie River, dear missionary . "

Mr. R. W. Gurd to Eastern Equatorial The Church Missionary Society

Africa, and Mr. G, R. Ekins to Persia . is now considering what can be done to

An African King . - The new king perpetuate the influence of the “ F.S.M."

at Bakundu, West Africa, is an earnest campaign. A spirit bas been aroused

inquirer after the truth . Lately he which ought not to be allowed to pass

spoke of himself as so troubled about his awaywithoutissuing in practical results.

soul's salvation , he could scarcely attend It is thoughtthat a great Union or League

to State business. Prayer is desired that might be formed, of all , rich and poor,

he may be led into full light.
young and old , in town and country,

The Paris Missionary Society willing to prayregularly for the missionary

writes : — The Lessuto country being
cause, and workfor it in any way.

now tolerably well supplied with mis The " John Williams." The

sionary agencies , the society is turning Sydney Morning Herald states that in

its attention to the Malutis, a mountain January this missionary vessel was in

ous region to which numbers of Basutos Sydney for a week, and that she had

have fled in consequence of wars.
sailed again for New Guinea, taking with

In Brittany - In a recent journey her to that island eight native teachers

through Brittany, M. Pointet dis and their wives . The John Williams has,

tributed eleven thousand portions, since leaving Sydney in March last,

making & total of twenty-four thousand visited no fewer than fifty of the South

with his previous journey. The sales Sea Islands, has anchored twelve times ,

in this part are not very brisk, owing in and spent fifty days at them. Mission

great measure to the enormous deprecia work wasproceeding satisfactorily in the

tion of the vineyards.
different islands .

Ceylon . - The native pastor at Cotta Bible Carriage in France-M.

writes to the Church Missionary Society : Pointet writes : - Whilst looking after

- Twenty -three of the children who some bales at the station, a man said

attend theTalangama Girls ' School have to me, “ With what pleasure I have just

received the Lord as their only Saviour. been listening to you ! ” The brother of

All of them , except one, have remained a priest standing by said, “ I cannot admit

steadfast. When three of them were what he says ; can you ? ” “ Yes,

called by their parents to go to Kalani , certainly; for he gives good sound reasons ,

As usual , they refused to go . One of which compel one to believe .” " Has he

them who was taken by force, and told converted you ? ” . “ No, but he has

to worship Buddha, having disobeyed,was penetrated my mind with convictions."

punished , and stopped from attending How I should like to have seen that dear

school.
soul lay fast hold of the truth !

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF

PERSECUTED JEWS.

“ SYRIAN OOLONIZATION FUND . "

Fhaftesbury Memorial Fund , sanctioned by

LORD SHAFTESBURY, in aid of Jews in the Holy

Land, to enable them to obtain a livelihood , by

agricultural and other industry.

Hon . Treasurer-R . C. L. BEVAN, Esq .

Donations received by the Bankers, Messrs.

Drummond & Co., CharingCross , 8.W .; Messrs.

Barclay , Bevan , Tritton ,& Co. , 54, Lombard

Street, E.C .; the Bauk of England ; the Royal

Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland . Secretary - E . A. FINN.

Office_41, Parliament St. , Westminster, S.W.

TURKISH MISSIONS AID

SOCIETY .
President- The EARL OF ABERDEEN.

Promotes evangelistic work in Bible Lands by

means of pecuniary grants. Funds are urgently

needed that the assistancegiven may not fall

short . Secretary - Rev. T. W. BROWN, M.A. ,

7 , Adam Street , Strand , W.

ZENANA BIBLE AND MEDICAL

MISSION ( INDIAN FEMALE NORMAL

SCHOOL and INSTRUOTION SOCIETY) , in co

operation with the Church Missionary and other

Protestant Missionary Societies in India .

Established 1852 .

The Committee very earnestly APPEAL for

FUNDS. Miss Pailthorpe, duly qualified Lady

Medical Practitioner (Lordon University ), has

just proceeded to India with a view eventually

of establishing and taking charge of a hospital at

Benares , under the direction of this Society , and

as an extension of its work .

The object of theSociety is threefold , viz . :
( 1. ) To send to the women of India the

Gospel by means of female missionaries.

( 2. )To alleviate their sufferingsin sickness and

minister to their spiritual needs through the

agency of qualified lady medical missionaries .

( 3.) To promote education, specially among

the higher classes, based on Holy Scripture.
Contributions will be thankfully received by

the Hon . A. F. KINNAIRD , Sub - Treasurer ,

2 , Adelphi Terrace, London , W.C.

Bankers – RANSOM , BOUVERIE, & CO . ,

1 , Pall Mall East , 8.W.

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA.

- This Society is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among the children of India bymeansof
teachers and books. Christian literature for

adults is also provided . Reports and Papers will

be senton application. Funds urgently needed .
Address - the Secretaries , C.V.E.S., 7, Adam

Street , Strand, London , W.C.

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY.

Instituted 1837. New Offices, Bridge House,

Blackfriars Bridge (City Side ), London,

E.C. - Object : To bring thesubject of personal

religion periodically before the middle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical

literature at home and abroad .
On the CONTINENT large numbers of Tracts

and Gospels in different languages have been

circulated at the various Exhibitions, and each

month English residents in many Continental

cities receive Tracts through thepost.
FRANCE and SPAIN .-Funds are urgently

needed to enable the Committee to respond to

appeals just received . The necessity of bringing

the truth , as it is in Jesus, before the educated

classes in these lands is very great , and the

Lord's stewards are earnestly invited to provide

the means for extending this special work .

Cheques and Postal Orders to be crossed , and

made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE, Secretary .

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C. - European

Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 254, Native Lay

Agents 3,509 , Bchools 1.725 . Subscriptions

urgently needed for rapidly extending work

among a thousand millions of Heathens and

Mahommedans. Hon . Soc ., Rev. F. E. WIGRAM,

Lay Sec ., General GEORGE HUTCHINSON .

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY.

-This Society circulated last year nearly 86
millions of publications in 174 languages. It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

which they are subscribed , and pays all its ex

penses out ofTrade Funds . It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and Sailors ; has issued nearly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Missionary Societies,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution .

An annual subscription of 109. 60. or upwards

constitutes membership , and a sum of £10 10s .

Life membership. All subscribers receive copies

of the new tracts, &c.
Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries .

Rev. LÊWIS BORRETT WHITE, D.D. , and

Rov . 8. G. GREEN, D.D., 56 , Paternoster Row,

London , E.C.
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prospect of a more suitable building, which was greatly needed ;

he hoped , however, that the work inthe new buildingwould be

continued on the old lines , and, while caring for the bodies and

the education of the children, that the salvation of their souls

would ever be the first object with every worker at Nelson

Street.

A friend present then testified to the lasting benefit received

from the teaching he got at Nelson Street in that very room

more than fifty years ago. Mr. Andrews also spoke of his early

days in that building. Some time was then spent in prayer and

praise.

A Note of Praise.

MA

ANY months of suffering patiently endured, then an

agonizing attack of illness, removalfrom home, husband ,

children, to the quiet little ward of a cottage hospital .

Will she survive the terrible operation ? Many bearts

plead with God that she may. In the calm of childlike faith

she faces the ordeal ; the hand of the Healer is there , and the

result exceeds expectation . Perfect rest alone can complete

recovery, and week after week must find ier still lying without

change of posture.

“ We are praising God so much for His goodness to you ," were

the words of a visitor . The tone in which the answer came will

not be forgotten . There was a depth of meaning, a solemnity

in it, as she replied, “ I spend my time thanking Him ."

He had passed through the waters, and walked through tbe

fire with her . “ I have redeemed thee , thou art Mine, I will

be with thee," had been her strength to meet the trial , “ Fear

thou not, for I am with thee," her support under it ; and now ,

"Because Thou hast been myhelp , therefore in the shadow of

Thy wings will I rejoice," her song. “ I spend my time

thanking Him ," the words followed me bome. " I will

ransom them from the power of the grave, I will redeem them

from death ;" “ redeemed with the precious blood ofChrist." And

bow much time do I give to thanking Him ? How much do

you ?

Farewell at Harley House.

a

N our last we gave some account of Mr. Glenny's pro .

to enter on work amongst the Mohammedan women. In con

nection therewith deeply interesting meetings were held at

Harley House , Bow Road, on the afternoon and evening of

Tuesday (6th ). The proceedings were of a farewell character,

not only in bidding farewell to these sisters , but also to Mr, and

Mrs. Fanstone, leaving for service in Brazil ; Mr. and Mrs. Pos,

who have given themselves for Algeria ; Dr. Casparian , a

native Armenian , who came to this country to be trained for

medical mission work ; and Mr. Stevens , who leaves for evange

listic work in Australia .

The enthusiasm of the East London Training Institute

students was very marked, andcould not fail to stir deeply the

visitors and friends. One could not help feeling how good it

was that these young men , gathered from manylands, should

not only be giving themselves to the Lord's service , but should

so evidently takea deepand hearty interest in the departure of
other missionaries. Both afternoon and evening the gatherings

were large , friends coming from all parts of the Metropolis,

and even the country, to unite in wishing well and commend.

ing to the Lord these fresh labourers in the foreign field .

We do not feel it necessary to report in detail the addresses

delivered, and this because in our next issue our space will be

largely devoted to missionary work in connection with the

Conference being held during the present week in Aldersgate

Street on the Evangelization oftheWorld .

Suffice to say that great interest attached to Mr. Grattan

Guinness's review of the missionary operations carried onin

almost every quarter of the globe, by students trained in the

Institute . His account of the present position of the Living

stone Inland Mission (Central Africa ), of Mr. Grenfell and the

brothers Comber, and the work of the missionary steamer Peace

on the upper reaches of the Congo, penetrating into districts

previously untouched by any Christian or missionary agencies,

was deeply interesting. This mission , it will beremembered,

has been transferred to an American society, but Mr. and Mrs.

Guinness bave still & very deep interest therein , and co

operato both in sending forth labourers and finding funds.

Mr. E. H. Glenny made a very important statement with

regard to the Kabyle Mission, showing the great extension

of the operations ; the doors of entrance opening in all parts,

the tokens of blessing granted , the devotion of the labourers in

Algeria, Morocco, and various parts of Kabylia. He also

introduced the young sisters entering on the work , Miss

Hammon , Miss Reed, Miss Day, and Miss Vining, also Mr.

and Mrs. Pos. Some of these told briefly how they were led to

give themselves to work ; and all united in earnestly asking

that the Lord's people would pray much on their behalf, and

for the benighted Muslims of thewild tribes of North Africa.

Memories of the Past.

TA

HE Nelson Street Ragged School has for three -quarters of

& century occupied a very old building in Nelson Street

(now Toulon Street) , Camberwell. It has at last become an

absolute necessity to face the question of rebuilding, and an

effort is being made to raise the sum of £ 1,500 in order to erect

new premises on the old site . The Committee have donations

and promises to the extent of £ 1,000 towards this amount.

On Monday last an interesting gathering of friendsand workers

took place previous to the demolition ofthe old building, when

Mr. T. E. Crabb, who formed the Ragged School proper in 1849,

presided .

Mr.JOHN KIRK ( Hon. Sec. ) said that ten years ago he under

took thecharge of the work, and since then it has very much

extended, the various classes and services reaching about one

thousand people weekly. After referring to the early history

of the school, he showed a lease of the building dated 1810, and

said that from that time there had been nearly continuous

work in the neighbourhood from that centre. They are greatly

hampered by the small room , but it was not on account of that

fact that they were seeking to rebuild, it was because the sur.

veyor reported that the placewas now unsafe through the decay

ofthe beams and rafters. With such a history , and having an

influence so widespread, it would be a calamity to allow the

NelsonStreet Ragged School to become extinct.

Mr. T. E. CRABB gave an interesting account of his visit to

the place in 1849 with Mr. Doulton. He found the roof and

the windows nearly gone, but, after these were repaired, real

Ragged school work was begun, and had gone on continuously

ever since.

The Hon. A. KINNAIRD was very glad that they had the

That illness , that so interfered with our plans, might it not

have been permitted because in all our active work the sacri

fice of praise, that which is to be offered to God " continually , ”

was lacking ?

Those tiresome ten minutes waiting for a train would have

been all too short , had we filled them with a thanksgiving

psalm .

That tedious railway journey, what an opportunity for count

ing up His mercies ! The single moments through the day, so

easily lost, might each be saved, turned into a note of praise ,

stored for eternity.

My life flowson in ceaseless song

Above earth's lamentation ,

can be true of every life. We may be sure the music of

Heaven, the seraphs' song, is nothing in His ear compared with

that which rises above " earth's lamentation ” - thesong of the

sinner redeemed by His blood .

Shall we not give Him His due ? “ Ye should show forth

the praises of Him who hath called you out of darkness into

His marvellous light.” The gas was lighted, and a canary

began to sing. The light called forth the song . Only when

"called out ” into “His light " can we sing His praise.

As earth's shaduws thicken, as the darkness of coming wrath

falls upon a doomed world , let us sing the new song, no longer

in an undertone, but louder, clearer, as Paul and Silas sang

it , when the prisoners heard them and every one's hands were

loosed ; as David sang it, and brought many to see , and fear,

and trust in the Lord .

When the singers in the front ranks of Israel's army began to

praise the beauty of holiness, and to say , Praise the Lord, then

the Lord smote the chemy.

“ When the trumpeters and singers were as one to make one

found to be heard in praising and thanking the Lord .

then the house was filled
for the glory of the Lord had

filled the house of God ."

“ Be filled with the Spirit .” The necessity of it presses upon

us in every sphere of service . Yet how slow we are to believe

that each is dependent on the other in order that it may be

effected ! Trumpeters and singers as one, to make one sound to

be heard , and that Jehovah's praise.

M, S. OSBORN .

.

Dunoon, N.B.- . Special united serviceshave just concluded

with an interesting meeting in the Free Church . There are

many tokens of good work having been done .

Messrs. Moody and Sankey have had a grand mission

in Dallas , Texas. The skating rink has been crowded, and

every evidence appears that many souls have been saved .
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CONSUMPTION,

MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK ,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK .

ON BOOKS FOR HOME READING.

Wild Hyacinths.
By Lady Hope. Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 5s., post free.

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, “ This is a beautifully written work . For young women of culture Wild

Hyacinths ' is an excellent gift book.” — The Churchman .
AND ALL

OTHER CHEST DISEASES. The Light of the Home;
Or, MABEL 'S STORY. By Author of " Aunt Hester, and

READ WhyweLoved Her.” Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 58.
" It is a delightfully-told story, and will be one of the most popular girls '

books of theseason." - The Standard .

Lady Betty's Governess ;
81XPENCE, POST FREE. Or, THE CORBET CHRONICLES. BY L . E , GUERNSEY,

Or Large Edition (oloth ) for 1s. 3d.
New Edition , Crown 8vo , 5s., post free.

" An unusually successfulattempt to reproduce the manners of the 17th
century . " - Saturday Keview .

SIXTEENTH SERIES
A knight of To-day.

OF WEEKLY CASES. A Tale. By L . T .MEADE. New Edition . With Illustra

tions. Crown 8vo, cloth, 58., post free.
NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK " " A finely-imagined story of a good man . It is a book well worth read

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN ing .” — The Guardian.
THIS MATTER .

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENT CASE , NOT PUB. Estella ;
LISHED BEFORE, in this journalEVERY WEEK .

Or, WHO IS MY NEIGHBOUR ? By LADY HOPE .

Large Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 5s.
“ An extremely well-written simple tale ,which will be most attractive to

young readers." - Daily Review .

CASE of Mr. C . W ., near SEVENOAKS. Bek 's First Corner , and How She Turned Jt.
For special reasons, this patient bas asked me to publish his case, but to By J. M . CONKLIN .

with bold his name and address , giving it privately only , 10 any person Crown 8vo, 58., post free .
ihat I please .

" Girls just springing into womanhood will find it delightful and
It is nearly two years since he first applied for advice . He had lost a helpful,” - Watchman ,

father and several brothers in the prime of life by Consumption , buthear

ing of a patient in the village who had derived great benefit from my
treatment, he was encocraged to come. Lady Rosamond's Book ; :
Always delicate himself, he had had a winter cough for years. Oppres Or, DAWNINGS OF LIGHT. By L . E . GUERNSEY.

sion at the chest, pains in the side, expectoratiops mixed with blood , ex
cit - d alarm . Crown 8vo, cloth , 5s., post free.

In two months he had greatly improved . A tonic of Quinine and Iron , “ A well-told story, written in quaint old -time style, the plot interesting

with Glycerine, had strengthened bim , and relieved neuralgia , which was and well sustained, and the tone good." -- Leeds Mercury.
troubling him . His chest felt stronger , and he was soon able to do a little

work .

In another month he was so much better , that he says : " I have been Not for Him .
trying to do without medicine, but find I must not yet. I am not so well THE STORY OF A FORGOTTEN HERO. By EMILY S . HOLT,
without it . "

In a few weeks he was able to leave off all medicine. The following is Crown 8vo, price 3s . 6d. , post free.
an extract from a letter received in September: " Wetrust many will become acquainted with Miss Holt's Forgotten

" At length , by perseverance, and the blessing of God , and your good Hero ' if they do not they will be depriving themselves of a treat of no

advice , I entirely recovered my health . It is my firm conviction , and common sort." - The Christian ,

that of my wife , that, had I not placed myself under you , my work on

earth was done.

" I had a daughter, six years ofage, who had ailed from her birth , and I Marjorie's Probation .
found that the seeds of Consumption were sown ; I gave her a little ofmy

medicine. It acted like magic , and by the time the first bottle was gone Chapters from & Life Story. By J. S . RANKING .
she waswell and hearty , and has continued so since. I recommend your Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 3s. 6d., post free:
treatment wherever I go. Wishing your really useful life may be auch

Earnest, I .ving, and tender, these chapters will bless many more than
prolonged for good , I am .” & c . the heroine to whom they were originally told . Elder girls will both en

joy it and protit by it .
NOTE . - Days of Consultation. - TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY, The Lost Jewel.
& t Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance should choose either of the two A -Tale. By A . L . 0 . E .

former days . Every one is expected to have seen New Edition, with Illustrations, cloth , 3s. 6d., post free.

the book Arst. " Most heartily do we recommend our readers to place it in their

libraries." -- British Mothers' Journal,

Water Gipsies.
A Tale . By L . T . MEADE.

Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s. 60., post free.

PRODUCE " It is full of incident from beginning to end , and wedo not know the
CATARRH, COUGHS, HOARSENESS. person who will not be interested in it." Christian World .

Nora Clinton ;
THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

Or, Did I Do Right? By EMILY BRODIE .

COLDS, COUGHS, & c ., Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 3s. 60 ., post free .

" A very well-told story." -- Bookseller .

“ Will be read with pleasure and profit." - Christian Age .

Cripple Jess,
THE HOP PICKER 'S DAUGHTER. By L . MARSTON , Author

of " Rob and Mag. "

Sniall 8vo , cloth extra , 2s. 6d. , post free.

In Bottles, 1s. 17d ., 2s. 9d ., 48. 6d., and 118.
" Fully as engrossing as anything from the pen of Hesba Stretton .”

The Christian .

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES. LONDON : JOHN F . SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E .Q .

FOGS AND DAMPAIR

IS

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR.
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CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

April 18th - John xvii, 14—26 April 22nd — John xix . 1-15

19th - John xviii. 1-14

13

Tun »

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS .

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part of England , Scotland , and Wales upon duo notice . Apply

to Hon. Secretary , 21, Surrey Street , Strand , W.C.

Y.M.C.A., City, New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenus, Leadenhall

Street ( late 61, Gracechurch Street).-Sundays, at 5 p.m., Bible read

ing ; 7 p.m. , Gospel service for young men . Mission work nightly at

Whitechapel, Bermondsey.

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N. - April 18th, Mr. Herbert R.

Francis, at3.3 ) and 7 p.m.

Y.W.C.A. , Welbeck House , 1.1, Morti mor Street, W.-Mrs. Yapp

will ( D.V.) give Bible Rea sings on the Tabernacle and its Vossels

on Tues tay atcernoon , April 20th , at 3,3 ) .

May Meetings :

Y.M.C.A. - Annual meeting Exeter Hall , Thursday, 15th , at 7.30 , the
Bishop of London on ** Truth ; " Rev. Archibald G. Brown on

" Moved with Compassion ; " Mr. Archibald Orr Ewing on “ The

Claims of Christ. "

Y.W.C.A -All Day Convention , Exeter Hall , Friday, April 16th :
10.30 , Prayermeeting. 11.30, Conf- rence of secretaries and workers .

2.30 , General meetingfor ladies . 6.3 ), Prayer meeting . 8.30, Public
meeting in the Large Hall, for which tickets must be obtained .

Church of England Zenana Missionary Society . - Annual

meeting, Prince's Hall , Piccadilly , Friday , May 7th , at 11 a.m.
Bishop of Exeter in the chair.

ChurchArmy. - Prince's Hall, Piccadilly , Friday, May 7th , at 3p.m.

Bishop of Truro in the chair . Rev. A. M. W. Christopher will

speak.

British Syrian Schools and Bible Mission . - Council Room ,

Exeter Hall , Friday, May 7th , Chairman , Canon H. B. Tristram ,

Monthly Tract Society . - Council Ohamber, Exeter Hall , Mon

day, May 17th , at 3 p.m.

China inland Mission -Conference Hall , Mildmay Park , Wed

nesday, May 26th : at 3 p.m. , Chairman , Mr. George Williams;
at 7 p.m., Chairman , Mr.J. E. Mathieson .

Spenish and Portuguese Church Aid Society . - Willis's

Rooms , Bt. James', Wednesday , May 26th , at 3 p.m. Chairman ,
the Archbishop of Dublin .

Blackheath Conference.-A Convention , having for its object the

deepening of spiritual life, will be held at Blackheath on the 25th, 26th ,

and 27th May, inwhich the Revs . Dr. Elder Cumming, C. A. Fox, W.

B. Figgis, Evan Hopkins, E. W. Moore, W.Webb -Peploe, S. A. Belwyn ,

and Mr. H. F. Bowker will (D.V.) take part.

Home of Industry , 60 , Commercial Street.-Monthly meeting for

Christian workers, Wednesday, April 21st. Tea at 6. Meeting at 7.

Rov . J. Wilkinson will give the address on “ Work among the Jews. "
Youths' Institute, olu Pye Strmet Westminstor ( " Uno

Mission ).- Prayer meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con

ducted by Mr.J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.80 to 8 .

Strangers'Rest, 163, St. George'sStreet, Ratcliff Highway, E. - Revival,
the prosent urgent need of the Church . A special meetingfor prayer

and conference on theabove subject will be held ( D.V.) on Friday, April
6th , 7 to 9 p.m. Mr. Reginald Radcliffe will preside .

Evangelistio Mission (Under the direction or O. Russe !! Hurditch ). -
Kilburn all, Kilburn Gato (not Town Hall).-Mr. Ransome Wallis ,

Sun., at? p.m. , and Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

Bank Holiday ,Mon. , 26th. --Meetings in the above Hall ; afternoon ,
at 4 , eveuing at 7 ; tea at 5.30 .

Malden Hali, Kentish Town.-Mr. Geo. Hucklesby, Sun., 7 p.m .;

Thurs. , at 8.

Dalston Hall, 105, Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. W. Rivett, Sunday,

7 p.m. ; week -night service, Thursday, at 8 .

Bi znold Hall, Bigaotu toad. Blation Boad, Forest Gate.—Mr. R. E.

Ashton, Bundays, 7 p.mn. ; Wed. , 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith

Road, West Kensington . - Sun ., Dr.Popham , at 3 p.m.; Mr. C.V.T.

Onslow, at 7 p.m.

Hammersmith , Upper Mission Room , 180, King Street.-

For the young, on Sunday, at ? p.m .;Dr. Popham, Thursday, 8 p.m.

Mortlake,RestMission fall.-Mr. S. E. Angel, Sun., 7 p.m.

Conference Hall, Eccleston Street . - On Sunday, April 18th , Mr. Herbert
R. Francis . 3.30 and 7 p.m.

Children's Special Service Mission. --Mr.Arrowsmith, at Barrow

in-Furness ,to April 18th ; atCheltenham , April 21st to May 2nd. Mr.

F. Pitts , at Gresham Chapel, Brixton , April ! 3th to 15th . Mr. 8. M.

Trickett ,at Plumstead, April 18th ; at Sudbury, April 19th ; at Duffield ,

from April 22nd to May 2nd. Mr. W.F. Seagrove at St. Benet's Hall,

Mile End Road , E. , April 27th , 28th , 29th , at 6 o'clock .

Y.W.C.A :-Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening,
at 9.15 , in the Mall Hall, High Street, Notting Hill.

2 gnana and Medical Mission Sonooland done, 58 , St. George's

koad , B.W. - Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , at
which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchardkindly preside.

Talbot Tabernacle, Powis Square, W.-Mr. Frank White, Sunday,
at 11 and 7.

Bt. Gsorge's Ball, Langham Place, W.-Mr. Herbert W.Taylor, April
18th and 25th ( D.V.), Sundaymorning, at ll ; evening,at ? ; and at Bur

lington Hall, Savile Row , on Wednesday, at 8 .

Church of England Young Men's Society. - Bermons to Young

Men , St. Mary Aldermary, Queen Victoria Street (opposite Mansion

Ho 19e Station ), on Thursday evenings, at 8 p.m. April 15th , Rev. Louis
Stokes, M.A.Aoril 22nd, Rev. Lewis Borrett White ,D.D.

Rev. W. Hay Aitken'sfutureengagements areas follows : - April 18th

to 26th, St. James' , Boston , Lincs.

House of Rost, 8, Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn , N.W.- Friday, 16th, at

7 p.m., " The sounding of the sixth trumpet," Rev. ix . 13-21 . Tea at 6.

Sunday, 18th , at 3.30 p.m., “ Faithfulness rewarded , scoffers con
founded ," Gen. xlii. , by Miss Mason .

Conferenca Hall, 143, Clapham Road .-Sundays, Gospel meeting ,

7 p.m .; Thursdays, Bible reading, 8 p.m .; Saturdays, lectures by Mr.

R.Brown on the “ History and Personality of Satan," at 4.30 p.m.

8. d .

0 9 6

Donations Received .

“ THE PRESENT DISTRESS."

Boys of Old Hall School

Pastor CHINIQUY'S WORK .

Marchioness of W. 1 10 0...

23rd John xix. 16 - 30

20th - John xviii, 15-27 24th - John xix , 31-42

21st - John xviii. 28-40

99

Dwellers upon the Mountains.

ROM London to the prairies, and thence to the hills of the

God pointed. But the work is one , and the message the same,

bothin its character and in its effect. But whether to the

crowded denizens of the great Metropolis, the isolated dwellers

on the vast western prairies, or the inhabitants of these high

places of the earth , the Word of God still proves & regenerating

and saving power in the hearts of many, and He who said , “ Lo,

I am with you all the days,” abideth faithfully the same. For

thirty years, or more, the early settlers by the Columbia River

and the adjacent hills had no religious privileges whatever, but

mixed with the Indians, and liveda semi-barbarous life.

During this time the city of Portland has gradually reached

its present population of forty thousand inhabitants, and Dr.

Atkinson, whocame from the Eastern States to plant churches

on this coast, has gradually spread out on every side in his

work , organizing and preaching in them until others could be

found to take the pastoral oversight of them . Thus, about

three years ago, two churches were organized, and church

buildings erected on these hills , which the good doctor con

tinued to serve once a month until four months ago , when, at his

request, I removed from Montana to take charge of the district.

In addition to the above churches there are two hills on

which services are held in the school-house , and two others

which desire the samemeans of grace , as often as time and

strength will allow . Being the only resident missionary on

the entire field , it will be easily seen by your readers that work

is abundant, and opportunities for setting forth the Saviour's

love only limited by physical strength. Many nationalities are

represented here , almost everycountry in Europe contributing

its quota, some of whom it is difficult to converse with , owing

to the barrier of a foreign tongue. Tracts in German, or any

other continental language, except French , I can find good use

for should any ofyour readers be able to post a few, if theywere

but a score each of different kinds. An open door almost

everywhere awaits mo , and thus the work of spreading the

name of Jesus becomes a double joy.

Much agitation is just now experienced owing to riotous pro

ceedings towards the Chinese on this coastby white labourers,

many of whomare the descendants of the “ lewd fellows of the

baser sort ” of Paul's day, who imagine the hard times prevail

ing just now are caused by the presence of the Celestials,

Although the law has done all in its power to protect them , it

will be difficult to make the Chinaman discriminate between

the lawless mob and the spirit of that doctrine of our common

faith which the Christian Church of this coast are in many

cases seeking to present to them.

But, while Satan has been thus stirring up the evil passions

of many, God has been working in a special manner through

two of His servants who have lately visited this coast. First

came Mrs. Hampson, of England, who conducted special

services for two weeks in a tabernacle built for the purpose,

whose work was accompanied by a quiet and all-pervading

influence of the Holy Spirit. Following this effort, after a

very short interval, was a four weeks' special mission, by Dr.

Munhall, which resulted in nine hundred cases of professed

conversion , according to the tabulated results, and the work is

going on in and around Portland. From many churches

revivals are reported, and the sound of reaping comes. Will

your readers breathea prayer for us engaged on this coast in

the pastoral care of these infant churches ?

I may state I am a missionary, in commission by the

American Home MissionarySociety . - John M. PAMMENT.

Washougal, Clarke Co. , Washington Territory, U.S.A.

DIMNESB OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequently

caused by the use of unsuitable Bpestacles, The Rov. Dr. Crowther, HINI

House , A800t , writos : - " I cannot describe the comfort I derive from the

ose of your glassos, both by day and night. I And no pain or woariness

asIused to ; andI havetaken toreading books I hadput aside as too

trying for the ones on account of the smallness of the typo." Thelate Sir

Julius Benedict wrote : - “ I have tried the principal opticians in London

without success, but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably ; the

clearness of your glasses as compared with others is really surprising. "
The Rev. R. E. Bayaos, M.A., Hon. Canon Worcester Cathedral,

writes : - “ The spectaclesyou adapted are all I could desire, and myeyes

feel strong,already. Ionly regretIdid oot know ofyour oxceeding skali

years ago." - M1. HENRYLAGRANCE, F.8.8 .,Oculist Optician, la ,OLD

BOND STREET, scientifically adapta bls IMPROVED SPBOTAOLBE

to assist and strengthen the weakest sights . Pamnblat containing sug

gostions forthe proservation of dght treo. BRANCHES. 6 , Poultry ,

E.C.; 8. Guardian Buildings, Orass 8t., MANCHESTER :

CorporationStreet, BIRMINGHAM ; sad 129,Buchanan
St., Glasgow - ADIT.

EVANGELISTIC MISSION FUND.

( Per C. R. H.)

Anon ., two postal orders stamped “ Leicester Square" * 2 0 0
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Terms for Advertisements

Situations and Appointments.
Educational

IN

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL

This Paper having a large and increasing cir.

culation amongst Christiansof all denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements.
as

Situations , &c .

VACANT OR WANTED..

Apartments-Houses

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS .

The Terms are very moderate, viz .: Miscel

laneous in small Type, 29.6d . for 30 words orless,

and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or

ander. A reduction for a series of six Insertions

and apwards.

CHRISTIAN GOVERNESSES,

COMPANIONS, and LADY HOUSEKEEPER8 of

high principles are frequently supplied to ladies
seeking suchby application to the Governesses'

Registry, Soho Bazaar, Soho Square , London ,

W. Testimonials never dispensed with . Free

of all expense to parents.

EVANGELIST or MISSIONARY.

Advertiser seeks permanent engagement

above ; has had many years' experience as Mis

sion preacher and in house - to -house visitation .

Total abstainer. An appointment in London or

suburbs preferred . Excellent testimonials.

Address Evangelist, 16, Chestnut Grove, late

Bolsena Grove , Forest Gate, Essex .

PASTORATE WANTED , in or near

London , by an acceptable preacher. Views :

Full salvation in Jesus Christ and Scriptural

holiness. Any unsectarian church . Moderate

stipend . Audress, Pastor, 150 , Cloudesley Road ,

Barnsbury , N.

RESPECTABLE YOUTH (16) tall ,

desires situation as Junior Clerk or otherwise, in

office or warehouse. Good writer, and quick at

figures. Has had recent experiencein City.

Satisfactory references. F. Langley, 2,Wiok Lane,

Old Ford Road , London , E.
ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

1

AND

BATH,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Principal: MR . W. FRANKLIN

( for nearly8years a MasteratMonktonCombe

Bchool) .

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.
Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.
Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath, is noted for its fine, bracing air .

The school residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa

tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston - super-Mare ,

Colonel Barnes, Oommandant, 10th Bengal

Lancers .

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath ,

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

H. Groves, Esq ., Kendal.
JUNIOR CLERK.-A youth of seven

teen seeks situation as above ; good tempered
and willing : six months' character from last

situation , Cecil, Miss Kennedy's Homes ,

19 and 21 , Artesian Road , Westbourne Grove.

GENERAL SERVANT (superior)

wanted, for young married lady . Must be able

to cook. Aged 20 to 25. Apply by letter to A.,

care of A. F. Stokes , 5, BirchinLane.

GOOD PLAIN COOK wanted , not over

30. Housemaidand nurse kept. Good character

indispensable. Apply at 62, Oxiord Gardens,

Ladbroke Grove Road (close to Notting Hill

Station ).

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.

Book and Displayed Advertisements charged

according to space occupied. Front Page, and

other special positions, by arrangement.

N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom

panied_by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F. SHAW & Co.

Amounts under 2s. 6d . may be sent in Halfpenny

stamps .

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOBTER ROW, E.O.

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert , Co. Kerry.

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE .

Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

SOUTHEND - ON -SE A ..

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG

LADIES.

Delicate Children receive special attention .

Terms moderate - C ., Office of Word and Work ,

48, Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

combinedwith the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years. A limited number only taken ,

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Addrees Principal.

BOARDING SCHOOL FOR

TRADESMEN'S SONS,

KELVEDON.

Terms very moderate. Please state age.

Address A. B. , Church Street, Kelvedon Essex.

EDUCATION . TRINITY HOUSE ,

Yeovil. Principal, Miss Hitt . Orphans or

children whose parents are abroad receive every
attention . Tering moderate and inclusive .

ARTIFICIAL TEETH . - Special Notice .

-Mr. J. SHIPLEY SLIPPER, R.D.S. ( Hon. Dental

Surgeon to the School for the bons of Con

gregational Ministers, Caterham ), makes no

charge for consultation, and tits artificial teeth

without extracting old teeth or stumps. These

teethare life-like in appearance , and can be ad .

justed from 38. 6d . per tooth , and 20s, per set

(guaranteed ). Every informationFREEdaily,

from 9 to 7, at 37, High Holborn , London , W.O.

( facing ChanceryLane). Copies of testimonials

from ministers and public speakers who bave

been successfully fitted, gratis and post free to

readersof Word and Work on application .

Mr. J. Shipley Slipper submits the following

letter as a sample of many others daily received .

(Published by permission . )

61, Larkhall Lane, Clapham, London , S.W.

DEAR BIR,-It is with true pleasure I bear my

sincere testimony to the excellency of the set of

teeth prepared for me ; for fit, appearance, and

comfortthey surpass any I have had for thirty

years. I consideryou a thorough proficient in

the art ofdentistry,and if widely known, you
must ensure a large share of public patronage.

Yours faithfully,
( Signed ) Thos. CHIVERS,

Baptist Minister .

Terms of Subscription.

' Word and Work "

Is Published every Thursday, Price One Penny.

Orders should be sent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob

taining copies thus, they can behad direct from

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the

following rates, Payable in Advance

Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks

£ s . d . £ s . d .

1 Copy
0 3 5 0 6 10

2 Copies 0 6 10 0 13 8

3 0 10 3 1 06

4 0 12 6 1 5 0

6 0 17 6 1 15 0

( Including Double Numbers.)

The above rates apply to all Countries

in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Europe , Canada, theUnited States of

America, Egypt, and the Holy Land.

>

Apartments, & c.

BOARDING ESTABLISHMEN
T,

Brighton (West) , close to sea and Queen's Gar

dens . Bea -water baths. Kind attention to an

invalid . Terms from 80s. per week . 3, The Drive.

BOURNEMOUTH ,— A delightful Home

for Visitors and invalids at Durley Dean Mansion .
Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Koumiss treatment where desired . Pamphlets

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

cases post free for 6d . in stamps, Address

Secretary.

EASTBOURNE.- Boarding Establish
ment. Sea view. One minute's walk from park .

A handsome lawn in front ofhouse. Terms, two

occupying the same room , 258. Mrs. Waggett,

Strathmore House , Howard Square,

MARRIED COUPLE require furnished

bedroom and sitting -room (with attendance and
board ) at Harrow or Pinner for a week or two

from 23rd inst . Full particulars to H. T. , Somer

field's, Hinde Street , Manchester Bquare, W.

BOARD and RESIDENCE, Brighton .

Cheerful, central position , main road, few

minutes from sea and pier . From £1 weekly.

10 , Grand Parade .

ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA. — Apsley

HouseBoarding Establishment, 7, St. Margaret's

Road, Warrior Square . Close to sea . Conducted

by the Misses Elmslie . Home comforts. Liberal

table . Inclusive terms from 1. guinea.

HOME for CHILDREN . - A Lady

living in a nice country town offers a happy

home, with education, ior children over three

years f age. Terms moderate. Mrs. Chasteney,

84 , Oxford Road , High Wycombe.

RAMSGATE.- Personsrequiring rest and
change can have Board and Residence, or Apart

men.s at moderate terms . Miss Bundock , 77 ,

Crescent Road .

SOUTH DEVON . - Near sea . Widow

Lady wishes to let sitting -room and one or two

bedrooms to ladies , who would find comfortable

home. Every attention . Moderate terms. R.

W., 3, Torbay Terrace, Paignton .

STOKE NEWINGTON . - House to be

Let containing eight rooms. Good neighbour

hood . 8 , Bouverie Road ,N. Low rent. Apply

to J. G. Vernon , Oxford House, College Avenue ,

Clapton , E.

OFFICES : 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.
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MEMORY

SUCCESS

TheREYBIOLOGICAL ARTOFNEVERFORGETTING
talike Vnemonies. His method is physiological and scientific in

the biggest degree._DR. WILSON . * Prol. Lolsetto gaveme a new
memory. "." JUDAH P.BENJAMIN
Q.O. " It is perfectmemory sy
tem . " -- The Weeby Budget.. " By ito
Instrumentality I masteredan ab
struseand extensive Work of Science

AND In one reading. If I had read it 100
times bymy natural memory Icould
not haveknown it sowell. ” -0.BAL
YON , Raq . " Every day I am a proof

braid that your Method to really tho instantaneous Art of Learning

RTL Doring." LABBE MIALATBAY. An to the Norver
juto Teo wth the justico of tho claim . " -WOR

solve nothing but what you tally og at

MonOLSON . Graand wounts to Corregondan .

Pogle prese poatetre broma

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.

Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds.

" DEAF FOR FORIY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED."

Sir,-My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness "

increases . A man here who has been deaf

Forty years, has had his hearing restored by it.

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch.

1s. 11d. per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps,from

Edwin J.Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury.
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THAMES CHURCH MISSION: | Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.
INSTITUTED 1844.

President- The RIGHTHON . the LORD MAYOR .

Chairman - Capt. tho HON . F . MAUDE , R . N .

Secretary - REV . H . BLOOMER .

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the
Ecriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa.

Secretary, Miss WEBB , 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S .W .
Bankers, Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co ., 16 , St. James Street,

London , B . W .
Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty-three Agents are constantly atwork in the Port of London .
The results of their previous efforts,made in simple faith ,show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

- FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED .

Nos.of Word and Work, Books,Magazines, Tracts, & c., are most necessary ,
and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries.

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

School Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.
Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E . C .

Published Monthly, price Id . Unsectarian .

BIBLE LIGHT
FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS.

Word and Work of Jan . 14th says : " Those in search of

Bible notes will value this little monthly , throwing, as it does, light on

dificult points in a brief and pithy style calculated to prove exceedingly

helpful to Bible students and Christian workers."

LONDON : JOHN F . SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E .O.

IRON CHURCHES,& c .

A , CHOPPING ,

DERBY RD.,WEST CROYDON , SURREY.

Shaw 's Home Series.

CHOICE COLLECTION OF WILL THE CHURGH ESCAPE

ERECTED BY
FLOWER SEEDS,

post free , 1s., containing 16 varieties in liberal THE GREAT TRIBULATION ?
quantities , including Aster, Balsam , Mignonette , By E . SHACKLETON, 3d .
Musk , Lobelia , & c . , with directions for culturo .

G . STILLMAN , 39, Northumberland Place , “ A devout and thoughtful effort to explain, if
Bayswater . not settle, this vexata quæstio ," — Silver Morr .

Nlustrated Designs and Estimates Free.

CHEAPEST FIRM IN THE TRADE .
J. F . SHAW & CO., 48, Paternoster Row , E.C.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

DIRK BECK BANK With Coloured Wrapper and many SALVATION : PRESENT, FULL,
D Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane .
THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on Ilustrations. AND FREE .

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand .
Price SIX PENCE each .

“ We must mention with gratitude and By CHEYNE BRADY. Cloth ,1s.
TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly approval Shaw 's ' Home Series,' a cheap " A happy use of anecdote, a firm grip
balances, when not drawn below £100 . issue of capital tales at Sixpence. The tales of the fundamentals ,' and a passionate

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of are all thoroughly attractive and sound , intensity ofsolicitude for immortal souls

charge, the custody of Deeds, Writings ,and other with a great deal of variety.” — Guardian.
Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of are the leading characteristics of 'Sal
Exchange , Dividends,and Coupons ; and thepur 1. FROGGY' S LITTLE vation . ' " - Christian Leader.

chase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities. BROTHER " Earnest and direct appeals to the un
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued . By BRENDA . converted are here made in a manner
THE BIRK BECK ALMANACK , with full

2 . SCAMP AND I.particulars , post free , on application , well calculated to arrest attention and

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager . By L . T.MEADE. awaken thought. ” — The Rock .
TheBirkbeck Building Society ' s Annual 3. MISTRESS MARGERY. “ Will be helpful to all engaged in

Receipts exceed Five Millions. By EMILY B . HOLT.
TTOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

mission work , and just the sort of book to
4 . SISTER ROSÉ .

L TWO GUINEAS PER MONTU , with im
put into the hands of those who are in .

By EMILY 8. HOLT.
mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply different to the vital subject of which it

at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY, 5 . THE BOYS'WATCHWORD: treats. It will also be found specially
29 , Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane. By J. HARRIBON .

DTOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF 6 . ONLY A TRAMP.
serviceable to earnest seeking souls who

N LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER By GRACE STEBBING . are not far from the kingdom ,"
MONTH , with immediate possession , either for The Outlook .
Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the 7. WATER GIPSIES.

“ A series of able, soul-stirring, power.
Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY , By L . T . MEADE .

8 . JOHN DE WYCLIFFE .as above.
ful addresses by this well-known evange

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars, By EMILY S. HOLT.
list. The volume is certainly one of the

on application , best of its kind." - Oldham Chronicle.
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager. 9 . IN THE DESERT. DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

By the Author of “ The SpanishFURNITURE - NORMAN & Brothers." Stirling, N . B .

BTACEY'S HIRE-PURCHASE BYBTEM con
10. NOTHING TO NOBODY.

London : S . W . PARTRIDGE & CO.
mends itself to all classes . Deposit notnecessary .

It combines real economy on sound commercial By BRENDA .

principles , with strictly private arrangements, SMALL BOOKS11. WINIFRED.
without the objectionable torinalities of By L . E . GUERNSEY. BY

dealers and others. Payments can extend over 12. THE THREE CHUMS. GEORGE F . TRENCH.
1 , 2 , or 8 years. The 60 wholesale firmsembrace

the best manufacturers, who have large stocks
By M . L . RIDLEY.

for selection , Intending purchasers should call 13. MARCELLA OF ROME. GOD IN GOVERNMENT:
personally , or sind for particulars. - Offices, 79 , By F . EASTWOUD. OR , THE CHRISTIAN ' S RELATION
Queen Victoria St., E . O . , and 121, PallMall, B . W .

14 . OUTCAST ROBIN . TO THE STATE.

LT ARMONIUMS AND AMERICAN By L . T . MEADE. Price Fourpence.
ORGANS. W . Pridham and Son , £4 45 . 15 . THE LOST JEWEL.

Instruments for school and homeuse. Aremar By A . L . O . E . WALKING WITH GOD.vellous for tone and workmanship. 3 stops, £5 ;
16. CRIPPLE JESS.

5 stops, £6 ; 8 stops, £7. Musical instruments of By L . MARSTON . In Enamel Wrapper, price Twopence.
ever y description . Pianofortes from £15 .

Works, 206 , Jubilee Street , London , E . 17. JACK AND JILL.
By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHE 3 . THE BENIGHTED TRAVELLER.

18 . THE WELL IN THE Tinted Paper, price One Penny .

DESERT.
NOISES IN THE EARS . By EMILY S. HOLT.

Rev. E . J . SILVERTON invites sufferers to send " ALL THINGS NEW ."

for his work , a book showing the nature of the 19. ALICR 'S HERO . In Wrapper, price One Penny.
disease and the means of cure . Post free 6d. , By CATHARINE SHAW .
with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial LONDON :20. HIS MOTHER' S BOOK .
Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London , Free con By E . EVERETT-GREEN .

JOHN F . SHAW & CO ., 48, Paternoster Row ,E . C.
sultations daily .

21 . JEAN LINDSAY, THE NORTH - WEST LONDON
VICAR' S DAUGHTER .

By EMILY BRODIE . EVANGELISTIC CHOIR .
ALL PERSONS SUFFERING FROM EPI 9 , The Orescent, Leighton Grove, N . W .

“ Their excellence is as notable as their
LEPSY should SEND Nameand Address to PRESIDENT - JOHN CHAMBERS , Esq .

JAMES OSBORNE, MEDICAL PHARMACY. cheapne88." - Edinburgh Daily Review This Ohoir has been formed for the purpose

ASH BOURNE, who will forward , free of charge, “ Cheap, well-printed , and wholesome, of assisting any Evangelistio eftort , and for the

full particulars (with Testimonials ) of the inost deserving a wide circulation .” — purpose of conducting short “ Gospel Song
successful remedy ever discovered for this dis Sunday SchoolChronicle. Missions, " ag Occasion may offer.

tressing malady. Reference permitted to the The services of tho choir are quito gratuitous.

Rev . J . BAKER M . A . , 254 , Plymouth Grove, London : All applicationsshould be mado to Mr. J . Bate

Manchester .
| JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, Paternoster Row , E .O | man , T2 , Twisden Road , Highgate Road, N . W .

CURE OF DEAFNESS .

EPILEPTIC FITS !

London : J. F . SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row , E .O .
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South American Missionary Society

THE THIRTY-FIFTH ANNUAL MEETING

WILL ( D.V. ) TAKE PLACE AT

THE LOWER ROOM, EXETER HALL,

On Friday Afternoon , April 30th, 1886 .

The Chair will be taken at 2.30 by the

RIGHT REV. LORD BISHOP OF LONDON, D.D.

The Meeting will (D.V. ) be addressed by

Tbe Rev. Dr. FORREST, the Rev. CANON SPENCE, the Rev. F. A.C.

LILLINGSTON , M.A. , Sir RIBDON BENNETT, &c. , &c .

The Religious Tract Society's MildmayMildmay Prophetic Conferences.

EIGHTY -SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY.

THE PUBLIC MEETING " Things That ShallCome to Pass."

[48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

ONE PENNY.

TRINITARIAN BIBLE SOCIETY

(for the Circulation of Uncorrupted Versions of the Word of God ).

THE ANNUAL MEETING

will (D.V. ) be held at

EXETER HALL (Council Room ) on Thursday Evening,

APRIL 29th .

The Chair will be taken at half -past six o'clock by H. C. NISBET, Esq .

The Meeting will be addressed by the Rev. Frank White, of Talbot Taber

nacle, Notting Hill ; the Rev. William ,Norris,of John Street Chapel,

Bedford Row ; Colonel Puget ; William Greene, Esq ., C.E.; and by other

gentlemen .

Tickets may be obtained at the Office of the Society, 96 , Newgate Street,

E.C. All persons who believe that the Holy Scriptures should be circu
lated only in their uncorrupted integrity are respectfully invited to

attend .

Crown 8vo, price 2s . 6d . , cloth extra.

WILL BE HELD

On FRIDAY EVENING , MAY 7th, 1886 ,

at EXETER HALL.

BEING

THE OFFICIAL REPORT

OF THE RECENT

SECOND ADVENT CONFERENCE,

REVISED BY THE SPEAKERS.

Esq.

The Sure Word of Prophecy.

The Chair will be taken at Seven o'clock by

SAMUEL MORLEY,

Among the speakers will be

The RightHon . and Right Rev. TheLORD BIBHOP OF LONDON.

Rev. WILLIAM COFF, Bhoreditch Tabernacle.

Rev. Dr. MURPHY, Crouch Hill Presbyterian Church .

Ven. Archdeacon RICHARDSON , Christ Church , Camberwell.

A Cboir of 600 School Children will sing from 6.30 and during the

Evening, under the direction of Mr. JOSEPH PROUDMAN .

Doors open at Six o'clock . Tickets for seats , which will be reserved until

6.45, may be bad on application to the Secretaries, 56 , Paternoster Row,

Loadon ; or at the various places of worship throughout the Metropolis .

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD ,
DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, 1879.

Price 2s.6d . , cloth extra,

“ Our God Shall Come."
Tbe ANNIVERSARY SERMON8 will be preached a 3 follows:

On Friday, May 21st , at 1.15 p.m., by Rev. NEVILE SHERBROOKE, of

Port man Chapel, Baker Street, in St. Mary Aldermary , Queen Victoria

street .
And on Sunday Morning , May 30th , at ll o'clock , in Horbury Chapel,

Hotting Hill, by the Rev.SAMUEL G, GREEN, D.D.

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD,

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, 1878 .

Price 2s. 6d . , cloth extra,

1
The MISSIONARY BREAKFAST will be held in Cannon Street

Hotel, on luesday, May 18th ,at 9 a.m., under the Presidency ofFRANK A.
BEVAX, Esq . Tickets, Half-a -Crown each , may be had of the Secretaries.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.LEWIS BORRETLENIE:D.D. } Secretaries .

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .

Five Mission Vessels are cruisingamongst the North Sea trawling fleets .

12,000 smacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing our tables

withfish . These men, who for ustoil through furious blast and sleety

storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them, to the

pitiless waves , that markets at home may be well supplied - may rightly

claim some small share in the privilegesweso richly enjoy and so highly

prize . THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divino mercy and pardoping

lore, bringing the pleasure of books to whileawaythe weary hours, afford

ing reliefin case of sickness and injury , and cheering and brightening dull

atud monotonous lives by their presence and ministry.

“ The Mission Smacks are doing in the NorthSeaa grand work , worthy
of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results of their effort, great as they are in the present will, if only

supported liberallyby thepublic, bo of untold value inthe future."

SirEd
ward Birkbeck, Bart .,M.P.

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel

with every fleet.
K. J. MATHER , Director.

181. Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ), K.O.

CHOICE VOLUMES for SPARE MOMENTS.

(Uniformwith the Parchment Library .)

Price One Shilling.

IN THE SHADOW OF HIS HAND. Thoughts for

Lonely Hours. By Rose PORTER.

MY MORNING WORD. Counsel and Comfort for Daily

Need.

CROSSES andCROWNS. By H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D.

“ Well fitted to be a little manual to be read day by day. " -Christian Treasury.

BETWEEN - TIMES . By Lady HOPE.

" Beautiful without and within , a credit to the publisher, an honour to

the writer . " -Daily Review ,

THE GUEST CHAMBER. By Lady HOPE.

“ 'This delightful little book ....a good travelling companion." — The

Christian ,

London : JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row

WORD AND WORK will bə sent by the Publishers Post-free to any a ddress in the Kinglory for Twelve Months for os . 100.
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EVERY-DAY LIFE
Church of England

Scripture Readers' Association
.

OR ,

THE UNEVENTFUL JOURNEY.

INSTITUTED IN 1844 .
BY

REV. C. H. WALLER, M.A. ,

Principal of the London College of Divinity, and McNeile Biblical

Professor ; Examining Chaplain to th : Lord Bishop of Liverpool.

This Society is employing nearly 13 ) earnest, faithful , and experienced
Readers -most of them in the piorest localities in the Metropolis -who

visit from house to house and room to room , bringing the Word of God to

the poor, thesick, the erring , and the outcast; they also help generally in

the spiritual work of their respective parishes.

Unless speedy help is received several grants

must be withdrawn for want of Funds.

MARCUSRAINBFORD, Clerical Secretary.

T. MARTIN TILBY, Lay Secretary .

Offices , 56 , Haymarket, S.W.

AUTHOR OF

“WHEN YE PRAY ; " " NAMES ON THE GATES OF PEARL ; "

“ SILVER SOCKETS," &c .

Crown 8vo, Cloth extra, 3s . 6d .

THAMES CHURCH MISSION .

INSTITUTED 1844.

The Uneventful Journey.

Our Lord's Obedience,

Natural Religion ,

The Voice of Jesus.

The Latest Religion .

Fullers' Soap.

Our Day Dreams.

Daily Contrarieties

CONTENTS.

The Faith of the Kingdom

of God.

The Day the Lord hath made.

" Our Laily Shelter ." .
• The Man that Abideth

not alone . '

From the Land of the Enemy .

The Things that are Above .

President- The RIGHT HON. the LORD MAYOR .

Chairman -- Capt, the HON . F. MAUDE, R.N.

Secretary - REV. H. BLOOMER .

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos.of Word and Work , Books, Magazines,Tracts, &c . , are most necessary ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplainsand Missionaries.

TheSecretary will bepleased to give an account of the Work either at

School Room , Lecture Hall , orDrawing Room Meetings .

Offices , 31 , New Bridge Btreet, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION

OF THE GOSPEL AMONG THE JEWS.

This Society undertakes a work beyond the aim and capability of

ordinary Missionary Societies. It is founded on an unsectarianbasis, and

receives its support from Christians of all denominations . Its Committee

and Agents belong to several Christian bodies, and its Honorary Secretaries

are A.SAPHIR, D.D., and J. H. Riga, D.D.

It bas upwards of 100 who carrythe Gospel to the Jews in England ,

Italy, Germany, Switzerland, Austria , Russia, and Turkey. Tracts and

copies of the Scriptures are circulated. ManyJews bave by this Society
been led to believe that “. Jesus is theChrist . " Much good has been dona

among the thousands of Jews in London by the Missionaries,by the House

ofCali, and by the new MissionHouse, with its importantMedical Missious,
Increased Funds are urgently needed, and will be thankfully received by

the Secretary, Rev. J. DUNLOP, at the Office, 96, Great Russell Street,

Bloomsbury, London .

REVIEW S.

Sword and Trowel.

“Intense has been our enjoyment of the deep spiritual thought con
tained in this volume. This is no cowomon book . Those who love

solid Scriptural teachiug , and deep fellowship with God , will revel in these
sermons. Our Sabbaths at Men one were brightened with oue of these

holy meditations : we felt that we had seldom met with more satisfying

food for thought. We hope to meet with this author again ."

The Record.

“ Mr. Waller does not discuss, he teaches. He has too firm a grasp of his

own views of truth to stop to compare them , either controversially or

apologetically, with those of others. Nor does he seem to borrow a great

deal from other men's thoughts. The Bible, and experience of life, are nis

great authorities . One cannot read these thoughts without botu seeing

where theyare meant to apply aud being the betterfor them . Tae style

is simply plain, and yet eminently readable . The book is warmly to be
recommended to all readers in search of useful thoughts ou practical reli

gion , whether for bis own benefit or for the instruction of others.'

The Christian.

“ Though bearing very directly on every -day life, this is by no means
an every -day book. While Mr. Waller's lauguage is designeuly plain, and

not infrequently colloquial (to use his own phrase ), his thougutsare deep ,

his subjects varied, his remarks often original , and always interesc
ing and instructive . We should like to see inore writers of Mr.

Wallor's mental fiore, equally desirous and able to comment on God's

thoughts and dealings in simple vigorous language, suited to all sorts and
conditions of men,'

English Churchman .

“ We cordially welcomethis series of addresses from the pen of the Prin

cipal of the London College of Divinity. They treat of matters or the

highest importance to every individual born into this world. They are,

moreover, written in an interesting style ; the author's aim having been

not to assume the existence of an amount of knowledge which is but

seldom to be found .' He has done wisely. :: .. There is a vigour of tone

about Mr. Waller s style that is quite refreshing, and tho detiniteness and

clearness of his teaching add much to the value of the book."

Word and Work .

" Mr. Waller is a strong , sound thinker, who can afford to speak in simple ,

clear language. Every page he writes isinstructive, agd he is always loyal

to the Word of God , We wish books of this kind were multipliea a

hundredfold . "

The Churchman .

“ Principal Waller is so well known as an able writer and commentator ,

that we need say little in commending this collection of expositions. The

language is plain, and although we may here and there note tokens of both

learning and originality of thought , the expositions will be found very

generally useful. Short, suggestive papers of this kind, not only sound ,
but withan every -day commou sense and practical bearing, are by no means

plentiful, Mr. Waller's new book should be made widely known ,"

Church Sunday School Magazine.

“These are, as might be expected from the writer, thoughtful and prac .
tical articles. The title of the work does not do justice to its very

interesting contents. This is quite a book for busy people who can only

find time to read sport articles."

Recently Published .

A BOOK FOR THE TIMES.

(Cloth extra , ls . 60.)

OLD -FASHIONED TRUTHS for

NEW -FASHIONED TIMES.

By J. C. CROXFORD.

“ We warmly commend the book ." - Word and Work.

LONDON : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO .,

Or of the Author, Mr. Croxford, Harrold, Bedford , postage free.

And of any Bookseller .

CONFLICT,
COMMUNION AND

Thoughts on Life and Service .

By CAPTAIN DAWSON.

Vory attractively bound in vegetable vellum, with Illustration ,

Price One Shilling.

" We feel spiritually refreshed by these choice pages. Our hearty
thanks are due to the devout soldier' who has herein poured out the

musinge of his heart. None of our friends will ever regret investing a

shilling in this precious booklet. It is good and gracious, and has the true

ring about it. " -Sword and Trowel.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & 00. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

BAGSTER'S BIBLES .Price 38. ed., post free .

LONDON :

JOHN F, SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E.C.

Extra flexible , silk bewed , in best Bagster morocco , kid - lined , elastic band .

With full helps . Prices from 20s,

In French morocco , projecting edges, elastic band. From 4s.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

16 , PATERNOSTER -ROW ,LONDON .
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CONTENTS.
and possessed of ample resources , done for the people

PAGE

over whom she rules with undisputed authority ?Rome in Canada 285 A Willing Life

Rome and Conseience 286 By Rev. H. W. Webb - Peploe 293
The clergy boast, no doubt, of their colleges for interRomish Toleration ! .......... 286

The Claims of Christ Evangelization ofthe World ...
Mr. Archibald Orr- Ewing 287 Jews and Mohammedans ...... mediate and higher education ; and concerning these

One Book - One God Africa and Madagascar ......... 296 we only say that had they not been founded the

By Rev. W. Wright, D.D....... 238

A Gift (Poetry ) 288
children of the better classes would have to be

Our Madagascar Brethren

By Rev.George Cousins 289 China, and Japan ....... educated elsewhere , and their attachment to the

The Latest British Possessions Europe and Medical Missions 298

By Mr. Henry Soltau ......... 289 Moody and Bankey in Alabama 298 faith of their fathers might have been endangered.

The Cry of the Heathen Home Gleanings :

By Mr.Reginald Radcliffe 29 ) The “ Industrial " Boy But what education has been provided for the sons
The Joy of Pardon ( Poetry )

Religious Anniversaries : Holiday Houses for Children 300 and daughters of workmen ? The answer to this

The Thames Church Mission 292 Nursesand Nursemaids....

The Young Men's Christian
may be inferred from the fact that among

the common

Association 292

Growth in Grace people not one in twelve is able to read the simplest

By Dr. Donald Fraser 293 Foldiers at the Cape

The Young Women's Cbristian sentence ! Joseph Cook, in one of his preludes, gives

Association ... 293

emphasis to the criminal neglect of instruction, when

he says that in wandering on the shores of the St.

ROME IN CANADA. Lawrencehe often felt that, should he suddenly die, there

was not a person within hail who could write to his

T the present time, when there are evident efforts

66

friends to tell of his decease . There could not be a

being made by the Church of Rome to secure
" severer indictment drawn against Rome than the

the fullest liberty of action in Ireland, an historical
" condition of the French Canadians — ignorant, inert ,

illustration of its conduct in such circumstances else
unenergetic ; without enterprise, without progress ,

where cannot be without interest to our readers.
“ poverty -stricken , and squalid in their poverty."

The materials lie to our hand in a full and interest

In this colony there has also been opportunity

ing sketch of the Ultramontane struggle for supremacy given for the most complete disclosure of Vaticanism .

in French Canada, which appeared in the British
When Rome presumes to fulminate her curses against

and Foreign Evangelical Review , January , 1885. As truth , we listen unmoved, because we know that in

the writer truly says : " There is no country which
this country , for the present, she is powerless to enforce

" affords such a favourable field for studying the real her judgment. But it is otherwise in the Province of

" character and tendency of Romanism as French
Quebec. There the war against “ modern society ”

" Canada, now called the Province of Quebec. There is carried on boldly, and to the bitter end . Bishops

" it has been said , Rome is omnipotent . She has in their pastorals, and the clergy in their sermons, do

" there a large unmixed population wholly under her not scruple to denounce everything they dislike ,

" control, all her institutions are supported by the
whether in religion or in politics , and their denuncia

State, under the British flag she has a freedom she tions are certainly not without effect. “ The Vatican

“ would be allowed under no other in the world ;
“ period , it is well known, was long prepared for in

"and she is thus encouraged to throw off every dis
“ Europe ; it was evidently carefully prepared for in

" guise and give free scope to her pretensions and
“ Canada ; and suddenly there was a wild outburst of

" tendencies. "
“Popish zeal and arrogance which sprang on society

French Canada is one of the oldest settlements of
“with startling surprise. All at once a large army of

North America. It was conquered by our troops in “ priests, journalists, lawyers, teachers,and politicians

1760, and since that time it has formed an integral
“ rose as from the ground, giving united voice to the

part of our Canadian Dominion. Its population, “ most extreme and revolting ecclesiastical pretensions.

according to the census of 1881, was 1,355,000. Only
.... Their object , as theyopenly declared, was to

184,000 are Protestants. The Romanists number
“ enforce complete obedience to the Pope ; and in his

1,171,000, more than a million being French, while "name to take possession of the pulpit, the press , the

97,180 belong to other nationalities, chiefly Irish. At “ school, the bench, the bar, the legislature. Soon

the time of the conquest the Church was allowed to " from numberless publications, great and small, from

retain all her lands, and since then , for political rea " bishops' pastorals and their rags of newspapers, from

sons, her endowments have even been increased . “ No “ sermons and university lectures, there sounded forth

"small amount of her wealth is unknown ; but her “such doctrines as these :-The hierarchy is as much

" known wealth has been estimated to exceed, capital “ above the civil power as the supernatural is above the

" ized , £ 16,000,000 ."
“ natural. The Pope is the Church, and the Church is

What has this Church, enjoying the fullest freedom ," above the State . The laws of the Church are to be
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“obeyed in every domain. Any law in opposition to clergy. On this account also , Protestantism , which

“ her decrees is null and void . To deny her control in acknowledges the responsibility of private, judgment,

" elections and politicalmovementsis to deny the right has been denied all rights. Here are some choice

“ of God to interfere in human affairs. The grand sentences from a book by one of the Canadian

" crime of men has been that they have revolted from Jesuits, a book too which has received the highest

" the Vatican,and the only hope of safety for them now commendation of the Romish Bishop of Montreal:

“ lies in submission to its rule . "
“ It is customary to regard Protestantism as a religion

It requires no great skill to discern the tendency " which has its rights. This is an error. Protestant

of such principles as these when they are fairly " ism is not a religion ; it has not a single right. It

reduced to practice. If they are honestly accepted possesses the force of seduction. It is a rebellion in

and applied, the whole sphere of life, both in thought " triumph ; it is an error which flatters human nature.

and action , is brought within the direct and immediate “ Error can have no rights ; rebellion can have no

control of the priesthood. Nor, if one admits Papal “ rights."

infallibility, is there any logical, or , indeed , reasonable, Of course infallibility cannot allow difference of

escape . We claim , and claim rightly, submission to opinion. Truth is truth , and everything opposed to

Scripture in our daily work no less than in our weekly it is error, for which there can be no tolerance. If we

worship . For in the Bible God speaks, and His admit the premises, the conclusion must follow .

voice must . command the conscience. If, then , Grant only the claim of continuous inspiration, and

consistent Romanists believe, God speaks by the its attachment as a special security for right guidance

Pope as really as He has spoken in times past by to each occupant of the Papal throne, and it follows

prophets and apostles, they are bound to listen to without question that dissent from his judgment must

his words with the same reverence with which they be sinful disobedience to Heaven . Therefore we lay

read the records of inspiration. What the outcome emphasis on the monstrousness of the claim as

of such submission hasbeen in the past no student of demonstrated by its evil and absurd consequences.

history need be told ; what the outcome of it is in the

as

Yet these consequences are certain when the claim

present, unless we close our eyes when we travel on is allowed, and when there is room for free action ,

the continent of Europe, we cannot fail to see. as there is under British rule, their dangerous charac .

ter is easily made apparent.

ROME AND CONSCIENCE,

ROMISH TOLERATION !

:
our individual responsibility. Each one of us must ITT is fashionable to believe that Popery has

give account of himself to God. The burden of personal changed its character, The days of the

decision and action , with all involved therein, is one Inquisition are past, it is said, and Rome has

of those burdens from which we are not at liberty to learnt to tolerate where it was wont to persecute.

free ourselves. We may give and take advice, but It would not be easy to make a statement falser or

the moral consequences of an action attach themselves more fallacious than this . Popery is only tolerant

directly to him who acts . In this matter Rome is so long as it lacks the power to be otherwise. This

daring enough to contradict the Bible . She puts this is no calumny or railing accusation . A distinguished

language into the mouth of her votaries : "I hear Roman Catholic , Vicar-General Raymond, ventured to

“ my priest ; my priest hears the bishop ; the bishop maintain that liberty ofconsciencemightberelatively

hears the Pope ; and thePope hears the Lord Jesus good, though he was willing to condemn it in itself

“ Christ, who assists him with His Divine Spirit, in He asserted that in certain circumstances its refusal

" rendering him infallible in the teaching and governing would be detrimental to society, and thatthat a

" of His Church .” Thus Romanists are taught to yield Romanist might, with a good conscience, be loyal

a blind obedience to their " pastors and masters," who to a Constitution
which secures it . How were his

stand to them in the place of God . And, let it be admissions received by the Papal authorities in

remembered , this implicit submission which they are Canada ? Here are the words of Binan, who was

commanded to yield is not restricted to the domain put forward to oppose him :

of faith and morals, it extends to every act of their " We further reply that the Catholic Church alone

life, whether private or political. Indeed, the con “ has the right to liberty, because she alone is in

science of each individual must be laid prostrate at “ possession of the truth ; we reply , finally, that if

the feet of the priest , to be directed solely and always " Mr. Raymond desires to remain within the bounds

according to his will. “ of truth, and not fall into the error of the Catholic

On this account the Syllabus issued by the late “ Liberal, he ought to confine himself to teaching that

Pope condemned all liberty of conscience and of “ it is allowable to tolerate, when it is impossible to do

worship as dangerous and deadly, and, in fact, otherwise, liberty of conscience, of speech, of the

allowed no freedom to think except as directed by the " press ; but not to defend it, for to defend a thing is
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The Claims of Christ .

66

"to recognise its rights ; but it is never allowable to

" recognise, even though it be endowed with force and

" powers that give it predominance. If the liberty
BY MR. ARCHIBALD ORR-EWING.

cannot be restrained it may be left in peace ; but, IT
T is a wondrous privilege God has given me that, on the

" though tolerated, it must never be defended ; that is

eve of going forth to a distantland to declare among the

heathen the unsearchable riches of Christ, I should be

"to say, cause made on its behalf.” permitted to press upon you the claims of Christ. If you

These words sound strange to Protestant ears,
refuse to acknowledge these claims you miss that which

may
alone is worth living for. Christ alone can satisfy the heart

but they have, at least, the merit of logical consis and fill the soul , and He alone is worthy to be served.

tency. In a very real sense truth is intolerant and Now two points to show the title of Christ to make a claim

cannot compromise or come to any terms with error ;

upon us. We do not admit any man's claim unless he shows

good ground for it. Now I maintain Christ has good ground

and in like manner Romanism , which assumes to be for His claim on my soul,my life , my service . A title to

unmixed Divine truth, cannot allow , if it has the property may be made good in two ways : by inheritance or

ability to restrain , the continuance of any doctrine,
by purchase. But the Lord Jesus Christ has both grounds ;

we are His by virtue of inheritance, and His by right of

worship, or conduct, which differs from itself. They purchase.

fatally misunderstand Popery who imagine it can The Heir of all Things.

change from the old type into a milder one . Before In the beginning of John's Gospel we read , “ The Word

it can do so it must renounce its claim to infallibility , was with God, and the Word was God. The same was in the

and such a renunciation is far enough in the future .
beginningwith God. All things were made by Him ; and

without Him was not anything made that was made .”
And

Place unrestricted
power in the grasp of the Church in Colossians we read , “ All things were created by Him ,

of Rome, and the very same use will be made of it as and for Him ; and He is before all things, and by Him all

was done in the Netherlands in the latter half of the
things consist." All things are His, for' He made them .

Then you remember the blessed testimony we haveto the

sixteenth century by the cruel inquisitors commis. Lord Jesus Christ as the Son of God . The Father in Heaven

sioned by the bloodthirsty Phillip II. of Spain .
says, “ This is My beloved Son , in whom I am well pleased,

hear ye Him .” We havethetestimony of the Holy Spirit by

In Canada, under British rule, the papacy cannot the mouth of John the Baptist. to Jesus as the Son of God :

use instruments of torture , or even imprison those “ He that sent me to baptize with water, the same said unto

who refuse to wear its chains, but the hierarchy has me, Upon whom thou shalt see the Spirit descending, and

remaining on Him , the same is He who baptizeth with the

claimed the power to govern all its subjects with the Holy Ghost. And I saw , and bare record , that this is the

most rigid despotism , and to dispose of them with all Son ofGod .” We have this testimony from the mouth of

the exact discipline of an army. The interference in
devils, “Let us alone, Jesus, Thou Son of the living God .”

He is, then, the Son of God , who was with God, and was

politics of the priests has become most minute and God, by whom all things were made, and for whom they

vexatious. They are instructed to oppose with every consist — thus the Lord Jesus Christ has by inheritance a claim

spiritual weapon at their disposal any who at the upon you .

poll " refuse to promise servile submission to the
The Purchase price .

Church."
But not only by inheritance, but also by purchase. How

the thought of that purchase thrills our heart as we cry ,
Already, we are told, similar action has been

“ Thine we are, Thou Son of David ” ! If He has purchased

taken in Ireland, and the Parnellite majoritythe Parnellite majority us, what was the purchase price ? None other than His own

has bēen at least helped in this fashion ; what the

precious blood. The LordJesus Christ redeemed usnot with

silverand gold, butwith His precious blood,His life given

result would be in an independent Ireland it is not a ransom for us. He loved us, and gave Himself for us.

difficult to conjecture.
He gave His life a ransom for many. Have you been

For we must remember, notwithstanding the

redeemed by the Lord Jesus ? If so, then, in the words of

the Psalmist, “ Let the redeemed of the Lord say so . "

presence of some Romanists in the loyal camp, and the Now it comes to this : if He has suchclaims upon us, do

presence of a few Protestants among the disruption we admit these claims ? When a claim is made upon you,

ists, the separation of the parties is already a reli

you either admit or reject the claims. What are you doing

about the claims of Christ ?

gious one ; and if the Union were dissolved , or even
" Come unto Me."

any respect weakened, Romanists and Protestants
But what does He claim ? First of all, yourself. He says,

would stand opposed in solid columns. In no country " Come unto Me." If we come we bear the name of Christ,

under Heaven would there be a more strenuous
for the Christian is Christ-possessed , as well as a Christ

endeavour made to secure unanimity of religious

possessor . If you are not a Christ-possessor, then are you

without Christ, and therefore without hope and without

belief by the extirpation of heresy, although it might Godin the world. If you yield to His claim , and yield to

involve the removal of heretics. The crimes of the Him, if you come to Him He gives you not only pardon and

life but rest.

ast few years may be taken as a fair criterion of the

“ Come after Me."

bitterness which has already entered into the strife. But further, He says not merely “ Come to me,” but “ Come

Equip and endow the men, who have already coerced after Me,” “ Follow Me." What then ? This only, we have

the Irish population in defiance of law, with all the got to deny ourselves , to take up our cross and follow Him .

SomeThe Christian without a cross is a poor Christian .

authority and force which law has at its disposal, think the crossis a very difficult thing—it is difficult when

and, is it to be believed , judging the tree by its the yoke is half on , but easy when we are fully surrendered.

fruits, that peace and prosperity would follow their I have tried both , and I have learned which is best. Thus

triumph ? He who imagines such a vain thing is one

Christ not only claims that the unconverted should come to

Him for pardon, but also that the Christian should accept

who would expect to gather grapes from thorns, His service and bear His cross,
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Remember He calls upon you to yield your will to Him

to be obedient, to accept His will as yours, to go where He

wills , and do what He wills. If He says, Go forth to the

heathen , are you willing to go ? Have you learned to

“ present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto
God ” ? May God teach all here how good and acceptable is

His will. When He says, Give this or that up , do you

shrink from it ? Long, long, I shrank back from yielding

what Herequired . Since I yielded 'my whole life has been
full of blessing .

May each one of us learn what it is to please Him , that we

may walk worthy of the Lord unto all well- pleasing ; prov .

ing wbat is that good and acceptableand perfect will of God .
So shall we find infinite joy in doing His will, knowing it is
ever the most delightful service, doing the good , acceptable,

and perfect will of God .

A Gift.
On nne occasion duringMr. Moody 's services at the Exhibition Palace

in Dublin , while he was speaking about salvation being a free gift , a young
man suddenly turned to bis friend and said , " Isn 't it beautiful ? I never

knew before it was a gift. ” He said he had been trying to be good for a

Jong while , to pray himself into a state of salvation ; but now for the first

time the words came home to his heart — “ The gift of God is eternallife ."

N OD crowneth all His gifts and loving-kindness

U To this poor rebel world with One supreme--
A gift unsought, most marvellous, eternal,

Priceless, yet free : the wondering angels' theme.

Yes, from the Cross still comes the same glad story

That for the lost salvation is as free
As the sweet summer sunshine or the breezes

Purchased , a wondrous gift , on Calvary .

Oh ! glorious tidings for the heavy-laden

For thee, my brother, toiling it to win !

: . Now unto " whosoever will ” God giveth

This cup of blessing, filled unto the brim .

: : One Book - - One God ,

BY REV. W . WRIGHT, D .D . ,
E have heard that there are one hundred and seventy

millions of Mohanımedans, or,at all events,there are

one hundred millions. Now , the thought I wish to press upon

you is, they all believe one book ,aswell as one God. Remem
ber, every boy is bound to read the Koran , and commit much

of it to memory. The Koran , a smaller book than the New

Testament, is the one book of these millions. You may in

reading the English translation of it have been amazed and

disappointed at the marvellous jumble of it. But to the

Mohammedan that is his one book , and every boy practically

learns it by heart long before he knows anything of the
meaning of it . Here, then , is a marvellous fact , that every

Mussulman has this book by heart ; is taught to believe it

given by God . It is declared to be of God, to come from

God. The Book of God is supposed to be laid up in Heaven,
and the Koran to be portions sent down to man, one by one,

This, then , is one great feature of the problem to be faced ,

that these hundred or hundred and seventy- five millions all

believe and are directed by this one book .
Now we have had special attention called to the great

problem , how these millions of the followers of the one

book are to be reached . It is a great problem , but not one

whit greater than the problem presented to St. Paul when

he contemplated the philosophy and learving of Greece, the

power and extent of the Roman Empire. He saw clearly

the difficulties ; did he hesitate ? By no means. That

little and weak man,with somedefect of figure or face, went

firmly forward . He did not enter towns as Messrs. Moody

and Sankey did a few years ago, with the people all expect.

ing, a great hall prepared, a committee formed , and every

means used to make the visit a success . No, he went a

lonely man , with at most a few humble companions, and he

went with some ridiculous talk about a Jew who had

been put to death at Jerusalem . He went in the face of

hostility , ridicule , and prejudice, he went only by the power

of the Lord God. Thus he went, and his footsteps were

marked by the crash of falling shrines and the cry ofawaken.

ing souls. So we, contemplating a great problem , remember

that now , even as then , the Gospel “ is the power of God

unto salvation to every one that believeth ," and, remembering

that, we face fearlessly the problem of the Moslem millions.

Now we have many suggestions as to the best way of

meeting this problem . Some say educate ; all right, educate
as much as you can . Others say, evangelize ; all right,
forward in evangelizing. But, whatever you do — and byall

means let the simple Gospel be made known- let _ me

implore you , do not put the weaklings in the forefront. It is

only traitors to their country who send forward the army

against the enemy's ramparts armed with old guns and effete

cannon . By all means let us have the best for the great

warfare, but, whatever we have, remember that without

Christ we go in vain , that without Him we can do nothing.

And the work is not in vain , even among Moslems, and

in spite of the liability to death . I well remember in Da

mascus a very fine Mohammedan , who became convinced or

the truth of Christianity, and publicly confessed his faith.

Hewas imprisoned , taken from prison to prison , and at lave

taken to a great prison which I know well, in Syria . He

was kept there some time, suffering very greatly , and at last,

so it was stated , John the Baptist's head , said to be in the

mosque there, rose from its resting -place, and strangled him .

This we know , his body was carried out and buried .
Such are the difficulties Moslem inquirers have to confront.

Yet, in spite of all that, there are, I believe, many who are

true believers in Christ Jesus. I can well remember one tour

when he who led our cavalcade, and who had been a bigoted

Mohammedan - he is beyond the reach of Mussulman

fanaticism now , so I may mention it - told me he had been

won by the love of Jesus. Now , we cannot have the cruelty

to ask these men to come out and be killed . But they have

human hearts , and these hearts may be reached by the

power of God . The Gospel can reach them , it is reaching

them ; it is the Gospel of God's power. Of old it conquered ,

it is conquering now .
We have in the past tried variousways of doing this work.

You remember the Crusades ; if you are not well read up

the history, you had better do so . What were the Crusades

This wonderful great gift of His salvation !

Oh ! wilt thou not receive it as thou art ?

His blood will make thee whiter than the snow -wreath ;

His love will fold thee to His very heart.

Oh ! wilt thou not believe, and take it freely ?

Thou canst not buy, for thou hastnought to give ;
God 's great salvation thou canst never merit

It is a gift ! Thou canst but take and live,

But to receive it not is to reject it ;

And , if thou shouldst reject it, there remains
No other hope for thee, no other Saviour !

God will but pardon as His love proclaims.

Then take salvation freely as He giveth :

Its sweet, sweet message is for thee to -night ;
Rejoice to be so loved , and so forgiven ,

And give Him back thy heart,thy life, thy might,

Hush ! there is silence ʼmid the white-robed yonder ;
Angels are listening on the crystal sea ;

Thy Father waits to hear His lost child saying,

" Father, I take the gift - I come to Thee. "

JEAN SOPHIA PIGOTT.

SUBMISSION TO CHRIST. - Faith without works is dead . We

may be in the life -boat, but the life -boat is not in Heaven .

There is many a hard tug at the oar,many a night of tempest,

many a danger from false lights , and many & scud under bare

poles (with pride' s top-hammer all gone) before we reach the

shining shore. To the last moment on earth our salvation

depends on complete submission to Jesus. Without Him ,

nothing ; with Him , all things.
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Attempts on a grand scale on the part of the Church to re Another point I should like to mention, that in Madagascar

establish berself in the city in which Christ was crucified. Christianity is most emphatically Scriptural ; it is based on

Were these attempts successful ? Wherever the armies of the Word of God . Probably it might not have been so but

the Crusaders marched they left a waste and desolate desert ; for these long years of persecution. Before that time the

their power was abused , horrors of every kind ensued . And missionaries sawtroublecoming, and pressed on the trans

when they left Palestine they left only an execrated memory, lation of the Bible with the utmost speed . Consequently

a name of terror with which the women still terrify their when it came,and whenthe missionaries were driven out,

children . That was one attempt, and the secret of the they left the Word of God , which became the light and

gigantic failure was this, " the weapons of our warfare are teacher of the native believers. The very hatred of the

not carnal ;" the Crusaders used carnal weapons, and they Queen to the Word of God worked to this end . She sent

failed .
out men to hunt up every copy in the island , that she might

Now we have another attempt, but vastly different, burn them . But the soldiers and others despatched on this

not the weapons of flesh, but the power of God. Our weapon duty began to think, There must be something in this Book ,

is the Word of God . And you may not know we have when the Queen is so determined to destroy it. Thus they

a beautiful new translation into Arabic. The Mohammedans conceived the idea of Christianity in the Book, and learnedto

need to say the Christian Book would not make good Arabic. regard that Book as the foundation of the new religion. So

Now we have a translation they read for the sake of its on the natives generally, as well as on the native Christians,

beauty, for the sake of the stories. And that Word has led a strong impression was produced as to the importance of

many to the Lord Jesus Christ, for in that Book they have the Word of God, and thus Malagasy Christians became men

the Gospel that comes home to the human soul, and meets of the Bock. And one of the Jesuits was compelled to

the wants of man.
admit he might as well attempt to cut down a great rock

But observe how this Word of God sets things right. They with a razor as convert the Malagasy without a book . So

have heard that God is merciful, and the Mohammedans the Jesuits prepared a collection of scraps (only scraps) for

believe that ; but here they learn He is mercifulthroughJesus their people, knowing very well , if they did not give them a

Christ ; bere they learn of the atoning sacrifice, and of a book, they would soon seek the written Word ofGod .

Mediator between God and man . True, God is merciful, but But, lastly, noticethe spontaneousself-propagating character

we cannot separate between His mercy and His justice, and of Christianity in that island. It is not the white men who

that justice satisfied by the blood which taketh away sin . do the work,they merely guide, counsel, and direct the native

Mobammedanism was undoubtedly a return to the old evangelists and pastors. Every native Christian is a worker

monotheism of the past ages ; it has a hold onthe doctrine and witness for Christ ; and we have from thebeginning been

of the unity of God. But it is only a ritual, and the Mussul- simply counsellors and teachers. It is the native Malagasy

man is only a ritualist. The Mohammedan god is a god who are the preachers, teachers, and evangelists in all parts

like unto themselves, and whether he sends them to a of the island . By their means, under the blessing ofGod,

paradise of perpetual indulgence, or to an eternity of continual the Gospel has made its way throughout Madagascar.

torment, it is simply because God wills it—they have no idea

whatever of sin in any true sense. The Moslem is continually

muttering, “ Allah, Allah," but he is not a holy God , and

the man 'may cheatyou or cut your throat even as he is The Latest British Possession .

invoking his God. They know of one God, but they do not

know God is love. We seek to rescue them from sensuous
Upper Burmah and its Cry for Help.

ness and sin , and set before them a true conception of a pure
BY MR. HENRY SOLTAU.

and holy God, who so loved the world , that He gave His

only begottenSon, that whosoever believeth on Him might
*HERE is a Scripture in Deut. ( xxi . 2) which directs that,

not perish, but have everlasting life .”

to be measured to the nearest city, and on the nearest city is

laid the responsibility. Now we want to measure our respon

sibility for Burmah. We are nearest to it, for we possess it .

France has been trying to get to Burmah ; she has got

BY REV. GEORGE COUSINS.
Tonquin. But there was a nearer still. England was in

THERE

THERE are just one or two thoughts I should like to Lower Burmab, and she had but to step over the frontier and

put before you aboutMadagascar. take over Upper Burmah .

First of all, the history of Christianity in that island bas Nowwe are nearest Burmab , and as a Church we are

been marked by sharp contrasts - periods of light and shade, responsible for the people who are dying to -day without

of joy and sorrow , from the beginning till now. We began Christ in that land. They are our fellow -subjects. The part

our work in death ; one after another of the first party died ; formerly called British Burmah is about the extent of

the survivor went for his health to the Mauritius,and things England and Wales, the newly-annexed portion is more than

seened hopeless. But on his return he went to the capital, twice the size of Scotland , and has a population of from two

Anantananarivo, where others joined him , and soon a great to three millions ; and, besides that, England putsher hand

Fork commenced . Then came darkness and persecution ; out, or her wings over the independent Shan States, inhabited

for a quarter of a century the missionaries were excluded by wild , untutored peoples, speaking,many of them , languages

from the island, but the light never died out. Then came a not yet reduced to writing, and thousands of whom never

bright time, and the missionaries were called back ; then the heard the name of Christ .

young king died , and a heathen reigned once more, who The question , then , is , Who will volunteer for Burmah ?

would fain bave banished the missionaries and put to death It belongs to us, it is part of our territory : shall the Gospel

,

Our Madagascar Brethren .

came great joy and liberty. The QueenacceptedChristianity, Burmahis a link between thehundreds of millions of India

the idols were burned ; a great wave of enthusiasm swept

over the island,and whole populations put themselves into

our bands for Christian instruction. But, perhaps, thework

was pot always deep, and so again came a testing time, a

time of trouble — the war with France, through which

Madagascar has been under a cloud for some years. But

doring this time spiritual life has been wonderfully quickened

and deepened. Certainly a treaty has been made,but some

opinous clauses promise trouble. Meanwhile it is wonder

ful how the work of God has been revived, and how the

native church has been blessed in every way. I ask you to

pray earnestly for our brethren in Madagascar ; that God

may accomplish His own purposes , and , if it be His will,

clear away present difficulties,

and the hundreds of millions of China. It is the connecting

link between the two, and already there are railways there,

and more likely to be constructed. If engineers go out, why

not missionaries ? Who will go out to Burmah to live and

witness for Christ ? A chain of mission stations has been

stretched across China from Shanghai to Bhamo ; a chain of

stations exists in North -East India ; but we want to bridge

the gap between India and China by occupying Burmah, so

providentially, I believe, put into our hands. Remember

that in Upper Buimah there are but two missionaries, while

in Scotland , with about the samepopulation, there are over

three thousand ministers of the Gospel. If you go take up

will have no one to tread on your toes. You mayout you

a tribe, a district, all to yourself, and there labour ' for
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men.

Christ, and win souls to Him. Is not that a life worth living ? no rest till He comes in mighty power to stir His people to

People are asking, Is it a good thing Burmah is annexed ? do His will. “ Lord ,” let us pray , “ Thou art ready to bless ,

Well , we thank God for it. We know the evil of ungodly ever ready to bless, bless us now ." It is not merely that we

Englishmen abroad, but we thank God for the English want many missionaries, for, as a good Scotchman said: “ It

Government abroad. And , moreover, in this case we thank is not the number of the missionaries, but the intensity of the

God for the godly men governing in Burmah. The Chief heat.” Those men who are intensely hot make a fire

Commissionerhimself is a living epistle of Christ, knownand wherever they go. Let us, then cry to God. We see men

read of all men , and helps forward the work greatly . There and women hungering for the Gospel. It is God who has

are others who are children of God, and not ashamed to own stirred them , and it is time we knew that God is work

it publicly. These are the most effective missionaries . Their ing. Shall we not yield to Him , and cry mightily unto Him ?

lives are seen by the natives, and they witness for Christ I rejoice to know that the Young Men's Christian Asso.

and Christianity . ciation have now missionaries in various lands, that they

But some say, what about the dacoits ? They are simply are sending out their members and supporting them by

robbers ; not fighting even for home rule, but simply for prayer and faith . Let us have faith , and cry to God thatHe

robbery, and they are not particular how many lives they will stir every Young Men's Christian Association . What

take in robbery. I remember being called to a village some a grand instrumentality you have in the organization ! Let it

years ago (before the British were there at all) which had but catchthe missionary flame, and youwould havelightspread

been dacoited . I shall never forget the horrors of the dead ing everywhere. There are branches in France , Germany ,

and dying. One young woman , married but a few days, Russia ; let us have faith in God ; He will kindle them into

was lying shot through the body and fast dying. Many a burning flame. There are vast parts of the heathen world

were dead , others wounded mortally. The rest of the villa yet untouched , and you have believers sufficient to go into

gers had been carried off, and were being held to ransom , to all parts were they but touched by the fire of God's Spirit.

he cruelly killed if it were not forthcoming: Such is dacoit I sometimes wish we could bring Russia into France and

ing-as it has been - but I feel sure the British Government Italy . What do I mean ? Well, in Russia the Gospel is

will put an end to it. spreading rapidly, although the police are arresting aud

Others say , What about opium and drinking? These are stopping the preachers. Who are the preachers ! Plain,

prevalent, but the Chinese introduced them . There is much ignorant men , full of the Holy Ghost, and going forth in

opium smokingand gambling, as also drinking, although, as spite of persecution, scattered by it, and speaking the

Buddhists, theBurmese are bound to abstain from strong Gospel everywhere. Now in France and Italy men will not

drink .
preach the Gospel unless they are paid for it. In Russia the

Now what is being done ? There are graves of missionary only payment they getis persecution and imprisonment. I

martyrs in Burmah as well as in Africa . Judson was the believe ,if the world is tobe evangelized, it will never be done

pioneer of work there, and you know his story. Now, with the by paid missionaries. We must encourage the converts

help of the Christian Karens, the few labourers are doing everywhere to do like the Russians, and like many of the

what they can . But you must come to our help . Remember Chinese (as we have heard in this Conference) to go out

there is death and sinand misery. We cannot shock your ears everywhere and preach the Gospel to their fellow -country .

with the sufferings of the Burmese women. Surely they

need help. I am here completing a medical course, that I Oh that the Holy Ghost may come down and deal

may be of more service in this respect. God has blessed with the whole Church ! Some, no doubt, must tarry behind ,

the efforts put forth, blessed them wonderfully. May we but many might go out, ready to go anywhere and everywhere

go forth full of the Spirit of God, remembering He has laid for Christ. Some, it may be, are hesitating about it ; may

upon us the responsibility of Burmah, the latest addition to God stir them that they may give up everything for Him ,

cu : Eastern Empire. their home, their reputation, their children , their property,

their all for Christ. Let us give up all for Him . Let the

command of Christ be fulfilled— “ Goye." Let the command

of Paul be fulfilled_“ Be filled with the Holy Ghost.” Are

we ready to give up all, and go anywhere for Him at His

command ?

We pray that He may thrust forth labourers .

By MR. REGINALD RADCLIFFE.
A friend of mine commenced to pray that. She stopped

THIS is not an anniversary of a missionary society, it is a praying. “ I dare not pray that." " Why not ? ” “ Because

Conference to consider the evangelization of the world . I am not ready to be thrust forth myself.” She ceased to pray ,

I have been sketching on this sheet of paper a little square but the fire burned, and soon the Lord made her willing to

of black in one corner ; black square represents Protest go. Now she and her friend are out among the heathen .

antism of every sort, while the sheetof paper is the world of Are we ready to go ? Are the young men and young women

heathendom ,Mohammedanisnı, and Romanism . Surely the ready to go ? None are too old to go. We have had

hour is coming when the Lord will take the scales from off University men going. We have now a business gentle

our eyes, and we shall see it is high time we were up and man (Mr. Archibald Orr-Ewing) giving up his factories and

about His business, evangelizing the whole world . We going out, paying his own expenses and the expenses of the

heard all these nice addresses from many parts, but after all is whole party to China. When shall we see hundreds yielding

it anything like occupying the whole world ? Surely it is up all to Him and saying, How can we stay at home with

timeour eyes were opened . the cry of the heathen ringing in our ears ?

And it may be new means are to be employed. Suppose

the programme of the conference had been printed thirty

five years ago, we should have excluded metlical missions,

and zenana missions. The Lord has shown us the value of

these, but it was not known then. And so it is possible INCE I have found a Saviour's love,

there may be other things of which we are still ignorant. To Him my hopes are clinging ;

You remember, when the disciples of old were praying about I feel so happy all the time,

the matter, the Holy Ghost said, “ Separate to Me Paul and My heart is always singing.

Barnabas." They had not expected it, but the Holy Ghost
A Jight I never knew before

called these men. So mayHe call some men and women now .
Around my path is breaking,

We are in prayer aboutit, but we are few- well , not so few as
And cheerful songs of grateful praise

that company of thirteen, when Carey was moved to give
My raptured soul is waking .

himself for missions, and began a missionary movement

which has spread everywhere. So the Lord looks down on us I feel like singing all the time,

“ Behold Myheathen, My Indians, My Chinese, My I have no thought of sadness ;

Africans, My Anglo -Saxons, crowded into western cities, and
When Jesus washed my sins away

no one to preach to them .” . Do not let us be congratulating He turned my heart to gladness !

ourselves on what has been done, but rather let us give Him The British Messenger;

The Cry of the Heathen.

THI

The Foy of Pardon .

S'

and says
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Moody & Sankey in Alabama.

THE

Religious Anniversaries

The Thames Church Mission .

THE Rev. P. Gowan writes :-Messrs. Moody and Sankey

began a series of services in Selma on Sunday, the 14th

of March, which continued until the following Thursday. A

large cotton warehouse, accommodating about three thousand

her -ons, was fitted up for the occasion . The first meeting was

hald on Sundaymorning at half-past eight , when the building

PAS nearly filled with a congregation eager to see and hear

These earnest men whom God had so signally used and blessed

in His service, Another service was held at 3,30 , and another

at 7.20 p.m. At these services the buildingwas filled to over

lowing , and many had to go away or stand outside and hear

what they could through the open door. From this time on

to the close the attendance was very large , especially at night.

A great many from the surrounding country and from different

parts of the state were in attendance.

Mr. Moody's plain and earnest presentation of thetruth was

very effective and greatly appreciated, and the singing of Mr.

Sankey, assisted by a trained choir of about one hundred

voices, was a very attractive and profitable part of the

Fervices .

The meetings have , doubtless, been a great blessing to our

little city. So far over a hundred have united with the

different churches, and many more are expected to come out

on the Lord's side. The churches have been greatly revived ,

and God's people encouraged and stirred up to renewed zeal

and consecration. Manyyoung men are among the converts,

who give promise of much usefulness in the cause of Christ .

There seems to be a widespread impression for good in the com

munity, and it is easy to approach the unconverted on the

subject of personal piety.

The pastors have been labouring earnestly since the meeting,

endeavouring, in public and in private, to follow up the good

work , and to secure the best results ; and in this they have

heen greatly helped by earnest laymen and faithful Christian
women.

Messrs. Moody and Sankey held two services especially for

the coloured people, which were very largely attended , and

with encouraging results .

The Evangelists in Charleston .

THE

THE New York Independent has a remarkably interesting

account of the visit paid by Messrs. Moody and Sankey

to this South Carolina city. The services continued five days,

and this is the principle on which our brethren seem to be

working at present, holding short campaigns in many cities.

On the first evening (Wednesday) the great hall , specially

secured for the series , was densely crowded, and so again on

Thursday (by " men only ' ), and on Friday, Saturday, and on

Sunday, when four great services were held .

It is stated that the colour question was most happily settled

by Mr. Moody, who seems to be ready for any emergency. The

hall, though the largest in the city, was too small toaccom

modate the wbite people alone : hence it was impossible on this

account, if for no other, to throw it open to white and black

alike. "The general committees arranged, however, for the

coloured people to have the use of the hall , just at it stood , for a

service at eleven o'clock on Sundaymorning.Butthe pastors of

the coloured churches corresponded with Mr.Moody in advance,

and he agreed to preach for them in one of their largest

churches once every day during his stay in the city . This propo

sition was most gladly accepted by the coloured pastors, and

on Thursday morning Mr. Moody preached to a great congre

gation in Centenary Methodist Church . Upon concluding his

services be went at once to Agricultural Hall and preached to

another crowded assembly. His sermon was on “ The Bible ,"

and was filled with telling points, appropriate alike to pastors

and people .

A

MOST interesting occasion did this anniversary prove,

0

Miss Macpherson to her Helpers.

UR sister writes from the Home of Industry :-To themany

Exeter Hall (Lower) being beautifully decorated with flags

and banners and other bunting. A large body of sailors and

river men were present, evincing the utmost interest in the pro

ceedings.

Bishop ALFORD presided, and made a very hearty plea on

behalf of the mission work on the river.

Rev, HENRY BLOOMER read an admirable report, which stated

that the field of operations extends from Putney to the Nore, a

distance of fifty -six miles , and there are three clergymen and

nineteen lay agents labouring amongst the teeming populations

on the river and in the docks. The means employed were stated

to be the preaching of the Word, personal conversation , the

circulation of the Word , and the distribution of tracts . The

people whom the mission tries to influence include river

toilers of all kinds, emigrants, soldiers and navvies, and the

cadets and the boys of the training ships. Strong drink

being a special snare to this class, temperance work is not lost

sight of, though, of course , it is made subsidiary to the Gospel .

The special need of such a work among sailors generally was

well illustrated by a remark recently made to one of the mission .

aries by a seaman : “ For fifteen years , sir, I went in and out

of the port of London, and nobody ever spoke tome of my soul,

or gave me a tract . I was many years at sea before I saw a

Bible in the fo'csle.". The one object of the society is to de.

clare the Gospel, “ to know nothing among men save Jesus

Christ and Him crucified ." That there is abundant scope for

the society's work is evident fromthe fact that from Putney to

the Nore , a distance of fifty - six miles, the river is crowdedfor

the most part by the shipping of all nations. It is stated that

some three hundred thousand are always afloat in the port of

London , and amongst these teeming masses are tens of

thousands of perishing sinners to whom to make known the

message of mercy. Besides the chaplains there are nine

teen lay agents, missionaries, Scripture readers, andcolporteurs,

who, during the past year, have continued constantly and daily ,

in all weather and at all seasons , labouring on the river and in

the docks . Several striking instances of the Divine blessing

attending the society's work were given as the result of simply

preaching Christ on every ship visited .

The CHAIRMAN said he was well aware of the kind of work

done , for when he lived at Birkenhead he took a great interest

in efforts of a similar character on the Mersey. He thought

that this year ought to be one of considerable interest to the

agents of the Thames Church Mission , from the fact of its being

the year of the great Colonial Exhibition, and sailors from all

parts of the world would be found in ihe river. He hoped the

society would be very busy and very prosperous among them .

He was free to confess that he did not think the society was

sufficiently well known. The thousands who pass through

London are more or less forgetful ofits great waterway andof

the immense number who live upon it all the year round . The

ships, the barges , the boats, the wharves , are all crowded with

men needing salvation , and their perpetual cry is, “ Come

over and help us.” “ I do not think ,” continued the speaker,

“ I have ever listened to a more interesting report , and I

may say it has entirely taken the wind outof my sails , and has

said all I had intended to say. I can do this, however : I can

wish you all great success, because I feel your work to be increas

ingly important . Let us all pray that the Divine blessing may

attend the efforts of the workers during another year, remem

bering the words, Not by might, nor by power, but by My

Spirit, saith tbe Lord .' ”

Rev. H. McNEILE said the society's workfield formed a very

large parish indeed, containing, as might be said , three hundred

thousand parishioners. Considering its large extent, he thought

its working expenses were very moderate. An ordinary parish

at £ 150 would be counted economical , but the report showed

that, so to speak, one hundred parishes were being worked for

the income which had been stated . There had been great

success, but it should never be forgotten that there had also

been a success of which nothing was known , because it would

be like the bread cast upon the waters, the result of which

would be seen after many days.

Rev. A. Briggs bore testimony to the good work being carried

on in the Thames, especially by Gravesend, in the large docks

newly opened . There were thousands of sailors goingup and

down the riverevery day, and there was an enormous work to be

done. He looked upon the Thames Church Mission as a con

pecting link between home and foreign missions .

Interesting addresges were given by two of the society's lay

missionaries , Mr. Lowman and Mr, C. Jacobson. The former

fellow-workers, young and old, who have shared with us

the intense joy of outfitting ourband of .dear boys now started

for Canada, we unite in heartiest gratitude to all. It has

been delightsome work, and we feel assured it has given the

heart of our blessed Master joy. His presence and help have

heen fully realized, and we have had to rejoice in strong wills

broken , and in tbe sweetness of obedient lives. Some write from

Moville ; "We hope to show our gratitude by our lives in

Canada.” We are preparing to sail by steamship Sardinian,

May 20th , with one hundred little orphan and destitute girlz .

Mrs. Merry, writing from Canada, says she has homes for

each child , and asks for a continuance of your prayers.

A. MACPHERSON.
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Luptation of John whospeaks of walking in the truth , love in

tho truth, and so on . This word , so weed , degorlles the very

essence of the Christian life , the fundamental principle of tho

Christian life . The source oí Christian life , is, of course, the

Holy Spirit, but the form of that life ig that implied in the

word truth-- " If ye know the truth , the truth will make you

free ; " “ Sanctify them by Thy truth .” For, remember, when

we have given our hearts to God we must seek to work out the

life He has given us ; salvation is the gift of God, but the man

who has received it is bound to work it out in his life. And so

too he must employ his will and understanding with resolute

purpose to do the will of God .

Now , what is the character of the man who walks in the

truth and does the truth ? It is , first, a manly character in

the highest sense. There is about it an openness described by

John when he says such a man cometh to the light. He hates

concealment, he has nothing to hide ; he walks in the light.

Then, further, there is a simplicity of purpose ; he is & single

hearted man who has che purpose in life, who is thorougnly

true and open in liſe, having the one aim , that of pleasing his

Heavenly Father.

Further, such a man is a brave man, who, in spite of all

opposition, all contempt or ridicule, is never ashamed to own

himself a Christian , and to stand up for the cause of Christ

when men are against it. He will face danger, pain, or loss in

the cause of that which is right.

Now what is it our Lord requires of us ? The man who

follows Christ must be thoroughly trustworthy, that the Christian

name may not sufler reproach on liis account.
Then he is a

truth-speaker , a man of truth ; he will not swerve from exact

facts to bring praise to himself or escape blame. Everything

which is false must be abhorred and shunned as marring the

brightness of the Christian life . And in his thought as well as

his speech and conduct he will be true to himself; he will not

pretend to believe what he does not believe .. We can never

serve Christ by any falsehood within or without. The man who

is thoroughly true will inevitably find the longer he lives that

the Lord is indeed the King of Truth , and in the Lord alone it

will be found .

Now the power by which men hold fast the truth, epeak the

truth, and do the truth , is Christ Himself. He is the truth , and

by living close to Him , and constantly referring to Him in all con

flicts and battles, temptations within and without, we shall find

the means to live and do the truth . If you find it difficult to

live or do the truth , look to Christ.

Growth in Grace .

By Rev. DONALD FRASER, D.D.

TE have heard of truth ; now grace and truth go well

puld be had been forty youus in the work , and ouvid bear his

testimony thatmanyhad received a blasaing from the society's

labours. If they could have been prosent to-day they would have

blessed God that there evər was such a mission . Years ago he

had never seen a Bible or a New Testament in the forecastle, and

the sailors were more than half barbarians , but no one could

say that now, and it was earnestly to be hoped that many

would come forward to - day to make up for the dilatoriness of

past years.

Mr. Jacobson, whose work liesamong emigrants, Germans,

and Scandinavians, told of the Bibles circulated among them .

He was sure that the “ portions ” had proved a greatblessing,

for thesehad gone where there had been no complete Bibles.

Only yesterday he had visited a man , and saw a card hung up ,

on which were the words, “ O God , wash me in my Saviour's

blood, and I shall be whiter than snow .” Every one could

read the words as they went in ,

Rev. NEVILE SHERBROOKE said : Nothing short of truecon

version to God would do. Alluding to what he termed the

concomitants of the work he laid special stress upon the Sailors '

Home, where the men were “ fathered and mothered in a very

true sense.” He described , in graphic terms, a trip he had

recentlymade in the mission launch, and his feeling afterwards

was, “ This is real work , this is the real thing, " and he believed

the seed thus scattered would spring up and bring forth fruit to

God's glory. He struck a note of warning respecting the

“ fashion " of the present day in supporting new societies to

tho injury of the older ones, and he earnestly appealed for help

on behalf of the Thames Church Mission , which had been at

work for forty years.

Mr. G. L. DASHWOOD remarked that the servants in many

an upper household would not be best pleased if any one came

to talk to them on religious subjects while they were at dinner.

But we , said the speaker, go bang in among the sailors while

they are attacking their salt beef and pork, and talk to them

of the way of salvation.

The Young Men's Christian Association .

THE two great gatherings which open the annual round in

together . Grace and truth came by Jesus Christ. In

saying something of growth in grace, I remind you that

growth is characteristic of life . There must, first of all, be life .

and the germ isfound inregeneration . That which is born of

the Spirit is Spirit . “ Ye must be born again . " You cannot

grow until you are born.

Now by grace I mean the sunny atmosphere in which the

spiritual life grows and flourishes. Grace,in the true sense,means

the favour of theLord to us, by which we are brought in a state

of salvation and kept in a state of salvation ; and , if we

are to grow in that grace, it must be by the sustenance of

the Word of graceandthe Spirit of grace. Life, as a rule, grows,

though there are forms of insect life in which all the growth
and almost all the feeding is done in the chrysalis stage. So I

am afraid there are some insect Christians, who never seem to

grow wiser, stronger, or more useful .

Now , with regard to growth, I trust we will grow in

masculine stability; it is no sign of spiritual progress to be

running after all the new fads and fancies in religion . Then

we must grow after our kind . What is the germ of spiritual

life ? The germ is the very sonship we have obtained through
the grace which is in Christ Jesus. Therefore grow in grace

and the knowledge of the only begotten Son of God. We

should seek after spiritual life. It is of little use attending

lectures if we do not as children of God take the milk of the

Word and receive the truth into oureelves . Take the milk of

the Word , so that we may, as children of grace, grow thereby .

Godly fear is the beginningof wisdom . That which is wanted

is the steady development of the various qualities and propertiei

of a truly Christ - like character; evermore lowliness of heart :

evermore tenderness of conscience ; evermore steadfastness of

purpose ; a more generous nature ; a more brotherly temper ;

more patience, more forbearance, and more abundantcharity

that issomething like growth in grace . We should hold on our

way like the young man, "who bore the banner of strange

device, ' Excelsior.' " We should lift up our banner “ Excelsior ;'

but we do not go up to a height-like theyoung man in the poem

-in snow and ice, among lofty mountains, with a frozenhand

interesting of the series. We refer to the Young Men's and

Young Women's anniversaries held last week.

On Thursday evening was held the forty - first annual meeting

of the parent Association of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion, presided over by Mr. George Williams, who by natural

and orderly sequence has been called to fill the late Earl

Shaftesbury's chair as President. As the founder of the Young

Men's Christian Association, Mr. Williams is undoubtedly, in

becoming President, the right man in the right place.

During the evening a number of blind students from the Royal

College of Music for the Blind (Dr. Campbell's) sang various

beautiful pieces, including Mendelssohn's “ Hear my Prayer. "

Mr. E. J. KENNEDY, General Secretary, presented the annual

report , which , while giving full details of work of every kind ,

emphasized the fact that everything is subordinated to the

great and primary object of the Young Men'sChristian Associa
tion-the conversion of young men. Details followed of the

progress of the work in various branches during the past year.

Special mention was made of the efforts of the committee to

promote social purity , and of the munificence of the late Miss

Smithies in furnishing a library as a memorial of her deceased

brother, Mr. T. B. Smithies. Suitable allusion was made to

the death , in October last , of the Earl of Shaftesbury , who was

the President of the Association for thirty -seven years, and to

the appointment of Mr. George Williams as his Lordship’s
successor. There are, the committee state, upwards of three

thousand branches of the Association distributed in the follow.

ing countries :-Great Britain , 602 ; Continent of Europe,

1,446 ; Asia, 18 ; Africa, 17 ; America and Canada, 960 ; Aus

tralasia , 45. The members and associates number 1,563, whilst

the attendances at the Association during the last six months

number 72,193 . The work is, it appears, heavily handicapped

by a mortgage of £ 8.100 ; and, in addition to this, there is a

deficit of £189 58. 10d. on the past year's working.

Mr. GEORGE WILLIAMS expressed his deepthankfulness to

God for the growth and extension of this Association , not only

in this land,but in America, on the Continent, and in all lands.

Referring to the late Earl Shaftesbury, he said : Now that the

great Moses of Christian enterprise has been taken from us, let

us pray that God would raise up many Joshuas to carry on His

own work ; and in the deep sorrow that has just fallen upon

the late Earl's family we extend them our deepest and warmest

sympathy .

The Truth .

The Bishop of LONDON delivered an address on “ Truth ,"

which , he said , is the characteristic word in the Gospel and

WE
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felt proud

atill holding a banner. There is no roaring torrent on thoheight that touches tos shop, the home , business and pleasure, every :

to which wo olimb ; there is no awſul avalanche there. The air thing in short that concerns us . I believe this vital and real

is sweeter and warmer, and the sun is brighter and the prospects godliness is the one great need ofthe present day - a Christian

more glorious ; the higher you go, the nearer to God. life which shall pervade and illumino every act , word , and

The Chairman said that, as last year, there were present on thought of daily life.

the platform iste young men going out in a day or two to China ; Now, consider what has been the result of the failure that

and he had secured them , as he did Messrs. Stanley Smith and has marked so much of the religious profession of the day.

C.T. Studd, each a copy of the Chinese New Testament. These One result is frequently the practical denial of the reality of

he presented to the young missionaries, after which Rev. C. religion at all . And it is , indeed, said that you cannot expect

A. Fox earnestly prayed for these fresh labourers in the mission young men and women to live godly, Christ -like lives in daily

field . business. Another and personal result of failure is the sad and

MR. ARCHIBALD ORR-EWING, just leaving for China, made a sorrowful look on the face of many who profess Christ but do

pointed appeal to young men ; this we give on page 287. not live Him . There is , further, a suspiciousness of those who

Messrs. T. A.: Denny and Alexander Gilliati followed, with profess godliness, and a tendency to think and say the Word of

brief addresses, and the proceedings concluded . God does not exactly mean what it says . All attempts to live

the double life , godly and worldly, God-serving and man -serving,

The Young Women's Christian Association . must end in utter failure .

DHE hall was again crowded on Friday evening by young
But how are we to live the life to wbich we are called ?

Twomen and their friends. During the proceedings the
Take as answer, one word of Paul, “ Christ is all in all,”

Stratford Evangelistic and the Mizpah Male Choir sang various
and he who affirms that must carry it into daily life.

pieces. The distribution, by Mrs. F. A. Bevan, of prizes to
" Let the Word of Christ dwell in you richly, " &c.

thirty -eight successful competitors in the Scripture Chart com
Notice the practical points here : first, we have there

petition , created considerable interest . our life as regards ourselves personally ; secondly, as regards

Mr. W. T. PATON read the report , from which it appeared that
our brethren and sisters ; and , thirdly, as regards our God .

marked progress has been granted in every department during May we be taught to carry that Word of the livingGod dwelling

the past year. Within thetwelve months twenty new branches
in us richly in all moments and all circumstances of life. What

have been formed, including seven new Institutes . The general
a joy for a weak , helpless one, to know he may dwell in Christ,

work of the London Young Women's Christian Association has
and Christ in him . Then , as regards others, we are exhorted

opened out in a remarkable manner during the past twelve
to “ teach and admonish one another in psalms and hymns,” &c.

months, and we would gratefully mention that many new and
That is , whatever is of value from God we are to use and speak

. efficient helpers have been raised up to extend and carry it for
to one another to the edification of the saints . And in our

ward , and also that a large amount of spiritual blessing and
relation to God we are exhorted to sing or speak “ with grace in

encouragement has cheered us on all the year through.
the heart." Have we learned , in the midst of sorrow and burden ,

Among fresh agencies and activities may be mentioned :-1,
to have a joy with which no stranger can intermingle, the joy

The Travellers’ Aid Department , affording protection to young
of communion with the Lord ? There is power, power for

women on their first arrival in London . 2. Our affiliation with service, power for walk , power to glorify God in all things .

the International Union of the Friends of Young Girls , a Tuoman's Appeal.

placing us in coummunication with a widespread agency for
Mrs. SORABJI, & native lady from Poona, India, spoke

the protection and aid of young foreigners in this country briefly on the power of woman in the home , and among
and English girls on the Continent. 3. Visitation of the

her children. The mother, she maintained, moulds and forms

parks, for the purpose of befriending young nursemaids and the character of men. As a mother with seven daughters , she

others who congregate there . 4. Public -house visiting, and
them ; and but for them she could not have done

barmaids' branch . 5. Holiday lodgings and club , by means of
the work God had permittedher to do in India. Our Indian

which a large number of association members were enabled at
siste who indeed spoke English fluently and well, made a

small cost toenjoy a pleasant country holiday during the
touching appeal on behalf of the untaught and unprivileged

summer . 6. Home Study Department, specially designed for

those members who wish to join the correspondence competition ,

women of India. “ Send us , ” she said , “ some to teach us the

good and precious things you have got. You have the blessing
bearing on industrial and educational subjects in their own

homes.
share it with us. And what you give you will get back &
thousandfold more from the loving and gracious Lord. I

In the country Young Women's Christian Associations there

have been considerable extension and progress in all depart
stand here, as lonely voice , on behalf of the millions of my

sisters ; do not forget to send us some small share of your bless
ments. Fifty -two new branches have been started in England

ing and privilege . "

and Wales during the past twelve months, and there is a very

large increase in our general membership, specially in our
TUitnessing for Christ.

Herr F. von SCHLUENBACH remarked that a lady lecturing
Prayer Union ,

in Berlin the other day, on atheism , had to admit that “ Chris.
The new provincial office now opened at 1 , Harewood

tianity has brought liberty to our sex.”' Now he wanted to
Square, so that the country work will go forward with much

greater ease .
charge every Christian woman to stand fast in the liberty

wherewith Christ hath made us free .

We praise God for decided increase of spiritual life and

power throughout our association ; we have in consequence an
We live in days of error and scepticism, of hatred of truth

and the Lord Jesus Christ. Let us standon His side, rejoicing
increased demand for missions and special services from all

in the liberty He has given us to serve Him and follow Him .
parts of the country. The ladies working in the evangelization

On the American prairie, where he had been lately, and in the
department have been very successful in stirring up interest in

great city , Christian ladies can witness for Christ in the quiet,
the association

consistent godliness of holy lives. Let it be the resolve ofeach
LORD ROBERT MONTAGUE, who presided, spoke of the one that we shall be known as witnesses for Him. He hath set

Association as raising a fortification for the defence and pro us free , let us seek we may be the means of freeing somepoor

tection of our young sisters, specially those who come up from
enslaved sinner ; and we can best do so by standing up for Him in

the country, to confront all inexperienced the dangers of the
daily and holy life, for our lives will speak more clearly and

great city .
forcibly than our lips can ever do.

a cuilling Life.

By Rev. H. W. WEBB -PEPLOE.
Zenana Bible and Medical Mission.

YOU

OU will remember the beautiful words in Psa. cx . ,

people shall be willing in the day of Thy power .' Now, HE annual meeting of the Indian Female Normal School

are we willing to yield all up to Him, so that wemay bewholly
and only His for ever more. This makes all the difference George's Hall, when Alderman Sir Robert Fowler,M.P.,presided .

between religiousness and religion. There is an immense The report, read by the Secretary , Rev. A. O. Lash, showed

amount of religiousness about everywhere ; but when the Lord steady progrees , and a very large amount of real work, For

Jesus Christ is accepted as the power of life , then have we true example, and we give but one or two of the stations as illustra

and vital religion. And thereis no such thing as a Young
tions of the others :

Women's Christian Association except on the basis of unity of From Madras it was reported that within the last few months

life, on the ground of living, vital unity with the Son of God. the Normal School had sent out sixteen trained school.

Now this participation in the life of Christ must permeateevery
mistresses to the various mission schools in that city, and it

part of our being, and everything we do or say ; and until it is was hoped to send out ten more at the end of the year. With

so the world will look onwith scepticism on the empty formsthat regard to Lucknow, the society's medical missionary there had,

lack vital power. But do we not separate far toooften religion it was stated , worked steadily through the year, and reported

and thegodly life God would have us to live ? We need a religion decided progress in every direction . There were ninety-one

" Thy

T
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mission really was, he gave a brief sketch of one with which he

had himself been connected at Swatow , in China, where , he

said , a large number of the lame , the blind , the leprous, and

diseased persons of all sorts were constantly being treated . He

also stated that every one of the patients daily heard " the

truth as it is in Jesus," and that within the last few years ono

hundred natives had presented themselves for Christian

baptism.

Bible and Colportage Society of Ireland .

THIS most , excellent society, doing a valuable work in

de

in -patients in the hospital , an increase of twenty over last year,

Of these , forty-one were discharged cured, twenty -six were

greatly relieved ; there were three deaths, and the remainder

of the patients were either dismissed as incurable or left of

their own accord . At the dispensaries there were six thousand

attending, wich & daily average of forty-seven, considerably

higaer toan the number last year, while two thousand and

seventeen new cases were treated . The first convert from the

hospital was baptized this year, and Miss Marston wrote : “ She

is , I trust , an instance of the bodily and spiritual healing which

we long that many should experience here." Miss Matthews

had tiity - eight children in her school for Bengali work at

Lucknow , and fifty pupils in the zenanas. After favourable

accounts from the Punjab, it was mentioned that the number

of native Bible-women had been increased, through the grant

of the British and Foreign Bible Society of £144 & year, to fifty

three .

Mr. W.T, PATON, in presenting the financial statement, made

reference to Lady Kinnaird's special effort to raise £2,000, in

yums of £ 100 ; of this £ 1,500 have been raised, and, when £300

more are secured, Mr. Bevan has promised £ 200 to complete

the total desiderated .

The Chairman spoke very warmly and heartily of the work,

and of the peculiar claims of India onEnglish Christians. In

concluding, he said : The work carried on by it was one in

which men could not take part. No doubt many of the mis

sionaries in India had a wife who assisted in the work, but it

was well that there should be a separate organization, the object

of which was to send out ladies wbo were prepared to devote their

lives to that work, and, that being the case , he felt that the

society had a very strong claim upon all who loved the Lord

Jesus Christ. The report showed that throughout the length

and breadth of India the society was doing agreat work ; and

ic aiso appeared that the committee word in want of more

funds and of more workers. He hoped that one result of that

ineering would be to produce increased liberality towards a

society which should command hearty support and deep

sympathy on the part of Christians generally .

Rev. Dr. FLAVEL Cook said : The condition of the women

of India seemed to many people so hopeless that they asked

what they could possiblý do, having, they said , neither wealth

nor influence toimprove it . Christians ought not to accept

the logic of despair. It was no doubt necessary to have com

mittees and machinery, but there was a danger in this age of

Christians all running too much together in masses, instead of

taking care to make sacrifices individually. In such a cause as

that , the greatest gift which could be oifered was the gift of

self. He saw before him many young women, and he would

ask them what nobler career could they have than that which

was open to them in India if they were moved by a holy desire

to go forth as missionaries ? He confessed to having a little

fear that, if Christian women lagged and loitered in that matter,

persons who were not, and whodid not care to be called Chris

tians would occupy the ground before them. He had some

fear with regard to the secular movement ; be feared lest the

work should be takenup largely and actively by those who

caredmuch for the bodybut nothing for the soul. God had in

His Word joined together the healing of the body and the

preaching ofthe coming of His kingdom , and the fact that the

people ofIndia had unbounded confidence in the medical skill

and resources of Europeans was one great advantage in favour

of the medical mission work of that society. He believed

there was no limit to the amount of spiritual good which might

be done by means of that kind of agency.

Rev. A. BAUMANN remarked that secular education had been

received thankfully by the natives of India , but that, unfortu

nately, it was not an unmixed blessing . Education , he further

remarked, would not make the proudBrahmin less proud, nor

a superstitious person less superstitious. The sending of the

Bible to India was the choicest blessing that God had ever con.

ferred on that land ; and that society tried to penetrate the

native mind in three ways - first, by meansof education ;

secondly, by means of words of Divino light and comfort ; and

thirdly, by providing medicine for the body. The missionary

work in India was a grand work, but it was a comparatively

lame or feeble one until it was supplemented by that of the

Jadies , who went into the zenanas, and whom he had seen

toiling so heroically that he felt ashamed of his own labours.

Dr. JAMES L. MAXWELL moved : " That the increased

interest evinced , both at home and in India, inproviding the

women of India with efficient medical aid, should be an incen

tive to this society to persevere in the sending forth of none

but duly qualified ladies, to assume the post of medical mis

sionaries, while they adhere firmly to their original design of

making the healing of the body subsidiary to the healing of the

soul through the Gospel of Jesus Christ." Having observed

that most persons had but a vague idea of what & medical

The Chairman, Mr. J. R. FOWLER, spoke warmly of the

importance of the work.

Rev. JOHN ELLIOT ( Secretary) read the report, which gave

an account of the origin and principle of the society, which hae

sold upwards of twenty millions of Bibles and books.

Every argument urged in 1859 to show the necessity for such

A society is intensitied in 1886. Education has made rapid

progress during the interval. A much largerpercentage of the

people can read. The activity of the press in every direction

is most remarkable. The taste forreading has greatly increased .

Facilities for obtaining books and periodicals in rural districts

are now better than they were twenty-seven years ago. The

sales of the few colporteurs and book agents employed by the

society prove beyond all possibility of doubt that, if we only

had the means, this country could be covered, through the

agency of this society , with good, moral, religious literature.

The society would desire to establish in every parish and

village , in towns, and in connection with public works, a book

agency ; to appoint some one , a small shopkeeper, a teacher,

or other suitable person, who would take charge of the work .

A monthly parcel of books and periodicals would be sent down,

and the usual trade allowances would cover expenses. The

few hundred book agencies might very easily be increased to

a thousand . It would be most important to set apart a properly

qualified person to work out this one department, travelling

over all parts of the country , and opening up book agencies in

all directions . The great distinguishing characteristic of the

society is the colporteur, a God- fearing, intelligent, prudent

man, who goes through his district selling the Book of God , and

good, pure literature, entering into conversation with the people,

reading the Scriptures, andpraying where an opportunity pre

sents itself. On receiving £10 the society engages to send a

colporteur to any district not already occupied, and to keep
him at wo twelve months.

Addresses heartily supporting the work were given by Revs.

Henry Fish , W. Maguire, W.S. Berkley, W. Keen, and Dr.

Magee, also Major -General Gunn.

Work in Spain.

T

THE following extract of a letter from her daughter, Mrs.

land :

My time is fully occupied in visiting, and indeed I have as

much as I can do. The Lord is saving souls amongst us- I

wish I could say with the English also ; they are hardto get at.

Many think they are all right, trusting only in the outward

forms of religion, but have never been born again . We pray

constantly for their conversion . Our prayers have been

answered for the Spaniards. We have seventy -six names

down ; many of these , we believe, are truly converted , others

seeking salvation.

In visiting from house to house we have a splendid oppor

tunity of speaking to people who have never heard the Gospel,

as in every house there are so many families living in the

different stories. They come together to listen to what we

have to say, and by thismeans we invite them to come to the

preaching, and one neighbour brings another .

I havehad women seizing meby the waist, and throwing

their arms around my neck , sobbing and crying out, saying,

“ I want to be saved.” Some have given up their pictures of

saints that they used to worship, and now have Scripture texts

on theirwalls . We have had our meetings up to ten o'clock at

night, such has been the anxiety of tie people .

I feel that God has called me to this place, and answered

my prayersin giving me work to do, and making me very happy

in it. We think of beginning a night-school for teaching men

and women to read. Then every night in the week is occupied ,

and plenty of visiting in the day. My servant is converted ;

she had a fearful temper before , but now she is quite changed .

I could say a good deal more, as my heart is full ; we need to

be much remembered in prayer.

AUGUSTA P. WIGSTONE,

Calle Doctor 4, Linares, Provincia de Jaen, Spain .
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For the Young .

“ Trust Jesus."

THE children's meeting was over. A few boys and girls

T , fehabetheimudaires

was the

might be entered in the roll call. On a bench near the door

sat a row full of small girls. Lizzie W. was among the

number.

* Well, Lizzie, what are you doing ?.” It

teacher who put the question . Lizzie's thoughts ran back to

the lesson, and she answered earnestly, but sadly, “ I am

trusting in the Lord Jesus.”

" Is it long since you first trusted Him ? "

“ Only since the summer -time.”

" End tell me, do you find it hard to trust Him ? "

Yes, very," and Lizzie's eyes filled with tears.

“ Poor little Lizzie,” said her teacher, “ what are you

troubled about ? ”

“ Well (and her voice trembled ), it's about my baby,”

(“ My baby ” means that the child has charge of it); “ he is so

tiresome sometimes,and I have to mind him all day long, and

oh !I do get so tired when he won't be good."

“ Then what do you do, Lizzie ? "

“ When mother comes home at night from her work , I

sometimes tell her."

* And what does mother say ? "

“ She says ' trust Jesus.' These little trials come to teach

us to trust Him ."

“ And mother is right. Don't you think so ? ”

“ Yes, I do, and she often tells me that, if I trust Him just

when I am tired and in trouble, it will get easier every day,

and I will get on nicely.”

Lizzie's mother spoke true words, did she

Shall we try to remember them ? " What time I

am afraid , I will trust in Thee ; ” and perhaps soon we

shall be able to say, “ I will trust and not be afraid .” I am

sure the Lord Jesus is pleased when we simply trust Him .

“ Oh ! trust thyself to Jesus

When daily cares perplex,

And trifles seem to gain a power

Thy inner soul to vex .

Thenis the hour for grasping

His hand who walked the sea ;

Then is the time for singing,

He makes it calm for me. '

S. E. S.

not ?

1
4

Christians Everywhere.

It

Evangelisation of the World .

TWO DAYS'

Conference in Aldersgato Street.

F

FOREIGN missions have of late awakened, in a very markeit

degree, increased interest and attention throughout, we

believe, every branch of the Church of Christ. A very tangible

token of this revived zeal was given by the United Conference

held on Tuesday and Wednesday of last week , in the

familiar Lecture Hall , Aldersgate Street. All the Missionary

Societies co -operated by sending representatives to attend and

speak ; while the Conference was in a large measure the fruit

of the Young Men's Foreign Missionary Society. The burden

of these days of Conference was " more labourers," and, as

from preceding and similar Conferences in Manchester and

Leicester there has been fruit in the coming forward of not a

few on whose heart the Lord hath laid it to go forth to the

heathen , so we fully expect it will be found here.

Jews and Mohammedans .

А

FTER & quiet devotional meeting, when earnest prayer

was made that God would revive and stir His Church,

the consideration of the subject of the first morning, The

Jews and Mohammedans," was entered upon .

MR. GEORGE WILLIAMS,who presided , read Psa. Ixxii , and seve

ral brethren led in prayer, after which the chairman spoke of the

great importance of work among the Lord's ancient people, the

Jews, now scattered and peeled , but soon to be gathered

together again.

To the Jew First.

Rev. JAMES A. PELL (Society for Propagation of the Gospel

among the Jews) rejoiced that the great subject of Jewish mig,

sions had been placed in the forefront of the programme.

There were many tokens that the Church was being awakened

to the importance of making known the Gospel to the Jews .

Passingon, he gave two or three reasons why we should go after

the seed of Israel specially . ( 1 ) The present conditionof the

Jews. They are in a transition state . Very remarkable illustra

tions of this are found in one page of the Jewish Chronicle, and

from Jewish witnesses. ( 2) There has been of late years an

enormous circulation of the Bible , Old and New Testaments,

amongst the children of Abraham . ( 3 ) The complete change

of attitude taken by the Jews in reference to our Lord : the

utter contempt and hatred , formerly so loudly expressed , are

passing away, and instead , there is a tendency to claim Him

at least as an illustrious Jew . As a Jew of great learning says,

“ Although Jesus is no Saviour to those who do not believe in

Him, He is a Saviour indeed to those who do believe in Him . "

The admission is a remarkable one , and may be paralleled by

extracts from many Jewish writings. The speaker gave similar

admissions by an English , a German , and an American Jew ,

of the Sred of Israel.

Rev. Isaac LEVINSOHN, of Wilna (as the name indicates

himself a Jew) , referred to the difficulties raised against work

ing amongst the Jews, maintaining that there were difficulties

among Gentiles , as well as among the Jews. The greatest

obstacle of all was not the doctrine of Christ , but the lives

of Christians. In his own native land (Russia) there is a

“ Christian" Church , an “ Orthodox " Church ; but does it com

mend Christianity to a Jew ? By no means. Io seems to him

an idolatry, rather than & pure faith . The missionary, tells

him , " Ye must be born again ; " and he asks , “ Where shall we

see that exemplified ? " It has on many of the seed of Israel a

very remarkable effect when they hear the Gospel clearly

preached and see its life purely lived out. A tremendous

difficulty is caused by " the modern thought " Christians, and

especially when ministers indulge in doubts and speculations.

But, notwithstanding all this, a great work is doing . We are

not doing all we should ; but God is greatly blessing our efforts.

There are to -day a hundred thousand Jewsconverted to Christ,

and serving Him . Large numbers are being added to the

Church ; and tens of thousands are reading the New Testament

and inquiring as to Jesus of Nazareth .

Mohammedanism .

Mr. ROBERT N. Cust said that, having lived among

Mohammedans for twenty -five years, he knew something oi

them . What is Mohammedanism ? It is a mighty power, a

growing power, an aggressive power. “ There is no God but

one God ? ” is being widely accepted in Eastern lands ; it is now

owned by at least one hundred and seventy million human

beings. And we must acknowledge these own one God , abetain

from strong drink, and pray constantly to the compassionate apd

merçiful God, It is then , having so much truth in it , the most

the cross on dress parade ; the true Christian must be

a Christian everywhere. How this consideration should

impress our minds ! For just in proportion as our religious

life has reality it will have unitormity ; we cannot escape

ourselves ; we are what we are, not merely what we wish

others to think we are.

It was said of the late W. C. Burns, the Scottish evangelist

and Chinese missionary, “ A very marked feature of his

character was his faithfulness. You never could mistake

what he was, nor whose servant he considered himself to be.

He believed that Christ and the worldcould not amalgamate,

and he was faithful to his belief. · And what was the result ?

The testimony of those who care little for Christ and the

things of His kingdom is unanimous in this, that he was a

faithful, earnest, and consistent Christian, and this testimony

they never withheld. Agree or not with him as they might,

they did not fail to perceive, and were not slow to acknow

ledge, the faithfulness of the man to the great Master he

served .

Such testimony as this can be borne only to those whose

lives are truly and thoroughly consecrated to Christ, and who

fear God more than they fear the speech of people or the

reproach of men, and whose lives adorn the doctrine of God

par Saviour in all things. Let us pray God to so renew our

hearts that our lives may renew themselves, and that men

shall take knowledge of us that we have been with Jesus,
and that Jesus is with us.
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dangarous form of error ! it fe indeed the anti-Ohviotiga

gyszom ,

But withi all this thoy establish a righteousness of thoir awn ,

and see no need of a Mediator-& Saviour. This becomos a

great difficulty , and renders the Moslems the most formidable

antagonists the missionary bas to oncounter. With all this

before us , and taking account of all these difficulties, it is our

privilege end duty to preach the Gospel to every creature, and

that means Mohammedans as well as Jews and Gentiles .

Major-General HAIG maintained that Mohammedanism

does not support men in life or in death . There are , we know

from the Psalms, “ those who have no bands in their death ,"

but that is no result of the faith itself. But what is the reason

a Mohammedan can thus go to death ? It is because the False

Prophet utterly perverted the idea of sin. The infinitely pure

God ( in theory) is onewho will condone and overlook sin . Thus

Mohammedanism is , I believe , the masterpiece of Satan. It

has sufficient truth to give it plausibility, that is all .

Now, amongst the hundred and seventy millions of Moham

medans , how very little has been done , or attempted to be done !

There is a feeling that it is useless to work amongst Moslems,
but that is not the feeling of those who are really working among

them ; as the report of the Decennial Conference, held in

Calcutta, amply shows . In proportion to the amountof effort

put forth there is a higher rate of fruitfulness among Moslems

than amongst Hindus. In illustration of these points the

speaker referred to the work in Bengal and Madras, and gave

several cases, amongst others, a very remarkable instance in

which a Mollah (a professor, in Mecca) actually found in that

holy city a controversial book , which in due course led to

his conversion . Amid all the neglect and unbelief of the

ChristianChurch, God is raising up men to do this great work

of evangelizing the followers of the False Prophet.

Rev. W. WRIGHT, D.D., gave the address , which will be

found on page 288.

Sir JOHN KENNAWAY, M.P. , spoke of the great profit and

pleasure it had been to hear the tidings of work among the

Jews and Mohammedans. He trusted these words would stir

many to personal consecration and fresh effort .

pasa, blyatry, and esotarianismthrown away', so that we mayo

go hand in hand into the great field .

Rev. F. W. DODD, B.A., gave an aocount of his recent visit

to Lagos and Sierra Leone, and the Church mission he hell

there with Rev. S. W. Darwin Fox . He spoke of his contact

with the natives, of addressing them through interpreters , and

of his sense of the needs of the heathen.

Rev. C. H. V. GOLLMER reminded us that thirty- five years

ago Lagos was one of the principal slave ports on the west

coast of Africa. His own father was one of the honoured and

most successful missionaries, But what a change have we now !

Where the slave trade horrors were unparalleled, now parochial

missions are being held , showing at least a great outward

change, and that change is inward as well as outward .

Rev. B. BRIGGS gave important, though somewhat statistical

details of the position of Christianity in Madagascar, and par

ticularly in the capital . Spiritually regarded , the outlook is

full of encouragement and hopefulness.

Rev. G. Cousixs followed with an adcress on the spiritual

features of work in Madagascar. This address will be found

on page 288 .

Africa and Madagascar.

IN

'N the afternoon the subject was Africa and Madagascar,

representatives being present of various missions .

Mr. M. H. HODDER, who presided , very briefly introduced the

subject, urging the great need for constant and believing prayer.

Mr. EUGENE STOCK gave an account ofthe Church Missionary

Society's missions in Central Africa, and very specially atUganda.

He was persuaded the secret of the African work wasto be found

in our Lord's utterance, “ Except & corn of wheat fall into the

ground and die , it cannot bring forth fruit." Beginning with

Krapf, the pioneer of African missions, Mr. Stockfollowed out

the thought, showing how noble martyrs from Krapf down to

Livingstone and Hannington had fallen for Africa, and their

blood had become the seed of the Church . The news, for

example, of the death of the first pioneers of the Nyanza

Missions (Church Missionary Society) touched the heart ofa

young clergyman (Hannington ). The speaker described Han

nington's first experience, his last journey by a
new and

shorter but more dangerous route ; his murder, partly owing to

the king having heard that “ the Germans were eating up the

country ; " and the results of his death , Mr. Stock showed the

first seven chapters of Matthew printed in the language of

Uganda, and printed in Africa by the little mission press . He

also showed a flag made by the native clergyman who led the

mission caravan back to the coast after the death of Hanning

ton , and carried at its head. It is a small black flag bearing

the single word “ Ichabod ."

Gospel in Fiji.

Rev. JAMES CALVERT gave an account of the triumphs of the

Gospel in Fiji , one special feature being that the work is largely

carried on by native labourers . He warmly advocated the

employment of saved Africans for the evangelization of Africa

as converted Fijians for Fiji. The time has come when very

much more might be done by native means in all lands. This

is the jubilee year in Fiji ; fifty years ago there was not a

Christian, now there is not a heathen ,

Central Africa.

Rev. D. C. Scott , of the Blantyre Mission, who spoke with

the intensity of one just returned from scenes of danger,

difficulty, and blood , regarded Africa as a new world heaving

into sight , and we as seeking to cause light to shine upon it .

Remember the battle is for life and not for death : life for

those who have long been dying, dying without God . If the

missionary enterprise is to be a grand success, we want narrow

India and Burmah .

N the evening our great Eastern Empire, with its most

Sir Douglas Fox , who presided , spoke of his deep interest in

the work of missions in India . He feared greatly our immense

responsibility with regard to the people of that empire was by no

means realized . There is from all parts of that country a cry

for help.

a Rebuke to Christians.

Rev. A. W. BAUMANN (Church Missionary Society, Benares)

called special attention to the intense enthusiasm and earnest .

ness of the people of India - Moslem and Hindu-in their own

superstitions. As an illustration he told of a Mohammedan

revival, of a Mollah who actually hoped to convertthe Englislı

missionaries . Showing how, being converted to Christianity ,

they retain the same earnestness, the speaker told of one

native pastor who said , and who acted on his words, “ May

my property go, my wife and children go , my life go ; if only

Christ doesnot go out of my heart . ” He knewmany whofor the

sake of Christ had become paupers, losing caste, wealth , home,

friends, everything for Christ. Now , remembering what Christ

has done for us, surely we shall be all for Christ, all for Christ .

Mysore Territory.

Rev. J. C. SOWERBUTTS spoke of the work in the Mysore

(Southern India) and gave various illustrations of the value

of Christian educational work, into which the Wesleyan Mis

sionary Society throws very special energy , in the Mysore ;

although evangelistic work is also carried on with considerable

zeal and not a little success.

From Travancore.

Rev. WM. LEE gave an account of the work of the London

Missionary Society in the native kingdom of Travancore. There,

as in other parts of India, there is a significant and marked spirit

of unrest.Men are losing hold of the old beliefs , but what is

to come? We must see to itwe give them the faith of Jesus Christ,

which alonecan satisfy the deepest needs of our nature. Even

Hindus begin to perceive this, as an advanced leader said:

“ None but Jesus is worthy of India ; and He shall have it yet . "

I believe there is a time coming when Western and modern

doubt and scepticism will join hands with Eastern and ancient

doubt and superstition ; then shall the conflict be between the

mighty Divine Word and the powers of darkness. There is no

cure for the ills of India but the Gospel of the Lord Jesus

Obrist.

A Voice from India.

CHOWRY MUTH00, a Hindoo, studying in this land for the

purpose of returning to India as a medical missionary, spoke of

īndia : past, present, and future . Of the past he dwelt on the

labours ofpioneers in Missions ; of the present he felt thankful

to believe that thousands were really resting on andtrusting in

Christ, who have made no public confession for fear of losing

caste. Still England is not doing all, or anything like what

she should do ; theagentsof unbelief and error are busy enough

and earnest enough. Perhaps few in this land knowhow active

they are . But what are the servants of Christ doing ? Little

comparatively.

Think of the needs of India ; think of the millions dying

without the knowledge of Him who shed His blood for them :

think of the caste bondage ; think of the condition of the

women. Surely, surely, India demands the love,thezeal,the self

sacrifice of Christians,to whomGodhasgivenrule inthat great
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fresh Labourers,

Mr. B , Eroomhall introduood the missionaries who wers

about to start for China ---Mr. E. E. Sayers, Dr. J. C. Stewart,

Mr. Andrew Wright, Dir. G.Graham Brown,Mr. Archibald Orr

Ewing-who told how the Lord had led them to give themselves

for His service in China.

Mr. ORR -Ewing remarked that, having already visited China

as a traveller, he knew something of the land to which he was

now going as a servant of Christ. It was now over two years

since it had been laid on his heart to give himself for China ,

but the work God had given him in Scotland seemed to present

difficulties ; at all events, it hindered for a season his sciog.

Now , all obstacles having been removed , he was deeply than :

ful for the joy of yielding himself wholly to the Lord to go and

do His will .
Mr. REGINALD RADCLIFFE recalled the going forth last year of

the Cambridge party ; now we had another party of young mer

-thank God for that. These God -sent men are what we want ;

taken from the universities , from the manufactories, from

commerce and the workshop, andpushed forward to do His will.

These are the men by whom God the Holy Ghost will do His

great work . What is to be our attitude ? Let Him como in

and be King. Let Him speak , that I may hear and obey.

Women's Missions

IN

y

India, China , and Japan .

HE afternoon of Wednesday was set apart to the

these Eastern lands ; and , as might be expected , the proceed .

ings proved by no means the least interesting of the two days '

Conference .
Mr. W.H. SEAGRAM , who presided , read a portion of Scripture

and briefly introduced the subject of zenana missions .

Mrs. GILMORE spoke of the Indian Female Normal Society,

established in 1852 , and having now schools in Calcutta for the

training of native Bible -women . She had been much struck

by the great change which had of late years come over public

feeling in India. Now perfect freedom is given to enter the

zenanas and work amongst the women . Few realize how

utterly ignorant are these women of India of the way of salva

tion , or of the simplest facts of religion . We have this know

ledge, surely , then, on us it rests to tell it to them . They are

willing to hear, if we would but go. Lately a Mohammedan

gentleman said, “ Why don't you open a station at Patna ?

I will help to support it.” Scon after a gentleman in Scotland,

who had madehis money in Patna, offered money to begin a

station there. Thus it seemed the Lord's leading . Work was

begun, difficulties overcome, and great encouragement has

been granted. Various other and similar insta nces were given

by our sister , showing the extent of the field occupied by the

zenana ladies, and , on the other hand, the great field yet to be

occupied . While many societies are at work, it is , after all ,

only touching the fringe. Any who go to India, and see the

masses of the people, are convinced of the inadequacy of the

measures now put forth to spread the Gospel. They should

be multiplied tenfold . Let us pray the Lord of the harvest

He may thrust forth labourers into the vineyard .

Chinese tuomen .

Mrs. Hudson TAYLORpointedout that, including missionaries,

evangelists , and all kinds of labourers , there are not so many

workers for Christ in the whole of China as there are ministers

in Glasgow . Our sister proceeded to read a number of extracts

from various ladies now in China burdened by the thought of

the great density of the darkness prevailing . They are praying

God would be pleased soon to send out a hundred more ladies

to work amongst the Chinese women and children . Illustrat

ing the unsatisfied state , the unexpressed longing felt by

many of the Chinese,Mrs. Taylor told of one elderly Chinese

woman whotravelled far, though weak and ailing, and worked

hard , that she might hear of the “ Jesus God ; " and , having

received the truth , she did all she could to tell the news to

others . It is indeed a remarkable feature how ready and eager

many of the Chinese Christians are to give and work for Christ.

One Christian maidservant, for example, asked an afternoon's

holiday . “Yes, but where do you want to go ? ”

see , I've saved and bought a hundred bricks for the new chapel:

and now I want to go and build them inmyself.” Some women

in the south of China meet to be read to ; they are too old and

stupid to learn to read. They gathered their few pice, and now

support a Bible woman of their own , The simplicity of their

faith is very touching ; they ask, and expect to receive.

Whether in bodily healing, the cure of opium -smoking, or

other things, they go straightto God about it. They read the

wonderful chapter of faith in Heb. xi . , and believe they also

papira: Romem bor Cholet, and Christ sione , onn Waet bra

needs of India. Ivothing oan isks the place ofOhrist ,not svon

education. There is great danger of too much clucating and

casting the preaching ofChrist into the background . We want

in India the Lord's command fulfilled ; that alone will meet our

need— “ Preach the Gospel to every creature .” ' We want men

filled with the Spirit of Christ and with the Holy Ghost. We

want not mere human strength , but the power of God. There

has been much sowing of the seed, we want now the outpouring

of the Spirit of God.

Our dark-skinned brother closed by urging the importance of

medical mission work and of efforts on behalf of the women of

India.

Mr. HENRY SOLTAU concluded the proceedings of the day

with an address on Britain's latest annexation - Burmah . Hig

suggestive words will be found on page 289 .

China and Japan.

THE

THE second day of Conference proved profitable and stirring:

The subject of the morning was China and Japan, and

the presence of a party of five missionaries just leaving for the

East, in connection with the China Inland Mission , lent much

interest to the proceedings .

Mr. JAMES E. MATHIESON, who presided, read a portion , and

briefly spoke of the necessity for obedience to the Lord's com

mand. We hear His words, we hear of the needs of the

heathen ; but will we go ? The chairman proceeded to give

several Biblical illustrations of the delaying of God's purposes

through the disobedience of His people .

Japanese Progress.

Rev. O. F. WARREN, of Osaka, Japan, in taking a general

survey of missions in Japan , maintained, first of all, that God

is working in that Eastern land , and recent events indicate &

very remarkable progress. He rejoiced greatly in the fact that

all missions — and not one only-have been very generally used

of God. The speaker gave illustrations of the work ofnative

Christians, of American missionaries, and others, who had been

singularly blessed . The acting principle of the Japanese

Christians appears to have been that, "having received the

Gospel themselves, they must tell it to others. From the first

one special characteristio of mission enterprise in Japan had

been the unity of Christians of all denominations. Another

feature of the native Obristians is that they are Bible-loving

Christians, and that they are working Christians, ever eager to

tell others of the Saviour they have found. One distinctive

feature is that it has been in a large measure a self-supporting

work ; the native Christians regard it as a privilege to deny

themselves in order to give . The outlook generally is exceed

ingly encouraging, and calls not only for earnest prayer but

fresh and vigorous effort.

Miss MCLEAN, who spoke of five and a half years' labour

amongst the Japanese women, told how even before she could

speak & single word of Japanese her rooms were crowded by

anxious inquirers ; some ofwhom are now serving Christ among

their fellow -countrymen. Reviewing the general characteristics

of the Japanese, Miss MoLean spoke of the teachableness, the

longing for better things, so widely manifested. They are ripe

in many ways for the truth ; and now is the time to scatter it

everywhere among the thirsty people .

Rev, GEORGE PIEROY said the British and Foreign Bible

Society is extending its work in Japan, and is now sending out

& fresh agent, Mr. George Braithwaite , to that land.

The Chinese Empire.

Mr. T. W. PIGOTT, B.A. , spoke of Manchuria, the northern

frontier land of China, and of other parts of that empire. It

was & fact to be noted that the farther missionaries get from

the coast the more simple and receptive do the people become,

and the greater the blessing granted. In some of the most

remote provinces God has given very great encouragement

indeed . Few at home realize how many little companies of

native Chinese Christians may be found witnessing and suffering

for Christ in these distant provinces ; lonely Christians,who have

frequently to suffer cruel persecution . He freely admitted that

unconverted Chinese, professing Christianity for the hope of

gain , often proved a grave difficulty ; but this by no means

altered the great fact that when truly converted the Chinese

make very useful and real Christians. Mr. Piggott proceeded

to adduce various suggestive facts as to the needs of Manchuria,

Mongolia , Corea, and other lands lying just outside ofChina

proper. Everywhere there is dense darkness, and a wide and

open door for those who will go in the name of Christ to

declare His truth .

" Well, you
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are called to walk by faith , believing by faith they will obtain

the promises . May God teach us at home like precious faith .

Mildmay Deaconesses' medical work at Jaffa . A very

Mrs. SchOFIELD said that in the three and a half years cheering medical mission work is also in progress at Safet ,

she had laboured in China only once was she turned away & bigoted city in the south of Palestine. One special feature

from a door. Of course one begins by answering questions in medical mission work in the East is the opportunity it gives

for the circulation of the Scriptures.

they ask from curiosity , but,thus opened, the conversation may

soon be led to the Lord Jesus Christ. In the villages they will East London Jews.

ask if we have a sun , a moon , houses, furniture, & o .. & c ., in our Dr. Joun Dixon spoke of medical mission work generally,

country. Then , by and hy, they will ask what we have come &nd the work amongst the Jews in East London especially, in

for ; and that gives the opening we are looking for. She connection with the Mildmay Vission to the Jews . After illus

believed the doors are wide open in China, both amongst men
trating how the bitterest prejudices have been removed by

and women . Some have thought ladies ougbt not to go into
medical mission work , Dr. Dixon mentioned several cases of

the interior, but really they can do more good there than in the blessing, one being that of a poor Polish Jew, who said, “ I

coast provinces. Her own experience was that no work was believe , but cannot confess Christ, because I must, if I do so ,

more largely successful than medical mission work and lose home, and wife, and employment ; " while another spoke

women's work. In closing , our sister urged very pointedly the cf himself as one who for long years had sought a treasure .

imperativeimportance of prayer - praying for labourers to be sent and at last had found it where he least expected it, meaning, ef

forth , and praying earnestly for those who have gone forth . course, that he had long been uneasy and unhappy, and hat

The Japanese
found peace in accepting the Lord Jesus Christ . He is now

Miss MCLEAN , referring to women's work in Japan, urged tbe
confessing the Saviour in Russia.

great need of more labourers . We are not commanded merely Medical Missions in Heathendom .

to bold conferences , but to go and preach the Gospel. She then Dr. J. L. MAXWELL , late of Formosa, felt that the far- reach .

passed on to speak of work among foreigners in London , specially ing influence of medical missions in heathendom was hardly

amongst Japanese students, and the people of the Japanese yet appreciated. Outside Formosa stand three large piles of

Village in Kensington. While at homerecruiting her health,Miss buildings, erected on ground given by a mandarin as a token

McLean has been doing what she can in this way, and has been
of gratitude for healing . Besides the patients in the hospita!

the means of stirring some ladies to take it up. Many Japanese
you will day by day find in the dispensary over two hundred

visit this country. Some have been converted here . One , for poor, lame , diseased Chinese men and women come for healing,

example, was converted at Moody and Sankey's meetings in and listening quietly to the truths of salvation . The four

London, and is now labouring earnestly for Christ in his own thousand annual patients come from all parts of the surround

land . Another, a Japanese student, accepted Christ during ing provinces, and from the most distant and remote towns and

Mr. Moody's mission at Cambridge . In closing, Mies McLean villages . In that room no less than a hundred bave stood up

told of her experiences amongst the Japanese Village in the in one year to confess Christ , and these have gone back to

West of London ; she had found acceptance and interest their homes and witnessed to others. And , further, in addition

amongst them , to these direct results , there is the fact that the itinerant

evangelists , going from place to place , find doors and hearts

opened in all parts through the kindness shown to some sick

Europe and Medical Missiovs . friend in the hospital. Dr. Maxwell proceeded to speak of the

'HE final meeting was devoted to the consideration of qualifications of a medicalmissionary ,who must bethoroughly

qualified, and at the same time thoroughly possessed bythe Spirit

Missions in various parts of the world . of Christ. The Edinburgh Medical Missionary Associationhas

Mr. Hugu M. MATHIESON, who presided , referred briefly to done a grand work in preparing such men , and now the London

the precious work carried on in France by the McAll Mission, Medical Missionary Association is doing similar service. The

andto Herr von Schluembach's service in Germany. He also speaker urged young men to offer themselves for medical

spoke of the blessed work going on in Spain , where he had
mission work . Such should write to 104 , Petherton Road,

observed, in repeated visits , Romanism is largely tinged with Canonbury , N.

Moorish and Mohammedan traits , Even in that land , how evangelising in Germany.

ever, there is much to thank God for and take courage. Herr F. von SCHLUEMBACH said that throughout Germany

The Wrail Mission.
there were evangelical and Christian preachers ; yet there

were very large numbers who cared for none of these things.
M. LOKRIAUX , of the McAll Mission , expressed his joy in With a great deal of knowledge there is little real spiritual life .

being present at the Conference, and in seeing the interest
There is, however, an awakening ; the importance of the evan

displayed in the Lord's work in other lands. The great work
gelization of the masses is being recognised as never before.

of the McAllMission is the preaching of the Gospel , and it has
Still , however, there are intensely dark districts, and into these

now reached the number of one hundred stations, at all of
we are seeking to penetrate, and we find the people very ready

which , in Paris and the departments, the way of salvation is
to hear. If we are to preach three times a day, the people will.

simply declared . There is , at present, the most perfect free.
come, tramp, tramp, tramp, to listen . In some towns they have

dom for such preaching in France, and the people are most closed the factories that the men might cometo the meetings ;

willing to hear. There is, of course, great ignorance about such
and we have them crowdingto the inquiry meetings asking,

things, because the French Roman Catholics have not been " How can we be saved ? " Now for all this we use no artificial

trained in the Word of God. The urged that Christians
human means to put up aman , but we preach Christ , that is

visiting Paris should come and see the work in the Salles all, and it is enough . Nothing is stirring those German towns
Evangeliques. Much seed has been fown all over France, and

but Christ and Him crucified . Nothing but the sounding out

what we want now is a reviving work of God's Spirit to cause
of the old invitation , “ Come unto Me, and I will give you rest. "

that seed to spring up into eternal life . Pray for Germany and for the German race.

The Holy City . MR. REGINALD RADCLIFFE concluded the Conference with

Dr. T. S. CHAPLIN, late medical missionary in Jerusalem , the stirring appeal which will be found on page 290 .

said so many years of his life had been spent in seclusion

in that city trodby the human feet of our Lord and Saviour, that A Sailors Tea.

he felt strange facing a London audience. Speaking specially

of the work in Jerusalem , Dr. Chaplin said the great difficulty

was that of language ; it was really necessary to aoquire three
A Thursday (8th ), at the Strangers' Rest, for seamen of all

or four languages in order to be able to communioato with the
nations. Upwards of two hundred and fifty men

Jews. At one time , for example, it was necessary to employ
welcomed toa free tea, succeeded by an evangelistic meeting.

five interpreters to speak with the patients . After describing Upon arriving at the Rest, about 6.30 p.m., we found the

the distinctive characteristics of groups of Jews — Spanish,

" shop " full of rough, hungry men waiting to be admitted to

Moorish , Russian, and other branches of the Jewish people ;
the tea -room , and still more were crowding thedoorway and

he remarked , the Eastern or Oriental Jews had much pavement. Every available seat in the new hall was quickly ,

stronger prejudices than the Western Jews. This prejudice is , but without any disorder, appropriated, extra seats were

however, removed, in many cases, by the care and kindness improvised on the platform , and the “ shop was made to

shown by the medical missionary. But the removal of preju .

accommodate asmany as its space would permit ; in all, there

dice is not the main end, that is only a means to an end , and
must have been fully three hundred men present.

the end which the medical mission has in view is the presenta
Tea over, the tables were quickly removed, and forms faced

tjon pf the Gospel . Dr. Chaplin referred with hearty sympathy
about for the meeting, the occupants of the " shop " were

to the work of the Moravian Brethren amongst lepers in

drafted in , and the lecture hall was well filled when the

Jerusalem ; making these despised and loathed outcasts feel meeting began. The quietness and order observed throughout

they are men with souls to be saved . He also spoke of the

would havedone credit to the most cultured audience .

were
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The Elder Brother :

MR ,

Mr. Parrott, who has bad experience of mission work amongst

sailors in China and elsewhere, delivered an earnest address,

the leadingthoughts in which were suggestedby a text hanging

on the wall, and to which he pointed— “ What think ye of

Christ ? " Mr. Percy Matthews set before the audience the

Gospel message, as illustrated in the story of the prodigal son,

Then came anexceedingly interesting and impressive incident.

Upon the invitation of the chairman , two sailors gave accounts

of their conversion , and boretestimony to the happiness and

blessingtheyhad experienced since they gave up the serviceof

the devil and yielded their hearts to Jesus. More singing

followed, and an address by the chairman, the meeting being

brought to a close about nine o'clock .

We could not help feeling deeply impressed with the need

there is for such agencies as thisStrangers' Rest affords, with

the readiness of these poor rough men-many of whom , as

some of them told us after the meeting, often wander about all

night, not having the means ofprocuring a lodging - to listen

to the Gospel mossage, andwith the self-denying zeal of those

Christians who havedevoted themselves to this work.

If any of our readers are disposed to see for themselves, we

cordially urge them to visit the Rest.

Mr. J. T. Isaacs, theHon. Secretary, Strangers ' Rest, 163, St.

George's Street , Ratcliff Highway, E. , will be glad to give

information regarding the work, and to receive contributions

in aid. Bibles, in any language, are very much needed .

April, 1886 .

An Incident from Real Life .

R.

following incident, which , he said , had just beensent

him by a young evangelist in Boston , Mr. S. Blagden . A

minister or worker may be glad to use itas an illustration :

I was standing at a street corner in Boston, waiting for a

car. Itwas raining hard, and was uncomfortable for all who

had to be out of doors. Suddenly I heard a feeble voice

behind me cry the evening papers for sale . I turned to look ;

and there in the dark recess of a doorway were two little

forms, shrinking and shivering, in the cold and wet. One was

a boy four or five years of age, I suppose , and the other, who

proved to be the former's brother, was about seven or eight . I

noticed this poor little fellow, the elder one, crying bitterly ,

His eyes were red, and his wizened face and cheeks were wet

with many tears. I don't think I ever saw such & woe -begone,

distressed, and frightened look on a child's face before . They

were both poorly clad, and evidently the children of very needy

and severe parents.

I asked the elder one what he was crying for, and what was

the matter. He said that his little brother had dropped the

papers in the flooded street , and that now they were no good ;

he had them stuffed into his pocket, as he showed me , and the

poor little waif looked as if all hope and life had for over flown

from the horizon of his young existence.

Poor little fellow ! I shall never forget those red, and wet,

and tearful eyes, with their agonized , and pleading, and de

spairing look . And then his little brother told the secret in these

words, “When we get home,he'll get a licking." “ Why," I said ,

" if you dropped the papers you will be the one to getthe whip

ping .”. But all he replied was, “ No, he's offered to take the

whipping.” Yes, here was a case of the elder brother taking

the punishment of the guilty, though himself innocent.

After a little talk, I found that the wet papers would occa

sion a loss of ten cente. I found a ten cent piece in my pocket,

and gave it to the elder brother. Oh , how that poor little

faded face brightened up ! Then I asked who it was that

died on the cruel cross to save us, and he answered, “ Our Lord .”

Then I said, “ I give you these ten cents in His name , and you

will try to love Him andkeep His commandments, won't you ? '

And on ! how bright and cheerful came now the quick response ,

“ Yes, sir, "

I bought a paper from the younger one, and then took a

passing car for home, and while riding I was deeply moved ,

even to tears, myself, thinking of those poor little waifs, news

boys, and ofthat forlorn elder brother, who was dreading the

whipping that awaited him when he got home that cold , wet .

and stormy night ; and it all mademe think of Jesus, blessed

Jesus, ourElder Brother, and of the untold agonies He silently

endured, being innocent, in taking our punishment, we being

indeed guilty.

Mr. Hammond in Cardiff.

THI

THIS is the third week of Mr. Hammond's meetings, and

over seven hundred names have been handed in by the

workers as having received blessing. The meetings have in.

creased in interest and in power from the first . It was ' &

grand sight last Sunday afternoon to see one of our large

ehapels crowded to excess, mostly with young people, while

numbers had to retire for want of accommodation .

The work among the young appears to be very deep and real.

On every hand is the inquiry, “ What must I do to be saved ?

and workers are engaged, generally to a late hour,in leading

the anxious ones to Christ . Those who are thus blessed very

quickly set to work after others, and one of the most gratifying

sights in 'the mission is that of a number of young converts,

Bible in hand , pointing anxious ones to the way of life . All

the converts with whom I have personally conversed are re

markably clear as to when and where they received Christ.

Everyday fresh cases come to hand of blessing being received.

A father sends across to say his two boys are converted , and

want to do something för Jesus. A lady brings her only child,

& sweet little creature of eight years, and says the little one

trusted Christ last night. On questioning the child, he answers

as clearly as possible, and gives every evidence of love to Christ.

Three schoolboys. “ chums," all trust Jesus together in one of

the meetings, and each night after are seen busy leading others

to Jesus. Some, who cannot speak to others, wish to know if

they can sell hymn-books, or distribute tickets, or act as ushers,

or anything else to show their love to Christ. These cases

couldbe multiplied by scores and hundreds .

The work isnot confined to the children. Mr. Hammond

bolds three meetings every day-one for workers, one for

children , and one for adults. It is a great tax upon him, but

he sticksto it right well . A numberof adults have professed

faith in Christ. One interesting case was that of a foreign

seaman who came intoa meeting two days after his discharge

from an Indianship . He sat in the meeting weeping bitterly,

and, when asked by a worker what the tears meant, heanswered

in broken English , ' I do want to be a Christian ; my sins are

many, very , and I am afraid the Lord won't pardonme." He

had been reading the well-known verse in Heb. vi . , and

fancying that suchwas his case , he despaired of mercy .

He was quickly assured of God's willingness to forgive, and ,

kneeling down, he cried out for meroy. Very soon he was

enabled to trust Christ, and his face was aglow with a new

found joy:

One nighta young man came into the meeting, full of doubts

and sceptical thoughts, through reading the wretched rubbish of

Bob Ingersoll. The Lord was working with him, and the devil

was having his last throw ; but after awhile he yielded himself

to Christ, and has continued to give evidence of genuine

conversion ,

Our friend leaves us this week, and will take a very needful

rest. May God bless him in all future work .

F. C. SPURR.

11 , South Luton Place, Cardiff.

Liverpool. — The Hengler's Circus Special Sunday evening

services have concluded for the season . The average atten

dance during the past winter has been five thousand, and many

have professed to find peace in believing .

Isle of Wight Conference for May 12 , 13 , 14.- The

following invitation has been issued by Rev. H.G. Thwaites :

Again , in God's great mercy, we are spared to the time of our

annual Conference . As the days darken round the Church, as

error grows within , and infidelity emboldens itself without, we

need more than ever to come together, that by mutual sym

pathy we may be strengthened in the Lord , and that we may

show & united and bold front to the enemy about to come in

like a flood upon the Church of God . Have we Christians

realized as we ought, not only the coming glory of the Lord and

His people with Him, but also the near approach of the Anti

christ, foreshadowed in the lawlessness and irreligion among

the great masses of so - called Christendom ? Have we realized

that we must so clearly draw the line of separation between

the children of God and the children of the devil, that even in

so -called charity, we may not be led awayby theerror of the

wicked to fall from our own steadfastness ? Our subject for con .

sideration this year is— " Beloved , now are we the sons of

God ” ( 1 John iii. 2) , and to this truth we want to rise . By its

power we want to live . To His glory, who is our Father, we

want every part of our life to be conformed . In seeing the

privileges, the responsibilities, and hopes of sonship, we shall, I

trust, be better fitted for the coming struggle, more ready for

His service, and more marked as His lights in the world .

Wednesday, May 12 : Sonship — its privileges. Thursday ,May

13 : Sonship - its responsibilities. Friday, May 14 : Sonship

its hopes.
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THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION Holiday Houses for Children .

earnestly appeal for additional aid in support of

modisie Thesebuildings are planted in the poorest ATTENTION, has latelybeen turned ,

on behalf of the children ofthe poor,
districts, and are used for Sunday and Bible

Schools , Day and Infant Free Schools, Week to the necessity of providing for the sickly

night Schoolsfor Rough Lads and Girls , Indus and drooping ones Holiday Houses. The

trial Classes , Gospel Mission Services, Mothers' Ragged School Union have felt the great

Meetings, Ragged Churches, Bands of Hope,
importance of the movement, and are

Crêches, and numerous other agencies for the

benefit of the poor children and their parents.
convinced such houses must be under

Much is also done in home visitation , in cloth their own care , so that during the holiday

ing the ragged , and feeding the starving , and the little ones from their own schools

country homesare provided for the weakly or

convalescent . Contributions will be thankfully
may be under wise, loving, and Christian

received by JOHN KIRK, Exeter Hall, W.O. care and influence. Hence the com

mittee of the Union have opened two
ROSSLYN MISSION, Tollington Hall ,

Holiday Homes, one on Thursey Com
Hornsey Road, London . - Gospel Mission Open

Grin
air and Children's Services , also Mothers' Meet

mon, and the other &t East

ings are continuously held in connection with stead. The former we described last

above . Much is done in home visitation, feeding year ; the latter we have just visited ,

the aged and hungry, supplying the temporal

and spiritual need of all within reach , as far
and find it large and most suitable

as meanspermit. Funds urgently needed .
house, originally built as a coffee tavern ,

Cheques and Postal Orders payable to right in the heart of the pretty Sussex

Hon . Supt., E. GARNET, 62 , Crayford Road , town, and within easy walk of the far

Tufnell Park , London.
reaching commons. Local friends, and

BARBICAN EAST CENTRAL amongst them Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Steer,

MISSION TO THE JEWS. - The aim of have taken up the work and are co-opera

this Mission is to win souls for Christ, by visita ting in every way. The house will ac

tion , holding meetings and classes for Men,

Women , and Children , and to befriend and commodate forty children at a time ;

temporarily relieve distressed Jews , believing and, as these remain a fortnight, this

and inquiring, who, in many cases, have lost represents a goodly number in the

their all through no other fault than that they

have embraced , or are about to embrare, the year of just those children of the poor

" truth as it is in Jesus." Immediate help who give signs of falling into bad

sadly needed. Contributions will be gratefully health for lack of a change. Between
received by Messrs . J. F. AHAW & CO ., or by the two Holiday Houses six hundred chil.
the Missionary Supt ., PAUL WARSCHAWSKI,

16. Farleigh Road , Stoke Newington , London , N. dren enjoyed a change last year. Now

they are reopening for the season, and it

WELCOME HOME FOR SAILORS OF is expected larger numbers will benefit.

ALL NATIONS, Ratcliff Highway, London, E.

--Gospel and Gospel Temperance Meetings every
May wehope that many readers will send

nightthroughout the year. Visitors welcomed to the Secretary of the Ragged School

any hour of the day. Communications to be Union, Exeter Hall, Strand,W.C., prompt

addressed Miss CHILD, 173, St. George's Street, and liberal indications of their goodwill

London , E.

“ A most fruitful and gloriouswork ."
SHAFTESBURY. effortforthese poor children.

Soldiers in London .

THE seventh report of the London

Soldiers' Home says :-A feeling

has for some time existed that a closer

union with other workers among soldiers

in London would be desirable ; therefore,

the supporters of the London Soldiers'

Mission, carried on in VauxhallBridge

Road , were invited to give their help to

the Home, while the staff of the former

work was added to the Home organiza

tion .

The Hon. Superintendent writes

It is perhaps better not to speak too

definitely of results obtained, but I may

state generally that during the past

twelve months, not a few instances of

direct blessing have comeunder myown

observation . Christian soldiers have been

much encouraged, helped, and banded

together, and a very large number of

men have come under the sound of the

Gospel . To give one instance, when I

kept the names myself, about two hup .

dred men from the battalion at the

Tower were in the habit, more or less

frequently, of attending a weekly meet

ing during one period of about three

months, and there is reason to believe

that in the hearts of many of these more

than a passing effect hasbeen produced .

In order to deepen the men's knowledge

of the Word of God, & Bible reading

Union for reading a chapter daily has

been formed , and a considerabl
e
number

of men havejoined it,

u

3

The Industrial Boy.

and sympathy in their loving and kindly Tinforestmanyof our readers ;it

WORKS ON MISSIONS.

way, E.

refers, as will be seen, to the Institution

near Child's Hill, described by Pearl

Fisher a few months back in his sketch

of A Clerkenwell Beehive : -- An affec .

tionate boy, having no parents, and who

had been nearly four years in the Indus

trial School' in connection with Field

Lane Refuges and Ragged School , died

very peacefully a few days ago of con

sumption. He was most patient and

very attentive to the doctors and nurses,

and wanting very much to recover ; but
this great desire to get well was on

account of his little brother still in the

Home, whom he wanted so much to look

after , and this desire he frequently gave

expression to in his own words before bis

death .

“ CLEAR THE WAY ; "

or, Hindrances to Missionary Work

Considered .

By E. J. WHATELY, Author of "Memoirs of

Archbishop Whately," &c . Cloth , 2s . 6d .

“ With judicious counsel and in excellent

temper Miss Whately seeks to 'Clear the Way

before the ardent aspirant to a place in the great

Missionary Army.”

Church Missionary Intelligencer .

THE HARVEST OF THE CITY,

and the Workers of To-day

By PEARL FISHER . With Introduction by

H. SINCLAIR PATERSON, M.D. Orown 8vo ,

cloth extra , 33. 60 .

" Contains a series of graphic sketches of some

of the evangelistic and philanthropic agencies

which are exerting so much influence for good .

The book is worthy of a wide circulation ."

Ragged School Record .

THE HEALER-PREACHER .

New Work on Medical Missions. Sketches

and Incidents cf Medical Mission Work . By

GEORGE BAUNDERS , M.D., C.B. Crown 8vo,

Our Sailors.

A "

T a recent meeting in the West End

of London some very interesting

details were given in connection with the

blessed workof the Lord at Miss Child's

Sailors ' Welcome Home, Ratcliff High

Many hundreds of sailors

have been brought to reconciliation with

God at the nightly meetings held in

the well-known Fo'csle, andhave since

gone forth as missionaries all over the

world. Messrs. Maynard , Douglas , Paton ,

and others having highly commended

this work (through their personal know

ledge) to the sympathyof God's people,

one could but thank God for what is

being done for our sailors, and look for

ward with confidence that Miss Child and

her helpers will be upheld bythe prayers

and practical sympathy of God's stowards.

Nurses and Nursemaids.

HE Park Visitor writes : A new

with Illustrations, 38. 6d .

" A manly record of noble service for God and

man . Of the deepest interest from beginning to

end . Dr. Baunders writes as charmingly ashe

works Jaboriously." - Oldham Chronicle .

CONFERENCE ON MISSIONS.

Held at Mildmay Conference Hall, Demy

8vo , cloth , 434 pp. , 3s. 6d .

“ Cannot fail to become a valuable guide for
future missions to the heathen . wili largely

conduce, we hope, to kindle a missionary spirit

in the hearts of young men of suitable attain

ments and zeal. " _ Sword and Trowel.

AT REST AMONG THE LAOS .

The Story of the Missionary Career ofM.M,

Campbeli . Edited by CAKOLINE G. CAVEN

DISH . Crown 8vo , cloth , 1s . 6d .

LONDON :

JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, Paternoster Row .

branch of the Y.W.C.A. has just

been started among the nurses and nurse

maids in Hyde Park, Regent's Park , &c .

All who visit the parks must be struck by

the number of nurses and nursemaids to

be seen there morning and afternoon .

The first meeting was held recently,

when about thirty nurses , nursemaids,

and other servants were present. There

was a pleasant gathering for tea, and a

very happy evening was spent. Willany

ladies interested in the welfare of their

servants, and, indeed, for the sake of their

children, over whom the nurses have so

much influence, come and help us ? We

want many park visitors, who could give

a couple of bours, morning, afternoon, or

evening.

THE

Work in Lambeth .

For many years an excellent evan
gelistic work has been carried on at

Lambeth Baths by Rev. G. M. Murphy

and his colleagues . The annual meeting

was held a fow days ago, with Samuel

Morley, Esq. , in the chair, when gratify.

ing reports were made of the great use .

fulness of the meetings in this densely

crowded neighbourhood. The Christian

Evidence Society has contributed &

gratuitous share of help. The lectures

of its agents are well attended and greatly

valued . Year after year the aid of the

society is sought by those who have the

administration of affairs, for it is found

that such subjects as “ Triumphs of the

Christ," "The Bible the Mainspring of

Human Progress," “ Science and Im

mortality ," " Prayer and Miracles,"

convey instruction and meet the diffi.

culties which arising in the mind amid

the questionings of the day.
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an

COUNTRY TOWNS MISSION,

18, New Bridge Btreet, E.O .-- For thepast forty

nine years this Society has sought to establish

Missionaries in those places where there is a lack

of simple Gospel teaching The Committee

earnestly ask those wbo know the darknesg of

many of our Country Listricts to strengthen
their hands byincreased help.

HARRY O. NISBET, Treasurer . GEORGE H.
MAWER, Secretary .

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY.

Instituted 1837. New Offices, Bridge House,

Blackfriars Bridge(City Side ) London .

OBJECT : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically before themiddle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical
literature at home and abroad .

PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERS : All subscribers of

five shillings and upwards per annum are en

titled to receive the new tracts issued monthly,

and are allowed to purchase the society's (pub

lications at a discount of 26 per cent . Any

subscriber, for each extra contribution of two

shillings per annum , may have a tract sent

monthly, direct from the office, to any friend

whose name and address are supplied . Many

subscribers have for years pursued this excellent
method of quietly influencing other pers0118 .

Subscribers' names are not divulged. Donations or
subscriptions exceeding these sams form the

fund for gratuitous distributions of tracte .

Funds aro urgently needed in aid of the
Free Grant Fund .

All cheqnes and postal orriers to be crossed and

made payable to J. R.MACKENZIE, Secretary .

MSS. of earnest Gospel and good literary cha

racter may be forwarded to the Secretary .

RESCUE SOCIETY. Established in 185 * ,

for the reformation of openly immoral women

and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

danger, supports Eight Homes capable of

receiving over two hundred inmates .

Funds are earnestly solicited by the

Secretary, Mr. C. STUART THORPE ,

79, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

HOME MISSION NOTES .

Weston -super -Mare . — Mr.Spencer Mr. Herbert R. Francis has had

Walton has just concluded an interest encouraging meetings in eight

ing and fruitful ten days ' mission here . days' mission at the Conference Hall,

Mr. HenryVarley's visit to Sun.
Mildmay.

derland has awakened deep interest, and West Marylebone . - At the third

his mission appears to have resulted in anniversary ofthe Grove Hall Mission ,

good fruit. held last Tuesday, encouraging accounts

Railway Men . - Both in the Kensal were given of the good work in pro

Green andWest Brompton Halls special gress .

missions have been held during the past Harrow Green .-- The Welcome Mis

week for railwaymen with good results. sion Ragged Schools are doing an ad

Mrs. W. E. Legg has been holding
mirable work amongst & very poor class

special services for young women in
of children . The schools are carried on

Derby. Much interest appears to have in a disused public -house .

been awakened. Maida Hill Industrial School.

Maida Hill.-Mr. Brooks, who for At the annual meeting held last week ,

nineteen years has laboured as Scripture
Rev. Gosset Tanner made reference to the

reader in Rev. J. Gosset 'Tanner's parish , fact that over a thousand boys had passed

Maida Hill , has been removed to another through the Institution during the past

sphere, and at a farewell meeting, pre forty years . It is still doing a most excel.

sided over by the Vicar, grateful testi . lent work for poor and homeless boys.

mony was borne to his long and faithful Mr. Henry Thorne hasconducted

service, while various tokens of esteem a nine days ' mission at Walsall , attended

were presented him . with rich blessing . God graciouslyowned

Bible Society for Scotland . - At His Word, and the labours of His ser

the last meeting of the Board a specimen vant, many having professed to have

copy was submitted of the Gospel accord found the Lord Jesus Christ. The Bible

ing to St. Mark in Wen-li Chinese, the readings were exceedingly helpful.

first Gospel printed at the society's own WALTER JERVIS, Sec . , Y.M.O.A.

press in Åankow, from which during the ACapital Idea. --We learn that

last three months upwards of 30,000 Tes the Birmingham Y.M.C.A, have resolved

taments and Gospels have been issued. that a distribution of New Testaments

The agent in Japan reported the pro . should be made every five years to all the

posed issue by the three Bible Societies children in the Board schools excepting

of a pocket edition of the Japanese
infants . The British and Foreign Bible

Scriptures complete in one volume. Society will supply, much under cost

Devonport.- Gipsy Smith (of Han. price , Testamentsat one penny each, very

ley ) , George Evans, and his wife have well bound and printed .

just concluded their third mission in The St. Giles' Christian Mis

Devonport. Owing to the immense sion held their Sunday school anni

numbers who sought to gain admittance versary services at the Mission Chapel,

to the services, it was found absolutely Little Wild Street, on the 11th inst . , and

necessary to get the largest building the following Tuesday evening . The tea

available for the Sunday services, and the meeting was very successful. Mr. George

large public hall was therefore engaged Hatton's appearance on the platform on

for five consecutive Sundays , where Tuesday evening was the signal for a

between three and four thousand eager hearty manifestation of welcome, as for

listeners heard the Gospel message some time past he has been compelled

preached and sung. through ill-health to relinquish his

Golden Lane Mission : The public ministrations at the chapel.

meetings at Costers ' Hall continue to The report read by Mr. Goodwin , the

prosper, and all the schools, clubs, and Secretary of the Sunday schools, showed

classes are in operation. The Irish stew marked progress in every direction, there

soup dinners have been continued during being at present over one thousand two

themonth ,and this kind of help has been
hundred scholars in regular attendance,

gratefully received by the needy. Our with a staff of fourteen officers, and

visitors have also rendered timely aid to eighty teachers. Some practical addresses

many of the Lord's poor. Mrs. Orsman by Mr. Henry Soltau and others fol

will shortly reopen the Convalescent
lowed.

Cottage, which has hitherto proved
The Scripture Card . - A young

to be such a boon to our Christian man living inthe house of one who had

As there are no funds in hand been brought to the Lord by a passage

for this object, any help will be gladly of Scripture on & card sent out by the

welcomed . Flower Mission ,butwho was not himself

Bible Flower Mission . – The converted , wandered one evening into a

flowers are now beginning to come in neighbouring church. The Scripture

pretty freely, and we thank our loving reader spoke to him, shook hands with

God and our kind donors ; but we are him, and also gave him one of these cards

sure that when our friends know the -- & simple card — but life was in the

straits we are put to by many of the message on that card. The young man

flowers arriving without a leaf of green , was shortly after taken ill . His first de

the primroses will come with an ample sire was to see the Scripture reader, and

supply of their own pretty foliage, the after a little delay his wishwas granted.

daffodils will bring with them their deli Another card was then put into his hand

cate grass-like leaves, the violets will be bearing the words “ He was wounded

almost hidden by the dark green of for our transgressions, He was bruised

theirs, while the flowering currant will for our iniquities, the chastisement of

not only have sufficient to clothe its our peace was upon Him , and with His

own graceful blossoms, but be able to add stripes we are healed ” (Isa . liii. 5 ) . He

& charm to the narcissus, and foliage believed, praised the Lord for the for

that boasts not of a flower will come in giveness of his sins through the blood of

abundance to beautify many a blossom Christ our Lord , and died a most trium

that needs support and protection, phant death ,

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY,

President- Gen . Bir A. J. LAWRENCE , K.C.B.

Sole object of the Society to spread the saving
knowledge of Christ among our soldiers. Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer , V. G. M. HOLT, Esq ., 17, Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH . Hon. Sec.; or by

the Secretary, Mr. W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.C.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY . - Help

is very urgentlyneeded to meet the heavy ex

penses involved in conducting the various evan .

gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially

to assist in meeting the terrible distress so

prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive
help in any form . JAS. ATKINSON , Secretary,
10, Enfield Road Bouth , Kingsland , N.

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE

BOCIETY, 18 , Buckingham Street, Strand .-

To controvert the teachings of Atheists, Secular

ists, and other opponents of Christianity ,

especially among the uncultured . To help the

perplexed and doubting, and to instruct the young

in the reasons for believing in Christianits.

The Society's income is totally inadequate to the

demands upon it . Funds are immediately

wanted for the open-air work .

Secretaries, Revs. O. LLOYD ENGSTRÖM and

T. T. WATERMAN.
women .

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS. Vine Street, Clerken

well Road, E.C.President, the Right Bon. the

Earl of Aberdeen , K.G. This Inetitution benefits

temporally and spiritually the poorest of the
poor , upwards of 3.000 men, women , and children

being assisted weekly. £4,000 a year must be
raised by Voluntary Contributions to maintain

the Work, Treasurer -- W . A. BEVAN , Esq.

54 , Lombard Street.

Secretary, Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT .

LAMB AND FLAG RAGGED

SCHOOL AND MISSION, 10, Red Lion

Street, Clerkenwell. - This Institution bas carried

on good work for thirty -eight years, and larger

premises are needed to meet tbe increasing

demands of anxious and willing youth of both

sexes . £ 1,500 would provide what is wanted .

Will some of those blessed with means come

over and help us ? Funds are also much needed

tocarry on the regular work .

Hon . Director and Treasurer - J.C.BHERRARD ,

7 , Oxford Square, Hyde Park ,
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Soldiers at the Cape.

Mºst
COST interesting accounts of the Lord's work in connection

with the Soldiers' Home, and Workers' Association, Cape

Town, continue to reach mo. Our newly -appointed mission .

ary is working well in the barracks, on board the ships, in

hospitals , and in the town . The soldiers attend the Home in

large numbers ; there is , Mr. Howe writes, an earnest spirit of

inquiry among them, and a real desire for the Word of God ;

several profes3 conversion. The public meetings for civilians

as well as soldiers are crowded, numbers remaining for the

after meetings, and many instances of blessing are known .

Three Gospel meetings are conducted on Sunday evenings, at

the same hour,in different parts of the town , by workers con
nected with'the Home .

Our hearts are filled with thanksgiving and gratitude to God

for providing a house in the town, as a centre for work among

young women. There are touching incidents connected with

this ' gift . It is devoted to the Lord's service by a father, in

memory of two much-loved daughters, his earnest desire being

that in the house which was the home of their childhood

manyyoung lives may be helped and saved . It is given to our

ladies ' association of workers ,and is what we have long needed in

order to begin special work among young women , and for meet

ings of workers. “ . Able to do exceeding abundantly above all

that we ask or think ' is being fulfilled to us by ourgracious

Father , " writes our Hon. Seo. A member writes : _ " Mr. Howe

had a very beautiful consecration meeting in the new house :

we had much prayer and praise : it was a very full meeting .'

Another says : - " I felt it to be a solemn as well as thanksgiving

meeting, for it is a great charge our Father has committed to us.

The cry of every heart was,' We praise Thee, O God. ' Means

and workers are needednow , and we are asking for them in full

belief of the promise. When I heard of thegift I felt quite

Awed , it was such a direct answer to prayer. TrulyHe gives

• abundantly .' We had been asking for a room , and He has

given us a house."

This house of twenty, rooms must be furnished and prepared

for the work waiting to be_begun . Much is being done for

young women in business in England, nothing as yet has been

done for them as a class at the Cape.

I shall thankfully receive and forward contributions

from friends who may desire to help us in this work , or that

among soldiers and sailors. Gifts of books and Gospel papers

and tracts will also be most acceptable for our libraries, ship

bags , reading - rooms , &c .

M. S. OSBORN.

12, Camden Hill Road, Upper Norwood , S.E,

JE

1

A Brave Pioneer.

JHE following notes are from M. Coillard, from a letter to

,

words. Poor creatures ! how degraded they are ! Oh, it is heart

sickening . If friends at homecould only form the faintest'idea

of it, what efforts and sacrifices would they not make to rescue

them ! I never till now understood so well the feelings that

harrowed our Saviour's heart when, looking upon the multitudes

that were like sheep without & shepherd, “ He was moved with

compassion ."

Should our days be short, I would die praising God that we

have been enabled to openup thecountry to the preaching of

the Gospel. I trust that ere long we may see young, earnest

men entering this immense, limitless field . I pray for it. Do

help mealso. Our health is keeping wonderfullygood. Last

year at this season most of our people, and Mrs.C. especially

were very ill , and it was a dry season. This year wehave a

deluge of rain ; no house, only a tent to shelter us. Poor shel.

ter it is , for it is constantly flooded, and wecannot help it. the

place is so flat that there is no outflow for the water. It is in

the evening that we feel the discomfort most. When we light

a candle, mosquitoes, moths, beetles , and other insects of all

kindsand sizes swarm in such a way that we must take our tea

hurriedly, read a few verses, and retire . In three weeks we have

built a little place of two rooms,with poles and reeds, and as

soon as it is dry enough we shall flee to it, and it shall be a

palace to us . The work must be done in earnest by mission .

aries here and their friends at home. Nationalities and de

nominations are of little importance in a perishing world
like ours .

Notices of Books.

to many

10th December, 1885 :—We have been living in a state of

expectation until the month of August, when we were enabled

to cross the river, and enter this country, more than five hun

dred miles away from the extreme boundary of the civilized

world .

We knew something of the wonderful movement among the

Jews in Besserabia ; also of the not less wonderful one inyour

University, and were cheered with the last addresses, and then

the letters of Messrs. S. Smith , Studd, and others. It was

delightful and refreshing. Our God is mighty in all His works.

It is indeed encouraging to us , penetrating as we do into the

darkest regions of Satan's kingdom . While we rejoice over what

is done for China , we expect that Africa's day shall soon dawn.

It must.

At present we need all the audacity of faith to believe it ;

for everything is as dark as it can be. This country is & den

of theft, rapine, and murder. We have had so many revolu.

tions and counter-revolutions in a short time that it must be

exceedingly difficult for friends at home to form an idea of the

politics of this country. Since I visited the capital last year

there has been a great deal of fighting and murder. The num.

hea of chiefs whom I knew, and who have been killed , either

in battle or privately, is something awful. King Lewanitto, who

was expelled , has come back , and his rival has fled .

The country is far from settled. We are , however, thankful

to be in it among the people after whom we have so longed .

During all the time we spent at Lesboma, Mrs. Coillard never

saw a woman or child save those of the hunters and traders

settled there ; she had intercourse only with the slaves sent by

their masters to sell corn. Now that we are in the country,

she has resumed missionary work in her own sphere. Women

come constantly to see her : some get from time to time a little

work to do , for which they receive somebeads. and always kind

“ Things That shallcome to Pass.” Official Report of the Confer

ence atMildmay on the Second Coming of theLord . (18. 9d .

and 2s. 60.) John F. Shaw & Co.

The full and official report of this important Conference has

just been issued , and we venture to urge its wide ciroulation .

In these latter days, when a deepening interest attaches to the

truths of the prophetic Word, all who know the blessed hope

of the Church and realize its exceeding practicalness should

use their utmost endeavours that these calmly reasoned expo

sitions of things touching the coming of theKing shouldbe

placed in the hands of fellow -believers not yet fully instructed

concerning events shortly to come to pass. The volume is

reallya valuable contribution to the prophetic literature of the
Church

Maranatha . Is it True ? (60.)–S. W. Partridge & Co.

We are not surprised tofind asecond edition of this little

book called for . The reality and personality ofthehope of the

coming of the Lord is very simply and clearly developed in the

course of a series of conversations.

The Three Judgments. By Rev. James Gosset Tanner, M.A.

(20.) - John F. Shaw & Co.

Mr. Tanner has been well advised to publish this sermon ,

presenting as it doesclear and Soriptural teaching on a subject

by no means generally understood ." We commend warmly this

little brochure - widely circulated it will doubtless prove helpful

A Royal Service. By Jean Sophia Pigott. - Partridge & Co.

A collection of poems, some exceedingly tuneful and stirring.

On page 287we give one, “ A Gift " byway of commendation.

A Sketch of Bishop King. By J. Hanchard (30 .) - John Kensit.

“ A manual,” as claimed on the title page, for " Churchmen ."

Such , loyal and true to the Divine Word , will find here much

to awaken anxiety and concern regarding the spread of priest

craft .

Through the United States and Canada. By Rev. J. K. Camp

bell , D.D.- Partridge & Co. (48. 6d.).

Interesting and readable sketches of holiday rambles

beyond the sea, affording excellent illustrations of American

life and manners, and introducing the reader to not a few

Christian workers on the other side.

Flowering Thorns. By Gertrude Jerdon . - Nisbet & Co.

Will bring comfort and solace to many 'weary ones. In

metred lines the writer gives a homely story illustrating afresh

the “ peaceable fruits of righteousness” yielded through

chastening “ to them that are exercised thereby . "

The Diaconate of Women. By the late Dean Howson (28).

Nisbet & Co.

The late Dean's thoughts on the ministry of women and on

deaconesses in connection with the Church will be read with

much interest, all the more that the subject is at present

exercising , not a little, the minds of many.

Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

the publishers, John F. Shawand Co., 48, Paternoster Row ,

London, E.C., post free, forthe published price. Full cash

discount for generalbookorders,
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HE ANCHORAGE,

THE THREE JUDGMENTS , THE

BIBLE NARRATIVES

BY

THE WAY OF PEACE ILLUS
Choice Books ESTABLIBHED 1851.

TRATED , by Fact and not Fiction ;
By Mrs. Pennefather .

IRK BECK BANK

through the experience of those who Price ONE PENNY each ; One Dozen Assorted

Have Found it. A word for the
Post- free for ls .

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

Anxious. By Rev.W.POOLE BALFERN ,

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand .

AM I GUIDED ?
TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

Brighton . Cloth 6d .
ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly

HINTS ON BIBLE READING.

“ The kind of book to give to our ungodly

balances, when not drawn below £ 100 .

friends if we wish to put before them a pure

THE PEACE OF GOD
The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

Gospel message, so statedthat they will be

AND THE GOD OF PEACE. cbarge,the custody of Deeds, Writings, andother

attracted to read it. ” --Mr. Spurgeon in
Price 6d . per Dozen, Post - free .

Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of

Sword and Trowel. THE BLESSED HOPE .

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons ;and the pur

chase audsale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities.
" This is just the little book needed . The WOMAN'S WAYSIDE MINISTRY . Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .

illustrations are so short and interesting These valuable little books may be enclosed in
THE BIRKBEOK ALMANACK, with full

that even the most careless will read them letters, and thus often form a word of counsel
particulars , post free , on application .

with interest, and the most dull can scarcely
and comfort .

FRANOIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager.

fail to understand the Way of Peace .”

The Birkbeck Building Society's Annual

London : John F. AHAW & Co. , 48, Paternoster

The Freeman .

Receipts exceed FiveMillions .

Row , E.C

“ All who have an interest to instruct

OW TOPURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

inquirers as to the way of salvation willfind

TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH, with im

this little book just what is wanted . The
PRIMROSE LEAFLET :

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply

incidents are so interesting that they will
The Earl of Beaconsfield

at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDING BOCIETY ,

be read with interest by all."
a True Prophet.

29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

Baptist Messenger:
T. BARON, Printer , 40, Avenue Road,

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

" It is calculated to calm the troubled
Camberwell, S.E.

mind and stimulate the anxious to follow
25 Copies post free , 4d .

MONTH , with immediate possession , either for

in the pathof those instanced ; and it is

Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the

Office of the BIRKBECKFREKHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

Thoughts on Easter-tide, for the

therefore admirable for putting into the

as above .

hands of such . " - Southern Cross.
Heralds of the Cross."

The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars,

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,STIRLING , N.B. Price Twopence .
on application.

London : B. W. PARTRIDGE & CO . Address, Mrs. GOODE, Holme Lea , Llandudno.
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager,

Published Monthly, price Id. -Unsectarian .

BIBLE LIGHT
Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST .

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKER8 .

Word and Work of Jan. 14th says : - “ Those in search of bints and good

Established in 1834 , fur the purpose of affording instruction in the

Bible notes will value this little monthly, throwing, as it does, light on

Scriptures toWomen and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

dificultpoints in a brief and pithy style calculated to prove exceedingls

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .

belpful to Bible students and Christian workers .”
Secretary,Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

Bankers, Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16, St. James Street ,

London , B.w.

NEW BOOK BY Just Published , price Twopence , 24d . post free.

MRS. MARSHMAN.
HEBREW8 vi. 19.

To Shelter Young Women (other

wise respectable ) lately Fallen into

Rev. J. GOSSET TANNER, M.A.,
Sin .

IN VERSE
Emmanuel Church , Maida Hill .

FOR rules of admission totheAnchorage
House, and for particularsof its work , and for

Cloth Boards, price 1s. 60 .
LONDON :

JOHN F. SHAW &co., 48, Paternoster Row,

TRAINED BERVANTS ready to go out to situa

JOHN F. BHAW& Co., 48, Paternoster Row , E.C.

tions, apply (by letter only) to, Mrs. H. BTUART

WORTLEY, Rosslyn House, Grove End Road ,

N.W., London ; and to whom, or to any member

of committee, subscriptions may be sent, or to

Illustrations and Bubjects taken from the

Editor, Word and Work.

" Pilgrim's Progress.” Specially commended to
ERECTED BY

theattention of Tract Depots. ONE SHILLING
THE ANCHORAGE HOUSE .

PER PACKET. New illustrated cards for way

side distribution.

There is a vacancy for a young woman (20 to

28 ), to be trained for the Lord's work among

LONDON :

young women (otherwise respectable ) lately

Illustrated Designs and Estimates Free. fallen into sin .

JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, Paternoster Row . CHEAPEST FIRM IN THE TRADE.
Noprevious experiencerequired , but an earnest

desire to be used of God to the winning of souls

CHOICE COLLECTION OF NORTH . WEST LONDON
absolutely necessary,

FLOWER SEEDS,

Apply in the first instance (by letter only ) to

post free, 1s ., containing 16 varieties in liberal EVANGELISTIC CHOIR. Mrs. H. Stuart-Wortley , Rosslyn House, Grove

quantities, including Aster, Balsam , Mignonette, 9, The Crescent,Leighton Grove, N.W.

End Road, London , N.W., stating previous em

Musk, Lobelia ,& c ., with directionsfor culture. PRESIDENT — JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq .

ployment, age , religious denomination , and

G. STILLMAN , 39 , Northumberland Place , This Choir has been formed for the purpose
what references can be given.

Bayswater.
of assisting any Evangelistic effort ,and for the

Where an application is not answered , it will

purpose of conducting short “ Gospel Song
be that it is deemed unsuitable.

ARMONIUMS AND AMERICAN Missions," as occasion may offer.

ORGANS. W. Pridham and Son , £4 45.

Theservices of thechoir are quite gratuitous.

lostruments for school and home use . Are mar All applications should be made to Mr. J. Bate

vellous for tone and workmanship . 3 stops, £5 ; man , 72, Twisden Road, Highgate Road, N.W.
NOISES IN THE EARS.

6 stops, £ 6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of

Rev. E. J.BILVERTON invites sufferers to serd

every description. Pianofortes from £ 15.

for his work , a bouk showing the nature of the

Works, 206, Jubilee Street, London , E. SPURGEON'S
disease and the means of cure. Post free 6d .,

with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London . Free con

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS

EPILEPTIC FITS !

sultations daily .

CLOTH 8 /
AN

ALL PERSONS SUFFERINGFROMEPI EACH ORIGINAL

LEPBYshould SEND Name and Address to

JAMES OSBORNE, MEDICAL PHARMACY,
EXPOSITION OF

ASHBOURNE, who will forward , freeofcharge, THE BOOK OF PSALMS Cures Toothache, prevents Decay, saves

full particulara (with Testimonials) of the inost
successful remedy ever discovered for this dis- PASSMORE + AL ABASTER.PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS.EC Extraction, 1s . 120. of all Chemists.

tressing malady. Reference permitted to the

Rev. J. BAKER, M.A., 254 , Plymouth Grove ,

Manchester.
ThePHYSIOLOGICAL ARTOF NEVER FORGETTING
-unlike Mnemonics. " His method is physiological and scientific in

the highest degree." - DR. WILSON. " Prof. Loisette gave me new
memory." JUDAH P. BENJAMIN

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS .
Q.C. " It is perfect memory sys

FURNITURE-NORMAN &

tem ." - TheWeeBy Budget . By lta STACEY'S HIRE -PURCHABE SYSTEM com

Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds. Instrumentality mastered an ab mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary .

* DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN
In one reading. If I had read it no It combines real economy on sound commercial

CURED."
times by mynatural memory Icould principles, with strictly private arrangements ,

SUCCESSSir , - My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness "
not have known It so well , " 0.BAL without the objectionable tormalities ct

increases.
A man here who has been deaf MON, Esq . Every day I am a prool dealersand others . Payments can extend over

tomeall that your Mothod da really the instantaneous Art League 1, 2, or 8 years. The 60 wholesale firmsembraceForty years, hashad hishearingrestoredby it . And Narar Forretting."-L'ABBE MALATRAY. " An to the N
J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch .

1s. 11d. per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps, from DL.NICHOLSON . Gert pducement to correspondance and personally, or ssnd for particulars. Otfices, 75
Log promlos nothing but when you tally care forselection . Intending purchasers should call

Edwin J.Orchard, Chemist , Salisbury. 1 dia at Paglie Froupe poatethePOZOTALITATE,Lorond water Queen Victoria St. , E.C., and 121,Pall Mall , s.W.

WORDS OF LIFE. IRON CHURCHES,&c .

A , CHOPPING ,

DERBY RD.,WEST CROYDON , SURREY .

HН
CURE OF DEAFNESS ,

BUNTER'S

T
R
E
A
S
U
R
Y

O
F

D
A
V
I
D

NERVINE ,

MEMORY
AND
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THE “ MAY MEETINGS."

DATE. TIME . SOCIKTY . PLACE . CHAIRMAN OR PREACHER.

...
APRIL .

Wed , 21

Tu , 27

Wed. 28

Th. 29 ...

29

Fri. 30

30

MAY 1

Sun. 2

2

71 p.m.

7 p.m.

p.m.
11 u.m.

11 a.m.

61 p.m.

11 a.m.

2, p.m.
98.m.

10 a.m.

11 a.m.

3 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.
7

Hattield Btreet Ragged Schools

Wesleyan Missionary

Wesleyan Missionary

Wesleyan Missionary

Asylum for Idiots

Trinitarian Bible ...

Wesleyan Missionary

BouthAmerican Missionary

Wesleyan Missionary

British and Foreign Bible

Seamen and Boatmen's Friend

National Temperance League ...

Moravian Missions

British and Foreign Bible

National Temperance League ...

Meeting
Sermon

Bermon

Sermon

Meeting

Meeting
Bermon

Meeting
Breakfast

Sermon
Bermon

Sermon

Sermon

Sermon

Sermon

Hatfield Street Schools, Golden Lane, E.C.

Btudley Road Chapel

City Road Chapel

Centenary Hall, E.O.

Cannon Street Hotel

Council Room , Exeter Hall

Great Queen Street Chapel
Exeter Hall

Exeter Hall

Westminster Abbey

Commercial Dock Chur : h , Derrick St. , S.E.

Metropolitan Tabernacle

Bt . Matthew's, Bayswater

Congregational Ch . , Allen St. , Kensington

Westminster Abbey

J. BIGWOOD , Esq ., M.P.
Rev. R. W. S. FABR .

Rev. Dr. DALLINGEK:

Rev. R. ROBERTS .

H. G. HOARE, Esq..

H. C. NISBET, Esq .

Rev. C. H. SPURGEON ,

bishop of London .
Hon. T. W. GARLAND .

Canon WESTCUTT.

Rev.R. W.OUSWORTH,

Rev. O. B. BYMES .

Bishop of LIVERPOOL.
Rev. G.8, BARRETT.

Canon DUCKWORTH.

...

...

...

Donations Received .

“ THE PRESENT DISTRESS. "

W. H.

£ 8. d .

1 0 0

" WARSCHAWSKI'S MISSION .

Mrs. H.D.T. ... 3 00...

p.m.

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS ,

April 25th - John xx . 1-18 April 29th -- Psa . cii . 1-12

26th-John xx . 19-31 30th-Psa, cii , 13-23

27th - John xxi, 1–14 May 1st-Psa, ciji . 1-11

28th-John xxi, 15-25

>

13

Tun "

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to ang part of Eagland, Scotland, and Wales upon due notice . Apply
to Hon. Secretary, 21, Surrey Street , Strand, W.O.

Y.M.C.A. , City, New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall

Street (late 61 , Gracechurch Street).- Sundays, at 5 p.m. , Bible read

ing : 7 p.m. , Young men's Gospel service. Bible Lecture (with dis

solving views) by Rev.Frank H.White, Wednesday, 28th inst. , 7 p.m.
Mission work at Y.M.C.A.Hall , Bermondsey , nightly . 8 p.m. (special

meeting Good Friday, tea 6 p.m.) . Annual meeting, May 6th ( Thurs.),

6 30 p m., Mr. J. Herbert Tritton in the chair . Rev. Evan H. Hopkins,
Dr. Sinclair Paterson , and others .

Conference Hall , Mildmay Park, N.-April 25th , Mr. P. 8. Bade

noch , at 3.30 and 7 p.m.

Blackheath Conference. - A Convention, having for its object the

deepening of spiritual life , will be held at Blackheath on the 25th, 26th ,

and 27th May, in which the Revs. Dr. Elder Cumming, C. A. Fox , W.

B. Figgis,Evan Hopkins, E.W. Moore, W. Webb-Peploe, S. A. Belwyn ,

and Mr. H. F. Bowker will ( D.V.) take part.

Newport, Isle ofWight, Conferen e.-May 12th , 13tb , and 14tb .

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall.- Rev. F. Hastings will give a series of Bible read

iogs at the mid -day meeting as follows :--May 3rd, “ New Life ; " 4th,
" Full Forgiveness ; " 5th , " Open Confession ; 6th , “ Assured Salva

tion ; " 7th . “ Regretted Lapses."

Mr. Henry Varley will ( D.V. ) prea sh at Chelsea Chapel, Lower Sloane

Street, on Good Friday , at 4 p.m. Public tea and meeting will follow .

Home of Industry, 60, Commercial Street. - Monthly meeting for

Christian workers, Wednesday, April 21st. Tea at 6. Meeting at 7.

Rev. J. Wilkinson will give the address on " Work among the Jews."

Youths' Institute, olu Pye Street , Westminster (* One

Mission ).- Prayer meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30 . Con

ducted by Mr. J. Payno. Mission sorvice every Sunday from 6.30 to 8.

Evangeiiscio Missioa (Ondor the direction oi O. Russell Hurditch ).

Kilburn Hall, Kilburn Gato (notTown Hall ). -Mr. Ransome, Wallis,

Bun ., at? p.m. , and Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

Bank Holiday, Mon., 26th . -Meetingsin the above Hall ; afternoon

at 4, eveuing at 7 ; tea at 5.30 .

Malden Hali, Kentish Town.-Mr. Geo. Huoklesby, Bun . , 7 p.m.;

Thurs., at 8.

Dalston Hall, 105, Dalston Lane , E .-- Mr. Robert Paton , Sunday,

7 p.m .;week-night service, Thursday, at 8 .

Bignuld Hall, Bignold Boad. station Road, Forost Gato.-Mr. R. E.

Ashton, Sundays, 7 p.m .; Wed., 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith

Road , West Kensington . - Sun ., Dr.Popham , at 3 p.m .; Mr. C.V.T.

Onslow, at 7 p.m.

Hammersmith, Upper Mission Room , 180, King Street.-

For the young, on Sunday,at ? p.m .;Dr. Popham , Thursday, 8 p.m.

Mortlake, RestMission Rall.-Mr. S. ELAngel, Sun. , 70.m.

Children's Special Service Mission.-. Mr. Arrowsmith , at Chelten .

ham , April 25th toMay 2nd . Mr. J.H. Greene, at Cowlinge, April 25th

to 30th . Mr. A.M. Trickett, at Duffield ,from April 22nd to May 2nd ;

at Park Walk , Chelsea, May 4th , at 7 o'clock . Mr. W. F. Beagrove at

St. Benet's Hall , Mile End Road , E. , April 27th , 28th , 29th , at 6 o'clock .

Y.W.C.A. -Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening,

at 9.15 , in the Mall Hall, High Street , Notting Hill,

Zonana and Medical Mission Schooland some, 58 , Bt. George's

Road, B.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , at

whichMiss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside.

Talbot Tabernacle , Powis Square , W.-Mr. Frank White, Sunday,
at 11 and 7 .

St. George's Ball, Langham Place, W.-Mr. Herbert W. Taylor,Sunday

morning, at Il ; evening ,at 7 ; and at Burlington Hall , Savile Row , on

Wednesday, at 8 .

Church of England Young Men's Society . - Sermons to Young

Men, St. Mary Aldermary, Queen Victoria Street (opposite Mansion

House 6tation ), on Thursday evenings, at 8 pm. Acril 22nd,Rev. Lewis

Borrett White, D.D.

Rev.W. Hay Aitkea's future engagements are as follows : - April 18th

to 26th, St.James ', Boston , Lincs.

Conference Hall, Eccleston Street . -Mr. Charles Inglis on Sunday, at

7p.m., and Friday at 8. Hyde Park Hall , Sunday afternoon , at 3,and
Thursday , at 8 p.m., during April.

Conference Hall, 143, Clapham Road .- Bundays, Gospel meeting,

7p.m .; Thursdays, Bible reading, 8 p.m.; Baturdays, lectures by Mr.

R. Brown on the History and Personality of Satau ," at 4.30 p.m.

Trinity Presbycorian Church, Keaslagcou Park Road . - Dr. A.

sinclair Paterson, Bundays at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Belgravo Presbyterian Churoh ( Halkin Street, W.).-Rev. Adolph

Baphir, Sundays at 11 a.m.

Clapton Hall,Alkham Road , Oazenove Road , Upper Olapton . - Mr.

T. Shuldham Henry, Sundays, 6.30 ; Fridays, 7.30 .

Metropolitan Tabernacle , Newington Butts, 8.E. - Mrs. Allison will

give a series of Bible Readings every Sunday afternoon at three o'clock .
Ålara heartily invited ,

Portugal. - It may not be generally known that Mr. H. Max.

well Wright, together with a Portuguese helper, have been

arrested for preaching the Gospel in Madeira, and have been

remanded to Lisbon on appeal.

“ Our New President.” — Under this title the quarterly

record of the Ragged School Union has an interesting and

readable sketch of the Earl of Aberdeen , who has become

president of the Union.

A Poor Man's Box.-A clergyman in the south-west of

England, in a letter to a former C.M.S. missionary, writes :

A poor deformed manin my part of our parish, who had been

bedridden for nearly forty years , alwayshad a box from our

branch of your society . Heand his mother existed on parish

pay — and you know what that is - yet last yoar he collected

seven shillings . Since his death his box has come in .

A Touching Incident. - A teacher in a Ragged school

at East Greenwich observed a little girl hobblingto school

through the snow on a crutch, the girl having lost the use of

one leg . As she walked , the crutch bent very much, and it

was evident that it would last at most but a few days. A lesson

was given by the master on the “ Use of Legs," and admirable

lessons were impressed on the children's minds . The little

girl's crutch was shown, and all the children were invited to

subscribe one farthing each to purchase a new one. A most

hearty response was made by the poor children , and enough

money was collected to purchase a crutch and a warm jacket.

Open Air Mission .--- Permit me to ask your readers for

grants of tracts, or for the means to purchase them with , Since

the commencement of the mission, thirty-three years ago, we

have distributed 18,607,620. Lastyearwe gave away nearly a

million in the 649 towns and villages in which we worked, in

cluding 710 races, fairs, and other special gatherings. Of this

number we received from 114 donurs 795,777, the published price

of which was £609 4s . 7d . At present our stock is low, while

forty -two of our members are waiting for grants.
Hence any

help your readers are able to give will be greatly valued by

GAWIN KIRKHAM , Secretary .

14, Duke Street, Adelphi, London, W.C., April 16th, 1886.

DIMNE88 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequently

caused by the use of unsuitable Spectaclos. The Rov . Dr. Orowthor, Hlů

House, Ascot, writes : - " I cannot describe the comfort I derive from tho

useof your glasses, both by day and night . Ifind no paia or woar noss

as I used to ; and I have taken to readlog books I had put asido as too

trying for the oyes on account of the smallnois ofthe type. " The lat . Sir

Julius Benedict wrote : - " I have tried the principal opticians in London

withoutsuccess, but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably , the

clearaess of your glasses as compared with others is really surprising .'
The Rev. R. A. Bayaos, M.A., Hon . Cadoa Worcester Cathedral,

writos: - “ The spectacles you adapted are all I could desiro , and myeyes

foel strong, alroady. Ionly regretIdid not know of your exceeding skill
years ago." - MI, HENRYLAURANCE, F.8.8. , OculistOptiolan, la ,OLD

BOND STREET, soiontifically adapta blo IMPROVED BPBOTAOLRE

to assist and strengthen the weakost sighte . Paranblatcontaining sugº
Kostions forthe preservationofdght froc. BRANCHES, 6 , Poultry ,

2.C.; 3. Guardian Buildings , Cross St., MANOÉDSLEX ;

Corporation Street, BIRMINGHAM ; and129 , Buchanan

St., Glasgow - ADIT.
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Terms for Advertisements

" Word and Work."

IN SOUTHEND - ON - SE A.

Spartmenis, dr.

BOURNEMOUTH
.—

A delightful Home

for Visitors and invalids at Durley Dean Mansion .
Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Kouinisy treatment where desired . Pamphlets

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

cases post free for 6d . in stamps, Address

Secretary

HASTINGS . - Sea View House, Marine

Parade, close to the sea . Well -furnished Apart

ments, with good attendance, at very moderate

(inclusive ), charges. Entrance 35, George

Street. For terms apply Miss Stevens .

DELIGHTFUL SEASIDE HOME,

Isle of Wigbt, facing sea and downs. Unusual

advantages for languages, music , singing, sketch

ing, and painting. English subjects. A few

lady boardeis received. Principal , Marlborough
House, Yarmouth , Isle of Wight.

EASTBOURNE . - Boarding, Establish

ment. Sea view . One minute's walk from park .

A handscme lawn in front of house. Terms, two

occupying the sameroom , 258. Mrs. Waggett,

Strathmore House , Howard Square,

ST. LEONARDS-ON -SEA . – Apsley

House Boarding Establishment, 7, bt . Margaret's

Koad , Warrior Square. Close to sea . Conducted

by the Misses Elmslie . Home comforts . Liberal

table . Inclusive terms from 13 guinea .

BOARDING ESTABLISHMENT,

Brighton (West), close tu sea and Queen's Gar

dens. Bea -water baths. Kind attention to an

invalid . Terons from 308. per week. 3, The Drive .

LONDON . - INBULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL,

20 , 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C.

Five minutes' walk or Is . cab fare from Euston ,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily
reached froin other stations . Patronised by

readers of Word and Worki. Tariff on application ,

BOARD and RESIDENCE, with home

comforts, for two or three governesses , during

Easter holidays , or longer. Healthy rural village.

Inclusive terms 12s. weekly . M188 Clark , East

View Cottage, Houghton , Huntingdon.

STOKE NEWINGTON . - House to be

Let containing eight rooms. Good neighbour
hood . 8 , Bouverio Road , N. Low rent. Apply

to J. G. Vernon, Oxford House, College Avenue

Clapton , E.

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL,

This Papor having a large and increasing cir

culation amongst Ohristians ofall denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements .

Situations , &c .

VACANT OR WANTED.

Apartments-Houses

WANTED OR TO LET .

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS .

The Terms are very moderate , viz .: Miscel

laneous in small Type,28. 6d. for 30 words or less ,

and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or

under . A reduction for a series of Blu Insertions

and apwards.

BATH,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN.

Principal: MR. W.FRANKLIN

(for nearly8 years a Master at MonktonCombe

School).

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST.

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.
Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.
Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air.

The Bchool residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa

tion .

References-

Dr. Baedeker, Weston - super -Mare.
Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal

Lancers.

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath.

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

H. Groves, Esq ., Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert , Oo . Kerry .

Prospectus, with full particulars , sent on ap

plication .

BOARDING SCHOOL for Young Ladies.

Resident English and Foreign governesses .
Visiting masters. Vacancies for two boarders.

Articleå Pupil required . Premium , Terms

moderate. Principal, Russell House , Maidstone .

BEGLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BADING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG

LADIES.

Delicate Children receive special attention .
Terms moderate- ) ., Ofi :e of Word and Work,

48 , Paternoster Row, Loadon , E.C.

THE OLD HALL SUHOOL.

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE,

Principal : DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

The Avenue, Acton.- Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and tour

teen years. A limited number only taken.
References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged fro n data of entry .
Address Principal.

BOARDING SCHOOL FOR

TRADESMEN'S SONS,

KELVEDON .

Terms verymoderate. Please state age .

Address A. B., Church Street, Kelvedon : Essex.

BRIGHTON LADIES' SCHOOL.

Established twenty - five years . Pupils success

fully prepared for all exaimuations. The juniors

have a separate department. Address Principal,
122, Marine Parade .

GOVERNESS desires re -engagement.

Certificated English , advanced arithmetic, fluent

French ( Paris ), Gerinan. Good music and sing .

ing , drawing , and painting. L. L. Fiuchley,

Wilson Road, Salisbury,

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

Book and Displayed Advertisements charged

according to space occupied. Front Page, and

other special post tions, by arrangement.

N.B.- To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK ,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

morning ,or at latest by 12 o'clock noon ,

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom

panied_by Postal Order or Cheque, payablo ,

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F.BHAW & Co.

Amounts under 28. 60. may be sent in Halfpenny

Stamps.

Select Boarding School for Young Ladies,

MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE.

Principal - MRS. JUDSON .

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

In this lovely and healthy locality, situated among the Cotswold Hills , pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying the advantages of careful instruction , home comforts, and Christian training.

Termsinclusive and mouerate. References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the

country , and to Rev.John Wilkinson , 79, Mildmay Road , N. , & c.

Situations and Appointments.
Terms of Subscription.

"Word and Work ”

Is Published every Thursday, Price One Penny.

Orders should be sent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob

taining copies thus, they can be had direct from

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday , at the

following rates, Puyablein Advance

Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks

£ s. d . £ s. d .

0 3 5 0 6 10

2 Copies
0 6 10 0 13 8

3 0 10 3 1 06

0 12 6 1 50

6 0 17 6 1 15 0

( Including Double Numbers.)

The above rates apply to all Countries

in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Europe, Canada, the United States of

America , Egypt, and the Holy Land.

1 Copy

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

Copies of “ WORD AND WORK ” may be

sent weekly from this Office to any address in

the undermen
tioned

Foreign Countries, for One

Year, on the following terms, paid in advance

TO

Africa Jamaica
South Africa

Australia Japan
South America

Brazil
New S. Wales Tasmania

Chioa
New Zealand West Indies

(The postage being One Penny each copy .)

£ 8. d . £ s , d .

1 Copy ...... 09 : Copies......... !!!

2 Copies 0 18 0 14 1 14 0

TO

India Ceylon
Aden!

Persia
Transvaal Zanzibar

( The Postage being Three Halfpence each copy. )

£ s. d . £ s . d .

1 Copy 011 03Copies
1 13 0

2 Copies
i 2014 Copies ......... 1 17 6

All Subscriptions should be remitted by Cheque

orPostal Order for the amount payable to the

Publishers.

SERVANTS'AGENCY, Soho Bazaar.–

Unexceptionable references required . Tesliino

niuis
of religious character fully appreciated . Male

aud female servants are in daily attendance from

11 to 2 on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,

the number is very large. Entrances, bobo

Square, and 77 , Oxford Street, London, W.

RESPECTABLE YOUTH (aged 16),

desires situation as Junior Clerk or otherwise , in

office or warehouse. Good writer, and quick at

tigures . Has had recent experience in City.

Satisfactory references. F. Langley, 2, Wick Lane,

Old Ford Road, London, E.

A YOUNG LADY, age 17 , desires a situa

tion in a draper's shop or in any light business.

Willing to give a little time. Apply , by letter , to

2. , 65, Leyspring Road , Leytonstone,

SITUATION wanted ,by respectable young

man, age 21. To drive, solicit, and deliver in any

capacity. Address J. F. , 87, Hampstead Road,

N.W.

REQUIRED, after Easter, re-engagement
as resident Music Governess (thorough ) in a

school. Capable of preparing pupils foc local

exams, if required . Salary moderate. J. Bom

mers , 41 , Great Smith Street, Westminster.

WANTED , by Farmer's Daughter (28 ) a
situation as Housekeeper or useful help, where

servant is kept , domesticated . State salary, A. ,

Ground's Farm , Frankton , Rugby.

WANTED, by young lady, re -engagement
in any light business. Moderate salary. Apply

D., Post Office, Whiteparish , Salisbury.

COOK (plain ) wanted , for smallfamily, age
under 30, alsoNurse, same age. Three children ,

youngest 8 . Plain needlewoman . Apply, from

eleven until three, and six until eight, at 131 ,

Maida Vale, W., or by letter.

YOUNG WOMEN, with good references,

seeking business engagements, should apply ,

beforefour o'clock , to Miss Hall, Business

Agency, YoungWomen's Christian Association ,

101, Mortimer Street, Regent Straet, W.
OFFICES : 48 , PATARNOSTER ROW , 2.0,
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ON

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

AND ALL

OTHER CHEST DISEASES.

READ

MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK,

SIXPENCE, POST FREE.

Or Large Edition ( oloth) for 18. 8d.

SIXTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES.

21
NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN
THIS MATTER ,

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK. Found by the Good Shepherd.

CONSUMPTION - EXTRACT from a LETTER.

In September last I received a letter from Mrs. HINTON , of Moreton
Morrell , Wellesbourne, Warwickshire , relative to a young man's case, in
which she makes mention of her daughter's recovery .

I had lost sight of the case , brt on referring to my books I find that sho
was nine months or so in correspondence with me. During a great part
of the time she to k my medicine regularly .

Her mother in theabove-named letter says : - " I experienced your great

kindness in the case of my own daughter, who, you remember, was very

ill with Consumption , and recovered . She continues, I am thankful to

say , quite well.”

EXTRACT from a LETTER of Dr. K.

“ I require some more of your useful medicine. Whenever I have taken

cold , or feel tight at the chest, or back, a dose or two settles matters ."
N.B.-Dr.K.has used much of my medicine, both for himself and in

prescribing it for others.

NOTE . – Days of Consultation . - TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAYMornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Pockham . Patients from any

long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.

FOGS AND DAMPAIR

PRODUCE

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS.

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COL DS, COU G H.S, &C . ,

IS

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR.

In Bottles, 1s. 14d . , 2s . 93. , 4s. 6d . , and 118.

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Price ONE PENNY. 12 Coples, post free , ls.

NATIONAL IDOLATRY.

By ROBERT BROWN ,

Author of " Outlinesof PropheticTruth ,". “ The Hidden Mystery, ”

“ Babylonianism ," " Jesuitism ," &c.
“ A more valuable little tract, or one more suitable to the present times ,

has seldom come under our notice, and we gladly commend it to the

perusal of our friends." - English Churchman .

GONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E.O.

WORKS BY

,

Expository Lectures on the

Epistle to the Hebrews,

New Edition, Two Vols. , Cloth , 13s . 6d.

“ Singularly independent in his line of thinking , and unconventional in

his way of expressing his thoughts, the author has succeeded in throwing
much and varied light upon the high argument of the apostle. The book

is a rare outcome of sanctified genius. Readers of it will mark many a
favourite passage as they pass along, and return to dwell on it. "

Daily Rerrew .

The Hidden Life.

THOUGHTS ON COMMUNION WITH GOD,

New Edition. Crown 8vo. , cloth , 5s .

" Full of rich , pure thought, and characterized by an earnestness and

power of expression seldom met with ." -- Glasgow Herald .

“ Quiteworthy to take its place beside 'Goulburn's Thoughts on Persoual

Holiness. " -- New York Christian World .

Our LifeDay

THOUGHTS ON JOHN IX. 4. “ I Must Work the Works of Him

that Sent Me."

Crown 8vo. , cloth extra, 38. 60.

“ A more seasonable book could hardly be supposed . It is a treasury of

happy and helpful thoughts." — Edinburgh Daily Review ,

Bible Records of Conversion. New Edition , Tenth Thousand,

cloth , 38, 6d .

“ I know no work like it on the subject ." - D . L. MOODY .

This most valuable work is now issued in two small volumes,

each complete in itself, suitable for wide distribution, under the

titles of

JESUSAND THESINNER . FROM DEATH TO LIFE.

Gospel Records of Conversion . Conversions Recorded in the Book

Limp cloth , price 1/6 . of Acts, &c. Limp cloth , price 1/6 .

The Compassion of Jesus.

Cloth 18. , post free.

The Life of Faith :

ITS NATURE AND POWER, AB ILLUSTRATED IN HEBREWS XI.

Republished fromthe Author's Expositionof that Epistle.

Small 8vo. , cloth extra, 28. 6d.

“ Practical, deeply experimental, and replete with Biblical Instruction ."

Divine Life,

The Everlasting Nation.

Third Edition . Demy 8vo,price Sixpence.

" One of the weightiest arguments, and at the same time one of the most

winning appeals it has ever been our privilege to read . ::: It deserves

frequent reading, and will amply repay the most careful study. " .

Word and Work .

Christian Perfection .

AN ADDRESS ON PHILIPPIANS iii. 12-21 .

Demy 8vo, price Sixpence.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

New Volume by Rev. W. H. M. H. AITKEN , M.A

THE REVEALER REVEALED. The Manifestations

of Christ to and in His Disciples. Crown 8vo, cloth extra ,

price Three Shillings .

NEW EDITIONS BY SAME AUTHOR.

NEWNESS OF LIFE. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, price

Three Shillings.

AROUND THE CROSS. Crown 8vo, cloth extra , price

Three Shillings.

By Rev. JAMES STEPHENS.

LIVING WATER FOR LITTLE PITCHERS

Addresses to Children. New Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, price Three Shillings.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

London : J. F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row, E.O.
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FORTHCOMING MAY MEETINGS,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY. CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

Eighty-seventh Anniversary.
EIGHTY-SECOND ANNIVERSARY.

ARRANGEMENTS.

May 3rd , MONDAY, 6.30 p.m.

ANNIVERSARY SERMON

At St. Bride's, Fleet Street.

Preacher - THE LORD ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY,

Vice - Patron of the Society .

ANNIVERSARY SERMONS.

On Sunday, May 2nd, in Westminster Abbey, at 10 a.m.

Preacher, the Rev. "CANON WESTCOTT, D.D.

On Sunday, May 2nd, in Kensington Congregational Church ,

Allen Street, Kensington Road, at 7 p.m. Preacher, the

Rev. G. S. BARRETT, B.A., of Norwich ,

On Tuesday, May 4th , in St. Paul's Cathedral , at 4 p.m.

Preacher , Rt. Hon, and Rt. Rev. the LORD BISHOP OF LONDON.

On Sunday, May 9th, in Trinity Presbyterian Church,

Clapham Road, at 11 a.m. Preacher, Rev. D. MACEwan, D.D.

On Sunday, May 16th ,in Brixton Hill Wesleyan Chapel, at

11 am . Preacher, Rev. Hugh PRICE HUGHES, M.A.

On Sunday, May 30th , in theDownsBaptist Church, Clapton ,

at 11 a.m, Preacher, Rev. T. V. Tymus.

May 4th , TUESDAY, 11 a, m ,

ANNUAL MEETING

In Exeter Hall, Strand.

Chairman - CAPTAIN THE HON. F. MAUDE, R.N., President.

Speakers.

The BISHOP OF LIVERPOOL. SYDNEY GEDGE, Esq . ( V.P. )

Rt. Rev. BISHOP MOULE (China ). Rev. E.C. DAWSON (ofEdinburgh ):

Sir HARRY VERNEY, Bart . Rev. H. U.WEITBRECHT ( Punjab )

Rev. F. BOURDILLON. Rev. H. M. M. HACKETT ( N. India ).
THE ANNUAL MEETING

in EXETER HALL, STRAND, on Wednesday, May 5th.

The Chair to be taken by the Rt. Hon. the EARL OF

HARROWBY, at Eleven o'clock

Tickets may be obtained at the Bible House , 146, Queen

Victoria Street, E.C. , on and after Wednesday, April 28th.

JOHN SHARP,

W. M. PAULL. Secretaries.

The Religious Tract Society's

EVENING MEETING

At 7 p.m. (Exeter Hall).

Chairman-THE RIGHT HON. THE EARL NORTHBROOK.

Speakers.

Rev. O. O. FENN (Secretary of the Rev. A. ELWIN (Mid -China ).

Society ).
Rav . A. W. BAUMANN ( N. Iodia ).

Rev. G. F, HEAD (of Hampstead ). Rev. W. A, ROBERTS (W. India).

W. BLAKENEY, Esq ., R.N. (of Rev. J. G. GARRETT (Ceylon ).

Westward Ho) .
Dr. S. T. PRUEN ( East Africa) .

By order of the Committee ,

GEORGE HUTCHINSON, Major-Gen. ,

Lay Secretary.

EIGHTY-SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY.

THB PUBLIC MEETING

WILL BE HELD LONDON CITY ' MISSION ,

TRINITARIAN

On FRIDAY EVENING, MAY 7th , 1886 ,

at EXETER HALL. The FIFTY-FIRST ANNUAL MEETING

The Chair will be taken at Seven o'clock by

WILL BE HELD IX

SAMUEL MORLEY, Esq.

EXETER HALL, on THURSDAY, MAY 6th , 1886 .

Among the speakers will be
The Chair to be taken ( D.V.) by

The Right Hon . and Right Rev. TheLORD BISHOP OF LONDON .

Rev. WILLIAM CUFF, dhoreditch Tabernacle .

F. A. BEVAN , ESQ . , at Half-past Ten o'clock precisely.

SPEAKERS

Rev. Dr. MURPAI, Crouch Hill Presbyterian Church .

Ven . Archdeacon RICHARDSON , Christ Church , Camberwell.

The Hon . T. H. W. P&LHAM ; Rev. LEONARD E. SHELFORD , K.C.L. , Rectos

A Choir of 600 School Children will sing from 6.30 and during the

of Stoke Newington ; Rev. JACKSON WRAY , Minister of Tottenham Court

Evening, under the direction of Mr. JOSEPH PROUDMAN .

Road Chapel ; and Mr. Dunn, late Missionary to Public Houses in

Bhoreditch .

Doors open at Six o'clock . Ticktts for seats, which will be reserved until

6.45 , may be bad on application to the secretaries, 56, Paternoster Row, BIBLE SOCIETY

London ; or at the various places of Worship throughout the Metropolis. (for the Circulation of Uncorrupted Versions of the Word of God) .

The ANNIVERSARY SERMONS will be preached as follows :

THE ANNUAL MEETING

On Friday, May 21st, at 1.15 p.m. , by Rev. NEVILE SHERBROOKE, ¢ f

will (D.V.) be held at

Portman Chapel, Baker Street , in St. Mary Aldermary , Queen Victoria

EXETER HALL (Council Room ) on Thursday Evening,

Street .

APRIL 29th .

Aud on Sunday Morning, May 33th ,at 11 o'clock , in Horbury Chapel, The Chair will be taken at half -past bix o'clock by H. C. NISBET, Esq .

NottingHill,by theRev. SAMUEL G.GREEN, D.D.

The Meeting will be addressed by the Rev. Frank White, of Talbot Taber

nacle, Notting Hill ; the Rev. William Norris, of John Street Chapel,

The MISSIONARYBREAKFAST will be held in Cannon Street

Bedford Row ; Colonel Puget ; William Greene, Esq ., C.E.; and by other

Hotel, on Tuesday, May 18th , at 9a.m.,under thePresidencyof FRANK A.

gentlemen .

BEYAN , Esq . Tickets, Half-a -Crown each , may behadof the Secretaries.

Tickets may be obtained at the Office of theSociety, 96 , Newgate Street,
E.C. All persons who believe that the Holy Scriptures should be circu

D.D.}.BAMUEL G, GREEN, D.D.

lated only in their uncorrupted integrity are respectfully invited to

Secretaries. attend.

WORD ANDWORK will be sent by the Publishers Post-free to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Months for 6s. 10d .
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GEORGE YARD RAGGED SCHOOLS CHRISTIAN POLICEMEN'S ASSOCIATION .

AND MISSION , THE ANNUAL MEETINGS

HIGH STREET, WHITECHAPEL, E.
of this Association will (D.V.) be held at

The Thirty -Second Annual Meeting EXETER HALL on THURSDAY, APRIL 29th .

will (D.V. ) be held on

MONDAY EVENING , May 3rd, 1886 ,
At Five p.m.

IN THE LARGE ROOM , GEORGİ YARD, WHITECHAPEL,
Chairman - JOHN MACGREGOR, Esq.,

Chair to be taken at Seven o'clock ,
And at Eight p.m.

Chairman - J. H. TRITTON, Esq.
George Holland will gladly forward tickets to friends requiring them.

There are more than thirty missionary ageucies in operation , and about Workers and hon , members of the Association are invited to attend the

seventy gatherings every week . Conferences at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m, on the same day at Exeter Hall.

South AmericanMissionary Society

ON

CONSUMPTION

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

THE THIRTY -FIFTH ANNUAL MEETING

WILL (D.V.) TAKE PLACE AT

THE LOWER ROOM , EXETER HALL,

On Friday Afternoon , April 30th, 1886 .

The Chair will be taken at 2.30 by the

RIGHT REV . LORD BISHOP OF LONDON, D.D.

The Meeting will (D.V. ) be addressed by

The Rev. Dr. FORREST,the Rev. CANON SPENCE, the Rev. F. A. C.

LILLINGSTON , M.A., Sir RISDON BENNETT , &c. , & c .

AND ALL

CHEST DISEASES.OTHER

R E A D

COLONIAL& CONTINENTALCHURCH SOCIETY MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK,,

81XPENCE, POST FREE.

Or Large Edition (cloth ) for 18, 3d.

THE ANNUAL MEETING

will be held at

WILLIS'S ROOMS, KING STREET, ST. JAMES'S,

ON MONDAY AFTERNOON , MAY 3rd , at THREE O'CLOOK.

SIR JOHN COODE IN THE CHAIR .

The Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Perth (Western Australia ), the

Rev. James Chambers ( late of Magdalen Islands, English Chaplain at
Amsterdam ), the Rev. Bignor Varnier (Messina ), Alderman Sir R. N.

Fowler, Bart., M.P. , Colonel Francis Duncan, R.A. , C.B. , M.P., and

others will address themeeting.

TheANNIVERSARY SERMON will be preached on SUNDAY MORN.

ING , May 9th , at Holy TrinityChurch , Marylebone, by the Very Rev. the
Dean of ŘIPON .

SIXTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF "WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER,

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION LISHED BEFORE,in this journalEVERY WEEK.

OF THE GOSPEL AMONG THE JEWS. CASE FOR THIS WEEK .

96 , GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY.

To the Treasurers and Secretaries of Associations.

The Financial Year of the Society terminates on the 31st of March, but

for the convenience of friends the books will be kept open until the

22nd of April. Lists of Contributions for the Annual Report , with a

remittance for the amount, to be sent to the Secretary, Rev. Joux DUNLOP ,

at the Office, 96 , Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury Square, London , W.C.

LETTER from Mr. W. SMITH, of NEWCASTLE .

The writer, who resides at 277, Bhields Road, Newcastle -on - Tyne, writing

me on behalf of a patient in that locality, who was anxious for my advice ,

says : - " I bave received great benefit from your medicine at several

times - at one time especially, when I had had a severe cough for some

time, which settled on my lungs, and I raised blood, so thatI thought,

and my friends also, I should have to give up my calling. I obtained your

medicine,and with theblessing of God it quite restoredmy health . I

have nothad such an attack since .

“ The bottle I got from you for the poor woman at Gateshead has done

her much good, and she is about again .

" I recommend your medicine wherever and whenever I have the

opportunity to doso . If this letter is of any use you can freely use my
name.-W. BMITH, Dec. 13th , 1885."

NOTE . - Days of Consultation, - TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Pockham . Patients from any

long distance_should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.

THE FORTY- THIRD ANNIVERSARY

will (D.V.) be held on

TUESDAY EVENING, May the 11th, 1886, in

EXETER (LOWER ) HALL, STRAND.

The Chair will be taken by

JAMES E. MATHIESON, ESQ. ,

at Half- past six o'clock precisely .

The Revs. Dr. MacEwan , Dr. Sinclair Paterson , W.J. Brown, J. Douglas,

M.A. , F. Hastings, P. J.Turquand , Frank White, and Mr. Aaron Sternberg

one of the Society's Missionaries) will address the Meeting

CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE SABBATH.

Christian Electorsare earnestly asked by the Committee of

the Working Men's Lord's Day Rest Association TO WRITE

LETTERSAT ONCE, OR BEFORE THE 2nd OF MAY, to

their representatives in Parliament,earnestly requesting them

to vote against Sir H. Roscoe's Motion for opening Museums

on Sundays,on the 4th May.

Petitions should be sent in immediately.

13, Bedford Row, W.O. CHARLES HILL, Secy.

FOGS AND DAMP AIR

PRODUCE

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS.

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COL DS, COU GHS, &c . ,

IS

BAGSTER'S BIBLES

CONGREVE'S

.

BALSAMIC ELIXIR.
Extra flexible, silksewed, in best Bagster morocco, kid -lined , elastic band ,

With full help Prices from 20s.

Io French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band . From 48.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

16, PATERNOSTER -ROW , LONDON .

In Bottles, 1s . 11d . , 2s . 9d . , 4s . 6d . , and 11s.

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.
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Through faith we have died with Christ ; and
CONTENTS.

through faith we have risen with Him. We are now,

in union with Him, on the other side of judgment.

It were as impossible for the believer to come again

into condemnation as it is for Christ to come again to

the cross . The old nature and the old life have been

condemned, and we have acquiesced in the con

demnation. As we have looked on the crucified One

we have seenHim taking our place of guilt, and shame ,

and sorrow, and we have not dared to question the

woes were ours .

justice which filled the cup given Him to drink .

RISEN WITH CHRIST. His sufferings we accept as the measure of our ill

desert. The sentence which brought our Substitute

EASTERmay be withus an annual festival,but into the dustof death was our sentence, and all His
God sends its message on the first day of every

week . As we meet for worship on the day when Thank God, there is no need of a 'second sacrifice ;

Christ rose from the dead , we celebrate anew the the one offering hath perfected for ever them that

triumph of the resurrection . Nor can we at any are sanctified . The old rest-day came at the end of

time forget it without running serious risk . It is the the week's toil ; our rest-day is one of privilege from

strong foundation on which Christian evidence rests, which we proceed to the service of our glorified

and it is the secret spring from which the strong Master. We begin our week with worship, and we

current of Christian life ceaselessly flows.
are strengthened in the sanctuary for the daily service

In the suggestive prayer of the apostle, recorded of life . Risen with Christ, we are also co-workers

in the opening chapter of the Epistle to the Ephe - with Him. Our fellowship is one of life and loving

sians, the power of Christ's resurrection has the labour.

highest place. Remembering the need of the saints,

he praysthat they may have the spirit of wisdom
THINGS ABOVE.

E are distinguish between the

the things the earth. It may

what is the hope of His calling, what the riches of please God to give us earthly things in rich profusion,

the glory of His inheritance in the saints , and what

and , if so, we must be careful to use them according

the exceeding greatness of His power to usward who

to His will ; but we are neither to seek them nor to
believe, according to the working of the strength of His

set our mind on them. “ Seek ye first the kingdom of

might which He wroughtin Christ whenHe raised Him

from the dead. These three desires are embodied in be added untoyou.” To be carnally-minded is death,
God and His righteousness, and all other things shall

this earnest prayer. (1 ) He asks that the children

of God may know the hope of God's calling ; for, when
to be spiritually-minded is life and peace . Our daily

God calls, it is with a purpose worthy of Himself, and
business may have its just demands, and the re

one which cannot possibly be defeated . (2) That they sponsibilities of our earthly relationships may not be

may know the glory of His inheritance in the saints; honestly refused ; nevertheless, as men who have

for, while the redeemed have God as their portion , it is died to the world, and who have also been raised up

none the less true that God's portion is His people for God, our old connection has been severed and a

and that His inheritance is one of which even He new one formed . We have judged the world rightly

need not be ashamed. And (3) that they may know the in consenting to be dead to it ; we have formed a

exceeding greatness of His power in raising Jesus right estimate of God in desiring to be alive to Him .

from the dead : for in this resurrection the strength We have forsworn the old standard of measurement

of His might operated so wondrously that it remains as false, and we have accepted for the future the

unspent until the last sinner whom God calls into standard of Heaven. We no longer think and act as

fellowship with His Son is quickened into newness men ; it is our privilege now to have the mind of

of life. Here, in this conquest of death , achieved Christ. Therefore we despise as God despises , and

once for all by the Saviour, is the measure of the choose as God chooses. Our anxiety now is to think

hope of the saved and the pattern of God's inheritance God's thoughts after Him. And we know God's

in the saints ,
thoughts are not as man's thoughts.
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come.

If we

Let others struggle for fame or fortune , our aim is God was deliberately shut out ought not to be

perſection after the pattern of Christ. What care we indulged by any who are resolute in their loyalty.

for the pitiful pelf which is potent in the markets of “ The path of sorrow , and that path alone,

Leads to the land where sorrow is unknown."
earth ? Our ambition is to be enriched with coin which

passes current in the court of Heaven . The resurrec .
No doubt the life of a Christian is secure , in so far

tion by which we have passed into a new sphere de
as it is hid with Christ in God. It is also unworldly ,

termines the whole course and current of our life. divine . But the hiddenness specially is designed to

Men whose life is an earthly one may have some ex
mark its secrecy. It is not a life which challenges

cuse if their life is earth -bound ; men whose life is admiration , nor is it ope to charm a worldly mind.

spiritual are without excuse if they are spell-bound Whatever attractions it may have are unearthly. So

by the deceits from which they have once been delivered . ) long as the present dispensation continues, it appeals

He whose aim in life is worldly cannot be of heavenly
to

citizenship. To have the thoughts and affections
ceive both our danger and duty. We are tempted to

engrossed by things which perish with the using is to
covet and contend for the prizes which control present

disparage or deny the glories of our Father's house.
ambitions . This temptation is to be strenuously and

Since we are risen with Christ , it is our privilege to
steadily resisted. Even though all the kingdoms of

seek the things above , and it is our pleasure to set
the world and the glory of them were offered to us on

our minds on them . Because of their preciousness condition of one act of fealty to Satan , we must refuse

they are present to our thoughts, and control our
them. Such gifts would prove as destructive as they

heart. The place of our treasure determines our
are deceitful . Not only is worldly greatness transient

destiny. Having treasure in Heaven, our heart is
and troublesome, it proves itself also to be a

there. Earthly minds find it easy and natural to
hindrance which much grace is needed to over

grovel in earthly delights ; if for a moment we are

Attractive though it may seem, the greatest

ensnared, the husks can scarcely fail to remind us of danger lurks beneath it. Neglect, not to speak

the far -different fare in our Father's house .
of obloquy , and scorn , and persecution, may seem hard

Not without effort do we reach the prize of our
to bear, yet fellow -heirship with Christ in His suffer

high calling. The seeking and settling of themind ing on earth is indissolubly linked with fellow -heir

are daily duties . Morning, noon, and night we must
ship with Him in His heavenly glory. If we would

lift our faces from earth, and fix them heavenward .
wear the crown we must bear the cross.

Our great magnet is above, at God's right hand, and
suffer with Him we shall also reign with Him .

the vision of Him ought to make our communion During the “ little while ” of His absence we must

with Heaven easy. At all events, in proportion as
be content to go outside the camp bearing His

we remember Him , will our affections be drawn with reproach. Heaven confers no honours or possessions

sovereign power to the things above.
which the world can either esteem or covet. In its

highest and holiest nature spiritual life in present

circumstances must be always hidden. As its source

HIDDEN LIFE.
is unseen, so are its glories. While its advantages

THE

HE glory of the sons of God is concealed until and gains far transcend the dreams of the loftiest

the Master comes. When the Only-Begotten ambition, they cannot bear translation into the

was on earth , none but the few whose eyes were language of commerce. Eye hath not seen , neither

opened beheld His glory. To others He was a root hath ear heard , nor has it entered into the

out of a dry ground, He had no form or comeliness, heart of man to conceive the things which God

and when they saw Him there was no beauty that hath prepared for them that love Him. But God

they should desire Him. He came unto His own, hath revealed them to us by His Spirit ; for the

and His own received Him not. Yet He was content Spirit searcheth all things , yea, even the deep things

to tread the path of solitude and rejection ; for He of God.

came into the world not to do His own will , but the

will of the Father who sent Him. And we must

MANIFESTED LIFE.

learn to follow in His footsteps. For it is enough

that the servant be as his Master, and the disciple as S Christ appeared on earth in the form of a

his Lord. servant, so is He to return as the Prince of the

How hard the lesson proves , even to those who kings of the earth in all the glory of His Father.

honestly strive to master it ! We cannot somehow Many who were longing for the first Advent failed to

persuade ourselves that genuine worth can fail to discern His presence, because they looked for sove

command recognition. Bad as the world may be, we reignty before service ; many now are falling into the

expect it to acknowledge wisdom and goodness opposite mistake, in forgetting that, after humility,

Nevertheless we must learn that a world which comes honour, The dominion over the world, which

crucified Christ is incapable of forming a correct man forfeited by transgression, has been transferred

judgment of anything Christ-like. Expectations of to Him who was obedient unto death , and all the

gain and honour in a sphere from which the Son of treasures of the earth are to be unlocked by His

AS
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Righteousness Reckoned .

T

band. Meanwhile man has surreptitiously sought to

surprise these secrets, and without legal claim to

possess them, and without the regal power by which
An Easter Meditation in " the Valley of Weeping."

only they can be rightly used, they have hitherto
BY REV. CANON C. D. BELL, D.D.

proved acurse rather than a blessing. Nor is it to “ Blessed is the man unto whom the Loril imputeth not iniquity, and in

whose spirit there is no guile ” ( Psa . xxxii . 2 ) .
be forgotten that the whole framework of man's

environment shared with him in his fall. Since sin
THERE are certain terms which belong to theology, and

entered into the world it ceased tomerit the approval impression which their importance deserves, The term

of its Creator, and from centre to circumference it has “ impute " is oneof these technical terms. To impute means

suffered from the stroke of Divine displeasure . It simply to reckon, or to place to our account. St. Paul, in

ceased to be a sphere in which the energy of God's writing to Philemon, his friend and fellow.labourer, about

good pleasure could work unhindered.
Onesimus, his runaway slave, uses words which accurately

But the day ofrestoration must surely come. When

“ If he hath
explain the signification of imputation.

Christ comes forth to be invested with the sovereignty
wronged thee and oweth thee aught, put that on mine

account.” So that when David says, « Blessed is the man

of the earth , the glory hidden för ages in the upper unto whom the Lord imputeth not iniquity ,” he expresses the

sanctuary shall flood the world . The life now hidden blessedness of him whose iniquity is not put down to his

shall then be manifested . And all who share that account.”

life shall shine forth as the sun . Then , too , they Twin Blessings.

shall enter on the inheritance which has been re. Not that this negative blessedness only belongs to the man

served for them, as they have been preserved for it . “ whose transgression is for given and whose sin is covered ; "

Even inthe present time their possessions have been there is a positive blessing too , which is his ; for, where the

real, and their enjoyments, if unworldly , by no means
Lord does not impute iniquity,Heimputes something else. He

unreal.
puts to our account ” the righteousness of Christ. The Holy

At the best, however, there have been both Spirit teaches us that this further meaning underlies the
mixture and limitation . But when the crowning day words of the Psalmist ; for, speaking through St. Paul in the

comes they who have been partakers of the sufferings fourth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, He gives us the

of Christ shall be partakersof His glory. Meanness following comment on this thirty -second Psalm : “ But to him

is lost in majesty ; and demonstration is given of a that worketh not, but believeth on Him that justifieth the

truth which faith saw afar off and rejoiced to
ungodly, his faith is counted for righteousness. Even as

David also describeth the blessedness of the man to whom God
contemplate ; for then it will be fully seen that the

calamities oftime, however stupendous they seemed,

imputeth righteousness without works , saying, Blessed are

they whose iniquities are forgiven , and whose sins are covered .

were not worthy to be compared with the glories Blessed is the man unto whom the Lord will not impute

revealed . sin ."

Contentment with the obscurity in which our path In the verse under consideration we have the two Gospel

must now lie is nourished and strengthened by a blessings of justification and sanctification - blessings which

consideration of the greatness and grandeur of the
are never separated, though entirely different in their nature

future manifestation . And the manifestation we are
and proceeding from entirely different sources, yet so united in

the salvation of the sinner, that those whom God justifies, or

taught to expect will be complete. Believers will be pronounces righteous, them He also sanctifies or makes holy .

like Christ, for they will see [im as He is. The
“ Blessed is the man unto whom the Lord imputeth not

hidden mysteries of creation will be unveiled . As the iniquity, and in whose spirit there is no guile.”

stars fade inthe sunlight, the science ofman will Emputed Righteousness.

disappear before the truth of God . We shall know as Let us give our attention in the first place to the doctrine

we are known . No longer seeing as in a glass darkly , of imputed righteousness, which is indeed the doctrine of

we shall then see face to face . Unhindered by evil , the justification by faith . To be justified is to be counted righ

Divine life will reach maturity, and attain the stature
teous, not to be made righteous. To justify is a legal term ,

of perfect manhood in Christ Jesus . In this new and
the meaning of which is to pronounce a person to be guiltless.

perennial transfiguration all the saints share ; and
Justification is a sentence ofacquittal , as opposed to a sen

tence of condemnation . “ Being justified by faith ,” that is

from thenceforth the secret life becomes a manifested
being declared to be righteous by faith , " we have peace with

glory. God ." Faith expresses the means by which an imputed

righteousness becomes ours, Faith is the outstretched hand

An Easter Song
by which welay hold of the righteousness of Christ ; it is the

link that bindstogether the justice of God, and the satisfac.

THE lark is up in Heaven singing

,

tion of Christ, in the person of the believer, so that God

can be just, and yet the justifier of him who believes . There

Through all the land the bells are ringing is no merit in faith, no more than there was any merit in the

Keep the feast of joy to -day.
touch which the woman who had the issue of blood , and

And festive hearts, sweet praises bringing, anxious for a cure, laid on the hem of the Saviour's garment.

Meet within God's house to pay A man smitten with a deadly disease deserves no credit for

Love's own glad tribute , closer clinging,
applying to the physician, in the hope that through his

Pledged more deeply to obey.
remedies the malady may be arrested and his life saved. It

Here all the doors wide open flinging, would be the greatest folly on his part not so to apply if

Take possession, come and stay ;
he wishes to be restored tohealth. So, surely , there can be

Claim what Thou wilt, our hearts are springing nothing meritorious in a sinner seeking that mercy from

With a full unbounded yea.
Christ without which there can be no healing for the

Now all for Thee, no intermingling,

soul , and he must go down to the second death .

No more cloudy walk astray;
For those Sake.

Henceforth for ever upward winging And remember, it is not because of our faith that we are

Swift and straight Thy chosenway.
justified, but simply for the sake of Christ, whose righteous

So shall our Alleluia ringing ness becomes ours on the moment of believing. Just as the

Fill all earth and Heaven this day,
woman already referred to was healed , not by the touch that

And in Thy conquest sin's dire stinging From The Valley of Weeping: A Place of Springs . By the Rev. Canon

Find its everlasting nay.
0. D. Bell. D.D. (Hodder & Stoughton ). Wegive this timely and seasonable

chapter, believing it will prove the best possible commendation of a v lume

A. A. MILLER . full ofmuch precious and devout teaching.
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she laid on the Saviour's robe, nor by the robe itself, but by

the “ virtue " and power that went out of Jesus ; so it is not

our faith, but the righteousness which faith draws from

Christ, that justifies us ; the righteousness, I mean ,which

Christ wrought out when taking our obligations on Himself,

"He magnified the law, and made it honourable," and when,

by His death on the tree as our Substitute, “ He madeanend

of sin, and brought in an everlasting righteousness which is

unto all and upon all them that believe."

Who Knew no Siir.

There is a short verse in the fifth chapter of the Second

Epistle to the Corinthians, into which is compressed the whole

Gospel of the grace of God. At the twenty- first verse we

read, “ For He hath made Him to be sin for us, who knew

no sin, that we might be made the righteousness of God in
Him ."

If we can discover how Christ was made sin for us,

we shall know how we are made righteous in Him . Christ

knewno sin ; never felt its workings in His bosom ; had no

experience in Himself of the flesh lusting against the spirit,

and the spirit against the flesh, for the prince of this world

had nothing in Him ; and He was "holy, harmless, undeflled ,

and separate from sinners ;" “ the Lamb of God, without

blemish and without spot." Neither by experience nor sen

sation did He know sin . But He was “ made sin ." It is a

wonderful expression . It is difficult to reach its full signifi

cation. It cannot mean that He was made sinful, or that our

sins were infused into His nature ; for from first to last He

was pure and perfect, the“ Son ," in whom the Father was

always well pleased ,” the elect," in whom His soul

delighted.” Had He not been sinless and impeccable, He

never could have been our Saviour, One “ who , through the

Eternal Spirit, could offer Himself without spot to God.”

Had Henot fulfilled all righteousness, both from within and

from withont, had there rested stain orsoil on His obedience,

He would have needed deliverance Himself, and could not

have worked it out for others.

Our Ijazel.

SUBSTITUTION ; we “ in Him ," UNION . We, sinners as we

are, through believing in Him , are, for His sake, accounted

righteous ; our sins were reckoned as if they were His ; His

righteousness is reckoned as if it were ours. This is the

very righteousness which it was St. Paul's hope and desire

to have when he who was “ touching the righteousness

which is in the law blameless," declared that “ what

things were gain to him , he accounted loss for Christ.”

“Yea, doubtless," he says, I count all things but loss for

the excellency ofthe knowledge of Christ Jesusmy Lord, for

whom I have suffered the loss ofall things, and do count them

but dung that I may win Christ and be found in Him, not

having mine own righteousness, which is of the law, but that

which is through the faith of Christ, the righteousness which

is of God by faith .” To be accounted righteousin Christ is

to have the righteousness of Christ — whatever there was in

Him of sinless obedience and meritorious fulfilment of the

law - so imputed to us, and reckoned to be ours, that God

declares us to be just. This is the righteousness of God

which is by faith in Christ Jesus, unto all and upon all them

that believe — this is the robe of perfect beauty in which we

stand when accepted in the Beloved ; this is "the fine linen ,

clean and white, which is therighteousness of saints. ” In

the perfect garment of His Son's righteousness - a robe

woven in no earthly loom, but upon the cross - God detects

no flaw or imperfection, soil or stain ; neither spot nor

wrinkle, nor blemish, nor any such thing. Clothed in

raiment so pure, the believer is regarded as perfectly

righteous, fully and freely justified from all things,

though in himself still a sinner ! Ay, and though

he will remain a sinner to the day of his death ; for

even though we “walk in the light, as God is in the light, and

have fellowship one with another," yet shall we needday by

day to have recourse to the blood which cleanseth from all

sin. We cannot pass through this evil world without con

tracting some defilement. “ In many things we all offend,”

and need fresh supplies of pardoning grace. Even he that is

washed needs to wash his feet, and to wash them again and

again - daily, hourly, momentby moment, in that opened

fountain, where he found cleansing and peace when he first

believed.

A Bold Challenge.

But with regard to our standing in Christ, we may boldly

throw down the challenge to men, and angels, and devils :

“ Who shall lay anything to the charge of God's elect ? It is

God that justifieth . Who is he that condemneth ? It is

Christ that died ; yea , rather, that is risen again, who also

maketh intercession for us."

And how does this righteousness becomeours ? By faith .

Weare justified , or reckoned righteous in the same manner

that Abraham was. And how was this ? The Scripture tells

It does not state that Abraham - obeyed, and that his

obediencewas counted for righteousness ; but that “ Abraham

believed God, and his belief was counted for righteousness.”

To him that worketh, and earns a reward , that reward is not

a favour, but the payment of a debt. But to him that

worketh not ” —for the right of being accepted—“ but be

lieveth on Him who offereth this acceptance as a gift, and

who justifieth the ungodly, his faith is counted for righ

teousness ."

And faith is accounted for righteousness, not because it is

righteousness itself, but because it is the means by which the

righteousness of Christ becomes ours ; so that whatever of

reward, whatever of heaven , whatever of eternal glory the

obedience of Christ deserved, is ours ; and God regards us

with the same favour that He regarded the only - begotten

Son, in whom He was always well pleased .

It is a wonderful Truth .

It is one that magnifies all the attributes of God , while it

meets all the necessities of man. It is the mystery of godli

It is the triumph of grace. It glorifies God. In this

doctrine (of imputed righteousness - the righteousness of

Christ made ours through believing—all the Divine attri

butes are illustrated . Here mercy and truth meet together,

righteousness and peace kiss each other ; here wisdom and

love shine pre-eminently forth ; here justice and holiness are

conspicuous, and God is seen in Jesus just, and yet the

justifier of the ungodly .

us.

In what sense, then, was He made sin ? By imputation

our sins were laid to His charge. He His type in the

spotless and innocent scapegoat, upon whose head , on the

great day of atonement, the high priest laid his hands, con

fessing over the dumb creature all the sins, iniquities, and

transgressions of the children of Israel. When he had thus

ceremoniallytransferred to the “ Azazel, " as it was called, all

the guilt of the people, he then sent it by a fit man straight

away from the tabernacle into the sands of the boundless

desert. The goat bore away with him into the distant wil.

derness the sins of Israel, and returned not again to the

congregation, so bearing them into a land unknown .

In this wehave a figure of our Lord, the substance of the

shadow — the antitype of the type — who, when He was made

an offering for sin, took the burden of our sins upon Him, and

bore themdown to thegrave, to a land that was not known.

And so the Prophet Isaiah, evidently referringto this

ceremony , declares that “ the Lord laid upon Him the

iniquity of us all ; ” or, as it is in the margin of theBible,

“ hath made the iniquity of us all to meet on Him.” He,

the Holy One, was for our sakes reckoned as the sinner.

Whatever there was of guilt or sin, crime or vice, rebellion

or enmity, in the world was imputed to Him as a sin

offering, and charged to His account . . And, being thus

charged with our sins, God dealt with Him as a sinner, so

that He became a curse for us ; was wounded for our

transgressions, and bruised for our iniquities ; the chastise

mentof our peace was upon Him , and with His stripes we

are healed .” Thus He, the Holy One, being for our sakes

accounted sinful, bore what we deserved to bear, drank the

cup of atoning sufferings to the dregs, nor left onedrop for

us, so making an end of iniquity, transgression, and sin. ness.

He “for Us" .-Me “ in Him ."

Now in the same way we who are sinners are for His sake

accounted righteous. He was made sin us who knew

no sin , that we,” who knew no righteousness, "might be

made the righteousness of God in Him ." He, “ for us, "
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grace is us ;

Oh that we could enter into the blessedness of this grace, in knowledge, in holiness, and in joy ; in an unfaltering

wonderful truth, and scan the heights, and depths, and march over subdued passions, and conquered lusts, and rebel

lengths, and breadths of the grace that it contains ; that we, lious appetites, onward to the hour of perfect victory, when,

justified by faith, might have peace with God, and be able more than conquerors through the Divine love, we shall

to rejoice in hope of the glory to be revealed ! Let this enter the Most Holy Place, and be presented faultless before

doctrine find a place in yourheart. Do not stand at the door the presence of His glory with exceeding joy ?

of the sanctuary, but cross the threshold and enter in , and

enjoy all the privileges of His holy and beautiful house.
Place of Springs.

“ Behold what manner of love the Father hath bestowed And see how these two blessed doctrines of justification

upon us, that we should be called the sons of God ; ” behold
and sanctification, always united, never separated — the one

what manner of provision He has made for your peace in this flowing from the other asthe stream from the well-spring

world, and your glory in the next ; and putting in your claim give us, when applied savingly to the soul , all joy and peace

as a believer to the fulness of redemption that is in Christ
in believing. What can we want more for spiritual blessed

Jesus, take up the wordsof David and say, “ Blessed is the ness than pardon, and purity, and peace - peace with God,

man unto whom the Lord imputeth not iniquity, and in whose
peace with our own consciences, and peace with all around ?

spirit there is no guile.” Happyis the people that is in such a case ; yea, blessed

is the people whose God is the Lord .” Sorrows they may

Free and Joyful. have - trials, 'temptations ; but as their day so is their

" And in whose spirit there is no guile.” This is the con strength, and God is a very present help in all - always near,

sequence of a full and free pardon --of a sense of reconcilia about their path, and about their bed , and spying out all

tion with God. Knowing himself delivered from condemna their ways. Prayer bringsHimto our help ; a cry, and He

tion, and lightened of all his fears, the justified man goes comes down ; and He makes it plain and clear that His
upon his way rejoicing, and in his new -born liberty walks sufficient for His strength is made

not after the flesh, but after the Spirit, in the path of happy perfect in our weakness. And this free, and fresh,

and holy obedience. He knows the truth , and the truth has and guileless fellowship with God makes the present

made him free, and so it comes to pass that “ whomGod jus. enjoyment of religion ; this gives us true happiness in the

tifies, them He also sanctifies," working in them a righteous . service of God. This is saving Christianity, and is a religion

ness which is internal . So “ the king's daughter," already lying outside the knowledge of only nominal belief. Hereare

covered in raiment of needlework, becomes likewise “ all spread before us the green pastures where we can eatand be

glorious within. " A guileless spirit is an honest and sincere satisfied ; here flow the still waters by which the sheep of

spirit. When the believer is justified, and has peace with the flock delight to lie down and rest. As one of them has

God, he may well be guileless, for he has nothing to hi sweetly sung, “ I sat down un His shadow with great

from God ; he can be free and open with the Searcher of delight, and His fruit was sweet to my taste. He brought

hearts, and deal with Elim as a loving child would deal with me to His banqueting-house, and His banner over me was

its father , Hewalks with God in filial confidence, for truth love."

has been established in theinward parts, and in the hidden Truly this is happiness, this is joy. “ O taste and see how

parts he has been made to know wisdom. And there can be good the Lord is ; blessed is the man that trusteth in Him ."

no “ guile ” in his spirit as regards his fellow-man ; for faith Blessed here, and blessed hereafter ; blessed in time and

worketh by love both towards God and man ; and “love blessed in eternity ; blessed in life and blessed in death - all

worketh no ill to our neighbour ; but suffereth long, and is who through faith have received the righteousness which

kind ; doth not behave itself unseemly ; seeketh not her own ; makes the sinner just, and who are given the holiness which

is not easily provoked ; thinketh no evil. ” is the only meetness for the inheritance of the saints in light.

Pardon and Purity .
God grant that we may be able to put our seal to the truth

If the righteousness of justification be a blessed truth, so

of David's exulting song, and to sing with him, “Blessed is

is the righteousness of sanctification ; for oh, how good it is

he whose transgressionis forgiven, whose sin is covered .

to be renewed in the inward man , and made new creatures Blessed is the man unto whom the Lord imputeth not

in Christ Jesus, to serve Him in the beauty of holiness, and
iniquity, and in whose spirit there is no guile.”

80 to go on from grace to grace and fromstrength to strength,

until we appear before God perfect in Zion. What to a sinful

man were pardon without purity ? What werea title to Heaven
The Name in the Book.

without a meetness for its holy pleasures ? . He would find

nothing in its hallowed employments and holy enjoyments

RTHUR WILLS had received a new book as a gift from

A his mother. There it lay, when its wrappers were

suited to an unsanctified nature ; and having no congeniality removed, in its pretty bindings of grey and gold , with

with its societies and companies, he would be wretched, beautiful coloured pictures. He turned to the fly -leaf, and

though surrounded by all that could charm the eye or delight his countenance fell.

the ear. Hence the blessedness of the “ guileless ” spirit that “ There is no name in it," he said .

follows on the Divine forgiveness, when ,reconciled unto God “ But it is yours," returned his mother. “ Why do you

through Jesus Christ our Lord, we receive that Holy Spirit want your name in it ? "

who is the Author and Giver of life. · It is this Spirit that “ To showother peopleI have aright to it. To show them

works in us an internal righteousness ; that teaches us to hate who gave it to me. Mother, it is nothing without your

that which God hates, and to love that which God loves. writing.”

cuorking Holiness. Mrs.Wills smiled affectionately upon her boy, and, taking

So far is this doctrine of salvation by faith, and the assured a pen and ink, wrote his name upon her gift. Then she

confidence that it gives, from tending to unholiness, that we
asked :

are told that“ every one that hath this hope in Him purifieth “ My son , is your name in the Lamb's Book of Life ? '

himself, even as He is pure." A holy man is one who would The boy hesitated .

not sin were there no hell, and would seek after righteousness “ I don't know, I'm sure, ” he said .

were there no heaven . St. Paul puts the question, Shall “ Then you may know it, dear, if you will but obey our

we continue in sin that grace mayabound ? " And how does
blessed Savionr's call. The Apostle Paul speaks of some

he answer it ? Filled with holy horrorat the impious thought, whose names are in the Book of Life. They knew it, and he

and speaking in the name of all who havebeen renewed and knew it , and told it to others. God offers us salvation as a

purified, he replies at white heat, “ God forbid ! ” Instinc free gift. If we take it, He will inscribe our names in His

tively we make the same inspired reply to the same question ; great record of the saved. I read a beautiful story of a

forthe loveof God is shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy soldier, who, when he was dying, opened his eyes, and look

Ghost ; and , where love is , there will be conformity to the ing up brightly, exclaimed , Here !! On being asked what

image ofGod. There will be godliness , which is no other he wanted , he said , “ They are calling the roll-call in Heaven,

than God -likeness. “ Love is the fulfilling of the law ." and I was answering to my name !' Dear Arthur, will you

" The love of Christ constrains us to live not untoourselves, pass muster there ? »

but unto Him who died for us, and rose again ." And is I think it was not long before Arthur sought by faith to

there not blessednesshere - blessedness in a daily growth in have his name written in Heaven .

66
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On Service at Gosport.

T

BY PEARL FISHER.

HE varied and interestingwork carried on in andaround

means exhausted in the two brief sketches I have given of the

Fishermen's Testimonies and the Lightships. These may be

regarded as describing the outside and skirmishingservice ,but in

Gosport itself there is excellent and fruitful work in progress.

There is , to begin with , the Bethel and Ragged school in South

Street, built, every brick of it , by faith in God , and maintained

to this day by faith and prayer. Indeed, the history of the

Portsmouth and Gosport Seamen's Mission is one long record

of prayer heard and answered . Mr. Cook is full oi striking

experiences in this respect , and is never weary of recounting, to

the glory of God, how He supplies the need—just when it has
become pressing.

Speaking as one whoknewboth sides of the question , he urged

every unsaved or undecided one to come to the point now ; and

putting all this in just the form most likely tohold and touch
the watermen and others listening.

Just the Money Wanted .

Here are, in brief, one or two such instances . The contractor

requested an advance on some work in progress . Mr. Cook had

nothing at the time , but laid the matter before the Lord . On

the day the money was required he was on the Beach crying to

God , when he was beckoned by a policeman , and asked to stop

into the police- station . Therehe found an officer, who greeted
him .

“ Here issomething I've got for you . "

" What is it ? ”

“ Take it and see ; " and he placed a small package in Mr.

Cook's hand, who , on opening it , found it to contain the precise

sum of money he had been asking of the Lord .

“ Eractly the Sum Here.”

At another time he required a few pounds for a special

purpose, when he met a gentleman, who said ,

" Do you want any money, Cook ? "

“ Yes ; I am just requiring

“ Ah ! that is exactly the sum I have here for you ; a lady

gave it me yesterday for you ."

So again the precise sum asked for, at the exact moment of

need, was provided.

again Provided.

Let me give one more instance of the kind . Some four years ago

Mr. Cook had occasion to ask two friends to advance £ 300 at five

per cent. to meet some heavy requirements in the work. Last

year, being very anxious to pay it off, in order to save the

yearly interest , he asked the Lord to provide the money. A few

days after he was informed that £300had been left as a legacy

for his personal support. This he at once applied to paying off

the loan , sacrificing what he might have kept for himself and

family in order that the mission might be unfettered .

But to the Bethel - which itself is a standing answer to

prayer. Here is held a day school for poor children , Sunday

schools , and a children's service (conducted by Mrs. Cook), also

Gospel service, prayer meetings, and frequent tea meetings.

On the first evening of myvisit I had the joy of being present

at a tea and testimony meeting, when many told how the Lord

had saved them in that place.

The Crimean Soldier .

One sturdy old fellow - illiterate, but full of power - told how

he was an old soldier, had been through the Crimean war and

the Indian mutiny, how he had served the devil all over the

world , how on bis discharge from the army he settled as a

costermonger in Gosport, how he cameto the Bethel, and could

not make out what it was all about, how he came again and

again , for God's Spirit seemed striving with him , though he

did not know it, and how at last he was brought to see him

self as a great sinner and Christ as a great Saviour. “ Oh ,

' twere a new life , then, it were ! The Lord's had mercy on the

likes of me, and I'll never let Him hear the last of it. "

From the Congo .

Then we had a br‘ght testimony from “ Joe ,” who, it may be

recalled, was out at the Congo in connection with Mr. Grattan

Guinness's mission, but was compelled to return owing to his

health . Originally a spiritual child of the Gosport Mission , he

naturally came back here on his return to England, and is

now a trusty helper in the work, acting as engineer of the steam

launch, and in a great many ways doing most useful work ,

besides being always ready to " speak a word for the Master.”

The Wall Never Told .

Then we had Mr. Cook's one-armed but energetic helper, who

told of the glorious things hehad seen during seventeen years'

service in th : mission . “ The half has never been told ; if

people only knew what was doing on board the Gospel ships,

they'd be eager to support them, and send out more ofthem."

Then from an old sea captain we had a stirring Gospel appeal.

Sailors' Resort.

Down on the beach , close by “ the Hard ,” is the Sailors ' Re

sort, always open and excaedingly useful for men and boys em .

ployed on thewater. Here also poor boys find a shelter . For

many years Mr. Cook has kept a sharp look -out for wandering

and homeless boys, and is seldom without several of these

sharing his kindness, learning to make themselves useful , and

being pointed to higher and better things. He has at the pre

sentmoment around him blessed fruits of this quiet and long

service for destitute lads.

In this Resort Mrs. Cook conducts a very encouragingmothers'

meeting, as well as Bible classes. It serves also as Book and

Bag Store for the service on board the training ,gunnery, hospi

tal, and other ships in the harbour. When Mr. Cook contrives

to find time to visit H.M.S. Excellent, the Victory, the Wel

lington , or other vessels, he is sure of a hearty welcome; as I

have found in accompanying him on board.

Soldiers' Institute.

Further, in the Stoke Road , he has a Soldiers ' Home and

Institute, where Gospel meetings, Bible classes, & c., are held,

while the reading-room is always open. While this place has

been blessed to many, it is not popular, by reason of Mr. Cook's

decided and conscientious objection to games of any kind. He

has, in the course of his long experience , seen so much evil arise

from this cause, that he feels he must resolutely set his face

against anything of the sort . This conscientiousness prevents

the place being used as a general resort . but it, doubtless, greatly

helps in definite Gospel testimony. Those who do come, come

to hear the truth , and that with blessed results .

The Gospel Ships .

Then there are “ the Gospel ships ," the Annie and the Mystery,

the latter given very specially for the French coast work, which

bas been so very largely blessed of God , in carrying the Gospel

into the ports of France. Both vessels are constantly on such

service. The Mystery is at present lent for a time to the McAll

Mission , and the Annie is cruising on the south coast, and os

far west as Penzance and Falmouth . Later in the season it is

Mr. Cook's intention , should the Lord lead, to send the Annie

also over to France for a month or two, asChristians scattered

invarious ports are pleading for a visit of the Gospel ship.

The Annie is , however, scarcely suitable for the work, and

Mr. Cook is waiting upon the Lord to provide another vessel

of lighterdraught. A lady in Torquay has promised £ 50 towards

thisend ifsix others will contribute a like amount. Knowing,

by personal experience, the grand work these vessels are the

means of doing in France , I venture to trust this sum will soon

be forthcoming.

The Sailors' Gilt.

In this connection I may recall a very interesting incident.

Says Mr. Cook :-Some seven or eight years ago I had to

mourn over a very small rotten vessel I had purchased of a

shipbuilder for the mission work. One day, in one of our

usual gatherings of sailors , I expressed a wish that a better

vessel should be purchased, but stated that I wanted the

money-would the friende pray about it ? A young able seaman ,

Thomas King, retired quietly to his ship, was moved by the

Lord to drawout of his savings £10, and brought it in a few

days to my house as the first offering towards the vessel. The

young sailor's speculation for the Lord's work has, under God's

blessing, been of great use to hundreds.

Helpers and Helping.

During my recent visit it was delightful to witness the

lovinghelp shown by friends in many parts of the land in the

way of making and sending book bags. Two lots struck me

specially, sentby two little girls, eight and ten years of age ,

and marked, “ For the sailors, from with love."

Hundreds of thesebags, made out of any odd remnants (about

eight by six inches), can be turned to good account.

The needs of thework in its various departments, the support

of two vessels and their crews, the personal support of Mr.

Cook and his family, should all be prayerfully considered by

those whose privilege it is to give. When our brother wants

money he asks of the Lord ; therefore I am not sure he will

like me to plead on his behalf. I have sought simply to place

before my readers the actual work in progress, Affording some

glimpse of its exceeding fruitfulness. There I leave it ; trust

ing that many, being led to consider the great value and use

fulness of the service, may recognise it as a genuine privilege

to minister of their substance. Donations maybe sent to the

Editor of Word and Work , 48, Paternoster Row , London , E.C.;

or to Mr. Henry Cook , StokeRoad, Gosport.
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The Only Bridge of Hope. Religious Anniversaries.

W

By MRS. ORMISTON CHANT.

E hear a good deal of self -sacrifice, but the great sacri

fice personally required of us is that sacrifice which

Christ ourMaster asked the young man to make : “ Go, and

sell that thou hast, and give to the poor.” Dowe give all that

we have ? I do not mean, for a moment, that we are to give

our money to the first poor person we meet. Not at all.

But I mean that it is required of us that we yield up our all,

all we have, to Him. Christ does not ask less of usthan our

all — our love, our strength, our time,our money.
Even the

very poor in money, the very feeble in health , may be enor

mously rich in treasure laid up in Heaven, layingour all at

His feet for His use.

Take my silver and my gold ;

Not a mite would I withhold ;

Take my intellect and use

Every power as Thou shalt choose .

Take my love ; my Lord , I pour

At Thy feet its treasure -trove ;

Take myself, and I will be,

Ever, only, All for Thee.

Until we are able thus to lay our all at His feet we cannot

expect His blessing upon our service. I hold that we have

no right to lay out time or money on self or pleasure in any

way unless we can ask the Lord's blessing upon it.

Now I look upon Christian temperance work as the great

lever God is going to use to bring about blessing to the poor

of London. Look at them now ; consider their temptations ;

at every corner there is the flaring public-house , with open

doors, inviting them to warmth and company. What marvel

if they yield ? We have to find them something better.

And what is more, if we are to reach the lowest classes we

must support women who can go to them . We cannot do

it ; many of us are morally and physically unfitted for such

personalwork amongst the poordrunken women . We cannot
enter into their difficulties in their miserable rooms. It is

special work ; there are those who can do it, and we must

support them ; for I believe this work must be done in

great measure by individual dealing with one and another.

The only way of saving the slaves of strong drink ispersonal

work, sitting down in their rooms, bearing with them ,

talking with them , and leading them to nobler and better

things.

We pray, many of us, day after day, “ Thykingdom come :

Thy will be done on earth." Do we realize how much

Christ expects us to do towards answering our own prayer ?

Are we carrying the Gospel of the kingdom to all whom we

can reach ? Are we making known that good and accept

able will to those who know it not ? How can it be done by

them if they never heard of it ? What we do want is to

rea , ize the eternal value of individual souls. One soul is

worth striving for, worth labouring for.

Remember, howeveranxious weare that the terrible evil

of drunkenness should be swept away, we know that there

is nothing can save and keep except the grace of the Lord

Jesus Christ. There is little hope indeed that a drinking

woman , or man either, will long keep the pledge unless the

Eaviour be accepted, and thus power from on high be

received . I believe Gospel temperance, personally presented,

is the only bridge of hope for these poor wretched beings

cursed by intemperance. Believing fully in the glorious power

unto salvation of the Gospel of Christ,we are bound to make

it known in every blighted home we can possibly enter.

Women's Christian Temperance Union.

THEon Tuesday (20th) in Lower Exeter Hall , Lady Hobart

presiding.

Mrs. PADDON (Hon. Secretary ) read the report, which spoke of

much encouragement in the work. The great popularity of

the blue ribbon movement having somewhat abated, there is

not that great access of public interest which was 80 markod

a year or two since . Still , however, there are drunken women ,

miserable gin -drinking mothers, to be found dying-dying ,

dragging down to the grave. Remember God sees and hears

in the fearful cries and battered forms of bruised and beaten

wives of the East End His own argument for such service .

The Union is growing, and, while we have now 268 members ,

these, of course, form but a very small proportion of those

saved from drink : these members are really the workers. Over

two thousand have, it is believed, been rescued from the

power of strong drink .

Then work, sisters, work ; let us slumber no longer :

For God's call to labour grows stronger and stronger .

The light of this life shall be darkened full soon ,
But the light of the better life resteth at noon.

Mrs. GREGSON ( Treasurer) made the financial statement, and

very earnestly asked for more liberal help on behalf of the

women of the East End .

Mrs. ORMISTON CHANT gave the address, which will be found

on the preceding column.

Personal Effort.

Mrs. Thos. RICHARDSON remarked that , while public meet

ings were good in their way, the true and real work is done in

personal dealing ; hand to hand and heart to heart with these

poor, wretched , miserable creatures, dragged down to ruin and

despair by strong drink. Again and again had she found that

to go to the drunkard's home -to sit down by her or him , to

plead with them , to pray with them—that is the way to win them

over. Remember it is not temperance alone that does it ; it

is the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ which alone can save

and keep. She doubted very much if drinking women can

give it up without the grace of God . The hold it has got on

these can scarcely be understood by any who have not felt or

becomeacquainted by long observation with the way in which

the fettersand chains of the taste for gin seem to wind

round every fibre of their being.

She believed thatone very good way of doing this work is

bywearing a “ bit of blue.” She felt sure few understood the

help it often is to a tempted one to see a bit of blue on the

dress of a Christian lady. Believing that the temperance

question is a woman's question , she hoped to see Women's

Christian Temperance Unions formed all over London and in

many parts of the land : and, remember, these do not only

touch the women. At first she was a bit afraid of men's

meetings, but really they had been a great success .

Christians and Temperance.

Mrs. SEVANTE described the origin of the Union , and referred

to the grand work being done . Oh , the poor, sad , miserable

women whom she had seen pulled out, as it were , of the very

gutter through the efforts of our Women's Union ! It was hard

work, but,afterall, very fruitful . The speaker trusted the Bill for

stopping the sale of strong drink to young children would pass.

She knew well the terrible evil wrought in this way, in laying

the foundation of a prematurely early taste for strong drink .

Passing on, she spoke of personal effort and influence in the

great work. She was persuaded that in these days it is

becoming very generally felt that it is incumbenton every

Christian worker to be out and out on the temperance question ,

The evils wrought by drink! are too patent and prevalent to be

ignored, and little good will be done by any who are not them

selves clear of the matter.

Personal Responsibility .

Miss GRATTAN GUINNESS spoke specially of the Young Ladies '

branch , and in a few touching words showed the great need of

determined and resolute effort against that terrible sin which

is ruining the homes and blasting the lives of thousands . The

morewe know of our own responsibility in the matter,we under

stand that we are debtors one to another. We are our brothers '

and our sisters' keepers , and of our hand shall be required

an account of what we have done for them . Those who live in

other parts of London may not realize the evil as we in the

East End do. Ah, we see so much of it on every hand , wesee

what it is doing for our brothers and sisters, and we must do

Onward Christian Mission , Wandsworth.-The

workers here have been greatly strengthened and uplifted by

the blessing vouchsafed in connection with a week's mission

just concluded by Mr. W. E. Bailey, of the Open Air Mission,

Open -air work was conducted each evening, and the people

invited to the mission-room , which, night after night, was

crowded with menand women of the working classes. To quote

a local paper, " the audiences were profoundlyinterested in

the preacher's discourse , and he was able, by simple fervour

and religious experience, to produce a considerable impression .

That impression, we have good reason to believe , will be, in

the hearts of some, as lasting as eternity.

E. C.
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what we can to save them . Shall we not, by God 's help , do all deserving of all support, and he was glad to be able to say that

we have in our power to do, that these poor fallen ones for it had never been necessary to turn away the stranger from

whom Christ died may be rescued and saved ?
their doors. He called attention to the way in which foreign

seamen were imposed upon on their arrival, and the protection

that the institution afforded . The sums received as bank

House of Rest for Christian Workers. deposits during the past year had amounted to over £1,000 , all

In connection with this institution , which Miss Mason has which would probably have otherwise been extorted from the

1 80 cheerfully carried on at Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn ,
men in various ways, or dissipated by them to their detriment,

body and soul. Christianity was not thrust upon them at the
for the last twenty years , the annual meeting took place on

Tuesday last, at 17 , Westbourne Terrace, Hyde Park , by the
Home, but a missionary was employed, and those who could

special invitation of the Hon . and Mrs. Henry Noel. There was
read, and desired it, were presented with a copy of the Bible in

a large gathering of Christian friends, and the proceedingswere
their own language.

of an interesting character.

Addresses were delivered by the Chairman and Mr. W . S .

Mr. Noel very appropriately occupied the chair , and briefly
Seton -Karr.
An interesting feature of themeeting wasthe presence of two

referred to Miss Mason 's efforts to sustain Christian workers in

times of sickness. The idea of the House of Rest, he said ,
young Indians who are studying at tbe Universities,Mr. Lowji

M . Wadia , of Trinity Hall, Cambridge, and Mr. Dean Bagot, of
sprang from Miss Mason 's own brain , and the execution of it Balliol College, Oxford , both of whom , speaking excellent Eng
had been thework of her own hands. He heartily welcomed

her to his house, and hoped she would long be spared to con .
lish , thanked the officers of the institution for the work that

tinue her good work .
was being done for their countrymen,

Miss Mason, in the course of a statement concerning her

work , said she was thankful to be able to record that the insti. Brixton Orphanage for Girls .

tution continued to fulfil its double mission of ministering to A N interesting meeting was held in connection with this
the neods of the Lord's labourers on the one hand, and of being A admirable orphanage on the afternoon of Saturday,when
& witness to the truth ofGod' s Word on the other. During the a large number of ladies and gentlemen attended, and the new
last twelve months the admissionshad been - at Kilburn , 229 ; buildings were opened . These comprise & spacious school

at Eastbourne, 397 ; total, 626 . The seaside branch at East room for three hundred children , two classrooms for the younger
bourne contained accommodation for upwards of forty inmates, children , two large and well-ventilated dormitories, outdoor

while at the Kilburn house about half that number could be play -room , lavatories, drying- room , and other offices. The

received . Among those who had come to Kilburn had been opening ceremony took place in the new schoolroom , which

severalwho required medical attendance. Christian workers was crowded with the friends of this excellent institution .

from almost every centre ofmission work in London , and many Mr. THOMAS GREENWOOD, who presided , said the orphanage

from the provinces, had been admitted. was founded mainly through the efforts of Mrs. Montague,

The meetings and Bible readings atKilburn and Eastbourne some ten years ago, for the purpose of maintaining and edu

continued to prove & source of much blessing ; and the noonday cating girls, who, by the loss of both parents, or ofthe father

prayer meeting afforded to visitors opportunities for Christian only, had been left in very impoverished circumstances. The
intercourse. Every one,Miss Mason remarked , standing as she undertaking had gradually expanded , until they now had over
did personally responsible for a somewbat large mission , had two hundred children under their care, and the new building
found the past year an exceptionally trying ono, in consequence which they had the pleasure of declaring open that day would

of the continued commercial depression , which had drawn off afford accommodation for a hundred more. The little ones
so much of the liberality of the country . But she had again were eligible for the orphanage from the age of five to twelve
proved that the Lord was the living God , and that He was able years, and were instructed in all household duties with a view

to supply the needs of those that trusted in Him , even in times to their entering domestic service on attaining the age of four
of exceptional difficulty. Including £12 9s , id , balance from teen or sixteen .
last year, the sum of £1,600 18, 8d . had been received during Rev. Dr. M 'Ewan referred to the great necessity which
the year. The expenditure amounted to £1,502 3s. 100., and existed for these and kindred institutions, and trusted that the

there was a balance in hand of £72 7s. 10d . With regard to the building just opened would long remain a splendid monument

purchase of the Eastbourne House, £2,500 had already been to the untiring labours of the lady founder.

paid, but the last instalment of £500 still remained on mort . Rev. T . J . GASTER dwelt upon the evident care taken in the
gage, for which she paid 5 per cent, interest. It was just four Christian teaching of the children , and the Rev . Canon Hussey
years ago that very day since the new house at Eastbourne was having congratulated Mrs.Montague on the completion of her
opened . Towards the Home and Foreign Mission Fund task ,
£22 12g. 5d , had been collected , and the sum of £19 had been Mr. BRISTOWE, M . P ., said the orphanage commended itself
distributed amongst thirteen individuals. to the hearts of all, and he ventured to say that the name of

In conclusion , Miss Mason said there were many other Mrs. Montague would long be cherishedby hundreds of orphans.
matters connected with the work that would interest them , but A collection was then made, which , inclusive of donations,
she had said quite enough to show that the House of Rest con reached $ 123 . In 'announcing the total the Chairman expressed

tinued to enjoy the kindly interest and sympathy of the his willingness to give an additional £100 conditionally upon

Christian public , and that it still unmistakably carried the seal the £123 being increased to £200 within a definite period.

of the approval of Him who, twenty years ago , put the work

into her hands, and bade her “ Be of good cheer,” because

Hehad said, “ I will never leave thee, nor forsake thee."
The Spezia Mission. - On the 5th instant special services

Mr. J . DENHAM Smith and Rev. H . SHARPE spoke hopefully
were held in Spezia connected with the twentieth anniversary

of Miss Mason 's work , and commended it to the hearty
of the Spezia Mission. Various Christian labourers bore testi

sympathy and support of Christian friende, after which the
mony to the faithfulness of God , the power of faith , the

proceedings were brought to a close by the singing of the
results of prayer, and the happy consequences of Christian

Doxology.
union so manifested in the planting of themission , and in its
stability and progress, even in the hours of trial and opposition.

The twenty years which have elapsed since the enterprise was
begun by Mr. Clarke havebeen a most remarkable testimony to

The Strangers' Home. the power, wisdom , and love ofGod , which have overruled the

M HIS Limehouse Institution for Asiatics, Africans, and South
I Sea Islanders held its twenty -eighth annual meeting on

most varied opposing elements for the strengthening of the
mission and its more intense union with all who desire to see

Thursday, when the chair was taken by Sir James Fergusson , the overthrow of spiritual despotism , and the building up of
Bart., M . P ., and afterwards by Capt. the Hon . F .Maude, R . N . all Christian philanthropic enterprises. The mission thus

Mr. J . H . FERGUSSON , Hon . Sec., read the report, which sustained during these two decades, in its various undertakings
showed that thework of theHomehad been carried on vigorously for the good of Italy , has received most remarkable fulfil
and effectively . It appeared , however, that the financial posi. ments ofthe prayer of its friends. Very few of its agents have
tion was not altogether satisfactory. Mr. Fergusson stated that fallen on the field by death during this period , but several of
there had been much difficulty in getting the men employment its once noble supporters in Britain have been called to their
in vessels , as shipmasters had very generally received orders to reward ; butGod has thus far raised up others whose energies
ship none but English sailors, The institution was designed to are still directed to the sustentation and extension of the
be self-supporting, a small payment being demanded from in work ; and as the needs of the mission are by no means lessen .
mates, but there were always destitute cases provided for ing, but greatly augmenting, it is devoutly to be hoped that
gratituously in the Home, and some who were compelled by fresh supplies equal to the needs will continue to flow in , and
various reasons to overstay the time which theirmeans enabled that these will be accompanied with ever-increasing prayer,
them to pay for. It was an institution , said Mr. Fergusson , without which material aid avails nothing .
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A Stirring in Israel.

A

On severalmornings Mr. Hammond addressed an immense

crowd of men at the docks, the pulpit being his horse. Deep

attention prevailed, and we believe much goodwas done. One

night, as Mr. Hammond was crossing the Broadway to the

meeting ,a man rushed up to him and implored him to visit his

dying wife in the hospital. He then said, “ I was at the open

air meeting on the docks, and I heard you tell how Jesus

suffered on the cross for us . It touched my heart , and I have

been anxious about my soul ever since . Now my wife is dying

in yonder hospital, and you are the only one whom I know to

ask to pray with her."

As Mir . Hammond could not go, he took the man to the chapel,

where prayer was offered for him and his wife . The man

seemed quite penitent , and apparently yielded himself to Christ.

It was a very touching scene throughout. One of the friends

went over to the hospital.

Now the mission itself is over, but the work still continues,

F.O. SPURR.

Home of Industry and the Jews.

T the monthly workers' meeting , held in the Home of

and consideration was the Lord's work among His ancient

people , the Jews. It was a bitter disappointment to all that ,

through indisposition, Miss Macpherson herself was unable to

be present. Her helpers , however, introduced the bright com

pany of children who now, to the number of about fifty, are

preparing, in the Home, for Canada.

It may be interesting to mention that on Thursday, May

20th , Miss Macpierson hopes herself to leave for Canada with

a party of about a hundred girls . A large party of boys , it will

be remembered, sailed a few weeks since, and for all of them

homes are in prospect ; so also for the girls the number of

applications ensure that all of them will speedily find happy
and comfortable homes .

Mr. JAMES MACPHERSON MERRY asked special prayer for

Miss Macpherson, also for Rev. John Wilkinson , who through

illness was unable to be present . With regard to Miss

Macpherson, he said that Dr. McKilliam pronounces her

sickness to be entirely the result of overwork, and insists upon

absolute rest. The boys ' party, he stated, has safely arrived

at the Stratford Home. He trusted every helper would pray

that these boys and girls may become witnesses for the Lord

Jesus on the other side. Pray also that the Lord may give

wisdom in selecting the right boys for the right people ; so

much depends on the suitability of the home and the child .

Mr. Adler read Isa. xxxv . 1-4 , and said that one great point

ever before the eyes of the true worker is that he himself will

never accomplish thework - it will be completed only by the

Lord Himself. With reference to the Jews, his brethren after

the flesh, he rejoiced to say that there are tokens of a general

awakening— & willingness to hear, and that altogether different

from the former state of things. It must not be forgotten that

the Jews have many difficulties Gentiles can scarcely under

stand. For example , when a Jew accepts Christ he is cut off

from family and friends,

With reference to Rabinowitch's work in Bessarabia , Mr.

Adler said , though little is being published about it , it is extend

ing wonderfully, and making steady progress both in depth and

reality.

Mr. GEORGE R. COLE introduced two missionaries working

in connection with the London City Mission amongst the Jews,

one working among East End Jews and the other among West

End Jews, & branch just being opened by the London City Mis

sion. There are in all five city missionaries working specially

among the Jews, whose labours have been followed by con
siderable blessing.

The West End missionary, son of a chief rabbi , told how he had

been working in Soho, not specially amongst his brethren , the

Jews, but finding no missionary to the twenty thousand Jews

in Soho district he called the attention ofthe London City

Mission to the fact ; an appeal was issued , and the first response

came from a poor charwoman in Seven Dials. Now a mis

sionary has been appointed , and prayer is asked that his labours

may be much blessed of God.

The East End missionary told how work was commenced

some nineteen years ago amongst the Jews in the East End .

Then there wasmuch and fierce opposition, but now things are

very different, and not a few who were amongst the most bitter

opponents are now witnessing for Christ .

Industrial Home in Venice.

THE beginning of this work in Venice was, I humbly think,

, , ,

1880, I was here with the intention of remaining only six weeks.

In December I found that through the illness ofafriend staying

with me I should be detained here through the winter . I then

made it a special subject of prayer that the Lord would show

meif there were any particular work which Ho designed me

to do for Him here . Directly after putting up this prayer, I

went one Sunday morning to the Meeting Hall of Signor

Bernatto, who is the minister of the Italian Evangelical Church,

He had then a small Sunday school of about seven or eight

children , and he was in the habit of praying with them between

the school and the service. On the morning referred to I hap

pend to be present during this prayer, and Signor Bernatto

made use of a petition which, as he afterwards told me , he had

never uttered in public before. He prayed for the many poor

boys on the streets, growing up in idleness, vice , and misery ;

that the Lord wouldopen a way by which many of them might

be rescued , and might be taught to earn their bread honestly,

and, above all, be brought intothe fold of the Good Shepherd.

The thought instantly flashed across my mind, “ This is a

message to me. This is what the Lord means to do. "

Almost at the same moment & providential circumstance

placed at my free disposal about twenty -four pounds, and with

this sum a humble ragged school was opened on the 10th of

March, 1881, after many delays and obstacles to be sur

mounted as regards a locality .

Signor Bernatto took all the trouble of the organization and

the internal management. We began with twelve boys, as a

day school only, which we soon found could not do much good .

In the following October, when Signor Bernatto was searching

for a place where our boyscould be lodged , he found a large,

old , disused Roman Catholic church , with a house adjoining ,

suitable for our purpose . The church was bought by the com

mittee of the Italian Free Church , for evangelical worship, and
we hired two flats in the house for our " home." We have

since been able to hire a third flat , but we are in great need of

a more airy and spacious house with a playground. The

number of our boys has now increased to thirty -six. They are

well fed with great economy, as they have three good meals a

day at the expense of fourpence-halfpenny a head. Their

clothing is a more formidable expense, as the material costs a

great deal more here than in England or Scotland , and we

find it extremely difficult to keep pace with the constant

dilapidation of working garments ." The trades of shoemaking,

carpentering, andwood carving are taught.

We have a Sunday school in connection with the Industrial

Home, attended regularly by about twenty-two children , boys

and girls, from outside, and by a good many adults who come

and listen to the teaching. At the present moment we are in

urgent need of funds, as we closed our financial year on the

28th of February with no balance in hand, but, on the contrary,

with a debt of about five pounds to the fund reserved for the

purchase of a house . I can truly say that the smallest contri

butions call forth sincere thanksgiving unto Him who has

marvellously maintained this work during the past five years .

On the other hand , I may perhaps be allowed to add that I have

heard just lately of such bitter and virulent opposition to this

work on the part of the Romish Church that I feel it would

indeed be a signal triumph for the enemies of the Gospel were

this work to be allowed to collapse for lack of means to main.

tain it .

A , R. HAMMOND .

Casa Scandiani, Venice.

Mr. Hammond at Cardiff

I Payson Hammond has had here during the past three weeks.

The third week proved to be the best in every sense. Some

delightful testimonies were given at the noonday prayer meet

ings . One teacher announced that twenty young men in his

class had professed conversion during the mission, another

praised God for a whole class won to Christ , and several other

very interesting testimonies were given of blessing received .

The mission ended on Friday with a three hours' jubilee

meeting. Short and interesting addresses were given by several

ministers and friends , and then came the parting scene , when

all who had professed conversion came to shake hands with Mr.

Hammond and the ministers.

One result of the mission is the starting of a weekly special

service for the children , tobe held in the various chapels alter

nately . Many of the little ones who have been brought in

under Mr. Hammond are very desirous to “ do something for

Jesus," and this meeting will a fford them the opportunity,
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GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD,

Messrs. Mateer and Parker. A Bible Found and Valued . The Village Schools of Bengal .

THESE Metropolitan Tabernacle

A received 1Aast month into the
THERE are probably very few systems

United States on their way round the
Church at Kladno, gives the following ac complish more with a small sum of money

world , have held successful Gospel meet
count of his conversion. Last summer the than that of the Christian Vernacular

ings at Minneapolis, where from six
village of Hredli was visited by a disas Education Society for India. Without

hundred to one thousand people gathered trous flood ; many houses were destroyed having to provide school - housos , books ,

nightly for fifteen days to hear the Gospel.
and twenty-seven lives were lost . On the or, indeed, undertaking more than the

There were, it is said, over one hundred morning after the flood had subsided
maintenance of one teacher for every five

converts. Since then , missions have been Skalka, who was at work in his garden , or six schools, the Society is enabled to

held at Sterling , Illinois , where about
found a Bohemian Bible in the mud. He give systematic Bible teaching to nearly

fifty persons,nearly all adults, decided took it home, and , after carefully drying seven thousand boys and girls in the vil

for Christ, and also at Kewanee, Illinois , each leaf , began to read it diligently . So lage schools of Bengal. The number of

whera there was a widespreed interest. great was his joy that all his neighbours Christian boys in the schools shows a

The Baptist Church was packed nightly,
soon heard of his new -found treasure . large increase this year,

and over one bundred professed to be led Alas ! one day the former owner appeared A superintendent of some of the schools

to Christ , some of whom were leading to claim his property. He could not reports : -In the periodical examinations

men in the town . There is quite a
be persuaded to sell it , and when at last that have been held we have been de.

revival there , and the good work is still it was handed to him he pressed it to his lighted to see the rapid progress thatthe

going on . The saloons almost breast, tears rolled down his cheeks, and children have made in their religious

deserted , for which we heartily thank without saying a word he left the house . lessons . They know the Ten Command

God . On Monday , March 9th , the evan
This man had lost his all ; even the ments, the Lord's Prayer, and can recito

gelists passed through Chicago on their
foundations of his little cottage had been the Sermon on the Mount, verse by veree ,

way to Flint, Mich .,where they are now
washed away, but his most precious perfectly . Our circle teachers under

holding crowded meetings . possession had been saved-his Bible . stand that it is not their work merely to

Skalka, after making many inquiries, was store the young minds with some facts

directed to a colporteur, from whom he from the Bible, but to show them how

purchased a Bible. His first act was to go they can be saved - to show Him who re

Zenanas and the Bible.
to the owner of the other Bible, that he veals Himself in the Bible as “ theWay,

might compare the two books, and great the Truth , and the Life.”

ing sketch of zenana visiting to
was his joy when he found that they

the Bombay Guardian :
agreed word for word. Now the neigh

I must give you an idea how far the
bours were anxious to purchase Bibles The Indian Viceroy & the Karens.

work has gone . Some of the women are
too ; the colporteur was sought for in 1AYS an Indian contemporary ::-The

eager to learn the Bible . Some of them the surrounding villages, and brought
Rangoon papers reported carefully

feel that their spiritual disease must be
back to Hredli, where his entire stock the movements and doings of the Vice

healed ; and others say that what they Was soon disposed of. Thu : Skalka ob regal party in Burmah, but seem care

read is true . It is very encouraging to
tained his Bible, and was by its means fully to have failed to notice the grand

see some of them waiting forzenana
led to his Saviour.

gathering of the Karen Christians at

ladies that they may read the Bible to Government House . One paper, however,

them , for they say there is nothing else
Protestant Hospital , Barcelona. has noticed it — the Burmah Evangelist.

. It appears that there were no less than

of work , one thousand Karen Christians present.

two or three daughters -in -law , and some which states : -During the year just Nothing could be pleasanter than the

of their children , are all pupils together, closed some twenty- six patients have manner in which the Viceroy and Lady

besides others crowding into the room to been received into the little hospital, Dufferin moved about and spoke to the
listen and look on .

receiving treatment during a total of Karens through friends who interpreted

In visiting the houses one meets with eight hundred and thirty-three days-a His Excellency spoke some very informal

different ideas , as in patchwork some larger number of days' treatment than but most kind and appreciative words to

pieces are bright and some are dark .
we have given in any previous year. In the Baptist missionaries, showing that

Here is a smile of welcome , there is a every case where a cure could be expected , he tooka warm interest in the work they

frown of impertinence. Zenana visiting it was obtained ; in others, the patients had accomplished in the province ; and

has its night of sorrow and its morning of received great relief ; whilst three cases , referred to the American missionaries

joy . It has its shade and sunshine, its hopeless from the day of their entry , whom he had met during the troubles in

brightness and gloom. I asked in one of proved fatal . Syria, and subsequently at Constanti

the zenanas if they would like to learn Of the fatal cases two were foreigners ; nople, as his “very best friends ” and

to read, but all the reply I couldget was one was exceedingly painful , that of a most valuable helpers in many ways .

that they were women , and therefore Scotchman, a ship's engineer, suffering Poth himself and Lady Dufferin were

there was no need of learning. In another from dropsy and heart disease. During evidently gratified by what they had

place they told me not to pollute the sixty - six days he received the most care witnessed , and expressed themselves as

place by my presence . In one house the ful attention from both doctor and nurses , especially pleased with the admirable

lady of the house said , “ I do not want my whose skill doubtless , under God, part-singing of the Karen young people.

daughters to learn , because they become lengthened the sufferer's life . We had It is safe to cay that when their Excel.

discontented with their lot , and im many conversations with him , and before lencies have quite forgotten the personnel

modest , and do not mind talking with he died it was given us to rəjoice, by of the Reception and Ball Committees,

strangers .” She was in great anxiety for hearing, from his own lips , the cheering the guards-of-honour, and the other

her daughter's marriage, a girl about testimony of personal faith in the formalities with which they have been re

seven years old . The first idea instilled Redeemer. The only Spanish patient ceived in Rangoon - which are , no doubt,

into the mind of a baby girl is that who died during the year was & dear gratifying for the time being, but the

marriage is the great end of life , and Christian woman who bore her sufferings identity of which will get lost among all

almost the only prayer she is taught is with beautiful resignation . Shortly the similar ordeals awaiting them while

one for early niarriage and motherhood, before she departed, she told the nurse they remain in India - Lord and Lady

with the added petition that her future not to bring her any supper , as she was Dufferin will remember and speak ofthe

husband may take no second wife . I going to sup that night with the Lord unpretentious but significant gathering

think I never appreciated so strongly the Jesus in His kingdom . Our friends at of a thousand Christian Karens whom

blessing of Christianity as when looking Barcelona are still waiting upon God for they had the pleasure of so graciously

at these Hindu ladies, and then turning funds for the purchase of a house ; hiring receiving during their visit to Rangoon .

to myself, whom Christ has made free. leaves them so much at the mercy of

He has unlocked the zenana doors, and priestly influence.

set its captive free from its strong ls , The Church Missionary Society

and saved a poor sinner by His grace. I Bombay. - The Bible and Tract have just issued a most interesting his.

have a greatmany reasons to thank Him, Societies lately held their annual meet.
torical sketch (6d .) of the Victoria

praise Him , and work for His glory . ings , and reported cheering progress.
Nyanza Mission and Bishop Hannington .

Insome houses themother of the family; Whieve received from MissVon
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FOREIGN MISSION NOTES.

Nagpur.- An educated, high caste Uganda. — Mr. Mackay's journals

Hindu has just been baptizedwith his have arrived at the Church Missionary

wife and daughter. House . The accounts already published

Madagascar. - The Norwegian mis of the murder of Bishop Hannington are

sionaries in the interior of the island re confirmed . The Bishop's pocket diary

port a great awakening of interest and has been recovered andcontains interest

large accessions to the Church. ing information as to his route from

The Antipodes. — Latest accounts Rabai to Sakwas.

tell of an intercolonial Y.M.C. A. confer Baptist Missions.-Rev. Leonard

ence at Hobart Town, and of good pro . Tucker, who has been for some years in

gress in work. India, is at present visiting the Baptist

Servian Soldiers . Amongst the churches of Ireland on behalf of the

wounded soldiers the British and Foreign Baptist Missionary Society .

Bible Society have hada colporteurbusily Lucknow . - The Medical Mission

employed circulating the Word of God . established here by the Zenana Bible and

Basle. - The Foreign Missionary So Medical Mission , in the care of Miss

ciety reports the loss, in India, of three Marston, has proved singularly fruitful in
useful workers . Several fresh men have good results .

gone to fill the vacancies, Dr. G. F. Pentecost continues his

Madagascar. — The L.M.S. Com special evangelistic work, having recently

mittee are still without tidings as to how visited Montreal , Philadelphia, andva

the missionaries have been affected by rious cities in Massachusetts and New

the recent treaty . York States .

Railway Men in India . Spe . Agra . –Miss Bland, of the Society for

cial measures are being adopted by the Female Education in the East, illustrates

Methodist Episcopal Missionaries to progress_when she remarks inciden

reach the Europeans and Eurasians on tally, “ Last week I opened two new

the lines of railways. zenanas in one day, andwas led to each

Formosa. - Dr. Mackay, who has in quite different ways.''

done such & noble work on this island, Victoria Nyanza Mission . - In

has, since the cessation of hostilities , connection with this Church Missionary

been enabled to return to his labours, and Society Mission it is stated that alto

has already rebuilt the church destroyed , gether; thirty-seven missionaries have

ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

TURKISH MISSIONS AID

SOCIETY.

President - The EARL OF ABERDEEN .

Promotes evangelistic work in Bible Lands by

means of pecuniary grants. Funds are urgently

needed that the assistance given may not fall

short. Secretary - Rev . T. W. BROWN , M.A. ,

7 , Adam Street, Strand, W.C.

ZENANA BIBLE AND MEDICAL

MISSION (INDIAN FEMALE NORMAL

SCHOOL and INSTRUCTION SOCIETY), in co

operation with the Church Missionary and other
Protestart Missionary Societies in India .

Established 1852.

The Committee very earnestly APPEAL for
FUNDS. Miss Pailthorpe, duly qualified Lady

Medical Practitioner (London University ), has

just proceeded to India with a view eventually

of establishing and taking charge of a hospital at

Benares, under the direction of this Society, and
as an extension of its work.

Theobject of the Society is threefold , viz . :

( 1.) To send to the women of India the

Gospel by means of female missionaries .

( 2. )To alleviate their sufferingsin sickness and

minister to their spiritual needs through the

agency of qualified lady medical missionaries .

(3.) To promote education , specially among

the higher classes , based on Holy Scripture.

Contributions will be thankfully received by

the Hon. A. F. KINNAIRD , Sub - Treasurer ,

2 , Adelphi Terrace, London , W.C.

Bankers – RANSOM , BOUVERIE, & CO .,

1 , Pall Mall East, B.W.

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA .

-This Society is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among the children of India by means of
teachers and books. Christian literature for

adults is also provided . Reports and Papers will

be senton application. Funds urgently needed .
Address - the Secretaries, C.V.E.S., 7 , Adam

Street , Strand , London , W.O.
A Blind Missionary . - A poor blind been sent out in the past ten years , of

man, recently baptized in Japan, is now whom eight died in the field, seven

telling Gospel stories instead of the foolish retired , seven were transferred to other

stories he was wont as a beggar to repeat. fields (one of whom afterwards died and

In this way he is reaching many who one retired ), and fifteen remain . Of the

nerer hear the regular missionaries. original party of eight, Mr. Mackay is

Japan . - One of the oldest collegesin the only one now in Africa.

Tokio has invited a missionary (Rev. W. Suffering for Christ . - A graduate

O. Kitchin ) to take charge of the English in arts was some time ago led to the

department. He has entered on his Saviour through the reading of Gospel

duties, and has commenced two Bible books sent from a friend in P'ing Yangfu .

classes. The attendance is voluntary, but He visited a missionary, and was more

nearly a hundred Japanese students have fully taught in the faith , and, returning to

become members. his native place , began to preachtheGos

A Good Example .-- A New York pel. He was arrested, and received two

Christian merchant supports, at his own hundred stripes ; still refusing to hold

expense, Sunday afternoon services in the his peace , he received two hundred more .

Academy of Musicfor non -church -goers. He has lost his office, and all his property ;

The floor is specially reserved for young but remains faithful to Christ .

men , of whom very large numbers attend,
A Mother's Prayer. - A woman was

and many profess to have been saved
converted at a mission meeting, and began

from lives of sin and scepticism, at once to pray for her boy, who was tra

Spain . - We learn from the report of velling at a distance, that he might come

the Association for the Diffusion of the home. He at the same time was im

Gospel in Spain that the actual work has pressed that he ought to go home , and ,

at all times been small, but in various unannounced, he came, and went to the

parts of the country little congregations meeting, but the place was packed, and he

of fifteen to twenty, in one or two cases was told that he could not get in ; but he

fifty persons, meet regularly for prayer said he must go in, and would not be

and the study of God's Word. In this denied, until a way was made for him .

way the seed of the kingdom is being As soon as the opportunity was given he

sown, and the aim of the Association is came forward andgave himself to Christ .

being accomplished , viz . , the extension of
Papal Persecu'ion . - An earnest,

the Gospel wherever there might seem to humble -minded Portuguese Christian,

be an opening. Mr. Jos. Cherry, employed by the Presby

Not Afraid . - A lady wasspeaking to terians to labour among his fellow -coun

the patients in an Indian Medical Mis. try -men in California, is being denounced

sion about the fear of death being re with sixteenth century violence by the

moved, when a voice from behind suddenly Portuguese priests, in the State , at church ,

broke in- " Miss Sahib, I am not at all and at funerals, and in the papers. All

afraid to die . " Miss Marston turned to
who go to hear him , or who accept a

see who it was, and found it was a Brah. tract or Bible at his hands, share the

min girl of about eighteen, whom she had priestly denunciations. The Portuguese

known a long time . The girl was asked popish paper explicitlywarns Mr. Cherry

why she had nofear of death, andreplied to seek safety ” by desisting from his

it was because shebelieved in Christ,and work . If he does not the people, “ filled

that she trusted in Him alone. There with disgust and desperation , will take

were thirty or forty patients present, so hold of the most convenient argument

it was like & publie confession, and quite and apply it to the district of the spine

spontaneous. of the individual."

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY.

Instituted 1837 . New Offices, Bridge House,

Blackfriars Bridge (City Side ), London,

E.O .--Object : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically before the middle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical

literature at home and abroad.

On the CONTINENT large numbers of Tracts

and Gospels in different languages have been
circulated at the various Exhibitions, and each

month English residents in many Continental
cities receive Tracts through the post.

FRANCE and SPAIN . - Funds are urgently

needed to enable the Committee to respond to

appeals just received . The necessity of bringing

the truth , as it is in Jesus, before the educated

classes in these lands is very great, and the

Lord's stewards are earnestly invited to provide

the means for extending this special work .

Chequesand Postal Orders to be crossed , and
made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE, Secretary .

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY

-This Society circulated last year nearly 86

millions of publications in 174 languages. It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

which they are subscribed , and pays all its ex

penses out of Trade Funds. It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and Sailors ; has issued nearly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Missionary Becieties ,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution.
An annual subscription of 103. 6d , or upwards

constitutes membership, and a sum of £ 10 10s .

Lite membership. All subscribers receive copies
of the new tracis , & c .

Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries.
Rev. LEWIS BORRETT WHITE , D.D. , ani

Rev. S.G. GREEN, D.D.,56 , Paternoster Row ,

London , E.C.

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF

PERSECUTED JEWS.

" SYRIAN CULONIZATION FUND , "

Bhaftesbury Memorial Fund, sanctioned by

LORD SHAFTESBURY, in ail of Jews in the Holy
Land , to enable them to obtain a livelihood , by

agricultural and other industry .
Hon , Treasurer-R. C. L. BEVAN, Esq .

Donations received by the Bankers, Messrs.

Drummon 1 & Co., Charing Cross , S.W .; Messrs .

Barclay, Bevan, Tritton ,& Co. , 54, Lombard

Street, E.C .; the Baok of Engand : the Royal
Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland. Secretary - E . A. FINN.

Office - 41, Parliament St., Westminster, S.W.

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C.- European

Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 254, Native Lay

Agents 3,509, Schools 1.725 . Subscriptions

urgently needed for rapidly extending work

among a thousand millions of Heathens and

Mahommedans. Hon . Soc . , Rev. F. E. WIGRAM ,

Lay Sec ., General GEOR + E HUTCHINSON.
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THE “ MAY MEETINGS.”

DATE. TIME . SOCIETY. PLACE . CHAIRMAN OR PREACHER.

...

APRIL

Th . 29

29

29

Fri. 30

30

MAY 1

Sun. 2

2

11 a.m.

11 a.m.

63 p.m.
11 a.m.

2} p.m.
9 a.m.

10 a.m.

11 a.m.

3 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

11 a.m.

3 p.m.

I
I
I
I
I

Rev. R. ROBERTS .

H. G. HOARE, Bsq .

H. C. NISBET , Esq .

Rev. C.H.SPURGEON .

Bishop of LONDON.
Hon . T. W. GARLAND.

Canon WESTCOTT .

Rev. R. W. OUSWORTH ,

Rev. O. B. SYMES.

Bishop of LIVERPOOL.
Rev. G. 8. BARRETT .

Canon DUCKWORTH.

W.S. ALLEN , Esq ., M.P.
Bir JOHN COODE.

Bishop of Londox.

Archbishop of CANTERBURY.
Rev. 0. H. SPURGEON .

Rev. Dr. L. D. BEVAN .

Mon.

62
p.m.

Tu

Bishop of London.

Wesleyan Missionary

Asylum for Idiots

Trinitarian Bible ...

Wesleyan Missionary

South American Missionary

Wesleyan Missionary

British and Foreign Bible

Seamen and Boatmen's Friend

National Temperance League...

Moravian Missions

British and Foreign Bible

National Temperance League...

Wesleyan Missionary

Colonialand Continental Church

National Temperance League ...

Church Missionary

Pastors' College...

Sunday School Union

Church Missionary

British and Foreign Bible

Church Missionary

Sunday School Union
Beamen and Boatmen's Friend

Bunday School Union

British and Foreign Bible

Royal Naval Feinale School

Missionary Leaves Association

Working Men'sLord's Day Rest
Church Pastoral Aid

Loadon City Mission

Church Pastoral Aid

Home and Colonial School

Sunday School Union

Sermon

Meeting

Meeting
Sermon

Meeting
Breakfast

Sermon

Bermon

Sermon

Sermon

Sermon

Sermon

Meeting

Meeting
Meeting
Sermon

Meeting
Sermon

Meeting
Sermon

Meeting
Bermon

Meeting
Breakfast

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting
Sermon

Neeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting
Sermon

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Sermon

Sermon

Sermon

Sermon

6) p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p m .
11 a.m.

4 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

71 p.m.

81 am .

11 a.m.

Centenary Hall , E.C.

Cannon Street Hotel

Council Room , Exeter Hall

Great Queen Street Chapel

Exeter Hall

Exeter Hall

Westminster Abbey

Commercial Dock Church . Derrick St. , 8.E.

Metropolitan Tabernacle

Bt . Matthew's, Bayswater

Congregational Ch . , Allen St. , Kensington
Westminster Abbey

Exeter Hall

Willis's Rooms, St. James's
Exeter Hall

St. Bride's , Fleet Rtreet

Victoria Church, Wandsworth Road

City Temple , Holborn Viaduct

Exeter Hall

St. Paul's Cathedral

Exeter Hall

City Temple, Holborn Viaduct

Commercial Dock Church , Derrick St. , 5.E.

Lower Room , Exeter Hall

Exeter Hall

Royal United Service Institute

Lower Room , Exeter Hall

Exeter Hall

8t . Paul's , Onslow Square

Exeter Hall

Exeter Hall

Institution , Gray's Inn Roid ...
Eseter Hall

St. Georg a's , Bloomsbury

Tabernacle, Tottenham Court Road

Exeter Hall

Prince's Hall, Piccadilly
Exeter Hall

Council Room, Exeter Hall

City Temple, Holborn Viaduct

Christ Church , North Brixton

Holy Trinity Church , Marylebone

Trinity Presbyterian Church, Clapham Rd.

IO .

Rev. RICHARD GLOVER ,

J. BRYDONE, Esq .

GEORGE Williams, Esq .

Earl of HARROWBY .

Adm. Hon . A. DUNCOMBE .

Bishop RYAN .
Earl of HARBOWBY.

Rev. Preb. MACDONALD.

F. A. BEVAN , Esq .

Earl of ABERDEEN.

Bishop of EXETER.

GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq .

SAMUEL MORLEY, Esq .

Bishop of EXETER .

Sir J.KENNAWAY,Bart . , M.P.
Canon TRISTRAM.

Rev. J. GUINNESS ROGEKS,

Bishop ALFORD .

Dean of RIPON,

Rev. Dr. D. MACEWAN .

Donations Received ,

PRESENT DISTRESS .

" A Cup of Cold Water," a parcel of babyclothing and ls.

C. RUSSELL HURDITCH acknowledges with thanks , receipt of following

donations to the Evangelistic Mission : -Anon (stamps ), Stone , Staffs.

2s.6d. ; M. L. , ls .; J. P. W. , ls . : Mrs. R. , 1s .

(Jews
Lon . Soc.for Poom . Christianity amg.

Christian Instruction

The Religious Tract Society

C. of Eng . Zenana Missionary [Jews

Lon . Soc . for Prom . Christianity amg.

British Syrian Schools

British and Irish HomeMission

Protestant Reformation

Colonial and Continental Church

British and Foreign Bible

noon

3 p.m.

7 p.m.

74 p m .

10 a.m.

2 } p.m.

3 p.m.

6 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.
11 a.m.

11 a.m.

3 p.m.

7 p.m.
11 a.m.

11 a.m.

11 a.m.

Wed.

Sun ,

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

May 2nd - Psa. ciii . 12—22 May 6th-Deut. iv. 1–13

3rd-Psa. civ . 1-12 7th-Deut. v. 1-15

4th-Psa. civ . 13-23 8th-Deut. v . 16-29

5th—Psa . civ . 24-35

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen.

Tun »

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part of England , Scotland ,and Wales upon due notice . Apply

to Hon. Secretary, 21, Surrey Street , Strand, W.C.

Y.M.C.A., City, New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall
Street ( late 61, GracechurchStreet).-Sundays, at 5 p.m., Bible read

ing : 7 p.m., Young men's Gospel service . Mission work at Y.M.C.A.

Hall, Bermondsey, nightly , 8 p.m. Annual meeting , May 6th ( Thurs.),
6 39 p.m. , Mr. J. Herbert Tritton in the chair. Rev. Evan H. Hopkins,
Dr. Sinclair Paterson , and others .

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.-May 2nd , Mr. Gawin
Kirkham , at 3.3 ) and 7 p.m.

Blackheath Conference. - A Convention, having for its object the

deepening of spiritual life , will be heli at Blackheath on the 25th , 26th ,

and 27th May , in which the Revs. Dr. Elder Cumming, C. A. Fox, W.

B. Figgis, Evan Hopkins, E. W. Moore, W.Webb-Peploe , S. A. Selwyn ,

and Mr. ú. F. Bowker will (D.V.) take part,

Newport, Isle ofWight, Conference.- May 12th , 13th , and 14th .
Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall. - Rev . F. Hastings will give a series of Bible read

ings at the mid -day meeting as follows :-May 3rd , • New Life ; " 4th ,

" Full Forgiveness ; " 5th, “ Open Confession ; ' ' 6th , “ Assured Salva

tion ; " 7th, “ Regretted Lapses."

Youths Institute , Old Pye Street, Westminster (" One

Mission).- Prayer meeting, every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con
ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.30 to 8 .

Evangelistio Mi83100 (Onder the direction oi 0. Russe!! Hurditch ).-
Kilburn Lall, Kilburn Gato (not Town Hall ). -Mr. W. R. Lane,

Sun., at 7 p.m. , and Wed. , at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall , Kentish Town.-Dr. McKilliam , Bun . , 7 p.m.; Mr. C.

V.T. Onslow , Thurs., at 8,

Dalston Hall, 105 , Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. S. E. Angel, Sunday,

7 p.m .;week-night service , Thursday, at 8.

Bignold Hall, Bignola Hoxd, Biation Road . Forost Gate.--Mr.

C. V.T.Onslow , Sundays, ? p.m.; Wed. ,8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammers nith

Road, West Kensington . - Sun ., Di. Popham , at 3 p.m .; Mr. Wallis,
at 7 p.m.

Hammersmith , Upper Mission Room , 130 , King Street, -

For the young, on Sunday, at ? p.m .; Dr. Popham , Thursday, 8 p.m.

Mortlake, Rest Mission Hall.-Mr. J. G. Matthews,Sun., 7 v.m.

House of Rest, 7 & 8 , Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn , N.W.- Friday, 30th ,

at 7 p.m. , " What the little book revealed ," Rev. xi . , 7-13 . Tea at 6. Sun.

Muy 2nd, at 3.3) p.m. , " Life in Egypt," Gen. xlvi . , by Miss Maljon .

Children's Special Service Mission .--Mr. Arrowsmith, at Chelten .

ham . April 25th to May 2nd. Mr. J. H.Greene, at Cowlinge, April 25th
to 3) th . Mr. 91. M. Trickett, at Dutfield , from April 22nd to May 2nd ;

at Park Walk , Chelsea, May 4th , at 7 o'clock. Mr. W.F. Seagrove at

St Benet's Hall , Mile End Road , E. , April 27th , 23th , 29th , at 6 o'clock .

Y.W.C.A. - Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening,
at 9.15 , in the Mall Hall, High Street, Notting Hill.

Zanana and Medical Mission Schooland dome, 53 , St. George's

kond, 8.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon, at

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside.

Talbot Tabernacle , Powis Square, W.-Mr. Frank White, Sunday,
at 11 and 7 .

Bt. George's fall,Langham Place, W.-Mr. Shuldham Henry, Sunday

morning, at ll; evening, at 7 ; and at Burlington Hall, Savile Row , on

Wednesday, at 8.

Conference Hall , Eccleston Street. -Mr. Charles Inglis on Sunday, at
7 p.m., and Friday at 8.

Five Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets .

12,000 smacksmen are engaged all the year round inproviding our tables

with fish . These men , who for us loil through furious blast and sleety

storm-who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them , to the

pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied - mayrightly

claim some small share in the privilegesweBO chlyenjoy and so highly

prize .

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divino mercy and pardoping

love, bringing the pleasure of boks to while away the weary hours , afford

ing relief in case of sickness and injury , and cheering and brightening dull

and monotonous livesby their presence and ministry .

“ The Mission Smacksare doing in the North Seaa grand work , worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results of their effort, great as they are in the present will, if only

supported liberally by the public , be of untold value in the future."

Sir Edward Birkbeck , Bart . , M.P.

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel

with every fleet .

E. J. MATHER , Director,
181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ) , E.O.

DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS are frequently

caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles, The Rev. Dr. Orowther, Hill

House, Aycot, writes : - " I cannot describe the comfort I derive from the

use of your glasses, both by day and night. I find no pain or weariness

As I used to ; and I have taken to reading books I had put aside as too

trying for the eyes on account of the smalinois of the type." The lat, Sir

Julius Benedict wrote : - “ I have tried the principal opticians in London

without success , but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably ; the

clearaess of your glasses as compared with others is really surprising .'

The Rev. R. A. Bagaes, M.A., Hon. Canon Worcester Cathedral,

writes: - “ The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire, and myeyes

feel strong already. I only regretIdid not know of your exceedingskill

yearsago ." - Mr. HENRYLAURANCE, P.8.8. , Oculist Optician , la, OLD

BOND STREET, kiontifically adapts his IMPROVED SPECTAOLEE

to assist and strongthen the weakest ato . Pamnhlat containing sug

gostions forthe preservation ofsight froo. BRANCHES ,6 ,Poultry,

E.O .; 3. Guardian Buildings , Cross St., MANCHESTER;

Corporation Street, BIRMINGHAM ; and 129, Buchanan

St. , Glasgow - Adyt,
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Educational. Situations and Appointments.

Terms for Advertisements

" Word and work.”

IN

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL

This Paper having a large and increasing cir

culation amongst Christians of all denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements.

Situations , &c.

VACANT OR WANTED .

Apartments-Houses

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS,

The Terms are very moderate , viz .: Miscel

laneous in small Type, 23. 6d. for 30 words or less ,

and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or

under. A reduction for a series of Bix Insertions

and apwards.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

Book and Displayed Advertisements charged

according tospace occupied . Front Page, and

other special positions, by arrangement.

N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrg. JOHN F.SHAW & Co.

Amounts under 29. 60. may be sent in Halfpenny

Stamps.

REQUIRED, after Easter, re-engagement

as resident Music Governess ( thorough ) in a

school. Capable of preparing pupils for local

exams. if required. Salary moderate . J. Bom

mers, 41 , Great Smith Btreet, Westminster.

A YOUNG LADY, age 17, desires a situa

tion in a draper's shop or in any light business.

Willingto give a littletime. Apply, by letter, to

Z. , 65, Leyspring Road , Leytonstone,

ENGAGEMENT desired , as wardrobe

keeper in a school, useful companion, or mother's

help. Domesticated. Good needlewoman. Fond

of children . Church of England,and abstainer ,

Z , The Wolds, College Road , Eastbourne.

SITUATION wanted,by respoctable young
man , age 21. To drive, solieit, and deliver in any

capacity. Address J. F. , 87, Hampstead Road,

N.W.

WANTED, by Farmer's Daughter (28) a

situation as Housekeeper or useful help, where

servant is kept, domesticated. State salary, A.,

Ground's Farm , Frankton, Rugby.

YOUNG WOMEN, with good references,

seeking business engagements, should apply ,
beforefour o'clock , to Miss Hall, Business

Agency , YoungWomen's Christian Association ,

101, MortimerStreet, Regent Street, W.

A LADY wishes to recommend a Christian

person ,age 32 , as maid to elderly or delicate

lady. Good needlewoman . In or near London.

Wages £ 20 . E. , 33, High Street, Hemel Hemp

stead .

A YOUNG MAN from Ireland, Christian ,
aged 24, seeks situation , to assist , or waiter in

coffee palace, or other capacity. With Baptists

preforred . H. G. , 13, Charles Street, Lurgan,

Ireland .

Apartments, & c.

BOURNEMOUTH . - A delightfulHome
for Visitors and invalidsatDurley Dean Mansion .
Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Konmiss treatment where desired . Pamphlets

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless
cases post free for 6d . in stamps. Address

Secretary.

LONDON . - INBULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,

20 , 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C.

Five minutes' walk or 1s . cab fare from Euston ,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily

reached from other stations . Patronised by

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application ,

DELIGHTFUL SEASIDE HOME,

Isle of Wight, facing sea and downs. Unusual

advantages for languages, music, singing , sketch

ing, and painting. English subjects . A few

lady boarders received. Principal, Marlborough

House, Yarmouth , Isle of Wight.

HASTINGS . - Sea View House, Marine

Parade, close to the sea. Well -furnished Apart

ments,with good attendance, at very moderate

(inclusive) charges. Entrance 36, George

Street. For terms apply Miss Stevens.

ST . LEONARDS -ON -SEA.- Apsley

HouseBoarding Establishment, 7, 8t . Margaret's

Road, Warrior Square. Close to sea . Conducted

by the Misses Elmslie. Home comforts. Liberal

table . Inclusive terms from 14 guinea .

EASTBOURNE . - Boarding Establish

ment. Sea view. One minute's walk from park ,

A handsome lawn in front ofhouse. Terms, two

occupying the same room , 258. Mrs. Waggett,

Strathmore House, Howard Square.

STOKE NEWINGTON . - House to be

Let containing eight rooms. Good neighbour

hood . 8, Bouverie Road , N. Low rent. Apply

to J. G. Vernon, Oxford House, College Avenue,

Clapton , E.

WORTHING . - Furnished house to let

(small and convenient ) . Splendid position oppo .

site and right to gardens, near pier and principal

streets. Any period. T. R. D., 2, Bedford Row ,

Worthing .

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

BATH,

FOR SONS OF GENTLEMEN.

Principal: MR. W.FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years a MasteratMonktonCombe

School).

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST.

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.
Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.
Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air .

The School residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa

tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston-super-Mare.

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal

Lancers .

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath ,

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

H. Groves, Esq .,Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert , Co. Kerry.

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication.

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal : DR. CRANAGE, M.A.

SOUTHEND - ON -SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE,

PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG

LADIES.

DelicateChildren receive special attention .
Terms moderate - C ., Office of Word and Work,

48, Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

OROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years. A limited number only taken .

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. GEO.

FOSTER as an educator .

London Referee - GEORGE WILLIAM8, Esq. ,

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard.

Swimming taught this term .

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX .

BRIGHTON LADIES' SCHOOL .

Established twenty -five years. Pupils success

fully prepared for all examinations. The juniors

have a separate department. Address Principal,

122, Marine Parade.

BOARDING SCHOOL for Young Ladies .

Resident English and Foreign governesses.

Visiting masters. Vacancies for two boarders.

Article Pupil required . Premium, Terms

moderate. Principal , Russell House, Maidstone.

GOVERNESS .-Re- engagement wanted by

young lady, aged 21. Acquirements : English,

French , music , drawing, elementary, German ,

and Latin , l } years in last engagement. Country

preferred. P. S., Job F. Shaw& Co., 48, Pater

noster Row , London, E.O.

ARTIFICIAL TEETH . — SpecialNotice.

-Mr. J. SHIPLEY SLIPPER, R.D.S. (Hon. Dental

Surgeon to the School for the Bons of Con

gregational Ministers, Caterham ), makes no

charge for consultation , and fits artificial teeth

without extracting old teeth or stumps. These

teethare life -like in appearance, and can be ad

justed from 38 , 6d. per tooth , and 20s,per set

(guaranteed ). Every informationFREEdaily ,

from 9 to 7, at 37, High Holborn , London , W.O.

(facing Chancery Lane ). Copies of testimonials

from ministers and public speakers who have

been successfully 'fitted, gratis and post free to

readers of Word and Work on application ,

Mr. J. Shipley Slipper submits the following

letter as a sample of many others daily received .

( Publishedby permission .).
61, Larkhall Lane, Clapham , London, S.W.

DEAR BIR , It is with true pleasure I bear my

sincere testimony to the excellency of the set of

teeth prepared for me ; for fit, appearance, and

comfort they surpass any I have had for thirty

years . I consider you a thorough proficient in

the art of dentistry , and if widely known, you

must ensure a largeshare of public patronage.

Yours faithfully,
(Signed ) Thos. CHIVERS,

Baptist Minister.

Terms of Subscription .

Word and Work "

Is Published every Thursday, Price One Penny.

Orders should be sent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob

taining copies thus, they can behaddirectfrom

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday , at the

following rates, Payable in Advance

Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks

£ s. d . £ s. d .

0 3 5 0 6 10

2 Copies
0 6 10 0 13 8

3 0 10 3 1 0 6

4
0 12 6 1 5 0

6 0 17 6 1 15 0

( Including Double Numbers.);
The above rates apply to all Countries

in the Postal Union, the Continent of

Europe, Canada, the United States of

America, Egypt, and the Holy Land ,

1 Copy

OFFICE :
48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

SPURCEON'S

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS,

CLOTH 8 /
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-alikeMnemonies.

MEMORY

SUCCESS
OR

TIO PHYSIOLOGICAL ARTOF NEVER FORGETTING
" His method is physiological and scientific in

the highest degree." - DR .WILSON . " Prof. Loisette gave me a new
memory ." JUDAH P.BENJAMIN ,
2.0 . " It is a perfect memory sys
tem ." - The Weekly Budget, " By Ito
Instrumentallty I masteredan ab
struse and extensive Work of Science

AND In one reading . If I had read it 100
timesbymy natural memoryI could
not haveknown it so well.” -0.XAL

MON , Esq . Every day I am a prool
to ma pealt that your Method is really theInstantaneousArt of Learning
dorez Forgetting ." - VABBE MALATBAY, " Ag to the Nores

DSB
s sulte astes with the Justice of tho claim . AJO

og prom nothing bat what you tedly carry out

A. NEOHOLSON . Great Inducements to Correspondenon and

Python Prosesposter trom

60.,

NOISES IN THE EARS.

Rev. E. J. SILVERTON invites sufferers to send

for his work, a book showing the nature of the

diseese and the means of cure . Post

with letter of advice ifcase bestated. Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London . Free con

sultationsdaily .

1
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THAMES CHURCH MISSION .Church of England

Scripture Readers' Association,

INSTITUTED 1844 .

BridgeRtreet. Ewing Room Mestof the Work eit

COMFORT AND STRENGTH ,
OR

President- The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR.
Chairman - Capt, the HON . F . MAUDE, R . N .

Secretary - RÉV . H . BLOOYER.INSTITUTED IN 1844 .

Object - To win Souls for Christ.
This Society is employing nearly 130 earnest, faithful, and experienced

Readers - most of them in the poorest localities in the Metropolis - who Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

visit from house to house and room to room , bringing the Word of God to The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they
the poor, the sick , the erring, and the outcast ; they also help generally in have been greatly blessed by God .
the spiritual work of their respective parishes.

- FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED . —
Unless speedy help is received several grants

Nos,of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts, & c ., are most necessary,must be withdrawn for want of Funds.
and will greatly assist the Chaplainsand Missionaries.

MARCUS RAINSFORD , Clerical Secretary . The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

T . MARTIN TILBY, Lay Secretary . Bchool Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.
Offices, 56, Haymarket, s . w . Offices , 31 , New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus. E . O

ESTABLISHED 1851. THE WAY OF PEACE ILLUSJUST PUBLISHED.DIRKBECK BANK
TRATED, by Fact and not Fiction ;Southampton Buildings, Obancery Lane,

THREE per OENT. INTEREST allowed on through the experience of those who
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand . Have Found it. A word for the
TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT Anxi Rev . W . POOLE BALFERN .ACCOUNTS calculated on theminimum monthly WORDS OF CHEER TO Brighton . Cloth 6d.balances, when not drawn below £100 .

FELLOW -WORKERS.The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of " The kind of book to give to our ungodly
friends if we wish to put before them a purecharge, the custody ofDeeds, Writings,and other CONTAINING

Securitiesand Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of Gospel message , so stated that they will be
Exchange , Dividends,and Coupons ; and the pur " DIVINE FULNESS." attracted to read it. " - Mr. Spurgeon inchase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities .

By Rev. CHARLES A . FOX , M . A . Sword and Trowel.
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .

THE BIRK BECK ALMANACK , with full “ This is just the little book needed. The| “ THE CHERUBIM OF GLORY.”
illustrations are so short and interestingparticulars , post free , on application ,

FRANCIS RAVENŠCROFT,Manager . By Dr.McKILLIAM that even the most careless will read them
with interest, and themost dull can scarcelyTheBirkbeck Building Society's Annual | " A LIFE ON WINGS."
fail to understand the Way of Peace."Receipts exceed Five Millions. By Rev . E . W . MOORE, M .A .

The Freeman .LTOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR
WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY “ All who have an interest to instructTWO GUINEAS PER MONTU , with im

MISS MACPHERSON . inquirers as to the way of salvation will findmediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply

this little book just what is wanted. Theat the Office of theBIBKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ,

Price Sixpence. incidents are so interesting that they will29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
be read with interest by all.”TTOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LONDON : JOHN F. BHAW & 00 ., 48, Paternoster

Baptist Messenger.IL LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER Row , London , E . C .
" It is calculated to calm the troubledMONTH , with immediate possession , either for

Building orGardening purposes. Apply at the mind and stimulate the anxious to follow
Office of theBIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, Thoughts on Easter-tide, for the in the path of those instanced ; and it is
as above.

therefore admirable for putting into theThe Birkbeck Almanack ,with full particulars, " Heralds of the Cross.” hands of such ." - Southern Cross.on application .
Price Twopence . DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT, STIRLING , N . B .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT , Manager . Address, Mrs. GOODE, HolmeLea , Llandudno. London : B . W . PARTRIDGE & CO .

By Rer

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION
OF THE GOSPEL AMONG THE JEWS.

This Society undertakes a work beyond the aim and capability of

Published Monthly, price Id . Unsectarian .
BIBLE LIGHT

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS.
Word and Work of Jan . 14th says : - " Those in search of bints and good

Bible notes will value this little monthly , throwing,

difficult points in a brief and pithy style calculated to prove exceedingly
helpful to Bible students and Christian workers."

LONDON : JOHN F . SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E .O .

ordinary Missionary Booieties. It is founded on an unsectarian basis , and

rece.ves its support from Christians of all denominations. Its Committee

and Agents belong to several Christian bodies , and its Honorary Secretaries

are A . SAPHIR , D . D . , and J . H . RIGG , D . D .

It has upwards of 100 who carry the Gogpel to the Jews in England,
Italy , Germany, Switzerland , Austria , Russia , and Turkey. Tracts and

copies of the Scriptures are circulated . Many Jews bave by this Society

been led to believe that Jesus is the Christ. " Much good has been dorte
among the thousands of Jews in London by the Missionaries , by the House

of Call, and by the new Mission House ,with its importantMedicalMissions.
Increased Funds are urgently needed , and will be thankfully received by

the Secretary, Rev . J . DUNLOP, at the Office , 96 , Great Russell Street ,

Bloomsbury , London .

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.
Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Ecriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary , Miss WEBB , 267, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S . W .
Bankers, Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co ., 16 , St. James Street,

London , B . W .

CHOICE COLLECTION OF
FLOWER SEEDS ,

post free , 1s., containing 16 varieties in liberal
quantities, including Aster, Balsam , Mignonette,

Musk , Lobelia , & c ., with directions for culture .
G . STILLMAN , 39, Northumberland Place,

Bayswater.

NORTH . WEST LONDON
EVANGELISTIC CHOIR .

9 , The Crescent, Leighton Grove, N . W .
PRESIDENT - JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq .

This Ohoir has been formed for the purpose
of assisting any Evangelistio effort , and for the

purpose of conducting short “ Gospel Song
Missions, ” as occasiou may offer ,

The services of tbe choir are quite gratuitous.

All applications should be made to Mr. J . Bate
man , 72 , Twisden Road , Higbgate Road , N . W .

FOR SALE LARGE MARQUEE
(nearly new ), wellmade, good canvas and ropes,
and improved fittings, with 8 pairs pulley blocks

for hoisting. Will seat 1,000 people can be put
up in 4 sizes ) .

Apply to
T . PAULL .

Martock , Somerset.

EPILEPTIC FITS !
ALL PERSONS SUFFERING FROM EPI.

LEPSY should SEND Nameand Address to
JAMES OSBORNE, MEDICAL PHARMACY,
ASH BOURNE, whowill forward , free of charge,

full particulars (with Testimonials ) of the inost

successful remedy ever discovered for this diy

tressing malady. Reference permitted to the

Rev. J . BAKER, M . A ., 254, Plymouth Grove,
Manchester.

IRON CHURCHES,& c .

A , CHOPPING ,
DERBY RD.,WEST CROYDON, SURREY.

ERECTED BY

TT ARMONIUMS AND AMERICAN
ORGANS. W . Pridham and Son , £4 48.

Instruments for schooland homeuse . Are mar

vellous for tone and workmanship . 3 stops, £5 ;
5 stops. £6 : 8 stops, £7. Musical instruments of

every description . Pianofortes from £15.
Worka, 206, Jubilee Street, London , E .

Illustrated Designs and Estimates Free .
CHEAPEST FIRM IN THE TRADE .

BUNTER ' S

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.
Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds.

" DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN
CURED."

Sir, My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness "
increases. A man here who has been deaf
Forty years , has had his hearing restored by it.

J . GREEN , Chemist, Christchurch .

1s. 11d . per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps, from

Edwin J . Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury.

Cures Toothache,prevents Decay ,saves
Extraction , 1s. 130, of all Chemists.

FURNITURE.- NORMAN &
BTACEY'S HIRR-PURCHABE SYSTEM som
mends itself to all classes , Deposit not neceserty .

It combines rea ) economy on sound commercial
principles , with strictly privato arrangements .
without the objoctionable formalitios ( f
dealers and others. Paymente can extend over

1 . 2 . or 8 years. The 60 wbolesale firmsombrace

the best manufacturers, wbo bavo large stocks

• for selection . Intending purchaser should call
personally , or synd for particulari . ofoes . 79 .

Queen Victoria Bt., E . O ., and 121, Pall Mall, B . W .

London : J. F . SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row , E . O .



Tales of English
English Life

Life in the ºlden Time,

<

BY EMILY S. HOLT,

" The reading of one of this author's delightful tales is an experience we would fain repeat

more frequently than we do we have learned to look upon her as an historian par excellence.

The grace and dignity of her literary style, the fidelity and finish of her portraits, and the

amount of essential Christian teaching which she so skilfully and lovingly conveys, combined

with the historic value of her writings, lend to them a charm possessed by very few of the

productions of living authors.” — The Christian.

A Tangled Web . The Lord Mayor.5s .
Red and white :5s.

58.

A Tale of the Fifteenth Century. A Tale of London in 1384. A Tale of the Wars of the Roses

Large Crown 8vo, gilt tops.

“ Though the task the author set herself
Large Crown 8vo, cloth.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra .

was ambitious, she has performed it credit. " A book we can heartily recommend."

ably. ” — Times. Pall Mall Gazette . " It is a gracious story.

“ The whole book shows not only careful

just toour

“ Full of stirring incident graphically told ." mind . Wecommend it rightheartily ." - C . H.

study of the history , but considerable literary The Christian , SPURGEON in Sword and Irouel.

ability. " - Spectator.

Udearyholme ;
6s. Joyce Morrell's Harvest ; 5s. Earl Hubert's Daughter ; 58.

Or, The Polishing of the Pearl,
Or, Seed Time and Harvest. A Tale of Or, The Annals of Selwick Hall. Crown 8vo. New Edition .

the Restoration of Charles the Second.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra .

“ The style is good, and the tone high . It

will be a most suitable present for thoughtful

Crown 8vo, cloth extra.

girls ." - Watchman .
“ These chronicles are full of good things, “We have followed the fortunes of Mar.

which are sure to be as precious seed in the garet, the Earl's daughter, with unflagging

“ As a picture of life in the day ofCharles II . heart of any young person into whose hands interest from first to last." - Church Sunday

is likely to have a wide popularity ." - Standard. they may come.” - The Congregationalist. School Magazine .

Lady Sybil's Choice : 58. Margery's Son ;
5s. Verena ; 5s.

A Tale of the Crusades. Crown 8vo. Or, UntilHe Find It . A Story of the Or, Safe Paths and Slippery By vays.

“ A most charming addition to these truly Court of Scotland. A Story of To -day.
admirable tales . " - The Christian .

“ The book charms from the naive simplicity
Crown 8vo, cloth . Crown 8vo, cloth.

of the heroine and from the skill with which Carefully studied and well written . The “ The naturalness and brightness of the

the authoress has preserved the spirit of the
story is admirably told . " — British Quarterly dialogue forms the charm of the story ."

Review .

age." — The Graphic.

City Press.

Lettice Eden ;
5s . Clare Avery : 5s. Imogen :

5s.

Or, The Lamps of Earth and the Light A Story of the Spanish Armada .
A Story of the Mission of Augustine.

of Heaven,
New Edition . Crown 8vo, cloth .

New Edition , Crown 8vo .

Crown 8vo, cloth. " Illustrates with equal beauty and fidelity
“ We promise its readers a rare literary “ An admirable story, full of life and the characteristics of an eventful period of

feast . "-The Christian . vigour." - Rock . our history ." - Record ,

The wahite Rose of Langley. Robin Tremayne: Jsoult Barry of Wynscote:

A Story of the Court of England in the A Tale of the Marian Persecution . A Tale of Tudor Times.

Olden Time. Crown 8vo , cloth . 5s .

Crown 8vo, cloth .
New Edition , Crown 8vo.

58,
“ An admirable, instructive , and very inte. “ The book is extremely well written ." “ The book is as charming as it is profit

resting volume.” — English Independent .
Atheneum . able."- The Christian .

Ashcliffe Hall :

Sister Rose ;
5s . 58. John de Wycliffe, 3s . 6d.

Or , The Eve of St. Bartholomew.

A Tale of the Last Century .
New Edition. Crown 8vo.

The First of the Reformers, and What

“ The example of simple faith and trust is He Did for England.

New Edition , Crown 8vo, cloth .
described in so striking a manner that it is

Crown 8vo, cloth.
scarcely possible for a young person with

vivid feelingsto read it without having a very " An admirable exposition of the opinions

“ It is able and natural, well written , and deep impression of the beauty ofthe rule upon
of a remarkable man ." - Notes and Queries.

thoroughly entertaining from beginning to which a Christian life ought to be modelled ," “ Sustains its interest throughout." .

end . " - Record English Independent.
Saturday Review .

The Lord of the Marches. The Maiden's Lodge ; 35. Od. Mistress Margery : 38. od.

The Story of Roger Mortimer. Or, None of Self, and All of Thee.

1

1

1

A Tale of the Lollards .

Large Crown 8vo. 3s. Od
Crown 8vo, cloth . New Edition . Crown 8vo .

“ Every page of the book is redolent of

goodness and honour.” - Academy.
" A beautiful illustration of self -surrender, “ A page in history which our young, men

“ This charming story will be read with un thoroughly interesting, and well written . " and maidens will do well to saturate with holy

flagging interest.” — Pall Mall Gazette.
Word and Work . tears. " - Sword and Trouel.

Ve Olden Time. 3s. 6d . Not for Him. 3s. 6d. At ye Grene Griffin ', 28. ed.

English Customs in the Middle Ages.
The Story of a Forgotten Hero.

Or, Mrs. Treadwell's Cook. A Tale of

Crown 8vo, cloth .

Crown 8vo, cloth extra.
the Fifteenth Century. Small 8vo .

" An interesting story of social life in the

“ We have seldom met with a more useful
" We consider this little book one of the

thirteenth century ; there are beautiful lessons

book ." - Notes and Queries.
interspersed through the book, and a great mostcharming of her productions . " — Christian

World .
“ A fascinating volume." - Sword and Trowel. deal in it that is worth reading " --Woman'sWork ,

For the Master's Sake: The udell in the Desert : The Way of the Cross :

A Tale of the Days of Queen Mary . An Old Legend of the House of Arundel. A Tale of the Early Church ,

Small 8vo. Illustrated. Cloth. 2s. 6 d .
Small 8vo , cloth , 2s. Od.

Small 8vo , cloth . Is. Bd .

" Beautiful sketches of life among the Early
" A work of thrilling interest." - Christian Age. “ A tale of the middle ages, showing that Christians. " - Rock .

“ We heartily recommend this well-written ere were beautiful gleams of light even in " The tales are in Miss Holt's best - interest -

tale . A good gift book . " -Churchman. those dark days." - Evangelical Magazine. ing and profitable. — FiresideNews.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.
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Word and Adork.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT .

LONDON : J. F, SHAW & Co.) [REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD .] [48 , PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

VOL. XII., No. 581 . THURSDAY, MAY 6, 1886. ONE PENNY,

FORTHCOMING MAY MEETINGS (see also page iii.).

* Dr. Barnardo's Homes for Orphan and

Destitute Children ."

ANNUAL MEETING
,

SATURDAY, 5.30 p.m., MAY 22nd, 1886,

EXETER H A L L.

PROGRAMME

Presentation of Report for 1885-86.

Singing by 750 Children under Mr. Joseph Proudman.

Speeches by well -known Public Men.

Presentation of Prizes to Boys & Girls who have gone out into life.

Instrumental Music by Little Handbell Ringers and the Boys' Band,

And much more that cannot be here set forth.

FULLER PARTICULARS IN LATER ADVERTISEMENTS.

Admission by TICKETS Only , to be obtained from the Office, 18, Stepney

Causeway, at the following rates:-Reserved Seats , 10s . 6d.; Ladies' Gallery,

3s . 6d . ; Area and Gallery , 1s . ; Under Gallery, 6d .

To ensure the Meeting being over at an early hour, it will be begun at

5.30 prompt, and terminate at 8.30.

To prevent disappointment , Tickets should be applied for immediately.

Each application should contain Post Office Order, or stamps, for the number

l'equired . These will be sent out in the order in which the applications are

received ; and, to prevent overcrowding, no more Tickets will be issued than will

seat the Hall comfortably.

It is earnestly hoped that the fact of the day fixed for the meeting

being Saturday maynot prevent theattendance of sympathizing friends from

various parts of the country as well as from London.

18 to 26 , STEPNEY CAUSEWAY.

WORD AND WORK will be sent bythe Publisbers Post-free to any address in the Kingdom for Twalve Months forBs . 100.
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Church of England

Scripture Readers'Association.

INSTITUTED IN 1844.

This Society is employing nearly 13 ) earnest, faithful, and experienced
Readers -most of them in the poorest localities in the Metropolis - who

visit from house to house and room to room , bringing the Word of God to

the poor, thesick , the erring, and the outcast ; they also help generally in

the spiritual work of their respective parishes.

Unless speedy help is received several grants

must be withdrawn for want of Funds.

MARCUS RAINSFORD, Clerical Secretary,

T. MARTIN TILBY , Lay Secretary .

Offices , 56 , Haymarket, s.w.

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary, Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.

Bankers,Messrs. HERRIES, PARQUHAR, & Co. , 16, St. James Street ,

London , S.W.

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen.

Five Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets .
12,000smacksmen are engaged all the year round inproviding our tables
with fish . These men, who for us toil through furious blast and sleety
storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them , to the

pitiloss waves , thatmarkets at home may be well supplied - may rightly
claim some small share in the privilegeswe so richly enjoy and so highly

prize .

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PREVENCEOF THE
MISSION VESSELS

carrying o the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoning

love, bringing the pleasure of books to while awaythe weary hours, afford

ing relief in case ofsickness and injury , and cheering and brightening dull

and monotonous livesby theirpresence and ministry.

“ The Mission Smacksare doing in the NorthSeaa grand work, worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results of their effort, great as they are in toe present will, if only

supported liberally by the public , be of untold value in the future."

Sir Edward Birkbeck , Bart.,M.P.

FUNDS are greatly NEKDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel

with every fleet.

B.J. MATHER , Director,
181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ), E.O.

1

VOLUME ON MEDICAL MISSIONS.

THE HEALER PREACHER

Stories and Incidents of Medical Mission Work. By GEORGE

EVERY-DAY LIFE ;

OR,

THE UNEVENTFUL JOURNEY.

BY

REV. C. H. WALLER, M.A.,

Principal of the London College of Divinity, and McNeile Biblical

Professor ; Examining Chaplain to the Lord Bishop of Liverpool.

AUTHOR OF

“ WHEN YE PRAY; " " NAMES ON THE GATES OF PEARL ;

“ SILVER SOCKETS,” &c.

Crown 8vo , Cloth extra, 3s. 6d .

The Uneventful Journey.

Our Lord's Obedience.

Natural Religion ,

The Voice ofJesus.

The Latest Religion .

Fullers' Soap .

Our Day Dreams.

Daily Contrarieties

CONTENTS.

The Faith of the Kingdom

of God .

The Day the Lord hath made .

" Our Daily Shelter."
Man that Abideth

not alone. "

From the Land of the Enemy .
1
The Things that are Above.

" The

SAUNDERS, M.D., 0,B, Crown 8vo, with Illustrations.

" Well Acted to helpany engaged in like service, while it furnishes inte

resting matter for all classes.” — Fuotsteps of Truth .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Ro w.

REVIEW S.

Sword and Trowel.

"Intense has been our enjoyment of the deep spiritual thought con

tained in this volume . .... This is no common book . Those who love

solid Scriptural teaching, and deep fellowship with God, will revel in these

sermons. Our Sabbaths at Mentone were brightened with one of these

holy meditations: we felt that we had seldom met with more satisfying

foo thought. We hope to meet with this author again . "

The Record .

“ Mr. Waller does not discuss, he teaches . He has too firm a grasp of his

own views of truth to stop to compare them , either controversially or

apologetically, with those of others. Nor does he seem to borrow a great

deal from other men's thoughts. The Bible, and experience of life, are his

great authorities. One cannot read these thoughts without both seeing

where they are meant to apply and being the better for them . The style

is simply plain , and yet eminently readable . The book is warmly to be

recommended to all readers in search of useful thoughts on practical reli

gion , whether for bis own benefit or for the instruction of others . "

The Christian .

“ Though bearing very directly on every -day life, this is by no means

an everg.day book. While Mr. Waller's language is designedly plain , and

not infrequently colloquial (to use his own phrase ), his thoughts are deep ,

his subjects varied, his remarks often original, and always interest

ing and instructive. .. .. We should like to see more writers of Mr.

Waller's montal fibre, equally desirous and able to comment on God's

thoughts and dealings in simple vigorous language, suited to all sorts anå

conditions of men,"

English Churchman .

“ We cordially welcome this series of addresses from the pen of the Prin

cipal of the London College of Divinity . They treat of matters of the

highest importance to every individual born into this world . They are,

moreover, written in an interesting style ; the author's aim having been

not ' to assume the existence of an amount of knowledge which is but

seldom to be found.' He has done wisely. . . There is a vigour of tone

,

clearness of his teaching add much to the value of the book .”

Word and Work.

" Mr. Waller is a strong, sound thinker, who can afford to speak in simple,

clear language. Every page he writes is instructive , atd he is always loyal

to the Word of God , We wish books of this kind were multiplied a

hundredfold ."

The Churchman .

“ Principal Waller is so well known as an able writer and commentator,

that we need say little in commending this collection of expositions. The

language is plain , and although we may here and there note tokens of both

learning and originality of thought, the expositions will be found very

generally useful. Short, suggestive papers of this kind, not only sound ,

but with an every -day common sense and practical bearing, are by no means

plentiful, Mr. Waller's new book should be made widely known .”

Church Sunday School Magazine.

"These are , as might be expected from the writer, thoughtful and prac.

tical articles. The title of the work does not do justice to its very

interesting contents. This is quite a book for busy people who can only

find time to read short articles."

JUST PUBLISHED.

Price ONE PENNY . 12 Copies, post free, ls.

By ROBERT BROWN,

Author of Outlines of Prophetic Truth,”..“ The Hidden Mystery , "

" Babylonianism ," " Jesuitism , " &c .

" A more valuable little tract, or one more suitable to the present times ,

has seldom come under our notice, and we gladly commend it to the

perusal of our friends. " - English Churchman ,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

THE HARVEST OFTHE CITY, and the
Workers of To-day. By PEARL FISHER. With Introduc

tion by H, SINCLAIR PATERSON, M.D. Crown 8vo, cloth,

38. 6d .

" This attractivelý got -up volume contains a series of graphic sketches of

some of toe evange.istic and pbilanthropic agencies which are exerting so

much influence for good in the midst of theignorant, the sick, the sorrow

ing, the crime-bestained, thedepraved , the indigent,and the ragged of

London. The descriptions of Ragged school work are given with afidelity

and sympathy that could not beotherwisethan gratifying to us , The book

isworthy of a wide circulation ." .- Ragged School Record ,

** Readers of the book, and we trust it may have many, will be well in

structed as to what isbeing donefor the poor and needy by some of the

best known' Workers ofTo-day ; 'they will also , we trust, gain a quickened

sense of the responsibility thatrests on all who love the Lord to holp on

such practical endeavours for the salvation and elevation of their fellows. "

- The Christian .

LONDON :

JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O,

Price 38. od., post free.

LONDON :

JOHN F. SHAW & 10., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E.C.
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MEETINGS.

The Religious Tract Society's THEAT
RICAL MISSIO

N

INSTITUTE.
EIGHTY -SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY.

THE PUBLIC MEETING

WILL BE HELD

On FRIDAY EVENING, MAY 7th , 1886 ,

at EXETER HALL .

THE ANNUAL MEETINGS

WILL (D.v.) TAKE PLACE AT

Macready House, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

ON

TUESDAY, MAY 18th, at 3.30 and 7 p.m.

The Chair will be taken at Seven o'clock by

SAMUEL MORLEY, Esq.

Among the speakers will be

The RightHon . and Right Rev. TheLORD BIBHOP OF LONDON .

Rev. WILLIAM CUFF, Shoreditch Tabernacle .

Rev. Dr. MURPHY, Crouch Hill Presbyterian Church ,

Ven . Archdeacon RICHARDSON , Christ Church , Camberwell.

A Choir of 600 School Children will sing from 6.80 and during the

Evening, under the direction of Mr. JOSEPH PROUDMAN, ,

Doors open at Six o'clock . Tickets for seats , which will be reserved until

6.45 , may be bad on application to the Secretaries, 56, Paternoster Row ,

London ; or at the various places of worship throughout th, Metropolis.

The Chair will be taken in the afternoon by

THE RIGHT HON. LORD ROBERT MONTAGUE

SPEAKERS :-Ven . ARCHDEACON RICHARDSON , Mrs. BAXTER,

Rev. Dr. WHITTEMORE, HOWARD WILLIAMS, Esq ., and

COURTHOPE TODD, Esq.The ANNIVERSARY SERMONS will be preached as follows:

On Friday, May 21st , at 1.15 p.m. , by Rev. NEVILE SHERBROOKE, of

Portmao Chapel, Baker Street, in St. Mary Aldermary , Queen Victoria

Street ,

Aod on Sunday Morning ,May 30th, at ll o'clock, in Horbury Chapel,

Notting Hill, by the Rev.SAMUEL G. GREEN, D.D.

The MISSES BEAUCHAMP bave kindly consented to sing.

The Theatrical children will assist at the sale of Work between

the two Meetings.The MISSIONARYBREAKFAST will be held in Cannon Street

Hotel, on Tuesday, May 18th , at 9a.m.,underthePresidency of FRANK A.

Beyax , Esq . Tickets, Half-a -Crown each , may be had of theSecretaries.

LEWIS BORRETT WHITE,

BAMUEL G. GREEN , D.D.
Secretaries.

D.D. At 7 pim . there will be a PUBLIC CONFERENCE for Workers

and Friends interested in our Mission , for which further

particulars of speakers, &c . , will be published in next issue .
Christians are cordially iovited to the Meetings of the

MISSION TO THE KABYLES and OTHER

BERBER RACES OF NORTH AFRICA,

to be held (D.V. ) on

MONDAY, May 10th , at 3.30 and 7.30 p.m. ,

in the

CONFERENCE HALL , ECCLESTON STREET, S.W.

(near Victoria Station) .

Speakers - DONALD MATHESON , Esq . ( in the Chair ), R. C.MORGAN, Esq. ,

W. HIND Suitu, Esq ., General HAIG, PERICLES GREEN , Esq . , and others.

Information about the Mission can be obtained from thequarterly paper,

North Africa, or from the Hon . Secretary , 2 !, Linton Road , Barking , E.

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION

OF THE GOSPEL AMONG THE JEWS.

96, GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY.

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR EDUCATION

SOCIETY FOR INDIA.

THE ANNUAL MEETING will be held on

Monday, May 10th ,

In Willis's Rooms, St. James's Square .

Speakers : -- Rev . Gilbert Karney, M.A., J. Elphinston , Esq., J. Murdoch

Esq ., LL.D., and J. S. Haig, Esq.

The Right Hon . the EARL of NORTHBROOK , G.C.S.I. ,
will take the Chair at 3 o'clock .

THE FORTY - THIRD ANNIVERSARY

will (D.V.) be held on

TUESDAY EVENING, May the 11th , 1886, in

EXETER (LOWER) HALL, STRAND .

The Chair will be taken by

JAMES E. MATHIESON , ESQ. ,

at Half-past six o'clock precisely.

The Revs . Dr. MacEwan , Dr. Sinclair Paterson, W.J. Brown.J. Douglas,

M.A., F. Hastings, P. J. Turquand, Frank White,and Horace Newton ;

Mr. Aaron Sternberg (one of the Society's Missionaries), and Dr. Rossvally ,

from America, will address the Meeting .

THE ANNIVERSARY MEETINGS

DEEPENING OF SPIRITUAL LIFE.

Convention at the Rink Hall
, Black heath .

OF THE SOCIETY FOR

IRISH CHURCH MISSIONS

MAY 25th, 26th & 27th , 11 to 1 , 3.30 to 4.30, 7.30 to 9 .

MR . H. F. BOWKER will preside.

Rev. Dr. ELDER CUMMING , Rev. J. B. FIGGI8, Rev. E. W.MOORE,

Rev. C. A. FOX, Rev. EVAN H. HOPKIN8, Rev. W. WEBB PEPLOE,

and others will (D.V.) take part.

Further information will be given by

E. P.;LE EES,REA:Poatkoro elk Road, Lee, } Hon: Sees.

JAMES'S HALL,
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away." This rule may, we think, be fairly applied

in determining the relative importance of earthly and

heavenly knowledge. No one would venture for a

moment to contradict God . Yet this is really what

we do when we question , or refuse to receive, any

revelation which He has been pleased to make. Our

action in so doing is both injurious to ourselves and

insulting to Him.

IN

FAITH OR FEEBLENESS ?

N the preface to the fourth edition of his invaluable

DOUBT OR DOGMATISM ?

WHEN

THEN the history of our time comes to be

written it will certainly not be described as an

age of faith. Opinions on many subjects are common

enough, convictions are exceedingly rare . Conse

quently there is little steadfastness and less consis

tency. In politics or science , however much we may

deplore changes , they can often be defended by the

plea of fuller or more accurate information . When

the human mind has to formulate a creed from such

materials as it can itself furnish , it is in most cases

impossible to reach a certainty which thereafter can

refuse to be questioned. At best the belief is cherished

only so long as it is able to give a reasonable account

of itself.

It is evident, however, that truth divinely revealed

commands alike the intellect, the conscience , and the

heart . If there be such a revelation , it judges all men,

and is judged of none. Yet, singularly enough , there

are many who formally admit the inspiration of

Scripture, and , nevertheless, continue to refuse the

acknowledgment of its authoritative decisions .

They write and speak as if the statements contained

in the Bible do not close controversy , and they even

venture to propose othersolutions of the problems which

it professes once for all to have solved . Although the

declarations of Scripture are clear and complete, doubt

and uncertainty are asserted to be reasonable ; or it

is argued that dogmatism , which is only another name

for certainty, is unworthy , if not unfair. Surely when

God has spoken , and we apprehend the meaning of

His words , our conviction of the truth contained in

His statements cannot be too strong. Let us hold

with a loose hand all the knowledge we gain by our

own gropings ; our grasp of the information conveyed

by Heaven to earth cannot be too firm nor can our

hold be too tenacious . “ We know in part, and we

prophesy in part. But when that which is perfect is

come then that which is in part shall be done

book on The Gospel and its Ministry, just published ,

Dr. Anderson writes on this subject with unusual

terseness and firmness. He says, and says truly

“ In these days men have left off faith . The spirit of

" the martyrs is not in them . Opinions have taken the

“ place of convictions ; and the result is a liberality

" which is the offspring not of humility and love, but

" of indifference and doubt . Opinions are our own, and

“ should not be too firmly held . Truth is Divine, and

“ is worth living for and dying for ..... God has

“ given us a revelation, and while doubt still lingers

round innumerable questions on which we crave

“ knowledge, Divine certainty is our privilege in respect

" of all things that pertain to life and godliness. '

Christianity has not to do with opinions.

" It is founded on established facts and Divine truth ;

" and faith based thereon is the heritage ofthe Church.

“ Her martyrs knew the power of faith . The truth

they died for was not the general sense of Scripture

"corrected in the light of reason and conscience ,' and

"thus reduced to the pulp-like consistency of modern

" theology. In the solitude of the dungeon, or amidst

“ the agonies of the rack, they calmly rested on the

“ Word of God, and even when assured that all others

" had recanted they could stand firmly against both

“ the world and the Church . Faith, which makes the

“ unseen a present reality , brought all heaven into

" their hearts, and refusing to accept deliverance, they

" braved death in every form .

" We are not called upon to wear the martyr's

crown , but it is ours to share the martyr's faith. We

“ can have no toleration for the veiled scepticism

" which is passing forChristianity to -day. Agnosticism

“ is Greek for ignorance, and ignorance is both shame

" ful and sinful in presence of a Divine revelation .

“ The Christian is not ignorant ; neither is he in

" doubt. We do not think this or that ; WO KNOW.

" . Weknow that the Son of God is come . ' " We know

is that He was manifested to take away our eins. '

16. We know that we have passed from death

" unto life, ' . We know that if our earthly house
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" were dissolved we have a building of God, eternal in 1 " Christ 's spirit, but was flattering our vanity the

" the heavens.' We know that when He shall " best way to bring us to it ? There was once a

" appear we shall be like Him . We know that He " sternness in the English character, & hatred of

“ is able to keep that which we have committed to " insincerities and halfsincerities, a contempt for

“ Him against that day.” “ humbug of all sorts and degrees. Where is it now ?

- If speech of this sort were more common among “ Extinct ? or only sleeping, and by and by to

Christian men the cause of truth would be better “ awake ? "

served. By all means let us be extremely modest, Wefear, if these questionswere honestly answered ,

and even speak with bated breath when we venture the extinction of this ancient sternness would have to

to advance theories or expound opinions of our own ; be admitted so far as the Anglican priesthood are

but when we speak the truth of God all such modesty concerned. There is a self-complacency and assump

ismockery, and hesitancy of speech is an insult to Him tion among the foolish priestlings who ape Rome,

whose message webear. Where there is uncertainty which is what medical writers call pathognomic . In

there is reason for cautiousness, and dogmatism is plainer language, the modern ecclesiastical disease has

offensive. When God Himself endorses the facts this character of self-conceit singularly peculiar to

and commands our faith there is no excuse for feeble itself and distinguishing it broadly from others. We

ness , and the force of our conviction should find met a very good example of it in a little manual of

utterance in the fearless firmness of our confession . Church history, where the writer, when he came to

The tentative timidity with which many preachers | parrate the events of the sixteenth century, naïvely

handle the strongest sayings of God is disgraceful said , “ At this time the Church of Romeseceded from

and demoralizing. They encourage doubt, even if | the Church of England .” It would not be easy to

they do not teach it. They seem often to be thread | excel the magnificence of such conceit as this !

ing their way through a fog from which they never On another occasion Mr. Froude, speaking of the

hope to emerge. If their own minds are thus en guests he met at a dinner party in the neighbourhood

clouded and helpless, they should give place to others of Sydney, says : “ The person whom I liked best

who are able to move with a free step in the clear “ was Lady Allen's father, a beautiful old clergyman

air of Heaven. If from choice they choose to live
“ of eighty -two, who told me that he had read all my

among the swamps and feps,there is no excuse for
“ books, that he disapproved deeply of much that he

their petulant and persistent endeavours to drag all " had found in them , but that he had formed not

their hearers into the same gloomy region. Teachers " withstanding a sort of regard for the writer. He

of truth ought to live on the serene heights , and to
“ followed me into the ball when we went away, and

allure their scholars there by the bright visions of “ gave me his blessing. Few gifts have ever been

truth they behold and declare. Faith gives fibre to " bestowed on me in tbis world which I have valued

human hearts ,while uncertainty degenerates them by ofmore."

atrophy and doubt paralyzes them .
Of no man whom he met during his wanderings

doesMr.Froude speak more highly than of Sir George

FROUDE'S “ OCEANA." Grey. He writes : “ Twenty-five years ago he was

TE have read with much interest Mr. J. A . “ governor at the Cape, and is , I believe, the only

V Froude's keen and far-sighted observations of “ person that ever held that trying position who won

" Greater Britain ." We have followed him to the “ the hearts of all classes there - English , Dutch ,

Cape, to Australia , and to New Zealand,and we have " and coloured equally. ' Send us back Sir George

relished greatly his suggestive comments on men and “ Grey,' was the cry of the whole of them when I was

things. We confess, however, to some surprise at a “ there. " Send us back Sir George Grey. He under

certain undertone of respect for reality in religion , " stands us. He will set us right ?"

which persists in making itself audible throughout Concerning this ex-governorof New Zealand ,whom

Oceana . Mr. Froude is not generally credited with the Maoris call their “ white father,” Mr. Froude

any strong theological belief, yet, apparently , he writes: " A simple but genuine evangelical piety

values it in others, and has a somewhat pronounced " controlled the issues of all his speculations. He

contempt for anything approaching affectation or “ believes absolutely in Providence ; he has a fixed con

uncertainty. He writes thus of a church to which “ viction thatthe Lord of all the earth will do right.”

he went on a certain Sunday during his stay in Mel | Perhaps, however, another extract,which we ven .

bourne : “ It was a church of the most modern | ture to give from Oceana is more suggestive still.

“ English type, ornamental, ritualistic , chorister | During the voyage from New Zealand to the Sandwich

“ boys in surplices corresponding to the home pattern. Islands Mr. Froude listened to a sermon from “ a

" . . . . an intoned liturgy, and a somewhatambitious young Dissenter of metaphysical tendencies," who,

" sermon on the English race and its destinies. We being over-ambitious, he tells us, blundered into an

" were to regard ourselves as the salt of the earth ancient heresy . Commenting on this, Mr. Froude

" as a nation chosen above all the rest to represent makes these shrewd and significant reflections:

" the spirit of Christ. It was good to tell us to exhibit · Everyone nowadays goes in for amateur philosophy
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thining which con the tracell

“ or for amateur Catholic ritualism ; but it is curious

" to see that they are all for toleration , and seem to

" think that we all mean the same thing though we

“ say exactly the opposite.
BY FRANK H , WHITE.

" Oh for one hour of blind old Dandolo ," I some- IMHERE is one Scripture impressed very much on

“ times am inclined to cry. Oh for the hard voice of T my mind. It is that word addressed by the

“ the uncompromising Genevan, who knew , at least ,
Apostle Paul to his son in the faith , “ I suffer trouble ,

“ that lies were not truth , and that if taken into the
as an evil-doer, even unto bonds ; but the Word of

God is not bound .” And another Scripture is , “ The
“ soul they worked like poison there. The Genevans Scripture cannot be broken." . .

" are extinct as the dodo, and the moa . Tolerance Thus there are two things which cannot happen

“ means at bottom that no one knows anything to the Word of God. It cannot be broken , and it

“ about the matter, and that one opinion is as good cannot be bound. The Lord Jesus Christ says it

“ as another. Is there nothing which can be surely
cannot be broken , the Apostle Paul says it cannot be

bound . Paul himself was bound , the Word of God
“ known ? Is it true, for instance, that on the track was not. It can neither be broken nor bound.

“ of all evil deeds there follow avenging hell It is both firm and free. As Chrysostom says, “ The

" hounds from which there is no escape ' ? If such teacher was bound, and the Word flew abroad ; he

" hounds there be, it is dangerous to leave their inhabited his prison , and the Word ran all over the

“ existence an open question for fools to doubt about.
world .” Men can burn the Book of God, but they

“ One opinion on that subject is clearly not so good as
cannot bind the Word itself. Rome has burned the

Scriptures over and over again , and that but very

" another, and we may recollect, to our advantage, recently, and is prepared to do so again , whenever

" how wise men have thought about it in other and wherever she has the power. In proof of this

" days." let me refer you to an extract, which appears this

It is high time preachers of the Gospel were taking
week in a Christian paper, from a Roman Catholic

heed to their ways, when an historian, who is not
periodical, entitled La Bandera Catolica (“ The Catho

lic Banner ' ) , printed in Barcelona, and bearing the
recognised as a severe theological critic, rates them date of July 29th , 1883. It refers to the burning of

so sharply . Either there is a system of theological a large number of Gospels by order of the Govern

truth taught in the Bible , or there is not. If there ment in Barcelona. This is what it says, “ Thank

be such a system , theologians had better discover it, God we have turned towards the times when hereti

and stand by it ; if there be none, there is no further
cal doctrines were persecuted as they should be, and
when those who propagated them were punished

use for theologians. with exemplary punishment. Catholic Barcelona, the

Our modern Rationalists,who are doing their best country of St. Eudalia , and of blessed Oriol, had the

to discredit Scripture, do not seem to know that they very great pleasure of witnessing an · Auto da Fe'

are sawing off the branch on which they are perched . in the last part of this nineteenth century , on the

For so soon as they induce congregations to believe
25th inst., the festival of the Apostle James, as in the

Custom House yard of this city one of the most

that the Bible they profess to expound is not an glorious traditions of the Catholic religion was carried

inspired revelation, present interest in it must inevit out by the burning of Protestant books, destined to

ably cease, and at no distant date congregations will pervert the tender hearts of our children, . . , . ;

refuse to assemble for the purpose of studying a There is but a step between this event which we now

volume which then shall be thought to have no more
record and the setting up of the Holy Inquisition , . . . . .

than a common human authority.

What we now want is the goodwill and united efforts

of pure and true Catholics, . . . . , The re-establish .

ment of the Holy Tribunal of the Inquisition must

soon take place. Its reign will bemore glorious and

Notes for Bible Reading.
fruitful in results than in the past, and thenumber of

A Prayer-Study.
those who will be called to suffer under itwill far exceed

thenumber of the past. . . . . . Our Catholic heart over

HTTNDER His wings” -- trusting . Ruth ii. 12

“ Under His shadow in

flows with enthusiasm , and the immense joy which we

resting . .

experience as we begin to reap the fruit of our present
. Song of Solomon ii. 3.

" At His feet ” - learning . . Luke x . 39 .
campaign exceeds all imagination. What a day of

" On His bosom " - leaning . . John xiii. 23 .
pleasure will thatbe for us when we seo Freemasons,

“ Into His chambere ” - brought . Song of Solomon . 4 . Spiritualists , Freethinkers, and anti-clericals writhing

His banner - love.
in the flames of the Inquisition ! ” Then follow some

His fruit - - sweet. horrible statistics of those who have suffered under

His hands-- supporting, holding. “ the holy tribunal ” from the year 1481 to 1808 ,

His voice - cheering. when this venerable institution was abolished . AC

His presence - comforting.

Himself — “ altogether lovely ."

cording to their own showing, no less than thirty

u 1. the chief of sinners, need the chief of Saviours. Jesus,

five thousand five hundred and thirty -four men and

the chief of Saviours, sufficient for the chief of sinners."
women were burned to death “ under theministry of

Stuart.
forty- five holy ” (diabolical) “ inquisitor-generals ."

" O precious blood ! Lord, let it rest on me ! Romeburns the Bible as she fain would burn those

I ask not only pardon from my King , who love and read it : Rome cherishes unchanged
But cleansing from my Priest. - I come to Thee ,

Just as I cameat first - a sinful, helpless thing."
and unmitigated enmity towards the truth and Word

Rev. C . G . BASKERVILLE. ofGod,
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Yet the Word of God is not bound. It may be clearer it burneth . It is the corn of the Lord's field ,

bruised , sorely wounded even in the house of its the more you grind it the more it yieldeth . It is the

friends, but who can bind it ? Romeburns it, others bread ofGod ; themore it is broken and given forth

build over it. It can be built over with the command themore there remaineth .” Other books soon have

ments of men , bedaubed with vile corruptions, but it their day, but not so the Bible. It endureth. Of

cannot be broken or bound. Whynot ? Because it very thousand books that are published , 650 are

has certain characteristics which make this impos. forgotted by the end of the year, and only fifty survive

sible . Some of these I will mention. seven years of publicity . But the Word of the Lord

1. Consider its DIVINITY. It is the Word of God. endureth for ever.

God Himself is its sole Author. It bears on its every 6 . The last characteristic I would mention is

page the stamp of inspiration. This is its true glory. | FINALITY.. The Canon is closed . The Book is com

In this it is distinguished from all other books, oven plete. No addition ; no alteration ; no erasure. “ It

the very best. Such at the best are but the words of is written ." God has no afterthoughts. He is not a

man . What are all other books to this Book ? man . What Hehas written, He has written . “ Con

" What is the chaff to the wheat ? " saith the Lord . cerning Thy testimonies, I have known of old , Thou

“ There are many books," says old John Newton , hast founded them for ever.” There is a solemn warn

" which are like halfpence, a great quantity goes to a ing in the end of this Book against those who would

small amount ; there are silver books and there are add to or take from its words. Yet men dare to do

a very few golden books ; but I have one Book worth even this. What will not vain man dare to do, if

them all, called the Bible." they will wilfully tamper with the very Word ofGod ?

It is not enough to say the Bible is inspired - many When the Church of Rome could no longer keep back

admit that ; while behind all their talk they mean the Scriptures from the people , she , with her usual

nothing. This Book is inspired notmerely as Milton , cunning, gave them an altered Bible , which , indeed,

Shakespeare, and Homer were, but in a sense beyond is no Bible at all. How inexpressibly sad that good

and apart from them all. It is inspired as no other men should be a party in any way to its distribution !

book is, inspired every word of it as well as every One word more and I have done. This blessed

truth it contains - byGod Himself. And this it is gives Book , which can neither be broken nor bound , we

the true Divinity to the Word ofGod. I believe, that have. God Himself has put it into our hands :what

is to say, in the plenary inspiration of the Word of shall we do with it ? While Rome hates it and the

God. I was reading the other day these noble words world at large holds it in contempt, let us honour it.

of Bishop Ryle : After preaching in Boston a few months since, the

“ I feel no hesitation in avowing that I believe in pastor of the church remarked at the close , “ Brotber

the plenary inspiration of every word of the original White, you are like all Englishmen and Scotcbmen ,

text of Holy Scripture. I hold , not only that the you hug the Word .” Even so , this would we do

Bible contains the Word of God, but that every jot more and more. Dear friends, let us " hug the Word '

of it was written or brought together by Divine in closer and closer. It warmsand comforts our hearts.

spiration , and is the Word of God .” In all its fulness Let us not, however, forget our respon sibility to hold

it is to be received and held . The writers of the it forth , and to help forward by our prayers, our

Sacred Book were not only inspired as to the matter, money, and our lifelong endeavours, its world -wide

but also as to the choice of words they used . Oh , | circulation . Amen and Amen.

let us hold fast at all costs to the verbal inspiration ,

the Divinity of the Scriptures !

2 . And this Divinity involves INFALLIBILITY, i.e.,

freedom from error. Weare liable to err , wemay err “ Remarkable" Answers to Prayer.
greatly in our interpretations of it, but the Word

itself cannot err. “ The law of the Lord is perfect,''
BY EMILY HUNTINGTON MILLER.

asare His works. Can we find any flaw in the works
TN one of our American contemporaries just to hand we

I find the following striking, though homely, setting of an
ofGod ? Can we improve upon the sun , or themoon ,

important truth - too apt to be forgotten . We believe

or the stars ? Yet has Hemagnified His Word above our readers will be interested in its reproduction in our

all His name.
pages :

3. Further, this Divinity and Infallibility involve The deacon had been reading aloud an article on “ Remark

CERTAINTY. It is a sure Word . The sayings of this able Answers to Prayer, and now he paused , laid the book

Book are faithful ; nay, are true and righteous alto .
carefully on his knee, and took out his big bandanna to polish

gether. His Word is truth, the whole truth , and
the spectacles that had somehow become blurred before he

finished that last narration ,
nothing but the truth . The Scriptures cannot be

" I declare, Hitty , it does seem like getting back to the
broken . days of miracles to read of such wonderful answers to prayer

4 . Still further, there is involved Purity. The com coming to folks,”

mandments of the Lord are pure, enlightening the “ Yes," said Aunt Hitty, slowly, “ but I was thinking,

eyes. The fear of the Lord is clean , enduring for after all, it wasn't the answers thatwere remarkable so much

ever. Human tradition , however ancient, is a muddy as the prayers."

stream at the best. The Word ofGod may be likened
“ Well, I don ' know ; most of the prayers ain 't specified ,

but them that be 'pear to be just simple, plain sort of

to that river that went out from Eden " to water the askin '."

garden , or, rather, like that other river, the river of “ That's just it, Daniel ; plain asking has gone out of

the water of life, “ bright as crystal,” that proceedeth fashion , and that's the main reason why it seems so remark

out of the throne of God and of the Lamb. “ Thy able to us when people ask for anything and get it. Why,

Word is very pure ; therefore Thy servant loveth it." the Lord Jesus Himself set us the example of comparing our

5 . Another characteristic is its INFINITY. The
Heavenly Father to ourselves, and trying to find out how we

Word of God is exhaustless. “ The more," says
would act toward our children if we were in His place --only

He warned us to make allowance for our being evil ; I sup
Bishop Jewel, “ you lave it forth the fresher it runs.

pose that means cross, and selfish , and unreasonable, as we

It is the fire ofGod 's glory ; the more you blow it the all are sometimes. Now , I leave it to you, Daniel, to say
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what you'd think if you should read such things as this in andour effortdirected, and expect it willbe so.

When we

the paper : - , come to the end of our wisdom we can ask for more with

« Remarkable instance of a father's generosity: Judge perfect confidence, and when we actually come to the place

Whitaker yesterday received a letter from his daughter, where we cannot take another step forward, we can stand

informinghim that she and her family were in great distress still and see the salvation of God. That's about the way it

owing tothe recent floods in Missouri, and asking for money
looks to me."

to relieve their immediate wants. The father sent the money " That's according to Scripter , Hitty. It's working out

at once, with assurances of his love. This remarkable case your own salvation by means of God working in you to will

je attested by credible witnesses .'
and to do. That's a very instructive book , though, and, after

“ Or how would this sound ?' all , ` tis remarkable that the Lord should ever have said , “ Ask

" ' Remarkable response to a son's appeal. The young son what ye will , and it shall be done unto you . '

of Senator Dart having been taken ill on the Continent, and « « Behold ,' ” said Aunt Hitty, softly, “ " what manner of

being entirely out of funds, and among strangers, drew upon love the Father hath bestowed upon us, that we should be

his father by telegraph , as he had been previously instructed called the sons of God .' ' He that spared not His own Son ,

to do in case of any emergency. Wonderful as it may seem , but delivered Him up for us all , how shall He not with Him

his father honoured the draft at once to its full amount.' ” also freely give us all things ? ' ”

The Deacon chuckled a little in a protesting fashion, as if

afraià to fully commit himself to a laugh, lest it might not

be quite compatible with proper reverence.

"Well, well, Hitty, that does sound sort of ridiculous, but

I don' know as we can expect to bring spiritooal things Seeing with One Eye .

down to a level with business transactions. You see, it MONG my friends and acquaintances there is a missionary

makes a difference that we none of us have any claim on the of a city mission and tract society who is remarkable

Lord ; it's all free grace on His part, whether He gives us
for his skill and tact in dealing with individual cases . At

anything; we don't deserve the least of all His mercies . " one time a Christian master of a large carpenter's shop

* Doesn't seem to me, Daniel, it's a question of deserving ; sought his services in behalf of his foreman .

it's a questionof what the Lord has promised, and whether "He is profane, a scoffer,and a sceptic,” he said . “ I cannot

He's goingto keep His word. There are the promises, and I do anything with him, and I cannot get along without

don't see how they could be any broader or any more him, he is such an excellent workman ."

positive. Why, just let me read you some. ' The missionary promised to see what he could do. Fre

Aunt Hitty took up the Bible, that opened of its own quently he visited the shop, speaking to one and another of

accord to John , and read :
the journeymen, but sedulously avoiding the foreman, until

“ ' If ye shall ask anything in My name, I will do it. ' his curiosity was thoroughly aroused. At last the oppor

• Whatsoever ye shall ask the Father in My name He will tunity waited for came. Seeing the foreman squinting

give it you. ' Ask and ye shall receive, that your joy may along, a board to see if it was straight, the skill and tact of

be full. "
the missionary seized upon the occasion. Stepping up to the

“But, Hitty, the Lord was speaking of spiritual bless workman, he said , “Now is it not strange that a man with

ings, then two good eyes can see better with one ? ”

* I don't feel at all sure of that, father. I reckon the With a hearty laugh, the foreman answered , “ Well, I

Lord knew they were going to be about as poor as men never thought of that, but it is true sometimes."

could be, and He put their souls and bodies. both into Yes, it is true ; and that reminds me of a verse in the

une promise. And He sure was talking about clothes Bible, ' If chine eye be ingle, thy whole body shall be full

and daily bread when He told them not even to have an of light ; but if thine eye be evil, thy whole body shall be

anxious thought about such matters ; to be satisfied that full of darkness.' I guess you had better think of that ; ”

your Father knoweth that you have such needs ought to and the missionary left him .

satisfy you that He will supply them . And isn't that what However, the wedge was in , the workman's respect was

Paul says ? ' Be careful for nothing, but in everything' won , and his mind set to thinking. As he said afterwards,

Pierything, you hear, Daniel— ' with prayer and supplication, he could never run his eye along a board without the words

let your requests be made known unto God .' ” coming to mind , and an inquiry as to their meaning. Slowly

The Deacon nodded , but appeared a trifle annoyed ; his and patiently the missionary followed up his advantage ,

wife seemed to be assuming either that he was an unbeliever, until at last the heart yielded, and the scoffer became a

or ignorant of the promises. humble but zealous follower of Christ. The last I heard of

"Yes, yes, it's all there ; I know 'em by heart, and him, some years ago, he was a faithful steward in a church

dozens more ." and superintendent of the Sunday school.

“ Well, then, if we know 'em, and if we believe the Lord

seally meant 'em , doesn't it sound sort of dishonouring for Good News from Marseilles. - New and excellent

us to talk about it's being a remarkable thing for Him to premises have just been secured, on a four year's lease, on the

keep His word ? Looks as if we hadn't really expected Him quay, for the work amongst sailors of all nationalities, under

the direction of our brother, Mr. C. F. Faithfull . He is at present

“ Does so, Hitty . I suppose if you come right down to in England withthe view of enlisting the practical sympathy

taking the bare promises, the way children do, there couldn't of the friends of sailors in raising the sum of six hundred

be such a thing as a remarkable answer to prayer ; we should
pounds. A considerable part of this is required immediately

know that all our prayers were answered. There's that case
for rent and necessary alterations of removal to the new

of the man that got money in a letter from England the very
premises. All communications may be addressed to our care,

Editor Word and Work, 48, Paternoster Row, E.C.
day he went to the Lord in such distress about his note

Southsea Conference . - Owing to illness, Mr. Thwaites

coming due. That's pretty much like young Willis Dart
has been obliged to give up Newport, Isle of Wight, Conference

drawing on his father. Of course , when he'd told him to this year. He urgeshis friends to unite in the Southsea Confer

draw , he'd take care there was something to meet thedraft ; ence to be held May 18th, 19th, and 20th , In his letter, Rev. F.

and the Lord not only told his child to draw on Him ,but He Baldey, St. Simon's , Southsea, says :-Our subjects will be The

knew just when he was going to do it, so he had plentyof " Life,theWalk,and the VictoryofFaith. " Tuesday,May 18th ,

time to get the money over. The thing that kindof stumbles “ The Life of Faith , & Manifestation of the Life of the Lord Jesus

me is to know how far we ought to leave things to the Christ.” Wednesday, May 19th, " The Walk of Faith, a Mani

Lord ,” festation of the Walk(disposition, character,service) of the

“ Seems to me that's pretty clear, Daniel. I always think Lord Jesus Christ.” Thursday, May 20th , " The Victory of

the Bible doctrine is, ' Do your best, but don't worry. Your
Faith , A Manifestation of the Victory of the Lord Jesus Christ."

Father will either direct and bless your effort, or He will find

My design in proposing these subject is that which the Rev. W.

Romaine proposed to himself when he prepared his treatise on
some betterway andbring about everything that is best for

the Life of Faith, viz. :—" to display the glory and all-sufficiency

you. ' So it leaves us to do all we can, with all the wisdom we of the Lord Jesus Christ, and to encourage weak believers to

have, without any worry or anxiety about the way things are glorify Him more , by depending and living more upon His all

coming out. We can ask to haveour judgment enlightened sufficiency ."

to ."
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Unity and Prosperity.

MANI have been perplexedtoknow what was meant by

tosignify “ light and perfection. But it may be asked

What constitutes the light and the perfection ? Simply the

whole of the twelve stones, with the names of the twelve

tribes of Israel, that were put into the breastplate that was

worn by the high priest (Exod. xxviii . 30, and Lev. viii .

8) . The complete tribes of Israel in the breastplate were

the Urim and the Thummim .

The priesthood was not complete without the Urim and

the Thummim . When Israel returned from Babylon, the

governor would not allow the priests to “ eat of the most

holy things till therestood up a priest with Urim and

Thummim” (Ezra ii . 63, and Neh. vii. 65 ) .

The breastplate was of no value in the eyes of God without

each one of the tribes written therein . If one of the twelve

tribes had been left out there would have been no true

" light and perfection .” However any one of the tribes

might have been hatedby the other tribes, the high priest

dare not appear before God without the name of the tribe in

the breastplate, for the twelve united in the breastplate were

the Urim and Thummim.

The Tabernacle, and all that was within and connected

with it, were “ patterns of things in the heavens ” (Heb . ix .

23 ) . The twelve stones, with the names of the twelve

tribes of Israel that were put into the breastplate, show that

Jesus, our Great High Priest, has the names of all His

disciples on His heart : not one is wanting. He knows each ,

He loves each ; neither would He be complete without every

member of His body (Eph. i. 18 and 23).

As disciples of Christ, we have fellowship with Him , even

n His priestly character in this particular, that, as He is

before God with each and all of His saints upon His

heart, so should we be. We are taught to pray, “Our

Father," and to ask for each of His children what we ask

for ourselves. We are exhorted to " put on the breastplate

of faith and love ” ( 1 Thess. v. 8). We should believe that

the Church of God is complete in all the members, that not

one will be left out ; and we should love every one, and pray

for every one, and for all . We are not to have faith merely

for ourselves, or only for one party or section of the Church,

but for all the members of whatever nation or denomina

tion . The twelve tribes were very diversified , but they

were all in the breastplate : here is unity without uni

formity.

As the Father, the Son, and the Spirit are one, so God

and His saints are one ( John xvii. 21). “ For as the body is

one, and hath many members, and all the members of that

one body, being many, areone body, so also is Christ. For

by one Spirit we are all baptized into one body” ( 1 Cor.

xii . 12 ). God has united us to each other in Christ, and we

should devoutly cherish unity with each and with all, love

all, and pray for all ; and we do, if we have true light and

perfection. Those are wanting in light and lack perfection

who exclude any member of Christ's body from their faith

and love.

We are longing for a gracious revival, for increase, for pros

perity. Thiswill come when we are in unity ( Psa. cxxxiii.).

When we are all one in faith and love, believing as God's

saints should, and loving as God's saints should , then will

come abundance of peace and true prosperity. We should

own but one Head - our Lord Jesus Christ — and allow nothing

to shut out our love from any member of the body of Christ;

and we should heartily pray for each and for all the children

ofGod,aswepray for ourselves.

The desire for uniformity is carnal. Thereis no uniformity

in the visible heavens, nor in any of God's works on the

earth, and yet there is beautiful harmony and unity in all.

The variety in the flowers and shrubs and landscapes is

pleasant to the eye, and the diversity of fruit and provision

is most agreeable and profitable forfood.

Let us all ardently cherish faith and love , and resist

the human cry for uniformity, which only tends to mar

unity and prosperity.

GEORGE KELSEY .

Mildmay Midsummer Conference

June 23rd, 24th , and 25th , 1886 .

BELOVED CHRISTIAN FRIENDS,--The Mildmay Conference

will (God willing) take place on June 23rd , 24th , and 25th , and

it is our privilege to invite you to be with us on that occasion .

A subject , one always of geop importance, but the considera

tion of which seems to be specially demanded at the present

time , has been selected - " The Believer's Separation unto God . "

An examination of the various divisions of that subject, as

shown in the accompanying paper, and of the Scriptures

quoted, will indicate the line of thought which we believe it

will be eminently profitable, with the blessing of God, to follow ,

and we desire most earnestly to ask your prayerful attention to

the different aspects of the subject , as there set forth .

" BEYE SEPARATE."

The Believer's Separation dinto God .

I .-- By the Will of God .

" The people shall dwell alone.” - Vum . xxiii . 9 .

“ 1, the Lord , have severed you from other people that ye should
be Mige ." - Lev, xx. 26 .

“ Ye shall make no league with the inhabitants of this land ."

Judges ii . 2 .

" For thou art an holy poopie unto the Lord thy God ; the Lord thy God

hath chosen thee to be a special people nato Himself ." - Deut.
vii . 6 .

“ Wherefore come out from among them , and be ye separate , saith the

Lord." --2 Cor. vi . 17 .

" Be not conformed to this world . "--Rom . xii . 2 .

II.-By the Death of Christ .

“ He gave Himself for our sins, that He might deliver us from this present

evil world .” - Gal. i . 4 .

" That He might purify unto Himself a peculiar people.” — Tit . ii . 14 .

“ That they which live should not henceforth live unto themselves, but

unto Him. "-2 Cor. v. 15 .

" Unto Him that loved us , and washed us from our sins in His own

blood , and hath made us kings and priests."' - Rev.i . 5, 6.

“ Ye are not your own. For ye are bought with a price ." - 1 Cor . ri .

19 , 20 ,

" Ye are Christ's . "-1 Cor. iii . 23 .

III.-By the Power of the Holy Ghost.

“Ye are the temple of God.”—1 Cor. iii . 16 .

“ The temple of the Holy Ghost . " - 1 Cor. vi. 19 .

“ And the Spirit ofGod dwelleth in you ." - 1 Cor. iii . 16.

" The anointing oil of the Lord is upon you." -Lev. x . 7 .
" Anunction from the Holy One ." -- I John ii . 20 .

“Upon the right ear, and upon the .... right hand , aud upon the
right foot."-Lev . xiv . 17 .

Ye are sanctihed . by the Spirit of our God . ”—1 Cor. vi . 1 ) .

“Not by tight, nor by power , but by My Spirit, saith the Lord. "
Zec . iv. 6 .

“ The separation (marg .) of His God is upon his head . All the days of his

separation he is holy unto the Lord ."-Num. vi. 7, 8 .

IV.-By Personal Decision .

“ Thou shalt abidefor Me; .... thou shalt not be for another." -Hos. iii . 3 .

“ Forget also thine own people ,and thy father's house ." - Psa. xls. 10 .

“ Wilt thou go with this man ? I willgo." - Gen. xxiv . 58.

“ My Beloved is mine, and I am His." ---Cant. ii . 16.

“ I am the Lora's .” - 18a . xliv . 5.

“Get thee out of thy country .” — Gen. xii. 1.

“ Abraham obeyed , and he went out."-Heb. xl. 8.

“ Let us go forth therefore unto Him . " - Heb. xiii . 13 .

" As for me, and my house, we will serve the Lord ." -Jos. xxiv. 15.

Failure in Separation.

1.-The Character of Failure .

" The sons of God camein unto the daughters of men . " - Gen , vi . 4.

“ They were mingled among the heathen , and learned their works.” — Psa .
cvi . 36 .

" They walk to go down into Egypt .” — Isa , xxx. 2.

" To see the daughters ofthe land ." -- Gen , xxxiv . l .

“They became vain ,and went after the heathen that were round about
them . " - 2 Ki, xvii. 15 .

“ J -hoshaphat joined affinity with Ahab . " - 2 Chr. xviii . 1 .

" Ephraim is joined to idols . "-Hos. iv. 17 .

" Theyfearedthe Lord , and served their graven images." - 2 Ki.
xvii. 41 .

" They sacrificed their sons and their daughters unto devils . " - Psa. cvi . 87 .

II .-The Guilt of Failure .

“ The holy seed have mingled themselves with the people of those lands." -
Ezr . ix. 2.

“ Judah hath profaned the holiness of the Lord, ..... and hath married

the daughter of a strange god." - Mal. 11. 11.

“ The friendship of the world is enmity with God .” — Jag. iv . 4.

"Shouldest thou love them that hate the Lord ? " - 2 Chr. xix. 2.

“What agreement bath the temple of God with idols P " --2 Cor. vi , 16.
“ The name of God is blasphemed among the Gentiles through you ."

Rom . ii . 24 .

" And whither they went they profaned My holy name, when they

said , These are the people of the Lord ." - Eze, xxxvi. 20.
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III.--Consequences of Failure (10 the Church) .

** The days shall le lost, because his separation was defiled .” - Num . vi, 12 .

" Therefore were they, as polluted , put from the priesthood ." - Neh .
vii . 6 .

• Her Nazarites . are not known in the streets . " - Lam . iv . 7, 8 .

“ Their children spake according to the language of each people . "

-Neh . xiii . 24 .

“ Strangers have devoured his strength , and he knoweth it not." -Hos .
rii . 9 .

" He wist not that the Lord was departed from him . " - Jud . xvi . 2 ).

" Thicu sbalt ba no priest to Me." - Hlos . iv. 6.

IV.-Consequence of Failure ( to the world ).

" She hath lived deliciously .” — Rev. xviii . 7 ,

** The kings of the earth ..... have lived deliciously with her."
Rev. viii. 9 .

“ She did corrupt the earth with her forniration . " - Rev . xix . i .

" By thy sorceries were all nations deceived ." - Rev. xviii . 23.

* Istbis of thy whoredoms a small matter ?"-Ezek , xvi. 20.

“ Thy lovers will despise thee ." -- Jer, iv . 30.

" This one came in to sojourn ,and be willneeds be a judge . " --Gen . xix . 9 .

* Hegeemed as one that mocked unto his sons- in -law . " --Gen . xix . 14 .

** They could not deliver .... but themselves are gone into captivity."

isa . xlvi.2 .

Tbe Remedy for Failure.

1.-Confession of Failure .

" We are before Thee in our trespasses ."-Ezr. ix . 15 .

"We have given the hand to the Egyptians, to be satisfied . " -Lam . v.6.
* We are all as an unclean thing ." -Isa . Ixiv . 6..

“ We have sinned ; do Thou unto us whatsoever seemeth good unto Thee."
-Jud . x . 15.

“ Tarn us again . O Lord God of Hosts ; causa Thy face to shine, and we shall
be saved . " -Psa. lxxx . 19,

" Sara us , O Lord our God, and gather us from among the heathen ."
Psa . cvi . 47 .

** Do not abhor us far Tby name's sik ? " - Jer . xiv . 21 .

“With theLord there is mercy, and with Him is plenteous redemption ."
Psa . cxxx . 7

II .-Return to Separation .

“ Turn , O backsliding children ... for I am married unto you ."

Jer. iii . 14 .

" Beparate yourselves from the people of the land.”—Ezr. x . 1 ..
" Shake thsself from the dust . " --Isa. lii . 2 .

“ I will heal your backslidings.” — Jer, iii. 22 .

• I will restore to you the years thatthe cankerworm hath eaten ."
Joel ii . 25 .

“ I remember ... the kindness of thy youth .. when thou

wentest after Me." ' -- Jer. ii . 2 .

“Ephraim shall say , What have Ito do anymore with idols " —Hos. xiv. 8 .
“ He shall return to the dsys of his youth ." - Job . xxxiii. 25.

" The hair of his head began to grow again.” — Jud xvi . 22.

“ He restoreth my soul.” — Psa . xxiii . 3.

world . The device , the too suocessful device, of Satan has ever

been to “ teach the servants " of the Lord “ to commit fornica

tion , and to eat things sacrificed to idols," and thus to draw

them aside from the path of separation unto Him who has

purchased them with Hisown blood .

And what has been the terrible result ? The final pages of

Revelation show how the professing Bride of Christ, who ono,

for a brief moment, looked forth was the morning, fair as the

moon , clear as the sun, and terrible as an army with banners,"

has degenerated , till , regarded in her general appearance, she

is seen as “ Babylon the great , the mother of harlots and

abominations of the earth ! The Divine foreshadowing has

been, alas ! but too exactly fulfilled ; and though there have

ever been a faithful few - for God has not « left Hiraself

without witness ”-how small , how lamentably small , their

number ; their light , how faint and dim !
And is it not so now ? The line between the Church and the

world seems well-nigh obliterated ; the maxims and ways of

the world are introduced into the Church ; numbers, pro .

fessedly engaging in work for the Lord, are found eagerly

seeking the friendship and enjoying the amusements of His

enemies ; and the holy ordinances of theChurch are prostituted

that the world may delude itself into the name and profession

of Christianity.

Brethren , ought these things go to be ? Oh ! how solemnly ,

how tenderly, does our God plead with His people regarding

their unfaithfulness to Him, and invite them to return to their

first love, when “ Israel was holiness to the Lord . ” Shall

He plead in vain ? Is not the subject of " Separation

unto God ” one of unspeakable , of paramount importance ?

Shall we not do well to come together in a spirit of prayerfulness

and humility, to consider our condition, to confess our guilt,

to recognise anew our consecration to Him to whom we are

espoused ?

In inviting you so to do, we venture to make a suggestion ,

and we make it earnestly. By too many the Mildmay Con

ference has, we fear, been regarded as an occasion for hearing

interesting and powerful addresses , of meeting with Christian

friends, and of religious enjoyment. To drop in for one or

another of the meetings, andto be satisfied withhearing this or

that speaker, has been a fashion with many. Now, while we

wouldnot urge those to abstain from coming, who can by no

effort ou their part come for more than one day, or even

one meeting, and while believing that such shall not go " empty

away, ” we would most urgently press upon those who it

in their power to attend the whole seriesofmeetings, that is,

the principal ones. The subjects , you will observe, are strictly

consecutive, and are thus arranged with the design of leading

the minds of all who come into a line of truth which we believe

to be according to the mind of the Spirit , and which , if appre

hended and humbly pursued , must surely affect all our lives

most powerfully.

Such is the result we prayerfully anticipate fromthe Confer.

ence. May our gracious God grantit for His dear Son's sake ! We

askyou to unite with us in frequent supplication that He may

guide us in all the necessary arrangements, ipoline the hearts

and touch the lips of those whom He ispleased to put in trust

with His message to us , and to vouchsafe a very rich manifes

tation of His humbling and healing presence to all who shall

attend . If He is pleased to deal thus with us—and why should

we doubt it ? --Wemay surelyexpect that the spiritual results

of the Conference of 1886 shall be felt throughout a far wider

circle than that of those who may be actually present at it

even throughout the whole Church of Christ militant here on

earth .

The God of peace be with you .

Your affectionate brethren in the Lord,

S. A. BLACKWOOD , | A. R. PENNEFATHER.

CAVAN , J. H. TRITTON,

J. E. MATHIESON, E. TROTTER,

H. C. NISBET,
Trustees of the Conference Hall .

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , Lon.lon , N.,

May 3rd, 1886.

Consequences of True Separation .

I.-The Power of a Separate Life.

“ He shall be a Nazarite..... he shall begin to deliver Israel." - Jud. xiil.5 .
" He walked with Me and did turn many away from iniquity .”

Mal . ii . 6.

“ Moses forsookEgypt." - Heb . xi . 27 .

" Withhim will I speak mouth to mouth ." - Num . xii . 8.
"The skin of his face shone. " - Exod . xxxiv . 29.

** Daniel would not defile himself ." - Dan . i . 8 .

" Light, and knowledge, and understanding were found in him ."
Dan. v. 11. 12.

“ Thou goest with us ; so shall we be separated ." --Exod . xxxiii. 16 .

" By the HolyGhost : by the power of God .” -- 2 Cor . vi.6. 7.
" Who is she that looketh forth as the morning , fair as the moon , clear as

the sun, terrible as an army with baoners p "-Cant. vi. 10 .

II .-The Keward of a Separate Life.

* Blessings shall be .. on the crown of the head of him that was

separate from his brethren ." -Gen . xlix. 26 .

“ If a man therefore purge himself from these, he shall be a vessel unto

honour."-2 Tim. ii . 21 .

" The priests that keptthe charge of My sanctuary , when . Israel

wentastray : .... shall come near to Me to minister unto Me."

Ezek . xliv. 15

"And they shall come near to My table . " - Ezek . xliv. 16.

“ The Lord said unto Abram , after that Lot was separated from him ,

Lift up now thine eyes." - Gen ,xiii . 14.

" Walk through the land .... , for I will give it unto thee ."

Gen. xiii . 17 .

** Thou hast a few .. which have not defiled their garments : they shall

walk with Me in white. "-Rev . iii . 4 .

" I will receive you, and will be a Father unto you . " -2 Cor. vi . 17 , 18.

Shall we be wrongin affirming that the prevailing, the pre

eminent sin ofthe children of God in every age has been alliance

with, conformity to, and absorption in, the world ? When we

look at the Union of the sons of God with the daughters of men

in antediluvian days, of Israel with the Midianites in the

wilderness, andwith the surrounding nations in the promised

land , of the Church of Christ with he world in the present

dispensation, we see how in each succeeding period disregard

to the command to " come out and be separate " has been the

fertile source of dishonour to the name of God, of disaster to

His people, and of damage of the gravest character to the

GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS . - Tickets are not needed except

for reserved seats (the whole of the Area being reserved ). These tickets

may be secured both for the Morning and Evening Meetings, on payment

of Zs. 6d . for each day . Postal Orders to be sent to Mr. James B.Mathie.

son , Conference Hall , Mildway Park, N. , and need not be made payable at

any particular office .

Ministers desiring to be present can have tickets for reserved seats

(not transferable ) by specifying the day ordays they purpose being present.

No seats will be reserved after ten minutes to the hours of meeting, viz .,

11 a.m. and 7 p.m. Doors open three - quarters of an hour before com

mencing.
& Verbatim Report will be issued by J. F. Bhaw & Co., 48, Pater .

noster Row. Price to Subscribers, sewed , 1s . 81. ; post free , ls, 6d ; cloth ,

18. 11d. ; post free , 2s . 3d .
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WORD AND WORK .

Souri

Correspondence.
Sowing the seed .

TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK."

QIR, --May I suggest, through your valuable paper, to all
who love our Lord , and wish to carry out His commands,

that the Gospel can be preached to very many by putting a
message from His Word on each envelope that is sent out ?

" The seed is the Word ofGod ” (Luke viii. 11). " My Word

shall not return unto Me void ” ( Isa , ly . 11).

Letter sorters, postmen , servants in the houses of addressees,

clerks, and servants in houses of business, may thus receive a

message from our Master, and be brought to Him .

Should this suggestion be taken up , some Christian publishers

would, no doubt, issue sheets of Gospel texts, printed on
gummed paper, and perforated like sheets of postage stamps,

to be used in themanner indicated .

G , B . PASLEY,
35 , Vernon Terrace, Brighton .

North Sea Mission Vessels.

TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK."

QIR , - I have this morning received the following communi

D cation from the GreatGrimsby Ice Company :

“ We are informed that the Edward Auriol left our fleet on
the 26th March , and there has not been a mission vessel near
them since. There is a coper ' in the fleet now , and it is doing

& very great dealof harm . A lot of the men went on board
for tobacco , and, instead of getting the latter, they got that
infernal drink . Themen gotwild with drink , and many of them
did not get on board their own vessels , and some of them have

come in and left the vessels undermanned. This state of affairs

is terrible. Please to order a Mission Vessel to the fleet at
once, and let us know when you have done so, and also the date
we may expect her to join our fleet ." .

In addition to the invaluable surgicalandmedicalaid supplied
to the smacksmen on board the Mission Vessels, we have, since
last November, effectually checkmated the coper by selling
tobacco at one shilling per pound, in five of the fleets (the

coper's price being one and sixpence), but twelve Mission
Vessels are required to keep pace with the demands upon our
help . It is hard, very hard, to know that these pests of the

North Sea are still pursuing their calling in fleets where no
Mission Ship is stationed .

A completely equipped vessel costs £2,150. Will not your
readers place it in our power to despatch one to every fleet ?

Sir Edward Birkbeck , Bart., M . P ., and Mr. Samuel Hoare,

M . P ., have recently consented to join me as trustees ofsuch
vessels asmay become the property of the Mission , and I may
quote the remarks ofthe former in conclusion :

“ The Mission smacks are doing in the North Sea a grand
work , worthy of the support of a great maritime nation like
England ; and I believe that the results of their effort, great es

they are in the present,will, it only supported liberally by th :
public, be of untold value in the future,"

E . J . MATHER , Director.
Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen 181, Queen Victoria

Street, E .C ., April 30th , 1886 .

Brazil and the Gospel.
TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WORK."

QIR , I feel constrained to ask your kind insertion of this

D letter and extract from one received lately from a friend

in Brazil who is thirsting for Gospel teaching and light and

privileges, and others share the desire. It may be through the
wide circulation of your paper God may see fit to answer the

longing , by inclining some earnest clergyman , and wife too, to

take a mission trip ; some serrant of Christ who could not only

tell of His love to the English , but also preach His riches in the

Portuguese tongue, and perhaps German also . Lately Mr.

and Mrs . Fox have been on a mission trip to Africa . I recently

heard her give the interesting account at Mildmay. I feel

assured that sad hearts mightbe made glad through peace in

believing

I enclose for your private information my name,but feel it
wiser to sign myself only

ONE OF THE EARLIEST READERS OF “ WORD AND WORK .”

Brazil,March , 1886,
There are very few English people here . There is only the

Roman Catholic religion , and even that is notmuch believed

in by themen . One of the great drawbacks to this country is
thewant of truthfulness which meets you on every side. It
gives such a hopeless feeling at times ; and, as all conversation
has to be carried on in Portuguese, it is difficult to make the

blacks understand how wrong it is. I so often findmyself won
dering what you would do if you lived here. I know you would
do good , but it seems as if it would be so difficult to teach the
people here, their religion is so mixed up with superstition .
The few English who are here are not very anxious about re

ligion , and most of them are freethinkers or Unitariang. I
wish some English clergyman would take a trip here ; it is not
considered unhealthy , and in the months of April, May, and
June the weather is delightful. October too is very pleasant.

This is a lovely place. It is built on the shores of a lake . In

the background are hills covered with luxuriant verdure. I
always think of the old hymn :

" Where every prospect pleases,

And only man is vile ."

There is much more drinking than there used to be ten years
ago , particularly among the blacks. Brazilian women do not
drink ; the greatest drinkers here are the English , so many of
them come to grief in that way. Just now all nature look's so
lovely ; the hedgeshere are all white with flowers, which in the
distance look like May, but have no smell ; what angwers to

quickset in England here is a kind ofacacia which grows very
Juxuriantly, forming an impenetrable barrier. The summer is
nearly over ; it has been very trying, heat excessive and

exhausting, this season , but we are able to get out a good deal
morning and evening. Horses are cheap for riding, and we get
3 row on the river. All imported goods are very dear, but
native produce is cheap ; meat about 2d . per lb ., fowls 8d ., 10d .,
up to 15. 63 . each , eggs 4d , and 6d. per dozen . Wehave a good

market here. The Braziliang read very little ; it is quite a
wonder to see a book about. They have such strange notions
about England and the English . There are more Germans than

any other nation ; indeed, we hear asmuch German as Portu
guese . Most of the people here are good linguists ; many speak
Portuguese, French , German , and English , others adding
Italian and Spanish . '

N . B . -- The climate is most beneficial to any whose lungs

are affected, and who are prisoners in England .

The Gospel Ships.
DROM Havre, France, Mr. Henry Cook writes : - -You will
T be glad to hear of our movements in the Mystery. We

have, through the grace of God , just concluded our month 's
mission at Havre. Our meetings have been well attended,

and the deepest attention paid to the Word preached . In
addition to the services held on board , we have scattered
among the seamen , soldiers, and civiliang the Word ofGod .
Gospel books, & c . Our little missionary crew bave also helped

in the services held on shore at the Sailors' Home, and with

Rev. George Whelpton at the Wesleyan meetings. Miss Ker
shaw 's letters have been much appreciated as usual. Our

vessel sails to -day for Douarnenez , under the care of Mons.

Jenkyn Jones, pastor of Quimper, who will take charge of the
meetings for themonth of May ; afterwards she will gail towards

Lorient, and other ports, to work in connection and under the

care ofMr. McAll' s agents for the months of June, July, and
August. Friends are asked to pray for these new places, thatthe
entrance of God's Word, which giveth light, may remove the
darkness which so much prevails everywhere in France. For
the campaign help is needed ; the Lord will provide. Help

will be gratefully received and acknowledged .

HENRY COOK

Bible and Gospel Van . - We are about to commence

our fifth summer's campaign with this van . In the past we

have received many tokens of the Lord 's presence and blessing .

Each season has brought an increased demand for the Scrip

tures and blessing in the Gospel. My fellow -labourer, Mr.

Wharton , having returned from New Orleane, after a very
fruitful mission there , purposes joining me. Our annual

report will be sent on application . Any friends wishing to
communicate with us may address, care of Mr. P . Moir Crane ,

Mersey Bank, Didsbury, near Manchester.

LEONARD WEAVER,

A Parsi Lady. - In our last we gave some notes of Mrs.
Sorabji's touching address at Exeter Hall. Since then wehave
learned the following, which will be of interest to many who

heard or read her burning words : - Mrs. Sorabji is the wife of a
Parsi Christian Pastor and Principal of the Victoria High
School. Her visit has awakened a lively interest in many
quarters. Some fifty meetings have been arranged for her
during the next three months.
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Policemen 's Testimonies .

BIPEARL FISHER.

A POLICEJAN ’ S meeting in Exster Hall is not an every

A day occurrence . Our blue -coated guardians are always to

be found about the doorways and staircases ; and once, on a

memorable occasion , I have seen them engaged in stern work

inside the hall ; but now they fill the hall, and fill

is right heartily and well. No longer silent, impassive

ochstables, but men of feeling and emotion - -singularly

ready with “ Hallelujahs ” and “ Amens.” Hearty 2B

they are, one can hardly forget they are policemen . True they

are in mufti, but the stalwart build , the steady and regular

tread as they enter the hall, their generalbearing, ero suggestive
of " the Force."

It was a Conference held last Thursday morning and after

noon prior to the two eveningmeetings,and delegateswho to the
number of from forty to fifty had come from the country , and
from Scotland and Ireland too, on behalf of variousbranches were

afforded the opportunity of giving their testimony. A few of
these I will here note , as illustrative of many others.

A Personal Testimony.

But, before giving the testimonies inside the hall, letmegive
& personal testimony I obtained outside . The Conference was

looked upon as “ theirown," i.e ., policemen only ; and on leav.
ing I was accosted , in quite a friendly way, as oneof themselves.

My interrogator hailed from Yorkshire, and took it for granted I

represented some provincial or other division . On my un .

deceiving him and expressing my interest in the work, he said ,
“ This here Christian Policemen ' s Association has been the

Laving of hundreds ofus constables."

" How so ? ”

" Well, it's this way ; none everseemed to care a bit for us.
They never said a word to us about our souls .”

" Was that the general experience of policemen ? "

" I believe it was. I had been nigh twenty-five years in the
police, and Ido not remember once being spoken to about my
soul's salvation , not till this here Christian Policemen 's Associa
tion stirred some ladies to look after us."

" You had seldom come across Christians, I presume, in
your boat ? ”

“ Well, I know I've been on duty many & time at religious

meetings, and I can well remember wondering all the time,
when I could hearthe singing and speaking,if they ever thought
of usmen atthe door. I have been like to cry sometimeswith

wishing some onewould say a word tome ; I wasnotconverted

then , but I had now and then a curious longing to know what

it allmeant, and if it was forme, but no one seemed to care. "
" Then how did it comeabout ? Your conversion , Imean, "
" When the Policemen 's Bible class was started , I says,

• Here's something for policemen now ; I' m on for the class .

I'll see what's in it. ' I went, and it weren 'tmanymeetings I' d

been at before I saw just two things - that I were a sipner, and

that Christ were & Saviour - and that was enough for me. I

took Him for better or worse ; and better it has been for me."

God's Messages.

Butmany similar and equally striking testimonies were borre

in the Conference itself .

A sturdy policeman from Great Yarmouth told of the growing

work in that seaport town . Speaking of his own conversion ,

he said , God had warned him many times. Once a comrade

waskilled at his side ; again , a harvester was struck dead close
by him ; lastly, his little child was taken from him . None of
these things moved him , But at length God seemed to speak

straight to him , and alone with God the battle was fought out.

He yielded, and is now rejoicing in the Lord .

From the Isle of Man hailed the next, who told how , after
many initial difficulties, the work was spreading, being greatly

helped by the Bishop of Sodor and Man , who takes a deep
interest therein ,

Working for Others.

A Portsmouth constable told not only of a good branch (forty

members). but also of capital evangelistic and missionary work:
done by the Christian policemen , who feel they must not be

selfish . Having found a good thing, they must let others know
it . Satan has been doing his best to oppose, and has opened

a branch of the National Secular Society right opposite their

hall ; but for all that blue jackets , red coata, and civilians are

being reached , and God is giving His blessing.

A grey -bearded constable , from Bridgwater, was full of joy

for the work in progress in the Force. Hewould thank God to

his dying day for the work of the Christian Policemen's A380
ciation ,

Alone with God .

A sergeant from Christchurch testified that, though verymuch

alone, God was with him . He owed his conversion to & lady
connected with the Christian Policemen 's Association , and he

was full of faith God wag about to bless His comrades in Hemp.

shire .

A Bristolofficerhad to tell of good things, of decided progress,

and of forty members . He himselfwas brought to God through

the instrumentality of the Christian Policemen ' s Association ,

Heknew at this momenttwo who had " studiod most the devil's

literature ” (atheistic ), but were now , in answer to prayer,
weeping their way to the cross .

Appropriately , after such a stirring testimony, wag the hymn
gung

Trusting in the Lord thy God ,
Onward go ! onward go !

Holding fast Ris promised Word ,
Onward go !

Ne'er deny His worthy Dame,
Though it bring reprorch and shame ;
preading still His wondrous fame,

Onward go !

Has be given thee golden grain !
Onward go ' onward go !

Sow , and thou shalt reap again ;

Onward go !

To thy Master's gate repair ,

Watching be and waiting there ;
le will hear and answer prayer :

Onward go !

The pointof the Reading delegate' s testimony was : - “ Last

October I came out for Christ ; now in our little force some

seven or eight are boldly confessing Christ."

Deal had sent & stalwart policeman to represent her small
force. He, an old Deal boatman , told of the life he had led :

how a humble sailor's testimony had touched him ; and how
MissGurney was themeans of leading him into the light.

Progress in Scotland.

From Scotland , where there are ten branches , had come two

delegates, Glasgow and Edinburgh , The Glasgow representa

tive told with thankfulness how he was led to the Lord through

the work of the Christian Policemen 's Association . Before that,

" Noman ever spoke to me about my soul." Now there are
one hundred and ten members of the Christian Policemen 's

Association in the Glasgow force.

An inspectorfrom Liverpool, also delegates from Scarborough ,

Leeds, Bath , Doncaster, the West Riding, Reigate, Leaming

ton , Windsor, Cambridge, Brighton, Preston , Harrogate, Huli ,
Manchester, Lancashire, Sheffield , Birmingham , Norwich ,
Nottingham , Sunderland, Tunbridge Wells, Gravesend, and

Bedfordshire, gave similarly cheering testimonies ; but only

two more can I find space to give, and these have special
interest.

A Scattered Member.

There is in connection with the association & Scattered

Members' branch . One of these “ scattered members" was
present with his wife from a county division , where he has no

fellow -Christiang. He told of his conversion , of his joy in the

Christian Policemen 's Association , of his daily prayer for it, of

one occasion when he forgot to mention it in prayer, and his

little girl whispered , “ You haven 't prayed for the Christian
Policemen . " Hohas few opportunities ofattending themeans

of grace : but he learned a lesson from a field labourer. He

noticed the man carried his food with him , being unable to go

home to breakfast or dinner, and he said to himself, “ Why
shouldn 't I carry my food with me ? " He got hold of a small

pocket Testament, and it has been his daily companion ever
since. “ I bless God for the Christian Policemen 's Association .

I've no fellow -members near, but its papers and its prayers
have been a rare blessing to me."

" Blind as a Bat."

The Leicester delegate said that in December, 1884 , he was

as blind as a bat. Hewas led to join the Christian Policemen 's

Bible class, and there he heard again and again “ Believe on

the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved ." What it

meant he could notmake out, till one day it was explained ,

“ Trust in Jesus." Then he saw it all, the scales fell off his

eyes, and , though " once he was blind, now he can see." Some

one lately senthim a cutting from a paper, a parody on " There'll

be no sorrow there," altered to “ There'll be no policemen there."

He thanked God that was not true : there will be many saved

policemen with the Lord in glory. He told also how he was

working for Christ amongst the prisoners, and closed by
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Among Sailors Ashore

A

over .

means .

increased readiness to hear the Word of God , the classes a heavenly love, which we seek to bring before them .

every Ohristian to choose one individual and pray for

him or her till they were saved ,

One interesting feature mentioned in the report I must note,

as, illustrative of the spirit of the wholo work : We have great SPECIAL effort was made to reach the sailors in Ratcliff

cause for thankfulness in the work carried on by many of the Highway on Easter Monday. Miss Child and her helpers

members. The visits of some , during their annual leave, to gave a tea for the sailors , and, in spite of the counter-attrac

Scotland and to various places in England , will be long remem tions of the gin palaces around , the tables were crowded twice

bered , and , we trust , will be found to have borne fruit for Kind friends sent lovely flowers from the country, and

eternity. Some years ago a Police Gospel Mission Band was the sweet cowslips and primroses, with some choice conserva .

formed, wbich has during the past year held thirty-two services tory blogsoms , made the rooms bright and fragrant. A good

in various places with marked blessing. In one of our metro. many of the men came straight up from their ships, where they

politan branches a similar band has been formed, to proclaim are working on board, and it was such a joy to feel that & safe

the glad tidings of salvation . This band has held many meet spot , where they could rest and enjoy themselves, was to be

ings during the year, in mission halls , & c . , of various denomi found even in Ratcliff Highway, where sin of every kind

nations, from which special invitations have been received ; and abounds . It is not easy to cbtain workers on Easter Monday

we have reason to praise God for the manifest blessing often in the East End , but several kind friends, among them Mr. and

following the simple proclamation of the Gospel by this Mrs. Noble, came to our help , and the meetings were carried

on brightly throughout the evening. At the close of the first

meeting four young men asked to take the pledge, and had the

blue ribbon put on ; the earnest pleadings they had listened

.

to had touched all their hearts, and desires were evidently

awakened to seek that precious risen Lord and loving Saviour

of whom they had been hearing. One of the hymas sung was

MAY

AY I plead the cause of a mission school, which is most
“ Where is my wandering boy to-night ? " à hymn which

imperatively needed at Puerto Santa Maria, a town on

the Bay of Cadiz, where the Rev. W. Moore is superintending a

always appeals to the mon's feelings by its reference to a

Missionary Training College and other works of evangelization
mother's enduring tender love ; and, separated asthey are from

all who are nearest and dearest to them, their hearts are
in Andalusia ?

The openings in this part of South Spain for the Gospel are
softened, and they are ready to listen to the claims of the

than past
After the hymn just mentioned was sung, a half -drunken

sailor came in and took a seat, and then brought out a letter
instruction, and the services for public worship in the chapel,

are well attended and thoroughly appreciated. One woman
from his pocket and asked one of the workers to read it: the

letter was found to contain the sad news of his mother's death ,
was heard to observe to a neighbour, " I am all the week look

and the sister who wrote to him said throughout her illness the

ing forward to the Wednesday and Sunday services; it seems

then as if the Lord Jesus Himself was near us." mother's great desire was to see the wandering boy once more .

But they did not know where to send for him , as he had not
But, without the addition of a day school for the children , the

work cannot become a solid one . The school , which worked so written for years, but something had led him to write home a

well under Miss Ross, was summarily closed by the Alcalde,
week ago, and in answer had come the sad tidings that his

but the circumstances which led to this are now changed , and
mother died a month ago, and her last thoughts and prayers

there would be no difficulty in opening a school directly if
were for her absentboy. The poor fellow had evidently gone to

means were forthcoming.
the drink to drown his sorrow. He was patiently dealtwith , and

The constant cry of all the mothers who attend the evan
remained quietly listening. The sweet hymns especially touched

gelical services is, “ Where shall we send our children ? They
him , and earnest prayer was offered for him . Wehope he will

are running about the streets and learning nothing but
attend our nightly Gospel meetings, and that the mother's

mischief."
prayers sball yet be answered, and in the home above she may

meet her wandering Some sweet solos were

There are no schools here now but those under Jesuit direction .

Some, even of the converts, send their children there for the
sung by agentleman present, and the second meeting did not

break up till eleven o'clock . The men seemed reluctant to go ,
present, unwillingly, from not knowing what to do with them ;

and we reluctant to let them leave the safe shelter of the

others wait on , and repeat again and again the cry , " What

shall we do ? Is there any hope of a school ? ”
Welcome Home , as many of them who were not staying in the

Now is the time to respond to that cry. If we wait, it may be
Homo would have to pass through scenes of revelry and tempta

too late. The blank may be filled up by somewho will not
tion of every sort on their way to their ships or boarding-houses.

teach the Gospel we desire to impart, and the door may be
A happy band of Christian sailors were present, and several gave

closed to our efforts finally.

testimonies of the Lord's keeping power. The flowers were dis .

Mr. and Mrs.Moore have been promised the rent of a school

tributed, and nearly every man had bunch of bright spring

blossoms to adorn his coat, and few value flowers more than the
room by friends in Ireland. They would take the superin

tendence themselves. The salary of a teacher is all that is
sailor, who so seldom has the pleasure of seeing them grow . At

needed to begin now . This would amount to about forty pounds
the close of the tea for the invited guests, a number of destitute

a year. A lady has given ten pounds of this ; if three more
sailors , who crowded round the doors, were invited in, and

friends would agree to collect or give ten poundseach , the first
while a crowded meeting was going on inthe Fo'cstle, theywere

year's salary would be raised and the school would be begun at
allowed to satisfy their hunger to their hearts' content, and

once in faith that He who moves the hearts of men , and with
tickets were given for & supper to be held in a day or two, for,

whom are the silver and gold, will not allow it to fail.
alas ! we find that even bright, sunshiny days do not bringfood

E. JANE WHATELY . for these starving men, for many are still unable to obtain

ships .
Contributions will be received by Rev. W. Moore, Palacios

Miss Child wishes to thank all the kind friends of the

62 , Puerto Santa Maria , Spain , and by Miss E. J. Whately, 21 ,

Belmont Park , Lee , S.E.
sailors, who have enabled her to go on in her various efforts

among them , and asks their continued prayers and help in

thus caring for the seamen , who throng our great port of

Dr. Georgius, of Lausanne (formerly a priest very high at London.

the Vatican of Rome), and converted at Mildmay under Hubert Visitors are always gladly welcomed by Miss Child at her

Brooke, will lecture on “ Rome and the Jesuits," in Mr. E. M. Sailors ' Welcome Home.

Denny's drawing -room , 11 , Bryanston Square, on May 8th, at
0. T.

4.30 p.m., and in The NationalClub on May 13th, at 3.30 p.m. 173 , St. George's Street , Ratcliff Highway, London , E.

The Transvaal. — The Wesleyan missionary, Rev. George

Lowe, writes that there is a great change taking place in the

Transvaal in reference to spiritual things. He affirms that the

kingdom of Christ is making advances with a rapidity that Mrs. Smart is doing a good work for Christ in Madeira .

astonishes all who look on . Men come from distant kraals to She is there for health , butshe is making ber long stay an

see the missionary , and to tell him of the work which God is occasion of much useful activity, gathering the children to

carrying forward. He affirms that native Christiansare preach gether and teaching them the word of God , distributing tracts ,

ing and teaching without pay or reward , simply from love to and personally visiting a large number of homes . The people

the Master, and from personal conviction of the truth and where she lives are for the most part, intensely bigoted

power of the Gospel. Afew weeks ago or came to him who Romanists, Romanism being the official religion, These

had been preaching and holding a Methodist class -meeting for Romanists, supported by the Portuguese Governmentput

about twenty years, during which time he had not seen a down, as far as they can , all Protestant services, and all efforts

missionary . - Rock. to enlighten the people.

once more .
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Religious Anniversaries..
Trinitarian Bible Society .

THE fifty-fifth annualmeeting of this society was held in
1 ExeterHall (CouncilChamber) on the evening of Thursday

The Christian Policemen 's Association . last, Mr. H . C . Nisbet presiding.
Nanother page “ Pearl Fisber ” gives someaccount of the Rev. E . W . BULLINGER, D . D . , Sec ., read the report, which

stirring testimonies borne by country members of the maintains that all that has yet been done in translating and
association in the afternoon Conference, which preceded the distributing the Bible only serves to show how much remains

large gatherings of the evening . Here we confide ourselves to to be done. Not only is a large part of the constant circula

the public meeting tion required to supply the waste on the one hand, and to meet

: The report, read by Mr. Coote, stated that since March , 1885 , the requirements of the increase of population on the other, in
' thirty -nine new branches of the association have been opened , the case of our own and other countries possessed of versions,

thus making the total eighty- five - twelve in connection with but there is the vast field of languages in which , as yet, no por

the Metropolitan Police Force, one with the City Force, fifty tion of the Scriptures exists. There is room notmerely for two,

two in England and Wales, ten in Scotland , and ten in but for two hundred Bible societies, each doing as large a work

Ireland. as the largest .

One striking feature in the past year has been the extension There are 3,424 languages and dialects in the world , viz ., 937
of the association to the County Constabulary Forces. The Asiatic , 587 European , 276 African , and 1 ,624 American , while
first county branch was formed in April, 1885, in the West the Scripturesmay be purchased in 91 languages, of which 37
Riding of Yorkshire, whose chief constable has taken a kind have entire Bibles, 34 complete New Testaments, while the re

and active interest in the work . Since that date branches have maining 20 consist of one or more books of the old or New

been formed in some divisions of the counties of Lancashire, Testaments,

Surrey , Essex, Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire , Durham , The circulation of Scriptures during the past year has been
Cornwall, and Aberdeenshire. The progress in the counties is as follows, in twenty languages : - English : Bibles, 2 ,134 ; New
necessarily slow , owing to the isolation of the members of the Testaments, 3 , 318 : portions, 10 ,641; total, 16 ,093 . Foreign :

forces, the difficulty of finding suitable workers, and of holding Bibles, 926 ; New Testaments , 12,617 ; portions, 158,229 ; total,

regularmeetings. 187,865 .

Mr. ALGERNON COOTE, having read the report , said that the The Original Cert.
first thoughtmust be,Whathath God wrought ? Wherever he One great subject which has occupied the prayerful
has gone he has felt that the men were ready for the work ; attention of the committee during the past year has been the

thirsting, hungering for the Word of Life - many of them Arrangements necessary for the production of The Massoretic
children of Christian parents, but far from God . Long have Text of the Hebrew Old Testament, which is to do for the Old
they been regarded as beyond the reach of Christian effort . Testament Hebrew Text what has been done forthe New Testa .
Now that God has stirred the hearts of His people with regard ment Greek Text by the labours ofGriesbach , Scholz , Lachman ,
to the police, abundant fruit is being found to the glory of God . Tischendorf, Tregelles, and Alford . This work , begun by Jacob

The work has a twofold object : - 1, to bind together those ben Chayim , has been taken up by Dr. Ginsburg , who, at enor.
who are Christians and set them to work ; 2 , to draw in the mous expense, with unparalleled labour, and during upwards

unconverted and win them to Christ. In both ways the work of thirty years, has devoted hisbest energies to this his life-work !

has been largely blessed . Another important work of the past year has been the public

Mr. JAMES E . MATHIESON felt that towards this association cation of Salkinson 's Hebrew Testament. The first edition of

the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ has been exceeding abun 2 ,000 was issued from the press last August, andwassold within

dant ; but " still there is more to follow .” The testimonies a month ! Its reception was thus unparalleled , and its future
borne that day by forty to fifty delegates from the provinces history promises to be the same.

and boroughs in England , Scotland ,and Ireland had cheered his Having reviewed the work at home and abroad, the report

(the speaker's ) heart greatly . He was persuaded in the con concludes : The society labours on , through good report and

version of the police would be found the solution of two great evil report, content with the assurance of God' s favour and

questions, the temperance and the purity question . Their guidance ,and endeavouring to have a conscience void of offence

influence is peculiarly potent. God grant it may increasingly towards God and towards men . From the Faroe Isles in the

be on the right side. north to New Zealand in the south , from Colorado and Brazil

Mr. JOHN MACGREGOR (Rob Roy ), who presided, rejoiced in the west to Palestine in the East , holding forth the Word of

greatly that the new Chief Commissioner of the Metropolitan Life.

Police is a true Christian . In addressing themen , Mr. Mac Two Features.

Gregor took the words of Nelson , “ England expects every man Mr. H . C . NISBET, who presided , traced his recollections of

to do his duty ; " leading from the thought of loyal and steady the growth and progress of the society, and specially of

adherence to duty in the force to rendering what is due to our the great principles which are the backbone, the very

Father in Heaven . raison d 'être of the society 's work . That work has two
Major-Gen . FIELD followed with a very pointed Gospel sides - that of protest, and that of Bible circulation . The

appeal to those who might atill be undecided for Christ. latter is very important, but, for his own part , he main
Rev. W . HAY M . H . AITKEN followed with an eloquent and tained the former was of the gravest significance. The longer

telling address, warmly commending the work , and urging on he considered the matter the more clear became his con

the men personal decision for Christ, and faithful service of viction of the evils wrought by corrupted versions of the Word
Him , of God . Such versions heregarded as a mingling of the holy

In the evening Mr, J . HERBERT TRITTON presided , and ex . and the profane - specially denounced in Neh . xiii. Important,

pressed the pleasure it gave him to meet so many members of however, as these protests are, there is another and growing
the police on that day, and proceeded to address them on the phase of the work -- that of Bible circulation . Amongst the

words " One of them . ” He said he hoped that all would become special features of this work , the chairman mentioned the Bilon
members of the great Christian army, reminding them that it | translation and Salkinson 's New Testament, as also theMas

would be with eternal regret if they had to remember, when soretic Text of the original Hebrew of the Old Testament.

the Lord should come, that they were not one of those who Che Bible and Bible Societies.
were taken to be with Him for ever, Mr FRANK H . WHITE said :

Mr. A . B . PENNEFATHER (Receiver of theMetropolitan Police) " That best of societies," wrote an earnest Christian worker

took the words of Ahab uttered two thousand years ago , “ Put to me a few days since . This is sayingmuch , yet, eo far as the

this man in prison ,” to prove that there were policemen in range of my knowledge reaches, not too much . There are

remote antiquity. Taking up the narrative, he drew from it many societies, but of all societies a Bible society is the best ;

that those who loved God should not become close friends with there are many Bible societies, but there are none in my

those who did not, and that in difficult circumstances they humble judgment that excel the Trinitarian Bible Society .

should ask direction of God . Many, he said , put God' s Word But we are not here to-night to glory in societies, however good
in prison ; that was, they never opened it . Others imprisoned they or the men that compose them may be. The interesting

their conscience, and he warned such against the folly and report, the adoption ofwhich I have the honour to move this

danger of their conduct. Ahab rejected the message of the evening, reminds us that long before there was any Society ,

prophet, but could not get rid of its effect, so he disguised save that which the Lord Himself established , His own Church ,

himself, but it was of no avail. There were those, he said , who and against which He declared " the gates of hell shall not
by talking religion - like Bunyan 's Mr: Talkative and Mr. For- prevail,” the Word ofGod was widely circulated . My resolu

mality - tried to disguise themselves, but they could not deceive tion, you will have noticed , mentions God as the alone source

God . of all holy desires, all good counsels , and all just works.” It
Addresses followed by Mr.Charles Spurgeon and others also was undoubtedly of Him that the work which we commend to

testimonies by a number of Christian policemen , your notice to-night was begun , and it is of His grace that it
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has been continued to this day. Moreover, it we are to go on attachment to this precious Word , and our sacred and undying

with it, the strength for so doing must be of His supplying. determination to uphold it, in all its integrity , and, as faithful
Let us, therefore, stick to our text, and give to the Lord alone stewards of the same, to give it forth to others , unsullied by the

the glory which is His due. Let us henceforth eye Him in all taintofhuman corruption . Because it is & pure Word ,we love

we say and do, “ not as pleasing men , but God which trieth it. Like the religion of which it is the perfect exponent, it
our hearts." The battle is His, not ours. It is only the desire comes to us “ pure and undefiled." Oh , for pity ' s sake let us give

to be found loyal to Him that has sustained this society it to others in the same condition . This is to love our neigh
through all the difficulties by which , from the first day of its bours as ourselves. Would we hand our children a corrupt

existence , its path has been beset. In the face of much | Romish version , without note or comment, as the Word of

obloquy and misrepresentation , and with slender means, it God ? Wewould not. Is it Christian love, then , to do so to

has pressed forward in this blessed work of scattering far and & pcor foreign stranger ? It cannot be, and here will be found

vide the precious Word of Life . che gist of our contention . Let good men and truemark this ,

Hast work and judge accordingly .

Another thing which commends the report, to my minta un The remainder ofMr. White's address will be found on page
319.

tbat wbilo thankfully recognising what has been done by this

and other Bible societies, it very conclusively shows that a vast
True Fidelity .

work yet remainsto beovertaken, that the " world, ” the “ flesh ,' Col. Puget maintained that God will judge our service by
and the “ devil ” are gaining ground upon us. TheScriptures, fidelity, and fidelity is manifested in small things. Fidelity to
we are told ,may be obtained in ninety-one different languages, truth springs from God Himself,who is the source of truth . He
and that sixty of these translations existed before the establish . is theGod of truth ; the Lord Jesus is the truth , the Spirit is the
ment of any society . But there are three thousand four hun . Spirit of truth , and the Word is the truth ; Thy Word is truth .
dred and twenty - four languages and dialects in the world , a Weare to do the truth , and to walk in it. Truth is to be our
fact which sufficiently proves that the “ call for persevering shield and buckler, the girdle of our lives. It is also thatwhich
and increasing exertion in every department of this great sets us free, and we cannot worship the Lord save in spirit and
work ” is no less urgent than it was. in truth , and we are to be valiant for the truth . Hold fast the

Nor is the case confined to other countries. It is a great truth . There are times like those of which Isaiah speaks when

mistake to assume, as many, I think, do, that there is no great truth is fallen in the street, and at such time there is a loud

need for Bible distribution in our own land. I heard it stated call to us. We read of combinations, such as grace and truth ,

at the annual meeting of the excellent Christian Colportage mercy and truth , faithfulness and truth , but no coalition with

Society that it had been ascertained by a careful canvass that evil is ever contemplated . We are, we trust , of those who

in a certain district in London there were five hundred houses love the truth and rejoice in the truth , God help we may be

in which no copy of the Word ofGod could be found . Instead, themeansofmaking it more widely known by the spread ofHis

tben , of relaxing, we should the rather redouble our efforts toshould the rather redouble our efforts to Word , which is truth .

sond forth the good Word in all directions, both at homeand S Pure Seed ,

abroad . Rev. WILLIAM NORRIS described a missionary 's memorial in
Remember, we cannot delegate to a society work that we India : “ Here lies Henry Lawrence, who tried to do his duty."

should do ourselves. I trust , therefore, after carefully and It was, he felt, a stirring lesson to all of us. By God 's grace

prayerfully pondering this report, we shall not only support to may we so serve that a like simple epitaph may be ours . The

the very utmost of ourability the efforts of the Trinitarian Bible speaker proceeded to detail his first introduction to the princi.

Society , but, as far as we have opportunity, devote ourselves ples of the Trinitarian Bible Society and to maintain that every
individually to the work of distributing the Holy Scriptures. believer is , or ought to be, & mystical angel flying through the

- Lady's Uwork . heaven with the everlastingGospel. Our responsibility , be it re

Thirteen years ago (to-morrow ) the eye of a Christian ladý membered , has to do with our tools as well as with our work .

foll upon a little advertisement in the Christian of & society
And weare responsible also for the utility of our efforts, and

which distributed only Protestant versions. As she read it , our efforts will be useful in proportion as they take the direc

she said to herself, “ Why, surely, no cne would think of doing tion God would have them take. In proportion as the secd

enything else." But, alas ! like many others of us who once sown is a pure seed is the likelihood it will bring forth fruit to

said the same, she found to her sorrow and consternation that the glory of the Lord .

not only did a great and honoured society do something else , Spain and France.

but actually defend the sameon theground ofmere expediency . Mr. WILLIAM GREENE remarked he had eighteen years' inti

Her decision was at oncemade, and she threw herselfheart and mate acquaintance with the society. After describing what he

soul into the work of the Trinitarian Bible Society . I had the had himself seen of the work in Spain , Mr. Greene referred to

privilege of receiving her first subscription . But not only has the striking incident, “ the Red Testament," from which we

ibatlady continued to give ofher substance, butfrom that time, gave an extract a few numbers back .

though in most delicate health , has been one of the society 's The speaker then gave an account of an early Spanisb re
most active colporteurs (honorary, I need not say). In a letter to former, Vanera, who in Luther' s time translated the Word of

me a few days since, sbe writes : “ That was the 30th of April, God into the Spanish tongue. That faithful translation lay

1873, and I have been at the work ever since without ceasing. dormant for three centuries, now it is being printed and circu
I have distributed books to the value of five hundred pounds, lated widely. And the scarlet woman , the apostate Church ,

granted tomeby Mrs. Robertson 's Association for the Free Dis has more dread of the Word of God than of an army of ten

tribution of the Scriptures, but what appears to me far more thousand men .

important is, that I have taughtmany young believers to enter Pasteur G . LECOAT, of Brittany, who spoke in French , and

on thework, and they have found that giving the precious Word of was interpreted by Mr. Greene, described how , having

Life to others has been tbeir best spiritual education . I think one charge of two colporteurs in Brittany , he and his colporteurs

year I got fifteen thousand Scriptures given . I have made had long mourned over the bad translation they had , which the

thirty-eight voyages by mail steamers, chiefly French . My people said was neither English , French , nor good Breton . We

Italian Bible carriage has been working for nine years, chiefly bless the day when your society took up our case. Your new

in the north of Italy . I had a Bible carriage in Germany for translation is willingly read everywhere , and from east and

three years, and have distributed myself in France, Egypt, west, and north and south , the Breton people are begging us to

Italy , Switzerland , Cyprus, and Palestine." May the zeal of comeand explain what they read. Then followed several stories

this dear sister provoke very many of us, " He that watereth of the good work in the Breton villages.

shall be watered also himself." It is the labourer that is

partaker ofthe fruits. Let us arise, tben , and be doing. With

the sword in one hand , and the seed basket in the other, let us
South American Missionary Society .

go forth in the Master's name, and in the Master' s strength , T HE thirty- fifth annual meeting of this excellent society
bearing precious seed , and by and by we shall come again , I was held in Exeter Hall on Friday last. Weregret to learn ,
bringing our sheaves with us. He spared not Himself for us, from the financial statement read by Capt. E . Poulden , R . N .,
let us not epare ourselves for Him . Heput on " zealas a cloak," that funds have seriously diminished, and the importantwork of
let us do the same. the society has only been maintained in full operation by the sale

As our chairman weil remarked , the work of this society is of reserve stock to theamount of £1,800 . Wetrust such & state

twofold, protest and practice. The one “ oughtwe to do," but ofmatters will speedily disappear.

let me urge you with all earnestness not to “ leave the other Rev. R . J . SIMPSON read an interesting report, from which we

undone." If our advocacy of this society rests merely hopo subsequently to give some extracts ,
upon the grounds of its contention with the principles acted The Bishop of LONDON , who presided , pointed out that, while

upon by others , it is of very little worth . To be of real the greatmissionary societies have extended their operations
value it must 'depend also, and mostly, upon our personal all over the world , they have somehow altogether left out South
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America . Until this South American Missionary Society took

up the people of that continent, doing on their behalf precisely

the work the larger societies have done in other lands. And

18 twofold : first, the spiritual care of British subjects
settled abroad ; and, second, the evangelizing of the untaught

and uncivilized heathen . Being commanded to preach the
Gospel to every creature , we dare not leave out a large and
populous continent such as South America . The whole history

of themission , from the early labours and heroic death of Allen

Gardiner, is a loud call from God to His faithful people .
Sir THOMAS CHAMBERS, Q . C . , spoke of the great importance

of the work of the society , maintaining that in the success of

Christian missionsamong the heathen is supplied the practical

answer to the arguments of sceptics and scoffers. A striking

instance of this is found in Darwin 's well-known testimony to

the result of Christian missions in South America .

Sir RISDON BENNETT, F . R . S . , dwelt on the loss suffered by the

mission in the death of Rev. Dr. J . Conder, missionary in

Uruguay, and in so doing referred to the noble self- sacrifice of
David Livingstone and Allen Gardiner, whose death has been

the seed of the Church in Africa and South America.
Rev. Dr. Kinns warmly supported the work of the society.

Captain W . PARKER SNOW , who led , thirty years ago , the

pioneer party to Tierra del Fuego , thanked God that once

more , before he was called from earth , he was permitted to

speak of the splendid heroism shown by Bishop Stirling, Rev .

T . Bridges, and other labourers. From fifty years ' experience

he gave a thrilling account of missionary life in the Cape

Horn region . Having voyaged in the icy north (the Arctic

regions), as well as the far south (the Pacific ) , he had learned

what missionaries were doing for sunken and cannibal tribes.

The “ old salt ” proceeded to narrate in a very graphic and

realistic way various cruises around Tierra del Fuego , and his

visit to the grave where Allen Gardiner lies, and the spot where

he fell & martyr for Fuego .

Mr. D . M . Fox spoke of himself as one of the recipients of

the benefits of the society's work , i.e., as a long resident in

South America he knew what it was doing for dwellers afar.

He drew & dismal picture of the spiritually neglected condition

of English settlers in South America, and referred specially

to Bishop Stirling's heroic labours.

Rev. BURMAN CASSIN spoke particularly of the good work

being done amongst seamen at Rio and Pernambuco.

Rev. F . A . C . LILLINGSTON said a grand work is going on ; it
is God 's work , a glorious work , and a work we must beartily
Bupport,

Messrs. HENRYMORRIS and A . R . PITE briefly supported the

claims of the society.

Mrs. E . W . MOORE testified to the appreciation of this work

by the art students .
Lady HOBART emphasized the appeal for the opening of

drawing-rooms on Sunday afternoons for this work. Lady

Hope, continuing the same subject, said : If we want to win

young women for Jesus we must be filled with the joy of the

Lord . Rejoioing Christians, with a smile on the face, and whose

life is full of sunshine, are the Christians to win others.
Mrs. J . B . JEBB followed with a paper on “ Thrift. " Thrifty

habits are essential to the success of the commonwealth . Thrift

and self-indulgence are incompatible , but thriftand temperance

go hand- in -hand. As well as the meaning, the need , and the

value of thrift , we should teach our young people wbat the

Word ofGod says on this subject. The word " thrift " is not in

the Bible, but both creation and the Bible are full of teaching

thereon . The apostles were told to gather up the fragments

after the miracle, and Paul speaks of laying up a good founda

tion against the time to come.
Miss LOWDER (Southeea) spoke on " Are ourmemberstrained

to selfishness or self-sacrifice ? ” .
A paper, by Miss Fraser, explaining the effort that has been

made to enable members to obtain summer holidays, was

followed with an address by Mrs. F . A . Bevan .

The afternoon meeting was presided over by the Hon . Lady

Beauchamp.
Mrs. MENZIES, Editor of Our Own Gazette , replying to the

question , “ How far is it right or advisable that we should

introduce young men into our Y . W .C . A . ? ” said that the Bible

class was our centre and great instrumentality ; other methods,

such as the socialevening, were to supplement, not to supplant,

the Bible class. In Liverpool, the Y . W . C . A . often introduces

young men to its meetings. The members are allowed to bring

their brothers or friends to the socialmeetings, and the plan has

been found to work well .

Mrs. WEIGAN said that united meetings had been tried at

the Clapham Institute. After tea, one or two Christian young

men have given addresses, and the effort has been much

blessed.

The Hon . E , KINNAIRD said the same thing has been doneat
the Central Institute . The young men and women have to

meet in business , and it was felt that they should thusmeet in

a pleasant and social manner.
Mrs . TEMPLE read a paper on “ Temperance Work among

Young Women , "
Lady BEAUCHAMP told of a servantwho poured the whole of a

barrel of beer provided for her out in the garden , determined

nover to touch or use it again .

Lady FRANCES BALFOUR read & paper explaining the work
of the Travellers’ Aid Department of the Y . W . C . A ., in helping
girls travelling from place to place, by meeting them at rail

way stations.

Mrs. BATH gave an account of the “ International Union , "

and Mrs. ORMISTON CHANT read a paper on “ Work in our Rural

Districts , and Home Study Department." The statute fairs

held in some districts for the hiring of servantswere denounced

by Mrs. Chant, as a disgrace to a civilized country . Referring

to amusements, she said it would not do to take away the bad

ones, unless we were prepared to provide good and innocent

ones in their place .

After a few words by the Hon . E . Kinnaird, and a paper by
Mrs. Legg, an earnest appeal on behalf of the women of India

was made by Mrs. Sorabji .

Our Railway Men .

THE annual gatherings of the Metropolitan Railway men

1 proved very encouraging and stirring . Addresses were

given by Lady Hope, Rev. W . R . Mowll, Dr. Schofield , and

Mr. Spencer,

The earnest appeals made by each speaker were listened to
with the deepest attention , and we are thankful to say the seed

sown is bringing forth much fruit to the honour and glory of
God.

This mission endeavours to reach each man individually, by
monthly packets , visiting the sick and injured , either in their

homes or in hospital, & c .
Through the kindness ofthe general manager, a mission -room

has been opened , where evangelistic , temperance, and other

meetings are held for the men weekly.

1 . Miss Jackson , 21, Stanley Gardens, W . , will send the names of

men who are wanting a monthly packet to any wishing to help.

These packets are greatly appreciated , and from the many

letters that have been received from time to time they have

been blessed in many & homo. At the present time a large

number are waiting their turn to receive packets . Any help

towards the carrying on of this mission will be gratefully

acknowledged .

Young Women's Christian Association .
A UPPLEMENTARY of our report of the annual meeting

D of this association we are asked to give the following

notes of the all-day Convention held on the same date .

The proceedings commenced with a prayer meeting in the
Lower Hall, followed by a conference of secretaries and workers

at 11.30 a .m ., presided over by Lady Hobart,
Miss NEEDHAM read a paper on “ The Latent Resources of

our Prayer Union . "

Miss BRADSHAW gave an accountofwork among art students.

Drawing-room meetings, addressed by Lord Radstock and others,
have been held with much sucoess,

Mr. J . M . Scroggie has concluded an interesting mission

in Bristol. He has now gone to Dublin .

Madeira . - At Santa Cruz, Mr. Maxwell Wright and his
wife have been holding evangelistio services, and they were a

few weeks ago ordered to desist. This they refused to do.
whereupon Mr. Wright was taken to prison . On the 13th of

March he was released on bail, but had to undertake to

present himself for trialbefore the magistrates. He has now

appealed to the supreme court at Lisbon .

Chinese in America. - Many earnest Christians Ars
bestirring themselves to evangelize the Chinese immigrants. Dr.

·Macarthur, of New York , says : - No work to which Christians

can put their hands pays better than this. It would have

taken many years and a large expenditure of money to have

done in China what has been done without any expense in any

one of the severalChinese schools ofthe city . We have no words

which can adequately express our contempt for the miserable

creatures who speak with contemptof these gentle , affectionate ,

and studious Chinese youngmen . Some from this class have

been led to Christ , and have publicly professed Him in baptism ,
others will soon follow . Not only in this class, but all over the

city, those engiged in this work have abundant cause for

encouragement,
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES. HOME GLEANINGS.

ROSSLYN MISSION , Tolliagton Hall ,

Hornsey Road, London . - Gospel Mission Open
air and Children's Services, also Mothers' Meet

ings are continuously held in connection with

above. Much is done in home visitation , feeding

the aged and hungry, supplying the temporal

and spiritual need of all within reach , as far

as means permit . Funds urgentlyneederl.
Cheques and Postal Orders payable to

Hon . Supt., E. GARNET, 62 , Crayford Road ,
Tufnell Park , London .

1
1

BARBICAN EAST CENTRAL

MISSION TO THE JEWS. - The aim of

this Mission is to win souls for Christ, by visita

tion, holding meetings and classes for Men.

Women , and Children , and to befriend and

temporarily relieve distressed Jews, believing

and inquiring, who, in many cases, have lost

their all through no other fault than that they

have embraced , or are about to emhrare, the

" truth as it is in Jesus ." Immediate help

sadly needed . Contributions will be gratefully

received by Messrs. J. P. SHAW & CO . , or by

the Missionary Supt., PAUL WARSCHAWSKI,

16, Farleigh Road , Stoke Newington, London , N.

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS. Vine Street, Clerken.

well Road , EC . Presidens, the Right Hon , the
Earl of Aberdeen , K.G. This Institution benefits

temporally and spiritually the poorest of the

poor , upwards of 3.000 men, women , and children
being assisted weakly . £4.000 a year must be

raised by Voluntary Contributions to maintain
the Work. Treasurer - W . A. BEVAN , Esq .

54. Lombard Street ,

Secretary , Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT .

and prayer

A

LAMB AND FLAG RAGGED

SCHOOL AND MISSION, 10, Red Lion

Street, Clerkenwell.- This Institution has carried

on good work for thirty -eight years, and larger

premises are needed to meet the increasing

demands of anxious and willing youth of both

sexes . £ 1,600 would provide what is wanted .
Will some of those blessed with means come

over and help us ? Funds are also much needed

to carry on the regnlar work .

Hon. Director and Treasurer - J.C.SHERRARD,

7, Oxford Square, Hyde Park .

THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

earnestly appeal for additional aid in support of

tbe 180 Ragged Fchool Missions of the Metro

polis . These buildings are planted in the poorest

districts, and are used for Sunday and Bible

Schools, Day and Infant Free Schools , Week

night fchools for Rough Lads and Girls. Irdus

trial Classes, Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'

Meetings . Ragged Churches, Bands of Hope,

Crêches, and numerous other agencies for the

benefit of the poor children and their parents.

Much is also done in home visitation , in cloth

ing the ragged, and feeding the starving . and

country homes are provided for the weakly or

convalescent . Contributions will be thankfully

received by JOHN KIRK , Exeter Hall, W.C.

WELCOME HOME FOR SAILORS OF

ALL NATIONS , Ratcliff Highway, London , E.

--Gospel andGospel Temperance Meetings every

night throughout the year. Visitors welcomed

any hour of the day . Communications to be

addressed Miss CHILD, 173, St. George's Btreet ,

London , F.

“ A most fruitful and glorious work ."

SHAFTESBURY.

Edinburgh Students . " I Never had a chance."

TAI

THE work commenced in the Edin

burgh University byMessrs. Studd THEfollowing touching incidentisbut

and Stanley Smith (is still bearing fruit.

At present bands are holding, during the
tion of waifs and strays rescued by theMan

vacation , special services in various parts.
chester Boys' and Girls' Refuges and Aid

For example, Sunday week saw the con
Soo by : – Brought up at Nottingham ,

clusion of a series of mission services for
under the care of a father and mother

young men , in the old Surrey Music Hall,
who are unworthy of the name, Willie's

Sheffield, conducted by a deputation from
early days were surrounded with every.

the Edinburgh University Students'
thing that was degrading. Before he was

Holiday Mission . The
ten years old his parents lived apart invery earnest

manner in which the students addressed
the worst possible way, and the lad really

never knew who was his mother. The
the congregations proved what a real and

living Saviour each had found . The
woman he used to call “ mother" ill-used

addresses largely consisted of personal him , and then one day another woman ,

testimony as to the fulness of life in
who had come from Liverpool, declared

Christ Jesus and the hollowness of the that she was his mother, breaking the

best life the world can give. Frequent
windows of their miserable house to em.

reference was made to the great work phasize her statements.

done at the Edinburgh University through
So matters went on until a few months

Messrs. Stanley Smith and Studd , before ago, when Willie broke loose ; tramped

their departure for China. Those who first to Liverpool; after a short stay there ,

were induced to stay to the after meet
on to Bolton ; then to Manchester,

ings formed themselves into groups
ragged, weary, and footsore.

about the hall and engaged in earnest
Willie was singularly straightforward

conversation in his statements .
with the

The night he was

students .
admitted to the Home he was asked if

he had been a good lad , and his reply

A Soiled Tract.

was, “ Only middling, sir; and when

further questioned whyhe had been only

middling, he said, with a good deal of

through a soiled tract has come feeling, “ I never had a chance , sir . "

under the notice of Mr. J. R. Mackenzie . We thank God Willie now has a chance ,

Secretary of the MonthlyTract Society, and we hope he will improve.

Bridge House, Blackfriars Bridge. While Such is the material the Refuges and

moving their stock from former offices he Sheltering Homes of the country are

gave the whole of the soiled tracts to a dealing with . Do not the work and the

young man who loves to work for Jesus, workers need the prayers of all God's

A day or two ago his employer came people ?

to tell Mr. Mackenzie that one of

these tracts had been blessed to a young

man to whom it was given . The tract

is called The Christian Life Illustrated Toilers of the Deep.

Spiritual Reflections on the River
Thames.

Toilers of The Deep we find many
This fact teaches us never

striking stories of the work being

to destroy a good tract even if soiled

Many humble workers gladly receive
done in the trawling fleets by the Mission

Here, for

grants from our soiled tract drawer, and
to Deep Sea Fishermen .

eternity will doubtless show souls won to
example, is what Skipper Goodchild

writes from the Columbia fleet :- “ On
Jesus by these silent messengers, which

too often find their way to the waste
Sunday last we were blessed with a

basket . We doubt not the hint given by
beautifully fine day. We had a goodly

Mr. Mackenzie will be gladly taken by
company on board ;, thirty - four were

counted in ourlittle gathering together,many readers.

and we felt God's presence in ourmidst .

I spoke from Johnix. 25, and many eyes
A Home Mission Union. were made moist with tears as I explained

ANY will be interested in the follow the testimony of the blind man who

said , ' Once I was blind, and now I see .'

house -to - house work carried on in Glas Three men were very anxious about their

gow . They are summarized from a soul's salvation . One said that the

statement made last week at the Chris. Spirit of God had been with him ever

tian Institute by Rev. James Paton , since last summer, when he had a

brother of thatNew Hebrides veteran who brother who found the Lord on board the

recently awakened so much interest in Cholmondeley, and now he has decided

London :-There are now 201 congrega he will give up all and follow Christ Jesus

tions connected with the various evan . One of the others invited me to go on

gelical denominations taking a share in board his vessel, the Caistor Castle, when

the systematic work (organized by the we have a fine day. Another told me,

Home Mission Union ) of overtaking the that after he left the morning service he

non -church - going part of the population.

IN

MẠing factswith regardtosystematic

JUST PUBLISHED.

COMFORT AND
STRENGTH,

OR

went on board his vessel and said to his

Very soon they hope to be able to say crew, “ No more swearing and no more

that not a single family resides in Glas drink allowed after this ,my shipmates,

gow which is not brought into direct and on board this boat .' I could not help

personal contact with the ministration admiring how these three men thanked

of the Gospel. Returns made by 87 God for all His mercies . One told me he

churches give 788 persons, formerly non had a little child in heaven , and , by God's

church - going, who were last year ad. help, he would meet her there ." . A few

mitted to church membership. Themis days earlier he had written : “ I have

sion is not an organization outside or news this morning of another mishap,

independent of the churches, but simply which occurred on Sunday morning last,

an amicable arrangement to prevent over. of one poor fellow who lost his lifewhile

lapping and waste on the one hand, and ferrying fish . The boat upset, throwing

neglect on the other. all three men into the water,

WORDS OF CHEER TO

FELLOW-WORKERS.

CONTAINING

" DIVINE FULNESS .”

By Rev. CHARLES A. FOX , M.A.

“ THE CHERUBIM OF GLORY . "

By Dr. MOKILLIAM .

“ A LIFE ON WINGS."

By Rev. E. W. MOORE, M.A.

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY

MISS MACPHERSON.

Price Sixpence.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW& CO ., 48 , Paternoster

Row, London , E.C.

1
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

MONTHLY TRAOT SOCIETY .

Instituted1837. New Offices, Bridge House,

Blackfriars Bridge (City Side)London .

OPJECT : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically before themiddle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical
literature at home and abroad .

PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERS : All subscribers of

five shillings and upwards per annum are en

titled to receive thenew tracts issued monthly,

and are allowed to purchasethe society's puh
lications at a discount of 25 per cent . Any

subscriber , for each extra contribution of two

shillings per annum . may have a tract sent

monthly , direct from the office , to any friend

whose name and address are supplied . Many

subscribers have for years pursued this excellent

method of quietly influencing other persons .

Subscribers' names are not divulged. Donations or
subscriptions exceeding these sums form the

fund for gratuitous distributions of tracts .

Funds ara urgently needed in aid of the
Free Grant Fund .

All cheques and postal orderstohe crossed and

made payable to J. R.MACKENZIE , Secretary .

MSS. of earnest Gospel and good literary cha

racter may be forwarded to the Secretary.

RESCUE SOCIETY. Established in i853 ,

for the reformation of openly immoral women

and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

danger, supports Eight Homes capable of

receiving over two hundred inmates.

Funds are earnestly solicited by the

Secretary , Mr. C. STUART THORPE,

79, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

HOME MISSIONMISSION NOTES.

Mr. Alex . Balfour, of Liverpool, a Mr. Manton Smith has had a good

princely helper of every good work , has time at Hereford and Ross. Next week

just been called to his rest .
he begins a special mission at Great

The Western Isles . - In Harris Grimsby .

and Lewis a cheering work of grace has Greenwich . — The Refuge for Friend

recently been in progress. less and Fallen has of late been the

Winchester . — The special services means of rescuing a large number of poor

in the Mission Hall continue to be much girls.

blessed . Malvern . - A House of Rest for

Dartmouth . - Mr. Harmer, of the young women engaged in business is

Metropolitan Tabernacle, has been much about to be opened here by Miss Gowan ,

encouraged in a special mission just held of Leamington .

here .
“ To theWest." -- Says the Secretary

Railway Men.-We learn that Mr. of the Manchester Refuges :-Our first

John Waite's labours amongst railway little band for Canada sailed last month .

employés in Manchester have recently We have just heard of their safe arrival

been largely blessed. on the other side .

Mr. J. Burnham has been evange A Council of Christian Workers

lizing in various parts of Dorsetshire, was held on Easter Monday in the mis .

concluding with an interesting series of sion room , St. George's-in-the-East, the

services at Poole .
subjects being, “ Christian Work among

Mr. William Ross writes from the Young," and “ Christian Work among

Glasgowthat a wave of blessing is passing Women ."

over various parts of Scotland, specially A Good Hint.-A Bible -class teacher

the north -west.
suggests that friends living in the country,

Dublin . - An interesting meeting was within an easy distance of the populous

held the other day in connection withthe districts of the great city, would be doing

Dublin Cottage Home for Children . The good service by inviting in the 'spring

Archdeacon of Dublin commended Miss months small parties of young people to

Barrett's work . spend Saturday afternoons in their

Regent's Square Church.-In grounds.

connection with the Sunday school con Huguenots in England.-We learn

ducted by Dr. Oswald Dykes' congrega that efforts are being made to raise a

tion , an interesting Industrial Exhibition sum of £ 3,000 for the endowment of the

was held last week. French Huguenot Church in the crypt

Scripture Readers. During the of Canterbury Cathedral. It is stated

past quartertwo readers of the Church of that if one-half the amount is obtainable

England Scripture Readers'Society — Mr. in Kent, the remainder has been pro

Nixon and Mr. Dakin - have been re. mised by Huguenot descendants in the

moved by death from the work they north of Ireland and other places.

loved so well. Y.M.C.A.,Brighton . The commit

Bournemouth . The Shaftesbury tee report steady and continued progress

Hall and Cairns Memorial buildings were in every department of the association's

opened on Monday under circumstances work during the past year. A new feature

of special interest, the afternoon meet has been introduced by a Gospelmeeting

ing beingpresided over by the Archbishop in the Gymnasium for rough lads and

of Canterbury. other non -church -goers, on Sunday even

The Euston, the Duchess of Grafton's ings, and the workers much

gift to the Mission to Deep Sea Fisher encouraged . Much blessing has attended

men, has been launched , and will in a all the meetings, especially the Sunday

few days be dedicated and sent forth on Bible class.

her service. The Tom Martham , the

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY,

President - Gen . Bir A. J. LAWRENCE, K.C.B.

Sole object of the Society to spread the saving
knowledge of Christ among our soldiers. Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer, V. G. M. HOLT, Esq .. 17, Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH . Hon . Sec.; or by
the Secretary, Mr. W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4, Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.C.

AGED PILGRIMS' FRIEND

SOCIETY.-Instituted 1807. For giving Life

Pensions to the Lord's aged poor of both sexes

and all Protestant evangelical denominations,

1.119 pensioners on the books, 180 being inmates

of the four Homes. Experditure in pensions

upwards of £ 7,000 per annum . Fre help much

needed. Secretary - J. E. HAZELTON. Office -

83, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

BIBLE AND COLPORTAGE

SOCIETY OF IRELAND .-An unde

nominational society with agents in all parts of

Ireland . Carefully selected and trained colpor

teurs are spreading the knowledge of Jesus by

the living voice and the printed page. They

have access to the people everywhere. A con

tribution of £40 will secure a colporteur for a
year in any part of Ireland . Several additional

colporteurs have been recently appointed .

Funds greatly needed .

are

The Seaside. - Those desirous of

seventh mission vessel , is now being placingchildren needing special care, from

built. hospitals or otherwise, at theseaside , will

Dublin . - The Dublin Protestant be interested in learning that arrange

Deaf and Dumb is doing a good though ments may be made for their roception at

quiet work amongstthese afflicted people. the Home for Children , established at 7,

It is not merely a philantropic work, but College Place, as a branch of the London

really and definitely a Gospel effort . and Brighton Invalid Home, Kemp Town ,

Their missionary is himself deaf and An experienced Christian matron is in

dumb.
charge, and the Home is under the super

Hoxton Hall. - On Easter Monday vision of the resident lady visitors of the

& capital meeting was held at the head. parent Home . Inquiries may be addressed

quarters of the Blue Ribbon Gospel Tem to Miss E. S. Elliott (Hon . Sec. ) , 66,

perance Mission, Upwards of eight years Mildmay Park, N.

have passed since the first meeting was House of Rest.-- Miss Mason, in

held in this ball hy Mr. William Noble , recording the Lord's dealings with her,

the founder in this country of what is gives the following illustration :-Only

popularly known as the Blue Ribbon very small contributions had been coming

Army. During these years meetings of in for some days , when a lady, who is a

various kinds have been held nightly with frequent donor, kindly sent £5. This was

most beneficial results. The visitation of taken as an earnest that the Lord was

thepeople carried on bythe hall mission . going to do greater things than this .

ary hasbeen most effective. Since April The end of themonth was just at hand,

of last year 1,070 visits from house to when, in the early morning, she pleaded

house had been paid in the immediate with the Lord that she wasquitewilling

neighbourhood ofthe ball. Every person to be taken out of the work, but that she

who signed the pledge at Hoxton Hall could not contract debts for current

had been visited , with the following re expenses. The Holy Spirit gave her a

sults : 134 were not known at the ad. most blessed assurance that the burden

dresses given ; 21 had removed ; 63 had was the Lord's , not hers, That even

broken ; while 529 (or 70 per. cent of the ing a donation of £ 100 was received from

total number enrolled) were remaining a gentleman who was an entire stranger ,

firm to their pledges,
and who had never contributed before.

Secretaries, Rev. H. M.WILLIAMSON , Belfast,

and Rev. JOHN ELLIOTT , Armagh , by whom

contributions will be gratefully received ; or
they may be paid at the office of this paper .

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY.--Help

is very urgentlyneeded to meet the heavy ex
penses involved in conducting the various evan .

gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially

to assist in meeting the terrible distress so
prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive

help in any form . JAS. ATKINSON , Secretary,

10, Enfield Road South , Kingsland , N.

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE

SOCIETY, 13 , Buckingham Street , Strand.

To controvert the teachings of Atheists , Secular

ists , and other opponents of Christianity,
especially among the uncultured . To help the

perplexed and doubting, andto instruct the young

in the reasons for believing in Christianity .

The Society's income is totally inadequate to the

demands upon it . Funds are immediately

wanted for the open-air work.

Secretaries, Revs. C. LLOYD ENGSTRÖM and

T. T. WATERMAN .

COUNTRY TOWNS MISSION,

18, New Bridge Street, E.C. - For thepast forty

nine years this Society has sought to establish

Missionaries in those places where there is a lack

of simple Gospel teaching. The Committee

earnestly ask those wbo know the darkness of

many of our Country Districts to strengthen

their hands by increased help.
HARRY C. NISBET, Treasurer . GEORGE H.

MAWER, Secretary .
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Evangelistic Mission . Notices of Books.
ONEaster Monday two large meetings were held in Kilburn Children 's Meetings, and How to Conduct Them . By L . J .
U Hall. In the afternoon

Rider and N . N . Carman . (28. 60 . ) - Morgan & Scott.Mr. C . ROSSELL HURDITCH read Psa. Ixiii., and remarked Really a valuable manual for Sunday school teachers,
that foretastes of God's grace increase spiritual appetite. The parents, and children 's evangelists . Abounding in practical
believer finds God's people “ his own company ; " hence the

hints, and giving very many useful and suggestive outlines forvalue of occasions like this for meeting Heaven 's nobility, which addresses to children . We frequently meet with friends
would be more appreciated were we for a timein the position of

perplexed how best to keep up the interest in their Children 'sisolated workers in such distant fields as China . He thanked Service - for such this is just the right book . There are, how .
God he had the privilege ofbeing raised from sickness to have ever, in allusions and illustrations, many Americanismswhich ,
part in these gatherings,which were not exclusively local, but in using the work, it would be necessary to avoid , lest the little
representative of unity amongst Christians from all points of ones be confused and puzzled rather than instructed .
London 's compass.

Gospel Echoes. - Partridge & Co.Mr. ARTHUR WHEELER, of Brighton , said he was converted An admirable series of eight-page illustrated Gospel books,
under this mission about twenty years ago, in the Metropolitan excellently adapted for wide circulation .
Music Hall, on the very night he was engaged to play cards Abba , Father : Helps to Prayer and Meditation . By Rev. C . G .
with a godless companion .

Baskerville, M . A . (18.60.) - Nisbet & Co .Addresses followed by Rev. W . Frith and Mr. Iles, of Not, as the title mightsuggest, forms for prayer, but hints,
Wimbledon .

Bible notes, encouragements in prayer. It strikes usas really aIn the evening Mr. EDWAKD HURDITCH , of Swindon , said valuable and suggestive manual for closet meditation . On
Mark viii. gives three aspects of the Word - - its power in the " I page 319 we give one of the studies in which the book abounds .
will ” of Christ, which wemay surely claim for a revival of His

THE MONTHLIES.
work ; its promise of rest in company with eminent saints of

old ; and its warning as to many professed “ children of the
From the RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY we have a budget ofkingdom " being cast out, showing that God will not forget to

good things. Leisure Hour and Sunday at Home are well uppunish the ungodly because Hebears with them to-day .
to the mark ; in the latter, “ Psalms in History ," and

“ Modern Jews,” will awaken attention ; in the former, “ Aa Type of the Book of Life .
Pilgrimage to Sinai." The Boy's Own and Girl's Own areDr. McKILLIAM , of Blackheath , said he had at one time interesting , varied , and bright, as is their wont. Friendly

considered i Chron . a dry portion of Scripture, but, as an his . Greetings , Cottager and Artisan , & c . , are worthy ofnotice.
torical record of all the ancient people of God , it is a type of From S . W . PARTRIDGE & Co. we have an excellent family
the Lamb's Book of Life . All in the line of Cain are left out,

budget. The Welcome and British Workman merit first place ,for Cain refused the atonement. After his awful'crime God
and in the latter “ Lord Shaftesbury and Working Men 's willreasons with him , and, though he vainly seeks to cover his sin
interest many. Band of Hope Review , Family Friend , Infant'swith a lie , God points out the sacrifice for it ; but Cain chooses
Magazino, are good in their own sphere .the path of separation from God . Let us take warning from
From “ HOME WORDS ” OFFICE we have the Fireside , goodthis , in a day when it is fashionable to think much of anything and true in every way ; Home Words, Day . of Days, Hand and

that hides the way of the blood. In chap iv , many are men Heart, and Fireside News, will all repay perusal,delighting and
tioned simply by name. We should seek , before Christ comes, instructing young and old .
to have something more than that recorded of us. The Lord 's ! Toilers of the Deep. (2 .) - Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .
word , “ Rejoice that your names are written in Heaven ," was , This lively little monthly is bright and fresh as ever, full of
the only guarantee the disciples had, though the fact was assure

breezy notes from the North Sea .as the visible subjection of demons, concerning which they The Christian Treasury (S . W . Allen ) will attract many
would have more honoured their Lord by rejoicing when he

readers ; in its new series it is varied and easy reading.foretold it ; and it is by faith only we can know our names so

* * Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had ofwritten . The singling out of Jabez indicates that there are
the publishers, John F . Shaw and Co., 48, Paternoster Row ,differences among saints here, and will be above. These arise
London , E . C ., post free , for the published price. Full cashfrom lack of faith , andwemay take warning therefrom . Many

discountfor generalbook orders,use sorrows and trials as reasons for not coming to Christ.
Jabez went into the presence of the Lord because ofhis sorrow .
Then others are contrasted . Some families did not increase
like the family of Judah , which was a family where praise
abounded . If our praises fail in adversity, watchful worldlings
willnot forsake their own course for ours. Chapter v . deals with Mr. Hammond in St. Giles.the loss of the Christian 's crown through failure . Paul did not

W HITEFIELD Presbyterian Church , Drury Lane, has hadfear that he would be eternally lost, but ho sought to attain to
V manymixed congregations, but few more mixed than thethe full, and to him unknown , measure ofwhat his Master had

congregations that have assembled nightafter night this week toin view for him . Another warning is found in the fact that
listen to the words of life from the lips ofGod ' s servant, Rev. E .Reuben 's family is so mixed with worldlings that their peculiar P . Hammond ; the very poorest and themost refined were there,

names indicate their unsaintly lives. They chose their portion
A goodly company of earnest Christian workersgathered aroundoutside the land , and did not go through death and judgment ;
tho evangelist . Some were busy in the streets , compellingnevertheless, even their names are graciously recorded .
sinners to come in , others were assisting in the praise and inMr. ROBERT PATON gaid our message to men must be drilled
prayer, and not a few in keeping order .into our own souls. As to village work , effort that simply Mr. Hammond's one grand continuous theme is substitution .

arises from kindly human feeling, and has no savour of the He dwells upon it. He looks at it from many sides, now by
Lord Jesus Christ. is valueless according to Bible measure.

argument and anon by most apt illustrations. He sometimesWorkers must take care that they do not overestimate their
speaks as a son of thunder , and again in mostmelting terms heimportance, while underestimating their influence for good or
pleads with sinners to come and prove Christ as a personalevil.
Saviour. The Spirit was present night after night, and manyDr.MACNUTT read Eph . v . 16 , and remarked that efforts have
professed faith in Jesus.been made to widen the way to Heaven so as to admit persons Few that have been present will forget the gatherings in thi

who have the world and their · lusts about them ; but it is so
most godless and yet hopeful district. Christ's grace is stillnarrow that only one can walk in it, and , if we are to walk in
mighty to subdue rebel sinners .it, wemust walk in Christ,

W . B . A .

Visitors to Paris are invited to the Daily Prayer Meet

ing held in the rooms of the Y . M . C . A ., 160 , Rue Montmartre

from twelve to one,where they can also gain all information in

reference to Christian work in Paris.

Paris. - It is proposed to hold , during the summer, a con

ference at the rooms of the Y . M .C . A . in Paris on the " Second

Coming of the Lord Jesus Christ.” Would friends in England

who would be willing to help us by taking part, kindly commu.

nicate with the secretary, Y . M . C . A ., 160, Rue Montmartre,
Paris,

Miss Weston has secured two public houses, adjoining
her Sailors' Rest at Devonport, and intends, should funds be

provided, to pull them down and enlarge the Rest, urgently in

need of extension .'

Kabylia . - A conference has been held at Nîmes by several
prominent French Methodists,at which it was decided to estab .
lish a mission in Kabylia. Mr. T . Hocart offered himself for

the work, and, as he possesses the requisite qualifications, he

has been accepted, - Evangeliste,
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TEACHER'S BIBLE,

TOShelter
Young

Women
(other
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.

LECTURES

AT STAFFORD

ROOMS

.

Mr. B. W. NEWTON proposes (D.V.)

to resume his Lectures on PROPHETIÓ

AND OTHER PARTS OF SCRIPTURE,

at the “ Stafford Rooms, " Titohborne

Street, Edgware Road , on successive

Tuesday Mornings, commencing on Tues

day, 4th May, at a Quarter past Eleven

o'clock .

HEBREWS vi. 19.

wise respectable ) lately Fallen into

Sin .

FOB rules of admission to theAnchorage
House , and for particulars of its work , and for

TRAINEDSERVANTS ready to go out to situa

tions, apply (by letter only) to ; Mrs. H. BTUART

WORTLEY , Rosslyn House, Grove End Road,

N.W. , London ; and to whom, or to any member

of committee, subscriptions may be sent, or to
Editor, Word and Work ,

HE ANCHORAGE,

.

Including the “ Aids to Bible Students,” and New Articles by

CHEYNE, GREEN, HOLE, HOOKER, LEATHES, LUMBY, MADDEN ,

TRISTRAM , STAINER , SAYCE, &c .

Besides a CONCORDANCE (over 40,000 refs ., with context, in bold type) --INDEX OF

PERSONS, PLACES, and SUBJECTS (16,000 refs .), by B.V.,&c.

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE ABOVE :

Christian . "
* More complete than any other similar work ."

Graphic ."
" It supersedes all the former Teacher's Bibles."

“ Illustrated London News. " | " Nothing can be more useful to the Bible Student."

Rock .' " The most complete portable Bible ever submitted to Bible readers,"

" School Guardian ."
Every teacher should possess a copy of this Bible ."

Queen .”
“ We have confidence in recommending it."

Ask for the Queen's Printers' Edition .-- Prospectus post free. Prices ,from3s.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, GREAT NEW STREET, LONDON , E.C. ,

AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

.

..

ESTABLISHED 1851.

B 'Southampton Buildings,ChanceryLine.

The British MessengerThoughts on Easter-tide, for the

“ Heralds of the Cross .”

Price Twopence .

Address , Mrs. GOODE, Holme Lea , Llanduduo .

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DE POSITS,repayable ondemand.

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly

balances, when not drawn below £ 100.

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

cbarge, the custody of Deeds, Writings, andother

Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends,and Coupons; and the pur

chase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities .

Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, post free , on application ,

FRANCIS RAVEŃSCROFT,Manager .

TheBirkbeck Building Society's Annual

Receipts exceed Five Millions.

OWTOPURCHASE AHOUSE FOR

TWO GUINEAS PER MONTU, with im

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply

at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY,

29 , Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

LEBANON WINE

THE PURE JUICE OF THE GRAPE .

IMPORTED DIRECT FROM BYRIA ,

TAEaboveNaturalWINE is largelyused by

Churches for Communion Wine, not only on

account of its prestige as coming from the Holy .

Land, but alsoas containing noaddod spirit or

alcohol. It is also recommended to invalids and

others who require a natural atimulant without

intoxicating quality. Price 248. per Dozen re

puted quarts.
BOLE AGENT

J. F. ROBINSON ,

Lyttelton House , High Cross Lane, Tottenham ,N.

for MAY contains :

MAKE HASTE.

By Rev, HORATIUS BONAR, D.D.

(With Illustration .)

THE GOOD SHEPHERD (Poetry) .

By the Right Rev. the LORD BISHOP

of EXETER.

CHRISTIAN PEACE.

By Rev. ROBERT MUNRO, M.A. , B.D.

HOBAB THE KENITE.

By Rev. ANDREW CARTER, M.A.

WILL YOU BE SAVED ?

By Rev, F. WHITFIELD , M.A.

DIVINE LEADING AND TRAINING.

By H, K. Woon .

(A Glasgow Merchant).

LETTER FROM AN INVALID OF

40 YEARS ' STANDING.

Hºm

H LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

MONTH , with immediate possession, either for

Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the

Office of theBIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

as above ,

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars,

on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

And other Articles,

FOR SALE LARGE MARQUEE

(nearly new ) , well made, good canvas and ropes,

and improved fittings, with 8 pairs pulley blocks

for hoisting. Will seat 1,000 people can be put

up in 4 sizes).

Apply to

T. PAULL,

Martock , Somerset .

Price One Penny .

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

Stirling, N.B.

London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO

QUEEN'S ROAD MISSION CHURCH, Queen's Road, Battersea, S.W.

UNDENOMINATIONAL

NORTH . WEST LONDON

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR .

9, The Crescent, Leighton Grove, N.W.

PRESIDENT - JOHN CHAMBERS, Esy .

This Choir has been formed for the purpose

of assisting any Evangelistio effort , and for the

purpose of conducting short “ Gospel Song

Wissions,” as occasion may offer .

The services of the choir are quito gratuitous.

All applications should be made to Mr.J. Bate

man, 72, Twisden Road, Highgate Road , N.W.

HABAGONSUMS PAMAM AMERICANORGANS. W. Pridham and Son , £ A 4s .
Instruments for school and home use . Are mar

vellous for tone and workmanship. 3 stops, £ 5

o stops, £ 6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of

every description . Pianofortes from £ 15.

Works, 206, Julileo Street, London , E.

FREEHOLD FUND,

£718 are required to purchase one of the best sites in Battersea (for a place of

worship) . It is 106 feet by 50 feet , and is a corner site in the midstof a rapidly grow

ing neighbourhood. On part of this ground a building is erected in which the work

is now carried on , but being undenominational, all seats free, and the congregation

consisting of the poorer classes, and the total support of the whole work depending

entirely upon the freewill offerings of those who attend it, and the ground rent being

very heavy, we are struggling hard to obtain the freehold this year, so as to reduce the

expenses and secure the ground for all time ; and D , Andrews, Esq. , treasurer of the

fund, has promised £ 300 if we can raise theremaining £418. To do this we are using

all the means in our power, even to the children collecting waste paper, &c .; and at

the present timewe require £270 to complete thepurchase. Full particulars and a

copy of the constitution and rules of the church, with testimonials from ministers and

others testifying to the genuineness of the work, will be sent to any one desiring

them bythe Pastor, and any donation, however small, or articles or material for sale at

lour public sales which we hope to have this year, will be thankfully received and duly

ERECTED BY

IRON CHURCHES,&c .

A. CHOPPING,

DERBYRD.,WEST CROYDON, SURREY. acknowledged byW.CROSBY, Pastor,18,Victoria Place,Queen's Road,Battersea,s.W.
Illustrated Designs and Estimates Free,

CHEAPEST FIRM IN THE TRADE.

or D. ANDREWS, Esq. , Treasurer, 19, Victoria Place, Queen's Road , Battersea, S.W.

SPURGE
ON'S

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS

CLOTH 8 /
AN

EACH ORIGINAL

EXPOSITION OF

THE BOOK OF PSALMS

PASSMORE+ALABASTER.PATERNOSTER.BUILDI
NGS,EC

FURNITURE.-NORMAN &

BTACEY'S HIRA- PUROHABE BYBTEM com

mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary ,

It combines roa ) boonomy on sound commercial

principles, with strictly privato arrangements,
without the objectionable turmalitios cf

dealers and others. Payments can extend ovor

1, 2, or 8 years. The 60 wholesale firms embrace

the best manufacturers, who bavo largo stock ,

for selection . Intending purchasers Stivuid call

personally, or sund for particulare. - Oncos,78,

Queen Victoria Bt., E.C., and 121 , Pall Mall , 8.W.

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAPNESS.

Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds .

“ DEAF FOR FORIY YEARS, AND THEN

CUREV . "

Sir, - Mysale for your " Cure for Deafness

increases. A man here who has been deaf

Forty years, bas had his hearing restored by it .

J. GREEN , Chemist, Christchurcn .

1s . 11d. per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps, from

Edwin J. Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury.
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THE “ MAY MEETINGS."

DATE. TIME . SOCIETY . PLACE . CLAIRMAN OR PREACHER.

MAY,

Wed. 5

5
GEORGE WILLIAMS, E34 .

Earl of HARROWBY.

Adm . Hon . A. DUNCOVBE .

Bishop Ryan.

Earl of HARROWBY .

Rev. Preb . MACDONALD.

F. A. BEVAX , Esq .
Th ...

O
o
o
o
o
o
n

ono
n
o
r
o
o
n
a

Fri.

T
I
E
I

7

7

Sun. 9

9

9

Mop . 10

10

10

10

10

Tu . 11

11

11

- 11

11

11

Wed , 18

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

Th. 13

13

13

13

Fri , 14

14

14

Sat. 15

Bun . 16

16

..0

8 } a m .
il a.m.

noon

3 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 pm .
10a.m.

2 p.m.

3 p.m.

6 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

11 m .

11 & .m .

3 p.m.

7 p.m.

11 a.m.

11 &.m .

11 a.m.

3 p.m.
3 p.m.

31 p.m.

6 p.m.

64 p.m.
3 p.m.

6} p.m.

6} p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

83 a.m.

11 a.m.

noon

3 p.m.

3} p.m.

65 p.m.

7 p.m.
7 p.m.

10 a.m.

3 p.m.

3 p.m.

6

4 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

3 p.m.

11 a.m.

61 p.m.

Bunday School Union

British and Foreign Bible

Royal Naval Female School

Missionary Leaves Association

Working Men's Lord's Day Rest
Church Pastoral Aid

London City Mission
Church Pastoral Aid

Home and Colonial School

Sunday School Union ... . (Jews
Lon. Soc.for Prom . Christianity amg.

Christian Instruction

The Religious Tract Society ...
C. of Eng. Zenana M ssionary (Jews
Lon . Boc. for Prom . Christianity amg.

British Syrian Schools

British and Irish Home Mission

Protestant Reformation

Colonial and Continental Church

British and Foreign Bible

Church of England Scripture Rea:iers
Christian Vernacular Education

British and Foreign Sailors

Ragged School Union

British and Irish HomeMission

Church of England Temperance

Brit . Boc. for Prop. Gospel amg. Jews

Church of England Sunday School ...

British and Foreign Sailors

Christian Blind Relief

Baptist Missionary

Zenana Mission

London Missionary

Baptist Missionary

Foreign Aid Society

Sons of the Clergy

Bible Translation

Church of England Temperance

London Missionary

London Missionary

Church of England Temperance

Home Teaching for the Blind

Baptist Missionary

Moravian Missions

Baptist Missionary

Operative Jewish Converts
Operativa Jewish Converts

British and Foreign Bible

Beamen's Christian Friend

Breakfast

Meeting

Meetiog

Meeting

Meeting
Sermon

Neetiag

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting
Sermon

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Sermon

Sermon

Sermon

Sermon

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting
Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Breakfast

Sermon

Sermon

Meeting
Bermon

Meeting

Meeting
Sermon

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Sermon

Meeting
Sermon

Sermon

Lower Room , Exeter Hall

Exeter Hall

Royal United Service Institute

Lower Room , Exeter Hall
Exeter Hall

St. Paul's, Onslow Square

Exeter Hall

Exeter Hall

Institution , Gray's Inn Roud...
Exeter Hall

St. Georg a's , Bloomsbury
Tabernacle , Tottenham Court Roul

Exeter Hall

Prince's Hall , Piccadilly
Exeter Hall

Council Room, Exeter Hall

Oity Temple, Holborn Viaduct

Christ Church , North Brixton

Hly Trinity Church , Marylebone

Trinity Presbyterian Church , Clapham Rd.

Willis's Rooms , St. James's

Willis's Rooms, St. James's

Mansion House

Exeter Hall

City Temple, Holborn Viaduct

Princes' Hill, Piccadilly

Lower Room, Exster Hall

Exeter Hall

Sailors' Institute , Shadwell

East London Tabernacle

Cannon Street Hotel

Cannon Street Hotel

City Temple , Holborn Viaduct

Bloomsbury Chapel

Vicaraga, ßt. Bartholomew's Hospital

St. Paul's Cathedral

Library, 19, Furnival strast , Ë.c. .
Exeter Hall

City Temple, Holborn Viaduct
Exeter Hull

$ 1 . James's, Hall, Piccadilly

Lower Room, Exeter Hall

Exeter Hall

Exeter Hull

Exeter Hall

Ch . Palestine Place, E ..

Lower Room , Exeter Hall

Brixton Hill Wesleyan Church

Seimen's Church , St. George's Street, E ....

Earl of ABERDEEN..

Bishop of XETER .

GEORGE WILLIAMS, E8 ..

HAVUEL MORLEY , Esq .

Bishop of EXETER .

Bir J.KENNAWAY, Burt. U.P.

Canon TRISTRAM .

Rev. J. GUINNESS ROGEKS ,

Bishop ALFORD.

Dean of RIPON .

Rey . Dr. D.MACEWAN .

Viscount ENFIELD .

Earl of NORTHBROOK :

LORD MAYOR .

Earl of ABERDEEX .

R. L. EVERETT, Esq ., M.P.

Bishop of OXFORD.

J. E MATALESON , Esq .

Bishop of ROCHESTER,

J. T. ARUNDET.. Esq .

F. A. BEVAX, Esq .

J.J. COLWAY, Esq ., M.P.

J. MARNHAM . Es 1 .

Rev. J. PARKER , D.N.

Rev. E. E. JEYKINS .

T
e
l
l
l
i
l
l

Dein of WORCESTER.

Rev. Dr. F. TRE TRAIL

Bishop of DURIAN .

Rev, H. A , THOMAS, M.A ..

Edw . C 308SLEY, ES , M.P.
Bichop of LONDON .

Viscount MIDLETOV.

Bir T. FOWELL BUXTOX.p.m.

Sir V. BARVABY .

Rev. J. MATTEEW3.

Earl of RODRY,

Rev. I. P. HUGHE

Rev. Dr. DAWSOY BURNS.
...

Strangers' Rest, 163. St. George's Street, Ratcliff Highway, E - Monthly

workers' meeting, Friday, May 7th . Tea at 6. Meeting at 7. M. H.

Hodder . Esq ., will take the chair. Dr. Barnardo will give the address.

Rev. W. Hay-Aitken's future engagements are : - May 9th to 11th, St.

James, Boston . Lincolnshire ; 14th , Stafford Rooms, W.; 16th to June

1st, St. James, Jersey ; June 6th to 22nd , Bedford Church , Exeter.

Conference Hall , Eccleston Street. - Mr. Charles Inglis on Sunday, at

7 m.m. , and Friday at 8.

Bt . George's fall, Langham Place,W.-Mr. Shuldham Henry, Sunday

morning, at 11 ; evening, at 7 ; and at Burlington Hall , Savile Row , on

Wednesday, at 8.

Talbot Tabernacle , ' Powis Square, W.- Second Advent Testimony, a

series of expository addresseson the Lord's coming. Sunday mornings

in Mav, at 11 , hvthe pastor, Mr. Frank White. Subject next Sunday,
" With and for His Saints."

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

May 9th-Deut. vi . 1-12 May 13th-Deut. xvi . 13_22

10th-Deut. vii . 1-11 14th -Deut. xvii. 14-20

11th-Deut. xi . 18-32 15th-Deut. xviii , 15-22

12th - Deut. xvi, 1-12

1
3

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS .

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part of England , Scotland, and Wales upon due notice . Apply

to Hon. Secretary, 21, Surrey Street , Strand, W.C.
Y.M.C.A., City , New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenus, Leadenhall

Street (late 61,GracechurchStreet ).-Sandays, at 5 p.m. , Bible read

ing ; 7 p.m., Young men's Gospel service. Mission work at Y.M.C.A.

Hall, Bermondsey , nightly , 8 p.m. Annual meeting, May 6th (Thurs. ) ,

6 39 p.m. , Mr. J. Herbert Tritton in the chair. Rev. Eran H. Hopkins ,
Dr. Sinclair Paterson , and others.

Conference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.- May 9th , at 3.30, Mr. P. S.

Badenoch ; at 7 ,Mr. W. Bpencer Walton .

Blackheath Conference. - A Convention , having for its object the

deepening of spiritual life , will be held at Blackheath on the 26th, 26th ,
and 27thMay , in which the Revs . Dr. Elder Cumming, C. A. Fox , W.

B. Figgis, Evan Hopkins, E.W. Moore, W. Webb-Peploe, S. A. Belwyn ,

and Mr. H. F. Bowker will (D.V.) take part,

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall. - Rev. F. Hastings will give a series of Bible read

iugs at the mid-day meeting as follows:-May 6th , " Assured Salva

tion ; ” 7th, " Regretted Lapses."

House of Rest, 7 & 8 ,Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn, N.W.-Friday, 7th ,

All-day meetings - 10.30 a.m.prayer ;3p.m. , Dr. McKuliam on Christ

life and its Laws" ; 7 p.m., Holiness meeting . Refreshments 1 and 5.

Sun. , 9ch , at 3.30 p.m., " The Lessons of Joseph's Life , " by Miss Mason,

Children's Special Service Mission .-- The Annual Meetings will

be held at Exeter Aall ( Lower Hall) on Tuesday, May 25th , at 3 and

6.30 p.m. The Rev. G. F. Pead, Christ Church , Hampstead , will

preside at the afternoon meeting, and George Williams, Esq ., in the

evening :

Youths' Institute, Old Pgo Street, Westminster ( " One Tun "

Mission ).- Prayermeeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con
ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.30 to 8 .

Evangelistio Mission (Onder the direction ofO. Russell Hurditch ).-

Kilburn Hall, Kilbarn Gato (not Town Hall ).-Mr. W. R. Lane,

Bun . , at 7 p.m.,and Wed., at 7.30p.m.

Malden Halī, Kentish Town.-Dr. McKilliam , Sun., 7 p.m.; Mr. O.

V. T. Onslow , Thurs.,at 8.

Dalston Hall, 105 , Dalston Lane, E .--Mr. S. E. Angel, Sunday,

7 p.m .;Thursday, at 8 .

Bighold Hall, Bignold Road, Station Road, Forest Gate.-Mr.

O. V.T. Onslow ,Bundays, 7 p.m .; Dr. Popham. Wed., 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known asCadby Hall), Hammersmith

Road, West Kensington . - Sun ., Dr. Popham , at 8 p.m.; Mr. Ran
some Wallis , at 7 p.m.

Hammersmith , Upper Mission Room , 180 ,King, Street,

For the young, on Sunday, at ? p.m .; Dr. Popham , Thursday, 8 p.m.

Mortlake,Rest Mission Hall.-Mr.J. G.Matthews, Sun., 7 b.m.

Zonanaand Medical Mission Sohooland fome, 58, Bt. George's

Road , B.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , at
which Miss Nugent and Úrs. Orchard kindly preside.

Y.W.C.A.- Meetings forbusinessyoungladiesevery Tuesday evening,
at 9.15 , in the Mall Hall, High Street, Notting Hill ,

Donations Received ,

PRESENT DISTRESS . S

J.S. ( Aberdeen )

A Soldier ...

*...

€

0 3

0 1

0

0

Mrs. H.

KINGSLAND INSTITUTE FOR GIRLS .

FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN .

0 5 0

M. A.S, .. 100

DIMNERB OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE38 are frequently

caused by the use of unsaitable prctacles. Tho Bev , Dr. Orother, Hill

House , Ascot, writes : - “ I cannot describe the comfort I derive from tho

use of your glasses, both by day and night. I find nopain or wearlness

as I used to ; and I have taken to reading books I had put aside as t.no

trolng for the eyes on account of the smalloons ofthe type." The lateSir

Julius Benedict wrote : - " I have tried the principal opticians in London

without success , but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably ; the

clearnose of your glasses as compared with others is really surprising . "

The Rev. R. H. Baynes , M.A., Hon. Canon Worcester Cathedral,

writos : - “ The spectaclesyou adapted are all I could desire, and myeyes

tool strong already. I only regret I did not know of your oxceedingskill

yearsago." - Mr. HENRY LAURANOE, F.8.8 .,Oculist Optloian . la ,OLD

BOND STREET, solontifically adaptshisIMPROVEDBPROTAOLBE

to assistand strongthon the workest sights , Pornhlatnontaining sug

gestions forthe pracnrrationofsight free. BRANCHES. 6. Poultry ,

7.O.; 3. Guardian Buildings , Orass Bt., MANOARS TER ;

Corporation Street, BIRMINGHAM ; sod 139 , Buchanan

St., Glasgow - ADVT.
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WORD AND WORK .

Educational
Terms for Advertisements

" Word and Work.”

IN

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL

This paper having a large and increasing cir

culation amongst Christiansof all denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and

uther Announcements .

Situations , &c .

VACANT OR WANTED .

Apartments Houses

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS

The Terms are very moderate, viz.: Miscel

laneous in small Type, 2s.6d. for 30 words or less,

and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or

under . A reduction for a series of Bix Insertions

and apwards.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.

BATH,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN.

Principal: MR . W. FRANKLIN
(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

Bchool) .

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.

Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of
younger boys.

Combe Down , at an elevation of some 700 feet
above Bath, is noted for its fine, bracing air .

The Bchool residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House banitation Associa
tion ,

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston - super-Mare .

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers.

H. Dyer , Esq . , Malvern ,
Dr. Maclean , Bath.

J. Churchill, Esq . , Wimbledon .

H. Groves, Esq . , Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Esq . , Ardfert, Co. Kerry.

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

BRIGHTON LADIES' SCHOOL.

Established twenty -five years. Pupils success

fully prepared for all examinations. The juniors
have a separate department. Address Principal ,

122 , Marine Parade .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

CR MARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years . A limited number only taken .

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

AddressPrincipal .

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Geo .

FOSTER as an educator.

Loudon Referee -GEORGE WILLIAM8, Esq .,

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard ,

Swimming taught this term ,

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX .

BOARDING SCHOOLfor Young Ladies

Resident English and Foreign governesses .

Visiting masters. Vacancies for two boarders .

Articled Pupil required. Premium , Terms

moderate . Principal, Russell House, Maidstone,

SOUTHEND - ON -SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG
LADIES.

Delicate Children receive special attention .
Terms moderate - 0 ., Office of Word and Work ,

48 , Paternoster Row, London, E.O.

GOVERNESS .- Re-engagement wanted by

young lady , aged 21. Acquirements : English ,

French , music, drawing, elementary , German ,

and Latin . 15 years in last engagement.Country
preferred . P.s., Job F. Shaw& Co., 48, Pater

noster Row, London , E.O.

Book and Displayed Advertisements charged

according to spaceoccupied. Front Page, and

other special positions, by arrangement.

N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

morning ,or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F.SHAW & Co.

Amounts under 2s.6d, may be sent in Halfpenny

Btamps.

School for Young Ladies,

MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE,

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

Terms of Subscription.

Word and Work '

Is Published overy Thursday, Price One Penny.

Orders should be sent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob

talning copies thus, theycan be had direct from

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the

following rates, Payable in Advance

Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks

£ s. d . £ 8. d .

1 Copy 0 3 5 0 6 10

2 Copies 0 6 10 0 13 8

3 0 10 3 1 0 6

4 0 12 6 1 5 0

6 0 17 6 1 15 0

( Including Double Numbers.) ;

The above rates apply to all Countries

in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Europe , Canada, theUnited States of

America , Egypt, and the Holy Land.

9

OFFICE : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

Principal - MRS. JUDSON.

In this lovely and healthy locality, situated among theCotswoldHills, pupils can gainhealth and

strengthwhilst enjoying the advantages of carefulinstruction, homecomforts,andChristiantraining.

Termsinclusive and moderate. References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the

country, and to Rev. John Wilkinson . 79. Mildmay Road ,N. & c.

Situations and Appointments. Spartments, & c.

SITUATION WANTED .-As attendaut
BOURNEMOUTH.— A delightful Home

to au invalid gentleman , by a Swiss , who speaks
for Visitors and invalids atDurley Dean Mansion .

German , French and English , and can be highly
Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

recommended . Is a decided Christian . Apply
Koniniss treatment where desired . Pamphlets

to X. Y, Z. , Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.
showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

cases post free for 6d . in stamps . Address

JUNIOR CLERKSHIP Wanted by a
Secretary .

well -educated youth 16 ; can givegood references ;
LONDON .- INGULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL,

willing to make himself generally useful, but 20 , 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C.

never been in office before. Alpha, 9, New Union
Five ininutes' walk or ls . cab fare from Euston,

Street , Moortields , E.V. St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily

reached from other stations. Patronised by

A YOUNG MAN from Ireland , Christian , readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application.

aged 24 , seeks situation , to assist , or waiter in

coffee palace , or other capacity . With Baptists
FURNISHED HOUSE ,WIMBLEDON ,

preferred. H. G. , 13 , Charles Street , Lurgan , adjoining pleasant meadows. Would be let for

Ireland .
a few months at five guineas per week. Address

R. , Messrs . Dowsett & Woods, 70, Lincoln's Inn

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory Fields .

course of training with a view to the Christian
WORTHING . - Furnished house to let

Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers , on reasonable
(small and convenient ) . Bplendid position oppo

terms, by applying to Rev. J.Renny, F.R.S.L. ,
site and right to gardens, nearpier and principal

Christ Churen Parsonage, Cheddar. "A stamped
streets. T. R. D., 2, Bedford Row , Worthing.

addressed envelope should be sent for reply . STOKE NEWINGTON. - House to be

LADY ( Young ), tall and strong, wants situa
Let containing eight rooms. Good neighbour

tion in house of business ; would give time or
hood . 8, Bouverie Road ,N. Low rent. Apply

assist in bouse ; some experience . A. P., 21 ,
to J. G. Vernon , Oxford House, College Avenue,

Rayner Terrace , Leyton Road , Stratford , E.
Clapton , E.

A LADY wishes to recommend a Christian
HASTINGS.-Sea View House, Marine

Parade, close to the sea . Well- furnished Apart
person, age 32 , as maid to elderly or delicate

lady, Good needlewoman. In or near London .
ments, with good attendance, at very moderate

(inclusive ) charges . Entrance 35, George
Wages £20. E. , 33, High Street, Hemel Hemp Street . For terms apply Miss Stevens.
stead .

YOUNG WOMEN, with good references,
DELIGHTFUL SEASIDE HOME,

Isle of Wight, facing sea and downs. Unusual

seeking business engagements, should apply,

before four o'clock , to Miss Hall , Business
advantages for languages, music, singing, sketch

ing, and painting. English subjects. A few
Agency, Young Women's Christian Association , lady boarders received. Principal, Marlborough

101 , Mortimer Street, Regent Street , W. House, Yarmouth , Isle of Wight.

ENGAGEMENT desired , as wardrobe ST. LEONARDS-ON -SEA.— Apsley

keeper in a school, useful companion , or mother's House Boarding Establishment, 7, Bt. Margaret's

help. Domesticated . Good needlewoman . Fond Road , Warrior Square. Close to sea . Conducted

of children. Church of England,and abstainer. by the Misses Elmslie . Home comforts. Liberal

Z , The Wolds, College Road , Eastbourne . table . Inclusive terms from l. guinea .

A THOROUGH industrious Christian Per TO LET, furnished , a nine-roomed Cottage,

son , 36 , wants situation as working housekeeper, at Pendine, Carmarthen Bay . Fine rock and

nurse, or care of offices . Abstainer , E. Ward,56, moor scenery . Large stretch of sand. Fine sea ,

College Place, Chelsea ,
Safe bathing. Box 294, Post Office, Bristol,

CHOICE COLLECTION OF

FLOWER SEEDS,

post free, ls., containing 16_varieties in liberal

quantities, including Aster, Balsam , Mignonette ,
Musk , Lobelia , & c ., with directions for culture.

G. STILLMAN , 39, Northumberland Place ,

Bayswater.

I NOISES IN THE EARS.

Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to send

for his work, a book showing the nature of the

disease and the means of cure. Post free 6d .,

with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London . Free con

sultations daily .

BUNTER'S

Cures Toothache,prevents Decay, saves

Extraction , 1s . 1 d .of all Chemists.

NERVINE ,
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WORD AND WORK .

THAMES CHURCH MISSION .

INSTITUTED 1844

Recently Published .

A BOOK FOR THE TIMES.

(Cloth extra , Is . 60. )

OLD-FASHIONED TRUTHS for

NEW - FASHIONED TIMES.

By J. C. CROXFORD.

" We warmly commend the book ." - Word and Work .

LONDON : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO . ,

Or of the Author, Mr. Croxford, Harrold, Bedford, postage free ,
And of any Bookseller.

President- The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .

Chairman--Capt. the HON . F. MAUDE, R.N.

Secretary - REV. H. BLOOMER .

Object-To win Souls for Christ .

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they
have been greatly blessed by God.

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED .

Nos . of Word and Work , Books, Magazines,Tracts,&c . , are most necessary ,

And will greatly assist the Chaplainsand Missionaries.

TheSecretary will be pleasedto give an account of the Work either at
School Room , Lecture Hall , or Drawing Room Meetings.

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Btreet , Ludgate Circus, E.C.

ON

CONSUMPTION,

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

AND ALL

CHESTOTHER DISEASES.

READ

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION

OF THE GOSPEL AMONG THE JEWS.

This Society undertakes a work beyond the aim and capability of

ordinary Missionary Societies. It is founded on an unsectarian basis, and

receives its support from Christians of all denominations . Its Committee

and Agents belong to several Christian bodies, and its Honorary Secretaries

are A.SAPHIR , D.D. , and J. H. RIGG, D.D.

It has upwards of 100 who carry the Gospel to the Jews inEngland,

Italy , Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Russia, and Turkey. Tracts and

copies of the Scriptures are circulated. Many Jews bave by this Society

been ledto believe that " Jesus is theChrist." Much good has bren done

among the thousands of Jews in London by the Missionaries, by the House

of Call, and by the new Mission House,with its important Medical Missions.

Increased Funds are urgently needed, and willbe thankfully received by

the Secretary, Rev. J. DUNLOP, at the Office, 96, Great Russell Street,

Bloomsbury, London .

MR. CONGREVE'S NEW WORK
,

SIXPENCE, POST FREE .

Or Large Edition ( oloth ) for 18, 3d.

SIXTEENTH SERIES

Mildmay Prophetic Conferences.OF WEEKLY CASES.

Crown 8vo, price 2s. 6d . , cloth extra .NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER ,

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENT CASE , NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORH, in this journal EVERY WEEK ,

" Things That ShallCome to Pass."

THE

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

BEING

OFFICIAL REPORT

CONSUMPTION . - CASE in NEW ZEALAND,

The following letter was received by me at the end of last November,

from Mr. W. H. BRANDFORD , North Invercargill, Southland, New Zealand.

He had been recommended to me by Mr. A. Fraser , of Edenvale, in the

same township, who orders a large case of medicine at a time for his own

use , and that of others :

" Mr. Fraser lent me one of your books on Consumption. I had been

suffering from that disease for nearly two years . It was brought on by

cold and bronchitis. In April, 1885 , I had hæmorrhage for fourteen days ,

which brought me into an utterly prostrate condition, and the doctors
pronouncedme incurable . * One lung almost gone, and the other badly

affected .' But I was guided by the hand of Providence in a verymyste

rious way to give yourmedicine a trial. I have found wonderful improve

ment ; the lung has ceased wasting ; I have increa ed in weight ; all

symptoms of disease have disappeared .”

NOTE. Days of Consultation, -- TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY,

atCoombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance_should choose either of the two

formerdays. Every one is expected to have seen

the book Arst.

FOGS AND DAMPAIR

PRODUCE

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS,

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COL DS, COUGHS, &c . ,

IS

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR.

In Bottles, 1s. 13d. , 2s . 93. , 48. 6d. , and 118.

OF THE RECENT

ADVENT CONFERENCE,SECOND

REVISED BY THE SPEAKERS .

The Sure Word of Prophecy.

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD ,

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, 1879 .

Price 29. 6d . , cloth extra ,

" Our God Shall Come."

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD ,

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, 1878 .

Price 23. 6d . , cloth extra ,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.O.

Published Monthly, price Id. Unsectarian .

BIBLE LIGHT
FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS .

Word and Work of Jan. 14th says : - “ Those in search of bipts and good

bible notts will value this little monthly , throwing, as it does, light op
difficult points in a brief and pithy style calculated to provo exceedings
helpful to Bible students and Christian workers ."

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.
SAUS

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.

Extra flexible, silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco, kid -lined , elastic band.

With full helps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band, From 48.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED ,

16, PATERNOSTER -ROW , LONDON.SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.

London ; J. F, SHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row, E.O.
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A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON : J. F. SHAW &Co.)

(REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD. ) [48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

ONE PENNY.

VOL. XII., No. 582.
THURSDAY, MAY 13 , 1886.

FORTHCOMIN
G MAY

This Day , in demy 8vo , price 12s.

MEETINGS (see also page iv.).

HODDER & STOUGHTON'S LIST. THEATRICAL MISSION

Lord Robert Montagu on the Irish Question
INSTITUTE .

RECENT EVENTS THE ANNUAL MEETINGS

Macready House , Henrietta St. , Covent Garden,

New Work by Dr. Anderson. On TUESDAY , MAY 18th .

HUMAN DESTINY.

WILL ( D.v.) TAKE PLACE AT

And A CLUE TO THEIR SOLUTION,

By the Right Hon . Lord ROBERT MONTAGU .

This Day , in Crown 8vo, price 5s .

By ROBERT ANDERSON, LL.D. , Author of “ The Coming Prince , "

· The Gospel and its Ministry,” &c .

The Chair will be taken in the afternoon at 3.30 by

THE RIGHT HON. LORD ROBERT MONTAGU.

SPEAKERS :-Ven . ARCHDEACON RICHARDSON, Mrs. BAXTER ,

Rev. Dr. WHITTEMORE, HOWARD WILLIAMS, Esq , and

COURTHOPE TODD , Esg .

With portrait, & c . Crown Evo, 5s.

RIFTED CLOUDS ;

THE MISSES BEAUCHAMP have kindly consented to sing .

The Theatrical children will assist at the sale of Work between

the two Meetings.

Or, THE LIFE STORY OF BELLA COOKE.

A Record of Lovingkindness and Tender Mercies . Written by

HERSELF.

“ This is indeed a wondrous record ." - Word und Work .

"The autobiography of an English woman long resident in New York ,

and who has a wonderful story to tellof the Lord's faithfulness to those

who trust His promises ." - Christian Leader .

* With thesense of a holyaweupon us, as of having been in the presence

of a saint of God,and caught a glimpse of the power and the calm , andthe

holiness and thebush within the veil,we would bring before our readers

the Life Story of Bella Cooke. From beginning to end it is a ' record of

lovingkiodness and tender mercies ' --a completerefutation of the too oft

accepted theory in connection between sin and suffering, and a living,

marvellous testimony to tbe truth-fle giveth power to the taint, and 10

them that have co migut He increaseth strength. ' "- Christian ,

In the Evening at 7 o'clock

A PUBLIC CONFERENCE

WILL BE HELD ,

Addresses by Rev. JOHN KENNEDY, SAMUEL B. POWER, Esq. ,

and others. A Choir of Theatrical Children will sing.

Special Details of Preventive and Rescue Work will be given

by COURTHOPE TODD, Founder and Director.

No Tickets required for either Meeting.

SPECIAL NOTICE .

MISSION .

New Work by Canon Bell.

" THE VALLEY OF WEEPING A

PLACE OF SPRINGS."

A Practical Exposition of the Thirty -second Psalm. By the Rev.

CHARLES D. BELL, D.D., Hon . Canonof Carlisle Cathedral, Rector

of Cheltenham , Author of “ Our Daily Life," &c . Crown 8vo ,

price 3s . 6d .

New Work by Dr. James Morison.

ST. PAUL'S TEACHING ON

SANCTIFICATION .

A Practical Exposition of RomansVI. By JAMES MORIBON , D.D. ,

Author of " Practical Commentaries on Matthew and Mark," & c.

Demy Svo, 4s. 6d .

THE CHURCHE
TTE

. A Year's Sermons and

Parables for the Young. By Rev. J. REID HOWATT, Author of

• Black Diamonds," "The Church Member." Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d .

THE RAILWAY

Annual Meeting, Exeter Hall, London ,

MAY 20th , 1886 .

MILES MACINNES, Esq. , M.P.

(Dir. L. & N.W.R.) , will preside, supported by
Sir Thomas Brassey : R. Barclay , Esq. ( Dep. Ch. G. & 8.W.R.); W. Birt,

Esq . (Gen. Man. G.E.R ); G. Findlay, Esq . (Gen. Man. L. & N.W.K.) ;

F. Grundy, Esq . (Gen. Man , Mid . W.R.) ; J. P. Knight, Esq . (Gen. Man .

L.B, & S.C. ) ; W. Portal, Esq . ( Dep. Ch . L.& B.W.R. ) ; Tennant, Esq .

( Gen. Men. N.E.R.); F. A. Bevan, Esq.; E. M.Depny, Esq.; T. A. Denny,

Esq .; Hon . A. F.Kinnaird ; J. E. Mathieson, Esq.; 8. G. bheppard , Esq. ;

G. Williams, Esq. , and others.
Speakers - Rev . H. WEBB- PEPLOE , Lady HOPE,

Leading Railway Officials and Railway Mission Del gates.

Recitals on the Large Organ. Miss Burford will sing.

Railway Servants from all parts of the Kingdom will attend . Tickets to

be had of D. Bpencer, 186, Aldersgate Street, E.C.

DOORS OPEN 6.30 p.m.
MEETING 7.30 p.m.

AGED PILGRIMS' FRIEND SOCIETY,

( INSTITUTED 1807. )

SCIENTIFIC SOPHISMS. A Review of Current

Theories concerning Atoms, Apes, and Men. By SAMUEL WAIN

WRIGHT, V.D., Author of " The Modern Avernus , &c. Cheap Edition,

38. 60 .

THE LIGHTS AND SHADO
WS

OF

HUMAN LIFE.

Author of "Earth's Care and

Heaven's Cure , " & c . Crown 8vo, 38.Ad.

RAYS OF MESSIAH'S GLORY ; or, Christ in

the Old Testament. By DAVID BARON. Crown 8vo, 68 .

THE SEVENTY-NINTH ANNUAL MEETING

WILL (D.V.) BE HELD IN

Exeter Hall ( Lower Room ) , on Monday Evening, May 17th ,

The Chair will be taken , at Half-p180 six o'clock , by

JOHN SCOTT, Esq. , J.P.

The Revs. John Box , R.H, Lovell, James Ormiston, H.Binclair Paterson ,

M.D., W. Şinden , and J. R. Starey, M.A .; E. B. Underhill, Esq., LL.D.,

and other gentlemon will address the Meeting. No tickets required.

Office : 83, Finsbury Pavement, E.O. J, E, HAZELTON , Secretary .

LONDON : HODDER & STOUGHTON , 27, PATERNOSTER Row .

WORD AND WORK will be sent by the Publishers Post-free to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Months for 6s. 10d.
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Educational. Situations and Appointments.
Terms for Advertisements

" Word and work . "

IX

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL,

Situations , &c .

Apartments-Houses

Terms of Subscription.

BATH,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN.

Principal: MR . W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years a Master at MonktonCombe

School) .

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST.

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.
Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations . The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.

Combe Down , at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air .

The School residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa
tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston - super-Mare.

Colonel Barnes , Commandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers .

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern.

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill, Esq . , Wimbledon.

H. Groves , Esq ., Kendal .

G. F. Trench ,Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry.

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

SOUTHEND - ON - SEA.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG
LADIES .

Delicate Children receive special attention .

Terms moderate - 0 ., Office vf Word and Work,

48. Paternoster Row , London, E.C.

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

CROMARTIEHOUSE SCHOOL .

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages .

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years . A limited number only taken .

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .
Address Principal.

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Geo.
Foster as an educator .

London Referee --GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq. ,

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard.

swiaming taught this term .
KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX.

BRIGHTON LADIES' SCHOOL.

Established twenty - five years . Pupils success

fully prepared for all examinations. The juniors

have a separate department. Address Principal,
122, Marine Parade .

BOARDING SCHOOL for Young Ladies .

Resident English and Foreign governesses .
Visiting masters. Vacanci for two boarderg .

Terms moderate . Principal , Russell House,

Maidstone.

GOVERNESS.-Re- engagement wanted by

young lady, aged 21. Acquirements : English,

French, music , drawing, elementary, German,

and Latin , 15 years in last engagement. Country
preferred . P.S., John F. Shaw& Co., 48, Pater

noster Row, London , E.O.

ARTIFICIAL TEETH . - Special Notice.

-Mr. J. SHIPLEY SLIPPER, R.D.S. ( Hon . Dental

Surgeon to the School for the Bons of Con

gregational Ministers , Caterham ) , makes no

charge for consultation, and fits artificial teeth

without extracting old teeth or stumps. These
teeth are life - like in appearance, and can be ad

justed from 38.6d. per tooth , and 20s . per set

( guaranteed ). Every informationFREE daily ,

from 9 to 7, at 37, High Holborn , London, W.O.

(facing Chancery Lane) . Copies of testimonials

from ministers and public speakers who bave

been successfully fitted, gratis and post free to

readers of Word and Work on application .

Mr. J. Shipley Slipper submits the following

letter as a sample of inany others daily received .

(Published by permission .).
61, Larkhall Lane, Clapham , London, S.W.

DEAR BIR, - It is with true pleasure I bear my

sincere testimony to the excellency of the set of

teeth pr- pared for me ; for fit, appearance, and

comfort they surpass any I have had for thirty

years. I consider you a thorough proficien in

the art of deutistry ,and if widely known, you

must ensure a large share of public patronage.

Yours faithfully ,

( Signed ) Thos. CHIVERS,

CAN ANY CHRISTIAN WORKER

recommend ESTATE LABOURER (tor carting ),
and WIFE to bring up orphans ? Both decided
Christians . Abstainers . Under 40. Without

encumbrance, Miss Greene, 25, Kensington

Palace Gardens. This Paper having a large and increasing clr.

SITUATIONWANTED. - Asattendant
culation amongst Christiansof all denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and
to an invalid gentleman, by a Swiss , who speaks other Announcements .

German , French and English, and can be highly

recommended. Is a decided Christian . Apply

to X.Y , Z. , Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.

YOUNG MENcan obtain a preparatory
VACANT OR WANTED.

course of training with a view to the Christian

Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers , on reasonable

terms , by applying to Rev. J. Renny, F.R.S.L. ,
WANTED OR TO LET.

Christ Churen Parsonage, Cheddar. A stamped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply . Educational

JUNIOR CLERKSHIP Wanted by a
AND MISCELLANEOUS .

well-educated youth 16 ; can give good references ;

willing to make himself generally useful, but The Terms are very moderate, viz.: Miscel

never been in ofhce before. Alpha, 9, New Union laneous in small Type ,28. 6d , for 30 words or less ,

Street , Moorfields , E.O.
and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or

A THOROUGH industrious Christian Per
under. A reduction for a series of Bix Insertions

and upwards.
son , 36 , wants situation as working housekeeper,

nurse , orcare ofoffices. Abstainer , E. Ward , 56,

College Place , Chelsea . ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

LADY (Young ), tall and strong, wants situs
AND

tion in house of business ; would give time or RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.
assist in house ; some experience . A , P. , 21,

Rayner Terrace , Leyton Road, Stratford , E.

YOUNG WOMEN , with good references,
Book and Displayed Advertisements charged

according to space occupied . Front Page, and
seeking business engagements, should apply, other special positions, by arrangement.

before four o'clock , to Miss Hall, Business

Agency, Young Women's Christian Association,
N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

101 , Mortimer Street , Regent Street, W.
in the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday
YOUNG LADY seeks engagement as morning , or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

mother's help or nursery governess in decided Advertisements sent by Post must be accom

Christian family . Thoroughly domesticated. panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable
Good dressmaker. Experienced with and fond to the Publishers, Messrg. JOHN F. BHAW & Co.
of children . X. Y. , 61 , Acton Street, King's Amounts under 2s . 60. may be sent in Halfpanny

Cross . Stamps.

EMPLOYMENT wanted , for about six

weeks , by a steady respectable yourg man . Can OFFICES : 48, PATERNOBTER ROW, E.O.

ride and drive . Abstainer. G., 30, Kensington

Place , W.

Spartments, #r.

BOURNEMOUTH.- A delightful Home Word and Work "

for Visitors and invalids atDurley Dean Mansion.

Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit is Published overy Thursday, Price One Henny.

Koumiss treatment where desired . Pamphlets Ordersshould besent to any local Bookseller or

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob
cases post free for 6d . in stamps. Address tainingcopies thus, they can be had direct from

Secretary . the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the

LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL,
following rates, Payable in Advance

Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks
20, 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C. £ s. d . £ s. d.
Five minutes' walk or ls , cab fare from Euston , 0 3 5 0 6 10
St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily

0 6 10
2 Copies 0 13 8

reached from other stations . Patronised by
3 0 10 3 1 06

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application . 4 0 12 6 1 5 0

SUMMER HOME for Christian Workers, 6 0 17 6 1 15 0

& c., Ballaignes , Jura , Vandois, Line, Lausanne, ( Including Double Numbers .);

Paris . Healthy pleasant situation , Terms, The above rates apply to all Countries

three to four francs perday. Temperance prin in the Postal Union , the Continent of

ciples . Madame Müller, Ballaigoes, Vaud, Swit Europe, Canada, the United States of
zerland America , Egypt, and the Holy Land .

FURNISHED HOUSE , WIMBLEDON,

adjoining pleasant meadows. Would be let for OFFICE : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E.C.

a few months at five guineas per week . Address

R. , Messrs. Dowsett & Woods, 70 , Lincoln's Inn
Fields . ORGANS. W. Pridham and Son , £ 4 45 .

HASTINGS.-Sea View House, Marine
Instruments for school and home use . Are mar

Parade, close to the sea . Well-furnished Apart
vellous for tone and workmanship. 3 stops, £ 5 ;

ments, with good attendance , at very moderate
5 stops, £ 6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of

(inelusive) charges. Entrance 35 , George
every description . Pianofortes from £ 15.

Works, 206 , Jubilee Street , London , E.
Street. For terms apply Miss Stevens .

ST. LEONARDS-ON -SEA.- Apsley NORTH WEST LONDON

House Boarding Establishment , 7, 8t . Margaret's

Road, Warrior Square. Close to sea . Conducted EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

by the Misses Elmslie. Home comforts. Liberal 9 , The Crescent, Leighton Grove, N.W.
table . Inclusive terms from 13 guinea . PRESIDENT - JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq .

This Choir has been formed for the purpose
DELIGHTFUL SEASIDE HOME, of assisting any Evangelistio effort, and fortho

Isle of Wight, facing sea and duwns. Unusual purpose of conducting short “ Gospel Song

advantages for languages, music, singing, sketch Vissions, " as occasion may offer .

ing, and painting. English subjects . A few The services of the choir are quite gratuitous.

lady boarders received . Principal, Marlborough All applications should be made to Mr. J. Bate

House , Yarmouth, Isle ofWight. man, 72 , Twisden Road , Highgate Road , N.W.

STOKE NEWINGTON .-House to be

Let containing eight rooms. Good neighbour

hood . 8 , Bouverie Road ,N. Low rent. Apply

to J. G. Vernon , Oxford House, College Avenue,

Baptist Minister

NOISES IN THE EARS.

Clapton, E. Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to serd

for his work , a book showing the nature of tho
TO LET, furnished, a nine-roomed Cottage, disease and the means of cure. Post free 6d .,

at Pendine, Carmarthen Bay . Fine rock and
with letter of advice if case be stated , Imperial

moor scenery . Large stretch of sand , Fine sea ,
Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London . Free con .

Safe bathing. Box 294, Post Office , Bristol, sultations daily ,

1 Copy

.
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Scripture Readers' Society

for Ireland.

Church of England

Scripture Readers' Association,
.

ESTABLISHED 1822.
INSTITUTED IN 1844 .

President

His Grace LORD PLUNKET, Archbishop of Dublin .

Offices

27, Lower Pembroke Street, Dublin ;

9 , Paternoster Row, and 337, St rand , London.

Full particulars, Reports, &c. , can be obtained post free on application

to the Secretary,
CAPT. JAS . KEARNEY WHITE .

Friends will please notice the exact title , “ Scripture Readers'Society

for Ireland ," and not " Irish Scripture Readers' Society . "

This Society is employing nearly 13 ) earnest, faithful, and experienced

Readers-most of them in the poorest localities in the Metropolis - who

visit from house to house and room to room , bringing the Word of God to

the poor, the sick , the erring , and the outcast ; they also help generally in

the spiritual work of their respective parishes.

Unless speedy help is received several grants

must be withdrawn for want of Funds.

MARCUS RAINSFORD, Clerical Secretary .

T. MARTIN TILBY, Lay Secretary.

Offices , 56 , Haymarket, S.W.

INDUSTRIAL HOME FOR BOY S.

119, COPENHAGEN STREET, N.

HIS GRACE THE LORD ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY.Patron :

The Home, now in the 29th year of its existence, is almost

wholly dependent on voluntary aid.

it accommodates 100 böys, either unmanageable or destitute.

Their industrial training fits them for situations on leaving.

FUNDS ARE MOST URGENTLY REQUIRED.

M. J. J. MIGNON , Col. , Secretary .

CONFLICT. Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .

A CHILD OF THE MORNING.

Bankers: The London and County Banking Co., Islington Branch .

COMMUNION AND

Thoughts on Life and Service.
Five Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets .

By CAPTAIN DAWSON.
12,900 smack men are engaged all the year round in providing our tables

Very attractively bound in vegetable vellum, with Illustration,

with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and sleety

storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them , to the

Price One Shilling. pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied - may rightly

" We feel spiritually refreshed by these choice pages . Our hearty
claim some small share in the privilegesweso richly enjoy and so highly

thanks are due to the ' devout soldier' who has herein poured out the
prize .

musingeof bis heart. None of our friends will ever regret investing a
THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

sbilling in this precious booklet. It is good and gracious, and has the true
THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

ring about it ." --- Sword and Trowel .
MISSION VESSELS

carrying o the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoping

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.
love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours , afford

ing relief in case of sickness and injury , and cheering and brightening dull

and monotonous lives by their presence and ministry .

NEW BOOK BY MISS MARSH. “ The Mission Smacks are doing in the North Sea a grand work, worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

Price One Shilling, post free. the results of their effort, great as they are in the present will , if only
supported liberally by the public , be of untold value in the future."

Sir Edward Birkbeck , Bart., M.P.

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel

with every fleet .

MEMORIALS of LITTLE EMILY.
E. J. MATHER , Diroctor,

181. Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ) , E.O

By the Author of “ Life of Hedley Vicars , ” &c .

“
for consenting to its publication, and to the distinguished authoress for the Esta li hed in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

way in which shehas performed her task . " -- English Churchman .
Ecrip ur s to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools , in Asia and Africa .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E C. Secretary, Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.

Bankers, Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16, St. James Street ,

JUST PUBLISHED.
London , 8.W.

Price ONE PENNY. 12 Copies, post free , 1s.
Published Monthly, price Id. -Unsectarian.

.

BIBLE LIGHT

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS.

By ROBERT BROWN, Word and Work of Jan , 14th says : - " Those in search of bints and good

Author of " Outlines of Prophetic Truth ," . " The Hidden Mystery , ” Bible notes will value this little monthly, throwing, as it does, light on
* Babylonianism ," " Jesuitism , ” &c . difficult pointsin a brief and pithy style calculated to prove exceedingly

“ A more valuable little tract, or one more suitable to the present times , helpful to Bible students and Christian workers."

has seldom come under our notice, and we gladly commend it to the LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.
perusal of our friends." - English Churchman.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row . E.C. Enlarged to 16 pages. Price ONE PENNY .

THE ANTI - INFIDEL,

Edited by W. R. BRADLAUGH. A Monthly Magazine for the ADVOCACY

OF TRUTI and EXPOSURE OF ERROR.

Highly suitable for distribution among working men in large centres of

industry . Workshop scoff and ridicule honestly dealt with and refuted .
Extra flexible ,silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco, kid-lined, elastic band . Texts cavilled at explained . Allobjectionable personality will be studiously

With full helps. Prices from 20s . avoided , but the principles of Scepticism and the fallacious reasoning of

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band. From 4s. its advocates will be fearlessly dealt with .

First Number of the New SERIES , ready May 26th .

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

15, PATERNOSTER -ROW , LONDON.
LONDON : JOHNSNOW&CO .,2 ,Ivy LANE, PATERNOSTER Row :

At Railway Bookstalls and all Booksellers,

NATIONAL IDOLATRY.

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.
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WORKS RECENTLY PUBLISHED BY MORGAN & SCOTT.

We hope

Just PUBLISHED .
PEARLS OF WISDOM THE KING'S PALACE .

CHILDREN'S MEETINGS,
FROM THE A Series of Readings for each Day of the

AND HOW TO CONDUCT THEM .
Month . By Rev. J. H. ROGERS , M.A.

PARABLES of CHRIST.
With Carmine Borders . Cloth limp, ls .;A Book for Sabbath School Teachers, Parents,

and Preachers to the Young. By the favourite writer A.L.O.E. , author of cloth boards, Is . 6d. ; with gilt edges,25 .;

" Exiles in Babylon ," " Rescued from Egypt,”BY leather binding, gilt edges, 3s . Bd.&c . , &c. With TWENTY-FOUR FULL PAGE

Lucy J. Ryder & Nellie M. Carman, ORIGINAL ILLUSTRATIONS . Handsomely " Its counsels are wise, loving , and direct .

bound in cloth , bevelled boards, 3s . 60 .; Its aim is to lead the reader to have a clean
containing over

with gilt edges, 4s. heart and a clean life - to consecrate all to
SIXTY OUTLINE LESSONS,

FORTY-THREE DIAGRAMS FOR THE “ This unique volume is sure to be popular. Christ..... All that art, taste, and skill can

BLACKBOARD , What the Schonberg Cotta Family is to the do to make the theme attractive has been
Reformation , what the Prince of the HouseAnd TWENTY- FIVE Children's Popular Hymns
of David ' is to the Days of Christ , and what done by the well -known publishers. The resultwith Tunes.
the · Pillar of Fire ' is to the Israelites in the is that , within and without, " THE King's

220 Pages, Crown 8vo, tinted covers, 28. ; Wilderness , this buok is , in a certain sense, to PALACE ’ is simply perfect.”

cloth boards, 2s . 6d . Christ's Parables. " - Christian Commonwealth .
Irish CongregationalMagazine .

THE

BIBLE REMEMBRANCER. THE BIBLE INTERPRETER. BIRDS OF THE BIBLE.

Chats with the Children about Bible Birds.A very compact Bible Handbook, intended
A Condensed Bible Dictionary. By the

to assist the memory , and to provide in the By JAMES BOWKER, F.R.G.S.I. Beautifully
Author of "The Bible Remembrancer. "most ready manner for referring to any

printed on glazed toned paper, with CarBiblical incident or event. With Full
Containing explanations of more than

Details of the SCRIPTURE NUMERATION-as mine Borders. Very attractive. FRONTISEIGHTEEN HUNDRED Scripture Words and
three, seven , twelve, and so on ; an ALPHA

PIECE IN COLOURS AND TWENTY -NINE OTHER
BETICAL INDEX TO TIE PSALMS , by which Subjects. With TWELVE FULL - PAGE ILLUS

ILLUSTRATIONS. An Elegant Gift book .
any Psalm can be traced in a moment ; & TRATIONS and numerous smaller Engrav

Cloth, bevelled boards, gilt edges, 23 .Key to the various PROMISES OF SCRIPTURE
inge. Tinted covers , ls.; cloth boards,

(347 in number ) ; a List of the NAMES AND

TITLES OF CHRIST ; and a large number of ls. Bd.; cloth , bevelled boards, gilt edges, “ Will be found both interesting and instruc

important and valuable Tables and Lists . 2g . tive to the young folkswho are fortunate enough

With Twelve beautiful Coloured Maps. Tinted to obtain & copy . One friend to whom we
covers, 18.; cloth boards, ls . 60 .; cloth , “ A Bible Dictionary of terse and pointed showed the book at once ordered three doz. n

bevelled boards, gilt edges, 2s .
character , and has a valuable Appendix of special copies for Sunday school Rewards.

“ A more helpful book for Babbath school
Teachers and cthers we can scarcely think of," interest to Sunday school teachers."

that many others will follow his example."
Presbyterian. Christian Chronicle.

Christian Treasury .

LONDON ; MORGAN & SCOTT, 12, PATERNOSTER
BUILDINGS, E.C.

And maybe ordered of any Bookseller.

FORTHCOMING MAY MEETINGS.

CHOIR OF 500 CHILDREN .

THE ANNUAL GATHERING

OF THE
THE 47th ANNUAL MEETING

will be held in the

COUNCIL ROOM, EXETER HALL,

ST. JAMES'S HALL, on WEDNESDAY, MAY 19th , 1886,
On MONDAY AFTERNOON NEXT, MAY 17th .

when a Choir of 500 children , from various Refuges and Homes, will sing a

The Chair will be taken at 3 o'clock by selection of pieces under the direction of Mr. J. Proudman .

GEORGE WILLIAMS, ESQ. The Right Hon . LORD ABERDARE, G.C.B. ,
will take the chair at 3 p.m.

SPEAKERS :
The Right Hon. the Lord Bigh Chancellor, theRight Hon. Sir Ughtred

Sir R. N. FOWLER, Bart. , M.P., Rev. BURMAN CASSIN , Rev. Kay.Shuttleworth, Bart. , M.P., and others will address the meeting, and

W. BURNET, of Crimplesham Vicarage, Downham Market , the Rev. C. H. Grundy , M.A., will address the children ,
Admission (by ticket only) ls.; numbered reserved seats , 28. 60 , each , to

Rev. W. FRITH , F.R.G.S. , and other friends .
be had at the office of the Union . ARTAUR J. S. MADDISON , Bec .Mr. PARRINGTON SALVAGE will preside at the Organ.
Reformatory and Refuge Union , 32, Charing Cross , S.W.

OBJECT OF THE SOCIETY. - To bring the subject of personal religion

periodically before the middle and upper classes, and the general diffusion

OBSERVANCE SOCIETY.
of evangelical literature at home and abroad .

N.B.-The spacious NEW TRACT AND BOOK SALOON is now open and

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY.

Reformatory and Refuge Union

WILL BE HELD AT

LORD'S DAY

stocked with a choice assortment of Books, Tracts, and Texts . All in. / m
The ANNUAL BREAKFAST and MEETING of supporters

terested in Tract circulation are cordially invited to payit a visit .
and friends will be held , under thePresidency of SIR JOHN

Address, Bridge House, Blackfriars Bridge (City side), E.C. ( next door COODE , C.E., at ST. JAMES'S HALL, on THURSDAY

to Blackfriars Station on District Railway) . Entrance from 6teamboat pier

steps. J. R. MACKENZIE , Secretary.
MORNING, MAY 20th. Breakfast will be served at Nine

o'clock. The Meeting will commenceat Ten o'clock,

For Tickets for the Breakfast, which arefreeof charge,

apply as below. JOHN GRITTON , D.D.

4, TRAFALGAR SQUARE, CHARING CROSS . Lord's Day Observance Society,

20, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.

THE ANNUAL MEETING
THE

WILL BE HELD ON

SALVATION ARMY INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS IN LONDON,

Thursday Evening, May 20th, in

MAY 28th , 29th , 30th , 31st, JUNE 1st, 2nd, 3rd , 4th,
LOWER EXETER HALL,

At Seven o'clock . REPRESENTATIVES from INDIA , CEYLON , AUSTRALIA , SOUTH AFRICA .

GEOEGE WILLIAMS, Esq. , will preside. UNITED STATES , CANADA, SWEDEN, FRANCE, AND SWITZERLAND ; 2,000

Officers. FIFTY PUBLIC MEETINGS in Exeter Mall, Clapton Congress

The following friends will take part in the proceedings Hall , and the Grecian .

Rev. W. J. SMITH , Vicar of St. John the Evangelist, Kilburn ; Admission to all Meetings by Ticket. Reserved Seats 18.to each Meet

Rev. BURMAN CASSIN, Rector of St. George's , Southwark ; Rev. ing . Reserved Eeat Ticket for the whole series to any or all Public Meet

ing : 78. 6d . ; or three for £1 .
Dr. TYLER , of Spitalfields ; Rev. G, D, HOOPER, of Hendon ;

For tickets and full particulars apply to International Headquarters,Colonel Puget, Major EVERED Poola, and Major J. SMITA. 101 , Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

RAGGED CHURCH AND CHAPEL UNION , apply as below .
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and in whose heart sin reigns , the call to a new life

Supremacy awakens no enthusiasm and inspires no hope. But the

tidings of a peace divinely made, and a power divinely

guaranteed , free man from the burden of the past,

and open for him a new and different future. Pardon

by the blood of the cross gives him access with joy

into the holiest , and the energy of the Holy Ghost

makes him strong to serve or suffer according to the

will of God,

The strength of all false religions lies in their igno.

rance of man's ruin and helplessness. So soon as

we make the discovery that in the flesh dwelleth no

good thing, they prove themselves to be miserable

comforters. Then , in our despair, we are persuaded to

behold the Lamb of God, who taketh away the sin

of the world. Then too , in our utter weakness, the

promise of a new life finds fulfilment as we are induced

EARTHLY AND HEAVENLY RELIGIONS,

А "

tive poem," The Light of Asia," and would-be philoso. Si

to obey the Divine command , " Be strong in the Lord ,

and in the power of His might.” For redemption

T the annual meeting of the British and Foreign

Bible Society last week, Professor Monier

and regeneration we look in vain to the religions of

earth . Only in the Lord Jesus Christ have wo

Williams, in an effective speech, ruthlessly exposed the

foolhardy attempts which haverecently been made for righteousness and strength .

the purpose of reviving Buddhism . Edwin Arnold

PRESENT DISTRESS : ITS CAUSES.

has glorified the Eastern religion in his very imagina

INCE the pressure of the present distress has

phers, such as Madame Blavatzsky and Col. Olcott,
somewhat abated , it may not be inopportune to

in their theosophical ravings have sought to substi

call attention to some of its causes . We do not profess

tute occult science for the Gospel of Christ. The
to investigate exhaustively, or even fully, the various

unthinking crowd has , as usual , allowed itself to be factors which have contributed to its production . For

duped into a novel belief by strong assertions and bold such a task we have neither materials nor inclination .

pretensions to the possession of a hidden wisdom . It But there are some explanations which at least par

is time to end the farce , and few are better fitted to tially account for trade depression , and consequent

dispel the delusion than the Boden Professor at
suffering, which are not far to seek or difficult to

Oxford. His familiarity with Eastern thought and
understand .

the whole trend of his studies enable him to speak In the first place, a large proportion of those who

with an authority which none can fail to recognise. suffered most during the past winter were helpless

We earnestly commend to our readers his words, through their own unfitness to engage in useful work .

which we have reported on page 337 . From some cause or other, they had not been trained

Professor Monier-Williams really goes to the root of to any honest calling . In ordinary times they depend

the matter when be fixes attention on the radical for subsistence on odd jobs, for which they eagerly

difference between grace and works. In all false compete , and when a great flood of skilled workmen

religions, whether in heathendom or Christendom , thrown out of their usual employment by the badness

salvation by doing stands supreme. They agree in
of trade flows into the same labour market, it is not

making deliverance from evil depend on a man's own to be wondered at that the weaker go to the wall . A

action . According to the Gospel of Christ, on the well-known philanthropist , who has laboured for more

other hand, the grace of God brings salvation . We than a quarter of a century in the East of London ,

have been accustomed to carry this thought somewhat declared in our hearing a few days ago that the worst

further back, In all human religions man is taught cases he had met during the past winter had been of

how to scale the heavens, in the Divine revelation we this class . In presence of a shoal of competitors ,

are told of God's descent to earth . The religion of who were physically and mentally stronger, these

man is the effort to regain a Paradise lost ; the shiftless ones found themselves suddenly helpless .

message of God is concerning a Paradise restored. There comes next in order the dissipated and the

If we apply this test universally, it will be found thriftless . We class these together because in most

decisive. There is only one Gospel-the Gospel of instances extravagance is the result of evil habits.

thegrace of God, For sinners on whom guilt liesheavily, Thousands are so intent upon present enjoyment
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that they never once think of making any provision the laws of their union preventthem ; and, since their

for a rainy day. When wages are good and regular employers cannot sell their goods at the price which

the week's income disappears before the week's end . the high rate of wages compels them to ask , they are

It seems never to enter into their minds that to unable to offer them employment.

morrow may not be as to-day. Indeed, not a few We have nothing to say at present on the vexed

of them calculate with some certainty on receiving question of competition or of the share in profit

help from those who deny themselves in prosperous

which belongs to capital and labour respectively. We

times , and they continue to indulge themselves to the are only asking attention to a plain matter of fact .

utmost without fear. The time may not be far dis

So long as there is this free competition between

tant when, in their own interest no less than in the
other countries and our own there is no remedy. Nor

interest of the charitable, it may be necessary to give

would it mend matters to place protective duties on

this self -indulgence a stern and severe check . If foreign goods. If this were done on one article of

once the discovery be made that kindness fosters
manufacture, or of agricultural produce, in common

fairness it would have to be done all round . In that

evil habits, and strengthens passions which it is

most anxious to repress, charity is likely to become

case prices would be raised all round , and the pur

wiser in its methods, and much more wary in the

chasing power of money would so fall as to make the

bestowal of its gifts .

higher rate of wages a mockery and delusion .

The same thing would happen if all the workers

CAPITAL AND LABOUR. in all countries of the world formed one grand union

EVERTHELESS, when we eliminate these
to regulate the rate of wages. They might certainly

cases, there still remains a very large class
attain their end by an agreement not to compete with

which suffered greatly throughout the recent depres
each other in production , but they could not possibly

sion . There were thousands in London and elsewhere
prevent the enhanced cost of living. Nominally, they

who were both able and willing to work for whom no

might be paid a larger sum of money weekly than at

employment could be found. Somehow or other,
present, but as soon as they went into the market

trade languished throughout the whole kingdom, and
they would find that the larger income could not pur.

there ceased to be any demand for workers . Can
chase more commodities for them than the smaller

we discover any reason for this slackness ?

one does at present.

It is customary to write as if capital and labour

were antagonis tic , and it is assumed that they must

ANARCHIC RIOTS.

continue in a state of ceaseless warfare . To secure CANY of the working classes are making this dis

advantages on either side capitalists have their com

found who are willing to work for a lower rate,but I co

covery for themselves, and instead of turning it

binations and workmen have their Trades Unions. to account, and by economy and industry seeking to

We may freely allow that, within certain limits , acquire sufficient capital to reap the rewards of

these arrangements may be both lawful and capital and labour combined, they are ready to turn

useful. If, however, these limits are passed , upon capitalists with a blind rage, as if they were

they may prove exceedingly mischievous. So enemies of the human race . They seem to forget that

long as a Trades Union, for instance, concerns capital in most cases is simply the accumulated

itself with the just rights of its members, and is care
result of labour. Many of our wealthiest manu

ful to secure for them free action, it may conduce in facturers and merchants began the world with nothing

no small degree to the well -being of the community ; but their good heads and hands, and by a steady,

but when it proceeds arbitrarily to determine prices prudent , self-denying industry have raised themselves

may it not prove the worst enemy of those it desires to the proud position they now occupy.

to befriend ? Let us look at this question , not as one The same path is open to others ; and , if without

in Political Economy, but as one in practical every unfair restraint all were allowed to advance in pro

day life. If the workers in any craft are agreed to portion to their integrity, painstaking, and perse.

work only a certain number of hours in the day, and verance, then , making allowance for a certain pro

to demand a certain sum as the price of their labour, portion who might meet with misfortune, the rewards

unless they can secure a monopoly by closing the of this life would be given mainly to those who

markets against all who would compete with them, it deserved them . To reduce all to a dead level of

is quite evident, in the present state of society, they mediocrity,or worse, that the careless, and the thrift

must soon be driven from the field . For, if other less , and the idle may share alike with the prudent, the

workers of the same craft in other countries agree to skilful , and the industrious , is neither wise nor right.

work for less, then the capitalists in those countries Practically, attempts of this kind prove unprofitable,

can undersell the producers here , and thrust them out and their failure can only lead to wilder schemes for

of the market. Of what advantage is the high rate securing an impossible result. The outbreaks of riot,

of wages in this case when there ceases to be demand arson , and pillage which have taken place on the

for the labour ? Individuals here and there may be Continent of Europe and in the United States of

America have led us to write on this subject. Similar

MA
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are we

endeavours seriously to endanger society may be

repeated, and it is well to calculate beforehand the
Christ and Buddha.

consequences they are sure to produce . Capital is

easilyscared ; and if, in its fear, it deserts a country,it
By PROFESSOR SIR M. MONIER-WILLIAMS .

.

, as any

the kingdom , have almost disappeared , and in more to the study of the sacred books of the East, and I

than one instance the disappearance can be plainly venture to say the one keynote — the one diapason ,

traced to the unwise action of the workmen. If so to speak, of all these so -called sacred books ,

insurrection , aiming at the destruction of the means whether it be the Veda of the Brahmins, the Puranas

of production wereto become common, employment of the Sawas and Vaishnavas, the Koran of the

would become much more difficult to procure than Mohammedans, the Zend Avesta of the Parsees , the

it has ever been yet. The interests of labour and Tripitaka of the Buddhists, the books of the Chinese

capital more closely linked than or the Purana — the one diapason , the one refrain ,

imagine, and he who interferes with the free that you will find through them all, is salvation by

dom of either may prove the
enemy of works. They all say that salvation must be purchased,

both. This needs no proof to any who are not must be bought with a price , and that the sole price,

blind or thoughtless. Nevertheless, we fear the the sole purchase-money, must be our own works and

turbulence, ending in bloodshed, which has occurred deservings. Here, then, we make our chief contrast.

at Chicago, is not unlikely to be repeated unless the Our own Holy Bible, our own Sacred Book of the

law sternly represses all incitements to such crime . East, is from beginning to end a protest against this

The people of the United States appear to be fully
doctrine. Good works are indeed enjoined upon us in

convinced of this at last, and probably they will that Sacred Book of the East far more strongly than in

give due emphasis to their resolve to grapple with any other sacred book of theEast ; but they are only

the evil by a much more swift and severe handling
the outcome of a grateful heart - they are only a

of it than would be possible on this side of the
thankoffering, the fruits of our faith. They are never

the ransom -money of the true disciples of Christ.

Atlantic.

“ Put off the pride of self-righteousness ," says our

On the 4th of May the principal anarchic socialist Holy Bible ; “ it is a filthy garment , unfit to cover the

in Chicago published the following bold call to nakedness of your soul at that awful moment when

arms : death brings you face to face with the Holy God. ”

A war of classes is at hand, Yesterday working men were “ Put on the garment of self-righteousness," says

shot down in front of McCormick's factory, whose blood cries every other sacred book of the East. " Cling closely

out for revenge. Who will deny that the tigers who rule us to it. Hold it closely to your heart of hearts. Multiply

are greedy for the blood ofthe working man ? But the working

men are not sheep, and will reply to the White Terror with the

your prayers, your pious acts, your pilgrimages, your

Red Terror. Sooner death than life in misery ! If the working
ceremonies, your external rites on all hands , for

men are to be shot at, let us answer in such a way that the nothing else but your own meritorious acts, accumu

robbers will not soon forget it . The murderous capitalistic lated like capital at a bank, can save you from eternal

beasts have been made drunk by the smoking blood of our ruin ."

working men . The tiger is crouching for a spring. Its eyes

glare murderously. Itmoves its tailimpatiently ,and all its

We can understand, then , the hold which these

muscles are tense. Absolute necessity forces the cry-To
80-called sacred books of the East continue to exert on

arms! To arms ! If you do not defend yourselves, you will be the natives of India, for the pride of self -righteousness

torn and mutilated bythe fangs of the beast. The new yoke is very dear to the human heart. It is like a tight

which awaits you in case of cowardly retreat is harder and

heavier than the bitter yoke of your present slavery. All the
fitting inner garment, the first to be put on , the last

powers opposed to labour have united . They see their common to be put off. Nay, this may also account for the

interest in such days as these . All else must be subordinate fact that in the present day these so-called sacred

to one thought, How can these wealthy robbers and their hired
books of the East are gaining many admirers who fall

bands of murderers be made harmless ? Meanly dressed

women and children in miserable huts wept for husbands and
into raptures over the moral precepts which here and

fathers yesterday. In the palaces they still fill the goblets
there glitter in them, like a few stars sparkling

with costly wine, and pledge the health of the bloody banditti through the rifts of a cloudy sky on a pitch dark

of order. Dry your tears , ye poor and suffering ! Take heart, night.

ye slaves ! Rise in your might, and level the existing robber
What did the leading journal, the Times, say the

rule with the dust. The heroes of the club yesterday pounded

brutally with their clubs a number of girls , many of whom were
other day in an article on the Buddhist antiquities

mere children . Whose blood does not course more swiftly in the British Museum ? It spoke of the teaching

through his veins when he hears of this outrage ? Whoever is of Buddha as second only to the teaching of Christ.

& man must show it to-day. Men, to the front !
Let us , then , take Buddhism , which is so popularly

Within a few hours there was a sharp though short described as next to Christianity. Let us for a

conflict between the anarchists and the police , in moment with all reverence place Buddhism and

which it is supposed abouttwo hundred of the rioters Christianity in the crucible together. It is often said

were killed or wounded. While society may be trusted that Buddha's discourse abounds in moral precepts,

to express its condemnation of such procedure, it almost identical with those of Christ. Be it so, but

becomes increasingly the duty of Christians to give a in fairness let us take a portion of Buddha's first
higher tone to common thought and to bring the sermon , which contains the cream of his doctrine. I

peace-making principles of the Gospel to bear on all should like to read it from the translation which has

the acts of common life. Men who seek their heaven just come out at Oxford .

here and now may be impatient of suffering ; but all The Buddha, who is said to be second only to Christ,

who wait the Lord's coming must exhibit the patience made use of these words—"Birth is suffering. Decay

of hope. Alas ! let men try what wild experiments is suffering. Illness is suffering. Death is suffering .

they may, earthly rule is ceasing to be possible, and The presence of objects we have is suffering. Separa

the advent of the Divine Ruler can alone bring peace . tion from objects we love is suffering. Not to obtain
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what we desire is suffering. Clinging to existence is Hindoos, Buddhists,Mohammedans, that there is only

suffering. Complete cessation of craving for existence one Sacred Book of the East, that can be their main

is cessation of suffering ; and the eightfold path stay, their support in that awful hourwhen they pass

which leads to cessation of suffering is right all alone into the upseen world . There is only one

belief, right aspiration, right speech , right conduct, Gospel that can give peace to the fainting soul then.

right means of livelihood, right endeavour, right It is the Book that this great society is engaged in

memory, right meditation. This is the noble truth sending to the uttermost ends of the earth . It is the

about suffering."
Sacred Book which contains that faithful saying

And now, with all reverence, I turn on the other worthy to be received of all men, women , and children ,

hand to the first gracious wordswhich proceeded from and not merely of us Christians, that Christ Jesus

the mouth of the Founder of Christianity as given came into the world to save sinners.

by St. Luke : “ The Spirit of the Lord is upon Me,

because He hath anointed Me to preach goodtidings

to the poor ; He hath sent Me to heal the broken.

hearted, to preach deliverance to the captives , and
Gems from Anniversary Sermons.

recovery ofsight to the blind ; to set at liberty them Several of the sermons delivered on behalf of the

that are bruised ; to preach the acceptable year of British and Foreign Bible Society and Church Missionary

the Lord .” Society during the past week havestruck us as abounding in

In contrasting these first utterances of two Eastern bright, pithy points, which we have thought our readers will

teachers, one of whom we Christians believe to be be glad to have culled on their behalf.

Divine, I ask what is there of hope forpoor suffering
The Charter of Hope.

humanity in the first utterance of Buddha ? Is it not

By Caxon WESTCOTT, D.D.

more like a death-knell than a voice proclaiming good

T

HE Bible discloses to us behind the veil a phenomenon

tidings of great joy to poor suffering sinners ?
something more than sovereign law , something more

I feel that I am compelled to speak out on this than absolute being.

occasion , even as I spoke out recently at Oxford in

contrasting the Veda of the Brahmins with our own TheBible placesman face to face with God from the first

Holy Bible, for a kind of doctrine called Neo-Buddh symbolic scene in the garden of Eden to the last symbolic

ism is spreading, I am sorry to say, in many places ,

scene in the New Jerusalem .

both in Europe and America, and also in India,where

we hoped that Buddhism had been long extinct.
The Bible writes hope over the darkest fields of life. Man,

This new doctrine magnifies Buddhism as if, forsooth ,
above all things, needs hope, and theBible is the charter of

it were a very rational sort of creed for an intelligent

hope, the message of the God of Revelations, who alone is the

God of hope.

man to hold in the nineteenth century. Yes, mon

strous as it may seem, the Gospel of our Saviour As we liftupthe eyesof our heart to the sight of Christ,

the Gospel ofpeace-is in some quarters giving place who has fulfilled through suffering the destinyof men fallen ,

to the Gospel of misery — the Gospel of Buddha of men made in His image, the confidence of our faith rises

and the former seems to be becoming a little out of beyond the repose of placid trust, hope is given back to us ;

fashion here and there. The Buddhist Gospel of hope, which is the child of sympathy and faith, born not with

misery is, I fear, in some places, certainly in India,
out suffering ; hope sure and steadfast, which enters within

where we hope it was extinct, coming into vogue.
the veil to the innermost sanctuary, where the risen Christ

is thronedby the Father, and in the vivid anticipation of a

But mark two or three more contrasts which I
Divine fellowship sees the consummation of the world in the

should like to place before you ere I sit down . appearing of the glory of our great God and Saviour.

In the Gospel of the Buddha we are told that the

whole world lieth insuffering, as you have just heard. Whatsoever things were written aforetime were written

In the Gospel of Christ.the whole world lieth in
for our learning, that we, through patience and comfort of

wickedness. the Scriptures,mighthave hope ! Hope for the individual

“ Glory in your sufferings; rejoice in them ; make soul ; hope for the body to which we inseparably belong ;

them steps towards Heaven ,' says the Gospel of hope for the creation nowunder conditions of decay ; hope

Christ. “ Away with all suffering ; stampit out, for it is
in the interpretation of solemn problems ; hope in the

the plague of humanity, " says the Gospel of Buddha.

presence of far - reaching evil, and the infinite hope which

we need , which, so far as I can see , can nowhere else be

" The whole world is enslaved by sin ,'' says found.

Christian Gospel ; " the whole world is enslaved by

illusion ,” says the Gospel of Buddha. The One Book .

" Sanctify your affections," says the one ; " sup By Rev. G. S. BARRETT.

press them utterly ," says the other. OW do we account for the unique position of the Bible

“ Cherish your body and present it as a living

sacrifice to God,” says the Christian Gospel; “ get as the Book of God. It is the record of God's speech, of

rid of your body as the greatest of all curses,” says
God's revelation of Himself to man , of light burning and

the Buddhist . growing from the dull dawn of the day in Genesis to the full

and unclouded noonday brightness of the coming of Christ ;

“ We are God's workmanship,” says the Christian
it is a Book whose very fragments, like the dust of the

Gospel ; " and God works in us, andby us, and through diamond, are precious.

us . ' “ We are our own workmanship,” says the

Gospel of Buddha, “ and no one works in us but The Bible speaks to the heart as no other book speaks; or,

ourselves." to use the memorable epigram of Professor Rogers, " the

I have said enough to put you on your guard when
Bible is not such a bookas man would have written if he

could , or could have written if he would ; it is the Book of

youhear people speak too highly of the sacred books God .”

of the East other than our own Bible. Let us not

shut our eyes to what is excellent and true and of I believe in the inspiration ofthe Bible becauseI believe

good report in these sacred books ; but let us teach in Christ. Let a man come to Christ, submit to His autho.

the
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rity, trust in His power to save, and from that hour the

Biblebecomes a new book to him. He is madea childof The OneBook - FinalAuthority.
in a

moment the sound of his mother-tongue, so the child of God BY REV. HANDLEY C. G. MOULE ,M.A .

recognises at once the voice of his Father in Heaven. The

Bible speaks from God only when God has first spoken to
WE

E have spoken of noble and blessed ones who

the soul. The authority of the Bible rests on the authority have passed beyond the veil. There they

of Christ. are, as an absolute certainty . They have passed out

of sight , but they have not shaken off existence

How do you prove the inspiration of the Bible ? It proves they have learned a better lesson than the melancholy

itself. How can you prove the sun is shining ? If you were teaching of the Buddha whichwe have heard in the

to endeavour to do so, and bring all your arguments and all memorable speech of the Boden Professor.* They

your reasons together, what would they be but like the light

of some poor rushlight that would be almost lost in the

have felt, indeed , the terrible friction of life which

glorious sunshine itself ? Light is always its own evidence,
leads to a longing for shaking it off, but they have

and the Bible is its own greatest evidence. All it asks is to found in it a blessed means toa glorious end, feeling

be allowed to speak, andwhen it speaks the human heart all in it an intimation of a state of being in which action

over the world will confess, “ This is not the voice of man, shall be eternal, and friction shall be gone for ever.

but of God . "
And we know they are there . They are in that deep

rest which is God's own — a preparation for the

“ Read to me,” said Sir Walter Scott, when dying, to his

son -in- law. “ What book shall I read ?” Lockhart replied.
energies of the everlasting state. But how do we

* Can you ask me ?” the dying author answered , " there is
know that ? This is just the question on which I

but one." would hang a few remarks I have to make.

Does it not come to this, when we analyze the

There is but one Book equal to all life's deepest experi
reasons why the Bible exists, that we know it to be

ences : the Book earliest known, best loved , last read , that
the Word of the Lord , which liveth and abideth for

Book of which Henry Vaughan so sweetly sang in his last ever ? Whatever intimations God has given us of

hours :
immortality in our nature, or in nature around us,

O Book ! Life's guide, how shallwe part ?
whatever weighty things there are in the way ofsug

And thou so long seized of my heart ?
Take this last kiss andlet me weep gesting to us the blessed prospect of the future of the

True thanks to thee before I sleep. redeemed, when we ask, • Where is the positive infor

mation , where is the reason for certainty, where is the
Opening Doors.

title to go on as matter of fact ? ” we are reduced to this

BY THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY.

“Sacred Book of the East,” this mysterious, blessed,

THE whole air rings with calls ( to missionary service) ; Divine Bible . This thought of the Bible being, as

of Christ is not prepared or fast preparing.
was so wonderfully well said by the Boden Professor

just now , of this book being the only book to clasp to

“ The leprosy of Christianity ” is spreading, says a bitter
the heart of the dying, or to lay beneath the dying

heathen tongue. Gates, barred for ages, grate on their
head - is it not inseparably connected with another

hinges, open unwillingly for us to enter. We have to put fact, that this Book claims, as no other book does, to

new armies into every field to take possession, and for these have final authority ?

we want maintenance, wages, food , raiment. I feel profoundly that that word " authority " is a

vital word in all considerations about the Scriptures.

Funds(for mission work ) have increased so suddenly and There are controversies about inspiration and its

so remarkably as to seem like the most immediate answer to mode, controversies which are legion, but they may

prayer. But theimperiousdemands increase so suddenly, circle, like waves round a rock, round the question of

so forcibly, as to exceed all expectation and all prevision.
authority. That which separates the Bible from all

other books , however elevating, is, after all, not so
Men deem that the word and work of the Crucified and

much that it contains such treasures of historic

the preaching of the Cross are one small chapter of the

history ofthis great world. We know that to be an inverted
information , of poetic beauty, of moral analysis, as

view . This world's history from first to last is but one that it contains the authority of God and the certainty

passingscene of eternal existence and of that eternal purpose of His Word. Yes, it is this, after all. There are

which God purposed in His Son.
other books, for which God be thanked, written in

other ages, which have had their influence on the

Conversion must not remain a work of the clergy only. elevation of man, but the difference between them and

Converts must convert, they must be trained to make the this Book is, that no conceivable amount of informa

first use of their conversion, orderly and yet enthusiastic. tion or influence from them , as such , is_binding on

For the very love of charity let us distinguish between
the conscience ; but we claim for this Book, which

false hopes and trueones, between fixibility andfirmlessness.
the Bible Society exists to circulate, that when we

have once ascertained the meaning of it, it binds us.

The speeches of enlightened sceptics among the ruling It is not merely attractive and elevating — it is all this

classes of Japanshow how fast and how easily Christianity -but it is binding upon us ; it says in the name of a

might come to be accepted there as a merely civilizing and greater than itself, " Believe this , because I say it ; do

political advance, and how fatal that would be to spirituality.

A warning ofa different kind of danger is the pleasure this ,because I command it.”

which some were half disposed to feel not long ago when we
And are we sure of this ? Surely we are for a

heard first of the Brahma Somaj as of a philosophic, eclectic,
reason as simple as it is deep. It is as irrefragably

spontaneous choice of so much Christianity that more of its certain as anything in history that this was the

truth must before long be desired and attained, and now opinion held of the Book -by the Son of God Himself.

already wehear that Christ hasbeen deposed to aside place It is not arguing in a circleto give a proof of it . The

among the heroes of a new Pantheon. The Gospel embraced
Bible holds two different characters - history and

merely for its attractiveness, without disciplineand without
revelation . In its capacity of history , it takes me to

sacrifice, wearing an intellectual crown and not bearing the

cross, is no Gospel for humanity.
* See page 837.
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Jesus Christ as an historic fact and reality, and Jesus weakness and insufficiency and in the humility of
Christ presents to me the Bible in its character of prayer - -the Book may be trusted to explain its own
authoritative revelation . As surely as Jesus Christ spiritual truth to the salvation of that soul.

was and is , so surely , from Him , the Bible is written I need not tell you that such a principle is abso

as a binding work . And I venture to hold it for lutely in harmony with devout reverence for the grave
certain that so long as that opinion ofthe Holy Scrip conclusions from the Word ofGod by the Church of
tures is the ruling and certain and confident opinion Christ in many of its branches in past days, and that
of the disciples of Jesus Christ , so long will there be no thoughtful man will come direct to the oracle

an inexhaustible supply of faith and hope, and a range thinking that it is a priori more likely that his own
and means of work for a society like this . But let ipse dixit respecting the Bible will be true rather than

that opinion go out of fashion , let it be undermined the Bible itself. But that is a totally different thing
in the public opinion of the Christian world , and in from saying that God does not invite every individual

dubitably, however slowly the tide may ebb , the eoul and conscience and mind to go to work upon his
resources of a Bible society , as such , must fail. | knees and ask (prepared for submission ), “ What says

May I add one word further ? I cannot but the blessed Book ? 1

warmly and cordially respond to the words | Then, I think, amongst other thoughts about the

uttered about the Scriptural value of the services Bible we may say that there is always a sort of

of my own beloved Church . It is a fact always reflection in the true attitude of a Christian towards

very precious to me that the very first sentence of the Bible and his attitude towards his Lord. I hold

the very first authorized Homily of the Church of that the Bible declines to give, with fullest reason, its

England says : — “ There is nothing more necessary consolations where its humiliations and its mysteries

or more profitable to a Christian man than the are declined ; that if we will find its rest we must

knowledge of the Holy Scriptures.” The whole of take its yoke ; that wemust not pick and choose out

that sermon is occupied with the fruitfulness of the of its revelations of eternity and of the ways of God

study of the Bible, and in tearing to pieces the pleas what wewill hold and what we will not. Wemust

urged from very different quarters that the Bible is bow down and take the whole in spirit and intent at

not for all- -that it is only for wise and learned clerks, least, or what righthave we to take consolation about

and that it belongs not to the ignorant and unlearned departed friends, or other such sweet fruits of the

to search out for themselves. Nothing can be more Bible as we please ? True it is that the rest of Christ

complete, as it seems to me, than the exposure, by only comes in proportion as His yoke is taken. So

reason and by fact, which this first great homily true it surely is that the comforts of the Word come

gives to such propositions— propositions, alas ! not only in their fulness to the soul that says " yes" to

wholly unknown in other regions than the Roman whatsoever it truly says. I will read a few lines about

Church , the Bible , which I picked up only a few days ago in

This thought leads me to remember the fact — very the Cambridge library. It may be, and probably is,

precious to students of Church history and to those through myown ignorance that they were so new to

who feel, as surely every thoughtful man does, that, myself. I doubt not there are many who knew them

while Church history is not revelation , it is a most long ago. They form part of the preface to the

important informant about certain aspects of truth Genevan English Version of 1557 - a version which !

that there is nothing more primitive in Church prin believe was formany a year specially the Bible of the

ciples, nothing which , when you look at the first three homes and hearths of England. I find it written

or four ages at least, more perfectly answers the thug - Of the Incomparable Treasure of the Holy Scrip

character of the famous formula , semper ubique et ab | tures ;

omnibus, than the principle of the Bible Society :

that is to say , the principle that the Bible is for all ,
Here is the Spring where Waters flow

To quench our heate of sinne,
and that, being what it is, you cannot take too much Here is the Tree where truth doth grow

pains to pat it into the hands of all . To lead our lives therein .

I have taken some care and pains to ascertain how Here is the judge that stints the strife

far this has been one of the great features of the
When men ' s deviees faile ;

Christian Church during the first four centuries.
Here is the bread that feeds the life

That death cannot assail.

During that time, at the very least, I venture to say The tidings of salvation deare

it is irrefragably the fact that it was never dreamed Cometo our ears from hence,

to think anything of the Bible than this — that it was
The fortress of our faith is here

And shield of our defence .
Divine. That was a very favourite word for it . I

think it has rather gone out of fashion since. It was

held that the Book was Divine, that if studied reve Read not this book in any case

rently and prayerfully it was self-sufficientas its own But with a single eye,

expositor, and that the Bible is for all. The great
Read not, but first desire God 's grace

To understand thereby.
Athanasius was specially fond of the phrase " the Pray still in faith with this respect

self-sufficiency of the Scriptures.” To be sure he did To fructifie therein ,

not mean that they are self-sufficient to a self That knowledge may bring this effect ,

sufficientman. He did not mean that any one can
To mortify thy sin ,

anyhow sit down to them and by a cursory inspec Then happy thou in all thy life

tion in the certainty of his own infallibility decide When so to thee befalls,

what they mean against ages of previous study and
Yea , doubly happy shalt thou be

conclusion . But he did mean this — that the Book
When God by death thee calls .

does so claim to speak from God and for God, and is

so constructed under the providence ofGod that every THE VALLEY AND THE MOUNT, - God 's people are travellers.

soul that will give that reverence, that will give that Sometimes they are in dark lanes and deep valleys ; sometimes

submission , that will come with a sense of its own on the hills of joy where all is light and cheerful.
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“ ). ,

" All

All Power is Given Unto Me."

power,” saith He; “ I am not asking power of you , but having

that I am able to turn round to you , and say, ' Go ye, there

fore. '
Gleanings from a Sermon.*

BY MR. C. H. SPURGEON .
The text, you see, puts us all on the “ go ." If we are in

LL power is given unto Me in heaven and in earth " the right state of mood it just says, “ Come away from your

dunghills, shake off your dust, rollup your sackcloth, lay it

disciples, was spoken in familiar intercourse by Himself, and

it is all about Himself. He begins by saying, “ All power is

on one side, and go about your Master's business. Go ye

into all the world and preach the Gospel to every creature,

given unto Me in heaven and in earth .” The work to which because of this unchanging argument that all power is given

He is about to send them is one which is very dear to His unto Me in heaven and in earth .” Laying the stress upon

own heart. He comes Himself to tell them about it, and He the next word, “ Go ye,” it does seem to me as if the Master

puts Himself in the forefront as the leader of it, and as the looked round on those gathered to Him and said , “ Goye

great source of supply in it. We shall never do aright in you, Peter,the headstrong, impetuous, that is your weakness ;

this work except as we get very near to our Master. Wecannot but, then I have all power tomatch you . Go, Peter. And

teach what we have not learned, and we cannot learn it so as you, John, you that would have called fire from heaver in

to teach it well unless we learn it of Him . The first thing to your holy passion that was soured and tnrned aside, go, go ;

make the apostles know is who He is that sends them . I have all power, I can help yon . And there is you that

power is given unto Me in heaven and in earth ,” is the very have been so long a time with Me, yet bast thou

first lesson for a missionary. If he does not know his Master, not known Me, Philip ; and you , Thomas, that must

and know his Master's power, if he does not believe in this put thy finger into the print of the nails, or you

up to the very hilt, he is not qualified to go upon his work at would not believe. I have all power, and therefore I send

all ; it must be from his Master that he gets his command, such as you : go ! And go ye,men and women, the whole

and he must know enough of his Master to know that all

strength comes from Him . And then the whole thing is in

company of you ; go forth and tell abroad the story of My

love, because I have all power, and therefore I have chosen

connection with the Master. He says, “ Becauseall power is you. Go ye, therefore, and teach all nations, and baptize

given unto Me in heaven and in earth , go ye therefore and them with Myname ! " And so I see a reason why there

teach all nations." The teaching is to be done for Him, the should always be a practical outcome of this blessed state

teaching is about Him. They are not to make disciples to ment. They might have said , “ But, gracious Master,we dare

themselves, nor to a party, but disciples to Him. Hesends not go into someparts of the world, because we are aliens ; we

them that they may bring disciples to His feet, that He may are Jews, wemay not go.” “ I will make out your passport,”

be the Master of those who are thus discipled .
says Christ, I have all authority in heaven and in earth " :

there is nobody to stop you : “ My warrant runs in every

And we have to do all this in joyful expectation, that expect- | kingdom .”kingdom .” “ But, Lord, they might say, we want our com

ancy all being concerning Him. “ Unto the end of the world, ” missions. We must not go without credentials." Brothers,

or, the dispensation; for I take it,brethren , that thegreat hope you must always mind that, you Wesleyan ministers ! You

of the Church is the second advent of our Lord Jesus Christ. are going where you may often have abrother coming across

There may be differences of form as to our expectation, but you, and asking you where your credentials are ; and you

the whole Church of God longs for the appearing and the and I are not so wicked as to do anything without having

manifestation of the Son of God. “ This same Jesus, whom any authority at the back of us. “ There are your commis

ye saw go up from Olivet into Heaven, shall so come in like sions," says your Master. “ Go ye, therefore, and teach all

manner as ye have seen Him go up to heaven ; ” and we nations ; because I have all authority, I authorize you ."

sigh from our very soul, “ Come, Lord Jesus," and yetagain, The next time anybody asks mefor my authorityto preach, I

“ Even so come, Lord Jesus ; the Spirit and the Bridesay, shall go on preaching. I think you and I maydo the same,

Come.” because as long as Christ has authority in heaven and in

earth , all those who are in Him have authority to go and

“ All power is given unto Me in heaven and in earth." spread, according to their ability, the knowledge of Histruth,

Oh, it thrills my soul with rapture to think that He has the savour of His name. And now He gives it back to each

power !
of us who know and love Him , and says, “ Go lye and teach

The head that once was crowned with thorns

Is crowned with glory now ,

all nations, baptizing them into My name." He gives them

their passports, He gives them their credentials, and then He

Let it be so . No more doth He endure infirmity and weak tells them, what they must often have remembered with

ness ; He has left His weakness on the cross ; and all power great comfort, “ I do not promise that I will send My power

is given unto Him whom we love with all our hearts. after you to follow up what you do ; but I give you this as

“ Oh ! ” said one, “ if He would crush me in the dust, if He something better - My power has gone before you. All

were but an inch higher, I should think it seven heavens. ” power is Mine - is Mine on earth as well as in heaven.

I am sure you and I can say the same. No sorrow ever tears Therefore go ye where My power already is .”

myheartlike the thought that Heis dishonoured ; if His truth

is denied , if doubts are cast upon His sacrifice I seem tortured Now a little upon the next point — we feel the need of it .

as upon the rack, but if Heis glorified, if He saves men , and We see the practical drift of this statement, but we also feel

His name is great to the ends of the earth , then am I rich , the need of it. “ All power is given unto Me in heaven and

and I abound, then am I lifted high if He be lifted high. in earth.” What power have we ? Unless our Master has

There is no honour, no praise, that is equal to His honour and power,alas ! what shall we do ? We cannot convert a single

His praise in our esteem ,
soul. If any man thinks he can , I would like him to try any

one whom he chooses to select . If any Sunday school teacher

Now see the practical outcome of it. All power is given thinks she can save a soul of herself, let her try one girl.

unto Me in heaven and in earth . Go ye, therefore.” That You might as well try to create a world as to change a hard,

seenis very strange, does it not ? " I have all the power," renewed, dead heart into the light and love of God. No,

saith Christ, “ therefore go ye .” “ But, Lord, we are so we must have the power of Christ resting upon us. I hope

insignificant ; weare so unworthy ;we have no power, accord we are not accustomed to say this as a sort of compliment to

ing to what Thou hast alreadysaid," and yetHe says, “ Go the Holy Ghost. I hope wemean it. Brethren , it iseasy to

ye." What does He want with us ? No, te does not want get into the pulpit and to feel that we can slay Philistines

us at all ; there is no want with Him. He that saith , “ The and shake ourselves as aforetime, butwe may find that the

cattle on a thousand hills are Mine ; if I were hungry I would Spirit of God has departed from us. There is a real power

not tell thee," yet in another place says, Thou hast bought and energy coming from Christ into the hearts of His be

Me no sweet cane with money, neither hast thou filled Me lieving people ; and if the power be gone away from us what

with the fat of thy sacrifices. " He does not want us, but can we do ? We are utterly incompetent for this great ser

still, oh ! how He loves to honour us by using us. “ I have all vice, we must have our Master's power.

* Delivered for the Wesleyan Missionary Society in Great Queen Street

Chapel.
Last of all , dear brethen , if it be so that Christ said , “ All
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re are

us

Tower is given unto Me in heaven and in earth ,” let us obey

This. If He has all authority, let us yield to it : let us go Gossner Missions in India.

forth as He tells us, “ Go ye, therefore, and disciple all nations ." BY REV. ADOLPH SAPHIR, D.D.

Have you all tried to disciple people ? Are there not some

of you who never tried to bring one to Christ yet ? But all I
to an anniversary of a deeply interesting character, which

power is in Christ, and He bids you as His child , whoever is to take place in Germany in June. It is the fiftieth anni .

you may be, to go and make disciples. Ilave you sought rersary of a work of faith and love , which was commenced by

this ? And we ministers of Christ - an: I am glad that eminent and well-known minister of Christ, Johannes

so many of us here-are we always trying to make disciples Gosener, and which has been most wonderfully blessed in the

for Christ ? It seems to me this is our one business . I am conversion of many heathen and the establishment of nume.

sure the less we have to do with any other kind the
rous native churches and schools.

better. The name of Gossner is a household word among German.

speaking Christians all over the world . In his youth a friend

of Martin Boos, and for many years a faithful , enthusiastic

The great business of the Church at the present day, after preacher of the Gospel of grace in the Church of Rome.

you havebrought men to Christ and they have been received
Gossner wasblessed to thousands by his word, his writings, and

his Christ- like character.
into the Church, is to go on teaching them , instructing them

Amidst great trials and persecu

in all things which Christ has taught 11s. We want an in
tions he laboured in Germany and in St. Petersburg, and, after

many trials and wanderings, found & home in Berlin as
structed membership more and more, If people are getting

minister of the Bohemian Church . Among the various labours

to be wise in the things of this world , we must be more and of faith and love which he undertook was the establishment of

more diligent in training them in the things of the world to an institution for the training of godly young men , to go out as

come. Beloved , we want in this age above all things saints missionaries to the heathen . The work was begun in the same

--more saints. That church which produces themost saints spirit of faith and prayer which characterized the labours of

has really the most power ; and if we can by God's grace feel Francke in the last century .

daily in our ministry that there is a power about Christ for This mission , founded in 1836 , has been blessed in a wonder

the production of saints, a power for the production of
ful way. About forty thousand idolaters from among the

holiness-I mean holiness of life and character-a power Kolhs and Hindoos have been brought to the knowledge of

for the production of consecration - I mean consecration
Christ ; churches have been organized , and are, to some extent,

of the most intense and vigorous kind—if we can believe

self-supporting ; a large number of native ministers and catechists

are associated with the German missionaries. The work is

that in Christ there is the power both in Heaven and

earth to make us even while we are here to live the heavenly
great , and , though constant difficulties and trials test faith and

life,andto move among men as those who are inspired patience, there is much reason for thanksgiving and encourage

of God and filled with the Divine presence-if we get to that The training institution in Berlin , begun in a small and

we should do for our age something that is wellworth the humble way during Gossner's lifetime, has now its own building,

doing. O Church of God, obey this teaching as well as where young men are instructed and trained for the missionary

rejoice in it ; obey it that inasmuch as Christ has all authority calling, and ofwhich thepresident is the Rev. Professor Plath,
in Heaven and earth you and I resolve from this day by whose fervent piety, theological erudition , and ministerial
His help to yield to the authority and do what He bids experience eminently qualify him for the post. Professor Plath

as He bids us—do it promptly, joyfully, heartily, has personally visited the stations, and his contributions to

thoroughly. mission literature are most valuable , especially his treatise

on Evangelistik , a concise and comprehensive survey of the

history and method of missions .

Undergraduates and Missions. The following very An appeal has been sent forth by the venerable Dr. Büchsel,

interesting letter, signed by thirty graduates and undergraduates and by Professor Weiss, calling on German Christians to cele

of Cambridge , has been received by the committee of the brate the jubilee of the mission , by prayer and thanksgiving,

C.M.S.:-"We, the undersigned, desire respectively to explain and by offerings of Christian liberality. The expenses of tho

that, though pledged at present, more or less , to home work, we mission are , of course , increasing, thenecessary journeys of in .

are equally willing , if God's providence opens the way , to look valided labourers , pensions for the aged and the widows, are
forward to offering ourselves formissionary work , should open occasionally a heavy burden , and atthis present moment there

ings for us be found within the next few years. The only fitness is a deficit of £ 2,000 . Any of your Christian readers who may

for foreign work we venture to claim is , that we are willing, feel inclined to belp in this great work are requested to send

by the grace of God , to go where most wanted. We would their donations to my address, 19, Lansdowne Terrace, Notting
not seek difficulty or danger for its own sake , but we would be Hill , W.

ready to incur either, where necessary, rather than that Christ's

cause should suffer from His people's want of zeal, or England

cease to be foremost in missionary work . We ask that you Rome's Encroachments.

will kindly entertain this our prospective offer, at least by CORRESPONDENT of the Record gives the following

letting us know from time to time of such openings as you may

think suitable.”
another instance of the encroachments of the Church of Rome

Hove, Brighton . - On Monday, May 3rd . , a plain but com on British soil , by the foundation of a Roman Catholic college

modious mission hall, admirably suited for its purpose, was at Malta, for African missionaries, the first stone of which was

opened at Hove , Brighton. The building consists of a large laid on the 7th February last , by Cardinal Lavigerie ,Bishop of

hall , capable of seating 650 persons , with a smaller hall, Carthage. Monsignor Buhagiar, titular Bishop of Ruspe, in

separated by revolving shutters, capable of seating 250, and a Tunis, and Apostolic Administrator of the Dioceee of Malta ,

class- room . It is proposed, when a further sum of £ 2,000 has made an eloquent discourse on the occasion , in the presence of

been received , to add a coffee tavern , with rooms over, another the civil and ecclesiastical authorities and a large concourse of

class-room , and a reading room . The peed of such a building Maltese. He concluded with these words : - " This great work

having long been felt, one or two of the Lord's people asked for of evangelizing Africa requires large means: therefore from

an indication of His will . Donations were at once received , the depths of my heart I appeal to you all . Iet some give their

one of £ 500, another of £400 from unknown friends, and smaller lives , come their alms, others their prayers. All give what

sums, so that £ 1,000 was soon in hand for the purchase of a they can ." This College was first started in 1880 in a house

site . Prayer was continued by the increasing number of sympa taken on lease. The new building, which is to have the name

thisers . Four sums of £100 each were received , more than of Istituto di Malta , is being built on a plot of ground given by

£ 140 was given by the working classes of the neighbourhood , a Maltese priest, Don Francesco Carnano, in an excellent and

and other sums from friends, so that the whole sum sent by the commanding position near La Valletta. In Burmah , the

Lord in answer to prayer is £ 4,200. The dedicatory service Roman Catholic missionaries are anxious to place themselves

consisted of praise and prayer, with a brief statement read by under the protection of the British flag. A letter from Monsignor

one of the trustees. A portion of Psa. xcii. was read by the Bourdon , Vicar-Apostolic of North Burmah, to the Propagazione

Rev. J. G. Gregory, who added a few words of exhortation della Fede in Rome, relates how for three years armed bands of

appropriate to the occasion. The Rev. J. B. Figgis then offered natives have been the terror of the country, pillaging. burning,

the dedicatory prayer. Prayer wasalso offered by the Rev. A. murdering all in their path ; and if the British Government
D. Spong , General Stileman , Dr. Moon , and others. Between does not destroy them , and set up a secure and strong govern.

500 and 600 persons were present. Visitors to the West End of rent, we may expect, writes this prelate , & repetition in

Brighton will find the hall in Clarendon Villas . Burmah of massacres like those in China and Tonkin .

A
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The Pastors' College Conference . May Anniversaries.
MHE annual gathering of pastors and students began with The Church Missionary Society .

1 a disappointment - the beloved pastor was sorely missed , M HE shadow of mourning, joyful, although yet sorrowing,
and when on Tuesday those who crowded the College hall to 1 rests on the anniversaries of the year. There are few
hear Mr. Spurgeon 's annual address were told he was still who have not to recall Lord Shaftesbury ; and curiously

unable to be present, & touching letter was read from him , enough the C . M . S . (one of the few large missionary societies

part of which we give. of which hewas not President) has also to mourn the loss of
Westwood , May 4th, 1886. its President, Lord Chichester . Cairns, Shaftesbury, Chol.

DEAR FRIENDS, — I have striven to rise this morning, for all mondeley, and Chichester have left a great blank in Christian

my heart is with you , and I cannot rest until I have seen you . service, which is day by day more fully realized. Thus the first
But in the mere process of dressing I have so exhausted business of an annual meeting this year is usually to mourn
myself that it leavesme little or no hope of coming to you the departed and hail the new President. So it has been at

to -day . . I can heartily say , “ The Lord 's will be done ; " . the C . M . S ., the Bible Society, the L . O . M ., the Jews' Society,

but this is one of the greatest trials ofmy life, to have you all and other anniversaries. But with this preface on a fact

assembled, and for me to be unable to be among you ; and to common to all we pass on to themeetings.

know , moreover, that when I do come, through pain and Tuesday was the C . M . S . day, and Captain the Hon . F .
weariness, I shall not be able to minister much to your edifi. Maude, R . N ., was called to the chair as Presidentof tho society .

cation . Will each brother receive my hearty love in Christ The abstract of the annual report, read by Rev. F . É .
Jesus, andmore hearty and intense than ever ? I hope every Wigram , is much too wide in its range to be summarized here.
hrother will do his best to make the Conference full of power Later on we will review thereport. Now we will give its striking

by being always there, and by double 'prayerfulness. I have conclusion : The committee are sure that a report like this will

prayed constantly for a special outpouring of the Holy Spirit send many oftheir friends to the Throne of Grace in humble

to rest on this gathering, and I trust that Hewill be manifestly and hearty thanksgiving as well as in fervent intercession .

present with you .
One cloud there is in the brightness of the outlook , the cloud

A warm welcome was given to Rev. Charles Williams, chair of straitened resources, possibly heavy deficiency, and then the

man - elect of the Baptist Union , who gave an address, towards sorrowful task of retrenchment. The committee trust that the

the close of which he said : Donot let it even be suspected that cloud willnot break - except (through its stirring many to fresh

you are after money in theministry. " Though He was rich , effort) in blessings on the society's head . But why is the

yet for our sakes Hebecame poor.” The last point is ,make shadow of such a cloud permitted ? Is it designed of God to

the salvation of souls the great object of your ministry . There try the faith of His servants ? The committee again call upon

is no joy in life like winning & soul for Christ . I would rather the clergy, and upon all the home workers, secretaries,

be the winner of one soul to Christ than be the Prime Minister treasurers, collectors, to believe that the Lord can enable them ,

of England . Above all thingswe must have a personal Christ even in times like these , to make themissionary contribution

for ourselves. Weshould sometimes be surprised to find Christ “ half as much again ” throughout the land . But they must

as real as mother, or wife, or child. God bless you , and may take high ground. It is not for the society ” merely , nor for

this college ever be under His benediction , and may it be ever “ the Church ,” but for the society 's Lord and the Church 's

sending forth more labourers into His vineyard . Lord, that theymust plead ; and not for mere pecuniary aid,
Tuesday afternoon and evening were spent at the Orphanage. but for interest, sympathy, fellowship, in the first and grandest

On Wednesdaymorning Mr. Spurgeon was able to be present,
of Christian enterprises. When great national interests are at

and , as one of the friends writes, “ His address was one of the stake, the more expression of patriotic feeling is a mighty moral

most marvellous of his unique utterances, full of quaint force. Let the stream of Christian public opinion begin to flow

humour and deep unction , and seemed as though , in its pene
in favour of foreign missions as the highest duty of the Church ,

trating spirituality, it had been born in the sick room , under
and there will be no difficulty aboutmoney. If, as English

the shadow ofGod' s living.”
men , we unite for what may seem to us the rightful cause
politically ; if, as Churchmen , we combine in defence of

Fathers in the Church . the Church , Reformed and National, against foes within or
without ; much more, as servants of the Lord, should we be

The address thus described was on “ Fathers in the Church ." | banded together for the far higher cause of winning back a rebel
In the early part of it, and referring to the spirit of modern world to allegiance to its King and Saviour. Fifty -one years
unbelief, he remarked that once it roared like a lion , then ago, in his first speech as President, the late Earl ofOhichester
acted like a fox , and now is hardly as formidable as a cat. Pro said , “ A great deal is heard at the present day of the danger
ceeding, as is his wont, to practicalexhortation : The best way I to which the Church of England is exposed from its political
can serve others is to be the best man I can for myself: to be and outward foes. If the Church of England is indeed found
holy and gracious is the best service I can render to the world . zealously engaged in the work of her Lord , in the missionary
If I believed it would not bless man and glorify God most for cause, He will be on her side, and who then can be against
me not to preach , I would get out of the pulpit at once. Each her ? " And last year, exactly half a century later, he said ,
man wants to find outwhat God has made him for. One man “ It is one of the things we ought most to pray for, that we, as
is best as a plain preacher and blunt Cephas, and another as & Christian Church and nation , should be foremost in the work
Apollos gifted with eloquence. We shall, however, give Him

of missions. So alone may we believe that our blessed Lord
most glory as we get most grace. Much faith , hope, love, con . will look upon His Church and people with a smiling counte .
secration ; then, though my talents be slender, I glorify Him . nance .” Yes, God 's Word is true of Churches, as of indi.

viduals — " Them that honourMe I will honour."
It is a singular thing that there are not many fathers about

in the Christian world just now . Some men have been both
The Old Lines.

father and mother to their converts, as Paul was. Fathers are BY THE BISHOP OF LIVERPOOL ,

men of stable conviction and character : they have certain THE report supplies fresh proof of the truth of the glorious
truths that are part of their very being. Boys think their 1 Christian religion in which we were baptized . We are
fathers are fools ; their fathers have no need to think that of fallen on an age in which scepticism and infidelity abound.
them . A father knows, and knows that he knows, and folks We are told that Christianity is worn out and effetė , that we
know where to find him . A true father loves souls. God gives want freer thought, freer handling of the Scriptures, andmore
the man whom He intends to use the power to win souls and liberal views. He who adheres to the old lines is looked upon
then care for them . A father finds that his power in the house as a narrow -minded fellow . But I am bold to say that when
is power to serve. Baby is king there. Our power lies in that we see the work that this society is doing, we look upon fresh
we are the toilers for the whole family . The father is the ser. and abundant proofthat Christianity is notworn out,and that it
vant of all. As soon as a man is willing to be everybody's is still true. I declare I know no body of evidence so clear, so
servant - though it may take him some time to learn it - every . full, so unanswerable , as the annual reports of the Church

body is willing to serve him . A father should have wisdom . I Missionary Society. What other system in the world has such
are sometimes asked if it is possible to be perfectly holy . That fruit to show ? What have the deists, the sceptics, the agnog.
is a hard question ; but I shall try to have a faith which , like tics, the philosophers , the scientific men , and themen who
Abraham ' s, never staggers , and a walk with God like Enoch 's . sneer at the accounts in Genesis,whathave they to show as the
The limit is not in God , but in ourselves. The greatest power truth of their system and their teaching in Europe, in Asia , in
any man can get over men is the power of holiness. Live near Africa , in America , or in the islandsofthe distant sea ,compared

to God and be like Christ, and you will be a true father. | with whatwecan show you here year by year ? Ourblessed Lord
Many men are followed by their hearers. Young Christians laid down a great truth when He spoke of false teachers, of
may be solemnly injured or grandly helped by our example. whom He warned us to expect a great crop. He said , “ Ye
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shall know them by their fruits," and I want to know what Rev. H. U. WEITBRECHT spoke of work in the Punjaub ,

fruits all the new systems have produced in the evangelization, specially amongst Mohammedans; and Rev. H. M. M. Hackett

the moralizing, the civilizing, the improvement of the world , gave an account of the Divinity Schools at Allahabad ; while

paving the way and preparing the road for the progress of com Rev. E. C. Dawson, a personal friend of the late Bishop Hanning

merce , and making men of one mind and of charitable feelings ton, made touching reference to his life and death for Africa .
towards one another. What have they done in this direction

compared with what the missionaries of the everlasting Gospel

have done ? Let me add that the report brings forth additional The C.M.S. Evening Meeting.

proof of the immense value of the distinctive principles on which THE evening gathering has more of a popular tone than the

this society was founded eighty-six years ago . I will not waste

your time by putting thembefore you . I know that we have The Earl of NORTHBROOK, who presided , made in the course

fallen on an age of compromise, concession , and a tendency to of his opening address a telling reference to the Royal pageant

sacrifice anything for the sake of unity and peace. There is at the Colonial Exhibition : I was called upon to-day to attend

such a thing , however, as false peace. And there is such a a very different scene from this . I was at the opening of the

thing as mere nominal unity . “ Give me unity of the ever great Indian and Colonial Exhibition . That scene was, per

lasting Gospel , unity founded on real , distinct evangelical haps , one ofthe most striking of which any man could be a

principles, like those of Charles Simeon and John Venn, when spectator . It was distinguished by the presence of the Queen ,

they launched the society . I believe that we do not want our beloved Sovereign , whose presence among us is always

anything new . We require simply thesame pure old Gospel, welcomed with enthusiastic loyalty . And at the head of all the

the same glorious work of turning men's minds to the Lord's arrangements was the Prince of Wales, who, in presenting his

death on the cross ; the same teaching about the Holy Ghost ; address to the Sovereign , made an affecting reference to the

and the same teaching about justification by faith .

was "

deep interest which was taken by his father, the late Prince

Tokens in China.
Consort, in everything which tended to increase the prosperity

and the happiness of the people of this great Empire. At that
BY BISHOP MOULE , OF MID -CHINA.

scene there were assembled many of the most distinguished

I

AM here as an envoy, so to speak, on behalf of great supporters of the Throne; and we had there , from all parts of

China, from which God has permitted me to come once the world , from the Colonies and from India, worthy repre

more to visit my native country. Most of my time is spent sentatives of the Empire . The ceremony was adorned by a

there , and I think I become more identified in sympathy magnificent Ode from the Poet Laureate, the burden of which

and thought with that distant people ; and I have to tell Britons, hold your own." Well , my thoughts at that

you in a few minutes what I have been permitted to see in scene extended a little beyond the actual material interest which

the last five years, which is the length of time since my last it excited. The question occurred to me , as it must have

absence, of progress or the reverse , and I want to tell you that occurred to many among those who were present, and to many

I think we may not only pray for the increase in the future , here - For whatpurpose, under the dispensation of God's pro
but that in a certain sense God has been granting it for the vidence, has this little island been allowed to extend her in

last five years. These five years have been years of greatstir- fluence and her power, as the Archbishop said in his prayer,

I should hope of real progress and advancement and lifting up " from sunrise to sunrise in this world of God " ? It is im.

of Christians at home ; and they have been so, I think, in possible to penetrate the designs of Providence , but this at

the comparatively narrow section of China with which I have least we may say, that it is an effect of the extent and the

been connected. Though I speak of a “narrow section ," it is power of the British Empire that we , the people ofEngland, are

no microscopic subject. It numbers its millions. They call enabled by our influence to support, and by our missionaries to

me the Bishop ofthe Church of England for Mid -China - that preach , the Gospel of Christ in every part of the globe.

means a population of a hundred millions at least ; but the The special missionary speakers were Rev. A. W. Baumann ,

length and breadth in which I have practically to continue who spoke of North -west'India ; Rev. Walter Price, a veteran

walkingtoand fro is merely one of the cyphers of that great from Nasik and East Africa ; Dr. Pruen , & medical missionary

figure-- it is between fifteen and twenty millions. However, going to Uganda ; Rev. W.Lloyd, justarrived from Foochoo ;

what I want to tell you is, that in three definite respects it has and Rev. W. A. Roberts, who spoke of Western India .

pleased God to bless the work, so that we have gone forward .

In the last number of the publication which we love

to call the “ Green Book ," my beloved friend Arthur Elwin

has been writing an interesting paper on the self-propagation
British and Foreign Bible Society .

of the Gospel in our district. He led meforth five years ago , HE friends of the Bible mustered on Wednesday morning,

to show me the hills and valleys of Chuchee , and he showed

me what God had done there . In his interesting paper the The Earl of HARROWBY, the new President, was warmly

point is . what we were told last night in the great sermon of welcomed , and in his opening address paid 'a glowing tribute

the Archbishop, that we should try to make every Christian a to his predecessor, in the course of which he said :—Whatwas

missionary, not only to open the mouths of ordained men, but the secret of Lord Shaftesbury's great and noble work and life ?

to open the mouths of converted men to tell to unconverted men What was it that made him so remarkable a leader of men ?

what they had found . We have been working, less by paid cate What was it that made him the captain of the hosts which are

chists , but more by our converted men . Mr. Elwin tells us of marching forward to get rid ofevil and to do all the good that

an interesting man called “ Black Ox," and of the story of his is possible in the world ? What was it that gave him his

conversion by hearing a fellow-labourer in the field tell over his fascination ? He had, no doubt, undaunted courage, he had a

hoe what he had found in the Christian faith, That work has burning zeal , he had the warmest sympathy for every one who

been spreading, not only in the hamlet where he lives , but in was in distress or sorrow ; but there was something more than

one about twomiles off. Two years ago Mr. Elwin and I first All this. Any one who had the privilege of being acquainted

heard of that hamlet. We were then told that the senior resi with Lord Shaftesbury must be aware that his mind was satu

dent there, Vunitu, had become a Christian , and was asking rated with the Holy Scriptures. Lord Shaftesbury was a man

for baptism , as were also his wife and some of his connections of the Book ; you could not meet him at home or abroad without

and labourers. Last January I went there with my very dear feeling that the Holy Bible , the Book under whose banner we

friend, Mr. Horsburgh , who is known to many here. I was are now met, was the very centre and keystone of his life . We

taking a last look all round the Chuchee dietrict, and there ought not, I think , to regret theloss of that great and good

were presented to me five candidates for baptism , and this was man ; rather we ought tothank God from the very bottom of

the work of this converted man. Two of them were elderly men our hearts that wehave been permitted as a nation so long to

-hardened heathens they had been - very rough men . They enjoy his presence and to fight under his lead.

gave me such clear,simple,straightforwardreasons for their faith, The report read by Rev. Joan SHARP showed a total circula

and for the hope that was in them , that I baptized them most tion of over four million copies of the Word of God during the

thankfully, and then, with a little congregation of twelve past year. The Committee thus conclude :-Large countries

all accompanying me, we remembered the Lord's death , and and parts of the globe remain unmentioned , but here this

I distributed the Communion . All were local people-two abstract must end. It is but a shadow of a portion of thevast

women , and the rest men — and they joined in commemorating and varied work to which for another year your Committee have

the Lord's death in that hamlet where, four years ago , the name been thankfully permitted to put their hands. It is truly in

of Jesus, ifknown , was not understood, and was of no power at every way the Lord's work , and not theirs . Humbly do they

all. The Bishop proceeded to speak of the great work being accept it as a high privilege granted to them to be in any

done by the natives , of the deepening life among the missions, measure fellow -workers with Him in so great and blessed an

and of the zeal and earnestness of the Ningpo students. undertaking. The Committee wait upon Him for the grace and

Mr. SYDNEY GEDGE followed with a very special appeal for the ability to do that in thework ,and only that, towhich He

more prayer, more faith , and more funds, is leadingthem. They would not be cumberers in His vineyard.
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and America as two Christian nations spreading the Word

of God . A brief address from the chairman , and the proceed

ings terminated .

in

They would work in it as those that must give Him their

Account ; and as those who are mindful that their individual

time for taking part in the work may be short. The Saviour

Himself is watching and waiting for us to make known in His

own words Hisway upon earth , His saving health among all

nations. And shall He wait in vain ?

Professor Sir M. MONIER Williams , Boden Professor at

Oxford, gave the remarkable address, contrasting Christianity

and Buddhism , which we give on page 337.

Alderman Sir R. N. FOWLER followed with a warm tribute to

departed leaders in the great work of the Bible Society.

Rev. FREDERICK GREEVES , D.D. , in concluding an address ,

in which he nobly pleaded the cause of the Bible Society, said :

Let us rejoice in the number of men of all opinions whose

desire is that God's Word shall be circulated , and let us resolve

as Christian citizens that this shall be our first thought in all

legislation , " Will it help the advancement of the Word and

work of God ? ” We might surely believe that theinfluence

ofevery Christian church depends on the degreeto which it is

filled with the spirit and the letter of the Bible. What strength

thereading of the Bible gives to the services of the Church

of England , and that not only in the cathedrals and churches

of our towns and cities , but in many a village and hamlet where

no other religious services are held . As a Nonconformist who

loves the Bible , and loves to see the Bible influence spread in

this land, I am prepared to say, “ God forbid that any legislation

should ever destroy or weaken that blessed influence.” And

when we turn to the day schools of our country, whomust not

rejoice that in denominational schools , where the Bible is read

and taught, the National , the British , and the Wesleyan Metho

dist schools, should be more than three millions of children ,

and that we have actually more than two millions in regular

attendance ? May God giant that no politicalparty , no com

bination of political parties , may ever weaken the influence of

the Bible in our schools. As long as this country is to retain

its high and glorious place amongst the nations , we must have

more of the Bible in our churches, in our schools , and in our

homes. For myself I will say that every year I live I believe

less in the priest and more in the Bible, less in the sermon and

more in the text, less - always, ever less - in man ,whose breath

is in his nostrils, and more- ever more-in the Word of God ,

· which liveth and abideth for ever.

Rev. HANDLEY C. G. MOULE followed with an address , which

will be found on page 339.

Solitary Supremacy of Scripture.

Canon HOARE, in a stirring address, reviewed the work of the

Bible Society, concluding with the following striking passage :

- The point I wish to bring beforeyou to -day is what I may

term the solitary supremacy of Scripture. Mark the word

“ solitary ; " it stands alone. The difference between it and

every other book is not a difference of degree — that one is a

little more inspired than another. The one is human , the other

is superhuman. The one is discovered , the other is delivered.

The one is the working of man's mind, the other is the super

natural communication of a supernatural salvation to man,

Look at the supernatural character of the whole matter. Here

is a supernatural Saviour - perfect man and perfect God ; a

supernatural plan-not devised by man or nature, but the

eternal purpose of the eternal God ; a supernatural atonement,

supernatural offer, a supernatural power on the part of the

HolyGhostapplying it to the dead and ruined man, and bring

ing that ruined man to life. Thewhole plan, from first to last,

is supernatural. It is not merely the result of a natural law

rising into spiritual life . It is supernatural from first to last.

And what is the result ? There is a supernatural plan con

veyed to man by a supernatural revelation . You cannot

expect-and it is utterly unscientific to expect-it is contrary

to every law of science that we should expect, that natural

faculty should be able to work out a Divine and supernatural

plan. Hence it is that when we deal with God's eternal pur

pose respecting us we are absolutely dependent upon His

Divine communication of that plan to our souls . Now , then ,

what is that communication ? It is just God's Word . It is

the Bible that we are endeavouring to distribute. These are

the three points which Mr. Moule has given you already. They

have often rungin my own mind, and dwelt in my own heart,

supremacy, sufficiency, and intelligibility. Give me these

three things and I shall not want for my guidance. We want

infallibility. I agree heart and soul with the most bigoted

Romanist that ever lived'in my craving for infallibility. I could

not live without infallibility. I could not trust without infalli.

bility . I could not die without infallibility. But, thanks be to

God , I have infallibility in the sure Word of the Divine com

munication .

Rev. Dr. HUNT,of the American Bible Society, followed with

an address in which he described the great work of England

The London City Mission .

N Thursday morning the annual meeting of this great

Mr. F. A. BEVAN, who presided , made loving and tender

reference to the late Earl of Shaftesbury, whose sympathy

with the work of the London City Mission was so widely known,

also to Mr. Joseph Hoare, andother noble friends, who havo

been called from earth . After the somewhat depressing state

ments of the preceding days, it was refreshing and pleasing to

find the London City Mission showing a balance to the good.

He ( the speaker) felt, however, it was not the money but the

men who constitute the real strength of the mission , and

through whom it is doing a sounder, greater, and nobler work

than in any former years. But , while the work is being well

done , there never was a day when such personal work was more

important and necessary than now. From the statistics which

indicate the immense growth in the population of the Metro

polis , it is evident the efforts of the Christian Church fall short

of overtaking the increase . Stili graver, however, are theindi

cations of the spreading spirit of lawlessness, socialism , and

infidelity. And considering that in Chicago, as here, it is

Germans and other foreigners who are found at the head of

anarchical movements, the value of our special missionaries to

foreigners in London is abundantly clear. The foe is on every

side. Let us march against him - not with swords and drums

and banners, but with the sword of the Lord , and in these

spiritual weapons we shall go forth conquering and to con

quer, to bringmen to Jesus' feet as those who need His saving

mercy. Only as we have the Lord's strength , the Lord's Spirit,

can we have any power in this great conflict for Him. The

work cannot be really done unlessthrough the power of God's

Spirit we bring down the stronghold of sin , andbring men into

captivity to our Christ.

Rev. T. S. HUTCHINSON read the fifty - first annual report ,

which stated that the society meets under the shadow of a

cloud. Its much-esteemed chairman and treasurer, Mr. Joseph

Hoare, who was not only one of its most liberal supporters, but

also for forty -years one of its governing body, and for the past

twenty-six years the presidentof its councils, has been called

from the busy scenes of active service on earth into the more

immediate presence of the Master he served so faithfully. Mr.

F. A. Bevan, so widely known in the Christian world as an

hereditary and earnest supporter of many evangelistio efforts,

has been elected to succeed Mr. Hoare , ånd , though occupied

daily with business duties , has , with cordial sympathy,

accepted the position .

The number of missionaries on the society's staff at the

present time is 463, exactly the same number as at this time

last year. It is intended , however, to appoint five more to

new districts within the next few weeks, as the committee

have recently received fresh guarantees from various friends .

The ordinary receipts during the past year have been

£57,757 13s . 8d . , or £7,562 11s . 4d . in excess of the ordinary

receipts in the preceding year. The ordinary expenditure during

the year which has just closed has been £ 51,940 119. 1d . , or

£ 5,817 2s . 7d. less than the receipts. This places the society

once more in a satiefactory position .

In conclusion , the Committee would earnestly urge the claims

of the society upon the Christian public, not only onthe ground

of its remarkable fitness as a great spiritual agency for reaching

the lowest classes of society, whereby the ignorant are enlight

ened , the unholy sanctified, and the fallen raised ; but also as

one of the chief means, amongst many others, for promoting

thrift , industry, and outward prosperity amongthe poor. It is,

moreover, one of the surest and most potent forcesfor counter

acting the spirit of socialism and anarchy which is so rampant

on the Continent, and the waves of which are already breaking

upon England's shores . The Committee believe , indeed , that

the former of these evils , which are so nearly allied to one

another, has already taken root amongst certain sections of

the artisan class , is striking its roots deeply amongst the wage

earning masses of the Metropolis, and , like the deadly upas

tree , is disseminating a poisonous influence. To counteract the

evil, the Committee are daily carrying to the people , by the

hands of their missionaries, " the leaves of the Tree of Life !!

which God has appointed " for the healing of the nations."

But the work is toovast to be fully overtaken. London con

tinues to increase with accelerated speed , and some 2,000 im

mortal souls are added to its population every week. Notwith

standing the vigorous effortsput forth by every section of the

Christian Church, vast areas, covered with human habitations,

remain unvisited, and the inmates of these rapidly constructed
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the gravest and most terrible peril of the present day. Many

were asking, What is to be done ? The reply is , place more

city missionaries in their midst ; men with the love of God in

their heart, and the Word of God in their hand, men who know

their book are the men to reach the masses . From his own

experience, as a missionary, Mr. Dunn gave many illustrations

of hand to hand contact with sceptics and other doubters,

dwellings are comparatively uncared for. The Committee are

prepared to appoint an additional missionary to visit the people

in their own homes for every eighty pounds per annum guaran.

teed to the society's funds ; and believing that the tone of

feeling in the Metropolis is a sure index of the state of society

in every city and town in the country, would appeal earnestly

to the wealthy inhabitarts of the provinces to unite with the

rich in London in carrying the Gospel to the poor—that Gospel

which is at once the comfort of the sin -stricken soul , the puri.

fier of society , the teacher of obedience to “ the powers that

be," and the chief promoter of " peace on earth and goodwill

towards men .

Rev. L. E. SHELFORD, looked back on what the society

has done in the past, on its present direct influence on the

masses , and on its indirect influence on the Church at large in

stirring her up to evangelistic missionary effort; and for these

results he was deeply grateful. It would yet, however, be

found that in cending special missionaries to special classes

the London City Mission had found its most fruitful field of

service. In referring to various special branches the speaker

emphasized the fact that the Jewish population of East

London is increasing with amazing rapidity ; whole streets

have recently become Jewish quarters ; hence the great im

portance of the special missionaries to the Jews . He referred

also to the valueof the Mission to Public -houses and other

special efforts. He could not express too strongly his convic

tion of the worth and usefulness of the men sent out by the

London City Mission .

Rev. JACKSON WRAY had been trying to form some definite

idea of what this London of ours is . Within a ten mile radius of

Charing Cross there are over four million human beings-easy

enough to say, but who can measure its meaning ? After giving

many curious statistical comparisons with a view to illustrate

and enforce the significance of the bare fact of the hugeness of

London , that conglomerate cf cities , a city of cities, Mr. Wray

said , well may the poet say

A mighty city,

A giant grim that must be fed ,

A monster without pity

That grinds men's bones to make him bread .

Passing on , the speaker dwelt on the mournful side-- a city of

sin, of vice, of misery, of drunkenness and impurity - aghastly

comment on our so-called Christian civilization ! Not less

painful, ay ! even more degrading, is the gilded crime and vice

of the city.

Surely, surely this million peopled city speaks with a million

voiced cry to us the servants of the living God. For all these ,

sinful, fallen , heedless though they be , form God's great trust

to His people. On usit rests to make known to them the

glorious Gospel of His Son, that Gospel which alore can

London's woe, hush London's cry, and heal London's pain.

And in the London City Mission we have agrandly efficient

agency doing just the work that must needs be done, if London's

millions are to hear the story of the Cross. The secret of the

whole lies in hand to hand and heart to heart dealing with men

and women as individuals , pointing them to Him who is the

Saviour of the sinner, the Succourer of the fallen . Remember,

the Church is lagging behind the rapid growth of London.

We want two hundred city missionaries to -day to makeup the

proportion of agents to the population the mission lately bad .

Wemust go forward ; and the motto he would leave with his

hearers was— " London—that great city, London-for Jesus

Christ ."

The Hon. THOMAS PELHAM maintained that the continued

increase of population , the infidelity, intemperance, and

immorality, as well as the direful portents of socialistic anarchy,

call for largely extended efforts . Granted that these efforts

were wisely and well continued , and he had great hope for the

future. True, the evils mentioned were appalling ; but not

beyond the power of Christ. Only the Gospel of Christ can

make the atheist a believer, the intemperate man sober, the

impure man pure, the unruly man quiet and peaceable. And

that Gospel we seek to send by means of trained and capable

men into thehomes,and workshops, and resorts of the people.

He supported warmly the work of the London City Mission,

because it sends the right message, and sends it by the right

sort of men to reach the people.

Mr. J. DUNN, late missionary tothe public -houses in Shore.

ditch, said he must remark, as a tribute to the noble Earl, that

when Lord Ashley was toiling for the oppressed and enslaved

colliery children , he (Mr. Dunn) was at that time a colliery

slave whose chain was broken by the Colliery Act. Passing on,

Mr. Dunn said that, while infidelity was at one time anti

Christian , it is now anti-everything ; " down with everything is

the cry. " And the nests and breeding spots of this foul evilare

the so - called workmen's clubs, which arespreading rapidly. In

these clubs and in the Social Democrat gatherings herecognised

London Society for Promoting Christianity

amongst the Jews.

HE voices of the Hebrew children , from one of the schools

,

praises to Jesus of Nazareth, strangely recalled to one's mind

the ancieni days when Jewish children in Jerusalem streets

sang “ Hosanna to the Son of David .” Such was the pleasure

afforded those who, on Friday last, attended the seventy.eighth

annual meeting of the above society. Sir J. H. Kennaway,

Bart., M.P., has accepted the post of President, vacated by the

death of the Earl of Shaftesbury,

Rev. W. FLEMING , LL.B., read the report, which but for &

noble legacy of £6,404 would have shown a sadly large deficit.

The society , it seems, employs one hundred and forty -one

agents, consisting of twenty -five ordained missionaries, twenty

five lay andmedical missionaries, forty-four school teachers,

forty - seven Scripture readers and colporteurs. Of this large

number ninety are Christian Israelites. The number of stations

is thirty -five, viz ., four in England , twenty-one upon the

Continent of Europe , six in Asia (of which three are in the

Holy Land) , and four in Africa . We will not follow further

the report ; there is much in it of interest to which at another

time we may revert.

Sir J. H. KENNAWAY, Bart. , M.P., spoke of our peculiar

responsibility towards the Jews, and of his own sense of the

importance of earnest and zealous effort on behalf of the seed

of Israel,

Canon LEFROY made touching reference to the large number

of noble and trusty helpers who, during the past year, have

been called to their reward. While, however, we had to thank

God for His grace in these, we have alsotopraise God for the

unchangeability of His purposes. We live in days ofsurprises ,

but nothing should surprise the true believer, for all things are

ordered of our God, and sure. Proceeding, the speaker dwelt

on the great importance of the work of the society amongst the

brethren of our Lord after the flesh . What are, he asked, the

principles of this society ? One is the full recognition of our

relationship to the Jews. We are of Christ, in Christ, and

by Christ ; and therefore we ought to be for Christ, and

for Him amongst Hisown people, those amongst whomHe

walked in the days of His humiliation . And if we are for Him

we shall hear and heed His ascension -evangel: and because of

that word we cannot forget His people andHis land. Neither

can we forget that to theJews we owe the Scriptures : not only

in their first inditing, but also in their preservation, and hand

ing down . To those through whom light first came inwe seek

tocarry back the blessedand glorious light of the Gospel of the

grace of God through Him who was a Jew and whose heart is

still get in love upon the Jews.

Mr. JAMES MADEN HOLT, in reviewing the work, pointed out

how remarkably Israel of late years seems to have come to the

front in all lands. Another salient point is the stirring and

awakening in Israel . After touching on several significant

facts, Mr. Holt expressed his strong conviction that the set

time to fayour Jerusalem is close at hand.

Canon TRISTRAMbeing called upon, announced himself as

quite unfit from indisposition to do more than merely express

his intense interest in and warm sympathy with the work of this

society amongstGod's chosen . Nothing butgreatweakness pre

vented his pleading with heart and soul the cause of Israel which

lay deeply on his heart.

Rev. J. M. EPPSTEIN , now missionary to Jews in London ,

spoke of the remarkable work in Smyrna, where he has long

laboured . He regarded the society as giving back to the Jews

their own Scriptures. Our Jewish brother proceeded to give

details of work amongst his people in London , and to plead

earnestly on behalf of Israel.

Addresses followed by Canon Clarke, D.D. , and Dr. T.

Chaplin , who gave an account of the society's medical mission

work in Jerusalem .

cure

Presbyterian Missions.

A

T the missionary meeting of the English Presbyterian

account of special home mission work.

Rev. J. EDMOND, D.D., spoke on the “Claims of the Jews on

the Gratitude and Love ofthe Christian Church ,” using two

arguments - one connected with the past, and the other with
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ONWhitening on lastenia,the annualmeeting at theCity

AN

the present, spreading out into the glorious future. From the The society aims at interesting the young people of the

past the argument was: “ Christians, love the Jew ; Christians, churches. . It may be asked why cannot all this be done by

send the Gospel to the Jew ; for you are his deep debtors. ' the parent society. I might say that division of labour is

Three things the Jew had given us, viz.-( 1) our Bibles, ( 2) our always good , and that the training of the young is always

religion (the perfection of the ancient economy, which was so important that it deserves a separate organization ; but

Christ under a veil, the Religion of the New Testament being there are special seasons for bringing mission work before the

Christ unveiled ), and (3) our Saviour. The argument from the young -- their vivid imaginations are specially qualified to

present, and spreading out into the future , was overwhelmingly realize the countries where the work is done and the condition

encouraging. of their peoples, and as those who enter upon mission work
Dr. ANDERSON (medical missionary from Formosa , China) must do so at the commencement of their course before the

described the present condition of mission work in that part of increasing ties of life render it impossible , we must, if

the world in one word-Hope, The French war had left the missionaries are to be found, stir up a missionary spirit in our
work where it was before, except that the missionaries were on young men. Even amongst those who do not become mission

better terms with the Chinese than ever. While in some parts aries there are many young men who, if they realized the

of the country persecution had not wholly died out, the medical needs of the heathen , would choose their life's work in some

department of mission work acted as a loadstone to draw all country such as China or India, where , supporting themselves ,

classes and conditions of people—from the miserable opium. as , indeed, Paul did, by their ordinary calling, they may yet

eater to the high -class mandarin afflicted with rheumaticgout. have opportunities of making known the Gospel of Christ.

Next to the preaching of the Gospel was the printing and pub.

lisbing of Christian literature in the colloquial . Even the City Young Men.
literati class, who generally affected to despiseeverything, were N Thursday last, in the fine new Association Hall,

beginning to realize that the printing press was apower for good .

Some of the churches were self -supporting, and an endeavour branch of the Y.M.C.A. was held, Mr. J. Herbert Tritton

would be made to render them all so , as soon as possible. The presiding.

first need in China was an incroase of spiritual life ; the Mr. N. R. HUGHMAN read the report :—During the past year

second, a supply of trained native ministers ; and the third, the number of what may be termed the religious meetings has

more missionaries, for whom there were open doors and eager considerably increased ; not less than 1,300 services have been

listeners. held in connection with the association , of which over 450 have

Dr. LYALL (medical missionary from Swatow) referred to the been exclusively for young men, and have consisted of prayer

hospital there as presenting a fair field of evangelistic work, as meetings, Bible readings, evangelistic services, & c. The

upwards of one thousand five hundred villages were represented generalattendance of young men has been larger than in any

by patients treated every year. Swatow was as good a centre previous year. The attendances at the special meetings for

as could be found in China for the medical missionary. Every prayer in November and January were much larger than in

year alarge number of patients applied for admission into the former years, and this also applies to the educational classes.

Church. In one year one hundred and forty men and women Meetings for soldiers from the Tower have been held regularly

so applied. They were not received into the Church until they

hadbeen home and stood the test of persecution. Some of

at the rooms, under the superintendence of Mr. John Trotter,

with an average attendance of 45. The lack of better accommo .

them proved to be very successful missionaries. dation bas hitherto prevented the committee from doing a more

extended work on the premises, but this has been more than

The National Temperance League. made up by the outside agencies which have been in active

N enthusiastic audience filled Excter Hall on Monday operation during the past year, 850 services having been

evening, when the annual meeting of the League was sustained at mission halls by the voluntary labours of a rapidly

held , presided over by the Bishop of London , who takes a deep increasing staff of Christian young men at Bermondsey, White

interest in temperance work. chapel, Lambeth, &c. ; the missionary agencies employed have

Mr. ROBERT RAE read an encouraging report, which spoke of been evangelistic services, Gospel temperance addresses , services

steady progress and substantial advance, special reference of sacred song, regular visitation of the poor, classes for rough

beingmade to the decrease in the consumption of strong drink , lads, tract distribution , &c .

asshown by the Revenue returns. At our own mission hall in Bermondsey the work has been well

Rev. J.MARSHALL LANG, D.D., of Glasgow , gave a stirring directed by Mr. J. Parker Fowler, the Hon . Superintendent, and

address, in the course of which he said that on the previous that at Whitechapel by Messrs . Steen and Dalton. The work

Sundayevening, while walking down a street which was called has often been difficult, but full of encouragement, and the

“ The Devil's Mile ,” because it had so many public -houses, he workers havethemselvesreceived much blessing in thus seeking

was strongly reminded that he was not in Scotland , for there to bring the Gospel message to the poor. Those who have helped

no public -houses were open on the Sabbath. He looked with in the work have met regularly each month for prayer and con

deep interest on the struggle which was going onto obtain & ference, and many others have attended these meetings , and in

Sunday Closing Bill for England, and believed that such a this way the workers' roll is augmented.

As the missionary character of the association has become

Closing Bill as well.

Mr. J. W. PROBYN in the course of his address related an

better known, numerous applications have been received for

help in other districts in and around London, and in some

instance which had come under his own notice , in which a cases the committee have been asked to take over the entire

dustman had been the means of winning over a rector to total management of mission halls, &c.

abstinence, and thought that many who esteemed themselves Mr. J. HERBERT TRITTON spoke of the individuality of this

in a higher social position than dustmen might attempt the branch, which is , he said , very peculiarly a missionary

enlightenment of a Dean, or even a Bishop ! association . Looking around , he observed in every direction

Rev. URIJAH R. Tuomas said that alī would admit that the power of combination in commerce, and combining as the

education was the birthright of every English child, but intem members of the Y.M.C.A. were , in order to secure the best

perance waskeeping thatbirthright from the children in many

ways. Children could not learn while lacking brain power,

results, they were turning the power of combination to the

and brain power and childish elasticity were not to be expected

grandest and noblest purposes. Quoting the old saying of

Thomas & Kempis, “ If you seek Jesus in all things you will

while the money which should providethem with food wasspent

in drink. Then, again, the children could not be expected to

find Jesus , and if you seek self in all things you will find

self," the chairman urged earnestly that all should determine

attend school while lackingdecent clothes to go in ,and these were to be in all things for Christ, and Christ alone .

held backby the drinking habits of the working classes. While Rev. Evan H. HOPKINS gave an address on the words “ I

in these days vice was making a loud bid for the children , they press toward the mark ." Conversion is not the whole of

would use every effort to range the children on the side of Christianity - it is only the starting point. The speaker pro

Temperance. ceeded to dwell on three things with regard to the spiritual

Addresses followed by Mr. Joseph Leicester, M.P. , Rev. W. life- its ideal, as found in the Word of God ; its power in

Bray, Surgeon -Major Pringle , and Mr. S. A. Blackwood, C.B. Christ ; its means, the acceptance of Christ as all- sufficient,

the laying aside of hindrances, and the reaching forth to fresh

Baptist Young Men's Missionary Association. attainments in association with and union to the Lord Jesus

E cherish a hearty interest in such societies , on account Christ.

Dr. H. SINCLAIR PATERSON remarked that while there were

young men towards the great work of missions. The annual lakes whichneither give nor receive - as dark mountain tarns

meetingwas held in the Baptist Mission House on the evening and lakes which receive, as the Dead Sea, but send forth no

of Tuesday, and , in the course of his opening address, the rivers of refreshing ; there are also lakes like that of Geneva,

Chairman(Mr. H. M. Bompas) so well described the special which receive and send forth abundant streams. Such a lake

aim of the society that we give a few sentences :
seemed & picture of an association which, not content with
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Jews Seeking After Christ.

JHE following interesting communication on thepresent

Record :-- The Russian Orthodox Church has taken a certain

sleepy kind of interest in a movement amongst the Jews of

Southern Russia, which was originated some little time ago

by one of their number, named Rabinovich , for studying the

New Testament , and accepting the Divinity and sacrifice of

Christ . At first the members of this new sect were without

baptism , but latterly their leader and others wishing for it

turned to a German Protestant pastor rather than to the priests oi

the Russian Church. As at presentthe doctrines of the sect , which

is called New Israel , are in a somewhat unsettled state , the

Russian Ecclesiastical Review , though somewhat disappointed,

thinks that it is possible that , “ after a more prolonged study

of God's Word, Mr. Rabinovich and his followers may be led to

accept the teaching of the one Holy Apostolic Church." The

above-mentioned movement is not , it appears, the only one of

the kind amongst the Jews in Russia , for , according to a cor

respondent of the Russian Gazette, a Moscow paper, there is in

Elisabetgrad , in the province of Cherson , near the Crimea, &

Jewish « Holy Bible Society ," which has & synagogue or

meeting-house in one of the less conspicuous positions in the

town , where the brothers and sisters meet on Saturdays and

Wednesdays. The interior is of the plainest . Though the room

is large, the ceiling is low, and the benches and desk for the

preacher are of black pine. The proceedings are all in Russian ,

and consist chiefly of expositions of the Gospel. The sermons

are said by the writer to be frequently most interesting and

instructive, so that many people are attracted by their eloquence,

and a deep impression is produced. The account given by the

Greek Church writer, who evidently has himself been touched

by the fervour of these awakened Jews, is most interesting.

Though nothing is said about baptism , can we doubt that the

Holy Spirit is leading these sons and daughters of Abraham to

feelafter their hitherto unknown Saviour, and that they will

thus find Him themselves, and lead thousands of their despised

and persecuted brethren in Russia to the foot of the Cross ? If

external human help or counselis needed , it will not be surprising

if the “ Holy Bible Society" seeks it from the same quarter as

Rabinovich ' and his followers, for there is but little spiritual

sympathy or life amongst the Russian clergy, though even there

there are signs of some higher associations than those which

kave too long contented them

Tent Meetings.

HE summer, with its abundant opportunity for tent work,

tent " in many a promising field both in London and the country ,

where doubtless, as in the past , large numbers of those not

usually found under the sound of the Gospel , in ordinary build

ings , will come to the special services under canvas . Twelve

tents belonging to this mission were used in many places last

summer, with most cheering results . The repair of these,

with new canvas for some, recently, involved considerable out

lay, and I am now waiting to send them forth with heralds of

salvation to many needy spots where the Gospelof the grace

of God may be proclaimed, we fully believe, to the salvation

of many souls,

The mission funds, however, are entirely exhausted . I am

unable to move a step forward at present in this matter, so

that the help of the Lord's stewards will be most timely just

now ; and I should be glad if Christian readers will commend

this matter to the Lord in prayer, so that the way may be

speedily opened to utilize this practical means of carrying the

Gospel to the unreached heathen of our own land .

O. RUSSELL HURDITCH,

Golden Lane Mission.-Mr. Orsman writes : During th

present year we hope not only to give the usual “Day in the

Country" to 1,500 of our poorchildren and adults, but also to

send 100 poor, decent, and well-behaved children away for &

fortnight. What a change for them ! And how great the

physical boon will be realized when we consider the surround

ings of the poor of our great cities, as described by Mr. Froude

in Oceana- “ Miles upon miles of squalid lanes, each house the

duplicate of its neighbour; the dirty street in front, the dirty

yard behind,the fetid smell from the ill -made sewers , the public

house at the street corners . Here , with no sight of a green

field , with no knowledge of flowers or forest, the blue heavens

themselves dirted with sootmamidst objects all mean and

hideous, with no entertainment but the music hall, no pleasure

but in the drink shop - hundreds of thousands of English

children are now growing up into men and women.”

receiving blessing , sent it out to others . He rejoiced to know

that members ofthe Y.M.C.A. were going forth to the poverty

stricken and ignorant, and carrying them the message of peace

and pardon in the Gospel . Hetrusted none would forget the

grand fundamental truth that there is no life save on the other

side of the grave ; that we must have died with Christ before

we can live with Him and for Him.

Mr. GEORGE HOLLAND felt he must testify what the young

men are doing for the rough lads in George Yard . How they

have securedsuch an influence he could scarcely tell, but they

had indeed gained over the very vilest a remarkable power.

They go after the boys, visit them at their homes , and get hold

of the parents. And , remembering that these parents never go

to any place of worship, one can seethe excellence of such work .

And , still more, he had noticed the warm sympathy extended to

these boys . So soon as the new or enlarged premises are

secured more workers will be wanted at George Yard , and he

was looking to the Y.M.C.A , for helpers.

Working Men's Lord's Day Rest Association .

THE
THE working men's demonstration was held on Wednesday

evening, when a most telling address was delivered by the

new Chairman, the Earl of Harrowby, in which he remarked : A

new argument has been recently brought forward . Lord

Thurlow, in the House of Lords, actually contended that the

opening of museums on Sundays would promote the cause of

temperance. Now, the feeling about temperance is one of the

deepest and most powerful of the present day ; but the noble

Lord omitted to notice one salient feature of the proposal as far

as it affects the temperance movement. It is proposed to open

the museums and picture galleries just at the very time when

the public -houses are closed , and to close them just as the

public -houses reopen. So that you would turn out the tired

and thirsty throng from the museums at the very moment when

the temptation to resort to the public -house would be strongest

and most easily gratified. He failed to see how the temper

ance cause would be promoted by that. Besides, if this scheme

were carried out, it would be impossible torefuse permission to

other places of amusement to open too. You would have the

theatres and music halls all opened at once, and see what

would happen then. Lord Thurlow and his friends opened the

Alexandra Palace for some weeks , and what was the result ? One

hundredand thirty people were compelled to be at workwithin the

building itself; and an earnest protest from the railway guards and

other employés stated that the opening of this one place had

addeda hundredmen each week to the Sunday labour list.Hedid

hope and trust that the mass of the working people would take

this matter up as a question essentially touching them, and

would determine to retain this great inheritance which has done

so much for the nation in the past .

Mr. CHARLES HILL, Secretary, read tbe annual report dealing

chiefly with the parliamentary and public steps taken to resist

encroachments on the day of rest .

Mr. W. ALLEN, M.P. made , in the course of his address, a

significant statement when he said : It was his lot to repre

sent a large working class radical constituency . When he

appeared before the four hundred of that borough at the

time of the General Election , there was nothing in his speech

which was more vigorously cheered than his statement that he

intended to vote againstany resolution having for its object

the opening of places of amusement on Sundays.

Mr. GEORGE WILLIAMS referred to the fact that Lord

Harrowby had presided in the morning at the British and

Foreign Bible Society's meeting, and remarked there seemed to

be a connecting link between the two assemblies. The fact was

that in the Bible were given to us the Ten Commandments,

and he wanted to know where was the authority to expunge

one of these. The Colonial Exhibition was givingus an illustra

tion of England's greatness. Whence did that come? From

the fact that our nation hitherto had honoured God and His

day .

Addresses followed by Messrs . W. Cossham , M.P., J. Battersby

( Trades Union Congress ), Rev. J. F. Kitto and J. Finch , and

Mr. W. Jenning (a wire -worker).

On account of the large number of Anniversaries held last

week, we are compelled to leave over to our next accounts of

several , such as the Prison Mission , Religious Tract Society,

and George Yard Missions.

&

The Monthly Tract Society.- The Secretary writes :

We are arranging for a very large work at the Exhibitions in

Liverpool and Edinburgh ,and shall be glad of the prayers of

the Lord's people for a rich blessing. We are hoping also to be

able to do something for the Master at the Colonial Exhibition

at South Kensington,
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Blackdown Hills Mission , Strangers' Rest Workers.
M R . GEORGE BREALEY writes : - The time is drawing | TAE usual monthly meeting for workers was held on Friday

L near when we hope to begin tent work again in the 1 (7th ). Mr. J . T . Isaac, Hon . Sec., spoke of the present
villages. Our past experiences in this work for the Lord have urgent need of funds for carrying on the work at the Rest, and

been most encouraging and most fruitful in blessing to souls . said also that bags are wanted for the sailors. Gifts of suitable
Thousands are reached with theGospel who never hear it unless books and tracts would be much valued . The Gospel is sent to

thus taken to their doors, as multitudes never attend the many parts of the world by means of the bags filled with tracts

ordinary places of worship. Yet these will flock to a tent in supplied to the sailors at the Rest.

their working clothes, and during the past year hundreds of Dr. BARNARDO gave an address on the history of Asa, as found

men and women have heard the Word of salvation through our in 2 Chron . xiv. 15 . In his early years Asa put away evil, and
tent services,and the changed and happy lives ofmany scores took advantage of a time of peace to prepare for war. God gives

testify to their having received the Gospel by faith . His children time to study His Word, that they may be strong
The long -continued storm of last year and the late use of one against the infidelity and sin which they will have to meet in

of our tents have so completely unfitted it for further use that His service. Many young workers have been known to fall
it is necessary to have a new one ; while the other tent because they are not well acquainted with His Word.
requires some extensive repairs to render it fit for the summer Chapter xiv . shows that God tests His servants whom He
work . is going to use . Let them not shrink, but see to it that their

We are looking to the Lord to supply the means for these trust is solely in the living God , and not in self ; so , like Asa ,

necessaries, and also to enable us to enlarge our borders in this they shall be more than conquerors.

village work . Wehope to visit many dark places of our land Chapter xv. 2 showsus God 's care for His servant. In the

with the Scripture, and personal visiting from house to house, moment of victory we are near to defeat. Let us remember

as well as by the tent services. that the victory is His , and take heed lest in any of us there
While waiting upon God for all needed help to meet expenses be an evil heart of unbelief. In Asa 's later years we find sad

for the tents, evangelists, small books, Bibles, Testaments, and backsliding . His three downward steps were — ( 1 ) alliance with
other needs connected with the summer work, we also seek the the world (xvi. 1) ; (2 ) neutralization of his consecration ; (3 ) a
fellowship and prayers ofall who love the Lord Jesus Christ and hardened conscience. Let us keep our hearts . No man can
the souls of men . Any help for this we shall gladly receive, serve God beyond his own experience .
and thankfully acknowledge. After a few remarks from Miss Macpherson, the meeting
Clayhidon , Wellington , Somerset. closed with prayer.

A Letter from Hudson Taylor. A Travellers' Tea.
T HAVE been staying in Yang.chau , a city where we have a

1 ladies' mission only, and am delighted with the success of
A LADY friend writes from Sawbridgeworth , Herts : - On

it. The Chinese women , and even some ladies of position , have A Good Friday a tea was given to the " Travellers " who

quite cometo look upon our sisters as sisters and friends, and
at this timehold their fair in this place. Mr. W . E . Baily ,

seem scarcely to know how to express their affection and love
from the London Open Air Mission , who is well known at fairs,

for them . In two of the houses occupied by ladies to whom our
gave the invitation , which was gladly accepted by allwho could

sisters have access there are several whom wehope to be truly
come. Hymns were sung during the tea by friends from a

converted . They have regular Bible readings themselves,
village mission , Gilston , Herts, and Mr. Baily gave an interest

morning and evening prayers, and have learnt to sing several
ing address. Aftertea, friends from Little Hallingbury Mission

Christian hymng. A bright little girl of fourteen , whom I have
Hall, Essex,kindly gave a service ofsong, “ The Man who spoiled

seen several times, told me the other Sunday evening that she
the Music , " which was listened to with great attention . “ After

was very much perplexed and disappointed . I 'said " Why ? '
another address from Mr. Baily , Miss Wallis spoke to the

" Well," she said , " I did so pray to Jesus not to let Miss Gray
travellers on “ The Travellers ' National Total · Abstainers'

leave Yang-chau , and she has gone away, and I felt so sure He
Union ,” showing the importance and extent of the movement

would answermy prayer and keep her in Yang -chau .” It led to a
commenced at York , 1880. They willingly received the copies

little conversation , which I hope may be helpful to her, and
of Caravan , kindly sent by Miss Millington , of York . On the

which , I think , three- fourths satisfied her, though still she felt
following Sunday the same party of travellers was present at

a measure of difficulty that her prayer had not been answered
themission service at three o 'clock , when a free and full salva

as she asked it. It was very nice to see a child's full belief in
tion by Jesus Christ was earnestly presented for their accept

the efficacy of prayer.
ance. All present partook of a social tea , and the travellers

There are a considerable number more who most thoroughly
were very grateful for the kind interest shown in them by the

believe in our sisters, and not a few of them , I believe, go fur
friends in this place and neighbourhood .

ther, and are satisfied as to the truth of Christianity. May God

lead them on to a saving acquaintance with the Master Him .
self, who alone can impart life and love to their comfortless

Rev. E . A . Stuart in Brighton.lives. In some respects the upper-class ladies are worse off

than the poorerwomen , as, while their domestic surroundings TROM St. Margaret's, Brighton , the Incumbent, Rev. E . L ,
are all that they could desire, they are more cramped as to T Roxby, writes as follows with regard to the mission just

liberty of movement, and with less occupation must feel the held there by Rev. E . A . Stuart : - Our mission began with an

want of sympathy and love all themore. Hundreds are hearing address to the workers, in the mission hail. Throughout the

the Gospel every week , but, alas ! in a vast city like Yang-chau following week the services were wonderfully and increasingly

all that is being done is as nothing to the need . well attended , and on the last Sunday evening hundreds were

I know I may count on an interest in your prayers that God unable to get into the church . Every morning there were most

will help and guide me in the difficult and responsible work of helpful Bible readings. In the afternoons there were services

helping and guiding others. There has been a good deal of for children , and occasionalmission services ; and mission ser

spiritual quickening during the past year, and I think most vices every evening except Saturday, when there was a special
members of themission are looking forward expectantly to see devotionalmeeting, and a striking and thrilling address on the
great things during this year. But our friends at home need words " His own " (John xiii. 1). On the afternoon of the second
always to remember that, though there are cheering features Sunday there was a service formen only , at which about one
connected with the work, it is hard conflict with a bitter and thousand five hundred were present, and many remained to

unrelenting foe, and that, while here and there there are bright the after meeting.
gleams of light,we are over surrounded by an appalling weight On Tuesday, the last day of the mission , the character of the

of spiritual darkness and wickedness - surrounded by those who services was slightly altered. The requests for praise for bless

are passing away from Christless lives , through Christlegg ing received during the mission, read out at the evening service,

deaths, to a Christless eternity . And who is sufficient for these weremost touching and very numerous. In the afternoon Mr.
things ? Happy it is when faith is in lively exercise and can Stuart gave what he called 's a quiet hour for prayer and self

answer , " Christ is our sufficiency." examination,” and it was indeed a solemn, impressive and
I have not been able to undertake a long journey into inland useful season . In the evening the thanksgiving service was

China yet, and the future is all unknown to me--not to our crowded . . . . . It was a never-to -be- forgotten scene. I

Father ; and it is quite sufficient that in His own timeHe will never remember a mission when the presence and power ofGod
make His will and His way plain , seemed so abundantly manifested . There are tokens of very

J . HUDSON TAYLOR I great blessing to many.
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GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD.
Rev . W . Haslam in Canada. A Bohemian Village.

C HE Vicar of St. James, London ,
“ TheGospel Only."

DROM an account sent usof a good
South Canada, writes as follows,

TROM Benares Rov. J. Ewen sends to

respooting Rev. W . Haslam 's mission in
I work in Stupitz (Bohemia ) we T the Baptist Missionary Society a

his church : - It is with intense thank learn that ten years ago, the timewhen stirring account of evangelistic work in

fulness to Almighty God that I am able
the present religious movement began , a great religious fair at Lonepur. Sum .

to say themission has been a rich bless
the village or hamlet of Stupitz was ming up his experiences amongst the

ing to this parish and people . Several
entirely Roman Catholic . In the year dense crowdsof Hindu devotees,hesays :

wore opposed to this kind of work, or
1876 a farmer living there read the ad . It is by theGospel, and it only , men can

indeed to anything outside the regular
vertisements of a mission book -depot in be won . When Ram Krishu, Mahadeo,

services of our church . However,
Prague. At his next visit in Bohemia's & c . , were attacked , or when quotations

they were drawn to Mr. Haslam 's ser
capital he bought several tracts and adverse to Hinduism and its gods were

vices. God has surely revived His work
little books. He soon returned formore, given from the Ramayan, the hearers

in our midst. Men and women , young
and at length bought a Bible, which he were stirred up to resistance ; but when

and old , have come to tellme the joy they
and some of his neighbours began to theGospelmessage was delivered in its

now have in believing in Christ their
read ; the more they read , the greater simplicity, all were silent and atten

crucified yet risen and ascended Saviour.
was their interest and desire to know the tive. While Mr. Jordan was preaching

Themission has been most satisfactory,
truth . They then invited friends from & tall fakir standing close by him

and I look for lasting results,which eter
Prague to come and explain the Scrip . appeared to be drinking in every word ;

nity itselfwill only be able to unfold .
tures. The awakened souls of Stupitz and, when Mr. Jordan began to tell the

and vicinity met often , especially on story of the prodigal, he wept like &

" I am of that Book ." Sunday, to study the Word . The past child . On Monday an old Brahmin

W RITING from the Argentine Re.
six years ofbitter persecution have tested came out of the crowd and told us

public, Mr. J. Ferguson , of the
these people and their loyalty to Christ. what theGospel had done for him . He

South American Missionary Society, gives
With the assistance of the American had heard the Gospel preached in an ad

the following interesting incident: - I find
Mission in Prague they have maintained jacent town by theGerman missionaries,

there is nothing better in missionary their Bible services. and believed on Christ. He returned

work than to see the people in their
home and told his neighbours . Since

homes ; if there is any difficulty in their then he has had to endure persecution ,

former views of religion they make
A Noble Christian Soldier . but bears it willingly for Christ's sake.

it known, and with equal frankness 7 RITING in the C . M . S. Intelli He had a clear, distinct, and full know
object or receive your visit . One man W gencer, Mr. R . N . Cust says : ledge of the Gospel he had read . Wegave

saw me conversing with a fellow -work we record with regret the sudden him an entire New Testament, and kept

man, who had some difficulty in under death of Major - General Reynell his address. On the sameday, after Prein

standing my liberality in giving a small Taylor, to whom the great grace was
Chand, of Monghyr, had preached, &

Spanish book free of expense, and urging given to follow the steps of his friend , Sir man cast himself at his feet, and said,

him to seek God and the pardon of sin Herbert Edwards, and at his own cost to “ You have comforted myheart."

through Christ. He called his son , and found the Mission of the Derajat, on the

told him to fetch the book from his house; Afghan frontier of India , beyond the
and when I went towards him hereceived Indus. Throughout his career as a A Hindu " Mela."
& tract and asked me if I was a Pro soldier, and a soldier Christian , he loved

testant : I replied in the affirmative, the people, and loved his Saviour; and, 1 M
M ISS FALCONER , of the Indian

155
and he opened his New Testament and therefore, his actions were governed by

M Female Normal School Society,

said , “ I am the religion of this book ; ” the principles of a Christian . As an writing home, gives the following interest

and from all appearance he had read it. officer of the Governor-General's body . ing description of a “ Mela."

guard, he was in the thick of the Sikh
For the last few days there has been a

A Chinaman ' s Gratitude battles of 1845 .46 , and received a slash
large “ Mela ." The city is crowded just

M HE following interesting account of down his face from forehead to chin . I
now with people from the country all

I & poor man named Chang A Tsoi I cannot state at what period of his career,
around, who have come to make their

is given in the Church Missionary Society's and by whatmeans, his heart was drawn
salaams and present their offerings at

Instructor : - He entered the church one to the Lord , but as far back as 1858 I
the tomb of a saint here. I heard from

day , and sat down to listen . Hewas so | attended prayer meetings and Scripture
& Mohammedan woman that this saint

impressed by what he heard that at the readings in his house , and, though less
died at Bagdad, and that his bones are

close of the sermon he stood up and said , demonstrative, he was of the samestamp
not here at all. Poor things ! how much

" I want to worship God : tell me what I as Lake and Edwardes.
they are to be pitied . Childless women

must do ! " The way of salvation having
come and vow before this tomb that if

been explained again , he was invited to
they have a son during this year they will

the meetings for inquirers, which he George C . Needham in Texas. come and present their offerings every

attended regularly for some time. He A FRIEND writes : - Galveston is year, while little children are brought in ,

then was absent two months, and it A morally in a low condition . Chris . and their parents vow that if their lives

was foared he had gone back. But in tianity is at & discount, but as the result are spared they will be brought into the

June he again appeared , having only of the specialmeetings pastors and people tomb every year. Wehad a tent set up

arrived that morning from his native are hopeful and greatly encouraged. The
in the midst of the “ Mela ," where we

village, to which he had been suddenly Galveston News has the following : - The met and spoke to the women , and we and

summoned. After a little talk , A Tsoi, union services, conducted by George C . | our Bible-women went in relays for hours

“ his whole face radiant with joy, " took Needham , were brought to a close last each day. We had the tent generally

& 10 cent piece (5d.) out of his pocket, night. He preached & sermon of great quite full ; often some ofus had to speak

saying , after Chinese fashion , “ This is to power and was listened to by an atten too to women outside, who could not get

buy yourself some tea with . " The cate tive audience, the house being crowded in in . We talked and sang ourselveshoarse,

chist, Mr, Fong, thanked him , but every part. One of the peculiarities of but we felt it was a grand opportunity

refused the money, saying he only Mr. Needham 's meetings is that his not to be lost , so many had never heard

preached to bring men to Christ, not for congregations grow larger as his work the Gospel before. One woman seemed

what he got ; but he pressed theman to progresses. Although in the beginning very much touched ; the whole timewe

come again and hear more of the doc everything seemed inauspicious, the con spoke. We don ' t know how much has

trine. Å Tsoi would not thus have his gregations and interest have steadily taken effect, but the Lord willwater His

generosity damped , and at six o 'clock the grown. He was earnestly requested to own word , which has been sown so broad

same evening appeared again , bringing a remain longer, but was compelled to cast at this " Mela." Last Sunday seemed

dollar. This he gave the catechist, say. | leave to meet engagements elsewhere. strange, formany hours of it were spent

ing, “ Accept mybest thanks for teaching Great crowds flocked around him , of in the midst of the din and noise of the

meyour doctrine. My heart is overflow Christians and new converts , to bid him “ Mela ." The Bible -women and our

ing ; the grace of God is boundless . I good -bye. He leaves this city carrying selves were all at work . Now they have

have nothing to offer Him but this dollar, with him the prayers of great numbers all gone back to their various villages, we

which please take and use for the good that have been blessed through his
wonder if they have carried away with

work of preaching the Gospel. | instrumentality, them a ray of light at all.
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

FOREIGN MISSION NOTES.

Ripe Fields. - Writing from Morocco, Kurracheo .-A good work is in pro

Rev. E. F. Baldwin speaks of tribes in gress amongst the sailors frequenting this

the interior es ripe for the Gospel. port .

Capt.R. Moreton has recently been Mr. D. W. Potter has recently held

greatly blessedin evangelistio efforts in a series of meetings at Champaign, Ill . ,

several of the Chicago churches. in which many professed conversion.

Samoa. - By a treaty concluded last Major Whittle has been labouring

week between Germany and England, with many tokens of interest in various

Samoa is declared neutral, thus leaving parts of Kansas.

the Gospel free. Mr. E. W. Bliss has been continuing

" So Suony, and yet so Dark .” in New Orleans the special work com

So sighs Miss Caley over Morocco, after & menced by Mr. Moody. Great interest is

few months' experience of its unevan . still beingmanifested .

gelized people. The Cameroons.-Rev. J. J. and

Fresh Labourers. - Rev. H. and
Mrs. Fuller have safely reached Came .

Mrs. Weeks have arrived at Banana ,
roons, and been most warmly welcomed

Congo River, with Messrs. Silvey and back by the church and friends at
Scrivener, " all well and happy." Bethel.

Native Churches. --Ata conference

held lately at Lahore it was emphasized
Ancient Carthaginia . Arzeela

by various speakers that the native
(nearTangiers),built bytheCarthaginians,

Christians must be fully recognised in
has been entered by two Christian ladies

the organization of the church3s,
of the Kabyle Mission, who are seeking

The Kabyles.— “ Open doors - oppor
to occupy it for Christ .

tunities on every handto tell of Christ , Bishop Young, of Athabasca , is now

but oh ! how few to do it ! And how onhis way to his diocese. To reach it he

great the need ! ” So writes a visitor to will , after going through Canada, have to

Kabylia.
cross the territories of Algoma, Rupert's

AMissionary's Epitaph . - Chris Land, Qu'Appelle , and Saskatchewan.

tian NewHebrideans have put the follow Liberty ofConscience.-An entire

ing inscription on a monument to Rev. congregation of converts in connection

John Geddes — " When he came, there with the Moravian Brethren , in a remote

was no Christianity ; when he died, there part of Russia, have resolved to emigrate

was no heathenism ." in order to secure liberty of conscience .

The Titled and the Wealthy Cairo . - Through means of the Bible

and Missions.-Under this title the depot a great many copies of the Word

Church Missionary Society's Intelligencer of God have been sold to Christians,

has a very striking article on the contri Jews, and Moslems . This work has

butions of the upper classes towards chiefly been carried on by two colpor

foreign missions. teurs , a Jewish proselyte and a converted

Bishop Hannington's Murder. Moslem.

-Letters havejust arrived from U -Ganda Egyptian Children . - The Church

with further particulars of Bishop Han Missionary Society's Instructor remarks :

nington's death. He was confined for -The two schools at Gizeh and Old

eight days in a miserable hut, and suf Cairo are very important, not only as a

fered much . Then his African followers means of teaching the children , but also

were speared, and he was shot. He on account of the opportunities they give

asked his executioners to tell King of speaking to the grown -up people.

Mwanga that he died for the people of

U -Ganda .
Buenos Ayres. -Mr. Davies, of the

South American Missionary Society, who

Bishop Stirling, of the South lately entered on mission work at

American Missionary Society, has been Chubut, Pacific coast, has secured, by

visiting the station atOoshooi andKep availing himself of the privilege of a

pel, Island ( Tierra del Fuego ), and was colonist, a plot of land on which a church

warmly welcomed by the missionaries. is being erected.

The presence of the Argentines in closer
An AncientMissionary Society.

proximity to our mission has naturally Few probably are aware that there exists

brought with it a new phase of life in in England, in full working order, a mis.

those regions, and new temptations sionary corporation , founded in 1649,

against which to guard . under the Long Parliament, and con.

Young African Givers. — The native firmed by Charles II , Its funds are em

principal of the Sierra Leone Grammar ployed in the propagation of the Gospel

School writes :-Our Juvenile Missionary amongst Indian tribes in America.

Association hae worked well and success Baptist Congo Mission . – Dr:

fully. A missionary box is given to the Seright, of Glasgow , and Miss Spearing,

teacher of every class, and each scholar ofBloomsbury, have sailed for the Congo

drops in weekly, as he feels disposed . River. Dr. Seright has been appointed

Wehave in this way raised among our medical officer forthe Congo Mission, and

selves, from January to October this year Miss Spearing will proceed to Stanley

(1885 ), thesum of £ 2628. 9d. for the funds Pool to assist Mrs. Grenfell in the con

of the Sierra Leone Missions. duot of the native girls ' school at that

A Grave Question . — The Church station ,

Missionary Society's committee says : Suffering for Christ. — The follow

Although the society's income in the past ing brief conversation with an Hindoo

year, notwithstanding agricultural and convert throws a significant light on

commercial depression , isfully up to that the social sufferings endured for Christ .

of the preceding year, yet the expendi “ Why are you carrying that pot ? " I

ture has exceeded it by more than asked of one ofour preachers, as we were

£ 10,000, andwe are nowface to face with going to a village together where his

the immediate nécessity for retrench. sister lived. " In order that I may drink

ment, unless large and speedy help is therefrom ," he replied. “ My sister can

forthcoming. How are the numbers of no longer eat with me now that I am a

men now offering to be sent out ? Christian ,"

ZENANA BIBLE AND MEDICAL
MISSION (INDIAN KEMALE NORMAL

SCHOOL and INSTRUOTION SOCIETY), in co

operation with the Church Missionary and other
Protestart Missionary Societies in India .

Established 1852.

The Committeevery earnestly APPEAL for

FUNDS. Miss Pailthorpe, duly qualified Lady

Medical Practitioner (London University) , has

just proceeded to India with a view eventually

of establishing and taking charge of a hospital at

Benares , under the direction of this Society, and
as an extension of its work .

The object of the Society is threefold, viz. :

( 1. ) To send to the women of India the

Gospel by means of female missionaries .

( 2. )To alleviate their sufferings in sickness and

minister to their spiritual needs through the

agency of qualified lady medical missionaries ,

( 3.) To promote education , specially among

the higher classes, based on Holy Scripture .

Contributions wili be thankfully received by

the Hon . A. F. KINNAIRD , Sub- Treasurer ,

2, Adelphi Terrace, London , W.C.

Bankers — RANSOM , BOUVERIE, & CO .,

1 , Pall Mall East , 8.W.

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA .

- This Society is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among the children of India by meansof
teachers and books. Christian literature for

adults is also provided. _Reports and Papers will

be sent on application. Funds urgently needed .

Address - the Secretaries , C.V.E.8 ., 7, Adam

Street , Strand , London , W.O.

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY .

--This Society circulated last year nearly 86
millions of publications in 174 languages. It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

which they are subscribed, and pays all its ex

penses out of Trade Funds. It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and Sailors ; has issued nearly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Missional y Bocieties,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution.

An annual subscription of 10s . 6d , or upwards

constituteg membership, and a sum of £ 10 10s .

Life membership. All subscribers receive copies
of the new tracts, & c .

Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries .

Rev. LEWIS BORRETT WHITE, D.D. , and

Rev. S.G.GREEN, D.D., 56 , Paternoster Row,

London , E.C.

SOCIETY FORTHE RELIEF OF

PERSECUTED JEWS.

“ SYRIAN COLONIZATION FUND,”

Bhaftesbury Memorial Funde sanctioned by

LORD SHAFTESBURY, in aid of Jews in the Holy

Land , to enable them to obtain a livelihood , by

agricultural and otherindustry.

Hon . Treasurer - R . C. L. BEVAN , Esq .

Donations received by the Bankers, Messrs .

Drummond & Co., CharingCross, 8.W .; Messrs.

Barclay , Bevan , Tritton , & Co. , 54 , Lombard

Street, E.C. ; the Bank of England : the Royal

Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland . Secretary - E . A. FINN.

Office - 41, Parliament St. , Westminster, S.W.

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C. - European

Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 254, Native Lay
Agents 3,5C9, Schools 1.725 . Subscriptions

urgently needed for rapidly extending work

among a thousand millions of Heathens and

Mahommedans. Hon . Sec ., Rev. F. E. TVIGRAM .

Lay Sec ., General GEORGE HUTCHIITSON .

TURKISH MISSIONS AID

SOCIETY.

President - The EARL OF ABERDEEN.

Promotes evangelistic work in Bible Lands by

means of pecuniary grants. Funds are urgently

needed that the assistance givenmay not falt

short . Secretary - Rev. T. W. BROWN , M.A. ,

7, Adam Street , Strand , W.C.

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING

FEMALE EDUCATION IN THE

EAST. - Established in 1884 for the purpose of

affording instruction in the Scriptures towomen

and girls, of all ages and ranks , in Zenanas ,
Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary - Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxball Bridge

Road, London , S.W. Bankers - Messrs.HERRIES,
FARQUHAR , & Co., 16, St. James Street ,

London , S.W.

WESLEYAN MISSIONARY

SOCIETY.-This Society was established in

1813. Missions are carried on in various parts of

Europe, Ceylon , Continental India, China,

Africa , and West Indies. Number ofMembers last
year 29,151; Income, £ 146,308 Os. 40. General

Treasurers - Sir W..MCARTHUR, K.O.M.G., and
Rev. Dr. RIGG . General Secretaries - Revs .

JOHN KILNER, E. E, JENKINS, M.A., and G.

W.OLVBR, B.A. Hon . Sec . - Rev. Wy . ARTHUR,
M.A , Mission House - Bishopsgate Street, E.Q.
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THE « MAY MEETINGS.”

DATE. TIME. SOCIETY . PLACE .
CHAIRMAN OR PREACHER .

***

J. MARNIAM, Esl .

Rev. J. PARKER, D.D.

Rev. E. E. JENKINS.

MAY.

Wed. la

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

Th, 13
13

13

13

Fri , 14

14

14

Sat. 15

Sun. 16

16

Mon. 17

17

17

17

Tu , 18

18

& a.m.

11 &.m.

noon

3 p.m.

3 p.m.

6. p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

10 a.m.

3 p.m.

3 p.m.

6 p.m.

Dean of WORCESTER.

Rev. Dr. F. TRESTRAIL .

Bishop of DURHAM .

Rev. H. A. THOMAS, M.A.

Edw . C305SLEY , Esq . , M.P.

Bishop of London.

Viscount MIDLETOX .

Bir T. FOWELL BUXrox .

4 p.m.
Sir N. BARXABY.

Rev. J. MATTHEWS .

Earl of RODEN.

Rev. H. P. HUGHE3.

Rev. Dr. Dawsox Burys,

Zenana Mission ...

London Missionary

Baptist Missionary

Foreign Aid Society

Sons of the Clergy

Bible Translation

Church of England Temperance

London Missionary

London Missionary

Church ofEngland Temperance

Home Teaching for the Blind

Baptist Missionary
Moravian Missions

Baptist Missionary

Operative Jewish Converts

Operative Jewish Converts

British and Foreign Bible

Beamen's Christian Friend

Monthly Tract

Aged Pilgrims'Friend ...

Metropolitan Tabernacle Colportage

Church of England Sunday School...

The Religious Tract Society

British and Foreign School
Theatrical Mission

Turkish Missions Aid

Peace Society

Seamen's Christian Friend

Band of Hope Union

Band of Hope Union

Evangelical Continental

Ragge . Uhurch and Chapel Union
Seimen's Christian Friend

Tae Religious Tract Society

Boc . for suppression ofOpium Trade

Spanish , Portuguese, Mexican C.Aid

Breakfast

Sermon
Sermon

Meeting
Bermon

Meeting

Meeting
Sermon

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting
Bermon

Meeting
Sermon

Sermon

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting
Sermon

Breakfast

Meeting
Neeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting
Breakfast

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting
Sermon

Sermon

Meeting
Sermon

7 p.m.

7 p.m.
3 p.m.

11 a.m.

6. p.m.

3 p.m.

64 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

9 &.m.

1 p.m.

3p.m.

37 p.m.

6, p.m.

7 p.m.

8 a.m.

6 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

11 p.m.

7 p.m.

11 4.m.

Cannon Street Hotel

City Temple , dolborn Viaduct

Bloomsbury Chupel

Vicarage, št . Bartholomew's Hospital

St. Paul's Cathedral

Library, 19, FurnivalStreet, E.C.

Exeter Hall

City Temple, Holborn Viaduct

Exeter Hall

S. James's 112!!, Piccadilly

Lower Room , Exeter Hall

Exeter Hall

E veter Hall

Exeter Hall

Ch. Palestine Place, E ....

Lower Room , Exeter Hall

Brixton Hill Wesleyan Church

Seamen's Church, St. George's Street , E.

Council Room , Exeter Hall

Lower Room , Exeter Hall

Metropolitan Tabernacle

St. Paul's Cathedral

Cannon Street Hotel

Exeter Hall

Macready Hous ), Henrietta Street , W.C.

3 , Stanley Gardens, Notting Hill

Finsbury Chapel ...

Seamen's Church ,St George's Street, E.

Lower Room , Exeter Hall

Exeter Hall

Hampstead Congregational Church

Lower Room , Exeter Hall

East London Tabernacle, Bow

St. Mary Aldermary , Queen Victoria St.

Devonshire Hotel, Bishopsgate Street

St. Stephen's, Walthamstow ...

JOHN Scott, Esq .

Rev. C.H. SPURGEON .

Archbishop of DUBLIN .

Frank A. BEVAN, Esq.
Sir JOSEPH PEASE, Bart .

- 18

18

18

- 18

Wed. 19

19

Th . 20

20

R. N. CUST, Esq .
Sir J. W. PEASE, Bart. , M.P.

GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq .
Archdeacon FARRAR ,

SAMUEL MORLEY, Esq .
Rev. R. F. HORTOX.

GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq .
Rev. A. G. BROWN.

Rev. X. SHERBROOKE .

Sir JOSEPH PEASE, M.P.

Rev. H. E. NOYES .

Conference Hall, Eccleston Street. Mr. Charles Inglis on Sunday, at

7 p.m., and Friday at 8.

St. George's Hall, Langham Place, W.-Mr. Shuldham Henry, Sunday

morning, at 11 ; evening, at 7 ; and at Burlington Hall, Savile Row , on

Wednesday, at 8.

Talbot Tabernacle, (Powis Square, W.-Second Advent Testimony, a

series of expository addresses on the Lord's coming, Eunday mornings

in May, at 11 , by the pastor, Mr. Frank White .

E, H.

Donations Received.

PRESENT DISTRESS .

PERSECUTED JEWS(MRS. Firx ) .

THE EVANGELISTIC MISSION.

0100

J. S.... 1 0 0

J S .... 0 10 0

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

May 16th-Deut. xxx . 8-20 May 20th-Deut.xxxiii.13–29

17th-Deut. xxxi. 1-13

19

20

Fri. 21

21

Bun . 23

21st -Deut. xxxiv . 1-12

18th-Deut. xxxii . 1-12 22nd-Psa, ov, 1-15

19th-Deut. xxxiii . 1-12
at 7

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS .

The Evangelization Society is prepared to gond qualified Evangelists

to any part of England , Scotland, and Wales upon due notice . Apply

to Hon . Secretary, 21 , Surrey Street , Strand , W.C.

Y.M.C.A. , City, New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall

Street (late 61, Gracechurch Street ).- Sundays, at 5 p.m. , Bible read

ing ; 7 p.m., Young men's Gospel service. Gospel service for young men ,

Friday, 21st May, 6 p.m., conducted by Rev. E. A. Stuart, of Holioway .

Next monthly meeting of workers will be addressed by Dr. T. J.
Barnardo,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.- May 16th, at 3.30, Mr. P. 8.

Badenoch ; at 7 , Mr. Spencer Walton. Monday, 17th , 7.30 p.m. ,

Prayer for Ireland, B. A. Blackwood , Esq ., C.B., in the chair, when

united prayer willbe offered on behalf of our Land and our Rulers in
the present difficult crisis .

Blackheath Conference . - A Convention , having for its object the

deepening of spiritust life, will be heli at Blackheath on the 25th, 26th ,

and 27thMay, in which the Revs. Dr. Elder Cumming, C. A. Fox , W.

B. Figgis, Evan Hopkins, E.W. Moore, W. Webb - Peploe, S. A. Belwyn ,

and Mr. H. F. Bowker will ( D.V.) take part,

House of Rest , 7 & 8, CambridgeGardens,Kilburn, N.W.- Friday, 14th ,

p.m. , " What the Seventh Trumpet Reveals ” (Rev. xi . 15-19). Tea

at 6. Sun., 16th, at 3.30 p.m., " The Various Beginnings in the Book
ofGenesis." by Miss Mason.

Children's Special Service Mission .--Mr. E. T. M. Dennes , at

Gresham Hall, Brixton , May 16th to 20th ; Mr. W. L. Seyler , at the

Institute , Willesden , May 17th to 21st .

The Annual Meetings will be held at Exeter Hall ( Lower Hall) on

Tuesday , May 25th, at 3 and 6.3 p.m. The Rev. G. F. Head ,

Christ Church , Hampstead ,will preside at the afternoon me :ting ,

and George Williams, Esq ., in the evening.

Home of Industry, 60, Commercial Street.--Monthly meeting for

Christian workers, Wednesday , May 19th . Tea at 6. Meeting at 7.

Mr. W. R. Line will give the address. Miss Macpherson, with a party

of little girls , leaving the same night for Canada, will be present to take

farewell .

Youths' Institute , Old Pye Street , Westminster ( " One Tun

Mission ).- Prayer meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30 . Con

ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.30 to 8.

Evangelistio Mission (Onder the direction of O. Russell Hurditch ).-
Kilburn Hall, Xllbara Gato (not Town Hall ).-Mr. W. R. Lane,

Bun . , at 7 p.m., and Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Dr. McKilliam , Bun . , 7 p.m .; Mr. O.

V.T. Onslow , Thurs., at 8 .

Dalston Hall, 105 , Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. S. E. Angel , Sunday,

7 p.m. and Thursday, 8 p.m.

Bignold Hall, Bignold Road, Station Road, Forost Gate.-Mr.

C. V. T. Onslow, Bundays, 7 p.m .; Dr. Popham, Wed.,8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall ), Hammersmith

Road , West Kensington. - Sun ., Di. Popham, at 3 p.m .; Mr. Ran.

some Wallis, at 7 p.m.

Hammersmith , Upper Mission Room , 180, King Street.

For the young, on Sunday , at ? p.m .;Dr. Popham , Thursday, 8 p.m.

Mortlake, Rest Mission Hall.-Mr. J. G.Matthews,Sun., 7 p.m.

Zenana and Medical Mission Schooland dome, 53 , St. George's

Road, 8.W .-- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , at
which Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside.

Y.W.C.A. - Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening,
at 9.15 , in the Mall Hall. High Street, Notting Hill .

Rev. W.Hay -Aitken's future engagements are :-May 14th , Stafford

Rooms, W.; 16th to June 1st, St. James, Jersey June 6th to 22nd , Bed
ford Church, Exeter,

Christian Policemen's Association .-In connection

with the sketch given of this work in our last , we are asked to

mention that On and Off Duty, the organ of the association, is

published by Marshall Brothers, 3 , Amen Corner, E.C.

Poland.-A young rabbi, who is connected with many in.

fluential Jewish families, and whose prospects were very good,

has sacrificed them all by accepting Jesus as his Saviour and

Messiah . He was baptized in Warsaw .

The Army Series .—Miss Herdman has just issued

(Drummond's Tract Society Depot) Active Service and “ Young

MenWanted," being Nos. 11 and 12 of the army series. Both

are striking andpointed Gospel books, specially addressed to

soldiers, but well suited for all classes of men , Active Service

is really the life- story of an officer.

DIMNE88 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequently

caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles. The Rev. Dr. Orowther, Hill

House , Ascot, writes : - " I cannot describe the comfort I derive from tho

use ofyour glasses, both by day and night . I find no pain orweariness

as I used to ; and I have taken to reading books I had put aside as too

trying for the eyes on account of the smallness ofthe type." The late Sir

Julius Benedict wrote : - " I have tried the principal opticians in London

without success , but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably ; the

clearness of your glasses as compared with others is really surprising."
The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon . Canon Worcester Cathedral,

write!:-" The spectacles you adapted areallI could destre, and myeyes
feel strong already. I only regret Idid not know of your exceeding skill

years ago.” — Mr. HENRY LAURANCE , F.8.8. , Oculist Optician , la , OLD

BONDSTREET, scientifically adapts bis IMPROVED BPBOTAOLE

to assist and strengthen the weakest righto . Pamoblatcontalning sug .

gestions forthe proservation ofsight free . BRANCHES, 6 , Poultry,

E.C.; 8. Guardian Buildings , Cross St., MANOESTER ;

Corporation Street, BIRMINGHAM ; and 129 , Buchanan

St., Glasgow - ADVT,
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Shaw's Home Series .
RECOMMENDED BY ARCHBISHOPS, BISHOPS, AND CLERGY .

RE-ARRANGED AND ENLARGED .

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S

THE

QUEEN'S PRINTERS TEACHER'S BIBLE,

Including the “ Aids to Bible Students," and New Articles by

CHEYNE, GREEN, HOLE, HOOKER, LEATHES, LUMBY , MADDEN,

TRISTRAM , STAINER, SAYOE, & c .

Besides a CONCORDANCE (over 40,000 refs . , withcontext, in bold type) - INDEX OF

PERSONS, PLACES, and SUBJECTS ( 16,000 refs. ) , by B.V.,&c.

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE ABOVE :

“ Christian . " “ More complete than any other similar work ."

• Graphic." "It supersedes all the former Teacher's Bibles ."

“ Illustrated London News.". “ Nothing can be more useful to the Bible Student. "

" Rock ." " The most complete portable Bible ever submitted to Bible readers."

" School Guardian.” “ Every teacher should possess a copy of this Bible ."

Queen .” “We have confidence in recommending it ."

Ask for the Queen's Printers' Edition. — Prospectus postfree .Prices, from 3s.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, GREAT NEW STREET, LONDON, E.C.

AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

.

B

With Coloured Wrapper and many

Illustrations.

Price SIXPENCE each .

“ We must mention with gratitude and

approval Shaw's ' Home Series,' a cheap

issue of capital tales atSixpence. The tales

are all thoroughly attractive and sound ,

with a great deal of variety .” — Guardian.

1. FROGGY'S LITTLE

BROTHER

By BRENDA.

2. SCAMP AND I.

By L. T. MEADE.

3. MISTRESS MARGERY.

By EMILY 8. HOLT.

4. SISTER ROSE.

By EMILY B. HOLT.

5. THE BOYS' WATCHWORD.

By J. VARRIBON ,

6. ONLY A TRAMP.

By GRACE STEBBING.

7. WATER GIPSIES .

By L. T. MEADE.

8. JOHN DE WYCLIFFE .

By EMILY S. HOLT.

9. IN THE DESERT.

By the Author of " The Spanish
Brothers. "

10. NOTHING TO NOBODY.

By BRENDA.

11. WINIFRED.

By L. E. GUERNSEY.

12. THE THREE CHUMS.

By M. L. RIDLEY.

13. MARCELLA OF ROME.

By F.EASTWOUD.

14. OUTCAST ROBIN.

By L. T. MEADE.

15. THE LOST JEWEL .

By A. L. 0. E.

16. CRIPPLE JESS.

By L. MARSTON.

17. JACK AND JILL.

By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES.

18. THE WELL IN THE

DESERT.

By EMILY S. HOLT.

19. ALICK'S HERO.

By CATHARINE SHAW .

20. HIS MOTHER'S BOOK.

By E. EVERETT -GREEN .

21. JEAN LINDSAY, THE

VICAR'S DAUGHTER.

By EMILY BRODIE.

MESSAGES FROM THE MASTER.
ESTABLISHED 1851.

IRK BECK BANK

Three New Tales in this Popular Series.
Just Published .

22. THE WITCH of the ROCKS.

By M. E.WINCHESTER . Author of

Nest of Sparrows,"
" Lost

Maggie," &c.

23. MADGE HARDWICKE
;

or , THE MISTS OF THE VALLEY.

By AGNES GIBERNE. Author of

" Sun, Moon, and Stars," ko.

24. THE SLAVE GIRL OF

POMPEII ;
or , BY A WAY THEY KNEW NOT.

By EMILY S. HOLT. Author of

“ Mistress Margery,” &c.

" Their excellence is as notable as their

cheapness.” — Edinburgh Daily Review .

“ Cheap, well-printed , and wholesome,

deserving a wide circulation ."

Sunday School Chronicle.

London :

JOHNF.SHAW & CO., 48, PaternosterRow, E.C.

D
A
V
I
D

AN

SPURCEON'S

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS

CLOTH 8 /

EACH
ORIGINAL

EXPOSITION OF

THE BOOK OF PSALMS

PASSMORE+ AL ABASTER.PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS.E.C

One hundred Poems in large type . By

CHARLOTTE MURRAY . Crown 8vo,

160 pp. , limp cloth , 1s.; extra cloth ,

gilt edges, 1s. 6d .

MORE " MESSAGES."MESSAGES.” By same

Author, and uniform with above.

" A collection of hymns, in which many

will find refreshment and help."

Christian Progress.

“ Will be a treasure in many a sick -room . ”

The Home Friend.

“ Some of these poems are old favourites,

and all are marked by an earnest religious

spirit .”' - Literary World.

“ The writer of these verses is well

known for the perennial freshness of her

thoughts . These 'Messages 'must prove a

source of blessing to many .” — The Christian .

“ Miss Murray is a sweet and gracious

singer, and the poems from her pen breathe

devotion and love. We doubt not these

will be real heaven-sent messages to those

who procure the book ." -- Home Evangel.

“ Sweet words of Scripture and songs

from the pen of one who knows how to write

for the spiritual profit of her readers.”

Baptist Messenger.
DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,STIRLING , N.B.

London : 8. W.PARTRIDGE & CO .

JUST PUBLISHED.

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable ondemand.

TWOperCENT . INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly
balances, when not drawn below £ 100 .

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

charge, the custody of Deeds, Writings, andother
Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons;and the pur

chase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities.
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full

particulars, post free , on application ,

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager.

TheBirkbeck Building Society's Annual

Receipts exceed Five Millions .

OWTOPURCHASE AHOUSE FOR

mediate Possessionand no Rent to pay . Apply

attheOffice of the BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY,

29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane .

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

H ° WANDO FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER
MONTH , with immediate possession , either for

Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the

Office of theBIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

as above .

The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars,

on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

COMFORT AND STRENGTH, IRON CHURCHE
S,& c.

ERECTED BY

A, CHOPPING,

DERBY RD.,WEST CROYDON, SURREY.

Illustrated Designs and Estimates Free .

CHEAPEST FIRM IN THE TRADE ,

13
IRON MISSION ROOMS, &c . ,

erected on the most reasonable terms, by R.

BAUNDERS, 216 , Brecknock Road, London, N.

Estimatesand designs free. 25 years' practical

experience . Also Churches and Schools, &c .

OR

WORDS OF CHEER TO

FELLOW WORKERS.

CONTAINING

“ DIVINE FULNESS."

By Rev. CHARLES A. FOX, M.A.

“ THE CHERUBIM OF GLORY."

By Dr. McKILLIAM .

A LIFE ON WINGS."

By Rev. E. W. MOORE, M.A.

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY
MIBS MAOPHERSON,

Price Sixpence.

LONDON : JOHN F.BHAW & CO. , 48 , Paternoster

Row, London, E.C.

FOR SALE LARGE MARQUEE

(nearly new) , well made, good canvas and ropes,

and improved fittings, with 8 pairs pulley blocks

for hoisting. Will seat 1,000 people can be put

up in 4 sizes ).

Apply to

T. PAULL,

Martock , Somerset .

FURNITURE.-NORMAN &

STACEY'R HIRE PURCHASE SYSTEM com

mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary .

It combines real economy on sound commercial

principles, with strictly private arrangements,
without the objectionable formalities

dealers and others . Payments can extend over

1, 2, or8 years . The 60wholesale firms embrace

the best manufacturers, who have large stocks

for selection . Intending purchasers should call

personally , or sind_for particulars.-- Offices, 78,

Queen Victoria St. , E.C., and 121 , Pall Mall , s.W.

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.

Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds.

" DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED . "

Sir , -My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness "
increases. A man here who has been deaf

Forty years, has had his hearing restored by it.

J. GREEN , Chemist, Ohristchurch .

18. 14d . per Bottle , Free by Post for 14 stamps,from

Edwin J.Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury .

BUNTER'S

Cures Toothache, prevents Decay,saves

Extraction, 1s. 11d . of all Chemists.

NERVINE ,

T
R
E
A
S
U
R
Y

O
F
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THAMES CHURCH MISSION . | DEEPENING OF SPIRITUAL LIFE .

Convention at the Rink Hall

, Blackheath.

INSTITUTED 1844 .

MAY 25th, 26th & 27th, 11 to 1, 3.30 to 4.30 , 7.30 to 9.

MR. H. F. BOWKER will preside.

Rev. Dr. ELDER CUMMING, Rev. J. B. FIGGIS, Rev. E. W. MOORE,

Rev. C. A. FOX, Rev. EVAN H. HOPKINS, Rev. W. WEBB PEPLOE,

and others will (D.V. ) take part.

Further information will be given by

E. P. LE FEOVRE, 4, Northbrook Road, Lee, Hon . Secs.

}
W. O'NEILL, 39, Manor Park, Lee.

President- The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR.

Chairman -- Capt. the HON . F. MAUDE , R.N.

Secretary- REV, H. BLOOMER .

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos. of Word and Work , Books, Magazines, Tracts, &c. , are most necessary ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries .

TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

Bchool Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E.C.

THAMES CHURCH MISSION ,

31, NEW BRIDGE BTREET, LUDGATE CIRCUS , EO.

A SPECIAL MEETING will ( D.V.) be held in the

PRINCE'S HALL, PICCADILLY, on Thursday, May 27th,

1886, at 11.30, when by request the Rev. HENRY BLOOMER,

Secretary , will give an Account of Mission Work amongst Sea

men , Soldiers, Emigrants, Bargemen, and others, from Putney

Bridge to the Nore, illustrated by a series of very excellent

Dissolving Views.

Admission Free , by Tickot, which may be obtained at the Hall, the Officas,

or of any Agent of ihe Bociety . A Collection will be taken in aid of the
Funds of the society .

MR. G. T.
CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON

CONSUMPTION

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and alland all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE(post free), or Large Edition (cloth), 1s. 3d ., from

the Author, Coombo Lodge, Peckham , S.E., and Elliot Stock,

62, Paternoster Row, E.C.

CHRISTIAN APOLOGETICS.

WORKS by H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D.

FAITH AND UNFAITH : Their Claims and Con
THE

SEVENTEENTH
SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM MAY TO AUGUST.

flicts . Crown Evo, cloth extra , 3s 60 .

The Antagonists and the Alternatives .

The Conflict : its Purpose and Progress.

Agnosticism ; or, Nescience and Science.

Intuition versus Revelation .

Materialism ; or, Atom versus Person ,

Evolution ; or, Becoming rersus Creation .

" In our opinion it is matter for profound thankfulness that the author

was induced by the committee to revise the notes taken by a friend and

give them the publicity they so richly deserve. Clear and forcible in

style and expression , masterly in grasp of thought, and trenchant in

argument, these lectures on present-day aspects of unbelief will be

simply invaluable in the help they will render to intelligent young men

and others whohave become entangled in the meshes of modern doubt,

To such , and to all whohave to dealwith such, we most heartily commend

this little volume . ” —Literary World .

THE EARLIER SCRIPTURES

Crown 8vo , cloth extra , 5s.

“No work on the Pontateuch has ever given us so much satisfaction

Young Men's Christian Association Notes .

" It is to be wished that this book may have a wide circulation as an able

andwell-written defence of the earlier Scriptures, boldly conceived , care

fully elaborated , thoughtfully compressed, andconsiderately adapted to the

general reader. ” - PRINCIPAL Care in The British and Foreign Erangelical

Review ,

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN
THIS MATTER,

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK ,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.
" IN DEFENCE.”

" IN DEFENCE.” THE FOURFOLD LIFE.
Crown 850, cloth extra , 5s.

“In this book we are brought face to face with the citadel of Christianity,
to wit, the historical records of the person of Christ aud His work upon

earth , as one of the most distinct and powerful evidences of the inheront
truth of our holy religion . . It takes up a distinct line of argument,
and though within a narrow com pass has worked out the problemby somo
remarkably clear reasoning ; so much su, indeed , that after reading it
through we wish that the size had been fourfold . ... We have noted many
things in the Gospels which this volume has cleared up. • : . We expect

many persons will ejaculate, ' How full this book is of the Lord Jesus
Christ ! So it is . ' What an enthusiastic writer this is on such a grand

theme!' So he is. And we thoroughly recommend the book ." - Clergyman's

Magazine.

CONSUMPTION following upon LARYNGITIS

CASE of Mrs. WARD , of OSWESTRY.

It is nearly two years ago since this patient commenced my treatment.

She was then residing at Leeds. There had been “ Consumption on her

father's side." She had been ailing for some time, and disease had been

insidiously making its way. At the timeher husband wiote for ber, “ great

loss of flesh over the whole frame, with corresponding weakness," was re

ported . “Very heavy perspirations, very delicate stomach, appetite next

to nil , hard harassing cough with maitery expectoration , pains in the

chest,and difficult breathing .".

In one month, “ my wife feels a little better, cough slightly abated. The

heavy and damp weather affects her breathing. The Liniment you pre
scribed has been used with beneficial effect."

In another month , after being away and returning to Leeds, though im

proved insome respects , the breathing got worse again . Advised to remove

from Leeds. It was someweeks before she did so . Moreover, circumstances

prevented for a time that regular continuance with the medicine which

is so essential to recovery . Also an attack of acute rheumatism , laying her

by for a time, needed her having the attention of her own doctor at home.

After this she was removed to Oswestry, and recommenced a more regular

course of my medicines. Writing me herself in May last, she says:

“ Your medicine has beenthe means of restoring me so far. I have recom

meoded it very often , andto all that have tried it it has done good .”

Other correspondence followed to the end of the year. When writing to

me she says: - " I can say truthfully that I owemy life to the use of your
Balsam . Had not your treatment been unfortunately suspended at

different times I should have been cured much sooner ."

Although this letter was sentme for publication I thought it better to

wait through the winter. In a letter just received , dated April 7th , she

writes : - " I have never got through any winter so well as this. I am able

to attend to my duties, which I could not for years. MayGod spare you

long for your good work . I ama walking wonder. I gladly bear my ies

timony, which you canmake known asyou please . With many , many

thanks. - Yours truly , HANNAH H. M. WARD , 2, Larne Terrace, Albert

Road, Oswestry.

CHRISTAND CRITICISM ; or, The Witnesses
Examined and Cross -examined . One Bhilling.

“ These lectures certainly form one of the ablest ofallthe contributions to
the literature of the evidences that have been made in recent years. A

better book to place in the hands of a thoughtful sceptic it would be hard to
name." - Christian Leader .

CROSSES AND CROWNS.

Uniform with the Parchment Library . One Shilling.

“Thirty-one forcibly written essays of a few pages each, and so full of

sterling wisdom that we suggest the book as valuable for a month's

daily reading, especially as the articles are systematically arranged, and

dealwithpracticaltruths in the Christian life." - Clergyman's Magazine,

“ The book is rich in spiritual experience, and will be highly esteemed

by many Christians."-Nonconformist.

" A dip into this little book will be to mind and heart what a brisk

walk, on a clear frosty morning , is to the body." - Literary World .

NOTE. Days of Consultation . TUESDAY

THURSDAY, and
SATURDAY_Mornings ONLY

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance should 10080 either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book irst.LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row,

London : J, F, SHAW & Co. 48; Paternoster Bow , 2.0.
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FORTHCOMING MAY MEETINGS (see also pages iii and vii.).

|“ Dr. Barnardo's Homes for Orphan and

Destitute Children .”

ANNUAL MEETING ,

SATURDAY EVENING , MAY 22, 1886 ,

EXETER HALL ,

PROGRAMME.- Presentation of Report for 1885 -86 .

Singing by 750 Children under Mr. Joseph Proudman .

Speeches by well-known Public Men .

Presentation of Prizes to Boys and Girls who have gone outinto life

Instrumental Music by Little Handbell Ringers and The Boys' Band.

And much more that cannot be here set forth .

The Chair will ( D . V .) be taken at 5 . 30 p.m . by

The Right Hon. THE LORD POLWARTH

Admission by TICKETS ONLY, to be obtained from the Office, 18 , Stepney Causeway, at the followin

rates : Reserved seats, 10s. 6d ; ladies' gallery, 3g.60, ; area , 1s. ; gallery, 6d .

To ensure the Meeting being over at an early hour, it will begin at 5 .30 prompt, and terminate at 8 .30

To prevent disappointment, Tickets should be applied for immediately . Each application should contai

Post Office Order or stamps for the number required.

It is earnestly hoped that the fact of the day fixed for the meeting being SATURDAYmay not prevent th

attendance of sympathising friends from London, and from various parts of the country.

18 to 26 , STEPNEY CAUSEWAY, LONDON , E .

WESTWARD HO !

200 Trained Lads (the 2nd party this year) will (D. V.) leave

" Dr. Barnardo's Homes " for Canada on June 15 ,

£8 I0s. will defray the entire cost of emigrating one boy.

£51 will do the same for 6 bogs, or , £102 for 12 boys.

Who will help to give these young fellows a start in life ?

Contributions thankfully received and acknowledged by the Treasurer, WM. FOWLER, Esq., or 1

DR. T . J . BARNARDO ,

18 to 26 , STEPNEY CAUSEWAY, LONDON , E .

WORD AND WORK will be sent by the Publishers Post-free to any address in tho Kingdom for Twolve Months for 6s.
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Educational

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL,

Terms for Advertisements

"Word andand Work .”

IX

Pupils are prepared forthenearThe
Principal

BATH

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Principal: MR. W.FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

School ) .
DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST.

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and
professional pursuits.

and competitive

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.

Combo Down , at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath, is noted for itsfine, bracing air.

The school residence and premises have been
certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa
tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston - super -Mare.

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers ,

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern ,

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

H. Groves, Esq., Kendal.

G. F. Trench ,Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry .
Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

GOVERNESS. - Re-engagement wanted by

young lady, aged 21. Acquirements : English,

French , music, drawing, elementary, German ,

andLatin , 11 years in last engagement. Country

preferred. P.S., Job F. Shaw & Co., 48, Pater

noster Row , London , E.O.

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL.

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Ohristian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years . A limited number only taken.
References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .
Address Principal.

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Gro.

FOSTER as an educator.

London Referee - GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq .,

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard .

Swimming taughtthis term ,
KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESBEX.

BOARDING SCHOOL forYoung Ladies.

Resident English and Foreign gove esses.

Visiting masters. Vacancies for two boarders .
Terms moderate. Principal, Russell House,
Maidstone.

SOUTHEND - ON - SEA.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.
PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG

LADIES .
Delicate Children receive special attention .

Terms moderate - C ., Office of Word and Work,

48, Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

BRIGHTON LADIES' SCHOOL.

Established twenty - five years. Pupils success

fully prepared for all examinations. The juniors
have a separate department. Address Principal,

122, Marine Parade.

This Paper having a large and increasing clr.

culation amongst Christians ofall denominations

rms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements,

Situations, &c .

VACANT OR WANTED .

Apartments Houses

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS.

The Terms are very moderate , viz .: Miscel.

laneous in small Type,25. 60. for 30 words or less,
and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or
under. A reduction for a series of Bix Insertions

and upwards.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.

Select Boarding School for Young Ladies,,

Book and Displayed Advertisements charged

according to space occupied. Front Page, and

other special positions, by arrangement.

N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number ofWORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday
morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs . JOHN F.SHAW & Co.

Amounts under 28. 6d. may be sentin Halfpendy

Stamps.

MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE.

Principal - MRS.JUDSON.
Inthislovely and healthy locality, situated among the Cotswold Hills, pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying the advantages of carefulinstruction, home comforts, andChristian training.
Terms inclusive and moderate . Referenceskindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the
country , and to Rev.John Wilkinson , 79, Mildmay Road , N. , &c.

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

Terms of Subscription.

Word and Work '

18 Published every Thursday, Price One Herny.

Orders shouldbesent to any local Bookseller or
Newsagent . If difficulty is experienced in ob

tainingcopies thus, they can be had direct from
the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday , at the

following rates, Payable in Advance

Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks

£ s. d . £ s . d .
0 3 6 0 6 10

0 6 10 0 13 8

0 10 3 106
4 0 12 6 1 50
6 0 17 6 1 150

( Including Double Numbers.);

The above rates apply to all Countries

in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Europe, Canada, the United States of

America , Egypt, and the Holy Land .

1 Copy

2 Copies

.

19

Situations and
Appointments.

CHRISTIAN
GOVERNESSES,

COMPANIONS, and LADY HOUSEKEEPERB of

bigh principles are frequently supplied to ladies

seeking such by application to the Governesses'

Registry, Soho Bazaar, Boho Square, London ,

W. Testimonials never dispensed with. Free

of all expense to parents.

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christian

Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home
Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

terms, by applying to Rev. J. Renny , F.R.S.L. ,

Christ Church Parsonage, Cheddar. Á stamped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply.

SITUATION WANTED . - Asattendant

to an invalid gentleman, by a Swiss, who speaks
German, French and English , and can be highly
recommended . Is a decided Christian. Apply

to X. Y. Z. , Conference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.

CAN ANY CHRISTIAN WORKER

recommend ESTATE LABOURER (tor carting ),

and WIFE to bring up orphans ? Both decided
Christians . Abstainers . Under 40. Without

encumbrance . Miss Greene, 5 , Kensington

Palace Gardens.

MARRIED MAN, Christian, abstainer,

desiresmanagement of coffee -house, or any place

of trust , in connection with work for the Master .

Experienced . Thoroughly reliable reference.

D.Gray, 6 , Eltbiron Road ,Fulham.

SITUATION Wanted , by a youth, aged 17 ,

in an office. Three years' good character.

Knowledge of shorthand. W. S. , 33, Robinson

Road , Approach Road , Victoria Park .

YOUNG LADY seeks engagement as

mother's help or nursery governess in decided

Christian family. Thoroughly domesticated.
Good dressmaker. Experienced with and fond

of cbildren , X. Y. , 61 , Acton Street, King's

Cross ,

YOUNG PERSON ( 22) desires situation

In any ligbt business. Willing to assist with
bovsework. K. B., 48, Liverpool Street, E.C.

HOUSE-PARLOURMAID .- WANTED

& thoroughly respectable person , good worker

and good personal character. Address Mrs. Y. ,

Clermont,Sidcup, Kent.

Spartments, & c.

BOURNEMOUTH.-
A delightful Home

for Visitors and invalids at Durley Dean Mansion.
Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Koumiss treatment where desired . Pamphlets

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

cases post free for 6d . in stamps . Address
Secretary

LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL,

20, 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C.
Five minutes' walk or 1s . cab fare from Euston ,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways ; easily
reached from other stations. Patronised by

roaders of Word and Work . Tariff on application .

HASTINGS .-Sea View House, Marino

Parade, close to the sea. Well-furnished Apart

ments,with good attendance, at very moderate

(inclusive ), charges. Entrance 35 , George

Street . For terms apply Miss Stevens.

ST. LEONARDS -ON -SEA. — Apsley

House Boarding Establishment, 7, 8t. Margaret's
Road , Warrior Square . Close to sea. Conducted
by the Misses Elmslie. Home comforts. Liberal

table. Inclusive terms from li guinea .

DELIGHTFUL SEASIDE HOME,

Isle of Wight, facing sea and downs. Unusual

advantages for languages, music, singing, sketch

ing, and painting. English subjects . A few

lady boarders received. Principal, Marlborough

House, Yarmouth , Isle of Wighi.

SUMMER HOME forChristian Workers ,

& c. , Ballaignes, Jura, Vaudois, Line , Lausanne,
Paris. Healthy, pleasant situation . Terms ,

three to four francs per day. Temperance prin

ciples. Madame Müller, Ballaigues, Vaud ,Swit
zerland ,

TO LET, furnished , a nine-roomed Cottage,

at Pendipe, Carmarthen Bay . Fine rock and

moor scenery. Large stretch of sand. Fine sea .

Safe bathing. Box 294 , Post Office , Bristol.

STOKE NEWINGTON . - House to be

Let containing eight rooms. Good neighbour

hood. 8. Bouverio Road ,N, Low rent. Apply
to J. G. Vernon , Oxford House, College Avenue,

Clapton , E.

WORTHING HOME OF REST for

Christians. - Every comfort. Terms, one to two

guineas. Lady Superintendent, Rutherford
Lodge, Worthing,

may be

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

Copies of " WORD AND WORK "

sent weekly from this Office to any address in

the undermentioned Foreign countries, for One

Year, on the following terms, paid in advance
TO

Africa Jamaica South Africa
Australia Japan

South America
Brazil New S. Wales Tasmania

China New Zealand West Indies

(The postage being One Penny each copy .

£ 8. d . L s. d .

1 Copy... 0,8 8 Copies..........

2 Copies 0 18 014 1 14 0

OFFICE 48, PATERNOBTER ROW, E.C.

BUNTER'S

Cores Toothache, prevents Decay,sayes

Extraction, 1s. 11d. of allChemists.

NERVINE
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FORTHCOMING MAY

LONDON ANTI - VIVISECTION SOCIETY .

THE ANNUAL MEETING

of Members and Friends of the Society will be held in

EXETER HALL (THE LOWER HALL) ,

at 3 o'clock this (THURSDAY) AFTERNOON , 20th inst .

J. F. B. FIRTH, Esq. , to preside.

BPEAKERS-The Hon , P. Carteret Hill , Rev. R. A. Chudleigh , M.A.,

Rev. J. Lawson Forster, LL.B. , Mrs. Anna Kingsford ,M.D., Henry Belcher,

Esti ., L.R.C.P. (Edin .), M.R.C.S. , Professor Woodroffe Hill, F.R.C.V.S.

Tickets of the Secretary . Office : 180, Brompton Road , S.W.

MEETINGS (sec also page vii.)

CHINA INLAND MISSION.

THE ANNUAL MEETINGS

In Connection with the Twentieth Anniversary

will be held in the

CONFERENCE HALL, MILDMAY PARK,

On WEDNESDAY, MAY 26th , 1886.

Chair to be taken at 3 o'clock by

GEORGE WILLIAMS, ESQ.

President of the Young Men's Christian Association .

And at Seven o'clock , by

JAMES MA THIESON, ESQ. ,

Special Meetings for prayer for blessing upon this, and all Missions to

the heathen , will be held at 7 o'clock on Tuesday evening ( 26th ), and at

11 o'clock on Wednesday morning , in the Conference Hall . At these

Meetings REGINALD RADCLIFFE , Esq ., of Liverpool, will preside.

EVANGELICAL CONTINENTAL SOCIETY .

On THURSDAY Evening, May 20th , 1886,

THE ANNUAL MEETING

will be held in

LYNDHURST ROAD CHURCH, HAMPSTEAD ,

The Chair will be taken by

THE REV . R. F. HORTON , M.A.

at Hall-past Seven o'clock .

Speakers-

Prof. ELMSLIE , Presbyterian College ; R. O. MORGAN, Esq ., Editor of the

Christian ; Rev. A. NORAIS, of West Kensington ; HENRY SIMON , of West

minster ; Rev. Signor VARNIER, from Sicily,

COLLECTION will be made on behalf of the above Society .

Within three minutes' of Hampstead Heath Station (N.L.R.) , and within

ten minutes' of Haverstock Hill Station (Mid. Ry .)

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY.

On MONDAY, M40 24th , 1886, the One Hundred and Fourteenth

ANNUAL MEETING of the abive Society will be held in EXETER

HALL ( Lower ), GEO . WILLIAMS, ESQ. , in the chair. The following

Ministers will Address the Meeting: Rev. Ira Bossley, Rev. Hugh Price

Hughes, MA , Rev. H. Sinclair Paterson , M.D. , Rev. J. De Kewer

Williams, Rev. W. D. Walters, F. A. Bevan , Esq . ( Treasurer ), the Hon .

A. F. Kinnaird . Tea and coffee at 6 o'clock . Meeting at 7.

J. ATKINSON , Sec .

LONDON CITY MISSION ,

THE EVENING MEETING

will be held in

EXETER HALL , on WEDNESDAY, MAY 26th, 1886 .

The Chair to be taken (D.V.) by

STEVENSON BLACKWOOD, Esq. , C.B. ,

at Seven o'clock precisely .

The Jubilee Choir will sing before and during the Meeting.

Fpeakers --- Rev. Canon GIRDLESTONE , M.A. , Principal of Wycliffe

Hall , Oxford ; Rev. OSSIAN DAVIES. Minister of New Court Church ,

Toilingtou Park ; and Mr. WINTON, Missionary to Public -houses in Ken

sington , Fulham , and Hammersmith .
TICKETS may be had of Messrs. Seeley , Jackson , & Halliday, Essex

Street, Strand , Nisbet & Co., 21 , Berners Street ; Batchard & Co., 187 ,

Piccadilly ; Hodder & Stoughton , 27 , Paternoster Row ; Partridge & Co., 9,

Paternoster Row ; Warren Hall & Co. , 88 , Camden Road ; at Exeter Hall ;

and at the Mission House, 3, Bridewell Place , Blackfriars , E.C.

THE ONE TUN'RAGGED SCHOOL MISSION ,

MEETING,

OLD PYE STREET, WESTMINSTER , S.W.,

for the Training of the Infant Children (Boys and Girls ) of the Destitute Classes and fitting them for respectable situations,

FORMERLY THE ONE TUN ' (THIEVES ) PUBLIC - HOUSE, PERKINS RENTS.

Late Patron from the commencement in 1857, the EARL OF SHAFTESBURY , K.G.

THE TWENTY - NINTH ANNUAL

On TUESDAY EVENING, JUNE 1st , 1886.

The Chair will be taken punctually (D.V.) at Half-past six by SIR R. W. CARDEN.

The School Prize will be given to twenty-two young servants , male and female, formerly scholars, with excellent characters. Prizes also for flowers

reared by the School Children in theirpoorhomes. Repetitions of Seripture by classes of boys and girls. Singing by the Infants. Specimens of plain

Needlework , also of Boot-mending and Paper Flowers,bythe industrial classes .

Friends of poor children are earnestly asked for help , as there are not funds in hand to pay the Quarter's expenses .

Donations thankfully acknowledged by Mr.A. J. WOODHOUSE , 1 , Hanover Square, W. , Treasurer ; and by Mrs. A. BARKER -HARRISON , 32, Eaton
Terrace, Eaton Square, s.w. ( formerly 78 ,"Coleshill Street ) , Hon . Sec.

THAMES CHURCH MISSION . FIELD LANE REFUGES & RAGGED SCHOOLS .

HELD

INSTITUTED 1844 .

Presidente
President :- The Right Hon . The Earl of Aberdeen, K.P.

The RIGHT HON. the LORD MAYOR.
Chairman . The 44th ANNUAL MEETING

Capt. the HON . F. MAUDE, R.N.
WILL (D.v.) BE

Object-To win Souls for Christ. ON TUESDAY, JUNE 1st , 1886, AT

Twenty-three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they
HOLBORN TOWN HALL,

have been greatly blessed by God. Chair to be taken at Half -past Six p.m. , by

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED. Ald. Sir R. N. Fowler, Bart. , M.P., P.G.W.

Nos. of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts ,&c. , are most necessary ,
and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries.

Supported by Right Hon . Lord Polwarth , the Right Rev.

TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at the Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol , the Hon . Thos. Pelham ,

School Room , Lecture Hall , or Drawing Room Meetings. Rev. Woodhouse Dearden , M.A. , Rev. J. Clifford, D.D. , Rev.
Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

REV. İ . BLOOYER, Eecretary . John Kinnings, and other Gentlemen ,

A SPECIAL MEETING
The children of the Industrial Schools will form a Choir, and

Sing a Selection of Pieces .

will (D.V.) be held in the
Tickets for the meeting to be obtained of the Secretary,

PRINCE'S HALL, PICCADILLY, on Thursday, May 27th , Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT, at the Institution, Vino Street, Clerken

at 11.30 a.m. , when by request the Rev. HENRY BLOOMER, well , E.C.

Secretary, will give an Account of Mission Work amongst Sea

* a
men, Soldiers,Emigrants, Bargemen,and others,from Putney Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATIONin the EAST.

Dissolving Views.

Established in 1834 , for the purpose of affording instruction in the
Ecriptures to Women and Girls , of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Captn. The HON. F. MAUDE, R.N., will preside. Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .

Admission Free, by Tick •t , which may be obtained at the Hall, the Offices, Secretary, Miss WEBB, 261 , Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.
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divisions among Christians are most unworthy, and

that disputes between brethren are most unseemly
and therefore most earnestly to be deprecated. The

force of this argument, however, spends itself on those

who depart from the faith once delivered to the saints,

and it does not in the least degree affect the position

of those who hold fast the form of sound words. It

affords ample reason for a return to the old paths, if

in anymeasure there hasbeen a departure from them ;

it affords no reason whatever for the slightest depar

ture from them . If we are willing to admit either

that truth and righteousness bave no existence, or, if

they have, that they are in a region where we can

never reach them , then, of course ,we can agree to

dwell together in unity by ignoring both . But if, as

webelieve , both are revealed to us in Holy Scripture,

we can only betray either ofthem at our peril.

CRAVING FOR UNION .
It has been often pleaded in past times , in vindica

tion of controversy, that, although it was uppleasant
M HERE seems to be a very wide-spread craving

while it continued , yet its final results were profitable
I for union , which , if gratified , is likely to pro

and permanent. It is now argued that we had better
duce results very different from those expected to

end all debate by consenting to allow opinions to
follow . It is not difficult to expose the dangers of

remain uncertain and unfixed . We are not prepared,
disunion , or to point out the weakness it entails.

even in the interests of peace, to entertain such a
Neither is it difficult to enlarge with fervid eloquence

proposal. The old Scriptural rule , “ FIRST pure,
on the increase of energy which united action secures,

THEN peaceable,” prevents our acceptance ofit ; and the
and on the beauty and grace which invariably accom

bistory ofthe past fifty years may be adduced as proof
pany it. But wemust be careful not to allow our.

that where departures from truth and right have been
selves to be betrayed into forming unworthy alliances

borne with for the sake of outward union , the indul
by considerations of either kind. Union in truth and

gence has wrought disastrously in fostering the growth
righteousness, we freely confess, would be the prelude of error and evil.
and promise of an era no less pleasant than powerful.

On the other hand, associations, which involve the CORRUPTING THE WORD.
sacrifice of either or of both , could only fruit in apples

M HE Arabian story of the camel who gained
of Sodom and grapes of Gomorrah . Yet, if we mis

I admission into the traveller's tent contains a
take not, the present tendency is towards union of

much -needed warning. According to the fable, on a
the latter class and not ofthe former. Better far that

very cold night the camel pleaded very humbly to be
our divisions, lamentable as they are, should continue

allowed to gain some little warmth by the introduc

than that they should be healed slightly by any cbar tion of his nose within the curtains. This being

latanism ,which says, " Peace, peace,when there is no allowed, the neck soon followed, then the forelegs, and
peace.” If it is our misfortune to differ, let us do so by and by the whole body. The tent being too

honestly and openly , without the pretence of agree small for both , the traveller remonstrated, but the

ment,when agreement there is none. camel coolly answered that he was content with the

In science opposite schools do not profess to solve shelter, and, if the man did not like his presence, be

tbeir differences by compromise . In present politics was at liberty to go outside.

a great party is rent asunder by a radical divergence A similar intrusion , consequent on a like indulgence,

in thought,and unless this schism rests on expediency, has been repeated often enough in the history of the

rather than on principle, there is no conciliation Church . Error allowed becomes, sooner or later, error

possible except by the sacrifice of honest convictions. | triumphant. The meal into which the leaven finds

For such sacrifice no wise and fair counsellor would admission becomes leavened throughout. “ Know ye

venture to plead . Are we to exempt the Church from not a little leaven leaveneth thewhole lump.” Wehave
the rules which guide us elsewhere ? It may be two instructive illustrations of this in our own day ,

urged , no doubt, with great show of reason, that Ritualism , at first craying permission to exist, is pot
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be a

far from claiming the right to rule. Rationalism, as it is worthy. Instead of this, we are only asked to

which at the outset asked in its mildest form to be
cease our disagreement by allowing both the guilt and

tolerated , in fuller maturity dominates not a few the error to remain . Pleas for union which connive

churches both inside and outside the Establishment, at the continuance of false opinions — and when two

which not many years ago were decidedly evangelical . opinions are contradictory one of them is evidently

Insidiously and unconsciously the process has gone on ; false — are certainly lacking both in logic and in

yet, if we compare the churches now with the same wisdom . Unless we greatly misjudge it , the argument

churches a quarter of a century since, how very great of the President of the Baptist Union is of this kind.

the change ! No one who is not blind , or at least , not
In England there are two divisions of Baptists, the

purblind , can fail to mark the contrast, although, Particular and the General. Weare not at present

perhaps , very few foresaw or predicted the result
concerned as to their specific beliefs , suffice it to say

when the process began.

they differ decidedly concerning some doctrines which

It is well for us to remember the apostolic warning, are certainly not unimportant ; and, in urging their

" No lie is of the truth ." The falsehood may amalgamation into one body, the President makes

little one, but it may open the door for greater. Our
the following statement on the nature of Christian

Puritan forefathers made happy use of a homely union :

figure when they compared lesser errors to the little

I submit that we should seek our bond of union in the spiritual
urchins sent in by the window to unbolt the gate for rather than in the speculative . The saying of a recentwriter

the armed burglar outside . We have real and hearty is borne out by fact and Scripture : - “ Force has failed in the

past to secure Christian unity ; logic has failed ; spiritual

sympathy with every honest endeavour to promote
sympathy has hardlybeen fairly tried . It cannot fail." We

union among Christians, and we are convinced more are one in Christ . ' Churches have been bound together by

other bonds," says a brother whom we all honour, and from
practical measures might be devised than we have yet whom we have learntmuch , “ such as creeds, polity, or even

employed. Nevertheless , we must protest against all nationality : but that external bond is only like a rope round &

bundle of fagots , while the true, inward unity springing from
proposals which are based on the surrender or com

common possession of the life in Christ is as the unity of some

promise of Divine truth, or which proceed on the great tree, through which the same sap circulates from the

recognised acceptance and allowance of any opinions
massive boll to the tiniest leaf that flutters at the tip of the

farthest branch ."

opposed to Scripture. To confound things that differ Two dangers threaten this oneness . If freedom be denied to

may seem to promote unity, but the unity so promoted
the individual in the pursuit of truth, union cannot be main

tained . But if there be denial of “ the faith which was once

is only possible so long as the blindness which caused for all delivered unto the saints” (Jude 3) union is equally

the confusion continues ; it disappears most certainly impossible. Is there, then, any incompatibility between free
dom and faith ? Surely not. They grow out of the same root

with the introduction of light. A union which is based -are necessary to each other. We refuse to submit to human

agreement to differ is at best a truce, it can
control in religion that we may yield an undivided allegiance

to our Saviour-King.

never really be a lasting peace, unless , as

infrequently happens, the wrong opinion overmasters It is very easy to talk about spiritual sympathy,

the right one. and to predict its future triumphs, but, before we can

No one who apprehends the antichristian compro. trust such predictions, we would like to know a little

miee which is to precede the end can be careless more of the nature of this untried energy. Is it

about the tolerance of what some might judge to be sentiment as opposed to science ? If it be so, wehave

trivial errors. As a small seed may grow into a great no doubt of its potency, though we have grave doubt

tree, so it has often happened a wrong opinion, appa of its value . For we may be well assured, however

rently insignificant, hasdeveloped into a deadly heresy. stronga sentimental alliance may seem in time of

A very slightbreach in the defensive wall whereby calm, it cannot stand the first brush of conflict. And

Holland guards itself against the sea may drown a
a union which dissolves at the very moment it ought

whole province.
to be surest and strongest is not worth framing.

It is easy to talk, and to talk eloquently, of the com

munion which springs from a common life, but in
TRUTH THE ONLY BASIS OF UNION,

practice where are we to look for it ? It is not denied

F our plea for unity conserves the interests of
that persons widely differing in creed may really

truth, it cannot be too strong or too earnest .
through faith be united to the Lord Jesus, while all

We have reason to be ashamed of our unchristian the time, on account of these differences, they are

strifes and separations, and there would be great separated from each other by a whole diameter. A

cause for rejoicing if we could even now anticipate Roman Catholic and a Protestant, to take an extreme

the time when Ephraim shall not envy Judah and case, may both love the Lord, and by grace may both

Judah shall not vex Ephraim. There must be sin be united with Him , yet how far apart must they

somewhere when men who ought to be of one mind continue to stand so long as the creed of the

quarrel with each other. There must also be false one diverges so hopelessly from the creed of the

doctrine somewhere. Now, in these circumstances, other ! On paper and in speeches this vague

one would suppose the proposal would be to detect proposal of a common spiritual sympathy and

both the sin and the falsehood , in order to their a common life may seem excellent, but it will be

removal . Such a method of action would be as wisel vainly sought elsewhere. To both of them must be

on

IF
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added COMMON TRUTH , from which the sympathy and

life must take their origin. And this truth must be
Debtors to all Men ."

rooted in the heart. Amere formal creed , to which

an outward consent is given, does not suffice. Many
BY REV. JAMES CULROSS, D.D.

argue against such a confession of faith , and, when “ I am a debtor both to the Greeks and to the barbarians ; both to the

wiso and to the unwise. So, as much as in me is, I am ready to preach the
they have proved it defective, think they have gained Gospel to you that are at Rome also " (Rom . i . 14, 15 ) .

an easy triumph. They are welcome to a victory

which leaves the core of the matter untouched. W. THESE coords were written, speaking roughly,a quarter

plead for no creed as likelyto secure unity which is Paul had been engaged for many years in Gospel service,

not at once living and loved . But we do maintain when and he expresses in this Epistle more than once his desire to

men agree in holding the truth which already holds visit Rome, a desire that grew out of his missionary ardour.

them, then they are able to speak it in love , and He wished to preach the Gospel there that he might have

grow up into Him who is the Head in all things.
some fruit among the inhabitants of that city, as he had in

so many places. And he says that he holds himself debtor

both to the Greeks and to the barbarians, both to the wise

Bible Study.

and to the unwise. A debtor is one who owes something,

money or service. Paul says he is debtor to Greeks and
Follow Words Wherever they Go.

barbarians, to wise and unwise, that is , to men in general .

WHEN studying Scripture at first,myopinion wasthat If he had said , “ I am debtor to Jesus Christ, ” we should

have understood him very easily. “ He loved me, and gave
doctrines, and I was quite prepared to contend for Scripture,

Himself for me, and hence all that I am and have I devote
if need be. There was no reason, as already said , why I to Him " -we could have understood him easily enough had

should be what is called orthodox. I never intended to
he said that ; but he says,“ I am debtor to my fellow -men in

witness, and love of the study alone drew me on .
general, Greek and barbarian, bond and free, all men , of all

But I must frankly confess that the words of Scripture,
nationalities, of all classes. " It is really that that he tells

whether I would or no, shut me up within all the usual us. Supposing that in some famine- stricken country , where

orthodox channels. Being suspicious that these old doctrines there has been no rain for months, there is some village

were superficial or traditional , I tested themin every direc where the people are perishing, the streams and fountains are

tion ; but the more I criticised , the firmer did the ground
dried up for miles, and the people are perishing of thirst ;

stand.
suppose that God in His providence were to lead one of the

The natural heart rebels against many of these doctrines,
villagers tosome hidden well where there was a plentifulsupply

and reason comes with its sledge-hammerto support the
for all ; the very fact that God has shown him this means

natural heart. Why should I accept what I cannot under

of life for all his fellow-villagers makes him debtor to his
stand ?" says the mind. “ One of the proofs of the Bible

fellow -villagers,and nobody needs any argumentto show it ;
being God's Word,” says Webster-one of the greatest intel makes him debtor to them all , to make them sbarers with

lects America has produced—“ is that it reaches over me, and
him of the gift that He has given. And just so with the

has what I have not,” or words to that effect .
Apostle Paul. His preaching of the Gospel was not a mere

The principles of the Bible have pervaded all lands ; and matter of sentiment with him , was not a jnere matter of com

even a Deistical statesman does not know what a large
passion and generosity, or even of surrender to the impulse of

number of principles he has borrowed from it, and used not
God'sHoly Spirit within hisheart. It was a matter of justice,

only in politics, but in private affairs : his morality is built
like the paying of a debt. There are cases where it may ba

upon it unawares. Even Professor Huxley has publicly
we are under no obligation , of any sort , to another, and

confessed in the Contemporary Review that “ the religious
where we can give or not give, just according to our judg

feeling is the essential basis of conduct,” and he does not see
ment. But if you owe, say, money or service to any one, and

how that is to be maintained “ without the use of the
if, being able, you do not pay your just and lawful debts,

Bible. ”

When the words of Scripture went exactly against my
then you are not honest. And Christian churches possessing

the knowledge of salvation through Jesus Christ, and doing
mind and heart, I felt the trial had come. Shall I com

nothing to make their fellow -men partakers of the benefit,

promise, admit the doctrines 1 approve, shut my eyes to are as dishonest as if they failed to pay their just and lawful

others ? ' Shall I accept as a factGod's words, “ My thoughts debts, being able to do so. That is the footing on which

are not as your thoughts ? ” Shall I cast self down altogether ?
Paul puts it in this passage.

As soon as I did so - as soon as I shut myself and my own

opinions out of court, and sat down receive the word as it
Christian Responsibility .

came- new power and light dawned . Now , there is no need in this congregation to show that the

GORDON FORLONG. obligation which rested on the Apostle Paul rests in a measure

on ourselves, on Christian churches to-day. If any members

of our churches should neglect prayer or the reading and

Notes for Bible Reading: study of the Scripture, or the assembling of themselves

together with God's people, if they neglect such duties
A Prayer-Study.

habitually , we say very plain thingsto them ; but,somehow,

" I AMuyBeloveds,and His desire is toward me. ” — Song of professing Christian men and women may take no interest,

or only the very slightest and feeblest interest in the cause

Not my own, but His ! of Gospel propagation, and we do not seem to think that

His — by everlasting purpose Ephes. i . 4, 5 .
there is any special fault in the case. If we are debtors,

by purchase of His blood Acts xx . 28.
then , that want interest the missionary cause is, onour

by indwelling of His Spirit
1 Cor. vi , 19.

part, dishonesty. There are debts which we owe. Say a

by His own sealing Ephes. i . 13.
poor man owes a small sum of money to a rich man, and

" Thoushalt abide for me."
it matters very little when he pays his debt ; or, indeed ,

“ Thou shalt not be for another . "
so far as the rich man is concerned , whether he pays his

“ So will I also be for thee . " Hos. iii, 3. debt at all . But our debt is a debt that must be

“ Able to keep you from falling."
Jude 24 .

paid , because our fellow -men are perishing for lack of

" The desire of Christ toward me ” -its known strength knowledge. There are cases too in which we wait till

--its blessed constancy ! O wondrous grace ! our creditor presents his claim to us.
But in this case we

“ What has He taught us ? What should be cannot wait till our creditor comes to us ; we mnst seek him

The fruit of intercourse so blest ?
out ; we must go to those to whom we are debtors in these

() should not all around us see

His image on our souls imprest ? " - C . ELLIOTT.
dark lands, and bring our message to them. It is quite true

“ In Christ before God ." that, if we have ears to hear, there is a voice coming from all

May I ever be— “ For Christ before men.”
* Delivered in Regent's Park Chapel, Sunday morning, May 9th , in aid of

Rev, C. G. BASKERVILLE, the Baptist Missionary Bociety ,

.
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heathen lands in these days, claiming the payment of the

debt. If we had only ears to hear it, the demand is being

made.

How is the Bebt la be Wischarged ?

Our Saviour, before He left His disciples, told them in

what way that debt is to be discharged. You remember

in the last chapter of the Gospel of Luke Jesus opened

His disciples' understandings to understand the Scriptures,

and said to them, “ Thus it is written ” -putting His

finger, I suppose, on passage after passage of the Old Testa

ment : “ Thus it is written , and thus it behoved the Christ

to suffer and to rise again from the dead, and thatrepentance

and remission of sins should be preached in His name

among all pations, beginning at Jerusalem ; and ye are wit

nesses ; tarry ye here at Jerusalem until ye be endued with

power from on high." Well, taking these words of our

Saviour, you notice that outward arrangements are not

prescribed by Him for His Church for the propagation of

the message . And there is Divine foresight in this. We in

our varrow wisdom draw out plans, and construct machinery,

and form arrangements, which we fancy shall be per

petual, not understanding the increasing purpose that runs

through the ages, and the necessity for ever devising a

variety of means for changing conditions . The conse

quence of our fixing on plans that are to endure is

that we become oftentimes formal and commercial in our

ways of working. We lose the fresh simple-heartedness,

and the enthusiasm , and the swiftness, and the freedom of

action that are of so great importance to those who are

engaged in the propagation of the Gospel. Every dress we

wear becomes cumbersome, and proves itself sometimes a

hindrance in the special work in which we engage. And

then, too, conflicts arise between the old and the new ; friends

get alienated and power is wasted. That is what comes of

our making plans that are to endure. The Lord, sweeping

His eye over the world and over the ages , is divinely silent

about arrangements, leaving each successive generation of

His people free to act in the way that seemsto them the wisest

under providential conditions. What our Lord does is to set

beforeus the missionary idea in its grandly simple elements, so

that there is no need for revision in anyfuturecentury to adapt

the idea to'changed conditions. There is the idea. It

behoved that the Christ should suffer and rise from the dead ,

and that repentance and remission of sing should be preached

in His name among all nations, under the power of the

Spirit - endued with the Spirit from on high . The facts to

be stated are, first of all, the life, death, and resurrection of

Jesus Christ, and based on these facts a proclamation of

repentance as the gift of God - repentance and remission of

sins, and power from on high, the power of the Divine

Spirit.

The Missionary Edex.

Now, I should like to ask you just to notice how broad

the work must be that carries out with anything like com .

pleteness this missionary idea setbefore us by our Saviour.

To carry out His commission the first thing required is the

preacher. The living messenger goes forth and speaks face

to face with his fellow -man. That is the first thing in the

service - preach ; tell the truth as you know it, as it has

shaped itself to you ; offer it aloud with human lips, as men

who know what they are speaking about, as men to whom

the Gospel bas proved itself ; not selecting your audience,

but telling your message to any who will hearken. There is

very much in facing men , looking into their eyes, pleading

with them , answering their questions, meeting their diffi

culties with fresh andliving words. And truth, spoken by

a man who knows it and has felt its power, is commended by

the very utterance,

The Divine Command .

Preach the Word, Christ says, among all nations, existing

and prospective. The message is for earth , to its remotest

bounds, and for time to its close. “ Do it in My name.” If

anybody asks you for authority, put your finger on what I

have said, and say, “ Christ has bidden me." Let Christ

prove His message in His own way, beginning at Jerusalem ,

where the Gospel facts transpired, the scene of hate and

shame, where sin abounded ; let the preaching begin there,

with no fear of confutation, with no trembling for personal

consequences, with no remembering of superlativeguilt save

the magnanimous remembering of love. The first thing

that Christ points to, and the first thing required by our

missionary society, is a constant and efficient supply of men ,

taught of men , taught of God, inspired with missionary

ardour, who can tell forth intelligently, plainly, broadly,

feelingly, the message of salvation to their fellow -men - men

who bave faith in God, and who have proved the truth and

power of the Gospelin their own experience. I should like

to say thatmen of this stanıp are God's gift. You will not

get them by offering a high salary ; it is not a question

of demand and supply. The men required are the very

last men likely to be moved by considerations of worldly

comfort, the very last men likely to be induced by

such considerations. In reality, the supply of such men

depends on the spiritual condition of our churches. You will

not get very much nobler men to go forth from the ranks of

our membership as missionaries, you will not get men of a very

much higher order than our churches, generally speaking,

consist of, and I believe, if we want nobler men in sufficient

numbers in years to come, it must be by the elevation of the

spiritual tone of our churches generally.

The Book .

Well, but a preacher cannot do without his Bible ; the

Bible is the Book that you put into the missionary's

hands, and expect him to use. It is with this Book

in possession, and understood by him , that he is

thoroughly furnished for the work in which he engages.

As the frenan is furnished to fight the flames, as David was

furnished to meet the giant, so it is with this Book, that the

man is thoroughly furnished for the work in which he is to

engage.

I daresay most of you remember that snatch of conversation

in the Pilgrim's Progress, when Greatheartand his company

came upon Valiant-for - Truth just after his encounter with

Wildhead,and Pragmatic, and Inconsiderate. “ Letme seethy

sword," said Greatheart ; so he showed it him . When he

examined it be said , “ It is a right Jerusalem blade," “ It is

so ," said Valiant-for - Truth. “Let a man have one of these

blades, with a hand to wield it and skill to use it, and he may

venture upon an angel with it. He need not fear its holding

if he can but tell how to lay on. It will cut flesh and bones,

and soul, and spirit, and all.” And that testimony is

true. This Book is the Book with which a man of God is

furnished for his missionary service . Put this Book into the

hands of a man who, in some measure, understands it, and

loves it, and you have given him an instrument of the

mightiestpower, and no one can foretell what wonders he may

accomplish. The man's own resources may be very narrow,

may be very slender, but the Book youhave put into his hands

is the biggest, the grandest, the mightiest, the most human

and the most Divine. If there is little in the man there is

plenty in the Book, andyou need not be surprised at any.

thing that he may accomplish . Hence the necessity, you can

see, of Bible translation and Bible circulation as a part of the

missionary service. Many years ago our missionaries dis

covered that. We can see from the nature of the case the

necessity of Bible translation and Bible circulation in con

ducting the missionary enterprise. The Bible cannot, indeed,

be made a substitute for the living missionary, with his

living voice and personal sympathies ; but just as little can

the living man do without the Book . If you deprive him of

it, or fail to give it to him, his work is to that extent a

failure.

Early Heroes.

Now, in connection with Bible work, so vast in its com

pass, I need scarcely remind you what honour God bas put

on our missionary society from the verybeginning in this

specialdepartment. In the very outset,just at the hour

when the thingwas mostneeded , God raisedupCarey and

others, who co-operated with him - raised these men up with

a singular fitness, natural and acquired,a singular fitness for

giving the Word of God to the people to whom they wentas

missionaries intheirowntongue. Since that day there have

never been wanting among our missionaries worthy suc

cessors to those who undertook the work at first.

Well, thereis a second thingin the missionary enterprise

that is not to be neglected by us
--the giving of the Word of

God in the spoken tongues of the peoples, both for the sake
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of the missionary as a preacher and for the sake of the takes, the results hitherto have been eatisfactory so far as

people themselves. they know . The mother institution has two branches, two

children at some distance, and at these three centres every

Che Book and the People.
year there are somewhat numerous conversions, and there is

But, then, the Book is not for the preacher alone ; it is a growing amount of spontaneous activity among the converts

intended for the common people, for the inhabitants of the in evangelizing their neighbours. The testimony of the late

country . There is no class ofren that has got any right to Sir Bartle Frere was to the effect that there was nothing

say to their neighbours: “ We will tell you what is in the that had done more good in that region than that inetitution,

Book - you are not able to understand it yourselves ; it would and Dr. Dale, the Superintendent-General of Education, pro

be a dangerous thing for you to tryto understand it, and you nounces it one of the noblest and most successful missionary

may trust us for a true report." There is no class of men agencies in South Africa. I have called attention to Lovedale,

thatcould take that upon them . The Book is to be put into getting away from Serampore, and from the proposals, mag.

the hands of all and to be read by all , the most ignorant as nificent as they are, by Mr. Richard for China. I do not

well as the best instructed . But, then , how are all to use hesitate to say that I believe that for China Mr. Richard has

the Book ? Going into the mission field , how are men to use laid hold of the true idea , in his desire to have a beginning

the Book ? The Book is of no value to those who cannot made of an institution for flooding China with Western

read , any more than a telescope is of value to a blind man ; knowledge, not merely sacred, but secular, as a means of

hence you will notice at once that there comes in the need advancing the Gospel. Well , put these things together, and

of school and education . you see liow broad the work is that we have undertaken ;

The results of the preaching of the Gospel are only partial, but Christian men have felt there is more than all this.

andto some extent evanescent, unless you teach the people to

read the Book that you have translated and put into their The Great Missionary .

hands. All missionary agencies have cometo recognise the We look on the example of our Saviour, the Great

necessity of education , I think have recognised it from the

outset. If I were to associate any man's name with the
Missionary, and we discern one thing standing out in

His life . He cared for the suffering and sick, went

working of education, with guidance and stimulus in mis
about healing all manner of sickness and all manner

sionary education, I would name the great name of Alex
of disease among the people, and hence comes, from the

ander Duff, who did so much for India by introducing edu observation of His mode of work, the Medical Mission, a

cation there, extending it, and who has given such an impulse
department of service which is yet only in its infancy, but

to all societies in the same direction . His idea was this

let in the full flood of Western knowledge, of Western light,
which, no doubt, is destined to do verymuch more than has

yet been done in the cause of evangelization. The medical
let in the full flood of knowledge - secular as well as sacred

upon the peoples of India, and you will find that it subserves
missionary - missionary is the noun and medical is the adjec

tive-the intention of the medical missionary is to spreadthe
the advancement of the Gospel , and overthrows the super

Gospel. I simply allude, without saying a word about it for
stition and idolatry. That is another department of mis.

want of time, to another department of missionary service

sionary service that is not to be neglected, that is of the

greatest importance for the success of the work in the long Mission ; there is a large class that cannot be reached by our
that is absolutely necessary in some fields, the Zenana

run .
ordinary missionary agencies - mothers and sisters and

The Pioneer work . hence comes in the Ženana Mission for the sake of carrying

Well, now, supposing that through preaching and through the light of the Gospel into the homes where the mothers and

teaching people to read, and putting the Bible into their sisters are to be found.

hands, the work progresses, and converts multiply, and

native churches are formed, it very speedily becomes manifest
Love and Giving.

that the work cannot be carried on always, or even for very Weli, you can see now how broad is the work inwhich our

long, by foreign agency. There must be native agency em society is engaged. It is vital for the prosperity of our

ployed . Ourearly missionaries, from Carey and those who churches at home that carry on the work in all its departments,

worked with him downward, did recognise the importance of and in all its breadth. The churches that take no interest in

preparing a native agency. They saw clearly the necessity , thework of Gospel propagation are sure to pine and suffer, and I

and the outcome was the founding of Serampore College. believe that , whatevermay be said aboutnumbers,the spiritual

believe that for long after Carey's time the great importance health, the spiritual vigour, the holy joy of our churches at
of his idea was not generally recognised in this country, and home, will be increased beyond all conception by our taking

the line in which he had begun was scarcely pursued as it a devout, continuous, prayerful interest in this great work.

might have been by our churches at home, in their support As to money, there is to be a collection just now, I cannot

of Serampore asan institution designed to train and instruct plead for money. I remind you of one passage in which the

teachers and native evangelists, and preachers and pastors. apostle tells us bow, when he was seeking contributions

It was a great thought, and the same thought has been for the poor saints in Judæa, certain Christian churches,

seized by other missionary agencies, and is destined ,I think, when he made the appeal to them , first of all“ga
ve them

not only for India, but for China,and, in due time, for other selves to us," and then gave their contributio
ns. I do not

lands, to carry forward the work of evangelizati
on

to an suppose the giving of themselves was their conversion , they

extent, and witha rapidity, of which we know very little at had been converted a long time before that ; but first of all

present. Instead of looking at Serampore—it is a very they gave themselves ; and when a man gives himself he

interesting story indeed — Ilook beyond our own bound's gives everything, from his boots upwards, to Christ ; and if

altogether to a somewhat similar institution belonging to you and I have devoted ourselves to the cause of the

andworked bythe Free Church of Scotland – Lovedale, in Saviour, then our contributi
ons

will be just of the right

South Africa, about seven hundred miles, I should think, amount. I remember going out - and I close by mentioning

north , and somewhat east from Cape Town. Loredale was it - on a missionary tour, to plead for the Baptist Missionary

founded, I think, about forty years ago by a Mr. Govan, and, Society, many yearsago.I was just leaving my home,when my

although supported by the Free Church of Scotland, it is youngest child, a little girl about four , stepped beside me

opento all denominati
ons, to men of all views, all varieties evidently with a secret. I bent down to hear what the

of thinking ; it gives a general education to those who enter secret was. She putsomething in my hand and said , “ Papa,

the institution, to all who choose to avail themselves of it ; there is a penny all for yourself.” Poor child, the penny was

it gives an industrial training to the natives in various useful very little to me, Ihad given it to her before, but the love

arts and occupations, such as waggon -making, smith-work, was something ; and just so, whatever we give let us give it

carpenteri
ng, printing, telegraphy, farming, and so on ; it in love, and the amount will be the right amount for the

provides a special training for schoolteachers,and, highest of cause of Christ.

all, it trains Christian nativesin Bible knowledge, so as to

fitthem to preach the Gospel and to handle the Word of

God .

Cheering Results.
REABON AND FAITH. - While reason is puzzling herself about

the mystery, faith is turning it into her daily bread , and feeding

Now , looking at all the branches of work which it under. on it thankfully in her heartof hearts.
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Gems from Anniversary Sermons.
speculative which divides ; and many a young and enterpris

ing merchantman , seeking goodly pearls in distant regions,

warned of rocks and quicksands, would have " escaped shipWe again glean a few good points from the sermons wreck concerning the faith."
delivered last week.

CWeak Instruments . The old doctrines, which the apostles received from the

Lord and delivered to the people ; the old way of peace in
By Rev. RICHARD GLOVER. .

which “ a multitude that no man could number ” sought and
16 ALL power is given Mein heaven and earth ; go ye and found reconciliation with God ; the old paths, along which

A teach all nations." The moment we feel that, the pilgrims of all the ages have travelled to the celestial city ;

whole missionary cause is lifted to a different level, and we the old promises which have comforted the people of God
see at once that missionary effort is not a work of the everywhere and in every distress ;and the old Gospel, " which

Church, but the work ; not a need of the world, but the need is the power of God to salvation unto every one that
of it ; not somethingwhich the Church has either to do or to believeth ," are not antiquated . These verities, though old ,
leave undone, but something for which she exists, by doing | are ever new .

which she will thrive, in the prosecution of which she will
catch the likeness ofher Lord. “ The word of the Lord ,” which James, the Lord's brother,

describes as “ the implanted word," is alone “ able to save
Men think the work vast, theagency ridiculously, obviously men 's souls ." There is no cleansing but through the blood o

inadequate and upfit. It reads like an anti-climax. " All Christ ; no nourishmentbut in the bread which came downf

power is given unto Mein heaven and earth ; go ye." Surely from heaven , no refreshment for the thirsty but in water

the Lord could have found fitter agents ? What could be drawn from the fountain of life ; no peace for the troubled

His purpose ? or the distressed but in the promises of the Saviour ; no light

but from Him “ who lighteth every man ."The Saviour knew the Gospel ; knew what it meant and

would effect ; the power of its weakness and the charm of

its simplicity. Heknew that whatmen call force deals with
exterior things, and that the only true forces are those which Faith and the Gospel.
go to the heart and quicken the living spirit . Hedeemed

By Rev. J. GUINNESS ROGERS.that Gospel, which some call old - fashioned , the omnipotence
of God , and the mightiest of all forces that can touch the M HE Lord, after applying a test to the faith , and humility,

human heart. He knew that the human heart needs not L and obedience of the men whom Hewas going to 'send

only light, but the peace of God . He knew the power out as His ambassadors, said , “ I will make you fishers of

of the cross in its very gentleness, and He chose men to men.” The whole story of their call helps us to understand

carry on His work . how much of the success of the Church 's mission depends on

the spirit in which it is undertaken.
Our Saviour knew how interdependent men are one upon

another. Heknew the force of sympathy to enter the soul, We have a Gospel to preach , and woe is unto us if we
the authority of experience , and the majesty of all noble preach it not if we preach someother which we have not
purposes. Heknew how much of God can dwell in the human received , and which is not a Gospel at all - not God 's message
heart and gleam through the human eyes , and speak through

(God' s spell) nor good news (good spell). This is the only

human tongues, and act through human hands. He knew message of Divine love - the proclamation of the only Name

the power of consecrated men . given under heaven among men whereby they must be
saved .

Because theGospel is omnipotentand inspiredmen mighty,
our Saviour chose them as the fittest of agents. Men do not

To proceed on the assumption that the truth of God will

know what good they can do if consecrated ; neither do they always be pleasant and acceptable , and that they must

know what the Gospel can do in such hands. We cannot approach most nearly to it who prophesy smooth things, is to

judge of the talent buried in the earth ; and there the ignore some of themost obvious of facts.

Christian Church has buried her talent. Wedo not know

our own power. Only let us open our lips to tell of Christ, Our faith in God must give us confidence that whatever is
and God will pour grace into us. Our hand is withered ; of Him and from Him shall never perish . The heavenly
stretch it forth to heaven and it will become strong with treasure is in earthen vessels. Dare we assume that the
strength Divine.

earthen vessel is necessary to the treasure which is from God ,

and that to touch the vessel is to destroy the treasure ? God

forbid thatwe should be so faithless. The vessel may often

The Old Truths. be changed, but the treasure knows no change.

By Rev. CHARLES WILLIAMS.
After all, everything resolves itself into faith. Love is

D ECAUSE Christ knows more and is wiser than any other the child of faith ; sympathy is begotten , fostered , developed

or than all combined , because the Divine is purer and by faith ; zeal becomes an all-consecrating, all-refining passion

surer than the human , a Christian , while respectful to the under the inspiration of faith ; faith inspires enthusiasm ,

beliefs of the great and good , reserves his obedience for the and enthusiasts conquer the world . All things are possible,

Best and Greatest. As Jeremy Taylor observes, “ Any other and without it nothing is possible .

authority intrenches upon that duty which we owe to Christ

as an acknowledgmentthat He is our GreatMaster, and the If any man have not faith in Christ as Saviour and Lord ,

Prince of the Catholic Church."
there is no place for him in this great crusade. The world

will never be moved by philosophicalspeculation, or optimistWe need not fear for Truth . “ Let her and Falsehood dreams, or even eloquent exhortations to virtue. It is the

grapple,” says John Milton ; " who ever knew Truth put to love of Christ alone wbich has proved itself equal to awaken
the worse in a free and open encounter ? . . . . For who and subdue the heart of man . To every variety of heart it
knows not that Truth is strong, next to the Almighty ? " has been a word of life - the power of God to salvation.

But how can he speak it with effect in whose own heart itWeare disciples of the sameMaster, learners in the same has no dwelling- place, and to whom it is not the Divine

school, and should help each other in avoiding error and message ?
attaining truth . If in times of doubt and questioning - and

such times come to nearly all of us — the inquiring spirit The first preachers preached Christ, Christ Himself, not
had ever sought counsel from a brother wiser and more Christ and the Sacraments, or Christ and the Church, but

experienced than himself,many a life would have been less Christ Himself. They preached Christ, not theories about

perplexed and more peaceful ; many a preacher would have Him , or creeds which defined Him , but Christ, the Way

discoursed more of the Saviour who unites, and less of th the Truth , the Life. Everything was summed up in this.
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Jerusalem the Beautiful, The May Anniversaries.

ERUSALEM , the beautiful !
The Ragged School Union.

AThy walls are built of precious stones ,

Thy pavements laid with gold ;

Thy mansions for the ransomed ones ,

In matchless splendour stand,

Jerusalem, the beautiful !

Jerusalem divine !

Jerusalem, the beautiful !

Thy gates of pearly white,

To voice of prayer and song of praise

Are open day and night ;

And shining ones around the throne ,

In sweeter rapture sing,

When saints onwings of faith and love,

Their songs of praises bring.

Jerusalem , the beautiful !

From thy celestial throng

Familiar voices reach mine ear,

Enraptured in thy song.

And allmysoul with longing waits

To soar above and see

The mansions of thy ransomed ones ,

And join thy jubilee .

Jerusalem , the beautiful !

My everlasting rest !

The glorioushome of mine abode !

The city of the blest !

Thy temple is the living One ,

Thy light is all divine,

Jerusalem , the beautiful !

I joy to call thee mine .

M. LOWRIE HOFFORD, D.D.

Hall on the evening of Monday week, when the platform

was crowded in every corner by over seven hundred children

and senior scholars of the Ragged schools of London , every one

of these being in some sense a trophy of Ragged school work ;

for were they not all of them prize - takers--that is , had kept

their situation for at least a year to the satisfaction of their

employers ? This, consideringwhence these children are drawn ,

is “ something attempted, something done." At intervals, in

the course of the evening, under the leadership of Mr. Joseph

Proudman , these children sang sweet pieces, lending, by their

happy faces and merry song, brightness and variety to the pro

ceedings .

Mr. JOJN KIRK, the well-known Secretary , read an abstract

of the annual report, an abstract which indicated a vast and

ever- extending circle of service. The merest outline would fill not

a little space,and the variety of operations seems at first almost

bewildering ; but not one of thein iswithout its definite bearing

on the moral and social well-being of the children . They are the

practical outcome of actual contact of loving and experienced

teachers with the neglected, untutored , and friendless children

of the street. What Ragged schools are doing on behalf of

such is becomingmore and more clear year by year ; but for

these humble, patient, well-nigh unnoticed workers London's

want and London's woe would ere long be appallingly in.

creaged.

The following are brief extracts from the addresses of the

evening.

The Grand Edea .

By Rev. H. W. WEBB-PEPLOE, M.A.

have been struck by the almost unlimited number and

variety of agencies carried on by Ragged schools. As regards

the children , I may take it for granted that a large proportion

are either orphans or practically orphans . Now towards these

the Ragged school teachers take the position of father and

mother ,supplying the love and attention and counsel and

guidance which wise parents seek to afford. Just consider for

a moment what is being done by these Ragged schools. Start

ing with the idea of teaching the children on Sunday, and in

particular in spiritual knowledge-and I thank God that is still

the grand idea of the whole work - bringing the children to the

knowledge of God - starting with that youhave not been con

tent , but have pressed forward in many ways , supplying just

what the children are found to need. You are educating and

training them , giving them the elements of a sound and useful

education - teaching them to amuse themselves, teachingthem

how to read and what to read , making them good , useful citizens .

But, above all this, you are giving them that which

makes true men and women in the highest sense. You believe

the Gospel of Jesus Christ to be essential to the fullestmanhood,

youtrain them for the life beyond. You are followers

of Christ, as those who have passed with Him through death

and resurrection , and therefore you seek to bring these children

to the knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ , that they too may

realize the forgiveness of sins, and become by His grace new

creatures in Christ.

an Erperience.

By MR. HENRY SPICER, M.P.

I
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Poor Child !

IN

None of my recent East End explorations I came across

the following painfully interesting incident. Being

unconnected with my immediate object, I did not give it at the

time, but noted it for subsequent use .

Looking outof herwindow one evening, a very poor woman

saw a miserable child crouching in a corner of thecourt. Going

downstairs, she opened her door, and beckoned the little one.

" Won't you come in for a bit ? "

The girl looked frightened, being unused to kind words .

“ I won't hurt ; come in and warm yourself.”

At length the child yielded, and, as she seemed starving,

Mrs. I. gave her a bit of dry bread, all she had in the house .

Confidence being established, she asked :

" Where's yourmother ? ”

" Drinkingwith father; that's the way I'm out playing to-night. "

“ What do you do other nights ? ”

" Goes out with mother to sing on the streets and ‘ nick'what

I can get."

“ Nick ! ' what do you mean ? "

" Don't yer know what nicking' is ? "

* You don't mean stealing, do you ? ”

“ Prigging what wecan from the stalls and shops."

" Don't you know it's wrong ? ”

“ Mother tells me to."

• But Jesus won't love you if you do ."

16 Who's Jesus ? Be He a gentleman ?

“ Did you never hear of Jesus ? "

“ Never. "

I

After telling, in her humbler way, who and what Jesus is , the

child exclaimed :

" My ! And do He love little uns likeme ? "

" He loves us all ; He died to save sinners."

When parting, Mrs. I. asked permission to wash the little

one's extremely grizny hands and face.

" No, I dursn't, "

" Why not ? ”

" 'Cos if mother twigged it she'd tear the hair out of my

head ; that's what she does when she's mad. ”

** But she'll be too drunk to notice ."

" Ah ! mother's sly, though she drinks.

This incident seemed to cast so touching a side-light on the

Sorrows of the children , I felt I must give it.

PEARL FISHER ,

since I commenced Raggedschoolwork, and I can honestly

say, and I say it not from a feeling of pride , but for the en .

couragement of others, that as an old Ragged school teacher

and superintendent in East London I havefound that the work

has been its own exceeding great reward. We are told the

work is very arduous, and that many are weary with it . I think

but little of the Ragged school teacher whose heart does not

swell with a feeling of great joy and deep thankfulness as he sees

his children growing up around him, and sees in their changed

and altered lives the results of his labour.

Now, there is one thing that Ragged school teachers have

never lost, and that is faith in the children . Doubtless some

of them are very bad and depraved, but we never lose hope of

them . I suppose, as Chairman of the Industrial Schools Com.

mittee of the London School Board , I have seen as much of

juvenile depravity as most men , but I have never lost faith in

à child . I have learned his badness is due to his surroundings,

and removed from these and better taught, bad as he may be,

there is yet hope. Both in Ragged school work and the Indus

trialwork I have known children changed from the worst into

true and strong Christian men and women . Therefore , we

must not lose faith in the children however unpromising they
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of the Christian faith , and in secking the glory of God and the

good of our fellows. The Ragged schools prove that fact.

The Earl of IDDESLEIGH , who presided, congratulated those

present who had contributed their personal time and labour to

the promotion of the cause which the Union had at heart, upon

the appearance of the meeting that evening , while at the same

time he dwelt with regretupon the great loss they had sustained

in the loss as their President of that great philanthropist, the

Earl of Shaftesbury. In speaking of the progress Ragged schools

had made he (Lord Iddesleigh) said the great mistake of former

times had been to look upon those of the poorer population

whose children did not come to school as either paupers or

criminals , and he knew when he entered Parliament how

difficult it was to make the departments believe that they were

not so. This had , however, been accomplished at last, and as

the system continued to develop itself he thought the need for

Ragged schools not only remained but increased . In conclusion,

he addressed a few words of kind encouragementand sympathy

to the children, who were massed upon the platform, and who

loudly cheered the noble Earl , as a token of thanks to him, on his

resuming his seat.

are e

may at first appear. Place them in a feir position , give them

a fair chance, above all teach them the love of God , and they

will grow up well and reward your pain and toil .

I agree with every word said with regard to the need for a

Christian spirit running through the whole work. It is because

I feel the need of this Christian spirit I urge the support of the

Ragged School Union . This work must be done by themembers

of the Christian Church . To such my call would be, “ On to

the work, on to the work ! ” We want notmerely three thousand,

though we are right glad of these, but thirty thousand teachers,

if the work is to be done as it ought to be done.

a Fruitful ciork .

BY MR. MARK KNOWLES ,

N asking you to help us I am asking you to help a work

in which men see very little results - all honour to these men ,

who are brave enough to fight on simply because right is right

-but this is totally differentwork. In taking up these ragged

outcasts, whether without fathers or mothors, or having them

and in a yet worse state, in taking them up and training them

to do their duty in the life to which God calls them , in putting

before them the love of the blessed Saviour, in teaching them

to use rightly the brains God has given them , to see that their

heads are screwed on the right way , and not twisted round by

that horrible drink - for you go in, I know , for totalabstinence ; in

doing all this you are doing not only a grand work for the

future, but also for the present, a work in which you see

splendid results, which may well stir you to go on with increased
determination and zeal.

Now I maintain, and facts prove it, that, however much has

been done, still more remains to be done. No doubt everybody

expected that years ago the School Boards would have done

away with this class of children , but they have not. I stand

here not only as one from the ranks , but also as one in close

association with School Board work, and I say the School

· Board cannot altogether reach these children , nor do I think

they have attempted it . Work for the Ragged school teachers !

There never was more of it. You cannot go through some

quarters of the East End of London without jumping over it .

Work to do ! You cannot get out of the way of it. If you

have love to God, if you have hearts to feel for the suffering,

just go, youwill find plenty of work in every Ragged school,

and God will bless you and bless your work.

an evidence of the Faith .

By Rev. HENRY MACINTOSH, M.A.

urgently called uponto support liberally the work ofRagged

schools, the speaker said on the second point: I claim support

because we are Christians . I believe one of the strongest pleas

on behalf of our common Christianity is to be found in such

evidences of Christian love . Because it comes from Him who

is love, who came to seek and save the lost , because there is

in it so much of God and God's love , it must be superhuman

and above man . It is the overflowing of the heart of Divine

love, as seen in Christian men and women who , like their Lord,

seek to save the lost in our Ragged schools, that declares above

everything else our faith is Divine. We hear much in various

ways of modern thought ; butwhere did any one ever hear of

scepticism building a Raggedschoolor teaching ragged children ?

The man who does not believe there is a great Father of the

universe is not likely to cherish any such terder feeling toward

perishing children . The man who looks up and calls God

Father finds his heart drawn out to such . And herein we find,

as nowhere else, an effectual answer to the sneers of infidelity.

Ragged schools are a proof of the Divine origin of Christianity.

What has unbelief done in comparison ? Nothing of the kind

is to be seen. We have great and valuable arguments for

the Christian faith - Butler's Analogy, Paley's Evidences,

and Dr. Chalmers' writings — but greater than all these is

the proof supplied in deeds of kindness and worksof self-sacrifice

shown by those who follow the example of their Lord and

Master in seeking and saving the lost. That is the kind of

argument that tells. These seven hundred children beginning

now the songs of eternity, songs which shall mingle by and by

with the songs of angels, this is one telling argument for our

Christian faith .

I rejoice too that in such work as that of Ragged schools

there is a marvellous bond of unity between Christians of

various denominations and various Church fellowships. Our

divisions have been frequently the jest of the scofferand sceptic,

but here is a grand answer. True, we are divided on certain

points of doctrine and practice , but in the cause of suffering

humanity we are one, we know of one remedy, and we are

united in applying it . However much we may differ in some

things , we are not divided with regard to the grand essentials

Church of England Scripture Readers' Society.

ONE

NE of the best meetings of the season , in some respects,"

was the remark of a friend, last Monday afternoon, as

he left Willis's Rooms. He referred to the forty-second anni.

versary of the above old- established and excellent society.

After prayer by Rev. Marcus Rainsford ,

Mr.T. MARTIN TILBY read the report, which showed earnest,

quiet, abiding work on the old lines and in the old path of the

Protestant evangelicals. One passage referredtoby various

speakers we give :-Normust it be forgotten , in estimating the

work of the readers, that the Church of England is the only

religious body which, in poor neighbourhoods, practically re

cognises the duty of systematic pastoral visitation ; and hence

it frequently happens that the readers are ofthe greatest com

fort in sickness to those who, when in health , are worshippers

outside the Church's pale . The clergy under whom the readers

are working report yearly to the committee, and extracts from

several of these are given . One of the most striking is from &

vicar at Forest Gata : - " I cannot speak too highly of the
reader's services . His work is of thatnature that will stand

the test. Help to the sick, consolation to the dying, an uplifted

Christ has been that for which he has laboured ; what more

can be said of an earthen vessel ? "

We trust many will secure and read this report, which thus

concludes : Thewithdrawal of aid would mean the relinquish.

ment in several parishes of ground now held against the great

destroyer of body and soul ; it would involve the loss of spiritual

comfort and help to many a poor fellow -creature crushed down

by poverty, sickness , or sin; it would weaken, and in some

parishes almost extinguish , the earnest self-denyingwork for the

temporal and spiritual welfare of the people, which is the best

form of Church defence ; and it would be a reproach to the
cause of Christ.

Canon Cadman, in a telling address, bore testimonyto the

reality and excellence of the work. The Scripture reader, he

maintained, went from house to house reading the Word of

God , and the importance of this could not be overestimated in

view ofthe wind ofinfidelitythatwasabroad. They wereoften

scornedfor adhering to the old doctrine oftheinfallibilityof

the Scriptures , but they intended to adhere to it despite the

arguments of science, falsely so -called, for all true science con

firmed the historical recordsofthe Bible. Quoting the Poet

Laureate's lines-

Britons, hold your own ,

And God guard all !

he would paraphrase them , “ British Christians, hold your

own " -keep fast hold of the good old Bible . Keep to the good

old doctrine of the sacrifice of Christ as the one true remedy

for the guilt and power of sin , and never forget that the proper

attitudefor the creature is to be dependent on the Creator.

These were the principles setforth by the Scripture readers.

The work of the readers had been tried now formore than forty

years, and theutmost success has been granted.

Rev. E.A. Stuart, fromclose practical acquaintance with

the labours of the Scripture readers, had become firmly con.

vinced of theusefulness of the work . It wasimpossible, he

said , to look round upon the world without seeing that we are

living in critical days. Especially was this the case in the

large towns. America and the Continent of Europe at the

present time furnished examples of the discontent that was

smouldering amongst the masses, and we in February last saw

that the same danger existed here. While these riotswere due

principally to unscrupulous demagogues , " it behoved us as

Christianpeople to look facts in thefaceandsee what was the



" HAVE GOD ." - Mark xi, 22 .FAITH IN

This Circular is sent out in commemoration of the Thirty - fourth Anniversary of the

Portsmouth & Gosport
Gosport Seamen'sSeamen's Mission,,

Established May 1st, 1853, by HENRY COOK , Seamen's Friend, Gosport.

DEAR FRIEND, May, 1886.

May I ask your kind perusal of this Appeal.

For 33 years we have continued the above -named Mission. It consists of various and very necessary and useful branches.

One is a Bethelon shore for Seamen and the Poor of Gosport ; a Shelter for Destitute Boys, who are taken in hand and sent off to sea in

our vessels,and kept for the Mission Boat and Steam Launch , which we use for visiting the ships in the Harbour, the Light-Ships at

Spithead, the Forts in the sea , and Ships and Vessels in our Roadsteads. We have also the two Mission or Gospel Ships which we are

led to send forth for the preaching of the Gospel . One is now employed on the French coast,visiting the various ports for the work

among our English seamen , Scandinavians, and other seamen , and is also used by Godly Evangelists of Mr. McAll's Mission and other

servants of the Lord, aud very great blessing has been given in this useful branch of the Mission .

Funds are needed for this special work . A CHRISTIAN LADY has very kindly OFFERED 650 for this year's work, ending

December 31st , 1886, providing others will make up the remainder-£350. Thissum will keep theboat going for the preaching of the

Gospel in France, not only to the French people, but to our own countrymen in the various ports of France , for the year ending 1886 .

Mr. McAll's Committee, the Wesleyan Brethren , the Reformed Church Ministers of France, and many others have testified

to the great service the boat has rendered in spreading the Truth among the French and other nations ; even our own countrymen

have derived a great benefit.

When the Mystery was given for the French work , I would fain have made over the boat to Mr. McAll's Committee freely ,

but this they assured me they could not undertake ; therefore, don't let my friends think that I am doing this to oppose, or interfere

with the work in France - far be it from me, the Lord knows my sincere desire is to do only His bidding . I am led, therefore, to continue

it and send the vessel forth to work in unison with, and to help the French brethren by use of the vessel for the preaching of the

Gospel in the French work.

Blessed and most cheering results have followed in the past, and I doubt not will, in dependence upon the Lord , for the future;

our one desire is to scatter the Word of God .-- " The entrance of Thy words giveth light, it giveth understanding unto the

simple.” — Psalms cxix, 130.

It is indeed by faith in the Word of God the ships go forth and for His work. I can only leave this Appeal with our loving

Lord ; who has given the command— “ Go ye therefore and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son,

and of the HolyGhost.” — Matt. xxviii, 19. The whole cost of the two Mission Vessels, Steam Launch, Boats, etc , amount to £ 1,000

annually ; the Annual Report may be had, giving a further account and more largely of the work .

Bibles, Testaments, Gospel Books, Comforters, Cuffs, Bags (8 inches long by 7 inches wide) made of any neat material ; also help

in contributions ordonations in cheques, payable to Henry Cook, crossed Messrs. Grant & Co., Bank, Gosport, or may be sent in postal

orders , payable to Henry Cook, Gospori.

The EDITOR of the Word and Work will gladly receive contributions in favour of this Mission.

A very deeply interesting account of the work at Brest and St. Malo is given in the Report of April, 1886, of Mr. McAll's

Mission, page 3o, also in the Word and Work, April ist , by “ Pearl Fisher,” respecting the work at home.

Many testimonies could be given and deeply interesting letters recorded ; but suffice it to say, the work is not mine but the

Lord's, who has given His servants the command to work for Him while it is called to - day. If the Lord leads you to help just now, I

shall indeed be most grateful.

Remaining yours very sincerely,

HENRY COOK,,

Seamen's Friend , Gosport .

Gardner, Printer , Queen Street , l'ortsea .
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condition of the working classes in our large cities . Mr. Stuart
The Prison Mission .

proceeded to dwell on the causes of poverty , overcrowding, and T the annual meeting of Mrs. Meredith's institutions, held

door to door by simple-hearted Scripture readers , brings relief

on Thursday week in the Conference Hall, Clapham

Road, a number of the girls from the Princess Mary Village

and gladness . In closing he appealed to his audience first as

Englishmen who loved their country, and whose duty it was,

Homes were present . H.Ř.H , Princess Mary Adelaide, Duchess

therefore , to support thosewho were doing what they could to

of Teck, was also present, and expressed ber warm sympathy in

the work , and handed in £50 which she had received on behalf

counteract the feeling of discontent that undoubtedly existed of the Village Homes .

amongst the working population of our large towns ; and then

as Christians, who, if they had anything of the love and sym

Sir HENRY SELWIN IBBETSON , as Treasurer of the Homes,

stated that the number of children in the Village Homes in 1885

pathy of their Master, could not refuse to help to end His

message of love and peace to the vast masses of the poor. The

was one hundred and eighty- nine , and since the expiration of

Scripture reader could do this work even better than the

the year there had been committed to the school under the

Industrial Schools Acts nineteen , and twenty-fourvoluntary

clergyman . For the white tie and the long black coat often

closed the door of the working man's heart ; but the Scripture

cases, making in all two hundred and thirty-two. There were

reader, if he were a bonâ fide working man , and not an amateur

eight children between three years of age and seven, and eleven

parson with a little black tie instead ofa white one, could gain

over fourteen . Of the thirty -four girls discharged during the

access and do much good. I commend this work to your most

year, five were returned to their relations , two were dismissed

earnest and prayerful consideration .

as being mentally unable to earn a living , and twenty -seven had

Rev. W.DODGE , Vicar of St. Stephen's, Southwark , stated

been placed out in domestic service . The grounds of admission

he had lately two Scripture readers in his crowded district , but

were where the parents were criminals , or the mother was living

the association had been obliged to withdraw one of them. A

an immoral life , where the girls had been convicted of theft , or

survey of his parish had recently been made , and it was found

had proved refractory and unmanageable at home . The area

from which the institution gathered its inmates

to consist of sixteen acres, the size of a large field , and on this

field was a population six thousand people .

very wide one , and included Lambeth Police Court, Yar .

In these over

crowded backstreets and tiny courts the Scripture reader went

mouth , Southwark, Manchester, Greenwich, West Ham ,

from house to house-each house a colony - from room to room ,

Chertsey , Aylesbury, and Woolwich . The institution was

with tbe message of the Gospel , holding forth the Word of

supported by voluntary contributions; it had a grant from the

Government, and seven School Boards, thirteen parishes, and

Life , and only eternity can show the value of his labours. The
seventy-two friends of the children also contributed . Attached to

Scripturereader he employed was a good representative of the

men ,for his speaking face and genial manner were his own

the Homes there was a separate correctional establishment,

where industrial work was taught, and this constituted a sep&

introduction. There was nothing " professional" about him ;

he madefriends with the men, and in the working men's Bible

rate household under the charge of one of the sisters of the

class which he had started there was much intelligent study

association. The receipts of the laundry for the year 1885 were

of the Scripture and original commenting, for they brought their

£625 15s. 11d . After payment of expenses the profits amounted

practical common senseto bear on their studies, and his best

to £ 304 2s. 8d . The experience gained in dealing with these

Sunday school teachers had graduated in that class.

girls clearly showed that the criminal tendencies of the parents

Addresses in conclusion were delivered by Mr. C. B. Stoney,

were not developed in the Village Homes. The greatest diffi.

culty with the children was their disinclination to do anything

Rev. J. H. Moran, and the chairman ( Bishop Alford ).
in their own support , but that had been successfully contended

against .

Rev. John CAMPBELL-COLQUHOUN read the report of the

Prison Mission, which was both encouraging and satisfactory,

while calling urgently for additional help on behalf of the women

George Yard Missions. discharged from prison.

THAT East End veteran , Mr. George Holland, gathered sioners,gave statistics showing a decrease in crime, which he

Sir EDMUND DU CANE , as Chairman of the Prison Commis

company, there is always so much to see at George Yard .

ascribed not so much to punishment as to mission work .

From the babes in the Orêche, down, or up, to the rough lads

Mr. R. N. Cust, from his experience as a magistrate,

and the industrial classes, there is incessant activityand in .

maintained that it was encouraging to hear that many of the

terest. How everything is done, and done so thoroughly and

discharged prisoners have not onlybeen brought under the

sound but have felt the influence of the Gospel . Some have

well in the very limited space, has always been to visitors a

mystery ; this, however, is now in a fair way towards improve

been in the Nine Elms Mission for years, and , by steady “ con .

ment, additional premises in the rear have been secured , and

vinuance in well-doing,” prove the reality of their change of

heart .
ere long this will be opened for classrooms, &c. The addition

will be a welcome one. When it is stated that around him

Mr. Holland has at present about one hundred and seventy The Religious Tract Society .

fellow -workers, labouring amongst old and young, some idea

will be gained of the variety of perations in progress . AT

T the eighty-seventh anniversary of this society Exeter

We rejoice that the Lord continues in a very marked

Hall was crowded, and interesting and telling addresses

measure to bless the work in its various branches , and in a

were delivered . The report showed a large amount of good

most remarkable degree amongst the roughest

work in many lands.

who are attracted by the warmth of Christian sympathy and by

The Chairman, Mr. HENRY J. ATKINSON , spoke, in the course

the industrial classes. To a visitor these classes seem the most

of his address, on the internal work of the Committee, andthe

characteristic feature in the mission's operations, and the pro

great care exercised in connection with everything published

ducts of the industry of the young people, shown at the meeting,

by the society. We give a gleaning or two from the addresses

which followed.
bore striking testimony to their patience and teachableness in

the matter of basket-making, carving, fretwork, &c. Gospel

The Cry of Hen.

services, attended by about five hundred of thehomeless poor,

BY THE BISHOP OF LONDON .

are held on Sundays, at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m., after which each THERE is a general cry everywhere, “ What is it that the

person present is supplied with bread and coffee. In the
Bible means ? Whence comes it ? What has it done ?

Šunday school are eight hundred scholars. The Thursday What are its parts ? What are its characteristics ? Whatare

evening meeting for young people has been largely attended, the doctrines that are there to be read ? Lead us to under

and a gracious work of God is going on among them . Since stand it, lead us, if you can , not only to see broad truths that

the commencement of the work ,thirty years ago, between forty can beread on its pages by any one who can read at all , lead us

and fifty thousand persons have joined the Temperance Society. to the means of studying it closer, save us from the mistakes

The “ Rest ” at Addiscombe is doing good service in restoring which we are likely to make if we study it without help, give

to health and vigour the worn and weary, but of this more at us the light for which the world is crying out on all hands."

length in our next issue.

Even infidels cannot let the Bible alone, even those who call

Hon. LIONEL ASHLEY, who presided, spoke of his great themselves Agnostics, and whose very profession is that they

admiration for thework at George Yard, and of the personal know nothing at all about the matter, they who say that they

benefit he always derived from a visit to the mission. He are content with science, that they do not desire to pry into

believed it had been no unimportant factor in stirring others that which is altogether beyond the reach of human intelli .

to similar service.

gence. They too are an evidence that the whole human race

Addresses followed by Sir Harry Verney and others on the is now asking for fuller information about the Word of God ,

importance of such personal Christian effort amongst the poor that all men alike are crying everywhere by a cry which they

of the East End .

themselves cannot repress, which wells up even from within

on

both sexes ,

T!
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the intellects of intellectual men who would desire , if they known , in a Scriptural phrase, as the common salvation, the

could, to blot the Bible out of existence, and to turn men , as simple Gospel , it is not true . Where do the people go to

they say, to truths that can be known, they too , as all other church or chapel ? Where you get your fine-gpun, wire - drawn

men alike, when they hear of this wonderful Book, are asking : philosophy, or do you find them in crowds where there is &

“ Tell us more about it . Listen while we ask our questions ; plain, godly man taking his Bible and expounding as best he

answer them if you can , give us fuller and fuller light.” And can the love of God as manifested in ourLord Jesus Christ ?

this society takes its part in answering those questions. Let the fact speak, for we have no theories to advocate

concerning it.

The Hungarian and the book . "

BY REV . DR . MURPHY,

British and Foreign Sailors ' Society.

THEREisone way you may helpforwardthe cause of

Christ,and it is that you translate the teachingsofChristian IN

N the Mansion House , on Monday week, an interesting

books : meeting was held in connection with this society.

books, that you become tracts of the Gospel of the grace of Rev. E. W. MATTHEWS read a summary of the report, which

God, that you become living epistles of Christ, known and read showed steady progress and tokens of continued blessing.

of all men, Mr. E. S. NORRIS , M.P., commending the society to the

I end by referring to a little anecdote which I read in one of sympathy and support of amuch wider constituency than it at

the little books, and which illustrates the practical doings of present interests, remarked that those who carried on this work

the society during the past year. That little story is to this were deeply grieved to mark the absence of the great ship

effect, that a Hungarian peasant came to where an agentof this owners from their meetings. Surely it was to their interest to

society was selling his books in a market town ofHungary, take active part in every effort to uplift the sailor.

and he boldly demanded a regular devil's book, filled with Sir THOMAS BRASSEY, M.P., warmly supported the claims

nothing but nonsense from beginning to end . The colporteur of the society , and expressed å hope that institutions such as

gently extended to him a copy of the Word of God ; but in those opened byMiss Weston at Deronport, and Miss Robinson

doing so he opened it and readfrom it a single verse, which was at Portsmouth, would speedily be multiplied ,

to this effect: “ Lord, makeme to know mine end, and the Addresses followed by Messrs. T. Hankey, T. Scrutton, and

measure of my days what it is ; that I may know how frail I others. In the course ofthe proceedings it transpired that

The man, half abashed by the unexpected rejoinder, over 6,000 meetings of various kinds had been held on sbips ,

nevertheless, took the book, andpaid for it too . He wenthome floating Bethels , and on shore , which had been attended by

with it and read it - read it to his wife and children , and by it more than 300,000 seamen . Nearly 2,000 temperance pledges

was turned from darkness to light , and from the power of Satan had been taken , some 55,000 visits paid to ships, &c., and

unto God. He came again the next market day, and told the over 8,000 Bibles and Testaments sold .

Scripturereader or agent ofthe society what a change had been

wrought in him ; and tearfully recorded the sense of his new

found peace and joy. British Society

You will, perhaps, say to me that it was the book which was

instrumental in producing this excellent effect. Yes, I say it Propagation of the Gospel among the Jews.

was the book - nodoubt itwas the book to some extent ; but it

Hf forty third annual meeting of

did it ; it was that living epistle ; it was that man of God who

faithfully and affectionately put the book, and put theparticular
James E. Mathieson presiding. After the reading of Rom . xi .

text of the book that was needed, into his brother's hands. My
and Isa. xl. and prayer by Rev. Horace Newton ,

The CHAIRMAN, in thecourse of his opening address, observed
friends, if you would in the right way aid this society, which,

because of the flood of obnoxious literature that is pouring so
that in the separate and continued existence of the Jews in

all lands we havea standing testimony to the truth of Godand
copiously over the land, particularly needs your support and the truth of His blessed Book . The two great nations which

sympathy at such a time; if you would, in the most effectual
sprang from Abraham—the Arabians and Jews — can trace their

manner, further its ends, then you must be books behind
descent to-day as no other nation can, and they are distinct

the books,
and severed as ever they were. As to the Jews, he felt con

The People and the Gospel. vinced that events were rapidly ripening for their restoration to

By Rev. WILLIAM CUFF, their own land. While, however, this eociety recognised these

purposes which God has revealed , it seeks meanwhile to do His

WORKING MAN, broken down , and in rags, & moral,

А
mental, physical, and social wreck, oncestoppedme at

work in gathering out from among them a people to His name.

the corner of the Hackney Road, close to the palings of Shore
Soon shall He Himself come in person, and sit on the throne

ditch parish church, and said to me, “ I beg your pardon, sir ;
of David and gather from all lands whither they are scattered

but I want to speak to you .” He began to tell me his story ,
His ancient people .

and I said , “ Come with me. ” I took him to the vestry, and

out of his waistcoat pocket he pulled a piece of paper printed
The Conquering culorð .

only on one side, very dirty, and separated into four little
By Dr. H. SINCLAIR PATERSON.

square pieces by being folded, and at the bottom of that little HAVE an opportunity of knowing something of the state of

leaflet was printed the name of Mark Guy Pearse. The man I feeling among Jews and Gentiles at the present time,

told me thatin a certain lodging-house some one gave him that and I believe there neverwas a period since the day of Pente

tract, which had led him to reflection, then to prayer, and ulti cost, in the history of the Christian Church, when there was

mately to a simple , childlike faith in our Lord Jesus Christ.
more readiness to receive the Gospel of JesusChrist in all

He joined the church over which I am pastor, and I think nations and among all peoples.

if Christian people could know the unutterable joy of watching We are considering specially to -day work among the Jews,

over the development of such a man from what he was to what and we have heard of late of a remarkable movement among

he is now - an earnest, Christian, devoted fellow , there is the Jewsin different parts of Europe. I learnedbut the other

pothing which they could give that they would withhold from day of a doctorof philosophy in avery eminentpositionin
a society like this. Germany who has received the faith of the Lord Jesus Christ,

and has been baptized , while his aged mother (over eighty, I

There isa feeling abroad amongst those who do not mingle believe) has also been induced to accept Christ.

much with the mass of our countrymenthat the common but oné instanceof what isgoing on on every hand. Hundreds,

people do not want to hear the Gospel. Pardon me putting perhaps thousands, of Jewsare inquiring concerning the Gospel

my reply to that in Saxon , for I cannot help it — that is a slur of JesusChrist. Many are finding out, and even publicly

upon the common people of our country. There is a feeling acknowledging, that ifthere be no salvation in Christ there is

abroad--and now I shall use a term which I am afraid those to no salvation elsewhere. Hence Jews are turning wistfully to

whom it refers will think a little opprobrious—there is a feeling thisBook ,andfinding there is no deliverancefrom sinsave in

abroad amongst those who know no better that the common the cross of the Lord Jesus Christ.

people would rather hear a fine -spun philosophy than a plain I have been reading an interesting book by Froude- hig

Gospel sermon . That is untrue. I have spenttwenty - five years Oceana - inwhich he gives anaccount of his observations of

ofmy life among the people, and I havetried to think andto our colonies. I have been deeply impressed by his referenceto

talk , both in and out of the pulpit , in their own way - using religion and religious things.
He is nothimselfa Christian

their language, putting the Gospelin all its hues andtints and

shades as they can see it , and not as the more refined and he calledhimself anything it would be an agnostic. But he is

Hehas departed from Christianityaltogether,and it

more inteilectual look at it, and I am bold to say that whenever keensighted enough ,nevertheless, to see that if there be such

a man says that the common people do not care for what is a thingasChristian truth it ought to beheld firmly and taught

And this is

man .
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Clearly. He criticises pretty sharply those who seem to hold of God are without repentance. God has no afterthought, His

Dothing as bure. " Is there ,” he says, “ nothing which can be heart is set on the Jew, now as ever it was .

Eurely known ? Nothing certain in this world of ours ?” . If Are not, then, we who profess to love the Lord Jesus called

there be, he remarks, a Nemesis in this world or the next, it is upon to love those whom He loves ? And, if we are to love

well men should know it . them , we should seek to get rid of culpable ignorance with

Now wherever we go we find men are turning over just such regard to God's purposes ; and it is culpable, with an open

problems as these. They want certainty above all things. We Bible before us. May God stir each one to begin to search

believe we have it to offer them , though it is nothing new, but the blessed Scriptures, comparing fact with fact, and passage

the old truth which sanctifies the conscience , cleanses the with passage, and as we learn so shall love be kindled and faith

heart, and ennoblesthe man, awakingin him a love responsive be inspired anew, and we shall work and win the children of

to God's love , and lifting him up to the life of the sons Israel as we have never done before . In recognising God's

of God even in the midst of a crooked and perverse precious promises in His own Word concerning His own people

generation. we shall find fresh impetus and motive in seeking thegood of

Such is the Gospel we have to offer ; it is a Gospel for the Israel , called , remember, “ The Israel of God ." Though the

Jew as well as & Gospel for the Gentile ; it is a Gospel of full fulfilment remains to the day of Israel's ingathering, it

power, sufficient in these days, just as in the days of the is even now regarded as “ the Israel of God .”

apostles. Rev. JAMES DOUGLAS, M.A., maintained that work amongst

Now let me tell you an open secret . Do you find this Gospel the Jews is quite as fruitful as work among the Gentiles . And,

fails to reach and rescue Jews as well as Gentiles ? Why ? whether that be so or not, we are under command to preach

" Because of your unbelief." We have got into the way of not the Gospel to the Jew as well as to the Gentile .

expecting it to reach and rescue men , as it did in the early days Brief addresses followed by Rev. Paul J. Turquand, who

of its history. It is the same Gospel now it was then. Men spoke of our indebtedness to Israel , and Rev. J. T. Hallam,

have the same needs and the samenature,and , if wehad the like who referred to Israel's glorious past and grand destiny.

faith, we should find the same results as of old . We have not,

I say, the apostolic results , because we have not apostolic faith.

It is the same work, the same Gospel , and the same Holy
Missionary Leaves Association .

Ghost,who is mighty as ever; but the failure is rien etrefaith: Tinky anepertraiding. Wecan hardly better indicate thework

faith in proclaiming His blessed Gospell I suppose you have of the society than by giving the following extract from Rev.

heard of one of Mr. Spurgeon's early students who came to T. W. Drury, Principal of the C.M.S. , who said :-The associa

him, stating he was rather disappointed by the results . “ Wbat, tion gave valuable assistance to the C.M.S. , and he thanked

do you really expect that every time you preach the Gospel God that herewas an organization which could come forward

souls should be saved ? " “ Well no, not every time." " Then andfind out whatwere the special needs of individual mission

according to your faith be it unto you," was the wise and witty stations, and try to do its best to supply them . He knew , from

answer . sitting week by week at Salisbury Square, bow many requests

If I expect anything by my own wisdom I shall be dis were made to the committee of the C.M.S., who were naturally

appointed , but if I expect because God hath promised , because very jealous indeed over the money entrusted to them , that it

God is able, because His Word is burning in my heart, then should be devoted as entirely as possible to spiritual objects .

amongstJew and Gentile we shall find the same results , hearts Such things as he had seen lately at the office of the Missionary

touched by the conquering Word and men and women made new Leaves Association could not be sent out by the society itself,

creatures in Christ Jesus.
and therefore he felt sure it welcomed as fellow -helpers all those

Rev. J. DUNLOP, Secretary, read an abstract of the report, who strove to fill up the gaps in the work . He had seen some.

which gave accounts of the work of the missionaries in various thing of the working of the association , and had presided at

parts of England and Scotland , also Italy , Turkey , Bulgaria, some of the monthly meetings held at the office, and knew

Germany, Austria, Poland, Russia, and other lands. Special what a blessed means these meetings were of spreading quietly

attention was called to an important movement amongst and unostentatiously, but no less effectively , missionary

Talmudical Jews in Galicia, similar to that led by Rabinovitz knowledge amongst those there met together. He had recently

in Bessarabia , while happy reference was also made to the visited Compton Terrace , and seen the supplies of goods which

Bessarabian movement, which is spreading into other parts of were to go to all parts of the world . If he gave them a catalogue

the Russian empire . he couldnot tell all the things that he saw , and which wereevi.

It bas now, it was stated , been determined to establish & dence of the practical working of the association . Somemight

medical mission in connection with the society at Wilna. say this was not spiritual work. There were people in the

Mr.EDWARDS, Treasurer, read the financial statement, which world who seemed to forget that poor folks abroad possess

proved very satisfactory, owing to a large legacy of £ 2,000 bodies like themselves . Did not the Master often get an entrance

received during the year. Having made à tour last summer to the souls by first caring for the bodies ? Had not St. Paul

with the Secretary on the Continent, visiting fifteen European a similar association at Philippi ? and would they not find

countries, he knew how remarkably God is blessing the work encouragement for such work as this in the Third Epistle of

in these various lands. St. John , where the well-beloved Gaius is commended and

Rev. F. HASTINGS remarked that some think it unnecessary encouraged because he had forwarded on their way the mis.

to attempt to convert the Jews; but it is , he maintained, the sionaries of the Gospel ?

greatest kindnesswe can show them , for they know not the Lord

Jesus Christ. But moreover, while we might be willing to let

them alone, we have no rightto do so , for we have been bidden Baptist Zenana Mission .

to preach the Gospel to the Jew as well as the Gentile. If there THE annual Zenana breakfast , on Wednesday morning,

be difficulties, these greatly arise from the way in which they was well attended and exceedingly interesting. From

have been treated in times past. Not long ago he the capital report of the ladies ' work, read by Mr. A. H. Baynes,

(the speaker) spent a day in a London Jewish synagogue, it we glean the telling conclusion :

was the Day of Atonement; never before bad he realized as then Our sphere of work has extended each year. More stations,

how sadly the Jewsneed a crucified and risen Saviour ; and he
more agents, more schools ; and God , even our own God, has

had learned to rejoice more than ever in the work the British shown His acceptance of the self- denying labours of our agents,

Society is doing among the children of Israel. and has blessed them in various ways. But it is capable ofa

Mr. AARON STERNBERG spoke of his work amongst the Jews , much wider increase ; everywhere far more might well be

and also of a recent visit to his own kindred in Russia, where he accomplished. Our missionary ladies are besieged on all sides

was privileged to bear testimony in various synagogues, and by earnest entreaties from close to them , and from towns and

particularly amongst Talmudical students. He declared that villages all around sounds the cry, “ Come and help us ; ” and

the wood is there, that manyJewish hearts are prepared to the anxious question will cometimes arise , “ Are our churches

receive Christ, all that is wanted is the fire of God'sSpirit. at home ready to respond to this cry ; or, till the time of their

Mr. FRANK H. WHITE said : God Himself has been speaking Awakening, are our poor sisters in India to be left to die in

on bebalf of His own people. He would not have us ignorant, their darkness and misery ? "

He saith in Rom . xi . , and ignorance lies at the bottom of the True, it is God's own work , and He has purposes concerning

large amount of unconcern with regard to the Lord's work it which shall come to pass ; but if we have been called “ to

among the Jews. Still is it true, as of old , that those who come to the help of the Lord,” if to us is given the great

pray for the peace of Jerusalem shall prosper. And in propor. honour and privilege of being in any degree labourers inHis

tion as God's Holy Word is studied shall there be a deep love vineyard , let us see to it that we are not unmindful of our high
for the Jew . There are those who think the day of the Jew is calling . The “Light of the Gentiles " has come, and the

paet, while all the time theysee the Jewish people amongst people that sit in darkness shall be brought “ out of the prison

them and soparato as ever. They forget the gifts and calling house ." We know and believe this , and even if as yet the

T "
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promise appear only as a hardful of corn on the top of the

mountains, “ get the fruit thereof shall shake like Lebanon ,"

for He whose right it is “ shall have dominion from sea to sea,

and from the river to the ends of the earth ."

Amongst the addresses which followed none were

effective than that by

Mrs. Ellis, of Calcutta, who stated that her work in the

zenanas consisted of preaching the Gospel among the rich and

the poor, the high and the low, the learned and the ignorant.

There were fourhundred houses and one thousand two hundred

women in Calcutta which she had to visit . It took six weeks

to go round and see them all . The great thing that was needed

for the work was personal help. Twelve hundred precious souls

were looking to her for knowledge of the Bread of Life . Would

they in England stand by and see their sisters want the Bread

of Life ? There was enough and to spare for all . The question

was often asked of her, “ What are the results ? Results !

After sowing the seeds earnestly and faithfully she always left

them in the hands of Bim who cared for every soul . The fields

were white already to harvest, but the reapers were few . Great

work could be done if they would only give her the helpers.

1

1

17

testimony in favour of temperance, and the undesirability of

the use of alcoholic stimulants for hospital patients . If , how .

ever, they wished to bring men and women out in the temper

ance movement, they must insist upon the value of the religious

side of the question . There was a personal obligation and

individual responsibility upon every member of the society not

to flag, but to work to promote temperance and total absti.

nence wherever they had an opportunity in their daily life .

God would help them to hold on their way .

Rev. ARTHUR J. ROBINSON , the Rector of Whitechapel, said

that he never knew total abstainers who did not work well in

their Master's vineyard . The society had done more to unite

clergy and laity of various schools of thought than all the

charges ever written . It had also given many of them greater

courage than ever they had before. The society had done much

to infuse courage in modest and humble men like himself to

come forward and help the temperance movement. The tem

perance work hadbrought forward many men to help in the

crusade against drink, which, he was convinced, was at the root
of most of the crime and immorality. Men came forward now

who would not think of it a few years ago . The taking of the

pledge had raised very many of the working classes from the

mostdegraded social state to quite respectable positions, and

many had thus become good and active Christians. He urged

the necessity of outdoor preaching and the advocating of tem.

perance work by both the clergy and the laity, and he said he

was always glad to get the laity to assist him . The working

men liked to see laymen taking part in church and temperance

work. Every clergyman would be acting wisely if he took the

total abstinence pledge, for every one , as Christian , men should

exercise self-denial, and especially self -denial by abstaining

from beer, wine , and spirits .

At another of the meetings the interesting feature was

three capital addresses from working men. Their speeches were

limited to five minutes each by the clock ; but they managed

to say a good deal that was interesting in that short space of

time.

The first to come forward was Mr. STANTON , formerly a dust

man , who spoke with great earnestness, and almost drew tears

as he expressed his sense of the benefit the society had con

ferred on himself and many others among whom his lot and

his work were cast .

After this, Mr. Wm. BATCHELOR, the society's police court

missionary, made a speech, in which he humorously described

hiswork,and pathetically showed the need of it among the

fallen ,

Mr. T. Ryan, late a cabman , or , as he said, a " driver of

fifteen years , " then came forward, and, in a readily.spoken

address, gave his experiences among cabmen.
He described

with telling power the multiplicity of temptation there is in &

cabdriver'sway in our great towns ; he portrayed the effect of

drink in the cabman's home, and showedhow it broughtmany

to Holloway Gaol ( which he called “ Cocoa Castle ") , to the

hospital , and to ruin and death ; and finished his speech by

an earnest appeal for increased funds.

Mr. WHITE, an army missionary, also described the society's

workin the army, which ,he said,ought to be greatly extendeà,

and would be if the funds were forthcoming.

,

Christian Vernacular Education Society.

TH

THE twenty -eighth annual meeting of this society was held

on Monday afternoon in Willis's Rooms; the new Presi

dent , Earl Northbrook, taking the chair,

Mr. HENRY MORRIS read an abstract of the report, which

remarked that : “ In every part of the labours carried on by the

agents of the society there is every reason for gratitude, hope.

fulness, and praise. The only cause for thoughtfulness and

regret is the lack of interest and the want of appreciation

exhibited by the Christian people of England." This lack of

interest is signified in the fact that £3,600 is all that is contri

buted in England to the society's funds , while as much as

£5,800 is the result of sales of the publications of the society

in India ,

Addresses followed by the noble Chairman, Mr. J. Murdoch,

LL.D., Revs . G. Karney and G. O. Newport, and Mr. J. S.

Haig, Principal of the Training Institution at Ahmednuggur,

who gave some very interesting facts about the teachers who

had been trained in the institution since its foundation twenty

years ago . Three hundred and forty teachers have gone forth to

different parts of the country where the Marathi language is

spoken ; from these teachers some are often chosen by the

missionaries as evangelists and pastors. As teachers they give

a useful and Christian education . This Training Institution is

chiefly attended by Christians, but of sixty -six Hindus who had

been received there for instructionMr. Haig knew of thirty -five

having become Christians , and perhaps the others had as well.

Mr. Haig closed with a touching story of a heathen teacherwho

was led by reading a Christian book to walk on his first holiday

for thirty miles to Bombay to find out some of the truth ; as

he beard from a missionary whom he visited about Jesus Christ

the tears ran down his cheeks, and when asked the reason his

answer was, “ When I hear you speak of Jesus the water will

come into my eyes. "

2

Church of England Temperance Society.

THE

THE anniversary services in connection with this enter

prising society have been numerous and interesting,

sermons being delivered in many churches by well- known

preachers.

At the annual meeting of the Total Abstinence Section , held

in Exeter Hall on Wednesday evening, Rev. G. Howard

Wright read an encouraging report.

The Bishop of DURHAM gave an eloquent address , the key.

note of it being , " Temperance is for the sake of Christ, Christ

must be the end of our work , Christ must be the bond of

union ."

Canon LLOYD said, when the temperance classes were

actively at work in their parishes, the parochial clergy should

not forget the danger of resting on their oars, and so each one

should ask themselves what were they doing in the great work ?

They should work earnestly, and not rest for a moment, until

they were past the winning post, and that would not be while

one single man or woman was given up to the drink , or a single

child required to be educated in the principles of the society .

He thought they were rather backward in providing for their

working classes sufficient counter-attractions to the public

houses. After urging the great use of the Church of England

Temperance Benefit Society, he contended that the C.E.T.S.

was a great mission society, and that they should not relax

their efforts, but should work in the future with even greater

enthusiasm than in the past .

Mr. C. E. TRITTON made an earnest appeal for funds, and, in

concluding, spoke with thankfulness of the increase of medical

Irish Church Missions.

THE friends of the Irish Society held interesting anniver.

with a breakfastmeeting,when the chairman , in the course of

bis address, referred as follows to the critical position of affairs
in Ireland .

Ireland's Hope.

BY THE BISHOP OF EXETER ,

I think we may take comfort from the thought that Ireland's

foes are mortal, but Ireland's Friend is immortal -- that He

lives for ever. Men's minds may be fille vith proud anticipa

tions of what they are about to do ; butthe Psalmist says , “ I

beheld the wicked in great prosperity and flourishing like &

green bay tree ; I passed by, and lo ! hewas gone, and his place

could nowhere be found .” Oh ! how different it is with our great

High Priest , who abides with us in this world continually , who

ever lives to make intercession for His people, and who has said

to His Church , " Lo ! I am with you all the days,even to the end

of the world .” Further, I cannot but feel that it is the greatest

possible cause for thankfulness that there are in Ireland two

millions–I will not say of Protestants,though I trust there are

- butat all events two millions ofright,true-hearted Loyalists

in Ireland ; and it is not only that they are there, but theyare

within sight ofour beloved England and of Scotland with their

twenty- five millions of Protestants ; and I cannot for a moment

believe that these twenty - five millions of English and Scotch

Protestants will ever stand by and see their brethren in Ireland,
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just across thelittle Channel,trampled upon. It wo look at HomeMissions : Calls & Claims.
the Church of the Waldenses,and think of its motto, “ Lux in

tenebris,” we cannot but feel how marvellously God has kept

up the light of the Gospel in the valleys of the Vaudois, and

how from their valleys they are sending forth the words of light

and life to Italy . As that little band in the midst of masses of

Romanists were kept in safety by God, so we may have a holy con.

fidence that our Protestant brethren in Ireland will he sustained,

supported, guarded, and left free to worship God in their own land.

And then there is one thing more that gives us cause for hope

to -day. There is every reason to believe that the Irish Church

has been doing more and more , first through the Irish Society,

and next through the Irish Church Missions and other agen

cies, to evangelize those who are sitting in darkness and the

shadow of death .

The Present Crisis.

Major-Genera! Haig, who presided at the annual meeting,

spoke also on the grave position of affairs in Ireland. The

present great crisis is regarded by some with despair, but to

Christians there is no such thing as despair, they were not eve

disheartened , having the promise, “ Lo, I am with you alway."

Cbrist is with us. What have we to do with political speakers

or measures, so long as we are true to His commission ? At

recent meetings for the evangelization of the world it was

said that nominal Christians needed conversion quite as much

As any heathen or Mohammedan. The command is, " Be .

ginning first at Jerusalem ," and before going to the heathen we

ought to look at home, especially at Ireland, with its three

million Roman Catholics. Let us confess our sin against our

brothers and sisters, for we have been unfaithful in the past.

The Church has been grievously supine, but God has been

teaching the people of Ireland to think for themselves, and now

there is a spirit of intelligent inquiry which has diminished

the power of the priests.

Let us rouse ourselves and make a fresh start, still working

on the old Protestant lines, but adapting ourselves to the needs

of the day. Why should there be more interest in and hope for

India than Ireland ? No one would go sixty miles to Irelandto

carry the Gospel, and yet it was possible to convert the

Catholios, and it was just as noble to suffer martyrdom in

Ireland as amongst the heathen, as Bishop Hannington had

done. Let us wake up to ourduty, and not expend all our sym

pathy abroad, for how can we succeed abroad while we have

this great open sore at home ?

Re7. HORACE W. TOWNSEND read an abstract of the report

Although the societyhad, during the year 1885, been beset by

difficulties, trials, and dangers on every side, yet seldom , ifever,

in its history had & year passed in which such remarkable

blessings had been voucheated and such striking success

achieved. The work of circulating the Scriptures by means of

colporteurs has been commenced this year, and a now issue of

tracts for rural districts is being circulated at the rate ofat

Jeast eight thousand & month, and the demand is steadily

increasing.

Canon HOARE said that in this crisis every man must be

ready to take his place for God. He was willing to go the full

length in acknowledging the wrongs of Ireland - doep wrong

had been inflicted by England . One thousand two hundred

years ago the Celts were a devoted , Christ-loving people , who

stood up against Rome, and would to God the Christianity of

England to -day might equal the Christianity of the Irish of the

fifth century !

Rev. HENRY FISHE, Superintendent of the Dublin Mission,

related some interesting facts concerning his mission work in

Dublin. Recently the Young Men's Christian Association, on

the east side of Dublin, applied to himifor a teacher who could

instruct them as tohow to answerthe Catholic arguments of

the youngmen they had to meet in their places of business. He

fent one of his best controversialists every Wednesday evening,

and they were now well grounded in controversialteaching,

which was most valuable to them . He was glad to recordan

increase of spirituality and power ; he would rather have five

men filled with the Spirit than fifty mere machines. Many

instances of conversion were described, and Mr. Fishe concluded

by saying he was no pessimist, and he would say with Crom.

well, when he was told that bis Ironsides would be crushed by

the mighty host againstthem , It takes a good many mighty to

make an Almighty, and He is with us.

Rev. J.G. Dixon , of Birmingham , gave a graphic description

of what he had seen during his recent visit to the mission

stations in Ireland.

Bishop Hannington . - Rev. E. 0. Dawson, 3 , Ramsay

Gardens, Edinburgh, is engaged upon & memoir of Bishop

Hannington , whose intimate friend he was for many years ,

and would be very grateful for any communications from

friends of the Bishop .

BY REV. J. TURNER.

THE
HEfollowing passages , in an address delivered last week on

Home Missions, strike us as likely to prove useful and

cheering to many :-For the work of home evangelization is an

unspeakable blessing to the churches themselves. Even on

such utilitarian grounds the claims of this enterprise may be

urged . Such a work socializes the activities of any church,

broadens and perfects its sympathies , helps it practically to

realize the grandeur of its utmost aims and hopes. It furnishes

the means for the development and the occasion for the display

of the noblest spirit that can animate its members. Home

missions, in so far as they are undertaken and supported by the

churches, result in the increase of the piety and the energy of

those whurches ; fan the flame of their zeal, call to self-denial,

necessitatefervent prayer, inspire brotherly love, and ennoble

and sanctify their Christ-given aims . To widen the field of

service is to enlarge the capacity of the Church to serve, for the

larger opportunity calls forth her noblest energios ; and by call

ing them forth multiplies and perfects them . The measure of

the blessing we receive is proportioned to the blessing we

impart ; for so manyofGod's blessings do not cometo us ready

made, but come hidden in duties , and are like seed which will

grow to fruit as we supply the conditions . And one of the

channels through which the richest blessings can be poured out

upon our churchos is their engagement in ,or their support of,

the work of home evangelization . “ The liberal soul shall be

made fat , and he that watereth shall be also watered himself."

A church without missionary zoal is a doomed church. To be

self- centred is to be self-consumed . Is it not a fact that the

ministries , with few exceptions , whose imperishable worth all

recognise, have been ministries which have inspired and

extended the agencies of evangelization ? And amongst the

churches do not those hold a chief place whose glowing zeal we

see reflected on the bright mirrors of many ahome mission

work? Evangelization is the true solvent for that hard nut

which so many have tried to crack ,“ the latent force in our

churches ;” and to that endless and embarrassing subject of

conference, " The Prosperity ofour Churches , and how tosecure

it, " it supplies a sure and satisfactory answer. How many a

difficulty in church life would be obviated , how many an

insidious disease which afflicte the “ body of Christ ” would be

prevented , how many a perplexing yet trivial subject of church

discussion would be stifled in its inception by the maintenance

in all our churches of a healthy and spiritualinterest in others .

And how great an element this work of evangelization 'is in

fostering and exemplifying the spirit of union amongst all sec

tions of the one Church of Christ ! For such a work, because

it helps the church to realize the dimensions of the one great

task committed to her, engages all her powers in heavenly

unison to fulfil it worthily.

In the hietory ofthe exploration of Egypt it is recorded that

the explorer Cailliaud found some excavations in a certain

mountain , which , on entering, proved to be emerald minos,

apparently unvisited since the time of Ptolemy. There lay the

lamps and the tools with which the ancient miners had worked ,

silently appealing for other hands to take them up and dig for

now treasures which lay in costly profusion all around. And

with the old instruments we read these new workers in this

latest of all the centuries dug out the emerald gems . How elo.

quent is that silence in which voices once ringing in our ears

with impassioned fervour have now been sealed ! And the work

in which they were engaged, and to which they so often led us,

still remains to be continued with the old instruments of love,

and zeal, and pity, with which they wrought and wrought to

such eternal results.

To-night we meet under the two-fold responsibility of past bless

ing and widened present opportunity: " There is yet very much

land to be possessed .” We are to be satisfied with no results

which do not satisfy our Lord. The pitying Christ still sees

fields white already to harvest ; still travails in birth ' for souls.

In every roadway Hesees the wounded lying needing His succour,

everyvillage is to Him the Bethany in which the dead lie wait

ing His commandingword , and the sorrow-stricken heart His

loving call. Every city is to Him the Jerusalem over which He

weeps, for which He died, and in which He lives to -day to work

and save. And in His name, whose spell is love and whose

power is sacrifice, we too are sent forth with hearts made

bright by thehope of the Gospel to shine as lights in the world.

Pour out, O Lord, upon Thy Church the spirit of holy love-the

love that seeketh and still senketh until it finds,
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN
AGENCIES.

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY.
Instituted 1837. New Offices , Bridge House,
Blackfriars Bridge (City Side) London .
OBJECT : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically before themiddle and upper
classes , and the general diffusion of evangelical
literature at homeand abroad .
PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERS : All subscribers of

five shillings and upwards per annum are en
titled to receive the new tracts issued monthly ,
and are allowed to purchase the Society 's pub
lications at a discount of 25 per cent. Any
subscriber , for each extra contribution of two

shillings per annum , may bave a tract sent
monthly , direct from the office, to any friend
whose name and address are supplied . Many
subscribers have for years pursued this excellent
method of quietly influencing other persons.
Subscribers' names are not divulged . Donations or
Bubscriptions exceeding these sums form the

fund for gratuitous distributions of tracts .

Funds are urgently needed in aid of the
Free Grant Fund,

All cheques and postal orders to be crossed and

made payable to J . R . MACKENZIE , Secretary .

MSS. of earnest Gospel and good literary cha
racter may be forwarded to the Secretary .

LAMB AND FLAG RAGGED
SCHOOL AND MISSION , 10 , Red Lion
Street , Clerkenwell . This Institution has carried

on good work for thirty -eight years , and larger
premises are needed to meet the increasing
demands of anxious and willing youth of both
sexes . £1,500 would provide what is wanted .
Will some of those blessed with means come

over and help us ? Funds are also much needed
to carry on the regular work .

Hon . Director and Treasurer - J . O .SHERRARD ,

7 , Oxford Square, Hyde Park .

WELCOMEHOME FOR SAILORS OF
ALL NATIONS, Ratcliff Highway, London , E .

- Gospel and Gospel Temperance Meetings every
night throughout the year . Visitors Welcomed
any hour of the day . Communications to be
addressed Miss CHILD , 173, St. George's Street,
London , B .

“ A most frultfuland glorious work ."
SHAFTESBURY.

ROSSLYN MISSION , Tolliagton Hall,
Hornsey Road , London . - Gospel Mission Open

air and Children ' s Services, also Mothers ' Meet

ings aro continuously held in connection with

above . Much is dono in homo visitation , feeding

the aged and hungry, supplying the temporal
and spiritual need of all within reach , as far

as means permit. Funds urgently needed .
Cheques and Postal Orders payable to

Hon . Supt., E . GARNET, 62, Crayford Road ,
Tufnell Park , London .

BIBLE AND COLPORTAGE
SOCIETY OF IRELAND . - An unde

nominational society with agents in all parts of

Ireland . Carefully selected and trained colpor

teurs aro spreading the knowledge of Jesus by
the living voice and the printed page. They

have access to the people everywhere . A con

tribution of £40 will secure a colporteur for a

year in any part of Ireland . Several additional

oolporteurs have been recently appointed .
Funds greatly needed
Secretaries , Rev . H . M . WILLIAMSON , Belfast .

and Rev. JOHN ELLIOTT, Armagh , by whom

contributions will be gratefully received ; or

they may be paid at the office of this paper,

HOME GLEANINGS.

A Home of Mercy. " A Saviour for You."

A LADY opened, some little time ago, TN the report of the Thames Church
Al close to Mildmay Hall, and with 1 Mission , just issued, we find the
sympathy and support of the Mildmay following striking incident, and it is but
friends,althoughlsupported independently, one of many such : - The importance of
& small Home, to receive a few from personal dealing, as evidenced by our
amongst the respectable poor in the last Lord 's conversations with the ruler of
stages of illness , and whose hopeless con | the Jews and the woman of Samaria, is
dition does not, as a rule, justify their faithfully held in view . The great object

being admitted to, or retained in , the of every one of our agents in boarding &

ordinary hospitals , and before whom vessel is to get into personal contact with

there is no prospect but the sick ward of the men , speaking to each of his indi.

& workhouse, until released by death , vidual responsibility and danger, and

The work has been commenced with testifying of a full, free, and present sal

the hope of not only soothing the bodily vation . No tract, be it remembered, is

sufferings of some poor friendless ones, given without a few plain words of appli.
but as a means of spiritual blessing, it cation . Here is one very interesting

may be of salvation , even on the incident of such work :

threshold of that other world to which On board the Asia I found in the fo 'csle

they are hastening Communications to three men ,and gave a tract to each. One

Miss Davidson , 133, Mildmay Road , N . man took it , looked at it, and then atme,

and said, “ If you are in earnest about
my soul read it to me." I sat down by

A Poor Man 's Giving. his side and read the tract, it was called

M HE Baptist Missionary Society give A Saviour for You . As I was reading the

I the following striking incident.-- other men camedown ; they satand lis.

" After preaching at Nawton yesterday tened to me. When I reached nearly the

morning ” (writes Rev. F . E . Blackaby), end the sailor said, “ Stop, sir, stop. I

& labouring man was waiting outside the can 't hearany more , you have foundmy

chapel to see me (he must have waited heart. ” I then asked them to join with

long, for the Lord's Supper was partaken mein prayer, and falling upon our knees
of after the service ). In a most un we prayed that God would give him grace

ostentatious manner - indeed , with a - to give his heart to God. Afterwards he

certain amount of shyness — he put into | told me that hehad been seventeen years

my hand, one half-a -sovereign , five half and had never seen the inside of a place

crowns, and two shilling-pieces, being of worship - he had been a drunkard . I

eleven shillings from himself, and eleven urged him to sign the pledge ; he did eign

shillings from his brother. I cannot tell the pledge, and I have heard since that

you how precious those warm coins were this is indeed a very bright case. He is

to me, when I remembered that in all | altogether a changed man .

probability neither man earned more than
twelve shillings a week . A Large East End Hall.

M HE Great Assembly Hall, opened in
1 February, proves not one bit too

Scripture Readers' Society for large for the numbers willing to come
and hear the Gospel preached. Says Mr.

Ireland. Charrington : - We are most thankful to
As to the work of this society in Bel | chronicle such & successful commence

A fast, the Incumbent of St. John's , ment, but we are still more thankful to

Belfast, Rev. C . Seaver, writes : - The be able to say that the work since the

good old Scripture Readers' Society bas opening has been equally successful.

carried on its work quietly, zealously , Immense numbers of people have

faithfully among us for the past half assembled night after night, as many a

century , and still continues vigorous as fifteen thousand people have attended on

ever. Its agents are greatly valued, and the average during each week , and the

very urgently needed in Belfast, where audience on Sunday nights is now one of

there are above sixty thousand Pro the sights of London . TheGreat Hall is

testants absent from the places ofworship crammed in every part. The singing is

on the Lord' s Day, most of whom , but most hearty , and, led by a well-trained

for the labours of these missionaries, and choir and the great organ , it is a most

those of kindred societies, would be un inspiring spectacle , and, as Rev. Hugb

cared for ; their numbers are daily Price Hughes said in our hall the other

increased by the influx of the population night, " if any one thinks that Chris

from the country. The quiet, unobtru tianity is dead they had better come and
sive labours of the society's agents have see the work carried on in this magnifi.
been testified to by their superintendents, cent hall in the Mile End Road. "

while our dear Master has owned their Weinvite our friends to come and see

faithful efforts by giving them many souls for themselves. The hall is open every

for their reward. I may add that they night, and there is a Gospel service every

are directed to visit the Roman Catholics evening except Saturday. These Satur

when opportunities occur,and that they day nights in the Great Hall, with our

always have had access to themembers large coffeo palace, prove a great counter

of that communion , to whom they have | attraction to the low music halls and

made known the Gospel of Christ, and public -houses , and tend to draw people in

for whom they have read the blessed to hear the Gospel on the following Lord's
Word of God . They labour among the | Day .

poor in the town parishes, the clergy of

which find it impossible to raise sufficient Theatrical Tea Meeting. - At Mr.

funds to pay the salaries of these agents, Forbes's meeting last week for theatrical

and are indebted to the generosity of the cmployes earnest Gospel addresses were

society for their continuance. I would I given by Mr. William Johnston , M . P .,

then , as a superintendent for thirty and Gipsy Smith. The Bible Flower

eight years, earnestly appealto Christian | Mission bent bouquets of flowers, with
friends to give largely to this society. | texts attached .

NORTH . WEST LONDON
EVANGELISTIC CHOIR .

9, The Crescent, Leighton Grove, N . W .
PRESIDENT - JOHN CHAMBERS , Esq .

This Choir has been formed for the purpose

ofassisting any Evangelistic effort , and for the

purpose of conducting short “ Gospel Song
Nissions, " as occasion may offer .

The services of the choir are quite gratuitous.
All applicationsshould bemade to Mr. J . Bate

man , 72, Twisden Road , Higbgate Road , N . W .

MIE ANCHORAGE,
HEBREWS vi. 19 .

To Shelter Young Women (other
wise respectable ) lately Fallen into

Sin .

R rules of admission to the Anchorage

1 House, and for particulars of its work , and for

TRAINED SERVANTS ready to go out to situa

tions, apply (by letter only ) to , Mrs. H . BTUART
WORTLEY , Rosslyn House, Grove End Road ,

N . W ., London ; and to whom , or to any member

of committee, subscriptions may be sent, or to
Editor , Word and Work .
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HOME
ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

RESCUE SOCIETY. Established in 1858,

for the reformation of openly immoral women

and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

danger, supports Eight Homes capable of

receiving over two hundred inmates.

Funds are earnestly solicited by the

Secretary, Mr. C. STUART THORPE,

79, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

MISSION NOTES.

Battersea . - In connection with Mr. Henry Cook's , Work.- We trust

D. M. Cameron's work a new Tabernacle our friends will read carefully and con

was opened last week. sider liberally Mr. Cook's letter issued

Norwich . - The Y.M.C.A. here has with this number. His work, as we well

entered on new premises, and it is hoped know , is being much blessed of God, but

extended usefulness,
greatly needs additional helping.

Glasgow . - At the annual meeting of Mr. R. C. L. Bevan has given two

the Seamen's Mission accounts were given thousand pounds towards the Great

of much blessing. Assembly Hall, Mile End.

Manchester. - A special mission in Mr. W. H.Mason , one of the oldest

Bridgewater Street, just held, has been missionaries of the L.C.M. , who recently

marked by tokens of blessing. passed away, was one of the founders of

Mr. Thomas Waugh has been the Ragged School Union .

evangelizing with much success at War Pendleton .Inthissuburb of Man

rington , chester & successful work is carried on

Newport Market Refuge and in the Workpeople's Hall. Copies ofthe

Industrial School.–At the recent report may be had of Mr. John Sugden,

annual meeting it was reported that, 46 , Market Street.

although therewas accommodation for A Valid Plea.-The Church of Eng

one hundred boys in the Industrial land Scripture Readers' Society make an

School , the committee did not feel justi urgent plea for an augmented income in

fied in admitting more than seventy view of the increasingly recognised use

five, owing to the state of the funds åt fulness of this personal work.

present. Aged Pilgrims. - One thousand one

The Cry of the Poor.– " You are hundred and eighteen pensioners are now

the first Christian visitor, but one , that has on the books of the Aged Pilgrims '

called here for the last seven or eight Friend Society, and duringthe past year

years, " said & suffering man in a back upwards of £ 7,000 have been distributed

street in Millwall to a missionary. “ I in pensions , the largest totals yet re

have often wished that some one would corded .

call, and to -day I said to the Almighty, Dublin.-Miss Barrett writes : - " In

Send somebody to read the Bible and tell the midst of all the political turmoil and

me the way of salvation.” bitterness, the fact that an immense

Band of Hope Union.-One mil amount of earnest Christian work is

lion copies of an appeal signed by Mr. being carried on as zealously as ever is

Samuel Morley, calling attention to the too little recognised by English brethren

evils consequent upon children visiting and sisters. "

public -houses, have been distributed Poor Boys . - A sale of work was

from house to house throughout the held last Wednesday and Thursday, at

kingdom ; and on Sunday special refer. Gipsy Hill, to raise funds on behalf of the

ence was made to the subject by many proposed Cottage Home for Poor London

clergymen and ministers of all denomina Lads. Owing to the very wet weather

tions. only a small sum was realized, but it is

Militiamon . - For the next month intended to open the cottage by the end

about a thousand militiamen will be of this month. Any particulars may be

encamped at Brecon for the annual had of W. H. Dalton, Y.M.C.A. , Whit .

training. During several recent train. tington Avenue, E.C.

ings a band of friends has visited the Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .

camp systematically on Sunday and -On Thursday week H.R.H. Princess

week-day, leaving in each tent an illus. Christian presented in the Town Hall ,

trated Christian periodical, and giving Kensington, certificates gained by two

each man & tract. The camp will be North Sea skippers in medical and sur.

again visited this season, and prayer is gical knowledge. Dr. A. T. Schofield

asked for blessing. has kindly given instruction in order

“ A Bit Hard ." - " You see, eir, it's that the trawlers of the North Sea may

&bit hard to go on day after day, sneered be more effectually helped by means of

at by my mates ; but I am getting a the Mission skippers in cases of disease

bit more confidence, and I read my and injury.

Bible, and pray aloud in myown bunk, Highbury Corner Gospel Mis

so that they can hear ; and I believe, sion . - The secretary writes :-Wehave

sir, that God will yet give me the souls now entered upon the second year of our

of my four mates. Come whenever you labour at the above hall , and with thank.

can , and give us & yarn , it'll do us all fulness we can say , “ Hitherto hath the

good ." So says & sailor led to Christ Lord helped us and not only so , but He

through the Thames Church Mission, has also, allowed us to see some of the

and now seeking to witness for his fruits of our labour. We closed the year

Saviour. with a deficiency of £50. Should any

French Governesses, and Assis wish to help, we should be glad if they

tants, & c . - For young French women , would forward the sanie, toyou , or to ,

employed in London, theYoung Women's H. G.Nance, 92, Barnsbury Road, N.

Christian Association have organised " Where are the Infidels ? " asks

special drawing- room and other meetings a London City missionary.
« Three

on Saturday evenings. Full details may years ago they used to seek me out for

be had of the secretary, 1 , Harewood opposition ; but now the case is altered.

Square, N.W.
I have to seek them out, and then do not

Edinburgh . - A series of evangelistic find them . At times I used to meet

meetings under the auspices of the more in one hour than I have met with

Scottish Evangelistio Association has during the whole of the past year in the

been held in Moray Church , Edinburgb , district . Atheistio Secularism , I am

during the past fortnight. Addresses satisfied, is on the decrease among in .

were delivered by Dr. Moxey and Mr. A. telligent men. During the past eighteen

Steedman . Much interest has been months three infidel halls have been

manifested in the meetings, and many closed in these parts, and, so far as I

have professed Christ. know , fresh ones have not been opened .”

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS ' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

President - Gen , Sir A. J. LAWRENCE , K.C.B.

Sole object of the Society to spread the saving
knowledge of Christ among our soldiers. Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer, V. G. M. HOLT, Esq ., 17, Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon. Sec.;or by

the Secretary , Mr. W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4 , Trafalgar Square , Charing Cross, W.C.

BARBICAN EAST CENTRAL

MISSION TO THE JEWS. - The aim of

this Mission is to win souls for Christ, by visita

tion, holding meetings and classes for Men,

Women , and Ohildren , and to befriend and

temporarily relieve distressed Jewe, believing

and inquiring, who , in many cases , have lost

their all through no other fault than that they

have embraced , or are about to embrace, the

" truth as it is in Jesus." Immediate help

sadly needed . Contributions will be gratefully

received by Messrs . J. F. SHAW & CO ., or by

the Missionary Supt ., PAUL WARSCHAW8Kİ,

16, Farleigh Road , Stoke Newington , London , N.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY.-Help

is veryurgentlyneeded to meet the heavy ex

penses involved in conducting the various evan .

gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially

to assist in meeting the terrible distress so

prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive

help in any form . JAS. ATKINSON , Secretary ,

10, Enfield Road South , Kingsland, N.

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE

SOCIETY, 18 , Buckingham Street, Strand.

To controvert the teachings of Atheists , Senular .

ists , and other opponents of Christianity,

especially among the uncultured. To help the

perplexed and doubting, and to instruct the young

in the reasons for believing in Christianity .

The Society's income is totally inadequate to the

demands upon it. Funds are immediately

wanted for the open -air work.

Secretaries, Revs. C, LLOYD ENGSTRÖM and

T. T. WATERMAN.

COUNTRY TOWNS MI88ION ,

18, New Bridge Street, E.O. - Forthepast forty

nine years this Society has sought to establish

Missionaries in those places where there is a lack

of simple Gospel teaching. The Committee

errnestly ask those wbo know the darkness of

many of our Country Districts to strengthen

their hands by increased help.
HARRY C. NISBET, Treasurer . GEORGE H.

MAWER, Secretary .

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND
RAGGED SCHOOLS, Vine Street , Clerken.

well Road , EC . President, the Right Hon . the

Earl of Aberdeen , K.G. This Institution benefits

temporally and spiritually the poorest of the
poor, upwards of 3.000 men , women , and children

being assisted weekly . £ 4.000 a year must be

raised by Voluntary Contributionsto maintain

the Work. Treasurer - W . A. BEVAN , Esq.

54 , Lombard Street.

Secretary, Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT .

THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

earnestly appeal for additional aid in support of

the 180 Ragged School Missions of the Metro

polis. These buildings are planted in the poorest

districts , and are used for Sunday and Bible

Schools, Day and Infant Free Schools, Week

night Schools for Rough Lads and Girls , Indus

trial Classes , Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'

Meetings , Ragged Churches, Bands of Bope,

Crèches, and numerous other agencies for the

benefit of the poor children and their parente.

Much is also done in bome visitation, in cloth

ing the ragged, and feeding the starving , and
country homes are provided for the weakly or

convalescent, Contributions will bethankfully

received by JOHN KIRK , Exeter Hall , W.O.

AGED PILGRIMS' FRIEND

SOCIETY . - Instituted 1807. For giving Life

Pensions to the Lord's aged poor of both sexes

andall Protestant evangelical denominations.

1,119 pensioners on the books, 180 being inmates

of the four Homes. Expenditure in pensions

upwards of £ 7,000 per annum . Fresh help much

needed. Secretary - J. E. HAZELTON. Office

83, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.
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A South African Mission .
Finsbury Y.W.C.A.

N Mildmay Hall last week a most interesting meeting was

After a brief introduction by the chairman , Mr. Robert Paton ,

Rev. Burton Alexander gave anaccount of the origin of the

mission in memoriam of James Gordon , brother of the present

Earl of Aberdeen .

Dr. DALZIEL, in a stirring address , told of his first going out,

sixteen years ago, to seek some place in South Africa , on

British soil, unreached by any missionary. He found such a

place , but the enemy of souls raised obstacles and kept them

out of it for over three years. Then, however, they found an

entrance, and for twelve years theyhad been labouring amongst

this people, which occupies a territory two thousand miles in

length , with an average width of six hundred miles. He

described the character of the Zulus as upright , and honest ,

and honourable, except when corrupted by our own country,

men , when they were dishonest and dishonourable, and

hardened tenfoldagainst the Gospel of Christ. But they were

a hard -hearted people, without pity, and absolutely regardless

of pain . Many ofthe awful enormities of Chaka's reign, still

looked back to as the golden age of their country, were given in

illustration . He spoke also of the system of polygamy, and of

the belief in witchcraft, as almost insuperable barriers to the

acceptance of Christianity by the older natives . A Norwegian

missionary, a true man of God, who had laboured amongst the

people for thirty years, had told him that he had only baptized

one Zulu , and had not one on his roll as a member. They,

therefore , sought to get hold of the younger people and of the

children . The mission was established fifteen miles south of

Isandula, and there were now established a boys and girls '

school , the one containing twenty-one and the other fifteen

pupils . Dr. Dalziel described the contrast between the miser.

able mud huts in which the great mass of the people lived and

the houses which were real homes , where lived those wbo had

passed through these schools , and now were inaintaining them

belves and their families by honest industry, for this they were

taught to do. The speaker concluded with an earnest appeal

on behalf of the Zulu peoples, wbo are widely spread in South

Africa.

1

N

on a new extension, bidding to increase largely the use

fulness of the institute. This institute had for the last six

years been employing the following agencies : Bible and secular

classes , recreation evenings , library, reading-room , &c . , work.

room visitation, visits to sick members, and correspondenco

with absent ones . It has enrolled more than seven hundred

members, and it is with a view of extending its usefulness that

a larger and more expensive house has been taken at 14,

Finsbury Square, attractively fitted up and furnished for the

reception of young workgirls after their day's labour is over. A

piece of ground in the rear has also been secured, on which

there is a permission to build, and it is hoped, as the work

extends, a lecture -hall, gymnasium , &c. , may be erected. But

the hands of the authorities are sorely tied, funds are needed,

the cry is so great, and the means no comparatively small. City

men and large employers of labour are appealed to .

Mr. W. T. PATOn gave an account of the progress of the

work amongst youngwomen, while Mr. R. N. Cust spoke of the

success which has followed this useful work.

Mr.G.WILLIAMS said that they , as citizens, felt proud to

have the Lord Mayor going from time to time to movements of

this kind . He knew nothing of what was going on about them

which had such a great necessity for associations of this kind.

This institute had some of the charms of home about it ; not

many, but still as many as it was possible . It kept young

womenfrom being led astray to music-halls and places of that

sort. It was a light diffusing place, spreading the pure light of

God's truth and making the way to heaven by the most

beautiful illustrations . It was a character reform association.

Addresses followed by Revs. G. S. Reaney and Prebendary

Whittington, and Messrs. W. H. Smith and S. Thompson.

The LORD MAYOR , who presided, said he was particularly

pleased at being present. It was impossible to imagine an

institute in the city which commended itself more strongly,

than this one. He looked with surprise on the number of

branchesof the association, because, although he had been in

the City for many years, hehad not the slightest idea it wont

to such a great extent. He congratulated those who had the

responsibility of looking after theyoung women , and he hoped

the progress madewould be continued , and the requirements

suggested met with. It was impossible to overestimate the

value of such an institute, and he hoped it would have the

success which it deserved. He was delighted to hear the good

work which had been going on , Ho again wished the institute

every possible success .

" Every nurse for Christ”is our aim andprayer,andinorder F

The Y.W.C.A. and Hospital Nurses.

IT has been laid upon our heart that aspecial effort should

be made for the spiritual welfare of our hard -working,

self-denying sisters in hospitals or elsewhere .

We desire to encourage God's dear children amongst them

by loving sympathy, and the Christian help they often so sorely

need : also to lead to Jesus the greatnumberwho,not only have

no real satisfaction themselves in theirdaily toil, but, whilst

ministering to the bodily wants of the sick and dying, are unable

to impart one word oftrue life, help, or comfort to them .

to

nurses, whether in hospital or otherwise, which all are cordially

invited to join, and monthly drawing room meetings are held

in different parts of London. However, the effort being made

will be useless withoutthe hearty co - operation of the Christian

nurses themselves. They are earnestly requested, not only

personally to attend any gathering in their locality, but to do

all in their power to induce their companions to accompany

them .

The meetings commence with a short Bible reading , followed

by tea and social intercourse.

Places and dates may be had of the Hon . Sec. , MissLucy,

36, St. Lawrence Road, North Kensington , to whom all com

munications should be addressed.

St. Giles and the Green Fields.

TROM his chamber of sickness our brother writes :-Pardon

my once again soliciting your permission to maka known

to your many kind-hearted readers our anxiety to provide as

heretofore & summer day's outing for some one thousand five

hundred poor children who are in regular attendance at the

St. Giles Christian Mission Sunday schools and Bands of Hope.

The long and severe winter, through which we have just

passed, has pressed most heavilyupon the poor children of such

neighbourhoods as St. Giles, so that we are more desirous than

ever this year of giving to those pinched -up, neglected little

ones at least one day's fresh air and sunshinein the green fields

far away from the pestilential courts and alleys in which they

pass their lives all the year round .

The cost is somewhat considerable for so large a party, but I

venture to think that the means will be readily forthcoming to

provide for these needy children the few hours of gladsome

delight that this annual treat affords them .

Gifts, large or small, may be sent to our Treasurer, F. A.

Bevan, Esq., 54, Lombard Street , E.C. , or to

GEO . HATTON ,

Superintendent St. Giles' Christian Mission ,

4 , Ampton Street , Regent Square, W.C.

Rev. W. Fuller Gooch bas been compelled to leave

Sunderland. On meeting him lately at Mildmay, he told us

his health was proving unable to stand the Sunderland climate ,

and thathe must return to London. He now resumes his pas .

toral charge at Upper Norwood, and has been warmly welcomed

by his old and attached friends.

Venice . - In connection with the Industrial Home for

Destitute Boys in Venice, Mrs. Hammond writes : -I am

extremely obliged for your kind insertion in Word and Work

of an article on the Industrial Home here . If inquiry should

be made respecting its present position, would you kindly say

that I am very desirous to obtain a great number of small

donations in order to make up my deficit, as I have been

obliged to draw £70 from the fund for the" purchase of House?”

Miss Scott, of 14 , Marine Parade , Dover, gladly accepts

donationg.

The Missionary in the Bazaar . - Our attention has

been called to the fact that amongstthe exhibits of the Colonial

and Indian Exhibition will be found a cleverly worked clay

model of an Indian bazaar (sent from Krishnagar), in one
corner of which the artist , presumably a native, chosen

to represent, as a characteristic feature, “ a European mis,

sionary and his catechist preaching to an attentive throng of

listeners ,"
9
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EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S

Queen's Printers ' Teacher's Bible,

Including the " Aids to Bible Students . "

Besides a CONCORDANCB (over 40,000 refs ., with context , in bold type )-INDEX

OF PERSONS, PLACES, and SUBJECTS ( 16,000 refs . ), by B.V., & c.

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE ABOVE :

* Christian ." _ " More complete than any other similar work."

Graphic." - " It supersedes all the former Teacher's Bibles.'

" Illustrated London News.” _ " Nothing can be more useful to the Bible

Student. "

“Rock. "-" The most complete portable Bible ever submitted to Bible readers."

School Guardian ." _ " Every teacher should possess a copy of this Bible ."

“ Queen .” — “ We have confidence in recommending it ."

Ask for the Queen's Printers' Edition . - Prospectus post free .

Prices , from 38.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE , GreatNew Street, London, E.C.
AND ALL BOORSELLERB .

Just Published. Price Twopence.

BIBLE STUDY,

Suggestions and Illustrations.

GORDON FORLON G.By

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & 00., 48, Paternoster Row, E.O.

Enlarged to 16 pages. Price ONE PRNNY .

THE ANTI - INFIDEL,

Edited by W. R. BRADLAUGH. A Monthly Magazine for the ADVOCACY

OF TRUTH and EXPOSURE OF ERROR.

Righly suitable for distribution among working men in large centres of
industry. Workshop scoff and ridicule honestly dealt with and refuted .
Texts cavilled at explained. Allobjectionable personality will be studiously

avoided, but the principles of Scepticism and the fallacious reasoning of
its advocates willbe fearlessly dealt with .

First Number of the NEW SERIES, ready May 26th .

LONDON : JOHN SNOW & CO. , 2, Ivy LANE , PATERNOSTER ROW ;

At Railway Bookstalls and all Booksellers .

Price One Penny. (12 copies , post free , 1s . )

WHY ARE WE PROTESTANTS?

BY

EMILY S. HOLT,

AUTHOR OF A TANGLED WEB ," “ SISTER ROSE ," &o.
66

JOHN F.SHAW& CO.'S New Books ) EYRE &SPOTTISWOOD
E'S

FOR HOME READING ,

A TANGLED WEB.

A Tale of theFifteenth Century. By EMILY S. Holt.

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 5s.

" Not a whit behind any of its popular predecessors." — The Christian.

" Like all Miss Holl's productions, ably written, carefully planned , and

full of deop teaching for old and young . "-Our Own Gazette.

OLDHAM ;
or , BOW BESIDE ALL WATERS . A quiet Story:

By L. E. GUERNSEY, Author of " The Foster Bisters ," &c .

Largo crown 8vo, gilt tops , 6s.

"The suggestions contained in this story are very useful, and the tone

is high andsympathetic with all Christianeffort.” — Literary World .

" A most interesting story . " - Christian .

HER HUSBAND'SHOME ;
or, THE DURLEYS OF LINLEY CASTLE.

By EVELYN EVERETT-GREEN , Author of "His Mother's Book , " & c .

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 5s .

* An excellent book for young women . " - Sunday School Chronicle .

"Can be recommended as a really admirable tale." -Scotsman .

ON THE CLIFF ;
or, ALICK'S NEIGHBOURS. By C. SHAW, Author of " Alick's

Hero , " & c . Large crown 8vo , gilt tops, 88. 60 .

“ It is a most enjoyable story . " - Christian Journal.

A good Sunday book for boys and girls. " -Sunday School Chronicle.

FIVE MINUTES TOO LATE ;
or, LESLIE HARCOURT'S RESOLVE. By EMILY BRODIK, Author

of “ Norman and Elsie,” &c . Large erown 8vo , gilt tops, 3s. 6d .

“Cannot be read a minute too soon ." - Ladies' Pictorial.

“ Full of character, exhibiting high morality, and the godliness out of

which It grows. A comely book for 3s . 60 . " -- Sword and Trowel.

LONDON : J. F. SHAW & CO. , 48, Paternoster Row , E.C.

Price ONE PENNY. 12 Copies, post free, ls.

NATIONAL IDOLATRY,

By ROBERT BROWN,

Author of " Outlines of Prophetic Truth ,” . “ The Hidden Mystery , "
* Babylonianism ,' Jesuitism , " & c .

“ A more valuable little tract , or one more suitable to the present times ,

has seldom come under our notice, and we gladly commend it to the
perusal of our friends." - English Churchman ,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

WORTH THE WINNING .

By EMMA E. HORNBROOK, Author of " Judith the Slavo," & c .

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 8y . 6d .

" Girls will find more than one character worth winning.".
Sunday School Chronicle.

"Worth the reading, and worth the buying. Fresh and pleasing, the

characters real, and the spiritual teaching prominent, though not

obtrusive ." - Our Own Gazette :

SENT TO COVENTRY ;
or, THB BOY3 OF HIGHBEECH. By M. L. RIDLEY, Author of

"The Three Chums, " & c . Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 83. 60 .

“No schoolboy who is fortunate enough to receive a copy will fail to peruse

It with avidity from beginning to end.” — Figaro.

“ A tale for schoolboys, and a most delightful one it is . We are sure

that schoolboys will welcome this tale, and most heartily and unanimously

declare that they never read a better.” — English Churchman .

THE RIVER WAIF;
or, THE LUCK OF GODFREY'S WHARF. By CONSTANCE CROSS,

Author of “ After Twenty Years .” Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 3s. 60 .

“ The book gives a good idea of life among waterside people, and illus

trates the beautiful effects wrought by religious influences."
Liverpool Courier.

“ A tale full of passages of graphic interest." - Sunday School Chronicle.

MARGARET CASSON'S RESOLVE.
A Tale of Victory . By E. C. KENYON, Author of “Hilda ; or, Life's

Discipline." Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 2s. 6d.

“As a present for a girl it would be difficult to fix upon a more suitable

book , ' - Western Mail .

US THREE

By E. A. B. D. Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 28. 60 .

“ A good story for boys, suitable for a Sunday school prize. The way of

salvation is very plainly taught." - Record .

DAVID ELLIOTT.
A Cornish Story. By C. E. IRVINE, Author of " The Sefton Boys. "

Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 2s . 60 .

" Not lacking in stirring and exciting adventure." - Manchester Examiner.

"The tale is a most stirring one, full of adventure and interest, and with

all is blended much religious teaching of atruly spiritual and sound

character. We strongly recommend this capital story .

English Churchman .

THE SECRET OF THE FOREST;
or, A STRANGE INHERITANCE . By E. CHAPMAN.

Small 8vo , cloth extra , ls . 6d .

" A sweet, simple story , full of good teaching." - The Christian .

Recently Published .

A BOOK FOR THE TIMES.

( Cloth extra , ls. 60.)

OLD-FASHIONED TRUTHS for

NEW -FASHIONED TIMES.

By J. C. CROXFORD.

“ We warmly commend the book.” — Word and Work.

LONDON : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO. ,

Or of the Author, Mr. Croxford , Harrold, Bedford , postage free .

And of any Bookseller.

Published Monthly, price ld . Unsectarian,

BIBLE LIGHT

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS.

Word and Work of Jan, 14th says : - " Those in search of bints and good

Bible notes will value this little monthly, throwing, as it does, light on

difficult points in a brief and pithy style calculated to prove exceedingls
helpful to Bible students and Christian workers."

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.

Extra flexible, silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco , kid -lined , elastic band

With full helps. Prices from 20s .

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band. From 48.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

16 , PATERNOSTER -ROW , LONDON ,

LONDON

JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.Q.
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THE « MAY MEETINGS.”

DATE . TIME. SOCIETY , PLACE. CIAIRMAN OR PREACHER .

...

I
l
l
l
l
l

MAY.

Wed. 19
8} a.m.

Archdeacon FARRAR,Band of Hope Union Breakfast Low - r Room , Exeter Hall

19 6 p.m. Band of Hope Union Meeting BAVUEL MORLEY , Esq .ter Hall

19 3 p.m. Reformatory and Refuge Union Meeting Lord ABERDARE , G.C.B.St. James ' Hall

20 Rey , R. F. HORTON .7 p.m. Evangelical Continental Meeting Hampstead Congregational Church
20 7 p.m. Ragged Oburch and Chapel Union Meeting GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq.Lower Room , Exeter Hall
20 7 p.m. Seamen's Christian Friend Sermon Rev. A. G. BROWN.East London Tabernacle, Bow

20 73 p.m. Railway Mission ... Meeting Exeter Hall MILES YACINNES, Esq ,M.P .
20 3 p.m. London Anti -Vivisection Meeting J. F. B. FRITI, Esq .Exeter Hall

20 9 a.m. Lord's Day Observance Breakfast Sir John COODE, C.E.St. James' Hall

Fri. 21 12 p.m. Rev. N. BHERBROOKE .The Religious Tract Society Sermon St. Mary Aldermary , Queen Victoria St.

21 7 p.m. Soc . for suppression of Opium Trade Meeting Sir JOSEPH PEASE, M.P.Devonshire Hotel , Bishopsgate Street

21
7 p.m.

Mr. R. C. MORGANGospel Purity Association Meeting Exeter Hall

Sat. 22 Lord POLWARTH
54 p.m. Dr. Barnardo's Homes ... Meeting Exeter Hall

Bun . 23 11 a.m. Spanish, Portuguese , Mexican C. Aid Sermon St. Stephen's , Walthamstow Rev. H. E. NOYES

Mon. 24 7 p.m. Christian Community .. Meeting Lower Room , Exeter Hall GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq .

Tu . 25
7 p.m. Mariners' Friend Meeting Spencer Place Chapel, Goswell Road WY . MILLER , Esq .

Wed. 26 3 p.m. Spanish , Portuguese, Mexican 0. aii Meeting Willis's Rooms, St. James's Archbishop of DUBLIX.

26 3 p.m. China Inland Mission Meeting GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq .Conference Hall, Mildmay

26 7 p.m. Ohina Inland Mission J. E. MATITESON , Esq .Meeting Conference Hall , Mildmay
26 7 p.m. London City Mission Meeting BTEVENSON BLACKWOOD, E : 1Exeter Hall

Th . 27 8 p.m. East London Evangelization... Sermon Rev. J. W. ATKINSON .Latimer Chapel , Stepney

27 111 a.m.
Thames Church Mission Meeting Princes' Hall Capt. Hon . F. MAUDE, R.N.

Fri , 28 23 p.m. London Aged Christian Meeting Lower Room , Exster Hall R. 0. L. BEVAN , Esq .

Bun , 30 11 &.m. British and Foreign Bible Rev. T. V. TYMMS.Sermon Downs Baptist Chapel, Clapton

30 11 &.m . The Religious Tract Society Sermon Horbury Chapel, Notting Hill Rev. S. G. GREEN, D.D.
Mon. 31 21 p.m. Christian Evidence

Meeting B. MORLEY, Esq.Lower Room , Exeter Hall
JUNE 1

6 p.m.
Sir R. W. CARDEX .One Tun Ragged School Meeting School, Old Pye Street, Westminster

1 6 p.m, Field Lane Ragged School Meeting Holborn Town Hall Bir R. N. FOWLER, Bt ., M.P.
Wed. 2 3 p.m. Zenana Medical College Meeting R. N. CUST, Esq.Council Room , Exeter Hall

Th . 3 11 a.m. Ch . of England Zenana M ssionary , Rev. Dr. R. W. FORREST.Sermon St. James's Church , Paddington

3 11 a.m. Open Air Mission Sermon Portman Chapel . Portman Square Rev, H. W. WEBB-PEPLOE.

3 2 p.m. South American Missionary Sermon St. Margaret's, Westminster... Bishop of DERRY .
Mon. 7 7 pm . Army Scripture Readers '

Meeting Lower Room , Exeter Hall CHAPLAIN -GENERAL .
Tu . 8 noon Indian Female Normal School Confer. Exeter Hall

Sat. 19 3 p.m. London Female Preventiva Meeting Homes, Parson's Green , Fulham
Wed , 23 2 p.m. Stockwell Orphanage Meeting Orphanage . Clapham Road

Deepening of Spiritual Life.-- Conference in Queen's Rooms, Glas .

gow , Saturday, May 22nd, 2.30 to 5.30 p.m.
LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS . Conference on the Second Advent. - Conference Hall, Clapham

Road, S.W. , June 15-17 .
The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists Bt. George's fall , Langham Place. W.-Mr. Shuldham Henry, Sunday

to any part of England, Scotland, and Wales upon due notice. Apply morning, at 11 ; evening, at 7 ; and at Burlington Hall, Savile Row , on

to Hon . Secretary, 21, Burrey Street , Strand , W.C. Wednesday, at 8 .
Y.M.C.A., City, New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall Talbot Tabernacle , Powis Square, W. - Second Advent Testimony, a

Street (late 61, Gracechurch Street ).- Sundays , at 5 p.m. , Bible read series of expository addresses on the Lord's coming, Bund ay mornings
ing ; 7 p.m., young men's Gospel service . Special prayermeeting,Thurs. in May, at 11 , by the pastor, Mr. Frank White.
May 20th , Gospelservice for young men , Friday, 21st May, 6 p.m. , con
ducted by Rev. E. A , Stuart , of Holloway . Next monthly meeting of

workers will beaddressed by Dr. T. J. Barnardo.
REQUEST FOR PRAYER.

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.-May 23rd , at 3.30, Mr. P. 8 .
" Let your requests be made known to God.”Badenoch ; at 7 , Mr. Spencer Walton .

11,125.--Pray for the Holy Spirit's power to descend at every meeting,
Blackheath Conference . - A Convention, having for its object the

and for the salvation of many souls, at special services by Mr. Opie Rodway:
deepening of spiritual life , will be held at Blackheath on the 25th, 26th ,

at Gospel Mission Room , King Street, Gloucester, on the 22nd, 23rd , and
and 27th May, in which the Revs. Dr. Elder Cumming, C. A. Fox, W. 24th May.
B. Figgis, Evan Hopkins, E. W.Moore, W.Webb-Peploe , S. A. Selwyn ,
and Mr. H. F. Bowker will (D.V. ) take part. ( Sce Advt., page vii . )

Children's Special Service Mission.- Mr. Arrowsmith , a ' scar. Donations Received .
borough, in Aug .; at North Berwick, in Sept.; Mr. E. T. M. Dennes, BOCIETY FOR RELIEF OF PERSECUTED JEWS. 41 , Parliament Street, 8.W.
at Gresham Hall, Brixton, May 16th to 20th ; Mr. W. L. Seyler, at Received with thanks, 5s. , from Bournemouth . - E . A. Finn , Secretary.

the Institute, Willesden, May 17th to 21st; Mr. Attenborough, at Up

ton Chapel, Lambeth Road, May 23rd and 30th , at 6.30 ; Mr. J.H.

Greene, at Wellington . May23rd and 28th ; Rev. W. 8. Standen , at CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.
Ripon , May 25th and 26th ; Mr. H. M. Trickett, at Sidcup, May 19th ;
at Norwood , May 28th . May 23rd – Psa . cv. 16–27 May 27th - Pha, cvi . 34–48

The AnnualMeetings willbe heldat Exeter Hall ( Lower Hall ) on 24th-Psa. cv . 28-45 28th-Psa, cvii . 1-16

Tuesday , May 25th, at 3 and 6.30 p.m. The Rev. G. F. Pead , 25th Pra. evi . 1- 18 29th - Ps & , cvii . 17-30
Christ Church , Hampstead, will preside at the afternoon meeting,

26th -Psa . cyi, 19-33
and George Williams, Esq., in theevening.

Youths' Institute, Old Pye Street , Westminster ( * One Tun "

Mission ).– Prayer meeting, every Wednesday from 1 to 1,30. Con

19

A Jewish Patient. - A young Jew in an East Endducted by Mr. J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.30 to 8 .

Evangelistio Mission (Onder the direction of O. Russell Hurditch ). hospital received a flower bunch from a lady visitor ; he was
Kilburn Hall, & ilbarn Gato (notTown Hall).-Mr. W. R. Lane , convalescent, sitting by the fire. The question was put : "Is

Sun., at 7 p.m., and Wed., at 7.30 p.m.
Messiah your King ?Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Dr. NcKilliam, Bun., 7 p.m.; Mr. O. And the answer was brightly returned ,
" I should think He is ! ”V.T. Onslow , Thurs., at 8 .

7 p.m., and Thursday, 8 p.m.
one to his own way, and the Lord hath laid on Him the

Biznold Hall, Bignold Road, Station Road, Forast. Gate.-Mr.

C. V.T. Onslow , Sundays, 7 p.m.;-Dr. Popham, Wed., 8 p.m. iniquity of us all '-was the means by the Holy Spirit's power

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall). Hammersmith of leading him into the light . He said he hoped soon to be

Road , West Kensington . - Sun ., Di. Popham , at 3 p.m. , and Mr. out and working for the Lord .
Ransome Wallis, at 7 p.m.

Hammersmith , Upper Mission Room , 180 , King Street.-
DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequentlyFor the young , on Sunday, at ? p.m .; Dr. Popham, Thursday, 8 p.m.

Mortlake,Rest Mission Hall.-Mr. J. G.Matthews, Sun., 7 b.m. caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles. The Rov. Dr. Orowther, Hul

Zenana and MedicalMission School and come, 53, st . George's House , Ascot, writes : - " I cannot describe the comfort I derive from the

Road, B.W. - Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon, at use of your glasses, both by day and night. I andno pain or weariness

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orobard kindly preside. as I used ' to : and I have taken to reading books I had pat aside as to

Y.W.0.A.- Meetings for business youngladies every Tuesday evening , trying for the eyes on account of the smallners ofthe type." The late Sir

at 9.15 . in the Mall Hall , High Street, Notting Hill . Julius Benedict wrote: - " I have tried the principal opticians in London

Rev. W. Hay Aitken's future engagementsare: -May 20th to Jane 1st, without success, but the spectacles you have adapted suitadmirably ; the ,

St. James, Jersey ; June 6th to 22nd,Bedford Church , Exeter. clearness of your glasses as compare l with others is really surprising,"

House ofRest. 7 & 8, Cambridge Gardens,Kilburn, N.W.- Friday, 21st,
The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon. Canon Worcester Cathedral,

writos : - “ The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire, andmyeyesat 7 p.m. , "The Woman Arrayed with the Bun ” ( Rev. xii. 1-6 ). Tea

at 6. Sun., 23rd , at 3.30 p.m. , " The Interval from Joseph to Moses "
feel strong already. I only regret I did notknowof your exceedingskill

years ago.” — Mr. HENRY LAURANCE, P.8.8 ., Oculist Optician . 1a ,OLD
( Ex , i . ii . ) , by Miss Mason .

BOND STREET, scientifically adaptshis IMPROVED BPBOTAOLB
Deepening of Spiritual Life . - Meeting at Stafford Rooms , Titch

borne street. Edgware Road , Fridays, 3-30 p.m. ; 21st, Rev. E. W. Moore . to assist and strengthen the workast sighte. Damphlmt containing sugº

Great AssemblyHall, Mile End Road.-Mr. Charles Inglis, during Kontions forthe preservation ofsight frem. BRANCHES,8 ,Poultry.

E.C .; 3. Guardian Buildings, Oro 88 Rt..MANCHESTER:
May.

Meetings ofBelievers, Merrion Hall, Dublin , May 31st to June 4th . 5 , Corporation Street, BIRMINGHAM; end 120, Buchanan
St., Glasgow - AITI ,

Dalsto: "HA9%, Tob, Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. 8. E. Angel,Sunday, " All welikesheep have gone astray ,we have turned every
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HARNESS' ELECTROPATHIC
BELT.

B
A
T
T
E
R
Y

PRICE 218.,Post Free.

Thousands of Patients have been successfully treated for RHEUMATISM , LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, GOUT, KIDNEY COMPLAINTS, EPILEPSY,

PARALYSIS, INDIGESTION, CONSTIPATION, GENERAL and LOCAL DEBILITY, FUNCTIONAL DISORDERS, &c.

WILL LAST FOR YEARS.

not

A HARD FACT.

Electricity is

simply something to PALPITATION.

RHEUMATIC GOUT
EPILEPSY.

BRONCHITIS. make the muscles contract and jump. The healing pro
Wonderfully in

" Quite free." - Mr
“ Completely cured A wonderfulchange. perties of Electricity, as exhibited under the Electropathicme. "- Major Paken . - Rev. E. Aubrey, Treatment, are multifarious. It is guaranteed to restore proved ." - Mrs. God . G. Gate, St. Helier

Jersey .

ham, Armagh.

ystuad , Pontypridd. impaired vital energy, toinvigorate the debilitated con- win , Andoversford .

stitution, stimulate the organic action, promote the cir
ASTHMA . PARALYSIS .

culation , assist digestion , and promptly renewthat vital

HYSTERIA . NERVOUS energy , the loss of which is the firstsymptom of decay , " Quite left me." “ Very great bene

“ The Belt has done
fit . "

Mrs.J. Low , Stirling,
Mrs. Sharp,

EXHAUSTION .
wonders." - Mrs. M. A HARD FACT. In favour of Electro

N.B ,
Maidstone.

Oriel, Dowlais. Quite well now .'

J.Deene ,Greenwood pathy published herewith are notwrittento order , or by : CONSTIPATION.
Street, Manchester .

WRITERS' CRAMP.

TUMBAGO.

few personal friends — they are from utter strangers, and
are taken indiscriminately from Thousands of unsolicited Many, many thanks. " A complete cure , '

" It has been an un RHEUMATISM .

reportsreceived , whichmay be seen by anyone interested . - Rev. Jas. Ross, Dun- - Miss E. Hastings,

toldcomfort to me."

vegan , Skye. Eastbourne,

Miss Hudson, Twyford . Found very great A HARD FACT.
You will not recover

relief
your health by run . DYSPEPSIA . SPINALWEAKNESS .

RHEUMATIC FEVER. Chesterfield.

41, Birlington Street, ning up heavy doctors' bills, norby swallowingquack “ A new man . " " Rapid improve
medicines , HARNES 3 ' ELECTROPÄTHIC Henry Spencer , 54, ment." -- Mr.Wm .Wat.

“ I can speak posi. BATTERY BELTBIMPLYCOSTS 216., and will Shireoaks,
Worksop . son , Newspynie, N.B.

tively of its advan .
INDIGESTION .tages.” — Dr. C. Lem .

most assuredly cure you as it has cured thousands of

others,

priere, D.C.L., Senior
CONSUMPTION.

I
SCIATICA.

Fellow, St. John's Col chased one before." A HARD FACT.

Your case is not
" Benefited im Worth fifty pounds

lege , Oxford, Mr. ,
hopeless. Send & mensely, " _ Rev. H.L. -Mr. R. T. Watson

Bicester . postcard for ELEOTROPATHY: or HARNESS' GUIDE Norden , Southampton. Harwich.

GOUT.

TOHEALTH , " which will be forwarded POST FREE, and show

how the WORST CASES of Rheumatism, Lumbago, Sciatica ,

LIVER COMPLAINT,

NEURALGIA. NERVOUS DEBILITY

" Derived the great
Gout, Kidney Complaints, Epilepsy, Paralysis, Indigestion ,

est benefit . " - His
“ Amostcomplete" I have no pain Constipation , Female Complaints, General and Local

Entirely recovered.

Oliver , Esq .,
Majesty the King of now ."-Mr. T.Smith, Debility , and Functional Disorders, may be immediately success.” — M ,A.Lang. -W .

Holland. Hey, Lees .
dale, Esq ., Leacroft.

22 ,

relieved and promptly and permanently cured .
Hylton,

the EminentConsultingMedical Electrician ,has been specially retained by the Com

pany, and may be consulted daily (without charge) on allmatters relating to health

and the application of Curative Electricity. Residents at a distance, and those

unable to avail themselves of a personal consultation , are invited to write fora Private

Advice form , which willbe forwarded Post Free on application to THE MEDICAL BATTERY COMPANY, LIM ., 52, OXFORD STREET, LONDON , W.

On the receipt of PostalOrderor Cheque,value 219.,crossed " London
and County Bank,” and payable to THE MEDICAL BATTERY COMPANY, LIM .,

52,OXFORDSTREET, LONDON ,W., they undertake to forward HARNESS ELECTROPATHIC (BÅTTERY)BE
LT , as described above, for 'either

Lady or Gentleman, Freeby Postto anypartof the United Kingdom . “ ELECTROPATHY : or HARNESS'GUIDE TO HEALTH ,” will be sent Post

Free on applicationto the

C.

MR. C. B.HARNESS,

Medical Battery Company,
Company, Limited , 52, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.

A, CHOPPING,

DERBY RD.,WEST CROYDON, SURREY.

ERECTED BY

Illustrated Designs and Estimates Free .

CHEAPEST FIRM IN THE TRADE .

HABIGONIUMS PADOM AMERICAN

SUGGESTIVE PRAYERS FOR THE

YOUNG AND HELPS FOR

MOTHERS. Crown 8vo, 108 pp.,

limp cloth , 6d .

"This little book is exactly what it professes
to be, and will fill a place of its own in devotional

literature . It is evidently the work of asingu

larly fresh , devout and cultured mind. Mothers

who use it in their children's devotions will be

grateful to the author for such a varied range of
subjects for meditation , intercession , and

prayer ." — Church of Scotland Home and Foreign

Mission Record .

" An admirable little book . The compiler not

only loves the young , but understands their
modes of thought. Pure doctrines are inculcated

in the simplestwords. ” — The Christian .

“As far as such aids can be helpful it is well

adapted for its purpose." - Word and Work .

“ This book goes far to supply a want. It is

written to suggest to mothers, & c .,howthey may

gaide their little ones to real prayer instead of

mere repetition . Hence some of the pages are

devout meditations to prepare the mother to

teach herchildren to pray , rather than prayers

which a child could use ." -- Life and Work .

• Fitted to prove real helps to devoted and

dutiful mothers. The prayers are simple and

Datural expressions ofa chilaitke innocence and

& childlike confidence ." — Weekly Review .

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

Stirling, N.B.

London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO.

ORGANS. W. Pridham and Son , £ 4 48.
Instruments for school and home use . Are mar

vellous for tone and workmanship . 3 stops, £ 5 ;
6 stops, £ 6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of

every description . Pianofortes from £ 15.

Works, 206 , Jubileo Street, London , E.

IRON MISSION ROOMS, &c . ,

erected on the most reasonable terms, by R.

BAUNDERS, 216 , Brecknock Road , London, n .

Estimatesand designs free . 25 years' practical

experience. Also Churches and Schools, & c .

ESTABLISHED 1851.

IRK BECK B A N K.

Southampton Buildings, Obancery Lane.

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand .

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly
balances, when not drawn below £ 100 .

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

charge,the custody of Deeds, Writings, andother

Securitiesand Valuables ; the Collection of Billsof

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons ; and thepur

chase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities.
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full

particulars , post free , on application .

FRANCIS RAVENŠCROFT,Manager.

TheBirkbeckBuilding Society's Annual

Receipts exceed FiveMillions .

TOW TOPURCHASE AHOUSE FOR

TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH, with im

mediate Possessionand no Rent to pay . Apply

attheOffice of the BIRKBECK BUILDING BOCIETY ,

29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

COW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGB PER

MONTH , with immediate possession , either for

Buildingor Gardeningpurposes. Apply at the

Office of theBIRKBECKFREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

as above.

The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars,

on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

FOR SALE LARGE MARQUEE

(nearly new), well made , good canvas andropes,

and improved fittings, with 8 pairs pulley blocks

for hoisting. Will seat 1,000 people can be put

up in 4 sizes).
Apply to T. PAULL ,

Martock, Somerset.

Hº

HOY

FURNITURE.-NORMAN &

STACEY'S HIRE -PURCHABE SYSTEM com .

mends itself to all classes. Deposit not necessary .

It combines real economy on sound commercial

principles, with strictly private arrangements,
without the objectionable tormalities ct

dealers and others . Payments cao extend over

1, 2, or 8 years. The 60wholesale firms embrace

the best manufacturers, who bave large stocks

for selection . Intending purchasers should call

personally , or send for particulars . - Offices, 79 ,

Queen Victoria St., E.O., and 121, Pall Mall , 8.W.

CURE OF DEAFNESS.

SPURGEON'
S

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS

CLOTH 87 . AN

EACH ORIGINAL

EXPOSITION OF

THE BOOK OF PSALMS

PASSMORE+ALABASTER PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS.E.C

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.

Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds.

" DEAF FOR FORIY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED."

Sir ,-My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness "

increases . A man here who has been deaf

Forty years, has had his hearing restored by it.

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch .

1s . 11d . per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps,from

Edwin J. Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury.

T
R
E
A
S
U
R
Y

O
F

* D
A
V
I
D

NOISES IN THE EARS,
Rev. E. J. SILVERTON invites sufferers to serd

for bis work , a book showing the nature of the
disease and the means of cure. Post free 6d .,

with letterof advice if case be stated. Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London . Free oor

sultations daily ,
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SOCIETY FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF THE OPIUM TRADE.

THE ANNUAL MEETING

of Members and Friends will be held in the

Devonshire House Hotel, 12 , Bishopsgate St. Without

On FRIDAY, MAY 21st, 1886 , at Half -past Seven o'clock ,

WHEN

SIR JOSEPH WHITWELL PEASE, BART. , M.P. ,

WILL PRESIDE .

Samuel Smith , Esq., M.P , Mark J. Stewart, Esq . , M.P., H. J. Wilson
Esq ., M.P. , Dr. Balthazar Foster, M.P., W. Bickford Smith, Esq ., M.P.

(Parliamentary duties permitting), hope to be present ; also E. Garnet
Man, Esq ., from Burma, Rev. Timothy Richard , from China, and Rev. E.
W. Syle, D.D., from Japan .

DEEPENING OF SPIRITUAL LIFE .

Convention at the Rink Hall
, Blackheath.

MAY 25th, 26th & 27th , 11 to 1 , 3.30 to 4.30 , 7.30 to 9.

MR. H. F. BOWKER will preside.

Rev. Dr. ELDER CUMMING, Rev. J. B. FIGGIS, Rev. E. W. MOORE,

Rev. C. A. FOX, Rev. EVAN H. HOPKINS, Rev. W. WEBB PEPLOE,

and others will ( D.V.) take part.

Further information will be given by

E. PLELEE.CO.RE.A parkbroek Road, Lee,} Hon. Secs.

THE

Church of England

Scripture Readers' Association.INSTITUTED IN 1844 .

This Society is employing nearly 13) earnest, faithful, and experienced

Readers -most of them in the poorest localities in the Metropolis --who

visit from house to house and room to room , bringing the Word of God to

the poor, the sick , the erring , and the outcast ; they also help generally in

the spiritual work of their respective parishes.

Unless speedy help is received several grants

must be withdrawn for want of Funds.

MARCUS RAINBFORD, Clerical Secretary.

T. MARTIN TILBY, Lay Secretary,

Offices, 56 , Haymarket, S.W.

MR . G. T. CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON

CONSUMPTION

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE(post free ), or Large Edition ( cloth ), 1s . 3a. , from

the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S.E., and Elliot Stock,

62, Paternoster Row, E.C. SALVATION ARMY INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS IN LONDON,

MAY 28th , 29th , 30th, 31st, JUNE 1st , 2nd, 3rd , 4th .

1

THE

SEVENTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM MAY TO AUGUST.

REPRESENTATIVES from INDIA , CEYLON , AUSTRALIA , SOUTH AFRICA

UNITED STATES, CANADA, SWEDEN, FRANCE, AND SWITZERLAND ; 2,600

Officers. FIFTY PUBLIC MEETINGS in Exeter Hall, Clapton Congress

Hall, and the Grecian .

Admission to all Meetings by Ticket . Reserved Seats 1s. to each Meet

ing. Reserved Beat Ticket for the whole series to any or all Public Mett.

inge 7e. 6d.; or three for £1 .

For tickets and full particulars apply to International Headquarters,

101 , Queen Victoria btreet, E.O.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER ,

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENTOASE , NOT PUB.

LISHED BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK ,

FIVE PER CENT. DEBENTURE ISSUE.

The Northern London Estates Company, Limited.

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

ASTHMA and BRONCHITIS - CASE ofMr. BARTIE ,

MONMOUTH.

This patient first writes me in April last year, as follows: - “ Having been

confined to my bed for a long time with what seemed at first a severe cold ,

and afterwards reported by the doctor as a touch of Asthma, and then Bron

chitis, and getting no better, your valuable medicine was recommended

me, by the Rev. M. Robinson, of theIndependent Chapel. I found benefit
from a few doses . I took three family bottles, and am thankful to say I

am about my duties again , though not strong yet . "

I senthim medicine and advice, and prescription to rub his chest , and

other directions. (Up to tbat time he bad gone by the advice contained in

my book only.)

În four months after this he says: - " I have great pleasure in stating

that I am nearly as well now as ever I was in my life .
I trust your

medicine may become widely known .” Also writing me in January of

this year he says :- “ I am speaking of you to every one I know , as having

been themeans of restoringme to perfect health ."

Registered Share Capital £ 80,000 . Established 1876.

Trustees for the Debenture Holders.

The Hon . ARTHUR F. BINNAIRD , 1 , Pall Mall East , 8.W.

Alderman Sir HENRY EDMUND KNIGHT, Stratford Place, W.

A. JULIUS POLLOCK, Esq . , M.D. , 85 , Harley Street, W.

Chairman of Board of Directors.

Alderman Sir ROBERT WALTER CARDEN .

The Company issue Debentures for £50 and upwards, bearing

interest at 5 per cent. per annum , for three, five, or seven years,

payable to bearer, secured upon freehold land and houses at

Bush Hill Park , Enfield , N. The interest is payable half.

yearly. Coupons attached to the Decentares.

For Debenture prospectus ,with full particulars, apply to the

Secretary, Mr. C. F. Elles, 22, Basinghall Street (late 71, Moor.

gate Street),E.C.

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .
NOTE . – Days of Consultation. TUESDAY ,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAYMornings ONLY,

at Coombo Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.

them , to the

NEW STORY FOR THE CHILDREN .

By BRENDA, Author of " Froggy's Little Brother," &c .

FIVE LITTLE PARTRIDGES ;
I

Or, The Pilot's House.

With numerous illustrations by M , IRWIX.

Large crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s . 60.

“ A charmingly.written book for children , by. Brenda,' whose name

alone is a guarantee of the sterling worth of the tale ".- City Press ,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

Five Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets.

12,000smacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing our tables
with fish . These men , who for ustoil throughfurious blast and sleety
storm - who bazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds

pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied - may rightly
claimsome small share in the privileges weso richly enjoy and so bighly
prize .

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PREBENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying o the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoping

love, bringing the pleasure of books towhileawaythe weary hours,attord.

ing relief in case of sickness andinjury ,and cheering and brightening dull

and monotonouslivesby theirpresence and ministry.

“ The Mission Smacksaredoinginthe North Sea agrand work, worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England , and I believe that
the results oftheir effort, great as they are in the presentwill, if only

supported liberally by the public , be of untold value in the futura"
Sir Edward Birkbeck , Bart., M.P.

FUNDS are greatly NBÁDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel

with every fleet.

R.J. MATHER , Diroctor,
181, Queen Victoria Street (next door to BlackfriarsBridge ) , 8.0

London : J, F, SHAW & Co., 48 ; Paternoster Row , E.O.



Word and Work.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON : J. F. SHAW & Co.) [REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD .) [48 , PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

VOL. XII., No. 581. THURSDAY, MAY 27 , 1886. ONE PENNY,

THAMES CHURCH MISSION.

RIFTED CLOUDS ;

CREATION AND ITS RECORDS,

THE LONDON AGED CHRISTIAN SOCIETY.

New Work by Dr. Anderson.

This Day , in Crown 8vo, price 5s.
INSTITUTED 1844 .

HUMAN DESTINY. President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .
By ROBERT ANDERSON , LL.D., Author of " The Gospel and its Chairman
Ministry," & c .

Capt. tho HON . F. MAUDE, R.N.
CONTEYTS.

The Question Stated . “ Eternal Life in Christ . "

• Eternal Hope." Object - To win Souls for Christ.Annibilation .

** Balvator Mundi.” Conditional Immortality, Twenty - three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

“ The Restitution of all Things." The Question Restated . The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they
* The Wider Hope. " The Question Discussed . have been greatly blessed by God .

What is Life ? The Question Answered .
FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos . of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts,&c . , are most necessary ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplainsand Missionaries.
With portrait, & o . Crown 8vo, 68 .

TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

School Room ,Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

Offices, 81 , New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

REV , H. BLOOYER , Secretary .

Or, THE LIFE STORY OF BELLA COOKE.

A SPECIAL MEETINGA Record of Loviogkindness and Tender Mercies. Written by

HERSELF. will (D.V.) be held in the

“This is indeed a wondrous i ecord . " — Word and Work. PRINCE'S HALL, PICCADILLY, on Thursday, May 27th,

“With the sense of a holy awe upon us , as of having been in the presence at 11.30 a.m. , when by request the Rev. HENRY BLOOMER,

of a saint of God, and caught a glimpse of the power and the calm , and the Secretary , will give an Account of Mission Work amongst Sea

holiness and the bush within the veil , we would bring before our readers men , Soldiers, Emigrants, Bargemen, and others, from Putney

the Life Story of Bella Cooke.”- Christian , Bridge to the Nore, illustrated by a series of very excellent

Dissolving Viewg.

Captn. The HON. F. MAUDE, R.N., will preside.

Th's Day in Crown 8vo, price 6s . Admission Free , by Ticket, which may be obtained at the Hall, the Offices,

or of any Agent ofthe Bociety .

A Collection will be taken in aid of the Funds of the society .

ABrief Statement of Christian Belief with reference to Modern Facts

and Ancient Scripture. By B. H. BADEN -POWELL, O.I.E. , F.R.S.E.

For the permanent relief of the decidedly Christian poor of both sexes who have

LONDON : HODDER & STOUGHTON , 27, PATERNOSTER Row .
attained the age of Sixty - five years.

President - R . C. L. BEVAN , Esq.

THE 60th ANNIVERSARY MEETING

CHOICE VOLUMES for SPARE MOMENTS. will (D.V.) be held

(Uniform with the Parchment Library .) On FRIDAY, MAY 28th, 1886 ,

Price One Shilling.
IN EXETER (LOWER ) HALL, STRAND.

The PRESIDENT will take the Chair at 2.80 p.m.

IN THE SHADOW OF HIS HAND. Thoughts for
The following clergymen and gentlemen will takepart in themeeting:

The Rove, Canon Cadman, M.A., H. W.Webb -Peploe, M.A.,

Lonely Hours . By ROSE PORTER. F. A. 0. Lillingston, M.A., J. Gritton , D.D., Maj.Gen. Field , C.B.,

Harry 0. Ntebet, Esq., and other Friends of the Society.

MY MORNING WORD. Counsel and Comfort for Daily
H.W.WEBB -PEPLOE , M.A. Honorary

E, B. LARDLEY, s Secretarles.
Need . ROBERT JOHNSTON , Secretary .

Office : 32 , Sackville Btreet, W.

CROSSES andCROWNS. By H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D,

" Well fitted to be alittle manual to beread day by day ." - Christian Treasury.

BETWEEN -TIMES. By Lady HOPB .

“ Beautiful without and within , a credit to the publisher, an honour to

the writer." - Daily Review . President :-The Right Hon . The Earl of Aberdeen, K.P.

THE GUEST CHAMBER. By Lady HOPE.
The 44th ANNUAL MEETING

" This delightful little book . .. . a good travelling companion.".
The Christian , WILL (D.v.) BE HELD

ON TUESDAY, JUNE 1st, 1886, AT

London : JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row .

HOLBORN TOWN HALL,

Chair to be taken at Half -past Six p.m., by

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE SOCIETY,
Ald . Sir R. N. Fowler, Bart ., M.P., P.G.W.

THE A NNUAL MEETING Supported by the Right Hon .Lord Polwarth , the Right Rov.

will be held in
the Bishop of Gloucester andBristol, the Hon. Thos. Pelham ,

THE LOWER ROOM, EXETER HALL, STRAND, W.C. , Rev. Woodhouse Dearden , M.A., Rev. J. Clifford, D.D. , Rev.

On MONDAY ,MAY31st, 1886 , at 2.30 p.m.
John Kinnings, and other Gentlemen ,

Chairman - The Right Hon . the EARL OFCARNARVON .

Speakers - Right Rev. Bishop Titoomb, D.D., Rev. Principal Oave,B.A., The children of the Industrial Schools will form a Choir, and

Rev. Professor Elmslie, M.A., Rev. J. F. Kitto , M.A., Rov. 0. J. Ridgeway, Sing a Selection of Pieces.

M.A., W. Goorge, Esq ..

C. LLOYD ENGSTROM , M.A., Tickets for the meeting to be obtained ofthe Secretary,

T. T. WATERMAN , B.A ,
Secretaries.

Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT, at the Institution , Vine Street, Clerken .
Offices, 13, Buckingham Street, Strand, W.6. No Tickets required . well, E.O.

WORD ANDWORK will be sent by the publishers Post- free to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Months for 68. Lod.
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COMBE DOWN SCHOOL ,

|Terms for Advertisements

Word and Pork.”

IX

This Paper having a large and increasing cir.

culation amongst Ohristiansof all denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements .

Situations, &c.

VACANT OR WANTED .

Apartments - Houses

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS

The Terms are very moderato , viz.: Mixel

laneousinsmall Type,29.60. for 30 words orless,
and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or

under. A reduction for a series of Bix Insertions

and apwards.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.

Book and Displayed Advertisements charged

according to space occupied. Front Page, and

other special positions, by arrangement .

N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

morning , or at latest by12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sontby Postmust be accom .

panied_by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F.BHAW & Co.

Amounts under 25, 6d . may be sent in Halfpenny
Stamps,

SITUATION Wanted,by ayouth,aged 17,
OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

Educational.
Situations and Ippointments.

A CHRISTIAN , of manyyears'experience

in the City, having three daysperweek on hand,

BATH
seeks engagementas Bookkeeper, Secretary, or
other similar employment. Merchants and

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN. Tradesmen's books kept by time or contract.

Bookkeeping thoroughly understood ; first-class
Principal: MR. W. FRANKLIN references given , and charges very moderate.

(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe Address M., Word and Work Office, 48, Pater
School). noster Row.

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .
YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

Christian teaching and training are combined course of training with a view to the Christian

with an educationto fit boys for business and Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home

professional pursuits. Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

Pupils are prepared for the various University terms, by applying to Rev. J.Renny, F.R.S.L. ,

and competitive examinations. The Principal Christ Church Parsonage, Cheddar. Å stamped

gives personal attention to the grounding of addressed envelope should be sent for reply.

younger boys.
A GENTLEMAN having completed four

Combo Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air.
years' evangelization among the English in

The School residence and premises bave been India, seeks sphere of labour as HomeMissionary

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa or Evangelist. Highest references. Missionary,

tion . care of Housekeeper, 27 , High Street , Hull .

References
REQUIRED , ENGAGEMENT &s

Dr. Baedeker, Weston-super-Mare .
Biblewoman. Dissenter ; single, experienced in

Colonel Barnes, Oommandant, 10th Bengal Mission work. Plays harmonium . Moderate

Lancers.
salary, as only object to win souls . Highest

H. Dyer, Esq. , Malvern . references. R. Adamson , 74 , Pirplico Road,
Dr. Maclean , Bath .

London , 8.w.
J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

H. Groves, Esq., Kendal, GARDENER, single-handed preferred.

G. F. Trench , Esq. , Ardfert, Co. Kerry . Married ; no family . Christian and abstainer.

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap A good practical knowledgeof gardening gene

plication . rally. 14 years' character . Good references. B. ,

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL
Post Office,Brasted, Kent.

SERVANTS'AGENCY, Soho Bazaar. -
WELLINGTON, SHROPSHIRE , Unexceptionable references required . Testimo

nials ofreligious character fully appreciated. Male
Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A. and female servants arein daily attendance from

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL . 11 to 2 on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training the number is very large. Entrances, Bobo

combined with the best educational advantages. Square, and 77 , Oxford Street, London, W.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four GENERAL SERVANT Wanted, about

teen years. A limited number only taken . 16 or 17, to assist with children and housework ;

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms small family ; no washing ; country girl pre

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .
Address Principal . ferred.1 ,McNeil Road ,Vestry Road, 8.E.

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Geo.
in an

office. Three years' good character.
FOSTER as an educator . Knowledge of shorthand. W. S., 33 , Robinson

London /Referee - GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq. , Road , Approach Road, Victoria Park.

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard.
YOUNG PERSON (22) desires situation

swimming taught this term .
KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESBEX.

in any light business. Willing to assist with

housework . K. B. , 48, Liverpool Street,E.C.
SOUTHEND - ON -SEA,

BELLE VUE HOUSE ,
PREPARATORYBOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG Spartments, #r.

LADIES.
LONDON . - INBULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,

Delicate Children receive special attention .

Terms moderate. - C . , Office of Word and Work , 20, 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, wc.

48 , Paternoster Row, London , E.C. Five minutes' walk or ls . cab fare from Euston ,

BRIGHTƠN LADIES' SCHOOL .
St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily
reached froin other stations. Patronised by

Established twenty -five years . Pupils success readers of Word and Work. Tariff on application .

fully prepared for all examinations. The juniors

have a separate department. . Address Principal,
BOURNEMOUTH . - A delightful Home

122 , Marine Parade. for Visitors and invalids at Durley Dean Mansion .
Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

BOARDING SCHOOL forYoung Ladies . Koumiss treatment where desired . Pamphlets

Resident English and Foreign governesses. showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

Visiting masters. Vacancies for two boarders . cases post free for 6d . in stamps. Address

Terms moderate. Principal, Russell House, Secretary .
Maidstone.

HASTINGS.-Sea View House, Marine
GOVERNESS .-Re-engagement wanted by Parade, close to the sea . Well -furnished Apart

young lady, aged 21. Acquirements : English, ments, with good attendance, at very moderato
French , music , drawing, elementary , Germall, (inclusive )," charges. Entrance 35 , George

and Latin , years in lastengagement. Country Street . For terms apply Miss Stevens.

preferred . s., John F. Shaw& Co., 48,Pater |
noster Row , London , E.O. ***

SUMMER HOME for Christian Workers,

&c. , Ballaignes, Jura, Vaudois Line, Lausanne,
ARTIFICIAL TEETH . - Special Notice, Paris . Healthy, pleasant situation. Terms,

-Mr. J. SHIPLEY SLIPPER, R.D.S.(Hon . Dental three to four francs per day . Temperance prin

Surgeon to the school for the Sons of Con ciples. MadameMüller, Ballaigoes, Vaud , Swit

zerland .
gregational Ministers, Caterham ), makes no

charge for consultation, and fits artificial teeth WORTHING HOME OF REST fur

without extracting old teeth or stumps. These
teeth are life - likeinappearance , and can be ad .

Christians. - Every comfort. Terms, one to two

guineas. Lady Superintendent, Rutherford

guaranteed). Every information Pheenilistehinge,Worthing.

from 9 to 7, at 87.High Holborn, London, W.O. HOUSE TO LET . - Eight rooms. Eelect

(facing Chancery Lane). Copies of testimonials neighbourhood . 8, Bouverie Road , Stoke Newing
from ministersand public speakers who bave ton , N. Rept moderate. Easy access from City ,

been successfully fitted , gratis and post free to
For particulars apply to J. G. Vernon, Oxfordreaders of Word and Work on application .
House, College Avenue, Clapton , E.

Mr. J. Shipley Slipper submits the following ,

letter asasample ofmany others daily received.
LEYTONSTONE . — To let, pretty six

( Published by permission .)

Terms of Subscription.

'Word and work '

Is Published every Thursday, Price One Henny.

Orders should be sent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob

tatning copies thus, theycan be had direct from

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the

following rates, Payable in Advance

Post free for 26 Weeks
62 Weeks

£ s , d. £ s . d .

0 3 5

2 Copies 0 6 10

3 0 10 8

012 6

6 0 17 6

( Including Double Numbers.)

The above rates "apply to all Countries

in the Postal Union,the Continent of
Europe, Canada, the United States of

America, Egypt, and theHoly Land,

1 Copy
0 6 10

0 13 8

1 0 6

1 50

1 15 0

.
4

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

Copies of “ WORD AND WORK ” may be

sent weekly from this Office toany address in

the undermentionedForeign countries, for One

Year, on the following terms, paid in advance

To

Africa Jamaica
Bouth Africa

Australia Japan
South America

Brazil New S. Wales Tasmania

China New Zealand
West Indies

( The postage being One Penny each copy.)

£ . d.
£ od.

1 Copy ........... 09 : Copies......... i

& Copies 0 18 014

To

India

.
...... 1 14 0

roomed houseand workshop ; long garden ; tram ,,
61 , Larkhall Lane, Clapham , London , S.W. rail. Rent £24 . Apply 73. Pearson štreet , Kings

DEAR BIR , - It is with true pleasure I bearmy land Road, N.

sincere testimony to the excellency of the set of

teeth prepared for me ; for fit, appearance, and
HIGHBURY NEW PARK . --Unfur

comfortthey surpass any I havehad for thirty nished first floor, over business house ; close to

years. I consider you athorough proficient in tram and rail : large rooms, oneas kitchen ; vene

ihe art of dentistry, and if widely known,you tians ; moderate terms. 126 , Petherton Road.

must ensure a large share of public patronage . "

Yours faithfully ,
APARTMENTS (Furnished ). --Bed , sit

(Signed ) TH08. CHIVERS, Ing-room , for gentlemen or married couple ;

Baptist Minister, terms moderate . 49, Halton Road, Essex Road .

Ceylon

Persia 1Transvaal

(The Postage being Three Halfpence each copy.)

£ s. d .

1 Copy 011 03Copies

2 Copies 1 2 0 1 4 Copies ......
All Subscriptions should be remitted by Cheque

or Postal Order fortheamount payableto the

Publishers.

+

Aden

Zanzibar

£ s . d.

1 130

1 17 6

OFFICE 48, PATERNOBTBR. ROW , 8.0.
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THE ' ONE TUN'RAGGED SCHOOL MISSION ,

ANNUAL MEETING ,

OLD PYE STREET, WESTMINSTER , S.W.,

for the Training of the Infant Children (Boys and Girls) oftheDestitute Classes and fitting them for respectable situations .

FORMERLY THE ONE TUN (THIEVES ') PUBLIC - HOUSE, PERKINS' RENTS.

Late Patron from the commencement in 1857, the EARL OF SHAFTERBURY, K.G.

THE TWENTY -NINTH ANNUAL

On TUESDAY EVENING, JUNE 1st, 1886.

The Chair will be taken punctually ( D.V.) at Half- past six by SIR R. W. CARDEN .

The School Prize will be given to twenty-two young servants, male and female, formerly scholars, with excellent characters. Prizes also for flowers

reared by the School Children in their poor homes. Repetitions of Scripture by classes of boys and girls. Singing by the Infants . Specimensof plain

Needlework, also of Boot-mending and Paper Flowors , by theindustrial classes .

Friends of poor children are earnestly asked for help, as there are not funds in hand to pay the Quarter's expenses.

Donations thankfully acknowledged by Mr.A.J.WOODHOUSE, 1 , Hanover Square, W., Treasurer ; and by Mrs. A. BARKER -HARRISON , 82 , Eaton

Terrace, Eaton Square, s.W. (formerly 78 , Coleshill Street), Hon . Bec.

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary, Miss WEBB , 267, Vauxhall BridgeRoad , London , S.W.

Bankers,Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16, St. James Street,
London , 8.W.

INSTITUTED IN 1844.

Church of England

Scripture Readers' Association
.

MR. G. T. CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON

This Society is employing nearly 130 earnest, faithful, and experienced

Readers -most of them in the poorest localities in the Metropolis - who

visit from house to house and room to room , bringing the Word of God to

the poor, the sick , the erring, and the outcast ; they also help gen erally in

the spiritual work of their respective parishes.

Unless speedy help is received several grants

must be withdrawn for want of Funds.

MARCUSRAINSFORD, Clerical Secretary,

T. MARTIN TILBY, Lay Secretary .

Offices, 56 , Haymarket, S.W.

CONSUMPTION,

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE(post free), or Large Edition (cloth ),18, 3d ., from

the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S.E., and Elliot Stook ,

62, Paternoster Row, E.O.

Five Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Bea trawling fleets.

12,000 smacksmen areengagedall the yearround inproviding our tables

with fish . These men, who for us toll through furious blast and sleety

storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them , to the

pitiless waves , thatmarkets at home may be well supplied - may rightly

claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and so highly

prize.

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

currying to the fishermen the message of Divino mercy and pardoping

Love, bringing the pleasure of books towhile away the weary hours, afford

lag relief in case of sickness and injury, and cheering and brightening dull
and monotonous lives by their presence and ministry.

" The Mission Smacksare doing in the NorthSeaa grand work , worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England; and I believe that
the results of their effort, great as they are in the present will, if only

supported liberally by the public , be of untold value in the future."
Sir Edward Birkbeck, Bart., M.P.

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel

with every fleet.

R.J. MATHER , Director,

181, Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ), E.O

THE

SEVENTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING, FROM MAY TO AUGUST.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF “ WORD AND WORK ”

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER,

Mr. Congrovewill give ONE RECENT CASE ,NOT PUB

LISHEDBEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK ,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK

FIVE PER CENT, DEBENTURE ISSUE,

The Northern London Estates Company, Limited.

Registered Share Capital £ 80,000. Established 1875.

Trustees for the Debenture Holders.

The Hon . ARTHUR F.KINNAIRD , 1 ,PallMall East, 8.W.

Alderman Sir HENRY EDMUND KNIGHT, Stratford Place,W.

A , JULIUS POLLOCK, Esq ., M.D., 85 , Harley Street , W.

Chairman of Board of Directors.

Alderman Bir ROBERT WALTER CARDEN .

The Company issue Debentures for £ 50 and upwards, bearing

interest at 5 per cent. per annum ,for three , five, or seven years,

payableto bearer, secured uponfreehold land and houses at

Bush Hill Park, Enfield , N. The interest is payable half

yearly . Coupons attached to the Debentures.

For Debenture prospectus, with full particulars, apply to the

Secretary, Mr. C. F. Elles, 22, Basinghall Street (late 71, Moor

gate Street), E.C.

Price ONE PENNY. 12 Copies, post free, ls.

NATIONAL IDOLATRY,

CASE of a LITTLE GIRL of MIDDLESBORO '.

Twelve months ago I was consulted by Mrs. BARKER, of Newport Road ,

Middlesboro', Yorks, on behalf of her daughter, then between seven and

eight years old . “ Havingalreadylost my eldestdaughter atthe same

age (she writes), I am veryanxious. " I have great faith that your
medicine will cure my child . "

Notes on the case: - “Family subject to Bronchitis and Consumption .

The little patienthad suffered from repeated bronchial attacks since nino

months old. Sixteen months before I heard of the case she had had in.

flammation of the lungs, and latterly hooping cough, followed by more

severe attacks which confined her to her bed . The cough had become

terribly severe, and the breathing very short .".

I forwarded medicine,with letter ofadvice, at once ; and she continued
with the same, and finally rocovered .

I have received a letter from the father, dated March 15th , 1886, in

which he says : “ When Mrs. Barker first wroao to you we were very

anxious, having lost one daughter in Consumption. Atthistime we heard

of the case ofMrs.R. , the wife of one of our local preachers, who had been
given up by two doctors, who had begun your treatment and had been

iullyrestored . For six months my daughter had been confined indoors.
she took your medicine up to Decemberlast , and all the time has been

gradually recovering. Friends who saw her last March never expected to

see her now . She has been out in the cold weather this Winter, athing

she has never done before . We attribute her recovery to the blessing or
God upon your medicine. - Yours, &c. , J. R. BARKER ,

.

By ROBERT BROWN,

Author of " Outlines of Prophetic Truth ,” ." The Hidden Mystery , ”
" Babylonianism ," " Jesuitism ," &c .

"Amore valuable little tract, or onemore suitable to the present times,

has seldom come under our notice, andwe gladly commend it to the
perasal of our friends." - English Churchman .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTAR Row , E.O.

NOTE . - Days of Consultation. - TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book Arst,
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NORTH-EAST LONDON GOSPEL MISSIONS.

DROOPING LILIES.

A Plea for our Country Holiday Home: Third Year, 1886.

And now I remember 'twas last summer-time

That the story of Amy I read ,
Which told how though poor, afflicted, and lame,

Here the joy of her presence shed .

She sat in the garden the long summer day,

So patient you ne'er heard her sigh ,

But would sing her sweet hymns, or talk of her home,

Away in the heavens on high ,

LE
But Amy is gone, and nomore will she need

Our Holiday Home here to share ;

By the Saviour who blest she has entered her rest,

And knows what it is to be there !

But here standing by is her sister we spy,

Her mother is poor ,and a widow ;
Ada 's round curly head reminds of the dead,

And the gentle form now laid low .

There runs Lizzie , the orphan , poor child , we see

She looks better than when she came ;
While the lily pale faces seem drooping soro

Of the little girls Moore by name.

NELLIE'S SONG .
We learn texts by heart, and choose our own hymns,

Together in prayer we kneel down,

Then gladly we sleep, while the good angels keep,

And true blessings our pathway crown .

But now we must go to the fields and the woods,

Formother will be looking, I know ,
For handfuls of flowers, to tell of the hours

Spent so happily under the brow .

MNIS under the elms, on the crown of the hill,

1 Surrounded by sylvan sheen ,

The Holiday Home of ourMission is found,

Reposing in peace serene.

How unlike our court, and its dreadful rows,

Where the demon Drink reigns king ;

And Poverty weeps o 'er the empty board ,

While Sorrow her dark shadows fling .

But happy the thought, the good angels brought

To the mind of our teachers kind,

To give us a stay, many a bright summer day,

Where we such happiness find.

There is smart little Fred , and his wee brother Ted,
Whose father in hospital lay ;

Their share of these cares they have somehow forgot,

So full of frolic and play.

The crape in the hats of Alice and Jane,

Two sisters, we plainly can see,

Tell the story ofmother, yes, a dear mother gone,

To heaven with Jesus to be .

We view with delight the beautiful sight,

The birds how sweetly they sing ;

While around and above themusicalhum

Ofa thousand wee things on the wing.

Oh, did the kind ladies but know what it is

To live away down in our court,
So far, very far, from the sight and sweet sounds

OfGod's beautiful handiwork,

They would, I am sure, be quick with their help,

To speed the good work on its way,
While the blessing of Him who said “ INASMUCH "

Should be theirs evermore in “ THAT DAY. "

THE HOLIDAY HOME of the North -East London GospelMissions is situated on the summit of Brigadier Hill, about

two miles from Enfield . The house stands in its own grounds of half an acre , and is surrounded by fields and woods. We can

Accommodate about twenty-four at a time. The special feature of our work is, we take the children for a fortnight absolutely

free of any charge whatever, therefore poverty is no barrier. In our Six Schools are about 1, 200 children , Our Six Mission Halls

are situated in some of the poorest neighbourhoods of East London .

The sum of 6s. removes a child for a week from the foul court to the smiling hills , from ponury to plenty . 20s. gives two

children a whole fortnight. £5, ten children & like advantage.

The freehold of the above premises might be purchased for about £1,000.

Your kind assistance would be thankfully received by the Editor, 48 , Paternoster Row , E .O . ; or by yours most respectfully,

WILLIAM CHORLEY, Director, 2, Marquess Grove, Canonbury, N .

Bankers Hon . Auditors

Mesšks, BARCLAŠ, BEYAN, & Co., 54 , Lombard Street, E .O . |Messrs. THEQ, JONES, HILL, & VELLACOTT, 1, Finsbury Circus, E.C.
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DEMOCRATIC DANGERS.

E TOCQUEVILLE , in studying the tendencies

which might at any moment spring from the

HONOUR TO WHOM HONOUR." oppressive despotism of a majority. The loss of

HE Free Church of Scotland has honoured itself liberty is not felt less keenly when we suffer by the

action of a multitude rather than of a monarch. A

by raising to the chair of its supreme court one

minority, goaded to madness by injustice, may, in the

of the most distinguished evangelists of modern times.

Dr. A. N. Somerville, of Glasgow , at an age when

strength of sudden frenzy, shake itself free from

most men would seek relaxation , if not rest, parted had succeeded in controlling it. One of America's early

control, and inflict fatal injuries on those who hitherto

from a loving and beloved congregation that he might statesmen, foreseeing this, said : — “ It is of great im

go forth to preach the Gospel to all the world .
" portance in a republic not only to guard the society

Since, at the call of duty, he went forth as a mes
against the oppression of its rulers, but to guard

senger of peace to all nations, there are few countries

“ one part of the society against the injustice of the

which he has not visited, and in which he has not
“ other part. Justice is the end of government. It

preached the Gospel of grace. Beginning with our
“ is the end of civil society. It ever has been and

vast Indian Empire, and proceeding thereafter to our
ever will be pursued until it be obtained , or until

large colonies in Australia and New Zealand, he has
“ liberty be lost in the pursuit . In a society under

within a few years laboured in Africa, traversed the
" the forms of which the stronger faction can readily

Continent of Europe, and, within the last few months,

" unite and oppress the weaker, anarchy may be as

he visited the historic Seven Churches of Asia with a
"truly said to reign as in a state of nature where the

heart filled with an earnest desire to recall them to

" weaker individual is not secured against the

their first love. Even in old age he brings forth fruit,

"violence of the stronger." So long as all the mem.

and with all the passion of youthful zeal he refuses

to be content with the ordinary tasks which suffice

bers of a community are agreed in accepting as

authoritative a recognised moral code , there is , to the
for other men.

extent of its provisions, a guarantee of rights and

Like his friends the Bonars, he is one of the few

surviving links between the present generation and privileges; but, when it is asserted that there is

the saintly McCheyne. We have enjoyed the privi- nothing sosacred or settled as to be beyond revision

the saintly McCheyne. We have enjoyed the privi- | by a popular vote , the danger of despotic action does

lege of his friendship for many years , and we have
not seem a very distant one.

for morethan a quarter of a century recognised his The Knights of LabourinAmerica and the National

untiring energy and devotion to his Master's work .
League in Ireland are fair illustrations of unconstitu

It is a token for good when a church delights to tional tyranny. The one aspires to control the labour

honour a man so single-minded . And the secret of a
market ; the other to regulate the whole intercourse

church's success is to be found in her possession of and transactions of life . Would the oppression be

men of this stamp. The Free Church of Scotland
less if it were sanctioned by law ? If both these

has never lacked learning, and a pulpit which has associations , instead of being in conflict with lawful

been filled with such men as Chalmers, Guthrie, authority, were entrusted with the full executive power

and Candlish cannot be called weak. She has had of the State, would their action cease to be cruel and

theologians like Cunningham and skilful leaders | unjust ? These are questions which we must face in
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the near future . We are repeatedly told that the will and honesty of the executive. Extend political privileges

of the people is now the supreme law , and we are to the fullest possible extent , and you only lay them

exhorted to have confidence in the intelligence and open to the grossest abuse so long as they are divorced

honesty of the great mass of the population. We from that sense of responsibility which can never

frankly confess our faith in the existence of these exist when a supreme Divine authority is not recog .

virtues is far from robust. For on such a subject as
nised and revered.

this we are rather guided by the Bible than by the
Here also De Tocqueville's sagacity appears

predictions of politicians. Our estimate of human in these two memorable sentences : - “ Religion

nature is,'consequently, not a very flattering one ; and,
“ is much more necessary in the republic

we may venture to add, history, instead of contradict .
" than in the monarchy i . and it is more

ing , confirms it . “ needed in democratic republics than in any

De Tocqueville with wonderful foresight indicated
" others . How is it possible that society should escape

the danger which democracy, whether in Europe or
“ destruction if the moral tie be not strengthened in

in America, must surely confront. He says : “ If ever
" proportion as the political tie is relaxed ? and what

" the free institutions of America are destroyed, that can be done with a people which is its own master

“ event may be attributed to the unlimited authority
“ if it be not submissive to the Divine ? ”

“ of the majority, which may at some future time

On a former occasion, when the franchise was

urge the minorities to desperation, and oblige them extended, it was said, with no less truth than time

" to have recourse to physical force . Aparchy will liness, We must educate our masters. If the present

" then be the result, but it will have been brought tendency to democracy is destined to continue, then,

" about by despotism .” * with all zeal and urgency, we must endeavour to

evangelize the masses ; for if we fail in this duty

chaos is certainly not " in the dim and distant

future , ” but at our very door.

GODLESS DEMOCRACY,

AST week, in the House of Commons, one of the

speakers in the debate on the Irish Bill frankly
STARTLING APPOINTMENTS.

condition which

government intheUnited Kingdom,inhisopinion, Themembers of thepresentGovernmentmayfairly

had already reached . His words were, “ We are a

the best traditions of the past in certain recent appoint

democracy.” Commenting on this statement in its

ments. They sent a Roman Catholic to represent a Pro

usual cynical style , the Saturday Review gives

emphasis to certain facts which it would neither be

testant country in the Empire of India. We should like

wise nor safe to overlook :

to learn what were the thoughts of the subtle-minded

Hindoos when they heard that a Popish pervert was to

" The sentiment of domination, of pugnacity, the Imperial be their Governor -General ? Our policy of concili

sentiment in short, we are again informed over and over again

is an aristocratic sentiment, a sentiment of thedominant ating Asiatics by respecting and confirming their

classes." The democracy doesn't want to dominate, “ doesn't false religions is bad enough,and probably our Indian

care anything aboutthe"Empire? And in not a mercadono fellow-subjectshave learnedto appreciateit at its

do not quote chapter and verse here simply because the just value ; but their astonishment to find a devotee

chapters and verses are too numerous, but any one familiar

with the columns, especially the correspondence .columns, of
of Rome sent to safeguard the interests of a kingdom

Gladstonian papers will admit the fact at once) thelecturers which revolted from Rome some centuries ago is likely

go on to say what the democracy does care for an increase of to have been rather noteworthy,

wages, less work , more political power, the abolition of some

class privileges and dignities, the gratification of some sectarian Not many weeks ago one of the most difficult

grudges,perhaps in a few cases the actual sportula,the dole at problems of the time, and onetoo which without

the expense of some one else. This entire disclaimer of any.

thing but purely selfish motives appears to be made not in any Divide aid is not likely to be easily solved , was handed

cynicalspirit,but in a kind of half-innocent ignorance of what confidently over to an Agnostic. We do not question

it really means. It would seem that some persons have actually

got so far in number-worship that they do not even perceive either the skill or honesty of the Irish Secretary;

what they are saying when they say disgraceful thingsof their

new god."

but it does seem rather bold to form an alliance from

which God is deliberately excluded .

We have no desire todefendany formin which Thedeath of Lord Chichester deprived the Eccle
earthly authority has clothed itself, either in the siastical Commission of one of its most honoured and

present or in the past. We are simply anxious to useful members, and the appointment in his stead of

point out that the exchange of one form for another Lord Halifax , the President of the English Church

gives no security against the selfishness innate in Union , which makes no secret of its longing for some

humanity. Whether power be placed in the hands of kind of junction with Romanism, is nothing less than

one or many, there is no guarantee against its abuse , an insult to the Protestantism of the Established

unless some means are taken to secure the integrity Church. As an indication of the drift of the society

* Do Tocqueville's Democracy in America, vol. i . , p. 317.
over which he presides, we extract the following
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account of a meeting which he addressed , from last

week's English Churchman :

“ I

We are apt, said Lord Halifax, to think our Liturgy better

than the Liturgies of other Churches. But, if so , how is it that

here in England we have failed to reach the poor in rural

districts ? It is true, he added, that “ the clergy tell the people

of Christ's death ; but in how many churohes do they offer it ?” ;

The divisions of Christendom weakened the Churoh's power for

good in the world . “With England opposed to Rome, what a

fearful excuse there is for unbelief ! ” “Can we deny that our

usefulness has been lessened by the Anglican Church's in.

sularity ? " We are impressed , said the lecturer, with the

" Supreme Pontiff” speaking to the whole world, and we are

also impressed, “in a lesser degree," with the Archbishop of

Canterbury addressing the Church of England. In conclusion

he gave expression to his hopes for the future . “ If only one

voice could be heard speaking with authority " to the Church ,

then the “ Church would unite around the Primate of

Christendom .”

The Chairman of the meeting (Mr. J. A. Shaw -Stewart, Vice

President of the English Church Union ), at the close of the

lecture, said : “ We invite discussion on the admirable and

thoughtful paper to which we have just listened ."

The discussion was opened by Rev. Alfred Gurney (Vicar

of St. Barnabas, Pimlico) , who said they had listened that

evening to " & most admirable address." We need , he said, as

English Churchmen, to remind ourselves that we are in danger

of becoming narrow and insular. The peculiar characteristics

of the religion of other nations should be respected by us ' as

much as those of our own .

A Ritualistic priest, whose name was not mentioned , spoke in

praise of the Association for Promoting the Unity of Christen .

dom , of which, he said, many Roman Catholics are members, as

well as English Churchmen . He boldly declared that the whole

body of Churchmen would " rejoice ” to acknowledge the Primaoy

of the Bishop of Rome. Our Church was 'suffering now from

the " loss of an earthly head ," and that was " a very great loss

indeed . "

This extract calls for no comment. Men who, at

this time of day, are anxious for union with the

Church of Rome have already divorced themselves

from Protestantism . To give them influence and

power in the English Church is simply and solely to

endanger its very existence .

The last experiment is one which a few years

ago might have provoked a strong protest, though

apparently, in the present temper of the Scottish

Establishment, it is passed over without notice. Lord

Thurlow has distinguished himself by his endeavours

to break down the sanctity of the Sabbath by legisla

tion . He recently introduced, if we remember

rightly, the Bill for opening Museums and similar

places on the Lord's Day into the House of Lords.

With such a record he is appointed as Lord High

Commissioner to represent Her Majesty in the

General Assembly of the Church of Scotland. When

we remember that hitherto Scotland has borne the

palm in the United Kingdom for devotion to theWeekly

Rest, this appointment has all the appearance of an

insult, though we do not think it so intended. It

would seem as if the rul of this country were

resolved to prove that Government is altogether

outside religious belief of any kind or character.

Thou Didst It.”

BY THEODORE L. CUYLER, D.D. ,

WAS dumb : I opened not my mouth , because Thou

didst it.” David the singer has become David the

silent. The great musician is mute. His harp is hungup ;

the most eloquent of his generation is speechless. Why ? Is

his heart so utterly broken that he is struck dumb ? Over

whelming grief does indeed sometimes seem to paralyze the

tongue, so that the sufferer cannot speak, and congeals the

fount of tears so that the sufferer cannot weep . The most

pathetic picture of grief that I ever saw wasa noble woman ,

who on her marriage-dayheard the terrible tidings that the

man whose hand was to clasp hers had suddenly died while

on his way to their nuptials. Her brown hair blanched with

the shock, and she sat speechless without a tear . We pastors

often encounter the cases of crushing bereavement in which

even the relief of tears is denied. Congested grief is the

worst of all grief.

But the Psalmist's silence was not of that character ; he

has told us why he opened not his mouth . He had been

brought face to face with this tremendous fact, Thou didst it !

An Almighty and All-loving Father had laid His band

heavily on David's back in chastisement, and the Psalmist

lays his own hand upon his lips. “ I'am silenced now ; I

will quiet myself as a child that is weaned of its mother.

God did it. "

Ah, my dear friendswho may bereading these lines to -day

with a smarting heart, it is a gloriousdiscovery which we

make when we discoverGod's hand in an experience of sorrow .

If a fellow -man has wounded us, or wronged us, we may

scold at his stupidity, or vent our indignation at his unkind

ness ; the charity of forgiveness is the utmost grace we can

exercise. But when wecomeup to face our Heavenly Father,

and recognise His great overshadowing hand in the cloud of

sorrow , then there is nothing for us but silence and submis

sion. Questionings will bring no answer ; God keepsHis own

secrets. Murmurings only aggravate the suffering. Rebellion

is - ruin . Push as far as we can , and press as hard as we

may , wecannot force that solid gate of mystery on which is

inscribed “God did it."

Well , then , as we sit and read those words through our

tears, let us try to take in their wonderful instruction and their

precious consolation. Did my All-wise Father do it ? Then

it was no blind stroke of Fate, and no haphazard blunder of

ignorance. He makes no mistakes. Just wherein the wisdom

of God's treatment of me lies I do not comprehend any more

than your little boy comprehends the inside works of the

clock when he looks at its face and reads the figures “ VIII.”

He says, “ It is eight o'clock, and I must be off to school.”

He accepts the fact without going behind the clock - face. So

you and I are to accept the transcendent truth that God

doeth all things well, although He does not admit us into

the mysteries of His providence. Our peevish and rebellious

Whys ? will only chafeand worry our sorehearts, and bring

no answer. Infinitely better is it for us to be still, and know

that He is God.

If He did it , then there was not a shadow of cruelty or a

shred of unkindness in the affliction. This is a precious

discovery ; for we can bear almost any blow more patiently

if we feel sure that pure love held the rod . Love never

wrongs us. Love never tortures us, never deceives us. Love

never inflicts a wantonwound. The same love that " spared

not His own Son , but delivered Him up " for our redemption,

took your son and my daughter out of our clinging grasp ;

and did it too without asking our permission.

“ But I cannot understand how a loying Father could take

my darling away , while other people have a household of

children undisturbed ; ” and another says, " If I had not

been so perfectly happy with my husband, then I should feel

more reconciled ” ; and another says, " This is a strange way

of showing love .” Good friends, this is not the world ,to

unravel mysteries in , or the place to demand explanations.

Up yonder is another world , in whichwe “shall know even

as we are known." This world is God's primary school ;

you and I are the little ignorant scholars. When the All

wise and loving Teacher isspeaking , thedutiful child should

keep still. When He appoints us hard lessons, we should

learn them , even though the tears fall fast upon the page.
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The mightiest, deepest lesson to be learned in this world is

to let God have His way. Your brain and my brain are not

big enough to comprehend all the mysteries of Divine Provi

dence ; but your heart and my heart may trust our gracious,
Christ's Commission .

compassionate Father enough to say, “ Lord, not as I will,

but as Thou wilt ; I open not my mouth because Thou

BY REV. A. N. SOMERVILLE, D.D.

didst it. Extracted from his Opening Address as Moderator of the Free

Church Assembly, on Thursday last (20th ).

If we could push ajar the gatesof life

And standwithin, and all God's workings 800,
F we refer to the record of the four biographers of the

We could interpret all this doubt and strife,

And for each mystery could find a key. three of the historians, but in fourdifferent accounts, as laid

But not to-day . Then be content, poor heart !

upon the disciples unitedly after His resurrection, embodies

God's plans, like lilies pureandwhite, unfold.
this commission .

We must not tear the close-shut leaves apart ;
Matthew gives the Lord's command, spoken in Galilee, in

Time will reveal the calyxes of gold . the well-known words, “ All power' is given unto Mein

And if through patient toil we reach the land
heaven and in earth . Go ye, therefore, and makedisciples of

Where tired feet, with sandals loose, may rest ,
all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and

When we shall clearly see and understand , of the Son , and of the Holy Ghost : teaching them to

I think that we will say, “ God knew the best." observe all things whatsoeverI have commanded you : and,

lo, I am with you alway, even to the end of the world."

Mark reports the Lord's words uttered in Jerusalem , “ Go

" Who Loved Me." ye into all the world, and preach the Gospel to every

creature.”_ Luke relates the Lord's words spoken in Jeru

(Galatians ii. 20. )
salem , “Thus it is written, and thus it behoved Christ to

MHREE little sunbeams, gilding all I see,

suffer, and to rise from the dead the third day : and that

, repentance and remission of sins shouldbe preached in His

Three little leaves, balm for my agony.

name among all nations, beginning at Jerusalem .” John,

who is wont to omit what the other evangelists have men .

" WHO ”
tioned , yet tells us that on the evening of Christ's resurrection

He loved methe Father's only Son ;

He said to the disciples, “ As My Father hath sent Me,

He gave Himself, the precious, spotless One ;

even so send I you." Once more Luke, in the Acts of the

He shed His blood, and thus the work was done !

Apostles, rehearsing the incidents of the famous forty days,

is content with tellingus that immediately before His

" LOVED " ascension Christ said , "Ye shall receive power after that

He loved , not merely pitied ; here I rest --

the Holy Ghost is come upon you : and ye shall be witnesses

SorrowmaycomeI to His heart am pressed ;

unto Me, both in Jerusalem , and in all Judea, and in

What shall I fear when sheltered on His breast ?
Samaria, and unto the uttermost parts of the earth ."

Such is the commission . With our eyes to-day on the

" ME ? " hands of the great clock of time, we perceive that well nigh

Wonder of wonders ! Jesus loved me,

one thousand nine hundred years have glided away since the

A wretch - lost, ruined , sunk in misery ;

commission was given, How, then, stands the case with

the Church of Christ at this late hour of the world's history

He sought me, found me, raised me, set mefree ! as to her execution of her Lord's command ?

My soul the order of the words approve : Christianity's Carly Triumphs.

Christ first - me'last - nothing between but love ;

Lord, keep me always down-- Thyself above /

My limits do not admit of my sketching, even in the

briefest manner, the various influences in the long past

Trusting to Thee - not struggling restlessly, exerted by Christianity, such as its humanizing effects on

So shall Idaily gain the victory ; society, its diffusion of education , itsemancipation and

I, yet not I, but CHRIST— “ Who loved me ! " development of the mental faculties, its endowment of the

slave with manhood, and ultimatelyits severance of his bonds

its elevation of womanhood ,andrescueofthesex from the

A Light in the Darkness.

basest degradation ; its liberation of the soul from gross

superstition ; its communication to mankindof new moral

IN

andreligious ideas , such asthe personality, unity, spirit

the Congo River he says :— “ We had travelled far, and uality,and love ofGod,andthevirtuesofhumility, patience,

were hungry, thirsty,and fatigued. The people at the village forgiveness ofinjuries, brotherlylove, and charity towards

roughly directed us to halt at a distance. We asked for all men ; its lessons asto the hatefulnessofcruelty, the

water, but they would not supply it. Then as twilight drew on sacrednessof human life, the criminality of the gladiator

a woman approached. She bore on her head a bundle of wood, show , andcompassionforthe sick and miserable ; its incul.

and had avessel of milk in her hand. The latter she handed cation of the duties of thefamily, of purity in the relations

to us, without opening her lips, laid down the wood , and of life, and the inviolable obligationof the marriage tie ; its

returned to the village . A second time she approached with a awakening of conscience ; its teaching regarding sin, faith,

cooking vessel on her head, a leg of muttonin one hand and thenature and necessity of repentance, redemption, and the

water in the other. She sat down without a word, pre resurrection of the dead.

pared the fire, and put on the meat. Weasked her again With regard to direct missionary success, I must confine

and again who she was. She remained silent for a time, myself to the illustration of it given us in theearlycenturies.

until a solitary tear stole down her black cheek, as she Itwasa saying of Jesustwice uttered that, if Hisdisciples

replied , “ I love Him whose servants ye are, and surely it is had faith asa grain of mustardseed,theyshould say to this

my duty togive you a cup of cold waterin His name. My mountain, “Bethou removedandcast into thesea, and it

heart is full, therefore I cannot speak the joy I feel to see should bedone." Thosewho heard this sayingmay have

you here.” We then asked her how she managed to keep up haddifficulty in understanding or crediting it. They proba:

the life of God in her soul, when she drew from her bosom an bly did not recollect that it was foretold long before that

old Dutch New Testament, saying, “ This is the fountain “the worm Jacob should thresh the mountains."

whence I drink ; this is the oil which makes my lamp

burn . " Taught in former years to read the Word of God
[After an historical review of the missionary zeal of the

in a missionschool, she was a branch of the True Vine
primitive

Church, and the earlytriumphsof the Gospel,

bearing fruit amid the thorns and thistles of the wilderness ; Dr. Somerville proceeded .]

a lightin the world, like a city set uponfa bill which cannot It is not implied ,inwhat has been said, that allthe

be hid . millions of the ompire were converted to God,

H. W.

or that Chris
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tianity remained all the while uncontaminated with error. After a dreary period of insensibility to the spiritual cons

Alas ! it was far otherwise. Ignorance, violence, and im dition of mankind at large, God was pleased to pour out

morality still prevailed among masses of the people. As for His Spirit on His slumbering people of the Reformed Church

the Church, the pages of the historian show how actively in many lands, and to rouse them gradually to missionary

the poison of error bad diffused itself even from apostolic activity, such as can only be paralleled in apostolic ages. Á

times, and how insidiously human interference with the season of blessing has come, fitted to fill us with thankfulness

beautiful simplicity of Christian institutions was making its and astonishment. The “ mountain" seemsanew to be rock

pernicious way. ing on its base , and preparing to be removed “ to yonder

Still the result was stupendous. I have referred to it place." The brave Moravians one hundred and fifty years

chiefly as affording a specimen of what might be accom ago were among the first to recall attention to our duty to

plished by the Church of Christ, at the present hour, in the heathen , but it was in 1793, the year when French revo

fulfilment of her Master's command . lutionary fury was convulsing Europe, and when the head

Suspension of Missionary Activity . of Louis XVI. was falling under the guillotine, that the

Why did she halt in the prosecution of her splendid | English Carey was raised up, destined to become the father

work ? We do not mean that evangelization ceased. The
of modern missions. I am saved from the task of occupying

mighty impulse to diffuse Christianity given in Galilee and your time in giving even an outline of the career of this

on Olivet did not expend itself for centuries. Church his remarkable man, by the masterly volume, The Life of Dr. Carey,

tory shows that Christianity spread through the British Isles one of the noblest and most inspiring biographies that have

(at that time the uttermost part of the earth ), and thence to issued from the press - rich in material and teeming with in

nearer lands. Though imperfect and deteriorated in many formation -- which has lately been given tothe world by Dr.

cases, it was propagated among Goths, Franks, and Vandals, George Smith, to whose scholarly and Christian pen in this and

with more or less subjugating power, and through the dark
kindred works all the Churches of Christ are to -day indebted .

and distant regions of Europe, as far as Scandinavia, Lap In the case of this great missionary we have an example of

land , and Iceland. In the ninth, tenth, and eleventh whata single labourer in Christ's field may effect. Poor in

centuries it made its way among the Bulgarians, Slavs, and worldly circumstances, without academic culture, with

Russians, as before that time it had alsɔ reached the remote nothing to prompt or 'guide him but the inspired Word of

peoples of Eastern Asia and elsewhere . But when Chris God, without sympathy from churches, in the face of doubt,

tianity, after her fiery trial under Imperial Paganism , was incredulity, and disheartening apathy on the part ofChristian

exalted to honour, and was courtedby Imperial Power ministers andpeople, but with a courage that neverblenched,

when persecution was exchanged for the sunshine of worldly a resolution that nothing could withstand, afaith that never

prosperity - her declension rapidly supervened. Unseemly
Unseemly faltered,and with a humilitywhich made him the lowliest

struggles for superiority among her bishops, priestly assump and loveliest of men , he set his face towards British India,

tions, secularpolicy, the blandishmentsof the world, earthly which then and for long after scowled on all missionary

ease , savage controversies and contentions, the substitution enterprise. There, indebted to a foreign nation for a place

of the outward for the vital and spiritual, the resurrection in which to work, he planted himself down on the burning

of idolatry under a degrading Christian form , the worship of plains of Bengal, andere long cast forth his roots as Lebanon.

images and pictures, the fatuous reverence for the bones of Thirty -four translations of the Holy Scriptures fell from

dead men and women, the hunt for idle relics, and many his pen, twenty-seven mission stations and hundreds of

things besides, took possession of the field . Ignorance and schools were established, a college for the Christian instruc

corruption went hand in hand. Then came Mahometanism
tion of natives was set up. He rose to be one of the most

in the East, and the great Apostasy in the West — two learned of Oriental scholars, was Professor of Bengali and

terrible scourges which departure fromthe faith righteously Sanscritin theGovernment College in Calcutta, and became

brought down. the apostleof Hindostan and of regions beyond . Instead of

Let any one peruse the melancholy pages of honest proving a financial burden to the Church at home, God so

Mosheim , or even of learned butunfriendly Gibbon , and he blessed him and his like-minded coadjutors that they became

will not wonder that the evangelization of mankind fell into princely benefactors to the mission . This was not all.

abeyance. Internecine strifes, interminable dissensions, Carey, by his example, rousedthe entire Christian world to

disfigure the anpals of Church history. By and by, the its duty to the heathen, and he has given an impulse to

shedding of Christian blood, by so -called Christians, set in , missions which we believe will never diedown. One hundred

exceeding in amount all that was ever inflicted by the Pagan and one societies at least have followed in his steps. The

persecutions of the empire. The expansive energies of Bible is now , blessed be God, issuing by the million in

Christ's true disciples were consumed, in their martyr testi three hundred andforty languages. The £ 13 28. 6d. raised

monies tben , as inafter times. At length, amid the gloom
for missions when Carey started has now amounted from all

that overspread Europe, the morning star of the Reforma tributaries on both sides of the Atlantic to the annual sum

tion appeared — the English Wickliffe, with the open Bible
of more than two and a half millions sterling. The ordained

in hand. Nearly two centuries later, but twelvehundred missionaries now in the fields of heathenism and Mohamme

years since Pagan persecution had ceased, God was pleased
danism exceed three thousand one hundred . A multitude

to raiseup simultaneously, in many lands, men likeIsrael's of ladies (two thousand three hundred) have consecrated

judges in the days of old - Luther,Melancthon, Zwingle, their service, so that the total missionaries of all kinds,

Calvin , Knox, Tyndall, and others. 'Onthese wondrous men British , American, and Continental, amountto upwards of

the Spirit of the Lord came down mightily. They roseup five thousand, whilethere are nearly thirty thousand native

irresistibly and delivered the people. Still it was by striking helpers at work. All this since 1793. I connect these results

off the shackles of captive Christianity, by bringing up the
with Carey, not as an individual labourer, but to show how

vital doctrines of the Gospelfrom the dark cellars ofsuper movements set agoing ninety -three years ago have been suc

stition, and by giving the Bible in the mother tongue, rather cessfully carriedout all the world over.

than by widespread evangelization, that these glorious times

were distinguished. Europe was shaken from end to end. [Dr. Somerville proceeded to ſindicate the progress of

The nations of the world have experienced the effects of the
Christianity and modern missions, and continued .]

earthquake ; but the harvest of missionary fruits of the
Bibine Origin of Christianity .

Reformation is only now being reaped , having taken three The demonstration of the Divine origin of Christianity

and a half centuries to ripen.
givenby the progress of the Gospel in the first centuries was

The World's Condition Now.
magnificent, but do the churches considerthe cogency of the

Iam constrained to pass over events, even thoseconnected argument of opposite tendency put into the lips of an un

withthe history of the Church in Scotland, and with my eye believing world by the melancholy halting of Christianity

simply on the evangelization of the world come to our own in later times ? It is admitted that the world is greatly

day, or rather to the century that is now about to close. It more populous than it was in the apostles' days, its increase

is but just, however, that I notice the missionary enthusiasın now amounting to seventy - five millions every ten years. For

of the Jesuit Xavier in the sixteenth century, and the efforts one thing, themerciless scythe of bloody war incessantly

of Jesuit and other Romish missionaries in the extreme East decimating the human race, among ancient nations, kept

in the course of the seventeenth century. down the population, which now , and especially during the

*
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last hundred years, has increased enormously in proportion. mises of God may be regarded as moulds, our prayers shonlil

But over against this we have to consider the extraordinary be like liquid metal poured into them , in dimension corre

facilities now enjoyed , the vast diffusion of intelligence, the sponding with the capacity of the mould, and taking on all

rapidity of movements practicable, the progress of education , the lines, grooves, and figuring of the interior.

the astounding multiplication of Bibles in every tongue, the

millions of Christian publications issuing fromthe press, the We are not to pass by moulds, even of extremely limited

vastly increased number of Christians now in the earth to do capacity, but by all means let us match the great promises of

God's work, and the incontrovertible experience we have had God with great prayers. Doubtless, this is pleasing to God

of the benefits of Christianity. These throw a balance in In what manner God may see fit to fulfil His promises is

favour of the present day that intensifies our responsibility. quite another consideration. But would it not be well could

I speak only for myself, but the impression deepens on me we train ourselves to take up all the countries of the worlu

with years that it is mainly at the Church's door-not our in detail, and make mention of them systematically before

Church alone, but the Church at large - that the account . God ? There are persons who have attempted to do this

ability for the state of things referred to may be said mainly every day of their lives, while others divide the world into

to lie. Not merely may it be asked , why has not the Church portions, and take these up on successive days.

achieved greater triumphs ? but why has she not kept the

ground which, in God's wondrous providence, was given to If this were done on an extensive scale among Christians ,

her ? What has become of those tracts of Northern Africa , blessed issues would ensue.

stretching from Egypt to the gates of Hercules, and famous Let me say that our faith should lay account with a

as a second Palestine, that yielded to the Church of Christ blessing coming to whole regions and kingdoms in response

her greatest fathers - Augustine, Tertullian , Cyprian , to the prayers of even one individual. Moses, when he

Clement, and the unconquerable Athanasius ?' what of prayed for himself to be permitted to cross the Jordan , was

Syria-where flourished apostolic Antioch, the city in which refused ; yet, when he fell down before the Lord on Sinai's

the work of the evangelization of the heathen originated, solitary top ,forty days and forty nights, in intercession for

the country of Justin Martyrand Eusebius, the historian two millions of guilty people, to avert judgment from them ,

What of those memorable lands blessed by the labours of God , as he tells us, hearkened to him.

the two greatest apostles, and where Jesus, when gone to If we find that individuals are employed to change the

glory, had His seven Apocalyptic Churches ? What of the face of continents by exploration or personal effort, why may

scenes of the labours of Chrysoston , the man with golden not individuals equally prevail when they, by prayer, lay

lips ? Nay, what of those lands whose cities rang with the hold of the arm of the Almighty ?

inspired tones of the Cilician tent-maker, now, though The answer to your prayers may come by God's sending

nominally Christian, oppressed with stagnant superstitions ? you as evangelists or settlers to the very lands for which yon

What of Armenia , of Nestorian Ooromiah , and the still have prayed ; or by enabling you to write a volume which

more distant East ? Wherever the responsibility for the may stir the missionary activity of hundreds, or to prepare

present state of the world may lie, the idea of its condition hymns that may be sung in every land and tongue. God

is overwhelming enough to call us back from all our may enable you, by your addresses as ministers, professors,

differences and conflicts. and laymen, to rouse congregations and entire synods to

Do we falteringly say the work is too stupendous for us their duty to the heathen , as well as to call forth the Christian

now to attempt it ; we must wait for the Lord to come Him enthusiasm of young men in our colleges and universities ;

self to do it ? Ah, even so come, Lord Jesus ! May we all be and mothers in Israel , like Hannah, Lois, and Eunice may,

found among those who love His appearing. There is reason through prayer, be the means of sending forth a Carey, a

for keeping the Church's blessed hope more prominently in Henry Martyn, a Duff, a William Burns, å Stanley Smith, or

view ,and , moreover, for wisely remembering and admitting a Studd . I believe that the day will declare that solitary

that Godwill have His own unsearchable ways of fulfilling individuals have simply,by their prayers, prevailed to intro

His purposes. But, meanwhile, let us bear in mind that duce the Gospel into vast and populous dominions.

Christ in giving His charge did not say , “ Wait for Me to
Ancient Prayers.

come and do the work .” The terms of the command to all

His faithful followers are express : “ All power is given to
The ancientJewish Church was not directly evangelistic;

Me : go ye, therefore, and make disciples of all nations ;
yet, like David , who prepared the materials for the temple

and, lo , I am with you alway to the end of the world."
which another was to build, the Jewish Church provided an

immense store of intercessions which became available a

Suggestions as to the Future.
thousandyears afterwards. If you search the book of Psalms

In offeringsomepractical suggestions, I must not be sup
you will find that upwards of forty of them contain prayers

posed to overlook the urgent claims of our countrymen at
for, or referencesto, the spreading of theGospelamong the

home, even of their temporal necessities. But my present
nations. These prayers were answered when the hour for

theme is the foreign field.

the reconciling of the world arrived. The Gentiles can never

1. Soul.-One question I have to put is - Are we really

discharge their obligation to the Jewish Church for its

willing to face the enterprise which Christ sets before us?

prayers in their behalf, in these sacredsongs.

Much depends on what Imay call soul for this object. By during these nineteen hundred years, since our era began;

And now , carrying out a kindredidea,let me say that

that I mean the possession of an overmastering sense of prayers,like metallicconductors, have been continually laid

obligation to fulfil Christ's commission , confidence in the down, along which,in God's good time, answers,likeheaven's

Lord's promised presence in the discharge of it, an invincible electric force, will pass with an energy intensified in propor;

assurance that the preacbing of the Cross is the one instru tion as the answer is delayed. Theseprayers will bringabout

mentality for the conversion of men , reliance on His provi a result of overwhelminggrandeur, when all the countless

dence to open doors of entrance into kingdoms, and, more requests, without exception , which have been formulated

than all , a burning love to Christ Himself, an unfaltering during thepast ages in the cry, “ Thy kingdom come,” will

enthusiasm for the salvation of men , an inflexible determina be answered inthe fulfilment of the promise, “ All vations

tion to persevere, conquer, or die.

2. Prayer. - In regard to the world's evangelization , enough

whom Thou hastmade shall comeand worship before Thee,

O Lord , and shall glorify Thy name,
For Thou art great,

cannot be said of the importance of prayer. The greatest, and doest wondrous things: Thou art God alone” (Psa.

the most responsible, the busiest, and most successful lxxxvi. 9, 10 ).

servants that Christever had divided their functions into

two departments. “ We will give ourselves continually to

Prayer and action .

prayer and to the ministry of the Word .” What would be 3. Action .- But prayer must be associated with action. In

thought of dividing the twelve hours of our day by giving view of the seeminglyinsoluble problem how the multi

six hours to prayer for the Gospel and six to the ministry tudinous populations of the world are tobe reached with the

of the Word ? Had all Christ's servants acted thus, could Gospel,and ourreadiness tofaintat the thought ofthe

any one estimate how mighty the results on the world would impracticability of the effort, I would venture to ask - Was

be to -day ?
the condition of mankind,let ussay, such asit is, atthis

What should be the tenor of our prayers ?
moment, actually present to the eye of Christwhen He gavethe pro
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the imperative commission, “ Go and make disciples of all of their country, and to do their part for the evangelization

nations " ? Or, on the other hand , are we to suppose that of the nations . Such visits, though short, may leave per

the commission was only temporary, and that now, with one manent results, and even awaken the attention of a whole

thousand millions to day still waiting to be evangelized , He province, as happened to Jonah at Nineveh . I may add

would say to us, The business is too weighty, the commission here that it is well to follow apostolic example, not soliciting

is accordingly suspended and no longer in force ? For my pecuniary support from the people to whom the evangelist

part, I cannot bring myself to believe that any change has ministers. These ambassadors may not find access to church

taken place on the commission or on the obligation to fulfil buildings, but in schoolrooms, public balls , even in skating

it. In thatcase I must put myself in the position of those rinks and theatres, or in the open air, they may address

originally addressed by the Lord Jesus, and recognise that crowds of people of all classes , amounting to one, two,nay,

the command is binding on me in common with others to even three thousand , and this , night after night, in the face

lay out my life in the execution of it. This consideration of no little discouragement from authorities, civil, and still

must sustain me in the face of all incredulity, and of the more ecclesiastical. Even Jews will be found flocking to

ridicule that may be launched against me . It may not be hear the stranger in surprising numbers. The evangelist

ours to convert the world , but our Commander's orders are must prudently eschew all controversy in his addresses, and

explicit, to carry the glad tidings to every soul.
avoid the introduction of names and terms that could excite

May it not be that, instead of the commission waning in prejudice, and should confine himself to appeals to the con

its terms, it is only now , when the world teems with one science, and a loving and articulate exhibition of the

thousand fourhundred and forty millions of sinners , that the distinctive truths of the Gospel. So rare is such teaching

four “ Alls ” of Christ's majestic utterance are starting into that in most cases it will prove, even in nominally Christian

their full significance and brilliancy, like the four angular lands, to be like a totally new revelation to the hearers.

stars in the constellation of the Southern Cross ? Those who bave attempted this of late years cannotrefrain

All power is given unto Me. from expressing their astonishment at the avidity and grati

All nations go ye and disciple. tude with which the most heterogeneous audiences listen to

All My commandments teach them to observe. the plainest utterances regarding sin ,repentance ,the love of

All the days till the end of the world I am with you. God, and salvation by the blood of Christ.

[ A practical exposition followed of the duty and privilege

of the Churches of Scotland, the British Churches, and

At the present moment, while so many discouragements

Churches abroad , and the speaker proceeded. ]

seem to abound, on the other hand, nothing is more striking

Direct Evangelization.

to those who have opportunity of knowing what is going

forward than the extraordinary openings that are to be had

How did Paul and his fellow -apostles proceed ? They in foreign lands ; the unexpected flocking of multitudes to

made the great centres of population and influence their listen tothe Gospel when a stranger appears ; the blessing

basis of operation, and in two or three cases their stay was that attends the efforts made by any agency that is seriously

protracted in the same city for lengthened periods. But it in earnest. Even at home the most astonishing things are

is quite evident that a system of rapid evangelization was taking place in many districts at this moment, both within

very generally pursued. They planted Christianity, leaving and outside the Church . Numbers of both sexes and of all

as soon as possible others to water it ; and, without having classes are rising up, not only to give themselves to the Lord ,

it in their power to prepare their instruments maturely, as but anxious to devote their life and service to propagate the

in the future would be the case, they ordained office -bearers Gospel . . . . . God is openingour eyes to see that there are

in every Church, and passed on to new regions. Their plan spiritual goldfields at our very feet. Even material gold for

was to devolveon newly converted souls the task of distri high undertakings is found never to be lacking.

buting the seeds of eternal life in their vicinity, so that in Foes and Flatterers.

this manner the Gospel of Christ was quickly propagated Christianity is exposed to intiuences of opposite character.

from heart to heart, and from district to district. If On the one hand , she has to contend with the unscrupulous

we take Asia Minor, where I have lately been, as denial of all things sacred, even of theelementary truths of

example, the indications of the rapid extension ofChristianity natural religion. She has Atheistic theories - heartless,

and the historical testimony to its diffusion through the remorseless,and senseless—to meet, besides a popular litera

countless cities of its fourteen provinces during the earliest ture, with some so - called leaders of science and advanced

centuries, are astonishing and can only be accounted for in

the manner I have explained. Surely a system so natural,

thought treating disdainfully all that is distinctive in the

saving truths of religion.

and which proved so efficacious in former days, might in our On the other hand, if Christianity be maligned sheis also

time, with a vastly augmented population, be imitated with flattered . I know not whether themalignings or the flatter

advantage ere the century close. Ordained European mis ings are more noxious. Christianity is flattered by the

sionaries might, like Livingstone, be sentout rapidly to genius of painting, by the white marble of sculpture, by the

prospect theground, these to be followed up by a few

labourers of similar kind, who should be more permanent in

incense ofmusic,by the pillaring and vagaries of architecture,

by the hollow homage of sentimental poetry, and by quota.

their efforts, but who would make it a first business to set up tions plucked from her utterances used to garnish oratory

a native agency, and be ever on the watch to push Christian and belles lettres. Men attempt to adorn herwith the gewgaw

enterprise into the interior. of ceremony and of infatuated Ritualism ; they put a thyrsus

evangelists for Foreign Lands.
of flowers in her hand, and beguile themselves with the idea

With the view of promoting world -wide evangelization, that they are doing her honour. How shall Christianity be

might we not superadd to the plans at present followed some rescued from such onslaughts and flatteries ? I believe, more

fresh methods of procedure, and this, too, in other than than by elaborate vindications, apologies, and controversies,

heathen lands ? Experience is showing that, without great Christianity will be best defended and extricated by her

expenditure of means, and even without incurring serious bold advance to take possession of new regions. Her safety

danger to the evangelists, countries may be reached by indi in every respect lies in acting continuously on the aggressive.

vidual messengers, properly authenticated , and with suit It is at her peril to stand still.

able qualifications, going for short periods, where religion is

in the most abject condition, where false systems prevail,
Let us then as one man arise . and ever lovingly

and hideous superstitions hold the souls of men in bondage ;
waiting for our Lord's appearing, at the risk of the world's

where, through the faithfulness of those whose part should
ridicule, not be ashamed tosay that the business immediately

be to declare the saving truths of Christianity, the people are

laid to our hand is to face the heathenism of one thou

groping in ignorance ; and , above all, where the language
sand millions of our fellow-creatures who have never yet

apparently presents an insurmountable and impenetrable
heard the Gospel.

barrier. These visitors may rally, cheer, and invigorate

ministers and missionaries abroad, labouring alone amid dis

Did not Jesus love us, seek us in our misery, and die for

couragement, as well as private Christians living in an
us ? Has His eye ceased to rest on us one day since He

ungenial atmosphere ; they may strengthen all by promoting
went to heaven | And shall His last request fall on unbeliey.

mutual sympathy, prompt them to hopeful effort on behalf ing and reluctant ears ? The Lord forbid .

an
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Dr. Barnardo's Homes.

KN

NOWING something of the unhappy condition in which
many of Dr. Barnardo's children are found, and the cir

cumstances from which they have beenrescued, we were in some

measure able to appreciate the marvellous change indicated in

the appearance of the children who crowded the platform of

Exeter Hall last Saturday evening. We could not detect

amongst the seven hundredand fiftychildren one who did not

seem bright, healthy, and happy. Their open, clear faces,

bright glances, and fresh complexions, and, we must add, sweet

voices, spoke loudly to those who had ears to hear, of the kind

treatment and loving care they enjoy, and the sound sanitary

condition of the various Homes in East London , Ilford, and

elsewhere . Saturday evening though it was, the hall was

crowded, and on the platform were many well-known and

influential leaders in Christian effort. The children, under the

conductorship of Mr. Proudman , sang & varied and interesting

selection of pieces, eacred and secular, and șang them well in

time and tune.

a Christ- like work .

The Right Hon , the Lord PoLWARTH , who presided, main.

tained, in the course of his opening address , that never would

there have been a work like this , or a scene like this, had not

He who was indeed the greatest of philanthropists trod this

earth , had He not given His life a ransom for many, and had

He not committed to those who place their trust in Him that,

they should carry on here below His great and holy work.

With regard to the work of the Homes, the Chairman said that

grandly as these institutions have grown, they are not yet great

enough, as is shown in the fact that of over four thousand

applications made for admission last year noless than nearly
three thousand were necessarily refused. Should it be go ?

Should not the work grow and expand into some measurable

proportion with the need ?

At the same time, remembering those now in the Homes ,

those who have passed through them , and are now doing well in

many lands , he could not but praise God with heartfelt

gratitude for the great and glorious things accomplished.

Where would all these have been ? and what would they have

become but for these grand institutions ? He trusted God

would put it into the heart of His people right liberally to support

this great work.

Director's Statement.

Dr. T. J. BARNARDO, F.R.S.C.E., Director, made & brief

statement in lieu of reading a long report. While regarding

the report as of the utmost importance, he trusted it would be

read carefully by every friend of the children . He proceeded to

give painful illustrations of the darker side of the picture, or of

what these children have been. For example, a short time ago

a woman who had lived for years the life of a tramp came to

the Stepney offices, begging admission for her wretchedchildren ,

who were in the most deplorable, filthy, and abominable condi

tion. They were received, and it was soon discovered that the

little girl (only seven ) had already suffered the foulest wrong &

child could endure. She is now at Ilford village, and the

hideous memory of the past is , it is to be hoped , vanishing ,

never to be recalled. Other and similar instances were given

of the appalling condition of some of the children when first
found .

Something had been said of turning away children on account

of limited accommodation, but no absolutely destitute child

had ever been refused. The 3,000 turned away were not found

in so great need . The absolutely destitute were sifted out, and

every such case was accepted. Various illustrations of this fact

were given by the Director,

Homes and Inmates .

From a summary of the report we learn that there are thirty

different institutions now comprehended under this title. Of

these seventeen have to do directly with the maintenance

and training of destitute or orphan children , The

remainder are either concerned in evangelistic mission work

or in training children not wholly maintained in the “ Homes ."

From 1866 to 31st March, 1886, 7,646 boys and girls have

actually been rescued ; of these 2,302 were admitted during

the year, or were on thebooks on 1st April, 1885. 1,543 boys

and girls are still in the Institutions , while 3,700 other children

received education in whole or in part during the year. Thus,

it will be seen , a total of 6,002 children were in some degree

benefited during the past year.

To meet the widespread distress so deeply felt during the

past exceptionally severe winter the Institutions not on

opened their doors more widely even than is their wont, but

adopted special methods of relief. Nearly 40,000 free hot meals

were given to necessitous children in our Ragged schools during

the winter, and about 2,800 garments of all kinds , including

143 new pairs and 618 second -hand pairs of boots , were given to

children .

The actual number emigrated during the financial year was

420—301 boys and 119 girls. We otherwise placed out in life

at home 237, leaving on March 31st , 1886, 1,397 on the booke.

146 since admitted bring up our total to-day (May 22nd) to

1,543 .

Advances during the Year.

1. Twelve new cottages at the Village Home forGirls at Ilford,

Essex. 2. A Cottage Hospital in the Island of Jersey in con

nection with our Home there. 3. A small Rescue Home for

little girls in such positions of danger as are contemplated by

the Criminal Law Amendment Act. 4. A temporary Conva

lescent Home at Felixstowe, Suffolk . 5. We have begun and

nearly completed our new Babies ' House at Hawkhurst, for 100

infants. 6. We have completed the purchaseof eleven houses

in Bower Street, to be eventually added to the Boys' Home,

Stepney. 7. The Dominion Government haveat length granted

us 960 acres of land in the province of Manitoba. This with

some 2,000 otheracres for which we are now negotiating will

shortly be opened as an Industrial Farm .

Principles and Finances.

The principles upon which admission to the Homes is deter.

mined are as follows . Destitute children are received :-1,

Without any limit as to age. 2. Irrespective of any kind of

physical infirmity. 3. From all denominations or none. 4. At

any hour of the day or night. 5. Without election and without

the intervention ofwealthy patrons.

Thedonations for allpurposesduring the year have amounted

to £ 68,478, which is the highest amount over reached, and

shows an increase over the previous year of £ 8,062.

The whole income was as follows : - £68,478 was received as

donations ; £1,560 was the net result of the annual bazaar; and

£ 810 was earned as grants from the Education Department,

bringing up the gross income from all sources to £ 70,848.

The Children's Plea .

Bishop ALFORD, D.D. , felt that God's good hand was indeed

resting upon these institutions . An appeal had been made for

funds, but no appeal could comewith the overwhelming force of

these bright, happy young faces; children pulled out of the

gutter, and evenjout of worse places, and taught, homed, trained

as these are,form a plea whose urgency no eloquence could

rival. He attached great importance to the omigration work.

Some might think these institutions wanteda lot of money-

well, but they paid well in the end, paid in this life , and paid

gloriously in thenext.

Mr. C. T. RITCHIE, M.P. , maintained that these institutions

are not only a necessary work, but also an effectual work, a

preventive work , and an economical work .

Sir CHARLES WARREN , K.C.M.G., the new Chief Commis

sioner of Police, in warmly insisting on the necessity of the

work, referred to various points, especially the giving of free

meals, the cottage system at Ilford, the reception of absolutely

destitute, and the emigracion branch. He felt that in assisting

these Homes we are not merely doing good , but relieving our

pockets for the future of the burdens of criminals and

paupers ,

Mr. JOSEPH HOWARD, M.P., contrasted the state of things

twenty years ago with what it is now, and that in no small

degree owing to work such as is done so nobly in these institu

tions. He heartily wished “ God -speed ” to this work .

Prize Interlude.

An interesting interlude followed in the form of prizes to young

men and women who with credit to themselves have kept their

situations for over one year. As these comely, respectable,and

modestly dressed girlspassed before the audiencemany must

have felt that here, indeed, was one of the most telling evi

dences of the fruit of this work.

During the collection the Hand Bell Ringers of the Homes

renderedsome music .

Rev. Canon GIRDLESTONE, M.A., expressed his warm and

heartysympathy with the work of the institutions.

Mr. H. ĜRATTAN GUINNESS, as one who had known Dr.

Barnardo's work right along from the beginning, was familiar

with the East End, with thevarious Homes, and with Canada,

had lookedon andlistened to thechildren with the intensest

interest. From poreonal knowledge of over twenty years,he

could speak in the highest terms and fullest confidence of this

grand work,

Weunderstand the collection and promises amounted to about

£ 900 . This, however, will, wetrust, bespeedily and largely

augmented.



"HAVE GOD . " - Mark xi, 22,FAITH IN

This Circular is sent out in commemoration of the Thirty -fourth Anniversary the

Portsmouth & Gosport Seamen's Mission ,

Established May 1st, 1853, by HENRY COOK, Seamen's Friend, Gosport.

DEAR FRIEND, May, 1886.

May I ask your kind perusal of this Appeal.

For 33 years we have continued the above-named Mission . It consists of various and very necessary and useful branches.

One is a Bethel on shore for Seamen and the Poor of Gosport ; a Shelter for Destitute Boys, who are taken in hand and sent off to sea in

our vessels, and kept for the Mission Boat and Steam Launch , which we use for visiting the ships in the Harbour, the Light-Ships at

Spithead , the Forts in the sea, and Ships and Vessels in our Roadsteads. We have also the twoMission or Gospel Ships which we are

led to send torth for the preaching of the Gospel. One is now employed on the French coast,visiting the various ports for the work
among our English seamen , Scandinavians, and other seamen , and is also used by Godly Evangelists of Mr. McAll's Mission and other
servants of the Lord , and very great blessing has been given in this useful branch of the Mission.

Funds are needed for this special work . A CHRISTIAN LADY has very kindly OFFERED 650 for this year's work, ending

December 31st, 1886, providing others will make up the remainder- £ 350. Thissum willkeep the boat going for the preaching of the

Gospel in France, not only to the French people, but to our own countrymen in the various ports of France, for the year ending 1886.

Mr. McAll's Committee, the Wesleyan Brethren , the Reformed Church Ministers of France, and many others have testified

to the great service the boat has rendered in spreading the Truth among the French and other nations ; even our own countrymen

have derived a great benefit.

When the Mystery was given for the French work , I would fain have made over the boat to Mr. McAll's Committee freely,

but this they assured me they could not undertake. Therefore, don't let my friends think that I am doing this to oppose, or interfere

with the work in France -- far be it from me, the Lord knowsmy sincere desire is to do only His bidding. I am led, therefore, to continue

it and send the vesselforthto work in unison with , and tohelp the French brethren hy use of the vessel for the preachingofthe

Gospel in the French work.

Blessed and most cheering results have followed in the past , and I doubt not will, in dependence upon the Lord , for the future,

or one desire is to scatter the word of God—“The entrance of Thy words giveth light, it giveth understanding unto the

simple." Psalms cxix, 130.

It is indeed by Faith in the word of God the ships go forth and for His work . I can only leave this Appeal with our loving

Lord ; who has given the command— “ Go ye therefore and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Sun,

and of the Holy Ghost.” — Matt. xxviii , 19. The whole cost of the two Mission vessels, steam Jaunch , boats, etc. , amount to £ 1,000

annually ; the Annual Report may be had, giving a further account and more largely of the work .

Bibles, Testaments, Gospel Books, Comforters, Cuffs, Bags (8 inches long by 7 inches wide) made of any neat material ; also help

in contributions or donations in cheques, payable to Henry Cook, crossed Messrs. Grant & Co., Bank, Gosport, or may be sent in Postal
Orders, payable to Henry Cook , Gosport.

The Editor of the Word and Work will gladly receive contributions in favour of this Mission.

A very deeply interesting account of the work at Brest and St. Malo, is given in the Report of April, 1886, of Mr. McAll's

Mission, page 30, also in the Word and Work, April 1st , by “ Pearl Fisher,” respecting the work at home.

Many testimonies could be given and deeply interesting letters recorded — but suffice it to say, the work is not mine but the

Lord's who has given His servantsthe command to work for Him while it is called to-day. If the Lord leads you to help just now I shall

indeed be most grateful.

Remaining yours very sincerely,

HENRY COOK,

Seamen's Friend, Gosport .

Garduer, Priuter, Queen Streel, fortsea .

-
-
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Witnesses from the Line.

A

BY PEARL FISHER.

RIGHT learty and enthusiastic company filled the

and Friday morning, for the most part well - built, sturdy men

in the prime of life , full of vigour and nerve , entering into the

proceedings with great zest , and singularly ready with lusty and

hearty responses . Such were the railway delegates who from

all parts of the United Kingdom had mustered for the annual

meeting of the Railway Mission, and were now in more private

conference bearing testimony for mutual helpfulness and cheer

of what the Lord had done in their respective districts .

The importance of personal work is happily becoming more

and more thoroughly recognised in these days ; and in this

mission its usefulness receives very practical illustration . The

grand secret of the whole work is individual and personal effort.

The two thousand six hundred members of the Railway Men's

Christian Association, though by no means all the Christians on

the various lines, may be taken as representing the out-and

out men - the workers. Each member is expected to be

engaged in direct effort for the evangelization of his mates on

the line. Of these members some one hundred and thirty -six

were present as delegates; and in listening to these hearty

fellows , as in plain but vigorous language they gave their

experience, one could not but feel with thankfulness thata real

power is being exercised for righteousness and truth , on the

engine plates, in the brakes, the signal boxes , and porters' room ,

throughout the land .

Stirring Testimonies .

Many of these testimonies were exceedingly interesting and

refreshing. Let me endeavour to present a few extracts just

as I heard them ; that others may be stirred to look with more

interest than heretofore on the railway men , on whose prompti

tude, alertness , and watchful solicitude our safety and comfort

so largely depend in these days of much travelling to and fro.

Here, I may merely remark , by way of hint, that since , a year

or two ago, I was introduced to the Railway Mission , I have

kept a sharp look out for Christian mon on the Metropolitan and

suburban lines , and at many of the stations know and recogniso

a fellow- believer in booking clerk , ticket collector, or porter, or

even in the guard , inspector, or stationmaster.

Bristol and Grimsby.

The first testimony was borne by a delegate from Bristol, who

spoke of good progress in the work , of personal effort to win

souls , of the labours of some Christian ladies who had done

much to cheer and animate the Christians and arouse the care.

less . The branch here is growing, and the Bible classes and

prayer meetings most encouraging.

Grimsby had sent a stalwart fellow , who specially made a

point of the unity of Christian railway men , of different deno .

minations, in the work. “ We are ," he said , “ Methodists,

Baptists, Church, and all sorts , but we work well together, for

we are serving one Lord and Master.” An engine driver from

Manchesterhad recently visited them , and had been the means

of stirring them a bit. As later on I heard Gooderidge (the

engine driver referred to) , I did not wonder at his “ stirring

them a bit."

How a Christian Han Died .

Scotland came next, represented by an inspector from Perth ,

who told how in the North a few Christian employés heard of a

goodwork going on in England ; they wanted some help to start a

mission , but did not know where or who to communicate with

but " by going round by way of heaven ." They made it a matter

of definite prayer, and very soon the answer came . A branch

was commenced, but it was hard to move the unconverted men .

This , however, was brought about by God in this way. One of

the most earnest of the Christian men was run over on the line ,

and, after lying sixteen hours, died. These 1280hours, although

in agonizing pain , the dying man spent in testifying to the men

who carried him to the hospital , to the meäical men and

students , and all who came near bim , of the love of God. What

his words and example in life had failed to do his testimony in

death did ; a door of access was opened , the most riotous and

wicked men began to listen to their Curistian mates, and not a

few were won to Christ, and are now happily serving Him.
Now the work is going on well in Perth .

From Sheffield we next heard, from a delegate who was not a

converted man, when the work began , of a branch of one

hundred and fifty members and of interesting and fruitful camp

meetings every flne Sunday.

A Chief Engineer's Testimony.

Mr. W. MARRIOTT, chief engineer, on the Eastern and Mid:

land, told of work on the line between Lynn, Cromer , and

Yarmouth, and specially at Melton Constable, where Lady

ones .

A Welcome and Farewell.

THE upper room in Spitalfields was crowded last Wednesday

grants , and to Miss Macpherson herself,who had intended to leave

that evening for Canada. It transpired , however, her plans had

been changed, and she remains at home until July. * Mr. and

Mrs. Merry had just arrived from the other side , and with a

noble devotion Mrs. Merry was about to start that evening on

the return voyage, and in charge of about one hundred little

These children filling up one side of the room , clad in their

seafaring costume, and in bright red hoods, lent freshness and

colour and interest to the scene .

Miss MACPHERSON introduced the little ones, and in so doing

spoke in a very touching manner of Gospelling in East London.

The hundred starting that evening were going in charge of

Mrs. Merry, Miss Stock , and Mr. James Macpherson Merry,

while Miss Macpherson remains to gather in another hundred

to start with her for the other side on July 29th .

A gentleman having asked, " Are these children all from the

lowest classes ? " was promptly answered by a lady, who told

of a couple of dear little ones whose parents were miserable

drunkards in the lowest condition , andbut for this lady friend

they must have gone to the workhouse . From this fate they

have been saved, and are now on their way to the land of plenty .

" Those who have no father - hands up ; " about half responded ;

" those who have no mother- hands up ; ” and about two

thirds responded ; while those who had neither father nor

mother were over a half. In this way Miss Macpherson in

terested her friends and illustrated both the reality and the

appalling necessity for such rescue work.

Several very interesting extracts from letters were referred

to, andhave been placed in our hands , but we are absolutely

compelled by pressure to leave them to next week.

Mrs. MERRY earnestly asked for the fellowship of her dear

friends in waiting on the Lord, not only for a safe and pleasant

voyage, but very specially for guidance in placing out the

children - a very responsible task , that Christian and suitable

homes might be selected . His heart had lately been very

full of joy , from the number of lads who had written her,

telling how the Lord had found them .

They had had in Canada a very remarkable number of

applications this season ; many Canadians were discovering the

joy of having these children .

Some had looked in wonder at the very tiny babes getting

sail with the party , but Mrs. Merry gave some account of how

these were loved and motherized on the other side. After

telling how a German lady got a little pet from the Home, Mrs.

Merry remarked that seventeen applications for babes have

come from that one district .

Mr. MERRY spoke briefly of the position of affairs on the

other side.

The children then withdrew , leaving a very evident gap in

the meeting ; but, inasmuch as they were within a fewhours

of starting for Liverpool, it was very necessary they should

have a little rest and refreshment.

Mr. E. S. Dawson, who presided, related the experiences of

a little brother and two sisters, whom he had been the means

of rescuing some years ago, getting under Miss Macpherson's

care, and sending to Canada, where they have done exceed

ingly well .

Miss MACPHERSON , in a few touching words , spoke of what

some ladies are doing, and others might do, as, for example ,

one present, who had travelled a hundred miles to be at this

meeting, bringing with her two cab3 full of children to go with

the party to Canada. Now that the children were out of the

room our sister gave some startling details of the life from

which some of the little ones had been saved-tales of

desertion , neglect, want, and woe , sufficient to thrill every

heart.

Referring to the Home work, Miss Macpherson told how &

gentleman had handed her that evening £ 500 to opena Factory

Girls' Home. These young women, she maintained , must be

dealt with, andvery much grace is wanted to deal with them .

Brethren and sisters, pray for us !

Mr. W. R.LANE gave an address, deducing from the story

of the “ Little Captive Maid in Naaman's Household " several

practical and pointed lessons.

After a season of prayer for the work, and the youthful

voyagers, the proceedings were concluded .

Homes for Working Girls in London.-The Com

pany of Goldsmiths bave given a donation of twenty- five pounds
to these Homes.
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A George Yard "

ON

Sebright and other ladies have greatly helped. As a respon .

sible official he bore testimony to the trustworthiness and Outstation

ralia bility of the Christian guards, drivers , &c . He had prac

ticaliy learned that men with Christianity of the right sort

did their work faithfully and well, greatly to the peace of
The Shirley Hills .

mind of those responsible for the working of the line . IT is a far cry from George Yard, with its crowded and sunless

This, of course , is as it ought to be ; but it is none the less tenements, to the free and open Shirley Hills. Yet any one

interesting to note such testimony as to the actual fact . who spent last Tuesday at the pretty cottages close by Sbirley

a Practical Conference. village would have found himself in familiar George Yard

The Stamford (Lincoln )delegate told of good work ; and in surroundings - George Yard workers, George Yard intensity and

particalar described how the members had been stirred to fresh
carneatness , and, moreover, a George Yard clientèle. The fact is ,

effort by the return of the delegate from last year's annual as before noted in these pages, George Yard,through the kind.

conference of the mission ; thus indicating that these gather ness of Lady Ashburton , has outstations at Shirley , and hither

ings are not mere congratulatory occasions, but productive of
pale , pining, drooping children and adults from the dismal

real good in stimulating to renewed energy and wiser plans. slums of Whitechapol are sent to recruit and rest.

Hastings spoke next, in one who told of beginning in 1883 Two cottages, the “ Mary Baring Nest ” and “Louisa

with three men of patent plodding, and then awaveof blessing .
Ashburton Rest,” have been open some years, but on Tuesday

Nowfrom sixty to one hundred attend the various Bible classes last H.R.H. Princess Mary, the Duchess of Teck, graciously

and Gospel meetings. Mr. Henry Soltau , from Burmah , has opened a third tottage, the “ George, Holland Dovecot," for

been staying at Hastings , and has greatly helped the railway mothers and babies . Her Royal Highness acted no formal and

men , Incidentally showing how the men are reached , this
perfunctory part , but evinced, as is her wont, a thorough and

speaker told of one rough fellow who declared he'd " never practical interestin every detail, examining not only the cottage

come near the mission ." They took him to God in special opened but all the cottages and grounds, chatting with the

prayer, and in a few nights there he was in the meeting telling little inmates, and heartily appreciating the whole work .

how he cameagainst his will, and how God had saved him that On arriving at Shirley we found the village en fête, the

night ; and his life since has proved the truth of his statement.
villagers turned out en masse, and mottoes , flags, and ever

Suburban and Metropolitan Lines .
greens displayed everywhere . Friends from Croydon and

The East Croydon representative had to tell of quiet but
Addiscombe , a large company of well -wishers and friends

steady progress, of a new and larger room being secured, of
from London, as well as a numerous party from George Yard,

several conversions, and ofmany giving up the drink.

swelled the assemblage to one of considerable dimensions and

A brief but glowing testimony came next from Westbourne
varied interest . Gordon Hall , an iron room in which a George

Park, given by one who remarked, the men said he was mad on
Yard work on a small scale is carried on for the villagers, was

religion ; but he told them he “ would be a fool for Christ, and ,
decorated with the Gordon flags, curious triangular, dragor

if he was mad , he would have heaven for an asylum .” Five years blazoned banners, presented to General Gordon by the Emperor

ago ho was a drunkard and blasphemer, and when men scoff at
of China ; the two earlier cottages were full of animation and

him he says, “ You know whatI was ; what's made the change ? "
bustle, tte new cottage was closed, waiting opening by Her

and that silenced them . He believed there are now few
Royal Highness.

stations on the Metropolitan lines where one or two Christian
We had the privilege of a preliminary inspection , and were

men cannot be found.
charmedby the brightness,freshness, andairiness of the interior.

From Southville (Wandsworth Road) came similar testimony, The babies'room was a charming picture with its nine or ten

borne by one who was born to God in the Railway Mission
pretty cots. The cottage is fitted for twelve adults and twelve

Hall,
babies at a time .

New Cross (S.E.R.) was next represented by onewho declared
By and by the Duchess arrived, accompanied by Princess

the Christian men there believe in prayer ; it's the secret of
Victoria and many other ladies and gentlemen , and conducted

their work , and they have right goodprayer meetings. Hon A.
by Lady Ashburton, so closely identified with the work . A brief

F.Kinnaird and Miss Kinnaird have helped much there.
service was held , when

Stratford was represented pro tem . by Gooderidge , the Man.
Mr. GEORGE HOLLAND made the following statement:

chester engine driver, to whom I have already referred, and
The "Mary Baring Nest ” for Poor Children

who has been evangelizing at Stratford . Hetold howthey was opened June 13th , 1883. Our hearts were often touched

began by taking a " haunted house,” how the Lord gave bless. when welooked at the droopingcondition ofour children and

ing to the work, and how a new hall was to be opened the their pallid faces. Prayer went uptoGod for help, andit

following day “ as a refuge for railway men and their families." pleased the Lord to move the heart of Louisa , Lady Ashburton,

Birmingham had sent a delegate, who told how the work who nobly came to the rescue of the dear children with weakly

began with a few men yearning over their comrades. They bodies and failing health. Through the munificence of her

have now an earnest band of workers, and God is doing mar ladyship a beautiful cottage wasbuilt upon herestate at Addis

vellous things. combe, where childrenare sent for a fortnight's change of air,

You See the Change in Me." scene , and food : many precious little lives , we believe, have

The Liverpool representative had to tell of work at eight been and will be saved through this timely aid .

stations. God, he said, is blessing the railway men in a signal Anexceedingly " bitter cry " rises from manya courtand

manner ; we have manywho were known as the worst of cha lane, many an attic and cellar of “ poorer London ! ” It isthe

racters, now preaching Christ and serving God. The keynote cry of sick and starving children pining forthe carefultending,

of success has been prayer and personal effort. For example, fresh air, and nourishing food which they sorely need but cannot

one well-known scoffer was led to the Saviour in answer to bave. One of the saddest sights in the world is that of a

prayer ; soon after he got hold of one who had been his fellow in suffering child . And how is that sadness intensified when the

scoffing, brought him to the meeting, and atthe close was heard innocentsufferer liesona few rags in a stifing garret,deprived

saying, “ Now you know what I was. You see the change, of everything which could bring colour to the pale cheek or

you see what the Lord has done for me, for you know better brightness to the languid eye.

than any man how bad I was, and now He waits to do the
The “ Louisa, Lady Ashburton Rest

same for you .” His straightforward testimony was blessed to
his mate .

was opened June 13th, 1884. The “ Nest ” for children having

Brighton next, and in connection with this delegate's testi.
been found a great blessing, a second cottage was built, for the

reception ofmenandwomenalternately. Many awearyfather
mony it was interesting to note the good influence ofthegeneral

manager, Mr. J. P. Knight, who greatly helps the Christians.
and worn-out motherhave already recruited their health,and

In the few minutes that remained we had multum in parvo,
havereturned to theirhomesblessing God forstrengthofbody

glowing testimonies from Derby, Portsmouth , Shrewsbury,

restored, enablingthem to continue the life-struggle for them ,

Lowestoft, Vauxhall ( Birmingham ), Newton Abbot, South

selves and their children. About one thousand three hundred

Wales, Swansea, Cardiff and Aberdare, &c .

men, women, and children have already received benefit from

I may remark here that ladies in many parts have been the

these Homes.Anythingmore likely to benefit thepoorin

heartiest helpers of the work, and few of the delegates but

every way could not wellbe conceived. Good food ,proper rest,

made reference to one or more ladies to whom these respective
pure air, beautiful flowers, delightfulscenery,andGospel privi

branches owed much, leges.

Such was the Railway Men's Conference, stirring, hearty, and
The “ George Holland Dovecot.”

refreshing. I pray God may greatly bless and prosper the opened this day by H.R.H. Princess Mary, Duchess of Teck,

mission amongst the three hundred and sixty -five thousand

employed on the railways.

has been erectedforthereception ofrespectable married

womenandtheir infants. Here they will becared for and

Those who desire to know more of the work should write to attendedto. There are many inourback streets who are sink.

the Secretary , Mr. D. Spencer, 186, Aldersgate Street, E.O. ing day by day, gradually wasting.
A stay at "the Dove
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The May Anniversaries.

On the

cot " will greatly bonefit these poor creatures; it will prevent

some from drifting into serious illness . This cottage was much

needed,and has been erected for the good of these poor mothers

and their little ones , and for the glory of God ; much precious
Aged Pilgrims' Friend Society.

life will be spared.

The “ Gordon Wall.” ninth annual meeting of this excellent society was held.

Mr. J. E. HAZELTON, Secretary, read the report, from which

was opened in August, 1885. This is an iron building, standing
we gave a brief extract in our last , and to which we may again

in the grounds side by side with the cottages. This too has allude in a future issue .

been erected by her ladyship . Here those staying at the Mr. W. HEATHFIELD presented a satisfactory financial state

Homes meet for hoaringGod's Word , and for worship on Sunday ment.

cvenings; evangelistic services , temperance meetings, a Sunday
Mr. John SCOTT, J. P., who presided , said , in the course ofhis

school, a Band of Hope, & prayer meeting, and a library are opening address, he had paid a visit to the Hornsey Rise Home ,
conducted. At this hall it is intended that an effective work

and he wasverymuch gratified to see such a peaceful retroat

shall be done , that Christ crucified shall be always set before
for the aged , infirm , and helpless . He was pleased to see that

those who attend.

The donkey and wagonette are the gift of “ Shamrock ."
in the latter days of their lives they had sucha resting place,

before they finally went to a happier and better region than
The children of Norwood have subscribed more than twelve

even Hornsey Rise . In this great city daily life wasso varied

hundred pennies, with which they have purchased a donkey that they sometimes saw men one month at the top of the tree ,

and panniers for the use of the little ones staying at the “ Dove
while the next month they needed sympathy or help . Therefore

cot ."
he urged every one whohad a little to spare to give of that

little in order that the society might help a needy brother or
The children will gain force and fire, and freshness and

sister who was in trouble in advancing years . He believed there
roses will replace the pallor of their cheeks ; and the adults , was as much sickness and sorrow occasioned in this great com

the weak and dispirited, the broken in health and bankrupt
mercial city as was to be found in any part of the United

in pocket, will get a lift on life's road .
Kingdom ; and it was only by banding themselves together in a

The sympathy shown, and the practical help afforded, will good cause, and for a good purpose , that they could ameliorate

do something to knit again the bones brokenby mnisfortune, in some measure the pain , and grief , and anxiety of our suffer
and reconsolidate those who by the terrors of life have been

ing fellow - creatures . "Man was made to mourn , and he had a
poured out like water,

great deal to suffer in this life. If it was not for the goodness
Rev. Marcus RAINSFORD warmly expressed his sympathy of God upholding him day afterday, and sustaining him, and

with the movement, and proceeded to give an address to the giving him friends, this life would be a very turmoilto many

unsaved and the saved ; those who have not come to God , and they saw around them . This and kindred institutions did much
those who have come to God.

to mitigate the suffering and the ills of human life. He recom

Lady ASHBURTON, in a few well-chosen words, expressed her
mended the society to the support which they had heard it

intense thankfulness for the interest shown in the work, and needed .

for Her Royal Highness's kindness in opening the Home. She
Pilgrims and Sojourners.

wished herown name to be kept out of the whole thing, that BY DR. H, SINCLAIR PATERSON.

the Homemight be onlyfor the good of the East London people | I FIND in thereportthatthe average ageat whichthe
and the glory ofGod .

The Duchess of Teck then opened the “ Dovecot,” and
eight, while the years of the society are seventy-nine, but

inspected it and all the housesas mentioned above ; the new instead of dying the society grows more vigorous year by year.

inmates just arrived fromWhitechapel were installed, and the
Societies differ from individuals in that years, instead of taking

Royal party drove off amid loud cheers.
from their force, increase their energy ; and I do trust that a

So closed a bright and auspicious occasion ; and it is to be
society having such objects in view as this one will attract

noted the day was specially warm and fine, while the preced more attention and subscriptions from the public year by year.

ing and succeeding days were dreary and wet. This was taken
Some of us have had our minds very much exercised during the

asan answer to prayer. Even as the physical sun shone on the
past year concerning the general questionof givingto thepoor,

opening day of this new branch may the Sun of God's gracious There were manymaking application at that time of special dis

favour andblessing shineon these cottages, and on the grand tress who were suffering fromtheir own recklessness, or idleness,

George Yard Missions in Whitechapel.
or dissipation. They depend on the charity ofthekind-hearted,

PEARL FISHER .
and are not careful tolayup any store against a rainy day, nor

are they anxious to do their best for themselves, dissipating

International Congress of the Salvation Army: from week to week the money they earn , instead of using it to

In a letter of invitation tothis Congress General Booth writes :
make it more useful, and it is an encouragement to thrift

I cordially invite you to unite with us in what will certainly lessness to come to their help even when they are near

be the most important gatherings yet held in connection with
starvation. It is a very urgent question, and one to which we

the Army, commencing at Exeter Hall on Friday evening, will have to give serious attention .

May 28th, and continued in various parts of Londonduring the I remember seeing a man who had several hundreds a year

following week. We here in England, and all who are charged when I knew him before in another city , on the streets of

with the leadership in every other country, are only too pain . London, clad in rags, and evidently starving. I could not

fully conscious of the need of a greatly increased measure of refuse to help him , but the next time I met him hewas intoxi

that Divine power and wisdom which it is the first object of this
cated . I could not help him to poison himself. I knewthat

Congress to seek. Far from living in that condition of self
his intoxication had brought him to that misery, and on a third

satisfaction which many attribute to us, we are often all but occasion I met him downa lane off the Strand eagerly devour

overwhelmed with the sense of our utter insufficiency for these
ing & crust which he had picked up off the street . The man

things, and wehavehastened to take advantage of the special had brought himself to this misery by his own evil deeds. We

opportunity afforded this year for bringing together officers and
cannot but pity him , but his own mother, who wasliving in

soldiers from the Colonies, India, andtheUnited States for another city , would not allow him a penny, because she knewthe

united prayer and counsel. The Army depends upon God. It use he would make of it . What can we do with these cases ?

is only by His power that the three thousand five hundred men
give them over to the political economist with all my heart,

· and women who have given uptheir lives to His service are and ask him to settle the question, and say what is to be done.

able to hold large audiences, and to maintain from day to day But you are dealing with the thrifty, and the diligent,and
in various climes under all gorts of difficulties, sicknesses, and the godly, those who have endeavoured to do their dutyall their
trials, the life of self - sacrifice for the salvation of others . It is

lives through, and followed the Lord Jesus Christ, and instead

not by a set of common opinions, much less by books of rules,
of encouraging any evil habit you are rewarding diligence and

that all these can be kept working together in unity and love devotedness in the past when they have been endeavouring to

forthe one great object; therefore there can be no question of serve the Lord Jesus, when they come to the helplessness ofold

the priceless value to us all of gathering together as many age , and when friends have failed them, and left them almost

of our leading officers as possible to meet with God , and to
alone. Why, it is a privilege. Sometimes we look on giving

reassure one another before Him that all are of one mind and
as a gift, butthe New Testament looks upon it as a grace,

oneheart to glorify Him in seeking the salvation of the whole
“ See thatye abound in this grace also," says the apostle, and

world. We expect to have with us representatives from many I do not knowwhat helps us to grow in other graces so much

parts of the world ; and we trust that the stories of viotory, as growth in this one .

backed up in manycases by the living testimonies of trophies Take the word in your own title, “ The Aged Pilgrims'

won from amongst the people, will beused by God to stir the
Friend Society.”. We are all pilgrims, but there does not

hearts of thousands to devote their lives to the same great appear much of the pilgrim about us. Yet we are pilgrims and

enterprise. sojourners on the earth . Our conduct ought to characterize us
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as such . They are strangers and needing help, but we , so far as

the world is concerned, ought to be strangers too , not seeking

the treasures it stores up, but setting our hearts upon the

things which are above , where Christ sitteth at the right hand

of God . If we keep them they are apt to injure us. The bees in

summer go round about among the flowers, and they dive deep

into the hidden recesses , and take away the honey. There they

go thieving the honey from the flowers, it is said , but they are

really doing the flowers a service . If the honey were left in them

it would ferment and otherwise injure the flowers. I believe

it is a greater means of grace this giving to others thanwe can

yet realize . We cannot show the samekind of hospitality that

they showed in the ancient days, but your society is justa sort

of hospitable society , and there is an advantage in doing these

things collectively . We can, with the care that is exercised by

some who give themselves to this special work , select the best

cases, and then assist them in the best possible way.

Rev. J. R. STAREY, felt that, in caring for the Lord's aged poor,

they were doing very specially that which was near to the

Lord's heart . He rejoiced that that society did not confine

itself to any one denomination , but extended its loving aid to

the members of the one great family in the Lord.

Rev. R. H. LOVELL, in warmly commending the work, said

there were a great many societies of a religious and philan

thropic character , and all of them were good, but this society

might pre-eminently claim to be doing a beautiful work . It

was tho crown of all Christian service to minister to the poor.

It was a grand thing to speak of God to the young, but surely

there was an additional charm in ministering to the aged poor.

He wondered what other religion, than the religion of Jesus

Christ, would think of caring for aged Christian people . He

know enough of the Homes and the general managing of them

to say that those who went there might feel that they had a

Christian Home, and that the evening of their days was made

peaceful, beautiful , and restful. This society ought to be sup

ported in order that one of God's promises might be realized .

Rev. Dr. UNDERHILL, in describing a visit to one of the Aged

Pilgrims' Homes, said : Many of those he saw in that Home

had been well-to-do, but had been brought down through no

fault of their own, such as having had a long illness . Such

people as these needed tenderness and sympathy, and these

they found in the Homes of the society. Their dying pillow

was smoothed and their last years were cheered by the signs of

joy which God's people brought to them , and thus helped them

tobear the last trialand to pass into the home of the blessed.

He could not but feel that this Aged Pilgrims' Home was

really a home which Christian friends might well provide for

the honour and glory of Jesus Christ , the Son of God .

Rovs. John Box and J. Vaughan specially commended the

Asylum funds and the Sustentation fund of the Hornsey Rise

Asylum .

The Monthly Tract Society:

AT
T the annual meeting of this society, held in the Council

Chamber, Exeter Hall, onMonday, 17th,

Mr. GEORGE WILLIAMS presided, and in the course of his

opening address said :-It was a humiliating fact told at the

Church Missionary Society meeting that not more than £ 1,000

a year is subscribed to that society by noblemen and the upper

circles of our aristocracy. Out of £ 230,000 a year, not more

than £ 1,000 a year is subscribed by them . I merely point out

that to show the great necessity, the vital necessity of an agency

of this kind, and I believe it is about the only direct agency,

except, of course , the ministry of the Word, the only evange

lical direct agency which copes with the difficulty. We ought

pray that these silent messengers , these words of truth ,

might be blessed to those to whom they are sent. I am told

that a very large number of noblemen and members of the

upper classes have them month by month as they are issued.

Now we know the power and force of truth . We know that it

enters like a sunbeam . When the sunbeam enters the mind it

drives out the darkness, and the reason that the noblemen of

our land sympathize so little with evangelical truth is that they

are in the darkness. Those who know the light comprehend

the whole thing , and whilst wewould not in any way sit in

judgment, yet those who have had the darkness driven out

know what it was before the light entered, and this enjoying the

light, living in the light , we want them to share .

Now you are scattering these tracts, and it is impossible to

say where a tract is going to do good. I heard of a man at &

theatre who, between the first and second parts, put his hand

into his pockets and found a tract. He took it out and began

to read it, and the first two or three sentences went right home

to his heart ; he rose and took his hat and left the theatre, gave

his heart to God , and has been a servant of Christ ever since .

I could tell you of names to-day of individuals I know for the last

twenty -five years who have been prominentin the propagation

of the Gospel in our midst, and upholders of everything

that is good, who were won to Christ by traots . Therefore I say,

go on scattering the good seed . “ He that goeth forth and

weepeth , bearing precious seed (and the Word of God is the

seed ), shall doubtless come again rejoicing, bringing his sheaves

with him ."

Sir R. N. FOWLER, Bart., M.P., said : Among the large

number of institutionswho hold their annual meetings at this

time of the year, I think this is one which has a very particular

claim upon the support of the Christian public. I hope that

the Monthly Tract Society will be well supported.

I have very great pleasure in expressing the satisfaction I

have in being here , my sense of the great importance of this

society, the great importance of tractsas one means of ovan.

gelistic work, in connection with all the different missions, home

and foreign , by wbich we try to spread the Gospel, and

especially the great importance of this society, which, as has

been said , reaches a class which is not reached by any other

means excepting the preaching of the Word .

Rev. W. BURNETsaid the object of this society is to reach the

upper and the middle classes-especially the upper - to evan.

gelize them in a quiet , unobtrusive , inoffensive manner ; and I

must say that this stamps the work of the society, not to speak

of its other branches, with very great importance . For forty.

seven years it has been seeking to publish in order to put into

circulation a very large number of publications, all more or

less calculated to bring Christian truth and the greatessentials

of the Gospel before intelligent and cultivated minds . I pre

sume that we should find persons who differ very much from

us outside this room, possibly we should hear it said even by

Christian people that really there is not much scope for such &

work as this , that we live in an age when there is a wide diffu.

sion of Christian literature and theological works, and when

men are reading the Bible and discussing it-all this, it will be

said, renders these tracts superfluous. It appears to me that

the very contrary is the conclusion to which we shall be drawn,

that the more wide the diffusion of Christian literature, the

more necessary it is to have some such agency as this at

work .

Rev. BURMAN Cassin, in the course of his address, asked,

What is the necessity for this Monthly Tract Society ? The

answer is simple enough . The lines upon which this society

works are altogether different from the lines upon which other

societies work . There are those who give large grants of tracts

for distribution , and sell literature for distribution, but dis

tribute nothing themselves to individuals. Now, this society

picks out individuals, specially of the upper classes, and sends

to them suitable evangelical tracts, and it is impossible to

exaggerate the importance of such & monthly messenger. It

would be impossible to conceive of any agency to which you

could with greater propriety give yourmoney :
I find that the

simple Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ is attractive even

with the upper classes, and hence it is that I so like the work

of this society.

Addresses followed by Mr. J. G. Alexander , Revs. W. Frith,

and G.D. Hooper,who stated thatthesociety had passed

through a critical period, but now in the person of Mr. Mac

kenzie , as Secretary, it has the right man in the right place.

Mr. JOHN STABB remarked : It has been said by our friend

Mr. Mackenzie (whom I am delighted to know as ourSecretary

thatIhadtodo with most of our Exhibitions, and it is true I

was travelling from Munich to Vienna to the Exhibition there.

My friend Mr. Alexander, formerly of the Bible Stand, and now

in Constantinople, was with me, havingtodo with therailway;

On the other side of the carriage was & Tyrolese ,

magnificent physique. I gave him the Gospel of John, and

asked him to accept it . He looked at it, his face lighted up,

and he said, “ Oh ! sir, I have heard of this book, but never

sawit before. I thank youfrom myheartfor giving me this;

I will never part with it. God bless you . " Now there are

thousands and tens ofthousands of human beings on the Con

tinentwho,like thatman , have heard ofthe Gospel distantly,

but have never seen it as set forthinGod's Word ; it is for these

we wonld wish especially to labour.

The Theatrical Mission .

HE annual meetings ofthis mission were held on Tuesday

In theafternoon was held themoreformalbusinessmeeting,

whenthereport was presentedand addresses given byLord

Robert Montagu, Archdeacon Richardson, Rev. Dr. Whitto

more, and others.We were unable to be present at this

meeting, owing to our engagement, elsewhere described,on the

Shirley Hills.

In the evening, however,we had the pleasure of joining the

company assembled in the Institute.

Mt.S. B. POWER, the Chairman , gavean interesting account

of the work amongstthe boys carriedonintheball and

gymnasiumsituatein the lower part of the building, and

& man of

to
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The meeting was addressed by Rev , J. Gosset Tanner ; Mrs.

Hanford, whohas resided for several years in the Lebanon,and

who gave a most interesting account of educational work at

Suk el Ghurb ,near Beyrout; Revs. W. Burton Alexander, H.

Simon , W. Wingate , and Dr. Wickson .

All bore most favourable witness to the perseverance, Ad

tivity, and spirituality of the American missionaries.

The recent and lamented death of Dr. JohnHogg. to whose

efforts the success of the magnificent mission in Egypt may be

largely attributed , was adverted to interms of deep regret by

more than one speaker as well as in the report.

The Evangelical Alliance .

A of theAlliance prove last Tuesday, being hold , as usual,

in the grounds of the Regent's Park College.

Sir R. N. FOWLER, Bart., M.P. , took the chair in place of

Lord Polwarth, who was unable to be present, and in opening

very briefly reviewed the present critical position of affairs,

political and religious.

Rev. H. W. WEBB-PEPLOE, M.A. , gave an address on “ God's

Threefold Creation . " After reading Psa. civ. , which he re

garded as “ The Ode of Creation ,” he dwelt on the basis of

evangelical union - love, which is cultivated by a realization of

the love of God in all His manifold works, whether in therealm

of nature or of grace. The Meditation of God as the God of

love , in place of too constant solicitude about our own personal

state, would render us happy and useful to others. Selfish

isolation was best avoided both by ceasing to regard ourselves

too much as units, and also by seeking to be unified, i.e., made

one in Christ Jesus , and working for the good of the whole

body of Christianity. Mr. Peploe proceeded to unfold his sub

ject, and drew some striking and suggestive distinctions. In

the first creation recorded in Genesis we behold God's good

ness ; in the final re-creation in the Revelation is revealed

God's glory ; but in the new creation of souls in the present

and intermediate dispensation we have revealed God's grace.

Inthe first creation the material, not the spiritual, side was

chiefly discernible ; in the present, or new , creation the change

is entirely spiritual; while in the future ro -creation and

regenerationof all things the glory of the material and the

spiritual will be again harmoniously united, only the former

will be subservient to the latter . The blessedness of such full

contemplation of God's character of goodness, grace, and glory

was the speaker's closing thought. On all hands men's hearts

were failing them , in the nation or in the Church , and the real

remedy was an unfailing trust in the riches of God's goodness

and wisdom , grace and glory.

An address followed , by Rev. J.J.Varnier, on Gospel work

at Messina, Dr. Philip Schaff delivered friendly greetings

from the American Evangelical Alliance, and the proceedings

terminated.

Seamen's Christian Friend Society.

LTHOUGH held far east, in the Seamen's Chapel, St.

A

among the

enteringby a separate and distinct door from that used by the

girls and young women .

Mr. COURTHOPE TODD , Director of the mission, followed

with stories of the work , dealing specially with the children

the " pantomime waifs," and the regular professionals ," and

the young women . The work in « The Nest

children in " Thanksgiving Room ," amongst actresses, and in

" the Hive " amongst those who had abandoned the profession

for conscience sake was fully described, and stirring instances

of conversion were given. The further development in the

opening of the cubicles " onthe upper story was also men.

tioned, and it was made plain how God had led to this opening.

On behalf of girls in oiroumstances of great danger itis very

important these should be ready, for instance ; any who desire

to co -operate may, at the cost of £ 5 , furnish and name &

" oubicle " for such exigency.

One very important pranch is the sick fund. Exposed as

these young peopleareto excitement and late hours, there is

muchsickness, and seldom any reserve to fall back upon. At

such a time the message of God's mercy is brought very near

by the sick visitor ; but those who know the practical power of

Christian love and ministering need notbe remindedthat if the

visitor is enabled by the liberality of friends to aid the sick

one in her time of need additional force is given to the message

of meroy .

By way of illustration we give the words of two young

women :

A talented girl,disgusted with her past theatrical life , writes :

" Yesterday I felt Jesus so nearme all day,different from what

I have ever felt before ; but in the evening I got a letter asking

me to go out to dinner and to the theatre, and to -day I am

again as worldly as ever. How I wish I was spending all my

life working for God, and then I should not have thiseverlast

ing duel.”

That the heart is often sad beneath the smiling face and

graceful movements of a ballet dancer these words only tell

too truly .

" I do not earn enough to keep my strength up, and I am

nearly broken -hearted,for I have no friends to help me , and

the father of my child has fled , and I cannot find out where he

is. I saw an advertisement of a lady who wanted to adopt a

baby boy. I thought of my child's comfort, but after a hard

struggle felt I could not give him up."

It transpired that in order to complete the new Institute and

maintain the work in thoroughgoing efficienoy about £ 3,000 are

Wanted before September.

Addresses followed, warmly commending the work , by Rev.

John Kennedy and Mr. T. Paul.

Turkish Missions Aid Society .

JHE annualmeeting of this society was held on the 18th

avoidable absence of the Earl of Aberdeen , R. N. Cust, Esq. ,

occupied the chair. He emphasized the special claimwhich

the Bible lands have upon evangelical Christians. They were

the very lands evangelized by Paul and Barnabas, and other

apostolic preachers, the very lands from which the Gospel after.

wards came to us ; and, if Protestant missionaries do not take

possession of them , French Roman Catholics will.

TheAmerican missionaries, to whom by mutual agreement

this district has been allotted, besides deserving unlimited

praise for their own efficiency, have this advantage, that

political motives cannot be attributed to them. England,

Germany, and France are believed to be always ready to annex

parts of the Turkish Empire, butno one ever supposes America

to have any such designs. The Chairman concluded by saying

the Turkish Missions Aid Society formed a bond of union

between England and America, and was peculiarly useful in

that respect duringtheCivil War in the United States.

A telegram from Dr. McEwan was read, expressing regret at

his enforced absence , and, after the meeting, a similar one was

received from Lord Aberdeen.

The Secretary then read the report. After referring to the

death of Lord Shaftesbury, and the appointment of Lord

Aberdeen as President in his room , attention was directed to

the Divine selection of Palestine as the theatre of God's revela

tion of truth and manifestation of grace, and the centre from

which the Gospel was carried into the heathen world around.

Then the report referred to the decline and decay of the

early churches and the establishment of Mohammedanism

by the Saracens and Turks, and the missionary efforts of

American Christians for the last fifty years. Tho remainder

of the report consisted of a rapid review of the outstanding

facts, which have occurred during the past year, beginning

with Greece and ending with Egypt, and it closed with

an earnest appeal for pecuniary support. It may be men.

tioned that the committee have remittedsums, larger or smaller,

to forty - four different portions of the field .

,

largely attended on Tuesday last.

Rev. G. J. HILL, Secretary, read the fortieth annual report,

giving a most cheering account of the society's progress.

Many additional missionaries had been engaged, newstations

had been undertaken , and in other ways the work had been

enlarged . Several hundred seamen had signed the pledge , and

many had become earnest and useful Christians. Over 5,000

Bethel meetings had been held , attended by nearly 105,000

persons, nearly 180,000 tracts, periodicals, Bibles, Testaments,

and bound books had been circulated, 29,500 visits had been

paid by seamen to the reading -rooms, 2,350 free meals and

350 free lodgings had been given to destituteseamen . The cost

of this enlarged work had greatly exceeded the income, but the

committee were convinced that, were the good work of the

society more widely known, it would be more generously sup

ported, and thus enable the committee not only to pay the

existing debt , but also to continue extending the work in

quarters where it is greatly needed. The balance -sheet was

read by Colonel Handyside, and showed that the income had

been £1,519 15s.6d. , which the outlay had exceeded by about

£140. Rev. A.J. Robinson, M.A. (Rector of Whitechapel), and

Rev. Cæsar Caine (of Mile End Road Wesleyan Chapel) briefly

but warmly advocated the claims of the society, and a very

hearty address followed by the chairman, Mr. George Williams.

Reformatory and Refuge Union.

the large platform of which was crowded by some five
e

hundred bright, happy, healthy , and well -behaved boys and

girls , all of whom had been snatched from ciroumstances of the

utmost moral danger, and were now in one or other of the
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all

on

Homes affiliated with the Union . Mr. Joseph Proudman, with

his choir of children , contributed nota little to the interest and

delight of the evening.

The reportwas notread, but circulated amongst the audience.

From it we learn that a great and merciful mother of children

is this society .“ Its objects are to form a rallying -point for

reformatories, refuges, industrial schools, and other voluntary

institutions of a similar nature, to assist them by grants in aid,

by inspection, by advice, by diffusing information as to their

work , and by arranging conferences of workers. The great

motherhas many arms, in the form of sundry committees on

special branchesof the work, Amongst these are the Children's

Aid Committee, to devise means for the rescue of children from

vicious or dangerous circumstances; the Discharged Prisoners'

Aid Societies Committee, to promote the objects and assist in

the work of these societies ; the Female Mission Committee, to

deal with all matters relating to penitentiaries and the rescue

ofthe fallen , each of which, and several others besides, are

doing valuable and intelligent work in following the Great

Master's precept and example by seeking to savethat which

was lost . The extent of the Union's influence may be gauged

by the fact that there are now six hundred institutions affiliated

to it .

Rev. C. H. GRUNDY addressed himself to the children , taking

As his text the word “ Pardon . ” — 1. Pardon by Purchase. 2 .

Pardon by Atonement. 3. Pardon by Redemption. 4. Pardon

by Deliverance. 5. Pardon by the Offering. 6. Pardon Now.

The LORD CHANCELLOR dwelt on the urgent necessity

for institutions of the reformatory class , and the

immense value of their work . People say that prevention

is better than cure , but in fact the State, while it does

what it can for the cure of vice, is compelled to leave

almost the whole work of prevention to be undertaken by private

agencies. But the work must not therefore be neglected. It

needs only a glance round one of our great cities , where poverty.

wretchedness, and vice dwell side by side with luxury and

affluence, to arrive at the conclusion that for such a work as

this there exists an absolute necessity. The children gathered

into these Homes belong to the classes whom we speak of as

“ lost," but if they are indeed lost it is not always they who are

to blame. There is, perhaps, not much hope for confirmed adult

criminals, but besides these there are the young. As the twig

is bent so the tree inclines, and there could not surely be a

greater work than that of turning these young lives from the

direction of possible mischief towards that of good and useful

work .

Sir UGHTRED KAY-SHUTTLEWORTH, on behalf of the Govern .

ment of the country, endorsed all that the Lord Chancellor

had said. He doubted whether people fully realized the grave

responsibility that rests on them as members of the State for

the welfare and training of those who are called " children of the

State . " But, in spite of all that the State could do, its efforts

must inevitably be seconded by those of voluntaryagencies.

Hethenspoke of the excellentwork of the Discharged Prisoners'

Aid Societies in helping those who stood in dire need to find

the means of gaining anhonest livelihood.

Lord ABERDARE, the chairman , said that, when he thought of

his own inferiority as compared with the late Earl, his only

comfort was that perhaps there was not one man in the country
who would not feel the same. He expressed an earnest hope

that in due time a good and worthy biography of Lord Shaftes

bury would be placed within our reach. Passing to the preven.

ive work of the reformatories, he said that at the beginning of

the labours of the Royal Commission on Reformatories and

Industrial Schools some of the members of that body were

inclined to the opinion that these institutions might be advan

tageously handed over altogether to Government control; but it

needed only a very few weeks of inquiry and visitation to con

vince every one of them thatsuch a transference would be mis

chievous. Reviewing the results of Lord Shaftesbury's labours,

he stated that the number of juvenile committals in 1869 was

10,314 , in a few years it had decreased to 4,817. The number

of penal servitude sentences in 1859 was 2,589, and in 1881 it

was 1,525, although the population bad meanwhile increased by

7,000,000. As a result of the Act of 1880 the crimes against

which it was aimed have diminished in number from 70 to 50

per cent.

the country.

The objects of the mission
were

awakened amongst railway, men over

desoribed as three

fold : the evangelization of railway men and their families;

the uniting of Christian railway men to seek the conversion of

their comrades ; and to promote the spread of temperance . The

growth of the work wasindicated by the fact that there are now

one hundred and thirty -six stations scattered over the land,

where two hundred and seventy-eight Gospel meetings, prayer

meetings, and Bible classes are held weekly. There arenow

two thousand six hundred members of the Railway Men's

Christian Association. During the past year the work hascon

siderably spread in Scotland. Details were given of the mission

in many parts, and of the invaluable helprendered by ladies.

Specialmention was made of Miss Campbell's Mildmay Rail

way Mission and its success in Stratford .

At present there isa cry for colporteurs and evangelists in all

parts of the land, and even in the colonies.

Mr. S. GUNNEY SHEPPARD prosented thefinancial statement.

The Chairman remarked, in the course of his opening address,

that being directly connected with the railway service of the

country (as director of the London and North -Western Railway

Company), he was deeply interested in seeing before him such

a body of Christian andGod-fearingrailway men . He proceeded

to depict from a railway man's point of view the intense anxiety

of the engine driverofan express train , and showed ( in a style

few passengers usually understand) how the safety of that train

rushing at tremendous speed depends on the faithfulness and

exactitude in duty of every platelayer, signalman, &c. , along

the line. Well may such men , he said, exposed constantly to

such dangers, seek to be ready, always ready. In the course

of a very practicaland straightforward address the chairman

proceeded to impress on his hearers the necessity of Christian

consistency, and of watchfulness against intemperance and

impurity, urging strongly the grand opportunities railway men

have of protecting andshielding inexperienced girls travelling

alone and frequently in great danger . In the words of a hymn

written by a railway guard expressly for the mission,he would

conclude

We will not rest till all our mates

Are on their way to heaven.

Mr. GEORGE CLARKE spoke of himself as representing one

hundred and thirty -one delegatesfrom allparts ofthe land.

God, he said, is blessing, blessing wondrously , the railway men

of the country. The whole secret of the work has beon the

personal effort and intense enthusiasm of themen themselves

in praying for and labouring for the conversion of their mates.

He believed thatrailway directors andmanagersare findingout
that Christian and sober men make better and more reliable

workmen than any other. In conclusion, he took the initials

of the RailwayMen'sChristian Association to represent royal

messengers of Christ's army, and he hoped every railway mem .

ber would be really so amongst his mates in distant stations

and junctions and depôts.

Mr. GOODERIDGE , ofManchester ( engine driver), spoke of thirty

years' experience in serving Christ amongst railwaymen . Fro

ceeding, he gave glowing details of work in Stratford, Man.

chester, Grimsby, andMildmay . Then, in intensely realistic

and homely style, he went on to speak as a “ driver," using

the technical expressions understood thoroughly by the men,

and winding up with " there'snaught likehavin' tắeLord wi'

ye on the footplate."

Mr. Banks, aninspector from Perth, bore testimony to the

reality of the work on the Scotch railways . As a locomotivo

inspector he had discovered the practical difference between

having Christian men and worldly men .

Mr. WYE, of Belfast, gave someaccount of what is doing

among the railway men of Ireland.

Mr.HAY GREEN, a London signalman (G.N.R. ) , spoke briefly

of progress amongst the men on the suburban lines .

Mr.T. A. DENNY , in urging liberal giving, intimated that the

Treasurer
wouldstart thefundofa thousand pounds required

with the gift of £ 100, andheknew two other men who would

give £ 100 each.

Rev. H. W. WEBB-PEPLOE said that he understood about

three hundred and sixty- five thousandmen were employed on

the railways of the land, surely avast field for a determined

effort towin souls. It is a splendid privilege to carry to these
the message of salvation. He felt thatas travelling men there

none like Christians who declare plainlythey have 30

abiding here, but seek a citywhoseBuilderandMakeris God,

For example, therewas Lot, who settled down, butGodmoved

him out , and he was saved as by fire . Many, like bim , arecon

tent to settle down quietly, refusing to stand out boldly for

God ; butsuch men willdo little realgoodand getlittle bless

ing to their own soul.

After speaking thusof half -and-half Christians, and to those

who were stillin Sodom , Mr. Webb Peploeproceeded to urge

were

T

The Railway Mission.

THE annual meeting of this mission was held in Exeter

gates held during the day will be found described on page 379

by “ Pearl Fisher.” Of the evening meeting it is but neces

sary to say in opening it was crowded and enthusiastic. Mr.

Miles MacInnes, M.P. , presided .

Mr. D. SPENCER read the annual report of the mission ,
which began by referring to the intense enthusiasm .
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those who, like Abraham , confess they are strangers and pilgrims

to yieldthemselvesmore fully and entirely to do andfollow the

will of theLord. The great point he pressed was , Will you be
real ? Will you be real ? God's facts are intensely real ; well

may we be real in our service and love for Him.

LadyHOPEexpressedher gratitude to the railway men, with

whomshe had had many happy experiences. She was glad to

think that here there were gathered together men from Swan

sea, Scotland,Ireland, Brighton, and all sorts of places, all one

in Christ Jesus. From thehurrying and scurrying to and fro

of ' railway trains and employés Lady Hope drew a number of

practical lessons for men serving Christ in their busy lives.

She spoke also of the grand meetings she had frequently with

il bisome of the one hundred andninety London Ragged schools

.

stood that there were about 2,000 Gospel temperance men on

the Great Western Railway line alone. It was grand to know

that the engine plates and signal boxes are alight with the

electric spark of Divine life. Her ladyship concluded with an

AB Oshe trusted all would remember :

“ A 11 bave sinned , and come short of the glory of God ."

" Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the

world ."

“ Come unto Meall ye that labour and are heavy laden , and

I will give you rest.

The Lord's Day Observance Society .

T the annual meeting of this society, held in St. James's

the report, giving many details of Parliamentary and other

steps takento oppose aggressions from various directions on the

sanctity of the Day of Rest. The following telling extract from

the chairman's address will interest many :--

amplified to such an extent that it occupies ten lines of the

Bible. The only other Commandment which approachesthe

Fourth in point of length is the Second,and there the mandatory

clause occupies justseven lines and a half. Ispeak with all

reverence, but it seems to me that the Almighty must have

thought it necessary to amplify the Commandment respecting

the observance of the Sabbath .

Addresses followed by Mr. M. J. Stewart, M.P. , Roy. H.

Stevens, Mr. Abel Smith, M.P. , and others.

A Day in the Country .

THE

appeal for help to provide means for some of the poor

children of the Ragged schools to see the green fields and to

breathe the fresh air,

and missions are not able to collect funds or to undertake the

children's holiday. To prevent disappointment, for mare than

thirty years good Lord Shaftesbury was want to plead for the

necessary means to enable the Committee of the Ragged School

Union to gather up these, and to see that none of the children

of his beloved Ragged schools were deprived of their treat.

Last year by this means over one thousand six hundred

children enjoyed & delightful day in Bushey Park, besides

subsidies being givento many of tho other Ragged Schools,

The Committee feel sure that, although the potent voice is

silent, the children he befriended will not this season be dis

appointed of their “ day in the country."

For someyears also, a goodly few (600 last year) of the weakly,

ailing children have been singled out for the more lasting

benefit of a whole fortnight in the country.

The country cottages have been used, and, in addition , the

Committee have secured the possession of two houses as

Holiday Homes ; ” the one on a wild , lonely common in

Surrey, and the other in a beautiful part of Sussex , Here

already successive fortnightly relays of sixty children are being

sent, to their lasting physicaland moral benefit.

The parents and the local Committee share in the cost, and

thus the pleasure is widened and the expense of the holiday

distributed .

The number who will obtain the boon this year, after the

long, trying winter, either for the one day or for the fourteen

days, will depend upon the kind response from your ever

generous readers. Contributions will be thankfully received by

Exeter Hall, W.C. JOHN KIRK, Secretary,

a Continental Sunday.

BY SIR JOHN COODE .

It is one of the strongest points in the history of our country

that we have for so many years observed the Lord's Day in a

totally different way from that followed on the Continent. I

myself know a little of the continental observance of the day,

andI may, perhaps,be permitted to mention a conversation

which I had within the last four or five weeks. I happened to

be in a northern city on a Sunday morning. The bells had just

commenced to ringfor church, and a gentleman in the coffee

roomwhere I happened to be said to me, " I have not been at
cburch for two years ." “ Indeed ," I replied, “ I am very sorry

to hear that. Have you been ill ? " He said, “ I could not

help myself. I have been living in a somewhat retired place

in Germany. The Germans pay very little heed to the Lord's

Day. A prominentGerman said to me a little while ago , ' It

is marvellousto me that in this nineteenth century people can

make any difference between Sunday and other days of the

week. I hold that one day is as good as another.' " My own

remark was, “ I suppose that in themodethey keep it Sunday

is as bad as any other day.” “ Well, sir , " he said ," I go a step

further than you . know from personal observation that it is

& great deal worse, for the feasting and rioting I have seen on

the Continent during the Lord's Day satisfy me that it is kept

in a far worse manner than any other day of the week. ” So

much for the mode of keeping Sunday on the Continent.

It is very remarkable that in this country it has been

necessary to form two prominent organizations for the defence

of the Lord's Day. One might very well say , without

straining words at all, that this and the kindred society , the

workingmen's , might really take, as an alternative title, the

name of Leagues — that is the fashionable name in the present

day - Leagues for the Defence of the Fourth Commandment,

That is what they really are. It is very remarkable that this

should be the only Commandment in connection with which

Associations should be especially formed.

There are , according to my view , three great peculiarities in

this Commandment. The first I have no doubt you have heard

commented upon before. It is this fact , that the Commandment

begins with the word " Remember," as if the Almighty had

foroseen the tendency of the human heart to forget the obsery

ance of the Lord's Day.

There is another peculiarity which I have not seen referred to

before - Damely, that the clause of the Commandment which

contains the command takes both a negative and a positive

view_ " Thou shalt,” and “ Thou shalt not.” Thou shalt

observe the Sabbath Day ; remember to keep it holy ; and thou

shalt not do so -and- so . If you think over it for one moment,you

will see that the same is not the case with regard to any other

Commandment. It is a very striking peculiarity, and seems to

show that the Fourth Commandment was framed with a know

ledge of its great need.

Then there is another thing. The mandatory clause is

City Y.M.C.A. - The largest gathering of young men that

has been held at the Metal Exchange was on Friday, 21st inst.,

when Rev. E. A. Stuart gave an earnest Gospel address to fully

two hundred and fifty young men,

Thames Church Mission . - We would remind our

friends ofthe special meeting announced by this Mission to be

held on Thursday, 27th inst., at 11.30 a.m., in Prince's Hall,

Piccadilly, when account will be given of work on the river,

from Putney to the Nore. We feel sure the proceedings will

be of an exceedingly interesting character.

Holiday HomeWork.-Mr. Chorley, the director of the

North -EastLondon Gospel Missions writes:—The elderchildren

staying at our Holiday Home, near Enfield, the past fortnight

have enjoyed almost nightly attendance at the special tent

meetings now being conducted in the vicinity. We are thank

ful to say these have been attended with most gracious results.

Five of those so favoured have given us cause to say we believe

them sincerely brought to God . And the change that has

accompanied their salvation has made the wholecompanyof

over twenty children most seriously anxious about their souls ;

several others of whom we have hopes are entering the King

dom, These are now returning andanother party is coming.

May we ask continued prayer that a like gracious visitation may

follow the arrival of each party through the on -coming summer.

Keswick Convention.The friends interested in the

Keswick annual gathering have issued their letter of invitation

for July 26th to 31st. We ask you to unite in earnest prayer

that those who minister to us may be filled with the Holy Ghost,

and that itmay not be they that speak, but the Spirit of their

Father that speaketh in them (Matt.x . 20), and that the truth

may sink into hearts prepared by Him. In these days , when

so many foundations are being shaken , we rejoice that our Rock

cannot bemoved, and that in staying ourminds on Him we

are kept in perfect poace. Mr. John Postlethwaite, Erskyn

Place , Keswick, will again act as Hon . Secretary, to whom

application for lodgings or hotel accommodation may be sent,

stating particulars of what is desired. Any one taking rooms

for longer than one week will find it much easier to obtain

accommodation early.
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GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD,

Moody and Sankey in The Maloga Aboriginal Mission . Seamen at Rio de Janerio .

South Carolina.

100 late for our last issue, we re TROM Rio Rev. F. Young writes :

N

and Sankey began their evangelistic letter :
the 12th April. The feeling of the meet

work in our city. Their ministrations Under the prospering blessing of Al ing was of thankfulness. Mr.

were attended by crowds, and a deep and mighty God, our work still goes on. In Hooper is the right man in the right

general interest was awakened. They the face of much that is most trying place , he has had a fair measure of suc

remained only three days , but we were among this singular people we find & cess, taking into consideration the great

fortunate enough to secure the services great deal to encourage hope and stimu difficultieshe has had to contend with ,

of Mr. E. W. Bliss . For nine days he late faith in God. In answer to prayer, Mr. Hooper's work has been very

laboured among us , and the meetings the Lord has disposed the Government of largely amongst seamen of all nations.

grew in intensity and interest to the New South Wales to materially assist us . Here is one of his incidents :-About three

close. No such spiritual awakening has This is not done directly , but through months ago a rough looking individual

visited our city for a quarter of a century, a philanthropic body of Christian men visited me; he appeared to have had a

if, indeed, ever in its history . Numbers in Sydney - the Aborigines Protection very rough encounter with the world, and

have united, and are still uniting, with Association. So impressed are they with hiscountenance had many scars uponit.

the various evangelical churches , and the the success that has attended us, that Upon entering into conversation with

hearts of God's children are full of rejoic they have now appointed an overseer and him , I found him a very intelligent man,

ing and thanksgiving. The work pene matron to help us in our mission, and well read and remarkably wellversed in

trated all the strata of society, and high are about to establish other stations in the Scriptures. He told me he had

and low are rejoicing together, various parts of the colony. The govern .
travelled over the greater portion of

W. C. L. ment has liberally offered £2 from the North and South America, but certainly

Colonial Treasury for every £ 1 the most irreligious country he had ever

Toil and Triumph in Seville . tributed by friends . We trust, therefore, visited was Brazil, and as he had some

liberal responses will be made, and

THE following extract from a letter

very favourable opportunities of seeing

THE
successful agencies established through

received
the people in the interior of the country

from Rev. Valentin
out the length and breadth of Australia. I think he had grounds for his opinion.

Baquero, Pastor of the Church of the
Many of our men and women and even He said he wanted to get away from the

Ascension in Seville , will interest and
children, who, two years ago, gave their country, and as he was an old man I did

encourage many :-Ifsystematic perse hearts to God , are still going forward to a what I could for him. As a mark of
cution from our enemies is an evidence

higher Christian life .

of the progress of the Gospel in this city ,

appreciation, I have just received a very

We beg an extended interest in the

we ought to be satisfied . Almost every
handsome volume by post, from London,

day some new occasion is afforded for the
prayers of the Lord's people everywhere entitled Approaching End of the Age.

for the power of the Holy Ghost.

exercise of patience . Situated as the
This action on his part tells its own

Manythanks for Word and Work,which

Church is in the most aristocratic
story.

is readwith great interest and profit.

quarter of Seville ; surrounded by palaces, DANIEL MATTHEWS.

convents, and Jesuit schools, we are as Maloga Mission , New South Wales. Afghans Confessing Christ.

sheep amid wolves : exposed to their

envious glances, and our simplest legal A CM.S.missionary, describing a tom

acts are construed as so many trespass. Dera Ismail I went on to visit Bunnoo

ings beyond the bounds ofsuch tolerance
Parisian May Meetings .

where Mr. Mayer carries fon an Afghan

as we by right enjoy. The sound of our

organ and the united voices of our

Mission alone. There'had just been con
IROM an account issued of the May

siderable commotion there, and the

congregation , which may be heard that the Societé des Missions had & re troops all but called out to allay it,

in the street , are considered as
markable meeting . We heard with a arising from the baptism of one of the

means of propaganda prohibited by law. thrilling interest news from Mr. Coillard students of the Mission School, one ofthe

Certainly it may not be gratifying to

adversaries to observethe steady increase

and his intrepid wife . The tidings from upper boys, and the son of a chief mullick

Basutoland are very satisfactory, and it
or nobleman of the district. The mis.

of our congregation ; that persons in the is certain that the Society will pever sionary's house and even the civil

street hearing hymns should have the abandon that beautiful field of labour. magistrate's court were mobbed by

courage to enter our church and remain

-a circumstance noticed by promenaders

Certainly something will have to be done infuriated Mahomedans. The youth is

in Madagascar, andmuch more in Algeria an Afghan, and being of good family the

in the adjoining plaza - and that the and Rabblie : but, in the first case, the excitement is intense. Singular enough,

growth of Protestantism formsa common English missionaries aro occupying the Amritsar has also been in turmoil,

topic of conversation among all classes . ground, so that, if something is under. through the conversion of a very respect;

taken by the French, itcan only be for able youth, whose case has been pleaded

the present by the establishmentof a few in court. ' A similar case occurred this

The Work of Judson's Son. regular pastors. The North of Africa has afternoon . A youth came

R. EDWARD JUDSON, the son of
amuch more pressing ( claim upon our drenching rain from Amritsar, twenty.

F a

a

over in

,

Christian sympathy andlefforts. Through seven miles off, with an excellent cate

noble work as pastor of the Berean
the liberality of the friends of; missionsa chist,whom he had asked to protect him

church in New York, for which he left a site has been purchased for the erection frombeing pursued and laid hold of by

Jarge andwealthy congregation at Orange ,
in Paris of a Maison des Missions. A his brother,aviolent opposer of the

New Jersey, resolving to give his time large part of the money required for the Gospel , a barrister at the samecity. Mr.

and talents to work among the poor in
building is in hand ; in a few months the Bateman, who is here with me for

lower parts of the city deserted by the director and missionary pupils, as well as Sunday, could not resist his earnest

rich . He is a strong believer in the local
the missionaries who come to spend some pleadings forbaptism this afternoon,as

church as the ultimate cure for every time amongst us to rest , will dwell under he has been hopeful of him for months,

social sore. During the past year he
their own roof. It is gratifying, in the if not for years. He has already one

has received eighty - five new members by crisis we are going through, to find that brother, a Christian (a pleader in the

baptism andfifty- four by letter and ex good and necessary Christian enterprises court at Amritsar). So Mr. Batemanand I

perience. The membership now stands

are not abandoned. The Société de baptized him beforethe congregation

at six hundred and fifty -eight, and though

l'Histoire du Protestantisme also has this afternoon. Thesefacts will showthat

the people are poor they raised last year

now its home. I have mentioned in a missions are not dead here. All these

4,218 dols. A French mission is con previous letter the munificent gift by arecases of upper-classyouths joining

ducted in the church by a French pastor
Baron de Schikler of a slendid house to themselves to Christ.

under Dr. Judson's supervision. An em receive the library of that society . It is

ployment bureau , a wood and coal yard , now fully installed , and the anniversary Sudbury . - Mr.

a flower mission , and a tract repository
of last week was a fit opportunity for ( Evangelization Society) hasbeen con

are among the peculiar features of a expressing to Baron Schikler the grati ducting services at the Now Hall during

church that well deserves to be studied
tude of all the Protestants in France for the last five weeks.

on both sides of the sea. such a timely and important donation .
been blessed to many,

Walter Notman

The Word, has
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY

Instituted 1837. New Offices, Bridge House,

Blackfriars Bridge (City Side). London,

E.O. - Object : To bring thesubject of personal

religion periodically before the middle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical

literature at home and abroad .

On the CONTINENT large numbers of Tracts

and Gospels in different languages have been

circulated at the various Exhibitions, and each

month English residents in many Continental

cities receive Tracts through the post .

FRANCE and SPAIN . - Funds are urgently

needed to enable the Committee to respond to

appeals just received . The necessity of bringing

the truth , as it is in Jesus, before the educated

classes in these lands is very great, and the

Lord's stewards are carnestly invited to provide

the means for extending this special work .

Cheques and Postal Orders to be crossed , and

made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE , Secretary .

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE

PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL

AMONG THE JEW8 .-Established 1842 .

President - W . G. HABERSHON , Esq .

The Bociety has upwards of 100 Agents, who

carry the Gospel to the Jews in England, Italy ,

Germany, Austria , Russia and Turkey. The
labours of the Missionaries are supplemented by

the work of Schoolmasters and Colporteurs .

Tracts and Copies of the Bcriptures are circu.

lated. Many Jews have, by this society , been led

to believe that Jesus is the Christ . Much good

has been done among the thousands of Jews in

London by the various Agents, by the House of

Call , and by the New Mission House, with its im

portant Medical Missions.
Increased funds are urgently needed ,

and will be tbankfully received by the Secretary ,

Rev. J DUNLOP, at the Office ,

96 , Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury , London .
132

FOREIGN MISSION NOTES.

May Meetings in Paris : Many Miss Tucker ( A.L.O.E.) is now

religious societies of France have been happily recovered from her recent serious

holding their anniversaries . illness.

New South Wales.—We have just Belleville Mission.-- " As an evan

received accounts of a cheering awaken gelistic agency," writes a friend, " the

ing in various districts of this colony. medical mission is proving most valuable ,

Paris.- The Rue Royale "Chapel has, bringirg poor ignorant men and women,

after being closed some years, been re to the Saviour.

opened for the preaching of the Gospel . Berlin . — The sermons distributed

Germany.- A new missionary society every Sundayby the Berlin City Mission
has been formed to spread the Gospel in have now reached the number of one hun.

the newly -acquired German colonies in dred thousand, and this was celebrated
the Eastof Africa . last month .

A Musical Composer. Herr
The Punjaub . - From Ludhiona Miss

Strauss, the great Viennese composer, is Andrews, of the Society for Promoting

stated tohave been lately converted from Female Education in the East, writes in

Roman Catholicism .
a most cheering strain . God is blessing

Dr. Baedeker is now at Tiflis push the work, especially in the villages.

ing on by land through the Caucasus, Business Men Evangelists . - A

preaching the Gospel to the natives and few business men in Boston go out from

the scattered colonists.
Boston and hold meetings in the churches

Now Hebrides.-- The Bible Society of the surrounding towns on the Sunday ,

has received from Rev. D. MacDonald the often leaving their business for a day or

first contribution from the Christian two. One of these gentlemen has, since

natives to the work of Bible circulation. last December, given thirty days' time to

Revival in Sweden.-A correspon the work, and still carried on his business

dent writes thatinmany parts of Sweden just as usual all the time. God has

the work of God is being revived, and blessed the effort, in the conversion of

evangelists are finding considerable suc. souls every Lord's Day.

cess .
Gospel in Brazil. - We are glad to

Belgium .— The recent troubles in know that the recent account given by a

the mining districts have seriously af. correspondent of the spiritual needs of

flicted several of the evangelical rural Brazil has awakened not a little interest,

churches . None of the members have , and that some are considering the ques

however, taken any part in the disturbo tion of going forth . We would observe ,

ances, though, being working people , however, that in some parts of this exten

they share in the general loss . sive empire a good work is doing by the
McAll Mission , A French pro

missionaries of the South American

fessor, writing to Mr. McAll, makes the Missionary Society, specially at Rio de

following pointed remark :—The regular Janeiro, Pernambuco, Sao Paulo, and

attendance of working men increases Rio Claro. Under “ Gleanings from the

rather than diminishes, andit is perhaps mission field ” will be found extracts from

in the most miserable districts of our these.

rich city that your work has awakened The Decaying Empire. The

the warmest sympathy. following significant sentences indicate
A Noble Giver. The Boston

the drying up of the Turkish Empire :

Missionary Herald states that Mr. Robert The distress throughout the Turkish

Arthington, of Leeds, has recently offered Missions, by reason of the poverty of the

to place at the disposal of the American people, seems to be increasing. The

Board a fund of five thousand pounds , Government, because of its war expenses,

the income of which , amounting perhaps is extorting the taxes even from those

to one thousand two hundred and fifty who would seem to have nothing to pay .

dollars annually, shall be expended, on We learn of one poor woman in the in

certain conditions, in prosecuting a terior who was tied to a tree with a large

mission on the east coast of Africa among bag of stones about her neck, for the pur
the Masai and Kwali tribes.

pose of compelling her to pay taxes. In

Hungarian Exhibition. - In giving another place a sick man had his bed
some account of the Bible work at the taken from him and sold ; other persons

Buda - Pesth Exhibition, the Committee are beaten, and some are sent to prison.

of the Bible Society tell of good service It is & sad cry of poverty which now

done and a real desire for the Word of
comes up from all parts of the Turkish

God. The followingparagraphs illustrate Empire.

the work :
Popish Activity :-Never was the

The Jowess and the Bible . - One
Roman Catholic Church more active in the

day & Jewess, who had come from the work of propagation, not only in Italy, but

interior, havingheard of our Bible-stand, all over the world . The great International

came first of all to us , asking for copies College of St. Antonio , in the Via Meru.

for herself and her children . As a child lana , is nearly completed . It covers

shehad frequented the mission school at three thousand square metres of ground,

Buda -Pesth, and the seed sown by the and the length ofthe ch oh, which will

faithful teachers, of whom she spoke with be a very beautiful building, is fifty
high esteem , has not been in vain . six metres (one hundred and sixty -eight
The Priests and the Bible.-To

feet). Youths from all parts of the

our great joy, we may point out the fact world will be educated here . The

that most of the Rouman and Servian
Jesuit Missionary Sebastiani has lately

priests of the Oriental Church frequently returned to Rome from South America,

showed and expressed their great interest where he has been working for sixceen

and appreciation of our work, and grate years among the Indians of the Equator,

fully accepted the copies offered them ,
of whom he says he has converted ten

The higher dignitaries of the Roman thousand to the Christian faith . He is

Catholic Church frequently spoke of our going to publish a grammar and dic .

work , Clerical students sometimes tionary of the language of these tribes,

bought copies, if they thought that their descendants of the ancient " Incas. "

actions were not watched , Record ,

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY

--This Society circulated last year nearly 86

millions of publications in 174 languages. It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

which they are subscribed , and pays all its ex

penses out of Trade Funds. It distributes packets
of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and Bailors ; has issued nearly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Missionary Bocieties,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution .

An annualsubscription of 10s . 6d , or upwards

constitutes membership , and a sum of £10 10s .

Lite membership . all subscribers receive copies
of the new tracts , & c .

Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries.

Rev. LÊWIS BORRETT WHITE , D.D. , and

Rev. S.G.GREEN, D.D., 56 , Paternoster Row,

London , E.C.

C

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF

PERSECUTED JEW8.
SYRIAN COLONIZATION FUND,”

Bhaftesbury Memorial Fund , sanctioned by

LOR SHAFTESBURY, in aid of Jews in the Holy

Land, to enable them to obiain a livelihood , by

agricultural and other industry .

Hon . Treasurer - R . C. L. BEVAN, Esq .

Donations received by the Bankers, Messrs.

Drummond & Co., Charing Cross , 8.W .; Messrs.

Barclay , Bevan , Tritton , & Co. , 54, Lombard
Street, E.C.; the Bank of England : the Royal
Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland. Secretary - E . A. FINN .

Office - 41, Parliament St. , Westminster, S.W.

ZENANA BIBLE AND MEDICAL

MISSION ( INDIAN FEMALE NORMAL

SCHOOL and INSTRUCTION SOCIETY), in co

operation with the Church Missionary and other

Protestalt Missionary Societies in India .

Established 1852.

The Committeevery earnestly APPEAL for

FUNDS . Miss Pailthorpe, duly qualified Lady

Medical Practitioner (London University), has

just proceeded to India with a view eventually

of establishing and taking charge of a hospital at

Benares , under the direction of this Society, and

as an extension of its work.

The object ofthe Society is threefold, viz. :

( I. ) To send to the women of India tho

Gospel by means of female missionaries.

( 2. )To alleviate their sufferings in sickness and

minister to their spiritual needs through the

agency of qualified lady medical missionaries.

( 3.) To promote education , specially among

the higher classes, based on Holy Scripture.

Contributions will be thankfully received by

the Hon . A. F. KINNAIRD , Sub - Treasurer ,

2 , Adelphi Terrace, London , W.0.
Bankers -RANSOM , BOUVERIE, & CO.,

1 , Pall Mall East, B.W.
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THE “ MAY MEETINGS."

DATE . TIME . SOCIETY . PLACE . CHAIRMAN OR PREACHER .

...

..

...

MAY.

Wed. 26

26

26

26

Th . 21

27

Fri. 28

Bun , 30

30

Mon. 81

JUNE 1

1

Wed. 2

2

Th . 3

3

3 p.m.

3 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

8 p.m.

111 a.m.

23 p.m.

11 &.m.

11 8.m.

21 p.m.

6, p.m.

6 p.m.

3 p.m.

3 } p.m.
11 a.m.

11 a.m.

2 p.m.

p.m.

7 p m .
noon

71 p.m.

3 p.m.

2 p.m.

allday

Spanish , Portuguese, Mexican 0. Aid
China Inland Mission

China Inland Mission

London City Mission

East London Evangelization...
Thames Church Mission

London Aged Christian

British and Foreign Bible

The Religious Tract Society
Christian Evidence

One Tun Ragged Sobools

Field Lane Ragged Schools

Zenana Medical College

Indigent Blind Visiting Society

Ch. of England Zenana Missionary...

Open Air Mission

South American Missionary

Hazelwood Home of Rest

Army Bcripture Readers'
Indian Female Normal School

Indian Female Normal School

London Female Preventive

Stockwell Orphanage

Şun . Sch.Union & Lon.Sun.Sch.Choir

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting
Sermon

Meeting

Meeting
Bermon

Bermon

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting
Sermon

Sermon
Sermon

Meeting

Meeting
Confer.

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

8. 8. Feto

Willis's Rooms, St. James's

Conference Hall, Mildmay

Conference Hall, Mildmay

Exeter Hall

Latimer Ohapel, Stepney

Princes' Hall

Lower Room , Exeter Hall

Downs Baptist Chapel, Olapton

Horbury Chapel, Notting Hill

Lower Room , Exeter Hali

School, Old Pye Btrest, Westminster
Holborn Town Hall

Council Room, Exeter Hall

37, Portman Square, W.

St. James's Church , Paddington

Portman Chapel, Portman Square

St. Margaret's, Westminster ...
Exeter Hall

Lower Room , Exeter Hall
Exeter Hall

Exeter Hall

Homes, Parson's Green , Fulham

Orphanage, Clapham Road
Crystal Palace

Archbishop of Dupliy .

GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq .

J. E. MATHIESON, Esq ,

STEVENSONBLACKWOOD ,Esq.

Rev. J. W. ATKINSON.

Capt. Hon . F. MAUDE, R.N.

R.C. L. BEVAN, Esq.

Rev. T. V. TYMMS.

Rey. S. G. GREEN, D.D.

Earl of CARNARVON .

Bir R. W. OARDEN.

Bir R. N. FOWLER, Bt ., M.P.

R. N. CUST, Esq.

Lord LEIGI .

Rev. Dr. R. W. FORREST.

Rev. H. W. WEBB -PEPLOE.

Bishop of DERRY.

SANUEL MORLEY, Esq .

CHAPLAIN -GENERAL ,

..

I!
!
!

...

Mon, 7

Tu . 8

8

Bat. 19

Wed , 23

30

GEORGE WILLIAMS ..00

Notices of Books.

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS .

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part ofEngland , Scotland, and Wales upon due notice. Apply

to Hon . Secretary, 21,Surrey Street, Strand, W.O.

Y.M.C.A., City, New Metal Exchange,Whittington Avenus, Leadenhall

Street(late 61, Gracechurch Street).— Daily prayer meeting 6 p.m.

(Saturday excepted ). Bible readings Sundays 5 p.m. , Gospel service
for young men, 7 p.m. Mission work at Bermondsey, White

chapel, & c .

Conference Hall ,Mildmay Park, N. - May 30th , at 3.30, Mr. P. S.
Badenoch ; at 7, Mr. Finlay Gibson .

Children's Special Service Mission .--Mr. Arrowsmith, at Scar.

borough, in Aug. ; at North Berwick , in Sept. ; Mr. J. H. Greene, at

Wellington, May 23rdto 28th ; Mr. Attenborough, at Upton Chapel,

Lambeth Road , May 30th , at 6.30 p.m.; Mr. H. M.Trickett, at Norwood ,

May 28th .; Luton , May 30th ; at Leatherhead, June 4th .

Open Air Mission .-- Annual sermon, June 3rd, 11.30 a.m., Portman

Chapel, Rev.H. W. Webb - Peploe.

Youths' Institute , Old Pye Street , Westminster (“ One Tun "

Mission ).- Prayer meeting,every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Oon

ducted by Mr. J.Payne.Mission service every Sunday from 6.30 to 8 .

Evangelistio Mission (Onder the direction of O. Russell Hurditch ).

Kiiburn Hall,Kilbarn Gato (not Town Hall).- Mr. W. R. Lane,

Bun . , at 7 p.m. , and Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Dr. McKilliam , Bun . , 7 p.m.; Mr. O.

V. T. Onslow , Thurs.,at 8.

Dalston Hall, 105, Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. S. E. Angel, Sunday,

7 p.m., and Thursday, 8 p.m.

Bi zoold Hall, Bignold Road, Station Road, Forest Gato.—Mr.

C. V.T. Onslow ,Bundays, 7p.m .; Dr. Popham , Wed., 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hanmersmith

Road , West Kensington. - Sun .,Dr. Popham , at 3 p.m. , and Mr.
Ransome Wallis , at p.m.

Hammersmith , Upper Mission Room , 180 , King Street,-

For theyoung, on Sunday ,at ? p.m .; Dr. Popham , Thursday , 8 p.m.

Mortlake, Rest Mission Hall.-Mr. J. G.Matthews, Sun., 7 p.m.

Znana and MedicalMission Schooland sone, 58 , St. George's

Road,B.W. -Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , at

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside .

Y.W.C.A. -Meetings for businoss young ladies every Tuesday evening,

$ 9.15 . in the Mall Hall, High Street , Notting Hill.

Rev. W. Hay Aitken's future engagementsare :-May 20th to June 1st,
St. James , Jersey ; J 6th to 22nd , Bedford Church , Exeter.

Houseof Rost, 7 &8, Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn, N.W.- Friday , 28th,

at 7 p.m., "The Sphere of Satan's Authority " (Rev. xii. 7-17 ). Tea

at 6.Sun ., 30th , at 3.30 p.m. , " The Unseen God " ( Ex. ii . ) .

Deepening of Spiritual Life . - Meeting at Statford kooms, Titch
borne street, Edgware Road , Fridays, 3.30 p.m.

Great Assembly Hall, Mile End Road.-Mr. Charles Inglis, during
May.

Meetings of Believers, Merrion Hall, Dublin , May 31st to June 4th .

Conference onthesecond Advent. - Conference Hall, Clapham

Road , S.W. , June 15-17.

Bt . George's Hall, Langham Place, W.-Mr. Shuldham Henry,Sunday

morning, at 11 ; evening, at 7 ; and at Burlington Hall, Savile Row , on

Wednesday, at 8.

Talbot Tabernacle, Powis Square, W.- Second Advent Testimony, a

series of expositoryaddresses on the Lord's coming, Sunday mornings
in May , at 11 , by the pastor, Mr.Frank White.

Strangers' Rest, 163, St. George's Street, Ratcliff Highway, E. - Monthly

meeting for Christian workers ,'Friday, June 4th , Tea at 6. Meeting

at 7. Rev. J. Ossian Davies will givethe address.

REQUEST FOR PRAYER.

“Let your requests be made known to God."

11,126 .--For special meetings to be held in Paris, at the Ivry Station

( M'All Mission ). These meetings will take place from Thursday to Sunday

ofnext week (28th to 30thMay). Also prayfor this object inprivate and
meeting. This Ivry place is one of the poorest in Paris.

CAILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

May 30th - Psa, ovii . 31–43 June 3rd - Acts i , 1-14

31st - Psa , cviii. 1-13 4th - Acts i. 15-26

June 1st – Psa , cx. 1-7 5th - Acts ii, 1-13

2nd - Psa . oxi, 1–10

Spiritual Truthfor Believers . By Thomas Moor. (28. 6d.)
-Nisbet & Co.

As the author remarks in his preface, " Thework of the

Lord Jesus for the sinner, and the work of the Holy Spirit in

the sinner, are parts of the one great salvation which can

never be separated.' This twofold truth is admirably and, so

far as we can judge , Scripturally expounded in these pages.

We warmly commend the book to those groping after light on

the plan ofsalvation , and to those who, while saved, have as

yet failed to grasp the fulness of glorious privilege of those

who know they have passed from death unto life.

Bible Study. Suggestions and Illustrations. By Gordon Forlong.

(2d.) — John F. Shaw & Co.

From this we gave an extract last week. In these few pages

with characteristic directness Mr. Forlong urges the study of

the very words of Scripture ( in the original), regarding them as

a mine of undiscovered wealth. His own experience (coming

originally, as a Deist, to the Word of God) is very striking, and

should awaken many to give greater heed to searching the

Scripture .

Victoria Leaflets. By Eleanor Grant. - Masters, Vauxhall

Bridge Road.

A useful series of Gospel leaflets in rhyme; they will be

welcomed by many distributors.

Christian Travellers' Continental Handbook. By Rev. R. S.

Ashton, B.A. (60 .) - Elliot Stock.

Many will welcome & third and enlarged edition of this

valuable handbook, without which no Christian should start

for the Continent. Here he may learn where to find evange.

listio agencies in various European cities and towns, and,

knowingof them , he will surely visit,and byso doing cheer,

it may be, the lonely workers .

Mornings with the Muse. Sonnets by Ignotus. - Elliot Stock,

Asmall collection of sonnets, forthe most part smooth and

tuneful .

Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

the publishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48, PaternosterRow,

London, E.C., post free, for the published price. Full cash

discount for generalbook orders,

DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequently

caused bythe use of unsuitable Spectacles. The Rev. Dr.Orother, All

House, Ascot , writes :-" I cannot describe thecomfort I derive from the

useofyour glasses, both bydayand night. I And no pain orweariness

as I used to ; and I have takento reading books I had put aside as too

trying forthe eyesonaccount of the smaliness ofthetype." The lateSir

Julius Benedict wrote :- " I have tried the principalopticians in London

without success, but the spectacles you have adaptedsuit admirably :the

clearness of your glasses ascomparedwith others is really surprising."

The Rov. R. H. Bayaes, M.A., Hon . Canoa Worcester Cathedral,

writos: - " The spectacles you adapted are all I could destro,andmyore

foel strong already. I only regret I did not know of your oxceeding di

yearsago." -Mr. ! ENRY LAURANCB,F.8.8 ., Oculist Optiolan , le OLD

BONDSTREET, clontifically adapta his IMPROVED BPBOTAOLES

to assistandstrongthen the weakostsights . Pamapalat containingguge

Kestions for the preservation of algut troo. BRANCHES, 6 , Poultry

2.O .; 8 , Guardian Buildings, Orq : 8 Bt., MANOLESTER:

5 ,Oorporation Stroot, BIRMINGHAM ; .ad 129, Buchanan

Bt , Glasgow - ADTT.LE
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FIRST
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS,

LONDON,

MAY 28, 29, 30, 31, JUNE 1, 2, 3, 4.

EXETER HALL, CONGRESS HALL, GREATWESTERN HALL,

ToShelter

Young

Women

(other

1886 . THE SALVATION ARMY 1886 .

Strand , Clapton , Edgware Road,

May 28, 29, 31 , June 1, 2, 3 . May 28, 29, 30, 31 , June 1, 2, 3 , 4, May 29, 30 , 31, June 1, 2.

The GENERAL and MRS. BOOTH, and THEIR FAMILY, together with the Representatives

of the Salvation Army in Australia, South Africa, INDIA , United States ofAmerica, Canada,

Sweden , France , Switzerland , the Whole of the British Staff, in all nearly 2,000 Officers.

UNITED Welcome Meeting, in EXETER HALL, Friday Evening, 7 o'clock , May 28th . For

particulars of all other Meetings apply for Programme.

Saturday Morning, May 29th , at 9 o'clock, in EXETER HALL , Breakfast with the Foreign

Representatives, Tickets 2s. 6d . each . T. A. DENNY, Esq . , in the Chair.

Admission to all other Meetings by Ticket, Reserved Seats, Is. each Meeting. Special

Reserved Seat Ticket for the Whole Series, 7s.6d. , or Three for £1 .

Apply at once to Mr. EDGAR W. HOE, 101 , Queen Victoria Street, London.

The British Messenger B

ESTABLISHED 1851.
NORTH . WEST LONDON

B 'soutkampton Buildings.Ohancery Kane. EVANGELISTIC CHOIR .
for JUNE contains :

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on 9, The Crescent,Leighton Grove, N.W.

BLIND ELSIE'S QUESTION ,
DEPOSITS,repayable on demand. PRESIDENT JOHNCHAMBERS, Esq.

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT This Choir has been formedfor the purpose

(With Illustration .) ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly of assisting any Evangelistic effort, and for tho

THE BLESSEDNESS OF CON balances, when not drawn below £ 100 , purpose of conducting short “ Gospel Song

VERTING SINNERS.
The Bankundertakes for its Customers , free of Missions , " as occasion may offer.

charge,the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other The services of the choirare quite gratuitous.

By Rev, FINLAY MACPHERSON . Securities and Valuables ; the Collection ofBills of All applications should be made to Mr. J. Bate .

CHRIST'S MISSION TO - THE
Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons ;and thepur man , 72, Twisden Road , Highgate Road , N.W.

BROKEN-HEARTED.
chase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities .
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .

By Rev. ANDREW CARTER, M.A.
THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full

MISTAKEN FRIENDSHIP.
particulars, post free , on application .

FRANCIS RAVEŃSCROFT,Manager.
ERECTED BY

By Rev. WILLIAM PARK, M.A. TheBirkbeck BuildingSociety'sAnnual A , CHOPPING ,
THE OFFSPRING OF UNBELIEF. Receipts exceed FiveMillions.

By H. K. Wood (A “ Glasgow Mer HOWTOQUINEASABER AUKTU ,Within
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR DERBY RD.,WEST CROYDON, SURREY.

chant ') .
Illustrated Designs and Estimates Free ,

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply

NOW.
CHEAPEST FIRM IN THE TRADE ,

atthe Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY,

By the late Rev. Mr. McDONALD, of 29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
MARQUEES AND TENTS ON

Calcutta.

Hºw

COW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF
SALE OR HIRE .

And other Articles,
LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

A few small marquees to seat 120 persons
MONTH, with immediate possession , either for

Price One Penny.
suitable for village services, £ 6 10s. complete.

Building or Gardeningpurposes. Apply at the

Office of theBIRKBECKFREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,
J. H. BROWN,

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

as above, Railway Arches , Burdett Road , E.

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars ,
Stirling, N.B. on application . IRON MISSION ROOMS, & c .,

London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO.
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager . erected on the most reasonable terms, by R.

BAUNDERS 216 , Breckdock Road , London, N.

Estimates and designs free. 25 years'practical

experience. Also Ohurches and chools, & c .
Instruments for school and home use . Are mar

HEBREWS vi. 19. vellous for tone andworkmanship. 3 stops, £ 5 ;
FURNITURE -NORMAN &

5 stops, £ 6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of
STACEY'S HIRR -PURCHASE BYBTEM com

wise respectable)latelyFallen into every description. Pianofortes from £ 15.
mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary ,

Sin . Works, 206, Jubileo Street, London , E.
It combines rea) economy on sound commercial

FORrules of admission totheAnchorage principles, with strictlyprivato arrangements ,

House , and for particulars of its work , and for without the objectionable formalities of

TRAINED SERVANTS ready to go out to situa dealers and others. Payments can extend ovor
tions, apply (by letter only ) to ; Mrs. H. STUART

WORTLEY , Rosslyn House, Grove End Road , NOISES IN THE EARS. 1, 2, or 8 years . The 60wholesale firms embrace

N.W., London ; and to wbom, or to any member
Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to send the best manufacturers, who have large stocks

of committee, subscriptions may be sent, or to
for his work, a book showing the nature of tho

for selection . Intending purchasers should call

Editor, Word ant Work.
disease and the means of cure . Post free 6d ., personally , or send for particulars.-- Officos, 78,

with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial Queen Victoria Bt., E.C., and 121, Pall Mall, 8.W.

Buildings, Ludgate Circus , London . Free con

sultations daily .

SPURCEON'S
ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.

Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds.

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS
“ DEAF FOR FORIY YEARS, AND THEN

CLOTH 8. AN CURED.”

EACH ORIGINAL
Sir, Mysale for your " Cure for Deafness "

increases. A manhere who has been deaf

EXPOSITION OF Forty years, has had his hearing restored by it.

THE BOOK OF PSALMS
J. GREEN , Chemist, Christchuroh .

1s , 11d . per Bottle, Free by Postfor 14 stamps,from

PASSMORE+ ALABASTER PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS.E.C Edwin J. Orohard , Chemist, Salisbury.

HE ANCHORAGE, HABRONS.W. Paldum And Son,CAN

CURE OF DEAFNESS.

BUNTER'S

Cures Toothache, prevents Decay, saves

Extraction, 1s. 13d .of all Chemists.

NERVINE ,
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SELECTION OF TRACTS PUBLISHED BY MORGAN & SCOTT,

are

12 , PATERNOSTER BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.C.

And may be ordered of any Bookseller.

NARRATIVE TRACTS. ARROWS SHOT AT PLAIN QUESTIONS.

By Mr, and Mrs. P. H. GOSSE .
A SERIES OF SIXTBEN POINTED APPEALS

A VENTURE.
IN THE VERY WORDS OF SCRIPTURE.

Sixty different sorts. In Packet, containing
A BERIES OF NARRATIVE TRACTS . In Packet of 150, 6d . ; 300, ls.; or 23. 6d . per

1,000 Assorted . Post free, 28. 9d .

60 Tracts, 6d .; 120 Tracts, 18. 68. 4d. per 1,000 , By GEORGE BREALEY, Author of “ The Black- 1. What think ye of 8. When wilt thou

if sent Carriage Free, or ordered through a Book down Tracts." Christ ? return ?
2. Is itseller. well with 9. Dost thou believe ?

Price 6d . per Packet of 12 Tracts, assorted . thee ? 10. When will yo be

3. Wpat shall I do with wise ?
68. per 1,000 direct from the Publisher. The narratives are interesting, the application Jesus ?

11. How shallwelive ?

concise, and there are earnest and pointed appeals 4. How shallwe escape ? 12. What is yourlife ?
They were EXACTLY what suited us. I think

to unawakened souls,
5. What shall it protit ? 13. Is it nothing to you ?them far superior to almost any I have seen ... “ Bimple, pointed, aod thoroughly interesting : 6. Why will ye die ? 14. Where art thou ?

short , interesting, and to the point."
these ' arrows ' are sure to hit . "

7. What hast thou 16. Whither goest thou ?
Extract from a Letter. Sunday School World . done ? 116. What shall we do ?

BLACKDOWN TRACTS. THE SCRIPTURE SAITH : GOSPEL TEMPERANCE

A SERIES OF NARRATIVE TRAOTS . A SERIES OF SIXTEEN TRACTS IN THE TRACTS.

By GEORGE BREALEY.
WORDS OF SCRIPTURE , SPECIALLY In large type. Assorted pkt. of 64 Tracts, price ls.ILLUSTRATED. By JOHN B. Gough.

specially suited for ciroulation in Villages and
Agricultural Districts. ADDRESSED TO THE UNCONVERTED, These LARGE TYPE Nllustrated Tracts

1st and 2nd SERIES, 32 Different Sorts.
WITH ILLUSTRATIVE INCIDENTS AND

admirably adapted for giving away. They consist

Assorted packet of either series containing 64 of telling narratives andanecdotes, each one given

Tracts, 6d . ; 128 Tracts , ls.
POEMS. in his own forcible and vigorous manner.

“ A packet of sixty-four tracts, containing some

68. 4d . per 1,000, if ordered through a Bookseller . Assorted Packet containing 128, 6d . ; 256 , 1s . of the finest, most eloquent, startling, and

pathetic portions of the celebrated Orations."
If for Gratuitous Distribution, these Tracts may Social Notes .

be had on application direct to the Publishers for 58. | 4,000 for 10s . direct from Publishers, not çarriage
A considerable reduction will be made on quantities

per 1,000.
free.

for distribution .

THE NEW LARGE TYPE ILLUSTRATED
PICTORIAL PAPERS. ORATIONS BY

" HERALD OF MERCY " A SERIES OF LARGE ILLUSTRATED
JOHN B. GOUGH.

TRACTS. TRACTS. (COPYRIGHT) REVISED BY AIMSELF .

1st and 2nd SERIES, Nos . to 22 . Each containing four large pages of interesting Price ld . each ; One Shilling per dozen .
A SERIES OF FOUR -PAGE TRAOTS, WITH AN and profitable reading, both in Prose and Poetry, 1,000 Copies will be supplied (assorted) for £ 3.

ILLUSTRATION ON THE FIRST PAGE. calculated to impress the minds of the careless 1. Our Standpoint. 7. Fight the Good
Assorted Packet of either series containing 64 and unawakened ,

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S

Queen's Printers ' Teacher's Bible,

2. The Power of Habit . Fight.
Tracts, price ls.; for Gratuitous Distribution , Four different assorted packets containing 100 3. “ For the sake of 8. Prevention or Cure.
123 , 6d . per 1,000 assorted . Tracts, 28.; assortedpackets of 50, 1s. 188. 6d . Others . " 9. Lond a Helping

TheseTracts are printed in clear, bold type, on per 1,000 , if sent Carriage Free, or ordered
4. " Will it Pay ? " Hand !

( ing !
toned paper, and aro admirably adapted for dis through a Bookseller. 5. " Safe " and Right." 10. “ Rescue thePerishtribution .

159. per 1,000 direct from the Publishers. 6. Who are responsible ? \11. " Now " and "Then."

MILDMAY BOOK DEPOT
THE

AND SALOON,

88, MILDMAY PARK, N.

Including the “ Aids to Bible Students." JOHN G. WHEELER has much pleasure in announcing that he has

Besides a CONCORDANCR (over 40,000 refs ., with contert, in bold type)-INDEX taken his brother, Mr. WALTER G. WHEELER, into partnership , and

OF PERSONS, PLACES, and BUBJECTS ( 16,000 refs . ) , by B.V., &c . that in future the firm will be known as WHEELER BROTH HRS, wbo

trust to retain the confidence kindly accorded hitherto to J. G.W. by the
WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE ABOVE : Christian public.

Christian ." _ " More complete than any other similar work ." Bend for New Monthly List , No. 1 now ready. Post free. This List
Graphic ." - " It supersedes all the former Teacher's Bibles . " will be continued every month ( D.V. ) , and will be foundespecially useful

" Illustrated London News." _ " Nothing can be more useful to the Bible to those who require the latest information as to New Books, Cards, and
Student . "

Tracts . Please note the address :
Rock . "-" The most complete portable Bible ever submitted to Bible readers. '

London : WHEELER BROTHERS,
School Guardian ." - " Every teacher should possess a copy of this Bible .'

88, MILDMAY PARK , N.
Queen ." - " Wehave confidence in recommending it."

Ask for the Queen's Printers' Edition . - Prospectus post free. Enlarged to 16 pages. Price ONE PANNY .

Prices, from 38.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE . Groat New Street, London, E.C. THE ANTI - INFIDEL,
AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

Edited by W. R. BRADLAUGH, A Monthly Magazine for the ADVOCACY
OF TRUTI and EXPOSURE OF ERROR.

TIMELY BOOKLETS BY MRS. BAYLY,
Highly suitable for distribution among working men in large centres of

industry. Workshop scoff and ridicule honestly dealt with andrefuted .

Author of " Ragged Homes and How to Mend Them . " Texts cavilled at explained. Allobjectionable personality willbestudiously

avoided, but the principles of Scepticism and the fallacious reasoning of

its advocates will be fearlessly dealt with .

AN OLD MOTHER'S LETTER to Young Women. First Numberof theNEW SERIES, readyMay 26th .

In attractive wrapper. Price Twopence.
LONDON : JOIN SNOW & CO ., 2, Ivy LANE, PATERNOSTER Row ;

At Railway Bookstalls and all Booksellers .

HOME RULE, An Old Mother's Letter to Parents,
Price One Penny. (12 copies, post free, ls.)

In attractive wrapper. Price Throepence . WHY ARE WE PROTESTANTS ?

Quantities supplied direct from the Publishers at a large BY

reduction .
EMILY S. HOLT,

“ If the kind of home rulo ad vocated and ably enforced by Mrs. Bayly

in this little book were more generally carried out, much of the domestio AUTHOR OF “ A TANGLED WEB," “ SISTER ROSE," & c .

misery and unbappiness now so widely prevalent would speedily disappear .''

-Temperance Record,
LONDON : J. F. SHAW & CO. , 48, Paternoster Row , E.C.

JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row, LONDON, E.C.

Published Monthly, price ld . - Unsectarian.

BIBLE LIGHT

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS.

Wordand Work of Jan , 14th says : - "Thosein search of hints and good Extra flexible, silk sewed , in best Bagster morooco , kid -lined , elastic band

Bible notes will value this little monthly , throwing, as it does, light on With full helps. Prices from 20s.

difficult points in a brief and pithy style calculated to prove exceeding's In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band. From 4s .

helpful to Bible students and Christian workers."
SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E.O.
16, PATERNOSTER -ROW , LONDON .

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.

London : J. P. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row , E.O.



Tales of English Life in the Olden
Time,

BY EMIL Y S. HOL T.

“The reading of one of this author's delightful tales is an experience we would fain repeat

more frequently than we do - we have learned to look upon her as an historian par excellence.

The grace and dignity of her literary style, the fidelity and finish of her portraits, and the

amount of essential Christian teaching which she so skilfully and lovingly conveys, combined

with the historic value of her writings, lend to them a charm possessed by very few of the

productions of living authors . ”—The Christian.

A Tangled Web. The Lord Mayor. Red and white :

City Press

16 An

5s. 5s. 5s .

A Tale of the Fifteenth Century . A Tale of London in 1384. A Tale of the Wars of the Roses

Large Crown Avo , gilt tops.

“ Though the task the author set herself Large Crown 8vo , cloth.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra ,

was ambitious, she has performed it credit " A book we can heartily recommend ."
ably. " -Times.

Pall Mall Gazette.
“ The whole book shows not only careful

“ It is a grarious story.. just to our

mind
study of the history , but considerable literary " Full of stirring incident graphically told ." Wecommend itright heartliy. "-C . H.

ability. " -Spectator. The Christian . SPURGEON in Sword and 7 rouel.

Wearpholme; 5s. Joyce Morrell's Harvest ; 68.
Earl Hubert's Daughter ; 58.

Or, Seed Time and Harvest. A Tale of Or, The Annals of Selwick Hall .
Or, The Polishing of the Pearl .

Crown 8vo. New Edition .

the Restoration of Charles the Second. “ The style is good , and the tone high. It
Crown 8ro, cloth extra. will be a most suitable presentfor thoughtful

Crown 8vo, cloth extra.
girls. ' - Watchman .

These chronicles are full of good things, “ We have followed the fortunes of Mar

which are sure to be as precious seed in the

" As a picture of life in the day of Charles II.
garet. the Earl's daughter, with unflagging

heart of any young person into whose hands interest from first to last. " - Church Sunday
is likely to have a wide popularity." - Standard . they may come." - The Congregationalist. School Magazi e.

Lady Sybil's Choice : 58. Margery's Son ; 5s. Verena; 58.

A Tale of the Crusades . Crown 8vo . Or , Until He Find It . A Story of the Or, Safe Paths and Slippery Byeways.

“ A most charming addition to these truly Court of Scotland.

adm rable tales . " — The Christian .
A Story of To-day.

“ Thebook charms from the naive simplicity
Crown 8vo, cloth . Crown 8vo, cloth,

of the heroine and from the skill with which “ Carefully studied and well written . The “ The naturalness and brightness of the

the authoress has preserved the spirit of the
story is admirably told.” - writish Quarterly dialogue torms the charm of the story. "

age ." — The Graphic .
Rerurw .

Littice Eden ; 5s . Clare Avery : 5s. Imogen : os.

Or. The Lamps of Earth and the Light
A Story of the Spanish Armada. A Story of the Mission of Augustine.

of Heaven.

Crown 8vo, cloth .
New Edition . Crown 8vo, cloth .

New Edition , Crown 8vo.

" Illustrates with equal beauty and fidelity“ We promise its readers a rare literary admirable story , full of life and the characteristics of an eventful period of
feast . "- The Christian . vigour. " - Rock . our history ." -- Record .

The White Rose of Langley . Robin Tremayne:
5s. Jsoult Barry of Wynscote:

A Story of the Court of England in the
A Tale of the Marian Persecution. A Tale of Tudor Times.

Olden Time.

Crown 8vo, cloth . 5s,
New Edition, Crown 8vo. Crown 8vo , cloth.

“ An admirable instructive , and very inte . " The book is extremely well written ." " The book is as charming as it is profit

resting volume.' -English Independent. Atheneum , able." - The Christian .

Ashcliffe Hall :
Sister Rose :

os . 5s. John de Wycliffe,

Or, The Eve of St Bartholomew .

A Tale of the Last Century . New Edition . Crown 8vo.
The First of the Reformers, and that

“ The example of simple faith and trust is
He Did for England,

New Edition, Crown 8vo, cloth .
described in so striking a manner that it is

scarcely possible for a young person with
Crown 8vo, cloth.

vivid feelingsto read it withouthaving a very " An admirable exposition of the opinions

" It is able and natural, well written , and deep impression ofthe beauty ofthe rule upon
of a remarkable man ."' - Notes and Creer e.

thoroughly entertaining from beginning to which a Christ an life ought to be modelled . ' " Sustains its interest throughout.".

end .' -Record English Independent,

The Lord of the Marches. The Maiden's Lodge ; 35. Gd . Mistress Margery :

The Story of Roger Mortimer . Or, None of Self, and all of Thee. A Tale of the Lollards.
Large Crown 8vo . 3s . Od

Crown 8vo, cloth . New Edition . Crown 8vo.
“ Every page of the book is redolent of

goodness and honour " -Academy, " A beautiful illustration of self -surrender, "A page in history which our young, men

“ This charming story will be read with un. thoroughly interesting, and well written . " and maidens will do well tosaturatewith holy

flagging interest." - Pall Mall Gazette. Word and Work . tears ." -- Suori and Trouel.

Ye Olden Time. 38. 6d . Not for Him. 38. Od. At pe Grene Griffin ; 26. 6d

English Customs in the Middle Ages.
The Story of a Forgotten Hero. Or, Mrs. Treadwell's Cook. A Tale of

Crown 8vo, cloth .
Crown 8vo, cloth extra . the Fifteenth Century. Small 8vo

" An interesting story of social life in the“ We have seldom met with a more useful thirteenth century ; there are beautiful lessons “ We consider this little book one of the

book ." -- Notes and Queries, interspersed through the book, and a great most charming ofher productions." - Christian

“ A fascinating volume." -- Sword and Trowel. deal in it that is worth reading "-Woman's Work . World .

For the Master's Sake: The Wwell in the Desert : The Way of the Cross :

A Tale of the Days of Queen Mary . An Old Legend of th, House of Arundel. A Tale of the Early Church.

Small 8vo. Illustrated. Cloth . 2s. 6d. Small 8vo, cloth . 2s . Od
Small 8vo, cioth .

“ Beautiful sketchesof life among the Early

" A work of thrilling interest " --Christian Age. “ A tale of the middle ages, showing that Christians." - Rock .

“ We heartily recommend this well -written there were beautiful gleams of light even in
“ The tales are in Miss Holt's best - interest.

tale . A good gift book . '--Churchman. those dark days .” — Evangelical Magazine. ing and profitable." — Fireside news.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW . E.C.

38. Od

Szurday Revieto.

35. Od

Is . d .

Joux F. Shaw & Co. , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.
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WILDMAY MISSION TO THE JEWS,
79 , MILD M A Y ROAD, N .

This mission was commenced on the 1st day of June, 1876 , and is now ten years old .

It has been a work of faith from its commencement, and has had signal tokens of the Lord 's approval,
i which we praise Him .

It has been thought desirable that our thanksgivings should be publicly expressed.

TWO MEETINGS, therefore, for PRAISE and PRAYER will ( D . V .) be held in the

CONFERENCE HALL , MILDMAY PARK , N .,

| THURSDAY , 3rd June, 1886 , at 3.30 p .m ., and at 7 p .m ., to which all friends of Israel are cordially

vited. Tea will be provided for those coming from a distance.

“ Publish ye, praise ye, and say , O Lord, save Thy people, the remnant of Israel.”

outh American Missionary Society WOMEN OF INDIA,

THE ANNUAL SERMON | ALL -DAY CONVENTION ,
WILL ( D . V .) BE PREACHED IN

1. MARGARET'S CHURCH , WESTMINSTER ,
CONVENED BY THE

ON Indian Female Normal School and Instruction Society ,
ASCENSION DAY, JUNE 3, 1883 ,

AT 11 O 'OLOOK . BY On TUESDAY, JUNE 8th , 1886 ,
The Right Rev. LORD BISHOP of DERRY , D .D .

A Collection will be made on behalf of the Society 's Missions. C ! AT EXETER HALL.

RMY SCRIPTURE READERS' 12 a . m . 3 p .in ,

AND
DevotionalMeeting. London Missionary Society .

Chairman , L . LIESCHING , Esq . Mrs. MURRAY MITCHELL, on theSOLDIERS'. FRIEND SOCIETY, 2 p . m . work of the Presbyteriai

MedicalMissions . Missions.

Mrs. CLARK . MissGOOD :

TRAFALGAR SQUARE,CHARING CROSS, W .C. Miss PATTESON , from Benares . “ Converts' Home" at Bar
Miss LLOYD (Women's Mission rack pore.

ary Training Home) . Miss CARTBOP (American Mis

THE ANNUAL MEETING 3 p . m . Bions) .

4 p . m .Delegates from other societies.Of the Society will be held in the
Chairman , Rev. W . GRAY , “ Our Own Work."

WER EXETER HALL , ON MONDAY EVENING , JUNE 7th , C . M . S . Secretary (Society for Mrs. SORABJI (Poona ) .

Female Education in the Miss BAUMANN (Lucknow ) .

AT SEVEN O 'OLOCK . East ) . Miss KEAY (Labore ).

The Chaplain -General, Rev. Dr. EDGHILL, 7 p.11 . – The Stratford Mizpah Male Choir will sing.
WILL PRESIDE.

7.30 p .m , Chairman , G . WILLIAMS, Esq.

The following gentlemen will take part in the Meeting :
“ Mission Work among the Women of India."

Rev. A . H . LASH , Ī R ev. A . R . CAVALIER,
Major-General Sir CHARLES WARREN ; General Sir ARTHUR Sir WILLIAM MUIR, K . C . S . I., D . O . L .

\WRENCE ; Major OWEN HAY, R . A . ; Rev. W . H . BULLOCK ;

V . J . MACTAGGART ; Rev . O . A . SOLBE (Chaplains to the
" A Visit to our Missions." - Rev. H . E . De St. DALMAS.

irces). 8 .45 p . m . - Indian Homes ." - Mrs. SORABJI.

Dur friends will please note we only intend having one " How can wehelp ? " - Hon . A . KINNAIBD,

reting this year, and that an evening one. We trust our W . T . PATON , Esq.
ends will try and make it a success.

Refreshments will be provided in the Building at a moderate cost.

ciety for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in theEAST.
Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the Admission to the Evening Meeting by Tickets. Members of the Y . W . 0 . A .

criptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas, specially invited . Information can be obtained from the Secretaries, 2 ,

Lrems, and Schools , in Asia and Africa , Adelphi Terrace , Strand , W . O .

Secretary, Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London , S.W .
Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR , & Co., 16 , St. James Street , Price ONE PENNY . 12 Ooples , post free , ls.

ondon , B . W .

NATIONAL IDOLATRY,
Published Monthly, price Id . Unsectarian ,

BIBLE LIG ET
By ROBERT BROWN ,

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS. Author of Outlines of Prophetic Truth ,” “ The Hidden Mystery,"

Word and Work of Jan . 14th says : - " Those in search of hints and good " Babylonianism ," " Jesuitism ," & c .

ble notes willvalue this little monthly , throwing, as it does, light on “ Amore valuable little tract, or one more suitable to the present times,

Hcult points in a brief and pithy style calculated to prove exceedingly has seldom come under our notice, and we gladly commend it to the

Ipful to Bible students and Ohristian workers." perusal of our friends." - English Churchman .

ONDON : JOHN F . SHAW & CO., 48 , PATERNOSTAR Rɔw . E .O . | LONDON : JOAN F . SHAW & 00 ., 48, PATERNOSTHB Row , E . O .

"ORD AND WORK will be sentby the Publishers Post-free to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Months for 65. LOG
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Terms for Advertisements

“Woyd and work. ""

Situations, &c.

Select Boarding School for Young Ladies,

MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE .

Educational.

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL THE OLD HALL SCHOOL.
IX

»)
WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

BATH,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN . Principal: DR.CRANAGE, M.A.

CROMARTIE HOUSE HOOL . This Paper baging a large and increasing dr
Principal: MR . W. FRANKLIN

The Avenue, Acton .- Vareful Christian training
culation amongst Christians ofall denominations

( for nearly 8 years a Master at MonktonCombo combined with the best educational advantages . forms an excellent medium for Educational and

Bchool).

DULI QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .
Pupils received between the ages of six and four other Announcements .

teen years. A limited number only taken .

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms
Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and
very moderate, and charged from date of entry .
Address Principal.

VACANT OR WANTED .

professional pursuits.

Pupils are prepared for the various University CAPTAIN MORETON Apartments-Houses
and competitive examinations. The Principal has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Gxo ,

gives personal attention to the grounding of FOSTER AS an educator . WANTED OR TO LET.
younger boys.

London Referee - GEORGB WILLIAMS, Esq.,
Combe Down , at an elevation of some 700 feet 71 , 6t . Paul's Churchyard . Educational

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air. Swimming taught this term .
The Bchool residence and premises have been KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX. AND MISCELLANEOUS

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa

tion . BOARDING SCHOOL for Young Ladies ' The Terms are very moderato , viz .: Miscel.
References

Resident English and Foreign governesses. laneous in small Type , 28. 6d. for 30 words or less,

Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super-Mare. Visiting masters. Vacancies for two boarders. and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal Terms moderate.. Principal, Russell Houses under . A reduction for a series of Bix Insertions

Lancers. Maidstone. and upwards.
H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern.
Dr. Maclean , Bath . SOUTHEND -ON -SE A.

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .
BELLE VUE HOUSE. ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

H. Groves , Esq ., Kendal. PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG AND

G. F. Trench, Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry .
LADIES .

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap Delicate Children receive special attention .
RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.

plication .
Terms moderate -- C . , Office of Word and Work,

GOVERNESS.-Re-engagement wantedby
48, Paternoster Row , London, E.C. Book and Displayed Advertisements charged

young lady, aged 21. Acquirements : English,
BRIGHTON LADIES SCHOOL. according to space occupied . Front Page, and

French , music , drawing, elementary, German, Established twenty - five years. Pupils success other special positions, by arrangement.

and Latin , dj years in last engagement. Country fully prepared for all examinations. The juniors

preferred . P.s., Job F. Shaw & Co. , 48, Pater have a separate department. Address Principal,
N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

noster Row, London , E.O. 122 , Marine Parade.
in the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first poston Monday

morning , or at latest by12 o'clock noon.

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom .
panied_by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F.BHAW & Co.

Amounts under 2s.6d ,may be sentin Halfpenny

Principal- MRS.JUDSON. Btampa,

In this lovely and healthy locality, situated among the Cotswold Hills, pupils can gain health and
strength whilst enjoying the advantages of careful instruction , home comforts, and Christian training.
Tormsinclusivo and moderate . References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

country , and to Rev.John Wilkinson , 79, Mildmay Road, N. , &c.

Situations and Appointments. Spartments, dr.

A CHRISTIAN , of many years' experience
LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL,

in the City , having three daysper week on hand ,
20 , 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.O.
Five minutes' walk or 1s . cab fare from Euston,

seeks engagement as Book keeper, Secretary, or
other similar employment. Merchants and St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways ; easily 1s Published overy Thursday, Price One Fenny .

reached from other stations.
Tradesmen's books kept by time or contract.

Patronised by Orders shouldbo sent to any local Bookselleror

Bookkeeping thoroughly understood ; first -class
readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application. Newsagont. If difficulty is experienoed in ob

references gived, and charges very moderate. BOURNEMOUTH.- A delightful Homo
talning copiesthus,theycan be had direct from

Address M., Word and Work Office, 48, Pater
the Publishers ,by post, onWednesday, at the

for Visitors and invalidsatDurley Dean Mansion .noster Row. following rates, Payable in Advance
Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

YOUNG MENcan obtain a preparatory Koumiss treatment where desired . Pamphlets Post free for 26 Weeks

course of training with a view to the Christian showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless £ s. d.

Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home cases post free for 6d . in stamps . Address 1 Copy
0 3 5

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable Secretary 2 Copies 0 6 10

terms, by applying to Rev. J.Renny, F.R.S.L. ,
3 0 10 8

Christ ChurchParsonage, Cheddar. "A stamped ISLE of WIGHT.-To be let , furnished , 4 0 12 6

addressed envelope should be sent for reply . a pretty Villa, overlooking the sea. Three sitting
6 0 17 6

SITUATION WANTED , by a young and five bedrooms. Terms, including use of pony

Terms of Subscription.

“ Word and Work "

62 Weeks

28. d.

0 6 10

0 13 8

106

150

1 15 0
.........

09.08Copies.......... 170

All Subscriptions should be remitted by Cheque

or Postal Order for the amount payable to the

QFFICES 48 , PATERNOBTER ROW , E.C.

( Including Double Numbers.)

man, just left the navy, with good character, as

and carriage, 2 guineas a week, or 70 guineas per The above ratesapply toall Countries

porteror apy place oftrust . W.O., 4, Maryland's apnum .- W . Dabell, Black Gang .
in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Road , Harrow Road ,W.

Europe, Canada, the United States of

HASTINGS . - Sea View House, Marine America, Egypt, andthe Holy Land .

YOUNG MAN seeks employment, care Parade, close to the sea. Well-furnished Apart

taker of mission hall , &c . House-to -house visita ments,with good attendance, at very moderate

tion, and dealingwith anxious souls a special gift. (inclusive) charges. Entrance 35, George

James i . 27. Could act as secretary , olerk ,keep Street. For terms apply Miss Stevens. FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

accounts in conjunction or apart from above.Object , Master's glory. Ebenezer, Box 2,643, WORTHING HOME OF REST for Coples of “WORD AÁD WORK may be

Sell's, 167, Fleet Street, E.O. Christians.-- Every comfort. Terms, one to two

Bent weekly from this Office toany address in

theundermentionedForeign countries,for 0.18
A GENTLEMAN having completed four guineas. Lady Superintendent, Rutherford

years' evangelization among the English in
Indge, Worthing.

Year, on the following terms, paid in advance

TO

India , seeks sphere of labour as HomeMissionary
Africa

LEYTONSTONE.
Jamaica

or Evangelist. Highest references. Missionary,
-To let, pretty six. Australia Japan

care of Housekeeper, 27, HighStreet , Hull .
roomed houseand workshop ; long garden ; tram , Brazil New S, Wales

rail. Rent £ 24. Apply 73 , Pearson Btreet, Kings
SITUATION Wonted ,by a youth , aged17 ,

Ohina New Zealand

land Road , N.

in an office. Three years' good character.
( Tho postage being One Penny each copy .)

Knowledge of shorthand. W. S. , 33, Robinson HOUSE TO LET. - Eight rooms. Select
£ 8. d. 1

Road , Approach Road , Victoria Park .
neighbourhood. 8 , Bouverie Road, Stoke Newing 1 Dopy ...

ASSISTANTMATRON , or Matron , in ton , N, Rent moderate. Easy access from City. 2 Copies sro 0.18 0.14
a small home, or any place of trust . Age 49. For particulars apply to J.G. Vernon, Oxford Tom
Moderate salary. Good reference. A.B.C., Post House, College Avenue, Clapton , E. India Ceylon
Office, Wrentham ,Wangford , Suffolk .

FURNISHED . - To be let, for a term ,
Persia Transvaal

CLERK (LADY) desires employment as apartinents or wholehouse. Close to Blackheath ( The Postage being Three Halfpence each cops:)

assistant-bookkeeper, or in a light business. Aged Station ; near heath . Three large reception £ 8. d .

19. Tail. Two years' unexceptionable reference. and five bedrooms. Bathroom , Kvery conve 1 Copy 011 08Oopies

Address J. M. , 17 , Poland Street, W. nience. Laburnams, Bennett Park, Blackheath , 2 Copies

WANTED immediately ,good General Ber BOARD and RESIDENCE, near Swiss

vant, age 30 to 35. Must understand plain cook . Publishers .
log . Two ladies. Small house, Apply by letter

Cottage, for ladies and gentlemen . Bath . Piano.

(no cards) statingwages. Mrs. Leigh Bpencer, Late dinner. Inclusive terms from 259, 137,

15. Sherbourne Terrace, Leamington . Fellows Road , South Hampstead,

South Africa

South Americs

Tasmania

West Indies

£ g. d.

mimi I 14 0

Aden '
Zanziba

r

£ s. d .

I 13 0
1 11 6
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WORKS BY MRS. PENNEFATHER. ADDRESSES,in 1s, volumes;'or in cloth imp,

By D. L, MOODY,

ADDRESSES, in 1s. volumes ; ' or in cloth limp,

1s, 6d . Twelve different sorts.

Songs of the Pilgrim Land,

SINGLE ADDRESSES, Tract Size .

AT ONE PENNY EACH, Twenty -seven different sorts.

SINGLE ADDRESSES, in Small Books,attractively

printed on Tinted Paper, suitable for enclosing in letters.

Small 4to , Cloth extra , 58.

Twenty different sorts. AT ONE PENNY EACH .

A CHOICE AND APPROPRIAT
E PRESENT.

A complete descriptive list of Mr. Moody's Addresses will be

forwardedon application .

" A charming book inside and out. All the poems are full of

the highest aspirations and purest devotion ,breathing fervent ENVELOPE SERIES OF SMALL BOOKS.

love to our Saviour, and longing for the time when faith will

give place to sight. Mrs. Pennefather has added another to

32 pageseach . Attractively printed on Tinted Paper.

her many claims on the gratitude of the Church by permitting

ONE PENNY Each . Seventeen sorts,

E the publication of this volume."—Record .

A complete descriptive list of the above Addresses will be

" Will bring gladness to many a pilgrim on the way. The

forwarded onapplication .

songs are full ofspiritual feeling, and possess true melody of

thought and rhythm ,” - Nonconformisto
SCRIPTURE TEXTS.

“ We are glad that Mrs. Pennefather has given her consent In very large type. Printed in blue ink. Size 31 x 20in .

to the publication of her poetical pieces in a collected form ,

71 different texts, 3d, each , mounted on canvas, varnished ,

and we heartily welcome the charming volume. It is seldom

and with eyelet holes, 9d. each ; mounted on rollers and

we meet with pieces so fraught with heart-searching and heart varnished, 1s . 6d . each.

stirring thoughts, in simple yet graceful and touching lan These Texts are very suitable for the walls of school.

guage,evincing deep spiritual insight, ripeness of judgment, rooms, lecture halls, hospitals, &c.

end richness of experience ." - Baptist.
Two specimen texts sent free for six stamps.

“ A volume that will live and soon become as well known to

the Christian public as are the poems of the late Miss Elliott The " I AM " . series of SCRIPTURE TEXTS.

and Miss Havergal." - English Churchman ,

Tastefully printed in colours, on paper 35 x 224in . 16

different texts, 6d. each . May also be had mounted on

canvas, varnished, and with eyelet holes, at 1s. 6d . each ;

New Edition , Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 38. Bd.

mounted on rollers and varnished, 2s, 6d , each .

A complete descriptive list of the above SCRIPTURE TEXTs will be

31
forwarded on application .

" FOLLOW THOU ME. ' Service.

" Into this little volume tho devout authoress has managed

HYMN SHEETS,

tocondense an immense amount of Scriptural teaching, and

from " SONGS and SOLOS."

withal she has enforced it in a sweet, simple , but powerful

Suitable for Special and Open - air Services, Evangelistio

manner. For guidance to young Christians of whatever age we Meetings, & c. 24 different sorts at 9d. per 100 (2 pages) .

know nothing better than this. The more of such holy, able 4 pages, 12 different sorts at 1s, 6d . per 100 .

writing the better. May the book have an increasing sale."
Sword and Trowel . HYMN SHEETS, specially suitable for Gospel

Temperance Meetings. (2 pages). 4 sorts at 9d. per 100.

New Edition, Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 3s. 6d. HYMNS for SPECIAL

and OUTDOOR SERVICES.

Eleven different sorts of SHEET HYMNS, 2 pages each , 6d . per 100 .

A complete descriptive list of the above HYMN SHEETS will be

" All who peruse these profitable pages will thank the author
forwarded on application ,

for giving to the Christianpublic the fruits of her large and

deep experience. " The Christian .
PUBLISHED MONTALY,

PRICE ONE HALFPENNY.

"Their practical suggestions and lessons of truth will be THE HERALD OF MERCY. Originatedbythe

Five Copies post free for 3d .

found veryvaluable and helpful." — Woman's Work . late DUNCAN MATHESON . Profusely Illustrated. Specially

suitable for generaldistribution . ,

Choice Books by Mrs. Pennefather.

Terms of Subscription .

Post free . Post free,

Price ONE PENNY each ; ls. per Doz , assorted , post- free.

4 Copies monthly, for 1 year, 2s. 12 Copies monthly for 1 year, 6s.
12s ,

AM I GUIDED ?
“The Herald of kerty ” abounds with awakening and

HINTS ON BIBLE READING , instructive articles, sketches of real life , stirring narratives,

solemn warnings, and tender invitations. - in

THE PEACE OF GOD

and the GOD OF PEACE ,

TO OPEN -AIR PREACHERS AND EVANGELISTS.

Messrs. Morgan & Scott will have much pleasure in sending

post free to any address & complete list of their publications,

Price Bd . por Dozen , post free.
comprising

Helps to Bible Study.

THE BLESSED HOPE,
Addresses to the Unconverted.

Outline Bible Lectures .

WOMAN'S WAYSIDE MINISTRY, Expositions and Works of Reference.

These valuable little books maybeenclosed in letters, and Cheap Gospel Tracts , with or without illustrations, &c .

thus often form a word of counsel and comfort.
LONDON : MORGAN & SCOTT, 12, PATIRNOSTER BUILDINGS.

And be ordered of any Bookseller.

LONDON ; JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

8
48. I 24
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been blessed , the peoplo have been gathered , and a building is absolutely

the objection does not apply. The llving agent is at work. His work has

BUILDINGTALBOT TABERNACLE NEW

(POWIS CHAPEL)

FOUR

NOUR
put up in the year 1868. There was a hearty response , and money was sent to us by the Lord's people far and wide , amounting,

with our own contributions, to nearly £3,000.

With this sum & substantial and capacious Lecture Hall, and several Class Rooms, Vestry, &c ., were built and furnished, and

opened by the late Earl of Shaftesbury in March , 1884, FREE OF DEBT. The erection of these buildings also secured for us a lease

of the entire property for 82 years.
An earnost and good work has ever since been carried on in these School Buildings, the congregation meanwhile continuing to

worship in the oldiron

Church . This latter

has now become so

dilapidated as to be

Boarcelytenantable,

and we all feel that it

would be wasteful to

spendany moremoney

on its repair. Besides

which ,at theexpiration

of the present lease

(two years hence), it

passes out of our hands

unless we consent to

the payment ofan in

creased rental, charge

able until a permanent

structure is putup in

its stead. This cannot

be done at a less cost

than £4,000.
We

have resolved, there

fore, on the erection,

as soon as we have the

means,
of a new build

ing to contain abont

1,200 people.
No one feels more

strongly than we do

the urgent claims

the poor, Home and

Foreign Missions, & c.,

and in erecting a com

modious building for

the preaching of the

Gospel, andth
e minis

try of the Word, we

believe we shall be

doing the best thing

to foster and promote

these and other good

works,with which we

havebeenso longand

00

so closelyidentified.

mora

Our own means are most limited, but we are of one heart and mind in the matter, and are doing our very utmost. Already nearly

£ 1,800 bave boon subscribed or promised.

than a quarter of a century's ministry in London. To open the new place free of any incumbrance by that date will be a great joy to

We propose to extend promises ofhelp over twoyears, at the expiration of which time the Pastor will have completed

him , and will, we hope, prove theinaugurationof another happy and prosperousperiod of Gospel labour in the Metropolis.

Dovations and promises may be sent to any of the undernamed, or to the Pastor,

80, Konsington Gardens Square, London , W.

FrankMuluto

Signed for the Church and Office Bearors.

PASTO
R

T. LIVINGSTONE LEARMONTH , Esq.

REV. H. S. PATERSON , M.D.

M. C. LEITE ROZAS, Esq.

Rev. NEVILE SHERBROOKE (Portman Chapel).

MARTIN J. SUTTON , Esq. (Reading ).

GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq.

Heartily commended by

REV. J. BENNETT, D.D. (Park Chapel, Chelsea ).

F. A. BEVAN , Esq .

Rev. HORATIUS BONAR , D.D. ( Edinburgh ).

HENRY F. BOWKER , Esq.

REV . HENRY E. BROOKE (Dovercourt ).

T. A. DENNY, Esq.

Rev. C. GRAHAM ( Shepherd's Bush ).

“ I can with all my heart commond to the generous help of all the Lord's

servants the work under the care of my beloved brother, Frank White . He

took up the work which was left by the exzellentMr. Gordon Forlong , who

emigrated ; and under bis care it has grown, and been of eminent service

in the West End . But the meeting -place is an Iron Chapel, now nearly

worn out. It must bo replaced by a permanent structure, and it ought to

be . Mr. White is not, I fear, a very bold beggar, and so I make bold for

him , and venture to say that a worthier man there is not in London , nor a

ministry more intently set upon the maintenance of truth and the winning

of souls . His needs are great just now , and le deserves help from us all. "

C. H. SPURGEON .

Westwood, Beulah Hill, Upper Norwood .

" I havethe strongest objection to the incessant multiplication of build

ings, save in caseswhere a very evident need ismanifested. Here,however,

required , in order that the work should goonand prosper. "THE LATE BARL OF SHAFTESBURY.

* Io espressingmyheartysympathy,with Mr. Frank White's undertaking

I trust it may be borne in mind by those to whom the accompanying

strength small,it is most desirable
heshouldbe spared toilandanxiety

in raising money. His burden may be at least much lightened if those to

incline their hearts, with as littledelay as possible ."-AxNRYJ. BROOKS,

Dovercourt.
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degree, affects us all. I mean that insularity and narrowness

of vision in regard to ecclesiastical affairs which confines toso

very great an extent our interests within the limits of the

Anglican Communion . Is it or is it not the fact that so far as

manyof us are concernedthe rest ofthe Catholic Church might

as well not exist at all ? What has been the mind and practice

of the Catholic Church is nothing to us unlesswe can 800 it set

down explicitly andpresoribed in so many words by the Book of

Common Prayer. We do not realize the scandal and distress of

our 'separation from the rest of Christendom ; or, ifwethink

about it at all, is it not generally only to pride ourselves upon

possessing the best form of religion existing in the world ? Our

Liturgy we believe to be the most primitive and Scriptural

extant; our clergy entirely free from the defects which attach

to others ;t our parochial system the wisest possible, and our

devotion all the better for being so moderato aad sensible ;

avoiding, as we like to say, the superstitionsand fanaticisms

which disfigure the practice of other religious bodies.

1

~ ENGLISH CHURCH UNION.” Lord Halifax, recently appointed Ecclesiastical Com

missioner and President E.C.U. , is outspoken enough.

LAST werk theEnglish Church Union colebrated its twenty-seventh anniversary. During It is impossible not to recognize the direction in which

all the years of its existence it has laboured as

he proposes to travel . His face is set stedfastly

successfully for disunion as any association with Romeward , and, if sufficient time be allowed, there is

which we are acquainted. Its main purpose, whether
no reason why he should not reach his destination :

avowed or disavowed , has been to undo the Reforma

It is a matter of some interest to notice how he and

tion and to Romanize the Church of England. The
other kindred spirits ignore the whole realm of

unity at which it aims, should it ever succeed in
Christian fellowship outside what they are pleased to

reaching it, will appear in the subjection of Angli- call Catholicism .

canism at the feet of the Roman Pontiff.
Surely faith in Christ is not limited to the members

The dogma of Papal infallibility is not many years
of the Oriental, Western, and Anglican Communions,

There are thousands outside these churches who have

old, and if it took more than eighteen centuries to

prepare the minds of Romanists for the reception of

proved by the plentiful production of the fruit of the

this novel doctrine, perhaps ecclesiastics in Italy can
Spirit their union with the true Vine. Loftily to pass

bear with their friends in this country, even though it
these by, and to hold out a hand of welcome only to

may take some little time to tone their temper and

the superstitious votaries of the Greek and Roman

thoughts to an unreserved submission to the authority

churches, is a curious illustration of the advance

enshrined in the Vatican.
backward which the English Church Union is pre

In ritual and doctrine

pared to make. Its hatred of Puritanism and

Anglicanism hasbeen steadily growing into Romanism .

The doctrines of the CouncilofTrenthavebeen quietly It may not beconvenient for the association over

Protestantism is only equalled by its love for Rome.

substituted for the creed of the Reformers. One by which Lord Halifaxpresides to march straightforward

one the most repugnant relics of the Dark Ages have

been restored , and beliefs which many thought to

to the Vatican, but it would certainly be more honest.

have been dead beyond recovery are both alive and

So long as men with such marked Romanistic lean.

active. There was, however, one article of faith

nings remain in the Church of England, they constitute

which until very recently seemed most of all unlikely
a serious source of danger and are a weakness, not a

to be revived . It was supposed, and with good

strength . They are welcome to find the freedom for

reason , that in no case would men who had known

which they long outside, and their absence would

the sweets of liberty consent to grovel at the feet of
not be regretted by any who love the Gospel of

Grace.

a foreign priest . This delusion , happily or unhappily,

has been dispelled. Proof is before us in the speech

of the President of the English Church Union . He
ANGLICAN MASSES.

grieves over the disunion of Christendom , and he

yearns CCORDING to Lord Halifax the distinguishing

of Nationalism , and refuses to be content with any.
A .

thing short of Catholicism . He says : He complains that, although the clergy may be faithful

Let me say something upon oneother aspect of Nationalism

enough in telling the people of the sacrifice of Christ's

lo its relation to religion, which I think we must confess, in its
death, they are not frequent enough in offering it.
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Of course we are unable to sympathize with him in solemnly accepted by the Church of England, are a

bis complaint, for we know now of no such sacrifice statement of doctrine and a condemnation of error,

to be repeated, nor do we know of any priests compe- which must be revoked before union with the Church

tent to perform it . We cannot tell what period Lord of Rome can come within the range of possible action.

Halifax has in his mind when he talks of the Primi So long as these sentences form part of the Church's

tive Church ; we are only certain it is non-apostolic . creed , any of her sons who even make overtures to

There is not, throughout the whole New Testament, Rome are chargeable either with great folly or some

the shadow of warrant for regarding the Lord's Supper thing worse ..

as sacrificial. Although it is spoken of again and again,

thereseems to be special care taken to avoid the use

of language on which any such perversion of it could be BACK TO ROME

ounded . Judaism had its temple, its altar, its sacrifices, THE Papacy rests on the belief that an earthly

and its priests; since it has been deprived of these, its

would not prefer Leo . XIII, to the Privy Council ? Granted

that due hierarchical subordination is not ofthe essence ofthe

Leo XIII, or the Privy Council ? Lord Halifax and

head is necessary for the well -being of theChristiac

very existence has been in abeyance. The Jews live, Church . In apostolic times there was full provision

but Judaism is dead . The one sacrifice once offered
made for guidance and governance by the gift of

made types no longer needful. There has been no
inspired men. Even these, however, though used to

sacrificial victim offered to God acceptably on any communicate Divine truth , were not exempted from

altar since Christ died on Calvary. The pretence to the danger of failure. Peter's conduct rightly sub

offer one is really to dishonour the propitiation, the jected him to the reproof of Paul. Even in sub- apos

freshness and fulness of which remain perfect and
tolic times errors in doctrine and practice began to

complete to the end of the age. The presence of a thrive . In the third and fourth centuries deadly

priest and sacrifice in any church now is the deposition heresies threatened the very existence of the Christian

of the ONE PRIEST, and the disparagement of the ONE
community. During the Dark Ages superstitions

SACRIFICE. Yet Lord Halifax can see no church if these
without number concealed the truthof God, and the

be absent. For, after the quotation already given , he Reformation was simply a return to the doctrines

proceeds to say, embodied in the New Testament.

Now let me test all this by one crucial example. There The truth is the Church's Head is in heaven, not on

is no doubt that the celebration of the Holy Eucharist

constituted the service of the Primitive Church, and that it
earth . Saving truth has been fully revealed, and the

must be so with ourselves before we can justify our claim to a only trustworthy Interpreter of it is the Holy Ghost

possession of primitive Christianity. Yet what do we find is

the prevailing rule in this matter, throughout,at all events, the

If we honestly submit to His guidance, we will find

country districts ? and I wish I could say with truth that the Him competent to guide us into all truth . Yet men,

remark applied orly to the country districts. Is it or is it not who ought to be better instructed , vainly dream ofa

true that the Holy Eucharist, so far from being the service of

the Church, is entirely neglected by a great proportion of our
human centre of authority by whom all questions may

people and considered to be something quite outsido,' and in be solved. The solutions offered by the Papacy during

addition to, the ordinary service of the Church ? Is it or is it

not true that in consequence 9. great proportion of our people
past centuries do not commend themselves to save

have almost entirely lost the idea of worship ? The olergy tell students of Scripture, and Roman Catholicism is not

the people of the sacrifice of Christ's death ; in howmany

churches throughout the Anglican Communion is it daily
ignorant of this, as is clearly apparent in the jealous

offered ? The instinctive conservatism of the poor in the coun. prohibition of Bible study, The craving for one

try has, no doubt, kept them in connection, I will not say in

communion, with the English Church ; but what proportion
authority for Christendom springs from the same

of them, what proportion of any class, rich and poor alike, is source as that from which the dogma ofPapal infalli.

there whose belief and practicewould satisfy what would have

beenconsidered to beabsolutely essential by the Church of
bility has issued . Lord Halifax pleads for this

primitive times ? Thank God , to have locked up our treasure central authority in these words :

is not the same thing as having lost it ; but can it be denied After all; if a central authority is good for the Anglican Com

thatour insular way of looking at religious questions bas very munion , a central authoritymust begood for the Church at

much obscured ourperception of how anomalous much in our large." GrantedthatwebelieveSacramental unity is of theesse

own practice must seem to others ? ofthe Church,must wenot also believe that itsbene esse is union

To speak of the daily offering of Christ's sacrifice is

in allits parts? ' With devoted confidence in thevalidity of our

ownSacraments, and with a perfectconvictionof the truth of

simply to introduce the Romish Mass with or without our dogmaticposition ,mustwenot also believethat in order

disguise. Can that be honestly done by one who

that the Church may do allthatits Divine Head intendedit to

do, it must unitetogether and be in unityand fellowship of

subscribes the following declaration ? "The offering communion,and with thisobject ought it to remain on this

of Christ once made is that perfect redemption , pro
earth acephalous, and with no common centre ? " Can we si

leastconceiveanythingmore conducivetothe unityof the

pitiation , and satisfaction for all the sins of the whole Churchthan such a common centre,provided alwaysthat the

world , both original and actual ; and there is none
principle of centralization be 20 acceptedasnot to infringeon

the rightof localjurisdiction? Certainlythosewho are willing

other satisfaction for sin but that alone. Wherefore to recognizeanappealfromtheArchbishopof Canterbury to

the sacrifices of Masses, in the which it was com
Christian Bishop. Istherea single instructedChristianwho

monly said that the priest did offer Christ for the

quick and the dead to have remission of pain or guilt,

were blasphemous fables and dangerous deceits. " These things, as well as with primitive practice ?

two sentences, which are surely explicit enough, and Are these the only alternatives ? Either Popa
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The Gospel under Five Aspects.

AT

his friends know that they can free themselves from

the control of the Privy Council to -morrow . Nor

need it be said separation from the State would lessen

their churchiness. The Church was stronger and Words Spoken in a West End Pulpit.

purer before the days of Constantine than she has FROM A HEARER'S NOTES.

everbeensince. In the present temper of England, |I PURPOSE to direct yourattention to-night totheAnglicanism of a somewhat extreme type could gain

support if the endowments now enjoyed were for
I. The Gospel of God (Rom . i . 1 ).

feited . We question , however, whether Ritualists II. The Gospel of Christ, (Rom . i. 16)

III. The Gospel of the grace of God (Acts xx. 24) .

contemplate anything other than submission to Leo IV. The Gospel of your salvation (Eph. i. 13).

XIII. were State emoluments and p restige with V. The Gospel of the kingdom (Matt. xxiv. 14) .

drawn. Surely so long as they have these advan .

tages they should be content to obey the laws under Have you ever estimated the extent of the ruin

which they voluntarily live , and should have grace
caused bythe primal disobedience inthe Garden of

enough to be ashamed of coquetting with another Eden ? The loss of man's original righteousness, the

Church which their fathers rejoiced to forsake and corruption of his whole nature, his banishment from

disown . Paradise, distance from God , sorrow, suffering,

disease , death : all the evils which have reigned in the

world from that day to this, have been caused by that

one transgression and disobedience, that trivial act,

as some would venture to call it .

TALBOT TABERNACLE
. On the other hand, have you estimated the energy

T the present time we cannot have too many
required, the force needed , if all these evils are to be

witnesses for the faith, nor can there be too
overcome, and man is to be brought back to a condi

tion of holy, happy allegiance to God ? According to

many important positions worthily occupied by such His good pleasureGod hath purposed in Himself to

witnesses. We rejoice, therefore, in the proposal to
"gather together in one all things in Christ, both

build & fitting tabernacle for our esteemed brother, which are in heaven and which are in earth, even in

Mr. Frank White. The present building is not only teach no more every man his brother,saying,Know
Him ." The time shall surely come when they shall

unsatisfactory , but there is also, we understand , a

the Lord ; for they shall all know Me, from theleast of
clause in the lease by which the ground is held, pre them unto the greatest of them , saith the Lord .”

venting its continuance beyond a certain date.

Mr. White is held high in esteem for the truth's sake,

And this indicates what in our day men seem
and we earnestly commend the appeal he makes in

increasingly to forget (hence their vain schemes for

our columns this week to the Christian sympathy the elevation ofour fallen race), that itis only bya

and liberality of our readers.
Divine intervention this ruin is to be restored. Man

cannot undo the evil once wrought.

It is an easy thing with us to commit sin, but to

blot out that sin when once it has been committed is

Votes for Bible Reading.
beyond our power, Only God can do this ; and the

challenge addressed by God to man's great enemy

Trees and Rivers. contains the intimation that it is His purpose to

THE river of God is full of water " Psa , lxv, 9.

“ the

do it .

river cometh Ezek. xlvii. 9. The good news for us is that the evil pact between

The Christian is “ like a treeplanted by the the devil and man is to be disannulled, and that in the

rivers of water " Psa . i . 3 ; Jer. fulness of time the " seed of the woman shall bruise

xvii. 8.
the serpent's head , " and God, through all the ages

The trees of the land planted there are
(slowlyit mayseem to some, but surely) notwithstand

“full of sap " Psa . civ. 16.

Theyare“ trees of righteousness
ing the confusion now apparent, is preparing the wayIsa. lxi . 3.

They are laden with fruit Phil. i. 11 ; Col.
for the fulfilment of thisHis gracious design.

i. 10.

They are evergreen
Psa , i. 3.

Our hope in God is fixed and firm because we know
Their“ branchesrun over the wall ” Gen, xlix. 22 . that He will assuredly accomplish His own purposes.

They bring glory to God Isa , lxi , 3 ; 1
“ He is in one mind, and who can turn Him ? '

Pet. ii . 9 ; Isa .

“ Hath He said, and shall He not do it ? or hath He
xliii , 21 ,

“Herein is My Father glorifed ,thatye bear spoken, and shall He not make it good ? ” God will

much fruit : so shall ye be My dis not permit Satan to triumph . God will not allow

Johu xv. 8. this earth to remain under the curse. He will wrest

“ FromMe is thy fruit found . Hos, xiv. 8 . it from him who is now the god of this world, and

.

.

.

.

ciples » .

"

will restore it to its rightful King — the Lord from

Oh , fill me, Jesus, Saviour, with Thy love !
heaven. He is the Heir-God's Son - the Man of

Lead, lead meto the living fount above ;

Thither may I , in simple faith , draw nighi, whom the eighth Psalm speaks, “ Thou hast made
And never to another fountain fly ,

Him a little lower than the angels, and hast crowned

Him with glory and honour. Thou madest Him to

Rev. C. G. BASKERVILLE, M.A.
have dominion over the works of Thy hands, Thou

But unto Theo.
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that Hewill presentus faultless before the presenceof

of God , made Himself of no reputation, took

heart ofman desire — tban is provided for him here ?

" I am not ashamed of theGospel of Christ, for it is the

power of God unto salvation to every one that be.

habt put all things under His feet.” " We seo pot The salvation set forth in this Gospel is then some

yet all things put under Him ," but He is coming back thing outside us, transacted for us between the Father

to claim His kingdom ; and, as we read in 1 Cor. xv .,
and the Son.

and in other passages of Scripture, He is to " put I wish we always clearly understood that this

down all rule and authority and power. For He gracious work needed and accomplished is outside,

must reign until He hath put all enemies underHis and beyond the sinner altogether. It is a Divine

feet All things shall be subdued unto Him. ' purposedivinely accomplished.

The Gospel is the revela on of God's purpose in Thirdly, it is the Gospel of the grace of God ; and

Jesus Christ His Son, and j is, therefore, emphati how infinite the grace, how matchless !

cally the Gospel of God . There is justice when the Lord says , “ Awake, O

Man's quarrel is with God. Our hearts are opposed sword, against the Man that is My Fellow .” Justice

to Him, and until we discover and confess this we when the cup is put into His hand ; justice when the

can make no real progress. " The carnal mind darkness gathers around the cross, and the Son of

is enmity against God." How many of us believe Man cries aloud in His agony, “ My God, My God,

this ? It would have been a strong expression if the why hast Thou forsaken Me ? Justice on the part of

apostle had written, “ the natural man is an enemy the Judge who does not spare the sinner's Substitute;

of God ; " but this would not suffice to set forth the but oh , there is grace ineffable, grace Godlike to the

actual and awful fact, he is “ enmity ” itself.
sinner in Him who sends and in Him who comes.

“ God commendeth His love toward us, in that

God's answer to this enmity is the Gospel. He

might have removed His offending creation from the

while we were yet sinners Christ died for us." It is

for sinners " the Gospel of the grace ofGod."

face of theearth, and established in its stead a race

of beings who would have been faithful and true ; but There isbut one meeting -place for God and man,

He is pleased to make Himself known not only as and that is where the sinner confesses, “ In me,

the Creator but as the Saviour. He tells us from the that is , in my flesh , there dwelleth no good thing ;

beginning that it is not His purpose to allow His and where, he confesses at the same time that “ with

banished to remain in estrangement from Him . the Lord there is mercy and plenteous redemption,"

Ever since the Fall men have been banded together and the onlyplacewhere these two truths can be

in disobedience and disloyalty ; but God's heart has learnt is the cross of Christ. There we learn what

never been turned away from them notwithstanding sin is, its enormity , its desert,and its doom , and

their sin . " God so loved the world , that He gave His nowhere can we learn the grace of God as there,

only begotten Son, that whosoever believethin Him nowhere as when we behold the Beloved of the Lord,

should not perish, but have everlasting life .” His only begotten Son left to endure that fathomless

I fear, sometimes, that as the Romanists introduced agony for us.

Mary, and later on Joseph and a multitude of saints
It is a wonderful word in Isa . liii., “ It pleased the

(so called ), as mediators between God and man , so
Lord to bruise Him, He hath put Him to grief." God

some amongst us may be drawn into the error of

thinking that the Lord Jesus is needed to plead on

has no delight in suffering, least of all in the suffering

our behalf, because God does not love us , and is wroth

of the sinless Saviour ; yet because there could be no

withus ; forgetting that,aswehave justseen, Christ expiation for sin, no propitiationsavethus, the

is the giftofGod , forgetting that, although Christ, prophet, taught of God, did notshrink from using

moved by His own tender con passion , came to suffer

these marvellous words. It is the Gospel of the grace

and to die in our stead , it was the Father's will that

of God, the love of God shown to the uplovely,

He should do this. " He freely delivered Him up for
meeting the guilty, giving the most precious gift to

us all."
thegreatest sinner.

' Tis from the mercy of our God
Fourthly, and in consequence, it is the Gospel of

That all our hopes begin ;
your salvation, the “ good tidings of great joy."

His mercy savod our souls from death , It bringsto us peace and joy unspeakable, telling us

And washed our souls from sin,

Let us fix it, then, firmly in our mind that “ God

of sin put away , dispelling all our fears, makingpro

vision forall our needs, moulding usafter the like

was in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself."
ness of Christ here below, and giving

Secondly, This is the Gospel of Christ. The good

assurance that weshall bearHis imagebyandby

news has been embodied indeed, and in a living

Person , since Christ came to seek and to save the

His glory withexceeding joy,and thatwe shall shine

lost ; came down to this dark and loathsome earth
in the very light of God.

that He might die the just for the unjust to bring us

to God. “As Moses lifted up the serpent in the

The Gospel of your salvation !

Nothing left out. Nothing which the soul can

of be

thatwhosoeverbelievethin Him should notperish, glory to be revealed at the coming again ofthe Lord

but have eternal life .”

It is the Gospel of Christ , because it centres in

from heaven, of the One, who being in the form

Christ. Here we behold Love dying to save the love

less - the incarnate God taking the place of guilty

upon Him the form of a servant, and being

found infashion as a man , humbled Himself and

man-Jesus , the Divine Redeemer, nailed to a tree

with the Father's full consent ; nay , according to

became obedientuntodeath, eventhe death ofthe

“ the determinate counsel and foreknowledge of God , "

cross ,” that He might raise us to the throne. What

more does the sinnerneed — nay, what more can the

that " He might bemade sin for us who knew no sin ,

and that we might be made the righteousness of God

in Him ."

1

us the blesse
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Lieveth ; to the Jew first, and also to the Greek .” Yes, more, and My covenant shall stand fast with Him ."

God's power ; and all this power is needed to save a The same covenant which we get in God's promise to

lost sinner. Abraham , “ In thee and in thy seed shall all the

nations of the earth be blessed . " " His seed also will

" God, who is rich in mercy, for His great love
I make to endure for ever, and His throne as the days

wherewith He loved us, even when we were dead in
of heaven ."

sins , hath quickened us together with Christ (by
These are the glad tidings which are designed to

grace ye are saved ), and hath raised us up together,
cheer and to sustain the expectant Church in the

and made us sit together in heaveuly places in Christ
midst of the deepening gloom . The Gospel telling not

Jesus , that in the ages to come He miglit show the only of the suffering Saviour, but of the coming Prince,

exceeding riches of His grace in His kindness toward
who is to reign from the river even unto the ends of

us through Christ Jesus. "
the earth-- " The Gospel of the Kingdom .”

Do we believe it , that the salvation of the weakest ,

suffering saint is as sure as if he were already actually Men are ever devising schemes for righting earth's

seated in the heavenlies ? It does not depend upon wrongs , causing war to cease , putting down crime,

what he is, but solely and altogether upon what conquering disease, and banishing poverty ; and they

Christ is. He is accepted in all the blessed meri tell us that if men would only be reasonable, if only

toriousness of our Substitute. “ The Lamb in the they would follow out these plans , all would be well.

midst of the throne. ” God has enthroned the Sin Yes, "if, if, if ! "

bearer, and all sin is gone. Whose sin ? Not Christ's , While we have the material which we have to work

for “ in Him there was no sin ," but ours , yours and with on earth--meu's hearts only evil andthat con

mine, the sins of every believer. tinually , all our attempts to introduce the Millennium

Christ placed at God's right hand tells us of sin by human effort will fail. We cannot bring a clean

put away for ever. Well may it be called " the Gos thing out of an unclean. We cannot put down the

pel of our salvation ! " abounding evil. There is only one hand strong

enough for the mighty task, and that the hand

that was pierced for us .

Lastly, it is "the Gospel of the Kingdom ." " A King shall reign in righteousness." " The King

Now , perhaps, many who have gone with me shall subdue all evil with His eyes.” He will get up

hitherto may be inclined to pause and to say, “ We Divine rule , and will manifest His powerto save and

understand and accept the Gospel under the four to bless all who submit themselves to His sovereign

aspects already presented to us; but what means sway, while He willbreak those who oppose them

• The Gospel of the Kingdom ' ? ” We think much selves with a rod of iron and dash them in pieces like

and talk ‘much of the Gospel of God, of the Gospel a potter's vessel.”

by Christ, of the Gospel of my salvation .” These

naturally bulk largely , but we do not rise to the The Jews misunderstood many of the prophecies

height of God's mind- of God's purpose—until we concerning their Messiab. They were right in expect

understand that He intends to bring every heart, and ing Him tobe a King ; but they did not realize thatHe

the thought of every heart, the earth, and all that was to be first a suffering Saviour. They were right

therein is, into subjection to the Lord Jesus Christ. in looking for their King, but they did not know that

It is a question of Kingship : " A King shall reign in their own rejection of His claims , their own hardness

righteousness. ” The Gospel of the kingdom proclaims of heart, was to be the barrier to His assumption of

Ay, and it shall be accomplished, all oppo the kingdom.

sition notwithstanding. Every form of human Little children shouted " Hosanna to the Son of

government has been tried and has failed . Patriarchs, David ," " and as He descended the Mount of Olives

lawgivers, judges, prophets were given to Israel, but the whole multitude of the disciples began to rejoice

all in vain . Kings have been tried and have failed , and praise God with a loud voice, saying, Blessed be

and “ the people ” - the glorious people !-will be the King that cometh in the name of the Lord ; ” but

tried, and will fail also. It will be found that no the learned ones, the scribes, and the chief priests, and

trust can be placed in democrats any morethan in some of the Pharisees, who ought to have known the

despots. Evil shall increase on every hand, “and truth , were sore displeased , and united with the

there shall be upon the earth distress of nations, with Gentiles in rejecting Him.

perplexity, the sea and the waves roaring. " Then Then camethis interval of grace, these one thou.

inen will cry out for the King. sand eight hundred years, during which the Gospel of

We have been reading about it in Psa. lxxxix.:"0 grace has been sent forth throughout all the earth .

Lord God of hosts, who is a strong Lord like unto But the King will assuredly come, and , as wehave

Thee ? or to Thy faithfulness round about Thee ? already said , the Jews were right in expecting Him.

Thou rulest the raging of the sea : when the waves Whenthe disciples asked Christ after His resurrection,

thereof arise , Thou stillest them . . .. I have " Lord, wilt Thou at this time restore again the king

laid help upon One that is mighty; I have exalted dom to Israel? ” He did not reply, " There is to be

One chosen out of the people. I have found David no kingdom,” but “ He said unto them , It is not for

My servant ; with My holy oil have I anointed Him you to know the times or the seasons, which the

(God had sworn to David that of the fruit of his body Fatherhath put in His own power .” Christ will come

he would set upon his seat , and this greater than again in power and great glory ; will sit upon the

Davidishere). My faithfulness and Mymercy shall throne of His father David ; and when He, the

be with Him : and in My name shall His horn be Prince of Peace , reigns in righteousness, war shall

exalted ..... I will set His hand also in the sea, indeed cease out of the earth, and there shall be

and His right hand in the rivers Also I will abundance of peace solong as the moon endureth.

make HimMy Firstborn , higher than the kings of “ The Gospel of the Kingdom ."

the earth . My mercy will I keep for Him for ever It is a great thing for us to be called , one by one,

GE
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My Visit to Palestine.

ES

into the kingdom of grace now—a wondrous thing to sacred city , of the beauty of Mount Zion, of the glory of its

be made " heirs of God, and joint heirs with Christ : Temple, of the splendour of its ritual, and of the spiritual

but how much remains yet to be accomplished ! We strength and consolation they hadthemselves received. AF,

see sin still triumphant, evil abounding, clouds and many would be the young and eager hearts that would

gathering dark andheavy, " men'sheart's failing long to be permitted this high privilege, and would sigh to

them forfear, andfor looking after those things which accompanytheir fathers on their periodic pilgrimage to the

citadel of God. And when, at length , the time arrived that
are coming upon the earth ."

(according to Jewish law) they were allowed to share this

Ah , there is a new life , a life real , in each believer : privilege, and they paid their first visit to the sacred shrines

but it is not a manifested life until Christ comes we canwell conceive how high would be their expectation,

again . “ When He, who is our life, shall appear, and how , with wondering gaze, they would march toward,

then shall we also appear with Him in glory." " Then the ancient city, saying , in the words of that “ song of

shall the righteous shine forth as the sun in the king degrees ” which was prepared for such occasions, “ I was glad

dom of their Father . " when they said unto me, Let us go into thehouse of the

Lord. Our feet shall stand within thy gates, O Jerusalem."
Then shall His power be manifested in fullest force, And when they actually entered within the hallowed walls

,and “ the glorious majesty of His greatness."

and joined in the service of the Temple, and beheld the

May we all know what it is to be waiting for that magnificent ceremonial , and apprehended its spiritual mean

day, working for it andhasting on its coming ! May ing, and felt the nearness of their fathers' God,and were
we have sympathy with the Lord Jesus in His desire conscious of the inward strength and joy which true wor

concerning it, and as we read of the triumphs which shippers may ever expect, and were now about to take their

await Him then, as set forth in Psa . lxxii., may the departure, we can well understand how their satisfaction

would find utterance in such words as these, As we have

language of our hearts be that of David, “ Prayer heard, so have we seen, in the city ofthe Lord of Hosts, in

also shall be made for Him continually , and daily the city of our God .”

shall He be praised ."

Jerusalem , as a Type.

Now , wereI about to preach an ordinary sermon from

these words, I should proceed to speak of Jerusalem as a

symbol of the living Church of God , with all its peculiar joys

and blessings, and would try to show you that, in one instance

at least, namely, in the experiences of true and genuine
BY REV. J. THAIN DAVIDSON, D.D.

religion , expectation never meets with disappointment.

“ As we have heard, so have we seen , in the city of the Lord of Those who enter the precincts of God's kingdom,who become

Hosts, in the city of our God ” (Psa. xlviii. 8) .
decided Christians, and live in fellowship with Him, find a

happiness exceeding all they had ever heard of, or had been

Reperiencethere does it happen in this world that actual led to anticipate. From countless thousands who — once

Very seldom is it prejudiced against religion - have come over, to the Lord's
the casethat the impressions we have formed ofsome place or side, and entered on a life of real piety, has the testimony

object of renown, from what we have heard of it, are fully come,not onlythat Chrisi

had been to them all thatHe hadsustained when at last weare permitted to behold it. The promised, but ( as Samuel Rutherford said )

ear is more credulous than the eye, and disappointments

The half had not been told themare daily and everywhere occurring, through disproportion

Of all His love and grace .
between reports that we have listened to and facts which But it is not that line I amto follow this morning. I would

rather speak to youfor a little , in an easy and familiar way,The experience of Sheba’s queen at theCourt of Solomon is

just the reverse of thatwe areaccustomed to meet with,and, you a few of themore prominentimpressionswhich a visit toof the interesting pilgrimage l'have just completed, and give

so far from finding that “ the half had not been told us,” we the Holy Land has produced uponmy mind . It is noaffec

have commonly to complain of gross exaggeration. It has

always been ahuman infirmity to magnify and give extrava tation to say that, fúll as that pilgrimage has been of instruc

tion and enjoyment, I am heartily thankful tobe back,andgantcolouring to that which is distant and rare, so that, as amongst you once more. In truth, there is nothing like a

the story spreads, it grows in wonderment.
As some poet

prolongedabsence to test the strength ofa personalattachsays :

ment.I have longed to be in the midst of you again,and

The flying rumours gathered as they rolled ;
to -day I heartily thank you for the reprieveI have enjoyed,Scarce any tale was sooner heard than told,

and which I trust may yet proveconduciveto the usefulnessAnd all who told it added something new,

of my ministry.
And all who heard it made enlargements too.

In every ear it spread, on every tongue it grew .

In the Holy Land.

Our text tells us of one notable exception to this rule .
It was on Sunday, the 14th of March,that we

That exception was Jerusalem , the city ofthe Lord of Hosts.
Joppa, and on Monday, the 19th of April, that we sailed

“ Glorious things, indeed, had been spoken of thee, O city of
from Beirout ; so that, ofthe three months thatI havebeen

God.” Its fame had gone out into all lands. Men were
away, nearly ive weeks were spent in Palestine and Syria,

wont to call it “ The perfection of beauty, the joy of the
These, I need not say, covered the most important and

whole earth. ” Of no city had patriots so grandly declaimed,
deeply interesting part of our tour.

and poets so nobly sung. Did actual facts justify such
Ishall not refer this morning to anything that struck mein

eulogium ? Didthose who from distant regious pilgrimed Egypt,
andGreece,and intheTurkish dominions round about

towards it find their expectations fulfilled ? The Psalmist
Constantinople, noreven in Phæniciaand the region of Lebanon,

gives expression to the general and concurrent feeling of his
but shall confine · myself to what isstrictly called “ The

time when he asserts in our text, “ As wehave heard, so
Holy Land.” Itwas our privilege totravel,almost literally,

havewe seen, in the city of the Lord of Hosts, in the city of
from Dan to Beersheba, or, rather, fromBeersheba to Dan,our God."

our Palestinian journey extending from Hebron on thesouth,

to Tyre and Sidon on the north , and from the shore ofthe
“ Going up to Jerusalem ."

Mediterranean to the Dead Sea, and the Lake of Galilee.

You are all aware that, from time to time, the people were As the only existing road in Palestine is from Jaffa to

accustomed to go up from all parts of Palestine toworship
Jerusalem , and even that not worthy of the name, travelling

God at the great religious festivals at Jerusalem , and we can
must be accomplished entirely on the saddle ; but, whilst

well understand how the worshippers, when they returned
this involves considerable inconvenienceand fatigne, and

to their quiet homes after the solemnities were over, would
(amid sucb storms as were unfortunate enough to

give to their children, and to all who were unable to take the
encounter in Samaria) even difficulty and danger, it is

pilgrimage, a thrilling account of what they had seen in the eminently favourable to the acquiring of a thorough know

we see .

reached

we
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ledge of the country. Indeed, as we sometimes remarked, it Everywhere throughout Palestine you see the demoraliz

is not at all improbable that we have become acquainted with ing influence of the False Prophet, and are struck with the

the superficies of Palestine to an extent that few persons enormous power of that giant superstition . Jerusalem

were in the time of our Lord . Four weeks of tent life, and bristles with domes and minarets, and its finest site is occu

over four hundred miles on horseback, across the mountains pied with the Mosque of Omar.

of Judea, through the plains of Sharon and Esdraelon, in the Beautiful for Situation.

country of Gennesaret, and along the coasts of Tyre, must Although the Holy City is to every Christian a placa

mean, to any one whose eyes are intelligently open , a fair
of overwhelming interest, most persons are doomedto dis

familiarity with the physical geography of the land. Our
appointment on first entering within its gates. In the

aim was, not only to spy out the land , but to study the cha
whole city there is not one street worthy of the name.

racter and condition, the manners and customs, of the inhabit- Narrow, crooked, ill-paved , and dirty alleys are all that it

ants, and very especially to observe, with our Bibles in our
can boast of. There is not a street through which a carriage,

hands, whatever might serve to throw light on the blessed
or even a cart, could pass. Consequently there is scarcely a

Book ,and to make more real to us the story of the life and wheel to be seen within it . As you worm your way through

death of Jesus.

its confined and unsavoury lanes you must beware of the
And in case any of you should be inclined to say to me frequent mule, or ass, or camel, which hardly leaves you

to -day, “ Are you satisfied with your visit ? " " Have you been room to pass. Many of these lanes are covered over above

fully rewarded ? " or "Are you disappointed with what you (apparently with untidy matting and wicker-work ), to screen

have seen ?” I answer you unhesitatingly in the words of them from the hot sun ; and the shops, or “ bazaars," as they

the text, As we have heard, so we have seen , in the city of are called, consist only of recesses filled with wares of various

the Lord of Hosts, in the city of our God.”

On every

sorts, with one opening serving both for door and window, at

Che Present People. which the shopkeeper is squatted, with his legs crossed,

I shall have many an opportunity of turning to good use smoking his long pipe, or narghileh, and apparently perfectly

in the pulpit much that I have seen in Palestine ; but pro unconcerned whether his goods are sold or not. Certainly

pose this morning to offer one or two general observations. there is nothing in the outward aspect of the city, nor in the

And my first remark must be one which scarcely in bearing and character of its inhabitants, to suggest the

harmony, you will say , withthe text, viz., that the character thought, “This is far - famed Jerusalem , the city of the Lord

and condition of the population are degraded beyond all that of Hosts."

I had anticipated But let me observe secondly, the situation of the city is

Palestine is but thinly inhabited as compared with what it unrivalled and unique. It lies upon a lofty plateau of lime

was in the time of our Lord ; indeed, it is estimated that its stone two thousandfive hundred feet above the level of the

entire population at the present day does not much exceed sea , or at an altitude nearly as great as the highest mountain

that of such a city as Liverpool or Glasgow. The latest in England. This plateau, strictly speaking, consists of four

figure I have seen quoted is 650,000 souls, of whom 45,000 eminences, of which the best known are Mount Moriah and

reside in Jerusalem . Mount Zion ; but as the city on all sides, except the north

side you see the curseand blight which appear to west, is bounded by valleys or ravines, more or less deep,

accompany Turkish rule and Mahometan superstition. The dividing it from other mountains, someof which are higher

Ottoman power is rottenness and imbecility. How could it still, Jerusalem may ( also be said to be surrounded by hills

be otherwise ? Whilst the children of the Cross, by their and a view of it gives much significance tothe language o

industry and intelligence, have been adding knowledge to the Psalmist, “ As the mountains are round about Jerusalem

knowledge, discovery to discovery, improvementto improve so the Lord is round about His people from henceforth even

ment, the followers of the Crescent remain stationary ; and for ever.”

stationary they will remain so long as they adhere to a creed From the Slopes of Ontvet.

which, in addition to the mass of absurdities it inculcates, We entered the city, as most visitors do, from the west or

tends more than any other to debase man as an intellectual Jaffa gate ; but to see it to best advantage it must be viewed ,

being — the doctrine of fatalism alone being sufficient to as I need not say we often gazed onit, from the eastern

paralyze all mental energy, and produce moral and social side — from the slope of Olivet, with the valley of Jehoshaphat
stagnation.

lying between. Thiswas the picture on whichJesus looked

Moslems as Fatalists . when His heart overflowed with pity, and with floods of tears

I remember, when walking one day through a miserable He sighed , “ If thou hadst known, even thou, at least in this

Moslem village, where every dwelling was made of mud, and thy day , the things which belong to thy peace, but now they

consisted simply of one apartment ( in which men, women , are hid from thine eyes." In the book of Revelation we read

and children, withan ass, dogs,and poultry, were all huddled of the symbolic Jerusalem , that “ It lieth four-square, and

together ), the whole village being worse than a pig-stye ; I the length is as large as the breadth ; " and although this is

inquired of my guide and protector (for it was dangerous for not literally true as regards the material city, it is approxi

a Christian toenter such a place alone) whether there was mately so, for Jerusalem may be described as a square or

not much disease amongst these people, and whether any parallelogram , somewhat tilted up on its eastern side, and

medical man ever visited the spot. He laughed, and replied sloping as a whole towards the south ; and I feel sure that it

that the Mussulman wants nodoctor. When he issick, he was from some spot on the south -east, in the direction of

believes he is fated either to get better or die . If he gets Bethlehem, that the view was taken which led the Psalmist

better, well ; if not, he resigns himself to his fate. to exclaim , “ Beautiful for situation, the joy of the whole

Perhaps the passing traveller through a Mahometan city earth,” &c. I can truly say that, as regards picturesqueness

may, for the moment, be inclined to think favourably of of situation, commanding altitude, and general external

Islamism ; for what can be more impressive than the solemn effect, it far exceeded my expectation . Indeed, there is

call of the Muezzin from the top of the minaret to prayer, probably no city in the world that can compare with it.

or can anything be more sublime in devotion than what is But, in the last place, I remark (and perhaps this will

exhibited by the piousMahometanwhen he prostrates him interest you more) that, to a degree far beyond what I

self in prayer to his Creator ? He sees nothing, he bears had anticipated, a visit to the Holy City and to Palestine

nothing; the world , with all its cares and joys,is for the deepens and intensifies one's spiritual impressions, and

time forgotten. As wesailedfrom Syria to Cyprus, therewas
strengthens one's belief in the grand story of the Gospel.

a prosperous Turk with his four wives on board the vessel , This is not what some expected . I had even been warned

and I was particularly struck by the religious fervour of the that a pilgrimage to those regious would prove injurious to

man. Five times a day, i.e., atthe regular hours of prayer,
one's faith, would remove the charm from the sacred narra

he would spread his mat on the deck, and, regardless of tive, and would lend to all one's choicest beliefs and holiest

onlookers, would prostrate himself many times with his face convictions a sad and bitter disenchantment. I found it just

towards Mecca, whispering prayers to Allah, or portions of
the reverse. I believe this impression is utterly wrong. I

the Koran, and going through various religious forms. But know it has deterred many a one, and, amongst others, my

what is such devotion ? It has no influence whatever to good friend Mr. Spurgeon, from visiting Palestine- the

purify, elevate, or ennoble. The man remains as sensual notion, the dread, that the scenes to be now there beheld

and debased as though he had no religion at all, would only tend to steal the charm from Bible story , make
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thespiritual life moré prosaic, and the blessed Saviour less

real." This is quite à mistake. At the risk of being charged Items of Interest

with something like spiritual pride, I will say I found my

ówn faith strengthened , and my feeling of devotion to the Reception and Distribution of Boys in Canada.

E are favoured by Miss Macpherson with the following

Him to be so reala person. Inever beforefelt so overpowered | WE extracts from & fellow -worker's pen , describing the re.

by the moral majesty of His character, nor so melted by the ception at the Stratford Home, and distribution of the latest

tenderness of His love. I never felt myself so unworthy of party sent out:

that matchless grace, nor realized so intensely the honour Wednesday, April 21st.–At noon we heard the tramp, tramp,

of serving such aLord. Ah ! a quiet walk to that of many feet coming up the hill. As they reached the school.

Green hill far away
yard gate they gave three hearty cheers, then marched into the

Without a city wall;
schoolroom . After disposing of their wraps and making the

acquaintance of fresh water and towels, they came into the new

a saunter over the Mount of Olives, still so fragrant with His dining-room in the basement, where a good dinner awaited

memory ; a visit to Bethany, where He loved to retire from them , which they all enjoyed very much.

the noise and bustle of thecity ; a seat beside the pool of
The next part of the programme was to stroll around and see

Siloam, or by the brook Cedron ; and, above all, a solemn

what manner of place this is . A number of them soon found

hour spent in the Garden of Gethsemane -- I cannot under

their way down to the riverside , and there in the sunshine they

stand a Christian privileged (as we were) to enjoy any of

spent the afternoon, enjoying themselves heartily after their

long and weary journey . But some of the more restive and

these, who is not conscious of a fresh impulse given to his ambitious lads thought they would like to understand the work

spiritual life, and who does not feel that his faith and love ing of the windmill (which stands at the foot of tho garden ),

are strengthened exceedingly. so decided to climb upand examine it ; but before they reached

Sacred Memories.
the top a voice reached their ears , which quickly told them

We looked upon the very gateway, now closed, through
they were onforbidden ground. Prompt to obey, they soon de

which He must often have passed as He went His favourite

scended andjoined theirmore quiet companions - our thoughts

walk to the house of Martha and Mary ; we stood by the

went back to the dear workers in London, how they would

pool of Bethesda, where Hegave healing to the helpless and

enjoy seeing the boys they had so carefully and lovingly trained

for this new country (Canada), at the sametime telling them

diseased ; we paced the Temple court which His blessed feet of thatnew and living Way. We rejoiceto know thatmanyof

had so often trod;wesauntered amid the very cornfields which them have chosen that good part which shall not be taken

had sometimes yielded Him so humble a meal; and every away from them . " Being tired, they soon went to rest, but

where we seemed to feel Him present, the grandest perso not before giving thanks toour HeavenlyFather forall Hislove

nality that earth had ever seen . What was it took us to that and care, and asking that His richest blessings might rest on

ancient city ? It wasthat there Jesus lived, and taught, and
the dear ones left behind.

suffered, and died ; and every stone seemed eloquent of His Thursdaymorning the sun shone out sobright, making every

grace and power.
one long to be out enjoying its warmth . This afternoon,armed

I hope to tell you mueh that will interest you of what we

with fishing tackle, the boyswent out to fish , the result of which

personally saw in Palestine ; but I thought that this morn

was, aboutfour o'clock a savouryodour came fromthe direction

ingI would content myselfwith assuringyou that we were

of the kitchen, and on going down to tea we find the boys

well repaid for the long pilgrimage ; and have come back

enjoying the fruit of their toiland pronouncing them splendid,

refreshed in spirit, and determinedmore than ever, by the

but saythey cannot think what is the reason they have such

appetites, but suppose it is the pure Canadian air .

help. of God,to consecrate our lives and energies to the Friday.- Verywarm for so early in the season ; some ofthe

service of our Divine Redeemer. boys are complaining of the heat, but, thanks to dearMrs. Merry's

We had heard much of the Holy Land, and especially of thoughtfulness, they were soon made quite comfortable by

its ancient capital - much that made us, in common with giving to each lad a large straw hat, whichmade quite a display,

thousands, eagerly desire to visit it ; and now we can truly
so many of them, and, no doubt, some of our good citizens

say , Es we have heard, so have we seen , in the city of the thoughtso as they saw themon their way to the Band of Hope

Lord of Hosts, in the city of our God.”
in the afternoon. Our good doctor called to see the boys: Was

And now, my beloved friends, you who love Jesus, and
quite delighted with their obedience,andalso the singing. Mr.

feel that you owe more than language can ever express to
William requested them to give " The Choice of Trades ; when

Him who lived and died for you, may I conclude with one
littleWilliam Legg came to “ I willbedoctor ,ifIcan,"he

word ? You are not going to be here always, in this land of
laughed so heartily, and said “ It doesmy heart good ;

shadow and of trouble. One by one, we are dropping off ;

many a day since I heard so much English ."

Saturday .-- Charlie Anderson's friend came to see C.,and

and, since last I met you , some who were present that day said hehada goodsituation for Charlie. Permission wasgiren,

have already preceded us to the heavenly Zion , nor will it be and C. went with his friend, the first one to go .

long before others of us follow . Oh ! think that, when you Sunday: -A dull, cloudy day, but in the Home all were

reach yonder celestial city, more beautiful far than ever bright and happy, for the Lordwas with us, andwe knew it

the earthly Jerusalem was, evenin the zenith of her glory wasthelasttimewewould all betogether , for to-morrow the

that city which the inspiredJohn saw in vision at Patmos partings must begin .

(and, as we sailed past that bleak island in the Ægean Sea,
Monday , April26th.--The farmers have come in one after

we remember with deepest feeling thewondrous Apocalypse
another all day ; twenty -five have left us to-day. Francis

that there was given ) ; when you reach that matchless city
Crozier was chosen by a fine Christianman ,who will take F. as

whose streets are of gold, and her gates of pearl, where no
his own son , and give him a good education , Mr. Cameron,

cloud darkens the eternal day, nor winter blights her tree of

from Farquhar, called ; is a very nice man . On hearing that

H. Johnston's little sister iscoming with thenext party, be

life, nor sin, nor sorrow , nor death ever mars the ardour of agreed to take H., and said his wife would like to have the wee

her joy, you will be filled with speechless admiration ; or, if one when ehe arrived . One by one they have gone, the forms at

your glad heart can utter one word of delighted surprise, it the tea -table are some of them quite empty this evening. May

will be to declare (in full recollection of all that had been the Lord bless them , and make them a blessing.

toid you on earth of its exquisite beauty and ineffable joy),

“ As we haveheard, so have we seen , in the city of the Lord Colonial Exhibition . - H.R.H . the Prince of Walesand

of Hosts, in the city of our God." Amen. the executive of the present Exhibition bave,inresponse to the

representationsmadetothem by the President on behalf of the

Bible Society, very kindly placed at the disposal of the Com .

"Who Loved Me." — These beautiful lines, given in our mittee a site fora Bible kiosk in the SouthAfrican section of

last, have been set to music , and may be had of Morgan & the Queen's Gate Annexe, forthe displayofversions ; and fur.

Scott.
ther, that they havegranted to thesocietythe use of a shopin

The Churches and the Y.M.C.A.- The Monthly Review Old London Street. Visitors at the Exhibition have an oppor:

gives extracts from letters received from various well-known tunity for seeing the Holy Scriptures in some hundred and

ministers on the Y.M.O.A, Anongst others, Dr. T. L.Cuyler twenty-five of the languages and dialects spoken in the British

thus writes :- TheYoung Men's Christian Association has for Empire, and are enabledto realizeto some extent thediversity

thirty - five years vindicated its right to existence, and cut a of the nations and peopleswhich own the swayof the beloved

clone way for itwolf into every civilized land on the globe. Queen of England and Empress of India .

it is

A. S.
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Sea trawling fleat should have ono mission vessel to act as

A Duchess's Memorial Gift. church , chapel, library, temperance hall, and dispensary . He

believed that if the little paper, “ The Price of Fish ,” were

Dedication of a New Mission Smack . printed , as it ought to be, in every newspaper in the country, in

leading type and at top of the leading articles, the remaining

PLEASANT run down to Yarmouth , and an interesting six vessels would soon be forthcoming, and sent out to the fleets

A ceremony on a smack 's deck , afforded last Saturday & etill unreached. After referring specially to themedico -surgical

delightful change in the regular round of meetings. In the aid rendered to the temperance work and the copers, his Grace

River Yare I found three mission vessels lying together, the concluded by reading a very touching letter from the Duchess, in

Thomas Gray, the Edward Birkbeck , and the new ship, the which her Grace prayed earnestly God would bless the Euston

Euston , that day to be dedicated to the Lord 's service in the in all her future service, and greatly prosper the work of the

North Sea. mission .

The fine mission ship is, as will be recalled, the gift of the Sir EDWARD BIRKBECK , Bart., M . P ., who has long been &

Duchess ofGrafton , in memoriam of her departed husband, and devoted friend of the work of the mission , spoke of his great

given under circumstances already detailed in these pages. joy in seeing another vessel going forth ; soon , he trusted , there

The proceedings of the day presented much of interest. At would be a vessel for every fleet, and one in reserve in case of
six & , m , the energetic Director, to whom ,underGod, the Mission accident. In , however, providing such vessels the regular fund
to Deep Sea Fishermen owes its existence , held a prayer meet for maintaining the vessel and carrying on the direct spiritual

ing on board the new smack, when the skippers and crewsof and philanthropic work mustnot be overlooked , while he trusted
the smacks in port mustered in goodly numbers. Earnest and a benevolent fund would be established for the widows and
hearty were the fishermen 's prayers that God would bless orphans of the mission smacksmen drowned in the discharge of

richly, even as He hasbeen pleased to bless the othermission their duty, as two lately were.

ships , the labours of the Euston . The prayer meeting over, Mr. MATHER announced the Duke of Grafton had given £50

the forenoon was spent in active preparation . Large numbers to start the benevolent fund suggested. He then presented to

of chairs were fetched over from the Town Hall, and the decks the skipper of the Euston a mufflerworked by herGrace specially

ofthe three vessels lying together were soon covered with rows for him , and having a brief note, in her own handwriting,
of seats. attached.

Skippers' Testimony.
The Beck Service. Four of the mission skippers then bore testimony, in their

Between eleven and twelve, friends began to arrive from simple style , to what themission is doing for their brothertrawl

Lowestoft , Cromer, Norwich , & c ., and ere long thedecks of the ers. There were skipper Snell, of the Euston , skipper White,

three vessels were filled . At 12. 15 the VicarofGreat Yarmouth , of the Cholmondeley ,skipper Wilkinson , of the Edward Birkbeck ,

Canon Venables, accompanied by his curates and choir, arrived, and skipper Goodchild , of the Thomas Gray .

and held a short dedication service, commending the vessel, its Sir Savile Crossley, Bart., M . P ., and Mr. Harvey George

crew , and its future work to the good hand of the Lord. This briefly spoke, and friends adjourned to the Town Hall, where

service concluded with & hymn specially written for the luncheon had been provided by theMayor.

mission : In the afternoon opportunity was taken to thoroughly inspect

che mission vessels. Thus seeing the work , meeting the Chris

O Jesu ! who by Galileo tian smacksmen as well as numbers of the ordinary trawlers
Didst call the simple fisher- folk

who crowded the quay, manymust have learned a new interest
To leave their gets and come to Thee,

in the grand work of the Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen . ITo preach Thy Word and bear Thy yoke,

Hear now our humble prayer to Theo may add that from the offices, Bridge House, 181, Queen Vic .
To bless the toilers of the sea . toria Street, E . O ., the fullest information may be had as to the

North Sea Mission work . PEARL FISHER.

The Mayor of Great Yarmouth presided, at the conclusion

of this dedication service, over a short but exceedingly interest

ing meeting.

What are They Doing ? Signor Varnier and the National Club .
Mr. E . J . MATHER, Director of the mission , read letters of

apology and very warm sympathy from the Bishop of London , On Thursday, May 27th, another meeting washeld in the
Mr. Samuel Hoare, M . P ., and Mr. Thomas Gray, C . B . (Secre National Club, in connection with the series now being

tary of the Marine Department, Board of Trade). The Bishop | held for the purpose of arousing our people to a sense ofthe

closed his letter in these words : - " I am sure that the under dangers that at present threaten us, through the stealthy

taking is a blessed one, and will be accepted by our Heavenly efforts ofthe Church of Rome to undermine theChristian faith

Father asan offering of true devotion ." Mr. Mather proceeded in this country.

to express the deepest thankfulness to God that He should Rev. J . J . Varnier addressed themeeting. Many yearsago

have put it into the heart of the Duchess to evince her practical be went to India as a Roman Catholic missionary, but, while

interest in the work in such a helpfulway. Some had asked , seeking to bring the Protestants around him to his own views,

What good are these vessels doing ? In reply, he could point he was himself brought to know the Lord Jesus Christ as his

to many now born again , and leadingnew lives, who not long ago Saviour, and after a painful mental struggle he left the Church

were breakiug their wives ' hearts. These mission vessels go of Romeand was ordained as a clergyman of the Church of

forth asmessengers ofGod and His Christ ,to carry theGospel to England by Bishop Cotton , of Calcutta. Signor Varnier then

those who otherwise cannot hear it ; to serve as places where gave some account of his work . Having a yearning desire for

Christian men may gather to worship God, and where those the conversion of his countrymen in Sicily ,he returned to that

who know Him pot mayhear His precious name. They go also island , and selecting Messina as & centre of operations, he

As anti-copers . The result of the coper's trade is ruin to body began a work of evangelization . Soon he had the joy of bring.

and soul, and in a very practicalway these mission vessels are ing one to the true faith , a priest named Scuderi, who then

Inaking the coper's trade unprofitable , and therefore theDutch joined him as an evangelist, and they have since been greatly

men will soon give it up . And again , these vessels do exceed blessed in their work. Their one aim is to bring souls into

ingly valuable medicalmission work . Their skippers are receiv . living union with a present personal Saviour and Lord , and ,
ing instructions from Dr. Schofield , and only the other day when the joy of such a new life is experienced,Romish errors

HR. H . Princess Christian presented two of the skippers with and superstitions disappear, and they are encouraged to seek
certificates ofmedical and surgical knowledge. These things to bring others to the Saviour.

are done in obedience to Him who commanded us to “ henlthe Signor Varnier gave details of his work , and concluded by

sick , " but the grand primary object is to make known His an earnest warning to us in this country against the insidious

Gospel, and increase on the seas the number of those who shall encroachments of the Romish delusion .

Eee face to face that blessed One who died for us. It may be added that Signor Varnier 's address at theMission

ary Conference at Mildmay in 1878 made such a favourable

" The Price of fish.”
impression that a small committeewas formed to sustain these

two men in their work of evangelization . For seven years the
The Duke of GRAFTON , K .G ., on behalf of his sister-in -law , committee has supported them with the help of the Evangelical

the Duchess, whose health forbade berattendance, presented the | Continental Society and a few generous friends. But these

vessel to the Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen , with the heartiest drop off, and the committee scatter, so that some reorgani

prayer for its future labours. He was glad to know this is the zation with the infusion of new friends is now needed ,

sixth vessel engaged in this great work ; soon , he trusted , others Communications may be addressed to the Hon . Secretary.

would be built, equipped , and sent out, so that every North D . Matheson, Esq ., 120 , Queen ' s Gate , London , S . W .
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Mr. Hudson Taylor's Letter.

:

Wednesday afternoon those who professed to have received

persons were present, very many others being prevented by

Thorne. He has since left the town to conduot & mission

Second Advent Conference.

TROM Shanghai Rev. J. Hudson Taylor writos :-To the

WE

TE have already given some particulars of this forthcoming

friends,—When I left England, rather more than a year ago, I
Conference, to be held (D.V.) June 15, 16, and 17th, in

anticipated being again among you in time for the annual
the Conference Hall, Clapham Road, S.W. It has been fixed

meetings of the present year. This has proved impracticable, for the Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday of the week pre

80 I will give you by letter some account of the work in China
ceding the annual MildmayConference, in order that persons

during the last twelve months.
from à distance may be ableto attend both Conferencesduring

the same visit to London . The subjects suggested are
Let us, at the very outset, give thanks and praise to our God

for His grace and His goodness to us out here in China, and to
First day.-The Personal Pre-millennial Advent of our Lord

Jesus Christ. The Manifestation of & Personal Antichrist,
you athome during this period of twelve months.

We have to thank Godfor opening up new doors to missionary
Has all prophecy & retrospective and historical fulfilment as

well as a future one ?

effort, and still more for opening many hearts to receive the

Lord Jesus. The returns as yet received of the work of the
Second day. — The Character of the “GreatTribulation ." Will

year are very incomplete. In these papers I find mention of
all the Lord's people who are on earth at the time pass through

between two and three hundred who have been added to the it ? The signs of our times compared with the signs foretold

Church by baptism , and rejoice to see that a number who had
of the last days. What is the connection between the city

been under suspension have been restored to fellowship . Death

called Babylon and the Beast, or Antichrist ? Where will

has been unusually busy among our native Christians, last year
Babylon be situated ?

having been an unhealthy one ; and removals, and discipline
Third day. - Israel's Prospects and Place in the Millennium.

have also told on the native churches. From the statistics
Is the Holy City which John connects with new heavens and a

before me, it appears that in twenty -eight of our forty-two sta
newearth (Rev. xxi.) tobe connected with the world during

tions there were above one thousand three hundred communi
the Millennial period ? What nations will Satan deceive after

the Millennium ?
cants in fellowship. Werethe returnscomplete, probably over

& hundred more communicants would be noted . The same
Christians, everywhere, are invited, that the testimony "in

papers show over two thousand to have been baptized from the
the mouths of many witnesses may be established .” The con

commencement of the work ; but this number is also very in
veners entreat earnest prayer that the Holy Spirit may stir up

the hearts of believers and incline themto join in the suppli
complete. Our returns do not, in any case , show the number

of candidates for baptism and hopeful inquirers. Of these,
cation—" Come,Lord Jesus , come quickly ! "

several hundreds havebeen reported in the letters of our friends,
The Corresponding Secretary is Rev.0. M. Pym , Cherty

so that the outlook for the coming year is decidedly encouraging:
Burton, Hull. For particulars apply to the office , Conference

And it is all the more so when we remember that so many of Hall,ClaphamRoad, London , S.W., enclosing envelope, stamped

our missionarieshave recently arrived, and are mainly occupied
and addressed for reply.

in the study of the language ; and , likewise, that during this

year a larger number than ever before of our older missionaries

have been absent on furlough. Moreover, during & con

siderable portion of the year in question ,operations have been
The Church in Belgium .

interferedwith seriously by the war with France.

[Our devoted brother proceeds to give details of the five north
THE following account of the Unionof Free Evangelical

,ern provinces, the four central, and the more southerly

provinces,but for this we cannot possibly find space. He thus
The Belgian Missionary Church, with which our Union has

concludes) :
always had the most brotherly intercourse,ispassing through

It is impossible, within the short compass of this letter, to
difficult times at present.

give any adoquate idea of the variety of experiences of the past
Our brethron had the joy to ascertain that none of their

year. The conflict with sin and Satan has been very severe,
members, most of them poor miners converted from Roman

Trials in connection with the work have been very heavy and Catholicism , have taken any part in the disturbances which

varied. It has seemed sometimes as though the great enemy
lately occurred in the country. But these events have caused

would leave no stone unturned to harass and hinder, if he could
great poverty, and have addedto the financial difficulties of the

not destroy, On the other hand , the joys of the work havebeen
Belgian Missionary Church,

greater than ever before, and scores of letters show that joy in
Although our own situation is not flourishing with respectto

the Lord has been more abounding, and abiding in Christ
money matters ,we must make an effort in favour of this our

more widespread, than in any previous year. Many ofus do sisterChurch ,and wemust show her our sympathy in as much

thank and praise God with allour hearts, not merely for bring.

ing us to China, but for all the difficulties and sorrows of We therefore {invite all the congregations of the Union to

theway : for are they not ordered by a Father's hand, and
make their collection of Sunday,the30thof May, in behalf of

will they not all bear precious fruit throughout time and
the Belgian Missionary Church , and tosendthe amountto the

eternity ?
Editor of the L'Eglise Libre, who will kindly receive the con.

It is , perhaps, right to note that, though the gross income of
tributions and publish the list .

the mission has been larger than heretofore, the increase has
For the “ Commission Synodale,"

CH . MEYRUEIS.

not beenat all parallel to the increase ofthe work and workers,

Considering the number of workers and amount of work, the
Paris, May 11th, 1886.

available income has probably been less than during any
This is a touching example set by our French brethren,

previous year. Yet even in this respect we can thankfully especially if we considerthattheirown means are verylimited.

raise our Ebenezer, and cheerfully go forward, relying on the

Wehearalsothatthe Free Churchesof Switzerland,in

promise of Him who has said that no good thing will He with .
Geneva , the CantondeVaud, and Neuchâtel, are collecting

hold from those who walk uprightly.
moneyin order to sendspecial help totheir fellow -brethren of

the Belgian Mission :Ifsome ofour friendsinEngland will

join that effort now made in behalf of ourBelgian brethren wo

Pastor Chiniquy and his Book. should be happyto receive and to forwardcontributionssent

THE following letter from this aged servant of Christ will
for thatobjectto theEditorof WordandWork ,48,Pater

noster Row, E.C.

eternal reward for a cup of cold water given in His name,bless

you for your kind letter and the fifteen pounds five shillings Margate. - The twelve days'Gospel mission conducted at

to help me out ofthe burning furnace of tribulation and misery the theatre by Mr. Henry Thorne wasbrought toa close of

through which it is the Lord's will to try again His old, unprofit Wednesday evening (26th).The meeting wasfor praise and

able servant's faith, In the midst of the terrible trials testimony, and scoresavailedthemselves of the privilege of

through which I have to pass, it does me good to hear the bearing testimony to the benefits received at theservices. Og

cheering voice of a true servant of God , and your noble Chris

tian offering will be a great help in raising my poor book from spiritualgoodfromthe mission services were invited by Mr.

thefiery grave, where the hand of our common foe had laid it . Thorne to meethim at Shaftesbury House.Onehundredand
Please accept the assurance of my gratitude, and ask all those sixtyinvitations had been issued andabout one hundred

who love our Saviour Jesus Christ to unite their fervent prayers

to the mercy -seat for me , that I may bekept faithful to the end, business engagements from attending,

even if I have to seal my testimonywith my blood, entertainedtotea,an addresswasdeliveredto them by Mr.

C. CHINIQUY,

St. Anne, Kankakee Co., Illinois, 18th May, 1886. at Bolton , Lancashire .

&S We can ,

After having been
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China Inland Mission .

WH

THAT China is , in her vastness and spiritual darkness,only

grows upon one in learning more of China's millions.

Somehow , while rejoicing heartily and gratefully for what has

been done, the untouched heathenism of China becomes more

evident; as, for example , when one hears of one thousand five

bundred great walled cities, in only four hundred of which are

mission stations , that is eleven hundred great cities , crowded

with human life and interest, without a solitary witness for

the Lord Jesus Christ. Truly, what is the Christian Church

doing, even yet, for China ? It is, of course, delightful to know

what, during the past twenty years, she has begun to do in the

interior ; and the facts presented last Wednesday at the annual

meetings of the China Inland Mission were most gladdening,

Still, more must be done , and that speedily.

The meetings referred to were held in the Mildmay Con

ference Hall, and in the afternoon Mr. George Williams pre

sided.

Mr. THEODORE HOWARD, after praise , prayer, andthe reading

of Scripture , read a lotter from the founder of the mission (Rev.

J. Hudson Taylor) “ to the friends assembled at the annual

meeting, " and dated “ Shanghai, April 5th, 1886.” Extracts

from this letter will be found on page 398 .

Mr. B. BROOMHALL reminded those present this was the

twentieth anniversary of the mission , i.e., it is just twenty

years since the first party sailed in the Lammermuir, three

of whom, by the way, were present that day. The number of

the missionaries now in thejfield is , all together, one hundred

and eighty-eight, that is, thirty-six married missionaries with

their wives and one hundred and sixteen unmarried men . He

proceeded to mention a number of provinces in which twenty

years ago there were no missionaries, and in which there are

now larger or smaller parties. There are, besides, one hundred

and fourteen paid native helpers in connection with the

mission . The number of new missionaries who went out last

year was forty , and during this year ten have gone forth .

In speaking of financial matters, Mr. Broomhall emphatically

gave denial to a widespread rumour, that some moneyhad been

funded on bebalf of the mission. The China Inland Mission

knows of no such funds.

A Special Call.

Mr. GEORGE WILLIAMS very warmly pressed the claims of this

wonderful China, and of this great mission pushing on into the

dark and unevangelizedinterior. We hear a good dealof special

calls to the mission field , but he had been reminded by Mrs.

Hudson Taylor that it was rather that every Christian young

man and young woman should go , unless they have a special

call to remainat home. He hadbeen led to look up a few of

the “ Go's ” of Scripture, and he had been wonderfully struck

by their force and significance.

The Outlying Regions.

Mr. T. W. PIGOTT recalled , as he stood on the platform at

Mildmay, how the last words he heard ere he started for China

were spoken by those who in the former Conference, on the

Coming of the Lord, addressed to him a few words of loving

parting. Proceeding, Mr. Pigott spoke of thosevast and almost

unknown regions, Manchuria, Mongolia, Koko -nor, Eastern

Turkestan, and Tibet, the chief religion of which is Buddhism ,

and their teachers are theLamas, some of whose forms and

superstitions he described. The people, he declared , are a most

religious people, although , of course, in a false and foolish

religion,

The tuamen of China.

Mrs. Pigott followed her husband , and spoke of great encou

ragement in curing opium smokers and in evongelizing among

the women , many of whom smoke opium . Our sister told,

amongst others , of a lady who was cured after having smoked

opium (an ounce a day) for fifteen years , and who was so grate.

ful she put up a memorial tablet in the mission-room to tell all

who came that she had really been cured. The women of the

villages are especially open to the Gospel, and welcome Mrs.

Pigott and her helpers most warmıly. Curiosity, has of course ,

something to do with it, but the ladies do not mind being

stared at it the people will listen . There is very great need

(for Christian dative teachers, and every effort must be made to

train them . There are thousands who are ready to give up

heathenism , but really do not know what to put in its place, and

for these native teachers must be found .

Native Christians .

Rey, G.F. EASTON, who has had ten and a half years' labour in

China, spoke ofwork in Han -chung, and elsewhere, and gave

some account of the conversion of a prominentand very influen .

tial vegetarian Ho , who has since been very largely blessed by

God. In former years he hadtravelled to far-distant provinces,

and even regions beyond China, to promulgate the doctrine of

the vegetarian sect :now he is equally useful in spreading the

knowledge of the truth.

Mr. Easton also spoke of another leading Chinaman , Liu ,

who was converted through reading the Gospel of John, and is

now doing a wonderfully usefulwork in theface of very much

and very heavy trial . Another Chinaman , named Wei , is known

amongst the missionaries as the “ Daniel Quorm ” of the Chinese

Church , and is a very remarkable character. Having by great

diligence learned to read the Gospels, he reads them to all he

can. The people say, “ He has gonemad,” he says, “ Bless God ,

it is so ; " and now his wife and many of his neighbours have

gone mad too in the same way.

These three men are the elders of the church in Han -chung,

and with three others equally earnest are a very great power

for good in the city and province. More and more evident

does it become that native Christians , when on fire with the

Spirit of God, can do what no missionary can do.

The Ettork of the Church .

Mr. REGINALD RADCLIFFA referred to Livingstone dying on

his knees in prayer for Africa. That weaver lad devoted himself,

As he said , to Christ for the heathen . The heathen , it is too

often forgotten, are the work of the Church , the great, grand

work of the Church of Christ .

Passing on, Mr. Radclifie told of one and another who have

gone and lived like Chinamen , among Chinamen, at their own

expense and for Christ's heathen , doing a noble work for them .

Many might well do that if they only were stirred by the Spirit

of God . He believed that every company of Christians and

every branch of the Y.M.C.A. should have a missionary, sup

ported by themselves, among the heathen .

The proceedings of the afternoon were closed with prayer by

PastorFrank H.White.

Evening Meeting.

Mr. JAMES E. MATHIESON , who presided in the evening, called

attention to the remarkable openings, not only in China, but

all over the world , for the Gospel ; and , moreover, many valiant

brethren and sistersare eager to press forward as pioneers of

light, but the Church is not readyto back them up by support
and prayer.

In proceeding, the speaker dwelt onMr. Hudson Taylor's

personal work in China, and also on Mr. Broomhall's important

and valuable labours in the home organization.

Mr. B. BROOMHALL made a statement, similar to what we

give above, and mentioned, amongst other things, that there

are, he felt , many tokens, that God is very manifestly blessing

the work, not only in the mission field , but in stirring up and

awakening the Church at home.

In Native Garb .

Mr. E. TOMALIN (who appeared in the native dress he wears

in China) gave account of what is doing in Gan -hwuy. In &

little village, for example, a Chinese soldier who had received

Christ returned to his friends , not sent by the mission orany

foreigners. He commenced to tell them of the way of salvation ;

at first they opposed, thenthey were conquered, and now there

is a Christian church, of right true-hearted believers, of sixty

members. All this through native effort. The speaker gave

other and similar instances, as for instance , a landlord who,

hearing his tenants had become Christians, set out to evict

them . “ I won't have any of the foreigners on my property ."

Whenhe got there what did he find ? Why, that the tenants

whom he was wont to despise and call beasts and dogs, and who

never had the rent ready, now were living decentlyand happily

and peacefully, and they all had their rent ready for him. It

need scarcely be added he did not turn them out, and to-day

he is one of the heartiest Christians in the place , and that

simply owingto the impression madeon his mind by the native

Christians. Various incidents of the kind followed, all indicat

ing the real influence of the Chinese believers.

Tokens for Good.

Mr. H. A. RANDLE stated there are now about eight hundred

missionaries (ladies and gentlemen ) in China, and about twelve

hundred native labourers . It has also just transpired that

through the testimony of a native Christian servant a princess

has been led to take a deep interest in the Word of God. The

speaker went on to describe his own experiences in mission

work in ChehKiang, and gave oneor two instances of thecon.

version and devoted labours of Chinamen who had long been

peculiar devotees to the superstitious practices of Buddhism ,

Poor Dark China.

Miss FANNY Boyd, after seven years' labours in China, was

rejoiced to bear testimony to that quiet and precious seed
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sowing known as school work. She believed much, very much,

workfor God was being done in theseschools. in receiving The Work of Grace in Glasgow.

AT

the women who visit them at their homes the ladies find &

splendid opportunity for service.

Our sister proceeded to urge the overpowering need of China,

with its eighteen vast provinces, each a country in itself , and

the one thousand five hundred large walled cities of China. In

four hundred of these there are stations, but what about the

eleven hundred cities without missionaries ? Do we not, she

asked, do well to plead for the great, dark, blinded land ? But

the vastness of China is not the only plea : the evils we inflict

on China through the opium traffic call loudly and terribly

to us.

Longing to Wear .

Mrs. EASTON spoke of the work God has given her amongst

the women in Han -chung. People at home regard the Chinese

as so different from us ; but, after all , the hearts of the women

may be reached just as those at homearə reached . By one or

two incidents Mrs. Easton illustrated the reality of the faith of

some of these women, and the longing of others for light .

Native Evangelists .

Mr. C. H. Judd, one of the veterans of the mission , spoke of

the thirst of the dying millions of China for the Gospel, and

gave some stirring illustrations of the unevangelizod condition

of China, and of the eagerness shown here and there by those

whose hearts the Lord' had prepared to hear the Word of God.

And these, when converted to Christ, were the very best of all

workers. In many a distant and lonely village, where the foot

of the foreign missionary never trod ,thore arelittle companies of

believers who give a clear and intelligible account of how God

saved them , who live consistent lives, so far as they know , but

who never saw a missionary, and of course have never been

baptized, and all these through the conduct and conversation

and labours of the native believers. The mutual help and love

between these is often very touching.

A Veteran's Testimony.

Mr. W. D. RUDLAND, one of the original Lammermuir

party, bore testimony to the unchaiging faithfulness of God,

even in the temporal support of the missionaries. Mrs.Rudland
and he have often come to their last dollar, but never have they

wanted. The Lord has met every need all those twenty years,

and doubtless will continue to do so.

In earnest and touching tones he asked, Do we really

believe the heathen are perishing ? Ifwe did, could we remain

quietly at home and talk of them , instead of going to seek to

rescue them ?

Mr. J. J. COULTHARD gave some account ofan itinerant journey

right through China. In the course of describinghis meeting

with Mr. C. T. Studd in a very distant city , the speaker told how

he said, " Now tell me, would you rather be here living and

travelling as a poor Chinaman, or in the cricket- field making a

big innings, two hundred, and not out.” . The reply was, " A

thousand times rather would I be here. "

Mr. W. L. ELLISON (also in native dress) spoke of the

great perplexity of many missionaries with regard to their
children. " He had been led some year or two ago to open

a school (at Chefoo) for the children not only of the O.I.M.,

but also for the children of Europeans, who are sadly neglected.

He and Mr. Hudson Taylor have felt this a very real work for

Christ ; additional teachers are very much wanted .

Mr. REGINALD RADCLIFFE concluded the proceedings with a

solemn appeal toevery young Christianman and youngwoman :
What would the Lord have me do ? He also called very special

attention to a remarkable book just issued by Mr. Broomhall,

A Missionary Band - to this book we will again refer.

“ After Records ." _ Under this title the Christian Worker

well remarks:Thebest test of real work amongst the young is

not always to be found in the pages of the annual report of any

institution, but in the Old Boys' Meetings and the “After

Records of Success attending the Inmates of our Homesand
Industrial Schools. "

Another Martyr . - A telegram has reached Denton , Lan .

cashire, stating that the Rev. John Haughton and his wife

were both murdered by members of the Masai tribe, at

Golbanti, in the Galla country in East Africa. The deceased

were natives ofDenton, and were married there inSeptember,

1884. They left to join the Rev. Thomas Wakefield on the

east coast of Africa in October, 1884 , and had advanced to &

part of East Africa where a white woman had not been pre

viously seen . In a recent letter Mrs. Haughton doscribed the

murderof Bishop Hannington in the same district,and a raid

by the Masais ia which many lives were lost. The Masais are

described as a tribe living byplunder.

T one of the meetings of the Free Church of Scotland

Assembly held last week in Edinburgh , Mr. Wm. A.

Campbell , of Glasgow , gave an interesting account of the

impressive evangelistic movement which has been going on

among the young people of the better classes in Glasgow . He

said the work began a few months ago in Kelvinside on a visit

from Mr. George Clark, the evangelist, to the West End. In

the beginning meetings of two hundred and three hundred

ladies gathered in the afternoons, and very soon they became

anxious concerning the spiritual welfare of their brothers. The

consequence was that a large general meeting was held at

which the young men present were touched . Mr. Clark was

obliged to withdraw for a time , and four gentlemen formed

themselves into a committeo in order just to see what they could

do . The outcome of this was that they continued to carry on

the Sabbath evening meetings , and when Mr. Clark returned

the meetings gained in interest and in volume. Before very

long the whole West End was in movement. Young men in

their billiard -rooms were talking about it , numbers came to the

meetings , and the interest spread. Then came the question

what should be done about their young converts ? Bible read .

ings were started in various houses, and meetings for young

men also were started in order that they might study the Word

and arrange themselves so as to do active aggressive work

for Christ, and so the work went on . It was very striking

to notice how heartily they had thrown themselves into

aggressivework . A deputation was sent across to Pollokshields,

where the same kind of work was commenced. The first

meetings were not very encouraging, but they were continued

until a Sabbath evening, when the interest was so deep that it

was evident the meetings should be carried on still further.

Then began what one could only describe as a magnificent

evangelistic movement among young men of the better class.

A number were impressed at once. The young fellows made

the meetings theirown , gave themselves over to work up the

movement, getting their friends out and using every means

they legitimately could to bring them to the meetings. It was

the best class of youngmen who came. One Sabbath evening

there were something like one thousand men in Pollokshields

Church . The sight presented was a most striking one- rows

upon rows the pick of the young men in the district, the

athletic , the football young men, and theyoung fellows engaged

in various businessesin the town, and when the time came for

consultationthe spectacle was even more remarkable still , for

these young fellows poured down from the galleries and crowded

into the area until three hundred and fifty of them assembled

for consultation . Itwas indeed an impressive sight to stand

and watch thatlivingflood of young manhood,andone could

nothelp thinking what a power and a forceforgoodit must be

in the city of Glasgow. They did not remain idle, but went to

Mr. Wells, and said, " Give us work to do." Arrangements

accordingly were made for them to carry on missionwork in

the district. The youngfellows turned into the closes and

brought out the men,

As to the West End a union had been formed there of all

those who confessed faith in Christ and desired to work for

Him, and when he last heard of the number it was some.

thing like one hundredandeighty young ladies andone hun

dred and twenty young men, allof the betterclass. The lay

element had been largely used in this work , and there was

entire and completeco-operation between thelaymen engaged

in it and the ministers.

Rev.WALTERRossTAYLOR said that, althoughhe had been

labouring for eighteen years in the West End of Glasgow ,last

winter was the best, brightest, and most fruitful of those years,

and he hoped and prayed that they might have many such

years in the days to come.

Mildray Mission to the Jewg.We trust many of our

friendswillrallyround Mr.Wilkinson this (Thursday) after:

noonandevening,atMildmayConference Hall (see page i.

Thanksgiving forblessings received during the past ten years

will be the keynote of the proceedings.

Harvard Colloge has been roused by a visit from Mr.

Studd , ofCambridge. Heis working attherequest of Mr.

Moody, and underthe auspices of theChristianAssociation.

At Harvard, as elsewhere,hetoldthe story of hisconversion,

and made that thebasisof powerful personalappeals.
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The May Anniversaries .

great importance of gaining the children , so that they may

become sincere and consistent followers of Christ. Hewas

thankful to learn the mission had translated its beautiful

Children 's Special Service Mission .
leaflets into so many languages, and he believed that on the

MHE annualmeetings ofthis mission were held on Tuesday
Continent and elsewhere they would be productive of much

1 afternoon and evening in Exeter Hall (Lower). At the
good . The seaside work , of which he had seen a good deal,

afternoon meeting Rev . G . F . Head, M . A ., Christ Church ,
also struck him as very important. Go on , he would say ; go

Hampstead, presided.
on, and God bless you .

Mr. EDWIN ARROWSMITH , in a racy and vigorous talk , urged The Need and the Remedy .

the work could not possibly be carried on as it ought to be Mr. E . J . KENNEDY spoke particularly of the seaside work :

without increased funds. Thousands of books, picture leaflets,
dwelling specially on the need , the remedy for that need , the

suitable for children , could not be printed withoutmoney, and Gospel and its proclamation at all times and in all places to

he trusted friends would bear this in mind. In view of the which we can reach . God has very largely blessed the seaside

coming summer, arrangements were being made, as in former services amongst young and old . The speaker concluded

years, for holding special seaside services atmany fashionable
with a few practicalwords on the qualification for successful

resorts, and in these many undergraduates from Oxford and work - a heart on fire with the love of God, and filled with the

Cambridge had resolved to help . He hoped , however, friends Spirit ofGod ; and a heart right with God .

would not think the seaside services were all the work neces
sary ; drawing-room meetings for children might be held all the

The Brixton Children .

year round, and had been productive ofmuch blessing.

Mr. F . W . ALDOUS gave an interesting account of a remark

able work of a more permanent character he has been the

Che Work and the Uworkers.
means of doing amongst the children in Brixton . These Sun

Rev . G . F . HEAD , M . A ., was very glad indeed to have the day afternoon services, attended by about seven hundred chil

opportunity of commending the work of the mission among the dren , with their various outgrowths, have becomemost cheering ;

children . It was a work in which he heartily and earnestly many who first came as children , five years ago , are now

sympathized . Proceeding, he dwelt on three points. 1. The
amongst the best workers. The children have really become

work itself: it is of great importance, for these young people
in many delightful ways helpers of others .

will soon be the leaders of society, and the fathers and mothers

of future generations. Who could tell what the issue might
The Upper-class Children .

be from the seed sown in these hearts ? in fact, the ultimate
Mr. EDWIN ARROWSMITH spoke of the appalling ignorance to

blessing could never be gauged . 2 . The workers ; and these
be found amongst children of the upper classes in spiritual

include not merely the leaders and preachers , but the young

things. Proceeding , he urged the importance of temporance ,

men from the Universities, and even the boys and girls who

and , by calling for a show of hands , proved that nearly all

invite their playmates. It is & grand thing these should

present and interested in the mission were abstainers. Having

so early be taught to take their stand for Jesus Christ. And
spoken of the seaside work , and urged the need of more helpers,

3 . The after work , following up the work at the seaside by

he concluded by a touching reference to the sudden death of

specialmeetings for children ,by evangelistic services on Sunday
H . R . Webbe, the well-known cricketer, who was converted to

and week -day evenings, and by encouraging the reading of the
God under Moody ' s preaching.

Word of God ,
The Foreign work . !

Save the Children .
Mr. JOSIAH SPIERS, in his own telling way, urged the claims

Mrs. EVERED POOLE (Eva Travers) took as her keynote the

of the foreign work . Its object to evangelize the children of

story of the Shunammite and her boy who was restored to life

the Continentand other lands ; its need , the ignorance of these

by the prophet Elisha. From this incident of a mother's love

ofGospel truth . What it has accomplished, translating and

Mrs. Poole brought outmany lessons : Remember, and it is &

printing the picture leaflets in thirty- six languages ; what it

delightful thought, that the great temple ofGod is heing built,

proposes to do, print six millions of these leaflets in fifty lan

notmerely of great stones, but aleo of little bricks, God is add

guages, and scatter them in many lands. If friends wanted to

ing to it many little children . It is a grand thing to get hold of

help this work they must send special donations for the foreign

the young people early in life , otherwise they may get twists in
branch .

youth from which they can never get wholly freed . Remem .

Mr. E . T . M . DENNES concluded the proceedings with an

bering how susceptible they are to impressions, let us see to it

appeal to all to come forward and help personally. There is

we imprint upon them the love and name of Jesus. Of course ,
work for all, both at the Boaside and at home.

while there aremany encouragements, there are also discourage
ments, but not seldom these arise from our own unskilfulness Ragged Church and Chapel Union.

and inconsistency . We forget, for example , that all fish are not
M HE annual meeting of this excellent society , which provides

caught with the same bait ; and we forget also that children 1 and maintains Sunday service for the lowest classes, too

must have some fun and the idea that religion puts an end to ragged and tattered to attend even the ordinary mission halls ,

fun keeps many back .
What is wanted above all is individual work for the definite

was held in Exeter Hall (Lower) on Thursday week.Mr. George

Williams presided. An abstract of the report was read by Rev .
conversion of children . Alas, how many even of Christian Burman Cassin , M . A . This stated that since the society was

parents forget this .
Mr. G . A . KING spokeof the tremendous influence of personal

launched in 1853 ragged churches and chapels had not beon

fruitless of good . On the very low ground of public safety the

character. If we are to be successful we must seek grace to society preferred a plea for support, seeing that by themeans

live what we preach .
Mr. PERICLES GREEN urged that freely as we had received so

employed under the auspices of the committee the dangerous

classes as well as the destitute classes were effectually reached .

freely should we give. Many make the mistake of thinking & The beneficial influence exerted upon the poorer denizons of

string ofstories would do for an address to children . Wemust their blind courts and alleys should not be ignored . In multi

preach Christ , and do it in the simplest and clearest way

possible. Ho closed with a few words on the foreign work of the

plied instances the superintendents of the mission stations

had rendered timely and important services to the people who

mission ,
attended their visitations ; while in cases of sickness their

TWidening Doors .
invaluable presence and counsel had been sought. The Trea

In the evening Mr. George Williams presided , and after surer's account, read by Mr. W . A , Blake, showed a slight

praise and prayer

deficiency. The chairman said that the hundred mission halls

Mr. T . B . Bishop made a statement showing how the work opened in different parts of London were doing a work of such

was growing . While rejoicing that certain friends have given a beneficial and Christian character that every true disciple of

themselves wholly to the work (Messrs. Arrowsmith , Spiers, and Christ could not but rejoice in it . They owed much to the

Banaster), he maintained that twenty men could be so om .
influence of a society such as that for their peace and comfort,

ployed were they forthcoming . The fields are white unto as it was the moans of giving security to life and happiness to
harvest, but more men are wanted, notonly for the seaside work, the people . Rev. W . J . Smith moved the adoption of the report,

but also for the regular evangelistic work. And not only men , which was seconded by Colonel Paget and agreed to . Major

but ladies,whomay here find an immense field for work . Having Evered Poole and others also addressed the meeting.

referred to the seaside, the home missions, the literature

and the Scripture Union branches,Mr. Bishop touched briefly
The Christian Community .

on the great and growing foreign branch . The picture leaflets M HIS ancient Christian society, which owes its origin to the
are now printed in some thirty -six languages, and four to five 1 Huguenot refugees, held its one hundred and fourteenth

millions have been issued .

anniversary in Exeter Hall (Lower), on Monday week, Mr.

Mr, G . WILLIAMS urged, in his own enthusiastic way, the | George Williams presiding.
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The report read stated that the Christian Communitywas to letters which he had received from all parts of Spain and

first originated by the Huguenots in 1685, and reorganized by Portugal showing the need of such work asthat carried on by

the Rev. J. Wesley in1772. The number of members, includ. the Reformed Episcopal Churches. He also spoke of the brave

ing ladies, was 250. Ten workhouses and three casual wards and energetic spirit in which the work was commenced in

were visited, and about 8,800 people weekly have been Seville by Rev. L. S. Tugwell,who, as the Archbishop truly

addressed , whilst 25 lodging-houseswere under visitation , with said , might be called the “Father of the Society ." Short

an average number of 2,000 hearers weekly. They had 12 addresses followed by Revs. G. S. Karney and J. S. Verschoylo.

open -air stations, five mission stations , and two preaching Those who are disposed to help this society should send their

stations, at which 2,336 services had been held. Over 16,000 contributions to Rev. L. S, Tugwell, 8, Adam Street, Adelphi.

free meals had been distributed ; 4,000 homeless men had been

sheltered in the Mission Hall in Thrawl Street for the night ,

and supplied with food in the morning ; and 17,800 tracts had London City Mission ..

arecarried om mothers onmeetings, Bible classes,temperance Traparenthusiastic meeting was held in Exeter Hall last

meetings, &c. , whilst free breakfastsand teas and soup suppers

are given during the winter. Hundreds had been furnished
Wednesday evening , when about four hundred and thirty

with lodging tickets who would otherwise have been compelled
missionaries occupied the platform .

to walk about all night. Bread , coal, and other tickets had
Mr. S. A. BLACKWOOD, C.B., who presided, gave several reasons

also been freely distributed, as well as
why he bighly valued the work of the Citymissionaries. He

a large quantity of
clothing and small sums of money: admired the directness of aim with which the society preached

TheChairman, in the course of his remarks, referred to the
a crucified and risen Saviour to meet man's deepest needs, and

regrettable absence of Mr. J. Atkinson, the Secretary, who had
the work of the Holy Spirit to fit us for glory . He also de.

met with a serious accident. In reference to the report, he said
lighted in the catholicity of the society's spirit . It was pleasing

all must feel great pleasure at the success which had attended
in the sight of God when men, though holding firmly their own

the work of those who had been going through the streets of convictions as to Church government and to special aspects of

London preaching the Gospel and helpingallwho needed help .
the truth , yet subordinated these lesser matters for the higher

This was a manifestation of practical Christianity , and he was
purpose of preaching the simple Gospel to the masses ofthe

pleased to find that some were bold enough to carry on their
people. Without wishing in any degree to flatter the agents,

mission in the very face of the prevailing atheism .
he felt that they were a remarkable body of men , when judged,

The Rev.Hugh Price Hughes said that the Christian Commu
not by outwardappearances, but by the spirit they manifested.

nity carried out a work by an unpaid agency, which the London
He praised theirsound, sanctified, common sense, as showing

City Mission could not do, and the fact of its having been so
their versatility and adaptability in dealing with the various

successfully carried on for 200 years proved its usefulness .
classes of menthey met in their daily visiting, and also for the

The Hon. A. F. Kinnaird and Rev. Ira Boseley supported readiness with which they turned passing events to goodaccount.

the work. Dr. H. Sinclair Paterson maintained that the Gospel In regard to their more special spiritual qualifications, he

is the grand remedyfor the woes of man, and the only
rejoiced that they were men of prayer, faith,and indomitable

power to save, even amongst the lowest. This he believed , is fully
perseverance. Turning to the missionaries on the platform , he

realized in the operations of the Christian Community .
said : You are men of prayer, but you might be men of still

greater prayer . You have faith, but you need to pray for an

increase of faith . Some of you are better than others, but all

Spanish and Portuguese Church Aid Society. of us might be much better. The stamp of Divine approval

THE annualmeeting of thissociety, held on Wednesday, in
rested on their work , in the lives they bad rescued , in the

homes they had made happy, and the souls which they had

been instrumental in saving .

by the Secretary, Rev. L. S. Tugwell, was encouraging; The

following extract from the chairman's address very fully sets
Addresses followed by Canon Girdlestone, Rev. J. Ossian

forth the character of the work of the society :
Davies, and Mr. W. Winton, a public-house missionary.

A Missionary Work .

BY THE ARCHBISHOP OF DUBLIN,
Royal Naval Scripture Readers ' Soci

THIS interesting and

has combined those elements which are necessary to complete

a mission work ; it has gone on to secure fresh victories ; but
work had been steadilyand successfully carried on during the

it has meanwhile occupied the ground which has been gained .
past year, but want of funds prevented the committee from

It has adopted the policy of a general who advances to occupy
sending a reader to the North American and West Indian

fresh territory, but takes care to garrison the citadel which he
stations as formerly, as the income had again fallen short of

has already captured. In this it has followedthe example of
the expenditure .

the great Apostle of the Gentiles, who, when he heard a cry
RightHon. Sir, A. C. KEY, G.C.B., who presided , said they

from Macedonia , “ Come over and help us," was not dis
should thank God and take courage for the future. The finan,

obedient to the heavenly vision. The society has followed a
cial conditionof the society was notas favourable as theycould

higher example still, even that of our blessed Lord Himself,
wish it to be , but no doubt the generaldepression in tradeand

who said , “ I must go to other cities also ," but who, after His
the veryseverewinterbad something todowith it. Theydid

resurrection , in the letter to the Church in Thyatira, said , not requireanyexplanation of the work ofthe societyas regarded

“that which ye bave already hold fast till I come.” In this
the men ofthe RoyalNavy, but hewasvery sorry to saythat it

respect the work which has been done by the Reformers has
did not meet with that support from naval officerswhich it

resulted in thegathering of men and women into stated con
deserved . There wasnoother society which so directly and

gregations, andhas also developed itself in evangelistical work
distinctly addressed itself to the spiritual wants of the seamen

radiatingfrom these several centres, exercising an influence on

and marines, and therefore he felt that it shouldreceive their

the neighbourhood where these congregations are to be formed,
heartiest sympathy and support. About ten thousand men in

and also going forth into fresh fields for the achievement of
the Royal Navyweretotal abstainers.

fresh victories. What, then, was the meaning of the change
Addresses followed by Canon Rodgers, R.N., Mr. John

in the name of the society ? It means that we wished to avoid
Macgregor (Rob Roy), AdmiralSir E. S. Sotheby, 'AdmiralSir

the mistake which had been fallen into by some who supposed
W. King Hall , Rev. E. &. Williams, R.N., andMr.'W .A.Mount.

that the society existed for the purpose of sending missionaries

from this country to convert the people of Spain and Portugal.

The work of our society has consisted in assisting those in
Suppression of the Opium Trade.

Spain and Portugal who are carrying on the work of the Re.

formers themselves.
THE friends burdened withthis great national sin met in

Devonshire House on Friday,Sir J. W. Pease, M.P.,

The Dean of Peterborough being absent through indisposi presiding.

tion , Sir John Coode moved the first resolution . Having Rev.J. STORRS TURNER, Secretary, read the report, which

travelled in Spain he was able to give the testimony of an eye referred to the negotiations which had resulted in a new

witness to the necessity and value of the society's work. Rev. agreement between the English and Chinese Governments,

F. A. O. Lillingston, in an earnest address , said it was the duty ratified so recently as the 6th of this month,by which at last

and privilege of Englishmen to preach the Gospel, remember the right ofChina to fix herown taxation upon opium hadbeen

ing that it was only three hundred years ago since they practically, though grudgingly,concede
d. One clause of this

received the great boon of an open Bible, Rev. Dr. Lewis agreementprovided for a uniform duty of eighty taels inaddi;

Borrett White, Secretary of the Religious Tract Society, referred tionto the thirty taele importdutyallowedby theTreaty of
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Among the Soldiers.

OUR

Tiensin . For the first time China had secured & treaty

embodying its expressed wishes as the outcome of fair and

peaceful negotiations, and there was reason to think the Chinese UR one desire in commencing (the annual mission to

were much gratified with their success. Although, however, soldiers was the glory of God . No step was taken without

the agreement distinctly recognises the desirability of placing much prayer, that He would open or shut the door, as He saw

restrictions upon the consumption of opium , " it contains within fit, and the weak agent took hold of His strength (Isa . xxvii. 5) ,

itself no assurance of diminishing the trade. Though it would simply rolling every care upon Him,that in all things His name

be no longer consistent with the facts to agitate against a might be glorified .

forced opium trade, the trade remains not less injurious than By the commanding officer's permission , a barrack meeting

before, and the direct responsibility of the British Government was held among the 15th Hussars at Leeds, and, although wo

of India for theproduction and sale of the poison still continues. cannotpoint to instancesof conversion, the seed was sown, and

The committee, therefore, were impressed with the conviction God will watch over it . Nothing is lost that is done in His

that the efforts of the society mustnot be discontinued. The name. There was cause for deep thankfulness in meeting with

last piece of work reported was the preparation of a memorial a trooper of the 4th Hussars, who reminded us that he had

to the Chinese Minister in London in reference to the new received blessing througha visit paid to him in hospital four

treaty . The committee urged upon the friends of the society years ago. He recollected every detail, the Scripture read, the

not to yield to discouragement on account of the present words spoken , in a time of extreme weakness theyhadtaken

attitude of China and of her not having seized the opportunity hold on his mind , and he attributed the change in his life to

of getting the opium trade prohibited, or because the Indian that visit . “ Cast thy bread upon the waters, for thou shalt find

Government still carried on the manufacture and sale ofopium . it after many days.”

As regarded China, it was too early to despair,and, if left free, The meetings recently held at Aldershot were signally blessed

we might still hear herrevive her old demand for prohibition . by the power of the Spirit to awaken , convince, convert, and

SirJ.W.PEASE ,M.P., said that the late Earl Shaftesbury, quicken . In the hall of the Grosvenor Road Soldiers'Home,
so long ago as 1843 first brought the question of the opium on Sundayevening, there was a large attendance of all branches.

traffic before the House of Commons, and if the House had A young soldier gave himself to Christ while sitting listening to

passed the resolutions then brought forward we should have the Gospel message. When spoken to at the aftermeeting, he

been saved much pational disgrace in China. India would said , “ I am saved ." “ When ? " " Just now, just here ." " Did

have been less dependent upon opium for the revenue, and the you come in unsaved ? " " Yes, but there was a many words you

work in which they had been engaged , some of them for four. said which just suited me, and they took hold of me. I would

teen years, would have been saved to them . The report had not abide in sin any longer. I am willing to give up allmysins

told them the present position of affairs, and he would there. for Christ." In subsequent conversations we were satisfied as

fore only run briefly over them. With regard to the new treaty to the reality of the change. His bright face next evening was

he must confess that he was disappointed when he sawit, but a witness of his conversion , and his simple though broken

*he had no doubt that the true reason why a more satisfactory utterances in prayer convinced us all thatthe Spirit of God

attitude had not been adopted by the Chinese Government was had dealt with him. He confessed that on the Saturday even

that the finances of that country required all the assistance ing he had been dancing in a public -house, and that drinking

that could be got owing to her wars with a European power.
and dancing had had fascinations for him . We commend him

Addresses followed by Dr. B. Foster,M.P., Mr. James Cropper, to Him who is able to keep from falling and who will cause

Mr. Garnet Man, of BritishBurmah, Rev. T. Richard , from him to stand . He brought a comrade who, was also convinced

Shan - Si, China, and Rev. E. W. Syle, of Japan . of his need of a Saviour, butwe had not the happiness of seeing

him decide for the Lord.

Two soldiers surrendered their hearts to the King of Glory at

the North Camp meeting, where a very blessed influence was

The Thames Church Mission .
felt . Almost all remained to the after meeting , and we do not

doubt that more fruit will yet be seen , It was cheering to

A
meet with the couverts of former years standing fast and grow

in the Prince's Hall, Piccadilly, on Thursday morning, ing in grace.

Capt. the Hon. F. Maude, R.N. being unable to preside, By permission a hospital meeting was held which was crowded

owing to illness, his place was taken by Mr. W. Ellice, with convalescents , the nursing staff, &c. , and honoured

who heartily commended the labours of the mission to the by the presence of the officers in charge. Insuch cases we can

supportof the public. only sow the seed and leave results prayerfully and believingly

Rev. H. BLOOMER, the Secretary , said : The field of opera in God's hands. A backslider came back to the fold , and

tions extended from Putney Bridge to the Nore Lightship, a several Christians who were lapsing into coldness and apathy

distance of about sixty miles, threeclergymenand nineteen lay were refreshedand strengthened , and took partin speaking to

agents constituting the missionary staff. The object was to the unsaved . The quiet Bible readings in barracks were helpful,

win the vast floating population (estimated at three hundred we doubt not, to the married women, who so seldom have oppor

thousand) of the Thames to Jesus, and the three means tunities of hearingthe Word in public . To Him who hath

deed were the preaching of Christ, the distribution of the done such great things, and who alone can draw sinners out of

Scriptures, and the dissemination of Gospel tracts. The peoples darkness to light, wegive thanks, and pray that His name may

of the parish were , first, the sailors and river toilers ; evermore be glorified . M. S. S. HERDMAN ,

secondly , emigrants and passengers ; , thirdly, bargees and

navvies ; and fourthly, the boys of the training ships.

There were four mission rooms and one floating library, while Blackheath Conference.

Temperance work and classes of the St. John Ambulance Asso THREE days' Convention for the Deepening of Spiritual

ciation were comprised in their operations. Since being

affiliated to the Parent Society, over one thousand five bundred May, under the presidency of Mr. H. F. Bowker. The attend.

pledges were taken in connection with the Thames Church ance was large, especially at the evening meetings, when the

Mission Total Abstinence branch of the Church of England Rink Hall was nearly full. The following took part in the

Temperance Society. The work had been going on for over meetings : Revs . Dr. Elder Cumming, C. A. Fox, J. B.

forty years on the Thames, and during that time had been very Figgis, Evan H. Hopkins, E. W. Moore, W. Webb -Peploe.

successful; cheering reports from time to time come to hand In the afternoons Bible readings were given on the “ Second

of abiding good having been done. Mr. Bloomer then drew Coming of our Lord, the Hope of the Church. ” The meetings

attention to the fact that though the society had spent lastyear throughout were characterized by a quiet earnestness which

nearly six thousand pounds in thiswork on the Thames alone, was a very marked feature , many of the audience following the

it was nothing like at the cost per head for which work is done speakers, Bible in hand , verifying the quotations from Scrip.

ashore parocbially, ture, by which the various arguments were enforced.

He pointedly asked his hearers if they were with him in his The addresses were of a deeply spiritual character, urging

endeavour to extend the work until every individual soul who that the majority of Christians were living far below theirprivi.

does business or pleasure on this busiest of the world's silent leges , and insisting on a definite surrender of the will and

highways has the simple Gospel of the grace of God laid before affections, and on a whole-hearted consecration of spirit, soul,

him . and body to Christ . The possibilities of faith were strongly in

At the close of the meeting several ladies and gentlemen sisted on, and deliverance from the power of sin by constant

requested the Secretary to make arrangements for them to go trust in a living Saviour, and through the grace of the Holy

afloat and become more fully acquainted by personal contact Spirit, was maintained.

with the work amongst those who for the timo are under the This latter was insisted on very forcibly. It is believed that

spiritual care of the mission , and one lady was so deeply great blessing has beenreceived by Christians of various de.

interested as to become an annual subscriber of fifty pounds. nominations attending these gatherings.

A , to
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T

GEORGE YARD RAGGED

SCHOOLS AND MISSION ,

Whitechapel, E.
The Infant Day Nursery opens at 7.30 a.m.

The Day Ragged schools, morning at 9, after
noon at 2 o'clock . Sunday Schools , morning,

afternoon , and opening. Rough Boys' Classes at

8 , on Moudays and Wednesdays. Boys at work
in the Industrial Classes on Mondays, Wednes

days, and Fridays, at 12.30 p.m. Mothers'Meet
ings on Tuesdays at 3 and 6 p.m. Mission to

Inebriate Women at 8 p.m. on Thursdays.

Temperance Meetings on Mondays at 8.15 p.m.

Evangelistic Services at 7 on Sundays, and other
Agencies.

Friends are invited to visit the Institution any

day but Saturday .

Post Office Orders should be made payable at

66 , High Street, Whitechapel, R. Letters and
Parcels should be addressed to GEORGE HOLLAND ,

The Ragged Schools, George Yard , High Btreet,

Whitechapel, London , E.

AGED PILGRIMS' FRIEND

SOCIETY . - Instituted 1807. For giving Life
Pensiops to the Lord's aged poor of both sexes

and all Protestant evangelical denominations.

1,119 pensioners on the books,180 being inmates

of the fourHomes. Experditure in pensions

npwards of £ 7,000 per annum Fresh help much

83 , Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

BARBICAN EAST CENTRAL

MISSION TO THE JEWS. - The aim of

this Mission is to win souls for Christ, by visita

tion , holding meetings and classes for Men,

Women, and Children , and to befriend and

temporarily relieve distressed Jows, believing

and inquiring, who, in many cases , have lost

their all through no other fault than that they

have embraced , or are about to embrace, tho

“ truth as it is in Jesus ." Immediate help

sadly needed . Contributions will be gratefully

received by Messrs. J. F. SHAW & CO. , or by

the Missionary Supt., PAUL WARSCHAWSKI,

16, Farloigh Road, StokoNewington, London, N.

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS, Vine Street, Clerken

well Road , E.C. President, the Right Hon . the

Earl of Aberdeen , K.G. This Institution benefits

temporally and spiritually the poorest ofthe

poor, upwards of 3.000 men , women , and children

being assisted weekly . £ 4,000 a year must be

raised byVoluntary Contributionsto maintain
the Work. Treasurer - W . A. BEVAN , Esq .

54 , Lombard Street.

HOME MISSION NOTES.

Poor French in London .
Sailors on the Clyde.

IN

NTRODUCING M, Barbier's nine THE following from Mr. R.H.Hunter,

teenth report, Mr. Joseph Weather. Hon. Sec.of the Glasgow Seamen's

ley writes : Institute, will interest many:

Nineteen years of steadyplodding work The past winter has been a most trying

among the poor French in London, al. one to sailors. So many ships have been

though but adrop in an ocean whenthe laid up that large numbers of men have

numbers residing in our big city are re been thrown out of employment, and

membered, must have had aconsiderable many of them not being able to turn their

influence for good upon a class greatly hands to other trades have suffered

needing the simple Gospel : and the per severely. This has thrown moro idle

sonal attention M. and Madame Barbier men into our port than usual, and we

are able to give to each casethey take in have been able to reach them in a way

hand is an advantage which amore ex that we have never done before. The

tended work would not admit of. Lord has been greatly blessing His Word

Feeling this from an intimate know in the conversion of a large number of the

ledge of the work, I have great pleasure men of the sea. The daily prayer meet

in again bearingmytestimony to its use ing at the Seamen's Institute, Broomie

fulness, and it will give me great pleasure law, has been most interesting and much

as heretofore to receive and hand over to appreciated ; and the services at the

M. Barbier any donation entrusted to me chapel on the north side and the Sea

for the purpose. men's Bethel on the south side have been

largely attended. Finding 80 many

Cage Lane Mission , Plumstead . hungry men , we have been enabled,

through the kindness of friends, to give

N her annual report of this excellent
free Gospel teas twice a week, at four

o'clock , to from 200 to 400 seamen , and
says : — Again we have, with thankful

we have thus been able to reach men who

ness, to tell that God has been pleased otherwise would not come to the regular

to own and use for His glory each
services . Many of them professed to

separate part of the organization . Many

happy cases of lives changed and blessed,
accept the Saviour, and a large number

of backsliders and drunkards reclaimed,
have signed the temperance pledge. We

are before our minds as
have just concluded a series of special

we bear this

testimony ; but we feel that it would be
evangelistic services at the Bethel and

putting & share in the way of many of
chapel, conducted by Mr. Christopher

these dear souls were we to give details
King. Thesemeetings have been largely

which might be identified by them . We
attended, and we have had cause to re

know of others who, having been faithful
joice every day over lost onesbeing found

to the end, are gone “ to be with Christ,
and prodigals returning to the Father's

house.
which is far better.” The Sunday school,

which we believe to be second in import

ance to no other branch of the mission , A Missionary Stopped My Mad

continues to do good work in gathering
Career.

in the little ones, and blessing rests upon it.
A

Secretary , Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT.

tion

Many have come in great destitution
gave lately the following

to the hall, and in some cases families
testimony to a LondonCity missionary

have received help for weeks, during which
-- "Like many moreI was anxious to

time they have got spiritual blessing.
see life as it is called, and, without the

oontrolling influences 80 essential to

The “ Welcome Home."
avoid ruin , I embarked on the perilous

journey. See life ! I have seen it - seen
THE Lord is blessing thework among

TAR it in the casino ; seen it at the gambling
sailors of various nations at M188

table; seen it on the racecourse ; seen it
Child's “ Welcome Home." Among various in the theatre ; seen it in respectable

efforts, that of building up the Christian
hotels ; seen it in the infamous coffee.

sailors and bringing them out as servants houses . With plenty of money at com .

for the Lord is one of the special aims. mand, I have sat down to the choicest

Many have been called to different mission viands. Yet in hunger, poverty, and

fields, and are shining brightly for the
rags I have picked up crusts from off the

Master in many ports ofthe world, one of streets to appease my craving for food.

whom has since been called to the higher Debased and degraded, I wandered about

service in heaven. At present, thereis a
from place to place homeless, helpless,

barque in the EastIndia Dock loading friendless, until I met with a Christian

for New Zealand with some of our Chris
missionary ina public- house. He spoke

tian men among her crew . One of them
of my wasted life, and asked if I was

has been investing part of his wages from satisfied with the account I should one

the last voyage in purchasing (with the day have to give , whenevery_man's

liberal aid of the Editor of the Christian )
work would betried as by fire .' Hewas

a library of good Gospel books, for the free a kind, tender-hearted man , and walked

use of the othermembers of the crew and
about the streets for more than two

passengers, and a musical instrument to
hours talking to me concerningthe value

aid the proposed services on board . When
of my soul andthe price paid forita

we thinkofthe money thusspent, instead
redemption . I promised him I would

of wasted away in the devil's service, we
give up the drink,and pray that the Lord

have great cause for thanking God in wouldhelp me tokeepit. That promiso

manifesting His power among our dear I have kept, and am now not only an

seamen, and praying for more and more abstainer, but, what is more and better,

of His blessing. Side by side with such
I have peace through believing,and

encouraging facts are the difficulties con deliverancefromthe consequences
ofsin

nected in dealing with the deluded through faith in the Lord Jesus. The

victims ofSatan , many of whom cannot
Lordbless you, for it wasa City Mission

be reached till, like the poor man in Luke ary that cared for me, that stopped me

x. 30, they are found stripped oftheir in my mad career, and led meto the

raiment, wounded, and oft half dead. Saviour,!!

RESCUE SOCIETY . Established in 1863,

for the reformation of openly immoral women

and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

dangor, supports Eight Homes capablo of

recelving over two hundred inmates.

Fundsare earnestly solicited by the

Secretary , Mr. O. STUART THORPE ,

79 , Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

ROSSLYN MISSION , Tollington Hall,

Hornsey Road , London . - Gospel Mission Open
air and Children's Services, also Mothers' Meet

ings arecontinuously held in connection with
above. Much is dono in home visitation, feeding

tbe aged and hungry, supplying the temporal

and spiritual need of all within roach , as far

as meanspermit. Funds urgently neodor.

Cheques and Postal Orders payablo to

Hon. Supt., E. GARNET, 62 , Crayford Road,
Tufnell Park , London .

WELCOME HOME FOR SAILORS OF

ALL NATIONS, Ratcliff Highway, London, E.

-Gospel and Gospel Temperance Meetings overy

nightthroughout the year. Visitors welcomed

any hour of the day. Communications to be

addressod Miss CHILD, 173, St. George's Street,

London, R.

“ A most fruitful and glorious work."

SHAFTESBURY .

LAMB AND FLAG RAGGED

SCHOOL AND MISSION , 10, Red Lion

Street, Olerkenwell .-Tbis Institution hascarried

on good work for thirty -eight years, and larger

premises are needed to meet the increasing
demands of anxious and willing youth of both

sexes. £ 1,500 would provide what is wanted.
Will some of those blessed with means come

over and help us ? Funds are also much needed

to carry on the regular work.

Hon . Director and Treasurer - J.O.BHERRARD,

7, Oxford Square, Hyde Park ,
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ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIENDSOCIETY ,

President-Gen . Bir A. J. LAWRENCE, K.C.B.

Bole object of the Society to spread the saving

knowledge of Christ amongour soldiers. Contri.

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer , V. G. M. HOLT, Esq ., 17, Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon . Sec.;or by

the Secretary , Mr. W. A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.O.

BIBLE AND COLPORTAGE

SOCIETY OF IRELAND.-An unde

nominational society with agents in all parts of

Ireland . Carefully selected and trained colpor

teurs are spreading the knowledge of Jesus by

the living voico and the printed page. Thoy

have access to the peoplo everywhere. A con

tribution of £40 will socuro acolporteur for a
year in any part of Ireland. Several additional

solporteurs havo been recently appointed .

Funds greatly needed .

Secretaries,Rev.H. M.WILLIAMSON ,Belfast,

and Rev. JOHN ELLIOTT, Armagh, by whom

contributions will be gratofully received ; or

they may be paid at the office of tbis paper.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY . - Help

is very urgently needed to meet the heavy ex

penses involved in conductingthe varicus evan.

gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially

to assist in meeting the terrible distress so

prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive

help in any form . JAS. ATKINSON , Secretary,

10, Enfield Road Bouth , Kingsland , N.

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE

8OCIETY, 13 , Buckingham Street, Strand . -

To controvert the teachings of Atheists, Serular

ists, aud other opponents of Christianity ,

especially among the uncultured . To help the

perplexed and doubting, andto instruct the young

in the reasons for believing in Christianity .

The Society's income is totally inadequate to the

demandsupon it . Funds are immediately

wanted for the open-air work .

Secretaries. Revs. C, LLOYD ENGSTRÖM and

T. T. WATERMAN .

HOME GLEANINGS.

Her Majesty the Queen has Buxton , Derby . - Amongst the thou

graciously consented to become Patron sand soldiers who will shortly encamp on

of the Ragged School Union, through the Buxton Common it is proposed to hold

Earl of Aberdeen, thePresident. special mission services .

Cheetham , Manchester. - A special Evangelical Alliance. - The au

mission for children has just been held tumnal Conference of the Evangelical

in the Orphan Home, and much blessing Alliance will this year be held at Ryde,

has beengranted. Isle of Wight, on September 21-23.

Hackney.-We learn that Mrs. Sey . University Men .- Parties of stu

mour, so well known in connection with dents from the Edinburgh University

Wilton House work, has just opened a are holding evangelistic services in Inver.

Servants' Christian Home, at Beresford ness , Fountainbridge, and other places

House, 13, Fremont Street, E. in Scotland.

Southsea Mission . - Mr. John Den. Mr. Denbam Smith has had over.

ning writes he is again permittedto pitch Aowing congregations at Clapton Hall

& Gospel tent on Southsea Common . through the past month . Ho resumes

He asks prayer and sympathy for work of his labours at St. George'sHall through
the summer .

June, and will preach in Dublin during

Young Emigrants. — TheManches July and August.

ter Boys and Girls' Refuges Committee Flowers forthe Poor.-The friends

write : -- We expect our first party will of the Poplar Bible Flower Mission would

consist of about twenty - five children, be pleased to receive flowers and texts

boys and girls , and all arrangements are for the poor, sick, and aged of East

made in the province of Ontario for their London . Flowers, texts , and tracts

reception . thankfully received by Mr. Geo. Fuller,

Open -air Lectures. - In spite of 1 , Follett Street , Poplar, E. Immedi.

unfavourable weather our friends who ately following we givatwo of Mr. Fuller's

gather their congregations in the open flower incidents :

air have commenced their operations . Kissing the Flowers . - Mrs. A. H.

About a dozen stations in the parks and residesin one room , for which she pays

elsewhere are already occupied by the two shil gs weekly . This poor creature

agents of the Christian Evidence Society, has lost both legs, and has to be lifted

“ The Bible the Word of God ; " “ The into a chair, where she sits most of the

Bible and the People ; ' “ Christianity day. I have seen her kiss the flowers

the True Secularism ; ” and similar sub. when taken to her.

jects attracted considerable audiences Early Days.- Mrs. N. has been

last Lord's Day. The people seom inte unable to leave her little back room for

rested even when no debate follows. But years. There is nothing to look at but &

objectors are often at hand to carp and brick wall. She suffers from an internal

quibble. disease. This poor woman told me what

My Donation Books. - In the cur. joy the flowers gave her ; and she looked

rent number of Night and Day Dr. upon them and thought of the days when

Barnardo gives anumber of verystriking she used to train them in her little garden

extracts from his donation books, illustrat in her youngerdays.

ing the source and character of the gifts Open -air Meetings for French.

seat for the children . We glean three -M. Barbier writes : - We held twenty

which will interest many : five or twenty-six meetings this yoar.

“ My Birthday Gift." - One ofmy We preached both in French and

dear httle contributors at Huddersfield English . We have had also a good num .

has gone home after a severe illness. As berof French nurses, and some Belgian

Christmas approached she whispered to and Italian people. The more I advance

her mother ather bedside : " I shall give in age the more I see the usefulness of

“ Jesus & shilling on His birthday." open -air preaching in French in this

This little gift, with an addition of her country.

owu , the bereaved mother has now sent. Miss Macpherson writes that the

“ She was," she says, " my only girl, and Fresh-air Home on Redhill Common ,

“ it is a heavy trial to part with her ; where our widows have gone for three

“ but she loved her Saviour, and He has weeks' change, and have been most

“ taken her to Himself." hospitably entertained, is in need of

A Helpless Helper . - One of my funds. Many an aged life has been

donors from Leeds was a boy of eleven brightened by spending there the first

years of age who has never been able to holiday of the kind they had ever known

walk , sit, or oven feed himself, in his life . on earth . No better way could a pound

Yet in the midst of all this unimagined be spent in summer -timethan in sending

helplessness,and in pain almost constant an East End widow to enjoy the frosh

-de profundis, indeed l-this dear little air, and forget her aches and pains and

fellow keeps my waifs in tender remom. loneliness.

brance, and has timeand again ministered Just in Time. - The following inci.

to their wants. How many of them, dent comes from the Strangers ' Rest,

sound in health and limb, might exclaim Liverpool : - A poor man was passing the

to their young but afflicted benefactor : Strangers' Rest on his way to the river

“ Thy necessities are greaterthanmine !" to commit suicide, having lost his wife ,

" Nover Missed It. " --This is the his business , and his friends ; being

testimony of a Derby donor, who sent attracted by the strains of music, and

me £ 2 58. recently . He wrote : “ I am seeing it was scarcely dark enough for

“ delighted to mako my subscription & his purpose, he entered the Rest. They

" little larger, having had my salary ad were singing the hymn " What a Friend

“ vanced . I might add that since I have we have in Jesus. " He was at once

* received a salary I have always for. struck with the words, and at the close of

If warded & tenth part to the funds of the hymn when asked to go upstairs to

“ your Institution , and I think it would the meeting he could not refuse . The

“be a good thing if youcould get many text was Jobn iii. 16. He went home to

" of your helpers to act in the same way. pray, and as morning dawned the light

! ' I have never missed it . " broke in upon his soul.

COUNTRY TOWN8 MISSION ,

18, New Bridge Street, E.C. – For the past forty
nine years this Society has sought to establish

Missionariesin those places where there is a lack

of simple Gospel teaching. The Committee

earnestly ask those who know the darkness of

many of our Country Districts to strengthen

their hands by increased help.

HARRY C. NISBET, Treasurw . GEORGE H.

MAWER, Secretary .

THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

earnestly appealfor additional aid in support of

the 180 Ragged School Missions of tho Metro

polis. These buildings are planted in the poorest
districts, and are used for Sunday and Biblo

Bchools , Day and Infant Free Schools, Week

night Schools for Rough Lads and Girls, Indus

trial Classes, Gospel Mission Services , Mothers'

Meetings, Ragged Churches, Bands of Bope,

Crèches, and numerous other agencies for the

benefit of the poor childron andtheir parents.

Much is also done in homo visitation, in cloth

ing the ragged , and feeding the starving , and

country homes aro provided for the weakly or

sonvalescont. Contributions will be thankfully

received by JOHN KIRK, Exeter Hall , w.o.

MONTHLY TRACT_BOOIDTY.- .

Instituted1837. New Offices, Bridge House,

Blackfriars Bridge (City Side)London .

OBJECT : Tobring the subject of personal

religion periodically before themiddle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical
literature at home and abroad .

PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERS : All subscribers of

five shillings and upwards per annum are en

titled to receive thenew tracts issued monthly,

and are allowed to purchase the Bocioty's pub

lications at a discount of 25 per cent. Any

subscriber , for each extra contribution of two

shillings per annum , may bavo a tract sent

monthly, direct from the office, to any friend

whose name and address are supplied. Many

Bubscribers have for years pursued this excellent

method of quietly influencing other persons.

Subscribers' names are not divulged. Donations or

subscriptions exceeding these sums form the

fund for gratuitous distributions of tracts.

Funds aro urgently needed in aid of the
Free Grant Fund .

All cheques and postal orders to be crossed and

madepayable to J. R.MACKENZIE, Secretary .

MSS. of earnest Gospel and good literary cha.

racter may be forwarded to the Secretary .
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THE “ MAY MEETINGS."

DATE . TIME . SOCIETY PLACE . CHAIRMAN OR PREACHER .

JUNE

Wed , 2

2

Th .

W.

...

Zenana Medical College

Indigent Blind Visiting Society

Ch . of England Zenana Missionary.

Open Air Mission

South American Missionary

Hazelwood Home of Rest

Army Bcripture Readers'

Indian Female Normal School

Indian Female Normal School

London Female Preventive

Stockwell Orphanage

Sun. Sch.Union & Lon.Sun.sch.Choir

...

3 p.m.

3 p.m.
11 a.m.

11 A.m.

2 p.m.

5 p.m.

7 pm.

noon

7 p.m.

3 p.m.

2 p.m.

all day

R. N. CUST , Esq.

Lord LEIGH.
Rev. Dr. R. W. FORREST.

Rev, H. W.WEBB -PEPLOE.

Bishop of DERRY.

SAMUEL MORLEY, Esq.

CHAPLAIN -GENERAL ,

స
ు
జ
ం

- ల
ు
ల
ు
ల
ు

Meeting

Meeting

Sermon

Sermon

Sermon

Meeting

Meeting
Confer.

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting
S. 8. Fete

Mon, 7

Tu . 8

8

Bat. 19

Wed. 23

Council Room, Exeter Hall

37, Portman Square,

St. James's Church, Paddington

Portman Chapel, Portman Square

St. Margaret's, Westminster...
Exeter Hall

Lower Room , Exeter Hall
Exeter Hall

Exeter Hall

Homes, Parson's Green , Fulham

Orphanage, Clapham Road

Crystal Palace

... ..

GEORGE WILLIAMS....

...

4..

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS .

T Evangelization Society is prepared to qualified Evangelists

to any part of England, Scotland, and Wales upon duo notice, Apply

to Hon . Secretary, 21, SurreyStreet , Strand, W.C.

Conference Hall , Eccleston Street . - On Wednesday, 9th, and Thursday,

10th, at 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. , servants of the Lord who have been labour

ingin India, China, North Africa, Central Africa, Singapore, Spain ,

Bicily , Italy , France, Russia , Germany, and Scandinavia , will give an

account of i he Lord's work in those lands.

Miss Mittendorff having nowgot into the small town house at No. 2 ,

Aberdeen Place , Maida Hill , N.W., she has taken as a branch to her

Home at Epsom for orphan and destitute girls , purposes having a

dedicatory meeting on Friday, the 18th June, at 6 p.m. Tea at7 p.m.

Y.M.C.A. , City , New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenus, Leadenhall

Street ( late 61 , Gracechurch Street).- Social gatherings as follows,

commencing each evening at 5.30 p.m. , chair taken at 6 p.m. Tuesday,

8th June, address by Mr. Henry Varley , Wednesday, 9th, book re

ception by Mr. F. A. Bevan, addresses, & c. Friday, lith, address by

Rev. W.Haslam , M.A. Sunday,June 6th , 5 p.m., Bible reading by Mr.

Alfred Woods, “ The Alphabet of the Human Heart." Mission work

at Bermondsey,Whitechapel, Hackney, & c .

Conference Hall, MildmayPark , N.- June 6th , at 3.30 , Mr. P. S.

Badenoch ;at 7, Mr. Finlay Gibson .

Children's Special Service Mission .--Mr. Arrowsmith , at Scar.

borough, in Aug.; at North Berwick , in Sept.; Mr. H. M. Trickett, at
Leatherhead, June 4th .

Open Air Mission :-Annual sermon , June 3rd, 11.30 a.m. , Portman

Chapel, Rev.H. W. Webb-Peploe.

Youths Institute, Old Pye Street, Westminster (" One Tun”

Mission ).- Prayermeeting , every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con.

ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.30 to 8 .

Conference Hall, 143, Clapham Road, 8.W.- Sunday, ila.m. , Children's

service ; 3.30 p.m., Bible reading ; 7 p.m. Evangelistic service .

Evangelistio Mission (Under the direction or O. Russell Hurditch).

BankHoliday, Whit-Monday , June 14th . - Meetings in Kilburn

Hall, Kilburn Gate (not Town Hall ) , at 3.80 and 6.30 p.m. Tea

between

Kilburn Hall, Kllbarn Gato (not Town Hall).- Mr. Geo . Hucklesby,

Bun. , at 7 p.m. ; Mr. Finlay Gibson ,Wed., at 7.30 p.m.
Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. C. V. T. Onslow, Bun., 7 p.m.;

Mr. Finlay Gibson , to-night, Thurs., at 8.

Dalston Hall, 105, Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. W. Rivett, Sun., 7 p.m. ,

and Thurs., 8 p.m.

Bignold Hall, Bignold Road , Station Road, Forest Gato.-Mr.
Ransome Wallis, 8un ., 7p.m., and Wed., 8 p.m.

West Kensington Ball (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith
Road , West Kensington . - Sun ., Dr. Popham , at 8 p.m. , and Mr.

J. Short, at 7 p.m.

Mortlake,Rest Mission Hall.-Mr. 8. E.Angel,Sun., 7 p.m.

Zonana and Medical Mission School and done, 53 , St. George's

Road , 8.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , at
which Miss Nugent and Års. Orchard kindly preside .

Y.W.0.4 . - Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening,

at 9.15 , in the Mall Hall, High Street , Notting Hili .

Rov. W. Hay Aitken's future engagements are :-June 6th to 22nd ,

Bedford Church , Exeter.

Deepening of Spiritual Life.-- Meeting at Stafford Rooms, Titch

borne Street, Edgware Road , Fridays, 3.30 p.m.

Meetings ofBelievers, Merrion Hall , Dublin , May 31st to June 4th.

Conference on the Second Advent. - Conference Hall, Clapham

Road , S.W., June 15-17.

Bt. Gaorge's fall, Langham Place, W.-Mr. Denham Smith , Sunday

morning, at ll ; evening, at 7 ; and at Burlington Hall, Savile Row , on

Wednesday, at 8 .

Talbot Tabernacle, Powis Square, W. - Second Advent Testimony, &

series of expository addresses on the Lord's coming , Sunday mornings
at 11, by the pastor, Mr.Frank White. Subject next Sunday, Israel

in the last days ." .

Strangers' Rest, 163, St. George's Street,Ratcliff Highway, E. - Monthly

meeting for Christian workers,Friday, June4th. " Tea at 6. Meeting
at 7, Rev, J. Ossian Davies will give the address.

Donations Received .

BARNAVE Mission .

June Monthlies.

From the RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY comes the usual goodly

budget. Leisure Hour, brimming with interest ; Sunday at

Home, equally good ; so also Boy's Own and Girl's Own, the

Cottager and Artisan ,Friendly Greetings, Tract Magazine, and

Child's Companion, all in their own way worthy of notice.

From S. W :PARTRIDGE&Co.we havetheWelcome,bright

and interesting; the British Workman, Band of Hope Review,

Friendly Visitor, Family Friend, Children's Friend, and Infant's

Magazine, each in its own sphere admirable.

Our Own Gazette,from the samepublishers, the organ of the

Y.W.C.A. , commends itself specially to young women .
From HOME WORDS office we have the Fireside, capital

family magazine, also Home Words, Day of Days, and Church

of England Temperance Chronicle. With these we have

The Queen's Resolve, by Rev. C. Bullock, D.D. , the Summer

Number of the Fireside (early, is it not ? for the summer num ;

ber). It is, in fact, a Jubilee memorial, an autobiographical

sketch of the Queen, with many incidents and anecdotes, and

various fine portraits and illustrations. Its low price (61.)

should secure it & welcome in many homes .

Sunday Talk , edited by W. W. Tulloch, B.D. (Nisbet & Co.)

The number for June presents many excellent features; it will

be read with interest and profit.

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen.

Five Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Seatrawling floats.
12,000 smacksmenareengagedall the yearroundinprovidingour tables
with fish . These men ,who for us tollthrough furious blastand sleety

storm -whohazardtheir lives and fallvictims,hundreds of them ,tothe
pitiless waves,thatmarketsat home may be well supplied - may rightly

claimsomesmallshareinthe privilegesweso richlyenjoy and so bigbly

prize .

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELB

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoping
love, bringing thepleasureofbooks to while awaythewearyhours,adford,

ingrelief in case of sickness and injury ,and cheering and brightening dull
and monotonouslivesby their presence and ministry.

" The Mission Smacksare doing in the North Seaagrand work,wortbr.

of thesupport ofa greatmaritimenation like England; and I believe that
theresultsoftheir effort, great astheyare inthepresent will, if only
supportedliberally bythepublic, be ofuntoldvalueinthe future."

Sir Edward Birkbeck, Bart ., M.P.

FUNDSare greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel

with every fleet .

B. J. MATHER, Director,

181. Queen Victoria Street (next door to BlackfriarsBridge ), B.O

N.B.- The offices were removed to the present addressin
December last. Attention to the change willsave much

trouble, time, and expense to the Mission.

DIMNE88 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS are frequently
caused by the useof unsuitable Spectacles, The Bov.Dr. Ororther, HIN

House, Ascot, writes : - " Icannot describe thecomfort I dorive from tho

080of your glasses, bothby dayand night. I find no painorwearinoss

As I used to ; and I have taken to reading books I had pat soldo as too

trying for the eyes on account of thesmallness of the type." Thelate Sie

Julius Benedictwrote : - " I havetried the principal opticians in London
withoutsuccess, butthe spectaclesyou have adapted sult admirably ; the

clearness of your glasses ascompared with othersis really surprising."
The Rev. B. H. Baynos, M.A., Hon . Canoa Worcester Cathedral,

writos : - " The spectacles youadaptedare all I could desire,andmy eyon

feelstrong already. I only rogret I did not know of your exceeding aku

years ago." - Mr. HENBY LAURANCE, 8.8.8.,Oculist Optician, 18,OLD

BONDSTREET, solontifically adapta blo'IMPROVED BPBOTAOLES

to assist and strengthon the weakost sights. Pamphlat containing suka

gostions for the preservation of sight from . BRANCHE
S

, 8, Poultry:

2.0 .;8. GuardianBuildings, Crass st.,MANOHOS
TBB:

5, Corporation Street, BIRMING
HAM ; 'and 120, Buchanan

Bt., Glasgow - ADVT.

Miss F.B... , toy 5 0 0

..0

NELLIE (LUCY'S LIFE STORY) .

M. E. W. 0 2 6

Mr. O. RUSSELL HURDITOH gratefully acknowledges the receipt of £5 for

Evangelistic Mission tent work, from Three friends at Tunbridge Wells ;
also 90 , in stamps from 9.8.
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AND

ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,CONSUMPTION,

AMMONIAPHONE,

Air . ”

toshelter

Young
Women

(other

VOICE CULTIVATION

AL
SEND FOR NEW

STRENGTHENING

THE
Illustrated

Pamphlet,

ENRICHING EXTITLED ,

THE VOICE .

(HARNESS' PATENT)
" ITALY ;IMMEDIATELY BELIEVES AND PERMANENTLY CURES

PRICE
AND Its Atmosphere and

PULMONARY AFFECTIONS ,ALL
its Music.”

21/ POST FREE. U

POST FREE. PRICE 21s. , POST FREE. WILL LAST A LIFETIME.

THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS. ABSTRUSE BRONCHIAL AND PULMONARY The AMMONIAPHONE is used and

recommended by thousands, including :

RECOGNISEDby the PROFESSION . AFFECTIONS.

" Most useful." - Dr. A. S. Kennedy, L.R.C.P.

H.R.H. the Prince of Dr. Armand Semple.

Wales.

“ Recommend it to my patients ."-Dr. Wm . " Completely restored ."' - C. J. Plumptre, Esq .,
Very Rev. Dr.Vaughan .

Cairns Wicks, Newcastle-on Tyne. Maida Vale, N.W.
H.R.H, the Princess of Rev. A. C. Price (B.A.).

Wales.
“ Almost instantly relieved.” – Dr. Logan,

Rev. B. W. Allen :

“ Think very favourably of it." - Dr. Armand

Semple , 89, Goldhawk Road, London , W.
Bristol,

H.R.H. the Princess Rev. W. H.M.H.Aitken

Louise .

The effect is marvellous." - Dr. Logan, Bristol. HEMORRHAGE.

Rev. E. Singleton .

Lady S. Macnamara. Rev. D. A. Roudney

RELAXED THROATS. E. H. Kitson , Esq., of 50 , Stratton Road, Glou
Lady Arch. Campbell. (D ,D).

" Conscientiously testify to its value." —Rev . cester , writes : May 17th , 1886.
Right Hon. W. E. Glad- Rev. John Storr ( B.A ) .

A.C. Price, Clapham Park ,S.W. " Last November I boughtfrom you oneof your
stone , Mdme. Adelina Patti.

“ It strengthensthe voice . " - Rev. C. J, Salis AMMONIAPHONES. It has certainly been of
Col. Mapleson . Mrs. Langtry .

bury,Newport.
great advantagetomeinarrestingand completely

Col. Trench Nugent. Mdme . Modjeska.

• It is a wonderful invention ." - Rev, S. E. stopping the HEMORRHAGE from my lung . "
Capt. Douglas erbert. Mome. Marie Roze.

Ni chols, Wimborne, Minster .

Dr. Logan . Mdme Rose Herbee ,

“Hasdone me good service." - Rev.E. Single
CALL AT Read what the “ TIMES” says :

ton , Spalding.
52 , OXFORD ST. ,

** The AMMONIAPHONE is one of the most

“ It is worthy of all confidence. " - Rev. John remarkable inventions of the day . It is a tube,

Mitchell, Edinburgh .
And Gratuitously Test the about 25in , long, constructed of a specially ppn

ASTHMA .
pared non -corrosive metal, with handles, having

" Perfectly restored myvoice." - S.E . Packham ,
patent spring valves.It is charged with achemt.

cal compound, combine so as to resemble in

Esq ., St. John's, S.E.Gave great relief." - Mr.Walter Marnock (the IMMEDIATE RELIEF GUARANTEED. effect that which is produced by the soft balmy

well-known baritone ), Sheffield ,

air of the Italian Peninsula when iphaled into

the lungs ; hence the term-Artificial Italian

BRONCHITIS.
CONSUMPTION.

" Mylungs have becomemuch stronger.” — Mrs. “ I have derived great benefit from it ." -Miss MADAME ADELINA PATTI writes :

Hamplon Simpson , Birmingham .
Townley, Wood Grange Road , Forest Gate. • July, 1885.

“ A boon to suffering humanity." -- H . G. “ Benefited immensely ." - Rev. H. L. Norden , " I have used the AMMONIAPHONE, and found

Wallace, Esq ., Daly Road , Edinburgh . Southampton . its effects most beneficial. - ADELINA PATTI. "

TheAMMONIAPHONE will be sentfree by post to any part of the United Kingdom on receipt of a Postal Order or Cheque (crossed “ London

and County Bank " ) for 215. New Pamphlet, "Italy ; its Atmosphere and its Music, " sent free on application to

og

ESTABLISHED 1851.

DIRK B E C K

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
HEBREWS vi. 19 . for JUNE contains :

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS , repayable on demand .

wise respectable) lately Fallen into
BLIND ELSIE'S QUESTION,

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

Sin . ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly (With Illustration .)

FOR rules of admission totheAnchorage balances, when not drawn below £ 100 . THE BLESSEDNESS OF CON.

House , and for particulars of its work , and for The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

TRAINED SERVANTS ready togo out to situa charge,the custody of Deeds, Writings, andother
VERTING SINNERS.

tions, apply (by letteronly ) to : Mrs. H. BTUART Securitiesand Valuables ; theCollection of Bills of By Rev. FINLAY MACPHERSON .

WORTLEY, Rosslyn House, Grove End Road , Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons ; and thepur.

N.W. , London ; and to whom, or to any member
CHRIST'S MISSION

chase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities.
TO THE

of committee, subscriptions may be sent, or to Letters of Credit and Oircular Notes issued . BROKEN-HEARTED.

Editor, Word and Work.
THE BIRRBECK ALMANACK , with full By Rov. ANDREW CARTER, M.A,

particulars, postfree, on application ,

FRANCIS RAVENŠCROFT,Manager.
MISTAKEN FRIENDSHIP.

TheBirkbeck BuildingSociety'sAnnual
By Rev. WILLIAM PARK, M.A.

ERECTED BY
Receipts exceed Five Millions . THE OFFSPRING OF UNBELIEF.

COW TOPURCHASE A HOUSEFOR By H. K. WOOD (A “Glasgow Mer

chant") .
mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply
at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDING BOCIETY , NOW.

Illustrated Designs and Estimates Free, 29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane. By the late Rev. Mr. McDONALD, of

CHEAPEST FIRM IN THE TRADE . OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF Calcutta .

LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER And other Articles .

MONTH , with immediate possession , either for
Price One Penny.

SALE OR HIRE .
Buildingor Gardening purposes. Apply at the

A few small marquees toseat 120 persons
Office of theBIRKBECKFREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

suitable for village services , £6 10s. complete.
as above . DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,
The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars ,

J. H. BROWN,

Stirling, N.B.

on application.
Railway Arches, Burdett Road , E.

FRANCIS RAVENSOROFT, Manager.

London ; S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO

IRON MISSION ROOMS, &c . ,
NORTH · WEST LONDON

ARMONIUMS AND AMERICAN

erected on the most reasonable terms, by R. EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

BAUNDERS 216 , Brecknock Road, London, N. Instruments for school and home use . Are mar 9, The Crescent, Leighton Grove, N.W.
Estimates and designs free. 25 years ' practical vellous for tone and workmanship. 3 stops, £ 5 ; PRESIDENT - JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq .
Experience. Algo Churches and schools , &c . 5 stops, £ 6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of This Ohoir has been formedfor the purpose

every description . Pianofortes from £ 15. of assistingany Evangelistio effort, and forthe

Works, 206 , Jubilee Street, London , E. purpose of conducting short “ Gospel Song

SPURGEON'S

Missions, "as occasion may offer.

The services of the choir are quite gratuitous.

All applicationsshouldbe made toNr. J. Bate

COMPLETEIN 7 VOLS man, 72 , Twisden Road, Highgate Road , N.W.

AN

LOTH 8 /

ENGAGEMENTS .

NOISES IN THE EARS.

ORIGINAL Rev. E. J. SILVERTON invites sufferers to send
Friday June 4th , Lecture Room, Congrega

tionalChurch , St. John's Wood Terrace,at 8 p.m ,
EXPOSITION OF for his work , a book showing the nature of tho

disease and the means of cure , Post free 6d .,
SPECIAL . Monthly Practice at Leighton Hall ,

THE BOOK OF PSALMS with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial
on Baturday,June 5th , instead of the usual Satur

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London , Free con
day, Wednesday, June 9th , Leighton Hall

SSMORE -ALABASTER PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS.E.C
sultations daily ,

Annual Meeting, 3.30 and 6.30 p.m.

THE ANCHORAGE,
B's

IRON CHURCHES,& c .

A. CHOPPING,

DERBY RD.,WESTCROYDON, SURREY.

Hºw

MARQUEES AND TENTS ON

.

CURE OF DEAFNESS.

ACH

T
R
E
A
S
U
R
Y

O
F

D
A
V
I
D
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THAMES
CHURCH MISSION.Church of England

Scripture Readers' Association.

INSTITUTED 1844 .

INSTITUTED IN 1844.

This Society is employing nearly 130 earnest, faithful, and experienced

Readers -most of them in the poorest localities in the Metropolis - who

visit from house to house and room to room , bringing the Word of God to

the poor, thesick , the erring, and the outcast ; they also help gen erally in

the spiritual work of their respective parishes.

Unless speedy help is received several grants

must be withdrawn for want of Funds.

MARCUS RAIN FORD, Clerical Secretary ,

T. MARTIN TILBY , Lay Secretary .

Offices , 56 , Haymarket, S.W.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S

President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .

Chairman

Capt, the HON. F. MAUDE, R.N.

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London.

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos . of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts, & c ., are most necessary,

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries.

TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

School Room ,Lecture Hall, orDrawing Room Meetings.

Offices, 31, New Bridge Street, Ludgato Circus, E.C.

REV . İ. BLOOYER , Secretary.

THE
MR. G. T. CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON
Queen's Printers' Teacher's Bible,

CONSUMPTION,

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE(post free ), or Large Edition (cloth ),1s. 3d ., from

the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S.E. , and Elliot Stock,

62, Paternoster Row, E.O.

THE

SEVENTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM MAY TO AUGUST.

Including the “ Aids to Bible Students.”

Besides a CONCORDANCI (over 40,000 refs., with context, in bold type)-INDEX
OF PERSONS, PLACES, and SUBJECTS ( 16,000 refs. ), by B.V., & c .

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE ABOVE :

- Christian ." _ " More complete than any other similar work."

Graphic ." - " It supersedes all the former Teacher's Bibles."

" Illustrated London News.” _ " Nothing can be more useful to the Bible
Student. "

" Rock ." - " The most complete portable Bible ever submitted to Bible readers."

" School Guardian ," _ " Every teacher should possess a copy of this Bible . "

Queen .” — “ Wehave confidence in recommending it."

Ask for the Queen's Printers' Edition . - Prospectus post free .
Prices, from 38.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE.GreatNow Street, London, E.C.

AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

Recently Published .

A BOOK FOR THE TIMES.

( Cloth extra , 1s. 6d .)

OLD -FASHIONED TRUTHS for

NEW -FASHIONED TIMES.

By J. C. CROXFORD.

" We warmly commend the book ." — Word and Work.

LONDON : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO .,

Or of the Author, Mr. Croxford, Harrold, Bedford, postage free.
And of any Bookseller.

TIMELY BOOKLETS BY MRS . BAYLY ,

Author of " Ragged Homes and How to Mend Them . "

AN OLD MOTHER'S LETTER to Young Women.

In attractive wrapper. Price Twoponce.

HOME RULE. An Old Mother's Letter to Parents.

In attractive wrapper. Price Throepence.

*** Quantities supplied direct from the Publishers at a large

reduction .

“ If the kind of home rule advocated and ably enforced byMrs. Bayly
in this little book were more generally carried out, much of the domestic

misery and unhappiness now so widely prevalent would speedily disappear.”

-Temperance Record .

JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row, LONDON, E.C.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF “ WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER ,

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENTOASE ,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

CASE of Miss STANNARD, NORWICE.

In January oflast year, Mrs. Stannard , of 29,Magdalene Street, Norwich,

consulted me abouther daughter. Consumption ,which had been mani

fested in thefamily, had shown signs of attacking her. The firstindication

was cold, followedbydiarrhæa, erysipelas, pains in the side,short breathing,

night perspirations, werenowprevalent,withloss of strengthand emacia
tion of body.

It wasnot many weeksa'ter commencing with medicine and prescrip
tion , according tomyadvice, that there wasdecidedimprovement. She

is better (writesMrs.S.); hasgained flesh , the appetite hasimproved, the

pain is less acute, and the breathingmore free.'

After this she remained atastandstillthrough the Spring, and, not

havingbeenvery regular with the medicine, she relapeod a littlebut com

mencing again , and taking also a preparation I directed forthe liver, and
to give tone tothe system , she again improved.

In December a sister,writingme upon her own case , says : "My sister is

now a healthy-looking young woman. Every one tells uswhat a changethere is in her . She has a colour like & rose .

Iinquired last month (April) relative to the patient, and the mother

writes me : “ My daughter is quite well and isat business. Weare very

grateful for yourkindness. You are quite at liberty to publish bercase.

Another daughter,whowroteyou abouther own case in December,has also
benefited , and is in good health . "

NOTE . - Days of Consultation .

THURSDAY,and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Pookham . Patients from any

long distance_should choose eitherofthe two

former days. Every one is expected to have 8000
the book first.
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ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.

Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds.

|** DEAF FOR FORIY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED ."

Sir,-My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness
increases . A man here who has been deaf

Forty years, has had his hearing restored by it.
J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch .

| 1s. 11d . per Bottle , Free by Post for 14 stamps,from

Edwin J. Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury .
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ONE PENNY.

Scripture Readers' Society

for Ireland.

ESTABLISHED 18 2 2 .

President

His Grace LORD PLUNKET, Archbishop of Dublin .

Offices

27, Lower Pembroke Street, Dublin ;

9 , Paternoster Row, and 337, Strand , London.

Full particulars, Reports, & o ., can be obtained post freeon application

to the Secretary,

CAPT. JAS . KEÁLNEY WHITE .

Friends will please notice the exact title , “ Scripture Roaders' Society

for Ireland," and not " Irish Scripture Readers' Society.”

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .

Five Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets.

12,000smacksmon are ongaged all the year round in providing our tables

with fish . These men , who for us loil through furious blast and sleety

storm - whohazard their lives and fall viotims, hundreds ofthem, to the

pitiless waves, thatmarkets at home may be well supplied - mayrightly

claim some small share in the privileges we80 richlyenjoy and so highly

prize .
THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divino mercy and pardoping

lovo, bringing the pleasure of books towhile awaythe weary hours, afford

ing relief in case of sickness and injury, and cheering and brightening dull

and monotonous livesby theirpresence and ministry.
“ The Mission Smacksare doing in the North Seaa grand work , worthy

of the support of a greatmaritime nation like England; and I believe that

the results of theireffort, great as they are in the present will , if only

supported liberally by the public, be of untold valueinthe future.”

Sir Edward Birkbeck , Bart., M.P.
FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to onable the Mission to place & Vessel

with every fleet .
B. J. MATHER, Director,

181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ), E.O

N.B.-The offices were removed to the present address in

December last. Attention to thechange will save much

trouble, time, and expense to the Mission.
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A STUDY HISTORIO AND PROPHETIO.

BY MR. AND MRS. H. GRATTAN GUINNESS, Authors of

“ The Approaching End of the Age."

A work comparing in a fuller and more accurate manner than has pro

viously been attempted - in the lightofmodern astronomic and archæologic

discovery - the predictionsofBible Prophecy with the great facts of the

history of the last twenty - five centuries. It demonstrates the point row

reached in the Divine programme of universal history , and considers the

character of the coming kingdom as well as the order of events which will,

according to Scripture, introduce it. The book indicates many wonderful

and suggestive relations between Bible statements and familiar facts. It

is comprehensive in scope, non -speculative in character ,and philoso

phically cautious in its deductions - focussing the light from Scripture and

from the analogies of past history upon the critical events of the present ,

and on the near future .

BY THE SAME AUTHORS .

THE APPROACHIN
G
END OF THE AGE.

Viewed in the Light of History ,Prophecy, and Science. A New

Edition (the Tenth ), Seventeenth Thousand . Crown 8vo, 78. 60 .

“ One of the most valuable works on prophecy given to the Church

during the present generation .” - Record.

New Work by Dr. Anderson .

Now ready, in Crown 8vo, price 5s.
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N
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NY

.

By ROBERT ANDERSON, LL.D., Barrister -at - Law .

“The book has our high commendation . It is sound ard Scriptural, and

ought to be read by all whose minās are exercised on this solemn subject.”

Freeman ,

LONDOR : HODDER & STOUGHTON , 27, PATERNOSTER Row.
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FAITH AND UNFAITH : Their Claims and Con

" IN ”

8

flicts. Crown 8vo , cloth extra , 38, 6d .
“In our opinion it is matter forprofound thankfulness that the author
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masterly in grasp of thought, and trenchant in argameni, these lectures
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Literary World .
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.

Crown 8vo , cloth extra , 59.
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Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 58.
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What an enthusiastic writer this is on such a grand theme !' So he is.

And we thoroughly recommend the book." - Clergyman's Magazine.
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THAMES CHURCH MISSION .

Church of England

Scripture Readers ' Association.

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL
B.

INSTITUTED 1844 .

President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR.

Chairman

Capt , the HON. F. MAUDE , R.N. INSTITUTED IN 1844 .

Object-To win Souls for Christ . This Society is employing neirly 13) earnest, faithful, and experienced

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London . Readers-most of them in the poorest localities in the Metropolis -who

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they visit from house to house and room to room , bringing the Word of God to

have been greatly blessed by God . the poor , the sick , the erring , and the outcast ; they also help generally in

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED,
the spiritual work of their respective parishes .

Nos . of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts, &c . , are most necessary , Unless speedy help is received several grants

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries. must be withdrawn for want of Funds.
The Secretary will be pleasedto give an account of the Work either at

Bchool Room , Lecture Hall , or Drawing Room Meetings. MARCUS RAINSFORD, Clerical Secretary,

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C. T. MARTIN TILBY, Lay Secretary .

REV . H. BLOOMER, Eecretary. Offices, 56, Haymarket, S.W.

ARMY SERIES. By Miss HERDMAN .
ESTABLISHED 1861.

Illustrated Booklets, 16 pages.
IR K B E C K BANK

Packets

BATH,
and 2 , each containing 12 Booklets, 6d. per

Southampton Buildings , Chancery Lane.

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN.
packet, or any number separately, 6d. per

THREE per CENT . INTEREST allowed on

dozen .
DEPOSITS, repayable on demand .
TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

Principal : MR . W. FRANKLIN Packet 1. - 1. “Sentry Go ! ". 2. " I Serve ." ACCOUNT8 calculated on the minimum monthly

(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe
3. The Reveille . 4. The Roll Call , 5. In balances, when not drawn below £ 100.

Bchool ) . Hospital. 6. The Deserter. The Bank undertakes for its Customers ,free of

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST.
PACKET 2. - 7 . Pay Day. 8. On Pass. 9. Be

charge, the custody of Deeds, Writings, andother

Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of

Christian teaching and training are combined
Manly. 10. Cavalry Life. 11. Active Ser

with an education to fit boys for business and
vice . 12. “ YoungMen Wanted ! ”

Exchange, Dividends,and Coupons;and the pur

chase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuitits.

professional pursuits. “ This excellent and charmingly got up little
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .

Pupils are prepared for the various University Series is bya well-known andgifted friend of
THE BIRRBECK ALMANACK , with full

and competitive examinations. The Principal Boldiers . Miss Herdman really writes almost as particulars, post free , on application ,

gives personal attention to the grounding of though shehad personally been through the ex. FRANCIS RAVEŃSCROFT,Manager.

younger boys. periences she appropriates so graphically, and TheBirkbeck Building Society's Annual
Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet so admirably points."

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air .

Receipts exceed Five Millions.

Soldiers' and Sailors' Chronicle. COW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR
The Bchool residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa “ Coming from the pen of one whose labours

tion . amongst Soldiers have been so much blessed of
mediate Possession and no Rent to pay. Apply

References God , they set forth in narrative form the Gospel
at the Office of the BIRK BECK BUILDING BOCIETT,

Dr. Baedeker, Weston - super-Mare . with much clearness and simplicity , and in lan
29 , Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

Colonel Barues, Oommandant, 10th Bengal guage well calculated to gain the attention of
-OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

Lancers . the rank and file . All labourers amongst the LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

H. Dyer, Esq ., Malvern , military should use this series." MONTH , with immediate possession , either for

Dr. Maclean , Bath .
Word and Work . Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .
Office ofthe BIRKBECKFREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

H. Groves , Esq ., Kendal.
DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

as above .

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert , Co. Kerry .
The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars,

Prospectus, with full particulars, Bent on ap
Stirling, N.B. on application .

plication . London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO. FRANCIS RAVENSOROFT, Manager.
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Thoughts on Life and Service.
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By CAPTAIN DAWSON.

Very attractively bound in vegetable vellum , with Illustration .

Price One Shilling. MEMORIALS of LITTLE EMILY .

" We feel spiritually refreshed by these choice pages. Our hearty By the Author of “ Life of Hedley Vicars ," & c.
thanks are due to the devout soldier'who has herein poured out the

musinge of his heart . None of our friends will ever regret investing a " It is a charming narrative, and weowe a debt of gratitude to Mr. Smythe

shilling in this precious booklet . It is good and gracious, and has the true
for consenting to its publication , and to thedistinguished authoress for the

ring about it . " -Suord and Trowel. way in which she has performed her task ." - English Churchman.
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for his work, a book showing the nature of the
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disease and the means of cure . Post free 6d .,
WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY Railway Arches, Burdett Road , E.
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Buildings, Ludgate Circus , London . Free con
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It combines real economy on sound commercial WORDS OFOF LIFE.
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without the objectionable formalities of Illustrations and Subjects taken from the

dealers and others. Payments can extend over
“ Pilgrim's Progress." Bpecially commended to ORGANS. W. Pridham and Son,£A 45.
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theattention of Depots NE SHILLING

the best manufacturers, who bavo large stock ,
PER PACKET. New illustrated cards for way

Instruments for school and homeuse. Are mar

for salection . Intending purchasers should call
side distribution .

vellous fortone andworkmanship.3stops,Lo

personally , or sand for particulars.- Offices ,79,
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CONTENTS. no one calls in question its strength , there is a very

general disposition to credit the giant with the gentle

Papal Power
ness of the lamb. Though he has renewed his youth,

he has lost his ferocity. Every one who falls into

this mistake , which is at once favourable to the enemy

and fatal to him who entertains it , forgets the proud

claim of unchangeableness which Popery has never

ceased to make. Toleration of heretics may be

practised where the power to crush is absent, or

when it is expedient for the advance of so - called

Catholicism ; but intolerance of all creed and conduct

which she dislikes is the constant and consistent

principle directing the whole policy of Rome. In

the very nature of things it must be so ; for truth

PAPAL POWER. cannot tolerate error, and Rome claims to be the very

pillar and ground of the truth .

VER since Italy regained her capital by the over.
There is reason to fear that much mischief may

throw of the Pope's temporal power it has been

ensue in the near future from this ignorance of the
very generally supposed that Romanism has been effec

character and career of our great enemy , which leaves

tually crippled, if not destroyed. During the sixteen
thousands unmindful and unwatchful both of its

years which have elapsed since that event there have working and of its wiles. While it ismaking stealthy

been numerous and loud lamentations from the volun

and steady advance , they remain fast asleep, and are

tary captive within the walls of the Vatican, and these likely only to have a rude awakening when the hand

complaints have been regarded as confessions of

of steel seizes them by the throat.

impotence. Meanwhile, however, the spiritual claims

It is possible , perhaps, to overestimate the craft

and contendings have rather increased than dimi.

and cruelty of Romanism , and it may be some good
nished . And at this moment the web in which

men , in the extreme of zeal, have been too pertinacious
Rome has enmeshed the nations of the earth is

in calling attention to every straw which marks the flow

certainly as widespread, and in many respects as
of the tide ; nevertheless our conviction deepens that

complete, as it has ever been in the past. It may be

our present danger, which is far from fanciful, lies in

admitted that both France and Italy have to some
the very opposite direction . The strength of this

extent freed themselves from the grasp of the priest- gigantic conspiracy against truth and liberty is im.

hood , and are keenly sensitive to the danger from
measurably greater than we think . Other governments

which they have not yet wholly escaped . On the
are subject to changes in popular opinion, and power

other hand, the errors and influences of Romanism
may be shifted from one party to another, but the

have made rem arkable advance in England and in

secret council at Rome never changes, and its diplo

the United States. In both these countries it is

matic action is, from one generation to another,

resolved to secure supremacy , and is boastful, no less
directed only and always to the aggrandizement of the

than hopeful, of success.
Church. The Cabinet of the Pope is remorselessly

If any one had prophesied half- a -century ago the regardless of national orindividual privileges ; it cares

revival of Popish superstitions in our own country only to bring all mankind to the feet of him who

he would have been laughed to scorn as an impudent claims to be Peter's successor . There ar
There are very few

and ignorant alarmist. In that time men indulged considerations — we question whether there be any

the pleasing belief to which Bunyan gave origin in likely to stay any procedure which promises to secure

the Pilgrim's Progress. The giant Pagan has been this coveted result.this coveted result. Earthly affections and interests

dead many a day, and the giant Popa is supposed to are deemed unworthy of a thought when they stand

be too feeble and infirm . to injure pilgrims to the in the way. With as ruthless a disregard for lives

Celestial City throughout all future time. He has and liberties as that of the car of Juggernaut the Papal

been shorn of his power , and has grown so stiff and chariot drives on .

crazy in his joints that he can only mumble unintelli : · Then , too , the Roman Cabinet has the treasured

gible threats to which no one gives heed . and transmitted experience of centuries. The secrets

Yet, although this delusion has been dispelled, and of success and failure acquired by more than a hun

in face of the renewed activity and vigour of Romanism dred generations form an invaluable diplomatic library,
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serve .

well fitted to counsel an intelligence subtle and well According to his belief, Rome aims at nothing less

trained. More εkilful and well - informed diplomats than the weakening of our country, because it has

are not likely to be found in any other Cabinet in proved itself the stronghold of heresy. He asserts

Europe, and there is not one to compare with it in that both political parties — Conservatives and Liberals

unanimity and unscrupulousness. -have been, if not the tool, at least the dupes of the

Then, also, they have their agents scattered over Papacy, and have lent themselves on several occasions

the world in thousands. The Roman priest, by an to the dishonouring of the country they pretended to

enforced celibacy, is separated from the world, and the Such an indictment as this is a serious one,

absence of family ties makes him tenfold the soldier of and can only be sustained by the strongest proof.

the Church . We have to remember, further, that Whether the proof in this case be sufficient we are not

through the Confessional the secrets of men and prepared to say ; but even if only one-tenth of the

women are poured into his ear. There are few fami charges brought against politicians by Lord Robert

lies of which he may not learn the history ; and , as a be true, there is room enough for grave suspicion.

matter of fact, he has not failed to avail himself of We will give a short extract from the opening chapter

the knowledge of human weakness and folly, which of the book, from which our ders may form some

he has thus been enabled to gain. estimate of its contents, only adding that he sustains

We have given but a slight sketch of the vast power his case in the same fashion throughout.

which stands behind the Papacy, yet no one can study Before, however, giving this extract, we return to

it , even in outline, without conviction of its incredible the question of Jesuitism and its disguises. As to the

potency for evil. It is more than strange that any spirit and strength of this Popish conspiracy against

who stand outside it , and are , therefore, exposed to truth and righteousness we cite the testimony of a

attack , should regard it with indifference, if not with witness who cannot be charged with fanaticism . Lord

complacency. And this very strangeness gives serious Macaulay says : “ When the Jesuits came to the

reason to inquire whether this carelessness about its “rescue they found the Papacy in extreme peril; but

action and advance be not a product of its own
“ from that moment the tide of battle turned.

Satanic subtlety. “ Protestantism, which had during a whole genera

« tion carried all before it, was stopped in its

JESUITS IN DISGUISE. "progress, and rapidly beaten back from the foot of

E sometimes hear of Jesuits assuming strange “ the Alps to the shores of the Baltic . .... There

disguises, and we are told they pretend to be was no region of the globe, no walk of speculation,

Protestants, and even accept office in the Church of or of active life , in which Jesuits were not to be

England, the more successfully to further the designs “ found. They guided the counsels of kings. They

of the great secret society to which they belong. We " deciphered Latin inscriptions. They observed the

have been unwilling to credit these stories , and our “ motions of Jupiter's satellites. They published

unwillingness sprang from a charity which refused to “ whole libraries, controversy, casuistry, history,

believe men could be found bad and base enough to " treatises on optics, Alcaic odes, editions of the

condescend to such hypocrisy. But the honest student “ Fathers, madrigals, catechisms, and lampoong.

of history is compelled to admit that members of this “ The liberal education of youth passed almost en

so-called religious association have consented to play “ tirely into their hands, and was conducted by them

the spy in circumstances the most dishonourable. “ with conspicuous ability. .... With still greater

Without sufficient evidence it is unfair to charge any " assiduity they applied themselves to the ministry

individual with the foul offence of being a Jesuit in “of the Confessional. Throughout Roman Catholic

disguise ; nevertheless we are compelled to acknow “ Europe the secrets of every government and of

ledge that tho disciples of Loyola are likely to be “ almost every family of note were in their keeping.

found meddling with the Government of Britain , both “ They glided from one Protestant country to another

in Church and State , at the present time, no less than " under innumerable disguises , as gay cavaliers,as

in the past.
simple rustics, as Puritan preachers . . . . They

A very curious and interesting volume " has been “were to be found in the garbs of mandarins superin

published a few days ago, in which grave accusations “tending the observatory at Pekin. They were to be

against the Jesuits are founded upon certain facts “found, spade in hand, teaching the rudiments of

of history and speeches of leading statesmen within “ agriculture to the savages of Paraguay. Yet whatever

recent years. The author of it , Lord Robert " might be their residence, whatevermight be their em

Montagu, joined the Church of Rome a short time ployment, their spirit was the same ; entire devotion

ago , and appears to have gained some entrance into " to the common cause, unreasoning obedience to the

her secret councils . In the year 1882 he returned to " central authority.
Whether the Jesuit

Protestantis
m

, and , with the experience of more than “ should live under the Arctic circle, or under the

a decade of Romanism, he professes to be both able Equator ; whether he should pass his life in arrang.

and ready to reveal its secret works and aims, " ing gems and collating manuscripts at the Vatican,

“ or in persuading native barbarians under the

Recent Erents, and a Clue to Their Solution . By the Right

Hon . Robert Montagu , London : Hodder & Stçughton , “ Southern Cross not to eat each other, were

66
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“matters which he left with profound submission upon a report, by that statesman , of a plan,

" to the decision of others. If he was wanted at “ which the French king entertained , for seizing

Lima, he was on the Atlantic in the next fleet ; “ those very provinces, the reason for desiring them ,

“ if he was wanted at Bagdad, he was toiling through " and the steps which must be followed in order to

“the desertwith the next caravan .. ... Butwith the “ make the seizure successful . I was astounded at

" admirable energy, disinterestedness, and self-devo . "finding Napoleon had followed the old plan in all its

“ tion , which were characteristic of this society, great "details, and I mentioned the circumstance to Mr.

" vices were mingled. It wasalleged ,and not without “ D'Israeli. Mr. D'Israeli answered, Of course, all

“ foundation, that the ardent public spirit which made " such plans are kept in the archives of the various

" the Jesuit regardless of his ease , of his liberty, “ Foreign Offices, until circumstances occur which are

« and of his life, made him also regardless “ favourable to their realization. As the configura

“ of truth and of mercy ; that no means which “ tion of the ground remains the same, as the position

“could promote the interests of his religion seemed to “ of the towns and cities is unaltered, as the character

“ him unlawful, and that by the interest of his and condition of the inhabitants differ but little in

" religion he too often meant the interest of his Society. " the lapse of centuries, the reasons in favour ofthose

“ It was alleged that , in the most atrocious plots political plans , and even the details of them, remain

“ recorded in history, bis agency could be distinctly “ unchanged. Thus it is that the political prophet

" traced ; but constant only in attachment to the " is merely one who is acquainted with all such plans,

“ fraternity to which he belonged , he was in some " by different Governments, which have ever been

" countries the most dangerous enemy of freedom , and « devised in the past.

" in others the most dangerousenemyof order. ... " In the same way the schemes of the Russians in

“ In the books of casuistry which had been written " the north, in the Balkan Provinces, and in Eastern

“ by his brethren , and printed with the approbation " Asia , were all laid down in the will of Peter the

“ of his superiors, were to be found doctrines conso “ Great, and have been developed in detail by various

" latory to transgressors of every class . There the “ Russian statesmen , in the memoirs they have

“ bankrupt was taught how he might, without sin , " addressed to the Czar, since that date . A similar

“ secrete his goods from his creditors. The servant realization has occurred in our day. Mr. Gladstone

" was taught how he might, without sin , run off with " has been realizing the policy of Tyrconnel , in Ire

" his master's plate. .... . The high -spirited and “ land. It was the old policy of the Jesuit party,

“ punctilious gentlemen of France were gratified by a “ which Tyrconnel carried out . Tyrconnel was Lord

" decision in favour of duelling. The Italians, accus “ Lieutenant of Ireland under King James II. His

" tomed to darker and baser modes of vengeance, were “ nickname was • Lying Dick Talbot ' (Macaulay :

“glad to learn that they might, without any crime, “ Hist. II . , p. 144) . He'swore savagely at the Act of

" shoot at their enemies behind hedges. To deceit “ Settlement, and called the English interest a foul

“ was given a license sufficient to destroy the whole thing, a roguish thing, and a damned thing,' while

" value of human contracts and of human testimony . “ he 'at first pretended to be convinced that the dis

"In truth , if society continued to hold together, if “ tribution of property could not , after the lapse of so

“ life and property enjoyed any security, it was many years , be altered .' Gradually, however, he took

“ because common sense and common humanity “ another tone, and tried to persuade the Council

“ restrained men from doing what the Order of Jesus ' to deprive the English Protestant landowners of their

“assured them that they might with a safe con. “ property, and place it again in Catholic hands . In

“ science do. "making a progress through Ireland, he found to his

“ So strangely were good and evil intermixed in surprise that the Roman Catholic secular priests

" the character of these celebrated brethren ; and the “ exhorted their congregations to withhold from him

“ intermixture was the secret of their gigantic power. “ all marks of honour. ' But the Irish peasantry

“ That power could never have belonged to mere “ followed the lead of the Jesuits, and crypto

“hypocrites. It could never have belonged to rigid “Jesuits, and the regular priests of the other orders,

" moralists. It was to be attained only by men " and ' sang erse songs in praise of Tyrconnel , who

“ sincerely enthusiastic in the pursuit of a great end, “ would, they doubted not, soon reappear to complete

" and at the same time unscrupulous as to the choice " the humiliation of their English oppressors.'

of means.

A PERSISTENT POLICY.
Notes for Bible Reading.

“ A Saviour, Jesus." - Acts xiii . 23.

E content ourselves for the present with one THE faithful saying 1 Tini. i. 15 ;

short extract from Lord Robert Montagu's
THE Luke ii. 11 .

2. He is able to save to the uttermost Heb. vii . 25.
book, but we hope to return to it next week.

3. Is the same for ever Heb. xiii . 8.

“ When Napoleon III . took Chablis and Fau. 4. Exalted Acts vi . 31 .

“ cigny, I happened to be reading the “ Political 5. We look for His return Phil. iii. 20 :

Titus ii. 13.

“ Testament of Cardinal Alberoni. There I came

W
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Responsibility of Empire .

upon her heart. We have had days of special prayer for

missions ; we haveseen young men from our universi

BY REV. JOHN BENNETT, D.D. ties by scores and hundreds giving themselves body

and soul to the great cause of sending the Gospel to

in critical times. Our present purpose, how the heathen . We have been sending forth - not the

ever, concerns missionary work . And surely our hearts refuse and weaklings — but the very flower of the

must be stirred in walkingthrough the galleries of Christian army. Men of gift , men full of the Holy

the Indian and Colonial Exhibition , and learning, Ghost and of power, are nowin the forefront of the

from what we see there , that there has been com
missionary army.

mitted to the British nation an empire such as no Is not thisan answerto prayer ? Have wenot been

other nation ever ruled over, Thereyou see the furs praying the Lord of the harvest that He would thrust

speakingof theicynorth ,andthe palmsspeaking forthlabourersinto this harvest ? andhasHe notdone

of the sunny south. There too. you have living so ? And the question now coming before the Church

representatives from north, south, east, and west, all of God, and coming before each one of us individually,

owningthe British sway . Never let us forget this is , what response shall we make to these answers to

British Empire,on which it is said the sun never sets, is prayer ? We have prayed God that He would open

one the like of which the world has never seen . There thedoors; we have used large words; sometimes it

are records in past history of the many proud achieve may be thoughtlessly, in our public petitions . We

ments of human prowess, but never at any period of have prayed God would remove obstacles, wouldopen

hietory did any such extensive empire own the sway doors, would make plain the way for the heralds of

of one Sovereign. the cross, would incline the peoplewho sit in darkness

Now why is all this ? How has it come to pass and the shadow of death to listen. And these things

that three hundred and fifty millionsof human beings have come to pass; prayer has been answered.

owe allegiance to this sea -girt isle ? Not , we may Labourers have been raised up , doors bave been

be sure, that wemay boast of world -wide empire. opened, a welcome has been given to those who have

Not that weshould become proud and vain - glorious, gone forth .

as if by our own right hand we had gained this. And now our response to these answered prayers

What, then , is the meaning of it ? I believe we may takesthe form of another duty and privilege which

see in it the purpose of God . . I do not envy the man
rests

upon the Church of God in our land , and upon

who fails to seein the story of our isle the action of every individual member of that Church . We are

the hand of God, when we remember not only how called upon to go forward. The question is , will the

it has grown, but also how it has been preserved. Church go forward to the mission God has given her ?

We recall how when an Armada, boasted as invincible, Will the people of God deny themselves and give, so

was sent against our land, it was beaten to pieces that this Gospel for which we have prayed may be

by the elements. We remember how the great carried forward? Will the people of God sacrifice

Napoleon was unable, much as he wished to do so, to luxuries, give up things they have cherished_time,

hurl an army on our coast. I say in these things we money, influence, and strength-that this Gospel, for

see the goodhand of God upon our land, His ear open the spread of which they have been praying, may go

to our cry, and His shield our defence when we forward ?

seemed the prey of our enemies. So in the past God's Now that appealcomes to us from the very lips of

purposes have manifestly been accomplished in the the risen Christ, and upon our response to that

extension and preservation of theBritish Empire. appeal hangs, I believe , the future of our relations to

But now what of the future ? The past we see and India. I do not fear the Gospel of thegrace of God

can interpret, the future is hidden from our view. will pass away. God forbid I should imagine His

But may I not say the British nation stands to -day grace depends on my infirmity. I believe in the per

at a place where two ways part ? Are we not now at manent stability of the ark of God. I do not tremble

a crisis, the issue of which must affect the whole for it. I believe firmly that the earth shall yet be

current of future events as regards our nation ? I filledwith the knowledge of God, and noman shall

believe we are now at one of these points , the rela needtosay to his neighbour, " Know the Lord," for

tive importance of which is not easily judged by all shall know Him , from the least even to the

contemporaries, but the issues of which must tell for greatest, and all flesh shall see the glory of God. The

good orill upon future history. What ourrulers may Gospel must triumph. When Jesus Christ shall

do we cannot say ; what it is God's will they should come in power and great glory , the kingdoms of this

do wecannot say. But this we cansay, God is call world shall becomethe kingdoms of our Lord and of

ing this British Empire, or rather His people in it, to His Christ. Of this we areassured, that when Jesus

get to their knees as never before, to get them to comes He must prevail.

prayer that our rulers may be guided aright, that the But, meanwhile, the question for us is, what part

Spirit of God maybe poured out in abundance, that will you and I have in that great day ; whatpart

each individual believer may be truly consecrated to shall our nation have in that great day ? This is the

God , that the Church may be purged andquickened question before us, and on the response hangs the

and stirred, that the nation may faithfully do her future of this country. This world -wide empire bas,

part for the glory of God. I believe, been given us that the Gospel should

Now let us remember this island of the sea has be declared in every part of it for a witness. On us,

been the home of Gospel light and truth , and from to whomthis empire has been given, rests the respon

this little isle Gospel light and truth have been sent sibility of using aright the unexampled opportunities

forth into the dark places of the earth .
And now placed before us .

has come a great awakening in this matter. We My earnest prayer is that the great work of missions

see doors opening wider than ever before , we hear maybe laid on our hearts, even as the Holy Ghost

the cry of the heathen, “ Come over and help us." laid on the heart of Titus a special care for the

The Church has had the missionary enterprise laid Church of Corinth . There were many spots and
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blemishes in that Church, which the apostle does not launch its arrows. We require theliving ministry -- the man

hesitate faithfully to rebuke. Titus may by no means
full of faith, and power, and of the Holy Ghost—to declare

have been attracted by the Corinthians ; but what a at home and throughout the world the message of God to

sinners.
change came over him. We find him yearning over the

Corinthians, even as Paul yearned, and labouring for

Angels that excel in strength are not permitted to use this

bow . Nor is it the Achilleses, the Agamemnons,and

them , even as the great apostle had done before him . Ajaxes of mankind that the world is waiting for . God's

Surely it was the Spirit of God which stirred up Titus Philoctetes it is, though he halt, who takes the prey - the

to this earnest care . Shall we not pray that the same man who, though he be weak and sin -stricken, burns with

mighty Spirit would bepleased to stir the hearts of
love to Christ and to the souls of men.

believing men and believing women to such earnest
Preaching.

care for the nations of this great empire, and to see to

it that they send the blessedlight oftheGospel, which
Let me call attention to one important feature of the

ministry, viz., preaching,
they love, into the gross darkness of heathenism ,

" As you go, preach . ” “ Preach

the Gospel to every creature." • Christ sent me not to bap

which still hangs over many portions of the empire ? tize, but to preach the Gospel." " The preaching of the

And one further thought. In so sending forth the cross isto them that perish foolishness, but unto us who are

light of the Gospel we are counteracting the machina saved it is the power of God ."

tions of Rome. We cannot forget that the great aim It is impossible to overestimate the value of good preach

of Romanism , whether in England or throughout the
ing. Without depreciating other means for benefiting

world , even as it has been the aim of that Vicaria at
society, there seems to be no more ready and efficacious

Rome age after age and century after century , is to
agency for improving and elevating the community than

faithful and practical preaching of the Gospel.

defeatthe Gospel, to drive back the truth , to quench Think of the many thousands of persons in the British

the light and to extinguish the Reformation . If we Isles ( it is said there are thirty -eight thousand eight hundred

knew the power, the real purpose, and the far-reach and fifty in England , Wales, and Scotland ) whose calling it

ing and insidious influence of that propaganda is every week to preach Christ's Gospel to the people,and

throughout the world, our enthusiasm for the

then consider the drunkenness, Babylonian dissipation,

missionary enterprise would be fanned into a mighty deplorable ignorance that prevail in our land. May not tho
Corinthian vice, the gambling, murders, suicides , irreligion,

flame. It is nothing but the dawn of the great conflict question suggest itself, Is there not something amiss in our

between Christ and Antichrist (for Romeis essentially preaching ,and is there not some lack of adaptation in our

Antichristian ), between God and Satan , between truth methodsto the condition of society, otherwise would they not

and error, between light and darkness. The sooner operate more influentially on the regular hearers, and

people see what Rome's power and purpose is , the
through themon the masses outside ?

sooner will they rise to the great work of missions,
As to preaching, we believe that the character and true

and the sooner will they fall at the feet of the living
success of a church will depend more on the quality of its

preaching than on anything else. All adventitious supports

God, knowing it is not by might, nor by power, but will fail to enable a church to keep its ground , much less to

by the Omnipotent Spirit, this great enemy of our advance, if the preaching be unevangelical, weak, and , as we

God and HisChrist shall be defeated. say in Scotland, “ fushionless and feckless." It is a dreadful

thingwhen , through lack of thought, through careless pre

paration, and through the preacher's subsiding into plati

tudes, sermons constrain the hearer to yawn and complain of

insufferable tedium , to feel, in consequence of the dulness of

the service, that his time has been wasted, and that the

BY REV. A. N. SOMERVILLE, D.D.
public worship of God is distasteful.

I need not say how essential in a minister is spirituality

THE venerable Moderator, in his address at the close of

,

of mind, in order that he may, by his example and daily

walk, raise the tone of those with whom he mingles. But

importance and qualifications of the Christian ministry, and
the character of his preaching also will depend mainly on his

the privilege of the Church inmaking known theGospel of

grace. For but one or two of his points can we find space.
own attainment in grace. Can we expect good preaching

from a man whose mind is set on earthly things, who idles

away his week in trifles, or who spends his strength on mere

literary or secular work, who neglects the daily study of
The Message and the Messenger.

Scripture, who knows nothing of earnest dealing with God

N one of the noblest poems of ancient Greece the writer in prayer for himself, his family, his flock, or the nations of

the world , who is selfish, and who is given to the pleasures

fold necessity, which, according to heathen prophecy, and story -telling of the table ? A minister needs continual

requiredto be met ere the renowned Asiatic city could be watchfulness over himself, and to be ever on the alert for the

taken, which for ten weary years had defied the strength of honour of his Master. Indeed, it is not enough that he

united Greece. The one necessity was the possession of a possess the grace of God . He needs to have that grace

matchless bow , whose charmed arrows, dipped the blood always in exercise. I remember when at the South African

of a poisonous snake, could never miss the mark. The other diamond fields being shown a case containing the produce of

necessity was the presence and active agency of the owner of the mine for a single day. The gems were valued at £6,000.

the bow, then a solitary exile on one of the Ægean isles, Yet on me they failed to make any impression . Their worth

forsaken, worn , tortured at times with pain, and unwilling, I never could have suspected . Then I understood that the

for reasons of his own, to go to the Grecian camp. The entire precious crystals owed their power to fascinate the world

poem is occupied with the narrative of the method by which not simply to their intrinsic value, but to their being artisti

the two requisites were secured. In our warfare against the cally cut,and having their tiny facets and refracting angles

strongholds of sin and death two similar necessities must be polished with the dust of diamonds. In like manner the

met. We need the peerless bow, and we need the chosen invaluable talent of Divine grace must not only be lodged in

archer to wield and use it . What is the bow ? It is the the minister's heart, but, in order to influence other men, it

unique and Divine weapon , whose incomparable arrows are must be assiduously cultivated and used ; in short, the gem

dipped, not in the blood of a deadly reptile, but in the blood must be cut and polished and kept bright by dailyexercise.

of the Lamb, and in the living fire of the Spirit of God. This A perpetual progress in spiritual attainment and advance in

bow is none other than the Word of God, the Gospel of the higher life are indispensable, and for this end the

Christ. But, while we must have the unrivalled bow, let us minister's soul must he ever under the hand of the Divine

not forget that we need the living archer as well. We lapidary ; thus only will true sparkle be imparted to his

cannot dispense with the man who is to wield the bow and preaching, and the man himself, like the polished stones on

The Message and Messenger.

,
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now

the breastplate of Aaron, be qualified to tell the on

Mr. Hammond in Norway.sibilities of his flock .

What and How to Preach .

theworld be out of place todescanton homiletics here. It TE Pillowing letter,has just been received by Mr.Josiah

is enough to say that it is essential for the prosperity of the
some meetings the past winter wheremuch of the power of God

ministry that the grand and outstanding doctrines of the was present, and many were led to Christ ; but I think if you

Gospel,which shine out from the page ofScripture as with hadbeen in the fourmeetinge last Sabbath ,and the one last night,

the light of a sunbeam, should be roundly and articulately you would say wedid not, on the whole, see any of so great power

proclaimed and reiterated. Let us not be ashamed of distinc as these . How I wish you could have been present ! I have

tive doctrines so much decried in certain quarters in the present not been in a meeting for years that impressed me as much as

day. The objection raised by some to preaching doctrines the one last night. We came over here with fear and trem .

amounts really to this, that we ought to speak about Christ bling, but now our hearts are filled with joy. I know you have

as a person , rather than about what Christ has done. Whereas been praying for us. Are you coming over ? The box of leaflets,

it is not merely on what He is, but on what He has done, &c. , came yesterday. I am told , as you did not send a " state

that the Gospel we have to preach is based. If doctrine bo
ment ” to me, or to any one , what was in the box, it will be

difficultto get them through the Custom House. We will try
not clearly stated, preaching will lack pith, and become vapid ;

to -day. Those you sent over before we have used, so far, in the
mere appeal to feeling will ere long pall on the ear, and the

meetings. I wish you could see how eager and delighted the
only effectual incentive to a moral life be awanting. We children are to get them . I really think over a hundred bare

must insist on the great doctrines of the Bible, such as that been led to trust in Jesus ,

of man's moral ruin , the commanding truth of the sovereignty

of the grace of God, the person of Christ, the necessity

of regeneration by the Holy Spirit, and
especially DEAFord and Work have been praying

the Lord would blessthe substitution, the atoning death , and, what is

too seldom brought forward, the justifying righteous
the meetings Ihave been invitedto conductin Norway and

ness of Christ, His coming again , the need of a personal
Sweden, and I am sure they will be pleased to know their

reliance on Christ for salvation ,and the indispensableness of

prayers are being answered .

During the past week we have witnessed some of the most
holiness of heart and life. The Atonementof Christ ! If remarkable displaysof the power ofGod in the conversion of sin.

that doctrine be withheld from the people, what, I ask, have nors that Ihave seen for years. My own hearthas been deeply

we to preach to them ? That Atonement is the most stupen moved , as I have seen the young and old all over the large

dous event in the history of the world , and is the truth, the building weeping for their sins or rejoicing inJesus. Especially

proclamation of which alone will restore to God the alienated have I thanked God that so many in the Bethlehem Church

heart of man. But let no man handle these foundation here in Christiania , in the first meeting, were ready at once to

verities with a careless and slovenly touch, making those point the anxious to Obrist .

things which are instinct with life appear to the hearer heavy,
A few years ago there was a revival here, in which many were

uninteresting, and commonplace. No preaching is effective
led to Jesus, and those converted at that time seem to be in the

freshness of their first love , and not in need, like so many,

but what grasps and deals with the conscience. At the
offering the prayer, “ Restore unto me the joy ofThy salvation;

same time we must ever approach our hearers with tender
then will I teach transgressors Thy ways, and sinners shallbe

ness and pathos, for, unless we reach the affections, even converted unto Thee." We bave had two what might be called

pungent address to the conscience will fail to gain the man. All-Duy Meetings, beginning at eight in the morning and lasting

I may add here that apt and judicious illustration has a -till dark " I cannot say, for it is not really dark at midnight in

powerful influence in attracting the listener, in riveting on this part of Norway ; but till near eleven o'clock . I met a man

the mind the lessons conveyed , and in fixing instruction in the meeting last night who told us that in the town in which

on the memory. May I be permitted to say that in my he lived , some way north of here , the sun was now visible at

wanderings over the world I have found that the fearless midnight. But he seemed more rejoiced to see the Sun of

proclamation of the peculiar truths of the Gospel has power righteousness shining with such power upon the people bere

to engage and arrest the mostunsympathetic and incongruous than to witness the displays of Nature in the Arctic regions.

audiences ; and that thus I have had what to me has been
I wish a number of evangelists could come over from

England and work here this summer.
vivid confirmation of the perfect adaptation of these great We are invited to many places, but we feel that we cannot

truths to the spiritual necessities of mankind.
remain but a few weeks.

I need scarcely add that too much attention cannot be paid Yours in Jesus,
to the style of address and method of delivery. It is E. P. HAMYOND.

important, on the one hand, that the preacher should ever

bear in mind that his office is that of a herald, to proclaim

without faltering the great doctrines of Redemption ; and ,

on the other hand, to deal pointedly with his hearers, so as Friendless and Fallen .

to make them feel that his business is with men, on matters

of highest interest to them,and to address them as a man, WEE have much pleasure in drawing the attention of our

himself a sinner, and similarly tried with themselves, so readers to the advertisement on behalf of the above

speaking home to their sensibilities, temptations, dangers,
Christian work. The statementmade in the advertisement

sorrows, and duties. The preacher should rememberalso will, we are sure, excite the good wishes of Christians in

that in order to the success of even the best expositions general, and we hope that sympathy will assume such &

practical form as to induceall whocan to contribute to theof Scripture it is requisite to make the listener realize that
much-needed extension . We believe that the training given to

what has been inscribed on the Bible record is not merely a young girls will be first Christian and then thoroughly industrial.

piece of ancient inspired writing, but that it has a living and We are just on the eveof the Jubilee year of ourbeloved Queen ,

direct application to the hearer at the present hour.
and Mr. Thomas, who has been working continuously for the

It should never escape from the minister's mind that there rescue of the friendlessandfallen since 1851, ishopefulof being
are two classes of persons before him , those who are saved, able not only to extend the preventive branch of the work

and those who are not, and that these classes severally need during the coming year, butothers also. Unquestionably,

proportionate instruction and appeal.
Great Britain hasbeen exceptionally blessed under the benign

sceptre of Queen Victoria , as willbe seen when the condition

Further, let me recall to my brethren that whether the of the people of this and otherlands is contrasted. “ By Me

audience be numerous or scanty, cultured or rustic, there is kings, reign .". Gratitude for great national mercies surely

always one listener present, the Lord Jesus Christ Himself,
calls for practical acknowledgment.

who pronounces on the character of every sermon .

While referring to these matters, I may remark that few
Grantham . - Rev . Thomas Cook has concluded & most

things are more worthy of ministerial regard than the
cheering mission here.

articulate, emphatic, intelligent, and reverential public read interfered with by arbitrary conduct on the part of theFernando Po. - Themissionary work has been seriously

ing of the Scriptures. Slovenliness in reading the oracles of

God is reprehensible, is a deplorable loss to the people, shall I
Spanish authorities. The Spanish Government have promised to

make an investigation into the action of their officials towards
not say, is a serious damage to them. the mission .
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A Noble Woman's Work.

BY PEARL FISHER.

,

selves ministrants of rich comfort and gladness, out of

their weakness making many strong . Notable examples sug.

gested themselves in Frances Ridley Havergal,whose songs are

amongst our choicest treasures ; and now Susie Spurgeon, as the

wife of Mr. C. H.'Spurgeon is widely known, who, in her loving

service on behalf of poor and miserably paid pastors, has made

many hearts to leap for joy.

This lady has recently issued a book* which will be read with

tear-dimmed eyes . In it are reprinted the little annual reports,

for the last decade , which havecharmed thousands, awakened

general sympathy,and won many friends for struggling pastors

poor in this world's goods . By means of this Book Fund,

springing from the loving heart of a weak and suffering woman,

no less than twelve thousand ministers of all denominations

have been supplied with books so essential to him who is &

teacher of others , if he is to retain freshness and fulness of

utterance .

The Book Fund originated , in the year 1875 , in a longing

that every poor minister might possess and profit by Lectures
to my Students, Thus inaugurated , it took root, and grew

year by year ; and as the painful state of things in many a

ministerial home , through the miserable inadequacy and un

certainty of stipends, was discovered , a Pastors' Aid Fund was

formed on behalf of ministers in receipt of salaries under a

hundred per annum , and with families to support.

I have read with deepest interest every page ofMrs. Spurgeon's

touching book, and I do notknow how I can more clearly illustrate

what the Book Fund is doing, and at the same time thoroughly

interest my readers, than by giving her charming flight of fancy

headed Excursions from an Arm - chair. Although I term it

" a flightof fancy," it is , as will be seen, an actual presenta

tion , in this readable form , of real facts .

Excursions from an Arm-chair.

Y the aid of a large bundle of letters which lies before me,

will now take a few mental journeys, following some ofmy

parcels to their destination , and witnessing, as faras is possible,

their reception by the persons to whom they are addressed. As

we travel in imagination only,we shall not need train, or boat,

or carriage ; wecan pass quickly at our own sweet will from

one country to another, and in a moment transport ourselves

from a far-distant city to some quiet country village in our own

dear land. We shall have no fussiness of departure, no burden

of baggage, no expenses of transit, no weariness of body, no

discomforts of strange resting -places ; from our arm -chair we

shall fit across the seas and back again , and, without removing

our feet from our comfortable footstool, we shall measure

many leagues ofland in our wanderings. Prepare yourselves,

therefore, for this pleasant tour, which will have also this

advantage, that we shall , Asmodeus-like, take a peep into

many homes and hearts, and be privileged to see and hear

manycharming views and voices, without once interrupting or

disturbing those whom we visit, or giving them-unless we so

will it even a suspicion of our invisible presence.

a French Pastor.

Into the fair land of France wewill takeour first pilgrimage ;

a way not often trodden by the feet of those who bear book

fundparcels, since but a few of the pastors of the Protestant

Church are sufficiently conversant with the English language

to read its literature to edification . But here, far away in the

region of the " Basses-Pyrenees ,” lives one who has solicited

the boon of an English commentary, and fully proved he can

use and understand it by admirably expressing both his need

and his gratitude in the language in which it is written. We

shall hearwhathe says; and,aswe listen to him, we seem to see

him standing at the door of his modest little oottage, with its

vine -covered porch , lifting up his es to the “ everlasting

hills " which overshadow tho sweet valley where his lot is cast,

and blessing God for the English friends who have so kindly

enriched his far too scanty library, and furnished him with

companions who can cheer his loneliness and comfort bis

heert.

Dear Madam ,-It is impossible for meto express to you all my deep and

heartfelt gratitude for the beautiful, or rather the magnificent, grantofbooks

which has lately reached me from your hands. It is, indeed , quite a

" Treasury " of deep thought and spiritual experience. I have been able ,

as yet, only to glance atthese eight volumes : but I intend tomake good
use of them ,and I feel sure the blessing ofGod will rest on my study of

them , not only for myself, but also for the flock the Lord has given me to
Jead to Him . May He bring to pass all the kind wishes contained in the
little note I found in one of the books !

Ten Years o; My Life in the Serviceof the Book Fund. By Mrs. C. H.
Spargoon . (Passmoro & Alabastor, 38. 60.)

a Curate's Thanks.

Crossing now the " silver streak,” we land serenely, and

with no qualms either of conscience or condition , at a town on

English shores, where we quietly enter the modest little lodging

of a newly -ordained curate, who lately sought from me a gift

of books, that he might do his Master's workmore thoroughly.

And this is what he says of the gift now that it is his :

Dear Mrs. Spurgeon ,-The parcel of books has just arrived . How can I

thank you enough for such a help to my heavy and responsible duties here ?

They are just the kind of books which will guide me aright in this the

beginning of my ministerial career ; and I feel 10 need such help , for the

town is large, and the work great , and of myself I am so incapable of bat

Hling with the adverse influeuces at work tbat for any assistance I am most

grateful, and do very gladly accept it for the furtherance of the Saviour's
name and cause . Please receive my warmest thanks for the books .

As we leave this young servant of Christ in his lowly room ,

gratefully looking into his new treasury ofhelpful thoughts,

can we do better than earnestly beseech the Lord to give His

Holy Spirit's power with the books , that their teaching may

sink deep into his heart and bring forth precious fruit in His

ministry?

A Kentish Village.

fter this we take our places in a train on the London ,

Chatham , and Dover line, and for about an hour enjoy a'

pleasant ride through fertile fields, and rich pastures, and sweet

sylvan scenery. Then we alight at the roadside station of a

lovely village in Kent, which looks so smiling, and picturesque,

and peaceful in the sunlight, that one would fain believe that

sin, and sorrow, and sickness might never enter within its

borders. Alas ! how different is the reality from the appear

ance ! We have proof enough as we pass along the village

street that evil is present here, and that, thoughliving in an

earthly paradise, man still fees from his Maker under & con

sciousness of sin, as he did in the original Eden . Butwe have

come to seek the minister, and must be about our business.

We call at a pretty little house ,and entering without the cere

mony of knocking (our invisibility gives us this privilege) we

search out the wee room which is set apart as the pastor's

" study," and we find him there amidst the “ most admired

disorder," surrounded by volumes new and old , and evidently

enjoying what we housewives should call a " regular turn-out,"

or “ spring- cleaning.” “ What can all this fuss mean ? " you

say. Well, only this, a book fund parcel arrived yesterday, and

the good pastor is not only experiencing the delight of dusting,

arranging, and placing these newly -acquired treasures on his

shelves, but he has said to himself and to me) , “ I intend to

sharo with Mrs. Spurgeon in the blessedness of giving. I have

some good local preachers working with me - poor men, but

true and brave - and to them I shall give some of the old books
which are displaced by these precious modern ones. Thus the

seed Mrs. Spurgeon has sown shall at once bear good and

unexpected fruit." Now we understand the reason of the

disordered room , and the secret of his eager energy ; and as we

look around, and note the scanty furniture, and the few com

forts (we know he has a family to bring up and educate on only

£ 80 per annum ), we admire bis noble purpose and his cheerful

piety, and rejoice to have had the double happiness of giving,

and helping him to give !

The twelve new books are ranged on the shelf, and make a

pretty show ; but while we linger looking at tbem,and at him,

we resolve that it shall not be long before some other volumes

come to keep these company, and make glad the heart of this

poor, good, generous man. God bless him, and all his local

preachers, and all their work !

An Irish Curate.

Fromthegreen lanes and country villages we take a long

and rapid flight to a large city in the north of Ireland. We do

not stay to mark its public buildings, or watch the tide of its

commerce, or note its parks and pleasant places ; we go direct

to the house of & clergyman, a curate of the Episcopal

Church , and are shown into his study. I say " shown in "

because, dear reader, it suits us at this time to manifest our

selves, seeing that the good man is going to tell us about the

gift which has come to him from over the sea, and we cannot

expect him to talk to imperceptible visitors. So, when he

appears, and we introduce ourselves, a very courteous greeting

is given , and conversation quickly turns to the desired

subject.

“ The parcel of books reached you safely ? "

“ Yes , indeed , and I should have written at once to thank

you for them , but was prevented doing so fully by pressure of

parochial duties. I did send a card to relieve your mind.".

“ Thank you , yes ; but I am anxious to know how you like

The Treasury of David ."

“ I really find it difficult , if not altogether impossible, to

express how deeply sensible I am of the debt of gratitude Iowe

toyou for presenting me with that most valuable work ."
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A Praise Meeting.
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“ You have already glanced at its plan and scope ? "

" I have read a page or two in one of the volumes, and

like it extremoly. I feel sure that it will greatly assist me in

obtaining a sound knowledge of that precious portiɔn of God's
Word."

" I enclosed a volume of Mr. Spurgeon's Sermons, did I

not ? "

“ Yes, and I shall also get a very high value upon that hand.

some volume. I shall pray that the discourses may be as

much blessed to my soul as they have been to the souls of so

many. "

“ What do you think of the Lectures to my Students, and the

volume on Commenting ?

“ I expect to profit much by them , I look forward with the

greatest pleasure to reading them , and I can assure you they

shallbe carefully and prayerfully studied. ”

“ Did I send you only these ? ”

“ You kindly included others which, in addition to being

deeply interesting, will, I am sure, prove instructive and

helpful."

" It was a great joy to me to send them ."

SA

66

“ It is simply one of the many instances of the love and

power of the cross, and will continue to be a memorial of the

real unity which exists in the hearts of Christ's faithful

people ; and if my study of those books redounds to the glory

of God, and to the praise of our Lord Jesus (as I pray it may ) ,

you will feelmore than rewarded .”

“ I do feelfully, amply , repaid ; sometimes my cup runneth

over. ' The grateful appreciation of my gifts is always delightful,

but above and beyond this is the joy of knowing thatGod's

blessing rests on them in so large a measure . "

Very earnestly do I crave that blessing on these volumes.

The high value and extentof the gift-far more than I expected

or deserved-render it difficult for me to thank you at all ade

quately, or as I should like to do, for it ; but I praythat every

blessing may rest upon you, upon the author of the books, and

upon all the work we do for the glorious Master."

" Amen, dear friend ; thanks for your kind and grateful

wishes ! May the light of God shine upon every page of the

books I have had the pleasure of giving you, and for manyyears

to come may they beyour choice companions, your reliable

counsellors , your unfailing sources of cheer and comfort ! Fare

you well ! "

a Fourfold Blessing.

I have quoted largely, and that simply because I was anxious

to let Mrs. Spurgeon speak for hersell - better and more telling

than my poor pen can flow . Thus does she conclude :

Oh,thatthis true story of His love and help, given so graciously

to me, may win some heart, hitherto atadistance from Him,

to comeand “ taste and see that the Lord is good ,” or stimulate

others , who already know Him , to a firmer faith in His tender

ness , and a more distinct and deliberate dependence on Him

for everything!

Dear friends, who have been so good to me ; when you are

helping the Book Fund , I pray you always to remember that

the blessing you bestow is fourfold. You greatly enrich the

minds of many poor pastors ; you lovingly help to feed the

Lord's sheep in the wilderness ; you graciously adorn my life

with the beauty of service; and , doubtless , you lay up for your.

selves treasure in Heaven ! Eternity alone can reveal all the

blessing and spiritual help afforded by you , through the Book

Fund , to those who are working for God and His kingdom under

great and cruel disadvantages.

" Oh ! tired heart

God knows !

Not you nor I ,

Who reach our hands for gifts

That wise love must deny

We blunder, where we fain would do our best

Until a -weary, then we cry , ' Do Thou the rest ;

And in His hands the tangled skein we place

Ofour poor blind weaving with a shamed face

All trust of ours He sacredly will keep ;
So tired heart

God knows !

Go thou to work or sleep ."

Homes for Working Girls. - If some of your readers

who have large houses out of town would invite the residents

in Victoria, Woodford , Garfield , and Hyde Houses to spend the

day with them on Whit-Monday, 3.e. , the next Bank Holiday,

June 14th , it would not, perhaps, incommode them very much

to arrange for dinner andtea, say for fifty, one hundred, or one

hundred and fifty young workwomen. Agentleman has kindly

invited all the residents of Morley, Gordon , and Norfolk Houses

to visit him on that day, but he canno accommodate more.

JOHN SHRIMPTON (Honorary Director) .

38 , Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.

PECIAL praise and prayer meetings were held in the Con

ferenceHallon Thursday last, in commemoration of the

founding of the Mildmay Mission to the Jews ten years ago,

and of the good hand of the Lord upon the mission all the way

through,

In the afternoon Rev. JOHN WILKINSON gave anaccount of

the Lord's dealing, the main features of which will be found

below.

Rev. CHARLES GRAHAM gave an address on God's purposes

concerning Israel.

In the evening, after praise , prayer, and the reading of Psa .

cxlv. ,

Mr. JAMES E. MATHIESON, who presided, said : We are cele

brating to -day the tenth anniversary of the Mildmay Mission to

the Jews. While at the outset the association with Mildmay

may have been of great value to Mr. Wilkinson's mission, not

the association with such an effort on behalf of God's ancient

people, is of greatservice to Mildmay. It is not in vain that it

is written , " They shall prosper that love thee;' and in stretching

forth the helping hand to the Jews Mildunay itself bas been

greatly blessed. With regard to Mr. Wilkinson , the chairman

remarked that, while he might not have money in the funds or

securities , he had & large treasury to draw upon by faith.

However men might regard it , the work of seeking to win His

ancient people to the Saviour is very dear to God. One reason

why the Lord's people should rejoice in this work is because it

has so very close association with God's purposes for Israel and

for the Church, and specially the coming of our Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ.

Rev. John WILKINSON said it had been felt that it would be

fitting there should be a public praise meeting to acknowledge

the goodness of the Lord during the past ten years. The object

of the mission is to preach Christ to every Jew in the country

before the Lord's return . This has been in a great measure

accomplished ; and it is to be specially noted that many of the

converts are now serving Godin every branch of the Church of

Christ. We have asked the Lord definitely for everyıhing in

connection with the mission , and He has always heard us. We

asked workers, andwe got them ;weaskedplaces to preachin,

and God gave them ; we asked funds, and He has supplied what

we asked ; a thousand the first year, the second , and the third,

two thousand the fourth year, and so on as the work grew, and

as moreworkers were sent the funds were supplied . So also in

connection with the various homes and missions, as we asked,

so we received. In all things we have gone straight to our

Heavenly Father, and He has helped us . Again and againHe

has tried our faith, has taught us many lessons, has kept us

ever waiting rigbt upon Him . Mr. Wilkinson proceeded to

give various beautiful instances of the Lord's gracious dealings,

specially in sending in an answer to definite prayer funds just

as required and when required . I thank God for raising me up

againfrom a bed of sickness to do a little more for my precious

Lord and for His brethren . After thirty-five years in seeking

the welfare of Israel, I desire no greater honour till life closes

than seeking the welfare of His brethren after the flesh .

An interosting episode ensued in the baptism of a young

man whose father was a Rabbi, and who himself had been in.

tended for a Rabbi ,

Brief testimonies followed from workers connected withthe

mission, testifying tothe rich blessing they had received in

labouring amongthe Jews, and converts testifying their joy in

knowing and following Jesus Christ. In all some six converts

spoke (one in German, being unable to speak English ),declaring

that Jesus of Nazareth hadproved a true and faithfulSaviour.

The workers who spoke were Messrs . Barnett, Halbmillion,

and Adler.

Indigent Blind Visiting Society . - The annual meet

ing was held on Wednesday, at the residence of Lord Leigh,

when interesting details were given of the work whereby eight

hundred and ninety-one blind persons are being regularly

visited and relieved .

Temperance Fote .-It is announced that the leading

Temperance organizations in the country have agreed to hold

a great united demonstration at the Crystal Palace,on Tuesday,

July 13th , and a very large and influential gathering is con

fidently expected . The programme is of unusual interestand

variety, and surpasses in these respects anything attempted on

former occasions. Great temperance meetings, to be addressed

by representativesofall the organizations are tobe held

throughout the day, and three monster choral concerts by

15,000 abstainers , 5,000 in each choir, are also to be given - con

tingents of singers as well as visitors coming from all perts of

country. No intoxicating drinks are to be sold at the bars. Excur

sion trains will run from nearly a thousand provincialstations.
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Zenana Medical College.

THE

was

19

( Formerly known as Zenana Medical School and Home. )

THE cries from the zenana ring in my ears ;asleep and awake

I hear them
say,

“ Send over and help us." I yearn to de

liver tham from their sufferings ; I long to be the Apostle for

thosc poor women and children— " Here am I , Lord, send me."

strive to meet the exact wants of the position by putting

in TIIE ONLY LABOURERS ADMISSIBLE , by placing earnest workers

in gtaps never before occupied, for the simple reason that,

though the harvest has been, and is , truly plenteous , THE
LABOURERS HAVE BEEN SO FEW AS TO BE BY THOUSANDS INSUFFI

CIBYT TO FILL THE GAPS .

So pleads Dr. G. de GorrequerGriffith ,in a paper circulated

among the friends assembled on Wednesday last in the Council

Room , Exeter Hall-which was filled to overflowing - on the

occasion of the annual meeting, and the interesting addresses

delivered lent fresh emphasis to his earnest words.

The report read by Dr. Griffith (the Hon . Seo) intimated

& change of name to the shorter and more easily remem

bered title , Zenana Medical College . The objects of the

institution are to train Christian women to be medical mission.

aries, that as such they may lead native women to Christ , and

supply the medical attendance so urgently needed. Reference

is made in the report to the two years' curriculum , and it is

stated that, " The ordinary course of instruction for gaining

medical degrees is too longand too expensive to be within the

reach of more than a few of those who wish to become mission

aries, as is evident from the letters of numbers offering them

selves to our society ; and the demand for our pupils is so great

that the Committee feel that they would not at present be

justified in departing from their original intention , though

fully appreciating the value of earnest, Christ-loving lady

doctors employed in mission work . The society is in no way

antagonistic to those who desire that lady doctors should offer

themselves as missionaries. "

been largely blessed of God . Specially, to-day, we

sidering the medical mission of women ; training and send.

ing forth those who are in a position to fulfil the Divine

command, preaching and healing. In this twofold ministry

they have been greatly blessed .

Rev. JOHN BENNETT, D.D. , remarked we had gathered on an

interesting occasion, to promote and further the work of the

Church of God among the women of India. The remainder of

Dr. Bennett's address will be found fully on page 410 .

One in Veart.

Mr. DE COBAIN, M.P., desired to testify there is in Ireland a

people who do not look on England as a foreign nation, and are

willing to take their stand alongside such a society as this in

missionary work, a people who have the same longing desire to

spread the knowledge of Jesus Christ , specially amongst those

who are sunk in the darker gloom of heathenism . Referring ,

in passing , to present events , he stated that even now in India

there is a widespread movement to secure separate administra

tions, an object which , if gained , would have a disastrous

effect on all missionary effort. His sympathies were

fully with the Zenana :Mission . He was glad this College

unsectarian , so that members of every evangelical

church might gather round its standard , and in the name of

their common Lord go forth to carry His Gospel to the

perishing heathen. Hetrusted those who were sent forth would

live the Christian life as well as preach the Christian doctrine ;

for the inconsistent lives of our countrymen have again and

again proved the saddest hindrance to the spread of the truth .

He feared that in India, as well as at home, great dangers were

threatening from Romish aggression or spurious and insidious

imitations. The crowning glory of the British Empire is its

missionary spirit and efforts. He trusted this society would

havewith it the earnest prayers and liberal sympathy of the

English people in carrying out the Gospel mission ofpreaching

deliverance to the captiveand opening the prison doors to them

that are blind .

Influence of women.

Rev. W. GRAY (C.M.S.) moved : “ That this meeting,

having heard the report , most earnestly recommends the

Society to the support of the Christian public , because of the

vast amount of good it has already effected in medical

mission work ." He said that in examining the balance

sheet he had been struck by the remarkable economy

of the work. The entire income was under £ 1,000, a portion

ofwhich consisted of the fees paid by the ladies, and yet what

a large amount of real work was done .

Details follow of terms, fees, course of study, lectures , and

missionary training, emphasis being laid on the unsectarian

character of the College ,

The following as to the students now in the mission field will

interest many : Thepupils who have gone forth nave already

done good work — Miss Sharp at Amritzar, along with Miss

Hewlett, in whose absence she takes complete charge of the

hospital, where there is an average of three hundred in - patients

& year and many thousand out-patients.

At and aboutAmritzar is a cluster of our past students, also

at Hankow ,in China. Migs Spinks, our first presentation pupil,

Miss Symes, and Miss Mitcheson , Miss Bhoze (a Brahmin

lady and "presentation " pupil ) , and indeed all our twoyears'

pupils, are now working as medical missionaries , while the

laboursof Miss Parslee ,engaged as she is in the village to

villagemission with Miss Clay, and of Miss Baker in Cottyam ,

and Miss Adie in Syria, and other students, have been signally

blessed . Also from Miss Palmer come good accounts, such as

to encourage the Committee to go on with their two years '

training. The last from whom we have heard is Miss Ball,

who, by means'of an interpreter—for she has been at her station

only aboutsix months-already has entered upon her Christ

like twofold duties.

Each year the students who have completed theircurriculum

go up for examination ; and are then sent to India, China,

Ceylon, Syria, Africa, or elsewhere, by the various missionary

societies, since it is quite outside the province of the society to

send out the pupils.

A very specialappeal is made on behalf of the Special Presen .

tation Fund for ladies suitable in every way, but with limited

It is stated that over seventy ladies have availed

themselves of the advantages of the College , while two

thousand pounds are urgently required to enable the College to

become affiliated with a general hospital , and thus become a

" recognised ” medical school . Communications should be

made to the Hon . Sec . , 34 , St. George's Square, S.W.

automan's Owork in India .

Mr. R. N. Cust (Chairman ), in his opening address, insisted

that it must not be forgotten the society is essentially mission

ary ; its object is to spread the Gospel of Jesus Christ, and in

so doing it uses the handmaid of medical skill . Of course , the

women of India cannot possibly be reached save by women-if

the Gospel of the grace ofGod is toreach them , it mustbe brought

by ladies. Further, it is not only a Missionary Society, but

& Medical Missionary Society. The case of the women and

children ofIndia, in regard to sickness and disease , is most sad.

These ladies, trained in this college, bring to bear upon the

native women the healing power of medical skill. Another

development of woman's work for women in India is female

evangelists, who in the villages of Bengal and the Punjaub had

Passing on to his own experience in India , Mr. Gray gave

some illustrations of the appalling ignorance existing in India

on medical matters. The one hundred and twenty -five millions

of women, from the very conditions of their life , are utterly

debased ; yet, enlightened by the Word of God , they become

capable of exercising a wonderful influence for good and right .

Bearing in mind the state of the women of India, and what

they are capable of if raised , we ask, what is the remedy ?

There is but one, we must send light into the zenanas, and

into the villages of India. But how is it to be sent to the women ?

Only by ladiesof England carrying it . Ladies can do it, and are

doing it . And if, added to the power of Christian love, they

have medical skill, their power is immensely increased .

The purpose of this institution is to afford Christian ladies the

opportunity of acquiring that medical skill and knowledge so

essential to their success as missionaries in the zenanas. We

had heard ofseventy trained in the College ; well , he knew two

of them in India , and they were doing a very wonderful work .

Central Asia .

* Rev. Dr. LANSDELL, in giving some account of his central

Asian journeys, said he had never realized fully the great value

of medical zenana work until he spent some time in Khiva

and other such towns, where endemic diseases of various kinds

are prevalent, and no medical assistance of any sort to be

obtained anywhere. His observation , in fact , had convinced

him of THE TREMENDOUS NEED FOR MEDICAL MISSION

gave also someaccountof the deplorable condition of the women

in Turkestan , Bokhara, Khiva , and other central Asian regions ,

SHOWING THE URGENT CALL THERE IS FOR LADY MEDICAL MISSION

ARIES in eastern lands. Dr. Lansdell , leaving the room for a few

moments, returned , with his wife, attired in the garb of a Bokhara

gentleman and his wife , and showing how closely veiled in a

kind of horsehair crape these ladies are .

Rev. E. E. JENKINS, recalling his experiences during many

years in India, and also on his late visit to India andChina,

spoke of long, patient seed-sowing and the harvest which he

feels sure is about to be granted . With regard to women , there

is a spreading desire on the part of Hindoos to secure for their

women the advantage of European education . He felt sure

this was an important step towards the evangelization of the

women of India,

meang ,

RK . He
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The May Anniversaries.

A ,

The Christian Evidence Society.

the

are

these views were exaggerated, and matters have now reached

their level. Noone now quotes Strauss, or accepts theTubingen

School, or Renan. In Germany a new kind of life of Christ is

being written, which , though not quite what we could wish,

has much more of the Divine in it . By a process of elimination

one after another way of evading Christ has been discredited,

until men are shut up to the one only explanation. Yet there

has been an unexpected result of all this criticism , namely, that

the evangelical doctrines of sin and of salvation by the blood

of Jesus have been brought out, and established on surer foun

dations than ever, and we have also obtained a more complete

conception of the Incarnation . Our assailants meant to give

us the manwith the God eliminated ; they have given usagain

the perfect Man, who was also perfect God. Thus God has over
ruled all to bring out the true light.

Amongst the other speakers were Rev. A. J. Harrison, Ror.

J. F. Kitto, and Prebendary Row ,

“ One Tun " Ragged School Mission .

MERRY company of children greeted, on Tuesday evening

meeting of this excellent institution , which , as Mrs. Barker

Harrison remarks , although not at the East End, reaches the

most destitute classes of children and parents .

The first hour was spent in the distribution of prizes to

twenty-four young persons, formerly scholars,who, with excel

lent character, have kept their situations above one year; also

in singing by the children, Bible repetition , and the giving of

prizes for flowers reared by the children in their poor homes.

Very interesting was the repeating by a number of girls of Psa.

civ. , also by & party of boys of 1 John V. , showing an acquaint

ance with the very wordeof Scripture.

Mr. J. PAYNE read an abstract of the report, which made, in

cpening, loving mention of the departed Earl, who, for

twenty -eight years, occupied the chairat the annual meeting,

and recalled the fact that the mission began in the “ One Tun

public - house, in the midst of the dense population of the vilest

character. God has very greatly blessed the work, andit has

been observed, notwithstanding the extremestraits to which the

poor of the district have recently been reduced, not one boy

or girl connected with the “ One Tun " has been charged with

crime. There are, at present, in the day schools over

one hundred and thirty girls and eighty boys. Refer

ence made to the Sunday schools, Bands

of Hope, and other temperance effort ; the juvenile

Sabbath bands, the youths' institute, industrial classes for

boys and girls, also themothers' meetings ,theclothing clubs,

& c. The Sunday evening Gospel services proved exceedingly

encouraging, as well as the men's Bible Class, The West

minster buildings continue to prove a real boon to hundreds of

poor families whose average earnings are below the minimum

allowed in the Peabody and othermodel buildings.

was

the faith , yet there is need for united and trained

defence , and this we have in the Christian Evidence Society ."

So said Principal Cave in the annual meeting of this excellent

society held in Exeter Hall (Lower) on the afternoon of Monday

week,

The report, read by Rev. O. L. Engström , showed steady

progress in the operations, albeit some anxiety with regard to
lessened funds.

The Earl of CARNARVON ,who presided, warmly supported the

work , and in the course of his address mentioned four principal

points aimed at by the society. (1) Open-air lectures, than

which none proved more eminently successful and satis

factory. (2) A series of very valuable publications: it was a

very greatpity the funds were not larger, to enable the number

of thesepublications to be increased, for they were most carefully

correspondence carried on, answering questions which are sent

by men and women , boys and girls. (4) The series of examina

tions in the fundamental truths of the Christian belief.

Bishop TiTCOMB reviewed past attacks , showed how utterly

they had failed , and from such fact drew encouragement for the

present,

Defenders of the Faith .

By Rev. PRINCIPAL CAVE.

BELIEVE that though every minister and every Christian

is, or ought to be, & defender of the great doctrines of

Christian truth , there are works which can be best done by

association . In my own days of pastoral work I for two years

conducted Christian Evidence classes, and some of the prize

winners are now Sunday school teachers. Controversialists,how

ever, need to be warned against discussing the subject unless

they have special knowledgeand special wisdom, for by ignorant

replies to sceptics Christianity seems to be put to shame. I

have been struck with the caution and ability of the lectures

I have listened to in Victoria Park . I believe we

not very far from victory. In Germany there is a great evan

gelical revival, and neology is dying out. There are special

points of contact between the infidelity of to -day and Chris.

tianity , and these ought to be brought out. The two great idols

of the Secularists are an enthusiasm for humanity, and a love

for the scientific method. To the former we may oppose the

philanthropy taught by Jesus, such love as the world had never

heard of before, and to the latter the experience of our own

hearts when we can say, “ I am a sinner saved.” A friend of

mine , an Indian missionary, saw tears in the eyes of his

bitterest Brahmin opponents when hesimply told them the

story of his own conversion . Beneath the surface of modern

unbelief there is a sadness and a terrible gloom which comes

from sin . A recent German rationalistic writer has written

that life is at last & skull and a few roseleaves, & rotten skull

with cobwebs onit, & paradise where the serpent was always

tightening his coils .

also

In conclusion, it was emphatically pointed out thatfunds are

absolutely necessary ; at present there is urgentneed of imme.

diate helping.

Rov. G. S. WHITLOCK (Christ Church, Chelsea), in warmly

supporting the work, referred to the apostolio exhortation

toservants to “adorn the doctrine of God our Saviour in all

things. Briefly addressing the young servants present, the

speaker urged upon them faithfulnessand fidelity in serving

their masters and mistresses - not as men - pleasing, but as

serving God. A few solemn words followed to parents with

regard to the training of their children and the observance of

the Lord's Day. He rejoiced greatly in the juvenile Sabbath

bands existing in connectionwith the “ One Tun ," for he felt

fully persuaded that a Sunday well spent brings a week of

content.

Mr. A. J. WOODHOUSE was sure that all who knew anything

of the work in progress must feel thankful that God should

haveraised and prosperedsuchamission. Inseekingto train

aright the children who attend the schools, the teachers were

notonly doing ablessed andGod -honouringwork, but also sowing

the seedof a futureharvestofprosperityandwell-doing bothin

thislifeandinthe life to come.Thespeaker closedbyinviting

the children and friends of " One Tun " to hisgrounds at

Holens Lea, to spend, as in former years, a happy day:

Sir ROBERT W. CARDEN expressedhis great delightand

pleasure in seeing the bright facesof the children, and hearing

of the progress of this good work . On account of a pressing

engagement he was compelled to leave, but trusted no one

wouldthink itwas from any lackofinterestin the " OneTun "

Mission ,

Mr.R. J. CURTIS spoke of the permanent results of each work

in theunfailing impressionsmade on the children comingunder

the influence of the Regged scho

boondistributedweremorelytheoutward token ofa real and

Criticism and Scepticism .

By Rev. PROFESSOR ELMALIE, D.D.

In toreceives that there are good Christian people, whose own

faith and joy makethem incapable of comprehending the diffi

culties in which others are involved, andwho maintain that

nothing more is required than to declare the Gospel. Yet we

owe a duty to infidels, for though there are hypocrites amongst

unbelievers, adventurers who make a trade of their unbelief,

yet there are those who have become infidels through misfor

tunes, or mistraining, or owing to the wrongs and injuries of

society, or through the hypocrisy of professing Christians. These

are amongst thieves , and to them the good Samaritan must go.

Besides, since the attack on our Bible is organized, the defence

ought to be organised ; for bravery and amateur effort can

never repel an army of trained invaders. Another point I

would like to remark, though there are many and good books on

evidences and apologetics, we still want one to meet & special

class of views and of doubts, and I am sure the society could find

the writer if they had the funds ; unfortunately those who have

the brains have not always the money . There are some who

do not see the need of this society, but in the Bible there

are passages which speak of faith as a struggle, as well as

passages which speak of those who like little children receive

it without a struggle. With regard to the present position of

Bible study, it may be observed that criticism has been the

chief theological occupation of the last half-century ; some

it with intense expectation as likely to revolutionize all

our thoughts, others with a version as unsettling belief. Both

The prizes which had
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steady work going on , not merely that evening, but throughout the youngest now present should be called to their rest it might
the whole year. still continue to be a powerful engine in promoting that blessed
Mr. H . T . BURGE88, of the Sunday School Union , spoke of religion which breathed nothing butpeace on earth and goodwill

the debt ofgratitude the fathers and mothers owe to the teachers to the children of men .

for their unwearying labours. He specially referred to the three The Bishop ofGLOUCESTER very warmly supported the work

ladies who come from the Zenana and Medical Sohool to assist | of the institution , and in the course of his address urged the
in the work , and to Mre. Barker Harrison , who has given her life importance of getting hold of the children , and thus saving

to the welfare and well-being of the poor children of Old Pye them from a life of misery and sin .
Street.

Mr. KENNEDY was glad to think of work that had been well
and wisely done in these schools. Looking back on the work Society for Promoting_ Female Education in

done so prayerfully and so perseveringly , one could see that
the East.

God had greatly blessed it to many during all the years . He n N Monday afternoon this society, so closely identified with
trusted the issue of this meeting would be more workers and Miss Webb's name, held its annual meeting in 118 ,
greatly increased funds. Westbourne Terrace.
Mr. E . ALLEN believed that the greatmotive power in all this Rev . A . BROOKE WEBB presented the report, which referred

work is the glory of God . to the depression which had so seriously affected the funds of
Mr. E . BAYLISS (the blind Bible reader) trusted that, now the society ; but the Committee were glad to state that no

that ournoble leader has gone, we shall carry forward the work missionary has been recalled , and no station given up ; and

he loved so much with redoubled energy , and zoal, and devotion . although their hands are still tied, through want of resourcos,

they would rejoice in the Lord's graciously continuing to set

Field Lane Refuges and Schools . His seal of approvalupon the work . The society' s staff during
the year had been increased by seven missionary ladies, one in

M HIS Clerkenwell Beehive, recently fully described in these Japan , five in India , and one in the Holy Land ; but many
- pages, held its annual meeting in Holborn Town Hall on earnest calls for fresh workers are before the Committee . Two

the evening ofMonday last. Some two hundred children from are required atonce for China , four for North India , and two for

the Industrial Homes who were present sang very nicely , and the Holy Land ;work ought also tobe undertaken in Morocco , and

the hall being well filled , the proceedings were altogether village work ought to be extended in North India and Palestine.

exceedingly interesting. Gladly would the Committee meet at least these calls if it were

Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT, Secretary, read an abstract of the possible ; but their reserve fund must be replaced before any of

report ,wbich , after referring to the great loss the institution had this work can be attempted . The claimsof the society were thus

sustained by the death of Lord Shaftesbury, whose connection briefly but cogently stated : - It is the oldest society for the

with it dated from the year 1843, and who had presided at all spiritualbenefit of the women and girls of the East, and the

its annualmeetings with the exception of about three, went on pioneer of all subsequent zepana work , and the first to send out

to state that the IndustrialSchools had maintained one hundred a teacher for Hindu and Mohammedan zenanas, and for

and five boys and eighty girls during the year. In the Servants' Turkish harems. Its object is to lead all under its influence to

Training Home'twenty girls bad been admitted and trained for the Lamb of God,who taketh away the sin of the world , and to

service during the year. The mothers' meeting had been enable every woman and girl in Asia and Africa to read the

attended by an average of two hundred and fifty -nine women Word ofGod for herself in her own language. It will not give

weekly. The Maternal Society had assisted sixty -eight poor education without the Bible .

women under circumstances of the most painful distress . In Sir THOMAS FOWELL BUXTON , who presided , spoke on the

the Creche one thousand seven hundred and forty-seven attend . logs the Church and this society had suffered in the death of

ances had been made by fifty -two infants. The Ragged Church Earl Shaftesbury, Lady Gainsborough , and other noble helpers.

service, which had been carried on continuously since 1852, had The chairman proceeded to review and commend very heartily

been largely attended . The Bible Ragged Schools and Sewing the work of the society.

Schools had been attended by some one thousand children Mr. JOSEPH WEATHERLEY gave an account of what he had

weekly. Teacherswere very greatly needed. Broken food had soon of the work abroad. Visiting the schoolat Bethlehem , be

been given away daily to upwards of one hundred and fifty poor had the opportunity of examining the girls . When he came to

people ,many of whom state that these gifts have saved them test their knowledge of Holy Scripture he had been greatly

from absolute starvation . Soup had been distributed twice pleased at the ability they displayed . They were able to give

a week during the severe weather to some one hundred and him chapter and verse for passages referred to, and he felt that

ninety persons. The Band of Hope had been attended on the on such training God 's blessing would assuredly rest. There had

dred and fifty-five children . The refuges had been no little difficulty in reference to the school house in

sheltered some six hundred respectable men and womon , two Bethlehem , but there had been none in getting the girls to

hundred and sixty-four ofwhom had been helped to situations ; i attend. An admirable site has been purchased by the society,

seventeen thousand five hundred and seventy- four nights' lodging and he had the opportunity of seeing it, just on the slope of the

had been given during the year. The report concluded with & hill overlooking the plain of the Shepherds. The difficulty has

very earnest appeal for an increase of contributions. been to get funds for the building . The ground wasat present
Sir R . N . FOWLER, Bart., M . P ., who presided, observed that used as a playground, and a cottage, which has been enlarged,

the report very rightly began by alluding to the very great loss has been used for receiving a greater number of girls.
which the institution in common with other institutions gene. Rev. LL. LLOYD (of Foochow ) said it only costs two dollars &
rally and every good cause had sustained during the year in the month to feed and lodge a Chinese girl. In China everything
death of Lord Shaftesbury . The fact that he took such a deep was provided for the girls , oven down to chopsticks. The bed
interest in this institution was in itself a passport to their good . was a very simple arrangement, consisting of two narrow stools
will and support. There was no man so thoroughly conversant with boards and rush matting placed on them . The speaker
with the wants of London , or who had so much studied the added that such a bed used to make him feel very sore at first ,
question of relieving the temporary wants of the masses and although he had learnt to sleep on them as comfortably as in
bringing the Gospel before them . A great deal had been done the best feather bed. He spoke very highly of the school over
in forty-two years, but he was afraid it had not succeeded in which Miss Burchel presides, as they were able to get wives
placingthe supply of clergymen , Scripture readers , and labourers trained there for catechists.

among the poor on an adequate basis . Large sums had been Addresses followed by Mr. Eugene Stock and Rev. W . T .
spent, andmany excellentmen and women had devoted their Shafter.
lives to good work, but theymust remember that forty thousand
were added to the population of London every year . In 1851 it London Aged Christian Society .

was found that if every place of worship in London was filled ,
there would still be a million of the population for whom MHE annualmeeting of this society was held on Friday week,
there was no room , and what applied to places of worship T when Mr. George Williams presided.

applied to other agencies. This institution set a bright example, Rev. H . W . WEBB-PEPLOE addressed specially the aged

not only in the way it worked , but in thenumber of objects to i pensionerswho were present in considerable numbers.

which it directed its attention. It appealed strongly to the Mr. GEORGE WILLIAMS rejoiced greatly in the work of cheer

charitable, as it worked in a very poor district, and greatly ing the last days of the aged Christian .

needed help. The balance in hand was legs by $ 200 than at the Mr. R . JOHNSTON (Sec.) read the report, which showed 151
beginning of the year, so that £200 of the legacies must have pensioners during the past year.
been spent in theusual work of the institution , which he much Rev. F . A . 0 . LILLINGSTON , Mr. H . C . NISBET, Rev. Dr.

regretted . He heartily commended it to their assistance and GRITTON , and Canon CADMAN gave addresses, warmly urging

their prayers, and he earnestly hoped that it might go on year the claims of the society, which thus finds and helps aged mem

by yoarbecoming increasingly useful, and that at the day when I bors of the household of faith ,
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GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD,

The Gospel in Brazil. Good News from the Congo . The Bible in India and Japan.

Ta of

Santos , Brazil , writes : --My

of Lenten services and lectures in Portu aries of the Congo Mission (late Living Scotland , held in Glasgow recently,

guese has been blessed with success . The stone Inland Mission ), of the American Mr. Thomson , the agent for Japan,

meetings have been very largely attended, Baptist Missionary Union, are rejoicing reported on a visit hehas just paid to the

and the people gave evident marks of in the conversion and baptism of five men northern districts of that country . “The

interest . The present series will be closed at Mukimbungu station , who come up people of the north ,” says Mr. Thomson,

on Easter Sunday, and I trust the seed out of the water testifying to Jesus. More " have for ages been distinguished for

which has been freely scattered during are awaiting baptism at Mbanza Manteke. their superior education , and very many

this season will in due time yield copious We have the four Gospels nearly trans of the ancient Samurai' (nobles' re

fruits of a deeper knowledge and love of lated into the Congo language. A tainers) could read Chinese . Not having

our Redeemer. translation of Peep o'Day has been com the Scriptures in Japanese, Mr. Lilley

After the excessive heat we have been pleted . Dr. Simsis printing a vocabulary society's former agent) sent

experiencing lately , we are now entering
of the Bateke of Stanley Pool . We are Chinese Scriptures, and a large number

into a cooler season. However, the height waiting for the Spirit to quicken the of these and Chinese tracts and books

of our temperature here bears no com hearts of many natives who know much were sold, long before a preacher of the

parison with that of Rio , where the
of the truth, Gospel ever put foot in these party. The

yellow fever has been making great
consequence was that an interest was

ravages. Santos has , however been
Jews in Rome . excited in Christianity at a time when

providentially preserved from this dread THE missionary the Yaso-kiyo was hated in many other

ful epidemic. parts of the country. When at last a

of the Gospel among the Jews writes missionary society sent oneof its men to

Bishop Hannington's Murder. that the Ghetto is being destroyed in labour in the north , he found that &

R. MACKAY, in his letter to the
order that it may be rebuilt ; that the number of people knew something of

Church Missionary Society's Com
poor Jewish inhabitants are greatly dis Christianity and were interested in it,

mittee , says :-We received a letter from
tressed at being forced to find homes at and , after some years of labour, the

one of the king's storekeepers . He had
much higher rentage, and at a greater report of two missionaries working there

got details of the murder of the Bishop
distance from the scenes of their hard was that much of their success was due

and party. There were fifty-three ser
toil in other parts of the city , but their to the influence of the men who first

vants, and all (except two or three boys ,
dispersion will likely lead to the further went about selling the Scriptures and

whom Luba seized for himself ) were ance of the Gospel. Many will gladly explaining them as best they could . "

killed . S , heard from some of his receive the visits of the missionary, know

friends who had been in Busoga how ing that they will not be watchedby their A Bengali School,

the massacre took place. The army of
relatives and neighbours as they were RITING from Lucknow , Miss

the Baganda, under Mutesa, Sembuzi ,
when " cabined, cribbed, and confined " Matthews , of the Zenana Bible

Botége, and Masudi, first arrested the
in the Ghetto . On one occasion , when and Medical Mission Society, thus refers

told for their consolation that their dis
Bishop. They tied him up and put him

to her experiences in the Bengali school :

into a wretched hovel, apparently de
persion all over the city would most -It seems to me that the young bearts

serted, for it was filthy and full of cob.
likely be a boon to them in the end , a are being touched by Christ's love,and

webs . He complained for some days of
shrewd Jewess replied , “ Oh ,yes,we shall that many of them have received Him

being ill , and begged his captors to build
all become Christians."

into their hearts. When they return

him a new hut , which they did. Wakoli
home they sing their Christian hymns

(the king's gatekeeper) then arrived .
The Two Widows. and repeat to the inmates of their homes

The white man and his men were at A , the story of Jesus and His love .

once taken to an open place outside the
been twelve years in England, To-day I visited a little girl just turned

plantation , wherethe Wang'wana were
nursing her sick hueband, went straight twelve years of age ; she was married &

all speared. The Bishop implored them
back to India after his death ; for she had month ago to a youngboy of fifteen .

not to spear him , but to shoot him with
not forgotten the language of the people, asked her if she could not return to school

his own rifle. This they did , and after
or lost her love for the poor women of She said , “ That is what I want to do so

wards cut off his head and his feet . They
India. One day she heard sounds of much , but my father says no — will you

allowed six days to elapse after the mas .
lamentation and mourning ; she went come twice a week and teach me ? I do

sacre , and then Musoke (Mwanga's page )
into the house from which they pro so long to go to school for my Scripture

returned to Bugandawith the intelligence
ceeded, and stretched out upon the floor lespon every day. ” When I told her the

that all were dead . was a poor woman , apparently in a swoon , first class would this year be studying

and two or three other women round her. the Books of Judges and Ruth , and the

Mrs. Lewis said : “ What is thematter ? "

A Wonderful History .

Gospel of Luke , her face brightened up;

And they said : “ She has just become a she replied , “ And I will learn them too.
OMMENTING on Mr. Mackay's long widow .” Ah , Mrs. Lewis knew what that In many a zenana have I been asked to

and interesting letter , the C.M.S. meant. She sat herself down by the read the account of the Bible lesson that

Committee remark : side of the poor woman , and , lifting her the children have brought home, and one

And so we leave Mr. Mackay to cele head, laid it on her own breast. She dear old Bengali woman said, “ I love

brate his eighth Christmas in U-Ganda , kissed her, and said , “ Oh, my sister, I am every day to ask my two grandchildren

and Mr. Ashe his third . It is a wonderful a' widow too. I know exactly how God what verses bave been learned to -day.

history from first to last . We cannot see has pierced your heart. I know exactly Soon little cokey ' (baby girl) will go to

an inch before us , or , in more Scriptural the anguish that rests upon your spirit. I school, and she will learn her Bible verse ;

phrase, cannot tell what a day may bring have passed through it all . I am a widow then I shall havethree every day.” One

forth ; but when it has pleased Him who like yourself ; you can put your confi
of my women has had much trouble

knows all and overrules all to protect and dence in me . Let me tell you how God during the past year. Formany months

prosper the mission as He has done now has comforted me ; let me tell you what her husband wasvery ill ; doctors had

through so many years , despite number blessed help He has given me.” And then given him up . Yet when I used to go and

less difficulties, frequent disappoint she began pouring into the ears of her sor see hershewould say," Godis able to

ments, and the mistakes and infirmities rowing sister the Gospel of the grace of save him , is he not ? then you will pray

of even good men , shall we not commit God-how God loved the widow, bow He for him andme."

all our way unto Him , confident that He was a Husband to the widow ; and the now seems quite restored and well.

will bring it to pass ? poor creature opened her eyes and looked

Mr. O'Flaherty has come down to into her sister's face wondering, “ Was Soldiers in London . - A Scripture

Mpwapwa, where he remains for the He really able to bless and help the

present with Dr. Baxter. One or more of widow ? ** Yes," said Mrs. Lewis, the Soldier's Home,Victoria, whose sole

the missionaries now at Mamboia will be “ take my experience for it." From

pushed forward towards the Lake , and thenceforth that woman became a be parts of London , with the object of

à medical missionary has sailed this liever in Jesus Christ, and for ought I

month . know is still living & life of faith. of the Home,

COMO

1 I am glad to say be
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA .

-This Society is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among the children of India by means of

teachers and books. Christian literature for

adults is also provided . Reports and Papers will

be senton application : Funds urgently needed.

Address the Secretaries, C.V.E.S., 7, Adam

Street, Strand, London , W.C.

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE

PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL

AMONG THE JEW8 . - Established 1842 .

President - W . G. HABERSHON , Esq .

The Society has upwards of 100 Agents ,who

carry the Gospel to the Jews in England, Italy,

Germany, Austria, Russia and Turkey. The

labours of the Missionaries are supplemented by

the work of Schoolmasters and Colporteurs .

Tracts and Copies of the Scriptures are circu

lated . Many Jews have , by this Society , been led

to believe that Jesus is the Christ. Much good

has been done among the thousands of Jews in

London by the various Agents , by the House of

Call , and by the New Mission House, with its im

portant Medical Missions.

Increased funds are urgently needed,

and will be thankfully received by the Secretary ,

Rev. J. DUNLOP, at the Office,

96, Great Russell Street , Bloomsbury , London .

*
RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY .

-This Society circulated last year nearly 86

milliong of publications in 174 languages.
It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

which they are subscribed , and pays all its ex

penses out of Trade Funds. It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and Sailors ; has issued nearly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Missionary Bocieties ,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution.

An annual subscription of 10s . 6d . or upwards

constitutes membership , and a sum of £10 10s.

Life membership . All subscribers receive copies

of the new tracts , &c .
Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries,

Rev. LEWIS BORRETT WHITE, D.D. , and

Rev. 8. G. GREEN, D.D. , 56 , Paternoster Row,

London , E.O.

FOREIGN MISSION NOTES

Dr. S. T. Pruen has sailed for East Mr. Moody is now founding a school

Africa . It is hoped that the waymay be for training evangelists ; he hopes per

open to him to go on to U -Ganda . sonally to take charge.

Jaffa . - Three native labourers Roman Poor. + Mrs. Wall has just

( O.M.S.) have been ordained by Bishop issued an interesting account of her work

Cheetham for work in Palestine . amongst the beggars in Rome.

Martyrs at Uganda .-- There have A Pioneer. - Mrs . Robinson , pioneer

been of latemanyyouthful martyrs for of missionary work in Siam , has just

Christ at Uganda. Mwanga, the new fallen asleep after a long illness.

king, seems full of enmity against the Madeira . - Mr. W. Smart still con.

truth .
tinues, in the face of much opposition,

Rescued Slaves. - The Government his excellent work for the sailors and

have agreed to make the C.M.S. a grant native children , .

of £ 5 per head for all the rescued slaves Philadelphia . Oneof the results of

handed over to the care of its mission. Mr. Aitken's recent visit to America is a

aries in East Africa . ten days' mission to Episcopal churches

Rev. R. W. Gurd , who was to have of the city, and much interest has been

gone to Central Africa, is forbidden by the awakened .

doetors to face a tropical climate . He Jewsin Roumania . - A wanton and

has beenappointed instead to the North unprovoked outrage on Jews by Govern

Pacific Mission . ment officials in Roumania is reported

Bishop Hannington . - The C.M.S. in the columns of the Magid by a corre

Intelligencer for the present month pondent from Jassy.

prints Mr. Mackay's journal letter, A Negro missionary sends a deeply

giving, so far as can be ascertained , full interesting accountof his visit to his own

details of Bishop Hannington's murder. people in Liberia , and the power of the

Mr. Mackay himself is in & perilous Gospel amongst those who had never

position.
before heard it.

Glad to Suffer. – A poor Chinese A Memorial, in the form of a drink

Christianwas beaten and bruisedto pieces ing fountain , has just been opened in New

by enemies of the faith . Sorry ? " asked York to the memory of Jerry McAuley,

the missionary who commended this mar who did such a noble work in the lowest

tyr's soul to God . " Oh, no ! how glad part of the city.

only sorry that I have done so little for Pernambuco.--Welearn that a col .

Jesus.”

porteur was driven out of a house at the

Tinnovelly has lost three more of its point of the pistol in thelast week of April .

native clergy (Öhurch MissionarySociety) , He was reading the Scriptures to the

Samuel Gnanamutthu, Devanayagam household, when the headof the family

Viravagu , after fifty years' service, and came in and thus persuaded him to

Virevagu Vedhanayagam , who was at retire .

the head of the whole North Tinnevelly Prayer forMissionaries.- Said the

Mission .
Bishopof London the other day, mission

Japan . - The C.M.S. missionaries aries deserve to be mentioned in a special

baptized ninety -eight adults last year. intercessory prayer. Little reward they

The baptized Christians connected with get in this world ! Other men get the

them are now five hundred and nineteen, Victoria Cross for leading a party to storm

with forty - six catechumens. The first & breach, Other men get rewards for

Aino convert has been received, the son things merely temporal. The missionary

of a village chief.
gets no Victoria Cross, but comes back in

The Punjab . — Dr. Weitbrecht brings broken health to spend the remainder of

the news of & remarkable movement to his days in this country. These things

wards Christianity among the Chubras, call upon us to pray for our missionary

& low -caste, aboriginal people hitherto brethren .

scarcely touched . There aremany in “ Christ's as Jewg." - A Jew, of

quirers, and nearly one hundred adult important position, visited Mr. Schonk

converts have been baptized in the last berger, in Vienna, for the purpose of

few months.
earning the exact truth respecting M.

A Difficulty Removed.-Rev. G. Rabinowitz and the movement in South

R. Ekins, the young missionary ap Russia. He told him that he had visited

pointed to Persia, arranged to go viâ Kischinew lately , that he had conversed

Constantinople and Batoum to the Cas with M. Rabinowitz, and was delighted

pian Sea ; but, on his arrival at Con . with what he saw and heard there of the

stantinople, the Russian Consul declined grace ofGod . The Jew exclaimed , “ Oh !

to visé his passport, on the ground that may God Almighty prosper the man , and

no " ecclesiastic " was allowed to enter shield his cause ." Then he expressed his

Russian territory without a special per desire that the movement may soon ex

mit from St. Petersburg. The Foreign tend to all the Jews , “ for," said he , “ we

Office has since interposed, and Mr. must be Christ's, but Christ's

Ekids has gone forward .

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF

PERSECUTED JEW8.

" SYRIAN COLONIZATION FUND ,"

Shaftesbury Memorial Fund, sanctioned by

LORD SHAFTESBURY, in aid of Jews in the Holy

Land, to enable them to obtain a livelihood , by

agricultural and other industry .

Hon . Treasurer - R . C. L , BEVAN , Esq.

Donations received by the Bankers, Messrs,

Drummond & Co., Charing Cross , S.W .; Messrs.

Barclay , Bevan , Tritton , & Co. , 54 , Lombard

Street, E.C. ; the Bank of England : the Royal
Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland. Secretary - E . A. FINN .
Office - 41, Parliament St. , Westminster, S.W.

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY.

Instituted 1837. New Offices, Bridge House,

Blackfriars Bridge (City Side) , London,

E.O.-Object : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically beforethe middle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical

literature at home and abroad .
On the CONTINENT large numbers of Tracts

and Gospels in different languages have been

circulated at the various Exhibitions, and each

month English residents in many Continental

cities receive Tracts through the post.
FRANCE and SPAIN . – Funds are urgently

needed to enable the Committee to respond to

appeals just received . The necessity of bringing

the truth, as it is in Jesus, before the educated

classes in these lands is very great , and the

Lord's stewards are earnestly invited to provide

themeans for extending this special work .as

Jews."

Continental Exbibitions. - We Jewish Refugees . — The Society for

learn from the annual report of the the Relief of Persecuted Jews have issued

Monthly Tract Society thatthe foreign a little paper headed “ Black List of some

section of its work is steadily progress
Recent Facts, ” and the facts are pitiablo

ing. For example, twenty -seven thou enough. Thus do the Committee com

sand six hundred and twenty Gospels, in
ment on the facts given :-Who can won.

addition to fifty -two thousand tracts, were
der that thousands of Jewish refugees

given away by the Society's agents at the have gone to America — that thousands

Antwerp Exhibition last year. Those who more are endeavouring to go to the Holy

know the great need of Christian effort Land - that last year above ten thousand

and the circulation of God's Word in cases (of which 98 per cent. were re

Antwerp can estimate the value of such fugees) sought and obtained relief in

& work . The good seed has been sown in London from the Jewish authorities ?

faith that the harvest will be to the glory These facts show ample cause, and we

of God ,
have many more ready to be printed.

Cheques and Postal Orders to be crossed , and

made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE, Secretary.

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Salisbury Square , Fleet Street, E.C.- European

Missionaries 279 , Native Clergy 254. Native Lay

Agents 3,509 , Bchools 1.725. Subscriptions

urgently needed for japidly extending work
among a thousand millions of Heathens and

Mahommedans. Hon . Sec., Rev. F. E. WIGRAM.

Lay Sec ., General GEORGE HUTCHIITSON.

TURKISH MISSIONS AID

SOCIETY.
President - The EARL OF ABERDEEN.

Promotes evangelistic work in Bible Lands by

means of pecuniary grants. Funds are urgently

needed that the assistance given may not fall

short. Secretary - Rev. T. W , BROWN , M.A.,

7, Adam Street, Strand , W.C.
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London City Missionaries

Jesus' sake ? " Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the

least, ye have done it unto Me."

I am , yours in the King's service,

At Kensington Palace.
0, M.

Ridley Hall, Cambridge.

А

MISSIONARY meeting at Kensington Palace is by no

means an ordinary occurrence .

P.S.-A correspondent recently suggested in the Record that

On Saturday last, how

ever, a garden meeting was held in the grounds of Kensington

we might do a great deal in this direction amongst the many

Palace, on behalf of the special missionaries of the London

foreigners at the Colonial and Indian Exbibition. Perhaps I

should mention that the above leaflets (obtainable now in

City Mission.

The Marquis of LORNE (who first occupied the chair, which

thirty -six languages) are translated from the Englishones now

was afterwards filled by Mr. R. O. L. Bevan ) expressed the

80 widely distributed at some of our own watering -places.

pleasure which the Princess and he felt in welcoming the

members of the LondonCity Mission to Kensington Palace. Youthful Emigrants.

They didso in no spirit of patronage, but with a sincere desire

to hear incooperate with those who with so much courage A PARTY of children left ManchesterlastTuesdaymorning,

the book descriptive of the work of the mission published in
nection with the Boys' and Girls ' Refuge, Strangeways, Man.

connection with the jubilee without rising from its perusal
chester. The party, consisting of thirty boys and girls, each

with an intense admiration for the courage and zeal which had
with a complete outfit and full equipment for the voyage, sailed

characterized the work of the missionaries throughout the East
from Liverpool the same afternoon in the ss. Lake Huron, of

End of London . As an evidence of the good effect which the
the Beaver Line , in charge of a matron . A farewell prayer

miseionaries had produced on the people of the East End, ho

meeting was held at the station , at which the children were

might say that they were now received with open arms instead
commended to God's care by Rev. Prebendary Macdonald, and

of jeering at them as in the past.

a few hearty words were addressed to the little emigrants, who

Mr. J.M. WEYLLAND, District Secretary, then made a state
were in excellent spirit, by Leonard K. Shaw and Gilbert R.

ment with regard to the special missionaries at work among
Kirlew, the Hon. Secs. of the institution, and other gentlemen.

special classes.
Special interest was taken in this party , as it was thefirst

Rev. DONALD FRASER, D.D., said that the mission did not

direct emigration band sent out by the Committee of the

seek to make itself a new centre of religious life and worship,
Strangeways Refuge, though on a smaller scale they have for

but to aid all existing churohes of Jesus Christ amongst us. He
years past conducted similar work.

stood by it becauee it seemed to him to be so thorough and
Thisparty has been gathered into the new Emigration Home

radical in its character . He meant that it went to the root of
at Cheetbam Hill, where another band will now be gathered

the matter. He did not , forhis part, make light of more super
for emigration in a few months. The children are received

ficial and temporal efforts for the benefit of the people . There
and placed out by Miss Bilborough at her Home at Belleville,

were things which required a spiritual remedy, and he main

Ontario, from whence they proceed to situations when old

tainedthat that remedy was only to be found in the religion of

enough, and the younger children for adoption into Canadian

Jesus Christ.
families. There is no lack of openings for well-trained children.

Rev. H. W. WEBB -PBPLOE believed that, whether they invested
A perfect system of visitation and reporting the progress of the

theirmoney or their services in such a movement, they would
children is in operation. Where the places are reported

definitelybe doing the work of God and their own spiritual
unsatisfactory, they are again received into the Canadian

benefit. This was not only & question for those who were deeply

Home, and fresh situations found for them . The cost

interested in the spiritual welfare of their fellow -mon , it con.
does not exceed£10per head,including outfit, passage, and

corned those equally who had anything to lose. There was a
training. The Committee solicit help from the friends of this

growing feeling among the masses at the East End in favour of
excellentmovement, especially as a considerable sum will be

wbat might bestbedescribed “ as pulling down all that was up
required to covor thepresent expenditure.

and putting up all that was down." The cry was, “ Westward

They would also ask that this their first direct Canadian party

Ho," and he thoroughly believed that if it was not for these mis
berememberedintheprayersof God's people,that their

sionaries who went among the poor, who obtained their confi.
voyage across the Atlantic may be brought to a successful

dence, and who were able in some degree to counteract the
close, and that God's blessing mayrest on the lives of these

pernicious doctrines of socialism , rebellion and lawlessness
little ones in the New World .

would'be more frequent than it happily now was. This mission

was not denominational, and could appeal to all Christian

people alike for help.
Strangers' Rest Workers' Meeting:

Amongst the othör speakers were Mr. Frank A. Bevan , Sir W.
THE

JHE usual monthly gathering of workers and friends took

McArthur, and Messrs. Billington and Carley (City Mission

" Westward
Ho." -- Two bundred boys from Dr. Barnardo's

Institutions
will leave on Tuesday, June 15th , for Canada, under

the personal care of Mr. A. B. Owen , of Dr. Barnardo's
Dis.

tributing Home, Peterborough
, Ontario , and two experienced

assistants
. This company of two hundred boys will attend the

mid -day prayer meeting at the Young Men's Christian Associa .

tion , Aldersgate
Street, on Friday, the 11th inst., at twelve

noon , over which Robert Paton , Esq., will preside, and Dr.

Barnardo willmake a statement
concerning

the futureprospects
of these young voyageurs

. The last meeting of this partywill

be held on Whit -Monday evening, June 14th , at the Edinburgh

place on Friday, the 4th , when & goodly number were

aries.)
present, and a profitable evening was spent.

The chairman, Mr. ROBERT Paton, having read Col. iii.,

Mr. Ossian Davies followed witha stirring address , in which

“ Feed My Lambs. ”

he dwelt upon the unsectarian nature of the work , and thepress

ing need of such efforts to bring the Gospeltobear uponthe

MAY

AY I be allowed to make an appeal to those who may be masses of London, whose moral condition is such as to make

going abroad this summer (or at some other future the Saviourweep asHe wept overJerusalem . The greatneed

date) , and who are anxious to do something for the Lord Jesus ? is forpersonal contact, not pulpitcontact. If theoutcasts will

If so , I would earnestly plead with your readers to take with notcome tothe Gospel,the Gospelmustbe taken to them by

them and soatter broadcast to the little ones , who are so dear those who know the power of it in their hearts and lives.

to Jesus , some of the excellent Foreign Picture Leaflets, pub. Mr. J. T. ISAAC,the Hon. Secretary, reminded the meeting

lished by the Children's Special Service Mission, 48, Paternoster

Row . The mission ( from whom, of course , full information

that additional workers are always welcome, and that fundsare

neededfor carrying on thework, and especially forextending

can be obtained) make free grants of these foreign loaflets ; the efforts amongst thechildren, and forgiving them a day's

they will grant as many as the applicant may think it possible

to distribute. This I have proved from experience.

outing during the summer

This is a work that all may joinin .

Cheering testimony was then given by some sailorsand

It is sowing the seed .

God has promised the increase ; He has said , “ My Word shall

workers, and a happyeveningwas brought to aclose by prayer

and praiso .
not return unto Me void . "

The happiness of a holiday is increased a hundredfold by

scattering the message of God's love. Children of all classes

gladly receive these leaflets. Any one who could see the intense

eagerness of the little ones to get them would, I am sure, feel

it a privilege to help. A friend just returned from the Con

tinenthasmore than confirmed these statements.

No doubt many ways of scattering these messages of God's

love will suggest themselves to yourreaders. I think that

those who never yet tried the experiment of dropping them

from the train will say that that is a very good pla A friend

who suggested ittomeshowed me how many opportunities we

missbynot doing so . Castle . Rhodeswell Road,Limehouse , E , at half-past seven,

Will not manyof your readers take part in this work, for whenfarewell willbe said to and bythetwohundred boys.

J.J.
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WORD AND WORK.

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Bcriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa.

Secretary ,Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.
Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co., 16, St. James Street ,

London, B.W.

FOR HOME READING .

Published Monthly, price Id .
Unsectarian .

BIBLE LIG ET

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS .

Word and Work of Jan. 14th says : - " Those in search of hints and good

Bible votes will value this little monthly , throwing, as it does, light on
difficult points in a brief and pithy style caloulated to prove exceedingly

helpful to Bible students and Christian workers.'

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48 , PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

CONSUMPTION,

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE (post free ), or Large Edition (cloth ),18. 3d. , from

the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S.E., and Elliot Stock,

62, Paternoster Row, E.C.

A TANGLED WEB.
A Tale of theFifteenth century . By EMILY S. HOLT.

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 6s .

“ Not a whit behind any of its popular predecessors." — The Christian ,

“ Líko all Miss Holl's productions, ably written , carefully planned , and
full of deop teaching forold and young. " - Our Own Gazette .

OLDHAM ;

or, sow BESIDE ALL WATERS. Aquiet Story:
By L. E. GUERNSEY, Authorof “ The Foster Sisters, ' & o .

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops , 6s.

" The suggestions contained in this story are very useful, and the ton
is high andsympathetic with all Christian offort." -- Literary World ,

“ A most intoresting story . " - Christian .

HER HUSBAND'S HOME ;
or, THE DURLEYS OF LINLEY CASTLE.

By EVELYN EVERETT -GREEN, Author of “His Mother's Book , " & c .

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 59.

** An excollent book for young womon ." - Sunday School Chronicle,

“ Can be recommended as a really admirable tale . " - Scotsman .

ON THE CLIFF ;
or , ALIOK'S NEIGHBOURS. By C. SHAW , Author of " Alick's

Hero," & c . Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 88. 6d .

“ It is a most enjoyable story .” - Christian Journal.

" A good Sunday book for boys and girls ." - Sunday School Chronicle,

FIVE MINUTES TOOLATE ;

or, LESLIE HARCOURT'S RESULVE . By EMILY BRODIE, Author
of Norman and Elsie," &o. Large erown 8vo , gilt tops , 8s. 6d .

“ Cannot be read a minute too soon .” — Ladies ' Pictorial.

• Full of character, exhibiting high morality, and the godliness out of

which it grows. A comely book for 88. 6d . " - Sword and Trowel.

WORTA THE WINNING.

ByEMMA E. HORNBROOK , Authorof “ Judith the Slave, " & c.

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, as . 60 .

“ Girls will find more than onecharacter worth winping. "

Sunday School Chronicle.

“ Worth the reading, and worth thebuying. Fresh and pleasing, the
characters real, and the spiritual teaching prominent, though not

obtrusive .” - Our Own Gazette ,
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NEW WORK ON

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

Cures Toothache, prevents Decay, saves

Extraction, 1s. 11d , of all Chemists.

NERVINE ,

THE

SEVENTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING, FROM MAY TO AUGUST.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER ,

Mr. Congrove will give ONE RECENTCASE , NOT PUB

LISHBD BEFORH, in this journal EVERY WEEK,

BRONCHITIS merging into PHTHISIS.

CASE of Mrs. S. A. SMITH, of HALIFAX .

This patient cameto me first nearlythree years ago . She had lost her

father with lung disease . About twelve months before her visit , severe

cough had come on following an attack of pleurisy . There was a great deal
of dark expectoration. Pains extended from thechest to the back. The

breaching very short, the appetite bad . She had lost flesh and strength,

but haviug begun my medicine, she was already improving:
[Thiswasevident on examination, though there was stiiigreat delicacy

of the lungs, with much chronic bronchial irritation . There was also

every indication of arrested phthisis. Prior to her commencing with my
medicine the pains had been felt in both sides severely, and all over the

cbest and down the arm . The breathing also had been very difficult and

spasmodic . The secretiong bad allbeen thoroughly wrong, but were now

ima proriog ; and palpitations and irregularity of the heart's action were

also somewhat better .)
After this visit sbe continuedmy treatment, gradually improving, using

also a magnetic appliance . I will not trouble the readerwith extracts from

the long letters which passed , but will only refer to the last, received from

Mr. Smithin February of this year. He says :

* Withthe blessing of God the means were instrumental in thecomplete

recovery of my wife,whom I did not expect to live many weeks. I believe

her restoration would have been effected earlier by attending more care

fully to your iostructions. The price is much lesstban of any medicineI
know . I have pleasure to bearthis testimony unsolicited . You can use

my letter as you please . ” — THOMAS BMITH , Siddal Works, Halifax.

SENT
TOCOVENTRY ;

or, THE BOY3 OF HIGHBEECH . By M. L. RIDLEY, Author of

"The Three Chums, " & c. Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 8s . Bd .

“ No schoolboy who is fortunate enough to receive a copy will fail to peruse

it with avidity from beginning to end." Figaro.

“ A tale for schoolboys, and a most delightful one it is . We are sure

that schoolboys will wolcome this talo , and most heartily and unanimously

declare that they never read a better. " - English Churchman .

THE RIVER WAIF ;
or, THE LUCK OF GODFREY'S WHARF. By CONSTANCE CROSS,

Author of " After Twenty Years . " Large crown 8vo ,gilt tops, 3s. 6d .

" Thebook givosagoodidea of life amongwaterside people, and illus
trates the beautiful effects wrought by religious influences.'

Liverpool Courier .

“ A tale full of passages of graphic interest." - Sunday SchoolChronicle.

MARGARET CASSON'S RESOLVE.

A Talo of Victory . By B. O. KENYON, Author of " Hilda ; or, Life's

Discipline . " Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 23. 60 .

“As a present for a girl it would be difficult to fix upon a more suitable

book , Western Mail .

DAVID ELLIOTT.
A Cornish Story. By C. E. IRVINE, Author of “The Setton Boys.

Crown 8vo , cloth extra , 28. 6d .

“Not laoking in stirring and exciting adventure." - ManchesterExaminer .

“ The tale is a most stirring one, full of adventure and interest, and with

all is blended much religious teaching of a truly spiritual and sound

character. We strongly recommend this capital story ."

English Churchman ,

LONDON :

JOAN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

-
NOTE . Days of Consultation, TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAYMornings ONLY,

atCoombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance_should ohoose either of the two

former days. Every one is expocted to have seen

the book irst.

PURGEON
'S

MPLETE IN 7 VOLS

LOTH 8/ .
AN

ICH
ORIGINAL

EXPOSITION OF

THE BOOK OF.PSALMS

SHAQ R [ +ALABASTER PATERNOSTER.BUILDINCS.ES

Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds .

| DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED. "

Sir ,-My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness "
increases. A man here who has been deaf

Forty years, has had his hearing restored by it.

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch .

J1s, 1d. per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps ,from

Edwin J. Orohard, Chemist, Salisbury .
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Notices of Books.

99

" Come

As

at 11, by thepastor, Mr.Frank White . Bubject nextBunday, " Israel

Mr. C. RUSSELL HURDITCI gratefully ackpowledges the receipt of 10s. for

use of your glasses, both by day and night . I find no pain or weariness

without success, but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably ; the

The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon . Canon Worcester Cathedral,

feel strong already . I only regret I did not know of your exceeding sdll

BOND STREET, roiontifically adapts blo IMPROVED 8PROTAOLES

to assist and strongthen tho workest sights. Panaphlat contalnlng rug

E.C .; 3 , Guardian Buildings, Org88 Bt., MANOHRSTER;

5 , Corporation Street, BIRMINGHAM ; snd 129, Buchanan

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

Critical Lexicon and Concordance to the English and Greek to any part of England, Scotland, and Wales upon due notice. Apply

New Testament. By Rev. E. W. Bullinger, D.D. ( 15s. ) --
to Hon . Secretary, 21 , Surrey Street, Strand, W.O.

Longmans, Green , & Co.

Conference Hall, Eccleston Street . - On Thursday, 10th , at 4 p.m. and 8

p.m. , servants of the Lord who have been labouring in India, China,

Many must rejoice that increasing attention is being given to North Africa, Central Africa, Singapore, Spain , Sicily, Italy, France,

the original of the sacred Word , notmerely by critical students, Russia , Germany,and Scandinavia , will give an account of the Lord's

but by Bible readers generally . Many, however, while able
work in those lands.

to read Greek, can by no means decide upon the precise shade

Miss Mittendorff having now got into the small town house at No. 2,

Aberdeen Place , Maida Hill, n.w. , she has taken as a branch to her

of signification in certain words. To such Dr. Bullinger's work Home at Epsom for orphan and destitute girls, purposes haring a

is peculiarly valuable. An English word is taken , and the dedicatory meeting on Friday, the 18th June, at 8 p.m. Tea at 7p,m .

various Greek words so translated in our English Testament are
May Meetings :

given with their shades ofmeaningand references. “ Holiness,”

London Female Preventive Society, Homes, Parson's Green,

Fulham , Saturday, June 19th , at 3 p.m.

for example , represents five Greek words,
no less Stockwell Orphanage, Orphanage, Clapham Road , Wednesday,

than thirty -two . The book is really one for the private'student,
June 23rd , at 2 p.m.

and of the utmost value to all who , as Mr. Gordon Forlong

House of Rest, 7 & 8, Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn , N.W.- Friday, lith,

at 7 p.m., “ Satan's contention with the woman's Seed" ( Rev, ali.

urged, a week or two since , in these pages, seek to follow the 13-17). Tea at 6. Sun., 13th , at 3.30 p.m., “ God's resources."

very words of God , the exact terms and phrases employed by Home of Industry , 60, Commercial Street.-Monthly meeting for

the Holy Spirit in His Revelation .
Christian workers, Wednesday , June 16th. Tea at 6. Meeting at ?.

Mr. Charles Inglis will give the address . Subject : “ Sevenfold privi

The Englishman's Bible ( large type edition ), English Greek lege of the servant ofGod " (St. John's Gospel).

Testament. By Thomas Newberry . - Hodder & Stoughton . Y.M.U. A., City ,New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue,Leadenhs!!

Another invaluable " help" in Bible study. We have already
Street (late 61, Gracechurch Street ).- Social gatherings as follow ,

so warmly expressed our sense of the usefulness and excellence

commencing each evening at 5.30 p.m., chair taken at 6 p.m. Wedoes.

day , 9th , book reception by Mr. F. A. Bevan , addresses, & c. Friday ,

of this work , that there needs no more than to note the issue llth , address by Rev. W.Haslam , M.A. Sunday, June 20th ,5 p.m.,

of Part V. , containing the Gospels. We have found the work Bible reading by Mr. Alfred Woods, “ The Alpbabet of the Human

of the greatest value in our own studies of the Word of God .
Heart . " Mission work at Bermondsey, Whitechapel, Hackney, & c.

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.- June 13th , at 3.30, Mr.P. 8 .

Rome's Theory of Tradition Examined . By C. H, Collette. Badenoch ; at 7. Mr. Charles Inglis .

(18 .) - John F. Shaw & Co.
Clapton Hall, Alkham Road , Cazenove Road , Upper Clapton. - Mr.J. G.

Here we have No. 1 of a series of handbooks, entitled
McVicker, Sundays, at 6.30 p.m., Fridays , at 7.30 p.m.

English Opinion Series, and if the subsequent issues prove

Children's SpecialService Mission . - Seaside arrangements. - M .

Arrowsmith , at Scarborough , in Aug.; atNorth Berwick, in Sept.; Mr.

valuable as the first, real service will be done to the E. T. M.Dennes, at Saltburn, in August ; Mr. E. Salisbury, at Wer

cause of truth. In examining Rome's theories, Mr. Collette mouth , in August ; Mr. E. J. Kennedy, at Bridlington , in August;

traces the crystallizing of tradition in the Primitive Church from
Mr. W. L. Seyler, at Broadstairs, August1-15 .

the earliest innovations right on to the dogmas of Pius IV . , and

Youths' Institute, Old Pge Street, Westminster (" One Tun"

Mission ).- Prayer meeting overy Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con

in our own day of Pius IX.; setting against these the clearest ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.30 to 8 .

statements from the earliest Fathers,which, thoughnot inspired
Conference Hall, 143, Clapham Road , 8.W. - Sunday, 11 a.m. , Children's

writings, reveal the attitude of the faithful at that time towards

service ; 3.30 p.in., Bible reading ; ? p.m. , Evangelistic service.
Evangelistio Missio " ( Duder the direction of C.Russell Hurditch).

tradition . This book should be in the hands of all our young BankHoliday, Whit-Monday , June 14th . - Meetings in Kilburn

people , exposed as they are to the insidious plea on behalf of

Hall, Kilburn Gate (not Town Hall), at 3.30 and 6.30 p.m. Tea

between .

sacerdotal pretension- " the Church has always taught so.” Kilburn Hall, Kilburg Gato (not Town Hall).-Mr. Geo . Hucklesby,

Such defence will be estimated at its true value by those who Bun ., at 7 p.m. , and Wed. , at 7.30 p.m.

read and ponder Mr. Collette's book.
Malden Hail, Kentish Town.-Mr.o. V. T. Onslow , Bun.. 7 p.tm.

All of Grace. By C. H. Spurgeon ,-Passmore and Alabaster.
and Thurs. , at 8 .

Dalston Hall, 105, Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. W. Rivett, Sun., 7 p.m. ,

" To you, the object of this book is the salvation of the and Thurs., 8 p.m.
reader. ” So , in his own terse and direct style , does Mr. Spur . Biznold Hall, Bignold Road , Station Road , Porost Gate -Yr.

geon strike his key-note in thevery opening words : a note well
Rangome Wallis, bun., ? p.m .,and Wed., 8 p.m.

maintained throughout. The plan of salvation is set forth so

• West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith

Road ,West Kensington.- Sun., Dr. Popham ,at8 p.m., and Mr.

that he who runs may read ; there is no mistake as to man's need; J. Short, at 7 p.m.
God's remedy , and how that remedy is applied . We recom Mortlake, RestMission Hall.-Mr. 8. E. Angel, Sun., 7 d.m .

mend our readers to place the book in the hands of unconverted
Zonana and MedicalMissionSchool and done, 53, St. George's

friends for whom they are praying. We believe it will be the

Road, 8.W .-- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturdayat noon, at

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside .

means of leading many to the Saviour. Y.W.C.A. - Meetings forbusiness young ladies every Tuesday evening

Twenty-five Years' Labouramong theFriendless and Fallen . By
at 9.15 , in the Mall Hall, High Street, Notting Hill.

Edward W. Thomas, —John F. Shaw & Co.
Rev. W. Hay Aitken's futureengagementsare :-June 10th to 22nd,

Bedford Church , Exeter.
We welcome heartily a second edition (enlarged) of this Deepening of Spiritual Life.--Meeting at Stafford Rooms, Titch

valuable handbook of service in this special and painful fieldof borne Htreet, Edgware Road , Fridays , 3.30 p.m.

labour. What has been done, scenes of violence and vice wit
Conference on the Second Advent. - Conference Hall , Clapham

nessed, difficulties overcome, the abyss of misery and sin , the

Road , 8.W. , June 15-17.
8t. G Jorge's' Hall, Langham Place, W.-Mr. Denliam Smith, Sandar

bitterness of immorality, the recruiting of the fallen ; on these morning,at 11 ; evening, at 7; and at Burlington Hall,Savile Row, od

and many cognate subjects a flood of light is thrown from the

personal experiences, during many years, of this devoted and

TalbotTabernacle, Powis Square, w . - Second Advent Testimony,s

seriesofexpositoryaddresses on the Lord's coming, Sunday mornina

unwearying servant of Christ, through whose efforts someeight

thousand of our fallen sisters have been rescued. To all last days

interested in protecting the friendless, and reclaiming the

erring, this book will fully commend itself as one to be read , Donations Received .

pondered, prayed over,and acted upon .

Wave Whispers. By William Luff. (6d. packet.) - Drummond's

Cook's SEAMAN'S Mission ,

Tract Depot. PRESENT DISTRESS.

A useful series for tract distributors. N. W. ...

From the same publishers we have Make Haste, by Rev,
Horatius Bonar, D.D. (1d. ) , which needs only to be mentioned Evangelistic Mission tent work, from Mrs. G. P.

to be valued, and , we trust, widely circulated. Also various
small Gospel books , such as The Trust Life, Can You Undo? DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS are frequently

Christian Peace, and Blind Elsie's Question, useful Gospel re

caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles.
The Rev.Dr. Orowther, Aid

prints from the British Messenger,

House,Ascot, writes : - " Icannotdescribe thecomfort Iderive frossthe

Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of trying for the eyesonaccount of thesmallness of the
type. ThelatoSir

the publishers, John F. Shawand Co., 48, PaternosterRow , Julius Benedictwrote: I have tried the principal opticiansin London

London, E.O., post free,forthe published price. Full cash

discount for generalbook orders,

writos: " Tho spoctacles you adapted are all I could destro, and many of

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

June 13th-Acts iv, 23-37 June 17th -- Acts vi , 1-15

14th-Acts v. 1-16 18th-Acts vii , 1-16

15th-Acts y, 17-32 19th - Acts vii. 17-29

16th-Acts y, 33–42 -
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Situations and Appointments.
Terms for Advertisements

"Woyd and Work .”

Educational.

IN YOUNG MAN seeks employment, care THE OLD HALL SCHOOL.

taker of mission hall , &c. House - to -house visita
WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE,

tion , and dealing with anxious souls a special gift.

James i . 27. Could act as secretary , clerk ,keep Principal : Dr. CRANAGE , M.A.
accounts in conjunction or apart from above .

This Paper having a large and increasing cir Object, Master's glory. Ebenezer, Box 2,643, CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .
culation amongst Christians of all denominations Sell's, 167, Fleet Street, E.O. The Avenue, Acton.--Careful Christian training
forms an excellent medium for Educational and combined with the best educational advantages.
other Announcements. A CHRISTIAN , of many years' experience Pupils received between the ages of six and tour

in the City , having three days per week on hand, teen years . A limited number only taken .

Situations, &c. seeks engagement as Bookkeeper, Secretary, or References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

VACANT OR WANTED.

other similar employment. Merchants and very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Tradesmen's books kept by time or contract. Address Principal .

Bookkeeping thorougbly understood ; first -class

Apartments - House's references given, and charges very moderate.
CAPTAIN MORETON

Address M., Word and Work Office, 48, Pater has great pleasure in recommending Mr. GEO.
WANTED OR TO LET. noster Row . FOSTER as an educator .

London Referee -GEORGE WILLIAMS, E81.,

Educational
YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory 71 , St. Paul's Churchyard .

course of training with a view to the Christian Swimming taught this term .
AND MISCELLANEOUS. Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home KELVEDON SCHOOL , ESSEX.

The Terms are very moderate , viz. : Miscel
Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable BRIGHTON LADIES' SCHOOL.

laneous in small Type ,28. 60. for 30 words orless ,

terms, by applying to Rev, J, Renny, F.R.S.L. ,
Established twenty - five years . Pupils succe 85

Christ Church Parsonage. Cheddar. "A stamped
and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or

addressed envelope should be sent for reply.
fully prepared for all examinations. The juniors

under. A reduction for a series of six Insertions have a separate department. Address Principal ,

and apwards.
A GENTLEMAN recommends an earnest,

122, Marine Parade.

experienced , Christian woman for medical SOUTHEND - ON - SEA.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS mission work ,town or country. T. B , 203, BELLE VUE HOUSE .

AND Regent Street, W. PREPARATORY BOABI ING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG
LADIES.

SITUATION WANTED, by a youngRELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS, Delicate Children receive special attention .
man , just left the navy , with good character, as Terms moderate - C ., Office of Word and Work ,

Book and Displayed Advertisements charged

porter or any place of trust. W.C. , 4 , Maryland's 48, Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

according to space occupied. Front Page, and
Road, Harrow Road ,W.

other special positions, by arrangement . CLERK (LADY ) desires employment as
BOARDING SCHOOL for Young Ladies ,

Resident English and Foreign governesses.

N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements
assistant-bookkeeper, or in a light business. Aged

Visiting masters. Vacancies for two boarders ,

in the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK ,
19. Tall . Two years' unexceptionable reference ,

Terms moderate,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday
Address J. M. , 17, Poland Street, W. Principal, Russell House,

Maidstone.

morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .
WANTED by Young Lady (26) situation GOVERNESS . - Re -engagement wanted by

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom as Companion . Would assist with children .
young lady, aged 21. Acquirements : English ,

paniedby . Poslal Order or Cheque, payable Country preferred . Not object to travel , Good
French , music , drawing, elementary, German,to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F. Bhaw & Co. references.
and Latin . 15 years in last engagement. Country

Amounts under 2s, 6d , may be sent in Halfpenny R. P. , 95 , Ledbury Road , Bayswater.. preferred. F. s ., Job F. Shaw & Co., 48 , Pater
Stamps ,

ASSISTANT MATRON , or Matron, in
noster Row, London, E.O.

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.
A small home, or any place of trust. Age 49.

Moderate salary. Good reference . A.B.C., Post Apartments, &r.

Office, Wrentham , Wangford , Suffolk .
BOURNEMOUTH.- A delightful Home

GOOD GENERAL SERVANT for Visitors and invalidsat Durley Dean Mansion .
Wanted . Very clean , quick, willing, good Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

tempered, able to cook , abstainer, and an early Konmiss treatment where desired . Pamphlets

riser. Unexceptionable character from last place. showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

Wages £ 16 , and laundress . M. K. , 19 & 21 , cases post free for 6d . in stamps. Address

Artesian Road , Westbourne Grove. Secretary .

is Published overy Thursday, Price One Penny .

Orders sbould be sent to any local Bookseller or
WANTED . - Re-engagementas Companion LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob
Housekeeper ; domesticated ; good needlewoman . 20, 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C.

taining copies thus, theycan behad direct from Three years' reference. Near London preferred . Five minutes' walk or 1s . cab fare from Euston ,

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday , at the
M. , 22 , Oakley Road, Southgate Road, N. St. Pancras , King's Cross Railways ; easily

following rates, Payable in Advance
reached from other stations . Patronised by

readers of Word and Tork . Tariff on application.
Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks ARTIFICIAL TEETH . - Special Notice.

£ s . d . £ s. d . -Mr. J. SHIPLEY SLIPPER, R.D.S. (Hon . Dental TRURO . - Furnished Villa to let , three re

1 Copy 0 3 5 0 6 10 Surgeon to the School for the Bons of Con
ception , five bedrooms, garden . Country church

2 Copies 0 6 10 0 13 8 gregational Ministers , Caterham) , makes no
town ; cathedral; river Fal ; pleasant neighbour

0 10 3 1 0 6 charge for consultation , and fits artificial teeth
hood. Terms moderate . Apply A. , Trekeverne

0 12 6 1 5 0 without extracting old teeth or stumps. These House.

0 17 6 1 15 0 teeth are life - like in appearance, and can be ad

( Including Double Numbers.) justed from 3s . 6d . per tooth , and20s. per set TO BE LET, furnished , for two or three

The above rates apply to all Countries (guaranteed). Every information FREE daily,
months from 1st July , a House in Shooter's Hill

in the Postal Union , the Continent of from 9 to 7, at 37, High Holborn , London, w.o. Road, Blackheath . Nine rooms and offices ;

Europe, Canada, the United States of (facing Chančery Lane). Copies of testimonials
drainage perfected recently at great expense ;

America , Egypt, and the Holy Land . from ministers and public speakers who have small tennis lawn ; stable and coach house if
been successfully titted , gratis and post free to

required. Apply 60 , Bhooter's Hill Road , Black
readers of Word and Work on application . beath .

Mr. J. Bhipley Slipper submits the following

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES. letter as a sample of many others daily received . HOUSE TO LET.-Eight rooms. Belect

(Published by permission .) neighbourhood . 8 , Bouverie Road, Stoke Newing
Copies of " WORD AND WORK " 61 , Larkhall Lane, Clapham , London , S.W. Rent moderate . Easy access from City.

sent weekly from this Office to any address in DEAR BIR ,-It is with true pleasure I bear my
For particulars apply toJ. G. Vernou , Oxford

the undermentioned Foreign countries, for One sincere testimony to the excellency of the set of
House, College Avenue, Clapton, E.

Year , on the following terms, paid in advance teeth prepared for me ; for fit , appearance, and

To comfortthey surpass any I have had for thirty

Jamaica
WORTHING HOME OF REST for

Africa South Africa years . I consider you a thorough proficient in

Australia Japan South America the art of dentistry, and if widely known, you Christians.--Every comfort. Terms, one to two

Brazil New S. Wales Tasmania
must ensure a large share of public patronage.

guineas. Lady Superintendent, Rutherford

China New Zealand West Indies
Yours faithfully,

Louge, Worthing.

( The postage being One Penny each copy .)
( Signed ) Tłos. CHIVERS, OXFORD . - Superior Board and Residence

Baptist Minister .

£ s. d . £ s. d . in this interesting and picturetque city. Large

1 Copy.com 09 Copies ........ 10
ghrden , and within five minutes of the river,

2 Copies ......... 0 180 1 14 Address A. , care of Messrs . Fisher & Hobdell,

High Street, Oxford , .

TOS

India Ceylon Aden:

ToShelter

Young
Women

(other

HEBREW8 vi, 19 .
BOARD and RESIDENCE, Brighton .

Persia Transvaal. Zanzibar
A most comfortable home for ladies. Cheerful

( The Postage being Three Halfpence each copy. ) wise respectable) lately Fallen into

Sin . position , few minutes from sea, and with access

£ 3. d . £ s . d . to shaded inclosures. Terms from £lls. per

1 Copy . 021 Copies ......... | 13 O FOR rules of admission to the Anchorage week . 10, Grand Parade, Brighton ,

2 Copies 1 2 0 1 4 Copies
House , and for particulars of its work , and for

1 17
TRAINED SERVANTë ready to go out to situa

All Subscriptions should be remitted by Cheque APARTMENTS, banks of the Thames ,

or Postal Order for the amount payable to the

tions, apply (by letter only) to Mrs. H , STUART
WORTLEY , Rosslyn House, Grove End Road , delightfully situate. Detached House . Whole

Publishers. N.W. , London ; and to wbom, or to any member or partial board for gentlemen . Billiards, lawn

of committee, subscriptions may be sent, or to tennis, boating , & c . Mr. Littlejohn's, Riverside

OFFICES : 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW , B.O, Editor, Word and Work, House, Mortlake,

Terms of Subscription.

Word and Work "
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FRIENDLESS AND PALLEN

Amongst the gratifying results of Missionary Work in the Metropolis and country

towns is the rescue of large numbers of friendless girls from immoral surroundings. From

January 1st of this year to the 31st ult . FIVE HUNDRED AND FORTY-EIGHT have

been brought to the office , representing all classes and conditions of the friendless and

fallen, and of these a considerable proportion were quite young girls, FATHERLESS,

MOTHERLESS, or even worse, and to extend the Christian hand to these is indeed a

SOLEMN OBLIGATION resting on those who profess to be the followers of HIM who

LAID DOWN HIS LIFE in order that He might SAVE TO THE UTTERMOST.

PARSON'S GREEN HOMES.

About ten years ago the Committee of the London Female Preventive and Reformatory

Institution secured, by purchase, the freehold of the property as it then stood. Within

eighteen months one Home was rebuilt to accommodate thirty inmates. Subsequently

another part of the property was adapted for thirty more, specially young girls. Now

the work of extension is being carried on by the rebuilding of the remainder , which will

make accommodation for eighty inmates at this branch of the institution .

This extension will involve an outlay of about £1,550, and the freewill offerings of

the Lord's people in aid of the above are most urgently solicited.

ANNUAL MEETING.

The Annual Meeting of the Institution will be held in the gardens in the rear of the

Parson’s Green Homes, on Saturday, the 19th inst.

SIR ROBERT N. FOWLER, BART., M.P. ,

will preside at three o'clock, supported by Frank A. Bevan, Esq. , and the Revs. J. L.

Forster, F. A. C. Lillingston, W. H. J. Page, John Shaw, J. S. Sinclair, and W. H. Webb

Peploe.

At the close of the Annual Meeting

MRS. FRANK A, BEVAN

will lay a memorial stone to commemorate the further extension of the Preventive Homes.

Tickets of Admission not necessary .

Tea will be provided in a marquee.

The Parson's Green Station, on the District Railway, is within three minutes' walk of

the Homes, and friends may book to that point from almost any part of the Metropolis.

Donations, either for the extension or the maintenance of the Homes in general, will

be receivedby Messrs.John F.Shaw & Co.,48, Paternoster Row,E.C .; the Bankers,

Lloyds, Barnetts,& Bosanquets, 60, Lombard Street, E.C. , and 54, St. James' Street, S.W .;

Francis Nicholls, Esq. (of the Committee), 14 , Old Jewry Chambers, E.C.; and

EDWARD W. THOMAS,

Office - 200, Euston Road, London , N.W. Secretary

London , J. F. Suv & Co., 48, Paternoster Row , 1.0 .
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(48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

ONE PENNY.

21 , JOHN STREET, ADELPHI, W.C.

THE ANNUAL MEETING

will be held at

WILLIS'S ROOMS, KING STREET, ST. JAMES'S,

On FRIDAY, JULY 2nd, 1886, at 3 p.m.

Chairman - The LORD BISHOP OF OXFORD.

Speakers - Revg, CANON WILBERFORCE, W. HAY M. H. AITKEN, M.A. ,

C. J. RIDGEWAY.

THAMES CHURCH MISSION .

INSTITUTED 1844 .

President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR.

Chairman

Capt. the HON . F. MAUDE, R.N.

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

- FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos. of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts, &c. , are most necessary '

and will greatly assist the Chaplainsand Missionaries.

TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

School Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Btreet, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

REV, H. BLOOMER , Secretary .

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa.

Secretary , Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.

Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16, St. James Street,
London , 8.W.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S

Queen's Printers' Teacher's Bible,

THE

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON : J. F.SHAW & Co.] (REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD. )

VOL . XII., No. 587. THURSDAY, JUNE 17, 1886.

BOOKS FOR HOME READING. The CHURCH PAROCHIAL MISSION SOCIETY,

A TANGLED WEB.
A Tale of theFifteenth Century . By EMILY S. HOLT.

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 5s .

“ Not a whit behind any of its popular predecessors." — The Christian .

" Like all Miss Holl's productions, ably written , carefully planned , and

full of deep teaching for old and young." - Our Own Gazette.

OLDHAM ;

or, SOW BESIDE ALL WATERS . A quiet Btory .

By L. E. GUERNSEY, Author of “ The Foster Sisters," & c .

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 6s .

" The suggestions contained in this story are very useful, ani the tone

is high andsympathetic with all Christian effort." -Literary World .

“ A most interesting story ." - Christian ,

HER HUSBAND'S HOME;
or, THE DURLEYS OF LINLEY CASTLE .

By EVELYN EVERETT -GREEN , Author of “ His Mother's Book ," &c .

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 5s .

" An excellent book for young women ." - Sunday School Chronicle.

"Can be recommended as a really admirable tale ." - Scotsman .

ON THE CLIFF ;
or, ALICK'S NEIGHBOURS. By C. SHAW , Author of Alick's

Hero," & c . Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 8s. 6d .

" It is a most enjoyable story . " - Christian Journal.

" A good Sunday book for boys and girls ." - Sunday School Chronicle .

FIVEMINUTES TOO LATE ;
or, LESLIE HARCOURT'S RESOLVE . By EMILY BRODIE, Author

of “ Norman and Elsie," &c. Large erown 8vo, gilt tops , 39. 6d.

“ Cannot be read a minute too soon .” — Ladies' Pictorial.

" Full ofcharacter, exhibiting high morality, and the golliness out of

which it grows. A comely book for 3s. 6d ." -- Sword and Trowel.

WORTH THE WINNING.

By Emma E. HORSBROOK , Author of " Julith the Blave , " & c .
Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 3s . 6d .

“ Girls will find more than one character worth winning. ".

Sunday School Chr : nicle .

“ Worth the reading, and worth the buying. Fresh and pleasing, the

characters real, and the spiritual teaching prominent, though not
obtrusive . " - Our Own Gazette .

SENT TOCOVENTRY ;

or, THE BOY3 OF HIGHBEEH. By M. L. RIDLEY, Author of

* The Three Chums, " &c. Large crown 8vo, gilo tops, 3s . 60.

“ No schoolboy whois fortunateenough to receive a copy will fail to peruso

it with avidity from beginning to end ." - Figaro.

“ A tale for schoolbovs, and a most delightful one it is . We are sure

that schoolboys will welcome this tale, and mostheartily and unanimously

declare thatthey never read a better." - English Churchman .

THE RIVER WAIF ;

or, THE LUCK OF GODFREY'S WHARF. By CONSTANOE Cross,

Author of “ After Twenty Years. " Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 3s . Ed .
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PENTECOST AND WHITSUNTIDE.

Lord shall enter upon the rest which remaineth . The

other five lie between these dates. As we have seen ,

HE Passover stands first among Jewish festivals
the Passover tells of redemption, the wave-sheaf of

as commemorating the birth of the nation. On resurrection, and for the next, the feast of Pentecost,

the eve of the exodus from Egypt, sheltered by the let us turn to the termsof itsappointment : “ Ye shall

sacrificial blood which stained the door-posts and count unto you from the morrow after the Sabbath ,

lintels, the redeemed people fed in solemn expectation from the day that ye brought the sheaf of the wave

on the flesh of the victim by whose death the lives of offering ; seven Sabbaths shall be complete : even

the first -born were spared . That night closed their
unto the morrow after the seventh Sabbath shall ye

long servitude, and from it they marched forth into number fifty days ; and ye shall offer a new meat

the free life of the wilderness, with its peculiar privi- offering unto the Lord. Ye shall bring out of your

lege of national fellowship with God . Their national
habitations two wave loaves of two tenth deals : they

history began with blood -shedding, and the whole
shall be of fine flour ; they shall be baken with leaven ;

economy under which God placed them testified with
they are the first-fruits unto the Lord.”

a thousand tongues “ without shedding of blood there
This, we are informed , is a new meat-offering. We

is no remission . " cannot fail to note the difference between it and the

other offering of similar character so closely

E find no difficulty now when we study the signifi- associated with the burnt-offering. Here there are

cance of this type . Through grace we have two wave -loaves ; in the other fine flour, In this

beheld the “ Lamb of God who taketh away the sin case the loaves are baken with leaven ; in the other

of the world .” We know that we have not been there is no leaven, and the flour is mingled with oil .

" redeemed with corruptible things as silver and From the meat-offering properly so called the priest

gold, but with the precious blood of Christ as of a takes a handful as a memorial, and burns it on the

lamb without blemish and without spot . ” We have altar for a sweet savour ; no part of this new offering

learned that “ Christ our passover is sacrificed for ascends from the altar, it is only waved before God.

us," and that it is our privilege to “ keep the feast ,

not with old leaven , neither with the leaven of malice S in the burnt-offering we recognise Christ yielding

or wickedness , but with the unleavened bread of

WE find

A Himself to God in fullest devotion and Divine

sincerity and truth . ” On the very threshold of acceptance ; so in the meat-offering we recognise His

spiritual life we must master the primary truth which whole-hearted service to the redeemed on earth ,

declares redemption by the sacrifice of a Substitute. rendered in loving obedience to His Father in heaven .

On the third day of the Paschal feast the first sheaf In both there is perfection, absolute and entire.

of the harvest field was to be waved before the Lord. Nowhere do the two tables of the law find such ful

Perhaps to some this might mean nothing more than
filment as on the Cross . There, nailed between two

an acknowledgment of God's bounty and a frank malefactors, we behold perfect love to God and perfect

confession that He had a right to claim the first -fruits
love to man.

But a new meaning enters into the type

when Christ rises from the dead as the “ first-fruits

”
as the wave -sheaf was the heavenly. In the ful

this fact altogether away from the harvests of men
ness of time God makes this manifest when the Spirit

to the great harvest in which angels are the reapers.

sent from
above,in testimony to the glory of Christ, per

The resurrection of Christ is the pledge and pattern of

of our toil.

of them that slept.”Ourthoughts arecarriedby THE Pentecostalloaves are the earthly firstfruits,
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suades three thousand penitents to welcome the Lanand therefore allthe efforts and energies, all the duplicities

Saviour whom the nation rejected . Henceforth
to bending and breaking the will of the English people, and to

Pentecost becomes associated with the gift of the subjugating and subduing Englishmen to thewill ofthe Pope.

Father, and the day becomes memorable as the day

If this cannot be done by means of Home Rule agitations in

Ireland , and if dynamite explosions and socialist riots in Eng

on which the Spirit was poured out from on high . land do not suffice to accomplish their purpose, then other

When we speak of Pentecostal blessings we date back

measures will be resorted to.

Further, Cardinal Manning said : “ There is only one solution

to this early season of refreshing, which prepared the of the difficulty — a solution, I fear, impending — and that is, the

infant Church for the season of suffering and service

terrible scourge of a continental war, a war which will exceed

the horrors ofany of thewars of the First Empire."

on which it was so soon to enter. That is the aim of the Papacy, to weaken and to humble Eng

Let us not miss, however, the significance of the land , to dismember the Empire, to render her the prey to her

enemies in a great continental war.

leaven . However honoured saints may be, they are

The words on which we lay special emphasis are

not allowed to forget that in the flesh there dwelleth
these : “ Were heresy conquered in England,it would

nothing good . Our acceptance is only in Him

in whom there was no sin , though God is pleased

be conquered throughout the world . ” They indicate

to endow us with His Spirit, and to accept our service. consistentpolicy. For, as Dr. Manning says,Roman

a strong conviction , and are the basis of a clear and

POPISH PLOTS TO-DAY.

ism must, in this country , be " gathered in its

strength .”

OME years ago Dr. Manning (the so-called
We are no extremists. Some discover the action

cardinal) recognised clearly that the strength
of Rome everywhere, others are unable to trace it

of Protestantism is really to be found in this
anywhere. Now, we believe that it is present in

country. Here, therefore , is the battle -ground on
considerable force in the politics of to-day, though

which the Papacy must win its greatest triumph or

suffer its most humiliating defeat. We need not be only crass ignorance or stubborn prejudice can fail to

we confess it is not always easy to unmask it. But

surprised if strong and stubborn endeavours be
note its impetus and direction in the case of Ireland.

made to bring both our institutions and churches
Roman Catholic organs at home and abroad speak on

into nearer accord with Rome. We are not
this subject with one voice. They make no secret of

measuring at present the success or failure of these
their wish for Irish independence . It is passin;

efforts, we are merely explaining them . There is no
strange that Protestants remain deaf to this testimony .

likelihood of their discontinuance or diminution . The greater pumber seem to regard the question of

Therefore it is of the utmost importance to understand union or separation as simply one of political

their character and design . The following extract expediency ; whereas, unless we are to unlearn all the

from Lord Robert Montagu's book is sufficiently history ofthe past, it is designed to “ bend or break

instructive :
that will, which nations and kingdoms have found

Cardinal Manning wrote: that the Queen's supremacy is the

essence of heresy, and “ the Reformation in concreto ; "and that

invincible and inflexible ."

the English Government “ has headed the unbelief and the

sedition of Europe, and directs the full power of England THE APPROACHING CONFERENCE.

against the Catholic Church, and, above all, against the Holy

See ; " and is “ essentially a denialof the Divine institution of
E are glad to notice, in the arrangements for

the Church , and represents a population not only in schism and

heresy, but traditionally hostile to the spiritual authority of the the difficulties of the Christian life, ' are to receive

Church and the Pontiffs.” Again he said : “ If ever there was

a land in which work was to be done , and perhaps much to

in
consideration at the first two afternoon meetings

suffer, it is here. I shall not say toomuch if I say that we have
the great hall . Such questions should be sent in ,

to subjugate and subdue, to conquer and rule, an imperial race. We to care of Mr. J. E. Mathieson, on or before Monday,

have to do with a will which reigns throughout the world as the 21st June.

will of old Rome reigned once . We have to bend or break that

will, which nations and kingdoms have found invincible and

inflexible. Were heresy conquered in England , it NOTHER decided improvement of &

would be conquered throughout the world . All its lines meet character, for which we have pleaded

here, and therefore in England the Church of God must be

gathered in its strength ."

once, is the announcement beforehand of the names

That this was a fixed determination with Cardinal Manning
of the appointed speakers at each of the meetings.

is shown by the fact that in his “ Address to the Third Pro

vincial Council of the Archdiocese of Westminster,” he reverted A NATION IN PERIL.

to the same subject : “ This nineteenth century will make a

great epoch in the history of the Church It is good for
T

to subjugate and subdue , to bend and to break, the will of an behalf ofthe nation . We venture, therefore,to think

imperial race ; the will which , as of Rome of old, rules over

nations and peoples, invincible and inflexible
very special attention will be given to the following

You

have a great commission to fulfil, and great is the prize for
just to hand from Pastor Frank H. White . :

which you strive . Surely a soldier's eye and a soldier's heart Meetings for prayer andtestimony will be held in the Powis

would choose, by intuition, this field of England for the warfare Hall, Powis Gardens,Talbot Road, Notting Hill (back of the

of the faith None ampler or nobler could be found . Talbot Tabernacle), on Monday next, the 21st of June. All who

It is the head of Protestantism , the centre of its movements , are in any measure alive to the dangers which threaten by the

and the stronghold its powers , Weakened in England , it is spread of infidelity and Popery and their exaltation to high

paralyzed everywhere. Conquered in England , it is conquered places in the land are earnestly invited .

throughout the world . Once overthrown here , all is but a war The chair will be takenin the afternoon at three o'clock, in

of detail. All the roads of the whole world moet in one point ; the evening at H. Sinclair Paterson , M.D., Chas.

and this point reached, the whole world is open to the Church's Graham ,W. Fuller Gooch ,W.Frith, G. D.Hooper, Robert

will. England is the key of the whole position of modern error. Alexander, LL.D. , and others, will take part.

practic
al

more than

testobogate in Bangland toitis yours,right reverend on the A™ teha present juncture the Lord's peoplemust

.

seven .
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Sacrifice of Praise.

IT

5 Is

The
heritage.” Why ? “ The Lord is the portion of Mine

inheritance and of My cup . Thou maintainest My

BY REV. CHARLES GRAHAM. lot. ” So with thankfulnesswe can say also.

Delivered at Mildmay on Wednesday, 2nd June . During the past ten years God has given many

T is to me a great privilege to join in this thanks
souls to this mission, and the salvation of one soul is

giving service. I had my spirit refreshed last
beyond the power of the highest angel to calculate .

week by joining inaday of thanksgiving in the glory, honour, and incorruptioninthe kingdomof

To save one soul from eternal death , and to raise it to

doing a great work throughHis servants, theMisses God, is a greater work than all the mere philanthrc

Perks, who are now assisted by that devoted evange
pists, politicians , and moralists of the world ever

list , Mr. Charles Edwards, and by many devoted local
accomplished .

workers. The population of our world is said to be

But though I rejoice greatly in all that God has
1,400,000.000. Multiply that sum by the longest

done, and isdoing, among the Gentiles, I feel a special
human life , say one hundred years , and it will not

interest in His work among the Jews. The blessing give you an infinitesimal part of eternity. You can

of the Gentile world waits upon the restoration of not compare it with eternity. You can compare the

Israel . In Rom. xi . , Paul tells us the restoration of
finite with the finite ; you can compare a grain of

Israel will be to the Gentile world as " life from the sand with the universe ; but you cannot compare the

dead ." finite with the infinite ; you cannot compare time

In looking back on the ten years' work ofthe
with eternity. To be God's instrument in saving one

Mildmay Mission to the Jews , one is constrained to
soul is a greater work than all the angels in heaven

exclaim, " Whathath God wrought !” To Him we
ever accomplished. An angel told Cornelius to send

will give the glory. How gracious it is of Him to for Peter, and an angel told Philip to go down to

accept our poor thanksgivings! How wonderful that
the desert road to Gaza, that he might preach to the

theyshould be to Him as anoffering of sweet savour !
eunuch ; but neither of those heavenly messengers

“ By Him ," says Paul, that is , by the Lord Jesus, “ let
could himself do the work of an evangelist.

us offer the sacrifice of praise to God continually,
The Son of God Himself 'came into the world to

that is, the fruit of our lips , giving thanks to His
seek and save that which was lost ; and we are most

name." like Him while we share His compassion for lost

How much is written in Holy Scripture on praise souls, and seek to pluckthem as brands from the

and thanksgiving ! “ Whoso offereth praise , ” says
burping. May all that His servants have already done

God, glorifieth Me." " It is good to give thanks

be but as a first-fruit of that harvest which the Saviour

unto the Lord ; and praise is comely." It isbecoming will yet gather into His garner !

and suitable to us who receive unnumbered blessings.

any among you afflicted ? let him pray." There
A Thought for Mothers.

he will find relief and consolation . “ 13 any merry ? NLY a tired mother pausing when day was done

of to set

let bim sing psalms. ” There he will find the suit.

able outlet for his joy . Rejoice evermore : pray

without ceasing : in everything give thanks. ” Yes,

Had filled up the flying moments, taxing the hand and

heart

not only are our deepest trials mingled with mercy, Hand and heart which so simply and bravely had done their
but they are themselves the evidences of Fatherly

part.

love. More than the poet have been able to say, Above in the quiet chambers five little sleepers lay

For all I bless Thee, most for the severe.” For Whose needs and joys and sorrows had filled up all her day :

God to ask our thanksgiving is infinite benevolence . Little wants had been tended , little griefs made light,

Our praise does not benefit Him ; but it greatly Little rights defended , and little wrongs set right.

benefits ourselves . It increases our holiness . We can Crowding one on another, the constant claims hadpressed

only praise Him while we have His goodness and Till , musingnowin the twilight, a thoughtbut half confessed

lovingkindness vividly before us ; and His goodness
Arose and stirred in her spirit : “ Everything seems so small !

is His moral glory. " And while, with unveiled face,

I had meant to do much for the Master ; surely this cannot

be all. "

we behold as in a glass the glory of the Lord, we are When in the deepening twilight, fragrant with evening balms,

changed into the same image, from glory to glory, Over her drooping eyelids sleep laid caressing palms,

even as by the Spirit of the Lord . Into the land of shadows her spirit wandered free

By praise and thanksgiving our faith is also Land where sometimes earth's children meet heaveuly

increased. We cannot praise Himn for the past ministry.

without having confidence in Him for the future. It The sound of low , questioning voices fell first on her spirit ear;

is the conviction of His goodness which inspires us Then a pause of hushed expectation, and following, soft and

with faith. Faith rests on the knowledge of His clear,

character : “ They that know Thy name will put their

The silvery tinkle of water as from a vessel poured ;

trust in Thee."

And then , though a breathless rapture, floated the voice of

the Lord ,

Praise thus becomes a spring of power for service . Falling in tender cadence, “ Know ye what I have done ?

“ The joy of the Lord is our strength .” When Israel Among you as He that serveth am I, the Beloved Son .

went forth to battle they went with the sound of the Not being ministered unto lifts to the highest estate ;

trumpet. When Jehoshaphat gained his greatest But in rendering lowliest service souls grow divinely

victory he advanced against his enemies with great."

singing.
Slowly the eyelids lifted ; the twilight had deepened to

Praise promotes our happiness . It springs from night ;

happiness and increases it. The consciousness that But the thought that had dimmed her spirit bad fled before

God is for us is a fountain of bliss . It is the voice
the Light

of Messiah we hear in Psa.. xvi , " The lines are

She arose, and ever unfaltering, uplifted by His Word,

She walked in lowly service, strong in " the joy of the

fallen unto Me in pleasant places ; for I have a goodly Lord ,” Erangelical Magazine.

of sun
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“ Bread Cast upon the Waters.” The Two Sculptors.

A Child's Sermon to Children .
Thorwaldsen and Annie Norman.

“Cast thy bread upon the waters, and thou shalt find it after many days " By E , PAYSON HAMMOND .

( Eccles. xi . 1 ) .

AMebler reading a chapter of theBibleto herlittle WEbeveraged two daysvery plea enfely inthe capitalof

“ Is that true , mother ? ”

she asked . “ Yes, my darling,all God's words are true.”

population of three hundred and twenty -eight thousand. The

Two or three months afterthe mother and her child went

name of the king is Christian IX. We visited the Lutheran

Church , Notre Dame, which he attends. There we saw the

to a village on the coast of Cornwall. The sight of the sea

remindedthe girl of these words, and she ran back to the

twelve apostles in marble ,by Thorwaldsen , who was a native of

Copenhagen, born in 1770. His colossal statue of Christ,

house in which they were staying, and brought a loaf of behind the altar, is most impressive. This artist was the son

bread. Standing on a ! high rock as near the edge as she of a ship carpenter from Iceland.

dared, she threw her breadinto the sea and returned home. Last summer we saw at Lucerne his famous wounded lion in

Mother," she said, about a week afterwards, “ how long is commemoration of the Swiss guards who fell in Paris in 1792 :

many days '? " " A week, or a month, or any time, dear," but here in Copenbagen we have spent hours in gazing on many

was the answer.

of his beautiful works. One of the museums is named after

Early the next morning the little girl ran to the rock, from

him, as it is nearly filled with either the originals or casts of

which she had thrown the bread , and there floating, near the

all his works, or with paintings which were in his possession.

shore, was a box, a small, square, wooden box, stronglytied with

He gave them all to the city to be placed in this museum .

cord . “ Mybread has come back !” she cried , running down

In one of theapartments is arranged all the furniture of his

to theshore. Hastily pulling off her shoes and stockings, she

sitting- room . Inthe same room is a bust of Martin Luther, in

waded a few inches into the water, and with the aid of a stick

plaster, commenced the day of his death , when he wasseventy.

brought the box near enough for her to stoop down and pick

four years of age, in 1844. In an open square , within the

museum, hisbody reposes. As I stood by the side of his grave,

it up. She scrambled back to the house, and, seizing a knife, I thought, There lie the remains of one who spent years in

she cut the cord and opened the box and looked at the Rome, quite unknown, till his statue of Jason made him famous,
contents. Was it her loaf ? No, it was filled with tempting and gave him more work.than he could do. He lived to acquire

sweetmeats .

wealth and honour. His high ambitions were gratified. He

" Mother," whispered she joyfully, “ God thought I would planned this museum, and all his wishes were complied with.

rather have sweeties than bread ; so He sent these instead

Here his body now reposes, surrounded by the many beautiful

of sending my bread back again. Shall I thank Him,

works made by his own hand.

mother ? "

All visitors to Denmark, if possible, seek out this museum ,

Mrs. C. afterwards heard that there had been a wreck,

that they may look upon thehandiwork of the famous Thor

and that many of the things off it had been washed ashore.

waldsen . But other thoughts more interesting crowded upon

But she did not tell her little girl that.

me, suggested by these surroundings.
It led meto think of the thousands of Christian artists who,

A gentleman walking through the East End of London, with God's help, have achieved a work more lasting than

heard a ragged, dirty boy, ab,ut seventeen years of age,
Thorwaldsen's. I will mention one .

swearing and blaspheming “ My lad,” he said , gently, " that Nineteen years ago, when I was holding meetings in Weston

grieves Jesus, and He died for you ; " he put his hand kindly super-Maro , a tiny little girl sat in the inquiry meeting asking

on theyouth's shoulder, and passed on .

howshecould becomea Ohristian . Shewaspointed to Christ

Some seven years after, walking through the same neigh

as the Saviour of little children,andin prayerbrought to Him .

bourhood, he was accosted by a well-dressed, respectable,

Soon her little heart was filled with joy . Her namewas ANSIE

pleasant-looking young man .

NORMAN.

“ Sir, do you remember me ? ”

he asked. “ No, I do not,” was the reply. “Well, sir, do

Years passed by, and finally she was enabled, by God's help,

you remember a -saying to a dirty, ragged boy, some years

to break away from the enticements of fashionable life at the

West End ofLondon , where she was living,andto give herseli

ago, My lad , that grieves Jesus, and He died for you ' ? ”

“ Yes, I recollect now .” “ I am that boy . Your words

entirely up as a missionary among the poor benighted zenanas

in Northern India.

haunted me.
I felt miserable, I wanted to love the Jesus There for a few years she toiled so unceasingly that ber

who died for me, but I didn't know how . I went to church, health was undermined ; but not till she saw numbers trans

but the minister said nothing about Jesus dying for anybody.

formed into the image of Christ. Many an angel emerging

At last I found a man who told me all about Him, and I from the cold rough granite of heathenism, under her chisel of

gave myself to Him. Sir, those words of yours saved me.” truth , more potent than that of Thorwaldsen's , she saw come

He had cast his bread upon the waters, and he found them

forth in the likeness of Jesus . She was much beloved by those

after many days.

whom she had seen transformed from darkness to light.

An atheist ,after years of patient argument, persuaded a

She asked to be buried among them . She had the satis

young man that there was no God . He, too, cast his bread

faction of knowing, before she passed away to her rich reward,

upon the waters, and found it aftermany days. We all cast

thatshe , with all those
whoselives she had seen changed

our bread upon the waters unconsciously. Without knowing

through faithin Christ , could say, " I shall be satisfied when I

awake with His likeness."
it, we influence the people around us, either for good or Annie Norman wastriumphant in the hour of death . When

evil . Let us, then , be very careful how we ' Cast our bread shementioned the name of Jesus her face wasradiant with

upon the waters.” Edith .
joy. I do not knowhow it is with Thorwaldsen, but I do know

how it will be with her, who, whena little child, sat gazing

through her tears to Him whosaid, " Look unto Me, and be se

saved , "

Bible Thoughts.

When themanymarble statues carved by Thorwaldsen have

crumbled into dust, Annie Norman will stand with loved ones

THE following are copied from the fly -leaf of D. L.

around her, of whom it shall be said, “ These arethey which

Moody's Bible, and are worthy of a place on the fly

cameout of great tribulation, andhavewashed theirrobes,and

leaf of the Bible of every Christian :

For the Lamb which is in the midst of the throne shall tee,

Brighton . - At the annualmeeting of the Brighton Medical

Mission tokens of steady progress and good results were

made them white in the blood ofthe Lamb. Therefore are

Justification : A change of state ; new standing with

theybeforethethroneofGod,and serve Him day andnightin

God.

His temple : and He that sitteth on the throneshall dwell

Repentance : A change of mind ; new mind about God .

among them .They shall hunger no more, neither thirst

anymore ; neither shall the sun light on them , nor anyheat,

Regeneration : A change of nature ; new heart from God .

Conversion : A change of life ; new life for God.
themandshall lead them

unto living fountainsofwaters: and

Adoption : A change of family ; new relationship toward God shall wipeawayall tearsfrom their eyes ” (Rev.vii. 14-17)

God.

Sanctification : A change of service ; separation unto God.

Glorification : --A change of place ; new condition with

God . showa .

:
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MILDMAY PARK CONFERENCE.

PROGRAMME OF ARRANGEMENTS .
Mr. Moody and Unity.

COM
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23rd .

LARGE HALL 11.0 a.m.

The Believer's separation } s. A. Blackwood, Esq.,C.B.

3.0 p.m.

-3.0 p.m.

unto God.

(1 ) By the Will of God. Rev. J. B. FIGGIS.

( 2 ) By the Death of Christ . Rev. H. E. BROOKE .

LARGE HALL

Waiting upon God.

(Questions sent in early , concerning H. F. BOWKER, Esq. ,
difficulties in the Christian life, will, and others.
with God's help , be answered .)

ROOM No. 4

Israel, a SeparatePeople. EARL OF CAVAN ,

Rev. W. L, ROSEDALE ,D.D.

Rev. JOHN WILKINSON.

MULBERRY TREE

Mr. GAWIN KIRKHAM .
Way (Dutch Picture)

TENT

Prayer Meeting for Israel . Dr. LASERON.

MULBERRY TREE.

Prayer for our Country. MILES MACINNES, Esq. , M.P.

LARGE HAIL

The Believer's Separations.A. Blackwood , Esq. , C.B.

(3) By the Power of the Holy

Ghost. Rev. EVAN H. HOPKINS.

(4) By Personal Decision.- Rev. JOHN BARROWS, D.D.

-3.0 p.m.

rrow )

-4.30 p.m.

YOMMENTING on Mr. Moody's work, the New York

Independent says :-In order to promote a general revival

of religion in any place, there must prevail peace and good -will

among Christians of all the differentsects ,andespecially among

the ministers and officers of the different churches, One of

the very bestthings that can be said about the people of the

city of Plainfield, in connection with the late visit and earnest

preaching ofMr, Moody there, is to state the fact that all the

ministers, officers, church choirs, and church members, male

and female , had, apparently, firmly and cheerfully resolved to

unite and work together in the good cause . Any one privileged

to be present at any one of the meetings there must have seen

that this statement was literally true .

Having been present there, comparatively a stranger, we soon

found out that all stumbling-blocks had been removed, and that

the whole Christiancommunity, erbraced in all thechurches ,

were heartily united , and were earnestly seeking God's blessing

on Mr. Moody's preaching. The ministers stood shoulder to

shoulder, and all the church choirs mingled their well-trained

voices together-one hundred and fifty , or more of them - to

make effective the solemn truths presented. It was a joyful

and blessed sight, long to be remembered , and seldom surpassed

anywhere.

Now, we have this only to say to the churches of this country :
if you want a revivalof religion, you must seek for it and pre

pare for it. If you want souls converted , you must labour

earnestly and pray earnestly for such a result . Youmust resolve

to be of one heart and of one mind. Don't begin the work with

a fault- finding and criticising spirit. Don't mourn about it, but

rejoice in it, and give thanks to God - in your heart - continu

ally. Pray and praise continually, and remember thatit is

God that worketh to will and to do in the hearts of all that be.

come Christians. Don't be discouraged . Any time is a good

time, and it is God's time to save souls. There is no promise

for to -morrow . He is ready always, and if you areready, and

sincerely ask for it , the blessing is sure to come. There never

was a month , or a day, or an hour, or amoment when God's arm

was not lovingly outstretched to save all that come to Him . God

will always bless those who, connected as churches and as ear.

nest Christians, are willing to unite together with Him for the
salvation of men .

4.30 p.m.

-7.0 p.m.

-3.0 p.m.

THURSDAY, JUNE 24th.

LARGE HALL - 11.0 a.m.

Failure in Separation . S. A. BLACKWOOD , Esq . , C.B .

(1 ) The Character of Failure.- Rev. H. WEBB- PEPLOE .

(2) The Guilt of Failure. Rev. JOHN RIDDELL.

LARGE HALL -3.0 p.m.

Waiting upon God .
H. F. BOWKER, Esq. ,( Questions sent in early, concerning

dificulties in the Christian life, will, and others.

with God's help , be answered .)

ROOM No. 4

Foreign Missions. R. C. L. BEVAN, Esq.

AFRICA : -- Zululand , Rey. Jas . DALZELL, M.D.

Morocco, Algiers, &c . Mr. EDWD, H. GLENNY ,

MULBERRY TREE -3.0 p.m.
Waifs and Strays. Dr. BARNARDO.

TENT-4.30 p.m.

Prayer for Missions. REGD. RADCLIFFE, Esq.

LARGE HALL -7.0 p.m.

Failure in Separation
. S. A. BLACKWOOD , Esq. , C.B.

(3) The Consequences
of Failure )

Rev. E. SCHRENK .
to the Church.

(4) The Consequences of Failure
Rev. Edwd. W. MOORE.

to the World.

Miss Reade's Return from India.

THE

THE prayers of our readers are asked for Miss Reade , who

has been at last obliged to yield to medical advice , urging

her to leave for a time the scene of her labours .

She is now in England, but hoping to return to her loved work

in the autumn . She has left her mission under the charge of

the Rev. J. Hobdey, of St. Thomas's Mount, Madras. The

orphan girls have been placed under the care of Miss Rounsall,

the lady missionary , in charge of the L.M.S. school at Madras.

Prayer is earnestly asked that Miss Reade's health may be

restored , and that she may be enabled to resume her work in

South Arcot, when the cool season makes it possible to itinerate

in the villages. Any communications to her may be addressed

to the care of her brother, the Rev. Gerald Reade , Alfington

Vicarage, Ottery St. Mary , South Devon ; or to Miss Lowe ,

6, Maberley Road, Upper Norwood, S.E.

FRIDAY, JUNE 25th .

LARGE HALL -11.0 a.m.

The Remedy for Failure . S. A. BLACKWOOD , Esq. , C.B.

( 1 ) Confession of Failure . Rev. THEO . J. MONOD.

(2) Return to Separation. Rev. J. H. WILSON, D.D.

LARGE HALL - 3.0 p.m.

The Lord's Supper.** Rev. J. H. WILSON, D.D.

ROOM No. 4 -Immediately after the United Communion .

Parents' Prayer Meeting. Rev. D. B. HANKIN.

TENT

Dealing with the Anxious. Mr. CHARLES INGLIS.

MULBERRY TREE

Open-air Preaching (ten ( SURGEON-MAJOR PRINGLE .

minutes' addresses) and Rev. CHAS. NEIL.

Gospel Choir. Mr. GAWIN KIRKHAM,

LARGE HALL

Consequences of True

Separation ,
S. A, BLACKWOOD, Esq. , C.B.

(1) Power of a Separate Life. Rev. CHAS , A. Fox .

( 2) Reward of a Separate Life. Rev. GEORGE C. GRUBB,

-7.0 p.m.

A Swedish Mission .-Italian officers returnedlately from

Massowah speak in high terms of the Swedish Mission at

Olumbo , and the kindness they received from the missionaries,

who are doing good work amongst the natives there, and are a

striking contrast to the French Mission at Massowah , who, in

spite of Cardinal Lavigerie and all their ecclesiastical super

intendents, do not bring forth the fruit of the simple Swedish

mission.

Corea.- The pioneer of work in Corea was Rev. John Ross,

who, even before Rijutei bad gone to Japan , had already trans

lated the New Testament into the Corean language , and

received several Coreans into his church . These have since

gone forth as colporteurs through the valleys of Corea , and

already the British and Foreign Bible Society report six hun.

dred persons asking for Christian baptism as thefruit of their la

bours. These humble colporteurs have already several preaching

stations in cities west and south of Seoul. Mr. Ross and

Mr. Webster have also made a preaching tour through the

region borderingon Corea, and give the most touching accounts

of the journey through these new and hitherto unevangelized

fields.

* During the United Communion no Meetings are allowed in any rooms

in the buildings, or in the garden .

a verbatim report will be issued by J. F. Shaw & Co., 48, Pater

noeter Row . Price to Subscribers, sowed , 18. 3d. , post fred, la . Bd.; cloth ,

28. 11d ., post free, 28. 8d.
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Army Scripture Readers' Society.

Rev. J. MacLagan and Major Owen Hay gave personal

The Women of India .

A

N all-day Convention was held last Tuesday
in connection T Holdiers,heldits annual meeting last Monday evening,

, &

Society, but in which other societies were also represented . when many officers and others connected with the army were

Theproceedings began with a breakfast in Cannon Street present ; and . & number of redcoats were amongst the

Hotel, when Sir William Muir, K.C.S.I. , presided, and dwelt audience .

with great satisfaction on the fact that many missionary Mr. W. A. BLAKE read the report, which showed that the

societies working in the zenanas of India had sent representa society have now the following Scripture readers at work :-Eng.

tives , giving evidence of the harmony and unity pervading the land, 55 ; Ireland, 12 ; Scotland, 6 ; Bombay, 1 ; Madras, 3 ;Hong
work ,

Kong, 1 ; Barbados , 1 ; Egypt, 1 ; Gibraltar, 1 ; Malta, 2 ;

Mr. R. N. CUST (C.M.S.) spoke, from his long experience in total, 83. Greatgood has accrued, the committee add, under

India, of the peculiar value and effectiveness of the zenana the Divineblessing from a comparatively small expenditure,
missionaries.

and it is difficult to estimate the greater benefit likely to accrue

Mrs. SORABJI pleaded the cause of her Indian sisters with a from a large extension of sympathy andeffort.

persuasiveness andtenderness all her own . She spoke of zenanas The Chaplain -General of the Forces (Dr. EDGEHILL), whopre.

as " these isolated homes where human hearts are longing for sided,in the course of a warm and hearty address, maintained

light and knowledge, and yearning for sympathy and love ." that the society must commend itself to all interested in our

Rev. Dr. MURRAY Mitchell, who had spent nearly half a soldiers. Christ meant His work to be carried on by Christian

century in India, had watched this zenană mission from its men , that is to say, by personal effort. Two things that are apart

feeble beginning until now ;it was doing a glorious work, and are to be brought gether—the soldier with all his special

had been wondrously blessed of God . He also urged the great temptations, and on the other hand the strength of God, which

importance of the medical work as relieving distress and win alone can enable him to resist those temptations. Howare

ning a way for the Gospel. these two to be united ? Chiefly by human instrumentality.

At noona devotionalmeeting was held at Exeter Hall, and It is on this principle that the society works. We call our

at 2 p.m. the subject of medical missions was taken up, ad agents Scripture readers because reading the Scriptures is the

dresses being givenby Gen. Sir Robert Phayre, Mrs. Clark , highest thing man can do ; but it is the personality of the man

Miss Patteson (of Benares ), and Miss Lloyd. that makes it valuable, and the soldiers will soon see if he be

Delegates from other societies spoke from 3 to 4 p.m. , genuine or not. Another principle of the society is that it

amongstthesebeing Rev. W. Gray (Church Missionary Society), sends men who have passed through the same temptations, it

Rev. W. P. Schaffter ( Society for Promoting Female Education sends soldiers to soldiers. They are able to reach those whom

in the East) , Miss Bennett(LondonMissionary Society ), Miss others cannot.

Good (Church of England Zenana Missionary Society), Mrs. Asto the application of these principles, he contended, there

Capron (American Missionary Society ), and Mrs. Campaniac might be differences of opinion . The society does not profess

and Mrs. Ellis (Baptist Missionary Society). to be sectarian ; and in this respect it is as a fact out of her:

The following hour was occupied by Mrs. Sorabji, of Poona ; mony with everything in the army, for there every man's

Miss Baumann, of Lucknow ; and Miss Keay, of Lahore. religion is ascertained, and that religion is put down in his

Mr. GEORGE WILLIAMS, who presided in the evening, dwelt small book, and he is ministered to by his particular minister,

on our great responsibility for evangelizing India, taking in the The societyis on another line, hence there is greater need of

opening part of his address very much the line Dr. Bennett caution . If by unsectarian it is meant that the work of the

took-as reported in our last issue, God has given us this great society is initiatory, and if then the soul is saved through the

empire for some purpose. He trusted thatas in connection instrumentality of a reader, it ishanded over to the regular

with the Y.M.C.A. Foreign Missionary Societies were being ministry ; there, he said , I quite agree with it. But, giving a

formed ; so in connection with the Y.W.C.A , foreign missionary chaplain's view, if by unsectarian is meant the founding of&

effort would be heartily taken up. new denomination, we do not agree with it. We hold most fully

Rev. A. H. LASH , in speaking of India and the women of that evangelization can be done on these lines, but weexpect

India, reminded his hearers there are about one hundred and in return that chaplains shall be fairly dealt with . In con.

twenty - five millions of women in India ; amongst this these clusion be said that he believed there was everywhere in

society labours, and that very specially by nativeagency. This England a great interest in soldiers, and that there was a pros

agency,thetraining and employing of native Christian women, he pect of greater usefulnees to the glory of God .

recommended, because it is a cheap agency, a lasting agency , Rev. W. H. BULLOCK said , that this work for soldiers had

and an efficient agency. It is cheap, because the native women been rendered more difficult by the short service " system,

can live so choaply, and are content with very small salaries ; wbich prevented the men from remaining so long as they for

it is lasting , because they are in their own country and do not merlycould under the influence of chaplains and readers. He

suffer fromthe climate ; it is efficient, because they have proved foresaw a great future for the society , the readers workingwith

themselves singularly apt in winning the confidence of their and up to the chaplains - acting, in a sense, asscouts - finding

Hindu and Mohammedan country women. out the men whom chaplainscouldnot so well reach. Besides

Rev. A. R. CAVALIER reviewed the progress of the work Reader Scarlett, namedinthe report, the society had to welcome

during the past thirty- four years , and spoke specially of the hometwo readers from the Soudan,who hadworked with him

unityamongstChristians in the mission field and the unsectarian in that pestilential climate last year, and gone through grest

character of the society's operations. The vastness of the
trials and difficulties .

field he illustrated by dwelling on the fact that about two Major -GeneralSir CHARLES WARREN stated that after long
thousand die in India every day, the experience he hadcome tothe conclusion that army Scriptura

whelming majority of these withouthaving once heard of Christ. readerswere a real necessityanda great advantage,forthey

The influenceof the women in training their children in the idol could go freely into the barrack -room and mix with the men

atrous superstitions is so great, that if India is to be evangelized much morefreely and effectively than a chaplain could;and,

it must be done by reaching the women. The speaker closed further, the soldiershada very kindly feeling towards the

by exhibiting several Indian idols (ugly enough ), recently majority of the readers, even when they did not altogether

surrendered by villagers who had been won to Christ through agree with or follow them . He had had opportunities at

the life and death of a young native woman. Chatham of meeting two readersa good deal, andhe felt it an

Miss PATTESON, of Benares, showed and described a variety honourand a gratification to be ableto callthem his friends.

of pictures and views of Indian homes and cities. He paida special tributetoReaderScarlett for his labours in

Rev. H. E. DE ST. DALMAS gave an account of a recent tour the Bechuanaland expedition (which General Warren com

through the stations occupied by the society from Bombay to manded ),andurgedthatgreater facilities should be provided

Poona, Nasik , Allahabad, Benares, Patna, Lucknow and Hydra for soldierstoengagein private prayer ,which was almost

bad, Ferzipore and Lahore ( Punjaub), impossible in the barrack-room . Alluding to thequestionof

Mrs. SORABJI (a Brahmin lady from Poona ) gave some denominations ,heurgedthatChristians,althoughbelonging

interesting and graphic glimpses of theinterior of Indian homes, to different companies or regiments, were allmembers ofone

taking for example a Mohammedan , Brahmin , and Parsee army, marching under onabanner,and all with one single object,

Her address was simply unreportable, with her vivid An interesting episode followed whenCol.Sandwith,on behalf

home touches, her flow of native conversation ; it afforded a of theScripture readers,presentedto Mr. W.A. Blako,who,

wonderfully realistic picture of what life and work in the thirty-seven years ago founded the society, with a handsome

blackmarbleti
mepiece supportedbytwobronze military figures,

The Hon. A. F. KINNAIRD closed with a practical appeal for

help. It was time, he said , self-denial and sacrifice were prac

tised, that our fellow -subjects in India might hear the story of andafter briefaddresses by Gen.šir R. PhayreandCol. Sand

the Cross,
with the proceedings concluded ,

women over

zenana.

zenanas are .
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Sufferings and Glory,

LA

devil, fasted forty days and forty nights, and was

afterwards an hungered, and angels cameand minis.

tered unto Him . And later on they wondered when

Words Spoken from a West End Pulpit. Jesus, moved to the heart, in the Garden of Geth

FROM A HBARER's Notes. semane, being in an agony, sweat, as it were, great

" Of which salvation the prophets have enquired and searched diligently , drops of blood , and neededthe assistance of an angel.

who prophesied of the grace that should come unto you : searching what, ( The Incarnate God " strengthened ” by the creature

or what manner of time the spirit of Christ which was in them did

sigoity. when it testified beforehand the sufferings of Christ, and the He had formed .)

glory that should follow . Unto whom it was revealed, that not unto

ihemselves, but unto us they did minister the things, which are now They wondered again when two angels were sent

reported unto you by them that have preached the Gospel unto you with to rollaway the stone from the door of the sepulchre,

the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven ; which things the angels desire

to look into. Wherefore giid up , ” &c . (1 Pet. i . 10-16 ) and to be the only witnesses of the resurrection.

AST Lord's Day evening we spoke of the Gospel

They wondered as they stood beside the men of

under five different aspects : as the Gospel of
Galilee at the ascension , and delivered to them the

God, the Gospel of Christ , the Gospel of Grace, the

message of consolation , “ This same Jesus , who is

Gospel of your Salvation , and the Gospel of the
taken up from you into heaven, shall so come in like

Kingdom.
manneras ye have seen Him go into heaven ."

And they are students of this Gospel still, waiting
To rizht I purpose that we should look for a few

for those things which shall surely come to pass.

minutes at the contents of this Gospel, as they are

given to us in these expressive words, " The sufferings

of Christ and the glory that should follow .”
A dear friend of mine was accustomed to speak of

“ the unfinished work of Christ,” and at first I used to

The Old Testament writers, who saw something of shrink from the expression . I remembered the words

the glory of Christ, and of the suffering through which
of the Lord Jesus on the cross : “ It is finished," and

it was to be reached , did not always fully understand
I thought my friend's phrase out of harmony with

those things which they were commissioned to declare.
these. But it was not so. The atoningwork was

And this is a direct answer to all who speak of their
done, the “ one sacrifice for sinsfor ever," offered once

writings as of merely human origin.
for all ; but Christ's work is not completed until He

Human writers know their own meaning, and comes again , and fulfils to man the promise made

express it with more or less clearness. Butthese primarily to Himself in the eighth Psalm .

" holy men of God, who spake as they were moved

by the Holy Ghost,” needed , as diligent students , There runs through the whole of the prophetic

to search into and inquire earnestly as to whatthese Scriptures this undercurrent of expectation , and this

things were, and at what time to be fulfilled , which is needed to the completion of the work of Christ .

the Spirit had revealed through their instrumentality . “ Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Nay,more, the angels of God, whose intelligence is Christ, who according to His abundant mercy hath

far higher than ours, desire to look into them : they begotten us again unto a lively (living) hope by the

exercise diligence that they may be able to under resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead,to an in

stand them . All God's dealingssince the fall of man heritance incorruptible, and undefiled, and that fadeth

have been their study, and evidently (as we gather not away ." But the inheritance has not yet been

from Eph. iii.) God has been making known to them , entered upon . It is reserved for us who are being

through the Church , His manifold wisdom . preserved for it by " the power of God through faith

unto salvation . " The entrance upon the glory is re

When some of the angels sinned they were cast
served for “ the last time," and, meanwhile, we are

down into darkness, none of them forgiven , no ray
exhorted as " obedient children , not fashioning our

of hope kindled in their breasts by a promise of future
selves according to the former lusts in our ignorance ,"

restoration . to " gird up the loins of our minds, to be sober, and

And it was to their companions, who had stood hope to the end for the grace that is to be brought

the test and remained faithful in their allegiance, a unto us at the revelation of Jesus Christ."

novel experience when man andwoman were treated

with forbearance, and told that the seed of the woman Grace wasbrought by the cross of Christ. Grace

should bruise the serpent's head.

.

is also to be brought bythe crowned King,

And down through the ages — in the revelation given There is one grace and another - grace of forgiveness

by one patriarch and another, by that sweet singer, and of sonship , graceof gloryand of reigning, " when

and by this long line of prophets — these angels looked He shall come to be glorified in His saints and

intently, seeking to understand the purpose of God admired in all them that believe." And it is in order

in all His dealings with the people of His choice. to understand these mysteries of grace—the one the

As time rolled on the wonder grew, until it culmi cross, the other the crown - that the angels are repre

pated in that greatest of all wonders, the sacrifice of sented as desiring to look into them.

the Son of God upon Calvary's cross for man's sin .

These angelic beings are , perhaps, as much above

When Jesus was born in Bethlehem , and angels us as we are aboveother creatures ; and, if we imagine

were sent to announce the glad tidings , they wondered that it is simply for the benefit and forthe blessing

at His marvellous condescension . of man that the wondrous grace and love of God

They wondered when He was baptized of John in have been displayed , we fallfar short of the truth .

Jordan, and the voice of God was heard from heaven , It is for the instruction of the angelic hosts , of prin

saying , " This is My beloved Son , in whom I am well cipalities and powers in heavenly places. Earth is

pleased.” the stage of Divine operations. The work of redemp

Theywondered again when, in the desert , Christ, tion has been wrought here. The Son of God came

having been led up of the Spirit to be tompted of the down from heaven, took on Him the seed of

t
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we search the Word , and lay to heart its teachings ! preacher of righteousness, and warned hisgeneration,

Abraham, and died in our stead on Calvary's cross, Yet there are hundreds of passages in the prophetic

" the just for the unjust, that He might bring us to Scriptures having especial reference to those latter

God." Earth, therefore, has an honour and a great days, which we read carelessly, as if they had no

ness belonging , as far as we know , to no other spot significancefor us. Take the book of theprophetEzekiel,

in the universe. Here are lessons given to angels , for instance , Are not many of us inclined to pass it

cherubim and seraphim . If they are interested in over almost unread ? Yet Ezekiel is full of lessons,

the study,much moreare we . If the prophets inquired warnings, and hopes, which are eminently timely and

and seacrhed diligently , who prophesied of the grace useful at the present hour.

that should come unto us , much more should we

ponder and seek to understand that grace. It is a wonderful process that God is carrying out,

There is a great deal, both in the Old and in the and we belittle it in our want of appreciation and

New Testament, which requires study . The meaning lack of spiritual apprehension. It is a wonderful

is not always on the surface, plan that God is working out for the defeat of Satan

and for our deliverance ; and, while we are saved by it

The way of salvation is plainly set forth . God so from the power of the enemy, let us not forget that

loved the world , that He gave His only begotten Son , the victory God is gaining thereby is the greatest and

that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish , the worthiest thing after all. This thought puts us in

but have everlasting life . .. He that believeth on the right attitude, and gives us as fellow -workers with

Him is not condemned, but he that believeth Him our highest dignity. It delivers us from the

not is condemned already, because he believeth not narrowness of ourown personality, by raising us into

on the name of the only begotten Son of God.” “ He the highest and holiest fellowship .

that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life ."

“ Him that cometh unto Me I will in no wise cast I believe that the study ofthe prophetic Scriptures

out.” “ For by grace are ye saved through faith , and is fitted to make us take a right place in connection

that not of yourselves, it is the gift of God . ” with the movements going onaround us, whether

These are but samples of a hundred familiar texts | political, social , or religious. So long as we think

so clear and plain that all may understand them ; that culture and intellect and social progress are to

but there are others whose meaning is to be “ sought usher in the Millennium we are content with the

as silver, and searched for as for hid treasures . ” And world, conformed to it . Our attitude of separation is

of such are the truths referred to in the passage before not maintained. The world is improving, we think ,

us, which ought to be of still deeper interest to us and it is going to be a good world by and by; not

than they were to those who wrote of them at the understanding that it is under a curse, and that we

first ; for unto them it was revealed that not unto are informed not once, but again and yet again, that

themselves, but unto us, they did minister the things the end of this dispensation is to be - brightness?

which are now reported unto us. These prophets and No, “ blackness of darkness.” Indeed, so much is this

holy men of old spake, as the apostle tells us, the case that the Lord says,
Exceptthose days

they were moved by the Holy Ghost” (2 Pet. i.21), should be shortened , there should be no flesh saved."

and wrote down not merely God's thoughts but His

words . Theirs was a verbal inspiration, not merely Read the Epistles, and you will find that the dark

an eleletion to some higher plane of intelligence ness and wickedness increase as the end draws near.

or feeling , as some would have us suppose ; other Take First Timothy, for instance, where the apostle

wise there would be no need to inquire into the mean- | (in chapter iv.)represents a state of things only too

ing of words which they themselves had penned . familiar to us : " Now the Spirit speaketh expressly,

If these men were diligent students ofwhat they that in the latter times some shall depart from the

thus wrote, how much more diligent should we be ! faith, giving heedto seducing spirits, and doctrines of

devils ; speaking lies in hypocrisy ; having their con

And if the angels who have no immediate concern science seared with a hot iron; forbidding to marry,

with them who are not, like us, in the midst of andcommanding to abstain from meats,which God

the temptations , the evils, the snares which beset us hath created to be received with thanksgiving of

on every side-if they desire to look into the things them which believe and know the truth. "

connected with the salvation and way of escape “Having a form of godliness, but denying the

provided for us , what should be the intensity of our

desire, the earnestness of our effort, to understand And with apostasy in religionthere is to be likewise

these in all their fulness ? the growth of corruption in the State--allmen gaining

And it is only by our acquaintance with Scripture, equality in power, which means equality in the

with the rich provision which God has made for us, abilityto work mischief. What is the extension of

and the "precious promises ” which He has given the franchise to the uninstructed masses but the

ug, that we can be strengthened to resistthose trials extension ofthe power of doingevil,notthe exten,

of our faith which await us— trials so great that sion of charity, but of strife ?

the apostle compares them (ver. 7 ) to the trial of gold

with fire. “That the trial of your faith, being much Our outlook is a dark one . The present dispen.

more precious than of gold that perisheth, though it sation ends in failure,as every previous dispensation

be tried with fire , might be found unto praise and has done.

honour and glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ, Thedispensation of Noah ended in failure, and

whom not having seen ye love." That will be the God had to call Abram forth from his dwelling

timeoffaith crowned . This is the timeoffaithtried. place in Ur of the Chaldees, to bethe fatherof the

And the faith that comes out triumphant will receive people to whom He wasaboutto deliver His law

the impress of the King's treasury and pass into the and to make known His will. The dispensation before

currency of heaven . How earnestly, then, should Noah ended in failure,and although Noah was a

so as

+

power thereof."
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ever.

While the ark was preparing, during the long period |
In the renewed world there will be the satis

of one hundred and twenty years, of the coming judg. faction of heart, and life, and hope-satisfaction for

ment , he seemed as one that mocked to his hearers,

untilthe Flood came and took them all away. And
We are joint heirs with Christ, and He takes

there are signs, not dark and dimly seen, but signs possession of the earth as the Man of the eighth

clear and distinct to those whose eyes are opened,
Psalm—“ Thou madest Him to have dominion over

that God's judgments are again about to be poured
the works of Thy hands. Thou didst put all things

out.
under His feet.”

In Rev. xiv. an angel is seen flying in the midst of Do we forget that when man sinned he lost his

heaven, having the everlasting Gospel to preach unto empire , and has been ever since seeking to recover it ?

them that dwell on the earth, and to everynation, and When Christ, the Second Man, the Lord from

kindred , and tongue, and people, and saying with a heaven, shall return, the sovereignty of the whole earth

loud voice , “ FearGod, and give glory to Him ; for the will be given to him. In his hands the reins which

hour of His judgment is come ." What is being done Adam dropped will be firmly grasped . He shall rule

to-day ? Is not that Gospel being carried throughout in righteousness, and His people shall be associated

all the earth ? What is the aim of the China Inland with Him .

Mission ? What are Christians of every denomina

tion engaged in doing at the present hour but making It is in looking forward to all this that weare en

known His Gospel to every nation under heaven ?
abled to maintain the attitude of pilgrims. " Wherefore

gird up the loins of your mind.” How expressive the

Just before the close of the dispensation preceding phrase ! The thoughts, the affections, the imaginings

this, when the Jews were about to be scattered, there of the mind that wander to the ends of the earth, and

was a Pentecost, an outpouring of the Spirit, and all beyond the stars, they are to be held under restraint,

the activities of the new life given to us in Christ their energies and activities directed towards one aim .

Jesus were called into fullest exercise , until the year That is a task for any man ,but the hope will enable

70, which marked the rejection of the Jewish people him to perform it . When he sees that all else is

and the destruction of their city. Up to that time vanishing away, and that this only is stable and

thousands of Jews were gathered into the fold , and secure he will turn away from those and will stedfastly

men might have said , “ Surely the Millennium is look for this .

coming.” God was gathering out His own before the

judgment fell.
" Be sober, and hope to the end for the grace that

So now we mark in all lands the ingathering of
is to be brought unto you at the revelation of Jesus

those whom God hath from the beginning chosen to
Christ."

salvation , through sanctification of the Spirit and

That man is sober who resolves that he will lose

belief of the truth, a vastingathering, just on the verge
all beside for the sake of that grace which is to be

of the pouring out of God's judgments upon the world

brought unto him. And this will lead to obedience

of the ungodly.

and to separation from evil. “ As obedient children ,

not fashioning yourselves according to the former lusts

But we are taught to look beyond this coming dark

in your ignorance." This obedience may be linked

ness and gloom to the glory which is to be revealed ,

with suffering and the trial of our faith (as we saw

and " the grace that is to be brought unto us at the

in ver. 7) , but " if we suffer we shall also reign with

Him . "
revelation of Jesus Christ."

How much that God has graciously caused to be

It is a holy oalling . “ As He which hath called you

written for our learning is unheeded or misunderstood

is holy, so be ye holy in all manner of conversation ;

becauge it is written , Be ye holy ; for I am holy ."
by us ! “ Secret things belong unto the Lord our God ,"

but they are no longer secret when God speaks them

out.— " The things which are revealed belong unto us,

and to our children ." They are made known by His Notesfor Bible Reading

holy prophets, and if we receive them and accept their The Holy Spirit

teaching, we " keep ourselves from this untoward IS personality shown . John xiv , 16, 17.

generation." HIS WORK WITH SINNEKS.

These are practical results here and now. We gird
To strive Gen. vi. 3 .

up the loins of our mind, are sober, and hope to the

To convince of sin, righteousness, and

end for the grace that is to be brought untous.

John xiv, 8.
judgment

Promised to believers Johd vii. 8.

Promise fulfilled atthe time of accept

And if our hope does lie in the future, and our ting Christ's Word Acts X. 44 ; xi.

expectation is the Master's return , shall we be
15.

the losers even so far as this earth is concerned ?
His WORK IN BELIEVERS.

To teach and remind John xiv. 26.

Nay, verily the knowledge of nature , forinstance, that
To guide John xvi. 13 ;

Christ will give us will be very different from all that Rom . viii. 14.

the Darwins and the Huxleys, with their hypotheses
To strengthen Rom . viii. 26.

an their scientific guesses, can inopart. For nature To give wisdom and knowledge
1 Cor. xii . 8 .

is full of Christ, and it is only in knowing Christ that To give courage
Rom. v. 5 .

we can understand nature aright. It is true , then , To give liberty
2 Cor. iii , 17.

in all respects, that we gain the life that now is as To fight against lust
Gal. v. 16.

well as that which is to come. Christ will give us
To intercede for us Rom . viii, 26.

To unite with Christ Eph. iv. 3, 4.

the right heart and the ability to use all the things To seal us 2 Cor. i. 22.

that He has made in a hundred ways, of which the To dwell in us 1 John iv. 13.

wisest scientists now know nothing. Thomas C. LORD.

*

.

. 1
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A Year's Gospelling.

The Evangelization Society.

WE

but amission can, as a rule, only be conducted by those whº

give their whole time to the preaching of the Gospel. Of those

who are thus entirely supported by the Evangelization Society,

& small number are men of good education, but by far the

greater number belong to the artisan class .

The value of the evangelists whom God has raised up from

among the working men to reach those of their own claes is

every year more apparent. “ Ah ," said a poor woman, " we did

like Mr. S— ! He did help me, he put it all so plain. You

see, he's not like those gentlemen that go to college and get

educated , and then use words as we can't understand. He

uses the words that we know , and we understand all he says."

of preachers," so well and widely known as the Evan.

gelization Society, and in its pages we rejoice to read of

extended opportunities and continued blessing . The Gospel

clearly and simply preached proves mighty as ever-by its in

fluence homes have been brightened , the careless awakened,

backsliders restored, drunkards and profligates rescued, and
the weary and heavy -laden led to comfort and rest . While the

majority thus blessed have been of the poor of the earth , wo

learn that not a few of the better sort " have also been reached

and brought to God . We may here quotea paragraph illustra

tive of how these classes have been reached, and suggestive , we

think, of fresh ways of working :

Afternoon drawing-room meetings have proved most succegg

ful in some places, and the " old , old story " has by this means

been heard and joyfully believed by not a few, who arenow

willing and valued workers in the higher circles of society. Such

services as these might be more often arranged in towns and

cities . Many who do not think of venturing out to an evening

meeting would thus have an opportunity of sharing in the bless

ing the mission brings, and we doubt not that in some cases

lives bitherto almost useless would become active and per

manently useful among the “ all sorts and conditions of men

who makeup our world. Possibly at no time in the history of

Christianity have people of all classes been more ready to

listen to the glad tidings of the Gospel than now . On all sides

doors are open for the evangelist, and, if the mission work is

wisely and prayerfully arranged, power goes with the Word

spoken , and the sure promisesof God are realized.

Tents and Barns .

Every year we are more impressed with the great value of

tent missions, by means of which we preach the Gospel, not

only in many villages and country districts which would other.

wise be inaccessible for want of a suitable place of meeting,

but also to a large town population which can with difficulty

be induced to enter any place of worship, though ready to come

to a tent. Although this branch of our work cannot be carried

on except at very great expense , we consider that the good that

is done quite justifies us in the outlay, and we earnestly invite

our friends again to send us special contributions for the tents

during the coming season . During the summer of 1885 we

preached the Gospel in tents in one hundred and seventy- five

places, for periods varying from one week to several months .

As to the class of peoplewe reach by this means we certainly

on the whole reacha lower stratum of society than by means of

our ordinary missions.

In Scotland our evangelists appear to be increasingly valued,

and the solid , Scriptural character of their preaching to be in.

creasingly appreciated. During the last twelve months we

have worked in 113 places north of the Tweed. In Scotland

we do not, as in England , try to limit ourselves to undenomi.

national places of assembly.

Tokens of Encouragement.

We have prayed for open doors, and God has abundantly

answered our prayer . We look back eighteen years to the time

when sixty -nine small meetingswere a good month's work, and

when we were overjoyed at reaching one hundred meetings in a

single month. Now , every Sunday, we have one hundred and

fifty to two hundred Gospel meetings, many of them numbering

over one thousand hearers, while every month we are privileged

to conduct from one thousand ive hundred to two thousand

Gospel services . Eighteenyears ago our work did not extend

very far from London . Now we preach from Cornwall to the

Shetland Islands.

Formerly, from time to time ,we were rejoiced by hearing of one

and another who had received the Gospel. Nowwe continually

hear of numbers who have joined the various churches as the

result of the missions.

Formerly mar y Christian people feared that special Gospel

services would bring disunion . Now the preaching of the

Cross of Christ is felt to be the greatest bond of union , and all

minor differences can be forgotten while we rejoice in the

uplifting of Jesus Christ and Him crucified. Baptists,Brethren,

Churchmen, Congregationalists, Friends, Presbyterians, and

Wesleyans have united with us in this blessed work, and we all

rejoice together as God shows that His Gospel is indeed the

power of God unto salvation , and carries it home to men's

hearts in the power of the Holy Ghost.

The report, from which we quote, abounds in incidents and

narrativesofgreat interest : we maypossibly find space later

on for several of these . Thereport,however, will abundently

repay perusal. It may be had of the Hon. Sec ., Evangelization

Society, 21 , Surrey Street, W.C.

But it is not only the poor and the roughs and the ignorant

who benefit by the tents. Many religious persons who have

never known what it is to have saving faith in the Lord Jesus

Christ have been brought to know Him at the tent services.

We are now at the commencement of another tent season,

and we earnestly hope that the short sketch we have given of
this branch of our work last summer may stimulate many to

help us to extend it during the new year.

Weare quite sure that, if those who have the means could

8ee with what eagerness the people gather together at these ser

vices, twice the number of tents would be pitched during the

season about to begin. When the tent is hired for the one place

the expense is, it is true, something to be considered, but it is

very moderate compared with whatis often spent on pleasures,

while the privilege of arranging such a work, and the happiness

ofwitnessing its good effects upon the many who attend, is cer

tainly very great, and is a lasting pleasure which all who are

able should secure .

Special Missions.

Important and interesting as are the tent missions, they form

only a very small proportion of our work during the year. In

the course of the last twelve months we have held meetings in

861 country places, and 183 places in the metropolitan district,

making a total of 1,044 places, only 175 of which were visited

by the tents.

'In some places the evangélists have only held an occasional

meeting, in others weekly or Sunday services are conducted ;

but in most we have had missions lasting fifteen or twenty-two

days, and this we find by far the most satisfactory mode of

work,

United Mission in Tenby.-A minister in the town

writes as to the specialunited mission just heldhere: -Hundreds

gathered at theearly Sunday morning prayer meetings : atthe

evening services the Public Hall was weil filled, and on the

Sunday evenings crowded; over sixty persons gave in their names

atthe meetings for inquirers. During the ten days the miseica

lasted Bible readings were held in the afternoon atthree o'clock,

at which a goodly number attended, and which were found to

be suggestive and profitable . Mr. Thorne's addresses were plain

statements of the fundamental Gospel truths appropriate

for the purposes of such missions, aboundingwith incident and

illustration, which were clearly and forcibly given, and his

appeals were very effective. Sometimes he would present

portions of Scripture in a fresh and striking light, as when he
referred to Simeon's song, “ For mine eyes have seen Thy sal

vation ." What had he seen ? The infant Jesus. And so with us,

salvation is the acceptance of a personal living Christ.In

accepting Christ we accept salvation. This mission illustrated

the power of song to aid thework oftheGospel.A choir bad

been carefully trained, and solosand duets given in clear tones

and beautifully sung presented the invitations and hopes and

blessings of the Gospel in a newcharacter and effectively

secondedthe earnest appeals of the preacher. Persons who for

years had been satisfied with the faithfuldiecharge of a round

ofduty and externalworship wereledto see the emptiness of

all, and the fulness there is in Cbrist, lapsed members of

churches were quickened , and led oncemore to unite with their

former friends, somewho had never attendedchurch or chapel

before now gave their hearts to Jesus and their hands to His

people, andfresh instancesare stillcoming to light of imples,

sions made and of thought and desire awokened. The iull

result will only be visible at the last day.

Sunday meetings and single week -day meetings are often

taken by those whose chief time is engaged in secular business ;
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this whole prairie, which only a few days ago was one vast

stretch of snow, is just as green and beautiful as the Wold of

Sussex in the month of May.

We next proceeded fifty miles east to our last mission in the

State of Illinois , at Mendota. Here the attendance was not

80 large as in the other towns, for the farmers were all busy in

their fields, and the ladies busy with their spring cleaning ;

nevertheless, the Sunday meetings were crowded , and there

were many good clear cases of conversion to God. Mr. Mateer

has gone on to Nebraska , five hundred miles farther west. I

join him this week ( D.V.) . Mr. Moody began a promising

mission in Chicago lately; but, in consequence of the riots

and bloodshed caused by the Polish and Bohemian Socialists,

the mayor ordered all meetings to be stopped. Mr. Moody's

work is therefore postponed for the present. There is consider

able trouble just now between employers of labour and their

men, but the sky seems much brighter, as many disputes have

been settled peaceably .

After Mr. Mateer and I leave Nebraska, we go west, to

California, and thence by steamer to Sydney, New South

Wales , for a tour of Gospel work. Arrangements have also

been made for us to visit Southern India on our way home to

old England. If the Lord will, I hope to write a few lines from
time to time.

EDWARD J. PARKER.

The Gospel Ships.

WE

A Re-opening & Thanksgiving.

I

BELIEVE many of our friends showed sympathy in the

trial which fell upon the Industrial Home for Boys,

Islington, when in September last the larger block of buildings

was destroyed by fire. Such will rejoice to hear that these

buildings, havingbeen rebuilt, were re -opened by the Countess

of Jersey on Thursday last. During the rebuildingmany improve

ments have been introduced ; not least the removal of the

wood -chopping deparıment and piles of wood to an isolated

corner in the extreme rear ; the place it formerly occupied being

devoted to a large room to be used as playroom in wet weather.

The Home I need hardly describe fully here, having already

sketched it in these pages. Suffice it to say that it is a volun.

tary, not a compulsory, Industrial Home, that it is intended

for one hundred boys, is nearly full , and proves remarkably

satisfactory in results ; the training,discipline, and Christian

teacbingbeing all one could desire." Miss Mann and Colonel

Mignon devote their whole time to superintendence and over

sight ; with the result that the boys look contented and happy,

and turn out exceedingly well. Being voluntary, there is no

Government grant ; hence the need of aid towards the mainte

nance fund by wayof supplementing the payment made for the

boys by the poor parents or other friends.

At the thanksgiving meeting, held in connection with the

re -opening, Sir T. Fowell Buxton ,Bart., presided, and

Mr. EUGENE STOCK (C.M.S.) gave some account of the pro

gress and success of the Homo during the thirty years he has

been on the committee . He also detailed the circumstances of

the fire, and expressed his deep thankfulness to God for the

friendsraised to help inrestoration. Of course the buildingwas

insured, but there were heavy lossesin furnishing and materials,

towardswhich many have nobly helped.

The CHAIRMAN, in the course of a brief address, spoke of

warm interest ( in , and sense of the value of the work of the

Home.

Lady JERSEY, in a few tasteful and hearty sentences,

expressed her_delight in observing the cheerful and bright

Aspect of the Home and of the boys. She had great pleasure

in declaring the buildings re -opened, and wishing it every prog

perity and blessing.

Bishop ALFORD, D.D. , offered the dedicatory prayer, earnestly

asking for much blessing on the work and the inmates.

Rev. H. ALLON, D.D., spoke of the great value of such &

preventive effort. He had long felt a deep interest in the Home,

and had watched its thoroughly satisfactory result.

Rev. Prebendary R. C. BILLING , in his own genial way , com

mended heartily the work of the Home, & work he knew to be

real and thorough. Tomany parents mourning over wayward

boys, giving promise of ripening into crime, it was the greatest

possible boon such a Home should be available.

At the close the friendspresent inspected the Home and the

boys, and manyexpressedthemselves as highly delighted .The

address is 119, Copenhagen Street, N. , and a visit will well re

pay any interested in such work .

PEARL FISHER,

over.

Mateer & Parker in the United States.
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UR two weeks' mission at Flint, Michigan , ended with

the conversion of just about a hundred folk, some of

whom had been prayed for for a long time . We left & very

happy band of young Christians in that very pretty little

lumber city. Very few people came in from the country or

backwoods, as, in consequence of the breaking up of the frost,

the roads were impassable, the mud being eighteen inches

deep.

Our next mission was at Minouk , Illinois, where we found

quite a happy, earnest English colony ,mostly from Trowbridge,

Wilts. Thechurch was packed every night, and often people

were turned away for want of room . The power of the Lord

was present to heal, and about threescore were here led to

Christ ; amongst them was a physician and his family and one

of the leading merchants of the town. Half the members of

this flourishing church were English people , and they were

delighted to have two of their own countrymen, who had

preached in their native towns, to conduct services in their

midst.

Our next mission was for ten days at the residential town of

Geneses , fll. Here also the church was not large enough to hold

the people, and a goodlynumber of new converts were gathered

into the fold of the Good Shepherd. While here the snow left

the ground, the temperature went up from freezing to 80 and

85 degrees in the shade, people threw aside their winter

garments, and the earth was changed from brown to green in

about five days. The birds came in thousands from the south ,

and the bare trees were soon " with verdure clad ; " and now

E are favoured with two letters from France concerning

Mr. Henry Cook's Gospel ships ; we extract points of

general interest.

From Quimper ( Finnesterre) Pasteur Jenkyn Jones writes :

The Mystery is just leaving for St. Nazaire. It has filled us

with surprise to see the people coming night after night tohear

the preaching of the Gospel of Christ. At Quimper we had not

expected such crowds aswould fill the ship twice or three times

We have had great numbers of soldiers on board , and

never had more serious attention , and could not even desire

externally greater attention than we have had. I hope God

will give the means of carrying on the work.

The second letter is from the captain of the Mystery, who

writes of the proposed voyage to St. Nazaire (one hundred miles

further south ), thence to Nantes and Rochefort and back to

Lorient,in order to Gospel service in these various ports. He

says :—We have been having some very good meetings here ; the

ship hasbeen closely packed and people waitingon the quay for

an hour before meeting timeon purpose to get a seat onboard,

for the ship is not a quarter big enough for the people who are

anxious to come. I believe there has been much good done in

this place, far beyond our expectation . We have been distribut

ing a lot of letters and little Gospels, and the people are very

anxious to get them, although they will not allow us to give

them away on shore ; the people flock around the ship to get

them , as they seem to hunger and thirst after the Word of God.

The quays are lined with people during meeting time, and the

soldiers are very attentive here. One told Mr. Jones he had

not missed one meeting.

Later wehad a letter from St. Nazaire , describing the arrival

of the Mystery at that port, and the commencement of the

Gospel service. The first two meetings were crowded , and

considerable interest manifested.

[Wewould earnestly urge the need of liberal help towards

this French coasting work, a work which God is greatly

blessing .-Ed. W. & W.]

A Testimony.-The following testimony was borne to a

country town missionary by a young man : For many months

I havebeen under conviction of sin, and indeed ever since you

first held meetings in this part, when you spoke to me per.

sonally, I felt it very much, but the hardest blow was when I

was going to Sidoup Railway Station with my brother a faw

weeks ago. Do you rememberyou were with Mr. W., and he

told you my brother was a Christian , and you answered by

saying, “Praise the Lord ,” and looking straight at me you asked

if I were one , and I said , “ I hope so .' " That won't do ," you

replied ; “ do say yesor no . " I had to say no. “ Well, ” said

you, “ it comes to this, your brother is on the road to heaven ,

but you are on the road to hell ;my prayer for you is that you

may be brought to the feet of Jesus for pardon. ” After we left

you we talked about it, and my brother said you were right, and

praise the Lord , I have found out that if I haddied that night

I should have been lost for ever, butnow, blessed bethe name of

the Lord, I am saved, and I know I am saved ; by His stripes I

am healed .
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AGENCIES.

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY.
Instituted 1837. New Offices, Bridge House,
Blacktriars Bridge ( City Side) London .

OBJECT : To bring the subject of personal
religion periodically before themiddle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical
literature at homeand abroad .
PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERS : All subscribers of

five shillings and upwards per annum are en

titled to receive the new tracts issued monthly,

and are allowed to purchase the Society 's pub

lications at a discount of 25 per cent. Any

subscriber, for each extra contribution of two

shillings per annum , may have a tract sent

monthly , direct from the office , to any friend

whose name and address are supplied . Many
subscribers have for years pursued this excellent

method of quietly influencing other persons.

Subscribers' names are not divulged . Donations or

subscriptions exceeding these sums form the

fund for gratuitous distributions of tracts,

Funds aro urgently needed in aid of the

Free Grant Fund

All cheques and postal orders to be crossed and
made payable to J . R . MACKENZIE , Secretary .

MSS. of earnest Gospel and good literary cha

racter may be forwarded to the Secretary .

WELCOME HOME FOR BAILORS OF
ALL NATIONS, Ratcliff Highway, London , E .
- Gospel and Gospel Temperance Meetings every

night throughout the year. Visitors welcomed

any hour of the day. Communications to be
addressed Miss CHILD, 173, St. George's Street,
London , E .

" A most fruitfuland gloriouswork ."
SHAFTESBURY .

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS
and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY .

President- Gen , bir A . J . LAWRENCE , K . O . B .

Sole object of the Society to spread the saving

knowledge of Christamong our soldiers . Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer , V . G . M . HOLT, Esq ., 17 , Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon . Sec. ; orby

the Secretary , Mr. W . A . BLAKE, at the offices,

4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W . C .

BARBICAN EAST CENTRAL
MISSION TO THE JEWS. - The aim of

this Mission is to win souls for Christ, by visita

tion , holding meetings and classes for Men ,

Women , and Children , and to befriend and
temporarily relieve distressed Jews, believing

and inquiring, who , in many cases, have lost
their all through no other fault than that they

have embraced , or are about to embrace, the

“ truth as it is in Jesus. " Immediate help
sadly needed . Contributions will be gratefully

received by Messrs . J . F . SHAW & CO . , or by

the Missionary Supt., PAUL WARGCHAWSKI.

16 , Farleigh Road , Stoke Newington , London , N .

HOME GLEANINGS.
" Burning the Books ; "! Erin 's Only Hope.

Or Acts xix . 19 Re-enacted .
TUST when Ireland is engrossing the

On Wednesday week, in a chapel in I thought and attention of thenation,
Clerkenwell, Acts xix . 19 was re when all men are considering how best

enacted. The story is deeply interesting. Ireland may be dealt with , appears the
On the previous Sunday a well-known loca sixty - fifth annualreport of the Scripture
secularist had been led to come to theeven Readers' Society for Ireland . Its Fery

ing service . There he heard from Rev. timeliness will secure for it fresh interest.
Edward Smith theGospel clearly declared . The distinct aim of the society is to
At the close he came forward , appearing bring the Word of God to the hearts and
broken down and truly convicted of sin , homes of the people, and it does this by

asking if it were possible there could be means of the Scripture readers who

mercy for such as he. Being assured of from house to house in the districta

the boundless mercy ofGod in Christ , he occupied, carrying to all the Word di
was led to the feet of the Saviour he had Life. In the humble cottage, in the

80 long denied and defied . workshop, and in the farmer's kitchen,

On the following Tuesday he brought God has honoured His own Word thus
to Mr. Smith his illuminated card of simply, faithfully , and lovingly delivered

membership, signed by a notoriousatheist, from Hisown Book .
his wand ofoffice, and Bible with sceptical The report to which we refer contains

annotations, supplying ready material for many striking incidents and narratives
objection and jest on almost any passage. of facts ; it may be had of the Secretary,

We have repeatedly heard of such copies 27, Lower Pembroke Street, Dublin ,

being so prepared , but have never seen
them before. These he wished destroyed ,
or preserved as a memorial, whichever the Upper-class Servants.
minister saw fit. Moreover, he said , “ I | TNhis recentreportMr.James Goodchild
have at home aboutonehundred and fifty I writes as to the Servants' Mission :
infidel books. I want them burned," - Footmen and coachmen are reached by
Next night the chapel furnace was lit , the thousand during the summer, while
the rejoicing convert brought his books, they are in attendance on their masters
and in the presence of a small company and mistresses at Her Majesty's drawing.

of godly men they were burned one by rooms, at balls, evening parties, the
one ; thus repeating the burning at opera , theatres, & c . Attractive Gospel
Ephesus recorded in the passage men books are given , and conversation held

tioned . with these men while they are waiting

hour after hour at these places. Often a
group of from twenty to fifty will gatber

Rev . Principal Cairns on round to listen or ask questions, which are
Free Breakfast Work . generally calculated to bring out the

TT RITING of the Drill Hall Break
Gospel the more clearly . Sometimes we

fast, Edinburgh ,Dr,Cairns says:
find witnesses for God amongst thesemes
who stand out to confirm our testimony:

No work in our great city impregnes me
more than the Drill Hall Breakfast, with

Then we invite those who can to attend
meetings in our Mission Room on the

its kindred works ofmercy . Often as I Lord 's Day, and on Tuesday'and Thurs
have gone to it and addressed it , I am im . day evenings. Special meetings are also
pressed every time with a deeper sense of convened at other times, calculated to
the sadness of the spectacle, and of the benefit in every way those who attend.
blessed power of theGospel of Christ to | About two hundred and fifty godlymu
reach the lowest depths of human sin
and wretchedness. I never see gathered

and women are banded together in our
Christian Servants' Association, whose

together somanyand such variouswreoks, 1 1 .work of faith and labour of love " 258
moral and physical, of our poorhumanity ,
amidst tbe surface glitter of our great and

great cheer to us.

polished city, but I always go away with
a stronger admiration of the power of Work in West Marylebone.
Christian kindness, and of the resources M HE Grove Hall and West Marylebone
of Almighty redeeming grace . In fact, I Mission has just issued its annus

as I have watched for years the features | report, which abounds in interesting

of this work , the look of the crowds facts , not only as to the work in Londos,

gathered to breakfast is not so tragic and but also in country towns and villages.
appalling as when I first knew them . We give but one point as to open-alr

The mass of wasted, debased ,and utterly work , leaving our friends to secure and
sunken existence has begun to be visibly read for themselves. Reportmay bebad
lifted up,and almostorganized into some. I on application to Mr. James Sprunt, 10%

thing like a mission congregation ,haggard | Omega Place, Alpha Road, N . W :- One

and squalid enough no doubt, and with | hundred and thirty- four open-air meer
awfulmemories of the past, but also with | ings have been held during the past year

brightening touches of the picture in old in connection with this mission. Car
and young. The noble band of workers audiences are composed mostly of street
in this supremely hard field have achieved strollers who, to all appearance, are total

by the grace of God a wonderfulsuccess, neglectors of the ordinary places of wole

and their work will more and more praise ship . Many interesting conversations

them in the gates. I have always thought have been held atthe close of the services,
of this mission as a “ Drill Hall " of the which show that the attention of the

highest Christian courage ard self-denial, people has been secured , and lead us w

and I rejoice that as workers go forth hope that good will result. A shopkeepe.
from it into all the high places of the in the neighbourhood of Lisson Grove
field , the members are recruited with a has, in consequence of these meeting

constant succession . I know no enter closed the premises on Sunday, telling
prise in this city of which I would regard one of our workers that the singing

the vitality as a better sign and the | spenking " condemn her. " Wema

enfeeblement as B greater calamity . d forward for the conversion of this wonde

16, Farisionary Supt . E : SHAWL

BIBLE AND COLPORTAGE
SOCIETY OF IRELAND. - An unde
nominational society with agents in all parts of
Ireland . Carefully selected and trained colpor

teurs are spreading the knowledge of Jesus by

the living voice and the printed page. They

have access to the people everywhere . A con
tribution of £40 will secure a colporteur for a

year in any part of Ireland . Several additional

Golporteurs have been recently appointed .
Funds greatly needed .

Secretaries, Rev . H . M . WILLIAMSON , Belfast ,
and Rev . JOHN ELLIOTT, Armagh , by whom
contributions will be gratefully received : or

they may be paid at the office of this paper.

LAMB AND FLAG RAGGED
SCHOOL AND MISSION , 10 , Red Lion

Street, Clerkenwell . - Tbis Institution bas carried

on good work for thirty - eight years, and larger

premises are needed to meet the increasing
demands of anxious and willing youth of both

sexes. £1,500 would provide what is wanted .

Will some of those blessed with means come
over and help us ? Funds are also much needed

to carry on the regular work .

Hon . Director and Treasurer - J . C . SHERRARD ,
1 , Oxford Square , Hyde Park .

ROSSLYN MISSION , Tollington Hall,
Hornsey Road , London , - Gospel Mission Open .

air and Children ' s Services, also Mothers' Meet

ings are continuously held in connection with

above . Much is done in homevisitation , feeding

the aged and hungry , supplying the temporal

and spiritual need of all within reach , as far

as means permit. Fundsurgently needed .
Cheques - and Postal Orders payable to

Hon . Supt., E . GARNET, 62, Crayford Road ,
Tufnell Park , London ,
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MISSION NOTES.
HOME

Plymouth . - The Y.M.C.A. have se

cured one of the finest sites in the town ,

including two public-houses, on which to

erect new premises.

Mr. Charles Inglis hasbeen preach

ing with not a fow tokens of blessing to

large audiences in the Great Assembly

Hall, Mile End Road .

Mr. Spurgeon's Orphanage.-

The Annual Fete will (D.V.) be held

on Wednesday, June 23rd, the nearest

convenient day to the President's birth

day.

Country Towns Mission . - The

Committee state there is an increased in

terest manifested in the spiritual wants

of our country districts , and all Christians

must be impressed with the need for quick

ened effort . There are numerous districts

where there is truly " a famine ofhearing

the Word of the Lord ."

" Not Unequally Yoked .” — A

young coachman , being convicted and

converted to God, at once confessed

Christ to his intended wife . This young

woman became very anxious about her

soul, and went to Mrs. Goodchild, who was

instrumental in leading her to the Saviour.

They have since married, and are going

on well.

“ The Precious Blood .” — An un

converted member of a Baptist Church

came with a friend to the services at

Grove Hall, One Sunday evening she

remained to the usual after meeting. As

" The precious blood of Jesus cleanseth

from all sin " was being sung, she be

lieved the word to the salvation of her

soul, andhas since given evidence of new

ness of life .

Unseen Fruit . - Here is an interest

ing testimony borne the other day by a

working man, who said that one evening

he wasin his shirtsleeves by his own door,

when two men came along , one carrying

a chair, which he planted close by. After

singing and prayer, one of thom mounted

the chair and delivered an address which

led to the man becoming a Christian and

an earnest temperanceand Sunday school

worker. He had never seen the preacher

before, and never saw him again.

A Jewish Mother, seventy- three

years old, and her daughter and grand

child were very constant in their attend.

ence at the sewing meetings and Bible

classes of an EastLondon'mission . That

aged Hebrew Christian mother, when

seriously ill, sent the following message

to Mrs. Zuckerkandi, the teacher : “ Tell

Mrs. Zuckerkandl that I believe all she

has said to us from the holy Book ; that

I pray in the name of Jesus ; and that,

if we should not meet here again, through

Him we shall surely meet in Heaven. "

Golden Lane Mission.-Mr. Org.

man writes :-In all the branches of our

work there are signs of increasing sta

bility. growth , and fruit, for which we

humbly thank God and take courage.

" Do mission converts stand ? " is a

question sometimes asked . If a period

from fifteen to twenty -five years be long

enough to test a convert, then we can

answer from experience, “ Yes ! " And

the present confronts us with a large

family indeed— & mission church exceed .

ing 300 members — a regular congregation

of from 600 to 800 people, who look to

us for instruction and guidance in Divine

things, and nearly 1,000 little ones whose

future velfaro largely depends upon our

influence . It is no vain wish when we

Bay , Brethren , pray for us. "

ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

Open Air Mission . - Rev. H. W.

Webb-Peploe, in the course of his sermon CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY .- Help

on behalf of this mission-delivered last is very urgentlyneeded to meet the heavy ex

week in Portman Chapel-stated that he
penses involved in conducting the various evan .

gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially
himself was converted about thirty years to assist in meeting the terrible distress so

ago through a tract given him on the race prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive

course .
helpin any form . JAS. ATKINSON , Secretary ,

10, Enfield Road South , Kingsland , N.

Jows in Spitalfields. — The Mission

House is still & centre of blessing to COUNTRY TOWNS MISBION,

many Jews. Messrs. Nachim and
18, New Bridge Street, E.C. - For the past forty

Flecker say that the work is in nine years this Society has sought to establish

prosperous condition, that the number Missionaries in those places where there is a lack

of simple Gospel teaching . The Committee
of patients is about three thousand, earnestly ask those who know the darkness of
and the willingness to listen to the many of our Country Districts to strengthen

Gospel very encouraging.
their hands by increased help .

Scripture Readers' Society for
HARRY C. NISBET, Treasurer . GEORGE H.

MAWBR, Secretary .

Ireland . – From letters given in the

report, referred to elsewhere, we glean a FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

few extracts. The first is from the last RAGGED SCHOOLS, Vine Street, Clerkoni

letter received from
well Road , E.C. President, the Right Hon , the

Earl of Aberdeen , K.G. This Institution benefits

The Earl of Shaftesbury.- " I temporally and spiritually the poorest of the

ought to have thanked you long agofor poor , upwards of 3.000 men, women, andchildren

your kind and interesting letter. You
being assisted weekly. £ 4,000 a year must be

give me hopes for poor Ireland . May
raised by Voluntary Contributionsto maintain
the Work. Treasurer - W . A. BEVAN , Esq .

your words prove to be true. I have been 64 , Lombard Street.

very ill , and not able to do much. En. Secretary, Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT.

closed is my subscription. I wish I could

aid you more. - SHAFTESBURY."
GEORGE YARD RAGGED

An Open Door. Several of the SCHOOLS AND MISSION,

readers testify to increasing willingness
Whitechapel, E.

The Infant Day Nursery opens at 7.30 a.m.
to listen . One writes :- In all my thirty The DayRagged Schools, morning at 9, after

four years' experience as a Scripture noon at 2 o'clock. Bunday Schools, morning,

reader, I never got a better reception
afternoon, and evening. Rough Boys' Classes at

8, on Moudays and Wednesdays. Boys at work
than I have in this place, and a readiness in the Industrial Classes on Mondays, Wednes

to hear the Word of God ; and many & days, and Fridays , at 12.30 p.m. Mothers' Meet

blessing I get as I go along from house to ings on Tuesdays at 3 and 6 p.m. Mission to

Inebriate

house, which I take as aproof that the
Women at 8 p.m. on Thursdays.

Temperance Meetings on Mondays at 8.15 p.m.

people value the Word of God and appre Evangelistic Services at 7 on Sundays, and other

ciate my visit.” Agencies

- AnotherEncouraging Tokens.
Friends are invited to visit the Institution any

day but Saturday.

writes :-In aformer report I have said Post Office Orders should be made payable at
that opposition to me and my work had 66, High Street, Whitechapel. R. Letters and

almost ceased ; this continues, and still
Parcels should be addressed toGEORGE HOLLAND,

The Ragged Schools, George Yard, High Street,

less now than at that time. There are
Whitechapel, London, E.

now no indications of bad feelings exist

ing. Houses into which I could not
THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

enter are now open to myvisits ; and, on earnestlyappeal for additional aid in support of

some occasions, I am invited in ; and the 180 Ragged School Missions of the Metro

strange to say , a R.O. woman asked me polis. These buildings are plantedin the poorest

districts, and are used for Sunday and Bible
to see a sick neighbour, and went with Schools,Day and Infant Free Schools, Week
me to the house . There are some who night Schools for Rough Lads and Girls, Indus

will permit me to read to them but not trial Classes, Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'

to pray. Such cases as these I visit as Meetings , Ragged Churches, Bands of Hope,

Crèches, and numerous other agencies for the
often as I deem it prudent. benefit of the poor children and their parents.

Spurgeon's Sermons. Fifteen Much is also done in home visitation , in cloth

years ago, writes Mr. Spurgeon, one of
ing the ragged , and feeding the starving , and

country homes are provided for the weakly or
our Tabernacle friends. sent one of his

convalescent. Contributions will be thankfully

pastor's printed sermons to his mother, received by JOHN KIRK , Exeter Hall , W.O.

who gave it to a young man under con.

viction of sin . It was blessed to the con RESCUE SOCIETY. Established in 1853 ,

version of both the man and his wife ;
for the reformation of openly immorai women

and this encouraged our brother to con
and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

danger, supports Eight Homes capable of
tinue what he calls his Sermon Mission . receiving over two hundred inmates .

Hisplan is to get addresses throughsome
Funds are earnertly solicited by the

Christian friend, and then send the
Secretary , Mr. C. STUART THORPE,

79 , Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

sermons direct. In 1884 he posted 980 ;

in 1885, 1,274 ; this year he hopes to AGED PILGRIMS' FRIEND

make up the number to 2,000 . SOCIETY . - Instituted 1807. For giving Life

Y.M.C.A., Aldersgate Street.- Pensions to the Lord's aged poor of both sexes

On Sunday afternoon, the forty -second
and all Protestant evangelical denominations.

1.119 pensioners on the books, 180 being inmates
anniversary of the founding of this Aseo of the four Homes. Experditure in pensions

ciation was celebrated by a reunion of npwards of £ 7,000 per annum Fresh help much

old friends and early members of the needed . Secretary - J . E. HAZELTON , Office

society, who met together in the old home 83, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

of the Y.M.C.A., at 186, Aldersgate CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE

Street, City. George Williams , Esq ., SOCIETY , 18 , Buckingham Street, Strand.

presided, and alluded to the fact that at& To controvert the teachings of Atheists, Serular

meeting at which he was one of the num ists , and other opponents of Christianity,

ber present, on that date in theyear 1844,

especially annong the uncultured. To help the

perplexed and doubting, andto instruct the young

twelve young men united together to in the reasons for believing in Christianity .

form the parent society, and that " the The Society's income is totally inadequate to the

little one had become a thousand ." Over
demandsupon it. Funds are immediately

wanted for the open-air work .
3,000 branches of the Association now Secretaries, Revs. O.LLOYD ENGSTRÖM and

existed in all parts of the world , T.T. WATERMAN
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Miss Anstey's Work at Colar.

us .

work :

does not feel strong enough to meet me alone. He is devoted

to her ; she is his only daughter. Poor old man ! We are

80 sorry for him ; he is such a kind-hearted , generous man .

A Brahmin Widow . Pray for him , that hislove for his child may be the means of

HE bringing him to put his sole trust in the God of his child.

or 1878, during the terrible famine , à Brahminee woman
LOUISA H, ANSTEY.

and her little daughter, a child of nine, came to Colar, and Colar, Myore, May 7th , 1886 .

were sheltered and provided for. Akkataie , the child, attended P.S.- Kodanda Row has just seen the brothers. One is too

the Bible school , and then the seed of the Word was sown in angry to speak with him , the other says, “ Ask her to come

her heart, which , like bread cast upon the waters , has been back with usfor one month , and then we will send her to you."

found to the praise and glory of God after many days. She is Kodanda Rowhas asked her, but the firmly declines to go back

now a deeply interesting young woman , between eighteen and with them. She does not believe in their sending her back to

nineteen years of age, tall and slight, and evidently of a very Kodanda Row has invited them to speak with her them .

strong character. Kodanda Row and his wife visited the village selves. They are doing so now ; her brothers are weeping, the

last week, and then her mother told him of her child's deter Lord help her to stand firm . He has done so ; the interview

mination to become a Christian , and dwell among the people is over and she firmly refused to go with them .

of God . She said , “ I too am willing to give her up ; " and she

arranged that the girl was to stay with me at the bungalow .

The daughter also spoke with him , and fixed uponthe spot for
Testifying at Epsom Races.

moeting, whenever he could arrange to come and fetch her. FRIEND sends us an account of work at the Epsom Reces

Her last words were , “ Come soon. I shall be ready to come
A , ,

whenever you callme." Akkatuie was married to a rich man, Mission , and some sixteen helpers, were , as is their wont,hard

and I well remember the day when the overwhelming tidings

reached them of his death, and the lamentation because

at work among the pleasure- seekers, gamblers, and others.

Unable to give it all , we select his description of the Derby Day

Akkataie was a child widow .

Last Monday, May 3rd , Kodanda Row, with his wife and child , On Derby Day, as the people began to arrive early in the

set off for her village, twenty-seven miles away. Without help morning , the distributors went forth in twos loaded with tracts.

it was impossible for the young girl to escape from her home, Two were told off to visit the carriages, and give little books,

and come alone all that distance to Colar. Kodanda Row sent others were posted by the roadside, so that in nearly all the

one of our faithful lads to her house to inform her of their approaches to the course tracts were being freely distributed.

arrival , and to tell her to meet him a little after ten p.m. at the It was a trying position to hand tracts to people in carriagesand

appointed spot. She and her mother, conducted by the lad, carts as they went along, and the great discomfort from the

arrived there too soon , about half-past nine, and as it was not dust, which was driven about in clouds, so that the friends

possible for them to stay there without danger of detection, became quite white, yet persevered with their work. Others

they hurried back to their village. Kodanda Row arrived a there were who gave away freely their advertisements, so

little after ten p.m. , and waited there more than three hours, that in places the ground was covered with books and papers

until half- past one . It was a most trying time , every sound (very few tracts) that had been thrown away. Up to the time

startled them ; they were in danger of being taken up as thieves of the racing the work was continued . While the people on the

by any passer- by who might give the alarm . Happily our lad road were being looked after, a meeting was held on the course

came again to the spot to see if he could find Kodanda Row, itself for two hours, but not without some opposition. We had

and at once went off, and again told the mother that Kodanda hardly selected our spot when the police said we should not be

Row was waiting for Akikataie, but the mother's allowed to gather there, but Mr. Kirkham , who has preached

mind was changed, and she expressed her unwillingnessto let at the same place on the race day for morethan a quarter of &

her daughter go. She desired to put it off until the next day .

now

and B. M. Spurr fourth , George Brown ; fifth, E. Cowe and

JamesWhitaker. Whately's " Evidences " and Row's " Reasons

third , Charlotte A. Moore, Dablin : snd Jessie Smith,Hoxton ;

ing examinations, may be obtained at the society's office, 13,

century, protested .

But the lad , Gideon by name , persisted that it she did not go At last we moved outside the rail, but were soon told to move

that night she might never get away. The daughter at once off by other police ; so in the end wereturned to our first position

expressed her decision to go that night ; and so without her and remained all the time without further interruption. Our

mother she started forth with Gideon. presence was evidently objectionable , and they were anxious to

Kodanda Row had nearly given up all hopes of seeing her ; get rid of us, although many other groups wereassembled for

they hastened to the mission coach, where Kodanda Row's dear different purposes. Thesingingattracted many people,who

little wife had been waiting so long and so anxiously for her remainedwhile an explanation was given ofthepicture,counted

husband's return. The news was spread abroad before Kodanda on aboard, of the “ Broad and Narrow Way," andmany were

Row left Colar; erery one knew that a Brahminee girl was much interested ;someasking wherethepicture could bebought.

coming, and that Kodanda Row was going to fetch her. It was There was not any annoyance at the meeting, although many

spoken of in the Cutchery at Colar, but no one was stirred up to inpassing maderemarks,sayingit was quite out ofplace, and

hinder its being done. Kodanda Row found the object of his when tracts were offeredrefused. Onesaidweougbt to be

errand was known as he passed on his way, and it seems a ashamed coming there to give tracts, but we replied we were

miracle that she should now be safe at home in the bungalow. proud to do so. A man refused a trect, sayingitwouldspoil

However, as much time was lost by their missing each other, his day's pleasure if he took it. The tracts were mostly refused

and the roads were very heavy in consequence of having rains by the upper class. As the people returned, a meeting wasbeld

which fell that night ( Kodanda Row had heavy rain to en by the roadside, and later onin the high street ofthe town.

counter amongst the trying events of that night ), be deter Then there is generallymuch opposition ;bagsofflour and ochre

mined to return to Colaranother way, lest they should be inter with other things flying about rather freely .Butatestimonyis

copted on their way back. The Lord gave His angels charge given , and we feel sure it is not in vain .

concerning them , as was plainly seen from first to last. We [ That it is not in vain is evidentfrom but two facts among

became very anxious the next day when they did not appear at many such . Rev. H. W. Webb -Peploeascribes his conversion 10

the time appointed, and hope died out , and fear that they had a tract given on a racecourse thirty years ago .

suffered violence took its place. I woke up early on Wednesday Secretary of the Tower Hamlets Mission, dates hisconversion

morning, resolved to send some one to inquire after their fate. from hearing the Gospel preachedonDoncaster Racecourse.)

and then heard the sound of wheels , and next the voice of

Kodanda Row assuringime that he had succeeded in his mission. Christian Evidence Society. The awards of the

A few hours after her father arrived. Poor old man ! He examiners are as follows: - Butler's " Analogy."third prize;

was in the house the night his daughter left it. Being an aged William Parker, Hulme Clif College ; Fourth, Marmaduke

man , he is a light sleeper , but the Lord let him sleep onthat Bannister, Manchester · Atheism ,and Anti-theistic Theories :"

night, and the next morning early he started off for å village, second prize, John S. Appleby ,'Leeds;third ,Alice Martin,

unconscious that his daughter had left the house. The news was Hoxton . " Miracles " third prize, Edvard C. Fugler, Stoke

sent after him , and he walked the who'e way in , and arrived at Newington. “ Prophecy " (the students in HulmeClifle College

Kodanda Row's house a few hours after he did . He did not ask alonecompetedin this examination ) : second prizes,H.Rees

Kodanda Row for his daughter; he simply followed him from

room to room and place to place , and then Kodanda Row asked

him why he had o me, and what was the matter, and he for Believing in Christianity : " first prize, Annie Komlosy:

would answer him fully ( for Kodanda Row wanted to tell him Horton : second, Laurence š. dinsworth, Victoria Park, E.

how it had taken place,how the proposalto leare was Akkataie's,

and in faithfulness of the Christian's God he had to give her

the help she asked forl. The old man simply said that he had cates werealsoawardedtootherstudents . Informationrespect

come after his two sons , who had gone after the lad Gideon.

He is still in the town waiting for the arrival of his sons . He Buckingham Street, Strand, W.C.

Mr. Kerwin,
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Just Published . Price Twopence.

BIBLE STUDY,

Suggestions and Illustrations.

GORDON FORL ON G.

Church of England

Scripture Readers' Association.
By

INSTITUTED IN 1844.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, Paternoster Row , E.O.

Published Monthly, price Id . -Unsectarian .

BIBLE LIGHT

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS.

Word and Work of Jan. 14th says : - " Those in search of hints and good
Bible notes will value this little monthly , throwing, as it does, light on

dificult points in a brief and pithy style calculated to prove exceedingls
helpful to Bible studentsand Christian workers."

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW , E.O.

This Society is employing nearly 13) earnest, faithful, and experienced

Readers - most of them in the poorest localities in the Metropolis - who

visit from house to house and room to room , bringing the Word of God to
the poor , the sick , the erring, and the outcast ; they also help generally in

the spiritual work of their respective parishes .

Unless speedy help is received several grants

must be withdrawn for want of Funds.

MARCUSRAINSFORD, Clerical Secretary.

T. MARTIN TILBY, Lay Secretary.

Ofices, 56 , Haymarket, S.W.

MR. G. T. CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .

CONSUMPTION,

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE (post free ), or Large Edition (cloth ), 1s. 3d. , from

the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S.E., and Elliot Stock,

62, Paternoster Row, E.C.

Five Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets.

12,000 smacksmen aro engaged all the year round inproviding our tables

with fish . These men, who for us toil through furious blast and sleety

storm -who hazard their livesand fallvictims,hundreds of them, to the

pitiless waves, thatmarkets at home may be well supplied - may rightly

claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and so highly
prize.

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGHTHE PRESENCEOFTHE

MISSIONVESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoning

love, bringing thepleasureofbooks to while awaytheweary hours, afford ;
ing relief in case of sickness and injury , and cheering and brightening dull

and monotonous livesby theirpresence and ministry.

“ The Mission Smacks are doing in the North Sea a grand work, worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results oftheireffort, great as they are in the present will, if only

supported liberally by the public, bo of untold value in the future."

Sir Edward Birkbeck , Bart ., M.P.

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel

with every fleet.

E. J. MATHER, Director ,

181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ), E.O

N.B. - The offices were removed to the present address in
December lasr . Attention to thechange will save much

trouble , time , and expense to the Mission.

THE

SEVENTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING, FROM MAY TO AUGUST.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER ,

Mr. Congrevewill give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK ,

Recently Published.

A BOOK FOR THE TIMES.

(Cloth extra, 1s. 6d .)

OLD -FASHIONED TRUTHS for

NEW -FASHIONED TIMES.

By J. C. CROXFORD.

“ We warmly commend the book ." — Word and Work.

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

LONDON : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO . ,

Or of the Author, Mr. Croxford, Harrold, Bedford, postage free.

And of any Bookseller,

Reprinted from an article in the Christian Herald , March 31st, 1886 .

" ADVANCED BRONCHO-PHTHISIS.

" The patient's name, Mr. Thos. W. FINNETT, of 55 , Lyal Road , North

Bow , E., having seen the cases published every week in a religious paper ,

wasencouragedto apply to Mr. Coogreve.

" For two years he had suffered with cough and expectoration . These

symptoms had increased until he brought up blood . A second hæmorrhage

had just taken place. He had attended the Brompton Hospital until a

month before this, and left, there being apparently no hope of recovery :

“ At this time expectoration was profuse, and mixed with blood ; pains

in the right side were severe. The patient was losing flesh and strength

rapidly .
* In a month , under Mr. Congreve's treatment, there was manifest im

provement. The spitting of blood ceased in two months. Prescriptions

were given for the throat, for the general debility , hæmoptysis, & c . In a

few months the patient was well .

" And this is what he writes, in a letter received by Mr. Congreve a few

weeks ago : - I am now enjoying very good heal : h . I was indeed in a sad

state when I first came under your ti+ atment. I was fearfully reduced,

through losing so much blood . By God's help, and your good advice and

medicine, I am as strong as ever. I persevered until I got thoroughly

well . I never fail to tell others who may suffer as I did . Make any use

you please of this.' ”

Enlarged to 16 pages . Price UNE PENNY .

THE ANTI - INFIDEL,

Edited by W. R. BRADLAUGH. A Monthly Magazine for the ADVOCACY

OF TRUTA and EXPOSURE OF ERROR.

Highly suitable for distribution among workingmen in large centres of

industry. Workshop scoff and ridicule honestly dealt with and refuted .

Texts cavilled at explained. All objectionable personality is studiously

avoided , but the principlesof Scepticism and the fallacious reasoning of

its advocates are fearlessly dealt with. Clergymen , Ministers, and Trict

Distributors supplied at the reduced rate of 6s . 6d . per 100, carriage paid .

LONDON : JOHN SNOW & Co. , 2 , Ivy LANE, PATERNOSTER Row ;

At Railway Bookstalls and all Booksellers .

BAGSTER'S BIBLES .NOTE. – Days of Consultation. –TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAYMornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance_should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.

Extra flexible, silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco, kid -lined , elastic band .

With full helps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band . From 48.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

15. PATERNOSTER-ROW, LONDON.

SPURCEON'
S

COMPLETE IN 7 VOLS

CLOTH 8 /..
AN

EACH ORIGINAL

EXPOSITION OF

THE BOOK OF PSALMS

PASSMORE +ALABASTER,PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS.E .

NORTH · WEST LONDON

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

9 , The Crescent,Leighton Grove, N.W.
PRESIDENT - JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq .

This Choir has been formed for the purpose

of assisting any Evangelistic effort ,and forthe

purpose of conducting short “ Gospel Song

Missions , " as occasionmay offer.

Theservices of the choir are quitegratuitous.

All applications shouldbe made to Mr. J. Bate

man, 72, Twisden Road , Highgate Road , N.W.

FURNITURE.-NORMAN &

STACEY'S HIRE -PURCHABE SYSTEM Oer

mends itself to all classes. Deposit not necessary ,

It combines rea ) economy on sound commercial

principles, with strictly privato arrangements,
without the objectionable turmalities of

dealers and others . Payments can extend over

1, 2, or 8 years. The 60wholesale armsembrace

the best manufacturers, who have large stocks

for selection , Intending purchasert sbould call

personally, or send for particulars. - Offices, 79,

i Queen Victoria Bt., E.C.,and 121, Pall Mall, s.W.
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National Refuges.
LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

Y

ET another children's night in Exeter Hall, when on Friday TheEvangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Brangelista

week the annualmeeting of this institution was held, and to any part ofBagland, Scotland ,and Wales upon due notice. Apply

upwards of 600 boysand girls from the various homes and train
to Hon . Secretary, 21, durrey Street, Strand , W.C.

Y.M.O.A., City, New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue,Leadenball

ing ships made the hall vocal with their merry songs . The new Street (late 61 , Gracechurch Street).-- Sunday, June 20th , 5 p.m.,

President, the Earl of Jersey, on entering, was warmly greeted. Bible reading by Mr. Alfred Woods, “ The Alphabet of the Human

Heart .

Mr. W. WILLIAMS, in presenting an abstract of thereport,said
Next monthly meeting of workers, June 29th. Service of

Song at Mission Hall, Melior Street , June 17th , 8 p.m. Mission works
the Committee increasingly feel the importance of the work in Bermondsey, Whitechapel, Hackney , & c .
which they are engaged being supported, and every branch of it Miss Mittendorff having now got into the small town house at No. 2 .

carried on in a deeply religious spirit. They are acting on behalf
Aberdeen Place , Maida Hill , N.W. , she has taken as a branch to her
Home at Epsom for orphan and destitute girls, purposes having a

of Christian people who have no pet theories of socialscience to
d - dicatory meeting on Friday, the 18th June, at 8 p.m. Tea at 7 p.in.

uphold, but who do believe that even in & refuge for the desti May Meetings :

tute there is room for the Gospel to display its elevating and London Female Preventive Society , Homes, Parson's Green,

Fulham, baturday, June 19th , at 3 p.m.
saving power. During the year about 1,000 children hadbeen

Stockwell Orphanage, Orphanage, Clapham Road, Wednesday,underthe care of the Committee in the several homes. The in June 23rd , at 2 p.m.

come from all sources had amounted to £23,561 8s. 6d . , and the House of Rost, 7 & 8, Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn, N.W. - Friday, 18th ,

Committee were thankful that, notwithstanding the great com . at ? p.m., “ The beast comingup out of the sea ."( Rev. xlii, 1.10 .) Tea

at 6. Sun. , 20th , at 3.30 p.m. , " Moges in conflict with Gud," by Miss

mercial depression of the year,they were able to meet all their Mason .

expenditure, with the exception of £ 69 14s . 2d. They reminded Home of Industry , 60, Commercial Street.- Monthly ineeting ler

their friends, however, that the deficiency in the accounts for Christian workers, Wednesday, June 16th . Tea at 6 , Meeting at 7 .

Mr. Charles Inglis will give the address. Subject : " Sevenfold prifi
the years 1882, 1883, and 1884, amounting to £5,860 58. , was still lege of the servant of God ” ( St. John's Gospel) .

Qwing. Conforence Hall, Mildmay Park , N.-June 2Cth , at 3.30, Pastor E.
The Earlof JERSEY,in thecourse of his address, paid a high Schrenk (in German ) ; at 7. Rev. John Barrows, D.D. (of Chicago).

tribute to the late Earl of Shaftesbury, the lifelong friend oi
27th , at 8.30, address in French , hy Rev. Theo. J. Monod, of Paris,

bun ., 4th July, at 8.30 aud 7. Rev.Geo. F.Pentecost , D.D., of Brooklyn,
homeless and destitute children. !

Clapton Hall,Alkham Road, Cazenove Road, Upper Clapton . - Mr.J.G.
Rev. DONALD FRASER, D.D. , said he wished to say a word to McVicker, sundays, at 6.30 p.m.; Fridays, at 7.30 p.rr.

those who have learnt to take thought for the welfare of others
Children's Special Service Mission-Seaside arrangements. - Nr.

as well as for their own, and who know that the condition'of the
Arrowsmith, at Scarborough , in Aug. ; at North Berwick , in Bept.;Mr.

E. T. M. Denney, at Saltbura, in August ; Mr. E. Salisbury , at Wer.
people, especially of the rising generation , is to -day the question mouth , in August ; Mr. E. J. Kennedy, at Bridlington, in August ;
of questions, both for the Church and for the State, and that it Mr. W. L. Seyler, at Broadstairs, August 1-15.

cannot be neglected without inflicting serious consequences on
Youthg Institute , Old Pyo Strnoi, Westminster ( “ One Tun

Mission). - Prayer meeting, every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con

all classes of society. People were sometimes swayed by two ducted by Mr.J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.30to 8.

different views in reference to the removal of evils , one of these Conference Hall, 143, Clapham Road, 8.W.- Sunday, 11 a.m., Children's

being the preventive. It was urged that a great deal - perhaps
service ; 3.30 p.m., Bible reading ; 7 p.m., Evangelistic service .

the whole of the wretchedness and squalor to be seen in
Evangelistio 118810u (Under the direction ou C. du884 .. Hurditch).

Kilburn Hill,Kilbarn Gato (notTown Hali). -Mr. Geo. Hucklesby,
London and in many of the great towns of the kingdom was Sun., at 7 p.m., and Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

preventible and ought to be prevented, and that society would
Malden Hail, Kentish Town.-Mr. 0. V. T. Onslow , Bun ., 7 p.tn.,

and Thurs., at 8.

be playing a very silly part in allowing it to go on , that society Dalston Hall , 105, Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. W. Rirett, Sun., 7 p...,

has the right and that it is its duty to protect itself against the and Thurs., 8 p.m.

intolerable burdens that are cast upon it byimprovident and Bi nolaI.Bigaold Road , Station Rog1, Forest Gste.-Mr.

intemperate people. Then , from the remedial side , there arose
Ransome Wallis, Sun., 7p.in. , and Wed., 8 p.m.

those who said that, make what provision and regulations you
West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith

Road . - Sun ., Dr. Popham , at8 p.m., and Mr.J. Short .at 7 p.m.
please,you never can drive sin and misery out of theworld. Mortlake.Rest Mission fall.-Mr. 8. E.Angel,Bun ..7 p.m.

Mr. BOMPAS, Q.O. , said if the meeting had ever tried to rea
Zenana ant MedicalMission Sonooland Iv is, 53, st. George's

lize what a wonderful thing a good man or a good woman was
Road, 8.W. - Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon, at
which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orobard kindly preside.

in this world they would agree that nothing could be more Y.W.C.A. -Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening,

worthy of their admiration . As they thought of the influence at 9.15, in the Mall Hall . High Street, Notting Hil .

they could bring to bear on all around them, and of the element
Rev. W.Haysitken's future engagements are :-June 10th to 22nd,

Bedford Church , Exeter.

of eternityin each of them , the more they looked at them in Deepening of Spiritual Life . - Meeting at Stafford Rooms, Titch

this lightthe more they would be able to realize the impor borne street, Edgware Road , Fridays, 3.39 p.m.

tance of the work in which this society was engaged, that of Conference on the Second Advent.-- conference Hall, Clapham

Road , s.W. , June 15-17 .
making good men and good women .

St. G sorgo's Hall, Langnan . Place, W.-Mr. Denham Smith, Sunday

Addresses followed by Rev. Jackson Wray and Lord Leigh . morning,at 11 ; evening, at 7 ; and at Burlington Hall,Savile Row , on
Wednesday, at 8.

Belleville Mission .-At a meeting held on the 10th inst .
Talbot Tabernacle. Powis Square, W. - Second Advent Testimony,a

series of expositoryaddresses onthe Lord'scoming, Bunday mornings,
at 28, Portman Square, on behalf of this mission, Miss Do at 11 , by the pastor, Mr. Frank White . Subject next Sunday, " Israel

Broen said that a man owed his life to one of their meetings. in the last days."

A woman had determined to take his life . Passing “ the Iron Trinity Presbyterian Churoh Ranslagtoa Park Road - Dr. A.

Room dinclair Paterson , Sundays at 11 a ,m, and 7 p.a.

as & service was going on , she presently entered. The

evangelist took for his text “ Vengeance is Mine ." This stayed THE LONDON SAMARITAN SOCIETY AND HOMERTON MISSION gratefully

her hand. Miss De Broen pleaded for means to carry on her acknowledge thefollowing sumsfor its Convalescent Homes, Day in the

work . Will not some of the Lord's people help forward this Country, & c. : J. C. , £2 is.; Miss B,98.; Dr. S., 109. ,D.W., 3s. 4d.;Miss

mission , in which the free Gospel is constantly being proclaimed?
G., 153 .; Ticehurst , £ 5 ; Mrs. L. , £l 18.

The monthly “ Mission Letter " gives encouraging accounts of
REQUESTS FOR PRAYER .

the work, and shows how God is preparing the hearts of these
" Let your requests be made known to God . "

ignorant and infidel people for the truth .
11,127.--That much blessing may attend the preaching ofthe Gospel in

" Shall we , whose lamps are lighted a tent ( Evangelistic MissionI'ent), at Christchurch , Hants, duringpresent

With wisdom from on high , month, and that many precious souls may pass from death into life.

Shall we to men benighted 11,128.- For the conversion of two sisters.

The lamp of life deny ? " 11,129.- For a Christian widow passing through deep waters.

E. P. T. 11.130.– For my Bible -class, that soulsmay be saved and believers
upbuilt .

Our Indian Fellow -subjects . - We desire to draw

attention to aneffort thatis being made to hold special mis
DIMNE88 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequently

sione, similar to the one that was recently conducted in Sierra caused by the use of aa suitable Spactacles. The Rov . Dr. Orowshor, H !!!

Leone , during the coming winter at some of the older Church House, Ascot, writes : - " Icannot describe thecomlort i deriva troze tae

Missionary Society stations in the East. The schemeis pro
190ofyour glasses ,both by day and night . I find no pain orwearinasi

asIusedto ;andI havo takentoreading booksI had put soldoas to
moted by a small committee of friends of the Church Mission

trying for the eyes on account of the smallness of thetyce." Thelate Sir

ary Society. It is proposed that the evangelists should remain Julius Benedict wrote : " Ihave tried theprincipal opticians in London

four months in India, leaving here, say, in October, and return without success, butthe spectaclesyou have adapted suit admirably; the

ing (D.V.) in March . The project, it is estimated, could be
clearness of your glassesascompared with othersis really surprising."
The Rev. 8 . 8. Bagaos , ... 800 . Cajon Worcester Oscae tral,

carried out in its entirety for £ 2,000. The Provisional Com. writos: -- " The spectaclesyou adapted are all I could desire , sad myeyon

mittee invite communicationson the proposals. They will be feel strong already. I only regret I did not know of your excooding skill

thankful to receive promises of contributions and the names of
yearsago." -M1. TENBYLAUBANOB, 8.8.8.,Oculist Optician , la,OLD

BOND STREET,wolontificallyadapto hio IMPROVED SPBOTACLES
clergymen and laymen likely to be useful in this work ; names to assist and strengthen tho wonkost sghte. Pannhlatcontainingsugo

should , of course , be given in the strictest confidence. All Kestions to the praaarvation at dght tres . BRANCHES. 6. Poultri:

communications should be addressed to the Archdeacon of
E.O.: 8. Guérdian Bulldings, Cross st., MANCH OSTER:

5 ,Corporation Street, BIRMINGHAM ;'und 129,Buahanan
Southwark , 169, The Grove, Camberwell, S.E. St. Glasgordprt.
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THE

ΠΗHE ANCHORAGE,

MEDICAL BATTERY COMPANY, Limited ,

MEDICAL BATTERY COMPANY, Limited

MEDICAL BATTERY COMPANY, Limited ,

Toshelter

Young

Women

(other

HEBREWS vi. 19.

wise respectable ) lately Fallen into

Sin .

FOR rules of admission to the Anchorage
House, and for particulars of its work , and for

TRAINED SERVANTS ready to go out to situa

tions, apply (by letter only ) to Mrs. H. STUART

WORTLEY , Rosslyn House, Grove End Road ,

N.W. , London ; and to whom, or to any member

of committee, subscriptions may be sent, or to

INVITES EVERY MAN AND WOMAN SUFFERING FROM
Editor, Word and Work .

Rheumatism Paralysis General& Local Consumption

Lumbago

ARMY SERIES. By Miss HERDMAN .
Indigestion Deb lity Gout

Sciatica Constipation
Neuralgia Kidney Diseases

Illustrated Booklets, 16 pages. Packets 1

Bronchitis Nervous Exhaustion SpinalWeakness Epilepsy
and 2 , each containing 12 Booklets, 6d. per

Pulmonary Affections Asthma
Liver Complaint Funciional disorders packet, or any number separately , 6d. per

dozen .

to senda Post Card to 52, Oxford Street , London , W., for a copy of “ ELECTRO. PACKET 1. - 1. “ Sentry Go ! " 2. " I Serve."

PATHY,orHARNESS' GUIDE TO HEALTH ,” which will be forwarded Post

3. The Reveille . 4. The Roll Call, 5. In

Free, and show how thousands have been immediately relieved, and promptly and

Hospital . 6. The Deserter .

permanently cured, by simply wearing

PACKET 2. - 7 . Pay Day. 8. On Pass. 9. Be

Manly . 10. Cavalry Life . ll. Active Ber

vice . 12. “ Young Men Wanted !

“ This excellent and charmingly got up little
Series is by a well - known and gifted friend of

Boldiers . Miss Herdman really writes almost as

though she had personally been through the ex .

so admirably points."
Soldiers' and Sailors' Chronicle,

PRICE 21s . POST FREE .
“ Coming from the pen of one whose labours

amongst soldiers have been so much blessed of

God , they set forth in narrative form the Gospel

with much clearness and simplicity , and in lan

guage well calculated to gain the attention of

the rank and file. All labourers amongst the

military should use this series."

Word and Work .

BELT

HARNES
S

HARNES
S

ELECTROPATHIC

ELECTROPATHIC
BELT peridonea bilye pappropriates so graphically and

BELT

HARNES
S

HARNES
S

ELECTROPATHIC

ELECTROPATHIC BELT

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

Stirling, N.B.

London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO.Which is guaranteed to restore Impaired Vital Energy, Invigorate the Debilitated

Constitution, Stimulate the Organic Action , Promote the Circulation , Assist Diges.

tion, and Promptly renew that Vital Energy, the loss of which is the first symptom

of decay. It is not merely something to make the muscles contract and jump.

Its healing properties are multifarious ; it stimulates the functions of various

organs, increases their secretions , gives tone to muscles and nerves, relaxes morbid

contractions, improves nutrition, and renews exhausted nerve force. Acting

directly on the system , it sustainsand assists its various functions, and thus pro

motes the health and vigour of the entire frame.

When Ordering send Size of Waist (next skin) .

MR. C. B. HARNESS, trician, has been specially retained by

the Eminent Consulting Medical Elec

the Company, and can be consulted daily (WITHOUTCHARGE) on all matters

relating to HEALTH andthe application ofCurative Electricity, in the Electro

pathic Saloon of the MEDICAL BATTERY COMPANY (Limited), 52 , Oxford

Street, London , W.

THE HARVEST OF THE CITY,

and the Workers of To-day.

By PEARL FISHER. With Introduction by

H. SINCLAIR PATERSON, M.D. Crown 8vo ,

cloth extra , 3s . 60 .

" Contains a series of graphic sketchesof some

of the evang-listic and philanthropic agencies

which are exerting so much influence for good .

The book is worthy of a wide circulation.”

Ragged School Record .

JOAN F. SHAW & Co. , 48 , Paternoster Row , E.O.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

B 'Southampton Buildings,Bhacer Kine.
THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS , repayable on demand .

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly

balances, when not diawn below £ 100 .

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

charge , the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other

Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Billsof

Exchange, DDividends, and Coupons ;and the pur

chase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities.

Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager .

TheBirkbeck Building Society'sAnnual
Receipts exceed Five Millions .

COW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

52, OXFORD STREET, LONDON . W. Parlementvoor

IRON MISSION ROOMS, &c . , IRON CHURCHES,&c .

A, CHOPPING ,

DERBY RD.,WEST CROYDON, SURREY.

HABAGONSUMS PANHAM AMERICAN
HOLAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

erected on the most reasonable terms, by R.

BAUNDERS 216 , Brecknock Road , London , N.

Estimates and designs free . 25 years' practical

experience. Also Churches and Schools, & c .

ERECTED BY

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply

at the Office of the BIBKBECK BUILDING BOCIETY,

29, SouthamptonBuildings, Chancery Lane.

Illustrated Designs and Estimates Free .

CHEAPEST FIRM IN THE TRADE.
Instruments for school and home use . Are mar

vellous for tone and workmanship. 3 stops, £ 5 ;

5 stops , £ 6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of

every description . Pianofortes from £ 15 .-

Works, 206 , Jubilee Street, London , E.

MARQUEES AND TENTS ON

SALE OR HIRE.

A few small marquees to seat 120 persons

suitable for village services, £6 10s. complete.

J. H. BROWN,
Railway Arches , Burdett Road , E.

MONTH , with immediate possession , either for

Building or Gardeningpurposes. Apply at the

Office ofthe BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

as above .

The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars,

on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT , Manager.

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.

Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds.

** DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED."

Sir ,-My sale for your " Ouro for Deafness "

increases . A man here who has been deaf

Porty years, has had his hearingrestored by it.

J. GREEN , Chemist, Ohristehurch .

Ls. 11d. perBottle , Free by Post for14 stamps,from

EdwinJ. Orobard, Chemist, Salisbury.

NOISES IN THE EARS.

Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to send

for his work, a book showing the nature of the

disease and the means of cure . Post free 6d .,

with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London. Free con

sultations daily .

CURE OFDEAFNESS. BUNT
ER'S

Cures Toothache, prevents Decay, sayes

Extraction, 1s . 11d . of all Chemists.

NERVINE ,
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FRIENDLESS AND
FALLEN.

Amongst the gratifying results of Missionary Work in the Metropolis and country

towns is the rescue of large numbers of friendless girls from immoral surroundings. From

January 1st of this year to the 31st ult . FIVE HUNDRED AND FORTY -EIGHT bave

been brought to the office, representing all classes and conditions of the friendless and

fallen, and of these a considerable proportion were quite young girls, FATHERLESS,

MOTHERLESS, or even worse ; and , to extend the Christian hand to these is indeed a

SOLEMN OBLIGATION resting on those who profess to be the followers of HIM who

LAID DOWN HIS LIFE in order that He might SAVE TO THE UTTERMOST.

PARSON'S GREEN HOMES.

About ten years ago the Committee of the London Female Preventive and Reformatory

Institution secured, bypurchase , the freehold of the property as it then stood . Within

eighteen months one Home was rebuilt to accommodate thirty inmates. Subsequently

another part of the property was adapted for thirty more, specially young girls. Now

the work of extension is being carried on by the rebuilding of the remainder, which will

make accommodation for eighty inmates at this branch of the institution .

This extension will involve an outlay of about £ 1,550, and the freewill offerings of

the Lord's people in aid of the above are most urgently solicited .

ANNUAL MEETING.

The Annual Meeting of the Institution will be held in the gardens in the rear of the

Parson's Green Homes, on Saturday, the 19th inst.

SIR ROBERT N. FOWLER, BART. , M.Pus

will preside at three o'clock , supported by Frank A. Bevan , Esq . , and the Revs . J. L.

Forster, F. A. C. Lillingston, W. H. J. Page, John Shaw, J. S. Sinclair, and W. H. Webb

Peploe . At the close of the Annual Meeting

MRS. FRANK A. BEVAN

will lay a memorial stone to commemorate the further extension of the Preventive Homes.

Tickets of Admission not necessary. Tea will be provided in a marquee.

The PARSON'S GREEN STATION, on the DISTRICT RAILWAY, is within three

minutes'walk of the Homes, and friends may book to that point from almost any part of

the Metropolis.

DONATIONS, EITHER for the EXTENSION OR THE MAINTENANCE of the

HOMES in general, will be received by Messrs. John F. Shaw & Co. , 48, Paternoster

Row , E.C .; the Bankers,Lloyds, Barnetts, & Bosanquets,60,Lombard Street, E.C., and

54, St. James ' Street, S.W.; Francis Nicholls, Esq. (nf the Committee), 14, Old Jewry

Chambers, E.C.; and

EDWARD W. THOMAS,

Office — 200, Euston Road, London, N.W.
Secretary.

*** SECOND EDITION.- " Twenty-five Years' Labour on behalf of the Friendlessand Fallen . " By Edward

W.Thomas, isnow ready, price 28. 6a ." John F. Shaw & Co., 48,Paternoster Row ,E.C. Profits will be deroted

to the support of the Homes.

London : J. F. SHAW & Co , 48, Patornoster Row , E.O.



MILDMAY CONFERENCE. - Our next Issue will be a DOUBLE NUMBER , Price 2d., and will
contain full reports of the Addresses delivered at the Conference.

ddord and Work.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.
NDON : J . F . Shaw & Co.] (REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD .) [ 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E . C .

-- - - -

TOL. XII ., No. 588 . THURSDAY, JUNE 24, 1886 . ONE PENNY.

ORKS by H . SINCLAIR PATERSON , M . D . A MEETING
AITH AND UNFAITH : Their Claims and Con

Alicts. Crown &vo, cloth extra , 38. 6d. THURSDAY, 24th JUNE, at 3 p.m ., in

induced on her be the master the profoundertama kalinde give themelet eulet DR. EDMOND'S CHURCH LECTURE HALL,

WILL BE HELD (D . v .) ON

Grosvenor Rd., end of Beresford Rd ., near Mildmay Conference Hall,
AT WHICH

MISS DE BROEN AND OTHERS
will give an Account of Work in BELLEVILLE , PARIS .

ROBERT PATON , Esq ., will preside.

in our opinion it is matter for profound thankfulness that the author

induced to revise the notes taken by a friend and give them the pub

y they so richly deserve. Clear and forcible in style and expression ,

erly in grasp of thought, and trenchant in argument, these lectures
present-day aspects of unbelief will be simply invaluable in the

they will render to intelligent young men and others who have

imeentangled in themeshes of modern doubt. ' To such , and to all who

• to dealwith such , wemost heartily commend this little volume.” .
Literary World .

IN DEFENCE .” THE EARLIER SCRIPTURES.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 58.

It is to be wished that this book may have a wide circulation as an able

well -written defence of the earlier Scriptures , boldly conceived , care

elaborated , thoughtfully compressed , and considerately adapted to the
eral reader. "

PRINCIPAL CAVE in The British and Foreign Evangelical Review .

IN DEFENCE. ” THE FOURFOLD LIFE.
' Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 6s.
in this book we are brought face to face with the citadel of Christianity ,
it, the historical records of the person of Christ and His work upon

1, as one of themost distinct and powerful evidences of the inherent
h of our holy religion . . . . Wehave noted many things in the Gospels
th this volumo has cleared up . . . . We expect many persons will
ulate . How full this book is of the Lord Jesus Christ ! ' So it is.
hat an enthusiastic writer this is on such a grand theme ! ' So he is.

I we thoroughly recommend thebook ." - Clergyman 's Magazine.

HRIST AND CRITICISM ; or, The Witnesses
Examined and Cross-examined. One Bhilling

These lectures certainly form one ofthe ablest of all the contributions to

literature of the evidences that have been made in recent years. A
ter book to place in the hands of a thoughtful sceptic it would be hard to

De." - Christian Leader .

NDON : JOHN F . SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER Row .

The CHURCH PAROCHIAL MISSION SOCIETY,
21, JOHN STREET, ADELPHI, W . C .

THE ANNUAL MEETING
will be held at

WILLIS ' S ROOMS, KING STREET, ST. JAMES 'S ,

On FRIDAY, JULY 2nd, 1886 , at 3 p .m .

Chairman , The LORD BISHOP OF OXFORD.

| Speakers - Revs, CANON WILBERFORCE , W .HAY M . H . AITKEN , M .A .,
C . J . RIDGEWAY.

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.
Established in 1834 , for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,
Harems, and schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary, Miss WEBB , 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S . W .
Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co ., 16 , St. James Street,

London , 8 . W .

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen
EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S

Jeen's Printers' Teacher's Bible,

THE

Including the “ Aids to Bible Students .”

des a CONCORDANCE (over 40 ,000 refs., with context, in bold type ) - INDEX
OF PERSONS, PLACES, and SUBJECTS ( 16 , 000 refs .), by B . V ., & c .

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE ABOVE :

aristian . " _ " More complete than any other similar work ."

raphic ." - " It supersedes all the former Teacher 's Bibles."
lustrated London News." _ " Nothing can be more useful to th
Bible Student. "

pek." _ " The most complete portable Bible ever submitted to Bible readers.”
hool Guardian ." - " Every teacher should possess a copy of this Bible ."
neen . ” - “ We have confidence in recommending it ."

Ask for the Queen's Printers' Edition . - Prospectus post free .
Prices, from 38 .

RE & SPOTTISWOODE .GreatNow Street, London , E . Q .
AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

|

Five Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling fleets

12,000 gmacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing our table

with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and sleet

storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them , to th

pitiless waves , that markets at home may be well supplied - may right!

claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and so highl
prize.

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardonin

love, bringing the pleasure ofbooks to whilo away the weary hours, afford

ing relief in case of sickness and injury , and cheering and brightening du
and monotonous lives by their presence andministry .

TheMission Smacks are doing in theNorth Sea a grand work , worth

of the support of a great maritimenation like England ; and I believe tha

the results of their effort , great as they are in the present, will, if onl

supported liberally by the public , be of untold valuo in the future."
Sir Eduard Birkbeck , Bart. , M . P .

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Vess
with every fleet .

E . J . MATHER , Director.

181, Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge), E .C .
N . B . - The offices were removed to the present address i

December last. Attention to the change will save muc

trouble , time, and expense to the Mission.

NEW BOOK BY MISS MARSH.
Price One Shilling, post free.

(OICE VOLUMES for SPARE MOMENTS.
(Uniform with the Parchment Library .)

Price One Shilling.

THE SHADOW OF HIS HAND . Thoughts for

Lonely Hours. By ROSE PORTER.

I MORNING WORD. Counseland comfort for Daily
Need .

OSSES and CROWNS. By H . SINCLAIR PATERSON, M . D .

Vell fitted to be a little manualto be read dayby day." - Christian Treasury.

TWEEN -TIMES. By Lady HOPE .

leautiful without and within , a credit to the publisher, an honour to
Friter ." — Daily Review ,

A CHILD OF THE MORNING
MEMORIALS of LITTLE EMILY.

By the Author of “ Life of Hedley Vicars," & c .

" It is a charming narrative,andwe owe a debt of gratitude to Mr.Smut
for consenting to its publication , and to the distinguished authoress for t

way in which she has performed her task ." - English Churchman .

ndon : JOHN F . SHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row . ' LONDON : JOHN F . SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E

RD AND WORK will be sentby the Publisbers Post to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Months tor 69. 1
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Shaw's HOME SERIES TALES of ENGLISH LIFE in the OLDEN TIME.

58. Clare Avery :

With Coloured Wrapper and many

Illustrations. BY EMILY S. HOLT.

Price SIXPENCE each .

“ The reading of one of this author's delightful tales is an experlence we would fala repeat
“ We must mention with gratitude and

approval Shaw's ' Home Series,' a cheap
more frequently than we do-we have learned to look upon her as an historian par excellence.

issue of capital tales at Sixpence. The tales The grace and dignity of her literary style , the fidelity and finish of her portraits, and the

are all thoroughly attractive and sound,
amount of essential Christian teaching which she so skilfully and lovingly conveys, combined

with a great deal of variety .” — Guardian.
with the historicvalueof her writings, lend to them a charm possessed by very few of the pro

1. FROG GY'S LITTLE
ductions of living authors .' –The Christian,

BROTHER.

By BRENDA.

2. SCAMP AND I. A Tangled Web . 5s. The Lord Mayor.

By L. T. MEADE. A Tale of the Fifteenth Century.

A Tale of London in 1384,
3. MISTRESS MARGERY. Large Crown 8vo, gilt tops.

By EMILY B. HOLT. “ Though the task the author set herself Large Crown 8vo, cloth.

4. SISTER ROSE.
was ambitious, she has performed it credit.
ably . "-Times . " A book we can heartlly recommend."

By EMILY B. HOLT. “ The whole book shows not only careful
Pall Mall Gazette,

5. THEBOYS' WATCHWORD
study of the history, but considerable literary " Full of stirring Incident graphically told ."

ability ." - Spectator. The Christian,

By J. HARRISON ,

6. ONLY A TRAMP. Weargholme;
5s. Joyce Morrell's Harvest; 68By GRACE STEBBING .

7. WATER GIPSIES.
Or, Seed Time and Harvest. A Tale of Or, The Annals of Selwick Hall.

By L. T. MEADE. the Restoration of Charles the Second.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra .

8. JOHN DE WYCLIFFE .
Crown 8vo, cloth extra .

By EMILY S. HOLT. “ These chronicles are full of good things,

which are sure to be as precious seed in the
9. IN THE DESERT. “ As a picture of life in the day of Charles II .

By the Author of “ The Spanish is likely to have a wide popularity." --Standard .
heart of any young person into whose hands

they may come . ” —The Congregationalist.
Brothers . "

10. NOTHING TO NOBODY. Lady Sybil's Choice: 58. Margery's Son ; 5s.

By BRENDA . A Tale of the Crusades. Crown 8vo.
11. WINIFRED. Or, Until He Find It. A Story of the

" A most charming addition to the se truly
By L. E. GUERNSEY. admirable tales." - The Christian .

Court of Scotland .

“ The book charms from the naive simplicity Crown 8vo, cloth .
12. THE THREE CHUMS. of the heroine and from the skill with which “ Carefully studied and well written. The

By M. L. RIDLEY . the authoress has preserved the spirit of the story is admirably told.” – British Quarter

age ." -- The Graphic. Review ,

13. MARCELLA OF ROME.

By F. EASTWOUD. Lettice Eden ;

14. OUTCAST ROBIN . Or, The Lamps of Earth and the Light,

By L. T. MEADE. of Heaven.
A Story of the Spanish Armada.

15. THE LOST JEWEL.
Crown 8vo, cloth .

New Edition . Crown 8vo, cloth.

By A. L. O. E. “ We promise its readers a rare ilterary

16. CRIPPLE JESS. " An admirable story, full of life and
feast. " - The Christian .

vigour." - Rock .

By L. MARSTON.

17. JACK AND JILL.
The White Rose of Langley. Robin Tremayne: 69 ,

By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES.

A Story of the Court of England in the

18. THE WELL IN THE
A Tale of the Marian Persecution.

Olden Time.

DESERT Crown 8vo, cloth . 58,
New Edition, Crown 8vo.

By EMILY S. HOLT.
" An admirable, instructive, and very inte. " The book is extremely well written."

19. ALICK'S HERO .
resting volume." - English Independent. Athensus

By CATHARINE SHAW .

Ashcliffe Hall :
Sister RoseBs.

20. HIS MOTHER'S BOOK.
;

41

Or, The Eve of St. Bartholomew .By E. EVERETT -GREEN .
A Tale of the Last Century.

New Edition . Crown 8vo .
21, JEAN LINDSAY, THE " The example of simple faith and trustis

VICAR'S DAUGHTER. New Edition , Crown 8vo, cloth . describedin so striking a manner that itis

By EMILY BRODIE . scarcely possible fora young person with
vivid feelings to read it without having a very

" It is able and natural, well written, and

THREE NEW ISSUES JUST PUBLISHED . thoroughly entertaining from beginning to
deep impression ofthe beauty ofthe ruleupon

which a Christian life ought to bemodelled."
end . " - Record .

22. THE WITCH of the ROCKS.
English Independen'.

By M. X. WINCHESTER Author of The Lord of the Marches. The Maiden's Lodge ; 36. 6d.

Nest of Sparrows," • Lost

Maggie," &c. The Story of Roger Mortimer , Or, None of Self, and All of Thee.

23. MADGE HARDWICKE ; Large Crown 8vo. 3s. Bd.

or, THE MISTO OF THE VALLEY.
" Every page of the book is rodolent of

Crown 8vo, cloth .

By AGNES GIBERNE. Author of
goodness and honour." — Academy. “ A beautiful illustration of self -surrender,

Sun , Moon, and Stars, " & c .
“ This charming story will be read with un thoroughly interesting , and well written."

tlagging interest." - Pall Mall Gazette.

24. THE SLAVE GIRL OF

POMPEII ; Ye Olden Time. 3s. 6d. Not for Him .
or, BY A WAY THEY KNEW NOT.

By EMILY S. HOLT. Author of English Customs in the Middle Ages.
The Story of a Forgotten Hero .

" Mistress Margery," & c . Crown 8vo, cloth extra .
Crown 8vo, cloth.

" We have seldom met with a more useful
" An Interesting story of social life in the

“ Cheap, well-printed , and wholesome, book."—Notes and Queries,

thirteenth century ; there are beautifullessons

deserving a wide circulation ."
interspersed through the book, and a great

“ A fascinating volume." - Sword and Trowel.
Sunday School Chronicle.

deal in itthat isworth reading " Worau's Wort.

.“" To Sunday school Superintendents,and for the Master's Sake:

others making selections, we would direct
The well in the Desert :

attention to Shaw's HOME SERIES ' of A Tale of the Days of Queen Mary. An Old Legend of the House of Arundel.

books, whose excellence is as notable as their Small 8vo. Illustrated . Cloth. 2s . Od.
Small 8vo , cloth .

cheapness.” — Edinburgh Daily Review .
" A work ofthrilling interest." - ChristianAge. “ A tale of the middle ages , showing that

OtherTitles will be announced shortly . “ We heartily recommend this well-written there were beautiful gleams of light even in

tale . A good gift book ." -- Churchman , those dark days." - Evangelical Magazine.

London :

JOHNF. SHAW & 00. , 48 , Paternoster Row , E.C. LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , EC.

Word and Work,

3s. Od

2s. 6d.
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W the victim , and set him free to tell his own tale without

kingdom , it is neither our province nor our pleasure fear, and then it may be possible to gain some know

to meddle. Not knowing what may be the issue of ledge of his desires and demands. The voice of a free

the coming struggle, it is our privilege to remember and fearless Ireland has yet to be heard .

that God sitteth King upon tbe floods, and it is our

duty to commit ourselves to Him in well-doing. The POLICY OF SURRENDER.

future of Ireland, andinall likelihood the futureof EVEN,however, ifweadmittedthe trustworthiness

which the next few weeks will reveal. The large and name of Ireland, the claims they advance are to be

lasting consequences, now tre mbling in the balance, tested by the rules of righteousness. The whole nation

call for thoughtfulness and prayer among Christians is being asked to weigh these claims, and to give dis

everywhere.
Nor can

we divest ourselves of the passionate judgment on their merits . It cannot be

responsibility with which we have been endowed. denied that the claimants do not come into court

So far as it lies within our power to plead for truth with clean hands. The National League has set the

and righteousness, it is sinful to be silent. If we are law at defiance, and has terrorized large sections of

convinced that the only remedy for the wrongs of the country into the most abject submission to itself.

Ireland is to be found in the committal of Government It has decreed that no one shall buy or sell who does

to the National League, then it is our duty to speak not bear its mark, and it has succeeded in making

out boldly in defence of that policy. If, on the other its decree effectual. Therefore, it is argued by some,

hand, we believe the path of peace and prosperity it is hopeless to contend with it, and there is nothing

lies in an altogether opposite direction , it is no less for it but surrender. Any who reason after this

dutiful to give effect to our belief. In any case our fashion must surely be ignorant of the dangerousness

speech should be calm and conscientious. of the precedent which they are prepared to establish .

Few questions of modern times have a greater Government implies the power to govern . When

claim to examination in the spirit of candour rarely laws are enacted it is the duty of rulers to make

to be found within the sphere of partisanship. Yet, provision that subjects shall be free to obey them,

upfortunately, perhaps unavoidably, the influence of and not free to break them. In this case, by the

party feeling on both sides seems likely to play a large tyranny of an organized conspiracy, subjects are free

part in the conflict on which politicians are entering, to break them , but not to obey them . In face of this

Already there are indications of prejudice and revolt, it is gravely proposed to transfer the Govern

migrepresentation, which do not promise well for fair ment to those who have rebelled against its authority

treatment of the subject. Appeals to intelligence and If this be done, it is established as a precedent that,

conscience are fit and forceful, while appeals to when an organized conspiracy is strong enough and

sentiment and passion are unfair and unworthy. We stubborn enough, it may hope to triumph sooner or later,

have made no secret of our own convictions at any If any look with complacency on this prospect, we

time. Whatever just claims the Irish people can confess we do not. There is a sufficient amount of

produce ought to be satisfied to the full. If there are danger in modern methods of government without
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any such addition ; yet in all probability the intro in Ireland by such unworthy devices. He does not

duction of this new principle would eclipse all the relish the prospect of being deserted by Great Britain,

perils now existing . We do not venture to enlarge which has hitherto been some barrier against oppres

on this . The subject is too grave and the outcome sion , and left altogether to the absolutism of the

too gloomy. But we are bold to say it is suggestive National League. Can any rational man wonder at

enough to make even partisans pause and reconsider this ? He tells us, moreover, that not only Irish

the consequences to which rash action may give rise Christians and Irish Protestants, but also " Irishmen

in the near future of education, property, and business, of every creed,"

reject the claims of the majority of Irish Catholics to

COERCION !! self-government. If there be this unanimity among

N another page will be found a letter from a those who are most deeply interested in the future

well -known Christian worker on the other side prosperity of Ireland, and who are best fitted to judge

of the Irish Channel. He is anxious to bring the of present proposals, surely the importance of such

present disastrous condition of his country before
an agreement should not be overlooked . It is possi

his fellow - Christians here , and to enlist their sym
ble that the Franchise Bill has for the moment

pathies on behalf of himself, and of the many swamped the intelligence and industry of Ireland.

others who , without fault of theirs , are placed at
If ever there be such a case , this is one in which

present in a very cruel position . Having stated his
votes should be weighed not counted. The worthiest

case fairly, he maintains there are only two courses

men in the country are on one side ; the worthless

now open. England, he argues, may either yield to
and the reckless on the other.

the demands of the National League, or, it may say,
BIGOTRY !!

" Fiat justitia ruat cælum . That the murdered were

unpopular, insignificant, or obscure does not excuse WE
E have said more than once that students of

us . That the supporters of crime are loud -tongued
history cannot be doubtful of the danger in

and unscrupulous does not compel us . And a public
curred by the surrender of Ireland to those whose

opinion which shields the criminal and sympathizes proceedings duringrecent years prove them to be sworn

with the crime cannot and shall not be trusted to
foes of England. They bave been more outspoken

make laws and repeal laws for any portion of the
in America than in their own country ; but their lan

realm .”
guage , even when veiled or guarded, allows do dispute

The word " coercion " has already been bandied

as to their spirit. The Rev. W. Arthur, in a brochure

about with sufficient frequency, and we are likely to
entitled “ shall the Loyal be Deserted, and the Disloyal

hear of it very often during the next month . It may
Set Over Them ? " gives certain choice extracts from

not be out of place in this connection to ascertain newspaper paragraphs and platform speeches which

exactly what it means. It cannot be denied that the place this beyond question . If any one wishes to form a

law -abiding members of the Irish community are
fair judgment of the results likely to follow the sur

placed under coercion of a most severe and stringent
render of Government to the National League, he

character. In effect they are denied all the ordinary ought carefully to examine these utterances. We only

rights of citizenship. Those who respect law are in give one quotation, which illustrates the bitter animus

reality outlawed by their neighbours . True, they are against the Gospel so characteristic of Romanism .

not imprisoned , but they are boycotted, and, when
An Irish paper, Catholic Progress, says :

that fails, they are mutilated or murdered. To a great “ The woes of Ireland are all due to one single cause- the

extent they are left to the tender mercies of their
existence of Protestantism in Ireland. The remedy can only

befound in the removalofthat which caused the evilwhich

enemies. All this suffering comes upon them because still continues.... Would that every Protestant meeting

of their loyalty to law . Now, we ask , why do not the
house were swept from the land. Then would Ireland recover

herself,and outrageswould be unknown, fortherewould be no

resolute enemies of coercion speak out against the admixture of misbelievers with her champions."

coercion which already exists ? Loyal subjects are If we are to take this as a fair specimen of Popish

coerced by an organization which defies law , and men intolerance-and we see no reason for refusing to do

are silent about their sufferings and wrongs ; but when so — it is somewhat late in the day to plead against

any one proposes to restrain and punish the merci the introduction of bigotry into the present discussi20,

less wrong-doers, immediately the cry of COERCION is for bigotry of the most pronounced type is there

raised . It would be ludicrous if it were not so sad. already. It may be frankly admitted that Protestant

Criminals are to oppress society with impunity, but ism in Irelandpresents amore militant aspect than

when it is proposed to enforce the law for the pro elsewhere, but in presence of a foe resolved on

tection of the innocent, those who propose this extermination, it may not be unreasonable to ask if

natural action are branded as coercionists. The very it has not been compelled to this by force of circum

absurdity of the charge is sure , sooner or later, to stances. It is easy, in a happier state of matters,to

shame those who make it into silence.
counsel forbearance and prudence; nevertheless, in

Mr. Trenchis naturally suspicious of the good pronouncing judgment, provocation cannot be left out

faith of those who are already compassing their ends of account.
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Faith's Challenge.

THE

Still, while it may be no less than justice to make laboriously built up by our great Liberal ancestors to be

full allowance for the passion which may be roused
trampledunder foot. I cannot tell what answers the constitu

encies will give. This only is clear to me , that the two races

in men who are driven to bay, there ought to be su b between whom Ireland is divided will not be able henceforth

jection to the law of Christ on the part of all Christian
to live together there. The world is wide , and one or the

other will seek another home . If England decides to

Irishmen . Mr. Trench , in his resolve to suffer rather uphold the Union , the native Irish will not bear another dis

than to sin , has our fullest sympathy. And , if the appointment, and will go, as so many of them have gone already.

If the Dublin Parliament is set up with control of the exeoi:

Protestants of Ulster would gain and keep the tive and supreme over the four provinces, Protestant Ulster

esteem and affection of their brethren on this side of will refuse to submit. If there is a civil war, and if England

does not interfere, she will hold her own and perhaps do more .
the Channel, they must carefully avoid all warlike

It is possible, however, that we may witness the monstrous spec

demonstrations and appearance of readiness to enter tacle of our own people compelled by our own bayonets into

upon offensive action . They may be assured that
subjection to a numerical majority of their enemies and ours .

If this be so, if the long drama is to wind up thus , in shame and

their fellow -Christians here are sensitive to their ignominy, then I think that, like the Pilgrim Fathers, the

welfare, and if they suffer we, as members of the same
Ulster men will gather their property together and move off be

yond the reach of English faction tosome distant colony, which

body, will suffer with them. It has happened more theywillassist into independence, as their great-grandfathers

than once in the history of the Church that suffer
assisted the Americans. I will not speculate on the fate of

Ireland, but she will bave the satisfaction of having brought

ing has won greater triumphs than the sword. down into the dust her old oppressor. If England cannot keep

order in Ireland, which is at her own doors , the fates will not

rust her much longer with the charge of an Empire .

FROUDE ON IRELAND.

R. FROUDE the historian, in a letter to a friend,

which appeared in the English Churchman

last week, has penned the following suggestive sen .

BY REV. JAMES H. BROOKES, D.D.tences :

Three centuries ago, when Great Britain became Protestant,
as their

THE Gospel reveals the fact that God is on the

the Irish continued Catholic. The Catholic Powers triedto
side of those who receive His Son

crush the Reformation by fire and sword. In their efforts Lord and Saviour. In view of this fact faith sends

against England, Spain, France, the Pope, or whoever it might out the bold challenge in the face of every foe , “ If

be, found constant allies in the Irish . To lose Ireland would
God be for us , who can be against us ? ” (Rom. viii .

have been fatal to us. Catholic proverb in the sixteenth

century said :
31.) . It matters not what may be the nature of the

“ He that would England win ,
foe, however artful or powerful, it matters not from

With Ireland must begin . "

what quarter the attack may be made, however sudden

If, with Ireland's help, spiritual liberty had been trampled out
or impetuous, the believer comes off more than con

in England, political liberty would never havebeen born , and
queror, while he keeps firm hold on the truth that

all that the English race has since done, and all that has come

out of it , would have been lost to the world's history. It was
God is for him, and not against him .

indispensable to us to keep our enemies out of Ireland. To Sins are certainly against him, but what are they,

hold it by a military force did not suit our institutions. The when he knows by faith that God is for him ? He is
country itself was an uncultivated desert of bog and forest.

told in the living and abiding Word, “ how that Christ
Elizabeth , James I.. and afterwards the Long Parliament,

died for our sins according to the Scriptures ” ( 1 Cor.
planted Ulster, and in part Leinster and Munster, with

Protestant colonies, to hold the native Irish in check and xv. 3) ; that God “ hath made Him sin for us, who

cultivate the land . Where they have been, industry has knew no sin , that we might be made the righteousness

thriven , and therehave been order and peace and prosperity. of God in Him ” (2 Cor. v. 21 ) ; “ who His own self

The rest of Ireland has remained in beggary and raggedness,

and the perpetual object, the perpetual effort. of the “ old in.
bare our sins in His own body on the tree ” (1 Pet.

habitants " has been to destroy these intruders out of the ii. 24) ; and that “ Christ also hath once suffered for

middle of them. Thev tried in 1598, and brought the Spaniards sins, the just for the unjust , that He might bring us

in to help them. They tried in 1641, and filled ' Europe to God ” (1 Pet. iii. 18) . Being thus brought to God ,

with horror at a massacre which rivalled the murder of the
it necessarily follows that God is for him , and that his

Huguenots in Paris. They tried again under James II. and

Tyrconnell, when their Irish Parliament repealed the Act of
sins are removed from him as far as the east is from

Settlement and confiscated the estates of nine-tenths of the Pro. the west (Psa . ciii . 12 ) ; that they are cast behind

testant landowners. The last attempt in 1798 began in sympathy God's back (Isa . xxxviii. 17 ) ; that they are cast

with the French Revolution , but on breaking out assumed at
into the depths of the sea (Mic. vii. 19) ; that they

once the old form of a struggle between the native race and the

Anglo -Scotch settlement. We are now in the fifth act of the old shall be sought for, and not found (Jer. i. 20) ; that

drama. It has pleased the Liberal party in England, who are they are blotted out ( Isa. xliv 22) ; that they are all

the historical representatives of the Long Parliament and the forgiven (Col. ii . 13); that they are washed away

revolution settlement tochoosea leader with the religious (Rev. i . 5 ) ; that they are remembered no more (Heb.

opinions of Laud. Under Mr. Gladstone's guidance they have

heen persuaded to regard the Protestant Establishment in
x. 17 ) .

Ireland as a upas tree. They have blown into flame the old Lying behind sins, the vile and polluted foun .

Nationalist Ashes. They have destroyed the Protestant political tain ofsins , is the flesh , of which it is said , “ in my

influence, and have now been invited to complete their work and flesh dwelleth no good thing ” (Rom . vii . 18 ) ; and

band the colony over to be ruled over by those whom it was
" the mind of the flesh is enmity against God ; for

planted in Ireland to control. They have recoiled at the last

moment , and are now split from crown to base . Romanists, it is not subject to the law of God, neither can be ”

democratic sentimental atheists , weak enthusiasts who are ( Rom . vii. 7) . But it must not be forgotten that

carried away by oratory, still stand by Mr. Gladstone, with a
“God, sending His own Son in the likeness of sin -

Jarge mass of stupid people who have no creed but party.
ful flesh, and for sin , condemned sin in the flesh ”

Liberals of the old school have returned to the traditions of

their fathers. Advanced Radicals, like Mr. Chamberlain , see (Rom. viii. 3) . In other words, the sentence of His

no occasion to sacrifice the Imperial greatness of their country righteous indignation fell , not only upon our sins ,

to the discontent of a faction who will not be content with but upon sin in the flesh, reaching to the very root

equality, but demand to rule in what they call their own land .
of the evil in our corrupt nature, only it fell upon

The question before us is whether we are to allow the Empire to

be disintegrated and the Protestant and loyal interest, so
the person of our Divine Substitute. Hepce the
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to do Struggleagainst hisoldnature ine depende SIRlaims of themajority ohirin Cathodsto be goland.ee

man

believer can say, "Knowing this, that our old man The Irish Question .

was crucified with Him, that the body of sin might

be made of no effect, that henceforth we should not A Letter from an Irish Christian .

sin ” , believer IR , to many Christian people in England the

ence upon his will power, and good resolutions, and appear reasonable , and the efforts of the Prime Minister in that

earnest efforts ? Nay, but he is to keep his eye

direction laudable, why, it may be asked, do Irish Christians,

and Irish Protestants, and Irishmen of education , property, and

upon Jesus . “For sin shall not have dominion business, of every creed, reject that claim , and seek to frustrate

over you : for ye are not under law , but under grace those efforts with such strange unanimity ? Let an illustration

(Rom . vi. 14) . “Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not

from Jewish history answer.

fulfil the lusts of the flesh (Gal . v. 16 ).

A man of Israel, a stranger in the town of Gibeah, was the

The third foe that assails him is the world, the

victim of certain ill-disposed persons who not only sought
to kill him , but caused the death of his wife with great

friendship of which is enmity with God (Jas. iv . 4) ; brutality. The perpetrators of this crime had no just cause

lying as it does in the wicked one (1 John v.

of quarrel with this stranger, They were simply the criminal

19) , and the love of it excluding the love of the

class of the place. Now, this man, suffering under the sense of

his wrong and loss, took extremely energetic and promptmeans

Father (1 John ii . 15) , But here too the victory is to bring under the notice of the public in Israel the outrago

gained not by fighting, but by faith ; " for whatso committed upon him . He appealed (as in our case) to no

ever is born of God overcometh the world ; and crowned head, to no officer of justice, for in truth there was

this is the victory that overcometh the world, even

none to appeal to (Judges xxi. 25 ). He appoaled to the public

opinion of the nation , of which Gibeah formed a part. Response

our faith . Who is he that overcometh the world , was immediate and undivided : “ All the people arose as one

but He that believeth that Jesus is the Son of God ? " " to ask that the murderers should be given up for execu.

( 1 John v. 4 , 5.) Christ " gave Himself for our sins,
tion, in order, as they said, " to put away evil from Israel."

Gibeah refused .

that he might deliver us from this present evil world

And the tribe to which Gibeah belonged

( Gal. i . 4 ) ; and when He is the object before the

supported the refusal .

Now , let us ask ourselves, as if in ignorance of the sequel,

mind, the believer must say with the apostle, " God What was Israel bound to do ? Two courses lay open to her,

forbid that Ishouldglory, save in the cross of our namely ( 1) to say, “ If the public sentiment of themajority in

Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world is crucified Benjamin endorses and supports the criminals of Gibeah, is it

unto me, and I unto the world” (Gal. vi. 14) .

not our wisdom and good policy to withdraw from this high

handed interference of ours, and, as there is no king in Israel,

The devil, a malignant and powerful and personal let Benjamin manage her own affairs ? " or ( 2) to say : " It

foe , who has succeeded in blinding the minds of Gibeah 'shelters the murderers, and Benjamin acquiesces in

foolish men to his very existence, is not an adver

their crime, Israel must vindicate justice , at whatever cost ."

sary to be despised . As a roaring lion he walketh

In this case there was no hesitation. Party, if such existed,

disappeared from the field, and a noble people elected, as with

about, seeking whom he may devour ; “whom 're one voice , to enforce obedience of the law of Moses against

sist , stedfast in the faith (1 Pet. v. 9) . If we are
murder and violence.

able to stand against the wiles of the devil, we

Gibeah was attacked . After twice defeating Israelwith beavy

must put on the panoply of God, and over it all

loss, Gibeah fell, and a mere remnant of Benjamin's tribe

escaped the sword of justice.
“ the shield of faith , wherewith ye shall be able to But all thatfell were notmurderers. It was not crime in all

quench all the fiery darts of the wicked one " (Eph. these,but complicity with crime, that brought Israel's strong

vi. 11-16 ) . In the last desperate conflict of saints
hand down. Therewas no question of tyranny of the strong sub

with the prince ofthepower of the air, just before the

jugating the weak. For, after all was over, these same conquerors

overthrow of Antichrist, it is said , " they overcame

liftedup theirvoices, and weptsore " to see thepoverty and

ruin to which Benjaminhad brought herself,andtookeffectual

him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of means to rehabilitate that state, and to restore her to her place

their testimony " (Rev. xii. 11) ; and so it must be
in the united nation .

A
now. We need not fear, for the God of peace

very few words of application will suffice.

shall bruise Satan under your feet shortly ” (Rom .

Blood, innocent blood, has been shed in Ireland. The blood

chiefly of farmers and labourers,but also ofladies, officers of

xvi. 20) . thelaw ,landowners and others, peaceable,law -abiding people

Afflictions are against us, butwhen we see that engaged in the pursuit of their lawful avocations. They had

God is for us , they too instantly become our friends.

donenoman wrong. Theymay haverefused, as this nameless

It is not surprising, therefore , to read that "our

Levite did,to yieldto the arbitrary demands of a criminal con:

spiracy. That is all. The blood remains forthe greater part

light affliction, which is but for a moment, worketh unavenged . The perpetrators of crime are shielded by the

for us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of public
sentiment of that same majority who demand a patita

Parliament.

glory ” (2 Cor. iv. 17) . Here contrast “ affliction "

with " glory ," “ light” with “ weight," " for amoment”

England, answering to Israel -in my illustration, has also two

courses to choose from . Either

with “ eternal.” Hence, though " no chastening for (1) She may say :" Perhaps we have been too arrogant in

the present seemeth to be joyous, but grievous : demandingforIreland thepublic peace,the personalsafety for

nevertheless, afterward (the long afterward of end

the subject, and the punishment ofcrimewhich prevail amongst

less years )it yieldeth the peaceable fruit ofrighteous- marionline herthe majority,there refuse to accept when the one

ness unto them that are exercised thereby ” (Heb. to manage their own affairs. Besides ,wehave attempted

xii. 11) . once and again to bringthem to ouropinions,andwe have

The last enemy that is to be conquered is the

failed. If we insist, it will involve coercion,and perhaps

grave ; and here also faith rings out its confidence,

severity,and all this in theinterest of a few namelessfarmers

* If we believe that Jesus died and rose again , even

and process-servers. Let us yield their demand."

Or England may say :
so them also which sleep in Jesus will God bring ( 2) “ Fiat justitia, ruat cælum . That the murdered were

with Him” (1 Thess . iv. 14). Yes, the timeis coming

unpopular, insignificant,orobscure, does not excuse us. That

soon when the shout of triumph shall circle our

the supporters ofcrimeareloud-tongued and unscrupulousdoes

not compel us .

sin -cursed earth, " O death, where is thy sting ?

And a public opinion which shieldsthe

criminaland sympathizes withthe crimecannotandshall not

O grave, where is thy victory ? The sting of death is be trusted to make lawsand repeal laws for anyportionof the

sin, and the strength of sin is the law. But thanks
realm . "

be to God, which giveth us the victory through our

It is this latter course which residents in Ireland urge, com:

Lord Jesus Christ ” (1 Cor. xv. 55-57) .

mend and demand, taughtby theactual experienceofwhat

life is underanIrishGovernment, evenwhen itis considerably
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Pharaoh's House in Tahpanhes.

Prayer for the Nation.

hampered and hindered by the remains of the Imperial Govern

ment, which nominally occupies theseat of power:

It is no business of Irish Christians to talk proudly and Jer. xliii. 8 .

menacingly of rebellion against & law that may possibly receive

the Queen's sanction. For,if to submit to the ruling power, | A Ninteresting account of a discovery made by the agentof

was his name, and every law human and the Egyptian Exploration Fund appears in the Times of

Divine was setat nought by himinhatred to the faith of Christ, the 18th inst . Mr. Flinders Petrie has found the site of the

was Christian duty inthe days of Paul and Peter,it will be no palace in Egypt to which Jeremiah , accompanied by the two

less clearly ours in this day, if such things as we dread come to
princesses, daughters of Zedekiah, was brought. To his asto

pass. It may indeed be that then , contrary to all anticipations, nishment he found, on asking his Arab guides the name of the

will comethe long -sought opportunity of giving the bread of life

to satisfy the spiritual hunger of our enemies (Rom . xii. 20), and
ruins, that the place was called to this day “ El Kasr el Bint el

this cannot be done with blood -stained hands. No ; our path is Yahudi-the Castle of the Jew's Daughter . " We give two

not to resist the evil that may seize upon the throne, and for a extracts, fairly representing the importance of this discovery:

time do violence to the ordinance of God (Rom . xiii.), but to A very curious and interesting discovery has been made in

submit while we stay, and, when we cannot longer endure, to seek the loneliest and dreariest oorner of the North - Eastern Delta.

& home and service for our Lord in some other and some freer
In a land where previous explorers havefound only temples and

atmosphere. “ If they persecute you in one city (take the sword ? tombs -- the monuments of an extinct faith , and the graves of

nay ), fles ye to another." a dead nation-Mr. Flinders Petrie has lighted upon the ruins

Meantime we pray, we labour, andas citizens we claim that of a royal palace. Not a palace of the dubious pre-historic

England may never abrogate her high historic function tosee Byzantine sort, but a genuine and highly respectable structure,

justice donein every corner of her vast domain, or yield before with an unblemished pedigree, and a definite place in the

clamorouscriminality, directed against the lives_and liberties

of her subjects.
history of four great nations. In a word, the fortunate finder

G. F. TRANCH , 1 of Naukratis has for the last six or eight weeks been working

upon & large mound, or group of mounds, called Teli

Defenneh, which Egyptologists and historians have

long identified with the " Pelusiac Daphnæ " of

the Greek writers and the “ Tahpanhes of the

Bible. Here he has discovered the ruins of that very palace to

(21st) in Powis Hall, W., for the purpose of waitingupon which , as recorded in the Book of the Prophet Jeremiah (chap

God on behalf of our country and rulers at the present critical ter xliii.), Johanan, the son of Kareah , followed by all the

juncture. In opening ,the 46th Psalm was read, a Psalm that captains of the forces ” and “ the remnant of Judah," brought

has often proved a word of power to the Lord's people in days of the fugitive daughters of Zedekiah , then a dethroned and

peril. Much of the time was spent in prayer, but several well mutilated captive in Babylon. This flight of the Hebrew prin

known servants of Christ gave, by way of directing the thoughts cesses took place about B.C. 585, during the reign of Ua-ab -Ra

of their fellow -believers, brief addresses. (26th Egyptian dynasty), whom the Hebrews called Hophra,

Rev. CHARLES GRAHAM remarked that the first forty yearsof and the Greeks Apries. The Pharaoh received them with

his life were spent in Ireland, where for twenty years he hospitality. To the mass of Jewish immigrants he granted

preached the Gospel in almost every town and city . Hence tracts of land extendingfrom Tahpanhes to Bubastis, while to

he desired to give , from his own observation, a few facts. These the daughters of Zedekiah, his former ally, he assigned this

proved intensely painful, as showing how the servants of Christ royal residence, which the Bible calls “ Pharaoh's house in

are hated and their lives endangered by the deluded followers Tahpanhes."

of the priests. From these experiences Mr.Graham deduced Apries (Hophra) brings us to B.C.591—570, and to the time

the need for firm government. It might be objected. “ This is of the flight of the daughters of Zedekiah. It may be that the

coercion ." Well, but it is coercing murderers to preservehuman Egyptianmonarch added on some of the later external chambers

life . It is too often forgotten that Roman Catholicism has one of the “ Kasr " for the accommodation of their suite , for " all

unchanging principle ,that is “death to heretics. " He felt the the captains of the forces," all the nobles, and priests, and

most gigantic iniquity which could be perpetrated is to put the merchants of Judea were among the immigrant multitude.

Protestants under the power of the National League andof the With them also, sorely against hiswill andjudgment, came the

priests. propbet Jeremiah, whose first act on arriving at Tahpanhes

Dr. H. SINCLAIR PATERSON said : A record of facts , plain and was to foretell the pursuit of the Babylonian host:

simple, such as wehave heard , is sufficient to bring before our “ Then came the word of the Lord unto Jeremiah in Tahpanhes,

minds the gravity of thepresent crisis. Let us remember the saying, Take great stones in thine hand, 'and hide them in

state of things across the Channel is at this moment exactly mortar in the brickwork which is at the entry of Pharaoh's

what it was at the time of which we have heard ; and that for house in Tahpanbes, in the sight of the men of Judab : and say

the same reason that the Government does not govern. Talk unto them, Thus saith the Lord of Hosts, the God of Israel:

about Coercion ! who are the coerced ? Plain , law -abiding Behold I will send and take Nebuchadnezzar the king of Baby

people, who live day by day in peril of their lives. I maintain lon, My servant, andwill set his throne upon these stones that

we neveryet heardthe voice of Ireland, for that voice has been I havehid ;and he shall spread his royal pavilion over them .

silenced by an organized conspiracy. Ireland is not free to And he shall come, and shall smite the land of Egypt ; suchas

speak her mind. We have coercion in this land, not in Ireland . are for death shall be given to death , and such as are for

Criminals are coerced by the firm execution of law. That captivity to captivity, and such as are for the sword to the

is what Ireland needs. Had that takenplace years ago, many sword " (Jer. xliii. 8, 9 , 10, 11) .

lives would have been saved. Unless Government be a terror We quote from the Revised Version , which has an important

to evil -doers, it does not fulfil its function . alternative reading in the margin, to which we will presently

It is too often forgotten that intolerance is inherent to refer. In the meantime, here is a verbatim extract from &

Romanism . A consistent Romanist, who believes that outside page of Mr. Petrie's journalwritten early in April :

his Church there is no salvation, must persecute, however Outside the buildings of the Kasr, I find by repeated trench

expedient it may be to mask such designs in certain circum ings an area of continuous brickwork resting on sand, about

stances. I maintain that to carry out a policy which hands
100 ft . by 60,ft., facing the entrance to the later buildings at the

over power to the priests is the destruction of the English east corner. The roadway ranup a recess between the build

nation. That ismy conviction , I donot pledge others to endorse ings and this platform . The platform has no traces of cham.

it ( several voices : I endorse it) . Now , the people of England bers, and seems to be an open -air place for outdoor purposes,

are the Government, and it depends onthem whether this is such as loading goods , arranging things, &c.; just such a place

to be allowed or not. A grave responsibility rests on every man as is neededfor business, and such as even poor villagers make

who goes to the polling booth. For remember the avowed policy before their houses, levelling a smooth, hard bedof mud, which

of Rome is that England subjugated means the enthralment they keep clean swept. It is curious how exactly this answers

of the world . To thisend means the most subtile and insidious to the brick area, " at the entry of Pharaoh's house in Tahpan

ere employed, and to it the whole power and influence of the hes," and it would be exactly the place where Nebuchadrezzar

Jesuits are directed. Terrible as these enemies are, greater
would “ spread his royalpavilion .” The rainshave washed away

is He that is for us than all that can be against us, and on this area and denuded the surface , so that, although it is two or

Him wo call this day. three feet thick near the palace, it is reduced in greater part to a

few inches, and is altogether gone at the north -west corner.

Now, the Arabic name for a platform of this kind is “ Balat,"

IrishEvangelizing - A gentleman in the United States and tbat we have in this " Balat ” the brickwork referred to in

bas just left a silver mine, valued at £ 50,000, to be administered the Bible is scarcelyto be doubted by the most determined

by an Irish clergyman on behalf of the work of God in Ireland. sceptic. And it is to be noted that in the alternative reading
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Antichrist of the last days. To us there appear

against this view insuperable objections: 1. Such an

land, and it is after his destruction that the escaped

above mentioned “the brickwork which is at the entry of

Pharaoh's house " is rendered as “ the pavement or square."
Man's Last Revolt.

To identify Jeremiah's stones (unless he had first inscribed

them , which is unlikely) would of course be impossible. Yet
The Gog and Magog of Rev. xx . 7-10 .

Mr. Petrie has looked for them diligently, and turned up the

brickwork in every part. Some unhown stones have indeed
BY REV. CHARLES GRAHAM.

been dug out from below the surface, and it is open to
( Read at the Clapham Conference .)

enthusiasts to identify them or not, as they think fit ; but about

the “ Balât " it is scarcely possible that there should be a dif
HAT nations will Satan deceive after the

ference of opinion. Did Nebuchadrezzar really come to
Millennium ? " This question forms the

Tahpanhes and spread his royal pavilion on that very spot, and subject on which I am asked to offer a few observa

was Jeremiah's prophecy fulfilled ? Egyptian inscriptions say

that he came , and that Apries defeated him . Babylonian
tions. Holy Scripture gives a general answer to it

inscriptions state that he conquered , and the truth is hard to
in Rev. xx. 7-10.

discover, At all events, there are three clay cylinders of Satan, who, by seducing our first parents from their

Nebuchadrezzar in the Museum at Boulak inscribed with allegiance to God, has usurped the government of

the great king's name, titles, parentage,&c . , which there is much

reason to believe were founda few years ago at this place, and
this world ,shall with his demons be shut upin the abyss

not, as the Arab sellers stated, at Tussûn , in the isthmus.
during the thousand years of Millennial blessedness,

Such cylinders were taken with him by Nebuchadrezzar, in his that he may deceive the nations no more until the

campaigns, for the purpose of marking the place where he thousand years, earth's great Sabbatic rest, are

planted his standard and throne of victory. ended (Isa . xxiv. 21 , 22 ; Rev. xx. 1-3). Then for

man's last trial he shall, for a short season, be set

free.

North - East London Gospel Missions. The nations , which are deceived by the great

A

FEW years ago a casual dock labourer, who had descended enemy, are in the four corners ; that is, in all the

as low as he well could in the social scale, entered the remote quarters of the earth , Gog and Magog. The

Cubitt Town Hall of the above mission on a certain Sunday numbers of those deceived are as the sand of the sea.
night, and before leaving it was his high privilege to pass from

darkness and sin into the light andjoy of forgiveness and
The object of Satan will be to attack the seat and

peace. centre of Christ's earthly government. He, therefore,

A few months after his conversion he was given the charge of leads his vast multitudes over the breadth of the earth,

the temperance carriage at the dock gates, where in his leisure

half-hours he preached to the crowds of his fellow dock

or, perhaps, more properly, over the land ; that is,

labourers waiting for a job . Subsequent to this he and a few
over the land of Israel,against Jerusalem , “ the camp

others , with the assistance of the above mission, took a rough of the saints and the beloved city.”

shed-like warehouse , and , having fitted the same with seats, In the beginning of the Millennium we have an

opened what has proved a most successful mission hall. This invasion of theland of Israel byGog, the chief prince

has long since become too small for the large numbers of

labourers and others attending, many of whom have become

of Rosh , Mescheck , and Tubal. While these two

truly converted under their friend's humble but earnest
invasions are so distinct as to be separated by a

ministry. thousand years, the invaders are chiefly from the

Under these circumstances wemade application for the large same quarters. The land of our world is chiefly in

hall in Charles Street, Millwall, used formerly as Salvation

Army barracks , and happily succeeded in securing the same.
the northern hemisphere, and over all the northern

The inaugural meetingswere held on Monday, June 7th , and ,
regions Gog, the first invader, reigns. A vast portion

after a large number had partaken of tea, a crowded house ofhis armies comes “ out of theuttermost parts of the

assembled to commemorate the opening.
north " (Ezek. xxxviii. 15 ).

In the absence of Mr. T. A. Denny, the Treasurer of the

mission, Mr. W. Ward, presided .
In Ezek. xxxviii. 2 Gog is a prince, and Magog is

It was a most pleasing feature that the platform of speakers his territory ; but in Rev. xx. 8 both Gog and Magog

represented all the local churches in the neighbourhood, includ . are the regions from which thevast multitudes,de

ing one of the clergy of St. Luke's District Church. Their ceived by Satan ,come against “ thecamp of the saints

hearty commendation of their fellow -labourer, Mr. T. P. andthe beloved city. In Gen. x . 2 Magog isthe

Griffiths , was unanimous, and the meeting in every way

assured their prayerful sympathy to our friend . Maywe also
name ofa son of Japhet. After his namethe territory

plead for the prayers of the readers of Word and Work thatGod occupied by his descendants was called .

may yet more abundantly bless this branch of our work ? InEzekiel othertribesand nations,in addition to

It will be remembered by some that we are under an obliga

tion to purchase our Walford Road Hall by the 24th of the
those inthe northern quarters, are associated with

present month , or relinquish the work there. May we kindly
Gog : Persia, Cush, and Put are with him , as well as

ask for that further assistance which is still so much needed. ? " Gomer,” another son ofJaphet, " and allhis bordes ;

WILLIAM CHORLEY, the house of Togarmab, in the uttermost parts of the

2 , Marquess Grove, Canontury, N., June, 1886 . north, and all his hordes ” (Ezek . xxxviii.5) . These

names include multitudes ofpeoples from Northern

and Central Asia, and also from Africa.

A Noble Example .— " M . S. Culbertson died August 25th,

1862 , at Shanghai, China, aged forty-four.” That is all the record
Theobject of Gog's invasion, inthe beginning of

in the register of officers andgraduates at the Military Academy the Millennium , is " totakea spoil and a prey," to

of Westpoint, in the United States, but there is a noble record the immense wealth which restored Israel

that it covers. After service in the army, the young officer was will bring back with them into their land ; "to carry

appointed military professor at Westpoint, and no man had

brighter prospects . A higher call was upon him . He resigned

; " the prophet tells us," silver andgold." The

his position , studied for the ministry, and went out as a mis . invasion from Gogand Magog, in the end of the

sionary to China. The Taeping rebellion broke out, and his Millennium,willnotbe atleast primarily,for spoil,

military skill was called on to aid the American residents at but to destroy the Lord's people Israel,and seize on

Shanghai. Culbertson ,'” said the American Minister, when

all was over, “ if you were at home, you might be a major
Jerusalem , the earthly seat of Christ's government.

general.” “ No doubt I might,” he replied . “ Men I drilled Some writers on prophecy identify Gog with the

are in that position - Sherman, Thomas,Newton , Rosencranz "

(hemight have added Grant) . “ But I would not exchange

places with one of them. I consider that there is no post of

influence on earth equal to that of a man who is permitted

to preach the Gospel to four hundred millions of his fellow
Antichristisdestroyed itis Judah alone that is in the

men ,”

seize upon
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remnants of the nations, which went with him against In Psa, cx . Adonai at the right hand of Jehovah is

Jerusalem , return to their different countries and to strike through kings in the day of His wrath , to

declare the manifestation of Christ in glory and His fill the places with dead bodies and strike through

judgment on the Antichrist , his kings and armies. the head in many countries. In Isa. xxiv. 21 , 22, we

" I will set,” says God, " a sign among them , and I read that in the day when God punishes " the host

will send such as escape of them to the nations , to of the high ones that are upon high , ” and “ shuts them

Tarshish , Pul, and Lud , that draw the bow, to Tubal , up in prison , ” He will also punish “ the kings of

and Javad, to the isles afar off, that have not heard earth upon the earth .” At that period all the un

My fame, neither have they seen My glory ; and they fulfilled prophecies denouncing judgment against the

shall declare My glory among the nations. And they enemies of His people shall have their accomplish

shall bring all your brethren out of all the nations for ment.

an offering unto the Lord , upon horses , and in chariots, The invasion of the land of Israel by Gog, in the

and in litters, and upon mules, and upon swift beasts , beginning of the Millennium, we regard as typical of

to My holy mountain Jerusalem , saith the Lord, as its final invasion . This seems clear from Magog

the children of Israel bring their offering in a clean being the land of the invaders in both instances. In

vessel into the house of the Lord ” (Isa. Ixvi . 19 , 20 ) . both instances, also , the name Gog, though not in the

When Gog invades the land , Israel has been re same sense, is also used .

stored ; he comes against them that are quiet . As the Magog of the first invasion , from which Gog

against the waste places that are now inhabited, and comes, is in the northern quarters , it seems clear that

against the people that are gathered out of the there the success of Satan in his final seduction, if not

nations which have cattle and goods, that dwell in universal , will be very great . But this will be

the middle of the earth (Ezek. xxxviii. 11 , 12) . generally true of all the remote nations .

Indeed , it is only afterthe destruction of Antichrist, When at the end of the thousand years Satan is

and his kings and armies , that any power outside the loosed from his prison , his hostility to Christ and His

Roman, or prophetic , earth could invade Palestine . saints is in no way modified. Its intensity is such

The irresistible power of the Antichrist would pre- that , while he knows the end of his rebellion against
vent it.

“ the King of kings and Lord of lords " must end in

2. Again , while the Antichrist will be at the head his utter discomfiture and ruin , he madly rushes on

of the ten kings and armies of the Roman earth , Gog to his doom-a clear proof that there is no intrinsic

will be the prince of Rosh, Mescheck, and Tubal, power in suffering either to purify from sin or to lead

names which seem to many students of prophecy to to repentance for it . A murderer at the beginning of

have a special reference to Russia , " Prince of Rosh, man's probation , we find bim a murderer at the end

or Rhos ( lxx .) The Scythian Tauri in the Crimea ," of it .

says Fausset, “ were so called. The Araxes also The number of rebels who follow this arch -enemy

was called Rhos. The modern Russians, ” he adds, is as the sand of the sea . And from earth's restored

"may have hence assumed their names, as Moscow fertility , like the fish of the sea , her inhabitants will

and Tobolsk from Mescheck and Tubal. " swarm ; and except for high-handed transgression

Gomer and Togarmah , associated with Gog, are there will be no diminution of them by death . So we

also outside the Roman earth . Gomer the same know it shall be during the thousand years in the

commentator makes " the Celtic Cimmerians of Crim land of Israel , and by parity of reason we infer it

Tartary," and “ Togarmah , the Armenians of the shall also be so among the nations .

Caucasus, south of Iberia .” We naturally inquire, Why are those nations so

The principal territories of Gog will, therefore, be readily seduced from their allegiance to Christ ? There

outside the Roman earth, a fact fatal to his identifica is something, no doubt, in the fact that they are

tion with the Antichrist.
those most remote from theearthly seat of government

3. Again, the Antichrist is destroyed at Jerusalem ; in Jerusalem, where the Lord , as we see from Isa .

but Gog does not reach Jerusalem ; he is destroyed iv . 4 , 5 , will manifest His visible glory . But this of

on the mountains of Israel, that is, on the mountains itself is not sufficient to account for the defection , for

of Ephraim , north of the land of Judah (Ezek. we see Israel, while the glory of the Divine Majesty

xxxix . 4). is before their eyes, making and worshipping the calf

4. Again , Gog falls in the open field ; the beast , or at Sinai.

Antichrist, is taken and cast alive into the lake of Let us bear in mind the fact that , even in the

fire .
Millennial age, it is only in Israel that all will be

5. Again, Gog is distinct from the nations of the righteous ; but there “ all shall know the Lord from

prophetic earth , for in his destruction God is to be the least to the greatest.” It is to Israel the Lord

glorified in the sight of those nations (Ezek. xxxviii. says, “ All thy children shall be taught of the Lord,

23) . and great shall be the peace of thy children

These with other considerations lead us to the con ( Isa . liv . 13 ) .

clusion that Gog and Antichrist are two several Of the nations, so far as I know, this is nowhere

enemies of God's people .
affirmed. On the contrary, it is affirmed that many

An objection may seem to lie against this view from shall render obedience solely through fear . Thus in

the words which God addresses to Gog in Ezek . Psa. Ixvi . , a Millennial Psalm , the Psalmist counsels ,

xxxviii. 17, “ Thus saith the Lord God ; Art thou he “ Say unto God, How terrible are Thy works ! Through

of whom I spake in old time by My servants the the greatness of Thy power shall Thine enemies submit

prophets of Israel, who prophesied in those days for themselves unto Thee.” The word (kachash) rendered

many years that I would bring thee against them ? ” “ submit " means literally " to lie ,” and is rendered in

But this may mean no more than that when God the margin "to yield feigned obedience ” (see also

spake by earlier prophets of the enemies who would Pga. xviii. 44 ) .

come against His people, Gog was included as one of There shall, therefore, be among the nations of the

the most powerful, Millennium many whose hearts shall have undergone
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no spiritual change. We can conceive also that onemies , human and infernal , of Christ and His

many who shall be born in that age, subjected to no people . Satan's last die is now cast ; he has em

temptation, uncorrupted neither by education nor barked his last venture and for ever wrecked his vessel

example , will feel little necessity to humble them . the Rock of Ages ;" both he and his demons are

selves before God as sinners, and seek His pardoping now cast into the lake of fire, where the beast and

and renewing grace. And this we can easily conceive the false prophet are, and shall be tormented day and

to be more especially true among the remote nations. night for ever and ever. “ So let all Thine enemies

This we know , that the carnal mind, the natural perish, O Lord, but let all them that love Him be as

heart of every man born into the world , is enmity the sun , when he goeth forth in his might ! ”

against God . No matter how long that enmity may After the account of this rebellion and its end im

be pent up, or held in abeyance, it remains unchånged, mediately follows that of the second resurrection and

for the carnal mind “ is not subject to the law of God, judgment before the great white throne, and of all

n - ither indeed can be." When the final testing of whose names were notfound in the Book of Life being

man by the great adversary takes place, that enmity cast into the lake of fire - the second death. Death, the

will wake up, like a giant from his sleep , intensified last enemy, is now destroyed ; for Death and Hades ,

by temptation, to which it had never before been personifiedas enemies, are cast into the lake of fire.

exposed. The power of evil example, which none This ends all remedial dispensations, and so of neces.

before had required to resist , will carry men away as sity fixes unchangeably the condition of those who

with a flood, so that nations with one consent will have been judged .

follow the arch-deceiver.

All things are then under the feet of the Son , and

We have also to remember the words of the prophet , by Him the kingdom is delivered up into the hands

" And it shall come to pass in the latter days that the of the Father, and God - Father, Son , and Spirit ,

mountain of the Lord's house shall be established in becomes All. in-All.

the top of the mountains, and shall be exalted above In connection with the judgment before the great

the hills, and all nations shall flow unto it ” (Isa. ii . 2) . white throne,
“ The heavens shall pass away with a

In gifts and costly offerings the wealth of the nations great noise , and the elements shall be dissolved with

shall be poured into Jerusalem (Isa. lx . ) . Satan will fervent heat, and the earth and the works that are

be able to hold it up to the remote nations as an therein shall be burned up ” (2 Pet. iii. 10) . But out

object of envy .

of the combustion shall be produced that new heaven

The nations will come up year by year, no doubt by and new earth wherein shall dwell righteousness ;

their representatives , " to worship the King , the for to that new earth , as John shows us, the New

Lord of Hosts , and to keep the feast of tabernacles. Jerusalem shall descend (Rev. xxi . ) .

And it shall be that whoso will not come up of all the It will intensify our gratitude to remember that

families of the earth unto Jerusalem to worship the our privileges now are vastly greater than those

King, theLord of Hosts, even upon them shall be no whichthe saved nations shall enjoy in the Millennial

rain " (Zech . xiv. 17 ) . This " coming up to worship ” age . We live in the midst of evil, in a world that is

will, nodoubt, be represented bythe great adversary bursting asunderthe bands, and casting away the

as an intolerable hardship.

cords of Jehovah and His Messiah . We are identified

In addition to all this, God will require special with Christ in His rejection. To us it is given , not

homage to be paid and special service rendered to only to believe in Him , but also to suffer forHis sake.

His covenant people. “ The nation and kingdom that Millennial nations shall have no opportunity to suffer

will not serve thee ,” He says , by His prophets, " shall for Him. Therefore of them it is nowhere said

perish ; yea, those nations shall be utterly wasted ” they shall be kings and priests unto God ; but of us

(Isa. lx. 12 ). Instead of rendering that service, the it is said , “ If wedied with Him , we shall also live

nations of Gog and Magog will seek to destroy Israel with Him ; if we suffer with Him , we shall also reign

from the earth.
with Him . "

The nations of the prophetic earth will not be de
" To patient faith the prize is sure,

ceived by Satan . Among other reasons for this, they

And all who to the end endure

The cross shall wear the crown ."

will doubtless remember the defeat of the great

rebellion under the Antichrist and false prophet , and

the destruction of the kings and their armies asso .

ciated with them .
Notesfor Bible Reading.

It is worthy ofnotice that thereis noconfederacy | DAWID'S fry underth, sense of sig

Psa . li.

of the faithful nations to resist thislast great rebellio
n
.

Nor do the people of Israel march out to oppose the
When in the depths

Psa . cxxx.

entrance of the enemy into their land . The vast
When in great domestic sorrow

hosts are not only permitted to enter Palestine, but

Psa , lxiji,.

Psa. iii.

Psa. lvii., exlii.

When hiding in the cave .

also to surround Jerusalem , preparatory to besieging

When they watched his house to kill him Psa. lix.

When dealing with his own soul

it . Just as at the Red Sea, and as when Sennacherib “ Song of praise

came against “ the beloved city " in the days of Soul-experience

Hezekiah, both the covenant people and the nations Verse 1. The Lord bending toward me and hearing my

loyal to them stand still and see the salvation of God .
cry.

It is now in the true and full sense theocratic

Verse 2. Deliverance from a dark and dreadful past.

government: the Lord is King in Zion : "there is one

Verse 2. Firm standing and established goings.

Lord and His came one. ' The war is of short

Verse 3. The new song — The singer andthe Teacher.

duration . Fire falls from heaven , and that mighty

Verse 3. Open testimony and its blessed result.

I amnot what I ought to be,

host, numerous as the sand of the sea , is consumed as

I am not what I might be,

stubble.
I am i ot what I hopo to be,

This is the last battle that earth shall ever witness,

But, through grace, I am not what I once was .

and its victory shall for ever end the power of all the

Rev. C. G. BASKERVILLE, LA.

Psa. XXXV .

Psa. cxlv .

Psa. xl. 1-3.

I am not what I wish to be ,
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Friendless and Fallen.
E . W . Thomas, setting forth his devotion and lifelong labour
on behalf of the fallen and endangered .

This address, handsomely framed, was presented to Mr.
Thomas, together with a purse containing £167

Mr. E . W . Thomas, in a voice broken by emotion , expressed
his deep sense of the kindness shown him ; be briefly reviewed

the way he was led to labour among the fallen , and told how
the Lord had been with him all through . He closed by intro
ducing Mr. Terry, an aged veteran , who, forty years ago, was
labouring amongst the fallen .
Mr. TERRY briefly spoke, expressing his intense joy in watch .

ing the progress and success of these institutions. He believed
God had specially raised up Mr. Thomas for this peculiarwork ,
and by him Hohad snatched over ten thousand victims of lust
as brands from the burning.

Evangelistic Mission .

THE annualmeeting of the London Female Preventive and
1 Reformatory Institutions was held on Saturday afternoon ,

in the Homes, Parson 's Green , & goodly company being present.

A very special interest attached to the proceedings from the

E fact mentioned in our report, that Mr. Thomas, whose long,

unwearying and devoted labours are so generally known and

valued, was presented by a few friends with a token of love and
esteem .

Mr. E . W . Thomas (Secretary) read the following extract from

the report : The institution has gathered in , by the different

branches, a total of one thousand onehundred and twenty -eight

- young women and girls during the year. And all these have

been welcomed and brought under Christian influence and
teaching, in order that they mightreturn to the fold of the Good
Shepherd and live for His glory .

It is not affirmed that success immediately followed the efforts

made to benefit the above ; those who are best acquainted with
Christian work know how frequently failure seems to follow

their best-meant effort : but the Scripture says, “ My Word shall

not return unto Me void .” The same Divine Record teaches
patience. perseverance, line upon line , precept upon precept,
while it reassures workers in the following words: “ Your labours

are not in vain in the Lord.”

Experience also supplies much encouragement. The matrons

are frequently hearing of their former cases, from which they
may draw great comfort, as it often bappens that those whom

they had given up as lost return and show that the persistent

efforts putforth on their behalfwere crowned with success.
Mr. FRANK A , BEVAN , who presided in the unavoidable

absence of Alderman Sir R . N . Fowler, expressed his sympathy

with this great and deeply interestingwork . He could nothelp
feeling that the fact that over one thousand had been rescued

during the past year should inspire the deepest thankfulness,

It must be remembered that in thesemodern days there is need

for more rather than less effort of this kind. He rejoiced in

the preventive work of the institution , as well as in its noble

and successfulrescue work. He trusted the utmost practical

- sympathy would be manifested towards Mr. Thomas and his

helpers in this peculiarly difficult field of labour.
Rev. H . W . WEBB-PEPLOE felt there is every reason to beelt there is every reason to be

deeply thankful for whatGod has been pleased to do bymeans

of this institution . In reviewing the work he pointed out that

the average cost of rescuing each poor, miserable fallen girl had

only been about seven pounds ; this reflected not a little credit

on the economical management of the Homes. Proceeding ,
Mr. Webb- Peploe dwelt in very searching and solemn language

on the causes of that piteous sin from which it is sought to
rescue our fallen sisters . Much as has been done, the roots of

the evil have not yet been touched . There is need that hearts
and sympathies should be opened widely , ay, and purses too,

on behalf of this great work .

Rev . J . LAWSON FORSTER maintained that such effort is
peculiarly Christ- like, inasmuch as it is seeking to rescue and

raise the most depraved and despairing portion of the com
munity .

Rev. JOHN SHAW felt that the Church was but waking up to

te duty in this matter, and he believed the awakening was not

a little due to the labours of workers such asMr. Thomas. He

called special attention to the All Night Refuge, open at all

hours to those who would flee from their miserable life . In the

growing sensuousness and self-pleasing of the age was to be

found one great seoret of the appalling degree in which this

terrible sin is extending. The King's business requires haste.
This is the King's business ; therefore wemust push forward with

ull our power and energy .

Rev . C . GOLDNEY (of Stafford Gaol) spoke of his experience
amongst girls in prison, and of the vast importance of laying

old of them before they get into the horrible and contaminating

tmosphere of a prison . The work of this institution is noble ,

nd to be commended, because it seeks to rescue girls before they

ink to the lowest and last stage ; it seeks to reclaim rather

dan punish .

Rev . C . E . ORELLIN (chaplain of a convict prison ) cordially

upported what had been stated by the preceding speaker. As

geol chaplain, he rejoiced greatly in the preventive work of
ze Homes.

An interesting ceremony ensued, when Mrs. F . A . Bevan laid
- memorial stone, designed to form part of an additionalbuild .

ag in extension of the Preventive Home.

A still more interesting episode (not in the programme)

llowed , when Mr. F . A . Bevan said that a few friends bad felt

hat he who was the main instrument in the commencement

nd in the carrying on of this great work should be presented
ith some token of their regard and esteem ,

Mr. C . M . BURTON then read an illuminated address to Mr.

MHE meetings on Whit -Monday, afternoon and evening, at

T Kilburn Hall, were marked by large attendances, instruc .

tive addresses, and a spirit of fervent praise and prayer.
Mr. C .RUSSEL HURDITCH read Cant. i,7 , 8 , and Psa . xxiii. The

Lord's mercies are new every day, according to the newness of

our need. The one need of the day is fresh anointing. Our

whole life should be a continualoverflowing by the inflowing of

God's good Spirit , while we look forward with confidence for

future goodness and mercy .

Addresses followed byMr.George Hucklesby, Lord Radstock ,
Mr. Lear, Mr. S . Trevor Francis, Mr. Henry Varley , and Dr.
Owles
Mr. H . GRATTAN GUINNESS pointed to Nicodemus (John iii.)

as an example ofwhat reason can , and what it cannot, do to
bring a man to God . It can carry him no further than the
rational conclusion of verse 2 . It is not bold enough to come
to Christ by day. Christ startles Nicodemus by saying hemust
himself become the subject of a miracle . Beyond this, reason
only leaves the ruler floundering in perplexity. No one was
ever reasoned into the natural world , or into the kingdom of
God ; neither can reason destroy natural or spiritual life.
Nicodemus is not left with the negative instruction of verse 5 ;

but there is put before him - Christ Himself. From the dis
quieting inward view , the ruler's gaze is directed outward ; and

to theman who was to help to take Christ down from the cross,
He testifies that Hemust be lifted up upon a cross (verse 14),
and opens, to the ruler, the gates of life (verse 15 ). In connection

with the subject of present-day scepticism , it may strengthen

faith to point out that the more we study Paul's conversion ,
character, and testimony, the more evident is it that he is

thoroughly trustworthy. There are three alternatives— he was
a deceiver, he was deceived , or he was one who truthfully
narrated whathe saw . Sincerity is stamped upon his fourteen
Epistles. He got nothing but persecution for his teaching . He
resisted falsehood ; struggled for truth and righteousness, was
full of sympathy, uprightness, and rationality ; was not carried
away by creeds and visions, and argues with the Jew , from the
Bible , and with the Gentile, from nature, with matchless

wisdom and strength. Let us not only be convinced that the
Scriptures are God 's Word , but let us use them , remembering

that our Lord' s return is near at hand .
It is intended to give full notes of the addresses by Lord

Radstock , Mr. Varley, and Mr. Guinness, in Footsteps of

Truth .

The Working Man's Day.
PEAKING on the Lord 's Day, Rev. Dr. J. Few Smith

D well says : - The observance of the day of rest by abstain .

ing from the ordinary labours of life , and turning the mind

expressly to the teaching of religion and the care of the

spiritual nature, is one of the primary teachings of Christianity .

And upon it hang thebest interests of society , while it is deeply

related to home life and personal character.

The Sabbath is the working man 's friend . It was made for

man - for a world of toilers. It is also the friend of the capi.

talist . He will receive higher and better work from men who
rest upon the Sabbath and appropriately use it. The right

observance of it , it need hardly be said , tends to healthfulness,

industry, intelligence, sound morality.

On the score of social economy- - not to speak of the higher

plane of spiritual life -- it becomes of inestimable importance

for employers to secure to their workmen the full enjoyment of

the Sabbath and to set them the example of the right use of it,

and for the working men rightly to guard and use their day of

rest. The Sabbath -keeping people will have more true comfort

and self-respect and enjoyment of life. Here, as elsewhere,

obedience to the law of God is the surest way to healthiest

living, to soundost secular prosperity.
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Bible Work on Wanstead Flats.

A

the principal cities in a call to Messrs. Whittle andMcGranaban

to undertake & work in that state next fall and winter similar

the evangelical
churches of an entire State is in itself a grand

revival, apart from the direct effort putforth by the evangelists.

Dr. Barnardo's Lads.

ONBy One who was There.

N the evening of Whit-Monday an interesting gathering

took place in the Edinburgh Castle, when two hundred

of Dr. Barnardo's lads bade farewell to England on the eve of

sight! This was carrying the war into the enemy's camp

departure for Canada. As is usual with Dr. Barnardo's

indeed , and some apprehension was felt at first as to the recep
emigrant parties, they had attended the midday prayer meeting

tion to be met with. ofthe Y.M.C.A. at Aldersgate Street on the previous Friday,

Aband of workers , about twenty in number, from the East
and had there been committed in prayer to the keeping of the

End principally, started for Wanstead Flats , on the borders of
Almighty. Monday night's meeting was of a more social type,

Epping Forest , on Whit -Monday . They were all animated with
andwell calculated to leave a cheerful impression on the minds

butone desire , the glory of God, andwhen the Bible carriage
of the boys. Seven hundred and fifty children from different

had been placed in the best position , some hymns sung, and
branchesof the Homes were present, and repeated , under the

prayer offered , the students from Harley House , one after
direction of Mr. J. Proudman, the excellent programme of

another, gave the Gospel , while the workers became hawkers,
music given by them a fortnight since at the Exeter Hall meet

and mingled with the crowd of pleasure -seekers, trying to
ing. Mr. Rankin, M.P., presided, and the bal !, which will

circulate copies of the New Testament. There was no opposi
accommodate over three thousand persons, was crowded to over

tion wbatever, and in many instances a desire to aid in the

flowing. Prayer having been offered by Canon Lester, the

work. It was refreshing to meet with two lies , who showed
Chairman addressed themeeting onthe question of emigration,

their sympathy with the movement by buying up a number of
in which he has been long actively interested, and incidentally

Testaments and illuminated cards to distribute among the
expressed the hope that before long some of those lads would

children , and hundreds of little ones must have taken home
beable to come to him, or to his agent in Canada, and ask for

some memento of the Bible carriage. About one thousand
a farm , when he should gladly let them have one .

Testaments were sold, and earnest prayer continues to be
Dr. BARNARDO then spoke eloquently of the pressing need

offered that the seed scattered broadcast may be abundantly
for such work in the present overcrowded condition of Eas:

blessed of God. The harmonium and hymns attracted a steady
London, where the struggle for existence grew fiercer every

crowd , and such sacred songs from the Christian Choir as
year. The present party, the average age of which was between

“ Christ receiveth sinful men,” and “ Redeemed,” riveted their
fifteen and sixteen, was drawn from almost every county in

attention. Also a dialogue between Miss Macpherson and

Englanā, but mainly from Middlesex, Surrey, and Lancashire,

converted shoemaker, now a zealous worker for God , as she
and made a total of one thousand nine hundred and twenty-eis

drew out in an inimitablemanner, by question after question ,
sent out from the institution . Some extremely interesting

his confession of faith. The people saw he was one of them

letters were read from lads who had been previously

selves , & working man , with like difficulties, and his testimony

emigrated, and are doing well . It was mentioned that every

and every answer given in homely East End phraseology told
boy of the last party was engaged on the day they arrived in the

upon them as no amountof preachingwould have done .
colony, and that five hundred farmers applied on the following

There were many golden opportunities, too , for individual
day , but had to return disappointed .

dealing, and with God's Word in the hand it was easy to be

Canon Lester followed, and a letter from Rev. Archibald G.

direct and personal.
Brown, who was preventedby pressing church duties from being

One man frankly avowed himself an Atheist , but was per

present, was next read , and other brief addresses followed .

suaded to buy a Testament for his children and earnestly
At the close of the proceedings vehicles were in waiting to

entreated to study it for himself. He appreciated the efforts

take the lads, in charge of Dr. Barnardo, to Euston, and thence

made , but attributed them to philanthropic motives ; but still,
to Liverpool, whence on Tuesday morning they set sail, under

when told that this apparently chance encounter had been
the careof Mr. Owen, for Canada, where we trust the blessing of

brought about by the Lord in His remembrance of him , he said,

God may rest upon them , and make them and otbers like them

with a brighter look, “ Do you think so ?” He listened to the
the means of binding more closely the members of this great

speaking from the Bible carriage, and made the discovery that
empire , and of spreading the kingdom of Christ.

Miss Macpherson and the workers were his neighbours in Spital

fields. Itwas evident, that although the bandof witnesses was
The Gospel the Only Remedy.

so small , yet the power lay with them , and during the hearty

himedes,voukainging many wistful glances camefromrough | As migdatabasexpected
, tihe labouragitation andresiden

faces touched , by on the other side of the Atlantic , of theproblemspresented

of the great cities . The following by Rev, A. Little, D.D. , goza

When one who holds communion with the skies
to the root of the matter :

Has filled his urn , where those pure waters rise,

Descends and dwells among us meaner things,
Grave problems are upon us . Issues ripen rapidly . Time

It is as if an angel shook his wings ;
cannotbe lost.Weshalllookin vain to courtsofjustice and

Immortal fragrance fills the circuit wide,

Which tells uswhence his treasures aresupplied.

municipal authority for the cure of our evils. They at best can

only doctorthesymptoms. The disease is too deep for their

One brother, who found a brisk demand for Testaments, had treatment. The forces behind that projectile are too many

taken up his position near a stand in one of the rows, and had too recondite, too remote, too powerful, too ancient to be

gathered quite a little crowd round him, when he was astonished arrested at once . It has beentravelling towards us like a far

by a hawker close by tapping him on the shoulder and asking off aerolite for many years. Though its explosion is instan

him to “ go on " until all his books were sold , and then, said the taneous, we must demand & prompt, swift, unhesitating

hawker, “ I'll have a shot at them till you go back for more assertion ofthe law of external governmentalforce. Wemust

books.” In this way the hawker and theTestament seller were likewise be onthealertforamore effective operation ofmoral

both satisfied . The short absence from the stall for more books force.We do well to appeal unto Cesar. Wemust likewise

was used by the hawker to sell his goods, and the Testament appeal unto God. Cæsar cannotsave us.

seller commenced again as soon as he returned . or Bibles, policemen's clubs or preacher's persuasion, station;

The Harley Housestudents look to continuing going amongst housesor chapels,jails or churches- we musthave more of

the masses with the Bible carriage , and hope to sell 100,000 one orthe other of these agencies here.

Testaments. Any one desiring to have fellowshipin this very Shall ourmoney , time, and strength go in the way of preven;

open door address, Miss Macpherson, Home of Industry, 60, tion , or shall
wewaitand reluctantly contributetotryto core?

Commercial Street , Spitalfields. The least expensive things, after all, in thiscity to-day,arethe

churches, chapels, Sundayandmissionschools,and other

centresof moraland spiritual power. There is nootherforce

A Suggestive Parable.- At a prayer meeting in the inthe universe that canbreakthe force ofthesedestructiva

country an old truth was recently very pointedly put. A man projectiles except the force of the Gospel of Jesus.

whose present earnestness of life was well known rose and

said :-- " I believed myself awake, whon I saw coming towards Major Whittle.-A movement is on foot in Iowa to unite

me a horse, if it could be called a horse, in its emaciated and

famine-stricken condition ; and on his back a man, if you

could call him a man, so little was there left of flesh and to their recent campaign in Kansas. This united effort ofall

blood. I cried out in horror as they approached : ' What does

this mean ? How came they like this ? ' The hollow answer

came to me : Neglect-simply neglect ! ' I woke , trembling, The most effective work is done when the churches arethe

with the question then , often since before me, ' Are there any sowersoftheseedandthe evangelists comein as helpers in the

souls I can roach , starving from neglect -- simply neglect ? " gathering of the harvest.

and peace.

Christ can . Bullets
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The Prophetic Scriptures.
had a very partial fulfilment in Antiochus, only a very partial
fulfilment in Popery. Although the Pope and his system are
evidently intended , the prophecies are not completely fulfilled .

The Pope and his system are but shadowsof thatmighty one
yet to arise, and, sitting in the temple ofGod, to show himself

as God , opposing and exalting himselfabove all that is called

God.

So also in the destruction of Babylon , and in the prediction

concerning Cyrus, we have instances of graduated steps of the
successive fulfilment germinantly of prophecy.

Another feature of propbecy is that not infrequently one part

of a verse may be separated from another by & whole dispen

sation . For instance, Dan . xii, 2 , “ Many shall awake, some

to everlasting life , and some to shame and everlasting con
tempt. " We know from the New Testament that these two
events are separated by a thousani years . So also in Isa . Ixi.,

quoted by our Lord in Luke iv. , we find at least two thousand

years soparate “ the acceptable year of the Lord ” from “ the

day of vengeance." Other illustrations will repay your study
in Isa. xxiv , 21, 22 , 1 Cor. xv, 23, 24, “ Christ the firstfruits,
afterwards ” (two thousand years intervene) “ they that are

Christ's at His coming. Then " (the thousand years inter
vening) “ cometh the end ." Until you see this principle

underlying prophecy, you have not the key to the right under
standingof the prophetic Word.

Another principle is that prophecies, as they reach their
complete fulfilment, revert to the original form : for instance,
Satan assumed & visible form in Eden ; since then he has
assumed many different forms, mystical and spiritual ; but at
the approach of the end he again assumes a visible form ---

that of a man - the man of sin . He has been working in
mystery , but soon hewill be working in manifestation .

From these thoughts we learn to rejoice that the consum
mation , the coming of the Lord, draweth nigh . His chariot
wheels are at the door. He will take the world by surprise ;
the majority of the Christian Church will be unready
unready. May these startling events find us watchful, as men

that look for their Lord.

T URING the past week the third Annual Convention for
the Study of Prophetic Scripture has been held in

connection with the world -wide Prayer Union for the Coming of

the Lord . The Conference was held in the Conference Hall,
Clapham Road , on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.

On Tuesday morning the subject was the personal pre-millen

nial Advent ofour Lord Jesus Christ. Thoughtful and interest

ing addresses were given by Revs. Clarmont Skrine, M . A ., and

J . Gossett Tanner, M . A . We believe, however, that this

fundamental principle in regard to the prophetic future is fully
accepted by our readers; hence we devote our space rather to

someof the subsequent addresses, in which various phases of

prophetic truth not yet so fully and generally understood were

expounded.

Prophecy and History .

On the first evening the subject was “ Has all prophecy a
retrospective and historical fulfilmentas well as a future one ? "

The Earl of CAVAN , who presided , read portions from Dan . iii.

1 ; x . and xii. 9, 10 ; and proceeded to indicate the position his

tory occupies in the interpretation of prophecy. The designs
and purposes ofGod are being fulfilled in history , but they are

not fully consummated until the coming of our Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ. Our prayer ought ever to be thatGod , by
His Spirit ,might make good to us the words of Dan , x , 21, “ I

will show thee what is noted in the Scriptures of truth .” The
chairman urged the importance ofmaking known the truth we

learn , concerning the coming of the Lord, and glorious events

of the future. It is, he said , our privilege to prepare the way
of the Lord , by sounding the bridegroom cry, " Behold , He
cometh."

Foreshadowing in History .

By Rev, F . WHITFIELD , M . A .
W E have seen the intimate connection between ancient

prophecies and ancienthistory. But we observe these
prophecies seem to concentrate one upon the other, as we

approach the final fulfilment, the consummation of all things.

Thus each event becomes prophetic of future events, and all
running down to the grand consummation of prophecy , the
day of the Lord Jesus Christ . There is this striking feature in

both Old and New Tentanent prophecies, that, while glancing at

& whole series of events to the end of time, each prophecy

dwells upon some one or other special phase or point, and each

prophecy receives a partial fulfilment which points on to the
fulness. Thus, in Rev. vi, 2 , Hewho rides the white horse is

said to go forth conquering, and to conquer. “ He went forth

conquering ; ” that carries us back to the commencement of the

conflict. He is “ to conquer," that carries us forward to the
consummation . So it is that the language employed in pre

diction frequently applies to a whole stream of types, as well

as more literally to the exhaustive fulfilment. So in Matt. xxiv.

our Lord glances from the overthrow of Jerusalem by the

Romans to the overthrow of all things at His second Advent.

He treats of the entire period while dwelling on certain con .
spicuous points.

So again in Isa . xl. the first and second Advents are

treated as one ; yet, while it is true the glory of the Lord

was revealed at the first , it is only at the second that ' sall flesh

shall see it together.” There is a partial fulfilment at the first
coming of Christ, but the plenary fulfilment is at the second.

Similarly in Psa . xxii. the two Advents seem to intermingle ;
while Isaiah, Jeremiah , and Ezekiel abound with illustrations

too numerous to mention here. It is this constant re-enacting
of prophecy in history that explains the large proportion of

historical parallels. God calls us to study His past dealings, in
order that wemay be prepared for the future. As one has said,

prophecy is history undeveloped , while history is prophecy in

manifestation . But, while history thus receives illumination

from prediction , all prophecy has its final accomplishment as

well as its germinant fulfilment. As in a picture there is the

foreground,middle distance, and far off horizon , so while pro

phecy has its germinant fulfilment in the forefront, there is
Ebe far-off event towards which it points.

In illustration , consider the earliest prediction of Holy
Writ, " The seed of the woman shall bruise the serpent's head .”

That was fulfilled when our Lord triumphed over the powers of
darkness. It shall receive a fuller fúlAlment when , at His

glorious return , He crushes the Antichrist. Is it exhausted

then ? By no means. It will receive a still further and fuller

fulfilment at the close of the Millennialage, when a far greater

revolt breaks forth , and the devil that deceived the nations shall

be cast into the lake of fire - then only is its exhaustive
fulfilment.

So , again , you will observe, repeated predictions gather in
intensity, volume, and power. Daniel's prophecy of Antichrist

Literaland Historical.
ROBERT ANDERSON , LL . D ., began by reminding his hearers

that prophetic study is not something outside of Bible truth ,
but lies in the direct line of the teaching of the Word of God .

With regard to the subject of the evening , “ Has all prophecy

& retrospective and historical fulfilment as well as a future

one ? ” he zaid lightmight be thrown on it by asking, “ Has

all prophecy a literal fulfilment ? ” His reply would be yes,
it has. " He believed that it is the character of prophecy to
have & germinant fulfilment as well as a final fulfilment ;
therefore he would not, as do some, exclude the Christian

dispensation , the age of Christendom , from prophecy.
In illustration of this view , Dr. Anderson referred to the

teaching of some that the awful predictions of Rev. xvi.

12-17 found their fulfilment in Constantine's reign , and

showed that, while partially fulfilled at that time, the great

and final fulfilmenthas yet to come. Further, we have cases

in Scripture in which prophecy has been fulfilled , as, for

example , the closing words of Mal. iv . 5 , 6 , which are

explained by our Lord in Matt. xi, 14, to refer, in a germinant

sense, to John the Baptist ; while in Matt. xvii, 12 He says,

“ Elias truly shall first come, and restore all things.” In a

sense, the prophecy had been fulfilled ; in its fulness it awaits

fulfilment.

Then in Daniel we have wonderful predictions which have

had partial fulfilment in Antiochus, the Old Testament Anti

christ , and yet, again , in the great historical Antichristism

of Christendom ; but the absolute and complete fulfilment has

yet to take place.
Then there are other and similar instances, such as that in

Dan . ix . 25 . Daniel thought the deliverance ofhis people was

about to be realized, yet these prophecies seemed to defer the

whole thing. Now thematter is explained , as in ix . 25 ; after

the sixty-nine weeks the Messiah shall be cut off, but not for

Himself. Now it is a simple matter of fact that there has been

only one edict or firman ever issued for the rebuilding of the

city. There have been others for the rebuilding of the Temple,

but not for the city ; and thus the date is fixed , weknow with

perfect definiteness, when that was, “ the twentieth year of

Artaxerxes. " Well, the Lord came into Jerusalem in fulfilment

of that prophecy, and used the words recorded in Luke xix., “ If

thou hadst known the day of thy visitation ." Now these dates

are fixed . The year in which our Lord 's ministry commenced

is as definitely marked as the date of the battle of Waterloo .

From the edict ofArtaxerxes to the commencementofourLord 's

ministry there were literally and exactly sixty-nine Heptades,

or sevens, as worked outand proved in The Coming Prince.
Now the consideration of these things as literally fulfilled , leads
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man

11

us to the overwhelming conviction that the coming of Christ is the eighteenth as a literal city . Mystical Babylonis destroyed

not merely spiritual , but personal and real . He felt strongly by the ten kings , at the commencement of the reign of Anti

convinced that ere long thosewho accept the coming of the christ ; but the great city is destroyed by the outpouring ofthe

personal Christ will be compelled to agree in the expectation of wrath of God at the destruction of Antichrist, engulphed in &

a coming personal Antichrist. moment, as we read in Rev. xvi . 18, 19. How can the two be

It should be remembered that in the historical fulfilment of confused ? They differ in every possible way.

prophecy there must always be a margin allowed for error Yet there must be some underlying connection between them .

but that does not hold of the literal and complete fulfilment. In examining that connection we observe there is a strange

As, for example , long as the Roman Empire has been power in local association . God has a holy city, chosen long

divided, it has never yet been exactly ten kingdoms . The truth years ago , which He will not give up. So Satan has & city,

is that historical fulfilment not only does not wholly satisfy this great city Babylon, situated on the Euphrates. There is

prediction, but there generally is in the prophecy something some local association . It is close by where the tree of life was

incompatible with the historical fulfilment. Various instances planted , and where Satan, no doubt , planted the tree of death .

of this were given by the speaker from the history of Romeas It is where Cain shed the first human blood, where the ante.

compared with the predictions in the Revelation of Babylon the diluvian apostasy arose , and where that terrible sin of

whore. In the Church of Rome we have in outline the cha intercourse with evil spirits took root. Then came the Deluge,

racteristics of the of sin . These characteristics and swept clean the earth ; but directly after the same spot is

have been developed in Rome , but they are far older than taken possession of by a mighty hunter of the line of the accursed

Rome . The mystery of iniquity is not the Pope, it is Popery, son of Noah. It seems to me probable , from ancient books,

and the root of it is Sacerdotalism , and priestism , which is not that about that time revelations were made by fallen angels to

declining, but rather gaining power. In illustration of this . man , and thus men became imitators and possessors of the lie
the speaker read an extract from that evening's Pall Mall of Satan . This lie is at the root of Egyptian and Buddhist

Gazette , headed “ The Pope at Home.” teaching , which is not, as supposed, annihilation, but re-incar

“ Unlike bis predecessor, Leo XIII . has a great) predilection pation and final absorption in the Godhead . On such a doctrine

for those grand displays of pomp and ceremony which are there is no need for a Saviour, man simply goes through life after

nowhere seen to such'advantage as at the Papal Court . Every life , and eventually becomes perfect as part of God. Now God

day when he drives out in the immense Vatican gardens his again interfered , confused languages, scattered man , dispersed

noble guards and his chamberlains attend him on horseback , and those united against Him , but to the ends of the earth they

the cortege is quite a large one . The greatest solemnity of the carried this Babylonian doctrine of re -incarnation .

year, however, is the anniversary of his succession . It is the Babylon itself, however, still remained a centre of the mys.

only day on which the Pope appears wearing the tiara or triple tery. It is a central spot, it is convenient to the spot God had

The latter, however, is not very becoming, for his face
crown .

formed , the city will quickly be rebuilt, and with the whole

power of Satan and Antichrist, the whole resources of

civilized Europe, and the millions of Asia to draw upon for

labour, this need not take long. Those who know how cities

like Chicago have sprung up will readily admit this . Now I

chosen for Himself ; hence Satan seems to have clung to it.

is too thin and delicate for such heavy and majestic headgear. But, and here comes a connection with Babylon the harlot,

On this occasion everybody appears en grande tenue. After all after the destruction of Jerusalem, Satan seemed to have

the imposing retinueof priests, bishopsand cardinals, the Pope endeavoured to remove his seat to Rome, as the balance of

appears borne aloft on his sedia gestatoria by eight footmen power wasshifted westward . Babylon, however, remained the

dressed from head to foot in scarlet. seat of the mystery. First this mystic society seems to have

been transferred to Pergamos, “ where Satan hath his seat,"

“ His great object is somewhat similar to that which animated and in the time of Julius Cæsar it was removed westward to

the glorious reign of Pope Clement XIV.-namely to place the Rome, where afterwards the Apostate Church, which has some

Church on friendly terms with all Governments, be they of the elements of this master evil in it, was to flourish .

Catholic , Protestant, or heathen ,and obtain from every one of Still Rome is not Babylon . Babylon is to be a vast trading

them , no matter whether monarchial or republican , all possible emporium , which Romě has never been, and never can be.

advantages for the Church. His aim is to persuade rulers of Every sound canonof interpretation compels us to regard

nations that Catholicism is a powerful factor in securing to Babylon of Rev. xviij . as literal Babylon on the Euphrates.

them the affections of their subjects , and thatnot only canthe Here arises a difficulty . We have been taught toregard the

Church help them in appeasing internal difficulties, but that its prophecies concerning Babylon as having been fulfilled on

assistance is invaluable in calming those revolutionary passions Rome . Let us examine this. Read Isa . xiii . 6-13 . Is not a

which are menacing the very existence of every state, no world-wide universality stamped on these words ? Will any;

matter what the form of government. ” ' thing yet accomplished exhaust them ? Were they fulfilled

For these scarlet footmen let there be substituted the repre. when Cyrus marched into the palace? Not only was the earth

sentatives of kingly power, and you have the fulfilment of Rev. not shaken, but Babylon was not, for many in the city did not

xvii , in clearest outline . know it was taken until three days after. His policy was to

Babylon and Antichrist. preserve the power of Babylon for his own purposes. Somesay

Wednesday morningwasoccupied with the consideration of is it is poetic hyperbole." That is simply to say, it is exagte

" the character of the great tribulation . Will all the Lord's ration. " There is no exaggeration in the Word of Jehovah.

people who are on earth at the time pass through it ? "
Somesay itgradually declined. Read verse 19 , and ask if that

In the evening the subject was a What is the connection describes gradual decline — it is a sudden stroke, aswhen

between the city called Babylon, and the Beast or Antichrist ? Sodom and Gomorrahwere destroyed. Then verse 20 tells us,

Where will Babylon be situated ? ” after this destruction , “ it shall never be inhabited." Now

Rev.J.R. PURCELL gave an exposition of Rev. xvii.,as referring Babylon has never yet in history been uninhabited , This we

to the great foe the Christian Church has had to meet ever since can prove by tracing its history all down theages. Alexander,

the time of the Reformation. We have had in recent years, long after Cyrus, found a large city, and set ten thousandmen to

he said, a remarkable development of Papal pretension. clear away the ruin of the temple of Bel. Afterwards Babylon

Beginning with the dogma of Immaculate Conception , Rome receivedmuchdamagefrom Seleucus, but the citywas still inha

went on, in 1870, to thatof Papal Infallibility . Shethen lost her bited, principally by Jews,who in thedays of Peter werestill

temporal power, but thereis yet to fall uponjher'a'far more signal there. In thefifthcentury we read of Jewsin Babylon with three

and terrible judgment. In view of these things the speaker univereities. In 917 we havean account of the city,then a small

called on all who love the Lord Jesus to separate themselves village. In 1585 wehaveastriking account from Bishop Otto
wholly and utterly from all that is of Rome, whether in doctrine ofthe city. To -day it is a city of from sevento ten thousand

or practice. inhabitants, and it is notadesert. Thereare always shep.

Proceeding,Mr. Purcell tracedmany characteristics of Popery, herds there, the Arabian tent is seldom absent. In Jer. li. 36

showing howthey agreed with the details of the portrait drawn we are told, “ No stone is to be taken ;” its destruction is so

in the chapter (Rev. xvii.). One remarkable fact is that it is complete ;butfourcities have been built fromtheruins of

nowhere stated the woman denies God, but the beast does ; 80 ancient Babylon. Therefore, the fulfilment is not yet

Rome has never denied the Father and the Son, while Anti exbaustive.

Christ certainly is to do so.
Babylon, then , must be rebuilt ere its final overthrow . How

The Literal Babylon .*
can this be ? Well, remember the circumstances, rememberthe

By G. H. PEMBER, M.A. power of Satan, rememberthat thekings give theirpower tothe

WE pais nowfrom mysticalBabylonto literal Babylon, beast. Doyouknow that in thearchives of the Foreign Office 2

which is spoken of in Rev. xviii., and which , I believe, Paris thereis now the first Napoleon's plan for rebuilding Baby

will shortly become the world's capital and centre. It has not

been usual for commentators to distinguish between the rebuiltisthatit is waiting for the confederacy .When that is

Babylons spoken of in the two chapters (xvii. and xviii . ); but

it seems impossible to regard them as identical . The Babylon

of the seventeenth chapter is represented as a woman ; that of

*Weare asked to mention that these addresses will shortly be published

by Hodder & Stoughton .
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would close by reminding you I do not think this must

happen before Christ comes . We do not know the moment

Christ may be here . The only thing we can make out is He

must come before Antichrist makes a covenant with the Jews ,

that is at least seven years before the end. It seems to me all

we have been considering must take place after the Church is

removed from the earth . The Antichristian spirit is spreading at

an alarming rate . We live in solemn times , we do well to take

heed to ourselves. Those who trust in Christ, who are faithful

to Him, who keep away from Babylon, will have a beautiful

city, the New Jerusalem, which I take to be a literal city , even

as its great rival , Babylon, is a literal city .

page 444.

Esrael and the Millennium .

Thursdaymorning was devoted to “ Israel's prospects and

place in the Millennium .” Addresses were delivered by Rev. John

Wilkinson and Rev. P. I. J. Warschewski.

In the evening the subject was “ What nations will Satan

deceive after the Millennium ? "

The Earl of Cavan read 1 Thess . iii. 10 , and said : In the

previous chapter the apostle tells us that Satan hindered him

from coming, but he praysnight and day God would perfect

that which waslacking in their faith . In the succeeding verses

Paul pours out his heart in prayer for the Thessalonians that

God would make them abound and increase in love and stablish

their hearts in holiness :: .. at the coming of our Lord

Jesus Christ with all His saints .

Rev. CHARLES GRAHAM, who had been announced to speak,

was unable to be present through indisposition , but had kindly

written his address, which was read . It will be found in full on

Mr. G. H.PEMBER,in afew closing words,sought to bring the

Conference to a practical issue. Taking ashis basis the words of

our Lord in Luke xvii. 20-37 , he showed the comfort

which the hope of the Lord's coming proves in time of trouble.

With regard to the warning in verse 23, Mr. Pember stated that

many spiritualistsblasphemously declare that the Lord Jesus has

appeared to them in the secret chambers - but when the Lord

comes, it shall not be in any secret corner. A few words

followed as to the characteristics of the last days , by way of

solemn warning to every child of God to keep apart from all

such things. Verses 31, 32, he believed to be a special word of

warning to believers that they should have their hearts fixed

not on things earthly, but on the Lord from Heaven .

The Conference closed with a united Communion , the Lord's

Supper being partaken of in the hall by a number of the

assembled friends,

It may be well to state that the Prayer Union in connection

with which this Conference was held is world-wide. The

covenant of membership is as follows :

COVENANT OF MEMBERSHIP . - Believing that Satan is still

" the god of this world ,” that , under his reign , multitudes of

souls are perishing daily, and that the darkness is likely to

grow deeper and deeperuntil the glorious appearing of theSun

ofRighteousness, I gladly consent to pray often andearnestly ,

( a) That the Lord,may come quickly.

loj That all believers, in all lands, may be filled with the Holy

Spirit, and entirely consecrated toGod.

(c) That the Gospel may be everywhere preached, in thepower

of the Holy Ghost, and that the " fulness of the Gentiles "

may soon be gathered in .

The Secretary is Rev. C. Melville Pym , Cherry Burton, Hull.

The Bible Readings.

ACH afternoon a Bible reading was given , and these proved

expounded the subject of the manifestation of the Personal

Antichrist, while Canon Fausset's readings, on Wednesday, on

the signs of the times, and on Thursday on Millennial and New

Jerusalem , proved very suggestive.

The following summary of Canon Fausset's Wednesday

afternoon Bible reading will interest and profit many. His

subject was," The signs ofour times compared with the signs

foretold of the last days. '

The Signs of the Times.

By CANON A. R. FAUSSET .

THE children of Issachar were men that had understand

must take place ere His return to reign upon the earth.

Now the peculiarity of our age is this , we have an accumula

tion of signs such as never was at any previous period .

Let us observe three ofthese signs. First, a preparation . You

will remember we have the going forth of a decree from Augustus

that the Roman world should be taxed , or numbered , and we

know how extensive the Roman Empire then was , from Britain

in the west to India in the east. The design of all this was

evidently that a way might be prepared for the messengers of

the Gospel to all lands. Thus we bave in the unification of the

then known world a preparation for the Gospel. Now , in these

days, the world is being unified as never before by telegraphs,

telephones, railways , commerce, and so on , and thus prepara

tions are being made for the advent of the Lord Jesus Christ.

But side by side with this moral and material progress there

is a moral and social deterioration unmistakably in preparation

for the manifestation of the man of sin . See Rev. xvi. 14 , 15 ,

where we have the gathering together of the hosts of Antichrist,

and in opposition to these hosts our Lord comes to gather to

gether His saints to Him, as in 2 Thess. ii . 1 , and also to

gather together His people the Jews, as in Matt. xxiv, 31 (for

I doubt not the elect there spoken of are Jews), and so also in

Psa. 1. 5. The first sign , then , is the remarkable unification of

the earth, prefigured in the unification prior to the first

coming of Christ.

The second sign is this “ Public Opinion ” so remarkably

developed throughout the earth. There is undoubted reference

to this in the three unclean frog -like spirits of Rev. xvi. I take

the third evil spirit to be the tendency to lawless democracy

so apparent in these days .

The third sign is the tendency of certain inward forces

of evil to develop themselves into outward forces of the

most dangerous and deadly character, as, for instance,

Socialism , Nihilism, Communism , and so on, which all have

sprung from the infidel teaching of the Voltaire school of un

belief. As a matter of fact , without God man loses his man

hood and manliness , and becomes more and more of the nature

of the beast. Man severed from God may have the power of

Babylon , the wisdom of Greece , the iron force of Rome, yet,

after all , he is of the nature of a beast rather than man.

Let us now contrast the mediæval characteristics described

in 2 Tim . iii . 1-3 , as compared with 1 Tim. iv . 1-3 . Observe

the distinction between these two ; just as in 2 Thess, ii. we see

lawlessness in mystery afterwards fully manifested, so in

1 Tim . iv . we have the latter times, but in 2 Tim iii . " latter ”

is changed into “ last,” and “ times " into “ days." The

later and more condensed period is evidently referred to in

2 Tim . iii . And in Rom . i . , when the Pagan world is

described,we have a remarkable parallelism with the charac

teristics given in 2 Tim . Compare also Rev. xiii . 10 and 18,

where we see & marked distinction between the first beast

and second beast , the first representing, I believe, the world

power, politicaland religious, and the secondthe false prophet,

the man of sin himself, who can only be resisted by the Word

of truth .

But , passing on , we have in Rev. xvii . 1 , 4 , 5 , 15 , 16 , a new

imagery, the root idea of which is found in Isa . i . 21. The

moment the Church loses vital union with her Lord and Head

she becomes a harlot. Going into the world, conforming to the

world, and wearing the livery of the beast, and in forsaking the

Lord , the very thing which has been the instrument of her sin

becomes the instrument of her punishment . There, then,

we have one test to decide whether the Church of Romebe the

final Antichrist or not. The woman represents that Church ,

but she is stripped and burned by the beast. Remember the

woman still wears the human image, while the beast grovels

on the earth . The Antichrist indeed has himself never been

of the professing Church , but he strips the apostate Church and

destroys it . Do we not in these days see a tendency on the part

of the infidel world -power to cast off the apostate Church ?

Yet, while this is so, I do not think that Rome exhausts the

imagery of the harlot-woman , Compare Rev. xviii. 24 with

Matt. xxiii. 35. Rome is the woman, but does not exhaust the

symbol. That false woman is symbolic of all false and

apostatising churches. Now, is it not the case , men are becom

ing impatient of the control of God's Word ? Are they not, in

the very words of Psa. ii . , saying, “ Let us cast away their

bands from us " ? Thus there is being fulfilled before our eyes

this sign of the world -power beginning to turn on the apostate

Church ,

Then again in Luke xviii. we have the familiar words, " When

the Son of Man cometh , shall He find faith on the earth ? ”

Are there not many tokens that this state of things is rapidly

developing ? In Dan.'vii , we have a little horn mentioned, the

mouth speaking great things, and the same language is used in

Rev. xiii. 1 to 7. I take it that Rome will in the last days

divest itself of the characteristics of Christianity , which have

el

"

Matt, xvi. 3, our Lord says , “ Ye can discern the face of the

sky, can yonot discern the signs of the times ? ”

A difficulty may suggest itself to many that, while signs are

given, yet we are told that the day shall come suddenly as a

thief in the night. The fact is signs are given in reference to

the coming of the Lord with His saints, not with reference to

His coming for His saints. The signs given are those which
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The Home of Industry.

| T F.werken, maarine. Hoolimpiadressed the meeting,but you

.

be separated vessels ( 2 Tim . ii . 20 , 21). Our power for service

adhered to it , and in the doctrines of Immaculate Conception

and Papal Infallibility strides have been made in this direction .

In fact, the Jesuits are prepared to sacrifice anything to hold

world -power, Another sign is shown in Psa. cii. 14 , 15 , where

we have a definite statement with regard to interest in Zion ,and THE workers meeting took place as usual on ,

these last days , as never before ? The PalestineExploration Fund the early part of the evening Miss Macpherson called upon Mr.

and many other researches and works may be taken as evidence Paul Askenasi to answer a few questions relative to his work

of the interest foretold so long ago. The result has been many among the Jews , the Saturday evening meeting for them at the

remarkable verifications of the historical writings . But the Home of Industry having been signally owned and blessed of

point is it is distinctly said the time to favour Zion has come . God . Miss Child then spoke briefly,

Why ? “ Because Thy servants take pleasure in her stones. ”' 1 , of the Jews at the Welcome Home ; they were endeavour.

Another sign is given in the very remarkable movement led ing to influence them for good , the more so that their most

by Rabinowitz in Bessarabia, and yet another in that strange valued worker is a Christian Jew : thus he is always drawing in

hatred which has been stirred up in Russia and elsewhere others.

against the Jews . Scripture makes the reason plain . The 2 , of the sailors ; many of them were often sick owing to

Jews bad begun to settle on their lees , and the Lord stirs them exposure , &c . The Flower Mission workers might not know

up as an eagle stirreth up her nest (see Ezek. xx . 37 , 38) . They what a good work they were doing among the sailors. Inpray.

say, " Wewill be as the heathen ,” but the Lord will drive them ing for them wewere praying for thousands of villages and ports

out . In Isa . xli 0-23 and lvi . 20 much light is thrown on the in all parts of the world where they witness for Christ when

gathering of Israel . converted. Ratcliff Highway was a most blessed place to live

Amongst the other signs mentioned by the speaker was the in ; its surroundings sinful, but it gave exceedingly blessed

increased desire after and searching in the Word of prophecy ; opportunities for service.

as the times draw nigh diligence in searching the prophetic Five students from Harley House were asked to narrate their

Word shall be increased (as in Dan , xii . 4 ) . Also the progress experience of Whit-Monday at Wanstead Flats with a Bible

of missions athome and abroad . “ This Gospelshall be preached carriage . Their success they attributed to prayer, and the unity

for a witness to all nations , then shall the end come.” which was apparent among all who worked with them. They

Amongst the bright signs are the growing love of the Lord's proposed taking the Gospei van in the country for six weeks ,

true people one to another ; it is when the enemy calls the looking to God for a great blessing.

proud happy that they that fear the Lord speak often one to Miss MACPHERSON spoke a little upon the work, expressing

another. Such loving speaking is very happily characteristic gratitude for the late party's safe arrival in Canada, after some

of the present time , and leads us to rejoice together that soon days of great suspense to her, owing to the vesselbeing over

He shall be here for whom we long. due , detained by fog. During the evening a cablegram was

Millennial and New Jerusalem .
received with the announcement that fifty of the children had

BY CANON A. R. FAUSSET. been placed out.

S the Holy City which John connects with new heavens and Some children were present, as usual, the latest rescues, and

much prayer was offered for them and their little companions

during the Millennial period ? Such is the question we desire
in Canada.

to answer from the Word of God. First, I observe the Book of Mr. CHARLES INGLIS spoke upon the sevenfold privileges of the

the Lord reveals continual progress in spiritual matters, and at believer, as given in the Gospel of John , the key-note of

the same time continual failure in man; all dispensations have the address being John xx. 17.

ended in apostasy so far as man is concerned. Yet , notwith 1. A believer has the same Father as the Lord Jesus Christ,

standing , there is a steady advance in the development of God's an immense privilege when realized that at conversion he comes

purposes .
into a marvellous relationship, never to be broken , the aris

Now, with gard to our subject ; there are two stages in the tocracy of the skies. As a FatherHe pities (Psa. ciii.13); He

history of the earthly Jerusalem , and so there are two stages in knowsmyneed (Matt. vi . 32); is pledged to supply it( Phil.iv,

the picture of the New Jerusalem . From Isa. Ixiv. 17 we find 19) . Not our want, but need supplied ; difference illustrated

Millennial Jerusalem corresponds with the New Jerusalem of by child crying for open razor : “ if we got all we wanted ,should

Rev. xxi . ; not identical, I believe, but corresponding, as also often bave open razors to play with ."

appears from Isa. Ix . 11, 12. Though they correspond , they 2. Same Life ( John xiv . i9 , last clause) . Its character

differ in soine important particulars.
eternal ;its source -- in His Son ; itssimplicity- &gift (John

For example, in the closing chapter of Ezekiel wefind a full x. 28 ). The first blessing God gives is life . In Deut. xxxiii,

description of the temple which is to be erected in Millennial the firstblessing is to the little tribe of Reuben, the blessing of

Jerusalem , but of the New Jerusalem we are expressly told ,
life . "Let Reuben live . . . . letnot hismen' be few ." The

“ I saw no temple therein . "
security of life is wrapped up in Christ . A life that can never

Another point comes out in Isa. lx . 19. There is a sun and be destroyed ; & peacethat can neverbe touched ;a glory that

moon in the Millennial Jerusalem , butthere is neither sun nor can never be tarnished.

moon in the New Jerusalem . The Millennial Jerusalem is not 3.Same Peace (John xiv. 27) . Not the peace ofsin forgiven,

eternal-an end comes ; while the New Jerusalem is for ever. but peace of a conscience upon which never rested the shadow

Again , in the Millennial city there is still sin , however
of guilt . Peace made; peace possessed ; peace ruling. In

subdued , but in the New Jerusalem , the post -Millennialcity,
Col. iii.15 itis, “ Letthepeace of God garrison your hearts."

there is neither sin nor curse. In the Millennial city there is It is the same peace the Lord Jesus had.

a sin -offering ; in the New Jerusalem there is no such thing. 4. SameJoy John xvii. 13). “ My joy fulfilled," no fluctua.

From the references in Eph. i . and ii., Gal . iv. , Heb. xii.,and tions. The Nazarite was to abstain from two things, " wide,"

elsewhere, Canon Fausset proceeded to show many of the but also “ vinegar, " Those mostusedof God are the joyful

present characteristics of the city to which we are now come,
Christians. Rejoice is the key-noteof Philippians. In Peter

There are , he said , seven features of the future clearly revealed " suffering ” ismentioned eleven times,“ glory " fifteen ;the

and deeply important-(Jude 24 ) presentation, ( 1 John iii. 2) glory outweighs the suffering. We are living on the interest

manifestation, ( 1 Cor . xv. 51 , 52 ) transformation , (1 Thess . iv . 17) now, going to enjoy the capitalby and by.
translation, (Rev. iii . 21 ) enthronization , ( Rev. xxii. 12) reward , 5. Same Love ( John xvii.23).' It is infinite; in Jer. iii. 13 it

(Rev. ii . 27) rule , and ( 1 Cor. vi . 2) judgment. In illustration is everlasting, though addressed to backsliders and idol wor:

of these points the following passages were given and com shipers. Rom . viii., inseparable love ;Eph ii., great love;
mented upon : - Psa. cxlix. 7-9, Josh , xiv. 9, Dan , vii , 27, Deut. 2 Cor. v., constraining love ;Gal.ii. 20,' individual love. It is

xviii . 16 , Isa. Ixi . 6 , lxvi . 21 , Rev. v. 10 , Heb. v . 2. loveknits Christianstogether, nottruth ( Col. ii.2). Robert F

Lockhart, when dying,wished to say good -bye 'so two good

Hammersmith Y.M.C.A.-A good work is doing amongst friends,FaithandHope, but Love hewould takewith him ,there

the young men of this suburb . The premises are admirably was plenty where he was going .

situated , but there is urgent need for extension , and this exten . 6. Same Mission (John xx . 21 ) . The Lord Jesus Christ's

sion largely depends upon the support accorded by those who
mission was to do His Father'swill. In order to beused must

have at heart the real welfare of young men. At present about

a hundred ponnds are urgently required towards the freeing of
the association from pecuniary embarrassment. We trust some and being “ filled " with the Holy Ghost.

of our readers will feel led to aid this association, which enjoys Lastly Same Glory ( John xvii.22). Contrastglory“given."

a large fleld of service , but as yet scarcely sufficient supporters.

that theymay bemade perfect in one." This is the unity of

in verse 22. and glory beheld in verse 24.Christ gives us

Communications should be made to the Hon. Sec . , Y.M.C.A. , everything but the Divine glory. " " I in them , and Thou in me,

263 , Hammersmith Road, W.; or to the Editor, Word and IVork,

48 , Paternoster Row , E.C. the Church, not now apparent, but soon tobe manifested.

66
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Women's Missionary Institute

,

99

that they consent to receive her on the only condition she offers,

that she should be permitted to pray and read some verses of

Holy Scripture before examining her patient. “ After this I go

AND

to work ," she says, “ in faith .” Her success in every respect is
Medical Mission .

remarkable. She is generously paid by the rich , one of whom

DHE annual meeting of the only Medical Mission to women gave her a carriage, while her poor patients, in the worst part

of Bombay, are very numerous, and freely receive the Gospel

women , qualified professionally, as well as spiritually,for this message. When Dr. Alice Condict arrived in Bombay last

work of God, was held in the Clapham Conference Hall on October she was nearly iless. Now she is independent of

Friday evening, the Archdeacon of Surrey in the chair. He funds from home , and hopes to be able to help the work here

opened his address by reminding his hearers that“ Time was the by her earnings. Hers is a healthy mission, depending on the

opportunity for eternity ; the present hour the opportunity for Lord to bless her honest labour and work of love for His name's

time." Those only are Christians who are Christ's in heart. sake. Sir R. Phayre saw much of this lady, and warmly testifies

Our aim should be to resemble Him , and to commend Him. to her spiritual strength in bodily weakness, and great zeal and

This is the test -stone of true service. He then called upon Mrs. effort in the cause of medical missionary work.

Meredith to state the origin of the mission which she had Dr. HANDFIELD JONES , who, with Dr. Dunbar, was present

established . on the part of the Medical Council of the Institution, testified

Mrs. MEREDITH said she led a friend the previous day through to the ability of women for this work . He confessed that he is

the institution , showing the consulting-room , waiting-rooms, but a recent convert to this view, but he now approves heartily

and dispensary, &c. , and explained the working of the system . of women being thoroughly qualified for their labour in this

He expressedsurprise and approval , but asked, " Who super field of Christian service.

intends the lady doctors in their work, and sees thatall is right ? Archdeacon RICHARDSON stated that 'the desire of the Church

This is no doubt the popular estimate of the ability of a fully Missionary Society,and other missionary societies , for increased

qualified lady M.D. The Women's Medical Mission did not spiritual life in all their stations is now warmly manifested, and

desire to put its graduates into the place of old and valued prac that every movement should have for its object this first only

titioners . At the Princess Mary Village Homes, Addlestone , working object, the adding of souls to the Lord.

where three hundred persons were under their care, their Miss Scott, an American missionary engaged in educational

association had secured the services of an able medical man . work in Barelli, gave a brief account of her station ,where the

The ladies who had charge of this branch of the work gained Lord is mightily working among young woman and children.

much experience in themanagement of the children un ier his Her chief hope is that these , as mothers and teachers, will be

teaching in regulating their food and physic, the value of such instruments for blessing in Indian homes.

training being very great. Sir R. PHAYRE also expressed fervent desire to get at the

After serving not less than two years they are prepared for mothers of India, as the main road to reach the population for

foreign work, and are set apart by the Bishop of Winchester Christ. Efforts to obtain influence by medicine and literature

when called to service. Some have gone to Syria, China, and amongIndian women is the best way to accomplish this. The

the Dark Continent. The cost of training ladies as modica! work of the Women's Medical Mission , as an agency of special

students is expensive ; little less than three hundred pounds. power and interest, was strongly commended . Its need of large

They study at the Henrietta Street School of Medicine, and funds was much dwelt on, the nature of ite undertakings being

the Royal Free Hospital, and have entrance to the wards in very expensive, and its difficulty in acquiring the sympathy

Lambeth Infirmary . " They now much need a hospital of their of a large circle of friends very great, owing to popular

own . At present, time is wasted and strength taxed by the ignorance of the great importance of this work as an evange

attendance at distant hospitals. They have a site for a listic instrumentality.

hospital, and only need the funds for’its building. For this There was no time , it was regretted , for any remarks from Dr.

special appeal was made. Dr. Annie McCall, the resident Maxwell, of Formosa, who was present, and bad been expected

medical superintendent, read her report as follows: - The to speak. The meeting closed with a hymn and prayer, and

midwifery branch opened 1st October, 1885. Number of a hearty farewell to the medical ladies and students , who were

applicants one hundred and seven , seventy of whom have been present from their brethren in the profession, and in the Lord,

attended, and made good recoveries, receiving the kindly help of towhose cordial recognition they attach much value.

the mission in many waye, spiritual and temporal. Five ladies The meeting presented a pleasant aspect of the conjunction

were medical students, three of whom have already finished in the Lord's service of some who are unaccustomed to work

their course, the others are continuing it ; one took the mid together in the ordinary way, and gave bleesed testimony to the

wifery prize at the School of Medicine,andone a certificate of all -sufficient power of the grace of God .

equal worth. The Dispensary for Women and Children is worked

by Dr. Margaret Morice, who began 24th February. The

patients numbered as follows :: March, one hundred and seventy

seven, April, two hundred and seventy -four ; May, three

Protection of Young Girls . — We learn that an Inter

national Assembly will be held on Sunday afternoon (27th ) .

hundred and thirty-two ; up to this date in June, two hundred
at 4.30, at the Westminster Town Hall, for the purpose of

and thirty -seven ; total, one thousand and twenty.

Rev. C. F. WARREN (C.M.S. ) , who has recently returned
considering in a prayerful spirit the terrible question of the

from Japan , then addressed the meeting. In his interesting
international traffic in young girls for immoral purposes,

account of that country, he stated that it was opened up by an
which, notwithstanding the recent legislation in England, con

tinues to be carried on between our country and the Continent,
American mission for the spread of the Gospel, which worked

on medical lines , but that the Japanese have now become
and exists on a gigantic scale between other European countries

and throughout the world. Pasteur Pozzy, of Pau, Pasteur
skilled practitioners of medicine , and there is not the same

opening for medical missions as formerly. The heathen world

Appia, of Paris, Pasteur Nicolet , from Belgium , and other

foreign pastors, Count and Countess Van Hogendorp, and
is thus protecting its false religions by supplying from its own re

several ladies from the Continent, will give their experience on
sources the scientific treatment of its sick. Itseems that this

is pre- eminently the case also in India , where the Anglo
this subject . One of the principal objects of this meeting will

be the reconsecration of ourselves to God for our future work ,

Indian Governmentis giving special attention to the need of

medical women by the native families.
and it is earnestly hoped that there will be a large attendance .

General Sir ROBERT PHAYRE , who followed Mr. Warren , Christian Home for the Mentally Afflicted . - Some

dwelt strongly on the fact that this work is being done eleven years ago Dr. W. Simpson Craig and his wife were led to

well in India, and is in itself a great boon to physical open their house for the reception of mental sufferers among

sufferers, though it is entirely secular. He went on to the Lord's people , in order that , while receiving proper care and

say that, like education, medicine is now divorced from treatment, they might be surrounded by the sympathy and

religion, and both are but the agents of a cold civilization , which prayerful help of Christians. Their labours have been much

brings no light nor hope to souls , as he strongly put it that owned and blessed , and many who entered the Home in

" the millions of India , educated without the Bible, would only the lowest depths of melancholia, or in the violent exaltation

be clever devils.” England had tried this ; she had sent outrien of mania, have been restored to home and friends , quiet, and

of infidel principles, as heads of colleges , who were worse than with a sound mind , rejoicing, too , in the blessed conscience of
the Brahmins. The sufferings of women in India were great , restored peace with God . It is endeavoured to afford the

and it is proved that, though they would not accept aid patients the comforts of a refined and Christian home . We

from men , they welcome fully qualified lady doctors, even if have been asked to mention these facts, as not infrequently

theydo insist on bringing intheirmessageofsalvation. those whose dear ones have been thus afflicted know not where

A letter was read from Dr. Alice Condict, now a medical to secure them that Christian treatment and care they long

missionary in India , to Mrs. Meredith, in which she states that such sufferers should enjoy. The address is Dr. W. Simpson

she takes her Bible with her when visiting her patients, and finds Craig, Bishopstone House, Ashburnham Road, Bedford .
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GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD,

A Missionary Union. A Good Work in Connecticut. Mr. Noble in Polynesia.

R. JUDSON'S son , presiding at the FROMROM an American contemporary we UR brother has visited Honolulu ,

learn that an interesting series of

Baptist Missionary Union , a week or two special services has been held at Higga sion , concerning which a friend writes:

since, read a letter written by his mother num , Connecticut. It was a union work , Themission lasted two weeks, and good

from Rangoon , May 10th , 1816, in which and the glorious results could not have was done. There has never before been

Mrs. Judson referred to the observance of been secured in any other way, so far as such & miseion in Honolulu, and though

the first Sabbath by herself and husband , The presence of the Holy many Christians most deeply
and from this little beginning he traced Spirit was universally recognised . The interested in the work , others failed to

the progress of the work to its present work soemed at times independent of see the importance of such a special

grand proportions . Proceeding, he made human agency. Throughout the com effort. It is only a little over & year

somegood points which might well be munity people were under conviction of
since any organizedattempt has been

notedand acted upon nearer home. The sin who had attended none of the meet. made to combat drinking and the liquor

work of the Missionary Union depended ings. One in advanced life , who had traffic at the Sandwich Islands, so that

upon support of the churches, hence the absented himself from Church for years , public sentiment is not yet strong against

importance of establishing a closer rela surrendered to God alone in his own
liquor interests and thevice of drinking.tion between the churchesand the Union . house. A word was sufficient to bring Temperance is not yet popular, but the

What will promote this ? 1st , an organic others. Husbands and wives often came
sentiment is growing in favour and influ.

relation between the churches and our together , and at once established a family
The addresses of Mr. Noble have

missionary organization ; 2nd , bring them altar. In one family five have united, stimulated and encouraged Christians,

face to face with foreign mission fields ; or are to unite, withthe Church, to wit, and they will doubtless have more faith

3rd , more frequent visits from our mis the grandfather, the father and mother, in the future to carry on what at times

sionaries 4th , pastors are largely and three children .
has seemed an unequal warfare against

responsible for bringing the churches into The visible and beneficial effects of the the evils of intemperance.

closer contact with missionary work. revival throughout the entire community The keeper of a saloon paid an emphatic

are very marked . Profaneness has been
testimony to the good when he said, " He

Work in Mexico .
banished from the factories and streets. wished that man would leave the place."

In some of the roughest shops in the
| IVING some account of the Lord's village cursing has literally given place

Paris Missionary Society.
to praise. Work is enlivened by religious

writes : - There are three hundred and songs . Drunkenness bas ceased . The MONG the Paris May Meetings was

fifty thousand people in the city of saving power of the Gospel has been de one of representatives of all the
Mexico. The mission has met with monstrated beyond gainsay. Protestant Churches, to consider what
difficulties . Mexico is the hardest

line should be taken by the Paris Mis

mission field in the world . After service All is Well: A Missionary's sionary Society with regard to the new

in Burmah , and old acquaintance with Farewell .
French colonies. M. Bægner, the

missions in Northern India and other
society's Secretary, and

sections , I think nothing can be worse
THE Baptist Missionary Herald has

argued that missionary work is essentially
than Mexican Romanism . No man can

religious, and should, therefore, be inter

be a good Romanist and be a Christian .
Maynard's last moments on the Congo :

“ The night watch was to be divided
national; others maintained that in

The nearer a man gets to be a good

Romanist in Mexico , the farther he gets
between the three of us-Moolenaar

missionary effort patriotism should be

united to love of souls. The result might

away from being a good Christian . The
taking the first, Darling the second , and

be thus summarized :

common people receive missionaries I (Mr. Comber) the third. At two o'clock

Darling calledus both, saying he feared
Lessouto, in South Africa, must not be

courteously, and hear them gladly. A abandoned , but the missionaries should

little church has been gathered of forty
Maynard was going. We went in, and

members. From several places calls are
found him very feeble, his pulse weaker

seek to prepare a native pastorate to take

coming for help. In the city of Mexico
than usual ; but he wasawake and quite

their place. In Madagascar it must not

there is need of greater facilities for
conscious. I too thought that he was

be thought of to substitute French

dying. I said to him , “Maynard, my dear missions for the societiesalready at work

printing . A day school is needed . I

wish one of the women's societies would
fellow , I think you are going home. He

there ; but it might be well for the

Government to nominate

send & Christian woman to teach the
said calmly, ' It is well. I asked him if

there were any special messages he would
pastor in the island, who should be an

young.
like to leave , and he left several, such intermediary with the English and Nor

28 :
wegian Societies.

• Tell Miss Pitt (who was then
Entrance Hard to Win .

& French

voyaging to the Congo to be married to

THE difficulties which missionaries him ) that all is well ; she will meet me ASouthAfrican Medical Mission.

ROM
illustrated in the fact that for many long Orphanage (Mr. Spurgeon's) to seek

years the Amoy missionaries have longed Jesus. ' Tellmy twobrothers to decide | Foreign Missionary Society ) from Mr.

and striven for an entrance into the city for Jesus. ' • Dr. Swallow and his family , and Mrs. Aitchinson, of the IckweziLA

of Chang-pu . That city is the ruling and Mr. and Mrs. Spurgeon , I dolove maci Mission , we are glad to learn of the

centre ofa wide tract of country to the them — how I do love them ! " Tell the increasing interest taken by the native

south -west of Amoy, where are found students to preach Christ, and Christ Christians themselves in the many

many churches and stations. Again and only. ' ' O precious Jesus !! Oh , so agenciesemployed for their spiritual and

again an entrance it was hoped had happy ! ' ' May the Congo speedily be temporal needs. The Bible and sewing

been secured , but only disappointment filled with the love of God . ' We asked classes are in full working order, andwe

has followed these hopes . The native him, ' Maynard, are you sorry you can'e notice with much satisfaction that Mr.

preachers and Christians have more than to the Congo ? ' ' Oh, no,' he replied , Aitchinson has now added to his many

once been imprisoned and beaten, and ' very thankful.' 'Mywork's soon done, other agencies a class for teaching the

any one daring to sell or rent a site , or isn't it ? There are many more of our young men the trade of carpentering,

bouse , bas been cruelly treated by the men who will coon come. ' • For Jesus' which, while proving & sourceof intelli

ruling powers. For this repeated and sake . ' I'll soon be home ! ' I'll soon gent interest to many, must ere long be

gross violation of native and treaty right be home ! ' Work on , brethren ; don't of great service to his pupils. Mr. Aitch

no redress has ever been got. Such let the loss of your men hinder you . inson's medical knowledge has been of

doings have affected all our work in that Never give up - hope always. O Jesus ! muchserviceduring the pastyear . We

quarter. The native Christians have soon be at home. This is the valley ; I are hoping to be able to include in the

been sadly tried , and extension has been will fear no evil , for Thou art withme. box, which will besentasusual in the

effectually prevented . The Rev. W. ' Twill soon be over. Tell all our boys to autumn, a good supply of medicines,as

MacGregor has nobly and perseveringly seek the Saviour. Good-bye ! I'll look Mr.Aitchinsonhasmany opportunities

continued to ask the native authorities for you ; I'll wait for you. Faith can offered him , whilstendeavouringto heal

for redrees , and he has resolved not to firmly trust Him, come what may, the bodies ofmen,of pointing them to

give up . Mr. MacGregor will, we believe, Brethren, brethren, be of good cheer. theGreat Physician, who alonecan cure

eventually succeed. Rock of ages cleft for me !!! their souls ofthe disease of sin .

Thadi cecasional highto meetare

: A
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE

PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL

AMONG THE JEW8. - Established 1842.

President-W. G. HABERSHON, Esq .

The Society has upwards of 100 Agents, who

carry the Gospel to the Jews in England, Italy,
Germany, Austria . Russia and Turkey. The

labours of the Missionaries are supplemented by

the work of Schoolmasters and Colporteurs .

Tracts and Copies of the Scriptures are circu

lated . Many Jews have, by this Society , been led

to believe that Jesus is the Christ . Much good

has been done among the thousands of Jews in

London by the various Agents, by the House of

Call , and by the New Mission House, with its im

portant Medical Missions .

Increased funds are urgently needed,

and will be tbankfully received by the Secretary,

Rev.J.DUNLOP, at the Office,

96 , Great Russell Street , Bloomsbury, London .

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY

-This Society circulated last year nearly 86
millions of publications in 174 languages. It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

wbich they are subscribed, and pays all its ex

penses outofTrade Funds. It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and Bailors ; bas issued nearly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all tho great MissionarySocieties,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution .

An annualsubscription of 103. 6d , or upwards

constitutes membership, and a sum of £ 10 10s .

Life membership. All subscribers receive copies
of the new tracts, & c .

Bubscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries .

Rev. LÊWIS BORRETT WHITE , D.D. , and

Rev. 8.G.GREEN, D.D. , 56 , Paternoster Row,

London , E.O.

FOREIGN MISSIONMISSION NOTES

Africa . - Thirty -three missionary so Self-denial and Giving.- In the

cieties are now working in the Dark Missionary Herald there is an acknow

Continent. ledgmentof £5 forCongo, saved by giving

Valparaiso. About one hundred up stimulants .

and fifty Roman Catholics have just Assam . - Owing, it is said, to the asso

united themselves to the Christian ciation with certain classes of Europeans,

Church . Assam is regarded as a peculiarly diffi

Half a century's Labours.
cult field for mission service . Great

After fifty years' missionary work in encouragement is, however, being

Burmah , Rev. Cephas Bennett has been granted .

called to his rest. Greece . A proposalhaving been

Hak -ka People.--Between Swatow made to discontinue the work of

and Amoy lies densely populated American miesionaries, it has been re

district, chiefly inhabited by the boat. solved rather to press forward with

men of the Han River and their families. renewed vigour.

Amongst these the Presbyterian mis. Christian Chinese . - A letter has

sionaries are doing a good work. been drawn up by some Christians in

A Christian Village. — Mrs. Clark , Amoy, and sent to churches in England

of Assam , tells of the formation of such and America , thanking them for sending

& village, Moolong. This village is a the Gospel and urging the need of more

Christian centre from which they hope labourers .

to reach out to all the surrounding villages The Y.W.C.A. in New York

of the Naga Hills. The new building of the Young Women's

India . -A Hindi monthly Christian Christian Association , one of the finest

journal, entitled The Woman's Friend , buildings in New York ,is rapidly nearing

has lately been started. Its loving coun completion in East Fifteenth Street,

sel and valuable information , itishoped, near Fifth Avenue,

will be the meansof doing much good to Ancient Etruria.-Mr. Wall , of

the women of India . Rome, is circulating monthly by post

Corsica . - Mr. Cecil Berger has been among the inhabitants of ancient Etruria

spending the last two months in Corsica. more than a thousand copies of asermon

Priests are here omnipotent - little less by Dr. Maclaren, translated into Italian,

- and it is the most difficult business the cost of which is defrayed by a friend

to get women to attend our hall . The in Manchester.

work among themenis very encouraging. A Fruitful Work . - Principal Mac

Judge Wayland, who lately visited Vicar states that the graduates and stu

the mission in Mexico, speaks highly dent -missionaries trained in the college at

of Mr. Sloan's work in that city. For å Montreal form a working force in the

month he saw the work day by day . A field at this hour of one hundred and fifty

man who spoke of the luxuries of mis one, Some are pastors of leading city

sionaries would do well to spend a week churches, while others are in the roughest

with Mr. Sloan . parts of the country.

Burmah . - Says Dr. Cushin , Christi AChristian College. — The veteran

anity is no longer an exotic in Burmah . Presbyterian missionary in China, A. P.

It has taken root in the land . In our Happer, D.D. , is now engaged in the task

churches in Burmah more than half are of raising funds to establish a Christian

supporting native ministers. A sponta college in China. It is designed to model

neous missionary spirit is springing up in it somewhat after the Syrian Protestant

these churches . College at Beirut, giving it & collegiate ,

Mr.Moody's Conference . - An and a medical department.

evangelistic conference for Bible study, Rome.-Mr. Wall writes that the

and upon methods of work in home and opposition of the Vatican is constantly

foreign evangelization, and for the pro becoming more violent. " Spies are sent

motion of individual consecration to to all our meetings ; persons are posted

Christ, will be held in Northfield , Mass. , at the entrance to warn those who enter; a

for ten days from Wednesday, August commission in direct communication

4th ,to Friday, August15th. with the inquisition sits in each parish to

Missionary Intelligence . — Judge deal with all who come to us. No stone

Waylandsays trulys: In thousands of , no sacrifice

is the

the announcement of an annual collec . be & pestilence .”

tion. So little information is given on Sandwich Isles.-In the disastrous

missions that the giving is not intelligent. fire at Honoluluon Sunday, April 18th, the

The missionary societies among the Bethel Church , the first erected in the

womenreach every woman in the church, Hawaiian Islands, was encircled by the

but we want to reach every man in the flames at the hour at which Mr. William

same systematic style. Noble had been announced to begin

Dr. Sims, of the Congo Mission , says : begin service. The historic building,

" I want to go and locate myself at within whose walls the mission church of

Stanley Falls, one thousand four hundred Micronesia was organized, was speedily

miles inland from the sea, to work among destroyed.

tho lepers and suffering there. Nine The Spanish Evangelical

were killed recently, several were thrown Church.-- Pastor Fliedner reports that

into the river, fifteen were given up by the Neue Evangelische Kirchenzeitung,

the Arabs for cannibal purposes. If I a very important event, took place

were there, I should bē able, by my on the 20th of May. There was then an

presence,to stop it by means of the approach to union of a number of the

Gospel. There are often one thousand scatteredSpanish churches in the north

Arabs there, and many dying of small and south . When this union is com

pox, fever, and famine. It is just the pleted , the large majorityof evangelical

place for me, a medical missionary, congregations in Spain , from north to

where I can give them the healing of the south , and from east to west, with the

body, andthe Lord to the soul. Pray for exception of Episcopaliang, Baptists, and

us and help us ! " Methodists, will be united in one church .

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF

PERSECUTED JEW8.

" YRIAN COLONIZATION FUND, "

Shaftesbury Memorial Fund, sanctioned by

LORD BUT AFTESBURY, in aid of Jews in the Holy

Land , to enable them to obtain a livelihood , by

agricultural and other industry.

Hon . Treasurer - R . C. L. BEVAN, Esq .

Donations received by the Bankers, Messrs.

Drummond & Co., Charing Cross, B.W .; Messrs.
Barclay , Bevan , Tritton,& Co. , 54 , Lombard

Street, E.C. ; the Bank of England ; the Royal
Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland, Secretary - E . A. FINN .

Office - 41, Parliament St. , Westminster, S.W.

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY.

Instituted 1837. New Offices, Bridge House,

Blackfriars Bridge (City Side) , London,

E.O. - Object : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically beforethe middle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical
literature at home and abroad .

On the CONTINENT large numbers of Tracts

and Gospels in different languages have been

circulated at the various Exhibitions, and each

month English residents in many Continental

cities receive Tracts through the post.

FRANCE and SPAIN . - Funds are urgently

needed to enable the Committee to respond to

appeals just received. The neceesity of bringing
the truth, as it is in Jesus, before the educated

classes in these lands is very great, and the

Lord's stewards are earnestly invited to provide

themeans for extending this special work .
Cheques and Postal Orders to be crossed , and

made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE , Secretary .

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA .

-- This Society is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among the children of India by means of

teachers and books. Christian literature for

adults is also provided . Reports ana Papers will

be senton application . Funds urgently needed .

Address - the Secretaries, C.V.E.8 ., 7, Adam

Street, Strand , London , W.O.

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C. - European

Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 254. Native Lay
Agents 8,509, Bchools 1,725 . Subscriptions

urgently needed for rapidly extending work
among a thousand millions of Heathens and

Mahommedans. Hon . Sec. , Rev. F. E. WIGRAM ,

Lay Sec ., General GEORGE HUTCHINSON.

TURKISH MISSIONS AID

SOCIETY.
President - The EARL OF ABERDEEN.

Promotes evangelistic work in Bible Lands by

means of pecuniary grants. Funds are urgently

needed that the assistancegiven maynotfall

short. Secretary - Rev. T. W. BROWN, M.A. ,

7, Adam Street, Strand, W.O.
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Livingstone Inland Mission.,

Moody and his Co-Workers.

,

JHE New York Independent, in an article on “The Baptist
1 )

TRITING of Mr. Moody's visit to Plainfield, N.J. , Rev.

perfection of denominational integrity and vitality and inter

denominational unity.

Major Whittle arrived and began his work on Sunday,

May 9th. He was accompanied byMr. and Mrs. McGranahan.

Mr.Moody arrived on Saturday, and will remain for a few days.

The interest in the meetings has been great ; overflow meetings

have been a necessity ; the daily morning prayer meetings are

well attended ; & daily children's meeting, under the skilful

direction of Major Whittle , with his ingenious object lessons in

practical theology , has attracted large attention . On last

(Sunday) evening, at the men's meeting in the First Baptist

Church , eighty- one men indicated a desire to accept Christ.

The inquiry meeting that followed , under the direction of Mr.

Moody, was very impressive.

Major Whittle is a man of great simplicity, profound earnest

ness, sound common-sense , has tact in dealing with children and

adults , and makes constant and wise use of the Word of God .

Years ago he gaveupa large salary and splendid business prospects

for the evangelistic work . With steadiness and success he has

moved forward, impressing the churches with his honesty,

winning souls to Christ, building up believers, promoting Bible

study among the people. He cannot spend aweek in a church

ora community without exerting most wholesome and blessed

spiritual influence .

Mr. and Mrs. McGranahan are a surprise to me. Although I

had heard of them for years , I do not remember having heard

them sing before . Mr. McGranahan has most of the qualities

which gave P. P. Bliss his power. His wife has an excellent

mezzo -soprano voice. They enunciate with distinctness , sing

with expression and power, and add greatly to the spiritual tone

of the meetings .

Of my old friend and present honoured guest, Mr. Moody, I

am in danger of speaking with an ardour born of personal

affection . I met him first at the door of the old Clark Street

Church, in the city of Chicago in the fall of 1857, when I went

up from Joliet to attend the Illinois State Sunday school Con

vention. Mr. Moody was young, almost boyish -looking, exceed

ingly active in his position as amember of the committee, and

gave me, at that time a perfect stranger, a brother's welcome .

After that I met him often in Chicago, in connection with the

Y.M.C.A. and Sunday school meetings.

Mr. Moody is unchanged in his personal and social bearing.

He is the same simple -hearted, artless , cordial , happy com

panion that he was fifteen, twenty, twenty.nine years ago.

Honour has neither hardened nor inflated him. He is tho

roughly religious , and utterly free from cant ; & delightful

talker ; full of humour without a trace of frivolity ; knowing how

to avoid the obtrusion of religious topics, as he is able with con

summate tact to lead the thought from earthly to heavenly

themes. His physical strength is unimpaired. Economising

his forces, he is able to do as much work as ever.

Mr. Moody bas grown in vigour of thought, and in directness ,

force, and felicity of expression . His addresses and sermons

are filled with illustrations from the Word of God , and from his

remarkable experience many years in dealing with human

nature . His sentences are compact, models of strong, sharp.

Saxon speech-swords of well -tempered steel that shine, and

smite , and pierce , and slay. Such is his mastery of the con.

tents of the Scripture, that incidents and illustrations leap to

his tongue when his mind is centred upon a given topic .

remark on the mission known to most of our readers as the

Livingstone Inland Mission :

The report on the Congo Mission was awaited with the

greatest interest. It may be remembered that this is what is

known as the Livingstone Inland Mission, organised in England,

and the labourers in it are all britishers, Mr. and Mrs. H.

Gratton Guinness have taken the leading part in its manage

ment. Feeling unable to support it longer they offered itto

the American Baptist two years ago, at Detroit. There was

much hesitation about assuming the additional pecuniary

liabilities involved in acceptingthe mission , but the Missionary

Unionvoted to adopt it . In the earlier part of the present

year, however, there were many questions regarding the

wisdom of the action which had been taken . It was feared by

some that success could never be achieved in it, and further.

more , the missionaries being all from Great Britain , were per

sonally unknown to the managers ofthe Union, and, in addi:

tionto this, someof them were not Baptist, but Church of

England men, andmembers of others non - Baptist bodies. It

looked as if, at the annual meeting, it might be voted to with.

hold appropriations. But, about three months ago, there

arrived in this country, from the Congo country, Mr. A. Sims,

M.D.,a scholarly young physician connected with themission,

and wherever he spoke the tide was turned . Dr. Sims, a

member of the Church of England, but rarely hasa stranger

won so soon the hearts of theAmerican Baptists. He was ,of

course, present at Asbury Park, and after the reading of the

report by Rev. A. U. Osborne, D.D. , he was called upon to

make an address, which he did with effect. After powerful

addresses by Dr. Gordon, of Boston, and Dr. Cane, ofNew

Hampshire , themeeting adopted the report of the committee,

and it was voted “ that all thought of the abandonment of the

mission or its transfer to any other society, if such thought has

ever by any been entertained, should, in the judgment of the

Union, be from this time forth put aside, and that we should

apply ourselves with all diligence to the reorganization, enlarge

ment, and efficiency of the mission.

The Christian Policemen's Association, whose

objects are the union of Christian policemen for mutualprayer

and work, and the extension of the kingdom of Christ among

the members of our police forces. There are now eighty-five

branches established in county and borough forces, twelve in

the Metropolitan force, one in the City, fifty -two in England

and Wales, ten in Scotland, and ten in Ireland . Nearly two

hundred Bible classes are held in connection with this associa

tion, and there is also amonthly meetingof almost every branch.

It is important to state that no branchis established without

the approval of the police authorities. Among the various

agencies set on foot oflate years for the spiritualwelfare of diffe

rent classes of men, the policehave hithertobeencomparatively

neglected, until two phrases, “ No one cares for my soul,” and

“ A policeman cannot be a Christian ," had almost become pro

verbial amongour police. We learn that help is needed for the

extension ofthe work . Subscriptions and donations may be

sent to the Treasurer, J. H.Tritton, Esq. , 54 , Lombard Street,

E.C., or to theHon.See. , Miss C. Gurney,11, Ladbroke Terrace,

London, W., whowill gladly furnish any information required.

Bank Holiday atthe Strangers'Best. - On Monday

our friends wouldhave beencheered had they witnessed the

busy work going on at theRestin Ratcliff Highway. Early

inthe afternoon the workers were outatthecorner of the

street, preaching and singing the glorious Gospel message to a

goodly number of sailors and others,who stood, heedless ofthe

drizzling rain , many of them apparently listeningwith earnest

Later on , when the “ shop
was filled with seamen, &

free tea was announced, to which all were heartily invited ;

and by and by,whenthe time came, the roomupstairs, where

the urns were steaming on the loaded tables, was soon over:

crowded with willing guests.
The tea seemed to be much

enjoyed, and , when over, hymns were sung, andearnest words

were spoken by Mr. Isaac,Mr. Kirkham ," Mr. R. Paton,and

others - words, echoes of His own, which shallnot returnunto

Him void . Evidently there were some whose stout hearts were

moved by the messageof God's wondrous love and grace,and

nine hands were lifted to indicate a desire to beespecially

pleaded for in the prayer that followed. Another hourwas after

wards spent in the openair, the little band of workers

strengthened by some Christian sailors,severalof whom told

out what great things the Lord had done for them ; and then

workersandmen dispersed intothe English, German, and

Swedish rooms,while the Christian sailors gatheredtogether

to wait upon God in prayerandthe study of His Holy Word,

ness,

Tracts for the Exhibitions. - Mr.J. R. Mackenzie, of the

Monthly Tract Society, has recently concludeda thirteen days'

tour in the north of England , preaching and delivering evange

listic addresses, which have been attended with cheering results .

At Liverpool and Edinburgh successful arrangements have been

made for evangelistic work , and the distribution of tracts at

the Exhibitions in these cities . The work has been cordially

Edinburgh, and by the Y.M.C.A. in Liverpool , a number of

members, including the Secretary, having volunteered to assist

in the work . Similar arrangements have also been made for

the distribution of these tracts at the Exhibitions at London

and Folkestone . We rejoice to hear of the extension of this

society's work, and heartily commend it to the support and

pravers of our readers.

Mr. Spurgeon reports that during his recent illness large

sums have come into the Orphanage treasury, and he has also

received notice of the first American legacy ever left for any of

his institutions.
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New Volumeby Rev.W.H.M.H.AITKEN,M.A. COMMUNION AND CONFLICT,

THE REVEALER REVEALED,
Thoughts on Life and Service.

Thoughts on the Revelation of Christ to and in His people. By CAPTAIN DAWSON.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, price Three Shillings. Very attractively bound in vegetable vellum , with Illustration.

** The sermons strike us as, upon the whole, some of the very best Mr. Price One Shilling .

Aitken has yet given the public. They are without exception rich in

spiritual insight into truth , aglow with passion , an
Our hearty

full of practical
“ We feel spiritually refreshed by those choice pages.

thanks are due to the devout soldier' who has herein poured out the
application to the needs of the professing Christian." - Nonconformist.

musinge of his heart. Nono of our friends will ever regret investing a
sbilling in this precious booklet. It is good and gracious, and has the true

*** A list of Mr. Aitken's works sent on application , ring about it . " - Sword and Trowel .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C. LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

VOLUME ON MEDICAL MISSIONS. Price ONE PENNY. 12 Copies, post free, ls.

THE HEALER PREACHER.
NATIONAL IDOLATRY.

Stories and Incidents of Medical Mission Work . By GEORGE
By ROBERT BROWN,

SAUNDERS, M.D., C.B. Crown 8vo , with Illustrations.
Author of " Outlines of Prophetic Truth ,". “ The Hidden Mystery ,"

“ Babylonianism ," " Jesuitism ," &c.

“ Well fitted to help any engaged in like service,while it furnishes into “ A more valuable little tract, or one more suitable to the present times,
restingmattor for allclasses.” — Footsteps of Truth . has seldom come under our notice, and we gladly commend it to the

perusal of our friends." - English Churchman,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row. LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

The British Messenger COMBE DOWN SCHOOL
B'soutKambron Buildings,Balcery Line.

ESTABLISHED 1851 .

IRK BECK BANK.

for JULY contains :

" SURE WE ALL KNOW THAT I "

With Illustration .

By Rev. A. AVERELL RAMSEY.

THE JOY OF HAVING CHRIST

WITH US.

By Rev. T. L.CUYLER, D.D.

THE PALM TREE.

By H.K. Wood ( A “ Glasgow Mer

chant” ) .

THE APOSTLE ANDREW.

By Rev. ANDREW CARTER, M.A.

THE ADVENTURES OF A HYMN.

BATH,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN.

Principal: MR . W.FRANKLIN
(for nearly8 years a MasteratMonktonCombe

School) .

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST.

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.
Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.

Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath, is noted for itsfine, bracing air .

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand .

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on OURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly

balances, when not drawn below £ 100 .

The Bank undertakes for itsCustomers , free of

charge,the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other

Securities and Valuables ; theCollection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons ;and thepur

chase aud sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities,

Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, post free , on application ,

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager.

TheBirkbeok Building Society's Annual

Receipts exceed Five Millions .

OW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

HOBy Rev. DAVID PURVES,M.A.

THE SCARLET FLOWER.

THE LOST FLOCK.

L & N.W.R. With Illustration ,

WHY NOT.YOU ?

And other Articles.

Price One Penny.

The School residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa

tion .

References ,

Dr Baedeker, Weston - super-Mare.

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal

Lancers,

H. Dyer, Esq., Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon ,

H. Groves , Esq ., Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry.

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication.

TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH, with im

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply
at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDING BOCIETY,

29, SouthamptonBuildings, Chancery Lane,

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

LAND FOR FIVE SHILLING8 PER

MONTH, with immediate possession , either for

Building or Gardeningpurposes. Apply at the

Office of theBIRKBECKFREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

as above.

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars ,

on application.

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

Ноу

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

Stirling, N.B.

London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO.

ERECTED BY

LEBANON WINE IRON CHURCHES,&c . CURE OF DEAFNESS.

A , CHOPPING,

DERBY RD.,WEST CROYDON, SURREY.

NOISES IN THE EARS.

Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to send

for his work, a book showing the nature of the

disease and the means of cure . Post free 6d .,

with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London . Free con

sultations daily.
Illustrated Designs and Estimates Free.

CHEAPEST FIRM IN THE TRADE .

THE PURE JUICE OF THE GRAPE,

IMPORTED DIRECT FROM BYRIA .

TAEabove .NaturalWINE is largelyused by
Churches for Communion Wine, not only on

Account of its prestige as coming from the Holy

Land , but alsoas containing noadded spirit or

alcohol. It is also recommended to invalids and

others who require a natural stimulant without

intoxicating quality. Price 248. per Dozen re

puted quarts.
BOLE AGENT

J. F. ROBINSON,

Lyttelton House, High Cross Lane,Tottenham ,n .

NORTH .WEST LONDON

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

9, The Crescent, Leighton Grove, N.W.

PRESIDENT - JOANCHAMBERS, Esq .

This Obolr has been formed for the purpose

of assisting any Evangelistic effort, and for the

purpose of conducting short " Gospel Song

Missions , " as occasion may offer.

The services of the Choir arequitegratuitous,
All applications should be made 10 Mr. J. Bate

man , T2, Twisden Road , Highgate Road , N.W.

MARQUEES AND TENTS ON

SALE OR HIRE.

A few small marquees to seat 120 persons,
suitable for village services, £6 10s. complete.

J , I. BROWN ,

Railway Arches, Burdett Road , E.

IRON MISSION ROOMS, &c . ,

erected on the most reasonable terms, by R.

BAUNDERS 216, Brecknock Road , London , N.

Estimates and designs free. 25 years'practic al

experience. Also Churches and schools, &c.

NEW BOOK BY

MRS. MARSHMAN.

BIBLE NARRATIVES

FURNITURE.-NORMAN &

STACEY'S BIRE-PUROJASE SYSTEM com

mends itself to all classes . Deposit notnecessary ,

It combinos roa ) economy on sound commercial

principles, with strictly private arrangements ,
without the objectionable formalities of

dealers and others . Payments can extend over

1, 2, or 8 years . The 60wholesale firms embrace

tho bost manufacturers, wbo bave large stocks

lor anlectiou . Intending purchasers should call

personally , or send for particulars. - Offices, 79,

Queen Victoria St. , E.C., and 121 , Pall Mall , B.W.

IN VERSE.

Cloth Boards, price ls , 6d .

JOHN F. BHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row , E.C.

CURED INSTANTLY BY

SPURGEON'S

OMPLETE IN 7 VOLS

LOTH8/
AN

CH ORIGINAL

EXPOSITION OF

THE BOOK OF PSALMS

SSMORE +ALABASTER.PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS.ES

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.

Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds.

“ DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED."

Sir ,-My sale for your "Oure for Deafness "

increases . A man here who has been deal

Forty years, has ad his hearing restored by it .

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch.

18. 11d . perBottle, Free by Postfor 14 stamps,from

Odwin J.Orohard , Chemist, Salisbury.

R
E
A
S
U
R
Y

+O
F

* D
A
V
I
D

BUNTER'S

Chemista. NERVINE,

1s. 13d, of all
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The Belleville Mission .

N Friday afternoon friends of the Belleville Mission

2

Park Gardens, to hear from Miss de Broen an account of her

work, Mr. Frank Bevan presiding.

Rev. BARON HART, who spoke of himself as one of Miss de

Broen's oldest friends , referred to the excellence of the work in

seeking immediate conversion ; it was pre-eminently a spiritual

work.

Miss DE BROEN told of the commencement of her work in a

meeting of three women, June , 1871, and of its growth. She

showed what an open field for work there was in Paris, and

what a readiness to hear the Gospel. The Medical Mission is

most important. An infidel who was very ill said, after hearing

an address from the doctor, “ This is what I have been search .

ing for all my life.” There are over eight thousand new homes

yearly to be visited in connection with the Medical Mission ,

and there is great ignorance . The municipality of Paris have

ordered that the name of God should be left out of all secular

books.

It is thelargest Medical Mission in Europe under one doctor,

and it really needs a second ; for numbers have to be sent away

from the door, some of whom have walked for three or four

hours. There are about two hundred women who attend the

sewing class, which is held twice a week, each woman receiving

fivepence for her work. Many of these come from wretched

homes ; their very faces appear changed by the kindness they

receive .

Miss de Broen pleaded for help to carry on her work, and

begged her friends to meet together to consider how they could

relieve her from some of her heavy pecuniary responsibilities.

Mr. FRANK "BEVAN earnestly commended Miss de Broen's

work to the sympathy and help of those present.

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Brangelist

to any part ofEngland, Scotland, andWales upon due notice. Apply
to Hon. Secretary, 21, Surrey Street, Strand , W.C.

Y.M.C.A., City , New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avends. Leadenha!

Street (late 61 , Gracechurch Street).- Sunday , June 27th, 5 p...,

Bible reading by Mr. Alfred Woods, “ The Alphabet of the Human

Heart.” . Next monthly meeting of workers, Tuesday, June 29th , 6.2

p.m. , Mission work at Bermondsey. Whitechapel, Hackney, & c.

International Union of the Friends of Young Women. - Pabile

meeting, Wed., 30th June, 7.30 p.m., at Lower ExeterHall.

Conference Francaise .Conference Hall. Eccleston Street, Victoria.

- Monsieur Theodore Monod, on Saturday, 26th , at 5 p.m., and Mild

may Conference Hall, Bunday, 27th , at 3.30 p.m.

Strangers’ Rest, 163, St.George's Street, Ratcliff Highway, B. - Monthly

workers' meeting, Friday, July 2nd. Tea at 6. Meeting at 7. Mr. R.

O. Morganwill preside. Mr.Charles V.T. Onslow will give the address
-subject, “The love ofGod ."

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N. - June 27th , at 8.30, addres

in French , hy Rev.Theo. J. Monod , of Paris ; 7p.m., Rev. John Riddell,

of Glasgow . Bun . , 4th July , at 3.30 add 7 , Rev.Geo .F. Pentecost, D.D. ,

of Brooklyn, U.S.

Children's Special Service Mission . - Seaside arrangements.--Mr.

Arrowsmith, at Scarborough, Aug. 2nd to 81st ( holding services also a

Filey ), andat North Berwick, in Bept.; Mr. E. T. M. Dennes, at Salt

buro, Aug. 2nd , for three weeks ; Mr. E. Salisbury , at Weymouth, la

four weeks from middle of Aug. i Mr. E. J.Kennedy, at Bridlington,

in Aug.; Mr. W. L. Sevler, at Broadstairs, Aug. 1st to 15th ; Mr. d.

Spiers, at Redcar ; Mr. Banaster, at Llandudno in July , and until first

week in Aug., and then Rhyl for about second and third weeksin Aug.;

Mr. A. E. Bellingham , at Llandudno : Mr. H.W. Figgis (of Dublin ), s

Brighton ; Mr. W. F. Seagrove, St. Leonards andHastings: Mr. H.J.

Trickett, atEastbourne; Mr. W. R. Moore, at Ilfracombe ; Rev. A. J.

Shepherd , at Bournemouth ; Mr. A. Storrs , at Sandown ; Major Dra

Drury, at Towyn (Wales) ;and Rev. H. C. Sturdy expects to be at Yar

gate, all in Aug. ; Mr. J. H. Greene. Aberystwith , in July, and More
cambe, in Aug.

Belleville Mission . - Miss de Broen and others will (D.T. ) give an

account of this work in the Lecture Hall if Park Church at the top

Beresford Roud , close by the Mildmay Conf -rence Hall, on Thursday,
24th, at 3 p.m.

Youths' Institute, Old Pye Street , Westminster ("One Tup"

Mission ). - Prayer meeting overyWednesdayfrom 1 to 1.80 . Come

ducted by Mr.J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.30to8.

Conference Hall, 143,Clapham Road , B.W.- Bunday, 11 a.m., Children's

service ; 3.30 p.m., Bible reading ; 7 p.m., Evangelistic service.

Evangelistio Mission (Onder the direction of O. Russell Hurditch).

Kilburn Hall, KilbarnGato (not Town Hall).-Mr. Geo. Hucklesbs,

Sun., at 7 p.m., andWed., at 7.80 p.m.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Nr. O.V. T, Onslow , Sun., 7 p in ..

and Thurs., at 8.

Dalston Hall, 105, Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. Robert Paton, Ban ., 7 p . ,

Mr. W. Rivett, Thurs., 8 p.m.

Bignold Hall, Bignold Road, Station Road , Forest Gate - Nr.

Ransome Wallis, Sun., 7p.m., and Wed., 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith

Road . - Sun., Dr. Popham , at 8 p.m.,and Mr. J.Short.at 7 pm.
Mortlake, Rest Mission Hall.-Mr. 8. E. Angel, Bun.. 7 D.m.

Zonana and Medical M18sion School andHome,53.St. George's
Road, 8.W. - Bible reading with PrayereverySaturday at noon , at

which Ming Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside .

Y.W.C.A.- Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening,

at 9.15,in the Mall Hall. High Street, Notting Hill.

Deepening of Spiritual Life . - Meeting atStafford Rooms, Titch
borne Street, Edgware Road , Fridays, 3.30 p.m.

Bt . George's Aali, Langham Place . w.-Mr.Denham Smith, Sandas

morning, at 11 ; evening, at 7 ; and at Burlington Hall,Savile Row, en

Wednesday, at 8 .

Trinity Presbyterian Church Kensington Park Road.Dr. B.
Binclair Paterson, Sundays at 11 m.m. and 7 d.n.

House of Rest. 7 & 8, CambridgeGardens, Kilburn, N.w.- Friday, 28th,

at7p.m. " The beast and his mark” (Rev. xlii.11.14). Tea at 6. Super

27th,at 3.30 p.m.," Apparent failure of the promises "( Ex. 1.), by Visa
Mason .

Clapton Hall,Alkham Road, Cazenove Road, Upper Clapton . - Mr.J. G.
McVicker, Sundays, at 6.30 p.m .; Fridays, at 7.30 p.mr.

Talbot Tabernacle, PowisSquare, w.- NextSunday morning, til

a.m., Mr. F. White ; evening, at 7p.m., Mr. T.L. Johnson , African
missionar, twenty-eight years a slavē .

The Anglo- Indian Evangelization Society.

A

Ta meeting held at Mildmay on the evening of June 11th

many interesting particulars were given respecting the

work of this important, but little known, society.

General Sir Robert Phayre was to have presided, but was

prevented from doing so by the sad news ofhis son's death in

Burmah . We had , however, with us the veteran missionary,

the Rev. Dr. Murray Mitchell, who may be said to have

originated this mission, the Revs. J. Fordyce and G. P. St.

Dalmas, and Surgeon -Major Pringle, M.D.

The object of this society is to bring the Gospelto the large

and ever-increasing number of Europeans and Eurasians in

India , who are living without other means of grace. The

Indian Government merely provides chaplains for its own

servants - civil and military , and that as a rule only in the larger

and more important stations. But in addition to these there

is a large class of both Europeansand people of mixed parentage,

who do not come within the province of the chaplain's duty ,

even at the principal stations; and there are many more at

smaller stations employed in railway and other works, or as

clerks in Governmentoffices, besides all the tea -planters of

Assam and Cachar, the coffee- planters of South India, and

many others of our fellow -countrymen scattered up and down

throughout this vast empire. Dr. Pringle assured usthat the

moral and spiritual condition of many of these people was

simply deplorable.

Mr. Fordyce has been engaged in this difficult but important

and interesting work for fourteen years with much acceptance

and blessing , ministering,during the summer months, at the

Union Church, Simla , and in the cold season travelling about

among the neglected and isolated Europeans. He has now

taken up the home Secretaryship, having been forbidden by his

medical advisers to return to India. The arrangements of the

work in India are now under the supervision ofMr. St. Dalmas,

who, with four other evangelists — two clerical and two lay

spends his time in ministering to these spiritually needy

people. How much reason there is for the maintenance and

strengthening of the work may be seen by the fact that each

evangelist has a district extending on an average over 1,500

miles of railway. It is greatly to be desired that the number of

workers could be increased, so that the 1,500 miles should be

reduced to 500 . Information about this useful work may be

had from the Rev. John Fordyce, 33, Sutherlani Placa,

Bayswater, W.

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

June 27th-Acts ix. 32-43 July 1st - Acts xi, 1-18

28th-Acts x. 1-16 2nd - Acts xi. 19-30

29th - Acts x . 17-33 3rd - Acts xii.1-12

30th - Acts x, 34-48 LE

DIMNE88 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequently
aused by the use of ongoitable 8peotacles, Tho Rov , Dr. Ororther, Hill

House, Ascot, writes : - " I cannotdescribe thecomfort Idorive from the

nseof your glasses, both by day and night. I And no pain or weariness

trying for the eyes on account of the smallnessof the type. The late Sie

Julius Benedict wrote : - " I have tried the principal opticians in London

withontsuccess, but the spectaclesyou have adapted suit admirably; the

Clearness of your glasses as compared with othersisreallysurprising,"

The Rev. B. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon .
Woroestor Catbedral,

writos:- “ The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire, andmyore
feel strong already. I only regret I did notknow of your exceeding skill

Vears ago."-Mr. HENRY LAURANOB, F.8.8.,Ocalist Optician, la,OLD

BOND STREET, volontifically adapto hii IMPROVEDBPBOTACLES

to assist and strongthen tho weakost sighto . Pamphlat containing, og

zestions for the preservation of dght troo. BRANOH38, 6 , Poultry:

3.0 .: 8. Guardian Bulldinga, Orass Bt., MANOLISTNB:

5. Oorporation Strost, BIRIUNGHAM ;'and 180.Buchanan

Bt ., GlasgoTDTT,

Canon
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Terms for Advertisements

“ Word and Work . ”

IN

This Paper having a large and increasing cir

culation amongst Christians of alldenominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcemente.

Situations, &c.

VACANT OR WANTED .

Apartments - Houses

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS.

The Terms are very moderate , viz.: Miscel

laneous in small Type ,28. 6d . for 30 words or less ,

and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or

under. A reduction for a series of six Insertions

and apwards.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.

Boox and DISPLAYED Advertisements charged

according to space occupied . FRONT PAGE, and

other special positions, by arrangement.

N.B.- To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number ofWORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon.

Advertisements sentby Post must be accom

panied_by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Mesgry. JOHN F.BHAW & Co.
Amounts under 25. 60. may be sent in Stamps ,

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

Terms of Subscription.

Word and Work "

Situations and Appointments.

GENERAL SECRETARY or

SUPERINTENDENT wanted for the Provincial

work of the Young Women's Christian Associa

tion at the Head Office, London . A gentleman

of considerable Chr.stian experience and with

business and organizing ability, Salary. Ap.

plication (by letter only) to Lt.-Gen . Field ,

Evangelical Alliance Office , 7, Adam Street,

Strand , marked outside “ Y.W.C.A ,"

YOUNG MENcan obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christian

Ministry, or to ti them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

terms, by applying to Rev, J. Renny, F.R.S.L. ,

Christ Church Parsonage, Cheddar. A stamped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply .

A CHRISTIAN, of many years' experience

in the City , having three days per week on hand ,

seeks engagemeutas Bookkeeper, Secretary , or

other similar employment. Merchants and

Tradesmen's books kept by time or contract .

Bookkeeping thoroughly understood ; first-class
references given, and charges very moderate.
Address M., Word and Work Office , 48, Pater

noster Row .

SERVANTS'AGENCY, Soho Bazaar.

Unexceptionable references required . Testimo

nials of religious character fullyappreciated . Male

and female servants are in daily attendance from

11 to 2 on Mondays , Wednesdays , and Fridays,

the number is very large. Entrances, Soho

Square, and 77, Oxford Street, London , W.

GOVERNESS . - Re-engagement wanted by

young lady , aged 21. Acquirements : English ,

French , music, drawing, elementary, Gerinan ,

and Latin , 15 years in last engagement. Country

preferred . P.s., Job F. Shaw& Co., 48 , Pater

nosler Row, London, E.O.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women from the country or

elsewhere whilst waiting for situations.

Registry attached . Terms on application to

the Deaconess in charge of the kegistry , Con

ference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.

MISS KNOX desires to recommend a

Christian man of 30 to take charge of Mission
House ; sings and plays harmonium well ,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED situation as superior Nursery

Governess ; Parisian , aged 24 ; good references.

Mlle. Bauer, care of Miss Stroud, Couference

Hall, Mildmay , N.

A LADY of 40, Olergyman's daughter,

seeks a post as Governess in Clergyman's family

or otherwise, and help in parish work ; highest

references from previous employer, Miss K. ,

1 , Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED re- engagement to

invalid gentleman ; could act as amanuensis to

him ; age 50 ; salary £ 30 ; highest references
from previous employers . Mrs. Mackenzie, 90 ,

Newington Green Road, London , N.

WANTED situation to children out of

arnis ; ,excellent needlewoman ; six years'cha .

racter ; wages £16 ; age 24 . Ella Fiatt , Mrs.

Morris, Little Park Farm , Battle, Sussex .

CAN ANY LADY recommend a Laundry

Matron for a Girls ' Home just cominencing ?

Miss Stroud, Conference &ali , Mildmay Park , N

WANTED immediately, in Christian

family , a re -engagement as Governess to chil
dren under 14 : well recommended from last

situation (age 23 ). AddressS. B. , care of Miss

Stroud , Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

NO SALARY , - A Christian Lady accus

tomed to good society will be happy to give hier

services as Companion and friend (invalid or

otherwise) in return for a pleasant home. Re

ferences exchanged. M., care of Miss Stroud ,
Dersoness House , Mildmay , N.

WANTED first situation in good family

(Christian) , under a Lady's Maid, ior a young

person of 18 ; has had experience in dressmaking.

E. G. , 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED care of Offices in the City,

Respectable Christian woman , with girl of 13

who could help ; well recommended. Mrs.

Andrews, 85 , Winston Road, Green Lanes,

London , N.

A YOUNG LADY wishes for situation as

Companion or Housekeeper. Cheerful, musical,
good reader and amanuensis . Audress Rev.

F. E. Browott, 18 , Buckleigh Road , Streatham

Common, B.W

nurse an

is Published every Thursday , Price One Penny.

Orders should be sent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. It difficulty is experienced in ob

taining copiesthus,theycan behaddirectfrom

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at tho

following rates, Payable in Advance

Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks

£ s . d. £ s. d .

1 Copy 0 3 5 0 6 10

2 Copies ..................... 0 6 10 0 13 8

0 10 3 1 0 6

0 126

N1

. )

Educational.

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL ,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Prinoipal : DB, CRANAGE , M.A.

OROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training
combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six aud four
teen years. A limited number only taken .

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .
Address Principal.

SOUTHEND -ON -SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG
LADIES,

Delicate Children receive special attention .

Terms moderate - 0 ., Office of Word and Work ,

48, Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

BRIGHTON LADIES' SCHOOL.

Established twenty - five years . Pupils success

fully prepared for all examinations. The juniors

have a separate department. Address Principal ,

122, Marine Parade.

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Gro.
FOSTER as an educator .

London Referee - GEORGE WILLIAM8, Esq .,

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard .

Bwimmingtaught this term .

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX.

BOARDING SCHOOLfor Young Ladies.

Resident English and Foreign governesses.

Visiting masters. Vacancies for two boarders .

Terms moderate . Principal, Russell House,

Maidstone.

Apartments, #r.

TO CLERGYMEN or CHRISTIAN

WORKERS needing rest and change. - A fur

nished semi-detached country cottage , 8 rooms,

good garden, lovely view , low rent . Lingfield ,
near East Grinstead, Apply to Mrs. L., 50 ,

Clissold Road, Stoke Newington , London, N.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS in

a Christian family for gentlemen , three only can
be accommodated . Mrs. 11. , 12, Poet's Road,

High hury , London , N.

FURNISHED HOUSE to let for part of

August and September.

A family seeking a quiet place for temporary

sojourn with children , in pure bracing air among

hills, in preterence to seaside, would find this

very suitable, and the terms moderate. Address
B.J., Word and Work Office, 48, Paternoster Row,

London , E.C.1 5 0

6 0 17 6 1 15 0

(Including Double Numbers.)

The above rates apply to all Countries
in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Europe, Canada, the United States of

America, Egypt, and the Holy Land ,

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , 3.0.

ARTIFICIAL TEETH . - Special Notice.

-Mr. J. SHIPLEY SLIPPER, R.D.S. ( Hon. Dental

Surgeon to the Bchool for the Bons of Con

gregational Ministers, Caterham ), makes no

charge for consultation, and fits artificial teeth

without extracting old teeth or stumps. These
teeth are life -like in appearance, and can be ad

justed from 38 , 6d. per tooth , and 20s. per set

(guaranteed). Every informationFREEdaily,

from 9 to 7, at 37, High Holborn, London, w.o.

(facing ChanceryLane). Copies of testimonials

from ministers and public speakers who have

been successfully fitted, gratis and post free to
readersof Word and Work on application .

Mr. J. Shipley Slipper submits the following

letter as a sample ofmany others daily received .
" (Publishedby permission .)

61 , Larkhall Lane, Clapham , London , S.W.
DEAR SIR , - It is with true pleasure I bearmy

sincere testimony to theexcellency of the set of

teeth prepared for me ; for fit, appearance, and

comfortthey surpass any I havehad for thirty
years . I consider you athorough proficient in

the art of dentistry, and if widely known, you

mustensure alargeshare of public patronage.
Yours faithfully,

(Bigned ) Trou. OHVERS,

Baptist Minister,

" HOME OF REST, ” Ripley Cottage,

Bewdley , Worcestershire, is now opened to young

women in business needing change. Board and

lodging 8s. per week. Particulars from Matron .
Subs. and dons. to Miss 0. Gowan, Hon . Lady

Supt, and Treas ., 20 , Beauchamp square,

Leamington .

BOURNEMOUTH.- A delightful Home

for Visitors and invalids at Durley Dean Mansion .

Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Koamiss treatment where desired . Pamphlets

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

cases post free for 6d . in stamps . Address

Secretary .

LONDON . - INBULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,

20 , 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.O.

Five minutes' walk or Is . cab fare from Euston ,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily
reached from other stations. Patronised by

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application,

HOUSE TO LET . - Eight rooms. Selost

neighbourhood . 8, Bouverie Road, Btoke Newing
ton, N. Rent moderate. Easy access from City .

For particulars apply to J. . Vernon , Oxford

House, College Avenue, Clapton , E.

HABRGANTUMS RANDOM AMERICANORGANS. W. Pridham and Son , 44 45 .

Instruments for school and home use . Are mar

vellous for tone and workmanship. 3 stops, £ 5 ;

6 stops, £ 6 ; 8 stops, 47. Musical instruments of

every description . Pianoforces from $ 16 . -

Worko, 208, Jubileo Street , London , D.
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Recently Published.

A BOOK FOR THE TIMES.

( Cloth extra , ls. 6d .)

OLD -FASHIONED TRUTHS for

NEW -FASHIONED TIMES.

By J. C. CROXFORD.

“ We warmly commend the book ." - Word and Work.

Church of England

.

LONDON : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO. ,

Or of the Author, Mr. Croxford , Harrold , Bedford , postage free.

And of any Bookseller.

Price One Penny. (12 copies , post free , 1s . )

WHY ARE WE PROTESTANTS?

EMILY S. HOLT,

AUTHOR OF “ A TANGLED WEB," “ SISTER ROSE ," &c.

LONDON : J. F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , Paternoster Row , E.C.

MR. G , T. CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON

BY

CONSUMPTION,

CHRONICBRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE (post free) , or Large Edition (cloth) , 1s . 3d. , from

the Author, Coombe Lodge , Peckham , S.E. , and Elliot Stock,

62 , Paternoster Row, E.C.

THE

SEVENTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING, FROM MAY TO AUGUST.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAYBE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER,

Mr. Congrovewill give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK. ANOLDMOTHER'S LETTER to YoungWomen
.

INSTITUTED IN 1844.

This Society is employing nearly 130 earnest, faithful, and experienced
Readers -most of them in the poorest localities in the Metropolis -who

visit from house to house and room to room , bringing the Word of God to

the poor, the sick , the erring , and theoutcast; they also help generally in

the spiritual work of their respective parishes.

Unless speedy help is received several grants

must be withdrawn for want of Funds.

MARCUS RAINSFORD, Clerical Secretary.

T. MARTIN TILBY, Lay Secretary.

Offices, 56 , Haymarket, 8.w.

THAMES CHURCH MISSION

INSTITUTED 1844 .

President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .

Chairman

Capt. the HON. F. MAUDE, R.N.

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London.

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith ,show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos. of Word and Work, Books , Magazines, Tracts,&c. , are most necessary

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries.

TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

School Room , Lecture Hall , or Drawing Room Meetings.

REV. H. BLOOMER, Secretary.

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E.C.

Enlarged to 16 pages. Price UNE PENNY.

THE ANTI - INFIDEL.

Edited by W.R. BRADLAUGH. A Monthly Magazine for the ADVOCACY

OF TRUTH and ExPOSURE OF ERROR.

Highly suitable for distribution amongworking men in large centres of

industry. Workshop scoff and ridicule honestly dealt with and refuted.

Texts cavilled at explained. All objectionable personality is studiously

avoided , but the principles of Scepticism and thefallacious reasoningof

its advocates are fearlesslydealt with . Clergymen,Ministers, and Tract

Distributors supplied at the reduced rate of Rs. 6d . per 100, carriage paid.

LONDON : JOHN SNOW & co . , 2 , IVY LANE, PATERNOSTER Row ;

At Railway Bookstalls and all Booksellers.

TIMELY BOOKLETS BY MRS .

Author of “ Ragged Homes and How to Menu Them ."

BAYLY,

In attractive wrapper. Price Twopence.

HOME RULE. An Old Mother's Letter to Parents.

In attractive wrapper. Price Threeponce.

Quantities supplied direct from the Publishers at a large

reduction ,

“ If the kind of home rule advocated and ably enforced by Mrs. Bayly

in this little book were more generally carried out, much of the domestic

misery and unbappiness now so widely prevalent would speedilydisappear."

—Temperance Record.

SEVERE CASE of BRONCHO-PHTHISIS.

The patient is Mr. J. CRAWFORD, of the Ordnance Burvey, Batcombe,
Evercreech , Somerset. When he first applied tome from place in Corn

wall , about a year and eight months ago, he had been four years under

medical advice at great expense, but derived no benefit. First he was told

bis case was bronchitis , then bronchial asthma, tben that consumption

had set in , that medicine was of no use , so that now he deemed big case

hopeless ; but seeing my cases , which are published weekly, hope revived,
and he wrote to me for advice and medicine .

At this time he was suffering with violent cough , heavy expectoratiou

of purulent matter and blood , pains, spasmodic breathing, general weak
ness . It may be mentioned that the father of the patient bad died of

consumption .

In one month the blood had ceased , the cough and breathing were better.

A prescription I sent him had also reinoved the pains . “ I have every con

tigence (he writes) in your valuable medicine .'

The patient had good ground for theconfidence so expressed, for each
letter reyorted good progress. In the beginning of last year he writes me

from Roborougo, Devon (those engaged in the Ordnance Survey are moved

about the country frequently ) : - " I have stood the test of the Winter

well , and am stronger than I have been for some years.”

Excitement through the illness of his little boy, together with a cold ,

brought on a little spitting of blood last autumn, which soon yielded to my

medicine ; so that, about two months ago, I received a letter from him,

saying : “ I was quite restored to health after last writing you , and have

not wanted medicine for soine months. Friendswho cameto spend Christ
mas with me were astonished . They had expected that I should be in my

grace within a month after they had parted from me. To your medicine

aud advice, under God's blessing, I owe my life and health that I now

enjoy . You can make any use of this."

JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row, LONDON, E.C.

Published Monthly, price Id . — Unsectarian.

BIBLE LIGHT

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS.

Wordand workof Jan.14thsavs : - " Thosein search of hints andgood

Bible notes will value this little monthly ,throwing,asit does, lighed

difficultpointsin abriefandpithystyle calculated to proveexceedingls

helpful to Bible students and Christian workers."

LONDON :JOHN F. SHAW &CO.,48, PATEBNOSTER Row , E.C.

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.NOTE . – Days of Consultation , - TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAYMornings ONLY ,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance should choose either of the two

cormer days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book tirst .

Extra flexible, silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco , kid -lined, elastic band.

With full helps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band , Fromn 48 .

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED.

16, PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON .

London : J. F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Bow , E.O.



Tales of English

Life in the Olden Time

CH

BY EMILY S. HOLT,

" The reading of one of this author's delightful tales is an experience we would fain repeat

more frequently than we do - we have learned to look upon her as an historian par excellence.

The grace and dignity of her literary style, the fidelity and finish of her portraits, and the

amount of essential Christian teaching which she so skilfully and lovingly conveys, combined

with the historic value of her writings, lend to them a charm possessed by very few of the

productions of living authors . ”—The Christian.

A Tangled Web. 5s. The Lord Mayor. 5s Red and white : 68.

A Tale of the Fifteenth Century.
A Tale of London in 1384 . A Tale of the Wars of the Roses

Large Crown 8vo , gilt top3.

“ Though the task the author set herself Large Crown 8vo, cloth .

was ambitious, she has performed it credit.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra .

ably. "- Times ,
" A book we can heartily recommend ."

Pall Mall Gazette.
“ The whole book shows not only careful

“ It is a gracious story .. Just to our

study of the history, but considerable literary
" Full of stirring incident graphically told ." mind . We commend it right heartlly." -C.H .

ability." -- Spectator.
The Christian . SPURGEON in Suoril and 7 rouel.

#dearpholme;
5s . Jopce Morrell's Harvest ; 5s.

Earl Hubert's Daughter ; 56.

Or, Seed Time and Harvest. A Tale of
Or, The Polishing of the Pearl,

Or, The Annals of Selwick Hall .
Crown 8vo. New Edition .

the Restoration of Charles the Second.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra,

“ The style is good, and the tone high. !!
will be a most suitable present for thoughtful

Crown 8vo, cloth extra .
girls .' — Watchman .

" These chronicles are full of good things, “ We have followed the fortunes of Mar
which are sure to be as precious seed in the

garet , the Earl's daughter, with unflagging
" As a plcture of life in the day ofCharles II . heart of any young person into whose hands

interest from first to last." - Church Sunday
is likely to have a wide popularity . " -Standard. they may come." - The Congregationalist. School Magazine .

Lady Sybil's Choice : 58. Margery's Son ; 5s. Verena ;

A Tale of the Crusades. Crown 8vo . Or, Until He Find It . A Story of the Or, Safe Paths and Slippery Byeways.

" A most charming addition to these truly Court of Scotland.

" A page in history
which

our young men

A Story of To -day.admirable tales ." -- The Christian .

" Thebook charms from the naive simplicity Crown 8vo, cloth . Crowa 8vo, cloth .

of the heroine and from the skill with which “ Carefully studied and well written . The “ The naturalness and brightness of the

the authoress has preserved the spirit of the story is admirably told . ” – British Quarterly dialogue forms the charm of the story."

age." - The Graphic.
Review . City Thess.

Lettice Eden ;
58. Clare Avery : 5s. Imogen :

os.

Or, The Lamps of Earth and the Light

of Heaven ,
A Story of the Spanish Armada. A Story of the Mission of Augustine.

Crown 8vo , cloth .
New Edition . Crown 8vo, cloth . New Edition , Crown 8vo.

" Illustrates with equal beauty and fidelity
“ We promise Its readers a rare literary An admirable story, full of life and the characteristics of an eventful period of

feast . "- The Christian . vigour. ” — Rock . our history." - Record .

The White Rose of Langley . Robin Tremayne:

5s .

Isoult Barry of Wynscote:

A Story of the Court of England in the A Tale of the Marian Persecution. A Tale of Tudor Times.

Olden Time.

Crown 8vo, cloth . 5s,
New Edition, Crown 8vo. Crown 8vo, cloth .

“ An admirable, instructive , and very Inte. “ The book is extremely well written ." “ The book is as charming as it is profit

resting volume." - English Independent. Atheneum . able."-- The Christian ,

Ashcliffe Hall :
Sister Rose ;

5s.
Bs. John de Wycliffe,

Or, The Eve of St. Bartholomew .

A Tale of the Last Century. New Edition . Crown 8vo. The First of the Reformers, and Wha

“ The example of simple faith and trust is He Did for England.

New Edition, Crown 8vo, cloth . described in so striking a manner that it is
Crown 8vo, cloth .

scarcely possible for a young person with

vivid feelings to read it withouthaving a very
" An admirable exposition of the opinions

“ It is able and natural, well written , and

thoroughly entertaining from beginning to
deep impression of the beauty ofthe ruleupon of a remarkable man ."-Notes and Queries.

end ." - Record .

which a Christian life ought to be modelled ." “ Sustains its Interest throughout.",

English Independent.

The Lord of the Marches. The Maiden's Lodge ; 35. Gd. Mistress Margery :

The Story of Roger Mortimer . Or, None of Self, and all of Thee. A Tale of the Lollards.

Large Crown 8vo. 3s. Od .

" Every page of the book is redolent of

Crown 8vo, cloth . New Edition. Crown 8vo .

goodness and honour." - Academy,
" A beautiful illustration of self -surrender,

“ This charming story will be read with un. thoroughly interesting, and well written ." and maidens will do well to saturatewith holy

flagging interest. " -- Pall Mall Gazette.
Word and Work . tears. " - Suord and Trouel.

Ye Olden Time. 3s. 6d. Not for Him . 3s. Bd. At ye Grene Griffin ; 28. 6d.

English Customs in the Middle Ages.
The Story of a Forgotten Hero .

Or, Mrs. Treadwell's Cook . A Tale of

Crown 8vo, cloth extra.

Crown 8vo, cloth.
the Fifteenth Century. Small 8vo .

“ An interesting story of social life in the

“ We have seldom met with a more useful “ We consider this little book one of thethirteenth century ; there are beautiful lessons

book . " -- Notes and Queries. interspersed through the book, and a great most charming ofher productions." - Christian

" A fascinating volume. " - Sword and Trowel.
World .deal in it that is worth reading " -Woman'sWork

For the Master's Sake : The well in the Desert : The Way of the Cross :

A Tale of the Days of Queen Mary . An Old Legend of the House of Arundel. A Tale of the Early Church.

Small 8vo. Illustrated. Cloth. 2s . 6d. Small 8vo, cloth. 2s. Od . Small 8vo, cloth.
* Beautiful sketches of life among the Early

" A work ofthrilling interest " -- Christian Age. “ A tale of the middle ages, showing that Christians. " - Rock .
" We heartily recommend this well -written there were beautiful gleams of light even in “ The tales are in Miss Holt's best - Interest.

tale . A good gift book . " - Churchman . those dark days ." - Evangelical Magazine. Ing and profitable .” - Fireside News.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW , E.C.

Bs.

38. Od

Saturday Revier

3s. Od

Is. Od

Joux F. SHAW & Co. 48 , PAINNOSTEK Row, E.C.
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CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO . , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW.



Special Mildmay Double Number, with Supplement, price Twopence .

dord and Work.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON : J. F. SHAW & Co.]
(REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD .)

[48 , PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

VOL. XII., No. 589 . THURSDAY, JULY 1 , 1886. DOUBLE NUMBER, 2d.

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION IN THE EAST

(IN ZENANAS, HAREMS, AND SCHOOLS).

President-THE MARCHIONESS OF AILSA. Treasurer — SIR W. R.FARQUHAR, Bart., 16, St. James's Street, S.W.

Hon . Secretaries-Miss ELLEN RUTT, Miss L, HOPE.

Secretary - Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W. ( to whom Orders may be made payable, in the initials of R.A. , on

the Pimlico Post Office ).

Cash Secretary - Miss Tait.

This Society was formed in 1834 for the purpose of promoting education based upon the Holy Scriptures among Eastern Females of

all ranks and classes , either in their own secluded homes or in Missionary Schools. Its sphere of operations includes China, Ultra

Ganges, Burmah, India, Ceylon, Mauritius, Africa , the Levant, and Persia. The Teachers sent out by the Committee, or assisted in

part bythem , amount to 252. Above 300 'native Teachers have been trained in these schools, and are now working in them or in
others . Zenana work is carried on by the Society's correspondents in various parts of India . More than 2,000 native ladies, many

ofthem of rank and wealth , are thus receiving instruction.

The Committee now find it necessary to bring forward their need of immediate and liberal help ; for while the fields are white

anto the harvest, and opportunities of sending out labourers present themselves more frequently than at any previous timein the Society's

history ,and the work is steadily growingunder the hands ofthe Committee, it is deeply to belamented that the funds do notincrease.

Applications for Zenana and School Teachers are before the Committee,and they cannot send them forth ; and urgent appeals forgrants

of money and of School materials have also been received, to which they are unable torespond. Let it be borne in mind that the

object of this Society is to lead all under its influence to the " Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world ; " THAT IT WILL

NOTGIVE EDUCATION WITHOUTTHE BIBLE; that it was the firstto send forth teachers for Hinda Zenanas ( to Bombay in 1842), and

for Turishharems (to Egypt in 1936) , and the earliest organized in England for the benefit of the females of China, India, Africa , and

Syrir (with one or two exceptions of limited sphere) , and it will surely be allowed that it is no untried work on behalf of which the

Committee so earnestly plead. The Lord has owned and blessed their humble efforts ; are they to stand still because His people do

not allow them the means for going forward ?

THE ' ONE TUN'RAGGED SCHOOL MISSION ,

OLD PYE STREET, WESTMINSTER .

LATE PATRON, THE EARL OF SHAFTESBURY, K. G.

One Day in the Country in July, when poor weary mothers , babies, tinies, ragged school girls and boys, and poor boys

from the Institute are taken out for the sweet holiday, not one left to sorrow in “ the slums." Please help towards this

expense , also the general mission, as sufficient funds are not in hand to meet the quarter's expenses.

Donations will be thankfully received by Mr. A. J. WOODHOUSE ( Treasurer ), 1 , Hanover Square, W.; or by Mrs. A.

BARKER HARRISON, 32, Eaton Terrace, London, S.W. (late 78, Coleshill Street), Hon. Secretary.

Mildmay Prophetic Conferences. Mildmay Annual Conferences.

Crown 8vo, price 2s. 64. each, cloth extra.

" Things That Shall Come to Pass."

The following Official Reports of previous Conferences are

still to be had .

Crown 8vo , Price 25. 6d . each, cloth extra.ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD,

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, March , 1886.
THE

JUNE, 1885.

SERVICE OF GOD.

The Sure Word of Prophecy.
ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD ,

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, March , 1879.

JUNE, 1884.

THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD.

JUNE, 1883.

UNION WITH CHRIST.

“ Our God Shall Come."

JUNE, 1882.

THE FULNESS OF BLESSING.

JUNE, 1879.

THE PURPOSE OF GOD.

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMINGOF THE LORD,

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, March , 1878.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E.O.
LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & 00., 48, PATEBNOSTER Row, E.O

WORDANDWORK will be sent by the Publishers Post free to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Months ter 8s. 100 .
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THE R.T.S.LIBRARY — Illustrated MR. T, FISHER UNWIN'S LIST.

Edited by RICHARD LOVETT, M.A. A NEWER AND CHEAPER EDITION OF

AUTHOR OF “ NORWEGIAN PICTURES,” &c . THE LIVES OF ROBERT AND MARY MOFFAT, B;

6d. each in Cith Boards, or 3d . each in Paper Covers.
their Son , Join 8. MOFFAT. With New Preface and Supplementary

Chapter by the Author. Four Portraits, Four Illustrations (two of
1. Canada. With Hints to Intending Erpigrants and which are new), and Two Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth , 78. 6d .

Settlers. By the MARQUIS of LORNE, K.T. With Six Illustrations. " The most complete and best history of the great missionary which haº

2. Pilgrim Street. ByHESBASTRETTON, Author of " Jessica's
yet appeared .” — Christian Commonwealth .

First Prayer," &c. With Three Illustrations.
" A book which has achieved well -deserved success . " - Family Churckman,

3. The Life of Oberlin. By Mrs. JOSEPHINE BUTLER. With MEDICAL MISSIONS : their Place and Power. By JOHN

a Portrait and Two Illustrations, Lowe , F.R.C.S.E., Secretary of the Edinburgh Medical Missionary

4. Adventures in New Guinea. By JAMES CHALMERS , Society. Introduction by Sir WILLIAM MUIR, K.C.S.I. , LL.D., D.C.L.
Medallion Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth , 5s .

of Port Moresby. With Six Illustrations.

" It would be impossible to speak too favourably of this book . It is
5. Olive's Story . By Mrs. Walton,Author of “ Christie's beautifully written , and deserves to be widely circulated."

Old Organ ," “ Shadows," &c . With Five Illustrations.
Presbyterian Messenger.

6. Adventures in Mongolia . By JAMES GILMOUR, M.A. , NEW TEMPERANCE STORY.
of Peking. With Six Illustrations.

SOUTHWOOD : A Tale. By CATHARINE STURGE, Compiler

7. The Wit and Wisdom of Thomas Fuller . of “ A Diurnal for the Changes and Chances of this Mortal Life," & e .

8. The Life of Latimer. ' By R. DEMAUS , Author of
Frontispiece . Small crown 8vo, cloth , 2s.6d .

“ William Tyndale : a Biography , " & c. With Two Illustrations.
“ Miss Sturge's tale is an exalted one, akin in spirit to that of the

favourite volume with which her name is already so pleasantls identified."

Christian Leader.

COMPANIONS FOR A QUIET HOUR.
THE " LIVES WORTH LIVING ."

These Volumes are nently printed in rendable type . They are of a size to

carry in the pocket, and are thus appropriate for thoughtful readers who are
SERIES POPULAR BIOGRAPHIES.

travelling, or for parting gifts to friends. 3s . 6d . each , Illustrated. Crown 8vo, cloth .

1. A Companion to the Lord's Table : Meditations and 1. LEADERS OF MEN.

Prayers from Ancient and Modern Authors . With an Introduction on By A. H. PAGE. Fourth Edition .

the meaning of the Lord's Bupper, ' ls . 6d . cloth .
2. WISE WORDS AND LOVING DEEDS.

2. Private Thoughts on Religion . By THOMAS ADAM. By E. CONDER GRAY. Sixth Edition .
16mo. A reprint in an attractive form of this well-known devotional

book . 18. 6d . cloth boards . 3. MASTER MISSIONARIES.

3. An Infallible Way to Contentment. A neat little
By ALEX. H. JAPP. Third Edition.

reprint from an old writer. ls . 6d , cloth boards. 4. LABOUR AND VICTORY.

4. Luther's Table Talk. Selected by Dr. MACAULAY. By Alex. H. JAPP. Fourth Edition ,

ls. 60. cloth . 5. HEROIC ADVENTURE. Third Edition .

5. A Collection of the Promises of Scripture. “There must assuredly bo a large number of readers to whom these

Arranged under their proper heads. By SAMUEL CLARK, D.D. 1s . 60 . stories of the lives of such men will prove very acceptable ." - Spectator.
cloth boards.

6. TheAnxiousInquirer after Salvation Directed
LONDON :

and Encouraged . By J. ANGELL JAMES, 1s . 6d . T. FISHER UNWIN, 26, PATERNOSTER SQUARE, E.C.

7. Songs of Spiritual Thought. By GEORGE Rawson.
ls , 60. cloth boards.

WORKS by H. SINCLAIR PATERSON, M.D.
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SPECIAL MILDMAY NUMBER. have frequently spoken from the platform, and have

won the esteem and affection of hearts not a few .

WITH SUPPLEMENT.

We miss one whom, alas ! we shall never see more at

this annual gathering. Without invidiousness we

CONFERENCE ADDRESSES BY may boldly say that no one ever spoke more effectively

MR. S. A. BLACKWOOD, C.B. Rev. John RIDDELL.
or touched the conscience more truly than Dr. W. P.

REV. J. B. FIGGIS. Rev. E. SCHRENK. Mackay, of Hull . Caring nothing for niceties of

Rev. H. E. BROOKE. Rev. E. W. MOORE. speech, he always spoke from a marvellous fulness of

Rev, E. H. HOPKINS. PASTEUR THEO. J. Monod. Scriptural truth , and with the natural eloquence of a

MR. FINLAY GIBSON. REV. J. H. Wilson, D.D. glowing heart. Few men were more loyal to truth ,

REV, H. W. WEBB- PEPLOE.
and, amid all the changes of a restless age, he held the

COMMUNION ADDRESSES, – Rev. J. H. WILSON, D.D.
doctrines of grace with a firm and intelligent grasp .

Often hath he refreshed us by his strong and sturdy

testimony when faltering and feebleness were growing

apace on every side. His voice, which gave forth no

MILDMAY MEMORIES.
uncertain sound, has been silenced. Let us pray the

THE Annual Conference at Mildmay Park was

Master to send others no less fearless and faithful .

Our memory also ranges over the subjects to which

cumstances. A friend remarked that “ the first day
our attention has been directed at these annual Con

of meeting was the first day of summer," and the two ferences. They have been always chosen with care ,

days which followed were also filled with sunshine .
and have often proved most timely. The theme for

The warmth was tempered by grateful breezes, and
the present meeting is second to none in practical

everything conspired to produce a calin contempla- importance, and the various aspects in which it ought

tiveness, in which mind and heart are both open to
to be studied are clearly and admirably stated in

the best and purest influences. The great con
the booklet issued with the invitation, and under

gregation which filled every available corner of the
each division relative passages from Scripture, in

capacious building was singularly restful and recep
some cases singularly appropriate, have been grouped

tive ; indeed , the quietness and attentiveness so with loving care . There are few topics on which

apparent throughout the large assembly could not
it is more needful to think clearly and correctly

fail to impress any who might be present for the first
than on “Separation unto God. " To apprehend dis

time . As we sat under the platform , our memory tinctly wbat it means, and then consistently to

carried us back over more than twelve years, and we
secure and sustain such separation is certainly not

seemed both to see and hear the speakers who in

one of the meapest victories of Christian life . Re

structed, quickened, and editied us during bygone membering what Mildmay has been to thousands in

Conferences. Of those who stood with us on the past years, and knowing the influence which flows

platform on the occasion of our first visit, and who
from it still, we are hopefully anxious that the mind

then ministered the Word, there was not one among
of the Spirit in regard to this duty may be fully

the speakers who were appointed to address the spoken from the platform under which we sit.'

morning and evening meetings . For the most part,

younger men have come to the front, and the words
“ UNDER THE PLATFORM ."

of our Lord are still finding fulfilment ; for “ other

men laboured, and they are enteringinto the fruit of |Weare sometimesreminded that we ought to be

still and silent before God , and no one can more

their labours." Perhaps some may regret this, but we heartily acknowledge this duty than we do. As we

must remember it is only natural, since the old order
have often said , when God speaks, our only response is

changeth , giving place to the new . So long as the

obedience . His words admit no question or debate .

true apostolical succession continues in the stedfast

It is otherwise when man speaks, even though he
maintenance of " the apostle's doctrine and fellow

professes to bear à Divine message. We have a

ship " there is no reason for complaint , though the
Divine command to try the spirits. And , however

"old, old story ” be spoken to us by less familiar

lofty may be the claims of any messenger, we must

tongues.

now -a - days test these claims by his message . If he

Many of the speakers, however, are well known to

the Mildmay audience. For six or seven years they right in rejectingboth the message and the messenger

speak anything contrary to the Word of God , we are
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We are certain no one on the platform would venture lifelessness, and lifelessness darkness. Yet it is only

to deny this ; and yet we sometimes hear language by enlightenment we can regain the life and the love.

capable of another interpretation. In the right We can only recover lost ground by retracing the

anxiety to secure the fullest submission to God there steps of our wandering.

should be no words used even capable of suggesting

that any one is commissioned to speak in His name,
HE first theme is the believer's separation unto

T
except in so far as his teaching is confirmed by the Spirit God by the will of God . The second is so

of Truth. Within the sphere of Christian thought
closely associated therewith that it is not easy to

there are two errors equally grave. It is wrong to separate them . For it is by the death of Christ the

test any doctrine otherwise than by Scripture ; it is
separation unto God is effected . This close connec

no less wrong to receive any doctrine without so tion is most evident in the Epistle to the Hebrews.

testing it . The infallibility we deny to the Vatican, There we read of the substance displacing the shadon

we noless unmistakably deny to pulpit , platform , and
in these words : “ Then said I, Lo, I come (in the

press. Even the wisest and holiest of men are not to volume of the book it is written of Me) to do Thy will,

rule our faith for a single hour ; only to God's voice, O God. Above when He said, Sacrifice and offering

speaking in the Word, do we listen with reverent and and burnt offerings and offering for sin Thou wouldest

reliant faith . We who are under the platform have
not , neither hadst pleasure therein; which are offered

our responsibilities no less than our rights. If we are by the law ; then said He, Lo, I come to do Thy will,

taught to take heed how we hear, we are also taught to

O God .
He taketh away the first, that He may

take heed what we hear (Mark iv . 24 ) .
establish the second." And the writer adds, in &

sentence which on this subject is classical, " By the

R. Stevenson Blackwood's opening address strikes
which will we are sanctified through the offering of

MR
the right key-note . We cannot, indeed , approach

the body of Jesus Christ once.” The Saviour becomes

the subject of separation unto God without a frank and
incarnate to fit Him for doing the will of God ; as

full confession of our gross and grievous failure. Who

incarnate He offers Himself to God in sacrifice; the

will venture to claim the Nazarite position before

sufficiency of the sacrifice results in the consecration

God ? Indeed , if we are able to receive it , there never

or separation of all who believe, and thus the will of

God is done. For the will of God is to sanctify, or

has been , and never can be , any one corresponding to

the Nazarite type on earth other than the Lord Jesus.

set apart ; and this touches the very heart of the

subject . This separation , or sanctification, or con

[f this thought dominates our conception of the sepa

ration which Scripture commands, we will be saved
secration -- for it is spoken of in diverse terms — is

from the self-gratulation which even real attainments
primarily and essentially a Divine purpose accom

in grace may tempt us to indulge . It is no disparage.

plished by the death of God's Son .

ment to the work of the Holy Ghost to admit the

This separation is outside the sphere of human ac

baseness of the material on which He works.
tivity altogether. God HAS SEPARATED believers by the

Our

Cross, and it is their privilege and duty to recognise it

condition of " likeness," to Christ is not to be reached

We only translate into experience a Divine fact already

until He appear the second time without sin unto
existent when we come out ” and are separate. I

salvation .

Nothing short of perfection is to be the Christian's

is important clearly to perceive the action of God in

aim, here and now ; yet we would question the

this matter ; because so long as we think of it as

something to be done only by man separation re

wisdom of any Christian who claimed to have reached

mains impossible. Neither in this nor in any similar

it. To assert, during this dispensation of feebleness
matter can we do anything ; our salvation restsalone

and failure, that we have anticipated even the state
and altogether on the action of our federal Head - the

of Millennial glory, not to speak of the final glory of
second Adam , the Lord from heaven. We regret

the redeemed , could only be the prelude to de that the limited time allowed to the second speaker

ception or disaster.

did not permit Mr. Brooke to enter upon this subject

Such a thought is not present to the chairman's
as otherwise he could and would have done. We

mind in his opening address. We believe with him
regret this all the more because the only completo

that probably the most consecrated and devoted separation which we can know under the present dis

“ would be the most ready to acknowledge failure and
pensation is the separation effected by the death of

shortcoming .” We may be well content if God dis. Christ. He, and He alone, brings every work De

tinguish us by the mark He sets on those who sigh undertakes to a successful issue. Throughout his

and cry because of present abominations.
whole life He was “ holy, harmless, undefiled, and

Most suggestive were the three reasons Mr. Black separate from sinners .” More than once He received

wood assigned for the absence of separateness. These this testimony from the opened heavens: “ This isMy

are lack of love, lack of life, and lack of light. The con beloved Son , in whom I am well pleased ; hear ye

nection between these three is very subtle and very Him . " But it is by His death, which we are privi

strong. They actandreact. Lovelessness produces leged to share, that wearemadepartakers of Eis
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a separation . None of us dares to claim His moral

be perfectness. We all admit at once the uniqueness of

be Lis sinlessness and holy obedience. Yet in a true

sense we die with Him to sin that we may live to God.

Therefore, the humblest believer can join with the

chiefest apostle in saying , " God forbid that I should

glory, save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by

in whom the world is crucified urto Me, and I unto

the world . "

IT

T is only when we have reached this position

progress becomes possible. To this progress

there is no limit, except that which is set by our own

: faithlessness or unbelief. “ The promises of God are

all yea and amen in Christ Jesus our Lord to the

glory of God by us." We know it has pleased the

Father that all fulness should dwell in the Son, and

this fulness is available to meet the need of the hum.

blest and weakest believer. Sins and shortcomings

are not chargeable to any lack of heavenly supply ;

they result only from the lack of sympathy and

service on earth.
che ci If there were on our part an

openness to receive corresponding in some measure

to God's freedom in giving, the separateness and
lo

strength of believers would produce an impression

on the world as profound as that of Pentecost.

So long as we keep distinctly in view our separa

tion unto God by the death of Christ, we cannot

press too strongly or urge too frequently the duty,

or, shall we say, the privilege, of " apprehending "

that for which we have been apprehended."

pagan, old-world superstitions and idolatries dressed in

modern garb. Roman Catholicism is but Christianised

Babylonianism , and it needs only the opportunity to freely

develop its true character for cultured minds and democratic

libertinism to be stirred to one common revolt against its

monstrosities and barefaced delusions. The reign of Papal

power in anyland has always led to revolutionary scepticism ;

the one is but the parasite of the other, the former the sure

precursor and foster -mother of the latter.

A glance at the high places of our land at the presenttime

will show how the representatives of Popery and Agnosticism

areeven now to the front, the systems they advocate gaining

daily force by their authority and influence. In vain do we

speak of such representatives as they may appear apart from

the systems of thought they represent. Not men butmeasures,

not the immediate present but the nearing future, are the

factors we have to consider, and abundant evidence is at

hand to prove that once priestcraft rules, and infidelity

triumphs, the reign of lawlessness and the power of Antichrist

will have begun, and these forerunners of the Beast will

assume their true form , as steps by which the latter

ascends his throne.

Romanism is unchanged ;its spirit, deny it who may,is still

the same as that which kindledthe martyr fires of Smithfield ;

the scarlet woman waits but the opportunity once more to

make herself drunken with the blood of the saints . Alas !

for the blindness and indifference which have befallen multi

tudes even of professing Christians in reference to facts like

these. Verily we seem just now tobe walking on enchanted

ground and breathing poisoned air. Not for the sake of

Conservatism versus Liberalism , or vice versâ , but for the

sake of Christ versus Belial, truth versus error, light versus

darkness, dowecry with all the earnestness we can bring to

the effort, “ Christians, awake, for the strife is at hand.”

What can we do in face of the rising torrent, in view of

the approaching storm ?

1. We can pray for the Divine arm to be made bare. The

Lord reigneth , Hispurpose stands fast , and His will shall yet

be done. In the light of the sure prophetic Word we know

that through dark and troublous times He intends to bring

His counsels to pass. Weare not surprised when “clouds

and darkness ” become the habitation of His throne ; ” it

does not mean that His arm is shortened that He cannot save,

or His ear heavy that He cannot hear. Our place in times

like these is the footstoolof His gracious throne, there in lowly

mind, and with contriteheart, we may bewail the low estate

of His Church and the sins of the nation, pleading at once

that His cause may be vindicated and His will be done.

Charnock truly says, “ Saints are the guardians of the places

where they live, their prayers have a greater influence than

the wisest counsels or the mightiest forces.” And again ,

“ If we bewail the sins that provoke Him to judgment, He

may stay it ; if not, at least let us show Him this token of

affection at parting.” Never were suppliants for the nation

and for the Church, for God's truth and for God's glory,

more needed than now .

2. We can testify. “ Ye are My witnesses, saith the Lord ."

A banner has been given us, " that it may be displayed,

because of the truth .” The darker the outlook thegreater the

need that " the children of light " should " arise and shine .”

The truths involved in our common Protestantism are pre

cious on the score of intrinsic worth, they are invaluable if

we regard the price which has been paid for them , and the

cost at which they have been handed down to us. Let us not

keep them back, from every vantage-ground open to us letus

proclaim the supreme authority and all -sufficiency of revealed

truth ; the right of private judgment as taught by the Holy

Spirit ; the completeness and distinct oneness of Christ's

mediatorial work , together with the preciousness and absolute

need of His atoning blood. Immeasurably higher than the

minor points which differentiate the Church ofGod are these

and kindred themes . Let us, therefore, whatever be our

ecclesiastical proclivities , unite in one phalanx for the asser

tion of fundamental truth and the maintenance of the claims

of our one Master and Lord. It is no time for debating

trifles when the verities of vital truth are imperilled and

impugned. God has always blessed united testimony, He

will do so still.

3. We can come out from association with whatever helps

the advance of the foe. The voice of command sounds aloud

ofthe

Present Duty

Present Danger .

IQ View of

ch
By W. FULLER GOOCH.

O one who has discernment of the signs of the times in

crisis in the history of our land of incalculable importance.

The approaching General Election has much more involved in

its results than the mere placing this or that party in tem

porary power. The vexed Irish question is the battlefield

on which far wider issues than Home Rule pure and simple

presents to view must be determined . Ranged on the side

of so -called liberty for Ireland are forces of tremendous

power; infidelity and Romanism , those twin daughters of the

power of darkness, are actively engaged in the coming

struggle, and led on by fierce and furious foes, unseen and

subtle, but real and full of deadly purpose, they are taking

advantage of the current of events in the expectation that

the surging tide of popular tumult andpolitical agitation

will bear them on to victory and power. Home Rule such as

the nation is now asked to bestow can mean nothing less

than the establishment of Papal authority in the sister isle

under Government sanction. * Disguise it as some politicians

nay, the fact is indisputable ; thePapacy has everything to

hope for from theplacing Home Rule leaders in power at

Dublin Castle. The daythat witnesses such a dénouement

witnesses a death -blow to Protestant liberties in Ireland, and

the foundation on which a renewed Papal domination

over the consciences of men , on a wide and far -reaching

scale, will then be laid . This can only mean the spread of

rank ' and rabid infidelity ; for the intellectualism of the

nineteenth century - intellectualism without God - cannot

but revolt from the grosssensuousness of the harlot Church,

which to the eye of intelligent criticism presents nothing but
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Medical Mission Facts.

in days like these. « Be ye not unequally yoked together with myheart still glowing with the solemn words there spoka !

unbelievers ; for what fellowship hath righteousness with
appeal to Christians, if Christian sympathy, if practia

unrighteousness ? . . . . . wherefore come out from among
Christianity, be not a sham , to break free from all portal

partisanship at this crisis, and to take sides with theirbreitung
them , and be ye separate , saith the Lord .” The cry of the in Ireland.
prophet to Israel conveys a spiritual message to ourselves, I am , sir, your obedient servant,
“ Deliver thyself, O Zion , that dwellest with the daughter of B . ANDERSOS.

Babylon .” If we are to prevail in times of abounding 39, Linden Gardens, W ., June 25th.

iniquity, it must be hy “ the Holy Ghost ; " by “ the power
of God ," and " by the armour of righteousness on the right

hand and on the left." No greater honour can we desire
than to be permitted to stand by our Master in times when DR. CHAMBERS is now , many will be glad to learn,ali
His name and His truth are jeopardised . We have often to resume his active labours, healing the sick and pre
basked in the sunshine of prosperity while under His banner ; ing the Gospel. The Marylebone Medical Mission, under bal

if for a wbile we are called to suffer with Him - and, as things personal superintendence, is finding increasing entrance in the

are, separation means suffering - let us rejoice, and , relying teeming and poverty-stricken locality lying just behind Eis

upon His promised aid , “ let us go forth unto Him without ware Road, and above Marylebone Road, amongst thousands |

the camp,bearing His reproach ." Closer much are the ties the very poorest classes in the Metropolis. Here are ones

which bind us to Christ and His truth than those which unite two instances from & recent visit : - A little back room webui

us ecclestastically, socially , politically , or even relatively. absolutely bare of any trace of furniture. There is positit

The blessing of Levi was great beyond compare, “ Who said
nothing whatever in the room save a mattress and blacka

unto his father and to his mother, I have not seen him ;
Lent by the mission for the sick child , and a couple of hassoch,
also given by the mission , that the parents might hava so

neither did he acknowledge his brethren , nor knew his own
children ; for they have observed thy word , and kept thy

thing on which to sit. Everything had gone, longago, to part
supply bread ; and when first visited it was discovered the te

covevant.” May God give to us all wise and discerning two or three days not a crust of bread had been in the book

hearts, that, like the children of Issachar, we may have Notwithstanding this intense poverty, the bare floor was

" understanding of the times, to know what Israel ought to lessly clean and wholesome." The dear wee baby sick,LE

do ." feared unto death , was clean and cosy . The very best bad hai

Norwood , S. E . made of what little the mission had been able to gire. A
young mother was out doing a bit of charing ; the bastare
during her absence, was tenderly watching the sick babe.
is a most respectable couple ; but the poorman has been otel

Correspondence. work for several months. " Nourishment and nurse's care et

needed here rather than medicine. Such is clean poterti
The Irish Question , decent and tidy in the very extremis of destitution,

TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WORK," Woor Children .
QIR , - Your articles in this week 's issue on the Irish question Here is the reverse side of the picture. Four little ones,a

D are .both opportune and valuable . Ifmy opinion in this down with themeasles - mother a strong , lusty woman, but
matter be worthless, it must be,not from wantof opportunities rently by no means fond of soap and water. The room isdie

to form a sound judgment, but from want of capacity to profit disordered and untidy, the children 's faces black and

by them I lived in Ireland all my early life, and practised at in the extreme, the whole place repulsive and evil selo
the Irish Bar for years ; and during most of the years I have Nurse's first duty is a few kindly but plain and much-neec
resided in London I have had conádential relations with the words about such homely matters aswashing the children
Irish Government in regard to political movements of this is really touching to look on the innocent and helpless De
kind ; and I wish to endorse every word you have written on without a trace of mother's care. Here , then , is poverty

this subject. dirt, but, repulsive as it is, are these four little ones to see

On the politicalaspect of the question I have written in the untended and uncared for ? Surely Christian love may be

Fortnightly Review for May . Your columns are not the place find an open door, and in ministering to the childrenmasa

for such discussion ; and I will only say this : Many people the mother not only bow and what to do for them , bursa

seem disposed to vote for the Government' s Irish policy on the teach them and her the true value of Christian kindness.
ground that Ireland demands this scheme. I absolutely deny a Fruit of the Mission

that Ireland demands it . For the first time in the whole A few streets off we find a poor man , who has lein
history of Ireland the independent classes are with one voice weeks very ill indeed with pleurisy , and recently rheut..

on the side of close and undisturbed union with England . I am as well. As we enter we find him humming quietis

not talking at random when I say that out of the five million Sankey's hymns. “ It cheers him so, " he says. His blog
inhabitants of Ireland Mr. Parnell willnot find five men , whose on his pillow , his hymn-book in bis hand , and as hede
character and position would entitle them to speak for Ireland, know we were coming it was not prepared forus. Here ,

willing to support him as candidate at the coming election . of the fruits of the mission . He, like many others,he
Another fortnight will test the truth of my words. Then , as for none of these things, until sickness led him to send

to the dependent classes, you most justly say that they have Chambers . The Word spoken being backed by the
no liberty to express their judgment. kindness, found entrance, and he is now rejoicing in

I call Mr. Gladstone as a witness on this point. It was said giveness of sins, and hoping soon , through thewedi

that Mr. Parnell commanded the support ofthe majority of the ment, to be out again . It will be harder to be a Obi

people of Ireland ; and what was his answer in his great the workshop than lying here, but by God 's grace I'll se
Liverpool speech ? “ I entirely disbelieve it, " he exclaimed ; " I who's done so much forme.”
utterly protestagainst it. I believe a greater calumny could not In the next street we visit a poor woman , a leundi
possibly be uttered against the Irish nation . I believe we are carrying a basket of linen , had fallen down the stairs !

at issue with an organized attempt to override the free -will herself sorely . Thanks to the medical care, she is ou
and judgment of the Irish nation ." This witness is true. and hoping soon to be aboutagain . She is grateful,..

But the special object of this letter is an appeal to for the kindness and attention , but also for the good for
Christians. The Christians of Ireland, of every name, with one had learned . Never before had she been visited by :

od to deliver them from Mr. Gladstone's | missionary ; and nothing did she know of spirituale
scheme. Of course, in common with every man of indepen . never paid no heed to religion afore. "

dence and property in Ireland , they may be wrong, and the The house to house work over, there are the u

priests and Fenians may be right ; but that does not touch patients, who three times a week attend atthe missio

the question . The fact of their prayer remains ; and I ask year there were twelve thousand eight hundred and

Will Christians in England seek to thwart that prayer and consultations, and this year there have alreadybeen si

promote tbe calamity they dread ? I commend to such the more patients than in the same period last year ;

study of the “ Vision of Obadiah." For Israel's sin God hear the Gospel in the short mid -day service, and a

brought “ foreigners " against Jerusalem , who carried them very poorest classes, amongst whom many tokens

captive. The Edomites took no part, but they looked on , and are being granted .

encouraged the enemies of " their brother Jacob ; " and for We trust these few facts from "actual observati

this judgment, dire and sudden , came upon Edom . It is a many to help liberally this excellent and succe

terribly solemn thing to take the wrong side when God 's people Communications should be addressed to Dr. R . CAN

are in question . I have just returned from Mildmay, and with | Carlisle Street, Marylebone, N . W .
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Fadi
Confession of Failure.

anic

lives they have been . Yet, probably, those who

MILDMAY PARK CONFERENCE. are living most in the light would be the most

ready to acknowledge failure and shortcoming in

this matter ; and in looking at the Church of

WEDNESDAY MORNING . ADDRESSES. Christ as a whole, we can , I believe, take no other

place than that taken by Ezra and the people on

this occasion . And it is only as we take that place

individually and examine and judge ourselves as

before God, and in the light of His truth , that we

shall be individually and collectively profited by the

BY MR. S. A. BLACKWOOD, C.B.
Conference we are now permitted to hold .

( Read Ezra ix .) Now , if I were asked to indicate any particular

causes which have led to this failure, so far as I

HE passage of Scripture which I have just understand the matter, I should be inclined to specify

read may be regarded as more strictly appro three .

priate to the divisions of the subject which will In the first place, I should say that our failure in

occupy us during the next two days ; viz. , failure in separationunto God has arisen from a lack of love,

separation, confession, and restoration . If we were love to Christ . “ Thou hast left thy first love.”

met simply to occupy ourselves with an academical Alas ! how often it is true ! Here is the secret of de .

discussion on the subject, and were confining our clension. If the heart had been right, if the affections

selves with logical accuracy to the divisions as marked had not been chilled , if the soul had been alway

out on the programme, I might have chosen a ravished with the love of Christ, would there have

portion more in accordance with the branch of the been the departure that has taken place, the turning

subject laid down for consideration to-day. But it is aside to the world to be satisfied with its vanities,

not as mere students of Scripture that we come shadows, and emptiness ? No; most certainly, no.

together ; it is not merely to lay down and examine It is from the heart are “ the issues of life ; " and

schemes of doctrine. It is, indeed, to search the the heart true to Christ and filled with His love

Scriptures; but it is that we may discover their would have been incapable of that base desertion

application to our own condition of soul ; it is to which collectively and individually we have to

examine doctrines, but in order that wemay examine acknowledge has been the condition of the Church

ourselves in the light of them : And if I may judge of God.

by my own feelings and by the expressions which I But this lack of love has led to lack of life.

hear on all sides, I think one is compelled to arrive at Wrong in the centre, it has been wrong in theissues

the conclusion that we cannot approach the solemn and extremities. The heart has got chilled, the

and weighty subject selected for our consideration on affections have grown cold, and it is no wonder if

these daysof Conference without feeling with Ezra the pulses of spiritual life have beaten slowly.

the prophet, that we are compelled to take the very The honest, strong flame of love has burned low,

lowest place of humiliation and of shame, and acknow and the life has become feeble. And those who

ledge as we find the congregation acknowledging, seek to remedy this lowness of spiritual life by

"We are many that have transgressed in this thing the vain substitutes this world can offer naturally

(ch. x. 13) .
turn from the society of the living ones to the wretched

It is not , therefore, beloved friends , for mere inte life of those who dwell among the tombs.

resting study, or to listen to eloquent and powerful In the last place , we must acknowledge that

addresses, that we come together here at this time, failure in separation unto God has been due to lack

but it is for close personal dealing with God. I am of light. We have fallen so low among the fogs and

sure that if we approach the subject in any other mists of worldliness, that we have been unable to

spirit than this we shall not only go empty away, “ discern things that differ.” We have been so fai

missing entirely the blessing God would bestow, but from the light that we have been unable to dis

that we shall separate the worse rather than the tinguish the dividing line, always narrow and

better. always obscured, if possible , by the world , the flesh,

The line of thought which is suggested to us by the and the devil ; that narrow line which divides, or

passages of Scripture given in the programme, and also ought to divide, the people of God from the people of

in the little book with which most of you are, I hope, the world.

provided, is that, I trust, along which the Spirit of Therefore it is well that in these words we have

God will lead us. The divisions ofthe subject therein just been reading we should be reminded ofthe

given are, I believe, calculated to be helpful, not need of enlightenment of our eyes (v. 8) . There

only because they are definite and orderly ,but also seems to be so little manifestation of the pristine

because they are Scriptural and according to glory and beauty of the Church of Christ, when

Christian experience. But, however right the line she was “fair as the sun, clear as the moon, and

may be, however definite and accurate the divisions terrible as an army with banners.” Her feet have

of the subject, we shall pursue that line of thought got into the miry ways of the world , her hands are

in vain unless at the very beginning of our meet among the pots, her heart is chilled with contact

ing we are ready to acknowledge that as regards with the world, the flesh , and the devil. Separation

separation unto God we have, the majority of us , unto God is a doctrine held , but not lived out.

woefully failed, and have been lamentably ignorant. Now there have been at all times true desires after

I speak ofthe Church of Christ as a whole, of pro a closer walk with God , after greater separation from

fessing Christians. I know that in this as in every the world , and these desires have found expression

age there have been a number of faithful and devoted in different ages in various movements among

spirits who have lived lives of whole-hearted con
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Lord , forthemeaning of Pharisee is " & separate one." | to -day, this is the scene from which we seek separation
It was this desire which led thehermits of early days | At the outset let us guard ourselves from misappre.

into the desert, and afterwards led men and hension by saying emphatically worldliness is not the

women to separate themselves into communities of
only sin , and separation is not the only duty . There are

many sins besides worldliness, and there are many duties
monks andnuns. But we must not allow these errors

besides separation . To many the theatre may be no

which have been developed to deter us for onemoment temptation , yet they may be vexed with very crooked
from following the truth. It has been suggested tempers. Others may have no inclination whatever to
that the line of thought proposed at this Conference enter a ballroom , yet may be tempted to censoriousness or
might possibly lead to a kind of embryo Pharisaism . covetousness. Do not let us suppose that, if we are found

That is to say, there might be such desires after mere
separating ourselves from outward forms of worldliness, we

outward separation as to lead people to say, “ Stand
are thereby separating ourselves from all sin . Indeed ,world

by thyself, I am holier than thou ." " No doubtthat is a
liness itself is such a subtle thing, such a subtle, pervading

presence, that you may find people who never enter its
danger. Jude tells us of those “ who separate them resorts , who yet have the world chalked on their backs.

selves, sensual, not having the Spirit ; " that is, who You may find people who do not know a card or a ck ,

separate themselves in a sensual, unspiritual way. But whose dress , whose tone, whose manner and bearing,whose

we should be utterly wrong if we confine our idea of whole spirit is of the world , worldly You put out

separation unto God to mere externals . Separation
worldliness in one form , and , Proteus- like, it reappears in

there must be from outward evil, but it doesnotbegin
another. Wemust arm against it in all forms. It will not

do to shut the front door in its face, if it comes in at the

there ; nor does it end there. It is in the secret postern gate ; it will not do to shut all the doors, if it stil

places of the heart that separation unto God is gets in at the windows and steals the precious things of

wanted. It must begin there, and must spring there , God . We must guard not only against the world without,

from the power of the indwelling Spirit. but still more against the world within . We must fight it

The Lord grant unto us, beloved friends, that in all forms. Wemust away with all sin, whether of the

we may approach this subject in the spirit in which
world , the flesh , or the devil. Wemustbe found " cleansing

Ezra and his companions sought to purify themselves
ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfect

ing holiness in the fear of God.”
before God from unholy alliances contracted with the But while I say this because I believe it is both tree

people of the land . Let us, as wemeet in holy , happy and important to be said , with all its importance, its

conference, sit in judgmenton ourselves. I cannot but no reason why, if we see a great evil palpably pressing upon të
think the devout consideration of this subject at this in any direction , we should not give attention to it. With

time may be fraught with immense and incalculable i out relaxing the general watchfulness all round, we must

blessing in the revival of the Church of God at home
give attention to special assaults being made upon the

and abroad, if we approach it in that spirit, if with
citadel. It is necessary that special precautions should be

real solemnity of soulwe wait not upon the brethren
adopted against special developments of worldliness or other

evil, and that we should honestly and instantly obey the
who will speak to us from this platform , but upon call, “ Comeout and be ye separate.” Worldliness is coming

God, who shall speak to us through their lips, in a in like a flood just now , therefore separation unto God 5

spirit of readiness to follow the Lamb, the crucified demanded as a great and present duty .

One, whithersoever He goeth . That is what we But now to our more immediate branch of the sabject

want ; a heart ready to abandon that which we know
Separation by the will ofGod . “ This is the will of God,ere

to be evil,to cut off the right hand or right footwhich
your sanctification ” ( 1 Thess. iv. 3 ) ; and how are you going to

offends,and to walk in the path which the Spirit ofGod
get that without separation , which is a part, and a very

important part, of sanctification always ? That one textsets

shall point out. Then with a revived Church we shall the whole matter for ever. If anyone wants another,
have a blessed nation . God grant us this heart, and could have no better than that familiar passage in Ron. Il
these blessings now , and that we may continuously 2 : “ Be not conformed to this world ; but be ye transforme

wait upon Him in the secret of our souls , saying , by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove wha:

“ Speak , Lord, for Thy servant heareth .'
that good, and acceptable , and perfect will of God." Nork

us remember all through that the will of God is the soul! !

love. God never desires anything for us but that which !

love ; never desires for us anything (dare I say it ?) for sale

ends ;never desires for us anything but what is for ourhea

and for our good ; and what is in the last resource for our

piness. God has a more tender regard for our welfare and so

than we could possibly have for our welfare and joy. He

a more constant eye for our happiness than we can possia)

By the Will of God.
have for it ourselves. And here is the difference between

Roman Catholic and Protestant views on separation.

BY REV. J. B . FIGGIS . Roman Catholic regards separation as of value for its em

sake, while we regard separation as of value only for the
COD made theworld , but the devilmadeworldliness, and I of the soul's highest interest towards God . Wenever til

u do think it is one of the devil's masterpieces, espe- that separation from anything is good merely because o

cially when it becomes Christian worldliness. I know some pain it brings, or because of the penance it involves.
say that corrupt Christianity is the chiefest masterpiece of only good if it brings a blessing in its train. Theremay,F

Satan , but is there any Christianity so corrupt as Christian haps, be pain in the working, there never can be pedala

worldliness ? Christian worldliness,which ," as one says, “ its There may be something of pain to be endured in working or
very name marks not as a soldier, but as a deserter, the gracious purposes of God . But His purposes are alwale

which uses the name of Christ respectfully , or at least, gracious, are all gracious. The will of God is always thek

not to be too familiar, avoids it respectfully. It will of love.

bow at the name of Christ in the Creed, it would be on Now God has revealed His will about this matter

good terms with Him , and so bow Him out of its presence separation very clearly, very fully , and repeatedly. He

with all courtesy ; but it does not the less part with Him as revealed it, as your programme reminds you , by predi

its Redeemer and God. It does not like to be at variance “ The people shall dwelſ alone" (Num . xxiii. 9 ). Bypro

with God ( it is so uncomfortable), for it has divers memories | tion : « Ye shall make no league with the inhabitants of

of strict things which the Scriptures say ; but, instead of land ” (Judges ii. 2). By election : " The Lord thy God!

being converted to God , it would have God converted to it.” chosen thee to be a special people unto Himself " (Deu

This is the danger against which wewant to arm ourselves 6 ). And by injunction : “ Wherefore come out from a

Separation unto God :
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hem , and be ye separate saith the Lord, and touch not the the nation began its existence by severance from all other
unclean thing. " nations. God said to Isaac, in Gen. xxvi. 2 , “ Go not down
But I know nothing that makes it more clear what the into Egypt ; dwell in the land which I shall tell thee of ;

vill of the Lord is than what the Lord is Himself, and what sojourn in the land , and I willbe with thee.” He obeyed, for

the Lord does and what the Lord Himself has purposed . we read ( verse 6 ) “ Isaac dwelt in Gerar.” God said to Jacob,

These three things you will find in Lev. xx, 26 , one of the in Gen . xxxi. 13, “ I am the God of Bethel, where thou

precious passages on the programme ; if the others may be annointest the pillar, and where thou vowedst a vow unto

written in gold with the finger of light, this might be Me; now arise , get thee out from this land." Ay, go to

ainted in vermilion love, for love itself wrote it surely, “ Ye thy conversion , where thou puttest up a sign of separation

hall be holy unto Me, for I, the Lord , am holy, and have from the world , and where thou vowedst thyself unto Me, a

levered you from other people that ye shall be Mine." vow of consecration to service, where thou didst vow and
Now see how weare reminded WHAT THE LORD HIMSELF IS. promise many things in My Name. Now inark , Jacob was to

We are told three times over by Moses in the Pentateuch arise and get out of this land - not altogether a heathen

hat the Lord is holy (Lev. xx. 7 and 26 , and xix , 2 ), and St. land ; it was a religious world , it was the land of Laban ,who

Peter in quoting it says, “ Be ye holy, for I am holy ; " pro was a relative, and which was a mixture of heathenism and

laiming the holiness ofGod, and proclaiming it as demand Jehovhism . And further, not only is he to get out from

ng our holiness. There is much said about holiness now -a this, but he is to return to the land of his kindred . Only

lays, and weare often asked to define holiness, but who can the whole -hearted Christian, he who is of Christ, is true kin to

lefine holiness ? Might you not almost as well try to define the Christian .

God . God is Holiness , God is a Being who never did sin , Then , passing on, God said to Moses, in Exod . ix . 1 , “ Go

who never knew sin, who never wished to sin , and whose in unto Pharaoh and tell him , Thus saith the Lord God of

whole character is spotless and pure and blessed and glorious. the Hebrews, Let My people go, that they may serveMe."

Remember of whom it is written, He was holy , harmless, They could not serve till they had gone out, till they had left

Lindefiled, and separate from sinners. This Being is the Egypt. God said to Israel, by Joshua, “ Else if you do in
ount of the holiness of His people , and His holiness is the | any wise go back and cleave unto the remnant of these

source of their separation unto Him . “ Be ye holy as I am nations, even these that remain among you , and shall make

oly . marriages with them , and go in unto them , and they to

I remember going into the Deaconesses' House at Stock you : Know for a certainty that the Lord your God will no

holm ,and there, in themidst of the exquisite scenery which more drive out any of these nations from before you ; but

surrounds it, being led into the simple chapel where a simple they shall be snares and traps unto you , and scourges in

man ofGod held up the simple Gospel of Christ. But in that your sides, and thorns in your eyes, until ye perish from off

chapel stood , which I trust may never stand in any this good land which the Lord your God hath given

building connected with your Deaconesses' House ; there you " (xxiii. 12 , 13 ).

stood a crucifix . While it pained me, I could not help being And one passage more. God said unto the people , by an

struck by the ivy which sprung from the foot and clustered | angel, the angel that went up from Gilgal to Bochim (Judges

round the form which represented our Immanuel. How | ii. 1 – 4 ), “ I made you go up out of Egypt, and have brought

camethat ivy to be so sweet and fair in contrast to the dead l. you unto the land which I sware unto your fathers ; and I

and repulsive image to which it clung ? That ivy was a said, I will never break My covenant with you. And ye

living thing, it was a living plant, and drew its power and | shall make no league with the inhabitants of this land ; ye

beanty from hidden roots piercing the earth beneath the shall throw down their altars : but ye have not obeyed My

image and below the wall of the chapcl. Oh, friends, if our voice : why have ye done this ? Wherefore I also said , I

separation is to be sincere, if it is to be real, if it is to be will not drive them out from before you ; but they shall be

practicaland notmerely Pharisaic , then the fount of it must as thorns in your sides, and their gods shall be a snare unto

be a hidden hope, a hidden life - the divine life itself. Its you . And it came to pass, when the angel of the Lord spake

source must be God Himself, because we can only be holy these words unto all the children of Israel, that the people

because He is Holy. Finding how far He is from sin and lifted up their voice, and wept." Oh, brethren , have we not

the world , and how Hehates and loathes and shrinks from need to lift up our voices and weep before God ?

the m , we learn that it is only as we get the life of God to live The least inclined to find types in Scripture must see

in us,we can in any sense be holy. And remember, out of here surely the purpose and plan of God, definite, declared,

suck holiness will spring a real, a vital, a God - like separation and unalterable, that His people should dwell alone, and

from evil. We would be holy for He is holy . be severed from all peoples. Now we might follow this
But now , passing on to what ismore manifest,we see WHAT line through the Old Testament. But was this for Israel

GOD HAS DONE. He has separated us. Weare only separated only ? You know it was not. You know that the
because HeHimselfhasseparated us. Twice,ay and thrice over New Testament asserts the same as the abiding principle

in Lev. xx. He tells us He has severed us from all other that is to rule the Church of Christ. It echoes every word,
people . Severed ! it is the word you use when a bough of a and reiterates every injunction with regard to separation .
tree is cut off or sawn off from the trunk . Severed ! it is Paul asks, “ What fellowship hath righteousness with un
the word you use when a boat has had its rope cut, and its righteousness ? . And what communion hath light with

connection with the shore sundered. Severed ! it is the darkness ? ” (2 Cor, vi. 14 ). James says , “ Yeadulterers and
word you use when a people or province is torn from adulteresses, know ye not that the friendship of the world is

another, sundered by the sword or by the law , as in the case enmity with God ? " (Jas. iv . 4 ). John says, “ Love not the
of Bulgaria or Alsace, cut off from the nation to which they world, neither the things that are in the world. If anyman
were bound . The word speaks of a division , a cleaving. love the world , the love of the Father is not in him ”

There was a bond ,but there has come a cleaving of the bond . ( 1 John ii. 15 ).

And so it must be, or there can be no separation . Such Let us look for a moment at the central one of this group
t severance is marked among the people by change in the of passages . In James iv . 4 we see how God viewsworld
speech ard tone of the population . It is marked by the liness. He calls it enmity. He calls it adultery . You
waves heaving between the boat and the beach . It is remember when you were boys and girls at school, how , if you
narked by the deadness creeping over the dissevered branch . I had some chosen and cherished schoolfellow , who was all in
Such is severance and it is not too strong a word, for in one all to you — if there was one who blackened his character ,
way or other separation is a marked and definite thing. It assailed him , did him an injury in any way, you remember
is not for me to say how in the Christian life it should be the sort of feeling you cherished towards the enemy of your
marked . Thatmust be left to the individual conscience. But friend. Well, St. James argues that is thesort of feeling that
his I say, marked it must be. is apt to spring up in the heart of a man who turns from

Let me point out how plainly , how emphatically , how un . God and makes friends with the world . First his love will

nistakably, how repeatedly , God has marked this severance cool, then it will curdle, then there is danger of its turning

19 a sign of His people. Nothing can be more plain than to batred ; for the friendship of the world is enmity with

hat such a severance for Israel was the will of God . God God.

said to Abraham in Gen , xii. 1, “ Get thee out of thy country, | But worse still, not only is it enmity, it is adultery. How

ind from thy kindred , and from thy father's house." So can this be ? It can be nothing else. God and we are
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husband and wife spiritually. Yes, no less than that. Now, to the ship and carried to other lands. The province is not

you know what you think of a man who comes between a cut off from an empire going to pieces( like Turkey) that it may

husband and a devoted wife. Youknow the loathing you be ruined, but that it may be free. so if the Son shall make

have for one who could slip in between you and seek to you free,and ye shall be free indeed .

intercept or lessen your union . Now that is what the world That is the purpose of our “ separation unto God." To

tries todo. It seeks to creep in betwixt thesoul and God. us coming up to Mildmay,the wordsof grace sound in all

And, remember, we are joined to the Lord in even closer our ears, " Ye should be Mine.” To us going down from

union than that which exists between husband and wife, for Mildmay, in all places whither we go the word will sound,

" he that is joined to the Lord is one spirit.” Well, the world “ That ye should be Mine." Worldly Christians whirling in

tries to get in betwixt the soul and God, and so to destroy the mazes of the giddy throng of the ballroom , hear the

the unity of the spirit, which is the bond of peace . It whisper, “ Ye should be Mine. ” When sitting in the theatre,

tries to make disturbance, to create confusion , to bring about or at the card -table, or in the opera house , still hear the

division . Oh, brethren , remember this the next time you word, “ Ye should be Mine, ye should be Mine." When

are tempted by worldliness — it is nothing else and nothing taking your stand on the racecourse - if it be possible that

lessthan enmitywith God, nothing short of adultery. Christians ever stand there — then this word will still sound in

Now it is not for me to specify, to pick out and set before your ears, " Ye should be Mine. " There was a young noble

you from what forms of worldliness you are to separate your man who had gone to a racecourse, who had trained and

selves. Be willing to see and you will be shown ; be willing entered a horseto run ; but light came. He wrote a letter

to be led and you will have God's leading. A great principle to the duke who was presiding over the scene, stating he

is , “ Whatsoever is not of faith is sin ” (Rom . xiv. 23) . “ Is could not fulfil his engagement, as he had come to the con

it wrong to wear this ? ” said a young Christian to a mother clusion that the consequences of racing were disastrous to

in Israel, pointing to a brooch. “ No, it is not wrong ; but society and dishonouring to God . This letter was read on

if you feel it tobe wrong, it is wrong for you .” “ I cannot the racecourse amid a shout of derision ; but many of those

go in there,” said a young man. “ Why not ? ” " Because I who derided became fast friends, respecting the convictions

have a friend with me." “ Then bring your friend in along of the writer. Go thou and do likewise. Separate yourselves

with you.” “ I do not think he would like it . " He was right, from everything you feel inconsistent with the presente

for the place was a publichouse, and his friend wasthe Lord of Jesus. For remember, in all scenes and in all circum

Jesus. Do you think He will like you to take Him into stances, “ Ye belong to Christ.”

the ballroom , to the card table, or into the theatre ? If our

friend be the Lord Jesus, He will not like us to go to such
By a thousand tender ties ,

places, and itis a good answer in such cases : we can't go
By the life that neverdies,

where our Friend would not go ; we cannot go anywhere
By the bleeding sacrifice,

where we cannot take Christ with us. But would it not be still

Ye belong to Christ.

better to restate the old rule, to take a new rule still higher I have given My life for thine,

and better ? We willnot go anywhere where Christdoes
Woo'd thee with a love divine,

not take uswith Him . It is reversing every principle of Divine
Does thy heart respond to Mine ?

friendship for me to lead and guide. It is for Him to decide,
Ye belong toChrist.

and I will follow where He leads, and nowhere else.
Let

much that would have made both the connection and meaning clourer.

At all events, I may say that

ready to depart outof Egypt, and God had already expressed

His purpose to separate them to Himself, there was still

effected . Thatwas that the blood should be sprinkled on their

houses. Itwasby the sprinkling of the blood that the Lord

important to bear in mind that, though Israel were exempt

stance, the murrain of beasts, and the plagues of hail and of

It is hoped that some ofwbatwas omitted may be supplied in the official

0, the solemn test apply ,

Him have the control of my life--who openeth and no man Is there ought more dear than I ?

shutteth, and who shutteth and no man openeth . So, hence Let not lip, but life reply !

forth , let me be in the hands of God, absolutely, entirely,
Ye belong to Christ.

completely at His guidance and leading. Then, and then

only, shall there betrue separation untoGod.

Hast thou a divided heart ?

But I must pass on, although there is much more on which

Dost thou give Me but a part ?

Wrong Me not, for Mine thou art.

one would have wished to dwell, from what God has done, to Yo belong to Christ.

WHAT GOD HAS PURPOSED. Time is brief ; let me ere I close

point to the purpose of God in this separation or severance,

for methinks this puts a new face, and a very bright face, on

the whole subject. Severance sounds like severity , and sepa.

ration is suggestive of sobs, and tears, and farewells, but it

makes all the difference in the world what the separation is

for. The purpose is shown in Lev . xx. 26 :“ that ye should By the Death of Christ. *

be Mine." Oh, wondrous words ! Over the church of God ,

high and low , rich and poor, I seem to hear this voice, ring.
BY REV. H. E. BROOKE.

.
WILL begin reading

a thought,a blessed thought, of ownership - of the ownership

of Jesus, in the soul !

Our subjectis: "The Believer's Separation unto God :

by the death of Christ.”

Is there on earth a sweeter word than this , It is often said the best part of a sermon is the text. Iam

That “ my Beloved's mine and I am His ?" not sure it is not always true.

If you had your choice, what better could you ask ? What the highest aim which one who has to preach

applause or glory , or fame in fashionable or worldly scenes can set before him is to keep up to thelevel of the text:

can equal the surpassing sweetness of the whisper, “ Thou Therefore,Iwould seek tospeak as far aspossibleso that

art Mine" ? Would younot choose it a thousand times ? these passages I haveread may, withGod's blessing,take

I awoke this morning, and it seemed to me I heard that

voice sounding in my ears. I turned to see

possession of our hearts.

“ the voice of Him Our subjectis the believers separation unto God,and that

that spakeunto me, and, being turned, I saw the King of " by the death of Christ." You rememberwhen Israelwas

Glory , the Lord of Life,the God of Righteousess, theChrist

of Calvary. So it was Jesusmy Lord, My all, Whose Divine

lips werecalling me His own . Could it be possible thatthe Son something that remained tobe donebefore separation was

ofthe MostHigh should utter such a word as “ Mine " ? Could

it be possible for the Man of Nazareth or of Calvary to utter

the word “ Mine," and speak it to me ? Is it not worth the

wealth of worlds to have Jesus to say to me, " Thou art

Mine " - Mine, My chosen, My cherished, My care, My from many of the previous judgments on

" jewel,” My " special treasure." I have severed thee from

all people to be Mine ? The branch is not cut off to lie

and wither in the wilderness, but to be grafted into the *Owing to extreme pressure of time thọ speaker was

true Vine. The boat is not cut off from the shore, that it

may drift on the sea and be lost, but that it may befastened report .

The Believer's Separation.

me.

or to speak

Egyp
t
- as, for in

obli
ged to omit
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Let us

darkness, when the children of Israel had light in their dwell of baptism , however it may be administered. It is the

ings, they were not exempt when it came to the last and baptism ministered by the Spirit that is here referred to.

final judgment. Safety then was found only under the shelter “ Therefore weare buried with Him by baptism into death,
of the blood . There was no separation so far as desert of that like as Christ was raised up from the dead by the glory of

death went. The angel of death would have comeinto every the Father, even so we should also walk in newness of life.”

house, and have taken the firstborn away, had not God pro Are we baptized into death -- to stay there ? No, but to be

videda principle of separation from judgment, in the blood of raised from the dead . And that is our position.

the Paschal lamb. Then it was that God told the people, Thus by death and resurrection we are brought into the

through Moses that they were to take a lamb for each house sphere where God can look on us with perfect acceptance as

hold, and putting the lamb to death, to sprinkle the blood on those who are “ to the praise of the glory of His grace

the doorposts and lintel, and “ whenI see the blood I willpass accepted in the Beloved . "

over you.” God, however, did not Himself apply the blood, now look at Rom . viii. 1-4 , a passage which

He commanded it to be provided , and left thepeople to apply seems to sum up the teaching of the Epistle on justifi

it. The Holy Spirit teaches thus a great principle. God cation, especially that set forth in the third and

Himself has provided His Christ, the Lamb of God, but each fifth chapters. There is, therefore ,now no condemnation

soulmust by faith apply His blood. “Godhas set forth Christ to them which are in Christ Jesus, for the law of the Spirit

to be a propitiation , but it is “ through faith in the blood .” of life in Christ Jesus hath made me free from the law of

He hath made Him to be sin for us, who knew no sin ; but sin and death .” _ The law which is spiritual, dealing with

there are those who will not come to Him that they might Christ, found in Him both spirit and life ; and the law, having

have life. Here is the real difference between those who dealt with Christ for me, has thereby set me free from the

are saved and those who are not saved . The one is law in its dealing with me-a law which detects sin and

under the shelter of the blood, and the other is not under adjudges death . There is a parallel thought in Gal. ii. 19,

the blood .
“ I through the law am dead tothe law " (that is, through

There are two aspects of the death of Christ presented to the law having dealt with Christ I am dead to the law in its

us in Scripture which should not be confounded. One gives dealing with me) . “ For what the law could not do in that

us its relation to the world, the other to the Church . As it was weak through the flesh, God sending His own Son in

a specimen of the first we have, “ God so loved the world, the likeness of sinful flesh , and forsin, condemned sin in the

that He
gave His only -begotten Son (gave Him , that is, to flesh, in order that the justification -sentence might be ful

die), that whosoever believeth on Him might not perish, but filled in us who walk not after the flesh , but after the spirit.”

have everlasting life. ” In this familiar text we have sure The word "righteousness ” is not correctly used here. The

ound for preachingthe Gospel to every creature. But there Greek word employed (dikarwna) is the opposite of

is another passageillustrating the other aspect, " Christ the word for " condemnation," and is contrasted with it here,

loved the Church , and gave Himself for it, that He might as in Rom . v . 16. As the one means a sentence of condem

sanctify it, having cleansed it by the washing of water with nation, so the other means a sentence of justification, but it

the Word (as in the Revised Version) , that He might present does not say that the justification sentence should be pro

it to Himself a glorious Church, not having spot,or wrinkle, nounced, but “ fulfilled in us. ”

or any such thing, but that it should be holy and without Mark ' the distinction between sentence pronounced and

blemish." sentence fulfilled or carried out. When a judge pronounces

Now mark the difference between these two aspects of sentence of death on a prisoner, that sentence is also carried

truth . One is provisional, and also conditional, and the out . It is not, in fact, “ fulfilled " until the man is put to

condition is faith. But the other is unconditional and death. So the sentence of justification is not only pro

absolute. “ Christ loved the Church, and gave Himself for nounced , but also fulfilled or carried out. It is fulfilled

it. ” And thenwe have the purpose of this love effectually when life, which is the judicial award of righteousness, is

carried out, and that by flimself. But in the first passage communicated to those who are in Christ, and this takes

we learn that God gave His Son, gave Him to die, but left placeon believing. Then the life is put into them , and

the responsibility with man. Whosoever believeth on sanctification begins. Thus we are taught to avoid those

Him ." But when any one has come to Christ, and thus taken confused thoughts about justification and sanctification which

the position of a believer in Jesus, he has no longer to question many have, as if the two were going on together.

whether the blessing is his or not, he is “ in Christ," and can The one begins where the other ends. The work

say, “ In whom we have redemption through His blood,even of sanctification is, in fact, the result of justification. It is

the forgiveness of sins ." Just as the Israelites who were in the sentence of justification carried out, not only life awarded

the house were under the shelter of the blood , while those but life imparted. Thus there follows in this chapter a

who were outside were not. description of the believer's walk in the path of life. He is

These two aspectsof truth are too often made a theme of warned that “ to be carnally minded is death ; but to be

controversy in theology, and set in opposition one to the spiritually minded is life and peace.” “ If ye live after the

other, as if they were opposing views ; but they areuot oppos flesh, ye shall die ; but if ye through the Spirit do mortify the

ing, they are only complementary. Let megive an illustration deeds of the body, ye shall live. ” The soul that is alive unto

ofthisfrom that ingenious optical contrivance, the stereo God may well say in the language of Psa. xvi. , “ Thou wilt

scope, by means ofwhich two views taken at a slightly differ show me the path of life . ”

entangles are combined so as to give the solidity and life

like appearance of nature. Now suppose a countryman who

knew nothing of the principle, looking separately at the two WEDNESDAY EVENING ADDRESSES.

views side by side, he would observe certain differences, and

might say, These are not the same, they are different ; one,

therefore, must be true, and the other false. He would then,

perhaps, select the one which most commended itself to him,

and throw away the other, and so lose all benefit of the BY REV. EVAN H. HOPKINS.

stereoscope. We smile at his folly, yet all the time we are

apt fin reference to THE Lord I "

. our colours

mast on theone side or the other, and are ready to fight done once for all, but that it was the characteristic of His

against anyother aspect that differs from the one we prefer, whole ministry ; day by day He sanctified Himself ; of that

forgettingthat theyare but two aspects of one truth. sinless human nature He was ever making a holy

We are at present contemplating that aspect of Christ's offering. He was ever consecrating Himself to God.

death which has to do with the Church, not the world. This had no reference to sin . Christ had no need

“Gave Himself for our sins, that He might deliver us from of cleansing, no need of separation from defilement.

this present evil world .” What a deliverance ! Let us look Absolutely and for ever separate from all sin, Henever

at it as described in Rom . vi. 3, “ Know ye not that so many needed inward purification. Like the sunbeam, which , though

of us as were baptized into Jesus Christ were baptized into it passes through the most loathsome atmosphere, remains

His death ?" I do not think this refers to the outward form untainted, so the Lord Jesus never had, and never contracted

s

Separation by the Spirit.
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we

we once

oura

any moral impurity in His passage through this world of sin. not to gain a victorious position, but to hold our ground, and

Yet it was true of Him constantly, “I sanctify Myself ;" that is the fight of faith. On the other hand, we place

that is, I am setting Myself apart to do My Father's will and ourselves at a fatal disadvantage, if we fancy we are to

to accomplish His purpose. begin the fight under the power of the foe. Oh, beloved,

This is indeed separation unto God. when will the Church open her eyes and see that it is her

But when come to consider the subject in privilege, before she begins the fight, to standby faith where

connection with ourselves at encounter Christ would have her stand in the position of victory?

great and serious obstacle to consecration ; But there is a more subtle mistake than this ; there are

there is a barrier lying in our way, which did not many who hope to become free by growth - deliverance from

exist in the case of our blessed Lord, and that barrier is sin , the power of sin is, they fancy, to be the result of spiritual

sin as to its guilt and its power. How can I know the progress. Now , there must begrowth, and there will be end

liberty of a whole-heartedand generous consecration to God less progress, but if the Christian is to grow strong before he

until I am free from that obstacle ? Therefore, before I can can gain the victory, then there can be no expectation of

understand what consecration or devotion to God means, I victory for the one who has been recently converted ; he must

must know what deliverance is ; freedom from the power as expect to be defeated , because he is so weak and has not had

well as from the guilt of sin . Deliverance is more than pardon. time togrow strong. Yet God expects all His children from

There are many who know what it is to be receiving day by the first moment they are in Him to lead victorious, over

day forgivenessofsin, whoare not walking in the path of daily

A Christian living under the law

practically living continually under the old covenant so far

of principle. Then , for the first time, I saw the contrast

between the " I will ' of grace and the ' Thou sbalt ' of the

coming lives. How are we to lead such a life, then ? What

deliverance from the dominion ofsin. Therefore, before we is God's way ? By faith. Just as wetook the gift of pardon

are prepared to consider the subject specially allotted to me by faith, sonow we enter into the position of victory by faith.

to -night, let us briefly, in the first place, glance at that which “Stand fast in the liberty wherewith Christ hath made you

it seems to meis the essential and preliminary condition of free . "

all true separation unto God. Now it seems tome that it is only when we take up our

What is this condition of deliverance from the power and right position in relation to sin that weare ready to recognise

service of sin ? It is the privilege of all Christians, it is the the privilege of separation in relation to God. Shall we

present privilege of the youngest child of God. One thing is now ,so to speak, go afresh to the cross, and by faith take up

certain , either sin willreignover you oryou must reign over it. the position of victory, which is the privilege of every

To be living in the condition of deliverance from sin is believer in this hall to-night? Standing in a victorious

to be walking over its power , just as Peter walked on position over sin , and freed from its power, let us, then,

the waves. It is to be occupying a position of victory consider the privilege of whole - hearted separation untoGod.

over it. Christ not onlysecured for us the gift of a full When God would teach His people what His idea of holi

and complete forgiveness, He also obtained for us the posi ness was, and what He meant by sanctity or sanctification,

tion of a presentand continuous deliverance . This position how did 'He do it ? He made use of outward, visible objects.

the believer is privileged to occupy,andto abide in dayby Take, for instance, the case of Moses. He appeared to him

day, and there to realize the truth of that promise that in the burning busb. That bush was the centre of holiness.

“ Sin shall not have dominion over you.” That privilege was “ Draw not nigh hither, put off thy shoes from off thy feet,

purchased for us by His death - it is at the cross that this for the place whereon thou standest isholy ground.” Why

freedom was secured to us. It is not that pardon is the holy ? Because of its special relation to God ; that made it

fruit of His death, but freedom from the power of sin is the holy. So againwhen He repeats the samethought to Israel,

fruit of the Spirit's work in us. Both blessings are purchased there is the visible tabernacle with the glory within it,

by His death, and both are revealed and brought home to and that tabernacle is the visible centre of holiness. The

the soul of the believer by the Holy Ghost, but we get both

direct from the cross .

place was holy, the vessels were holy, and the attendants

were holy, because they took up a certain positioninrelation

Now the practical question is this : How am I to enter to that centre. And that is the primarymeaningof Old Testa
into this experience, into this position of real and practical ment holiness. And it also underlies the New Testamentcon;

deliverance from the power of sin ? How may Ienjoy it ception of holiness. But there is something grander,and

day by day ? Are not multitudes of people making fuller, and deeper in New Testamentseparation unto God

many mistakes upon this point ? How many there by the power of the Holy Ghost. What does it mean ? Not

are, for instance, who are seeking to be made free simply that we have given ourselves unto Him, but it means

from the power of sin by Christian work. They give them that God has accepted the gift, that he Has come and taken

selves up zealously to some religious effort, theyfancy that fullpossession of us. Let us believe this, if, indeed, this day

by devoting themselves, their whole time and attention, to during this meeting, this act of consecration unto Him has been

some Christian service, they will be able to free themselves real,Godhascomeand taken possession of His temple,and

from the tyranny and power of sin. For a time it seems as if now weare privileged to understandthemystery of these

matters were better, and they persevere in that way, seeking words, “ Ye in Meand I in you. ” .

deliverance by working. At last they are bitterly dis We sanctify ourselves by setting ourselves apart unto

appointed, they haveto confess that they are not free ; and God . How does God sanctify us? By appropriating us

then they discover their mistake ; they have just been unto Himself. There is no other way.

reversing God's order, they have been putting service before But do we understand,then ,the meaningof this blessing,

freedom , as they see whenthey come acrossatext of Scripture being separated unto God by the power of the HolyGhost?

like this, “ That we being delivered out of the hand of our Itmeansthatwe have been brought within the sphere of the

enemies, might serve Him without fear, in holiness and Divine undertakings. A friend of mine asked an aged and

righteousness before Him , all the days of our life.” deeply -taught servant of God , “ In what relationdoyou

Deliverance is freedom from the hand of our enemies, that thinka Christian stands to thelaw ?" and he replied, “ Ifyou

is from the power of sin ; then only can we render willallow me to alter your question a little Iwillendeavour

acceptable service. to answer it. Inwhat relation does the Christian stand to

Others, again, are endeavouring to gain the freedom from the law of principle ?

the power of sin by conflict'; they battle, and they struggle, sets to work to bring a response to the law. He en

and they fight with sin; but, alas! they are brought into deavours himself tomeet the Thou shalt, and the ' Thou

captivity - they do not find deliveranceby fighting . Well , shalt not ' of the law, and with what result He fails cone

some one says : Is there no Christian conflict ? Is there no tinually, and returns, repents,and finds mercy and for;

conflict in the Christian life ? Is there not the fight of faith ? giveness, and begins all over again.”My friend said,“ ?

Most certainly. But there is all the difference between felt that was just mycondition. I had come to the cross ;

fighting from a victorious position and fighting in order to I had trusted Christ as my righteousness, but I was

gain it. In the first place we occupy ground thatChrist has

secured for us, and from which He has dislodged the foe, and

we take that victorious position by faith , and we fight, when

assailed by the enemy, from that position, being strong in

the Lord and in the power of His might. We fight in order law . "

that we may withstand, and, having done all, may stand Now these two principles of law and grace are radically
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Separation by Personal Decision .

opposed : they are essentially opposed . The law principle place . But bear in mind that in the dynamite was the power.

is self struggling to respond to the Divine requirements ; ! So it is in Christ that our power is stored . We have infinite

the experience of one under the law of principle may resources in Him . It is not,however, one isolated touch once

be thusexpressed , " I know I ought, I feel I must, I do my for all, but daily and continual contact with Him , walking

best, but how to perform I find not." The grace principle by faith continually, that we need . Living by faith on the

is not self-struggling, but God working, God undertaking Son of God, we have in Him all power,

to do what self could not accomplish. “ I will put My

laws into their hearts, and in their minds will I

write them .” The centre of activity is now changed ,

the source of power is now altered, God has come and

taken the place that self occupied — that is separation BY MR. FINLAY GIBSON .
unto God in the power of the Holy Ghost . TT would indeed almost seem that the special aspect

Again , it means that we have been brought to know the I with which I have to deal is a coming down from higher

blessed privilege of Divine appropriation. Wehave ceased to to lower ground , but I think not. We have been invited
be our own proprietors . We have lost all right of possession to -day to inspect the bulwarks of a city which lieth four

over ourselves. God has come into the house of our being, square. High up in the heart of God we have traced the
and, in regard to everything it contains, He has written , source of separation . From Calvary's Mountwehave seen the
“ This is Mine." channel of separation : in the work of the Holy Ghost we

It is in this sense that I regard that wonderful passage in have seen the power of separation , and to -night I have

1 Thess . v . 23, “ The very God of peace sanctify you wholly ; to deal with the practice of separation . Wil any

and I pray God your whole spirit and soul and body be Christian say that is not an important topic ? Will any

preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christian say that I shall necessarily drag the meeting down
Christ." Now the word “ sanctify," is not a synonym for by coming from the consideration of the power of the Holy

" purify.” The Lord Jesus could not say, “ I purifyMyself ; ” Ghost to the practice of personal decision for separation . You
that would imply previous moral defilement. remember how the disciples once argued by the way, and in

And here it is sanctify, sanctify you wholly, that is all the hour of the Master's sorrow they wished to know which

through taking full possession of you - appropriating you of them should be the greatest in the kingdom of heaven .
unto Himself, spirit, soul, and body. God always begins Suppose I were to say to-night, to what believer all down
with the centre. Man would reverse the order of his body, the ages shall I point you as being of all the most separated

soul, and spirit, he would begin at the circumference ; but by personal decision , by personal giving up to God ? Shall I

God first of all lays hold of the centre of a man , the spirit. go to Nehemiah ? If I confine my remarks to men , I certainly
If that spirit has been touched by the Spirit of the living should mention his name. We have been reading in Ezra,
God , you are united to Him . But the work must advance but read Nehemiah chapter vi. ; see how he gains four times
soul and body must also become the Lord 'e . The last thing the victory, and how he uttered the magnificent words which

we give to God is our body . “ I beseech you by the I often have thought it might have pleased the Lord Jesus to

mercies of God that ye present your bodies a living sacri. use ; for He did quote Old Testament language : “ I am

fice, holy , acceptable unto God .” No wonder the enemy doing a great work , so that I cannot come down ; why

gets so often through the gates which are in the outer wall should the work cease while I leave it, and come down to

(the body) of the city . You may talk about watchfulness, you ? " Goon to thethirteenth chapter,whereNehemiah hasthe

but, except the Lord keep the city , the watchmen waketh but great ones against him . He has to deal with those in high

in vain ; and not until the wall of the city, our bodies , have place . He finds the Levites, thesingers,and the porters turned

been consecrated to God and are in His keeping , will it be out, and Tobiah in their place. Although he was the son -in
kept in safety and in peace. Hence He must appropriate law of one of the rulers, Nehemiah , without giving any

notice to quit, threw out the furniture of the intruder . Thatyou wholly to Himself.

Then what follows if He does this ? To sanctify us wholly is separation to God by personal decision .

is to take possession of us, and if He takes possession wholly Or I might take you to Caleb, of whom the Holy Ghost

He will keep safely , or in other words " preserve us blame. has recorded that he followed God fully, wholly, and faith

less. " How preserved ? By your hearts being filled, being fully , having another spirit in him from the other Israelites

satisfied with God, the world will cease to be attractive, (Num . xiv . 24 ). I might take you to Abraham , who, when

the world's power will be broken . Being filled with the he was brought into the land of separation by the blessing
Spirit of God, and having your heart satisfied with God , and purpose of God, took up the place of separation, and, as
you will not care for the world . Now what a change it makes we read in Genesis xiv ., he said , " I have lifted upmine hand

in one's experience - life will cease to be a life of anxiety, unto the Lord , the most high God, that I will not take from a

it will be a life of rest — the rest of faith . It will cease to be thread even to a shoe latchet, and that I will not take any.

a life of strain . God will bear the burden . God will be thing that is thine, lest thou shouldest say, I have made

working both to will and to do of His good pleasure. It Abraham rich ." (Separation to God by personal decision in
will cease to be a life of perpetual defeat - it will be a life of business.) We might go to Deut. xxvi., where the basket

continuous deliverance. of firstfruits is offered , and where the Lord avouches

All the power we can possibly need for conflict, for the people to be His peculiar people, and Moses says to the

service, for suffering, all power is stored up in Christ. He Jew who brought the basket of firstfruits, “ Thou hast

has the fulness of the Holy Ghost, all power is potentially avouched the Lord this day to be thy God , and to walk in

stored up in Him for us. How am I to get it day by day ? His ways, and His commandments, and His judgments, and

By the contact of faith. We were all astonished , some to hearken unto His voice.” The believer's separation unto

time ago, in reading the account of a wonderful explosion God by personal decision.

that took place in America .. A certain rock obstructed But I am going to say what will, I trust, offend no one

the navigation in Long Island Sound, New York . An here ; for I yield to none in this place in reverence ; but I

engineer undertook to remove the obstruction , which con would say that the believer who heads the list is the Lord

sisted of an island , nine acres in extent, so that at low water Jesus Christ Himself. “ It pleased the Father that in Him

there should everywhere be a depth of twenty -six feet in the should all fulness dwell, and that He might have the pre

channel. He went scientifically to work ; he knew how eminence in all things." I shall not take the meeting down,

much earth and rock had to be removed , and how much beloved friends, if I take you to the Lord Jesus Christ Him

power was required. Two shafts were sunk, levels driven , self, and I am not taking a liberty in giving the name believer

galleries constructed , then holes drilled in the roof of these to the Lord Jesus Christ.

galleries, and into this enormous mine he placed 14 ,000 If you turn to the Psalms you will find a little verse

Partridges of dynamite , the total weight of which was four | applied to the Lord Jesus in Heb . ii. 13, “ I will putMy trust

teen tons ; electric batteries were charged,and wires laid : in Him ." Now I ask any one conversant with the original

all was ready. Who was it that was the means of lifting up language, and he will know that I do not exaggerate when

that island , so to speak, of removing it ? A little girl eleven I say that it willbear this rendering , “ I have been trusting,

years old - she did it. She had but to press her finger on I am trusting, and I will trust." Yes, I am right in callingthe

i button , the contact was completed , and the explosion tookLord Jesus Christ al| Lord Jesus Christ a believer. He lived a life of separation to
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conducted by Messrs. Moody, Whittle, and

that no fewer than two hundred have publicly testified to s

change of heart. A very large proportion of these convertsare

consistent Christian life ,' The pastors of the variouscharchos

God. He wasa believer by personal decision. “ Lo, I come: in the unclean thing;and I will receive you ,andwill be a Father

the volume of the book itiswritten of Me, I delight to do Thy unto you, and ye shall be My sons and daughters." What a

will, O My God” ( Ps. xl.). When He sat by the well and pity that this verse is separated from thefollowing verse :

talked with the woman of Samaria, we know He said, “ My Having, therefore, thesepromises, dearly beloved, let us

meat is to do the will of Him that sent Me ; ” and we see cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit,

Him prophetically in Isa. I., " I have set My face like a flint, perfecting holiness in the fear of God .”

and I know that I shall not be ashamed .” Then in Luke ix. That is personal decision.

we have Him historically doing the same thing. “ He sted And I would suggest for myself and for you , in closing, let

fastly set His face to go to Jerusalem .” Separation to God this personal decision be willing and not wistful. Now I

by personal decision . desire never to put into Scriptureanything that I cannot find

Now , I would say it is not my arm that is the standard there, and I speak subject to correction, butin1 Kings xii.

of the yard measure, it is not your arm that is the standard ; you will find the history of the man of God from Judah.

no, but somewhere or other in the history of this country The prophet was ordered to go back by a differentway from

there was a king's armwhich was made the standard . And that by which he came, neither to eat nor to drinkin any

it is not, brethren, my holiness (God forbid ), it is not your house . Well, when the temptation comes the first time,

holiness. There is butthe one standard. Men may lower it , he says, “ I will not go with you ;" but the second time it is,

and drag it down, and trample it in the mire, yet God bas “ I may not go with you ." "Well, I may be wrong, but I

but the one standard . High up on the Eternal Throne is think the man on this seceond occasion has desire - he is

God's measurement of holiness. “ He that hath this hope in not willing to obey, but wistful. Let our decision be

Him purifieth himself, even as He is pure.” What business willing and not wistful, prompt, andnot procrastinating.,

have we to lower God's standard ? None ! We may have
Let our decision, too, be precise, and not Pharisaic. Precise.

I am sureI have — to deplore failure; but I must not, because I am never tired of that answer once given. A worldly

I havefailed , lower the perfect and complete standard which Christian said to a true Christian, “You are too precise," and

God Himself has been pleased to set up.
the reply was, “ I serve a precise God . " Precise, and not

But around this hedge of separation that God has made by Pharisaic ; not like Peter's “ I will never deny Thee," but

electing grace , by redeeming blood, by anointing oil , and by rather, “ God grant I never may.” Barak sent word to a

personal decision ,around this hedge,I say, there lurks the woman, “ I will go if thou wilt go with me."

roaring lion. One of the most marvellous testimonies to the Let our decision be initiative and pot imitative, and how

hedging, fencing, separating, and keeping power of God pro blessed to other would such personal decision be ! Did you

ceeds from Satan himself. When he is speaking of Job he ever notice the case of Barnabas in the New Testament ? He

says, “ Hast Thou not made an hedge about him , and about sees a work of revival going on. He had the Holy Spirit,

his house, and about all that he hath on every side ?" Yes, was a good man filled with the Spirit, yet he is carried away

God hasmadethis hedge of electing grace . Do not, brethren , by the dissimulation of others. He was imitative, and he

drop that doctrine of electing grace. In these days we hear was rebuked . Let us be kept by personal decision, and we

but little about the covenant, about the sovereign grace of shall bring forth much fruit to the glory of God.

God . I am afraid it is dropping out. Let us hold these Saved by the Father's wondrous grace ,

things fast, they are in the teaching of Christ, and in the And called to be for Him ;

teaching of theapostles, and in the needs and necessities of Oh,may we hail that blessed place,

every day life. If I were not to be kept by the electing, With faith that grows not dim !

sovereign grace of God, I would give up in despair; but while

I am kept by the grace of God ; Satan can only look over
The precious blood of Thy dear Son ,

Hath set my soul apart,

and walk around that hedge, he cannot enter except by Hath linked me to that Blessed One ,

invitation from myself. I maintain this from the text in After Jehovah's heart.

Scripture, “ Resist the devil, and he will flee from you." I

know that failure always is my own failure and fault.
The blood and oil are on myear,

Now how does this question touch us ? Separation to God

My hand, myfeet,my soul,

by personaldecision. Is there not something in the sound

Accept, then, Lord, in termsfull clear,

No portion , but the whole .

of that word " separation ” by itself that is terrible ? But do we

not feel the distinction becweenseparation andisolation ? Did

not the Lord Jesus Christ say to His disciples, “ Ye shall leave

Me alone " ? And'yet that was not isolation , for He said , “ I am

not alone, for the Father is with Me.” Did He not say these Aswithapraise and thanksgivingmeeting, which was largely

words, which might cause the hearts of the disciples to attended and proved deeply interesting.

tremble, and might make us tremble to -day , “ In the world In opening, Mr. JAMES E.MATHIESON read a large number of

ye shallbave tribulation " ? but then He adds, “ Be of good requests forprayer, amongst many others for the Jews, and

cheer ; I have overcomethe world .” Separation ought to be for Ireland, thatGodwould grant,in His infinitemercy,asolo

extensive, and, if it is, it will be expensive. It will never tionofthe present difficulty ; that all might turn out for His

cost us what it cost the Master ; but there is no separation gloryandblessing to the ÚnitedKingdom. These were laid

that is not costly.
before the Lord inprayer.

Sitting by a brother this morning, who has trodden this
Mr. JamesE. Mathieson spoke briefly on God's king, David,

path of separation for many years, he said , “ The place of
being preceded by the world's king, Eaul,and covenantmade

by God with His servant David.
separation is too costly.” You know how a king hired a

Pastor SCHRENKdwelt on theFatherhood of God, and the love

number of men, and trusted in them as a source of strength , which should characterize the brethrenandsisters of the one

while they were really a source of weakness to him. He said, family .

“ What shall I do for the hundred talents ? ” and hear the Pastor Monod spoke ontwo beatitudes : “ Blessed is he that

answer : “ The Lord able to give thee much morethan feareth ," and "Benot afraid," godly fear and Divine fearlessness.

this."." Separation is expensive, but the separated child of God Brief addresses followedby Dr. Baedeker,Rev. John Wilkin

enjoys most the smile of the Father. Is it mere coincidence, son, Izan Ullah (fromPunjaub), Mr. Reginald Radcliffe, Rer.

or is there not a deep meaningin it, that Num . vi . contains JohnRiddell,andRev.EvanH. Hopkins .Aseasonoftesti:

one of the most beautiful blessings of God } Now in this mony followed,when many brothers and sisters declared what

chapter we have separation to God both extensive and Godhad done for them through the Conference.

expensive,and here, at the end of this chapter, we have a

blessing which belongs to all, separated ones, or Nazarites,

Mr. Moody's Work. - The union evangelistic meetings ia

Plainfield,
It is notfor some Christians, but for all , to be consecrated.

Well, look at the close of this sixth chapter of Numbers,

“ The Lord bless thee, and keep thee : the Lord make His face

shine upon thee, and be gracious unto thee : the Lord lift up young people, including children of from nine to fifteenyears

Hiscountenanceupon thee, and givethee peace.” ofage. The testimonies from the children werevery clear,

Yes, the path of separation will never be the path andthe convertsareearnestintheirdeterminationto live.s

of isolation . Look at 2 Cor. vi. 17, “Come out from

among them , and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not will give immediate attention tothem .

The Praise Meeting:

SAN
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THAMES CHURCH MISSION . Scripture Readers Society

for Jreland.

INSTITUTED 1844 .

ESTABLISHED 1822.

President

His Grace LORD PLUNKET, Archbishop of Dublin,

President

The RIGHT HON , the LORD MAYOR .

Chairman

Capt. tho HON . F. MAUDE, R.N.

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

- FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos.of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts,& c., are most necessary ,
and will greatly assist the Chaplainsand Missionaries.

The Secretary will be pleasedto give an account of the Work either at

Bohool Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

REV, H. BLOOMER, Secretary .

Offices, 31, New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

Offices

27, Lower Pembroke Street, Dublin ;

9 , Paternoster Row, and 337, Strand, London.

Full particulars, Reporth, & c ., can be obtained post free on application

to the Secretary, CAPT. JAS. KEARNEY WHITE .

Friends will please notice the exact title, “ Scripture Readers ' Society

for Ireland," and not “ Irish Scripture Readers' Society ."

The British Messenger

B

ESTABLISHED 1851.

IRK BECK B A N K.

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand .

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly

balances , when not drawn below £ 100 .

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

cbarge, the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other

Securities and Valuables ;the Collection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons ;and thepur

chase and sale of Btocks, Shares, and Annuities.
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .

THE BIRRBECK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, post free , on application ,

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager.

TheBirkbeck BuildingSociety'sAnnual

Receipts exceed Five Millions.

COW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

“ CLEAR THE WAY ;"

or , Hindrances to Missionary Work

Considered .

By E. J. WHATELY, Author of "Memoirs of

Archbishop Whately , ” &c . Cloth , 23. 64 .
" With judicious counsel and in excellent

temper Miss Whately seeks to clear the Way '

before the ardent aspirant to a place in the great

Missionary Army."
Churck Missionary Intelligencer .

THE HARVEST OF THE CITY,

and the Workers of To-day.

By PEARL FISHER. With Introduction by

H. SINCLAIR PATERSON, M.D, Crown 8vo,

cloth extra , 3s. 60 .

“ Contains a series of graphic sketchesof some

of the evangelistic and philanthropic agencies

which are exerting so much influence for good .

The book is worthy of a wide circulation ."

Ragged School Record ,

CONFERENCE ON MISSIONS.

Held at Mildmay Conference Hall . Demy

8vo, cloth , 434 pp ., 38. 6d .

“ Cannot fail to become a valuable guide for

future missions to the heathen . wili largely

conduce, we hope, to kindle a missionary spirit

in the hearts of young men of suitable attain .

ments and zeal. " - Sword and Trowel ,

JOANF.SHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row , E.O.

for JULY contains :

" SURE WE ALL KNOW THAT I"

With Illustration .

By Rev. A. AVERELL RAMSEY.

THE JOY OF HAVING CHRIST

WITH US.

By Rev. T. L. CUYLER, D.D.

THE PALM TREE.

By H. K. Wood (A “Glasgow Mer

chant” ) .

THE APOSTLE ANDREW.

By Rev. ANDREW CARTER, M.A.

THE ADVENTURES OF A HYMN.

By Rev. DAVID PURVES, M.A.

THE SCARLET FLOWER.

THE LOST FLOCK.

L. & N.W.R. With Illustration ,

WHY NOT YOU ?

And other Articles ,

Price One Penny.

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

Stirling, N.B.

London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO.

mediato Possession and no Rent to pay. Apply

at the Office of the BIRKBKCK BUILDING BOCIETY ,

29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

HANDO FOR PIVASHILLINGSPER
MONTH , with immediate possession, either for

Buildingor Gardening purposes. Apply at the

Office of theBIRKBECKFREEHOLDLAND SOCIETY,

as above .
The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars,

on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

THE

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S

Queen's Printers' Teacher's Bible,

TIMELY BOOKLETS BY MRS . BAYLY,

Author of “ Ragged Homes, and How to Mend Them . "

AN OLD MOTHER'S LETTER to Young Women. Including the “ Aids to Bible Students."

In attractive wrapper. Price Twopence.
Besides a CONCORDANCE (over 40,000 refs ., with context, in bold type)-INDEX

OF PERSONS, PLACES , and SUBJECTS ( 16,000 refs .), by B.V., & c.

HOME RULE. An Old Mother's Letter to Parents ,
WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE ABOVE :

In attractive wrapper. Price Threepence .
“ Christian ." - " More complete than any other similar work."

" Graphic ."
" Z " It supersedes all the former Teacher's Bibles.”

Quantities supplied direct from the Publishers at a large “ illustrated London Newg." - "· Nothing can be more useful to the

reduction .

Bible Student."
" Rock. "-" The most complete portable Bible ever submitted to Bible readers.”

• If the kind of home rule advocated and ably enforced by Mrs. Bayly " School Guardian ." - " Every teacher should possess a copy of this Bible ."

in tbis little book Were more generally carried out, much of the domestic “ Queen ." - " We have confidence in recommendingit. "

misery and unhappiness LOW So widely prevalent would speedily disappear. "

-Temperance Record,
Ask for the Queen's Printers' Edition . - Prospectus post free .

Prices, from 3s .

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE. GreatNew Street, London , E.C.

JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row , LONDON, E.C.
AND ALL BOORSELLERS.

Price ONE PENNY, 12 Copies, post free, ls.

Price One Penny. (12 copies, post free , 1s . )

WHY ARE WE PROTESTANTS?

NATIONAL IDOLATRY.

By ROBERT BROWN,

BY

EMILY S. HOLT,

Author of “ Outlines of Prophetic Truth ," ." The Hidden Mystery , "
“ Babylonianism ," “ Jesuitism ," &c .

“ A more valuable little tract, or one more suitable to the present times,

AUTHOR OF “ A TANGLED WEB, " “ SISTER ROSE , ” &c. as seldom come under our notice, and we gladly commend it to the

perusal of our friends." - English Churchman.

LONDON : J. F. SHAW & CO ., 48, Paternoster Row , E.C. LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & 00., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

COMMUNION AND CONFLICT. New Volume by Rev.W.H.M.H.AITKEN,M.A.

Thoughts on Life and Service .
THE REVEALER REVEALED,

By CAPTAIN DAWSON.

Thoughts on the Revelation of Christ to and in His people.

Very attractively bound in vegetable vellum , with Illustration ,
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, price Three Shillings.

Price One Shilling.

"The sermons strike us as , upon the whole , some of the very best Mr.

" We feel spiritually refreshed by these choice pages. Our hearty

Aitken has yet given the public. They are without exceptiun rich in

thanks are due to the devout soldier ' who has herein poured out the spiritual insight into truth, aglow with passion , and full of practical

musinge of his heart. None of or friends will ever regret investing &

application to the needs of the professing Christian .” - Nonconformist.

sbilling in this precious booklet. It is good and gracions, and has the true

ring about it." -- Sword and Trowel.

*** A list of Mr. Aitken's works sent on application .

LONDON ; JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW , E.O. LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C
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“ JESUS SAITH : FOLLOW ME, AND I WILL MAKE YOU FISHERS OF MEN . "

MISSION TO DEEP SEA FISHERMEN

The Mission is designed , in humble dependence upon the blessing of Almighty God , -

I.—To carry the Glad Tidings of God's Love , Mercy, and Salvation in our Lord Jesus Christ

to the thousands of Fishermen employed in trawling and other modes of fishing in the North Sea

and elsewhere, and in every possible way to promote and minister to their spiritual welfare.

11.—To mitigate the hard lot, and improve the condition of the Fishermen , physically and

mentally, by all practicable means, and meet many urgent needs for which, heretofore, there has

been no provision , especially in supplying medicine and simple surgical appliances , books, mufflers,

and cuffs.

For the above purposes Mission Vessels are stationed with six fishing fleets , but it is of

urgent importance that more vessels should be fitted for similar service, in order that Clerical and Lay

Missionaries and Agents may visit the Smacksmen .

“ The undertaking is a blessed one, and will be

accepted by our Heavenly Father as an offering

of true devotion .” — The Bishop of London.

“ The Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen is worthy

themostliberalsupportofthepublio. It has

done, isdoing, and is likely to do, we believe, a

grand work among our Fishermenat sea.

The Yarmouth Independent.

" The Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen deserves

the support of allwho are interested in winning

bouls for Christ . ” — The Bishop of Exeter.

“ It was not long before some sick and injured

men were broughton board . Poor fellows! let

a man fall sick, or bo hurt or gashed ever so much

by falling spar or running tackle, there is no

help or healing for him in the fishing fleets . He

must simply suffer - and, it may be, die-until

he can besent home by some returningsteamer

or smack. Mais nous avons changé tout cela ; there
is a medicine cbest on board each of the Mission

vessels, and relief may now be promptly ad

ministered . We had, on the very first day,

anple proof of the need for such help. Wounds

and bruises,bad enough in their way, seemed

nothing to the ulcers, sores, and other painful

cases , mostly the result of wounds aggravated

by exposure and neglect. Then some of our

visitors wanted books and papers ; they bad

heard of our library , and werenot slow in avail.

ing themselves of it ."

A Visitor on board the “ Edward Auriol. "

“ I look upon the Mission Vessel as a blessing

to the trade of the port . "

The Mayor of Great Grimsby.

" It is indeed an advantage for our fishermen

at sea by means of thesevessels to enjoy the

samo privileges as we ourselves doon shore.

The Mayor ofGreat Yarmouth.

“ Christian phllanthropy never devised any

thing more conducive to the relief of human

suffering tban the furnisbing of a medicine

chest on the Mission Vessels, to which fishermen ,

in case of sickness or accident, might have re

course , free of cost." - The Sunday Magazine.

" The Mission Vessels, by determined efort

are sweeping away the grogshopsfrom the

North Sea .
Sir Edward Birkbeck, Bart., M.P.

Additional Funds are very urgently needed . During the summer months the expense of despatching

Evangelists to the North Sea, and maintaining them on board the various vessels, is an exceedingly heavy

strain upon the income of the Mission.

Contributions may be paid to Messrs. Lloyds, Barnetts, & Bosanquets (Limited), 62 , Lombard Street,

E.C. , or to

E. J. MATHER, DIRECTOR.

Bridge House, 181 , Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.

London : J. F. SHAW & Co , 48, Paternoster Row , E.O.
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'HAMES CHURCH MISSION .

JULY' Ist, 1886.

INSTITUTED 1844 .

PATRON – His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury.

VICE-PATRON — The RightHon , and Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of London .

PRESIDENT- The Right Hon . the Lord Mayor.

CHAIRMAN – Capt. the Hon . Francis Maude, R . N .

BISHOP ALFORD , speaking at the AnnualMeeting in Exeter Hall, April 13th , said : " Your Mission is

sufficiently well known. There are thousands upon thousands of persons who go along Fleet Street and

Strand, and forget all about the great water.way which is so near to them , and the thousands ofmen

ged upon it. Ships all represent men , and all men are sinners. They all cry out for the good

3 of Salvation , and to provide them with it was the work for which the Thames Church Mission was

led . And I believe it is faithfully doing that work .”

A lady who was present at the meeting held in Prince's Hall was so deeply impressed with the value of

work that she became an annual subscriber of Fifty Pounds.

The Society ministers to the spiritual necessities of the vast fluctuating population on THE THAMES,

isting of SAILORS, BARGEMEN, WATERMEN , EMIGRANTS, SOLDIERS going on Foreign Ser

, and all others who are to be found afloat on THERIVER . Services are held on board Troop, Emigrant,

Passenger Ships, Screw and Sailing Colliers, and every description of Vessel; also in the Mission and

ding Rooms. Three Clergy and nineteen Laymen constitute the Missionary staff in the PORT OF

NDON . TheMission undertakes the sale of SCRIPTURES to British and Foreign Seamen, and to give

aments to Emigrants for the British and Foreign Bible Society ; to give the Emigrant packets of the

gious Tract Society to Emigrants ; and the Cards and Circulars of the Sailors' Home upon homeward

nd ships. Prayer Books, Hymn Books, & c., are sold , and Tracts in all languages) freely distributed .

ailors' Library Bags,” filled with interesting and profitable books, are suspended for the use of crews.

Chaplains hold services on the Lord 's Day on board the “ Worcester," nautical training college for young

tlemen intended for officers in the merchant service ; also (with weekly classes) on the Training Ships,

ethusa," “ Chichester,” and “ Cornwall.”

The field of labour on the Thames extends from Putney Bridge to the Nore Light Ship .

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY REQUIRED.

MMARY OF WORK FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31st DECEMBER , 1885.

... 22,142
to Individuals .. . ...

to Ships and Steamers

to Barges, & c . . ..

to Foreign Shipping ...

dants at 5 ,286 Services

sh Bibles and Testaments sold

gn Bibles and Testaments sold

ments given to Emigrants ...

i ditto , Troops

ditto , Sailors

sh Portions given away

:
:

:
:

:
:

:
:

:
:

:
:

:

:
:

:
:

:
:

:
:

:
:

:
:

:

27,212 , English Tracts distributed ... 274,650

14,099 Foreign Tracts

16,942 | Magazines ... ... ... 220 ,609

" Emigrant Packets " of the Religious Tract Society
... 181,624 given to Emigrantz .. . 11,324

4 . 749 Gospel Compass Cards and Charts ... ... ... 1, 145

330 | Sailors' Rolls ... ... 624

9 ,857 „ Library Bags (in which were 10 ,605 Books) 752

1 ,665 Temperance Pledges signed 861

425 Persons receiving Surgical Aid ... . 972

1 ,589 Hospital Letters given 186

7 ,523 Men who went to the Sailors' Home through the dis .

418 tribution of its Cards amongst the Crews of home.

ward -bound Ships 516
E-books sold ..

The Secretary will be pleased to preach Sermons on behalf of the Society , or give an account (illustrated by

Zving Views) of the work of the Mission :

REV. HENRY BLOOMER , Secretary,

31, NEW BRIDGE STREET, LUDGATE CIROUS, E .C .
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WORKS BY

WORKS BY MRS. PENNEFATHER.

Rev. Adolph Saphir, D.D.

The Hidden Life.

Songs ofthe Pilgrim Land

THOUGHTS ON COMMUNION WITH GOD.

New Edition . Crown 8vo. , cloth, 5s .

“Full of rich , pure thought , and characterized by an earnestness and

power of expression seldom met with."-Glasgow Herald.

Quiteworthy to take its place beside ‘Goulburn's Thoughts on Personal
Holiness. !-- New York Christian World ,

Small 4to, Cloth extra, 58.
66

A CHOICE AND APPROPRIATE PRESENT.

" A charming book inside and out. All the poemsare fullof
Expository Lectures on the

Epistle to the Hebrews, love toour Saviour, and longing for the time when faith wil

New Edition, Two Vols. , Oloth , 138. 68.

" singularly independent in his line of thinking, and unconventional in

his way of expressing his thoughts, the author has succeeded in throwing

much and varied light uponthe high argument ofthe apostle. The book

is a rare outcome of sanctified genius. Readers of it will mark many a
favourite passage as they pass along , and return to dwell on it."

Daily Review 2010

Our Life-Day.

give place to sight. Mrs. Pennefather has added another to

her many claims on the gratitude of the Church by permitting

the publication of this volume." - Record .

“ Will bring gladness to many a pilgrim on the way. The

songs are full of spiritual feeling, and possess true melody of

thought and rhythm ." -- Nonconformist .

“ We are glad that Mrs. Pennefather has given her consent

to the publication of her poetical pieces in & collected form,

and we heartily welcome the charming volume. It is seldom

we meet with pieces so fraught with heart - searching and heart

stirring thoughts, in simple yet graceful and touching lan

guage, evincing deep, spiritual insight, ripeness of judgment,

and richness ofexperience." - Baptist.

" A volume that will live and soon become as well known to

the Christian public as are the poems of the late Miss Elliott

and Miss Havergal." - English Churchman.

THOUGHTS ON JOHN IX . 4. “ I Must Work the Works of Him
that Sent Me."

Crown 8vo. , cloth extra, 3s . 68.

“ A more seasonable book could hardly be supposed. It is a treasury of

happy and helpful thoughts.” — Edinburgh Daily Review ,

Found by the Good Shepherd .

New Edition , Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 38. 6d .

Bible Records of Conversion . New Edition , Tenth Thousand,

cloth , 3s, 6d.

“ I know no work like it on the subject." - D . L. MOODY.

This most valuable work is now issued in two small volumes .

each complete in itself, suitable for wide distribution , under the

titles of

JESUS AND THESINNER. FROMDEATHTO LIFE .

Gospel Records of Conversion . Conversions Recorded in the Book

Limp cloth , price 1/6. of Acts , & c . Limp cloth , price 1/6.

"FOLLOW THOUME. ” Discipleship

:: The Life of Faith :

“ Into this little volume the devout authoress hasmanaged

to condense an immenseamountofScriptural teaching,and

withal she has enforced it in a sweet,simple, but powerful

manner. For guidance to young Christians of whatever agewe

know nothing better than this. The more of such holy, able

writing the better. May the book have an increasing sale."

Sword and Trousel

ITS NATURE AND POWER, AS ILLUSTRATED IN HEBREWS XI.

Republished fromthe Author's Exposition ofthat Epistle.

Small 8vo ., cloth extra , 28. 6d .

“ Practical, deeply experimental, and replete with Biblical instruction."

Divine Life.

New Edition, Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 3s. Bd .

The Compassion of Jesus.

The Everlasting Nation.

" FOLLOW THOU ME." Service.Cloth 18. , post free.

Third Edition . Demy Svo, price Sixpence .

“ One of the weightiest arguments, and at the same time one of the most
winning appeals it has ever been our privilege to read. It deserves

frequent reading, and will amply repay the most careful study. " .

Word and Work.

“ All who peruse these profitable pages will thank the author

for giving tothe Christianpublic the fruits of her large and

deep experience .” — The Christian.

“ Their practical suggestions and lessons of truth will be

found very valuable and helpful." - Woman's Work.

Christian Perfection.

AN ADDRESS ON PHILIPPIANS iii. 12-21.

Demy 8vo, price Sixpence.

Price TWOPENCE each ; Six Copies, post free, for 18.

The Golden . A B C. of the Jews. . Thoughts on Psalm cxix .

With Jesus Now and for Ever. Weep Not.

The Christian's Memory: “ Be of Good Cheer.”

The Early Days of the Pentecostal Church.

The Pearlof Great Price. A Bible Story for the Children .

Choice Books by Mrs. Pennefather.

Price ONE PENNY each ; 18. per Doz, assorted, post-free.

AM I GUIDED ?

HINTS ON BIBLE READING.

THE PEACE OF GOD

and the GOD OF PEACE.

Price ONE PENNY each . A Large Reduction for Distribution .

" Como unto Me ; " Or, The Glory of Jesus in His Invitation .

The Open Door ; Or, Come and Welcomo.

Wisdom's Children .

1

Price 6d. per Dozen, post free .

THE BLESSED HOPE,

WOMAN'S WAYSIDE MINISTRY,

These valuable little books may be enclosed in letters, and

thus often form a word of counsel and comfort.

Price SIXPENOE per dozen ; or 38. 6d, por 100 .

Leaflets on Tinted Paper, for enclosing in letters.

Rejolce and Pray . God for Us.

LONDON ; JOHN F. SHAW & 00. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C. LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.
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Failure in Separation :

JULY 1st, 1886 .

MILDMAY PARK CONFERENCE.

You have not yet had a definition of separation

may I be pardoned if I give you my idea of what the

Lord God meansby separation unto Himself ? It is

THURSDAY MORNING ADDRESSES. for the man to have in his life so full a recognition

that God is all in all, that there is not in him one

single iota of his being , whether of spirit, soul, or

body, that is not absolutely consecrated and given

Its Character and Causes. over to God ; not one single iota of time, talent, or

BY REV. H. W. WEBB -PEPLOE, M.A.

thought that is not absolutely dedicated to God's

service ; but that the man, in the whole reality of his

Y Christianibrethren ,it is a painful, and in one being, powers, opportunities, and prospects, is. alto

glorious aspirations that, I doubt not, were brought unto God, whatever else may be said by others, will sum

before you yesterday. Though Iwas not permitted upandgive a full definition of whatGod demands of His

to be present, I know well the lines of thought which creatures, and what He created them for. But what

wouldnaturally present themselves in connection with does God expect of His people now ? What are the

the subject of that day. To turn from these and extent of present possibilities ? Perfection we wait

bring before God's people the awful guilt in their for, in the glory that awaits us. Perfection we

lives, if not absolutely consistent with the high and aspire after,evenhere upon earth. Imperfection we

holy calling received in and through the Lord Jesus recognisein the very best of our deeds and perform

Christ, is, I say, a painful task ; but the surgeon ances .

shrinks not , in order to save the life of a patient , to But we recognise our position as this : Set apart for

inflict the deepest wound. We must never draw back the service of the Lord , and if we are indeed wise

when God calls , even at the risk of hurting a brother this morning, we shall accept that position , and direct

Christian , if only thereby we may bring him into a towards Him one longing cry, " My God, My God ,

condition of rest and power, Surely we are not what wouldst Thou have me to do ? "

gathered here to deceive ourselves, to trifle with God Now, if this be separation unto God, then indeed,

concerning the things of our everlasting peace. We
without hesitation or scruple, we must, however

are gathered to -day with one idea, not simply that of painful, looking back on our past life, looking round

listening to the eloquence of the men who address us, on our brethren and sisters, looking in upon ourselves

or evenof listening to theexposition of texts of God's individually, recognise the tremendous fact that there

Word. Rather , may I not take it, our one idea is has been failure in the performance of God's demands,

that God may speak to our souls this morning, and That the best and holiest who ever lived will con

tell us wherein we err concerning personal guilt. fess . And we observe , as we turn the pages of God's

You remember how in the fifth chapter of Jeremiah Word, that the very best and holiest are the readiest

the prophet is bidden by God to run through the to bow down their heads before God and acknowledge,

streets of Jerusalem , that “ city of God's peace and as our brother has just now done in prayer , in the

righteousness,” to discover if there be oneman that words of Job, “ I have heard of Thee by the hearing

seeks the truth, and if there be even one,then God will of the ear, but now mine eye seeth Thee ; wherefore

pardon it . All through that chapter we find a terrible I abhor myself, and repent in dust and ashes." Breth

enforcement by God of the fact that it is not possible ren , it will come to this some day, much better that

to find one who shall stand in a right condition before it should be now. Better to do it now than postpone

God. Again and again the prophet enforces that it to that day when we look round upon our family

tremendous question, “ Shall I not visit for these (if God give us a death -bed scene), and make humble

things ? saith the Lord : shall not My soul be avenged confession , that we have altogether failed to realize

on such a nation as this ? " Then comes the worst what our Christian course should be, that we have

of all : “My people love to have it so ; and what will not been sufficiently in earnest ; and have really

ye do in the end thereof ?” But, thank God, there never had our wills sufficiently yielded over to the

comes another message, that “There is hope in Lord. It is a matterof the willthis morning ; it is

their end.” When ? When the people of the Lord with the willthat God would deal, in order that the

are convinced of their own sin, and prepared by will may be inclined to yield itself, as God desires,

the power of the Holy Ghost to turn from them , wholly and absolutely unto Him ; for the will is at

from that inherent darkness, that loved darkness, our command whatever else we may fail in.

of which our Lord Jesus speaks, because their Thus, then , while we must recognise failure, let us

deeds were evil, and to walk in the light as He proceed to enquire earnestly what are the causes of

is in the light, and have fellowship with the failure on the part of God's people to realize the high

Father, and with His Son Jesus Christ; and then positionand dignity which God has called themto

we know the blood of Jesus Christ, God's dear Son, in Christ Jesus, viz., that of absolute and complete

cleanses, is always cleansing, from inherent sin and separationunto Him . Let us very closely consider

keeping a position of absoluteacceptance. It is to these causes ; for without this we cannot hope to

such & life we are called . And when we speak understand the character of failure. Then our brother

about separation to God it ought to be perfectly clear will deal with the guilt and the dreadful consequences

in our minds what is implied by the expression, of failure.
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In considering what are tbe causes of the failure exhibited

too generally in the lives of God's people (certainly in God's

sight, ifnot in man's ) shall we first of all deal withthe people

of Israelof whom we have already heard so much fromEzek .

viii ? The book of Hosea is one in which the failure of God's

ancient Israel people is most strikingly brought before us.

God having separated them to Himself, as declared in the

second chapter, calls upon them in all theafter parts of the

book to consider how utterly they had failed to retain their

glorious high position and privilege. He declares Himself

married tothem, He announces that they are set apart for

Him. But they have turned from Him and despised

His love, and yet, if they will return and recognise their

setting apart, He will still be a gracious and loving Husband

to them . If they will but repent and return, He will receive

and restore. The key words of this book of prophecy are

turn and return . If they will turn from idols, and return unto

God, He will give the fulness of blessing that He intended

them to enjoy. The pain and distress God feels when His

people turn from Him , forsaking Him to enjoy the world, are

very strikingly brought out in this book of Hosea. Turn to

chapter ix., and there read what God feels concerning His

people. Begin atthe eighthverse : “ The watchman of Ephraim

was with my God : but the prophet is a snare of a fowler in

all his ways, and hatred in the house of his God. They have

deeply corrupted themselves,as in the days of Gibeah : therefore

He will remember their iniquity, He will visit their sins.

I found Israel liko grapes in the wilderness ; I saw your

fathers as the first- ripe in the tig -tree at her first time : but

they went to Baal-peor, and separated themselves unto that

shame ; and their abominations were according as they loved .”

Then we have the consequence in the eleventh verse ," their

glory flying away like a bird." Then in the twelfth verse, “ yea,

woe unto them , when I depart from them ." And in the

tifteenth verse, " I will drive them out, I will love them no

more .” Then in the seventeenth verse, “ my God will cast them

away," while the tenth chapter opens with the solemn

words, “ Israel is an empty vine." And in the second verse,

“Their heart is divided, now shall they be found faulty.” i

stop there, not for want of subject matter, but from the

impossibility of dealing with such a passage in anything like

the time at our command.

Now in the tenth verse of the ninth chapter, we find a

most striking exhibition of the purpose with which God

separates either a nation or an individual unto Himself.

There we find God's ideal for those whom He calls out from

among their fellow -creatures to be peculiarly Hisown inherit

ance and treasure. He says, “ I found Israel like grapes in

the wilderness.” What amagnificent vision of the yearnings

of love is brought out in these few short words. To think

of the living God, the great high God, calling His creatures

into existence simply to glorify Him ; then to think that

these creatures could refuse Him , and turn away from Him,

in order that they might satisfy themselves with the vanities

of the world: Think, again , of God, the great high God,

picturing Himself as a weary traveller in the great dry

wilderness of an eastern country, yearning for comfort and

refreshment, looking for something to relieve His distress of

heart and mind ; and suddenly perceiving poor Israel, as Ezek.

xvi. tells us, lying naked in her blood , and saying, “ Live . "

But what for ? In compassion to the creature ? There was

compassion, no doubt, but that was not all . He says it in

order thatHis own great love may be satisfied ; thatHe may

take of these grapes in the wilderness, and that they may be

to Him an intense delight, even as grapes are to a hungry

and thirsty man passing through a hot, dry wilderness. God

pictures His discovery of us as if it were exclusively for the

delectation and satisfaction of His own great soul. So God

looks upon these grapes in the wilderness ,His ancient people

and ourselves now. He comes to them , He comes to us, He

takes them with that delight that we discover in onewho is

yearning for satisfaction and utterly thirsty ; Do

not see,
far than before, the deep

meaning of that symbolical action of Christ, when

He came to the fig tree at Jerusalem, yearning to tind one

tig upon the tree, and was so bitterby disappointed that

tuere was none for Him. Was Henot coming at the close

of Israel's history tofind, if possible , something to satisfy

the deep longing of His inmost soul , even as He had sought

satisfaction ,wuen first He“ found Israel as a first-ripe tig.”

But, alas ! after fifteen hundred years of mercy and love, He

found nothing.

Now, the figure being used -- and it is a remarkable one - we

do not strain it in saying God is doing so with you and me

this morning. He found us in the wilderness, Hemade us

His own, He claims us as His own, He expects delight and

satisfaction from us, and takes usinto identity with Himself,

using us to supply delight to His being.

And yet, though God has done that, we know that He

does not destroy the identity of our being ; for the Lord

Jesus Christ has made use of this same figure in John vi, and

Matı, xxvi. He asks us to eat and drink of His flesh and

blood , of Himself ; but of course His identity is notdestroyed.

Therefore the mere fact of consuming in this spiritual sense

does not destroy the personality of the being. But we do

become one with Him, identified with Him, linked with Him,

and He with us. This is what God means us to see in this

separation unto Himself. And to describe in all its blessed

realities, He says, “ I found thee, I saw thee, I took thee to

Myself."

But now see the awful depravity of Israel, whom God

had chosen and accepted in a close and tender tie, that

they might for ever be made one with God. “ They went

to Baal-peor." I recognise in these words one special form

of idolatry. Our brother brought many forms before us ;

let us think for a moment of this one form . Baal-peor!

This is not a vague, general expression for idolatry. Bial

stands before us in the Bible joined with many words to

express certain special forms under which Baal was wor

shipped. But there is no difficulty in discovering what is

intended by Baal. It represents, I think, the great embodi

ment, in human form , of productiveness and prosperity and

personal power. These were the ideas with which Baal was

specially linked. We know that the idea of his worship

always found its expression in a male form and as the repre

sentation of power, prosperity, and productiveness. Therefore

he answers tothe sun, even as Astarte ( Ashtorett) answers to

the moon. Now the development of Baal worshipwas most

remarkable. Among the Phoenicians, Babylonians,Canaanites,

and others it obtained great and extensive support, till it

appears in almost every country of ancient times, passing

rapidly from land to land. And it is said that even in our own

land , and at this day, we have a remnantof it in London.

Billingsgate is simply Baal's gate (Belinsgate ),and the name is

supposed to take origin from thefact thai Baalwas worshipped

in that place at one time. And again, as I have heard, there

are to this day certain performances at Tullic Beltane in

Scotland, which means the eminence or Hill of fire of Baal,

on the 1st of May, exactly representing the sun worship or one

form of Baal worship. So that we may take it we find every;

where relics, as it were, of this great form of idolatry, Baal

worship. And it is still prevalent even amongst those who do

not fall down before an idol, for it is in whatever form it may

appear, the worship in man's mind of productiveness, power,

and prosperity fromhuman sources instead of from the one true

God ! Forinsteadofworshippingthe great highGodwho

alone is the real Authorofthese,man,as itwere, brings

himself into the formof deity,and takes his place as if he

were the fountain of power, productiveness,and prosperity.

Now these ancient people of God had departed from believing

God to this earthly source of power, productiveness,and

prosperity. Are therenot manyto -day who so goto Baal-peor

What does it mean? Clearlythis, that insteadof being centred

in the living God, as weshould be, our hearts have gone out

towards the worship of the pride of manhood, the beauty

of manhood , the productiveness of manhood, the powerand

prosperity of manhood. These have taken the place of God,

andGod's peoplehavebecomeseparated unto Baal-peorinstead

of being given up fully to the service of God, wholly

secratedtoGod,who claims them that they might be identified

withHim and'He withthem . Alas ! Whocansay that he

hasneverdared to go into theways andforms of worship

implied by Baal-peor, givinghimselfover tothe worship of

manhood instead of the great high God ? So we see evers

wherethingsput in place ofGod,infidelity or scepticism,

or intellectual development, or worldliness, perhapseven

in the ChristianChurch in its performance of certain

pleasing forms of worsbip, and in the Exhibitions so

1

con

we

now more

now under the name of " religion," we may

surely sothe exaltation of the human instead of the

common
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Divine. All these things, in one way and another, minister But, secondly, it is when men recognisethe deepness of sin

to the carnal interests of manhood instead of uplifting God, and the awful depravity of the human heart, when the

the great high God.
heart, the centre ofman, is brought tothe feet of Christ, it is

Now, further, the prophet declares, as the immediate con then that men should be taught to realize the magnificence of

sequence of this, that the people have “separated them the position to which they are uplifted by the Lord. It is a

selves unto that shame.” Thisis amostremarkable expression. grand thing to sing about the Lord having brought us out of

Men have not simply erred. This implies a very definite the miry pit and the clay and having set our feet on a rock .

idea of separation to evil . God says, “ Separate yourselves But have we taught our youngpeople in these days what the

unto Me; ye shall be a people separated wholly unto the grand height of that rock is ? If He has lifted us up from the

Lord .” But some say there is salvation and power in our depths of depravity unto His own rock,if wehave been uplifted

selves, and putting man for God “ they separate themselves from everlasting condemnation unto God Himself, do we

to that shame." Mark, the force of the expression is in this know it ? And, knowing it, dowe realize it and show it to

fact, that that same word or key -word is found in the passage the world ? If the Father has brought us up from the very

describingthe Nazarites in Num. vi . Here is the fact pit of damnation to the heightof the living God, do we know

implied, " Ye have Nazarited , or separated yourselvesto your it ? When we realize what it is to have such a position in the

shame,whereasye were Nazarited, or separated unto Me, the presence of God at the right hand of the Majesty on high

E living God.” then do we understand not on what we are separated from ;

Turn back to Num. vi. 2, 3, and see the whole doctrine but also to what we are separated to . To be God's own com

concerning the Nazarites. Take, for instance, the later panions and delight ; to be as He says in Exod. xix. 5, “ A

rendering ofthe Septuagint,as giving a somewhatremarkable peculiar treasure unto Him above all people,” that God may

rendering of the original Hebrew. It is in this form, “If have us all to Himself.

any man have vowed a vow to purify purity unto the Lord, How well I remember a dying girl in the hospital near

he shall be purified ,” etc, đpaguioaodai ágveiav eyniothoetai. That here some twelve years ago, when first I came to Mildmay,

is what the Nazarite is ; he is a man who is set apart to whom Capt. Moreton asked meto visit. He asked her why

exalt the higher doctrine of purifying purity. It is
in her dying hours she liked to be alone ; and her answer was

not enough that he has been set apart once to God ; he very touching: “ Because now I have Him allto myself, and He

has been so separated as part of the separated nation, is very real to me—is He not to you ? " Oh, brethren, I have

but the man who has been so consecrated to God never forgotten these words . “ I have Him all to myself.”

decides to purify purity ; he wishes to be purified from all God wants you all to Himself, to separate you wholly to Him

those things which could even tend to draw him down from self ; and , that you may be so separated, you must realize the

God ; to be set apart from wine (which implies indulgence grandeur of your position, of your privilege, and of your

of the flesh in any form ), to keep his hair consecrated to God service.

(saying there is no uncleanness in him that requires polling So much for the causes, but what are the consequences ?

or cutting off in order to get rid of the filthiness of the flesh ). “ Their abominationswere according as they loved," or as

He is exhibited before the world as one altogether con the original reads, “ So they became abominable like the

secrated to God, so that even if the dearest thing on earth be things they loved.” Has not that been the character of our

taken away from him , and it seems inevitable that he should failure, brethren ? We have stunk in the nostrils of the poor

give way to the feelings of nature, he must not yield. sinful world. We have called ourselves Christians too often,

And now this Nazarite - and that means the Christian and they have scoffed at our religion . Is it not so with almost

Church to -day - for the Church seeks to purify purity in this every one of us ? Has it not been with us a commonexperience

sense, that she has been purified, and yet she seeks to to hear the worldly say, concerning some one else about whom

separate herself to God ; this Church, however, has so failed , they are speaking, “ If this is your Christianity, I don't care

that she actually comes to purifyherself, or Nazarite herself, for Christianity ” ? We have thoughtalways that that was true

unto a “ bosheth .” Notice the solemn meaning of that word of some one else than ourselves ; but if we were to stand behind

" shame. ” It is used in the Bible in combination with other the doorposts and listen, like the prophet Ezekiel, we might

words in proper names, and always with a significant mean hear the worldsay of us just what they commonly say of our

ing. Wehave, for example, Jerubbaal, “ Let Baal plead," | neighbour, “ We don't believe in their religion ; for they are

which is afterwards turned to Jerubbesheth, “ Let the not men separated unto God. ”

shameful thing plead .” And again , Esh -baal becomes Ish The character of failure is in consequence of its cause. It

bosheth , " man of shame;" instead of being a man of the is because we ourselves never realize what men think, never

Lord, he is a man of Baal, and then of shame. realize what separation is, never realize what glory and

And now for thosewho are called to take the place of dignity has called us to God ; and so we have got lower and

Israel to -day. Whatdoes it mean ? Have theyseparated lower down. It is because we have never been truly delivered

themselves unto the shame ? It means, first of all, I think, from the world that we get down into it and become

that when called out by God to be His own beloved Israel , abominable, like it. We settle on our lees because we have

or princes unto God, too often they never discern to what simply been stirred up, and not poured from one pot to

they are called ; and this mischief arises from the fact that another. We ought to have been poured out as a holy liba

God's people are not fully taught in their spiritual infancy tion before God upon the altar. If so poured out, God would

many of the most deeply vital truths. Thank God the have taken us apart to Himself. Brethren , when a man has

Church is awaking these things, for revival always seen Christ, when he seeks to satisfy Christ, when the all

begins from the inside. God begins from within, man begins absorbing Saviour has taken possession of him , when he has

from without God always begins from the centre, and fully looked into the face of the Lord , when lie has seenhis

works outwards. So it is if this portion of the Church of Beloved, as the virgin in The Canticles Him ,

Christ gathered here to -day should begin to consecrate them he will cry, “ Saw ye Him whom my soul loveth ? ”

selves afresh to the Lord, we may look for blessings all over And when the world asks, “What is thy Beloved more

the earth . than another Beloved ? the Christian should be able

But one car7se of failure in the Church may be found in to answer , “ My Beloved is chiefest among ten thou

the fact that our saved people in the present day are too sand . ” “ He is altogether lovely . This is my Beloved,

lightly saved ( if I may use the expression ), very often they and this is my Friend, O daughters ofJerusalem .” Then, when

have not seen sin as it really is. Ob, brethren , if we could this is so, and the believer is seen “ Coming up out of the

teach the people of the world what sin is, they would not be wilderness leaning on his Beloved ," the world is com

“ converted so flippantly,and fall back again so easily and so pelled to acknowledge thatGod's people are indeed His own .

often as theydo. The walk is frequently not touched at all. But now our failure lies in this that we have not seen His

Conviction of sin is one thing that wants to be deepened. beauty; and we have not recognised that He, the altogether

We want to plough deep. Thank God for steam ploughs; in lovely, claims us as His own. We have dallied with the

these days we want steam ploughs in spiritual work to go deep world, and God casts us away from His arms. Can you imagine

and break up the heavy land . It needs it. Our young people any man on earth being contented with the divided affection of

are too lightly converted, andare being too quickly brought her whom he takes apart to be his bride ? You cannot think

forward to spea k for God before they know the elementary it possible. Then can you imagine the great high God, who

truths of the Gospel, Let us go deepand plough deep. has done all this for us, that He might have us altogether for

saw

99
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The Guilt of Failure.

His own being satisfied with a divided heart ? I may not you. And it came to pass , when the angel of the Lord spake

continue ; but if there be a divided heart here this day (Hos., these words unto all the children ofIsrael,that the people

*. 2 ), may God give us to see our sin in His sight, and give lifted up their voice, and wept." Mark , for one moment
,

us to see that in yielding to Himat once, we shall satisfy the positionunto which the Lord's people has been brought

thedeepinnerlonging ofour being. May we from this moment before the visit. They had been separated unto the Lord by

hear the word of God callingto us, pleading with us, to blood in Egypt, and then delivered from them that held thera

come out and be separate, and may we make our humble captive. They had been borne as on eagles' wings, and

confession, My God, my God, I havesinned in the past, but brought by the Lord Himself into the land. He had

still broken the power of the enemy before them, and divided

ho
My God, I am Thine, the land among them . And what have they to do? Nothing

What a comfort Divine, but simply and faithfully to follow up the victory Josbu.

What a blessing to know that my Saviour is mine !
had gained for them. They bad but to enter into possessica

**** It is the very least. It is all we can do. of the land the Lord their God had given them , for the lard

was their own, it had been already given to them . It bad

been usurped by enemies, but the enemies had no title to it .

The Lord had bidden them drive them out, and the Lor!

was driving them out. The Lord and His people were both

BY REV. JOHN RIDDELL, OF GLASGOW . engaged to theaccomplishing of that work. True, they bal

A

FTER the solemn and blessed words we have listened to in no might,but the Lord did notexpect their might. He wanted

this place yesterday and to-day, what more do we need only their weakness. He had undertaken to counsel with

to convinceus of the guilt of our failure to live a life of separa His almighty wisdom , to give His almighty power,if the

tion unto God ? Wedo not need more words, we do notneed wouldonly yield themselves as a separated people. He made

other words. What do we need ? We need, I take it, to meet them His goodly host in the day of battle,that they might

the eyethat met Peter's eye,and be meltedlike himby the accomplish His work, to which He called them by His

gaze of injured love as we spread our whole being out before almighty power.

Him . We need to remember that Being who has loved us, and That is their position ; and it is, as we look at it, a por:

has called us with such a wonderful calling, remember His traiture of the position inwhich we stand to-day. Wehave

presence is nearer to each one of us than He was in bodily been separated unto the Lord by the redeeming blood and

presence to Peter. What do we need ?We need to go with Him the sprinkled blood. We have been deliveredfrom bondage,

into the chambers of imagery, which may be hidden to us, but and brought into blessed union with the Lord Jesus Christ

are all open to His eye. We need Him to take us by the and brought into all spiritual blessing in heavenly places in

pierced hand and lead us down to the secret places, that we Christ Jesus ; all these are our own as much as ever the

may see how we have failed in our separation unto our shall be after we have seen His face for millenniums, and bare

blessed God and Saviour. It will be avery humbling walk ,that taken our place at His feet. And besides all this God has given

walk with theblessed One through the chambers of imagery, us the Holy Ghost, who has come to lead us into all truth, avo

but also a very blessed walk, for we know the great fathom intofull enjoyment of all that Jesus haspurchased for us,and
less ocean of God's power, and love, andgrace is close at hand , He has become our own in union with the risen Savinu.

Iying just outside the bar. The bar that bridles that great ocean We cannot tell, we cannot expect to tell , all the blessing.

and keepsit from filling and flooding us, is not a bursting out of But, alas ! is not our history like the history in the book ci

sin but numberless small inconsistencies, numberless small Judges, a history of weakness, humiliation, helplessness, and

failures to maintain the whole heart and life as set apart for shame ; and do we not reflect shame on the Lord whose Danie

Him; numberless failures of such akind that only cleansed we bear, instead of glory and honour ?

consciences can recognise them. We want our blessed Lord Now, in the light of these thoughts let us look over our

to teach us to recognise them and to lay Hishand upon them . own history, after all God has done for us and loved us. Le

We want to recognise our whole being as His, to examine as us look it over with Him, and, as we see His countenance,

before Him ourhabits, and companionships, and motives let us ask , what do we see in ourselves ? Has there been any

behindthem, whether in the world, the family,the Church, thing analogous tothe failure ofGod'sancient people Israel

or the Lord's work. We want to lay all that before Him , And
now ,

if 80 ,
how does God deal with such a people!

to say to Him, “ Search me, O Lord . " For it is only under He comes upfrom Gilgal to Bochim . He comes Himself. He

the glanceof injured love we learn to see what these failures does not send a messenger, And, as He comes,the searching

mean to Him , and learn to turn from them with grief and eye of the Lord goes through my very soul, revealing

hatred, and flee toHim for fresh pardon ,and fresh blessing, and wantofseparationunto Himself,and layingbare the guilt ei

fresh power to keep us from falling into such sin again . the positionintowhich I have fallen ,andthen showing the

Oh that the whole company gathered in this Conference consequences of that position.

Hall were thus melted by the look of Jesus' injured love, Now a word about the guilt of failing to take a separate

were cleansed by this great, only, all-sufficient Temple- place.

cleanser, and filled anew with God's mighty Spirit ! If so , First of all He tells us our wavt of maintaining a loving

what would be the result? As a brother said this morning separation wounds Him by its ingratitude. “ I madeyou to me

in the prayer meeting, the result would tingle not only in every upout ofEgypt, and have brought you unto the landwhich

part of this land, but in all lands and every part of the world. I sware untoyour fathers ; and Isaid, I willneverbreak M

Would we had such a visitation of God as came some covenantwith you." I havelovedyou. I havedelivered

centuries ago to the General Assembly of the Church in Scot you. Why haveye donethis? He wants us tolook at the

land. After themoderator had preached asermon, every heart guilt of failure in the lightof redeeminglove. It is only.in

was bent down before God, and for half an hour nothing the lightofthecrosswesee our failure asit seems to Him.

was heard but the sobs of the ministers and others, We are not ourown property; we have been boughtand paid

broken -hearted because of the sinfulness of themselves and for ; weare Christ's purchased possession ;weare boughtand

others. From that there swept a wave of revival over the paid for at a price it will take a wholeeternity ofsilent

land. That is what we would see were our blessed Lord to wonder to discover its inestimable value and preciousness

come Himself and empty us and fill us for Himself. Think of the price at which He acquired us.

Now turn for a few moments to the book of Judges. We grudge the price, that Hemighthaveus for His ownpeculiar

have in the second chaptera record of just such a meeting : treasure.

“ And an angel of the Lord came up from Gilgal to Bochim , And notsimply redemption, but we look back to the

and said, I made you to go up out ofEgypt, and have brought hourwhen Hesoughtus

great price He bought, ere He spake peace to yourasto

nished soul, and told you He had purchased you to be His

And still further, you remember how He told you Hehad

,when Hecameto us and laid Big

you unto the land which Isware unto your fathers ; and I hand on us individually and called usby name, " Thou het

said, I will never break My covenant with you . And ye Mine." Youremember it,and youremember at what

shall make no league with the inhabitants of this land ; ye

shall throw down their altars : but ye have not obeyed My

voice : why have ye done this ? Wherefore I also said ,I for ever.

will not drive them out from before you ; but they shall be

as thorns in your sides, and their gods shall be a snare unto

2

YetHe did not
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Accepted in the Beloved ."

to
lookon the stars in the sky, and on the sands on the sea

huw He made you a temple of the Holy Ghost, who came and forgotten where theyare. He has not forgotten how he kept

dwelt inyou ; how your whole being was made to feel such them in countenance in treading the broad road to perdition,

a joy and delight, and surrendered gladly to be ever only all because he refused to come out and be separateunto God .

for Him for time and eternity. And what a time it was ! Let us come out and be separate, and be filled with the

What a rejoicing there was, with singing, when yourransomed sunshine and gladness, wherewith God wants to fill us and

souls answered back with the new song of salvation. Ah ! keep us filled from day to day, until at length He take us to

it was such a dewy, tender, sweet summer-time in the soul Himself to fill us with His own glory.

when your heart joyously confessed and realized you were

His property , the property of the Lord Jesus Christ, your

Saviour and Redeemer. So it is the Lord comes up from
THURSDAY

Gilgal, the place where Herolled away our reproach, the

EVENING ADDRESSES.

place where welaid on His altar ourselves, our all.

Now the Lord comes up. What is He looking for ? He

looks for perfect satisfaction in our being wholly His.

Does He find it ? I cast my whole being on the
BY MR. S. A. BLACKWOOD, C.B.

; EE

been from the altar ? been put to the baser and saddening of all, Israel in her

uses of pelf or the world ? That temple His love separated apostasy, in the various forms of worldliness depicted in

to Himself that Godmight delight to walk in it, He is look Ezekiel viii., and then our brethren, who spoke to us, so

ing to see if it is still separate unto Him, or if it be likethe forcibly, exhibited the character and the guilt of the apostasy

temple, His Father's house, into which He came inthe days from God of the Church , and our failure in separation unto

of Hisflesh, and as He looked around He saw all sorts of Him . Enough to humble every one of us here ; such was

things, but found no place for Himself. What did He do ? the work of God's gracious Spirit upon our hearts. But,

Turned about, and came away grieved ? No, He cast them whilst we ought indeed to be humbled, God would not have

out. Let us say before Him , Blessed Lord , what Thou dost us discouraged : humiliation is the work of the Spirit, but

discover, discover it to me and cast it out. discouragement is the work of the devil. And whilst we

And then , again , our failure not only grieves Him because take, and ought to take, the very lowest place before God

of ingratitude, but dishonours Him because of disobedience. because of our failure and our guilt, He would encourage us

He has commanded us : “ Come out from among them , and by promises of restoration, and by leading us ever to remem

be ye separate ; and I will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be ber the blood that maketh atonement for the soul, and the

My sons and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty." He says, unalterable standing of the Church of the living God, ever

I not only command,but I give areason for My will. The “accepted in the Beloved . "

reason is love ; a Father's love, a Saviour's love, the love of Now our brethren will deal to -night with the successiveccessive

the Spirit wanting to have us to Himself, wanting to show phases, so to speak, of the subject : the consequences of failure

us what is in Hisgreat heart to give us.
He would have us, as regards the Church, and the consequences of failure as

that He might satisfy us and adorn us, and fill us with power regards the world, and there, again, we cannot but feel that

and blessing befitting the sons and daughters of the Lord the impression of this morning's teaching must be deepened.

Almighty ; that He might make us know what a blessed and God grant that it may be so. We do not want the wound to

holy thing it is to have the Father of the Lord Jesus Christ be healed slightly, but that God may 'make real, thorough

as our own God and our own Father . And that love cannot work with every one of His people here. We shall be ledto

gratify itself without doing all for us. That that love may look upon much that is again saddening and humbling, and

have its way He wants the luxury of filling us with all the becauseof that I am going to read this fourth chapter of

fulness of God. And our failure in separation is denying Revelation. You will remember the apostle was given this

Him a luxury, refusing to give Him the delight and joy of vision just before he was shown that series of visions which

receiving, and satisfying, and blessing us. Don't you think must, indeed , have deeply depressed his spirit, as he was

thatheartisgrieved ? Do you wonder He looks on every shown the prophetic history of the Church's apostasy from

failure in separation as a freshthorn in our Lord's pierced God, and all the terrible events that were to precede the

coming of the Lord . These scenes in the interval showed

But there is another reason why God would have us look much to sadden the seer's heart, and much that would depress

at the guilt of our failure, and that is the sorrow caused, the him ; therefore, I take it, God graciously gave him a prepara

loss entailed , the unbeliefraised by the stumbling - blocks our tory vision of encouragement. He took the apostle up into

failures putbetween Him and the world . heaven, and showed him the Church spotless, pure, accepted,

But I wantto close by calling your attention tothe contrast the Church in heavenly places, in the Father's presence. All

in the lives of two Old Testament believers, in order that you these terrible things might be happening in the world during

may see at that loss may mean. These two men were the centuries that would elapse, but he would remember

brought into God's kingdom together. For a long time the that there in Christ God's people ever stand safe, accepted

two kept very close oneto the other. They experienced very and blessed.

much the same outward circumstances. Both lives were

tolerably successful, as the world regards success.
Both are

in heaven now . But on earth a great difference arose, and

one fell, fell sorely. One retained his separate position, his
Consequences of Failure.

line of separate witnessing. The other, for a considerable BY REV. E. SCHRENK,

period of his life, fell away from that position. Look at the

one out . Where is Abraham to-day? Very near thethrone My dear friends; truly holy, holy,holy,isourGod. So

firma Ident, as the faithful friend of God. Hewalkedwith on earth here below is in her right attitude, she must join

God,andGod spaketohimasfriend to friend, and toldhim with those before the throne in worshipping Him who is

sitting upon that throne , and in singing His praise with

" So shall thy seed be, and in thee shall all nations
their whole hearts . But who can praise the Lord,

throne ?who can join that choir before theearth be blessed."
Only

at about Lot ? He is in heaven also. But he failed to he who is separated unto the Lord, only he who is in

as a separate one. What about his wife ? Is she in
union with the Lord by His Holy Spirit. If we read

nalong with him ? What about his daughters, his Psa. xxxiv., we hear David say, “ I will bless the Lord at all

ed daughters, married in Sodom , and those still in their times, His praise shall continually be in my mouth ,” Has

Os house ? What about his sons and sons-in -law who he done wrong? Could hepraise the Lord continually? No, he

the gate as magistrates ; where are they all ? With
could not. Why ? Read Psa. li. There you have the prayer,

bealone he escaped from Sodom. Well for him had he “ O Lord, open Thou my lips ; and my mouth shall shew

alone ; but he took Sodom with him to blight his
forth Thy praise." Why open his mouth ? It was shut by

de. He is in heaven now by the grace of God, but has
sin and by defilement. David was no more a praising king,

gotten his wife and daughters and sons ? He has not his harp was hanging silent on the wall. Oh, how much

brow ?

shore
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grace ?

in the place of God's Holy Spirit ! How often havewetriel

for the want of that power from on high. But nerer

find people longing for the baptism of the Holy

the Lord is preparing His people to return to His pro

mises, and to again layhold ofthem . Oh, how long have people

made a dogma of their poverty, because theywere poor and

weak , and feeble, through not being separated , they thought

the promises cannot be fulfilled , in our time,at all events, ani

they made a dogma of their own miserable state and their

true, for He is the faithful and true Witness,and be made

poverty. May we be brought back to His Word, which is

praise, I meantrue praise, is lost to our God , because of sin , We see in one of the texts this evening that separation may

because of defilement, because of failure in separation ! be defiled. Yes, it may ; and that is a very serious thing. I

If the Lord were to go through our midst this evening and have already spoken of David's separation ; it was defileed,

look on each one to see and examine us and ask , "Have you and we have seen many whose separation is defiled. Ther

always been praising Me ? Can you praise Me this evening with come before the Lord with unclean hearts, and must hear the

all your heart ? Can the Spiritmove you this evening to praise word of the Lord again , Separate, separate,come out from

the Lord who is on the throne ? What answer would be among them . " But what is it to the Church to have this

given ? But the Lord knows it alone, He knows every heart. loss of separation, this defilement ? I came once to a tom,

One thing we do know , there is much cause for this whole and I saw that very few young men of the better class were

assembly to bend low in contrition of spirit with humiliation being converted . I asked the reason , and I was told that

and repentance, and to confess before Him , saying, “ Lord , years ago two young men who had made a high Christian

wehavenot been a praising Church as we oughtto have been .” profession defiled their separation and went back to the

That is our calling for eternity, to be a praising Church ,and we world, and that was the consequence of their defilement of

must learn here belowto bepraising members of that Church, separation. If any one here has defiled their separa:

I have been speaking of loss of praise in consequence of tion, return, oh , return to the Lord , who calls thee,

failure in separation, but I nowgo to another loss. The com just as He called David. Yes, you must return, or you

mand to the whole Church is , “ Go ye into all the world, and will go on spoiling the Lord's work. Others will soon find

preach the Gospel to every creature ; ” and our Lord spoke out that your separation is defiled , that the union of the

these words to a fully.called Church. How can we meet as Lord with your heart is broken. The Lord calls to all suck,

we ought withouthaving our hearts made warm, so that we “ Return,” this evening. He has cleansing and pardon. Ya
may be a warm Church and a serving Church, serving the may, perhaps, conceal it before men for some time ; but the

Master on the throne, who looks down to see who is obeying Lord knows. Before Him you cannot conceal it , and it mus

His command, which should be binding on us all , “Go ye soon be seen of men. We cannot draw near the mercr.

into all the world and preach the Gospel to every creature” ? seat ; there is something between us and the Lord, separating

And I am sure a large number here are ready to agree with us from Him, and that is our defilement, our sin. And

me in this. Oh that the outcome of these meetingsmightbe what is the result if we cannot draw near to the throne of

a growing Church, moved by the Holy Spirit, made free by What is the consequence of failure in separation !

the love of Christ and by the Spirit of Christ, moved by If the Church is no more a praying Church , then be

Him, sent by Him, and used by Him ! power
is

gone. “ Let us draw near with a true heart in ful

How much loss has there not been to the Church through assurance of faith , having our hearts sprinkled from an

this failure ! Thank God , there are on this platform , and evil conscience, and our bodies washed with pure water.

down below , many who would obey the command ; but where (Heb. x . 22. )

are those who would assist them and go along with them, Again the Lord says toHis disciples, in John xv. 6 and

not only by holdingup their hands in prayer at home, but “ If a man abide not in Me, he is cast forth as a branch, and

by going out, according to the Master's orders ? May the is withered ; and men gather them, and cast them into the

Lord make us free this evening.“ Whom the Son makes free, fire, and they are burned. If ye abide in Me, and My words

is free indeed." He is free. You sonsand daughters, are abide in you,ye shall ask what ye will, and it shall bedoce

you free for Jesus ? I do not mean will you make a sacri unto you .” If we abide in Him we have these wonderful

fice to serve the Lord ? I do not know what such a sacrifice fruits—that great promise of answers to prayer in His name

is - I know only of privilege, the highest privilege the Lord is given to a separated people, and to a Pentecostpeople. Our

can bestow upon us in calling us, and using us for His Lord's disciples could not pray in His name before Pentecat

service. Maywe understand that, may the Holy Ghost put but then they prayed and received the answer. Why

in many a heart and many a conscience this evening to say, Because they were a unitedand a separated people unto Him

“ Heream I, send me, ” do not wait any longer. by the power of the Holy Ghost. And that speaks to us to

But there are many people afraid to be moved by God's day just as to those disciplesintheirtime, if we will be a

Holy Spirit. Well, I am not afraid , and I am quite sure God praying Church, praying in the name of Jesus,we must be

will move the nations, and He will move us. But there is a separated Church, our position mustbeinJesus, and in Him

something elseHe willmove as well,and that is the treasures, alone. His Spirit must fill our hearts,and, having the Lori

themoney. Oh that the Church might awaken to her high withus, we canprayin His name.

calling, to bethe treasurer of our Head, who is in beaven upon theFather's will, andknowing His will we have light abort

the throne ! Yet how many people there are who do not think it and we serve Him. I pray that wemay all be a peop.

they are stewardsor treasurers for the Lord ! Theythink they praying in the name of Jesus. What we want in these ot!

are proprietors. We have many proprietors. Would that the times is to befilled with theHoly Ghost, and if we lack in

Lord might move them , and bring them down to the blessed separation and consecration to he Lord,

stewardship forHim , who alone can say, “The silver and the filled with the Spirit. Read Ezek . xxxvi. How clearlyweare

gold is Mine ;" it all belongs to Him. Well, if not yielded to, told in that chapterby the Lord,
“ Then will I sprinkle clean

it must go .
water uponyou, and ye shallbecleanfrom all your filthinese

Now let us take a practical question.What is written on andfrom all your idols will I cleanseyou.”Mark that, irou

our property ? Is there the inscription, “ Holy unto the Lord” ? all your idols — that is realseparation ,a free people,with

That is the inscription of separation. Let it be written on your hearts freefor God . Then the Lordtells usthat Hewillcome

property. Then you can move and go out to the mission field. usa new heart,and anew spirit,and cause us towalk in Es

I trust the number of those who go out with their own statutes.

means, and without looking for the help of societies or others,
Well

, such people are a working people. How often have me

will be increased more and more. And then, fathers and putour poor organization, our poor schemes,

mothers, willyou allow the Lord to move your sons and

daughters ? We speak of separation ; let us not have a mere to makeupby unitedforce,or rather by united impotence

singing separation, let us have practical separation, right

down and real separation, ready to work for the Lord. shall they be able to do it.

Fathers and mothers, are you separated and free, or are your I

children your highest idols, and your highest desire to enjoy

them as long as possible? That may be nice, but I know of forthosewho travelmuch,to find that wherever we are

something far better,and far higher and nobler. I have lately

heard of a family where three of the sons are going out for

mission work. Let us give willingly if the Lord moves the

hearts of our sons and daughters, and let us understand that

it is the highest privilege to have our children serving the

Lord . How much better than keeping them for ourselves,

and seeing them_sitting in idleness, not knowing how to

spend, or rather, I should say, how to kill their time,

We pray according

we cannot be

our poor plans

Wherev
er

I go now,
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williug to lie dowu at His feet and be taught again by Him might ask will soon be answered, but the Lord make us

who alone can teach us and guide us. Then when we are a people sanctified , wholly , spirit, soul , and body. But you

again trusting in Him, and have again taken the whole must come to the point. We bave heard much of failure in

Bible to ourselves, shall we be able to say that the Lord is
separation. Well, this evening let it cometo real and full

the same yesterday, and to-day, and for ever , throughout separation, let the Lord move you, and if there are fetters

eternity the same. What a glorious thing for His separated binding you, His hand is strong — the band of Je us can

people to know ! May we indeed be such a people. break them and make you free. Oh, come, with a l your

Then, again, such a people will experience Hiis keeping. A fetters, all your difficulties and obstacles, the Lord is greater

people not separated have no claim to be kept by the Lord ,
and stronger than them all together. Blay He see in us a

and cannot be kept by the Lord. Many the Lord cannot separated people to His name. Amen .

keep, because they are notseparated - I mean Scripturally

separated - by the Spirit of God . There is plenty of other

separation, separation according to man's notions , but we soon

tind out the difference between what man calls separation

and real consecration to God. God's separation unites us The World's Bible.

quickly, it is union ; but inan's separation divides. Oh that
BY REV. E. W. MOORE .

God may separate us thoroughly from all false separation and

make these meetings union meetings, in thepower of the I WILL ask you to turn with me to 2 Cor. iii. 3, “ Foras

Holy Ghost ! What we want is union in the Lord with all much as ye are manifestly declared to be the epistle of

those who are members of the budy of Christ . Christ ministered by us, written potwith ink, but with the

Look at that long line marching steadily towards Rome ; Spirit of the living God ; not in tables of stone, but in

look at those with us in Germany , who aregoing step by step fleshy tables of the heart.” There are many emblems, many

back to the old mists, seeking to leave the light of the Gospel
analogies, many figures, which set forth the relation of the

and return to the dark mists of speculation. We must be a Church to the world in Scripture ; but I do not know that

Church united, a Church filled with love, so that people shall there is anywhere presented to us amore striking imagethan

see it is good to be with us, and that we are a Church repre that given in this passage, in which the Church of Christ is

senting our Lord here on earth. Can people who are not represented as aletter - à letterfrom God,written withinand

separated from sin represent Jesus here ? I do not know withoutby the finger of God, and sent forth into the world to

how they could. If we are to be His representatives here
carry His message-a transcript of His mind - wherever they

below, Jesus mustdwell in us, and His light must shine forth go.

from us, His love filling our hearts. Now, if we had time, it would be interesting to notice how

I heard this morning a short address to children, in which
this emblem wassuggested to the apostle's mind. In verses

our Lord was set before them as their pattern. Yes, He is 1 and 2 you will see that he is vindicating himself, and

our pattern, and He is our only pattern, and if we follow denying that he needs, as others do, epistles of commenda

that pattern, we must live Christ not only here, but in our
tion torecommend himself or his work. It is then that by

homes
, in our business, in our every -day life, the world must a quick transition of thought he conceives the idea of the

is see Christ in our lives. But the world cannot see Christ in Church being an epistle of Christ Himself, and he

w our lives, if He is not dwelling in us-like Paul , who was proceeds to describe it in the verse I have read,

crucified to the world and the world to him . There is no Here, then , you have the Church of Christ described as an

other way of being separated from the world, and being able epistle - a living epistle. Now, when we come to examine

to represent Christ, than by going to Calvary and being there
this letter, we notice three things about it ; first of all the

crucified with Christ. We have men who are separated from writer, then the writing materials, and, lastly, the writing

much, but who are not separated on Calvary, and there is a
itself. We will, then, say a word or two about what is neces

mixture of the flesh and the spirit sometimes, which is very
sary to make it effectual for its mission in the world.

subtle, and it takes time to find it out ; but there is the mixing,
Now, first of all, the Writer. The apostle says that the

and thequestion is, who will be master ? Well, what comes
writer, the author of this epistle, is Christ. Yes, whether

of the mixture ? Disaster ! But be separated to the Lord on written on tables of stone or on the fleshly tables of the

Calvary, and then you can represent Christ, and the light
heart, the only author is Christ. We alwaysmust remember

will shine pure. Why must it shine pure ? Because of our
that. In this Conference we seek to receive and to com

calling.
municate to one another, but while we do so let us enter

Our calling is to be the Bride of the Lamb. Now take the

66

into the rock, and hide us in the dust, for fear ofthe

Church not separated . What is the consequence ? She Lord, and for the glory of His Majesty.”. Brethren, if He is

cannot be prepared for the coming of the Lord." She cannot
to write anything upon your heart and mine at this Con .

be His Bride ; only a separated Church will be the Bride of ference, He must have the glory. It will be His work, from

the Lord,spotless, and without blame. Oh, what a glorious
beginning to end Christ is the writer.

calling ! If we look to these truths in Scripture we see
Now , observe,what are the writing materials ? We require

what it means to beso separated unto the Lord as to materials for writing a letter-pen , ink, and paper, and

belong to His Bride. Then we see that it must be a thorough with deep reverence I would say sodoes the great Almighty

separation, a thorough consecration . Let us read in Hosea – Writer Flimself. First the Pen ; the apostle describes him .

" And I will betroth thee unto Me for ever ; yea, I will self as the pen - he says, “Ministered by us." The preacher or

betroth thee unto Me in righteousness and in judgment,and the worker is the pen. A very weak thing is a pen, made of a

in lovingkindness, and in mercies. I will even betroththee goose- quill very often. Brethren, are you weak enough to be

unto Me in faithfulness ; and thou shalt know the Lord.” God's pen ? He does not need your strength ,Heneeds your

Here is separation, and holiness, and union with Christ. weakness. Methinks sometimes our strength , the strength

If we are called to serve the Lord, let us never forget that we of our position, or our brains, or whatever it may be, is a

have first to look to ourselves. As the Apostle Paul says to hindrance.

Timothy, that he is to look to himself, so have we to look to You do not want ina pennuch originality ; it is intended

ourselves, to abide in the Lord, and to remain in close , entire to convey the thoughts of the writer, and not its own

dependence upon Him whomust keep us still.
thoughts. Oh , may God make us His servants, to be His

have the constant prayer, “Lord , prepare me for Thy pens ready for use ! Further, a pen is a pliable instrument ;

coming." And He will prepare us. the writer wields it right and left as he pleases, and it yields

Now, do not forget one thing ; many people do forget it.
to his will ; but I think if a pen could exert will of itself, and

Ihave found many people longing for the oil, for theendow began to object to writing of this sort or that, or in this obscure

ment of the Holy Ghost, but they forgetthat passageof book or the other difficult occasion, or that the writer would

Scripture, “ Do ye not know that your bodies are temples say, “ I must put you on one side and take another pen ,

of the Holy Ghost ?” Some people wish to be consecrated to more ready tomy mind .” And is it not a solemn truth that

the Lord , they wish to be prepared for His coming ,but they sometimes men who have been greatly used at one time

have not yet given theirbodiestotheLord ; give these have been laid aside at another, and just for this reason ,

bodies to Jesus, they belong toHim. because they were not yielded, and forgot that they were

And the apostle tells me I must be sanctified through only the pen and not the writer ? “ For neither is he that

and through -spirit, soul, and body. Many questions we
planteth anything, neither he that watereth, but God

Let us
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to pleasemyLord ; seeking to know what I ought to do, and

not trying to walk before the Church , but before the Head

of the Church . It simplifies life so much when we only

that took Him . as it will takeyou if you are lo yal, and assure

there , for the servant is like the Master, and the disciple is

like his Lord . But at Gethsemane and Cal wary you learn

lessons, which are not to be learnt in any other school..

souls of men . First, to the brethren . You remembertheold

Then , lastly, love is written on the heart - love to the

saying , “ See how these Christians love oneanother," Is that

that giveth the increase .” God keep us as a pen in His Ezek. xxxvi., referred to by our brother who spoke before

mighty hand. Next there is the ink. The apostle here me, and to which this passage undoubtedly refers. What is

does not disdain to speak of the ink . Well , the pen is of very there ? The table of stone pictures the natural heart. How

little use unless filled with ink. A pen not filled with ink will cold stone is ! Sometimes in a room we see pillars which look

only just scratch the surface of the paper, and do harm like stone, but directly you touch them you know they are

instead of good. Unless you and I are as instruments in the not, they are only wood, because they are so much warmer

Divine hand filled with the Holy Ghost, we will be doing
than stone. And how hard stone is !

Go to the seashore

harm and not good. If we are not under the blessed melting and look at theblock ofgranite rock, defying the storm and

power of the Holy Ghost, then, as pens, we shall be of the weather, which is just the same as for hundreds of years

very little service ; for we read , when the apostle is back .

speaking of preaching the Gospel, in Peter,he says, “ We I remember an illustration by Dr. Guthrie. When speaking

preach the Gospel unto you with the Holy Ghost sent down of Ezek, xxxvi., he describes a sculpture gallery . He saw

from heaven.” O Lord, fill Thy pens with ink, fill Thy statues there carved into a beautiful resemblance of life, but

poor instruments with the Holy Ghost, that so we may be there really was no pulse of life, no voice or any to answer

instruinents in Thy hands, meet for Thy purpose.
you . Brethren, is it so in your hearts ? Is there such cold

ness, deadness, and formality ? Well, He can alter all that,

The Divine mutriter.
and give you the heart of flesh in place of the stony heart.

The chief point to notice, however, here is that the Do you remember Dr. Bonar's hymn-

superficial work of the pen is contrasted with the deep
I said , My God at length

interpenetrating power of the Holy Ghost. A pen may mark, This evil heart remove ;

but the impress left by the ink only affects just the Deny all other strength ,

mere surface of the page. What the apostle is wanting But give me strength to love .

to bring out is that the blessed Holy Spirit does not Come nearer , nearer still ,

work on the surface, as ink affects the surface of paper The hidden life impart ;

merely, but penetrates into the secret recesses of men's hearts
Bend , break this stubborn will ,

and being, and there traces in living characters the mind of
Dissolve this stony heart.

Christ Jesus, so that in our hidden parts He makes us to Well, in this thirty-sixth of Ezekiel he says, “ I will

kuow wisdom . sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall be clean," Grind ,

This comes out still more clearly when we come to
you see, wants clean paper to write upon,

And then what a

examine the paper. What is the paper on whichGod designs contrast flesh is to stone ! It is so warm and soft, so impres:

to write His will and mind ? Observe, the apostle does sive, and responding to the slightest touch , whether of

not speak as we might have expected him to do, of correction or of affection, and upon this paper God wants to

writing on paper — the papyrus was, of course, the writing write His law. Oh that the result of these days of Confer

material in his day — por ofparchment,alsofrequently used ; he ence may be that we yield to Him, and enable Him to write

does not do so because in his mind the contrast which hedesired His law upon our hearts.

to exhibit could not be shown by the use of such material.
The Writing.

No, his mind runs back to the early dispensation, which he

is designing to bring into contrast with the new dispensation

A wordas to the writing itself - that is, the contents of the

of the Spirit, that dispensation in which we are now living.

letter. What do you expect in a letter ? ' Do not you expect,

Well, what is this living paper on which the letter is to be
if an upright man is writing it, that you will bave a transcript

written ?
of his mind ? We have hadsome very remarkable letters of

The Tables of the Heart.
public men lately appearing; it does not require much skill to

It is not tables of stone as in Moses' day, when the finger

read them, and to know theman'smind. By a man's writ

of God traced the ten commandments on the two tables of

ing you may know what the man is. It is said, and I

stone. No, He wants to write now on the fleshy tables of

supposeit is true, that you can discover a man's character by

our hearts. Here is a twofold contrast between working
his handwriting, by the very forms he uses.

and grace, between the law and the Gospel. Paul seems to

it is certain you can tell the mind ofa man by his writing.

say Moses gave you the ten commandments. They were

You can read betweenthe lines and see it, he cannotdisguise

written on tables of stone, and formed a standard for man's

it or evade it, youcan trace the man behind his words ; and

conduct, but they could give man no power to obey, and

if it is so amongst men , how much more is it true with our

consequently when it came to a question of obedience the

blessed Lord Jesus Christ, that He writes His mind upon us.

law failed, not because it was not holy, and just, and good, Lowliness and Loyalty .

but because there was no provision for man's obedience to it,

and no response to it in man's heart. Man did not live it

Now just three things as to this mind -- if He is to writeat

all.First ,lovliness; second, loyalty ; and third , love. Loneliness

out, and in consequence it could not do the work for wbich

God intended it. But now we are not in that state ofthings ; youwillbe conscious ofyour own nothingness, andknow that

we areno longerunder the old covenant, but under the new . Godis all in all. Loyalty
, having but that onethought,bouw

And what does God offer you under the newcovenant ? Does

He contemplate that under the provision of the new covenant

the law should not be kept ? " " Do we make void the law

through faith ? God forbid ," says the apostle ; “ yea , we estab

lish the law .” No. “ Sometimes it seems as if the Gospel was

thought to be a convenient way for escaping the keeping of

have the one thing to do, and when that one

the law ; beware of that spirit, it has an ugly name, it is
Jesus. May God make us loyal ! Christ was

called Antinomianism . The Gospel is a very different thing ;

the Father. He came for that one end, and

it has been well described as “the law proposed by way of

promise. ” . We know, ofcourse,that our standing is complete

asyou are faithful,to Gethsemane and to cz Ivary. Asparte

weretold justnow by ourbeloved brother,itwill take in

in the righteousness of Christ, but that is not our point here

where practical righteousness is spoken of. While the

law was outside aman he could not fulfil it. But now

“ I am going to put the law inside you , and write

it upon your minds and upon your hearts ; and so, although
Christian Love.

you could not fulfil it before, you will now delight to do My

will, because it is upon your heart.” What the law could not

do, therefore, by a constraining power from without, the

Gospel does do by an inspiring power from within.

At all events,

thi
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God says,
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envies, suspicions between Christian men, lecz by the same
true in the Christian Church to-day ? How come

• And so the apostle's mind is directed to the condition of

men's minds and hearts . Ab, you say, how cold, how hard, how Lord , and going to the same home ? God

dead myheart is ! How unable I am to obey this law, how con baptism of Divine love, that we may be of

stantly failing ! Yes, but look at that glorious promise in soul, and mind . Thank God , Mildmay is a test
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a witness to the oneness of Christ, and to the unity of Chris . FRIDAY MORNING ADDRESSES.

tians. How blessed is the Church when this love reigns , the

love of Jesus in our hearts, flowing from one soul to another,

linking us heart to heart, and soul to soul , and leaving no

room for anything else but love, just love for those who are
A

in Christ. Nothing behind, simply transparent. Ob, may

God give us to -night this special proof that He is writing His
BY MR. S. A. BLACKWOOD, C.B.

mind upon our hearts! Then love to the world the perishing

and lost world . We must have this if we are to carry out the

Master's purposes for the world .
fifth chapter ofthe book of Genesis. Our brethren will

One word regarding what is necessary in order to make speak tous this morning on the appointed subject of confes

this letter really successful. There is one thing absolutely sion of failure and return to separation, and I hope not to

necessary, and that is that the letter should be legible. What anticipate anything that shall be given to them to say tu us.

an amount of time we have wasted over some of our friends' I will only read a few rerses in this and the preceding chap

letters, trying to discover what they mean. The character all ter with a few remarks, occupying as little time as possible.

so twisted and knotted that it seemed as if a spider had I feel the passage is one wbich brings before us in a condensed

crawled out of the ink bottle over the paper, and we could form the general subject of the three days' Conference

not decipher the letter. So in Christian life. Some Chris separation , failure, and, thank God, restoration ; with the

tians seem to be written in cypher or in hieroglyphics, so consequences to the Church and to the world .

that there has been difficulty in understanding them In this thirty - fifth chapter of Genesis God said to Jacob,

and theyhave misrepresented Jesus Christ to the world, and " Arise, go up to Bethel , dwell there, and make there an altar
have caricatured Him to the world ; and instead of being a unto God,that appeared unto thee when thou fleddest from

letter in which can be discerned lowliness, loyalty, and love, the face of Esau thy brother,” That is not the first time this

they only read self-sufficiency and double-mindedness, and command had to Jacob. Look back to chapter

anything butlove. May God forgive us, and make us indeed xxxi. 13, and you find that when he was dwelling in Laban's

legible Christians, known and read of all men . Some, again , house,he was commanded to arise and go to Bethel. Jacob

Frite such a small hand that it wants a magnifying glass obeyed , he took his pilgrim staff and journeyed back from the
most to see it.

place where he was . On the way occurred that memorable

scene when God wrestled with him and gave him a new name,

The World's Bible.
Israel, a prince of God. He went on his way rejoicing, the

Yes, brethren , that brings us to the subject. We are the sun of God's favour shining upon him .

world's Bible. They won't read God's Word, but they Now we should have imagined Jacob would have pursued

will read you ! You cannot get that unconverted brother his journey till he got to Bethel. But not so, for in xxxiii . 17 we

of yours, that dear friendof yours, to read the Bible ; but, if find he did not journey far enough. He journeyed to Succoth,

live in the house with them, they will read you , and and when he came to Shalem he bought a field of Hamor for

pret ty narrowly too : then be careful that all is plain and a hundred pieces of money. Notice two or three things in

clear , that all the t's are crossed and all the i's are dotted. Jacob's conduct. In the first place he built a house ; so for the

VI How is it with us ? We have had many new translations time he was nolonger a dweller in tents. He seems to have

and many amended versions of Scripture; but it seems to forgotten his pilgrim character. In the next place he pitched

BB me what we want most of all is an edition written in flesh his tent very near a city, reminding us of him who pitched

and blood, a translation of Scripture into men and women , his tent towards Sodom . Then he bought a parcel of a field

a living, breathing manuscript that goes to the world carry
for a hundred pieces of money. Abraham , his grandfather,

ing the impress of God upon it, so that all may see that the also bought land in that country, and paid more dearly for it.

profession is a true one. The world is tired of profession Perhaps Jacob thought he had done agood stroke ofbusiness

without practice. Butif it sees menand women given up in buying a large piece for a hundred pieces,whereas Abraham

to God , cleansed and filled with His Spirit, and living wit paid fourhundred for six feet of ground.. Abraham bought to

nesses ofthe truths they profess, then we shall convince the bury his dead, Jacob bought to make a settlement. He was ap

world : Christ will convince it through us. May He indeed parently notlooking for the city which hath foundations, whose

make us legible epistles now !
BuilderandMaker is God . He seems to be establishinghimself

on dangerous ground, but he was still a child of God , and did

not forget his profession of religion. He erected analtar there,
Directness of Aim .

and called it El-elohe- Israel. He retained the family worship.

Another thought ; for a letter to be really effectual it must Still hewas on dangerous ground. Now look at the next

be properly addressed. How manyletters are never delivered chapter, “ Dinah, the daughter of Leah .....went out to see

because of their being insufficiently addressed ! Well, we thedaughters of the land ." Oh , that fatal step ! How had

cannotexpecttheworld to bedoingwhat theydoatthe itbeen broughtabouter Was it Dinah's, or Leah's,or Jacob's

to decipher addresses and many letters have, by their Was it difficult to get on with her brothers? Possibly. At

means, reached their destination. The world is too much in all events, she wanted to see the world ; she came out, she

a hurry to do that ; it notes your inconsistency, but the went into society, she fell, and dragged her father's house

testimony will be lost . There is sometimes such weakness, down in her fall. Was it Jacob's fault ? Was it wrong to

pointlessness, and want of aim in a man's religion that it stop and build a house, to get so near the city ? Had he for

does not give any certain sound . Colourless and life gotten Abraham's conduct ? “ I know him ; he willcommand

less, it does not make the sinner tremble or the saint his children and his household after him, and they shall keep

rejoice ; it has no power, no real vital force or point, and the way of the Lord . " Had Jacob failed to exercise restraint

therefore its practical value is almostlost. How manysuch Was Dinah self-willed ? Was she independent ? Who can

men and women there are in the world to-day without any tell ? Poor Dinah ! What would she not have given in after

sense of mission in their lives ! God give us to realize our days if her fatherhad stopped her going out to see the daugh .

mission . Every Christian's life is a plan of God ; and if ters of the land ! Young people, you , perhaps, think

we give ourselves up to God, He will guide us into the path sometimes that your parents, who are older and more expe :

where we shall be of the most service, and have the greatest rienced in the ways of the Lord, deal rather narrowly,

opportunity of bringing glory to Jesus. Oh that we were illiberally, and harshly with you when warning you against ..

fully directed under His guidance, and fully submitted to the evils they know so well. Trust them , trust them. They

His will, and fitted tocarry the tidings of salvation with us ! may make mistakes, we all make mistakes ; but, children

Well, I won't dwell upon this longer ; there are many trust your parents. And if in their deeper knowledge of

other aspects which could be brought out,but I have said Christian life, and of the world, they see needful to exercise

enough. May God make each one in this room a living restraint, be sure they wish your happiness. Trust them.

epistle, jetter of God, written within and without with Poor Dinah ! Poor Jacob ! I know no more sad story in

the mind ofChrist, that the dying world may be brought to the Bible than that I have read in Genesis . Girlish
the Saviour feet ! Amen.

curiosity leading to record of defilement, fraud ,a
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treachery, murder, and robbery on the part of the only our present Conference or not ? In order not to relapse,

people in that land who knew the true God.
whathave we to do ? What is “ The Remedy for Failure " !

They had their altar. What did the heathen think about The first part of the remedy is confession of failure.

their altar ? Said Jacob , “ Ye have made me to stink among The Word of the Lord says to us, " He that covereth his sins

the inhabitants of the land .” What an acknowledgment ! shall not prosper ; but whoso confesseth and forsaketh then

do not dwell on it. May God teach us individually to dwell
shall have mercy.' My purpose in the few moments before

on it for our admonition ! me now is, not to offer some remarks about confession

We had yesterday in our programme a passage which we all know what confession is - but to help you and me to

was not alluded to by the speakers, “ The days shall confess.

be lost, because his separation was defiled.” Surely these A friend remarked to me that confession was not in its

were lost days to Jacob. Lost days every one of them . right place in the pro gramme, that it came too late, that we

Would they could have been forgotten ! Ah, dear friends, ought to have something else to do this last morning than

you know what lost days are. Christian parents, you know confess our sins. I am not so sure of that. I think confes.

what it is when separation is forgotten and consecration sion is never in the wrong place. It is always in season,and,

defiled ; when the world is dragging you down to its level, in fact, if it is more logical to begin with confession, and then

and your testimony is powerless with your children- lost go on to forgiveness and deliverance, I hold that after for

days. How different if Jacob had kept his separation ! He giveness, and after deliverance, there is yet room and need

might have done some good to the Canaanites ; whereas, as for confession . Yea, more , I think that the most sincere con

it was, the people of God were almost chased out of the land. fession and deepest sorrow for sin comes then . I imagine
But Jacob was not lost ; thank God for that. God loves His that if the prodigal son wept on his way to the father's house,

poor children ; there is comfort in that. He does not for when ready to claim the place of a serrant, he wept far more

sake His child because he has forgotten his Father. And so when received into the father's arms, and upon the father's

He comes to him when he is low down in abject terror, bosom . Yea, when he was clothed in the best robe, and

and misery, and wretchedness, and He says, Arise, go to seated by the father's side at the table, I should not wonder

Bethel, and dwell there. " And then that seems to have if his sobs should have prevented him from eating. The

touched the conscience of Jacob in a way it was never touched Apostle Peter, we are told, after he had denied his Master,

before. He says to his household , “ Put away the strange gods went out and wept bitterly ; but do you not think that when

among you .” Why, he had got family worship, an altar unto the Lord sent a special message to him after His resurrection,

God . How could there be strange gods there ? They were there " Tell His disciples and Peter," says theGospel of Mark, and

though, in his very bosom, or rather in that of his favourite when the Lorů said to him , “ Feed My sheep, feed My

wife. Rachel had idols, though he didnot knowit. He knew not lambs," he must have wept less bitterly but more abundantly

she had stolen her father'sgods. He must be acquitted of than before ?

that. But he seems conscious of some secret, hidden Those among you who have not returned to God with

evil in the place, and it must be searched out, and put away. all their heart, surely need confession this morning. And

He calls on the household to bring out the false gods,and put those who have been welcomed home again, and know the

them away. And they have to bring them out ; his wife sunshine of the Father's smile in their heart, will surely be

must produce the idols she had stolen and hidden under her the most ready to confess their sins this morning.

as she sat on the stuff in the tent. Was that the secret of The Ilord of God.

failure ? God knew that secret thing treasured in the bosom , I cometo you, then , with a hammer to break and a fire to

hidden in the tent of Jacob, and which I cannot but think had melt our hearts. Thehammer and fire are none other but

led to outward declension and failure. the Word of God, that Word which, as has been sowell said ,

What happened ? “ Let us arise and go up to Bethel, and not only was inspired, but ever is inspired with the breath

I will make an altar there unto God.” The strange gods are and power of God to every heart open to receive it .

given up, and Jacob buried them . He had four burials in this [ Mr. Monod then read the following passages, which will

chapter: the burialofDeborah , the faithful nurse ; the burial be printed in full in the official report, but which here we

of the beloved wife, Rachel (thank God she had put away must leave our readers to refer to and read : Isa. i . 12-20 ;

her idols before she died ) ; the burial of the aged father, Jer. iii . 1 and 20-25 ; Ezek. xvi. 59-63 ; and Ezek, xxxvi.

Isaac. These were sad times, but the fourth burial was aglad 20-31 .]

one; it was the burial of idols, it was return to separation. That is the Lord's way. If we be willing and obedient,

Then wesee how evil being soughtout, judged ,and put away, ready to give up our idols, ready to break off from sin,

buriedunder the oak, and left behind, the result of a separate He is ready to receive us . In view of His holiness

life follows. The terror disappears, Jacob realizesthatGod is His mercy, and His faithfulness, we can only loveand

with him to protect him ; and then God goes with him to praise Him , and yield ourselves to serve Him in the fulness

Bethel, gives him back his name Israel, as if for the time

.

.. Observe that in Ezek. XXXVI. 22, 23,

he had lost his power with God, as he had certainly with God does not speak so much of them as of Himself. “ I

men . Then in sweet communion God renews His promise will sanctify My great name
I shall be sanctified

to Abraham that He will give him the land and the seed . in you.” We do not sufficiently consider that side of the

May God write these solemn lessons on all our hearts ! question. We speak of sanctifying ourselves, of setting our

selves apart ; but God wants us,first of all, to set Him apart.

Thus, the first petition the Lord puts upon our lips is this:

Our Father,whichartin heaven, hallowed be Thy name.” And

again, you remember in 1 Peter iii. 15 there is а remarkable

expression, “ Sanctify the Lord God in your hearts." Give

BY PASTEUR THEODORE MONOD.
Him His place. If you do this, if you givethe Lord God

His ownplace ,Hewillset us in the place where we should

A

WELL-KNOWN servant of God, Dr. Pentecost, of be. Give Him His place in your house, and His presence

Brooklyn, who has often spoken from this platform, bless it . Give Him Fis right place in your heart,andHe

wrote as follows, in Words and Weapons, a few weeks ago will fill it with glory. Give Him His right placein your

(I quote only fragments of his article) : work, and He will prosper it. Let Him be sanctified,aud

" There could be no greater mistake than to suppose we shall be sanctified in Him .

that the Church may secure a blessing by turning away Let me read you one passage from the New Testament

from worldliness for a few days. The great need of (reads James iv . 3-10 ). There has been somuch said of late

the Church to-day is to be found in an out-and -out years about the danger of looking to feeling and it is a

separation of herself from the world — in a real repentance danger) that we may go to the opposite extreme, andmake

and a clearing of herself from the thousand and one too little of feeling. The sinner who begins to see himself

entanglements and compromises which she has made. as he is, and sin as it is, may well weepand be afilicted.

For a few days a small portion of the Church will come Be afflicted , and mourn, and weep.' God will give you joy

together and pray, and then, when this spasm is over, with byandby. Do not beafraid toweep. Suppose the Spiritof

results more or less unsatisfactory, they relapse into coldness, God were toact this morning, inthis ball, as we have been

indifference, and worldliness again . told thatHe has acted, longago,in one ofthe great meetingsof

The words are but too well founded. Shall they apply to the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, would there

of His grace .

Confession of Failure.

sball
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not be weeping ? Suppose we could not get on because of the many of us, and now God says to us, “ Ye did run well ; who

sobbing all over the hall, would that be anything to be sorry did hinder you that ye should not obey the truth ?”

for ? Indeed not ; though it might disturb some person's How is it that we have failed ? By lack of courage, fo !'

notions of propriety. It would not spoil the meeting in Gol's one thing ; when the first persecution came, you drew

sight . Do not, then , be afraid to weep before the Lord : He back . There are Christians more persecuted than you are .

who turns our laughter into mourning will turn our mourn . It would be well to find out the reason why. Are you

ing into joy.
going to accept persecution, or are you going to draw back !

Christians as wuitnesses ..
God calls us to a new duty. It may seem difficult, but the

only way to strengthen faith is to go forward . If we draw

We are here as Christians, and , in a sense, as representative back it will not take many months or days to lose our strength

Christians. Now, let me ask , What are we Christians doing and detile our consecration. Remember that the sin of Judalı

for the world ? doing for the Lord ? Think of this little speck and Jerusalem is always represented by the prophets as being it

of a planet of ours whirling around among the spheres, itself great deal worse than thesin of the Samaritansor the heather.

in open rebellion against God . God might have crushed the Why ? Just because they were a consecrated people, and

handful of dust and its inhabitants, instead of which He gave God's temple was among them .

us His Son to die for us when we were enemies, and in Him And now , lacking in separation to God, we have lacked

He has given us eternal life. Do we believe this ? Have power, lacked influence upon the world , lacked joy, lacked

we received the gift of God's grace ? Are we carrying sympathy with men . Not separated enough unto God ,

the tidings of pardon and life to others ? To our neigh we have been too widely separated from men, from their

bours, our vicinity, our fellow - countrymen, and to the lives , their hearts, their sins and sorrows : we have been

ends of the earth ? Are we doing that ? or are these things unable to understand them , and go to them with the

but as a piece of beautiful music ? We listen to it, aremar love of the Lord Jesus Christ, and make them feel that we

vellously moved and pleased with it, and then we go back and love them .

do neither more nor less than before. Are we redeemed, are That is what we have now to do. The time has gone out

ve witnesses for Christ ? Orare we dreaming, trifling, playing when the Christian was characterized by what he did not

it t Christianity ? If so, we are here to -day in order to make do ; he did not go here or there, or do this or that. Now the

new beginning, and first of all to go down on our knees world wants toknow what he does do. We must be, as we

b efore God, before the Church, before the world , and make were told yesterday, walking Bibles, and if not, weare walking

enfession. libels - walking libels upon Christ and upon His Gospel. We
Have we no sins to confess ? If we are silent, the birds say we are the bodyof Christ, the members of Christ ; but if

of the air will reveal what they know of us ; the stones in the world sees that these Christians never find time to give

the streets will testify against us ; every room in our house, themselves trouble for the sake of others, if it finds our

draw ing-room, dining-oom , bedroom , will tell out what they conversation is of a character by no means to edification, what

have seen . will it say ? Do not we give it reason to believe that if we be

Shall our household, our neighbourhood, our acquaintances, members of Christ's body then His body is a paralyzed body ?

every one, have knowledge of our sins, except ourselves ? Shall I dare to say, in some cases, a decaying body ?. "If

Si his, you say ; ' what sins ? Every one has to find it out you are not separated to your God, what are you ? What is the

for be imself. I am not going into a list of things lawful and ditference between you and us ? And if you are separated to

things forbidden, into fine distinctions between this entertain yourGod , the world has a right to say what kind of God is

ment and that, between one plan and another plan , between He ? "

one game and iluther game. The New Testament goes into Finally , the last and greatest sin of all is that we have

no such casuistry, and forbids me to judge my brother on made the Christian name, theChristian profession , an excuse

matters concerning which the Master has laid down no law , for sin ; not only havewe limited the power of the Holy Ghost,

beyond the all- embracing principle, “ Love not the world ." but wehave made the very blood of Christ a purple cloak for

Sin lies in the heart, temper,forexample, whichhas been so our iniquity. But is it not true that the blood of Jesus

frequently alluded to. Butthere are worse sins than temper. Christ cleanseth from all sin ! It is true. It is also true

Shall we say pride, censoriousness, slothfulness, and that that “ if we confess our sins, He is faithful and just to forgive

shameful covetousness that will make a man take advantage us our sins, and cleanse us from all unrighteousness.” But I

of another man's poverty, bidding him give his labour, or the will tell you what is not true. It is not true that we can go on

fruit of it, for a price beneath itsvalue,or go withoutbread. sinning wilfully under cover, as we imagine, of the blood of

It is, under a slightly moditied shape, the burglar's alterna Christ ,and that God will not see through such blasphemous

tive, “ Your money or your life ." And there are other imposition. But does some one say are we not " under

sins, levity , luxury, gross sensuousness refined gormandizing, grace” ? And is there no difference between us and those

and so on . Nor, let us forget the evil desires “ of the that were “ under the law " ? There is a difference, surely ,

mind," the “ filthiness of the spirit," as well as of the flesh and this is the difference, clearly pointed out in Heb. x.

(Epb. ii. 3 ; 2 Cor. vii. 1 ). Oh ! in how many ways we have 28, 29 , “ He that despised' Moses' law died without mercy

offended God, we have been disloyal to Christ, we have under' two or three witnesses. Of how much sorer punish

grieved the Holy Spirit, we have weakened the Church, we ment, suppose ye, shall he be thought worthy, who hath

have scandalized the world , and for all this we have excused trodden under foot the Son of God, and hath counted the

ourselves by saying we areChristians. blood of the covenant, wherewith he was sanctified, an un

Now, the fact of our being, or calling ourselves, Christian holy thing, and hath done despite unto the Spirit of grace ? "

far from excusing us, is, on the contrary, the most aggravating

circumstance inevery sin we commit, because we sin against

knowledge, against abundance of light, and especially in this The Backslider's Return.

land of Bibles and meetings and Sabbaths, we sin against

Christian experience, we sin against the law of God and the
BY REV . J. H. WILSON, D.D.

love of God, we sin against His dealing with us in provi

chastened us, endeavouring to prune us, that we might bring

cheeneBy joys He has cheered us, by sorrows" He has Tembject thischerbasbeenassigned to me, andwhich

tion ." Return speaks of departure, of backsliding. Separa

forthmore fruit. Have we brought forth more fruit ? I merely tion is renunciation of sin and of the world ; self

put the question, let each answer for himself. We have surrender to God, consecration of service. And failure in

sinned too against our own promises. Many a time wehave separation implies going back from all these ; and although

promised. Every time we come to the Lord's table we profess the word has not been often used in the course of these meet

especially to promise to serve Him. Perhaps at some such ings, the Bible way of putting it is backsliding. There was

meeting as this we have made solemn promises, and we have once separation and there hasceased to be. There may not

notkept them . Further, we have sinned against the promises be what is open, flagrant, and scandalous in the sight of

of God. If we had kept hold of these promises of God we

would not have offended Him. We have been consecrated,

others, but there is backsliding where there is failure .

And now the subject is the backslider's return . It has

as your programme reminds you, by the will of God, been well said that separation is not an act, but a series of
by the death

of Christ, by the power of the Holy acts, a habit formed by repetition. Now a series of acts

Ghost, andby personal decision. But we have gone back, must have a first act ; a habit must have a beginning. And
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this is true of backsliding as well as of separation. This isthe

point we have come to today. We appeal to the backslider

to take the first step in returning, to act the first act of the

series, to begin the new habit now . This is the practical

application of the whole subject ; it is what it all leads up

to . We have had the attractiveness of separation put before

us, the beauties of it , and we have had failure in separation,

its character, and causes, and guilt , and consequences to the

Church and to the world. And this morning we have had

confession of failure, which is indeed part of the return, and

now we have come to the act of return . I shall endeavour

to give some direct help towards this, so far as God may help

me.

The first thing I ask your attention to is the warrant for

it. Where is it ? What is it ? Not in the guilt of our sins, or

our sense of guilt, however great. Not in our sorrow or re

penting, however sincere. Where is it ? What is it ? It is

God's Word. God's bidding, God's invitation, God's com

mand . That is the warrant the sinner has for coming to God

at the first . It is all the warrant the sinner needs. It is the

only and all-sufficient warrant. And it is the backslider's

warrant for returning, his only and all -sufficient warrant.

He wants and needs no other warrant than the command and

invitation and bidding of God . Thank God where there is

feeling,as we have heard ; but even where there is no feeling

you still have the warrant. As with the sinner, so with the

believer who wandered away from God,the one great diffi

culty is just this, the want of feeling. It is the excuse they

make to keep away. This has been well put by an old fellow

worker of mine, a humble city missionary, now, in glory , in

rude and homely lines, entitled, “ I cannot feel .” They run
thus :

() yes ! I'm sinful , that I know,

For God and conscience tell me so ;

But yet for all my sin and woe ,

I cannot feel !

I know the truth , I'm deeply read ,

And Bible doctrines fill my head

But, oh ! my heart is cold and dead,

I cannot feel !

I've tried to break it oft, but no ;

It just gets harder ev'ry blow,

And what to do I do not know

I cannot feel !

If I could feel enough oppress'd,

Then Jesus Christ might give me rest,

But with a stone within my breast

I cannot feel !

If I could weep and mourn for sin ,

Then my salvation would begin ,

But what a hardened state I'm in

I cannot feel !

Poor sinner, whosoe'er thou art ,

Bewailing thus a stonyheart,

Apply to Jesus ; He'll impart

The power to feel.

Might I not apply it to -day to the backslider and say :

Backslider, whosoe'er thou art,

Bewailing thus a stony heart,

Return to Jesus ; He'll impart

The power to feel.

May I not add that while Jesus will impart the power to

feel , it is not in our feeling we have the warrant ? He will

impart it, but still we must remember, as so well put in the

familiar hymn

Just as I am , without one plea,

But that Thou bidd'st me come to Thee ;

O Lamb of God, I come.

I attach the very first importance to this. It is one of the

difficulties that lie at the very beginning of return. Weoften

lose sight of it in our ignorance of the simple Word of God .

I would like to have spoken on the promise of welcome,

but I will not dwell on this. We find the Lord saying,

“ Return unto Me, ye backsliding children, and I will return

unto you.” We find Him saying, “Return unto Me, for I am

married unto you.” We find Him saying, “ Return , and I

will heal your backslidings.". We find Him saying, “ I have

surely heard Ephraim bemoaning himself.... " Is Ephraim

My dear son? is he a ple nt child ? for since I spake

against him , I do earnestly remember him still : therefore

my bowels are troubled for him ; I wil surely have merey

upon him , saith the Lord .”

And then in the last chapter of Hosea you have the end,

Ephraim shall say, What have I to do any more with

idols ?" And the Lord says, I have heardbim , and observed

him ." He had been waiting to hear ; and, shall I venture to

say it ? wearying to hear it, and listening for it, calling

Ephraim to return, “ I am like a green fir tree : from Ve is

thy fruit found.”

Now let me refer to another difficulty in this return. Dear

backsliding brother, you should not let this keep you back.

But it has its pain , its sorrowful side. You remember how

when Naomi cameback, type of the returning backslider, she

said , “ I went out full, i came back empty ; call me not

Naomi (a pleasant thing), but Mara (a bitterness).” The

sorrow arises because of what we feel we have lost ; lost in

the way of progress, in the way of position, in the way of

enjoyment, in the way of influence. We heard this morning

what Jacob lost. He returned, but the sorrow he never lost,

the sorrow never left him . That sorrow haunted his dying

bed , and hung as a dark cloud over his dying blessing. I

turned to these words as Mr. Blackwood wasreading that

solemn passage this morning, and I found Jacob saying on

his dying bed, “ Simeon and Leviare brethren ; instruments

of cruelty are in their habitation . O my soul, come not thoa

into their secret. ” The sorrow was still there, it was past

mending. You remember how it was with Samson. We

read in the programme, “ The hair of bis head began to

grow again .” That is put down in connection with return.

But what precedes that verse ? " The Philistinestook him, and

put outhis eyes, and brought him down to Gaza, and bound

him with fetters of brass, and he did grind in the prison

house." His return did not bring back his eyesight. His

return did not undotheloss he had suffered, it was for all

time. But yet, beloved backsliding brother, do not let that

keep you back, the sorrow of Naomi, of Jacob, of Samsou

tells how loss remains, but still listen to the entreaty,“ Re

turn unto Me, and I will return unto you, saith the Lord."

Perhaps there may be the sorrow others have sustained

through you , yourchildren, your servants, your neighbours,

your friends ; but do not let that sorrow , however irremedi

able, keep you back . Nor must you let the sorrow you

have caused the Lord keep you backfrom returning.

But now a word about the joy and the attractiveness ofthe

return, of the restored life, restored love, restored influence

and power, and restored usefulness. It isnot all dark,it has

its bright side. We have on some of our distant Scotch

islands hardy seafaring people dwelling on the coast and

looking, it issaid, with great contempton the inland people,

The girls on the coast,I am told , won't look at an inland

man. “ Why,” said one, to one of these girls, “ doyou persist

in having sailor husbands, who leaveyou for a year or two,

and perhaps neverreturn ?” “ Oh, but every timethey come

backit is just like anew marriage." So ourreturn to the

Lord is like a newmarriage joy ;it is a joyrepeated some

times again and again. Brethren, I do not say this to excuse

departure, but to hasten return .

Think of the joy of the Christian brotherhood in the

return of a brother. “ This thy brother was lost, and is

found, was dead,andis aliveagain." Thinkof the joy in the
heart of God Himself. “ Rejoice with Me,for Ihave found

My child which was lost." Think of the joybeforeGod over

the repenting and returning one, morethan over the ninety

and nine that need no repentance.

Then , too, there is the joy of usefulness. See that old

backslider Naomicoming to her home again. Thesewords

speak of her : "So Naomi returned, and Ruth the Moabitess,

her daughter- in -law , with her.” She got a soul in the very

act of returning. That old backslider came back with a

young convert out of Moab.

There are other joys. Wehad lately Dr. Andrew Bonar,of

Glasgow, preaching in our church in Edinburgh, on Davids

return, from the words, “ The bones which thouhast broken

will rejoice.” Hereferredtothe passage in the latter end of

the book of Job, which says,“ So the Lord blessed the latter

end ofJobmore thanhisbeginning,"& c. and in readingthe

names of his daughters he gave the meaning. Jemima,

" daughter of light,” Kezia, "a perfume.” Kerenhappuc,

“hornofbeauty." The names spake of blessing,and his latter

end was bettereven than the beginning.
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Now let us, in coming to a close, point to two great

practical results of our coming to this Conference and

dealing with this subject. The first has to do with the duty

of separation. It is not so much in the way of conscious

failure in separation . It is a practical questionr: we

have heard of separation and failure — what is to come of

it ? I preached some years ago on the returning back

slider from the story ofNaomi, and at the close a stranger

came up to me and said , “ What are you going to do, sir,

after that sermon ? What are you going to do ? I lay some

backslider on your conscience." And, turning to a lady, he

said, “ I lay some backslider onyour conscience to seek his

return ." That was Mr. Henry Reed, of Tunbridge Wells, so

well known afterwards for his work in Tasmania . Now what

are you going to do after this Conference ? You are surely

resolved to be separated more and more ; yes, but are you

going to have no care for some backsliding brother ? Surely,

there is some one you seek to lead back to the Father.

Remember backsliders are the weak point in the line of

the defenders. Think of the spiritual power we could gain

in these backsliders. It seenis to me the recovery of a

backslider is even more important than the rescue of an

outsider. Every backslider is keeping back theChurch, and

in his return this vis inertia is diminished, which is keeping

back the great life Christ has given His Church. Ifwe lovingly

believingly, prayerfully, and hopefully sought the recovery

of the backsliders, we should win them . If the backsliders

of London could be brought back to their first love, it would

tell on the world.

Mr. Hopkins , the other night, used an illustration which

may be repeated . He told of a little girl who became the

connecting agent between the “ Hell Gate" obstacle and the

power that removed it. She touched a button which set the

electric spark in motion , exploded the vast deposits of

dynamite ,and shattered the obstacle. Now you may be the

means of removing this great obstacle of backsliders in your

families, your churches, your cities , or country districts .

Will you help in this great work ? May this Conference be

one means leading up to this great issue.

Then a word to the backsliders themselves . Beloved , will

you return ? If you do, it must be immediate, it must be

now , it must be here. You remember the story of the

mother whose daughter wandered away, and who never

locked her door day or night, lest her child should come

back and find a locked door. Thank God , he has left the

door open, and whatever hour a brother comes he will find

the door open. Come especially at such a time as this, when

there is a high tide, and favouring gales ready to fill your

sails and waft you home. Here you have all associations urging

return to the Lord from whom you have been backsliding.

And then let your return be complete ; not a hoof shall be

left behind. And let it be for ever . Two gentlemen were

walking upRegent, Street when one said, “ Look here," point

ing to an object which had been a snare to his friend. He

did not look, but turned away, saying, “ Oh, don't ; not even

look ; ” and saved himself and his friend by the grace of God.

Now what is to be our response to this ? Two hymns have

suggested themselves to me as a fitting expression of what we

might well feel. The first is part of that beautiful hymn

of Cowper's :

Return , O holy Dove ! return

Sweet Messenger of rest ;

I hate the sins that made Thee mourn ,

And drove Thee from my breast.

The dearest idol I have known ,

Whate'er that idol be ,

Help me to tear it from thy throne ,

And worship only Thee.

The other is the thought of a child , suggested by Mrs.

Beecher Stowe's hymn, " Knocking, knocking.” A little girl

in India said to her mother, “ It seems to mewe should have

something to say about theopening. I think we should bid

Him enter, and not keep Him always knocking outside.” The

mother said she was quite right, and she penned this

additional verse :

Enter, enter, Heavenly Guest ;

Welcome, welcome to my breast ;

I have longwithstood Thy knocking,

For my heart was full of sin ,

But Thy love at last hast conquered,

Blessed Jesus, oh , come in !

COMMUNION ADDRESSES.

The Secret of the Lord .

BY REV. J. H. WILSON , D.D.

It , , if
these lastdays of Conference had been culminating in

this blessed ordinance for the observance of which we have

now met. We have had before us the great subject of separa

tion unto God, and failure on the part of those who had

fallen , in somemeasure, away from it. Now , by the grace of

God , we profess to have confessed and returned ; and we

have come together to have fellowship and communion with

the Lord God, and with each other in and with Him .

Perhaps some may ask , Wherein do the separated and saved ,

differ from other people . Many ways might be mentioned.

I call attention to one particular point suggested in one of the

Psalms by these words, “ The secret of the Lord is with them

thatfearHim , and He will show them His covenant. ” We have

got into the inner circle, the inner chamber ; and we may

well meditate a little on this wonderful expression , “ the

secret of the Lord ." I do not profess to be able to

open up this great theme, I can only throw out some thoughts

lying on the surface and bearing on it .

First, there is the view the believer gets of the character

and attributes of God . The world does not know God , does

not understand about God, misreads and misrepresents God.

The knowledge of God is secret, it is with them that fear

Him . There are some public men whom we only know by

their public utterances. We do not know them . We would

want to see them among their intimates at home, to meet them

amongthe children , to meetthem in retirement. The children

know them , but it is secret to the world outside. So the

world does not know our God . We are at home with Him ;

He is our loving Father ; and the secret of the Lord is with

the children . He makes Himself known to us in His cha

racter and attributes of justice, righteousness, faithfulness,

and holiness. All His attributes are secret, the right know

ledge of them is part of the secret of the Lord.

Then, next, there is the sense the believer has of the love of

Christ as a reality , and personally for him , Love is a secret,

love is a secret thing ; men do not proclaim love that is worth

the having on the house- top. It is a sacred thing, a silent

thing, a secret thing. The love the mother tells her child , the

love of the sister for her brother, of friend for friend, of the

husband for his wife , of the bridegroom for his bride, is a secret

thing ; it is whispered in the ear; none know it but the one

who is the subject of it. What an outflowing of this sense of

love at the Lord's table ! How many of us can go back to

these sweet communion times, as times when the voice of the

Beloved said to us, “ I love thee." Your next neighbour did

not hear it, it was only one who heard that sweet, gentle

whisper, “ I love thee.” My body broken for you, My blood

shed for you ,I love you, it is the secret of the Lord.

Shall I speak of it as the setting forth of the Christian ex

perience of the believer in the indwelling and the inworking

of the Holy Spirit within ? We need not enlarge on this

precious and important subject, but may I touch upon it ?

We know the Spirit as the Revealer, and the Revenler

of the Son as the Word of God , the Revealer of the Father,

for He reveals our sonship. He is the Spirit of adoption,

and He reveals the heart of the Father in His great love

to those who are in His beloved Son .

We know the Spirit as the Witness. He witnesses to our

union with Christ . He witnesses to the covenant, for God

hath made an everlasting covenant with us in Christ. How

failure in separation comes in, alas ! even here at His

table of Communion. Those words spoken by the man after

God's own heart are echoed by every Christian here :

• Although my house be not so with God : yet He hath made

with me an everlasting covenant,ordered in all things, and

sure : for this is allmysalvation, and all my desire.” That is the

secret of the Lord . A covenant of blessing, a covenant of

pardon, a covenant ofpeace, joy, preservation, and holiness ;

it is the secret of the Lord, and the work of the Spirit is to

witness to that covenant.

Then I might speak of the work of the Holy Spirit as the

Sanctifier orComforter. I do not know anything thatmakes
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MayI give you one swett word to carry with you ?

Thus Paul describes the Christian life in brief telegrabpie

language : “ To me to live is Christ. ” It seems to me that

sums up all we have been considering in these blessed days

of Conference.

To me to live is Christ.

To me to live from Christ.

To me to live on Christ.

To me to live with Christ .

To me to live for Christ .

Now, perhapsthe older Christians, more advanced in the

Christian life, will bear with me for a few minutes as I give

a few simple words of counsel to the young Christians, to

whom one's heart is greatly drawn out at this time ; for have

they not the burden and the heat of the day to bear ? and have

they not the journey and the conflict before them ? May I

not give you dear young believers, a few words of brief

counsel ?

I. Will you , dear brethren and sisters, seek to be out and out

for Christ in everything ? Go the whole length ,not half -way.

Adelaide Newton , in one of her letters, says, “ Oh, don't be a

half -and -half Christian . It is easiest' to be out-and -out ; it

is safest, it is happiest, it is best ." You have heard of the

converted Chinaman visiting the United States, and being

appalled at the lives he saw Christians leading, saying, “ In

my country, when theyare converted, they come clear out."

The converts in China do that, I believe , wonderfully. Oh

that allwho have been attending Mildmay might come clear

out ! That is separation in thetruest sense.

II . Will you consult Christ about everything, especially in

things doubtful ? In things that are not doubtful inquiry is

suspicious. There should not be need for inquiry when the

Wordis plain. But, in things doubtful, will you consult the

Lord Jesus ? What wilt Thou bave me to do ? Should I

go to this place or that ? Should I read this book or that ?

Should I take partin this particular amusement ? What

should I do, Lord ? A little while ago , walking in the

suburbs of Edinburgh, I met ayoung nurse, a memberof my

congregation, out with the children . “ Are you staying in

your place this term, Bessie ? ” “ No, sir. ” « Where are you

going ? ” “ I do not know , sir . ” “ Have you prayed about

it ? " “ No, sir .” Here was a young Christian taking one

of the great stepsin herlife, onewhich might affect her whole

future, and yet she had never consulted Christ about it,

although she came to the Lord's table and professed to be

His . Do not act in that way.

III . Will you seek to be like Christ in everything ? That is

sanctification. Some ask us what sanctification is, what

holiness is . There are many answers which may be givel,

this is one of the best : sanctification is being like Christ,

holinessis being like Christ. It is not sudden ; a man does

not grow like Christin a day or an hour. It is gradual,like

copying a pattern . It is a gradual, a constant work, one

featureafter another being manifested in our lives. I gave,

yesterday, the young people in the Mildmay Orphanage a

little question to guide them in coming life. I give it to

you now ; it will solve a thousand difficulties. It is a familiar

question to many of us— “ What would Jesus do pas “ If He

woulddo thisorthat, I willdoit ; if He wouldnot, I dare

not." Seek to belike Christ in everything.What would

Jesus do ?

IV. Will you make surrender to Christ ofeverything, complete

consecration for Christ ? Some years ago the sister of our

beloved friend,Mr.Mathieson, cametoEdinburgh andjoined

my flock . She said to me, “ I want you to understand,

I have ahouse in Edinburgh , thatmyhouseisChrist's. Itis

His house, and if He wants itfor anything, it isat His dis

posal.” She had written upon it for Christ. And as with

that house, so with everything, let it be for Him, and Him

alone.

Take my life , and let it be

Consecrated, Lord , to Thee ;

Take my moments and my days,

Let them flow in ceaseless praise.

Take my silver and my gold ,

Not a mite would I withhold ;

Take my intellect, and use

Ev'ry power as Thou shalt choose.

V. Will you seek the glory of Christ in everything ? It is a

great matter to have a good motive to guide us through life ;

now

worldly men more angry than the doctrine of the Spirit ;

there are few other doctrines worldly Christians, or worldly

men , so dislike to hear. They do not understand it : the Holy

Spirit as the Revealer, the Witness, the Sanctifier, the Com

forter, is the secret of the Lord , and it is with them that

fear Him .

But once more , I mightspeak of the communion which the

believer enjoys with his Lord . He has it in meditation on

the Word of the Lord --the Lord speaking to him ; he has it

iu prayer - he speaking to the loving Lord ; he has it in the

Sacrament of the Supper, which we speak of as the Com

munion par excellence - there is nothing likeit out of heaven .

Just another word about the secret. It is blessed to gather

here, to meet in holy concourse; for it implies family intimacy.

And then, you know, comes the secrecy. It is so in the

family, after the day's work is over, after the visitors have

gone away , and the family are gathered round the fireside,

then it is all reserve is gone, and they open up their hearts

one to another, It is the hearty hour of the day, the best

of all the day. May it be something like that to -day. You

remember when the first supper was observed there was a

stranger there, and when he had gone away the Lord opened

His heart to His loved ones, and they were admitted to the

secrets of the Lord. We had some years ago in Scotland a

godly minister (Hewetson) whose sayings have become

stereotyped to -day amongst the peasantry, and one of these

is : “ I am more intimate with Jesus than with any friend on

earth . ” As he was so intimate with Him , he would commune

with Him , and learn the secret of the Lord-blessed secret !

There is one of these precious promisesof things to come

which is analogous to the thoughthere. You remember that

to some a white stone is to be given , with a new name written

thereon, a name which no one knows but the believer, a name

written in cypher, which only the initiated can read , which

each believer knows for himself. The secret of the Lord ,

His handwriting for each individual soul . Oh , let us seek

to get near to day, to get very close to the Master's side to-day,

to take the place ofthe beloved disciple, and each of us to

lay our head on His loving bosom , that we may catch His

whisper, and hear anew the secret of the Lord from Him at

His table.

May I speak one word more to those who have been back

sliding, not living up to their light, living beneath their privi

lege , professing to be believers, yet living very much in

the world ? There are many who would not recognise them

selves under the name of backsliders, butwho have failedin

separation. Why should they not take the step now ? The

step of making afresh dedication of themselves to Christ now

and here ? Pass into the inner circle ; have it out with

Christ. Our Scotch Christians, old -fashioned Christians, talk

of renewing their covenant dedication at the Lord's table.

May we not do so to -day. Let us get beyond the Sacrament,

beyond these symbols and emblems so full of blessed

significance. Let us get beyond them, let us not be satisfied

with them , let it be the Lord Himself we seek this day. For

if we may but touch the hem of His garment we shall be

made whole.

Oh , touch the hem of His garment !

And thou , too, shalt be free ;

His saving power this very hour

Shall give new life to thee.

Christ in
Everything.

“ W

Words to Young Christians.

BY REV. J. H. WILSON, D.D.

HO touched My clothes ? And the disciples said unto

Him , Master, the multitude throng Thee and

press Thee, and sayest Thou, Who touched Me ? " Не,,

explaining it, says, “ Somebody hath touched Me ; for I per

ceive that virtue is gone out ofMe." Then we read that the

Lord looked around about, and when the woman saw that

she was not hid, she came trembling, and falling down before

Him , she declared unto Him , before all the people, for what

cause she had touched Him, and how she was healed im

mediately. And He said unto her, “ Daughter, be of good

comfort ; thy faith hath made thee whole ; go in peace.”

Thus, in rendering praise and acknowledging the blessing

received, she got a new blessing, and went on her way rejoic

ing ; and ye, beloved, go and do likewise.
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Summer Camp
Camp for City Boys.

to have a certain direct aim. In the early days of Arctic

expeditions a sailor (Hudson) got sealed orders, and left port

on board a small vessel : someeight men and a boy. After he

was a few days out at sea he opened his orders,andthey THE SeasideHome Fund of the Boys andGirls' Refuges,
Strangeways, Manchester, has been the means of giving

read , “ Go straight to the North Pole .” What did he do ? healthful change and recreation to hundreds of poor, pale- faced

Obeyed so far as he could , went north as far as he could . city children, and it is anticipated that during the present

That great territory, which bears his name, is a memorial of year the usefulness of this department of work will be fully

the single-hearted man who simply carried out the orders maintained . It does not , however, reach a very needy class,

of those in authority. You and I have a simple and direct nor does any agency that we know of effectively do so. We

command : seek the glory of Christ. Success in work mean the rough and ragged boy of from eleven to fourteen years

will, I believe, as a rule, follow this ; but success is not your
of age, who often needsachange quite as much if not more than

aim , it is the glory of Christ. We have in Edinburgh a
the younger children who are admitted to our Lytham Home.

devoted Christian man, Jenkinson, known to some of you,
Two years agowe tried the experiment of buying a few old

humble in position comparatively, but he has done a wonder
army tents, and during the summermonths sending batches of

eighteen or twenty of these lads to live under canvas for a fort

fulwork. Hevisited my teachers one night, and said to them , “ I
night, at a time, at some of the seaside resorts, under the care

have just attained my majority in Christian work , I have and discipline of an experienced worker. This proved very suc
been twenty -one years a Sunday school teacher. I have had

cessful, and we know of lads healthy and at work to -day who,
some of the wildest boys and roughest work in the city, but I to all appearance, were fast wasting away before theyexperienced

have never despaired . Only one thing has kept me afloat. the health -giving change of that summer camp of 1884. Last

When I began mywork anaged teacher said to me, “Will year, through stress of other work , we did not carry out the plans

you teach for the glory of Christ ? ” I have tried to do so for of the previous year, but we know that Liverpool followed our

twenty -one years, and it has helped me at all times. Now example with, we believe, good results. The Mayor of Liverpool

will you in all your future life seek the glory of Christ in
acted as chairman of the Committee of Management.

everything ?
This year we propose again using our camp,though on &

VI. And then, finally, I have asked you to be out andout
larger scale, and have already secured a very suitable field at

Llandudno, close to the sea. The boys will be taken , at thofor Christ, to consult Christ in everything, to seek to be like
discretion of the committee, from the poorest parts of the city ,

Christ in everything, to consecrate everything to Him , and
upon the recommendation of clergymen, ministers, city mis

to seek the glory of Christ in all things ; and now how can
sionaries, and Ragged school workers, and will have , say, &you live such a life ? My last remark is the answer. Will
fortnight's fresh air, sea-bathing, and healthful recreation.

you look to Christ in everythiny ? He Himself says, “ Apart The committee have obtained the services of Major Ferris, of

from Me ye can do nothing." And one whomadethe experi London , to act as superintendent, whose experience of the army

ment bears this testimony— “ I can do all things through will enable him to conduct thecamp on true military principles.

Christ, which strengtheneth me.” “ It pleased the Father that The boys to be admitted will vary in age from twelve to

in Him should all fulness dwell.” “ And ye are complete in sixteen , and they will be carefully examined by honorary

Him .” “ I live , yet not I, but Christ liveth in me ; and the medical officers to see that they are freefrom infectious disease

life I now live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of of any kind. Carrying out the military element of the

God, who loved me, and gave Himself for me. ”
encampment, the boys will be drilled once or twice &

day by the
I do not know what you think of forms of dedication. I superintendent. Their amusements will

consistof cricket , football, and other games, and every day,
have jotted down one which seems very clear and simple and

when the weather permits, they will enjoy a dip in the sea.earnest ; and I close by reading it. It is the self- dedication
The expenses of such a camp will, for the first year, be rela

of Philip Henry, father of Matthew Henry, the commentator .
tivelyheavy, as they include the purchase of tents, bedding,

“ I take God the Father to be my chiefest good and highest utensils, uniforms, &c . , most, if not all , of which will be avail.

end. I take God the Son to be my Prince and Saviour. I
able for future seasons . The committee now earnestly appeal

take Godthe HolyGhostto be my Sanctifier, Teacher, Guide, to all who feel interested in this movement to help themwith

and Comforter. I take the Word of God to be my rule in all funds, so that these poor boys may enjoy the change and fresh

my actions. I take the people of God to bemy people in air which our own families find so beneficial during the summer

all conditions. I do likewise devote and dedicate unto the months .

Lord my whole self, all I am, all I have, and all I get. And We hope that the camp life will not only improve their

this Ido deliberately, sincerely, freely , and for ever. ” The health, teach them lessons in discipline , industry, and clean

Lord help us to do that, whether we adopt these words or not. liness, but that the simple religious services which will be held

So shall we be separated unto God fromthis time.
will also have a permanent influence for good . The six bell

tents will be erected on Thursday next, and the first batch eept

EDITORIAL . — We have thus given THE WHOLE of the MORNING on Saturday.

AND EVENING ADDRESSES of the three days' Conference, LEONARD K. Shaw .

wi
exception of FRIDAY EVENING , as also the Com GILBERT R. KIRLEW ,

MUNION ADDRESSES. FRIDAY EVENING and notes of the Manchester Boys ' Refuge, Strangeways..

AFTERNOON ADDRESSES we hope to give in our next .

in

The Belleville Mission .

E thank Godthatthe Gospel is being faithfully preached

souls are being saved. But, while the few are blessed, thousands

remain untouched . There is thus a loud call for more earnest

effort. Those who appreciate medical mission work at home

will readily understand what a help it is in France, where there

is so much indifference and infidelity. The Medical Mission

Hall at Belleville brings thousands under the sound of the

Gospel, and is a centre for ouvroirs and schools as well as for

medical work. It was only lately that one of the workers, in a

conversation with a young Frenchman, happened to refer to

the large number of atheists in Paris, and he answered with

earnestness, “ Ab ! it is true ; but now there is a seeking after

God .” The speaker was a man of education, a medical man ,

not himself a professed Christian. If they are seeking, let us,

As far as we can, help them tofind, and as we have opportunity

let us do good unto all men , to the French as well as the English,

If any oneis led to help on this work , please address to my

father, Major-General Hoste, Havelook Lodge, Brighton .

W. HOSTE .

Medical Work in Central Turkey.

SOME

TOME of your readers may recollect that , at the close of 1883 ,

Dr. Ohan Gaidzagian visited London on his way from

America to Adana, where he was formerly pastor of an evan .

gelical American church, and where he now wished to settle as

& medical missionary. During that visit he obtained some

pecuniary help towards the establishment of a medical dispen

sary . Since then he has laboured hard in the practice of

healing, and has been an instrument of blessing to many. His

custom is to itinerate during part of the year. In this he has

had some painful experience,of which the following is a sam

ple. The story may betold in his own words :

Albustan (scarlet garden ),my native town, is situated on the

north side of the Taurus range. It is the centre of a population

of 20,000. There are 1,500 Christians in the town itself, and

two evangelical Armenian congregations. The people are gene

rally very poor, and for the most part uneducated. There is

no regularphysician. During theearly part of my visit many

patients called upon me, and I did mybest to relieve them.

But, unfortunately, two cases of surgical operation proved fatal .

Dr. Gaidzagian's stock of medicines is exhausted : are any dis

posed to assist in renewing the supply ?

7, Adam Street, Strand, T. W. BROWN.
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Churches celebrate this year the second

ACCREDITEDCHRISTIAN
HOME GLEANINGS.

AGENCIES .

Fallen in the Fight. Orphans, but Happy.

COUNTRY TOWNS MISSION HEfollowing from the pen ofRev: InMount Hermon Girls'Orphan Homes

18, New Bridge Street , E.O.- For the past forty THE. Followbasho will awaken sym.
nine years this Society has sought to establish

Missionaries in those places where there is a lack pathy :-At the close of the winter I was Miss Cole gives account of how the Lord

of simple Gospel teaching. The Committee visiting in Ratcliff in company with one bath answered prayer and provided every
earnestly ask those who know the darkness of of mymissionaries. I had only parted need. With regard to the children she
many of our Country Listricts to strengthen

their hands by increased help. with him a few minutes, when he joined writes :-“ Onecannot look upon the chil.

HARRY C. NISBET , Treasurer . GEORGE H. me again , but how altered ! He had dren gathered in these four bouses without

MAWER , Secretary . slipped coming down one of the dark seeing that the blessing of the Lord is

staircases, and fallen to the bottom . He resting on our efforts. They are a bright
MONTHLY TRACT 8OCIETY.

Instituted 1837.
was writhing with pain , and could hardly and happy family, and it is pleasant to

New Offices, Bridge House,

Blackfriars Bridge ( City Side) London .
speak, to tell me of the accident . At see their affection one for the other.

OBJECT : To bring the subject of personal once I sent him to the London Hospital, They also take a deep delight in the

religion periodically beforethe middle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical
hoping there was nothing but what could Word of God, in reading and searching

literature at home and abroad .
be put right . He had, however, injured the Scriptures. I ask the earnest prayer

PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERS : All subscribers of his spine, and , after staying there some of the Lord's people who read thisreport

five shillings and upwards per annum are en time, has come out a paralyzed man , that every child under these roots may be

titled to receive the new tracts issued monthly ,

and are allowed to purchase the society's pub
powerless for service. His sight also is led to put her whole trust in the living

lications at a discount of 25 per cent . Any injured. Saviour, our Lord Jesus Christ. Many

subscriber, for each extra contribution of two I am in deep trouble about him. of the old scholars who write to me say

shillings per annum , may have a tract sent

monthly, direct from the office , to any friend

He was a fine, smart, active man , full that it was while they were in the Home

whose name and address are supplied . Many
of life and energy, but is now , through that they first gave their hearts to Christ.

subscribers have for years pursued this excellent
this terrible accident, a physical wreck . May their number be doubled. I trust

method of quietly influencing other persons. He has a wife and four young children the kind friends who have so liberally

Subscribers' names are not divulged. Donations or

subscriptions exceeding these sums form the
dependent on him . I feel in honour given of their substance for the support

fund for gratuitous distributions of tracts .
bound to make some provision for him. of these poor helpless • little ones,' may

Funds are urgently needed in aid of the When falling down that dark staircase, reap a golden harvest in Christ's kingdom ,

Free Grant Fund , he fell as a soldier in a noble battle with the labour of love bestowed lor His

All cheques and postal orders to be crossed and

made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE, Secretary .

want and misery. I purpose , if possible, Name's sake cannot be in vain . " God

MSS. of earnest Gospel and good literary cha establishing his wife in some business . loveth a cheerful giver ,' and He will

racter may be forwarded to the Secretary .
The case hardly comes under the general repay a hundredfold , when He shall

head of " distress," and would , moreover, come to be glorified in His saints, and to

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS
require more than my general mission be admired in all them that believe."

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,
fund could allot to one family. I ven The address is , Miss Mary Ann Cole,

President- Gen . Bir A. J. LAWRENCE , K.C.B. ture , therefore, to appeal for help to Mount Hermon , 55 , Cambridge Road,

Sole object of the Society to spread the saving

knowledge of Christ among our soldiers.
provide for one who is to-day shattered Kilburn , N.W.

Contri
butions will be thankfully received by the in health and strength, and who fell in

Treasurer , V. G. M. HOLT, Esq ., 17, Whitehall seeking the rescue ofothers,
Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon . Sec.; orby Missions in London.

theSecretary , Mr. W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.C.
various parts of London by Messrs.

BIBLE AND COLPORTAGE Work in Dublin . Davey and Irvine, concerning which Rev.

SOCIETY OF IRELAND.-An unde
J. Monro Gibson, D.D., writes : — " The

nominational society with agents in all parts of
RS . SMYLY writes as follows of work began on the 10th of May, &

Ireland . Carefully selected and trained colpor Wandsworth, and has been continued

teurs are preading the knowledge of Jesus by

the living voice and the printed page. They
among the Roman Catholics :-At no at Millwall, Somers Town, Marylebone,

have access to the peopleeverywhere. A con time have we bad freer access to the and Highbury. Reports have been

tribution of £40 will secure a colporteur for a people in their own abodes and in their received of the most satisfactory and

year in any part of Ireland . Several additional coming out to the various meetings,

colporteurs
encouraging nature. There had been the

havo been recently appointed .

Funds greatly needed.
showing an earnest desire for salvation . usual difficulties which attend an enter

Secretaries, Rev. H. M.WILLIAMSON, Belfast, It is grievous ; to think of the utter prise of the kind conducted by men not

and Rev. JOHN ELLIOTT, Armagh , by whom ignorance of the people as regards God's

contributions will be gratefully received , or

previously known , and the weather had

Word. Men and women come to Dublin

they may be paid at the office of this paper.
frequentlybeen exceedingly unfavourable,

from various parts of the country, in but, notwithstanding all drawbacks, it

BARBICAN EAST CENTRAL
order to get freedom to search for the was unanimously felt that there was

MISSION TO THE JEWS. - The aim of
truth for themselves. Persecution is rife abundant cause for gratitude to God for

this Mission is to win souls for Christ, by visita against such-too sad to detail in this His blessing on the work. The following

tion , holding meetings and classes for Men , extract from the Wandsworth report,

Women , and Children , and to befriend and We have a glorious work amongst the

temporarily relieve distressed Jews, believing
which was handed in writing, may serve

and inquiring, who, in many cases, have lost
children , more than one thousand four

as a specimen :

their all through no other fault than that they hundred are under daily teaching . Day “ The average attendance was about

have embraced , or are about to embrace , the by day we gather in the lambs to the
two hundred, although four evenings were“ truth as it is in Jesus." Immediate help

sadly needed. Contributions will be gratefully
fold , amply rewarded for the toil by the wet, and there were other influences to

received by Messrs . J. F. SHAW & CO ., or by numbers rescued and brought to give attract the people elsewhere. The meet.

the Missionary Supt ., PAUL WARSCHAWSKI, their hearts to Jesus. Many are placed ings appeared to grow in interest, and the

16, Farleigh Road , Stoke Newington, London , N. out in life and working for God. Some closing service on Sunday evening was

have won the prize, and have entered the very largely attended . It was felt tobe a

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY . - Help heavenly home. How I wish our friends season of blessing and refreshing to the

is very urgently needed to meet the heavy ex
could see the dear ones gathering in

penses involved in conducting the various evan.
Christians who attended, and sinners were

gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially morning by morning - little bare feet, converted to God. Twenty-one persons
to assist in meeting the terrible distress so scanty clothing, yet joyously partaking were personally dealt with in the after.

prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive
help in any form . JAS. ATKINSON, Secretary,

of the warm breakfast prepared for them , meetings - nearly half of them our own

10, Enfield Road South , Kingsland , N.
without which most of them would be mission people, the remainder members

hungry all the day.
of no church . Similar testimonies were

LAMB AND FLAG RAGGED All who learn God's Word are true and given from Millwall and Somerstown.''

SCHOOL AND MISSION, 10, Red Lion loyal . This has been clearly proved. If

Street, Clerkenwell .-This Institution has carried we had the means of spreading the Gospel Hangchow Medical Mission:

on good work for thirty- eight years, and larger

premises are needed to meet the increasing
amongst the people, the country would The third annualreportof this mission

demands of anxious and willing youth of both
be in a very different position . If friends in connection with the Church Missionary

sexes . £ 1,500 would provide what is wanted . would come and see the mission work in Society is full of interest.

Will some of those blessed with means come Dublin and judge for themselves, it A Commemoration. The Italian

over and help us ? Funds are also much needed
to carry on the regular work. would be a great encouragement to the

Hon. Director and Treasurer - J.O.SHERRARD , workers. We earnestly ask your prayers centenary of the famous persecution

7, Oxford Square, Hyde Park , and sympathy at this very trying time. of 1686, and the exile of theWaldenses.

MRSOEKYuktwelt BublinoMission

short space .
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MISSION NOTES. AGENCIES.

Dublin .- The Dublin Prison Gate The Militia . - A seven weeks' mission

Mission reports & successful year. Ear. is being held amongst the Militia en. THEATRICAL CHILDREN

nest efforts have been made to induce camped on HounslowHeath.
at the Seaside.

discharged prisoners to sign the pledge. Religious Tract and Book

Gospel Temperance. - In the
Mr. and Mrs. Courthope Todd desire to tako to

Society of Scotland .-- The annual Lowestoft this summer some of the SICKLY AND
annual report of the Baptist Total Ab meeting of the Glasgow branchof this

stinence Association, a number of cases
OVERTAXED Little Ones who are Members of

society was held recently under the

are cited of conversions through means presidency of Dr. J. A. Campbell, M.P. , Maoready House .

of the GospelTemperance work . in the Christian Institute .
Children's Services will be held daily on the

Somers Town.--Messrs. C. Davey, Sandgate. - A successful ten days ' sands , so that the advantages of sea air and

B.A., and R. M. Irvine, B.A., have just mission by Mr. Walton has just been spiritual instruction will be simultaneously

concluded a very successful mission week, conducted at Miss Papillon's Soldiers ' offered .

the attendance at all the services being Institute, Sandgate. Aremarkable spirit Who will forward Contributions, so that

very good. of inquiry was manifested throughout little Actress may enjoy A WEEK by

Midnight Meeting Movement. the meetings.
“ God's beautiful sea " ? Please send to " . Sick

The report for the past year shows that The Lord's Day . - The timely action and Holiday Fund." Theatrical Mission

fifty -one meetings were held, attended by taken by the Lord's Day Observance Institute , Henrietta Street, Covent Garden ,

upwards of two thousand five hundred Society, and the Working Men's Lord's London .

fallen women and girls , many of them Day Rest Association , has resulted in the

not out of their teens ! closing of the Folkestone Exhibition on FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

Edinburgh . - The Edinburgh Gospel the Day of Rest. There is need for such
RAGGED SCHOOLS, Vine Street, Clerken

Temperance Union has just issued a very vigilance on all sides .
well Road , E.C. President, the Right Hon . the
Earl of Aberdeen , K.G. This Institution benefits

encouraging and hopeful annual report . Church Parochial Missions. - A temporally and spiritually the poorest of the

Rescue work and raising the tone of the Conference is tobe held to -day (July 1st) , poor, upwards of 3.000 men , women , and children

Church on the subject are the chief at the National Church Club. The subjects being assisted weekly . £ 4.000 a year must be

aims.
raised by Voluntary Contributions to maintain

for discussion will be as follows: 1 . the Work. Treasurer - W . A. BEVAN , Esq.
A Good Record . - It was reported Accessories of Parochial Missions. 2. 54 , Lombard Street .

at the fifty -third annual meeting of the How oan the Church Parochial Mission Secretary, Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT .

Paisley Tract Society last weekthat since Society be utilized as a Corresponding

its commencement in 1832 the society Centre by the different DiocesanAssoci GEORGE YARD RAGGED

bad distributed 12,155,366 carefully ations ? 3. Need Missions be Prolonged SCHOOLS AND MISSION,

selected tracts .
for Purposes of Instruction? 4. Following

Whitechapel, E.

• Aged_Pilgrims' Friend So up of Missions, 'Methods found Useful.
The Infant Day Nursery opens at 7.30 a.m.

The Day Ragged schools, morning at 9, after

ciety .- The seventy -ninth report of The Conference is open to all clergymen noon at 2 o'clock . Sunday Schools, morning, .

this valuable institution is exceedingly interested in missions. afternoon , and evening. Rough Boys' Classes at

cheering ; it will well repay perusal. Be. " Naething ... but Jesus . ”—A
8, on Moudays and Wednesdays. Boys at work

in the Industrial Classes on Mondays, Wednes
sides one thousand one hundred and special work has been going on in Avoch, days, and Fridays, at 12.30 p.m. Mothers' Meet .

eighteen pensioners, it has now four de fishing village in Ross- shire. One of ings on Tuesdays at 3 and 6 p.m. Mission to

homes with one hundred and eighty
Inebriate

the fishermen of the village had been
Women at 3 p.m. on Thursdays.

inmates. called to Inverness for a few days ;on his

Temperance Meetings on Mondays at 8.15 p.m.

Evangelistic Services at 7 on Sundays, and other

Greenock. - Mr. George Clarke return his wife met him with a beaming Agoncies.

brought to a close on Sunday a remark countenance, and threw her arms around
Friends aro invited to visit the Institution any

able mission at the west end of Greenock , his neck, crying, “ Oh ! Sandy, man ,
day but Saturday.

Post Office Orders should be made payable at
All the meetings were held in churches, there's naething in the world worth 66 , High Street , Whitechapel . E. Letters and

and the attendance was very large. A having and living for now but Jesus !” Parcels should be addressed to GEORGE HOLLAND,

united thanksgiving meeting, heldin the This was glorious news to him , for the
The Ragged Schools, George Yard , High Street,

ball of Free St. Andrew's, was largely at
Whitechapel, London , E.

Lord had so arranged it that the very

tended , Dr. J. J. Bonar presided and same night she found the Lord at Avoch

gave a characteristio address on con he had found Him at Inverness .
THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

lession, thanksgiving, and hope.
earnestly appeal for additional aid in support of

Work among Emigrants . — The the 180 Ragged School Missions of tho Metro

Stirling. - The Broad Street Mission Secretary of the Thames Church Mission polis. These buildings aro planted in the poorest
in Stirling is to be carried on in future writes : - " 37,548 emigrants left the Port districts , and are used for Sunday and Bible

by the local Y.M.C.A. At a socialmeet of London during the year 1885. Who
Bchools, Day and Infant Free Schools, Week

night Schools for Rough Lads and Girls, Indus

ing of the workers and friends of the can overestimate the importance of trial Classes, Gospel Mission Services, Mothers '

mission the character of the work was work for Christ amongst these people ? Meetings, Ragged Churches, Bands of Hope,

well described by Councillor Dowdy, who Where are they going ? Soon the voyage
Crêches, and numerous other agencies for the

benefit of the poor children and their parente.

said it was both a home and a foreign is ended , and the ship's company scatter Much is also done in home visitation , in cloth

mission - referring to the poor people far and wide. Will they not be as sheep ing the ragged , and feeding the starving, and

of the district and to the numerous without a shepherd ? . In many cases it country homes are provided for the weakly or

tramps who attend.
convalescent. Contributions will be thankfully

must be so. It would be sinful to allow
recoived by JOHN KIRK, Exeter Hall , W.O.

Young Men in Glasgow . - Much these thousands to leave our dear old

blessing has attended themeetings during country without one word of God's love RESCUE SOCIETY. Established in 1853,
the past winter of the Tuesday evening to them . "

for the reformation of openly immoral women

Bible class connected with the Glasgow Amongst Roman Catholics . - and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

Y.M.C.A. A praise and testimony meet A Soripture reader gives the following
danger, supports Eight Homes capable of

ing on8th inst. was attended by fully instances :: - “ We thank God," said Mr.
receiving over two hundred inmates .

Fundsare earnestly solicited by the
250. For an hour the young men testi and Mrs. N. “ for the Bible , and are very Secretary, Mr. C. STUART THORPE,

fied to what the Lord had done for them, thankful to those who are trying tomake 79, Finsbury Pavement, E.O.

and many of these testin nies were its truths plain to our minds.

very striking,
much pity the priests, who are trying to WELCOME HOME FOR BAILORS OF

Mr. Spurgeon's College.-The
ALL NATIONS , Ratcliff Highway, London , E.

keep the knowledge of it from the people, --Gospel and Gospel Temperance Meetings every
summary ofresults of thirty years' exist andso keep them in utter darkness of night throughout the year. Visitors welcomed

ence of Mr. C. H. Spurgeon's Pastors' everythingthat is good both for body and any hour of the day . Communicationsto be

College as a " school of the prophets Michael C. (a convert from
addressed Miss CHILD, 173, St. George's Street,

shows that seven hundred and twenty
London, E.

Rome) is now eighty years of age, and “ A most fruitful and glorious work ."

two men , exclusive of students at present nearly blind. He attends my adult class
SHAFTESBURY .

connectedwith the institution, have been regularly. Mrs. G. and widow M'G.

received into the college, fifty - four of are both longing to be with their dear
AGED PILGRIMS' FRIEND

whom - forty -seven pastors and seven Saviour that bought them, but SOCIETY . - Instituted 1807. For giving Life
we

Pensions to the Lord's aged poor of both sexes

students-- " havefallen asleep." Making patiently wait His own time, they say. and all Protestant evangelical denominations.

all deductions, there are now engaged Michael R. said, " I have no other hope 1,119 pensioners on the books,180 being inmates

in some department or other of religious for heaven but by Jesus Christ, who of the four Homes. Expenditure in pensions

service about six hundred and three
Fresh help much

did it all for me, and all who are saved
npwards of £ 7,000 per annum

needed. Secretary - J, E. HAZELTON . Office
brethren . must be saved that way or not at all." 83 , Finsbury Pavement, E.O.

We very

soul."
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increasedto beopenthe two.WestEndHomes. Thenincomehad ( AVERYidamast appearlwas mightbyste, Indiadimin e tyre

pix ;

translated by one of their leaders into Chinese, Associated

not easily appreciated by a Western mind. But the practices

do not ama88 wealth , but put all their property into a common

' They fast in order to strengthen themselves by

silent watchfulness." " Seven times a day they have worship

in seven days they sacrifice , to cleange the heart and return to

purity. " Probably the originalNestorian Church wascomposed

Jewish sentiment which retained , and to this day retains, the

this creed and these customs, 1600 years ago the Church of

Christ knocked at the Gate of China , as we do pow , and,

The Servants' Home Society.

and it is of supreme importance that it should not be allowed to

fail through our lukewarmness and neglect. The Rev. F.

T den

JHE annual meeting of this society op Monday evening, in Palomares, writing from Seville, says : “ We have indeed mang

trials, but,come what may, we mustpreach Jesus ." This is the

a most interesting one . Fifty years had gone by since it was
spirit in which these earnest and faithful reformers do their

established , growing out of, as it did , a yet older institution work. Who will come to their help in this, the hour of their

founded in 1813, under the patronage of the late Duke of Kent, need ? Contributions will be very gratefully received by

for the improvement and encouragement of female servants .
L. S. TUGWELL,

Mr. C. STUART THORPE (Secretary) presented the report .
8 , Adam Street, Adelphi, London , W.C.:

Duringthe past year one thousand twohundred and thirty -three

were admitted to the Homes, exclusive of those who had been

in the Homes more than once in the same year. The chief
Our Indian Railways.

amounted to £ 1,321 11s . 1d. , and there was a balance in hand at Mildmay, on Friday night last, for some of those

of £9 16s . 1d . present to go outand carry on mission work in the Punjauh,

Mr. GEORGE WILLIAMS, with great kindness , then distributed Permit me to inform the readers of the Word and Tork that

the rewards to the domestics for terms of service of one to the Railway Mission is just now arranging ( 1 ) to get tried and

fifteen years. To those who had been in service one year a proved Christian men on British lines to go out and occupy

Bible was given , the number claiming this reward being sixty positions on our Indian railways, and at the same time act as

ten came forward for the framed certificate and book for missionaries . (2) We are forming a Committee, composed of

five years ; two had the silver medal for nine years , while one, Christian officials, who will be associated and work in harmony

Elizabeth Craig, who had kept the same situation for fifteen with the Anglo-Indian Evangelization Society, with the Rer.

years, received the gold medal , amid the loud cheers of her H. G. De St. Dalmas as Secretary; and (3 ) we hope to send

fellow.domestics. Mr. Williams, in presenting it to her, said : out railway evangelists as God shall enable us.
We are also

This friend is a type of the good old family servant of whom we very anxious to send a man to South Africa, to go from station

once used to hear. I cannot help hoping that this medal is a to station, and to be associated with our good friend, Mrs.

symbol of something better yet to come, and that you have the Osborn .

gold medal of a pure conscience .
If the railway systems in our Indian Empire can be properly

Mr. KIRKHAM , addressing the entire company, said : Will you evangelized, wefeel sure it will not only add to the comfort of

remember, my friende, that the only way in which you can those who travel, but also be a great means of spreading the

have true liberty is by being the servants of the Lord Jesus Gospel among the natives . The Anglo - Indian Society has done

Christ ? If you do not know what His service is you have never good service thus far, and it is partly from their suggestion, as

known freedom , and never can know it . He invited them all well as from constant appeals from railway officials, and men

to attend the service which he is in the habit of holding every on Indian lines, that we feel the time has come to go forward.

year on the second Sunday in October ; but, he added , be sure Men are ready , but themeans are not forthcoming.

that you do not use any conveyance to get to Mildmay on that I therefore appealto all your readers to pray for the money

occasion . to be provided , and if any have it on their hearts to go out a:

Mr. GEORGE WILLIAMS said: It has been a great gratification to their own expense , Mr. D. Spencer, 186, Aldersgate Street, E.C.

me to meet so many of youon this interesting jubilee occasion . will be glad to hear from them . No doubt there are many who

You are hereto blow the silver trumpets, to receive the books have madetheirfortunes in India whowouldfind it a blessedser

And certificates which mean commendation of those excellent vice to supporta missionary in thatcountry. Recently, two rail

servants who have kept their places so long. I congratulate way men in England, who are now converted, and who were

you sincerely in that you have merited the confidence of your

back
very wicked men when living in India, have offered to go

employers, and have kept your situations in such a way as to and labour for Christ, as well as earn their living.

deserve the prizes which have been presented to you. This
SAMUEL G. SHEPPABD.

good society has been going on for a number of years . One 28, Threadneedle Street, E.C.

delights to think of that excellent king, George III . , during

whose reign so many of four great institutions , like the Bible

Societyand the Tract Society, had their rise ; and it was the An Early Record . — Though the Church had hor cradle

Duke of Kent who began the work to which yours is now akin . in Western Asia , it is a striking fact that the oldest stone

In proceeding he spoke heartily of the value of the society to record of Christianity in Asia is found on Chinese soil . It is a

servants . tablet of marble, ten feet by five, surmounted by & cross, com .

Miss MASON followed with an address, in which she said : I prising two lengthened inscriptions in Chinese and Syriec

have bad servants from some of your Homes, and I have always respectively. Itrecords thedateofits erection, A.D. 781. 1

impressed on them what I would now impress upon you , the wasdiscoveredtwo hundred and sixty years ago, and within

importance of making their service abusiness, which has to be the last thirty-five yearshas been set up again byaChingman

learnt even as any other business. Whether you are a cook or outside the city of Si-ngan-foo , in Western China, where it

a kitchenmaid , mind that you learn your business. originally stood. It records the doctrines and the experiences

Colonel PUGET spoke a'few kindly words, reminding them that of the Nestorian community inChina, and makes it apparent

ho had himself been a servant of his Queen for twenty-six years. that they held a form of Christian belief affected by Gnostic

He spoke upon the story of Naaman as illustrating the blessing mysticism . They acceptedthemain elements of the Gospel,

of a good servant.

Rev. B. Cassin expressed the hope that all mistresses

though not asprominently and simplyasmight be wished.

Theytaught the creation of all things by God ; the fall ofman

would make a point of allowing their servants time to attend the incarnation and deathof the Son ofGod, and 'accord to

regularly at a place of worship on the Lord's Day.
Faith thesupremeposition amongst all virtues. The stone

records the factthat their sacred booksare twenty-sevenin

number (thenumber of NewTes
tamentBooks),and had heen

The Gospel in Spain and Portugal.
withthese simpler statementsof doctrine are othersof a mysti

THE

THE Reformed Spanish and Portuguese Churches are in a cal character touching the relations of grace andcosmogons:

healthy and progressive condition . TheGospel is preached
earnestly and faithfully, and men are everywheremost anxious ofthe community are intelligible,andhave that touch of higher

to hear the Word of Life. Evangelistic work in the villages is

naturewhich makes thewhole' Church kin . Amongst other

being carried on with great vigour and success,and the missionary things recorded by thetablet ,it informs us that " They do not

operations of the church might be extended far and wide , if only keepslaves,butputnobleandmeanallon an equality." " Ther

the necessary funds could be obtained. But, notwithstanding

the hopeful and encouraging state of the work , the committee of stock .”

the Spanish and PortugueseChurch Aid Society are caused great

anxiety , by the lack of adequate financial support . They have and praise for the benefit of the living and thedead."" Once

steadily set their faces against incurring any fresh debt ; con

sequently, the workers in Spain and Portugal are in danger of

suffering much privation, unless several hundred pounds are

raised at once. Under these circumstances we do not hesitate

to make known our need to the Christian public, and ask their

kind sympathy and liberal support. “ It is for us," said thegood

Earl of Shaftesbury, “ to go onand carry out this magnificent

campaign.” The work has come to us without being sought, knocking, found welcome .
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MEDICAL BATTERY COMPANY , Limited , THE ANCHORAGE.

MEDICAL BATTERY COMPANY , Limited .

MEDICAL BATTERY COMPANY , Limited ,,

HEBREW8 vi. 19 .

To Shelter Young Women (other

wise respectable )lately Fallen into

Sin .

FOR rules of admission to theAnchorage
House, and for particulars of its work , and for

TRAINED SERVANTS ready to go out to situa
tions, apply (by letter only ) to Mrs. H. BTUART

WORTLEY , Rosslyn House, Grove End Road ,

N.W., London ; and to wbom , or to any member

of committee, subscriptions may be sent, or to
Editor, Word and Work.

INVITES EVERY MAN AND WOMAN SUFFERING FROM

Rheumatism Paralysis General & Local Consumption

Lumbago Indigestion Debility Gout

Sciatica Constipation Neuralgia Kidney Diseases

Bronchitis Nervous Exhaustion Spinal Weakness Epilepsy

Pulmonary Affections Asthma Liver Complaint Funciional disorders

to send a Post Card to 52, Oxford Street, London , W., for a copy of " ELECTRO.

PATHY, or HARNESS' GUIDE TO HEALTH ," which will be forwarded Post

Free, and show how thousands have been immediately relieved, and promptly and

permanently cured, by simply wearing

NORTH -WEST LONDON

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

9, The Crescent, Leighton Grove, N.W.

PRESIDENT - JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq .

This Choir has been formed for the purpose

of assisting any Evangelistic effort , and for the

purpose of conducting short “Gospel Song

Missions," as occasion may offer.

The services of the Choir are quite gratuitous,

All applications should he made to Mr. J. Bate

man , 72 , Twisden Road , Highgate Road , N.W.

BELT

BELT gebouw hood, The

HARNES
S

ELECTRO
PATHIC

HARNES
S

ELECTRO
PATHIC

PRICE 21s . POST FREE.

HARNESS ELECTROPATHIC

HARNESS ELECTROPATHIC

TO CHRISTIAN WORKERS.-A

Mission Hall , situated in one of the healthiest

villages on the south coast of Devon , to be sold ,

in consequence of the owner having left the

building (which will seat

about 300 ) is lofty, brick built, with hollow walls

and slated roofing, and is well ventilated . The

hall will only betold for the Lord's work , which

has been , and is being, greatly bonoured therein .

For further particulars,

W. T. , Brooks Hall , Ipswich .

BELT

LEBANON WINE

BELT THE PURE JUICE OF THE GRAPE ,

IMPORTED DIRECT FROM SYRIA .

THE above NaturalWINE is largelyused by
Churches for Communion Wine, not only on

account of its prestige as coming from the Holy

Land, but alsoas containing no addod spirit or
alcohol. It is also recommended to invalids and

others who require a natural stimulant without

intoxicating quality. Price 248. per Dozen re

puted quarts.
BOLE AGENT

J. F. ROBINSON,

Lyttelton House, High Cross Lane,Tottenham ,N.

Which is guaranteed to restore Impaired Vital Energy, Invigorate the Debilitated

Constitution, Stimulate the Organic Action , Promote the Circulation,Assist Diges

tion , and Promptly renew that VitalEnergy, the loss of which is the first symptom

of decay. It is not merely something to make the muscles contract and jump.

Its healing properties are multifarious; it stimulates the functions of various

organs , increases their secretions, gives tone to muscles and nerves, relaxes morbid

contractions, improves nutrition, and renews exhausted nerve force . Acting

directly on the system , it sustains and assists its various fu ons, and thus pro

motes the health and vigour of the entire frame .

When Ordering send Size of Waist (next skin) .

MR. C. B. HARNESS, trician, has been specially retained by

the Eminent Consulting Medical Elec

the Company, and can be consulted daily (WITHOUTCHARGE) on all matters

relatingto HEALTH andthe application ofCurative Electricity, in the Electro

pathic Saloon of the MEDICAL BATTERY COMPANY (Limited), 52, Oxford

Street, London , W.

ERECTED BY

IRON CHURCHES,&c .

A, CHOPPING,

DERBY RD.,WEST CROYDON, SURREY.

Illustrated Designs and Estimates Free .
CHEAPEST FIRM IN THE TRADE .

52, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.

52, OXFORD STREET, LONDON , W. WORDS OF

ORGANS. W. Pridham and Son , £445.

Instruments for school and home use . Are mar

vellous for tone and workmanship. 3 stops, £ 5 ;

5 stops, £ 6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of

every description. Pianofortes from £15.-

Works. 206 , Jubilee Street, London . E.

LIFE.

Illustrations and Bubjects taken from the

" Pilgrim's Progress.” Specially commended to

the attention of Tract Depois. ONE SHILLING
PER PACKET. New illustrated cards for way.

side distribution .

LONDON :

JOHN F. SHAW & CO . , 48 , Paternoster Row .

IRON MISSION ROOMS, &c . ,

erected on the most reasonable terms, by R.

PAUXDERS 216 , Brecknock Road , London , N.

Estimates and designs free. 25 years' practical

ixperience. Also Churches and schools, & c .

MARQUEES AND TENTS ON

SALE OR HIRE.

A few small marquees to seat 120 persons,

suitable forvillage services, £6 10s. complete .

J. H. BROWN,
Railway Arches, Burdett Road, E.

FURNITURE -NORMAN &

STACEY'S HIRE -PURCHASE SYSTEM com

mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary ,

It combines roa ) economy on sound commercial

principles, with strictly private arrangements ,
without the objectionable formalities of

dealers and others . Payments can extend over

1, 2, or 8 years . The 60 wholesale firms embrace

the best manufacturers, who have large stocks

for selection . Intending purchasers should call

nersonally , or gand for particulars. - Offices, 79,

Queen Victoria Bt ., E.C.,and 121 , Pall Mail , s.W.

CURE OF DEAFNESS.

NOISES IN THE EARS.

Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to serd

for his work, a book showing the nature of the

disease and the means of cure, Post free 6d .,

with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London , Free con

multations daily.

TOOTH -ACHE

SPURCEON'S

OMPLETE IN 7 VOLS

SLOTH81 AN

ACH ORIGINAL

EXPOSITION OF

THE BOOK OF PSALMS

SSMORE + ALABASTER ,PATERNOSTER.BUILDINGS.EC

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.

Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds.

* DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED."

Sir ,-My sale for your " Cure for Deafness "
increases . A man here who has been deaf

Forty years, has had his hearing restored by it.

J. GREEN , Chemist, Christchurch .

Is. 11d . per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps, from

Edwin J. Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury

CURED INSTANTLY BY

T
R
E
A
S
U
R
Y

O
F

D
A
V
I
D

BUNTER'S

chemista." NERVINE.

1s . 1 d , of all
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In the Ghetto, Rome.

T

ances,

| HE work , which has now assumed the name of the Deacon

ess House in the Ghetto, was commenced nearly two years

Ago. It is an instance of how the Lord leads His people by a way

that they know not, going beforethem ,and showing step by step

what He would have them do. Miss Douglas, from Edinburgh,

who spent part of March and April in Rome , thus describes her

visit to theDispensa Medica and Deaconess House in the Ghetto :

- “ My first visit to the rooms in the Portico d'Ottave was paid

on the 20th of March ; and thescene to be witnessed there,day

by day, was so attractive that I often foundmy way there again.

Mount with me a short turret stair, go along a passage,

and you find yourself at the door of a small apartment, consist

ing of three rooms. The largest room has two windows, a stove,

shelves on the walls, and all manner of medicines and appli

This is the consulting-room and dispensary , where

the ladies make up the prescriptions and prepare nourishment

for the patients. The centre room is the waiting-room . Here

is an harmonium , Scripturetexts on the walls ,benches, and

Bibles of a good size and clear print lie ready for use, as well

as hymn-books. The third and smallest room is used for the

treatment of cases . There all day, one by one, a Deaconess

may be found closeted with her patient, bathing and binding up

sores, rubbing in ointment, applying galvanic battery, and atthe

same time gaining the confidence and reaching the heart ofher

patient, and leaving with each some good wordof God. On the

occasion of my first visit forty patients, men, women , and

children , were assembled in the waiting-room . A short but

fervent reading of Scripture, comparing Old Testament pro

phecy with New Testament fulfilment, and brought personally

home to heart and conscience in a short Gospel address, began

the day's proceedings. There was remarkable quietness and

attention, and the Jewish men, when asked to do so, read for

the speaker the Scripture passages cited . This was an interest

ing sight ; but what struckmeas more uncommon , and to be

accounted for only by the presence of the Holy Spirit in the

midst, wasthat I never visited this roomwithout finding two or

three, mostly men , sitting there, availing themselves of the

quiet to read and study for themselves the Bibles that lay

there for their use . One day I looked over a man's shoulder as

he sat quietly reading in acorner . He held up the book to me

and said , “ These are the Holy Scriptures. ' What part are you

reading ? ' • Isaiah. ' I showed him in the Acts of the Apostles

the story of the eunuch sitting in his chariot reading Esaias the

prophet, and turned to the fifty-third chapter. The youngman

seemed quite interested, marked the passages, and sat down

again to study them for himself.”

The whole cost per annum of this Deaconess work is £ 300.

To carry on thework to the close of the present year £ 100 is

required . Subscriptions and donations may be sent to Mrs.

Colin Mackenzie , 12, Argyll Road, Kensington, London .

Tract Distribution during the Summer . - The

Weekly Tract Society is just now making special grants of its

tracts at one-third of the published price, thus :-- A parcel of

tracts, containing 1,000, which is usually issued at 15s ., can be

bought for 5s., and half the quantity for 28. 6d. As all the

tracts issuedby the society are short, pithy, four-page narratives,

specially addressed to working people in simple language, tract

distributors should avail themselves of the opportunity of

securing early parcels while they can be obtained under this

arrangement, as the number to be distributed at this rate is

very limited . Application should be made to the Manager of

the Weekly Tract Society, 62 , Paternoster Row, London.

Flower Mission .-Mrs. Dove writes : A superintendent of

police, and head of a division , who sometimes since admitted

the Scripture reader to distribute texts and flowers among the

men, has himself received, through these texts, the great sal

vation; and not only believing in his heart, but confessing the

Lord Jesus with his mouth, hascome forward to testify that

God hath raised him from the dead , and that “ there is none

other name, under heaven, given amongmen ,whereby wemust
be saved . This witness hebore a few days since in addressing

a meeting of men, who gather round the Scripture reader, once

a week, for Biblical instruction , Another case, also, of the

recovery of a young girl mentally afflicted, lost, and almost

speechless, and her deep gratitudeand simple faith in the Lord

who bought her, have indeed proved that the Lord will not

suffer us to labour in vain or spend our strength for nought.

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part of England, Scotland, and Wales upon due notice . Apply

to Hon. Secretary, 21, Surrey Street, Strand, W.C.
Y.M.C.A., City, New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall

Btreet (late 61, Gracechurch Street).-- Bible readings, Sunday, 5 p.sh.

Mission work each evening, at Y.M.C.A. Mission Hall, Bermondsey,

Whitechapel, Hackney, & c.

Strangers' Rest , 163, St. George's Street,Ratcliff Highway, E. - Monthly

workers' meeting, Friday, July 2nd . Tea at 6. Meeting at 7. Mr. E.

0. Morgan will preside. Mr. Charles V. T. Onslow will give the address

--subject, “ The love of God."

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.- Sun ., July 4th , at 3.30 30d

7 , Rev. Geo. F. Pentecost, D.D.of Brooklyn, U.S.

Children's Special Service Mission - Seaside arrangements.— Mr.

Arrowsmith , at Scarborough ,Aug. 2nd to 31st (holding services also at

Filey ), and at North Berwick , in Bept.; Mr. E. T. M. Dennes, at Salt

burn, Aug. 2nd, for three weeks ; Mr. E. Salisbury, at Weymouth, for

four weeks from middle of Aug. ; Mr. E. J. Kennedy, at Bridlington,

in Aug.; Mr. W. L. Seyler, at Broadstairs, Aug. lst to 15th ; Nr. I.

G. Harris, Weston-super -Yare, Aug. 15th to 31st ; Mr. Bangster, at

Llandudno in July, and until firstweek inAug., and then Rhyl for

about second and third weeks in Aug. ; Mr. J. Spiers , at Redcar;
Mr. A. E. Bellingham ,at Llandudno ; Mr. H. W. Figgis (of Dublin ), at

Brighton ; Mr. W. F. Seagrove, St. Leonards and Hastings ; Mr. H.M.
Trickett, at Eastbourne ; Mr. W. R. Moore , at Ilfracombe ; Rev. A. J.

Shepherd, at Bournemouth ; Mr. A. Storrs, at Sandown ; Major Dru

Drury, at Towyn ( Wales) ; Rev.H. C. Sturdy, at Margate; Mr. C. E.

Todd, at Lowestoft ; Mr. J. H. Greene, at Morecambe, all in Aug.

Mr. Geo . Soltau , who is on the eve of his departure for Tasmania, will

be specially commended to God at the daily noon prayer meeting,
186, Aldersgate Street , E.C. , on Tuesday, 6th July, Mr. Soltau will

briefly address the meeting .
Youths' Institute , Old Pye Street , Westminster

(“One Tan

Mission). --- Prayer meeting overy Wednesday from 1 to 1.80 . Cor.

ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.30 to 8.
Conference Hall, 143, Clapham Road , 8.W.- Sunday, 11 a.m.,Children's

service ; 3.30 p.m., Bible reading ; 7 p.m., Evangelistic service .

Evangelistio Mission (Under the direction ot O. Russel Hurditch ).

BankHoliday, Monday, Aug. 2nd ,meetings in Kilburn Hall, Kilboru

Gate (not Town Hall), at 3.30 and 6.30 p.m. Tea between the two

meetings.
Kilburn call, Kilburu Gato (not Towa Hall ).- Mr. Jas. L. Stanley,

Bun ., at 7 p.m., and Wed., at 7.30 p.m.
Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Dr. G. A. Macnutt, sun ., 7 p.m..

and Thurs., at 8 .

Dalston Hall, 105 , Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. Robert Paton , Sun., 7 p.m .;

Service on Thurs., 8 p.m.
Bignold Hall, Bignoid Road , Station Road , Forest Gato.-Nr.

Geo. Hucklesby,šun ., ?p.m. , and Wed., 8 p.m.
West KensingtonHall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith

Road.-Dr. Popham , Bun ., at 8p.m. and 1 p.m., and Thurs. 8 p...

Mortlake, Rest Mission Sall. - Sun., 7 p.m.

Zenana and Medical Mission Schooland come, 53 , St. George's

Road , 8.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , at

which MissNugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside .

Y.W.C.A.- Meetings for business young ladies every Tuesday evening,

at 9.15, in the Mall Hall, High Street, Notting Hill.

Deepening of Spiritual Life . - Meeting at Stafford Rooms, Titch

borne Street, Edgware Road , Fridays, 3.30 p.m.
Bt. George's Ball, Langbam Place, w.-Mr. Denham Smith , Sunday

morning, at 11; evening, at 7 ; and at Burlington Hall, Savile Row , on

Wednesday, at 8.
Trinity Presbyterian Church Kensington Park Road . Dr. A.

Sinclair Paterson , Sundays at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
House ofRest,7 & 8 , Cambridge Gardens,Kilburn, N.W.- Friday,

July 2nd, all-daymeeting from 10.30 a.m.to 9 p.m .; at 3 p.m. Rer.

Monro Gibson, D.D. ; at p.m. holiness meeting . July 6th and 7th,

annual sale for benefit of the House of Rest.

Clapton Hall, Alkham Road, Cazenove Road, Upper Olapton.-Vr.J.G.

McVicker, Sundavs,at 6.30p.m .; Fridays , at 7.30 p.m.

Talbot Tabernacle, Powis Square, w ., July 4th , Mr, Frank White ,

morning at 11 , evening at 7.

Donations Received .

8r . GILES' CHRISTIAN MISSION (DAY IN COUNTRY)

T. R. 6 .
.. 0 5 0

BARNAVE Mission .

W. B. B.

Mr. Geo. Hatton , of 4, Ampton Street, Regent's Square, w.č. , begs to

acknowledge 10s. from E. H. Ė. H.

DIMNE88 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS are frequently

caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles, The Rev.Dr. Orowther,HN

House, Ascot, writes :- "I cannotdescribe thecomfort Iderivefrom the

use ofyour glasses, both by dayand night.

asIusedto ;andI havetakentoreading books I had pataside too

I find no pain or weariness

trying for the oyes on account ofthe smallness of thetypo." ThelateStr

Julius Benedict wrote : - " I have tried the principal opticians in London

withoutsuccess, butthe spectaclesyou haveadapted suit admirably; the

clearness of your glassesascompared with others is really surprising;

The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon. Canon
Worooster Cathedral,

writos: - " The spectacles you adaptedare all Icoulā degiro,and myoren

feel strong already. I only regret I did not know of your exceeding alam

yoursago." -Mr. HENRY LAURANOB, F.8.8., Oculist Opticlan, 18. OLD

BOND STREET, viontifically adapto hii IMPROVED SPROTAOLER

to assist andstrongthenthe weakest dghto. Pamphlatcontainasafe

gostions for the prmservation of sight troo. BRANCHE
S

, 6, Poultry:
2.0 .: 8. Guardian Buildings, Orass 8t., MANOR ograd:

5 , Corporation Street, BIRMING
HAM

;'aad 129, Buchs042

8tus Glasgow - Adre .

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

July 4th - Acts xii, 13–25 July 8th-Acts xiii, 42452

5th - Acts xiii , 1–13 9th - Acts xiv, 1-18

6th - Acts xiii, 14-25 10th - Aots ziv . 19-28

7th - Acts xiii, 26_41 le
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Terms for Advertisements

“ Word and Work."

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL,

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook, Essex.
This Papor having a large and increasing cir

culation amongst Christians ofall denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements ,

Situations, &c .

VACANT OR WANTED .

The MISSES COX and MISS CECIL receive the

Sons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough ,

Home comforts . Special attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion , morality ,

and purity . The instruction given in the

Holy Scriptures is Distinctly Evangelical.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION

Apartments-Houses

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS.

The Terms are very moderate , viz .: Miscel

laneous in small Typo, 2s.6d ,for 80 words orless,

and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or

under . A reduction for a series of six Insertions

and apwards.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.

BATH,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Principal: MR . W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly8 years a Masterat Monkton Combe

School),

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.
Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations . The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.
Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air.

The School residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa

tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super -Mare .

Oolonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bongal

Lancers .

H. Dyer, Esq ., Malvern ,

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

H. Groves , Esq ., Kendal .

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert , Co. Kerry.

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL .

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANAGE, M : A .

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years. A limited number only taken ,

References permittedto parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

Book and DISPLAYED Advertisements charged

according to space occupied . FRONT PAGE, and

other special positions, by arrangement.

N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in theforthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable
to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F.BHAW & Co.

Amounts under 25. 6d . may be sent in Stamps .

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E.C.

SOUTHEND -ON -SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG

LADIES .

Delicate Children receive special attention .

Terms moderate - 0 ., Office of Word and Work ,

48, Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

BRIGHTON LADIES' SCHOOL.

Established twenty -five years. Pupils success

fully prepared for all examinations. The juniors

have a separate department. Address Principal,

122 , Marine Parade.

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Geo.
POSTER as an educator.

London Referee -GEORGE WILLIAM8, Esq .,

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard .

Bwimmingtaught this term .
KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESBEX.

BOARDING SCHOOLfor Young Ladies .

Resident English and Foreign governesses .
Visiting masters . Vacancies for two boarders .

Terms moderate. Principal , Russell House ,

Maidstone.

Spartments, #r.

COMFORTABLE FURNISHED

APARTMENTS in a lovely part of Westmore

land . Terms moderate. Apply Mrs. Dobson ,

Rose Villa , Kirkby Stephen, Westmoreland .

Select Boarding School for Young Ladies,

MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE .

Principal - MRS.JUDSON.

Inthis lovely and healthy locality, situated among the Cotswold Hills, pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying the advantages of careful instruction, home comforts, and Christian training.

Terms inclusive and moderate . References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the

Country , and to Rev.John Wilkinson , 79, Mildmay Road, N. , &c.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS in

. Christian family for gentlemen , three only can

be accommodated . Mrs. H., 12, Poet's Road ,

Highbury , London , N.

« HOME OF REST,” Ripley Cottage,

Bewdley , Worcestershire, is now openedto young

women in business needing change. Board and

lodging 88. per week. Particulars from Matron .

Subs, and dons. toMiss 0. Gowan, Hon . Lady

Supt, and Treas ., 20, Beauchamp Square,
Leamington.

BOURNEMOUTH .- A delightful Home

for Visitorsand invalids atDurley Dean Mansion .
Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Koumiss treatment where desired . Pamphlets

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless
cases post free for 6d . in stamps . Address

Secretary .

LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL,

20 , 21, Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.O.

Five minutes' walk or 1s. cab fare from Euston,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily

reached from other stations. Patronised by

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application,

Situations and Appointments.

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory WANTED re engagement as Butler in a

course of training with a view to the Christian Obristian family ; seventeen years' personal

Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home reference ; leaving through death in the family.

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable Apply S. A. 8. , 1, Newington Green , London , N.

terms, by applying to Rev.J. Renny, F.R.S.L.,

Christ Church Parsonage, Cheddar. "A stamped CAN ANY LADY recommend a Laundry

addressed envelope should be sent for reply . Matron for a Girls ' Home just commencing ?

Miss Stroud , Conference fali, Mildmay Park , N.
WANTED , a good Matron for RescueHome,

age about 30. Miss Stroud, Deaconess House, WANTED first situation in good family

Mildmay Park, N. (Christian ), under a Lady's Maid, jor a youog

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for
person of 18 ; has had experience in dressmaking.

E. G. , 1 , Newington Green , London , N.
respectable young women from the country or
elsewhere whilst waiting for situations.

Registry attached . Terms on application to
WANTED care of Offices in the City.

the Deaconess in charge of the Registry , Con Respectable Christian woman, with girl of 13

ference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.
who could help ; well recommended . Mrs.

Andrews, 35 , Winston Road, Green Lanes,

A LADY will be glad to hear of a clergy London, N.

man in the country who requires assistance in

Bible readings, mothers' meetings, & c . Lodgings
GOVERNESS . -Re-engagement wanted by

required in return, but not board . R., care of young lady, aged 21. Acquirements : English,

Miss Stroud, Conference Hall , MildmayPark , N. French , music , drawing , elementary, German,

andLatin , 14 years in lastengagement.Country

WANTED situation for respectable girl of
preferred. F. S., John F. Shaw & Co., 48, Pater

15, in Church of England family ,under a nurse,

noster Row, London , E.O.

or single to one child out of arms. L. 8.,
NURSERY GOVERNESS to one or

1 , Newington Green , London , N.
two children under 10. Good needlewoman ,

WANTED situation as superior Nursery
Church . Comfortable Christian home. Salary

£ 18 . Buburbs of London only. Address K., care
Governess ; Parisian , aged 24 ; good references.
Mlle. Bauer, care of Miss Stroud, Conference

of J. W. Hart , 86 , St. George's Road , Brighton .

Hall, Mildmay , N.
HOUSEKEEPER .- Re-engagement, by

WANTED re-engagement to
nurse an lady, in Christian family. Highest testimonials.

invalid gentleman ; coulă act as amanuensis to Nine years' practical experience. High salary
him ; age 60 ; salary £ 80 ; highest references no object . Miss Kendal, 16, Azalea Terrace ,
from previous employers. Mrs. Mackenzie, 90 , South Sunderland .

Newington Green Road, London , N.

WANTED situation to children out of
SITUATION WANTED by domesti

cated young lady, aged 25. Excellent needle

arms ; ;excellent needlewoman ; six years'cha

racter ; wages £ 16 ; age 24. Ella Platt, Mrs.
woman , Plain cook , No objection to light

Morris , Little Park Farm , Battle , Sussex ,
business . B., 16 , Birkbeck Road , West Dulwich .

HOUSE TO LET . - Eight rooms. Belost

neighbourhood . 8, Bouverie Road, StokeNewing

ton , N. Rent moderate. Easy access from City,

For particulars apply to J. & . Vernon , Oxford

House , College Avenue, Clapton , E.

CHEPSTOW . - To let, for a month or
longer (in part or whole ), a commodious family

residence. Furnished, and with attendance, & c.

Apply to A. B. C. , 2 , Bridge Street , Chepstow .

FURNISHED APARTMENTS.

Comfortable sitting- room and bedroom , with

attendance . Buitable for a gentleman or two

adies. H. D. 18 , High Street, Glastonbury ,

Somerset.
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Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .

MR. G , T. CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON

CONSUMPTION,

1

21, JOHN STREET, ADELPHI, W.C.
JUNE 23rd, 24th, and 25th .

THE ANNUAL MEETING THE OFFICIAL REPORT

will be held at
will be issued as early as possible,

WILLIS'S ROOMS, KING STREET, ST. JAMES'S, Containing Reports of the Speeches corrected by

On FRIDAY, JULY 2nd , 1886, at 3 p.m. the Speakers.

Chairman - The LORD BISHOP OF OXFORD. REDUCED PRICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Speakers - Revs. CANON WILBERFORCE, W. HAY M, H. AITKEN, M.A.,
C. J. RIDGEWAY. Sewed , 1s . 3d . , post free, 1s. 60 .; cloth, ls. 11d .. post free, 25. 3d.

To secure copies at the Reduced Price, orders must be

roceived previous to publication.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row,E.C.

Five Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Seatrawling fleets .

12,000 smacksmen are engaged allthe year round in providing our tables

storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them , to the

pitiless waves , that markets at home may be well supplied - may rightly

claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and so highly

prize.

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE
MISSION VESSELB

carrying to the fishormen the message of Divino mercy and pardoning

love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours , afford .

ing relief in caseof sickness and injury , and cheering and brightening dull

and monotonouslivesby theirpresence andministry .

“ The Mission Smacks are doing in the North Sea a grand work , worthy CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that
the results of their effort. great as they are in the present, will , if only COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

supported liberally by the public, be of untold value in the future.”

Sir Eduard Birkbeck , Bart . , M.P. CHEST DISEASES.

FUND3 are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel

with every fleet . SIXPENCE ( post free) , or Large Edition (cloth ), 18. 3d., from
E. J. MATHER, Director . the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham ,S.E., and Elliot Stock,

181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge , E.C.

N.B.-The offices were removed to the present address in
62, Paternoster Row, E.C.

December last . Attention to the change will save much

trouble, time, and expense to the Mission . THE

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.
SEVENTEENTH SERIES

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the OF WEEKLY CASES

Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .
IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM MAY TO AUGUST.

Secretary, Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.

Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR , & Co. , 16, St. James Street, NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

London , B.W.
WHO MAY BE personally or relativelyINTERESTED IN

Enlarged to 16 pages . Price UNE PENNY . THIS MATTER,

Mr. Congrovewill give ONE RECENT CASE,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK,
Edited by W.R. BRADLAUGH. A Monthly Magazine for the ADVOCACY

OF TRUTH and EXPOSURE OF ERROR .

Highly suitable for distribution among working men in large centres of

industry. Workshop scoff and ridicule honestly dealt with and refuted .

Texts cavilled at explained . All objectionable personality is studiously

avoided , but the principles of Scepticism and the fallacious reasoning of EXTRACT from a LETTER of Mr. T. FOSTER, of

its advocates are fearlessly dealt with . Clergymen , Ministers , and Tract

Distributors supplied at the reduced rate of 6s. Ed . per 100 , carriage paid .
SKELTON, Yorks.

LONDON : JOHN SNOW & CO . , 2 , Ivy LANE, PATERNOSTER Row ; (This is an old patient who, writing me on behalf of a young man in con

At Railway Bookstalls and all Booksellers. sumption,referstohisown case, ofwhich I'had lost sight - though one of

some interest - since the correspondence ceased ).

Recently Published.
Atthetime he visited Coombe Lodge he had been subject to frequent

colds for ten years , and, after bronchitis, had several times been expecto

A BOOK FOR THE TIMES. ratingblood.with phlegm . Had lost fesh. The report of hiscondition

(Cloth extra, ls. 6d.)
" Chronic catarrh"; lungsinavery weak state ;topof left luok

OLD -FASHIONEDTRUTHS for

doubtful.

In thenext letter he states that the pain had entirely left him, andthere

NEW -FASHIONED TIMES.
were otherfavourable sigas,and thathe should endeavourto persevere

By J. C. CROXFORD.
In a letter received by me early in January he says: "I was greatly

“ We warmly commend the book ." - Word and Work .
benefitedby your medicine ; in fact,Ihavebeena new man ever since

was under your treatment.'

LONDON : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO. , NOTE. - Days of Consultation .

Or of the Author, Mr. Croxford, Harrold, Bedford , postage free . THURSDAY,and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY,

And of any Bookseller, 8t Coombe Lodge,Peckham . Patients from any

Published Monthly, price ld . Unsectarian.

long distanceshouldchoose eitherofthe two

BIBLE LIGHT
formerdays . Everyoneisexpectedtohave seen

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS . the book first.

Word and Work of Jan. 14th says : - " Those in search of hints and good

Bible notes will value this little monthly, throwing, as it does, light on

difficult points in a brief and pithy style calculated to prove exceedingly MISS HOLT'S NEW STORY.

helpful to Bible students and Christian workers . "

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO . , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C. Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 5s.

A Tale of the Fifteenth Century.

THE ANTI- INFIDEL,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

was :

- · TUESD
AI

,

A
TANGLED WEB.

“ Not a whit behind any of its popular predecessors." - The Christine

By EMILY S. Holt.

“ LikeallMissHolt's productions,ably written, carefully planned, and
Bxtra flexible, silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco , kid -lined , elastic band . full of deep teaching for old and young ." -- Our Own Gazette .

With fullhelps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band. Fromn 48.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,
16, PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON . LONDON : JOHN F.SHAWJ& Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row,E.0.

Ipodon : John F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row , H.O.

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.



Udord and Idork.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON : J. F. SHAW & Co.) (REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD.) [48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

VOL. XII., No. 590 . THURSDAY, JULY 8 , 1886 . ONE PENNY.

FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN.

NEW PREVENTIVE HOME,

This proposed extension is for the reception and training of really

FRIENDLESS YOUNG GIRLS in their teens., Many may be rescued

fromdangerous surroundings by missionary effort, andsaved for time

and eternity by Christian and industrial training . This Home is in

connection with the LONDON FEMALE PREVENTIVE AND REFOR

MATORY INSTITUTION,

£ 1,550 REQUIRED for building and furnishing, and donations

toward this amount will be thankfully received by Messrs. John F.

Shaw & Co., 48, Paternoster Row, E.C., or

EDWARD W. THOMAS,

Office — 200, Euston Road, London, N.W.
Secretary.

Scripture
Readers

' Society
THAMES

CHURCH
MISSION

.

for Ireland.

INSTITUTED 1844 .

ESTABLISHED 18 22.

President

His Grace LORD PLUNKET, Archbishop of Du blin.

Offices

27, Lower Pembroke Street, Dublin ;

9, Paternoster Row, and 337, Strand, London.

Full particulars, Reports, & c ., can be obtained post free on application

to the secretary,
CAPT. JAS, KEÁKNEY WHITE.

Friends will please notice the exact title , “ Scripture Readers' Society

for Ireland," and not “ Irish Scripture Readers' Society.”

President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .
Chairman-

Capt. the HON, F. MAUDE, R.N.

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty-three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .
The results oftheir previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos, of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts,&o . , are most necessary

and will greatly assist the Ohaplains and Missionaries .

TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

School Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.
REV . H. BLOOMER, Secretary .

Offices, 31, New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E.C.

THE ' ONE TUN'RAGGED SCHOOL MISSION ,

OLD PYE STREET, WESTMINSTER .

LATE PATRON, THE EARL OF SHAFT ESBURY, K. G.

One Day in the Country in July, when poor weary mothers, babies, tinies, ragged school girls and boys, and poor boys

from the Institute are taken out for the sweet holiday, not one left to sorrow in the slums." Please help towards this

expense, also the general mission, as sufficient fundsare not in hand to meet the quarter's expenses .

Donations will be thankfully received by Mr. A. J. WOODHOUSE( Treasurer), 1, Hanover Square, W.; or by Mrs. A.

BARKER Harrison, 32, Eaton Terrace, London, S.W.(late 78, Coleshill Street), Hon. Secretary.

THE HARVEST OF THE CITY, THE HEALER PREACHER.

And the Workers of To-day. By PEARL FISHER . Sketches and Incidents of Medical Mission Work.

With Introduction by H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D.
By GEORGE SAUNDERS, M.D., C.B.

Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s. 6d .

" Readers or the book, and we trust it may have many, will be well in
Crown 8vo , with Illustrations, price 3s. 6d.

structed as to what is being done for the poor and needy by some of the “ Dr. Saunders, in his excellent volume, sets up for us an Ebenezer well

best known Workers ofTo-day ; ' they will also , we trust, gain a quickened Atted to rebuke the unbelief and strongeben the faith of our generation ;

sense of the responsibility that restsun all who love the Lord to help on in fact, the whole book is pregnant with hints for workers, and sots open
such practical endeavours forthesalvation and elevation of their fellows." dərs before willing Onristians on every page . " - Night and Day.

The Christian .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C. LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row .

WOBD AND WORK will be sent by the Publishers Post free to any address in the Kingdom for Twelya Montba ter 6s. 100.
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SMIT
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MR. DENHAM SMITH'S NEW WORK.

THE PROPHET OF GLORY;

OR, ZEOHARIAH'S VISIONS OF

THE COMING AND KINGDOM OF CHRIST.

Crown 8vo, Cloth , 5s.

REVIEWS.

“ Our friend is known to be clear as light uponevangelical truth,and
this is apparent upon every page he has written. He gives us here sweet

enlargements upon the words and visions of the prophet."
C. H. SPCRG EON in Sword and Trousel,

“ None can read it without his heart being stirred with the blessed hope

of the glorious appearing of the great God and Saviour Jesus Christ.”.
The Christian,

" It is on the hearing of this hope upon the future purifiel earth that

the author dwells with power in this volume, wbich will prove a blessing

to thousands, as others fromhispen have done." - Footsteps of Trutk

“ No one will read , saved or unsaved , who will not be comforted, or it

may be awakened to be found ready in the coming day ."
Irish Church Advocate,

Lonron : JAMES E. HAWKINS, 17, Paternoster Row , E.C.

S. W, PARTRIDGE & CO ., 9, Paternoster Row, E.C. And all Booksellers

Fcap. 8vo , bound in cloth , price 1s.

THE STAR-LIT CROWN ;

Or, Brief Memorials of the Rev. G. Albert Rogers, M.A.,

late Vicar ofChristChurch , Dover. By Mrs. G. A. ROGERS,

Author of " The Folded Lamb," &c.

The Earl of Shaftesbury wrote : . “ Whoever reads it must derive

some benefit or other from such a narrative. The book , too, los

short and compact. It may be read ata sitting, and it contains withira

few pagesmore than the substance of many three volumes, whichare both

costly and tiresome. A few more such as he, and the Churcb af

England would be sufe ." (digoed ) BHAFTESBURY.

" A most interesting sketch . The narrative is full of exquisite

little touches . " - Rock .

LONDON : JAMES NISBET &CO. , 21, BERNERS BTREET, W.

And all Booksellers .

Just published, price 1s. , post free, 1s . 1d.

THE PRESENCE OF CHRIST.

The Centre of the Secret Rapture and of the Glorious

Manifestation , by ADELPHUS.

FLETOHER & SON, NORWICH.

Enlarged to 16 pages . Price ONE PENAY.

THE ANTI - INFIDEL.

Edited by W. R. BRADLAUGH. A Monthly Magazine for the ADFOCACT

OF TRUTH and EXPOSURE OF ERROR.

Highly suitable for distribution amongworking men in large centres el

industry. Workshop scoff and ridicule honestly dealt with and refuted.

Texts cavilledatexplained .All objectionablepersonality is studiously

avoided , but the principles of Scepticism and the fallaciousreasoning of

its advocates are fearlessly dealtwith . Clergymen,Ministers, andTract

Distributorssupplied atthereducedrate of68. 6d . per 100 , carriagepaid.

LONDON : JOHN BNOW & co ., 2, Ivy LANE, PATERNOSTER Row :

At Railway Bookstalls and all Booksellers.

Recently Published .

A BOOK FOR THE TIMES.

( Cloth extra, Is.6d .)

OLD-FASHIONED TRUTHS for

NEW -FASHIONED TIMES.

By J. C. CROXFORD.

"We warmly commend the book." - Word and Work .

LONDON : S. W. PARTRIDGE & Co.,

Or of the Author, Mr. Croxford , Harrold,Bedford,postage free.

And of any Bookseller ,

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S

THE

Queen's Printers' Teacher's Bible,

MILDMAY CONFERENCE, 1886 .

JUNE 23rd, 24th , and 25th .

THE OFFICIAL REPORT

will be issued as early as possible,

Containing Reports of the Speeches corrected by

the Speakers.

REDUCED PRICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Sewed, 18. 3d. , post free, 1s. 6d. ; cloth , 1s . 11d .. post free, 2s . 3d.

To secure oopies at the Reduced Price, orders must be

received previous to publication .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

Mildmay Annual Conferences.

The following Official Reports of previous Conferences are

still to be had.

Crown 8vo, Price 2s. 6d . each, cloth extra.

JUNE, 1885 .

THE SERVICE OF GOD.

JUNE, 1884 .

THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD.

JUNE, 1883.

UNION WITH CHRIST..

JUNE, 1882.

THE FULNESS OF BLESSING.

JUNE, 1879.

THE PURPOSE OF GOD.

Mildmay Prophetic
Prophetic Conferences.

" Things ThatShall Come to Pass .”

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD,

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference , March , 1886 .

Crown 8vo, price 2s . 63. cloth extra ; 18. 91. sewed.

The Sure Word of Prophecy .

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD,

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, March, 1879 .

Crown 8vo, price 2s, 6d ., cloth extra

1

" Our God
God Shall Come."

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD,

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, March , 1878 .

Crown 8vo, price 28. 6d ., cloth extra .
4

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48 , PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

Price ONE PENNY. 12 Copies, post free , Is .

NATIONAL IDOLATRY.

By ROBERT BROWN,

Author of " Outlines of Prophetic Truth," " The Hidden Mystery ,"
“ Babylonianism , " " * Jesuitism ," & c .

" A more valuable little tract, or one more suitable to the present times,

has seldom come under our notice, and we gladly commend it to the

perusal of our friends." --English Churchman,

LONDON ; JOHN F. SHAW & 00., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

Including the “ Aids to Bible Students. "

Besides a CONCORDANCE (over40,000 refs. , with context, in bold type)-INDES

OF PERSONS, PLACES, and BUBJECTS (16,000 refs.), by B. , & c .

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE ABOVE :

“ Christian ." - " More complete than any other similar work."

Graphic ." — " It supersedes all the former Teacher's Bibles."

" Illustrated London News.”_ " Nothing can be more useful to tás

Bible Student. "
" Rock." - The most complete portable Bible ever submitted to Bible readers."

" School Guardian."_ " Every teacher should possess a copy of this Bible."

*Queen .” — “ Wehave confidence in recommending it."

Ask for the Queen's Printers' Edition . - Prospectus post free.

Prioes, from 3s.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE. GreatNew Street, London, E.C.

AND ALL BOOKSELLERS,
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in the hope ofproving the perfection of certain believers

here and now. There was not even an echo of one of

Mr. Hammond in Norway
these during the three days of assembly. So long as we

admit that personally we cannot claim such exceptional

Fruits of Early Instruction ... 502

Mission in Boulogne purity as He justly claimed , and at the same time allow

that our acceptance can only be in the Beloved , there

Dying Testimonies................ is manifest propriety rather than risk in turning our

attention to what the Word says concerning sancti
Foreign Mission Notes

fication by the Holy Ghost . There is danger, how

Tent Work in Hampshiro ......... ever, if for a moment we forget that our fitness for

Furthcoming Meetings.
worship, no less than our freedom from condemnation,

UNDER THE PLATFORM .
rests altogether on the perfectness of the position

into which we are divinely brought by our legal union

( Part Second .)
wich the Lord Jesus. Our standing before God is

CRIPTURE clearly recognises two kinds of sepa- determined solely by the work of Christ done for us.

ration, and they are both spoken of as sancti . That needs no repetition. It is alone and sufficient,

fication . Believers are "sanctified by the offering of

the body of Jesus once," and they are also "sanctified HE action of the Holy Ghost, on the other hand,

by the Holy Ghost.” Although these two privileges is continuous, and it is also co -operative. From

belong to thesame people, they are notidentical, and the moment ofthe new birth there is a newand holy

error may easily result from ignorance or a refusal to nature in the believer to which the Spirit of God

distinguish them . The separation effected by the work appeals and by which He can work . This is finely

of Christ is complete and constant, it admits neither of set forth by the twofold subject set down for study

increase nor change . As sinners we are under wrath on the first evening of the Conference. The topics

and unclean . Consequently we neither have right are : " Separation by the Spirit," and " Separation by

nor fitness to worship in the courts of God's holiness . Personal Decision .” In this aspect sanctification is

Both these disqualifications faith discerns to have not an act but a work ; and, although on one side it

been removed when “ Jesus, that He might sanctify is a Divine work, on another side it is a human work ,

the people with His own blood, suffered without the in which there is full responsibility for hearty com .

gate.” His death meets our penalty, and when we, pliance with the will ofGod. In this it differs greatly

through grace, are brought under the meritoriousness from our consecration by the blood of Christ. That

of His sacrifice, we have boldness to enter into the is perfect and final in itself, whether we apprehend it

holiest of all . In all this there is not the slightest or not. This, on the other hand, is measured by our

thought of what we ourselves are . We are wholly apprehension and cordial acceptance. There is no

and rightly occupied with the worthiness of our lack of love in the Holy Ghost ; He is willing to lead

Saviour. He is, in the fullest sense , our righteous us into all truth . But the question rises , Are we

ness, for He removes our guilt and uncleanness. equally willing to follow ? If the question were

When we think of perfectness we err greatly if we slightly changed and we were asked, Ought we to be

think of any other on earth than the one who alone equally willing to follow ? there could beno hesitation

was perfect. And we depart from the truth when we as to the answer . There is of necessity & certain

claim , or even seek, perfection elsewhere. In the measure of uncertainty when the action turns not

“ regeneration ,” to be accomplished on His appearing, upon the will of the unchangeable Creator, but on the

the saints shall be like Him , for they shall see Him will of the fickle creature . There is still more uncer

Meanwhile they must be content to tainty so long as there is a single particle of self- will

acknowledge Him as the standard of purity, and, or sinfulness in man. The advocates of sinless per

having “this hope in Him," they must never cease fection are logical when they insist on the eradication

from their endeavour to “ purify themselves, even as
of sin. Without a total extermination of it there is

He is pure."

no security for a single hour's well-doing on the part

of a human, moral agent. So long as the " Old Adam ,"

WE

E are glad to find there was no uncertain sound or " human nature," or " indwelling sin ," or " natural

at the Conference as to the unique perfection of corruption ," or " liability to temptation ," exists in one

Jesus. There have been voices in the air of late years of us to any extent, there is urgent and unceasing

which seemed to detract from His glorious perfectness need for watobfulness and prayer ,

as He is.
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or excuse for

sins shall not prosper, but he that confesseth and

F we enter into any so - called region of peace bear necessity, the consent and co -operation of the " nen

man " in the whole conduct of the saved .

cover it to be a region of false peace the better for us. The Apostle Paul does not tell us to stand acide and

We cannot rid ourselves by any effort of the abiding allow God to perform the whole work of salvation

necessity for ceaseless alertness and activity. For for us ; nay, he urgently exhorts us to use all

now we are called to act with God against all within personal diligence in the matter. " Work out your

us which may be opposite to His will , no less than own salvation ," he writes to the Philippians, " with

against all without us. And there is no once-for-all fear and trembling ; for it is God who worketh in

deliverance from the power or pressure of evil . It you both to will and to do of His own good pleasure

is true , as we were reminded, that the position from

which we fight is of the last importance, or, as we

would put it in a slightly different form , the spirit in
whichwefight may determineour defeat or triumph. In thewholesphere ofspiritualactivityand pre

gress the action of man is no less necessary than

In conversation with new -born souls we have longbeen the action of God. The power is Divine, the exercise is

accustomed to state the case in this form : Hitherto human. While God works in we work out. As has

you have succumbed to temptation until your resist been well said , in justifying the ungodly God alone

ance became hopeless. You have learned to say acts , and His care is to prevent the sinner meddling

at the first blush of it, ' I have failed 80 with the act ; in sanctifying the unholy, His anxiety

often , notwithstanding all my good resolutions, is to rouse those who are called into the most earnesi

that I need not hope to be successful now ; this and continuous activity. Any advice which counter

will prove only an addition to my failures. And acts this is in direct opposition to the Divine purpose.

there was reason in your despair. For then We are not merely commanded to allow free and fal.

you were resisting evil in your own strength , or, to play to the energy ofGod ; we are rather commanded

speak more correctly, in your own weakness, and the to exercise the fullest diligence in duty, right on to the

force to be overcome was mightier far than you end of life, because God worketh in us to will and de

imagined. But from this hour you are to be ' strong His action is not only no reason

in the Lord and in the power of His might.' In
inaction , but it is the strongest stimulus and motif:

the grace that is in Christ Jesus you may trample over to ceaseless exertion . Therefore, " separation by tb

every foe. Look temptation firmly and fairly in the Holy Ghost ” cannot be disjoined from " separa

face, and with one silent strong appeal to Christ set tion by personal decision ; ” since what God hath

it boldly at defiance, and His strength shall be surely joined it is not lawful for man to put asunder

,

supplied to meet your weakness. There is sufficient There is a Divine side and a human side to this

power in the Lord to uphold you in every conflict, and separation. Weareconcerned in both. That which

to bring you forth more than a conqueror, only be sure
lies nearest to us is the urgency of personaldecision;

of two things : first, that you really do depend on Him the other is the very ground and reasonableness of

for energy; and , second , that you as really exercise the
such decision , for our own resolve lacking the power

energy which He never fails to supply .” of the Spirit would be without effect, but based

After this fashion we have often spoken to on the Divine promise and backed by omnipotence, it

young converts, and we are unable to find any is strengthened with all might.

sufficient reason to change it . We have heard

statements about the removal of bad temper, and

similar disorders, by a single act which left thepatient free from a recurrence of the disease, but On the second morning of the Conference the

subjects under consideration were : Failure

we have not yet met a single case in which the cure in Separation " and " The Guilt of Failure ." Maori

has been complete. These stories remind us of what earnest and true words were spoken concerning

a distinguis
hed

professor testified he was willing to both . No one listening, however, could fail tº

accept. " I protest , " writes Professor Huxley, “ that if note one hopeful element apparent even in the

some great power would agree to make me always think cordial confession
s
and lamentati

ons
pervading the

what is true , and do what is right, on condition of addresses. For the recognitio
n

of shortcoming and

being turned into a sort of clock , and wound up every the acknowle
dgment

of its guilt is surely the first step

morningbefore Igotoutofbed , Ishould instantly towards recovery. If,amid deplorable faultsar

close with the offer. " folly, there were signs of security and self-gratulation

Without offering any opinion as to the wisdom of such the outlook would be miserably dark. But when in

a choice, it is sufficientto point outthatsuch a winding penitenceand prayer theevil isfrankly confessed.

up process is not admissible in the case of moral agents.
and Divine aid soughtto counteract it, then deliver.

Our acts, be they good or bad, follow always the ance is at hand if the prayer and confession are

motion of our own will, for which motion we are justly followed by honest action. « He that covereth his

held responsible . Even in the work of grace , where

Divine energy plays so conspicuous a part, there is , of forsaketh his sins shall find mercy. "
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Idolatry within the Camp..

.

SO 8oon

but too clear evidence how much worth were their promises

of obedience, how little depth really there was in all their

protestations of loyalty to JEHOVAH. They had made a good

BY FRANK H. WHITE. show, but it was but show after all. They had quickly

“Who is on the Lord's Side ? " turned aside indeed . Within a space of little more than a

(Exodus XXXII. 26).

month all their good impressions had dissipated , vanished

like smoke before the wind, and although they were encamped

THIS is an ancient question, but well suited for modern on holy ground, and within sight of the Divine glory ,they

actually had the audacity to say to Aaron : “ Up, make us

essentially unchanged . They vary in the exact forms in gods ; for we know not what has become of this Moses.'

which they appear, but really they are alike. Thus this Well migbt old Bishop Hall exclaim, “ Oh, ye mad

question uttered more than threethousand years ago,under Israelites, have ye
forgotten that fire and

circumstances so unique, finds a fitting place with us to-day thunder which ye heard, and saw ; canye in the very sightof

in this London of ours. In substance the same question was Sinai call for other gods ? And for Moses, was it not for

often put in the after history of Israel. Memorably at Carmel, your sake that he thrust himself into tbatsmoke and fire,

when another solemn crisis in the atfairs of the chosen nation which ye feared to see even afar off ? Was henot gone tobe

had beenreached ; when for a moment the very name and your ambassador with God ? Had ye seen him take to his

honour of JEHOVAH were at stake ; when the great question heels and run away from you into the wilderness, what more

whether JEHOVAH was God, or Baal, trembled in the balance ; could you have said or done? And what if Moses had gone

and nothing but a short and sharp division between the

Did ye

away for ever ? Must ye, therefore, have gods made ? If ye

followers of the one and the servants of the other would had said, Choose us another governor, it had been a wicked

avail. Therefore it was that the trumpet-like challenge of and unthankful motion , but to say ' Make us gods, was

the stern prophet sounded forth , “ If the Lord be God , then absurdly impious. Moses was not your God, butgovernor.

follow Him ; but if Baal,then follow him ” ( 1 Kings xviii. 21 ). Neither was the presence of God tied to Moses.

The truth and service ofGoddrawa dividing line between acknowledge Godtobeyour Maker, and do ye now speak of

men and men. It was so even in the days beforethe Flood, making gods?If ye had said, “Make us a manto go before

when Noah took his stand for God , and in the face of the us, ' it had been an impossible suit. Aaron might help to

sneers and scoffs of an unbelieving multitude dared to take mar you and himself, but he could not make onehair of a

JEHOVAH at His word, and to act accordingly. Then as now man , and do ye say 'make us gods,' what could these gods

it was simply, Is God true ? Is His word to be believed or do ? " Go before you . How could they go before you

not? Is the testimony which He has sent of coming judgment a who could not stand alone ? Oh the impatient ingratitude

cunningly devised fable, or is it verity and truth ? All the world of carnal minds 1 On the sottishness of idolatry ! Who would

was divided on that simple issue . So was it at Sinai on the not have said, ' Moses is not with us, but he is with God for

occasion to which our text refers. That one question, " Who us ; his delay is for our sakes, as was his ascent."

is on the Lord's side ? ” took in the entire position of things. Thiswas apostasy, apostasy among the professed people of

There was no room left for a second question. Every other God. What is apostasy ? It is the abandonment of God

and minor question was involvedin this one. Matters were and His truth by those who have professed to hold the same.

ripe for such aninterrogation . When an important debate It is a deliberate departure from the faith. Should not the

is started in the House of Commons it is thought well to con history before us make us tremble for ourselves ? Who are

tinue it forsome time,that it might be thoroughlythrashedout, we that we should be proof against the temptations to which

and everythingsaid pro or con that can be said, till the time this people fell so easy a prey ? “Let him that thinketh

arrives for saying “ aye ” or “ no ." Then comes the divi . he standeth take heed lest he fall.” Often where there has

sion, in which every remaining member must take part, been the greatest privileges there have been seen the sorest

must go into one lobby or the other. So it was when Moses examples of backsliding and departure from the truth .

came down from the mount, and found that all that God had “Hold Thou me up, and I shall be safe," should be the prayer

told him of the shameful doings of His people whilsthe had of each one of us at a time like the present.

been away was but too true. He took in theposition of things Note, Moses does not say , Who is on my side ? but, Who

immediately. He saw at once it was no time for hesita. is on the Lord's side? It was not a question between

tion. The slightest disposition to trifle with or to condone allegiance to Moses and some one else, but between the Lord

matters, and even the man of God himself would have been Hiniself and an idol. It was not against Moses that the people

carried away with the madness of the people. “ It is a had sinned so much as against JEHOVAH. And so now, it is not

miserable thing,” says old Bishop Hall, “ when governors a question “ Who is our leader ? Who is our favourite teacher ? "

humour the people in their sins, and instead of making up but “ Who is on theLord's side ? ” Sad , sad indeed that such

the breach, enlarge it. Sin will take heart by the approbation a question should be asked inthe professing Church, though

of the meanest looker -on ; but if authority once second it, it in truth there is no need to ask it in the professing world.

growsimpudent, as contrarily where the Government oppose It would be absurd to go into a theatre, or to a racecourse,
evil, though it be underhandpractice, and not withoutfear, and ask , “ Who is on the Lord's side ? " Tbat is the devil's

there is life in that state ." Moses could allow no compromise. territory. It is quite possible that atrue child of God may

There were but two sides. On the one or the other every be found at such places, but a child of God by his or her

man in the camp must range himself. presence there anticipates such a question, and practically

One would have thought no such question was needed says, “ I am on the side of the world for the timebeing ."

at such a time and place. Were not the people to whom It was more than probable that the Israelites at first

these words were addressed, were they not a holy people ? deceived themselves that their act was not actual idolatry.

Had they not all come out of Egypt - all been under the They did not intend to make believe that they regarded that

shelter of the blood of the paschal lamb ? Had they not piece of gold as God ; it was doubtless in their eyes a mere

all been baptized unto Moses in the cloud and in the sea ? representation of God, but in the eyes of Jehovah their act

Did they not all drink of the waters of the smitten was an idolatrous act. Moreover they had been forbidden of

rock ? Did they not all eat of the manna which came God to make “any graven image or likeness of anything in

down from beaven ? Moreover, but yesterday they heaven above or earth beneath .” Thus, whatever name they

had heard His voice and seen His glory. Scarce forty were pleased to give their creation , God looked upon that calf

days had elapsed since, amid the most awful displays of as an idol. We may label our sins by a religious title, we

His Divine Majesty, they had received the law, and entered may even call light darkness, still that does notalter the true

into a solenın covenant to keep that law, and unanimously character of our doings. The Church of Rome endeavours to

declaring, “ All these things will wedo." How then amongst make out that their worship of images and saints is no slight

such a people could such a question as this be put ? Whois upon God Himself. But true worship is worship in spirit and

on the Lord's side ? Were they not all on the Lord's side ? truth. It is faith -worship. Idolatry begins in lusting after

Thus it was as true then as mere profession of something tosee. Moseswas out of sight, the people must

godliness is no guarantee for real holiness of life and walk : have a God they could see.

This people as a people were professedly on the Lord's side, Those who would be on “ the Lord's side " must believe in

but they had fallen from their stedfastness or rather they an unseen God. They must believe that He is. They walk

had shown themselves in their true colours. They had given by faith and not by sight. This is the differenoe between a

now a
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worldly religion and the religion of the Bible. The religion will He guide in judgment the meek will He teach His

of this book is a spiritual religiou, but the world does not way."

want such. It must have something that appeals to the God alone is our refuge just now . Let us cease from man ,

senses, bence the readiness withwhich a corruptChristianity whose breath is in his nostrils. Every one of us shall give

accommodates itself to this lust after something which appeals an account of himself to God . Let each take heed to his

to the eye, or the ear, or even the nose . Israel wearied of the and her own ways. At the same time let us help one another

absence ofMoses. Is it too much to say men in this day weary all we can by faithful warning and loving admonition.

of the absence of a greater tha :: Moses. They turn away Speaking the truth in love, yet speaking the truth. Let us take

from a spiritual worship. They cannot say “ Whom having care we do this . “Ointment and perfume rejoice the heart,

not seen we love." They must have images, crosses, altars, so doth the sweetness of a man's friend by hearty counsel."

pictures, processions, incense burning, &c. The graving tool Moses' safety was in being much with God. This was no

must be brought into requisition . Nor have they any difficulty doubt the secret of his boldness and fine discernment of the

in finding religious leaders like Aaron, who will fashion these times in which he lived . He was in the light, and he

things for them . Aaron was a good man 'too, but he was saw light. Fresh from the mount with God, how could

weak, ard yielded just when he ought to have stood firm . the worldly worship of Israel do otherwise than fill his soul

“Who would have not been ashamed ,” says Bishop Hall, “ to with horror ?

have heard such an answer from a brother of Moses, when the True, his circumstances were unique. We are not just in

people said, “ Up,makeus gods which shall go before us ? ” the like situation, still we have each special responsibilities.

And Aaron said , " Take off your earrings." He should have Though all are not leaders, yet all lead someone or other.

said , “ Pluck this idolatrous thought out of your hearts ;.” Each of us has an influence over others. We do not, can :

but instead of chiding them he soothes them . The people not stand alone. Let no one seek to be a public person. If

were importunate; perhaps they threatened, Aarou fears, and the Lord call him , or her, then necessity is laid upon them ,

yields. Sudden fears,when they have possessed weaki minds, and they dare not draw back . (No amount of difficulty, or

lead to shameful errors. Importunity or violence may lessen, danger, is any valid plea for retreating from a position to

but they cannot palliate, a fault. Wherefore was he a gover which God has really called us. ) Every pastor,every teacher,

nor, but to repress their disordered motions ? It is an ill sign has at some time or other the temptation to do this, to do as

when men in places of power yield to the clamour of the did Elijah when he threw himself under the juniper tree, and

people against their ownconvictions as to what is really right.” requested for himself that he might die . The load was

It could not be that Aaron in his heart approved of such a heavier than he could bear. It were better, be thought , he

request : then he ought not to have granted it. Better he had should go home, but that was for the Lord to say, and

died at the hands of the rebels than have shared in their sin . not His servant. When the great Captain Himself bids us

Alas,howoften in the present day do we find men whom put back the sword in its sheath , then we may cease to fight,

God has placed in authority trimming to the prejudices and but not before .

clamourings of the multitude, and making compromises that Meanwhile, whether pastors, preachers, Sunday school

ought not to be entertained for a single moment. teachers, mothers, fathers, employers, or those who occupy

The idolatry of the Israelites was not less idolatrous or it may be, high positions in the land , let us take heed what

hateful in the sightof God because it was Golden idolatry. sideweare really taking. Let neither the fear of man nor

I fear there is a great deal of such in these days of ours. the love of the world weigh with us for an instant. Let us

We in this professedly " Christian ” country donot, as in China all at all costs rally tothe Lord's side, though byso doing we

and India , fail downand worship stocks and stones, but do suffer the loss of all things .Let ourside-taking for the Lon!

we not worshiplittlepieces of gold ? Isthereno such thing be open and pronounced , that all may see whoseweare and
as money -worshipamong us ? Are there none calling them . whom we serve, bearing in mind that those who are on the

selves Christians who put money in the very first place, Lord's side must not only work for the Lord, but witness and

ruling their lives by considerations of mere worldly gain ? war for Him also. They must bear the sword, as well as

As Mr. Spurgeon has said, "There is far too much bowing handle the trowel. To-day the enemy has carried the battle

down and cringing before the golden calf in all classes of into the camp ofthe Israel ofGod. Let every true Lerite,

society. No end of dodges are tried to get a scraping of one therefore, consecrate himself to do battle for the truth.

of the creature's hoofs. "

The idolatry of the Israelites was nonethe less idolatry Word of God. Let him use it well, and spare not. When

He knowshis weapon, the sword of the Spirit, which is the

because it was RELIGIOUS idolatry. The golden calf was none God bids we may both do and dare, even though our nearest

the less hateful in the sight of God because it was associated and dearest friends denounce us.
It must have cost the

with dripk -offerings and peace-offerings.
sons of Levi much to stand by the man of God in that

The “ play ” that took place afterwards was none the less terrible hour of national apostasy ; but they had their

licentious because it was accompanied by a feast unto Jehovah. reward ( Deut. xxxiii 8-10). And so shallwe, if in an evil day

The attempts now to sanctify worldliness are very sad. There we too are found faithful . We shall even be numbered

is a mixing up of the things of God with the things of Baal, among those of whom it is written, “ They overcameHim

as if the one hallowed the other. Instead of being a better by the blood of the Lamb, and by theword of their testimony,

kind of idolatry, religious idolatry is of all kinds the worst. and they loved not their lives unto the death » (Rev. xii. 1].

The idolatry of the Israelites was none the less idolatrous

because it was LEGALIZED idolatry, idolatry sanctioned by such

a good man as Aaron. That made it none the better. It Notesfor Bible Reading.

was a sad thing indeed that Aaron should have lent his Put.

IT away

Let us take care that we do not do anything like this. It is
1 .

too often the case that you hear it said, “ Mr. So-and-sodoes 2. Strange gods
Josh. xxiv. 14-23.

this and that, and he is certainly a good man .” How 3. The wine from thee 1 Sam . i. 14 .

needful to be on our watch - tower lest " our liberty ” become 4. A frowardmouth and perverse lips Prov. iv. 24.

a stumbling-block ” to others. 5. The veil of your doings
Isa , i. 16 .

The idolatry of the Israelites was none the less idolatrous Prt OFF

because it was POPULAR idolatry . The majority were with this 1. The old man

act of golden calf worship. No doubt there were some that 2. Anger,malice, blasphemy
Col, iïi. 8.

protested, but they were in the minority and their protest PUT ON

would not be listened to. We must take care in the present 1 The new man

day, when so much is made of majorities, lest we be found 2. Meekness, kindness, humbleness

arguing that, because the many are on this or that side
of mind, and,above all, charity Col. üi. 12, 14 ,

it is necessarily the Lord's side or the side of right. True 3. The armour of light
Rom . xi . 12.

it is a difficult day , and frequently we are brought to a 4. The whole armour of God

standstill and scarce know which way to take. But a 5. The Lord Jesus Christ Rom. xii, 14.

willingmind shall not want for light. If any man will do (By being baptized unto Christ Gal . iii. 27.

the will of God, he shall know the doctrine.' “ The meek
SELDEN P. SPENCER.

Eph. iv. 31.

Eph. iv. 22.

Eph. iv. 24.

Eph . vi, 11.
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The Power of a Separate
Life.

MILDMAY PARK CONFERENCE.

tween them to pass throughout it ; Abab went one way by

himself, and Obadiah went another way by himself." There

must be a going down into the valley of humiliation, if there

FRIDAY EVENING ADDRESSES.
is to be any real blessing. There mustbea putting aside of all

kingly pride, all kingly ambition, all the pride of caste so

dear to many Christians. There must be a putting aside of all

the world thinks so precious, dame, reputation, and everything

must be let go . King Ahab must come down and go with

BY REV. CHARLES A. FOX.
Obadiah , toseek for grass, that the beasts may be kept alive,'

such was the famine and drought in the country at that

THE opening passage of ourprogramme runs somewhat time. In the sameway must we go down. There must be a

in this way : “ He was a Nazarite, and he began to breaking up of all this caste pride, this pride of social distinc

deliver Israel."
It is the power of a separated life. I would tion, which is destroying the vitality of the Church. There must

bring before you this evening one instance of it, and one . be a going down to the valley of humiliation, humbled to the

alone, of this power of a separated life, taken from the Old dusț,one with another, and seeking for grass — for that which

Testament Scriptures. Turn to 1 Kings xviii., there you will shall satisfy the soul. There mustfurther be à going apart,

find what is the power of a separated life. Not only is a going alone. These Conferences are blessed times indeed ,and

this, perhaps, the most remarkable example of one-man no one enjoys them more than I do ; but thedeepest work is

revolution that ever took place, but it is also a most remark done alone. There isan awful solitude in soul thirst. It is an aw .

able example of the process by which any man who is indeed ful ng that thirst in the soul. You mustgo alone. “My soul

living a separated life must work for the glory of God . Let thirsteth for God , for the living God ; when shall I appear

us look at this instance in detail this evening, by the grace of before God ? ” You must go alone, you must separate your .'

God ( 1 Kings xviii . ) . Now, first of all , observe the remarkable self and go into His holy presence. It is not to be done in

word there , in the middle of that twenty-fourth verse, “ And company and in pleasant enjoyment one with another ; but it

the God that answereth by fire, let him be God," that is the is to be done inthe deep, deepsolitude and isolation which

God that I believe in-the God that answers by fire. “ Let come on the soul that is athirst for God .

Him beGod." Let every soul respond to that blessed word Notice also that not only did they go down and go apart,

of God to -night. but we read that Obadiah first heard of God's intention . Ho

We have, then , here an account of how that great prophet, was a man who feared the Lord greatly, and who was governor

Elijah, that wondrous, mysterious figure, who stands out of Ahab's household. Thisman, who looked after the children

against the dark background of a corrupted court, an unbe of the Lord as far as he possibly could, this man first of
lieving people, a proud and defiant king,and a hell -prompted all hears what is the intention of God - and it is the saints of

queen - stands out alone, in wondrous and bold relief, as God who first know what is in God's mind . Observe, then, that

the single public man who witnesses for the Lord. We find this man Obadiah had to be emboldened to confess his own

here that by his thus standing boldly forth for his Master he convictions. And it is so in the Church to -day. Every man with

was enabled to bring back a whole people to the service of convictions from God must be encouraged and emboldened

God. That is the power of a separated life alone. But are by the Holy Ghost to confess his conviction, and speak out

we, first of all , ready for that preparation that he went
before men. There is too much hiding of the truth,among

through in order to do this great life work ? Are we ready those who believe ; there is too much burying of the blessed

to be like him , sent into the wilderness to live on ravens' food, secrets of the Lord in the bosom of so many Christians to -day.

a meal at a time, not knowing where the next meal shali It must not be so any longer. If God has taught you the truth,

come from ? Who in the hall is ready for that ? We want Heshall also enableyouto give it out, and Hewill do so. He

men of faith, we must have men of faith , to do a great faith will help you to witness for that truth. So in verse 7

work for the Master. Elijah knew nothing of what should we read of Obadiah being “ in the way." The expression is

happen next. He took his meal from the raven's bill , and remarkable. The child of God is always in the way. Obadiah

knew not whence the next meal should come. But he had meets with Elijah, and he says, Art thou Elijah ? Yes.

a deeper experience than this. As soon as the brook “ And he answered him , I am: go, tell thy lord , Behold ,

dried up at Cherith he was sent, by the command of the Lord, Elijah is here.” He must go and tell the king that the

on a strange journey to Zarephath — he arrived there just as prophet is coming to see him ; butObadiah demurs. “ I dare

apoor widow was going to take her last meal with her son. not tell the king, my life may be forfeited — I dare not."

She was at the last extremity, and here was the prophet of The prophet tells him he must do it. Elijah compels him to

the Lord going to share thelast meal of thatpoor famished carry the message . The saints of God must confess the truth

widow. Are you ready for that, brethren ? There is much of the Lord, and that is the great lesson the Church wants to

talk of faith ,but little practice of it, in these days , practical day, that we are bound to confess whatever truth the Lord has

faith, living meal by meal upon the providence of God. And from His Holy Word taught us by the power of the Holy

60 he who lived at the brook, fed by ravens, now lived with Ghost. At last, Obadiah yields, and goes to Ahab, and tells

the famished widow and her son. Then he went farther, him that Elijah wants to see him, as we read in verse 16.

and did this good work , which I bring before you to-night, So that notonly must there be a going down into the

and afterwards, in depression of soul, he flung himself under valleyof humiliation , and a going apart into solitude, in the

a juniper tree, and wished , and prayed to God, that he might deepthirst of the soul ; but tbere must also be agoing forth

die. But he wasto have a furtherexperience. The angel of of the truth - truth must go forth from its hiding-place.

the Lord appeared to him, and awoke him , saying, “ Arise and Elijahwas that strange, mysterious man, who bore the secret

eat,because the journey is too great for thee," and angels' of God about with him . He was a rugged man, but they

food was provided for the prophet of the Lord. Have you knew him in heaven . He was the only one they knew in

ever eaten angels' food ? Unless you believe in God that He heaven just then. They knew not Ahab, with his court and

can supply you with angels' food, you are not yet fit for i he his feasting, his wealth and luxury ; but Elijah was known in

fullest service of the Lord . After that Elijab went forty heaven. So he goes forth with the command of the Lord ,

days withoutfood altogether. No foodat all, that was faith. after these three years of famine, and meets Ahab the king.

There was the man of faith ! And this is the wondrous Let us read the account of that wonderful meeting, verse 17 :

example I bring before you this evening. We shall now see And it came to pass, when Ahab saw Elijah, that Abab

what his great life work was.
said unto him, Art thou he that troubleth Israel ? And he

Now look at the opening of this chapter, and take the first answered, I have not troubled Israel ; but thou, and thy

thought. How maywe, as separated to the Lord, bring down father's house, in that ye have forsakenthe cominandments

blessings upon our fellow -men ? That is the questionbefore of the Lord, and thou hast followed Baalim ."

us to -night. First of all, then, noticethere must be a going There must be the going forth of the truth, and a confronting

down. See what weread in the opening verses, especially in of the sinner with the truth of God, before there is any real

verse 5, " And Ahab said unto Obadiah, Go into the land, blessing brought down from heaven 'even by a separated life.

unto all fountains of water, and unto all brooks : perad Now we see thatAhab looked upon the prophetasthetroubler

venture we may find grass to save the horses and mules alive, of Israel, but Elijah immediately put him right, and said, " I

that we lose not all the beasts, So they divided the land be have not troubled Israel, but thou and thy fathers' house,".
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berloren down underthe word of the Lord. vetmust pierce and I thatthereisunion in theChurch ; niet te veel vestonese

ponetrate like a sharp two-edged sword, and the soul must be built upon this wondrous altar.

convicted by the Holy Ghost. Then not only does the Further we read , " And with the stones he built an

prophet convictthe king, but he immediately goes forward altar in the name of the Lord : and he made a trench about

and appeals to the people. the altar, as great as would contain two measures of seed."

We read in verse 21 : “ And Elijah came unto all There must be separation. Thealtar of living stones must

the people, andsaid,How long halt ye between two opinions? be separated from the world, there must be a deeptrench

if the Lord be God, follow Him : but if Baal, then follow him . about the altar. We have been these three days digging

And the people answered him not a word .” The people are this trench . I hope it is dug. There must be a trench

brought to a decision, an immediate decision . “ How long round the Church of God,to separate them from the world,

halt ye between two opinions ? " The Church of Christ is and that trench should hold so many measures of seed. It is

halting between two opinions to- day, the Church of Christ to the most fruitful trench that we have in the world, this

day does not believe, asa whole , that God can keep her, and trench of separation. There must be separation for the child

that God is faithful to His word. The Church of Christ.to -day of God .

is afraid to confess the truth , that God is bound to be the What is the separation ? Not only from the world. Many

keeper of every obedient and trusting soul. Oh , if there is Christians are quite ready to give up the ball andthe theatre,

tobe any opening of the windows ofheaven , there must be and yet are not a bit better or more separated than before.

conviction of the truth and confession of the truth . “How There must be a separation from the world , that is true, but

long halt ye between two opinions ? ” You will find in the there must also be a separation from self. This is essential.

Christianworld that veryfew people dare to trust God in the You must be separated from the self you hug and love so

integrity of trust. Very few people, indeed , who dare to go much , you must be separated from theold selfandfrom the

forward on the bare word of God. Oh, if we could only reach new self . You may be converted and have become a Christian,

in many a secret place the heavenly heights where God and you say, “ I have become a Christian self now . No

would speak with us, then we must go forward, daring to matter, you must be separated from Christian self to Christ

believe simply the Word ofGod and proving its truth. alone. There must be a deep separation, as even Moses was

Well, the prophet convicts not only the king and the shut out from the tabernacle of the Lord by the glory that

people, but actually attacks the priests of Baal. He says, filled that tabernacle. May God bll this house to night,and

" There are four hundred and fifty priests of Baal, and four shut out every self here in that sense, that self is excluded,

hundred priests of the Groves - eight hundredand fifty in and God alone in His glory manifested.

all --and I only remain a prophet of the Lord." Amongst Further,we read that “he putthe wood in order.” What

all these, not a single worshipperof God. He alone stands is the wood for the altar spiritually ? I look upon it asthe

to witness for the truth of God. Yes, brethren, it is a solemn Word of God. We musthave good planks of the Word of

fact. So Elijah turns to them and says, “Now you are so rich, God separated upon the altar, they catch fire, being prepared

you are so many - will you not give two bullocks, and let us for theburnt sacrifice. Then the bullock is taken, and it

prove which is thetrue God ? I have no bullock to give.” must be cut in pieces . Now I know many Christians who

Elijah gave himself ; he had no other offering to give. The are quite willing to come and put themselves down on the

people agreed to this, and one bullock they took to offer on altar of the Lord, to present themselves, as they call it, a

their altar, and he afterwards took the other bullock to offer whole burnt offering. "God won't have you thus,my brother.

on the altar of theLord, saying, “ TheGod that answers by You must becut in pieces,with no life in you ; you must be

fire, let him be God. ” So they did . “Theytook the bullock a broken spirit ; you must be severed into portions, so that

that was given them, and dressed it, and called on the name you have no life in you , and the fiery lampmust pass between

of Baal, from morning even until noon ; but there was no voice the pieces. Many people are making mistakes about con

nor any that answered .” O friend , have you known what it is secration, but it is not to be done in the easy style they seem

to have no voice, and no answer ? Have you pled and wept to think . The only consecration to God is that of the man

before God, when in a false position and that without confes who gives himself to die in the Lord Jesus onCalvary, and

sion of sin which has been the secret of your shame and failure, who reckons himself dead . There are numbers of Christians

but no voice has yet answered? Then you know what it is to ready everywhere to consecrate themselves unto the Lord, but

be left alone, and God Himself even not responding to your they are not dead and they do not mean to be dead. Butthis

cry. We read here ( verse 27) that at noon Elijah came for will notdo. You mustbea deadthing in yourown eyes. You

ward and mocked them and said, “ Surely yourGod must be must be crucified with Christ on the cross if there is any

asleep or on a journey. You must wake himup .” Then they real offering of consecration .

leaped upon the altar and cut themselves with lancets, until So we read the prophet arranged the sacrifice on the altar,

the blood gushed out upon the altar ; but still there was no and then told themto pourwater upon this altar. Why?

reply, there was done that regarded. It was water they lacked at that time, after the long drought,

Now there must be not only the going down and apart, and and there was but little left, but that little had to be sur

the going forth of truth , buttheremust also be the going near, rendered to God , and Elijah said, “ Pour out thewater on

(ver. 30), “And Elijah said unto all the people, Come near the sacrificeand the wood," and theydid it, and he said

unto me. And all the people came near unto him .” There “ Do it the second time," and they did it ; and he said

mustbe the going near - there must be the gathering of the again , “Do itthethird tine," andtheydid it- the whole

people together into one. We are here come together, and it altar, wood, and sacrifice was drenched with the very

is well. Oh that the brethrengathered here might be one in water the country was dying for. You must give up

heart always! If there is to be an open heaven, there must all for the Lord Jesus if you are to bave a real answer

be the drawing near. We see that Elijah, when they had fromGod byfire. Water will seem to quench or put out

come near, repaired the altar of the Lord,and took twelve the fire altogether, but give up all that makes up self,

stones,accordingto the number ofthetribes ofthesonsof property, pride,caste, yourself - give itall up and seewhat

Jacob — twelve stones representing the twelve tribes. The willfollow . Now read op: « And the water ran round

people weredivided into two kingdoms, but theywere still one about thealtar ; and he filled the trenchalso withwater. And

nation, and so the prophet disregards the division, and it came to pass at the time of the offering of the evening

represents the union of the people before God on the altar. sacrifice, that Elijahtheprophetcamenear, andsaid , Lord

If there is to be an opening ofthe windows of heaven and a God ofAbraham ,Isaac, and of Israel, let itbe known this day

pouring out of blessing, there must be the union of the that Thou art God in Israel, and that I am Thy servant,and

twelve tribes together represented before God on the that I have done all these things at Thy word.”

altar.
At the timeofthe offering of the eveningsacrifice. It is

We must be able to overcome petty jealousies and rival when Christ died that the power came.

ries. We must do it or we cannot be blessed ; if we believe Calvary's sacrifice, and throughthemeritsof that wondrous

Scripture, this alonewill keep blessing from the Church of sacrifice alonethatall our consecrationand self -sacrifice is

Christ. We have disunion and divisions. If a minister or accepted before God.

Christian cannot recognise, and recognise fully, hisbrother, Now observe, Elijah came near and prayed to God, and

though in some points they may disagree, that will hinder said, “ Lord God of Abraham ,Isaac,and Israel." Yes, wa

It is at the hour of
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even the

should appeal to Godas our fathers' God. I always do so . Go up again the seventh time ; and what then ? Only

Let us all appeal to Him as the God of our fathers, if they a little cloud like a man's hand. God's ways are often

believed on Him. Then he prayed, " Let it beknown this so human, His answers so strangely human, thatwe take them

day that Thou art God in Israel ;' then the fire of the Lord fell . to be a man's hand. Out of the great deep of the Medi.

There must be prayer with the drawing near - deep, earnest, terranean came up this little cloud, which the prophet's

with the intense, believing prayer must be offered up if we are servant saw at last arise, “ and Elijah said, Go up, say

going to have the blessing ; this night, if we are to be blessed, unto Ahab, Prepare thy chariot, and get thee down that

there must be such prayer from all hearts in this hall. O, God, the rain stop thee not. In the meantime the heavens

open the windows of heaven now, let it be known that Thy were black with clouds and wind, and there was a great rain ."

children are Thy servants, and that Thou art God in Israel. May God darken the heavens for us with clouds and wind !

Oh, let Thy glory appear to Thy people to -day !
So many Christians imagine that there will be a kind of halo

So we read, “Then the fire of the Lord fell, and consumed of glory over them when the answer comes. But this

the burnt sacrifice, and the wood, and the stones, and the
is not God's way. The heavens are black with clouds

dust, and licked up the water that was in the trench.” and wind before blessing, the wind of the Holy Ghost

It is a grand sacrifice ; everything is consumed by the fire and the darkness of God upon them ; then the riches

from heaven, even the very dust. What a good thing it of heaven are poured down , a great rain of blessing descends

would be if the gold dust were consumed by the fire of
because the fire has come. Then the prophet, who was so

the Lord ! I heard the chairman speak this morning of long upon his knees, girded up his loins and ran before Abab

Mildmay wanting funds. How is this ? The Church of to the entrance of Jezreel ; he was able to outro

Christ is rich enough yet. Mildmay needs money to do the king's chariot. Why cannot Christians run ? Because they pray

work of the Lord.My brethren, if the Lord is to work at so little, they kneel so little, and are so seldom alone with

Mildmay, and by His grace open the windows of blessing: God; so little quietness, so little brokenness of spirit : there

ch, let the fire of God lick up the dust, the gold dust, and fore they cannot run and do the messages of the Lord. There

the stones, and the water, everything.'Oh, may He take must be this crying in the presence of the Lord, arrested by

away the stony heart this day, and let all be burned up in His most Holy presence ; then we can outrun all human

this wonderful sacrifice of the Lord ! kings, and everything that is against us; and we shall see that

But let us hasten on to the close. “ And when all the God is with us, and that the windows of heaven are open .

peoplesaw it, they fell on their faces : and theysaid, The The Word must convict first. Then the fire falls upon the

Lord, He is the God ; the Lord, He is the God.” When the prepared sacrifice on the altar, and then the rain comes in

fire comes down the people fall on their faces. I do not like showers of blessing. If you and I are baptized with the

somuch of that kind ofjubilant exclamation as some people Holy Ghost, we shall live a consecrated life, not going in and

indulge in when they believe the fire of the Lord comes outin our experience, not a broken union, not a !perpetual

upon them , I believe when the fire of God comes,
it falling back ; but with consistency, with earnestness,

makes us fall at His feet in abasement, prostrate in the dust in unbroken communion, in unbroken holiness and peace,

before our God. And what did theycry ? “ The Lord, He is doing the work ofthe Lord, gaining victories daily for the

God ; the Lord,Heis God." That is exactly the English Master , and yet be ever in the dust at His feet, glorify .

rendering of the Hebrew name Elijah. It means that the ing His name.

separated life gets its reward . All the hillside rang with

the voice of the famine-stricken people,crying out, “ Eli-jah !

Eli-jah ! the Lord , He is God ;" Elijah had turned the

hearts of the people back again to the Lord. If you are going
to do any work for the Lord , and do it faithfully, the Lord BY IHSAN ULLAH, FROM NAKOWAL , PUNJAB.

will reward you. As you go forward be notafraid . He will

honour you in His work , and willbe with you , and do

I THANKthe Lord JesusChristto -night thatHis blood
was shed for every part of the world , and when Igit down

wondrously through you, and you willbe ableeven to over here and just experience the atmosphere of the Spirit my

come evil spirits, and cast themout. You shall do miracles soul is warmed ; but at the same time there is deep sorrow in

in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ. And now the fire has my heart that, whilst you in this place are enjoying heaven

fallen ; but this is not all they wanted. What didthey want here below, our people inidolatryand Mohammedanism are

fire for ? With theseunclouded heavens abovetheground just falling down intodeepest hell ofsin, andwewant
was parched and dried up, the hot sup was blazing on them . Christian people to come and help us. Now I come to you

Why, then, did the fire come? It must come first. If the to -night, many here are mymothers andfathers, my brothers

heavens are to be opened , the fire must come first of all. and sisters in Christ, and I beseech youto cometo India and

May the fire of God's Holy Spirit fall hereto-night! Look help us. There are twohundred andseventy millions of

at the close of this strange scene. “Elijah said to Ahab, “ Get people in myland all going down to hell, in want of eternal

thee up, eat and drink ; for there is a sound of abundance Îife being offered tothem by His earnest people. His

of rain ." Elijah could hear the sound. Not a cloud was to precious blood was shed for Indiaas well as for England,and

be seen. His servant, sent up to look toward the sea, could we have as much interest in that blood as the people of Eng

only shake his head, and say, " I see nothing,” but the prophet land. Oh, brethren and sisters, come over to India and

heard the sound of abundance of rain . The man whose heart help us !

is sensitive bythe grace of God can hear the coming blessing. We have been hearing how the Lord JesusChrist separate
d

“ Get up, Ahab, eat and drink,” the blessing is coming. The Himself from all His glory , separated Himself from the

king went to eat and drink, and what did Elijah do ? He attendanc
e of angels in heaven, and came down as a Servant.

went up the mountain, to the top of Carmel, cast himself He came from heaven and went to Calvary, where He shed

upon the ground, and put his head between his knees ; that His blood forour Indian people and for our Punjabee
s. In

is theway to look for a blessing. You can see best when the Punjab there is the greatest need, as well as all over

your head is in the dust with the sense of your own India , that Christian people sbould come and sympathize

unworthiness. Oh, you at this Mildmay Conference, get up, with themand help to drag them out of the mire of sin. 1

and cast yourselves down at the feet of the Lord inthedust ; am just this evening beseeching you and pleading with you

then shaŭ we have the blessing at once. Let there be broken to come over and help us ; make some sacrifice as Christ did,

spirits, broken wills,and broken hearts given unto the Lord, separate yourselves from friends and relations, from country

let all' be broken, and all upon our knees, and He will pour and home, and come out to India and die there on behalf

out the blessing until there shall not be room enough to re of our poor, miserable, dying people, and the Lord will bless

ceive it. you. I am sure that, if any man follow just after the blood

Notice also, Elijah had not only this wonderful faith stained footsteps of the Master, he has more pleasure in his

for himself, but he told his servant to go up again , to heart and a deeper joythan anyother way could give him .

go and look seven times. Child of God, dare you look Oh, we want youin India ! I beseech you to come, at least,

until the seventh time ? How many times do you look ? one-quarter of those present at this Conference. We want

Three times, that is the furthest many Christians dare more, but, oh ! could not at least one-quarter of you here come

to look . Well, the servant went up six times, and each down and help us ? Our people are dying in sin . Satan has

time came back saying “ There is nothing, there is nothing .” no right to rule over them. The Lord Jesus Christ died to

A Cry from India.
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įhe camp

The Reward of a Separate Life.

,

destroy the works of the devil in the Punjaub as well as in of all you take that step. My words would seem nothing

England. The evil one has no right to rule there ; and, there but sentimental nonsense to those who have not gone outside

fore, I ask you in the name of the same blood with which

you are bought, which was shed on Calvary, come over and What did Moses get by going outside the camp ? " And

help us. Wedo want in the Punjaub, people filled with the it came to pass, as Mosesentered into the tabernacle, the

HolyGhost, living epistles ofthe Lord Jesus Christ, to come cloudy pillar descended, and stood as the door of the taber

over and by the Word and by their lives show them the nacle, and the Lord talked with Moses, and all the people say

blood was shed for them . May the Lord make you restless and the cloudy pillar stand at the tabernacle door : and all the

lay the burden of India uponyour hearts, so that you cannot people rose upand worshipped, every man in his tent door.

sleep for thinking of our country. The Lord move your And the Lord spake unto Moses face to face, as a wani

hearts at this Conference that many may be willing to come speaketh unto his friend ” (Exod . xxxiii . 9, 10). So I

over and help us. think that when you separate yourself unto the Lord, the

first thing you begin to understand more clearly than ever is

the wondertul friendship of the Lord Jesus. Moses found

that the angel of the Lord in the tabernacle spoke with him

face to face asa man speaker h unto his friend ; and that is a

BY REV. G. C. GRUBB. type of our friendship in Jesus Cbrist. How are we so

QEHOLD, Lord, we have forsaken all and followed lonely sometimes ? God makes us lonely, that wemay find

the blessed companionship of Jesus Christ. Look at John sv.,

wrong in asking this question ? I think not. There is a “ Ye are My friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you

Scriptural side to the doctrine of rewards. Now we read Ste Henceforth I call you not servants ; for the servant knoweth

Paul says in Phik i ., " This one thing I do, forgetting those not what his lord doeth : but I have called you friends ; for

things which are behind, and reaching forth unto those all things that I have heard of My Father I have made

things which are before, I press toward the mark for th known unto you ." Brethren , it is the essence of friendship

prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus. Let us to have no secrets ; the Lord Jesus delights to reveal the

therefore, as many as be perfect, be thus minded.” As secrets of Jehovah to those who abide in Hispresence.

many as be perfect, that is, as many as be fully grown in Now look at thenext thing in verse 13 . “ Now therefore,

Christ. But we go further than St. Paul or St. Peter, we I prayThee, if I have found gracein Thy sight, shez me

look to the Lord Himself, as it is put in Heb. xii., “ Looking now Thy way, that I may know Thee, that I may find

unto Jesus, the author and finisher of our faith ; who for the grace in Thy sight ; and consider that this nation is Thy

joy that was set before Him endured the cross, despising the people” (Exod. xxxiii. 13). So the next thing you gain,i

shame, and is set down at the right hand of the throneof longing to know the way, the will of God . Jesus is the

God ." We do need the element of joy in our Christian life. exponent of the Father's will and the very embodiment of

We cannot do without joy. We must have it . We do not it. Now we want to be shown His will. The Apostle Paul

want seraphic raptures here, for we have no wings yet, but prayed that his converts might be filled with the knowledge

we do want joy to bring the whole mind into consecration to of His will , and be able to discern things that differ and go

God, and He can give us joy. I am quite sure there is from grace to grace . Now let us look at two or three

something wrong in our soul when there is notjoy there. prerequisites to know the will of God . Some say, “ I wish

Jesus looked to the joy that was set before Him. Then I knew what I ought to do, I wouldgive a thousand pounds

we go back in the stream of time—we go back to Moses, for if I could only tell the right thing to do." I will tell you

in him we shall find special reference to this subject. Read invaluable way by which you can find out the will ofGod

what is said in Heb. xi . 24, “By faith Moses, when he was ( Rom . xii. 1 , , 3) . First, present your body to the Lord.

come to years, refused to be called the son of Pharaoh's Secondly, be notcomformed to this world . It is impossible

daughter." and 25, 26 , “ For he had respect unto the recom to know God's willuntilyou do these two things. First, gire

penceof the reward." yourbody, everything you have, your tongue, up tothe Lord,

So, brethren, I think that from the passages I have quoted and He will take care you do not utter°idle words, for we

we may infer with perfect truth that the prospectof reward know that for every idleword spoken anaccountmust be

is a Scriptural prospect, and also that if it be received in the given in the day of judgment. And, next, be not com:

“ power of the Holy Ghost, it can in no wise be detrimental formedto theworld , thenGod will shew you very quickly

to the character of the consecrated Christian . Now let us ( for He can do a quick work) what His mind is, and what

gaze at this. I wish to take as my foundation passage your work should be. And when you have thusconsecrated

Exod . xxxiii. 7 : “ And Moses took the tabernacle, and yourself tothe Lord, by going outside the camp, you will

pitched it without the camp, afar off from the camp, and understand the glorious will of God which shines and sparkle

called it the Tabernacle of the congregation. And itcame with -Divine beauty.,

to pass, that every one which soughtthe Lord went out unto But there is something else in this chapter, Read from verse

the tabernacle of the congregation, which was without the 14 to 17 .

camp. And it came to pass, when Moses went out unto the Brethren, the next thing, another part of the reward you

tabernacle, that all the people rose up, and stood every man have in this life is His presence. " My presence shall gu

at his tent door, andlooked after Moses, until he was gone with thee, and I will give thee rest.” Let ushold our peace in

into the tabernacle.” What a wistful longing look after Moses the presence of the Lord God. Whenever God is truly present

must that have been ! First of all, then, we noticeMoses took in theheart in power, thenpeacereigns.Of how many of

up his position without the camp. Israel had sinned, they us,I wonder, could itbesaid that we are distinguished from

had made a golden calf, they had brought with them idolatry therestof thepeople in the world by havingthe presenceof

from Egypt, the whole nation had fallen and made God with us, that when we go into a room there is a some

themselves naked unto their shame amongst their enemies, thing about us, we hardly know what? There is something

and the Lord bad been chastening them . Oh,brethren, which I have met with in manypeople, and seen in many

how went they away so soon fromGod, the very God whose at this Conference, the instant 'I was in their compaus

praises they had been singing on the other side of the Red there was a feeling of rest,adelightfulsomething. I am

Sea ? Because of that sin Moses had to act in the spirit quite sure it was the presence ofGod with them thatmade

of separation, he had to separatefrom the apostasy ; andso their presenceso delightful. " Mypresence shall gowith

he takes the tabernacle of the Lord and goes without the thee, andIwill give thee rest. "And wherein shall itbe

camp. Noticehow St. Paul spiritualizes that in Heb. xiii. known?Laythattoheart. How are wetobe distinguished ?

Ib to 14 .
Notbyfame, not by popularity,notbyapplause,notby court

*** What does that camp mean ? Well , I take it that for us wealth. No ; we are not called to excel in these ways,but

it denotes worldly Christianity, and we must separatefrom weare called to excel in having the presence of God. For

what is apostate in our Christianity, from the idols of Egypt in whereinshallit be known here that I and Thypeople have

Christianity, and from all bondage in Christianity, stand found grace in Thy sight ? Is it not in that Thou

ing fast in the liberty of Christ. But to go without us ? ” His presence,His goingwith us, shall distinguish w

the camp,” is very real step, and you will be unable to under from all the people that areuponthe face of theearth,

s !and the blessings I am going to mention unless first Well, again,wehavesomethingelseinverses 18 and 19.

goest
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“In Memoriam .".

TH

When we go outside the camp, then we begin to under. assembling. Now we have seen that theconsecrated believer

stand something of the glory of God. Now let us see how can cause joy to the heart of the Father, but I remember a

St. Paul spiritualizes this in 2 Cor. iii . , verse 7 to end. time when Jesus sat near the city of Jerusalem upon Mount

Brethren , how many of us read our Bibles with the vail Olivet, and , beholding the city , He wept over it, saying,

upon our hearts! Many are still in the bondage of the " If thou hadst known, even thou, at least in this thy day,

fathers, and there is still Judaic Christianity about; the vail the things which belong unto thy peace ! but now they are

is still on the heart ; you may know the doctrine, but do you
hid from thine eyes. For the days shall come upon thee,

get real joy out of the Bible? A friend said to me, “ I read that thine enemies shall cast a trench about thee, and com

the Bible, but it does not do me much good.” Why was it ? pass thee round, and keep thee in on every side, and shall

Because he and those like him are living for the world lay thee even with the ground, and thy children within thee ;

and the vail is still on their hearts. Letus get unveiled and they shall not leave in thee one stone upon another ;

hearts, so that with open face we may beholdthe glory of because thou knewest not the time of thy visitation.”

the Lord, and be changed into the same image from glory Jesus wept over the city, saying, “ 7, Jerusalem , Jeru

to glory even as by the Spirit of the Lord. Now Jehovah is salem, thou that killest the prophets and stonest them

that Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is which are sent unto thee, how often would I have gathered

liberty. Read at the next chapter ( 2 Cor. iv. 6.) thy children together, even as a hen gathereth her chickens

We find in Exod. xxxiv. that Jehovah proclaims His name under her wings, and ye would not." I do pray that not

and makes His glory pass before Moses, and from this pas one will leave this hall with a divided heart, but truly conse

sage in 2 Cor. iv. we find He is shining into our hearts and crated, and the unconverted made alive. Yield, brother ;

proclaiming His name to us . How many dark hearts are yield sister. God bless us all, and fill us with the Holy

there here to -night ? How many can with all honesty say , Ghost, and make us to know the power of His resurrection

"God, who commanded the light to shine out of darkness, and the fellowship of His sufferings, that we may be con

hath shined in my heart ” ? Dear friends, is the sunlight formed to His death, and let Him have all the glory . Amen .

in your hearts and in your souls now ? You are just going

to separate from this Conference. Are you going away with

a dark heart ? On this third day let the light shine.

But we have this treasure in earthen vessels, that the

excellency of the power might be of God and not of us.

Look at Deut, ri, 18 to 21 . Your business is to be growing THESE fourteen hymns are from the pen of the late Mrs.

rich in the Word of God ; frontlets between your eyes Thompson, of Holywoodrath, whose writings were well

means that that Word is to be as spectacles through known by the readers of the Word and Work in years past.

which you look. Oh , for these spectacles of that Word, She is ever remembered by those who mingled in the great

that we may see all things with the prismatic colours work of revival in Kingstown and Dublin in 1857 to 1862 ,

of God's own Word ! Then we are to teach our children their
and was the author, in those days, of the tune Bethany, sung

responsibility. But yousay, “ God does not surely mean to the favourite words of " Yes, we part, but not for ever."

us to be always talking religion ? I do not like those persons Her friends will be glad to have these few memorial hymns,

who are always having texts and Puritanical phrases on their and the music, which also is of her own composing.

lips." Well , you must settle that with God . He says, speak

of them when in the house, and in the way, and when rising
Perfect Rest.

up. If our hearts are right with God there is nothing Jesus, I am never weary

so delightful as His Word. It is a bad sign to have no Looking on Thy cross and shame ;

appetite for the Word of God. Weare to write His Word upon Gazing there I seem so near Thee,

our doorposts and gates, that outsiders may see it is a conse Dear to me each throb of pain :

crated house. “ That your days may be multiplied .” How Ever near Thee,

many of us know what it is to drag days down from heaven Ever near Thee,

and live them upon earth. Lingʻring here I would remain .

Then, brethren , I will give you this thought, and it is the

best of them, you bring great joy to the heart of the Father Little cared I for the anguish

whenyou separate yourself. Oh, how little joy God gets out Of Thy bitter, bitter cry,

of us ! Turn to Deut. xxx. ; there Hesays, " Thou shalt re Left alone, dearLord, to languish ,

turn unto the Lord thy God, and obey His voice, according to None to share Thy parting sigla ;

all that I command thee this day ; ” and in the ninth verse, All forsaken,

we read, " The Lord will again rejoice over thee for good, as
All forsaken ,

Herejoiced over thy fathers.” Oh , give joy to the Father's heart
Left alone my Lord to die !

to -night. Why should He weep over us ? Shall we still con .

tinue in the far-offland ? Again, if we so separate ourselves unto
All my sins were laid upon Thee,

the Lord we will have power in the world. This is illustrated
All my griefs were on Thee laid,

For the blood of Thine atonement

in Song of Sol. v ., where the Bride is out of communion ; but

still her heart is awake, and, longing for the joy once experi
All my utmost debt has paid .

Dearest Saviour !
enced, she says , verse 8, “ I charge you, O daughters of Jeru

Dearest Saviour !
salem , if ye find my Beloved, that ye tell Him I am sick of

love." When you recommend Christ, and the world sees what
I believe, fur Thou hast said ,

a grand person Jesus Christ is in your life, when they see He Precious Jesus ! I have found Thee

is a realpower to you, they see that He is worth having.
All my utmost need required ,

Now I have takenup all my time in speaking of the
In Thyself, Lord , Thou hast found me

rewards in this life, I know so little of eternitythat I am
All Thy loving heart desired.

not able to speak of it ; but I would say one word about the
I would praise Thee,

future reward (John xii. 26) .
I would praise Thee,

Two wonderful things are here, Identity of positionwith
From my soul by love inspired .

Jesus, " Where I am , there shall also My servant be," and

“ If any man serve Me, him will My Father honour." Ithink
Both Thine arms are clasped around me,

we may sum up the reward of eternity with these two And my head is on Thy breast,

things : identity of position with Jesus on the throne, and While my weary soul hath found Thee

the receiving ofhonour from the Father's hand. Such a perfect,perfect rest !

Now , friends, I cannot go further, as the time has come Dearest Saviour !

when we must part ; but, oh ! my heart is burdened to Dearest Saviour !

night lest there should be any here amongst us (and I fear Now I know that I am blest !

there are ) some dead, some to whom these words are nothing

but empty noise, and who wonder what all the people are * " In Memoriam , " a collection of fourteen hymns, words and musta ,

gathered together for, and what joy they find in thus by L, T. ( James E. Hawkins .)
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of

1 and Deut. xi , 9, et seq , taking the land of promise 23 typical

THE AFTERNOON MEETINGS. of the glorious life to which the believer is called , a life of test,

of hope, of freedom , of perpetual dependence on God , of the

perpetual presence of God , of perpetual progress and victory,

as the days of heaven upon earth .
еl

The Jewish Question.

Wednesday Afternoon . THE Lord's ancient people Israel are never overlooked at

N Wednesday and Thursday afternoon of the Conference

the large hall was well filled by those desirous of waiting meeting was held in the large room below, to consider " Israel,

upon God, and of considering questions sent in bearing on a separate people .”

spiritual life . Mr. H. F. Bowker presided on both days . The Earl of CAVAN , who presided, said : I feel sure , dear

Rev. E. H. HOPKINS read the first question as to the meaning friends , that the thought of the subject suggested for this

ofthe words, “ Where the Spirit of the Land is there is Conference has brought the belief that this is the opening out

liberty. " There might be the indwelling Spirit -- for every or preparation for the return of our blessed Lord. God grant it

believer has the Spirit of God — but little liberty. What was may be so , Well, the passage selected for our consideration

needed was the fulness of the Spirit , giving liberty of mind , this afternoon in our programme is Isa. xliii . 21, “ This people

through the truth ( for “ the truth shall make you free ” ), have I formed for Myself; they shall show forth My praise ."

liberty of conscience through the cleansing blood ; and liberty I should like to connect with it & few verses in Jer. xii .

of the will , through love . It is easy to do what we love to do. First observe the expression in the verse we have read, “They

Liberty might not always mean freedom from outward diffi shall show forth My praise .” Then turn to Jer. xiii. 11 , "For

culties, but it would mean freedom from inward hindrances. as the girdle cleaveth to the loins of a man, so have I caused

Rev. J. B. FIGGIS was asked to explain “ My sheep hear to cleave unto Me the whole house of Israel and the whole

My voice ,” and “ I will guide thee with Mine eye.” The first house of Judah, saith the Lord ; that they might be unto Me

he explained by an illustration from Eastern sheepfolds. We for a people, and for a name , and for & praise, and for & glory;

hear and recognise the Lord's voice, for it answers to the Word, but they would not hear."

the conscience , and common sense . The second phrase he Notwithstanding their rejection and turning aside from these

showed to promise constant guidance to those who live close to purposes which God had in His mind for Israel, yet God's pur

the Lord . If we learn to look to God in all things He will poses of love and grace will not be defeated. We are quite

guide us . sure He will carry them out most fully and literally, and God's

Pasteur THEODORE MONOD was asked whether it was not dealings with Israel that they might be a separate people

easier to be separated from the world than trulyseparated from are the type also of the spiritual Israel, for the Lord is taking

God ? Of course, he said , it may be easy to build a wall of out for Himself a separate people and will till His return, a

separation from certain worldly practices ; but that may not be people to produce and bring forth His praise to His glory. We

at all separation to God . We must begin at the right end, shall also just mention another verse or two in the Word of

consecration to God , then separation from worldliness will God which point to this , Ezek. xxxvii . 23, “ But I will save

follow. them out of all their dwelling places, wherein they have sinned,

Rev. C. A. Fox had been asked, “What is the meaning of and will cleanse them : so shall they be My people, and I will

being kept from sinning ? In answer, he read 1 John iii. 6, be their God." They will be a people set apart to dwell alone,

and said that abiding in Christ was the one secret of holiness ; that is God's purpose in them , that they should be separated

which depends on two things, the faithfulness of God, and from all the rest of the earth ; and is not that just a type

abiding in Christ . He did not wish to imply absolute sinless. the Lord's people now ? Who are to be separated in order to

ness , but a holy, righteous walk. He urged the committal be a praiseand glory to our blessed Lord ?

of all things to Christ ; submittal to Him, and faithfulness to Let us remember the character or description of what the

the trust committed to us. sobre

are ready to hear theGospel. Are weprepared to give it them ?

Church of God ought to be in 2 Cor. vi . 16 , « What agreement

Mr. H. F. BOWKER replied to a question as to sin being hath the temple of God with idols ? for ye are the temple of the

entirely taken out of the believer. He read Paul's statement living God , as God hath said , I will dwell in them , and walk in

in 1 Cor. iv. 3 , 4 , and showed that the standard is Christ, that them , and I will be their God, and they shall be My people

the Lord may see ten thousand things in us we don't see , but There we have God's presence. What a wonderful communion !

by gracewe may so walk, and so constantly apply to the cleans How blessed ? If God walks in us, surely we ought to be walking

ing blood,and be so constantly kept by the powerof Christ, that in Him. I am quite certain that the more distinct we arefrom

sins, so far as we know them may be removed. We are

entrusted by Him with a great charge - that of representing

theworld, and the closer to the Lord we are, then the moredo

we bring praise and glory to His Holy Name; and the better

Him, His name, His character, His honour here below . Surely,

then, we cannot sin (1 John iii.9) , for that dishonours and mig.

prepared are we for that glorious appearing, that manifestation

which may take place at any moment.
We want to have

represents Him . If His Word abide in us, and we abide in

Him , we shall bring forth much fruit to His glory.

these things deeply impressed upon our minds and hearts, and

to be more banded together in unity and love. But we have

failed . Israel failed ,an
d the spiritual Israel has also failed in

Thursday Afternoon. their calling ; yet God's purposes shall not be frustrated by their

THE second day similar questions were considered .
or our unfaithfulness. He will assuredly and literally have

His purposes fulfilled ; there will be a literally distinct and

question on Christians ' expenditure on dress and luxuries, their

separate people of Israel , and there will be the distinct and

use of time and money to the glory of God . The whole secret,

separate Church of Christ.

he felt , lay in the full recognition that we are the Lord's, and

Believing the addresses delivered by Rev. W. L. Rosedale,

that whatsoever wedo we do to the glory of God. With regard

D.D. , andRev. John Wilkinson will greatly interest and profit

to dress , Mr. Webb -Peploe spoke out in a very plain and prac.

our readers, we will give them in full in our next issue.

tical way, dwelling chiefly on the extravagant expenditure of
Foreign Missions.

money and thought induced amongst ladies by the habits of N Thursday afternoon , in Room No. 4 , Mr. R. C. L. Beran

the day. He urged that dress should be simple and modest in

accordance with the station God has placed us in,but not such Africa.

as to attract attention in one direction or the other. He did Rev. JAMES Dalziel, M.D. , gave an account of the condition

not at all advise Christianwomen to adopt the dress of the of affairs in Zululand , his address abounding in details of the

“ Friends," or the “ Army, ” but to adopt a style at once quiet Zulu manners and customs. He said that race numbered

and becoming, and which, when once put on, should cost no some eighty millions , not more than two millions ofwhom have

further thought about it . He briefly referred to the exhorta heard the faintest whisper of the name of Christ. Amongst

tions of 1 Tim . ii . 9 , and 1 Pet . iii . 3. the hindrances were polygamy, witchcraft, and other super

The same principle ran through his (Mr. Peploe's) reply as stitions. Still the Gospel had by nomeansbeenwithout fruit,

to money, luxury, use of time, &c. All belongs to the Lord, andespecially where the missionary was a medicalmissionary:

and all should be used for His glory, and not merely for our Mr. EDWARD H.GLENNYspoke of Morocco, Algiers ,and

pleasure . Tunis, and especially of the Kabyle or Berber races. Having

Rev. E. H. HOPKINS had a more abstruse question to answer justreturnedfrom& visi:to these North African aboriginal

in defining the difference between “ the old man ” and “ the people, he gave detailsof the work at various stations estab

evil nature .” Nosummary can possibly give clearly the line of lishedbythe Mission to the Kabyles. He had beenmuch

argument. We fear summarizing would only distort the struck bytheopen door beingfoundfor the Gospel. Strange it

reply given, hence those interested are referred to the official wasthat Moslems, so close comparatively to our own doors,

report shortly to be published . should so long have been left without the lightof life. They

Rov .O. A. Fox concluded with an address based on Heb, iv.

practical
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Mr. Hammond in Norway,.

I

.

12 ON

The Beaumont Trust.

TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK ,"

TIR ,-As a great deal has been written in public papers in

you will allow the doubts and fears of those who have laboured

for years for the good of the working classes there to be ex

pressed in your columns, especially as £ 100,000 of publio

money is proposed to be expended in this scheme for the benefit

of the people. Our fear is that, if drink is to be sold in con

junction with indoor and outdoor concerts, it must lead to

& sort of Cremorne Gardens in time ; and if there is to be Sunday

openings the result will be a further source of demoralization to

the neighbourhood : so that the whole thing will be a curse

instead of a blessing. It is now some months ago that Canon

Wilberforce publicly asked if intoxicating liquors were to be

sold on the premises, and as no answer had been received up to

last week, our secretary, Mr. Kerwin, wrote, asking, 1st. Will

intoxicating drinks be sold on the new premises of the People's

Palace ? 2nd. Will the palace be opened on Sundays ?

To these straightforward inquiries the following reply has

been received :

Dear Sir, - In reply to your letterof the 18th instant, I beg

to state that the two questions to which you refer, viz ., whether

intoxicating drinks are to be sold in the People's Palace, and

whether the Palace will be opened on Sundays, have never yet

been before the trustees, and it would obviously be premature

for them to discuss the points while they still require £ 30,000

to carry out their scheme.

A. BROWNLOW ,

This is hardly calculated to allay our fears , and I should

hardly imagine it would be quite satisfactory to those who are

subscribing their money in the hope of helping to raise the

masses.
I am , yours faithfully,

FREDK . N. CHARRINGTON,

Great Assembly Hall, Mile End Road , E.

'T

was coming to Christiania ; for, after all we had read of

his work , we believed that the Lord would bless him here, both

to “ small and great." His labours here aroused many sleepers ;

the meetings for children were wonderful ; many felt that they

were sinners, and with childlike faith believed on the Lord

Jesus Christ .

One little girl, about twelve years old, was very anxious about

her soul , and said that she would like to love the Lord Jesus,

who had died for her. I spoke with her, and told her that if

she would ask Jesusto forgive her and give her a new heart,

He would do it as He had promised, and would also write her

name in the Book of Life.

After a timeshe came to me weeping, saying she was fearful

that God would not write ber namein the Book of Life , as she

had been such a naughty girl. As I sat on the platform and

looked on the assembledcrowd, I saw many anxious, and here

and there I saw a Christian , or a Sunday school teacher, kneel

ing andpraying with the dear little children , who afterwards

came with beaming faces to Mr. Hammond ap i told him that

God had forgiven them their sins , and tacy hoped they should

love Him aslong as they lived .

The meetings for grown-up people were very much blessed.

Mr. Hammond's simple way of preaching the Gospel made a

deep impression on them , for the Holy Spirit of God blessed

the word spoken . He commenced the Sunday with a prayer

meeting at eight o'clock in the morning, and three o'clock for

children, in the evening for grown -up people , which generally

lasted until eleven o'clock .

It was a glorious sight , so many happy faces ; may the Lord

Jesus preserve them from worldly andbad companions.

We sawmany careless mothers and friends who accompanied

the children , and they also were drawn to ask what they should

do to be saved .

The Norwegians are a very musical people , and therefore the

Gospel, so touchingly and lovingly preached in song, did much

also, by God's great blessing, to awaken both old and young .

Theysoon learned Mr. Hammond's hymns. We thank God

for His rich blessing.

MR6 . LUNDH,The Central Vigilance Society.

THIS society having been established in June , 1883, reached

the Mansion House. The Lord Mayor, who had promised to

preside, was detained by civic engagements, and in his absence

the chair was filled by Rev. H. Webb - Peploe, Chairman of the
Council.

Mr. STEPHEN BURNE, Secretary, read the annual report. This

set forth many extracts from the chronicles of the district com

mittees , several of which had been formed by the parent

society,and others more or less allied to it. The objects of the

parent society are , through the instrumentality of local asso .
ciations, carried out by committees of men and women acting

separately, but in thesame direction for repressing immorality

by closing houses ofiill fame and clearing the streets of their

night frequenters. These efforts have been successful in many

cases, but they need to be energetically continued , and that

there should be networks of suchcommittees covering the

whole of this city and otber towns. The action thus instituted

is found to be efficacious in stimulating vestries and the police

force to greater activity in repressing these evils, and it often

happens that the threat of proceedings obviates their necessity,

hythe shutting up of the houses, and when convictions by the

magistrates are obtained they frightens others , so that they cease
to carry on their trade.

A resolution that the report be adopted and printed was

moved by Rev. W. Andrews , of St. Jude's, King's Cross ;

seconded by the Bishop of Bedford , and supported by Rev. W.

P. Hill Bourne, of Haggerston ,

The Rev. Prebendaries BARKER, of Marylebone , and BILLING,

of Spitalfields, moved and seconded “ That this meeting, wbile

recognising the great value of the new Criminal Law Amend.

ment Act, and expressing its thankfulness that the authorities

bad done so much to enforce its provisions, is of opinion that

there still remains much to be done, both for the improvement

of the law and its complete enforcement.” To this resolution

the Rev. J. Frith , of St. Martin's- in-the-fields , also spoke.

The concluding resolution , “ That this meeting fully endorses

the appeal from the Council for larger funds wherewith to

carry on the works, for which there is unfortunately still great

need and abundant opportunity for its prosecution ," was pro

posed by Major Grimstone, of the St. George's. Hanover

Square, Vigilance Association . seconded by Col. Everitt,

Secretary to th : Church of England Purity Society, and sup

ported by Mr. F. N , Smith, of Islington.

Fresh Air and Change for the Poor.

N°W

OW is the season for rest and recreation , for those who

can afford it, and for those who cannot afford it there are

loving and kindly hearts ready to plan a little: reat. Last Tues

day we spent an hour or two at Theydon Bois, enjoying the real

delight of seeing some eleven thousand East End children ,

elder scholars and mothers, thoroughly and heartily happy in

the green fields and among the wild flowers . It was the

annual outing of the King Edward Ragged Schools, Youths

Institute , and Christian Mission, and young and old made a

right good day of it. Their devoted teachers, with Mr.

Montague at theirhead, threw themselves with zest and vigour

into the task of delighting and amusing. Knowing, as we do

well , the real and thorough work done at King Edward Street,

we were glad to observe the genuine interest shown in the

happiness of these poor East Enders.

One feature we heard of by the way struck us as specially good .

In Spitalfields there are, aselsewhere, many worn out and weary

widows and others who have to toil on for a bare subsistence,

well-nigh breaking down in the struggle . On behalf of such Mr.

Montague has made arrangements for board in country cottages ,

giving each found in realneed of such a change a free week in

the country, paying board, railway fares, & c. And besides, by

way of making them really comfortable, the ladies have pro

vided a number of complete outfits, dresses , underclothing, &c. ,

so that the old ladies may not be ashamed to walk about and

enjoy the fresh air. In their only wear, as they are at home ,

few of them could venture outside the door.

For the children found needing more than a day in the

country Arrangements have been made by Mr. Gurney at

Reigate , and also by the mission in a country spot beyond

Enfield . No less than two hundred and one punyand sickly

children were so sent away for a week or two last year.

We give these seasonable facts believing they will stir others

to do likewise , and also awaken practical sympathy in the

King Edward Street work .

The Hon.Superintendent's (Mr, Montague) address is 4,

Bedford Square ,E.
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GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD,

A Jewish Inquiry Meeting.

TH

us

IN

greatly thankthegraceoftheHeavenly Tin Palestine, Rev.J.R.LongleyHall

,

Fruit of Early Instruction. A Kafir's Reasoning.

THE E

hearts of children often bear fruit of Macfarlan, near Lovedale, following exceedingly interesting

in after life . The following is given as writes : account by Mr. Zucker of an interview

an instance : A missionary in India re We see no reason to doubt that God's
with Jews in & Hungarian city: - Before

cently baptized a Sepoy who had been Spirit is in our midst, and we therefore leaving for England a wish was expressed

discharged from his regiment on its return rejoice. Some of the heathen are per. on the part of many Jews, who wished to

from Afghanistan. He had learnt his secutingtheir daughters who have hear and to speak to me, to convene an

first lessons in Christian truth at a vil become Christians. I met one of these
informal meeting for the purpose. This

lage school. After bis return home he men a few days ago, and his answer, we did on the premises of a restaurant

had received further instruction from the which was very frank , was as follows: owned by a Jew , and in the garden. Some

Christian schoolmaster, a catechist, and “ I am not opposed to the Gospel. I wish sixty or seventy persons were present.

the missionary who occasionally visited I could become a Christian myself. All They made me take a seat on a raised

the village. This man told the missionary I say to my daughter is that she should
chair, askingmequestions. With a full

who baptized him that he had become not become a Christian now , as she will heart I showed them from the character

so convinced of the folly of idol worship
not be married soon if she becomes one. of Christ and the New Testament, love

by his early lessons in school that he had I want her to get married first. She is for mankind in general and for the Jews

never worshipped them from the time now grown up, and will be married soon . in particular, tbat their persecutions

he left home. He showed the sincerity Besides, if she becomes a Christian now must meet with unqualified condemna

of his convictions by publicly professing I may not get my cattle.” The last sen tion of every real disciple of Jesus. Every

belief in Christ and receiving baptism in tence contains the real ground of opposi reference to England , and the just treat

spite of severe domestic opposition . His tion and persecution . The fear of losing ment of the Jews in this country, gate
wife refused to live with him, and his the cattle to be paid for their daughters rise to loud remarks of admiration and

father turned him out of doors. His explains why the men wish to have approval. After a while the purely

school teacher had been educated in the marriage first. I have no doubt also that religious question came to the fore, and

Christian Vernacular Education Society's in addition to this there is the natural in an earnest spirit Igave themareason

Training Institution at Ahmednuggur. opposition of man's heart to the Gospel for my quitting Judaism , and for my

of Christ. belief in Christ, who in truth is every

Mission in Boulogne.
Jew's own olive-tree, of whom they were

WITHmuch thankfulners to the
Lord, Dying Testimonies.

" the natural branches ." Never before

we report His goodness to
bave I had a more attentive audience,

N

during the four days (27th to 30th of
Kien Mission (C.M.S.) , gives the

more sympathetic hearers, and I hope

May) of special meetings held at the
following :

and trust that, though my visit was

Ivry Hall (McAll Mission ), and on behalf
necessarily brief, the seed that was then

The dying testimony of Lazarus of Tang

of which prayers were asked of the Tong was, Thanks, great thanks , to
own may ripen into some happy results.

readers of Word and Work . As we
God , my Father, Iam saved ! I am going

relied upon the Lord for the way in which home to see the blessed face of Jesus . I
“ Describe Heaven to Me."

to lead these meetings, we realized that

His Spirit was at work to convince and Father. I am not afraid to die . I am
touch unto salvation the hearts of many. glad to go. I am saved , thank the Hea gives the following touching accouot of

A goodly staff of Christian workers, venly Fatber ! Thanks to Hu Sing Sang the death of the wife of the native teacher

brothers and sisters,have given a belping (Mr. Wolfe), who told me of His loveto
at Abud :

hand in the meetings for the anxiousand me ; givemythanks to Hu Sing Sang, and The day before the teacher's wife died

inquirers, and now " for the gift bestowed tell him I am going home. I shall see I went over to see her, I found her very

upon us bythemeans of the prayers of his face in heaven. Don't forget to thank ill , and evidently dying. Feeling that it

many, let thanks be given by many on

our behalf” (1 Cor. i . 11. )

him.” This message was recently deli. might be my last opportunity ofascer:

vered to me by the native Christian that taiping the state of her soul , I said,

I will not close this without once was charged by the dying saint to bring Jesus loves you much. Do you love

more acknowledging the good I derive it to me.

66

Him ? " Her only reply was, “There are

from the perusal of your valiant and Another old Christian said , “ Glory be two worlds." I said , “ Yes ! there is this

faithful periodical, which I have been
to God for His great grace. I am happy.

world and heaven ." " Oh ! yes , " she

receiving all these past yearsa free gift. I am going home. I greatly, greatly said, and with some excitement, describe

It has been indeed a help and a light to
thankthe Heavenly Father for having

heaven to me." Thinking that ber

me . May the Lord richly reward him or sent Hu Sing Sang to speak to me , and strength was small, her mind feeble, and

her to whom I am a debtor for this . tell me of the Heavenly Father's love. the fewer words used the better, I merely

E , SAGNOL . It was that wonderful day. I thank God replied, “ Heaven is where Jesus dwells!

116, Rue La Fontaine, Paris. for that day he spoke to me. I did not She moved her head in a very restless
like it . I wanted to get away, but he way, and said , “ Oh ! describe heaven .

Work in Cairo . would not let me go . He told meof the Don't you know what I mean by de

ISS WHATELY writes : Though Heavenly Father's love. Oh , thank him, scribe ' ? ” I then said, “ In heaven there

our work here is specially among thank him ; he told me of God's love." is no sin or sorrow , temptation, pain , or

natives of the soil , yet it is by no means These werehis last words , and they were sickness. There is a perfect rest and joy

confined to such . In so large & city-a brought to me by the catechist who was and holiness in heaven. There every one

centre for the Moslems of the world charged to do so by this dear old saint. is spotlessly holy. Those who have gone

there are many other Orientals, some of This latter case is truly an encourage there from earth have been great sinners,

whom come in connection with this ment to sow beside all waters, and to but they have washed their robes , and

mission . I may mention that a Turkish scatter the good seed all round on every
made them white in the blood of the

lady resident here came the other day to side . I met him about four years ago on Lamb." " Ah ! yes," she said eagerly ,

speak with me about her two girls (their the roadside, and spoke to him ofGod. " that fis what I wanted you to say:

father an Egyptian) whom & bigoted He was absolutely ignorant. I told him He has washed my sins away."

friend had begged her to remove “ because the story of God's love in Jesus. He After more prayers, and some wordsof

we taught Christian books." After some seemed at first indifferent, and said he comfort for those standing round,I said,

conversation, she left perfectly satisfied, was too old to think of giving up his old Good -bye .” The woman then appeared

and declaring, “ The children learn ways, and wanted to get away. I almost quite unconscious, and I therefore did

nothing but good with you.” Both forced him to remain, and told him as not speak a word to her. But as I was

myself and Mrs. Shakoor (my coadjutor much as I could of the story Christ's on the point of leaving the room she

in the mission work ) visit several families love , and warned him not to reject this called out loudly to me,andI returned.

where the females are all of Circassian message of God's love to him. He went Shesaid ," It's all right. It is all well

race, though , as residents here, they away apparently unaffected, but the with me. '

usually speak Arabic tolerably well. Spirit of God carried the simple story of
Among our scholars and acquaintances Christ's love to his soul, and he soon Indian Aborigines. - The Mission
are also Armenians, Syrians,and others became a constant worshipper at our (O.M.S.) to the aboriginal Gônd people

from various parts of the Turkish empire. little church in the village . of Central India is developing.

MISS
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY

-This Society circulated last year nearly 86

millions of publications in 174 languages. It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

which they are subscribed, and pays all its ex .
penses outof Trade Funds. It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and Failors : has issued nearly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Missionary Ancieties,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution.

An annual subscription of 10s . 60. or upwards

constitutes membership, and a sum of £ 10 10s .

Life membership. All subscribers receive copies
of the new tracts, &c .

Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries.

Rev. LEWIS BORRETT WHITE, D.D. , and

Rev. S.G.GREEN , D.D. , 56 , Paternoster Row ,

London , E.C.1

were

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF

PERSECUTED JEW8.

" BYRIAN COLONIZATION FUND,"

Shaftesbury Memorial Fund, sanctioned by

LORI SHAFTFSBURY, in aid of Jews in the Holy

Land , to enable them to obtain a livelihood , by

agricultural and other industry.

Hon . Treasurer - R . C. L. BEVAN , Erq .
Donations received by the Bankers, Messrs.

Drummon t & Co. , Charing Cross, 8.W.; Messrs .

Barclay . Bevan , Tritton , & Co. , 54 , Lombard

Street, E.C .; the Bank of England : the Royal
Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland. Secretary - E . A. FINN .

Office - 41, Parliament St. , Westminster, S.W.
now.

FOREIGN MISSION NOTES

The Sindh Mission. -Rev. G. Bishop Hannington's Bible has

Sbirl (C.M S. ) bas fallen asleep. now beenrecovered .

Central Africa. -- Further letters A Noble Offer. – The C.M.S.

have been received from U.Ganda, down missionaries in Mid-China have offered,

to January 31st, at which date Mr. Ashe out of the small allowances they receive

and Mr. Mackay were well . from the society, to maintain an ad

Native Missionaries. - Both at ditional missionary if sent out for “ real

Calcutta and Nagpoor the Church has extension ."

had to suffer loss in the death of a de A Native Pastor. - The native

voted native pastor. Christians of the Mengnanapuram dis

In the Jungle . - Mr. Knowles, an trict , Tinnevelly, are deeply lamenting

Indian evangelist, lately baptized , at one the death of Rev. Devanayagam Vira

time, no fewer than sixty persons in the vagu, the superintending pastorof that

heart of tbe jungle . district. His last words were , “ Jesus is

Miss Watson , an aged Christian lady to me, for time and eternity, my only

residing at Shemlan, writes urgently as to trust and refuge."

the great need for & medical mission in Morocco . - Mr. Macintosh writes :

the Lebanon . Elias and I paid an encouraging visit
Hamadan . - Mr. James W. Hawkes to Rabat and Casa Blanca , We feel

writes as to the work of God amongst more and more every day how much need

the Jews, and Moslems, and Armenians there is for mission schools for the young,

in Hamadan . God is pleased to give not similar to the British-Syrian schools

a little encouragement. with which WO connected at

Medical Mission at Aintab .-Dr. Damascus,

Trowbridge has treated in his hospital The Lebanon . - Miss Newey writes
during the past year 1,900 new patients from Nazareth : The Druses and

of all nationalities, and many of them Moslems are fighting in the Hauran just
from distant parts. The schools are closed , and all the

Russian Jews.-Mr. Freedman and work stopped. Mr. Connor, the missionary

Dr. Frohwien have been appointed, by the there, was brought to Damascus by

Society for the Propagation of the Gos soldiers who were sent to fetch him . Dr.

pel among the Jews, to proceed to Vartan's workmen were all imprisoned

Wilna and Kovno, to establish a Medical last week again.

Mission . Saskatchewan, Canada. — Rev.

Native Bible Students . – Dr. J. W. Tims, of the Blackfoot Mission ,

Scott has in an advanced state of prepa . Saskatchewan, invites Christian farmers

ration a harmony of the Gospels inUrdu. to go out to that great and fertile

The Indian Witness says no such work country , through which the Canadian

has before been attempted in that lan Pacific Railway now runs, and to “ settle

guage, and awant now felt by the native down on land at present unoccupied, "

students of the New Testament will be
farm the land , employ the Indians, and

met. seek to win them to Christ,

Mr. Moody has begun a training Madeira . - A sale of work and other

institution of evangelists at Mount Her useful articles will be held at Funchal,

mon , Mass. This month he is to have
Madeira, in December next (D.V.) in aid

some hundreds of college students to of free meals for the children attending

spend the month together, boating, fish Mrs. W. Smart's Portuguese Mission

ing , practising gymnastics, studying the School. Christian friends are invited to

Scriptures, and conferring together on send contributions of work , &c . , to Miss

Christian work . Some students are Newton, who will gratefully receive

coming from considerable distances, their them at 16 , Sinclair Road , Kensington ,

expenses being made up by their com London. The school has an average

panions. attendance of forty poor children daily .

Gustav -Adolf-Verein is the title Persian Children . - Said a very

of one of the best Christian societies in little boy in Miss Read's school (in

Germany. It was founded at Leipzig Persia ), “ Oh, teacher, I love Jesus very

and Dresden two hundred years afterthe much, and I like to hear the stories you

death of Gustavus Adolfus, on the date tell about Him ; and when I lie down

of the battle in which he shed his blood under the clothes at night I think of

for the religion of the pure Gospel , No what you have told us. And a very

vember 6th , 1832. A combination with a little girl in the same class puzzled

society of similar tendencies found place herself over the two miracles of feeding

ten years later. And now it is a society the multitude, why there were

which combines the different branches fragments gathered after the fewer

and the different theological schools of loaves and greater number than after the

the German Protestant Church in one many loaves and fewer people.

great work of support to Protestant breth. Armenian Girls.--Miss Read, of

ren in Catholic countries. the Society for Promoting Female Edu

The McAll Mission and the cation in the East , writes from Persia :

French Churches. - An important The girls have lately formed a kind of

meeting has been held in Paris of the Y.W.C.A. amongst themselves, and meet

Committee of the Mcall Mission, and the together in one of the schoolrooms,

leading pastors and laymen of during the recreation hour in the middle

differentchurches, to study this ques of the day, for reading andprayer . They

tion : “ How to prepare and bring into sometimes invite some of the younger

operation the mode of admission of the

MONTALY TRACT SOCIFTY,

Instituted 1-37. New Offices. Bridge House,

Blackfriars Bridge ( City Side) London ,

E.C.-Object : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically before the middle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical
literature at home and abroad .

On the CONTINENT large numbers of Tracts

and Gospels in different languages have been

circulated at the various Exhibitions, and each

month English residents in many Continental

cities receive Tracts through the post.

FRANCE and SPAIN.- Funds are urgently

needed to enable the Committee to respond to

appeals just received . The necessity of bringing
the truth , as it is in Jesus , before the educated

classes in these lands is very great, and the

Lord's stewards are earnestly invited to provide

the means for extending this special work .

Cheques and Postal Orders to be crossed , and

made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE , Secretary .

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA,

- This Society is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among thechildren of India by means of

teachers and books. Christian literature for

adults is also provided . Reports ana Papers will

be senton application . Funds urgently needed .

Address — the Secretaries, C.V.E.B., 7 , Adam

Street , Strand, London , W.C.

more

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE

PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL

AMONG THE JEW8 . - Established 1842.

President - w . G. HABERS AON, Esq .

The Bociety has upwards of 100 A gents. who

carry the Gospel to the Jews in England, Italy,

Germany, Austria, Russia and Turkey. The

labours of the Missionaries are supplemented by
the work of Schoolmasters and Colporteurs.

Tracts and Copies of the Scriptures are circu

lated . Many Jews have, by this Society , been led

to believe that Jesus is the Christ. Much good

has been done among the thousands of Jews in

London by the various Agents , by the House of

Call , and by the New Mission House, with its im

portant Medical Missions.

Increased funds are urgently needed,

and will be thankfully received by the Secretary

Rev. J DUNLOP, at the Office ,

96, Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, London.

our
TURKISH MISSIONS AID

girls to be present. The same girl ,

converts into the Evangelical churches." Isang Arretoon , is the chief mover, both

The Mcall Committee proposed that each in the prayer meeting and in the collec

salle deconférence become an annexeof tion for the village school. Mrs. Bruce

one ofthe nearest churches. The pastor has told me whata naughty, disagreeable

of that congregation would, with a mis girl she used to be, and one of the first

sionary of the McAll Mission , prepare pieces of news she received on returning

and admit to the communion of the to Persia from England was from this

Church the converts who should ask girl's brother- in -law , who is Dr. Bruce's

for it. servant, that she was so changed .

SOCIETY .

President - The EARLOF ABERDEEN.

Promotes evangelistic work in Bible Lands by

means of pecuniary grants. Funds are urgently

needed that the assistance given may not fall

short . Secretary- Rev. T. W. BROWN , M.A. ,

7 , Adam Street , Strand , W.C.

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Balisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C. - European

Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 264, NativeLay
Agents 3,609, Schools 1,725 . Subscriptions

urgently needed for rapidly extending work
among a thousand millions of Heathens and

Mabommedans, Hon . Sec., Rev. F.E. WIGRAM .

Lay Sec ., General GEORGB AUTOHIITSON .
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Notices of Books.

Memoirs of Bishop McIlvaine. By Canon Carus. - E . Stock.

The story of a hard-working and devoted bishop, a friend, by

the way, of the godly Mr. Simeon , of Cambridge. Principally

compiled from the bishop's letters, glimpsesare given of many

matters of deep interestin a long and laborious life ; the life,

moreover, not only of an earnest worker, but a devout thinker,

and one who walked close with God . This second and cheap

edition (58. ) will be welcomed by many, and will profit all .

Robert and Mary Moffat. By their Son, John Moffat. (7s.6d . )
-T. Fisher Unwin .

The life of a veteran and hero . We rejoice that a cheaper

edition has been published of this greatly honoured servant of

God . Moody says somewhere that " themen of one thing '

have been terrible men , ” and the Apostle Paul tells us “ This

one thing I do.” So of Moffat it may be said hewas a manof

one idea, and that one idea to spreadthe light and liberty of the

Gospel amongst the heathen - chiefly in his own field of service,

the Bechuanas. Again and again , as we have listened to his

simple yet thrilling eloquence, we have been moved to the very

heart. Even apart from missionary triumphs the graphic

details given in the book of life and manners amongst the

South African tribes are intensely interesting, but in the grand

illustrations of the power of the Gospel amongst the rudest and

most uncultured lies its mightiest charm . It is a book to be

read and re -read , a book without which no library is complete.

Shaw's Home Series. Sixpence each . — John F. Shaw & Co.

We have been dipping with considerable interest into the

three latest issues of this excellent series . Miss Holt's Slave

Girl of Pompeii will attract, interest, and instruct. Madge

Hardwicke isawell-written and touching story of considerable

merit. The Witch of the Rocks will interest the boys

specially .

The Irish Difficulty : Its Cause and Cure. By Rev. S. G. Potter,

D.D. ( 24 ) _Kensit.

The cause is clearly enough traced, the cure it is not so

easy to make clear ; there is , however, much in this lecture of

real value at the present juncture.

Gospel Tracts. - Monthly Tract Society.

We have just been glancing over a selection from the recent

issues of this society , and have been struck by their directness

and point. They are of the right stamp for Gospel work .

Notes and Extracts ofLetters Written during the Earthquakes in

Spain. (23 . )- John F. Shaw & Co.

Painful , vivid , and real is the narration of the earthquake

experiences. Many will be deeply interested in these extracts.

“ Faithful and True." By Frank H. White. ( 1d .) - Partridge.

Those who know Mr. White's Scriptural style will be prepared

to find in this exposition of the last chapter of the Revelation

deep truth and practical application . Thoughtful and fresh :

we warmly commend the little book. We cannot forbear

quoting one striking paragraph : - “ Finality is stamped on

the sacred page . There must be no addition, no alteration ,

no erasure, for God has no after thoughts-He is not a man.

What He has written Hehas written . The Bible contains the

truth , the whole truth, and nothing but the truth . ' !!

THE MONTHLIES.

The Religious Tract Society send us Leisure Hour, Sunday

at Home, Boy's Oron and Girl's Own Paper, a splendid budget

for family reading. The summer numbers of the two latter

papers will delight, interest, and amuse .

From S. W. Partridge & Co. we have The Welcome, British

Workman, Band of Hope Review , Illustrated Missionary News,

Family Friend, Friendly Visitor , Children's Friend , and Infants'

Magazine, all good and readable, fulfilling well the special

function indicated by title .

From Home Wordsoffice come the Fireside, C. E. T.Chronicle,

Day of Days, Home Words, all deserving of notice ; capitally

varied and interesting.

The Church Missionary packet teems with interest. The

C.M.S. Intelligencer , Gleaner, Record , and Juvenile Instructor

present missionary information from all parts of the world.

Sunday Talk, by W. W. Tulloch , D.D. (Nisbet& Co.) , is

capital this month. The article on “ God in Nature is

specially good .

Anti-Infidel. By W. R. Bradlaugh .-Snow & Co.

Excellent in its special line , in a homely and direct style ,

likely to be of value amongst the working classes, the answers

are supplied to many of the current infidel objections and

cayils .

Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

the publishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48, Paternoster Row,

London , E.C., post free, forthe published price. Full cash

discount for generalbook orders,

Tent Work in Hampshire.

TH

THE Evangelistic Mission erected a tent at Christchurch on

June 14th . The report of one of the two evangelista, at

the end of the first week's services, speaks of meetings well

attended and manifest tokens of blessing vouchsafed. On

the Sunday the tent was well filled afternoon and evening ; in

fact,crowded, and many thronged round the entrance. A goodly

number professed faith in Jesus, and others were powerfully

convinced of sin, scarcely a night passing without one or more

accepting Christ, amongst whom were two boys about twelve

years of age. The evangelists and brethren in connection with

the Baptist Chapel have shared each other's services.

Prayer was made for the brother and sister of one of the

boys above referred to, and the same night the brother and

a companion professed faith in the Saviour. The hay harvest

was unfavourable to the meetings, but cases of trueconversion

occurred . On the “ Fair " days a really good work wasdone

amongst the gipsies and visitors seeking pleasure. The bright

singing and playing outside the tent caused a great exodus

from the various stalls and booths. The early partof the day

was occupied in distributing papers in the "Fair" meadow ,

and in personal converse . Tho Sunday opened with a seven

a.m. prayer meeting. There was a good time in the after.

noon at three, but at the evening meeting the Lord saved a

goodly number of precious souls, and many were anxious.

Interesting details are given of a fewcases out of many. It

was intended to remove the tent to Bournemouth about the

1st inst. The director of the mission, Mr. C. Russell Hurditch,

164 , Alexandra Road , St. John's Wood, N.W., will be glad of

the prayersand practical fellowship of readers for the summer

tentcampaign in this and other needy spots throughout the

country .

Among the Militia . - During the recent encampment at

Brecon , when nearly nine hundred men were under canvas for

a month , efforts were made to benefit them spiritually. Chris

tian friends from far and near sent over twelve thousand tracts,

Gospel booklets, Christian papers, and two hundred portions of

the New Testament ; and the fact that over £ 17 worth of

Christian literature was so readily provided for those who

greatly needed it is a proof of the faith exercised by those who

sow beside all waters. The camp was visited twice weekly,

and everywhere, including the guard tent, band tent, canteen,

recreation room , and hospital, the visitors were most eagerly
welcomed.

CURE OF CONSUMPTION.-A new edition of a very clever

book on the Treatment and Cure of Congumption has been pub

lished recentlyby Mr. GeorgeThomasCongreve, of Coombe Lodge,

Peckham , S.E. In a popular and easy style, devoid of scientific

phraseology, the author makes veryclear the nature of this

"scourge of England," the causes predisposing and immediate,

the early symptoms and forebodings of danger, the second and

closing scenes, and the fallacies of past treatment. He then

showsthat this terrible malady is preventible and curable, and

proves it not only by theory but by the most clear and incontro

vertible evidence, a large amountof which is given in the book;

and, what is stillbetter, a recent case of cure is now publishing

every week . Dr. Barnardo says, in his Night and Day, that be

“has read Mr. Congreve's book with much interest, and the

perusal will prove very interesting to a large circle of readers."

Rev. O. Bullock, inHandandHeart,says, “Itmay inspire

hope where hope is fading . " Rev. M. Baxter, well known as the

editor of the Christian Herald , says, “ The world, and weoor

selves, owehim a debt of gratitude. Not long since we placed a

young lady under his care, who has recovered her health ,and we

need only point to the cases (Mr. Congreve is publishing one every

week) , many of which had been given up as past all hope.

There can be no doubt that for Consumption and other chest

complaints Mr. Congreve is a specialist ofthefirst order, and

stands unrivalled . Certainly there has been no other discovery

in medical science from which the consumptive patient may

gather so much hope as from his . ” Consumption is such a far .

spread disease, that there is scarcely a family without either

some member, distant or near,or friend, or acquaintance,who

suffers from it. Moreover,it is soinsidious in itsapproach

and progress that it is sometimes unsuspected, until thatwhich

was merely thoughttobeanordinary cough or cold has de

veloped into a case of confirmed lung disease . Thetreatment

of Consumption in every stageis well put before the readerin

this little book. It contains also instructions(strongly insisted

upon ) for proper diet, air and exercise, & c., & c. It is earnestly

recommendedto allwhofeel aninterestinthe prevention and

cure of this sofatal andheartrendinga disease. Thecost of

thebook(one shillingonly ) places it within reach ofall. It

may be had from the author or publisher
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Terms for Advertisements

" Word and Work .”

TO CHRISTIAN WORKERS.-A

Mission Hall, situated in one of the healthiest

villages on the south coast of Devon , to be sold ,

in consequence of the owner having leit the

neighbourhood . The building ( which will seat
about 300 ) is lofty, brick built, with hollow walls

and slated roofing, and is well ventilated. The

hall will only be sold for the Lord's work , which

has been , and is being , greatly bonoured therein .

For further particulars,

W. T., Brooks Hall , Ipswich .

This Papo having a large and increasing cir

culation amongst Christiang ofall denominations
forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements.

THEATRICAL CHILDREN

at the Seaside.

Mr. and Mrs. Courthope Todd desire to take to

Lowestoft this summer some of the SICKLY AND

OVERTAXED Little Ones who are Membrs of

Macready House .

Children's Eervices will be held daily on the

sands, so that the advantages of sea air and

spiritual instruction will be simultaneously

offered .

Who will forward Contributions, so that

some little Actress may enjoy A WEEK by

“ God's beautiful sea " ? Please send to " Sick

and Holiday Fund.” Theatrical Mission

Institute , Henrietta Street , Covent Garden ,

London .

Situations, &c.

HA
VACANT OR WANTED.

"ARMONIUMS AND AMERICAN

ORGANS. W. Pridham and Son , £ 4 4s .
Instruments for school and home use . Aremar

vellous for tone and workmanship . 3 stops, £ 5 ;
5 stops, £ 6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of

every description . Pianofortes from £ 16 .

Works, 206 , Jubilee Street , London , E.

Apartments-Houses

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS .

The Terms aro very moderate , viz.: Miscel

laneous in small Type, 29.60. for 30 words or less,

and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or

under . A reduction for a series of six Insertions

and apwards.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

AND

Book and DISPLAYED Advertisements charged

according to space occupied . FRONT PAGE, and

other special positions, by arrangement.

N.B.- To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

morning ,or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom .

panied_by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F. BHAW & Co.

Amounts under 28. 60. may be sent in Stamps,

PUBLICATIONS.

ERECTED BY

A, CHOPPING,

ROBERT AND MARY MOFFAT.

A New and Cheaper Edition of

DERBY RD.,WEST CROYDON, SURREY. THE LIVES OF ROBERT

Illustrated Designs and Estimates Free . AND MARY MOFFAT .
CHEAPEST FIRM IN THE TRADE .

By their Son , J. B. MOFFAT. New Preface

and Supplementary Chapter , 4 Portraits ,

MARQUEES AND TENTS ON
4 Illustrations, and 2 Maps. Cr. 8vo, 78. 60 .

SALE OR HIRE.
“ A most interesting book , and one that may

be read with abundantpleasure and profit."

A few small marquees to seat 120 persons, Spectator.
suitable for village services , £6 10s . complete.

J. H. BROWN ,
T. FISHER UNWIN, 26, Paternoster Square, E.O.

Railway Arches , Burdett Road, E.

CONVERSION : WHAT IS IT ?

By W. R. BRADLAUGH . Price One Penny.

IRON MISSION ROOMS, &c . , Bhould be placed in the hands of every

erected on the most reasonable terms , by R.
anxious Inquirer .

BAUNDERS 216, Brecknock Road , London , N.
LONDON :

Estimates and designs free. 25 years' practic al John Snow & Co. , & , lvy Lane, Paternoster Row .

experience. Also Churches and schools, &c.

SMALL BOOKS

FURNITURE.-NORMAN & BY

STACEY'S HIRE-PURCHASE SYSTEM com GEORGE F. TRENCH .
mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary ,

It combines rea ) oconomy on sound commercial

principles, with strictly private arrangements, GOD IN GOVERNMENT :

without the objectionable formalities of

dealers and others . Payments can extend over
OR, THE CHRISTIAN'S RELATION

TO THE STATE .
1, 2, or 8 years . The 60wbolesale firms om brace

the best manufacturers, whohave large stocks Price Fourpence .

for selectiou . Intending purchasers should call

personally, or send for particulars. - Offices, 79,

Queen Victoria St. , E.C., and 121 , Pall Mall , 8.W.
WALKING WITH GOD.

In Enamel Wrapper, price Twopence.

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

Terms of Subscription.

Word and Work "

CURE OF DEAFNESS.
THE BENIGHTED TRAVELLER .

Tinted Paper, price One Penny .

is Published overy Thursday, Price One Henny.

Orders should be sent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagont. If difficulty is experienced in ob

talning copies thus, they can behad direct from

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at tho

following rates, Payable in Advance

Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks

£ s . d. £ s. d .

1 Copy .....................
0 3 5 0 6 10

2 Copies
0 6 10 0 13 8

3 0 10 8 1 06

0 12 6 1 5 0

6 0 17 6 1 15 0

( Inclading Double Numbers.)

Tbe abnve rates apply to all Countries

in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Europe, Canada, the United States of

America , Egypt, and the Holy Land.

NOISES IN THE EARS .

Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to send

for his work, a book showing the nature of the
disease and the means of cure . Post free 6d .,

with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London . Free con

gultations daily .

SALL THINGS NEW ."

In Wrapper, price One Penny.

LONDON :

JOHN F. BHAW & UU. , 10 , raternoster Row , E.C .

B's kamboe Bilder

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

Coples of “ WORD AND WORK " may be

sent weekly from this Office to any address in

the undermenti
oned

Foreign countries , for One

Year, on the following terms, paid in advance

TO

Africa Jamaica South Africa

Australia Japan South America

Brazil New S. Wales Tasmania

China
New Zealand West Indies

( The postage being One Penny each copy .)

£ o. d. £ s. d .

1 Copy .. 0,9 : 8 Coples......... 1,70

2 Copies 0 18 014
1 14 0

To

India Ceylon
Aden!

Persia Transvaal Zanzibar

( The Postage being Three Halfpence each copy .)

£ s. d

ESTABLISHED 1851.
BANK.- TRACTS, &c., FOR THE CONTINENT,

Southampton Buildings,Chancery Lane. IN FRENCH
THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand. LETTRES AMICALES (Friendly Letters ).
TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT By Miss SKINNER. Printed on thick paper,

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly coloured border .

balances, when not drawn below £ 100 .
Fixpence per dozen , or

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of
packet of 12 assorted , 6u .

LETTREAMICALE ADRESSEE AUX
charge, the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other
Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of SOLDATS (Friendly Letter to boidiers) . By

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons ;and the pur. Miss SKINXER . 16 pp . illustrated , with

chase and sale of Btocks, Snares, and Annuities. coloured cover , 6d , per dozen .

Letters Credit and Circular Notes issued . SERIE DE ALDERLEY. Eight-page

THE BIRRBECK ALMANACK, with full illustrated booklets . 50 copies assuited , uf

particulars , post free, on application . tight different booklets, 6d. per packet.

FRANCIS RAVEŃSCROFT,Manager. SERIE DE SALEM. Eight- page illus

TheBirkbeck Building Society'sAnnual trated booklets. By H. K. Wood (" A Glas.

Receipts exceed Five Millions .
gow Merchant " ). Packets 1 and 2, each

OWTO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR containing 50 copies, assorted , of eight

different booklets, 6u .per packet.

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay. Apply
FLORAL SCRIPTURE LEAFLETS,

at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY, printed in chromo-lithography, with Texts

29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
in French . Packet of 50, assorted , 6d .

COW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF FEUILLES EVANGELIQ
UES

(Gospel

.

1

Hº
£ s. d .

1 Copy Oil 08Copies
1 13 0

2 Coples
1 2 0 1 4 Copies ......... 1 11 6

All Subscriptions should be remitted by Cheque

or Postal Order for the amount payable to the

Publisbers.

LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER Leaves ), two -page_Tracts, illustrated. By

MONTH , with immediate possession , either for CHEYNE BRADY. Packets 1 , 2, and 3, each

Building or Gardeningpurposes. Apply at the containing luo, assorted of 16 Nos . , ed . per

Office of the BIRKBECKFREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, packet.

as above, DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars,

on application,

Stirling, N.B.

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

London ; S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO,

OFFICES : 49 , PATERNOSTER ROW , DC.
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Evangelistic Notes.

("One Tun "

Mr. William Dunn, evangelist, lately held a most suc

cessful three -weeks' series of evangelistic meetings in the

temperance hall at Coatbridge, under the auspices of the local

evangelistic association , which is composed of the various

ministers in the town, with an elder or a manager representing

each congregation. A large number of the unconverted found

their way to the inquiry-room for personal dealing ; and at the

closing conference not a few publicly testified to a savingchange.

BaptismofJews. - At the Conference Hall, Mildmay, on

Sunday evening, the27th June,a deeply interesting and solemn

sight was witnessed in the public baptism of two sons of Israel

by the Rev. John Wilkinson. These converts had given very

clear and satisfactory evidence of conversion, and desired to be

admitted by baptism into the Christian Church . Afterwards

several gentlemen present gave the right hand of fellowship to

them, and rejoicethat sucha blessed work is being carried on

by the Mildmay Mission to the Jews .

Harrogate . - In consequence of the directorsof the Royal

Spa Concert Rooms having decided on giving Sunday afternoon

concerts , the usual addresses to Christians so long delivered

there will, till further notice , be given at the saloon of the

People's Hotel, Albert Street, but the Gospel meetings in the

evenings at beven will be continued for the present, as hereto.

fore, at the Royal Spa Concert Rooms. Mr. T. Shuldbam

Henry will (D.V. ) conduct these and other meetings through .

out the remainder of the present month .

Mr. Spurgeon . - Owing to the continued ill -health of Mr.

Spurgeon, he was unable to preach at the Metropolitan Taber

nacle on Sunday, and his place inthemorning was filled by the

Rev. W. Stott, of Abbey Road, St. John's Wood, and in the

evening by his brother, the Rev. J. A. Spurgeon. The latter

read a letter to the congregation from his brother, who said ,

" There can be no doubt that the outdoor chairmanship at the

Orphanage gave me a thorough chill, and cost me this week of

pain . I am hoping to be with you very speedily, but I cannot

come till I can stand and walk . It is my delight to magnify the

Lord among you ; it is the worst of my pains that they forbid

my preaching. I am hoping that next Thursday may ses me in

my accustomed place.”

The Gleaners' Union.— The editor of the Church Mis

sionary Gleaner invites all members, friends, andsupporters of

the Church Missionary Society to enrol themselvesmembers

of the new Gleaners' Union. Not the Gleaner Union, but the

Gleaners' Union—the Union of Gleaners. Every member, by

enrolling his name, undertakes to become a missionary gleaner,

What is heto glean ? 1. He is to glean, out of the field ofHoly

Scripture, themessages ofGod regarding His purposes ofmercy

to mankind, His commands to His people tomake Christ known

everywhere , and His promises of blessing to all who work for

Him . 2. He is to glean knowledge and information about the

heathen and Mohammedan world, about missionary work in the

world , and, in particular, about the Church Missionary Society ;

first, for his own instruction and profit, and secondly, for use in

interesting others in the cause. 3. He is to glean the

sympathies and the services of others to help in the work,

Every gleaner is to invite others to become gleaners. 4. Heis

toglean the offeringsof young and old, rich and poor, for the

treasury of God. 5. Lastly, but first of all and above all , he is

to glean blessings from the bounteous hand of the Lord, for

missions and missionariesand missionary helpers at homeand

abroad, by regular and definite prayer in union with his fellow

gleaners.

Christian Workers at Boxhill. - The workers of the

Aldersgate Street Y.M.C.A. had a most enjoyable outing on

Saturday afternoon , when it was arranged to hold an open -air

conference at Boxhill. The party wentto Epsom , and drove

across the Downs to their destination . The splendid weather

increased the charms of the scenery en route, and the drive was

further enlivened by the sweet voices of the choir singing well.

known mission hymns. Tracts were also freely distributed to

the passers-by: Arriving at the top of Boxhill, the workers

thoroughly enjoyed the refreshments provided . A number of

hymns from the“ Gospel Choir," and " Songs and Solos " having

been sung, Mr. Burn said that time having passed so quickly,

there wasnot an opportunity for much speaking. He urged the

need of regular help and singers for the open -air work at Old

Street and otherplaces,and also for helpers at the evangelistic
services at Aldersgate Street. The workers bad attended well

during the past winter, andhe hoped they would come forward

in even larger numbers in the coming season. Above all, he

earnestly asked each one to remember that we must work with

a desire for the glory of God as our principal object.

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part of England , Scotland , and Wales upon due notice . Apply

to Hon. Secretary , 21, Burrey Street , Strand , W.C.

Y.M.0.A., City , New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall
Street (late 61 , Gracechurch Street ).-- Bible readings, Sunday, 5 p.m.,

"The Alphabet of the Human Heart," by Mr. Alfred Woods. Monthly

meeting London Banks Prayer Union , Tuesday, 5.80 p.m. Workers'

meeting, Tuesday, 6 p.m. Mission workeach evening, at Y.M.C.A.

Mission Hall, Bermondsey, Whitechapel, Hackney, & c .

Children's Special Service Mission . - Seaside arrangements. - Yr.

H. M. Trickett at New Maldon, 16th, at Winchester 21st to 24th. Mr.

Arrowsmith , at Scarborough, Aug. 2nd to 31st (holding services also at

Filey ) , and at North Berwick , in dept.; Mr. E. T. M. Dennes, at Salt

bura, Aug. 2nd , for three weeks ; Mr. É . Salisbury, at Weymouth, for

four weeks from middle of Aug. ; Mr. E. J. Kennedy, at Bridlington,

in Aug .; Mr. W. L. Seyler, at Broadstairs, Aug. 1st to 15th ; Mr. H.

G. Harris. Weston -super-Yare, Aug. 15th to 3ist ; Mr. Banaster, at

Llandudno in July , and until firstweek inAug., and then Rhyl for

about second and third weeks in Aug.; Mr. J. Spiers , at Redoar;

Mr. A. E. Bellingham , at Llandudno ; Mr. H.W. Figgis ( of Dublin ), at

Brighton ; Mr. W. F. Seagrove, St. Leonards and Hastings; Mr. W. R.

Moore, at Il fracombe : Rev. A. J.Shepherd , at Bournemouth ; Mr. A.

Storrs, at Sandown ; Major Dru Drury, at Towyn( Wales) ; Rer. H.C.
Sturdy, at Margate ; Mr. C. E Todd, at Lowestoft ; Mr. J. A. Greene,

at Morecambe, all in Aug., Messrs. E. and O. H. Collier, at Herne Bay,

from July 1lth .

Conferenco Hall, Mildmay Park , N. - Sun ., July 11th , at 8.30, Mr.

P. S. Badenoch , and at 7 , Mr. Herbert Francis .

Youths' Institute, Old Pye Street , Westminster

Mission). -Prayer meeting ,every Wednesday from 1 to 1.80 . Con

ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.80 to 3.

Conferenca Hall, 143, Clapham Road, 8.W.- Sunday, 11a.m., Children's

service ; 3.30p.m., Bible reading ; 7 p.m., Evangelistic service.

Evangelistin 188100 (Under thedirection 010. Russel: Hurditeh).

Bank Holiday, Monday, Aug.2nd,meetings in Kilburn Hall, Kilbura

Gate (not Town Hall), at 3.30 and 6.80p.m. Tea between the tu

meetings.

KilburnIall, Kilburn fato (not Town Hall ).- Mr. Jas. L. Stanley,

Sun. , at 7 p.m., and Wed., at 7.80 p.m.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Dr. G. A. Macputt, Sun., 7 p...

and Thurs., at 8.

Dalston Hall, 105, Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. Robert Paton , Sun., 7 p..;
Service on Thurs., 8 p.m.

Biznold Hall, Bignoid Road , Station Road, Forost Gate.-Mr.

Geo, Hucklesby ,gun ., ?p.m. , and Wed., 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known asCadbyHall), Hammersmith

Road. Dr. Popham , Bun.,at 3p.m. andip.m.,and Thurs.8 p.ca.
Mortlake. Rest Mission all. - Sun ., 7o.m.

William Grove, in a large tent at Field Road, Forest Gate ; Ban .

at 3 p.m.and 7p.m., and week -nights at 8 p.m.
The Tent. Lower Merton , Wimbledon.-Mr.Edward Hurditch,

Sua.330 and 7, andeach week night, except Saturday, at 8.
Great Assembly Hall, Mile EndRoad , E.-Mr. O. RussellHurditoh,

Sun , 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. , and Monday, Tuesday , and Wednesday, *

8 p.m. , throughout July .
Zonana and MedicalMission School and Home, 58 , St. George's

Road, B.W. - Biblereading withPrayereverySaturday at noon, at

which Miss Nugentand Mrs. Orchard kindly preside .

Y.W.C.A. -Meetings forbusiness young ladies every Tuesday evening,

at 9.15, in the Mall Hall. High Street. Notting Hill.

Deepening of SpiritualLife . - Meeting at Stafford Rooms, Titob

borne street,Edgware Road, Fridays, 3.30p.m.
Bt. G -orge's fail,Langham Place, w.-Dr. McKilliam , Sunday at 11

and 7; and atBurlington Hall, SavileRow ,onWednesday evening,st8.

Trinity Presbyterian Church Konsington Park Road .-Dr. A.

Sinclair Paterson , Bundays at 11 a.m.and 7 dom
House of Rest,7 & 8 , Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn ,N.W.-Sandal

11th, at 8.30p.m., “ What DeliveranceInvolved , ”Exod.xiv., by Mis

Mason._The Friday meetings are discontinued until October.

Clapton Hall ,AlkhamRoad, CazenoveRoad,UpperClapton.Hr.

Herbert W. Taylor, Sundays, at 6.30 p.m .; Fridays, at 7.30 p.22.

Donations Received .

PASTOR CHINIQUY'S WORK . 100

W. H.

OHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

July 11th - Acts xvi. 1-13 July 15th - Acts xvii. 16–34

12th - Acts xvi, 14-24 16th - Acts xviii. 1-17

13th - Acts xvi. 25-40 17th - Acts xviii. 18-28

14th-Aots xyii, 1-15 13

DIMNE88 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are fraquently

caused by the use of unsuitablo Spectaclos.
The Rov.Dr. Orosher,HID

House,Ascot, writes : - " I cannotdescribe thecomfort I derive fromthe

use of your glasses, both by day and night. I And no pain or wearinos

as Iusedto; and I havetaken toreading booksI hadput asidoss too

trying for the ones on account of the smaliness of thetype." ThelateSie

JuliusBenedictwrote: - "Ihave tried theprincipalopticians in Londoa

without success, but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably; the

Clearness of your glasses a compare i with others is really surprising.

The Rev. R. 8. Bagaos, M.A., Hon. Canon WorcesterOsthedral,

writes: - " Tho spectacles you adapted are all I could desire,endmy arm

teel strong already. I only regret I did not know of your exceedingom

years ago.” - Mr. @NBY LAORANOB , Ocalist Optiolsa, la, OLD

BONDSTREET,wiontificallyalapta bio INPRØVED SPROTAOLES

to nuolat and strengthen tho wenkast elights. Pannhiat sontala ne bolesti

Kontions forthe preservation of dght fro.. BRANCHES. 8, Poultry:

5. Oorporstion Street, BIRMINGHAMilad 120, Bachana

B teor Glasgow ADTA .
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Situations and Appointments.

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christian

Ministry , or to fit them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

terms, by applying to Rev. J.Renny, F.R.S.L.,

Christ Church Parsonage, Cheddar. A stamped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply .

GOVERNESS . -Re-engagement wanted by

young lady, aged 21. Acquirements : English ,

French , music , drawing, elementary, German,

andLatin . 14 years in last engagement.Country
preferred . P. S., Job F. Shaw & Co., 48, Pater

noster Row , London , E.O.

AS GOOD PLAIN COOK..-A young

person , age 27 , desires situation as above.

Kindly state particulars and wages given . T. H. ,

54. Downing Street, Farnham , Surrey.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women from the country or

elsewhere whilst waiting for situations.

Registry attached . Terms on application to

theDeaconess in charge of the Registry, Con

ference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.

WANTED, a good Matron for Rescue Home,

age about 30. Miss Stroud, Deaconess House ,

Mildmay Park,N.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls as Under Norses and Under Housemaids in

Christian families. Stamped envelopes for

replies. Registry, Conference Hall, Mildmay

Park , N.

A LADY will be glad to hear of a clergy.

man in the country who requires assistance in

Bible readings, mothers' meetings, & c._Lodgings

required in return, but notboard . R.,care of
Miss Stroud, Conference Hall , Mildmay Park, N.

WANTED re-engagement as Matron of

Girls' Home or School: highest references ; age

45 ; salary not an object. E. M. , care of

Deaconess, 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED re engagement Nursery

Governess to small children ; a widow , age 40 ;

excellent references from previous places. Mrs.

Ebsworth , 14 , Wolsey Road , Mildmay Road , N.

WANTED situation as superior Nursery

Governess ; Parisian , aged 24 ; good references.

Mlle. Bauer, care of Miss Stroud, Conference

Hall , Mildmay, N.

WANTED re-engagement to purse an

invalid gentleman ; could act as amanuensis to

him ; age 60 ; salary £ 30 ; highest references

from previous employers. Mrs. Mackenzie, 90 ,

Newington Green Road, London , N.

CAN ANY LADY recommend a Laundry

Matron for & Girls' Home just commencing ?

Miss Stroud , Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED re -engagement as Butler in

Christian family ; seventeen years ' personal

reference ; leaving through death in the family .

Apply S. A. B. , 1, Newington Green, London , N.

WANTED first situation in good family

( Christian ), under a Lady's Maid , nor a young

person of 18 ; has had experience in dressmaking.

E. G. , 1 , Newington Green, London, N.

as

WANTED care of Offices in the City.

Respectable Christian woman , with girl of 13

who could help ; well recommended . Mrs.

Andrews, 85 , Winston Road , Green Lanes,
London , N.

SITUATION WANTED by domesti

cated young lady, aged 25. Excellent needla
woman. Plain cook . No objection to light

business . B. , 16 , Birkbeck Road , West Dulwich .

A YOUTH (well connected ) wishes to find

a situation in a good family for indoor work,

Address Henderson , 19A, Newington Orescent,

Newington Butts, 8.E.

WORDS OFOF LIFE.

Illustrations and Subjects taken from the

"Pilgrim's Progress .” _ Bpecially commended to

the attention of Tract Depots . ONE HILLING

PERPAOKET. New illustrated cards for way

side distribution ,

LONDON :

JOAN F.SHAW & 00., 48, Paternoster Row,

Edncational.

COMBE DOWN SCHOOL

Spartments, dr.

" HOME OF REST,” Ripley Cottage,

Bewdley, Worcestershire, is now openedtoyoung

women in business needing change. Board and
lodging 88. per week. Particulars from Matron .

Subs. and dons. to Miss O. Gowan, Hon. Lady

Supt, and Treas., 20, Beauchampsquare,

Leamington .

COMFORTABLE FURNISHED

APARTMENTS in a lovely part of Westmore

land. Terms moderate. " Apply Mrs. Dobson,

Rose Villa , Kirkby Stephen , Westmoreland .

WANTED, in bracing seaside place, Scot

land or North of England, two furnished bed

rooms, no attendance ; for two ladies for six

weeks ; farmhouse or cottage, with respectable

clean people, would do ; termsmoderate . A. 8.,

1 , Newington Green, London, N.

BOURNEMOUTH.-A delightful Home

for Visitorsand invalidsatDurley Dean Mansion.

Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Koumiss treatment where desired . Pamphlets

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

cases post free for 6d . in stamps . Address

Secretary .

BATH,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMBN.

incipal: MR . W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years a Master at MonktonCombe

School)

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST.

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys tor business and

professional pursuits.

Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations . The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.
Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath, is noted for its fine, bracing air .

The School residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa

tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super-Mare .

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bongal
Lancers.

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

H. Groves, Esq ., Kendal.

G. F. Trench ,Esq., Ardfert , Co. Kerry .

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication.

LONDON.- INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,

20, 21, Barton Crescent, Tavistock Square, w.o.

Five minutes' walk or ls . cab farefrom Euston ,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily

reached from other stations . Patronised by

readers of Word and Work. Tariff on application.

CHEPSTOW . - To let, for a month or

longer (in part or whole) , a commodious family

residence. Furnished, and with attendance, &c.

Apply to A. B. C. , 2, Bridge Street , Chepstow ,

HOUSE TO LET . - Eight rooms. Beleet

neighbourhood. 8, Bouverie Road , Stoke Newing

ton , N. Rent moderate. Easy access from City.

For particulars apply toJ. G. Vernon , Oxford
House , College Avenue, Clapton , E.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook, Essex.

Pas
s

The MISSES COX and MISS OECIL receive the

Bons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough,

Home comforts. Bpecial attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion , morality ,

and purity. The instruction given in the

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION .

APARTMENTS, well furnished, with

one or more bedrooms. Bathroom , large garden ,

Board if required . F. , 40 , Petherton Road,

Canonbury , N.

23

ARTIFICIAL TEETH . - Special Notice.

-Mr.J. SHIPLEY SLIPPER, R.D.S. (Hon . Dental
Surgeon to the School for the Bons of Con

gregational Ministers, Caterham ), makes no

charge for consultation , and fits artificial teeth

without extracting old teeth or stumps. These

teethare life -like in appearance, and can be ad

justed from 38. 6d . per tooth , and 20s. per set

( guaranteed ). Every information FREE daily,

from 9 to 7,at 37, High Holhorn, London, w.o.

(facing Chancery Lane).“ Painless Dentistry ,”

new book by J. Shipley Slipper, enclosed gratis
andpost free on application .

Mr. J. Shipley Slipper submits the following

letteras a sample ofmany others daily received .
( Published by permission . ).

61 , Larkhall Lane, Clapham , London, S.W.
DEAR BIR , It is with true pleasure I bear my

sincere testimony to the excellency of the set of

teeth prepared for me ; for fit, appearance, and

comfortthey surpass any I have had for thirty

years . I consideryou athorough proficient in

the art of dentistry, and if widely known, you

must ensure a large share of public patronage.

Yours faithfully,

( Signed ) Thos. CHIVERS,
Baptist Minister .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE .

Principal: DB. CRANAGR , M.A.

MARGATE . - PREPARATORY SCHOOL for

Gentlemen's Sons . A thorough education .

Christian trainiog and home comforts. Pupils

attend University and College of Preceptors'

Exams. Resident and visiting masters.

Miss Rich , Sandringham House .

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .

The Avenue, Acton . - CarefulChristian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of sixand four

teen years. A limited number only taken,

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Geo.

FOSTERas an educator.

London Referee -GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq . ,

71, St. Paul's Churchyard .

Swimming taughtthis term .

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESBEX . -

SOUTHEND -ON -SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BOABI ING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG

LADIES.

Delicate Children receive special attention .

Terms moderate - 0 ., Office of Word and Work ,

48, Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

BRIGHTON LADIES' SCHOOL.

Established twenty -five years. Pupils success

fully prepared for all examinations. The juniors

have a separate department. Address Principal,
122, Marine Parade.

TOOTH - ACHE

CURED INSTANTLY BY

BUNTER'S

Chemists. NERVINE.

18. 14d, of all

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.
Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds.

" DEAF FOR FORIY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED."

Sir,-My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness
increases A man here who has been dea

forty years,hashad his hearing restored byit.

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch.

is. ltd . per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps ,from

Edwin J. Orohard , Chemist, Salisbury.

Tenth Edition , complete in one volume

pp. 1,040, cloth 9s .

STUDIES FOR THE PULPIT .

Containing over Three Hundred Ser.

mons and Outlines, with Biblical Illustra

tions, Counsels for Preachers, &c .

“ An exceedingly valuablework." - Rook

J. F. BUAW & 00., 48, Paternoster Row , 1.0 .
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Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .

A CHILD OF THE MORNING.

, A TANGLED

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.

NEW BOOK BY MISS MARSH.

Price One Shilling, post free.

Six Mission Vessels art cruising, amongst the North Sea trawling

foots. 12,000smacksmen are engaged all the year round inproviding our

tables with fish . These men, who for us toil through furious blast and

sleety storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them ,

to the pitiless waves , that markets at homo may be well supplied - may MEMORIALS of LITTLE EMILY.

rightly claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and so

highlý prize .
By the Author of " Life of Hedley Vicars ," & c.

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE “ It is a charming narrative, and we owe a debt of gratitude toMr. Smythe
THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE for consenting to its publication , and to the distinguished authoress for the

MISSION VESSELS way in which she has performed her task ." - English Churchmar ,

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divino mercy and pardoning

love, bringing the pleasure ofbooks to whileawaythewearyhours,afford
LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

ing relief in caseofsickness and injury, andcheering and brightoniog dull

and monotonous livesby theirpresenceand ministry.

" The Mission Smacksare doing in the North Sea a grand work, worthy
MISS HOLT'S NEW STORY.

of the support of a great maritimo nation like England ; and I believe that

the results of their effort, great as they are in the present, will , if only
WEB

supported liberally by the public , be of untold value in the future.” –

Sir Eduard Birkbeck, Bart., M.P. A Tale of the Fifteenth Century.

FUNDs are greatly NBEDBD to enable the Mission to place a Vessel By EMILY S. HOLT.
with every fleet.

E. J. MATHER, Director. Large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt tops, 5s .

181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ,, E.C. “ Like all Miss Holt's productions , ably written, carefully planned, and

N.B.- The ofices were removed to the present address in full of deep teaching for old and young. " -Our Own Gazette:

December last. Attention to the change will save much “ Not a whit behind any of its popular predecessors." - The Christian,

trouble, time, and expense to the Mission . " A very well told story ; will be read with great interest." — TheScotsman,

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48 , PATERNOSTER Row ,E.C.

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Bcriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,
Harems, and schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary, Miss WEBB, 261 , Vauxhall Bridge Road, London , S.W.

Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16 , St. James Street,
London, 8.W.

Extraflexible, silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco , kid -lined, elastic band.

With full helps . Prices from 20s.
Published Monthly, price Id. -Unsectarian .

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band . From 46.
BIBLE LIGET

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERB.

Word and Work of Jan. 14th says : - " Those in search of hints and good
16, PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON.

Biblo potes will value this littlemonthly, throwing , as it does, light on

dificult points in a brief andpithy style calculated to prove exceedingly MR.
helpful to Bible students and Christian workers." G , T. CONGREVE'S

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

NEW WORK ON

CHOICE VOLUMES for SPARE MOMENTS.

( Uniform with the Parchment Library .)

Price One Shilling.

IN THE SHADOW OF HIS HAND. Thoughts for

Lonely Hours. By Rose PORTER.
CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

MYMORNING WORD. Counsel and Comfort for Daily

Need. COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CROSSES andCROWNS. By H. SINCLAIR PATERSON, M.D.
CHEST DISEASES.

" Well fitted to be a little manual to be read day by day. ” - Christian Treasury. SIXPENCE (post free) , or Large Edition(cloth ), 1s. 3d., from

BETWEEN - TIMES. By Lady HOPE.
the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S.È. , and Elliot Stock,

62, Paternoster Row , E.O.
" Beautiful without and within, a credit to the publisher, an honour to

the writer .” — Daily Review ,
THE

THE GUEST CHAMBER. By Lady Hope,

“ This delightful little book .... a good travelling companion ." SEVENTEENTH SERIES
The Christian .

OF WEEKLY CASES

London : JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row. IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM MAY TO AUGUST.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

CONFLICT. WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER ,
Thoughts on Life and Service .

Mr. Congrovewill give ONE RECENT CASE , NOT PUB

By CAPTAIN DAWSON. LISHED BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK.

Very attractively bound in vegetable vellum , with Illustration .

Price One Shilling.

" We feel spiritually refreshed by these choice pages . Our hearty

thanks are due to the devout soldier ' who has herein poured out the
“ APEX of RIGHT LUNG AFFECTED ."

musings of his heart. None of our friends will ever regret investing a

sbilling in this precious booklet. It is good and gracious, and has the true Buch wasthe report of a physician after “ a long stetheoscopic examla

ring about it ." - Sword and Trowel. tion " in the case of Mr. A. W., of Ormskirk .

A full statement of the case(according to the questions which are given

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C. at the end of my book on consumption for patients to answer) was spot to

me inthe earlypart of last year. The topof the right lunghad been te

ported to show indications of "commencing organic disease ." Consapp

New Volume by Rev. W. H. M. H. AITKEN , M.A. iion had been manifest in the family.

Thetreatment directed took immediate hold of his symptoms" (so be

writes me). In July he reports himself cured,and that his breath is better

than it ever bas been .

Thoughts on the Revelation of Christ to and in His people.
I neard again fromhim in January (wben he continued well). Writing

me for medicine for a young man, he says: " His knowledge of the care

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, price Three Shillings. wrought on me has induced him to apply ."

" The sermons strike us as, upon the whole, some of the very best Mr.

Aitken has yet given the public. They are without exception richin NOTE. - Days of Consultation.- TUESDAY,

spiritual insight into truth , aglow with passion , and full of practical THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLI,

application to the needs of the professing Christian ." - Nonconformist.
at Coombo Lodge, Pookham . Patients from any

*.* A list of Mr. Aitken's works sent on application . long distance should choose either of the two

former days. ry one is expected to have SOOD

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C. the book first.

CONSUMPTION

COMMUNION AND

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

THE REVEALER REVEALED.

Londqu : d. F. SLAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row , , Q .
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A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.
ONDON : J. F . SHAW & Co .] (REGISTERED FOR TRANSM18810N ABROAD.] (48, PATERNOSTER Row , E . O .

VOL. XII., No. 591. THURSDAY, JULY 15, 1886 . ONE PENNY,

BOOKS FOR HOLIDAY READING .

dham ;

the Cliff ;

Bek 's First Corner,and How She Turned It.

Her Husband's Home;
or. SOW BESIDE ALL WATER3. A quiet Story. or, THE DURLEYS OF LINLEY CASTLE.
By L . E . GUERNSEY, Author of " Tho Foster Sisters , " By EVELYN EVERETT-GREEN, Author of “ His Mother's Book ," & c .

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 5s. Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 5s.

The suggestions contained in this story are very useful, and the tone " An excellent book for young women ." - Sunday School Chronicle .

gh and sympathetic with all Christian effort." - Literary World . “ Can be recommended as a really admirable tale ." - Scotsman .

most interesting story.” — Christian .

Five Minutes too Late ;
or, LESLIE HARCOURT'S RESOLVE . By EMILY BRODIE, Author

or, ALICK 'S NEIGHBOURS. By C. SHAW , Author of " Alick 's of “ Norman and Elsie,” & c . Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 88 . 60.

Hero," & o . Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 8s. 60. “ Cannot be read a minute too soon.” — Ladies' Pictorial.

; is a mostenjoyable story ." - Christian Journal. " Full of character, exhibiting high morality , and the godliness out of
good Sunday book for bɔysand girls." — Sunday School Chronicle. which it grows. A comely book for 3s. 60 ." - - Sword and Trowel,

it to Coventry ; Worth the Winning.
or, THE BOYS OF HIGHBEHJH . By M . L . RIDLEY, Author of By EMMA E . HORNBROOK , Author of “ Judith the Blave," & c .

" The Three Chums," & c . Large crown 8vo , gilt tops, 88, 6d . Large crown 8vo , gilt tops, 3s. 6d .

o schoolboy who is fortunate enough to receive a copy will fail to peruse “ Girls will findmore than one character worth winning."

havidity from beginning to end ." — Figaro .
Sunday School Chronicle .

ale for schoolboyg. and a dost delightful one it is . We are sure “ Worth thereading, and worth the buying. Fresh and pleasing, the

choolboys willwelcomethis ta ' e, and most heartily and unanimously
characters real, and the spiritual teaching prominent, though not

a that iheg never read a better.” — English Churchman.
obtrusive." - Our Own Gazette .

Id Hyacinths. Lady Rosamond's Book ;

By Lady HOPE . Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 5s., post free.
Or, DAWNINGS OF LIght. By L . E . GUERNSEY.

Crown 8vo , cloth , 58., post free,
his is a beautifully written work. For young women of culture 'Wild
inths' is an excellent gift book ." - The Churchman .

“ A well-told story, written in quaint old -timestyle , the plot interesting

and well sustained, and the tone good .” — Leeds Mercury.

e Light of the Home ;
Or, MABEL'S STORY. By Author of “ Aunt Hester, and By J . M . CONKLIN .

Why we Loved Her." Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 58. Crown 8vo, 5s., post free,

is a delightfully -told story, and will be one of themost popular girls ' “ Girls just springing into womanhood will and it delightful andof the season ." - The Standard .
helpful," - Watchman.

Marjorie's Probation.
Dr, THE CORBET CHRONICLES. BY L . E ,GUERNSEY, Chapters from a Life Story. By J. S . RANKING.

Tew Edition , Crown 8vo, 5s., post free. Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 3s. 6d ., post free.

unasually successfulattempt to reproduce the manners of the 17th Earnest, loving, and tender, these chapters will bless many more than

3 ." - Saturday Keview . the heroine to whom they were or'ginally told . Elder girls will both en

joy it and profit by it .

night of To-day.
The Lost Jewel.

Tale. By L . T . MEADE. New Edition . With Illustra

ons. Crown 8vo, cloth , 5s., post free .
A Tale. By A . L . 0 . E .

nely -inagined story or a good man. It is a book well worth read
New Edition , with Illustrations, cloth , 3s. 6d., post free.

The Guardian.
“ Most heartily do we recommend cur readers to place it in their

libraries." — British Mothers' Journal,

Ila ;
Water Gipsies.

; WHO IS MYNEIGHBOUR ? By LADY HOPE .

- rge Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s. A Tale. By L . T . MEADE .
stremely well-written simple tale ,which will be most attractive to Crown 8vo , cloth , 38. 6d ., post free.

eaders. " – Daily Review . “ It is full of incident from beginning to end, and we do not know the

person who will not be interested la it ." - Christian World .

for Him .
E STORY OF A FORGOTTEN HERO. By EMILY S. HOLT.

Nora Clinton ;

own 8vo , price 38. 6d. , post free.
Or, Did I Do Right? By EMILY BROI IE ,

rust mnany will become acquainted with Miss Holt's Forgotten
Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 3s. 6d ., post free.

f they do not they will be depriving themselves of a treat of no " A very well-told story ." - Bookseller.

sort ." - The Christian .
“ Will be read with pleasure and profit." - Christian Agen

Freddie ; Cripple Jess,
FRIENDS IN NEED . By EVELYN EVERETT-GREEN .

THE HOP PICKER 'S DAUGHTER. By L . MARSTON, Author

all 8vo, cloth extra , 2s. 6d ., post free.
of “ Rob and Mag."

e le real pathos in this story, telling how a poor little waif is pro
Snjall 8vo , cloth extra, 28. 6d ., post free.

om evil by the recollection of a lost mother's teaching." " Fully as engrossing as anything from the pen of Hesba Stretton.”
Liverpool Courier .

The Christian ,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E .C .

tp Betty 's Governess ;

SND WORK will be sent by the Publjabers Post free to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Mouths tor 6s. 100.
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COMBE DOWN SCHOOL,

Situations and Appointments,

A YOUNG LADY about to return to

England after some years' residence abroad de

sires an engagement in & School near Londos .

Has a thorough knowledge of French and German

and has gained high -class certificates for music,
painting , & c. Address J. G., Word and Work

Office, 48, Paternostar Row, London, E.C.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

BATH, THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .
FOR SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook , Essex.
Principal: MR . W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe
School), The MISSES COX and MISS CECIL receive the

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST.
Bons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteen . Terms moderato ; Education thorough ,
Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and Home comforts . Bpecial attention is paid to

professional pursuits . the training of pupils in religion , morality,
Pupils areprepared for the various University

The Principal
and purity.

and competitive examinations .
The instruction given in the

gives personal attention to the grounding of Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

younger boys.
PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION .

Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath, is noted for itsfine, bracing air .

The School residence and premises have been THE OLD HALL SCHOOL

certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa
WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super -Mare . Principal: DB. CRANAGE , M.A.

Oolonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal

Lancers. CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

H. Dyer, Esq., Malvern . The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

Dr. Maclean , Bath , combined with the best educational advantages.

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon . Pupils received between the ages of six and four

H. Groves, Esq ., Kendal. teen years. A limited number only taken .

G. F. Trench , Esq., Ardfert , Co. Kerry. References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap very moderate, and charged from date of entry .
plication . Address Principal.

CAPTAIN MORETON SOUTHEND - ON - SE A.

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. GEO. BELLE VUE HOUSE.

FOSTER as an educator. PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG

London Referee -GEORGE WILLIAM8, Esq. , LADIES.

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard . Children taken for the Summer vacation .

Swimming taught thisterm . Terms moderate -- C ., Office of Word and Work ,
KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX. 48, Paternoster Row, London , E.C.

Select Boarding School for

MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE,

Principal -MRS.JUDSON .

Inthis lovely and healthy locality, situated among theCotswold Hills, pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying theadvantages of careful instruction, home comforts, and Christian training.
Termsinclusive and moderate . References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the

Country , and to Rev.John Wilkinson , 79, Mildmay Road , N. , & c .

CHRISTIAN GOVERNESSES,

COMPANIONS, and LADY HOUSEKEEPERS of

high principles are frequently supplied to ladies

seeking suchby application to the Governesses'

Regist ry , Soho Bazaar, Soho Square, London ,

W. Testimonials never dispensed with . Free

of all expense to parents.

AS GOOD PLAIN COOK.-A young

person , age 27, desires situation as above.

Kindly state particulars and wages given. T... ,

54, Downing Street, Farnham , Surrey.

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christias

Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

terms, by applying to Rev. J.Renny, F.R.S.L,

Christ Church Parsonage, Cheddar. À stamped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply.

GOVERNESS . - Re-engagement wanted by

young lady, aged 21. Acquirements : English.

French , music , drawing, elementary, German,

andLatin ,3 years in last engagement.Country
preferred . P. s ., Jobn F. Shaw & Co., 48, Pater

noster Row, London , E.O.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women from the country or
elsewhere whilst waiting for situations.

Registry attached . Terms on application to

the Deaconess in charge of the Registry, Cop

ference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED, a good Matron for Rescue Home,
age about 30. Miss Stroud, Deaconess House,

Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED places for respectable Foung
girls as Under Nurses and Under Housemaidsin

Christian families . Stamped envelopes ier

replies . Registry, Conference Hall, Mildmay

Park, N.

WANTED re-engagement as good Parlour
maid, age 22 ;wages 218 ;tall . A. J., Mildway

Home, I, Nowington Green , N.

WANTED re -engagement as Nurse to it

valid gentleman, experienced . Mrs. Mackenzie,

90 , Newington Green Road , N.

WANTED, with Church of England family,

situation as Nursemaid for respectable girlof13

Apply Miss Stroud , Conference Hall, Mildmag

Park, N.

WANTED situation in or near London s

good Cook ; wages £ 25 ;age 32. A. A., 1, Now :

ington Green, London , N.

Young Ladies,Ladies,

Spartments, & c.
Terms for Advertisements

Word and Work .'

This Paper having a large and increasing cir

culation amongst Christians ofall denominations

forms an excellent medium for Eduoational and

other Announcements.

Situations, &c.

VACANT OR WANTED.

Apartments - Houses

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS .

FALMOUTH . - Well-furnished Bedroom

and Bitting -room to let, with attendance and use

of piano ; pleasantly situated ; no children.

Apply to DeBeauvoirHouse, Marlborough Road ,

Falmouth ,

BOURNEMOUTH.— A delightful Home

for Visitors and invalidsat Durley Dean Mansion .

Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Koumiss treatment where desired . Pamphlets

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

cases post free for 6d . in stamps . Address

Secretary .

LONDON . - INBULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,

20, 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, w.o.
Five minutes' walk or 1s . cab fare from Euston ,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily
reached from other stations , Patronised by

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application .

" HOME OF REST,” Ripley Cottage,

Bewdley, Worcestershire, is now openedto young
women in business needing change. Board and
lodging 8s. per week . Particulars from Matron .

Subs . and dons. to Miss C. Gowan, Hon. Lady

Supt, and Treas ., 20, Beauchamp Square,

Leamington .

as Nursery

The Terms are very moderate , viz.: Misce).

laneous in small Type, 25.6d. for 30 words or less ,
and 6d for every additional line of 8 words or

under. A reduction for a series of Bix Insertions
and upwards.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

WANTED re engagement

Governesstosmall children ; awidow, age 40;

excellent references from previousplaces .Nr.

Ebsworth , 14, Wolsey Road, Mildmay Road, N.

WANTED re -engagement as Matron of

Girls' Home or School; highest references ; age

45 ; salary not an object.
B. M. , care a

Deaconess, 1 , Newington Green , London, N.

CAN ANY LADY recommend a Laundry

Matron for a Girls' Home just commencing !

Miss Stroud ,Conference fali,Mildmay Park,N.

WANTED situation as superior Nursery

Governess ; Parisian , aged 24; good references.

Mlle . Bauer , care ofMiss Stroud , Conference

Hall, Mildmay, N.

WANTED care of Offices in the City:

RespectableChristian woman,with girl of 13

whocould help ;wellrecommended . Nr.

Andrews, 35, Winston Road, Green Lanes,

London , N.

WANTED first situation in good family

(Christian ), under a Lady's Maid, for a young

person of18 ; has had experience in dressmaking.

E. G., 1 , Newington Green, London , N.

WANTED re-engagement

Christian family :seventeen years'personal

reference ; leaving through death inthefamily,

ApplyS.A.B.,1,Newington Green,London, N.

COMFORTABLE FURNISHED

APARTMENTS in a lovely part of Westmore
land . Terms moderate . Apply Mrs. Dobson,

Rose Villa, Kirkby Stephen , Westmoreland.

STOKE NEWINGTON .-House to let,

containing eight rooms._Select neighbourhood,

8, Bouverie Road, N. Easy access from City .

Rent moderate . For particulars apply to

Mr. J.G. Vernon , Oxford House, College Avenue,
Clapton , E.

CHEPSTOW . - To let, for a month or

longer (in part or whole ), a commodious family

residence. Furnished , and with attendance, & c .

Apply to A. B. C. , 2, Bridge Street, Chepstow .

WESTGATE -ON -SEA . - Carlisle Board
ing Establishment. Near to sea and baths.

Special arrangement made for families . With

private sitting - room if required .

Book and DISPLAYED Advertisements charged

according to space occupied . FRONT PAGE, and

other special positions, by arrangement.

N.B.- To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in theforthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs . JOHN F.BHAW & Co.

Amounts under 2s.6d . may be sent in Stamps.

29 Butler in a

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOBTER ROW, E.O.
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Sº have already to beplace, our fellottiChristians

on

CONTENTS . whether by accident ornot, between quotation -marks, though no

PAGE reference is made by the writer to the external source , if any,
Dr. Manning's Letter 507 Correspondence

from which it is drawn. To do him justice, however, the avowedly

National League Policy 507 Beparation unto God

By Mr. Henry Varley ......... 517 original part of the document is quite equal in pointof tone508

Notes for Bible Reading Home Gleanings and style to the one doubtful passage contained in it . Cer
A Cluster of Summer Fruit What Ragged Schools are ...... 518 tainly the former part will bear comparison with the latter in

Words Spokenfrom Copers in the North Bea

A West End Pulpit 509 Witnesses ip the Household... 518 respect of the audacious perversion of truth.

The Gospel Ships Women's Temperance Union 618 The reviewer, it will be noted, does not hesitate

On the West Coast of France 511

Death of Rev. J. P. Chown A Timely Offer ........
to use strong language , and he is in no doubt as to

Typesof Separation Children in Foreign Lands 520

byRev. W. L. Rosedale, D.D, 513 Tidings from Bible Lands .......... 520 the direction in which Dr. Manning is driving. He

The separate Nation Btrangers' Rest Workers

By Rev.J. Wilkinson , 515 Notices of Books
goes on to say :

Mr, Hammond in Norway Forthcoming Meetings

The effrontery of Mr. Healy or Mr. Biggar is not

than equal to the assertion that, though “ the

DR. MANNING'S LETTER. remnant of Connaught ” is “ indeed represented in the

(is it, indeed ? how honourableO far as we can judge from the elections which Imperial Parliament ”

a recognition of a truth which might otherwise have

escaped notice I ) , yet " till now the minority in Ireland, with an

in Ireland are , for the present, safefrom the intrigues legislationdemanded by themajority of the people

ofIreland.”

English or Scotch majority in Parliament, has defeated the

of Rome. The Premier, defeated in Parliament, “ Till now ! ” That is to say, we suppose, from the year 1869

appealed to the constituencies throughout the Empire,
and before it till the year 1886, and especially during the period

wbich has elapsedbetween 1881 and the present year. Through.

and the response he has evoked is sufficiently sharp outthe whole
ofthis dark lustrum ofoppression , the legislative

and decisive . We do not care to examine or interpret demands oftheIrish people -- instead of having been met,aswe
English visionaries imagine, by concessions which have

the political meaning of the answer given by the outraged every accepted principle of English legislation ,

country to the great statesman ; but we unfeignedly and rudely shaken those twin pillarsof property and contract
upon which social order rests - have,

rejoice in the refusal to place the minority in Ireland

the contrary,

been “ defeated or delayed ” by the combination of an

under the rule of the National League. This asso Irish minority with an English or Scotch majority in the

ciation has seventeen hundred branches, and, we are

English Parliament.

informed, with very few exceptions, each one of them According to the writer not only have the principles

has a priest either as president or secretary. It may
of political economy been set at nought in the sup

serve some purposes to raise the cry of bigotry if we posed interests of Ireland , but even the Decalogue

venture to callattention to this fact ; nevertheless the
itself has not been sacred enough to escape ill -treat

fact itself can have only one significance to any intelli
ment. He proceeds :

gent mind. Official journals published in Rome , and Decidedly Cardinal Manning is an apt pupil, a little

more instruction in the school of his brother prelates
inspired by the Vatican, made no secret of the favour

across St. George's Channel, and we may fairly hope

with which they hailed the proposal to abandon the that the expansion of his historical conscience and the

contraction of his historical memory will reach their

“ Green Isle" to Home Rule . And if we sought con
highest pitch. Hehas not yet, indeed, succeeded in catching

firmation nearer home of the interest taken by the the precise Nationalist tone on the subject of crime and outrage,

andthere is a certain awkwardness, extending even to his syn
Papacy in the wild proposal which the country so

tax, in the stated reasons for his refusal “ to gratify those who

sternly rejects, we find it in a somewhat indiscreet will neither see nor speak of anything else by denouncing such

letter written by the recognised head of Romanism in
deplorable blemishesand such ignominious brands upon acause

essentially just and sacred. ” He refuses , he says , to denounce

England. The Saturday Review takes Dr. Manning them ,not because he denies or condones them ,” but (appa

seriously to task both for his lack of wisdom in break rently) because “ they are used for a purpose , and they obscure

the truth .” Agrarian outrages certainly are used for & pur

ing silence at such a time, and for the feebleness o pose,” though they rather reveal, we think, than obscure

the reasoning he is pleased to parade . Having com
the truth . But we can hardly suppose Cardinal Manning

to mean this, and we imagine that the " they ” of the above

mented with some force and freedom on the blunder sentence stands not for outrages but for “ denunciations of

into which the Romanist leader had allowed himself outrage. " The writer doubtless will soon learn to tread with a

freer foot over this rather delicate ground. Already he can

to be betrayed, the reviewer goes on to say : speakwith enthusiasm of "what Mr.Parnell and his singularly

But it is the concluding portion of Cardinal Manning's letter able lieutenants have accomplished , ” andprobably he will soon

which is most noteworthy. Here -- for the first time so far as get to perceive the injustice of omitting all recognition of what

we can recollect - the Cardinal enters undisguisedly into compe . has been accomplished by Mr. Parnell's still more able

tition with Archbishops Walsh and Croke . No doubthe may-. colleagues-on the other side of the Atlantic . The Cardinal's

nay, he probably must - have coquetted with Irish separatism language, however, is well worth attention in the country even

before this ; but assuredly he has never before “ plunged at this incomplete stage of his education . The metamorphosis,

the great eventof Union v . Disruption with anything like the indeed, is already sufficiently complete ; the purple is pretty

same freedom that he now displays. He has never before - if nearlyhidden behind its drapery of green. A prince of the

a certain zoological fitness may excuse a too colloquial meta Church giving its benediction to an organized attack on the

phor - gone the whole Irish hog in his present fashion. Much first principles of society ; the spiritual leader of many

of the hollow rhetoric of his letter reads as if it had been thousands of our countrymen proclaiming the justice and

scissored wholesale from a manifesto by Mr. Sexton or Mr. T. sacredness of a cause which has its roots in the lowest acquisi.

P. O'Connor, when their leader has allowed either of these tive instincts of human nature, and has borne fruit in every

persons to have his oratoricalhead. Some of it indeedis printed, variety of cowardly crime !

on
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The first subject, “ Confession of Failure," was

NATIONAL LEAGUE POLICY.

handled most effectively by M. Theodore Monod. It

ROM this critique, the force of which does not had been suggested, he said , that confession should

admit of question , the interest of leading come first, not last. But in his judgment a full and

Romanists in the attempt made by Government to frank acknowledgment of the wrong done rather

settle the Irish question by granting Home Rule is follows than precedes restoration . In his own quaint

undoubted. It is vain in these circumstances to raise and touching manner, in which simplicity and strength

the cry of bigotry against Protestantism . To allow are curiously blended, he illustrated this from the

the imposition of the Romish yoke on our fellow return of the lost son. He gave right emphasis to the

Christians in Ireland without an earnest and emphatic positive service which God expects from His people.

warning as to the consequences sure to follow would Abstinence has its due place in Christian life , but it

be basely to desert them in the gravest peril. Rome cannot excuse the absence of activity. Christians

never tolerates, and never can tolerate , what it is ought not to be known only by their refusals and

pleased to call heresy, except when intolerance cannot retirements, they ought rather to be distinguished by

be enforced. How far this policy is adopted by the their action and advance . The hint thrown out

Irish National League may be learned from the resolu- might wellmight well admit of considerable enlargement.

tions of one of its branches which we find in the The negative religion , which is mainly characterized

Times column of Irish news to-day (Monday, July by what it does not do, is utterly unsuited to the

12tb) : necessities of the present time; and , while it may

According to the report in the Weekly Freeman, the subjoined
fairly claim to be in some sense a separation from the

resolutions were passed on Sunday last at a meeting of the world , it lacks the vital element of separation unto

Abbeydorney branch of the National League :
God. The real worth of any life is found not in idleness

" (1) Resolved, that no farmer in this parish employ a

labourer or tradesman who is not a member of the branch but in energy. Too many content themselves with

of the I.N.L., and that no tradesman or labourer work for any doing no harm , and they have not yet learned to be

farmer who is not also a member of it.

“ ( 2) That we pledge ourselves to buy no meadow or hay this
zealous of good works .

season from any person who is not a member of the I.N.L.

“ ( 3) That afterthe 1st of August printed lists of the members
Throughout M. Monod's address there were repeated

and non -members of the branch in this parish be published ." assaults on the Antinomianism which exalts grace to

These resolutions were passed at a meeting presided over the disparagement of holiness . Against such a fatal

by the parish priests. Some months ago Mr. Harrington

denied that boycotting was practised to this extent, and an
error no censure can be too severe. Whatever

order was sent down by the Central League to prohibit such extenuates or excuses sin must be fearlessly, and even

extension of the system , but that was only to throw dust in the

eyes of the British publio.

fiercely denounced . Nevertheless we must not fail to

remember that, apart from grace , holiness is impossible,

We have reason to be unfeignedly thankful that, and that the apostle, in meeting the plea for continu

for the present at least, the attempt to subject ance in sin that grace may abound, argues altogether

Ireland to Rome has been frustrated . So far as our from the death and resurrection of Christ; and seeks

fellow -subjects in that country haveanyreal grievances to raise the Christians at Rome to a full recognition of

to be redressed , we earnestly hope all parties in the the privileges secured to them by God's wondrous love.

State will agree to deal with such grievances honestly We are in no danger of misinterpreting or misusing

and fairly. But the fairness must be absent so long as grace, so long as we understand , and at the same

there is any willingness to allow a majority, which time give our cordial assent and consent to, its glorious

gives such evidence as past years have shown of its purpose. “For the grace of God, that bringeth salva.

desire and ability to play the tyrant, to suppress the tion, hathappeared to all men, teaching us that,deny

rights and liberties of a law -abiding minority, ing ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should live

soberly, righteously, and godly in this present world "

(Titus ii, 11 , 12) .

UNDER THE PLATFORM .
The next speaker is Dr. Wilson , from Edinburgh.

(Part Third .)
His opening sentences prove that he is at least

resolved to be straightforward and outspoken . The

subject assigned to him was “ Return to Separation."

wood called attention to a sad story of failure He refused frankly to abandon the old word " back

narrated in Genesis xxxiv. Firmly and fervently he sliding,” which Scripture sanctions as descriptive of

enforced the lessons it contained, pointing out with the loss of separateness, whichwe have been exhorted

convincing clearness the danger always associated to confess. Probably not one in a hundred would take

with neglect of separation or heedlessness in main exception to the change of words, although it is likely

taining it . It may never be possible on earth to the programme was meant to imply that we have

efface the memory of disgrace and defeat resulting never yet attained to such separation as God rightly

from our foolishness ; nevertheless the only available commands, and that consequently we have not gone

remedy is a whole - hearted return to the place of backward from a position which we have not suc

separateness.
ceeded in reaching. Be that as it may, the earnest

ON thelast morning of theConferenceMr. Black
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falIn the verses we have just read wefind that there

our

"-are

appeal to backsliders to return was as timely as it A Cluster of Summer Fruit.

was earnest. Words Spoken from a West End Pulpit.

Rightly did Dr. Wilson first call attention to the
FROM A HEARER'S NOTES,

warrant. Mistake here is very frequent. Sinners in

“ But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace , longguffering, gentle.
ness , gondness, faith meekness, temperance : against such there isno law .'

the first instance , and backsliders afterwards, seek a
(Gal, v . 22. 23).

JHE word with which the

opens indicates a distinction -

Word. Feelings , desires, resolves, and such like, are refers us back to the verses preceding, in which we

sought as assurances of welcome , to the exclusion of have enumerated the seventeen works of the flesh .

that which is at once the only one and the best of all, When we compare the two we not only find that

the cordial invitation of God Himself . Strange , is it

they are distinguished from each other, as "works ,"

not , that souls in distress turn away from the one

and "fruits , ' but that they are opposites. They also

sufficient warrant which meets them throughout the

fall into groups or .

entire revelation of God , and search for encouragement are three of these groups, each containing three

in a heart which God declares to be deceitful and “ Love, joy, peace ; longsuffering, gentleness, good

unworthy of trust ? The sorrow which so surely ness ; faith, meekness, temperance,” or self control.

accompanies backsliding was fully noted , but deserved

The first triad represents our relation towards

God , the second relation towards man ,

prominence was given to the joy of restoration. One and the third our personal graces. And , if we care

of the most significant sentences as affecting Chris- fully consider the seventeen sins of the flesh, we

tian experience is David's prayer in the fifty - first perceive that these likewise have a Godward, a man

Psalm , “ Restore unto me the joy of Thy salvation. " | ward , and a personal aspect.

It reveals to us that salvation brings joy ; it also

makes known that the joy may be separated from emphatic— " fruit,'

There are three words also which may be taken as

emphatic— " fruit,” “ Spirit," “ law . ”

the salvation ; and it further declares that the lost joy

may be restored, Indeed, the wretchedness and un
Sometimes these graces— " love, joy, peace

satisfactoriness of a life which is not thorough is one

spoken of in the plural as fruits : but the word the

Spirit here employs is fruit , because the whole pro

of the strongest arguments for out- and - out separa duct of the Spirit is found to consist of these nina

tion unto God . So long as we endeavour to maintain qualities, notone of which can be absent, and they

a forbidden intercourse with the world , besides the are all found in every one in whom He dwells .

danger and disgrace of such a course, we place our

We are taught , therefore, not to separate them :

selves outside the sphere in which the sunshine of

and if one is wanting weact very prudently in ques.

heaven falls. We lose all the advantageswhich tioning ourcondition ,and in praying that this grace

may be produced in us,that God may fulfil in us all

nearness to God brings . And each of these advan . thegood pleasure of His goodness, and the work of

tages brings its own peculiar joy . What gladness faith with power,

equals that which springs from true filial intercourse

with God ? To this add the joy of brotherly fellow

Let us distinguish , again , the “ works” of the flesh

from the " fruit " of the Spirit . Those works are

ship,the joy of service, the joy of usefulness, the joy done laboriously, with set purpose — with persever

of Divine approval , and some conception may be ance . The flesh is active enough , persistent enough ,

formed of the pleasures we forego by half -heartedness and strong enough in all who are under its govern

or indifference .

All men who are without Christ are ruled

We have heard repeated expressions of satisfaction by their passions, their predilections, their ambitions,

with the eminently practical tone which characterized

and these are destructive .

the Conference throughout , and in these we heartily The black list of the works of the flesh is given for

concur. Nothing was wanting on the part of Mr. our warniug in the verses preceding our text. Not

Mathieson and his able staff of stewards to ensure

that all theevils there enumerated are to be found

the quietness and comfort of the large congregations

in each individual ; the restraints of society, the in

which assembled day by day .

fluence of our surroundings,the recoil of our natural

character and tastes , preventing in ten thousand

instances , the outward manifestation, the upspringing

of these evils ; but the seeds of each lie buried in the

heart , and are developed by circumstances. And if ,

Notesfor Bible Reading.
by the grace of God, any are preserved from the worst

amongst them, it is matter for thankfulness to God ,

Seven New Testament Commandments . but not for confidence in self. The flesh , the corrupt

ERSONAL 1 “ Abide in Me "
John xv. 1 , 2 .

nature of sinful man, is ever present, in seint and

Present
2 “ RememberMe"

sinner alike, and ever ready to side with the tempter.
} 1 Cor. xi . 24 .

Enjoyment
On the other hand, if there be any of these graces

Fellowship 3 Watch with Me " Mark xiii . 37 .
in

Reward to come 4 "Lay up treasures in Heaven ” Matt. vi . 20 .

any believer, it is solely due to the presenceand

Responsibility 15 "Take ye away the stones ”

power of the Holy Ghost. It is an outgrowth of an

John xi . 39 .

towards others 16 “ Loose him and let him go

indwelling, not the production of nature, of sanctified

John xi . 44 ,
nature, as some may imagine, but only and always of

Our business
( 7 “Go ye into all the world the Spirit of God. Therefore, we have nothing to be

requiringhaste
and preach the Gospel Mark xvi . 15 .

to every creature " .

proud of, nothing wherein to boast. What is good in

HERBERT R. FRANCIS. us is the result of the grace given unto 48.

ance ,

PER Present

17

19
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Let us now consider the three groups before us. are therein shall be burned up , ” that all these

Any one looking at these for the first time would be things which men value so highly shall pass away,

inclined to say that faith occupies the wrong place ; and that they who trust in them shall be destroyed

for at the very beginning of the Christian life stands with them. Then , estimating at their true worth the

faith . “ He that believeth on the Son hath ever things which perish in the using, we turn from them

lasting life , and he that believeth not the Son shall to " seek those things which are above, where Christ

not see life ; but the wrath of God abideth on him ." sitteth on the right hand of God ”

“ Without faith it is impossible to please Him ." And

a faith which apprehends God's mercy in Christ, and
We can, I think, test our character very simply by

appropriates that mercy , is an indispensable pre- putting to ourselvesthis question, “ Would Iexchange

requisite to our rendering any acceptable service to

joy in God for any other joy ? ” The Christian may

God . All this is quite true, and yet, as we go on , we

be surprised into choosing worldly joy for a season ;

find faith occupying the proper place here, as heading but he will quickly discover and repent of his error.

the group of personal graces.

Let us ask ourselves individually, Can I stand this

test ? (It is a fair test, and it is a sufficient one . ) If

Andas a matter of experience, when God_reveals

I cannot, I must begin at the Cross, that I may be

Himself to us, as so loving us that " Hegave His only

melted and changed.

begotten Son , that whosoever believeth on Him These, then , are the first three , and they are all

should not perish, but have everlasting life "-when we
Godward : springing up at the contemplation of God's

see Jesus putting away sin , our sin , by the sacrifice love towardsus, and wrought in us by His Spirit. No

of Himself, what is developed at once but " love" ? I efforts of will on our part will produce them , they

may read the Bible a hundred times, and it may are a growth , bindered, it is true, by unfaithfulness

leave my heart untouched ; but when I come to learn and lack of receptiveness in us, but not attained by

that God loved me and gave His Son for me , love our own strivings or good deeds.

springs up of necessity, naturally. I say naturally,

because, although I may read about it , talk about it, be
The next group consists of the three graces,

which

perfectly familiar with the words in which it is set should speciallydistinguish us in our dealings with

forth , without any correspondent effects being our fellow -men— " longsuffering, gentleness, goodness.”

produced : yetwhen it comes home to my heart, as a

revelation of God tomepersonally, all'is changed. emulations ,wrath,strife . . . . envyings, murders,"

How opposite these are to the “ hatred, variadce,

The message is, " God so loved thee ; " until I appre which are the works of the flesh !

hend this I may remain as cold as an icicle. When

the Spirit of God comes and applies this love of God

Many people may be longsuffering by nature, and

with such it is often a weakness of character rather

to me personally, then the icicle melts , love is en.

kindled in my heart, and there is a response to God.

than a Christian grace. They do not want to be

troubled ; resistance to what they dislike, or even dis

Love is then the first of the graces mentioned . approve, involves effort, and they will not put it forth.

But the fruit of the Spirit is something widely different

What naturally follows ? Joy.” Formerly I

dreaded the thought of God, sought to escape from

from this . It is the patient endurance of injury,

bearing all manner of evil- speaking and evil deeds

Him as the first sinners did in the Garden of Eden ;

but now, when I know God's infinite heart of love

against ourselves, and not returning evil-nay, pot

even recoiling from it as with a natural instinct; but

that He is not only my Creator but my Saviour-that after the manner of Christ, who “ gave His back to the

He compasses my path and my lying down , thatthe smiters , and His cheek to them that plucked off the

hairs of my head are numbered by Him—that He

loves me with an everlasting love, and hath redeemed

hair,” bearing all, and being ever ready to recompense

evil with good.

me unto Himself with the precious blood of His own

Son , joy springs up at once. And in proportion to “This is a hard lesson for flesb and blood ," Yes, it

the love is the joy. Let the love of God be under is not easy except where the love, and the joy, and

stood in all its depths and heights (so far as this is the peaceare, and then it becomes so. If a man is

possible to the creature), andmy joy, though it be filled with the love of God , if in his heart is a well

but finite joy, will yet be “ unspeakable and full of spring of joy, and if his peace flowsasariver,these

glory." Then will come into the soul a settled strong spiritual passions will make him steadfast in

" peace”-not exuberant, like the joy , but calm , endurance. Let the whole heart be open towards

soothing, sustaining, peacein believing (the believ- | God , and then thewhole heart willbepatient towards

ing is supposed ). man . Io will be Christ-like .

Where there is love the other members of the group “ We need great patience if we are to

immediately follow . Do not let us separate them . deal with men after the pattern of our Master.” Ay;

First, the joy. Men think of joy as associated and , therefore , these three graces come first, as we

with worldly elements. They rejoice in wealth , in have already noticed .

pleasure, in fame. They think that only in such Next, in our actings towards otbers there is to

fleeting possessions as these is enjoyment to be be “ gentleness," the
the gentleness of Christ, who

found ; butas soon as we learn what joy in the Holy would not break the bruised reed , nor quench the

Ghost is, we perceive that there is as great a differ smoking flax ; the gentleness of Him who called a

ence between earthly joy and heavenly joy, as there little child unto Him , andsethim in the midst ofthe

is between the shadow and the substance - between disciples , and said,“ Verily, I say unto you, Except

time and eternity.
ye be converted , and become as little children, ye

This earth is very solid . It looks as if it would last shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven. Whoso

for ever ; but when we turn to the sure word of pro ever, therefore, shall humblehimself as this little

phecy, we learn that " the earth and the works that child , the same isthe greatestinthe kingdom of

You say,
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The Gospel Ships

O

heaven ; " the gentleness of Him “ who, when He A man who knows his position towards God will

was reviled , reviled not again ; when He suffered He not carry himself haughtily towards his fellow-man .

threatened not ; but committed Himself to Him that He will rather “ in meekness instruct those that

judgeth righteously . " oppose themselves.” And , thirdly , having this meek

“ Wewere gentle among you ” ( Paul says),(Paul says), “ even ness which receives from God as one undeserving of

as a nurse cherisheth her children ." A nurse, if she is His mercy, and looking upon his fellow -men as all

true and right-minded, will bear with the children undeserving likewise , there will be temperance,

committed to her charge. If they are foolish and self.government, the reins held firmly, a due restraint

headstrong, she will patiently and lovingly point out exercised by the believer over his whole conduct

to them their fault , and encourage them to correct it ; and life : so that he will walk carefully and watch

instead of turningfrom them in indignation . We are fully in the path marked out for him in the Word.

not to look for saints in sinners. We quarrel with Love towardsGod will regulate the whole life .

men because they are not what they ought to be When the sun's light beams upon us from on high ,

yet we are left amongst them in order that we may part we absorb, part we reflect,and part we refract ;

show them the gentleness of Christ. so is it with the graceof the Spirit : part we absorb

the faith , the meekness , the self-government; part we

And this “ gentleness " will grow into “ goodness,";
reflect - the love, the joy, the peace ; and part we

that is to say that, whatever provocation we may
refract—the longsuffering, the gentleness , and the

receive, we shall only give to it such a response as
goodness, which go out to all around. Thus have we

God has given to us.
in these three groups the fruit of the Spirit, and

The world provoked God from the day that man
“ against such there is no law ."

sinned , for four thousand years . All His warnings,

His entreaties, His promises, were alike unheeded

by it . The world provoked God to the uttermost ;

and God answered it by giving His Son to die for the
On the West Coast of France .

world : and He did this because He is Love . That
UR devoted brother, Mr. Henry Cook, has, we regret to

is goodness. Andwhen the love , and the joy, and learn, met with a slight but painful accident in France ,

the peace Godward are in our hearts , we shall be like which has compelled his return home for rest and medical care .

our Father in heaven . The more provocation men
Wepray he may speedily be restored .

give, the more love shall we manifest towards them .
The systery, however, continues her service, and, as will be

seen from the following , is being much used of God. We trust

The worse people are, the more they bring out the many will be led cordially and liberally to aid Mr. Cook in the

goodness charactered in us, because we are " rooted maintenance of the Gospel ships, the Annie and the Mystery,

and grounded in love . "
in their very important servicein theFrench ports and along

the south -west coast of England. A Welsh pastor labouring in

France, and who has been co-operating with Mr. Cook,

We have now reached the last group , " faith,
writes :

meekness, temperance," three graces which, as we

Douarnenez and Quimper.

have already observed, have adistinctly personal Texternicoarte bi? Franscer, prived at ouarnenez, on the

aspect or reference. coast of Brittany, on May 18t , and we had the pleasure of holding

“ Faith . " Here we have the central truth of the ten meetings on board ,with numerous and attentive congrega

whole. We are justified by faith , sanctified by faith ;
tions . Sometimes we saw as many as one hundred and seventy

and it is specially in the region of our warmest

in the room , and, even though they were closely and uncomfort

ably packed, their attention did not flag whilst we endeavoured

affections that faith dominates and rules. The love, to preach to them the truths of the Gospel ; and we had often

the joy, the peace, all are dependent upon the faith. to regret that our room was not larger, as hundreds were

This is the inward spring which regulates the whole
reluctantly obliged to go away for want of space . During our

man .

stay in the place we never saw the blind fanaticism , for which

this place was supposed to be noted ; on the contrary, we found

Our characters and our conduct are determined by the weather - beaten fishermen genial and kind , and they inva

our beliefs. If I believe that this world is the best of riably received with grateful faces the tracts which were

all worlds , and that it can satisfy the cravings of my
distributed at the end of each meeting. A mission room has

soul, I am a worldly man . If I believe that riches are

been opened in this place since the beginning of October, 1884 ,

and we have a number of faithful hearers attending our

the best things , I am a covetous man. If I believe that meetings ; but the opposition of the priest party is successful

the things of God are best, if I am convinced in my in preventing many from coming to hear the Gospel. The

heart of hearts that God is the highest good, that meetings on board the Mystery were such a novelty that people

fellowship with God is the one thing to be desired ,

who had never dared to come to our mission room had the

I am a godly man .

courage to brave all opposition , and we trust that the seed sown

will sooner or later take root and grow .

A Fresh Visit.

On the 11th of May we left Douarnenez, for another fishing

Faith is the motive power. Show me what a man station further south, on the other side of the Pointe du Raz , and

believes, and I will tell you what he is . If he de even though we were forced by unfavourable weather to seek

liberately chooses this in preference to that, if he for shelter in the Bay of Douarnenez once again , we reached

seeks this, and rejects the other, it is because his

our destination on the 13th after a swift passage , and at onco a

meeting was announced for the evening. Before the appointed

conviction governs his conduct . And when I have hour there were crowds of people assembled together on the

faith in God, which is a grace of the Holy Ghost, a quay, and, even though we did not yet know their disposition ,

fruit of the Spirit, then there will be also “ meekness' we saw that there would be no lack of hearers. Meetings were

towards God and towards man . Meekness is the
held on board every night for six successive nights, and one on

opposite of pride . Pride asserts itself : " I am better with the kind way in which the people received us, and listened

than you, I deserve more than you ; ” but meekness to our words, and we had again to regretthat our room wasnot

says, “ No, I am only a receiver, and not very good even twice or three times as considerable. The work done in this

at that." Meekness now - a -days is very uncommon ;

place gave us more encouragement, as we had not expected to

find such a preparation in the minds and spirits of the people ,

men are not submissive to God, not submissive one to who received us, even though we were perfect strangers, with

another. They are “ heady, high-minded . " wide -spread arme,

*
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Bradford , in fact, he was a popular pastor for twenty-seven

The harvest is ripe, but the labourers are so few. No Protest we had the joy of seeing that these simple but grand truths

ant meetings of any kind are known to have been held in this suffice to draw people together. We had on board from time

country since the great and glorious Reformation , so that the to time some of the wiseof this world, who came to scofi, and

peopleare quite ignorantof our doctrines, except those of them we have had the honour of a paragraph from a scoffer in a

who have visited England and have such an incomplete idea political paper ; but the hearts of the people were evidently

as sailors can bave from a cursory visit to a foreign country. with us . Wehad often the pleasure of seeing dozens ofsoldiers

We were thus enabled, through the zeal and kindness of Mr. on board, and, even though they are generally reckless and

Cook, to preach the pure Gospel to people who have never heard indifferent as to religion , they listened most attentively to the

its sound before, for the Romish Church, especially in these words that were spoken . We are undoubtedly not to expect

country and outlying districts, is no longer a preaching much immediate result. In Roman Catholic countries the

Church , but contents itself with a great display of outward work is slow and very diffcult, inasmuch as the confession

ceremonies and the reading of prayers in an unknown tongue. boxes, which some would desire to introduce into Protestant

The Romish Church prefers burning wax tapers to the churches, destroy the feeling 'of individual responsibility and

preaching of the Gospel ; but, if it were alive to its duties , it sturdy independence of character ; but we firmly believe that

would see that there is great work to be done, for drunkenness the truth bas made some progress, and that the minds ofsome

seems to flourish in these parts to an extent that we have not have been slightly matured for the acceptation of the Gospel

before witnessed even in Brittany, We had often occasion to of Christ.

refer to its evils, and the consciences of the people testified to
Tokens for Good.

the truth of our remarks .
In this placewe again distributed thousands of tracts. Some

The Unknown Gospel.

of the Custom House officials were not favourable to our efforts,

We had in this place the pleasure of meeting some young and tried the last evening to prevent our making a distribution

men who desired to have a private conversation with us, and of them ; but they only afforded an occasion to the people to

they spent some hours on board seeking for light on subjects show their evident sympathy with us by clapping their bando

that were to them obscure and difficult. They have since paid on the quay, and shouting their approbation. The priestly

me a visit, and one of them , in a letter thanking me for party thus showed their teeth ; but, as we had the law forus ,

Bibles I had sent to him and his friends, writes, “ It gives me they could do nothing againstus, and rather helped in making

pleasure to hear these grand irrefutable things, which paralyze a larger distribution of tracts, as their opposition created a still

my tongue when I attempt to refute them . " These young men greater desire to obtain them. After spending nearly a fort

had become hostile to the Romish Church, and looked upon nightat Quimper, the Mystery left us to go further south to St.

themselves as Freethinkers. I had some interesting converse Nazaire. Wewere pleased ere she left to meet on board to

tions and discussions with several others during our stay in enjoy a cup of tea with our choir and the devoted crew , and the

the place. We distributed some thousands of tracts in this sympathy of the friends with Mr. Cook's efforts was shown by

place, and the impression that our efforts have made in the à collection of thirty-six francs(about thirty shillings),made

place is most favourable , as Ihave found from several whom I amongst us that evening. You will be glad to understand that

have met from time to time since our departure .
the Mystery, after a very successful series of meetings at St.

at Quimper.

Nazaire, has now gone up the river to Nantes, and that the

On the 20th of the month we left Audierne for Quimper, and

same success follows the ship wherever it goes.

after passing the night at Benodet , at the entrance of the river,

It is God that put it in theheart of Mr. Cook to send theship

we got to our destination , about twelve miles up one of the

over to these coasts, and we fully believe He will also put it in

most beautiful rivers in the country. Quimper is the chief

the hearts of His people to support him in his efforts to bring

town of the department of Finisterre, and is well known as a

the Gospel within reach of those who are deprived of its light,

hive of priestly aseociations. The bishop lives here, and there

I cannot conclude without drawing attention to the good

is no lack of convents and other similar establishments : one

done by friends in England by the distribution of tracts and

can take but few steps without meeting & priest, a friar, or a

New Testaments . We often meetpeoplewho sympathize with

pun. For this reason, most of my friends thought it was a

our efforts, because their hearts have been more or less

mistake to bring the Mystery so far as Quimper, as the people

influenced by this means , and only a few days ago a manwhom

were not likely to come on board. On Sunday afternoon wo

Iaccidentally met
near Douarnenezspoke of the good work

had our first meeting, and, even though the hour was not favour.

Mrs. C., of Dover, did at the hospital at Calais in the time of

able, we had a good congregation to commence with . In the

the unfortunate Franco -PrussianWar. No goodseed sown in

evening the room was crowded, and we rejoiced to see some

faith is lost. We recommend thework done in these parts to s

women in the congregation , a thing we had not succeeded in

share in your prayers and sympathy, and remain ,yours in Christ,

W. JENKYN JONES.

getting in any of the two places wehad already visited, as the

women are more firmly held by the priests through theconfes.

8 , Rue de la Halle, Quimper, July 5th, 1886 .

sion boxes .

This first evening promised well for the success of our efforts. Death of Rev. J. P. Chown.

would have desired to hold the meetings every night,as we had Mathe evene:Chowo,who for over ten years was pastor

done in the other places, but found that our health would not

allow our doing so every other evening. It was evident. by the

of Bloomsbury Chapel,which charge he resigned in November

interest that was easily seen on the faces of most of our hearers,

last, owing to ill-health . He had recovered from the severe

that they sympathized with us, but we could see some mockers,

illness from which a few months since hewas suffering,

and some priestly spies from time to time in the room . It is

andhad been occupying pulpits invarious parts of the

not necessary forme to enter into more details, but we can say

country, and doing other incidental religious workalmost

that the interest of the people seemed to inorease to the end;

to the dayofhis death. On Sunday week he preached

that they listened with the greatest attention, they often

at Finsbury Chapel asa supply, and hewas againto

seemed to beimpressed by what they heard, and they joined in

have occupied the pulpit on Sunday last, butbeing some

the singing,which appeared to gives them much pleasure. Inthis

what unwellhe didnotkeep the engagement. On Thursday,

place, as well as at Douarnenez, we had the assistance of kind

however,heseemedto bemuch better, andengagedin con

friends, who formed a small choir, and thus considerably added

versationwithvisitors abouthisfuture work. Having had

to the attraction , which musio always has upon the people, and
dinner,he sat down in his chair anddroppedoff to sleep. He

they regretted to see the meetings come to an end, and their

suddenlyawoke, looked round him ,and then fellbackin the

services no longer needed .

chair dead. The name of Mr. Chown is not only well known

Priestly Opposition.

throughout thereligious circles of London ,but he wielded for

The outward success we had at Quimper surprised friends

many yearsa large influence in the north of England.In

and foes; the latter tried all themeans they could dispose of to years, and built Sion JubileeChapel in that town, which he

prevent the people coming. They spread all kinds of tales, opened free from debt in1873, with a membershiplargerthan

more or less ridiculous, but their efforts failed of their end, or any other Baptist Church in thenorth.Mr.Chown waselected

rather created still greater interest in our meetings. This was tothepresidency of the BaptistUnion in 1883, his inaugural

more to be noticed as we did not attempt, byentering into con address being
upon the characteristic subject of Christin

troversial matter, to create a passing sensation, but did what Christian . " He had reached thesixty -fifthyear of his ago

we could , with the help of God's Spirit, to expose the simple having been born at Kingsthorpe,Northamptonshire, in 1821.

Gospel to our hearers at each meeting, and we never felt greater At BloomsburyChapel,in1875,he succeeded thelate Rev. Dr.

joy at having the privilege to do so. Our subjects were, The Brock,whoseson , it is arranged, will occupy thepulpitDest

Love of God , Christ and the Woman of Samaria , Christ and

the Woman with the Alabaster Box, Christ our Great High

Sundaymorning. The funeral took place on Monday at

Priest, The Lost Sheep, The Immortality of the Soul, &o., and

Hampstead Cemetery, preceded by a service at Bloomsbary

Chapel.
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Types of Separation.

T

BY REV. W. L. ROSEDALE, D.D.

THAT interesting text, Isa. xliii. 21 , forms themotto for

this afternoon's address . It has reference, undoubtedly,

to the future, and to the time when God will arise again and

have mercy upon Zion, and gather together the dispersed of

Judah and the outcast of Israel , and when David , their own

rightful King, shall reign, even the Lord Jesus Christ. The

subject of separation has reference to us as Christians, but it

would be difficult to take an interest in the subject unless we

realize thepower of separation. These truths are easily stated,

but very difficult to practise . Now, when we turn to Lev.

xiv. , we find an extraordinary scene, namely, the cleansing of

the leper. You know leprosy is always a type of sin ; it was

an hereditary disease, very pleasant in its beginnings, but

terrible in its end ; it led to very serious consequences, and

no human being could cure it , only God Himself. You read

in Lev. xiv. 14 that, when a man was to be cleansed, the

priest had to slay the victim , and then sprinkle, or rather

touch , the right ear of the person affected , then upon his thumb

and his toe, and, after the blood had been sprinkled, some

thing else is required , the priest had to take the oil and

touch the saine members of the leper's body again, and, lastly,

to pour the oil upon his head. Now, this clearly shows that

it was a type not merely of forgiveness but of sanctification

also . Oil is always the emblem ofsanctification and holiness.

Well, that is precisely our position. would be nonsense to

talk of separation from the evil and sin of the world, and from

all that is hurtful to the soul, unless we first realize in our

inmost being what it is to be cleansed from all spiritual lep :

rosy, and to have our ear and thumb and foot touched, as well

as having the oil upon our heads, because it is the ear that

listens to evil, the hand that works evil , and the foot that is

swift to go in the ways of sin. How blessed that man must

have felt when the oil was poured upon his head ! How happy

when he realize that he stood now completely cleansed, with

no disea !!! oo him , but perfectly sanctified ! That is the

position of the Coristian realizing that we can talk about sepa

ration, and love to dwell uponthe glorious fact that we are a

separate people, separated by God Himself.

God's Separation .

I should like to say here, that when we talk of separation

it is not we who have separated ourselves, but God, by His

Holy Spirit, separates us unto Himself. We are not Phari

sees in that they used to say, " I thank God I am not as other

men are.” Wesay that, but in a different spirit. Wethank

God because He has made us what we are, and by His pre

cious blood has cleansed us, and we are drawn up into a

heavenly position and rejoice greatly. Now it will be so

with reference to Israel. There is no question that the time is

coming when God will cleanse that nation from all iniquity

and sanctify them. He will not merely sprinkle clean water

upon them , but shall make them again holiness to the Lord ;

that means separation . What does “ holiness " mean ? The

Greek word means set apart” as a holy vessel. If we bave a

very nice piece of china, we do not put it in the kitchen and

throw it away among the rubbish, but we put it on the

mantelpiece in the best room, where we can look at it and

value it. That is just what sanctified means, set apart unto the

Lord, as Paul says in 2 Tim . ii. 21 , set apart as a holy vessel

unto the Lord , and meet for His use. If we realize this we

are sure to take an interest in the welfare of others, because

holiness in the heart will burst forth into service and useful.

ness, and enable us to say with Paul, “ The love of Christ

constraineth me.”

Typical Laws.

Well, as regards Israel, I wish to point out that the history

of the nation itself,and a great many of the laws which they

had are typical of separation. Reference was made this

morningin the hall to that passage in Leviticus where God

says, “ Thou art a holy people unto Me." He wanted them

to be a holy people unto Himself, and selected them for that

very purpose, and in the synagogues to this day the Jews

• Tais and the following address were delivered at one of the afternoon

meetings during the Mildmey Conference.

say , "Lord, Thou hast chosen us from other nations, and hast

selected us to be your peculiar people." . That was undoubt.

edly their calling, and the design of God concerning Israel .

It is a remarkable fact that, after they returned from the

first captivity at Babylon, they were very anxious to fulfil

the law, and we know the very foundation oftheir separation

was made at Sinai , when the Lord said , “ Thou shalt have

none other gods before Me. " You know that the ancient

heathen, just as the modern heathen, had an intercourse in

idolatry -- they never quarrelled about religious topics, but

bere the Jews separated, and this was a great stumbling.

block with all the nations round about. Pliny, and all the

ancient writers, who knew anything of God's people, said that

the Jews were a very peculiar people , because they never

wished to mingle with others, and Gibbon (the sceptical his

torian ) says the Jews were a stupid people, because, when

they returned from the captivity, nothing would induce them

to throw a grain of incense even upon the altars of the

heathen gods. You remember in history that the Jews would

rather sacrifice their lives than offer incense upon heathen

altars ; they had been taught the lesson how serious it is to

deviate from the law of the living God , and Gibbon, when he

calls the Jews hard names, and says they were over nice in

their dealings with other nations, simply shows God's Word

to be true.

Land Laws.

Now look at the way in which God arranged their land,

and how separation is brought out in that. He told them

that when they came into the land full of olives and vine

yards it was not to be their own, they were merely tenants.

They could not form commercial societies or land societies as

we do here, that was impossible, and they could not sell their

land to another tribe. In Lev. xxv. 23 we read, “ The land

shall not be sold for ever ; for the land is Mine ; for ye are

strangers and sojourners with Me.” And there is a similar

passage in Num . xxxvi. 9. Nowthis clearly and completely

kept the Jews to themselves. They could not mingle with

other nations, they could not sell the land, and this kept them

a separate people.

So far about property. But, further, therewas to be no

intercourse with other nations ; take, for instance, marriages.

and read Deut. vii. 3. “ Neither shalt thou make marriages

with them ; thy daughter thou shalt not give unto his son ,

nor his daughter shalt thou take unto thy son ."

Why not ? Because woman has great influence.

they will turn away thy son from following Me, that

theymay serve other gods : so will the anger of the Lord he

kindled against you , and destroy thee suddenly."

They were absolutely forbidden to have marriages with

any other nation. In that chapter Mr. Blackwood read this

morning, Ezra ix ., thiscame out strikingly: Ezra was deeply

grieved when he found that even thenobles had forgotten

this command, and he went before God in prayer because of

this great sin.

Food Lessons.

Further, look at the very food chosen for the Jews. It

was also differently made, differently eaten , different food

altogether from the other nations, it was clean and unclean,

I have no time to enter largely upon this, I would say

however, just a few words. Some philosophers tell us that

food has a great effect upon the moral life ; it may be so, but

I wish to say that the very arrangement about the food of

the Jews was a type of separation from evil. Look at some

of the animals mentioned ; refer to Deut. xiv. , and you will

see they are just typical of separation. For instance, what

is the owl? A bird of the night, gloomy and dark ; that we

all know. Now, we are not of the night, way, we are children

of the light, and the Israelites weretolearn thatlesson, they

were to be children of light, even in Egypt. We read that

they had light while the Egyptians were in darkness . Go

further, to the vulture, for instance, a bird of prey ; in India

how they hover over the carcases and feed upon them . Well ,

the Jew may not touch a dead body, it was unclean ; and

thus the vulture taught the lesson not to feed upon things

unholy, but to live a life of purityand holiness. Take another,

the bat, half mouse and half bird, how it typifies those spoken

of to- day, who like to make the most of both worlds, and try to

serve two masters, which the Lord Jesus says we never can

do, and the result of this was shown in the early Church ,

« For
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The Separate Nation .

JULY 15, 1880.

which was neither hot nor cold , but lukewarm , and that is a When he is commanded to utter this message, the

prophet
desperate condition to be in . And so with all the animals, turns and asks, Lord, how long ? Well, that is just the

clean and unclean, all the food of the Jews, was to teach them question to -day. It has been answered, in a measure, by our

the greit and blessed truth of separation . chairman. The Lord is arising and stirring among them,

Garment Types .
and a great many things are likely to happen very shortly.

God will be true to His word, and He said , “ This people
Their very garments, too, were adapted to enforce the same have I formed for Myself; they shall show forth Mypraise."

lesson . They were not to have thread nor wool , and to have Hitherto they haveshown forth God's judgment and justice ,

fringes to their garments as being types of purity and holi . and not His glory, but the heavens shall open, and the Son

ness and separation.

of God shall come, and that very people, whose history we
Peter tells us, in his first Epistle, first chapter, that we are all know so well, shall yet be a great people, and theirs shall

called "to an inheritance incorruptible, and undefiled , and be really and truly the history of the future ; that people

that fadeth not away, reserved in heaven for you.” An shall yet arise and be truly the wonder and admiration of

inheritance that nobody can take away from us. We are
the whole earth .

called to it, and will not exchange it ; therefore we are called

upon to live a life separate from sin and evil, a holy and

separate life, a life of division from the world, a life

altogether yielded up to Christ Himself.

Lord Cavan, in talking of the Jews, spoke of their

failure in separation , and we know how terrible was the BY REV. JOHN WILKINSON.

Y

were their
down there

And they served their idols, which were a snare unto them . " is quite enough for our consideration this afternoon—" This

The Jew does not wear now the peculiar kind of dress, he is people have I formed for Myself ; they shall show forth My

ashamed of it, and he mingles among the nations, he is a praise ” (Isa . xliii . 21 ).

traitor to his God . The Lord assigned him to bean agricul But if we look at verses 1 and 15 of this same chapter, it will

turist, and now he is the merchant of the world, the very help us to get at the meaningof this twenty - first verse, " But

thingGod did not wish him to be. When I was speaking to now thus saith the Lord that created thee, o Jacob, and He

a brother about the Jews and their high position in the that formed thee, O Israel , Fear not : for I have redeemed

world , so that when a Jewish holiday occurs at Berlin they thee, I have called thee by thy name ; thou art Mine.” “ I am

close the Stock Exchange, such is their influence in its theLord, your Holy One, the Creator of Israel, your King,

transactions, he said to me, “ there are very few Jews in Now this creating or forming is not to be taken in the

Norway, and so there is very little trade - there are no mer same sense as the word " created" when it refers to the creation

chants there because there are no Jews . "

of the world ; but simplymeans that the Jewish nation owed

Failure - echy ? its origin to God, and did not come into existence by chance.

Why have they thus fallen so greatly from their position
As a distinct nation, they were originated by God, and

of separation ? There were two reasons given this morning;
everything about them was fixed by God , thatis the sense

in which we are to regard this creating.
first , they have grown cold in their love, they have forgotten

Notice, then, the first part of this twenty - first verse,whichGod's mercies, the God that brought them out of the land of
shows that the Jewish nation exists for God . “ This people

Egypt with a mighty hand and with outstretched arm . They

have I formed for Myself ;" and , secondly, we see that ithave forsaken Him , and have hewed out for themselves

broken cisterns which cannot hold water ; that is their crime. exists for a glorious purpose. “ They shall show forth M

praise."
Let us see to it that we do not fall into the same pit. We

may listen to addresses, but if we have forsaken the living confirmed historically,typically, and prophetically,by history
The first point, that the Jewish nation exists for God, is

God, and JesusChrist does not dwell in our hearts by faith, by type,andby prophecy.

depend upon it failure, and nothing but failure, will be our

portion. Secondly, they have forsaken His Word, and have History Lessons.

made the Word of Godvoid by the traditions of men, they By history. If you take the most cursory glance at the

have got into the grooves of their own broken cisterns. The history of the Jewish nation , from the call of Abraham

modern Jew believes in his Talmud, and many things not to down to the present time, you cannot fail to per

be found in God's Word. Thus failure has come upon them , ceive in that history a display of wondrousand Divine inter.

though God loved thein truly and said by the mouth of the positions unparalleled and unprecedented in the history of

propbet Amos, “ You only have I known of all the families theworld. Gaze upon the awful display of Divine judgment

of the earth ; therefore Iwill punishyou for all your iniqui- in the plagues ofEgypt, on the passage ofthe Red Sea,the

ties . "
gushing waters of the smitten rock, the manna rajned from

Is that word not being fulfilled to -day ? We know that heaven, the almost miraculous conquest of their foes, the

all sorts of perplexities and woes have come upon the Jews, passage of the Jordan, their possession of the promised land,

upon their city of Jerusalem , where all horrors seemed con: and you ask, why all these manifestations of Divine power

centrated, and they are nowscattered and peeled on the face The only answer is that the Jewish nation exists for God;

of the earth , a by -word and a proverb amongst all nations . and historically considered anotheraspect, the chastisement

Perhaps at this moment we do not know of actual persecu of that people,shows the samething. Why were thesepeople

tion , but still the fire is smouldering , and at any moment in not annihilated when they provoked Jehovah to His face
,

Germany it may break out — all this is because they have when they worshipped the calf in the wilderness ? Why

forsaken the Word of the living God .
were theynot swept away when almost every one of them

murmured, and wished to return to Egypt ? Why, not
Present Condition.

withstanding severechastisement in battle, the rendingof
Not only so , but their spiritual state is dreadful. You

the kingdom , the captivity, the destructionof the Temple by
will hear from brother Wilkinson of the work going on, but the Romans,and their subsequent sufferings, are they still

that is only amongst individuals — north and south , east and
wandering over all the world ? Why , when all the rights of

west, you find themspiritually dark, they have eyesand they citizens have been denied them , and when all laws which tend

see not, ears and they hear not, simply because they have to bind people together, have been violated , do the people

forsaken the God of their fathers, who was revealed after
known as the Jews still exist ? There is but one satisfactory

wards in His own dear Son Jesus Christ whom they rejected. answer, the Jewish nation exists for God . No other answer

But I must close my remarks with the wordsof the prophet can be given.

Isaiah. “ Andhe said, Go, and tell this people,Hear ye indeed ,

but understandnot : andsee ye indeed, but perceive not. Maké Separation - Types.

the heart of this people fat, and make their ears heavy, and By type. Manyoftheleading persons and eventsoftheJewish

shut their eyes ; Test they see with their eyes, and hear with nation typify, though imperfectly, anotherand more glorious

their ears, and understand with their heart, and convert, and dispensation ; even the Egyptian bondage is found to

be healed .”
typify sin , and the deliverance from thatstate speaks
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of the salvation by Christ ; the paschal lamb, together with When Abraham was called away from his father's house and

the sprinkling of the blood on the doorposts,typify the from everything near and dear to him , whenever le rested

Lamb of God wbich taketh away the ein of the world ; the anywhere, he always erected an altar and called upon the

smitten rock typified the smitten Saviour, and the flowing name of Jehovah , Isaac, and Jacob, with him preserved the

water the Water of Life ; the manna from above tells of the knowledge of Jehovah's name, and worshipped in their

true Bread from heaven ; and the pillar of cloud and fire, families so much to Jehovah's satisfaction that He was

indicate Christ's presence, and the standing of the Christian . pleased to call Himself theGod of Abraham , of Isaac, and of

The very land of Canaan itself typifiedthe rest that remains Jacob, and He said, “ This is My name for ever, and My

for the people of God. In fact, the tabernacle, the temple, memorial throughout all generations.” The Psalmist takes

the high priests, all the sacrifices and services that pertained up the same doctrine and says, “ Thy name of Jehovah

to the Jewish national worship, had a meaning beyond, they endureth for ever," because it is from the Hebrew verb, “ to

were shadows of good things to come. Why was there so be," and signifies which is, and which was, and which is to come,

much designedly typical in the Jewishritual į It was not the ever-existing One. Mark the difference between these

accidental, but purposely and designedly typical, especially two thoughts, God's name as a memorial shall last through

bearing upon man's destinationand God's glory. Why was out all generations to theend of time at the close of the

this ? The only answer is, because the Jewish nation exists Millennial era ; but His Name itself shall endure for ever.

for God . Perhaps many Christians to -day, when they address God in

The Prophecies.

prayer asthe God of Abraham , Isaac and Jacob, donotdo it

very intelligently, and do not know that they are fulfilling

By prophecy . The prophecies are almost innumerable Scripture. I have done it for many years in public worship,

bearing uponthe purposes ofGod in regard to tbe future of because I know it pleases God. He said , “ This is My

the Jew ; thinkof that onein Isaiah , “ The Lord shall set His memorial throughout all generations."

band again the second time to recover the remnant of His Now notice, though Israel fell into idolatry again and

people, which shall be left ;" and then in Hosea, “ For the again, not only in idolatrous countries,but at Sinai when

children of Israel shall abide many days without a king, and God was near, in Palestine with the Temple and all its

without a prince, and without a sacrifice, and without an hallowed associations in theirmidst they fell into idolatry. God

image, and without an ephod, and without teraphim : after punished them severely, they were carried to Babylonfor

wardsshall the children of Israel return, and seek the Lord that sin. Well, since that captivity they have never fallen

their God, and David their king ; and shall fear the Lord into gross idolatry, though scattered amongst the heathen in

and His goodness in the latter days.” One passage, first, to show many lands. They have never fallen in that way since that

thatthe final gathering is still future, the last verse of the time. Now this people scattered all over the world in

prophecy of Amos—“ And I will plant them upon their land , heathen and Mohammedan countries, as well as in nominal

and they shall no more be pulledup out of their land which Christian lands, whenever they meet in synagogue, have

I have given them, saith the Lord thy God. ” the rolls of the law taken up, and the secretary says in the

" No More Pulled up." hearing of all the assembled worshippers, Hear, O Israel,

“No more pulled up.". Now even if they be gathered a
the Lord our God, the Lord is one,"and the dying Israelite

thousand times from to-day and scattered a thousand times
leaves earth withless regret if in the last moments of exist

after these gatherings, there must be one gathering more ;

ence he can gasp out this testimony. “ Ye are My witness,"

because there is to be a gathering after which they shall no
said Jehovah, and they are bearing theirtestimony under the -

more be dispersed, but shall remain a separate nation before
most unfavourable circumstances, when they hadeverything

God for ever. One other passage, there are scores of them ,
to gain, socially and commercially, by identifying themselves

but to save time we take only this one, Jer. xxxi. 35. It
with the country in which they were placed,but theyare to

is one of the strongest passages that could be written
this day bearing testimony to the unity of God . I do not

guaranteeing the preservation of the Jewish nation to the enter into thedoctrine of the Trinity atpresent, but the Jews

end of time-- " Thus saith the Lord, which giveth the sun
anciently held this doctrine as substantially as we hold it at

for a light by day, and the ordinances of the moon and of
this day.

the stars for a light by night, which divideth the sea The Holy racles.

when the waves thereof roar ; the Lord of Hosts is His
Now the second point, that the Jewish nation exists to

name: if those ordinances depart from before Me, saith receive from God the Revelation. God had revealed His

the Lord, then the seed of Israel also shall cease from being
eternal power, but in that there was nothing except to crush ,

a nation before Me for ever. Thus saith the Lord : If heaven
He wanted to reveal His love to lost sinners, and therefore

above can be measured, and the foundations of the earth He showed His word unto Jacob , His statutes and
searched out beneath, I will also cast off all the seed of judgments unto Israel. They received the oracles of

Israel for all that they have done, saith the Lord.”
God , and have the Jews tampered with the inspired

Thus history, type, and prophecy, all unite to testify that Word ? I do not believe they have. In ancient times we

the Jewish nation exists for God, and we need not dwell have glorious testimonies in connection with

upon that point any longer. the Word. One Jew , though he knew the dungeon awaited

The Glorious Repose.
his faithfulness, said boldly, “ What the Lord saith unto me

Let us note briefly the second point, the glorious purpose,

that will I speak ." Another Jew said, “ With my lips have I

declared all the judgments of Thy mouth.” We have

for which that nation exists. Take four heads in relation to
received these oracles of God in two volumes. The

thepurposes of God unfolded in this book , in connection

with this second question : what does the Jewish nation
first volume they guarded with such sacred care, they

exist for ? It exists for the glory of God — to show forth

even counted the words and the letters, and how

His praise, that is the purpose.

Now take the four instal many of the twenty -two letters of the Hebrew alphabet

used in the Hebrew Bible.
ments : the Jewish nation exists to bear testimony to the unity

Why ? in order

that not a mistake could occur in that Word. God

of God against all the idolatry of the world , the Jewish
honoured this care . How ? He had a second volume of

nation exists to receive from God the revelation, and to hold

it in the interest ofthe world; the Jewish nation existsto give revelation, the New Testament, to give the world ,andthat

to the world the Messiah ; and then we come to thelast point,
also was written by Jews. So we have the complete volume

which is yet in the future, though the other three have been given through God's ancient people.

accomplished, the Jewish nationexists separated to Messiah's
The Messiah .

name in order to diffuse the blessing of the Gospel all the

world over.
Now the third point - to give to the world the Messiah .

We know that, and everybody believes it. What a wonder

Testimony to the One God. ful honour to this people to bear testimony, to receive the

Well, first, the Jewish nation exists to bear testimony to revelation, and to give to the world the Messiah. And now

the unity of the Divine Being against all the idolatry of that universal blessing is contemplated , God sends His

the world . You can apply these lessons to Christians as the beloved Son , and where is the cry heard ? In Jews'land, just

antitypical people, butthat is not my purpose this afternoon . six miles south of Jerusalem , we hear the glad song

some

were
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Unto you a Child is born." The Saviour has oome, Christ

the Lord : not only the Messiah of the Jew and the glory of

His people Israel, but also a light to lighten the Gentiles.

He came, as the promise said , as the Star- out of

Jacob , as the Root of : the Stem of Jesse, as the

Son of David as well as David's Lord ; so that, as con

cerned the flesh, it was of Israel that Christ came, God

over all blessed for over. We have then got these three

points very simple and clear, but very important.. Testi

mony to the unity of God ; they are engaged in that even

to-day. To receive the revelation from God, and hold it in the

interest of the world ; the whole Bible has come to us through

the Jews, and now we have the Saviour from them ; salva .

tion is of the Jews.

Purpose in Separation .

Why should the Jews now be kept separate ? We have a

better knowledge of Christ than they have, and we do not

need the Jews in the worldnow to bear testimony, we have

a better knowledge of God in Christ than the Jews ever

possessed , whíle, as to the Bible, we have it complete, and

they only believe three -quarters of that Bible we possess .

Let me just mention, then , that we may get it clear in our

minds, the Jews have given us a complete Bible, but they

do not believe it all , but they cannot take it from us.

have it now in somethree hundred languages, and such is its

power that not all the world could destroy its influence.

Well , we do not need theJew either to preserve the Bible to

us or to give us the knowledge of God. We do not want the

Jews to give us a Saviour, because we have got one ; they

deny Him, but they cannot take Him from us. What, then,

are the Jews preserved for to-day as a separate people by

miraculous power ? For nearly two thousand years they

have been kept after giving us these blessings. There are

Christian people who cannotsee in their Bibles why the Jews

are preserved in their separation ; they see no object in it,

but if God says they are to remain a separate people, and to

be restored to theirown land , that ought to be sufficient for

us, and we should know there is a wise and beneficent purpose

in it. God never wastes miracles, and yet He has exerted

miraculous power in preserving the Jew from absorption or

annihilation for these thousands of years, after we have a

Bible, and a Saviour, and the knowledgeof God from them .

There must be some mission for the Jews in the future,

commensurate in its importance with the magnitude, with

the power exerted in keeping them.

We

as of old to work upon, We shall have mightier examples

than ever before--and they will try to makeup to Jesus for

all the hard things they have said of Him in their ignorance,

" Blessed be the Lord God of Israel, who only doeth

wondrous things ; ” and grace-conquered hearts will every.

where respond, “ Blessed be His glorious name for ever, let

the whole earth be filled with His praise." You must

apply these truths from the typical to the antitypical

people , and learn the lessons.

Present Duty.

Just a word : In applying these truths, how do you feel

towards Israel in reference to their restoration and the coming

of the Lord ? I want you to carry home with you, whether

you reside in London or in the country, a definite impression

to pray till Jesus comes, for His brethren . There is such a

movement amongst the Jews as has never been known

since Pentecost - that is a fact. Last Wednesday we had in

this room five hundred and fifty Jews and Jewesses and

Jewish children. They sat down to tea in this place then we

had a Gospel meeting in the open air, out therein the grounds,

They were wonderfully interested, and in this room nearly

all joined in singing " Be present at our table Lord ,” & c ,

and at the close of tea they sang,

“ We thank Thee Lord for this our food ,

But more because of Jesus ' blood .”

I do not know how it affects you , it filed my heart with

gratitude. God is moving amonsgt thu m just now - pray for

all work among Jews.

A Special Request .

God has recently laid it on my heart to make a special

request. We have a bome for inquirers on ground close by

here, and we bave a home for destitute Jewish children.

We have never asked people for money for these Jews, but

money has come in . We have received money from many

parts of the world , from India , and even from the Basutos in

Africa. There is, however, avery special answer to prayer,

which has cheered my heart. I have been praying for three

years without telling anybody, or at least very few beyond

my own wife ; for three years I have been asking for

£ 3,000, to use for His glory among His own people. Why

askthis amount ? Dr. Barnardo gotthis sum for his work,

and Mr. Hudson Tayloralso, so I askedGod for £ 3,000 . Well,

when I was laidaside at Hastings I got a cheque for that

amount exactly from a gentleman whom I had never seen in

my life. Well, what am I going to do with it ? I want Jewish

Scriptures. I am waiting to get another £ 2,500 to get one

hundred thousand Scriptures in Hebrew for the Jews.

What are we going to do with them ? We have no collec.

tions here, butin reference to God's ancient people let each

of us say , before we are called into His presence,either by

death or by the Lord's coming, “ What wiſt Thou have me to

do ? "

a Great Future.

Well, that is my last point . What is that purpose ? It is

to spread the knowledge of Messiah's name and to diffuse

the blessings of the Gospel all the world over; and the

grandest climax we shall have in reference to the history of

any nation on this earth will be in the history of that nation,

Butremember what they have to pass through beforethey

reach that state. It will be the time of Jacob's trouble. I

do notgo into that just now , you get it in Jer. xxx. , Dan. xii.

their time of trouble such as has never been known, God's

quarrel with them settled on the spot where it originated ;

and then when the nation's heart is broken , and they begin

to feel that as a nation they are to be wiped out from this

earth and allGod's purposes upset, the clouds part asunder

over Mount Olivet, and One appears who shows His wounds

received on Calvary , and they say,
“ Blessed is He that

cometh in the name of the Lord." Look at them ; they will

then mourn every family apart and their wives apart. How

they will look at Him whom they pierced, and say with

broken hearts, He is our Messiah, after all ; and Hehas come.

Is He comefor judgment or deliverance ? Is He come to

save us ? Every family apart and their wives apart. Some

of us have known a little of sorrow that has led us to say, I

would rather be alone just now , do not speak to me, please.

Then Jesus will speakto them in such accents of love as will

set the nation on fire, to spread His name allover the world.

All men shall be blessed in Him, and all nations shall

call Him blessed . We shall have a mighty army,

these dry bones raised up, and this mighty army

shall be full of Isaiahs and Jeremiahs and Ezekiels and

Daniels ; and Pauls, Peters, James's and Johns shall be there.

The nation moved by the Holy Ghost with the same material

For the Young

From the Seaside .

I

THINK my little friends would like to hear a story from

the seaside, with alesson at the endof it, which they will

find very easyto learn . A dear little boy of three years old

has been,like verymany ofmyreaders,spendingafew happy

weeks at the seaside. He goes off tothe sands every morning,

looking so happyashe swings his bucketandspade, or carries

histoyboat to sailinthewater . LittleKingy(ashe is called)

had learnt to paddle, like other children , in the little waves on

the sand, but had never been in the deeper water. One mord:

ing his motherwasbathinginthesea,and taking him into her

arms she carried him out into deep water .He was very

frightened, and clungtightly round her neck , saying," I know

I'm in drowningwater, mother, but as long as I hold tight to you

I know I am quitesafe." The lesson this little story teaches

isone of " faith . " Children know what it isto have faith in

their motherslike this little boy,Asthey grow uptheywill find

many drowning waters, for there is a great dealofsinand

sorrowintheworld , but if they havefaithin Jesus, wholoves

them , and oling tightly toHim , they may know ,aslittleKings

did,that they will be quite safe,asourhymn saya— “ Safe in

the arms of Jesus.
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vantage when that eye is occupied with self in any form .

Practically to change Christ for a superfine experience .
This also is confusion .

I trust my words will not be read as though I made light of

practical separation to God. Not so ; only let us be careful to

walk according to truth, remembering that it is written

that in “ Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth anything,

nor uncircumcision , but a new creation, and as many as walk

according to this rule (this straightline) peace be on them and

mercy, and upon the Israel of God .”

Yours faithfully.

HENRY VARLEY .

Service in Norway and Sweden.

By E. PAYSON HAMMOND.

SIN
CE

our letter from Copenhagen we have been visiting

various parts of Norway and Sweden, and holding daily

meetings in Christiania and Stockholm . In fact , at this time

of the year we could have no night meetings, for there is no

NIGHT here now . Some things in the meetings in these coun .

tries have deeply impressed us .

E.-The Solemn and Fired Attention

In other countries it requires no little effort to gain the

attention of children , especially in crowded meetings ; but

here, though speaking slowly through an interpreter, the eyes

of all , young and old , are riveted upon the speakers.

XX. - Inquiry Meetings.

All remain to them , and seem to take no note of time . We

have had almost to drive them out. After we have induced

some of the children to go, the adults expect another address,

and in most cases it has been given. Some evenings I have

seen the same persons standing in the aisles for three hours and

a half.

012

Separation unto God .

TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WORK .” .

IR -Not in any spirit of unkind criticism do I ask for space

in order to call attention to the subject of Separation to

God. Certainly no theme is more important. To see thousands

of the Lord's people assembled , to confer together on so vital a

question , is a real joy . Better still to observe with what deep

interest the statements made at Mildmay were received . The

meetings which I was privileged to attend were not uniform

in quality or importance of statement, and I cannot but express

the fear that some of the testimony given was calculated to

induce unhealthy introspection,

If I understand separation to God as taught in His Holy Word ,

and the subjective result which should befound on the human

side , weneed great care concerning the teaching. I confess that I

would like to have heard more clearly defined the solemn fact

that separation to God necessarily implies the acceptance of the

work of Christ. We need to be constantly reminded that re

pentance means our acquiescence in the will of God concerning

the forfeiture and yielding up unto death (the death of the Cross)

of a life which is in its nature essentially corrupt. The word

is very solemn , but it is very true, “ So then they that are in

the flesh cannot please God." The God and Fatherof our Lord

Jesus Christ is infinitely holy. Communion with Him on the

part of the soul that has not consented to the truth of the Gospel

is impossible. There can be no fellowship between light and

darkness.

The Holy Child Jesus cannot ba united with the sinner. This

would be to join together life and death , health and disease , sin

and holiness. Both reason and the Word of God forbid such an

association . Butat thispoint the missing link is by Divine

grace supplied . We read , concerning our Lord , “ In that He

died, He died unto sin once ; but in that He liveth, He liveth unto

God." Here, to all who believe the Gospel , death unto sin is

really known. The body of the sins of the flesh , the total of

the corrupt nature, has been put off by the circumcision of

Christ. Hence these glorious words follow : “ Likewise " (evidently

the same mode of reasoning and application) " reckon ye also

yourselves to be dead indeed unto sin, but alive unto God in

Christ Jesus” ( R.V. , Rom . vi.10, 11) . Now this is not experience.

Experience, however exalted , never yet furnished any child of

God with euch a testimony or such a condition . This is faith's

utterance, because it is God's argument. It is altogether the

consequence of the work of Christ, and must not be confounded

with experience . There can be no question that, on the

human side, our wisdom is rigidly and fully in intellect and

heart to say, "I reckon myself to be dead indeed unto sin . ”

Not that we affirm this as an experience , but the truth hela

fast in faith ,

After the experience of Adam we are prepared to find the

Divine life placed by God where that life would not be liable to

risk, misuse, or loss. The samesure Word, therefore, instructs

us, “ Ye have died , and your life is hid with Christ in God ,

when Christ our life shall appear, then shall ye also appear

with Him in glory . " Here , also , experience has no place, save

as the apprehension of the truth produces in us that which is

pleasing to the Lord . But surely separation unto God on our part,

in our daily walk , was never designed to occupy theplace of

" the life of faith upon the Son of God ." The Word of God

knows but One who was truly separated to God . Hence the

keparated One, the true Nazarite, is seen in Christ Jesus only.

Separation to God is impossible off the lines of the life of

faithupon the Son of God. The words of our Lord place this

great question of separation in the true light when He says,

* For their sakes I sanctify (separate) Myself, that they also

might be sanctified through the truth . ” Separation unto God

arising, on the human side , from a supposed experienceattained,

and not on the ground of real unionwith Christ in death and

resurrection, is fraught with great danger. The elements of

self-satisfaction and pride are certainly at work, and the expres

sion, “ Stand by, for I am holier than thou,” is in the heart's

utterance. The truth of God is the power for separation unto

Him .

As believers we need constantly to remind one another of

the apostle's words, “ I have been crucified with Christ, yet I

live ; and yet no longer I, but Christ liveth in me ; and that life

which I now liveintheflesh I live in faith , the faith which

is in the Son ofGod ,who loved me, and gave Himself up for

me. ” Here, indeed , is the crux of the whole position, and that

life which Inowlive I live in faith, the faith which is in the

Son of God. Here is true experience, an experience which

faith produces and ensures, We live in Christ, He is life and

our life.We have no other. I believe that the devil has

& real advantage over us when he has succeeded in

Bºtting theeye of our mindoff theLord.Yea, a terrible ad

IEF .- The Uniorkers .

In all the different places and among the various denomina

tions we have found numbers who were ready to assist in

leading the anxious to Christ . This convinces me that there

are many here living near to Him , for no others can successfully

engage in this work. When I see Cbristians ready to deal

personally with souls, I believe they have been praying for a

blessing, and that a prayer-hearing God will grant it .

Last evening I saw a daughter, who had been praying for her

aged mother for sixteen years , pleading with her to come to

Christ. At last they knelt in prayer, and before the meeting

closed I was told light dawned upon that darkened soul .

Though there has been but little effort made here for the

conversion of children , yet most of these Christians quickly

receive that faith that fits them for the work . It cannot be

said of these places that “ He could not do many mighty works

because of their unbelief. "

EH.-The Susceptibility to Religious Truth.

By invitation of the Queen of Sweden ,we called upon her at

one of her summer residences, Resendal Palace . She received

us very cordially, andexpress auch interest in our mission

to her country. While speaking with her of how readily the

children and youthswere led to trust in Jesus, she expressed

surprise, for she said she did not suppose they had been suffi

ciently instructed to be so susceptible to religious impressions.

It is seldom that we have seen audiences more deeply moved

by the power of God's Spirit.

This letter, written by a little boy in Stockholm , was trans .

lated for me by his pastor, who toldme he bad no doubt of his

conversion :

Stockholm , June 2Cth .

DEAR PASTOR HAMMOND, - Iam very happy in believing on

my Saviour Jesus Christ . I will tell you three reasons why I

am so happy :

Firstly - because I know He first loved me.

Secondly ,because He died a dreadful death on the cross foc

Thirdly - because of His own free grace and mercy He has

led me to trust alone in Him for salvation .

Do remember me always in your prayers, so that I with you

may reach the goal , and we together receive our crown .

David JOHANSSON .

Thirty years ago there were none known as Dissenters in this

land . Now, I am told , there are in Sweden alone about thirty

thousand Baptists andone hundred thousand Congregational.

ists, though they do not always go by that name, and ten

thousand Methodists . I am also informed that there are

many earnest Christians in the State Church .

Stockholm , June 22nd.

me .

gained
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

TO

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY.

Instituted1837. New Offices, Bridge House,

Blackfriars Bridge ( City Side) London .

OBJECT : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically before themiddle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical
literature at home and abroad .

PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERS : All subscribers of

five shillings and upwards per annum are en

titled to receive the new tracts issued monthly,

and are allowed to purchasethe Society's pub

lications at a discount of 25 per cent. Any

subscriber, for each extra contribution of two

shillings per annum , may bave a tract sent

monthly, direct from the office , to any friend

whose name and address are supplied. Many

subscribers have for years purgued this excellent

metbod of quietly influencing other persons.

Subscribers' names are not divulged. Donations or

subscriptions exceeding these sums form the

fund for gratuitous distributions of tracts.

Funds aro urgently needed in aid of the
Free Grant Fund .

All cheques and postal orders to be crossed and

made payable to J. R.MACKENZIE, Secretary .

MSS. of earnest Gospel and good literary cha

racter may be forwarded to the Secretary .

BIBLE AND COLPORTAGE

SOCIETY OF IRELAND . - An unde

nominational society with agents in allparts of

Ireland . Carefully selectedand trained colpor

teurs aro spreading the knowledge of Jesus by

the living voice and the printed page. They

have access to the people everywhere. A con

tribution of £40 will secure a colporteur for a

year in any part of Ireland . Several additional
colporteurs havo been recently appointed .

Funds greatly needed .

Secretaries, Rev. H. M. WILLIAMSON, Belfast,

and Rev. JOHN ELLIOTT, Armagh, by whom

contributions will be gratefully received ; or

they may be paid at the office of this paper.

WELCOME HOME FOR SAILORS OF

ALL NATIONS ,Ratcliff Highway, London , E.

-Gospel and Gospel Temperance Meetings every

night throughout the year. Visitors welcomed

any hour of the day. Communications to be

addressed Miss CHILD, 173, St. George's Street ,

London , E.

" A most fruitful and gloriouswork ."

SHAFTESBURY.

1
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HOME GLEANINGS.

WhatRagged Schools Should Be. Witnesses in the Household.

PEAKING the other day on Ragged
TH

HE following instance, from the re

port of the Servants Mission illustrates

of the Union ) thus admirably summed the power of personal witnessing in large

households : - By & prayerful, consistent
up the essentials in such work :

1. The Ragged School should be distinctly life , an upper servant induced one of her

Christian . Every child should be a
fellowservants to give heed to the things

member of the Band of Hope, and there of eternity, and to attend the meetings of lalu
the Servants ' Mission. God in His mercy

should be evening recreations by all
convinced her of sin , and then opened her

means, but the work should be done by

distinctly Christian men-men eyes to see how fully Jesus Christ had metcon

strained by the love of Christ, who will her case by bearing away her sin and

bave in view the salvation of the children . making over to her an everlasting

We fail if we do not bring them to Christ. righteousness. Then followed another,

There should be a hallowed atmosphere and another, until seven (four women and

in the Ragged School ; it should be a three men) from that one householdhave

been won for God.
place where prayer is wont to be made ,

and where God's blessing is asked upon A groom , who several years ago wa

all that is done . brought in from the street to one of Mr.

2. It should be undenominational. Goodchild's meetings and saved,"recently

3. It should aim at reaching the very wrote : “ I have not had the privilege of

lowest. being at any of your meetings of late,

4. It should begin with the children . It but the memory of the past still lingers

should begin to care for the children with me, and the influence of happy meet

even from the time when they come to the ings with you in days gone by still bears

school as infants in their sisters' arms, fruit in my life, and I trust may do so by

and only a few months old . But through God's grace more and more. Áow much

the children access could be gained to I have to be thankful for ! What a poor

the parents and other members of the
miserable wretch I might have been but

family. It should be an all - round work , for the grace of God through your

means.
and should care for the people from the

cradle to the grave . These principles,

he thought , were the foundation of the Women's Christian Temperance

whole Ragged School movement . Union.

UR sisters in East London, who arə

bandedtogether in the Christian
* Copers ” in the North Sea.

Temperance Union to war against theUST as we go to press (writes the

curse of intemperance, have just issued

their annual report, wbich thus points theby the Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen ) a need for women's work :- Women are the

telegram makes the following announce main sufferers from the intemperance of

ment:
men, Women too are touched by seeing

« The International Conference on the what other women have to bear, and the

Liquor Traffic in the NorthSea was closed little children have to suffer. Therefore,

at the Hague to -day. The delegatesbave
for temperance work, women whose

come to an agreement upon the object hearts the Lord has touched, and whose

for which the Conference was convened, life is untouched by this unboly thing,

namely to elevate the moral condition

of the fishermen by putting an end to are the best ambassadors, who with loving

words and wise counsel will seek to win
the abuses of the liquor traffic, especially the erring from their downward path and

that carried on by the copers.
The set the feet of the little ones where, at

agreement thus arrived at will be sub

any rate , this source of the " corruptedmitted to the different Governments at tree " will not touch them . We trust,

the Conference ."

then, thatwe shall not only praise God

for what He has enabled us to do, but
answering the many prayers which have

shall gird on our armour for the conflict,
ascended to the Throne of Grace in this

each bearing a part in the mighty warbehalf. The delegates were furnished

against alcohol." And although we maywith a detailed statement of the various be weak alone, yet , as loving,

meansadopted by the Mission to Deep workers banded together with one heart

Sea Fishermen in fighting the drink and onemind , we shall not be satisfied

traffic ; and this was supported by until the leaven of temperance so per

petitions signed by nearly 1,700 re meates East London that it will be

presentative owners and smacksmen, hereafter, a wonder to find a drunken

praying for the total abolition of the
woman in our midst . What are we,

copers. It is an undoubted fact that the
indeed, against such a foe ? Little

action of the mission in selling tobacco enough in ourselves ! But, sisters, we

has completely paralyzed the infamous have the Lord on our side ! God sees it

coper traffic . As one of their
thetearful cry of the bruised and bafled

skippers remarked , “ If there are many mother, sister, and wife His own argu

more mission ships there'll soon be no ment for the uttes extinction of in

copers. ” Our readers must say when toxicating liquor !

there shall be more mission ships -- it

PUBLICATIONS.

“ CLEAR THE WAY ; "

or, Hindrances to Missionary Work

Considered .

By E. J. WHATELY, Author of "Memoirs of

Archbishop Whately , ' ' &c . Cloth , 2s, 6d .

“ With judicious counsel and in excellent

temper Miss Whately seeks to clear the Way '
before the ardent aspirant to a place in the great

Missionary Army."

Church Missionary Intelligencer.

and the Workers of To- day.

By PEARL FISHER. With Introduction by

H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D. Crown 8vo,

cloth extra , 3s. 6d .

“ Contains a series of graphic sketches of some

of the evangelistic and philanthropic agencies

which are exerting so much influence for good.

The book is worthy of a wide circulation ."

Ragged School Record ,

THE HEALER-PREACHER.

New Work on Medical Missions. Sketches

and Incidents of Medical Mission Work. By

GEORGE SAUNDERS , M.D., C.B. Crown 8vo,

with Illustrations, 3s. 6d .

“ A manly record of noble service for God and
man . Of the deepest interest from beginning to

end . Dr. Saunders writes ascharmingly as he

works laboriously.” - Oldham Chronicle .

CONFERENCE ON MISSIONS.

own

The Secretary of this union is Mrs.
rests with them to decide .

Paddon , 42, Tred egar Square, Bow

Road , E.

The Punjaub. – Dr. Weitbrecht

brings the news of a remarkable move The Mauritius --In the Island of

ment towards Christianity among the Mauritius,themissiontothe Hindu

Chubras, a low.caste ahoriginal people coolieson the sugarestates continuesto

hitherto scarcely touched. There are
receive blessing fross the Lord. There

many inquirers and catechumens, and were ninety-nine

nearly one hundred adult converts have year, and we learn

beenbaptized in the last few months. continued awakenine .

Held at Mildmay Conference Hall . Demy

8vo, cloth ,434 pp . , 38. 6d .

“ Cannot fail to become a valuable guide for

future missions to the heathen. will largely

conduce, we hope, to kindle a missionary spirit

in the hearts of young men of suitable attain .

ments and zeal." - Sword and Trowel .

AT REST AMONG THE LAOS.

The Story of the Missionary Career ofM.M.

Campbell. Edited by CAROLINE G. CAVEN

DISH Crown 8vo, cloth , ls. 6d .

LONDON :

JOHN F. BHAW & CO. , 48, Paternoster Row,

dult baptisme last

there are tokeps of
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS, Vine Street, Clerken

well Road , E.C. President, the Right Hon . the
Earl of Aberdeen , K.G. This Institution benefits

temporally and spiritually the poorest of the
poor, upwards of 3.000 men,women , and children

being assisted weekly . £4,000 a year must be

raised by Voluntary Contributionsto maintain

the Work Treasurer - W . A. BEVAN , Esq .

54, Lombard Street .

Secretary , Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT .can

HOME MISSION NOTES.

H. M. the Queen has, we learn , Dorsetshire. — Mr. John Bennett

graciously become patroness of the has been conducting a series of tent

Ragged School Union . services in Bridport.

Cornwall . - Mr. F. T. Snell has been Mr. George Clarke is conducting

holding open -air meetings during the a mission at Dunoon along with Mr.

past two months; not a few have been Spencer Walton .

led to the Saviour, Bournemouth . - We are asked to

Rev. D. M. Cameron, of Union mention that the " Cairns Memorial

Tabernacle, Wandsworth , is holding & House " is now ready, and young men

series of evangelistio meetings at Cro boarders be received. Address

marty and neighbourhood during the Secretary, St. Peter's Road, Bourne

present week .
GEORGE YARD RAGGED

SCHOOLS AND MISSION,

Whitechapel, E.

The Infant Day Nursery opens at 7.30 a.m.

The Day Ragged Schools, morning at 9 , after

noon at 2 o'clock . Sunday Schools , morning,

afternoon, and evening. Rough Boys' Classes at

8, on Mondays and Wednesdays. Boys at work

in the Industrial Classes on Mondays, Wednes

days, and F, idays, at 12.30 p.m. Mothers' Meet

ings on Tuesdays at 3 and 6 p.m. Mission to

Inebriate Women at 3 p.m. on Thursdays.

Temperance Meetings on Mondays at 8.15 p.m.

Evangelistic Services at 7 on Sundays, and other

Agencies.

Friends are invited to visit the Institution any

day but Saturday .

Post Office Orders should be made payable at
66, High Street , Whitechapel, E. Letters and

Farcels should beaddressed to GEORGE HOLLAND ,

The Ragged Schools, George Yard , High Street ,

Whitechapel, London, E.

mouth .

Dr. Somerville's Highland Mis Miss Ricketts was welcomed home

sion . - The venerable moderator of the last week, in the Royal Pavilion at

Free Church hopes to enter on his evan Brighton, on her return from China,

gelistic tour of the Highlands on 11th where she has done good and noble work.

inst. He starts at Campbeltown, pro This devoted lady has been nearly eight

ceedingby way of Lochfyne on to the years absent.

Fort-William district, andthence over to “ Taking Awaythe Stone , ”-A

Skye and the Outer Hebrides. city missionary made the following

Finsbury Y.M.C.A. - A garden practical remark the other day :—In the

party was held last week at “ Caen Wood order of importance nothing can go before

Towers," Highgate, in connection with the Gospel, butin the order of precedence

this branch . After tea an open -air teetotalism does often precede the accept

meeting was held, at which Mr. R. C. ance of the Gospel.

Morgan, Mr. Hind Smith , Mr. Orchard West Marylebone Mission . - Mr.

(Secretary ), and others advocated the James Sprunt has removed from Omega

claims of the Y.M.C.A. Several of the Hall, 16a, Omega Place, N.W., to 128,

young men gave testimony to blessing Lisson Grove. The services conducted by

received in connection with the work at Mr. Sprunt at Grove Hall, 130, Lisson

Finsbury Park Hall. Grove, have been removed to St. James's

" Brought to the Light:" - A young Hall , George Street, Lisson Grove.

woman came to a week -night prayer Y.W.C.A.: Public-house visitation

meeting in Grove Hall. At the close she goes on very actively, two hundred and

remained behind, and during the con thirty - five barmaids in one hundred and

versation it was discovered that she had thirty-two public -houses and music-halls,

never realized what it is to be “born and the Westminster Aquarium , are

again . At once the way of salvation visited , and in almost all cases a very

was placed before her. That night several cordial welcome is received by our

friends had the joy in praising God for vistor.

gathering in another member of the Golden Lane Mission.-Mr. Ors

Church of the Living God . man writes :-Sunday, June 27th , was a

Open -air Children's Services. great day at the mission . Our mid

On Tuesday week the first of a series of summer early morning service for young

ser vices for the young was held on the people was particularly interesting. We

site of the proposed “ Jurston Street and gave an address on 2 Sam. xviii . 32, 33,

Sheftesbury Memorial School," Charles after which one hundred and forty sat

Street, Westminster Bridge Road, S.E. down to breakfast . The flowers sent by

About one hundred and fifty of the very the Bromley Flower Mission and Mrs.

poorest children of the neighbourhood D. Drewitt were much appreciated . The

were gathered together, andan earnest whole of the meetings were attended

address was given by Mr. E. Hughes, with Divine power, and great will be the

Superintendent of the school. The little spiritual harvest.

ones seemed greatly to enjoy this novel A Children's Society . - On Sunday

meeting, which it is hopedmay be con . last Mr. J. L. Nye, of London, gave a

tinued bi-weekly until building opera most interesting address on " Captain "

tions are commenced. to a large gathering of the young

The Shipwrecked Fishermen " Brothers ” and “ Sisters " at the Cabin ,

and Mariners' Society.-- The forty the bead -quarters of the George Smith

seventh annual general meeting of this of Coalville Society and Band of Love.

society was held at the Sailors' Home, On Monday the usual monthly gatherings

Dock Street, London , E. , where the of “ Brothers” and “ Sisters" and friends

society's head office is located, on Thurs. took place , when Mr. Nye gave another

day, July 8th , Captain the Hon. Francis of his most interesting addresses. In

Maude, R.N., in the chair. In their referring to George Smith, of Coalville,

annualreport, read by the Secretary , Mr. the founder of the “ Band of Love, " Mr.

W. R. Buck , the society's committee Nye said Mr. Smith . had started a

commented , at the outset, on the satis Society and Band of Love that would

factory, diminution, during 1885, in the bave brothers and sisters upon ite books

general shipping casualties, as recorded by hundreds of thousands some day, and

at Lloyd's (1,996, compared with 2,216 Mr. Smith is, and would be, looked up

in 1884 ) ; the losses of British vessels, to as their " father," and the “ Cabin

and of life therefrom , reported to the as an honored , sacred spot. Mr. Nye

Board of Trade, similarly showing a con. also referred in his addresses, to the life ,

siderable decrease (940 vessels, with work, risks, and struggles of Mr. Smith

1,624 lives, as against 1,072 vessels in his effortsto improve the condition of

and 1,937 lives, in 1884 ). The the brickyard, canal, van , and gipsy

society's relief had been extended children. ' Mr. Smith , of Coalville, pre

to 11,379 shipwrecked and distressed sented a young brother, Robert Ashby,

sufferers, andwidows and orphans, & c., with a copy of Young Days, and an

in 1885, makingup the number of 373,239 illuminated card of the Band of Love, as

sufferers so aided by the society since its a mark of recognition for having, in all

institution in 1839 ; and numerous human probability, been the means of

rewards for saving life at sea were likewise saving two gipsy children from being

granted during the year, drowned .

THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

earnestly appeal for additional aid in support of

the 180 Ragged School Missions of the Metro

polis. These buildings are planted in the poorest

districts, and are used for Bunday and Bible

Bchools , Day and Infant Free Schools , Week

night Schools for Rough Lads and Girls , Indus

trial Classes, Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'

Meetings , Ragged Churches , Bands of Hope,

Crêches, and numerous other agencies for the

benefit of the poor children and their parents.
Much is also done in home visitation, in cloth

ing the ragged , and feeding the starving , and

country homes are provided for the weakly or

convalescent. Contributions will be thankfully

received by JOHN KIRK , Exeter Hall , W.0.

RESCUE SOCIETY . Established in 1858,

for the reformation of openly immoral women

and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

danger, supports Eight Homes capable of

receiving over two hundred inmates.

Funds are earnestly solicited by the

Secretary , Mr. C. STUART THORPE ,

79 , Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

President - Gen , Bir A. J. LAWRENCE , K.C.B.

Role object of the Society to spread the saving
knowledge of Christ among our soldiers. Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer, V. G. M. HOLT, Esq ., 17, Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon . Sec.;or by

the Secretary, Mr. W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.C.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY .-- Help

is veryurgently needed to meet the heavy ex

penses involved in conducting the various evan .

gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially

to assist in meeting the terrible distress so

prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive

help in any form . JAS. ATKINSON ,Secretary,

10 , Enfield Road South , Kingsland, N.

COUNTRY TOWNS MISSION,

18 , New Bridge Btreet, E.O. - Forthe past forty .
nine years this Society has sought to establish

Missionaries in those places where there is a lack

of simple Gospel teaching. The Committee

earnestly ask those who know the darkness of

many of our Country Listricts to strengthen

their hands by increased help .
HARRY C. NISBET, Treasurer. GEORGE H.

MAWER, Secretary .

AGED PILGRIMS' FRIEND

SOCIETY . - Instituted 1807. For giving Life

Pensions to the Lord's aged poor of both sexes

and all Protestant evangelical denominations.

1,119 pensioners on the bioks, 180 being ipmatts

of the four Homes. Expecditure in pensions

npwards of £ 7,000 per annum Fresh help much

needed. Secretary -- J. E. BAZELTON. Office

88, Fidsbury Pavement, E.C.
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to Deep Sea Fishermen , for the presentmonth :

" A most kind and valuable offer comes from Brighton. In

the course of a deeply sympathetic letter the writer remarks :

• My heart goes out so completely to this Mission to the Fisher

men , that in my little way perhaps I may be instrumental

in substantial help being given : God grant it ! I have no

independent income at present, but have to work for my living .

My offer is to give ten pounds, if fifty others will give the same

amount by the end of July, towards helping to clear the exist

ing vessels from their mortgage liabilities. I have simply a

horror of debt , and a glorious work like this mission ought to be

freed . ' What do our readers say to this ?

The response ought to be large and liberal. The mission is

doing a noble work in the North Sea. Besides the splendid

evangelistic service, known to many of our readers, and which

is being largely blessed of God , it has been the means of

ministering surgical and medical aid in some thousands of cases

to men who otherwise must have suffered most seriously, and

in many instances have died , through exposure and neglect.

Further, as Mr. Burdett - Coutts (a high authority on the sub

ject) stated publicly three years ago, the action of the mission

in supplying cheap tobacco to the smacksmen, coupled with

the general advocacy of temperance principles, has constituted

“ the only effectual attempt to counteract the evil influence of

the infamous foreign copers . ” Communications should be made

to the Director, 181 , Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

address on the subject of " The Love of God ." He commenced

by stating that “ it is an unfathomable well, ” and called

special attention to the following characteristics :-It is a

universal love (John iii . 161 ; it is a special love ( Eph . v.25 27);

it is a personal and individual love (Gal . ii . 20 ). This last attri

bute was, the speaker said , the greatest miracle of all. If we

want an answer to the question, Why does God love us ? we

find it in Deut. viii . 7. Searching further into the character

of God's love , we find , in Rom . viii, 36 to 39, that it is an ix

separable love ; in Rom . v . 8, a commended love ; in Jer. xxxi.

3 , an everlasting love ; in John xv. 9 , that it is intense ; in

Canticles viii . 6 , 7 , that it is vehement ; in Eph. iii . 19, incom

prehensible ; and in Eph . ii . 4 , a great love. Then the speaker

reminded us that, “ if God hath so loved us, we ought also to

love one another,” for His love is a constraining love ( 2 Cor. V.

14 , 15) , and should lead us to sanctification , spotlessness,

stability , simplicity, sincerity, and sweetness in love;and,lastly,

sticking to one another in love ( Col. ii . 2 ) , where the speaker

reminded us that as Christ sticks to us for salvation, so we

must stick to Him for communion .

After Mr. Onslow's address, Mr. Merry, who has recently

returned from Canada, spoke a few earnest words on the

same subject .

Several sailors gave testimony as to the great blessing they

had received at the “ Rest,"

Mr. Burrows spoke of the work among sailors at Naples, and

introduced to the ineeting Mr. Martin , a sailor missionary, just

starting for that city, and for whom special prayer was asked.

Mr. Hastings, from Boston, graphically described the

difference between God's army and the devil's army.

WE

Children of Foreign Lands.

E havo from Mr. Spiers the following letter, with a

Tidings from Bible Lands.
1 A Timely Offer.

A ,
MEETING of unusual interest,calledattheinstanceof WEpointed interoiters of the Deep,org.za oftheMision

held in the Council Room of the Evangelical Alliance recently.

General Field presided , and addresses were delivered by

missionaries from Persia and Egypt, both of them Bible lands .

Rev. BENJ, LABAREE , of Oroomiah , spoke of the wonder

ful progress which had been achieved in that region since the

time when Dr. Perkins began with a small school of six boys in

the basement of his house in 1835. The hospital had received

five hundred and sixty- four in- patients last year,and thousands

more were treated out of doors . Last winter there had been a

remarkable awakening in many villages, and hundreds hope

fully converted - one of the most signal instances of blessing

in connection with a mission which has been favoured in that

way all along . At the jubilee gathering of last year eight

hundred women were present , nearly all of whom can read and

write, a great change from the time when it was said, “ Women,

they be beasts." The mission to the Nestorians has become a

mission to Persia, and Teheran , Tabriz , and Hamadan have

been occupied in the name of Christ.

Rev. J. W. HAWKES, of Hamadan, spoke of that youngest of

the stations , and of the good beginning which had been made

among the Armenians , Moslems, and Jews . Young men of

good families have asked to be taught English , and the text

book used is the Bible . Thus they are brought into contact

with Gospel truth at once . A church of about sixty members

has been formed . Some years ago there was a stir in the

Jewish community, and several Jews were brought to the

Lord .

Rev. Dr. LANSING , from Cairo , followed . He stated facts as

to the numerical increase in the mission throughout the valley
Strangers' Rest, Ratcliff Highway.

of the Nilo. The Christians, mostly Copts, were accustomed THEriday week,whenair
.c.v.T. Onslowgaveafto meet in the schoolroom or chapelin the evening for prayer

and study of the Scriptures, and in some cases that daily

prayer meeting had continued fifteen years . Education has

done much for the elevation of the people , and teachers from

the training schools of the American Mission are every

where preferred . Many of the young men become interpreters

or clerks. As for toleration , it was more largely enjoyed in

Egypt than in Turkey proper. Egypt was a hundred years in

advance of Turkey . Several striking instances of steadfast

ness in converted Moslems were described , one specially

interesting of a captain of police who has recently made a

decided stand , and nobly testified for Christ.

Rev. Dr. Fraser, Mr. R. N. Cust, and Mr. Alfred Sutton, of

Reading, spoke of the value of the information which had been

conveyed, and the encouragement afforded to friends of mission

work in the East , and especially the Turkish Missions Aid Society

to continue to labour in that cause , and this remarkable

gathering was closed with the benediction .

Pasteur Theodore Monod writes us with regard to a

Huguenot Memorial” church proposed to be erected on behalf

of a few believers at Charenton. From a letter enclosed by him

we glean the following : -The second centenary of the Revo

cation of the Edict of Nantes has just revived in the Reformed

churches of France and elsewhere a glorious past . The congre

gation at Charenton, with its temple and itspastors ,has been , as

it were, the living personification of our Protestant glories in

the seventeenth century. This congregation, which was so

greatly hurt that people considered it had ceased to exist alto.

gether, has sprungup again , small , without doubt , butimpressed

with the feeling noblesse oblige, interesting , not only because it

reminds us of a past which is very dear to us , but also because

it points out to us what it will be perhaps necessary for our

congregations to do to -morrow . Regularly settled since May,

1879, this congregation has almost entirely supported iteelf,

although there are no rich people living in the district. A

council, under the presidency of the pastor, attends to the

wants of their parishioners, takes an active part in evangeliza.

tion , and collects enough money from their brethren to pay for

the expenses of the worship and also to help the poor. Preach

ing by their example the inhabitants of Charenton have,

moreover, already subscribed nearly two thousand francs for

their temple . In the name of our fathers, and in answer to the

present necessities, necossities recognised by the deliberations

of the " Conseil Presbvtéral de Sainte Marie," and of the Con

sistoire de l'Eglise Réforméa de Paris." wo ask you to give this

parish & church , firstly, because the accommodation in the

preseut church is insufficient for the population, and secondly,

because the lease of the prosent church has all but expired .

sample packet of children's picture leaflets which the

Children's Special Service Mission is now sending out to many

lands:

I have much pleasure in sending for your perusal a little

pamphlet* giving some outline of the work the Lord has enabled

us to accomplish during the past nine years among the dea:

children of other lands.

Car object is to supply missionaries in all parts of the world.

free of charge, with good, sound Gospel trac's for the young,

I encloso a few specimens of the tracts,which we have issued

about six millions of, in thirty -six languages ; but the demani

is so great , and such numerous appeals reach us for larger

supplies, that our committee carne - tly desire to print another

six millions in fifty languages, which will cost £ 4,000.

Perhaps the Lord may guide some to assist thiswork.

JOSIAH SPIERS

* May be had from the office of the Mission 48, Paternoster Row , E.C.
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Chairman
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Recently Published .

A BOOK FOR THE TIMES.

(Cloth extra , ls . 60.)

OLD -FASHIONED TRUTHS for

NEW-FASHIONED TIMES.

By J. C. CROXFORD.

“ We warmly commend the book ."- Word and Work .

LONDON : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO. ,

Or of the Author, Mr. Croxford , Harrold, Bedford , postage free .

And of any Bookseller,

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos.of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts,&c . , are most necessary ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplainsand Missionaries.

The Secretary will bepleasedto give an account of the Work either at

Bchool Room , Lecture Hall , or Drawing Room Meetings.

REV . H. BLOOMER, Secretary .

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E.C.

MILDMAY CONFERENCE, 1886.

THE

MR. G. T. CONGREVE'S Containing Reports of the speechos corrected by

NEW WORK ON

(JUNE 23rd, 24th , and 25th . )

OFFICIAL REPORT

will be issued as early as possible,

CONSUMPTION

the Speakers.

REDUCED PRICE TO SUBSCRIBERS .

Sewed , 1s . 3d . , post free, 1s . 6d. ; cloth, 1s . 11d.. post free , 23. 30.

To secure copies at the Reduced Price , orders must be

received previous to publication .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO . , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS.

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE ( post free) , or Large Edition (cloth ), 1s . 3d. , from

the Author, Coombe Lodge , Peckham , S.E. , and Elliot Stock,

62, Paternoster Row, E.C.

Mildmay Annual Conferences.

The following Official Reports of previous Conferences are

still to be had .

Crown 8vo , Price 2s . 6d . each , cloth extra.

THE

SEVENTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM MAY TO AUGUST,

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER .

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB.

LISARD BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK,

JUNE, 1885 .

THE SERVICE OF GOD.

JUNE, 1884.

THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD.

JUNE, 1883.

UNION WITH CHRIST.

JUNE, 1882.

THE FULNESS OF BLESSING.

JUNE, 1879.

THE PURPOSE OF GOD.CASE FOR THIS WEEK..

Mildmay Prophetic Conferences..

" Things That Shall Come to Pass."

PHTHISIS_CASE near SHEFFIELD.

(This patient, writing me March 17th , says : - " In publishing my case ,

pl- ase do not give my name in full ; but if anyone should write to inquire
of me, you may give it privately, and I shall be glad to contirm it. ” ' ,

Mr. J. T. P. visited Coorbe Lodge June 14th (sear before last). Several

of the family had died of Consumption. He had been ailing for several

years . For six months cough had been severe. There was pain in the right

side, breathing short , luss of flesh and strength . Examined by Dr. Brown :
“ Upper lobe ofright lung diseased."

Letters followedabout every month , for about twelve months, reporting

gradual improvement.

I received a letter, dated March 17th of this year, in which he says : " I

esteein it my bounden duty to write you as to the b - neficial results of a

diligent use of your medicine and advice. I am sincerely grateful to

Almighty God thatmy attention was directed to your treatment, which

has been so blessed by Him , that I am now better than I ever was before ;
allmysymptoms are gone, and there has been a complete cure . I am now

engaged as Scripture reader. My humble prayer is that your labours may
be still abundantly blessed . "

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD,

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, March, 1886 .

Crown 8vo, price 28. 6d . cloth extra ; ls . 93. sewed .

The Sure Word of Prophecy.

NOTE . - Days of Consultation. –TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAYMornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance_should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD ,

DELIVERED AT

The Mildmay Conference, March, 1879 .

Crown 8vo, price 2s . 6d. , cloth extra.

“ Our God Shall Come."

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.

ADDRESSES ON

THE SECOND COMING OF THE LORD,

DELIVERED AT

Extraflexible, silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco, kid-lined , elastic band .
With full helps . from 208.

In French morocco , projectingedges, elastic band. From 4s .

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

16, PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON .

The Mildmay Conference, March, 1878 .

Crown 8vo, price 23. 6d. , cloth extra.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.
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Notices of Books.

A Missionary Band : a Record and an Appeal. By B. Broom

hall . ( 1s . 6d . and 3s . 60 .) - Morgan & Scott.

One of the most striking missionary booksissued for many a

day. Permanent record is given to the remarkable “ Cambridge

movement, ” when the whole countrywas stirred by the departure

of Messrs . Studd and Stanley Smith for China . But besides ,

a considerable portion of the book is devoted to well-chosen

extracts, from men of note , on such topics as“ Men Wanted,”

“ Benefits to the Church ,” and “ Injury to the Church ,” from

missions abroad, “ Missionary Effort and Success,” “ A Few

Examples," &c. It is, indeed, “ & record ” and “ an appeal.”

Onosentence occurring on page 95 puts in brief the point of the

whole : “ Young men, think of it, dwellupon it ; and if you

hear the voice of God bid you go , manfullytake up your cross

and go , an l uniy vill never cease to thank Christ Jesus our Lord

for counting you worthy to be missionaries."

The Young Communicant. By Rev. J. E. Sampson.-Hunt & Co.

A very useful book for young Christians, reminding us in

several portions of instructions received many years ago from

a godly minister in the north. While writing in the simplest way

fordisciples, and not disputants, sound doctrine is maintained,

and the Lord's Supper is shown to be a memorial , not a

sacrifice .

Recent Egyptian Discoveries concerning Joseph and Moses. By

David Burnett .-- Elliot Stock.

The author maintains , and appears to prove, that much inci.

dental light is thrown on the history of Joseph and Moses by

the monuments and rock inscriptions of Egypt. Specialists

will judge of the correctness of his data, but his conclusions

are interesting to all.

The Converted Catholic . Edited by Father O'Connor.- Bible

House , New York ; Kensit, London.

We are glad this capital monthly is now obtainable in London

of Mr. Kensit, Paternoster Row. We venture to think its circula

tion will be large when its interest and close bearing on the

controversy with Rome become known. Its aim is the conver

sion of Roman Catholics, but it is also calculated to do good

service in the Protestant cause.

Conversion : What is it ? By W.R.Bradlaugh (1d . ) . -Snow & Co.

Should be widely circulated by tract distributors , and very

specially in districtscontaminated by sceptical teaching.

Southwood . By C. Sturge . (2s . 6d .) - T . Fisher Unwin.

A capital temperance tale, well written and interesting. It

is the story of a hard fight, bravely won.

India's Needs. By John Murdoch , LL.D. ( 18.) - Christian

Vernacular Education Society, Adam Street.

Written and printed in India, this little book gives a very

practical and thoughtful outline of the actual-state of things in

that empire . Much as has been done , it is evident India needs

still greater and more extended effort . Such a book, read and

pondered, will stir many .

Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

the publishers, John F. Shawand Co., 48, Paternoster Row,

London, E.C., post free, for the published price. Full cash

discount for generalbook orders.

Donations Re :eived .

SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE CHURCH AID Society .

M , 8. S. H .... 0 10 0
" THAMES CHURCI Mission .

M. S. S. H. 0 10 0
BARNAVE MISSION .

Q. 2 0 0

Mric. RUSSELL HUBDITCH gratefully acknowledges for Evangelistic

Mission : T. R. L. , 53. ; “ Friends , with best wishes," stamps, 2s. 60. ; A H.,

ls.; E. S. , ls .

£ s . d.

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

July 18th - Acts xix . 1-12 July 22nd-Acts xx, 13-24

19th-Acts xix. 13-27 23rd-Acts xx. 25-38

20th - Acts xix , 28-41 24th-Acts xxi. 1-14

21st -Acts xx , 1-123

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Brangelists

to any part of England, Scotland, and Wales upon due notice. Apply
to Hon. Secretary, 21 , durrey Street , Strand, W.O.

Y.M.C.A., City , New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall

Street (late 61 , Gracechurch Street).-Bible readings, Sunday, 5 p.m.,

Workers'meeting ,Tuesday ,20th , 6.15 p.m. Mission work each evening, at

Y.M.C.A. Mission Hall, Bermondsey, Whitechapel, Hackney, & c.

Home of Industry, 60, Commercial Street . - Monthly meeting for

Christian workers, Wednesday , July 21st . Tea at 6. Meeting at 7.

Mr. Stephen Burrows, from Naples , will give an address on " Practical

ChristianLife, " and will speak of the Lord's work in Italy. Farewell

to band of children leaving for Canada .

Talbot Tabernacle, Powis Square, w. , Sunday, Mr. Frank White,

morning at 11, evening at 7.

Open Air Mission (West London Auxiliary ): - Quarterly, meeting at

the Wesleyan Mission Chapel, Horseferry Road , Westminster, Mon.,

19th, at 7.30 . Addresses by Revs. W.M. Sinclair and O. F. Stuart.

The Merchants' Lecture, Finsbury Chapel, Moorfields, City.-- Tuss.,

20th and 27th , Rev. Dr. Kennedy, at 12 o'clock .

Keswick Twelfth Annual Convention, July 26th to July 31st.

For lodgings , &c . , apply to Mr. Postlethwaite , Eskin Place, Keswick ,

Children's Special Service Mission . - Seaside Services . - Nr. G.

Banaster, in the yacht Kingfisher, at Llandudno, till first week ia

Aug., at Rhyl second and third weeks in Aug. ; Mr. A. E. Bellingham,
at Llandudno, in Aug.; Mr. E. Arrowsmith, at Scarborougb (holding
services also at Filey , Aug. 2nd to 31st , at North Berwick in Sept.; Mr.

E. J. Kennedy, at Bridlington ,in Aug.; Mr. E T. M. Dennes, at Salt

burn - by -the-Sea , Aug. 2nd to 30th ; Mr.J. Spiers, at Redcar, in Aug.;
Mr. E. Salisbury , at Weymouth, for four weeks from middleof Aug.;

Mr. W. F. Seagrove, at St. Leonards and Hastings, in Aug .; Messrs. H.
M. Trickett , A. V. Grace , C. F. Harford Battersby, and E. L.Stacey, at
Eastbourne, all Aug. to first week of Sept. ; Mr. W.R.Moore, at iltra

combe, during Aug. ; Rev. A. J. Shepherd, at Bournemouth , during

Aug: ; Mr. A. Storrs, at Sandown, during Aug .; Rev. H. C. Sturdy

and Mr. T. Hurrel!,at Margate, during Aug.; Rev.8. L. Dixon and Wr.

F. Pitts , at Worthing, during Aug. , Major Dru Drury, at Tvwy1
(Wales), during (Aug. ; Mr. G. Berinett, at Douglas, July 16th to prst
week in Aug., at Aberystwith in Aug.; Mr.J. H. Greene, at Aberystwith,

July 25th to Aug. lst, at Morecambe, in Aug. ;Messrs. E. and C.H.

Collier, at Herne Bay,from July 11th ; Mr. é. E. Todd, at Lowestoit,
Aug. 8th to 31st ; Mr. H. G. Harris. at Weston -super- Ware, Aug. 15th
to Ist; Mr. W. L. Segler, at Broadstairs, Aug. 7th to 21st ; Mr.Walter

Huckett, Exmouub ,Aug. 1st to first weekin sept. ; Messrs. O. F. Jones
and H. Braddock Mumbles. Swansea , Aug. Ist to 16th ; Mr. H. .

Trickett, Winchester, July 21st to 24th ,

Conference Hall,Mildmay Park ,N.- Sun., July 18th , at 3.30, Nr .
P.S. Badenoch , and at 7 , Mr. Herbert R. Francis ,

Youths Instituto, Old Pye Street, Westminster ("One Tue"

Mission ).- Prayer meeting, overy Wednesday from 1 to 1.80 . Con

ducted by Mr.J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.30 to 8.

Conforence Hall, 143,Clapham Road, 8.W. - Sunday, 11 a.m. , Childred's

service ; 3.30 p.m., Bible reading ; 7 p.m. , Evangelistic service .

Evangelistio Mission (Da der toe direccion ot . Husgeu Harditch ).

BankHoliday,Monday, Aug.2nd ,meetings in Kilburn Hall,Kilbara

Gate (not Town Hall), at 3.30 and 6.30 p.n. Tea between the two

meetings .

Kilburn call, Kilbarn Gato (not towa Hall ).-Mr. Jas. L. Stanky,

Bun . , at ? p.m., and Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hail, Kentish Town.-Dr. G.A. Macnutt, Ban., 7 p.m.,
and Thurs. , at 8.

Dalston Hall, 105 , Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. S. E. Angel, Sun. , 7 p.m .;
Service on Thurs., 8 p.m.

Bigaold Hall, Bigaoid Road, Station Road, Forest Gste.-Mr.

Geo. Hucklesby, šun ., ?p.m . , and Wed., 8p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersnith
Road.-Di. Popham , Bun ., at 8p.m. and 1 p.m., and Thurs, 8 pm.

William Grove, in a large tent at Field Road , Forest Gate : Sua ..
at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. , and week-nights at 8 p.m.

Mortlake, Rest Mission Hall. - Sun., 7 p.m.

The Tent. Lower Merton, Wimbledon.-Mr. Edward Hurditch,

Sun., 3 30 and 7,and each week-night, except Saturday,at 8,

Great Assembly Hall, Mile Ead Road , E.-Mr. O. Russell Hurditch,

Bun , 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. , and Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday,as

8 p.m. , throughout July .

Zonana and Medical Mission Schooland Ione, 53, St. George's

Road , 6.W. - Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon, a
which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside .

Y.W.C.A. -Meetings forbusiness young ladies everyTuesday evening,
at 9.15, in the Mall Hall, High Street, Notting Hill .

Deepening of Spiritual Life. - Meeting at staford Rooms, Titch
borne street, Edgware Road , Fridays,3.30 p.m.

St. George's Hail, Langham Place, w.-Dr. McKilliam , Sandas at !!

and7; and at Burlington Hall,SavileRow ,onWednesday evening, at8.

Trinity Presbyterian Church , Kousingcoa Park Road .Dr. A.
Sinclair Paterson , Sundays at 11 a.m. and 7 D.m.

Clapton Hall, Alkham Road , Cazenove Road, Upper Clapton.- Yr.

Herbert W. Taylor, Bundays,at 6.30 p.m. ; Fridays, at 7.30 p.m.

REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

“ Let your requests be made known to God."

11.131 .-Prayer is earnestly entreated for an aged believer, that the Lord

may graciously vouchsafe to her soul bright and vivid manifestations of

His grace andlove in her passage through thedark valley , andthatanabun
dant entrance may be ministered to her into the many mansions.

11,132 . -For a Christian widow for her two sons in India , believers , who

are suffering from the climate - that their lives and health' may be spared
to enable them to serve their saviour in that far -off heathen land.

11,133 - For a believing mother suffering from protracted illness, that it

may please the Lord to restore her to health and usefulness .

11,131. - For three young men, believers, that the Lord , who knows their

peculiar circumstances, may guide and guard them fromSatan's snares and

appoint them to positions in which they can earn an honest livelihood.

Diligent in business serving the Lord .

DIMNESB OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 Are frequently
caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles. The Bov ,Dr. Ororther, All

House , Ascot, writes: - " I cannot describe thecontort I derive fromthe
use of your glasses, both by day and night. ( And no pain or vesriaesi

as Iused to ; and I havo takentoreading books I had put aside as to

trying for the ogos on account ofthesmaliness ofthe type." The lat: Sir

Julius Benedictwrote : - “Ihave tried theprincipal opticians in London

without success, butthe spectaclesyou have adapted suit admirably ; the

clearness of your glasses as comparel with othersis really surprising."

The Rev. R. H. Bagaos , M.A., 80. Canon Worcester Cathedral,

writos: - “ The spectacles you adapted are all I could destre, andmyore

tool strong alroady . IonlyregretIdid aot kaow of your excesdingskil

years ago.” -Mr. HONBY LAURANOE ,Ocalist Optiolan. Is, OLD

BONDSTREET, solontifically alapte blo IMPROVED SPBOTACLES

to assist and strengthen the weakest sights . Pannhint oontstolacsag

gostionsfortheprocarvation ofdghtfros. BRANCHES,B ,Poultry

E.O .;3 , Guardian Buildings, Orgas st.,MANCHESTER

5.Oorporation Street, BIRMINGHAM ; und 129,Buchanan

St, Glasgow- ADPT,
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HARNESS' ELECTROPATHIC BELT.

B
A
T
T
E
R
Y

GOUT.

Thousands of Patients have been successfully treated for RHEUMATISM, LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, GOUT, KIDNEY COMPLAINTS, EPILEPSY,

PARALYSIS, INDIGESTION, CON BTIPATION, GENERAL and LOCAL DEBILITY, FUNCTIONAL DISORDERS, &c .

A HARD FACT. Electricity is not

PRICE 21s. , Post Free. simply something to WILL LAST FOR YEARS.

make the muscles contract and jump. THE HEALING

PROPERTIES OF ELEOTRICITY, as exhibited under the
RHEUMATIC GOUT. EPILEPSY.

Electropathic Treatment, are multifarious. It is GUARAN. PALPITATION.

" Completely cured “ Derived thegreat- TEED TO RESTORE impaired VITAL ENERGY, to in “Wonderfully im “ Quite free." -Mr.
me." - Major Paken- est benefit." His vigorate the debilitated constitution , stimulate the organic proved ." -- Mrs. God . G. Gate, St. Helier,
ham , Armagh . Majesty the King of action , promote the circulation , ASBIST DIGESTION , and win, Andoversford . Jersey ,

Holland . promptly renowthat vital energy, the loss of which is the

first symptom of decay .
HYSTERIA .

CONSTIPATION. PARALYSIS .

RHEUMATISM .“ The Belt has done A HARD FACT.
The few testimonial " Very great beneMany ,many thanks.

-Rev. Jas. Ross, Dun- fit . " -Mrs. Sharp ,
wonders." - Mrs. M. in favour of Electro".Found very great

Maidstone,
Oriel, Dowlais ,

vegan , Skye.
relief." - MissE.Smith , pathy published herewith are not written to order, or by a

41, Birlington Street, few personal friends - they are from utter strangers, and
DYSPEPSIA .

LUMBAGO.
Chesterfield.

are taken indiscriminately from Thousands of unsolicited WRITERS' CRAMP .

reports received , which may be seen by anyone interested . " A new

* It has been an un
" A complete cure."

Henry Spencer, 54 , Miss

told comfort tome. INDIGESTION
E Hastings,

A HARD FACT.
You will not recover Shireoahs, Worksop. Eastbourne.

MissHudson, Twyford . " I wish I had your health by run
pur

chased one before . " . ning up heavy doctors' bills, nor by swallowing_quack CONSUMPTION. SCIATICA

Mr. C. HARNESSHitchcock, medicines. ELECTROPÄTHIC

RHEUMATIC FEVER .
“ Benefited im Worth fifty pounds.

Bicester , BATTERY BELT SIMPLY COSTS 21s ., and will

" I can speak posi.

most assuredly cure you as it has CURED THOUSANDS mensely." - Rev. H.L. -Mr. R. J. Watson,

Norden , Southampton. Harwich.

tively ofits advan
of others.

LIVER COMPLAINT,tages." _ Dr. C. Lem NEURALGIA. NERVOUS DEBILITY
priere, D.C.L., Senior “ I have no pain

Fellow , St. John's Col. now ," - Mr.T. Smith, “LADIES' AILMENTS ."-Dr. Anna Kingsford, M.D., A most complete Entirely recovered .

Hey, Lees.lege, Oxford .
advises every lady to write for a new pamphleton the success." - M.A.Lang W. Oliver, Esq .,

Diseases of Women just issued by Mr. O. B. Harness,
dale , Esgy Leacroft . Hylton.

Consulting Electrician to theMedical Battery Company

SEND FOR
( Limited ). It is simply invaluable, and should be read

When ordering

NEW ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET,
by every lady inthe kingdom . Sent under cover, free SEND SIZE OF WAIST ,

Post FREE. by post, on application to the Medical Battery Com

pany ( Limited ), 52, Oxford Street , London , W. ( Next Skin .)

man . "

MR. C. B. HARNESS,

the Eminent Consulting Medical Electrician , hasbeen specially retained by the Com

pany,and may be consulted daily(withoutcharge) onall matters relating to health

and the application of Curative Electricity . Residents at a distance, and those

unable to availthemselves of a personal consultation, are invited to write for a Private

On the receipt of Postal Order or Cheque, value 219. , crossed " London and County Bank," and payable to TAE MEDICAL BATTERY COMPANY, LIM. ,

52, OXFORD STREET, LONDON ,W., they undertake to forward HARNESS' ELEOTROPATHIC (BĂTTERY) BELT , asdescribed above, for either

Lady or Gentleman , Free by Postto any part of the United Kingdom . “ ELEOTROPATHY : or HARNESS' GUIDE TO HEALTH ,” will be sent Post

Free on application to the

Medical Battery Company, Limited, 62, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.

Terms of Subscription.

Word and Work "
A, CHOPPING,

DERBY RD.,WEST CROYDON, SURREY.

ERECTED BY

.

STACEY'S HIRE -PUROHASE SYSTEM com

mends itself to all classes. Deposit not necessary ,

Itcombines real economyonsound commercial

principles, with strictly private arrangements,
without the objectionable formalities of

dealers and others . Payments can extend over

1 , 2, or 8 years. The 60 wholesale firms embrace

the best manufacturers, who have large stocks

for selection. Intending purchasers should call

nersonally, or sund for particulars .-- Offices , 79,

Queen Victoria St., E.C., and 121, Pall Mall , S.W.

Illustrated Designs and Estimates Free.
CHEAPEST FIRM IN THE TRADE ,

MARQUEES AND TENTS ON

SALE OR HIRE.

A few small marquees toseat 120 persons,

suitable for village services, £6 10s. complete.

J. H. BROWN,

Railway Arches, Burdett Road, E.
CURE OF DEAFNESS.

NOISES IN THE EARS.

Rev. E. J. SILVERTON invites sufferers to sedd

for his work , a book showing the nature of the

disease and the means of cure . Post free 6d ..

with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London . Free con
sultations daily .

IRON MISSION ROOMS, & c .,

erected on the most reasonable terms, by R.

SAUNDERS 216, Brecknock Road, London , N.

Estimates and designs free. 25 years' practical

experience. Also Churches and Bchools, &c.

may be

is Published overy Thursday , Price One Penny.

Orders shouldbe sent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob

taining copies thus, they can bebad direct from

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at tho

following rates, Payable in Advance

Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks

£ s . d. £ s. d .

1 Copy 0 3 5 0 6 10

2 Copies 0 6 10 0 13 8

0 10 8 1 0 6

0 12 6 1 5 0

0 17 6 i 150

( Including Double Numbers.)

The above rates apply to all Countries

in the Postal Union, the Continent of

Europe, Canada , theUnited States of

America, Egypt, and the Holy Land .

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

Copies of “ WORD AND WORK "

sent weekly from this Office to any address in

the undermentioned Foreign countries, for One

Year, on the following terms, paid in advance

To

Africa Jamaica South Africa

Australia Japan South America

Brazil New S. Wales Tasmania

China New Zealand West Indies

( The postage being One Penny each copy . )
£ s . d. # 8. d.

1 Copy .... 09 Oopies......... 1 ,? O

2 copies ......... 0 18 0 14 1 14 0

To

India Ceylon Aden

1Persia Transvaal Zanzibar

(The Postage being Three Halfpence each copy. )

£ s. d . £ s. d .

1 Copy 0110 Copies 1 13 0

2 Copies 1 2 0 1 4 Copies 1 17 6

All Subscriptions should be remitted by Cheque

or Postal Order for the amount payable to the

Publishers.

OFFICES : 48 , PATRRNOSTER ROW, D.O.

"ARMONIUMS AND AMERICAN

ORGANS. W. Pridham and Son, £ 4 4s .

Instruments for school and home use . Are mar

vellous for tone and workmanship. 3 stops, £ 6 ::

5 stops, £ 6 ; 8 stops, £ 7 . Musical instruments of

every description. Pianofortes from £16.

Works, 206 , Jubilee Street, London , E.

CURED INSTANTLY BY

BUNTER'S

NERVINE. LEBANON WINE

1s. 1 } d , of all

Ohemists.

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS .

Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds.

" DEAF FOR FORIY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED."

Sir , - Mysale for your “ Cure for Deafness "

increases . A man here who has been deaf

Forty years, has had his hearing restored by it.

J. GREEN, Chemist, Obristchurch.

Ls. Ifd. per Bottle, Freeby Post for 14 stamps,from

EdwinJ. Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury .

THE PURE JUICE OF THE GRAPE.

IMPORTED DIRECT FROM BYRIA .

THEaboveNaturalWINE is largelyused by
Churches for Communion Wine, not only on

accountof its prestige as coming from the šoly

Land, but also as containing noadded spirit or
alcohol. It is also recommended to invalids and

others who require a natural stimulant without

intoxicating quality. Price 24s. per Dozen ro
puted quarts.

BOLE AGENT

J. F. ROBINSON,

Lyttelton House, High Cross Lane,Tottenham , n .
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Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST. KESWICK TWELFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION
Established in 1834 , for the purpose of affording instruction in the

fcriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools , in Asia and Africa .

Secretary. Miss WEBB, 267 , Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.

Bankers M-gurs . HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16, St. James Street,
London , B.W.

WILL BE HELD (D.V.) July 26th to July 31st .

ROBERT WILSON,

Broughton Grange , Carlisle.

HENRY F. BOWKER,

42, St. John's Wood Park, London ,

For Lodgings, &c . , apply to Mr. Postlethwaite , Eskin Place, Keswick.
Published Monthly, price Id. - -Unsectarian .

BIBLE LIGHT

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS .

Word and Work of Jan. 14th says : - " Those in search of hints and good

Bible notes will value this little monthly , throwing, as it does , light on

ditficult points in a brief and pithy style calculated to prove exceedingly

helpful to Bible students and Christian workers .”

LONDON : JOHN F.SHAW & CO ., 48,PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

Enlarged to 16 pages . Price UNE PENNY.

THE ANTI - INFIDEL,

Edited by W.R. BRADLAUGH. A Monthly Magazine for the ADVOCACY

OF TRUTH and ExPOSURE OF ERROR.

Highly suitable for distribution among working men in large centres of

industry. Workshop scoff and ridicule honestly dealt with and refuted .

Texts cavilled at explained. All objectionable personality is studiously

avoided , but the principles of Scepticism the fallacious reasoning ( f

its advocates are fearlessly dealt with . Clergymen , Ministers, and Tract

Distributors supplied at the reduced rate of 6s. 6d . per 100 , carriage paid .

LONDON : JOHN BNOW & CO . , 2 , Ivy LANE , PATERNOSTER Row ;

At Railway Bookstalls and all Booksellers.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S

Queen's Printers' Teacher's Bible,

THE

Six Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling

fleets. 12,000smacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing our
tables with fish , These men , who for us toil through furious blast and

sleety storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims , hundreds of them ,

to the pitiless waves , that markets at home may be well supplied - may

rightly claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and $ 9

highlý prize.
THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoning

love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours, afford

ing relief in case of sickness and injury, and cheering and brightening dull

and monotonous livesby their presence andministry.

" TheMission Smacksare doing in the North Sea a grandwork, worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results of their effort, great as they are in the present, will,if only

supported liberally by the public, be of untold value in the future."

Sir Eduard Birkbeck, Bart ., M.P.

FUND3 are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a vessel

with every fleet.

E. J. MATHER,Director.

181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge , E.C.

N.B.- The offices wereremoved to the present address in
December last. Attention to the change will save much

trouble, time, and expense to the Mission .

THE HARVEST OF THE CITY,

And the Workers of To -day. By PEARL FISHER .

With Introduction byH. SINCLAIR PATERSON, M.D.

Crown 8vo, cloth , 3g. 6d .

“ Readersof the book, and wetrust it may have many, will be well ir

structedas to whatisbeing done for the poor and needy bysome of the

best known Workors of To-day ;' they will also, we trust, gain a quickened
sense of the responsibility that rests on all who love tbe Lord to help on

such practical endeavours for the salvation and elevation of their fellori."
The Christian

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATEBNOSTER Row, E.C.

Including the “ Aids to Bible Students."

Besides a CONCORDANCE (over 40,000 refs ., with context, in bold type ) -INDEX

OF PERSONS, PLACES, and SUBJECTS (16,000 refs. ), by B.V., & c .

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE ABOVE :

Christian ." - " More complete than any other similar work ."

Graphic ."” — “ It supersedes all the former Teacher's Bibles.”
" Illustrated London News." _ " Nothing can be more useful to the

Bible Student."

" Rock ." The most complete portable Bible ever submitted to Bible readers."
School Guardian ." - " Every teacher should possess a copy of this Bible . ”

Queen ." — " Wehave confidence in recommending it . ”

Ask for the Queen's Printers' Edition . - Prospectus post free.

Prices, from 39.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE.GreatNew Street, London, E.O.
AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

B's

TRACTS, &c . , FOR THE CONTINENT,

IN FRENCH

LETTRES AMICALES (Friendly Letters).

By Miss SKINNER. Printed on thick paper,
coloured border . Sixpence per dozen , or

picket of12assorted , 6d.

LETTRE AMICALE ADRESSEE AUX

SOLDATS (Friendly Letter to Soldiers ). By
Miss SKINNER. 16 pp . illustrated , with

coloured cover , 6d , per dozen .

SERIE DE ALDERLEY. Eight-page

illustrated booklets . 50 copies assorted , of

eight different booklets, 6d . per packet.

SERIE DE SALEM . Eight- page illus

trated booklets. By H. K.WOOD (“ A Glas
gow Merchant " ). Packets and 2, each

containing 50 copies, assorted, of eight

CONVERSION : WHAT IS IT ?

By W. R. BRADLAUGH . Price One Penny .

should be placed in the hands of every
anxious Inquirer.

LONDON :

JOHN Snow & Co. , & , Ivy Lane , Paternoster Row .

TO CHRISTIAN WORKERS.-A

Mission Hall , situated in one of the healthiest

villages on the south coast of Devon , to be sold ,

in consequence of the owner having left the

neighbourhood. The building (whichwill seat

about 300 ) is lofty , brick built , with hollow walls

and slated roofing, and is well ventilated. The

hall will only be sold for the Lord's work, which

has been , and is being, greatly honoured therein .
For further particulars,

W.T., Brooks Hall, Ipswich .

ESTABLISHED 1851.

IRK BECK BANK
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proposal was introduced which met with a warm

welcome, and in terms of it the Conference invited

all to its fellowship who had at heart the one purpose

of promoting “ truth , righteousness , and love." As

may well be supposed , disruption is threatened, and

several leading churches have already taken steps to

sever their connection with the Western organization .

While our sympathies are with the seceders, we are

constrained to confess logic is with the majority. For

when men swing themselves free from the Bible they

have no anchorage in truth , and must trust themselves

BREADTH WITHOUT DEPTH.
in the open sea of sentiment. Our only objection to

their action from the side of reason is that they have

HTHERTO unionamongChristianshas rested not been logical enough. They ought to have left
on a common faith ; a modern proposal , which

out two words and contented themselves with the

we decline to call modest, is to change this for a common
last. From their standpoint , love is enough without

sentiment. It is argued, with no small show of logic ,

a righteousness which is unattainable, and truth
that man is so constituted as to render the universal

which can never be ascertained.

adoption of a single creed impossible . Truth; it

is said, can never be reached, for men must continue
The eloquence of the modern apostles of love is

far greater than their success . When it comes to
to differ in their thoughts as they do in their features.

practical issues, ruling such a world as this by love,

Nothing, we are told, is fixed beyond question , and to
in

of
simply a Utopian dream . We might fairly retort that promise of good results . Yet there are few doctrines

feeling is no less fickle than thought ; and, even were
which can produce such a passing impression on

men's minds and hearts as this does.

we deceived into the acceptance of the proposed sub

It may be

stitute, we might find it more unstable than the foun

always relied upon to bring down the house.

dation on which we have been accustomed to rely .

We yield to none in our admiration of the love

Nevertheless we do not decline to examine the reasons

which the apostle eulogizes in the First Epistle to the

adduced in favour of change.
Corinthians, and with him we gladly assign it the

Before doing so, however, we think it both wise palm among the Christian graces. But with him,

and right to call attention to a remarkable develop- also, we refuse to acknowledge any claimant who

ment of the suggested community of feeling, intelli , appears on the scene unaccompanied by Faith and

ноРЕ..
gence of which has reached us from the other side

of the Atlantic .

The Western Unitarian Conference , only the other
DR. MARTINEAU'S CHURCH EXPANSION.

day, in its session at Cincinnati, refused to commit itself

to either the Christian or Theistic position . This

WH

THEN it is proposed to substitute sentiment for

faith we are entitled to ask for reasons . At

majority of the ministers have come to the conclusion
last these are forthcoming

without disguise. Dr.

that the proper basis for Unitarianism
is solely ethical, James Martineau has contributed

a paper, on
" The

and in no sense theological. Some alarm was felt by Expansion of the Church of England ,” to the July

certain members of the Conference on account of the number of the Contemporary
Review , in which he

evident drift, and an attempt was made to bring the leaves us in no doubt as to the reasons which weigh

assembly to a determination
of its ecclesiastical

pur with him in demanding the change. He has much to

pose. One resolution , offered for acceptance , declared say about the inclusion in the Established
Church of

its purpose to be “ to promote pure Christianity
," men who differ so widely in doctrine as Pusey, and

another, “ to promote a religion of love to God and Simeon, and Stanley. That this is a misfortune, for

love to man ." The free religionists objected to the which apparently there is at present no remedy,

first because it contained the word " Christianity,” Evangelicals who adhere to the truths confessed in

while another class , for which we do not know a the Thirty-nine Articles do not care to dený. But

fitting term , refused the second , because it introduced the remedy the eminent Unitarian proposes is the

the word “ God," which they condemned as “ dog very last which would suggest itself to any of them .

matie . " Both resolutions were lost . Then another He gravely suggests the breaking down of all barriers,

refusal is the outcome of amovement whereby a .
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and the inclusion in the Church of all the sects in the weigh anchor and set sail on an unknown ocean in

whole realm . the vain hope of discovering truth anew. To any

To any ordinary mortal who regards a Church as
proposal of this kind which sets out with the acknow

the inheritor of a faith for which she testifies, the fitting ledgment of hopelessness so far as the ascertainment

action would be the exercise of a godly discipline
of definite doctrine is concerned, they can only give

which should thrust out from her pale all who prove

an indignant refusal, for what part can a believer have

themselves traitors to the faith for which she is
with an unbeliever ?

Indeed, the whole force of the pleadings rests on

honoured to contend. This process,however, Dr.Marti

the assumption that truth can never be known.

neau considers has been carried too far already, and he

Therefore, it is argued , we must differ, and it is law

pleads for its reversal. The existence of other beliefs

ful for us to differ. Nevertheless , we may agree in

outside is, in his judgment, a sufficient reason

for a surrender of the position claimed by the

sentiment or spirit notwithstanding all differences.

Church as a witness to the truth . Before examin
The vagueness of the proposed agreement is only

ing the reasonableness of this proposal, wewill equalled by its unlikelihood . When thereis not only

place it before our readers in the writer's own

an uncertain sound, but a whole chorus of uncertain

sounds, what preparation can there be for battle ?

words : — " If the present act of adoption is to
What possible testimony can & church give which

" accomplish its end , it must be unconditional ;

includes the strongest antagonisms and contradictories

"each Nonconformist body which has stood the test of

"time, and acquired an historic place, being taken just practical effect to such a proposal, it would be worth

within its pale ? Even if it were possible to give

" as it is, without disturbance to its orders, its dis

“ ciplinary usages, its forms of worship, its subsidiary be no peace among them , nor if there were could they

less . So long as men are not of one mind there can

" institutions and endowments. Its chapels would
exert any power. On this principle you may form

" be entered on the register of Church of England menagerie, certainly not a church.

“places of worship. Its ministers' names would appear

"in the ClergyList, and toevery person there mentioned

" all pulpits would be legally open, and preferment in

" the Episcopal branch of the Church accessible in every

TRUTH AND LIFE.

PE

ERHAPS the most plausible argument which Dr.

"would render indispensable is that reasonable security Martineau advances in favour of Church expan

" be taken for adequate education and personal com sion rests on the assumption that practical Christianity

" petency for the duties of the Christian ministry." is not confined within any of the creeds. It is alleged

The boldness of this scheme quite takes away one's that worthy and devoted followers of Christ are to be

breath. Because a few men, holding heretical found in churches widely separated from each other in

opinions, have been allowed by law to retain their belief. Such a statement, however, must be received

position within a Church holding a sufficiently definite with some caution. Belief of Christian truth is essential

creed, all creeds are to be treated as alike , and to the existence of Christian life. We do not trouble

every shade of faith between Romanism and Unita- ourselves with any questions as to the morality of

rianism is to be legally recognised as pertaining to the heathens so long as the only evidence of its existence

Church of England ! We do not say that at some is confined to certain beautiful sentiments they have

future date such a proposition may not commend penned ; certainly the pretence to place them on the

itself to the temper of the time, but to the ordinary same platform with Christians is unwarrantable and

mind now, it must surely appear monstrous and unworthy.unworthy. But so far as believers in Christ, though

grotesque. separated broadly from each other by variety of

Be that as it may, we are more concerned to know thought, have substantial concord in their faith in

the argument by which it is backed. Stripped of all Him, may not this one element account for all the

ornament, it amounts simply to the assertion that agreement they manifest ? For real faith in Christ & s

truth cannot be known, and consequently there is no the gift of God to lost men leaves very few domaing

possibility of agreement in a common faith. To this of life uncontrolled. Such a faith reaches far, and

we advance a simple negative. Truth has been re exercises no inconsiderable force.

yealed , and it is recorded in Scripture for all genera We do not make light of differences . Where there

tions. Probably Dr. Martineau would join issue here , is schism , those who err from the truth must be held

by denying the inspiration of the Bible . And we are responsible for it. Undoubtedly error is injurious in

willing enough to admit that determination of truth proportion to its amount. On the other hand, truth

in the absence of a voice from Heaven is likely to is potent to the full extent of its presence. The great

prove a long and weary task . But all who accept est of all mistakes is indifference to either. Yet this

the Word of God as the Rule of Faith have at least a is the remedy proposed for restoring the Church to

standard of truth by which the opinions of men can unity and power. Whatevermay be thought of sach

be judged. With that conviction they would prove a scheme, its practical working could not fail tode

themselves very foolish indeed if they were willing to monstrate its absurdity. Toleration of this kind is

+
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The Secret of Strength .

S°

Will a

what thatway is .

simply disregard to truth. It is only admissible, as Without this it were better to die. The three children in

one has said , " if it be toleration , which lets the lie and the fiery furnace were better off than some who temporized

the truth fight it out from merest indifference as to
on that day when the king of Babylon threatened all with

burning who refused to bow down and worship his image,

which is the truth, and buys immunity for its own for there walked with thera one like unto the Son of Man.

heresy by allowing another's apostasy with broad
O gracious, glorious Lord, walk Thou with us, step by

charity." step, every inch of our way ; without Thee we cannot go

forward, but with Thee we fear nothing. Oh, grant us Thy

presence. But more, “ show us Thy glory." Cause Thy

goodness to pass before us. Give us larger earnests of the

Moses' Three Prayers. glory that is yet to be revealed. Light up our path with

visions of Home and Heaven. Give us even down here

BY FRANK H. WHITE, glimpsesof the city that we seek. Lead us on from grace lo

1. " Show meThy Way " (Exod . xxxiii . 13). glory, till by and by we appear in Zion .

2. "IfThy presence go not withus, carry us not hence " (ver . 15 ). There shall we see Thy face,
3. " Show meThy glory " (ver. 18 ).

And never, never sin ,

ITis important tonotice theorder in which these prayers

And from the rivers of Thy grace

are found. We need to know the Lord's " way,” before we
Drink endless pleasuresin .

ask the Lord's “ presence." Too often we rush into paths into

which the Lord has not called us, and then ask His presence.

This ought we to do first, seek to know His way. It is some

times difficult to find this. The Bible contains principles, but,

of course, does not enter upon minute details. There are
A Sermon to Young Men.

some plain texts, however, such as, “ Be not unequally yoked BY REV . J. THAIN DAVIDSON, D.D.

together with unbelievers. " Therefore, if we go and unite “There were giants in the earth in those days ” (Gen. vi. 4).

ourselves voluntarily with the ungodly , whether in marriage, OMEHOW most of us feel interested in such a subject.

or any other close and intimate relation which involves close We like to bear all we can about those big men of the

partnership, we cannot, with any show of consistency , ask olden time. We wish to know everything about them .

the Lord to go with us. Could Israel expect that the Lord In early life there were no nursery legends that so riveted

would be with them, when they joined together the worship our minds as the stories we were told of giants that once

of the calf and the worship of the God of Israel? If we go lived upon the earth , and of the wonderful things they did .

our own ways can we any more than they look for the Lord's Of course, we believed it all. We pictured huge fellows

presence with us ?No prayer so needfulas this at the present that could lift half a dozen of us with their little finger, or

time : " Show meThy way.”
stamp us under their foot ; who at a stride could cross a

This prayer, prayed in sincerity, implies a willingness river, or step from one mountain to another.

to take the way of the Lord, however arduous, however As we got older, we becamesuspicious, then doubtful , and

painful to flesh and blood, at any cost. man, probably we have long since discarded all those strange tales

who is thus willing, long lack the knowledge which as the concoctions of a diseased brain or a fervid imagination ;

he seeks ? sure he will not “ Oh that My and now we refuse to believe that there ever were human

people had hearkened unto Me, and Israel had walked in My beings much bigger than ourselves.

ways I should soon have subdued their enemies." Kitto, in Yet queer things have been gravely asserted that conflict

remarking upon the temporizing policy which Aarondis. with this view. Just a century and a half ago a learned

played when the people importunated him to make them a French academician publisheda book to show the very great
golden calf, says , It is true they might have slain him, but decrease in stature that had taken place between the days of

what if they had ? They who undertake to lead the people Adam and of Christ. M. Henrion (for that was his name)

into ways of truth and righteousness should be at all times gravely maintained that our first parent was nearly one hun

ready to give their life's blood to evince their earnestness, dred and twenty -four feet in height, and that Eve was only

and to show forth their own conviction of the supreme impor a few inches shorter than her husband. A rapid degenera

tance of the objects which they set before the people. " No tion , however, set in. Human stature continued to shrink

poan is truly great who does not set before bim great objects tillNoah reached only twenty-seven feet, Abraham twenty ,

for which he would think it worth his while to die. Never and Moses thirteen . Theprocess went onuntil the Christian

theless, it is true that the real martyr spirit is rare in every dispensation, when, happily, the deterioration was arrested

age. It was rare in that age. It is rare in this . " at a standard of a little under six feet, which standard has

Let us then pray this prayer, sincerely, earnestly, con been fairly maintained to the present day.

stantly, practically. Let us, when we are shown the way, Of course, one could afford to laugh at the calculations of

endeavour to walk in it and to lead others to do the same. the French dreamer, but what were you to do when science

Letus pursue it because it is the Lord's way, and not stepped in , and archeological research seemed to confirm

anothers. The way of the Lord is opposed to theway of the the view that men of monstrous proportions had once trod

world, and to the way of the professingChurch . It is not the earth ?

even the way of the best Christian , butHis way. God has In the beginning of last century a skeleton was disen

away for His people now, just as He had in the trackless tombed at Valence thatmeasured twenty-two feet in length,

erness. Let us patiently wait before Him and learn and once prodigiously greater was discovered in the island

of Sicily !

Even though the way be plain we cannot walk in it Again and again fossilised bones were dug out of the

alor e. Weneedthe presence ofGod, we cannot dowithout earth , which must have belonged to beings so enormous

We can afford to lackmuch , butwe cannot afford to that, in comparison with them , Goliath would be a dwarf,

the presence of God. How well Moses felt this. “ If and Og, king of Bashan, a mere pigmy ! However, in the

Thy presence go not with us,carry us up nothence." We beginningof this century, thelearned Cuvier publisheda

may have the best of society, the most charming of company, work entitled , if I mistake not, Lessons in Comparative

sun of worldly prosperity may shine brightly upon us, but Anatomy, in which he proved that those so-termed bones of

lack the presence of God, of what use are these ? While, giants were in reality fossil remains of mammoths, me

on te
je other hand , though we are deserted on all sides, and gatheriums, mastodons, and other extinct brutes, and had

be with us, we are sure of victory .

I am

- 66

wild

this .

wan

the

if we

God
nothing to do with the human race at all ! But even so

Let us ask for His presence, His constant, His near, His able a naturalist as Buffon had fallen a victim to the

consciouspresence,wherever we are, and whatever we are popular delusion, and mistook the bones of an elephant for

doing ; not on holy occasions only, but when we are about the remains of an enormous man ; whilst Dr. Mather, in

our daily employ. We know not what lies before us in the Philosophical Transactions of 1712, had announced the

Who can tell through what fiery ordeals discovery of huge bones and teeth , which he regarded as

wemay have to pass ? Yet all is well if His presence be evidence of the existence of human giants ; but they were

subsequently shown to belong to an ancient mastodon .

days to come.

with us .
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more than average mediocrity. It is not distinguished by

Before the rapid advance in modern times of such sciences as combining the stature of Goliath with the strength of

geology and palæontology these wild notions have disappe red ; | Samson, and yet be a poor weakling so far as all the higher
and it is now generally regarded as an accepted fact that, qualities of mind and heart are concerned.

unless in rare and exceptional cases, the human form has It is a grand thing, no doubt, to liave a stalwart frame, a

never materially differed in stature from what it is to -day. robust physique ; and I am the last man to condemn athletic

When recently visiting the Pyramids of Egypt, the tombs exercisesand outdoor sports when these are kept in their

of Sakkirah , and the ruins of Bulbek, I noticed that in most proper place ; but there is just a little tendency in certain

cases the stone coffins, which belonged to an age long cen quarters to worship mere animal force, and to go in for what

turies before Christ, were not materially different in size is called a muscular Christianity.

from those which would be adapted for men and women of A gymnasium is an excellent thing, but it won't do much

our owu day ; whilst, in countless frescoes and pieces of for the soul . Youwant to be developed all round. There

sculpture, the human figures were invariably of what we are qualities which crieket, and football, and boating, and

would consider a normal statuire. Indeed, you have only to cycling, and so forth, will do little to ripen. A broad chest,

look at the Egyptian mummies in the British Museum to a tall figure, and a stalwart arm are excellent in their way ;

judge of this matter for yourselves. but I have in my mind's eye certain young fellows whose

The belief in the existence in early ages of giants, either as ambition seems to reach no higher; and, therefore , I think

nations or individual specimens, was based on one or more of it as well to remind you that, amongst the biggest giants

three things : ( 1 ) on the alleged discovery of colossal human that have trod the earth, have been some of the most de

bones ; ( 2 )on the testimony of ancient and medieval authors ; praved and unmitigated scoundrels ever known.

and (3) on the distinct assertions of Scripture. The first of I want to know what those giants of the olden time did

these I have shown to be now entirely discredited ; the second for the human race ? In what respect was the world the

is equally valueless,as the writers in question no doubt fell into better for their existence ? What memorials have ther left

the error I have just exposed , and, moreover, became the easy behind them on the earth to awaken our gratitude ? I know

dupes of fancy or superstition ; so that there only remain of none. Where mere corporal magnitudeand animal strength

to be dealt with the statements ofHoly Writ, prominent among have been worshipped, there has generaily been a correspond

which stands the plain assertion of my text-— “ There were ing shortcoming as regards mental and moral proportions ;

giants in the earth in those days.” even as the fabled Titans of Grecian and Egyptian mythology

Well, whatare you going to make of this subject ? you were not more distinguished for their stature than they were

say. “ What have we to do with those gigantic fellows of for their imbecility and cruelty.

antediluvian times ?" Thoselegendary monsters, the Cyclops of Sicily, who were

Admitting that it is only physical statures that is here supposed to be the workmen of Vulcan, whose forge was
referred to, I think the mere historical fact, when the Bible Mount Etna, and who were said to have fabricated the trident

asserts it , is interesting, especially to young men , and worth of Neptune and the thunderbolts of Jupiter, were always

looking into for a little ; then we must remember that there represented as having but one eye in the middle of the fore

have been also intellectual giants, ay , moral giants, and head ; and may this have not been but the expression of an

spiritual giants, as well as physical ; and, moreover, in view ancient surmise that, where the animal qualities are abnor

of the dull commonplace mediocrity that characterizes the mally strong, the intellectual are exceptionally feeble !

age we live in , perhaps we may become fired with the I have often thought that one of the rare occasione, perhaps

am bition to overtop our fellows, and even to reach " the the only one, in which our Lord displayed just a delicate

measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ."
vein of humour,was when He ridiculed the hopeless attempt

Now , of course, we accept the text as it stands, and take of a dwarfish man to stretch himself out, and “add a cubit

it to mean, not that all men of that early era were giants, but to his stature." But, supposingit were possible to do so,

that there was a particular tribe or race of extraordinary what is gained ? Not the body, but the mind, is the true

size and strength. The Hebrew word here rendered measureof worth . As the poet says,

“ giants ' occurs in only one other passage of Scripture,

namely, in the report whichthe cowardly spies brought back " Were I so tall to reach the role,

from the land of Canaan. The words are these (Num. xiii . Or grasp the ocean with my span ,

32) : - “ And they brought up an evil report of the land
I must be measured by my soul :

which they had searched unto the childrenof Israel , saying :
The mind's the standard of the man ."

The land through which we have gone to search it is a land Behold Goliath of Gath , with terrific form and swaggering

that eateth up the inhabitants thereof ; and all the people mien, stepping forth to defy thearmies of the livingGod:

we saw in it are men of great stature. And there we saw and lo ! a pebble hurled by a shepherd boy lays the monster

the giants, the sons of Anak, which come of the giants ; and low. Fling but a stone, the giant dies." And then look at

we were in our own sight as grasshoppers, and so we were Paul, a little feeble man, pale and puny in physique, but

in their sight.”
grand inmoral majesty and intellectual strength,causingthe

There are remainsof buildings in Syria and Egypt, which, Roman Procurator Felix to tremble in his presence !

for aught one can tell , may have existed before the times of

Noah, and which almost warrant the conclusion that there man of goodly physical proportions - standing head and

must at one time have been upon the earth Titans of pro shoulders above allhis fellows,hemusthavehad a portig

digious strength and stature. Why, in the Acropolis of and commanding presence. Yet who can read his history

Baalbek I saw stones of such dimensions that it is utterly without perceiving that in character, in all that constitates

impossible to conceive how they could ever have been moved ; realmanhood,hewas a poor weakling ? Jealous,pusillani

one, Iremember, of sixty- four feet in length, about thirteen mous, and irresolute, hewas kingly in nothing butin bodily

feet high, and about the same in thickness, which had been figure. Why, little Zaccheus ofJerichoturned out a better

raised and placed at least twenty feet above the level of the man than he.

ground ; the largest stone probably ever used in building. Now the Christian Church should be a manufactory of men;

And in the quarries I saw another yet more colossal block , Here alltheelementsof a true and noble manhood should

seventy -one feet in length , which one would suppose would be developed . Thenormal type ofmanhoodcannever be

almost laugh atany human attempt to transport it.
reached except in ChristJesus." Iassert that no mancanbe

Now it is noticeable that the giants of those ancient times a man,in the full sense ofthat splendid and magnificent

appear to have had nothing to commend them but their monosyllable ,who is not a Christian. Till you come to this

physical strength. Mere brute force, that was all .
Nay ;

the Hebrew word applied to them, Nephilim , hints, if the

you are dwarfed, you are pinched , you are belittled ; only

from the momentof conversion doyou really begin to grow
etymology may guide us, that they were men of violent up towards perfect men, andthe stature of the fuluess of

and worthless character. Wild, lawless marauders, persons
Christ.

of reckless ferocity and audacious impiety. Mountains of Weare sometimes told that ours is an ageof a fair and

flesh and bone, who used their superior strength to gratify

their lowest passions and to crushthe feeble. Physical and geniuses,by mighty men,by persons of outstanding gifts ;

moral development are not always united. The biggest men
but thegenerallevel ishigh . l'here are no giants in these

are not necessarily the best men . You may be a very Titan ,
days, we are told.

3

of ,was a
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In Memoriam .

Perhaps so ; but is there not the more room for a holy and Again caps and belts were pitched at him , but the felliow

laudable ambition ? didn't mind . The third night came. The men were worse

The command, “ Thou shalt not covet," admits of one than before ; they jeered , they laughed , they whistle:I, they

notable exception ; for St. Paul says, “ Covet earnestly the yelled, but he praved on . The fourth night found liim ag iin

best giſts ." Strive to excel, and to surpass all others in the on his knees, and the attack was about to be renewed , when

elements of moral greatness.
the leader shouted out, “ Luds, let him alone, he stan is fire !'

It is said of that eccentric philosopher, Bishop Berkeley, And now some of us are beginning to think wemayaswell join

who died somewhat more than a century ago, that he set with him , and have a bit of prayer before bed .” Bravo, young

himself to the attempt to manufacture a giant. He selected man ! It is a grand thing thus to be able to “ stand tire

a poor foundling, and reared him on certain hygienic prin when the bullets are not of lead, but what is worse, of

ciples, which were so far successful that, at the age of sixteen, ridicule and scorn . Oh, let men fling their shafts as they

the boy was 7 ft. in stature ; but shortly after that the lad please at what they call goody-goodyism , and let them

seemed to wither, and at the age of twenty, with all the banter religious men as fools , perfectly well do they know

symptoms of old age, he died. that the Christian life is the only way to a fully -developed ,

Not thus hopeless, however, thank God, are our efforts to masterly, world -conquering manhood .

develop moral and spiritual stature, There have never been such men as a living Christianity has

There are men in this city who tower head and shoulders produced ; never !

above the common level, in respect of principle and integrity If you want to tower above the common herd, if you want

and self-denying beneficence. Men that will not consent to to expandinto all the breadth and altitude of moral great

do wrong ; men that will not stoop to any compromise with ness, let Christ possess you, and reign within you. God fire

evil ; men that live to serve their God, and who make every every one of you with this ambition !

interest yield to the claims of conscience and of truth. “ I

write unto you, young men , because ye are strong, and have

overcome the wickedone ” -i.c., have beat the devil.

Towards this species of stature we may all aspire . Here

it is quite possible to add cubit uponcubit to our height. The

South Sea Islanders have a saying which is worth keeping in

mind. They allege that, when a man slays an' enemy,the

Rev. Prebendary Daniel Wilson , D.D.

strength of that enemy instantly enters into him that slew MA

ANY will deeply regret the death of the venerable Vicar of

Islington , so well known at Mildm uy , and as one of the

So it is, at least, in the moral welfare. Every time you staunchest evangelicals in London . To him it is due that the

conquer a temptation, the strength of that temptation, as it
clergy of Islington are in general in the front rank as lovers and

were, enters into you, and you have double strength for the

teachers of sound doctrine.

next encounter.
Dr. Wilson fell asleep on Wednesday last ( 14th) , at the vicar

The converse is equally true. Yield to the temptation ;
age,BarnsburyPark. He preached in theparish churchon Sunday

and the weakness you have displayed means so much taken

morning, was taken ill on Tuesday, and on the following morn

from the strength you had, so that at the next assault you are

ing passed away at the ripe age of eighty -one.

His ininistry has extended over a period of fifty -eight years,

still more likely to fall . I have seen this repeatedly. I first at Upper Worton. Oxfordshire, and then in 1832 , when his

know young men who would have been with us this evening father was appointed Bishop of Calcutta, he succeeded him as

but for their sad moral degeneracy. Vicar of Islington . The Islington Church Home Mission and

When lately in Egypt I witnessed a strange scene in the the Islington Clerical Meeting are but two amongst the many

gardens of the Khedive's Palace at Alexandria. I observed good institutions with which his name was intimately asso

many men at work ; but, “ See,” I said , “ what means that ? ciated.

They are all in pairs ; not one alone." “ Ah !” replied
Bishop ALFORD , speaking on Thursday last in the C.M.S. Col

my companion, "look a little more closely ; don't you see
lege, Islington , paid the following tribute to the departed vicar.

those heavy iron links ? They are chained to one another ! ”
After stating he had been an intimate friend for over thirty

These men were criminals ; and I understand that the years, he proceeded to say, speaking with much emotion and

usual plan is to chain together two who are of the most

feeling, it wasa very difficult thing for bim to give expression to

opposite disposition , The mild man is chained to the

what was in his heart at that time . Never should he forget the

great interest Prebendary Wilson manifested, and the

ferocious ; the amiable to the vindictive ; the dull and valuable help he rendered during the time he (the Bishop ) was

plegmatic to the warm and excitable. Well, I thought every Principal of the Training Home at Highbury. In fact, the

one of us is in a sense two ; we have a dual nature ; and memory of his work there would always be associated with that

unless the devil in us is overpowered and crushed, none can of the Vicar of Islington . Dr. Wilson's name was indeed a dear

tell to what degradation we may fall.
one to him . It was Dr. Wilson who gave him the living of

I want you not only to be strong, but to be “ strong in the Holy Trinity, Islington, and twice subsequently had he placed

Lord, and in the power of His might.”

that benefice at his disposal . It was Dr. Wilson , too, who

I want you to show that there are giants in thesedays in preached the sermon at Canterbury Cathedral on the occasion

which we live, moral giants, spiritual heroes,like the great

of his (the speaker's) consecration to the Bishopric of Victoria .

men of old. I want you, as regards tone of character, force

Circumstances like these always made a deep impression on a

of principle, and true moral dignity, to stand head and

man's heart. He felt sure that all who had known their revered

shoulders above the mass around you, conspicuous for your

friend could ' testify to the active support he rendered not only to

uprightness and Christian courage.

the College at Highbury ,and the Church MissionaryInstitutions,

but also to every effort that was made for the good of those by

One of the worthiest men I have ever known in London whom he was surrounded. And now his work was done . He had

was the late T. B. Smithies, the editor of the British Work entered into his rest . He had heard the loving words of the

man , As he was walking in the Strand one evening, he Master, “ Well done , good and faithful servant, enter thou into

chanced to meet a singularly tall and lordly-looking man, the joy ofthy Lord." Yes, he was a faithful servant ! If there

wearing the uniform of a soldier. After a few friendly was one characteristic that stood out above even his earnest

words, he said to him, “ There is one thing about the ness, his affection, his love , it was his entire faithfulness in

British soldier I cannot understand ." “ What is that,
everything that he said or did.

sir ? ” inquired this son of Anak, • Well," rejoined the

The trustees of the living would have a difficult task to find a

other, “ he is bold and daring in fight, and there is no such

worthy successor . Let all present pray earnestly for those fivo

insult you can offer him as to call him coward . He will rush
good men who have the living at their disposal , that they may

to the cannon's mouth, if duty demands it , and yet he has not

be guided to select a successor who will prove as great a blessing

to the parish of Islington as the revered vicar whose loss they

the courage to kneel down in the barrack - room , and repeat now so deeply mourned.

the prayer that his good mother taught him .” After a little Many, we feel sure, will respond to the prayer with which

pause, the soldier said , “ That's true, and yet there are the speaker closed. The influence for good in this large and

exceptions. A young chap cameinto our room, and the first populous parish exercised by Dr. Wilson , in the appointmentof

night he knelt down to pray before jumping into bed. godly clergymen an in other ways, can scarcely be overesti

Instantly there was a row . Caps and belts were fiung at him , mated. Wetrust , indeed , a worthy and true-hearted successor

but he did not move. The second night he prayed again. may be appointed .
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The Beaumont Trust. – An Offer.

TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK. "

TIR, -Attacbing, as I do, great importance to Mr. Charring

to the East London People's Palace, and thinking that some

practical effort should be made to induce the trustees to give

the institution the inestimable advantages of freedom from the

sale of intoxicating drinks, and of being closed on Sunday, I

would propose that an effort should be made to raise and place

at the disposal of the trustees the greater portion , say £ 25,000,

of the £ 30,000 remaining to be raised, subject to the covenant,

to be previously arranged, that these two provisions should be

engrafted into and made inseparable parts of the consti

tution of tbe palace . If this result can be thus secured , I shall

be prepared to contribute the sum of £500 towards the amount

required , and I cannot think there will be any difficulty in

obtaining the remainder from Christians who have means at

their disposal.

I do not wish my name to appear, but as a guarantee of

good faith I enclose my card , with my address in England . 1

I am, sir, yours verytruly,

G. W. P.

Switzerland, July 11th, 1886 .

I have myself heard smacksmen speak in most grateful terms

of what the mission has done for their class ; and I recently

heard one of the largest owners state publicly that his employés

had become “ better servants, better men , better husbands and

fathers, better in every way,” through the work carried on

amongst them while at sea.

If thesmall pamphlet entitled The Price of Fish could be

reprinted by every newspaper in the land , people would learn

with interest what goes on in the little floating world of fisher

men - their labours, their privations , and their trials - and it

would not be long before more of these mission vessels would be

fitted out to convey joy, and peace, and comfort to the thou

sands who are risking their lives for usat sea .

If your readers will communicate with E. J. Mather, Esq ,

founder and director of the Mission, at the offices, 181 , Queen

Victoria Street , E.C., I am sure he will gladly give every infor

mation , and also explain what a real work of charity is going

on, but needing help most urgently .

GRAFTON, Vice President.

Evangelizing in Ireland.

SI

IR , -I have been asked to make a suggestion in your

columns. It is that those of your readers who contribute

to the funds being raised for the People's Palace should give on

the condition that the palace is not opened on Sundays .

There are some who are taking an active part in the palace

who will leave no stone unturned to open it on Sundays. Should

they succeed, the place will be a curse , and not a blessing, to

East London , detrimental to the spiritual and best interests of

the people.

Under the cover of the word “ sacred ” the most determined

efforts are being made by speculative companies to institute

concerts and open exhibitions on Sundays. These companies

are backed up by the Sunday Opening Societies, by secularists,

and, unfortunately, by a few erratic clergymen.

I earnestly ask the co-operation of your readers in our efforts

to preserve the Sabbath Day.

CHARLES HILL , Secretary.

Working Men's Lord's Day Rest Association ,

13 , Bedford Row, W.C.

E have just received from Mr. Barton the annual report

from the opening that :-Amidstmuch gloom and anxiety which

have prevailed, owing to the great agricultural and commercial

depression, and to the political agitation which has been going

on, we might well have feared lest this branch of the Lord's

work would have been hindered . Such has not , however, been

the case, andwe can praise God and say—“The Lord of Hosts

is with us ; the God of Jacob is our refuge." Our evangelists

have been well received everywhere, and the Word of the Lord

has been eagerly listened to by the people. It has been

remarked by theagents of other societies as well as our own

that throughout Ireland, at the present time, there is an

increased desire to hear and to read the Word of God.

Many tokens of success have attended the labours of the

evangelists, and in all parts of the country the people appear

eager to hear the Word. Last summer five tents were in con

stant use, as well as a large wooden movable hall, and all

these are in active service this season.

The report gives letters from all parts of the country, and

many cheering incidents ; for these we must refer our readers to

the report, which may be had of Mr. James Barton, Hon. Soc.,

Dundalk, wbose closing sentenceswe give :-Weask your prayers

for the grace of God tobe continued and increased in this work

—that men mighty in the Gospel be raised upand sent forth by

God into it, and in the midst of the loosening of all earthly

moral restraintsthe Lord's power may be manifested in bring.

ing men under His sweet yokeof love ; and we ask you , so far

asGod enables you , to assist the society to preach the pure

Gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ amongst our fellow.

countrymen. What a peaceful, happy land might Ireland be

if men knew and loved the Lord ! Each individual converted

in it is aninfluence for good,and will surely promote the tem

poral as well as spiritual good of our beloved country.

But few words are required to commend this work .Ireland bas

been engrossing the thought and interest of all ;her woes and

wants have claimed attention : butforthese poremedy can be

found so potent as the Gospel of the grace of God - that known

and accepted, and contentment and peace will ensue. Those

who are labouring to make it known in the sister isle hare &

strong claim on our hearty and liberal support.

North Sea Fishermen.

TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK. "

SIR,—The publiccanscarcely be aware how much real good

has been effected by the agency of the Mission to Deep

Sea Fishermen, or I believe not many days would elapse before

the cry for more mission vessels, for fleets as yet unsupplied,

would be liberally and fully responded to .

The six vessels now commissioned have been the means of

conferring immense benefit upon hundreds of smacksmen while

pursuing for two months at a stretch , and at all seasons of the

year, their perilous calling on the high seas . And the men hail

these vessels as houses of God and houses of mercy, wherein

they can obtain what they need, both for soul and body.

Not only are six more mission vessels needed , in order that

one may be stationed with every fleet, but the current expenses

involved in efficiently maintaining the various agencies of help

and healing areexceedingly heavy.

Before this mission was established, if a fisherman fell ill or

met with any accident in the pursuit of his calling , several days

elapsed before he could be taken to the hospital ashore, and

frequently,when he reached it , the doctor had to shake bis head ,

and say, “ Too late." But the skippers of these mission vessels

gothrough a course of training toqualify them for the certifi.

cates of the St. John's Ambulance Association and the National

Health Society, and thus are able promptly to minister help and

healing to those who, from the nature of their vocation, are

constantly exposed to risks unknown to us who " dwell at home

at ease." Thus has much suffering been alleviated , and many

men have returned from visiting the dispensary on board the

mission ship with new desires, new resolves, and new hopes for

this world and the world to come .

Books and other means of recreation are provided , and a most

important and successful crusade has been carried on against

the mischievous foreign copörs. Not only have numbers of

smacksmen become pledged abstainers, but the supply of

tobacco at one shilling per pound by the mission vessels has

effectually checkmated these pests of the North Sea, and

compelled, in several instances, a discontinuance of their vile
trade.

The One Tun Ragged School and Mission.

TE

THE above had their annual excursion on Wednesday, July

14th, to Helenslea, the seat of A. J. Woodhouse, Esq.

There were fifteen vans, containing more tban four hurdred,

including mothers, babies , school children , Institute youths, and

thirteen young married women ,
merly scholars. Mrs. Barker

Harrison,whohas for nearly thirty years ably and kindly super

intended the work, was enabled again to direct and accompany

the party. Mr. and Mrs. Woodhouse, who have for many years

kindly invited the school, & c., again liberally supplied their

wants, giving them an excellent dinnerandtea, also a liberal

supply of strawberries.

There were donkeys for riding, swings, races of various kinds,

and other amusements ; the drum and fife band of the Insti

tute , also an excellentband from the Arethusa . Themorning

was very doubtful , but the day was very fine.

The whole party returned to Westminster about 10.30 with:

out anyaccident. ToGod be all the praise. The expenses for

vans, &c . , are large ; unfortunately the contributions have been

mucb smaller than usual.
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Gospel Temperance in West End.

BY PEARL FISHER.

THE extreme West End does not, at first sight, seem the

T a

ance ensues.

men's mission ; yet just in the far west-beyond Shepherd's

Bush , in fact - I have had the pleasure of visiting and inspect

ing & vigorous and successful work of the kind. A work

singularly interesting , alike in its origin and in its present

operations, a work which owes its existence and usefulness to

a ladywho has thrown berself into it with self-denying devotion

and intense earnestness and energy. The mission is known

as the Starch Green Total Abstinence branch of the C.E.T.S. ,

and Gospel Temperance is the grand key to its success. The very

life andsoul of thewhole organizationare Miss M. R. Haig and

her mother, Mrs. Haig, who devote themselves honorarily but

entirely to the service .

How it Began.

Some years ago Miss Haig had her attention called to the

deplorable condition of the brickfield and other labourers in

Starch Green , and feelingsomething must be done sbe resolved

to take up her residence right among the people , and commence

by endeavouring to reach the women, many of whom were

grievously given to drink. In due course tho wives began to

ask , “ Can nothing be done for our husbands ? " and means

were devised whereby the men could be reached and inte.

rested.

So the work grew, and , as it extended , need was felt for some

suitable meeting -place and centre of operation. In answer

to prayer, the need was met. A hall was found which had been

used as a working men's club — with drinking bar - and this was

happily secured for the purposes of the mission . Round this cen

tre have gradually gathered a splendid band of workers, not only

ladies and gentlemen who heartily co -operate, but also working

men and women, many of them rescued from the chains of

strong drink, who are now earnest and untiring in seeking

to win their companions and neighbours from the thraldom of

sin and intemperance. Indeed, some plain, rough brickmakers

areamongstthe best and most useful evangelists in the district ;

their blunt, homely style of putting the Gospel, in the language

of the people, appearing to reach and movethe hearts of those

who assemble. These men not unfrequently spend an hour

together in prayer before going to work in the morning ; the

force of their example and influence, their personal testimony,

as wellas their more formal addresses, being felt and acknow

ledged by their workmates and neighbours.

The Band of Vope.

On the evening of my visit I found a large Band of Hope

assembled -- well-nigh filling the hall , all of them evidently be

longing to the humbler classes, yet quiet and attentive . They

have learned to love the ladies who so kindly devote them .

selves to them , and are thus under excellent control ,

The “ Lodge."

The children dismissed, I had the pleasure of inspecting “ the

Lodge,” two small houses in a street adjoining the hall, and

communicating in rear, devoted to the women and elder girls ,

and one portion of it to the babies . Here I found a considerable

number of laundry girls assembled for reading and writing

classes, being taught by Christian ladies, some of whom come &

considerabledistance in orderto teach the girls , to whom they

have become attached. In the rooms of the lodge classes of

various kinds are held almost every night of the week ; a

girls' working party (practically a sewing class) on Monday, a

dressmaking class for girls on Tuesday,and a working class for

girls on Friday. ' Bible classes are held here on Tuesdays and

Sundays, as also reading and writing classes for men on Tues

days and Fridays. When it is remembered that the men chiefly

belong to the brickfields, and gasworks, the usefulness of such

classes will be recognized. Arrangements are also made

whereby homeless girls may be sheltered for a time, and it is

strange how frequentlysuch cases occur-all of them , but for

such timely refuge, likely to end in ruin .

The Owomen's Union .

One important branch , which has its locale in the lodge ,

merits special notice . I refer to the Women's Union . It would

be too much to say all the members are women rescued from

drink, but for such it was devised , and of such it is chiefly
formed . In the house- to - house visitation carried on unceas.

ingly by Miss Haig and Mrs. J. C. Rogers, a lady who has

from the beginning worked with her, many poor women are

found slaves to drink. Every means that Christian love and

long experience can suggest are employed to win such

from the evil habit . Some are silent and secret drinkers ,

others regular public-house frequenters ; some are forming,

almost imperceptibly to themselves, the drink habit, others
are confirmed drunkards . So in varied degree the poor

women are discovered , and being discovered are, many of them,

induced to give it up. Wives are prevailed upon to abstain for

their husbands' sake, husbands for their wives' sake ; and thus.

persuaded a patient forbearance and vigilant watchfulness are

exercised until good habits are formed, or, better still, until:

the power of grace lays hold of the heart, and gives in newness

of life assurance of deliverance . Again and again some will

relapse—the habits of a lifetime are not to be shaken off lightly

-but “ we despair of none" is the motto of the workers, and by

and -by, in the most hopeless case, success will be granted. In

this rescue work theWomen's Union plays an important part .

as a means to an end . Joining this union the poor women are

brought into contact with others who have been saved, finding

such contact and fellowship wonderfully helpful in the hour

of temptation . One woman, who relapsed no less than six

times, is now a trustworthy and consistent kelper of others.

The fight is sometimes well-nigh desperate. It is so hard, at

times, to pass a public -house ; but , the Gospelaccepted , deliver

Even amongst the elder girls the habit of drink

ing has, in some cases, been formed with painful results, and

on behalf of these the ladies labour untiringly and earnestly.

Christian Hen's Unian .

The Christian men have on their own behalf formed a similar

union with equally satisfactory and cheering results . In fact,

a hearty and enthusiastic band of men have clustered around

the work, proving its very backbone and strength. I believe

that between men and women the Starch Green branch is one

of the largest branches of the C.E.T.S.

Useful · Helps.”

There are many auxiliaries of a useful and recreative

character, all of which are of real value in attracting and hold

ing the class sought. Amongst the useful may be named, in

addition to the working and teaching classes already noted,

sick clubs, penny banks (for the juveniles ), and a loan club ;

amongst the social and recreative, choral practice, brass band ,

drum and fife band , and Saturday evening entertainments .

A number of ladies have formed a working party on behalf of

the mission , which meets once a month.

Mission Service.

Sunday begins with an early morning prayer meeting, con

ducted by the men themselves, with an address from soma

Christian gentleman. This meeting has of late proved re

markably encouraging and stimulating - the men praying one

after another in simple, unconventional style. During thesum .

mer open-air meetings are usualiy held by the working men,

several of whom havedeveloped an excellentgift forsuch service.

Then there are Bible classes, a children's service, and a Gospel

meeting in the evening - generally largely attended by the

working classes .

Mothers and the Babies.

Besides this directly evangelistio effort there are such

admirable helps as a soup kitchen, open every day, in which

good soup is sold to the very poor at twopence per quart , and

in cases of destitution it is given . On behalf of the poor

laundry women - very numerous in the district-cheap dinners

are provided daily in the lodge ; during the past year about five

thousand have thus secured a cheap hot dinner, a very real and

pressing necessity being thus met .

Already I have hinted at the crêche , but a word or two must

be added. I found the two rooms littered with toys, baby

chairs, &c . , and occupied by & whole host of babies, varying

from a week or two old to three or four years. A few, of course ,

were claiming nurse's attention in baby fashion , but the large

majority were merrily enjoying themselves in one way or

another. For fourpence & day poor mothers may have their

babies kindly tended, nursed, and fed , no slight boon to those

who must toil for daily bread . This crêche is a beautiful and

loving adjunct of the whole work.

Tutorks and Welpers.

Such are the outlines of a work God is greatly blessing ; of a

work which has been the means of rescuing and raising many

who had fallen , of a work which amongst old and young,

amongst men and women, is doing real service for time and

eternity . Fain would I trust this brief sketch may stir some to

aid and cheer these devoted workers. Miss Haig's time and

strength are so fully occupied in the actual service in continual

visiting and superintending at the ball and lodge, she has
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Dr. Barnardo's Children .

workiren promlecandmembers do their best,butsomething isstili DRB CRMAR.DO histionenuit yet another party of littleones

little leisure to look about for help . Quietly and resolutely she

pushes on with the work itself , trusting that the Lord may send

the needed help. A few helpers have stood her in good stead , the

required from

send to Miss M. R. Haig, 29 , Askew Road, W., or to Editor,

Word and Work , 48 , Paternoster Row , E.C.

It is not for a large amount I plead . Beyond what is already

given , I believe one hundred pounds per annum would clear

everything , and enable these grandly successful workers to push

forward with renewed vigour and strengthened hands in their

personal and hand- to -hand rescue service .

Listen ! the Master beseecheth ,

Calling each sister by name ;

His voice to each loving heart re'cheth ,

Its cheerfullest service to claim .

Then work , sisters , work ! let us slumber no lorger,
For Gid's call to labour grows strongerand stronger ;

The light of this life shall be darkened full soon ,

But the light of the better life resteth at noon .

R.

to Canada . This timeit is girls

seventy - five of whom were commended to God on Monday at

the Aldersgate Street noon prayer meeting, at which Mr. Robert

Paton presided. Dr. Barnardo, in explaining the motives which

induced him to send so many children out , said that Canaia

presented for such children an infinitely better outlook than

could be presented to them in this country. Unless they be

haved badly , they would be taken into the homes of primitive,

simple, and loving folk , and have around them all the circum .

stances which were connected with the primitive state of

society. The percentage of those who did well in Canada far

exceeded any possible statistics they could find at home. It

was a fact that they did not know of one single girl they had

sent out who was not living a respectable life. There was

another reason , and that was the expense of training and

keeping the children here. The number sent, up to June last,

was two thousand two hundred and ninety -nine. Of the one

hundred and seventy -five girls now going out, twenty -two came

from the Servants ' Home at Bow, and one hundred and fifty

three from the Village Home at Ilford . The average time of

residence in the homes was two years and eleven months.

From statistics supplied it appeared that not a few had diare

putable relatives alive from whose influence it was most desirable

that the children should be saved. Many of the girls bad

yielded their hearts to Christ under the influences which had

surrounded them since entering the Homes.

Referring to the general emigration work , Dr, Barnardo

stated that negotiations were completed for the procuringo

nearly five thousand acres of land in the far North-West beyond

Winnipeg, and they proposed placing a batch of big boys on it

to enable them to start farming on their own account.

We learn that H.R.H. Princess Mary Adelaide (Duchess of

Teck) has kindly consented to publicly open Dr.Barnardo's

enlarged Home for infants at Hawkhurst, Kent ( “ Babies'

Castle ' ), and has fixed August 9th for the ceremony. The new

Home will be able to accommodate one hundred infants.

Scottish Evangelistic Association .

N

IN

are

Mr. William Forbes has been giving addresses at

Holloway, Mile End, Paddington , Norwood , and Lambeth . All

applications forhis services should be sent to his residence, 71 ,

Windsor Road , Holloway , N.

Industrial Home forBoys. - As lately noted , the Home

has now been restored and reopened after the disastrous fire.

It accommodates one hundred boys-unconvicted of crime , but

otherwise unmanageable or destitute ,-who receive careful

Christian and thorough practical training. We understand

that while the loss through the fire has now been made up, the

ordinary income has suffered , and there is need for liberal help

We trust not a few will show sympathy in this good work. The

Hon . Superintendent is Miss Mann, 119, Copenhagen Street, N.

Evangelistic Mission . - Mr. C. Russell Hurditch

writes : - There many poor people with their chil

dren who attend the various balls of this mission , who never

see the country or breathe its purer air except on the

occasion of our annual treats . We, therefore, desire to renew

these excursions this year, including members of mothers'

meetings, and some of the Sunday schools (Kilburn and Walden

Hallschoolsannually raise their own expenses). Will friends

help us again this year by sending contributions, however small,

to this “ Day in the Country Fund ? ”

to accomplish , viz . , the evangelization of remote country

districts , the above association have concluded a successful

mission in and around the small village of Cruden, in Aberdeen

shire . Mr. Somerset Gardner was the evangelist , and the meet

ings were arranged by the Rev. N. C. Macfarlane, whose heart

* was thoroughly in the good work.

From night to night fortwo weeks the meetings were held :

now in a schoolroom , again in a farmhouse ; now in a church ,

and again in a cottage . Deep impressiun was produced , soul

anxiety awakened , and personal dealing sought.

The district overtaken is a wide one, and the people are far

scattered.

With the exception of onemeeting in a fishing village, four

miles from Cruden, the people addressed were wholly agricul.

tural.

The minister and the Lord's people were sorry to lose Mr.

Somerset Gardner ; many hearts had been stirred, and the good

work will doubtless go on .

Mr. and Mrs. Somerset Gardner began a three weeks' mission

in Perth on the 17th inst.

this year

Evangelistic Work in the Italian Army.

TнE

THE time has again come round when Cav. Capellini pre

pares to pay his annual visit to the military camps in

Central Italy, but this year he is in great anxiety from thewant

of the requisite special fund for this purpose. Two of the

friends of the work, who have often contributed largely

to it , have found themselves unable to

do so, and the funds for the ordinary expenses of the military

church in Rome have also been unusually scanty this season,

and few of the many visitors to Rome have sought out the

soldiers' meeting, yet the work itselfis progressing greatly.

The soldiers have found a lodging in which meetings can be

held at the camp of B-, and are expecting his arrival, as also

many soldiers at Civita Veccbia. In August there are other

campsto be visited, and this part of Cav. Capellini's work is

not only most valuable in spreading the seed of the Word of

God in many regiments which have never been brought under

his influence in Rome, but is especially useful as a prepara

tory work in those regiments which are to pass the following

winter there, as the men thus become acquainted with him and

his colporteur, and some begin to attend the meetings at once

on their arrival, thus forming the nucleus of a fresh ingathering

of precious souls .

Will not Christians remember Cav. Capellini at this time and

gend him help so that he may " go forward ” without anxiety

on the score of pecuniary means, and thus bear the glad tidings

to many young soldierswho have never yet heard the Gospel

in its purity and simplicity ? There is truly an " open door ; ”

who will assist him to enter in ?

Contributions can be sent to Miss M, C. Bryce, Gordonston,

York Road, Bournemouth ,

M. O. B.

164 , Alexandra Road, St. John's Wood , N.W.

Mr. Henry Cook writes that his eye, which appeared

seriously injured, is healing. He adds :-A remarkable bless

ing has followed a month's mission work on board the Annie,

on the coast of Cornwall . Several ports have been visited.

Some interesting tea meetings among the fishermen and sea-,

men , with after -meetings for the Gospelandthe building upof

the Lord's people. At Par, on the Lord's Day afternoon ,about

three hundred people came down on board. The vicar, Rey,

Mr.Vaughan, gave the address, and they were muchrefreshed.

In theevening of the same day, after the church and chapels were

out, there were nearlyonethousand personswho came down

toattend our meeting: the firstmeeting closingat 9.30, the

second at 10.30. The people were sorry indeed our visit was 80

short, butthankedus for our visit,and acknowledged that they

had receivedmuch blessing. At Mevagissey the fishermen and

their children came on board to tea, and attended ourmeetings

well. All we can sayis thatwe havebeencheered very greatly.

Wearenow preparing for theeast coastofEngland during the

month of August,and to finish off at Calais and Boulogne in

September and October, if the Lord will ,

Mr. Spurgeon writes : -Friends will be glad to know that

the work of conversion goes on at the Tabernacle with abiding

constancy. Of late many young children have borne testimony

to redeeming love, and have greatly cheered both the teachers

of the Sabbath school, their parents, and the pastor.
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Harry Green the Navvy.

His First and only Sermon.

A

FRIEND, connected with the Thames Church Mission

interesting incident. We were just leaving the Hornet steam tug,

where we had been speaking to the men, when wewere told an

accident had occurred . " Do you know whu is hurt ? ” we asked.

“ No, I don't. sir ." " Is the man much hurt ? ” “ I can't

say, sir . All I know is that he had a dreadful out in the head ,

and that he was carried away on a stretcher.” Finding no

further information as to who he was or where he lived

could be obtained but by going to the hospital and ques.

tioning the man himself, we went there. On arriving at

the hospital , we had no need to ask which of the wards

he was in, for the heavy breathing and sad moaning of the

sufferer guided us to his bedside. “• Why, it's Harry Green !" we

exclaimed, as oureyes rested on the form of the dying man . “ It's

Harry Green .” Yes , there was nomistake about that ; there lay

poor Harry Green , unconscious, suffering from injuries whereby

his skull was fractured. As we stood by, unable to help but by

prayer, we recalled the time when we first met him, and thể

many times we had been privileged to speak to him of a Saviour's

love, and of the tracts and little Testament given him from time

to time.

The doctor gave no hopes of his recovery, and knowing

he had a mother living somewhere in one oftheeastern counties,

we searched his clothing,hoping to find a letter that would reveal

that mother's addresg . No letter, however, was found, but in

one pocket was his Bible , and in another the little Testament

we had given him ; the latter bore traces of having been in

constant use , for it was almost as black as soot itself and

begrimed with grease and dirt , but as Harry was the driver

of a steam crane, that was not to be wondered at. We pro .

ceeded to his lodgings. The news bad already reached his

landlady - a Christianwoman — and she had telegraphed for

his mother. Eight or ten persons were there talking about

the sad event, and we used the opportunity to speak and

have prayer with them ; this was no company of idle gossipers

met together, but men and women that had reasons indeed to be

sorrowful.

Awakened and Conquered.

But to go back to the tracts and Testament given him .

How far they were used of God in his conversion we cannot say .

We heard from Mrs. E , how he was induced to become an

abstainer. “ One evening," she said , “ Harry Green came into my

shop the worse for drink ; my daughter served him with a bottle

of ginger beer, and before he left persuaded him to sign the

pledge. The Sunday following my son went to his lodgings

and took him to the meeting, and ever since then we have

looked upon him as one of our own. Ultimately, the Lord,

in His mercy, met with him , andfor a long timehe has lived a

consistent Christian life amongst his mates , and has sought to

win them for Jesus."

Often he would come to our Mission Room at Tilbury - a

distance of three miles from where he lived-and on the last

occasion gave a bright testimony to the saving power of the

Gospel, concluding by saying thathe intended, by God's grace, to

work amongst his mates in his own immediate neighbourhood,

and therefore we must not expect to see him with us so often ."

He joined the Wesleyan Chapel at Thurrock, and became

one of its most active workers. Seeing he had talent, he was

placed as a probationer ontheir preachers' list , and on Sunday,

May 16th , preached his first and only sermon in the above

chapel, taking for his text the words - When I see the blood

I will pass over you ” (Exod. xii . 13). The following morning,

before leaving for work , he said to his landlady, “ I lay my

trophies down, all down at Jesus' feet." - Good-bye, mother !

“ Good-bye, my boy," she replied , “ and may God bless you ."

He went, never to return ; just before mid -day his head was

crushed between the jib and the crane ; he lingered till seven

o'clock the sanie evening , and then went to be with Jesus .

His service for the Master was indeed short ere the messenger

arrived with the “ Come, thou blessed of My Father, enter thou

into the joy of thy Lord.” In due time his mother arrived ,

but not until he had breathed his last. She mouras,

but not as one without hope . She has left again for her

home at Pinchbeck, in Lincolnshire , taking with her all

that is left of poor Harry Green, to be interred in the churchyard

of his native parish. Before leaving she kindly gave us the

little Testament that Harry had carried so long and loved so

well , whilst she will carefully preserve his well-marked Bible,

from which he preached his first and last sermon— " When I

see the blood, I will pass over you ."

Princess Mary Village Homes.

Coin

YOMMEMORATION DAY at Addlestone is always bright and

interesting. It comes at just the right timeof the year

for such a gathering, and many a pleasant day have we spent

in the Princess Mary's Village on such occasions. Last Wed

nesday was in many ways a special day, not only because H.R.H,

Princess Mary ( Duchess of Teck ) was present - she very fre

quently has been pleased to mark her interest in the work by

being present - but also because of the opening of a new wing

founded by and named in honour of the great friend of the

children, the late Earl of Shaftesbury.

The large hall was beautifully decorated and well filled by

visitors. The Princess and suite occupied a deis at one end of

the hall , while the children , upwards of two hundred in number,

were ranged at the opposite end of the room . Nearly all of

them are the juvenile daughters of criminals , and are placed

here under the control of the principals until old enough to

enter domestic service in England or the colonies ; and it speaks

volumes in favour of their training to find that of all who have

passed through the establishment, only one has been convicted

of crime .

The proceedings of the day were opened by prayer and

an address by Rev. Teignmouth Shore. An account of the great

and benevolent work done by Lord Shaftesbury was read by the

Rev. C. Newbury , curate to the Rev. C. Sharp, Vicar of Addle.

stone. Vocal music, an ode in honour of Lord Shaftesbury,

and a song of action were given by the children in a way that

did credit to their teachers and themselves .

Prizes were presented by the Princess to the most deserving

girls who are in, or have passed through , the Homes , including

one who has been for three years a clerk, and several who have

good characters as servants. While the Duchess inspected the

new wing, and the cottages generally , the visitors took tea.

The institution is making excellent progress , but , like other

establishments of the kind, is greatly in need of pecuniary aid .

Donations are particularly required for the chapel building

fund .

Prayer and the Coming of the Lord. - Prayer is

earnestly requested from ail members of theWorldwide Prayer

Union , and from all those who love His appearing, for one

fortnight, commencing August 1st. " That the Holy Spirit

may open the eyes of ministers of all denominations to the

blessed truth of the pre -millennial advent of our Lord, and

that they may be led to preach the same instantly and con

stantly all over the world. ”—C. MELVILLE Pym .

Temperance Congress .—The British and Colonial Tem

perance Congress was in uugurated last week by a special service

held on Monday in Westminster Abbey , at which the Bishop of

London preached from the text, “ Bear ye one another's

burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ.” He remarked that,wher

ever the English flag flew , there was a protest against the great

English sin . Of all the proofs that religion was not dead there

was none stronger than the effort to mike men liva more moral

and wholesome lives , and none that bore more clearly upon it

the mark of God's Holy Spirit than the endeavour made by

temperance societies to heal this terrible disease . An ode of

welcome , composed by Rev. Dr. Dawson Burns, was sung on

the occasion . The Temperance Fete was held at the Ceystal

Palace on Tuesday, and the Congress held meetins on

Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday at the Prince's Hall ,

Piccadilly .

The Church of England Book Society . - Theannual

meeting of this society was heldon Tuesday (13th)atthe offices, 11,

Adam Street . Mr. Francis P. Labilliere presided . The report

shows that the position of the society is satisfactory, and that

the grants of the past year hqve been bestowad far and wide ,

not only in our own land but also in distant coloaies ; but , &$

the chairm in stated , there was & wide field before the society,

and its operations could be immeasurably extenlei it only the

funds were forthcoming. The amount of the grants of bɔɔk3 ,

& c . , distributed during the year is £ 1,635 . The frae grunts of

theological books ma le to the poorec clergy are an important

branch of the society's work, and , as was rightly stated by the

Chairman , it was essential that the younger clergy , espezially

should possess the book3 necessary for their work , and yes

many of them are totally unable to purchase them . The frog

grants of books made to the clergy of poor purishes as well az

to Sunday schools, workiag men's clu 13 , and young man's an1

young women's institutes , which in so many case3 lak god

books, have been greatly valued.

91
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GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD,

A

The Power of the Word .

THE C.M.S. Missionary Gleaner gives

Six years ago a learned Persian dervish ,

on looking over the books in a friend's

hou 3o , happened to take up an Enjil

(New Testament), which its owner said

was about the prophet Jesus, & useless

book which had been presented to him

by an American goldsmith . Moved with

curiosity, Agha Mirza Syed Khalech

glanced inside, and forming a different

estimate as to the value of its contents,

asked for a loan of the NewTestament , and

when his friend offered to give it, thank.

fully accepted , and took the precious book

home. His private studyofit convinced

him of the truth of what he read , and he

has accepted, and openly confessed , the

Lord Jesus to be his Saviour. Having

previously been dissatisfied with Mo.

hammedanism he spent all his money in

going from place to place seeking the

true religion , and now, contending with

poverty and proscription , he is success

fully testifying for Christ in his own and

an adjoining village.

A Girls' Prayer Meeting.
Openings in Mexico.

W

RITING from Cotta , Ceylon , Mrs. N urgent plea has been issued by the

seems to have come to the Boarding America , on behalf of Mexico. The fol.

School since early in this year ; there is lowing is an extract :

such a prayerful spirit amongst the girls . There is now open a great door for the

They and their Singhalese teacher spread of the Gospelin its Scriptural

( formerly a pupil in the school) meet purity among the millions upon this con

constantly out of lesson -hours to pray ; tinent who speak the Spanish tongue.

every morning they get up half an hour And it is greatly needed. The religion

earlier for it -- namely, at five o'clock, that has taken possession of those lands

instead of half -past - when a big bell, is nominal Christianity, actual Mario

hung on a tree , is rung by one of the latry . The most general and sincere

boys to arouse all in the compound . worship is addressed to the Queen of

Several bright, conscientious girls, dear Heaven. But the influence of Rome is

to us , and who had been here from eight on the wane. The Bible is penetrating

to ten years, have left during the present into those regions, so long oppressed

year, and we miss them greatly ; but with ignorance and superstition, and the

we know a Father's blessing must fol low entrance of God's Word giveth light.

them . The influence for good of one of Shall we not take our share in endes

the number (of whom it was said when vours to spread throughout those fair

she was here, “Every one loves Mary'') regions the
uncorrupt Gospel, and to lift

told at once on the village school where up those numerous and religiously dis

she is teaching, which has an average posed populations to a higher level of

attendance of about forty daily, for as faith and morals ? We have not to force

many as nineteen'girls soon after she took the doors, and obtrude our aid upon the

charge came forward as earnest seekers of reluctant and bostile . The invitation

Christ . Most of them have Buddhist comes from them . They appeal to us

parents , and one was then removed by for help in their need. When, in a vision

her parents to prevent her from receiving of the night, the man of Macedonisap

further religious instruction . The other peared to the great apostle, saying,

eighteen girls have special gatherings " Come over and help us," the imme

with Mary for the purpose of studying diate conclusion of Paul and his fellow

the Bible and prayers, beside their workers was, that the Lord had called

ordinary School Bible lesson and prayers . them to preach the Gospel there. The

voice comes to us from the living Mexi

French in Canada.
can. Are we sure that no Divine call is

thus conveyed ? The infant Church has

THE

THE New York Observer gives a been sorely wounded, and may seem to lie

cheering account of work amongst prostrate and bleeding by the wayside.

the French Canadians , and remarking

Shall we fold our robes in cold indiſ

an appeal for more missionaries ference and unconcern, and pass by on

says :-It is a call to English -speaking

A Jewish Rabbi's Letter.

А.
JEWISH missionary in Russia

writes to the Trinitarian Bible

Society :

In August last an old venerable Rabbi ,

from Wilna, with bis manservant, visited

me , and made me a present of seven

Hebrew books , of which he himself was

the author, treating about Judaism and

Christianity. At the same time he gave

mea most pressing invitation to pay him

a visit at Wilna, saying that he had im

portant matters to discuss with me . This

has since been done. For in Wilna, where

about sixty -five thousand Jews are living,

I visited the very sick and learned Rabbi,

who had been to see me during the

summer in W I spent many blessed

hours with him , for this man is a veritable

Nicodemus.

the other side ?

students to devote themselves to the work

of French evangelization . This is a move

in the right direction. There is scarcely

Winning His Sister.

a language under heaven which English.
speaking missionaries have nothmanglish : THE following incident from Belgium

was given the other day by M.

in order to proclaim to their fellows the
Brocho :

unsearchable riches of Christ ; why, then ,

A young man, a devout Roman Catholic

shouldnot many of them give themselves like all his family, and at the same time

to a language comparatively easy to
rather given to drink, had for a fellow

acquire, that they may preach the workman a young Protestant, and by him

Gospel to their neighbours ? One of the was brought to a knowledge of the truth.

most successful efforts put forth in our He became a member of the Church, and

days in the white fields of France ” has
also of the Y.M.C.A., and gave up

been carried on by men whose mother pleasure, drink, and even the use of

tongue is English ; why, then, should tobacco. Returning every week to his

there not rise up on this continent a
native village, three leagues off, he did

noble band , fired with the love of Jesus,
not fail to evangelize his relatives. One

to go everywhere among the French,

of his sisters, who was very devout,

from the gloomy rocks of the Saguenay

wished at last to understand what that

to the sunny mouth of the Mississippi,

religion was which had made such a

winning this bright and versatile people

change in her brother, " Come one day

to the knowledge of the truth ?

to the chapel with me," he said . She

went, but before going she must needs

attend Mass in a neighbouring church.

After Mass the cure preached. When she

The Moslems.- Dr. Joseph K. got to the chapel , what was her surprise

Greene, of Constantinople, fays the time to hear the pastor give out the same text

has come for more earnest effort in behalf as the priest had preached from. This

of Mohammedans. Turkish converts , in coincidence arrested her attention . The

demanding for themselves full religious sermon , so different from what she had

liberty and protection , now stand heard in the church, affected her deeply.

squarely upon the law of the land , After the service she asked some friends

Turks are no longer deterred from of her brother to come and see them .

examining the claims of the Gospel by the About fifteen went, and their visit, the

scandal of Oriental Christianity By the earnestness of our young Protestants,

wide Turkish dissemination of the Scrip. their Christian conversation, their hymns,

tures in the Turkish language the Turkish made a deep impression on the family,

mind is to a large extent being brought in The sisterhas now becomea disciple of

contact with Divine truth. the Gospel.

After the publication of Salkinson's

Hebrew Testament, this missionary sent

a copy to the Rabbi at Wilna, and re

ceived the following letter, written in

Cursive Hebrew :

( Translation .)

“ To my dear and honoured brother, the

faithful shepherd and priest unto the

Most High , and the acceptable servant

to His people and His religion , Mr.

P - D The Lord bless him .

“ A thousand thanks and gratitude to

thy exalted honour for having favoured

mewithyourprecious gift , viz ., the trans

lation ofthe books of the New Testament,

the handiwork of the great and learned

man, Isaac Salkinson, of blessed memory.

This edition I have read from beginning

to end , and , behold, it is exceedingly good ,

in the language as well as the form ."

Hill Tribes . - The Mission to the Hill

Arrian tribe of Travancore, begun by the

late Henry Baker, nearly forty yearsago,

is being energetically worked by Rev3.

A. F. Painter and K. Kuruwila . There

were seventy - three adult baptisms last

year. Of the converts at one village

Dr. Painter writes : “ Their simple faith ,

their evident desire to walk worthy of

their high calling , and the affection they

sbow make me thank God on every re

membrance of them ."

on
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

FOREIGN MISSION NOTES, AGENCIES.

Spanish Villages . - The Gospel is Canada . - The report of the Board of

spreading from Villaescusa into many of French Evangelization of the Presby. SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF

the surrounding villages.
PERSECUTED JEW8.

terian Church of Canada is well fitted to " BYRIAN CULONIZATION FUND,”
Seville.-The little band of believers encourage all those who are interested Shaftesbury Memorial Fund, sanctioned by

here have to suffer considerable persecu in the sowing of the Gospel seed among LORD SHAFTESBURY, in aid of Jews in the Holy

tion for the name of Christ.
Land , to enable them to obtain a livelihood, by

the French -speaking population of the

Mexico . - Bishop Lee, of the Re.
agricultural and other industry .

Dominion, Hon . Treasurer - R . C. L. BEVAN, Esq .
formed Church, has issued an urgent Call for Helpers. - " In Bechuana. Donations received by the Bankers , Messrs .

appeal for more missionaries.
land," writes one of the Wesleyan mis.

Drummond & Co.,Charing Cross, 8.W.; Messrs.

Dr. Wilson writes in China's Millions
Barclay , Bevan , Tritton,& Co. , 54 , Lombard

sioneries, “ large bodies of Europeans Street, E.C.; the Bank of England ; the Royal

a stirring account of a three hours'meet and natives are continually beseeching Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

ing near a great temple at Hanchung. me either to minister to them or send Ireland . Secretary - E. A. FINN.

Dr. Wenyon, who is at present in some one. I have already far more work
Office - 41, Parliament St. , Westminster, S.W.

England, gives an encouraging account than I can do . " MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY

of the successfulness of medical mission Salf-supporting Churches.---The Instituted 1837. New Offices, Bridge House,

work at Fatshan .
progress of self-support in the native Blackfriars Bridge ( City Side) , London,

Children in India . - Recently two
E.O .-- Object : To bring the subject of personal

churches of India is pleasantly indicated religion periodically before the middle and upper

thousand children, nearly all of Hindoo in the latest report of the American classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical

and Mohammedan parentage, marched Marattee Mission. Several districts in literature at home and abroad .

in the annual Sunday school procession
On the CONTINENT large numbers of Tracts

which there was violent persecution two

St Lucknow , India .

and Gospels in different languages have been
years ago have become remarkable for

circulated at the various Exhibitions , and each

Belgium . - The Missionary Society the willingness with which the Gospel is month English residents in many Continental

of Belgium is pushing vigorously for. now received.
cities receive Tracts through the post.

FRANCE and SPAIN .-Funds are urgently
ward , preachingthe Gospel regularly in Gospel Temperance and the needed to enable the Committee to respond to

eighty -one places, and occasionally in Maories . - The Blue Ribbon movement appeals just received. The necessity of bringing

sixty other villages .
is doing a good work among the Maories,

the truth , as it is in Jesus, before the educated

Jews in Russia . - There are , it is
classes in these lands is very great, and tho

and is taken up by thousands. There is Lord's stewards are earnestly invited to provido

stated, in Wilna, many hundred Jews yet hope for the forty or fifty thousand the means for extending this special work .

youths, men , girls, and women - who are natives still surviving here. The Gospel Cheques and Postal Orders to becrossed , and

convinced of the truth of Christianity, and temperance are to them full of
made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE, Secretary .

and in secret are really Christians. promise “ of the life that now is, as well

Piedmonteso in France. A rail
CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

as of that to come."
EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA.

way is being conetructed in South In Earnest. – Miss E.Black, writing -This Society is diffusing the knowledge of

France, in which large numbers of of much encouragement amongst women Christ among the children of India by means of

Piedmontese areemployed, amongst

teachers and books. Christian literature for

in Fanch'eng, tells of “ one poor woman

whom Henri De Villèro and one or two
adults is also provided . Reports and Papers will

suffering from spinal disease ,who crawls be sent on application . Funds urgently needed .

others are doing good service. (for shecannot walk ) to the place, never Address — the Secretaries, C.V.E.B., 7, Adam

Among the Heathen. After missing a meeting. She is, I believe, not Street , Strand , London , W.C.

describing a visit to a miserable Chinese only desirous to learn the truth but to
BRITISH

home, Miss Jakobsen writes :-We went
SOCIETY FOR THE

obey it. What joy it gives to meet with
PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL

homewith our hearts full of joy to think such ! Will you not pray that much
AMONG THE JEW8. - Established 1842

that we, for Jesus' sake, lived among the blessing may be given her ? " President - W . G. HABERS HON, Esq.

hoathen to testify for Him. Central Africa .-Rev. J. A. Bain The Society has upwards of 100 Agents , who

Jewish Refugees.- We learn that has sent home an interesting account of carry the Gospel to the Jews in England, Italy ,

the Artouf settlement (near ancient
Germany, Austria, Russia and Turkey. The

a tour taken over the territory situated labours of the Missionaries are supplemented by

Eshcol), founded by the Jewish Refu. between the Lakes Nyassa and Tangan the work of Schoolmasters and Colporteurs.

gees' Aid Society, is progressing favour. yika, with the purpose of reassuring Tracts and Copies of the Scriptures are circu

lated. Many Jews have,by this Society , beenled

ably, though the lack of fundshampers Nymberi, the chief of Wuntali, whose
to believe that Jesus is the Christ. Much good

the work . people have suspected & feeling of ani. has been done among the thousands of Jews in

Seamen in South America. mosity to exist in the “white men's " London by the various Agents, by the House of

The South American Missionary Society minds for the murder of Mr. Stewart's Call , andby the New Mission House , with its im

portant Medical Missions.
says :-It is a subject of thankfulness to porters. On their first visit the Wuntali

Increased funds are urgently needed,

find that the work makes so much pro. villages were all deserted , but on the and will be tbankfullyreceived bythe Secretary ,

gress amongst our seamen at Rio and return journey Mr. Bain secured an Rev. J DUNLOP, at the Office ,

Pernambuco. Mr. Walker's and Mr. interview with the chief , and accom .
96 , Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, London .

Hooper's lletters (given in the society's plished the purpose of his visit. RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY
magazine) are deeply interesting. Missions in India.—People some -This Society circulated last year nearly 88
Inquiring after the Doctrine. times lament the slow advance of missions millions of publications in 174 languages. It

Mr.Terrywrites from Kwei-hwa-Cheng, in India, but considering the greatobsta uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

China :-Our teacher tells us that people
which they are subscribed, and pays all its ex

cles to be overcome, and the very limited
penses out ofTrade Funds. It distributes packets

are coming to him to make inquiries number of labourers, the churches have of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

after the new doctrine. He and another perhaps no right to expect greater results. and Bailors ; has issued nearly forty thousand

teacher have been up till midnight read During the last thirty years the popula
libraries ; helps all the great Missionary Societies,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution .
ing the Word. Truly God appears to be tion offlourishing cities like Glasgow and Anannual subscription of 103. 60. or upwards

giving the people a desire for His own Liverpool has increased only fifty per constituteg membership, and a sum of £10 10s.

Word , cent.; even (London , whose growth is Lite membersbip. all subscribers receive copies
of the new tracis, & c .

The Congo . — The formation of a marvellous, has only doubled during the Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries ,

company to construct a railway past the same period. To find a parallel to the Rev. LEWIS RORRETT WHITE, D.D. , and

Livingstone Falls, on the Congo, removes
progress of the Native Church in India, Rev. 8. G.GREEN, D.D.,56 , Paternoster Row ,

the last doubt of the early and large
London , E.C.

you must rather go to & city like

development of the Upper Congo Valley, Chicago on the other sideof the Atlantio .
TURKISH MISSIONS AID

and promises the speedy removal of the During the forty years I have been per
SOCIETY.

greatest difficulty in the establishment mitted to labour in the East, I have seen President - The EARLOF ABERDEEN.

ot missions in the interior. the number of Native Christians multi Promotes evangelistic work in Bible Lands by

“ Mohulla." - Wesometimes see the plied six - fold , rising from about eighty means of pecuniary grants. Funds are urgently

expression " Mohulle work ” in articles thousand to half a million . It must be
needed that the assistancegiven may notfali

short. Secretary - Rev. T. W. BROWN, M.A..
on missions in India . Mohulla means a confessed that there is another side of the

7, Adam Street, Strand , W.C.
ward in a city ; and , in this work, the picture. The number of Hindus and

missionaries go into an open square in Mohammedans is greater than ever it
CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

the city, and preach the Gospel to all was in the world's history . Still , the
Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C. - European

Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 254 , Native Lay
who will bear. The women missionaries first - fruits that have been reaped are an Agents 3,609, Bchools 1.725 . Subscriptions

go at an hour when most of the men will encouragement to greater effort. - J. urgently needed for rapidly extending work

among a thousand millions of Heathens and
be away at their work , and often have a MURDOCH, LL.D., Christian Vernacular

Mabommedans. Hon . Sec ., Rev. F. E. WIGRAM.

large audience. Education Society for India . Lay Sec., General GEORGE HUTCHLISON .
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Notices of Books.

Bible Heathens ; or, Church and World in Scripture Times. By

Rev. C. Martin Grant, B.D.-Nisbet & Co.

“ Gentile Believers ” would be a very apt title for this capital

series of Sunday evening lectures . The author treats with

considerable interest and freshness such Old Testament cha

racters , outside the chosen people , as Ruth , Ittai the Gittite ,

Araunah, the Queen of Sheba, & c.; also in the New Testament

the Magi, the Centurion, certain Greeks, and Cornelius. The

book deserves a hearty word, it is suggestive and helpful to all .

Conversation : Why don'twe do more Good by it ? By Rev. G.

S. Bowes, B.A. (23. 6d.). - Nisbet & Co.

Here we have many useful hints on conversation in general,

but the chapters on spiritual conversation are of special value.

Those who experience considerable difficulty in making their

conversation as profitable as they could wish to unconverted

friends will find these pages admirably suggestive . Most of us

have to confess our conversation is not so helpful as it ought to

be, too often it deteriorates into mere idle talk ; here a nobler

ideal is presented, and one well worth aiming at.

Songs of Earth and Heaven. By Newman Hall, LL.B.

Hodder & Stoughton.

A collection of Mr. Hall's sonnets, metrical musings , hymns

of praise, & c ., some of which are familiar , others fresh, and

all tuneful and graceful . Not a few of the pieces will gain

a place in future bympals of Church praise. Many will

welcome their issue in this collective form .

Italy Revisited. By E. S. G. S. - Whittingham & Co.

Much as has been written about Italy , the authoress seems

to have lighted on many things out of the common track . The

book is interesting from first to last-not least the sketches of

Christian work and the illustrations of veritable pagan supersti

tion ,

Five Years in Ludhiana. By M. Rose Greenfield . - Partridge

& Co.

Miss Greenfield has done well to give these graphic sketches

of home life in the Indian villages and zenanas. Well written

and interesting throughout, it will be read widely, and awaken,

we trust, many to deeper concern for the women and children

of our Indian empire.

Steps unto Heaven . By Rev. John Richardson , D.D.-E. Stock.

A series of brief practical papers on Christian walk and war

fare, from peril and pardon on to purity and praise. For the

unconverted inquiring the way, as well as the young needing

help in the way, the book will prove useful.

R. T. S. Library. (6 .) - Religious Tract Society.

We welcomethis issue of capital, interesting, and useful

books in cheap form . Adventures in Mongolia, by James Gil

mour, M.A., of Pekin ; The Wit and Wisdom of Thomas Fuller ;

and The Life of Latimer, by R. Demaus, are the three now

before us. The titles speak for themselves ; we rejoice such

works should be brought within the reach of all .

Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

the publishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48, Paternoster Row,

London, E.C., po t free, for the published price. Full cash

discount for general book orders.

" the

Madeira . - Rev. W. Smart writes : - I have had two warn

ings lately : one is that “ I had better not be out at night

alone, as some of the Jesuit party intend to hurt me ;

other is that the Roman Catholic Bishop of Madeira has deter

mined to turn me out " neck and crop.” " The Lord is thy

keeper,” are the words which constantly recur to me since I

heard of these threats ; " therefore I will trust, and not be

afraid.” Please ask the readers of Word and Work to pray that

the Lord will, if it is His will, turn aside the devices of wicked
men.

183, Rua dos Ferraros, Funchal, Madeira, 1st July, 1886.

£ s . d .

1 0 0...

... 1 0 0

Donations Raceived .

DR. BARNARDO'S HOMES .

J.S....

MR. FEGAN'S HOMES.

J.8 ....

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization 3ogisty is prepared to send quide1 Brangelists

to any part of England , Scotland, 2011 Wales up due notice. Apply
to 40o, stratary, 21, surrey Street, Streit, w.v.

Y.M.C. A. , City, Nuw Metal Excha ige, Wittington Ave 12 , Levenball

Bereet (140+ il , Griechirch Strat). – Biblerid 13 , 5 in 119.5 2.m .;

Workers'meeting.Tuesday, 27th ,6.15 p.m. Mission work eachevening,at

Y.M.C.A. Mission Hall. Burminisoy. Waite : 7021,Hockn -y, $ .

Talbot Tabern icle, Powis Squari, W., Sunday, Vr. Frank White.

morning at II , ev ning at 7.

TheMerchants' Lecture, Finsbury Chapel, Moorfields, City. - Tues .,

27th , Rev. Dr. Konuedv, at 12'ulok.

Keswick Twelfth Annual Convention, July 2ith to Jaly 31st.

For loigings, &e . , apply to Vr . Pistlethwaite, Ekin Pace, kes rick.

Open Air Mission . - Quarterly meeting at Hawkstve Hall,West

minster Bridge Road , Mon., 26th , at 7.3) . Rev. N -winan Hall willgive

h's “ Personal Recollections as an open -air Prearhar."

Children's Special Servise Mission. -Seaside Servicas.-Mr.G.

Banaster, i.i the yacht Kingfisher , at Llwidu in ), till first week in

Auf ., at Rhyl second and thir 1 weeks in Aug. ; dr. A. E. Bellingham ,

at Llandudn ), in Aug .; Mr. E. Arrowsmin , at Scarboroug : (holding

services also at Filey ), Aug. 2nd to 31st , at North Berwick in sept.; Mc.

E. J. Keanedy, at Bridlington. in Auz : ; Mr. E T. M. Dennes, at Sut

bura-hy -the- S - a, Aug. 2nd to 3 )th ; MP, J. Spiers at Ricar,in Aug.;

Mr. E. Salisbury , at Weymouth , fir four weeksfrom middle of Aug.;
Mr. W. F. Se agrove, at St. Leonardis un l Hastings, in Aug. ; M #rs. H.

M. Trickett, A. V. Grace, O. F. Harford Bittersby, and B. L. Stacey, at

E 19.bourde, all Ang. t first week of S.p.; Mr.W. R. Moora, at [ tra

combe ; Mr. H. W. Figgis ( of Dublin ) at Brighton during Aug .; Rer.

A. J. Shepher1, at Bournemouth, during Aug: ; Vr. A. Sorrs, at

Sandown, during Aug .; Rev. H. C. Sturdy and Mr. T. Hurrell, at

Margite, during Aug.; Rev. 8. L Dixon and Mr. F. Pitts , at Worthing,

during Aug.; Mr. C. steinitz at Penmaen na vr till August 7th : Majke

Dru Drury, at Towyn ( Wales ) , diring Aut.; M.G. Bennett, at

Douglas, to first week in Aug.. at Ab -rystwitu in Aug.; Mr. J.H. Greene,

at Aberystwith, July 25th to Aug. lst , at Moream s, in Aug. ; Messrs.

E. and O. H. Collier, at Hirne Bay. from July 1lth ; Mr. C. E Todd,

at Lowestoft, Aug. 8th to 31st.; Mr. LG Hurris, ac Weston -super

Mare, Aus. 15th to 31st ; Rev.W. Bradbury . at Weston-soper- Haretill

middle of August ; Mr. W. L. Se vler, at Broa Istairs . Aug. 7th to 21st;

Mr.Walter Huckett. Exmou.h. Aug. Ist to first week in sept. : Messrs.

O. F. Jones and H. Braddock. Munbles, Swans -4 . Auz. Ist to 15th : Rev.

F. Hodgson Jones, at Tynemou'h .Aug 1 -t to 14th ; Mr. Wetherley, at
Hunstanton ; Mr. 'D.Turner , at Killiney ( 're aod) duriog August; Ir,

H. M. Trickett, at Winchester , July 218 to 24ch .

Conference Hall , Mildmy Park , N.- 11 ... July 25th, at 3.30, Yr.

P.S. Balenoch , and at 7 , Mr. Herbert R. Francis,

Youths' Institute, Old Pge Street, West ainster (" One Tun '

Mission ).-- Prayermeeting every Welaes lay from 1 to 1.30 . Con

ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Mission service every Buniay from 3.30 698.

Confocency Hall , 143, Clapham Road , S.W.-Sun izv. 11 a.m.Childrets

service; 3.3 )p.m., Bible rea ling ; 7p.m. , topul service by Mr. Puwell.
Evange istio Missing ( Oader 404 direcionit O. ( 1947 treiten ),

Bank Holiday. Monday, Aug. 2nd , me tinguin Kilburn Hill , Kilbara

Gate (not Town Hall ), at 4 and 6.3) p.in. Tsa between the ti

meetings.

Kilburn fall, Kilburn Gato (not town all ).-Mr. Jas. L. Stanley,

Sua . , at 7 p.m., and Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

Mulden Hail , Kentish Town.-Dr. G. A. Macnutt, Bun., 7 p...,

and Thurs., at 8 .

Dalston dail, 105, Dilston Lane, E.-Mr. S. E , Angel , Sun., 7 p.m .;
Service on Thurs., 8 p.m.

Bigaold Hill , Bigovia R711, Bistinn Rngt, Forest Gsto.-Mr.

Geo. Hucklesby ,Sun .. ? p.m .,and Wed., 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cathy Hall). Hanmersnith
Roud. - Di.Popham , Sun., at 3p.m. and 7 p.m. , and Thurs. 3 p.o.

William Grova, in a large tent at fibi Rial Poesst Gita : 821 ..

at 3p.m. and 7 p . m. , and week -nigh's at 8 p.m.

The Tent Lower Merton , Wimbledo. - Vr. Elviri Ha - liteb,

Su 1. , 3 30 and 7, and exch week night, exreut si irlav, at 8 .

Great Assembly Hall, Mile End Road, E .- \ r. C. Ru39-11 Aurlitch ,

Sun , 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. , and Monday , Tuesdıy, and Wednesday, at

8 p.m. , throughout July .

Zenana ant M 110.1Mission Sohool ani 1207, 53 , St. George's

Road , 8.W.-Bible reading with Prayer every Saturdıy at noon , at
which Miss Nogent and Mrs. Orchar í kindle pravida ,

Y.W.C.A. -Meetings for business young ladies everyTuesday evening,

st 9.15, in the Mall Hall. High Street. Notting till .

Deepening of Spiritual Life. - Meeting at stidord Rooms, Titch
birne street.Elywara Road , Fridays, 3.37 p.m.

St. George's fall, Langna o Place . W. -D:. McKuliam , Sundar at l!

and 7 ; and at Burlington Hall,Savile Row , on Wednesday evening, atë

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION POBTIONS.

July 25th - Acts xxi. 15—26 July 29th-Acts xxiii, 1-11

26th-Acts xxi. 27-40 30th-Acts xxii, 12-23

27th-Acts xxii . 1-16 31st - Acts xxiii . 23-35

28th-Acts xxii, 17—30 LE

1 0 0

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

J. S ....

EVANGELISTIC MISSUN.
J.8....

" A little towards giving the poor children a day inthe country

“ Old Relpatcb , " Scotland
LONDON SAMARITAN SOCIETY .

J.B ....

FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN.
JS....

MOUNT HERMAN ORPHANAGE,

J: S

DIMNE83 OF SIGHT AND BLINDN088 sre frequently

caused by the use of ansaitsole spostacles . The Rvv. Dr. Oro har, Ald

House, AxCt, weites : - " ( ounat descripy the conbrt i igriva for the

ase ofyour glasses, both by day and night. I foi ao osin or regelness

83 I used to ; and I have takea to reading books Uust out wide as too

troing for the eyes on account of the invlinge of th , troq." That Sir

Julius Bendict wrote : -“ I have tried the principal opticians in Lon lo

without suocess, but the spectacles you have stapte i suit sinirable : the

clearness of your glastos as compare with others is cuilly surprising,"

The Rev. R. 4. B40191, V. 1., Hon. W r 1944r Citha iral,

writo : - " Th4 spectacles you adapted are all I could desiro, s11 my eyes

teel strong,airly . !alo regret I did 10t know of your spaedlagsal
years ago." - VL. TOVRELAORNO.Osalise abigin, 18. OLD

BOND STREET, solaatidcally alapte blo (MPROVED SPEODAOLES

to assist and strongthen tho waskart dghte, nonleuntunint suf

reation , forthepretion of sightfree BRANO I93 . 3.Poultry:

F.C .; 3. Guardian Buildin , Oengl * ., MAVIT 1173B;

5 , 170orition Street, BIRYING TAM ; sad139. Bachanso

st., Glasgos- ADPT.

1 0 0

0 10 0

05 0

0 10 0

0 10 0

0 10 0
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Situations and Appointments.

MANAGERESS wanted to keep a Chris

tian Home for German young men in the East

End. Must speak German and English. Thorough

efficiency and true Christian character indispen

sable ; widow preferred. Only strong and ex.

perienced ladies need apply to Secretary , 28,

Finstury Square, E.C.

WANTED a gond Matron for a small Pre
ventive Home in the Eastern Countis. Address

Mr. Duff, Buit's Library, 25, New Qutbec Street ,
London , W.

WANTED young ladies to assist in singing

at an afternoon service in the S.E. district ot

London , Answer by letter to A. B. O. , T. Ras

tall & Bon, Ebury Street , Pimlico.

WANTED , a good Matron for Rescue Home,
age about 30. Miss Stroud , Deaconess House ,

Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED about the first of September a

good plain Cook , a few miles f om London ;

small family ; good character indispensable. J.

W. , office of Word and Work , 48, Paturnoster

Row, E.C.

SERVANTS' AGENCY, Soho Bazaar.–
Unexceptionable references required . Testino

nialsofreligious character fully appreciated . Male

and female servants are in daily attendance from

11 to 2 on Mondays. Wednesdays , and Fridays,

the number is very large . Entrances, bobo

Square, and 77, Oxford Street, London , W.

AS GOOD PLAIN COOK.-A young
person , age 27. desires situation as above.

Kindly state particulars and wages given . T. H. ,

54. Downing Street , Farnham , Surrey.

THE MILDMAY HOME , specially for

respectable young women from the country or
elsen here whilst waiting for situations.

Registry attached . Terms on application to

the De- cone- s in charge of the Registry , Con

ference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls as Under Nurses and Under Housemaids in

Christian families . Stamped envelopes

replies . Registry, Conference Hall , Mildmay

Park, N.

WANTED re-engagement as Nurse :9 in
valid gentleman , experienced . Mrs. Mackenzie,

90 , Newington Green Road , N.

WANTED re-engagement (after many

yoars' experience) as Matron of Home and

manage Registry ; clergymau's daughter ; salary

nominal . Miss Moor, 35, Burma Road , Green

Lanes, London , N.

WANTED, in Christian family, for a young
lady , age 16 ; urgent need . Can beach little

children French and music. High references .

M, B. , care of Miss Hull , 35 , Ashchurch Grove,

Shepherd's Bush , W.

авWANTED- re er gagement Nursery

Governess to small children ; a widow , 2ge 40;

excellent references from previous places. Mrs.

Ebsworth , 14 , Wolsey Road, Mildmay Road , N.

WANTED situation as superior Nursery
Governess ; Parisian , aged 24 : good references.

Mlle. Bauer, care of Miss Stroud , Conference

Hall, Mildmay , N.

WANTED re-engagement as Builer in &
Obrist ian family ; seventeen years' personal

reference ; leaving through death in the family.

Apply S. A. B. , 1 ,Newington Green, London, N

WANTED first situation in good family

( Christian ), under a Lady's Maid , vor a young

person of 18 ; has had experience in dressmaking.

E. G. , 1 , Newington Grten, London , N.

WANTED situation in or near London as

good Cook ; wages £ 25 : age 82. A. A. , 1, New

ington Green, London, N.

GOVERNESS.-Re-engagement wanted by

young lady , aged 21. Acquirements : English,

French , music, drawing, elementary, German,

and Latin , li years in last engagement. Country

preferred . P. S., John F. Shaw & Co., 48, Pater

noster Row, London , E.C.

AS USEFUL COMPANION by young

lady ; do.uesticated ; good needlewoman ; good
references. Address Miss Rolieston , Post Office,

St. Ives, Hunts .

Spartments, & c.
Educational.

Combe Down School,

BOURNEMOUTH.- A delightful Home

for Visitors and invalidsat Durley Dean Mansion .

Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Koumiss treatment where d - sired . Pamphlets

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless
cases post free for 6d . in stamps . Address

Secretary .

LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL,

20, 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C.

Five minutes' walk or ls . cab fare from Euston,
St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily

reached from other stutions . Patronised by

readers of Word and Work , Tariff on application,

FALMOUTH .-Well-furnished Bedroom

and Sitting-soom to let, with attendance and use

of piano ; pleasa utly situated ; ! 0 children ,

Apply to De BeauvoirHouse, Marlborough Road,

Falmouth ,

- HOME OF REST,” Ripley Cottage,

Bewdley, Worcestershire, is now opened to young
women in business needing charge. Board and

lodging 8s. per week. Particulars from Matron.

Subs. and dons. to Miss 0. Gowan, Hon. Lady

Supt. and Treas., 20, Beauchamp Square,
Leamington.

Near BATH,

Principal - MR . W. FRANKLIN.

( for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

School.)

EXHIBITIONS

Four or more Exhibitions of the annual

value of £35 (thus reducing the school

fees to £ 15 or £40) are offered to boys

entering for the Christmas term ,

Full particulars on application, which

must bemade not later than July 31st.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN.

Woodlands, Snaresbrook, Essex.

The MISSES COX and MISS CECIL receive the

Sons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough .

Home comforts . Special attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion , morality

and purity. The instruction given in the

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION .

HASTINGS . - Board an i Residence. Very

quiet and comfortable for ladies . Near the sea.

Terms moderate . E. W. , 32. Wellington Square .

COUNTRY APARTMENTS, fur

nished , in a most healthy, pleasant , and rural

position . Terms moderate. Mrs.S., St. Julian's ,

Chobham (Woking Station ), Surrey .

FURNISHED APARTMENTS in a

Christian family for gentlemen , one double and

one single bedroom , and superior aitting -room ,

with or without board ; terms moderate .

Mrs. H., 12, Poet's Road , Highbury New

Park, N.

STOKE NEWINGTON . - House to let,

containing eight rooms._Seleet neighbourhood ,

8 , Bouverie Road , N. Easy access frum City.

Rent moderate . For particulars apply to

Mr. J.G. Vernon, Oxford House, Cullege Avenue,

Clapton , E.

WESTGATE-ON -SEA.-Carlisle Board
ing Establishment. Near to sea and baths.

Special arrangement made for families. With

private sitting -room if required .

TO CHRISTIAN WORKERS.-A

Mission Hall , situated in one of the healthiest

villages on the south coast of Devon , to be cold ,

in consequence of the owner having let the

neighbourbood. The building (which will seat

about 300 ) is lofty, brick built , with hollow walls

and slated roofing, and is well ventilated . The

hall will only be sold for the Lord's work . which

has been , and is being , greatly honoured therein .

For further particulars,
W. T. , Brooks Hall, Jpawich .

ARTIFICIAL TEETH . - Special Notice.
-Mr. J. SHIPLEY SLIPPER, R.D.S. ( Hon . Dental
Surgeon to the School for the bons Jon

gregational Ministers, Caterham ), makes no

charge for consultation, and fits artificial teeth

without extracting old teeth or stumps. These
teeth are life -like in appearance, and can be ad

justed from 38. 6d. per tooth , and 20s. per set

(guaranteed ). Every information FREE daily ,

from 9 to 7 , at 37, High Holhorn, London , W.O.

(facing Chancery Lane)." Painless Dentistry,” .

dew book by J. Shipley Slipper, enclosed gratis

and post free on application .
Mr. J. Ehipley Slipper submits the following

letter asasample of inany others daily received .

(Published by permission.).
61 , Larkhall Lane, Clapham , London , S.W.

DEAR SIR, - It is with true pleasure I bear my

sincere testimony to the excellency of the set of

teeth prepared for me ; for fit, appearance, and

comfort they surpass any I have had for thirty

years. I consideryou a thorough proficient in

the art of dentistry, and if widely known, you

mustensure a largeshare of public patronage .

Yours faithfully,
( Signed ) THOS. CHIVERS,

Baptist Minister .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL.

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL

The Avenue, Acton .-- reful Christian training

combined with the best educutional advantages .

Pupils received between the ages of six and tour

teen years . A limited number only taken ,

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. GEO .
FOSTER as an educator.

Loudon Referte - GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq..

71 , 6t . Paul's Churchyard.
Swimming taught this term .

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX.

MARGATE. - PREPARATORY School for

Gentlemen's Sons. A thorough education,

Christian training and homo com'orts. Pupils

atteud University and College of Preceptors'

Exams. Residentand visiting masters.

Miss Ricb , sanuringham House.

SOUTHEND - ON - SEA.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BUARI ING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG

LADIES.

Children taken for the summer vacation .

Terms moderate - 0 ., Office of Word and Work ,

48, Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

A YOUNG LADY about to return to .

England alter sonie years' residence abroad do

sires an engagement in a School near London .

Has a thorough knowledge of French and German

and has gained bigb -class certificates formusic ,
painting , & c . Address J. G., Word and Work

Office, 48, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christian

Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Soripture Readers, on reasonable

terms , by applying to Rev. J. Renny , F.R.S.L.

Christ Churcu Parsonage, Cheddar. A stamped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply .

Tenth Edition , complete in one volume,

pp. 1,040, cloth 9s.

STUDI
ES FOR THE PULPIT .

Containing over Three Hundred Ser.

mons and Outlines, with Biblical Illustra

tions, Counsels for Preachers, & c .

“ An exceedingly valuablework . " - Rock

J. F. SHAW & CO ., 48, Paternoster Row , E.O.

WORDS OF LIFE.

Illustrations and Subjects taken from the

“ Pilgrim's Progress.” specially commended to

the attention of Tract Depois . ONE SHILLING

PEX PACKET. New illustrated cards for way.

side distribution .

LONDON :

JOHN F. SHAW & CO . , 48, Paternoster Row.
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MILDMAY CONFERENCE, 1886. Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen.

(JUNE 23rd, 24th , and 25th.)

THE OFFICIAL REPORT

will shortly be issued,

Containing Reports of the Speeches corrected by

the Speakers.

REDUCED PRICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Sewed, 1s. 38. , post free, 1s . 6d . ; cloth , 1s . 11d .. post free , 2s . 3d.

To secure copies at the Reduced Price, orders must be

received immediately.

Six Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling

fleets , 12,000 smackswen are engaged all the year round in providing our
tables with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and

sleety storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims , hundreds of them ,

to the pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied -may

rightly claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and so

highly prize.
THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoning

love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours, afford

ing relief in case of sickness and injury, and cheering and brighteniog dull

and monotonous lives by their presence and ministry.

“ The Mission Smacksare doing in the North Sea a grandwork, worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England; and I believe that

the results of their effort. greatas they are in the present, will, if only

supported liberally by the public , be of untold value in the future."

Sir Eduard Birkbeck, Bart.,M.P.
FUNDs are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a vessel

with every fleet.
B. J. MATHER, Director.

181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ,, E.C.

N.B.- The ofices were removed to the present address in

December last . Attention to the change will save much

trouble, time, and expense to the Mission .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

MR. G , T. CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON

CONSUMPTION

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE ( post free) , or Large Edition( cloth ), 18. 3a ., from

the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S.E., and Elliot Stock,

62, Paternoster Row, E.C.

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Ecriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary. Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London, S.W.

Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16, St. James Street,

London , 8.W.

NEW BOOK BY MISS MARSH.

Price One Shilling, post free.

A CHILD OF THE MORNING..
THE

SEVENTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM MAY TO AUGUST.

MEMORIALS of LITTLE EMILY.

By the Author of “ Life of Hedley Vicars, " & c.

“ It is a charming narrative, and weowe a debt of gratitude to Mr. Smithe

for consenting to its publication, and to thedistinguished authoress for the

way in which she has performed her task .” — English Churchman.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row ,E.C.NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER,

Mr. Congrove will give ONE RECENT CASE ,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK,

Enlarged 16 pages . Price ONE PENNY.

THE ANTI- INFIDEL.

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

Edited by W. R. BRADLAUGH. A Monthly Magazine for the ADVOCACT

OF TRUTA and EXPOSURE OF ERROR .

Highly suitable for distribution among working men in large centres of

industry. Workshop scoff and ridicule honestly dealtwith and refuted
Texts cavilled at explained . All objectionablepersonality is studioast;

avoided , but the principles of Scepticism and the fallacious reasoning

its advocates are fearlessly dealt with .Clergymen,Ministers, and Trac

Distributorssupplied atthereducedrate of 68.6d . per100,carriage paid.

London : JOHN ANOW & CO ., 2 , IVY LANE, PATERNOSTER Row ;

At Railway Book stalls and all Booksellers.

INCIPIENT PHTHISIS,

The following case is that of Miss ANNIE WEAVING, the Cottage , Upper

Blaughter, Moreton -in -the-Marsb, Gloucestershire, who wrote me first on

the 5th of September, last year, by advice of a friend , who h'd seen a

report of my treatment in a publication called The Little Gleaner. Con

sumption had shown itself in the family , and now threatened her.

This patient's illness bad commenced eight months before with cold and
acute pains in the chest, followed by troublesome cough, and painsextend .

ing now from the side tbrough to the shoulder blade : fever , and flushings

after food . Considerable loss of flesh had taken place. Writing me at

this time, she says : “ I bave taken a great deal of medicine and pills, but
to no avail."

There was not much progress for some weeks, but the patient continued,

and in her last letter she says : “ I am sorry I neglected writing you so

long , but after the last medicine you sent meI lost the pains , & c., and am

bow quite strong again , I feel deeplythankful toyou, and shall be

pleased to recommend your treatment. - Yours gratefully,” & c.

Published Monthly, price Id . — Unsectarian.

BIBLE LIGET

FOR TRUTH SEEKERS AND CHRISTIAN WORKERS.

Wordand Work of Jan.14th says: " Those in search of hiotsandgood

Bible notes will valuethis little monthly . throwing, as it does, lighton

difficultpointsin abrief and pithystyle calculated to proveexceedingly

helpful to Bible studentsand Christian workers."

LONDON :JOHN F.SHAW & CO .,48,PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.
NOTE . – Days of Consultation. —TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance_should choose either of the two

former days . Every one is expected to have soon

the book first.

Extra flexible, silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco, kid -lined, elastic band.

With full helps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band . From 4s.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

16. PATERNOSTER ROW . LONDON .

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS. TOOTH - ACHE

CURED INSTANTLY BY

Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds.

" DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED."

Sir,-My sale for your “Cure for Deafness "
increases . A man here who bas been deaf

Forty years bas had his hearing restored by it .

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch .

13. 114. perBottle, Freeby Postfor14stamps,from

Edwin J. Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury.

BUNTER'S

NERVINE.

FURNITURE. - NORMAN &

STACEY'S BIRE -PURCHASE SYSTEV com

mends itself to all classes. Deposit qot necesaIT:

It combines real economy on sound commercial

principles,with strictly private srrangements:
without the objectionable formalities of

dealers and others . Payments canextend over
1, 2, or8 years. The 60 wholesale firmasembrace

the best manufacturers, who have large stocks

for selection .Intending purchasersshould call

ersonally , or gind forparticulars.- Offio-s, 79,

Queen Victoria 8t., E.c.,and 121, PallMall, 8.9 .

1s. 1 }d , of all

Chemists.

London : J. F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row , E.0 ,
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[REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD .) [48 , PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

THURSDAY, JULY 29, 1886.
ONE PENNY.

VOL. XII , No. 593 .

CHRISTIAN HELP FOR IRELAND.

Doubtless the readers of Word and Work have been pained by the sad accounts given

week after week of the deep distress in Ireland , many families who formerly possessed com

fortable homes being reduced to the greatest poverty. The Lord has laid it on my heart

to assist such , by forming a Society of ladies who will work a quarter of an hour daily at

some useful article of clothing (finding their own materials ) ; or if from want of time, &c . ,

any should prefer being Honorary Members, they can do so by paying not less than One

Shilling per quarter .

This earnest appeal is sent forth with much prayer, and the firm belief that God's

children will readily come forward to aid these needy ones.

All communications will be thankfully received by

MRS. JOHNSTON GILDEA ,

38 , York Terrace , Regent's Park, London .

THAMES CHURCH MISSION . Scripture Readers' Society

for Irelanù.

INSTITUTED 1844 .

ESTABLISHED 1822.

President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR.

Chairman -

Capt. the HON . F. MAUDE, R.N.

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos. of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts,&c . , are most necessary ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries.

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

Bchool Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

REV, H. BLOOMER , Eecretary .

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

President

His Grace LORD PLUNKET, Archbishop of Dublin .

Offices

27, Lower Pembroke Street, Dublin ;

9 , Paternoster Row, and 337, Strand , London,

Full particulars, Reports, & c ., can be obtained post free on application

to the Secretary,

CAPT. JAS . KEARNEY WHITE .

Friends will please notice the exact title , " Scripture Readers 'Society

for Ireland," and not “ Irish Scripture Readers' Society."

THE

Queen's Printers' Teacher's Bible,

CHOICE VOLUMES for SPARE MOMENTS. Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

(Uniform with the Parchment Library . )

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Price One Shilling cach .

Ecriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .
MY MORNING WORD. Counsel and Comfort for Daily Secretary. Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.

Need .

Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co., 16, St. James Street,

London , 8.W.

IN THE SHADOW OF HIS HAND. Thoughts for

Lonely Hours. By Rose PORTER.
EYRE & SPOTTISWOOD

E'S

THE GUEST CHAMBER. By Lady HOPE.

* This delightful little book .... a good travelling companion .”
The Christian .

CROSSES andCROWNS. By H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D.

Including the “ Aids to Bible Students."

" Well fitted to be a little manual to beread day by day ." - Christian Treasury.

Besidesa CONCORDANCE (over40,000 refs.,with context, in bold type) - INDEX

OF PERSONS, PLACES, and BUBJECTS ( 16,000 refs .), by B.V. , &c.

BETWEEN -TIMES. By Lady HOPE ,

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE ABOVE :

“ Beautiful withoutand within , a credit to the publisher, an honour to Christian . " _ “ More complete than any other similar work ."

the writer ." - Daily Review .

Graphic ." — " It supersedes all the former Teacher's Bibles .'
“ Illustrated London News."-" Nothing can be more useful to the

A CHILD OFTHE MORNING. Memorials of Little Bible Student ."
Emily. By Miss Marsh , author of “ Life of Hedley ' Rock ." - " The most complete portable Bible ever submitted to Bible readers."

" Xchool Guardian ."

Vicars,” &c. Oloth extra, price One Shilling .

Every teacher should possess a copy of this Bible .”

“ It is a charming narrative, andweowea debt of gratitude to Mr. Smythe

Queen .” — “ Wehave confidence in recommending it . "

for consenting to its publication , and tothe distinguished authoress for the

Ask for the Queen's Printers' Edition .--Prospectus post free.

way in which shehas performed her task .” - English Churchman,

Prices, from 3s.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE . Great New Street, London, E.C.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

WORD AND WORK will be sent by the Publisbers Post free to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Months for Bs.100.
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Educational.

Combe Down School

, THE SONS OF
GENTLEMEN

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook , Essex,

Near BATH ,

Principal - MR. W. FRANKLIN.

( for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

School.)

EXHIBITIONS.

Four or more Exhibitions of the annual

value of £ 35 (thusreducing the school

fees to £45 or £ 40) are offered to boys

entering for the Christmas term .

Full particulars on application , which

must be made not later than July 31st.

The MISSES COX and MISS CEOIL receive the

Sons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteer . Terms moderate ; Education thorough.

Home comforts. Special attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion , morality,

and purity The instruction given in the

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION .

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .

The Avenue, Acton . - Caretul Christian training
combined with the best educational advantages .

Pupils received between the ages of six aud four

teen years . A limited number only taken .
References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .
Address Principal.

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Geo.
FOSTKR as an educator.

Loudon Referee -GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq .,

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard .

Swimmingtaught this term .
KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX.

Situations and Sopointments
.

WANTED SCRIPTURE READER,

half time, Church of England, experienced

Christian , zealous of good works, abstainer.

Population 1,400. Salary £ 50. Write fully to

Rev. G. Thorp, Wealdstone Vicarage, Harrow .

WANTED young ladies to assist in singing

at an afternoon service in the S.E. district of

London . Answer by letter to A. B. O., I. Ras

tall & son, Ebury Street, Pimlico .

WANTED about the first of September a

good plain Cook , a few miles from Loudon ;

small family ; good character indispensable. J.

W. , office of Word and Work, 48, Paternoster

Row, E.C.

SITUATION wanted, as apprentice u

otherwise, for a youth aged 17 (good writer and

quick at figures), in some house of business

where he can learn a trade and live in the

house. Address G. L. , Hill View , King Edward

Road , New Barnet.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women from the country or
elsewhere whilst waiting for situations

Registry attached . Terms on application to

the Deaconess in charge of the kegistry, Cote

ference Hall , Mildinay Park , N.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls as Under Nurses and Under Housemaids in

Christian families . Stamped envelopes ir

replies. Registry, Conference Hail, dildmsy

Park, N.

WANTED, in Christian family,for a young
lady , age 16 ; urgent need. Can teach little

children French andmusic. High relereneti.

M. B. , care of Miss Hull, 35 , Asbchurch Grove,

Shepherd's Bush , W.

WANTED re -engagement (after many

years' experience ) as
Matron of Home and

manage Registry ; clergyman's daughter; falary

nominal. MissMoor,35, Burma Road, Greco

Lanes, London , N.

WANTED re -engagement as Nurse : -

valid gentleman , experienced. Mrs. Mackenzie,

90, Nowington Green Road, N.

USEFUL MAID and ATTENDANT

to an invalid lady. Experienced , and well re

commended . Age 40. A. Gates, 3,Gipsy Boad,

West Norwood, S.E.

SOUTHEND -ON -SE A.

BELLE YUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BUARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG

LADIES.

Children taken for the Summer vacation .

Terms moderate - 0 ., Office of Word and Work ,

48, Paternoster Row, London , E.C.

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE .

Principal: DR. CRANAGE, M.A.

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christian

Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

terms, by applying to Rev. J. Renny, F.R.S.L. ,

Christ Church Parsonage, Cheddar. A stamped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply.

ENGAGEMENT required in September,

daily or resident, by a lady accustomed to elder

girls , but who will take younger pupils. Tho .

rough English in all subjects, French , German ,

some Latin , music, drawing ; long references ;

near to English Presbyterian Church ; town pre

ferred ; good salary . L. M., Office of Word and
Work, 48 , Paternoster Row, London .

SelectBoarding Schoolfor Young Ladies,

MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE,

Principal - MRS. JUDSON.
In this lovely and healthy locality, situated among the Cotswold Hills, pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying the advantages of careful instruction, home comforts, andChristian training.
Terms inclusive and moderate . References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the
Country , and to Rev.Jobn Wilkinson , 79, Mildmay Road , N. , & c .

Apartments, #E.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS in a WILTON HOUSE OF REST,

Christian family for gentlemen, one double and
DEVONSHIRE ROAD, HASTINGS .one single bedroom ,and superior aitting-room ,

Intended for Christian Workers of all denowith or without board ; terms moderate .

Mrs. H. , 12, Poet's Road, Highbury New minations from home and foreign fields of
service . Christians other than those wholly

Park, N.
supported in connection with such service are

welcome as accommodation falls vacantat slight
BOARD AND RESIDENCE additional charge,

at
Arrangements have been made with theLymington, Hants, for one or two ladies, £ l per

London, Brighton , and South Coast Railwayweek ; references exchanged. W. , 17, Victoria

Company by which those visiting Wilton HouseRoad , Old Charlton , B.E.
may obtain Return Tickets , available for one

Donth, from London Bridge or Victoria Stations,
COUNTRY APARTMENTS. Draw at 6s. each ,on presentingan order, which must

be obtained from the Lady Superintendent, to
ing- room and two bedrooms, with attendance, whom all communicationsare to be addressed .
208. week. Beautifully situated. Bracing air.

Ladies preferred. Mrs. Rodgers, Tower House , “ HOME OF REST,” Ripley Cottage,

Wroughton (Swindon) , Wilts.
Bewdley, Worcestershire, is now opened toyoung

women in business needing change. Board and
BOURNEMOUTH.- A delightful Home lodging 8s . per week . Particulars from Matron .

for Visitors and invalidsat Durley Dean Mansion . Subs, and dons. to Miss C. Gowan, Hon. Lady
Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit Supt , and Treas., 20 , BeauchampSquare,
Koumiss treatment where desired. Pamphlets Leamington .

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

THE HARVEST OF THE CITY,cases post free for 6d , in stamps. Address

Secretary .
and the Workers ofTo-day.

By PEARL FISHER. With Introduction by

H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D. Crown 8vo,LONDON . - INBULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL, cloth extra , 39. 6d .

20 , 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C. “ Contains a series of graphic sketches of some

Five minutes' walk or 1s. cab fare from Euston , of the evangelistic and philanthropic agencies

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily which are exerting so much influence for good .

reached from other stations . Patronised by The book is worthy of a wide circulation ."

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application.

Ragged School Record ,

THE HEALER-PREACHER.HASTINGS . - Board and Residence. Very New Work on Medical Missions, Sketches

quiet and comfortable for ladies . Near the sea, and Incidents of Medical Mission Work . ByTerms moderate . E. W. , 32, Wellington Square . GEORGE BAUNDERS, M.D., O.B. Crown 8vo ,

with Illustrations, 38. 6d .
STOKE NEWINGTON . - House to let, “ A manly record of noble service for God and

man , Of the deepest interest from beginning tocontaining eight rooms. Beleet neighbourhood, end . Dr. Saunders writes ascharmingly as he
8, Bouverie Road, N. Easy access from City. works laboriously ." - Oldham Chronicle .
Rent moderate . For particulars apply to

Mr. J.G. Vernon, Oxford House, College Avenue,
LONDON :

Clapton , E.
JOHN F. BHAW & CO ., 48, Paternoster Row .

WANTED first situation in good family

(Christian ), under a Lady's Maid, ior & young

person of 18 ; has had experience in dressmaking.

E. G. , 1 , Newington Grten , London, N.

WANTED re- engagement as Butler in s
Christian family ; seventeen years' persons

reference ; leaving throughdeath in thefamily,

Apply S. A. 8., 1, Newington Green , London, N.

WANTED situation as superior Narsery

Governess ; Parisian , aged 24 ; good references

Mlie . Bauer, care of Miss Stroud, Conference

Hall, Mildmay, N.

WANTED re engagement as Nursery

Governess to small children ;a widow, age 40;

excellent references from previousplaces. Mr.

Ebsworth, 14 , Wolsey Road, MildmayRoad, N.

AS USEFULCOMPANION by Foung

lady; do ...esticated ; good needlewoman; good

references. AddressMiss Rolleston, Post Office,

St. Ives, Hunts .

AS GOOD PLAIN COOK.-A young

person , age 27, desires situation as abore.

Kindly state particulars and wages given . T. 8.

54 , Downing Street , Faruham , Surrey.

ENGAGEMENT wanted, by a Christian
person, as Norse, or maid to children out of arms.

Good plainneedle
woman and experienced dress

maker. Goodreferences.J. E.Kisbey,Mepal,

near Ely, Cambs.

TO CHRISTIAN WORKERS .- A

Mission Hall, situated in one of the healthiest

villages on thesouth coast of Devon,to besold,

in consequence of the owner having let the

neighbourbood. The building (which will seat

about 300 ) is lofty, brick built,withhollow Fallo

and alated roofing, and is well ventilated. The

all will only be sold for the Lord's work,which

has been ,and is being, greatly honouredtherein.

For further particulars,
W. T., BrooksHall, Ipswich.
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and regulate our thoughts , we are to interpret Scrip

PREACHERS AND PREACHING.
ture itself according to the temper of the times . The

Kingship of God must be so altered as to conform itself

CONSIGNOR ,” said Louis the Fourteenth to
to the habits and tastes of Republicans . The rule of

Massillon , “ when I listen to other preachers the people is to extend from earth to heaven, and

I admire their ability ; but when I listen to you I things in the heavens must adapt themselves to things

tremble for myself." The king, notwithstanding his on the earth . The old fable of the Titans storming

many faults, was a true judge of eloquence . Brilliancy
the skies seems likely to assume a new historic form ,

which arrests attention upon itself, and gains merely and with a similar ending.

the plaudits of the crowd , is a poor substitute for the
Let us be sure of one thing, there can be no salva

power which touches the conscience and wins the

tion for sinners except by the truth of God . Man is

heart . The “ wisdom of words, ” even when it is
lost , and only Divine love can reach him .

most perfect , is not to be compared for a moment to
would learn how this is possible and actual we must

the “ knowledge of Christ crucified ," conveyed in listen to Him who can alone teach us . If we would

language the simplest and least ornate . The true
win any for God and heaven we must speak in the

preacher comes to men burdened with a message words which the Holy Ghost teacheth . In one of

from the Almighty. His one anxiety is " to commend the old monkish legends we read of a strange friar

himself to every man's conscience in the sight of
who visited a monastery, and was requested by the

God ." He knows that the truth divinely revealed is abbot to preach. Nothing loth , he ascended the

the " sword of the Spirit,” without which he can never pulpit, and produced a marvellous effect upon the

hope to succeed in his arduous enterprise .
whole congregation . Depicting the doom of the lost,

To convince men of sin and to bring them in peni.
as if he were personally familiar with its most awful

tence to the one Saviour of sinners is no holiday agonies, he curdled the blood in the veins of his

task. The forces of inclination, and habit, and pas. hearers. Every soul was thrilled with terror, and

sion, whereby men are held in captivity to Satan, can amid awestruck glances and pale cheeks he passed

be overcome by nothing less, and nothing other, than from the pulpit . But the old abbot was not deceived .

the Gospel of God. Therefore, whatever equipment Following the stranger, he compelled him to confess

the preacher may possess of sagacious thought, scholar his deceit , and to acknowledge himself to be Diabolus

ship , and strongspeech ,he spends his strength in vain in disguise . “ Why, " said the abbot, “ how could

and for nought unless, herald -like, he proclaims the you talk in such a strain against the interests of your

message of mercy, “ preaching peace through Jesus own dark domain ? " “ Think you ," exclaimed the

Christ , who is Lord of all.” devil , " that my sermon would have the effect of

It is needful to recall attention to this elementary persuading one single soul to shun damnation ? Not

truth at a time when “ another gospel (which is not so,” he added with a sneer, " for though I made them

another ) " is both widely preached and popularly wel all shiver, I did not make one of them weep. Think

comed . The Materialism of the schools has found its you that great knowledge and great eloquence are of

way into the pulpit. The old - fashioned doctrines , on any use without great unction ? My sermon was a

which a race of stalwart saints has been reared in great sermon, but it would do me no harm . It had

other times , are now being set aside, and instead of no unction ."

them there is proclaimed on every side a new theory So long as sermons lack this one excellence they

of self-redemption and self -culture . Grace is politely can really have no other. True they may be learned,

bowed out to make way for Nature. We are taught philosophic, brilliant, but as sermons they are worth

to cultivate the grace of goodness latent in our hearts less, for they do not save. A sermon which neither

and to develop the spiritual element in our being, so awakens nor edifies may be called great or grand ; it
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genius ascends the pulpitis sure toproduce the gravest vie

O

en.

certainly cannot be called good. And , if it lacks the Christ brought into life a remedy for all its ills. It was

distinctive truths of the Gospel, it can neither do the Christ's moral sufficiency to heal allevil — no matter how it was

supposed to have entered the world, even if through Adam -

one nor the other. It is easy to scoff at evangelical that was in Paul's heart,

doctrines, but it is impossible to succeed in the only Apart from this interpretation of the fifth chapter

work which is worth doing, without them.
of the Romans, which is certainly ingenious rather

The idolatry of genius (or its counterfeit) when than ingenuous, he leaves us in no doubt as to his

views concerning imputation of sin . By parity of

mischief. When God endows a man richly both with reasoning, we make no question he would dispose of

gifts and graces, and then sende him forth to preach the imputation of righteousness. Indeed, represen

His own glorious Gospel , we cannot esteem him too tation can have no place in evolutionary theology.

highly in love for his work's sake. But when natural The natural is everywhere, the supernatural nowhere.

gifts of a high order lend themselves to the advocacy As to the new birth, it is, according to Beecher

of a false system , and place themselves in antagonism A natural part of the unfolding series designed of Goi

to Divine truth, we cannot be too anxious to resist in the human constitution , an illustration of the tran

scendent doctrine , that when & man has unfolded through
their influence and to disown their claims. The man the lower and intermediate stages-however wise, however

does not accredit the message ; it is the message
useful, however humble, however good, there is in all these

accredits the man. Let us acknowledge at once every
things no reason why he should not rise higher, and evolra

from these lower preparatory stages into the higher and

preacher of the “ true grace of God,” but “ if there spiritual stages and instincts of the human mind. Con

version is part and parcel of this grand idea of unfolding.
come any unto you, and bring not this doctrine,

receive him not into your house, neither bid him God Perhaps another extract from his writings will aid

speed ; for he that biddeth him God-speed is partaker our readers in appreciating the position he holds . He

of bis evil deeds." says :

There has been a sharp distinction made between

morality and piety , and there is a difference ; but it is just the

HENRY WARD BEECHER.
difference between the unripe and the ripe . Morality is the

beginning of spirituality . No spiritual element ever existed

F Mr. Beecher's popular gifts it is not our inten.
without a foundation of morality . I have just been beholding

with fresh delight the achievements of the magnolia ,which in

tion to write. The large audience which he spring carriesat its very top the bright white cup, as if it were

has commanded for several years in America is
filled with the very ether and essence of sunlight and

fragrance . And yet that cup, holding itself so , is dependent
sufficient testimony to his skill and success as a on that homely, dirt- coloured root at the bottom. Destroy the

speaker. We are rather anxious to examine the root, and you will destroy the cup. All theway from the botton ,

clear up to the top, there is this perfect unity of organization
character of his teaching in its relation to Christian and evolvement, and , as the sweet censer of fragrance and

truth . beauty in the tree is intimately connected with its root, ko

morality and spirituality are one, only at different stages ani

There was a time when the Brooklyn orator was positions of growth .

not heterodox in doctrine, though he was always We might multiply quotations, but we have given

somewhat erratic . Indeed , a common division of sufficient to show that, while Mr. Beecher does not

mankind, according to American wits , is into refuse to use orthodox language, his meaning is

three classes — men , women, and the Beecher certainly very different from that which usually

family . His discourses were what we may call underlies the terms in common use.

Beecheresque rather than original. They never lacked Three sermons preached in England during his

a certain vigour of statement or freshness of form . present visit lie on our table . They abound in tall

Within recent years, however, he has accepted talk and smart sayings. So far as doctrine is con

the doctrine of evolution , and in accordance with it cerned they are conveniently indefinite, and to any

he bas recast his theology . He still uses the old one ignorant of his other writings might pass without

terms, but with a new meaning. He speaks of man's exciting grave suspicion . But to any
one who knows

sinfulness, Christ's redemptive work, and regeneration a little of his peculiar theology there are occasional

by the Spirit of God. Unless we are very much
are very much innuendoes against orthodoxy which have their own

mistaken , he rejects unhesitatingly the currentcurrent significance. Such references as that to the insect

doctrines which these terms represent. Human which always says its prayers before it draws blood

depravity has no connection with Adam, and it is are both stupid and vulgar. They may raise a laugh ,

rather imperfection or unripeness than criminality. but they certainly do not point an argument. Here
,

Here are his words concerning the introduction of sin however, is a paragraph , the intention of which can

into the world :
hardly be doubtful :

There is idyllic beauty in the vision of a blessed garden Now, do you want to know how to find out whether a man is

inhabited by two ignorant and innocent beings ; the simple a disciple ? Go to the catechism : “What is your belief in

story that their wrong.doing led to unhappiness and expulsion respect to fore-ordination ? Whatdo you think of predestination ?

is a good moral for children . There let it rest-harmless , and Do you believe in the Trinity ? Do you believe in the total de

even beautiful. There the whole Old Testament lets it rest ! .. pravity of the human race ? Do you believe that men are

Only Paul touches it. The fall of Adam and the imputation effectually called , that they can do nothing to help themselves
,

of his guilt to all his posterity was a bastard belief of the Jews that theyare born without any good or any possibility ofdoing

grown up with other glosses and absurdities of Pharisaio good, until they are regenerated by the grace ofGod ?" By tbis

theology, outside of Scriptural authority or teaching ; and the time you begin to sweat. “ Do you believe that an atonement

apostle, neither denying nor affirming it, but alluding to it as a was made to satisfythe law of God, thatall men are under

theory familiar to his readers, based upon it the greattruth that wrath and damnationuntilthey arebroughtbythe Spirit of

11
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God to acceptthe benefits of the atonement of Jesus Christ, so in the following sentence, which we commend to his
that His righteousness is made righteousness unto them ? Do

you believe in all these things ? ” Yes, yes ; I believe. " They earnest study, and ask him for a fuller exposition of

swallow them at a gulp ! But I never yet have seen an exami its meaning :
nation for ordination or for admission into a Church that dared

to sound this note of orthodoxy , {" Do you love one another ? " Men sometimes advocate a life of love and a theology of love,

Yes ; here it is, in the Word of the Lord Jesus; it is the one but have no idea of justice and of truth, of sound words of

note by which we are to determine whether a man is crthodox orthodoxy ; they advocate this mush of love ,

jr heterodox ,whether he is converted or not converted .
In our judgment this is an unconsciouscondemnation

If Mr. Beecher means to say that the Churches of the discourse in which it appears. Be that as it

are only for a man 's creed, and do not inquire into may, sermons in which distinctive evangelical truths

iis character, he is notoriously mistaken. This is not have no place are not entitled to rank as essential in

he case either in America or in Europe. But if he any true sense. How very different both the title

asinuates that conduct, or rather profession of and substance of the sermon preached by Mr. Spur

onduct, is everything, and belief nothing, he betrays geon on the 18th inst. appears from the introductory

: lamentable ignorance of fact. For a man's faith is paragraphs which we venture to reproduce. It is

le chief factor in his life , and unless he accepts the entitled The Heart of the Gospel. The text is 2 Cor .

ospel ofGod as it stands in Scripture, such love as v . 20, 21, and the preacher thus begins :

? may profess will not stand the test either of truth The heart of the Gospel is redemption , and the essence of

: of time. On the other hand, if Mr. Beecher only redemption is the substitutionary sacrifice of Christ. They who

eans to discredit the doctrines which he thusmar
preach this truth preach the Gospel in whatever else they may be

mistaken ; but they who preach not the Atonement, whatever

ials, his rhetorical method is 'as unfair as it is else they declare, have missed the soul and substance of the

lworthy.
Divinemessage. In these days I feelbound to go over and over

again the elementary truths of the Gospel. In peaceful times

We are constrained to ask whether ministers of we may feel free to make excursions into interesting districts

puted orthodox churches in opening their pulpits
of truth which lie far afield ; but now wemust stay at home,

and guard the hearths and homes of the Church by defending

Mr. Beecher are aware that he is the apostle of the first principles of the faith . In this age there have risen up

I evolutionary theology ? If they are aware of
in the Church itselfmen who speak perverse things. There be

many that trouble us with their philosophies and novel inter

is fact, are we to accept their action as an indica pretations, whereby they deny the doctrines they profess to

in of sympathy with his doctrines, or as merely an
teach , and undermine the faith they are pledged to maintain .

It is well that some of us, who know what we believe, and
idence of the respect they have for cleverness, have no secret meanings for our words, should just put our

thout reference to the truth or falsehood it may
foot down and maintain our standing, holding forth the word

vocate ?

of life , and plainly declaring the foundation truths of the Gospel

of Jesus Christ.
Let me give you a parable . In the days of Nero there was

great shortness of food in the city of Rome, although there was

abundance of corn to be purchased at Alexandria . A certain

CHARLES HADDON SPURGEON man who owned a vessel went down to the sea coast , and there

N E pass into another hemisphere when we take
he noticed many hungry people straining their eyes toward thg

sea , watching for the vessels that were to come from Egypt

VV up one of Mr. Spurgeon's sermons. What with corn . When these vessels came to the shore, one by one,

er fault any one may be pleased to find with it, he
the poor people wrung their hands in bitter disappointment,

for on board the galleys there was nothing but sand which the

tainly cannot charge it with haziness or indefinite. tyrant emperor had compelled them to bring for use in the

ss. He never condescends to say and unsay , to
arena. It was infamous cruelty , when men were

dying of hunger, to command trading vessels to go to

sert and qualify and reassert, so as to leave the and fro, and bring nothing else but sand for gladiatorial
arer uncertain of his meaning. It is possible to differ shows, when wheat was 80 greatly needed . Then the

merchant whose vessel was moored by the quay said to his

m him , but it is impossible not to understand what shipmaster, “ Take thou good heed that thou bring nothing

means. If confused thinking and more confused | back with thee from Alexandria but corn ; and whereas aforetime

thou hast broughtin the vessel a measure or two ofsand, bring

ech make oratory, then Mr. Spurgeon is no orator. thou not so much as would lie upon a penny this time. Bring

vertheless, after the same fashion as Apollos, he thou nothing else, I say, butwheat ; for these people are dying,

an eloquent man , for he too is mighty in the
and now we must keep our vessels for this one busi.

ness of bringing food for them ,” Alas, I have seen certain

iptures. So far as true power and point are con mighty galleys of late, loaded with nothing but mere

ed we would not exchange one of Mr. Spurgeon's
sand of philosophy and speculation , and I have said

within myself, “ Nay, but I will bear nothing in my ship

nons for fifty of Beecher's. We leave others to butthe revealed truth ofGod, the bread of life so greatly needed

pare them intellectually if they choose ; the robust ,
by the people .” God grant us this day tbat our ship may

have nothing on board it that may merely gratify the curiosity

ly common sense of the English preacher is much or please the taste ; but that there may be necessary truths

e acceptable than the finessing and high-faluting for the salvation of souls. I would have each one of you say :

“ Well, it was just the old, old story of Jesus and His love, and

ne American. The difference in doctrine between nothing else." I have no desire to be famous for anything but

two is, however, to us themost important matter. preaching the old Gospel. There are plenty who can fiddle to

you the new music ; it is for me to have no music at any time

Tr . Beecher's first sermon preached in England is but thatwhich is heard in heaven . " Unto Him that loved'us,

tled “ - The Essence of Religion,” and it is a laboured and washed us from our sins in His own blood , to Him be glory

egyric on love as the be-all and end -allof religion .
for ever and ever ! "

to the importance of love, there is no dispute We admiro this plain -speakingall themore because

ng Christians, as he very well knows. But it is the truth is spoken . Preachers may dilate for a mil

putcomeand product of truth ; for without truth lendium on love, but, unless they tell of God's great

in have no existence . This he naively confesses d love-gift, they will never break hearts nor will they
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win them. Where Christ crucified does not occupy specially committed the boys, and that the training of them

the central place , there is no Gospel .
in the principles of evangelical faith would be a ripreme

and all-pervading object. He never once interfered - Day,

at the distant intervals when he came to see his children

he joined in appearance and in their presence at our daily

A PRISONER FOR CONSCIENCE SAKE. family worship , and went with us and with them to å

Protestant church . The boys never knew their father was a

S we go to press we have received the following Roman Catholic until his recent action compelled their know.

startling story, the denouement of which will ledge of it . It has been alleged that my daughter and I hara

prejudiced the minds of the boys against their father.
surely be waited for with interest by all who love the Nothing can be further from the truth. We knew well bor

truth . How law and righteousness can be united in important it was to the moral welfare of the children that

they should love their father, and encouraged and cherished
this case it is not easy to discover. Meanwhile , we it , with the result that little as they saw of him or heard from

ask the sympathy and prayers of our readers for one him , their love to him was beautiful and surprising.

who evidently has gone to prison for conscience sake .
Now, my Lords , these years since their father became a Roman

Catholic have been eminently formative years in the characterof

the children. They are remarkably quick and intelligent. Ther
In the Court of Session, Edinburgh, the judges had before

them , on Tuesday week, the petition of John Kirkwood Leys,
thoroughly understand theprinciples of evangelical truth, whici

we hope and believe have become the supreme influence in
barrister, London, for custody of bis children . The Court

receptly ordered the Rev. Peter Leys, U.P. minister, Glasgow,
their life, and their piety founded on these principles is singu

the children's grandfathər, with whom they resided for some
larly bright and happy. The thought of being taken from us

time , to deliver themto thefather. Last Tuesday, delivery not
and sent to a Roman Catholic seminary has filled them with

distress by day and dreams of terror by night. Physically they
having been given , and it having been stated that the children arenotstrong, and those who on this pointknow them better

had been taken out of the jurisdiction of the Court by their than I do believe that to send them to such a seminary would

aunt, the Court made a peremptory order that they should be

handed over to the law agent of their father in Glasgow
endanger their life . But, my Lords , at their advanced stage of

religious intelligence to force them into compliance with Romanyesterday , and that the grandfather should attend in Court

Catholic practices , or to subvert their present convictions by sa?to -day and make a statement.

and mine,would naturally lead to the confoundingin theirmindsAddressing Rev. Mr. Leys, the Lord-President said, What
of all religious principle whatever, and to the demoralisation ci

report do you make, sir ?

Mr. Leys : I have done nothing, my Lord. their nature. Ican only contemplate such a prospect with horror.

The Lord. President : Why ?
Now, the whole circumstances of the case, and the whole way

inwhich for all these years, and even the years when he has
Mr. Leys — hesitating - with the permission of the Court I been a Roman Catholic , my son has, in his own necessity, gifer

should be very muchobliged if allowed to make a short state.

ment . over the children to my guardianship and protection , my car

The Lord -President : We will be giad to hear it . Speak out.
and kindness, lay upon me at this time a distressing and

Mr. Leys accordingly made the following clear statement of
tremendous responsibility which I cannot avoid . I have con

his posit on : sidered it very seriously, and to myselfmy course is clear. Ifi

I have not supposed that I have any right, but of grace and could show that to give up the boys would expose them in

physical danger, the law would say, '“ Do not deliver them."favour, to ask your permission to state in the briefest form I Nowin view of the moral and spiritual ruin which I believe

can the position I feel obliged to take in this case as it now threatens them ,I cannot surrender the children without doing

stands. And if in my ignorance of the methods of procedure violence to my deepest and strongest convictions of duty.

and speech in such a place as this any word or phrase skould But, a word or two more is absolutely necessary to
unintentionally escape me whichmay in any way appear unsuit.

able, I throw myself on the indulgence and favour of the Court.

make my present position understood . It would be ridiculos

for me in any case to question ongrounds of law a decision ciWith regard to the case itself, there are just two matters of this
Court ;andbesides,ifImaypresumeto say it, I believeromark , whichfor my present purpose occupy the ground.

First of all, I know very well what was the dreadful state of
your Lordships have in this case given most careful considera

poverty and the deep indebtedness of my son, and his utter
tion, indeed, to everything that has been urged by counselona

side. I have no doubt thatthedecision oftheCourt is soundinability to maintain and educate his children , when tbey came according to the law that must determine its conduci.

tomeaboutsix years ago. I am compelled, my Lord, tomake

such distressing references to one who is and must be very dear to
I need hardly addthat I regard public legal authority as

unspeakable benefit, especially when , as in our own countryme. I was glad to give my grandchildren a home: they had , it is so well administered .

indeed, no other home to go to. I was anxious for his own
But, my Lords, law and duty mast

at times interfere with one another . In point of fact and 13sake, and as a spurt to effort and paternal duty, that my son

should do something for his cbildren ; and it was understood
history, they have not seldom interfered and clashed with one

another,and in this case the circumstances are so exceptionalthat while I should give them free board and lodging, he should

do his best to provide for their clothing and education . He has not
that I suppose a case like the present hasneverbefore occurred

in the history of this Court.done a third even of this, and I, with the assistance privately My Lords, I crave with all submission to observe that

of another son, have paid what he did not pay , without, so far

as I recollect, one word of remonstrance from me. the first Christian men who were brought before a com
The boys

have been in myfamily all these years ; and no children have enunciated a great principle, previouslyembodied inthe

teaching of their Divine Master, when they said,“ We ought toever had a happier life than these children have had with us.

The mutual attachment has been very tender and strong. obey God rather than men . " This is a principle which cao

These two boys have been our own and we theirs by every fibre bevery readily perverted and abused byfanatics, and for

and knaves ;but none the less it is a great principle,whichof our heart and nature. Instead of the pecuniary circum threwintotheancient world an idea altogethernew, and has

stances ofmy son having become better since the time when in

his necessity he sent his children to me, they have become
proved one of the mightiestfactors,I might say the mighties:

factor, inthe emancipation ofthehumanconscience, and theworse ; and he is much deeper in debt now than he was then . moral discipline of the human spirit.

But it appears that Father Clark undertakes to make all neces Now , as I have said , I cannot surrender the children

sary payments forthe entire maintenance and education of the
children in a Jesuit institution near Sheffield for two years. without doing violencetomy deepest and strongest conviction

of duty. But, my Lords , I am anxioustorender to the lakai

Now, my Lords , on the second point to which I referred I lay the honour that I can .
To use

an old and well -known

muchstress. Nearly six years ago, when the children came to distinction , if I cannot in conscience honour the law by

me, their father was a Protestant, as their deceased mother active obedience, I will do what else lies in my power, ami

had also been. About four years ago my son became a Roman honour itby passive obedience. Iam hereat the disposal of

Catholio, and, as may be supposed, to one with my convictions the Court, to submit to whatever it may determine.

and in my position this was a cause of unspeakable distress. And, let mesayin closing that I am aware of the

In tears and grief we apprehende
d

then that the boys would
risk I run .be taken from us to be trained in charity at some Roman I think Ihave counted thepossible cost, dreadis

as that would be tome and mine. I am , however, an old man jaCatholic institution, as we well knew their father himself

could not maintain them. But no ; the thing was never once
enfeebled health , fit nowforbut little active duty, and think?

should now have little attraction for meunder the sun. And
mooted by him. He knew very well the views and habits

of myself and of my family in respect of religion . He knew
this distressing history ,which also has been appointed me to

well the character of my elder daughter, to whose care he
encounter ere Iclose my journey, has donemuch to darken to

me the sky of time. I ought alsoto say that it has added to
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all my other distress that I must in any way stand in opposi.

tion to this Court. But, my Lords, in view of the SupremeBar,

and with my convictions, I cannot, I dare not, do otherwise. I

thank your Lordships for the patient audience you have given

to the imperfect statement I have now made .

The Lord - President: I understand that you decline to sur

render the custody of the children .

Dr. Leys: Yes,myLord ,

The Lord -President: I must put one other question to you .

Are you prepared to inform the Court where the children

are ?

Mr. Leys : No , my Lord .

Mr. W. Campbell (for the son) : It would greatly distress my

client in this case if any punishment were to fall upon his

father. I have to ask your Lordships to take that view of the

case.

The Lord-President : If you insist upon carrying out the

order of the Court, Mr. Campbell , there is but one course, and

that is to send Mr. Leys to prison forcontempt of court until

the children are delivered . If you desire to avoid that con

sequence, there is but one course, and that is that you withdraw

your petition.

Mr. Campbell : My duty is to insist upon the petition , and to

ask for therecovery of the children .

The Lord -President: You cannot stop there. If you desire to

consider this matter for a short time we will call it later in the

day.

Mr. Campbell: I feel that nothing would be gained by such a

course, because my duty is clear to recover the children , and,

while regretting that any punishment should fallupon Mr. Leys,

I fearthat it is inevitable that it must just be .

The Lord-President then pronounced an order granting power

to officers to apprehend the children and restorethem totheir

father, andalso to apprehend the Rev. Peter Leys, and to in

carcerate him in the prison of Edinburgh until liberated by order

of the court.

Mr. Leys maintained a demeanour of resignation throughout

the proceedings, but some of his friends were in tears .

He was taken charge of by a detective as soon as the order

was pronounced.

In the lobby he met several of the female members of his

family , who appeared to be much distressed at the pro

ceedings.

( 1 Pet. iii . 10-12. )

BY REV. CHARLES GRAHAM.

| VERY man loves life and desires to see good days, and

every man aims at the possession of what he believes

will gratify his desire . Men whose conscience is blinded

and perverted by sin mistake the true nature of happiness,

and seek their end by wrong means.

Solomon sought happiness in the gratification of his mental

tastes and bodily appetites, and oppressedIsrael in doing so,

but when his ends were attained he found only vanity and

vexation of spirit.

Ahab believed hishappiness could not be complete without

the possession of Naboth’s vineyard . In order to obtain it

he shed Naboth's blood , but, instead of finding happiness, he

brought ruin upon himself and his house.

Haman sought to quench the fire of his indignation and

heal his wounded pride in the blood of Mordecai and the

Jewish nation , but only exalted his intended victims to

honour, and erected a gallows for his own execution.

Richard Cecil tells us that no language ever more forcibly

impressed him than that of the haughty and ambitious

Wolsey : “ If I had served my God with half the zeal with

whichI served my king He would not have forsaken me in

my old age.”

That mariner who makes for a harbour with his prow

turned another way can never reach it. All who seek

happiness apart from God , seek it where it is not to be found.

The scoffer asks, “ Who will show us good ? ” The inspired

prophet replies, “ Lord, lift Thou up the light ofThy counten

ance upon us." In His favour is life ; and when we know

His salvation, that favour is realized by us as we walk in

obedience to His precepts.

These Precepts as Condensed for us by the Apostle.

The first of them is given us with an emphatic repetition :

“ Keep thy tongue from evil, and thy lips that they speak no

guile.” No pen, inspired or uninspired, has described the

tongue as the Apostle James has done. As the bit turns the

horse, and the helm rules the ship, so the tongue rules our

members. As the spark of fire kindles the pile of wood, so

“the tongue sets on fire the course of nature, and is itself set

on fire of hell. For every kind of beasts, and of birds,and

of serpents, and of things in the sea, is tamed , and hath

been tamed of mankind ; but the tongue can no man tame.

It is an unruly evil, full of deadly poison .”

The tongue has killed more than the sword. You can fly

from the sword, you cannot fly from the tongue ; it will

wound you at the ends of the earth. There is armour to

defend against other weapons ; none to protect from the

tongue.

There is this, among other differences, between a backbiter

and a slanderer-a backbiter is generally a pretended friend ,

a slanderer an open enemy. The slanderer may be the more

daringly wicked, but of the two is the less dangerous.

Menelaus, an Armenian archer, could shoot three arrows

at once, and wound with each . The backbiter and slanderer

accomplish the same achievement: they wound those whom

theymalign, they wound those who listen to them, and, most

deeply of all, they wound their own souls.

The tongue is often most injurious where the wound received

seems slight. There is an insect in Livonia , called by Linnæus

the Furia Infernalis, which is almost invisible to the naked eye

but its bite is so poisonous that, if remedies are not imme

diately used ,it often proves fatal. It is thus the slight, but

sly, insinuations of an evil tongue often convey a poison

which kills the peace.

If guile is not to be found in our lips it must be removed

from our spirit. “ Blessed is the man to whom the Lord

imputeth not iniquity, and in whose spirit there is no guile."

The non -imputation of iniquity is the effect of Christ'swork

for us ; the absence of guile is the effect of the Spirit's work

in us.
The spirit of the world is a spirit of guile. To conceal

its deformity, where it shows itself, it is necessary to clothe

it with a specious name. In politics it is called diplomacy ;

in trade and the ordinary business of life it is called clever.

Who Teacheth like Him ?

THO can teach us like our Father ?

WHOWho can make us understand

Half so well life's mystic lessons

Written by His loving hand ?

When in characters resplendent

He each one unfolds in turn ,

Then we wonder that we ever

Thought the lesson hard to learn.

Sweetly we are taught His kindness

When we hear in vale and wood

Gentle voices softly singing,

“God, our God, is very good. "

Grand the language of His thunder,

Clothed in words that all must heed,

Telling loud, in solemn accents,

“God, ourGod , is great indeed . ”

Mysteries no more perplex us,

When, from some fair mountain range,

Weare taught the rest of waiting

Till we heaven for earth exchange.

Of the vastness of His mercy,

How His thoughts our thoughts excel ,

Chant the ceaseless waves of ocean

In their grand harmonious swell ,

Lessons manifold He giveth ;

Yet the sweetest and the best

Isthe one that bringeth comfort

To a heart by sin opprest .

God , our God, so loved the sinner

That for Him His Son He gave ;

Jesus came, He lived , He suffered ,

Helpless man to freely save.

CHARLOTTE MURRAY.
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In that region live goat and

At the time the Emperor Tiberius, from the In the Indian attack in which General Braddock and all

islandof Capreæ , was shedding the blood of her best citizens his aides -de -camps were slain , with the sole exception of

and filling Rome with terror, the senate decreed to erect an Washington, whose clothes were riddled with balls and who

altar to clemency and adorn it with the emperor's statue. had two horses shot under him, the old Indian warrior who

False religion is a training school for guile. When Luther led the attack declared that Washington could never be

was at Rome, still retaining his admira ion and approval of shot, for that, with a fair opportunity of bringing him down ,

the Romish system , he was shocked to hear some of the he had seventeen times fired at him with his rifle. The eyes

highest Roman dignitaries declare at dinner that, while they of the Lord were over His righteous servant.

professed before the people to change the wafer and wine Beza wasfor twenty-two months driven to and fro in the

into the body and blood of Christ, they secretly, while civil wars of France. He records the fact of six hundred

looking at the elements, said to themselves in Latin , “ panis deliverances vouchsafed to him during that period, for which

es et panis manebis” (“ bread you are and bread you will in his last testament he gives thanks to God.

remain") ; “ vinum es et vinum manebis” ( “ wine you are If such be the watchful care of God over His people in

and wineyou will remain ” ). The children of guile are the providence, it is immeasurably greater in grace. That day

children of the serpent. By guile he brought the curse and only will reveal all His deliverances, and the hidden snares

its judgment upon us and all this lower creation . Those who and temptations from which He preserved us, when from

have renounced him and his service should see that, after the the heights of the heavenly Zion , we review our journey

example of their blessed Master, in their lips is found no through the wilderness.

guile. While the eyes of the Lord are over the righteous, “ His

From words the apostle brings us to deeds : " Let him ears are open unto their prayers.” This implies that He

eschew evil, and do good .” Whatever dishonours God, vio waits for the prayers of the righteous, and delights to receive

lates His law, injures in their persons, character, or property them . Indeed , the prayers of the righteous answer to the

our fellow -men,or defiles our own conscience, is evil . Our burning of incense in the tabernacle and temple of old . " Let

worldliness, our carnality, our inconsistency may prove a my prayer," says David , “ be set forth before Thee as incense,

barrier to keep souls out of the kingdom , and an evil example and the lifting up of my hands ( the attitude of prayer) as the

leading others, who are in it, to walk in our footsteps. evening sacrifice."

The preacher in the pulpit may be the minister of evil to “ This," says the apostle John , “ is the confidence which we

the souls whom he professes to guide, not alone by unsound have in Him, that ifwe ask anything according toHis will

doctrine, but by his efforts to cast out Satan by Satan. He He heareth us." All needed temporal good the Lord has

may try to makemen benevolent by exciting their loveof promised us, if we seek first the kingdom of God and His

praise, or by awakening rivalry and unholy emulation. He righteousness (Matt. vi. 33.) “ Your heavenly Father

may thus cast out covetousness by inflating vanity and knoweth that ye have need of all these things."

inflaming pride. The willingness of God to give us all spiritual good is con

But we have not only to eschew evil , but to do good. We tained in the most direct assurances. All spiritual good is

are ever doing good while we are seeking in all things to from the Spirit ; and Christ assures us that a father is not

please God, and to diffuse happiness around us. By our more willing to give bread to his child than God is to give

counsels, aswell as by ourexample, we can seek to lead souls the Holy Spirit tothem who ask Him. In Christ Jesus God

to Christ, and save them from the second death , and by our has already blessed us with all spiritual blessing ; and He

sympathy and the ministry of love we can build up others. gives the Spirit to us that, in answer to our prayer, Hemay

Wecan give of our substance to the Lord ; and , paradoxical minister to us, from His fulness in Christ, all the spiritual

as it may seem , the poorest can give the most. Had the blessing which we reed.

widow who cast her two mites into the treasury been rich But what God hath joined together we must not put

and cast in largely in God's scales, her offering would not asunder. The eyes of the Lord are over those, and His ears

have weighed so much. open to their prayers, who keep their tongue from evil and

“ Seek peace, and ensue it.” God is the God of peace, their lips that they speak no guile, who eschew evil and do

and the peacemakers are His children. “ If it be possible," good, who seek peace and ensue it.

says the apostle, “ as much as lieth in you , live peaceably

with all men .” This proviso, “ If it be possible,” implies

that in certain circumstances it may not be possible.

Even for peace we must not sacrifice either truth or purity.
Lost on the Mountains.

“ The wisdom which cometh from above is first pure , then

peaceable. ” Where we can have purity let us by all means

A Story for Children.

ħave peace ; let peace in such circumstances be sought
By E. PAYSON HAMMOND.

and ensued. Its possession will repay all difficulty in

Dobtaining it.

EAR YOUNG FRIENDS ,—Last Monday we left

Bergen for a five days' journey over the Haukelisater

The Encouragement. mountainfor Laurvig. On our way through the inlandlakes

" The eyes of the Lord are over the righteous. ” The -or fjords, as they are called - we passed many snow -capped

righteous are those already described : those who keep their mountains and one shining massof enow and ice,forty miles

tongue from evil and their lips from speaking guile, who long and ten wide, called a glacier, and many roaring water

eschew evil and do good , who seek peace and ensue it. falls. The secondday we left the steamer, filled with tour

This practical righteousness the apostle shows to be based ists from all partsofthe world,and took one of us a cariole,

upon , and to grow out of, the righteousness which justifies. and my wifeand I a stolkjaeren. The first is for one per

He writes to “ the strangers scattered throughout Pontus, son, with a driver behind, and the latter a two-wheeled con:

Galatia , Cappadocia , Asia and Bythinia, elect according to cern for two persons. We soon left the green valleys and com;

the foreknowledge of God the Father, through sanctification fortable farmhouses, and theflocksof sheep and lambs,and

of the Spirit, unto obedience and sprinkling of the blood of wound our way up the mountain, among the Norway

Jesus Christ . ” This “ sprinkling of the blood of Jesus spruce and patches of snow .

Christ ” cleanses us from sin, and makes us righteous ; for reindeer. Wespent the night with ourfarmer,whohad 230

where His blood is sprinkled the righteousnessof God is im of these warmly clad, swift-footed, branching-horned animals

puted. " He was made sin for us who knew no sin , that For breakfast we had some of their rich venison .

we might become the righteousness of God in Him . " Well, last Tuesday the mountain was steep, and as wewere

“ The eyes of the Lord are over the righteous . " Eyes resting the horsesbywalkingpartof the way, wesawin

are the hieroglyphic symbol of wisdom . The righteous are thethicketasnow -white kid bleating pitifully . 'Wethought

continually under the providential care of the Lord . With we could hear it say,
“ I am lost ! lost ! lost! " Not far down

out this care the slightest accident might end their earthly the mountain Inoticed a peasant's house,and I thought the

existence. Antipbonus, the Grecian poet, was killed by an kidbelongedthere. After we had petted'itwetried todrive

apple falling on his head from a high tree. I knew a gentle it back, yet it would not return , but was determined to

man who fellforty feet from the mast of a ship and escaped
follow us. I fearedsome one might come after us and say,

unhurt ; and I have known a lady who, walking across her “What are you taking away our kid for ? "

carpeted drawing-room , fell and broke her leg. claimed it, and the poor little lostkidkept up with us,

Yet no one
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V.- Wish to follow pim.

You remember how anxious the kid was to follow us, even

beyond its honie ; and so, if you really feel how truly Jesus

loves you, and how much Hehas done foryou , then you will

tremble at the thoughtof leaving Him. I am sure you will

not do so without bidding Him good -bye and giving Him

some reasonfor leaving Him . And when you try to think of

one you will find you have no good one ; andso I trust will

not turn back , but follow on to know the Lord , whom to

know aright is life eternal .

While we were riding along the other side of the mountain,

these lines came to me, and I wrote them down, to help you

remember the story of this lost white kid, and the important

lessons taught by it.

God grant that they may lead youto say, I will follow

my Good Shepherd , who laid down His life for us,” and He

will lead you to the bright mansions above.

could go
.

though our horses trotted part of the way. At last the poor

thing became weary, and began tocry — at least we thought

so. My wife said, “ Let us take it in, and give it a ride."

Do you think the kid ran away when I went to take it in my

arms ? Not at all. It had been raining, and its long hair

was quite wet ;but I took it in my arms, and placed it in our

stolkjaeren . We feared it might try to jump out, but

no, it soon became contented, and licked my hand as if in

gratitude for our kindness.

Finally, we reached the station, where we were to change

horses. As we drove up I noticed some of those on the steps

smiling as if a friend were returning home. Ah ! the lost

was found. There was the home of the little pet ! We

feared we were taking it from its home ; but no, we were

only taking it to its home. All were glad to see it. When

we were making ready for another start the little thing was

determined to go with us. The only way they could keep it

from following us was by holding it. Still it called after us,

as much as to say, “ I thank you for your kindness. I wish I
with you all the time.”

Have you thought, dear children, as you have read of this

lost kid, that if you have not become a Christian

I. - You are Lost ?

You may notknow this, but it is true. As surely as that

little kid had wandered down the steep mountain -side, and

was lost , so surely have you wandered away from your

Heavenly Father, and are now lost on the cold , dark moun

tains of sin . I pray that God may help you to feel this, and

then you will be glad to read of Him who came to “ seek and

to save the lost." But you say,“ I do not know what you

mean, I am not a bad child , I do as well as I can . "

I will tell you what I mean .

You have a sinful heart, which is leading you, day by day ,

to think wrong thoughts, and speak wrongwords, and do wrong

things. Youknow this, I do not need to prove it to you .

Day by day, your inclination to sin grows stronger. When

you first did some of those wrong things, your conscience

troubled you very much, but now you say, “ I don't care,

others do the same.” You are getting farther and farther

away from God and heaven . I pray that you may see and

feel that you are lost and cannot find your way back to your

Father's home, and then you will be as much in earnest as

was that poor kid, and

II. - You will Cry for Help.

Have you ever done this ? In the meetings I have con

ducted for children here in Norway and Sweden I have

found many in the inquiry meetings weeping for their sins,

and yet I donot suppose they were any greater sinners than

you. Sometimes hundreds of them have bowed their heads

and prayed to the Good Shepherd to lead them home to

heaven ,

Will you be as much in earnest, and ask Him to saveyou?

A day or two after I have seen many of those dear children

with beaming faces , saying, “We are saved ; Jesus is now

leading us home to heaven." But do I hear you say, “ I

begin now to feel that I am so wicked Jesus will not save me.

I know He died for me, but I have never thanked Him for

it . Will He now forgive me and take me in His loving

arms ? " Yes ! for

III .-The Son of Man is come to save that which was lost

(Matt. xviii. 11). We did not climb up that high mountain

through the cold snow to find that lost little kid. We did

not know it was there. But the dear Jesus came from His

home in heaven down into this sinful world on purpose to

save lost sinners, young and old. He knows the sooner they

are saved the better.

Wedid not make any sacrifice to save that little kid. It

was all a pleasure to us. But

IV.- " Jesus died for us.”

He says , “ I lay down Mylife for the sheep .” Have you

thought what it cost Him to be able to save you ? When I

was in Jerusalem I thought of this very often. Again and

again I said , “ Here it was that Jesus died for me. Yes,

there it was that He bore our sins in His own body on the

tree.” Do you love Him for it ? Will you ask Him to forgive

you all your many sins and for a new heart, and begin now

to serve Him ? You will then

While toiling upthe mountain high ,

We heard, “ Oh, don't forsake me! ”

It was a kid's faint, bleating cry ,

And oft it said , " Please takeme . '

We quickly turned our steps aside,

To find why it was bleating ;

But still impatiently it cried ,

In spite of our entreating .

We smoothed its wet and tangled hair,

And thus the kid we petted ;

In vain we tried its grief to share,

Yet still the poor thing fretted .

At length we journeyed on our way,

The kid then with us started ;

We tried to drive it back - but nay,

Ilong the road it darted .

It followed us for many an hour,

Withouta note complaining ;

At length the clouds began to lour,

And bitterly ' twas raining.

The poor thing then began to bleat,

“ Please show me some affection ;

It did not long in vain entreat

For comfort and protection.

We stopped , and took it in our arms ,

Footsore, andwet, and weary ;

It soon forgot all its alarms,

Contented and quite cheery.

By roaring waterfalls we pass'd ,

Up snow-clad Haukel'sater ;

The kid we shielded from the blast

Till sunset - e'en till later .

Half filled with fear we pressed along

Up to the mountain station ;

Lo ! there we heard a cheerful song,

To our congratulation .

“ Our long-lost kid, behold, ' tis here !

Alas, in vain we sought it !

We looked for it both far and near,

We're thankful you have brought it."

When to the kid we said " Adieu , "

' Twas loth from us to sever ;

We thought itsaid . “ I'll go with you ,

With you I'll go for ever."

You , too , are lost , my little friend ,

Although you may notknow it ;

Yorr sinful words, and naughty ways,

To others often show it.

The Saviour bids you cease to roam .

Oh , would that you might heed Him !

He longs to bring you safely home,

He knows how much youneed Him.

It was for you He bled and died ,

That you might be forgiven ;

Ah , yes, for you was crucified ,

That you might sing in heaven.

His love must surely win your heart ;

Will you not say, * Lord, take me,

And from Thy side I'll ne'er depart ,

And Thon wilt not forsake me. '

Christian Help for Ireland . - Many are doubtless aware

that the unsettled state of Ireland has reduced not a few,

formerly in well-to - do circumstances , to deep poverty. We

rejoice to learn that the matter has been taken up, and would

earnestly call the attention of our readers to the appeal mad e

on page
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O

Workers at Home of Industry. Christian Conference at Perth .

AT

T the close of perhaps the hottest day this summer, the
usual workers monthlymeeting in the Home of Industry | THIS Conference willbeheld (God willing) in theCity Hall,

was held . Hot and close as the evening was, the room was
on ,

September.
well filled , for was not Miss Macpherson to bid farewell on the

eve of leaving for Canada with her third party this year, and

The committee again invite their fellow -Christians in every place

which their invitation reaches to meet together in this city in that

were not many friends eager to bid her God-speed ? name which forms the strongest bond of union between all true

After a season of prayer and praise , when the seventy chil
believers . We ask you to remember in prayer the assembling

dren leaving this week for Canada were commended to the of the brethren here, which has so often been a time and place

Lord , of blessing since the revival days of 1859.60, out of which the

The women of India .

Perth Conference first arose . We put you in mind of the words

in Malachi_ “ Then they that feared the Lord spake often one

Mrs. Ellis gave an account of her work in the Zenanas in to another ; and the Lord hearkened and heard it, and a book

Calcutta. She has four hundred houses on her visiting list , of remembrance was written before Him , for them that feared

and is able to visit each house only once in six weeks ; and the Lord , and that thought upon His name . And they shall be

that is the only chance the women and children have of hear. Mine, saith the Lord of Hosts, in that day when I make up My

ing of Jesus. Very eager to hear are many of them. But jewels ; and I will spare them as a man spareth his own son

more workers are greatly wanted . Pray for India, pray for
that serveth him . '

thewomen,pray for the children .
Subject: The Church : which is His body, the fulness of

Miss COMPSTON, who has given herself for work among the Him that filleth all in all ( Eph . i . 22 , 23 ) .

women of India, briefly told how the Lord had led her to go to Tuesday : THE CHURCH IN ITS ORIGIN-1 , The Grace of the

India, and had opened the way. Father ; 2 , The Grace of the Son ; 3 , The Grace of the Spirit.

Afternoon , Motives for Christian Life and Duty.

Naples Harbour Mission .
Wednesday, THE CHURCH'S POSITION AND RESPONSIBILITIES,

ITS CONFLICT AND SERVICE-1, Position and Responsibilities ;

Mr. STEPHEN BURROWS gave some account of eight years' 2 , Conflict and Service . Afternoon, Christian Work in the

labours in Naples, chiefly among the sailors, of the open. Colonies and Dependencies of the Empire.

ing of Sailors ' Rests in Naples , Puteoli , Messina, Palermo, Thursday, The CHURCH IN ITS HOPE AND FINAL INHERIT

Cattarino, Trieste, Venice , &c. He dwelt very earnestly on ANCE - 1, Hope ; 2 , The Inheritance. Afternoon, The Com .

the temptations of sailors, and showed how much might be munion of the Lord's Supper.

done if true -hearted Christians endeavoured to save them .

God had been pleased to give great encouragement in connec

tion with the Bethel Mission at Naples.

Che Ladies .

UR sisters issue the usual invitation to the following

East End Service. meetings :

Miss MACPHERSON, in a few warm, hearty words, said that

Monday , 13th . — Evangelistic meeting for Women, in the

Boys' and Girls ' Hall, Tay Street, at 8 p.m. Ladies to meet

the work in the East End was most encouraging at the present for prayer in side-room, at 7.30.

time, and it was quite a wrench to have to leave it . She re Tuesday, 14th ,and Wednesday, 15th . — Tea in Boys' and Girls'

ferred specially to the summer work. On Sunday mornings, for Hall , Tay Street, at 4.30 ; after which details will be received,

example, some twenty thousand men and boys congregated in and suggestions made regarding Mission , Temperance, and

the narrow streets in connection with Bird Fair. For nearly other work . Any friends unable to be present at tea will be

twenty - five years she had laboured in some way amongst these welcome afterwards .

crowds ; but few yet realized the dark, dark blot Bird Fair is on Wednesday, 15th . — A breakfast for the Secretaries and Re

the professing Christianity of London . An influence has been ferees of the Scotch division of the Y.W.C.A. will be held in

gained, a hearing won ; the Gospel may be freely preached and Boys' and Girls ' Hall at 8.30 . All interested in any work

spoken without fear of insult ; but the great and pressing need is among young women are earnestly invited to attend. Any

MORE WORKERS . Both ladies and gentlemen might find in Bird friends unable to be at breakfast will be welcome afterwards.

Fair opportunity for personal , earnest, downright service for Friday, 17th , at 2 p.m. , in Boys' and Girls' Hall , a meeting

Christ . For this it is not money, but living workers, that is in connection with Christian Women's Education Union.

wanted . None need be afraid ; dense as the crowds are, reck

less as they seem , wise and sympathetic workers meet with

nothing but civility . Our sister prayed God He would stir many

in the matter. Remember the Fair is increasing , not diminish.

ing : they are now selling ponies, and racing them in the Church of England Scripture Readers' Associa:

streets ; also goats, goat carriages, fighting dogs, rats, and tion .-By kind invitation of Mr.and Mrs. Edmund Hanbury,

rabbits, birds and poultry of every kind. And all this on the all the readers on the staff of this society were entertained at

Lord's Day morning,while the bells are ringing from the churches Mr. Hanbury's country seat , Poles, near Ware, on Tuesday,

all around . The great need is button-holing work, caring for week. Onehundredand fifteen readers were able to avail

individuals . themselves of Mr. Hanbury's hospitality, and on reaching Poles

Prayer was asked for two Bible carriages working in the East at 11.30 were heartily welcomed by Mř. and Mrs. Hanbury on

End , in Whitechapel, Mile End Waste, and elsewhere. Other the lawn in front of the house. The weather was all that could

helpers are selling Bibles and penny Testaments in Epping be desired , and the party were conducted by Mr. and Mrs.

Forest. Hanbury , the Hon . Hamilton and Mrs. Tollemache, and other

Then there is the Flower Mission work, the ladies finding friends, through the beautiful gardens and grounds, and they

great encouragenient. The helpers are deeply grateful to the afterwards amused themselves with cricket, lawn tennis, fish.

friends who sacrifice the beauties of their gardens and con ing, and social converse with each other. After a substantia

servatories for the East End sick poor. dinner many of the readers strolled about the park and neigh

Then there are the Spitalfield Jews, some twenty thousand bourhood, greatly enjoying the rest and quiet afforded by the

of them , amongst whom three young Christian Jews are now lovely scenery, whilst others walked to Thundridge Churchto

working. Could not somefriends invite these Jews to spend view the tomb in which rests the body of their old friend, the

an hour or two on Saturday afternoon on their lawn , a little late Mr. Robert Hanbury, who for so many years was on
tea and cake andkindly sympathywould cost little , and would the committee of the Association . After tes the readers

do much good. So the widows might be invited in little parties . assembledin a circle under the large tree on thelawn, and

Some friends have already done so , and have found they re listened to a fewwords of encouragement and advice, spoken

ceived in spiritual help and cheer more than they gave. by Lady Hope, of Carriden , so well known as a practical worker

Then there are the factory girls , hundreds of them wild as among the masses. A few words of hearty thanks from the

young colts ; yet even amongst them the ladies are doing good oldest readeronthe staff of the society, in thename of bis

service , teaching them womanly ways, and preaching Christ to brethren, to Mr. and Mrs.Hanbury, for their kindness,brought

them . this pleasantvisit to a close, each reader on leaving receiving

In conclusion, Miss Macpherson referred to Dan. x . 10, 11 , a lovely bunch of roses at the hands of Mrs.Hanbury. OfMr.

16 and 18, Daniel touched three times. First touch, brought Hanbury's colleagues on the committee, the Hon. Hamilton

him down before God ; second touch , opened his lips ; third Tollemache , Mr. Abel M.P. , and Major.GereralSwin.

touch, strengthened him . She trusted that might be the por burne were present, as also Mr. Arthur Thir pecnand Mr. T.

tion of every worker in the little while, Martin Tilby, Lay Secretary.
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Ragged Schools in Bushey Park . Mission to the Jews.
MANY & pleasant day have some of us spent in Bushey AN important decision has just been arrived at by

Park - never more pleasant than when surrounded by A the Committee of the British Society for the Propa

merry children enjoying a day in the open . Specially did we gation of the Gospel among the Jews. It is to the effect

realize the joy of such an outing when on Tuesday last, walking that a deputation consisting of the Treasurer, F . Y . Edwards,
up from Teddington Station , we had the pleasure of guiding Esq., and the Secretary, the Rev. J . Dunlop, together

and helping ,with their babies, two poor women, one ofwhom had with the Rev. Aaron Matthews (one of the agents of

not for ten years been out of the narrow streets of a Borough the society), should visit the United States and Canada ,

district. She had worked right through the night before at her with a view to awaking wider concern on the part of
boxes in order to snatch off a few hours to enjoy the fresh air Christians in those vast lands in relation to the work of God

for once in her married life ; availing herself in so doing, not of among the Jews. Distinct intimations of the guiding hand of
any saving from her scanty earnings, but of the kindness of the God have been given , leading the committee to take this step ,

Ragged school teachers , who had given her a ticket for the and when the large number of Christians in America is con

children 's outing . Two of her children were in the schools, and sidered, and the fact thatthe claims of the Jews upon the zeal
she was eager to see their gladness. “ Won 't they remember it ? and love of the Church of Christ have had but little advocacy

ay, formany a day ! " " They don 't often get the like of this ." | on the other side of the Atlantic is borne in mind, it is impos

“ Bless you , they aint never been out of the court , save twice, sible to regard the proposed tour with anything less than deep

atthese 'ere Ragged school trips. They talk of nothing else interest and prayerful sympathy . The honoured brethren who
months afore, and don 't forget it formonths arter.” This chat are going forth to this labour of love on behalfof Israel are well

was en route for the Park , anà soon her two little ones, tidied fitted for their task, two of them having recently spent some

up certainly for the day, by teacher's help, espied mother months in visiting the various foreign stations of the society' s
coming, and ran to meet her, dragging her off ; and leaving us work, and all having had lengthened experience in connection
to make the best of our way amongst the shouting, merry, with the object aimed at. Wherever Christian regard for the

happy throngs, Jew is manifested Divine blessing invariably attends its deveiop

It wasthe Ragged schoolannual outing. For the weakly and ment,and while largely increased efforts on behalf of Jewish
sickly ones, as we have already told in these pages, Holiday Missionsmay be expected to result from the visit of the deputa
Homes are provided at East Grinstead and on Thursley tion , in the proportion that this is secured will reflex benefit
Common . For those who want but a good , free, hearty day to be bestowed upon those whose hearts are thus drawn to the

set them up, the day in the country is the very thing. And work, so that as at the beginning of the society 's history the

here they are some 2 ,500 children and teachers from fourteen British Churches who shared in its operations were greatly
different Ragged schools — from Southwark and the Borough stimulated and blessed, so our American brethren may find in
slums, from Camberwell lanes, from St. Luke's alleys and their reception of this testimony widespread spiritualadvantage.
York Mews, from south ,north central, and west they have come, The earnest prayers ofthe children ofGod are asked for, that

youthful representatives of many classes ofLondon poor. Some doors of usefulness may be opened up before our friends, and
in their native rags, many dressed up somehow for the occa their tour bemade in every way to redound to the glory ofGod .

sion . How they were dressed they heeded not - sufficient for They are expected to sail for New York about the middle of
them was it they were happy, downright happy, for once in a August.

way . The teachers, so far as we could see, threw themselves

with hearty devotion into securing the happiness of the
children . Tired enough someof them seemed , but resolutely

determined that no effort on their part should be wanting to Homes for Working Girls in London ,
promote the pleasure of their scholars. N Thursday, Lincoln House, 12 , York Place, Baker Street,

Professor LEONI LEVI, who with Canon Cadman , Rev. W . J . U W ., was opened as a Home for Working Girls by a dedica

Mills , and other hearty friends, was present, said he felt it to tory service, held in the sitting-room of the building. Rev. Dr.
be a great privilege to enter into the enjoymentof the day. MacEwan presided .

Some thought that theRagged School Union must be put to an Mr. JOHN SHRIMPTON , Honorary Director, said that about a

end by Board schools ; but, while the latter educated only the year ago the present buildingwas secured . It was at that time

mind, the Union educated both heart and mind : hence, if any in the occupation of a photographer, and if the friendshad seen

said that Ragged schools were coming to an end , the answer for it then they would not have conceived it possible to transform

them was, “ You know nothing about it." Let any one go to it as it now appeared . The opening of this new Home was

the chief centres ofwork and see what was being done, and then brought about entirely through the suggestion of the Countess

say if such institutions were not required. They would be of Aberdeen , who appealed to the readers of the Girl's Own Paper

required so long as vice and want existed in society . The for help to found another Home. He referred to the class of
Professor alluded to the fact that at the last outing the late young women for whom these Homes were provided , and alluded

Earl of Shaftesbury was living ; but now , while thanking God to their trials, hardships, and difficulties. They were toilers in

for all that their late President had been able to do in further workroomsand other businesses in whose path there were few

ing themovement; they were glad that Lord Aberdeen had been turnings, and to whom home life was an ideal, but to whom these

able to take the office, and it washoped that in the future his Homes became a reality . The seven Homes which had been
lordship would be able to mix with them more than he had established accommodate three hundred and forty - five inmates,

been able to do in the past . and " Lincoln House" had seventy beds, which would raise the
Mr. R . J . CURTIS, Organizing Secretary, said 'at the tea -table number to four hundred and sixteen ; and it was hoped to be

funds were being collected for a statue to their late Presi. able to attach thestables in the rear, where room would bemade

dent, & c . , and it was hoped that this would prove inspiring to for thirty more. He "Mr. Shrimpton ) was so impressed with
future generations: but â nobler way of commemorating the the goodness ofGod in helping them to succeed so far, that he

good Earl's life and work was by subscribing to the “ Shaftes believed it would be most honouring to Him by having a purely

bury Fund," for the enlargement or rebuilding of Ragged ] religions dedicatory service on the present occasion , for he felt

schools , which the committee of the Union hadi naugurated . these Homes for young women would be nothing without Jesus

Mr. John KIRK showed that the fortnight holiday movement Christ . The whole of the arrangements were permeated with
was extending, and another house in Kenthad just been opened . religious influences. The right women were placed over these
Friends were also sending from various quarters offering to take Homes, those who bought the highest good of the youngwomen .
sbildren to place them for a few days' holiday in cottages. In Rev. Dr. P . G . O 'BRIEN then read a portion of Solomon ' s
his work they wanted the co -operation of the teachers, and of dedicatory prayer ( 2 Chron . vi. 12). A telegram was received
Christian friends everywhere . during the proceedings from the Earl of Aberdeen , from Dublin

Castle, expressive of the personal sympathy of the Countess
Prayer for the Temperance Movement. - Mr. E . and himself in the work of theHomes.

Whitwell asks us to draw the attention of our readere to the The Chairman then offered prayer, and afterwards expressed

ollowing request, which is in accordance with the special his great interest in the work of the Homes. One feature , he

lesire of many of the members of the late British and Colonial said , was the quiet way they were carried on . There was no
Temperance Congrese :-- That all who believe in the power blowing of trumpets or flaming advertisements , and this was

I prayer will especially devote Sunday , the 1st of August, to just the way God worked. While Napoleon was making the
arnest intercession with our Heavenly Father for His blessing world resound with his exploits a few devoted Christians were

in the temperance movement throughout the world , and par forming the British and Foreign Bible Society . The Emperor

icularly that the new British Parliamentmay be led to enact had disappeared , but the society was now spread over the world ,

uch laws as will most promote the deliverance of our country Any communications can be addressed to Mr. John Shrimpton,
nd empire from the terrible scourge of intemperance, | 38, Lincoln 's Inn Tields, W . C .
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

AA

AGED PILGRIMS' FRIEND

SOCIETY . - Instituted 1807. For giving Life

Pensions to the Lord's aged roor of both sexes

and all Protestant evangelical denominations.

1,119 pensioners on the books,180 being inmates

of the four Homes. Experditure in pensions

npwards of £ 7,000 per annum Fresh help much

needed . Secretary - J. E.HAZELTON , Office -

83. Finsbury Pavement. E.C.

BIBLE AND COLPORTAGE

SOCIETY OF IRELAND.-An unde

nominational society with agents in allparts of
Ireland . Carefully selected and trained colpor

teurs are spreading the knowledge of Jesus by
the living voice and the printed page . They

have access to the peopleeverywhere. A con
tribution of £40 will secure a colporteur for a

year in any part of Ireland . Several additional
colporteurs have been recently appointed .

Funds greatly needed .
Secretaries , Rev. H. M. WILLIAMSON, Belfast ,

and Rev. JOHN ELLIOTT , Armagh , by whom
contributions will be gratefully received ; or

they may be paid at the office of this paper .

THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

earnestly appeal for additional aid in support of

the 180 Ragged Bchool Missions of the Metro
polis. These buildings are planted in the poorest
districts, and are used for Bunday and Bible

Schools, Day and Infant Free Schools , Week

night Schools foc Rough Lads and Girls, Indus

trial Classes, Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'

Meetings, Ragged Churches , Bands of Hope,

Crêches, and numerous other agencies for the
benefit of the poor children and their parents.

Much is also done in home visitation, in cloth

ing the ragged , and feeding the starvirg , and

country homes are provided for the weakly or
convalescent . Contributions will be thankfully
received by JOHN KIRK, Exeter Hall , W.0.

a

AF

rear.
WELCOME HOME FOR SAILORS OF

ALL NATIONS, Ratcliff Highway, London , E.

-Gospel and Gospel Temperance Meetings every

nightthroughout the year, Visitors welcomed
any hour of the day. Communications to be

addressed Miss CHILD, 173, St. George's Btreet,

London , E.

" A most fruitful and glorious work."
SHAFTESBURY .

HOME GLEANINGS,

A Seaside Home. Amongst the Showmen.

T for

HE Latymer Mission has seaside VERY interesting work is at present

being carried on by a few of the

Lancing, near Worthing (for girls). Mr. city missionaries of Glasgow among the

Aulay Macaulay writes as to the latter : showmen . The agent of themission in
We have taken Yew Tree Farm , Lancing, whose district the fair ground is located

as & temporary Convalescent Home for has for a few yearsmade occasional visits

Girls , until we are rich enough to build a to the caravans of the show people , and
house of our own. The Cottage is within conversed with the inmates about the

five minutes' walk of the sea, and will , " house not made with hands, " the city

we hope, be found a very suitable build which hath foundations," and has other.

ing for our purpose. Applications con wise sought to bring the claims of Christ

tinue to stream in , and we anticipate a before these wandering ones. Assisted

considerable drain upon our resources by three or four missionaries he has con

during the next three months . Many of tinued during the past few weeks visiting

our readers will , we know, be glad to every caravan and show. Though, at first,

help on this useful work, the manner of some of the showmen

The good wrought in the children by a might be a little brusque, yet the inter

stay of a few weeks in the country is often course always ended in their becoming

surprising. A short time ago & little friends of the missionaries. One proprie

deformed girl was sent down to one of our tor, on being called upon and told their

Homes , one of the most pitiable little mission , was somewhat “ crusty, " hissed

objects we have seen . The fresh sea something through his teeth which

breezes and wholesome food soon in. sounded uncommonly like " & parcel of

vigorated her, and aſter a stay two hypocrites, " and spoke long and loud of

months she came back fairly strong, and the benefits he sought to confer upon

almost ruddy in face . men by his sermon, which he assured

them was listened to better than theirs .

The Southsea Mission. Before they left , however, he said,

" Gentlemen, you can have my outside

building for work, those responsible stage topreach from , if you like, and if

have been compelled to proceed to the
it should come on wet any day you may

erection of a plain brick building, seating
have the inside, and it seats one thousand

from three hundred to four hundred people.” No fewer than three proprie.

people , with a small schoolroom in the tors offered their places to preach in if

This structure, with the necessary required. But only one has been used

land , would cost not less than eleven hun . thus far. The Testaments, books, and

dred or twelve hundred pounds . Since tracts given are most thankfully received.

then , in answer to prayer , about three

hundred and fifty pounds have been given A Ragged School Trophy.

or promised, a sum which scarcely meets E have been shown & letcer received
the cost of the site . They have purchased

the other day by an ex-teacher
a most suitable spot, which is now wait at a Raggedschool, alady who still takes

ing for a building of some kind to be an interest in it, and keeps up & corre

placed upon it, and as the need is very spondence with a few of her old scholars.

great, the friends are exercised as to Speaking of two old schoolmates about

whether they should not put up & sub whom the teacher had written to her, she

stantial iron building, rather than wait says : - " I was very sorry indeed to hear

for funds to build in brick. If, within the of S- and A- being in such distress...

next fortnight , about three hundred I am sure it has been a dreadful winter,

pounds could be raised or promised to be but we really must not complain, we

paid by the end of September, they must put our trust fully in the Lord ; and I

would have no hesitation in giving the am sure , if we put our trust in Him , He

order for an iron hall to be built . They will provide for us. You know we are told

are now preaching to large numbers every to cast our care upon Him, for He careth

Sunday evening in the tent on Southsea I am sure we ought to love Him

Common , but in a few short weeks the more than we do for the love He has

greater part of these people will again be towards us."

scattered for want of a suitable building The writer of the letter from which

to carry on the work. Communications this is taken attended the Raggedschool

should be addressed John Denning, Ebe. some twelve years ago or more. She was

nezer Cottage , Inglis Road , Southsea. then a wild, unkempt girl, and gare her

teacher no little trouble. On oneoccasion

A Young Man's Story . - I had a hat and jacket were given to her, in the

been brought up to make light of Christ, hope of making her look a little more pre

and lead a very careless , wicked life . My sentable . That night she did not turn

wickedness brought me to a sick-bed , and up at school , and the teacher could not

I thought I was going to die ; but I got a but connect her absence with the gift she

little better, and the first place I went to had received . Had her parents pawned

was the Wakes, and here I got into more the things, or had M

W

LAMB AND FLAG RAGGED

SCHOOL AND MISSION, 10, Red Lion

Street , Clerkenwell .-This Institution bas carried

on good work for thirty -eight years , and larger

premises are needed to meet the increasing

demands of anxious and willing youth of both

sexes . £ 1,600 would provide what is wanted .
Will some of those blessed with means come

over and help us ? Funds are also much needed

to carry on the regolar work.

Hon . Director and Treasurer - J.C.BHERRARD ,

7 , Oxford Square, Hyde Park .

for us.

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE

8OCIETY. 18 , Buckingham Street, Strand.

To controvert the teachings of Atheists, Secular
ists, aud other opponents of Christianity,

especially among the uncultured . To help the

perplexed and doubting andto instruct the young

in the reasons for believing in Christianity .

The Society's income is totally inadequate to the

demandsupon it. Funds are immediately

wanted for the open -air work.

Secretaries, Revs. C. LLOYD ENGSTRÖM and

T. T. WATERMAN,

SMALL BOOKS

BY

herself made

sin than ever. Wakes Monday was very
away with them ? On coming out ofschool

wet, but I went again . In order to get to she was seen , without hat or jacket,

the Wakes ground I had to go through a crouching in a corner, as iftrying to hide

narrow opening ; and as I passed, two herself, and yet wishing to be seen,

gentlemen were giving tracts, and quoting “ What had become of the things ? "

passages of Scripture. I was much The confession was reluctantly drawn

struck with what I heard , and took one from her.
Please, teacher, I did not

of the tracts, headed , But there is a Hell. like to put them on, I thought the girls

I took it home and read it hundreds of would make fun ofme because I looked

times, till at last I began to pray, and so respectable." She is now a thoroughly

then the light came ; and nuw I am God -fearing young woman, & regular

happy to tell you I am not afraid of hell , communicant, a memberof the church

for God for Christ's sake has forgiven choir, and thechief support and comfort

me my sins.
of a dying mother,

GEORGE F. TRENCH.

GOD IN GOVERNMENT :

OR, THE CHRISTIAN'S RELATION

TO THE STATE.

Price Fourpence.

WALKING WITH GOD.

In Enamel Wrapper, price Twopence .

THE BENIGHTED TRAVELLER.

Tinted Paper, price One Penny .

“ ALL THINGS NEW ."

In Wrapper, price One Penny.

LONDON :
JOHN F. SHAW & 00 ., 48 , Paternoster Row , B.O .
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

GEORGE YARD RAGGED

SCHOOLS AND MISSION,

Whitechapel , E.

The Infant Day Nursery opens at 7.30 a.m.

The Day Ragged Schools, morning at 9 , atter
noon at 2 o'clock . Bunday Schools , morning ,

afternoon , and evening. Rough Boys' Classes at

8, on Moudays and Wednesdays . Boys at work

in the Industrial Classes on Mondays , Wednes

days , and Fridays, at 12.30 p.m. Mothers' Meet
ings on Tursdays at 3 and 6 p.m. Mission to

Inebriate Women at 3 p.m. on Thursdays.

Temperance Meetings on Mondays at 8.15 p.in.

Evangelistic Services at 7 on Sundays, and other

Agencies.

Friends are invited to visit the Institution any

day but Saturday.

Post Office Orders should be made payable at
66 , High Street , Whitechapel, E. Letters and

tarcels should be addressed to GEORGE HOLLAND ,

The Ragged Schools, George Yarı, High Street,

Whitechapel, London, E.new

MONTHLY TRACT 8OCIETY.

Instituted 1837. New Offices, Bridge House,

Blackiriars Bridge (City Side) London .

OBJECT : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically before themiddle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical
literature at home and abroad .

PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERS : All subscribers of

five shillings and upwards per annum are en

titled to receive the new tracts issued monthly,

and are allowed to purchase the Society's pub

lications at a discount of 25 per cent. Any

subscriber, for each extra contribution of two

shillings per annum , may have a tract sent

monthly, direct from the office, to any friend

whose name and address are supplied. Many

subscribers have for years pursued this excellent

method of quietly influencing other persons .

Subscribers' names are not divulged. Donations or
subscriptions exceeding these sums form the

fund for gratuitous distributious of tracts ,

Funds are urgently needed in aid of the

Free Grant Fund .

All cheques and postal orders to be crossed and

made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE, Secretary .

MSS. of earnest Go -pel and good literary cha

racter may be forwarded to the Secretary .

HOME MISSION NOTES.

Jews in Edinburgh.--A new mis. Norfolk -A few earnest friends have

sion to the Jews has just been opened in been pitching their tent in various

Rose Street, Edinburgh . Norfolk villages, evangelizing, with not a

Mr. Samuel Morley still lies in a
little success.

very critical condition . Many will pray Dundee . — Mr. C. King's mission

earnestly on his behalf. here is being much blessed. Night after

Opium Dens in London. -Rev. night the tent is filled and souls are saved,

J. S. Cooke, who has been investigating and everyafternoon theBible reading at

the matter, states that the victims of the Y.M.C.A. is attended by from two to

opium are in every class of society. three hundred people ;the mission will

Mr. J. Campbell White, well be continued till the end of the month .

known as a Christian worker in Glasgow Good News from Ireland . - Rev.

and Dumbarton , and a liberal supporter Jno. Elliot writes :-At no former period

of every good work, conducts, it is said, in the history of Ireland have there been

& Bibe class of six hundred members . such large sales of Bibles , good books ,

A Noble Gift.-Mr. William Dunn , and periodicals as at present.
The

of London , has just handed over to the monthly returnsofthe agents of the Bible

managers the title - deeds of and Colportage Society of Ireland report

mission ball , erected in Paisley at a cost most fav ble progress.

of nearly £4,000, for the further prosecu " A Prayer-answering God .” — A

tion of missionary work . remarkable paper of real experience ap

Public -house Work.-The London pears under this title in Toilers of the

City Mission Magazine gives an interest Deep , the organ of the Mission to Deep

ing account of one of its most successful Sea Fishermen . Concerning it a friend

public-house missionaries. The following writes : “ It reminds me of one of Robert

incidents gleaned therefrom illustrate the Murray, MCheyne's sweet words, “ There

work . never has been , and never will be , a

" Giving up the Public. ”—The believing prayer unanswered .' '

and

thieves . An influence was gained over Rescue Society, just to hand, states that

the landlord and his family. At his re.
there has been a considerable increase in

quest I prepared a card for the bar with the number of young women and girls
the words upon it , “ Bad language not to brought under their care . In 1884 there

be spoken here.” This effort to conduct was a slight increase over the two pre

the business respectably led him into ceding years , but this number (502)

difficulties, and , after consulting me, he was greatly exceeded in 1885, a helping

left , and opened a first- class coffee -house hand being extended to five hundred

in South London . This is closed upon and thirty poor girls. Doubtless it was

the Lord's Day , and he is living & Chris owing to tho additional efforts of Chris.

tian life . tian people that our aid was sought for

A Changed Man .-When visiting so many more cases than in other years,

A Figeon Flyer:-A young man

by a low, surly man , a painter by trade. was hurrying along with a number of

After this, I one day met the man taking pigeons in a basket. An open -air preacher

his dinner in a tap-room , and gained such offered him a tract, which he took civilly,

an influence over him as to visit him in and after listening to a few passages of

his own room . He was often visited , and Scripture, he said, in a quiet and subdued

his wife also during her last illness . tone, “ I fear I have not thought much

Gradually the man was led to feel his about trying to please God for a long

condition as an unsaved sinner, and then time: but, as you say , the Christian life

to my great joy he fled for refuge to Jesus, is best, and I will begin and try to live it."

the sioner's Friend , afterwards living in He seemed quite broken down as he left ,

newness of life . but he attended all the meetings during

Just out of Prison.-Entered the the following three days, and on the last

Sailors ' Arins on Sunday night . A num . night he brought a number of his

ber of men were present, one of whom acquaintances with him ,

abused me for disturbing them . A big Dr. Somerville's evangelistic tour

man with cropped hair heard this , and, in the Highlands began at Campbeltown

coming across the bar, seized my hand , last week, and was most successful . He

and holding it firmly, said , “ Just out of preached on Lord's Day afternoon in

prison, but your gentle words have re Lorne Street Church to a crowded congre

sounded in my heart while I was there . gation , manifesting an eloquence and

A long while ago I was in a public , and tervour rarely found athis years. In the

in myrage abused you like this man, but evening he preached in Lochend Church

your words about the Friend in heaven for more than an hour. On Monday at

subdued me .
I was meditatiog the noon the first of the Bible readings

murder of the man who I was told would attracted a large and representative

peach upon me, ' or suicide , but your gathering,and on Tuesday the attendance

words stopped me . I was took up, and was considerably increased. On Wednes.

hare done my time, but I am beginning day the meeting was very much larger,

a new life and want your help . ” This the

RESCUE SOCIETY. Established in 1853,

for the reformation of openly immora, women

and the guardianship of young girls exposed to
dai ger, supports Eight Homes capable of

receiving over two hundred inmatta.

Fundsare earnestly solicited by the

Secretary, Mr. C. STUART THORPE ,

79 , Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

)

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

President- Gen . Bir A. J. LAWRENCE , K.C.B.

Sole object of the Society to spread the saving

kuowledge of Christ amongour soldiers. Contri

butions will be thankfuly received by the

Treasurer, v. G. M. HOLT , Esq ., 17 , Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon. Sec.; or by

the Secretary, Mr. W. A. BLAKE, at the offices,

Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.C.

he Fees

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY.-Help

is very urgently needed to meet the heavy ex

penses involved in conducting the varicus evan .

gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially

to assist in meeting the terrible distress so

prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive

help in any form . JAS. ATKINSON, Secretary,

10, Enfield Road South , Kingsland , N.

ite

COUNTRY TOWNS MISSION,

18 , New Bridge Street , E.O. - For thepast forty .
nine years this Society has sought to establish

Missionaries in those places where there is a lack

of simple Gospel teaching. Ilie Committee

ournestly ask those who know the darkness of

many of our Country Listricts to strengthen

their hands by increased help.

interest apparently deepening.

help was given with good result .
Requests for prayerwere handed in at all

An Aged Helper. - A Christian the gatherings, and various gentlemen

lady, seventy-three years of age, and gave short addresses. The evening meet

totally blind for everal years, sent lately | ings were well attended , over five hundred

fifty -two pairs of cuffs and three mufflers being present on Wednesday, when Dr.

to the Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen , Somerville said good -bye. After meetings

with the following touching words— “ I took place each evening, when a goodly

have knitted them for His sake who called number attended , and not a few were

the fishermen from their pets to make brought to decision. Dr. Somerville left

them fishers of men, and my prayer is for Tarbert on Thursday , taking Killean

that God may set a mark upon each man by the way, and on Monday heproceeded

who receives a pair ofcuffs, and seal him to Islay, where he is spending the present

for His own , "
week,

HARRY C. NISBET, Treasurer . GEORGE H.

MAWER , Secretary .

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS , Vine Street, Clerken

well Road , EC . President, the Right Bon , the
Earl of Aberdeen , K.G. This Institution benefits

temporally and spiritually the poorest of the

poor, upwards of 3.000 men , wom D , and children

being assisted werkls . £4.000 a year must be

raised by Voluntary Contributions to maintain

the Work easurer - W . A. BEVAN , Esq.

64, Lombard Street .

Secretary, Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT,
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Hop-pickers' Mission, Alton District.

TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WORK."

TIR ,—The time will soon come for us to be among the

pickers. As in former years, thousands of poor people will

be here from all parts of the country during the season. Last

year we erected six large tents, seating from three hundred to

five hundred persons each . They were all full , and sometimes

not large enough of the class that would not be reached by any

other means.

We have most pleasing testimony from clergymen, magis

trates , and from the localdistricts ofthe good the mission has

been. We have seen gipsy girls raised from their wandering

life, and become respectable servants. Through the death of

many of our old subscribers during the past year we shall be

unable to erect the six tents this year unless friends send us

help . It will be a grief to us to pass the districts , and see them

left. We are willing to do the work if the means are before us .

Any contributions towards this work will be thankfully acknow

ledged, and last balance -sheet sent to any who may desire it

by me.

S. CHINN, Village Pastor.

Alton , Hants, July 24th , 1986.

The Hop-pickers' Mission.

TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WORK ."

WITH the return of September there will be the gathering
of many thousands from courts and alleys to the hop

picking in Kent; and, as in past years, a band of Christian

workers purpose (D.V. ) labouring earnestly among them for their

spiritual, moral, and physical well-being.

The mission is now well known , and has been so abun

dantly used ofGod in former years , that I need not enter into

detail here, but simply pen reminder to our kind

supporters that the time is nearing, and the earlier help comes

to hand in the shape of funds and parcels of clothing , & c., the

sooner shall we be able to mature our plans for using such kind

help to the bestadvantage .

Many of our donors have “ gone home ” during the year, and

we therefore plead for others to help in this interesting work .

Parcels of clothing (or undenominational tracts) should be

forwarded, carriage prepaid , to Rev. J. J. Kendon, Marden

Station, S.E.R. Contributions thankfully received by Mr. C.

H. Spurgeon , Upper Norwood , S.E.

JOHN BURNHAM,

Brentford, Middlcsex ,

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualifie ] Evangelists

to any part of England , Scotland, and Wales upon due notice . Apply

to Hon . Secretary, 21 , Surrey Street, Strand, W.O.

Y.M.C. A., City , New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenu :, Lalenball

Street (late ol, Gracechurch Street). - Bible readings, Sundsv, 5 p.m .;

Members' meeting at Mr. Samuel Caustons, Broml-y Hill, keat,
Saturday, 14th August. Party will meet at Cannon Street Station at

3p.m. Tea and coffee 5.30. Mission work each eveniog, at Y.M.C.A.

Mission Hall, Bermondsey. Whitechapel, Hackney, & c.

Talbot Tabernacle , Powis Sjutra, W., Sunday, Mr. Frank White,

morning at 11, evening at 7 .

TheMerchants' Lecture Finsbury Chapel , Moorfields, City . – Tues.,
Rev. Dr. Kennedy, at 12 o'clock .

Keswick 'Twelfth Annual Convention. July 23th to July 31st.

For loigings, & c ., apply to Mr. Pistlethwaite, Eskin Place , Krasick,

Exeter Hell Evangelistic Choir . - Ladies and gentlemen (Caristian

workers) desicousor assisting atthe forthcoming mission in the abwe
choir are invited to apply to the hon . sec . , Mr. Harridine, Exeter Hall.

Children's Special Service Mission . -Seaside Servic 8. \ r. G.

Banaster, ia the yacht Kingfisher, at Rhyl second andthird weeks in

Aug. ; Mr. A. E. Bellingham , at Llandudno, in Aug .; Mr. E. Arrowsmith,

at scarborough (holding services also at Filey ). Aug.2nd to 31st, at

NorthBerwick in Bept. ; Mr. E. J. Kennedy, at Bridlington, in Aug;

Mr. E. T. M. Dennes, at Saltburn -by-the-Sea , Aug. 2n 1 to 3th ; Mr.d.

Spiers , at Redcar, in Aug .; Mr. E. Salisbury, at Weymouth, for four

weeks from middle of Aug.; Mr. W. F. Seagrove, atst . Leonards and

Hastings, in Aug. ; Messrs . 11. M. Trickett, Å. V. Grace, C. F. Harion

Battersby , and E. L. Stacey, at Eastbourne, all Aug t first week of

Sept.; Mr. W. R. Moore, at Iltracombe ; Mr H. W. Figgis ( of Dublin)

at Brighton during Aug. ; Mr. A. Scoris , at Sandowo, during Aug.;

Rev. H. C. Sturdy and Mr. T. Hurrell , at Margate, during

Aug.; Rev. 8. L Dixon and Mr. F. Pitts, at Worthing. during

Aug. ; Mr. C. Steinitz at Penmaenmawr till August 7th ; Majer

Dru Drury, at Towyn ( Wales) , during Aug.; Mc. G. Bennett, ut

Douglas, to first week in Aug., at Aborystwith in Aug.; Mr. J. H. Greens,

at Aberystwith, July 25th to Aug. 1st , at Morecambe, in Aug. ; Messrs.

E , and 0. H. Collier, at I -rne Bay, from July 11th ; Mr. C. E. Todů,

at Lowestoft. Aug. 8th to 31st ; Mr. H. G Harris, at Westoo -super

Mare, Aug. 8th to 31st : Rev. W.Bradbury, at Weston-super-Yare till

middle of August ; Mr. W. L. Sevler, at Broa istairs , Aug. 7th to let ;

Mr. Walter Huckett. Exmouth , Aug. 1st to first week in Sept. ; Vests.

O. F. Jones and H. Braddock, Mumbles , Swansea. Aug. Ist to 15th ; Rer.

F. Hodgson Jones, atTynemouth . Aug 1st to 14th ; Mr. Weatherley, st

Hunstanton ; Mr. D.Turner, at Killiuey ( Ireland ) during August .
Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.- 3111., Aug. 1st, a: 3.3) and

7 p.m , VIc.W.R. Lane.

Youtns Institute , Old Pye Street , Westminster (“ One Tua '

Mission ).- Prayer meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.50 . Cose

ducted by Mr.J. Payne. Mission service every Sund y from 6.30 18.

Conferenca Hall, 143, Clapham Road, S.W. - Sunday, 11a.m.Children's

service; 3.30 p.m. , Bible reading ; 7p.m., Gospel service by Mr. Powell.

Evangelistir M183100 ( Onder toe direction of O. * 135 * Hurtit:n).

Bank Holiday, Monday , Aug.2nd , meetinga in Kilburn Hall, Kibara

Gate (not Town Hall), at 4 and 6.30 p.in. Tea between the te

meetings.
Kilburn 18ll, Kilburo Gato (not Towo Ha!! ).-Dr. Popham , $404

at 7 p.m .; Mr. Jas. L. Stanley, Wed., at 7.30 p.m.
Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Wr. Jas . L. Stanley, Bun . , 7 p ...

and Thurs. , at 8.

Dalston Hall, 105 , Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. T. Pettifer, Bun , 7 p... ;

Service on Thurs. , 8 p.m.
Bignold Hall, Bigavid Road , Station Boad, Forost @ its-Ve.

Abraham Wallis , dun ., ?p.m.
West Kensington dall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith

Road. -Capt. Thompson, Sun., at 3 p.m .; Messrs. S. E. Angel and

W. Barnard Smith , Sun., at 7 p.m., and Thurs.,8 p.m.
William Grove, in a large tent at Field Road. Forest Gate: Bulle

at 3p.m. and 7 p.m. ; week-nights, except Sat., at 8 p.m.

The Tent, Lower Merton , wimbleton. -Mr. 'Edwart Harditch,

Sun., 3.30 and 7 , and euch week.night, except suurday, at8.

The Monthly Praver Meeling for Jews in the Ladies' Waiting

Room , Conference Hall, on Friday, 30th inst . , at 7 p.m.

Zenana and Mo 11041Missionssoolaai' 10 a , 53,St. George's

Road, 8.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at 1000, a

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside.

a

Tho Beaumont Trust.

TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WORK."

VIR ,–With regard to opening or closing the East London

People's Palace onSundays, may I be allowed to suggest

the possible feasibility of opening, and the decided advantage

that would assuredly accrue by using , a part of the building on

that day for Divine worship, similarly as theatres are used,

where the true Gospel may be faithfullypreached, and the Word

of Truth otherwise be rightly divided ? That should be the sole

object, in my opinion, of opening any part of the building on

the Lord's Day.

GRESWOLDE D. O. BRIDGEMAN.

Mr. Hammond in London .

THERE was rejoicing at Haddon Hall , Bermondsey,last Sun.

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

Aug. 1st-Acts xxiv. 1-16 Aug. 5th-Acts xxvi, 1–18

2nd-Acts xxiv. 17--27
6th - Acts xxvi . 19-32

3rd-Acts xxv, 1-12
7th - Acts xxvii. 1-17

4th-Acts xxy. 13-27

Mr. C. Russell Hurditch gratefully acknowledges for Evangelistis

Mission : Anon . (Day in the Country), 53. ; Mrs. R. , 61 .; Keswick, 6d .

119

a

In the afternoon he addressed a great congregation of children,

many of whom had found the Saviour when the former

meetings were held last winter. At the close of the add ress

several of these young converts gave their simple testimony

of the good they received then. It was very pleasant to see

the loving welcome many of the dear children gave to Mr.

Hammond, whom they look upon as their “ spiritual father.”

In the evening Mr. Hammondaddressed the adult congregation

upon the healing of Naaman the Syrian. The service was

made specially attractive by the sweet singing of Mrs.

Hammond, who rendered several pieces out of Gems of Praise

with great feeling.

Our brother was again cheered by hearing of permanent fruit

having been given to his last adult service in this hall nine

months ago . It is the lasting character of the work, both

among young and old, which must make Mr. Hammond's

servicesvalued by all thoughtful, earnest Christians. Will they

continue to bear our beloved brother and his wife upon their

hearts during their voyage across the Atlantic, and their work

in their own country ?

WILLIAM OLNEY, JUN.

DIMNE8B OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequenti

caused bythe use of onsuitable 8protacles. The Rev.tr. Orortaer, 8111

House , Ascot, writes : - " I cannot describe the comfort
derive froz the

use ofyour glasses, both be day and night. Cond ao pain or wearines

as I used to ; and I have taken to reading book.I had put aside ***!!!

trying forth- epos ou account ofthenainoro the tyve." Th » lat Sir

Julius Benedictwrote: - " I have tried theprincipalopticiansinLond

withoutsuccess, but the spectacles you have adaptedsuit adınır. bls : the

clearness of your glassesascomparei with othersis reali« surprising."
The Rev. R. a. Baynes , V. n., n . Cavo Wo: ess r Oisredra,

write ) : - “ The spectacles gou adapted are all I could desire , sod nrer

foel strong already.I only
regretI did not know of your exceediay still

years ago.” — M1. HENRY LAOR NCE ,Oculist Opti lan, 18. OLD

BOND STREET,scientifically adapto his IMPROVED SPECTACLOS

to assist and strengthenthe workest sights. famn las contain alot
gostions for the preservation of sight freo. BRANCHES, 8, Poultry:

E.O .: 8. Guardian Buildings, Crass 8t., MANCA DATE &

5 , Corporation Street, BIRMINGHAM ;'ond 129 ,Buobanat

St., Glasgow ADVT,
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The Medical Battery Company, Limited,
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ADVICE FREE,
52 , OXFORD STREET, LONDON , W.

Personally or by letter.

The following are a few Extracts from the many PRICE

THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS RECEIVED :
21s .

POST FREE,

GOUT. “ Derived the greatest benefit. " - His Majesty the King of Holland ,

RHEUMATIC FEVER. “ I can speak positively of its advantages.” — Dr. C. Lempriere, A NATURAL AND CERTAIN

D.C.L., Senior Fellow , St. John's College , Oxford. CURE for GOUT,
NERVOUS DEBILITY. “ Entirely recovered . " - W . Oliver, Esq ., Hylton .

RHEUMATISM , SCIATICA,

HYSTERIA . “ The Belt has done wonders." - Mrs. M. Oriel, Dowlais .
LUMBAGO, IND GESTION, CONTI

SCIATICA. “Worth fifty pounds. " -Mr. R. J. Watson , Harwich . PATION, EPILEPSY, KIDNEY DISORDERS,

NEURALGIA. " A most complete success. ” — M . A. Langdale, NEURALGIA, LIYER COMPLAINTS,

Esq ., Leacroft. NERVOUS DEBILITY, &c.

LUMBAGO.
" It has been an untold comfort to me." -

Miss Hudson , Tuyford.
“ LADIES' AILMENTS.” — Dr. Anna Kingsford , M.D.,

CONSUMPTION . "Benefited immensely." - Rev.
advises every laily to write for a new pamphlet on the

H. L. Norden , Southampton . Diseases of Women just issued by Mr. C. B. Harness ,

KIDNEY DISORDERS. " I am like a new
Consulting Electrician to theMedical Battery Company

NERVES, ( Limited ). It is simply invaluable , and should be read

man . ” — Mr. W. P. Pougher, Plymcuth .
STOMACH , by every lady in the kingdom . Sent under cover, free

LIVER ,
by post, on application to the Medical Battery Com

LIVER COMPLAINT. “ I have no KIDNEYS,
pany ( Limited), 52 , Oxford Street, Londer , W.

pain now ." - Mr. T. Smith , and other organs .

Hey , Lees .
NOTE . - When ordering send size of waist (next skin ).

the Eminent Consulting Medical

Electrician , has been specially re

PRICE 215

tained by the Company, and may

be consulted daily ( without

Post

charge ) on all matters relating to health and the application of Curative Electricity . Residents at a dis
tance , and those unable to avail themselves of a personal consultation , are invited to write for a Private Advice

Free .

forro , which will be forwarded Post Free on application to

YOR

THE

WRITE FOR

NEW PAMPHLET,

POST FREE.
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The Medical Battery Company,

Limited ,

52, OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.

IRON MISSION ROOMS, &c . ,

Terties for Advertisements IRON CHURCHES,&c.

A , CHOPPING,

“ Woyd and Work ."

DERBY RD.,WEST CROYDON, SURREY.
CURE OF DEAFNESS.

75
EREOTED BY

erected on the most reasonable iems, by R.

BAUNLERS 216 , Brecknock Road, London , N.

Estimates and designs free. 25 years' practical

experience. Also Churches and Schools, & c .

Ilustrated Designs and Estimates Free .

CHEAPEST FIRM IN THE TRADE .This Paper baving a largo and increasing cir

culation amongst Christians ofall denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements.

NOISES IN THE EARS.

Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to 9400

for his book showing the disease and the means
of cure . Post free 60.; French edition , 1s. ,

with letter of advice if case be stated._Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus London . Free con
gultations dailv .

Situations, &c.

VACANT OR WANTED.

FURNITURE.-NORMAN &

STACEY'S HIRE-PURCHASE SYSTEM com

mends itself to classes . Deposit not necessary ,

It combinee rea) economy on sound commercial

principles, witb strictly private arrangements,
without the objectionable formalities of

dealers and others . Payments can extend over

1, 2, or 8 years. The 60wbolesale firms embrace

the best manufacturers, who have large etocks

for selection . Intending purchasers should call

personally, or gand_for particulars . - Offices,79,

Queen Victoria St. , E.C. , and 121 , Pall Mall , B.W.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

Apartments-Houses

B 'Southampton Buildings, Bhancery Line.

46

det

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS .

The Terms aro very moderate , viz. : Miscel

laneous in small Type, 28. 6d . for 30 words , and

6d. for every additional line of 8 words or

under. A reduction for a series of Bix Insertions

and apwards.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

TOOTH - ACHE

CURED INSTANTLY BY

THREE per CENT . INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand .

TWOper CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly
balances, when not diawn below £ 100 .

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

charge, the custody of Deeds , Writings , andother

Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Billsof

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons; and thepur.

chase arid sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities.
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .

THE BIRK BECK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, post free, on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager.

TheBirkbeck Building Society'sAnnual
Receipts exceed Five Millions .

COW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

BUNTER'S

NERVINE.

1s . 1}d, of all

Chemists.

HOWBook and DISPLAYED Advertisements charged

according to space occupied. FRONT PAGE, and

other special positions, by arrangement.

N.B ,-To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sentby Postmust be accom

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable
to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F.SHAW & Co.

Amounts under 2s. 60. may be sent in Stamps,

Hº

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS .

Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds.

* DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED."

Sir , -My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness "

increases . A man here who has been deaf

Forty years has had his hearing restored by it.

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch .

18. 11d . per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps , from

Jadwin J. Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury .

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay. Apply

at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY,

29, SouthamptonBuildings, Chancery Lane.

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

MONTH, with immediate possession , either for

Buildingor Gardening purposes. Apply at the

Office oftheBIRKBECKFREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,
as above ,

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars,

application.

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.
OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.
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The British Messenger MILDMAY Annual CONFERENCE .

THE OFFICIAL REPORT

I to shelter

foung

Women
(other

CONVERSION : WHAT IS IT ? NOW READY. The Monthly part of

HE ANCHORAGE,
By W. R. BRADLAUGH. Price One Penny .

Bhould be placed in the hands of every “ WORD ANDWORK ”
HEBREWS vi. 19.anxious Inquirer.

LONLON : FOR JULY. Price id . Post free 8d.

JOHN Snow & Co. , E , Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row . wise rospootable) lately Fallen into
Contains all the numbers for July, with Sin .

Reports of Addresses delivered at the FOR rules of admission to theAnchorage

House , and for particulars of its work , and for
Annual CONFERENCE . TRAINED SERVANT8 ready to go out to situa.

for AUGUST contains: tions, applyby letter only )to Mrs. H. STUART

" IN HIM IS LIFE .” Illustrated. WORTLEY, Rosslyn House, Grove End Road,
N.W. , London ; and to wbom , or to any member

By Rev. H. BONAR, D.D. of committee, subscriptions may be sent, or to
" WITH ME WHEREI AM . " Editor. Word and Work.

will shortly be issued,

By Rev. ANDREW CARTER, M.A.
Containing reports of the speeches corrected bySALT IS GOOD.

the speakers .

ByRev. FREDERICK WHITFIELD, M.A. REDUCED PRICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

GODKNOWS. By Rev. W. PARK , M.A ,
THE PURE JUICE OF THE GRAPE.

SEVEN FARTHINGS, AND THY
Sewed ls . 3d . , poa ' frie l . 64 ; cloth ls, lid . , IMPORTED DIRECT FROM BYRIA.

WILL BE DONE ."
post free 23. 3d .

TAE above NaturalWINE is largelyusedby

By Rev. J. P. PERKINS .
To secure copies at the reduced price, orders Churches for Communion Wine, not only oa

“ ONLY TWO AND TWENTY." must be sent immejiately.
account of its prestige as coming from the Holy

Land, but also as containing Doadded spirit or

By Rev. M. B. HogG , B.A. London : alcohol. It is also recommended to invalids and

“ SEE WHAT MANNER of STONES othere who require a natural stimulant without
J. F. SHAW & Co. , 48, Paternoster Row, E.C. intoxicating quality. Price 24s. per Dozen it

ARE HERE I " And all Booksellers . putod quarts.

By the Hon. P. CARTERET HILL, BOLE AGENT

D.C.L. J. F. ROBINSON,

" NOT ONLY FORGIVEN, BUT
MRS, GRIMKE'S Lyttelton House . High Cross Lane,Tottenham ,

LOVED ." And other Articles, TEXT CARDS,
WONDERFUL WORDS OF LIFE.

Price One Penny.
A Manual for Flower Missions. Compiled by

To be had from Mrs. GRIMKE, Prestwich , Mrs. EDMUND ASHBY. Cloth . ls .

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT, Manchester, who likes orders sent to her " The cry of the peedy and the succour of the

Stirling, N.B.
direct , or to E. KAUFMANN, 129, Cheap mighty to save are beautifully placed side by

side ." - The Christian .
London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO . side , London , E.C. , and booksellers . JOHN F.SAAW & Co., 48. Paternoster Row , E.O.

66

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .
MR. G , T. CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON

CONSUMPTION,

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE (post free ), or Large Edition (cloth ), 1s. 38. tram

the Author, Coombe Lodge , Peckham , s.È. , and Elliot Stocs,

62, Paternoster Row, E.C.

Six Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling

fleets. 12,000 smacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing our

tables with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and

sleety storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them ,

to the pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied - may

rightly claim some small share in the privilegts we so richly enjoy and so

highly prize .
THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoning
love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours, afford
ing relief in case of sickness and injury , and cheering and brightening dull
and monotonous livesby their presence and minisiry.

" The Mission Smacks are doing in the North Sea a grand work , worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results of their effort. great as they are in the present, will , if only

supported liberally by the public, be of untold value in the future . ”—

Sir Eduard Birkbeck , Bart., M.P.

FOND : are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel
with every fleet.

E. J. MATHER, Director.

181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge ,, E.C.

N.B. - The offices were removed to the present address in
December last. Attention to the change will save much

trouble, time, and expense to the Mission.

Just Published . Price Twopence.

BIBLE STUDY,

Suggestions and Illustrations,

By GORDON FORLONG.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , Paternoster Row , E.O.

THE

SEVENTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING, FROM MAY TO AUGUST.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally orrelativelyINTERESTED IN
THIS MATTER,

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENT CASE, NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORH, in this journal EVERY WEEK,

BAGSTER
'S BIBLES. CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

Extra flexible, silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco , kid-lined, elastic band.

With full helps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band . Froin 48.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

16. PATERNOSTER ROW. LONDON .

MISS HOL T'S NEW STORY.

LETTER from Mr. HAINES, of Cheltenham.

Writing me for medicine for a friend, in a letter dated March 30th, 156,
Mr. Haines thus speaks of himself : "Some"yearsagoI had severe

attack of Bronchitis, followed by Congestion of the Lungo and pleuring:

terminating in Consumption. Forsevenmonths I was laid up. Ty club

doctor andanotherdoctor gave meup. A third then visited me,andesme

to the sameconclusion - that I could not live twomonths,unless I could be
taken to the south of France .

" I had heard of you from the friends of our connection , and , having

faith in your treatment, I felt it would do megood, and determined to tre

it .My night sweats,which were profuseand exhausting, soun ceased.I
graduallyrecovered,and in twomonths was back to business, and bare

not suffered since .-E. J. HAINES, 126 , High Street ,"

A TANGLED WEB. ,

A Tale of the Fifteenth Century.

By EMILY S. Holt.

Large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt tops , 5s .

" Like all Miss Holt's productions, ably written , carefully planned , and

full of deep teaching for old and young." -Our Own Gazette .

“ Not a whit behind any of its popular predecesso s . " -- The Christian .

* A very well told story ; will be read with great interest . " - The Scotsman .

- TUESDA
Y

,
NOTE . – Days of Consultation .

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have good

the book first.
LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.O.

London , J. F. SHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row , E.O.



BOOKS FOR HOLIDAY READING .

Her Husband's Home;Oldham ;

or , 80W BESIDE ALL WATER . A quiet Btory:

By L.E. GUERNSEY, Authorof “ The Foster Sisters,"&c.

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops , 69.

" The suggestions contained in this story are very useful, and the tone

is high and sympathetic with all Christian effort.” — Literary World .

A most interesting story ." - Christian .

or, THE DURLEYS OF LINLEY CASTLE .

By EVELYN EVERETT -GBEEN , Author of " His Mother's Book , * & e .

Large crown 8vo , gilt tops , 5s.

" An excellent book for young women ." - Sunday School Chronicle.

“ Can be recommended as a really admirable tale ." - Scotsman .

On the Cliff ;

or, ALIOK'S NEIGHBOURS. By C. SFAW, Author of “ Alick's

Hero , " & o . Large crown 8vo, gilt tops 3s . 6d .

It is , most enjoyable story . " - Christian Journal.

“ A good Sunday book for boys and girls ." - Sunday School Chronicle.

The Lost Jewel.

A Tale . By A. L. O. E.

New Edition, with Illustrations, cloth, 3s. 6d ., post free.

“ Most heartily do we recommend our readers to place it in their

libraries ." - ritish Mothers' Journal.

Five Minutes too Late ;

or , LESLIE HARCOURT'S RESOLVE. By EMILY BRODIR, Author

of " Noraan and Elsie , ” &c . Large crown 8vo , gilt tops , 88. 6d .

“ Cannot be read a minute too soon . " - Ladies ' Pictorini,

“ Full of character, exhibiting high morality, and the golliness out of
which it grows. A comely book for 3s . 60 ." -- Sword and Trowel,

Marjorie's Probation.

Chapters from a Life Story. By J. S. RANKING .

Crown 8vo , cloth extra, 38. 60. , post free .

Earnest , loving, and tender, these charters will bless many more than

the heroine to whom they were originally cold . Elder girls will both

joy it and profit hy it.

Sent to Coventry ; udtorth the udinning .

or, THE BOYS OF HIGHBEECH. Br M. L. RIDLEY , Author of

“The Three Chums," &o. Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 3 , 6d .

“ No schoolboy who is fortunate enough to receive a copy will fail to peruse

It withavidity from beginning to end ." — Figaro.

" A cale for schoolboys, and a most delightful one it is . We are sure

that schoolonys will welcome this tale , and most heartily and unanimously

declare that they never read a better ." -- English Churchman .

BY MMA E. HORNBROOK , Author of " Judith the Slavo ," de.

Large crown 8vo , gilt tops , 8s . 6d .

“ Girls will find more than onecharacter worth winning.".
Sunduy School Chr nich .

“ Worth the rea ling, and worth the buying. Fresh and pleasing, the

characters real, ani th- spiritual teaching prominent, though not

obtrusive ." -Our Own Gazette .

Water Gipsies.

A Tale . By L. T. MEADE .

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s . 6d. , post free .

" It is full of incident from beginning to end, and wedo not know the
person who will not be interested in it . " - Christian World ,

Nora Clinton ;

Or, Did I Do Right ? By EMILY BRODIE ,

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d . , post free .

A

" Will be read wi h pleasure and profit.” – Christian Agr.

Little Freddie ;

Or, FRIENDS IN NEED, By EVELYN EVERETT -GREEN.

Small 8vo, cloth extra , 28. 6d ., post free.

• There is real pathos in this story , telling bow a poor little waif is pro

terted irom evil by the recollection of a lost mother's tea ing."

Liverpool Courier .

Cripple Jess,

THE Hop Picker's DAUGHTER. By L. MAASTON , Anthoz

of “ Rob and Mag."

Sniall 8vo, cloth extra , 25. 60., post free.

Fully as engrossing us anything from the pen of Hesba Stretton ."
The Christias.

60.
Shaw's Home Series . 6D.

By E.EVERETT-GREES.

With Coloured Wrapper and many Ilustrations.

Price SIXPENCE each .

•Hemust mention with gratitude and approval Shaw's · Home Series,' a cheap 188ue of capital tales at Sixpence. The tales

are all thoroughly attractive and sound, with a greatdeal of variety.” ,-Guardian.

“ Cheap, well-printed , and wholesome, deserving a wide circulat.un .'-Sunday School Chronicle .

1. FROGGY'S LITTLE 10. NOTHING TO NOBODY . 19. ALICR'S HERO .

BROTHER. By BRENDA.
By CATHARIN

E SHAW.

By BRENDA. 11. WINIF
RED.

2. SCAMP AND I. By L. E. QUEŁNSEY .
20. HIS MOTHER'S BOOK .

By L.T. MEADE .

12. THE THREE CHUMS.
3. MISTRESS MARGERY , By M. L. RIDLEY . 21. JEAN LINDSAY, THE

By EMILY D. HOLT.

4. SISTER ROSE.
13. MARCELLA OF ROME.

VICAR'S DAUGHTER

By EMI'Y 8. HOLT.
By F. EASTWOOD.

5. THE BOYS' WATCHWORD 14. OUTCAST ROBIN. 22. THE WITCH of the ROCKS,

By J. HARRISON. By L. T. MEADE.
By M. E. WINCHESTER. Author of

6 ONLY A TRAMP.
15. THE LOST JEWEL.

“Lost Maggie,” &c .

By GRACE STEBBING .
By A. L. O. E.

16. CRIPPLE JESS.
23. MADGE HARDWICKR:

7. WATER GIPSIES . By L. MARSTON .

or , TAE MISTSOF THE VALLET.

By L. T. MEADE.

By AGNES GIBERNB. Author at

8. JOHN DE WYCLIF
FE

.
17. JACK AND JILL.

"Sun , Moon ,and stars," & o .

By EMILY S. HOLT.
By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHE ..

24. THE

9. IN THE DESERT. 18. THE WELL IN THE POMPEII;

By the Au hoc • The Spanish DESERT.
Bruthers . " By EV'Y S. HOLT By EMILY S. HOLT

• To Sunday school Superintendent
s, and others making selections, we woull direct attention to

books, whose excellence is as notubte as their cheapness ." - Edinburgh Daily Review .

By EMILY BRODIE

SLAV
E GIRL OF

or , BY A WAY THRY KSEW YOT.

* SHAW's HOME SERIES ' N

OTHER TITLES WILL BE ANNOUNCED SHORTLY.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

Tour F. SRAT & Co. 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.
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Published Sept. 1st, 1886 .

Word and Work

1

A WEEKLY RECORD OF

CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW.



Word and Adork.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON : J. F. SHAW & Co.]
[REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD.) [48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

VOL. XII., No. 594 .
THURSDAY, AUGUST 5 , 1886 . ONE PENNY.

FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN ..

NEW PREVENTIVE HOME.

The builder anticipates completing his contract by the end of

September

The Home will be prepared for the admission of poor young

girls before winter sets in.

Nearly £300 has been paid on account,

More than £1,000 still required .

Donations, large or small, towards the next payment_earnestly

solicited, and will be thankfully received by Messrs. John F. Shaw &

Co., 48, Paternoster Row, E.C.; or

EDWARD W. THOMAS,

Office — 200, Euston Road, London, N.W. Secretary.

BOOKS FOR HOLIDAY READING.

6D Shaw's Home Series. 6D.

EACH.
EACH .. With Coloured Wrapper and many Illustrations.

Price SIXPENCE each .

“ We must mention with gratitudeand approval Shaw's ' Home Series,' a cheap issue of capital tales at Sixpence. The tales

are all thoroughly attractive andsound, with a greatdeal of variety .” - Guardian.

Cheap, well-printed , and wholesome, deserving a wide circulation ." - Sunday School Chronicle.

1. FROG GY'S LITTLE 10. NOTHING TO NOBODY. 19. ALICR'S HERO .

BROTHER.
By BRENDA. By CATHARINE SHAW .

By BRENDA. 11. WINIFRED.

2. SCAMP AND I.
By L. E. GUERNSEY.

20. HIS MOTHER'S BOOK.

By L. T. MEADE .
By E. EVERETT -GREEN .

12. THE THREE CHUMS.

3. MISTRESS MARGERY. By M. L. RIDLEY. 21. JEAN LINDSAY, THE

By EMILY 8. HOLT. VICAR'S DAUGHTER.

13. MARCELLA OF ROME.
4. SISTER ROSE.

By EMILY BRODIE.

By F. EASTWOOD .
By EMILY 8. HOLT.

5. THEBOYS' WATCHWORD 14. OUTCAST ROBIN.
22. THE WITCH of the ROCKS.

By J. HARRISON ,
By L. T. MEADE.

By M. E. WINOBESTER . Author of

“ Lost Maggie ," &c .
15. THE LOST JEWEL.

6. ONLY A TRAMP.

By GRACE STEBBING .
By A. L. O. E.

16. CRIPPLE JESS.

23. MADGE HARDWICKE ;

7. WATER GIPSIES. By L. MARSTON .

or , THE MISTS OF THE VALLEY.

By L. T. MEADE.

By AGNES GIBERNE. Author of

Sun, Moon, and Stars , " & c .
17. JACK AND JILL.

8. JOHN DE WYCLIFFE .

By EMILY S. HOLT.
By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES. 24. THE SLAVE GIRL OF

9. IN THE DESERT.
18. THE WELL IN THE POMPEII ;

By the Author of “ The Spanish DESERT.
or, BY A WAY THEY KNEW NOT.

Brothers . "
By EMILY S. HOLT. By EMILY S. HOLT.

“ To Sunday school Superintendents, and others making selections, we would direct attention to ' Shaw's HOME SERIES " of

books, whose excellence is as notable as their cheapness .” — Edinburgh Daily Review .

OTHER TITLES WILL BE ANNOUNCED SHORTLY.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

BD AND WORK will be sent by the Publisbors Post free to any address in the Kingdom for TwolveMonths for s. 100 .
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Rey. Adolph Saphir, D.D.

The Hidden Life.

Expository_Lectures on the

Fishermen

Our Life -Day.

Found by the Good Shepherd .

WORKS BY
OFFER OF HELP

A Lady kindly offers a donation of TEN Pounds to the

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING FEYALE EDUCATION IN THE East,

on condition that nine other sums of the same amount shall

THOUGHTS ON COMMUNION WITH GOD.

be given or collected by October 1st. The Committee

New Edition . Crown 8vo. , cloth, 5s .
earnestly ask for this aid .

" Full of rich , pure thought, and characterized by an earnestness and

power of expression seldom metwith."- Glasgow Herald.
Contributions will be thankfully received by the Treasurer,

Quite worthy to take itsplace beside Goulburn's Thoughts on Personal Sir Walter R. Farquhar, Bart. , 16, St. James Street, S.W.;

Holiness.' " - New York Christian World .

by the Honorary Secretaries, Miss E. Rutt, Lower Clapton,

E. , and Miss L. Hope, 7 , Ovington Gardens, Bromptoin,

S.W .; by the Secretary, Miss Webb, 267, Vauxhall Bridge

,

New Edition, Two Vols., Cloth , 13s. 6d.
Wilberforce Road , N.

“ Singularly independent in his line of thinking, and unconventional in

his way of expressing his thoughts, the author has succeeded in throwing

much and varied light upon the high argument of the apostle. The book

is a rare outcome of sanctified genius. Readers of it will mark many &

favourite passage as they pass along, and return to dwell on it. "

Daily Review ,
Six Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling

fleets. 12,000 smacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing out
tables with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast ei
sleety storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them ,

THOUGHTS ON JOHN IX. 4.

to the pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied —may

" I Must Work the Works of Him rightly claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and so

that Bent Me. " highly prize .

Crown 8vo. , cloth extra, 3s. 60.
THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

“ A more seasonable book could hardly be supposed. It is a treasury of MISSION VESSELS

happy and helpful thoughts." - Edinburgh Daily Review , carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoning

love, bringing the pleasure of books towhile away the weary hours, affird

ing relief in case of sickness and injury, and cheering and brightening doll

and monotonous lives by their presence and ministry.

Bible Records of Conversion . New Edition, Tenth Thousand,
"The MissionSmacksare doing inthe NorthSea& grandwork,worthy

cloth , 38. 6d.
of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

" I know no work like it on the subject ."-D. L. MOODY .
the results of their effort, great as they are in the present, will, if chy
supported liberally by the public, bo of untold value in the future."

This most valuable work is now issued in two small volumes. Sir Eduard Birkbeck , Bart., M.P.

each complete in itself, suitable for wide distribution , under the

FUND 3 are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Tessel

titles of -
with every fleet .

E. J. MATHER, Director.

JESUS AND THE SINNER . FROM DEATH TO LIFE.
181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge , E.C.

Gospel Records of Conversion . Conversions Recorded in the Book
N.B. -The offices wereremoved to the present address in

Limp cloth , price 1/6. of Acts , &c . Limp cloth , price 1/6.
December last. Attention to thechange will save muci

trouble , time, and expense to the Mission .

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

ITS NATURE AND POWER, AB ILLUSTRATED IN HEBREWS XI.
Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Republished fromthe Author's Exposition of that Epistle.

Scriptures to Womenand Girls, of all ages andranks, in Zenadas,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .

Small 8vo. , cloth extra, 28. 6d . Secretary. Miss WEBB , 267 , Vauxhall Bridge Road , London, S.W.

" Practical, deeply experimental, and replete with Biblical Instruction." Bankers Messrs. LRRRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co., 16 , St. James Street,

Divine Life, London , 8.W.
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cleansing of the carnal mind, but the implantation of

spiritual nature. It is not a shaping, and feeding, and washing'

and purging of what is already in fallen man : it is a putting

intous of a life which was never there before. It is a super

natural work of God the Holy Ghost ; it is a miracle of grace ,

a work of God alone . Out of the heart, if the volcano be per

mitted to pour forth its lava ,proceed evil thoughts , adulteries,

fornications , and such like . The Saviour compels us to see how

bad the natural heart must be in itself, since that which comes

out of it is so vile . Who could bring such unclean things out

of a clean heart ? The source must be foul if the streams are

so filthy. These evils ( must be within , or else they could not

come from within .

... 552
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MODEL OR MEDIATOR .
JUSTIFYING THE UNGODLY.

E have pointed out long ago that Evolution
HAT is the exact meaning of Justification ?

cannot take account either of man's fall or

1

When a sinner is said to be justified what

of the vicarious work of Christ. Evolutionists preach change in his condition has been effected ?When

progress , and they are bound to seek the promise of
God is spoken of as justifying the ungodly, what

development in human nature as it stands. Of neces
principle of administration is intimated, and how is

sity, the supernatural is ruled out except in so far as
it applied ? In seeking an answer to such questions

it may afford fitting environment for the growth of
we must limit ourselves altogether and alone to the

the natural .
disclosures of Scripture. It may be possible to dis

A Gospel of hope based on the possibilities of

cover analogies and illustrations in the records of civil

human advance is certainly the very antipodes of the
history or in the relationships of ordinary life ; but no

Gospel of grace . Yet this Gospel is being preached
explanations or arguments are of any worth if they

very widely . Christ is set forth rather as our model have not the immediate authority of God. To find

than as our Mediator . His work in the past is apt disclosures of redemptive truth on the lower

forgotten , and we hear only of His help in the present ,
platform of human life may gratify curiosity , but since

We are assured of His assistance rather than told of
our search contemplates the discovery of saving

His salvation . This is only the old Socinianism under knowledge , such a procedure is not profitable, and it

the guise of Evolution . An exploded heresy is finding is likely also to prove far from prudent. We doubt

its way into many pulpits in the garb of a scientific not the existence of certain relations between the

theory which has not yet been wholly discredited . things of heaven and the things of earth, and perhaps

We hail with gladness the worthy words spoken so a fair knowledge of these relations might aid us in

boldly from the Metropolitan Tabernacle pulpit on the the study of the nobler truths ; yet even then

25th of July. Preaching on Mark vii . 20-23, Mr. caution would be needful, otherwise we might be

Spurgeon said - tempted to rationalise the supernatural and to

Another fine theory of modern times is disproved by our text. materialise the spiritual.

According to this evolution doctrine, as applied to theology, the

new birth is a development of that which is naturally within the

heart. I hope wemay be spared such births and evolutions.

According to this theory we have had some fine specimens of
Another statement is not out of place here, It is

regenerate people of late ; for we have heard of evolutions or our duty to accept revealed facts or principles even

developments which have brought out from within evil thoughts,

adulteries, fornications, and wickednesses of morethan average
in the absence of the reasons which lie behind them.

proportions. Godsave us fromall development of the sin which As in nature so in revelation , we are not debarred

dwells in man ! Philosophically the dogma of evolution is a

dream , a theory without a vestige of proof. Within fifty years,
from any endeavour to discover these reasons ; only

children in the school will read of extraordinary popular delu let us remember the facts and principles remain true

sions, and this will be mentioned as one of the most absurd of

them . Many a merry jest will be uttered bearing upon the
whether we succeed or fail in these attempts. In

follies of science in the nineteenth century. In its bearing upon our inquiry concerning the nature of Justification ,

religion this vain notion is, however, no theme for mirth , for
it is not only deceptive,but it threatens to be mischievousina we have , in the first instance at least , to confine

highdegree. There is nota hair of truth upon this dog from its ourselves exclusively to the revelation which God

head to its tail ; but it rends and tears the simple ones. In all

its bearings upon Scriptural truth the evolution theory is in
has been pleased to make.

direct opposition to it. If God's Wordbetrue, evolution is a

lie . I will not nince the matter : this is not the time for soft

SDeaking. In earthly courts of law the accused is justified

Regeneration is much more than reformation , or the develop when the evidence adduced fails to connect him with

meentof natural goodness. Itis described in Scripture asa new
ceation , and as a resurrection from the dead . It is not the the crime charged. He is set free, not because he hąs
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satisfied the law, but because no satisfaction is demanding present obedience. We are charged with

required. In dealing with the guiltless, justification is transgressions that have been committed, and no

simply & declarative act. It is an expression in evidence in support of present, and no promise of

language of a reality in fact. The condition of the man future, uprightness can nullify the charge. What

who has been accused falsely, so far as his own per we need is & declaration of forgiveness founded

sonal consciousness is concerned , is the same before on a sufficient basis , and competent, by its amplitude,

the indictment has been read as after the acquittal to extend over the whole cycle of our history. Our

hasbeen pronounced. There may have been a shadow offences are apparent, extenuation is impossible; an

resting, for a time, on his character, but in the pro absolute pardon is an absolute inconsistency : these

gress of events it has passed away and left no stain are the difficulties to be overcome in the justification

behind. of the sinful ,

In like manner, men are said to justify the proce
It is strikingly manifest, from the very nature

dure of God . It were impious to suppose that in any of the case, that such & justification is beyond

act of the Divine administration there can be even the range of human intelligence. It presents a

the faintest trace of unrighteousness ; but in some problem which the most profound thought is unable

cases there may be incongruities, which to the to solve . Search the whole sphere of human experi

unpractised vision may seem inconsistent with justice . ence , and you will find no similarities in fact that

God may falsely be suspected of unfairness, either might suggest a similarity in decision. In this matter

from ignorance of His character or misreading of the procedure of God is unique. His method ofredemp

His actions. But when the vision has been purged, tion , no less than His method of creation, is beyond

the comprehension of our powers. We may under

made both of the faithfulness of His nature and the stand the laws which He reveals, but these laws are

justice of His deeds. only the visible radiations from the throne of His

It needs no argument to prove that after such & invisible glory. Our inability to fathom the deep

fashion as this no man can be justified before God. things of God is an evidence of the Divineperfections,

Our guilt is established by evidence which cannot be it cannot possibly affect the truth of the things

gainsaid, and when the law interposes to give the
revealed . The ultimate nature of the justifying act

knowledge of sin, the conscience of the sinner does may be to us an incomprehensible mystery ; while its

not fail to respond. reality may be an incontestable truth .

orthedarkness dispelled, thereis at once admission the

Nevertheless, although we may not speculate re

garding the unknown, it is competent for us to study

How , then , is it that God justifies man ? Not by the principles revealed, and the method according to

mere pardon , for that would destroy the securities on which they operate. We find, then, the fact that

which the whole fabric of moral government rests . there is forgiveness with God, that there is provision

Unless you unnerve the arm of Omnipotence, the made for the restoration of Edenic purity and peace,

sinner must ever stand within the reach of that and the question is on what principles of Divine

justice by which he has been condemned. Unless the administration do these things rest ? Unquestionably

truth of God is changed into a lie, there can be no they result from the operation of grace ; but in what

removal of the penalties which sin has provoked and manner is the grace manifested ? Grace is the

incurred . Nor is there any room for extenuation. bestowal of favour uponthe guilty, and such a bestowal,

To lessen the guilt of the sinner would be to charge however paradoxical it may seem , must be in accord

God with the grossest injustice. If He created man ance with the unfailing laws of rectitude. In the

upright, and if the law s in all respects a suitable planning and in the executing it must have respect

exponent of duty, where can we possibly find a plea unto the requirement
s

of righteousnes
s

throughout.

that could reasonably be urged in diminution of the Itfollows that the method of justification must be of

punishment attached as a sanction ? “ The soul that such a character as to evidence the rightness of those

sinneth it shall die .” God is righteous, who taketh sanctions with which the law is enforced .

vengeance.

Nor is there any comfort to be found in the And in no conceivable way can the demerit of sin

resolve to regain & righteousness which has been be removed. Its consequences may somehow be

lost . Even if that could suffice for the future, obviated, but its character can never be altered. Man

wherewithal shall we make atonement for the is a sinner, and it is only as a sinner that he can be

past ? Even if there were the possibility of our walk , forgiven . He has transgressed the commandments

ing in the Spirit, wherein is our deliverance from of God, and it is only in the fullest recognition of his

condemnation to be found ? We have to do with a transgression that his acquittal must be pronounced.

law that has been violated , as well as with a law His liabilities cannot be overborne, however they
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may bemet. When , therefore, we speak of God justify- pardon sin and remember iniquity no more for ever.

ing the ungodly, we do not mean that He is ignorant In sovereign graciousness Hehas said , “ Come now,

of their character or overlooks their sing. He knows and let us reason together, saith the Lord : though

their vileness, and the minutest of all their secret your sins be as scarlet, they shall be aswhite as snow ;

sins is before His eyes. There can be no real analogy though they be red like crimson , they shall be as

between the justification of one accused in a court of wool. "

earth and the justification of a singer in the court of

heaven, In both cases the judgment may be or is in But, farther, it is the province of a judge to deter

accordance with truth ; but in the one case it is mine the sentence of the parties'accused, to pronounce

justification according to the law of works, in
their condemnation and to hand them over to

the other it is justification according to the executioner of the law. The Lord Himself is

covenant of grace. The earthly judge declares the Judge of the whole earth . It is His prerogative to

innocence of the accused, and restores him to the “ call every man to account for the deeds done in the

privileges of which for a moment he had been unjustly body, and to render to every man according to his

deprived, the heavenly Judge announces the guilt of works." No power in earth or heaven

the accused and substantiates the justice of his indict avert His wrath, no decision of man or of angel

ment, yet at the same time He declares his innocence,
can alter the word that proceedeth out of His mouth .

and reinstates him in the enjoyments which If He shall condemn, who shall justify ? and if Ho

he bad forfeited. Notwithstanding this differ. justify, who shall condemn ? What He saith, that

ence and seeming inconsistency, the justification of
shall He do ; He worketh, and who can hinder ?

God is no less lawful than that which is pronounced Men may justify the wicked for reward, but the Judge

by man. And wherefore is it so ? Because a satis
of the whole earth invariably doeth right . If, then,

faction has been rendered — a satisfaction suffi -
the Lawgiver issatisfied, and the Judgeabsolves, where

cient for all the requirements of the case - 8 satisfac
can a place for punishment be found ? Does not this

tion which annuls the guiltiness, and restores the factconveyto every faithful soul the fullest and sweet

criminal to the rights of a citizen . What that satis
est assurances of safety and repose ? It is a small matter

faction is we are not now called upon to determine. that we be judged of men's judgment, they may be

It is enough that we ascertain its acceptance. And ignorant and overlook the offence ; they may be

here we are led to meditate upon the glorious truth prejudiced and pass it by . Their judgment is falli

that God is the Justifier . It is the province of the
ble ; and, although it may pass current in the realms

Lawgiver to determine the import and application of of sense, it may find no position in the realms of

the laws. It is His province to surround the precept spirit. By it we may escape the sufferings of time,

with the entrenchment of penalty. It is His province notwithstanding it wemayexperience the sufferings of

to oversee the administration faithfully carriedout, eternity. By the justification of man wemay possess

lest in any case His ordinances be perverted or
the privileges of earth . By the justification of God

despised. He is concerned in the thorough enforce.
alone can we possess the inheritance of glory. In

ment of His statutes. His glory is tarnished if in one
regard to sin as an offence against men, there

iota they fail. Now there is one Lawgiver, even
may be a deliverance at a human tribunal. In

God . He is the fountain of all wisdom, and the

regard to sin as an offence against God, there can be

sanction of all authority. And it is with Him that

the sinner has to do . It is not the injunctions of a

none except it come from above. Apart from the

declaration of God Himself regarding our condition ,

creature that have been disregarded, but the solemn

commandments of the Most High. The question is

there can be no peace of conscience . There may be

the outward quietness , but there cannot be the in.

not, how sballman be justified with man ? but how
ward calm . It is the word of God alone that has

shall man be justified with God ?
power to quell our rising doubts and to banish our

gathering fears for ever . If the Lawgiver avow His

So that, apart entirely from the measures that may
satisfaction , if the Judge Himself set us free, the

be adopted, it is necessary that there be a willingness possibility of condemnation is altogether removed .

on the part of the Lawgiver to meet with us in a way And is there not an additional argument to increase

of condescension and love. It is a matter of grace,
our comfort in the knowledge we possess of that wis

and not of right, that there be the possibility of justi dom by which the whole procedure is characterized ?

fication at all. We can conceive of an inflexible The justification being from God must be in accord .

determination to exact the full penalty from the ance with the principles of purest right - principles

persons offending, a determination to have nothing that are immutable as the eternal throne. “ The

whatever to do with any other party than the one work of righteousness shall be peace, and the effect

legally responsible. So it has been in the case of of righteousness, quietness and assurance for ever.”

fallen angels. Blessed be the name of Jehovah , so " It is God that justifieth ; who is he that con•

it is not in the case of fallen man . God Himself is demneth ? »

the Justifier. He has expressed His willingness to
( To be continued .)
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ment. Even the learned Nicodemus' first essay is

Christ as a Dogmatic Teacher, metwiththe most tremendous dogma in the New

BY REV. M. B. VINCENT, D.D.

Testament, “ Except a man be born again, he cannot

see the kingdom of God."

C

( HRIST was a dogmatic Teacher. I know that Perhaps we do not fully realize what a delicate

the word “ dogma ” jars upon some ears , but it and dangerous experiment it was for & radical

is a fair question whether the word or the ear is re reformer like Jesus— Teacher of a strange and

sponsible for the jar. . . Many are afraid of the word unpopular doctrine-to throw Himself so much upon

dogma ” because they mistake, or only partially simple assertion. And here comes in that powerof

apprehend, its meaning, “ Dogma ” is a good New Christ's personality already alluded to. It needed a

Testament word, which always carries the sense of wonderful self to carry those assertions ; it needed

authority. Thatwas the very thing which astonished the peculiar quality of that self infused into those

the people in Christ's teaching. “ He taught them as assertions so as to give them a self- evidencing power.

one having authority. ” Possibly we believe in dogma It is not every one that can dogmatize effectively.

more than we think. If we follow back some of the The power of a dogma lies very much in who pro

things about which we are surest , we may find that pounds it. When a youthful pulpit orator, fresh from

they rest ondogma after all. You and I began our the seminary, lays down the principles of family

education with dogma. The purest dogmatism is the government to a congregation of fathers and mothers,

basis of at least two-thirds of our knowledge. Dogma all that he says may be thoroughly true, but the

is a fundamental necessity of our education. It is fathers and mothers either smile, or are thinking of

simply impossible , as it would be foolish if it were something else ; and the washerwoman in the corner

possible , to follow down every item of our knowledge under the gallery, with half a dozen rampant olive

to its roots. A life might be consumed upon a single plants at home, if she does not say asmuch, feels that

item . It is at once our right and our duty to enter she can tell the preacher a great deal more about his

into othermen's labours,and to stand upon the founda- subject than he is telling her. The lesson, however

tions they have laid . All honest and thorough work truthful, is truth outside of the preacher, not a part of

saves the time and the labour of futuregenerations. him ; not the expression of experience , or sympathy,

No locomotive-builder thinks it necessary, in order to or anything residing in him . Therefore the more

construct a perfect machine , that he should begin dogmatic he is , the more absurd he is. It is simply

where Stephenson did , and work up through each stage thunder. As the best-made cannon " ball is use.

successive stage to the present level of knowledge and less until fitted to its cannon , so the soundest and

mechanical skill, He starts with the latest and best most compact dogma is impotent until it is cast in the

model he can find. mould of individual experience and propelled by

No one willunderstand me to depreciate research, personality.

nor to meanthat religious truth is to be received on Therefore Christ could dogmatize effectively. No

mere authority, an idea which is contrary to the whole one but Christ could have given lodgment to such

spirit, attitude, and teaching of the Gospel. It is a words as “ Ye must be born again ; " " He that

Christian apostle who bids us be ready to give to every believeth not is condemned already ; " " God is a

man that asketh us a reason of the hope that is within Spirit, and they that worship Him mustworship Him

But I am speaking of teaching, and of methods in spirit and in truth ; " " He that loveth his life

of teaching ; and my point is that all teaching must loseth it; ” “ On these twocommandments hang all the

include dogma, and, ordinarily,mustbeginwithdogma. lawand the prophets ." Back ofall lay His deep

If you want to instruct a child or an ignorant person Divine self-consciousness, the knowledge that He was

about the soul , you do not begin with a discussion of Himself the Truth. When He taught it wasthe Truth

the nature of spirit and matter ; you do not pre- speaking the truth. No doubt lingered in
remote

tend to lead the pupil through every stage of know depth of His soul; no secret apprehens
ion

or baunt

ledge and proof. You start with dogmatic statemen
t

: ing sense of possibility that any word of man could

“ You have a soul, and that something in you which overthrow the wordof theliving God. Pure, absolute

you know andfeel is there - that something whichis certaintywasthe fountain-head of His speech ;intuitive

not your hand nor your foot, nor anything aboutyour certainty that what He uttered was the eternal verity

body, but which thinks andwillsandchoosesandis and reality,besidewhichthe imaginings and dialectic

glad or sorry-is your soul.” I say dogma does not subtleties of worldly -wise men were but cobwebs.

excludequestion or research. On the contrary, the “ Hewas certainthat though Henever wrote,only

true teacher dogmatizes in order to set his pupil spoke, His words were imperishable, and would out

thinking, and asking questions. Properly viewed, last heaven and earth . He was at the first, as at the

dogma is the true preparation and stimulant for last, certain of the reality of His words and claims,

research. of their endurance and triumph . Hewas as calmly

NowChrist's teaching is a notable illustration of andconsciouslyconfidentwhen He sat, pitied by

this. Notthat He doesnotinvite question ; not that Pilate, in the shadow of Calvary, as when Hewent

He does not explain;but thegreat fundamental | forth, approved by John,topreachin His fresh and

characteristic ofHis methodis assertion - simple, glorious manhood , the Gospel of the kingdom of

authoritative statement . “ The facts about God and God .”

His kingdom , and life, and death , and judgment, are Out of this we may draw at least one valuable

thus and so . ” And these statements were not practical lesson for the Christian teacher. There are

authoritative in form and manner only. They carried indeed questions raised by the Gospeltoward which

the sense of authority, and impressed and moved men he must bear himself as a humble and reverent

from a point deeper than their logic . Christ was a learner. He comes, not unfrequently, to a something

notableillustration of the remark that " powerof tangled andcomplicated to his human sense,like the

statement is power of argument. " Christ knew men bush on Horeb, yet like that bush , burning with

too well to attempt to reach the masses with argu. God's fire, before which hecan onlystand with

us.

any
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But the Gospel has certainties as well as mysteries.

It would not be a Gospel else. And towards its
October 5th, 6th, and 7th, 1886 .

great,inadamental positions his attitude is to bethat The following letter ofrievitation kans just been,issueding

manifest too strong a disposition to put Christianity
a Spring Conference on the Second Coming of our Lord and

on the defensive. It was Coleridge , I believe , who
the usual Midsummer Meetings, there was held atMildmay

declared that he was " sick of evidences of Chris

an important Conference on Foreign Missions in the month

of October, the record of which embraces a vast amount of

tianity." We cannot work for men's salvation with information and instruction , the utterances of honoured mis

anything less than a certainty, held by us as it was sionaries from all partsof the mission field.

held and propounded by Christ, as & fixed , un Following this precedent, having met here in March last

alterable, eternal fact . Men cannot be moved to self to consider “ Things that shall come to pass ” in connection

abandonmentand self-consecration byanopenquestion. Having again gathered at Midsummer tohearmostblessed

with the pre-millennial return of our Lord and Saviour, and

If the Gospel is something yetto be proved, it istime

that Christians, at least , abandoned it for something
counsel concerning the believer's “ Separation unto God,"

we cordially invite you to a third Conference this year, on

else . I know that Christianity involves questions 5th, 6th, and 7th October, to contemplate the subject of

which are yet in court ; but none of these are vital .

If, however, the Gospel itself is still a thing in doubt ;

“ World -wide Evangelijation."

if there is a possibility that science may yet put

Our objects in this Conference maynot be exactly parallel

to those which were in the minds of the promoters of the

us out in the cold , without a Saviour and bank . Conference on Foreign Missions in 1878; nor can we attempt

rupt in faith and shivering in the blasts from to secure the presence of dear brethren from so many mission

every point of the philosophiccompass, I for one fields as wererepresented on that occasion ; but we approach

want no more of it. Let me go down from the Chris.
the consideration of the subject with certain advantages

tian teacher's place, if my business there is only to
which were not attainable eight years ago, and with the

urge a probability, or to flaunt a flag from the top of

conviction that the meetings we have in view will not be less

pasteboard bastions which the next shot from a well.

interesting or profitable than those which were held at that

period.

trained infidel battery will breach . The alternative for We are witnessing a widespread and greatly deepened

us is a sure Gospel or no Gospel. Evidences of Chris interest amongst the quickened and revivedpeople of God in

tianity have their function , and an important func the efforts to preach the Gospel to every creature :
we may

tion ; but it is , I am inclined to think in the majority
assume that there is more definiteness of aim and expectation

of cases, rather the education of believers than the

in the minds of those who pray and work for the extension

conviction of unbelievers. As Christian teachers our

of Christ's kingdom on earth , as to the results infallibly fol.

business is less to argue than to assert the Word of

lowing the faithful preaching of the Word of God in this

God, and the Gospel of Christ as the power of God

dispensation ; more confidence in the mighty co -operation of

His Holy Spirit; less surprise at apparent failure ; and along

unto salvation . A great modern preacher has well side these benefits,webehold - in some quarters at least - the

said , “If we would trust Christ's Cross to stand firm manifestation of a spirit of consecration in service, and the

without our stays, and arguing less about it, would yielding up of everything to Christ, of the most hopeful

seldomer try to prop it and oftener to point to it , it

augury. And all this at an epoch in the world's history when

would draw more men to it, "

vast populations are opened up to us through modern ex

ploration ; when the hitherto closed doors are being rapidly

Sunday school teachers must, in the nature of the unlocked ; when great distances are being bridged over by

case , be mostly dogmatic. “ The creed of childhood,” rapid and cheap transit ; and the Holy Scriptures are in

one has justly said, “ must necessarily be imparted process of translation into new languages every year. There

dogmatically.” It must rest on authority ; and is probably now more co -operationthan formerly on the part

authority which carries home the truth to a child's

of workers in the same mission fields, and amore ready

mind is born of a living Christian personality in the

appreciation of other (men's labours, through increased

teacher. The standard of preparation must not be

knowledge of their single-eyed aims and God-bestowed

For all theseblessings let us praise and magnify

let down ; the demands of Scriptural study must be the great Head of the Church,

strictly met ; but the carefully-gathered knowledge, But what remains to be accomplished ? Ah, here we come

in order to move and impress the pupil, must be fused to the place at which such a Conference ought rightly to

by the Holy Spirit into the mould of a living experi- begin ; the place of deep humiliation before God, that after

ence. In Bible classes of older pupils the teacher eighteen hundred years such a vast portion of the globe still

must , of course, be prepared to answer objections and

remains under the black shadow of heathenism . Shall we

to deal with doubts ; but he must never take the atti

therefore meet on the day preceding the days of Conference

tude of a doubter himself. If a question is asked

for confession and prayer ? May it not prove the occasion

for the Lord to lift upon us the light of His countenance,

which he cannot answer, or a problem raised which and bestow a spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge

he cannot solve (and the veriest child will often of His will concerning the work which remains for His

propound such) , let him say so frankly, but always in Church to accomplish in the earth?

such a way as to let it be understood that no possible

There is not only the command, “ Go' ye into all the world ,

solution or answer can in any wise disturb for him

and preach the Gospel to every creature" (Mark xvi. 15) ;

the solid groundwork and substance of the Gospel. from onhigh” (Luke xxiv .49 ).

but this also, “ Tarry . . . . until ye be endued with power

There is not only the

He must never tread gingerly on Gospel ground . It inquiry, " Whon shall Isend, and who will gofor us ? (Isa

is holy ground, but firm ground ; and though he may vi. 8 ) ; there is also the warning, " I sent not these prophets

not be able to arrange and explain all that is upon it, yet they ran ; I spake not to them , yet they prophesied ?

he is to step as one who knows that the Rock of Ages ( Jer. xxiii. 21) Bearing these things in mind, we welcome

is under it.

the gratifying evidence of a ready mind in very many of the

Lord's dear children to go forth to any part of the field He

may point them to ; and we would wait upon Him that

He would likewise supply the necessary means (2 Cor.

ix . 7-10) .
SAFETY . - If God's people fall at any time into sin, it is not

while they are eyeing the perfection of Christ's righteousness,
* Reports of these and other Mildmay Conferences may be had of J. "

but when they lose sight of it, Show & Co. , 48, Paternoster Row,

successes.
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The full programme for the three days ' Conference will

appear through the usual channels shortly before the dates

we have now announced ; and we ask your prayers through.

out the intervening weeks for guidance in all the details of

the Conference, and for abundant blessing if we are permitted

then to gather. “ Ask ye of the Lord rain in the time of the

latter rain ; so the Lord shall make bright clouds and give

them showers of rain " ( Zech . 1 ).-We remain, yours affec

tionately in Christ Jesus,

s. A. BLACKWOOD, H. C. NISBET,

CAVAN , A. R. PENNEFATHER,

J. E. MATHIESON, J. H. TRITTON .

E. TROTTER, Trustees of the Conference Hall.

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, London, V., July, 1886.

There will be no reserved seats at the October Conference;

all seats in the area and gallery will alike be free. Friends

who propose to attend the Conference will confer a favour

by sending a post- card intimating their intention.

IT

A Personal Case.

T is but seldom we think well to mention in these pages

First Glimpses of Africa .

FRONtracts fromthe letter otra Tady missionary who recently

cases of personal need ; there are , however, execptions,

and one which has just come to our knowledge should, we

think, be laid before our readers. Several years ago Pearl

Fisher sketched in these pages, under the title " An East

End Contrast , " an excellent Ragged school held in a railway

archway . Through the death of the Vicar, about a year after,

changes ensued, and the painstaking and godly teacher, Miss

Rebecca Farmer, was thrown out of work. Since then , until

family illness compelled her retirement, she has been teaching

the Gipsy children's school at Woodford, with , as the rector

writes, marked success. For several months she has been

nursing almost day and night two orphan nephews sbe had

adopted and supported. Both have now passed away, leaving

her alone and penniless -- out of work, and all her savings

gone. She has been a long and faithful worker in Ragged

schools - surely those who value such service will help this

handmaid of Christ at this juncture to tide over the difficulty,

to clear the expenses involved in the long illnessof her charges,

and to start afresh . Aid may be sent through Editor of Word

and Work , 48, Paternoster Row , E.O.

went forth in connection with the Mission to the Kabyles in

North Africa :

Our entrance upon missionary work has been attended ty

many trials of faith and difficulties little expected. The

wreckage of nearly all our earthly possessicns, which was the

first news to greet us on our arrival, was somewhat bewildering

(having takenthe overland route, these had been sent on before

by sea ). Many of the things were gifts from dear friends, and

greatly valued, also articles which in a foreign land were of daily

need , and seemed almost necessities. But through all, and

after many interruptions and hindrances to work, we have been

safely brought to the beginning of this month, which is opening

most brightly. Courage, faith , and patience bave, I think, all

grown ; so doubtless God saw that thethingswhich have befallen

were necessary in education , and His blessings to us have been

very numerous, far outweighing the trials, so that we have been

daily enabled to “ rejoice in the Lord, and in the power of His

might."

Our ungodly, dirty, and deceitful Spanish neighbours were

not very pleasant to come in contact with at first, but now God

has quite turned their hearts to us ; those who can read hate

some portions of His Word in their houses, and we are praying

for their souls .

Afterhaving beenmuch drawn out in prayer forthe salvation of

men, with an especiallonging towards Africa, my feelings were

indeed of amingled characteron first beholdingits shores. The

sun was rising over the eastern hills as we stood on the vessel's

deck, and looked at the fine city of Algiers illumined even down

to thewater's edge . A few hours and we were speeding along by

train towards Oran. The journey was long, but did not tire me

in the least, with new and varied scenes continually before the

eye, and all so beautiful, that one could not fail to admire. In

the distance the mountains of the lesser Atlas covered with snow

and glittering in the sun , at their base olive and fig gardens ,

still nearer vineyards, occasional rows of orange trees, bedges

of aloe and cactus, with many a wild flower socarefully culti

vated inEnglishhothouses. The scene was indeed very fair

butnow that almost tropical heat has set in how changed : It

all looks like an arid plain .

Our work here promises to be very difficult, more so, I think,

even than missionaries findin Central Africa.Weare watched

by the French with jealous eyes ; they repudiate any attemp

being made to evangelize the native race, amongwhom , elas

morality is at about the lowest possibleebb. Then again,the Arabe

themselves havesolong beentrodden downand tyrannized by

Frenchyoke, that they can hardly understand kindness, or any

truefriend , and teacher coming amongstthem from purely
disinterested motives. Our visitsto our eastern sisters interest

us greatly, they are so ignorant, so dejected, and yetwithal look

so capable of something higher and nobler, that our hearts

yearntowards them . The language is difficult, and will need

much patient effort in order to acquire faciltyof communication,

but we wait and work in faith.

The illness of one of my companions from African sickness has

been a seeming hindrance to work, but I believe continually

that all the evils that have befallen shall tend in some way to

the furtherance of the Gospel, and our hope has in it & mort

enduring glow. The God who is mighty in strength and in

wisdom iswith us.

Ihopein future to send you more definite accounts for Word

and Work, a copy of which I receive weekly .

Praying that we all may beled intoeven closer followship

with Éim under whose bannerwe areenrolled, and thus bara

greater success and blessing in all our work ,

Oran , Algeria , July 7th , 1886.
SISSIE HAMMON.

Societe Evangelique Beige.

THE Lord hasmarvellously helped the Société Evangelique

theevangelical churches of Switzerland and France. Although

finding it difficult to meet their own expenses, they have made

an effortto send us help, and, thanks to their generosity, our

deficit, which amounted a few weeks ago to £ 1,200, has been

reduced to less than £400. Our work is greatly blessed. We

see ourtask getting heavier every day, and our responsibility

increasing , labouring as we do in the midst of a Roman Catholic

and infidel population , greatly stirred by the questions of the

day, and among which there are many souls hungering and

thirsting for the truth. We can make no further appeal to our

own people, for, notwithstandingtheir great poverty, they have

given this year about £ 120 more than last year.

Our yearly Synod will meet in a short time. It would be a

great joy, and a subjeot of much encouragement to us, if we

could receive the £ 400 needed to cover our debt before our

meeting.

KENNEDY ANET AND A. BROCHER, Pastors.

Jumet, July 17th, 1886 .

Contributions should be addressed to the General Secretary,

Rev. Kennedy Anet, 13 , Rue Pont-Bergerand, Jumet, Belgium .

National Bible Society of Scotland . - At a meeting

of the Western Board held in Glasgow lately, it was re

ported that the subscriptions on account of the semi-jubilee

fund now amounted to £ 3,446. The agent at Hankow reported

that ninety -six thousand portionsof the revised Wenliversiou had

been issued from the society's press during the previous four

months. Mr. Murray, of Pekin ,with bis native helpers, hadsold

twothousand one hundred Chinese Gospels'at varioustemple fairs

in the neighbourhood of Cho- Chow . They had been cordially

received by the people as “ Show Jan " or " Familiar Friend.”

In onetemple where the worshipperswere falling ontheirfaces

before the altar of incense, opposite the idol, an old Buddhist

priest was found seated as though thinking of " Nirvana," but

with a set of the society's Scriptures by hisside. The directors

agreed toengage two native oalporteurs in Oudh , India , in the

Haroi distriot.

A Moslem on Missions. Since the missionaries and

Indian Female Normal School have settled inanew house,

situated in theheartof thenative cityof Patna, a circular

entitled “ Necessary Information! " hasbeen published and

distributedby a Mohammedan,warningthe inhabitantsagains

allowing Christian ladies to instruct the wives andmothers of

the native community. " I have no wish , " he says, " to 587

any evil of the men sahibs -they think they are doinga good work,

but where is the honour of our race, that it allows us to see our

women becoming Christianswhilstwe sitsilent ? ” Then

giving sageadvice on politely dismissing the ladies,on the

Moslemfraternity making a solemn compactnot to allow their

children to be taught by Christians,the Mussulmanconcludes:

“Asfor theunfortunateonewho breaks his promise, we will

sover all connection
withhim ,and will take no partin bis

burial,
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A Midnight Farewell.

said farewell, kissing the girls and little boys to whom they have

become warmly attached,a hymn is sung

Jesus loves me ! He will stay

BY PEARL FISHER .
Close beside me all the way ;

NLY the other day I was readingin one of the daily papers

If I love Him , when I die

Hewilltake me home on high.

Yes, Jesus loves me !

crossed the Atlantictwenty - five times. Miss Macpherson , how

Yes, Jesus loves me !

ever, on the King's business, is now crossing tho Atlantic for

Yes, Jesus loves me !

The Bible tells me so .

the thirty-fifth time, leading to the land of “ plenty of food and

plenty ofwork ” her forty -ninth band of youthful emigrants, the

So busy and attentive is Miss Macpherson herself to every

third party this season.

one's comfort that the guard has to come and expostulate,

About supper-time last Wednesday evening I made my way

“ You'll be left behind yourself if you don't get in ." Thus

to the Training Home, London Fields, which I found all astir

urged , but still lingering here and there to speak to a railway

with the bustle of departure . The children in the party who

servant, or cheer a worker, she enters the sleeping compartment

had friends had bid farewell to them at an earlierhour, and

the company have kindly provided her ; a sharp whistle, a

thus these painful partings were over.
An hour or two in the

wavingof handkerchiefs, and the unsympathetio locomotive

afternoon had been wisely spent in merry games, in order

tears off, bearing with it aload of hopefuland eageryoung lives.

to " blow off the steam ,'' as one of the workers expressed it, for

Next morning they embarked at Alexandra Dock in the good

the excitement among the little ones was naturally great.

ship Sardinian , which has carried so many similar bands, and

Now they were all gatheredin the hall, and the sound of the

ere sundown they were off to Canada .

happy voices ringing over the London Fields, singing thesongs of

Here is a paragraph from Miss Stook's journal of the last

Zion , guided metothe Home. Entering, Ifound Miss Granger

voyage. After describing some six days spent among fogs, the

and a number of helpers leading the singing, talking brightly to

ship being stopped , she goes on :

the little ones, giving and receiving farewell texts . Their voy

Thursday, June 3rd , 2 p.m ,-Prayer is fully answered. The

age text was to be, "God is our refuge and strength, a very

fog has all disappeared, and a westerly breezeis blowing, with

present help in trouble.” Their life-mottowas to be, "I will trust

the sun shining out in all his splendour. What joy to be steaming

and not be afraid .” Their chart through life was to be, “ Enter

away at full speed ! How thankful we are to our " loving,

ye in at the strait gate ; for wide is the gate, and broad is the

heavenly Father for His unspeakablemercy to us! The captain

way, that leadeth to destruction, and many there be which go in

looks so happy. Last night he was almost breakingdown under

thereat : because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way,

the strain , and had to go tothe doctor for something to quiet his

which leadeth unto life , and few there be that find it." Promptly

nerves .
About eleven o'clock the first streak of land came in

they gave illustrations of the two gates, the two ways, the end

sight, causing the greatest excitement. It was delightful to

thereof, the respective leaders— in the strait and narrow way

watch thelong, dark line of cliffgrow more apparent, till we

"Christ goes before and leads His own," in the wide and broad

had a good view of the Newfoundland coast.

way Satan leads, and leads to death .

Sending them out.

And here is part of her description of the distribution ; with

Umon to the Saviour.
varied circumstance, it is just how all the 4,200 children who

It was not a case of mere learning by rote, for mingling

have been sent over have " gons out."

amongst them, as they sat afterwa
rds at the supper table , I

No less than thirty - four girls and three boys have left us to

found not a few who intelligently and brightly gave areason

day, besides several morearranged for, who will be leaving

for the hope that is in them . Many were like the children to -morrow or Wednesday . The firstto start to -day were Sarah

to whom John theaged wrote, “ Because they know their sins
D and Lucy S , Mrs. P—'s girls, promised to Mrs.

forgiven for His sake .” The grand desire and earnest prayer

M and her sister. Their farewell was rather & tearful one,

of the workers is that the dear children should, beforeventuring

for they are both most warm -hearted, affectionate girls, and

forth to a new land be led to put their trust in Christ, and

duringthe brief week of their sojourn in this beautiful Home they

thus be assured of His guiding and keeping all the way. And

have formed such a deep attachment to it and the dear workers

God has blessed these efforts and prayers; many are bringing

that they found it hard to tear themselves away. They were

forth fruits meet for repentance, and nota few of these just

accompanied by little Hetty B-, who is going to & dear

the ones who were snatched some weeks or months back Quakeress at Fonthill (who will send to Mrs. M ' s to fetch

from the gravest moral peril and the most deplorable circum

her). She went off in thebestofspirits, and was soonfollowed

stances .

by MaryH- , whose lady , Mrs. B-- , called to fetch her, as

It may interest many to know they are a mixed band, both promised last Friday:. By this time there was a row ofbuggies

sexes and various ages, from baby Alice, the pet of the lot -- who

and democrats outside the garden gate , and the house was

will, if I mistake not, speedily win by her bright face a loving filling with people, who patiently waited till each could be

home on the other side, to the stalwart youngfarmer's lad, and

attended to in turn . Nearly all of them had already corre

strong lass, fit for a good servant. Every little girl has " & spondedwith Mrs. Merry, and sent in their application weeks

mother,” an elder girl, who has special charge of her ; and so or months previously, accompanied by recommendations from

the younger boys have as “ fathers ” elder lads ; in this way minister or magistrate. Mr. W was much amused with

responsibility is lightenad, and some regular and understood one lady, who, extremely anxious for a girl, had sent in three

duty laid onthe seniors.

several recommendations, as he said, “ from her spiritual

Some were welladviser, legal adviser, and medical adviser ! "

od to Canada. known to the friends of the Home, not only by hearsay, but by

After a good and plentiful supper,the girls retired, soon return . personal friendship. For example, one dear elderly lady, &

ing in warm cloaks and red hoods ; while the boys and lads threw fine Christian woman, to whom Ellen D-- was appointed,

on their overcoats and donned their mufflers, The little girls who will treat her as a daughter, and give her loving, wise, use

rejoiced each in " & baby of their own ," i.e., & doll , the gift of ful training as well. Little Maud was taken at the same time

kind ladies,to beguile the tedium ofthevoyage. All being ready, by this lady's son , who has married quite lately, and wanted a

& few words of tender pleading from Miss Macpherson , an companion for his wife; so the two sisters will be in the same

earnest prayer for the Lord's keeping and care onthe voyage, place, and will see each other frequently. They drove away

andthen hasty farewells to the few little ones to be leftin in high spirits in a handsome democrat and pair of horses,

the Homes. These are they who have entered within the last having only & ten or twelve miles drive to reach their destina

few days or weeks, and are not considered sufficiently trained tion.

to be sent out, for the greatest care is exercised that none
Bird Fair Wwork.

should go but those who give promiseof well-doing in Canada. Miss Macpherson's last words and prayers were for the work

Then out they throng into the London and North -Western in the East End, specially Bird Fair, where overfive thousand

Railway omnibuses awaiting them. The workers and friends men and two thousand lads are to be found Sunday by Sunday

crowd the outside seats, and away we go to catch the twelve drifting to ruin . Will not many resolve to give their Sunday

nidnight train for Liverpool. As we drive through Hackney, mornings to this splendid evangelistio service . The workers in

Dalston , Canonbury, and Barnsbury, quite a sensation is caused the Home of Industry, 60, Commercial Street, E., will welcome

by four 'buses, laden with children, at that late hour of night . their aid . It is on our sister's heart specially to do something

At Euston we find carriages reserved ; these are promptly more for these lads ; she is looking to the Lord to give for the

Glled, girls and boys separate, each compartment with some proposed efforts means to take and fit up an empty warehouse

Eriend in charge. As I have said , farewell to relations took contiguous to the Fair that the lads maybe reached and won to

place earlier, but a mother's love knows no obstacle, and the Saviour.
vidow has found her way here, and is weeping over her boy . Pray for the young voyagers and their noble lesders, pray for

She would not keep him back ; “ It's for his good ; but oh ! it the work and workers here , and with praying let those who can

reaks my heart ! ” After all are seated, and the ladies have help by personal service and personalgiving .
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A Thought for our Holidays.

Dº

that he would go if the shastri would show him what benefit

The Figueras Mission . " Be ye glad and rejoic , for ever in that which I create " (T &a. lxs . 13 ).

WEgladly give place to the following from Madame
OTH not the swinging squirrel

Rodriquez :-You will be glad to hear that we have Rejoice in the bending trees ?

much encouragement in the work. Since we last wrote two Do not the sweeping sea birds

new halls have been engaged in places where the Gospel had Rejoice in the crested seas ?

never before been preached. Do not the wild goats, clinibing,

One is in a village near, called Vilafan, which means " the Rejoice in the giddy height ?

town of hunger." And it is well named, for the people there are

perishing for thelack ofthe “ Bread of Life ," which it is our

And the insects, glowing and golden,

joy and privilege to offer tothem , praying that many may " eat

Rejoice in the sun -warmed light ?

and live.” A Sunday school has been opened, for the children Each in its happy order

are precious to the Master, and we must lead them to His Rejoices in that which best

loving, " everlasting arms." Gives pleasure, and joy , and rapture,

The other hall is in Gerona, the capital of this province , and And dwells in its portion blest.

one ofthe most priest-ridden, and consequently immoral , cities And shall not one who is higher,

in Spain . A few days ago the pastor went in search of & hall, Whose nature can joy in all
and found one just left vacant by the Spiritualists ; so engaged

it at once, benches and all. Next week he will ( D.V.) go there

The seas, the woods, and the mountains,

again, with one of our evangelists, to distribute Gospels and
Rejoice at the Royal call ?

tracts, at the same time announcing the meeting to take place Rejoice in the wide creation ,

that night, the first public one ever held there . Thus the And worship the God who arched

standard of Christ will be raised in the centre of one of Rome's The rainbow fair, at whose bidding

ancient strongholds. The star-armies long have marched.

In our last report we gave a few lines as to the origin of the

work in the town of Biesbal. The little grain is growing into a

Rejoice in the sun above thee,

The woods and the open sea ;

fruitful tree. For five months the meetings were held in the

house of one of the converts named Serafina, but her room
And the mountains, grave and hoary,

being too small for the many who wished to attend, an old

If such privilege fall to thee.

ballroom was engaged . The priests have done their utmost to Rejoice in the new creation ,

injure the brave little band of converts, warning people in the Tbe tree of eternal life ,

newspapers not to have dealings with them . But they are true The river of His good pleasure,

to the Master, and happy in Him . Once a month the pastor Unruffled by sin and strife :

visited them , but, not satisfied, they now pay his rail and In the sea of forgiving mercy,

coach fare, so that he may hold two' meetings a month instead The mountain of faithful grace ;
of one. Those simple, warm -hearted people never allow him to

return homewithout some little token of their love,
Rejoice in the new creation ,

Will you also remember our three orphans : German a fine lad
And thy Father's workings trace.

of eleven, the pastor's nephew, and supported by him ; Rosita,
WILLIAM LUFF,

a pretty girl of twelve ; and Antonieta, a winsome little lassie
Author of Hare Thispere.

just nine. Thetwo latter had been adopted byagedgrandparents,

who were too poor to support them , so they had to earn ' their The Brahmin and the Shastras.

own living by working in a factory from 4 a.m. to 8 p.m. Rosita

one day said to us, “ I used to cry a great deal , for I suffered F

FROM the report of the Wesleyan Mission in Mysore və

much, but now that you have daughtered me, I am so happy. '
glean the following very interesting story :-One of the

They call us " Tio and Tia " (uncle and aunt) , and are quite at
converts was a Brahman, the other a Veishya, Joseph, who has

home with us all . We trust that in time the three children
returned from the Romanists, and Devadattayya, the Veishya

will become useful workers, of which there is such need in

convert, have both given us much satisfaction . The case of the

Spain.
latter is very interesting. The young man, whose heathen

In addition to the orphans we have also in training two young
namewas Lakshmayya,had been a pupil in our Akki Petta

men, one already a teacher, and the other, aged twenty -four,
school in Bangalore,and he never forgotthe truthhe had beard

will shortly be able to take charge of a school . Evangelizing

there. He afterwards read the Mâbabharata and other Hinda

so many towns and villages obliged us recently to engage a new
books,anxious to discover in them the way of salvation. But

evangelist, who is an experienced, earnest worker. Having a

not beingable to find any satisfaction he asked his father box

family, his salary could not be less than six pounds a month,

he could find the trueway. His fathertoldhimall would be

in this place , where living is so expensive. To prepare the

right if he acted accordingto the shastras. Hereplied that he

way for the preaching in the towns and villages à colporteur
could find nothing in them orin Hinduism that satisfied him,

is indispensable, so we have engaged one .
but that he had found more lightintheChristian Scriptores.

The medical mission is also an additional expense, but well
When hisfatherheard this, he was alarmed , and warned him

worth the outlay. Since February two hundred andforty -four

that if he followed the Christian Veda he would destroy his

persons have received relief, besides others who have been
caste . After this Lakhsmayyabecamea regular attendant

yisited by the doctor and ourselves in their own homes .
atthe evening servicesandasincereinquirerafterthe truth.

You may say that more distant lands need your aid more

Hethought he shouldnotonly listen to the Gospel, bat also

than Spain, but will the Lord of the harvest besatisfied that

visit the houses of Christiansto watch theirconduct in private

we obey His command in going to Africa, India, China, & c.,

life . Hecameto the house of the native minister to be in

whilst this country , only thirty-two hours' journey from
structed in Christian doctrine. After a time heexpressed bis

England, is neglected and left in darkness as dense as

determinationto be baptized. Hewaswarnedof thetrials and

paganism ?
persecutions to which he would be exposed ,but his resolution

It has been truly said, “ Roman Catholicism is an idolatry

was not at allshaken. Hewastold that heshouldfirst acquaint

and a tyranny. Rome is a greater hindrance to the Gospel

his father with the determination towhich he had come,and

upon the Continent than is idolatry in any heathen nation.

thisheaccordingly did .Hisfatherwasveryangry, and told

Rome enslaves the conscience, it penetrates into all domestic
him thathe would

bring great disgraceon his family and caste.

life and poisons it." Another writer states that “ Romanism ,
The familyshastri alsoreasoned with him ,telling him that it

as it exists in England, has barely any relation to Romanism

was too early to lead a religious life , and that it would be soon

on the Continent; there it is perfect idolatry, worse than the
enough it he began when hewasseventy years old. Be was

idolatry of India .' '
watchedfortwo or threedays by his relatives, but hefound.com

Whilst we in Spain gladly. " bear the burden and heat of
opportunity toescape,andwasat once baptized,taking the

the day," not a simile merely, but a reality to us under the

name of Devadatta.

scorching rays of a Southernmidsummer sun, will you not, in

After his baptism his friends visited him and tried to persuade

your cool, pleasant retreats, remember us in your prayers, and

himto return . A shastri camewith them and advised Dera.

do all in your power to help us to gather in goodly sheaves for
datta to go to Benares to be purified . The young man

the Master whom we love to serve ?

LUIS AND EMILY LOPEZ RODRIGUAZ,
wouldaccruefrom the visit. Healso said to him ,“ Youbara

writtenmyhoroscopeandhave foretold many things thatare

Donations should be sent to the Treasurer, Rev. J. O. to happen, but how is it you omitted to predict my

Stewart Matthias, Wingham House, Harrogate, Yorkshire, to Christianity ? "

repli
ed

conv
ersi

on
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tract was put into his hand, and a kindly word spoken which

led to his conversion. Since that time he has been trying to

lead others into the good way .

Sent across the Sea.

One of Mrs. Grimké's text cards was given at the South

London Fair to a woman , who afterwards gave it to a young

woman, who in turn sent it to a young man in America, whose

conversion resulted from reading it . He afterwards returned

to England, and gave clear evidence of the change thus brought

about.

Moved to Tears.

At Winchester Fair I noticed one man reading a tract atten

tively, and as he read he bit his lip , and wiped the tears from

his eyes. He evidently felt the importance of what he read.

An Invalid's Testimony .

In visiting a Christian woman, who has been confined to her

room for seven years, I leave her some tracts and cards, which

she sends out with much prayer. Recently she told me she

knew four personswhose conversion was due to reading Mrs.

Grimké's text- cards .

A Wife's Testimony .

A woman at & stall in the fair was very glad to see me , as she

wanted to tell me that a tract I gave her some time since in

Denbigh was taken home, read by her husband, and was a

meansof blessing to him. She was very thankful for the change

thus wrought.

The report may be obtained at the Open Air Mission Office,

14 , Duke Street,Adelpbi , W.C., price 4d.

Invalid Ladies' Homes.

AN

MONG the many valuable institutions these take a high

place . Many ladies of limited means have creditably

endeavoured to maintain an independence by various means.

But when, in addition to failing resources, there is added illness ,

their case is deserving of much sympathy. To enablesuch to

recruit their health Homes have been opened in different places,

both in England and on the Continent. These are conducted

on differentprinciples , according to the best judgment of the

experienced managers. That all the inmates are not satisfied

with the regulations is only to be expected, but on the whole tho

kind superintendents do all in theirpower to render the Homes

comfortable and conducive to the health of the inmates . We

have visited the institutions on the Riviera, and conversed with

several of the ladies , and can testify to the value of the Homes.

At Cannes there is the old Asile Evangelique, and at Caunet a

new Ladies' Home, At Mentone Villa Helvetia, and at San

Remo Villa Emily, receive a number of iavalid ladies at a very

moderate rate . Necessarily the funds of theseHomes require

to be supplemented by the contributions of the benevolent, and

they are well worthy of increased support.

St. Beatenburg.
CHEYNE BRADY.

T!

The Portsmouth Rescue Association .

THIS Association has been in existence about four months

The Gospel in the Open Air.

T

1

JHE thirty - third annual report ofthe Open Air Mission , just

issued, isa model for illustrations, get-up, and terse and

interesting matter. That this work has not ceased to be

carried on with zeal and success is abundantly evident. For

the sum of £ 1,700, received during 1885 , we are informed that

165 races and steeplechases , 359 fairs, wakes, and feasts , and

186 fêtes and regattas were visited ; 1,126 special missions

and services held ; and 999,481 tracts, & c., distributed ; the

estimated numberof people who heard the Gospel by the lips

of the members and agents having been three millions. The

number of members at the end of last year was 990 ; the con

ferences and lectures held for their instruction and benefit, 41 ;

and the towns and villages reached by their instrumentality ,

619.

From many instances of blessing recorded we call the

following. At the Lancashire Wakes :

a Brunkarų .

A vast concourse of people assembled at our first meeting at

Compstall Wakes. The speakers spoke as men filled with the

Holy Ghost , and while they were telling the story of the Cross

tears were running down many cheeks. The Word went home

to the heart of a man who said that he was a drunkard , but

vowed he would give up the drink for the Saviour's sake. He

attended all our meetings for the next two days.

An Impressive Meeting.

Time, Sunday evening ; place, Shaw Wakes. As darkness

came on the oil torcheswere lit,and hung up in front of the

stage ; and then what a sight met our eyes! The whole space

of ground in front of us was literally packed with human faces ,

and, as we realized that every face in that vast concourse repre

sented a precious soul , our hearts pulsated with thrilling

emotion , with a senseof momentous responsibility and devout

gratitude to God for this magnificent opportunityof preaching

the Gospel of free grace and dying love.

On the Racecourse.

One of our agents states :—Very few people refused the

tracts. A converted jockey gave me two shillings to give to a

poor brother . This is the second time he has given me money

for some poor Christian, and it is the third year he has asked

meto give him some tracts to give away. He always comes

to the open- air meetings we hold in the town.
I

never heard such blasphemy from the race men as I heard this

year.
I found again many professing Christians

going to the races .

Colonel Sparks,speaking at a drawing-room meeting, held at

Richmond on behalf of special theatre services, told of a coach.

man at Mortlake who was brought to the Lord by a tract given

him at Epsom races. Thie was mentioned as an illustration

of the blessing resulting from taking the Gospel to unlikely,

places.

After visiting the Newmarket October races, one of our

members writes :-Had an interesting conversation with the

men who were inmates of the Jockey Club Hospital. One

young fellow, who had been thrown from a horse and seriously

injured, told me that a tract given him at Epeom races three

years ago had been a great comfort to him . Another said , “ I

do like to read your books and tracts that we get at the races.

It's very good of you to come and help poor fellows like us."

One more testimony must suffice : - An open-air preacher,

while speaking at Harlesden Green onSunday, June 28th,

1885, said, “ I was converted to God on Epsom racecourse ten

years ago, while listening to Charles Cook preachingbefore the

races began ; and I have been serving the blessed Lord, who

thus saved me, ever since, to whom be all the praise.”

Many of our readers are engaged in the work of tract

distribution, in some cases probably without visible result. Let

the discouraged ones send for a copy of this report, peruso the

many striking testimonies therein recorded that this work is

not in vain , and pursue their quiet labours with more abounding

confidence . Here are some instances of the usefulness of

tracts :

Servant and Master.

One of the herdmen told me that at the annual April show ,

held in Norwich, a tract was given tohis master, and it wasthe

Deans of leading him to attend church and give up drink.

** And now ,” said the man with great delight, “ my master

Loves Jesus, andis working forHim . Wehave services in a

barn , which manyof us, his labourers and neighbours,attend ."

Murder Prebented.

At the olub last year a young man went to Neston resolving

to take the lifeofa young woman with whom he hadkept

Sompany, because she had turned from him to angther, ' A

during which time between thirty and forty girls have

passed through our hands.

After the first midnight meeting, which was held in the school.

room of the Wesleyan Chapel , Arundel Street, Landport, in Feb.

ruary last , the importanceof aHome working upon distinctly

undenominationalgrounds was impressed upon the minds of a

few of the workers. This impression took practical shape a

week or two later, when Mr. J.Cleall, together with the Misses

Bax and Smith , opened a small house to rescue any who, from

the midnight meetings might be willing to give up their life of

sin .

In a verygracious manner the Lordled most of theworkers who

had helped in the meeting to contribute towards furnishing it ,

which, with the help of some other friends with furniture and

donations,has been doneplainly and comfortably.

Of the girls who have passed through our hands two have

been restored to their husbands, three to their mothers, and

through the kindness of superintendents others have been sent

to larger Homes. Vur efforts, unfortunately, are greatly

impeded throught want of funds. In this naval and garrison

town there are so many “ flash " girls, and we feel sadly the

need of having either two Homes, or one large one, that we

might separate those known as the “ flash " from the more

degradedtype.

Communications, & c ., should be addressed to the Hon. Sec. ,

Mr.J. Cleall, HighStreet, Portamouth, or to yours faithfully

in the Lord Jesus Christ,

124, Somers Road , Southsea , P. T. MARSHALL.
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accessible to the Gospel:
afternearly 1 U

exchangeshasan article on the

GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD ,

Junglo Villagers.
In the Australian Bush . North China and the Bible.EMARKING on whatseemsa rather

wholesale baptiem , the Bombay MR.SOM LOGAN,writingfrom
New The BibleSociety's agent in North

Guardian says :

Mr. Knowles has baptized five hundred past few months we have had quite & teresting account of one of his journeys

and ninety -one persons of the Tharus, an refreshing time of it, spiritually, in these says : “ As an illustration of our bookselling
aboriginal tribe in the Indian Jungle. parts. Special and peculiar men and experience in some places, the following

The remarkable thing is the unhesitating methods are required for religious work may be given . We arrived about 9.30 2.7.

way in which this people accepted as in sparsely -inhabited districts and out one morning at a place called Swei Fox,

soon as they heard the Gospel, and lying townships in the Australian bush . after travelling thirteen miles. Here se

immediately asked for baptism .
The

In Orange, & railway township about fifty breakfasted ; and then Mr. Colporteur
Indian Witness seems a little startled by miles from this , lived a bank manager Liang and I took cur books into the street,

the statement that in a certain village named Poulton . Dr. Somerville held offering them from door to door, and

where he found that the people were nearly a
was expected preparations evangelistic services in that town , which

were made for his coming and a large Mr. Poulton, then en Episcopalian, opium -smokers, and wholly indiferent to

lota of water placed where it would be attended . He was aroused , convicted , us and our books, many ofthem abouting ,
available for baptismalpurposes. It looks and , if not converted , began to live a as it we were deaf, ' that they did not knor

very much asthough the villagers, before better life. Thomas Spurgeon was in characters,' i.e. they could notread. We

hearing the Gospel, had made up their Orange not long afterwards, and Mr. sold & few books, however, and spoke :

minds to imitate their brethren in the Poulton received further light and bless. little to some of the more willing ones, in
other villages and accept it. We attach ing to his soul, and was soundly con. the hope that what was said may be a key

very little importance to the baptizing of verted. As he openly confessed his faith to the further understanding of what the

& multitude of illiterate peasants, apart in Christ, and became a street preacher, book is about.

trom the appointment of faithful men to many said the man was mad ! " One manrejected with scom our book

instruct them continuously in the Gospel. He left his situation in the bank , and telling us that he did notwantto knor

None of these Tharus can read , and it is eventually became pastor in Orange. anything about our Jesus.'”

of the utmost importance that they All along he preached in the streets, and

should have the unremitted attention of on more than one occasion was fined at

those who can interpret to them the will the police -court for so-called obstruction Cheer from the Congo.

of the Master. We hope to learn that

DR inferesting in liteo colectie
arrangements of this kind are being unflinchingly carried on this work. He interesting article on " Experience

effected . also preached at various outstations with on the Congo ," says, with regard to pro

great acceptance , and I have met several
gress :

The Alternative for France. people who have blessed God that ever Our present blessing and success arise

Mr. Poulton came and spoke to them . from better knowledge of the people's

WRIT

TRITING of the Paris City Mission,

customs and habits of thinking, berMr. Mcall says :-Perhaps many

more especially from our increased abilityBritish Christians regard this land as

“ Ten Millions for Missions." in the work. We now speak the language

of theCongo people with fair correc toes
of

and fluency, so that our talks are infifteen years spent in efforts to lead the

teresting to them . To their inquisitiveworking classes, especially around us privilege of giving for the work of God.

minds, the Gospels, translated into ther
here , in the way of righteousness, I, on We extract & telling paragraph, the few topgue by the aid of the cleverest me:
the contrary, am more than ever im . Americanisms in which will be pardoned among them , fix their attention and
pressed with the paramount duty de for the sake of the stirring note sounds :

thought. Our services are made cheerfulvolving on Christians, in more favoured Ten million ( dollars are meant) a year for by hymns and music, giving them real

lands , to seize upon the present crisis missions ! Does that seem a large sum ? pleasure. A great fact is dawning opon
and stem the torrent of infidelity and It is small when we consider that it is their minds, that we have something to
irreligion by uplifting everywhere the

our contribution for the evangelization of tell them , important and good for them ;
standard of the Gospel. It is, alas, true

the world. There are hundreds of millions and that we are wholly devoted tothem,

that multitudes of the people are arrayed
of people interested in the expendi seeking not theirs, but them-a difficult

on the side of atheism in its most revolt ture of that ten millions of dollars. They matter for them to understand, as they

ing forms ; but it is equally certain that
are waiting for what it would do in China have no religion themselves, nefer

there are large numbers among them who
and Africa . Let our Church say to our worship anything, have no desire for holi

may be said to be in & waiting posture. missionaries all around the globe, enlarge ness, no longings for a higher life, ani
They have never yet been brought within your plans, multiply your agencies, deny personal guilt and sin. Happils,

the sound of the faithful declarations of engage all the native helpers you need, from such a state many are being

the truth of Christ, and when that
order all the Bibles you can distribute. awakened, and we are striving to stir up

Divine message is explained to them they
You who have given your lives to the the apathy of the others. We are more

are found ready to receive it. Never did evangelization of the world shall not be troubled to create an interest in the truth

we observe a more evident disposition to
cramped in your work for want of money. than to dispel their superstitions; and

hear the Gospel than at present; hun .
Oh, how such a message would cheer the

our experience is that the best results anddreds of hearers, many of them men , hearts and strengthen the hands of our convictions follow the preaching of the

come daily to listen to it in our oin
brethren and sisters in the foreign field ! simplest Gospel, without allusion to their

mission halls, and those connected with And how it would encourage our young own beliefs in witchcraft and devils. The
kindred works, and I could give recent

men preparing for the ministry to go entranceof the Gospel gives them light
,markedinstances of turning to God which

abroad and help the faithful workers and expels these oldfaiths.

would gladden every Christian beart. there ! They would be certain that the

Most urgently we need in Paris and Church at home would sustain them. Ten

A Family Bible . A missionarythroughout France a vast accession of millions a year for the salvation of the writes from Tinnevelly : “ Passing up the
devoted labourers. May the Lord raise world ! Why, there are no less than main street of Palamcotta, we noticed

them up, and incline His people's hearts
1,000,000,000 who have never heard the the neat houses of ths native Christians :

to support them. The Paris City Mission ,
Gospel. For their evangelization our over the door of onewere the words,

in supplying us with self- denying and
Church would give, year by year, & cent Welcome: Peace bewithyou all. We

earnest evangelists, who go from house for each soul! A million of dollars for accepted the general invitation and

to house seeking to carry home to the
each one hundred millions who are entered the house, and saw a respectable

inmates individually the truth announced perishing in their sine. But, while the happy family. On the table was the

to them in the mission rooms, is render .
field is the world, our own country is to us family Bible,in which we noticed several

ing an invaluable service, and there is the nearest and the most important por.
slips of paper as markers . We were told

scope and need for their multiplication tion of that field . Suppose that of the one marked the portion for family prayer

tenfold . In one brief sentence , the alter.
ten millions for missions we could have another was the husband's mark for

native for France, surely , is that it be
five millions next year to sustain our

private reading, anotherthe wife's, andflooded with the Gospel or moral, social,
feeble churches, to explore new fields, to another the children's, Itwas a family

total ruin ,
ondow institutions of learning, and so on. Bible indeed I "

6
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY.

Instituted 1837. New Offices, Bridge House,

Blackfriars Bridge ( City Side) , London,

E.O .-- Object : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically beforethe middle and upper

classes, and tbe general diffusion of evangelical
literature at home and abroad .

On the CONTINENT large numbers of Tracts

and Gospels in different languages have been

circulated at the various Exhibitions, and each

month English residents in many Continental
cities receive Tractsthrough the post .

FRANCE and SPAIN . - Funds are urgently

needed to enable the Committee to respond to

appeals just received . The necessity of bringing

the truth, as it is in Jesus, before the educated

classes in these lands is very great, and the

Lord's stewards are earnestly invited to provide

the means for extending this special work.
Cheques and Postal Ordersto be crossed , and

made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE, Secretary .

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA.

-This Bociety is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among the children of India by meansof
teachers and books . Christian literature for

adults is also provided . Reports and Papers will

be senton application. Funds urgently needed .

Address - the Secretaries, C.V.E.S., 7, Adam

Street, Strand , London , W.O.

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE

PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL

AMONG THE JEW8. - Established 1842 .

President -- W . G. HABERSHON, Esq.

The Society bas upwards of 100 Agents , who

carry the Gospel to the Jews in England, Italy ,

Germany, Austria , Russia and Turkey . The
labours of the Missionaries are supplemented by

the work of Schoolmasters and Colporteurs.

Tracts and Copies of the Scriptures are circu

lated. Many Jews have, by this dociety, been led

to believe that Jesus is the Christ. Much good

has been done among the thousands of Jews in

London by the various Agents, by the House of

Call , and by the New Mission House, with its im
portant Medical Missions.

Increased funds are urgently needed,
and will be thankfully received by the Secretary,

Rev. J DUNLOP, at the Office ,

96 , Great Russell Street , Bloomsbury, London ,

Mr. George Pearse is still seriously

ill, at Paris, of African fover. Many will

pray for hisspeedy recovery , if theLord

will.

“ Strong Claims." - Underthis title

the Female Missionary Intelligencer sum.

marizes very clearlythe claims the

Society for Promoting Female Education

in theEast on the Church at large.

Native Christiang . - The Society

for Promoting Female Education in the

East call special attention to the fresh

native labourers entering the field in

China ,' trained by Miss Cooke at Singa

pore .

" Divers Earthquakes.” – Dr.

Hyde, of Honolulu , reports that“ news has

just come that the bottom fell out of the

volcano, and that Kilauea is now only &

black hole inthe ground, no lava, no fire

to be seen. But such phenomena have

been seen before, and the wonderful

crater may fill up again and be active

once more. There were forty -nine earth

quakes on the Island of Hawaii at the

time, and probably some new vent opened

for the subterranean fires. "

A Child's Logic. - In & Chinese

Christian family at Amoy, a little boy, on

asking his father to allow him to be bap

tized , was told that he was too young ;

that he might fall back ifhe made a pro

fession when he was only a little boy.

To this he made the reply, “ Jesus has

promised to carry the lambs in His arms.

I am only a little boy ; it will be easier

for Jesus to carry me." This logic was

too much for his father. He took him

with him, and the child was ere long

baptized .

À Wonderful Penny . - Fifty years

ago & child gave a penny to the mis

sionary box . A little tract, costing just

one penny, was bought with it, and some

one gave it to a young man , the son of a

Burman chief. He travelled two hun .

dred and fifty miles to learn to read it .

The Christian teachers taught him , and

God gave him & new heart. He went

home andpreached to others, and fifteen

hundred heathen were converted and

baptized .

All I Can Do ." - A missionary tells

of a poor Christian woman in India, who

said to him : “ I have no money for mis

sions, but I can speak to my neighbours,

and urge them tocome to the Saviour I

have 80 joyfully found.” She had learned

what was better, and richer than gold and

silver, the power of personal influence

through an earnest zeal for Christ. And

so , in her humble way , she had led

eleven persons to the " Lamb of God who

taketh away the sin of the world ."

Many a whole church, the past year, bas

come short of such success .

Grateful Nativos . - Writing from

Keppel Island, Mr. Burleigh , of theSouth

American Missionary Society , says :—We

are very thankful for the good health and

spirits of the natives, who seem different

people in their new home. I do hope this

will continue, and that the people will

improve in health , and , above all, health

of soul. It is highly gratifying to bear in

their prayers their expressionsof gratitude

to God for having thought of and moved

men to care for and pity them ; and to us

it affords the means of conveying the

message of the higher love of theLord

Jesus Christ in coming down from

heaven to save their souls and prepare

them for a heavenlyhome.

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY .

-This Society circulated last year nearly 86
millions of publications in 174 languages. It

uses all its Missionary Fundsfor the object for
wbich they are subscribed , and pays all its ex

penses outofTrade Funds. It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and Sailors ; bas issued nearly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Missionary Societies,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution.

An annualsubscription of 10s. 6d . or upwards

constitutes membership, and a sum of £10 108,

Life membership. All subscribers receive oopies

of the new tracis, & c.

Subscriptions maybe sent tothe Secretaries .

Rev. LEWIS BORRETT WHITE, D.D. , and

Rev. S. G. GREEN, D.D., 56 , Paternoster Row ,

London , E.C.

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF

PERSECUTED JEWS.

" BYRIAN COLONIZATION FUND, ”

Bhaftesbury Memorial Fund , sanctioned by

LORD SHAFTESBURY, in aid of Jews in the Holy
Land , to enable them to obtain a livelihood, by

agricultural and other industry.

Hon . Treasurer - R . C. L. BEVAN, Esq .
Donations received by the Bankers, Messrs .

Drummond & Co., CharingCross, B.W .; Messrs.

Barclay , Bevan , Tritton, & Co. , 54, Lombard

Street, E.C.; the Bank of England , the Royal
Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland . Secretary - E . A. FINN.

Office - 41, Parliament St. , Westminster, S.W.

FOREIGN MISSION NOTES,

The Christian Press. It may be

interesting to note that there are seven

hundred religious papers published in

America .

Mr. Haig, who was recently on a

visit to England, has received a warm

welcome on his return to his work at

Ahmednuggur.

Dying Africa . — Dr. Laws said the

other day, “Every hour seven hundred

and twenty of our fellow -men die in

Africa, and of these only two have ever

had the opportunity of hearing about
Jesus."

Mr. George Parker writes from

& new station in Kansuh :-I have been

& good deal on the streets this month,

and introduced myself and message to

the people ; they are such a contrast to

the Ts'in -cheo folk .

Italy . — The Baptist Mission in Italy

have just held their General Assembly at

Bologna. The reports read, and the discus

sions they gaverise to, prove the mission .

ary spirit is strong in them, and that

they are quietly but steadily carrying on

their work of evangelization in Italy.

Jewish Refugees. - The Society for

the Relief of Persecuted Jews has had

offered it forpurchase in Palestine most

suitable land on which trained men could

be placed, and thus & permanent settle

ment secured by Christian love for Jews

driven out by persecution from Russia

and other lands. Surely many will re

spond to Mrs. Finn's earnest appeal in

this matter.

A Bechuana's Wish .-- " Teacher,"

said & Bechuana chief to a missionary

lately , “ I want to build a chapel at my

town. " The missionary replied , " I am

very glad to hear it, when shall I ride

over and select a good site ? " A day was

fixed in the following week , and now the

chapel is nearly finished. The whole

building will be erected without costing

the Missionary Society one farthing.

The Maori Mission is being revived.

Lately some influentialnativesin an offi.

cial interview with the Hon. J. Ballance,

the native minister, strongly expressed

the hope that the missionaries would

resumeresidence and labour among them.

Natives on one coast have not only re

solved to give up their miserable super

stition called Hauhauism , but are sending

deputations to Te Whiti and his deluded

followers on the other coast to try and

induce them to do the same.

Sailors at Marseilles. - We learn

thatMr.C. E.Faithfull, whose work

amongst seamen at this port has been

increasing since itwasstartedin 1879, is

now about to purchase a small vessel to

enable him to extendthe work. He has

in çiew a yacht of seventy tons, which on

decks would accommodate about one hun

and fifty persons, the interior holding
abor

at the same number, and if used as a

ne , from thirty to fifty persons might

on board, most of them sleeping in

ham mocks. It would thus serve the pur

pose of a Sailors' Home in any Mediter

ranean port, or could cruise about amongst

other vessels as desired. A sea captain

and his wife, who speak four languages,

have offered their services without any

remuneration , living on board the vessel,

andkeeping ' it in good order. This

scheme will cost about £800. A friend

has promised£ 50, on thecor itid at

therestberaised , another has given £50,

and yet another £10.

dred

Hon

live
CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Balisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C. - European
Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 254, NativeLay

Agents 3,509, Schools 1.725. Subscriptions
urgently needed for rapidly extending work

among a thousand millions of Heathens and
Mahommedans. Hon . Sec ., Rev. F. E. WIGRAM ,

Lay Sec., General GEORGE HUTCHIITSON .

TURKISH MISSIONS AID

SOCIETY .
President - The EARL OF ABERDBBN .

Promotes evangelistic work io Bible Lands by

means of pecur ry ats. Funds are urgently

needed that the assistance given maynotfall

short. Secretary - Rev. T. W. BROWN, M.A.,

7, Adam Street, Strand , W.O.
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Notices of Books.

(" One Tas

Anon, 25 for tent work : Anon ( Jersey ), stamps, ls, Day in the country:

O. RUSSELL HURDITCH gratefully acknowledges for Evangelistic Mission:

DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE89 are frequently

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send quslied Brangelista

The Christian's Own Calendar, With introduction by Rev.
to ang part of England , Scotland, and Wales upon due notice. Apply

to Hon. Secretary, 21 , Surrey Street , Strand, W.O.

H. C. G. Moule.-Seeley & Co.
Y.M.0.A., City , New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall

It seems late in the year,or early, as the case may be, for
Street (late ol, Gracechurch Street). - Bible readings, Sunday, 5 p.m.

a calendar, but this is designed for permanence, as a daily

Members' meeting at Mr. Bamuel Causton's, Bromley Hill , Kect
Saturday, 14th August. Party will meet at Cannon Street Station 3

remembrancer in prayer of the events of life and experience: 3 p.m. Teaandcoffee 5.30. Mission work each eveniog, at Y.L.C.A

Mr. Moule, in his introduction, has some weighty and sugges Mission Hall , Bermondsey, Whitechapel, Hackney, & c.

tive words on private prayer and the secret ofavailing prayer.
Talbot Tabernacle, Powis Squara, w ., Sunday, Mr. Fraak White

morning at 11 , evening at 7.

His hints are exceedingly helpful. For example, in dealing Exeter Hell Evangelistic Choir . - Ladies and gentlemen (Coristila

with an objection based on the character of God, he says, workers) desirous of assisting at the forthcoming mission in the abita

" God understands His own unchangeableness better than we
choir are invited to apply tothe hun , sec . , Mr. Iarridine, Exeter Ha'l.

do, and how to harmonize it with the central fact of His being ,

Children's Special Service Mission - Seaside Services .-Ur . G.

Banaster, inthe yacht Kingfisher, at Rhyl second andthird weeks in

His positive and real love, He was, and is, in Christ, and Christ Aug. ; Mr. A. E. Bellingham , at Llandudno, in Aug.; Mr. E. Arrowsmith,

says, “ Ask, and it shall be given you,' and Christ prayed.”
at Scarborough (holding services also at Filey , Aug.2nd to 31st, al

The Finished Offering of Christ. By C. H. Waller, M.A.
North Berwick in Sept.; Mr. E. J. Kennedy, at Bridlington. in lcg.

Mr. E. T. M. Dennes, at Saltburn -by- the-S9 , Aug. 2nd to 3th ; Wt. d .
(63.) - E. Stock .

Spiers, at Redcar, inAug.; Mr. E. Salisbury, at Weymouth, for fun

A brief but valuable treatise on a fundamental doctrine , not weeks from middle of Aug.;Mr. W.F. Seagrove, atst . Leonards e
a little overlooked and misunderstood. Mr. Waller's teaching Hastinys, in Aug.; Messrs. H. M. Trickett, Å. V. Grace, C. F. Harir !

is clear, Scriptural, and to the point. We warmly commend

Battersby, and E.L. Stacey, at Eastbourne, all Ang. to first week of

Sept .; Mr. W. R. Moore , at Itracombe ; Mr A. W. Piggis (of Dublin ),

the little book . at Brighton during Aug.; Mr. A. Storrs, at Sandown, during Acg .;

Heavenly Relationships. By Mary E. Beck . - Nisbet & Co.
Rev. H. C. Sturdy and Mr. T. Hurrell, at Margate, during

A series of devout and helpful meditations on the various
Aug.; Rev. 8. L. Dixon and Mr. F. Pitts, at Worthing, during

Aug. ; Major Dru Drury, at Towyn (Wales ), during Aug.; Vi.

relationships in which God has been pleased to reveal Himself G. Bennett, at Douglas, to first week in Aug .. at Aberystwith

towards His people . Young believers will find it specially in Aug.; Mr. J. H. Greene, at Morecambe, in Aug.;Vesen.

suggestive andvaluable.
E. and 0. H. Collier , at Herne Bay, from July 11th ; Mr.C. E.T341,

Abyssinia. Translated from the German of Dr. H. W. J.

at Lowestoft , Aug. 8th to 31st ; Mr. H. G. Harris, at Weston -super

Mare, Aug. 8th to 31st ; Rev. W. Bradbury, at Weston-super-Mare til

Thiersch , by S, M, S. Pereira.-Nisbet & Co. middle ofAugust; Mr. W. L. Seyler, at Broadstairs, Aug.7th toilet;

We have dipped into this book with great interest and plea
Mr.Walter Huckett, Exmouch, Aug. 1st to first week in šept.; Messrs.

sure. It is a fund ofinformation on apeople and lingering form

O. F. Jones and H. Braddock, Mumbles. Swansea, Aug. Ist to15th ; Res.

F. Hodgson Jones, at Tynemouih , Aug. 1st to 14th ; år. Weatherles ,at

of Christianity of which little is generally known. It is inte . Hunstanton ; Mr. D. Turner,at Killiney ( Ire'and) during August; 1 :.

resting to find , for instance , that amongst various remnants of M. J. Hall at Menai Bridge, till Aug.5th .; Mr.H. B. Clixton, at Pegº

ancient Israelitish ordinances there exist in Abyssinia “ Cities .

zance, Aug. 2ist to Sep. 1st ; Mr. G. Swainson , at Lytham, Jaly 31 20

Aug. 215 .
of Refuge ." Conferenco Hall, Mildmay Park, N.-Sun . , Aug. 8th , at 3.8) and

The Rule of Faith : The Doctrine of Justification. By Rev. 7 p.m. , Mr.W. R. Line,

Talbot A.L. Greaves. ( 1d . ) -John Kensit.
Youtus Institute , Old Pge Street , Westninster

A valuable series of Scriptural sermons on Romaniemand

Mission).---Prayer meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con

ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from6.30 to 8
Ritualism , compared with each and with the Word of God . They Conference Hall , 143, Clapham Road, S.W. - Sunday, 11 a.m.,Childreas

ought to be widely circulated.
service ; 3.30 p.m., Bible reading ; 7 p.m., Gospel service by Mr.Puwede

From the same publisher we have sermons preached ra

Evangelistic Mission ( Dnder the direction of O. R1343 i Arditen).

Kilburn all, &ilbro Gato (not Toro Hall).- M . B. B. Ashton,

spectively by Revs. D. B. Hankin and E. W. Bullinger, D.D. , in Bun ., at 7p.m .; Mr. Jas. L. Stanley , Wed., at 7.30 p.m.
connection with the Queen's Jubilee . Also a new penny issue of Malden Hail, Kentish Town.-Mr. Jas. L. Stanley, $ ., 7 p.sh ,

papers by Henry Varley: Trust in the Living Father, and Can
and Thurs., at 8.

Dalston Hall , 105, Dalston Lano, E.-Mr. T. Pettifer, Sun., 7 p... ;

I Know Certainly I am Saved ? Service on Thurs. , 8 p.m.

RELIGIOUS MONTHLIES . Bigavid Hall, Bignoid Road, Station Road, Forest @ ste.-VL.

From the Religious Tract Society we have the August budget. Abraham Wallis, Sun.,7p.m.

Leisure Hour and Sunday at Home are capital; a fund of gene
The Tent, Field Road , Forest Gate : Mr. Abraham Wallis, Sun ...!

3 p.m. and 8 p.m .; week -nights, except Sat., at 8 p.m.
ral interest , useful knowledge , and sound reading. The Boy's Wost Konsington Hall (kaownasCadby Hall), HanmersDita

Own and Girl's Own Papers arewell up to the mark. They will Road.--Capt. Thompson,Sun.,at 3 p.m .; Messrs. S.E.Angel aud

delight, amuse, and instruct. Friendly Greetings abounds in
W.Barnard Smith , Sun., at 7p.m.,and Thurs., 8 p.m.

The Tent. LowerMerton ,Wimbledon.-Mr.Edmund · Iles,Sr.

good Gospel narratives and homely talks . We have also the 3.30 and 7,and each week-night,except assurday, at 8. Mr. Hs.

Cottager and Artisan, Tract Magazine, and Child's Companion . Osborn to.night ( Thurs.) and to -morrow night,

Sunday Talk. Edited by W.W.Tulloch , B.D.-Nisbet & Co.
Zonana and MedicalMission Sanool andEn , 53 , 5t. Georz

A capital number - bright, crisp , lively reading .
Road, 8.w .--Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at 1000, si

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside.

From S. W. Partridge & Co. we have The Welcome, which

deserves a welcome in many homes ; British Workman is , as Donations Received .

usual, beyond praise ; Band of Hope Review, Friendly Visitor, BARNAVE MISSION .

Family Friend, Children's Friend , Infant's Magazine , and in a J. O. W.

different line of things Illustrated Missionary News, and Our
STARCH GREEN TEMPERANCE MISSION.

E. J ....

Own Gazette, all in various ways fulfilling their special DAY IN COUNTRY.

functions , R. B. , Stoke Newington

The Church Missionary Society's monthlies are full of interest .
FEGAN's Home.

The Intelligencer has valuable papers on South Indian Missions

R. B., Stoke Newington

and the Persian Mission. The Gleaner presents in brief much

good matter from many lands. A Friend , 58 .; Anon (postal order) , 5s.

Our Boy's Magazine( Children's Special Service Mission, 48,

Paternoster Row) . A new monthly for schoolboys, designed to
CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

help those who may consider themselves rather above Our Own Aug. 8th - Acts xxvii. 18-29

Magazine. It is wholly for boys and boys at school.
9th-Acts xxvii. 30-44

Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of
10th-Acts xxviii , 1–16

the publishers, John F. Shawand Co., 48, Paternoster Row ,

£ ud

..

..d

100
.

/

Aug. 12th - Phil.i.1–17

13th - Phil i. 18—30

14th - Phil. ii. 1–13
17

The Roo , Dr. Ororther, Eli

as I used to ; and I have taken to reading book IDs pot solde as to

Cestions for the pracervation ot sight freo, BRANCBES, B, Poultry

11th -- Acts xxviii. 17-31

London , E.C., post free, for the published price. Full cash

discount for general book orders, caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles.

House, Ascot, writes : - " I cannot describe the contos

A Hint for Pastorg.Dr. Zabriskie , of Princeton, states
, by day and night . and

that every member of his Bible class of boys and girls in the trying for the opes on account of the ansilnois of the

Sunday school during his New York pastoratewasbrought into Julius Benedict wrote : - " I have tried the principal

the communion of the church. He believes that it hehimself
without success, but the spectacles you have adapted

clearaens ofyour glasses as compare i with others
had been a member of such a class in boyhood he might have The Rev. R. E. Bayaos, M.A., doa. 1101

been saved from several worse than wasted years of school and write :: - " The spectacles you s lapted are all I could

college and professional study before his decision to serve the
teel strong alroady. I only regret I didootknow of

Lord was made.
years ago.” — Mr. HENRY LAUR NOE, Ocalist o

“ The fact is," says Dr. Zabriskie, “ that I BOND STREET, scientifically adapte bis IMPRO

remember no word or sign of personal spiritual interest from to assist and strongthen tho woskost sights . Pamph

any pastor or teacher to supplement andenforce the religious

training of my home. " This may prove & word in season for
1.0 .; 3, Guardian Buildings, Crass 8t., M

pastorson both sides of the sea,
5.Oorporstion Street, BIRMINGHAM ;Inc

St., Glasgow - Adly ,
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AUGUST 5, 1336. üiWORD AND WORK .

Situations and Eppointments.

WANTED refined Christian gentle

woman to teach, and take charge of four dear

children . Address Mrs. Hutton , The Lawn ,

Bouthampton .

WANTED about the first of September a

good plain Cook , a few miles from London :

small family ; good character indispensable. J.

W. , office of Word and Work, 48 , Paternoster

Row, E.C.

WANTED SCRIPTURE READER,

half time, Church of England , experienced

Christian , zealous of good works, abstainer.

Population 1,400 . Salary £ 50. Write fully to

Rev. G. Thorp , Wealdstone Vicarage, Harrow .

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women from the country or
elsewhere whilst waiting for situations.

Registry attached . Terms on application to

the Deaconess in charge of the Registry, Con

ference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls ag Under Nurses and Under Housemaids in

Christian families . Stamped envelopes for

replies. Registry , Conference Hall , Mildmay
Park , N.

WANTED Re-engagement to an invalid ;

could act as amanuensis; age 50 ; salary £ 30 ;
highest references. Mrs. Mackenzie, 90 , New

ington Green Road , London , N.

WANTED Re-engagement (after many

years' experience ) as Matron of home or school;

clergyman's daughter ; salary nominali Miss

Moor, 93, Onslow Gardens London , S.W.

AS USEFUL MAID ; good needle.

woman and hairdresser : age 35; two years'

excellent character . A. B., 58, Clarence Road ,

Lower Clapton , London , E.

WANTED, in Christian family, for a young

lady, age 16 ; urgent need . Can teach little

children French and music . High references.

M. 8. , care of Miss Hull , 35, Ashchurch Grove ,

Shepherd's Bush , W.

WANTED first situation in good family

( Christian ), under a Lady's Maid, for a young

person of 18 ; has had experience in dressmaking.

E. G., 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

as Nursery

USEFUL MAID and ATTENDANT

to an invalid lady . Experienced , and well re .

commended . Age 40. A. Gates, 3, Gipsy Road ,

West Norwood , 8.E.

WANTED re-engagement as Bužler in a

Christian family ; seventeen years' personal

reference ; leaving through death in the family .

Apply S. A. 8. , 1, Newington Green, London , N.

WANTED re engagement

Governess to small children ; a widow, age 40 ;

excellent references from previous places. Mrs.

Ebsworth , 14 , Wolsey Road, Mildmay Road , N.

ENGAGEMENT wanted , by a Christian

person, as Nurse , or maid to children out of arms.

Good plain needlewoman and experienced dress

maker . Good references. J. E.Kisbey, Mepal,

near Ely, Cambs.

SITUATION wanted, as apprentice or

otherwise , for a youth aged 17 ( good writer and

quick at figures), in some house of business
where he can learn a trade and live in the

house. Address G. L. , Hill View, King Edward

Road , New Barnet.

ENGAGEMENT required in September,

daily or resident , by a lady accustomed to elder

girls, but who will take younger pupils . Tho

rough English in all subjects, French , German ,

someLatin , music, drawing ; long references :

near to English Presbyterian Church ; town pre

ferred ; good salary . L. M., Office of Word and

Work, 48, Paternoster Row, London,

TO CHRISTIAN WORKERS.-A

Mission Hall , situated in one of the healthiest

villages on the south coast of Devon , to be sold,

in consequence of the owner having left the

neighbourhood . The building (which will seat

about 300 ) is lofty, brick built, with hollow walls

and slated roofing, and is well ventilated . The

hall will only besold for the Lord's work, which

has been , and is being, greatly honoured therein .

For further particulars,

W. T., Brooks Hall, Ipswich .

Educational.

Combe Down School,

Apartments, & c.

WILTON HOUSE OF REST,

DEVONSHIRE ROAD, HASTINGS ,

Intended for Christian Workers of all deno

midations from home and foreign fields of

service . Christians other than those wholly

supported in connection with such service are
welcome as accommodation falls vacantat slight
additional charge,

Arrangements have been made with the
London , Brighton , and South Coast Railway

Company by which those visiting Wilton House

may obtain Return Tickets, available for one

contb, from London Bridge or VictoriaStations,

at 5s. each , on presenting an order, which must

be obtained from the Lady Superintendent, to

whom all communications are to be addressed .

Near BATH ,

Principal-MR. W. FRANKLIN .

( for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Comba

School.)

EXHIBITIONS.

Four or more Exhibitions of the annual

value of £35 (thus reducing the school

fees to £45 or £ 40) are offered to boys

entering for the Christmas term .

Full particulars on application, which

must be made not later than Sept. 18t.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook , Essex.

BOURNEMOUTH - A delightful Home

for Visitors and invalids at Durley Dean Mansion .
Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Konmiss treatment where desired . Pamphlets

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless
cases post free for bd . in stamps. Address

Secretary.

LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL,

20, 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.O.

Five minutes' walk or ls , cab fare from Euston,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily
reached from other stations . Patronised by

readers of Word and Work. Tariff on application .

The MISSES COX and MISS CECIL receive the

Sons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough ,

Home comforts. Special attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion, 'morality

and purity . The instruction given in tho

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION.

" HOME OF REST,” Ripley Cottage,

Bewdley, Worcestershire, is now openedto young

women in business needing change. Board and

lodging 8s. per week . Particulars from Matron .

Subs. and dons. to Miss C. Gowan, Hon. Lady

Supt . and Treas., 20, Beauchamp Square,

Leamington .

A LADY wishes to let two comfortably

furnished bedrooms, with or without sitting

room , tn City gentlemen, in amost healthy and

pleasantly situated part of Blackheath ; three
minutes from the station ; references exchanged .

Address to J. L. , care of Miss Morley, Music

Publisher, Blackheath Village, S.E.

BOARD AND RESIDENCE at

LF mington , Hants, for one or two ladies, £ l per

week ; references exchanged. W. , 17, Victoria
Road, Charlton , 8.E.

COUNTRY APARTMENTS. Draw

ing room and two bedrooms, with attendance,

208. week. Beautifully situated . Bracing air .

Ladies preferred . Mrs. Rodgers, Tower House,

Wroughton (Swindon), Wilts.

TO GODLY PARENTS.-The under .

mentioned (who is in no way connected with tho

school) is desirous ofrecommending an old - estab

lished ' YOUNG GENTLEMEN'S BOARDING

FCHOOL. DELIGHTFULLY SITUATED ON ;

HIGA GROUND , WITH VIEWS OF THE SEA,

on the South Coast, a short run from London, ma

which a thorough and first- class Education is

given, based upon the teaching of the Holy

Scriptures .

It is one of the few remaining schools in which

the power of the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ

influences the hearts and conduct of the pupils.

The success, happiness, and training of the

Boys have been so remarkablein this school that

a BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS GIVEN BY THE

PARENTS, together with the papers of Exami

nations passed and Honours gained , should be

read to appreciate results so uvUsual. Two Vice.

Chancellors have placed their wards as popits in

the school. Reference kindly permitted to Dr.

THORN , Paddington , London ,

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL ,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANAGE, M.A.

MARGATE .- PREPARATORY SCHOOL for

Gentlemen's Song . A thorough education .

Christian training and home comforts. Pupils

attend University and College of Preceptors'

Exams. Resident and visiting mastere.

Migs Rich , Bandringham House.

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. GEO.

FOSTBR as an educator.

London Referee -GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq.,

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard ,

Swimming taught this terın .

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX.

STOKE NEWINGTON.- House to let,

containing eight rooms. Select neighbourhood,
8, Bouverie Road, N. Easy access from City.

Rentmoderate. For particulars apply to

Mr. J. G. Vernon , Oxford House , College Avenue,

Clapton , E.

WESTGATE-ON -SEA.-Carlisle Board

ing Establishment. Near to sea and baths.

Special arrangements made for families. With

private sitting -room if required .

NOW READY. The Monthly part of

·WORD ANDWORK "

FOR JULY. Price 7d . Post free 8d,

Contains all the numbers for July , with

Reports of Addresses delivered at the

MILDMAY Annual CONFERENCE .

THE OFFICIAL REPORT

will shortly be issued,

Containing reports of the speeches corrected by

the speakers.

REDUCED PRICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Sewed 13. 3d ., post free 1s . 6d .; cloth ls . 11d .,

post free 28. 3d .

To secure copies at the reduced price, orders

must be sent immediately .

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

The Avenue, Acton. - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four
teen years. A limited number only taken .

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

SOUTHEND-ON.SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BOABJ ING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG
LADIES.

Children taken for the Summer vacation .

Terms moderate - 0 ., Office of Word and Work,

48, Paternoster Row , London, E.O.

London :

J. F. SHAW & Co. , 48, Paternoster Row , E.C.

And all Booksellers ,

GOVERNESS . - Re -engagement wanted by

young lady, aged 21. Acquirements : English ,

French , music, drawing, elementary, German,

andLatin . If years in lastengagement.Oountry

preferred . P. S.,John F. Shaw & Co. , 48 , Pator .

noster Row, London, E.O.
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ESTABLISHED 1851.
MRS. GRIMKE'S

B 'soutkampton Building ,bancesKane TEXT CARDS,

The British Messenger

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly

balances, when not drawn below £ 100 .

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

charge, the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other

Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons; and the pur.

chase and sale of stocks, Shares, and Annuities.

Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .

THE BIRRBECK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, post free, on application ,

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager.

TheBirkbeck BuildingSociety'sAnnual

Receipts exceed Five Millions .

TOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

To be had from Mrs. GRIMKE , Prestwich ,

Manchester, who likes orders sent to her

direct, or to E. KAUFMANN, 129, Cheap

side, London, E.C., and booksellers.

CONVERSION : WHAT IS IT ?

BY W. R. BRADLAUGH. Price One Penny .

Bhould be placed in the hands of every

anxious Inquirer.

LONDON :

JOHN Sxow & Co. , & , Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row .

IRON MISSION ROOMS, &c .,

erected on the most reasonable terms, by R.

BAUNDERS 216 , Brecknock Road , London , N.

Estimates and designs free. 25 years' practical

experience .Also Churches and Schools , &c.

for AUGUST contains :

" IN HIM IS LIFE.” Illustrated.

By Rev. H. BONAR , D.D.

" WITH ME WHERE I AM . "

By Rev. ANDREW CARTER, M.A.

SALT IS GOOD.

ByRev. FREDERICK WHITFIELD,M.A.

GOD KNOWS. By Rev. W.PARK,M.A.

SEVEN FARTHINGS, AND “ THY

WILL BE DONE. "

By Rev. J. P. PERKINS.

“ ONLY TWO AND TWENTY .”

By Rev. M. B. HOGG , B.A.

“ SEE WHAT MANNER of STONES

ARE HERE I "

By the Hon. P. CARTERET HILL

D.C.L.

" NOT ONLY FORGIVEN , BUT

LOVED ." And other Articles,

Price One Penny.

Ну

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply

at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDINGBOCIETY,

29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

-OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

MONTH , with immediato possession, either for

Building or Gardeningpurposes. Apply at the

Office of theBIRKBECKFREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

as above.

The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars,

on application .

FRANCIS BAVERSCROFT, Manager.

NOISES IN THE EARS.

Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to 890d

for his book showing the disease and the means
of cure . Post free 61.; French edition , 1s. ,

with letter of advice if cise be stated . _Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus London . Free con
uultations daily

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

Stirling, N.B.

London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO.

THAMES CHURCH MISSION.MR. G , T. CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON

CONSUMPTION,

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE (post free) , or Large Edition(cloth ), 1s . 3d . , from

the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S.E. , and Elliot Stock,

62, Paternoster Row, E.C.

INSTITUTED 1844 .

President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .
Chairman

Capt. the HON . F. MAUDE, R.N.

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

! he results of their previous efforts ,made in simplefaith , show that they
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NEW BOOK BY MISS MARSH.

Price One Shilling, post free.

THE

SEVENTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM MAY TO AUGUST,

A CHILD OF THE MORNING

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER ,

Mr.Congrevewill give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORÆ, in this journal EVERY WEEK,

MEMORIALS of LITTLE EMILY.

By the Author of “ Life of Hedley Vicars," &c.

" It is a charming narrative, and weowe a debt of gratitudeto Mr.Smyth

for consenting to its publication, and to the distinguishedauthoress for in

way in whichshe has performed her task . " - English Churchmar ,

London : JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48, Paternoster Rot.

CASE FOR THIS WEEK. BAGSTER'S BIBLES.

YOUTH at BACUP (LANC.) .

On the 29th of September last this case was brought under my notice by
the father-Mr. PICKUP, of Orchard Villas, Bacup.

Had been very delicate at the chest since ad attack of measles when a

little child . Cough now troublesome all through the day. Phlegm heavy,

yellow , and much of it. Constant short breathing. Had gone thin ali

over (legs especially ). Strength declining . Doctor bad reported “ lungs

very bad ," and that the “ damp climate would kill him, and he must go
South . "

He did not go South, however, but commenced with my medicine and
every auxiliary means ordered by me,

October 26th . - The father reports : " Very little cough, wheezing in the

chest better, a little more flesh ." " I took him (he says) to our owndoctor,

and he has pronounced bim altogetherchanged for thebetter .” And yet

the weather (he says , had been unusually damp and cold .

In November : “ My son continues to improve . He appears well , but I

wish him to be entirely free from the least taint of disease."

December 8th.- " I am bappy to say my son is now better than he bas

been for some years - stronger, livelier, and more flesh ; in fact, he ails
nothing at all."

NOTE . – Days of Consultation. TUESDAY ,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

tong distance_should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.
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With full helps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band . From 48.
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Just Published. Price Twopence.

BIBLE STUDY,
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By GORDON FORLONG

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48 , Paternoster Row , E.C.

Price ONE PENNY. 12 Copies, post free , Is.

NATIONAL IDOLATRY,

By ROBERT BROWN,

Author of Outlines of Prophetic Truth ,"" The Hidden Uysters,"

“ Babylonianism ," " Jesuitism , " &c.

“ A more valuable little tract, orone more suitable to the present times

hasseldom comeunder our notice,andwegladly commendit to ide

perusal of our friends." - English Churchman ,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

London r J. F. SHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row , D.O.
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rit , the historical records of the person of Christ and His work upon
h , as one of the most distinct and powerful evidences of the inherent

h of our holy religion . . . . Wehave noted many things in theGospels - ESTABLISHED 1822.
ch this volume has cleared up . . . . We expect many persons will

ulate , " How full this book is of the Lord Jesus Christ ! ' So it is . President
hat an enthusiastic writer this is on such a grand theme!' So he is .

His Grace LORD PLUNKET, Archbishop of Dublin .we thoroughly recommend the book ." - Clergyman's Magazine.

HRIST AND CRITICISM ; or, The Witnesses Offices
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These lectures certainly form one of theablest ofall the contributions to
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Educational,

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR Combe Down School,

Situations and Sopointments
.

WANTED a good Plain Cook. Will any

lady recommend & thoroughly trustworthy

person betšeen 30 and 40 , an abstaider, abo ran

cook and manage well for a small household ?

wages £ 25, including washing money, Address

Lady Cotton , Woodcot, Dorking.

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook , Essex.

The MISSES COX and MISS CECIL receive the

Bons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteer . Terms moderate ; Education thorough .

Home comforts. Special attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion, morality'

and purity. The instruction given in the

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.,

PROSPECTUS SENT OX APPLICATIOX .

Near BATH .

Principal-MR. W. FRANKLIN.

( for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

School.)

EXHIBITIONS .

Four or more Exhibitions of the annual

value of £ 35 (thus reducing the school

fees to £45 or £40) are offered to boys

entering for the Christmas term .

Full particularson application, which

must bemade not later than Sept. 1st.

WANTED & refined Christian gentle

woman to teach , and take charge of four dear

children . Address Mrs. Hutton, The Law ,

Southampton .

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women from the country or
elsewhere whilst waiting for situations.

Registry attached . Terms on application to

theDeaconess in charge of the Registry, Cog

ference Hall , Mildmay Park, N.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls as Under Nurses and Under Housemaids to

Christian families. Btamped envelopes fa

replies . Registry, Conference Hall, Mildas

Park, N.

WANTED Re-engagement to an invalid:

could act as amanuensis ; age 50 ; salary
highest references . Mrs. Mackenzie, 90, Ner:

ington Green Road , London , N.

HIGH -CLASS SCHOOL. – Mrs. J.

STANCOMB, assisted by her daughters , resident

foreign governess, and visiting masters, receives
a limited number ofyoung ladies . The school is
commended to Christian parents desiring, for

their children careful instruction and training ,

with domestic comforts. Large house and

garden . Elevated situation . Entire charge

taken of children from abroad . Prospectus on

application .
Greystone, Yeovil.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years. A limited number only taken .

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. G£o.
FOSTER as an educator.

London Referee -GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq.,

71 , 6t . Paul's Churchyard .

Swimming taught this term .

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX.

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL.

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CBANAGE, M.A.

WANTED Re-engagement (after ser

Fears' experience) as Matron of home or school;

clergyman's daughter ; salary nominal. Viss

Moor, 93, Onslow Gardens, London , S.W.

SOUTHEND - ON - SEA.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.
PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG

LADIES.
Children taken for the summer vacation ,

Terms moderate - C ., Office of Word and Work ,

48, Paternoster Row , Loodon , E.C.

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christian
Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home
Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

terms, by applying to Rev. J. Renny, F.R.S.L. ,
Christ Church Parsonage. Cheddar. Á stamped
addressed envelope should be sent for reply .

Select Boarding School for Young Ladies,

MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE.

AS USEFUL MAID ; good needle

woman and hairdresser : age 85 ; two years
excellent character. A. B., 58 , Clarence Boad,

Lower Clapton , London , E.

WANTED first situation in good family

(Christian), under a Lady's Maid , for a yout

person of 18 ; has had experience in dressmaking.

E. G., 1 , Newington Green, London, N.

WANTED re-engagement as Butler in s

Christian family ; seventeen years' persons
reference ; leaving through death in thefamis,

Apply S. Á. B., 1,NewingtonGreen,London, N.

WANTED re engagement

Governess to small children ;awidow , age :

excellent references from previousplaces. Yrs.

Ebsworth, 14 , WolseyRoad, Mildmay Road, N.

as Xursery

HOUSEKEEPER (Working). – Reet

gagement required by trustworthy person, aged

45.Good cook and manager. righest reler

ences. M., 14, Market Place , Nerton ,

Principal - MRS. JUDSON.
In this lovely andhealthy locality, situated among theCotswoldHills , pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying theadvantages of careful instruction ,home comforts,and Christian training.

Terms inclusive and moderate. References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the
Country , and to Rev.Job Wilkinson , 79, Mildmay Road, N. , & c .

Spartments, dc.

WILTON HOUSE OF REST, A LADY wishes to let two comfortably

DEVONSHIRE ROAD, HASTINGS .

furnished bedrooms, with or without sitting :Intended for Christian Workers of all deno

minations from home and foreign fields of room , to City gentlemen , in a most healthy and
service . Christians other than those wholly pleasantly situated part of Blackheath ; three

minutes from the station ; references exchanged .supported in connection with such service are Address to J. L. , care of Miss Morley, Music

welcome as accommodation falls vacantat slight Publisher, Blackheath Village, S.E.
additional charge.

Arrangements have been made with the

London , Brighton , and South Coast Railway APARTMENTS suitable for a Clerk en

Company by wbich those visiting Wilton House

may obtain Return Tickets, available for one
gaged in town during the day. Comfortable

month , from London Bridge or Victoria Stations , bedroom with use of sitting -room , close to beau
,at 68. each , on presenting an order, which must tiful country , easy of access to the City. Terms

be obtained from the Lady Superintendent, to very moderate. Mrs. Stacey , Stanhope Road,

whom all communi
cations are to be addressed . North Finchley,

BOURNEMOUTH.- A delightful Home BOARD AND RESIDENCE at

for Visitorsand invalidsat Durley Dean Mansion. Lymington , Hants, for one or two ladies, £ l per
Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit week ; references exchanged. W., 17, Victoria
Koumisg treatment where desired . Pamphlets Road , Old Charlton, S.E.

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

cases post free for 6d . in stamps . Address

Secretary .
MILDMAY Annual CONFERENCE .

USEFUL COMPANION.- seun

lady, thoroughly domesticated and musical,

seeks an engagemen '. six years' good reference.

Address A. G., Marlborough, Wilts.

WANTED situation in fancy or other light

business by young girl , 19. Would give forsi

month . A. L., Poplar Cottage, Pinner.

COMPANION OR LADY HELP.

Re-engagement in a Christian home by FERRE

lady ( 28 ), Musical. Thoroughly domesticated

and fond of children .
W.H., 274, Amhurst

Road, Stoke Newington ,

NURSERY GOVERNESS . Age 21

Experienced in teaching. Good needlewoman.

In or near London preferred. T., 25,Tollington

Place, Tollington Park, N.

LONDON .---INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,

20 , 21, Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C.
Five minutes' walk or 18. cab fare from Euston ,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily
reached from other stations. Patronised by

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application.

THE OFFICIAL REPORT

ENGAGEMENT required in September
daily or resident, by a lady accustomed to elder

girls, but who will take younger pupils. The

rough English in all subjects, French ,German,

someLatin ,music, drawing : long references :

near to English Presbyterian Church; town pri

ferred ; good salary .L.M., Office of Wer is

Work, 48, Paternoster Row , London ,

WESTGATE -ON -SEA . - Carlisle Board

ing Establishment. Near to sea and baths.

Special arrangements made for families . With

private sitting-room if required .

will shortly be issued,

Containing reports of the speeches corrected by

the speakers.

REDUCED PRICE TO SUBSORIBE RS.

Sewed 1s . 3d ., post free 1s . 60 ; cloth ls. 11d .,

post free 2s. 3d .

To secure copies at the reduced price, orders

must be sent immediately.

WORDS OF LIFE.

Illustrations and Bubjects taken from the

" Pilgrim's Progress." Specially commended to

theattention of Tract Depoto. ONE SHILLING

PER PACKET. New illasiratedcards for Fase

side distribution ,

STOKE NEWINGTON .-House to let ,

containing eight rooms.Select neighbourhood,
Bouverie Road , N. Easy access from City.

Rent moderate. For particulars apply to

Mr. J.G.Vernon , Oxford House , College Avenue,

Clapton, E.

London :

J. F. SHAW & Co. , 48 , Paternoster Row , E.C.

And all Booksellers.

LONDON :

JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, Paternoster Ror.
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competent for the fulfilment of all legal demands,

JUSTIFYING THE UNGODLY.
one whom the Judge shall accept , one who can

PART SECOND . vicariously make atonement for our transgressions,

O

UR attention has been directed to the nature of then justification may be ours . All this sufficiency

justification as a Divine act, we now proceed to characterizes the Mediator of the new covenant .

consider it as a human experience . The first fact The Lord Jesus Christ is able to restore that which

that we would notice here is the condition of man. He took not away. Himself sinless, He can undertake

kind apart from the agency of redeeming grace . the cause of the sinful. That God with whom we

' . There is none righteous ; no, not one . All have have to do recognises His completeness and designates

sinned, and come short of the glory of God." The Him to the work. “ Behold My servant, whom I

universality of sin is, then ,unquestionable. Commun - uphold, Mine elect, in whom My soul delighteth ; I

ings with conscience sufficiently teach us that no plea have put My spirit upon Him : He shall bring forth

founded on personal purity can in any case prevail . judgment to the Gentiles. . . . He shall bring forth

“ How shall maa be just with God ? If He contend judgment unto truth . He shall not fail , por be dis

with him, hy cannot answer Him one of a couraged, till He have set judgment in the earth , and

thougand " " If I wash myself with snow water, the isles shall wait for His law .” In connection with

and make my hands never so clean ; yet shalt Thou the fulness of this commission His Divine indepen

plunge me in the ditch , and mine own clothes shall dence attests His competency for the mediatorial

abhor me” (Job ix. 2 , 3 , 30, 31) . Surely no one is so work , “ I have power to lay down My life and to

presumptuously ignorant as to plead innocence at take it again . This commandment I have received

the bar of Omniscience ? Our own hearts condemn from My Father." This sufficiency in character

us, and God is greater than our hearts, and knoweth has actually been embodied in fact. In the fulness

all things. Let there be a clear apprehension of the of time God sent forth His Son , made of a woman ,

law, in its spirituality and power, and of necessity made under the law . God commendeth His love to

every mouth is stopped, and the whole world ward us in that while we were yet sinners Christ died

becomes guilty before God . There is , then , no
No crime could be laid to His charge , and

conceivable method whereby we may find the grounds yet because of crimes He died. No guile was found

of justification in ourselves . Tried by the tests of in His mouth , and yet He was numbered with the

the sanctuary even the very strivings after God transgressors . His most inveterate enemies could

which the unregenerate occasionally manifest, only indict Him by the suborning of perjury, and yet

being destitute of faith , are worthless and vain . Con He was crucified between thieves . Surely He hath

sequently, if justification is to become a fact , there borne our griefs and carried our sorrows .
He died ,

must be some outward appointment adequate to our
the just for the unjust, that He might bring us to God.

necessities and correspondent to our condition . The
He was wounded for our transgressions , He was

righteousness of God is manifestly opposed to our
bruised for our iniquities , the chastisement of our

acquittal until a satisfactory argument be adduced . peace was upon Him, and with His stripes we are

Is there, then , such an appointment revealed ? Can
healed . All we like sheep have gone astray, and the

such an argument be found ?
Lörd laid on Him the iniquity of us all .

It is abundantly evident, from these declarations of

The apostle, in writing to the Church at Rome,
the Spirit , that the Lord's Anointed stood in the room

plainly announces such an arrangement.
of the guilty, to make the justification of the guilty

" God is the justifier of him that believeth in Jesus." possible. “ Him hath God set forth to be a propitia

Here, then , we arrive at the knowledge of a second tion through faith in His blood.”

fast. While guilty ourselves, we may be justified

for us.

He says ,
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But the question may be urged , how is it that the sinners, He bears the penalty of their guilt . He

substitution of another becomes available for the justifi . delivers from the curse of the law by His being Him .

cation of the ungodly ? Granted that in all respects self made a curse. " He bore our sios in His Own

it is consonant with the requirements of law, granted body on the tree."

further that it is attested by the seal of the Lawgiver,

Now our personal interest in the vicarious suffer

in what manner may it become the plea of the sinful ?
ings of Christ is determined by the existence of faith.

We answer, by imputation . As in Adam all died , so

in Christ shall all be made alive. There is a similarity
" His righteousness is declared unto all , but it is only

upon all them that believe.” God is the justifier, not
between the death and the life ; the law that con

demns and the law that justifies. The reason of this
of every son of Adam indiscriminately, but of every

likeness is to be found in the connections existing
one that believeth on Jesus . On the part of God the

communion of interest between Jesus and the sioner is

between the respective parties—in the ties by which

they are associated . By the one came the sentence
effected by the operation of the Spirit ; on the part of

of condemnation upon all who are related to him in
man it is determined by the uniting act of faith. Not

the order of carnal descent ; for them he acted as
that the act of believing is in any degree the meritorious

representative by appointment of God. By the other

cause of our union with Christ. It is simply the

bond of connection the medium of communication.
comes the sentence of acquittal upon all who are

united to Him in the order of spiritual generation ;
By receiving the testimony which God has given us

forthem He suffered as Substitute accordingtothe regarding His Son,we intimate our approval of the

will of God. This is the third fact . As by imputation
Divine method, our acceptance of the Divine righteous

we became amenable to law , so by imputation we are
ness , and thereby set to our seal that God is true. He

discharged from its curse . “ Wherefore as by one
calls us with a holy calling , we come with a boly

man sin entered into the world , and death by sin ;
confidence. Knowing that He, and He alone , has the

and so death passed upon all men , for that all have right to declare the terms of acceptance , krowing

sinned. Therefore, as by the offence of.onejudg accepted in theBeloved, and confiding in the wisdom
that He has revealed His willirgness to make us

ment came upon all men to condemnation ; even so

by the righteousness of one the free gift came upon
of His procedure , we look to the Lord Jesus as our

all men, unto justification of life.”
Surety and are called by His name. And in so doing

our condemnation is annulled . As Christ was humbled

Keeping in view these three facts-viz . , sinfulness, for our sins, we are exalted by His righteousness. As

substitution , imputation-it is further necessary, before He suffered the penalty , we receive the reward . There

we can understand how justification becomes a human is a mutual transference of legal relationship, and an

experience, that we should study the method of its ultimate communion in legal justification. Our sins

reception . There is a Divine aspect of this subject, were imputed unto Him , His righteousness is imputed

with which at present we have nothing whatever to unto us. That is thelegal transference. He wasobedient

unto death , being completed as to His mediatorial

this is an act of pure sovereignty, it comes not within work by sufferings, and thus, having magnified thc law

the range of human research , We have to do not and made it honourable, He became the author of

with what God decrees , but with what God declares. eternal salvation unto all them that believe. That

How is it, then , that man receives the righteousness of is the communion in justification. The condemna

Christ ? Undoubtedly by imputation . But that in tion has been entirely removed . He was justified in

one aspect, as we have intimated , is the work of His resurrection , and therein is the assurance of

God. According to what rule, or in connection with justification unto all them that believe . The law

what law, are the doings and sufferings of Christ im declares its satisfaction with Hini , and in Him it also

puted to those who believe ? There must be some declares its satisfaction with His people . He is the

relation between the parties of such a character as end of the law for righteousness to every one that

sball ensure a communion of interest . Christ and the believeth . Who shall lay anything to the charge of

sinner, as distinct individuals, have nothing in common God's elect ? It is God that justifieth : who is be

except their humanity . In the one case there is
that condemneth ? It is Christ that died, yea, rather,

righteousness, in the other there is guilt . What mode
that is risen again , who is even at the right hand of

of adjustment is proposed in order to the removal of
God , who also maketh intercession for us .

condemnation ? What saith the Scriptures ? “ He

hath made Him to be sin for us who knew no sin , that
While we confide in the satisfaction effected by our

Mediator, no accusation can have any power to alarm.
we might be made the righteousness of God in Him ."

“ Blessed are they whose iniquities are forgiven, and
The Father deals with Him as the federal repre whose sin is covered . Blessed is the man to whom

sentative of His people. Although personally innocent,

the Lord will not impute sin . ” Ah ! Satan may pls

the Son is treated as if He were guilty, and froin Him us with the agencies of unbelief, he may suggest to

is exacted the uttermost of suffering necessary for the our minds the questionings of fear ; but, if we take to

magnifying of the law . Standing in the law-place of ourselves the shield of faith , all the fiery darts of the

do. We refertothe electionof grace. Insofar as un
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wicked one will be immediately quenched. He may

charge us with guilt . We are guiltless . The Lord
The Word of Truth ."

Jesus was delivered for our offences, and was BY REV. T. T. PEROWNE.

raised again for our justification. He may urge the “ This is a true saying , and worthy of all men to be received , that Christ

Jesus came into the world to save sinners ( 1 Tim. i . 15) .

number of our sins . In Christ they are all expiated .

" ByHim we arefreely justified from all things from The expression,a faithful is the saying,"for so it literally

which we could not be justified by the law of Moses. "
iii . 1 , iv . 9 ; 2 Tim. ii . 11 ; Titus iii . 8) in what are called

the Pastoral Epistles — the Epistles, that is, to Timothy and

Does he speak of unworthiness ? We know it, we Titus. It has been thought to be a kind of formula for

feel it ; but we are " complete in Him who is the introducing certain sayings which had by this time become

head of all principality and power." Does he speak
familiar among Christians generally . Here, however, there

can be no doubt that it is a “ most weighty form of preface,"

of our want of faith ? Lord , we believe ; help Thou employed to set forth one of the strong

our unbelief. Shall we doubt the promise ? Shall I. Reasons by which the saying which follows is commented

to us.

we question the immutability of the oath ? No, no .
These reasonsare two in number. The “ saying " is :

Heaven and earth shall pass away, but that remains ( 1 ) “ Faithful ; ” and it is also

eternal as the existence of God. And further, we (2) " Worthy of all acceptation.”

have additional assurance in believing, from the fact
i. It is faithful; that is , trustworthy , or reliable . Upon

the fact that it is so its whole value depends. We have

that the God who justifies is a God of justice . RighRigh- heard and have drunk in , it may be, the Word of Grace and

teousness and judgment are the foundation of His
the Word of Love, that like “ speech, distilling as the dew ”

throne . This brings us to the consideration of the

(Deut. xxxii. 2 ), have fallen with refreshing influence upon

our ears and hearts. But the tempter, perchance, is at hand

harmony between the act of acquittal and the cha to whisper his insidious doubts, and so to mar our peace and

racter of the Judge.
disturb our enjoyment . Words of grace and loveno doubt

they are, but are they true words ? Can you trust them ?

What is your warrant for believing them ? Or, since oursis a
( To be continued ).

rational'faith, the calm thoughtfulness of this sacred hour gives

birth, perhaps, to the reasonable inquiry , “ What ground have

I for committing myself to these gracious promises and invi

tations ? Whatreason can I give of this hope that is in me ? "

Waiting ( 1 Peter iii. 15) .

As if at once to anticipate and to quell all such doubts, to
Ezekiel xliii . 1,2 ; Matthew xiii . 26 .

challenge and to answer all such inquiries, there sounds forth

YON of God, for Thee we wait ; this Comfortable Word of Truth . If not the word of our

Watching yonder eastern gate, Saviour Christ by Hisown lips, it is His word by one of those

Whence Thy glory went away, who come to usin His name and with His authority, and

To return some future day, of whom He said, “ He that heareth you heareth Me”

(Luke x. 16) . “Hear, then , also, what St. Paul saith .”

Son of God , for Thee we wait ; He will tell you that the Word of Grace and the Word of

Wondering why Thou art so late ; Love is no less certainly the Word of Truth. It is the word

What should keep Thee in the skies,

From our anxious, loving eyes.

of “God that cannot lie ” ( Titus i . 2). And, if that be not

enough, it rests upon His oath beside. In His loving desire

Son of God, for Thee we wait ;
that those who, like the Israelite of old escaping for his life

Wait with all Thy good and great ;
with the avenger of blood upon his track , have “ fled for

Blessed Daniel, saintly John,
refuge to lay hold on the hope set before them that they

Who to rest in hope have gone.
might have a strong consolation," He has given them “ two

immutable things ” (His word and His oath ), " in which it is

Son of God , for Thee we wait ;
impossible for God to lie ." He interposed, or mediated

To avenge the bloody fate
(Heb. vi. 17, Revised Versionand margin), by an oath.

Of Thy precious martyr throng,

He came down, as it were, in His infinite condescension

Crying out, “ O Lord, how long ?”
may we not say that He did so in the Person of His Son ?

and occupied the middle place between Himselfand man

Son of God , for Thee we wait ;
There, standing between the two, as though Himself inferior

Wait that hour of august state , to Himself, He “ sware by Himself, because Hecould swear

When Thy ransomed , quick and dead ,
by no greater,” and so added to the immutable pillar of His

Shall be changed , as Thou hast said. word the immutable pillar of His oathas well.

To the faithfulness of this Word of Truth what a “ cloud of

Son of God , for Thee we wait ;
witnesses ” have “ set their seal !" (John iïi . 33. ) With what

To subdue wild beasts who hate, a weight of testimony to its faithfulness, in the life of him

To revive this blasted earth , who wrote it, must this faithful saying have met the eye of

Torn by tempests, parched by dearth. the youthful Bishop of Ephesus. What had brought that

wonderful stranger on his strange errand , through “ perils of

Son of God, for Thee we wait ;
robbers,” and “ perils of waters," "perils of his own country

Taught that sin will not abate, men ,” and “ perils of the heathen ," to Timothy's native home

Knowing lawlessness must reign

Until Thou return again .

long years ago ? What but his deep conviction of the truth

of that “ faithful saying” which hewas charged to proclaim ?

Son of God , for Thee we wait ;
And whatbut that same " faithfulsaying ” had been themotive

Pray, Thy purpose antedate ;
and rule of that course now drawing to itsclose ,which Timothy

So shall end earth's timeless night,
had “ followed ” in its teaching, its conduct, its purpose, its

Bringing heathen nations light.
faith, its long-suffering, its love, its patience, its persecutions,

its sufferings ? (2 Tim . iii . 10 , 11 , Revised Version ). That

Son of God , for Thee wewait ;
word, “ Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners,"

Mourn like doves without a mate ; was in the heart of the great apostle “ as a burning fire shut

Rend the veil of heavens above
up in his bones, and he was weary with forbearing and

With our pleading, yearning love. * From The Comfortable Words, By Thomas Thomason Perowne. (Lon .

MRS. GEO. C. NEEDHAM . don : Elliot Stock . )
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could not stay" ( Jer. xx. 9) till hehad proclaimed it through . been repealed. Re-enacted with the constraining motive of

out the world. And when, a few years later, a second letter Calvary, and the enabling grace of Pentecost, it requires of

came from the aged apostle to his “ own son in the faith," thee completeandhearty self -surrender to the revealed will

written amidst the miseries of his present lot, and under the and the appointed way of God for thy salvation . “ Thou

certainty of his approaching martyrdom , how must Timothy shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all

have recognised in the words of calm confidence, “ I know
thy soul, and with all thy mind, and with all thy strength

whom I have believed, andam persuaded that He is able to (Matt. xxii. 37, 38 ; Luke x. 27 ).

keep thatwhich I havecommitted unto Him against that day” II. And what, then , is thesaying which by these weighty

( 2 Tim . i. 12), and in the triumphant assurance , “ I have reasons is commended to us ? Christ Jesus," so it runs,

fought the good fight, I have finished the course, I have came into the world to save sinners." What a picture do

kept the faith ; henceforth there is laid up for me the crown
the words call up !

of righteousness ” ( Ibid . iv. 7, 8 ), the abiding influence of that 1. The two parties to the great transaction : Christ Jesus,

" faithful saying,” which still stood firm as a rock beneath sinners.

his feet.

2. The great transaction itself : lle came into the world to
And for us, on whom the ends of the world are come, how has

save them .

the mighty chorus of testimony to its truth swelled, and the 1. ( i ) Christ Jesus.-- Christ, His official name; the same

great cloud of witnesses to its faithfulness increased ! Apostles,
that teaches us, " that as the Messias, or Christ, He was

prophets, martyrs, the great company of God's servants , for anointed to three special offices, belonging to Him as the

whom we have just blessed His holy name, who have “ de
Mediator between God and man : that He wasa Prophet re

parted this life in His faith and fear ;" the sainted dead whom vealing unto us the whole will of God for the salvation of man ;

we have known and loved ; the mother, it may be, who first that He was a Priest, and hath given Himself a sacrifice for

taught us, as Timothy was taught,in our infancy, the" faithful sin, and so hath made an atonement for us ; that He is a

saying ;" the Holy Church throughout all the world—these King, set down at the right hand of God, far above all

all confirm to us the faithfulness of this Word of Truth. And principalities and powers, whereby, when He hath subdued

one Witness more, without which all otherwitnesses, however all our enemies, He will confer actual, perfect, and eternal

many, however convincing in themselves they may be, will for happiness upon us. The name that assures us that he

us be vain, has God in His mercy vouchsafed to us. It is the who, in accordance with it, was “ anointed with the Holy

witness ofGod the HolyGhost within us,bringing the will, the Ghost and with power ” (Acts x. 38 ), is the Christ " so long

understanding, theaffections, into harmony with the outward so often promised ;" yea, is none other than “ the Son of

witness of God and of man , and so producing that calm and
God” ( John i. 33, 34) ; fitted, therefore, and qualified in

growing conviction, that peaceful, truthful reliance, which is all respects to discharge the office to which He is ap

the present heritage of the children of God . It is the witness pointed " mighty to save” (Isa. Ixiii. 1 ), " able to save

which is promised to all who ask it (Luke xi. 13). It is the
them to the uttermost that come unto God by Him "witness which a ehild may have, and so be wiser than the

(Heb. vii . 25) .
aged and the learned, who have it not. It is the witness

JESUS — His personal name. It is the name of His humilia

of which it is written, “He that believeth on the Son of
tion, by which we trace His lowly history on earth through.God hath the witness in Himself ” ( 1 John v . 10).
out its course , “ This was His name when He was carried

2. And as it is “ faithful,” so also is this saying “ worthy of all
to the altar to circumcision (Luke ii . 21), and this was Hisacceptation .” This is the second reason by which it is com
name when He carried His altar - the Cross; this was Hismended to us.

style there, ‘ Jesus of Nazareth '" (Donne ). It is the name ofThe rendering which is retained in the Prayer

His glory, the name in which He now speaks and is spokenBook, worthy of all men to be received,” though it doubt

to, under which the eye now sees Him and the ear hears Himless expresses a truth , does not accurately represent the in the gloryof His presentexaltation ;thenamein which Hewill

meaning of the apostle's words. “ Worthy of all accepta

come again “ in His own glory and in His Father's and of the
tion," as it is both in our Authorised and Revised Versions,

holy angels ” (Acts i. 11 ; Luke ix. 26 ); the “name that isis an excellent translation. Of ail acceptation by all the

above every name," the name “ in which every knee shallfaculties of all the mind is this saying worthy. See, then, that

bow ," in worship and adoration " of things in heaven, andtbou give it no partial, half-hearted welcome, for that is all
things in earth,and things under the earth .” + It is the name

unworthyof it. Hast thou a mind thatcan perceiveand under :
thattells of His savingwork inthe certainty of its accom .

stand and thinkand reason ? On thissaying, and on the treasures
plishment. “ Thou shalt call His name Jesus, for He shallof wisdom and knowledge which'it contains, let all the powers

save His people from their sins. " As He was Jesus actually,of that mind be bent. Illuminated and enabled by the Spirit

He executedthat commission, to which, as Hewas Christ

,
of all wisdom and knowledge, let thy noblest faculties exercise

He was fitted and anointed .

Hewas able to redeem
themselves therein continually. Hast tbou a heart that can

man, He was sent to redeem man , He did redeem man.
feeland love and worship and adore ? To the love that this

" O sweetest name of Jesus ! ” well might St. Bernard essaying reveals, in its “ breadth and length and depth and

claim . “ It is honey in the mouth, it is melody in the ear,
height ” (Eph. ii. 18, 19), let that heart surrender itself

it is medicine in the heart. "
unreservedly . Embrace it with thy best affections ; with (ii ) This is one party to the great transaction, Christ Jesus.

deepest reverence, for Christ Jesus, who came into the
And who, then , is the other ? Shall we say it is all man

world,” is thy Lord and thy God, with strong and ardent
kind ? We might, indeed , most truly say so'; for “ all havelove ; for in love that passeth knowledge Hecame to save

sinned and come short of the glory of God” ( Rom . iii. 23).
tbee, a sinner.

But the terms of the saying areframed to meet or to awakenCount, then, this Word of Truth to be worthy,as indeed
the consciousness of need , which is the necessary condition

it is, of all acceptation. Not only with the assent ofthe mind ,

of desiring and accepting the blessing. “They that arehowever firm and constant ; not alone with the affection of

whole,” in reality, or in their own estimate of themselves,the heart, however pure and fervid ; but with heart and

“ need not a physician .” “ I camenot to call the righteous,"
mind, yea ,rather,with thy whole being,thy " wholespirit and

in fact, or in their own judgment, “ but sinners to repentance."
souland body ” (1 Thess. v. 23), accept thesaying andyield thy

Dost thou accept unreservedly the righteousjudgment of God,self up to Him of whom it tells thee.That is the only accepta

not onlyagainst mankind generally, but against thyself indition which He counts worthy of Himself and of His saving

vidually ? Canstthou say with David, “ I have sinned againstmessage, orwhich He deigns to receive. Not by constraint,
the Lord ” (2 Sam. xii. 13), and cry with the publican , "God be

but willingly ; not alone because thou must for fear, for
merciful to me a sinner í “ (Luke xviii. 13.) Is, indeed, thethere is none other name under heaven given among men
remembrance of thy sins — the shame, the pollution, the

whereby thou mayest be saved, but because thou wouldest for
ingratitude, the folly, the wrong, the loss — grievous unto thee,

love, for very pleasant and acceptable it is, shouldest thou
and the burden of them intolerable ? Then thou art one of

make this saying thine own .

“ The first and great commandment ” has never for thee

* Pearson on The Creed ."
+ Phil. ii . 9, 10.* From the earlier version , whence are taken the rest of the

The nameisthe vory name which He bore in
His humiliation, but which now is the highest and most glorioas

sentences and the Prayer Book version of the Psalıns.

of all names .” --- Alford .

. .
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Hooks and Eyes;

a OR

saves.

up

those whom “ Christ Jesus came into the world to save."

Then in that great transaction which shall rob the pit of

hell and fill the courts of heaven with great multitude

which no man can number," He is one Party, the Saviour

and the Benefactor, and thou another, the benefited and

Sense Linked with Faith .

the saved. BY EMILY P LEAKEY,

2. The great transaction - and what is that ? He “ came

into the world to save. " It is summed up, then, in one word
Author of Clear Shining Light, Miracles of Mercy, dc,

-SALVATION. You may look at it, if you will,in its several
Picking Raspberries.

parts. the righteousness that justifies, which is perfect but
E muet do all that has to be done with the utmost

Wnot in thee ; the righteousness that sanctities,which is in theebut diligence, as servants waiting for their Lord, and

not perfect ; the righteousness that glorifies,which is both per

fect and in thee -- these are the parts of the great transac

yetbe yearning for His return : it is the happiest thing there

is, to be expecting Him , I assure you it is."

tion. By procuring and bestowing all these, Christ Jesus " If I were to be so impressed with the second coming of

our Lord ,” said Laura, “ I should be unfit for my daily duties,

You may regard it if you please, for Holy Scripture so re I should just want to imitate your favourite Mdme. Du

presents it,as done already, being done now to be done here. Guyon and be meditating day and night.”

after . Look at it as the sovereign will and unfailing purpose "Well , dear, it would only be likethe Psalmist in the first

of Him “ with whom is no variableness, neither shadow of Psalm if you did ; but inactivemeditation is not the attitude

turning, " and it is an accomplished fact, “ He saved us " the Lord would have His watching children take. Meditation

(2 Tim . i . 9 ). It is done already. Verily, verily, Isay is all very right in its place - on our beds, for instance, in

unto you,he that heareth My word and believeth on Him the twilight, when walking alone, at stated times, or when

that sent Me hath eternal life, and cometh not into judg work is over and done ; but as a rule He would have us to be

ment, but hath passed out of death into life ” (John v . 24) . and doing, whilst praying and watching, sitting loose to

“ I give unto My sheep eternal life, and they shall never earthly enjoyments and trials, whilst working earnestly with

perish, neither shall any one pluck them out of My hand ” both hands, for it may be He will come at midnight, at cock

( John X. 28). Look at it in the actual progress of the trans crowing, or in the morning, we must be just ready. God

action in individual souls, as they “ work out their own sal grant we may understand the first sound of the trumpet, and

vation with fear and trembling ” ( Phil. ii. 12), and are of not be so occupied that we shall not recognise the note.”

the number of those who " are being saved ” (Acts ii . 47 ; “ It is so difficult," said Laura,

2 Cor. ii . 15) ; and it is being done now . Look at it as it Oh, no, not if you really know Him; it is so lovely to be

awaits its accomplishment, its complete bestowal, by Him looking out for His return. I had a vivid illustration which

who to “ them that look for Him shall appear the second time, made me see it all so clearly only the other day . I received a

without sin , unto salvation ” (Heb. ix . 28) ; and it is to be letter from my elder brother with these words, I shall be

done hereafter. coming some time ; look out, either at four, or six, or nine

Yet fail not to grasp the great transaction in its complex o'clock, or it may be later . '”
unity as one grand whole. Remember that in that word “ Were you kept in hot water like that ? How I should

“save,” all thatChrist does for thee (and what is there that have hated it .”

He does not, if thou wilt only have it so ?), in the present " True,
was kept in a state of expectancy , but what do

and in the future, is contained. Comfort thyself now in the you think he caught me at ? Just my duty, ' The thing of a

far-reaching efficacy of this “great salvation.” Far-reaching day inhis day ' (see 1 Kings viii. 59, margin). I was picking

is the mischief that sin has wrought. To earth, to heaven, raspberries for preserve. Iwas quite ready forhim,but wait

to hell, its consequences extend. Far-reaching is the salva ing and at work, and so intent on filling my basket that I did

tion from sin which Christ bestows. With all these conse . not understand his call, for there he was watching me for a

quences it grapples and prevails, making us in them all few seconds, with a loving smile on his face, I am sure . I

conquerors through Him that loved us (Rom. heard a whistle, but thought it was the gardener, so I didn't

viii . 37 ) . Encourage thyself to " set thy hope perfectly on look up . Another whistle ; still I did not understand . Next a

the grace that is to be brought unto thee at the revelation of prolonged note, which made me raise my eyes ; and there was

Jesus Christ” (1 Pet. i . 13),by contemplating thegreat trans my beloved brother at the garden gate, smiling at me.
action in the glory of its completion, when “ He shall bring Without a moment's delay, I unbuckled the basket from my

forth the headstone, with shoutings of Grace, grace unto it •

(Zech . iv.7). " Lift up thy heart, " and behold and claim thy part

waist, left the raspberry bushes and the half-completed task,

with the " great multitude which no mancan number," " stand

and flew into his outspread arms with the welcome, I am so

glad you are come, I have been so longing for you .' Aud as I

ing before the throne and before the Lamb.” Look down received His loving embrace I said, ' I hope weboth may be

withthem from the battlements of heaven on all the way by more ready when we hear the first shout, Behold the Bride

which they and you have been brought from the brink of
groom cometh ,' and ' understand ' at once, and say, ' Lo, this

hell to the throne of God. Learn of them to gather up is our God, we have waited for Him .' "

already the rudiments of that heavenly lore into their ever “ Well, you don't mean that you ought not to have been

lasting hymn of perfectknowledge, and to sing by anticipa. picking the raspberries,that you ought to have been sitting

God, which sitteth on the state or looking of the

Jesus came into the world to save sinners ;" therefore, with will approve of us ; if we are found ready in our work we can

angels and archangels, and with all the company of as truly watch and wait and be in a spirit of readiness in

heaven, we laud and magnify Thy glorious name.'
the midst of our secular duties as on our knees in our

chambers . And also the thought struck me that I should

like to be amongst the number of those who shall under

stand ' the sign of His coming even, and, much more, the

first note of the trumpet, which will declare that He is

Switzerland .- M . Dardier, president of the Colportage

descending Daniel says, “ The wise shall understand ' "

branch of the Evangelical Society of Geneva, sent last winter one

( Dan , xii , 12) .

hundred copies of Finney's “ Revivalsof Religion ,” printed in
The Unspotted Garment.

French by himself,to various pastors and evangelists in France
ATING the garment spotted by the flesh ” ( Jude

HAand Switzerland. These broughtsome hundred letters of 23) . “ Thou hast a few names even iu Sardis

warmest thanks,showing that God's blessinghad rested on the

novel effort, with the result that Bible-readings, prayer and

which have not defiled their garments, and they shall walk

Gospel meetings hadbeeninaugurated by nearly all thereci.

with Me in white, for they are worthy ” (Rev. iii, 4 ). Such

pients It is desited to sendout three hundred more,which,

were the texts that my mind instantly hooked to the beau

with postage, will cost nearly twelvé pounds. Any friends in. tiful answer a very aged Scotchwoman, in the island of

terested in the movement may communicate with Pasteurs * Hooks and Eyes, to be published shortly, 3s. 6d . ; post free 83. 3d . Please

Feuvre, and Budry, Lutryat Oully ,Lausanne . send orders to the Author, Miss Leakey , Exeter ,

»
more than

throne, and unto the Lamb”, frem.Whic299 .. Christ in stetainly outmean that when our Lord comes, He
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Stornoway, gave to my friend. This old woman served God willing to put myself in the way of convictions — that many

with fastings and prayers day and night, as did Anna, the stopped from curiosity, while all the time I vanted to be as

prophetess, in the Temple. My friend said to her, “ Oh, Christian.

dearie, how beautifully wbite your bed - linen is bleached ; as At this time you preached from the words, “Why per

white as snow, and as clean as the Queen's ! ” She replied in secutest thou Me ? ” Every word went hometo my heart

Gaelic, and my friend translated it to meafterwards, " « They The thought that Jesus, sitting at the right hand of the

sball walk with Him in white. My darling, I wouldn't bring Father in glory, should stoop so low as to plead with sinners

a reproach on my Master, if called away suddenly, even by a and say, “ Why, oh why ? ” affected megreatly. He seemed to

spoton my sheet, if I could help it ! ” I thought, “ Am I as appeal directly to me, and to say, What have I done that rot

careful to keep my robe spotless ?" Oh ! reader, are you ? will persecuté Me ? I could bring no charge against the

Friend of sinners. He had ever been to me a mercifulGod,

full of forbearance and longsuffering, and I had repaid all

His goodness by rejecting His love- by trampling under foot

For the Children .
the blood of atonement - by resisting the Spirit - by de.

spising Heaven and putting the world in the place of God.

That why added greatly to my unhappiness. The following“ Do You Love Jesus ? ”

Saturday I attended a children's meeting. As I wasleavicg the
(A LETTER TO REV. E. P. HAMMOND.)

church, you spoke to meand asked uhat kept me from Jesus?THEspring of 18— foundme agay and thoughtless girl. I answered truly, Fear of the world. That evening you

preached from the words, “ Believe on the Lord Jesusinfluences. During all these years the Spirit of God had Christ, and thou shalt be saved .” During the discourse you

often visited my heart, urging me to seek Christ, and devote said , " I see before me a young lady,whotold me deliberately

,the morning of my life to His service ; but I had turned this afternoon , that fear of the world kept her from Jesus

,coldly away from all His influences, and refused to accept Oh ! my young friend, you may meet those you now fearin

Christ as my Friend and Guide . The first meeting held torment, and there they maysay, ' 'Twas you that hindered

by you in Bk I attended merely out of curiosity. At me from being a Christian .' »

the close of the service an inquiry meeting was appointed , As you spoke, my sins arose before me in all their

but I had no disposition to remain , and went home resolved terrible greatness, and I saw myself lost, for ever lost

,that I would not attend any more of the meetings, for I knew without Christ as an Almighty Saviour. Before you
they .would make me feel restless and unhappy.

closed your discourse, you spoke of the willingnessBut, when the next meeting came, and the bells com of Christ, and represented Him as saying, “ Come unto Me

menced ringing for service, something in their very ringing An invitation was given for all who wished to become

seemed to say to me“ Go." I went, andduring that evening Christians to rise. I did want to become a Christian, bat

the Spirit ofGod was striving with me; but I withstood His pride rose in my heart stronger than ever, and for a moment

influence, and passed out of the church, regardless of the conquered. The singing commenced— “ Don't reject Hin

urgent request for any one, who wouldlike to converse on the justnow .” Pride gave way, and I resolved, God helping me

subject of religion , to remain. I had proceeded but a few that I would no longer reject Christ, but would seek Him

steps, when some friends proposed returning just to see with full purpose of heart. Looking back upon that evening ,
what would be said to us. We went back , but scarcely any . I feel that it was with me the turning -point, and cannot

thing was said personally to me as I sat with others. The but exclaim

next evening I did not wish to remain at the inquiry meeting ;

O happy day that fixed my choicebut, as all from Topsham stopped, I was obliged to. The

On Thee , my Saviour andmyGod !Spirit was still hovering round, softly yet earnestly pleading Never shall I forgetthe encouraging words that fell from

with me, and for fear that I should manifest some signs of your lips that evening. You prayed with me, commending

the deep emotions I felt I took a seat apart from the rest. me to the care of our Heavenly Father. I went alone to my

I had sat but a moment, when you (whom I most dreaded room , read some precious promise of Christ, and knelt, deter

to meet, and tried to shun) came along and addressed mined never to rise unless convinced that I

me with the simple words, “ Do you love Jesus ? ” I or lost. I told Him that I came in dependence on His own

answered , “ Not as I should .” You then asked me if I promise that He would receive sinners, and turn none away.

wanted to be a Christian, to which I replied that I had no I asked Him to fulfil His word , and repeated

convictions. You talked a few moments, and then wanted

Just as I am , without one plea ,me to kneel down while you prayed . I refused to do this,

But that Thy blood was shed for me,but you prayed very earnestly for me, told me to read the

And that Thou bidd'st me come to Thee ;third chapter of John, and left me. I tried to forget what you

O Lamb of God , I come.
said , but the few simple words, “ Do you love Jesus ? ” The burden rolled away from my heart, and peace like

haunted me. I could not forget them. They excited in my a river was mine. I had 'imagined that I should have

heartthe deepest feelings. I thought how much I ought to

love Jesus. How kind He had been to me since myangel great ecstatic joy, and the reality was so different that I

very soon began to doubt, and the sky again becamemother passed away ! I remembered , too , that He was clouded. That Sabbath evening, when an invitation was

my mother's God, that He sustained and comforted her in extended to those who had given up all for the Lord,

sickness, enabling her to leave her children in His protecting and who could sing, “ Tis done, the great transactions

care, and made the gloomy “ valley of death ” bright with His done, ” to rise, I remained seated. I knew that I had

presence. It seemed as if I could almost feel her hand yielded all, but Ihad none of that rapturous joymany make

resting upon me, and hear her voice urging me to love Jesus,

and meet her in Heaven. I spent a very restless night. mention of, and the tempter whispered thatI should be act

ing the hypocrite, and had better wait until I was sure thatDuring the next day scarcely a moment passed in which I was a Christian. That whisper turned thescale, and I

something did not_bring to my mind the question, " Do immediately went back into deep darkness. Had it not

you love Jesus ? ” Everything inanimate seemed suddenly to been for the encouraging words spoken to me at this most

have acquired a voice, and to whisper to me reproachfully, trying time, I should have despaired of salvation, and gone

“ Do you love Jesus ?”

back again to the cold world . " I lived in this way for nearlyIn this state of mind I attended the meetings for more a week . The following Friday evening, at six o'clock, you

than a week, keeping my convictions entirely to myself. were to meetme at the mercy -seat, and Iagain cast myself

Sometimes the simple pleasures and follies which I must on Jesus, asking Him to forgive me for denying Him before

renounce if I became aChristian appeared very attractive to

But I felt assured that they could never really satisfy the world, andsolemnly promised never to deny Him again
.

The sweet peace I had lost by disobedience returned to myme, that there was a gulf in my heart which nothing but heart, and I felt a calm , resting, trusting in Jesus. I.con
the peace of Christ could fill. Pride and the Spirit of God fessedHim before the world that very evening,by rising

were having a severe contest in my heart. I feared above with Christians, and found additional
happiness and strength

all things that people should think I was serious. I pled as

an excuse for stopping at the inquiry meetings that I was by conversing with thosewho were sinners, and telling them

the simple way in which I found Jesus.

was saved

me.
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BY PEARL FISHER.

He , ,

man .

sufficiently restless to impart to our vessel a pitching, rolling

motion,not a little trying to the landsman . Yesterday it was cold

and foggy, with a squall of wind and rain ; to -day the sun shines

brightly,and the scene is animated and stirring-toa city dweller

full of interest. A fleet of smacks are bearing down upon us,

their white and brown sails, curiously patched, spangling in

the sunlight ;some, as they run ahead, dropping their boats,

and sending three or four men on board to bid us welcome ;

others running close under our lee and hailing us with “ What

cheer, oh ! " “ Ain't ye coming aboard ? " shouts our skipper.

• Ay, in awhile ; arterwe gets cleared up a bit.” Such is the

picture : amid such scenes and sounds I write homeward.

Late last Friday night I stepped on board, at Yarmouth, the

fine mission ship Edward Auriol, at eight a.m. on Saturday

morning she was towed out of the Gorleston harbour, and

by sundown had made the Lowestoft fleet (sometimes called

the “ Dolphin Fleet " by way of distinction) . En voyage, wo

passed through'another fleet of “ Jacks," and had a pretty

forcible lesson of the eagerness of the trawlers formission vessels .

Boat after boat boarded us, smack after smack hailed us ,

6. Aint ye going to work with us ? ” “ No, we're ordered to the

Lowestoft fleet ! Why should not we have a mission ship ? "

Ah, why not ? Simply because six vessels cannot be every

where ,

Welcome to the fleet.

Soon making the fleet we sought, we were delighted to find

the Admiral one of the first to board us with a hearty welcome.

That evening we had a good time with some of the fishermen,

but hereI wish merely to tell of one of the Sunday meetings,

which will, I doubt not, interest mapy.

Sunday began with a prayer meeting; in the forenoon a hearty

service, and in the afternoon a testimony meeting. A few of

these testimonies I wish to give.

Picturethe scene and the men : a ship's hold , the vessel tossing

and pitching, the gear overhead grinding and rattling , the men,

hearty, earnest fellows, dressed anyhow, for anything does

for trawling. An address has been given by G. L. Dash

wood , Esq.; a few Bible thoughts by Mr. Collis (a London

solicitor), and then the meetingis thrown open for testimony.

him, “ brought me to the Lord. Four years ago he fell down

sixty steps, and injured himself for life ; but when I got home

from sea he said, ' Don't cry, father ; speak to the Lord ' bout

it . Let’s pray, father. ' I'd never prayed before, I were a wild,

reckless fellow , but that broke my heart. Bless God He saved

me , and He's mine." “ So He's mine," and " He's mine,"

“ Yes, He's mine, ” interjected other trawlers.

“ God Bless the Mission Ships,"

said one shock-headed fellow ; " but for 'em I'd never served the

Lord . Just fivemonthsago He saved my soulin this ’erehold.

There's hundreds saved today that bless God for them mission

vessels . "

“ I want to say . Amen ? to that, " said a grey -haired fisher

· Forty -five years I've been at the trawling, and when

I thinks of what things were , and what they are now ,since

you've beat the copers, I can only say," Bless the Lord, O my
soul.' What with drinking, gambling, and fighting, the fleets

were like hells ; but , thank God, things is different now . The

Word of the Lord is preached , the rum is driven out, there's
Christian helping for us. God bless the mission . God bless

the ladies and gentlemen who help it "

This veteran's testimony was respund to with shouts of

" Amen ! Amen ! ”

“Hundreds Blessing God for it.”

“ Mates," said another veteran of the fleet, “ I want to con

firm that I have been trawling nigh forty years ; and I know

the blessing the mission ships have been to us poor trawlers.

Thousandsof 'em were drifting on a lee shore, without God and

without hope, but now theGospel is preached to 'em andthey've

a chance same as 'em on land . And hundreds are blessing God

for it . ”

These are but a few of the testimonies borne by the hearty

fellows ; they are all I can here give , but they illustrate the

generaltone ; andthey show what God is being pleased to do

by means of the Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen.

At the close of our meeting we found several convicted of sin

and earnestly desiring pardon and peace. From that service

fruit, we believe, was found to the glory of God .

At present this noble mission has six ships on Gospel service

in the North Sea—there are the Thomas Gray, the Salem , the

Cholmon leley, the Edward Auriol, the Edward Birkbeck, and

the Euston , each one of which is being much blessed of God

in hermission service in the fleets. The shippers and crews

are godly fellows who labour for the conversion of the fishermen,

but each vessel carries, at this season , several volunteer evan

gelists , clergymen , and others who devote their holiday to

service amongst the trawlers.

Utha will help ?

Besides , a grand medical mission work is being done. It is

touching to see the sick and wounded coming alongside for

that help and healing they cannot otherwise find. Thus are

the roughest brought to hear the Word of God .

The Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen is indeed doing & nobly

successful work. God is blessing it. Well may His people

support it by liberal gifts . Just at this time there is urgent

need for help in this matter. Writing from the North Sea,and

from the midst of the work and in contact with fishermen , saved

and unsaved, Iplead earnestly for hearty support for thisgreat

undertaking. From the offices, 181 , Queen Victoria Street,

London, E.C. , every information may be had as to the work

and its triumphs amongst the trawlers.

" What the Lord has done for us . ”

“Now, lads," says the inission skipper, " let's tell what the

Lord has done for our souls . If we try to give something of all

He's done for us, we should never be through ; let's cut it

short and tell how Hesaved us, and give everybody a chance."

“ Sharpshooting that is," interjects & trawler. A hymn, sung

as fishermen only can sing

“ My song shall be of Jesus,

The precious Lamb of God ,

Who gave Himself my ransom ,

And bought me with His blood ; '

then one skipper told how he was brought to the Lord

through the death of his little girl. How he had loved her ;

how she was his God, ' as it were ; but the Lord saw fit to take

ber, and the Spirit spoke to him, “ Prepare to meet thy God .”

Saved on the “ Euston ."

Afine young fisherman blogged God he bad been cut to the heart

on board the Euston (the new mission ship) four or five Sundays

a -so; he hadbeen led toyield to the Saviour,had found mercy, and

nowknewhis sins were forgiven. Very naturally and simplyhe

na ded, "I aint been in harbour since I gave my heart to the

Lord. I've lots of evil companions there who don't know I'm

converted; pray for me, mates, that I may be bold to confess

Christ."

Fruit from the “ Ensign ."

A burly fisherman told how, six years ago , he was found of the

Lord on board the Ensign (another mission ship, now the

Thomas Gray ), how loth he was to come on board, how afraid

he was he should besaved, how he was convicted of sin , made

to cry for mercy, and how the Lord showed it him. “ Bless His

name, He's been with me ever since !

** Follow ! follow ! Iwould follow Jesus ;

Anywhere, ev'rywhere, I would follow on !

Follow ! follow! I would follow Jesus !

Ev'rywhere He leadsmeI would follow on !"

А singularly touching incident followed , when one of the

traj Vlers thus began his testimony. " That child ," pointing

a poor helpless cripple boy he had brought on boardwith

Cannes . — The Y.M.C.A. of this town provides the coach .

men with good and pleasant reading. Journals and books are

circulatedamong them, and from time to time the men aro

invited to social evenings .

Answered Prayer. - Sometime ago prayer was asked for

a young medical man in trying circumstances,that he might be

helped and brought to the knowledge of the Lord. For the en

couragement of those who did so , I write to say the first part

of the prayer hasbeen answered, he is now comfortably settled

in a good successful practise. We may look confidently in God's

own time for the spiritual blessing.

Our friend, Rev. C. Melville Pym, writes :-I have been ill

for some time, and continue so, and I want you to be so kind

as to ask the prayers of God's dear people that He may bless

the means used for myrecovery, if it bé His gracious will ; but,

come what may, thatI may be enabled by His grace to glorify

His holy name through all and in all .
to a
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A Vanished Race.

force of that mighty host by the waters of Merom on which

Joshua fell suddenly , and by & great overthrow bacame pos.

sessor of the Land of Promise from Mount Halak on the south

to Baal-gad on the north (Josh, xi. 17).By CANON TRISTRAM.

Never, after the crushing defeat of Merom , does the Hittite

FR

ROM a remarkably interesting lecture, delivered recently by
confederacy appear tohave combined againstthe chosen people.

Canon Tristram , LL.D., on “ The Ancient Empire of the
From this time Kadesh on the Orontes was the southern limit

Hittites,” we take following interesting passages : -
of their empire .Before these discoveries (the recent discoveries we have

already referred to in these pages)the only knowledge we had

David and the Hittites,of the Hittites was from the old Testament. The nation had

disappeared as a nationality before Greek literature arose , and When David extended his frontier to the Euphrates, amongst

was forgotten when Herodotus wrote . The first allusion to
other booty he took from Hadarezer one thousand chariots and

them in Scripture is in Gen. x. 15, where Heth is said to be the
seven thousand horsemen , showing that in the plains of the north

son of Canaan. This distinctly states their non -Semitic origin . the nation still retained that military arm . Toi, king of

All critics are agreed in this. Sir G. Grove calls them &
Hamath, probably the chief potentate of the nation , submitted

Hamitic race . Fifty years later, Abraham purchases a burying.
as a tributary.

place from the Hittites of Hebron (Gen. xxiii .). The existence
The last allusion to the nation is in 2 Kings vii. 6, wherein

of a Hittite colony at Hebron has been already explained by the
we are told the Syrians fled panio-stricken from the siege of

fact of this being an important natural station on the way to
Samaria, on hearing the noise of chariots and horses, saying,

Egypt, when the nation was actually ruling at Zoan ; and we
“ The king of Israel hath hired against us the kings of the

have seen they had settlements, as told by the record of
Hittites . The most contemptuous criticism has been cast on

Amenanbat, on the border of Egypt. The transaction with
this passage , as showing the writer's ignorance of the times! At

Abraham points to a people“ industrious and commercial in
this period the Hittites were & formidable power in Northem

times of peace, as well as skilful and valiant in times of war.”
Syria ; Assul-Nasirpal (B.C. 883-858 ), king of Assyria, was con;

But at the period of the Exodus we find, not the Hittites, but
tinually waging war against them, and their chariots and

the sons of Anak, in possession of Hebron , while the Hittites
horses are repeatedly referred to in his records. It is the modern

are in the mountains. The Egyptian monuments explain the
critics, not the Bible writers, who were really ignorant of the

change. Between the time ofAbraham and Joshua had been
times. In the contemporary recordsof Babylon, Assyria, and

the battle ofKadesh, and the campaigns of Thothmes III., who
Egypt wefind not only material evidences in favour of the

had captured the Hittite cities, and broken their power on the
authenticity of the sacred narrative , but side lights which shine

southern frontier. Debir, likewise, had become an Anakim
so clearly on the incidents that unbelief is impossible.

fortress, and had changed its name from Kirjath - sepher, i.e. ,
The Hittite nation has passed away, leaving not a wreck on

Booktown, which it bore during the Hittite occupation, another the ocean of Time to ennoble it. It has left, however, these

illustration of the civilized and literary character ofthat people ,
newly discovered evidences of its prowess, its arts, its culture

,
But before the migration to Egypt Abraham's family continued

and its civilization . We cannot yet say how far these hare
on friendly terms with them asneighbours .

flowed into new channels, or moulded and affected anysub

sequent peoples. One thing we do know , that with all that the

Hittite Names. Hittites possessed in advance of their less cultured con

temporaries, their religion , which was in no wise endemic,Of Hittite names an exceptional number are preserved. On

thewalls of Karnak, Thothmes gives a catalogue of one hundred seems to have been appropriated from the worst features of

Babylonian, Phænician, and, latterly , Egyptian idolatry.and nineteen conquered cities. First on the list is Kadesh on

the Orontes. What gives the highest value to this catalogue is

the indisputable fact thatmore than three hundred years before

the entrance of the Israelites into the land of Canaan a great

confederacy of tribes of a common race existed in Palestine

under petty kings, who dwelt in the very same towns and for

Alien and Despised for Jesus.tresses, which for the most part, in later times, fell by conquest

into the hands of the Jewish immigrants. Among them the R.
king of Kadesh on the Orontes , in the land of the Amorites, as

remembered,accompanied Messrs. Studd and Smith to
the inscriptions expressly testify, played the first part , for the

China, writes from Shansi provinces :
kings and their people, from thewater of Egypt to the landof

I do indeed praiseGod for having graciously allowed me to
Naharaim (i.e. , Mesopotamia) , obeyed him as their chief

join in the fight out here. The Bible has become a new book
leader,

in many parts. Now one is in a position where you really are
From the expression used in Josh. i . 4 it would seen that

an alien and despised ; there is fellowship with the Lord Jesus,
the Hittites were then settled chiefly in the north. And here

which I knewnot when in mynative country . Only the other
attention may be drawn to the statement of Manetho, that the

day, when feeling rather tried from little acts of rudeness and
Hyksos, on withdrawing from Egypt, retired to Jerusalem, as

contempt and the general atmosphere of that wantof sympathyexplaining the reproach uttered by Ezekiel against Jerusalem ,
which I doubtnotyou have experienced in a Chinese street,

“ Thy father was an Amorite , and thy mother a Hittite" (Ezek .
that hymn, “ My Jesus, I love Thee, I know Thou art mine,"

xvi. 3) .
just cameto meas I left the city like asweet,warm echo from

A Supreme Elort. above, and as He seemed to shine upon one with His presence
,

I felt how blessed to have in any faintmeasure,fellowship withThen came the great battle of Merom. Hitherto, after the Him , and how loving of Him , amidst all the affairs of heaven

victory ofBethhoron, Joshua had attacked the cities of the and earth , to turn aside, as it were , to minister to one pool

southand centre singly. Now Jabin , king of Hazor, thoroughly weakly sheep. Oh, for more of His spirit to be quicktosee

alarmed , gathers the whole Hittite confederacy from the north,

wben another needs help !
" much people, even as the sand that is upon the seashore in This eveningMr. Chang, the evangelist, brings good tidings

multitude, with horses and chariots very many.” (Josh . xi. 4) . from a villageabout

thirteen miles from Yuen-cheng,ninetymilesItwas the supreme andunited effort of the doomed people. south from here . His home is there, and for some time past

Theywere there in their strength, the disciplined hosts of the there has been one old woman, a believer , and she has now
Hittites .

In the Egyptian hieroglyphics their well -ordered made a convert of another old woman ; Chang himself- Fas

armies form a striking contrast to the Canaanitish crowds. The enabled to bring in a man andhis wife, who for sometimehare

beardlesslight-red Hittites, on horse and foot, march in battle

beenon the borderland. Mr. Chang isanxious (D.V.) to settle
array with well-drilled precision ; but they were specially down there againwithhis wife

andfamily ,and open amedicinedistinguished by their chariots, each of which carried three shop, giving spare time to preaching. He would, of course,

warriors. In the battle -song of Pentaur, Rameses II. seems give up his present post of evangelist. I trust itmay lead to

to have taken little note of any branch of the Hittite army the Lord's work breaking forth in the south.

except that of the chariots. Twice he refers to the two thou . About four days ago a man named Wang came in here to

sandfive hundred pairs of horses by which Pharaoh was sur hear more of the Gospel ; he was first interested some tour
rounded . " They stood three men on each chariot, and they months ago , and attended service on the Lord's Day during

were assembled in one spot, the best heroes of the army of

December, 1885. He then left and had not appeared again,Kheta, well appointed with all weapons for the fight.”. Such and as I found he had borrowed 1,000 cashfrom the gate,

was the armywhich secured from the proudest and most boast keeper, I confess thatI had given him up as a bad case ; 50 1

ful of the Pharaobsa formal treaty and dynastio alliance . wasgladlysurprised when he camein again from his home,

Such thechisel of the sculptor and the brush of the painter

thirty li off, really seeming more anxious than before. He callportrayed (them] on abiding stone, and such was the chief read well, and is an intelligent, well- to -do sort of man .

MP,
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he Power of Christian Love. Slave and Missionary .
ISS PICK sends from Lemberg to the British Society for CONSIDERABLE interest has recently been awakened in

- the Propagation of the Gospel among the Jews the U Rev. T . L . Johnson , who, born a slave, spenttwenty -eight

Wiag interesting story of the conversion of a Jewess through years in slavery in Virginia , and after his liberation he entered

istian love shown to Jews: on Christian work ,was accepted for Mr. Spurgeon 's college, and
be summer before last , when I took two little Jewish boys eventually gave himself for the evangelization of his down
ondon, to place them at the London Society's Hebrew trodden race in Africa. After labouring on the Cameroons, he

vols, I also had with me their eldest sister, Rosa Saal, a girl returned through ill-health, and is now in England endeavouring
ixteen, whom I left under the care ofmy brother in Stras. to awaken sympathy and elicit support for the Freedmen 's

3. I rejoice to say that the Lord has heard our prayers in Mission for sending coloured missionaries to Africa . Already
alf of the dear girl; she was baptized recently at the chapel he hasbeen themeans of sending forth Dr. Scholes and Mr.

19 Deaconesses' Establishment in Strasburg. She wrote to Ricketts (freedmen ).

she could never thank me enough for having brought her Hehas issued an interesting book , entitled Twenty-eight

e where she found Christ. She says that what drew her Years a Slave, from which we take an extract, in which he thus

I the very first to Christ was the love which was shown to describes his conversion , after nearly three weeks of deep con
by Christians. It was a marvel to her that people to whom viction : - I met a coloured man on the street, named Stephney
had before been a perfect stranger should take such a lively Brown. He was a Christian , and quite an intelligent man . Ho

test in her , should be so anxious about her temporal and explained to me the simple Gospel, and how he had found

tual welfare, and even deny themselves in order to be able peace. He told me to go to God, and say : " Lord, have mercy

sre for her. She thought how infinitely great must be the upon me, & hell-deserving sinner, for Jesus' sake ; set ing out

of Jesus if He inspired His servants with such wondrous Thy way, and not mine, for Jesus' sake. " “ But," said he,

and there arose in her a yearning to belong also to such a “ when you ask , you must believe that He will hear you and

g Master . She studied most earnestly the New Testa Answer your prayer ; just as you believe I would give you &

till the light broke in upon her, and she could lay hold of glass of water if you asked me for it. You know if you wanted

st and say, “ My God and my Redeemer.” In her last & drink of water,and asked me for it, you would believe when

she wrote to me you asked for it that I would give it to you ; so you must ask

i cannot tell you how happy I am now . It is so unspeak . God, for Jesus' sake, to have mercy upon you , a hell-deserving

sweet to know that I am a child of God , that I belong to sinner. Now , you are a hell-deserving sinner. If you die as

that the power of sin is broken . What a comfort it is to you are, you will go to hell, but you must ask for Jesus' sake.

Jesus to go to with all my burdens and failings, to be able He cannot deny you, if you ask for Jesus' sake." As he ex

st in Him , whose precious blood alone can cleanseme from plained to me the finished work of my blessed Jesus, I

brighteousness. My greatest desire now is that all those commenced to see and feel at once as I had never before .

belong to memay taste the preciousness of Christ and the " For Jesus' sake ," seemed to enter into my soul. “ Have

tness of the Gospel." mercy upon me, a hell-deserving sinner, for Jesus' sake,”

ss Saal has written to her former friends, telling them of seemed to ring in my heart all the way home. As soon asmy

Lappiness she has found in Christ, and inviting them to work was done for that night, and all' was quiet, I again re

to Jesus. solved , if I lived a thousand years, I would never stop praying
<< for Jesus' sake.” I went into the dining room , fell down upon

Changes in Persia .
my knees, and said : “ O Lord , have mercy upon me, a holl.

R . BRUCE,writing from Persia to the C .M .S . Intelligencer,
deserving sinner, for Jesus' sake." Oh ! I was at once so

says :
happy .

thin the last thirty years a wonderful change forthe better
The experiences recorded of slavery and freedom are exceed

omeover the Jews and Christians of Persia. W bereas,
ingly interesting : also the indications of the intense longing

beginning of that period, both Christians and Jews were
laid on his heart to go to Africa . In 1878 his desire was granted ,

cted to every kind of oppression , contumely, and persecu
and by way of Sierra Leonehe reached Liberia and the Came

| now , at the end of it, there are no people (I would
roons. About six months after his wife was called from him ,

st say in theworld ) who enjoy greater liberty and free
and with health broken down he returned to England. " As, "

from oppression than the Armenian Christians of Persia.
he says, “ being unable to labour in Africa , I resolved to labour

rtunately the Armenian Church , though freed (in these
for Africa ;" and this he now regards as his life -work . He has

) from the bondage of Moslem slavery, is still bound fast in
just issued the following letter, countersigned hy many well.

Forst slavery of superstition and worldliness, and has not
known workers :

te least been awakened to the fact that God has now
I shall be fifty on August 7th this year. I am sure you will

red it from the bitter and galling yoke of slavery , to man ,
wish me “ many happy returns," and I thank you for your

t may be the means in His hand of extending the liberty
good wishes, but will you send me something still better ? I

is in Christ to those who were its late masters, and who
want to raise a Jubilee Birthday Fund for Africa , the land ofmy

w its fellow -slaves. Thank God this is not the case with
fathers. Who will help me ? We have two coloured mission

vung but growing Protestant churches. The zeal and
aries now on the Congo - Dr, Scholes and Mr. Ricketts . It

stness of our Y . M . O . A . is a practical proof of this.
cost a great deal ofmoney to send them out, and I have to keep

thank God that when last at homeI was privileged to
sending them money and goods. If you can help me, it will

on the cause ofmissions to Moslems in many parts of
elgladden my heart, as I have been much hindered lately by

nd. I found , without exception , that the more plainly I 1
w i ll health from working eo hard in speaking and travelling, in

le unvarnished truth as to the desert state of Moslem
order to interest Christians in my downtrodden race.

and the fruitlessness of our missions, the more ready did
THOMAS L . JOHNSON .

Christians in England to respond to my appeal, and Address, Congo House, 5 , Gordon Terrace, Wiverton Road,

bere I heard the cry, “ The time is come to attack Islam
Sydenham , S . E .

earnest." I only found opposition where I ought least
ect it . And there were some who, like the poor porse A Missionary' s Adventures. - The Times of India

Armenians of Persia , said it was a hopeless task to attack correspondent at Bhamo writes : - I think I may mention

in her strongholds. Against all such faithless ones, that a few days ago , while the band of the 26th Regiment

er in Persia or in England , I once more raise my voice, Punjaub Infantry were playing in the evening outside thenorth

ead for more help for the Persia -Baghdadmission . gate, a stranger appeared on the scene dressed like a Chinese .
only work worth talking of which we have done for the | Who was he ? One of the ubiquitous Scots, a missionary, and
ns of Persia and Babylonia has been done by the col. I one of the few who have ever succeeded in crossing from
rs of the British and Foreign Bible Society. Thank God China in this direction . He took two months on the way,
ir work ! Thank God for Mr. Watt's visit to Persia , I nearly one ofwhich was passed as a prisoner in the hands of
was the means of extending our work to Babyloniai | some wild chief. He is a fine, well-set Scotchman , from

Glasgow , and my heart warmed to him . He had not soen a

leva . - The fifty-one colporteurs belonging to the white face for ages, had dimly heard in his remote corner of

plical Society of, Geneva have, during the seven China that we had taken Bhamo. The first ocular demonstra .

months, visited thirty -three French departments, Canton tion he had of the fact was the band aforementioned , as he rode

And some Italian valleys, in which they have distributed on his ragged pony over the brow of the hill on which the

ibles, 21,000 New Testaments, 3 ,000 Scripture portions, band was playing. As he joined the officers who were listening

Gospel almanacs, and 78,000 other books. The cola to the band, his first exclamation was, “ Are you English ? 10

s do not enter into controversy unless they are obliged and burst into tears. He has since becomequite a chum of

Lo Christianismo. the writer,
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37-39. Asked her, " Haveyou lovedby

woman's changed manner and conrer

to her was certainly accompaniedme

ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.
HOME GLEANINGS.

" Not for Me."
The Gospel in the Open Air.MONTHLY TRACT 8OCIETY.

Instituted 1837._New Offices, Bridge Bouse,

Blacktriars Bridge (City Side), London. NEbd the corporate do Thames laChurch Mission gives the following by a minister on open -air preachOBJECT : To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically before the middle and upper incident : One day I saw a young man on ing , believing they maystir many of our

classes, and the generaldiffusion of evangelical board a barge, and asked him to come to readers in this very direct means of

literature at home and abroad .
the Mission Hall that night to hear the reaching the masses:

PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERS : All subscribers of Gospel ,

five shillings and upwards per annun are en He replied , “ Not for me ; I Although open -air preaching has been
titled to receive the new tracts issued monthly, haven't been in such a place for many abused with unseemly methods and ill
and are allowed to purchase the society's pub years." I felt impelled to go to him ; fitted speakers, yet so much the more
lications at a discount of 25 per cent . Any and, taking him by tbe hands , I looked do we need to enlist gentlemen of cour
subscriber , for each extra contribution of two

Bhillings per annum , may have a tract sent straight in his face and said , “ How do teous manners , capable, by power ani

monthly , direct from the office, to any friend you know that this may not be the last spiritual fervour, not only of holding an

whose name and address are supnlied . Many opportunity God will give you ? At first audience, but of driving home with power

subscribers have for years pursued this excellent he ridiculed this ; but after much persua

the Gospel message.method of quietly influencing other persons.

Subscribers' names are not dirulged . Donations or sion be said he would go if I would let We believe this sphere of work ought

subscriptions exceeding these sums form the him fetch his jacket. He was a long time to command our best men, men mit

fund for gratuitons distributions of tracts.
gone , but I would not leave him , and at hearts all aglow, who can hit out straigb:Funds are urgently needed in aid of the

Free Grant Fund . length he came very reluctantly. We fromthe shoulder,men who mean business
All cheques and postal orders to be crossed and took him to the service , and he went back for the Lord and for eternity. Such me

made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE , Secretary . to his barge to pray. Some months after . never lack an audience.

MSS. of earnest Gospel and good literary cha wards he came to the mission room , and
At onceracter may be forwarded to the Secretary . two great desiderata alle

told some men : “ I came to this mission gained : ( 1 ) & mass of people, who are

AGED PILGRIMS' FRIEND
hall one night, when the Lord overtook unwilling to enter our mission halls , are

me , and I went back and prayed . I now continually evangelized ; (2) preacheSOCIETY . - Instituted 1807. For giving Life
Pensions to the Lord's aged poor of both sexes thank God for letting me come; but I are trained , so that every minister basi

and all Protestant evangelical denominations. should not have come that night but for training a few out of the open-air bard, :
1,119 pensioners on the books, 180 being inmates that old chap with the white whiskers," any rate , who will be ready to takea

of the four Homes. Experditure in pensions

vpwards of £ 7,000 per annum There were songs of rejoicing that night service, or even fill the pulpit in 192
Fresh help much

needed . Secretary - J. E. HAZELTON , Office - as they were rowed back to their ships . minister's absence, and so & source (9
83, Finsbury Pavement. E.C.

expense and worry in many of our ou

lying congregations will be satisfactor
BIBLE AND COLPORTAGE

met.
SOCIETY OF IRELAND .-An unde Talking to Men Alone.

Brethren , let us throw our charsete
nominational society with a gents in allparts of PEAKING the other day on the work away-we are too respectable for the

teurs are spreading the knowledge of Jesus by Lord to use us -- and in a Christi
the living voice and the printed page . They Canon Girdlestone thus indicated the im . normal condition , viz . , red hot for Care
have access to the people everywhere. A con portance of personal work : - Where is a let us go out into the villages and last
liibution of £40 will secure a colporteur for a man to be found in order that you may talk

year in any part of Ireland . Several additional and compel them to come in.
colporteurs have been recently appointed . to him alone ? He is to be found sometimes
Funds greatly needed .

in the public-house. Missionaries find
Secretaries , Rev. H. M. WILLIAMSON . Belfast, them there . They are sometimes on the

I Don't Need Pardon Every Dayand Rev. JOHN ELLIOTT , Armagh , by whom

contributions will be gratefully received ; or top of a cab ; sometimes on canal boats, NE of the agents of the Church di

they may be paid at the office of this paper. or by the waterside looking out for a job,

or by the gates of our docks ; sometimes ciation gives the following: - " There isa
ROSSLYNMISSION , Tollington Hall , in their doorway waiting to see what public-house in my district called

Hornsey Road , London . - Gospel Mission Open shall be turning up ; and sometimes in Traveller's Home. ' I called here on Apr

air and Children's Services, also Mothers' Meet their homes, shall I say ? The word

ings are continuously held in connection with
above . Much is done in home visitation , feeding home is a caricature when & man has

28th . The landlady came to theconnez

I told her who I was, and said that is
tbe aged and hungry, eupplying the temporal

only one room , and has not got even that I should like to know ifthey wereall ei
and spiritual need of all within reach , as far to himself-sometimes there are eight or

as means permit . Funds urgently needed . &c. I inquired whether she or ber es
Cheques and Postal Orders payable to ten others , and not all of one family, band ever got to church ? Then he

Hon . Supt., E. GARNET, 62, Crayford Road , living in the one room . But this en tongue was loosed.
Tufnell Park , London ,

trance into the room - this room to room Although she had been brought up

visitation—is the strength of the London church, she had not been for some time

CLEAR SHINING LIGHT. City Mission. For this it exists, this is for you only heard the same old thica

Memorials of Catherine W. Leakey , Author its original purpose, and I praythat it every time you went. ' " Well ,' I ss

of “ God's Tenth , " & c . Edited by her Sister, may never substitute anything for that there are many old things we haveever

New Edition , crown 8vo , cloth extra . 28. éd . home to home, house to house, room to
day, and yet we cannot do without the

“ A touchingly written record of a hright and room , visitation . The men who are such as air, sunshine, bread, water
, se

useful,though often suffering. life . Will he read found in these rooms are of very dif.

with delight and profit." — Church Missionary &c . ' * That's true , ' she replied. I me
Gleaner. ferent classes . Here is & Roman Catho.

on : ' We have need to go to God dalis
lic ; here is an infidel ; here is a man

confession , forwe sin daily, and 1979

MIRACLES OF MERCY ; embittered with the world, out of em
daily need of pardon.' Here she storal

Asked of God. ployment, wife ill or child dying in the me : ' I don't sin every day, and they

corner .
By EMILY P. LEAKEY , Author of “ Clear What scenes are presented to fore don't want pardon everyday .' Ibe

Shining Light." Crown 8vo, cloth extra , the eye of the missionary in one day's up my Bible—asked her,Doyou beliem38. 60 .
work in the east of London ! These men that book ? ' ' Yes. '

“Contains truths which will find their way to have to be dealt with . They have not this,' I went on . I opened at Matt . IT
other hearts about the wonderful dealings of

God ." - Christian Progress.
many visitors . It is a comparatively

rare thing for them to have such visits as with all your heart, soul, and mind, ***

WONDERFUL WORDS OF LIFE.
they have from the London City Mis day of your life ? '

A Manual for Flower Migsions. Compiled by sionary. These things are much more ico Cometo that I don't think I hate

Mrs. EDMUND ASHBY . Cloth , 1s . noteworthy in their lives than in the life repliedshe slowly, and in quitea sober

“ The cry of the needy and the succour of the of the missionary,and every visit paid tone. ThenI turned toJames ii, 10 , 4
mighty to save are beautifully placed side by leaves its mark . Well, you have your

dwelt upon the word " guilty . The pre
side." - The Christian ,

chance , God gives you an opening. It woman seemed to be spellbound

A MANUAL FOR PAROCHIAL may be that you have got into the man's speechless.

MISSIONS, room , and you sit face to face with him “ A friend who was with me during :

with your Bible open . See what a blessed above visit was much struck with
By Rev. W. H. M. H. AITKEN. M.A. Con

taining Suggestions and Hints for Cl- rgy thing it is to get the man alone. You

and other Christian Workers. Cloth , ls. cannot expect him to sit upon the peni. tion,and remarked , " TheWord you spade

tent form , 80 you sit beside him and talk

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO . , to him as a brother. It is blessed work power to her conscience.' God grant i
48 , PATER

NOSTER ROW, E.C.
eading souls to the light. may be blessed to her conversion."

She said the

or ,

Now listen
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AGENCIES.

THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

earnestly appeal for additional aid in support of

the 180 Raggeu School Missions of the Metro

polis. These buildings are planted in the poorest

districts, and are used for Sunday and Bible

Schools, Day and Inſant Free Schools, Week
night Schools for Rough Lads and Girls , Indus

trial Classes , Gospel Mission Services , Mothers '

Meetings, Ragged Churches, Bands of Hope,

Crèches, and numerous other agencies for the

benefit of the poor children and their parents .

Much is also done in home visitation , in cloth

ing the ragged, and feeding the starving, and
country hornes are provided for the weakly or

convalescent. Contributions will be thankfully

received by JOHN KIRK , Exeter Hall , W.0.

RESCUE SOCIETY. Established in 1853 ,

for the reformation of openly immoral women

and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

danger, supports Eight Homes capable of
receiving over two hundred inmates .

Funds are earnestly solicited by the

Secretary, Mr. C. STUART THORPE,

79 , Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

COUNTRY TOWNS MISSION,

18 , New Bridge Street. E.C. - For the past forty
nine years this Society has sought to establish

Missionaries in those places where there is a lack
of simple Gospel teaching The Committee

ernestly ask those who know the darkness of

many of our Country Listricts to strengthen

their hands by increased help .

HARRY C.NISBET, Treasurer. GEORGE H.

MAWER , Secretary .
In past

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY .-- Help

is very urgently needed to meet the heavy ex

penses involved in conducting the various evan .

gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially

to assist in meeting the territle distress so

prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive

help in any form . JAS. ATKINSON, Secretary ,

10, Enfeld Road South , Kingsland, N.

HOME MISSION NOTES .

Fulham.-Richard Weaver, jun . , has Mrs. Evered Poole writes from

been preaching, with many indications of Clevedon that a good work is in progress

interest, in atent in the Crown Road . there .

Webelieve a good work is doing amongst Old Ford .-The Old Ford Mission,

working men . Morley Arms Coffee Palace , Bow, con

Hignlanders in London.-It has tinues its good work with many tokens of

been arranged to hold Sunday afternoon
interest .

Gaelic service in the Scotch Church , Margate. -We caught, during a hasty

Covent Garden , on behalf of the Celts visit on business here the other day, a

residing in London . Last Sunday a large glimpse of a grand service on the sands,

congregation was attracted , and Rev. W. held by the children's evangelists. We

Thomson preached (in Gaelic) with great learn the services have been very interest

power. ing during the past few weeks.

" Thirty Years in Whitechapel." The Evangelical Alliance. The

-Under this title the Sunday at Home council of this organization have received

contains an admirable sketch of Mr. and accepted an invitatiun to convene

George Holland's lifelong work The the annual Conference this year at Ryde ,

riter remarks : " Men like Mr. Holland in the Isle of Wight. The time chosen

are doing a work of national importance , for the Conference is September 21st ,

and the country at large should deem it a 22nd, and 23rd , a date somewhat earlier

privilege to see that there is no lack of than usual; but the arrangement will ,

the sinews of war.
it is hoped, enable a large number of

French in London . - Speaking the members and friends throughout the

other day at a meetingof the French United Kingdom to assern ble .

Protestant Church , Dr. Bennet said he To Railway Travellers .--Many of

looked upon the work of the Church as your readers who travel at this season of

one of the greatest importance. He had the year can serve the Lord by speaking a

reason to know that the Romish Church kind word to the railway servants, and

was putting forth more power than it had giving them suitable literature .

done foryears . He was satisfied that it years many have written us for copies of

was aiming to conquer Protestantism in the Rail vay Signal for that purpose. I

this country. should be glad if they would continue

The House of Rest.-- The summer this service , and so help to extend our

season las brought with it a large num work amongst a worthy and reciprocal

ber of the Lord's workers from different class . I shall be glad to hear from any

posts of service, thankful to have an interested . - D . Spencer, 186, Aldersgate

opportunity of exchanging the daily Street , E.C.

pressure, and often close atmosphere of The Thames Church Mission

their surroundings, for a few days of say in Light from Aloft :-The first six

bracing air and quiet rest at the seaside months of 1886 havo gono, and, notwith

branch of the House of Rest at East standing the severe strain and pressing

bourne. Thankful too ( to judge from the duties which they have brought, we can

alacrity displayed) to gather together at say not one thing hath failed of all the

the monthly meetings to listen to the good things which the

stirring message spoken by Miss Mason spake. All needful good has been

and others. supplied . We look to the future , and

Rosslyn Mission . - Miss Garnet know all real evil will be overcome .

makes a special appeal for a day in the Here, then , our anxieties are lulled to

country for the members of the mothers' rest. The Christian worker's comfort is ,

meeting in connection with the Rosslya “ He that spareth not His own Son , but

Mission, Hornsey . There aro ( fifty - four delivered Him up for us all , how shall He

in number) many who have not bad not with Him also freely give us all

a day in the country for years. I trust things ?

that those who are now preparing for Portsmouth . – The Protestant In

their regular annual outing willnot forget stitute carries on educational lectures for

these sisters, who are unable to go unless both sexes , lending library , tract depot ,

kindly helped by others. " Inasmuch as reading - room , evangelistic services , & c .

ye did it unto one of these ye did it unto The committee urge their supporters to

Me." Any contributions will be grate renewed cfforts on behalfof theInstitute ,

fully received and acknowledged by the and trust that in view of the extended

Superintendent, 62, Crayford Road, Tuf sphere of labour now opened up , they will

nell Park , London , endeavour to enlist the prayerful sympa

Dr. Doudney and the Fisher thies of all who value Protestantism based

men.-Mr. Mather writes : Our warm. on the infallible Word of God . The Hon .

hearted and invaluable co -worker, Rev. Sec. is Mr. John Marcus, 261 , Fratton

Dr. Doudney , has once again placed us Road , Portsmouth .

under & debt ofgratitude for his thoughtful Preaching on Margate Sands

solicitude for the work of the mission , an Encouragement. I have been

having sent us no less than £10 worth of taking part in the open-air services here .

booksfor the library bags,including 1,000 On Monday last a gentleman, who told

copies of " Walks and Talks with Jesus . " me that he had come from Bedfordshire,

At a meeting held at St. Luke's, Bed stopped me on the Parade and said , “ I

minster, on behalf of the mission, Dr. cannot leave Margate without telling

Doudney explained the nature of the you what a blessing I have got at the

work, and then , after prayer offered on services on the sands. Hitherto I have

behalf of the fishermen , and that a been a good Churchman , but I have found

blessing might attend the reading of the that I was on the wrong way, and now I

books about to be sent to them , seventeen go home rejoicing in Christ. " He was

of the children of the Ragged School came positively running over with gratitude

forward , varying in age from seven years and joy. I took him to Mr. Mell,

and upwards, each of whom had been Y.M.C.A., Shaftesbury House, and we

engaged in knitting cuffs, comforters , and ad prayer and thanksgiving together.

head -pieces for the use of the fisher I return to London on the 12th .

men, WILLIAM FORBES.

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS. Vine Street , Clerken.

weil Road, E.C. President, the Right Hon , the

Earl of Aberdeen , K.G. This Institution benefits

temporally and spiritually the poorest of the
poor, upwards of 3.00 ) men , women , and children

being assisted weekly . £4.000 a year must be

raised by Voluntary Contributions to maintain
the Work. Treasurer - W . A. BEVAN , Esq.

54 , Lombard Street.

Secretary , Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT.

your God

GEORGE YARD RAGGED

SCHOOLS AND MISSION,

Whitechapel, E.

The Iufant Day Nursery opeos at 7.30 a.m.

The Day Ragged schools, morning at 9 , alter
noon at 2 o'clock . Sunday Schools, morning ,

afterno in , and evening. Rough Boys' Classes at

8, on Mondays and Wednesdays . Bnys at work

in the Industrial Classes on Mondays, Wednes

days, and Fridaye, at 12.30 p.m. Mothers' Meet

ings on Tuesdays at 3 and 6 p.m. Mission to

Inebriate Women at 3 p.m. on Thursdays.

Temperance Meetings on Mondays at 8.15 p.m.

Evangelistic Services at 7 on Sundays, and other

Agencics.

Friends are invited to visit the Institution any

cay but Saturday.

Post Omce Orders should be made payable at

66 , High Street , Whitechapel, E. Letters and

! arcels should be addressed to GEORGE HOLLAND,

The Raggid Schools , George Yard , High Street,

Whitechapel , London , E.

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY,

President - Gen . Bir A. J. LAWRENCE , K.C.B.

Sole object of the Society to spread the saving

kuowledge of Christ among oursoldiers. Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer , V. G. M. HOLT,Esq., 17, Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH . Hon. Sec.; orby

the Secretary, Mr. W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,
4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.C.

WELCOME HOME FOR SAILORS OF

ALL NATIONS, Ratcliff Highway, London, E.

-Gospel and Gospel Temperance Meetings every

night throughout the year. Visitors welcomed
any hour of the day. Communications to be

addressed Miss CHILD, 173, St. George's Street,

London , E.

“ A most fruitful and glorious work ."

SHAFTESBURY .
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Home of Industry.

,

One More Swarm.

JHE Old Beehive has outfitted another family for the

tion will not fail to see in the products there displayed that it

is no mean land, but one ofplentyand of hope.

How good our gracious, loving Father has been to us His

children in enabling us to have a third hive this year , also in

giving usthe joy of leaving the various branches of the work

going on heartily. Bird Fair is becoming more andmoreinte

resting, as fruit is seen to thepraise of ourGod . Souls are being

brought out and enabled to testify to the happy change in

newness of life and joy, and in becoming members of a church

or chapel.

Sale of the Scriptures is going on briskly from day to day

( pray specially for this) from two Bible carriages. May Chris

tians in the towns around London welcome and help Messrs.

Ririe, Redfern, Smith, and Dorward thus devoting their holidays

to preach the Word and sell the Scriptures and pure litera

ture .

We have taken & house to shelter factory young women for

the coming winter. Any spare furniture or bedding most

acceptable .

Rescuing will be resumed after the cleansing of the Homes at

Spitalfields and Hackney.

Mr. Merry is in charge, and will reply to all correspondence

during our absence in Canada.

Yours ever gratefully,

ANNIE MACPHERSON.

July 28th , 1886 .

News from Spain.

RS. REES, of Sunderland, sends us the following extract

from a letter of July 20th :-You will see that we are

now at Carril, the place where we lived a year, or rather in Villa

Garcia , which is close to this. It is quite refreshing to see the

Christians here again , still holding firmlyon to Christ, although

living in the midst of wolves ; they weredelighted to see us, as

theylook upon us astheir spiritual fatherand mother.Whathas

delighted us more than all is that at last their prayers and

ourshave been answered in sending them a Christian man and

his wife to take an interest in their spiritual welfare, so that

now they have some one to preach to them , supplying the place

we did. The gentleman has business here, butbothhe and his

wife have gladly taken up the spiritual work of shepherding the

little flock here, and we thank God for it In consequence of

this, the priests have roused up the people to greater enmity,

seeing that another pastor has come , and the poor Christians

have been tormented fearfully. Two Jesuits have been here

lately preaching with all their might against the Protestants,

sayingthey are all going to hell , and that they ought to be

thrown out of their houses,even going so far as to send police

men to their houses forbidding them to sing hymns , and

saying if they did they would strangle them , and throw them

out of their windows. They were afraid to go out of their houses ,

were stoned on every occasion , and no law to stop it, as the

authorities are in league with the priests and each helps the

other. Here one sees what power the devil has, and what hatred

to the Word ofGod ; indeed, it is the same in all Gallicia, and

we have passed through it already, so that it is an old story to

I often think how little English Christians know what

persecution for the Gospel is , and I wonder how they would go

through what these Christians have to suffer. We are having

meetings almost every night. On Friday we go to Corunna

andstay with the Chestermans for a little time , andafterwards

Again return to Marin , where we shall remain until we leave

for the south . AUGUSTA WIGSTONE,

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Brangelists

to any part ofEngland, Scotland , and Wales upon due notise. Apply

to Hon . Secretary, 21, Burrey Street, Strand, W.C.

YM.C.A.,City , New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenus, Leadenball

Street (late61, Gracechurch Street ).- Social gathering at Nr. damnael

Causton's, Bromley Hill , Kent, Saturday, 14th August
. First partswill meet at Cannon Street Station at 2 45 p.m. ; second party 8 2.11 .

Tea and coffee 5.30. Mission work as usual at Y.M.C.A., Mission Hall,

Bermondsey. Whitechapel, & c .

Talbot Tabernacle ,PowisSquare, W., Sunday, Mr. Frank White ;

morning at 11 , ev ning at 7 .

Perth Christian Conference . - Sept. 14th to 16th , in the City Hoi.

Perth .

Home of Industry , 60, Commercial Street. Apitalfelds, E. - Montbls

meeting for Christian workers, Wed., Aug. 18th . Tea at 6. Meetingai

Strangers' Rest, 163, St. George's Street,RatcliffHighway, B - Month

meeting for workers, Friday, Sept. 3rd Tea at 6. Meeting at 7. V
Gawin Kirkham will give the address. Subject, “ Nehemiah an eri !

for Christian Workers.” Weather permitting,an open -air meeting EL.
b hel ' outside the Rest at 6.30 .

Exeter Hell Evangelistic Choir . - Ladies and gentlemen (Christian

workers ) desirous of assisting at the forthcoming mission in th : abe ?

choir are invited to apply to the hon . sec . , Mr. Harridine, Exeter Hill

Y.M.C.A , Exetur Hall. --Young Men's meeting every night at 8. Praje'

meeting dails from 1 to 2 ( Saturdav excepted ).
Children's Special Service Mission. - Seaside Services. Yr. G

Banaster, in theyacht Kingfisher , at Rhyl ; Mr. A. E. Bellinghans:

Llandudno ; Mr.E. Arrowsmith, at Scarborough (holding services 25

at Filey ), Aug.2nd to 31st, atNorth Berwick in Rept . ; Mr. E. J. Ae!

nedy, now at Bridlington ;Mr. E T. M. Dennes, at Saltburn-by-the-Sea ,

Mr. J. Spiers, at Redcar: Nr. E. Salisbury, at Weymouth, from Aug

15th to Sept. 12th ; Mr. W. F. Seagrove, at St. Leonards and Hasting

Messrs . H. M. Trickett , A. V. Grace, C. F. Harford Battersby, and I

L. Stacey, at Eastbourne, all Ang. to first week of Sept.; Mr. W.

Moore , at Ilfracombe ; Mr H.W.Figgis ( of Dublin), at Brightoa di

ing , Aug.; Mr. A. Storrs, at Sandown ; Rev. H. C.Sturdy and Mr.

T , Hurrel:, at Margate ; Rev.8 . L. Dixon and Mr. F. Pitts, at Worthing

Major Dru Drury, at Towyn (Wales) : Mr. G. Bennett, at Aberystwith

Mr. J. H. Greene, at Morecambe ; Mr. C. E. Todd , a' Lowestoft, Aug

8th to 31st ; Mr. H, G. Harris , at Weston -super- Mare, Auz. Shto

31st ; Mr. W.L. Segler, at Broadstairs, Aug. 7th to 21st ; Mr.Water

Huckett, Exmouth . Aug. 1st to first week in Bept. ; Messrs. O. F.Ja

and H. Braddock, Mumbles, Swansea , Aug. 1st to 15th ; Rev. F. Hodi

son Jones, at Tynemouth, Aug. 1st to 14th : Mr. Weatherley, atle

stanton ; Mr. D. Turner, at Killiney ( Ire'and) during August; Mr. E

B. Claxton , at Penzance, Aug. 21st to Sen. 1st : Mr. G. & # ins-10,8 ?

Lytham , July 31st to Aug. 21st : Mr. A. J. Barnard now at Littledare

ton ; Mr. G. A. Chaplin at Felixstowe ; Mr. F. J. Warebam at Ciut .
don ; Mr. L. Oarrott at Deal : Mr. C. J. Pierson at Babhicombo Bar

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.-5117 . , Aug. 15 :h, at 8.3) and

7 p.m., Mr.W.R. Lane.

Youths' Institute , Old Pyo Street , Westminster (“On4 THEN

Mission ). --Praver meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.1. Com

ducted by Mr.J. Payne. Mission service every Aunday from 6.30 tal.

Conference Hall, 143, Clapham Road, 8.W. - Sunday, 11 a.m., Chiliray's

service : 3.37 p.m.,Bible rea ling ; 7p.m., gospel service by Mr.Poseil
Evangelistio Mission (Onder the direction of O. 811999 Birditeh

Kilburn Hall. Kilburn Gate (996 Town Ax! ) .-Mr. R. E. Asthu,

Bun ., at 7 p.m .; Mr. Jas. L. Stanley, Wed.,at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Yr. Jas . L. Stanley, sun ., 7 p 3 .

and Thurg . , at 8.

Dalston Hall, 105 , Dalston Lane, E.-Nr. Robson, Sun , 7 p ...

Service on Thurs. , 8 p.m.

Bignold Hall, Bignoid Road, Statioa Rosd, Forost 16.-Vr.

Abraham Wallin, Sun..? p.m.

The Tent . Field Road , Forest Gate : Mr. Abraham Wallis, San , 25

3 p.m. and8 p. m . ; week-nights , except Sat., at 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith

Roan .-- Capt. Thompson , Bun. , at 3 p.m .; Messrs. S. E. Angel sod
W. Barnard Smith , Sun., at 7 p.m. , and Thurs. , 8 p.m.

The Tent in Mr. Bishop's field, near Midland Railway Station.

Messrs . Matthews and Osborn , Sun., 7, p.m .; Mon.to Fri. inclusive

Ilfricombe. - Special services on the beach . Dr. Popham and others,
Sup . and Wed., 8 p.mn. Christian workers invited to assist.

Zenana and Medical Mission School and Gome , 53 , 8t. Georre

Rord , 8.W. - Bible reading with Praver every Saturday at 0006, &

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orobari kindly preside.

M

8 p.m.

us.

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

Aug. 15th-Phil . ii . 14-30 Aug. 19th - Phil. iv , 10-23

16th - Phil. iii . 1-12

13
Donations Received ,

BARXAVE MISSION.

..
£ 8 . d .

0 10 0

0 2 6

Mrs. W. ( Bristol)

Mrs.L. (Bristol)...

...

F.P....

MARYLEBONEMEDICAL MISSION .

MissFarmar.
0 2 5

... ...

A. 0. T.

F.O.

M.A.C.

W. B.

Widow's Mite

...

2 2 0

1 0 0

0 10 0

0 10 0

050...

DIMNE83 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequentis
caused by the use of onguitable Spectacles. The Rav . Dr. Ororther. 81

Joseph's College, Dumfries, writes ? " I cannot describe the comfort !

derigo from the use of your glasses, botb by day andnight. Ifind so non

or waarines : as I used to ; and I have taken to reading booksIbat pnt aside

ar too trying for the eyes on account ofthe smallness of thetype." The late

Sir Julius Benedictwrote : - " Ihave tried the principal opticians inLondon
without success, but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirabir; the

clearness of your glasses as compared with others is really surprising,"
The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon, Canon Worcester Ostbedral

writos :-“The spectaclesyou adapted are all I could destre, sodbyeven

feel strong

20th - Col, i, 1-17

17th -- Phil, iii , 13-21 2181 - Col. i . 19-29

18th - Phil, iv, 1-9

already . I only regret I did not know of yourexceedingski!

years ago.” _ Mr. HENRY LÅURANCE, Ocullat Optician. 18 OLD

BOND STREET, sciontifically bis 1 OVE

to assist and strongthen the wenkest sigbta. Pamnblatcontainingof

rostionfortheprmarvationofsightfroo. BRANCHES. 6. Pon]try

E.C .; 8. Gusrdian Buildings, Oros8 st., MANCHESTEB

5. Corporation Street, BIRMINGHAM: snd 129.Buahanat

8t., Glasgov . ADVE .

BPBOTACLE
S

A Service for Children and Young People was

held at Eaton Chapellast Sunday afternoon , and attended by

a large number ofchildren, who listened most attentively to an

address from the Rev. James Stephens. Mr. Stephens is con

ductingaseries of children's services in the above chapel, and

they will be continued on each Sunday afternoon for the next

five weeks. Service begins at three.
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Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen . |THE HARVEST OF THE CITY,

THE HEALER PREACHER.

THE ANCHORAGE,

THE
Toshelter

Young

Women

(other

And the Workers of To-day. By PEARL FISHER.

Six Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling With Introduction byH. SINCLAIR PATERSON, M ,D.

Aeets. 12,000 smacksmen are engaged all the year round inproviding our Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s . 6d.
Tables with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and
sleety storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them , “ Readers of the book , and we trust it may have many, will be well in

to the pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied-may structed as to what is being done for the poor and needy by some of the

rightly claiin some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and so best known • Workers of To-day ; ' they will also , we trust, gain a quickened

highlý prize, sense of the responsibility that rests on all who love the Lord to help on

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE such practical endeavours for the salvation and elevation of their fellows. "

TAROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE The Christian .

MISSION VESSELS
LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

Carrying to the fishermen the message of Divino mercy and pardoning

love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours, afford

ing reliefin caseof sickness and injury , andcheering and brightening dull

and monotonous livesby their presence and mloistry.

" The Mission Smacks aredoingin the North Sea a grand work, worthy

of the support ofa great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results of their effort, great as they are in the present, will , if only
Sketches and Incidents of Medical Mission Work .

supported liberally by the public, bo of untold value in the future.” By GEORGE SAUNDERS, M.D. , C.B.

SirEduard Birkbeck , Bart.,M.P. Crown 8vo, with Illustrations, price 3s . 60.

FUND : are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel

with every fleet .
“ Dr. Saunders, in his excellent volume, sets up for us an Ebenezer well

E. J. MATHER, Director,
Atted to rebuke the unbelief and strengthen the faich of our generation ;

181, Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge), E.C.
in fact, the whole book is pregnant with hints for workers , and sets open

N.B. - The offices were removed to the present address in
doors before willing Christianson evory page . " — Night and Day.

December last. Attention to the change will save much LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48 , PATERNOSTER Row .
trouble , time, and expense to the Mission .

MRS, GRIMKE'S SUNSHINE through FLOWERS.

HEBREWS vi. 19. TEXT

By C. T. Price TWOPENCE.

CARDS

OUR CHILDREN ON THEIR

wise respectable )lately Fallen into
To be had from Mrs. GRIMKE , Prestwich ,

Sin .
Manchester, who likes orders sent to her JOURNEY to STRATFORD, ONT.

of to
direct, or to E. KAUFMANN, 129, Cheap

By O. R. S. Price 1d .

House, and for particulars of its work , and for

TRAINED SERVANTS ready to go out to situa

side , London, E.C. , and booksellers . To be had at HOME OF INDU.TRY,

tion , apply (by letter only ) to Mrs. H. STUART 60 , CommercialStreet , Spitalfields.

WORTLEY, Rosslyn House, Grove End Road , IRON MISSION ROOMS, &c .,

N.W., London ; and to whom, or to any member

of committee, subscriptions may be sent, or to

erected on the most reasonable terms, by R. CONVERSION : WHAT IS IT ?

Elitor, Word and Work.

BAUNIERS 216, Brecknock Road, London , N.

Estimates and designs free. 25 years' practical
By W. R. BRADLAUGH . Price One Penny .

experience . Also Churches and Schools, &c.
Should be placed in the hands of every

TO CHRISTIAN WORKERS . - A .

anxious Inquirer .
LONDON :

Mission Hall , situated in one of the healthiest ESTABLISHED 1851. JOHN Snow & Co. , 3 , lvy Lane , Paternoster Row.
vil ages on the south coast of Devon , to be sold , IRK BECK BANK.

in consequence of the owner having left the

Jeighbourbood . The building (whichwill seat
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

THREE per CENT . INTEREST allowed on SAL YATION :

abuc 300) is lofty, brick built, with hollow walls

aud slated roofing, and is well ventilated. The

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand .
TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT PRESENT , FULL, AND FREE.

buall will only be sold for the Lord's work , which

has been,and is being , greatly honoured therein .

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly
BY CHEYNE BRADY.balances, when not drawn below £ 100 .

For further particulars,

W. T. , Brooks Hall, Ipowich.

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

charge, the custody of Deeds , Writings , and other Paper Cover, 6d . ; Cloth , ls .

Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of

Exchange , Dividends, and Coupons; and the pur " A happy use of anecdote, a firm grip of the

chase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities. fundamentals and a passionate intensity of soli
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .

citude for immortal souls, are the leading cha
NOISES IN THE EARS. THE BIRRBECK ALMANACK, with full racteristics of Salvation ,'” - Christian Leader .

Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to send particulars, post free , on application,

for his book showing the disease and the means FRANCIS RAVENSOROFT,Manager. " Earnest and direct appeals to the uncon

of cure . Post free 6d . ; French edition , 1s. ,
verted are here made in a manner well calculated

with letter of advice if case be stated. Imperial TheBirkbeck Building Society'sAnnual to arrest attention and awaken thought ." .

Buildings, Ludgate Circus London . Free con
Receiptsexceed Five Millions . The Rock .

sultations daily
OWTOPURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

“ Will be helpful to all engaged in mission
TWO GUINEAS PER MONTU, with im

work , and just the tort of book to put into the
mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply hands of those who are indifferent to the vital
at the Office of the BIBKBKCK BUILDING SOCIETY,

subjeet of which it vitals . It will also be found

29, SouthamptonBuil
dings, Chancery Lane.

specially serviceable to earnest seeking souls who
COW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

B '

CURE OF DEAFNES
S. Echanges.Die oder die

HO

TOOTH - ACHE

Hº

are not far from the kingdom ." -- The Outlook .
LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

CURED INSTANTLY BY MONTH, with immediate possession, either for " A series of able , soul- stirring, powerful ad

dresses by this well-known evangelist:
The

Building or Gardeningpurposes . Apply at the
Office ofthe BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, volume is certaiqly one of the best of its kind.”

Oldham Chronicle .

as above ,
The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars,

1s . 11a, of all
on application . DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

Chomists.
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager .

Stirling, N.B.

FURNITURE.-NORMAN & London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO.

STACEY'S HIRE-PUROHASE SYSTEM com

mends itself to all classes. Deposit not necessary ,

It combines real economy on sound commercial

principles, with strictly private arrangements,
without the objectionable formalities of OR

is Published every Thursday , Price One Penny. dealers and others. Payments can extend over

Orders should besent to any local Bookseller or
WORDS OF CHEER TO

1, 2, or 8 years . The 60wholesale Arms embrace

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob the best manufacturers, who have large stocks FELLOW-WORKERS.

laining copies thus, they can be had direct from for selection . Intending purchasers should call CONTAINING

the Publishers, by post , on Wednesday, at tho personally, or gand_for particulars. - Offices,79,

following rates, PayableinAdvance

" DIVINE FULNESS."
Queen Victoria Bt. , E.C. , and 121, Pall Mall, 8.W.

By Rev. CHARLES A. FOX , M.A

Post free for 26 Weeks 62 Weeks

£ s. d , £ 8, d . " THE CHERUBIM OF GLORY."

0 3 5 0 6 10

2 Copies

By Dr. MCKILLIAM .

0 6 10
0 13 8

0 10 8
1 06 Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds. “ A LIFE ON WINGS."

0 12 6 1 5 0 * DEAF FOR FORIY YEARS, AND THEN By Rev. E. W. MOORE, M.A.

0 17 6 1 15 0 CURED."

(Including Double Numbers.)
Sir,-My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY

The above ratesapply to all Countries
increases. A man here who has been deat MIBS MĀOPHERSON,

in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Europe , Canada, the United States of

Forty years has had his hearing restored by it.
Price Sixpence .

America , Egypt, andtheHolyLand.

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch .

18. 11d . per Bottle , Free by Postfor 14 stamps,from
JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48 , Paternoster Row

OFFIOES : 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW , B.O.

EdwinJ. Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury. London , E.O ..

BUNTER'S

NERVINE.

Terms of Subscription.

Word and Work '

1 Copy ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.
........
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WORKS BYMRS.PENNEFATHER. MR. G. T. CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON

Songs of the Pilgrim Land. CONSUMPTION,

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE (post free), or Large Edition( cloth ), 1s. 3d ., from

the Author, Coombe Lodge , Peckham , S.E., and Elliot Stocks

62, Paternoster Row, E.C.

Small 4to, Cloth extra, 59.

A CHOICE AND APPROPRIATE PRESENT.

“ A charming book inside and out. All the poems are full of

the highest aspirations and purest devotion , breathing fervent

love to our Saviour, and longing for the time when faith will

give place to sight. Mrs. Pennefather has added another to

her many claims on the gratitude of the Church by permitting

the publication of this volume.” — Record .

“ Will bring gladness to many a pilgrim on the way, The

songs are full of spiritual feeling, and possess true melody of

thought and rhythm .” — Nonconformist .

“ We are glad that Mrs. Pennefather has given her consent

to the publication of her poetical pieces in a collected form ,

and we heartily welcome the charming volume. It is seldom

we meet with pieces so fraught with heart-searching and heart

stirring thoughts, in simple yet graceful and touching lan

guage,evincing deep spiritual insight, ripeness of judgment,

and richness of experience. ” -Baptist.

“ A volume that will live and soon become as well known to

the Christian public as are the poems of the late Miss Elliott

and Miss Havergal.” — English Churchman .

THE

SEVENTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING, FROM MAY TO AUGUST.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF “ WORD AND WORK"

WHO MAYBE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN
THIS MATTER,

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENT CASE,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK ,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK,

New Edition , Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 38. ed.

" FOLLOW THOU ME. ”
Discipleship

" Into this little volume the devout authoress has managed

to condense an immense amount of Scriptural teaching, and

withal she has enforced it in a sweet, simple, but powerful

For guidance to young Christians of whatever age we

know nothing better than this. The more of such holy , able

writing the better. May the book have an increasing sale. "

Sword andTrowel.

INCIPIENT PHTHISIS.–Case of a YOUNG LADI

at ALDBOROUGH , FULL .

The patient is the daughter of Mr CREASSEB , Chemist, and I recriredo

statement of her case September 17th last. She had suffered long wild

dry cough , flushings, palpitations, pight perspirations. At the time 12 "

father wrote sbe bad been losing flesh in face and upper part of her bik's

Medicalreport was “ right lung slightly affected ."

In å fort night, after commencing with my medicine (her father tel's

me ) , two pounds were gained in her weight,and other good results,

In the last letter, Mr. Creasser writes : “ I am glad to inform you that

my daughter, after taking your medicine, &c . , for the last four months, is
restored to her wonted healtb .

“ I have recommended it to other cases, and have disposed of about 12 44

your largest bottles, and shall continue to recommend it, for it has come

good to all that have taken it."

N.B. - Pat :ents who reside in the neighbourhood of Aldborough, Hai.

are advised to get their medicine from Mr. Creasier, when not wants

special advice from me.

MEMO., JULY 31st .- I regret to have herri last week that the patri !

took cold a short time since ; but having resumed my medicine, is getting

all right again.

manner .

New Edition , Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Bd.

" FOLLOW THOU ME." Service.

“ All who peruse these profitable pages will thank the author

for giving to the Christian public the fruits of her large and

deep experience. " -- The Christian ,

“ Their practical suggestions and lessong of truth will be

found very valuable and helpful. " —Woman's Work .

NOTE . Days of Consultation . — TUESDAY

THURSDAY,and SATURDAY_Mornings ONLY .

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from ang

long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have BEOD

the book first.

Choice Books by Mrs. Pennefather.

Price ONE PENNY each ; ls. per Doz. assorted, post -free.

AM I GUIDED ?

HINTS ON BIBLE READING .

THE PEACE OF GOD

and the GOD OF PEACE,

TIMELY BOOKLETS BY MRS. BAYLY,

Author of " Ragged Homes and How to Mend Them ."

AN OLD MOTHER'S LETTER to Young Woman.

In attractive wrapper. Price Twopence.

HOME RULE. An Old Mother's Letter to Parents.

In attractive wrapper. Price Threepence.

Quantities supplied direct from the Publishers at a lary

reduction .

“ If the kind of home rule advocated and ably opforced by Mrs. But

in this little book were more generally carried out, much of the domes

misery and unhappiness now so widely prevalent would speedily disaprear."
-TemperanceRecord

JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOS
TER Row , London, E.C.Price 6d. per Dozen, post free.

THE BLESSED HOPE.

WOMAN'S WAYSIDE MINISTRY,

These valuable little books may be enclosed in letters, and

thus often form a word of counsel and comfort. Bxtraflexible, silksewed, in best Bagster morocco , kid - lined , elastic tand

With full helps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band. From 49.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED.

16, PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

London : J. F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row , D.O.



Udord and Udork.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON : J. F. SHAW & Co.)
(REG :STERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD. )

(48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.a

VOL . XII ., No. 596. THURSDAY, AUGUST 19 , 1886. ONE PENNY.

BOOKS FOR HOLIDAY READING.

Her Husband's Home ;
Oldham ;

or, 80W BESIDE ALL WATERS . A quiet Biory.
By L. E. GUERNSEY, Author of “ The Foster Sisters, &c.

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 5s .

" The suggestions contained in this story are very useful, and the tone

is high and sympathetic with all Christian effort." -- Literary World .

" A most interesting story . " - Christian .

or, THE DURLEYS OF LINLEY CASTLE .

By EvELYN EVERETT -GREEN , Author of " His Mother's Book , " & e .
Large crown 8vo, gilt tops , 58 .

" An excellent book for young women .” -Sundry School Chronicle.

“ Can be recommended as a really admirable tale . " - Scotsman .

The Lost Jewel.

A Tale . By A. L. 0. E.

New Edition, with Illustrations, cloth , 3s . 6d., post free.

" Most heartily do we recommend our readers to place it in their

libraries."-British Mothers' Journal.

On the Cliff ;

or, ALICK'S NEIGHBOURS. By C. SBAW, Author of " Alick's

Hero,' & c . Large crown 8vo , gilt tops , 88. 6d .

" It is a most enjoyable story .” - Christian Journal.

A good Sunday book for bɔys and girls . " - Sunday School Chronicle.

Five Minutes too Late;

or, LESLIE HARCOURT'S RESOLVE. By EMILY BRODIE, Author

of " Norman and Elsie , " &c . Large crown 8vo , gilt tops, 39. 6d .

“Cannot be read & minute too soon . " -- Ladies' Pictorial,

".Full of character , exhibiting high morality, and the godliness out of
which it grows. A comely book for 3s. 60 ." -- Sword and Trowel.

Marjorie's Probation.

Chapters from a Life Story . By J. S. RANKING .

Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. , post free .

Earnest, loving , and tender, these chapters will bless many more than

the heroine to whom they were originally told . Elder girls will both en

joy it and profit by it .

Sent to Coventry ;

or, THE BOYS OF HIGHBERCH. By M. L. RIDLEY, Author of

"The Three Chums," & c . Large crown 8vo, gilt tops , 85 , 6d .

" No schoolboywho isfortunate enoughto receive a copy will fail to peruse

it with avidity from beginning to end . "—Figaro.

" A tale for schoolboys, and a most delightful one it is . We are sure

that schoolboys will welcome this tale, and mostheartily and unanimously

declare that they never read a better." - English Churchman .

Worth the winning.

By EMMA E, HORNBROOK , Author of " Judith the Blave ," & c .

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, dy. 6d .

“ Girls will find more than one character worth winning. "
Sunday School Chronicle .

" Worth the reading,and worththebuying . Freshand pleasing, the
characters real, and the spiritual teaching prominent, though not

obtrusive ." - Our Own Gazette,

60
Shaw's Home

Series . 6D.

EACH .. EACH.With Coloured Wrapper and many Illustrations.

Price SIXPENCE each .

" We must mention with gratitude and approval Shaw's ‘ Home Series ,' a cheap issue of capital tales at Sixpence. The tales

are all thoroughly attractive and sound, with a greatdeal of variety . ” -Guardian .

“Cheap, well-printed , and wholesome , deserving a wide circulation . " -Sunday School Chronicle.

1, FROGGY'S LITTLE 10. NOTHING TO NOBODY. 19. ALICR'S HERO.

BROTHER By BRENDA. By CATHARINE SHAW .

By BPENDA. 11. WINIFRED.

2. SCAMP AND I. By L. E. GUERNSEY.
20. HIS MOTHER'S BOOK.

By L. T. MEADE .
By E. EVERETT-GREEN.

12. THE THREE CHUMS.
3. MISTRESS MARGERY.

By M. L. RIDLEY. 21. JEAN LINDSAY, THE

By EMILY 8. HOLT.

4. SISTER ROSE.
13. MARCELLA OF ROME.

VICAR'S DAUGHTER.

By EMILY 8. HOLT.
By F. EASTWOUD .

By EMILY BRODIE.

5. THEBOYS' WATCHWORD 14. OUTCAST ROBIN. 22. THE WITCH of the ROCKS.

By J. HARRISON.
By L. T. MEADE.

By M. B. WINOBESTER. Author of

6. ONLY A TRAMP.
15. THE LOST JEWEL.

“Lost Maggie," &c.

By GRACE STEBBING.
By A. L. 0.3.

16. CRIPPLE JESS.
23. MADGE HARDWICKE ;

7. WATER GIPSIES. By L. MARSTON.
or , THE MISTS OF THE VALLEY.

By L. T. MEADE.
By AGNES GIBERNE. Author of

8. JOHN DE WYCLIFFE.
17. JACK AND JILL. " Sun , Moon, and start , " & o .

By EMILY S. HOLT.
By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES .

24. THE SLAVE GIRL OF

9. IN THE DESERT. 18, THE WELL IN THE POMPEII ;

By the Author of “ The Spanish DESERT
or, BY A WAY THEY KNEW NOT.

Brothers . " By EMILY S. HOLT. By EMILY S. HOLT.

" To Sunday school Superintendents, and others making selections, we would direct attention to ' Shaw's HOME SERIES' of
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Are you living a life which can be desultory' if it will ? It is
A SEASON OF REST. a difficult and dangerous position . But are you a believer ?

M ANY, at this season , are seeking rest and
Then " add to your faith the virtue ” that can and does secure

large times of stated , and unhurried, and painstaking private

M respite from the pressure of business and prayer.. Such “ virtue " will, very probably , affect the habits of
the whole life , and so multiply indefinitely its “ meetness for

professional life . In so doing they are following the the use " of that “ Master " to whom , remember, the whole of

highest of all examples. Our gracious Lord and ourmost desultory day belongs. In any case, it will be the

Master evinced His tender care for His weary dis
| secret of great spiritual blessing , and the antidote to great

spiritual decline.
ciples when He said , “ Come ye yourselves apart . . It may be useful to our readers who may seek to
. . . . and rest awhile .” On this Matthew Henry

turn these thoughts to account if we give briefly Mr.
comments in his own quaint way, " Themost active Moule's hints on private prayer ; or, as he expresses
servants of Christ cannot be always upon the stretch it, on “ the reality and blessedness of secret inter
of business , but have bodies that require some relaxa course with God."
ion , some breathing -time. . . . . . . The Lord is 1. Let us grasp quite firmly , because quite simply, the fact
for the body, considers its frame, and not only allows that prayer is a real spiritual force and cause , far beyond its

it timeto rest, but puts it in mind of resting.” Such
reflex effect on the suppliant.

rest and change, rightly enjoyed , recruits the worker
2 . In secret prayer, whether intercessory or not, let us cul.

for fresh and vigorous toil, whether in his daily calling tivate, with reverence , absolute simplicity and trustful utter

or in his Lord 's service. ance of detail. Pray in the spirit of Abraham ' s servant at the

well. His utterance to the Lord was exactly as direct, simple,

When, however, Jesus invited His disciples to and for the occasion , as if he had been speaking to his revered

" come apart " and " rest awhile ," He unquestionably human master. And we are speaking to the Father ; to our

Father in Christ Jesus. “ Let thy words be few " does notmean ,

contemplated a season for meditation and prayer. surely, let them be reserved and shy, but let them be thought

In the hurry and rush of “ many coming and going " ful. • Generalities are the death of prayer." The free, rover

we are told “ they had no leisure," and this leisure
ently free , utterance of the outpoured heart is one great secret

of the life of prayer.

He designed to afford them .

So, in these days of extreme pressure, there are 3 . Meanwhile, on the other hand, there is no virtue in length

and detail for its own sake, One sentence from the soul, in the
but few opportunities for that quiet meditation and realized presence of God, with the will beneath His feet, and
introspection so essential to healthful spiritual life . faith 's hand upon the Sacrifice, may say more than a long

As the Rev. Handley C . G . Moule well puts it in a brief
oration addressed more to self than to Him .

paper on “ Private prayer " * :
So, in spirit and in truth , and in the painstaking use of such

Private prayer is a thing overwhich the Christian of our day
external aids or precautions as will promote , not hinder, pure

must watch , and strive, and take laborious pains, as for his life . spiritual prayer , let us shut our doors, literally or otherwise ,
Whatevermay have been the case in other days, there is no

and pray . Let us leave outside those doors alike the problems
mistake now about the countless hindrances besetting private

of the mind and the reluctance of the will . Let us spend
prayer. There is the downright pressure of incessantand inevi. enough timewithin them , alone with the Lord , to enter on the
table occupation . There is that pervadingdesultoriness ofthought action of prayer with collectedness and realization , and to
andwork which , strange to say, seemsto develop itself in many pursue it with freedom and fulness , and to close it so that it

circles of life in direct ratio to the high -pressure around them . pass on , so to speak, into an attitude and habit of abiding
In the conditions ofmodern English society , who can deny it ? prayerfulness. Let us make our requests known unto God .
there is a tendency, a strengthening tendency, away from those Let us pray with simplest detailed allusion to circumstances,
personalhabits of retirement for reflection and devotion which

and to persons. Let us, like Hezekiah , spread outbefore the
yet are essential, in the ordinary course of spiritual things, to unseen Shechinah the important, perhaps the heart-wounding,
the growth and depth of a solid and really unworldly piety. letter ; the perplexing question of work or duty ; the impending

Precious opportunity may be found, during the sorrow ; the friend, toiling, or afflicted , or tempted , or falling

or fallen ; the cause ofGod ; the Church , the State, the World .

annualholiday, for this retirement and devotion, and He is listening to the prayer of the son and servant whom He

that without in any way infringing upon the neces . | loves in Christ. And such is He that the prayermoves Him .

sary and needful rest of body. Now may the over. Those who seek to turn their season of rest to real

In The Christian 's Own Calendar (Seeley & Co.), noticed a proprofit, will realize that few things canbemore practi
few weeks back . Enni . cally helpful than the consideration of their individual

-
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ntercourse and communion with their Father. It is

Btill true that

Prayer is the Christian's vital breath,

The Christian's native air.

justice ; he must be competent to meet its every

demand ; his doings must be adequate to the neces

sities of the sinful ; his person and position must meet

the requirements of substitution ; his relation to the

parties accused must establish a legal relation ; and

the whole of his transactions must be demonstrative

of the righteousness of God.

JUSTIFYING THE UNGODLY.

PART THREE .

N the matter of justification it is with the Divine

that we are
Now

the law ofGod is,throughout,'amanifestationof Imankind falls inthesurpassing excellency of

man.

His character. It is the exponent of His actings, His person , and in the glorious perfection of Hiswork,

because it is the expression of His thoughts In this we find the elements of mediation so combined that

respect it can never be annulled . It is immutable they challenge the scrutiny of omniscience itself, He is

since it is connected with the unchangeable. Not only able to discharge the whole debt ; He is able to undergo

are its precepts eternally right, its sanctions also are
the whole penalty. Nay, let us not speakof His ability

eternally true. Forgiveness is only possible on to do ; let us contemplate the reality of what He has

condition of a thorough conformity to its demands.
done. He came from the throne of His glory, God

We do not mean to assert that the law is something mighty to save . Assuming our nature into union

superior to God, which in its sovereignty influences
with the Divine, He stood upon the earth a homeless

the decisions of the Most High. Such an assertion He came not to conquer by the might of omni.

would be impious and untrue. But, since it is a potence, but to redeem by the obedience of love. Made

declaration of the Divine nature, God cannot , and under the law, He conformed to all its requirements :

will not, in any case set it aside. Its demands must
He satisfied its every claim . As man He suffered ; as

be fully met whether they have respect to obedience God He saves. No other in the whole universe of being

or suffering. To speak of pardon as an absolute fact in
could undertake and accomplish the mediation of

the Divine government is to overlook the unity which
Christ. No other has shared the glory of His work . By

completes the entireness of perfection. In accord
His own right hand hath He brought us deliverance.

ance with the principles of righteousness can there

alone be found a place for the bestowal of pardon . revelation of the Divine justice in the death of the

And who will say that there is not an unparalleled

If justice were set aside in the justification of a
Substitute ? Tell us not of the fiery deluge which

sinner, a charge might be substantiated against the
overwhelmed the godless cities of the plain . Tell us

goodness or wisdom of the Lawgiver. Either the rule

of life would be proved to be impracticably stern , or

not of the opened heavens and the yawning earth,

there would be evident failure in its adaptation to the

the rising sea and the sinking world , and the billows

capabilities of the creatures for whom it was framed .

of irresistible desolation which swept away for ever

No argument can be found in support of either

the daring wickedness of the ancient world. In the

supposition.

bloody sweat of agony which bathed the brow of

innocence , and in the expiring cry of God's eternal

HE law is holy, just , and good. Its requirements Son, which rent the rocks of Calvary, we are taugbt

are those of love ; and obedience is competent to a lesson regarding the severity of God which nothing

the powers of the upright. Then the law must justify else could give. He will not clear the guilty - no, He

in order to the justification of God. His judgment is will not-and when His own Son is stretched upon

the enunciation of our relation to the law. But we the cross enduring keenest anguish, He does not spare

know that by deeds of law no flesh living can be a single pang, for there He bare the sins of others.

justified. As sinners we have to deal with the

statutes, and as sinners they denounce against us the O we ask whence is the necessity of this rigour

penalties we have incurred . Our deliverance from

condemnation must be secured in such a manner that delight in pouring out the vial of wrath . By no means.

the excellency of the law shall be approved, and its Judgment is His strange work , He delighteth in

sentence respected. Yet , although we are not justified mercy. The proximate cause of suffering is the

by the works of law, it is in consequence of the declara- punishment of sin. But its ultimate design is to

tions of law that our justification is secured. The exhibit the moral character of God, and secure the

minutest and the mightiest , the remotest and the highest welfare of His creation . He inflicts suffer

nearest threatening of judgment,must infallibly being not for its own sake, but in order that

accomplished. God cannot justify until the expiation
the greatest well-being of

is complete. “ Without shedding of blood there is no the universe and manifest the glory of His righ

remission ." Remission of sins without satisfaction teousness . Now these ends of moral government

would be dishonouring to His name and subversive are as fully secured by the death of Christ as

of His government. Whoever undertakes the work of they could have been by the condemnation of all

atonement must exhibit and illustrate the dignity of men who have existed since the day of disobedience,

THE

He may secure
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The Victory of the Cross.

FAITH

" He was

$

i
l
li
n

or shall exist until the day of judgment. Because

of this the Father delighted in the Son. “ Therefore ,

says Christ, “doth My Father love Me, because I lay Words Spoken from a West End Pulpit.

down My life, that I may take it again .”may take it again .” And when FROM A HEARER'S NOTES.

He had finished His earthly work the guarantee of “ Forasmuch then as the children are partakers of flosh and blood , Ho

acceptance was manifested in the resurrection from also Himselt likewise took part of the same; that through death Ho might

destroy bim that had the power of death , that is, the devil ; and deliver

the dead.
them who through fear of death were all their lifetime subject to bondage "

( Heb , ii. 14 , 15 ) .

HEN at the Lord's table we take bread and

secures an interest in the wine in remembrance of Him, we do this

satisfaction of Christ. Whosoever believeth on in order to " show forth the Lord's death until He

Him shall not come into condemnation . The com
come.” And it is fitting that on such occasions our

pleteness of His atonement ensures the completeness thoughts should be specifically directed to themean

ing and purpose of His death . For this death of

of pardon. As the law acquitted the Surety when
Christ was no ordinary death. It did not occur by

He poured out His soul unto death, it cannot bring any natural law or ordinance. Death came by sin,

any accusation against those for whom He died. The " and so death passed upon all men, for that all have

very justice that condemned is now exercised to sinned . ” But Christ never sinned. He was “ holy,

justify. While the unbelieving are under the wrath harmless, undefiled , and separate from sinners."

and curse of God , the believer in Jesus is pardoned by " him that had the powerof death."

There was no power over Him, rightfully exercised ,

and accepted. And this is the doing of Justice . It delivered for our offences." “ He made His soul an

is as much the act of righteousness to set the man offering for sin," according to the will of God-an

free when satisfaction has been made, as it is the act offering for all who accept God's Son, and thus

of righteousness to exact the satisfaction when the

become sons with Him , putting away their sin ,

sin has been committed. The glory of the Divine

raising them from the dead , and presenting them , on

the other side of doom, to our Father above. Behold

administration is concerned in justifying the man I and the children whom God hath given Me."

who believes, as much as it is concerned in condemn

ing the man who has transgressed. Grace reigas There are several very interesting truths taught us

through righteousness unto eternal life . in these important verses .

We are told , for instance, that this death glorified

God . “ It behoved Him to be made like unto His

A

ND now , believer, meditate on the security which brethren , that He might be a merciful and faithful

you possess. The friendship and favour of God is High Priest in things pertaining to God, to make

restored, justice is satisfied, and the Divine adminis reconciliation for the sins of the people.” Secondly,

tration glorified. The truth and faithfulness of God through this death he that hath the power of death

hath been brought to nought, digcrowned , displaced,

Himself are pledged foryour safety. In acquitting you thrust out from the placeofauthority which he

through Christ, He is faithful and just. In the occupied: and in this there has been deliverancefor

Lord you have righteousness and strength. He also those “ who through fear of death were all their life .

is become your salvation . Surely it becometh you
time subject to bondage.”

to say, with the apostle, “Bebold what manner of

Again , sin has been met and expiated by this

love the Father hath bestowed upon us .”

death. “ For verily He took not on Him the nature

The
of angels ; but He took on Him the seed of Abrabam

terrors of the law are past , rejoice evermore in the
to make reconciliation for the sins of the

experiences of grace . Be this the expression of people."

your gladness , the resolution of your faith : What
Moreover, in the Incarnation and in the sufferings

shall I renderunto the Lord for all His gifts ? " I will which were closed in dying, we have the assurance

take the cup of salvation, and call upon the name of of the sympathy of Him who was the Prince of

the Lord ."
sufferers. "For in that He hath suffered, being

tempted (tried) , He is able to succour them that are

tempted ."

Notes for Bible Reading.

But our attention is limited to.day to the victory of

1. The riches of God's goodness Rom . ii. 4. Christ, the victory gained over Satan. If we go back

2. The riches of God's grace Eph . i . 7 .

3. The riches of God's mercy

to a previous verse we find that this victoryis ours

Eph. ii . 4 .

4. The riches of God's glory .

by reason of our union with Him .

Rom . ix. 23 .

5. The riches of God's wisdom Rom . ix. 33.
The temptation Satan held out to the woman in

God's knowledge Rom. ix. 33 .
the Garden of Eden was, “ Ye shall be as gods,

6. The unsearchable riches of Christ Eph. iï . 8 knowing good and evil. ” Do we not hear something

“ In everything ye were enriched in

.

CONSI
DER

.

>

.

0

akin to this in our own day ? " Rise up, develop

Him 1 Cor. i.5. (R.V.) your humanity, subdue the world, gain the mastery

He is “ rich untoall that callupon ilim ;
Rom , x. 12. over its forces .” Strivings for this dominion over

With such a God, nature are as persistently urged, and men are as

such a Saviour, sanguine of success , as ever. a Ye shall be as gods !”

such riches, Ican never be lonely.

I can never be desponding.

This has been the delusive promise of the devil from

I can never be poor.
the beginning, and it will be his strongest temptation

Rev. C. G. BASKERVILLE, M.A.
at the close of man's history on earth ,

1
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Weare lifted up , nột by our rising to heaven , but & day coming in which the judgment will be

by the Son of God coming down to earth ; not by the executed .

elevation of man by his own efforts, but by the

humiliation of the Lord Jesus. He , the Sanctified, " The sting of death is sin . " The law handing

making Himself one with us that we might be over the soul to this righteous doom , Satan, who is

sanctified through Him . the rightful lord of death, comes to assert bis claim ,

And nowhereis this more fully seen than in the
and all who have died in sin are delivered over to his

cross of shame. He takes upon Him our guilt and power.

doom , bearing our sins in His own body on the tree , This it is which gives death its sting, and strikes

that wemay be made partakers of His glory and His terror to men's hearts in the prospect of dissolution.

grace_ " heirs of God , and joint -heirs with Christ . ' '
In the heyday of youth andstrength men may bid

- Forasmuch then as the children are partakers of away these fears, but when death comes they are

flesh and blood, He also Himself likewise took part stricken to the very centre of their soul. For Christ

of the same; that through death He might destroy has not yet destroyed death ,Hehas taken away its

him that had the power of death, that is , the devil " - sting from the believer, but death still remains, and

andthis is the definite purpose ofputting an end to the none, apart from Christ, can contemplate its approach

without dread .
devil's power- " that He might deliver them who

through fear of death were all their lifetime subject What was the barrier between Christ and glory?

to bondage." What was it that stood in the way of His ascending

up at any moment to the throne of God ? Life, the

bodily life which He had taken upon Him , that He
He will come again when He has received the

kingdom , and shall " put down all rule and authority might lay it down on the cross for our redemption.

For Him this life was one of humiliation, suffering,

and power. For He must reign till He hath putall and shame, and His gate into thelife beyond this life,

enemies under His feet. The last enemy that shall

be destroyed is death ." That will be the final triumph.
and the joy which he had with the Father before

Meanwhile He will put down the devil's power in the
ever the earth was, was death.

case of all who believe in Him . Satan is the prince And what it was to the Master it is to the servant

of this world, and claims lordship still over those who “ We that are in this tabernacle do groan, being

have not accepted the salvation of Christ. I cannot burdened . ” Not only have we griefs common to

explain this, but Scripture makes it very clear that humanity, but sorrows which are peculiarly our own

80 it is. Good old Bishop Latimer said that the But when we die, then is our blessedness. Then shal

devil was the busiest bishop in the world, ever " going to this mortal put on immortality, and then shall be

and fro in the earth, and walking up and down in it," brought to pass the saying that is written , " Death

“ like a roaring lion, seeking whom he may devour. " is swallowed up
in victory," the

And Christ comes that Hemay gain the victory over believers being united to Christ doat death enter into

the devil. The death of Christ securedthe triumph His immediate presence, intothe joy of their Lord .

of Satan, for He was the only sinless Man that ever

died . “The prince of this world cometh and hath Jesus was immortal. He made Himself mortal by

nothing in Me." There is much in common between taking upon Him our nature. “ Forasmuch then as

fallen man and the devil. Jesus came to break this the children were partakers of flesh and blood, H:

unhallowed fellowship and to change it for the sanc also Himself likewise took part of the same , that

tified union between earth and heaven. And He through death He might destroy him that had the

accomplishes this by dying , because " the children are power of death , and deliver them who through fear

partakers of flesh and blood, He also. Himself like of death were all their lifetime subject to bondage."

wise took part of the same, that through death He The Incarnation, as we have alreadysaid, is only to

might destroy him that had thepower of death and be explained by the death . Christ did nothing for

deliver them.” We see in the Incarnation of Christ our redemption by merely being born into the world

souls of

,
the first step towards Calvary. The cross explains but He did all when, having been born , He died 02

the birth , and we do not fully understand Calvary the crossin our stead ,putting away sin by the sacrifice

until the third day, when He rises again from the of Himself.

dead. We do not see the full meaning of the

resurrection until wewait forty days and behold the Now let us face it as a fact, and take the assurance

Son of Man ascending up into heaven to take His from it which it is fitted and designed to contes

place as our representative at the right hand of the Hasthe Lord Jesus, indying, conquered death, and

Father. And we do not quite understand the Ascen him that had the power of death ?

sion until we wait other ten days, and see the dis delivered us from the thraldom in which we were

ciples assembled in that upper chamber in Jerusalem , held , and shall we not rejoice in the deliverance and

and see the Holy Ghost coming down to dwell praise Him who hath set us free ?

amongst us , to guide us into all truth, to take of the

things of Christ, and to show them unto us.
Satan had a claim against us once.

And we cannot comprehend in its fulness the mis attempt to explain it in intelligible terms. I aczep:

sion of the Holy Ghost until the Lord Jesus comes
it on the testimony of Scripture. So long as our

again in His power and great glory to take unto Him guilt remains God can have no communion with us

His own, and to execute vengeance upon the un
and we are in the region where the wicked one bas

godly.
power.

Paul exhorted the Corinthians concerning the evil
But the centre of all is the cross. From this all doer amongst them ,thatthey weretothrustbim

the other events follow. When Jesus bowed His forth intothat outer region wherein he would be

head upon the cross, all these were made secure. delivered to Satan forthe destruction ofthe flesh, that

" Now is the prince of this world judged ." There is the spirit might be saved in the dayofthe Lord Jesus.

Has He thus

I do not

*

+
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Eyes ;

I am not talking of mere metaphysics. I am

speaking of actual facts. The devil works and
Hooks and

rõigas here on earth, and makes men slaves, and Sense Linked with Faith .

keeps them in bondage, attempting to serve God

servilely in the hope of being accepted by Him, and

By EMILY P. LEAKE Y.

taking all measureswhichthey deem suitable to meet “ They shall still bring forth fruit in old age; they shall be fat and

the wrath of God due to their sins.

flourishing ” (Psa. xcii. 14).

This is the origin ofman's religiousness, his striving AS

S we sat at dessert one evening, I heard Clara say

to be good, or to do good, striving in Romish or even

to Frank :

in Protestant ways to work out a righteousness for “ A fow more of your hornets, please," and at the same

himself apart from Christ, rather than accept the

moment I saw a queer, questioning look pass over grand

righteousness of God's providing.

father's face, betokening difficulty - just a lifting of one

Howmany,forexample,are scrupulous in their eyebrow,whilst depressing theother.

observance of the Lord's Day, in their attendance at

When helped , Clara, with one of her beaming smiles, and

with some of her cheerful words, turned, and , taking her

His house, but theydo not love the Lord's Day, they grandfather's hand, kissed it, saying, “ Just like you, you

have no pleasure in the Lord's house ; and, ifthey dear old mulberry tree.”

knew that they were to live always, they would dis

“ My dear," said he, " explain yourself, or Aunt Emily will

regard both the one and the other, they would never

be shocked .”

think of serving God.

Now, I wasn't at all shocked, for I knew what the loving,

artless girl meant, and, I must say, I had had the same idea

myself touching my dear aged parent, although I should not

But we who know that Jesus has met all the claims

have ventured to apply the term so aptly, for fear it might

against us,
“ hath redeemed us from the curse of the

border on want of veneration .

law ," that we might receive the adoption of sons,

I must relate that morning's incident, and you, my

reader, can judge for yourself. I must tell you my father

have shaken off this bondage, and it is not ours to was one of the most single-hearted, unselfish Christians

obey as slaves, but as sons ; love being the motive one who studied God's Word , and carried it into practice.

which works in the heart. We have been set free in He was devout, holy, and full of good works, just waiting

order that we may serve the Lord with gladness,

in extreme old age to say - as he really did say when the

and speak good of His name."

time came -“ Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart

in peace, for mine eyes have seen Thy salvation."

À grand old mulberry had always been the pride of

We gain this liberty of love at the cross of Jesus .

our garden, but on that self-same morn a hot-winded

hurricane had laid it low , with all its luscious, juicy fruit

There we see the onegreat barrier between God and still on its branches. Every year as it had grown older the

man removed and the reconciliation effected. Can I more splendid was its crop , and as the fruit grew largerso

cleanse myself from sin ? “ If I wash myself with the leaves grew smaller ( i.e., mere profession, or talk , grew

snow water, and make myself never so clean ; yet less as its doings were greater.)

shalt Thou plunge ' me in the ditch, and mine own

That morning, when Clara and I and Frank went to view

clothes shall abhor me. " All efforts fail . I cannot

the catastrophe,Clara said, with brimming tears in her eyes ,

“ Oh, auntie, just look at the beautiful old pet; it puts me

blot out one transgression , cannot get rid of the sin in mind ofthat verse, “ They shall still bring forth fruit in

of my nature. Hopeless the task ! But Jesus does old age' ( Psa, xcii. 14.). What an enormous quantity of

it all. He presents to God a perfect sacrifice, a spot immense mulberries on these uppermost branches, that we

less righteousness on our behalf, and the dread past could not see before. Why, there are more than ever !”

is blotted out for ever . That is the meaning of the “ Yes, it islike the old version of your verse, dear, Such as

cross .

are planted in the house of the Lord shall flourish in the

My death , as far as there is any penal element in

courts of the house of our God ; they also shall bring forth

it, took place one thousand eight hundred years ago.

more fruit in their age, and shall be fat and well liking.'

“ Ah," said she, “ Inever read that verse in church without

thinking of grandfather; ” and, gathering an immense

mulberry, she tried to put it in my mouth whilst she said ,

Death is a very different thing to the believer from
“ Eat it,you will find it fat and well liking ,' ” whilst naughty

what it is to theungodly.
Frank suggested , in his waggish way, “Take care; an hornet,

It is the time of our departure," a " sleep in aunt,” which made me start back from theproffered morsel,

Jesus." " To depart and to be with Christ,” is said , and then as quickly accept it ; when he further added , “This

by one who knew what it was to be with Christ, to be tree's old -age-fruit is as big as hornets in comparison with

" far better.” Paulwasanxious to go, though willing wasps."

to wait for the sake of the church below ; and I think

I am sure it is so,with some of God's people," said I ;

“ the older they grow , the bigger and better their fruit."

he was thus anxious because he had been caught up
Oh, reader, let it be so with us ;just let usstrive after this.

to the third heaven and had seen the blessedness of
If we have begun to be patient, let us grow in patience; and

the home above. For the sake of believers here, his the same in every fruit of the Spirit, let us be like the

brethren and sisters on earth, he was willing to stay mulberry tree, which, I have always heard, produces better

that he might be serviceable to them .

fruit the older it grows. Ours, I am told , was far over 200

Death is to us the gate of heaven, because Christ,

years of age.

by His death , " hath opened the kingdom of heaven

to all believers."

IN CANAAN . - When Israel came to eat of the fruit and corn

of Canaan the manna ceased. The water out of the rock , the

pillar of fire and cloud, all these ceased. So when God's elect

HINDRANCES.- Ah ! the time, the thought, the souls,that the shall come to heaven , when once they shall taste of those

things of the world consume and spend. How they hinder the blessed and best provisions of the heavenly country, then the

actingsoffaithupon God , interrupt oursweet communion with manna of ordinances, administrations, and dispensations of the

Him,abate ourlove to His people , andinduce us to act like Gospel shall cease. “ When that which is perfect is come, then

those who are in the most unlike Him. Is it nottrue that many that which is in part shall be done away.

professing Christians are so muchtaken up with earthly things

bat theybave scarceanyleisure to look up to heaven ,or after
* Hooks and Eyes, to be published shortly, ds. 6d. ; post free 85. 81. Please

Christ, andthe things that belong to their everlasting peace send orders to the Author,Miss Loakey , Exeter ,
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Whisperings of the Waves.

I a

99

BOR .

BY WILLIAM LUFF,

Author of Wave Whispers.

F the world isGod's great exhibition, surely the aquarium

fishes of the sea shall declare unto Thee ” (Job xii . 8 ) . Let us

take our Bible as “The Official Guide," and walk beside the

Lord's glorious deep.

The Sea Shows a Dibine Appointment.

What a picture of the waters finding their place is given in

Psa. civ. 8 ! “ They go down by the valleye unto theplace which

Thou hast founded for them . Thou hast set a bound that they

may not pass over ; thatthey turn not again to cover the earth ."

A place found and founded, in which they are bound and

bounded . God fixed that bound, and He has fixed the high

water mark of our troubles, and the sweep of our temptations.

Is thy heart full of grief ? Thy Father appointed it to be the

ocean bed of that deep sea, He sent every stream, every wave ,

every drop.

The Sea Shows a Divine Power.

" Who shut up the sea with doors ? ” (Job xxxviii. 8. ) Our

Guide -book tells us God brake up for it a decreed place and

said , “ Hitherto shalt thou come, but no further : and here

shall thy proud waves be stayed ” (ver. 11 ). Man builds his

little dock -gates; but the Lord sets bars and doors for the whole

And the power that first controlled still controls . He

" troadeth upon the waves of the sea ” (Job ix. 8). Our loving

Saviour proved He had Divine power by thesame acts (Mark

vi. 48 ). Here is the voice of power , “ I dry up the sea

Iga. 1.2 ). Israel proved Jehovah could do this, and said ofHis

arm , “ Art thou not it which hath dried the sea, the waters of

he great deep ; that hath made the depths ofthe sea a way for

she ransomed to pass over ? ” ( 188. li. 10.) The God who appoints

my trouble can dry up that trouble.

The Sea is an Crhibition of God's Unionderful cworks.

We “ see the works of the Lord and His wonders in the deep

(P88.cvii. 24) . No little tank , but “ a great and wide se&,
wherein

Are things creeping innumerable, both small and great beasts ”

(P8a . civ. 25 ). Note, God's hand is as much seenin the small

as the great. He made the sprat as certainly as He made the

whale,and He had a purpose in making the sprat a sprat and

not & whale. Small fish are God's fish , and as there are more

of them than the great fish , perhaps, on the whole , they are as

important. If they that go down to theseain ships see God's

wonders, they must praise Him ( Isa. xlii. 10), both small and

great.

an Erhibition of God's Care.

How manymouths are there in the sea ? " These wait all

upon Thee ; that Thou mayest give them their meat in due

season ( Psa. civ . 27) . And not only does God feed them , He

givesthem joy. “ There is that leviathan whomThou bast made

to play therein ” (ver. 26 ). When we take a holiday and play by

the sea, even great men , who think they are mighty, are quite

in keeping with God's mind, who formed the sea for leviathan

" to take his postime therein " (R.V. ) .

An @chibition of God's Condescension ,

who “ placed the sand for the bound of the sea by a perpetual

decree, that it cannot pass it ; and though the waves thereof

toss themselves, yet can they not prevail ; though they roar,

yet can they not pass over it " (Jer. v. 22) .

Only a barrier built of sand ,

Keeping the waves from thesolid land ;

Tiniest grains, by the King's decree,

Strong as an adamant wall would be ,

Though but a heap of sand .

Angrily, flercely, the proud waves tosa ,
Now o'er the brow a moment they cross :

Bhout ! “ We have conquered them," Nay, they fall

Broken in spray byno granite wall,

Only a heap of sand .

Yo who are feeblo , of lowly birth ,
Ye who are counted the sands of earth ;

Not as the rock , rising bold and high,
Ye at the brink of life's ocean lie.

Only as grains of sand.

Yet through His building whose work is sure,

Yothrough the tom pest shall strong endure ;
Standing wheremany a weak one has stood ,

Braving the swell ofthe raging flod,

Though but as tiny sand .

An Erhibition of God's Government.

“ The Lord sitteth upon theflood ; yea , the Lord sitteth King

for ever ". ( Psa. xxix . 10). Some say “ Britannia rules the

waves ;” but she has very little to do with that matter. There

God rules . Manywaves ; but God rules all. Unrulywaves?

No, every one ruled by God . In the hour of calm , and in the

hour of storm . “ Thou rulest the raging of the sea ; when the

waves thereof arise, Thou stilleet them ” (Psa . lxxxix. 9 ) . Here

Christ again claims equal honour, as swaying the esme sceptre

(Matt. viii . 26) . When circumstances seem as confused and

ungovernable as the waves, let us remember, God rules - rules

each wave and rules all the waves.

We may get a bint of

The Mystery of God's Maps

from the sea.
" Thy way is in the sea, and Thy path in the

great waters, and Thy footsteps are not known ” (Ps. lxxvii. 19) .

If God walks upon the great waters, we cannot follow Him ; if

weattempt it,our faith will probably fail, andweshallbegin

to sink (Matt. xiv. 30). Walking upon the sea is God's business ;

walking upon dry land is ours . Do not let us try even to see

God's footprints. How can we if He steps upon the waves .

His “footsteps are not known."

“God moves in a mysterious way,

His wonders to perform ;

He plants His footsteps in the sea ,

And rides upon the storm.'

From the sea we may learn

Che Spread of Truth .

“ The earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the
waters cover the sea (Isa. xv. 9) . Who can stay the rising

tide ? When any can do that lesser feat then may they

attempt to stop the progress and ultimate triumph of the

Gospel. As the waters touch every continent and island, so

shall the influence of Christ. As theeas vnite all countries, 80

shall the truth . When? I know not ; but the Lord has fixed

the hour of high- tide in this as in the natural world.

Che Number of God's People.

“ I will multiply thy seed . as the sand which is upon

the sea shore ” (Gen. xxii, 17). A people “ as the sand

innumerable ” (Heb. xi. 12). This has been fulfilled in its

relation to Abraham , and is being fulfilled in its relation to

Christ. Countless grains ; each separate, and yet all united;

all very insignificant, yet appointed to preserve a world from

& flood of evil ; often trodden under foot as worthless ; but

owned and regarded by the Lord Himself. A multitude that

no man can number. Am I one of them ?

The Righteousness of God's people.

“ Thy righteousness as the waves of the sea ( Isa. xlviii. 18) .

1. Pure . How clear is the crystal sex ! Man throws much

rubbishand filth intoit,butitretains its purity. 2. Bright.

How the waves flash and sparkle ! They are bright because

pure ; 80 are God's people. But only bright in the light. 3,

Covering. There are ten thousand footprints on the sand,and

black weeds upon the rocks ; but the tide covers all with bright,

pure waves. Such isthe covering righteousness of Christ.

Are we tired of God's great aquarium ? Let us change the

subject, and see the darker side.

Here is a Picture of Evil -doers .

“ The wicked are like the troubled sea when it cannot rest,

whose waters cast up mire and dirt " ( Isa, lvii. 20). “The
troubled ce & ." What a contrast to the Christian's “ still

waters ( Psa . xxiii. 2 ). “ Cannot rest.” Now up, now down :

rising high inexcitement, only to fall broken upon the rocks of

disappointment. “ No peace, saith my God, to the wicked."

( Isa. Ivii. 21) . This unrest is not merelysuperficial, for their

heart, like the sea, casts up “ mire and dirt. Evil thoughts
,

emotions, desires, words, actions, all aptly described as " mire

and dirt." Only One can purify the waters, and give quietness.

Here is a Picture of the Waverer .

“ He that wavereth is like a wave of the sea , driven with the

wind, and tossed " (James i. 6) . Faith is a rock, unbelief is a

wave, unstable, ever shifting, over changing. Unsettled in itsell
,

and influenced by surrounding circumstances " driven with

the wind," and the devil will always have the bellows ready.

To-day, hoping ; to -morrow , doubting. Now in the light, anon

in a cavern ofdarkness. Lord, increase our faith , thatwe be not

moved .

The sea may also teach

The dinsatisfying Nature of Carthly Things.

" All the rivers run intothe sea , yet the sea is not full,"

(Eccles . i. 7.) The heart craves wealth , wisdom , pleasure , posi

tion , fashion, fame , and should all these rivers run into it,yet it

would not be filled. “ The fulness of Him that filleth all in all,"

is the only source that can fill au immortal soul (Eph. i. 23)

“ He filleth the hungry soul with goodness " (Psa. crii. 9) .

Here is enough to fill the highest, deepest, broadest sea .

By the sea welearn

The Power of the Enemy.

“ Whenthe enemyshall come in like a flood , the Spirit of

the Lord shall lift up a standard against him
( Isa, lix. 19).
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How impetuous is the incoming of the enemy, and yet often

how stealthy ! We are sometimes in danger of being surrounded

by the flood before we are aware. How is the enemypersevering !

If one wave does not overwhelm us, another and another follow ,

and , if the tide recedes, it is only to return again in a few hours.

Wave upon wave, a multitude of temptations, till we seem to

stand like old rocks that havebeen for years amid the breakers.

“ The floods have lifted up, O Lord, the floods have lifted up

their voice, the floods lift up their waves . The Lord on high is

mightier than the noise of many waters ; yea, than the mighty

waves of the sea ” (Psa. xciii. 3 ,4) .

The prophet Micah learned

A Good Lesson of Forgiveness

s from the waters. “ Thou wilt cast all their sins into the depths

of the sea " ( Micah vi , 19) . Not into the shallows of the sea,

they might be seen again ; but " into the depths of the sea,'

where a resurrection is impossible. Not some sins, (but "all

their sins.”

Thy sins which are past

And clamour at thee,

Thy Jesus will cast
Them into the sea .

Thy sins shall all under

The deepest wave pass ,

And cause thee to wonder

And love Him and bless . - J . BERRIDGE .

Before leaving the shore let us

See Heaven mirrored there.

“ A sea of glass ” (Rev. xv. 2) . No storms, no wavering, no

131 * casting up ofmire, no raging flood ; but all perfect rest, where

not a wave of trouble rolls across the peaceful breast. There

was no more sea ” (Rev. xxi. 1) . A sea of purity and enjoyment,

but no sea of trouble separation ,

Thank God for the sea and what its wild waves are saying.

Notes in Belgium .

BY PEARL FISHER.

LaNorth Sea. Since then I have hada pleasant runthrough

Belgium , and seeing in Word and Work, August 5th, a reference

to the Société Evangelique,Belge, I send a few noteson my

observations on things Belgian, illustrating no : Christian

work, but rather the need for it.

The Lord's day is a high day and holiday, but those who

advocate some such utilization of theSundaymight well lay to

heart the fact that, while the well-to-do areenjoyingthemselves,

the working classes are toiling, and that not merelyin supplying

amusement, but in the ordinary avocations of life - for them

it is no day of rest.

The Lord's Day.

At Ostend the churches (Roman Catholic) were crowded at

early Mass. At eleven a.m. I found the English Church fairly well

filled, but many of the visitors, unfortunately, seemed to think

their duty performed when prayers were read ; rising, not a few

of them , and leaving beforethe sermon , missing thereby a very

good discourse on Rom . viii . 14 .

What of the rest of the day ? Horse races, presided over,

alas ! by an English Duke and Duchess. The Kursaal filled to

overflowing. Music, dancing, and gambling. The Grande

Parade thronged by promenaders in gayest attire. The sands

and bathing place crowded . What pained onemost of all , was

the easy way in which English ladies andgentlemen seemed to

adopt continental fashions, and“ do at Romeas Rome does."

Surely, many of these are professing Christians ; yet their

example proves the greatest obstacle to Christian workers.

" Why do you come here with such doctrines ? your own people

do just aswe do." Onthe race-course, in the Kursaal, at the

baths, on the sands and parade, and in the blazing hotels and

restaurants with fronts open to view English and Americans

are conspicuous leaders.

The Villages and Bruges.

Escaping in the afternoon from these scenes of gaiety, I

walked into the country, passing through severalof thosewhite

washed, red -tiled, Flemish villages, which so thickly dot the

Low Countries, finding everywhere reapers at work, farm

labourers toiling, the peasantry busy as onany day of the week ,

and the “ estaminets " full to overflowing.

The following dayI spent in Bruges, a oity wholly given over

to idolatry, e city of magnificent ohurches,of splendid sculp .

ir

tures and carvings, of wonderful paintings by renowned masters,

of shrines and images at street corners, yet without God. In

the stately Cathedral and the Notre Dame we saw pictures and

sculptures — some of them a thousand years old--by lfamous

Flemish painters as well asby Rubens, Michael Angelo, and

othermasters. Even theparish churches, suchas St. Jacob's and

the Madeline, were rich in these. The cathedral has as its centre

piece an image representing “God the Father," while in the

centre of the Notre Dame is erected one of the largest cruci.

fixes I have yet seen , and of very ancient date. Inthe little

niches round are chapels, altars, confessional boxes, and relics,

while onthe imagesof the various saints are hung little wax

models of legs , arms, heads, &c ., presented by votaries seeking

healing for the members represented. So again in Ghent (Gand ),

Ypres,Termonde, Malines ,and even in Antwerp itself.

Evangelical Churches.

Buthow ,I asked. are the evangelicalchurches represented ? In

Ostend, besides the English Church , the Christian Missionary

Church has a smallplace in the Albertatraat. In Bruges there

is an English Church ; in Ghent, besides an English Church, there

are a Reformed Church and Christian Missionary Church. In

Ypres and Termonde nothing of the kind, so far as I could

ascertain . At Malines the Reformed Church bas an evange

listic station . In Antwerp there are anEnglish Church , a

Mariners' Church, a Reformed Church ,a Lutheran Church, a

Christian Missionary Church, and two Bible depôts.

After all, how little is this ! The great need is for Flemish

evangelists and colpcrteurs, such as the Christian Missionary

Church is endeavouring to train . The language of the common

people is still Flemish,and they can only be effectively reached

by labourers speaking that tongue. I was struck by the large

numbers ,of “ Jiberal” Catholics — the distinction is partly

political, partly religious — the “ liberals ” reject confession,

relics, and many outward superstitions, but they have not come

to the simplicity of the Gospel. Theirs is a critical state ;

many seem , for lack of light, verging towards Atheism .

A Missionary Church .

What one of the churches I have mentioned is doing for the

spread of the Gospel, the Christian Missionary Church , is thus

stated in its recent report :

1. The diffusion of the Word of God by means of nine Bible

readers and five colporteurs.

2. The regular preaching of the Word.

3. Open -air meetings and missionary tours. By these means

the Gospel has been proclaimed to crowds who were entire

strangers to our religion, and rarely without visible effect.

4. At funerals, which in Belgium are very largely attended,

opportunities were found for addressing 200, 500, and even

so many as 1,000 or 1,500 persons ; and these appeals have borne

fruit.

During the year 244,000 tracts have been given, and 7,000

meetings have been held. That means a great deal of hard

work, but the pastors and evangelists are men who would put

most ofus to shame by their unwearied labours, and they have

received valuable assistance, not only from theBible readers,

but also from members of their congregations, eighty, of whom

conduct Sabbath and weekday services. Besides these there

are a large number who help by visiting Roman Catholio

families, distributing tracts, announcing the meetings from

house to house, and by testifying to their faith in their homes,

among their neighbours, and at their daily work . The Church

is indeed worthy of its name and history as a missionary
Church ,

ANoble Gift. - We are glad to learn that the useful work

of the Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen is receiving further

recognition and support. A gentleman, who desires his name

to beconcealed, called recently upon the director, and, stating,

that he had listened with much interest to a lecture delivered

by him somemonths ago upon the perils and the needs of the

smacksmen , handed him a sum of £ 2,300 to cover the entire

cost of building and equipping a seventh Mission Vessel to

cruise with the NorthSea trawling fleets.

Mid -Kent Mission to Hop-pickers .- In addition to

direct evangelistio effort amongst the hop -pickers of this dis

trict I was enabled, last year, through the kindness of many

friends, to clothe many who were almost naked, and had also

three free teas. The season will be on us again in about a fort

night or three weeks and may continue all through September.

Any of your readers sending tracts, books, oldclothes, &c., may

address parcels to Wrotham Station, L. C. D. Railway:

G , Gillingham ,

Ivy Hatch, Sevenoaks,
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The Clifton Conference.

There is one sphere in particular in which those who are

12
interested and desire information would do well to visit Bad

What I saw at.Bad Boll
Boll: I refer to all that is comprised in what is called the

TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WORK ."
night side of naturo ."

Blumhardt has a marvellous insight into the workings ofthe

STRE

VIR ,-Having just spent ten months in a place which

& recent writer has designated as one of the most in

unseen world, partly owing to his father's experiences in that

teresting in Europe, a few details of the work there may be

domain, and partly to the clear way in whichhe recognises all

interesting to some of your readers. I refer to Bad Boll, in

that Scripture teaches us of the existence and power of diser

Württemberg, where Pastor Christoph Blumhardt is carrying

bodied spirits. Sorcery too, which is largely practised among

on & work commenced by his father in 1852 in that place, with

the peasants in South Germany, and in many other places too,

all the energy, all the self -sacrifice, all the warm and large

is & subjecton which he can give much valuable information.

hearted love for his fellow -men , and all the blessed results and

Space forbids me to enlarge upon the wonderful cures which

striking answers to prayer which so strongly characterized his

take place in Bad Boll ; suffice it to say that while, of course,al

father's work in thesame place.

do not realize the wished for result, several do, and few leste

For the history of Bad Boll, and of the late Pastor Blumhardt,

without what is better than physical cure - blessing to their

and the raison d'étre of his remarkable faith-healing workthere,

souls.

I must refer your readers to Pastor Blumhardt, and his Life

W. M, BBOOKE.

and Work in Bad Boll, by Rev. W. Guest, which is a brief

summary of the German biography of the late Pastor Blum.

bardt, by Pastor Zundel, which is now being fully translated

into English , in hopes of making more known in England of

this interesting place, which I am convinced would be more

largely visited by English if it were better known .

Bad Boll differs in its main features from other .so - called

N issuing his letter of invitation to this Conference ( Tuesday,

“ Heils-Anstalten ,” or." Faith -healing establishments." There

is nopubliclaying on ofhandsoranointingwith oil, the pastor presentingsolid foundationdoctrineforthe contemplation an

James Ormiston says :-- The subjects selected for 1886, sbile

only seeing people privately in his study,wherehe prays with

them , and gives them any advice , or instruction they may

edification of God's people, yet invite, at the bands of those who

require ; and, indeed, no body of Christians could be found

will address us, treatment eminently practical — a combination

anywhere, displayinga spirit freer from cant or false piety than

of cause and effect everywhere discernible in the written Word

in Bad Boll. No one who has been there can doubt that God

Perhaps some of onr dear friends will think the proposed sab

has made Blumbardt a remarkable instrument or channel

jects too elementary, others too profound for theoccasion, My

through which He allows His Divine power to work in an extra

earnestobject, however, hasbeen to select, in dependencs en

ordinary degree ; nor is this difficult for any one to understand

the guidance of the Holy Spirit, topics capable of affording

who has read the account of the father's work in Möttlingen,

milkfor babes, and strong meat for them that are of full aga

of his terrible spiritual conflict in prayer against the powers

(Heb. v . 12-14 ). Anotherand specialaim (however imperfectly

of darkness, which ended , owing to Blumhardt's lion courage

may have carried it out) was to suggest a profitable contrat

and persistent faith, in the complete victory of Christ on his

between the false, though specious, reasoning of man and the

behalf over Satan, and was followed by a remarkable outpour.

authoritative and finalutterances of the God of truth on the

ing of the Holy Spirit in his parish at Möttlingen, the effects

momentous topics announced inthis paper. What muchmom

of which went with him to Bad Boll, and have remained with

comprehensive or suggestivefield of spiritual observation con

the son in carrying on the work to this day. Tbere is an inde

occupy us during thethree days of our Convention than that

-scribable something about themoral atmosphere there which

presented in the following outlines?

makes one feel far removed from the world and its cares ; &

GOD'S MIND AND MAN'S MIND

calmness, smoothness; and purity in the daily life, which
CONTRASTED, CONCERNING

Buggests the near presence of God .

1. - SIN - ITS ORIGIN , ITS NATURE, AND ITS EFFECTS;

Bad Boll, which is some forty kilometres from Stuttgart, and
II.-GRACE-ITS FOUNT, ITS SUBJECTS, AND ITS OPERATIONS ;

is reached by diligence or carriage from the small town of
III . - GLORY - ITS SOUBCE, ITS INCREASE, AND ITS FRUITION.

Göppingen, on the line between Stuttgart and Ulm , is a fine

building, originally built by the King of Württemberg as a

What theme could tend more influentially to thrill with joy

summer residence,and is aituated in the most beautiful part of

and gladness the hearts of Jehovah's redeemed people than on

the country , at the foot of the Swabian Alps, at the Hohen

which Divinely links the misery of human Sin andthe exce

lency of eternal Glory by theinterposition of abounding Grade

staufen end of the range . Inaddition to the large establish

ment, there are over one hundred and twenty rooms for guests,

Surely,it is intothemysteriesofthese very things that the

angels themselves desire to look (1 Pet. i . 10-12). With bor

who come in large numbers all the year round, from all parts much more intense desire, then , must the human subjects of

of Europe,severalmerely to enjoy the pastor's ministry, and

the magnificentcountry,otherstoseek relief in the well-known

the “ Great Salvation " sit down to contemplate its breadth,

and length , anddepth , and height, while earnestly yearning

efficacy of his prayer, from spiritual, mental, or physical

disorders, and nothing can exceed the love and self-abnegation

to prove with increasing satisfaction that love of Chris

which all guests experience at the bands of Pastor Blumhardt,

which paseeth knowledge "-the origin and efficacy of te

demption's wondrous scheme ?

s his large family, andthe family of Brodersens, who help him

in the temporal managementof theestablishinent.

It is at a very solemn crisis in the history of God's Church and

The place is visitedby guests of all classes, from the highest

of the world that we are providentiallysummonedto gather in

our adorable Master's name.
For is not man shamelessly

nobility down to the Swabian peasants , and it is interesting to sporting with sin , deridingtheideathat its " wagesis death,

see theharmony in which these people live together and mix in and that “ the soul that sinneth it shall die" ? Are not man

eachother's society regardless of all social differences. The

simple daily routine is as follows:-At7.45 a.m.all the children

religious teachers deluding souls into the false belief that the

natureof sin
isnot in the judgment ofa holyandjealous Gad

and most of the guests assemble in the schoolroom , for what

-- iscalled ,Kinder -Segen (blessingthe children).Aftersinging impenitent isnot to beone of irremedialwoe? And does not

an infinite evil,and that, therefore, the eternal portion of the

& verse and a short prayer, the pastor blesses the children and thisfalsehood ofSatan'sslowlybutcertainly depreciate the

anywho choose to come up individually and by name, putting

his hand on the head withthe words : “ Der Heilandsegne dich,

preciousnessand freeness ofthegrace of Godasexhibited

in the blood of the Lamb ?

lieber A " (TheSaviour bless theo, dear A-) . Then follows

Moreover, do not tbese

andkindredlatter-day errors consequentially saptheexcellene

breakfast, immediately afterwhich the pastor gives the morning and eternity of theglorywhich by covenant stands pledged to

Andacht, ormeditation on the text . for theday, and only those

who have heard these Andachten know what treats they are .

alltheredeemed ? Beit ours, then, dear friends, to assemble

The other meals are.: dinner 12.30 , café, 3.30, and supper 7.15,

on the basis, not of whatis the mind of man upon thesemomen

tous themes, but uponthe sure foundation ofthe revealed mind

after which there is an evening Andacht, and then follows the of our adorableGodandFather , May the Spiritof Power grant

most interesting part of the day, when the pastor remains us of His holy unction and teaching, deepening in usa feeling

" amongstthe guests, generally until bedtime, and the most in sense of sin, enlargingan experimental apprehension of thegraci

teresting discussions and conversations take place, as numbers of our Lord Jesus Christ, and working in our hearts a very joy

of clevermen ,and theological students fromthe neighbouring ful anticipation ofthecomingglory . Precious, indeed, are the

university of Tübingen come to Bad Boll. The greater part of promises
madeto usby our faithfulGod,and Hewill fulfil

the day is spentby the pastor in seeing people privately in his them . His rich, free, and effectual grace has given

study ;besides the guests, numbers of peasants are constantly standingof acceptance. The blood and righteousness ofHis

pouring in from all parts of Württemberg to consult him beloved Son are our inalienable inheritance, and by the evet

on different matters,
lasting Gospel He has " called us to the obtaining of the glory."
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“ Babies' Castle. The Fishermen at Folkestone.
M HIS expressive title has been bestowed by the Kentish M ANY of our readers whoare familiar with that beautifulsea

I villagers of Hawkhurst on a pretty country house lately M side resort, Folkestone, will recall the specialdifficulties
presented by Mr. Thomas Moilliet to Dr. Barnardo, and opened which have presented themselves whenever aggressive evange

in Monday week by H . R . H , the Duchess of Teck as a Home for listic work has been attempted amongst the fishermen who have
Babies. Just when the offer came Dr. Barnardo was in a seemed opposed to anything of the kind . Not long ago, we
lifficulty as to the baby question . Applicationswere constantly learn , a Bible carriage was driven away with broken windows.
being made to him on behalf of infants, and although at the Many will rejoice that an entrance has been found by Mr.
Žirls' Village Home at Ilford & baby in a cottage has always Henry Cook, who writes : - The Gospel ship Annie , on her
been locked upon as a blessing to the home- life of the little way to Calais, putting into Folkestone, a fortnight since, was
amily, the number of cottages is only thirty, and of these not moored by the quay close to the fishermen 's houses. At first.

ill are able to undertake the added responsibility of a young we found them opposed to all such work . For a time it

baby ; so that some fresh opening seemed imperative , it the was a question whether we should remain indeed , it appeared

uling principle were to be observed , ofnever refusing admission that wemust beat & retreat - but the Lord has overruled it all,

o a really destitute case. But, at the particular time when and has given us favour in their sight.

ihe question could no longer be evaded, the state of funds Gospel services have been held for adults every night at
seemed to forbid the idea of new enterprise ; and then camethe eight o'clook , also on the Lord's day, morning, noon and night,
generous offer from Hawkhurst, providing immediate accom besides an occasional service fortheir children : A tea-meeting
nodation for nearly thirty babies. " How joyfully and thankfully washeld on Saturday evening for the fishermen . After this tho
he offer was accepted can easily be imagined ; and in a very cabin was filled by the children to enjoy the fragments, that

hort time, the necessary furnishing being accomplished under nothing be lost . On Tuesday afternoon nearly fourhundred
notherly superintendence, the large little family of twenty -six of the fishermen 's children were taken out to Park Farm , where
babies took possession of its comfortable quarters. As gaps d .picnic tea had been prepared for them . This was greatly en
cour in the circle, vacant places are only too quickly filled up joyed. The next day as many of their mothers as could be
y forlorn and destitute little ones, whose entrance into life has accommodated came on board and were refreshed with tea , after
leen darkened by cruel circumstances, and who need all that which theGospel was faithfully preached and their attention
oving care can do to make amonds for the sad beginning. won . So far, we have cause to believe many hard heartg have
These Homes were a good beginning for the infants , but in a been softened , and now are more easily to be reached . The

ery little while they proved insufficient, and, as a valuable majority of these never attend a place of worship. This appears
ite was included in Mr. Moilliet's gift, it was resolved to to be our work to pioneer, and to win the people by acts of
rect a house to accommodate one hundred infants and their kindness.

purses. “ Babies' Castle " is the outcomeof that resolve. It is ! To show the aversion they had to any one coming in among
substantial-looking red , brick building, and has been erected them , a large flag pole was erected close by the vessel, and on

at a cost of £3,747. The furnishing has cost another £700 . it a flag, continually flying, with a skull and cross -bones,
While the greatest economy has been studied, no careful Their threat to place a torpedo under the vessel, to blow her
bserver of the promises can fail to notice the cheery appearance up, has only shown their aversion to anything spiritual. All
f the whole . this has subsided , and here we are atwork among them still,
This new building was opened , on the 9th inst., and Her every kindness being shown us by the men and their families,

loyal Highness, after inspecting the babies in the building, to theastonishmentof the residents of the upper partof the town.
eclared the latter open for the use of the former, After What shall be done ? is the question . They beg ofme to stay,

be opening ceremony , Dr. Barnardo briefly stated that but I cannot well . What shall follow remains now to be seen .

260 168. 8d. had been subscribed to the fundsthat day . He Will your readers pray for the fishermen and their wives at

dded that Her Royal Highness had requested him to state that Folkestone ?

he intended from that day to take the institution under Our old Annie is to be condemned for sea -going at the end of
ter own particular guardianship , and that she desired to be the year, but would make a noble seamen 's harbour mission
nown as “ President of Babi@ g ' Castle, Hawkhurst.” Dr. ship and home, & c ., for destitute seamen in case of need . It is a

Barnardo impressed upon us that the list of subscriptions was question whether she shall be secured on their behalf ; and, if a
ot a final one. " I am still sitting or standing at the receipt of berth can be obtained for the vessel, in all probability she will
ustom quite prepared to receive gifts from those who have be handed over for the spiritualbenefit of the fishermen . .
nitted or forgotten to subscribe." I may mention this in con We are now seeking a new vessel in place of the Annie, and

lection , that each child will cost £25 per annum for mainte. & donation to start the vessel was given me two months sinco

lance, and that any donor promising such a sum can have a cot of £100 , another £10, another £25, and some smaller sums,
vith name attached standing in the nursery for one year. Six with the promise of a liberal donation from a lady friend in
uineas will pay the entire cost of a cot, and the child ' s share Torquay ; if I succeed in getting the necessary help, this , I am

all the furniture and fittings in the institution , quite sure, will be given . In God is our trust.
Thus most cheering has been our first visit to Folkestono, and

weare urged to comeagain , and, if spared , on our next visit wo

hope it may be to give overthe Annie for their use as a permanent

Mr. Varley off to the Cape.
Gospel ship , to be used as a reading room and temporary home

for shipwrecked seamen . Will your kind readers help us

W ANY will be interested in the following : - Mr. Henry Varley towards the new vessel ? The Annie shall then most willingly be

V left on the 12th inst. for Cape Town, where meetings given over to the work at Folkestone .

cill be arranged for him by the Christian Workers' Union

nd the Y . M . C . A . After spending a few weeks in Cape Town,

iis hoped he will visit some of the larger towns in the Colony . The Open Air Mission .
'he prayers of the Lord's people are earnestly desired that On Saturday the members of this institution enjoyed their

Iis blessing may rest on the labours of His servant, and that annual outing at Woodcote Grove, Epsom . The party
he work of the Holy Spirit may be unhindered , and with numbered some 200 members . After dinner and tea and a few
nighty power throughout the Colony. pleasant hours spent in the open country, Rev . John Samuel

A farewell meeting was held at the Y . M . C . A ., Aldersgate addressed the members.

treet, on Tuesday , the 10th inst., at which Mr. Joseph Mr. KIRKHAM next gave a succinct account of the circum .

[apnington was also present, as he goes out with Mr. Varley, stances attending the last seven years' outings.

aving offered to help for somemonths in the work we are carry Captain CHARLTON moved a vote of thanks to Miss Alexander,

ag on in Cape Town among soldiers , sailors , and others ? for her kind invitation, as well as for her continued interest in
You have so long been interested in our mission , and helped themission , and to Mr. East for his goodness in giving the use

3 so much by bringing our work to notice in Word and Work , of his grounds for the day's outing .
hat I feel sure you will rejoice at this prospect of blessing After referring to the hospitality of the lady and gentleman

here help has so long been needed. mentioned, Captain Charlton went on to say that the mission

M , S . OSBORN . possessed a band ofworkers of all and every religious denomina .

12 , Camden Hill Road , Upper Norwood. tion . They worked in unison under one banner, and in the

name of the one great Captain , who was the Commander in the

Mr. William Forbes has for some months past been army of the Almighty One. They were privileged to follow the

onnected with a mission in the East End of the Metropolis, example of that mighty Exemplar, who, in reality, was the

ut is at liberty to conduct services or Gospel Temperance first open -air preacher. Continuing, the speaker remarkod

leetings elsewhere . His address is 71, Windsor Road , Hollo . that not only were the efforts of the mission recognised , but, in

ay, N . ! all quarters, appreciated . "
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-UST to hand we have the C.M.S.D mosa :--Depend upon it , nothing but REVIEWING the work of Christian

The C.M.S. Report.

GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD ,

Native Evangelists in Formosa .

R. MACKAY writes thus from For .

A Century's Work.

C

Ju ,

$

venture to call it " a modern book of

Acte." Bulky as it naturally is, fromthe

vast extent of ground covered , every line

of it deserves to be read, and, so faraswe

can see, no unnecessary detail has been

introduced to swell the volume.

From Japan in the far east, to Metha

kahtla in the far west, and from New

Zealand in the extreme south , to Macken .

zie Bay in the icy north, come stirring

stories of the wonderful works of God and

triumphs of the Gospel.

Neither summary nor extract will do

justice to this admirable report ; it must

be read and digested to be appreciated

fully . In these pointed words do the

Committee close their introduction :

Fifty -one years ago, in his first speech

as president, the late Earl of Chichester

said - ' A great deal is heard at the

present day of the danger to which the

Church of England is exposed. If the

Church of England is indeed found zeal.

ously engaged in the work of her Lord , in

themissionary cause,He will be on her side

and who then can be against her ? And

last year, exactly half a century later, he

said . It is one of the things we ought

most to pray for, that we, as Christian

Church and nation . So alone may we

believe that our blessed Lord will

look upon His Church and people with a

smiling countenance. ' "

An Indian Medical Mission .

R. DYER writes from Pachamba :

Dhe

a native ministry will ever evangelize
since 1786, when a new en

China. Unless men are more or less en of missions dawned, Rev.James Johnston

trusted with work, they can't show the adduces in A Century of Protestar

same interest, the same independence and Missions* many striking facts. Tbus be

freedom of thought,necessary for ahealthy begins :—The following are, & s nearly as

and robust church . A-Hoe went with can be ascertained , the number of sgents

me to the east Coast, and we were either employed at the end of the century for

under a burning sun or torrents of rain ; the work of evangelizing the world :

but if the veryheavens opened and poured 3,000 ordained missionaries, 730 laynzen,

down we would rejoice. On account of

and 2,500 women have been sent out by

the French attack,baptismswere delayed

the Protestant Churches of Britain,

until this trip. We visited (eighteen)
America , and the cuntipent of Europe ,

stations , and I preached at every place,
into all partsof the heathen and Moham

mostly in the open air, and then baptized.
medan world . These 6,230 messengers

In all , 1,138 were admitted into the of the churches are now preaching the

church. Now I think I hear some say,
everlasting Gospel in twenty times as

" too fast,” others, " already the Lord many languages as were spoken on the

has blessed the French invasion for day of Pentecost .

good," &c . , &c . We should be very care

If the 870 millions of heathen and 17

ful when trying to interpret Providence.

millions of Mohammedads were equally

God will bring good out of evil ; the ques
apportioned to these 6,230 agents,

tion is , when ? Just in His own time. As would give 167,000 souls to each man and

far as I can see that time has not yet woman sent out ; but, as they are very

come in North Formosa . On the east unequally distributed, some may be

coast it is our regular work going on . foundgrouped with less than a thousand

Were it not for the French , we would to each , wbile others are scattered as ole

have baptized in 1884 or 1885. If you

in the midst of millions. As many cl

have any confidence in my judgment, any

the women are the wives of missionaries,

in my knowledge of North Formosa, there is not one female missionary to

and any in my regard for beloved Zion quarter of a million of women, in those

in this fair isle , then praise the Lord countries in which they alone can carry

-praise Him, all who love Him, that in the Gospel to the secluded victims,

ten days I baptized 1,138 souls. If we chiefly by the tedious process of visits to

only trust Him but at tbe same time to
their homes. The 3,730 men bare often

OUR DUTY, I believe nothing can stand to labour singly among ten or twenty

against us.
millions of heathen - the most un pro

ductive form of mission work . Conced

Colportage among French tration , within certain limits, is gebe

Canadiaps.
rally the most effective form of labour.

( EVENTEEN colporteurs are

Twenty-seven thousand native concerts

em

in

keeringentedrome.Pachamlaster

are now employed and paid as evad;

During the year 2,652 copies of the Word

gelists to theirown countrymen, sod

of God, in whole or in part, 500 French

2,500 are ordained pastors of native cor

pamphlets, andabout 22,700 tracts were

gregations. Many voluntary workers give

distributed by the colporteurs and other

themselves willingly to evangelistic works

Missionaries of the board . In the past

and many thousands of teachers and pre

month alone the colporteurs visited 6,223

fessors are employed in the more secular

families, of whom 6,039 were French

but important work of teaching the young

Roman Catholics, and distributed 272
in schools and colleges.

copies of the Scriptures and 2,450 tracts.

The colporteurs, generally, report that

they are well received by the people. The

number of copies of the Scriptures distri.

Fruit of Missions.

buted by them gives but a very faint idea

of their work.

Manyof the districts AFTER givinganumber of statistics

occupied have been repeatedly visited by

showing a total of nearly three

million converts from heatheniem , the

colporteurs in former years, copies of the

Word of God have been left , and , while

writer says :—These are facts which can

be tabulated, but there are others of vast

many of these have been destroyed by

order of the priest, in not a few homes is

importance which cannot beso expressed :

the wider influence ofChristian teaching

the Bible not only found, but read and

loved. In such houses, especially, is the

and Christian life of missionaries and

colporteur warmly received, and many a

their converts ; the
elevation of the lowest

quiet hour is passed in conversing with

races to the comforts and advantagesof

the people onthe things of the kingdom .

civilization ; the establishment of peace,

Notunfrequently a few neighbours are

ful governnient among savage and

asked in, and the evening is spent in sing.

cannibal tribes, whos elives were misery;

and wbose work was

ing hymns and in reading and expounding

the Word of Life. While fear of the

commerce ; the promotion of industry,

thecreationof writte a language, with the

priest and of friends prevents them from

openly withdrawing from the Church of

gift of the Word of God to more than

Rome, there aremany within its pale

two hundred tribes and nations; the

who have no confidence in its teaching,

abolitionof cruel sites and religions

but have embraced the Gospel through

crimes amongstthosewhostill remain

heathen, and the diffusionofnew ski.

the instrumentality of the colporteurs of rations and hopes amongstthousandsebo

the board . are still strangers to the higher blessings

of the spiritual life whichthe missionary

South Africa . - Tho mission of the seeks toimpart.

Swedish State Church has stations at

Oscarsberg and Ambibi in Natal, James Nisbet & Co., price fd.

rests upon the labours of the workers

here . I have just had nine young men

and boys, candidates for baptism , with

me, and I hope we may soon be per.

mitted to see them enter the church, and

to hear others inquirir.g the way. Among,
those now under instruction is one of our

scholars who has been somewhat perse

cuted by his father, who, whenever there

aropersons being baptized, presents him.
selfat the service but at other times never

near us. His object in coming

when there are baptismsis to prevent his

son confessing Christ before men.

My work moves on quietly and con .

tinuously. At Chakai, under the good

hand of our God , the building operations

have advanced almost to completion , and

the building fund is not yet exhausted.

We have endeavoured to be prayerful and

careful, to use our means with care and

foresight ; and our chief assistant,the

headman's son , has proved a great bless

ing indeed in all matters connected with

the working of the station — the preaching

of tbe Gospel, the purchasing of materials,

the general conduct of the Christians, and

also of the Hindu and Mobammedan

workmen we were compelled to hire for

the erection of the mission house.

comes

war; the spread of

“ No Return Ticket. "-At the

close of the morning service in South

Africa I was struck with the appearance

of an elderlynegro . I went up to him

and said, “ My brother, have you taken

a through ticket to the kingdom ? " And

the pleasant look onbisfacedeveloped into

& happy smile as he said , “ Yes, I have ;

and bless His name—no return ticket . '

Rev. J. C. James,
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FOREIGN MISSION NOTES,

ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA.

-This Society is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among the children of India by meansof
teachers and books. Christian literature for

adults is also provided. Reports and Papers will

be senton application. Funds urgently needed .
Address - the Secretaries , C.V.8.8 ., Adam

Street, Strand , London , W.C.

BRITISH SOCIETY . FOR THE

PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL

AMONG THE JEW8. - Established 1842 .

President-w. G. HABERSHON, Esq .

The Bociety has upwards of 100 Agents , who

carry the Gospel to the Jews in England, Italy,

Germany, Austria , Russia .and Turkey. The
labours of the Missionaries are supplemented by

the work of Schoolmasters and Colporteurs .

Tracts and Copies of the Bcriptures are circu

lated . Many Jews have, by this Pociety , been lod

to believe that Jesus is the Christ. Much good

has been done among the thousands of Jews in

London by the various Agents, by the House of

Call, and by the New Mission House, with its im

portant Medical Missions.

Increased funds are urgently needed,

and will be tbankfullyreceived by the Secretary,

Rev. J. DUNLOP, at the Office ,

96 , Great Russell Street , Bloomsbury, London ,

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY .

-This Society circulated last year nearly 86
millions of publications in 174 languages. It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

wbich they are subscribed, and pays all its ex.

penses outofTrade Funds. Itdistributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants
and Bailors ; bas issued nearly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Missionary Societies ,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution.
Anannual subscription of 10s . 60 , or upwards

constitutes membership, anda sum of £10 10s.

Life membership . All subscribers receive copies

of the new tracis, & c.

Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries .

Rev. LEWIS BORRETT WHITE, D.D. , and

Rev. S.G. GREEN, D.D., 56 , Paternoster Row,

London, E.C.

to
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Mr. William Noble is doing suc

cessful Gospel temperance work in

Australia.

Cape Town . - Mrs. Osborn says the

greatest hindrance to the Gospel there is

the lives of professing Christians.

South America . - Rev. R. Allen ,

late missionary at Bahia Blanoa, has

been appointed to succeed the late Rev.

J. Conder at Fray Bentos.

Coroa.-A nephew of the king of

Corea, a son of its prime minister,and

the son of a military mandarin havg

entered the Methodist college at Shang

hai, China .

Kafraria .-- Rev. Dundas L. Erskine

has sailed from London for East London

via the Cape of Good Hope, wherehe will

qualify himself to take charge of Somer.

ville station at Tsolo, in North Kafraria.

Gordon Memorial Mission.

Rev. James Dalzell will , with Mrs.

Dalzell, return to the Gordon Memorial

e Mission by the Garth Castle steamer on

1st September next, and hopes to take

with him some Christian mechanics.

From Father to Son . - Another

Cambridge man accepted by theC.M.S ,

Mr. Horace Mc. C. E. Price, B.A.. of

Trinity, has been specially welcomed as

the son of Rev. W. s . Price, formerly of

Western India and East Africa.

A Veteran .-Rev. James Watkin ,

who shared in the revival that made

Tenga famous in missionary andals, died

la st month at Sydney. In 1830 he went

the Friendly Islands, where he la

boured with conspicuous success. He

was the first missionary of any church

who laboured in the South Island of New

Zeeland .

Spain . - A good work is being done in

Spainby Mr. and Mrs.Moore, the nephew

and Diece of Miss Whately. Mr. Moore

traingyoung men as schoolmasters, while

Mrs. Moore works amongwomen and girls.

She tells of women who, after being

brought to Christ, refused to see or con

fess to the priest , and in whose cases,

consequently, Christian burial had not

been allowed .

Native Helpers .- At a meeting of

the Wesleyan Conference, Rev. E. E.

Jenkins said the committee wanted to

enlist the sympathies of laymen whohad

money and zoal to go out and help their

brethren the field . There were

four or five such laymen belonging to the

Wuchang district who set &noble ex

ample, which he hoped would be followed

in the Canton district and also in the

Indian districts . Tbe fewer European

missionaries and the more native mission

aries the better.

“ Echoes from Paris ." - Miss

Leigh, in her latest issue of this, her little

monthly, has much to tell of interest and

encouragement connected with the

homes.

China. The number of Chinese

Christians in connection with the Pro

testant Church at different dates was de

follows :-In 1845, 6 communicants ; in

1853, 350 ; in 1863, 2,000 ; in 1873, 8,000 ;

in 1883, 22,000. A hundred thousand

persons are now in regular attendance at

public worship .

A Bible Tour.-Rev. J. Thomas,

one of the Bible Society's district secre

taries, has returned to ihe Bible House

after & tour in France and Italy extend.

over many weeks. At one place in Italy

he addressed a meeting entirely composed

of Roman Catholics. Is it notwonderful,

considering that , but a few years ago, in

some of the places he has visitad, whoever

dared to own a copy of the Bible, did so

at the risk of his liberty and even of his

life .

Livingstonia.-At this station on

Lake Nyassa , the Free Church Mission

is making good progress. Seven young

men and two young women have como

forward to make & profession of their

faith in the Lord Jesus, by receiving the

ordinance of baptism , and sitting down

at the table of the Lord . These converts

have already shown zeal in making

known the Gospel, and their lives are in

striking contrast to the heathen around

them .

A Medical Mission . - Accounting

for the progress referred to, it is said that

the medical department of the mission

was one of the first to enable the people,

by its care for the sick and suffering, to

comprehend the nature and effects of

Christian teaching. The increasing con.

fidence of the natives in the medical

missionary is shown by the fact that in

1882 there were 3,300 attendances regis

tered at Bandawe ; in 1883 the numbers

rose to about 7,000 ; while in 1884 they

exceeded 10,000. The marauding Angoni ,

who often haughtily disdain to listen to

the Gospel message or obey its command,

can respect and trust as a friend the

medicalmissionary ; andhence a doctor

has been appointed to each of the Angoni

districts . There are four medical mis

sionaries on the staff, and it is expected

that another will soon join the Mission .

Growth ofHeathenism . - A writer

from whom we quote elsewhere points

out that the heathen and Mohammedan

population of the world is more by two

hundred millions than it was a hundred

years ago, while the converts and their

familiesdo not amount to three millions .

We rejoice in the work accomplished

by modern Christian missions, while we

mourn over the sad fact that the increase

of the heathens is, numerioally, more than

seventy times greater than thatofthe con.

verts during the century of missions. It

is true that converts multiply in a much

more rapid ratio , but the number to be

multiplied is so small in the one case and

80 large in the other, that the prospect of

the former overtaking the latter in any

measurable period seems hopeless at

the present rate. With one or two slight

exceptions, the Christian is not per

ceptibly overtaking the heathen popule

tion, except among nations that are

numerically stagnant or races that are

dying out.

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF or

PERSECUTED JEW8.

“ SYRIAN COLONIZATION FUND,”.

Bhaftesbury Memorial Fund , sanctioned by

LORD SHAFTESBURY, in aid of Jews inthe Holy

Land , to enable them to obtain a livelihood , by
agricultural and other industry.

Hon . Treasurer - R . O. L. BEVAN, Esq.

Donations received by the Bankers, Messrs.

Drummond & Co., Charing Cross. 8.W .; Messrs.

Barclay , Bevan , Tritton,& Co. , 54, Lombard

Street, E.C .; the Bank of England : the Royal

Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland. Secretary - E . A. FINN .

Office_41, Parliament St. , Westminster, S.W.

on

MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY.

Instituted 1837. New Offices, Bridge House,

Blackfriars Bridge (City Side) , London,

E.C .-- Object :To bring the subject of personal

religion periodically before the middle and upper

classes, and the general diffusion of evangelical
literature at home and abroad .

On the CONTINENT large numbers of Tracts

and Gospels in different languages have been
circulated at the various Exhibitions, and each
month English residents in many Continental

cities receive Tracts through the post.

FRANCE and SPAIN . - Funds are urgently

needed to enable the Committee to respond to

appeals just received. The necessity of bringing
the truth, as it is in Jesus, before the educated

classes in these lands is very great, and the

Lord's stowards are earnestly invited to provide

the means for extending this special work.

Cheques and Postal Orders to be crossed , and

made payable to J. R. MACKENZIE, Secretary .

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C. - European

Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 254, Native Lay
Agents 3,509, Schools 1,725 . Subscriptions

urgently needed for rapidly extending work
among a thousand millions of Heathens and

Mahommedans. Hon . Sec . , Rev. F. E. WIGRAM .

Lay Sec., General GEORGE HUTCHIITSON .

A Brave Band.-Mention was lately

made of the need felt by the London

Missionary Society for more men . In

pursuance of that object the Rev. Robert

Stewart, of Foo Chow, along with

two Cambridge undergraduates, recently

visited the University of Dublin. After

two days had been given to preliminary

meetings, it was resolved to give an

opportunitytoany to declare themselves

wbo were willing todevote themselves to

thework abroad. Weexpected, " says Mr.

Stewart, “ to see some three or four come
forward .

But I cannot describe my

feelings as fisst one, then another, rose

Forty -two young fellows,

intheheyday of health and strength,
stood before that audience pledged to

missionary work, should God so will it. "

and came up

TURKISH MISSIONS AID

SOCIETY.

President - The EARL OF ABERDEEN.

Promotes evangelistic work in Bible Lands by

means of pecuniary grants. Funds are urgently

needed that the assistance given maynot fall

short. Secretary - Rev. T. W. BROWN, MAN

7, Adam Street, Strand, W.C.
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The Cholera at Bari.

FOR

OR three months Bari, in the south-east of Italy , has been

ravaged by the cholera, although but little has been said

about it in the public reports. The earnest evangelist at work

there, with whom Ihave been acquainted for many years , wrote

to me a few days ago as follows : - " July 21st, Bari. - Although

the cholera has somewhat diminished in the town, it is extend

ing in the country andin the province. From the first appear.

ance of the cholera I have been assisting the sick, both as

& Christian minister and as the vice-president of the Green

Oross : . I can only get a fewhours' rest once in forty.

eight hours . Many poor creatures die in my arms blessing the

Lord that in their last moments He had granted them to hear

a word of comfort, of hope, and of pardon. In such moments

they are more acoessible to the truth. The Lord has keps me

from the disease, although I am constantly in contact with

cholera sufferers. I have experienced all the faithfulness of

the Lord's . promises in the ninety -first Psalm , which is my

comfort and mystrength . My greatest grief is to find myself

face to face with the most terrible ss. All com

merce and trade is suspended , and the people have not food.

I have seen whole families struck down. I have appealed

to various Christians, who have furnished me with the means

of relieving distress , and of drying many tears , but now I know

not to whom to turn. I have finished all my savings , and have

given away much linen . I have, however, firm hopo that the

Lord will continue to provide me with what is necessary, so as

to carry temporal help to the distressed, together with the

bread of eternal life . '

Not to encroach too muchon your space , I have considerably

abridged this letter, which I trust may touch some hearts to

senda little help - if only a few stamps- which I would most

thankfully forward to the writer at Bari,

S. H. CARBUTHERS.

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepare 1 to send quslified Brangelists

to anypart of Eagland, Scotland, and Wales upon dua notics, Apply
to Hoa. Secratary, 21, durray Sirsat, Strand, w ..

YM.O. A. , City, New Metal Exchange , Waittington Arends, Lesdenhall

Street ( late 61, Gracechurch Street ).- Workers' montbly ma-ting,

Tuesday , August 24th , 6 45 p.m. Tea 6.15. Missionwork as a tool each

evening at Y.M.C.A., Mission Hall , Bermondsey. Whitechapel, & ..

Talbot Tabernacle , Powis Squiry, W. , Saidiy , de, Frut Wait!

moraing at 11 , evening at 7.

Porta Christian Conference . - Sept. 14th to 16th , in the City Hall,
Perth .

Home of Industry , 60, Commercial Street. Spitalfields, E. - Montblr

meeting for Christia n workers, Wed., Aug. 18th . Tes at 6. Meetings

Strangers' Rest, 163 , St. George's Street, Ratclift Highwar , B - Month's
meeting for workers , Friday, Sept. 3rd . Tea & 16 . Meeting at 7. Y

Gawin Kirkham will give the a dress. Subject, " Neben iah an eros
for Christian Worker 8." Weather permitting , An open -air meeting a
be helt outside the Rest at 6.3 ) .

Exeter Hell Evangelistic Choir . - Ladies and gentlemen (Christine
workers) desirous of assisting at the forthcoming mission in th : alura

choir are invited to apply to the hon . sec . , Mr. Harridine, Exeter Hul

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall.- Daily prayer meeting, 1 to 2. Young Mes)

meeting every night at 8. Bible study Saturday night at 8.

Children's Special Service Mission - Seaside Services .- Nr. 6.

Banaster, in theyacht Kingfisher, at Rhyl ; Mr. A. E. Bellingham ,

Llandudno ; Mr... Arrowsmith, at Scarborough(holding services and

at Filey ), Aug. 2nd to 31st , at North Berwick in dept. ; Mr. E. J. ke

nedy, now at Bridlington ; Mr. E T. M.Dennes, at Saltbar -by-these

Mr.J. Spiers, at Redcar ; Mr. E. Salisbury , at Weymouth, from Au.

15th to Sept. 12th ; Mr. W. F. Seagrove, at St. Leonards and Hasting

Messrs . H. M. Trickett , A. V. Grace, C. F. Harford Battersby, god I

L. Stacey, at Eastbourne, all Aug. to first week of Sept .; Mr. W. 1.

Moore , at Ilfracombe ; Mr H.W.Figgis (of Dublin ),now atBrighter :

Mr. A. Storrs, at Sandown ; Rev. H. c . Sturdy and Mr. T. Harrei
at Margate ; Rev. 8. L. Dixon and Mr. F. Pitts , at Worthine

Major Dru Drury, at Towyn (Wales) ; Mr. G. Bennett, atAberget

Mr. J. H. Greene, at Morecambe ; Mr. C. E Todd , at Lowestoft, An:

8th to 31st ; Mr. H. G. Harris, at Weston - super- Mare, Aug. &

31st ; Mr. W. L. Beyler, at Broadstairs, Aug. 7th to list ; Mr. Wate

Huckett, Exmcu.b, Aug. 1st to first week in čept., Messrs. C.P. Jos

and H. Braddock , Mumbles, Swansea. Aug. 1st to 16th ; Rev. F. Hoizsa

Jones,at Tynemouth, Aug. Ist to 14th : Mr. S. S. Weatherley, at vor

stanton ; Mr. D. Turner, at Killiney ( Ireland ) during August; Mr. I.
B. Claxton , at Penzance, Aug. 21st to Bep . Ist.

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.-Bun. , Aug. 22nd, at 3.30 ?
7 p.m. , M.W.R. Lane .

.-Fr.
J. G.McVicker,Bundays, at 6.30 p.m .; Fridays, at 7.30 p.rr.

Youthg' Institute, Old Ppe Straut, Westminster

Mission ).- Prayermesting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.31. One

ductedby Mr. J. Payne. Mission serviceevery Aunday from 6.80 tol

Conference Hall, 143 , Clapham Road , 8.W - Sunday, 11 a.m., Children's

service ; 7 p.m., Gospel service by Mr. E. Powell.

Evangelistio Y168190 (Ondor coo dirastuun ot C. Rigge ! Harlitohl.

Kilburn Iall. Xllbirn Gato (406. Town Hall).- Yr. R. B. Asht

Bun., at 7 p.m.; Mr. Jay. L. Stanley,Wed., at 7.31 p.m.

Maldon Hati, Kentish Towa. - \r. Jas . L. Stanley, 891., 7 p- s.

and Thurs. , at 8 .

DalstonHall, 105 , Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. W. B. Horner, Ben

7 p.m .; Mr. W. 8. Smith , Thurs., 8 p.m.
Bigaori 1. Bigalo 1111 , SEGGIOU Rou , Borost Gite

Abraham Wallis,Sun. , ? p.m.

The Tent. Field Road . Forest Gate : Mr. Abraham Wallis, Sr.

3 p.m.and 8 p.m. ; week -nights, except 8st .. at 8 p.m.
West Kensington Hall (known as Oadby Hall), Hammerset

Road .---Capt. Thompson , Bun., at 8 p.m .; Messrs. S. E. Angels

W. Barnard Smith, Sun., at 7p.m., and Thurs., 8 p.m.

The Tent, in Mr. Bishop's field , nearMidla d Railway Stati

Hendon. - Messrs. Matthewsand'Osborn, Sun.,7, p.m .; Mon. to Fr.

inclusive, 8 p.m.

Ilfr4combe. Specialservices on the baanh . Dr. Popham and others,

Sun , and We1., 8p.m. Christian workers invitedtoassist.

Zenana and MedicalMission School and Home, 53 , dt. Geringe

Road, 8.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at 2001, $

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside.

Donations Received ,

Miss FARMAR .

G. B.

Stoke Newington
M.B.

T
( " One Tea

Evangelical Alliance Conference,

JHE fortieth annual Conference will be held at Ryde , in

the Isle of Wigat, on September 21-23 , inslusive . Tao

natural attractions of the island and the convenience of the

period fixed for the meeting, together with the interest of the

programme, both as to the speakers and topics , justify the

Council of the Alliance in expecting & large gathering of

members and othersfrom various parts of the United Kingdom ,

and from the several towns in the island itself. The subjects

of the addresses to be given include many that are of consider

able interest to all Evangelical Christians , and their efficient

treatment is assured by the eminence of the ministers who have

undertaken to intcoduce them , while the Protestant character

of the Alliance is to be thoroughly vindicated. The Ven.

Archdeacon Richardson will give the annual address. Rev.

Dr. MacEwan will show " Whatwe owe to the Reformation ;

Rev. J. G. Gregory, M.A.) is the elected speaker on “ Real

Catholic Unitycontrasted with Roman Catholic Uniformity;

and Rev. Dr. J. A. Wylie is to introduce the subject,

Present Position, Policy, and Prospects of the Papacy .” An

able as well as a practical address, bearing on modernthought

may be expected from Rev. Dr. D. Brown, whose topic is , “ The

Scepticism of the day - what it is , and how to meet it.” Rev.

Dr. Stoughton , is to deliver an address on " Unity of Faith ."

There are several other topics, to be introduced by Rev. E. E.

Jenkins, M.A, on " Foreign Missions ; " by Rev. Dr. Angus

(London ), Rev. Dr.Murray Mitchell, Rev. James Douglas, M.A.,

and others. The preliminary meetings will be held on the

evening of September 21st, when thereis to be a conversazione,

followed by a public meeting in the Town Hall, where the Con

forence assembles. The Chairmen include Bishop Cheetham ,

General Carr Tate, General Sir R. Phayre , Admiral Sir W.

King -Hall, Sir W. MoArthur, and Mr. Donald Matheson,

united Communion Service will bring the Conference to &

close .

" . The

29

...

13

On

Finsbury .-- The blessing of God rests upon us very much

at Finsbury Park Hall, (Y.M.O.A.) our services, almost without

exception , being attended by the conversion of souls .

Monday, the 2ad inst . , a few of Christ's children , under the

leadership of Mr. H. Bird, went to Chingford to hold open - air

services , and their efforts were crowned with success. “And I, it

I be lifted up from the earth , will draw all men unto me

(John xii . 32.). After tea meetings were held by the young

converts in Finsbury Park Hall, and in the open air at St.

Thomas's Road, Finsbury Park . It was most cheering to see the

young fellows stand up and boldly confess Christ as their

Saviour, and tell the people of the great things He had done

for them , Gzo, W. WHITE .

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION POBTIONS.

Aug. 22nd-Col. ii . 1-15 Aug. 25th - Titus i. 1-16

23rdUol, iii. 1-15 27th_Titus ii. 1-15

24th-Col. iii, 16-25 28th - Titus iii, 1-15

25th - Col, iv, 1-18

DIMNE83 OF BIGHT AND BLINDN298 are fregnesti

caused by the use of onsituote Borstzolos, The R » . Dr. Crorcher, S.

Joseph's College , Dumfries , writes : - " I cannot describe the com.com !

derive from the use of your glasses, both by day andnight. [ fin aopri

orvariasstas I used to ; and hirotsken ti mitinz095ks Ibuipita

All too trying fortheeyes on 2000nntofthesmallness ofthetype. The late

SirJulius Benedictwrote : - " Ihave tried the principal opticiansinLoss

withoutsuccess, but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirabs:6

clearness ofyourglasses as comparei with others is really surprisini

The Rev. R. 2. Buy189 , 1.1 , Hon . Cs101 Worontar da beira,

write) : - " The spectacles you slanted are all I could desire, and eser

feel stroag already. I only regret I did not know of your exowingsed

years ago." - VL. HENRY LAURANOE , Ogulist Optioita . Is. 0.0

BONDSTREET, slontificall
y alapta nis IXPROVED SPBOTAO ,95

to asslat and strongthen tho woakest sights . Paraoblat containint er

Kortions for the prmarvation of sight troo. BRANOH 28. 8. Ponless

2.0 .: 8, Guardia
n
Building

s
, Orges st.,MANOHESTRÅ

6 , Oorporati
on

Stroot, BIB MINGIA
L

; and 199, Bacboots

tos Glasgow - ADTT ,
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Educational.
Situations and Appointments.

AS CHAPERON, Companion to an in

valid , or Lady Housekeeper, by a widow lady.

age 40 ; fond of children , needlework , music ;

good reader and walker ; would travel ; moderate

salary ; highest references. W. K. , care of Dr.

Phelps, Church End , Finchley , N.

Combe Down School,

Spartments, fr.

WILTON HOUSE OF REST,

DEVONSHIRE ROAD, HASTINGS,

Intended for Christian Workers of all deno

minations from home and foreign fields of

service. Christians other than those wholly

supported in connection with such service are

welcome as accommodation falls vacantat slight
additional charge.

Arrangements have been made with the

London , Brighton , and south Coast Railway

Company by which those visiting Wilton House

may obtain Return Tickets, available for one

month , from London Bridge or VictoriaStations,

at 6s. each, on presenting an order, which must

be obtained from the Lady Superintendent, to

whom all communications are to be addressed .

BOURNEMOUTH.- A delightful Home

for Visitors and invalids at Durley Dean Mansion .
Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Koumiss treatment where desired. Pamphlets
sbowing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

cases post free for 6d . in stamps . Address

Secretary.

WANTED a situation as Lady's-maid, or

Nurse to oue baby ; age 24 ; good needlewoman

and dressmaker . ' E. H. , Mildmay Home, New

ington Green , London , N.

WANTED situation as Wardrobe -keeper,
Second Matron, or any place of trust. Good

reference. Address W., 28 , Broad Street, Bath .

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women from the country or
elsewhere whilst waiting for situations .

Rogistry attached . Terms on application to

the Deaconess in charge of the Registry, Cod

ference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

CHRISTIAN GOVERNESSES,

COMPANIONS, and LADY HOUSEKEEPER8 of

bigh principles are frequently supplied to ladies

seekirg such by application to the Governes: es'

Registry, Soho Bazaar, Boho Syuare, London,

W.Testimonials never dispensed with. Free

of all expense to parents.

LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL,

20, 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C.

Five minutes' walk or 1s . cab fare from Euston,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily

reached from other stations. Patronised by

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application.

WESTGATE -ON -SEA . - Carlisle Board
ing Establishment. Near to sea and baths .

Specialarrangements made for families. With

private sitting -room if required .

STOKE NEWINGTON . - House to let,

containing eight rooms._Select neighbourhood,

8 , Bouverie Road, N, Easy accessfrom City.

Rent moderate . For particulars apply to

Mr. J.G. Vernon , Oxford House , College Avenue,
Clapton , E.

WANTED places for respectable young
girls ag Under Nurses and Under Housemaids in

Christian families . Btamped envelopes for

replies. Registry, Conference Hall , Mildmay

Park , N.

WANTED Re- engagement to an invalid ;

could act as amanuensis; age 50 ; salary £30 ;
highest references . Mrs. Mackenzie, 90 , New

ington Green Road, London , N.

WANTED Re-engagement (after many
years' experience) as Matron of home or school

clergyman's daughter ; salary nominal, Miss

Moor, 93, Onslow Gardens, London , S.W.

A LADY wishes to let two comfortably

furnisbed bedrooms, with or without sitting

room , to City gentlemen, in a most healthy and

pleasantly situated part of Blackbeath ; three

minutes from the station ; references exchanged.

Address to J. L. , care of Miss Morley, Music

Publisher, Blackheath Village, S.E.

APARTMENTS suitable for a Clerk en

gaged in towă during the day. Comfortable

bedroom with use of sitting -room , close to beau

tiful country, easyof access to the City. Terms

very moderate . Mrs. Stacey , Stanhope Road ,

North Finchley .

WANTED first situation in good family

(Christinn), under a Lady's Maid, for a young

person of 18 ; bas had experience in dressmaking.

E , G. , 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

Christian family ; seventeen years' personal

reference ; leaving through death in the family.

Apply S. A. 8. , 1,Newington Green , London , N.

.

TOWANTED TOengagement to Byte per donar

Terms for Advertisements

“ Word and Work."

IN

88WANTED re engagement Nursery

Governess to small children ; a widow, age 40 ;

excellent references from previous places.Mrs.

Ebsworth , 14 , Wolsey Road, Mildmay Road, N.

This Paper having a large and increasing cir

culation amongst Christiansofall denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements .
EVANCECECALDE,GELANCEO SON

Situations, &c .

VACANT OR WANTED.

Apartment
s

- Houses

FERENCE-RYDE, Sept. 21st to 23rd ,

The following , among otbers, bave engaged to

give addressesand take part inthe proceedings :
The Venerable Archdescon Richardson , Revs.

J. G. Gregory, Dr. Murray Mitchell, Dr. D.

MacEwan , Pr. John Stoughton , PrincipalBrown,

Principal Angus, Dr.J. &. Wylie, E.E. Jenkins,

and A. M. W. Christopher; the Right Rev.

Bishop Cheetham , General Sir Robert Phayre,

Bir W. McArthur, and General Carr Tate.

Programme and further particulars may be had

from the Secretaries of the Evangelical Alliance,

7 , ADAN STREET, STRAND , LONDON , W.C.

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educationa
l

AND MISCELLANEOU
S .

The Terms are very moderato, viz.: Miscel

laneous in small Typo , 23. 6d . for30 words , and

6d . for every additional lino of 8 words or

under . A reduction for a series of Bix Insertions

and apwards.

ANNOUNCEMEN
TS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOU
S

INSTITUTI
ONS

.

Educational.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook , Essex,

Near BATH ,

Principal - MR. W. FRANKLIN .

( for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

School.)

EXHIBITIONS

Four ormore Exhibitions of the annual

value of £35 (thus reducing the school

fees to £ 45 or £ 40) are offered to boys

entering for the Christmas term .

Full particularson application, which

must bemade not laterthan Sept. 18t.

TO GODLY PARENTS . - The under

mentioned (who is in no way connected with the

school) is desirous ofrecommending an old -estab
lished YOUNG GENTLEMEN'S BOARDING
BCHOOL, DELIGHTFULLY SITUATED ON

HIGH GROUND, WITH VIEWS OF THE BRA ,

on the South Coast, a short run from London, in
which a thorough and first-class Educationis

given, based upon the teaching of the Holy

Scrirtures.

It is one of the few remaining schools in which

the power of the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ

influences the hearts and conduct ofthe pupils.

The success, happiness, and training of tho

Boys have been so remarkable in this school that

& BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS GIVEN BY THE

PARENTS, togetherwith the papers of Exami.

nations passed and Honours gained , should be

read to appreciate results so unusual. Two Vico .

Chancellors have placed their wards as pupils in

the school. Reference kindly permitted to Dr.

THORN , Paddington , London .

HIGH-CLASS SCHOOL. Mrs. J

STANCOMB, assisted by her daughters, resident

foreign governess, and visiting masters, receives

a limited number ofyoung ladies. ' The school is

commendid to Christian parents desiring for

their children careful instruction and training,
with domestic comforts. Large house and

garden , Elevated situation . Entire charge

taken of children from abroad . Prospectus on

application.
Greystone, Yeovil.

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Prinotpal: DR . CRANAGE, M.A.-

MARGATE . - PREPARATORY SCHOOL for
Gentlemen's Sons. A thorough education ,

Christian training and home comforts. Pupils

attend University and College of Preceptors'

Exams. Residentand visitingmasters,

Miss Rich , Bandringham House.

CAPTAIN MORETON

bas great pleasure in recommending Mr. Gro.

FOSTER As an educator.

London Referee - GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq..

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard .

Swimming taughtthis term ,

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESBBX.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

The Avenue, Acton. - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years . A limited number only taken .

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

SOUTHEND - ON -SE A.

BELLE VUR HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUxo

LADIES.

Children taken for the Summer vacation .

Terms moderate - 0 ., Office of Word andWork ,

48, Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christian

Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Homo

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

terms, by applying to Rev. J.Repny, F.R.S.L.,

Christ Church Parsonage. Cheddar. "A stamped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply .

EDUCATION.- Mr. Herbert W. Taylor

receives six sons of gentlemen into his family to

educate with his own son (thirteen years of ago )

Terms £ 60 per annum. He will have a vacaney

on Sept. 6th.

Addre Ladley Bourno,High Barnot,

Boor and DISPLAYED Advertisements charged

according to space occupied . FRONT PAGE, and

other special positions, by arrangement.

N.B .-- To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in theforthcoming number of WORD AND WORK ,

they should reach the Office by first poston Monday

morning ,or et latest by 12 o'clock noon.

OFFICES : 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

The MISSES COX and MISS CECIL receive the

Sons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough.

Home comforts. Special attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion , morality,

and purity. The instruction given in the

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

PROSPEOTUS SENT ON APPLICATION ,
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THAMES CHURCH MISSION .MILDMAY CONFERENCE, 1886
INSTITUTED 1844.

READY THIS WEEK,

THE OFFICIAL REPORT

OF THE

MILDMAY ANNUAL CONFERENCE.

President

Tho RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .

Chairman

Capt. tho HON. F. MAUDB, R.N.

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos. of Word and Work, Books,Magazines , Tracts, &c . , are most necessary ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries.

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

School Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

REV, H. BLOOYER, Eecretary.

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E.C.

Containing Reports of the Speeches corrected by

the Speakers.

Price 23. 60., cloth ; 1s. 9d. sewed , post free.

LMXJUNFAW & C.48 ,PERBSTBRC

MR. G , T. CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON

CONSUMPTION,

Will shortly be published in attractive binding.

PRICE 3s, 6d .

HOOKS AND EYES ;

Or, SENSE LINKED WITH FAITH.

BY EMILY PLEAKEY,

Author of “Clear Shining Light,” “ Miracles of Mercy, " & c.

Orders to be sent to Author, MISS LEAKEY, EXETER.CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE (post free ), or Large Edition( cloth ), 1s. 3d . , from

the Author, Coombe Lodge , Peckham , s.È. , and Elliot Stock,

62, Paternoster Row, E.C.

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.

Extra flexible, silk sewed , in best Bagster morocco , kid - lined , elastic band.

With full helps . Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band , Froin 4s.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED.

16. PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON.

THE

SEVENTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM MAY TO AUGUST.

Price One Penny. (12 copies, post free, 1s . )

WHY ARE WE PROTESTANTS?

BY

EMILY S. HOLT,

AUTHOR OF " A TANGLED WEB, " SISTER ROSE," & c.

LONDON : J. F. SHAW & CO. , 48, Paternoster Row, E.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER .

Mr. Congrevewill give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB.

LISHED BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

CASE of Mr. J. LEADLY, CO. FERMANAGH .

some time in the latter part of last year this patient wrote me for

medicine and a ivice . At that time he was suffering from all the symptoms

of phthisis ; especially night perspirations, following a most harassing cough,

were exhausting in the extreme. For this and cther symptoms he was duly
advised .

In a recent letter he says : “ It iswith the utmost pleasure I desire to bear
my testimony to the efficacy of your treatment. The benefit I have

derived from it is wonderful. I continued it for four months, and am now

perfectly well .-Joux LEADLY, Bydare, Ballinamallard, Co. Fermanagh ."

TESTIMONY of Mr. T. WEBSTER, PADIHAM.

This patient applied to me when in a forward stage of Phthisis . In

severalmonths heresumed work, and bv perseverance entirely recovered .

Writing meMarch 12th he says : “ I have to tbank you very much for all

Tour kind advice and medicine, which completely restored me. I have kept

well ever since. I have given away mary of your looks on Consumption,

and sball recommend the treatment to all I cau . "

CHOICE VOLUMES for SPARE MOMENTS

(Uniform with the Parchment Library .)

Price One Shilling each .

MY MORNING WORD. Counsel and Comfort for Days

Need.

IN THE SHADOW OF HIS HAND. Thoughts for

Lonely Hours. By Rose PORTER.

ŁEGUE $TEMBERBəz.

“ This delightful little book .... a good travelling companion."
The Christias.

CROSSE
S
andCROWN

S
. By H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D.

“ Well fitted to be a little manual to be read day by day . " -- Christian Trees

BETWEEN -TIMES. By Lady HOPE.

“Beautiful without and within , a credit to the publisher , an honour *

the writera Review

A CHILD OF THE MORNING. Memorials of Little

Emily . By Miss Marsu , author of “ Life of Hedler

Vicars,” & c . Cloth extra, price One Shilling.

“ It is acharming narrative , and weowea debt of gratitude to Mr. Smyth

or consentingtospublication, the distinged thote

way whichhehasperformed hertak " English Church

LM BNF.BAW & C., 8,PEBBBBBR .

NOTE . - Days of Consultation . – TUESDAY ,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY_Morning8 ONLY ,

at Coombe Lodge, Peokham . Patients from any

long distance_should choose either of the two

formerdays . Every one is expected to have seen
the book first.

TOOTH - ACHE ORCHAPD'S CURE FOR DEAPIES

CURED INSTANTLY BY

FURNITURE - NORMAN &

STACEY'S BIRE -PURCHASE SYSTEM com

mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary ,

It combines real economy op sound commercial

principles, with strictly private arrangements ,
without the objectionablo fo‘malities of

dealers and others . Payments wo extend over

1, 2, or 8 years . The 60 wholesale firms embrace

the best manufacturers, who have large stocks

for selection. Intending purchasers should call

personally, or send for particulars. - Offices , 79 ,

Queen Victoria Bt. , E.C., and 121 , Pall Mall , 8.w.

.

Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds

" DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEY

CU'RED . "
Sir,-My sale for your " Cure for Destress

increases.
A man here who bas been des

Forty years has had his hearing restored byit.

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch.

1s. Ifd . per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stangs free

EdwinJ. Orchard , Chemist, Salisburt

BUNTER'S

Chemists." NERVINE,

1s .

London : J. F. Shaw & Co , 48, Paternoster Bow , E.O.
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ONE PENNY,

“ IN
IN DEFENCE ."

By Dr. H. SINCLAIR PATERSON .

" IN DEFENCE ."

THE EARLIER SCRIPTURES.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 58.

" We heartily recommend the buok,not only for the information it cortains,

but for the noble spirit in whichthewhole is written , giving anairof

earnest reality more cogert than formal argumentation,” - The Watchmın .

FAITH AND UNFAITH .

THEIR CLAIMS AND CONFLICTS.

Crown 8vo , cloth extra , 3s. 6d.

" Clear and forcible in style and expression , masterly in grasp of thought,

and trenchant in argument, these lectures on present-day aspects ofun

belief will be simply invaluable in the help they will render to intelligent

young men and others who have become entangled in the meshes of
modern doubt.' " - Literary World ,

THE FOURFOLD LIFE.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 58.

“ Dr. Paterson defends our boly faith . He is a divine of remarkable

powers in the direction of Christian defence; and , indeed , in most other

forms of holy service he is a man of renown . " - Sword and Trowel.

CHRIST AND CRITICISM ;

OR, THE WITNESSES EXAMINED AND CROSS-EXAMINED .

Cloth limp, Is.

“ These lectures certainly form one of the ablest of all the contributions to

the literature of the evidences that have been made in recent years . A

better book to place in the hands of a thoughtful sceptic It would be hard to
name.. " - Christian Leader .

By Rev. ADOLPH SAPHIR, D.D.

EXPOSITORY LECTURES ON THE FOUND BY THE GOOD SHEPHERD.

EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

W

New Edition , Two Vols. , cloth, 13s. 6d.

STA

BIBLE RECORDS OF CONVERSION.

New Edition, Tenth Thousand, cloth, 3s. 6d.

“ I know no work like it on the subject. "-D. L. MOODY,

OUR LIFE-DAY.

THOUGHTS ON JOHN IX. 4. “ I Must Work the Works of Him
THE HIDDEN LIFE .

THOUGHTS ON COMMUNION WITH GOD,

New Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth , 58.

" Full of rich , pure thought, and characterized by an earnestness and

power of expression seldom met with." - Glasgow Herald.

that Sent Me."

Crown 8vo , cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

“ A more seasonable book could hardly be supposed . It is a treasury of

happy and helpful thoughts ." - Edinburgh Daily Review,

By Rev. C. H. WALLER, M.A.

' WHEN YE PRAY ;"EYERY-DAY LIFE ;

OR, THE UNEVENTFUL JOURNEY.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 3s . 60.

" Intense has been our enjoyment of the deep spiritual thought con

tained in this volume." - Sword and Trowel.

OR, LESSONS ON PRAYER .

Orown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s . 6d.

"Truly original, and both scholarly and evangelical." - The Christian .

By Rev. W. H. M. H. AITKEN , M.A.

THE SCHOOL OF GRACE. THE GLORY OF THE GOSPEL.

EXPOSITORY THOUGHTS ON TIIUS II. 11-14 .

New Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s.

A VOLUME OF MISSION SERMONS.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s.

By Captain DAWSON.

THOUGHTS IN THE VALLEYS. COMMUNION AND CONFLICT.

LESSONS FROM THE VALLEYS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. THOUGHTS ON LIFE AND SERVICE.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 38. 6d. In attractive binding, 1s.

By Mrs. PENNEFATHER.

" FOLLOW THOU ME. ” —DISCIPLESHIP. FOLLOW THOU ME. " - SERVICE.

New Edition , crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d .
New Edition . Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s . 60 .

* For guidance to young Christians of whatever age we know nothing " Allwhoperusetheseprofitablepages will thank theAuthor for givingbelter than this. The more of such holy, able writing the better . May to the Christian public the fruits of her large and deep experience.

the book bave an increasing sale . " - Sword and 2 rowel . Tac Christian .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

WORD AND WORK will be sent by the Publishers Post free to any address inthe Kingdom for Twelvo, Months for B .. 10d .
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THAMES CHURCH MISSIỌN . THE

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S

Queen's Printers ' Teacher's Bible,

NATIONAL IDOLATRY.

By ROBERT BROWN,
' JUSTIFICATION ” and " SANCTIFICATION."

By

PERTH CONFERENCE.

LEBANON WINE THE ANCHORAGE, EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE CON

INSTITUTED 1844 .

President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR. Including the “ Aids to Bible Students . "
Chairman

Besides a CONCORDANCE (over 40,000 refs., with context, in bold type )-INDEI

Capt. tho HON . F. MAUDE, R.N. OF PERSONS, PLACES, and SUBJECTS ( 16,000 refs. ), by B.V. , & c.

Object - To win Souls for Christ.
WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE ABOVE :

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .
" Christian ." _ " More complete than any other similar work."

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they

Graphic ." — " It supersedes all the former Teacher's Bibles.”

have been greatly blessed by God .
“ Illustrated London News." _ " Nothing can be more useful to the

Bible Student . "

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.
" Rock. "-" The most complete portable Bible ever submitted to Bible readers ."

Nos. of Word and Work, Books , Magazines, Tracts,&c . , are most necessary ,

“ School Guardian ." _ * Every teacher should possess a copy of this Bible ."

“ Queen .” - “ We have confidence in recommending it."

and will greatly assist the Chaplainsand Missionaries.

TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at
Ask for the Queen's Printers' Edition . - Prospectus post free,

School Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings .
Prices , from 38 .

REV, H. BLOOYER , Becretary . EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE. Great New Street, London , E.

Offices , 31 , New Bridge Btreet, Ludgate Circus, E.C. AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

Price ONE PENNY. 12 Copies, post free,1s.
Lately Published, price 2d. each.

Author of "Outlines of Prophetic Truth ,” “ The Hidden Mystery , " ROBERT BROWN,
" Babylonianism ," “ Jesuitism ," &c .

" A more valuable little tract, or one more suitable to the present times , Author of “ Outlines of Prophetic Truth , " &c.

bas seldom come under our notice, and we gladly commend it to the “ These are two valuable little books -clear, definite , and Scriptural.

perusal of our friends." -- English Churchman .
Both should have a wide circulation ." - The Silver Morn .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.O.
LONDON : 8. W. PARTRIDGE & CO . , 9 , PATERNOSTER Row,

Will shortly be published , PRICE 3s. 6d .

HOOKS AND EYES ;

Or, SENSE LINKED WITHÝFAITH .
THE ANNUAL MEETING

BY EMILY P. LEAKEY,

of the Perth Christian Conference will be held in the

CITY HALL, PERTH (D.V. ) , on Tuesday, Wednesday, and

Author of “ Clear Shining Light,” “ Miracles of Mercy , " &c. Thursday, 14th, 15th , and 16th September next.

Orders to be sent to Author, MISS LEAKEY, EXETER .

Information regarding Lodgings will be furnished by Mr. Charles Logua,

12 , King Street , Perth .

THE PURE JUICE OF THE GRAPE .

FERENCE-RYDE , Sept. 21st to 23rd.

HEBREWg vi. 19. The following, among others, have engaged to
IMPORTED DIRECT FROM BYRIA .

To Shelter Young Women (other
give addressesand take part in the proceedings:

TAE above Natural WINE is largely used by wise respectable ) lately Fallen into
The Venerable Archdeacon Richardson , Rers.

Churches for Communion Wine, not only on Sin .
J. G. Gregory, Dr. Murray Mitchell, Dr. D.

account of its prestige as coming from the Holy FOR rules of admission to theAnchorage
MacEwan ,Pr. John Stoughton, PrincipalBrown,

Land , butalsoas containing poadded spirit or House, and for particulars of its work , and for Principal Angus,Dr. J. Å . Wylie, E. .. Jenkins,

alcohol. It is also recommended to invalids and TRAINED SERVANTS ready to go out to situa and A. M. W. Christopher ; the Right Rev,
others who require a natural stimulant without tions, apply (by letter only ) to Mrs. H. STUART Bishop Cheetham , General Sir Robert Phayre,

intoxicating quality. Price 248. per Dozen re WORTLEY , Rosslyn House, Grove End Road,
Sir W. McArthur, and General Carr Tate .

putod quarts .
N.W., London ; and to whom , or to any member Programme and further particulars may be had

BOLE AGENT of committee, subscriptions may be sent, or to
from the Secretaries of the Evangelical Alliance,

J. F. ROBINSON, Elitor , Word and Work . 7, ADAM STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Lyttleton House, High Cross Lane,Tottenham , n .

ESTABLISHED 1851. MRS. GRIMKE'S

S, S. REWARD CARDS,

IRK B E C K BANK. TEXT CARDS,

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on To be had from Mrs. GRIMKE, Prestwich ,

THI

B

for selection . Intanding purchasers should all

personally, or send for particulars. - Offices, R ,

Queen Victoria Bt., E.O.,and 121, Pall Mall, S.W

Floral Designs ,printed in Colours. In

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand . sheets 2d . each, or 3 sheets for 6d., post

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on OURRENT Manchester, who likes orders sent to her free .

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly direct, or to E. KAUFMANN, 129, Cheap

balances, when not drawn below £ 100 .
NOW READY,

side, London , E.C. , and booksellers.
The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

charge,the custody ofDeeds, Writings, and other
BIBLE GLADNESS

Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of CONVERSION : WHAT IS IT ?
18 Cards in sheet.

Exchange, Dividends, aid Coupons ; and thepur By W. R. BRADLAUGH. IPrice One Penny . BIBLE LEADING 21 Cards in sheet.
chase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities. Should be placed in the hands of every
Letters of Credit and Oircular Notes issued . anxious Inquirer . BIBLE LOVE

32 Cards in sheet.

THE BIRR BECK ALMANACK, with full LONDON :

particulars, post free, on application .
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager.

John Snow & Co. & , Ivy Lane, PaternosterRow . BIBLE HELP

TheBirkbeck Building Society's Annual WONDERFUL WORDS OF LIFE .
Receipts exceed Five Millions .

A Manual for Flower Missions. Compiled by
DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

TOW TOPURCHASE A HOUSE FOR Mrs. EDMUND ASHBY. Cloth, 1s . Stirling, N.B.

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply
" The cry of the needy and the succour of the London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & 00.

at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY,
mighty to saveare beautifully placed side by
side. "- The Christian .

29, SouthamptonBuildings, ChanceryLane,

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF
CLEAR SHINING LIGHT.

MONTH , with immediate possession , either for Memorials of Caroline W. Leakey, Author
Building or Gardeningpurposes. Apply at the of “ God's Tenth ,” & c . Edited by her BISTER,

NOISES IN THE EARS.

Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invitessufferers to pood

Office of theBIRKBECKFREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, New Edition , crown 8vo , cloth extra , 3s . 6d . for his bookshowing the disease and the means
is above ,

" A touchingly written record of a bright and of cure .

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars,

Post free 63.; French edition , ls,

useful , though often suffering, life . Will be read withletter of advice if case be stated. Imperial

on application . with delight and profit. " Buildings,Ludgate Circus, London . Free con
FRANCIS RAVENSOROFT, Manager. Church Missionary Gleaner . sultations daily .

MIRACLES OF MERCY ;

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS. or, Asked of God.
FURNITURE. -NORMAN &

Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds.
By EMILY P. LEAKEY, Author of " Clear

STACEY'S HIRE-PURCHASE SYSTEM CHE

** DEAF FOR FORIY YEARS, AND THEN Shining Light. " Crown 8vo, cloth extra ,
mends itself to all classes. Deposit notnecessary

It combines realeconomyon soundcommercial
CURED. " 38. 60 ,

Sir,-My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness

principles,with strictly private arrangements,

"Contains truths which will find their way to without the
increases . A man here who has been deaf

objectionable

other hearts about the wonderful dealings of

Forty years has had his hearingrestored by it.

dealers and others .Payments can extendover

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch .
God . " - Christian Progress.

1, 2, or 8 years. The 60 wholesale firmsembriet

1s. 11d. per Bottle, Freeby Post for 14 stamps,from

the best manufacturers, who have large stocks

EdwinJ. Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury . LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & 00.,

48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

32 Cards in sheet.

HOW TO PURCASAER AHOUSELE OHR

CURE OF DEAFNESS.

ormalitie
s

of
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RELEASE OF Rev. PETER LEYS.

broken , and that he is firmly and faithfully resolved

OME weeks ago we called the attention of our
to endure to the end, his son consents to turn the key

readers to a singular case of imprisonment for
in the prison-door. On Monday, the 16th inst ., as we

conscience sake. The Rev. Peter Leys,a Presbyterian read in the Glasgow Herald , “application was made

minister in the neighbourhood of Glasgow , had for six

years clothed , fed , and educated his two grandchil. Leys, for the liberation from prison of his father, the

in the Court of Session, on behalf of John Kirkwood

dren , their father being confessedly unable to support Rey. Peter Leys. In his petition, Mr. Kirkwood Leys

them . Recently, however, the father of the children,
stated that he no longer wished to enforce his right

having meanwhile adopted the Roman Catholic faith ,
to the custody of his children by the continued im

applied for their restoration to his own custody. In prisonment of his father. The Lord Ordinary granted

ordinary circumstances , however unwillingly, the
warrant for liberation ."

grandfather could not have refused to comply with
Commenting on the case the North British Daily

this demand. But in this case there was no intention
Mail (August 18th ) says :

on the part of the father to assume the responsi Theattempt toobtain possession of the two Protestant boys

bilities of the paternal relationship . His avowed 80 well protected by their grandfather, the Rev. Mr. Leys, and

to place them in Roman Catholic institution, has failed ; and
purpose was to hand over the children to certain

their faithful protector has been liberated from prison . His

Jesuit priests, who were willing to burden themselves liberation is atardy act of justice . Mr. Leys was, no doubt,

with their education and maintenance. The children ,
technically guilty of contempt of court in refusing to deliver up

his grandchildren ,or to tell where they were to be found ; but

whohad hitherto received sound Scriptural instruction, the law ought to have been satisfied with his voluntary sub.

shrank with horror from what seemed to them a
mission to the authority of the court in expiation of that which

was held to be an offence. His prolonged incarceration - con

loathsome imprisonment, and the grandfather , sym sidering the peculiar circumstances of the case-is not credit.

able to the court or to the law. It would have been a graceful
pathizing with them, and also both disliking and

act on the part of the judges had they liberated Mr. Leys after

dreading the doctrine to which they would be exposed, a few hours' imprisonment, and such a step would certainly not

refused to surrender them. Application was then
application for the custody of the children was ostensibly made

made to the Court of Session for the enforcement of by the children's father, it was an admitted fact that he was un .

able to support them,and that they were to be pauperised and

legal rights. As in law the father is the rightful pervertedby means of a priest's charity in a Roman Catholic

custodian of a child , the judges issued the ordinary School. The welfare of the boys was bound upwith the action

of the Rev. Mr. Leys-who for six years has clothed and fed and

decree , instructing the grandfather to restore the educated them and it seems to us that too little notice of this

children to his son . In due course the old man important fact has been taken by the Court of Session. If the

detentiou of the aged U.P, minister for such a length of time is
appeared before the tribunal of justice , not to honour

not to the credit of the court, it is still loss to the credit of his

the law by obeying its command-this , as he touch It was the son who sent his father to prison - and he kept

him there . No sooner was the son's application for the release
ingly said, his conscience did not allow him to do

of the Rev. Mr. Leys presented than it was complied with.

but, as he meekly, yet bravely, declared, " he was That application ought to have been made - and it would

willing to honour the law by submitting to the
doubtless have been granted — the very day after Mr. Leys was

taken into custody. Both as a son and as a father the pur

penalty for disobedience .” Accordingly, he was sent suer cuts a sorry figure. There is one consolation—that throigh.

to prison for contempt of court .
outall the proceedings the children have been kept safe from

proselytism and the loss of their home. The Roman Catholic

For nearly a month he was imprisoned at Edin clergy have wisely paid little about the matter, in view of the

burgh, because he refused to comply with a decree
disclosure of the fate which had been designed for the boys.

which, however just in a legal aspect, was utterly Let it not be supposed that the case here takes end.

abhorrent to his feelings and repugnant to all his The father of the children has not consented to forego

convictions of duty. This imprisonment would not
his claims, and the priesthood behind him will not fail

have been necessary if his son's agent had been to ply him with crafty pleas until the victims be en

willing to withdraw from the prosecution at any time
meshed. At this stage the pursuer only expresses

son.
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his unwillingness to enforce his claim upon the children the praises of heaven's sovereign King : "Blessing,

by the continued imprisonment of their grand father, and glory, and wisdom, and thanksgiving, and power,

The claim itself has not been abandoned , and he knows and might, be unto our God for ever and ever.?

nothing of Romanism who thinks it likely to be waived While the apostle listens with glowing heart and

80 long as there remains any possible method whereby greedy ear the music suddenly is hushed, and one of

it can be enforced. While waiting for the completion the bright choir, calling his attention to the shining

of the story we earnestly commend the Rev. Peter throng, asks him if he knows who these are and from

Leys to the Christian sympathy of our readers, and whence they have come. John, like a true disciple,

bespeak on his behalf their prayers. returns the question to him who had proposed it , and

when the answer comes, as come it does, he learns

that “ these are they which have come out of great

tribulation , and have washed their robes and made

them white in the blood of the Lamb." He is also

LETTER FROM MR. LEYS.

told that now the days of their mourning are ended,

INCE writing the preceding paragraphs, the fol and in their stead ages of ecstatic bliss have come.

lowing letter, addressed by the Rev. Peter Leys They were faithful and fearless in the service of God

to the honorary secretary of the Protestant National on earth ; therefore they are “ before His throne, and

Alliance, has appeared in one of the Glasgow daily serve Him day and night in His temple , and God Him

newspapers : self dwells among them ."

Edinburgh , 16th August, 1886. To them - happy spirits !-there is no more hunger,
Dear Dr. Porteous, – I got your letterto -day, and thank the

directors of the Protestant National Alliance and yourself, as no more thirst ; they are not oppressed by summer's

hon . secretary , for the kind efforts made for my release , and heat nor benumbed by winter's cold . Without a

especially for their prayers on mybehalf. An eminent medical

gentleman in Edinburgh, Dr. James Affleck, who knew well my
care and without a cross, they wander through the

physical condition from former treatment of mycase , had of fields of bliss. The Lamb which is in the midst of

his own accord visited me twice in prison, and bad com :

municated to my agents that he was alarmed at what would
the throne doth feed them, and lead them unto living

be the result of my continued imprisonment. My agents were fountains of water, and by the hand of God the tears

to present a petition to -morrow to the Lord -Ordinary on the

bills for my release, and it is at least probable that I would
are wiped away from every eye. To them the past

have been released in a day or two. But, unknown to me, my is luminous. Their days on earth , so full of trial and

son's agent presented a petition to -day, stating that my sonno so dark with doubt, are now from heavenly heights

longer desires to enforce his right to the custody and possession

of the children through the continued imprisonment of the recognised as perfecting their faith . Their path , so

respondent, and a warrant was immediately issued for my
rough and devious in its course, is seen to lead to

reloase . Of course the warrant to search for the children is

still in force. My own supposition is that the Jesuits,or those glory ; and with intelligent thankfulness they take

who directmy poor son , were feeling that they were doing no

good to their cause by my continued imprisonment, and hence
up the burden of the old song, " Truly the Lord leadeth

the petition for my release . I am not well , and feel much by a right way to the city of habitation . "

exhausted, and you must excuse this hurried note.- I am ,yours

sincerely , P. LEYS. And so indeed , if our feet ever stand in the even

place ,” then in the congregation shall we likewise

Though released from prison , Mr. Leys is still praise the Lord. In future hours of gladness it will

apprehensive of Jesuitical intrigues for the per delight us to recall our present scenes of grief. If

version of the children . As we have already said,
ever come to that place of triumph, then

the abandonment of a persecuting policy as respects WO too shall look back without murmur

the grandfather is no security against further persecu to the path of tribulation along which we

tion of the grandchildre
n
. travel now.

Our friends who have gone before can

look backward without complaint; but we, who are

bearing the heat and burden of the pilgrimage, can

we be blamed when we

" OUT OF GREAT TRIBULATION .”
are ofttimes discouraged

because of the greatness of the way ? " Blessed are the

HILE dwelling in the solitudes of Patmos, the dead who die in the Lord from henceforth : yea, saith

loved disciple gained a glimpse of his hea the Spirit, that they may rest from their labours, and

venly home. In the “ visions of God ” he beheld their works do follow them . " And are the living

great multitude, which no man could number, of all excluded from the blessing ? Are they happy that

nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues , enjoy, while there is no happiness for them that

standing before the throne and before the Lamb. endure ? Are the tears on this side of the grave

Each one in that great assembly was clad in raiment always bitter and the smiles always sorrowful? Nay,

white as snow. A palm branch was held in every verily , the Scripture teacheth otherwise : u Blessed

hand, and while they waved the victor's branch they is the man whose strength is in Thee. Who passing

sang the victor's song, " Victory is ours, the conquest through the valley of Baca " —the valley of weep.

thine ; ” salvation unto our God, which sitteth upon ing—“ make it a well ; the rain also filleth the pools.

the throne, and unto the Lamb. Angels and arch They go from strength to strength, every one of

angels take up the chorus of their song, and chant them in Zion appeareth before God ."

we

a
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" REJOICING IN TRIBULATION . " in the deep. In journeyings often , in perils of waters,

in perils of robbers, in perils by his own countrymen ,
E read in Scripture of a certain man who is

in perils by the heathen , in perils in the city, in perils
emphatically called a son of consolation.

in the wilderness , in perils in the sea , in perils among

Yet, strangely enough, the theme on which Barnabas

false brethren ; in weariness and painfulness, in
loved to linger was not altogether what some would

watchings often , in hunger and thirst , in fastings

judge consoling. The Holy Ghost tells us he

often , in cold and nakedness ” This man's testi

went from city to city testifying " that through

much tribulation we must enter into the kingdom of
mony is worthy of being heard. His experience

God .” What consolation did that fact contain ? Surely concerning trouble. Well, what sayest thou, Paul ?

eminently qualifies him to give a sound judgment

it does not comfort us to know that afflictions wait us

in our daily path, or to anticipate a succession of
LISTEN ! " Our light affliction, which is but for a

moment , worketh for us a far more exceeding and
sorrows in our progress heavenward ? And yet , while

eternal weight of glory .”

we speedily learn that worldly sorrow worketh death ,

we also learn, though slowly , that godly sorrow leadeth RATIONALEOF PAIN.

unto life. Trials rightly borne develop strength and BE
ELIEVERS are not exempted from suffering,

purity. “ No chastisement for the present seemeth The unthinking or uninstructed may fancy that

to be joyous but grievous ; nevertheless afterward it the favourites of heaven must enjoy perennial sun

yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness in them shine , for surely no storm can blacken their sky, and

that are exercised thereby ." " He that goeth forth no sorrow burden their heart. Job's friends reasoned

and weepeth , bearing precious seed , shall doubtless from his great suffering, and the only inference they

come again with rejoicing, bringing bis sheaves with could reach was that he had been a great sinner.

him . " And knowing as we do that there is laid up In his darkness and desolation they seemed to find

for us a "crown of righteousness,” which the Lord evidence that he had been forsaken of God, and from

the righteous Judge shall give us at that day, we are this they concluded that by peculiar transgressions

stimulated and strengthened to " deny ourselves, to he had estranged himself from heaven . We know

take
up our cross and to follow Jesus . " We dare the now their logic was grievously at fault . Instead of

dangers of the treacherous deep to escape from famine these things being true, it may be affirmed that in a

haunted shores, and reach a smiling land of plenty. sense the very perfection of the patriarch was the

We adventure the perils of the wilderness to secure cause of bis pain . “ Hast thou considered My servant

the riches of the goodly land that flows with milk and Job , that there is none like him in the earth , a perfect

honey: And in either case the discipline and the and an upright man, one that feareth God and

danger fit us for our home. Both are endured, not
escheweth evil ? "

as necessary evil, but as remedial good. " Therefore Doth Job fear God for naught ? is the answer.

we glory in tribulation also, knowing that tribulation “ Hast Thou not made an hedge about him, and about

worketh patience ; and patience, experience ; and his house, and about all that he hath on every side ?

experience, hope; and hope maketh not ashamed, Thou hast blessed the work of his hands, and his

because the love of God is shed abroad in our hearts substance is increased in the land ; but put forth

by the Holy Ghost which is given to us." Thine hand now, and touch all that he hath , and he

And, as it is with afflictions recalled or foreseen, so will curse Thee to Thy face." And so the patience of

is it, when faith nerves the heart , with afflictions this perfect man was tried, and, being tried , was puri

endured . Let us summon another witness into court , fied and strengthened. Satan meant it for evil, but

and the evidence is complete . Look upon this man God meant it for good. We do not deny that sin

haggard and wayworn. Care hath left its impress brings sorrow in its train, and that, generally speaking,

on his brow and grief hath drawn her furrows on his suffering comes because alienation of heart from God

face. In weary vigils and anxious, constant agony hath gone before. Nevertheless, we must not forget

of labour his life is drawing to its close. Since enter the teaching of our Lord : " Every branch in Me that

ing ou his pilgrimage he has known no rest. Called beareth fruit He purgeth it , that it may bring forth

to be a soldier, he unsheathed the sword, threw away more fruit.” If it bear not fruit He taketh it away,

the scabbard, and, with an eagerness unchilled, he but if it be of goodly promise it must feel the knife,

fails not to fight the good fight of faith . His years that , freed from all luxuriant growth, it may bear an

are thronged with deeds of Christian heroism. Never Eshcol cluster in the coming harvest. , God thus

did he shrink from suffering, and , though often disciplines the people in whom He delights, that He

times severely handled by his foes, he ceases not to may delight in them the more. God rewards the

brave them all . As & minister of Christ, he has been faithful soul by the destruction of its worldliness. He

in “ labours more abundant, in strifes above measure, weaps from earth that He may fill from heaven. And

in prisons more frequent, in deaths oft . Of the Jews
wben we know the purpose and the providence of our

five times received he forty stripes save one. Tbrice
Father we will learn to say " our light affliction , which

was he beaten with rods, once was he stoned , thrice is but for a moment, worketh for us a far more exceed .

he suffered shipwreck, a night and a day bath hebeen ing and eternal weight of glory.,
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God appointeth and apportioneth the trials of His my wife) , " yes, I do believe, but it is just as you say. Oh, dear!

I feel as if Iam very worldly - I have so many things to think

people. He does not willingly afflict nor grieve the of ! " and she sighed .

children of men ; if we are chastened, it is not for His
So did I ; forI knew that I, too, was very worldly. After a

pause I said , " Suppose Christ should really come this year,and

pleasure but for our profit, that we may be made par it should be authoritatively announced that He would be here

takers of His holiness. There is a Divine necessity
tomorrow ? '

“ I think ," said my wife, “ there would be some embarrass
for every stroke of the rod. " What He doeth we ment on the part of our great men, legislators, and chief

know not now , but we shall know hereafter.” How councillors, in anticipation of a personal interview. Fancy &

meeting of the city council to arrange a reception for the Lord

steadfastly the refinergazes into the furnace ! There Jesus Christ ! "

is silver there, and he waits until it be pure . He
Perhaps,” said I , “ He would refuse all offers of the rich

and great. Perhaps our fashionable churches would plead for

must not take it forth too soon, for then the dross His presence in vain . He would not be in palaces .”

would not be purgedaway; nor too late,forthenits 19
“ Oh ! ” said my wife earnestly, “ if I thought our money

separatesus from Him, I would give it all - yes, all –might I

brilliance would be tarnished, its beauty would be only see Him . "

gone . When he sees his image sharply reflected from
She spoke from the bottom of her heart, and for a moment

her face was glorified.

its glowing surface, then with eager hand he pours it “ You will see Him some day, " said I, " and the money that

into the ready mould, and finds it fitted for the we are willing to give up at a word fromHim will not keep Him

from us .”

noblest uses.

The Great Refiner never errs - the Great Physician That evening the thoughts of the waking hours mirroredthem

selves in a dream.

never fails. He corrects His people in measure. " He I seemed to be out walking in the streets, and to be conscious

knoweth our frame, and remembereth that we are of a strange , vague sense of something just declared, of which

allwere speaking with a suppressed air of mysterious voices .

dust;" “therefore He stayeth His rough wind in the There was a whispering stillness around. Groups of men

day of the east wind.” And in the end and issue of stand at the corners of the street, and discuss an impending

something with suppressed voices.

His chastisement He so disposeth that “ His people are I heard one say to another, “ Really coming ? What?

not tried above what they are able to bear, for with the
to -morrow ? And the others said, “ Yes, to -morrow He

will be here. "

trial He openeth up a way of escape, that they may be It was night. The stars were glittering down with a keen

able to bear it . " He delivers them from all their and frosty light; the shops glistened in their bright array ; but

the samě sense of hushed expectancy pervaded everything,

fears, and so causeth all things to work together for
There seemed to be nothing doing ; andeach person looked

their good, that they gladly testify, “ Blessed is the wistfully on his neighbour, as if to say, Have you heard ?

man that Thou chastenest and teachest out of Thy softly by my side.The face was solemn, serene, and calm .
Suddenly, as I walked, an angel form was with me, gliding

law ."
Above the forehead was a pale, tremulous,phosphorous radiance

of light, purer than any on earth- a light of a quality so

different from that of the street lamps that my celestial

attendant seemed to move in asphere alone.

Yet, though I felt awe, I felt a sort of confiding love as I

BY MRS. HARRIET BEECHER STOWE.
said , “ Tell me, is it really true? Is Christ coming ?

"He is," said the angel. " To -morrow He will be here . "

" Ta

THE NIGHT IS FAR SPENT ; THE DAY IS AT HAND."
“ What joy ! ” I cried .

My soul vibrated for a moment like a harp. Was it “ Is it joy ? " said the angel. “Alas, to many in this city it

true ? The night, the long night of the world's groping agony is only terror ! Come with me. "

and blind desire, is it almost over ? is the day athand ?
In å moment I seemed to be standing with him in a parlour

Again : “ THEY SHALL SEE THE SON OF MAN COMING IN A CLOUD, of one of the chief palaces of the city. A stout, florid, bald

WITH POWER AND GREAT GLORY. And when these things begin to headed man was seated at & table covered with papers,

come to pass, look up and rejoice, for yourredemption is nigh ." which he was sorting over with nervous anxiety , muttering to

Coming! The Son of Man really coming, coming into this himself as he did so. On & sofa lay a sad -looking, delicate

world again with power and great glory ! woman , her emaciated hands clasped over a little book. The
Will this really ever happen ? Will this solid, commouplace room was, in all its appointments, å witness of boundless wealth.

earth see it ? Will these skies brighten and flash ? and will up Gold and silver, and gems, and foreign furniture,andcostly pic

turned faces in this city be watching to see Him coming ? tures, and articles of vertu - everything thatmoney could buy

So our minister preached in a solemn sermon ; and for were heaped together ; and yet the man himself seemed to me

moments, at times , I felt a thrill of reality in hearing. But, as tohave been neitherelevated nor refined by the confluence of

the well-dressed crowd passed down the aisle , my neighbour, Mr. all these treasures . He seemed nervous and uneasy. He

Stockton, whispered to me not to forget the meeting of the bank wipedthe sweat from his brow, and spoke

directors on Monday evening, and Mrs. Goldthwaite poured into “ I don't know , wife, how you feel, but I don't like thisnews.

my wife's ear & charge not to forget her partyon Thursday ; and I don't understand it. ' It puts a stop to everything that I know

my wife , as she came out, askedme if I had observed the ex anything about. "

travagant toilet of Mrs. Pennyman . " Oh,John !" said the woman , turning towards him a face pale

“ So absurd ,” she said , “ when her income, I know , cannot and fervent,andclasping hər hands, " how canyou
say so ? ”

be half what ours is ! and I never think of sending to Paris for And , as she spoke, I could see breaking outabove her head a

my things : I should look on it as morally wrong. tremendous light, like that above the brow of an angel.

I spoke of the sermon . “ Yes, " said my wife, " what a “ Well, Mary, it's the truth . I don'tcare if I say it. I don't

sermon ! so solemn. I wonder that all are not drawn to hear want to meet - well, I wishHe would put it off . What does He

our rector. What could bemore powerful than such discourses ? wanu ofme ? I'd be willing to make over -- well, three millions,

My dear, by the by, don't forget to change Mary's opal ring for to found an hospital, if He'd be satisfied and let mego on .

a diamondone. Dear me ! the Christmas presentswereall so Yes, I'd give three millions—to buy off from to -morrow ."

on my mind , that I was thinking of them every now and then “ Is He not our best Friend ?

in church ; and that was so wrong ofme ! ” “ Best Friend ! " said theman,with a look of half fright, half

“ My dear,” said I, “ sometimes it seems to meas if all our anger. “ Mary, you don't know whatyou're talking about !

life were unreal. We go to church , and the things that we hear You know I alwayshatedthosethings. There's no use in it ;

are either true or false . If they are true , what things they are ! I can't see into them. In fact, I hate them ."

For instance, these Advent sermons. If we are looking for that She cast on him a look full of pity. “ Cannot I make you

coming, we ought to feel and live differently from what we do ! see ? ” she said.

Do we really believe what we hear in church ? or is it a “ No, indeed , you can't. Why, look here ,” he added. point:

dream ?
ing to the papers,

" here is what stands for millions ! To night

" I do believe, ” said my wife earnestly (she is a good woman, it's mine, andto -morrowit willbe all so much wastepaper ; and

“He's Coming Tomorrow .”

99
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then what have I left ? Do you think I can rejoice ? I'd give

half ; I'd give-yes, the whole, not to have Him come these

hundred years ." She stretched out her thin hand towards

him , but he pushed it back .
AN ADDRESS.

"Do you see ?” said the angel to mesolemnly ; " between him

and her there is a ' GREAT GULF fixed .' They have lived in one By DWIGHT L. MOODY.

house with that gulf between them for years ! She cannot go to

hiin ; he cannot come to her. To -morrow she will rise to Christ Recently delivered in Plainfield , N.J.

As a dewdrop to the sun ; and he will call to the mountains and TE have for our subject this afternoon the Word

rooks to fall on him - not because Christ hates him, but because
ofGod itself. I suppose there is not a true

he hates Christ. "

Christian in this house to -day that does not have a
Again the scene was changed. We stood together in a little

low attic , lighted by onesmall lamp - how poor it was — a broken desire to be more used of God than you are being

chair, a rickety table, a bed in thecorner, where the littleones used at the present time. I think the true sort of

were cuddling close to one another for warmth . Poor things ! Christian is always hungering and thirsting after more

the air was so frosty that their breath congealed upon

spiritual life and power. I believe the only way we
the bed -clothes, as they talked in soft, baby voices. “ Whon

mother comes, she will bring us some supper," said they. " But are ever to get a quickening that will last, will be

I'm so cold ! " said the little outsider. Get in the middle, through the Word of God. A good many people

then ," said the other two , “ and we'll warm you. Mother pro, come to a meeting like this, and think they are going

mised she'd make a fire when she came in, if that man would

to get a quickening that will help them in the Chris

pay her.” “ What a bad man he is ! ” said the oldest boy ; " he

never pays mother if he can help it." tian life . If it brings you into a closer relationship

Justthen the door opened, and a pale , thin woman came in , with the Word of God , you are going to get

laden with packages. something that will last ; for the Word of God

She laid alldown, and came to her children's bed, clasping endureth for ever. Nine times in the 119th Psalm

her hands in rapture.

" Joy ! joy, children ! Oh, joy, joy ! Christ is coming ! Hewill
David prays that God will quicken him according to

be here to -morrow ." His Word.

Every little bird in the nest was up, and the little arms Let any man or woman neglect his or her Bible

around the mother's neck ; the children believed at once . I don't care how many meetings you go to - it won't

They had heard the good Jesus. He had been theirmother's

be long before the heart becomes cold, and there
only Friend through many & cold and hungry day, and they

doubted not He was coming. won't be any real spiritual life.

“ Oh , mother ! will He take us ? He will, won't He ? "

“ Yes, my little ones,” she said softly , smiling to herself, The Whole Book.

“He shall gather tho lambs with His arms, and carry them in I believe in the whole Bible . There is a tendency

His bosom .'

Suddenly again, as by the slide of a magic lantern , another now, on our right hand andon our left, in the Church

scene was present. and outside of the Church , to give up some portions

We stood in a lonely room , where a woman was sitting with of the Bible. It is quite a fashionable thing for people

her head bowed forward upon her hands . Alone, forsaken,
to

slandered, she was in bitterness of spirit . Hard, cruel tongues say, “ I believe the Bible , but I don't believe allparts

had spoken her name with vile assertions, and a thoughtless of it . There are some parts ofthe OldTestament thatI

world had believed . There had been a babble of accusations, & do not believe." I neversaw a man in my life begin

crowd to rejoice in iniquity, and few to pity. She thought her to pick at that Book who did not pick it all to pieces . I
self alone, and she spoke : Judge me, O Lord ! forI have

read the other day of a man who took to a minister
walked in my integrity. I am as a monster unto many ; but

Thou art my strong refuge."
his Bible , and said he wanted to show the minister

In a moment theangel touched her. “ My sister," he said, his (the minister's) Bible . It was mutilated; he had
“ be of good cheer. Christ will be here to -morrow .". cut out portions here and there . The minister said ,

She started up, with her hands clasped , her eyes bright, her “ That is not my Bible. Why do you call it my

whole form dilated , as she seemed to look into the heavens, and

said with rapture -

“ Come, Lord, and judge me ; for Thou knowest me alto “ I have sat under yourministry for several years, and

gether. Come, Son of Man, in Thee bave I trusted ; let me whenever you would say that a certain passageis not

never be confounded . Oh, for the judgment-seat of Christ ! ” authentic, I would go home and cut it out. That is

Again I stood in a brilliant room, full of luxuries. Three or

four fair women were standing pensively talking with each the reason I call it your Bible.”

other. Their apartment was bestrewn with jewellery, laces,
Christ's Imprimatur.

silks , velvets, and every fancitul elegance of fashion ; but they

looked troubled .
There isn't anything in the Old Testament that

“ This seems to me really awful ," said one, with a suppressed men cavil about now that the Son of Man didn't set

sigh . " What troublesme is, I know so little about it."

“ Yes," said another, " and it puts a stop so to everything ! His seal upon . You say you do not believe in the

Of what use will all these be tomorrow ? story aboutNoah and the ark and the flood . I believe

There was a poor seamstress in the corner of the room , who it, because Christ said : “ And as it was in the days

now spoke. " We shall be ever with the Lord ," she said. of Noah, so ghall it be also in the days of the Son of

“I'm sure I don't know what that can mean," said the first

speaker, with a kind of shudder ; " it seems rather fearful.” Man. They did eat , they drank,they married wives,

“ Well," said the other, “ it seems so sudden-when one they were given in marriage until the day that Noah

never dreamed of anysuch thing — to change all at once from entered into the ark, and the flood came and destroyed

this to that other life .”
them all."

“ It is enough to be with Him ," said the poor woman . " Oh ,

I have so longed for it ! " Christ believed in the flood . Are you going to be

" The great gulf," again said the angel. wiser than the Son of God ? It teaches the very

Then again we stood on the steps of a church . A band of divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ. He came down

ministers weretogether. Episcopalian, Methodist, Baptist, from a world of life to tell us what occurred in another

Presbyterian , all stood hand in hand.
world . He must have known that that flood did

“ It's no matter now about these old issues , ” they said.

“ He is coming : He will settle all. Ordinations and ordinances, take place.

sacraments, creeds , are but the scaffolding of the edifice . They People say :“You don't believe in the story of Lot

are the shadow ; the substance is CHRIST ! ” And hand in and Sodom and Lot's wife, and those five citieson the

hand they turned their faces when the morning light began

faintly glowing ; and I heard them saying together, with one
plains being destroyed ?" Certainly I believe that.

heart and one voice 1. Likewise, as it was in the days of Lot, even thús

“ Come, LORD JESUS ! come quickly ! ” shall it be when the Son ofMan is revealed .' ,**) De

66

Bible ? "
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Men say : “ You don't believe in the story of the get on to that. Things that were dark and mysterious

Israelties looking at the brazen serpent and being to me ten years ago are as clear as sunlight to me

healed ? " dow ."

" And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wil. Another thing : You want to keep in mind that

derness, even so must the Son of Man be lifted up, when Paulwrote toTimothy, and said that all Scripture

that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish , was given by inspiration of God , and was profitable for

but have eternal life."
doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction

“ You don't believe that the children of Israel were in righteousness, that the man of God might be

fed by manna in the wilderness ? ”
perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works, he

“ Your fathers did eat manna in the wilderness. ' : bad reference to the Old Testament . And when he

said all was given by inspiration he meant it.

The Brajen Serpent and Janah . I read these words over at the Bible -house in

Last of all , they look very wise as they say :

London , “ The Word of the Lord endureth for ever."

“ You don't believe in the story of Jonah and the

Old London will crumble like other cities some day,

whale ? ”
but the Word of the Lord is going to endure.

I believe that as much as I do the resurrection of Some people say : “ I believe the Bible, but I don't

Christ.
believe the supernatural. I believe everything that

" Por, as Jonah was three days and three nights corresponds with my reason .” If you take that ground,

in the whale's belly , so shall the Son of Man be it won't take you five minutes to see it is absurd.

three days and three nights in the heart of the The Supernatural.

earth ."

He said that the men of that generation sought a

For instance , in Genesis we read that God dealt

sign , and the only sign He would give them was

with Adam in a supernatural way ; also that Abraham

Jonah. What was that a sign of ? It was a sign of

fell on his face and God talked with bim . If that

the resurrection . I bave no doubt but that when

didn't take place the man that wrote Genesis lied.

that captain had got ashore he reported what had

If he told one single lie, is not the whole book a lie ?

happened. He hadn't more than got to Nineveh

You go back to Exodus. There is the story of the

than this man appeared in Nineveh , and cried that

curses coming on the Egyptians. If it didn't take

Nineveh was going to be destroyed. Jerusalem was

place , the man that wrote Exodus wrote a lie . Take

to have a resurrected man. That was the sign they the two sons ofAaron .You will find supernatural

Leviticus — the strange fire coming out and consuming

were going to bave-a resurrected man .

Well

,thescientists say they have made a wonder. thingsinthe whole Bible, are you going to throw

ful discovery ; and they say å whale's mouth is not

out the whole Bible ?

larger than & man's fist, and so a whale couldn't

You cannot touch Christ's life, but that there was

swallow a man. I read that Godprepareda great conceptionandbirth were supernatural, His baptism

something supernatural taking place every day. His

fish to swallow Jonab. Couldn't God prepare a fish

jarge enough to swallow a man, or even this whole

all through His ministry occur supernatural things.

world ? God could do it. There isn't any trouble

He speaks to the wind , and it obeys Him ; disease

about it.

obeys Him ; Nature obeyed, and the fish came up

with the tribute money , and every day something

The Creator's power.
supernatural was taking place.

A friend of mine was coming back from Europe, a

The Gospel we preach is a supernatural Gospel.

few days ago, together with an old Scotchman . There

Some reforms die with the reformer, but this Reformer

were two or three modern philosophers on board.

ever liveth to carry on His reformation. If you are

One was pickingaway at the Bible. He said hehad going to throw out the supernatural you must throw

examined the Bible in the light of science . " The

out the whole Bible . Cbrist said: “Heaven and

Bible says that Balaam's ass spoke. I have taken

earth shall pass away, but My Word shall not pass

pains toexamine an ass's throat, and find it is so
away."

formed that it would be impossible for it to speak."
The Enduring UWord .

"Ah ! mon ," said the Scotchman, "you make the Have the words of the Lord Jesus passed away ?

ass, and I will make him speak .” The idea that God He has been gona nearly 1,900 years, and there has

that made the ass couldn't make him speak ! What not been a day when the sun shone that He could

we want is to hold on to the Bible from Genesis to

Revelation .

see so many Bibles as to -day. There have been

Take the whole of it. more Bibles printedin thelast eight years than there

A mansays to me, “ What do you want with that ? "

" I don't want anything."

were in the first 1,800 . His words have been put into

350 different languages, and they have gone to the

“ How do you explain that ? ”
corners of the earth . There is no nation now that

" I don't explain ."

“ How do you interpret ? "

hasn't got the words of the Lord Jesus.

" I don't interpret ."

A few years ago, when they brought out the New

“What do you do ?”

Version, it was brought out in New York the same

“ I don't do anything."

day it was brought out in London. Chicago didn't

want to be behind, so they had all thewords of the

" You don't believe ? " New Testament telegraphed out to Chicago. Now,

“ Yes, I believe. There are lots of things in the suppose thatsome prophethadprophesieddown in

Bible I don't understand , but I believe them . There the days of Christ what wasgoingtotake place in

is a depth and a height there that I cannot fathom . I the nineteenth century, beforeprintingor the tele

am glad that theScriptures say thatthesecretthings graph was known ; itwouldhavebeenconsidered

belong to God . The things revealed belong to us and greatermiraclethanChrist ever wrought.I thank

our children. Take what is revealed. If you take all God I live in this glorious day.

you can unưerstand, you will have enough to do to ( To be concluded .)
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Once More “ at Home" in the

Land of Sunshine.

Home of Industry Workers.

W E have just experienced, in answer to many prayers ,

W the happiest and most prosperous voyage of all the
'orty-nine across the Atlantic , during these past sixteen years

If accompanying the little ones .

More and more we realize the great need of personal super.

ision every hour of the journey. Drink and its attendant

vils seem worse at sea, as time bangs heavily. Our colonies
ertainly do not want the habits of the old land transplanted .

It is only twelve days since we sailed from Liverpool, and

ow we are enjoying rest after toil, making our dear sister's
Mrg. Merry ) heart rejoice over these happy orphans. One

more week we spend together in this lovely epot, sowing the
sed and thanking God together for all His gracious, loving care

ver us by night and by day while on the sea . Wehave had

Dany & definite prayer answered ; no disease , accident, or

udden death ; every one kind and good to us ; and with our

phole heart we render praise ,and ask all to rejoice with us.

Those who are blessed with virtuously married children can

uess our joy, while waiting for the train at Toronto , to be

ccosted by an old boy, now the happy father of three children .

Jur song of praise was complete , asweknew that these precious

oung souls were being reared in a Saviour's love. His news
as that C . B . (of Ratcliff Highway memory, sixteen years ago )

ad justbeen married and hehad been " bestman " at thewedding.
hen not long after our arrival, “ wee Johnnie," Mrs. Durrant's

ase, who could neither walk nor talk , is able now to tell us his

lerman name, of Hans D , pamed after his adopted
ther. The first application too touched our heart, the good

Jan had come a long way to find a Scotch lassie for his Scotch

ife. His last, whom he had had from the Homeeleven years

go , was just about to be married , and they would like Jeannie's

lace filled ere she left them . Hesaid that Jeannie was six feet,

ad as handsome as she was high ! We remembored the sad .

arted Scotchman , whom Mr. Grattan Guinnesssentto us that

might take counsel about his daughter. So in our glorious

ork of just being a link , Jessie and her brother may be the

st to leave us next week for their new home. The voyage and

gular food have brought rysy cheeks to the little maiden ,and

- , what joy to make her father's heart glad , in that the Lord

- 8 so soon answered his prayers ! Jessie is eleven , but is able

write accounts to her father of all the wonderful plenty in

is great and wide land .

As we travelled along by rail for two days, Ontario looked

and with its fields of waving, golden corn being reaped in

ery direction . What is wanted ? Industrious people, willing

sow and reap , and enjoy & peaceable life . What is the

of the market just now ? More “ red wheat." Why is

thatmen prefer being cooped up in cities when means of life
within twelve days' journey of them , and a ready market for

they can produce ? If ladies could only induce sons of

uggling families to entrust them with the beer and tobacco

ney for a year, they could easily pay their own fare. Many

board were thus going out to friends already settled . April

1 May are the best months to come.

Ve met along the line of railway good men who were

loring the deadness of the churches and the Y . M .O . A's. On

ing them if they ever met to ask for a special outpouring of

Holy Spirit they said no ; not for that specially. They had

ried themselves devising new attractions in order to bring

ng men together. We suggested trying to lead them forth

now the joy of a life wholly given up to the Lord .

eloved , pray for us. Though weak and unworthy, we would

used in lifting up the needs of China and India , whilst in

ada , that so many may be stirred up to begin at home, and

ue time be called forth to the foreign field .

ANNIE MACPHERSON .

pys ' Home, Stratford , Ontario, August 10th , 1886 .

HE gathering of friends at the monthly meeting for

I Christian workers on Wednesday evening last was very

small,many being out of town at this time of the year, but it

was proved again that the Lord is not restricted to numbers,

but manifests His presence to the few as well as the many,

and this little season of happy intercourse together was, it is

believed , refreshing to all assembled . Mr. Merry presided over

themeeting, which commenced as usualwith a hymn, followed
by prayer, in which were notes of thanksgiving and praise for

the Lord 's lovingkindness and watchful care over Miss Mac

pherson . Her forty-ninth band of children , who were present

at the previousmonthly meeting, sailed the following week ,and

in twelve days the sea and land journey was accomplished ,

and a cablegram received on the 10th inst . that they had

reached the Canadian Home safe andwell.

eWealth and Quark.

Mr. A . Kyd gave a short address, impressing upon his hearers

thenecessity of looking, not around them , nor to the hills, but

to lift up their eyes to the Lord . His points were :

I. Ourwealth in Christ (Gen . xiii. 14). Abram as a type of a belie

ver is asked to take in the iength and breadth ofwhatGod gave bim

in promise . Only by faith could he enter into possession . Canaan

not only a type of heaven , but of the life of faith which wenow

live in the flesh . " Abram 's standpoint is a shadow of our place

in Christ. Look from “ where thou art." God has in grace put

us in Christ, and now asks us to take in and prove the wealth of

our position , illustrated in the figures “ milk and honey."

" Blessed with all spiritual blessings.” “ Having sufficiency in

all things." " He who spared not His own Son , but freely gave

& c , shall He not with Him also freely give us all things ? "

What a happy and joyful life is opened to the believer in the
hourly enjoyment of a living and present Christ ! Every need ,

trouble , and sorrow only making opportunities for us to find

“ what a portion there is mine. " Oh, for a closer walk with
God !

II. The secret of its enjoyment (Joshua v. 13 ). This

presents the secret of our possessing the promises. Captain

appears and takes the leadership , and says follow

right on the threshold of the land of promise. How

happy, powerful, and victorious were Israel under such a cap.

tain ! Alas ! they turned away and rejected their leader, chose

a king, and had quite enough of their own way. The only way

to know the fulness of blessing in our souls is the practical recog

pition of Jesus as Lord . Precept and promise , and promise and

precept, are whatGod hath joined together (see John xiv, 23).
III. Our work for Christ (John iv . 35 ). The field is the world ;

God loved the world , and how little have we understood our

privilege to go in and reap. The command, “ Go," is forgotten ,

and men are dying without a witness to the name of Jesus.
IV . The secret of its power (Psa . cxxi.). Here we have the

answer to the need presented in John. Shall we look to the

hills of so -called Christian machinery, which is in motion all
around us with comparatively little result ? “ Whence does our

help come ? " " Myhelp cometh from the Lord .” What a mighty
supply for such a deep need." Another opportunity of proving
His sufficiency .

V . Our hope (Gen . xxiv, 63, 64 ). Here is a lovely picture
of the morning for which we pant, but for which our blessed
Lord pants still more. A moment which will enable Him to
plant His likeness upon us for His own eternal delight. A

moment which will enable us to forget all the jolting camel
riding of the wilderness in an eternal gaze upon Him who loved
us. Lift up your heads, your redemption draweth nigb .

Here and Chere.
Mr. MERRY gave somehelpful thoughts to Christian workers

from the lives ofGideon , David, and others, whom the Lord

prepared for service whilst fulfilling the ordinary vocations of

life , and who at His call stepped forward to their work ,

Rev. D . SOTIERLAND, who has been spending a month

at the Home of Industry, gave a short account of his work at

Renton , in Dumbartonshire, where he has been labouring foc

three years. When he commenced his work there a very few

rallied round him , and there were many difficulties in the way,

but the Lord has enabled him to overcome them , and now he

has a large congregation and a very flourishing school ofbetween

three and four hundred children .

A letter was also read by Mr. Merry from Messrs. Dorward

and Smith , who, with a Bible carriage, are visiting the towns

and villages in the eastern counties. Messrs. Pirie and Red .

fern are with another Bible carriage in Kent. They have all

met with much encouragement in celling the Scriptures, and

preaching the Gospel nightly , and much blessing , it is hoped ,

will be the result.

holera at Bari. - In giving Miss Carruther's letter in our
issue, her address was omitted. It is 7 , Westover Villas,
rnemouth .

cev. T . L . Johnson . - Welearn that this coloured brother,

for nearly thirty years was a slave in the Southern States,
has the past few years been in this country advocating the

Be and spiritual welfare of his countrymen in Africa , bas
ed from Liverpool on board the Umbria for New York , to
nd the conference of the coloured clergy in the United

es. His object is to propose at the conference the employ.
t of coloured instead of European and American mission

for Africa.
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In the French Provinces,

, for ,

EING in the mountain village of St. Dizier, par Lamotte.LA T this season of the year many of our earnest friendshold

From the Street Corner.

outdoor services before or after regular service in church

or chapel, endeavouring thus to get hold of the careless and
promise to give you a little account of the work of the Lord in indifferent. For the encouragement of such we give the

this part of France .
following incidents . One Lord's Day evening a band of Chris

The district called the Diois, extending from the north of tians were singing " Rock oí ages " at the street corner of a

Die to the Alps, contains two Protestant “ consistoriales ” ( that low neighbourhood. A barber, who had been out the whole of

is , a certain number of parishes forming a consistory undera the day waiting on customers, was retuming bome, and was

president), but is, spiritually, in a deplorable condition. In attracted by the singing. Before he was aware, he bad entered

the consistoriale of Die there are seven “ liberal” pastors and the chapelwith his tools in his pocket. Under deep conviction

only two evangelical. In that of Lamotte - Chalancon three he trembled and sought mercy. When asked during the week

parishes, containing nine villages, are vacant, and of the four how he was getting on , he said, “ Never better ; it's such a

pastors who are there one is “ liberal,” and another, a very change. The devil is a bad master. He got me drunk three

aged man, is more occupied with his fields than with his people. monthsago and broke my leg . I have had eleven weeks on my

He preaches to nearly empty benches.
back . I've done with him . "

The field for Gospel work is , therefore, immense . In the While the same friends were singing in the streets in another

liberal parishes preachers of the Gospel can get congregations place, two young men thought they would annoy them by

in schoolrooms or private houses, and in some cases in the shouting “ Amen " between each verse ,
They followed the" temples (parish churches ). In the vacant parisheswe have bandto the chapel and came in . Both of them thatnight pro

always the use of the temples without any restriction, being as fessed to be converted . They were leaders of a band of young

free in them as we would be in Gospel halls.

men who onprevious Sundays had played cards in an oldstable.The agents of the “ Mission Intérieure," and other preachers, The next Lord's Day they gathered about thirty of their

occasionally vieit all those places. Monsieur Marzials, pastor of old companions and held å prayer meeting in the stable .

Barnave, has a young man who also visits some of them, and Several of the young men have been saved through these two.

a brother, living in Die, and earning his livelihood as agent of A fortnight later, holding a mission seven miles from the place,

an insurance company, evangelizesin Die and the neighbour several of these youngmen walked out, although itwaspouring

hood .

rain , and then walked round the town with the band. One said,
There is in Die a Gospel hall, in which , besides the direction “ We don't mind the wet ; it was through a mission band we

of a Sunday school and the public ministry of the Word, I meet got saved. "

with about twenty Christians, chiefly women,

Another night, when singing the last hymn in front of the

On the Lord's day evening, or on week- days, I goand preach chapel, a young man was seen to linger, and presently came

in some neighbouring village, and when the above -named into the service. He remained to the close, and was deeply

brother is in Die on the Lord's day he preaches in my stead , and affected, but could not be persuaded that God for Christ's sake

I spend the whole day, and sometimes a few days or weeks, in

themore distant places.
would save him , and he gave us a little of bis past life and sin ,

telling how, when attracted by the singing, he was on his wayThere are some Christians in almost every village. Here and to a gambling den . He promised to comethe next night. On

there a sister holds a Sunday school, and in two villages godly entering the chapel we saw him in the same seat he occupied
schoolmasters hold meetings for believers as well as Sunday the night before. As soon as the invitation was given he came

schools. I endeavour to get the believers to meet together for into the inquiry-room , and the prodigal gambling drunkard was

worship and mutual edification.

saved . The next evening he was found with his arm around anMrs.Bird teaches the eldest girls in the Sunday school and old companion in sin , with tears imploringbim to give bis
holds meetings for women .

heart to God . His joy was unbounded when his companionThe Lord has blessed our leeble labours in the conversion of found Jesus ,

some souls, and in the establishing of believers. There is also

encouragement among the children.

I must not forget to mention a new field opening. The con

Our Children .struction of a railway from Die to the Alps has drawn hundreds

to E have been much struck by the pointedness and cleamess
evangelize. However, the present time is not favourable, for
ofworkmen,French and Italian, that we must endeavour

to WEof a letter which we have just seen . It was addressed

thereare disturbances, owing to the Italians working at lower
by a Scotch minister to his congregation , in the week preceding

prices than the French. Blood has been shed, so that the
a Sunday specially devoted to children's services. We believe

police and troops have had to interfere.
many of our readers will be glad we should give the following

I recommend this extensive field of labour to the prayers of
extracts :

Christians in England, that the Lord of the harvest may, if He
I am very anxious that all your children should, along with

think good, send more labourers .
you, be early brought into the kingdom of God . Inthis anxiety

I regularly receive Word and Work, for which I thank you.
you no doubt fully share - do you not ? " The promise is

My permanent address is still 21, Viaduc, Die . to you and to your children " (Acts ii . 39) . It becomes us,

WILLIAM BIRD, therefore, most earnestly to seek its fulfilment. Will you then

co -operate with me this week in seeking the salvation of the
children ?

1. If you
are doubtful about your own salvation, will

you , on receiving this, go at once to Christ Jesus, and get the

The Gospel on Ramsgate Sands. matter settled ? Matt. xi. 28 ; Heb. viii. 12 ; Jer. iii. 10, 22,

2. Things being right between God and yourown soul, will
NHE popular services which have been held for several years you specially set yourself to pray that Godwould savingly bless

all your children ?

space on the widespread sands is the ground floor of this novel 3. Will you kindlyand seriously speak to them about Jesus

church, around the conductor's chairs and barmoniums are and His grace before Sunday ?

placed seats for about one hundred and fifty, the sloping break 4. Will you specially pray with them as well as for them ?

waters making a capital gallery , whilst the promenade above is and , if possible , one one in private , as well as in the family

thronged with an elevated audience. circle ?

An old friend of these evangelistic efforts, Mr. William Hill 5. Will you, as far as possible, bring them with you to the

(evangelist from Mr, Spurgeon's Metropolitan Tabernacle) has house of Godnext Sunday forencon ond afternoon ? So doing,
come on the scene . One afternoon he spoke with his usual expect great b'essing for yourselves and them .

graphic power, holding the people for about forty minutes as

fixed as if they had been in the comfortable seats of a place of Paris Y.W.C.A.-New and larger accommodation has

worship. Again, in the evening, he and Mr. Bass, of Leicester been provided for young girls in shops at 27. Rue Jean Jacques

were the speakers,and were aided by plenty of good singing, Rousseau, superintended by the devoted Malle. Guinand. 4

the people remaining notwithstanding the rain .
the opening PastorsTh. Monod, Appia , & c., took part, and

Two services are held here each Lord's day for about eight about sixty young ladies, mostly Catholics,were present. The

months . A noticeable feature is the mixed character of the young reople are heartily welcomed to the rooms, where they

audience ; not children merely, but adults being amongst the find a piano, harmonium , 'and library; gratuitous instruction

most regular listeners. Townspeople and visitors come gladly

to hear the Word. Evidence has been given of real and satis in English is also provided. The roomsare open from poon till

ten o'clock every day, andon Sunday a friendly religious meetfactory results.

ing is held at three o'clock . - Le Christianisme.

a in
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Mrs. Grimké's Text Cards.

A

hail was battering down the hotel, he gathered its inmates for

prayer. He expressed his conviction that within an hour he

and some of them would be before their Maker, and exhorted

A Touching Story.
any who might be spared to live for God. His sad presentiment

proved in his own case only too true. When the party decided

to cross the road to seek shelter in a native house , about seven

text card work , writes , urging strongly a more general hundred yards away , he started with the rest. They could not

use of these cards as a direct meansof foreign missionary work. sed each other on the journey, and when they were mustered he

In illustration she gives the following touching story :-- A child was missing.The hotel-keeper went back in search of him ,

of God, now entered into her rest, had been spending a few but in vain. His body was not found for three days, though the

summer monthsin avery spiritually dark spot on the Continent. most diligent search was made . When found, it wasseen that

She found the inhabitants in truly heathen darkness. The he

question came home the the falling verandah, and buried under mud . The entire

rays of Gospel brightness to the sin-blinded eyes ? She had village , in which the hotel was, is covered with this mud, and

before proved the value of Mrs. Grimké's text cards, and will probably never be excavated. Mr. Bainbridge was buried

therefore wrote, asking if it would be possible to have them by Mr. Fairbrother. Many prayers are ascending from all parts

printed in the language of these poor ignorant people . She of New Zealand for the bereaved family.

herself promised to give ten pounds towards publishing a small

edition .' In due time the cards were issued from the press, and

sent to this lady. Alas ! they found her on a bed of sickness,

She greatly rejoiced to see her desire accomplished , and with

almost her dying breath requested that care might be taken

to have them all distributed. This has been done through the

kindness of friends in Germany.
Notes from Sweden ,

The writer closes with a testimony taken from the letter of a UR friend, Madame E. deRamsay, writes from Wilhelmsro

Chinese missionary :-In many houses we find texts pinned on that the work there, and at Jönköping, is going on well.

the walls, and more than once I have heard parents and elders She adds :-Since the Princess Eugenie began to work for the

teachingthe younger members to read them . Iwould say to Eng poor Swedish cripples, in a way much more permanentthan we

lish friends, send out these cards in faith ; and to missionaries, as a family could have done, our children have been diminished

deal them out bountifully and prayerfully. Those who question to twelve , the number we originally proposed .

these silent messengers being used of God cannot surely bave In our journeys to England or France for health, our atten .

tried them with faith and prayer. I never gave or sold a card tion has been turned to the need of Bibles in hotel bedrooms .

without asking God for blessing to go with it . I am well assured At first they were supplied from privatemeans, but, opportuni.

that this seed, which is the Word of God, shall not return unto ties increasing, the British and Foreign Bible Society arranged

Him void , but falling into prepared ground ( Prov. xvi . 1 ) , shall to allow half the cost if any well-known person in a place, or

bring forth thirty, sixty, one hundred- fold to His glory . some religious society , undertakes to distribute and watch over

the Bibles wher, hotel owners have consented to receive them.

Fifteen hotels in Paris have received Bibles . In Bordeaux,

where we were kept six weeks by illness, thirteen hotels grate

fully accepteå Bibles. From Berlin, Baden-Baden , and other

The New Zealand Eruption.
important places, requests have come for a regular Bible dis

tribution in the hotels, and the Y.M.C.A. and the English

HE following account of this disaster has just been

is

chaplains have offered their help.

At Jönköping our mission hall has been open all the winter

such appalling convulsions of nature is beautifully illustrated for Bible expositions : and various visitors from abroad have

in the closing incident :
pleaded for their missions there . There is also an interesting

Your readers have , no doubt, been informed by telegraph of institute for our mill girls, who are gladto attend the classes in

the terrible convulsions of atu which we are experiencing Victoria House. Wealeo receive at the mission house poor

here . A few details may, however, be acceptable. Soon after people coming to town for medical help by an eminent oculist.

midnight on June 10th , in the North Island, the commotion More than a hundred patients had their sight restored last

began . Peal after peal of thunder rent the air. So loud were year, not to mention thegood influence of the mission house,

these terrific reports that from two hundred to four hundred Various other agenciesare the Flower Mission for the hospital,

miles away they were mistaken for ships in distress. the poor-house, and the prison , the Bible and Prayer Union ,

earth rocked and shook, and in some places cracked and opened . Sailors' Mission, Christmas Letters, &c . Our friends are

One man saw & Maori woman throw up her arms and drop earnestly asked to continue their prayers and sympathy for us ;

into a gaping chasm that yawned under her feet . Mount Tara we need them as much as ever.

wera, that was locked upon as an extinct volcano (if a volcano

at all), burst out into flame, and sent out such masses of mud

and dust that there was dense darkness at mid -day, even fifty

miles away. Geysers and boiling mud-holes spouted and

bubbled on every side, and thirteen or fourteen more craters "Word and Work ” Roll Text Almanack .

began to play. Two native villages in the immediate vicinity

entirely disappeared,the natives being killed by showers of A LADY friend writes :-- The following questions were

stones, and buried under showers of mud . These natives had
suggested tomymind when readingmy daily text from

been under Christian instruction , as Mr. Fairbrother, from Mr.
Wordand Work RollText Almanack to-day :

Spurgeon's College, planted a mission here three or four years “ Thou Shalt be like a UMatered Garden '

ago. They have been, however, sadly demoralized by passing (Isa . lviii . 11. )

tourists, who, by a lavish expenditure of money, and in otber Do I bring forth in my daily life the flowers and fruit of
ways, stimulated to vice .

the Spirit ?

It is not possible to say exactly how many Europeans have

perished, but the number is not large . One Maori was found
Do I show by my freshness that I live continuously in the

alive, the sole survivor of his tribe. He refused to leave the presence of the King ?

spot where his relatives lay buried, and was bound by police
Are the buds of Divine grace growing daily ?

menand forced away to a place of safety. One very touching Are the white flowers of purity and the red(Christ's blood)

incident was in connection with the Hazard family. The father seen upon me by all with whom I come in contact ?

taught a native school, and the family was noted for their Is the soil of my heart so nice and good that the seed of

kindlyand Christian treatment of natives and persistent efforts the kingdom, when sown, can bring forth, not only thirty or

to dothem good. They had kept that day Mr.Hazard's birth sixty, but a hundredfold ?

day, and had not long gone to their rest, when the terrible Do I emit the aroma and fragranceof the Rose of Sharon,

commotion began . They could not flee ; there was no safety
and the Lily of the Valley, all around ?

in or out of the house , and Miss Hazard sat down at the harmo.
E , GARNET.

nium, and they joined in singing a hymn. Soon the roof was

battered in , and the father and five children perished. The

motherwas beneath a beam , whose fall had been broken , and

she and two children alone survive ,
Homes for Working Girls . - By the kind invitation of

At the hotel close by was Mr. Bainbridge, of Newcastle , the Earl and Countess of Aberdeen , two hundred and fifty o :

whose tragic yet noble end hasmade a deep impression here. the residents of the Homosspent Bank Holidayat their suburban

While the earth shook and the lightning flashed, and the deadly residence, Dollis Hill, Willesden ,

The
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Home GLEANINGS.

Theatrical Children . Golden Lane Mission.

N his twenty -fourth annual report

A most interesting of children's meet

ings was that of the theatrical children's

" Fruit tea " at Macready House , Covent

Garden, the other Tuesday. Nearly

one hundred and fifty of these little

caterers to the public amusement enjoyed

a healthy repast of new milk, bread

and butter, and fresh strawberries and

cherries. The tables looked delightfully

cool and fresh in the pretty “ Nest ," or

children's room , and were surrounded by

happy young faces. A " monkey " joined

hands with a " fairy," and the enjoyment

of one little tot of five years was most

delightful to witness. The tea was fol .

lowed by an address , which was most

attentively listened to, and the singing

of the children was exceedingly good.

Some of the most delicate were after

wards chosen for & rest at Lowestoft,

where the directors , Mr. and Mrs. Court

hope Todd , intend holding daily services

for them on the beach , thus refreshing

both mind and body.

A fund for paying the necessary ex

penses is being raised , and all interested

in the mission or the welfare of the little

ones are earnestly invited to send con.

tributions to “ Sick Fund,” Macready

House, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden ,

W.0.

M

the past year was carried on persistently

and successfully ; unhindered by sick

ness, death, or other cause . There are

thirty-four distinct operations connected

withthe mission, which, for convenience,

may be classified as spiritual , social, and

benevolent. The spiritual work embraces

thirty operations weekly. To preach the

Gospel of Jesus Christ to perishing sinners

has been the primary object of the

mission from its beginning, and the

blessing of God has always rested on this

work in a marked degree . It is lle cheer.

ing sight to witness the power of the

Gospel in the hearts and homes of the

poor. Other remedial measures, apart

from the Gospel, have, doubtless , their

reward ; which is , however, generally

limited to the object of their care . Not

80 the grace of God. Its spiritual influ

ences spread like perfume , and diffuse

their blessings all around . Details fol

low of the various branches, and in speak

ing of the social aspect of the mission

the writer remarks :-A wise and holy

jealousy should always be exercised to

keep the Lord's work in the foreground,

and distinct from mere creature enjoy.

ments and benefits. This being granted,

a skilful leader of mission work will find

every operation within his premises help

ful to spiritual influence .

The operations are too varied and

numerous to be here detailed. We warmly

urge our friends to secure and read the

report for themselves.

Gospel Work in South London.

RS. MEREDITH writes :

"Cast the net on the right side of

the ship and ye shall find ," was the utter .

ance of One who knew where the fishes

lay beneath the dark waters of the sea of

Tiberias. The fishermen , experienced as

they were, did notknow, for through the

silent watches of the night they had plied

their craft and “ caught nothing."

We do not read that they stayed to

argue upon the uselessness of another

venture, though they might have done so,

not recognising the voice of the Lord,

but believing they were addressed by a

stranger. They simply and unquestion .

inglyobeyed. The tone ofauthority was

not without its effect. The try was

adventured ; the cast made ; the prey

secured .

“ Follow Me, and I will make you

fishers of men , " was the word which drew

theGalilean disciples after Jesus . And

under His direction we cast the Gospel

bet day by day, expecting to find.

Night after night, as we assemble in

the Conference Hall, souls are “ born

again unto eternal life. ' Men and

women are plucked from the swift tide

of sin , which threatens to engulf and bear

them down to an abyss of endless misery.

Since the open -air meeting at the gate

has commenced there has been especial

blessing. One after another passing by,

intent.it maybe only on pleasure, have

been attracted to join the singing of the

hymns, and ventured within . There

they have been awakened to anxiety.

We do not feel at liberty to review the

different cases ; but we can tell of bitter

tears shed under conviction of ein, and of

some, " halting between two opinions,"

who have been led to decide for Christ,

A Flower Story.

IN

N the latest occasional paperof the

Bible Flower Mission the following

interesting incident is given : - Ata small

hospital lies a young woman very ill , the

Flower Mission visitor walks gently up to

the bed, and, offering her a rose, repeats :

" . He was wounded for our transgressions,

He was bruised for our iniquities, the

chastisement of our peace was upon Him ,

and with His stripes we are healed ' "

(Isa. liii . 5) , adding,“ Can you make these

words your own ? " A melancholy shake

of the head is the only reply, tears come

to her eyes , and then in the faintest

whisper she says : “ I cannot speak, my

breath is so very bad ." " Then do not

attempt to speak, I will put it all before

you quite simply.” “ Yes, do," is the

eager but faint response . “ You see ihis

text is just the one for you. Jesus has

borne all the penalty, so that God can

say , ' I bave blotted out, as a thick cloud,

thy transgressions , and as a cloud thy

sins : return unto Me; for I have redeemed

thee ' (Isa . xliv. 22) , and will you return ?"

“ I will , I do." And take Jesus as your

Saviour. God's gift to you ? " " Most

willingly. ” She seized the visitor's hand

and kissed it. “ I shall pray for you .”

"Oh, do pray for me,” she said , with tears.

• But you will trust Him ? " " I will , for

ever. “ And with your health ? " " I

can leave that all in His hands."

bless you.” “ AndGod bless you , madam ,

for ever and ever. " This is but an outlico

of a conversation , carried on in the quiet.

est possible manner, resulting in great joy

both to the patient and the visitor, and

joy also in the presence of the angels of

God. Thus the Lord graciously wips

souls for Himself, and cheers the hearts

of those whom He sends forth with His

loving invitations
.

66

" God

Bible and Gospel Van Work.

riage work , but never had an oppor.

tunity of being an eye -witness until last

month , when I joined the carriage of

Messra . James Wharton and Leonard

Weaver in “ The Potteries,” Stafford.

shire, for a fort night of my holidays , and

which time I shall ever have cause to

thank God for, as being one of unmixed

happiness in seeing the Word scattered

broadcast, and blessing resulting there

from. The objects of this work are , as

you are aware, the circulation of the

Scriptures, and other Gospel literature,

amongst themasses, at the lowest pogsible

prices (causing a yearly loss on the sales

of £ 200 ), as well as preaching the Gospel

to the people as they gather round the

Bible carriage. Messrs. Wharton and

Weaver were , and are at present, & c •

companied bymy old friend, Mr. Perrott,

who now gives much of his time and

sympathy to tbis work. In Longton, one

of the Pottery towns, I was perfectly

astonished to see, night after night, the

people gather around the carriage in

hundreds to buy the books and hear the

" Word of Life." The interest displayed

was perfectly marvellous, and the last

evening there was a remarkable one,

Fourof us spoke, one after another, to s

crowd of from 1,000 to 2,000. At the

close, when the people were asked if any

had received any blessings during our

visit, scores held up their hards, and

many waited behind to tell us how they

had been blessed ; others to ask " the way

to the city .” The parting scene was the

most affecting I had seen for many a day.

One gentleman told me that the churches

had got a great blessing, and the power

of the Word had been felt in the lowest

parts of the town .

I may add that in one evening we sold

of pennyTestaments alone over 900.

I would strongly recommend those

interested in the salvation of precious

souls - who can spare the time to see

this work for themselves, which isworthy

of sympathy, and I am sure Messrs.

Wharton and Weaver, who are now at

Llandudno, will be delighted to let them

see how the masses can be reached and

interested in eternal things through this

means .

E, F. M. MELVILLE.

Tralee, 19th August, 1886.

The Police . - For more than thirty

years the London City Mission has taken

a deep interest in the police of London,

and much faithful work has been carried

on amongst this important class of men.

At the presenttimedemissionary devotes

himself entirely to thevisitation of the

police in the city, and fifty -one mission

aries visitthe Metropolitan Police stations

which happen to be situated in the neigh.

bourhood of their respective districts.

Last month the committee received an

application from the Christian Police

men's Association for the appointmentof

a missionary who should devote his whole

time to work amongst the police in the

west of London . The committee believe

that such an appointment is highly

desirable, bu do not feel justified in

acceding to the request without some

guarantee for the missionary's support,

Mr. J. R. Mackenzie is now hold.

ipg special meetings in Wick, .
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

RESCUE SOCIETY. Established in 1853,

for the reformation of openly immoral women

and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

danger, supports Eight Homes capable of

receiving over two hundred inmates .

Funds are earnestly solicited by the

Secretary, Mr. C. STUART THORPE ,

79, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

COUNTRY TOWNS MISSION

18, New Bridge Street , E.C. - For the past forty

nine years this Society has sought to establish
Missionaries in those places where there is a lack

of simple Gospel teaching . The Committee

earnestly ask those who know the darkness of

many of our Country Districts to strengthen
their hands by increased help.

HARRY C.NISBET, Treasurer. GEORGE H.
MAWER , Secretary .

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY.-Help

is very urgently needed to meet the heavy ex

penses involved in conducting the various evan .

gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially

to assist in meeting the terrible distress so

prevalent . The Secretary will gratefully receive

help in anyform . JAS. ATKINSON , Secretary ,

10, Enfeld Road South , Kingsland , N.

season

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS. Vine Street , Clerken

well Road , EC . President, the Right Hop , the

Earl of Aberdeen , K.G. This Institution benefits

temporally and spiritually the poorest of the

poor, upwards of 3.000 men, women , and children
being assisted weekly . £ 4,000 a year must be

raised by Voluntary Contributions to maintain
the Work. Treasurer - W . A. BEVAN , Esq .

64 , Lombard Street,

Secretary , Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT.

HOME MISSION NOTES.

Fulham Fields.-- The tent services Maryland Point.--Open-air meet

in the Crown Road have recently been

blessed to many .
ings have lately been held in the back

streets, previous to the meetings in the
Railway Mission.- In the new hall mission hall. Many hear theglad tidings

at West Brompton a very interesting

work is pow in progress.
andthe good work in this direction has

not been in vain.

Margate .- The children's services on
Mr. Charles Inglis has been hold

the fands, conducted by Messrs. Sturdy ing most successful/meetings in a large

and Hurrell, have proved exceedingly marquee at Dublin during the past

encouraging.
month . Not only has the tent been

City Mission Tent.-- In a tent at crowded by people willing to hear the

South Norwood a good work has been in simple story of redeeming love, but num

progress since June; but the advancing
bers have professed to pass from death to

season compels its being closed . The life , including some Roman Catholics.

friends are exceedingly aoxious to erect City Young Men . -On Saturday

some more permanent place, for Gospel (14th ), at the invitation of Mr. Samuel

work, on the site .
Cawston , the Y.M.C.A., Whittington

Banffshire.- A fortnight's tent mis Avenue , City, held a social gathering at

sion has just been held at Rothiemay. Bromley Hill , Kent. A very enjoyable

Night after night anxious souls were
afternoon was spent in walking about the

pointed hopefully to Jesus, and the grounds , while some of the members

meetings grew in interest and size until
engaged in a game of cricket, Tea was

the end , when seats had to be placed in
partaken of at5.30 by fully one hundred

the passages. Numbers of the people and thirty young men, and at seven &

came from neighbouring parishes.
abort meeting washeld and brief addresses

Goodwood Race8. – To this final given by Messrs. S. Cawston, Stephen
festival of the London “ two Bourne, and A. A. Head .

members of the Open Air Mission were Old Ford Mission.-In issuing the

sent, but could not do much beyond report of this mission, the committee
tract distribution and personal conver

say: We can truly record our deep grati
sation. On this occasion two brethren tude to Almighty God for the way in

from Godalming were found labouring for which we have been enabled to maintain

a part of the four days' revel . the several works carried on. Changes

Lambeth Ragged Schools .-We have occurred , both among our supporters

bave just received the report of this excel . and workers, some having left the neigh

lent nission, which states that, after forty bourhood, while others have entered into

years' work , the Lord is still pleased to their final rest . We , however, hope that

give many tokens of His blessing. The
during the new year others, becoming

Sunday schools are still regarded as the
acquainted with the sterling nature of

main feature of the work. The mothers'
the institution, and the variety of good

meetings are very encouraging, so also the effected by it, will come forward to our

mission and temperance work and other assistance .

branches,
The Children.-Separate Gospel

Evangelistic Song Services. services are held in connection with the

With the special object of drawing the Old Ford Mission , for the young, on

people to hear the Gospel , a series of
Sunday mornings and evenings, con

special song services, interspersed with a ducted by earnest workers. These keep

Gospel address ,have been arranged by Mr. those attending under the influence of
N. R. Hughman. Week by week we have

religious training, who would in too many
been favoured with a trained choir, who instances, by means of bad company,

havesung the Gospel with such power and learn much that is evil and demoralizing

sweetness as to touch the hearts of many, in the streets . We feel that we are, in

while pointed andvigorous appeals have connection with this work, meeting much

been made by well -known ministers and of the Divine blessing. Truly in these

laymen. socialistic and secular days never was

The Drunkard Caught. - With instruction from the Wordof God more

regarà to the mission service, Mr. Good needed.

man sends one instance : - " When I first
AnImpressive Meeting . – A Sun

met E , he was a man very fond of his day Evening open- air meeting is thus

drop, he would often return home in an described :-As darkness came on the oil

intoxicated state, the children would torches were lit, and hung up in front of

tremble at his coming and try to hide the stage ; And then what a sight met

from his presence, while oaths would be
our eyes ! The whole space of ground in

poured forth freely. Getting hold of him front of us was literally packed with

one day, he was persuaded to come with human faces, and as we realised that

his wife to the meeting. When next I every face in that vast concourse re

89w the wife she thanked me most pro presented a precious soul , our hearts

fusely for the interest I had chown on
pulsated with thrilling emotion , with a

behalf of her family, and of her husband senge of momentous responsibility and

in particular, and informed me tbat devout gratitude to God for his magnifi

drinking and swearing had now given cent opportunity of preaching the Gospel

place to Bible reading, singing , and of free grace and dying love.

prayer. " A Drunkard.-Avast concourse of

Monthly Tract Society. - The people assembled at the first open-air

tract distribution at Edinburgh , Liver meeting at Compstall Wakes . The

pool, and Kensington Exhibitions goes speakers spoke as men filled with the

on most satisfactorily. The distributors Holy Ghost, and while they were telling

report that they are greatly encouraged the story of the Cross, tears were ruuning

by the way the tracts are received. Will down many cheeks. The word went

our readers pray for blessing on the home to the heart of a man who said

work at the exhibitions ? The good seed that he was a drunkard, but vowed he

is being sown broadcast : may the Lord would give up the drink for the Saviour's

of theharvest grant & glorious reaping sake. He attended all our meetings for

time.
the next two days.

GEORGE YARD RAGGED

SCHOOLS AND MISSION ,

Whitechapel, E.
The Infant Day Nursery opens at 7.30 a.m.

The Day Ragged Schools, morning at 9, after
noon at 2 o'clock . Bunday Schools, morning ,

afternoon , and evening. Rough Boys' Classes at,

8, on Moudays and Wednesdays. Boys at work
in the Industrial Classes on Mondays, Wednes

days , and Foidays, at 12.30 p.m. Mothers' Meet
ings on Tuesdays at 3 and 6 p.m. Mission to
Inebriate Women at 3 p.m. on Thursdays.

Temperance Meetings on Mondays at 8.16 p.m.

Evangelistic Services at 7 on Sundays, and other
Agencies.

Friends are invited to visit the Institution any

day but Saturday.

Post Office Orders should be made payable at

66 , High Street , Whitechapel. E. Letters and

Farcels should be addressed to GEORGE HOLLAND,

The Ragged Schools, George Yard , High Street,

Whitechapel, London, E.

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

President - Gen ,bir A. J. LAWRENCE, K.C.B.

Sole object of the Society to spread the saving
knowledge of Christ among our soldiers. Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer, V. G. M. HOLT, Esq., 17 , Whiteball

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH . Hon . Sec.;or by

the Secretary. Mr. W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,
4 , TrafalgarSquare, Charing Cross, W.C.

AGED PILGRIMS' FRIEND

SOCIETY . - Instituted 1807. For giving Life
Pensiops to the Lord's aged poor of both sexes

and all Protestant evangelical denominations.

1.119 pensioners on the books, 180 being inmates
of the four Homes. Expenditure in pensions

mpwards of £ 7,000 per annum Fresh help much

needed. Secretary - J. E.HAZELTON, Office
83, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

earnestly appeal for additional aid in support of

the 180 Ragged Schcol Missions of the Metro

polis. These buildings are planted in the poorest

districts , and are used for Sunday and Bible

Schools, Day and n'ant Free Schools, Week

night Schools for Rough Lads and Girls, Indus

trial Classes, Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'

Meetings. Kagged Churches, Bands of Pope,

Crèches, and numerous other agencies for the

benefit of tbe poor children and their parents.

Much is also done in home visitation , in cloth

ing the ragged, and feeding the starving, and
country homes are provided for the weakly or

convalescent. Contributions will be thankfully

Teorived by JOHN KIRK, Exeter Hall, W.O.
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OHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

Aug. 29th-Philem. y. 1–14 Sept. 2nd - Josh . ii , 1–14

30th - Philem . y. 15-25
3rd Josh . ii. 15–24 .

3185 – Psa . cxii . 1--10 4th - Josh , iii . 1-17

Sept. 1st - Josh , i , 1–18

.

Donations Received .

ST . GILES CHRISTIAN MISSION .

J. S....
1 0 0

CHOLERA AT PARI.

E. J ....
1 00

E. H.
0 10 0

A. G ....
0 2 0

HOP-PICKERS ,-Mr. Chinn desires to acknowledge is. 6d . from Veta ,

Brighton .

...

The Gospel in Spain.

N Echoes of Service Mr. George Spooner gives the following

permitted us to see a little fruit . It did seem during winter

that we were going to have a large ingathering, as the Bible

readings at our house were attended by large numbers for some

months. Then followed “ Lent," when those who have not

confessed during the whole year are expected to do so, upon

pain of being excommunicated and condemned. The priest of

our parish—there are six churches in the town besides this

parish, with some twenty priests in all - has been greatly

alarmed , because so few have confessed this year, and these

twenty priests being unable to hinder the work of God, they

called inthe help of two friars , who have held a mission for ten

days , attended by thousands , especially country people. Those

who attended for five days received a number of indulgencies,

&c . To cause a sensation, the younger friar beat his naked

back with a chain ; another day he appeared with a crown of

thorns on his head and a thick cord round his neck. One day,

as he was beating his back with the chain , he said, " Somne

people say the blood of Christ is not sufficient ; if it is not, then

take some of mine." Last Sunday was the last day of the

mission , when the people carried their crosses, crucifixes,

rosaries , & c., to receive the friars ' blessing , on which occasion

the poor Protestants came in for their share of ourses and

denunciation .

Thank God we have been able to stand our ground, and the

convertshave suffered much persecution and abuse with our;

selves . The priests' craft is in danger, and they know it, and

everyeffort ismade to frustrate and hinder the people reading

the Word of God. The friars said on Sunday that the people

must be very bad,or some of theProtestants wouldhave attended

the missionand confessed their sins.” Poor men,they must hava

a scapegoat ; they know not the power of God to keep His own

in the evil day. Antonio was a true son of Rome, but the

moment he got peace through theblood of Jesus helost all

faith in his woodensaints , crosses, rosaries,medals, & c ., and

brought them to be burned and destroyed.

The Bible stallinthe fortnightly fairs is an eyesore to the

priests ; they have tried to get rid ofit, but cannot,so their only

resource is to tell the people that the Word ofGod' is a bad book

- at least, the Protestant version is ; yet when asked by their

people they cannot show where the bad is.

of

Cardiff Y.M.C.A.— A very successful mission for railway

men and others hasbeen heldinCardiff, by Mr.George Clarke,

OnSaturday week ,a large number of railway men and

their wives assembled in the Y.M.C.A. Lecture Hall for tea:

afterwards, stirring addresses were delivered by Mr. Goorge

Clarkeand Alderman R.Cory, J.P., theGeneralSecretary and

others taking part in the meeting ,

On Sunday three most

successful meetings wereheld , two for railway men and one

for the general public . At the meeting in the evening sixteen

persons professed to have received blessing. The prayers

God's dear children are requested for Cardiff .

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prapired to send qualified Evangelists
to any part ofEngland, Scotland, and Wales upon due notice . Apply

to Hon. Secretary, 21 , Surrey Street , Strand , W.O.

YM.C.A. , City , New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenus, Leadenhall

Btreet (late 61, Gracechurch Street).– Prayer meeting each evening

6 p.m. Mission work as usual each evening at Y.M.C.A., Mission Hall,

Bermondsey. Whitechapel, &c.

Talbot Tabernacle, Powis Square, W., Sunday, 29th , morning at 11 ,

evening at 7, Mr. John Bennett,

Christian Conferences :

Evangelical Alliance.- AnnualConference . Town Hall , Ryde, I. of

Wight, Sept.21st to 23rd. ( See Word and Work, Aug. 19th. )

Perth Annual Christian Conference . - City Hall , Perth , Sept.

14th to 16th. Particulars regarding lodgings, & c ., will be furnished

by Mr. Charles Logan , 12 , Kiig Street, Perth , N.B. ( For details see
Word and Work , July 29th . )

SalisburyConference. - Sept. 27th to Oct. lst . Particulars of Rev.

EdgarN. Thwaites, Fisherton Rectory, Salisbury.

British Conference of Y.M.C. Associations. - Bristol, Sept. 7th

to 10th ,

Clifton Annual Christian Conference , Victoria Rooms, Clifton ,

Bristol, October 5th to 7th . - Particulars may be obtained ofRev.

James Ormiston ,14 , Arlington Villas, Clifton Bristol . (Bee Word

and Work, Aug. 19th .)

Missionary Conference,Mildmay Hall.- Oct. 5th , 6th , and 7th ,

( Bee Word and Work Aug. 5th . )

Strangers' Rest, 163 , St. George's Street,RatcliffHighway,E. - Monthly
meeting for workers, Friday, Sept.3rd . Tea at 6 . Meeting at 7. Mr.

Gawin Kirkham will give the address. Subject , “ Nehemiah an example
for Christian Workers. Weather permitting, an open - air meeting will

be held ontside the Rest at 6.30 .

Exeter Hell Evangelistic Choir. - Ladies and gentlemen ( Christian

workers ) desirous of assisting at the forthcoming mission in th : abova

choir are invited to apply to the hon . sec ., Mr. Harriline, Exeter Hall.
Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall. - Daily prayer meeting, 1 to 2. Young Men's

meeting every nigbt at 8. Bible study Saturday night at 8 .

Children's Special Service Mission . - Seaside Services .-Mr. G.

Banaster, in theyacht Kingfisher , at yl ; Mr. A. E. Bellingham , at

Llandudno ; Mr. E. Arrowsmith, at Scarborough (holding services also

at Filey), Aug.2nd to 31st, at North Berwick in dept . ; Mr. E. J. Ken

nedy, nowat Bridlington ; Mr. E.T. M. Dennes , at Saltburn -by -the-Sea ;

Mr.J. Spiers, atRedcar : Mr. E. Salisbury , at Weymouth , from Aug.

15th to Sept. 12th; Mr. W. F. Seagrove. at st. Leonards and Hastings ;
Messrs . H.M.Trickett, A. V. Grace, C. F. Harford Battersby, and E. L.

Stacey, at Eastbourne, allAug. to first week of Sept.; Mr. W. R.Moore,
at Ilfracombe ; Mr. A. Storrs, at Sandown ; Rev. H. C. Sturdy and Mr. T.

Hurrel!, at Margate ; Rev. 8. L. Dixon and Mr. F. Pitts , at Worthing :

Major Dru Drury, at Towyn ( Wales ) : Mr. G. Bennett, at Aberystwith ;

Mr. J. H. Greene, at Morecambe; Mr. C. E. Todd , at Lowestoft, Aug.

8th to 31st ; Mr. H. G. Harris, at Weston -super- Mare, Aug. 8th to
818t ; Mr. Walter Huckett. Exmouth, Aug. 1st to first week in Sept. ;
Messrs . O. F. Jones and H. Braddock, Mumbles, Swansea ; Mr. S. s .
Weatherley, at Hunstanton ; Mr. D. Turner , at Killiney ( [reland ) during

August'; Mr. H. B. Claxton , at Penzance, Aug. 2ist to Sep. Ist ;Mr. A.J.

Barnard at Littlehampton ; Mr. G. A. Chaplin at Felixstowe; Mr E.J.
Warebam at Clevedon : Mr. L. Carrott at Deal ; Mr C. J. Pierson at

Babbicombe Bay: Mr. L.Stievenard at Bognor ; Mr. J. F. Bird at Herne

Bay ; Captain W.D. Chapman at Shanklin ; Mr. J. B. Bain at silloth ;
Mr.J. Orchard at Penmaenmawr.

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.- Sun ., Aug. 29th , at 8.30 and
7 p.m., Me.W.R.Line.

Clapton Hall, Alkham Road , Cazenove Road, Upper Clapton.-Mr .
J. G. McVicker, Bundays, at 6.30 p.m. ; Fridays, at 7.30 p.m.

Youths' Institute, Old Pye Street , Westininster ( " One Tun

Mission ).- Prayermeeting overy Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con

ducted by Mr.J. Pavna. Mission service every Sunday from 6.30 to 8 .

Conference Hall, 143, Clapham Road, 8.W.- Sunday, August 29th, Chile

dren's service, 11 a.m .; Gospel service , 7 p.m. , by Mr. E. Powell.

Evangelistic Missio i 10 a 1er the dirsstion of O. & 1989 :! Arditch ).

Kilburn Iall. Kilburn 7110 ( not Town Call).- Mr. R. E. Ashton,

Bun. , at 7 p.m .; Mr.G. F. Assiter, Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

Melden Hall . Kentish Tiwn . - Vír. Jas . L. Stanley, Bun . , 7 p.m ..

and Mr. G. Hucklesby, Thurs., at 8.

Dalston Hall, 105 , Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. W. B. Horner, Bun . ,

7 p.m. ; Mr. W. H. Smith , Thurs. , 8 p.m.

Biznold Hail. Biguu 141, Stagioa Bosi, Forost Gato.-Mr.

Abraham Wallis, San. , 7p.m.

The Tent, Field Road , Forest Gate : Mr. Abraham Wallis, Sun. , at

3 p.m. and 8 p.m. ; week-nights , except Sat. , at 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hell (known as Cadby Hall) , Hammersmith

Rnad .-- Capt. Thompson , Sun., at 3 p.m .; Messrs. S. E. Angel and
W. Bernard Smith . Sun., at 7 p.m. , and Thurs., 8 p.m.

Ilfricombe . - Special services on the beach . Dr. Popham and others,

Sun.andWed., 8 p.mn. Christian workers invited to assist.

Zepana and MedicalM18sion Sonool and dome, 53 , st . George's

Road , 8.W.- Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon , at

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside.

12

REQUEST FOR PRAISE.

“It is agood thing to give thinks unto the Lord .”

1,040 . For the partial restoration of a Christian mother to health (prayed

for ' in Word and Work ), and that the Lord may graciously perfect ber

recovery, and restore her to her former sphere of usefulness in His Church

and amongst His people.

DIMNE88 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frsquently

caused by the use of onsuitable Bpectaclos,
The Rev. Dr. Crowther, S !

Joseph's College , Dumfries, writes : _ " I cannot describe the comfort

derive from toe ase ofyourglasses,both by day andnight .I find no pain

orwearines:as I used to;and Ihavetaken to resdiagdookol badput aside
as too tryingfor the eyeson account of the smallness ofthetype. Thelate

SirJulius Benedictwrote :- " Ihavetried the principal opticiansinLondon

clearness of your glasses as compare 1with others is really surprising

The Rev. R. A.Baynes , M.A.,Hon. Canoa WorcesterCathedral

writo ::- " Tho spectacles you adapted are all I could desirs, andmyordo

feel strong already. I only regret I did not know of your exceeding in

BONDSTREET , volontifically adapte blo IMPROVED BPBOTAOLES

to assist and strengthen the wonkoot sighte. Pamphlat oontaining of

gestions for the preservation of alght free. BRANCH 28, 6, Poultry:

5,Corporation Street, BIRLINGHAM ; And 129, Buchanas

Stw Glasgor - Adre .

REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

“ Let your requests be made known to God.”
11,131. By a Christian widow for a beloved son labouring for " the bread

that perishes " in a far-off heathen land in poor health, and that his life and

health may be spared to his family , and to be enabled to live for the glory
of God ,

11,132. For a young believer , amid much temptation , for Divine guidance ,

strengthening, and encouragement in a course of golliness .

11,133. Forthree Ohristian ladies , sorely tried both in mind and body ,
thatthe good Lord may send help and some cheering providencea as Hemay

soc fit and needful,
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Combe Down School

,

Near BATH ,

Principal- MR. W. FRANKLIN.

( for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe
School.)

EXHIBITIONS.

Four or more Exhibitions of the annual

value of £ 35 (thus reducing the school

fees to £45 or £40) are offered to boys

entering for the Christmas term .

Full particulars on application , which

must be made not later than Sept. 1st ,

HIGH-CLASS SCHOOL. Mrg . J.

STANCOMB, assisted by her daughters, resident

foreign governess, and visiting masters, receives

a limited number of young ladies . The school is
commended to Christian parents desiring for

their children careful instruction and training,

with domestic comforts. Large house and

garden . Elevated situation . Entire charge

taken of children from abroad . Prospectus on

application . Greystone , Yeovil.

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL ,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE .

Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

The Avenue, Acton.-Careful Christian training
combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years. A limited number only taken .
References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .
Address Principal.

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. GEO .

FOSTER as an educator ,

London'Referee-GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq.

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard .

Bwimming taught this term .

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX.

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christian

Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers , on reasonable

terms, by applying to Rev. J. Renny , F.R.S.L. ,

Christ Church Parsonage. Cheddar. A stamped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply .

WILTON HOUSE OF REST,

DEVONSHIRE ROAD, HASTINGS,

Intended for Christian Workers of all deno

ininations from home and foreign fields of

service . Christians other than those wholly

supported in connection with such service are

welcome as accommodation falls vacantat slight

additional charge.

Arrangements have been made with the

London , Brighton , and South Coast Railway

Company by which those visiting Wilton House
may obtain Return Tickets , available for one

Lonth , from London Bridge or Victoria Stations,

at 58. each, on presenting an order, which must
be obtained from the Lady Superintendent, to

whom all communications are to be addressed .

LONDON .--INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTET ,

20 , 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C.
Five minutes' walk or 18. cab fare from Euston,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily
reached from other stations , Patronised by

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application ,

COLCHESTER (near ). - To be Let,

country Villa Residence. Large garden. Rent

£ 10onlease : £ 50 peryear . Apply by letter, to

M , H. , 48, Highbury Park , London , N.

Educational
Situations and Appointments.

A STUDENT from Germany is desirous

of giving German conversation lessons. In Lon
don for one year. Apply by letter, to C. D. , care

of Crossley, Moir, & Co., 57, Coleman Street, E.C.

COOK.-Mr. Herbert W. Taylor requires a

good plain cook for a large but quiet family,

strong and active, total abstainer preferred,
small dairy .

Apply by letter, Hadley Bourne , Barnet .

SERVANTS' AGENCY, Soho Bazaar.

Unexceptionable references required . Testimo

nialsof religious character fully appreciated. Male

and female servants are in daily attendance from

11 to 2 on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,

the number is very large. Entrances, Bobo

Square, and 77, Oxford Street , London , W.

TO GODLY PARENTS . - The under

mentioned (who is in no way connected with the

school) is desirous ofrecommending an old - estab
lished YOUNG GENTLEMEN'S BOARDING

BCHOOL, DELIGHTFULLY SITUATED ON

HIGH GROUND, WITH VIEWS OF THE SEA,

on the South Coast , a short run from London, in

which a thorough' and first -class Education is

given, based upon the teaching of the Holy
Scriptures .

It is one of the few remaining schools in which

the power of the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ

influences the hearts and conduct of the pupils.

The success , happiness, and training of the

Boys have been so remarkable in this school that

a BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS GIVEN BY THE

PARENTS, together with the papers of Exami

nations passed and Honours gained , should be

read to appreciate results so unusual. Two Vico

Chancellors have placed their wards as pupils in
the school. Reference kindly permitted to Dr.

THORN, Paddington , London .

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook, Essex.

WANTED situation as Wardrobe -keeper,

Second Matron , or any place of trust. Good

reference . Address W., 28 , Broad Street, Bath .

WANTED.— Re-engagement as Nursery

Governess, or useful Companion ,age 22, domesti
cated . Good needlewoman . Excellent refer

ences. A. K. , 1 , Newington Green, London, N.

THE MILDMAY HOME , specially for

respectable young women from the country or
elsewhere whilst waiting for situations.

Registry attached . Terms on application to

the Derconers in charge of the Registry , Con

ference Hall , Mildmay Park, N.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls as Under Nurses and Under IIousemaids in

Christian families . Stamped envelopes for

Teplies. Registry, Conference Hall , Mildmay
Park , N.

AS CHAPERON, Companion to an in

valid,or Lady Housekeeper, bya widow lady

age 40 ; fond of children , needlework , music ;

good reader and walker ; would travel ; moderate

salary ; highest references. W.K. , care of Dr.

Phelps, Church End, Finchley , N.

The MISSES COX and MISS CECIL receive the

Sons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough ,

Home comforta . Bpecial attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion , morality'

and purity . The instruction given in th

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION.

EDUCATION.- Mr. Herbert W. Taylor

receives six sonsof gentlemen into his family to
educate with his own son ( thirteen years of ago ).
Terms £50 per annum . He will have a vacancy

on Sept. 6th .

Address Hadley Bourne, High Barnet.

SOUTHEND - ON - SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG
LADIES,

Children taken for the Summer vacation .

Terms moderate - 0 ., Office of Word and Work,

48 , Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

MARGATE .-PREPARATORY SCHOOL for

Gent lemen's Sons . A thorough education .

Christian training and home comforts . Pupils

attend University and College of Preceptors'

Exams. Resident and visiting masters.

Miss Rich , Bandringham House .

WANTED Re-engagement to an invalid ;

could act as amanuensis ; age 50 ; salary £ 30 ;

bighest references. Mrs. Mackenzie, 90, New

ington Green Road , London , N.

WANTED a situation as Lady's -maid , or

Norse to one baby ; age 24 ; good needlewoman

and dressmaker, E. H. , Mildmay Home, New

ington Green , London , N.

WANTED Re-engagement (after many

Tears' experience ) as Matron of home or school ;
clergyman's daughter ; salary nominal. Miss

Moor, 93, Onslow Gardens, London , S.W.

WANTED re engagement as Nursery

Governess to small children ; a widow, age 40 ;

excellent references from previous places. Mrs.

Ebsworth , 14 , Wolsey Road , Mildmay Road , N.

MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE.

Principal - MRS. JUDSON.

In this lovely and healthy locality , situnted among the Cotswold Hills, pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying the advantages of careful instruction , home comforts, and Christian training.

Terms inclusive and moderate. Referenceskindly permitted to parents of pupils in London andthe

Country , and to Rev.John Wilkinson , 79, Mildmay Road , N. , & c .

WANTED re - engagement as Butler in a

Christian family ; seventeen years' personal

reference ; leaving through death in the family.

Apply S. A. 8. , 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

Spartments, & c.

WANTED first situation in good family

(Christian ), under a Lady's Maid , jor a young

person of 18 ; has had experience in dressmaking.

E. G., 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

BOURNEMOUTH.- A delightful Home

for Visitors and invalids at Durley Dean Mansion .
Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Koumiss treatment where desired . Pamphlets

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

cases post free for 6d . in stamps . Address
Secretary ,

HOUSEKEEPER or ASSISTANT.

-A lady seeks a Situati n as above. Thoroughly

domesticated and experienced .

Address M.R. C S. , 117, Chancery Lane, W.C.

ADVERTISER is anxious to hear of a

light situation for trustworthy Christian woman,
age 22 , to assist with children and needlework .

Miss Lynn , 70, Fleet Street, E.C.

A LADY wishes to let two comfortably

furnished bedrooms, with or without sitting

room , to City gentlemen , in a most healthy and

pleasantly situated part of Blackheath ; three

minutes from the station ; references exchanged .

Address to J. L. , care of Miss Morley, Music

Publisher, Blackheath Village, S.E.

TOOTH - ACHE

APARTMENTS suitable for a Clerken

gaged in town during the day. Comfortable
bedroom with use of sitting -room , close to beau

tiful country , easy of accessto the City. Terms
very moderate . Mrs. Stacey , Stanhope Road,

North Finchley.
CURED INSTANTLY BY

BUNTER
'S

Chemists. NERVIN
E.,

HOUSE TO LET, containing eight

rooms. Select neighbourhood, 8, Bouverie Road,

Stoke Newington , N. Easy access from City.

LowRent . For particularsapply to

Mr. J.G. Vernon, Oxford House , College Avenue,

Clapton , E,

1s.
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MISS HOLT'S NEW STORY.

A TANGLED WEB.

A Tale of the Fifteenth Century.

By EMILY S. HOLT.

Large crown 8vo, cloth , gilt tops, 5s.

"Like all Miss Holt's productions, ably written, carefully planned, and

full of deepteaching for old and young." -Our Own Gazette.

“ Not a whit behind any of its popular predecessors." - The Christian,

" A very well told story ; will be read with great interest ." - The Socismaa,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E.C.

Price One Penny . (12 copies, post free, 1s .)

WHY ARE WE PROTESTANTS ?

BY

EMILY S. HOLT,

AUTHOR OF “ A TANGLED WEB," "SISTER ROSE," &c .

LONDON : J. F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , Paternoster Row , E.C

Just Published . Price Twopence.

BIBLE STUDY,

Suggestions and Illustrations.

By GORDON FORLONG

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, Paternoster Row , E.C.

MR. G , T. CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE (post free), or Large Edition (cloth ), 18. 3d ., from

the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S.È., and Elliot Stock,

62, Paternoster Row , E.O.

THE

SEVENTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM MAY TO AUGUST.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK"

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER ,

Mr. Congrove will give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

6
EXTRACT from a LETTER of Mr. EDWIN R.

HOSKIN (Author of Hoskin's Guide to the Isle of

Wight" and Manager of several Monthly Papers ).

" When last in the Island I got into conversation with a young man who
Ifound had been given up by allthe doctors of his town (Romsey ). He

said : ' I one my life to a gentleman named Congreve, of Peckham , near

London .'- This Ithought a goodtestimonial toyour practice ."

LETTER RELATIVE TO CASE of Mr. HEMBERY.

The following is an extract from a letter written to Mr Alexander Mutch

in answer to inquiries relative to his case . ( Mr. Hembery was under may

treatment for about seven weeks).

“ My illness began with bad cough and spitting of green phlegm , soon
accompanied with blood. After two weeks I threw upa largo bastoful
blood. I was pronounced incurable by two of the ablest physicians in
ibetown, who could hardly credit itwhen they heard of my recovery. I

held onto Mr. Congreve's medicine as a last hope,and did not fail.-C.

HEMBERY, BOSCOMBE GROVE ROAD, SPRINGBOURNE, BOURNEMOUTH."

NOTE . – Days uf Consultation .
TUESDAY

THURSDA
Y

, and SATURDA
Y

Mornings ONLY.

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance should oboose eitherof the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .

Six Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling

fleets. 12,000sınacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing our
tables with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and

sleety storm-who hazard their lives and fall victiais , hundreds of them ,

to the pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied - may

rightly claim some sına !! share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and so

highly prize.
THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermed the message of Divino mercy and pardoning
love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours, afford

ing relief in case of sickness and injury , and cheering and brightening dull
and monotonous lives by their presence and ministry.

" The Mission Smacksare doing in the North Sea a grand work, worthy

of the support of a great maritime dation like England ; and I believe tbat

the results of their effort, great as they are in the present , will , if only

supported liberally by the public, be of untold value in the future."

Sir Eduard Birkbeck , Bart ., M.P.

FUND $ are greatly NEEDED to enable the Missiin to plac, a Vessel

with every fleet .

E. J. MATHER , Director.

181, Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge;, E.C.

N.B.- The offices were removed to the present address in
December last. Attention to the change will save much

trouble , time, and expense to the Mission .

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

Established in 1831, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Bcriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas ,

Harems, and Schools , in Asia and Africa .

Secretary. Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.

Bankers Mesurs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16, St. James Street,
London , 8.W.

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.
CONSUMPTION,

Extra flexible, silk sewed , in best Bagster morocco , kid - lined , elastic band .

With full helps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band . From 48.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LI UITED,
15, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON.

TIMELY BOOKLETS BY MRS . BAYLY ,

Author of “ Ragged Homes and How to Mend Them ."

AN OLD MOTHER'S LETTER to Young Women .

In attractive wrapper. Price Twoponca.

HOME RULE, An Old Mother's Letter to Parents.

In attractive wrapper. Price Threepence.

* . * Quantities supplied direct from the Publishers at a large

reduction .

“ If the kind of home rule advocated and ably enforced hy Mrs. Bayly

in this little book were more generally carried out, much of the dospestic

misery and uuhappiness now so widely prevalent would speedily disappear ."

-- Temperance Record .

JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row, LONDON, E.C.

Choice Books by Mrs. Pennefather.

Price ONE PENNY each ; 18. per Doz. assorted , post- free.

AM I GUIDED ?

HINTS ON BIBLE READING ,

THE PEACE OF GOD

and the GOD OF PEACE.

Price 6d. per Dozen , post free .

THE BLESSED HOPE,

WOMAN'S WAYSIDE MINISTRY,

These valuable little books may be enclosed in letters , and

thus often form & word of counsel and comfort.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48 , PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

Londco , J. F. SHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row , 1.0.



Tales of EnglishEnglish Life in the Olden Time,,

BY EMILY S. HOL T.

“ The reading of one of this author's delightful tales is an experience we would fain repeat

more frequently than we do — we have learned to look upon her as an historian par excellence.

The grace and dignity of her literary style, the fidelity and finish of her portraits, and the

amount of essential Christian teaching which she so skilfully and lovingly conveys, combined

with the historic value of her writings, lend to them a charm possessed by very few of the

productions of living authors.” — The Christian.

A Tangled Web . The Lord Mayor. Red and white :

A Tale of the Fifteenth Century.

Large Crown 8vo, gilt tops.

Lady Sybil's Choice:

City Press

" Tho tales are in Miss Holt's best - interest

58. 55 .

A Tale of London in 1384.
A Tale of the Wars of the Roses

“ Though the task the author set herself Large Crown 8vo, cloth.

was ambitious, she has performed it credit Crown 8vo , cloth extra
" A book we can heartlly recommend."ably ." - Times.

“ The whole book shows not only careful
Pall Mall Gazette. " It is a gracious story.. just to our

study of the history, but considerable literary
“ Full of stirring incident graphically told ." mind . Wecommend it right heartily ." - C. H.

ability . " -- Spectator.
The Christian , SPURGEON in Sword and 7rowel.

Wearyholme; 58. Joyce Morrell's Harvest ; 6s. Earl Hubert's Daughter; 58.

Or, Seed Time and Harvest . A Tale of Or, The Annals of Selwick Hall .
Or, The Polishing of the Pearl.

Crown 8vo . New Edition.

the Restoration of Charles the Second.
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FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN ,

THE NEW PREVENTIVE HOME. - In a few weeks this

extension will be COMPLETED and OPENED to receive REALLY

FRIENDLESS GIRLS in their teens,

DONATIONS towards the BUILDING FUND and FURNISHING are

still GREATLY NEEDED.

Messrs. John F. Shaw & Co., 48, Paternoster Row, E.C., will

receive donations,

EDWARD W. THOMAS .

Office — 200, Euston Road, London, N.W.

By Rev. ADOLPH SAPHIR, D.D.
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" All who peruse these profitable pages will thank the Author for giving
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they will also , we trust, gain a quickened sense of the responsibility that

rests on all who love the Lord to help on such practical endeavours for the

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen.

By Miss E. J. Whately.

CLEAR THE WAY ;

OR, HINDRANCES TO MISSIONARY WORK CONSIDERED .

Crown 8vo, cloth , 2s. 6d .

“ With judicious counsel and in excellent temper Miss Whately seeks to

Clear the Way ' before the ardent , aspirant to a place in the great

Missionary Army.” - Church Missionary Intalligencer,

By Rev. James Stephens

Six Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling

fleets. 12,000 smacksmen are engaged all the year round inproviding our

tables with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and

sleety storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them ,

to the pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied-may

rightly claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and so

highly prize .
THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoning

love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours, afford.

ing relief in case of sickness and injury , and cheering and brightening dull

and monotonouslivesby their presence and ministry.

" The Mission Smacksare doinginthe North Sea a grand work, worthy

of the support ofagreatmaritimenation like England; and I believe that

the results of their effort, great as they are in the present, will, if only

supported liberally by the public , be of untold value in the future."

Sir Eduard Birkbeck , Bart., M.P.

FUNDS are greatly NEKDED to enable the Mission to place a Vessel

with every fleet .

E. J. MATHER , Director,

181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge , E.C.

N.B. - The offlces were removed to the present address in

December last . Attention to the change will save much

trouble, time, and expense to the Mission .

LIVING WATER FOR LITTLE

PITCHERS,

MISSION ADDRESSES TO CHILDREN.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 38...

" Admirably suited to the purpose for which they are intended ; short
and animated, full of anecdote, and nearly certain not only to retain the

attention , but to appeal to the affections of little hearers." The Guardian

By Rev. H. C. McCook.

London , 8.W.

By Rev. James Ormiston, M.A.

CONSUMPTION,

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST. SCRIPTURE OBJECT LESSONS,

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Bcriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas, AND OUTLINE TEACHING

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .

FOR SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
Secretary , Miss WEBB, 267 , Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.

Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16, St. James Street , New Edition . Crown 8vo, cloth , 8g. 6d.

" We earnestly urge everyteacherto read this book, and make ase of it.
It is invaluable ." - Sword and Trowel.

MR . G , T. CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON

THE SATAN OF SCRIPTURE,

New Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s . 6d.

" The only exhaustive work that we know of on this solemn subject."
Christian Age

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

THE CHURCH OF GOD

SIXPENCE (post free) , or Large Edition(cloth ), 1s. 3d ., from

the Author, Coombe Lodge , Peckham , S.E., and Elliot Stock,
AND THE APOSTASY.

62, Paternoster Row, E.O. Small 8vo, cloth , 2s. 6d.

"A most valuablebook. Wecordially recommend it, and would, *

THE
possible, further its extensive circulation .” — The Christian ,

EIGHTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM MAY TO AUGUST. MESSAGES OF PEACE

FROM HEAVEN TO EARTH.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 3s. 6d .
WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

“ Admirable specimens of Village Sermons; clear, brief , sensible, andTHIS MATTER,
affectionate . " - Guardian .

Mr. Congrevewill give ONE RECENT CASE , NOT PUB .

LISHED BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK ,

By Rev. Donald Fraser, D.D.

By Rev. J. W. Aston, M.A.

3

CASE FOR THISWEEK. By George Saunders,M.D., C.B.

THE HEALER PREACHER,

SKETCHES AND INCIDENTS OF MEDICALMISSION WORK.

Crown 8vo, with Illustrations, price 39. 6d.

“ Dr. Saunders,in his excellentvolume, setsup for us an Ebenezer well

fitted to rebuke the unbelief andstrengthenthefaith of ourgeneration

in fact, the whole book ispregnant with hints for workers,andsets open

doorsbeforewillingChristianson every page. "-Nightand Day.

By Pearl Fisher.

CASE of a LADY at FOREST HILL ,

The patient , Mrs. C had been ailing for three years . Had been

under treatment of Dr. B., of London , whose report was, " both lungs

affected and heart,” for which steel and acid mixture, and opium pills for

cough , had been prescribed with little henefit . Examined at Coombe

Lodgeby Dr. Brown, whoalso reported, " Disease commencing at theright
apex, left apex weak, debility affecting the heart .'

There was loss of flesh, much languor, great pain in centre of chest, back,

and shoulders, irritable throat , green expectoration, short breathing

loathing of food, & c ., &c .

Bhe commenced my treatment, and continued it for two years , according

to advice given , and , though not a very strong woman , bas since been fairly
well .

Recently writing about a brother she says : - " I am very anxious he
should sex ou , as I feel that under God I owe my life to you ."

I am permittedto give the name and address of this patient as a

reference ) to any other patient of her locality .

NOTE . – Days of Consultation. — TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAYMornings ONLY,

at Coombo Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance_should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.

THE HARVEST OF THE CITY,

AND THE WORKERS OF TO -DAYO

With Introduction byH. SINCLAIR PATERSON, B.D.

Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s. 6d .

“ Readersof the book will be well instructedas towhat is being done

for the poor and needy by some of the bestknown Workers ofToday

Balvation and elevation of their fellows." -The Christian.
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When they say , “ Lo, this is our God, we have

SIGNIFICANT JEWISHMOVEMENTS .

waited for Him ," then shall the rebuke of His people

be taken away, and their land become as a well

F I forget thee, 0 Jerusalem , let my right hand watered garden.

forget her cunning. If I do not remember

thee, let my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth ;
SUBMISSION LEARNED BY SUFFERING .

if I prefer not Jerusalem above my chief joy. " So N the Divine dispensation of sorrow we learn the

sang , long centuries ago, the Jewish exile . This Father's love . We fear, as we enter into the

intense longing has, however, by no means been so cloud, but by and by a voice issues from within the

marked in later times. A change , it would seem, is cloud,and we receive a new revelation of glory. Our

now taking place. Thousands, as is evident from our hearts rebelled against the burden , our spirits shrank

Jewish contemporaries, are turning with eager eyes appalled from the searching fire ; but in the progress

to the East. of discipline we learned that this burden was to make

To the devout student of prophecy this remarkable us strong, and the fire purely to " purge away all out

awakening is not the least significant amongst the many dross and to take away our sin . " Enlightened by the

signs of the times. Not so long ago it appeared, so fellowship of the Spirit ,we have discovered the

far as outward tokens were concerned, as if scattered healing power of pain , and learned submission by

Israel had forgotten Canaan . Recent events have ,
the things which we suffered . Nature shrinks from

however, had the effect of quickening their yearnings suffering, but faith, knowing that the Father smites

for their ancient land, and various schemes are in
to save, is subject to the Father of Spirits and lives .

operation for the settlement of Palestine . In the
And we are confident that this clear acquaintance

Jewish World, August 20th, we read, for example
with God's purpose in our manifold trials nerves us

There are rifts in the clouds which have hitherto cast so dis to their endurance . Nay, more, while we cannot

mal a shadow over the Holy Land. The future of that unhappy blunt or deaden tho sensibilities of the flesh , while

country, so long wrapt in impenetrable darkness, is beginning

faintly to brighten, and the glimmerings of a happier state of
we cannot secure ourselves against its fainting when

things are almost within measurable distance of our forecasts. it smarts under the rod ; yet by our spiritual discern

Two institutions are destined to play'a conspicuous part in

*

ment of God's love operating thereby for our deliver

the amelioration of the condition of the Jews of Palestine - the ance from sin , we may, we should, learn to count it

Agricultural School at Jaffa, and the Lionel De Rothschild Insti

tution in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem . We might add a
all joy when we fall into diverse trials .

third in the shape of the Montefiore Testimonial Fund, which , endure chastening, God dealeth with us as with sons,

by its promotion of building societies and its erection of cheap

dwellings, has done much to foster thrift and reduce the

for what son is he whom the Father chasteneth not ? "

miseries and hardships of domestic lifein the Holy City . If our heart's desire be that we may be made perfect,

What we are concerned at this moment in noting is that the
even as our Father in heaven is perfect, then we will

prospects of the Jewsin Palestine are no longer gloomy. There learn to welcome all the means and agencies whereby

are, on the one hand, forces at work for the improvement of the

condition of our brethren which have been wisely devised and
such a blessed result may be secured . If, like Paul

ngeniously organized , and which are now being assiduously we are pressing toward the mark for the prize of the

applied ; on the otherhand, the people are gettingtired of their

misery and Chaluka -ridden inactivity, and are showing an in

high calling of God, and recognize the helpfulness of

creasing tendency to take advantage of the efforts made for the tribulation which makes earth strange and Christ

their rehabilitation . This is a state of things which is fraught familiar ; then like him we will exultingly say, “ Our

with happy consequences, and no Jew will fail to contemplate
it with pleasure.

light affliction , which is but for a moment, worketh for

I lIn the succeeding number of the same paper a us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory"

- If we
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« We

Let us ,

I give it to you under mine own handwrite, that

CHRIST'S SYMPATHY. whoso looketh to the white side of Christ's cross , and

ANOTHER elementwhichwe discover in faith's

can take it up handsomely with faith and courage,

estimate of affliction is the consciousness of shall find it such a burden as sails are to a ship or

Divine sympathy. Even earthly love can lighten our wings to a bird . . . . Oh , that all Scotland knew the

woes. There is a power in human sympathy which feast and love -blinks and visits that the prelates have

lifts a load from many a troubled heart . When we sent me unto ! I will verily give my Lord Jesus a free

would have sunk under a secret sorrow the kindly discharge ofall that I, like a fool , laid to His charge,

fellowship of a brother has strengthened us to stand.

and beg Him pardon to the minds. God grant that, in

But there are times when in our anguish we seek to

my temptations, I come not on His wrong side agair,

be alone . We feel a bitterness of soul which the
and never again fall araving against my Physician in

true. We arepresence of friends increases rather than relieves . my fever.” These testimonies are

Their tenderest tones sound harshly to our ear, and persuadea that the deeper our sorrow , if it lead us to

in silent solitude we seek to bear a grief which others

Christ, the deeper will be His sympathy and the closer

cannot share . Thus is it among men . But a different

our communion . No matter what may be the nature

experience belongs to the child of God. In all his

or the cause of our trouble, if, like John's disciples.

miseries he has a Comforter . For him there is a

who , when their master perished by the headsman's

Brother born for adversity, a Friend who sticketh knife, went and told Jesus, and like Peter, who in the

closer than a brother . And this Counsellor is the

presence of mystery profound, before which others

“ Mighty God ." He is human, and in all our affliction

recoiled in doubt and disbelief, if, like Peter, our trust

He is afflicted ; He is Divine, and when we speak

finds language in the words , " To whom can we go

our grief into His ear He charms it all away.

but unto Thee ?,for Thou hast the words of eternal life,'

have not a High Priest who cannot be touched with

-if, like them , we are drawn nearer to the Master

the feeling of our infirmities, but was in all points then, notwithstanding the bereavements, and the

tempted like as we are, yet without sin .

sufferings, and the fears, and the obscurities of this

therefore, come boldly unto the throne of grace,that present life, we will beable,upheld by Christ's

we may obtain mercy, and find grace to help in time sympathy, to declare “ our light affliction worketh for us

of need ; for in that He suffered, being tempted, He is

a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory."

able also to succour them that are tempted .”

Indeed, if we are true men and not false , the flames LIGHT AFFLICTIONS.

of the furnace will only burn our bonds and introduce

us to the Son of God. And if we find Him there, even

WE must remember that “ light” is a relativeterm

though it be heated seven times , we ourselves, like

A strong man will easily carry whata chili can

the burning bush, will be unconsumed , and when we

not raise from the ground. A Stoic will suffer whareau

Epicurean would die. The brave rush upon danger from

come forth “ not a hair of our head will have been
which the faint-hearted ignobly flee. When “ ligui

singed, nor shall the smell of fire have passed on us." afflictions " are spoken of we have to consider the

Nor willwe have passed through thisordealinvain. speaker. What strength had hewho thus speaks?

In His sweet society our heart will glow with tender Did he bear his burden simply as a man ? In his

ness, and we will “ remember His love more than
varied exercises of soul , did he rely upon his own

wine ." Read what the Puritans wrote concerning resources ? At one time he was most severely tried.

their fiery trial : " Oh, the love tokens, the love " There was given to him a thorn in the flesh ; &

letters, the bracelets , the jewels , that the saints are messenger of Satan sent
to buffet him." He

able to produce since they have been in the furnace of besought theLord thrice for the removal of this cross

affliction ! ” Renwick, the last of Scotland
's martyrs The Lord refused his request, but He fulfilled the

for Christ's crown and covenant , speaks thus concern desire of his heart . “ My grace ," said He, " is sufficien

ing his sufferings for truth : “ Enemies think them. for thee, for My strength ismade perfect in weakness.

selves satisfied that we are put to wander in mosses Paul was not competent himself to endure the Lord's

and uponmountains, but even amidstthe stormsof dealing,but he became strong in the Lord,andinthe

these two last nights I cannot express what sweet powerof His might .” Omnipotence can make us

times I have had when I had no covering but the patient and powerful. And when we learn the

park curtains of night , Yea, in the silent watch my sufficiency of Divine grace, andthe nearness of

mind was led out to admire the deep and inexpressi Divine help, then it is that we are enabled gladly to

ble ocean of joy wherein the whole family of heaven

swim. Each star led me to wonder what He must

be who is the Star of Jacob, of whom all stars borrow

their shining . "

1

glory in infirmiti
es

that the power of Christmay rest

On a certain
occasion George Whitefield wasmoved

to pray with utmost earnestness
for great faith and

great patience. In the very fulness of his fervour

the thought entered his mind (a suggestion of Satan

And how sweetly Rutherford wrote from his prison

in Aberdeen about Christ and the cross which He

enableth His people to bear : “ Believe me, brother , we doubt not) , Do not pray for great faith and great

on us .
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patience, for then you will have great trials. Like a

brave saint he wrestled with the temptation on his

knees. With throbbing heart and thrilling frame he
AN ADDRESS.

cried aloud, " O God, send me great faith, and never
BY DWIGHT L. MOODY.

mind what trials . " And was he not right ? If the
Recently delivered in Plainfield, N.J.

eternal God be our refuge, if the everlasting arms are
(Concluded from page 588).

around us, what can make us afraid ? " Cast thy HERE are a great many Christians that live ononly

burden upon the Lord, and He will sustain thee." a few chapters of the Bible. There are portions

Many are the afflictions of the righteous, but the Lord
of this Word that never have been explored . I think

that is one reason why we have got so many one-sided

delivereth him out of them all. Have faith in God ,
Christians- Christians that are good in spots . They

and then , though all His waves and billows should
are very splendid Christians on Sunday, but very poor

go over thee, thou wilt say, “ Our light affliction, on Monday. I believe it all comes because we don't

which is but for a moment, worketh for us a far more know the Bible . Now, when Paul said , “ All Scrip

exceeding and eternal weight of glory." ture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable,”

At the worst these afflictions are transitory. This
he meant what hesaid . We must not neglect the

life is neither exclusively gaiety nor gloom. Calms
Bible . There are a great many people that don't

know anything about the prophets. Do you suppose

succeed storms, and, though “ weeping may endure for the Revelation would have been written if God didn't

a night , joy cometh in the morning." Time brings intend to have us read it ? Somebody says the reason

balm to wounded spirits and heals with kindly hand why people are so afraid of Revelation is because it

the broken heart . And let the Christian's lot be one
tells of the devil's downfall. We want to take the

of peculiar trial , let it be like that of Paul, a period
whole Bible and read it ; and if you willtake thewhole

Bible you will get spiritualized. I tell you when a

of thirty years of wandering, and reproach, and scorn ,

man is full of Scripture he has got to have an outlet.

and persecution ; nevertheless the storm will be
The Word of God will burn in his soul, and he will

stilled and the shadows will flee away. Perchance have to

there may be few gleams of sunshine, and the dark I come to another point; and that is how to study

ness may be like that of Egypt, yet the glory of the
the Bible.

rest that remaineth , and the light of the resurrection
How to Study .

morn , will bring them to a close . As the patient may
I want to say right here that there are two books

that every Christian ought to have-a Bible and a

struggle continuously with the disease, until suddenly
Concordance. I was a Christian ten years before I

a comes, had heard of such a book. I was trying to talk to an

sciousness ; so the believer may pass the days of infidel down in Boston and to talk to him about

life's fitful fever in constant misery , but the time will
Christ . I said there was a certain passage in the

Bible . He said there was not. He handed me the
come when, having thrown off for ever the body of

Bible and told me to find it . I hunted two or three

this death , he shall awake satisfied with God's likeness.

hours . If I had had a Concordance I could have

The season of discipline and endurance is brief and found it in five minutes. There is not a passage in

fleeting, the season of rest and enjoyment is real and the whole book that you cannot find .

eternal . Take the Bible up topically. Take up a subject

and study it . A great many people say : " I don't

believe in sudden conversion ." It is a good deal

better to go to the Word of God and find out what it

The First Century Cross. says than to go on hearsay testimony. There are a

BY REV. HORATIUS BONAR, D.D.
good many people who live on what they don't believe.

I tell you where I get fed ; and that is what I do

O unsacrificial cross can pacify the conscience. No
believe. Go right to the Word of God yourself.

semi-sacrificial victim or quasi-substitutional propitia

tionwill accomplish reconciliation and bid fear depart, bring
Instant Conversion .

ingGod and man together in righteous relationship, never to I remember that in one town into which I went
be broken . The idealists of our time ask for a scientitic

there was a minister said there were two pernicious
cross ; but there shall no such cross be given . Our philoso

phers call for a philosophic gospel ; butthere shall no such
doctrines which we taught . One was instant conver

gospel be sent down from heaven. Our advanced thinkers sion , and another was assurance.
When a man

and men of expansion demand a Christ for the nineteenth preaches against anything I teach I just go to the

century ; but no such Cbrist has arisen or shall arise. It Bible and give him little more of the same kind .

must either be the first -century cross, the first-century There are a great many people that will take just

Ciospel, the first-century Christ, or no cross, no gospel, no what they get from the pulpit. If they have a
Christ ' at all . A cultured world now calls aloud for a

cultured Christ, and refuses its allegiance to any other ; but
minister that preaches sound doctrine they will get

there shall no other Christ be given but the Son of the
good food . If they have one that preaches unsound

carpenter, - " He who was wounded for our transgressions,
doctrine they will get straw, Lots of people fifty

and bruised for our iniquities : upon whom the chastisement years old cannot feed themselves. If the minister

of our peace was laid ; and with whose stripes we gives it to them they get it ; but, if not, they go

healed ;" —Hewhocame the first time to put away sinby through the week without it . I would rather have

the sacritice of Himself, and who is coming the second time " Thus saith the Word of the Lord ,” than have tons
to be glorified in His saints and admiredin all them that

believe. For He it is Himself who sa “ Surely I come
of sermons that haven't got the Word of God in them.

quickly ; ” and He it is to whom we respond, “ AMEN, EVEN
The question is “ Does God say it ? " and , if He does,

SO COME, LORD JESUS." is it so ?

in

are
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" Yes."
)

year ? "

I pity any child

ofGod that has to go into the world to get excite

Take up assurance. The way I read my Bible I new Gospel that they say is a matter of culture, of

cannot believe it teaches anything else . I believe it education, who say it takes time to convert a man,

is the privilege of every child of God to know that he go into an inquiry -room . Here comes a man. He

has passed from death unto life . What did Paul takes his seat in the inquiry - room , and this modert

say ?
worker takes a seat by his side and says :

Full Assurance .
" Are you concerned about your

soul ?

“ For we know that if our earthly house of this “ I am ; very much ."

tabernacle were dissolved , we have a building of God, “ Do you want to become a Christian ? "

a house not made with hands , eternal in the heavens.”

“ When Christ, who is our life , shall appear, then
A New Life.

shall ye also appear with Him in glory." “ Do you know I am one of the men that don ':

“ I am persuaded that He is able to keep that which believe in sudden conversion , and I think you ought

I have committed unto Him against that day." to take time to consider this ? Would you tell me

There is his persuasion , “ I am persuaded He is your difficulty ? ” The man colours up ; he don'twant

able to keep ,” &c .
to tell about his difficulty ; but the man wins his

Christsaid to the seventy, when He sent them out confidence, and he says : “ To tell you the truth, I

to preachin pairs, two by two, and they came back have been dishonest. "

greatly elated with their success , they seem to be “ You have been stealing ? You have been taking

quite lifted up -- He says, money from your employer ? ”

Rejoice, because your names
are written in " Yes . "

heaven .” “ How much money have you stolen this last

How are you going to rejoice if you don't know it ?

You can't rejoice over a thing you don't know , an I don't know . I have kept no account of it ."

uncertainty. There is Christ teaching His disciples “ Well, if you stole a thousand dollars, don't you

to rejoice because their names are written in heaven. steal more than five hundred dollars next year, and

a Sign Required.

the next year two hundred and fifty dollars, and the

Do you remember that when Zacharias was in the

third year one hundred dollars, and by the end of the

temple, and Gabriel came down to tell him he was to

fourth year you will get converted. If your employer

be the father of the forerunner of Christ, Zacharias

catches you, you can tell him you are going to be con

doubted ? Gabriel had been in heaven for ages, and

verted the new way.”

all those ages he had not been doubted ; but when Love and Faith .

he came to earth the first thing he met was chilling Take up love. People say : " How can I love God

doubt. Zacharias said he wanted a token that that more ? ” You take a Concordanc
e and find every

was true. I can imagine that Gabriel acted very

strangely for a while .

passage in the Bible about love, and read up ii

love, and you will get so full of it you can't help loving

“ Well, if you insist upon it, you shall be dumb God.

until the child is born ."
Take up faith . Now, I suppose if I counted up the

Somebody has suggested that that is the reason time I have prayed for faith it would amount to

we have so many dumb Christians now-they want months. I have prayed " God to give me faith. I

the same sign .

Have you got the sign ? If you have, you have

used to get up in theprayer meeting and exhortthem

eternal life . You can be perfectly sure , because you

for more faith. I was reading one day in the

can put your life close up to Christ's, andsee if there

tenth chapter of Romans at the seventeenth verse:

“ So then faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by

is any resemblance. "If we have not the Spirit of the Word of God . ” It came like a flash of lightfrom

Christ we are none of His. ” If you don't know

whether you aresaved you will not rest to-night direction for faith.” Show meaman or womanthat

above. I said : “ I have been looking in the wrong

until you are sure. I don't believe any man is fit for

Christ's service that is not sure he is saved himself.

has got a well -marked Bible and that feeds upon

Word of God, and I will show

When Igetmy feetontherockI am the man to help gotfaith .Imeet a manto -day,and I am just in:

somebody else. We must be sure of our own salva troduced to him ; I don't have much faith in him,

tion before we can hasten to the salvation of any one Somebody by and by tells me about that man, and

else. A man came to me some time ago, and wanted

to know if I could recommend a good book on

I take their testimony, and my faith in him grows,

assurance. I said I could . It was written by the

Get acquaintedwith God in that Bible, and you

have faith in Him .

son of Zebedee. It was called John's Epistle. If

you wantto know whether you are saved or not, ask
Getting out of the World .

that epistle. “ These things are written that ye might I would like to say something to -day to urge upon

know ye have eternal life.”
you the necessity of studying your Bibles."I have

Calls vy Christ. had a good many people urging me to say something

Now, take up sudden conversion . I don't see howI don't see how about getting the peopleoutofthe world. Ifyou

any many can preach against sudden conversion. It want to keep your people out of theworld, get them

didn't take long to convert Zaccheus . He went up into theBible. Peoplesay,"Have you got to give

there into the tree out of the merest curiosity to see up this and that ? " "No, you have not to give it up,

the passing Prophet, and he came down and received but you have to get out ofit. I have got something

Christ. How long did it take Christ to convert better than the world can give me.

Matthew, John, Andrew , Philip, and Nathaniel ? It

didn't take long. Look and see how men were con ment when they have gota book like theBible. Get

verted when Christ was here . I would like to see the WordofGodinyourheart. Davidsaid he had

ope of these new lights , these men that have got a the Word of God in his heart. Anold Scotchman

to pray

the

you a man that has

will

1
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Mr. Müller's AnnualNarrative.
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said it was a good thing, in a good place, for a good

purpose. If
you want to get out of the world — and

youwill never get much power until you are separated

from the world - you want to get feeding upon the

Bible and make up your mind you will understand it.

If you hear any one speak of the Bible , opening up

anything that interests you, put it down . If you take

notes take them up while they are fresh. Scripture

truth grows upon us , and grows better and better.

You will not get tired of the truth . It grows fresher

year by year.

To Sunday School Teachers.

I want to say a word to Sabbath school teachers.

I think it is a great calamity that our Sabbath schools

have, so many of them , given up the Bible and taken

question papers in the place of the Bible . I was

brought up on one of those old question books, and I

never had a Bible in my hands until I got to be seven

teen, except the old family Bible. I want to enter

my solemn protest againt this thing. What are your

children going to do when they come out into the

world and meet the scepticism of the present day, if

they have not got the Bible ? I want to say here that

I advocateyour getting all the help you can . Study

the lesson by the help of every book you can get ; but

when you get into the Sabbath school leave them

behind. Take nothing but the Word of God , and

when the children go out to meet the scepticism of

the present day they will know how to handle the

Bible. We want our children to know where the

books are. You take an army of ten thousand men

who do not know how to use their weapons, and you

take one of five hundred who do, and how they will

sweep them away !

True Spiritual Food.

We want more Gospel preaching in our pulpits .

It is a sad mistake we have had in many of ourpulpits

-nothing but a text. A minister gets a text , and

away he goes, and he will give you botany and

science and metaphysics — everything but the Bible

and then wonder why people do not love the Bible ,

I believe the comingmen in the pulpits of Americaare

the men that will know how to expound the Bible .

I know some people say : " If you give too much of

that kind ofpreaching there is a class of people that

will drop out ofthe churches ." I admit that there are

certain people thatwill go ; but where one goes out

for that cause a dozen will come in . You go out to

Central Park and throw down a handful of sawdust

to the birds . You may fool them once, but

fool them the second time. The Word of God is the

only thing that is going to feed the new nature.

What we want is to make the Word of God real.

It is going to quicken the Church and warm up these

cold hearts of ours . We want to read of Him and

study about Him .

May God give us a love for the Bible. Let us pray

God to kindle a fresh fire in our hearts for the Word

of God.

NHIS venerable servant of Christ writes from Australia the

report of the fifty -third year of his well -known institution .

Introducing his narrative he says :-I am writing this report

in Australia, to which country I have come , accompanied bymy

beloved wife , after repeated pressing invitations, in order that

in these colonies also I may, in my measure, seek to benefit the

churches and preach the Gospel to the unconverted, and I have

likewise been greatly helped in my service in this vast country,

as was the case in the twenty-three other countries where I had

previously laboared in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America , But

whilst gratefully acknowledging the especial help of the Lord

in my service , and whilst thankfully owning His kindness in

granting to me such an abundance ofhelp spiritually, mentally,

and physically ; yet I commend my dear wife and myself to the

prayers of the Christian reader, that we may be further assisted

and upheld, and that I may be allowed the great honour of

continuing this precious service, in which I have now been

engaged for eleven years, in thus so extensively and publicly

witnessing for the Lord .

Gleaning among the Sheaves.

Believing that a very deep and widespread interest is felt in

this work, and also that the testimoniea given in the report are

such as greatly to strengthen the faith of many, we give a

few leading and striking extracts with regard to the orphans,

reserving for next issue some notes bearing on the other branches

of the Scriptural Knowledge Institution .

Before entering on these we may observo that ) Ir . Müller calls

attention to the fact that there are a few vacancies for orphan

girls. He then proceeds to " give specimens of themanner in

which it pleased the Lord to supply us with means . ”

Grateful Orphans.

First, amongst these, we notice that former orphans are fre .

quently found helping the Homes in which they have previously

been sheltered. Two such letters wo give :

One of the former orphans , now a trained nurse of the sick :

Honoured Sir, I am one of the many who owe to you (through

Almighty God) so much temporally ; but now, by His grace, I

have to tell you that you have been the means in His hands

of convincing me, that I am a child of God. I have been

reading again, with much interest, the first volume of your

Life , which I have often done before ; but have never before

been struck with the simplicity of its truths until last Friday I

became convinced , while reading pages 396 to 403, that ,

unworthy though I am , I am a child of God . I adore the

goodness of God that He has given me grace to take Him at

His word, to believe that it was for me our blessed Saviour died .

Oh ! how foolisi and blind have I been these long years . May

God pity my ignorance, for from my infancy I was taught the

truth ,

I have thanked God many times for raising you up to care

for my temporal wants for fourteen years and three months,

and now in His love , after I have left your kind care for fourteen

years and two months, He has made you the instrument in His

hands of convincing me of what an unworthy sinner I am , and

yet by the death of Jesus for me, through faith in Him, I am a

child of God . Oh ! magnify the Lord with me , and let us

exalt His name together.

May I , dear sir, never forget the kindness I received, as well

as the simple Gospel truths taught me , at the dear Home, from

the time I was nearly three years old until I became seventeen

years of age. I thank God that the influence of that sound

teaching has always been very helpful to me. May I for ever

magnify His boly name for all His special gifts to me.

I am assured that your many prayers do follow, and have

most certainly followed me up to the present time. May our

Heavenly Father abundantly bless you , dear sir , and increase

your faith yet a hundredfold. May I ask your prayers for me ,

that God will graciously keep me, His unworthy child , always

in the assurance of His love for Christ's sake .

From one of the former orphans, now in a preparatory

institution for mission work :-Dear Sir, I enclose a post office

order for 178. , which was the amount saved during the past

year in our little box kept for the orphans . You will be glad to

know that my dear sister Mary ( also a former orphan) , who is

now a missionary up the Congo river, in Africa , was in fair

health when she wrote by the last mail , although she had been

laid very low by fever two or three times . The Lord has kindly

epared her to her loved work amongst those poor heathen

children . She is getting on very well with their language, and

teaches her little school for some hours daily.

Wow Hearts are Touched.

The following, gleaned from very many such , are interesting

as illustrations of the diverse ways in which the Lord stirs the

you can't

He that is afraid of solemn things has probably solemn reason

to be afraid of them.- Spurgeon .

I NEVER think he is quite ready for another world who is

altogether weary of this. --Hattie A. Hamilton .

SERVICE . - When men do anything for God, the very least

thing, they neverknow where it will end, nor what amount of

work it will do for Him . Love's secret, therefore , is to be

always doing things for God, and not to mind because they are

such very little ones. “ Cast thy bread upon the running

waters ; for after a long time thou shalt find it again. " -F. W.

Faber ,
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hearts of His people : - Dear Mr. Müller, I am this day fifty glad to know that my feeble efforts in this respect have been

years ofage, and, under a humiliating sense of the goodness abundantly blessed everywhere in the twenty-five countries

and faithfulness of God, I ask your acceptance of the enclosed (including the Australian Colonies of New South Wales and

£2 10s. (being a shilling per year ), as a small thankoffering Victoriawhere I have laboured already. Help me, dear Christian

to the Lord for His mercies. Please to take this amount for reader, by your prayers, that I may yet further be allowed to

the dear orphans under your fatherly care. - Yours in the labour for God, and be made a blessing to manyhundreds of

fellowshipofthe Gospel. thousands of souls during the many extensive missionary tours

From Beaver Halls, United States of America, £2 1s. , and which, if our lives be spared , my dear wife and I hope to under.

seventeen cents in postage stamps, “Being one cent on each take further. After we shall have finished our visit to the

package shipped byour firm , from June 30th, 1885, to January colonies of Australia, we shall probably sail for Ceylon in one

ist, 1886, namely 1,025 packages.' of the Peninsular and Oriental Company's steamsbips on our
From the neighbourhood of Stroud, £10, “ Being part of an old way either to India or China, as now we are out in these

bad debt, sent us after many years, which we never expected distant regions we purpose to visit other countries , the Lord

to see. permitting

From & painter in Wales, £4 12s . 6d. , “ Being sixpence per

room on 186 rooms papered during the year 1885."

From Plymouth , 13s. 4d. “ Being one penny a night for each
The late Sir William Hill.

visitor, in å small hotel, during the past quarter.” regret toannounce that Major -General Sir William

From Cardiff, £14 9s . 3d. , for support of one orphan for one

year, with 108. 9d. for myself— " A thankoffering for a success fell asleep on Friday week, at Southsea, at the ripe age of 81.

ful year." After over forty years’active military service, he retired in 1862,

“ As a mite for the Lord's orphans, £1 , on my eighty-sixth becoming soon after a vice -president of the Church Missionary

birthday ." Society. We have frequently heard him pleading with the

From one of the former orphans £2, with a grateful letter. vividness of one who had spent long years inIndia the cause of

From Sussex, £13, for the support of one orpban for one missions in our Eastern Empire.

year.

From Nottinghamshire, 3s. " A thankoffering to God for

plenty of work in these hard times . " The Vicarage of Islington,

Making Restitution . SO

OME time ago, in noticing thedeath of the aged Vicar of

Islington, we expressed the sincere hope that agood and

From Manchester, £20.-Received the following letter :-Sir, true man might be appointed. We have every reason tobelieve

having read in your report about “ restitution made of a few that the appointment announced in the Record last Friday will

shillings after many years," I recollected taking 2s. from a firm prove a happy one. Our contemporary says : — “ Wehavemuch

to which I was articled, and denying that I had done so after satisfaction in announcing that the Vicarage of St. Mery's,

wards. This was about sixty years since . I repeated this Islington , vacant by the death of Prebendary Daniel Wilson,
offence, but made no restitution . The members of the firm are has been offered by the Trustees to the Venerable Joho

dead , and have left no children, but some one bought the Wareing Bardsley, Archdeacon of Warrington , and Vicar o

business. I now enclose 10s . for the orphans. Imaderescitu . St. Saviour's, Liverpool. Mr. Bardsley is theson of the late

tion also , a few years since , o£ £20, unjustly obtained. I have Canon James Bardsley, formerly Rector of St. Ann's

reason to know that this sum of money reached the persons for Manchester."

whom it was intended, at a time when help was needed, and

they know not that the money was owing. - Yours, A DEBTOR .

The Central Vigilance Society.A UWidow's Gift.

Here is a widow's letter to Dear Mr. Müller ,I have indeed | Althpure hinda right-minded wayfarers in our London

felt very sorry that I omitted sending my yearly little sum of

108., so I am going to enclose £1 for theorphans.
recent open display of offensive publications in the public

As I am a

widow, I need to be carefulof my pence, because with my family
streets . Such will be glad to read thefollowing we havejust

received from the Secretary of the Central Vigilance Societs,
and myself it is only with economy our income can be made

sufficient for our need. The past year is the first I have
15 ,York Buildings, Adelphi, W.C. :—Too much credit cannot

missed through oversight sinceI first began to send contribu .
well be accorded to our new Home Secretary and our present

tions to you for the orphans, and it was the first year I have
Chief Commissioner of Police for their promptitude in suppreses

lost any money since I began to send you donations for them.

ing an evil which on former occasions has been allowed to

I see, therefore, how we shall not enrich ourselves by refraining
proceed unchecked.

from giving to God's work . I trust this circumstance will be
On Thursday week there appeared in the Strand, Charing

blessed tome in making me more punctual in sending my
Cross, Fleet Street, &c . , & c., numbers ofhawkers with large

bundles ofa most objectionable sheet ofprints. Standing at
contribution.

intervals ofbutafew yards fromeach other, they rapidly

a Legacy . disposed of their wares tothe passers-by, so that in the course

Large gifts and legacies are by no means so frequent, yet
of theday many hundreds, if not thousands,must havepassed

there are such, for example : Legacy of the late D.F. N. , Esq. , into the hands of ignorant or prurient readers.

of Wales, £ 2,000. The Lord in His kindness gave me this legacy Earlynext morningthematter was broughtbefore the notice

from a gentleman whose name even I had never heard before
of theHome Office byastrong representation emanatingfrom

I received the information from the solicitors of the principal this society. On the evening of the same day some actionwas

Probate Court regarding it ; but God, who knows our need, and taken bythe police, and on Tuesday and Wednesday several of

who listens to my daily prayers for help, put it into the heart
the culprits were convicted for selling these prints, and

of this gentleman to leave me this legacy for the Institution on sentencedto pay a fineofforty shillings or undergoamonth's

Ashley Down for the orphans.
imprisonment. The result is that the thoroughfares

clear of this pest,andthat another pamphlet professing to

Legacy of the late J. C. H., Esq., £ 500. Mr. Muller reproduce the scenes
of a recentcase in the Divorce Court has

comments as follows : -- The reader will have noticed how failed to make its appearance in the streets.

many legacies have again been paid to It is not unlikely ,however, that thefilthy stream dammed up

the past year. Almost all these have come from individuals in themetropolismayfindoutlets inthe country districts,and

who were entire strangers to me. But God is my Helper and

are DOW

me during

sion elsewhere. It is to be hoped also that in future cases the

Should difficulties arise , or obstruction be offered, assistance

it behovesall those who wouldwish torestrainitsoverflowto

Friend . To Him are my eyes directed day by day ; to Him invokethe assistance of themagistracy andpolice. Now that

alone I look for help, andwore it otherwise this largest of all the the magistrateshere have in all cases decided to punish the

Orphan Institutions in the world would soon be in the greatest offenders, there can be no difficulty in obtainingthe like repres

distress. But as my fellow -labourers and myself do notmerely

say that we trust in Him, but really do so, and not in friends, police will not waitfor special instructions, butimmediately

not in former donors, not in circumstances, and not in the pounce upon those who may attempt to disseminate such

reports, we are helped year after year, although we are often impure literature.

poor. I do wish in my inmost soul that the Church of God at Butit needs the watchfulness of all truly anxious to secure

large knew more of the power of prayer and faith in these our our streetsfrompollution , in order thatthe authoritiesmaybe

unbelieving and sceptical days ; and among various other reasons early suppliedwithinformationwhen anybreachof thelaw

why I am travelling from country to country, throughout

Christendom . I have also this particularly in view , that, by

seeking to bring back professing Ohristiansto the Bible, I may or advice may be obtained from this society.

likewise thus strengthen their faith , The Christian reader will be

occurs.

STEPH
EN

BOURN
E.
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of Jesus ; the harmony ofHeaven is the praise of Jesus ; the

theme of Heaven is the work of Jesus ; the employment of

Heaven is the service of Jesus ; the fulness of Heaven is Jesus

Himself ; the duration of Heaven is the eternity of Jesus.

Deut. xxxiii. 3, the saint's place ; in His hands , safety ; at

His feet , learning; at His side , fellowship ; between His shoul

ders , power ; in His arms, rest .

The weak things in Judges : iii . 21 , left -handed ; iii . 31 ,

ox goad ; iv . 4 , women ; iv, 21 , nail ; ix. 53 , piece of millstone ;

vii.20, pitchers and trumpets; xv. 16, jawbone of an ass .

Boaz as a type of Christ : Lord of the harvest , supplier of

wants, redeemer of inheritance , man who gives rest, near kins

man , bridegroom .

How the King's business is done : Col. iii . 23 , heartily : Ezra

vii , 23, diligently ; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 12 , faithfully : Ezra vii. 21 ,

speedily .

David's mighty men : 1 Chron. xii . 8 : separated, powerful

warlike , wise , bold , skilful , swift , victorious .

Esther teaches: ( 1 ) the wonderful, overruling providence

of God ; ( 2) the love of God for His own people ; (3) the power

of God to overturn the devices of the wicked .

“ When I am cast down,' some one has said , “ I begin with

the fortieth chapter of Isaiah , and read right through the

book ,"

Iga . xliii . 21 , 25 , 26 : His own hand, His own sake, His memory .

Ez , xxxviii . 11 : “ I wills " of enemies : Ez . xxxvi . 21-30 “ I

wills " of God .

Dufftown Christian Conference,

T ),

THE above annual gathering took place in the Town Hall ,

meetings during theday. The first meeting was occupied with

& Bible study on Heb. x. 1-25, under the following leading

divisions , namely : “ The Will of the Father," " The Work of

the Son, " " The Witness of the Spirit," “ The Way of the

Worshipper.” Leading statements were made on these topics ,

and in the above order, by Revs . J. Smith , Dufftown ; Dr.

Black, Inverness ; Dr.Elder Cumming, Glasgow ; J. Sloan,

Glasgow ; and by Mr. Duncan Davidson , of Inchmarlo. This

study was most instructive and helpful. The second meeting

was missionary in its character . Stirring and interesting

addresses were given by Rev. J. B. Cumming , Dufitown, on

missions in South Africa ; by Rev. Principal Robertson , Calcutta,

on mission work in Calcutta and Bengal generally ; and by Rev.

Jacob Freshman, of New York, on work among the sons of

Abraham in that city. The meeting was most stirring ; many

felt its practical power. This third meeting was devoted to the

earnest preaching of the Gospel, the leading speaker being Dr.

Black, while brief addreeses were also given by Revs . J. Smith

and J. Sloan.

The hall was just filled at each meeting, and crowded at the

evening gathering. Many came from distances round about,

who went home much refreshed and encouraged. There were

no fewer that sixteen ministers of the Gospel present , pastors of

Established , Free, U.P. , and Independent congregations. This

fact is a sign of the times in Banffshire. Altogether the Con.

ference was a great spiritual blessing.

Papal Aggression in India .

OR

The Northfield Conference.

A

meet

Conference, which will , we doubt not , prove interest

ing and profitable to many. The July Conference of students

resulted , he says, in about one hundred volunteers for the

mission field . At the present Conference about two hundred ,

chiefly pastors and evangelists, are met.

Dr. A. T. PIERSON gave on the opening day (August Ath), an

address on “ I am full ofpower by the Spirit of the Lord” (Micah

iii. 8j.

Mr. Rainsford's Bible Reading.

Rev. Marcus RAINSFORD gave , on the afternoon of the same

day, a Bible reading, of which the following is a summary.

He pictured the Christ as impelled toward thewell of Samaria

by a " needs be ” of His innermost nature to have men

receive that nature. Forty miles He had walked to

that sinful woman, who in turn had come to the

well long in advance of the evening hour when the respec .

table women of the town were wont to get their supplies of

water, to escape their scorn . Christ asked for a drink . We

can slake the thirst of the Son of God , for He thirsts for our

love. Even to this immoral woman the only condition of sal

vation was “ Ask .” She asked in ignorance (verse 15), butChrist

answered in mercy ; first,by giving her the conviction of sin ,

and, second, by stripping her ofher refuge of lies . Imagine the
tender, searching look of Christ as He said : " Thou hast

already had five husbands , and he whom thou now hast is not

thy husband.” She did not deny her sin , but changed the

subject. “ I see you are a prophet—the very person I have long

been wanting to see to ask a question that hasoften puzzled me.

I'm not so bad as you may suppose. I often think of religious

matters, as you will see . Now, what I want to know is, which

is the right place to worship in-Jerusalem or on Gerizim ? "

When Christ's answer turned the subject back once more to her

sins - this time to the sin of mere formal worship - she again

changed the subject and spoke devoutly of the Messiah.

Whereupon, as on one other occasion only, Jesus directly

announced Himself the Messiah , and she received Him as her

Master .

Mooon Nuggets.

The following collection of nuggets from Mr. Moody's Bible

are supplied by Rev. W. F. Crafts, who noted them as given by

Mr. Moody on the Friday evening of the Conference :

Justification , a change of state ; new standing before God .

Repentance, a change of mind ; a new mind about God .

Regeneration, a change of nature ; a new heart from God .

Conversion , a change of life ; new life for God. Adoption , a

change of family ; new relationships toward God. Sanctifi

cation, & change of service ; separation unto God. Glorification,

& change of place ; new condition with God .

Why Christ became man : (1 ) To bear sin (1 John iii . 5-8 ;

Jobn i. 29) ; ( 2 ) to obey God's law ( Heb. x. 7 ; Rom . v . 19) ; ( 3)

to destroy death (Heb. ii . 14 ; John x. 10 ); (4 ) to sympathize with

us (Heb. ii. 17) ; (5) to give us an example ( 1 Pet. ii. 21 ) ; (6 ) to

reveal God to us (John xiv. 9 ; Col. i . 15) ; (7) to unite God and

man (Rom , v. 10) .

He gave Himself (1) formen (Mark x. 45) ; (2) for the Church

(Eph . v . 25) ; (3) for me (Gal . ii. 20. )

God is faithful ( 1 ) to fulfil the hope of your calling (1 Cor. i .

9 ) ; ( 2) to establish the believer ( 2 Thess . iii, 3 ) ; (3 ) to succour

the tempted ( 1 Cor. x. 13) ; 14 ) to fulfil all His promises ( Heb . x .

23 ; xi . 11 ) .

The seven I amsofChrist in John : I am the Door, the Way,

the Light (to walk by) , the Bread (to strengthen in the journey) ,

the Shepherd ( for companionship) , the Life , the Resurrection

( the end of the way) .

What the sinner is without: God, Christ, hope , strength ,

remedy, faith , excuse .

First and last words of your Lord : Luke ii , 49 , Matt. xxviii .

19, Acts i . 8.

First and last words of His public ministry : (Matt. iii . 15 , John

xix . 30.

First and last words of His disciples : John i . 38, John

xxi . 21 ,

First question in the Old Testament : “ Where art thou ? "

First question in the New Testament : “ Where is he ? "

This Book tells us of ruin, redemption , regeneration, of guilt,

grace , glory.

" If Christ you know , enough all else unknown,

If Christ unknown, vain though all else you learn ."

The light of Heaven is the face of Jesus ; the joy of Heaven

is the presence of Jesus ; the melody of Heaven is the name

played by the Vatican in its assumption that India is a

Papal province to be governed from Rome, for the Holy Father

is kind enough to share responsibility with Portugal . Thus the

Pope is to appointthe Archbishop of Goa Patriarch of the Indies ,

while his Catholic Majesty of Portugal is to appoint Bishops of

Bombay, Madras, and Quilon. The solemn vastness of this

impropriety takes the sting out of its insolence . It is impossible

to regard otherwise than as a bad joke a proposal that the petty

king of a decrepit little kingdom should be permitted to usurp

the authority of the mostpowerful empire in the world , in a

portion of its dominions where the prestige of authority is above

all things necessary to the salvation of the empire. If the Pope

of Rome desires to appoint Bishops in India , he must obtain

the permission ofthe rulers of India, or , at least, be gratefully

content with silent sufferance. If foreign -appointed patriarchs

and bishops make their appearance in Bombay and Madras,

they should be politely asked to go back to Goa, or Lisbon , or

Rome, or whatever place they came from . British rule is widely

and wisely tolerant in matters of religion . But even British

tolerance has its limit ; an reached when Papal aggres

sion calls on a foreign Power to make Romanist bishops in

British provinces.
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Three Days at a Fair. Dr. Thoburn on Mr. Spurgeon.

A have beenbanding that is hierdieteiken her ini termos Tisztergowingpapeles the TheronWitness, and will ,**

N earnest band of Christians, says the Methodist Times, THE following notes by Dr. Thoburn, of Calcutta, on Mr.

The following account will be read with pleasure :-We met believe , interest many:
each evening at the coffee -house, and held a prayer meeting in Dr. Thoburn first heard Mr. Spurgeon in 1865, and again in

one of the rooms, asking God to be with us in our enterprise . 1876 and in 1880. , “ The impression made on the first occa

Then we took our stand at the most crowded entrances to the

fair . At the sound of the cornet, harmonium , and lively sing

sion , " he writes, “has never been in the slightest degree

ing, a large crowd gathered round, and one of the first to come

changed , although he is no longer equal to his former seli in

was & swing-boat man, who asked if he might sign the temper

physical ability, and his mental powerssometimesshow painful

sympathy with his increasing bodily infirmities. He is growing

ance pledge. We had plenty of lively singing, short addresses,

and testimonies. The people did listen , and many came to

prematurely old. At his present age John Wesley was in bis

very prime, with more than thirty years of vigorous work

shake hands and thank us for the words of life . ahead of him . Mr. Spurgeon began his active life too early,

The Gospel among Cheap Jacks.

and in doing so set a bad example to thousands of young

preachers, who are too willing to follow it . Preaching is hard

The second night the crowds increased, and as we told the

work, and ispeculiarly exacting upon menof a nervous tempera

old Gospel story wesaw tears stream down the cheeks of many ;

ment ; and hence young preachers should lay the foundations

and while I was explaining the meaning of the word “ whoso

of a strong physical constitution before plunging into the midst

ever, " and telling how it included publicans and prizefighters ,

of responsibilities which are too heavy forthem . It is possible,

roundaboutkeepers, shooting.gallery and show folk, and cheap

too, that Mr. Spurgeon , in his earlier days, was not always

Jacks, a tall, fine-looking man, aboutsixty years of age, shouted

wisely advised in reference to the laws of health. He is un.

out, “ I know He can save cheap Jacks, for He has saved me.

doubtedly the foremost preacher of the present generation.

Hegave the best reason that could be given ; so I said, “ Come

Other men are more learned , more polished, more eloquent,

in the ring and give us your experience.” He did so, and told

more impassioned, more broad in their views and sympathies;

A man may

how he cameto the Saviour five years ago, and what a warm

but as preachers they must all stand below him.

The first

welcome Christ gave Him, and how day by day he was kept by

be very eloquent, and yet not be a preacher at all.

the power of Christ. This inade a wonderful impression on the

time I heard Mr. Spurgeon I was more impressed by his power

crowd. He would go and spend half an hour selling his wares

to infuse a Gospel element into every part of his sermon than

and then run back and spend ten minutes with us. One very

by anything else ; and now, after more than twenty years, !

respectable man said, “ I do thank you so much ; I can trust

find his preaching of the same quality."

in Christ now . " But Saturday, the last day of the fair, will

never be forgotten by the workers. Some of us drove to the
fair, and a large butcher came out ofhis shop and said, “ You A Public -house turned into a Mission Hall,

can put your horse in my stable.” Weaccepted his very kind

offer. We took our stand in the same place, and as the crowds

JHE members of the Christian Community have lately been

of people flocked we succeeded in stopping a great many from

rushing into sin , and we had larger congregations than ever.

sion halls on their plan . At the beginning of the year they took the

hall in Old Street, opposite Mr. Bradlaugh's Hall of Science,

where a good work is going on , and the mission is a standing

a Striking Result.
protest against the anti -Christian proceedings constantly going

After the service was over a young man came to me with

on in that noted place. Amongst the meansemployed are open,

quivering lips and tears streaming down his cheeks. He said ,

air services, held opposite the hall, both Sunday morning and

“ Master, can you do anything for a rough chap like me ? "

evening, and manyof Mr. Bradlaugh's followersare among the

I said, “ Let me have a look at you, my lad." I saw drunken.

hearers, who are generally orderly and attentive.

ness and vice stamped upon his face, and said , “ No, my lad ,

The latest addition, however, is the takingof a public-house

you are beyond my power ; you are gone too far.” He burst out ,

in High Street, Poplar, which is now being transformed into

"Oh, I know I am bad, but what would I not give if I only had

mission hall, and will be ready for opening by the end of this

that joy, that peace, and power all you seem to have ? That is

month, whenevery agency likely to benefit the bodies and co

what I want. Don't you think you can help me ? "

vert the souls of the poor people resident in this crowded

No, my

lad,I can't, but I can take you to One who can , that is Jesus,

neighbourhood will be energetically brought into operation,

my Saviour. If you come toHim , He can give you all you want.

including the total abstinence movement, so that, instead of

Come and go down to the coffee -house with me.” He did so.
ruiningthebodies and

soulsof the frequenters,the" Lightof

When we arrived business was very brisk, people eating and

the world ” will be exhibited for their salvation , and many, we

drinking and laughing and chatting ; but I told the workers

trust, brought to a knowledge of the truth. The prayersof God's

that the young man wanted to give his heart to Christ. We all

people are solicited for arichblessing uponthislaudable

went down on our knees, muchto the astonishment of the land.
undertaking.

lady and her customers . One after another prayed ; the young

The expense of transforming the premises, seating and

man prayed for himself. After an explanation of the way of

furnishingthe place, with its working expenses, will be con:

salvation, he soon realized God's pardoning love, and on being

siderable , and help from sympathizers will bemost gratefully

told Christ was more powerful than the devil, to put his trust

received by the Secretary,

in Him , and not be afraid, he cried for joy , saying, “ Idon't

mind now I have found Christ; He will help me. " We all

10, Enfiel.l Road South , Kingsland , N.

retired to our homes, thanking God for giving us courage and

faith to go into the enemy's camp. I wish a tentwere provided ,80 that all fairs and races could be visited and services held . A Kentish Villago.-About eleven years ago & work com :

We should reap a large barvest of souls .

mencedin Ivy Hatch,first ina large loft,andthen inthelower

part ofmyhouse. A critical juncturehas arisenby thedecease

of my latě landlord, andthe consequent saleofthe property.

JAS. ATKINSON,

as it has a large garden in which an iron room mightbe erected

large enough to hold from one hundred 'to one hundred and

fifty . Wehave about eighty Sunday scholars, a church number

yet the amount cannot be great, as they are all agricultural

labourers , and we shall require about £150 for room , seats, & c.

If possible I should like to get the funds and room up ready for

meetings by the timewe have to turn out of here, that is in

The present owner being adverse to themeetings has givenme

Rev Thomas Richardson writes :-Our union by

noticetoleaveatMichaelmas,and there is no houseor cottage

inthe immediate neighbourhoodthatI cansecure,besides

August 1st had enrolled 245,100 members. Since we last issued

the numbers we have added 77 new members from foreign

which no landowner is willing to sell a plot of ground

parts, including Austria , Holland, Pitcairn's Island, Rome,

missionroomupon. Muchprayer has been offered, and asmall

Russia , and Sweden.

house ina villageabout a mile distant from here was offeredto

me on alease. Åfter consideration , I judged it right to secure it

The Oban Conference held last week was largelyattended ,

and accompanied with much blessing, Councillor Munro pre

sided at the children's sorvice on Monday evening, and the

young people were addressed by Dr. J. A. McFayden, of Man .

chester. On Tuesday Mr. H. F. Bowker presided, and Rev. ings. The
Christians are poor,but will do their best to help,

John Riddell, Glasgow , introduced a conference on Holiness.

In the afternoon Mrs. Alice Todd Osborne, Glasgow , gave a

Bible reading, and at night Mr. MacDougall, of Ardsheal, pre

sided over an evangelistic meeting,at which Rev.Hugh M'Intosh,

of London , author of “ The Two Banners, " was the principal five weeks time.

speaker

put a

@

G. GILLI
NGHAM

,
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Tent Work-- Dublin.

T

THOSE friends who have had the charge of tent work in

Bloomfield Avenue must have been gladdenedat the special

wavo of blessing during the past two months, and probably no

more successfulwork has ever been carried on here to reach both

Roman Catholics and Protestants.

On last evening (Friday) a special meeting had been convened

by our brother, William Grove, for men , and though many pro

phecied very few would come, the tent was fairly filled , and

Bufficient outside of both sexes to fill another tent, who heard

the Gospel. It has been a great comfort to many parents, whose

sons have, through this effort, been not only brought under the

sound of the Word, but have been lead by Divine grace to

apprehend Christ as their own Saviour, and are walking in the

Power of his risen life .

North -east London Gospel Mission .

R. and Mrs. Gerald Coultas have been conducting a very

Common branch of the above Mission. Notwithstanding the

present warm season of the year, the nightly attendance of the

poor has been good, and often large numbers have come

together, while the confessions of salvation have not been

few.

A " good -bye ” tea and rejoicing meeting washeld on Wednes

day (25th)to fittingly close the present visit ofthe evangelists.

Between the tea and the later meeting the friends conducted

an open -air service close to Bow Common Lane, the purlious

of which are notorious for their moral degradation and abound

ing temporal destitution , of which the congregation gathered

round in this ill.conditioned thoroughfare bore ample testimony.

The drunkarddrank from his quartpot, and the low girls of the

neighbourhood laugheà and mocked in the preacher's face,

while with jeers and scorn they tried to drown his voice.

The indoor meeting was cheering, for between the more set

addresses testimonies were asked and given by those either

saved or restored during the late specialmeetings. We could

not help remarking upon the terrible corroboration the still

bruised features ofonewho made & gracious confession of sal

vation bore to the tale of his past vicious and brutal course .

But we must not enlarge, but close our brief notice with stating

the evening was brought to a fitting close with & season spent

in prayer, during which some further professions of conversion

were made.

Mr. and Mrs. Coultas commenced a 'special mission at the

Walford Road Hall, Stoke Newington , which is also one of the

halls of the above mission, on Sunday last, where Christian .

workers are heartily invited to lend their assistance during the

next three weeks. The Superintendent of the mission - who

would be thankful for any fellowship towards the necessary ex

penses, is Mr. William Chorley, 2, Marquess Grove, Canonbury, N.

Bishop Taylor on the Congo.

forms:

THE following letterfrom Bishop Taylor gives an interest

heart of the Dark. Continent :

The principle of self-support is simply the principle of

equivalents in values that underlies all the commerce of the

world . In the spread of the Gospel it appears under two

First, in the experience of a missionary pioneer going among

the people who arenotprepared to appreciate the Gospel or a

Christian education as a value ; and, therefore, to get a footing

among them , he must build tents, or engage in other value

producing industry that will bring a return adequate to his

support while he is laying the foundations of Christian life and

organization, until there shall be a demand for and cheerful

support of pastoral agencyunder the principle of direct exchange

of equivalents. “ The labourer is worthy ofhis hire,” to be paid

by those who share the benefits of his labours. “ They that

preach the Gospel shall live by theGospel ” they preach. All

my missionary workers in India and South America (about one

hundred and fifty men and women) are , and were,from the

first, supported by the people they serve on principle No. 2 .

A large majority of our workers in South Central Africa, now

numbering - men , women , and children - fifty -five, all in good

health , and filled with love and zeal for God and His work, have

to begin on principle No. 1 .

Ihave supervision of the Liberia Annual Conference of the

Methodist Episcopal Church , under the jurisdiction of the

Methodist Episcopal Missionary Society, which has not fully

reached the basis of self-support; but I will (D.V.) , on my

return to Liberia in a year hence, commence a line of self

supporting missions among heathen tribes in Liberia , to become

purely self-supporting in the space of a year or a year and a

half. My stations in South Central Africa, commenced last

year with & distribution of workers, are as follows: Mamba,

back of Mayumba, two degrees south, two men and two ladies ;

Kabinda, five hours north of Congo mouth, three men ; five

stations in Angola, Loando, two men ; Dondo, three men and

two ladies ; Nhanguepepo, four men , three ladies, and fourteen

children (in school) ; Pungo Andongo , one man, wife, and

daughter ; Malange, three hundred and ninety miles inland

from Loando, three men and two ladies ; leaving ten - nine men

and one lady — to acoompany me to the Upper Congo and

Kasai.

Accordingtoinstructions from Leopold II., and the heads of

the Congo State Government in Brussels, the Administrator

General here has given usa welcome, and will convey me, my

party, and all our freights to Mataddie, eighty miles from .

Banana, whence we will (D.V.) marob by a narrow path over

the Congo Mountains, two hundred and thirty -five miles to
Stanley Pool.

Leopoldville, Stanley Pool, Africa.
WM. TAYLOR

Rest in the Lord.

H, seeker of rest, ob, weary one,

With the conscience alarmed, the soul undone,

The heart oppressed, the race unwon,

Just fainting in the strife.

Here is rest for the conscience full and free,

A rest no storms can break ,

Where sins are drowned in acrimson sea,

And eternal pardon offered thee,

For the gracious Saviour's sake.

Here is rest for the heart, whose deepest love

May with safety be all outpoured ,

ForHis merits no rapture can rise above,

And praise too high can neverprove,

When it centres on Christ, the Lord.

Here is rest for the mind, where care may die

On the promises sure and true,

Which were written by Him who outspread the sky,

And sealed by His blood, who lived to die,

And tenderly cares for you,

Here is rest for your hope,a glorious rest

In the palace of God in heaven ;

In the light of His countenance, ever blessed ,

WhereHis praise is by every tongue confessed,

Shall fulness of rest be given .

Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe. - Many who read with

profit and pleasure Mrs. Stowe's paper in our last, He's Coming

To-morrow , will be interested in the following : — " Sheis no longer

the strong woman of a few years ago," says the Boston Tran

script, “ her constant watching by the bedside of her dying

husband having pructically shattered her health , as it has

reduced the robust physical frame to merelya skeleton . For

more than eighteen months, witb scarcely an interruption ,has

the affectionate wife remained at her husband's side reading

and singing to him as he lingers through the days and nights,

waiting for the end that is not far off . Mrs. Stowe is seventy

five years of age.”

Gipsy Van and Other Travelling Children . - A few

weeks ago, at a village feast near here, there were in two old

vans, eighteen men , women, and children, and only one could

read and write. The children had never been inside a school,

and only one or two of the adults had been inside a place of

worship . There were close to my door, a few nights ago, four

well-to -do families in vans of so -called gipsies , and not one

could tell a letter. The cry of the 30,000 gipsy and van

children for education should ring loudly in the ears of our

legislators. My plans for gathering the poor children into

school are simple and easy , and to set them in motion I am

seeking powers in the “ Movable Dwellings Bill.” It is time

the benign influence of the school master and sanitary officer,

instead of the withering blight of a policeman's truncheon

came to the rescue of the poor children .

GEORGE SMITH, of Coalville.

The Cabin Crick, Rugby, August, 28.
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A verifered himself to theWesleyan

ship ; she seemed so sorry to hear them .

I asked the Bible-woman to repeat the

Ten Commandments, which she did,

especially the second, which she talked

downstairs , like & cellar, where there

stools in front of the room , out in a little

narrow street, where both men and

GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD,

A Cheering Incident. A Missionaryon a Battle Native Teachers in India .

Field .

ᎡᎬ

EV. W.J. PRICE , of Dinapore, India , THE Principal of the Christian Ver.

writes : – Recently I had
the

TR. KERRCROSS, writing from Lake

pleasure of baptizing another convert ing Institution at Dindigul reports :

from Hinduism , a Brahmin . His brother, wars that have ever been seen since the This has been one of the brightest

who has been a Christian for some six joission was opened at Bandawé. Every years in our school annals. The number

teen years , was present on the occasion , hour brought wild stories of the bloody of students was large, 56 ; a number con

and related how for many years he had work. We had great difficulty in keeping siderably in excess of our aocommodation.

prayed for his brother's conversion, that out of the quarrel. During the first day The majority of the students were men

when he first became a Christian he had Marenga suffered very much, and late at of Christian standing, eager to qualify as

urged him to becomeone too, but only to night came to us begging assistance. Was teachers, and continue their work in

be spurned away. To -day, he rejoiced he not our friend ? Had he not built us mission schools. The one or two newly.

before God that his brother had been a school ? Did he not sign the Kalata converted men were strengthened in their

brought to Christ. The convert , too , treaty, in which we offered to help him allegiance to the Master, receivedbaptism ,

before going down into the water, in a against his enemies ? He asserted one andwere entered on the Church roll as

short address gave his experience, and cause of the war was the fact that he was members.

told how he had abandoned caste , idols , despised by the other chiefs for being so All the students who left us found

and everything, and now placed his sole friendly with the white man, going to the instant employment, and the demand for

trust in Christ. This makes the eighth service every Sabbath , &c. more is unceasing; other pleasing testi

we have baptized during the past six On the third morning of the war thirty mony, too , has reached me of the

months ; we thank God, and ask for two armed men, belonging to Chigo , one estimation in which the teachers who

many more. of the greatest of the Atonga chiefs, have been trained here are held .

called at the mission, saying their chief May God add His blessing, and may

A Volunteer for Burmah .
had had his arm broken by a bullet , and He make us all worthyof the part He

wished medicine. After carefully con has assigned us in the momentous

WELL-KNOWN missionary has sidering the matter, we both agreed to go struggle going on around us.
Since the

and see the wounded chief . It was to Institution was founded in 1862, 442

Missionary Committee for work in Upper some extent a risk , as theway led right names have appeared on our admission

Burmah , feeling deeply impressed with through the battle field . We went, how. book ; nearly all are to be found in

our responsibility with regard to our new ever, believing it to be a call from God. mission schools, sowing the seed which

dependency. In writing, he says : -We The bush on every hand seemed crowded will yet ripen into harvest, and many are

were recently shown some images of with men . Every tree and shrub hid a occupying places of great trust and

Buddha, fashioned in glass, which were black armed warrior. We found the chief usefulness in various large towns of the

being sent by the hundred to the Burmese lying in a grass hut , surrounded by his Presidency. Every mission owes some

for British profit, to deepen their supersti men, who supported the disabled limb. of its teachers to this Institution .

tion withal. A month or two ago we After examining the arm, we explained

looked down into the cavernous holds of the serious nature of the case, and showed

an ocean steamer loading for Burmah , that there might be life or there might be
Out with Bible -women.

and we observed scores of cases of whisky , death in the case , and that should the
MISSMAGILL,of Hong Kong,sende

hundreds of hogsheads of beer ,thousands case go to the worst they must never to the Female Missionary Intelligence

of packs of playing -cards. Drink and
blame us. We further assured him that a veryinteresting report of visits made

gambling are terrible enough foes to if he entrusted himself to our care we with the Bible-women in that city. W

battle with in the heart of Christendom ; would do our best . The circumstances, glean the following, as throwing moeh

what must be their might amidst the their belief in witchcraft, and a dozen light on such work :In the first houseme

forces of pagandom ? It was with pardon other things , occasioned this precaution went to there was an old woman fery

able pride that Lord Palmerston once on our part . This settled , we dressed much interested . She listened so atten

replied to a deputation , “ I am a British the limb, andbound it up with splints . tively, and brought her neighbours also

tråder.” British trade is a vast, grand The bullet had struck the left arm , just to hear ; her daughter wishes to be bap:

thing, but it has much to answer for. above the elbow, and shattering the bone tized . Sam- Yan read Matthew ix. , and

Let it not be said of Christianity that, had directed its course towards the elbow. spoke about it. She is an original old

when weighed in the balances of the Before we left we offered him the mid women, and seems to put things 80

Gospel command, she also will be found room of the cottage, now empty, where plainly as to sometimes make them

wanting.
he might reside with a few of his men, and laugh. She always has prayer with them

so be constantly under our care . at the end of the visit. The following

Medical Mission in Morocco .

On the way back a messenger called us day I went out with Ti-Ku, & young

to the opposite camp, and, of course , we widow. She went to a house where one

R. KERR, writing from Morocco, had to go. All the wounded were brought old woman, nearly blind, wanted tobe

forward that we might give directions as instructed . She has been baptized, but

diary : -- I have been very busy, and am to what each should do. What a sight the rest of the house are heathen ; but

busy still. For a long time after I came, they presented ! Arms and legs broken , they all brought their work and listened

when called to a case , about a dozen of great ugly gashes , and assegai wounds. too. They asked the Bible -woman ques.

the patient's friends would be present, It was the most ghastly sight I ever saw. tiong. Ti-Ku both reads and speaks very

watching my operations, and putting all We were then surroundedby three hun . well. Miss Johnstone made arrange

minner of questions. Now, I am happy dred or four hundred armed men, and ments for her, and the other new woman ,

to say, many have faith in me-in fact, had a conference with them for upwards to attend & class at the C.M.S. house, 80

my name has become famous. When of an hour. At last we got them to agree thattheymight be taught more. At all

the Mogador called here on the 23rd of to peace, and immediately sent a messen thehouses we were very well received,

June , one of the Mocrish sailors was ger to the opposite camp. I am glad to and were asked tocome back again.The

seriously injured while in the act of dis say that in God's good providence we next day I went with 1-Ku, anew Bible

charging the cargo. I thank (God he were the means of staying the bloody woman . In the first house there was

survived the shock, and has made an affair . again one Christian ,all the others being

excellent recovery . A little after I was heathen. They were laughing and point

asked to go and see a slave who had been ing to their idols, & c., whichthey,wora

stabbed. He also has recovered well . A Disastrous Storm.--A hurri .

These two cases have given me quite a cane has recently swept through the Fiji

name , They have not seen the art of group, doing considerable damage to

surgery much practised here. A few cocoanut plantations, to crops, and to

days after I had a case of two dignitaries . buildings . The mission has come in for about to them .

One of the Sultan's Governors, about its share of disaster . Manyof the native

two days' journey from Rabat, towards churches and school - houses have en were a great many people. We set

Tangier, was very ill , and he sent for me. wrecked . The mission house at Verna

These things open the way for the and that at Rotumah have been sadly

Gospel in a very cheering manner, battered . women listened.

|

The next house was
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FOREIGN MISSION NOTES,

ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE

PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL

AMONG THE JEW3. - Established 1842.

President - W.G . HABERSHON, Esq .

The Society has upwards of 100 Agents ,who
carry the Gospel to the Jews in England, Italy ,

Germany, Austria , Russia and Turkey. The

labours of the Missionaries are supplemented by

the work of Schoolmasters and Colporteurs

Tracts and Copies of the Scriptures are circu

lated . Many Jews have, by this Bociety , been led

to believe that Jesus is the Christ. Much good

has been done among the thousands of Jews in

London by the various Agents , by the House of

Call , and by the New Mission House, with its im

portant Medical Missions .

Increased funds are urgently needed,

and will be thankfully received by the Secretary ,

Rev. J DUNLOP, at the Office ,

96 , Great Russell Street , Bloomsbury, London .

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY

-This Society circulated last year nearly 86
millions of publications in 174 languages. It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

wbich they are subscribed, and pays all its ex

penses outof Trade Funds . It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and Bailors ; has issued nearly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Missionary Bocieties,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution .

An annualsubscription of 10s . 6d , or upwards

constitutes membership, and a sum of £ 10 10s .

Lite membership. All subscribers receive copies

of the new tracts, & c .

Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries.

Rev. LEWIS BORRETT WHITE, D.D. , and

Rev. S.G. GREEN, D.D.,56 , Paternoster Row,

London , E.C.

Bishop Taylor - An interesting letter

written by this veteran missionery from

Banand will be found on another page .

Fiji .-- An appeal comes from Fiji for a

Hindu evangelist, to deal with Moslem

and Hindu immigrants.

Samoa . - Rev . A. H. Carne has been

labouring for the past few months in

Samoa with great success.

Lieut. Prince, of the Dreadnought,

has visited the British Syrian Schools, and

reports exceedingly satisfactory progress.

Gibraltar . - Miss Aimers is doing

good work amongst the soldiers on “ The

Rock ,"

Philippopolis.-Many will remem.

ber in prayer our old friend , Mr. Mun.

ford, during the present crisis in Bulgaria .

Orissa.-The Society for Promoting

Female Education in the East has now

seven Bible-women working here. They

are well received by the natives.

A Tried Veteran. - Rev. Jesse

Carey, colleague of the Fiji martyr, the

Rev. Thomas Baker, is now in this

country , after thirty-three years'absence.

South Africa . - Rev. F. Wynn, who

has been very successful as a pastor in

King William's Town, South Africa, has

been compelled to return to England on

account of ill - health .

Sarah Tucker Institution.- This

institution, at Tinnevelly , for the training

of native Bible-women and teachers, is at

present in a remarkably encouraging

state .

A Bicentenary . - The bicentenary

of the French Reformed Church at

Erlangen was celebrated last month.

The Lutheran clergy , the University, the

municipal body, the Reformed Churches

of Bavaria and of other parts of Germany

took part in the ceremonies. Professor

Hebrard, who descends from a Huguenot

family, preached, and the choir rendered

the Psalm of the Camisards, Psa. lxviii .

Palestine . - Says & report just to

hand: _ " There was no such thing as a

Bible -woman in the whole of Palestine

until about ten and half months ago.

We are greatly rejoiced at the very

marked success and blessing attending

all the Palestine Bible -women, and our

hearts are full of praise for mercies. We

look forward to increased blessing in the

future, and we ask prayer that special

grace , wisdom , and power may be given

to the Bible -women ."

A Hindu Festa .--- During the festi

vals connected with the Rath-jatra held

by the devotees of Jagganath at the

village of Searsole the missionaries at

Raniganj distributed over two hundred

books and preached incessantly . They

had the satisfaction of securing the

attention of the rajah , who ultimately

purchasedsome books, and promised to

judge of the Christian religion from its

own shastras, instead of from Brahmin

reports.

A French Anniversary. - The

other Sunday, after the ordinarymorning

service in the different churches of St.

Agrève and St. Voy, about three thousand

persons gathered together in the Sayères

Wood, where one hundred and forty years

ago their ancestors, the persecuted Hugue.

nots, assembled to worship God. Seven

pastors and evangelists spoke of the

glorious, though suffering, pastand the

present comparative religious liberty , at

thesame timeemphasizing the necessity

of the now birth ,

The Zambesi.-M. Coillard has a

last reached the Zambesi , where he hopes

to establish mission stations .

Bishop Hannington's successor

has just been appointed, being the Rev.

H. Perrott Parker, of the Gond Mission

India.

New York Prisons. — The report of

the New York Prison Mission speaks of

great encouragement during the past

year.

Shanghai. — Mrs. Stonehouse , wife of

Rev. Joseph Stonehouse , is working with

much encouragement among the native

Christian women and girls ofShanghai.

Chicago.-A Christian workers' con

vention has just been held in this city .

Accounts were given of no less than four

hundred missions in various parts of the

States.

Uganda. - The Committee of the

C.M.Š. say : -Letters are to hand from

Eastern Equatorial Africa . There is one

only from Ú -Ganda, from Mr. Ashe , dated

April 7th. Both he and Mr. Mackay were

well ; but the relations between the

mission and the king are reported as un

changed , and the work had still to be

done with the utmost caution .

General Haig is about to undertake

a journey of missionary exploration on

the shores of the Red Sea . He will in

quire into the possibilities of utilizing the

Gordon Memorial Fund for a tentative

mission at Suakim or some other port on

the African coast, and also as to the open

ings for work in Arabia in connection

with the new Aden Mission .

A Good Record .-By a sad and

strange providence, says the Church

Missionary Society Gleaner, Rev. Philip

O'Flaherty,who went out to East Africa

in 1880, and for six years safely passed

through the dangers of African travel and

of life in U-Ganda, has been taken from

us while on bis voyage home. He died in

the Red Sea on July 21st . He was in

was à fruit of the Irish Church Mission

Schools , and subsequently had many

strange adventures. In theCrimean War

his linguistic talents made him an inter

preter in the British Army. For a year

or two after that he was employed as

agent in the C.M.S. Constantinople

Mission . He was afterwards ordained in

England. He took Mtesa's envoys back

to Ú -Ganda, and there , for four years and

a half, he had a leading part in the

missionary work.

Galla Country.-In a letter dated

Mombasa, June 9th last, Rev. Thomas

Wakefield gives some particulars of the

murderous attack on the Mission Station ,

Golbanti , on the banks of the Tana, of

which telegraphic accounts have been

transmitted from Zanzibar, It took

place on the 2nd of May, at the time

when the station was occupied by Rev.

J. Houghton and his wife ail a number

of peaceful Gallas with their wives and

children . The onslaught was made with

out warning, Mrs. Houghton being the

first victim , pierced through the body by

& spear ; her husband fell next ; many of

the Gallas were killed , and several ofthe

children drowned in the river in attempt

ing to escape . This is the first time that

Masai have had the boldness to kill

Europeans. The cause of the attack is

not known , and Mr. Wakefield was about

to proceed to Gölbanti, via Limi, co

gather further information.

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF

PERSECUTED JEW8.

“ SYRIAN COLONIZATION FUND,"
Shaftesbury Memorial Fund, sanctioned by

LORD SHAFTESBURY, in aid of Jews in the Holy

Land , to enable them to obtain a livelihood , by

agricultural and other industry .

Hon . Treasurer-R . C. L. BEVAN, Esq .

Donations received by the Bankers, Messrs.

Drummond & Co., Charing Cross , 8.W .; Messrs .

Barclay , Bevan, Tritton , & Co., 54, Lombard

Street, E.C.; the Bank of England ; the Royal
Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland . Secretary - E . A. FINN.

Office - 41, Parliament St. , Westminster, S.W.

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

President - Gen . Bir A. J. LAWRENCE , K.C.B.

Sole object of the Society to spread the saving
knowledge of Christ among our soldiers . Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer , V. G. M. HOLT, Esq . , 17, Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon . Sec.;or by

the Secretary . Mr. W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.C.

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA .

-This Society is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among the children of India by means of
teachers and books. Christian literature for

adults is also provided . Reports and Papers will

be sent on application . Funds urgently needed .

Address— the Secretaries, C.V.E.B. , '7, Adam

Street, Strand , London , W.C.

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C.-European

Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 254, Native Lay

Agents 3,509. Schools 1.725. Subscriptions

urgently needed for rapidly extending work

among a thousand millions of_Heathens and

Mahommedans. Hon . Sec. , Rev. F.E. WIGRAM .

Lay Sec . , General GEORGE HUTCHIITSON.

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING

FEMALE EDUCATION IN THE

EAST.-Established in 1884 for the purpose of

affording instruction in the scriptures to women

and girls, of all ages and ranks , in Zepanas,

Harems, and Schools , in Asia and Africa .

Secretary - Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge

Road , London , S.W. Bankers - Messrs.HERRIES,

FARQUHAR , & CO ., 16, St. Tames Street ,

London , S.W.

TURKISH MISSIONS AID

SOCIETY.

President - The EARL OF ABERDEEN.

Promotes evangelistic work in Bible Lands by

means of pecuniary grants. Funds are urgently
needed that the assistancegiven may not fall

short. Secretary - Rev. T. W. BROWN , M.A. ,

7 , Adam Street, Strand , W.C.
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Notices of Books,LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS. 1

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part ofEngland , Scotland , and Wales upon due notica . Apply

THE MONTHLIES.

to Hon . Secretary, 21, Burrey Street, Strand , W.O.

From the RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY we have the Leisure

YM.C.A. , City , New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenus, Leadenhall
Hour and Sunday at Home, full of good things, Boy's Own and

Btreet ( late 61, Gracechurch Street ).- Prayermeeting each evening

6 p.m. Mission work as usual each evening at Y.M.C.A., Mission Hall,

Girl's Own Papers, bright, instructive, and amusing. Also

Bermondsey .Whitechapel, & c .

Friendly Greetings, Tract Magazine, Child's Companion, and

Christian Conferences : - ;

Cottager and Artisan . The penny biography this month is George

Evangelical Alliance . - AnnualConference, Town Hall , Ryde, I. of Whitfield .

Wight, Sept.21st to 23rd .' ( See Word and Work, Aug. 19th .)

Perth Annual Christian Conference. - City Hall, Perth , Sept.

From S. W. PARTRIDGE & Co. we have the Welcome, varied

14th to 16th. Particulars regarding lodgings, & c ., will be furnished and interesting ; Family Friend, Friendly Visitor, British Work.

by Mr. Charles Logan , 12,King Btreet, Perth , N.B. (For details see

Word and Work, July 29th. )

man , Band of Hope Review , Children's Friend , and Infant's

Salisbury Conference. - Sept . 27th to Oct. 1st . Particulars of Rev.

Magazine, all good, useful , and attractive in their own line.

EdgarN. Thwaites, Fisherton Rectory, Salisbury .

From Home Words publishing office we have the Firesiik,

British Oonference of Y.M.C. Associations. - Bristol, Sept. 7th a budget of good matter ; Home Words, Day of Days, and Church

to 10th .
Clifton Annual Christian Conference, Victoria Rooms, Clifton ,

of England Temperance Chronicle.

Bristol, October 5th to 7th.- Particulars may be obtained of Rev. Sunday Talk ,edited by W. W. Tulloch , B.D. (Nisbet & Co.),

James Ormiston,14, Arlington Villas, Clifton , Bristol. (Bee Word is well worthy of a place on thefamily table.

and Work , Aug. 19th .)
Missionary Conference , Mildmay Hall . - Oct. 5th , 6th , and 7th ,

The Anti- Infidel, edited by W. R. Bradlaugh (Snow & Co.),

(See Word and Work Aug. 5th.)

abounds in pithy and pointed refutations of sneers and

Strangers' Rest, 163, St. George's Street,Ratcliff Highway, E. - Monthly objections current amongst the lower class of sceptics.

meetingfor workers, Friday , Sept.3rd. Tea at 6. Meeting at 7. Mr.

Gawin Kirkham will give theaddress. Subject, “ Nehemiah an example

for Christian Workers." Weather permitting, an open -air meeting will

From Drummond's Tract Depôt, Stirling, come four coloured

be held outside the Rest at 6.30 .

sheets of Sunday school reward cards, with texts on Bible Love,

Exeter Hell Evangelistic Choir . - Ladies and gentlemen (Christian Bible Help, Bible Leading, and Bible Gladness. Exceedingly

workers) desirous of assisting at the forthcoming mission in the above
choir are invited to apply to the hon . sec ., Mr. Harridine, Exetor Hall,

cheap and pretty, they are admirably suited for use in the

Children's Special Service Mission . - Seaside Services. - Mr. G. Sunday school.

Banaster, in the yacht Kingfisher, at Rhyl; Mr. A. E.Bellingham , at Bread of Life Picture Leaflets. By C. H. Spurgeon . - Passmore

Llandudno; Mr. E. Arrowsmith , at Scarborough till Sept. 5th , after & Alabaster ,

wards at North Berwick ; Mr. J. Spiers, at Redcar ; Mr. E. Salisbury ,

at Weymouth, till Sept. 12th; Mr. W.F. Seagrove,at St. Leonardsand

These neatly got up leaflets, full of precious truth, will be

Hastings ; Messrs. H.M.Trickett, A. V. Graco,and C. F. Harford Bat warmly welcomed and widely circulated by tract distributors.

tersby, at Eastbourne ; Rev. H. C.Sturdy and Mr. T. Hurrel!, at Mar Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

gate ; Rev. 8. L. Dixon and Mr. F. Pitts, at Worthing : Mr. H. G.

Harris, ' at Weston- super-Mare ; Mr. Walter Huckett, Exmouth , Aug.

the publishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48, PaternosterRow,

1st to first week in Sept. ; Mr. H. B. Claxton ,at Penzance ; Mr. G. S. London, E.C., post free, for the published price. Full cash

Woodward, at New Quay, Cornwall ; Mr. A. Haley, at Whitley, near discount for general book orders .

Newcastle-on -Tyne.
Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall.-- Young Men's meeting, everynight at 8. Daily

prayer meeting (Saturday excepted ) , from 1 to2. "Bible lectures atthedaily prayer meeting by Rev. Dr. Draper, of New York, as follows: Friendless and Fallen . - New Home. Within a few

Sept. 6th, "Promiseof the Holy Spirit ;" 7th , “ Nature ofthe Baptism weeksit is anticipated that the proposed extension, especially

of the Holy Spirit ; " 8th "The Holy Spirit in reference to Believers ;

9th, " The Holy Spirit in reference to the Impenitent ; " 10th, “ Grieve

in the interest of friendless, virtuous girls , will be completed.

not the Spirit .

Building operations are being pushed forward with all possible

Clapton BallerAlkham Road 2CazenoverRoad,Upper Clapton . -Mr. speed, and no time will belost in furnishing, so that before

winter really setsin it is hoped that the Homewill be open for

Youths' Institute , Old Pyo Street, Westminster ( " One

Mission ).- Prayer meeting, every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30 . Con

the reception of waifs and strays rescued from dangerous

ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.30 to8 . surroundings by missionary effort. The primary object is to

Evangelistio Mission (Onder the direction Russe ! Aurditch ) . win the reclaimed for Christ by all possiblemeans, and towards

Kilburn Hall, Kilburn Gate (not Town Hall ).- Mr. G. F. Assiter,

Bun ., at 7 p.m .; Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

tiis end I should be very thankful to any Christian friendswho

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. G. Hucklesby, Bun., 7 p.m .. will send gifts of Scriptural wall texts, suitable for the ball,

and Thurs., at 8.

where Gospel services are to be held, classroom , dormitories,

Dalston Hall, 105, Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. Bailey, Sun. , 7 p.m.' ; and other rooms, Gifts of Bibles, hymn-books, and suitable

Thurg ., 8 p.m.

Bignold Hall, Bignold Road , Station Road, Forest Gsto.-Mr. library books will be also acceptable. Parcels containing such

$ . Trounce, Sun., 7p.m.

gifts should be marked in addition to the address , “ For the New

The Tent, Field Road , Forest Gate : Mr. Abraham Wallis, Sun. , at Preventive Home. "

3 p.m.and 8 p.m. ; week -nights, except Sat., Mr. W. Grove ( special

mission ), at 8 p.m.

EDWARD W. THOMAS.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith Offices : 200, Euston Road, London, N.W.

Road .-- Sun ., at 8p.m. , and 7 p.m. , and Thurs., 8 p.m.
Bridgwater and Mr. Williams. - The honoured name

Ilfracombe .---Special services on the beach . Dr. Popham and others ,

Sun.andWed., 8 p.m. Christian workers invited to assist .

of George Williams is well known to our readers as that of one

Zenana and MedicalMission School and dome, 58 , 80. George's

of our foremost men in Christianwork, andthe originator of the

Rond, 8.W. - Bible reading with Prayer every Saturday at noon ,at Y.M.C.A. Mr. Williams gave his heart to the Saviour when an

which Miss Nugent and Mrs. Orchard kindly preside.
apprentice in Bridgwater, nearlyfifty years ago,and it wasin

that town that he commenced his career ofChristian usefulness.

It is nowproposedto raise there an international memorialto

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

the founder of the Y.M.C.A., to take theformof a good ball,

Sept. 5th - Josh . iv . 1-13 Sept. 8th - Josh . vi, 6–19 and suitable premises for the Bridgwater branch of the Y.M.C.A.,

6th - Josh. iv . 14-24
9th - Josh . vi. 20-27

which is doing a noble and growingwork ,and stands greatly in

7th - Josh . v. 10-15 ;
10th-Josh, vii . 1-13

need of increasedaccommodation. A splendid corner site in

vi . 1-5
11th-Josh. vii. 16-26

the centre ofthetown has been secured at very moderate cost,

and Mr. J. F. Fawckner, of Newport, who is kindly

acting as honorary architect, has prepared plans for a

Donations Received .

convenient andhandsome building, which is estimated to

cost rather over four thousand pounds, including site.

WILKINSOX Jews ( N. T. Fund) .
£ 8. d .

“ I will them freely ”

0 17 0

CHOLERA ATBARI.

DIMN88 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE89 are fequenti

• For the Master's sake

caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles.

Th. Rac. Dr.Oror.ner, St.

Miss G.

0 5 0 Joseph's College,Dumfries , writes :_ " ( cannot describe the comfort !

Bournemouth

0 5 0 derivefroa ,coc use ofyour glassos,both byday and algbt. i fod no pain

WARSCUAWSKI'S JEWS' MISSION .
orwearinessas Iused to; and Ihave

taken to reading dookol hadputadde

A, M , B ,

100 astootrying for
theeyes on account of the smallness ofthetyp

e. Thelato

MISSFARMAR .

Sir JuliusBenedictwrote : - " Ihave tried the principalopticians in London

E. B.

0 100 without success,butthe spectaclesyoubave adapted suit admirably :66

clearness of your glasses as compare iwith others isreallysurprising.

The Rev. R. H. Bayaes, M.A., Hon.

C goa Worcester Cathedral,

feel strong already. I only regret I did not know of your exceeding allwritei: _ The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire, sofmyall

Southend Medical Mission.-We learn that the new

mission specially built for the Christian Medical Mission , under
BONDSTREET, wiontifically adapto his IMPROVED «PB TACLES

the superintendence of Bishop Gregg, was opened on Friday to assistand strengthen the weakest. sighto. Damnhlenatalolatsuka
week. This medical mission is doing an excellent work. Since coatlons for the preservation of dght free. BRANCA 98.8 , Poultry

its commencement in January , 1885, over four thousand cases
5,Corporation stroot, BBMINGHAM ; and 139. Buobsnaa

have been treated .
St. Glasgow - ADVI

Tun "
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Terms for Advertisements

“ Word and Work."

IN

Situations and Appointments.

WANTED immediately, Bible-woman, 35

to 40. Experienced Christian ; true to theChurch

of England ; active, good health . Write full
particulars, salaryexpected, to

Vicar of Wealdstone, Harrow .This Papor baving a large and increasing cir .

culation amongst Christiansofall denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements.

Situations, &c.

WANTED a good Plain Cook. Will any
lady recommend a thoroughly

trustworthy
person between 80 and 40, an abstainer, who can

cook and manage well for a small household ?

wages £25, including washing money .
Address Lady Ootton , Woodcot, Dorking.VACANT OR WANTED.

Apartments-Houses

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS.

The Terms are very moderate, viz.: Miscel

laneous in small Type, 28. 6d. for 30 words, and

6d . for every additional line of 8 words or

under . A reduction for a series of six Insertions

and apwards.

COOK.-Mr. Herbert W. Taylor requires a

good plain cook for a large but quiet family ,

strong, and active , total abstainer preferred ,
small dairy:

Apply by letter. Hadley Bourne, Barnet.

A FRENCH LADY, Parisian, age 24,

well recommended , wishes to meet with a re

engagement asGoverness to young children .

A. B. , 1 , Newington Green , London, N.

A STUDENT from Germany is desirous

of giving German conversation lessons. In Lon .

don for one year. Applybyletter, to C. D., care

of Crossley , Moir, & Co., 57 , Coleman Street, E.C.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.

AND

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women from the country or

elsewhere whilst waiting for situations,

Registry attached . Terms on application to

the Deaconess in charge of the Registry ,

ConferenceHall, Mildmay Park , N.

Book and DISPLAYED Advertisements charged

according to space occupied . FRONT PAGE, and

other special positions, by arrangement.

N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

of the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

OFFICES : 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls as Under Nurses and Under Housemaids in

Christian families. Btamped envelopes for

replies. Registry,

Conference Hall , Mildmay Park, N.

A CHRISTIAN WORKER (twenty -five

years' service ) seeks employment in the Lord's

vineyard . Reliable references. Address X. Y. 2. ,

careof A. W. Green, 7 , Serjeants' Ion , E.C.

WANTED.–Re -engagement as Nursery

Governess, or useful Companion , age22, domesti
cated , Good needlewoman . Excellent refer

A. K., 1 , Newington Green , London, N.

Spartments, ts.

BOURNEMOUTH . - A delightful Home

for Visitors and invalids at DurleyDean Mansions.

Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Koumiss treatment where desired . Pamphlete

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

cases post free for 6d . in stamps.

Address Secretary .

ences .

WANTED Re-engagement to an in valid ;

could act as amanuensis; age 50 ; salary £ 30 ;

highest references. Mrs. Mackenzie, 90 , New

ington Green Road, London , N.

WILTON HOUSE OF REST,

DEVONSHIRE ROAD , HASTINGS .

Intended for Christian Workers of all deno

minations from home and foreign fields of

service . Christians other than those wholly

supported in connection with such service are

welcome as accommodation falls vacantat slight
additional charge.

Arrangements have been made with the

London , Brighton, and South Coast Railway

Company by wbich those visiting Wilton House
may obtain Return Tickets, available for one

ILonth , from London Bridge or Victoria Stations,

at 6s. each,on presentinganorder, which must
be obtained from the Lady Superintendent, to

whom all communications are to be addressed .

AS CHAPERON, Companion to an in

valid, or Lady Housekeeper, by a widow lady,

age 40 ; fond of children, needlework, music ;

good reader and walker ; would travel ; moderate

salary ; highest references. W.K., care of Dr.

Phelps, Church End, Finchley , N.

1

WANTED first situation in good family

(Christian ), under a Lady's Maid, for a young

person of 18 ;has had experience in dressmaking.

E. G., 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED Re-engagement (after many

years' experience ) as Matron of home or school;

clergyman's daughter ; salary nominal.

Miss Moor, 93, Onslow Gardens, London , S.W.

LONDON.İNSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL,

20 , 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C.

Five minutes' walk or 1s . cab fare from Euston ,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily

reached from other stations. Patronised by

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application.

APARTMENTS suitable for a Clerk en

gaged in town during the day . Comforta ble

bearoom with use of sitting -room , close to beau

tiful country, easyof access to the City. Terms

very moderate,

as Nursery

1

WANTED re -engagement

Governess to small children ; a widow, age 40 ;
excellent references from previous places. Mrs.

Ebsworth, 14 , Wolsey Road, Mildmay Road , N.

WANTED re-engagement as Butler in &

Cbristian family ; seventeen years' personal
reference ; leaving through death in the family .

Apply S. A. 8. , 1, Newington Green, London , N.

AS HOUSEKEEPER . - Good and eco

nomical manager. Highest recommendations

from last place, where, besides other duties , she

had care of two motherless children . E. H., Eng

lish and Foreign Library, Blackheath, S.E.

WORDS OFOF LIFE.

Illustrations and Subjects taken from the

“ Pilgrim's Progress.” Specially commended to

theattention of Tract Depôts. ONE SHILLING

PER PACKET. New illustrated cards for way

side distribution ,

Educational.

Combe Down School,

Near BATH ,

Principal - MR. W. FRANKLIN.

( for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

School.)

EXHIBITIONS.

Four or more Exhibitions of the annual

value of £35 (thus reducing the school

fees to £45 or £ 40) are offered to boys

entering for the Christmas term .

Full particulars on application, which

must bemade not later than Sept. 1st.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook , Essex.

The MISSES COX and MISS CECIL receive the

Bons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteen . Termsmoderate ; Educationthorough ,

Home comforts . Special attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion , morality

and purity. The instruction given in the

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION .

HIGH-CLASS SCHOOL. Mrs. J.

STANCOMB, assisted by her daughters, resident

foreign governess, and visiting masters, receives

a limited number or young ladies. Theschool is

commended to Christian parents desiring for

their children careful instruction and training,

with domestic comforts. Large house and

garden . Elevated situation . Entire charge

taken of children from abroad. Prospectus on

application . Greystone, Yeovil.

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE .

Principal: DR. CRANAGE, M.A.

EDUCATION . - Mr. Herbert W. Taylor

receives sixsons of gentlemen into his family to

educate with his own son (thirteen years of age ).

Terms £ 60 per annum . He will have a vacancy

on Sept. 6th .

Address Hadley Bourne, Higle Barnet.

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christian

Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

terms, by applying to Rev. J.Renny, F.R.S.L. ,

Christ Church Parsonage, Cheddar. A stamped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply .

Mrs. Stacey , Stanbope Road ,

North Finchley .

SOUTHEND-ON.SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG

LADIES.
Children taken for the Summer vacation .

Terms moderate - 0 ., Office of Word and Work ,

48, Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

MARGATE . - PREPARATORY SCHOOL for

Gentlemen's Sons . A thorough education .

Christian training and home comforts. Pupils
attend University and College of Preceptors'

Exams, Resident and visiting masters.

Miss Rich , Sandringham House.
I

A LADY wishes to let two comfortable

furnished bedrooms, with or without sitting

room ,toCitygentlemen, in amost healthyand

pleasantly situated part of Blackheath ; three
minutes from the station ; referencesexchanged,

Address to J. L., care of Miss Morley, Music

Publisher, Blackbeath Village, S.E.

HOUSE TO LET, containing eight

rooms. Select neighbourhood , 8 , Bouverio Road,

Stoke Newington , N. Easy access from City .

Low Rent . For particulars applyto

Mr. J.G.Vernon , Oxford House, CollegeAvenue,

Clapton , E.

TWICKENHAM(close to the river and

rail ).-To be let or sold , oight -roomed house,

washhouse, good yard, with back entrance.

Apply to B., 12, Clarence Road , Hackney.

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. GEO .

FOSTER as an educator .

London Referee - GEORGE WILLIAM8, Esq.,

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard .

Swimming taughtthisterm .
KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .

The Avenue, Acton. - CarefulChristian training
combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years. A limited number only taken .

References permittedto parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

LONDON :

JOAN F, SHAW & CO., 48, Paternoster Row .
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THAMES CHURCH MISSION .. THE

EYRE & SPOTTISWOOD
E'S

Queen's Printers' Teacher's Bible,
INSTITUTED 1844 .

President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR.

Chairman

Capt . the HON . F. MAUDE, R.N.

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos . of Word and Work , Books , Magazines,Tracts,&c. , are most necessary ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries.
TheSecretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

Bchool Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings .
REV . H. BLOOMER, Secretary .

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E.C.

Including the “ Aids to Bible Students."

Besides a CONCORDANCE (over 40,000 refs ., with context, in bold type )-INDES

OF PERSONS, PLACES, and SUBJECTS ( 16,000 refs . ), by B.V. , & c .

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE ABOVE :

“ Christian ." _ “ More complete than any other similar uork . "

' Graphic ." — " It supersedes all the former Teacher's Bibles . "

“ Illustrated London News.” — “. Nothing can be more useful to the

Bible Student ."
“ Rock. "-" The most complete portable Bible erer submitted to Bible readers ."

“ School Guerdian ." _ “ Erery teacher should possess a copy of this Bule ." !

* Queen ." _ " We have confidence in recommending it . "

Ask for the Queen's Printers' Edition . - Prospectus post free .

Prices , from 3s.

EYRE & SPOTTISWO
ODE . Great New Street, London, E.C.

AND ALL BOORSELLERS,

Will shortly be published , PRICE 33, 60.

HOOKS AND EYES ;

Or, SENSE LINKED WITH FAITH.

BY EMILY P. LEAKEY,

Author of " Clear Shining Light, “ Miracles of Mercy," &c.

PERTH CONFERENCE.

THE ANNUAL MEETING

of the Perth Christian Conference will be held in the

CITY HALL, PERTH (D.V. ) , on Tuesday, Wednesday, and

Thursday, 14th, 15th , and 16th September next.

Information regarding Lodgings will be furnished by Mr. Charles Logan ,

12 , King Street , Perth .

Orders to be sent to Author, MISSLEAKEY, EXETER.

“ JUSTIFICA
TION

” and“SANCTIFI
CATION

.” BAGS
TER'

S
BAGSTER

'S
BIBLES.

By ROBERT BROWN,
Extra flexible, silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco, kid -lined , elastic band

With full helps. Prices from 20s.
In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band , Froin 4s.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

16. PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON .

OR

MRS. GPIMKE'S

TEXT CARDS

To be had from Mrs. GRIMKE, Prestwie .

Manchester, who likes orders sent to be

direct , or to E. KAUFMANN, 129 , Cheap

side , London , E.C. , and booksellers.

S. S. REWARD CARDS,

Floral Designs,printed in Colours. In

sheets 2d, each , or 3 sheets for 6d , per

free.

NOW READY,

BIBLE GLADNESS

18 Cards in shect.

BIBLE LEADI
NG

21 Cards in sheet.

BIBLE LOYE

32 Cards in sheet .

BIBLE HELP

32 Cards in sbest .

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

Stirling, N.B.

London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO.

BY

Author of “ Outlines of Prophetic Truth ," &c .

“ Those are two valuable little books-clear , definite, and Scriptural .
Both should have a wide circulation . " -- The Silver Morn .

LONDON : 8. W. PARTRIDGE & CO . , 9 , PATERNOSTER Row :

2.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

IRK BECK BANK

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand .
TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly

balances, when not drawn below £ 100 .

The Bank undertakes for its Customers , free of

charge , the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other

Securities and Valuables ;th Collection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends,asa Coupong ; and the pur.

chase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities.

Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .

THE BIRRBECK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, post free , on application .
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT.Manager.

TheBirkbeck Building Society'sAnnual

Receipts exceed Five Millions .

OW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

WORDS OF CHEER TO

FELLOW-WORKERS.

CONTAINING

" DIVINE FULNESS."

By Rev. CHARLES A. FOX , M.A.

“ THE CHERUBIM OF GLORY.”
By Dr. McKILLIAM.

" A LIFE ON WINGS.”

By Rev. E. W. MOORE, M.A.

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY
MISS MACPHERSON ,

Price Sixpence .

JOHN F. BHAW & Co. , 48. Paternoster Row ,

London, E.C.

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply

at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ,

29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

CONVERSION : WHAT IS IT ?

BY W. R. BRADLAUGH . Price One Penny .

Should be placed in the hands of every

anxious Inquirer .

LONDON :

Joux Sxow & Co. , E , Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row .

MONTH , with immediate possession , either for

Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the

Office of theBIRKBECKFREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

as above.

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars,

on application.

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

SMALL BOOKS

GEORGE F. TRENCH.

CURE OF DEAFNESS.

FURNITURE.-NORMAN &

STACEY'S BIRE-PURCHASE SYSTEM com

mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary ,
It combines real economy op sound commercial

principles, with strictly private arrangements,
without the objectionable formalities of

dealers and others. Payments can extend over

1, 2, or 8 years. The 60 wholesale firms embrace

the best manufacturers , who bave large stocks

for selection . Intending purchasers should call

personally , or send for particulars. - Offices, 79,
Queen Victoria St. , E.C. , and 121 , Pall Mall.8. W.

GOD IN GOVERNMENT :

OR, THE CHRISTIAN'S RELATION
TO THE STATE.

Price Fourpence .

NOISES IN THE EARS.
Rev. E. J.SILVERTON invites sufferers to perd

for his book showing the disease and the means

of cure .
Post free 61.; French edition, 2s ,

with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London. Free col

sultationsdaily.

WALKING WITH GOD.

In Enamel Wrapper, price Twopence.

TOOT
H

- ACHETHE BENIGHTED TRAVELLER .

Tinted Paper, price One Penny .
CURED INSTANTLY BY

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.

Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds.

* DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED."

Sir,-My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness

increases. A man here who has been deaf

Forty years has had his hearing restored by it.

J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch .

Ls. 1d. per Bottle, Free by Post for 14 stamps , from

@dwin J. Orchard , Chemist, Salisbury .

“ ALL THINGS NEW ."

In Wrapper, price One Penny.
BUNTER

'S

NER
VIN

E
.

LOxdon :

JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, Paternoster Row ,E.O.

1s . 13d, of all

Chemists.

London : J. F. SxAw & Co. , 48 , Paternoster Row , E.O.
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PERTH CONFERENCE.

EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE CONFERENCE.

THE ANNUAL MEETING

of the Perth Christian Conference will be held in the

CITY HALL, PERTH (D.V.) , on Tuesday, Wednesday, and

Thursday, 14th, 15th , and 16th September next .

Information regarding Lodgings will be furnished by Mr. Charles Logan ,

12 , King Street, Perth .

RYDE , Sept. 21st to 23rd .

The following, among others, bave engaged to give adresses and take

part in the proceedings : The Venerable Archdeacon Richardson , Revs .

J. G. Gregory , Dr. Murray Mitchell, Dr. D. MacEwan , Dr. John Stoughton,

Principal Brown, Principal Angus , Dr. J. A. Wylie , E. E. Jenkins, and

A. M. W. Christopher ; the Right Rev. Bishop Cheetham , General Sir

Ribert Phayre, Sir W. McArthur, and General Carr Tate .
Programme and further particulars may be had from the Recretaries of the

Evangelical Alliance, 7. ADAM STREET. STRAND, Lovpon, W.C.

FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN .

THE NEW PREVENTIVE HOME .

In a few weeks this extension will be COMPLETED and OPENED

to receive REALLY FRIENDLESS GIRLS in their teens.

DONATIONS towards the BUILDING FUND and FURNISHING are

still GREATLY NEEDED..

Messrs. John F. Shaw & Co., 48, Paternoster Row, E.C. , will

receive donations,

EDWARD W. THOMAS,

Office — 200, Euston Road, London, N.W.

Scripture Readers' Society THAMES CHURCH MISSION

for Jreland.

INSTITUTED 1844.

President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR.

Chairman -

Capt. the HON . F. MAUDE, R.N.
ESTABLISHED 182 2 .

President

His GI LORD PLUNKET, Archbishop of Dublin .

Ofñces

27, Lower Pembroke Street, Dublin ;

9 , Paternoster Row, and 337, Strand , London .

Full particulars, Reports, & c ., can be obtained post free on application
to the Becretary, CAPT. JAS . KEARNEY WHITE .

Friends will please notice the exact title , “ Scripture Readers ' Society

for Ireland," and not " Irish Scripture Readers' Socitty."

Object-To win Souls ,for Christ .

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .

The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos . of Word and Work , Books, Magazines, Tracts , &c . , are most necessary ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries.

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

School Room, Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

REV . H. BLOOMER, Eecretary .

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S

Queen's Printers ' Teacher's Bible,

THE Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

Established in 1834, for the purpose ot affording instruction in the

Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,
Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary, Miss WEBB, 267 , Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.

Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16, St. James Street ,
London , S.W.

Including the “ Aids to Bible Students."

Besides a CONCORDANCE (over 40,000 refs . , with contert , in bold type) - INDEX

OF PERSONS, PLACES, and SUBJECTS ( 16.000 refs . ), by B.V., & c.

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE ABOVE :

Christian ." - "* More complete than any other similarwork."

** Graphic." " It supersedes all the former Teacher's Bibles ."
“ Illustrated London News." - " Nothing can be more useful to the

Bible Student,"

• Rock ." - " The most complete portable Bible ever submitted to Bible readers."

“School Guardian ." - ". Every teacher should possess a copy of this Bible .'

" Queen .” — " Wehave confidence in recommending it .'

Ask for the Queen's Printers' Edition . - Prospectus post free .

Prices, from 38.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE ,GreatNew Street, London, E.C,
BOOKSELLERS

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.

Extra flexible, silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco , kid - lined , elastic band .
With full helps. Prices from 20s .

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band . From 48.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

16 , PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON .

WORD AND WORK will be sent by the Publisher: Post free to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Months for 08.10d .
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By Dr. H. SINCLAIR PATERSON . Published by Messrs. HATCHARD.

FAITH AND UNFAITH .

THEIR CLAIMS AND CONFLICTS.

Crown 8vo , cloth extra, 3s. Cd .

" Clear and forcible in style and expression , masterly in grasp of thought,

and trenchant in argument, these lectures on present-day aspects of un

belief will be simply invaluable in the help they will render to intelligent

young men andothers whohave become entangled in the meshes of
modern doubt.' " - Literary World .

CHRIST AND CRITICISM ;

OR, THE WITNESSES EXAMINED AND CROSS-EXAMINED.

Cloth limp, 1s.

" These lectures certainly form one of the ablest of all the contributions to
the literature of the evidences that have been made in recent years. A

better bookto place in the hands of a thoughtful sceptic it would be hard to

name." - Christian Leader .

" IN DEFENCE. '

THE FOURFOLD LIFE.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 58 .

" Dr. Paterson defends our holy faith . He is a divine of remarkable

powers in the direction of Christian defence; and , indeed , in most other

forms of holy service he is a man of renown . ” - Sword and Trovel.

WORKS BY BISHOP OXENDEN.

1. SHORT COMMENTS ON ST. MATTHEW

AND ST. MARK.

For Family Worship . Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d . Just published .

2. TOUCHSTONES ;

Or , Christian Graces and Characterg Tested .

Fcap. 8vo , cloth , 2s . 61.

3. THE EARNEST CHURCHMAN ;

Or, Why I am a Member of theChurch of Eogland ,

10th Thousand . Fcap. 8vo, 2s.6d.

4. SHORT LECTURES ON THE

SUNDAY GOSPELS.

ADVENT TO EASTER. 17th Thousand . Fcap. 8vo , 2s. 60. ;

EASTER TO ADVENT. 16th Thousand. | morocco, 7s. each .

5. THE PARABLES OF OUR LORD.

35th Thousand . Feap. 8vo, large type, cloth , 33.

6. THE PATHWAY OF SAFETY ;

Or , Counsels to the Awakened .

291st Thousand . Fcap. 8vo, large type, 23. 6d .

Cheap Edition , ls.

7. THE CHRISTIAN LIFE .

47th Thousand, Fcap. 8vo, large type , 2s.6d .

Cheap Edition , 1s.

8. PORTRAITS FROM THE BIBLE . Two Volumes,

OLD TESTAMENT. 37th. Thousand . Fcap. 8vo, cloth , 2s. 61. each

NEW TESTAMENT. 25th Thousand , )

9. OUR CHURCH AND HER SERVICES.

31st Thousand . Fcap . 8vo, large type, cloth, 23. ,6d .

10. COTTAGE SERMONS ; or, Plain Words

to the Poor.

12th Thousand. Fcap . 8vo, cloth , 23. 6d ,

11 , COTTAGE READINGS.

7th Thousand . Fcap. 8vo , cloth , 2s.6d .

By Rev. ADOLPH SAPHIR, D.D.

THE HIDDEN LIFE .

THOUGHTS ON COMMUNION WITH GOD.

New Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth , 58 .

" Full of rich , pure thought, and characterized by an earnestness and

power of expression seldom met with . " --Glasgow Herald .

FOUND BY THE GOOD SHEPHERD.

BIBLE RECORDS OF CONVERSION .

New Edition, Tenth Thousand, cloth, 3s. 60.

“ I know no work like it on the subject.” — D . L. Moody.

OUR LIFE-DAY.

THOUGHTS ON JOHN IX. 4. " I Must Work the Works of Him

that Sent Me. "

Crown 8vo , cloth extra , 3s . 6d .

" A more seasonable book could hardly be supposed. It is a treasury of

happy and helpful thoughts .” — Edinburgh Daily Review ,

BY THE AUTHOR OF THE “ PEEP OF DAY."

By Rev. C. H. WALLER, M.A.

EYERY-DAY LIFE ;

OR, THE UNEVENTFUL JOURNEY.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 38. 6d.

“ Intense has been our enjoyment of the deep spiritual thought con
tained in this volume. " - Sword and Trowel.

" WHEN YE PRAY ;

OR , LESSONS ON PRAYER .

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s . 60.

" Truly original, and both scholarly and evangelical." - The Christian .

By Mrs. PENNEFATHER.

SONGS OF THE PILGRIM LAND.

THE PEEP OF DAY.

579th Thousand . 27 Illustrations. 60 , 1s . 2d , 25. , and 29. 61,

STREAKS OF LIGHT.

54th Thousand. 62 Illustrations. ls . 6d ., 23. 6d ., and 33.

LINE UPON LINE. Two Parts.

Part I. 312th Thousand. 30 Illustrations. Is . 4d , 28. 6d ., and 3.

Part II . 246th Thousand , 30 Illustrations. 19. 4d . , 2s.6d , and as

PRECEPT UPON PRECEPT.

48th Thousand , 68 Illustrations. 1s . 6d . , 2s. 61., and 3 .
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A Universalist preacher once found his way into a

VEILED UNIVERSALISM .

new settlement, and at some length expounded

his opinions to the settlers . One shrewd listener, at

THE Rev. Henry Ward Beecher has undoubtedly the close of his address, moved that the preacher be

THE
genius of a certain kind, and he is possessed requested to return to the place from which he bad

of such a happy blend of self-esteem and impudence come, and backed bis resolution with two excellent

as lends itself most easily to the structure of smart reasons . Fixing his eye on the Universalist , he

sentences. For a long time he has occupied a fore said to him , " You see , sir, if your doctrine is false,

most position in the American pulpit , and until a few
we don't want you here ; and, if it is true , we don't need

years ago he was generally regarded as moderately you . " We leave our readers to find the moral of

orthodox. He has also, in times less favourable than

the present , stood bravely forward to contend for
Mr. Beecher is also inclined to resent any restric

human rights when he believed them to be in peril. tion on the preacher's liberty of thought. He thinks

He has made his mark so strongly on the other side it unfair that a man should suffer for a change of

of the Atlantic that a desire on this side to see and theology . Any one who alters his politics takes no

hear one so well known to fame is by no means sur harm ; why should it be otherwise with theological

prising. Therefore, although he preaches to crowded creed ? Surely a little thought would guard against

churches on the Lord's Day, and attracts fair audiences such blundering as this . If a Tory becomes a Radical,

during the week, we do not charge the multitudes who
or vice versa, he loses the support of the party he

listen to him with departure from the faith . Never
deserts , and can claim only the suffrages of the party

theless it is a sign of the growing unsettlement of he adopts . So is it in theology . If any one rejects

men's minds when we find so many ready to hear, if evangelical truth , it is monstrous for him to expect

not to applaud , open and daring attacks on some the countenance of those to whom it is still dear,

truths of Scripture hitherto received among us. Neither in theology nor in any other sphere is it yet

As an illustration of this we may refer to the veiled possible to run with the hare and hunt with the hounds.

universalism which finds itself somehow so frequently

in Mr. Beecher's discourses, and which occasionally

manifests itself by sneering reflections on the injustice
EARTHQUAKES IN DIVERS PLACES.

of eternal punishment. It is never difficult, when E bave a distinct recollection of the attempt

one desires to do so, to mock at Scripture . The
made by a modern historian to trace a con

blasphemy of Ingersol does not lack wit. Sacred nection between earthquakes and superstition . He

themes, when conscience is asleep , are convenient specially pointed out that the two countriesin Europe,

enough to the foolish jester. But , after all is done Italy and Spain, in which they are most frequent and

the thoughts of God revealed in the Bible are alone destructive, are the lands in which priestly power

permanent and true . The doom of man is neither found scope for early exercise , and gained the

what he may be disposed to desire , nor is it what strongest hold on the fears and imaginations of man

he may chance to deem fitting ; it is determined only kind . Like similar generalizations founded on in

by the decree of God. Whether we acknowledge sufficient data, the connection is not so apparent to

the justice of that decree or deny it, there it stande, day as it was twenty -five years ago to Mr. Buckle .

andin due time its rightness will be fully apparent. But the effect of this singular convulsion of nature

One thing is certain, that God commands sinners , on the human race is everywhere what it has always

WF
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been . When the earth forgets its stability and that endured such contradiction of sinners against

heaves for a moment like a billow of the ocean , men Himself, lest ye be wearied ard faint in your mind."

lose their wits in terror and their confidence in the For, though He were a Son, yet learned He obedience

solid firmness of the world is shaken to its centre .
by the things which He suffered .

Repetition only intensifies the panic , and familiarity, But, apart from this imitation of Christ , there

instead of breeding contempt, always increases the are at least two reasons why afflictions conduce

horror and alarm . to glory. Under the guidance of the Spirit , they

Perhaps one reason for the dread which earthquakes ( 1 ) serve to wean us from the world, and they

inspire is to be found in the suddenness of the ruin ( 2) lead us to seek for gladness in God. Pros

they bring and our inability either to discover the perity endears the possessions of this world, and

cause or to shield ourselves against its action . For, makes us loth to leave them. Success and security

notwithstanding the numerous observations made blind us to the fickleness and falseness of temporal

during the present century and the various theories wealth. Health fills the frame with vigour, and gives

which havebeen mooted , there is no certain knowledge zest to all the energies of labour, and makes the world

as yet of the real origin of these strange movements
a happy home . Friends surround us with their

of the earth's crust . fellowship, and in their sweet society we find a

We trust we are not superstitious , and certainly we
precious peace . We do not say that these things are

do not wish to be alarmists, yet recent earthquakes sinful;we do say that they are ensnaring. By these we

in almost every part of the globe forcibly remind us
are in danger of being earth - bound . So when the

that among the signs to precede His coming our Lord rorth wind comes, and with its cold cutting breath

spoke of " great earthquakes in divers places." Some withers the gourds under which we have found rest ,

of our contemporaries, from a purely secular aspect, thenrecognising the perishable,discovering the transi

spoke of the convulsion in America, whereby Charles- toriness of earthlycomforts,we cease toput our trust

ton was overthrown , as the greatest in extent ever

known . And assuredly , when

in men , and we cease to say to the gold , “ Thou art

we read of these our confidence .” By the sorrows of life we are taught

destructive catastrophes, now in New Zealand , then

in the Mediterranean , and now again in Northern loosened from the earth. Depend upon it , it is no

the vanity of the creature , and our affections are

America, we may safely assert that they occur in
easy task to free ourselves from the entanglements of

divers places. Far be it from us to find an absolute
the creature which prevent us from worshipping the

and specific fulfilment of the prophecy in these
Creator . Just as in a forest the heavens are hid by

destructive events ; nevertheless, when taken in the glory of the summer foliage, and anon revealed by

connection with the tendencies of the times and the

attitude of nations, they ought to engender thought

the withering blast of winter, so the nearness, and

and encourage preparedness of mindand heart for conspire to exclude the “unseen.” But whena blight

presence , and apparent permanence of earthy joys

the revelation of God's Son from heaven. comes and , despoiled of our comforts, we stand in

bitter loneliness , then our hearts turn , questioningly

" SWEET ARE THE USES OF ADVERSITY." at least, if not yearningly, to that “ better part which

shall never be taken away.”

UR study of spiritual statements concerning

OUR

affliction prepares us for understanding the While we seek our portion in this far country we

design manifest in its operation . " It worketh

become forgetful of our Father. Living among men ,

out for us an eternal weight of glory." Now, this we seek their sympathy and help unmindful of our God.

cannot mean that it procureth or purchaseth our

We forego the inestimable privileges of fellowship

inheritance . We know that Christ hath already

with God in cultivating so eagerly communication with

secured for all His people a right to mansions in His

our fellows . But by and bydeath removes from our

Father's house, and Hehath gone to prepare a place feel that every earthly affection is but the entrance

side one or another of our mortal companions ; we

for them. The Christian's reward is of grace, not of

debt . All the immunities and privileges of the New

for a great affliction , and in our enforced solitude we

Jerusalem become ours through our spiritual union

think of, if we do not seek, the unchanging and

with Christ. Begotten by Him through the Word of

eternal God,

truth we are heirs of God. Still , when we consider

the nature of the glory that is to be revealed , I think
PURPOSE OF DISCIPLINE.

we shall find that there is a sense in which our afflic ORROW is of itself powerless for good, but when

tions may aid in its attainment . That glory will we find its sweet uses we appreciate

consist in likeness to Christ . “ Beloved , now are we Sanctified trials strengthen our sensibilities. God's

the sons of God , and it doth not yet appear what we chastening enlarges human capacities. We know not

shall be , but we know that when He appeareth we the hidden possibilities of delight inGodthat exist in

shall be like Him . " Therefore , as Christ was in the the new nature until God, by theploughshare of

world, so must we be in the world . Consider Him adversity, hath laid them bare. As in excavating &

SOT
its value.
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A Stupendous Fact.

1.

well the wider and deeper we dig it will contain the

more, so in preparing vessels of honour for the

Master's use every blow of the mallet and every stroke
BY EDWARD O. GUERRANT, D.D.

of the graver fits them for a higher place . As the “ Who His own self bare our sins in His own body on thetree. that we, being

skilled workman can so operate upon a mass of iron
dead to sins. should live unw righteousness : by whose stripes yo wero
healed ” ( 1 Pet. ii . 24 ) .

that it shall become worth its weight in gold , so we,

submitting ourselves to thewise discipline ofGod, THE most stupendous fact in this universe is the

Christ. If this fact could

discover, as He proceeds , that our light affliction
be successfully disputed, it would leave the world

worketh for us a far more exceeding and eternal not only without a salvation and a Saviour, but with

weight of glory. out a hope.

That which is of little value in the mine becomes of
Out of Christ , God is a consuming fire . No nation

great value when human labour and thought have
of people without a knowledge of Jesus Christ ever

been expended upon it ; who shall estimate the value
had a Saviour or a reasonable hope of salvation. It

is only in this death of Christ that any sensible man

of our lowly humanity when it hath been fully sub can ever hope to meet God in peace .

jected to the action of Divine wisdom, and energy, If God is not a myth, if the soul is not a sentiment,

and love ?
it is lost without His atonement.

Touching this action of affliction, Samuel Clarke , in
If He did not bear my sins, I must do it myself. If

the preface to his Martyrology , writes so graphically ,

so , then I am lost, for God's law reads, “ The soul

that sinneth , it shall die," and I know I have sinned .

that we take the liberty of quoting his words : Now, the magnitude of this mighty fact will become

Stars shine brightest in the darkest night ; torches are better more apparent when we consider

for the beating ; grapes come not to the proof till they come to

the press ; spices smell sweetest when pounded; young trees

root thefaster for shaking; vines are the better for bleeding ;
Tuho is Jesus Christ ?

gold looks the brighter for scouring ; glow -worms glisten best in If this Word of God teaches anything concerning

the dark ; juniper smells sweetest in th fire : pomander

becomes most fragrant from chafing ; the palm tree proves the

Him, plainly , it teaches that He is Divine, that He is

better for pressing; camomile the more you tread it the more you God. " I and My Father are one," said He.

spread it . Such is the condition of all God's children:: they are Is God eternal ? So is Jesus Christ.

most triumphant when most tempted ; most glorious when most Is God almighty ? So is Jesus Christ.

afflicted ; most in God's favourwhen least in man's esteem . As Is God all-wise ? So is Jesus Christ.

their conflicts so their conquests ; as their tribulations so their

triumphs. True salamanders, they live best in the furnace of
Is God infinitely holy ? So is Jesus Christ.

persecution ; so that heavy afflictions are the best benefactors In every attribute of His character He is God. He

to heavenly affections. Where afflictions hang heaviest corrup claimed all God's powers, and exercised all God's

tions hang loosest, and graco that is hid in nature , as rose prerogatives.

leaves in sweetwater, is most fragrant when the fire of affliction

is put under it to distil it out.
Can God open blind eyes ? So did Jesus Christ .

Can God unstop deaf ears ? So did Jesus Christ.

Can God loose dumb tongues ? So did Jesus

God's own Treasure.
Christ .

Can God raise the dead ? So did Jesus Christ.

“ We are as water spilt upon the ground, which cannot be gathered up
again " (2 Sam . xiv . 14 ). “ In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was

" Unto you that fearMyname shall the Sun of Righteousness rise with heal

ing in His wings" (Mal. iv . 2 ) .
with God , and the Word was God .”

CHEN night was dark and stars were clear
This Word is Jesus Christ.

WHENdew-drop nestled in a rose
,

Now let us inquire

Which loved to yield a sweet repose,

Nor ever dreamed that grief was near. CUho are IMe?

But through the vale with fearful sound Among all the manifold works of this almighty Being,

A cold wind crept in cruel quest. we are among the humblest.

He snatched my treasure from my breast,

And dashed it ruthless to the ground.
The angels are above us ; the archangels, and

cherubim , and seraphim , and it may be ten thousand

Oh, aching void ! Oh , voiceless pain !

I I bow my weary head
orders of glorious beings, are above us . There is nothing

groan ,

Above the dust where lies my dead ,
below us, that we know of, but the brutes that

Ne'er to be gathered up again. perish.

Yet as I mourn , a still, small voice
We inhabit one of the smallest of His myriads of

Stealsto my heart, and makes it swell worlds .

With hope that all will yet be well, We are among the weakest and frailest of His crea

That, though I weep, I may rejoice . tures. Many of the beasts are larger and stronger

It whispers : “Whatthough wet weeds twine, and longer lived. The trees we plant will wave over

And night winds sigh around the grave , our forgotten dust . We live in a world that is

Remember Jesus came to save,
under the curse , that was drowned once for sin , and

The night must pass, the morn must shine.
will be burned at last, to cleapse this universe from

“ Soon shall thy Sun's all-powerful beam
the blot . So far as weknow, we are the only sinners

Break through the night, and pierce the tomb

Where lie His jewels wrapped in gloom

out of hell , the only rebels, except the demons . So

Death's worthless dust, as mortals deem.
far as we know, we are the most miserable world , and

'Twill bear them up on golden wing,
the most corrupt people in His universe . He says

To gem the diadem Divine,
Himself, “ The human heart is deceitful above all

* For they are Mine, and they shall shine things , and desperately wicked .” He says the carnal

My treasure,' saith their Heavenly King ." mind is enmity against God, is not subject to His law ,

A, B. MACKAY. and He tells us that there is none good ,no, not one.

3
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Now put these two together. This almighty Being, the whip smote Thee ; where the thorns pricked Thee; where

this very God, infinitely blessed and glorious, DIED :
the nails and spear pierced Thee. O, blessed Son of God,

here is grace indeed! Unspeakable riches of grace . Unthought-of

died for what ? riches of grace. Grace to make angels wonder. Grace to

The Just for the Unjusi.
make sinners happy. Grace to astonish devila.

And what will become of those who trample under foot this

Died to save heaven full of angels ? No. To save a Son of God ?

universe of pure spirits ? No, no! But died for this Yes, it was all of grace ! That alone explains the

miserable , sinful race of men who “ hated Him with death of Jesus . That alone could ever have procured

out a cause," and whose bloody hands put Him to a it ! In that is the highest demonstration of His

cruel and ignominious death. If this universe ever Godhead.

witnessed such a spectacle as that , God has left no Nobody but a God would ever have done that.

record of it, in creation, providence, or grace. The

Such was His zeal for God ,
angels never heard of the like, for we are told they And such His love for you,

" desire to look into it," and understand this sublime He freely undertook

" mystery of godliness.” They proclaimed this to be What angels could not do.

the highest glory of God.
His mighty deeds of love and grace

All words exceed , all thoughts surpass.

Man's Cruelty .

Now the symbol of that mighty sacrifice of love is

Says Dr. Guthrie : An ancient historian tells the cross .

us that, at the siege of Babylon , Darius condemned He might have come and died some other death ;

to the cross three thousand captives. Another relates so far as we know, He might have died any other death.

how , when Alexander inflicted long-threatened ven But this death was to illustrate at once and for ever

geance upon Tyre, he crucified two thousand the awful justice and infinite love of God. He deter

prisoners ; and that crosses stood on her bloody mined to magnify God's law and make it honourable,

shores thicker than ship -masts in her crowded while He left nothing undone to " show to the ages to

harbour."
come” what a God could do and suffer for love. So

And when the Roman let fly his eagles against He chose the cross, the most ignominious and most

Jerusalem , Titus gave them crosses enough ; so that cruel of deaths .

wood was lacking for crosses , and crosses were want

ing for bodies. The Cross of Shame.

Yet bad Babylon's, and Tyre's, and Jerusalem's ,
Cicero, in his oration against Verres, said , “ Cruci

all these crosses been raisedto save you , and on each fixion was the most horrid and cruel punishment,

crossof that forest, not aman,
butadying ange?; citizen,

butalsofrom his eyes,and evenhisthoughts."

which must be far, not only from the bodyof a Roman

hung ; yea, had all heaven been crucified, here is

greater love, a greater spectacle — God's eternal Son

Richter, a learned German physician , has shown that

dying on the cross for His sinful subjects !
the tortures of crucifixion are indeed indescribable.

The very apprehension of it made the best and bravest

Che Wondrous Reasan .
of men , even God's Son, “ sweat, as it were, great

Now, what explanation can you give for this ? Sup- drops of blood .”

pose you heard it now ,for the first time, what would But that cross whereon “ He bore our sins " has

you say induced God'sSon to die for us ? Could you passed from a symbol of shame to one of glory.

give a reason ? No. It could not be for sin, for He On that cross our debt was paid .

knew no sin . It could not be for self- interest, for He On that cross God was reconciled .

was supremely and eternally independent of us.
On that cross the world was saved .

It was in no way demanded by justice ; for the On that cross God's love received its highest

law demanded our punishment , not His. The wisest
illustration , and God's law its noblest vindication.

of pagan philosophers could not find a solid reason No wonder Paul exclaimed, “God forbid that I

for such an act on God's part. Now, why did this should glory, save in the cross of our Lord Jesus

Sovereign of the skies die for such miserable sinners ? Christ.'

God only can answer. Symbols of Love.

Hear Him : “ For God so loved the world , that He
These symbols of that mighty love are here before

gave His only begotten Son , that whosoever believeth
us to-day. When we behold them , we remember

in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life .” who He was, who we are , and what He did and suffered

That is thereason—the only , the Divine and eternal

cause of this stupendous act of God .

for us. In these symbols of His bloody death we

read our text : “Ho bare our sins in His own body

all of Grace. on the tree. " “ Our sins." He had none of His own.

It was love - sovereign, eternal, unmerited, dis He was holy, harmless, undefiled, and separate from

interested love ! So Paul says , “ God commendeth His
sinners. They were our sins "-yoursand mine ;

love toward us, in that , while we were yetsinners, sins against His law and His love .

Christ died for us." It was that love we call grace These sins Hebore ; bore their awful punishment

the “ free, unmerited love and favour of God." This ,
in His dying body and sorrowful soul ;bore their

and this alone, can ever explain this mighty mystery .
awful weight untilHis loving heart broke beneath the

So Bunyan exclaims :
mighty load ; bore their bitter sting untilHis piteous

0, Thou Son of the Blessed, what grace was manifested in

cry went up to God, “ Eloi, Eloi, Lama, Sabacthani."

Thy condescension ! Grace brought Thee down from heaven. And Hebore them away for ever from us; bore them

Grace stripped Thee of Thy glory . Grace made Thee poor and into “ the land of forgetfulness,"wherewe shall meet

despicable. Grace made Thee bear such burdens of sin , buch them no more for ever. This is the meaning of our

burdens of sorrow, such burdens of God's curse, as are un

speakable.

text to all who love Him , who believe in Him .

O , Son of God , grace was in all Thy tears ; grace came
Ou sins are gone ; gone for1,800 years, gonefor

bubbling outof Thy side with Thy blood ; grace came forth with ever ! He borethemall ; borethemaway; bore

every word out of Thy sweet mouth . Grace came out where them for love,

1
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The Darkening Future. In Memoriam .

Samuel Morley , Esq.

,

THE measure

Present-day Thoughts.

BY REV . JOHN E. LINNELL.

T can only be a question of time - special legislation, or

the evil day — but, like a flood that has long been chafing

behind resisting barriers, the will of the democracy must,

sooner or later, sweep away all restraining laws, and leave

Europe, for a time at least, overwhelmed with anarchy.

The leaven has been hidden in the meal , the spirit of

“ socialism ” has got into the people, and will work on , more

or less steadily, till the inevitable has been reached, and the

powers that are, with the powers that would be, come into

bloody collision .

Conditions are daily becoming more favourable for the

growth of revolutionary ideas. As the arm of the law is

ever lengthening itself to meddle and interfere with the

petty details of private life, it is becoming proportionately

weak to resist those powers of mischief whose aim it is to

destroy all existing national institutions.

Then party spirit bas so far strengthened itself, at the

expense of patriotism , that few are the statesmen who would

not befound ready to sacrifice country for party.

But it is to the poverty of the working classes that wemust

chiefly look for the strength of socialism . Were work plenti

tiful and food abundant,the unprincipled demagogues who

now influence these to such a fearful extent would agitate

in vain. Their appeals, however, are just calculated to go

home to the hearts of hungry men who, though they them

selves might patiently endure the pinching pangs of want,

can scarcely be expected to be patient when wives and

children are starving. Our own British roads are covered

with working men , who tramp from factory to factory, and

from foundry to foundry, to find every door closed against

them . What must thepoor creatures do when winter brings

its frost and snow , to make more miserable with cold their

already wretched lot ?

Some good people are asking if nothing can be done to

remedy the present state of things. Nothing, it is to be

feared, will be done. If public works are suggested, there

is immediately a cry from the propertied classes against any

additional expenditure that might increase rates and taxes.

Might the Gospel be received in spirit , as well as in word ,

men would bear their ills more bravely till God should give

happier times. But even in our own land there is a grow

ing antipathy to the Gospel. Popular impatience of restraint

extends beyond the laws of men, and refuses obedience to the

laws ofGod. “ NoGod ," “ no hereafter," are recognised articles

in every socialist's creed on the Continent, while most of our

leading socialists, as also by far the greater part of their

followers, are atheists too. Terror must not make us turn

aside from steadily contemplating the things that may so soon
in

the words of the Master Himself, “ Watch ye, therefore, and

pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all

these things that shall come to pass and to stand before the

Son of Man ."

As for that idea , that the Lord Jesus mustnecessarily come

and fetch away His Church ere last-day troubles shall break

on the earth it may be very comforting to timid souls,

but is it, after all , most fanciful or most Scriptural ? If

Scriptural , what and where are the Scriptures that expressly

state it ? Are they in the Old Testament, or in the New ?

If coming events shall leave it to be seen that those who held

it possessed the truth, so much the better (from one point of

view ) for those who shall have escaped the storin ; but if

events once more should falsify the predictions of those who

shall have prophesied peace, happy still will be those who

shall have watched and prayed always for escape, according

to the Master's command .

Pavenham Vicarage, Bedford .

THE universal regret felt when the noble Earl of Shaftes

bury was called from earth is in some

paralleled to -day, when we have to announce , with deepest

sorrow , the death of Samuel Morley, Esq. , who indeed , as a

commoner, occupied much the same position towards Christian

and benevolent institutions which the late Earl did as a peer.

It will be remembered that in May last Mr. Morley suffered

from a severe attack of pneumonia, since which he has

lingered on , the bulletin from time to time giving some hope of

his recovery . Being, however, in his seventy -seventh year, his

strength was not great, and during last Saturday night he had

a fainting fit, from which he never rallied ,'passing quietly away

at half-past twelve on Sunday morning.

Mr. Morley's loss will be felt by every Christian worker in

the land, of every Christian institution , with the purpose and

plans of which he felt satisfied, for he was a nobleandgenerous

helper. He was indeed , with one or two who still survive, a

prince of givers, a hearty, generous , sympathizing, yet dis

criminating helper of every real work . A shrewd business man ,

he failed not, when occasion required, to indicat : the weak

points of any enterprise ; hence he was ever a sagacious coun

sellor as well as princely helper.
The Daily News says of him :-Mr. Morley was little seen

in general society. He was a strict, though by no means a

parsimonious, economist of time , and when he was not to be

found either in Wood Street or , where he most loved to be, in

the bosom of his family, it might safely be inferred that he was

busied in some work of public utility or benevolence. Every

Lord Mayor knew him , not indeed as an evening guest, but as

one ever ready with counsel and aid at the call ofsuffering or

distress . There were few Mansion House meetings at which

he did not fill a conspicuous place , and no relief fund towhich

he was not a generous donor. Accepted as it was in the

character of a trust, Mr. Morley's wealth seems to have been

an education for him , and it may be said that he both raised

the scale and enlarged the conception of Christian giving.

From his first participation in public affairs Mr. Morley took

a deep interest in the moral welfare of the people. His own

religion , never obtruded, was never concealed, and was opera

tive in small things as in great-an expansive, humanising,and

uniting force .

The Newcastle Daily Chronicle says :-After much suffering,

Mr. Samuel Morley has at last succumbed to the illness with

which he has so long been afflicted , and thousands , or rather

tens of thousands, of Englishmen willmourn his death. There

was not a more generous, upright, or single-minded man

engaged in public life in this country. He was endowed with

large wealth, and he used it well and wisely. He occupie 1

much the same position as a commoner , to benevolent and

philanthropic institutions, that the late Lord Shaftesbury did

as a peer. Scores of charitable organizations and hundreds of

deserving men were indebted to Mr.Morley for cordial aid in

thehour of their need. He was a Liberal in politics, as much,

were kindly. Wherever there was a case of distress, suffering,

or injustice, he was moved to succour it. He would never take

any reward . Mr. Gladstone wished to make him & peer, and

other Premiers have offered to confer on him similar distinct

tions, but he preferred to remain simple Mr. Morley. He was

a shrewd man of business, and highly successful .

Marseilles.-Many of your readers will be glad to learn that

Mr. C. C. Faithfull's work in Marseilles will now be carried on

inmore convenient and suitable premises . A larger number of

sailors has been reached during this summer than in any pre

vious year , and there is need of help from the Lord's stewards

to provide for removal expenses, & c. Mr. Faithfull's address is

" Le Répos,” 40 , Quai dū Port , Marseilles, or, if more conveni

ent , remittances may be sent to the Editor of Word and Work,

or to me for transmission, and will, I know, be gladly received ,

and wisely used .
EDWARD BROWNE .

" The Rest," Wood Green, N.

Poplar . - Misfals Hall , the second hall in connection with

the East London Tract Society and Christian Mission , was

recently opened , and is well attended by the poor, being situated

near the lodging-houses, docks, and warehouses . We are sadly

in want of chairs and harmonium ,and would feel pleased if any of

your readers could help us.
GEORGE FULLER.

1 , Follett Street, Poplar, E.

BEYOND KNOWLEDGE . - I will undertake to explain to any one

the final condemnation of the wicked he will explain to me

the existence of the wicked, if he will explain why God does not

cause all those to die in the cradle of whom He foresees that,

when they grow up, they will lead a sinful life.
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The Story of St. Giles.

Will you kindly allow them to plead with your readers for

thenecessary
funds to sustain a movement

which bringsuntold

A Curious Jewish Custom .
CR friend, Mr. George Hatton , who is still , we regret to

learn , in a very weak state , has issued bis annual report THE Jewish Chroniclegives an account ofthecelebration in

- stirring story of the goodness of the Lord in connection

with the work of the St. Giles Christian Mission amongst the
the " first day of the month of Tamuz " last. " It is not fre

children , the adults, and the prisoners. The latter branch we
quently observed. It is attended to in some ozber towns wbere

have repeatedly described in these pages - suffice it now to say

there are settlements of Jews, sometimes at intervals of not less

it is growing alike in magnitude and usefulness .
than fifty , and even one hundred, years . When the population

The Sunday schools and other efiorts for the young are also
of Jerusalem was not so large as at present, the custom of bury.

remarkably vigorous and encouraging.
ing old and disused scrolls of the law, tephillin , prayer-books,

With regard to the regular miesion work the following
and mezuzoth was carried out every seven years,but of late years

paragraph is but one from many such :

the intervals have been less frequent. The last occasion when

Lihat Fruit ?
the ceremony took place in the Holy City was on the 1st of

Thank God there are evident signs all around us ! Letters
Tebeth , 5544, about two years ago .

have been received from children by teachera testifying to the

The order oi procedure which is followed on these occasions

blessedness of Sabbath school teaching, several of whom are

is of an elaborate character. The sepbarim , tephiliin, and

endeavouring to " walk the path of glory while they are young.”
the mezuzoth are placed in large earthenware jars, which sre

Several of those visiting and attending the meetings have

specialiy made for this object , whilst loose leaves from printed

become church men.bers, while last week six more gave their
books are put into sacks. An adjournment is then made to the

names in to Mr. G. Hatton for church fellowship, among them

Stamboul Synagogue, where the scrolls of the law are

being an old tradesman of the neighbourhood, who has been

temporarily deposited in the ark. They are afterwards taken

attending the mission services some two or three years. He

out , bedecked with costly mantles and adorned with crowds and

has been, doubtless , savir gly converted to God, testifying to the

other appurtenances. A procession is then formed , and, escorted

fact at the meetings, and engaging in prayer. Another man

by a band of music, the sepharim are borne by the Rabbis

and wile, abstainers for years , occasionally attending a place
through the streets of the city. The place of burial is a large

oi worship, yet kirdness manifested to their children , he told

pit at one of the extremities of the old cemetery . Here the

me, led him to come to our adult meetings. Some months ago,

sepharim are uncovered, and, having been placed into the

God's Holy Spirit had been at work with him , and now he is

earthenware jars, they and the other articles are reverently

one of ourmost valued helpers, and his testimony is unwaver
dropped into the pit. The day is kept as a general holiday by

ing before those with whom he formerly lived . Evidently, from
the Jews, and all business is suspended. This programme was

conversation held , he is hungeringandthirsting after righteous.

carried out with little variation last month. The Stambon!

ness and trueknowledge ; having to work at an infidel's sbop,he

Synagogue in which the preliminary proceedings took place, was

is letting his light shine brightly. He deserves to be in better
filled to its utmost capacity. The privilege of opening the ark

ataosphere, yet bere God can make use of his influence

and carrying the sepharim in the synagogue is eagerly sought

and example.

after, and, according to the old customs, these mtizrotli are sold.

In these touching wordsthe report concludes :- Amongst

In the subsequent street procession the scrolls were carried

the teeming population of St. Giles, amongst the falling and

under a canopy, on each side of which men walked with lighted

the fallen , amongst those who know'not God and care not for

candles. On leaving the city gate, the Reader ofiered up & prayer

Him, the wondrous story of His grace is being told out in the

for the Sultan and the Governor of Jerusalem , the Rabbis, and

mission chapel and branches, at the street corner , and from
the friends of Palestine, at home as well as abroad . Order was

house to house. The precious seed is being sown, and His
kept by the police.

Word shall not return to Him void. Happy those who thus

This custom of burying Hebrew MSS. and printed matter is

serve ; happy also those who further the service. The battle is
very ancient, and has its origin in a feeling of reverence for

the Lord's, but to His people has He left it to find the supplies.
everything containing the name of the Almighty. It is also

Well may those in the fore-front of the conflict call upon us to
thought to be a preventive of drought.

" s send on the supports May He incline the heartsof many

to give , largely and liberally, in aid of a mission He has been

pleased so greatly to bless ; to give towards the rescue of the
slaves of crime , the reduction of the criminal army , to give Holiday Homes for Poor Children.

towards the vigorous prosecution of the missionary campaign

FORin St. Giles . In his great and continued weakness , Mr.

10R a good many years the Committee of the Ragged

School Union have been wont to transfer some of the

Hatton , whose strength has been soungrudgingly and unweary enfeebled children of the local schools and mission centres

ingly spent in this service, trustfully expects that the Lord's from the close atmosphere of the London courtto the health

people everywhere will right royally forward those supplies of giving air of the country .

funds so urgently wanted, and for which he himself is unable Begun originally in a desultory way, mainly through the

to plead as aforetime . The report may be had of Mr. George private liberality of good Lord Shaftesbury, it has of late years

Hatton, 4 , Ampton Street , Regent Square, W.C.
greatly developed, and this summer , if the necessary funds

are forthcoming, not less than one thousand weaklings will

Strangers' Rest, Ratcliff Highway.

enjoy the benefit of at least a fortnight's change,

six hundred

0

N Friday evening last the usual monthly workers' meeting At first the children were all boarded out amongstthe villagers,

was held at the Strangers' Rest, Ratcliff Highway. An but it was soon found thatseparate homeswould be preferable

open - air meeting was held outside the Rest, several hymns for a portion of the children ,as bath and special dietary

being sung, and a few earnest words of Gospel invitation

addressed to an atteniive crowd. The workers ' meeting

arrangements could be ensured,with personal influencesof

the best kind. Whilst using, therefore, largely, carefully

was presided over by Mr. R. C. Morgan. Mr. G. Kırkhamchose selected cottages, the committee have opened threeseparate

as bis subject, “ Nehemiah , an example for Christian workers,” "HolidayHomes "inrural places about thirty miles from

which he worked out under eight heads. He spoke of Nehemiah's London , the last one, in the hop district, consistingof anold

purpose , his patriotism , and his piety. It was his piety that fashioned cottage, embosomed in flowers, being kindly offered,

gave flameto his patriotism , and belped him to carry out his ready furnished, and free of rent, for the benefit of the poor

purpose. which was that of building the wall round Jerusalem . children. Space is also reserved for the benefit of the elder

The speaker dwelt also upon Nehemiah's prayerfulness, and scholars, manyof whom ,thoughyoung in years, areoldin

then showed how his principles, expressed in the law of purity toil, and have in not a few instancesnever before enjoyed two

and of the Sabbath, harmonized with his practice. Nehemiah's consecutivedays' outing . The Homes,moreover, are usefulto

plans were adapted to the needs of the people, for, rather than a limited extent all through the winter,tomeetspecial

wait until the temple was finished , the people were gathered of convalescence which are constantly occurringamongstthe

together “ into the street that was before the water gate, " and one hundred and ninety affiliated Ragged schools, with their

there Ezra the priest read to them out of the law, and there aggregate of fifty thousand scholars. The committeeare thus

they worsbipped the God of heaven. Christian workers were permitted to share with others in this holiday scheme, and as

tben reminded of the perseverance of Nehemiah. In spite of they work solely through the localschoolsand teachers,whobear

ridicule , talk, lying threats, and discouragements, this noble part of the cost, there is no danger of overlapping.

hearted, this whole -hearted man laboured on until the wall was

rebuilt and his work completed.

In a few closing words Mr. Morgan expressed his belief in good to the entire community ?

the possibility of a speedy return of the Lord. The hymn, Contributions will be thankfully acknowledged by

" Eternity is drawingnigh, " was then sung, and the meeting JOHN KIRK, Secretary.

The Ragget School Union , Exeter Hall, Strand,

as against

last year.

cases

closed with prayer.
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A Remarkable Story. George Müller's Institutions.

A generalis knownbranch, thescripturalKnowledge Instit

THE following stirring letter appears in Toilers of the Deep
Homes

to my mind, in the enclosed letter from a gentleman who has
tution includes other and important branches. These are by

begged me to conceal his name . I shall not soon forget the himself described as the School , Bible, Missionary, and Tract

pleasant half-hour spent in his company when he recently called
Funds .

upon me , for his face told the same tale as his conversation, and
The School Fund.

proclaimed him a very humble- minded follower of our blessed 1. To assist day schools , Sunday schools, and adult schools , in

Master, Christ . At the close of our interview he knelt upon the which instruction is given upon Scriptural principles, and, as

office floor and said, “ O God , I thank Thee that Thou hast en far as the Lord may give the means, supply us with suitable

abled me ' both to will and to do' of Thy good pleasure and hast teachers, and in other respects make our path plain, to establish

sent me here to-day just in time to relieve Thy servant's schools of this kind.

anxieties." a . By day schools taught, upon Scriptural principles, we

The whole story is a remarkable one , and gives renewed understand those in which the teachers are believers—where

emphasis to the text, “ It is better to trust in the Lord than to the way of salvation is Scripturally pointed out , and in which

put confidence in man .” This gentleman heard the story of the no instruction is given opposed to the principles of the Gospel .

mission at a drawing-room meeting in the spring, and had During the past year thirty- seven such day schools have been

cherished ever sidce the wish to which he has now been enabled entirely supported by the funds of the institution.

to give effect . Given by a lady who left no stone unturned to b . Sunday schools, in which the teachers are believers, and

ensure success, and held in one of the wealthiest quarters of the in which the Holy Scriptures alone are the foundation of in .

metropolis, yet thatdrawing-room meeting was in some respects struction, are such only as the institution supports or assists ;

a fiasco. Two well-known philanthropists, who were expected, forwe consider it unscriptural that persons who do not profess

failed to put in an appearance at all , and the guests who attended to know the Lord themselves should be engaged in giving

lost the opportunity of contributing at the time, through some religious instruction to others. At present there are twenty

misunderstanding as to the collection. The hostess was much nine Sunday schools connected with the institution which are

disappointed and distressed , but we urged upon her that having entirely supported by its funds.

done her utmost beforehand the result must be left with Him

whose work she had sought to aid , and who controls the hearts
fruit Granted.

of all . Special prayer was made that God would awaken in May I request the reader to pause a few moments ? One

those who had been present a desire to help the mission by their hundred and one thousand two hundred and ninety- six souls

contributions, and now He has most abundantly answered, and have been brought under habitual instruction in the things of

from a totally unexpected quarter. To Him be all the praise . God in these schools, and many attended them for five, six ,

E. J. MATHER, Director. seven , and eight years. How great has been the blessing !

The letter referred to is as follows : -I now enclose cheque But far more than this is the fact, namely, that thousands

value £ 2,300, in accordance with the estimate which you gave have thus been brought to the true knowledge of our Lord

me as the cost of a mission vessel completely equipped for sea.
Jesus Christ. We have had years when fifty and sixty even

In doing so I would repeat my earnest desire that arrangements in one school were converted in the course of a twelvemonth .

of somekind should be made which should as far as possible Whilst travelling on my missionary journeys in twenty -four

guard against the possibility of this vessel ever getting into
different countries, I met again and again with persons who

the hands of any who do not hold and preach the Gospel of a were converted in our schools, and I have received many letters

full, free, and present salvation through simple faith in the from happy Christians, who owed their knowledge of the Lord

finished work of the Lord Jesus Christ. Jesus entirely to the instruction they received in them . We

I also specially desire that Christians (i e . , true believers therefore go on joyfully in this service, being assured that all

in Jesus), lay and clerical , of all denominations, may be free the fruit we have seen already is but little in comparison with

to preach the Gospel in this vessel so long as they do so
what we shall see in the day of Christ.

without putting forward any views which may be called The Wuord of God.
distinctly " sectarian ," and avoid proselytising. The main

2. The second object of this institution is to circulate the

object of the mission being to win souls to Christ, and not Holy Scriptures.

merely to a section of His Church , I doubt not that there will
We sell Bibles and Testaments to poor persons at reduced

be no difficulty in this respect . prices ; or, if the cases be found suitable, give them away alto

Now with regard to letting my name be known as the gether gratuitously.

donor of this vessel , I would only ask you to bear in mind
Our particular aim in circulating the Holy Scriptures is to

Matt. vi . 1–4 , and to refrain from mentioning my name either seek out the very poorest of the poor, through visits from house

in the press or on the platform ; but in answer to bona fide to house, in order to find out the need of the Holy Scriptures ,

private inquiries (not for publication ) you may use your own and to supply persons either entirely gratis or on the payment

discretion . The less I hear of it the better I shall be pleased. of a small amount. With this we specially combine the fur

ThatGod may bless you and the work in which you are nishing aged persons with copies in large type, a point of great

engaged, and that He may be pleased to accept this vessel as moment, as the smallness of type, even where a copy ofthe

a thankoffering from one to whom He has shown so much Bible is possessed , will keep many aged persons from reading

undeserved goodness, is the earnest prayer of
it, and also because Bibles printed in large type are, up to this

present day, expensive, considering the means of the poor.

We have been greatly assisted in these efforts to search out the

most needy persons, destitute of the Holy Scriptures, by many

The Training Ships.- The annual inspection of the servants of Christ, who in England , Scotland, Ireland, Italy,

Chichester and Arethusa training ships, which are under the Spain , Nova Scotia , Canada, British Guiana, the East Indies,

management of the National Refuges for Homeless and Australia , Africa , China, &c . , have sought to circulate God's

Destitute Children Institution , was held recently, and holy Word .

a large body of ladies and gentlemen, including the Earl of The number of Bibles, New Testaments, and portions of the

Jersey, Lord Leigh, Admiral Buckle, and Col. Grant, visited Holy Scriptures which has been circulated from May 26th ,

the vessels, which lie in the Thames off Greenhithe . The 1885, to May 26th , 1886, is as follows:

visitors left town by special train, and after luncheon had been 9,865 Bibles have been sold .

served on board , a long liet of prizes, consisting of watches, 408 Bibles have been given away.

medals, and books, was gone through . Subsequently Mr. 135,111 New Testaments have been sold .

William Williams, the Secretary, addressed those assembled , 2,020 New Testaments have been given away.

and remarked that the ships had been in existence for forty 62 Copies of the Psalms have been sold .

years, and during that time, without reference to the simple 876 Other small portions of the Holy Scriptures have

education of the poor of St. Giles , ten thousand children had
been sold .

been admitted into the homes and on the ships of the And 900 portions of the Holy Scriptures have been given

institution. When the work was commenced therewas only away .

one training ship on the Thames , and now eleven had been set The Missionary Fund .

in operation . The Earl of Jersey, as the new President, 3. The third object of the institution is to aid missionary

addressed the lads in kindly terms, and reminded them that a efforts.

large number of people were interested in iheir welfare, and During the past year one hundred and forty -four lalcuros in

closely watched their progress, looking forward to their future Word and doctrine,in various parts of the world (including

with every hope and confidence. China, the East Indies, Singapore a nd Penong, Feyrt, Ceztial
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Africa,Australia, SouthHobridos,British Guiana,Spain,France, I Missionaries for Madagascar.

ON

jectured. It is true that in the eleventh century there was

Asia , and that this, as well as other Turkish tribes, were con

verted by the Nestorians is shown by reports of Christian

missionaries of the thirteenth century, and by Marco Polo's

reports ; but till now there was no certain proofof all these

sayings, and the inscriptions now deciphered show that, indeed,

not later than the eightb century, for the oldest inscription

the Nestorians succeeded in converting Turkish populations

from Semirjetsche belongs to thebeginningofthe ninthcentury,

workers in the English countries), were assisted by the £5,368 N

178. 10. spent on missionary operations.
held at Lower Clapton Congregational Church in connec.

With regard to these one hundred and forty -four preachers of tion with the departure for Madagascar of the followingmission.

the Word, invarious parts of the world,I have tostate that aries , who are being sent out by the London Missionary

they are not the missionaries of the Scriptural Knowledge Society : Rev. J. Richardson and Mrs. Richardson, Rev. E. H.

Institution, nor do we bind ourselves to give them a stated Stribling and Mrs. Stribling , Rev. J. Flockhart and Mrs. Flock.

salary , for this would lead them out of the position of simple hart, Rev. J. H. Haile and Mrs. Haile, Rev. A. W. Wilson, Mr.

dependence upon God for their temporal supplies; but when J. G. Mackay and Mrs. Mackay, and Miss Fredoux. the latter

we hear of any man ofGod labouring for the Lord in the Word , being the grand -daughter of the late Dr. Moffat. There was a

whether in a more public or private way, either at home or large attendance .

abroad , who is not connected with any society, nor in the way Rev. WARDLAW THOMPSON, in introducing the missionaries,

of receiving a regular salary, and who seems to us to stand in said that oflate the missionary staff on the island had been

need of help, and is working in such a spirit as that, with a fewer than it had been for years previously. Those who were

good conscience, acting in the fear of God, we could help him there were overburdened with work , and the question with the

with the means with which donors entrust us, we are glad to society was what were they to do ? The answer was that they

Assist such a one . must fill up the vacancies as soon as they could get the men,

The Tract Fund.
and they must appeal to the churches to find the means. Two

4. Thefourth object of the institution is the circulation of missionaries would go out in the spring. They had that night

such publications as may be calculated, with the blessing of aband of six others, but these would only fill up the vacancies .

God, to benefit both believers and unbelievers. As it respects
Mr. Richardson , who had been in the island before , would again

tracts for unbelievers, we specially aim at the diffusion of such have much to do with the great normal school in the island in

as contain the truths of the Gospelclearly and simply expressed ; which they trained the native teachers , who in their turn taught

and,as it regards publications for believers, we desire to circu
the native children . In one province alone one hundred

late such as may be instrumental in directing their minds to thousand children were being educated . Mr. and Mrs. Strib

those truths which , in these last days, are more especially
ling, who had also been on the island before , were going to quite

needed, or which have been particularly lost sight of, and may a distinct kind of work in the north . Mr. Haile, who went out

lead believers to return to the written Word of God.
as amedical missionary, and Mr. Flockhart and Mr. Mackay

The Orphans.

would be superintendents of districts , and Mr. Wilson would be

5. The fifth object of the institution is to board, clothe, and

stationed at the capital . The society had also found it neces.

Scripturally educate destitute children who have lost both

sary to employ lady missionaries, in order to get at the women

in their homes, and Mies Fredoux was going out.

parents by death . The missionaries then severally addressed the audience, each

It is quite true that my heart was affected by the deplorable of them speaking of the spirit in which he had taken up the

physical condition in which I saw destitute orphans, before I

began to care for them , but a higher motive by far actuated me

work, andasking for the prayers of the Church.

than merely seeking to benefit their health.

It is further true that I had a desire to benefit the orphans

by seeking to educate them ; but I aimed at far more than

Early Christianity in Asia.

this .
HE Vossische Zeitung says : - At the beginning of this year a

When I began the orphan work, I aimed from the beginning

at the salvation of the children. To make them see their lost

Fergana, west of the Chinese frontieratKuldja and north-east

and ruined condition by nature, through instructing them in

ofKokand, which is of great interest to historians and Orier

the Word of God, and to lead them to put their trust in the

talists . It was near the ruins ofa fortress called Burana, buil

Lord Jesus Christ for salvation , was my aim ; and God has

of bricks , and situated on the spursof theAlexander Mountain

given us the joy of seeing thousands of them brought to believe

chain, that Dr. Porjakow found two old decayed graveyards

in Him, so that few institutions, perhaps, have been more abun.

with numerous gravestones, many of which bore a cross and

dantly blessed in this respect than the orphan houses on Ashley

other chiselled inscriptions. They couldnot be deciphered on

Down have been ; yet even this was not the primary object I

the spot, both characters and language appearing to be quite

unknown.

bad in view when I began to care for poor destitute children

The Catholic missionaries in Kuldja believed the

bereaved of both parents by death ; but in carrying on this

characters to be Nigurian, while the lama of the Kalmueks

work, simply through the instrumentality of prayer and faith ,

believedhe recognised in one of the inscriptionsthe Buddhist

without applying to any humanbeing for help , my great desire

form of prayer, om ma hom . It was determined to take several

was that it might be seen that nowin the nineteenth century

tombstones, fourteen photographs, and eightratherimperfect

God is still the living God, and that now ,as well as thousands

copies of the inscriptions to St. Petersburg, where they were

of years ago, Helistens to the prayers of His children , and helps

handed to the Councillor of the State , Chwolson, who soon

those who trust in Him .

declared the character tobeSyriac-Nestorian. Itwas difficult

In all the twenty-four countries through which I travelled

to decipher, for , besides the ageand decay of the stones and

during the past elevenyears of mymissionary service number

inscriptions, they contained new italics notusualin Old Syriac,

less instances came before me of the benefit which our orphan

andalsoquiteforeignletters,probably taken from the Arabian

institution has been in this respect, not only in making men of

alphabet, and, very unexpectedly, some Turkish wordsand

the world see the reality of the things of God and by converting

proper names . This having been found out,the deciphering

them , but especially by leading the children of God more abun.

proceeded rapidly, and Professor Chwolson sentareport tothe

dantly to give themselves to prayer, and by strengthening their

RoyalAcademyof Sciences in St.Petersburg.Theinscriptions

faith . Far beyond what I at first expected to accomplish the

have primarily a paleographic interest,and arefurther remark:

Lord has been pleased to give to me. But what I have seen , as

able on account of their peculiar grammatical formsandturns

the fruit of my labour in this way, may not be the thousandth

ofspeech. Theyalso give the animals' names ofthe twelve

part of what I shall see when the Lord Jesus comes again , as

years' cycle ofthe Mongolians,Chinese,and Turks in their

day by day, for fifty years, I have earnestly laboured , in be

original form , whereas these nameswere' hitherto onlyknown

lieving prayer, that God would be pleased most abundantly to

from
an Arabic translation. But their historical value is still

bless this service in the way I have stated .

greater, for they prove theearlyspreadofChristianityin

We have judged it well to give theseextracts, believing that

Eastern Asia by the Nestorians, which was hitherto only com:

the work of this venerable servant of God is regarded with deep

interest, and that many are not fully aware of the variety of

alreadynews of the conversionto Christianity of a migher

operation. We trust what we have culled will but lead many

and the latest to the middle of the fourteenth century

Turkishrace livingnorth -east ofKuldja, whosekings

to secure and peruse this wonderful record of faith in God as

governed alargekingdom ,andwhose power probablygaverife

the Hearer of prayer.

to thelegendofthe government of the high priestJohannes is

Upper Tooting.-- Tent services have beenheld here the last

five weeks, resulting in much blessing. Believers have been

revived , sinners awakened, and not a few , we trust, savingly

converted to God. The Gospel has been faithfully proclaimed

by preachers from the Evangelization Society, and on two

occasions by Lord Radstock. The meetings have been well

attended throughouc, probably 1337

1

1
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Jewish Refuges.
A Hint for Personal Work.

TE

THE following may prove suggestive. We believe much

WRI

TRITING with regard to the workof the Society for the

more might be donein the way of personal invitation.

Some time ago, a man residing in one of our cities was deeply

Relief of Persecuted Jews, Mr. E. A. Finn (Secretary),

impressed and grieved by seeing multitudes who neglected

says :-Many poor refugees from persecution in foreign lands

public worship, and he determined to make the effort to induce

have located themselves in East London this year. An applica

tion was made to us on behalf of

some ofthese to frequent the house of God. It required some

& respectable married

little effort at first, but he overcame his timidity. One Lord's

couple, lately arrived, and in such utter destitution that, when

Day evening he went forth with his holy purpose, and meeting

we went to examine into their need , it was found that the only

a young man who did not appear to be on hisway to a place of

food they had that day was one pennyworth of bones for the

four.

worship, he respectfully addressed him, got into conversation

with him , and persuaded the stranger to accompany him to

In Jerusalem , our visitor (a many years' resident , and an

worship, and, as an inducement, offered him a seat in his own

excellent Christian person ) found four persons, whosesole pro

vision for dinner on the Sabbath day (when all Jews will provide,

pew . Succeeding in this case, he was emboldened and

encouraged to proceed in this line of Christian activity and

asa religious duty,the best meal oftheweek ) was an orange and

usefulness. And now, mark what a blessed result : he was the

a bit of bread. A gentleman wholately visited Jerusalem was

means of leading one hundred young men to become stated

delighted to find some Jews busily atwork on the land at our

attendants at the sanctuary, many of whom have become truly

“ Abraham's Vineyard, " which he found in beautiful condition,

converted to God.

both people and land being well cared for by our Superintendent,

A minister of the Gospel mentioned this at one of his prayer

a Hebrew Christian. We desire to “ plant out " the men as

meetings, when the idea was caught up bysomepersons present,

they are trained, and suitable land for their settlement has been

offered to us.

who at once said , “ How admirable a plan this is for doing

good ! ” A little association was immediately formed , called the

Active persecution continues in Russia and elsewhere. The

* Invitation Society. " In sixteen months two hundred persons

Times recently reported a bad outbreak of popular hostility to

were persuaded by eight or ten of its agents no longer to forsake

the Jews in a district of Russia, where the " blood accusation

the assembling of themselves in the house of prayer. One of

hasbeen made pretext for violence to Jews and destruction of

those agents, an earnest Christian in humble life , devoted

their property. These incidents are much the same as others

But few are
which have occurred within the last five years.

himself to this work, and was the means of bringing forty to

hear the Word of Life.

reported in the newspapers, for the Jews are afraid of provoking

ill-will. But they make them known among themselves in

order that relief may be obtained from their brethren here and

elsewhere. The office is at 41 , Parliament Street , S.W.

Young Women and the Colonies.

T to

JHE Colonial and Missionary Council of the Young The Poor in Florence.

known that they have a band of ladies, who correspond with

thebranches of the Y.W.C.A. in the Colonies, and whowill A

FRIEND sends the following account of an interesting

gladly give letters of introduction to any respectable young

meeting in Florence :---One Wednesday afternoon Mr.

woman going out,if she will communicate with the Secretary of

McDougall, well known as the Treasurer of the Free Christian

the Colonial and Missionary Branch, 316, Regent Street, W.

Church ofItaly, took the writer to the Protestant church on

The ladies desire to extend the work, as they hear with thank

the Via dei Benci , in which the Waldensian and the free churches

fulness of the valuable aid given by the Association to many

have been holding union services for a few years. There were

who need friendly counsel and a temporary home on their

assembled in it, perhaps, one hundred and fifty Italian men,

arrival in a strange land.

women , and children : a most needy-looking gathering . Sin was

The following letter from Sydney, N.S.W. , has been sent us :

not so prominent a feature as misfortune. I have been rarely

" The committee of the Y.W.C.A. in Sydney are prepared to

80 moved with pity as when my eyes rested upon the poor

receive at the Institute of the Association , Loma House, Wyn.

creatures in San Jacobo, many of whom were engaged in a

yard Square, any governesses or young persons employed in

double conflict, against the “wolf at the door," and the "wolf

houses of business, coming out with thoroughly good credentials;
in sheep's clothing

and should there not be room to receive them at Loma House,

There was a regular service, with an appropriate and lim

owing to the somewhat limited accommodation there, the passioned Gospel serinonfrom a native pastor. It was touching

general secretary or the matron will gladly undertake to find to see a responsive tear glisten in manyan eye in the audience.

respectable lodgings for the new arrivals, and to do their best Now and then audible assent was given to some declaration of

to find situations for them , and to give them such help and Divine goodness. In the singing all joined heartily. Poor

friendly counsel as they may need .

souls , they were rejoicing in their liberty after many years of
“ There are, however, some matters offact and suggestion to spiritual bondage. At the close of the service all cameforward

which the committee deem it essential to draw the attention,

and received broad and meat tickets , which would be honoured

both of those who are desirous to go out to the Colony, and of

by certain butchers and bakers for the amount specified on

those who, feeling an interest in sucb, have to give advice on

them . The kind liberality of some friends of Italian evangeliza

the subject.

tion had secured this weekly distribution .

“ 1. It is not to be assumed as by any means easy, or a matter

of course, to obtain a situation such as may be desired . It,

indeed, often happens that some time elapses before the desired

situation can be found . It is, therefore, well to be prepared to Paris Young Men's Christian Association .

do something in the meanwhile to earn a living, and this can

be donewithout detriment toultimately obtaining the desired A importantire,Tast night,the commencementofa new regime

N important 160

employment.
" 2. With regard to governesses, employment in Sydney can , of that institution. Mr. George Williams, president of the

as a rule, be obtained only by those who are highly educated, National Council of Y.M.C.A.'s of England, gave an interesting

and specially qualified. But there is a greater demand in the and practical address upon the working of the societies in

country, where governesses are much needed, and where such England, and gave several instances which had come under his

situations generally afford comfortable homes, though not personal notice. He was pleased to see efforts were being

always in respect of living, of a style equal to that which is made to adhere and to work according to the true basis of

usual in the towns. It is well also that a governess in the Christian effort which had been laid down by the first Council,

country should be prepared, on an emergency, to make herself namely, the salvation of young men by individual effort on the

otherwise and generally useful.

part of the members and daily Christian work . Mr. H. H.

“ 3. Salaries givento governesses in the colony are, asa Skepper, president of the Anglo-American branch in Paris, took

rule , but little, if at all, higher than those given in England. the chair , and was supported by Messrs. W. Crawford and E.

The scaleof the wages of domestic servants is higher, but forms Long, vice-presidents, with the Revs. W.H. Newell, of New

no guide for the salaries of governesses.

York , w. M'All , J. H. Brown, and W. Gibson, and other

“4. It is strongly recommended that any young person American and English members and friends.
going out to obtain employment should have a small sum of The Association is about to issue a magazine, which will be

money, not less than £3, at her disposal on landing, so as to conducted by a gentleman known in the spheres of literature and

be ableto meet her current expenses whịle seeking for a situa .
art.

tion or temporary work .”

160, Rue Montmartre, Sept. 2nd, 1886 .

E. H, W
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THE ANCHORAGE. Melton Mowbray pio and biscuits. By

disappointed, two women openlyaccepted

borne at the fellowship meeting on Sun

day morning by some of these toilers of

the deep , who have been kept by His

grace for over twenty years. I left Wick

with a happy heart , and hope yet to bear

of souls who have closed with the offer of

ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN
HOME GLEANINGS.

AGENCIES.

AGED PILGRIMS' FRIEND
An Old Servant Left in the

Just in Time.

SOCIETY.-Instituted 1807. For giving Life
Ditch .

Pensions to the Lord's aged poor of both sexes THE
THE following telling little testimony IN

and all Protestant evangelical denominations.

amongst many such , the following

was given at the “ Welcome Home,”

1.119 pensioners on the books, 180 being inmates

incident : - Oneold man was passing over

Ratcliff Highway,
of the four Homes. Expecditure in pensions

the other night, the Dials and heard the singing ; it was

opwards of £ 7,000 per annum Fresh help much
by one of Miss Child's sailor boys : our Friday night's prayer meeting; be

needed . Secretary - J. E. HAZELTON.
“ The devil left me in the ditch after I

Office -83 , Finsbury Pavement, London , E.C.

stood to listen , wondering where the

had been serving him faithfully for years . sound came from . He found his wat

BIBLE AND COLPORTAGE
Oh , ” he added, “ God will never leave into the meeting, and as I saw his pocz.

SOCIETY OF IRELAND . - An unde
any of His servants in such a place. He old , grey head bowed down with griei ni

nominational society with agents in all parts of
will never leave them , never forsake them , heart went up to the Lord to bless him

Ireland . Carefully selected and trained colpor and He says, “ Where I am , there sball I did not saymuch to him , but asked biz

teur: are spreading the knowledge of Jesus by

the living voice and the printed page . They

also My servant be.' ” We found the heat to come again . He came on the follor .

have access to the people everywhere. A con
very great , but, praise God , the fire of the ing Sunday, when the Lord spoke peacz

Liibution of £40 will secure a colporteur for a
Spirit was there also. May His power to his troubled soul , and he bas sire

parin any part of Ireland . Several additional be greatly increased, and the Word of

colporteurs have

told me that when he came in the frs

been recently appointed .

Funds greatly needed.

the Lord have free course and be glori. time he had got the poison in his

Secretarier . Rev. H. M. WILLIAMSON . Belfast,
fied ! pocket with which he intended to

and Rev. JOHN ELLIOTT , Armagh , by whom

contributions will be gratefullv received ; or

commit suicide ; he was so crushed eith

they may be paid at the office of this paper.

trouble he could bear it no longer .

A Children's Outing. Almost immediately he entered i

LAMB AND FLAG
R. ORSMAN, of the Golden Lane happened to repeat the text, “ Come

SCHOOL AND MISSION, 10 , Red Linn
Mission , writes : - “ The event of unto Me, all ye that labour and are heart

Btreet , Clerkenwell . - This Institution has carried the past month was the school excursion

on good work for thirty -eight years, and larger

laden, and I will give you rest." And he

premises are needed to meet the ircreasing

to Hampstead Heath . The weather was thought, “ Rest ! that's just what I

demands of anxious and willing youth of both
delightfully fine, and the joy of the want." We all seemed so happy ; be

sexes. £ 1,500 would provide what is wanted . youngsters knew no bounds. Several

Will some of those blessed with means come

thought, if the love of Christ made use

hours before the Mission doors were

over and help us ? Funds are also much needed

happy, why could he not seek Him too ?

to carrv on the regular work .
opened the children assembled , and This took place last October, and he has

Hon . Director and Treasurer - J.C.BHERRARD ,
when the drum and fife band appeared never been absent from a meeting since ,

7, Oxford Square, Hyde Park.
they knew the long-looked for moment except through sickness. Whenever be

had arrived . Prior to starting, each child speaks of that first night, what a shudde?

passes through him !

HEBREWg vi. 19. tea time the party had increased to 1,275

To Shelter Young Women (otber adults and children . Then followed the
The Wick Fishermen .

wise respectable ) lately Fallen into children's games, for which a large num

Sin .

MR.J.R.MA
CKENZIE

,ofthe Monthly

ber of prizes were awarded . Great in

FOR of to

Tract Society, sends the following

House , and for particulars of its work , and for terest was manifestd when Mr. A. S. interesting account of work amongst the

TRAINED SERVANTS ready to go out to situa Scott, at bis own expense, sent up three fishermen at Wick :

tions , apply 'by letter only) to Mrs. H. STUART

WORTLKY , Rosslyu House , Grove End Road ,

large balloons. At nightfall the way to Having made the acquaintance of Mi.

N.W. , London ; and to whom, or to any member

the station was illuminated with 80 McQuen, missionary(East Coast Mission).

of committee, subscriptions may be sent, or to Chinese lamps and coloured fires, and as also Miss Dykes, an earnest Christian

Elitor, Word and Work .
three trais conveyed the party to Hagger lady, who , alongwith Miss Fillis,ishelping

ston , where three
carried the in the work among the fishermen in this

;
district. We had prayer together,and

now swollen to at least 2,000, followed the arranged for an open -air meeting the

WORDS OF CHEER TO

band and lanterns to Coster's Hall. night. At this meeting we had a good

audience, and we adjourned to the

FELLOW-WORKERS.
Mission Hall , where itwasmy privilege to

A Sailor's Gratitude. preach Christ.

" DIVINE FULNESS."
Sundaywas a busy day , as I spokesix

writes as follows to the senior
times.Thelastaddress was at the

“ THE CHERUBIM OF GLORY.”

missionary of the Thames Church
Mission Hall, which wascrowded. We

By Dr. McKILLIAM.

Mission : - “ I received your welcome could have filled a place four timesthe

“ A LIFE ON WINGS. "
books, and I am very thankful for them.

size ; the men and women were so eager

By Rev. E. W. MOORE, M.A.

I cannot express in words how thankful that they stood out in the street listenine

I feel , but I know you do not want a lot at the open doors. On Saturday I asked

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY
of words. I pray that your labour may the Christians to spend ten minutes on

MISS MACPHERSON.
be a blessing to pilgrims travelling to

Sunday morning beseeching God to

Price Sixpence. that home , not made with hands, but

send His Spirit downin our midst.

JOHN F. BHAW & CO . , 48 , Paternoster Row,
eternal in the heavens , and that you may

went expecting a blessing and were com

London , E.C.
be the means, in God's hands, of drawing
many from the broad road to the road Christ, and many menexpressed anxiety.

SMALL BOOKS
that leads to everlasting life . This one

Let the Lord's people pray for these des?

fishermen and women .
thing especially I must thank you for, sir ;BY

GEORGE F. TRENCH .
I think they were the very last words you

being done, and it would stir thehearts

spoke to me on that morning when you left

COMFORT AND

OR

CONTAINING

ByRev. CHARLESA. FOX , M.A. |A SICK sailor in the London Hospital

A gran
d work is ,

i

Messrs. Fullerton and Smith are

The Christian Policemen's As.

sociation reports steady progress, nes

A Babu's Gift. - A Hindu Babu

has just given the mission at Madbupor

a house for use as mission Echcols.

of God's people to hear the testimony

us, and these are the words , · Hold fast

GOD IN GOVERNM
ENT

: that which thou hast, that no man take

OR , THE CHRISTIAN'S RELATION

TO THE STATE.
your crown .' Ob , how many times , wben

Price Fourpence.
the enemy has almost seemed to crush

me , those words have been my comfort !

WALKING WITH GOD.

It did gladden my heart to see you faceto

face and have a little talk with you ,

a free and full salvation .

In Enamel Wrapper, price Twopence.
although it melted meto tears when you

left me; it was something like when you

THE BENIGHTED TRAVELLER , were going to leave us at sea, we sang

Tinted Paper, price One Penny.

conducting a specialmission etHull.

that beautiful hymn , “ Farewell, faithful

friends , we must now bid adieu . ' Ι

“ ALL THINGS NEW ." remain your sincere well-wisher ; and if

In Wrapper, price One Penny.

branches, and tokens of blessing,

we never meet any more here , wbich I

bope we shall , we may meet in heaven ,

JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, Paternoster Row ,E.O. where parting will be over."

LONDON :
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Mr. George Clark conducted a Mr. William Olney is, we are glad RESCUE SOCIETY. Established in 1853

mission to railway men and others at the to say, recovering from his serious for the reformation of openly immoral women

Cardiff Y.M.C.A. Hall last month. illness, and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

danger, supports Eight Homes capable of

Ipswich . - Friends are looking for Pastor's College. - Mr. R. H. C. receiving over two hundred inmates .

ward to a special mission about to be Graham and Mr. H. Phillips have started Funds are earnestly_solicited by the

held , and ask that prayer should be made for mission-work on the Congo. Secretary, Mr. C. STUART THORPE,

for much blessing. Colportage . – Says Mr. Spurgeon , we
79, Finsbury Pavement, London , E.C.

Northampton. - Mr. T. Barber has long to see the whole country visited by

COUNTRY
this valuable agency, viz . , Colporteurs.

for some years been conducting a mission TOWNS MISSION ,

here specially aimed at the prevailing Black Gang, Isle of Wight:-A
18, New Bridge Street, London , EC.

For the past forty -nine years this Society has
infidelity. branch of the Y.M.C.A. has recently been sought to establish Missionaries in those places

Great Assembly Hall, Mile End started here , througb the efforts of Mrs. where there is a lack of simple Gospel teaching.

Road.-Mr. J. Bennett Anderson has Reade and her family, who have for many
The Committee earnestly ask those who know
the darkness of many of our Country Districts

just concluded a series of special services years past carried on a good work for God to strengthen their hands by increased help.
in the above hall, in the district . HARRY C. NISBET, Treasurer . GEORGE H.
Hotels and Clubs .-For several

Them tracts " done it ." - So testi
MAWER, Secretary .

years the London City Mission has had fied & man who at first received a

special missionaries for these establish missionary roughly, and told him “ not CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY.-Help

ments and recently the work has extended to come bothering again . " The mis
is very urgently needed to meet the heavy ex

so much that a second has been appointed ; sionary, however, went again, and found
penses involved in conducting the various evan.
gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially

the latter to visit the chief hotels, the
him in a pleasanter mood . In the course to assist in meeting the terrible distres9 80

former to visit the clubs. of conversation the man declared " them prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive

Now or Never !-On and Of Duty tracts done it, ' the silent messenger left help in any form . JAS. ATKINSON , Secretary,

10, Enfield Road South , Kingsland, N.
says: A little tract, called " To-night or with him had won its way to his heart. "

Never ! " was given by a lady, without A Poor Fisherman writes to the
FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

remark, to a policeman on duty. He had M.D.S.F .: Being acquainted with several
RAGGED SCHOOLS.

been invited to a meeting for that evening of the Hull smackowners, I have men Vine Street,Clerkenwell Road , EC .

but had not intended to go to it ; how tioned to them the good that is being
President, the Rt. Hon.the Earl of Aberdeen , K.G.

ever, the words on tbe tract so disturbed done by the Mission vessels. and they have
This Institution benefits temporally and spiri

tually the poorest of the poor, upwards of 3,00)

him that he felt unless he sought the said that they ought to help. I am men ,women , and children being assisted weekly .

Lord that night it would be never with sure that there are many that would take £4.000 a year must be raised by Voluntary

him. He went to the meeting in deep collecting boxes , so that when the men
Contributions to maintain the Work.

Treasurer - W. A. BEVAN , Eaq . 64 , Lombard St.
anxiety about his soul ; he there earn settle up, they could subscribe a few shil Secretary, Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT.

estly sought (and found peace at the feet lings . I am but a poor fisherman myself,

of Jesus. but I , with others, would willingly give
GEORGE YARD

19,8t three
Bolton.-During the five shillings a year, and more, could wo

RAGGED

SCHOOLS AND
afford it .

MISSION,months an earnest open -air work has
Whitechapel , E.

been carried on at Bolton by themembers Husband and Wife. - An open-air The Infant Day Nursery opens at 7.30 a.m.

of the Evangelization Society belonging preacher writes : — " While conducting a
The Day Ragged Schools, morning at 9 , after
noon at 2 o'clock .

to the Congregational Church, led by the service I was asked to go and have a little
Sunday Schools, morning,

afternoon, and evening. Rough Boys' Classes at

pastor, Rev. R. Rew. A service isheld private conversation with a man and his 8 , on Moudays and Wednesdays. Boys at work

every Sunday at the close of the usual
wife, and was told that though they had

in the Industrial Classes on Mondays, Wednes

not been inside a place of worship for
days , and Fridays, at 12.30 p.m.

evening service on the slopes in the
Mothers' Meet

ings on Tuesdays at 3 and 6 p.m. Mission to

centre of the town ; as many as three or years , our services in the street had Inebriate Women at 3p.m. on Thursdays.

four hundred persons have been found revived the memory of bygone days. Both Temperance Meetings on Mondays at 8 15 p.in.

listening to earnest gospel addresses. It had been leading dissolute lives, and were
Evangelistic Services at 7 on Sundays, and other

Agencies.
is proposed to continue the work in some much addicted to drink. They com Friends are invited to visit the Institution any

form or other during the autumn and menced attending a mission hall , and day but Saturday .

winter. give good evidence of a work of grace now
Post Office Orders should be made payable at

66, High Street , Whitechapel . E.
Orphanage . – Mr.Spurgeon's

going on within them .
Letters and

Parcels should be addressed to GEORGE HOLLAND ,

Spurgeon writes : - We are bound speci Pray for me. "-A missionary of The Ragged Schools, George Yard , High Street,

ally to praise God for averting all serious the Thames Church Mission writes : - " I Whitechapel, London , E.

infectious diseases from our great family. found an aged sailor much affected , he

We were greatly distressed when one saidtome,"Ifearmy condemnation is ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

dear child sickened with fever, but to our gure and certain, for my transgression and SOLDIERS 'FRIENDSOCIETY,

great relief the malady went no further. have not been those of thought merely, President - Gen , bir A. J. LAWRENCE , K.C.B.

The whole establishment was
Sole object of the Society to spread the saving

but of fact ; I have been guilty of very
knowledge of Christ among our soldiers , Contri

hauled by the doctor, and by the sanitary great sins." He was reminded of those butions will be thankfully received hy the

inspector, but we could find nothing sweet words, ( * The blood of Jesus Christ , Treasurer , V. G. M. HOLT, Esq ., 17, Whitehall

amiss. Little alterations were made , and His Son, cleanseth from all sin . ' When
Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon. Sec. ; or by
the Secretary, Mr. W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,

it is a great comfort to feel that nothing relating to him the blessed story of 4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.C.

is left undone whichlies within our power the cross , his heart appeared to be

for the prevention ofdisease . “ After this , melted ; he wept like a little child . THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

we may honestly leave all in the Lord's As I was leaving, him he said, .do pray earnestly appeal for additional aid in support of

hands, praying that good health may be
for me. ' the 180 Ragged School Missions of the Metro

continued . Mission Work among Ballet polis. These huildings are planted in the poorest

districts, and are used for Sunday and Bible
More Loving Kindness. The Girls .-On Wednesday, Mr. W. Forbes

Schools, Day and In'ant Free Schools, Week
editor of Torlers of the Deep writes : It presided over & gathering of chorus night Schools for Rough Lads and Girls, Indag
has been our joyful task to record in singers and dressers in the schoolroom trial Classes, Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'

these pages , from time to time, most of Waterloo-road Chapel. About eighty
Meetings , Ragged Churches , Bands of Hope,

Crèches, and numerous other agencies for the
interesting and heart-stirring answers to accepted the invitation to tea. After benefit of the poor children and their parents.

prayer ; and here,once again, is a proof wards they joined heartily in the singing Much is also done in home visitat on , in cloth

of the “ loving-kindness of the Lord .” of hymns , and listened with evident ing the ragged , and feeding the starving, and

country homes are provided for the weakly or
The forogoing paragraphs were scarcely interest to some stirring addresses from convalescent.

dry , when theDirector put a letter into Mr. Forbes and a friend. The meetings Contributions will be thankfullyreceived by

ourhand from a gentleman who, fifteen have for their object the spiritualwelfare
JOHN KİRK, Exeter Hall , London , W.O.:

months ago, advanced £ 500 at 4 per cent. of those who are engaged in theatres and

upon one of the mission ships. The fol .
WELCOME HOME FOR SAILORS OFplaces of amusement, and to bring them

ALL NATIONS , Ratcliff Highway, London , E.
lowing is an extract : “ I enclose a cheque under the influence of the Gospel. The

-Gospel and GospelTemperanceVeetings every
for £ 20 as a donation to your funds, and guests, at the conclusion of the proceed nightthroughout the year. Visitors welcomed
return you the receipt for £ 500 cancelled, ings, were asked to leave their names and any hour of the day . Communications to be

addressed Miss CHILD, 173, St. George's Street,
as I give the money instead of lending it addresses, and each was presented with London, E.

to your society. This will save the pay a small bunch of flowers, attached to “ A most fruitful and glorious work ."
SHAFTESBURY .

ment of interest." which was a text of Scripture.

over
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LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part of England , Scotland , and Wales upon due notico . Apply

to Hon . Secretary, 21, Surroy Street, Strand, W.O.

YM.C. A., City , New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenus, Leadenhall

Street (lato 61, Gracechurch Street).- Prayermeeting each ovening

6 p.m. Missionwork as usual each evening at Y.M.C.A., Mission Hall,

Bermondsey. Whitechapel, & c.

Christian Conferences :

Evangelical Alliance : -Annual Conference, Town Hall, Ryde, I. of
Wight, Sept. 21st to 23rd. (See Word and Work, Aug. 19th .)

Perth Annual Christian Conference . - City Hall, Perth , Sept.

14th to 16th . Particulars regarding lodgings,& c ., will be furnished

by Mr. Charles Logan , 12. King Btreet, Perth , N.B. ( For details see

Word and Work, July 29th. )

Salisbury Conference . - Sept. 27th to Oct. 1st . Particulars of Rev.

EdgarN. Thwaites, Fisherton Rectory. Salisbury.

British Oonference of Y.M.C. Associations . - Bristol, Sept. 7th
to 10th .

Clifton Annual Christian Conference . Victoria Rooms, Clifton ,

Bristol, October 5th to 7th . - Particulars maybe obtained of Rev.

James Ormiston , 14 , Arlington Villas, Clifton , Bristol . ( See Word

and Work , Aug. 19th . )

Missionary, Conrerence , Mildmay Hall.-Oct. 6th , 6th , and 7th ,

(See Word and Work Aug. 5th . )

Children's Special Service Mission . - Seaside Services .-Mr. G.

Banaster, la tho yacht Kingfisher, at Rhyl ; Mr. E. Arrowsmith , at

North Berwick ; Mr. E. Salisbury. at Weymouth , till Sept. 12th ; Messrs.

H.M.Trickett, A. V. Grace, and C.F. Harford Bittersbỹ . at Eastbourne.

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hill.-Young Men's meeting, every night at 8. Daily

prayer meeting (Saturday excepted ), from 1 to 2. C. E. Faithfull, Esq .,
of Marseilles, will give an address on "How God led me, or Twenty

two Years' Experience of Missionary Work at Home and Abrord ,”

Saturday evening . Sept.18th , at 8 o'clock . L. Liesching, Esq ., of the

Ceylon Civil Service, will give an address, Saturday night, Sept. 1lth ,

at 8 o'clock , on “ Buddhism . "

Clapton Hall, Alkham Road, Cazenove Road, Upper Clapton. - Mr.

C. RusselHurditch will preach . the Lord willing, during September,

on sundays, at 6.30 p.m., and Fridays, at 7.30 p.m , Subject on Friday
evenings, " Our Father's Business."

Youths' " Institute , Old Pge Straet, Westminster ( “ Ono Tun "

Mission ). - Prayer meeting overy Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con

ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.30 to 8.

Home of Industry, 60 , Commercial Street. Spitalfields, E. - Monthly

meeting for Christian workers, Wed. , Sept. 15th. Tea at 6. Meeting at 7.
Address by Mr. R. C. Morgan .

Evangelistio isstoa (Oncor the direction of O. Russell Hurditch ).
Kilburn Hall. & ilharo Gato (not Towa Hall). -Mr. G. F. Assiter,

Bun ., at 7 p.m .; Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall , Kentish Town.-Mr. G. Huoklesby, Bun. , 7 p.m.,

and Thurs., at 8.

Dalston Hall, 105, Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. Bailey, Sun. , 7 p.m. ;

Thurs., 8 p.m.

Birnold Hall. Bignold Rond . Btation Rout. Forost 41**. -Mr.

S. Trounce, fun., 7 p.m .; week -nights, except Sat., Mr. W. Grovo

( special mission) , at 8 p.m.

West Konsington Hall (known as Cadby Hall ), Hammersmith

Road . - Sun ., at 7p.m., and Thurs., 8 p.m. , Mr. W. Holmes.

Ilfracombe. - Special services on thebea : h . Dr. Popham and others,

Sun , and Wet., 8 p.in. Christian workers invited to assist .

Child's Hill, N.W.- The tent, Sun., at 3 p.m.and 7p.m., and week

nights, Sat. ex repted , at 8 p.m. Gipsy Smith and others.

Donations Received .

CHOLERA AT BARI.

M.S.

£ 8. d .

050...

The Spitalfield's Beehive.

M

ISS MACPHERSON writes as follows concerning the

Home work :

The old Beebire has prepared another swarm for the great

Dominion, and those who visit theColonial Exhibition will not

fail to see , by the products there displayed, that it is no mean

land, but one of plenty and of hope .

How good our gracious, loving Father has been to us, His

children , in enabling us to have a third hive this year. Also in

giving us the joy of leaving the various branches of the work

going on heartily, Bird Fair is becoming more and more

interesting, as fruit is seen to the praise of our God. Souls are

being broughtout, andenabled to testify to the happy change,

in newness of life and joy , and in becoming members of 8

church or chapel.

Sale of the Scriptures is going on briskly from day to day.

I commend to Christian friends the brethren who are working

two Bible carriages, and preaching the Gospel, Messrs. Ririe

and Redfern , in Kent; Messrs. Smith and Dorward, in the

Eastern Counties. The latter are about to visit the principal

towns between Londonand Yarmouth, going via Ipswich and

viâ Cambridge. May Christians in the various towns welcome

these workers, who are devoting their holidays to preach the

Word and sell the Scriptures and pure literature.

We have taken a house to shelter factory young women

during the coming winter. Any spare furniture or bedding will

be most acceptable. Rescue work will be resumed after the

cleansing of the Homes at Spitalfields and Hackney. Mr. Merry

is in charge, and will reply to all correspondence during our

absence inCanada,

From the Congo.

T.

THE following earnest request for prayer is made by Mr. J.

T. Comber, in his latest lottor from the Congo :

More things are wroughtby prayer than this world dreams of

Therefore, let your voices rise for us , and not alone for health,

but for theoutpouring of the Holy Spirit upon the hearts of the

people. Many at our oldest station of S. Salvador are now wall

instructed in the Word of God, and understand the way of life .

Some of them, indeed, seem to have their feet just outside the

kingdom of God. One of the brethren there wrote me recently ,

“What we now need is just a baptism of the Holy Ghost ;" ari

so it is . We want God to " give the increase's from the so ving

of one and the watering of another. Let there be fervent praper

among the churches. The principal work here just now is

among our eighteen schoolboys. Ngombe boys' hearts are, I

truly believe , good soil. For many things we are much attached

to these bright, intelligent, high -spirited, and fine-looking

Ngombe boys, and we do earnestly want to bring them to Christ.

As soon as we can build a good brick schoolroom and living.

house (for they are all boarders), we shall try and get our nun .

ber increased to fifty, or even a hundred.

Since my return I have not been into the towns, as I have

been suffering from a painful boil. I hope we shall all three be

able to continue at this station ; at any rate, until our per

manent buildings are finished. If we are to do good thorough

work - preaching, school, medical work, & c . - our station must

bewell manned. Mr. Grenfell is expected back at the Pool by

Midsummer.

Revised Luther Bible .

is expected that the whole revised Luther Bible can be

be issued by the Canstein Society, under whose auspices the

Halle Committee has done and is doingits work, early in 1891 .

The matter of introducing and adopting this revised Bible will

rest with the Eisenach Conference, the various Church autho

rities, synods, consistories , &c. , but in no case will an attempt

bemadeforcibly to introduceit. The intention isthatthe old

and the new editions shall be used side by side in the congre

gations, until the one manages to supplant the other, the

revisers confidently noping that the Revised Version will soon

occupy the whole field . Strong efforts will especially be made

to have it introduced into the public schools and catechetical

instruction. Inthe meanwhile someoftheChurch authorities

are already taking steps in the matter.

At the last meeting of the General Synod of Prussia it was

decided to postpone the decision of the introduction of the

Revision for six years, and a strong opposition to any introduction

per decretum was expressed even by those who were convinced

of the merits of the work. The Church authorities of Meck.

lenburgh-Schwerin have publishedanannouncement, declaring

that only the old form ofthe Bible is to be used in the churches

and schools of that country, and the Bible Society of that

country has bought from the British and Foreign Bible Society,

which no longer prints the unrevised New Testament, all the

remaining copies of the original Luther translation in the

possession of the society, for the use of the ultra -conservative

Mecklenburghers. It seems that the German revision is

experiencing a fate similar to that of the English, andthat is

will winits wayto public resognition and acceptanceonly

through its merits.

CHILDREN'S SOBIPIURE UNION PORTIONS.

Sept. 12th - Josh . viii. 1-13 Sept. 16th - Josh . ix . 16-27

13th - Josh . viii . 14-25 17th - Josh . X. 1-15

14th-Josh. viii . 26-35 18th - Josh , xiv , 1-15

15th - Jogh , ix, 1-15

DIMN888 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS aro frsqueres
caused by the use of a suitaolo 8postacles, The Roy, Dr. Oro riker,

Joseph's College, Dumfries, writes : - " I cannot describe the comfort!

dorive from the use ofyour glasses,both by day andnight.Ifoino poi

orwearinessas Iused to; and Ihavetaken to reading bookol bad putaside

SirJuliusBenedictwrote:" Ihave tried theprlactpal opticians in Londpa

without success, butthespectacles you have adapted suitadmirably ,

clearness of your glasses as compare i with others is really surprising

The Rev. R. H. Baynes , M.A., Hon . Canon Worcester Uatbeira,

writos : Tho spectacles you adapted are all Icould destro, sadsms orien

fool strong already. I only regret I did notknow of your brosodiago

years ago."-Mr. HENRY LAURANOB, Ocallst Optiolan, 1 , OLO

BONDSTREET , wolontifically adapta als IMPROVED SPBOTAOLS.

to noistandstrongthenthe weakost sights. Paranhlatcontalalat

footions tor the preservation of sight free. BRANCHES.8 , Poultry:

5,Corporation Stroot, BIRMINGHAM ; and 130. Boohonas

Bts Glasgow - Aprz.
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Educational.Situations and Sppointments.

OLPORTEUR OR MISSIONARY
PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .
Woodlands, Snaresbrook , Essex.

Christian young man seeks a situation at

e in England or Scotland. All information
be had by writing to
, W ., 6, Killeen Road , Rathmiaes, Dublin .

CHRISTIAN , middle-aged , who has for

ral years been engaged in a Solicitor's office,
1 & Clerkship , Secretaryship , or other pr si

of trust. A good writer and fair bookkeeper .

I references. Address

H . J ., 7, Berjeants' Inn , Fleet Street, E . C .

O PARENTS and GUARDIANS.
oroughly respectable person would be glad
ke a child to bring up as her own , references
anged , and every kindness would be shown .
dressMrs. Skerritt ,

Watlington , Downham , Norfolk.

HE MILDMAY HOME, specially for
ctable young women from the country or
here whilst waiting for situations.
stry attached . Terms on application to
Deaconess in charge of the Registry,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N .

The MISSES COX and MISS CECIL receive the

Sons of Gentlemen from the age of six to
thirteen . Termsmoderate ; Education thorough ,

Home comforts . Bpecial attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion , morality ,

and purity. The instruction given in th

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.
PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION .

Near BATH ,
FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Principal: MR. W . FRANKLIN
(for nearly 8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

School)

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST,

Christian teaching and trainingare combined
with an education to fit boys for business and
professional pursuits.

Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of
younger boys.
Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air

The School residence and premises bave been
certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa
tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker , Weston -super -Mare ,

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers ,

. Dyer, Esq .,Malvern ,
Dr. Maclean, Bath .

J . Churchill, Esq., Wimbledon .
H . Groves, Esq ., Kendal.

G . F . Trench , Esq ., Ardfert, Co . Kerry .

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap
plication .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL.

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE,

Principal: DR . CRANAGE, M . A .

FRENCH LADY, Parisian , age 24 ,
recommended , wishes to meet with a re
gement as Governess to young children .

A . B . , 1 , Newington Green , London , N .

ANTED re-en ragement & Housemaid ,

ouse and Parlourmaid , for an elderly ier
i experienced .

M . H ., 1, Newington Green , London . N .

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christian
Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable
tering, by applying to Rev . J . Renny, F . R . S . L . ,
Christ Church Parsonage, Cheddar. A stamped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply .

PREPARATORY SCHOOL
AND HOME

For the song, from 5 to 13 years of age, of officers
and gentlemen . For prospectus and all par

ticulars apply to Miss Pretious ,

Eglinton Villa, Shooters' Bill.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.
The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educationaladvantages.
Pupils received between the ages of six and tour.
teen years. A limited number only taken .

References permitted to parents of pupils . Terms
very moderate , and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

ANTED good Cock 's place ; belonga to
tion Army ; wages £25 ; age 30 .

Atkinson , 27, Baxter koad , Essex Road ,
London , N .

COD PLAIN COOK ,middle-aged (45),
re-engagement. Wages £20. Early riser.

on only . Mrs . Millikin ,
] , Newington Green , London , N .

i WORKING HOUSEKEEPER ,
e most highly recommended . Good cook
anager. Age 45 . Wages £18 to £20.
· Hii , Mildmay Home,

1, Newington Green, N .

ANTED places for respectable young
Under Nursesand Under Housemaids in

ian families . Stamped envelopes for

1. Registry,
Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N .

ANTED. — Re-engagement as Nursery
ness , oruseful Companion , age 22 , domesti

Good needlewoman . Excellent refer
A . K ., 1 , Newington Green , London , N .

CAPTAIN MORETON
has great pleasure in recommending Mr.Geo .
FOSTER as an educator.

London Referee - GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq.,
71,St. Paul's Churchyard .
Swimming tanght this term .

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX .

HIGH -CLASS SCHOOL, — Mrs. J.
STANCOMB, assisted by her daughters, resident
foreign governess, and visiting masters, receives

a limited number of young ladies. The school is
commended to Christian parents desiring for

their children careful instruction and training,
with domestic comforts. Large house and

garden . Elevated situation . Eotire charge

taken of children from abroad . Prospectus on

application . Greystone, Yeovil.

MARGATE . - PREPARATORY SCHOOL for
Gentlemen 's Sons. A thorough education .

Christian training and home comforts. Pupils

attend University and College of Preceptors'

Exams. Resident and visiting masters.
Miss Ricb , Bandringham House ,

SOUTHEND . ON .SE A .
BELLE VUE HOUSE .

PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR Young
LADIES.

Children taken for the Summer vacation .

Terms moderate - C . , Office uf Word and Work.

48, Paternoster Row , London , E . C .

Select Boarding School for Young Ladies,
MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE.

Principal - MRS. JUDSON .
In this lovely and healthy locality , situated among the Cotswold Hills, pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying the advantages of careful instruction , homecomforts, and Christian training .

Termsinclusive and moderate . References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the
Country , and to Rev . John Wilkinson , 79 , Mildmay Road, N ., & c .

Spartments, & c.

ANTED Re-engagement to an invalid ;
act as amanuensis ; age 50 ; salary £30 ;

t references.
rs. Mackenzie, 1, Newington Green , N .

CHAPERON , Companion to an in
or Lady Housekeeper, by a widow lady,
: fond of children , needlework , music ;
Pader and walker ; would trayel ; moderate
: bighest references. W . K . , care of Dr.

, Church End , Finchley , N .

INTED re engagement as Bu:ler in a
lan family ; seventeen years' personal

ce ; leaving through death in the family .
S . A . 8 ., 1, Newington Green , London , N .

HRISTIAN WORKER (twenty- five
rvice ) seeks employment in the Lord' s

rd . Reliable references. Address X Y . Z .,

A . W . Green , 7 , Serjeants' Inn , E . C .

FURNISHED APARTMENTS in a
Christian family for gentlemen , one double and
one single bedroom , and superior sitting-room ,

with or without board : termomoderate ,

Mrs. H ., 12 , Poet's Roa 1, Highbury New
Park N .

WILTON HOUSE OF REST,
DEVONSHIRE ROAD , HASTINGS,

Intended for Ohristian Workers of all deno

minations from home and foreign fields of
service . Christians other than those wholly
supported in connection with such service are

welcomeas accommodation falls vacantat slight
additional charge.
Arrangements have been made with the

London , Brighton , and South Coast Railway

Company by which those visiting Wilton House
may obtain Return Tickets , available for one

month , from London Bridge or Victoria Stations,
at 68 . each , on presenting an order, which must
be obtained from the Lady Superintendent, to
whom all communications are to be addressed .

DERFUL WORDS OF LIFE.
Janual for Flower Missiong. Compiled by
1 . EDMUND ASHBY. Cloth , ls.

cry of the needy and the succour of the

to save are beautifully placed side by
The Christian .

HOUSE TO LET, containing eight
rooms. Select neighbourhood , 8, Bouverie Road .
Stoke Newington , N , Easy access from City .
Low Rent. For particulars apply to

Mr. J. G . Vernon , Oxford House, College Avenue,
Clapton , E .

COUNTRY APARTMENTSfurnished .
Healthy situation , among the pines. Splendid

views of the Surrey hills . Termsmoderate.

W . Clouder, Spring Garden , Woking.
NDON : JOHN F . SEAW & CO . .

48 . PATERNOSTER ROW , E .C .

BOURNEMOUTH . - A delightfulHome
for Visitors and invalids at Durley Dean Mansions.
Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit
Koumiss treatment where desired , Pamphlete
showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

cases post free for 6d , in stamps .
Address Secretary.BOTH -ACHE

CURED INSTANTLY BY

ORCHARD'S CURE FOR DEAFNESS.
Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds.
. DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS, AND THEN

CURED . "

Sir, - My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness "
increases. A man here who has been deaf

years has had his hearing restored by it.
J . GREEN , Chomist, Christchurch .

15. 1fd . per Bottle, Freeby Post for 14 stamps, from
Edwin J . Orohard , Ohomist, Salisbury.

For

LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,
20 , 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W . C .
Five ininutes' walk or 18 . cab fare from Euston,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily
reached from other stations, Patronised by

readers of Word and Work , Tariff on application ,

INTER'S
NERVINE.

d . of all
emists.
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B 'schimbo Book

MRS. GPIMKE'S

TEXT CARDS,

To be had from Mrs. GRIMKE, Prestwich,

Manchester, who likes orders sent to her

direct, or to E. KAUFMANN , 129 , Cheap

side , London , E.C. , and booksellers .

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BANK

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly

balances, when not drawn below £ 100 .

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

charge, the custody of Depris, Writings, and other

Securities and Valuables ; th - Collection of Bills of

Exchange,

chase and sale of stocks, Sharts, and Annuities.

Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, post frer , on application .

FRANCIS RAVEXSCROFT.Manager.

The Birkbeck Building Society's Annual

Receipts exceed Five Millions .

TOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

Dividends a coupons and theper CURE OF DEAFNESS.

NOISES IN THE EARS .

Rev. E. J. SILVERTON invites sufferers to 4900

for his book showing the disease and the means
of cure . Post free 61 .; French edition , ls ,

with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London , Free con

sultations daily.

FURNITURE - NORMAN &

STACEY'S HIRE -PURCHASE SYSTEV com

mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary .

It combines real economy op sound commerciil

principles, witb strictly private arrangements,

without tbe obimritanie formalities of

dealere and others Pavirlits o extend ver

1 , 2 , or 8 years.

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply

at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ,

23 , Southampton Buildings, Chancrry Lane.

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

HY

CONVERSION : WHAT IS IT ?

By W. R. BRADLAUGH . Price Ope Penny

Bhould be placed in thehands of every

anxious Inquirer.
LONI ON :

JOHN Sxow & Co. , & , lvy Lane, Paternoster Kom

S. S. REWARD CARDS

FloralDesigns , printed in Colours. Is

sheets 2d. each , or 3 sheets for 6d , fear

free,

NOW READY,

BIBLE GLADNESS

18 Cards in sheet

BIBLE LEADING

21 Cards in sher :

BIBLE LOYE

32 Cards in sheet

BIBLE HELP

32 Cards in sheet

The wholesale firms en brace

the best caufacturers, who have large tochs

for salection . Intending purchasers should call

personally . or gind for particulars. - Offices, 79,

Queen Victoria St. , E.C. , and 121 , Pall Mail , 8. W.

LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

MONTH , with immediate possession , either for

Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the

Office of theBIRKBECKFREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

es above.

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars,

on application .

FRANCIS RAVESSCROFT, Manager.

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT.

Stirling, N.B.

London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO

MR. G , T. CONGREVE'S Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen.

NEW WORK ON

CONSUMPTION,

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE (post free) , or Large Edition( cloth ), 1s . 3d ., from

the Author, Coombe Lodge , Peckham , S.E., and Elliot Stock,

62, Paternoster Row, E.O.

THE

EIGHTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM MAY TO AUGUST.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF “ WORD AND WORK "

Six Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Bea travice
fleets. 12,000 smacksinen are engaged all the year round in providing cus

tables with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast 100

sleety storm - who hazard their lives and fall victians, hundredsof them.

to the pitiless waves , that markets at home may be w - ll supplied - ma

rightly claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and $

nighly prize .

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and perdonin

love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours, aft :

ing relief in case of sickness and injury, and cheering and brighteningdo
and monotonous lives by their presence and ministry.

" The Mission Smacksare doing in the North Seaa grandwork, wortbr

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I beliere fra

the results of their effort. great as they are in thepresent , will, if cs!

supported liberally by the public , be ofuntold value in the future.--
Sir Eduard Birkbeck , Bart . , M.P.

FUND 3 are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Tesse

with every fleet .

B. J. MATHER, Director .

181 , Queen Victoria Street ( next door to Blackfriars Bridge), E.C.

N.B. - The offices were removed to the present addressin
December last . Attention to the change will save much

trcuble , time, and expen.e to the Mission .

AND CONFLICT.

Thoughts on Life and Service.

Ву CAPTAIN DAWSON.

Very attractively bound in vegetable vellum, with Illustration

Price One Shilling .

“ We feel spiritually refraghed by these choice pages.
Our heart

thanks are due to the devout soldier ' who has herein poured out ***

musinge of his beart . None of our friends will ever regret investing

i shilling in this previous booklet. It is good and gracious, and has tbe tra

ring about it." - Sword and Trowel.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

WHOMAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN COMMUNION
THIS MATTER .

Mr.Congrevewill give ONE RECENTCASE,NOT PUB.

LISHED BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

ADVANCEDPHTHISIS.-CASE of Mrs. WINGE AM,

SOUTHAMPTON .

This case was recommended to me by MRS SILVER , the wife of tbe

clergyman of the parish , who had “ known (she says the good effects of

the use of the medicine in other cases."

Mrs. G. WINGHAM is a gardeder's wife at Highfield , Southampton .

When the case was broughtto mynotice two vears since she liad been suffer

ii g from asthma for sixteen years, with frequent attacks ofacute brachitis.
lue strength was at this time gradua ly declining. She had lost flesh all

over the bude. There was now decided lung disea: e, and cavities were re

ported , the last doctor pronouncing it Consumption, and one lung much
diseased .

Tuecough was incessant, the expectoration profuse, being yellow or

green , and streaked with blood ; pain ibrough the chest, brtathing very

nord , light perspirationsand fever , palpitations, appetite gone:

It will be seen by this that the case had assuined a mos6 serious aspect.
Humanly speaking, the only apparent hope was in my treatment. I

immediately forwarded advice and medicine, followed by correspondence

from t.me to time, in the usual way .

I heard from Mis . S. in a montti or two that there was a marked change
for good , and the paiient in a few months recover - d .

I have recen ly also had a letter in which she says : - " Your medicine had

a most signal and lasting effect on Mrs. Wingham ,whom you first supplied

with medicine two years ago. Of course it cannot reproduce lost lungs ;

but from having been kiven up by tbe ductors , she is fairly well and able to
get through her work ."

NOTE . – Days of Consultation . TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Morning8 ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance should choose either of the two

formerdays. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.

Choice Books by Mrs. Pennefather.

Price ONE PENNY each ; ls . per Doz. assorted , post-free.

AM I GUIDED ?

HINTS ON BIBLE READING

THE PEACE OF GOD

and the GOD OF PEACE.

Price 6d. per Dozen , post free.

THE BLESSED HOPE.

WOMAN'S WAYSIDE MINISTRY,

These valuable little books may be enclosed in letters, and

thus often form a word of counsel and comfort.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

London : J. F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row , E.0.
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A CRY FROM THE WEST.

The Committee of the Latymer Road Mission very earnestly appeal to the readers of

“ WORD AND WORK ” for assistance to enable them to begin their autumn and winter work .

THEY HAVE NO MONEY IN HAND, and, unless friends come forward, the work (which

has been going on for nearly a quarter of a century ) will be seriously hindered. Amongst

the branches may be mentioned — Gospel and Temperance Work among old and young,

Night Schools , Boys' Shelters, Girls' Shelters, Sunday Schools, Sewing Class , Open -air

Work, Relief Fund, Infant Day Nursery, Farthing Bank, Gymnasium , &c . , & c. Friends

who are willing to help are invited to write to the Hon . Secretary, or to visit the Mission.

Messrs. John F. Shaw & Co. will be happy to receive subscriptions, which may also

be sent to AULAY MACAULAY, ESQ. , Hon Sec.,

Latymer Road Mission , Blechynden Street, Notting Hill , London , W.

Gifts of left -off Clothing , especially Boots , are always useful.

BOOKS FOR HOLIDAY READING.

OLDHAM ; HER HUSBAND'S HOME ;

or, THE DURLEYS OF LINLEY CASTLE .

Ry EVELYN EVERETT-GEKEN, Author of “ His Mother's Book , " &c .
Large crown 8vo , gilt tops, 5s .

" An excellent book for young women . " - Sind ry School Chronicle .

“ Can be recommended as a rea'ly admirable tale . " - Scotsman .

or, BOW BESIDE ALL WATER . A quiet Blory.

By L. E. GUERNSEY, Authorof " The Foster Bisters , " &c .

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 6s .

“ The suggestions contained in this story are very 119 ful , ani the tone

is high and sympathetic with all Christian effort." - Literary World .

** A most interesting story . " - Christia

ON THE CLIFF ;

or, ALICK'S NEIG ABOURS. By C. SHAW, Author of “ Alick's

Hero ," &c . Large crown 8 so , gilt tops , 8s . 6d .

* It is a most enjoyable story ." - Christian Journal.

" A good Sunday book for boys and girls ." -- Sunday School Chronicle.

THE LOST JEWEL.

A Tale. By A. L. O. E.

New Edition , with Illustrations , cloth , 3s . 6d. , post free .

“ Most beartily do we recommend our readers to place it in their

libraries."— British Mothers ' Journal .

FIVE MINUTES TOO LATE ;

or , LESLIE HARCOURT'S RESOLVE . By Emily BFODIE, Author

of Norman and Elsie," &o . Large crown 8vo , gilt tops , 33. 6d .

* Cannot be read a minute too soon ." -Ladies' Pictorial.

" Full of character. exhibiting hig'ı morality, and the golliness out of

which it grows. A comely book for 33. 60 . " -- Sword and Trowel.

SENT TO COVENTRY ;

or, THE BOY OF HIGHBEECH . Br M. L. RIDLEY, Author of

" The Three Chums," & c. Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 31. 61 .

“ No schoolboy who is fortunate enough to receive a copy will fail to peruse

it with avidity from beginning to end . "— Figaro .

“ A tale for schoolboyg, and a most delightful one it is . We are sure

that schoolboys will welcome this tale , and most heartily and unanimously
declare that they never read a better ." - English Churchman .

MARJORIE'S PROBATION .

Chapters from a Life Story. By J. S. RANKING.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 3s. 6d . , post free .

Earnest , loving . and tender, these chapters will bless many more than

the heroine to whom they were or'ginally told . Elder girls will both en

joy it and profit by it .

WORTH THE WINNING.

By EMMA E , HORNBROOK , Author of " Judith the Slave," &c .

Large crown 8vo ) , gilt tops, 3s . 6d .

“ Girls will find more than one character worth winning,"

Sunday School Chr nicle.

“ Worth the reading, and worth the buying . Fresh and pleasing, the

characters real, and the spiritual teaching prominent, though not

obtrusive."- Our Own Gazette .

NORA CLINTON ;

Or, Did I Do Rigut ? By EMILY BRODIE .

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d . , post free .

“ A very well- told story." - Bookseller .

“ Will be read with pleasure and proiit .” - Christian Age.

CRIPPLE JESS.

The Hop PickER'S DAUGHTER. By L. Marston, Author

of “ Rob and Mag."

Sniall 8vo , cloth extra , 2s . 6d. , post free .

“ T'ully as engrossing as anything from the pen of Hesba Stretton . "

The Christian .

WATER GIPSIES .

A Tale . By L. T. MEADE.

Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s . 6d. , post free .

“ It is full of incident from beginning to end , and wedo not know the
person who will not be interested in it ." - Christian World .

LITTLE FREDDIE ;

Or, FRIENDS IN NEED . By EVELYN EVERETT-GREEN .

Small 8vo , cloth extra, 2s.6d . , pust free .

* There is real pathos in this story , telling how a poor little waif is pro
tected from evil by the recollection of a lost mother's teacbing.”

Liverpool Courier .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.
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Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in theEAST. | Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen.

By Pearl Fisher.

WEB. THE HARVEST OF THE CITY,

Α .

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .
Six Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Ses towling

Secretary ,Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W. fleets. 12,000smacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing ou

Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co., 16, St. James Street , tables with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and

London , B.W.

sleety storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them ,

to the pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied say

rightly claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoyand s

Will shortly be published , PRICE 3s. 60.
highly prize.

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

HOOKS AND EYES ;

THROUGH THE PREUENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

Or, SENSE LINKED WITH FAITU.

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divino mercy and pardonin

love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours, afar
BY EMILY P. LEAKEY, ing relief in caseofsickness and injury, andcheering and brightening da

andmonotonouslivesby their presenceand ministry.

Author of “ Clear Shining Light," “ Miracles of Mercy , " & c .
" The Mission Smacksaredoinginthe North Sea a grandwork, worth

of the support ofa great maritimenation like England ; and I believe nas

Orders to be sent to Author, MISS LEAKEY, EXETER.
the results of their effort, great as they are in the present , will , it taky
supported liberally by thepublic , be ofuntoldvalue in the future."

Price ONE PENNY. 12 Copies, post free , Is.
Sir Edu:ard Birkbeck , Bart., M.P.

FUND 3 are greatly NEEDED to enable the Mission to place a Pestele

NATIONAL IDOLATRY, with every fleet.
E. J. MATHER, Directer.

By ROBERT BROWN, 181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge), B.C.

Author of " Outlines of Prophetic Truth ," “ The Hidden Mystery , " N.B.- The offices were removed to the present address is

“ Babylonianism ," “ Jesuitism ," & c . December last. Attention to the change will save much

“ A more valuable little tract, or one more suitable to the present times , trouble, time, and expense to the Mission.

has seldom come under our notice, and we gladly commend it to the

perusal of our friends." - English Churchman,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER Row . E.O.

MISS HOLT'S NEW STORY.

TANGLED

,

AND THE WORKERS OF TO-DAY.

A Tale of the Fifteenth Century. With Introduction by H. SINCLAIR PATERSON, M.D.

By EMILY S. HOLT. Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s. 6d .

Large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt tops, 5s .

“ Like all Miss Holt's productions, ably written , carefully planned , ard

“ Readers of the took will be well instructed as to what is being dire

for the poor and needy by some of the best known Workers of To-day :

full of deep teaching for old and young." - Our Own Gazette .
“ Not a whit behind any of its popular predecessors." — The Christian ,

they willalso , we trust, gain a quickened sense of the responsibility is

rests on all who love theLord to help on such practical endeavours for Ibe

" A very well told story ; will be readwith great interest ." - TheScotsman . salvation and elevation of their fellows. " - The Christian.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C. LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.
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majority of the men are, and Father O'Flaherty

performed the ceremony with the expressed consent

of the War Office."

To many this may appear somewhat startling, but

to us it gives no surprise. The tendency of the times

and it is evidently increasing in force - is to religious

indifference. All religions are to be treated alike , not

because there is some truth in them all , but becauso

The Word Treasured... 68 religion itself is of no consequence. We are approach

ing perilously near to the time which, according to

Gibbon , marked the fall of the Roman Empire. When

religion is eliminated from Government, conscience

ceases to act, and corruption must speedily ensue.

ROMANISM “ IN EXCELSIS. ' '
The Romish Church knows well how to take advan.

APPARENTLY in the sphere of politics principle tage of this indifferentism. With a zealwhich knows

is fated to give place to party. Unless our

no pause, and which braves every peril , it will keep

memory serves us very badly, when aLiberalGovern- itself well to the front, in the hope of profiting by the

ment appointed a Roman Catholic Governor of India

carelessness or callousness of others. Somehow or

considerable capital was made of that fact by their other, Protestantism has been lulled to sleep , and

opponents. Yet immediately on entering upon office
seems only likely to wake when, with locks shorn, it

the Conservatives place a Romanist in full control of
is in the grasp of its deadliest foes.

the Home Office , where certainly, if he be so disposed ,

he can advance the interests of Rome to a very large
ENTIRE SANCTIFICATION,

extent. It may be pleaded , no doubt , that the Home

INSecretary is too high- minded to favour his own

Na sermon recently preached by an eminent

Wesleyan it is stated that Luther, through his

religion , and that he will, without fear or favour, early Romish training, failed to advance to the doctrine

conduct the business of his department with the
of Sanctification by Faith . The great Reformer

greatest impartiality. Any one who argues in this

fashion must give Mr. Matthews little credit for the apprehended distinctly enough that we are justified

strength and sincerity of his religious convictions. by faith, but it is asserted that he continued to

Whosoever honestly accepts the pretensions of the

believe we can only be sanctified by works . Such a

Pope becomes his slave. He places himself , first of

statement proceeds on an entire misunderstanding of

all and always, at the disposal of the Vatican . How
the difference between justification and sanctification .

far, in the present instance, this may work mis
We are justified by the imputation of the perfect

chievously in the Governmentof the United Kingdom, righteousness of Christ ; whereas we are not sanctified

time alone can show.
by imputation in any sense whatever. When people

We are not blind to the advantages of the alliance

talk about instantaneous transition from sin to holiness

with Romanistswhich seems to bulk so largely in the they only reveal their ignorance both of themselves

esteem of political parties . Nevertheless , we are con
and of Scripture. Purity and perfectness are not

fident that neither party can be stable, nor even
conditions reached and retained by a momentary act.

strong enough to rule safely , so long as it condescends
Not only is there room for progress-as, indeed, is

to such an unholy compromise. Purity takes prece.
generally freely admitted—but even the maintenanco

dence of peace, for without it there can be no peace
of Christian life in any degree is dependent on the

worthy of the name.
continued exercise of a true and steadfast trust in the

Are we to accept as a new departure the blessing of Lord . Faith is all -important, whether for acceptance

the colours of one of our regiments by a Popish or attainment. In the ore case , however, it responds to

priest ? The Western Morning News of the 8th inst . the presentation of the righteousness of God ; in the

gives a long account of this idolatrous ceremony. It other it presses toward the mark for the prize of the

states that “ this was the first time since the Refor - high calling of God in Christ Jesus. If we would be

“ mation that a priest of the Roman Catholic Church justified , we accept the perfectness of Christ ; if we

“ had ever officiated upon such an occasion. It was
would be sanctified, we must run the race εet keſore

“ led to by the fact, that although none of the officers us , looking unto Jesus, the Author and Finisher of

* of the regiment are Roman Catholics, the great | faith .
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Entire sanctification , as taught by Arminius, has man . The trials of life may either work out for us

always seemed to us a very peculiar doctrine ; for it an exceeding weightof glory , or they may be instru

means that a man may be holy to -day and something mental in heaping up wrath against the day of wrath

very different to -morrow . Its presence or absence is Whence this difference ? How is it that afflictics

determined by the faith of the hour. And faith , some fail to benefit, or actually succeed in injuring,the si:

how or other, is always conditioned by works. The ner ? Because he looks at the things which are seen

preacher to whom we have referred blames Luther

because, having begun with faith , he lapses into sufferings because he is looking at the things that en

salvation by works. Wemight as reasonably blame not seen . Now things visible and temporal are ti

the Reformer's critic with advancing from works to things which daily occupy us here; they constitu

faith . As weunderstand the Gospel, coming to Christ | the ordinary pursuits and pleasures ofmen. Ifthe

is the deliverance from sinful acts and affections. Put, are the objects of our regard, then the loss oftben

according to the following language, wemust first give willonly lead us to quarrel with God's providens:

up sin and then come to the Saviour. and, absorbed as theworldlingmust be in the contes

When a man says that he cannotmuster up faith to believe plation of his losses, his sorrow will be greatly inter
what Christ has said, the reason is not in any inability to

believe, for the easiest thing in the world is to believe, but
sified . When he sees nothing beyond —when

in the fact (oh, hear me now , my fellow -Christians) that, present trouble excludes theuniverse - when it sta

whether he knows it or not, he has very often notmade a full
him in with itself,and noray of hope finds an entras

surrender of himself to Christ. His will is not absolutely at

God 's disposal. His will is not lost in the will of Christ. There - then the affliction is felt to be truly great. Suferin

is something that he is holding back . In the first place, without remedy and without end, without boped
homay be too fond ofmuney, and so , as long as he clings to his

money bags, undoubtedly it is impossible for him to have termination or cure, is hard to bear. Beneath his

strong faith . Or he may practise very questionable tricks weight the strongest will succumb. Nowonder,this
in his trade on the week -day . He says that other men

do it and the competition of business requires it. that he who looks only at the things that are ser

Very well, be bas his reward . He makes & fortune or he and who is engrossed with the material and visit
becomes a bankrupt : I don 't know which . One is as likely as

the other, but he cannot get that of which I am now speaking.
should grievously bewail his fate when the props go!

Hemust never do in Cheapside or the Strandwhat Christ would pillars of his joy are loosened and removed . TG

not do in Cheapside or the Strand . This is a condition , and it

is quite useless for him to come to meand say, “ I wish I could
from him material blessings, his worldly treasure -

join in those sweet hymns that were sung and in those beauti. his carnal joy ; and then , why, then , you havetaka

ful prayers.” My dear sir, you cannot do it until you are pre

pared to have a practical faith in Christ, and to believe that the
away his gods, and what hath he left ? Withouta

principles of Christ are to be applied to business in the city of object in life, with an empty home and a yearning
London ; and unless you honestly do that you cannot believe.

heart, and a hopeless morrow , there is nothing -
And then , again, another dreadfuldifficulty, and the onewhich

Christ emphasized more than any other, is an unforgiving spirit . him but to die. The heart which looks at, regard
It is astonishing how much bitterness & truly Christian man

and rests upon the things which are seen sinks 13
may generate and cherish in his heart. Now , so long as you do

that, it is impossible for you to have that full faith which will despair when these things vanish away. And

enable you to be fully saved . away they must. The earth and the works ther

It seems rather strange that one who complains of shall yet be burnt up, and even now " Vanity

Luther's retention of the doctrine of sanctification by vanities, all is vanity." We can enumerate the object

works should insist so strenuously on the necessity of needed to secure our happiness, but we cannot res

our becoming good before we can hope for full salva - | them in our grasp , for timeand change happeneta

tion . The duties he insists upon are right enough ; them all. But if our affections, disenthralled I

we only complain that he puts them before grace in earth, are set upon the things which are above,

stead ofafter. In other words,when a man becomes Christ sitteth at the right hand of God , then, so

holy, then in somemysterious manner he has holiness all change, and loss, and want, and agony,we can

conferred on him . The entire surrender of will which our home in God Himself. Deprived of earthly frieza

is insisted upon previous to the attainment of entire we can say " Nevertheless , O God, I am continua

sanctification is entire sanctification already assured . with Thee." Let famine stalk through empty streets

So long as speakers on this subject press the the " fig tree refusing its blossom , and the vine
necessity for holiness, or even indulge in emotional clusters , the labour of the olive failing,and the fear

talk about its entireness there is little reason to argue yielding no meat, the fold being without flock, so

with them , butwhen they condescend to details it is the stall without cattle , yet will we rejoice in D

not difficult to detect their shortcomings. Lord ,we will joy in theGod of salvation ."

VISION OF THE UNSEEN . UNSEEN AND ETERNAL.

V themselves are powerless for good. It may 1 and God's presence, these are the abil

be asserted , further, that they are powerful for evil. portions of God's sons. Worldlymen are stripped

By their action the hopeful, joyous, ingenuous youth their enjoyments and driven in their nakedness1

may be changed into a soured , gloomy, and suspicious I the eternal fire . Spiritualmen obtain a firmer b
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their treasures day by day, and these treasures being determined. The world in which we live, the

incorruptible and undefiled never fade away. " The thoughts, principles, and feelinge dominant in our

world passeth away , and the lust thereof, but he that

minds, these determine our present experience and

our future destiny. If we are regulated by things

doeth the will of God abideth for ever." Now it is in
that are seen , then our present lot shall be one of

the belief and proper estimate of these great truths vicissitude, and perplexity, and sorrow, because they

that our “ afflictions work out for us the more exceed are fleeting and temporal, and when these are

ing and eternal weight of glory ;" not in regarding swallowed up in night then ours shall be the black

these truths without affliction , nor in affliction while

ness of darkness for ever. Whereas if we are deter

mined in our deeds by the consideration of the things

not attentive to them . Oftentimes our thoughts have that are unseen , then “ being careful for nothing, the

been occupied with eternal things . We have medi peace of God ,' &c . , and in due time we shall inherit

tated on our obligations as redeemed by the blood of all things, " for the things which are unseen are

. "
Christ and on the high and holy labours to which eternal.

His death has consecrated us . The valuelessness of

If my object in life be not wealth , or comfort, or

worldly things and the exceeding greatness and glory of God , then when afflictions come, be they of what kind

friendships, or fame, if it be the pure heart that sees

spiritual life have been revealed to us , and our affec they may—be it poverty, or sickness, or dishonour, or

tions have been deeply engaged by them and noble

bereavement if I discover that by these God

resolves have issued from our heart. But when our
cleanseth , and purgeth , and prepareth me for Him

self, then I will heartily entertain these strangers , for

thoughts ceased, the resolutions died away. Thus , in so doing some have entertained angels unawares.

too , affliction has made our hearts tender and For thus I read the inventory of the saint's inherit

awakened irrepressible longing after an abiding com

ance, “ All things are yours, life and death , things

fort. But we have had no aspiration after God , no

present, and things to come , for ye are Christ's , and

Christ is God's ."

reflection on the exceeding great and precious pro

mises of the Lord, and thus the susceptible heart re

ceived no blessed imprint. At length, however, God Living Close to God .

timed matters so that the trouble and the doctrine were

simultaneous, they came together. And then , looking

BY REV. THEODORE L. CUYLER, DL

at the unseen made visible , forgetting the seen , hid

YONVERSION is a twofold process. God seeks

the sinner, and then , under the influence of the

den by the glory of the eternal, our affliction wrought Holy Spirit, the sinner seeks God. The shepherd
us good. Often the furnace had softened our hearts , finds the wanderer, and the wanderer finds Jesus, the

but the seal and stamp were wanting, and, like steel Way, the Truth, and the Life. Once afar off, he is

exposed oft to the flame, these hearts become harder

made nigh by the blood of Christ. As conversion is

than before . Often too has the seal been pressed

the return of the penitent soul to God, the joy, the

sweetness, andthe vigour of the Christian life depend

strongly down upon it, but no affliction being present it upon keeping close to God . “ Draw nigh unto Me,

left no impression . At last the time came
which and I will draw nigh unto you .

brought with it both the hot blast of trial and the seal If you ask whatwe gain by living close to God, I

of the Gospel; then we received the image and super

would answer that wegain fresh supplies of strength.

scription of God. Afflictions may bring us untold

The strength of yesterday will not suffice for to -day,

any more than yesterday's food will sustain me if I

blessingz. But , like other messengers of God, lost neglected to eat my breakfast this morning .. God

opportunities by which we might have gained a means that we shall be kept in constant dependence ;

hundredfold even in this life, these afflictions may
therefore He metes out "strength equal to the day."

come and go only to leave us more dull and deadened

The manna must fall fresh every morning. Lord,

than before. If we believe not in, if we longnotfor, give us day by day our daily bread. NoChristiancan

the things that are unseen , God may be in the

live on an old experience, or an oldpromise made to

God in years gone by , or on the Divine help that was

place , but we know it not , and an hour of solitude furnished to him in a passed emergency. A new con

wbich might have joined earth and heaven by a flict requires a new and immediate interposition of

ladder of communion will have passed away

the Divino aid . The Christians of Laodicea may once

unblessed .

have been healthy and happy ; they ceased to live

near God , and He " spued them out of His mouth . ”

2. Security depends upon living close to Jesus.

FAITH VERSUS SIGHT.
The soldier who keeps the ranks on the march, and

HIS “ looking,” to things unseen implies even

behind the ramparts during the assault , is commonly

safe ; the stragglers are apt to be picked up by the

more than belief in and desire of the things that enemy. To thislatter class in our churches belong

are unseen . A cognate word in Phil. iii. 14 is the casualties and the disgraceful desertions which so

translated , “ I press toward the mark , for the prize of often shock and shame us. Among this class of back

the high calling of God in Christ Jesus." In this sliders are the ready victims of the tempter — the men

sepse , which certainly the word here will fairly bear,

who betray pecuniary trusts, and the weak-kneed

time-servers who succumb in times of harà pressure ,

the apostle represents himself as regulating his life by and the deserters who slip away from God's worship

the unseen . " He walked by faith, not by sight.” Now
through broken Sabbaths,and all the votaries of self

it is by our object in life that our characters are indulgence who keep their names on church rolls
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Hooks and Eyes.

and yet are mostly found in the haunts of “ Vanity unto the world. The lifting power of the Church

Fair . " Drifting away from God, they fall into the increases directly in the ratio of its connection with

hands of the adversary. Need a Christian ever slip
Need a Christian ever slip the Source of all light and love and strength and

or stumble ? Need he ever walk in the dark , or lose holiness.

the roll of his assurance ? No ; not if he lives close

to Christ, so close that the Shepherd's eye is ever

on him , and the light of Christ's countenance

illumines his path, and the Almighty arm is ever

Anchovy Sauce.

By EMILY P. LEAKE Y.

within reach. ‘ Brother, if you or I ever lose Christ, THAT'S

fellow, jacketless, and with his shirt sleeves tucked

Himself from us ; it is because we have been drawn up. He evidently had been sent off from his work to the

away from Him . There is no more necessity that grocer's, and, as he repeated his statement over and over.

we should backslide than there is that we should he heldhighabove the other boys' heads a newly-purchased

swallow strychnine.

bottle of anchovy sauce : giving it another whirl, he shoute

3. We can probably recall certain people of our

for the fifth time, “ That's genuine."

acquaintance, who, without making any noisy pre

“ What does genuine mean ? " asked the smallest boy of

the trio, whilst the lame one, who had his shoeless foot in

tensions to holiness, are yet very steady in their long strap of calico that connected it with his shoulder to

gait , and shine with a very steady lustre ; they are take off the weight, and who stood on crutches,said, with a

not “ revolving lights," but constant burners . Some. laugb, “ Tim doesn't know what genuine means."

times they are very plain people ; their spiritual The possessor of the horribly adulterated article, I fear,

influence is far out of proportion to their talents, or

said , “ Tim, gen -u -ine means TRUE ; " and then the littleman,

culture, or social advantages . But their superior

with genuine spirit, and not altogether without wit, said, as

brightness is from the same cause that makes Mars

he most prudently took care to run away , “ That's more nors

are then, for you often acts a lie, if you daren't sayone." As

and Venus so bright in the evening sky ; those the elder boy ran after the small one, to “ punch his head," a3

planets revolve very near the sun. Stupendous my lame friend said , I thought I would ask him “What is

Saturn and Neptune make no show in the heavens, the meaning of the word genuine ? ”He spoke outmy thoughts

on account of their remoteness from the light- giver. to the letter, and with one of his bright, beautiful looks be

A very humble Christian may be a burning and a shin

is such a handsome boy ) he replied, “ Genuine, ma'am , is

ing light in the community if his heart-orbit lies close to

being real true, is being what it professes to be, just the real

Jesus. He reflects Christ in his daily conduct. He

thing !" “ Yes, dear boy,” I said to him, with a few words

of lovirg counsel, as he turned to look into a picture shop

can draw others to God, because he dwells himself that had many of those prints from touched -up plates in the

in the atmosphere of the Divine power. Pastor, do window , “ don't be a caricature of a picture.” He took in

you wonder why it is that sometimes you are power mymeaning directly, and said, “ If I profess to be a follower

less to move hearts, or to win any souls to the

of Christ, I must be one really. “ Yes," I said, " a doer of

Saviour ? It may be because you are living so far

the Word, not a hearer only. Do let us both remember that

away from God that you are spiritually unmag

text in St. James , which meansmuch the same thing :*!!

netized, and have lost all connection with theAlmighty

a man seem [or thinkethhimself) to be religious, and bridleth

source of strength . No father or mother can do any.

not his tongue, that man's religion is vain,' or false." Reader,

the bridled tongue is a great proof of genuine religion ; do let

thing for the conversion of their children , no Sunday us take care .

school teacher arything for the salvation of his or
Eno's Fruit Salt.

her class, while they are living out of fellowship with OW Ilong for a talk with you ! you are the best fruit

' HOY
Christ .

salt I know , as invigorating to the soul as Eno is to

In common with hundreds of others, I have been the body.” “That is just what I want to do, to use the grace

visiting the garden ofa Mr. C-- in this city, to see a given to me to brighten up others." The above is a little

century plant which is now in bloom. Within a few

word I heard , and it remindedme of that seventeenth verse of

weeks it has shot up from a moderate-sized shrub to a

the twenty-seventh of Proverbs, “ Iron sharpeneth iron :sa

stalk thirty feet high ; it has sent forth two dozen

man sharpeneth the countenance of his friend .” If reta

about with the loveofChrist in our hearts and shiningChrist

branches , on the ends of which are several hundreds in our faces, shall wenot “sharpen"the face of our friends?

of minute yellow flowers. That aloe plant has been I am sure we shall. Let us try to be bright,happyChristiane

in Mr. C - 4's garden for many a long year, but it

never attracted my attention before. In a few days Notesfor Bible Reading.

the brief blossoms will have dropped off, and then for

another century it will sink again into insignificance.

“ A Man in Christ .” — 2 Cor. xii . 2 .

But the neighbouring geraniums and rose bushes,

ET me

L

count up some of the treasures I have in

Him

which flower out every season , are worth an army of 1. A life that can never be forfeited

periodicalmonsters which can be admired only once 2. Arelationship which can neverbe broken Gal. iii. x

in a lifetime . There are too many church members 3. Righteousness which can never be tar

who are like that aloe ; their every -day appearance is
nished

very upattractive, and it is only on very rare and
4. A peacewhich can never be destroyed

extraordinary occasions that they show any blossoms
5. An acceptance which can never be ques

tioned

of godliness. This world will not be converted by 6. An inheritance which can never fade .

century plant Christians, any sooner than the skies 7. A title which can never be disputed.

will be steadily lighted by comets.

* Hooks and Eyes, to be published shortly , 38. 6d ., postfree, 3s. 3d . Pla ?

Rev. C.G. BASKERVILLE, M.A.

Out of Christ - my position by nature .

The great demand of the times is for men and In Christ - my position by grace.

women who live near to God. The demand is not for For Christ - myblessed privilege.

fitful, spasmodic efforts , but for the steady power of
With Christ - my brighthope.

Christ-like Christians, who keep the Commandments,
Thou , O Cbrist, art all I want ;

and who draw the sinning and the suffering towards

More than all in Thee I find.

Christ, because they dwell so close to Christ them

selves. Unto such He reveals Himself as He does not send orders to the Author, Miss Leakey , Exeter.

Johna 8.

1

.
2 Cor. v.21.

Eph. ii. 14.•

. Eph. 1. a.

1 Pet. i. 4

Jer, y . !

.

.
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his actions, for religion was both the rudder and anchor of his

soul. His sagacious judgment never forsook him . He saw

at a glance what would tend to promote the moral and

religious welfare of his fellow-men, and he did it , no matter

what it cost him . For he felt that he was God's steward , and

he found that liberal outlay became the condition of large

returns. An eminent writer has said, “ If we wish to give sight

to the blind , we must do as Christ did, lay our hands upon

them .” This was the practical way in wbich he carried outhis

life mission . Working for God and man was the "one thing

he did . Such a life reminds us where the strength of a nation

lies—in our Christianity. It is only as we are Christians in our

place, Christians in our mercantile transactions , Christians in

our public life , Christians in our domestio relations, that we can

accomplish as a nation the great purpose of God . Samuel

Morley, from his grave , calls the youngmen of England to a

noble Christian life by showing us in himself that " the

Christian is the highest type of manhood."

Mr. Spurgeon's Students.

0

move ,

In Memoriam .

The late Samuel Morley , Esq.

N our last issue we referred to the loss sustained by the

i

princely giver, warm and hearty sympathizer with every

good work. To those who enjoyed the privilege of personal

acquaintance he was endeared by his sterling Christian

character and sturdy evangelical principles ; to others by his

generous and cheerful response to every well-founded claim
made upon his liberality.

The Press, Christian and secular, during the past week, has

with one consent paid tribute to the departed ;wehave, however,

been specially struck with a sketch by " OneWho Knew Him ,"

in thePallMall Gazette, from which we cull a few sentences :

Though Mr. Morley undoubtedlyowed much of his influence

to his wealth , and the popularity of that influence to the way

in which he used it , the main powerof his now closed life was

his character He was a man ofdefined purpose, highmotive,

and strong will. Through a long life, hehas preserved an un

stained and unblemished conscience. His conception of duty

was the Puritans' ; and he had their emphatic self-respect,

neither of which any exigencies of party could ever for a moment

succeed in relaxing. It was mainly the high tone of the man

that made even his mere silent presence in the House of Com

mons tend to purify its moral atmosphere. One of the sorrows

of his political life was the low morality of the men with whom

as a politician he had to work, and often has he said that he

believed the House to be the most godless assembly in the coun

try.” He placed integrity and transparency of conduct before

everything . “ He is too obstinate for a politician ," said a friend

of the writer's, after failing to shake him in some, as it seemed

to the speaker, essentially party tactic affair. But his obstinacy

was the obstinacy of the lighthouse , which the clamour and

battering of waves and cries of sinking crews are powerless to

It was not mere loyalty to his intellectual opinions

which made him firm . It was inability to leave his pure and

high personality. " I am much what my mothermade me,” he

onge declared to a friend with whom he was n political sym .

pathy, and with whose highly rationalized religious opinions he

was at variance, " and I wish to continue so . ' To the last he

preserved unsullied the love of truth and purity with which he

had been inspired as a child in the strictest Puritan home. His

manners were not always pleasant, as the manners of lofty in.

tegrity cannot always be . To men of doubtful principles he could

give a very curt reception and more peremptory dismissal. But

his most indignant moments were cool and self-possessed. Not

sternness only, but stature was lent by his rectitude. His carriage

was at all times that of a man of independent convictions and

position . With moral he blended physical andfinancial strength.

He was the survival of the merchant of the Cromwellian age.

Like the men of that age who lived in " the great Task

master's eyes," he had their rare sense of the overwhelming

authority and righteousness of God. Humble before God, he

was somewhat ofan autocrat towards men. Yet to his politics

and his church alike he was drawn by his love of the people.

He felt impatiently the frivolity of any other motive of national

action . He had that meek and lowly spirit which the contem

plation of God fostered among Puritans, which sets itself to

serve med, to lighten the people's burdens. He loved the poor,

the sick , the sad, with a love which lent the one gentle grace to

his dignity. While he cared not to be Lord Mayor of his

city and refused a peerage of the realm , he prized the blessings

of those that were ready to perish . It was in this genuineness

of his philanthropy that hischaracter found its coherency.

The funeral took place on Friday ia Abney Park Cemetery.

It was intended to be private , but so many Christian workers

and others felt impelled to pay the last tokens of respect, that

it assumed the proportions of a public ceremony. Fully a

thousand representative men and women were present (in spite

of the rain ), it being computed that some two hundred and fifty

different Christian and philanthropic associations were repre

sented. Amongst those who conducted the service were Revs.

Nevile Sherbrooke, J. O. Harrison, Dr. Stoughton, and Canon

Fleming.

Canon Fleming, in the course of his address, said : Good men

are themost precious gifts ofHeaven. We all claim a part in

Samuel Morley, for outside of his own denomination he has

left the marks of his munificent philanthropy and Christian

charity. He loved truth better than any sect, and Christ better

than any church, and he was loved and honoured by thousands

from whom he differed conscientiously , but always kindly.

Happy in the circumstances of his life, happy in his family,

happy in his a bundant means of doing good, he was above all

happy in that love of God which was the motive power of all

N Tuesday last the new session of the Pastors' College

was opened, and the students , as usual , were entertained

at Westwood by Mr. and Mrs. Spurgeon . Twenty-one new

students and sixty already in the College were present. In the

morning Mr. Spurgeon gave an address of welcome , abounding,

however, in practical hints .

Inthe evening he gave a characteristically telling address, of

which we give a summary.

Mr. Spurgeon said : The College ha 1 for its object the u 9 .

holding of the faith . To suppose that their religion could adapt

itself to the requirements of the times was a dangerous fiction .

The Word was the same yesterday, to -day, and for ever. It was

not for the College to raise up young philosophers, but men who

were true the faith-men who would live as witnesses to the

truth of what they believed ; not parrots, to say what they wero

taught, but men who preached what they felt . He himself prɔ.

claimed that of which he was convinced , and if he knew a better

Gospel he would not preach the worst of the two.

They had come into the College with the intention of bringing

back the country to its right mind. They were very anxiousto

receive superiormen ; not those who professed to besoma dis

gusting kind of thing-but those with gifts , and deeply read in

the things of God. Such a one would speak as a master, and

men would say of him, under Christ, “ Never man spake like

this man . When they preached in this manner they spoke

with awful authority. Only a fool would wish to be spoken of

as merely clever. Men of the right kind exercised a mysterious

influence in their districts. They did not wantmen who were

only proper nobodies, but those in whom God dwelt.

Mr. Spurgeon ' then went on to say that the last years of

those already in the College ought to be their best years, while

the new ones would have to learn what they were able . The

studies which a man liked least were sometimes those which he

needed most ; and the object was to strengthen their minds .

The students were then exhorted to well maintain the spiritual

tone of their College life ; and the services of the Tabernacle

were to be considered as a part of their training . It was also

well for them to preach as oftenas they could find opportunity.

They should get their own stations, or preach in the streets ,

and not let their tongues grow rusty while only their brains

were becoming clear. Then they ought to cultivate good habits .

If anywere heardof as having gone to the theatre , or of having

yielded to any vice, it would be the first and last time as

students in that College. They were not necessarily to be

teetotallers ; but he (Mr. Spurgeon ) was glad when they were

80. They were not asked to do this thing or that thing ; but

they were asked to develop in all things that concerned the

ministry of Christ.

Home forConsumptives. — TheMildmay Associate, who

inserted a notice of the proposed Home in Torquay for patients

in advanced consumption,thanks those who have responded,either

by promises or donations,but regrets the sum already given or pro

mised only reachestwo hundred and forty pounds. The demand

of the lonely, homeless, lingering sufferers for care and sympathy

remains as pressing as ever. The Saviour's promise to rezurd

as “ done unto Him" our service of ministry to the least of His

brethren is cherished as awatchword by many of us, and it is

earnestly hoped this appeal for the victims of consumption mu

not be madein vain . Ifthe one hundred and sixty pounds still

needed to make up £ 400 were subscribed within the next month,

the Home might be opened before the winter sets in. Contri .

butions or promises will be gratefully received by Miss F.Gun

bleton , Secretary, Connemara, Torquay, or Col. J. K. Currie,

Treasurer, Grey's Lodge, Torquay.
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The Congo Mission .
Correspondence.

19

STRE

A Prayer Meeting in Jerusalem.

I

N the destruction of Stanley Pool station by fire a very

IN

Question on Rey. xxii.

heavy pecuniary loss has fallen upon the Congo Mission , TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK .

amou nting, so far as present estimates show , to no less a sum

than three thousand pounds, and crippling, at any rate for
IR ,-Could any of your readers throw light on Rev. xxii:

a sea son , the establishment and equipment of the new up-river

2 ? It would seem suitable to the Millennial State that

stations . there should be “ leaves for the healing of the nations,” but as

Immediately on receipt of these sad tidings by the Committee
this chapter is apparently a continuation of the description of

of the Baptist Missionary Society, steps were taken to despatch
the heavenly Jerusalem , the Holy City of the new heavens and

further stores and supplies, and large shipments are now on
earth (chap. xxi . 2 ) , when the old shall have passed away, and

their way to the Congo.
the condition of every human being, fixed for eternity , as

The severe loss , coming at a time when the financial resources
recorded in the latter part of chap. xx., a provision for healing

of the society are already taxed to their utmost to meet the
seems difficult to understand in connection with that period.

heavy permanent liabilities consequent upon recent and large
I have never seen this subject alluded to, even in the last Pro

extensions in India and China, cannot but cause grave anxiety
phetic Conference, where the Millennial and tbe heavenly

and concern to the members of the Committee , a feeling which,
Jerusalem were both special subjects .

they feel well assured , will be shared by the entire constituency
M. A. MURRAY KER.

mission , Newbliss House, Newbliss, Ireland .

It is certainly most desirable that this loss should be re

couped by special contributions, and not come upon the

ordinary receipts. The Committee , therefore , venture with all

confidence to appeal to friends of the Congo Mission to come to

their assistarce at this time, and by a special and united
BY REV. H. A. NELSON, D.D.

effort to raise a sufficient fund to replace the lost stores and

equipments. Na fortnight which I spent at Jerusalem I made pleasant

The prospects of the Congo Mission were never so bright as

they are to-day. Letters received by the last mail report that London Society for Evangelization of the Jews. He way

in some parts “ there is a great awakening among the people ; himself aJew by birth , but is a thoroughly evangelical and

special meetings are being held daily, and there are very many highly intelligent Christian.

inquirers seeking to know more of Jesus ; the people listen to It was on a Monday evening that I met him in a socia!

tha story of the Cross as they never did before, and a time of gathering at the house of Mr. Kelk , the superintendent of

special blessing seems close athand .” the mission in Palestine. Mr. Friedlander told me that on
“ Much of the pioneering work has been done , ” writes one of

Tuesdayafternoon there would be a prayermeeting in their
the brethren , and “ on all sides there are cheering indications ;

the people delight to listen to the story of the Cross , and school
mission chapel, which he cordially invited me to attend.

work is greatly prospering . ” .
Very gladly I accepted bis invitation to the prayer meeting,

Mr. J. T. Comber says in his letter from the Congo :
which I found quite unique, and which I greatly enjoyed.

“ But what is to be done about this terrible loss of Mission There were present eighty or ninety persons, all Jews by

property ? We must appeal to ourspecialCongo Mission friends. birth -some of them already heartily accepting Jesus as the

I do not think the ordinary mission funds should suffer in Christ, and the only Saviour; the others serious inquirers,

any way. We want a special subscription list to be opened, ani in variousdegrees of progress, but all enough in earnest to

srecial collections to be made in our churches - ay ! and our come regularly to such a Christian service. Mr. Friedlander

Sunday schools too. I should like to appeal specially to our informed me that all present could understand what was

London Churches , and to ask our many staunch and nobly said either in English or in German , but a part could under

generous friends in our dear old city of London to come to our stand much better the English, and a part the German. For

help at this time . It is not so interesting as to subscribe to a

new station or a new steamer, I know, but it is our great and

this reason, one half-hour was given to exercises in each of

those languages:
present pressing need, and this surely will excite sympathy.

I believe the London Churches can and will cover this loss ,
In the English half-hour Mr. Friedlander read the third

without going to the provinces. Perhaps I am too presump
chapter of Paul's Epistle to the Galatians, and a hymn and a

tuous—I don't know. But it would be a noble thing if London prayer led by one of the lay bretbren, he called on me to

Baptist churches would take the matter in handalone, and we speak. Taking for my test Paul's words in that chapter,

might afterwards appeal to provincial churches for our new “ If ye be Christ's then are ye Abraham's seed , and heirs ac

up-river stations . " cording to the promise,” I told them how in my early child .

hood, I used to hear mygodly father plead
the Abrahamic

covenant” for his“ children and children's children to the

latest generation ” ; how my mother had told me of my

The Christian Community.
father's father offering that same prayer for her children

and all who should be descended from them , as she sat by

T :

JAE opening service of the new Mission Hall in HighStreet, hisdeath-bed ; howtharkfullyI recognised
the probability

Poplar, to which reference was made in a recent issue of that such devout benediction had descended upon me through

Word and Work, took place a few days ago. Mr. George

Broad took the chair, and several letters were read from absent
many godly generations ; how precious is that " everlasting

friends unable to attend , including one from Mr. Sydney Bux.
covenant ; " to meas I plead it for my children and children's

ton , M.P. , sent from the House of Commons, in which he
children ; and how happy Iwas then, for the first time,in

deeply regretted that his duties would not permit of his being
my life, to be communing thus with disciples of Jesus the

present, but to manifest his sympathy with the object of the
Christ, who were children of Abraham according to the flesh

meeting be had much pleasure in enclosing a cheque for £2 and in the very city over which he wept,and out of which

towards the expenses of opening the hall . He went forth to be crucified for our sins. Those Jerusalen?

Mr. J. Atkinson , the Secretary, detailed the various steps Jewish Christians seemed glad to have me thus boldly count

taken in securing the premises andtransformingit into its myself in with them as a child of Abraham , and to baveme

present condition. The place looked beautiful , and bad every recognise them as a fellow disciple of Him whom their

requisite for the comfort of those who would assemble to join blinded fathers had crucified, in whom they now believe as

in worship within its walls . The expense of clearing out the

old bar and all other things connected with a flowing gin

the hope of Israel as well as the light of the Gentiles— the

palace and renovatingand furnishing it were necessarily heavy,

hope, the light, the Saviour of the world .

and an earnest appeal was made for help from thoseable to
As to thegreatest part of the Jews, no doubt“ unto this

give it. day,whensoever Moses is read a veillieth upon theirheart " :

Several others followed , one of whom gave a most graphic
butI am sure that many will rejoice with me thatI found in

description of the difference in the appearance of the place.
Jerusalem co considerablea number who " turved to the

Lord," and fromwhom “ the veil is taken away." From the

faces of far greater numbers in Russia the veilseems tobe

Mr. Sankey writes, stating he is now on his way to this lifting,or beingrent away. Is not the good time drawing

country for a short visit . He will be warmly welcomed by near when the fulness of the Gentilesbeing brought

many.
Israel shall be saved " ?
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Moody's Method with Inquirers.

BY REV. W. F. CRAFTS.

ERHAPS the most interesting sessions of the Northfield

a man said to me in the inquiry -room , “ I can't believe ! " I

answered “ Whom ? " He replied, with embarrassment: “ You

don't understand me . I have intellectual difficulties. I can't

believe." Again I said , “ Whou ? At last , seeing it was not

a thing, but God, that he had disbelieved , he was led to faith .

Challenge those who “ can't believe " to show a broken promise

of God. A man charged me with preaching the pernicious

doctrine that a man is saved by simply believing that a man's

life is affected by what he believes. A question as to what he

would do if he were led to believe that the building in which

they were was on fire, was enough to show that a man's conduct

was affected by whathe believed .

To those who stumbled over the doctrine of instantaneous

conversion Mr, Moody would read the passages that speak of

conversion as a “ gift." Surely a " gift " can be instantaneously

received. Show them also the passages that call conversion a

“ life . " There is surely a momentwhen " life " begins . Read

to them also 1 John v. 1. Never tell a man he's converted ,

When he has been instructed and has become submissive , get

him on his knees beside you and pray for him , and get him to

pray aloud for himself ; if nothing more , to repeat the Syrophe.

nician's victorious prayer, “ Lord , helpme," or the prayer of the

publican.

Mr. Moody was kept on this topic much longer than he

intended by the questions which were showered upon him . It

is evident that no topic yet presented is of equal practical

interest to the Conference to this of the after meeting.

3

A .

after meeting, and answered questions as to his method of

treating various classes of inquirers.

For those who deny the divinity of Christ he would quote the

following texts : 1 Cor. xv. 47 ; 1 John v. 20 ; xvii . 3 ; Mark xiv.

60-65. In John v. 21 Christ claimed honour equalto the Father.

In Matt. xviii . 20 and xxviii . 20 He claimed to be omnipresent ;

in Matt. xxviii . 18 to be omnipotent. In Mark ii . 7 we find

Him forgiving sins. In John ix . 23 He allowed Himself to be

worshipped, Angels (Rev. xxii . 8 , 9) and good men (Acts xiv.

13-15) protested against such worship. Other passages from

the eighth and fifteenth chapters of Matthew were quoted .

" God-man " explains all these passages. Sometimes He spoke

as God ; sometimes as man .

The Jungle Boy.

BRIGHT lad of fourteen , fresh from the jungles , came

Quick to learn , he soon caught the spirit ofthe school , and made

rapid progress in study. A deep feeling of truly intelligent con .

cern for their souls' welfare was increasing among these Santal

lads , and this one began to share it . His clear and pointed

questions , his honest and humbling confessions , his very hearty

and touchingly earnest prayers , all drew my attention to him ,

and impressed me that he was to become a chosen vessel for

the Master's use. He was one of the first boys to be converted.

His heart was filled with light and flooded with love . His joy

was calm and deep and constant.

Another class of inquirers referred to was those who feel too

weak to undertake a Christian service . One says : “ I feel as weak

as water." Thank God I then you are just where He can do

something for you . Rom . v. 6.is an assurance that those who

are “ without strength " are the very ones for whom “ Christ

died .” The ambassador is strong because of the Government

that backs him .

Another class of inquirers are those who are waiting for

feeling. Tell them it was not how the negroes felt in 1863 , but

the proclamation that proved them free. Heb. ii . 1 assures

us that faith comes not by feeling but by hearing and reading

God's proclamation . In travelling, a man often gets turned

around. The sun seems to set in the east. If he goes by feel.

ing he will go astray . He seeks knowledge rather, and follows

it in spite of a feeling that points theother way. A wood

chopper in the winter woods does not sit down on a log and say :

“ I'm going to wait here until I get warmed up." He goes to

work. A voice in the audience cited two passages as seeming

to some to warrant the idea that feeling is a necessary part of

faith : " With the heart man believeth . ” " If thou believest

with all thine heart , thou mayest.” Mr. Moody's answer to

this question out of the many he received was unsatisfactory,

but it was suggested by another question from the audience

that the word heart in these passages and most others refers to

the whole " inward man ," the mind , not to the emotions dis

tinctively. To the question , “ Would you teach an inquirer to

depend on his feelings or the Bible ? " Mr. Moody gave swift

“ The Bible every time . The devil can play on my

feelings like a harp. I've seen men crying for feeling , anxious

to be anxious."

" In Scotland ayoung man who wanted to be a Christian was

taken ont by his father and pointed to a toad and asked : ‘ Do

you feel as worthless as that toad ? ' ' No. ' Then you are

not worthy to come.' Not until he could say " Yes ' to that

question was he led into the Church. Then the story was put

in a book to show how a man pust feel before he can begin a

Christian life .” Another voice interposed a question whether

repentance did not include " godly sorrow ." * Godly sorrow ,

said Mr. Moody, " is the sorrow of the godly over their sins . A

sinner can't have godly sorrow. I had no great sorrowwhen I

began a Christian life . It was after I was converted that my

conscience became sensitive and tender. Before that I could

swear without any compunctions of conscience, but after that

a half-epoken oath caused me days of keenest grief. What is

repentance ? It means turning , When I find myself driving

in the wrong direction I am to turn about. God commands

men to turn . As a soldier defines repentance : Attention !

Halt ! Right about face ! March ! ' They are not to wait for

sorrow or anything else." Again and again he insisted, in

response to questions from those who could not easily separate

repentance from sorrow , that the inquirer is not to seek sorrow

but the Saviour.

To those who are “ afraid they will sin after they become

Christiane," 1 John ii . 1 was to be given, “ If any man sin , we

have an Advocate with the Father," which was written to

Christians. No believer is to make provision for sinning ; but

God has.

When one is met who has come into darkness shortly after

conversion , it may always be assumed that it is due to one or

both of two causes. The inquirer has been ashamed to go home

and confess his new purpose to his friends, or he has remembered

some enemy whom he has been unwilling to forgive. Read to

such Rom . x. 9-11 to rebuke their fear, and Matt. xviii. 21-35

to rebuke their hatred.

To those who do not see that unbelief is the greatest sin , read

1 John v. 9 to show that it is " giving God the lie." Theman

who calls you a liar could hardly commit a greater offence

against you. What, then, of those who make God a liar ? When

answer :

One morning, just a few days after his conversion, he came

to me and asked for leave to go home. Fancying it was but a

fickle notion , a mere whim or a fit of home-sickness , such as

jungle lads often have , I answered that I could not think of

letting him off now, for the term had but just begun , and that

when vacation camé he should go home like all the other boys .

He quietly stepped out of my room , and I thought he was gone,

but presently I found him standing on the verandah . Coming

up to me again, his voice tremulous with emotion , he said , “ Do

let me go home now .” The reason for his request occurred to

me at once, but to test him I said , “ Why do you wish to go

home now ? Tell me freely and I'll think of it."

The big tears began to fall, and for full five minutes he could

not speak. Recovering his calmness , he said so heartily , “ Jesus

has pardoned me; my heart is so happy I wantto tell my friends

about Jesus. My father and mother have never heard His

Let me go home to tell them now .” It was impossible

to refuse him this earnest request ; so I said, “ Go home, and

we shall pray for you and for your friends." He went, and was

gone several days. The journey to his jungle home occupied

two days, it being forty miles away. This Santal lad came back

to us with such a happy heart, having told his friends what

Jesus had done for him . And the ripe, rich fruit of his seed.

sowing came as one by one - first the mother, then the father,

then three brothers and two sisters—all came into the light and

into the Church of Christ.

J. L. PHILLIPS, M.D.

name,

A Significant Item : -- The remarkable fact is mentioned

by the Converted Catholic that there ie not a reading -room con

nected with a Y.M.C.A. in America that is not attended by a

large number of Roman Catholics . The Secretary in New York

says one hundred and fifty regularly frequent the roomsin that

city ; half of the youngmen who attend the Bowery branch can

be safely set down as Romanists.

Working Men and the Lord's Day.- Once more the

working classes, as represented at the Trades' Union Congress,

have expressed their determination to preserve the Day of

Rest, recognising clearly that it needs but the thin end of the

wedge admitted to bring about a Continental Sunday. A

resolution was unanimously adopted against unnecessary labour

on Sunday ; while another resolution proposing the opening of

national museu ms ,& c ., on that day was defeated.
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French Coasting Work.

was seamen.

were

Sailors'Rests in Italy.

STEPHEN BURROWES, who has been delivering
The Gospel Ships.

thiee country, writes :-Naplesgotaloud calllastweekee hy | AFustermushbleised workat Harre, the Gospelschooner,

wife states that the house rocked like a ship in a storm ; may note that while the McAll Committee have paid thirty

they ran into the street, remaining there until after midnight. two pounds, and a friend has given three pounds, the expenses

The cholera , too, is again near the city.
of the crew , oil , coal, coke, gear, and repairs, & c ., & c.,have

He sends a copy of his report just issuing from the press. fallen heavily on the Gosport Mission , the funds of which are

From it we learn that the Sailors ' Rest at Naples is doing a good exbaus : ed.

work ; that as a result of a tour around the island of Sicily and On the Coast of Brittany .

the Adriatic, where there were no seamen's institutes previously, With regard to the coasting work, we learn that at Quimper

the Superintendent is happy to record that in all the principal Douarnenes, and Audierne a series of meetings were beld,

ports Sailors' Rests are now established. After waiting twelve under the care of the pasteur, Mr. Jenkyn Jones, and M.

months for others to move, two of the directors opened a Rest Groifnoc. These meetings were attended by au liences varying

n Messina in May, 1883, and the society paid all expenses for from tbirty to two hundred and sixteen , a total of five thousand

six months. That Rest is now taken up by a local committee. one hundred and sixty persons being present at the twenty-sir

The reports received from time to time give most satisfactory meetings . Children's meeting have also been very successful.

notices of the great improvement among seamen coming to In June the Gospel ship arrived at St. Nazaire, and th:

Messira , where disorder once prevailed . sameevening one hundred and two persons heard the Gospel.

At Catania the missionary colporteur opened a Rest in Mr. Bisson , the evangelist, of Nantes, took charge of the work,

December, 1885, which very helpful to

Drupkepness decreased , ‘and in many ways seamen

and had a full meeting every night. He also took the meetings

at Nantes , where the influence was such that more than once

benefited by having the Gospel preached to them in a place several hundred had to remain on the quay for want of room

where there was no residentminister of the Gospel . Owing to In July she anchored at La Rochelle . " The crowds were less

the existence of cholera on the east coast of Italy, the Rest was than at Nantes, but the meetings were not the less interesting.

closed during the summer months, but we hope to have it The evangelists, Mr. Durleman , Mr. de Richemont , Mr. Borel.

re - opened under & native caretaker, as it is not desirable to of Nice, and others , always spoke there to a full meeting, com .

continue the heavy expense of an English missionary. posed of people attracted there by the good Word of God. An

The fourth Rest wasopenedin the ancient port of Pozzuoli,the evident result of the visit of the ship to La Rochelle was tha

landing -place of the Apostle Paul, from whence he travelled to acceptance by sixteen men and women of the Gospel .

Rome; and where Sir William Armstrong, of Newcastle, has

established a factory for the Italian Government. Mrs.
Enquiring the way.

Josephine Butler provided the means to institute this Rest, and At the desire of friends the ship returned to St. Nazaire

was present with Car Butler and others at a delightful tea in August. The meetings were less numerous than the first

meeting in April , 1886, when the Rest was dedicated to the time , but, on the other hand, they appeared to produce deeper

service of God and the benefit of the British workmen and sea impressions ; some of the most familiar asked questions

men coming to the port.
indicating a thirst for Divine truth .

Through the kindness of Mrs. Josephine Butler and other
The vessel went to Lorient, where the meetings immediately

friends, a Christian seaman is now located in the Sailors' Rest began , under the care of Mr. Borell, of Nice.

at Naples, and he also visits the Rest at Pozzuoli. a Grand cuork.

Our good old Bethel ship is also needing funds because of

repairs, which incurred heavy expenses ; 2,500 francs are to be

A friend writes : -The missionary boat on the western coast

repaid to the Treasurer. Mr. Burrowes' address is 93 , via
of France is blessed in her labours beyond all expectation.

Pridigrotta, Naples.
Wherever she goes she receives a warm and most cordial recep

tion .

At La Rochelle, the members of the churches were anxious

about the boat ; they feared it would be altogether an echet,

Evangelistic Work in Hampshire.

but quite the contrary has happened, and crowds have listened

in that portwith earnestness and goodwill to the message of

A the

NOBLE work for Christ is being carried on in connection the Gospel.

If Christians in England only know more of this work, I feel

This mission , which was founded in 1875 by the Misses constrained to think they would help us more in spreading the

Perks, of Winchester (who are still identified therewith ) is prose Gospel among the French. Our funds have run out again ; but

cuting a glorious crusade for the Lord Jesus with vigour and in God is our trust. The expenses are somewhat heavy, but

All its agencies are instinct with life ; and the Word nothing in proportion to the good that is doing.

of God is proclaimed with power. Many hundreds of souls

have been born again," and the Divine blessing is constantly

A New Vessel Wanted.

realized. Besides the mission halls (three in number) in the
The Gospel ship Annie has lately visited Calais, and is now

city , stations are occupied within a radius of fifteen miles . To

at Dunkerque, meeting with equal success in the crowds

tell all I saw, during a recent visit , of the good work accom
assembling on board tohear the good news.

plished by themission would tax your space unduly. It must

Government vessel hasdonegood service both at home and

suffice to say that on the part of the people there is a remark

in France, butwillbe condemned for seaservice after her

able readiness to heart believe the words of eternal life .”
return from France. Totake her place, a new ketch is to be

The work is superintended by Mr. C. Edwards (formerly of the

Sion .

success.

This noble old

1

inches long by seven inches wide, to supply the troops and

seamen going out as reliefs during this autumn. It ladies and

( The Editor of Word and Work would gladly receive and

built, probably at Troon ,N.B., at a costof £ 1,250 . Her length

Evangelization Society, London), who is assisted by Professor

is tobe seventy- five feetand twenty -one feet beam— much

J. Niedermann, of Southampton, and, in addition to a colpor
largerand better vessel in every way forthe work. A lady

teur, no less than some fifty brethren are largely occupied in

friend has given me £ 100 ; Mrs. Henry Gamble, of Torquay, a

proclaiming “ the unsearchable riches of Christ." Who will
promise of £ 200 ; Juhn Cory, Esq., £ 10 ; J.Holt Skinner, Esq.,

assist this truly noble work? The expenditure involved is con
£10 ; F. Lapthorn,Esq.,£ 10 ; H.F.Barclay, Esq., £ 10 ;J.W.A,

siderable and increasing. Friends andfunds are greatly needed .
£ 5 ; a few friends, in smaller sums, £3 103. 1d .

Alay I say, in conclusion, that any gifts of monoy or in kind

Willyour readers kindly help in this important need,so that

would be gratefully received and acknowledged on behalf of the

the vessel may bebuiltatonce, andbereadyfortheearly part

mission, by Miss L. Perks, Soldiers' Home , Winchester.

of next year,to follow up the work as heretofore.Iftheorder

A VISITOR.
canbe given atonce, the vessel willbereadyby theend of

Monmouthshire, September, 1836.
February, 1887.
Weare in need again also of ten thousand little bags, eight

A Widows' Picnic ” was lately given in connection

with the Rose Street branch of the Glasgow City Mission . At their children , with theirservants, will again helpto supply our

the
expense of a few Christian gentlemen the widows attending need forthe benefitof ourunitedservices,I shallbemost

the mission meeting were enabled to enjoy a pleasant day to grateful. Bibles, Testaments, andGospelbooksarealways on

gether in the country . Very seldom does it happen that mem demand, English or foreign.

bers of this class have the means of leaving the city even for a,

day , and we can well believe the testimonyof the missionary, Seamen's Resort, Gosport.

Mr. James A. Forrest, that “the grateful look on their palo,

careworn faces more than repaid any trouble expended . " forward contributions for the good work.]

HENR
Y
COOK
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An Evening at Millwall. Week of Prayer 1887.

LA
ASTMondayevening I ventured unusually far

East,pome. TF engeek ofunited and universal prayer,at the

com

THE Evangelical Alliance have issued their annual invitation

trating the dock region around Milllwall and Cubitt Town.

I had heard of a good work in progressat the People's Hall,

Millwall, in connection with the North -East London Gospel

Mission , and I meant to see it.

I found at the corner of Charles Street, surrounded by a throng

of dock men , Mr. Wm Chorley and his helpers earnestly and

simply warning men to flee from the wrath to come.

The open -air service over, we made our way to the hall, which

was soon well filled. The previous evening, I learned, it had

been filled to overflowing, and many professed to be cut tu the

heart.

There , in one corner, my attention was called to a rough -and.

readyman who has long been regarded as the special enemy of the

work. Earnest and special prayer has been made for him, and

some time ago he was observedlistening out of doors afar off .

Byand by he mustered courage to enter the hall, and the first

night he remarked, “ That knocks a fellow over," alluding to

the directness of the preaching. Now he is evidently inquiring

the way of life , and workers are hopeful he will soon be led to

the Saviour. It is this sort of personal and direct dealing that

makes this mission so successful in winning souls. But while

we have been talking the service has commenced, the singing

is hearty, the prayers brief and simple.

Mr. Chorley read a portion of Scripture , and gives the

sense in a few straightforward and pointed comments.

The first address, by a working man , is homely and plain,

but very clear.

The next address is very much inthe way of testimony from

Mr. Griffiths, now in charge of the hall, who tells bow he was

first induced to enter Cubitt Town Hall, how uncomfortable

he felt , how he was resolved never to enter the place again ,

and how much against his will he was constrained to go, and

how the Lord laid hold of him and saved him . Amongst the

class of men who attend this personal testimony is very

telling.

Others follow in the same strain, and, at the close , there are

evidences that the Lord has been working.

The North -East London (formerly the Kingsland) Gospel

Mission is doing admirable work in Kingaland,Cubitt Town, Mill

wall, Stoke Newington, Old Ford, and Bow Common, having

misison halls in each of these districts ; besides a Sailors ' Rest

at Poplar and holiday cottages for children at Enfield. The

work is one which well deserves to beliberallyremembered by

those whose privilege it is to give. Mr. Chorley's (Superintendent)

address is 2 , Marquess Grove, Canonbury, N.

PEARL FISHER.

mencement of the year, January 2-9, 1887 :-Beloved brethren

in Christ, -This is the fortieth time that we have the privilege

of inviting our fellow -Christians throughout the world to see

apart a week for united prayer.

In view of the past thirty -nine years we have abundant cause

of thanksgiving for the large amount of blessing which the Lord

has vouchsafed in connection with the annual concert of

prayer. Year by year the number of those who have thus

united in supplication has gone on increasing. Year by year

testimonies have been multiplying which prove how largely

the season of common supplication has been blessed to the.

refreshment and enlargement of believing hearts, as well as to .

revivals of religion in many lands. To Him who heareth

prayer be all the glory !

Never was prayer more needed than at the present time. The

state of the Church and the state of the world alike call for

fervent and abundant supplication . We have come on " perilous

times. " We see " distress of nations. " There is much

of insubordination and lawlessness in various countries. In

nearly all lands there is much suffering, on account of the

stagnation of trade. In Europe there have been ominous

threatenings of war. Most nations are called to solve political

problems of great perplexity. As Christians, we must call to

mind the promises given to prayer, and the specialpromises.

given to united prayer. “ Call upon Me," says the Lord, “ in

the day of trouble ; I will deliverthee, and thou shalt glorify

Me."

While there is thus much cause of anxiety, which should

make us feel that only God can be “ a very present help .

in trouble,” there are also signs of the times which are

greatly fitted to cheer and encourage us. Among these noneare

more remarkable thanthe quickening ofthe missionary spirit,

the amount of blessing which is graciously granted to the.

evangelizing of the nations , and the “ great and effectual

doors ” which are so wonderfully opening to us . Therefore,

with fervent supplication, let us mingle hearty thanksgiving to .

the Father of mercies and God of all comfort.

Is not the Lord now working as of old , when He gave the

promise - " I will shake the heavens, and the earth, and the

sea, and the dry land ; and I will shake all nations, and the.

Desire of all nations shall come ; and I will fill this house with

glory, saith theLord of hosts " ? (Haggai ii . 7. )

We remain , in brotherly love, on behalf of the Evangelical

Alliance , yoursfaithfully.

(Signed by the representatives of the British and other

Organizations of the Evangelical Alliance . )

The topics suggested for exhortation and prayer are similar:

to those in former years.Jews in Vienna .

W

Mildray Mission to the Jews.

tracts. Itis wonderfulwhat sometimes a tract, NewTesta
: OUR.Vos to Telave Dover on Monday,13thSeptember

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel among the

Jews, gives the following interesting details of the distribution

of New Testaments and tracts, & c . :-- Every Jew who came to

, and Barnett, are

Berlin, to commence the work of distributing the one hundred

thousand Hebrew New Testaments amongst the Jews

entrusted by the Lord to this mission . We earnestly desire the .

prayers of the Lord's people for abundant blessing on this work,

and on every branch of the work at home. We have wonderful

opportunities, and the Church of Christ has heavy responsi

bility.
J. WILKINSON .

79, Mildmay Road, N.

,forment, or even a single part of it can achieve ! How many

converted Jews can trace to such means their first impulse to

seek Jesus !

A part of the Gospel, namely, the Epistle to the Hebrews ,

which fell into the hand of amost orthodox Jew in a remote

part of Galicia , has been the means of originating a remarkable

Christian movement among Chassidaic Jews.

I do not like to give numbers, but I think I nught to state

that I have sent to Galicia alone more than twelve pounds

worth of Scriptures , New Testaments, and tracts . There were

times during the year when I was left without a single New

Testament and tract. Had not Dr. Sapbir supplied me with

means to procure New Testaments and tracts, I should have

been at a loss what to do.

During the summer I travelled through a part of Galicia ,

Bucowida, and Roumania, and I am now persuaded that the

myriads of Jews in those regions, who have never seen the

Gospel, are now , happily, in such a state of mind that one could

pat it safely into their hands, the greater part of whom , there

is little doubt, would read and appreciate it. By the anti

Semitio agi tation and the Rabinowitz movement the Christian

question has been brought near to the Jews, far and wide, in a

measure unknown before, and it is for the mission to bring now

near to those poor ignorant Jews Christ, by letting themhave

His Gospel, and good tracts concerning it . We must do in this

line more than we have ever done before , and I, for one,

solicit all the Christian friends of Israel to help us in this

blessed work,

Dr. George F. Pentecost has been the guest for some

days at Culzean of Lord and Lady Ailsa, and conducted

religious services in the castle .

Southend Medical Mission .-We learn that the new

mission specially built for the Christian Medical Mission, under

the superintendence of Bishop Gregg, was opened on Friday

week. This medical mission is doing an excellent work . Since

its commencement in January, 1885, over four thousand cases

have been treated .

Dr. Bernhard Weiss has in the press a critical introduc

tion to the New Testament, which will be published this autumn,

and will, no doubt, like the Life of Christ and other works, be

translated into English in Clark's foreign theologicallibrary . He

strongly and ably defends the Johannean origin of the fourth

Gospelin opposition to the recent attacks. Dr. Weiss has at

present most influence in filling the vacant theological chairs

of the Prussian universities.
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GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD,

ΑΝ THE

Mrs. Grimke's Cards. A Council of American Workers. The Word Treasured.

R. G. B. PASHLEY writes : - " We N interesting account has reached us THE following vivid illustration of

of & Conference of Christian
seed growing secretly, and then

On our journey to and from that place, and I workers just held in Americ). Four manifesting itself, is given by the Bible

during our stay there of four weeks, we hundred different missions were repre . Society : -A ryot in India, about thirty

had the privilege of giving away German sented . From the various suggestions five years of age , lived about fourteen

tracts and text cards almost daily. They offered by practical workers, the following miles from Tamkur, and was heard of,

were eagerly and joyfully received . When conclusions were arrived at :
speaking about Christ to all the villagers

we had distributed them once in the No long sermons ; testimony much around. A colporteur writes ofhim : " I

market we were always surrounded, on more successful, never saw a clearer case of teaching by

going there again , by the market-women Get young converts to testify . the Spirit of God. He had apparently

eager for more tracte and cards . On one Good singing, and often. never seen, still less conversed with, a

occasion , when taking a long drive into Converts must be put to work and made missionary or catechist , nor had he ever

the country, we gave our driver some ! to feel their responsibility in rescuing been brought into contact with Christians,

cards , andas we threw tracts and cards others from the pit whence they have but had heard of Christ from some village

to those whom we passed , he always been digged. Giving out notices on the people who had been in the habit of

looked round to see if they were picked street is a good commencement.
attending the neighbouring markets ,

up, and , if they were not, he called out to Band them together. The Yoke.
where we often preached , and had from

the people to take them, for they were Fellows' Band of the Berachah Mission them obtained several tracts and a copy

good. was considered the best means of accom of the Gospel by John . All these he

plishing this . showed to us. They were wrapped up

A cordial greeting to the people as they most securely in the folds of his turban.

come in , a shake of the hand , a pleasant to conceal them from the prying eyes of

" Sl Heraldo. "
word—they feel they are among friends the curious . The careful way in which

at once. Many a poor outcast who has he dealt with them showed how he prized

Rodriguez, of the Figueras Mis believed every man's hand was against them . They had been read and re-read

sion , has just commenced to issue a
him has been won.

until their very words were familiar. He

Christian illustrated monthly, setting Speaking about “ tramps," a worker spoke in the words of Scripture, and told

forth , in an attractive and readable man. said they should not be fed and receive us that, having read of the necessity of

ner, the simple truths of the Gospel. The sleeping accommodation unless they were baptism in the name of Jesus, and also

pastor recognisesthe power of the press,
made to work for it ; it only encouraged that a man must be willing to leave all

and is hopeful thus to reach hundreds
them to take the name of Christian for a for Christ's sake , he had left home and

who would never hear his voice , who peouniary benefit. friends, and had gone to a deserted temple,

would decline to read the Bible, or a mere and there baptized himself in the name

tract, but would read such a paper with of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. He

interest ; it may be to their eternal wel. The Gospel in Flanders . said he had only one desire in life , and

fare . So far as we can make out (though NHE recent report of the Missionary that was to know and love the God

by no means proficient in Spanish) the
Man . "

contents, while varied, are soundly evan . ders there seems to be cause for rejoicing.

gelical. At Molenbeek, under the judicious ma Christian Unity at Singapore.

We heartily wish our Spanish contem .

porary good success , and we ask, as does recomeng ate Relatore vefa koster in the T Ehristian Union was hotelymannen

Mdmě. Rodriguez, that prayer may be Salle du Prado-one for prayer, another the Christian Union, has for its objects

made for much blessing on its circu for religious instruction and also & mis the following-viz . , 1st, a daily prayer

lation , alike amongst bigoted Romanists sionSunday-school, numbering from forty meeting, Sundays excepted, from 1 to 2

and sceptical indifferentists, to sixty children, is in full work. At the p.m , ; 2nd , & waiting or reading room in

meetings there are always attentive a central position in town ; 3rd, toarrange

audiences , and several persons have given with passing 'missionaries and others to

Tokens of Progress .
in their names as desirous of attending hold special services from time to time .

the course of evangelical teaching. Some This undertaking has long been thought
NE of the missionaries in the Madura have become decided Christians, and are over and prayedabout, and is now fairly

ONEdistrict, India, speaks as follows of on the list as members of the Charch. A started . The movement is full of hope.

the impression one gets in evangelistic Roman Catholic family, who had at
Missionaries and other Christian men and

work of the wide and deep influence of tended some of these gatherings, requested women are continually passing through

Christianity upon Hindu society: M. Haksteen to come and hold a service Singapore from GreatBritain , America,
To those who engage in this work it is in their house , situated at Koekelberg, a Germany, and elsewhere to Burmah,

evident that Christianity and Western village near Brussels . On the first occa India, Siam , Java, Sumatra, China, and

civilization have been widely and deepl sion there were twenty persons present ;
Japan. The Christian Union will be a

influential during the last few years in on the second the room was full ; on the very convenient place of call for them ,

moulding Hindu society. The old idea of third, not only the room but the corridor,
where theymakethe acquaintance of

polytheism is rapidly giving way to modo. and on the fourth the place was crowded,
Christian friends here , and encourage one

theistic conceptions. It is true that many and the company attentive and inte . another in the common cause . Itis an

try to harmonize these conceptions with
rested . When all was over, however, a outcome of Christian love and the desire

idolatry ; but the two cannot possibly party hostile to the pastor and colporteur to show our real oneness in our Lord

long exist together, ard idolatry will in waited for them, and threatened to kill Jesus Christ ; and the daily prayer meet

time be relegated by all , even as it is by them if they came again. Shouts , yells, ing will not only afford occasional rest,

the educated Hindu , to the class of effe'e and groans, mingled with a din produced refreshment to weary workers, but will

and antiquated things . The strong grip by beating on old pots and kettles . created also be a standing witness, in the very

of caste is also relaxing, and people are an uproar. Determined not to be put
heart of this most busy place, that

not so isolated and sectional in their down by such tactics, M. Haksteen wrote there are other interests beyond the mere

feelings as they once At least, to the Burgomaster, who, at the next seen and temporal."

this is true of the central towns. Litera meeting for worship , came into their

ture of various kinds is being spread , midst , together with the Secretary of the The Moravians.--- These bold pion

especially through the town of Madura. commune, and two of the rural police. eers havepenetrated to the frontiers of

Several copies of the Theosophical paper The service receiving a friendly sanction Tibet, and are settled at Kyelang, in the

are taken, but it is roubtful whether from these eminent personages, passed province of Lahoul, and Poo, in the

purely atheistic newspapers are read in off with the most perfect order, and all province of Kunawar. There, from ten

town or district to any extent . Such are held since have been undisturbed . An to twenty thousand feet above the level

not alapted to atract the native mind , interesting feature of evangelization is , of the sea, they are holdingtheirground

which is naturally religious. Theosophy that here and there gatherings are held and setting their face towards the last

also bas been waping in its influence in factories, where the workpeople listen closed door of Asia .
Their nearest

ever since the collapse of its priestess at attentively to the message of salvation , neighbours on the mission field are at
Madras.

and receive tracts . Kotghur, distantthirteen days' journey.

were.
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con

an

sev en days' journey in Chinese villages,

Mr. S. Couling speaks of meeting one

solitary Christian-a young girl living

with her idolatrous relatives,but bearing

a bright witness .

The Turks . - Rev . Joseph K. Greene,

of Constantinople , thinks tha : the pro

grees made among the Oriental Christians

in Turkey has been so great that the

missionaries should now rather

centrate their labours on the Turks them.

selves.

Changes in India.- As indicating

the changes that are taking place in

India, even where the people do not

become Christians , incident that

comes from Madura may be mentioned.

A catechist was preaching in the public

street of a village , when the Brahmins

brought out their rugs and carpets for

the catechists , and a chair for the

pastor, and raised a smallsum of money

as a contribution . In former days these

Brahmins would not have deigned even

to walk the streets while people of the

catechist caste were present.

Barnave Mission . - We have from

time to time given accounts of this

mission , and are glad to learn from the

following, just to hand, how others are

impressed with the work in progress.

M.Elie Vernier, itinerating pastor, writes :

“ Being well acquainted with thework of

Pastor Marzials and his wife at Barnave ,

Drôme, I believe it deserves the hearty

sympathy of all wito seek the promotion

of the kingdom of God. Theyareputting

forth noble efforts to spread the light in

dark places. They have succeeded so far ,

but they need the continued assistance

of their old friends and that of new friends

as well. Praying the Lord to provide,

through His children, the urgent need

of this good work ."

A Tried Church.-The Episcopal

Methodist Church at Venosa has been

established about three years, and has

been doing a good work, pusbing on the

efforts for evangelization as far as its

forces, spiritual and temporal, have per

mitted. However, a severo trial has over

taken it . In one month two of its

members have been assassinated, and

although these cruel deaths have been,

indeed, only too terrible, they are not the

only trials which have beset this young
congregation. The increased virulence

of the Romish persecution ( for genuine

persecution there is, in spite of the law

guaranteeing full liberty of conscience

and worship) causes the members to go

about in fear of their lives,

ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY

-This Society circulated last year nearly E&
millions of publications in 177 languages . It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

which they are subscribed , and pays all its ex

penses outof Trade Funds. It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and Bailors ; has issued nearly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Missionary Bocieties,
and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution.

An an nual subscription of 108. 60 , or upwards

constitutes membership, and a sum of £ 10 10s.

Life membership . All subscribers receive copies

of the new tracts , &c .

Subscriptions may besent to the Secretaries .

Rev. LEWIS BORRETT WHITE, D.D. , and

Rev. S. G. GREEN, D.D. ,

56 , Paternoster Row, London , E.C.

FOREIGN MISSION NOTES,

Congo.—The mission station at Stan Scutari.-- A medical mission is carried

ley Pool hasbeen totally destroyed by fire on here by Dr. and Mrs. Alexandrian.

(See page 624) . Livingstonia . - The fresh party of

New German Colonies . - The Bâle missionaries from Scotland have arrived,

Society has undertaken mission work and have been warmly welcomed.

in the Cameroons. The Bible School at Kobe, Japan ,

More Labourers . - From Bavaria is flourishing, and has many native

twomissionaries have just been sent out students , all hoping to become Bible

to East Africa . women.

Oporto.-The mission work under Florence.-- The admirable institution

Mr. Cassels' supervision isin a most at Florence known as the " Associazione

healthful and promising condition. Evangelica per le Gioventù " is doing an

North Borneo.-An appeal comes excellent mission and benevolent work .

for missionaries for this island , where The Peace, on the Congo, writes one

the Romanists are making some pro of the missionaries, is doing a splendid

gress work , and Messrs . Grenfell and Charteris

Prayer for Missions.-The Ameri are well received everywhere.

can board of foreign missions has selected The Todas.- Amongst these aborigines

the first Sabbath of November as a day on the Nilgiri Hills, in South India,

of special prayer throughout the would in missionaries are endeavouring to gain an

behalf of missions. entrance. At present there is nota single

. - . W. Christian Toda, or a child who can read.

co
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o
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SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF

PERSECUTED JEWS.

“SYRIAN COLONIZATION FUND,”

Bhaftesbury Memorial Fund, sanctioned by

LOR SHAFTESBURY, in aid of Jews in the Holy

Land , to enable them to obtain a livelihood , by

agricultural and other industry :

Hon. Treasurer - R . C. L. BEVAN , Esq .

Donations received by the Bankers, Messrs.

Drummond & Co., Charing Cross, S.W .; Messrs.

Barclay . Bevan , Tritton ,& Co. , 54, Lombard

Street, E.O .; the Bank of England ; the Royal

Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland . Secretary - E . A. FINN.

Office_41, Parliament St. , Westminster, S.W.

laboureteranmoy, latelyenteredinto Chalone for Christ. Describingdan

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIENDSOCIETY ,

President -Gen , Sir A.J. LAWRENCE, K.C.B.

Sole object of the Society to spread the saving
koowledge of Christ amongour soldiers. Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer, V. G. M. HOLT, Esq ., 17 , Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon. Sec.;or by

the Secretary , Mr. W. A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.C.

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA .

-This Society is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among the children of India by means of

teachers and books. Christian literature for

adults is also provided. _Reports and Papers will

be senton application: Funds urgently needed .

Address - the Secretaries, C.T.E.S.,

7, Adam Street, Strand, London , W.C.

rest. He was the first missionary in

China to write hymns in the spoken lan

guage of the people.

A Special Effort. - Several friends

ofthe Church Missionary Society are

about to send out five clergymen and four

laymen gifted as evangelists to work in

Indiaamong the converts and educated

non -Christian natives,

Villaescusa . — The new church ap

proaches completion . This good work is,

due mainly to the efforts of Mrs. Forbes,

widow of the late Dr. Forbes, of Paris, by

whom the sum required for its accom

plishment ( some £ 600) has been now

almost secured .

Seville . - A special effort is being

made bythe already existing congrega

tion to occupy fresh ground. A mission.

room has been engaged for the purpose,

and services havebeen held in it, not

without success .

Among the Mongols Again.-Rev.

J. Gilmour has left Peking for a length

ened sojourn in Mongolia. He may be

away six months, and hopes to accom

plish some useful work among the agri

cultural Mongols .

Indian Undergraduates. The

British and Foreign Bible Society has

made a special grant of Bibles and Testa

ments for distribution amongst students

passing their examination this year at

Calcutta University,

Lepers in India.- A new Leper

Church , for the Christian lepers in the

Leper Asylum at Calcutta, was recently

opened . It has been built through the

exertions o : the Rev. Dr. C. Baumann,

the leader of the C.M.S. evangelistic work

in that city.

Bible Women in the East . - For

two years the British and Foreign Bible

Society has been making grants to a

large number of missionary societies to

enable them to employ more Bible

women . The committee report the experi

ment has been highly satisfactory and

hope to continue these special grants .

Native Christian BibleWomen

(writes a lady ), superintended by lady

missionaries, are the crying want of India

at the present moment. Being accus .

tomed to the climate, they bear the toil

much better, and experience more free

dom from disease ; and being one with

the women in birth and habits, they

obtain a large influence over the lower.

middle and lower classes, in private

homes and among such of their country.

women as they may meet with in markets,

hospitals, or gaols.

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE

PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL

AMONG THE JEW8.- Establisbed 1842 .

President-W. G. HABERSHON , Esq .

The Society has upwards of 100 Agents , who

carry the Gospel to the Jews in England, Italy .

Germany, Austria , Russia and Turkey. The
labours of the Missionaries are supplemented by:

the work of Schoolmasters and Colporteu's

Tracts and Copies of the Scriptures are circu-,

lated . Many Jews have, by this Society, been led

to believe that Jesus is the Christ . Much good

has been done among the thousands of Jews in

London by the various Agents , by the House of

Call , and by the New Mission House, with its im

portant Medical Missions.

Increased funds are urgently needed,

and will be thankfully received by the Secretary,

Rev. J DUNLOP, at the Office ,

96 , Great Russell Street , Bloomsbury, London .

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C. - European

Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 254. Native Lay

Agents 3,509 . Schools 1.725 . Subscriptions

urgently reeded for rapidly extending work
among a thousanil millions of Heathens and

Mahommedans , Hon . Sec ., Rev. F. E. WIGRAM .

Lay Sec ., General GEORGE HUTCHIITSON.

TURKISH MISSIONS AID

SOCIETY
President-The EARL OF ABERDEEN.

Promotes evangelistic work in Bible Lands hy

means of pecuniary grants. Funds are urgently.
needed that the assistancegiven maynot fall

short. Secretary - Rev. T. W. BROWN, M.A.,

7, Adam Street, Strand , W.C.

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING

FEMALE EDUCATION IN THE

EAST. - Established in 1884 for the purpose of

affording instruction in tbe Scriptures to women

and girls , of all ages and ranks, in Zepanas,

Harems, and Schools , in Asia and Africa

Secretary - Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge
Road , London , S.W.

Bankers - Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co.,

16, St. James Street London , 8.W.
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LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qnalified Bvangelists

to any part of England, Scotland, and Wales upon due notice. Apply

to Hon . Secretary, 21, Surrey Street , Strand, W.O.

Y.M.C.A., City , New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall
Street (late 61, Gracechurch Street ).- Bible lectures for young men ,

conducted by Rev. E. A. Stuart (of Holloway), on Oct. 5th , 12th , 26th ,

and Nov. 2nd , 6 p.m. each evening . Mission to young men by Rev. W.

Haslam, Oct. 18th to 23rd, Mission work each evening at Y.M.C.A.,

Mission Hall, Bermondsey. Whitechapel, & c . Prayer meeting each

evening at 6.

Christian Conferences:

EvangeliolAlliancə.- Annual Conference. Town Hall , Ryde, I. of

Wight, Sept. 21st to 23rd . (See Word and Work, Aug. 19th . )

Salisbury Conference. - Sept. 27th to Oct. 1st . Particulars of Rev.

EdgarN. Thwaites, Fisherton Rectory , Salisbury.

Clifton Annual Christian Conference, Victoria Rooms , Clifton ,

Bristol, October 5th to 7th.- Particulars may be obtained of Rev.

James Ormiston ,14, Arlington Villas, Clifton , Bristol . (See Word

and Work , Aug. 19th .)

Missionary Conference, Mildmay Hall. - Oct. 5th, 6th , and 7th ,

( see Word and Work Aug. 5th .)

Evangelization of the World .-The Annual Christian Confer

ence at Conference Hall , Strangeways, Manchester, Nov. 9th and

10th, 1886. Particulars from the Secretaries, Conference Hall ,

Strangeways, Manchester.

Clapham Missionary Conference will (D.V.) be held in the
Conference Hall , Olapham Road, S.W. , Oct. 27th , 28th , and 29th.

Meetings each day at 3 and 7 p.m. President , Reginald Radcliffe.

Dublin Cbristian Convention .-Nov. Ilth to 14th .

"Oonference Hall, 143 , Olapham Road , 8.W.-Sunday, Children's service ,
11 a.m .; Gospel service, 7 p.m., by Mr. E. Powell .

Children's Special Service Mission.-Seaside Services .—Mr. G.

Banaster, in theyacht Kingfisher, at Beaumaris ; Mr. E. Arrowsmith , at

North Berwick ; Mr. J. Spiers at Whitby.

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall . - Young Men's meeting, every night at 8. Daily

prayer meeting ( Saturday excepled ), from 1 to 2. 0. E. Faithfull , Esq.,

of Marseilles, will give an address on " How God lod me, or Twenty

two Years' Experience of Missionary Work at Home and Abroid , "

Saturdayevening, Bept. 18th , at 8 o'clock . L. Liesching, Esq ., of the

Ceylon Civil Service, will give an address, Thursday night , Sept. 16th ,
at 8 o'clock , on “ Rome, Russia, and Antichrist.”

ClaptonC. RusselHurditch will preach , the Lord willing, during September,

on Sundays, at 6.30 p.m.,and Fridays, at 7.30 p.r. Subject on Friday

evenings , “ Our Father's Business.'

Youths Institute, Old Pyo Straet, Westminster ( “ One Tun ”

Mission ).- Prayer meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30. Con

ducted by Mr. J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.30 to 8 .

Home of Industry , 60 , Commercial Street. Bpitalfields, E. - Monthly

meeting for Christian workers, Wed., Sept. 15th. Tea at 6. Meeting at 7.

Address by Mr. R. C. Morgan . Miss Reade ( late of Punrooty ) will give

an account of mission work in fouth Arcot .

Talbot Tabernacle, Talbot Road , Notting Hill .–Sun, at 11 , evening,
at 7, Mr. Frank H. White .

Evangelistio Mission ( Under the direction of O. Russell Hurditch ).

Kilburn Hall. Kilburn Gato (not Towo Hall).-Sun . , at 7 p.m.;

Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. G. Hucklesby, Sun., 7 p.m.,

and Thurs., at 8 .

Dalston Hall, 105 , Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. B. E. Angel , Sun. 7 p.m. ,

Thur3 . , 8 p.m.

Bignold Hall, Bignold Road , Station Roa 1. Forast fim.-Mr.

S. Trounce, Bup., 7 p.m .; week-nights, except Sat. , Mr. W. Grove

( special mission ) , at 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall) , Hammersmith

Road . - Sun ., at 7 p.m., and Thurs., 8 p.m. , Mr. W. Holmes.

Ilfracombe. - Special services on the beach. Dr. Popham and others,
Sun.and Wed. , 8 p.m. Christian workers invited to assist .

Child's Hill, N.W. - The tent , Sun. , at 3 p.m.and 7 p.m., and week

nights , Sat. excepted , at 8 p.m. Messrs. Henry Osborn, Sidney
Smith , and others .

Mortlake, 8.W - The Rest ” Mission Room.- Mr. R. Jackman ,

Sun.,at 7 ; Wed. , at 8.

• J. 8 ( Abe'dean )

€ 8. d

0 4 0

Donations Received .

MISSIOXARY CHURCH OF BELCIUM .

Londoy City Mission .

* MissFARMAR.

CHOLERA IN BARI.

J.B .... 0 4 0...

W. B. 050

E. P.

A Reader

... 0 2 0

0 2 0

A PUBLIC -HOUSE TURNED INTO A MISSION HALL.-Mr. J. Atkinson.

Becretary to the Christian Community , gratefully acknowledges receipt of

10s . for the above obje :t from M. (Lynton postmark ).

Mr. GILLINGHAM g'a'efully acknowledges 10s. from 0. P. in response to

appeal in Word and work of Sept. 2nd for iron room. 1

Dr. George F. Pentecost, the eminent American evan

gelist,has been spending several weeksin Scotland,the greater

part of the time as the guest of Mr. J. Campbell White, of Over

toun . During his sojourn in Dumbartonshire be addressed

several meetings in Dumbarton and the Vale of Leven, where

his previous labours havebeen greatlyblessed . On Thursday

his numerous friends in Glasgow hadthe pleasure of hearing

him once more at the noon meeting in the Christian Institute,

where he gave a Bible reading on the subject of “False Fire. "

TheGospel Temperance Workers' Union, of

which Mr. W. I. Palmer, J.P. , of Rea ling, is president, was

formed in April , 1884 , with a view of associating all kinds of

temperance workers for mutual assistance in promoting the

cause generally . The operations and advantages of the Union

include the appointment of professional and honorary speakers

to both London and provincial meetings, through the medium

of “ The Advocate's Bureau," and the holding of central and

local conferences of workers, and public meetings to bring the

question prominently before all classes of society. The promo

tion of Help -Myself Societies and the circulation of literature

as a means of enforcing the advantages of total abstinence to

the progress and prosperity of the working classes, and the

necessity for persistent personal effort on the part of members of

churchesand temperance societies, will form features of the work

of theensuing winter. The Secretary,Mr. John T. Rae, will gladly

send further particulars, and invitations for the first of a series

of monthly conversaziones, which is announced for Saturday,

September 18th, on application at 134, Hoxton Street, N.

Latymer Road Mission .-The Committee are making

arrangements for their autumn and winter campaign. The

mission has been doing a good work for twenty -three years, but at

the present moment it is seriously hampered for funds. The first

tea meeting of the season took placelast Monday, to whicha

goodly number came , and Gospel addresses were subsequently

given by Mr. Iveson ( London City Missionary ) and Mr.

Cousins , the Manager of the Boys' Shelter. The chair was

occupied by Mr. Aulay Macaulay, Hon. Secretary. The next

Workers ' Meeting will be held some time in October. There is

a large Sunday School in connection withthe mission, and we

believe earnest teachers are (as elsewhere) greatly needed. It

is extremely interesting watching the boys and girls amuse

themselves in the Evening Shelters. A visit to the mission will

well repay the trouble, and we should advise any of our readers

who may beinterested in work amongst the young to call in

there eome evening, and judge for themselves of the good thes

is being quietly done in this out-of-the-way corner.

The House of Rest in Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn, has

been undergoingits annual repairing during the past month,

but is now again occupied by Christian workers, and open for

the reception of any who may be in need of a recruiting time

for further service. A few contributions were rent in during

the month ; and weare confidently relying upon Him, who has

promised never to leave or forsake those who trust in Him , to

supply the many demands this " ministering unto the saint:

makes upon us. Two dear friends , who are themselves carrying

on a large mission , write : - “ We have just come back from &

fortnight's holiday of mountain air , and aspart of it was unex

pectedly spent at thehouse of some kind friends, we have saved

£s, which I enclose as a little help toyour work , and only wish

I could add a stray'C' or so to the figure.” This cherming

instance of kindly thoughtfulnessfor the Lord's workers, who

need tobe" entertained "at the Houseof Rest, is very charac

teristic of the writerofthe above ,and is well worthy of imita

tion. Another kind friend has sent £5 to greet us on our return

from ourholiday, to, as she expresses it, « fill up the gap . " Ab

these “ gaps"betweenneedsand supplies !Would that all

the Lord's stewards knowthe pleasure of keeping them well

filledin, so that the heart may not growfaint,nor the brain

weary in contemplating their dimensions,

C. Mason.

I fud ao pain

REQUEST FOR PRAYER .

“Let your requests be made known to God ."

11,131 . For services to be conducted by Captain Dawson in Lincolnshire

aud Uppingham .

DIMNERS OF SIGHT AND BLINDN888 are frequently
caused by the use of unsuitable for stacles. The Rov . Dr. Orortber, 8l.

Joseph's College, Dumfries, writes : - " I cannot describe the comfort 1

derive fron . theuse of your glass39, both by day and aight.

orwearinessas I used to;andIhavota'ren to cos diagbooksI hadpataside

As too trying forthe eyes on a scovat of theanallnais of the typy. Tholate

Sir Julius Benedictwrote: - " Ihavetried theprincipal opticiansin Londoa

withoutsuccess, butthespectacles you have adapted suit admirable ;this

clearness of yourglasses as compare iwith others is really surprising,"

The Rev. R. 8. Baynes , M.A., Hon. Ca 100 WorsestarCatboiral,

writos: - " The spectacles gou adapted are all Icould desire,animyemail

fool strong already . I onlyregret I did notknowof yourexceedingparty

years ago.” – Mr.HENBYLAURANOD,Oculist Optiolaa, ls, OLO

BONDSTREET, solontifically slapto il. IMPROVED SPECTACLE

to assist and strongthen the workəst vigata. Danonis nontsinlatmake

gestions for the proservation of alght troe. BRANCHES, B, Poultri:

E.C .:8. Guardian Buildinzs, Orass st.,VANO08788:

5.Oorporstion Street, BIRMINGHAM ; and 129, Buchanan

St., Glasgov . ADVT .

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

Sept. 19th - Josh . xx. 1–9 Sept. 23rd– Psa . cxiv. 1-8

20th - Josh . xxiii , 1-16 21th-Psa. cxv. 1-18

21st - Jozh . xxiv , 1-15 25th-1 Thess, i , 1-10

22nd - Joeh . xxiv , 16-33
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WORD AND WORK .

Terms for Advertisements.
toncational

Sinations and Ippointments .

“ Word and work .” Combe Down School,,

This paper baring a large and increasing cir

culation amongst Christians of all denominations
forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements,

Situations, &c.

VACANT OR WANTED.

Apartments-Houses

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS .

The Terms are very moderate , viz.: Miscel

laneous in small Type, 23. 6d . for 30words , and

60. for every additional line of 8 words or

under . A reduction for a series of Bix Insertions

and upwards.

Near BATH ,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Principal: MR . W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly8 years a Master at Monkton Combe
School),

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST.

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.

Pupils areprepared for the various University
and competitive examinations . The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.

CombeDown , at an elevation of some 700 feet
above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air .

The School residence and premises Lave been

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa
tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker , Weston -super -Mare.

Colonel Barnes, Oommandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers.

H. Dyer, Esq ., Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon.

H. Groves , Esq ., Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry.

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.

AND

Book and DISPLAYED Advertisements charged

according to space occupied . FRONT PAGE, and

other special post cions, og arrangement.

N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

of the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK ,

ihey should reach the Office by first post on Monday

Thorning , or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .

The Avenue, Acton. -Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years . A limited number only taken.

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

Spartments, dr.
CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Geo .
FOSTER as an educator.

London Referee -GEORGE WILLIAM3, Esq .,

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard .

Swimmingtaughtthis term .

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX.

WILTON HOUSE OF REST,

DEVONSHIRE KOAD, HASTINGS ,

Intended for Christian Workers of all deno

ininations from home and foreign fields of
service . Christians other than those wholly

supported in connection with such service are

welcome as accommodation fails vacantat sliglt
additional charge.

Arrangements have been made with the

London, Brighton , and south Coast Railway

Company by which those vis tiug Wilton House
may obtain Return Tickets , available for one

month , from London Bridge or Victoria Stations,

at 6s, each , on presenting an order, which must
be obtained from the Lady Superintendent, to

whom all communications are to be addressed .

COLONIES . - Colonel Puget can recom

mend his former governess as companion or

governess in family going to Australia or Ner
Zealand,

Address R. D., 33, Mornington Road, N.W.

CAN ANY LADY recommend for tbe

country a Christian woman , one meeting with

the Open Brethren preferred , as nurse to two

children and an infart nine months ? Nursemaid

kept. Must be good needlewoman, fond of chil

dren, also energetic . Wages £25, all found except

beer. Personalapplications on Friday, 17th inst.,

from 2 to 4 o'clock , or by letter. Mrs. S., Miss

Freeman , Christian Servants' Home, 162, War .

wick Street, Pimlico .

COLPORTEUR OR MISSIONARY.

-A Christian young man seeks a situation as

above in England or Scotland. All information

can be had by writing to

W. W., 6 ,Killeen Road, Rathmines, Dublin .

A CHRISTIAN, middle-aged, who has for

several years been engaged in a Solicitor's office ,

seeks aClerkship, Becretaryship, or other posi

tion of trust. A good writer and fair bookkeeper .

Good references . Address

H.J. , 7 , derjeants' Inn , Fleet Street, E.C.

A CHRISTIAN WORKER (twenty - five

years' service) seeks employment in the Lord's
vineyard . Reliable references. Address X. Y. Z. ,

careof A. W. Green, 7 , Serjeants' Ion , E.C.

CHRISTIAN GOVERNESSES,

COMPANIONS, and LADY HOUSEKEEPER8 of

bigh principles are frequently supplied to ladies

seeking such by application to the Governesses'

Registry, Soho Bazaar, Eoho Syuare, London ,

W. Testimonials never dispensed with , Free

of all expense to parents.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women and nursery gover

nesses from the country or elsewhere whilst

waiting for situations. Registry attached .

Terms on application to the Deaconess in charge

of the Registry , Conference Hall , Mildmay

Park , N.

WANTED re -engagement as Housemaid,

or House and Parlourmaid , for an elderly ter

vant ; experienced .

M.H., 1 , Newington Green , London . N.

GOOD PLAIN COOK , middle -aged ( 45) ,

needs re-engagement. Wages £20. Early riser .

London only . Mrs. Millikin ,

1 , Newington Green , London , N.

AS WORKING HOUSEKEEPER ,

can be most highly recommended . Good cook

andmanager. Age 45. Wages £18 to £ 20 .
Mrs. Hid, Mildmay Home,

1 , Newington Green , N.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls as Under Nurses and Under Housemaids in
Christian families . Stamped envelopes for

replies . Registry,
Conference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED.— Re-engagement as Nursery

Governess , or useful Companion , age 22 , domesti
cated . Good needlewoman . Excellent refer

ences . A. K. , 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED Re-engagement to an invalid ;

could act as amanuensis; age 50 ; salary £ 30 ;

bighest references.

Mrs. Mackenzie , 1. Newington Green , N.

WANTED re- engagement as Buller in a

Christian family ; seventeen years' personal

reference ; leaving through death in the family .

Apply S. A. 8., 1, Newington Green, London , N.

WANTED , re-engagement as Upper Nurse .

Wages £ 23. Good references. Age 27. R. A. ,

Registry , Conference Hall , Mildmay Park .

WANTED BY A LADY, aga 35 , en

gagement es Companion (travelling), Lady

Housekeeper, or charge of motherless children.

any part . Highest references. K. F. , care of

Misa Stroud, Deaconess House , Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED, re engagement as morning or

daily Governess to young children , in the neigh

bourhood of Highbury. Miss T. , Mildmay Home,

1, Newington Green , N.

GOVERNESS, experienced, desires en
gagement, daily, or resident. Lordon W. or

S.W. preferred . Very good English in all sub

jects . Good French, German , Latin , music

drawing , several styles , coloured crayons. Can

prepare for examinationis . Loug references

Address J. Ottice Word and Work .

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook, Essex,

BOURNEMOUTH.- A delightful Home

for Visitors and invalids at DurleyDean Mansions .

Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Koumiss treatment where desired . Pamphlete

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

cases post free for 6d , in stamps.

Address Secretary .

The MISSES COX and MISS CECIL receive the

Sons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough .

Home comforts. Special attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion , morality,

and purity. The instruction given in th

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION.

LONDON .-- INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,

20 , 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C.

Five minutes' walk or ls cab fare from Euston ,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily
reached from other stations . Patronised by

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR . CBANAGE, M.A.

HOUSE TO LET, containing eight

rooms. Select neighbourhood, 8 , Bouverie Road,

Stoke Newington , N. Easy access from City .

Low Rent . For particulars apply to

dr. J.G. Vernon, Oxford House, CollegeAvenue,

Clapton , E.

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christian

Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

terms, by applying to Rev. J.Renny, F.R.S.L.,

Christ Church Parsonage, Cheddar. A stamped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply .

Educational.

SOUTHEND -ON - SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORYBOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG
LADIES.

Children taken for the Summer vacation .

Terms moderate - C ., Office of Word and Work ,

48, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.

HIGH-CLASS SCHOOL. Mrs. J.

STANCOMB , assisted by her daughters, resident

foreign governess , and visiting masters, receives

a limited number ofyoung ladies. Theschool is

commended to Christian parents desiring for

their children careful instruction and training ,
with domestic comforts . Large house and

garden. Elevated situation . Entire charge

taken of children from abroad . Prospectus on

application . Grey stone , Yeovil.

MARGATE.- PREPARATORY SCHOOL for

Gentlemen's Song, A thorough education .

Christian training and home comforts. Pupils

attend University and College of Preceptors '

Exims. Resident and visiting masters.

Miss Rich , Sandringham House.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL

AND HOME

For the gaps , from 5 to 13 years of age , of officers

and gentlemen . For prospectus and all par

ticulars apply to Miss Pretious,

Eglinton Villa , Shooters' Bill.
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WORD AND WORK.

THAMES CHURCH
MISSION .

INSTITUTED 1844 .

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S

Queen's Printers' Teacher's Bible,
President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .

Chairman-

Capt, the HON . F. MAUDE, R.N.

a

Object -- To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London .
The results of their previous efforts , made in simple faith , show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

Nos. of Word and Work, Books , Magazines, Tracts,&c. , are most necessary ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries .

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work either at

School Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.
REV . H. BLOOYER , Eecretary .

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E.C.

Including the “ Aids to Bible Students."

Besides a CONCORDANCE (over 40,000 refs ., with context, in bold type ) - INDEX

OF PERSONS, PLACES, and SUBJECTS ( 16.000 refs.), by B.V., & c.

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE ABOVE :

• Christian."-" * More complete than any other similar work."

· Graphic .” — " It supersedes all the former Teacher's Bibles."
Illustrated London News." _ " Nothing can be more useful to the

Bible Student. "

" Rock ." - ". The most complete portable Bible ever submitted to Bible readers."

School Guardian ." - * Every teacher should possess a copy of this Bible."
“ Queen.” — “ We have confidence in recommending it ."

Ask for the Queen's Printers ' Edition . - Prospectus post free .

Prices, from 3s.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE .GreatNew Street, London , E.C,
AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

By Miss E. J. Whately
.

A CHILD OF THE MORNING. CLEAR THEWAY ;

NEW BOOK BY MISS MARSH.

Price One hilling, post free.

MEMORIALS of LITTLE EMILY.

By the Author of “ Life of Hedley Vicars , " &c .

" It is a charming narrative, and weowe a debt of gratitude to Mr. Smythe

for consenting to its publication, and to thedistinguished authoress for the

way in which she has performed her task .” - English Churchman ,

London : JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48, Paternoster Row.

OR, HINDRANCES TO MISSIONARY WORK CONSIDERED.

Crown 8vo, cloth , 2s. 6d .

" With judicious counsel and in excellent temper Miss Whately seeks to

* Clear the Way ' before the ardent aspirant to a piace iu the great

Missionary Army." — Church Missionary Intelligencer.

By Rev. James Stephens.

MR. G , T. CONGREVE'S LIVING WATER FOR LITTLE

NEW WORKWORK ON

CONSUMPTION

PITCHERS.

MISSION ADDRESSES TO CHILDREN.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 3s .

" Admirably suited to the purpose for which they are intended ; short

and animated , full of anecdote, and nearly certain not only 10 retain the

attention , but to appeal to the affections of little hearers.” - The Geiráta ,

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS.

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE (post free), or Large Edition (cloth ), 1s . 3d . , from

the Author, Coombe Lodge , Peckham , S.E., and Elliot Stock,

62, Paternoster Row, E.C.

By Rev. 1. C. McCook.

SCRIPTURE OBJECT LESSONS,

AND OUTLINE TEACHING

FOR SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

New Edition . Crown 8vo , cloth, 33. 60.

" Weearnestly urge every teacher to read this book, and make use of i.
It is invaluable ." - Suoril and Trowel.

THE

EIGHTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM MAY TO AUGUST.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER ,

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENT CASE ,NOT PUB.

LISHED BEFORÆ,in this journal EVERY WEEK,

By Rev. Donald Fraser, D.D.

THE CHURCH OF GOD

AND THE APOSTASY,

Small Bro, cloth, 23. 6d.

" A most valuable book . We cordially recommend it, and would , I

possible , further its extensive circulation . " -- The Christian,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

By George Saunders, M.D.,C.B.
CASE of Miss M. BELL, SELKIRK.

First correspondence three years ago. Illness traced back to pleurisy

twelve years before. Physician declared there to be tendency to phthisis.

On the 8ih of July I received the following letter : - “ DEAR SIB , - I take

the liberty of writing to thank you, which I ought to have done before .

Three years ago I was under your treatment, and received two hottles of

vour valuable medicine , which completely cured ore.-M. BELL, 3, Market

Place, Selkirk ."

LETTER from Mr. SAWYER , WALLINGFORD.

Writing recently on behalf of a young lady. this patient says : - " She is

induced to try your treatment, through the wonderful benefit I have re

ceived from your medicine . She is poor, and I hope you will accede to her

request and reduce your charge. With many thanks, yours, & c ., T. 8.”

I need scarcely say that, being convinced of the need, I willingly (as in
all cases well recommended ) endeavoured to meet the necessities of the

case

" I

THE HEALER PREACHER.

SKETCHES AND INCIDENTS OF MEDICAL MISSION WORK.

Crown 8vo, with Illustrations, price 3s. 60.

" Dr. Saunders,in his excellent volume, sets up for us an Ebenezer well

Atted to rebake theunbelief andstrengthen the faith of our generatiot

in fact, the whole book is pregnant with hints for workers, and sets opri

doors before willing Christianson every page . " — Night and Day.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

BAGSTER'S BIBLES
NOTE. Days of Consultation. — TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY_Mornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peokham . Patients from any

long distance_should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have soon

the book first.

Bxtra flexible, silk sewed , in best Bagster morocco, kid -lined , elastio haed

With full helps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band . From 4s.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED.

16, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON.

London : J. F. SHAW & Co., 48 , Pater cater Bow, E.O.
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A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.
WONDON : J. F . Shaw & Co.) (REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD.) [48 , PATERNOSTER Row , E . A .

VOL. XII., No. 601. THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23 , 1886. ONE PENNY .

A CRY FROM THE WEST,
The Committee of the Latymer Road Mission very earnestly appeal to the readers of

WORD AND WORK ” for assistance to enable them to begin their autumn and winter work .

HEY HAVE NO MONEY IN HAND, and, unless friends come forward , the work (which

as been going on for nearly a quarter of a century ) will be seriously hindered. Amongst

e branches may be mentioned - Gospel and Temperance Work among old and young,

light Schools, Boys' Shelters, Girls ' Shelters, Sunday Schools , Sewing Class, Open -air

Vork , Relief Fund, Infant Day Nursery, Farthing Bank, Gymnasium , & c ., & c. Friends

rho are willing to help are invited to write to the Hon . Secretary, or to visit the Mission .

Messrs. John F . Shaw & Co. will be happy to receive subscriptions, which may also
sent to AULAY MACAULAY, ESQ., Hon Sec.,

Latymer Road Mission , Blechynden Street, Notting Hill, London , W .

Gifts of left-off Clothing, especially Boots, are always useful.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE 'S CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

ueen 's Printers' Teacher's Bible, YALEDICTORY DISMISSAL OF MISSIONARIES.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29th , 1886.

Including the “ Aids to Bible Students."

ides a CONCORDANCE (over 40,000 refs., with context, in bold type) - INDEX The VALEDICTORY DISMISSAL will be held at

- OF PERSONS, PLACES, and SUBJECTS (16 ,000 refs.), by B . V ., & c . ST. GEORGE'S HALL , LANGHAM PLACE
WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE ABOVE : (Near Regent Circus, Oxford Street, and Portland Road Station ),

hristian ." _ " More complete than any other similar work." at Half -past Two p m .
fraphic ." - " It supersedes all the former Teacher's Bibles."

llustrated London News." _ " Nothing can be more useful to the A MEETING
Bible Student."

lock ." - " The most complete portable Bible ever submitted to Bible readers."
Will also be held on the EVENING of the Same Day at EXETER HALL

School Guardian ." _ " Every teacher should possess a copy of this Bible ."
(Lower ). BTRAND, at Half past Seven p . m ., which will be addressed by

Queen .” — “ Wehave confidence in recommending it."
severalof the departing Missionaries.

C . C . PENN, Secretary.
Ask for the Queen 's Printers' Edition . - Prospectus post free . Church Missionary House , Salisbury Square, E . O .

Prices, from 38 .

(RE & SPOTTISWOODE. GreatNew Street, London , E . C ,
AND ALL BOOKSELLERB. Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in tho

(EAVENLY SUNSHINE,
Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

A SCRIPTURE ROLL FOR ONE MONTH ,
Secretary , Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S . W .

Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co., 16 , St. James Street,

th seven additional pages for Invalids, Christmas Day, & c .

In extra large type, 33.

THE

Harems, and Schools , in Asia and Africa .

London , 8 . W .

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .
DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT, STIRLING , N . B .

LONDON : S . W . PARTRIDGE & Co.

Lately Published, price 2d. each .

JUSTIFICATION ” and " SANCTIFICATION.”
By ROBERT BROWN,

Author of " Outlines of Prophetic Truth , " 8c.

Those are two valuable little book 8 - clear, definite , and Scriptural.
h should have a wide circulation . " - The Silver Morn .

LONDON : 8 . W . PARTRIDGE & CO ., 9, PATERNOSTER Row .

Six Mission Vessels aro cruising amongst the North Boa trawling
fleets . 12 .000 smacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing our

tables with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and

pleety storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them .

to the pitiless waves , that markets at home may be well supplied - may

rightly claim some small share in the privileges weso richly enjoy and so

highly prize.
THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PREBENOE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divino mercy and pardoping

love, bringing the pleasure ofbooks to while away tho weary hours, afford
ing relief in case of sickness and injury , and cheering and brightoplog dull

and monotonous lives by their presence and ministry .

The Mission Smacks are doing in the North Sea a grand work , worthy

of the support of a great maritimenation like England ; and I believe tbat

the results of their effort, great as they are in tbe present, will, if only

supported liberally by the public , be of untold value in the future." —

Sir Eduard Birkbeck , Bart ., M . P .

FUNDsare greatly NBÉDED to enable tho Mission to place a Vessel

with every fleet .
B . J . MATHER , Director,

181, Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge , B . O .

N . B . - The offices were removed to the present address in

December last. Attention to the change will savo much

trouble, time, and expense to the Mission.

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.
tra flexible , silk sewed ,in best Bagstermorocco ,kld-lined , elastic band.

h full helps. Prices from 20s.
French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band. From 4s.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,
16 , PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON.

? 3D AND WORK will be sent by the Publishers Post froo to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Months for Br. 100,
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WORD AND WORK.

By Rev. ADOLPH SAPHIR , D.D. WORKS BY MRS. PENNEFATHER.

Songs of the Pilgrim Land

THE HIDDEN LIFE.

THOUGHTS ON COMMUNION WITH GOD.

New Edition. Crown 8vo , cloth , 5s .

“ Full of rich , pure thought, and characterized by an earnestness and
power of expression seldommet with ." - Glasgow Herald .

FOUND BY THE GOOD SHEPHERD.

BIBLE RECORDS OF CONVERSION.

New Edition, Tenth Thousand, cloth, 3s . 6d.

“ I know no work like it on the subject ." - D . L. MOODY.

OUR LIFE-DAY.

THOUGHTS ON JOHN IX. 4. " I Must Work the Works of Him

that sent Me. "

Crown 8vo , cloth extra, 38. 60 .

" A moreseasonable book couldhardly be supposed . It is a treasury of

bappy and helpful thoughts." - Edinburgh DailyReview ,

EXPOSITORY LECTURES ON THE

EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

New Edition , Two Vols. , cloth , 13s . 6d .

Small 4to , Cloth extra, 58.

A CHOICE AND APPROPRIATE PRESENT.

“ A charming book inside and out . All the poems are full of

the highest aspirations and purest devotion, breathing fervent

love to our Saviour, and longing for the time when faith will

give place to sight. Mrs. Pennefather has added another to

her many claims on the gratitude of the Church by permitting

the publication of this volume." - Record .

“ Will bring gladness to many a pilgrim on the way: The

songs are full of spiritual feeling, and possess true melody of

thought and rhythm .” - Nonconformist.

“ We are glad that Mrs. Pennefather has given her consent

to the publication of her poetical pieces in a collected foran,

and we heartily welcome the charming volume. It is seldon

we meet with pieces so fraught with heart-searching and heart

stirring thoughts, in simple yet graceful and touching lan

guage, evincing deep, spiritual insight, ripeness of judgment,
and richness of experience ." - Baptist.

“ A volume that will live and soon become as well known to

the Christian public as are the poems of the late Miss Elliott

and Miss Havergal. " -English Churchman ,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

MR. G , T. CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON

CONSUMPTION

New Edition , Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Bd.

“ FOLLOW THOUME. " DiscipleshipCHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE (post free) , or Large Edition(cloth ), 1s. 3d . , from

the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S.E. , and Elliot Stock ,

62, Paternoster Row, E.C.

" Into this little volume the devout authoress has managed

to condense an immense amount of Scriptural teaching, and

withal she has enforced it in a sweet, simple, but powerful

For guidance to young Christians ofwhateverage we

know nothing better than this. The more of such boly, able

writing the better. May the book have an increasingsale."

Sword and Trotel .

manner .

THE

EIGHTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM AUGUST TO NOV.

New Edition, Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Bd.

FOLLOW THOU ME . " Service.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAYBE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN
THIS MATTER,

Mr.Congrevewill give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK,

“ All who peruse these profitable pages will thank the author

for giving to the Christianpublic the fruits ofher large and

deep experience .” — The Christian.

" Their practical suggestions and lessons of truth will be

found very valuable and helpful." -Woman's Work.

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

CRITICAL CASE of DISEASED RIGHT LUNG.

Mr. G- , of PLYMOUTH .

This patient writes me, May 25th, 1886, saying, “ I hope my case may

persuade some other suſterer to apply to you ; for several reasons I do not
waut my name in print , but you can give it privately ."

Another patient, writing me to report his own favourable progress,says,

“ I have just seen Mr. G. , whom I personally know . I did not expect him

to live, his cure was wonderful."

The case of Mr. G. commenced with congestion of the right lung, fol.
lowed by severe hæmorrhage. The lung was then reported to be in a very

bad state , and the condition most critical . To the surprise of all , after

commencing my treatment, he made such progress that in a few months
he got about again ." " I paid (he says) the greatest attention to all your

rules. I am thankful to say I can attend toʻrny business as usual. My case

has excited very much interest, and if this testimony is of any service

you are at liberty to publish it, and to give my name if you think proper,
to any inquirer."

To show the importance of perseverance in such a case , I think this

patient was nearly a year and a half under my treatment.
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“ obedience to the law. A foreign ecclesiastic thus

" claims the right of defining the limits of Parlia

“mentary and Royal authority in England ; and, if

“ the allegiance of a man who admits this be not

" divided, there would seem no meaning in words. "

It surely cannot be pleaded that the questions to

be settled at the Home Office are altogether outside

the sphere of religious belief. There are a thousand

one decisions called for continually, each one of

which may be coloured by the Home Secretary's per

sonal convictions . Open -air preaching, for instance,

ROME AT THE HOME OFFICE.
may be suppressed in our cities. Free speech and the

E are glad to find that some protests have been liberty of the press may be seriously imperilled.

sent to the Premier against the appointment
But why go into details ? It is apparent to the most

of the Home Secretary. It is vain to argue, as some
simple-minded that an earnest Romanist can interfere

partisan journals do , that he will not allow his
very materially with the present Protestant constitus

religious belief to interfere with the impartial perfor
tion of the United Kingdom if he fills the post of

mance of his official duties. His very presence at the Home Secretary, That the honourable gentleman

Home Office is a manifest and marked sanction of who occupies the office to -day is a Romanist is known

Romanism which no Government of a Protestant to everybody ; whether he is an earnest one or not

country can safely give. It is one thing to tolerate
It is one thing to tolerate remains to be seen .

Popery ; it is quite another thing to place it in pro

minence and power. SEASONABLE PROTEST.

Either the Church of Rome is what she claims to EANWHILE there has been a sharp, if short,

be, the only true spouse of the Lord Jesus Christ, controversy on the appointment of Mr.

or she is a vast politico -ecclesiastical conspiracy Matthews to the Home Office. At a meeting of the

against the rights and liberties of mankind, and the Directors of the Scottish Protestant Alliance, the

untiring enemy of Gospel truth. We certainly do not , following resolution was unanimously adopted, and

allow her claims, and, therefore, make very short work in due course forwarded to the Chancellor of the

of herpretensions. Nevertheless, in fullestconsistency Exchequer :

with the charactershe is pleased to assume, she demands “ That as the Papaoy claims universal supremacy over all

the unreserved homage of mind, heart, and conscience .
Sovereigns and their subjects, as Roman Catholics oan no

longer render an undivided allegiance to Protestant Princes,

Since the promulgation of the Infallibility of the and as the avowed aim of the Papacy is to reduce Britain to

Pope, the power to control life and thought through. subjection to the Vatican , this meeting protests against the

elevation of Roman Catholios to positions of power and trust in

out the whole Church belongs to its acknowledged
the British Empire .”

head. That this power is no vague or indefinite thing
No one can pretend that the passing of such a

has been proved more than once by the issue of
resolution is outside the competence, or even the duty,

Vatican decrees whereby all the faithful have been
of an association which exists to safeguard the interests

most solemnly bound. If in any matter the judgment of Protestantism ; and, considering the gravity of the

of Rome conflicts with his duty to the Sovereign of the
issue raised , it must be confessed to be temperate

United Kingdom , the Romanist must either be

recreantto his spiritual ruler or to hisearthlyQueen, enough, howeverfirm . Nevertheless it elicited a reply

Commenting on certain utterances of Dr. Manning considerable petulance,if not even loss of temper.

from the right honourable gentleman wbich betrays

and M. Capel , the Times said (November 17th , 1874) :

Lord Randolph Churchill takes it for granted that

“ Let us translate these principles into a concrete

form , and they amount to this-that the Pope's

any one who in this matter does not set with him eye

to eye is “ senseless ” and “ irrational.” His answer is

“ power is superior to that of Queen Victoria , and

" defines the limits within which she may be obeyed ; vituperation withoutargument,wegive it entire.

extremely short, and , as it is an excellent specimen of

“ that if the Legislature passes the province which the " Treasury Chambers, Whitehall, S.W. , Sept. 9th .

" Pope defines as ' proper' for it , he has the right to " Sir, - I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter enclog.

" condemn it , and, consequently, to exact from all

ing a copy of resolution passed by the Directors of the

Scottish Protestant Alliance, and, in reply, to remark that I

" Roman Catholics obedience to himself and dis observe with astonisbwent und regret that, in this age of
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enlightenment andgeneral toleration , persons professing to be be the supreme judge and director of the consciences of men

educated and intelligent can arrive at conolusions 80 sensel es of the peasant thattillsthefields and the prince that sits on

and irrational as those which are set forth in the aforesaid the throne, of the household that lives in the shade of privacy,

resolution .
and the Legislature that makes lawsfor kingdoms. I am the

Sir, yours faithfully , sole, last, supreme judge of what is right and wrong." In

“ RANDOLPH S. CHURCHILL," support of oursecond statement, I direct you to the conclusione

If the Directors of the Scottish Protestant of the late Premier, after a repeated examinationof the recent

decreesof the Papacy, when he writes, " I am no longer able to

Alliance had merely consulted their own dignity, say, as I would have said before 1870, that there is nothing in

their only reply to this letter would have been silence.
the necessary beliet of the Roman Catholic which can appear

to impeach his full civil title ," and when he also declared that

Considering, however, the great importance of the no one can now become her (Rome's) convertwithout renouncia:

subject, and also the challenge thrown out to them
his moral and mental freedom , andplacing his civil loyalty ani

duty at the mercy of another ; " also to the declaration of Lord

by the publication of his lordship's letter in the daily Denbigh that he and his co-religionists are " Catholicsfirs

press before it reached their hands, they have in brief
and Englishmen afterwards," a declaration which Cardins

Manning has affirmed has been adopted by leading Roman

compass, yet with telling arguments, defended the Catholics in the country ; also to the declaration of Cardins

statements contained in the original resolution . Newman when endeavouring to explain away certain procedure

of Roman Catholics since the Act of 1829, that "Do pledą

Among other documents to which they refer the from Catholics was of any value to which Rome was not a

Chancellor, they cite the Syllabus of Pius IX. , and party . ”

call attention to the Vatican decrees of 1870, and the
Indeed, if Lord Randolph wishes to understand the

recent Encyclical on the Constitution of States by present position and the power of the Papacy, he

Leo XIII. Now we venture to say any unbiased might do worse than study the pamphlet on Pati.

mind reading these documents cannot fail to perceive canism written by the head of the Government bé

that every Romaniet is " grappled with hoops of and his party have displaced . Whatever he may

steel," to the so -called chair of St. Peter. He dare think of the writer, we can assure him he will not be

not think or act in opposition to priestly direction . able to despise the logic of the exposure whereby

Mr. Gladstone so fully reveals the potency and pre

tensions of Rome.

REASONS FOR RESISTING ROME.

the Church of Rome were infallible, as she pre

tends to be, we would not find fault with this limi

tation offreedom . We, who believe in the inspiration of TOLERATING INTOLERANCE.

Scripture, accept its statements as binding our

conscience, and recognise it as supreme for the regula
T was not to be expected that the Chancellor of the

Exchequer would hold his peace when such a
tion of our life . No one would misunderstand us or

trenchant reply to his flippant letter appeared in the
accuse us of lack of patriotism if we said, “ We are

daily press. He had beenreminded that the Throne

Obristians first, Englishmen afterwards." But when
and the Lord Chancellorship of England and other

one says, " I am a Catholic first, an Englishman after high offices were closed against Romanists, and be

wards," the words have a very sombre meaning. They

was asked if he was prepared , according to the tone
may be fairly read historically in the light ofthe Popish

of his letter “to initiate constitutional procedure

Plot, and the Papal absolution of the subjects of

to remove these disabilities ? ” This is a very plain

Queen Elizabeth from allegiance to the Throne.

question, to which he might have given a simple and
Especially now since the present Pope has succumbed

direct reply. He is, however, too wise and wary to
to the intrigues of the Jesuits, and is likely for the

future to adopt their policy, the influence of the
do any such thing. He finds it much safer and more

Romish Church must be wholly and always cast for
congenial to raise a tu quoque. He boldly asserts

that the views of the Directors if carried out to a

the destruction of Protestantism , and no less for the logical conclusion “ would involve the repeal of all

overthrow of every doctrine and individual displeasing “ those Acts of Parliament which have removed the

to her. Infallibility cannot make compromises. “ disabilities formerly imposed on Roman Catholics

,

Truth cannot tolerate & lie. And since Rome claims " and the re-enactment of all those penal lawsagainst

to be infallible, and in the possession of the whole " our Roman Catholic fellow - subjects which the

and only truth of God, her priests and people, so long “ vast majority of the British people are anxious to

as they are loyal, cannot surrender one iota of their
“ forget."

Church's pretensions. This the Honorary Secretary

Evidently he does not think the first charge strongof the Scottish Protestant Alliance makes clear

enough in the letter addressed to Lord Randolph. But it is unworthy even of a controversialist close
enough , and he hastens to strengthen it by the second

He writes

Cardinal Manning declares that the Catholic Church cannot pressed to argue as if the re -enacting of penal laws

cease to preach the doctrine of the sovereignty, both spiritual came within the scope of the proofspressed on him.
and temporal, of the Holy See, thatthe Church can alone fix Romanists, for whom he pleads, will certainly re -enact

the limits of its own jurisdiction, and can thereby fixthe limits

of all other jurisdiction, and is therefore supreme; that if the
penal laws if it ever be within their power. Of that

Christian princes and their laws deviatefrom the law of God, there can be no doubt, and no intelligent and honest

the Church has authority from God to judge of that deviation ,

and by all its powers to enforce the correction of thatdoparture Papist would venture to affirm the contrary. But
from justice, and he represents the Pope as saying, “ I claim to Protestants, or rather, let us say Christians, who reve

IT
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rence the Bible have long ago learned that the only The Hidden Life.

sword put into their hands is the sword of the Spirit.
Words Spoken from a West End Pulpit.

When they betake themselves to carnal weapons they
FROM A HEARER'S NOTES.

abandon the only position in which they are assured “Il ye tbon bo rison ( or since then ye have boon raised ) with Christ, sook

of Divine countenance and protection . But, as to

those things which are above, where Christ sitteth on the right hand of

Set your affection onthings above; not on thingson the earth . For

removing disabilities, how does the matter at present

ye are dead ,and your life ishid with Christ in God . When Christ , who is

our life , shall appear, then shall ye also appear with Him in glory" (Coloss .

stand ? Catholic Emancipation was granted because
HEN the minds of Christ's disciples were filled

the refusal of it seemed likely to raise a civil war. It

with sorrow at the thought of His departure

was wrung from fear, not granted from conviction . It He said , for their consolation , “It is expedient for you

was said Ireland would have to be conquered by force that I go away ; for if I go not away, the Comforter

of arms if it were not granted. Well, are we not told

will not come unto you ; but if I depart I will send

now that there is only the choice between conquest comfort contained inthis promise, for, when Jesushad

Him unto you.” They scarcely comprehended the

and separation ? Has Catholic Emancipation brought been laid in the grave, a dark night fell upon their

the blessings its advocates promised , or averted the souls, they spake of having a trusted that it had been

dangers which constrained an unwilling Government

He which should have redeemed Israel." Now all

togrant it? Has it improved the House ofCommons But when Hecame to them in thatupper chamber,

or forwarded the business of the country during all where they were assembled , the doorsbeing shut for

these years in which it has had full and fair trial ?
fear of the Jews,and stood in the midst, and said unto

Even Lord Randolph Churchill should be willing to them , “Peace be unto you .

then were the

allow that Protestants , whom he would unquestion. disciples glad when they saw the Lord ... and

ably call extreme, may bave reasons for their action He breathed on them, and saith upto them , Receive ye

which do not lie within his ken,

the Holy Ghost."

However, the question of the repeal of the Catholic And when the Lord Jesus disappearedfrom their sight

Emancipation Act has not been raised , directly or in & second time, " they worshipped Him , and returned

directly. The one point in discussion is, Are all Pro to Jerusalem with great joy ." Sorrow at the first

testant safeguards to be thrown down ? It is not even

disappearance, joy at the second ; for at the second

a question of religious toleration. All kinds of belief

they understood Him as they had never done before.

They recognised Him to be God. All power, they

are freely allowed within the Commonwealth , and knew, belonged to Him in heaven and earth. They

opposition is only raised against a politico - ecclesiastic trusted Him as they had never hitherto done. They

conspiracy which openly and avowedly aims at the sup loved Him before ,but they both loved and trusted

pression of all creeds save its own. To yield to this

Him now as one with the Father.

conspiracy, much more to place those who take part

1

Itis one thing for us to know Christ as the sacri.

in it in places of influence and power, 18 TO BETRAY, fice for sin, it is another thing to know Him as the

IF NOT SACRIFICE , THE ONLY TOLERATION WORTHY OF rison Man in heaven ; and to know the two is to

know the fulness of redemption.

The friends of religious freedom must resist by all

It is one thing to see the Lord Jesus on the cross,

righteous means the encroachment of Rome. Nay, takingmyplace that Hemight sufferwhatI deserved.

His death my death . His burial my burial, He

although this does not come within our sphere,
Itis another thing to see that I am identified with

friends of civil freedom permit the advance of
advance of Him in resurrection, as I was with Him in His death .

Romanism at their peril. Certainly the supremacy of " I, through the law , am dead to the law , that I

Rome means the suppression of all thought and might live unto God. Í am crucified with Christ :

action displeasing to the Papacy. Whoever in this

nevertheless I live ; yet not I , but Christ liveth in me."

matter plays into the hands of the Jesuits, to what

There is a sharp severance between the me in the

past and the me in the future, & sharp separation

ever party in the State he may belong, is no friend to between the man who has suffered the last penalty,

the liberties of the people or to the constitutional rights the worst the law could do, and the man who, in a

of the country.

new life, enters upon a new sphere, to discharge

Lord Randolph may be excused by the pressure of

new functions. Ye have died, and your life is bid

business from entering upon a theological debate,

with Christ in God .

but, if ever he has leisure, we would advise him to It is as risen with Christ, beyond the reach of judg

resist the temptation if the challenge comes from ment, that we are called to walk now, rejoicing in

Scotland .

hope of the glory of God.

It would be well for this country if some statesman

We cannot too frequently set before our minds this

were found, faithfu lenough and brave enough, to take

fact. If we really understand what substitution

means, we must perceive with thankful and glad

his stand on our sound Protestant Constitution, and
hearts that there is no such Judgment Day for the

to resolve, by the grace of God, to conduct the affairs redeemed as there is for the lost . It is past long ago,

of the nation according to the principles of truth and our Judgment Day was Calvary, when God's Son made

righteousness contained in the Bible . Most assuredly

atonement for our sin .

the ruler, no less than the man , who is double -minded There is nothing fearful in the greatfuture. For us

must ever prove unstable in all his ways,
who believe ip Jesus, everything is bright and joyo us.

THE NAME,
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We lift up our heads, for our redemption draweth ; members which are upon the earth on to life's close
.

nigh . We are looking for glory, glory unspeakable, And there is help given to us in thus striving, thus

joy never-ending. Our hope is altogether blissful and doing.

beautiful, for judgment is behind us. We have been

made the righteousness of God in Him , and we are “Set your affections (your minds) on things

looking forward to the day when “ Christ, who is our above," i.e., think of them , fill your hearts wit

life, shall appear, and we also shall appear (be thoughts of what they are, and where. Let them fil.

manifested) with Him in glory." the whole field of your vision, make them the subjec:

of your meditation.

The message of the resurrection is one which God.has There is far more aid in thus thinking, in thus

not entrusted to one day in the year . * It is brought meditating, than we might suppose. It is not hari :

before us every week in the Christian Sabbath, which to learn when a man's heart is set upon it. He goes

has been observed ever since the day of resurrection . to his studies early and late , and his steadfast,per

It is dated by that , and we might go back to that sistent zeal tells. His admiration is epkindled for

“ first day of the week ” on which Jesus rose from the some art, some pursuit, he sets his heart on attain

dead , and not find one Lord's Day awanting , not ing perfection therein , and his hands work with

one Lord's Day on which God's people did not alacrity and ever- increasing skill. And surely there

commemorate thisglorious event. It is the founda- is everything to constrain our thoughts, to draw forth
tion of all Christian evidence, and no eventin history our affections, in the “ things which are above," if we

is more clearly confirmed , more fully established by are indeed renewed in the spirit of our mind.

irrefragable evidence, than the earliest conviction and

confession of the resurrection of Christ. " Where Christ sitteth on the right hand of God."

All centres in the Lord Jesus, the God -Man, OLI

Since, then, we are risen together with Christ, the
Head and Representative, seated beside the Fatheron

old life having been judged and ended, and the
His throne. “ Ye are come unto Mount Sion, and

present a new and resurrection life in Him , our duty
unto the city of the living God , the heavenly

is to " seek those things which are above, where Christ Jerusalem , and to an innumerable company of

sitteth on the right hand of God.”
angels, and to the general assembly and church of the

It is not possible to parallel this Divine life with
first-born which are written in heaven, and to God

anything in the natural world , and we have learnt to the Judge of all, and to Jesus the Mediator of the new

distrust the attempts which are being made from covenant, and to the blood of sprinkling that speaketh

time to time to do this. better things than that of Abel ." . How often do our

We may say that there is a life in the water and thoughts go upward to those things ? They go forth

life in the air. Would that parallel for us the actings readily to thethings of earth,which are passing away

of the new creature ? The fish could not live in the and are at best of so little worth. Ob, ifwemeditated

air, the bird could not live in the water ; but , alas, we or God, on Christ, on the sphere to which we belong,

who have been born from above can return to the the eternal and the real ; if we thought upon our

world and become entangled therein through the true place and our rightful position , instead of allow

sinfulness of our fallen nature and the weakness of ing our minds to be occupied, as they too often are,

the flesh , although God has made it possible for us with the " things which perish in the using," what

to draw the line of separation sharp and clear.
strong and stable, what faithful and fruitful Christians

we should be !

God has given us a life not similar to, but identical

with, the life of Christ , and every acting of the new We speak of one who passes from amongst us into

life, in thought , in word, in deed, is in Christ. the home above as happy in the presence of the

Lord, earth forgotten, heaven enjoyed. Such ought

It is only in abiding in Him that we can live this to be our experience in no small measure now, if our

life, for it is opposed to all the inclinations and faith were active and our love fervent. " Set your

promptings of tbe old man . And here comes in the affections on things above, pot on things on the earth.

explanation of the difference we havebeen noting For ye are dead, and your life is bid with Christ in

between the physical and the spiritual, and the God .” This is something on which we are to enter

impossibility of establishing an analogy between them , now, because God has done it . We are to " reckon

· notwithstanding this change, morewonderful than ourselves to be dead indeed unto sin , but alive unto

any transformation which takes place in the natural God through Jesus Christ our Lord , " and we should

world. It is no effort for the bird to fly, for the fish not be told to do this if in God's sight it were not so

to swim , but we who have been transformed by the now.

renewing of our mind have to swim against the If we were accustomed to enter into the glories

current, to fly against the wind, to guard against of the upper sanctuary, and to understand all its

the enemy , who “ goeth about as a roaring lion seek promise as well as its perfection, we should find

ing whom he may devour.” We have to contend hard thing to set ouraffections upon and to seek

against the world , the flesh, and the devil, and we

*

DO

e are those things.

counselled to “ seek those things which are above,” to

forget our own people and our father's house, in order
“ Your lives are hid with Christ in God." This

that we may be pilgrimsin a real sense here , having serves for their security. The enemy cannot touch

no communion with the things around us . Even
them. Christ suffered once, but deatń cannot touch

those of us who are , through God's grace, most Him more, and our life is one with His now ,

advanced in the spiritual life, feel the need of these
much beyond the reach of harm . Satan must invade

injunctions , and we have to set our affections on
heaven and hurl Christ from God's throne (if we may

to seek those things that are above - to mortify our say it with reverence) before he can touch the

weakest believer, for our life is hid with Him in

* Preached on Easter Sunday, God .

and as
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Our joy

But I do not think that is the special thoughthere. human, but a Divine life, Christ dwelling in us by

Our life is a hidden one . The contrast is plainly His own Spirit, and enabling us to bring forth the

markedbetweenthe present hiddennessand the future fruit of theSpirit to the praise of the glory of His

manifestation . Therefore the natural man under grace.

standeth it not . The world refuses to recognise, or There is no limit to His ability to work in us to

is perplexed by it. Why are not Christians perfect will and to do of His good pleasure, and it is in His

in every respect ? Why have they afflictions ? Why strength that we find it easy to do what, without it,

are they treated as the offscouring of all things? | would be impossible to us.would be impossible to us. “ Mortify, therefore, your

Why is life filled with trials in the case of some members which are upon the earth ” (one is ashamed

whose lives are as pure and their faith as strong to recall what these members were) . Christ crucified

those of any on this side heaven ? Because their them on His cross. “ Our old man is crucified with

life is a hidden one ; dark to the eye of sense , the Him , that the body of sin might be destroyed, that

brightness will only be seen when the Son of God henceforth we should not serve sin , " and we have to

comes forth in glory . Let us not wonder that the put the flesh , the old man , in the place of death, and

world knoweth us not when it know Him not . When to keep it there, not to yield to it for an hour. If

it crucified the Master, the very image of the invisible ye walk after the flesh ye shall die, but if ye , through

God, how should it understand His servants ?
the Spirit, do mortify the deeds of the body ye shall

When the glory is revealed it will be a blinding live.”

and a scathing and a scorching of the world .

We are to put off the old man, which is corrupt

according to the deceitful lusts , and to put on the

When Christ is manifested in all His glory, when new man, all that is Divine and holy . So shall we

He whomman put upon the cross comes again with " grow in grace and in the knowledge and love of God

power and great glory, andthe life floods forth from and of our Lord Jesus Christ."

Himin all its fulness, it will be a different sight from

anything that the world has ever known or seen , and

" we shall appear with Hiin in glory, when He shall A Sabbath in the Mountains

come to be glorified in His saints, and admired in

all them that believe."

FAR from the sound of the Sabbath bell

Are we looking for that blessed hope and the AFAfar from the Sabbaththrong,
glorious appearing of our great God and Saviour Whose voices to-day in worship swell

Jesus Christ, who gave Himself for us that Hemight
With jubilant notes of song,

redeemus from all iniquity, and purify unto Himself

Alone on a lofty Alpine height,

a peculiar people, zealous of good works ?

Bathed in a flood of resplendent light,

ful anticipation of it is just in proportion as we are

With the glittering peaks of snow in sight,

in communion with it , setting ouraffection on things

We gatherfor morning prayer,

Though small may our congregation be,

above, not on things of the earth .
Scarcely exceeding the “ two or three,”

The Master Himself is there.

Let us not look for perfection here. Let us aim at No pealing organ proclaims our praise,

it and press forwards towards its attainment (no No preacher's voice is heard,

Christian ought to aim at less) , but let us not be dis Our chorister's psalm on this pearl of days

couraged by the consciousness of failure .
Is that of the happy bird ;

The life is not yet manifested in its openness to our

Our music the sound of the rushing rills,

vision, its full proportions, while Christis within the Pouring down from the snowy hills,

veil. “ Beloved , now are we the sons of God ; and it

As each its appointed work fulfils

doth not yet appear what we shall be, but we know

Leaping down through the flowery dell ;

And the wonderful works of our Father teach

that when He shall appear we shall be like Him, for More than the wisest aud best could preach,

we shall see Him as He is ; and every man that hath
Or the tongue of the learned tell.

this hope in Him purifieth himself , even as He is

pure.”

Though they seem in eternal might arrayed ,

It is a practical truth, one calculated to make our

There once was a day, we know,

When the hill's foundations first were laid

walk consistent and holy.
And first they were crowned with snow ;

But when in fire at the last great day

The two truths which bear most directly upon the
All that is evil must pass away,

life and well-being of the Christian are—I died with Do we not hope that the mountains grey

Christ, I rose with Him , alive in His life, and hence

May delight our awakening eyes ?

forth I am to count the world as dead to me and

Emblem of all that is pure and bright,

myself as dead unto the world . In the resurrection

Pointing up to a world of light,

life of which I am even now made a partaker I am

And a glory that never dies .

LUCY TAYLOR.

to set before my eye and heart the perfect pattern

of the Lord Jesus . In connection with Him , receiv . Notes for Bible Reading:

ing from Him day by day, I am to live as He lived .
Some Thoughts about the Glory of Christ.

Yes, because it is His life which liveth in me and the 1
PRE-EXISTENT

John xvii, 5.

life which I now live in the flesh I live by the faith 2. Revelation of the Father's glory . 2 Cor. iv., 6.

of the Son of God, who loved me,
Himself 3. Typical

Ex . iii . 2.

for me.

4. His prophetical glory
John xii . 41 .

5. In His humiliation
Phil. ii. 8.

I am notto be religious after man's fashion . Not
6. In His resurrection

Rev , i . 17-18.

merely in Ritualism , but in Rationalism , do we find 7. In His exaltation
1 Tim. iii . 16.

men intent on cultivating and improving our fallen 8. In His people
John xvii. 10.

nature. Our old nature is nailed on the cross. That
9. The glory of His second coming Titus ii. 13.

is what it deserves. What we want now is not a

W. M. GRIMES.

*

and gave

..
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We havebeceivedthe following at iwersto the question

is being quietly and patiently carried on throughoutItaly; and

which should be encouraging to those who long for thespread of

еe on Dr, Somerville's Tour.

Question on Rev. xxii. 2.
R. SOMERVILLE , the venerable moderator of the Free

put by M. A. last issue :

TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WORK .

Some time ago , being exercised on the same point as

in the Hebrides, addressed no fewer than thirty - five separate

M. A. Murray Ker seems now to be, I was advised to send

gatherings during twenty -eight days. This number, however

to Houlston & Sons for Benjamin Wills Newton's Thoughts

does not give a true notion of the amount of labour expended.

on the Apocalypse (88.). I did so, thus becoming acquainted

Many of the places were miles apart, so that in addition to.

with the principles of recurrence . My mind was set at rest

perhaps preaching twiceon one day he had occasionally to

drive for a considerable distance. He has been employing his

on that subject . Many other things once hard to me were made
now old but ever successful method of interpretation . On

0 & sy . To M. A. M. Ker I suggest, go thou and do likewise .
several occasions Mr. Lamont of Snizort, clerk of the Skve

F. T. C.

Sparkbrook, Birmingham .

Presbytery, translated most efficiently into Gaelic during the

doctor's visit to Skye. Everywhere the people receive Dr.

In reference to the question of yourcorrespondent,M . A.Murray

Somerville with much cordiality, and the ministers of the

Ker, in last week's Word and Work, upon Rev. xxii . 2, is not

different towns are most hospitable and hearty in their co

che answer to be found in the fact of there being in chap. xxi.

operation , rendering him all the help in their power, and

two mentions of the one heavenly city, each referring to

frequently accompanying him as he passes from place to place.

distinct periods, the instruction with regard to that which takes

Taking into consideration the sparseness of thepopulation in

the Hebrides, and the fact that many of the people are away

place last, chap. xxi. 1-8 , being , according to the constant

practice of Scripture, given first ?

fishing, or are engaged in agricultural work, the audiences have

Does not the description from chap. xxi. 9 onwards, refer to

been large, numbering frequently three hundred and more.

tbe Millennial period , when the beavenly city will be seen

Many people travel for miles, some even for forty miles, to hear

over, but not on the earth, which still belongs to the old creation ,

the evangelist preacb . Much good is being done . Apart from

andin which the results of sin will still be present ? May it

the healthy influence of a stranger's visit, the hearers are being

not be that whenthe communication, to which our Lord refers

roused to look on the bright side of Christianity. Dr, Somer.

in John i . 51, will be opened betweenheaven and this present

ville , before leaving any town, shakes hands with each person

earth , those who compose the “ Church of the Firstborn ones

on retiring from the meeting,

and who will inhabit the New Jerusalem , will be permitted to

bring from thence the healing leaves of the Tree of Life to the

still suffering, because sinful , inhabitants of earth ? In the

little book by Mr. Frank White, called Faithful and True,*

there is reference made to this subjeot.

A Roman Catholic Municipality'
s Invitation.

ONE OF YOUR READERS. TRAVELLING lately in Piedmont we rested for some days

Mr. Frank White's remarks, referred to by our correspondent,

are as follows :

that there was an Italian evangelist in the place, we sought him

In the midst of the street, and one either side of it, " was

out, and found him and his family in & clean though very

there

modest dwelling. He seemed both gratified and surprised at

“ The Tree of Life."

seeing us, for in all the years he hadwrought in this town DO

Or in the midst of the river and extending its branch oneither

“ Signori " ( gentlepeople ), he said, had ever taken interest in

side of the river bank , or perhaps, which is more conceivable,

his work. 'As long ago in Judea , so now in Italy, it is the " com .

at least to ourpoor comprehension, on either side of the river,

mon people " who bear the Gospel gladly. Hesaid he was the

trees, trees of life, the tree of life multiplied (one in kind, though

more pleased at our visit that it gave him an opportunity of

many in number), bearing twelve manner of fruits, or rather

venting his joy at an event that had just happened . But a few

twelve crops, a harvest every month . Inchapter ii .7 it is pro

days back he had received from the Sindaco, council of a

mised, “ To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of

commune, up in the mountains, some twenty miles away,

life .” In the fourteenth verse of our chapter we read, “ Blessed

letter, bearing the municipal seal, saying that for some time

are they that wash their robes that they may have right to

pastthey had been discontented with both the teaching and the

the tree of life .” In chapter ii . 17, the overcoming ones are pro

dealings of their priests, that they had heard of bim, and

mised to eat of the “ bidden manna ." So in chapterii . 28, “ I

that they wanted to have the religion of the“ Protestanti"

will give him the morning Star." Now the Lord Himself is

explained to them if he would go up to their village, naming &

declared to be the bright and morning Star . Is He not also the

day and hour when they would expect him.

“ hidden Manna," and the “ White Stone ? " Moreover, do not

Needless tosay he willingly responded to this unexpected ,and

both the River and the Tree of life point also to Christ as the im

perhaps as yet nearly unexampled , invitation. He went,and

mortal food of His redeemed ? Just as in the River of water of

was received most heartily . The “ Town Hall ” was offered

Life He is set forth as the flow of His people's joy, so in the

him, but seeing it was but small he begged to be allowedto

Tree of life Heappears as the food of their life . “ He that hath

speak in the open air, which was readily acceded to. The

the Son hath life ” (1 John v. 12) . We live by Christ through

wisdomofhis choice was soon shown,for crowds flocked in from

eternityas well as in time. “We are in Him that is true, even

all quarters. He began by saying that they ought to consider

in His Son Jesus Christ." “ This is the true God and eternal

that a special blessing from heaven hadbeengranted them in

life ” This chapter is full of life , for it is full of Cbrist, the

that, among all the townsandvillagesin that country-side, to

“ River of life ," the “ Water of life," the “ Tree of life ," and the

them first itwasgivento have the Gospel of Christ in its sim;

“ Book of life , " all are fulfilled in Him.

plicity and fulness brought. He spokelong and earnestly,and

That the leaves of the tree are said to be for the “ healing of

was greatly struck by the eager attention given to his every

thenations ” shows that the relation of the heavenly city with

word. Whenhehad done the people pressed round saying that

the Millennial earth is contemplated.

** these seemed good words,” and they soon clearedoff allhis

little stock of Scripture portions and pamphletsand text cards.

Giving up all for Christ.-- From the Brighton Town

In conclusion ,the Sindaco begged him to return as soon as be

Mission we have thefollowing : -Miss B

could , so thatthey might hear more of these things. He was

was in the theatrical

profession, earning as much at times as £21 a week. Through

now preparing to go again to them , but hewas somewhat won

the agencies at work in connection with our hall, she was led

dering how he wouldbe received , afraid lest the clerical party

to choose the onething needful. But now came the struggle

shouldhave promoted an opposition . But in a letter which we

between duty to Christ and duty to her parents. As she ex

had lately from him he tells us his second visit wasas success:

pressed it, " she could not have Christ and go on with her

fulasthe first ,fortheinteresttakeninthe Gospelpreached

work ; therefore, as she felt she would rather die than dis

wastoo great for the priests to stifle.

Since then the workhas steadily goneon . The use of alarge

honour Him ,” although only seventeen , she made the happy

choice. Every meanswas taken to win her back ; her Bible was

room has been

givento him ,freeofcharge, for his meetings,

burned, her clothes taken from her, she was locked up in her

and hehasovery reason to bedeeplygratefultoGod for such a

room, she was sent from home , but flattery and persecution

wonderfulopening into the hearts ofthe people .Wemaydraw

were alike in vain, she realized in its fulness the promise, “ My

attention to this evangelist'swork as an instanceofwhat

grace is sufficient for thee.” Months have pas but she still

holds on her way rejoicing. Christian truth and liberty in that land ,

• 8. W. Partridge & Co. , Paternoster Row .

R.
1
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Bible and Prophetic Conference. The Perth Conference.
M HE twenty -fourth annual meeting of this Conference was

MR. GEORGE C . NEEDHAM writes : - In the year 1878 I held in Perth on the 15th , 16th , and 17th instant. At

M the first general American Bible and Prophetic Confer the opening the attendance was good . Like other things, how .
ince was held in New York City. The addresses delivered on ever, our Conference has locally suffered by expansion . The
jur Lord's personal and pre-millennial return to the earth were multiplication of such gatherings throughout the land has

agerly listened to by the many hundreds of ministers , and enriched many new districts of country.
housands of intelligent Christian people . The New York Lord Polwarth , as usual, occupied the chair, and was supported

I'ribune published an extra of fifty thousand copies, giving in
all these addresses, which , afterwards, were published in one

on the platform by severalwell-known friends. His introduc

tory address was very suitable, and helped to directthe thought

arge volume eutitled Pre-millennial Essays, edited carefully and feeling of the meeting. He kept very closely to his subject,

y Dr. Nathaniel West. Such was the infuence of themove .est. Such was the influence of the move. which was, “ The Church , which is Hisbody, the fulness ofHim
nent that for more than two years following the Conference that filleth all in all " (Eph . i. 22, 23). We can hardly venture
mportant and valuable discussions on prophetic themes to give more than somebroken outlines of the discourses of the
ccupied the pages of not a few of our newspapers, journals, various speakers, but even such may be helpful by way of

od magazines, and a new impetus for Bible study was given to suggestion .
ultitudes whose attention had so long been turned away from The CHAIRMAN said : We see JesusChrist, the Christ of God ,

he great and almost entirely neglected fields of Divine and the Church not apart from Christ - not Christ in all His

rophecy . glory, and the Church in all its sin and misery by nature - but
Eight years have now passed away, and the brethren of the the Church as in Christ, washed in His blood, and clotbed in
ommittee, appointed by the New York Conference, have, in | His righteousness. We see the Church in union with Jesus
3sponse to many constant and urgent appeals , decided to hold Christ andwithout which there is no Church ." The Church in
second Bible and Prophetic Conference in the city of Chicago, | union with the Head alone is complete. The great object of
Tovember 16th to 20th , of the present year. We therefore preaching is (Eph . iii. 9, 10) , " to make all mon see what ie tho
ay it upon the hearts of all who love our Lord to give them . fellowship of the mystery, which from the beginning of the
elves much to earnest prayer, that this proposed meeting may world hath been hid in God, who created all things by Jesus
edound to the glory ofGod in the further knowledge of His Christ ; to the intent that now unto the principalities and
lessed Word , in the edification of His Church , in the salvation powers in heavenly places mightbe known by the Church the
f precious souls, and the hastening “ His appearing and manifold wisdom of God , according to the eternal purpose
ingdom ." It is under & sense ofno ordinary responsibility we which He purposed in Christ Jesus our Lord.” By the Church
sue this call. With sorrowing hearts we have marked the should be known unto the principalities and powers the
upid march of infidelity and its attendant troops - licentious marvellouswisdom and power and grace of God in Christ.
D88, anarchy, and bloodshed . But there is Onewho can overturn There are many lovely manifestations ofGod in creation , yetHe
vil and establish righteousness on the earth . Let us meet in | has given a peculiar proof of His grace in making sinners one

nity of heart, and beseech Him to “ take unto Himself His with His dear Son Jesus Christ.

eat power and reign ."
As ambassadors of Christ and ministers of His Word we must

Christ The Head.

ed the injunction , “ These things speak,” which things relate

In the re -creation and regeneration ofmen in Christ, all men

the coming of Jesus Christ, not less in His glory than in His
see what His grace will do. Weare not apart from Him , but

imiliation .

& part of Him , of His very body in which by His Spirit wedwell,

The four days of the Conference will embrace about twenty
and live, and move, and act, Heworking in us all good . Without

ophetic subjects, to be followed on the Lord 's Day by twenty

the Head the body is powerless. The Head is the sovereign

rmons on the special doctrines of our evangelical faith .

motive power, the seat of the ruling principle which directe

ommending ourselves to your loving prayers, that we may be

everything . The Lord bring home to us the closeness of our

ided in all things pertaining to the Conference by the Holy
union to Him . It is very dear and precious. It is a mystery,

birit.

but a mystery revealed . It fills us with the deepest humility,

A long list of signatures follows, containing many of the best
but also with a holy joy, and though we tremble, yet we are

nown teachers in America .

filled with a holy peace. Our risen Head (works in us and by

If apy European pre -millenarian brethren should be visiting
us. You see that nur eubject is our relationship and union to

merica at this date the Committee would be glad to hear of it .

and with the Lord Jesus Christ. Each member ministers to

All communicationsmay be addressed to the Hon . Secretary

the wants of each other, and of the whole body. We, therefore,

the Conference, as follows :

should realize that we are onewith Jesus Christ, one also in

Geo. C . NEEDHAM .

the love that flows down from the living Head to the lowest mem .

Manchester-by-the- Sea, Mass., U. S.A .

ber. How tender and true is the love of the Lord Jesus for each of

His members ! Weare here to realize it, that we may know the

love of Christ " which passeth knowledge ." It is not enough

that we just go away with a glowing afflatus, but rather with

the power of Christ resting upon us. We should be more loving ,

more Christian , more in harmony with Jesus Christ and with

one another. Weshould recognise here no differences. We

T the monthly meeting of directors of the National are one body in Jesus Christ. We are here from many quarters.

Bible Society in Glasgow , on Monday, there
but we are one body in Him . We are here sinners saved by

laid on the table a complete copy of the Chinese the grace ofGod , with ourwonderful peculiarities. Somehave

n - li Testament, revised by Rev. Griffith John and printed been Christians from their early days, brought up in Christian

published by the society at Hankow . This version has
families ; others havebeen plucked in riper years as brands from

ited a wider and keener interest in Scripture translation in the burning. I love to think of the anointing oil poured upon

D & , has met a deeply- felt want - the issue of portions now
the head of the high priest , which flowed down to the skirts of

raging nearly 1,000 per day, and has given a decided impulse his garments. Let us here realize that the anointing oil is

olportage work under the direction of missionaries. “ Mr. poured upon our Head , and flows down to the very skirts ofHis

nett,of Ohingkiang,had accomplished a journey of 566 miles
garment. When we feel our unworthiness to be counted among

ugh Nganhwui. At Hwui Lung Ki, where he and his party His members, let our faith look up to see the living Head and

e pelted with wet clay from the river bank till someof them the anointing oil.
seå like brickmakers, he obtained information which seems A hymn having been sung, and requests for prayer having

row light on thedisappearance of Mr. Johnson ,of the British been read , Professor Martin engaged in prayer. Another hymn

Foreigo Bible Society, who in 1869 set out on a journey in having been sung.

province,from which he never returned. In the talk excited His Fulness.

he attack on Mr. Burnett an old inhabitant of Hwui Lung Dr. ANDREW A . BONAR said : The very heart of the whole

nformed one ofhis boatmen that “ twenty years ago there subject before us is brought out in the text quoted at the head of

another foreigner here selling books. During the day a fire this programme : “ The Church which is His body, the fulness of
ze out and burned a large part of the place. The foreigner Him that filleth all in all" (Eph . i. 22223). Think, first,ofthe origin
blamed for this , and at dead of night a number of men ofthe Church . In reading the Word, do you not often find that
ded his boat and killed him and all on board, afterwards you have got a sudden light upon a truth ? for " sometimes a
roying the boat." There seems too much reason to believe light surprises the Christian ." Think of that expression , “ The
poor Johnson thus died & martyr's death . Mr. Burnett, riches of the glory of His inheritance in the saints." Mark , it

ng escaped from this virulent community, was prostrated by is not the saints' inberitance given to them by Him , but His

tack of small-pox when 400 miles from home.
| inheritance in them . What is that but just the fulness of Him

Perils of Colportage in China.
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volumes, and be por serred 3,700 engravings by Cruickshank

that filleth all in all ? I do not find any number of Christians A packet of good things, or a mere passport to heaven . Ah!

who enter with any delight into the contemplation of the but it is much more , it is a life .

Ohurch as the fulness of Him that filleth all inall, Here we Then, after silent prayer, Lord Polwarth audibly led in prayer,

Arebrought to the origin of the Church - that innumerable and the forenoon meeting was closed .

multitude that the Father gave to His beloved Son - that
Motives in Life and Buty.

innumerable multitude which the Holy Spirit unites to the In the afternoon there was free conversation on “ Motives for

beloved Son , that innumerable multitude which the beloved
Christian Life and Duty. " Dr. Bonar was in thechair. He in

Son so rejoiced in that He said without them He would be so troduced the subject with a few remarks. In working for

imperfect. Great truths are sometimes incidentally_ex . souls we were fulfilling Christ's desire, yet we must guard

pressed in Scripture. Thus we read that when our Head
against always aiming at being the instrument of conversion,

was here He said to His disciples , “ Go to yonder village, and When we hear of a conversion there is danger of not giving

there you shall find a colt,and if the owner object to let you thanks for that soul if we have not been the means of bringing

take him , say, " The Lord hath need of him ' " Here you have
it to light. Experience seems to prove that very few souls are

& type of our text. The Lord hath need of them . In the
saved by one persun's effort In this way we are kept from

old version of Psa . o . we have the line : “ Not we, but He us

taking the credit. Then we oughtalso to testify by our habits
made ;" and this is the better rendering when we take made in --for instance, by rejoicing in the Lord.

A wider sense than simply created. He fashioned us by His
Dr. BaxTER, Blairgowrie, mentioned several Scriptural

grace for His praise. He needs us to show His skill, wisdom , motives to seekafter holiness. He gave Scripture textsto show

loving-kindness, and grace. He shows His skill by preparing how each doctrine of the Word made for holiness. Election

Voosels to His own praise out of thatmarred clay, that vile ma redemption, the grace of the Spirit , the covenant of

terial. He takes some of the very offscourings of our world, e.g. , grace, and power to do good were all meant to secure

Manasseh, whom we may call the devil's companion, and the holiness .

woman who was a sinner, and now we see whatHe makes them . Mr. JAMES BALFOUR, W.S. , Edinburgh, gave one of the

You Christians know that we need Him. What can wo do

late Rev. W. Arnott's illustrations of the harmoniousworking
without the Spirit ? And we must have the Head quickening us. of the various members of the body, and showed how terribl

He made us ; Heshed that blood for us ; He poured out His soul evil ranged through the moral world in contact with the

unto death, His blood was sprinkled on the guilty, and they are physical.

cleansed. A grey elder in St. Leonard's, Perth, used to date his Rev.H.E. Fox, Durham, epoke of “Duty as a Motive." Look

life from the day of his conversion , which he called “ the time at the Master. No one ever had a higher sense of duty than

I knew the power of the blood . " You must have noticed that He. * Wist ye not that I must be about My Father's

it is written : when He comes the second time “ to be glorified business ? " -His first words. How often that must comes upon

in His saints,” it is not to be glorified by His saints, but in them. His lips !

When Paul was converted, the worst enomy Christ had on the
Happiness in Soul-winning.

earth at the time, and when afterwards hewent up to Jerusa

lem and told his story, the record runs : “ They glorified God in
Mr. JOHN ANDERSON, evangelist, said : Every soul that

brings souls to Christ makes Christ happier. Seeing theme." Some of them might say, “Look at His face, it is shining thousands who are perishing ought to move every Christian to

like Stephen's." The Lord cometh to be admired in His saints. seek their salvation .

InHis intercessory prayer the Lord Jesus says to His Father,
Mr. ARNOT, Glasgow, said : Let us follow Paul in so far as

" I am glorified in them ."
he followed Christ. “ We proach Christ crucified , " and " I am

The God -tan .
orucified with Christ.” If every Christian were as dead to the

Now some may say, “ Is there not & contradiction in
world as Paul was , there would be more fruit.

the statement of this truth ? " It He needed them, and Professor MARTIN showed how there was no contradiction

could not do without them, how can Ho be said to between conscience and love . An enlightened conscience

fill all in all ? How can
these be reconciled ? The induces love to God. Everything in Christianity is fitted to

clause is a description of the Godhead. The text refers bring a man to God . So in conversion, and so in the fruits of

not to Christ asGod only, but to the God -Man, Jesus Christ. conversion. So our Lord warns us that " faith works by love . "

He who as God filleth all in all , as God -Man the Mediator Look at the status into which the Spirit of God brings us--We

is Head of the body, the Church . The Head cannot be are now the sons of God. Look at the type of the life which

alone ; there must needs be members of that body. He God presents to us. It is that of Jesus,and weare to live

needs all because the body needs to be made up. Look, according to the rule of His will. Look at the power God

yonder is the high priest, full of compassion. He has just come gives us in order to do this. The Spirit of God possesses us,

out of the holy place witi one of the stones in his breastplate and enables us so that we render a worthy service. Look at

awanting. He could not, he would not, be a perfect priest the consequences God attaches to unworthy livingto worthy

that day. And so with the Lord Jesus Christ. He could not living. Look at the solemn warning, His coming again, the

be & perfect Saviour ; He would not Himself be perfect in His judgment-seat.

work if one of His members were lost. Oh ! what a dignity this Mr. ROBERTSON, Carrubbers Close Mission, Edinburgh, said:

lends to our belonging to Christ ! He had need of you when Ho The Lord does not say, “ I have no need of thee . " Does He

called you to Himself ; He has need of you now ; He shall need not rather say, “ Come with me ; I'm going ” ? It is His work

you to all eternity . This is an amazing truth . Inquiring souls
we are called to.

may be afraid that such a glorious truth they dare not claim . Aftera few words from Rev. Mr. McColl, from Canada, Mr.

But they need not fear. The Lord uses the weak . This James Mudie , Montrose, drew attention to the fact that the

doctrine koeps us in our place. Weare constrained to cry out, word “ duty ” occurs only once in theGospels , and then in

"Not unto us, not unto us, but unto Thy name be the glory." You connection with unprofitable service . Mr. Mudie'scontribu:

are just used by the Lord in your weakness. And you should tion was much enjoyed. After this, the meeting closed.

always feel this . You are just like a child. A good man reasoned [We are compelled to hold over remainder of report until on

thus: If Christ is the Chief among ten thousand, then there next issue .]

mustbe ten thousand among whom He is chief. Dr. Bonar

closed his remarks by quoting the dying words of one who was Mr. Noble in Sydney.

a monument of grace.”

FROM theSydney. Telegraph we learn that Mr.William

The Body of Christ. Nobledelivereda lecture on July29th,on John B.Gough,

The Rev. WEBB PEPLOE, who happened to be delayed at the Y.M.C.A. hall, which was crowded. Mr. Noble gave

for the day at Perth, was the next speaker. He took as personal reminiscences of Gough's humour and dramatie

the motto of his address 1 Cor. xii . 27 , in Yo are the body of power, and briefly sketched his career from the time he signed

Christ. "
Afterprefacing a few remarks, inwhich thespeaker the pledge in1842 to thetime of his death in February of this

explained the suddennessof his appearance ,he proceeded to say : year. He introduced a number of selections from Googh's

It is a grand thing to be called for God's glory, but a doubly most popular orations , illustrative of his style. Gough,he

grand thing that He should take such creatures, and so fashion said ,had addressed more human beingsthanany manalive,

them. Look at our natural condition, and at what God has had ToDecember31st, 1885, he delivered 8,651 lectures, and

to do in makingus what He has. Turn , then , to the great text of travelled 538,000 miles. During his public career he passed

grace, Rom. v. 20 , 21 , “ Where sin abounded, grace did much six anda half years in GreatBritain. HisresidenceatHill

more abound ," &c . Then Mr. Peploe hurriedly carried his side , Winchester, Mass.,was amodel in neatness, culture,

audience with him through a general analysis ofthe letter to the and unostentatious comfort, justwhata Christianhome should

Romans, showing in each part the grace ofthe Father, the be . Eightmonths ineach yearhespent in work andfour

grace of the Son, and the grace of the Holy Spirit. Speaking monthsin rest and preparation.His library consisted of 3,000

of the latter, he said some who will be in heaven seem to have

viows of the gift of Christ ag if it were a Bible, & dead thing, or and more than 200original drawings by the sameartist,
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Young Men in Council. Home of Industry Workers..

,

mon.

JHE British Y.M.O.A. Conference has just been held at

T

THE workers' meeting at the Home of Industry on Wednes .

Mr. Moody, and largely through the munificence of the late holiday season , small in attendance. After praise and prayer,

Mr. Samuel Morley. Delegates were present from nearly all when Lady Hobart, now very ill, was specially remembered

parts of the United Kingdom, and the proceedings assumed a before the Lord by Mr. George Holland and others,

very practical form in the consideration of how to reach young Mr. R. O. MORGAN read the account of the baptism of Jesus,

and gave a brief address on the meaning of the incident. He

The point was well put at the reception meeting by Rev. began by indicating his belief that in these days of super

James Fox, in these words: “ Young men want Christ ; nothing ficiality theWord of God is comparatively little searched into

roaches them like bringing Him into their midst.” Naturally and studied.

& resolution expressing a deep sense of loss and warm sympathy Proceeding to the special subject, the speaker asked , Why

with the family was passed in connection with Mr. Morley's was theLord Jesus baptized ? He believed that at the entering

death . upon His official life He who came for us, to take our place,

Owing to the many subjects treated, it is well-nigh impossible officially made Himself in baptism responsible for our sins. It

to give a summary ; we therefore only mention à few leading becameHim to fulfil all righteousness, and the first step in His

points. bringing in righteousness was His baptism . In connection

Mr. J. Herbert Tritton's paper on “ The Importance of Dis therewith, the speaker pointed out how immediately on the

tinctly Evangelical Principles in relation to the Work of the baptism of Jesus John said, “ Behold the Lamb of God , which

Young Men's ChristianAssociation " attracted muchattention . taketh away the sin of the world .” The baptism of the Lord

Mr. Tritton emphatioally maintained that the Gospel must be Jesus must not be disconnected with what baptism meant in

first and foremost, that young men cannot be saved by classes other cases. He , of course , had no sin, but He took on Him

and amusements, however good these may be in their way , as the sins of the people, and became answerable for these sins.

auxiliaries, but ever and always the Gospel of Grace must be After an exposition, on these lines, of the incident, Mr.

clearly and decisively presented in the most loving and faithful Morgan concluded : Let us seek to study the Word, and give

way. constant thought, waiting on God the Holy Ghost for His

Amongst thosewho warmly supported this view were Mr. E. illumination , to the Gospel of God , that we may learn to know

J. Kennedy,of Exeter Hall, and Mr. R. McCann, Travelling more fully, and be filledwith that preciousGospel.

Secretary in Ireland. Noless emphatic was the testimony borne Highways and Hedges Mission.

by Mr. J. Orchard, of Finsbury Park, to the actual results of Miss READE, of Punrooty, gave some account of the work the

spiritual work . Lord has given her in India . In opening she said the name,

Papers in the afternoon were given on “ Christian Forbearance theHighways and Hedges Mission, had been chosen as very aptly

and Unity in Christian Work," while Mr.Hind Smith read a paper indicating the character of the operations of the mission.

on “ Aggressive Work. " Although there is some zenana work, the great field of her
“ The Y.M.C.A.in relation to Foreign Work" was on the second effort is on the highways of the district amongst villagers and

day of Conference introduced by Mr. Robert Burn, who told passers-by. The Lord has recently given considerable access

the story of the Young Men'sForeign Missionary Society at to the Mohammedans.

Aldersgate Street. In view of the opening doors everywhere he In describing the work Miss Reade toldhow the villagers and
felt that such a society should be formed by every Y.M.C.A., in wayfarers are ready at all times to listen by the roadside, or to

order that the thoughts of young men might be directed to the read the texts displayed on the walls . The Lord has givenvery
needs of the heathen . great encouragement in the open air . This extension of one

In connection with this Mr. W. M. Qatts, of Glasgow , stated phase of the work has indeed been of late very remarkable. At

that twenty -four missionaries had gone forth in the last two one time it was dificult to get a hearing, as the people would

years from this society. argue, now one may speak for two hours withoutany moving or

The work of the Y.M.C.A. in small villages was considered, interrupting. Open -air preaching had proved an unspeak

andmany interesting and useful suggestionsmade. able blessing. By the way, she mentioned that Samuel, the

The invitation from Dundee that the next Annual Conferenco young Brahmin , for whom our readers have so frequently been

should be held there was accepted. asked to pray , isa fruit of open-air work.

Passing on , Miss Reade spoke of itineration work amongst

the women in the district around Cuddalore. In various itinera

tions she had found the most appalling lack of work ; no one at

Salisbury Conference, 1886. home seems to have the slightest idea of the utter inadequacy of

THE Lord graciously allows me to issue the twelfth invitation'

theworkers to the people. She would go to such and such villages,

and for two or three years could not get near them again, so many
to someof His servants to assemble for prayer, for praise' others had to be visited ; while people would send over and

and for conference, at Salisbury, from Sept. 27th to October 1st

May this assembling of the Lord's children be a most hallowed

over again , “ When are you coming again ? Do come.” But,

of course, Miss Reade and her few workers could not be every

season . Last year's Conference was a time ofgreat refreshing.
where.

Who that was present will ever forget it ? We realized that

our Lord Jesus stood in the midst and said , “ Peace be unto

With regard specially to the work amongst the women oursister

said it was a great mistake to suppose the women were longing
you.” Sixteen persons offered themselves for missionary work

for the Gospel. A few who had heard something of the privilege

if the Lord would graciously send them forth . From amongst
of Christian women may be so longing, but the vast mass

these sixteen my senior Curate , the Rev. J. M. Macdonald,
know not and care not, and indeed resent, at first bitterly, any

went to Bombay last January, and I beg your prayers on his

behalf. A sweet answer to prayer was given to us at the praise

thing likely to unsettle their ancient beliefs and customs. Thus

meeting, when tue Lord disposed His servants to give £ 140,

great wisdom and much patience are wanted to begin with . But,

thus paying the cost of the building and furnishing the

once the way is opened , it is encouraging and delightful work.

Another branch of the work is in the orphanage . With regard
retiring -rooms at the Conference Hall. To Him be all the

to the most of her girls she believes they are truly converted ; and

praise and glory given . several are now preparing for Christian work. Her great desire is

The Salisbury Conference will meet, if the Lord will , on Mon

day evening, September 27th, and close with a praise meeting

that one or two young ladies may be stirred to join her in the

work, and manystirred to give themselves for the Mohammedan

on Friday morning, October 1st.
and Hindoo women of India.

The subjects of the Conference in the mornings will be

" The Believer's Privileges "- (a), Consecration ; (b) Com

Miss Reade proceeded to give various interesting incidents, of

which we bave notes, but for which we have this week no space ;

munion ; (c), Conformity. later on we hope togive these narratives.

The subjects in the evenings will be—“The Church ” - (a ), Mr. MERRY read a few extracts from letters received from

its origin ; (b) , its Responsibilit es ; (c ) its Hopes.

Let me press the importance of prayer-for the convener

Miss Macpherson describing the work of distributing the

children , the happy homes provided for them, and the encouraging
of this Conference, for the speakers, for those who conduct the

Accounts received from former protéges.

Bible readings, for the brethren or sisters who give accounts

of God's work, for the preachers of the sermons, for those

who give evangelistic addresses, for those who lead in prayer,

for those who entertain , for allwho listen, & c . , that they may Rov. J. G. Paton, who has returned to Sydney from the

be filled with the power of the Holy Ghost.
New Hebrides, where he was at the time of the French hoist

EDGAR NEMBHARD THWAITES. ing their flag, reports that the natives are greatly concerned

Fisherton Rectory , Salisbury.
about the threatened annexation ,

TE
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Four Servants Converted,

A
don City Mission Magazine : When

I began to visit the P-Club I found

it very difficult to get a footing, owing to

the opposition of some of the med

servants ; but, in the course of t'me, I

met with the housekeeper, who proved to

bea very godly person , and who gave me

full liberty to visit the place. After a

few visits this person told me she hał

been in this place four years, and had

been praying all the time for the goals

of the servants . “ But," she added

mournfully, “ I bave received no answer

vet ; nor even the sign of an answer.'

I encouraged her to go on praying and

believing in God's promises : and, as the

maids gathered round me, from time to

time , in the kitchen , I did all I could to

induce them to seek the Saviour. Last

spring there was a mission werk in con

nection with All Souls ' Church, Langham

Place, and four of the maids were per

fuaded to attend the services, and the

following statement of the housekeeper,

who is a communicant at that church,

will show with what blessed results. As

my next visit she met me with a face

lighted up with joy, and said, “ Ob, wa

have badsuch a glorious time since you

were here ! Two of my girls are

savingly converted, and two are under

deep conviction . Do talk to them ."

When I asked if I might bold a meeting

once a month, my request was readily

granted,and, shortly after, the two who

wore under conviction were converted.

Do you

ONE
" Yes,

HOME GLEANINGS.

A Personal Invitation . Silent Messengers ; or, Do they

Read the Books ?
meeting a gentleman rose who

stated he was
acommercial traveller

. IN Light from Aloftthe Secretary of theThames Church Mission says :
The Sunday previous, while sitting in an “ Have you a little book for me to- day,

botel , he was approached by & young sir ? " asked a young man as we were on

fellow who politely handed him & notice
our usual daily visit to theworkmen during

of a Y.M.C.A. meeting with an invitation their dinner hour. “ You seem very

to attend. Somehow he felt impelled to anxious to get the books," we replied ,

attend themeeting, and did so. He saw
"and hope you benefit hy reading them.at once that he was a sinner. He There now , there's & hymn -book for you.

remembered his praying wife and mother.
and you will find in it & hymn you used

The earnest words spoken by the leader
to sing when you went to Sunday school.enabled him to see in Jesus a perforal

Don't you often think of that time andSaviour, whom he accepted . On Monday
the words of your Sunday school teacher? ”morning he left the city . and the follow.
“ Yes, sir, I do ; but I never went to day

ing Sunday found him in another town , school only for eighteen months. Me and

where he attended the Y.M.C.A. meeting,

my brother bad to turn out to work whenwhich he said was the first place where

seven years old .” “ How then do you
he had the opportunity of confessing manage to read the books given you ? ”

Christ. It so happened that at this meet I asked. “ Well," he said , "wben we

ing there were two men who had come came to Tilbury we could only manage

up out of curiosity. His testimony to spell out a few words, but me and my

touched the heart of one of them, who brotber made up our minds we would

went home after the meeting and made & learn to read, and now, thank God , we

aurrender to God, and this young man can read prettv well.”

" How did youhas eince been an earnest worker whom learn ?" I asked . “ From the little

God has used to lead several into the books you give us. We take them and

kingdom . Who knows where this chain
read thein over and over again, someof influence will stop? The young man times as many as four or five times we

who gave the invitation may have read them through , and they are nice

thought that he was doing little good, but books too, sir . " I replied , " They tell us

he was feitbful in that which was least

of a heaven to be gained and a hell to
(Ecc. xi . 6) .

be sbunned , and of God's love in roovid.

ing & Saviour for poor sinners .

Nothing to Fear. know Christ as your Saviour ? are vou

NE of Mrs. Meredith's helpe re gives trusting in Him ? " I asked.

the following interesting incident: sir, I am ; me and John learned that from

A woman who came to the mission at Nine the books." So they had read to some

Elms without a card of invitation , merely purpose these silent messengers .

Asked casually to join the party because of

some vacant seats, told of a fon dying in

consumption, and requested A lady to Carter ” Home for Boys.
visit him. On a bed in a corner of a dirty

room we find the poor fellow. Looking
Home we learn that over a hundred

round, we eee tokens of better things. boys have been helped during the year.

On & tabla some of Miss
A temporary addition has been made to

Havergal's looks , a bunch of flowers, the Home by renting premises opposite,

which once had been sweet, with a few

but & permanent addition is urgently
texts on the wall . The mother, a widow,

required . The spiritual work among the
who can earn little, is out at work, end boys has, during the past year, been

the landlady has taken ber place beside crowned with more than ordinarysuccees,

the sick.hed.
greatly owing to the labours of Mr. Pay

“ Would you not like to go to a hos son Hammond. Ho'ding, however, the

pital ? " we ask.
opinion that the results of spiritual work

“ No, I would rather Jie here ,” he should never be treated statistically, we

replies . " There's plenty of air when the refrain from so doing. The promise is

window is lower down. '

that we shall reap if we faint not.
“ Not the right kind of air to do you Hitherto the good seed of the Word has

good.”
not returned void , but has brought forth

“ Me and my husband saywe could not good fruit. Some of the boys who were

part with him and his mother,” the land. at one time a great trial to us are now of

'ady exclaims. “ They have lived here much service by their exemplary conduct.

for three rears, and are such good people. We are also, from time to time, hearing

He shall die bere."

The "

near are

Mission to A sia tics and Africans.

N sending out a report of the society's

and the East, the Committee of the

London City Mission say : Jerusalem in

the days of the apostles was the best

centre for the proclamation of the

Gospel, inasmuch as strangers were often

gathered in that city " from every nation

underheaven ; " 80 London in the present

day affords exceptional opportunities for

the propagation of the truth . Represen.

tatives from every continent, and from

nearly every island on the surface of the

globe, are often to be found in London at

the same time , and thus missionaries

who can speak to them in their own

tongue, and distribute the Holy Scrip

tures amongst them , bare å gradd field

for mission work. Of the twelve mission

aries to foreigners now on the society's

staff, pone has a more important sphere

of labour than the missionary to

Orientals, who, in reporting his labours

during the past year, gives interesting

details of work amongst Hindoos, Malays

And Lascarg, Chinese, Siamese, Burmese,

Japanese , and Javanese.

1

good accounts of boys who have left the

“ Are you prepared to die ? " we inquire , Home, and are now successfully fighting

turning to the voung man .
the battle of life . In some cases boys

“ Oh yes ! I have nothing to fear."
who used to be troublesome, and felt the

“ How long have you known Jesus ? ” discipline of the Home to be the reverse

“ Only six weeks. A good gentleman of pleasant, have returned to thank us

comes every day and reads. I cannot for our efforts on their behalf. A few

hold a book, andoplv kpow a few words." months ago a young man , who was at

The landlady could not say she was pre one time one of the most fractious of our

pared , so we prayed that her eyes might Jads, returned to visit us ; be is now

be opened , and we gave her a card to bang married , and has occupied bis present

up in her room . A little leaflet called situation for three years : but for the

A Man in the Glory brought much com. Home he would probably have gone to

fort to the sick laa . When we are face to wreck and ruin . Some of the older lads

face with death , who can support us save are connected with Bible classes , and all

“ Jesus only " ?
the others attend Sunday school either

inside or outside the Home. The boys
New Cross.- We learn that & new conclude each Lord's Day by a prayer

branch ofthe Y.M.C.A. has been opened meeting, conducted by one of their own

at 82, Malpas Road, New Cross.
number.

Monthly Tract Society . - Mr. J.

R. Mackenzie writes :-The work of free

distribution of tracts at the Exhibitions

at London, Liverpool ,Folkestone, and

Edinburgh is immense, and at the pre

sent moment we want funds to print a

million four-page tracts , so that the work

may go on with renewed vigour. Our

distributors report. " the people eagerly

receive the tracts. When nur gracious

Saviour saw the multitudes He bade His

disciples "give ye them to eat ; " surely

the same command is hinding on His

servants pow. Who will enable us to

give spiritual food to the multitudes who

crowd these exhibitions ? Time presset,

so that all help should be sent quiokly.

09
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

COUNTRY TOWNS MISSION ,

18, New Bridge Street , London , E.O.

For the past forty -nine years this Society has

sought to establish Missionaries in those places

where there is a lack of simple Gospel teaching.

The Committee earnestly ask those who know

the darkness of many of our Country Districts

to strengthen their hands by increased help.

HARRY C. NISBET, Treasurer. GEORGE H.

MAWER, Secretary .

1

areרקהי

go!
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY . - Help

is very urgently needed to meet the hoavy ex .

penses involved in conducting the various evan.

gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially

to assist in meeting the terrible distress so

prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive
help in any form . JAS. ATKINSON . Secretary,

10 , Enfield Road Bouth , Kingsland , N.

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS .

Vine Street, Clerkenwell Road , E.C.

President, the Rt. Hon.the Earl of Aberdeen , K.G.

This Institution benefits temporally and spiri.

tually the poorest of the poor . upwardsof 3.000

men,women, and children being assisted weakly.

£ 4,000 a year must be raised by Voluntary

Contributions to maintain the Work.

Treasurer - W . A. BEVAN ,Esq . 54 ,Lombard St.

Secretary , Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT .

be

ta
n

HOME MISSION NOTES

Fulham . - The Tent Mission, just Messrs. Fullerton and Smith

closing, has been not a little used of are just concluding a very interesting
God . mission in Hull.

“ For My Son." - A'lady giving to a Rev. J. Fleming Stevenson, well

Y.M.C.A , a large donation, said , " I give known in connection with Christian work

you this, for you savedmy son .
in Ireland, fell asleep last Friday in

Dr. Oswald Dykes is to preach Dublin.

the missionary sermon at the approaching The Welcome Home. We learn

autumnal Congress of the Baptists at that Miss Child continues to see much

Bristol.
blessing in thenightly meeting, many

Mr. George Holland's new build confessing Christ.

ings are, we understand, approaching Thames Church Mission .-The

completion, and will shortly be opened Bishop ofExeter,the Bishop ofLiverpool,

in connection with the George Yard and Sir Edward Birbeck , Bart., M.P.,

Mission ,
have become Vice- presidents of the

“ The Church's Harvest of the Thames Church Mission ,

Sea ,” & little book just issued by the Prevailing Prayer " was the sub

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen, contains ject at thelast monthly conference of the

most interesting information concerning Ayrshire Christian Union , which was

the work .
attended by fri endsfrom all parts of the

Lady Hobart is, we regret to learn, country .

exceedingly weak. Many who know
Aged Pilgrims' Friend Society ;

something of the work her ladyship has -Some one thousand one hundred and

done in the East End will pray earnestly eighteen aged saints are to -day receiving

for her restoration , if the Lord will, help, larger orsmaller, according to need,

to health, and to her beloved East from this excellent society,

enders .
Interesting Services. — At the

Bible Flower Mission. - The site of the new Jurston Street and

Superintendent writes :-Our disburse Shaftesbury Memorial Schools, West

monts have increased , and the total of minster Bridge Road , services are being

texts sent out reaches 32,268, including held by the aid of lanterns for the

876 ornamental cards, and giving & children .

surplus of 3,822 over the total ofthe Y.M.C.A. in Scotland . - At the

corresponding month of last year. Stirling Conference it was reported that

Cubitt Town. - OnWednesday even the number of associations has increased

ing the Gospel Hall, East Ferry Road, from 221 to 248, with an increase of 2,000

was opened for work amongst labourers in the membership. The totalmember

in the Millwall Docks and warehouses. ship for Scotland is now 23,700 .

Thelocality is poor and suchwork much The Copers. - A clergyman writes :

needed . The workers are sadly in want “ AlthoughI visited several fleets, and

of funds to get the necessary fittings, sailed a wide extent of ground , I saw

also chairs and an harmonium . Help but one coper. Such is the result of the

would be thankfully received by the work of the Mission to Deep Sea Fisher
Superintendent., Mr. G. Fuller, 1 , Folitt men ."

Street, Poplar, E. Street Boys at the Seaside.

The Souih London Christian Nearly two hundred street boys from

Worker's Union has just completed Manchester have enjoyed a week's holi.

one year, and during that time many dayat Llandudno, through the kindness of

blessings and encouragements have been the Manchester Boys and Girls' Refuges

granted . About five months ago a small Committee.

tract society was formed , and at present Ireland . - Mr. Robert McCann re

the distributors are visitingabout thirteen ports that the work ,in the face of great

or fourteen streets in the immediate

difficulties, was, by God's blessing, pros
neighbourhood. The monthly meetings pering and extending: Last year there

have nothing of sectarianism aboutthem . were forty - eight associations in Ireland ;

They meet as Christians and as Christian
this year there are fifty -seven .

workers in His name. Gipsy Children .-- The Grove Road

YoungWomen's Christian Asso Mission has for some yearsbeen doing &

ciation . - It is proposed (D.V.) to good work amongst the Rommani en.

hold an all-day convention in the camped in Epping Forest. A very in

Y.M.C.A. Hall, Dundee, on Thursday, teresting account of the work will be

September 30th . We hope it will prove found in a narrative just issued , to be

useful to all engaged in work amongst had of the Superintendent, Mr. E.

young women in our land, whether in Hobbs, Chelmsford Road, Woodford.

connection with the Y.W.C.A. or with Public-house Work . - The Lon.

any kindred societies . All friends of don City Missionaries visited 1,800 more

young women are cordially invited to publio-houses and coffee-houseslast year

attend. All communications to be than in the previous year. The work

addressed to Mrs. Henderson, West Park, has borne good fruit ; the majority of

Dundee, EMILY KINNAIRD . the landlords welcomed the visitors, and

“ Carter Home.-At a meeting some have been induced to give up the

to bid farewell to the party who left this business .

spring , Mr. Merry stated that, without A Flower Story.-In the Flower

exception, all the boys taken from the Mission letter we find an interesting case ,

Carter Home are doing well . In some of that of a young girl met with at a hospital,

the letters received from them they tell where she waswatching a dying brother :

us that not only do they like the country she said she had been trying so hard to

and the work, but that they are earning find Jesus, but could not feel He heard

much higher wages than they could on her prayers. The worker gently showed

this side of the Atlantic . In the case of her that faith cane before feeling, that

some of the boys sent this year it was she was to come to the Lord Jesus just as

almost imperative that they should she was, and He would in no wise cast

be removed as far as possible from her out. A few days after, & letter full

the evil influence of their wretched of gratitude told the worker she was

friends. resting in Christ's finished work .

GEORGE YARD RAGGED

SCHOOLS AND MISSION

Whitechapel, E.
The Infant Day Nursery opens at 7.30 a.m.

The Day Ragged Schools, morning at 9, after
noon at 2 o'clock . Bunday Schools, morning ,

afternoon , and evening. Rough Boys' Classes at

8, on Mondays and Wednesdays. Boys at work

in the Industrial Classes on Mondays, Wednes

days, and Fridays, at 12.30 p.m. Mothers' Meet

ings on Tuesdays at 3 and 6 p.m. Mission to
Inebriate Women at 8 p.m. on Thursdays.

Temperance Meetings on Mondays at 8.15p.m.
Evangelistic Services at 7 on Sundays, and other

Agencies.

Friends are invited to visit the Institution any

day but Saturday .

Post Office Orders should be madepayable at

66, High Street, Whitechapel, E. Letters and

Parcels should be addressed to GEORGE HOLLAND ,

The Ragged Schools , George Yard , High Street,

Whitechapel, London , E.

da .

THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

earnestlyappeal for additional aid in support of

the 180 Ragged School Missions of the Metro
polis. These buildings aro plantedin the poorest

districts, and are used for_Bunday and Biblo

Schools, Day and Infant Free Schools, Week

night Schools for Rough Lads and Girls, Indus

trial Classes , Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'

Meetings, Ragged Churches, Bands of Hope,

Crèches, and numerous other agencies for the
benefit of the poor children and their parents .
Much is also done in home visitation , in cloth

ing the ragged, and feeding the starving , an

country homes are provided for the weakly or
convalescent.

Contributions will be thankfullyreceived by

JOHN KIRK, Exeter Hall, London , W.0.

RESCUE SOCIETY. Established in 1853,

for the reformation of openly immoral women

and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

daoger, supports Eight Homes capable of
receiving over two hundred inmates.

Funds are earnestly solicited by the

Secretary, Mr.O. STUART THORPE,

79 , Finsbury Pavement, London , E.O.

WELCOME HOME FOR SAILORS OF

ALL NATIONS, Ratcliff Highway, London, E.

-Gospel andGospel Temperance Meetings every

night throughout the year. Visitors welcomed
any hour of the day . Communications to be

addressed Miss CHILD , 173, St. George's Btreet,

London, E.

“ A most fruitful and gloriouswork."
SHAFTKSBURY.

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

President - Gen , bir A. J. LAWRENCE , K.O.B.

Bole object of the Society to spread the saving
knowledge of Christ among our soldiers. Contri.

butions will be thankfully received_by the

Treasurer, V. G. M. HOLT , Esq ., 17, Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH, Hon . Sec.;or by

the Secretary , Mr.W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4, Trafalgar Square , Charing Cross, W.C.
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LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part ofEngland, Scotland, and Wales upon due notice. Apply

toHon. Becrotary, 21, Surrey Street, Strand, W.O.

Y.M.C.A., City , Now Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall

Street ( lacu of Gracechurch Street) :-Biblelectures for young men,

conducted by Rev. B. A. Stuart (of Holloway ), on Oct. 5th , 12th , 26th ,

and Nov. 2nd, 6 p.m , each evening. Mission to young men , Oct. 18th

to 23rd . Mission work each evening at Y.M.C.A., Mission Hall,

Bermondsey, Whitechapel, & c . Prayer meeting each evening at 6 .

Christi un Conferences :

Y.W.C.A. all-day Convention , Y.M.C.A. Hall. Dundee, Thursday,

Bept. 30th , 1885 , For particulars write Mrs. Henderson, West Park ,
Dundee .

Glasgow :-Hall -yearly meeting of Christians, Water loo Rooms, Oct.

7to and 8th . Particulars of decretaries, 180, Buchanan Street.

Evangelical Alliance . - Janual ofereaus, Town Halt, Ryde, I. of

Wight, Sept. 2136 to 23rd . (See Word and Work, Aug. 19th. )

Salisbury Conference. -Sept.27th to Oct. Ist. Particulars of Rov .

Edgar N. Thwaites, Fisherton Rectory , Salisbury.
Clifton Annual Christian Conference, Victoria Rooms, Clifton ,

Bristol,Ucuber bih to 7th . - Particularsmay be obtained ofRev.

James Ormiston ,14, Arlington Villas, Clifton, Bristol. (Bee Word

and Work, Aug. 19th . )

Mission -ry, Conterence , Mildmay Hall . - Oct. 5th, 6th , and 7th .

(see Word and Work Aug.5th .)

Evangelization of the World . — The Annual Christian Confer

enco at Conference Hall, Strangeways, Manchoster, Nov. 9th and

10th , 1886. Particulars from the secretaries, Conference Hall ,

Strangeways, Manchester.

Clapham Missionary Cɔnference will ( D.V.) be held in the

Tonference Hall, Ulapham Road, 8. W. , Oct. 27th , 28th , and 29th.

Meetiags each day at 8 and ? p.m. President, Keginald Raduliffe .

Dubiin Coristian Convention . - Nov. Ilth to 14th .

Contorence Hall, 143, Clapham Road, 8.W. - Sunday, Children's service,

lla.m .; Gospel service, 7 p.m., by Mr. E. Powell .
Conference Hall, Eccleston Street, SW - Gospel services on Sun. ,

at 3.45 und 7 p.m .; moeting for believers, Frida 1 8 , 8 p.m.

Children's Special Service Mission.-Seaside Services . - Mr. G.

Banaster, inthe yacht Kingfisher, at Beaumaris ; Mr. E. Arrowsmith ,at

North Berwick , at Carlisle, Oct. 3-17 ; Mr. J. Spiers at Whitby ; Mr.W.

L. Beyler at the Centenary Memorial School, Kennington, Oct. 19-22

and 25-29, at 7.

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall. - Young Men's meeting, every night at 8. Daily

prayer meeting (Saturday excepted ),from 1to 2: Rev. Coas.Spurgeon,

jun., will preach Sunday night Oct. 10th , at
7 o'clock. Specialmission ,Ost. lith to 24th . Conducted by Rev. Frank Webster, M. A. , and

Mitchell Carruthers, Esq.

Clapton Hall, Alkham Road , Cazenove Road, Upper Clapton . - Mr.

U.Russel Hurditch will preach , the Lord willing , during September,

on oundays, at 6.30 p.m., and Fridays, at 7.30 p.m. Subject on Friday

evenings, “ Our father's Business.'

Youtos' Institute , Ulu Pyo Street, Westminster
(“ Ono Tun

Mission ).- Prayer moeting overy Wednesday from 1 to 1.30 . Con

ducted by Mr.J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 8.80 to 8 .
TalbotTabernacle ,Talbot Road , Notting Hill..Sun. at 11 , ovoning,

au 7, Mr Frank & White .

Strangers' Rest, 163, St. George's Street, Ratoliff Highway, E. - Monthly

workers' meeting, Friday , Oct. 1st. Tea at 6. Meeting at 7. Rev.
Evan H. Hopsins will give the address. Subject, “ Success in Service

and its Conditions."

Medical Prayer union . - Inaugural address by Hon . and Rev. Talbot

Kice, M.A., 86. Mariu's in the fields, Trafalgar Square , on Oct. 8th,

8 p.m. Interhospital prayer meetings at 47, Enuell street, W.O. , on Oct.

14th , Nov. 1lth, Dec. 9th , at 7.30 p.in ,

Evangelistio Missiou Loo direction of O. Russell Hurditch ) .

Kilburn Ball. KilburuGato(nor Towo Hau ).-Mr. J. L. Stanley,
Sun., at 7 p.m. and Wed., Sept. 29th ; Mr.W. A. Smith, Wed.,

Sept. 22nd,at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. G. Hucklesby , Bun ., 7 p.m.,

and Thurs., at 8.

Dalston Hall, 105, Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. John G. Wheeler, Bun . ,

7 p.m. Bervice on Thurs., 8 p.m.

Bignold Han , Bigauiu Roau , station Road , Forest Gato.- Mr.

S. Trounce , Bun., 7 p.m.; Wed. , at 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (kaown as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith

Road,Sun.,at ? p.m.,and Thurs., 8 p.m.

Child's Hill, N.W.-The tent, Bun . , at 3 p.m.and 7 p.m., and week

nights, Sat. excepted , at 8 p.m. Messrs . Henry Usborn, Sidney

Smith, and others .

Mortlake, D.W - The " Rest ” Mission Room.-Mr. R. Jackman ,

Sun. , at 7 ; Wed., at 8.

Ilfrucombe.-- Special services on the beach . Dr. Popham and others,

Sun. and Wed., 8 p.m, Christian workers invited to assist.

Donations Received .

BARBICAN MISSION TO THE JEWS.

Miss J.

Mrs. 8 .

... .00

£ 8. d

1 0 0

0 2 6

Miss A. J. N.
HOPPICKERS' MISSION (CHN).

FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN (NEW Home) .

050

Miss 0.
1 0 0..

Mr. Hammond's Welcome Home.

FROM Mr. Hammond we have a letter announcing his

., d
an account given in a local paper of his welcome meeting.

We glean the following :-One of the pleasantest gatherings
that the old church at Vernon Centre has witnessed for a long

time was that which occurred Thursday, the 26th , at the recep

tion given Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Hammond on their return from

an evangelistio tour across the ocean , after an absence of nearly

two years.

In front and on either side of the chairs to be occupied by

Mr. and Mrs. Hammond wereseats arranged for the clergymen,

speakers, and especial friends. Lovely flowers and trailing

vines added of their brightness and beauty to the scene, while

above on a dark background the golden rod had traced in large

brilliant letters its one word “ Welcome, ” thus voicing the

sentiment that seemed beaming from every countenance.

As the well - known faces of Mr. and Mrs. Hammond appeared

in the vestibule, the whole congregation arose and sang that

grand old hymn that seems fitted for all occasions where the

heart reaches up to the Infinite in thankfulness.

Then a little girl came forward, and after expressing her wel
.

come in a fitting poem presented Mr. and Mrs. Hammond each

with a beautiful bouquet, and as it spoken words were not

enough to express the joy of the little ones to see their old

friends in their midst again, three others followed and together

sang their “ happy greetings."

Mr. Tillinghast, acting aschairman of the meeting, invited all

the childrento come forward and shake hands with Mr. Ham .

mond , saying that, though he had probably shaken hands with

thousands ofchildren all over the world, he thought he would

especially like to shake their hands. This brought out the

children en masse, and formed one of the prettiestfeatures of the

whole gfternoon ; to see the little ones of scarcely three year

up tothose of a dozen years older, all crowding around their old

friends, whoin their busy work of leading other lambs into the

Saviour's fold, far over the waters blue, had never ceased tore

member these little ones at Christmas and other times, with

books, papers and cards. This broughtthe Children's Preacher"

to his feet, and those who have ever listened to one of his spark.

ling talks, especially to children, can imagine both his words and

manner on this occasion .

After addresses by Mr. Hammond and a large number of

friends, ministers, and others, the proceedings were brought to

a happy conclusion ,

Dover Soldiers' Home. This institute, started nearly

eight years ago , by Gen. Hoste, R.A., has proved of great valua

to the troops quartered in this town, being under the able

supervision of a lady who devotes herself unsparingly to the

work . Thepresent lease shortly expires, and the site (22, Castle

Street) is to be taken as a telegraph station, It is desired

therefore, to establish a new Home, worked on similar lines,

but considerably larger and more suited to the present garrison,

which consists of three infantry regiments and four batteries

of artillery. The need for the maintenance of such a Home is

manifestlyvery great, as the streets after 4 p.m. are always

full of soldiers, whoare exposed to great temptations from the

large number of public-houses, of which in two main thorough

fares leading from thebarracks, alone, there are over forty in

short distance. Thirty- five pounds have already been collected

by the garrison instructor and others, who have the true welfare

of the soldiers at heart, but two thousand pounds at least ara

necessary to provide a suitable institute .
It was hoped to have

been able to secure for this purpose a building now used as a

drinking trap, of winich there are so many set for our poor

fellows,but this cannot be done unless funds are forthcoming.

AN OFFICER OF THE GARRISON .

DIMNDBB OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE8B are frequently

caused by the uso of unsaitaolo Bpestacloi, Tho Rev. Dr. Oroser, St.

Joseph's College, Dumfries , writes : - " I 08020t describe tae comfort !

dorivo fron . ww use or your glasses, both by day and night. I and no pain

or wearinos:as Iused to ;and I have taken to rondlag
000KS IDadput aside

as too trying fortho oyeson account of tho smallaors
of the type. The late

Sir Julius Bonedict wroto : - " I have tried the principal opticians inLondon

without success, but the spectaclosyou have adapted suitadmirably ;the

cleardens of your glasses sis compare 1 with othors is really surprising."

The sev. k. H. Bayuos , M.A., Hon . Canon Worcester valbedral,

writos : - " Tho spectacles you adapted aro all I could destro, sad ng

feel strongalready. Ionly regret I didnotknow of your owcoodiag adil

years ago." - MI. AENBY LAORANOE , Oculist Optician, LA, OLD

BOND STREET, viontinoully adaptu bio IXPROVED SPBOTAOLA

to Astor and strongthen the weakoot sighto . Pamoblat containinga

gestions forthe preservationofdebt freo . BRANCHES,
8 ,Poultry

H.O.; 8 , Guardian Buildings, Orgus St., MANOLESARB

6. Qorporationstroot, BIRIUNGHAN ; And 180.Bukaans
Stue Glaugom.

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS,

Sept. 26th — 1 Thes. ii. 1-20 Sept. 30th — 1 Thes. v. 12-28

27th - 1 Thes. iii, 1-13 Oct. 1st – Psa . cxvi. 1–19

28th - 1 Thea , iv , 1-18 2nd - Lev . i. 1-13

29th - 1 Thes . v . 1-11

95

97
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Educational

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook , Essex.

The MISSES COX and MISS CECIL receive tb

Sons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough .

Home comforts. Special attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion , morality ,

and purity . The instruction given in the

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION .

Near BATH ,

FOR BONB OF GENTLEMEN .

Principal: MR . W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

School),

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.

Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations . The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.

Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for itsfine, bracing air.

The Bchool residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa
tion .

References ,

Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super -Mare .

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers ,

H. Dyer, Esq ., Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath ,

J. Churchill, Esq., Wimbledon .

H. Groves, Esq ., Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert , Co. Kerry.

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL ,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANAGE, M.A.

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christian
Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home
Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

terms, by applying to Rev. J.Renny, F.R.S.L.,
Christ ChurcnParsonage, Cheddar. A stamped
addressed envelope should be sent for reply .

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

The Avenue , Acton .-- Careful Christian training
combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years. A limited number only taken .

References permittedto parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL

AND HOME

For the sons , from5 to 18 years of age, ofofficers

and gentlemen . For prospect and all per

ticulars apply to Miss Pretious,

Eglinton Villa Shooters' Hn .

Situations and Appointments.

WANTED, in tho nelghbourhood of London,

a Christian lady as Private Secretaryto assist in

Mission Work, & c. Age not above 40. Must be

a good writer, of methodioul habits, and have
experience in Editorial work. One accustomed

orwilling to take part in Gospel Meetings, & c .,
preferre1. Salary offered , but not board or
lodging. Communication by letter only (in the

first instance) to 0. D. , 3, Amen Corner,

Paternoster Row , London, E.O.

WANTED, by a Christian widow , situation

as Workiug Housekeeper to elderly gentleman or

widower,or any light position of trust in Chris

tian family. Address E.S. W.,

21 , West Parade, Earlham Road , Norwich .

COLONIES . - Colonel Puget can recom

mend his former governess as companion or

governess in family going to Australia or New
Zealand ,

Address R. D., 33, Mornington Road , N.W.

A CHRISTIAN, middle-aged, who has for

several years been engaged in a Solicitor's office,

seeks aClerkship, Becretaryship , or other posi

tion of trust. A good writer and fair bookkeeper,

Sood references. Address

H. J. , 7 , derjeants’ Inn , Fleet Street, E.O.

SERVANTS' AGENCY, Soho Bazaar.

Unexceptionable references required . Testimo

pialsofreligious character fully appreciated. Male

and female servants arein daily attendance from

11 to 2 on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,

the number is very large. Entrances, sono

Square, and 77, Oxford Street, London , W.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women and nursery gover

nesses from the country or elsewhere whilst

waiting for situations. Registry attached .

Termson application to the Desconess incharge

of the Registry , Conference Hall, Mildmay
Park , N.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls as Under Nurses and Under Housemaids in

Christian families . Stamped onvelopes for

replies. Registry ,

Conference Hall , Mildmay Park, N.

WANTED by a lady, age 38 , Mission work,

to help a clergyman in visiting , or would act as

Governess when required, M. A. H., care of

Miss Koox , Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a

Matron of many years' experience in Bervants'

Homo and Registry ; would take similar post

again, or Superintendent ofsmall Convalescent
Home. M. 8. , care of Mrs. Preece,

shire Hall , Worcester.

WANTED a young girl for training in

Girls' Home ; one whom a lady is anxious to

help. Terms 58. per week and clothes found.

Apply Miss & nox ,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a

good Upper Nurse, ago 24 ; £25 wages ; scotch

woman ; a Christian . R. J. Anderson ,

1 , Newington Greon , London , N.

GOOD PLAIN COOK , middle -aged (45),

needs re-engagement. Wages£ 20. Early riser .
London only . Mrs. Millikin,

1 , Newington Green , London , N.

AS WORKING HOUSEKEEPER ,

can be most highly recommended . Good cook

and manager ,Age 45. Wages £ 18 to £20.
Mrs. Hii , Mildmay Home,

1 , Newington Green , N.

WANTED.- Re-engagement as Nursery

Governess, or useful Companion,age 22, domesti
cated . Good needlewoman. Excellent refer

ences . A. K. , 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED Re-engagementto an invalid ;

could act as amanuensis ; age 50 ; salary £ 30 ;

highest references.

Mrs. Mackenzie, 1 , Newington Green , N.

HIGH -CLASS SCHOOL . Mrs. J.

STANCOMB, assisted by her daughters, resident

foreign governess, and visiting masters, receives

a limited numberof young ladies . The scbool is

commended to Christian parents desiring for

their children careful instruction and training,

with domestic comforts. Large house and

garden . Elevated situation . Entire charge

taken of children from abroad . Prospectus on

application . Groystone, Yeovil.

1

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Geo .
FOSTER & s an educator .

London Referee - GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq.,

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard.

Swimming taught this term ,
KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESBEX .

GOVERNESS, experienced , desires en

gagement, daily , or resident. London w.or

8.W. preferred . Very good English in all sub

jects. Good French , German, Latin , music,

drawing, several styles, coloured crayons. Can
prepare for examinations. Long references.

Address J., Offico Word and Work ,

SOUTHEND.ON -SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG

LADIES.

Children taken for the Summer vacation .

Torms moderate - 0 ., Office uf Word and Work,
48 , Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

Select Boarding School for Young Ladies,

MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE.
1

Principal - MRS. JUDSON.

In thislovelyandhealthy locality, situated amongthe CotswoldHills, pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying theadvantages of careful instruction, home comforts, andChristiantraining.

Terms inclusive and moderate. References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the

Country , and to Rev.John Wilkinson , 79, Mildmay Road , N. , & c .

partments, #r.

WILTON HOUSE OF REST, APARTMENTS
, well furnished , sitting,

DEVONSHIRE ROAD, HASTINGS . room ,and oneor two bedrooms, in the bestpart

Intended for Christian Workers of all deno of Notting Hill. Good cooking and attendanee.

minations from homo and foreign fields of Apply J. 3 , 4 , Hanover Terrace ,

service . Christians other than those wholly Ladbroke Square, W.

supported in connection with such service are

welcome as accommodation falls vacantat slight COMFORTABLE HOME offered

additional charge. young lady in return for 12s . weekly, and com

Arrangements have been made with the panionable services to lady in delicate health .

London , Brighton , and south Coast Railway
Decided Christian and abstainer proferred .

Company by wbich those visiting Wilton House
Reference required . E , D. , Office of Word and

may obtain Return Tickets, available for one Work , 48, Paternoster Row, É.C.

month , from London Bridge or VictoriaStations, FURNISHED APARTMENTS in a

at 68. each , on presenting an order, which must

be obtained from the Lady Superintendent, to Christian family for gentlemen, one double and

whom all communications are to be addressed . one single bedroom , and superior sitting -room ,

with or without board ; terms moderate ,

BOURNEMOUTH.- A delightful Home
Mrs. H. , 12, Poet's Road , Highbury New

Park N.
for Visitors and invalids at DurleyDean Mansions.

Termg moderate and inclusive of the Fruit COUNTRY APARTMENTS , fur

Koumiss treatment where desired , Pamphlete nished . Beautifully situated . Large garden .

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless Terms very moderate. Address, with stamp,

cases post free for 6d , in stamps.
S. , Rose Cottage, Brockham Green ,

Address Secretary . Betchworth, Surrey.

LONDON .-- INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL, CLIFTON , BRISTOL .- Select Boarding

20 , 21 , Burton Crescent, Square, W.O.

Five minutes' walk or ls , cab fare from Euston , House for Ladies , pleasantly situated near

churches and downs. Homecomforts . Moderate
St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily
reached from other stations. Patronised by terms for long or short period ,

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on applioation.
Miss Minchin ,28 , Richmond Terraco .

WANTED re -engagement as Butler in a

Obristian family ; seventeen years' personal

reference ; leaving through death in the family.

Apply S. A. 8. , 1, Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED BY A LADY, age 36, en

gagement as Companion (travelling ), Lady
Housekeeper, or any post of trust . Highest
references._F. K., Care of Misa Stroud,

Deaconess House , Mildmay Park , N.
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Scripture Readers' Society THAMES CHURCH MISSION.

for Ireland.
- ESTABLISHED 1822. —

President

His Grace LORD PLUNKET, Archbishop of Dublin.

NAL 182 2

INSTITUTED 1844 .

President
The RIGHT HON .the LORD MAYOR.

Chairman

Capt.the HON . F . MAUDE , R .N .

Object - To win Souls for Christ.
Twenty -three Agents are constantly at work in the Port of London
The results of their previous efforts, made in simple faith ,show that

have been greatly blessed by God .

- FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED. —
Nos . of Word and Work , Books, Magazines , Tracts, & c., are most nes

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries.

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the World
School Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

REV. H . BLOOMER, Georg

Offices, 31, New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C .

Offices

27, Lower Pembroke Street, Dublin ;
9 , Paternoster Row , and 337, Strand, London ,

Full particulars, Reports, & c ., can be obtained post free on application

to the Secretary ,
CAPT. JAS. KEARNEY WHITE .

Friends will please notice the exact title , " Scripture Readers' Society

for Ireland," and not “ Irish Scripture Readers' Society."

THE ANCHORAGE,
HEBREWS vi. 19.

To Shelter Young Women (other

wise respectable ) lately Fallen into
Sin .

FOR rules of admission to the Anchorage
House , and for particulars of its work , and for

TRAINED SERVANTS ready to go out to situa

tions, apply (by letter only ) to Mrs. H . BTUART

WORTLEY, Rosslyn House, Grove End Road ,
N . W . , London ; and to wbom , or to any member

of committee, subscriptions may be sent, or to
Editor, Word and Work .

LEBANON WINE

ESTABLISHED 1851.
DIRKBECK BANK.

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane .

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS , repayable on demand .
Two per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on theminimum monthly

balances, when not drawn below £100 .
The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

charge, the custody of Deeds,Writings, and other

Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends, al d Coupons ; and the pur
chase and sale of stocks, Shares, and Annuities .

Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .
THE BIRK BECK ALMANACK, with full

particulars , post free , on application ,
FRANCIS RAVEŃŚCROFT,Manager .

TheBirkbeck Building Society's Annual
Receipts exceed Five Millions.

LOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR
11 TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH , with im

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay. Apply
at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY,

29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

TOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF
N LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

MONTH , with immediate possession , either for

Building orGardening purposes. Apply at the

Office of theBIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

as above .
The Birkbeck Almanack ,with full particulars,

on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSOROFT, Manager .

NORTH WEST LONDO)
EVANGELISTIC CHOIR

President - JOHN CHAMBERS,

The above Choir having now resumsi
for the winter will be happy to siste
special (or ordinary) evangelistic meeting

ticularly in the N . or N . W . districts.

ENGAGEMENTS.

Oct. 11th to 24th . - Exeter Hall,week on
at 8 , Bundays at 7 .

Oct. 25th to 31st. - Lyndhurst Road
Hampstead.

Nov. 11th - " The Rest ” Mission Roem.
Green , N .

All applications for the services ofthe
or for Membership , to be addressed to the
Bec ., Mr. John Bateman ,

72 , Twisden Road , Highgate Road,

CONVERSION : WHAT IS IT
BY W . R . BRADLAUGH. Price Ons le

Should be placed in the handsof

anxious Inquirer.

LONDON :

JOHN SNOW & Co ., & , Ivy Lane, Paternauter

WONDERFUL WORDS OF LIR
A Manual for Flower Missions, Compia
Mrs. EDMUND ASHBY. Cloth, ks.

“ The cry of the needy and the sucre
mighty to save are beautifully placed

side." - The Christian ,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAN &
48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E.C

THE PURE JUICE OF THE GRAPE.

IMPORTED DIRECT FROM SYRIA.
The above Natural WINE is largely used by
1 Churches for Communion Wine, notonly on

Rocount of its prestige as coming from the Holy
Land, but also as containing no added spirit or
alcohol. It is also recommended to invalids and
others who require & natural stimulant without

intoxicating quality. Price 24s . per Dozen re
puted quarts.

BOLE AGENT

J . F . ROBINSON,

Lyttleton House ,High Cross Lane,Tottenham , n . I

Price ONE PENNY. 12 Copies, post _free, 1s.

NA TIONAL IDOLA
By ROBERT BROWN ,

Author of " Outlines of Prophetic Truth , ” “ The Hidden

Babylonianism , " " Jesuitism , " & c .

" A more valuable little tract, or onemore suitable to the present times,
has seldom come under our notice, and we gladly commend it to the
perusal of our friends." - English Churchman .

LONDON : JOHN F . SHAW & 00 ., 48, PATERNOSTAR Row , E . O .

Will shortly be published, PRICE 38, 6d.

HOOKS AND EYES :
Or, SENSE LINKED WITH FAITH .

BY EMILY P . LEAK EY,
Author of " Clear Shining Light,” “ Miracles ofMercy,” & c.

Orders to be sent to Author, MISS LEAKEY, EXETER.

CHOICE VOLUMES for SPARE MOMEN
(Uniform with the Parchment Library.)

Price One Shilling each .
MY MORNING WORD. Counsel and Comfort iz )

Need .

IN THE SHADOW OF HIS HAND. Though

Lonely Hours. By ROSE PORTER .

THE GUEST CHAMBER. By Lady HOPE.
“ This delightful little book . . . . a good travelling companion

CROSSES andCROWNS. By H . SINCLAIR PATERSOS

“ Well fitted to be a littlemanual to be read day byday." - Christiani

BETWEEN -TIMES. By Lady HOPE ,
“ Beautiful without and within , a credit to the publisher, an
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cally about seventy times greater than that of the

converts ,

We have heard many proposals for converting the

world in a limited period of time , but we fear historic

facts are all against them . The comparative slowness

of our progress is , however, no excuse for indolence or

indifference. Nay, rather, it is a trumpet -call to re

doubled zeal and worthier action. Mr. Johnstone

admirably illustrates this, and is careful to show unto

his readers a more excellent way . Still the fact

remains. In spite of all our methods and men, our

missions fall enormously short of keeping step with

the growth of heathendom. The light does shine

Is THE WORLD GROWING BETTER ? somewhat, yet all around the darkness deepeng.

1.-HEATHENDOM.

UNDOUBTEDLY the present century may fairly

claim credit for extensive evangelistic effort.

II .-CHRISTENDOM.

Both at home and abroad attention has been called to

the massezlying outsidetheChristianChurch,and I is no negogloomy.Dayby day studentsofEuropean

missions of various kinds have earnestly sought to

reach and rescue them. Nor have the results been politics threaten us with a conflagration which ,

altogether disappointing. We have no means of beginning in the East, is likely to be stayed only by

the waters of the Atlantic . The most confident assure

ascertaining what has been effected in our own land,

or in other lands, which have long been in possession
us it must come some day, and they are only hopeful

of the Bible, but according to statistics, apparently

to escape it now because the German Chancellor does

not desire war, and in their judgment Prince Bismarck

reliable , within the last hundred years no less than

is the only statesman in Europe who can ensure peace.
three millions have been won from heathendom,

At first sight such remarkable success seems full of
The kidnapping of a Prince , followed in a few days by

his abdication , and the refusal to allow the traitors

promise, and it may well encourage all Christian

workers to go forth to their tasks with renewed energy

who rose against him to be brought to justice, yield

and inspiriting hope. But there is another side to

striking illustration of the insecurity attaching to the

liberties of princes and peoples within the shadow of

the picture, one, too, which seems to have been
the Russian Autocrat .

generally overlooked. In a most instructive paper,
At Rome also the Jesuits have triumphed. At one

which appeared in the July number of the British
time it was thought thatLeo XIII.had liberal tendencies

and Foreign Evangelical Review ,* the Rey. James

Johnstone makes the announcement, which will take

and it was prophesied that he would reverse the deeds

most people by surprise, " that the number ofheathen
of his predecessor. The same promise has appeared,

rsand Mohammedans now in the world is vastly But the dawn never brightens into day. Itis only
more than once in the early years of a new Pope.

greater than when Protestant missions began a

“ hundred years ago. The heathen and Mohammedan

the gloaming which deepens into the dark , In con

nection with the sudden change of policy which took

“ population of the world is more by two hundred

" millions, while the converts and their familiesdo place a few days ago, there is a strange story current

" not amount to three millions. " He thinks, never
in Rome. It is said there that the Jesuits do not

theless, that our gains are quite in proportion to our

scruple to employ poison to rid themselves of trouble

expenditure, and he points the lesson with due
some enemies. They always, it is added, hold in

emphasis, that missions must be made much more
reserve an antidote so as to leave a place of repentance

of in the future than they have been in the past , if any
for the victim , If, after the administration of the

satisfactory progress is to be expected. Still, it is a

poison, he is brought to a right mind, the antidote

startling fact, and one for which many were not pre
is forthcoming and no harm is done . It was noticed

pared, that the increase of the heathen, during a

that the Pope's unexpected reconciliation with the

century of remarkable Christian activity, is numeri- Jesuits coincided with his quick recovery from a sudden

It hassincebeen published as a pamphlet by Nisbet & Co.,
ard sharp illness, and instantly the inference was

Bemers Street, price 60, drawn that he had been the subject of a severe experi
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THEprogress ofSocialism, bothi
nthis countryand

SI :

ment. On the truth or falsehood of the rumour we pillards." He merely wanted to make them disgorge their ill.

gotten wealth, as the kings of France made their ancestors, in

can pronounce no opinion. But that a body of men which they were not robbers but justiciaries. He appealed to

professedly religious should be thought capable of the jurors as business men who must have felt often the gripe

of the financial ring wbich holds France. They had to pronoanca

such a crime, and that too by their nearest neighbours between the robbers and the robbed ; but , whatever might be

who know them best , is not without significance and their verdict, the war which had been declared against the

needs no comment.
plunderers would go on , and when M. Lafargue and his friends

were the Government they would execute the financiers.

Another ominous sign of the times is the rapid When Lafargue concluded he was loudly applauded by those

in the body of the court, and the President had to put a stop to
growth of godlessness . There has always been an

the manifestation by threatening to clear the court. Guesde

appalling amount of practical atheism among us ; but spoke in the same strain as the others, but reduced all that he

of recent years this has more openly and extensively
had said to figures of speech . The Rothschilds was merely a

name used by him to personify the banking interests. Hewas

allied itself with avowed unbelief. Behind this, and not against law , but wanted new forms oflegality. After a

even within many of the churches, there has been a short period of deliberation the jury returned a verdict of " not

guilty.” This caused the greatest astonishment. The unlooked.

steady, though stealthy, loosening of the bonds of the for issue of the trial is ascribed to M , Drumont's vitriolic book

common faith, whereby they were once united. La France Juive.

Doctrines are now boldly challenged , and in some It is told that when an ambassador from some semi

cases bitterly denied, to which a willing and hearty civilized country gave a dinner in London, one of the

assent was given a few years ago . Not a few rejoiceNot a few rejoice dishes was badly cooked , and the barbarian, in a loud

in this unsettlement of creeds, and hail it as a token voice, gave order for the instant execution of the

of intelligent advance . No doubt it is an advance of unfortunate cook. His guests at once remonstrated

some kind ; but, whether intelligent or in what with him , and assured him that if the sentence were

direction, time will show. carried out be would be tried for murder. Turning

round upon them with indignation sparkling in his

III . - ACQUITTAL OF THE GUILTY.
eyes, he replied, “ And yet you dare to call this a

HE
FREE country ! "

on the Continent, is another sign of the times.

IV . - LAWLESS AGITATION .

Hitherto incendiary speech has either been explained

away or punished. In a recent trial in Paris the
LOCIALISTS ought to be taught thatfreedomhas its

socialists appeared in court to answer to the charge

limits, and cannot beallowed to endanger the exist

of having incited to murder and violent sedition . The
tence of the State . If they are permitted to preachwar

following and similar statements were said to have
upon society without rebuke, such freedom of speech,

been made by them :
hitherto disallowed , will surely and speedily bring its

own punishment. It is not the first time crime bas

" The day when Rothschild is in Mazas Gaol will be the

birthday of thetrue Republic . Yes, he must go to Mazas, or
been committed in the name of liberty. The free

stand with his back to & wall and his face towards & firing institutions of which many are accustomed to boast

party. When tho hour of the revolution strikes we must resort
are now on their trial, and it is becoming very

to that emancipator, the rifle. "

That language of so violent and insurrectionary a
apparent that there are limits beyond which liberty

character had been used there was no attempt to
degenerates into dangerous license .

deny. The accused, who conducted their own

Under no circumstances is it either safe or right to

defence, only complained that their words had not encourage a policy of public plunder, and any attempt

been spoken in the order set down in the indictment.
to embitter one class against another should be sap

Instead of withdrawing the language they had used, pressed with a firm hand. It is not difficult, especially

they actually ventured in court to justify, it . From
in hard times, to rouse evil passions ; to alley or

the respectable appearance of the jury , the condem appease them when roused may prove a very
formid

nation of the three men was considered certain . To the able task. The reason for the existence of represen

great surprise of everybody in court , the jury, after a
tative institutions is found in the opportunities they

few minutes' consultation , acquitted them, The afford for the exposure and remedy of abuses. But

correspondent of one of our daily newspapers gives
when men, who otherwise would not be discontented,

the following short description of the defence, with are taught by agitators to find grievances where, if

its result : left alone, they would not have even begun to seek for

Susini was thefirst of the three Socialists to speak. He said
them, it becomes a question of some moment whether

the Republic needed not only liberty,but equality and fraternity; or not such agitation is consistent with public safety.

it was a shame and a danger for the children of the people of a

country sorich as France to be wanting properfood and decent
When violence takes the place of argument it can

clothes and lodging, when there were individuals who had hun . only be met by suppression or submission. The first

dreds of millions whichwere made at the cost of the working method may be painful to the tender- hearted ; the

classes. They provided the gendarmes which enabled the

Rothschilds and the Says to enjoy their ill-gotten millions. second is a direct encouragement to brute force, and

When would they form an army of the robbed against the will certainly foster the growth of crime. Instead of

robbers ? Only when they felt that the rifle should be used by

them as an emancipator. If they were spurred by suffering to
setting men free who have been proved guilty of in

take this view, so much the worsefor those whowere the authors citing the populace to take up arms for the spoliation

of their misery . Lafargue more than endorsed M. Dramont's

book . He gave an account of how the great financiers have of their moreprosperous neighbours, they ought rather

pade their fortunos, and called the Rothschilds " Les rois des to be credited with the mischief their language was
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calculated to produce, and condemned accordingly .

The old fable of the trumpeter has not lost its point. Standing and State . •

When taken prisoner he pleaded for his life as a non
BY REV. JOHN S. SHEILDS, D.D.

combatant. He was neither girt with sword nor JHE rank of a nobleman does not depend upon

spear. His captors refused his prayer, reminding him the condition , as to riches or poverty, fame or

that, although he did not actually fight with his own obscurity, in which at any moment he may find him

hands, yet by his trumpeting he encouraged and self. He may be a poor man, not having received any

directed those who did . goodly heritage of broad acres or ancestral halls, or

Thus, in whatever direction we turn our eyes, the
he may have squandered his patrimony and dissipated

his wealth ; but he is none the less alord . He may

present outlook is gloomy enough . To students of have absented himself from the rightful sphere of his

Scripture this occasions no surprise, for they have dignity, or never sought to exercise his privileges, but

been led to expect it. Beyond it all they have the none the less are the dignity and privileges his. One

promise of the King who will reign in righteousness
can imagea baron or earl living in some backwoods.

and secure
« abundance of peace.”

in Australia or America dressed in roughminer's

clothes, undergoing toil and privation. His state

would be that of a poor working man ; but his rank,

MISSION CONFERENCE AT MILDMAY,
depending on no such outward circumstances as these,

would be none the less assured and real. He is a

THE programme for the Mission Conference to be lord because he has been made so by the act of his

held at Mildmay next week is published in our sovereign and by patent of nobility.

columns to - day. It is sufficiently varied and exten
This illustration may serve to make plain the differ

sive. Reports of the operations carried on in almost

ence between the “ standing ” and the " state " of

the Christian , two things which are quite distinct , but

every important department of the mission field will wbich are often confounded together . His “ standing "

be presented. The interest and importance of such a is his rank, so to speak, in the kingdom of God. He

Conference as this can scarcely be exaggerated. The has been " accepted in the Beloved," he has been

responsibility of the Church, as entrusted with the
adopted into the family of God , he hath passed out

of death into life ; " and this not for any worthiness or

Gospel , and the consequent duty of proclaiming it to merit of his own , but for the sake of Christ . The

tbe ends of the earth are now, to some extent , recog " state " of the believer is his actualpresent condition

nised. Nevertheless itcannotbe said that the respon: privilegesornot ? Is hewalkingworthy ofhis call.

as a servant of God here. Is he living up to his

sibility is duly weighed , or the duty adequately dis

charged . Mr. Johnston, in his timely and
valuable ing,andfulfilling its duties ?

Not clearly discriminating between thesetwo things,

paper on A Century of Protestant Missions, to which the " standing " and the " state " of the believer has

we have already called attention , gives certain led at times into two opposite errors. Sometimes

statistics, which may well provoke serious thought . God's people are troubled with doubts as to whether

Adopting the estimates of Mr. Gladstone and Pro they really are His children or not . It may be in

fessor Leone Levi, he sets down the annual income dwelling upon their failures and mistakes, their im

some time of depression , physical or mental, when

of the inhabitants of the United Kingdom at one perfections and shortcomings, Satan hurls his poisoned

thousand millions . Coming to expenditure , he places arrow of doubt . They are conscious, alas, too con

before his readers the following table, wbich surely scious , of dishonouring often their loving Father, of

cannot be studied without shame :
self- seeking rather than God - pleasing. Then comes

the thought, “ Can it be that I, who have fallen into

Spent annually on Beer, Spirits, and Wine £ 124,000,000
this temptation , over which I grieve with sorrow and

Tobacco and Snuff
£ 13,000,000 shame, or who have neglected that opportunity of ser

Amusements £ 12,500,000 vice or usefulness through sloth and fear of man-can

Missions to the Heathen £ 1,250,000 it be that I, so feeble and vacillating and useless as it

seems to me, am in reality God's child ? " And so ,

Of course these figures do not represent the propor many a poor trembling soul , lamenting , as he ought,

tional expenditure of Christians. The sorrow would his unfaithfulness, does that which he ought not

be unspeakable if they did. Nevertheless, applying doubts his acceptance with God . He confounds his

as they do to the whole population , they are well " state " with his “ standing." Not that this want of

fitted to arrest attention and awaken solemn inquiry. joy in salvation or this consciousness of unfaithful

If the population of the United Kingdom spends service is to be made light of : rather let them be

twelve millions and a half on amusements, it is not healed and removedby prayer and faith.

creditable for the members of the Christian Church to On the other hand , there are sometimes tempta

spend only one-tenth of that sum on the one real busi tions to dwell solely on the fact of acceptance with

ness for whichtheChurch has been called into existence. God. Not that ever a true -hearted believer, one who

The great commission of the Master is “ Preach the has received teaching from God's Spirit, has uttered

Gospel to every creature," and there can be no these words, which sometimes Christians are slander

excuse for apathy or negligence in its fulfilment. ously reported to use, " I am saved , and therefore it

There is a loud call for plain speech and solemn does not matter what I am , or what I do." Yet,

appeal, and we trust that no uncertaiu sound will sometimes, dwelling on one's security in Christ may

issue from the Mildmay Conference. There ought to Extracted from Help on the Way, & volume of admirably practical

be no standing still until , at least , the contributions addresses, just issued . The article given will , we trust, lead many to

to missions are multiplied ten times,
secure and ponder forthemselves theße suggestive and thoughtful pagre.

( Hodder and Stoughton .)
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lead to carelessness in work, or want of watchfulness earth, took our nature, in order to come in contact

against temptation. There may be a kind of settling with sin as its conqueror and atoner. By one defi

down upon the lees ; of neglect of prayer and of rite act He completed the great transaction, and that

searching God's Word ; or even a large development being completed, He has no more connection with sin

of laziness and selfishness, which find shelter and —He got rid of the burden once for all . He died

excuse beneath the thought of our security in Christ. unto sin once ; He has now nothing more to do with

This is confounding one's " standing ” with one's it. So also the believer. When he, as a repentant

" state. ” So the Jews did when they said " within them. sinner, soughtGod's mercy, by thevery act he declared

selves, we have Abraham to our father , " and did not himself to be like Christ in this-he would die WITH

“bring forth fruit worthy of repentance ." Alas, this“Alas, this Christ unto sin. So the apostle says, “ We who died

is the common fault, too much carelessness about our to sin, how shall we any longer live therein ? "

“ state ." Though accepted in Christ , we must labour Wedied to sin. It is important to realize the full

to please Him, to follow Him, to be like Him ; in a force of this. The Christian is to consider himself

word, that our " state " should be worthy of our done with sin. He is not to dally with it, or to tam

“standing ." per with it . Deliberately he has turned his back on

By one definite act the believer's " standing " is it : it is left behind him in the grave. We are inclined

attained . It is not incomplete at first, or not quite to forget that, and to act as if the new life were to be

sure , and then gradually made more complete and superadded to the old in whatever proportion the

more sure as we advance in obedience and holiness . laws of religion will allow. Too often we graft on

This progressive development belongs, indeed, to his the service of God to the pleasing of self ; imagining,

" state ; " day by day he is to perfect holiness of cha with some blind delusion, that we can do what

racter in the fear of the Lord—to work out his own religion requires, and after that retain some little

salvation with fear and trembling. But the “ stand self-pleasing ; that is to say, that in so far as the old

ing," the rank , is granted once for all, by one definite ways may seem not to interfere with the requirements

act on God's part, who forgives and accepts the re of the new life, they are allowable and lawful. But

pentant sinner, not progressively, a little to-day and the fact is that in the acceptance of Christ we have

more to -morrow , but fully and completely ; and it is declared ourselves to have given up the service of sin

accepted by one definite act on man's part , who does and self. But let us notice the accuracy of the

not give some of his heart to God to-day and more language used . He says , “ We who die to sin," not

to -morrow , but once for all when he casts himself " who are dead." Sin did not die to us ; and we are

upon the covenanted mercies of God . not dead to sin in the sense that sin has no power

This appears very distinctly in the Revised Version over us. We remain liable to temptation , and to fall

of the New Testament, where St. Paul is shown to under the power of sin , unless God's grace keep us

use consistently the definite past tense when speaking from falling. Sin rises up against the believer per

of the believer's " standing." In Colossians iii. 1–3, petually with all its tremendous force and its seductive

we find these three definite statements : “ Ye died " blandishments ; and must be met and overcome by

(ver. 3 ); “ Ye were raised " ( ver. 1) ; “ Your life is the strength which the Holy Spirit gives. St. Paul

hid with Christ in God ” (ver. 3 ). On these facts he exclaims, " O wretched man that I am ! who shall

founds exhortations concerning their " state " : " Seek deliver me out of the body of this death ? ” — or, this

the things that are above ” (ver. 1 ) ; " Set your mind body of death (Rom . vii.24) , i.e., the body that he

on the things that are above” (ver. 2 ) ; “ Mortify wasdead to ,but which yet sought to bring him into

therefore your members which are upon the earth captivity. The answer to his question he gives at

( ver. 5) . Let us consider these statements. once : the deliverance from this captivity is possible

1 . Ye died ." Those who are God's children, who through Him whom he has trusted—“ I thank God

have accepted Christ, and consequently have been through Jesus Christ our Lord.” Temptation rises up

accepted in Him, have died “ in Christ,” and “ with again and again ; self desires to be pleased and

Christ.” The death of Christ is spoken of in two gratified ; the old nature strives to reassert itself :

aspects in God's Word . He died for sinners . but the Christian must not wilfully dally or yield;

tasted death for every man ." “ His own self bare he has professed to be done with that old way of

our sins in His body upon the tree” (1 Pet. ii . 24 ) ; living ; he died to sin when he chose Christ ; by his

" The Lord hath laid on Him the iniquity of us all act he declaredhe would not knowingly followor

(Isa. liii . 6) ; " He made a full , perfect , and sufficient be led by it. He died “ with Christ " runto sin"

sacrifice, oblation, and atonement for the sin of the ( Rom . vi. 8 , 12) .

whole world, ” in such a sense that each individual 2. Ye were raised . Here is another part of the

who looks to Him can know and say, " He died for believer's " standing." He has not only by act and

me," even as St. Paul did (Gal. ii . 20 ).
profession left behind the old life,butGod has raised

Substitute ; His death is counted as my death.” Each him to a new . His present position is not merely

individual, then , when he comes to God through negative, but it is positive.negative , but it is positive. He has given up, but he

Christ, and accepts Christ's deathas his,may betruly hasalso gained . In Christ he has a new life,with

said to have died " in Christ." The sentence is, new aims, new duties,newpowers, new possibilities.

" The soul that sinneth, it shall die ." The answer of He has given up, indeed ; but that which he has

the believer is, “ I have died in my Substitute ; renounced would ever have been a loss and & hin.

died for me.” drance to him ; he has gained, by God's freegift, that

But there is another aspect of Christ's death dwelt in which there is no drawback, no unreality,

upon in several places in St. Paul's writings , as in uncertainty.

" He died for all, that they which live should

* If any man be in Christ he is a new

this third chapter of Colossians and in Romans vi. creature [ creation ] " ( 2 Cor. v. 7) .

In Romans vi. 10 we read , " For in that He died, He The " state " of theChristian ought to correspond

died unto sin once [for all].” His connection with with this glorious " standing." The new life has &

sin , as the Lamb of God who bore it away, has for new aim — the pleasing ofGod, and not the pleasing

ever ceased , “ He who knew no sin ," came to this of self ;

" He

“ He is my

66

no
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no longer live unto themselves, but unto Him who Accompanying and following resurrection there is

for their sakes died and rose again ” (2 Cor. v. 15). ascension . It was so in the case of our Lord ; it will

It has nowdeedstoperform ,those of holinessand behichatél ha res

committedto the earth will be seenrighteousness : “That like as Christ was raised from

the dead by the glory of the Father, so we also by us again ; no care or anguish then impressed upon

might walk in newness of life ” (Rom . vi. 4) . It has their familiar features, glancing with unspeakabls

new work to do, the service of God and the spread of glories in the light of that greatday ; the corruptible

Christ's kingdom ; to work in His vineyard, and not having been swallowedup in incorruption. But greater

to stand idle . These things we can do by the power glories follow , even ascension glories. As the butter

of the new life in us ; but these things do not make fly, emerging from the chrysalis, spreads its new

or produce the new life . The new life is Christ, with found wings, and soars aloft towards the blue sky, so

whom we have been brought into union,
the risen believer shall ascend . The body of humilia

Let us notice again the accuracy of the language tion now changed , all that would act as a dead weight

used— “ If ye were raised,” not , “ If ye be risen.” It left behind, the believer must ascend . In the physical

is no question of our bringing ourselves into this con world it is weight that keeps things down ; if the

dition— “ Yo were raised " by God. When we took weight can be removed they will rise. Things with

hold ofChrist,God in Christ took hold of us. Again, outweight ascend. Thistle-downand faded leaf and

it was done by one definite act on God's part, just as feather of bird soar towards heaven because they are

Christ is accepted by one definite act on man's part. not kept down by weight. So also , at that grand

“ Ye were raised ," not little by little, but at once, to day, the weight of the corruptible being left behind,

the new standing. How important it is for us to the risen man or woman will ascend to Christ , the

realize this.
centre of attraction . Let this teach us about our life

here. As we have died in Christ, and to sin ; as we

We must walk worthy of that high vocation are raised with Christmour life now being resurrec

wherewith we are called . This is the force of the

exhortation which St. Paul founds on these state seek those things which are above. As travellers in

ments :
a balloon , when they wish to mount higher and

3 . " Seek the things that are above," " Set your higher in the limitless expanse of God's firmament,

mind on the things that are above " -ascend with throw out one by one the things that weigh down

Him in thought and spirit. Let your life be, not the car, and, when in danger of falling too low , even

only a resurrection life, but an ascension - life. As the most precious and valued things they carry must

God has raised Christ from the dead , “ and made be thrown away ; so let us cast away everything that

Him to sit at His right hand in the heavenly would keep us down, no matter how pleasant, how

places " (Eph . i. 20) , so also it is said of the believer , familiar, how precious it may be. Mortify therefore

God “raised us up with Him, and made us to sit your memberswhich are upon the earth . "

with Him in the heavenly places, in Christ Jesus . "

This, then, is part of our standing ; ” let us live up

to it.

This life is heavenly in its source and in its nature. Hooks and Eyes .*

This life is Christ - Christ is in heaven , and therefore
The City of Refuge.

our life is in heaven , hidden from the world . The BY EMILY P. LEAKE Y.

tendency of the life that is in us is to ascend. Let

Aour life, therefore , be an ascension life. But how is it

N incident I met with very recently, in a most vivid

manner brought to my remembrance the blood avenger

to be so ? How are we to rise ? By letting go every and the City of Refuge. As I went home one afternoon I

weight that would keep us down. Mortify your

kept repeating to myself the passage in Joshua xx, that tells

members which are upon the earth ” (v . 5) . The
once more of the appointment of these cities for the slayer

old nature tries to reassert itself ; it is the weight
who unawares should kill a friend , a neighbour, or an enemy.

that would hold us down. Let us remember that we
From the repetition of the chapter I naturally went on to

remember and repeat a poem I am very fond of, that was
have counted ourselves dead unto it . “ Mortify there written by my sister Caroline (the author of God's Tenth ),

fore your members which are upon the earth ; when she was a mere child called “ The Blood Avenger."

impurity, covetousness, anger, malice, railing, " seeing What a precious type of Christis the City ofRefuge ! And

that yehave put off the old man with his doings, and
what an important part it takes in the Pentateuch and

have put on the new man . ” This old nature is to be
Joshua. No less than forty - five verses are devoted to it ; and

mortified ; we have no allegiance toit ; it has no claim

many times in other parts of the Bible it is referred to.

Surely, surely, it wouldbe wise if we learnt the passages and
on us. We died to it. How are we to show ourselves laid them up in our hearts to meditate on " whenlanguor and

dead to it ? By making it dead to us ; by overcoming disease invade ” our frail house of clay, when we can no longer

our evil and corrupt affections, and daily letting the read, or perhaps, it may be a pain, to listen to the reading of

new life work in us ; by learning the privileges and God's Word .

realizing the power of the new man, which is being
A boy of twelve years few - literally flew - on his swift

renewed unto knowledge after the image of Him that
winged feet , and almost brushed me down as he flew past

created him . " Just as one who has been but lately
in hottest speed. “ What can be the matter ? ” I thought.

In another minute I heard a yell , and a man, pale with anger
ennobled by his sovereign knows not at first all the and excitement, raced by, and, as he caught sight'of the strip

privileges that belong to his rank, but by degreesling, called after the terror-stricken boy ," I'll have ye, I'll

becomes acquainted with them in the actual experi have ye to the police station yet ! You shan't steal no more

ence of life ; so the Christian proves what is the flowers from the cemetery, you young sinner ! ” “ I haven't

will of God, “ being renewed unto knowledge " by touched ' em ,” shrieked backthe boy. I walked ever so fast

the ever -working Spirit. Let us ascend on the wings
to see the end , as they both disappeared round a corner.

of faith , casting aside every weight that would hold
When I came to it, I saw the boyat the end of the long

narrow street rush into the entrance of an open door, which

us down, and soaring heavenwards in thought and

aim . * Hooks and Eyes, to be published shortly , 8s. 6d. ; post free 88. 3d . Please

send orders to the Author, Miss Leakey , Exoter.

1
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PROGRAMME OF ARRANGEMENTS.

slammed in the face of the man. Instantly the man stopped

turned round, and met me, with the withered flowers in his,

hand, a few seconds after. “ JUST IN TIME,” said a woman to

me, who had watched the race as eagerly as myself, for we

quite thought the hot-angered man would have done the boy

a mischief; and as he came towards us she said, " He'd have

caught it, if you'd caught'n " “ Wouldn't he ? the young

sinner! But he knew he'd be safe in there !" I stopped !and

told them how the little scene had led me to think of theCity

of Refuge, and how just within is enough for safety.

ay,” said the man, as to my soul, I must see to that, and

get safe ere death catches me, it's a stiff race . I knows what

youmeans, ma'am, and thank you ."

Oh, reader, do you know what I inean ? Are you safe inside

City ofRefuge ? For, if you are, you are safe until the High

the Priest dies ; and our High Priest can never die so you are

safe for ever if once in Him . Blessed, blessed truth !

Ay,

- 3.0 p.m.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 5th .

ROOM No. 5-7.0 a.m.

Early Prayer Meeting. ROBERT BURN, Esq.

LARGE HALL-11.0 a.m.

Earl of CAVAN .

The Jews and the Mo Rev. JOHN WILKINSON.

hammedans. GEORGE PEARSE, Esq.

Major -Gen. Haig .

LARGE HALL .

Woman's Work , (JAS . E. MATHIESON , Esq.

China Miss RICKETTS.

Syria Miss POULTON .

South Africa Mrs. OSBORNE ,

Europe Mrs. GARDNER JAMES.

LARGE HALL

Continent of Europe.

Scandinavia REGD. RADCLIFFE, Esq.

France
* Rev . R. W. MCALL .

GEORGE PEARSE , Esq.

Germany and Russia Dr. BÆDEKER .

* If engagements permit

-7.0 p.m.

-3.0 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6th .

ROOM No. 5 7.0 8.m.

Early Prayer Meeting. R. C. MORGAN, Esq.

LARGE HALL -11.0 a.m.

Heathen Lands ; India

(Major-Gen . SIRR. PHAYRE.

1A. H. L. FRASER, Esq.

China
(Rev, O. G. MOORE .

Roy, D, MACIVER .

LARGE HALL

Medical Missions. Dr. W. BURNS THOMPSON,

India- Dr. W. CAREY.

China Dr. J. L. MAXWELL.

Rome Dr. D. YOUNG.

Birmingham Dr. THOMSON CRABBE .

LARGE HALL .

( Rev. H. GRATTAN GUINNESS.

Heathen Lands ; Africa - *Rev. JAS. JOHNSON (Lagos).

JOHN W. MOIR , Esq.

New Zealand and Japan Wm. BLAKENEY, Esq., R.N.

* If in England in time.

-7.0 p.m.

Farewell to the Mountains.

WHEN the lingering light wasdying

And mists in the valley lying,

And the heat of the day was o'er,

We looked our last on the mountains,

And reluctantly bade farewell

To river, and lake, and fountains,

To forest and ferny dell.

From Calvin's city we parted ,

Borne by the noisytrain ,

Somewhatsorrowful-hearted,

Though turning to home again ,

While through the shadows speeding

Wesilently mused alone,

Watching the hills receding,

Till the dying light had flown.

We had left the mountains hoary

For the low and level plain ,

And their grand mysterious glory

For the sober world again ;

Their forms of unearthly beauty,

Their fields of untrodden snow ,

We exchange for our path of duty

In our pilgrimage below .

Though, dailyroutine compelling,

Our lowly obedience claims,

On the heights we had fain been dwelling ,

Like Peter and John and James,

Who longed on the mount to tarry ,

And live in the radiant glow ,

And forgot there were burdens to carry,

And battles to fight below .

“ It is good to be here abiding,

Let us, therefore, our tents unfold ,

From trouble and conflict hiding,

Till we enter the gates of gold ;

With the dusty world belowus,

And the heavenly one so nigh,

And the hand of the Lord to show us

His wonders in earth and sky.”

But away with such wistful longing,

Let us follow the Master's call,

Where worldly cares are thronging,

And patiently meet them all.

Very brief was His brightrevealing

Transfigured in shining light,

For many had need of healing

Just under that mountain height.

Like the face of Moses, holy

With the light from Sinai's brow ,

We would carry in pathways lowly

Some heavenly glory now ,

And memories sweet and tender

Shall linger for many a day,

For that vision of mountain -splendour

Can never pass away.

LOCI TAYLOR

-3.0 p.m.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7th .

ROOM No. 5 -7.0 a.m.

Early Prayer Meeting. REGD. RADCLIFFE, Esq.

LARGE HALL - 11.0 &.m.

Bible Lands, EUGENE STOCK , Esq.

Palestine Rev. C. T. WILSON .

Egypt Rev. J. A.ALEXANDER (Asgooi)

Turkey Roy. C. H. BROOKS

LARGE HALL

Dismissal Service for Ladies Major -Gen. Haid.

of Church of England Rev. Canon HQARE.

Zenana Society . Rev. GILBERT KARNEY.

(At the close of tbis Service the Communion of the Lord's Supper 8!

St. Jude's Church , Mildmay Park .)

ROOM No.5 - 4 p.m.

International
REGD . RADCLIFFE, Esq.

H. W. FRY, Esq.
Evangelization Registry. Rev. F. B. MEYER,

LARGE HALL

ROBT. PATON, Esq.

The United Kingdom and
C. R. HURDITCH, Esq.

REGD. RADCLIFFE , Esq.
Colonies.

Rev. F. B. MEYER.

H, W. FRY, Eeq.

-7.0 p.m.

A verbatim report will be issued by J. F. Shaw & Co., 48, Pater
noster Row .

The way of every man is declarative of the end of every

man .- Cecil.

WISDOM isoftimos nearer whon we stoop than when we sobe.

-Wordsworth .
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Mission to Alton Hop - pickers.

.

HE work amongst the Alton “ Hoppers ” has been pushed on

interesting to find oven the roughest and most degraded amongst

the " travellers " looking for the visit of the missionaries - men

and women who a year or two ago would have repulsed such

attempts now welcome & word in season . It is also deeply

encouraging to find those who in past years accepted the Gospel

return witha greatly improvedappearance to bear witness to tho

keeping power of Christ . A friend who has been working in the

district writes :

A remarkably interesting and imporlant work, accompanied

with manifest signs of theDivine blessing, has been carried on

amongst the hop-pickers in the district around Alton, Hants,

under the superintendence of Mr. S. Chinn . Six completely

furnishedtents bave been in full operationat Bentley, Binstead,

Wouldham , Selborne, Holybourne, and Wick.

An experienced London City missionary or evangelist,

Assisted by a band of Christian workers, has been in charge at

each of the tents.

The hot steaming tea , magic lantern scenes, Gospel song

singing, and evangelistic efforts have nightly attracted large

audiences from the villages , lanes , and hedges. The miserably

wretched, afflicted, and ignorant condition of these masses of

poor people forms a sad shadowing to the otherwise pleasant

picture of evangelistio effort. When He saw the multitudes,

He was moved with compassion, because they fainted and ware

scattered as sheep having no shepherd ; but here, for a little

season , they are both folded and sheperded, soon, alas, to be

scattered abroad, on their several roads, all travelling to the

great eternity.

To supplement the efforts of the devoted labourers in charge,

well -known Christian teachers and leaders have visited the tents,

amongst others the'Dean of Winchester, Mr. R. C. Morgan , Rev. A.

Mearns, also the local clergy, ministers, and others . These united

efforts have brought about a timeof blessing ; order and quietness

have characterized the conduct of the hop-pickers in the villages

around. We understand that owing to the death of several old

friends and supporters there is urgent need of help , donations

received by Messrs. J. F. Shaw & Co. , or Mr.8. Chinn, Alton .

We learn that at the winding-up meeting of the Holybourne

tent: Mr.Chinn was presented witha testimonial, consisting of

afamily Bible and polyglot Bible, also a Russian album to Mrs.

Chinn , from the gipsies, travellers, and other workers in the hop

gardens, many of the villagers and other friends joining in this

token of gratitude.

At one of the meetings in the Binstead tent the Dean of

WINCHESTER briefly addressed the hop -pickers, contrasting the

care and attention which they now received, and the interest

which their condition awakened, with the neglected state in

which he saw them many years ago when he went through

the hedges. Then they were " pigging together " in the

hop -gardens as best theycould, while no one seemed to care for

them . Since those days they had had people taking a great

deal of interest in the hopping, coming into the gardens, and

taking part with them in their work . He pointed out that all

this hadbeen donewithout any desire to take money from them ,

but solely from a desire to confer benefit upon them , and he

made special allusion to the noble, self-sacrifioing effortsof Mr.

Chinn in this good work. Attached to a tent-pole in front of the

platform were the words “God is love, " and it was because he

was big Master's servant that Mr. Ohinn had acted in the way

he had done. It was like Master like man . After narrating an

anecdote showing how a disobedient servant was dismissed

because of repeated mistakes, he said that the difierence

between the earthly and heavenly Master was that, although

they were all sinners, yet if they determined to seek the

Lord God would never send them away, Let them bold to

Jesus Christ, their Master, and then this hopping-time would

become a kind of holiday-time and full of blessings, through

whom alone they had hope in this world and the world to come.

After anotherhymn had been sung, Mr. McAULIFFL addressed

the meeting, giving some touching anecdotes of his experience

among the hop-pickers, and making particular allusion to a

terrible catastrophe which happened in Kent, when thirty hop.

pickers were precipitatedfrom a waggon into a swollen stream ,

and twenty -two were killed. Hepathetically portrayed the grief

of a strong young gipsy, with limbsof giant mould, who, standing

beside his mother's grave, bemoaned the fact that although

he had dived twice into the stream , and risked his life to save his

mother, for whom he would have died, his efforts were unavailing.

Mr. McAuliffe also made feeling allusion to the death of a

broken -down policeman in that neighbourhoodlast year, and

the sympathy ofthe hop- pickers for the widow, for whomthey

made a collection amounting to two pounds.

Correspondence .

Rev. xxii. 2.

TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK ."

YIR , With regard to the above passage it may be pointed out

hold to be misinterpretations. The first and farthest from the

truth is that wild speculation by which it is supposedthat the

human race will goon multiplying for ever. There will accord

ingly be “ nations " for over. The theory supposes that the

above passage is descriptive of the eternal state ; but in what

way the “ nations ” of the eternal state need healing the

advocates of this doctrine have never, so far as I know , attempted

toexplain.

The second system of interpretation satisfies one or two of

the conditions of the problem, but equally fails to give a solution

of all the facts . We refer to the ordinary spiritualizing method,

by which our passage is made to describe a time when the

spiritual blessings of the Gospel will be applied to all the

nations, so that they shall be healed and blessed in an unprece
dented manner . This theory fairly enough admits that the

nations need healing, because it does not insist upon this

passage being descriptive, necessarily, of the eternal state ; but

it utterly fails to give a satisfactory account of the prominence

here given to the heavenly city. It does not suit this spiritual

izing doctrine to give any place to the idea that the " habitable

earth ” will ever be under a glory and a government manifested

and visible .

The third interpretation, and, as we humbly think, the true

one, regards the detail of events, in consecutive order, to cease

with xxi. 8. The great harlot,or false bride , had been destroyed

(xviii.); the heavens had opened, and the “ King of kings'

hadappeared, the result being the casting into the lake of fire of

the beast and false prophet, and thescatteringof the power of

the kings of the earth and their armies who had supported the

beast (chap xix. ). Thereafter Satan is bound in the abyss for a

thousand years , loosed a little season at the end of the period,

and finally cast into the lake of fire. Then we see the great

white throne or final judgment, and the passing away of the

present system of things (chap. xx .) ; immediately following

which we have a brief glimpse of the eternal state with new

heaven andnow earth, and final division of the parties in chap.

xxi, 1-8. Now , in this rapid, but very clear, outline of events,

the great Millennial period was merely hinted at (xx. 2-6) ; the

false bride and the consequences of her fall being thus sum .

marily seen in historic order ; but now in chap. xxi, 9, and on

to chap. xxii. 5, we are taken back, and have a splendid do

scription given of the glory of the Millennial reign, the true

bride appearing in the place of government, with the Lamb

( comparo xx. 4) , as the heavenlycity, by the light of which the

nations walk ( xxi, 24) ; the authority of which the kings of the

earth recognise (xxi. 24) ; into which no false thing can enter

(xxi, 27) ; and, finally, by the “ leaves " of whose “ tree of

life " the nations are healed ( xxii. 2) . It is the picture of a

glorified, governing people, visibly manifested to governed

nations, which are delivered from Satan's power, but still

needing “ healing."

Dufftown, N.B. Jas. SMITH.

SIRI

TO THB EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK."

IR ,-With reforence to the question of M. A. Murray Ker

on Rev. xxii. 2, your replicants seem to have overlooked

the fact that the word bere made use of is not the word in

ordinaryuse for healing, referring to maladies. In Matt. xxiv.

45, and Luke xii. 42, it is rendered household while the same

word in Luke ix . 11 , and Rev. xxii. 2, is healing. There can

be no healing process in heaven -- and are not these nations in

boaven ?

I have seen this word somewhere rendered service, but this

seems but imperfectly to represent the thought. See 2 Esdras

ii. 12, “ They shallhave the Tree of Life for an ointment of sweet

savour." See also viii. 52, 54 ,

Theinhabitants of this city havepartaken of the Tree of Life,

and they are represented as living by its health -preserving

properties.

Are not the words of our blessed Lord a precious comment on

this verse : “ He that eateth Me, he also shall live by Me ?”

(Jno. vi. 57.)

J. U.

Christian Women's Union. Weare requested to state

that owing to the absorbing interest of the Missionary Confer .

ences being held in so many places, and especially occupying

the Clapham Conference Hallin the end of October, there will

be no Christian Women's Union Conference this autumn.
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Good Work in Brighton

connected with the Homes there had generally been justa week's

or a fortnight's provisions on hand, but the funds required had

always been obtained in time. Recently, when he was luwer

A

than at any time for five or six years, he gota letter intimating

of Watering Places ” will be glad to know that the Brigh a legacy of £ 300 , and that just brought the fortnight right

ton Town Missionis doing a good work . He writes : again .

A stranger in Brighton, after seeing the “ King's Road " He held that it was the cheapest work in the country. This

crowded with carriages, as it is in the winter, would hardly be work could be done for less thantwelve pounds per annum for

lieve that within a mile of the sea there is poverty and misery each child , and the parties who made a noise about the expense

almost as great as in the worst parts of London. spentseventeen pounds a head to do it, and did not do it ha!

Our eleven missionaries are employed in the same way as so well. He did not treat the children as paupers . He treated

the City missionaries in London, and God is greatly blessing them as he would treat his own boy or girl, and he had done

their work.
so allalong. He did

not sitin the parlour, and let the children

From the thirty - sixth annual report welearn that one of the go to the kitchen , He could never move with the work he had

missionaries has started in his mission hall a service for children got to do if he moved on the line of officialism . Officialism

on a week -day, to supplement and impress the work done in his was good enough for institutions set up bylaw, but that insti
Sunday school. Another has overcome the difficulty of gaining tution was conducted on lines of Christian benevolence.

admittance to houses by reading and expounding God's Word Besides caring for orphans they had been helping young

in the streets. Many times has the Word thus read reached men and young women , and preaching the Gospel to the
the ears of those who would not willingly listen to it , has in. poor, and there had been thousands of conversions all through

duced them not only to admit, but to welcomethe missionary the years the work had been carried on. The workers at the

to their homes,and several persons who have thus heard have Homes were notsalaried. They werepersons who devoted
been led to receive Jesus as their Saviour. He has also been themselves to the work from their love of it. He wanted other

gladly welcomed by a party of gipsies encamped in an open twentythousand pounds before the next Thanksgiving Day, in

space in his district, some of whom profess to be Christ's, order to completea group of houses, giving accommodation for

In another district the young men who are in the habit of one thousand children . He wished to house there one thon

attending themission hall serviceshaveundertaken open -air sand ,and in addition one hundred in thecity, inorder that he

preaching in the streets during the summer months ; they have might be able to rescue two children each day all the fear

also distributed about ten thousand tracts during theyear, round.

These tracts are purchased by means of a fund, consisting of

the contributions put into a box at the Sunday afternoon Bible

class by the men.

In the districts generally there have gathered round the Mis
France, China, and the Vatican.

sionaries many earnest Christians residentin those districts

who, by regular attendance at the evangelistic and prayer
N connection with the recent massacres of Christians in

meetings, and by their help, greatly strengthen the hands of first rank on the relation ofChina to Western influence,wrote,

the missionaries. The various mission halls have been centres

of great blessing, the attendance at the meetings being very
last week ,a long letter to the Times. Itisheaded" France,

large, and frequently overflowing.
China, and the Vatican ." We givethe following pointed

The Committee believe that many who frequent Brightonin
paragraph :

the season will be glad, knowing of this work , to help it. The
It is contended by some of the French papers that if the

Hon . Treasurer is Mr. E. H. Fosbery, Furze Hill Villa,
missionaries should be deprivedof the protection of a great

Brighton ,
military Power such as France, with fleets and armies at com.

mand ,theChinesemaysoon repeat thehistory ofthe past and

extirpate Christianityoutofthe landif theycannot effectthe

expulsion of themissionariesthemselves. Butit is to be observed

that such protection as France affordsisa two-edged sword,

and in their hands is quite as fullof danger to themissionaries

WE

TE have received an interesting account of Thanksgiving
both Roman Catholicand Protestant, and themission in which

Day at Mr. Quarrier's Homes, Bridge of Weir, from which
they are engaged , lue of security . The latter, as the recent

we takethe following : -These Orphan Homes consist oftwenty,
massacres and many preceding show ,is evidently very illusory

fivebuildings, forming quite a little colonynear the Bridge of
while the danger is real and persistent, arising from the active

Weir. Eight of these buildings are recently erected . There
hostility itkeeps aliveamong all the ruling classes, and with

is also a large church , and a fully equipped training ship. theirtacitconnivance among the people, giving pointto and

Mr. J. CampbellWhite prasided at the thanksgiving meeting
intensifying the race batred and distrust of a whole nation,

held on Tuesday week, and said they were met toreturn thanks

to God for what had beenaccomplished in the past, and to pray

that the work might in the future be even more fruitful. It

was nowabout fifteen years since Mr. Quarrier beganto interest
The Pundit and the Book .himself in this noble Christian work . There were at present

something like six hundred children in the Homes there and in MISSIONARY who, with four native helpers, has just

the Glasgow Home, and about £ 60,000 had been expended on

property . There had passed through the Homes since they the Gospel, sends the following striking incident :-One morn:
woro instituted two thousand three hundred children, who had ing, abouteleveno'clock,aswe were comingback to theteaks

been rescued and sent over the sea, and a like number had been hot and tiredand weary after three and a halthoursof preach

sent tosituations in this country. Theyhadmuch cause for thanks ing, a pompouskind of Brahmin Pundit and philosopher came

giving that so much goodworkhad been done, for no nobler work upto us and askedus for a well-known book on theevidence

could be undertaken .
of Christianity . Itproves thefalsity of Hinduism and the

After dedication services, in which the newbuildings were truth of Christianity by certain tests. Therefore, the book is

opened by Dr. A. A. Bonar and others , Mr. W. Quarrier said it called An Examination in the True Religion . It is a biggigh

was just over ten years since the estateon which the houses bookand highly priced, whencomparedwithother tract poby

were built, consisting of forty acres , was purchased . After lications. Thepriceofthe book," I said , " is eightannas

paying for the ground a little money was left, and they set fone shilling). " I do not care what it is," he said, " Imust

aboutdevising plans for thebuildings. Friends came forward have it at any cost .” “ Whenceyour fondness for thebook,

one after another, and erected the cottages . The first conge. Pundit ?" I inquired. “ Well," hesaid, " at thatlargetemple

cration meeting was held eight years ago, when three cottages whereyou werepreaching last night, there is this book.

and the central building had been built. The cost of these belongs to the high priest." I saw it, andasked for the loanof

buildings was something like £ 10,000 . In the next two years it. He replied ,sitdown hereandread it asmany days and

property to the value of £ 10,000 was put up ; in the two follow hours as you like, but that book does not go out of this temple

ing years the same sum was expended. That day they were I would not part with it for anything ! " " Here wasa book prome

met to consecrate other £ 20,000 worth of property to the fassing to destroy Hinduism ,and yet see theesteem in which

work . it is held. Believe me, there are thousands of such anxious,

The speaker gavesome interesting reminiscencesof the ros serious,earnestreadersinIndia, and Christianity has many

cuing of children. Referring to the maintenance of the Homes,

he said that atthe beginning of this year they had about a fort expect it. The Pundit took away the Book of Pealms

night's provisions forfivehundredor six hundredchildren .He Gospels, anda few controversial tracts. He became very

was down one week to about £ 6 . All the time he had been friendly andlistened to our preaching afterwards.

The Orphans' Thanksgiving.

A in
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Village Tent Meetings.

Perth Conference

N many villages, even near London, Gospel meetings are

ters preaching the Word supplementary agencies, such as tent

meetings, prove to be a means of considerable blessing, This

has been the case in connection with the tent meetingsheld by

the Evangelistic Mission at the following places .

Hendan .

A tent was put up in a field (lent by Mr. Bishop) nearthe

railway station , and services were commenced in it on Sunday,

August 8th , continuing every night until September 2nd. The

meetings were chiefly conducted by two Christian brethren,

assisted by a band of workers from Kilburn and Malden Halls,

also some who assist at “ The Oxford " Music Hall when that

place is used for the mission's Sunday evening services. There

were good attendances, the tent being filled on several

occasions, and interest on the part of residents and others being

observed. Several persons professed conversion , among them a

man of nearly seventy years of age, who said ," I shall never be

saved , I am so full of sin ," but it is believed be found peace .

Child's Pill, A.UU.

where services were conducted from September5th . At the

opening meeting many who came were crowded out. From

that time to the close, September 15th, anxious souls were met

with, as well as decided cases of conversion. Services have

also been held at

Upper Cooting,

concerning which a friend writes : - " Last night we had a meet

ing for praise and testimony . For about an hour saints and

sinners stood up and testified to being revived and saved. One

old manis believed to have received the message of salvation ,

through Lord Radstock, a few days previous to decease. We

trace one element of the blessingina daily noon prayer meeting

in the tent . Several children have been blessed, andsome great

drunkards have, we trust been delivered . We have heartfelt

gratitude to God for His blessing upon this special effort." At

Little Wownham ,

near Ely, Cambs, a tent has been pitched for Sunday services,

duringthe past six weeks, but meetings are now held nightly,

notwithstanding a late harvest. Ignorance of Divine truth is

found side by side with readiness to hear the Gospel. On Sun.

day, 12th inst ., there were attendances of three hundred (after

noon) and six hundred (evening) out of a population of about

one thousand. The confident assertion by the preacher, that

he actually possesses eternal life , provoked general discussion

in the village,where there is much interest in this work, and

signs of abundance of blessing. There is no work which “ pays

better, and none more neglected . Whowillhelp us to extend it ?
C. RUSSELL HURDITCH .

164 , Alexandra Road, St John's Wood, London , N.W.

(Concluded from page 638.)

N the evening the City Hall was crowded, Ool. MALCOLM .

the Chairman said : We have a great subject, the Church of the

living God, the gathered, planted, preserved congregation of

faithful men, chosen to be witnesses for God. The Church of

the wilderness ;was a witnessing Church. The Jewish Church,

although confined to His own people, was a silent witness for

God to the nations around. Būt the New Testament Church

was speedily scattered abroad . Men went everywhere with the

Master's words ringing in their ears, “ Go ye into all the world ,

and preach the Gospel to every creature .” In these days how it

behoves us to care for true spirituality ! The Temple of the

Lord is an empty shell unless the Spirit of the Lord dwell

in it . Remember the warnings addressed to the Eastern

Churches in the Book of Revelation . There must be spirituality

first, and then activity. Does not the Church by its very name

demand that it be a living and a waiting Church too

" The Church has waited long

Her absent Lord to see ,'

But " yet a little while and He that shall come will come." See

Dan , vii, 18 .

Che Gospel and the Prisoners.

A hymn having been sung Mr. CHARLES Cook, Hyde Park

Mission , addressed the large assembly. After referring to his

experiences of work among the prisoners confined in our own

prisons and in those of foreign lands , heproceeded to address

Christian workers, taking as the basis of his exhortation Psa .

cxxvi . 6, “ He that goeth forth and weepeth , bearing precious

Beed, shall doubtless comeagain with rejoicing, bringing his

sheaves with him .” He said : There is a principle here ,viz . , to

set to work in God's way. The Gospel saith , " A sower went

forth to sow ." There must be a going forth The most blessed

work for Christ is open-air work. The verse goes on to say, “ and

weepeth.” Ah ! no harder blows can be given by the preacher

than those given in the spirit of the weeping Christ. God lays

upon our spirits the burden of souls ! ir He that goeth forth "

that is the place : — " and weepeth ” that is the spirit - bearing

precious seed "-that is the material— " shall doubtless come

again with rejoicing bringing his sheaves with him " -there is

the success .

Rev. W. HASLAM said : We are saved to save . Many

Christians, by profession, believe in the Lord Jesus Christ,

but not in the forgiveness of sins. They believe in the

forgiveness of the sins of Scripture characters, but not

in their Conviction
was brought home to the

heart of Lúther by the old monk, saying, You believe in

the forgiveness of David's, and Peter's, and Paul's sins, but do

you believe in the forgiveness of Martin's sins ? Jesus illus

trated His power on earth to forgive sins by the incident of the

man who was sick of the palsy. Mr. Haslam then proceeded, in

his own powerful and clear manner, to enforce the doctrine of

å present forgiveness, and the duty of working thereafter, not as

agents of Christ, but as instruments in His blessed hands.

Mr. A.H, N. FRASER, Nagpore, India, was afterwards called

upon. He said : The keynote which has been struck is the

commission of our Lord, o Go ye into all the world , and preach

the Gospel to every creature." In a most eloquent and interest

ing address he set forth the needs of India, the encouragements

to labour there, and,from his own observation and experience,

gave manyvery interesting details of the success of missionary

work in India ,

An after meeting, conducted by Mr. Haslam , was very largely

attended, and we believe not without some ingathering.

The Church as a Light .

On Wednesday forenoon (15th) the Conference was resumed,

Lord Polwarth presiding, who introduced the subject : " The

Church's Position and Responsibilities,its Conflictand Services.

He then gave as a text Solomon's Song vi. 10, 6. Who is she

that looketh forth as the morning, fair as the moon , clear as

the sun , and terrible as an army with banners ? " Here is a

vision of the birthday morning of the Resurrection Church .

Henceforth the Church was to be risen with Christ. One

characteristic of the morning is freshness. So the Church of

Christ ought to be ever fresh as with the dews of the morning.

Another is purity : " fair as the moon." Christ's Church is to

be pure, so that even in the night-time, as the full moonlights

up the earth, she may fill the whole world with the pure light of

her testimony. Another characteristic of the Church is that

She is “ clear as the sun .” Sunbeams gladden every heart.

Let us pray that we may be so filled with Christ's sunshine,

Here is a figure which Jesus to for Himself, and for His Church

equally. “ I am the Light of the world ." “ Ye are the light

of the world . " Christ and His Church are one. Mark again , as

a characteristic of theChurch, its shining armour, The Church

own,

" Give her the Bible ."

WEE owe & vary great deal to Ireland," said the late Earl

of Shaftesbury at ameeting of the Scripture Readers'

Society forIreland,of which he was president. " Give her the

Bible, ” said the Duke of York some time ago of the fair sister

isle. It behoves us all earnestly to remember the beautiful

land so near to us, agitated in many parts by dissension, yet

down the highways of which the messengers ofthe Gospel are

passing unthreatened, unimpeded, unfearing. Captain Kearney

White, 27, Lower Pembroke Street, Dublin , is the forvent and

enthusiastic Secretaryof this society. He was formerly on coast,

guard duty in the west of Ireland, and two of his coastguards

are under him still, imbued with his own earnestness.

A friend, longengaged in evangelistic work in Ireland, relates

& most striking incident in his own experience :-Hewas drive

ing into county Kerry, when something seemed forcibly to bid

him take another road . The warning would admit of no denial,

and accordingly he turned about. By and by he met a very

old man, with long grey hair, who had for some time been in

the deepest anxiety about his soul, and who soon betrayed his

inward feelings to Mr. Quarry, as the latter greeted him

pleasantly, while the pony was feeding, " I have been to

Killarney,and spent a lot of money," hesaid , “ but my soul has

been a trouble to me for years, and I cannot get rid of the

burden ." The evangelist told him simply what the Lord had

done for him , and knelt by the wayside and prayed. “ Glory

be to God ! ” exclaimed the aged pilgrim ; “ now I know why I

was sent outside to -day. I have notbeen so far for two years,

butwhile I sat by the fire Ifelt three times distinotly some

biddingtogo up the road. It seemed as if a voice directed me

here. God has sent us here to meet each other ." He grasped

my hand, saying, " Now I will die easy, that burden is gona )"
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we

are

is seen as an army marching along prepared for battle . The

Church of Christ is clad iz armour. Rusty armour does not

befit the Church of Christ . Here we behold it glistening. But

before this can be there must be a polished surface to reflect

the bright light. Just 28 ara bumbled when we

think of the rust that gathers, and how the armour

does not shine as it ought, let us aguiu come to the blood of

sprinkling. How can we keep our armour bright ? It Jesus

said , “ For their sake I sanctify Myself," we also said,

“ Sanctify yourselves.” There are many pieces of rust which

must be rubbed off. Wherever such may be, we must be willing

to have the rust rubbed off. We are called to go forward as the

army of the Lord—an army with banners . We must carry the

banner of Faith , which knows no defeat. 'We are associated with

Christ as the Light of the world . Think as you may of the

terrible evil that is everywhere around us , but the Church is

stronger. Let us think of the fight of faith , and the certainty

of victory. When the warfare is over, it will be seen that the

followers of Christ have prevailed by the blood of the Lamb,

and that they loved not their lives unto the death.

The Church-in Christ.

Rev. H. E. Fox, Durham , said : What is our position ?

Where is the Church ? The old divines used to say, where

Christ is , there is the Church. But where can you find a shorter

definition than the words of the Holy Ghost, “ In Christ ' ' ? There

is the true place and position. How can we define the dimen

sions of that place ? Just look at one or two of the features

of that landscape . The Church is in Christ first as touching

the covenant. The great text-book on the Church's position is

the Epistle to the Ephesians. How often this position is

referred to there ! We have been chosen in Him. The doctrine

of election is a stumbling -block to many, because they do not

see that we chosen in Christ. These , and suchlike

expressions , all give a clear understanding of the truth . That

covenant was made with Christ , not with the Church. In that

covenant I can read my title clear. Turn back to John xvii . ;

four, times over the Lord Jesus Christ refers to the gift of the

Church in covenant.

This truth is associated with the gift of eternal life ( ver. 2 ) ,

the manifestation of God's name (ver. C) , keeping by the Father

( ver . 11 ), beholding Christ's glory (ver . 24 ). And so in Eph. ii . the

apostle, dwelling on the human nature of Christ, expounds as it

were the text, “Behold I and the children Thou hast given Me. "

When a rich man dies how anxious relations are to find their

names are in the will ! In Jesus our Surety all believers are safe,

every one given to Him by the Father shall come to Him , and

bhall be raised up at the last day. Again, the Church is in Christ

byway of representation. Everything Jesus did as the Sent

of God was in behalf of His people . In this connection we view

the Lord Jesus as our great High Priest, and again the Church

is in Christ as touching union. If this be our position (1),

what is our responsibility ? The Church in covenant with God

entails faithfulness. Let us look upon the covenant not as a

pillow on which to rest, but as & spur to action. If He be our

Representative, what (2 ) is the corresponding obligation ? We

are representatives of Him . If in union with Him , what ( 3)

does that entail ? Study John xv . , as to fruit-bearing. Fruit

bearing may be manifested in two ways : (1 ) distinct, positive

fruit, fructification, and (2) fruitful prayer.

Conflict and Service .

Rev, GEORGE WILSON, Edinburgh, spoke on the Church's con

flict and service . He endeavoured to draw the line of battle .

This was not a warfare between the Church and the world as in.

stitutions . To Christ the Church is the battle-ground and the

battle force . And so also to Satan . If the modern Church

would realise this fact, it would do a great deal to separatethe

Church from the world and the world from the Church . This is

a difficulty in modern life . The greatest vice of the Church is

the vice of being satisfied with what the world can give,

and so being deluded of the grace of the Saviour. It would be

well if Christians would act upon such a maxim as the follon

ing : All that is sin in the world I have done with ; and all

that is sinless in the world that keeps me from Christ I must

have done with . Look fat those whom Christ uses in this

conflict . There is one simple condition. No one will conquer

for Christ who has not been wholly conquered by Christ. Con.

quered men are the conquerors in the kingdom of Christ. And

what of the weapon ? All of Him. We are not His agents

that is too high ; we are not His instruments , that is too low ;

we are His organs - He works in us and through us.
What are

the weapons? It is just Himself, and Him crucified. The

Church hasto face an intellectual, moral, social , and political

conflict with the world in modern social life . What is the

weapon ? ' Just Jesus Christ and Him crucified. No fear of

the victory with such a weapon . As to service we must take

care of seeking the service while the conflict_has not issued in

a partial victory. What is the highest service ? I think it is

largely the calm witness & man is able to bear to what the

Lord has done for him . In the presence of two representativer

of the highest civilizations the world ever saw , the greatest apolo

getic defender (Paul) had only to tell the story of his own lite.

Mission Oniork .

On Wednesday afternoon the subject was Christian work in

the Colonies and Dependencies of the Empire. Major Ross,

Abordeen , presidei.

Mr. FRASEN , Nagpore, urged as reasons for prosecuting

Christian work in India ( 1 ) the darkness of the people, (2) the

position of the ladies, (3 , tie necessity of our fellow -countrymen

being dedicated to God, (4) the opening of a great door through

the changed ideas of caste, (5) the existence of a young nativa

Church, (6) the fact that we have lay workers amongst the natives

themselves, (7) the great number who have a great deal of

Christianity, but who do not come out to profession, (8) that we

ourselves may be brought into sympathy with the Lord's work.

Major Ross theresiter requestedprayer for ( 1) the lives of our

countrymen in places of heathenism , (2) that the Lord would

move some of those who are looking out for work to give them .

selves up to go anywhere, (3 ) for the native converts .

Rev. Mr. Swanson , China, and Rev. Mr. McColl, Canada,

followed with some remarks.

On Wednesday evening the City Hall was again crowded ;

Mr. Stuart Gray, of Kinfauns, was chairman. Prayer was

offered by Rev. Frederick Sandeman. Then Major Ross and

Mr. Swanson gave excellent and telling addresses to Christians,

and Mr. George Clarke gave an effective evangelistic address,

As on the previous night an after meeting was held,

Mr. Charles Cook and others held open -air services in the

streets of the city this evening.

On Thursday, 16th inst., the Conference was resumed, Lord

Polwarth again presiding. The subject was “ The Church in its

Hope and Inheritance." In bis introductory address, the Chair.

man very sweetly and in a peculiarly edifying manner enlarged

on the glories of the hope and the inheritance of the saints.

Rev. " JAMES STEVENSON, Leith, enlarged upon the hope,

showing also how in proportion as we realise the future shallbe

our appreciation of the dignity and excellence of life . He there.

after addressed himself to what that hope included, stating these

three things : (1) The individual perfection of the saints ; (2)

the assured supremacy of the Lord Jesus Christ and of His

kingdom over the world ; and (3) the completeness of the

Church,

Rev. Mr. BENNETT, London, followed with a Scriptural

exposition of the inheritance , comparing Col. i. 12 withEph.

i. 11. He showed how the word was (asinthe Revised Version),

“ We were appointed in Him to be Nis inheritance."

Thereafter the Conference adjourned till the afternoon, when

the closing meeting was held . As in previous years, the last

meeting of the Conference, properly speaking, was the celebra

tion of the Lord's Supper Dj His people gathered together. There

was a large attendance. Rev.A.Sutherland,Rev.Mr.Stevenson,

and Rev.Mr.Bennett conducted the devotionsand gave addresses.

Elders from the various congregations in the city carried the

memorials of the Lord's death to the communicants.

In the evening addresses were given by Mr. James Mudie

chairman , Mr. McColl, and Mr. Clarke, and an after meeting

was held .

Early morning meetings were held each day, at which

reports of the Lord's work were given , andprayor offered for

blessing.

Messrs. Mudie and Bannerman, the secretaries, were inde.

fatigable in their exertions to secure the success and comfort of

the large gatherings. A choir of Perth ladies conducted the

praise with spirit and efficiency .

MissMaitland's tea meeting for the poor of Perth was beld

on Friday evening.

The townspeople assembled in large numbers, especiallyat

the evening meetings, and wedoubt not much' blessing has

resulted from this . Conference, which may be characterized as

manifesting, to a high degree, the spirit and tone of the

Gospel.

Scone Free Church Manse .
A. K. McM .

Mr. Spurgeon, though suffering from severe weakness,

preachedatPeckham Park Road Chapelon Tuesdayweek.Special

germons had been preached by the pastor on the Sunday,

public teawasheld in the schoolroom on the Tuesday, and

following thisMr. Spurgeon preached to a crowded and delighted

congregation from Psa . xxxi.24. His discourse was fall of

bright cheerfulness, hintingatthe things which in Christian

servicetend to faintheartedness, but urging thewisdom ,as well

astheblessedness,of trust and hope in God . Allpresentfelt ito

inspiringpower,andthe church starts onanew year of service

with the brightest anticipations of success and usefulnoss.
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Mr. Varley en Route.
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Another Cyclone in Famaica.

AD tidings havejast reached us from Jamaica. The fol. / DOUBT

QUBTLESS many who were interested in the departure of

SA ?

Mr. Varley and Mr. Hannington for the Cape will be glad

lowing excerpts from three letters to hand will speak for to hear that they have had a most prosperous voyage. The

themselves. Rev. J. J. Kendon has forwarded ten pounds

immediately on receipt of the sad news, but ofcourse that will

presence of the Lord was very manifest in the ship, and a num.

not go far tomeet the dire necessity. Any help your readers

ber from among the passengers and crew were broughtto Christ ;

others were revived and strengthened . An impressive address

can spare will be very gratefully received for our distressed

brothron, by Rev. J. J. Kendon, Goudburst, Staplehurst, Kent,

was given by Mr. Varley on the Coming of theLord.

At Madeira, Mr. Hannington writes, Mr, Smart, Miss

orby John Burnham , Brentford, Middlesex.

Rev. J. J. Kendon , of Jericho, writes : - A cyclone, nearly

Weston's agent, received them . He is being much tried and

equal to that of 1880, passed over uson 19th and 20th August.

persecuted by the Roman Catholics ; the Jesuits threaten to do

Both Jericho and Mount Hermon have been injured.

bim bodily harm . The prayerful sympathy of Christians is

At Jericho the ridging of our chapel was blown off and some of

desired on his behalf. Mr. Maxwell Wright was arrested for

the roofing. Onewindow -sash was blown right out, and all the

preaching the Gospel in the island .

glass smashed, besides odd panes in others broken. At Mount

My co-workers at Cape Town write : - There was an earnest

Hermon thechapel, being unfinished , was very exposed , and

and expectant spirit in the churches , a looking for blessing,

which had comein partthrough the special meetings for young

the wind had full power to batter everything. "Sixteen sashes men, which were being held by Mr. Kidd, from Cambridge . H3

were blown out of the frames, and part of one hip of the roof

blown off. ... The wall-plate is not placed round (waitingfor

was speaking with much acceptance and power.

There are many agencies at work in South Africa. We bog

funds), so the wind got under and into the building with fearful for help in prayer that the labourers may be quickened and

power, and tore up the sacking, and lifted off about two
hundred feet. How to meet the claims for building is &

strengthened, and also for a missionary spiritamong the colonists

problem I cannot solve. Our people have not the money, else

the majority of whom are strangely apathetic regarding the

heathen around them.

they would give it, and now the storm has levelled the corn and M.S. OSBORN.

suckers and fruit trees, thus depriving them of the only
12, Camden Hill, Upper Norwood, S.E.

dependence they had. We are something like the

Peace, and want help to get off the sandbank. Others

have suffered more than wo, and do need and deserve sym. “ One Soweth and Another Reapeth ."

Mrs.Kendon, writing to a friend," says:-Wo had another M Baillie gaveonMonday Week,al the welcomeservice
held

cyclone on the 19th. Joseph had been up at Mount Hermon

on the 18th, to a thanksgiving meeting, being the anniversary

in the chapel, a very interesting account of his spiritual ex

ofthe cyclone of 1880 , and on Thursday he was sick in bed

perience, and ascribing, as will be seen from the following

with fever. But so thankful he came down.

summary of his address, his conversion to servants of Christ

You

cannot think how terrible the storms are. ... Dear little Mary
whose praise is in all thechurches .

awoke in her bed and listened , then said , “ God sent it, papa ,
In the course of his address he said that one of his first remem.

brances of religious life was a Christian schoolmaster, who was

put herhead on the pillow , and was offto sleep in a moment.

We wished we had the same childlike faith. “ Man's extremity
anxious aboutthe spiritual as well as the moral life of his pupils.

He remembered that, as schoolboys, they used to meet on the

is God's opportunity ," so we will try to be patient ; but neither
village green to hold a prayer.meeting at half -past four. Almost

Joseph nor I feel so strong to bear these strokes as we were six his nextrecollection was attending, in company with his mother

years ago . splendid evangelistic meetings held in Scotland under Duncan

Mr. J. Bryan, schoolmaster at Mount Hermon, writes : Matheson. He owed very much to a godly mother converted

Irreparable damage is done to the cultivated fields

G. McRay's house fell to the ground, and very many of the
under the preaching of the sainted Robert Murray McCheyno

years ago . He did not give his heart to God at Duncan

other friends' houses are damaged. One of the sad scenes is Matheson's evangelistic meetings, though he thought he did .

our beautiful chapel, sixteen or more of the windows are blown He went back, but the issue should teach Sunday-school

out .... the roof, too, had its share , the hip to the main road
teachers and others not to dos pair of young people because

is destroyed. On Wednesday all around us was beautiful
they seemed to go back. At fourteen he was thoroughly

and fair ; to -day the fields look almost bare , and all hearts decided to serve the Lord Jesus Christ, and at seventeen he

are sad , was a Sunday-school teacher to boys almost as old as himself

it being apparently thought that, as he was tall , he would

make up for want of experience by physical length . In leaving

The Gospel Ships.
home and coming to England ho had a most solemn discipline

to pass through . Leaving a home where family prayer was

TROM Boulogne-sur-Mer Mr. Cook writes :-Although two observed, and entering on lifein the great city of Manchester

years have elapsed since our last visit to Boulogne we without & soul to care for him was his trial. It was in

have not been forgotten. A very hearty welcome has been given Manchester, however, that he learned the strength of the

us at this port, and as in other places we are delighted to find Omnipotent God. He listened to Dr. Maclaren Sunday after

many willing to hear the Word of God. These pay the deepest Sunday-his ideal preacher-with great delight, and he trusted

attention . We hold children's meetings in the afternoon , adults with profit, which would appear to that congregation in time

in the ovening. The pasteur, M. Degremont, has been ready to to come. Mr. Spurgeon was the means of setting him to preach.

helpin every way. Mr. Spurgeon came to preach in his native village and, like a

What is needed to accompany the vessel is an earnest godly good many lads of eighteen , he had an ambition to enter Mr.

evangelist. If such a brother is sent to help us, either voluntary Spurgeon's College, though he had not preached. Mr. Spur

or otherwise, I feel assured the Lord will provide for all the geon gave him advice, which ended in his attempting to preach .

need. He subsequently again applied for admission to the Pastor's

French Gospel books, &c. , are much needed , but what is College , but heard nothing ofhis application . After six years'

mostly needed are devoted servants of the Lord as volunteers to patient waiting the opportunity of entering college came with

preach theword to the thousands of the French people so willing out any seeking on his part.

to hear and to receive the truth .

The promise of a visit next year in the new vessel has caused A Gospel Carriage. - A writer in the Evangelist gives the

muchdeligbt. following account of the work done by an experimental “ Gospel

Will your readers remember France in prayer, and our work . carriage." It left Boston, U.S.A. , five weeks ago , equipped with

HENRY COOK. Christian workers, and under de well-known evangelist, and is

Seamen's Friend , Gosport. reported as being on its return, having accomplished a most

satisfactory mission. Old Orchard, Me . , was its destination,

and in its circuit it has held prayer and preaching services on

Mr. W. Spencer Walton is about to hold a special beaches, in groves and open air,and in churches by invitation ,

Evangelistic Mission in Cardiff, commencing October 3rd, in In all places the moving carriage, with its zealous workers,

the Lecture Hall of the above Association , continuing to October Gospelhymns, and earnest exhorters,has been welcomed as it

16th . Afterwards a three days' Conference will be held . “ Holi. moved along, and as occasion offered , it has given rides to

ness " will be the subject brought before the Lord's people children , and in all waysseeking to make a successful itinerant

Assembled. May we ask for the prayers of God'schildren for a Gospel mission. The very novelty of the thing may have

marked blessing accompanying the visit of our brother, Mr. brought many a neglector of the sanctuary within the sound

Walton , GEORGE HUGHES. of saving truth ,
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GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD,

A Good Confession .
A Widow's Offering. The Moffat Institute.

A

FRENCH correspondent writeg : -- THE good that may flow from a single

One of the brightest stars of

act of individual faithisbeautifully sionary premises anywhere, is theFrench Protestantism has been taken
illustrated in the story told by Rev. A. Moffat Institute at Keommen, in Southaway this month to her heavenly home .

Madame André Walther, daughter of Andrew , of Chingleput, Madras, in the Africa. The mission station rises like an

General Walther, Commander of the
latest number of the Indian Evangelical oasis amid a desert of mirage-producing

Review, Just when Mr. Andrew had sands. There are its fruit trees, its pools

Imperial Guard, goddaughter of Napoleon

I. , ward of Georges Cuvier, after a life of
gained some knowledge of the ver of water, its growing corn , its village and

the most earnest and expansive Chris .
nacular, and was ready to go out to the its mission premises. The resident mis

tianity , surrounded by children and grand
villages , he was cheered by a letter from sionary is & son - in -law of Dr. Moffat.

Edinburgh, telling how a certain widowed
Moffat drained and cultivated this spot.children, died, in her eightieth year, at

her beautiful mansion, Les Ombrages, lady had been trying to discover a suit His hands planted the healthy and varied

able field in which to foster evangelistic fruit trees that flourish there . Quinces,in Versailles. Her conversion to God

work. She had heard of Chingleput, and grapes, apples, pears, peaches of unsurwas remarkable . The venerable Lutheran

pastor, Louis Meyer, hearing that , amid
resolved to lend a helping hand by passed quality now abound. Thus Moffat

the whirl of worldly success, her husband
undertaking to support two catechists. turned his gardener's experience of early

was unwell , and she was sad (with deeper
Through her efforts, other three widowed days to account. The mission buildings

sadness than the circumstances called ladies in the same congregation, Barclay are of stone,and occupy the four sides of

Free Church, were induced to support & square. The institute, in which ten
for), went to see her , suspecting that God

three catechists ; so that four Scottish youths are being educated for evangelisticwas drawing her to Himself. " Madame, widows give £ 100 per annum to support
work, is on the west side. North aniyou are suffering." " Yes." " What

five men. Fired by this Christ- like south are the houses of the missionaries.occasions it ? ” “ I cannot say, but suffer

ing I am .” “ Do you not think that God
example , the native Christians at Chingle On the east side is the home for the

put and their friends resolvedto support pupils.
is seeking you , and that He wants to

The chapel, ninety feet by

another catechist ; and thus the two in twenty - five, is across the valley. Theresave your soul ? " What can I do ? I
the field when Mr. Andrew arrived were is a printing department at present isat:

go to church ." " That is not the ques

tion ; you must pray.” ing in the Batlaping dialectthe Revised" But I cannot,
increased to eight. Suitable centres were

I feel all alone ; God does not hear me, chosen at the beginning of 1884. The Version of the New Testament. The

and I do not know what to gay . ”. success attending the work is indicated work is done by natives, who, as skilled

matter; you must pray ! Kneel down,
by the fact that last year four high-caste artieans, can take their place beside the

and do not rise until you have felt the converts were baptized and admitted printers of any other community. The
into the church . That means & great whole premises cost about sixty thou

grace of God come down to you. Read

also the Bible . "
sand dollars.

“ It wearies me ; I do deal , for such converts have to part with

not understand the Bible at all ! ”
all that is dear to them and become as

" No

matter; make it your duty to read it..." nothing when they range themselves The Opium -Eater's Deliverance.

Such was the commencement of the under the banner of Christ.

TRITING from China, Rev. J.
conversation which led to the conver.

sion and active holy life of Madame
sionary Society, says :-It is wonderful

André. A Forbidden Service. to watch
theGospel operating out in this

Eastern land ,just as it doesin England,CURIOUS illustration of the ten. The Chinese naturally know nothingof

The Gospel in Malaga.
sin. The Bible idea of sin does not exist

restrict religious liberty has been affordedTHE TESTIMONY OF AN EYE -WITNESS .
in this land, and it is difficult to get

bya recentoccurrence at Castamouni, in
THE Rev. H. J. Huntingdon, British inquirers to under-tand it. Yet here in

Asia Minor. The Protestants there have

for a year been holding meetings only on
a groupawaiting baptism are a number

“ his friend and brother in the ministry ,' of men brought up in heathenism , talk.
sufferance, the local Government having

Senor Vila, the pastor of the Reformed
ing about sin, and confessing themselves

declared that they cannot have the privi.

to
guilty of it , just as though they had been

familiar with the idea all their lives. The
the from

payment of his monthly grant. This un. history of one of the men baptized is
Dr. Herrick , of Marsovan, with Mr. Gul

fortunate delay is caused by the difficulty interesting. He is about forty-eight; !
benkian, went to Castamouni, on invita

in raising funds at this season of the year. & doctor by profession. For twenty-six
tion of the people , to receive into the

Mr. Huntingdon expresses the hope that years he was an opium-eater. Ten years

Church several persons . On their arrival

English Christians will help " this desery ago he got a copy of John's Gospel. He
they found that the governor had just put

ing minister in his sore trial.” He con. at once gave up idolatry, but took no
a new and stringent prohibition upon the

tinues, " I have frequently attended Senor steps to become a Christian. Last year
Protestant services. They addressed toVila's ministrations, and can testify to a native Christian induced him in :
the Government & respectful petition ,

the ability and earnestness with which conversation to become& worshipper of
pointing out that they had come to

they are carried on. God. He was told he must give up hisHis sermons are of administer Church ordinances, and would

a high order - eloquent, affectionate, and opium. He had the opium . eaters'
be glad to bave the liberty to do so, as belief that death would result from an

full of real teaching. His church is filled in other parts of the empire, in accord

with the poor, to whom the Gospel is attempt to give it up. After some

with existing laws. Theanswer to this
preached. It is good to hear them join in hesitation he at length resolved, " From

request was a positive prohibition of any
the singing and shout out the responses this instant I will give up my opium sm

service that should be attended by people never touch it again. '
of the Liturgy . I joined once at evening from outside the house used as a chapel.

communion when forty -eight communi terribly. One evening his wife thought
The Protestants, knowing the action of

cated. Sonor Vila has opened a mission he was dying, and bought some opium te
the governor to be in defiance of law,

at Torre del Puerto, two leagues from save his life . Though racked with agony,
crept into the house one by one,

here, which has had great success. he wouldnot touchit. After ten days ofНе and there, while the Turkish sentries terriblesuffering he was a freeman. He

has sent his own schoolmaster there and blockaded the street , a little band of

supplies his place by teaching gratis. His continuesthepracticeof his profession
Christians celebrated the Lord's Supper

position is a great comfort to the bigots and preaches the Gospel wherever bə
in peace, and in trust that the Lord would

here , whodelight in ' boycotting' Protest goes .
protect His people . Three were receivedants." The Committee of the Spanish into the Church at this time.

and Portuguese Church Aid Society have
" I am with You alway ." - A poor

Bent a special grant to Senor Vila, and
Indian maidenwasturned " from idols to

they earnestly appeal for liberal help to Murderof Christians.- A telegram serve the living and true God,"and the

enable them to relieve the pressing
from Zanzibar states that , according to heathen chiefs threatened to torture and

necessities of the other brave and earnest the latest intelligence from the interior then burn her. Withtriumphantfaith

workers in Spain and Portugal. All of Africa , the King of Uganda had foully the defenceless girl exclaimed : " If you

contributions should be sent to the Rev. murdered all the English and French

L. S. Tugwell, 8, Adam Street, Adelphi,
burn me, my new Chief:(Jesos) will go

converts, and the missionaries were in
London , w.o.

intothe fire withme,and Heand I shall

great danger and had asked for assistance. laugh at the flames . "

A the

He suffered
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF Or

PERSECUTED JEW8.

"SYRIAN COLONIZATION FUND , "

Shaftesbury Memorial Fund, sanctioned by

LORD SHAFTESBURY , in aid of Jews in the Holy

Land , to enable them to obtain a livelihood , by

agricultural and other industry .

Hon . Treasurer - R . O. L. BEVAN , Esq.

Donations received by the Bankers , Messrs .

Drummond & Co. , Charing Crosg, 8.W .; Messrs.

Barclay , Bevan , Tritton ,& Co. , 54 , Lombard

Street, E.C .; the Bank of England ; the Royal

Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland. Secretary - E . A. FINN .

Office_41, Parliament St. , Westminster , S.W.
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ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIENDSOCIETY,

President - Gen , Bir A. J. LAWRENCE, K.C.B.

Bole object ofthe Societ 7 to spread the saving
knowledgeof Christ amongour soldiers. Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the
Treasurer , V. G. M. HOLI, Esq ., 17, Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon . Sec.;or by

the Secretary, Mr. W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4 , Trafalgar Square , Charing Cross, W.O.

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE

PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL

AMONG THE JEW8. - Established 1842.

President - W.G . HABERSHON, Esq.

The Society has upwards of 100 Agents , who

carry the Gospel to the Jews in England, Italy,

Germany, Austria , Russia and Turkey . The

labours of the Missionaries are supplemented by

the work of Schoolmasters and Colporteurs

Tracts and Copies of the Scriptures are circu

lated . Many Jews have, by thisSociety, been led

to believe that Jesus is the Christ . Much good

has been done among the thousands of Jews in

London by the various Agents, by the House of

Call, and by the New Mission House, with its im

portant Medical Missions.

Increased funds are urgently needed,
and will be thankfully received by the Secretary,

Rev. J DUNLOP, at the Office ,

96 , Great Russell Street , Bloomsbury, London .

FOREIGN MISSIONMISSION NOTES,

Dr. G. F. Pentecost has now re Virginia.- A special mission in

turned to America . Wytheville has just been crowned with

PastorChiniquy has been making much blessing.

an evangelistio tour in Canada and Nova Chili. - From Lota, Rev. J. A. Dodd

Scotia.
( S. A. M. Society) writes, teiling of good

Peru.- A popularoutcry is being made work, but urging the need for more

at Lima, and other places, for the expul labourers.

sion of the Jesuits. Young Frenchmen . - M . Vignal

Miss De Broen's friends will regret has been much encouraged by a move

to learn she is unwell and also much ment among frivolous young men at

tried by lack of funds. Vaugirard .

Upper Burmah. — The Wesleyan Kentucky.-In various parts of this

Missionary Society have resolved to com State, United Evangelistic Missions have

mence & mission in Upper Burmah . been held with much interest-specially

Oroomiah . - This Persian mission amongst young men.

stationhas recently been the scene of a Happy Results. - Eighty -fiveof the

marked awakening.
young men who attended the Mt. Vernon

Paris . - The Paris City Mission has School of Mr. Moody have determined to

now seven missionaries actively engaged, become missionaries.

visiting from house to house, South American Missionary

France. - Mr. McAll writes :-Most Society.-Rev. G. Adams sends an in

urgently we need, in France, & vast teresting account of a visit to the Alex

& ccession of devoted labourers. andra Colony, where he found plenty of

Eastern Turkey. An earnest scope for work. Additional help is needed

appeal is made for more labourers in the forthe Colony.

vast territory between the Caucasus and The Gonds. - In accepting the ap

Mosul. pointment as successor of Bishop Han

Auckland , N.Z - We have just re nington, Rev. H. Perrott Parker expressly

ceived a copyof the report of the Y.M.C.A. stipulates that another missionary shall

which gives an encouraging account of be sent to take his place amongst these

the work . We observe that evangelistio aboriginal tribes in India .

effort forms a prominent featurein the Fulton Street PrayerMeeting: -

operations. The twenty.ninth anuiversary of this

Chinese Mission Schools. daily prayer hour was held on Thursday

Amongst the exhibits from Hong Kong in last. Twenty-nine years ! What a his

the Colonial Exhibition are shown some tory of answered prayer, of grief as

interesting photographs from Miss John suaged and sorrow healėd, of wanderers

ston's school (Society for Promoting reclaimed and lost onos saved !

Female Education in the East). Miss Jerrom writes to Miss Mac .
Madagascar. – Four medical mis.

pherson :-I have now laboured amongst

sionaries are now labouring in Antanana
th, heathen in India more than a quarter

rivo, two of them in connection with the

Norwegian Missionary Society, and two

of a century, and at times I feel that the

with the Friends' Foreign Association and
day is not , perhaps, far distant when I

the London Missionary Societyconjointly.

must turn nuy face towards the setting

sun , and leave the foreign field to

Ceylon.-At Rosemount, Kandy,

As welearnfrom the Ceylon Friend, a ser

younger and stronger labourers. It is,

however, very strongly impressed upon
vice was lately held, at which four adult

converts from Buddhism were baptized.
me that there is , perhaps, a work which

There are at present twenty-one inmates
long experience has fitted me for, and

in the Kandy Girls' Industrial School
that is the stirring up of others .

and Orphanage.

The “ Stable " God . Writing from

The Dragon . - The Rev. F. D. Shanci, Rev. E. Bryant tells how the

Gamewell, of the Chung-king, West people worship, amongst other gods, one

China, Methodist Mission , writing of the supposed to have the care of horses and

recent riot in that place, says complaint
cattle. The horse king, seen at a stable

was made that the mission was building on
in an inn in Ping Yangíu, is represented

a place belonging to a dragon , who was ex by a strip of red paper stuck on the wall

ceedingly angered thereby. So the people

and on that are written down the middle

rose and put down the mission churches
of it as follows :-Render homage to the

and drove out the missionaries to appease
throne of the venerable father, the horse

the dragon.

king. On either side of that phrase are

Governor's Testimony.- About
the two branches of the prayer ; thus on

fifty years ago the East India Company, the left side we read , " May oxen, cows,
then the governors of India, issued a and sheep be very numerous and flourish

stringent order that" missionaries must ing ; " and on the other side we read ,

not preach to the natives, nor allow native
“ May mules and horses every year

converts to do so . The present Lieu
increase."

tenant-Governor of Bengal, Sir Rivers The Himalaya
s

. - From Mussoorie,

Thompson , says : “ In my judgment
a lady writes :—My soul's deepest sym

Christian missionaries have done more pathies have been drawn forth by the

real and lasting good to the people of
knowledge of the deep degradation of

India than all other agencies combined. "
“ Pahari " (i.e. , hill-women,

Colportage in Belgium is doing a
mountaineers ), among whom I long to

see a mission established. No man seems
grand work in undermining error which it

is difficult fully to gauge . Bibles and
to care for their souls. Hundreds of the

Testaments are being read ; the contents
men come into the hill stations for em

talked about among neighbours, where ployment during the season when Euro

tbeir existence is little suspected ; con peans congregate on the mountains for

versations take place with colporteurs
cool air, to avoid the intense heat of the

which leave a lasting impression ; and

plains . These “ Pahari" men know

these efforts doubtless prepare the way for
enough of Hindustani to get on with us ,

the establishment of regular evangelical
but of their language we know nothing.

worship and Sunday schools in various
Their women are most degraded, poly

localities.
andry being common among them .

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA .

-This Society is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among the children of India by means of
teachers and books. Christian literature for

adults is also provided . _Reports and Papers will

be senton application . Funds urgently needed .

Addresg - the Secretaries, C.V.E.8 .,
7 , Adam Street, Strand, London , W.C.

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Balisbury Square, Fleet Street, B.O .-- European

Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 254, Native Lay

Agents 3,509, Bchools 1,725 . Subscriptions

urgently needed for rapidly extending work
among a thousand millions of Heathens and

Mahommedans , Hon . Sec ., Rev. F. E. WIGRAM .

Lay Sec., General GEORGE HUTCHISON .

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY

-This Society circulated last year nearly 88
millions of publications in 177 languages . It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

which they are subscribed , and pays all its ex

penses outofTrade Funds. It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and Bailors ; has issued nearly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Miesionary Societies,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution.

An annualsubscription of 10s . 6d , or upwards

constitutes membership, anda sum of £10 108.
Life membership . All subscribers receive copies

of the new tracts, &c .
Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries .

Rev. LÉWIS BORRETT WHITE , D.D. , and

Rev. S.G. GREEN, D.D. ,
56 , Paternoster Row, London , E.C.

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING

FEMALE EDUCATION IN THE

EAST . - Established in 1884 for the purpose of

affording instruction in the Scriptures to women

and girls, of all ages and ranks , in Zepanas,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary - Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge

Road, London , S.W.
Bankers - Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co.,

16 , St. James Street London , B.W.

women

TURKISH MISSIONS AID

SOCIETY

President - The EARL OF ABERDEEN.

Promotes evangelistic work in Bible Lands by

means of pecuniary grants. Funds are urgently

needed that the assistance given maynot fall

short. Secretary - Rev . T. W.BROWN, M.A.,

7, Adam Street, Strand, W.C.
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they have Rome above them, and between these nether and
Evangelical Alliance Conference upper mill-stonesitmay yet happen that they will be groundto

, ,

THE annual Conference of the Evangelical Alliance has been powder.

On Thursday morning the subject was Missions, the chief

Christians of various names have heartily co -operated. speakers beingRevs. E. E. Jenkins, A. M. W. Christopher, and W.

Rev.J. G. GREGOBY, speaking at the openingmeeting on Tues T : Storrs.

day, dwelt on the importance of Christian unity, and referred On Thursday evening the subjectwas " Holiness — the purpose

specially on our Saviour's prayer (John xvii . ) . Having spoken in and will ofGod ," addresses being delivered by Roys. F. Baldey

detail of the stability, the power, and the utility of the Church , and H, E. Brooke.

he went on to declare that there were clouds on the horizon,

that there was a subtle foe at work, and he regretted to see a

judicial blindness seizing our Protestant nation. It would be Miss de Broen's Work.

& day of woe for this land if we embraced the false uniformity ISS DE BROEN, who has been knocked up by over

that Rome was seeking to force upon us. It was remarkable

how little our countrymen knew about Romanism, and he re-opening of our Medical Mission, which had been closed for

scathingly denounced the “Satanic impudence ” of a system some weeks to give rest to the doctor and lady workers.

that would be satisfied with nothing short of a world -wide uni. Of course the Gospel meetings were carried on all the time ,

formity. After quoting extracts fromPapal Encyclicals he went and as much visiting as possible by thefew workers left. But

on to say that the uniformity which threatened our nation would it is not only we who cando the work, I must look to the Lord's

rekindle the flames at Smithfield and elsewhere. He urged people to further this great work of God here. May the Lord

that Christians should pay legs attention to " isms," and seek incline your hearts to do this perseveringly and cheerfully.

to be banded together, as one in Christ Jesus, against the com You can aid us also by spreading broadcast a little ballpenny

mon foe .
book, the Monthly Letter, which givesan account of theprogress

Rev. Archdeacon RICHARDSON, D.D., gave, on Wednesday, &
of the work,and can be got from theHon. Secretary , Miss Mary

very striking address on “ Thelove of God perfected in us." Douglas, 1, Rosebery Crescent, Edinburgh.

Answoring the question, “ What is the church ,” he quoted the Friends when travelling can leave them in the reading.rooms

following passage from Isaac Harrow's treatise on “ The unity of hotels and stations, ur send them in letters to their friends.

of the Church " : - “ The catholic society of true believers and A great dealof good has been done in this simple way, by stirring

faithful servants et Christ, diffused through all ages, dispersed up the prayerful and helpful interest of Christians.

through all countries whereof part doth sojourn on earth , part Friends can also assist us by coming to see the mission

doth reside in heaven, part is not yet extant, but all whereof is when passing through Paris, so as to enable them to realize how

described in the register of Divine pre-ordination, and shall be
muchwe need support, and how easy it is to give us the cup of

recollected at the resurrection of the just - I say to this Church cold water, which will be rewarded by the Master Himself.

especially all the glorious titles and excellent privileges attri I should be also most grateful for drawing- room meetings

buted to the Church in Holy Scripture do belong." In proceeding
offered in any part of England or Scotland, and shall be glad it

he pointed out that all who are truly inChrist Jesus have many friends will send me soon their names. This is one of the

things in common , and that union with:Christ wasfound to means of making known the work , and of drawing forth the

bring communion amongst Christians, and the body in Christ sympathy of the Lord's people.
was thus one.

Ard now , lastly, will you specially sustain me with your
Another address which awakened much interest was that prayers, that my faith fail not in the midst of many anxieties

given by Bishop Cheetham on “ Unity of the Faith," as also and perplexities? Surely the time draws near when the Lord

that by Rev. Dr. Stoughton on the same subject , and a paper
will come, and we need to gather closer to each other by prayer

by Rev. Dr. MacEwan on “ What we owe to the Reformation ." and supplication, so as to withstand allthe obstacles Satan may

Rov. Dr. WYLIE, of Edinburgh , gave on Thursday an admir. throw in our way, in order to be “ steadfast, unmovable,always
able paper on “ The Present Position , Policy, and Prospects of abounding in the work of the Lord.”

the Papacy.” Outwardly, or politically, it is decaying ; inwardly, May I, and mydear fellow -workers in this mission, befilled

or in its religious aspect, it is increasing and spreading. Passing with the Spirit, that we may walk . and think, and speak in the

on to consider whatposition the Papacy had obtained amongst
light of the King's countenance, so that the people amongst

ourselves, Dr. Wylie said that since the year 1829 Romehas whom we live and work may be truly blessed , and that very

made rapid strides towards politicalsupremacy. It hadmore than many souls may be brought out of darkness into His marvellous

quadrupled its agencies, and there now was not a city or town light.

that had not been brought under its influence. This regular
J. DE BROEN.

mechanism had been supplemented with a growing array of 3, Rue Clavel, Belleville, Paris.

monasteries, nunneries, colleges , and schools. There wasalso

a Popish administration grafted on every department of the Y.M.C.A. , Bath . - During the Conference of Y.M.C.A's 8!

public service. A regular hierarchy, too, had been established Bristol several of the General Secretaries (some thirty in num .

in the three kingdoms, and the Papacy had in the eighty -four ber) joined in open -air work, visiting two orthree low districts

Irish Members planted a Parliament within aParliament in and preaching to large numbers. Our staff was so large, wo

our Legislature. Moreover, Popish Provincial Councils were of were able to divideour forces and carry on three meetings

frequent occurrence. After showing that Ireland was still the simultaneously ; and thus we were enabled to enjoy the Con

main fulcrumon which the Papacyrested its lever in itsattempts ference infinitely more. Many of the delegates broke their
to overtake the Protestant kingdom of Great Britain , Dr. journey and looked in at the Bath Association , to give their

Wylie said the most ominous part of the business was the brother a word of cheer ; and all of them agreed that our

changes which had been effected in our Statute Book . The premises are wholly inadequate for aggressive work. Some

whole legislation of the past five hundred years had been fifty open -air meetings have been heldby our members ; the

diligently searched, and not an Act or Statute which could offer Bible class is rapidly increasing , but our need for a suitable

the smallest hindrance to the advance of Poperyto place and building is very pressing. Will
those who have been benefited

power in theState but had been swept away. It was further in coming to Bath for health remember us ?

noteworthy that thewhole scheme for the subjugation of Great
J, A, STOOKE, Gen. Sec.

Britain to the Vatican was led by the Jesuits. But most dig. 5 , Quiet Street, Bath .

tressing and humiliating of all was the factthat the Propaganda Tract Distribution . - TheSecretary of the Monthly Tract

was fed by our ownmoney. The sum total of grants from Great Society writes : I have just received very cheering accounts
of

Britain now given for Popish uses year by year was £ 1,200,000. the tract distribution and at Folkestone Exhibition. The

The situation was further complicated by the Atheistic Socialism Secretary of the Y.M.C.A , says : The tracts have been rery

which had sprung up inthe leading countries of Europe. The acceptable,
andmanyhavebeen ledtoseek peace.TheFrench

affairs of Europe , Dr. Wylie said, in conclusion, appear to me tracts and Gospels havebeen very useful .Wehavemade trips

to be tending at this hour to a great cataclysm ; & cataclysm to theFrench coast and given them away freely . Theywere

of despotism , should the kings and Ultramontanes combine ; gladly received by the people and read immediately. Onmy

a cataclysm of revolution should the Ultramontanes and the way home I had the privilege ofgiving evangelistic addresses

Socialists contract alliance . There is only one thing that can at a village school in Kingford, and intheFree Church in Kirk.

prevent this great catastrophe - even the rapid diffusion of the cudbright. I also gave an address to the large Band of Hope at

Gospel in Europe. But I see nothing at this hour to justify the latter place in the Mackenzie Hall. I have just received A

such a hope. No true basis for permanent liberty has yet been letter proving that the Lord had blessed a conversation I had

laid by the Continentalkingdoms. They are in the presence of with a stranger in the train in October last year. Thuswele:0

forces to which they have no opposing element of equal or
that it we are faithfulthe Lordwill ownourwork . Oh that

greater power , and how they can escape being broken up I do theheartsof God'sown people wereopened up to provide

not very well see . They have the Commune beneath them , means to extend the Saviour'skingdom more andmore !
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By Dr. H. SINCLAIR PATERSON .

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .

IN DEFENCE.

B '

CHRISTIAN LADIES, not more than thirty years

of HEAVENLY SUNSHINE.
age, are urgently needed as missionary teachers at various

stations in the field abroad . A SCRIPTURE ROLL FOR ONE MONTH ,

Address X., care of Messrs. Shaw & Co., 48, Paternoster With seven additional pages for Invalids, Christmas Day, &o

Row, giving thename of an evangelical clergyman to whom

reference may subsequently be made.

In extra large type, 3s .

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT, STIRLING, N.B.

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the LONDON : S. W. PARTRIDGE & Co.

Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary, Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridgo Road , London , S.W.

Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16, St. James Street,
London , S.W.

FAITH AND UNFAITH .

THEIR CLAIMS AND CONFLICTS.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

“ Clear and forcible in style and expression , masterly in grasp of thought,

Six Mission Vessels are cruising, amongst the North Bea trawling and trenchant in argument, these lectures on present-day aspects of un
fleets . 12,000smacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing our belief will be simply invaluable in the help they will render to intelligent

Lables with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and

sleety storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them ,
youngmen and others who have become entangled in the meshes of
modern doubt .' " - Literary World .

to the pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied - may

rightly claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and 80 CHRIST AND CRITICISM ;

highly prize .

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THB
OR , THE WITNESSES EXAMINED AND CROSS-EXAMINED.

MISSION VESSELS Cloth limp, ls.

carrying to the Ashermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoning “ These lecturas certainly form one of the ablest ofall the contributions to
love, bringing the pleasure of books towhile away the weary hours, afford the literature of the evidences that have been made in recent years. A
ing relief in casoof sickness and injury, and cheering and brightening dull better bookto place in the hands of a thoughtful sceptic it wouldbe hard to
and monotonous livesby theirpresenceand ministry. name." - Christian Leader .

“ The Mission Smacksare doing in the North Sea a grand work, worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results of their effort, great as theyare in the present, will, if only

supported liberally by the public , be of untold value in tho future. ” —

Sir Eduard Birkbeck, Bart.,M.P.
THE FOURFOLD LIFE.

FUND3 are greatly NKÁDBD to enable the Mission to place a Vessel Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s .

with every fleet .

H. J. MATHER , Director ,
** Dr. Paterson defends our holy faith . He is a divine of remarkable

181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge), E.C.
powers in the direction of Christian defence; and , indeed , in most other
forms of holy service he is a man of renown .'" -Sword and Trowel,

N.B.- The ofices were removed to the present address in

December last. Attention to the change will save much

trouble. time, and expense to the Mission .
LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

ESTABLISHED 1851.
NORTH . WEST LONDON CONVERSION : WHAT IS IT ?

IRK BECK BAN K.
EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

By W. R. BRADLAUGH . Price One Penny.

Southampton Buildings, Cbancery Lane. Bhould be placed in thehands of every

THREB per CENT. INTEREST allowed on President - JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq. anxious Inquirer.

DBPOSITS , repayableondemand. The above Choir having now resumed work LONDON :
TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT for the winter will be happy to assist at any JOHN Snow & Co., & , Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly special (or ordinary ) evangelistic meetings, par

balances, when not drawn below £ 100 . ticularly in the N. or N.W. districts .

The Bank undertakes for its Oustomers, free of ENGAGEMENTS .

charge,the custody of Deeds, Writings, andother Oct. 11th to 24th . - Exeter Hall, week evenings MRS. GRIMKE'S

Becuritiesand Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of at 8, Sundays at 7 .

Exchange, Dividends,and Coupons ; and thepur Oct. 25th to 8lst . - Lyndhurst Road Church ,

chase aud sale of Btocks, Shares, and Annuities. Hampstead.
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued . Nov. 11th , - “ The Rest ” Mission Room , Wood

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full
To be had from Mrs. GRIMKR, Prestwich ,Greon , N.

particulars ,post free, on application . All applications for the services of the Choir, Manchester, who likes orders sent to her

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager. or for Membership ,to be addressed to the Hon . direct, or to E. KAUFMANN, 129, Cheap

Bec ., Mr. John Bateman , side, London , E.O., and booksellers.

TheBirkbeck Building Society's Annual 72, Twisden Road , Highgate Road , N.w.

Receipts exceed FiveMillions .

WRITE TO-DAY.

TWO GUINEAS PER MONTU, with im Write for this valuable little book .
A

mediato Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply THE PURE JUICE OF THE GRAPE.
Fifty Years' Record of Facts, Principles,

at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDINGSOCIETY ,

29 , Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
IMPORTED DIRECT FROM SYRIA .

and Discoveries Relating to the Im

TAE above NaturalWINE is largely used by
on Earth . A Series of valuable

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF Churches for Communion Wine, not only on

TEXT CARDS,

HOOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR LEBANO
N
WINE

COPY provement and Preservation of Human

H
articles, by Dr. Samuel Birley , M.D. ,

LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER account of its prestige as coming from the Holy POST Ph.D. Now published, completo in book

MONTH , with immediate possession, either for Land, but alsoas containing noadded spirit or form (40 pages ), one copy sent post free
Buildingor Gardening purposes. Apply at the alcohol. It is also recommended to invalids and

by the publishers, GORDON W. MURRAY
Office of theBIRKBECKFREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, others who require a natural stimulant without FREE. & Co., Castle Street,Holborn . Sound

es above. intoxicating quality. Price 248. per Dɔzen re and practical. Write to -day for a copy .
The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars, putod quarts .

on application . BOLE AGENT

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager. J. F. ROBINSON,

Lyttleton House,High Cross Lane,Tottenbam ,n .

Word and Work "

is Published every Thursday, Price One Henny.

CURED INSTANTLY BY
NOISES IN THE EARS. Orders shouldbe sent to any local Bookseller or

Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to 8900 Nowsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob
for his book showing the disease and the means taining coples thus, theycan behaddirectfrom

of cure . Post free 60.; French edition , ls ., the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at tho

with letter of advice if caso be stated . Imperial following rates, Payable in Advance

18. , of all .

Ohemists , sultations daily .
Post free for 26 Weeks B2 Weeks

£ s. d. £ s. d .

1 Oopy 0 3 5 06 10
NORMAN &

2 Copies 0 6 10 0 13 8
BTACEY'S HIBE -PUROHASE SYSTEM com 0 10 8 1 0 6

Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds . mends itself to all classes . Deposit notnecessary , 0 12 6 1 5 0
It combines real economy on sound commercial 0 17 6

. . DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS. "
1 15 0

principles, with strictly privato arrangements, ( Including Double Numbers .)
Sir ,-My salo for your “ Cure for Deafness " without the objectionable formalities of

The above rates apply to all CountriesIncreases . A man hero who has been deat
dealers and others . Payments can extend over in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Forty years bas had his hearing restored by it, 1, 2, or 8 years . The 60wbolesalo örms ombrace
J. GREEN , Chemist, Christchurch .

Europe, Canada, the United States of
the best manufacturers, who have large stocks

1 .. 18. per Bottle, Free by Postfor 14 stamps,from
America, Egypt, and the Holy Land ,

for selection . Intending purchasers should call

Bdwin J.Orahard,Chemist, Salisburyi personally, or send_for particulars. - Offices, 79,

Any Chemist will procure to order , Quoon Victoria St., E.O.,and 121, Pall Mall, 8 . W OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , 2.0

Terms of Subscription.

TOOTH -ACHE CURE OF DEAFNESS.

BUNTER'S

ORCHARD'SCUREDEAFNESS STACEYSSHIRE-PUROHASE SYSTEM cuma
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of Books,.

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelist

to any part of England, Scotland, and Wales upon due notice . Apply

to Hon. Secretary, 21, Surrey Street , Strand , W.O.

Y.M.C.A. City, New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue,'Leadenhall

Btreet (late of Gracechurch Street).- Conference Y.M.C.A.'s , Central

Metropolitan District, Monday, Oct. 4tb. Yr. George Williams will

preside. Tes 6.30 p.m. Biblo lectures for young men , conducted
by Rev. E. A. Stuart (of Holloway) , on Oct. 5th , 12th , 26th ,

and Nov. 2nd , 6 p.m. each evening: Mission to young men ,

Oct. 18th to 23rd, Foreign Missionary Conference, Oct. 19th , 6 p.m.

Mission work each evening at Y.M.C.A., Mission Hall , Bermondsey,

Whitechapel, & c. Prayer meeting each evening at 6 .

Christian Conferences :

Glasgow . - Half-yearly meeting of Christians, Waterloo Rooms , Oct.

7th and 8th . Particulars ofHecretaries, 180, Buchanan Street .

Salisbury Conference. - Sept. 27th to Oct. 1st. Particulars of Rey .

EdgarN. Thwaites, Fisherton Rectory, Salisbury.

Clifton Annual Christian Conference, Victoria Rooms , Clifton ,

Bristol,October 6th to 7th . - Particulars may be obtained ofRev.

JamesOrmiston , 14 , Arlington Villas, Clifton, Bristol . (see Word
and Work , Aug. 19th . )

Missionary, Conference, Mildway Hall.-Oct. 5th , 6th , and 7th .
(See Word and Work Aug.5th .)

Evangelization of the World .-The Annual Christian Confer

ence at Conference Hall, Strangeways. Manchester, Nov. 9thand

10th, 1886. Particulars from the Secretaries, Conference Hall ,

Strangeways, Manchester.

Olapham Missionary Conference will ( D.V.) be held in the

Conference Hall , Olapham Road , 8.W. , Oct. 27th , 28th , and 29th .

Meetings each day at 8 and 7 p.m. President, Reginald Radcliffe.

Dublin Coristian Convention . - Nov . Ilth to 14th .

Conforence Hall, 143, Clapham Road, 8.W. - Sunday, Children's service ,

11 a.m .; Gospelservice, 7 p.m., by Mr. E. Powell.

Conference Hall, Eccleston Street , S.W .-- Ten days' special mission

by Captain Warner Dennis , from Oct. 3rd to 14th ; Sundays 3.30 and 7

(afternoon for women only ), week nights 8, followed by Mr. O. Russell

Hurditch , on Sundays and Fridays.

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall.-- Rev.Cbas. Spurgeon , of Greenwich, will preach

Sunday night, Oct. 10tb, at 7 o'clock. Special mission , conducted by

Rev. Frank Webster , M.A., and Mitchell Carruthers, Esq. , Oct. 11th to
24tb . Daily prayer meeting (Saturday excepted ), from 1 to 2. Meet

ing foryoung men every night at 8 .

Children's Special Service Mission . - Seaside Services. - Mr. E.

Arrowsmith, at North Berwick; at Carlisle, Oct. 3-17 ; at York , Oct.

21-3 !; Mr. J. H. Greene, at Bheffield , Oct. 4-7 ; Mr. W. L. Beyler at the

Centenary Memorial School, Kennington , Oct. 19-22, and 25-29. at 7 .

Bcripture Onion moeting at Y.M.C.A , Manchester, Oct. 4 , at 3 ; Rev.

W. S. Standen , Messrs. Bishop, Trickeit, and Hall ; Mr. H. M. Trickett

at Manchester, Oct. 1-7 ; at Birmingham, Oct. 8-19.

The Rev. W.Haslam's engagements for October are as follows : -Oct.

1st to 6th , St. James's Church , Forest Gato, S.E.; 9th to 19th , St.

Matthias Church , Brixton Rise.

Youths' Institute , Old Pye Street , Westminster ( “ One Tun

Mission).-Prayer meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30 . Con

ducted by Mr.J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.30 to 8 .

Talbot Tabernacle . Talbot Road , Notting Hill. - Sun . at 11 , evening
at 7, Mr Frank H. White .

Strangers' Rest, 163, St. George's Street, Ratcliff Highway, E. - Monthly

workers' meeting, Friday , Oct. 1st. Tea at 6. Meeting at 7. Rev.

Evan H. Hopains will give the address. Subject, Success in Service

and its Conditions. "

Medical Prayer Union.- Inaugural address by Hon , and Rev. Talbot

Rice, M.A., St. Martin's in the Fields, Trafalgar Square, on Oct. 8th ,

8 p.m. Interhospit <l prayermeetings at 47 , Endell Street, W.C., on Oct.

14th , Nov. 11th ,Dec. 9th , at 7.30 p.m.

Hampstead Y.M.C.A. - The new building in Willoughby Road , Hamp

stead, will be opened on Tuesday, 12th October. Public meeting at

8 p.m., H. M. Matheson, Esq .. in the chair. Speakers, Dr, Sinclair

Paterson,Revs. Gilbert S. Karney and WilliamBrock.

Mr.Gawin Kirkham . -Oct. 3rd , Kingsland ; 6th to 8th, Mildmay Con

ference Hall : 9th to 11th, Btesdham ,Midhurst ; 14th , 16th , and 30th ,

Devonshira Square Chapel ; 17th , Mildmay Conference Hall ; 20th ,

Westbourne Grove Y.M.C.A. ; 21st , Camden Road Y.M.C.A.; 22nd ,

Berkeley R Chapel ; 21th, Finsbury Park Y.M.C.A.

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.-Sun. , Oct. 3rd, Mr. O. H. Judd,

afternoon at 3.30 ; evening at 7 .

House of Rest, 8, Cambridge Gardens , Kilburn .--Friday, October 8th ,

all -day meetings : 10.30 a.m., prayer for spiritual power and manifested

union amongst all Christians . 3p.m. , Address by Rev. J. D. Dinnick.

7 p.m , Practical holiness and the work of the Spirit . Light refresh .

ments at 1 and 5. Sunday, October 10th , at 3.30 p.m., Bible reading by

Miss Mason .

Evangoustio Mission (Onder the direction of O. Russell Hurditch ).

Kilburn Hall, Kilburn fato (not Town Hall).--Mr. Abraham Wallis ,
Bun ., at 7 p.m., and Wed. at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. Robert Paton , Sun., 7 p.m., ser.
vice on Thurs. at 8.

Dalston Hall, 105.Dalston Lane, E. - Sun ., 7p.m., Mr. C. Stuart

Thorpe ;Thurs., 8 p.m.

Biznold Hall, Bigaold Road, Station Road. Forost Gato.- Mr.

Jas . L. Stanley, sun ., 7p.m. , and Wod ., at 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith

Road, Dr. Popham , Bun ., at 7p.m., and Thurs., 8 p.m.

Mortlake, 8.W - The " Rest" Mission Room.-Mr. Samuel E. Angel,
Sun., at 7 ; Mr, Ralph Jackman , Wed., at 8.

Notices

To -Day and other Poems. - R . J. Masters, Vauxhall Bridge Road,

and Hamilton, Adams , & Co.

Mr. Masters hasdone well to issue these original and selected

pieces. The little volume contains many musical and smooth

rhymes and beautiful thoughts. They are issued in three styles

of binding, 18. , 1s . 6d. , and 28. 6d .

John B. Gough . ( 10 .) - Morgan & Scott.

This cheap biography of the great Temperance orator will

interest the million , and deserves a very wide circulation .

TheHastings Birthday Book.-S. Bagster & Sons.

Herewehave pithysentences and pointed sayings for every

day of the year, from the writings of Mr. H. L. Hastings, with

blank spaces for the autographs of friends. It will commend

itself, we believe , to many.

The Inspiration of the Bible. By H, L. Hastings. ( 1d.) — S.

Bagster & Sons .

Perhaps the most valuable of the series issued as the Anti

infidel Library. The argument is clear, popular, and telling.

Just the kind of thing to lay hold and keep hold of the mind.

We are not surprised to observe the issue has already reached

three hundred thousand .

The Christian Safeguard , edited by H. L. Hastings. — Haughton

& Co.

Mr. Hastings now issues in London this Gospel tem

perance monthly, which has secured & good position in

America. With it he also issues The Armory, an anti-infide!

monthly, containing articles on Christian evidences, Biblical

studies, and the refutation of objections.

Religious Tract Society send us their usual budget. Leisure

Hour and Sunday at ļome are well up to the mark. Boy's

Own and Girl's Own abound in good , healthy, and interesting

matter. Next month a new volume commences, affording &

good opportunity for new subscribers. Friendly Greetings and

Cottager and Artisan fill well their special niches.

Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

the publishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48, Paternoster Row ,

London , E.C., post free, for the published price. Full cash

discount for general book orders.

A Young Man's Story : - " I had been brought up to

make light ofChrist. Mywickedness brought me to a sick

bed, andI thought I was going to die ; but I got a little better,

and the first place I went to was the Wakes, and here I got into

more sin than ever. Wakes Monday was very wet, butI went

again. In order to get to the Wakes ground Ihad to go through

a narrow opening, and as I passed two gentlemen were giving

tracts and quoting passages of Scripture. I was much struck

with what I heard, and took one of the tracts, headed . But

there is a Hell . ' I took it home , and read it hundreds of

times, till at last I began to pray, and thenthe light oame,and

now I am happy to tell you I am not afraid of hell, for God,

for Christ's sake, has forgiven me my sing. I have lent that

tract to everybodyI could get to read it,and I havejust parted

with it to another friend about ten minutes ago."

CHILDREN'S SORIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

Oct. 3rd - Lev. ii, 1-13 Oct. 7th - Lev, xiv , 1-18.

4th-Lev. iv. 27-35 8th - Lev, xvi, 1-14

5th-Lev, viii. 1-15 9th - Lev . xvi, 15-25

6th-Lev. ix, 1-16

13

REQUESTS FOR PRAYER .

“Let your requests be made known to God ."

11,135 . That light may shine forth from the Royal Family of Russia .

11.136. For a work about to be commenced amongst factory girls , by a

Christian sister, that wisdom and grace may be given.
11,137 . For an unconverted man suffering from cancer .

11.138. A wife asks prayer for a drunken husband , also for their three

children .

11,139. For a widowed husband, hardened in sin , that God may bless to

bis soul the removal of his wife.

11,140. For the conversion of three sons.

11,141 . For a Christian young man tbat he may take a more decided

stand and live more to God's glory.

DIMNE88 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frequentig

caused by the use of ansaitable 8pastacles, The Rov. Dr. Orowther, St,

Joseph's College,Dumfries , writes : - " I cannot describe thecomfort !

derive from the use ofyour glasses, onth by day and night. I Ind no parte

or weariness as I used to ; and Ihave tak sa to reading booksI had patsside

a: tootrying for
theeyes on accountof thesmallno13 of the typo. The late

SirJulius Benedictwroto :- " Ihave tried the principal opticians in Londoa

withoutsuccess,but thespectacles you have adapted suitadmirably ; the

clearness of yourglasses as compareiwith others is really sarprising,"

The Rev.R. 8. Baynos, M.A., Hon. Canon Worcester Cathedral,

writo ) : - " The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire, andmore !

feelstrong already. I only regret I did notknowof yourexceeding..

yearsago.”— Mr.HENRY LAURASOD , Ocalist Optlolan, lo, OLD

BONDSTREET, scientifically alapta blo IMPROVED SPROTACLES

to assist andstrengthenthe weakost right.. Pandblat containinscafe

rootions for the preservation of dght free. BRANCHES.6 , Poultrs.

E.C .: 8 , Guardian Bulldings, Ora 33 st.. MANOM ESTER:

5 , Oorporation Street, BIRMINGHAM ; and 129, Buchanat

St. Glasgow . Appr.
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Sitaacions and Appointments.

Combe Down School,
Sch

ool
,

Educational. Apartments, ts.

WANTED useful Maid for two ladies in the WILTON HOUSE OF REST,

country ; good dressmaking and plain needle DEVONSHIRE ROAD , HASTINGS .
work ; about 30 ; Church of England ; & consistent Intended for Christian Workers of all deno
Christian would be valued . Address minations from home and foreign fields of

Mrs. Courthope, Whiligh , Hawkhurst.
Near BATH ,

service . Christians other than those wholly

supported in connection with such service are
LADIES and GENTLEMEN, with

FOR SONS OF GENTLEMEN . welcome as accommodation falls vacantat slightgood voices, wanted for evangelistic services on additional charge.
Sunday afternoons, travelling expenses paid, Principal: MR. W. FRANKLIN

Arrangements have been made with the
tea after service .

( for nearly8years & Master at MonktonCombe London, Brighton , and South Coast Railway
A., Rastall's, Ebury Street , 8.W. School) , Company by which those visiting Wilton Hoaso

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST. may obtain Return Tickets , available for one
WANTED ,by a widow, middle-aged , situa

Donth , from London Bridge or Victoria Stations,
tion as Working Housekeeper to single gentleman Christian teaching and training are combined at bs . each , on presenting an order, which must

or widower , or other position of trust . Address
with an education to fit boys for business and be obtained from the Lady Superintendent, to

E. W., 21 , West Parade, Eariham Road, Norwich. professional pursuits. whom all communications are to be addressed .

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for
Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations, The Principal
BOURNEMOUTH.- A delightful Home

respectable young women and nursery gover. gives personal attention to the grounding of for Visitors and invalids at DurleyDean Mansions.

nes ses from the country or elsewhere whilst younger boys. Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

waiting for situations. Registry attached. Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet Koumiss treatment where desired . Pamphlete

Termson application tothe Deaconess in charge above Bath , is noted for its tine, bracing air . showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

of the Registry, Couference Hall, Mildmay The school residence and premises have been cases post free for 6d , in stamps.

Park , N. certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa AddressSecretary .
tion .

WANTED a Post as Matron of Convalescent References LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL,

Home (preferred ), Servants'Homeand Registry , Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super -Mare. 20 , 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.0 .
or any Home connected with the Y.W.C.A, Colonel Barnes, Oommandant, 10th Bengal Five minutes' walk or 1s . cab fare from Euston,

Nine years' reference as Matron . Lancers. St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily

E. 8. B., 1 , Newington Green , London ,N. H. Dyer, Esq ., Malvern , reached from other stations. Patronised by

Dr. Maclean , Bath , readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application.
WANTED an engagement as daily Gover J. Churchill, Esq. , Wimbledon .

ness ; excellent musician ; age 27. H. Groves , Esq., Kendal, COMFORTABLE HOME offered

Miss Kobinson , Mildmay Nursing Home, G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry .
young lady in returu for 12s . weekly, and com

Newington Green, N. Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap panionableservices to lady in delicate health .

plication . Decided Christian and abstainer preferred .

RE-ENGAGEMENTWANTED by a Reference required . E , D. , Office of Word and

good Upper Nurse , age 25 ; £25 wages ; Scotch Work, 48 , Paternoster Row , E.O.
woman ; a Christian . R. J. Anderson , PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR FURNISHED APARTMENTS in a1 , Newiogion Green , London , N.

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN.
Christian lamily for gentlemen, one double and

WANTED to find a place for a capable one single bedroom , and superior sittivg-room ,

superior person , age 30, either as useful help in Woodlands, Snaresbrook , Essex.
with or without board ; terms moderate .

Mrs, H., 12 , Poet's Roai, Highbury New
an Institution or family, where no drink is al

Park N.
lowed , and with Christians. J. P. , care of

Miss Stroud, Deaconess House, Mildmay Park, N. The MISSES COX and MISS OECIL receive the
APARTMENTS, well furnished, sitting,

Sons of Gentlemen from the age of six to
RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED as room , and one or two bedrooms, in the best part

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough ,
useful man in Mission or family , with wife as of Notting Hill. Good cooking and attendanee.

cook , or alone ; three years' character. Home comforts. Bpecial attention is paid to Apply J. , 4, Hanover Terrace,
Ladbroke Square, W.

Lickfold , 230, Hackney Road, London , E. the training of pupils in religion , morality '

COACHMAN.-Re-engagement wanted ; and purity. The instruction given in th COUNTRY APARTMENTS, fur.

5 years' and 25 years' references ; go any part ; Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.
nished . Beautifully situated. Large garden .

Terms very moderate . Address, with stamp,
age 28 ; wife a laundress . W. Willmot, PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION .

S. , Rose Cottage, Brockham Green,
Spiers' Cottage, Tottenham Park , Tottenham ,

Betchworth , Surrey,
WANTED a place for a capable Page, age THE OLD HALL SCHOOL,

CLIFTON, BRISTOL. - Select Boarding
14 ; one year's good character ; waits tablo well.

Master leaving Ragland. HarryWorthy, WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE, House for Ladies , plesantly situated near

Care of Mr. Ellis , 64 , Mildmay Park, N. churches and downs. Homne cornforts. Moderato

Principal: DR . CRANAGE, M.A. terms for longor short period,
WANTED re-engagement as Butler in a Miss Minchin ,23, Richmond Terrace.

Cbristian family ; seventeen years' personal

reference ; leaving through death in tho family .

Apply S. A.8., 1 , Newington Green ,London , N. The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

WANTED places for respectablo young
combined with the best educational advantages .

IN
Pupils received between the ages of six and four

girls as Under Nurses and OnderHousemaids in

CROMARTIE HOUSESCHOOL. Terms for Advertisements

teen years. A limited number only taken .
Christian families . Stamped envelopes for References permittedto parents of pupils. Terms

replies. Registry , very moderate, and charged from dato of entry .
Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

Address Principal.

This Paper having a large and increasing cirWANTED by a lady, age 33, Mission work,
oulation amongst Christians of all denominations

to belp a clergyman in visiting, or would act as CAPTAIN MORETON
forms an excellent medium for Educational andGoverness when required , M. A. H., care of has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Geo. other Announcements .

Miss Koox , Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N. FOSTBR as an educator .

London Referee -UEORGE WILLIAM8,Esq ., Situations, &c.
RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a 71 , St. Paul's Churchyard.

Matron of many years' experience in Bervants' Bwimmiog taughtthis term . VACANT OR WANTED.

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESBEX .
Home and Registry ; would take similar post

Apartments-Housesagain, or Superintendent of small Convalescent
Home, M. 8. , care of Mrs. Preece, YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory WANTED OR TO LET.

Bhire Hall , Worcester.
course of training with a view to the Christian Educational

WANTED a young girl for training in Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home
Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonablo

Girls' Home ; one whoma lady is anxious to AND MISCELLANEOUS .
help. Terms 68. per week and clothes found . terms, by applying to Rev.J. Renny, F.R.S.L.,

Christ ChurchParsonage, Cheddar. A stamped The Terms aro very moderato, viz.: Miscel.
Apply Miss Knox ,

addressed envelope should be sent for reply . laneous in
Conferenco Hall, Mildmay Park , N. Type , 23. 6d . for 30 words, and

6d . for overy additional lino of 8 words or

WANTED BY A LADY, ago 36, en SOUTHEND - ON -SE A.
under . A reduction for a sorios or Bix Insertions

and apwards.BELLE VUE HOUSE.
gagement as Companion (travelling), Lady

Housekeeper, or any post of trust. Highest PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG

references. F. K., care of Miss Stroud,
LADIES.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS
Deaconess House , Mildmay Park , N. Children taken for the Summer vacation .

AND
Torms moderate -- 0 . , Offico uf Word and Work ,

WANTED. — Re-engagement as Nursery 48 , Paternoster Row , London , E.C. RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

Governess, or useful Companion ,age 22, domesti
eated . Good needlewoman , Excellent refer . HIGH-CLASS SCHOOL . Mrs. J. Book and DISPLAYED Advertisements charged

ences. A. K., 1, Newington Green, London, N. STANCOMB, assisted by her daughters, resident according to space occupied . FRONT PAGE, and

GOVERNESS, experienced, desires en
foreign governess, and visiting masters, receives other special positions, by arrangement .
a limited number of young ladies. The school is

gagement, daily , or resident. London W. or commended to Christian parents desiring for N.B.- To secure the insertion of Advertisements

8.W. preferred . Very good English in all sub their children careful instruction and training, of the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,
jects. Good French , German , Latin , music, with domestic comforts. Large house and they should reach the Office by first post on Monday
drawing, several styles, coloured crayons. Can garden . Elevated situation . Entire charge morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noun ,

prepare for examinations. Long references. taken of children from abroad . Prospectus on

Address J., Office Wordand Work, application. Greystone, Yeovil. OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

"Wowd and Work."
“
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THAMES CHURCH MISSION . BOOKS FOR HOME READING.

HER HUSBAND'S HOME;

- INSTITUTED 1844.

or, THE DURLEY OF LINLEY CASTLE .

By EVELYN EVERETT-GREEN , Author of " His Mother's Book,"
Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 5s.

" An excellentbook for young women ." - Sunday Scasel Chronicle,
“ Can be recommended as a really admirable tale, - Scotsman,

President

The RIGHT HON .the LORD MAYOR.
Chairman

Capt.the Hon. F. MAUDE, R.N .

Object - To win Souls for Christ.

Twenty-three Agents are constantly atwork in the Port of London .
The results of their previous efforts ,made in simple faith ,show that they

have been greatly blessed by God .

- FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED . —
Nos.of Word and Work, Books,Magazines, Tracts, & c ., are most necessary ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries.

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work oither at
School Room , Lecture Hall, or Drawing Room Meetings.

" REV. . BLOOMER, Eecretary .
Offices, 31, New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E . O .

OLDHAM ;
or, SOW BESIDE ALL WATERS. A quiet Story .
By L . E . GUERNSEY, Author of " The Foster Sister ," te.

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 6s.

" The suggestions contained in this story are very usefal,andthe tani
is high and sympathetic with all Christian effort. - Literary nerve

" A most interesting story." - Christian ,

ON THE CLIFF ;

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.
or, ALICK 'S NEIG ABOURS. ' By C . Spaw , Author of Da

Hero ," & o . Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 8s . 60 .

" It is a most enjoyable story.” — Christian Journal.
“ A good Sunday book for boys and girls." - Sunday School Caresild.

Extra flexible, silk sewed , in best Bagstermorocco , kid -lined ,elastic band.
With full helps . Prices from 20s.

In French morocco , projecting edges, elastic band. From 4s.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

16 . PATERNOSTER ROW . LONDON .

FIVE MINUTES TOO LATE ;
or, LESLIE HARCOURT'S RESOLVE. By EXILY BRODIL, Ante
of “ Norman and Elsie , ” & c . Large erown Sro , gilt tops, a . .

“ Cannot be read a minute too soon ." - Ladies' Pictorial.
" Full of character , exhibiting high morality , and the godline 56

which it grows. A comely book for 3s. 60." - Sword and TrowelMR. G , T . CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON SENT TO COYENTRY ;

CONSUMPTION,
CHRONIC BRONCHITIS.

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE (post free ), or Large Edition (cloth) , 18. 3d., from

the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , $. E ., and Elliot Stock ,

3 6 2, Paternoster Row , E . O .

or, THE BOYS OF HIGHBERCH . By M . L . RIDLET, Aathers
" The Three Chums," & c. Large crowa 8vo, gilt tops, 8s. 6d.

" No schoolboy who is fortunate enough to receive a copy willfail to per

It with avidity from beginning to end ." - Figaro,

" A tale for schoolboys , and a most delightful one it is. Weare so
that schoolboys will welcomethis tale , and mostheartily sod ustnina
declare that they never read a better." -- EnglisĂ Churcknan.

WORTH THE WINNING .
. By EMMA E . HORNBROOK, Author of " Judith the Blava," $0.

Large crown 8vo, gilt tops, 8s . 61 .

“ Girls will findmore than one character worth winning."
Sunday School Cleanita

" Worth the reading , and worth the buying . Fresh and pleasing,

characters real, and the spiritual teaching prominent, though

obtrusivo." - Our Own Gazette .

MARJORIE'S PROBATION ,
Chapters from & Life Story. By J. S . RANKING.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 38. 6d ., post free .

Earnest, loving, and tender, these chapters will bless many man
the heroine to whom they were originally told . Elder girls will be
joy it and profit by it.

THE

EIGHTEENTH SERIES
OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM AUGUST TO NOV .

THE LOST JEWEL.
NOTICE TO THE READERSOF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER,
Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENT CASE , NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE , in this journalEVERY WEEK,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK .

A Tale. By A . L . O . E .

New Edition , with Illustrations, cloth , 3s. 6d., post free.

“ Most beartily do we recommend our readers to place in B1

libraries." - British Mothers' Journal,

NORA CLINTON ;
Or, Did I Do RIGHT ? By EMILY BRODIE ,

Crown 8vo , cloth extra, 3s. 6d ., post free .

“ A very well-told story ." - Bookseller.
“ Will be read with pleasure and profit." - Christian Age.

WATER GIPSIES.
A Tale. By L . T .MEADE.

Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s. 6d., post free.

" It is full of incident from beginning to end , and we do not look
person who will not be interested in it. " - Christian World ,

LITTLE FREDDIE ;

BRONCHITIS MERGING INTO CONSUMPTION .

- CASE of Mr. W . BECKLEY.

This patient now resides at 14 . Naswyth Street, Hammersmith . In a
letter dated May 13th he says : " I was reduced to so low a state that the

• grasshopper became a burden to me ! I had tried many doctors without

any benefit ,my friends had almost given me up . They felt sure I could

not live long. I was begged to consult you , and for somo time refused .

and when I did see you I had but little faith . "

I may mention that this patient came to ne from Essendon , near

Hatfield , wbere he was superintendentof an orphan home. He had been
suffering with spitting of blood , shortness of breath , loss of flesh and

strength , pains of the chest , and all the symptoms of consumption . After

finisbing the first large bottle be felt (as he describes it ) " like a new man . "

ix months he walked thirty-six miles in one day. He took the

medicineon and oft , and saw me the nextyear, and again in a few months

after taking a severe cold , Then (he writes ) “ it acted on melike magic."

In the letter of 13th May (above quoted ) he says that his raso is well.

known to Mr. Woodman , of Baker Street Station , N . W . Mr. W . (he

adds ) rightly describes the effect of your treatment as marvellous, and this

now induces him to send another patient to you . Make any use you think
proper of my case. - Yours gratefully, W . BECKLEI. .

NOTE. - Days of Consultation . - TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.

Literpa Cerit

Or, FRIENDS IN NEED . By EVELYN EVERETT-GREEN.

Small 8vo , cloth extra , 28. 60., post free.
" There is real pathos in this story , telling bow a poor Htile wai

tooted from evil by the recollection of a lost mother's teaching;

CRIPPLE JESS.
TÆR HOP PICKER 'S DAUGHTER, By L . VABSTOS ,AB

of “ Rob and Mag ."

Small 8vo , cloth extra , 28. 6d. , post free.

| “ Fully as engrossing us soything from tho per ol Heade Strettamente

LONDON : JOHN F SHAW & .00., 48 , PATERNORR BOR,
HANT

Londcar F , SHAW & Do., 48, Pateracater Bow , E . Q,



Tales of English Life in the olden Time,

BY EMILY S. HOLT,

" The reading of one of this author's delightful tales is an experience we would fain repeat

more frequently than we do — we have learned to look upon her as an historian par excellence.

The grace and dignity of her literary style, the fidelity and finish of her portraits, and the

amount of essential Christian teaching which she so skilfully' and lovingly conveys, combined

with the historic value of her writings, lend to them a charm possessed by very few of the

productions of living authors.” — The Christian.

A Tangled Web. The Lord Mayor. Red and white :

Lady Sybil's Choice :

City Press

“ A page in history
which our young men

5s. 5s
58.

A Tale of the Fifteenth Century. A Tale of London in 1384 .

Large Crown 8vo, gilt tops.
A Tale of the Wars of the Roses

" Though the task the author set herself Large Crown 8vo, cloth.

was ambitious, she has performed it credit .
Crown 8vo, cloth extra

" A book we can heartily recommend."
ably ."' - Times.

" The whole book shows not only careful
Pall Mall Gazette .

" It is a gracious story. just toour

study of the history , but considerable literary
“ Full of stirring incident graphically told ." mind . Wecommend it right heartily." -C. H.

ability.” — Spectator .
The Christian , SPURGEOX in Sword and 1 rouel.

Weargholme; 5s. Joyce Morrell's Harvest ; 5s. Earl Hubert's Daughter ; 5s .

Or, Seed Time and Harvest . A Tale of Or, The Annals of Selwick Hall .
Or, The Polishing of the Pearl.

Crown 8vo. New Edition.

the Restoration of Charles the Second.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra.
“ The style is good , and the tone high . It

will be a most suitable present for thoughtful

Crown 8vo, cloth extra. " These chronicles are full of good things,
girls ." — Watchman .

which are sure to be as precious seed in the

“ We have followed the fortunes of Mar

" As a picture of life in the dayof Charles II .
garet, the Earl's daughter, with unfiagging

heart of any young person into whose hands

is likely to have awidepopularity ." - Standard.

interest from first to last. " - Church Susu

they may come." - The Congregationalist. School Magazine .

5s . Margery's Son ; 5s. Verena ;

A Tale of the Crusades. Crown 8vo .
Or, Until He Find It . A Story of the Or, Safe Paths and Slippery Byeways.

“ A most charming addition to these truly Court of Scotland,
admirable tales . " — The Christian . A Story of To -day.

“ The book charms from the naive simplicity
Crown 8vo, cloth. Crown 8vo , cloth .

of the heroine and from the skill with which Carefully studied and well written . The “ The naturalness and brightness of the
the authoress has preserved the spirit of the story is admirably told ." - British Quarterly dialogue forms the charm of the story.

Review .
age ." - The Graphic

Lettice Eden ; 5s . Clare Avery :
5s. Imogen :

Or, The Lamps of Earth and the Light
A Story of the Spanish Armada . A Story of the Mission of Augustine.

of Heaven,

Crown 8vo , cloth .
New Edition . Crown 8vo, cloth .

New Edition , Crown Svo .

" Illustrates with equal beauty and fidelity

“ We promise its readers a rare literary " An admirable story, full of life and the characteristics of an eventful period of

feast . "- The Christian . vigour ." - Rock . our history . ”-Record .

The White Rose of Langley. Robin Tremayne:

A Story of the Court of England in the A Tale of the Marian Persecution . A Tale of Tudor Times.

Olden Time.

Crown 8vo, cloth . os ,
New Edition , Crown 8vo.

Crown 8vo , cloth .

" An admirable, instructive, and very inte . “ The book is extremely well written . ' ' " The book is as charming as it is profit

resting volume. ”—English Independent. Athenaeum , able ." - The Christian .

Ashcliffe Hall : Gs.
Sister Rose : 5s .

Or, The Eve of St. Bartholomew .

A Tale of the Last Century. New Edition . Crown 8vo.

The First of the Reformers, and What

“ The example of simple faith and trust is
He Did for England .

New Edition, Crown 8vo, cloth .
described in so striking a manner that it is Crown 8vo, cloth.
scarcely possible for a young person with
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LUKE XV.

1. The Parable of the Lost Sheep ; 8 , of the Piece of

Silver; 11 , of the Prodigal Son.

This chapter has been pictured and placed in ap

propriate and traditional colourings andcostumes on

plate -paper, size 25 inches by 20 inches.

An exposition of great power and majesty has been

placed with graphicfidelity and high artistic finish in

about twenty scenes, all arranged so as to blend,

strengthen, and enforce the great idea of

“ THREEFOLD LOVE ,"

which is the title of this powerful picture.

The Drapery, Dresses, Architecture, Landscapes,

Colourings, & c., have been carefully ordered in ac

cordancewith the best authorities and the latest and

most trustworthy researches ; and The Lessons of the

chapter, so abundant and convincing as they have

proved themselves to be in thousandsof cases, have

had the greatest attention paid to them, and have

been so shown upon the picture as to strike home at

a glance.

To make the picture worthy of the great and glori

ous subject it illustrates, no expense has been spared

in the work of producing it as a finished and artistic

picture; and the anxious care which has been bestowed

upon it is amply rewarded in the fine effect produced.

The numerous colours used have been so worked and

blended as to produce a very natural and beautiful

effect.

This picture is admitted by all who see it to excel

in everything which goes to make a picture worth

having, worth keeping, and worth being proud of.

The interest of Surday school teachers, class leaders,

lecturers, and preachers has been a special subject of

thought in drawing this picture, and it is hoped tha:

it will meet a want long felt by this class.

The price has been fixed with a view to induce &

very large demand. It was originally intended to sell

the picture at 58. per copy, but considering its useful

ness and the desire of the publishers to place it

within the reach of everybody, it has been decided to

sell single copies at ls. only,or post free per Parcels

Post fifteen stamps ; three copies post free for 25.61.

( thirty-three stamps).

Agents will do well with this picture, as its appear

ance will sell it without difficulty.
Send fifteen

stamps at once for specimen copy, and you will go to

work and make money, and we will send you our

catalogue of other cheap and suitable pictures, with

price per dozen .

Copies of the picture, mounted on canvas and rollers

for show purposes, may be obtained, 2s. 6d . each,

carriage free .

ForShippers and the Foreign and Colonial trade

special terms may be had on application.

Other pictures now ready.

The Broad and Narrow Way, same size and price as

above ; also the Gospel Compass and BibleWheek,

20 in . by 15 in . , beautifully coloured, price 18., or

thirteen stamps the pair.

The four pictures, post free, for 2s.6d . (thirty-three

stamps ).

THE BIBLE PICTURE AGENCY,

Mason ROBERTS (PRINCIPAL) ,

145, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

EVERY-DAY LIFE; A Pictorial Triumph!OR,

THE UNEVENTFUL JOURNEY.

BY

REV. C. E. WALLER, M.A.,

Principal of the London College of Divinity, and McNeile Biblical

Professor ; Examining Chaplain to the Lord Bishop of Liverpool.

AUTHOR OF

“ WHEN YE PRAY; " " NAMES ON THE GATES OF PEARL ; "

" SILVER SOCKETS ," &c.

Crown 8vo , Cloth extra , 3s. Bd .

The Uneventful Journey.

Our Lord's Obedience .

Natural Religion ,

The Voice of Jesus .

The Latest Religion .
Fullers' Soap.

Our Day Dreams.

Daily Contrarieties

CONTENTS.

The Faith of the Kingdom

of God .

The Day the Lord hath made.

" Our Daily Shelter."

Man that Abideth

not alone. "

From the Land of the Enemy .

The Things that are Above .

" The

RE VIE W S.

Sword and Trowel.

"Intense hus been our enjoyment of the deep spiritual thought con
tained in this volume.

.... This is no common book . Those who love

sulid Scriptural teaching, and deep fellowship with God, will revel in these
sermons, Our Sabbaths at Mentone were brightened with one of these

holy meditations : we felt that we had seldom met with more satisfying

food for thought. We hope to meet with this author again . "

The Record.

" Mr. Waller does not discuss, he teaches . He has too firm a grasp of his

own views of truth to stop to compare them, either controversially or

apologetically, with those of others. Nor does he seem to borrow a great

deal from other men's thoughts. The Bible, and experience of life , are his

great authorities. One cannot read these thoughts without both seeing

where they are meant to apply and being the better for them . The style

is simply plain , and yet eminently readable . The book is warmly to be

re.3ommended to all readers in search of useful thoughts on practical reli

gion, whether for bis own benefit or for the instruction of others. "

The Christian .

“ Though bearing very directly on every - day life , this is by no means

an every -day book . While Mr. Waller's language is designedly plain , and

not infrequently colloquial (to use his own phrase) , his thoughts are deep,

his subjects varied , his remarks often original , and always interest

ing and instructive. ... . We should like to see more writers of Mr.

Waller's mental fibre , equally desirous and able to comment on God's

thoughts and dealings in simple vigorous language, suited to all sorts and

conditions of men .' "

English Churchman .

“We cordially welcome this series of addresses from the pen of the Prin

ipal of the London College of Divinity . They treat of matters of the

highest importance to every individual born into this world. They are ,

moreover, written in an interesting style ; the author's aim having been

nöt ' to assume the existence of an amount of knowledge which is but

sedom to be found. He has done wisely. .... There is a vigour of tone

about Mr. Waller's style that is quite refreshing, and the definiteness and

clearness of his teaching add much to the value of the book . ”

Word and Work.

“ Mr. Waller is a strong, sound thinker, whocan afford to speak in simple,

clear language. Every page he writes is instructive, and he is always loyal

to the Word of God , We wish books of this kind were multiplied a

hundredfold . "

The Churchman .

“ Principal Waller is so well known as an able writer and commentator,

that we need say little in commending this collection of expositions. The

language is plain, and although we may here and there note tokens of both

learning and originality of thought, the expositions will be found very

generally useful. Short, suggestive papers of this kind , not only sound ,

but with an every -day common seose and practical bearing, are by no means

plentiful, Mr. Waller's new book should be made widely known . "

Church Sunday School Magazine.

“ These are , as might be expected from the writer, thoughtful and prac

tical articles . .... The title of the work does not do justice to its very

interesting contents . This is quite a book for busy people who can only

find time to read short articles . "

Price 38. ed. , post free.

LONDON :

JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.
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Probably for the moment they were under the spell

CONTENTS .
of his eloquence, and responded to his vigour and

boldness rather than to his doctrine. Nevertheless,
Ward Beecher and his friends The Bible and Gospel Van

Beecher on Original Sin ............ The Prayer Meeting readers of the report may pardonably enough
Beecher and the Congregational Mr. Aitken in Broughton .....

Union Mr. Moody and the Students ... suppose them to have been in full sympathy with all

Beecher on the Atonement Workers at the Strangers' Rest 669

Calvary - Picture or Penalty ? HomeGleanings he said , and misjudge them accordingly.

The Secret of Success - Latymer Road Mission

By Rev. Evan Hopkins A Welcome Home Incident... 670 Dr. Allon , who is characteristically cautious and

Testimony fror

A Choice Young Man Won't the Old Woman be
prudent, was entrusted with the delicate task of

By Rev.J.Thain Davidson,D.D. 665 Glad ?

The Coming of His Feet ( Poetry ) 666
formally welcoming their American guest. That he

Unity : Earthborn or Heavenborn667
had wisely weighed the difficulty of the duty he had

On the Pacific ....... The “ Bridge of Hope ” Mission 672

undertaken appeared from the fact that , instead ofThe Christian Community Agricultural Hall Services

speaking off-handedly a few kind words, he had pre

pared a carefully-worded address which he proceeded

H. WARD BEECHER AND HIS FRIENDS.
to read . In common with many others, Dr. Allon

N the Christian World last week there appeared a felt that the question of doctrinal differences could

very full and prominent account of a welcome
not well be overlooked . After praising Mr. Beecher

given to Henry Ward Beecher, in the Memorial Hall, for his courage and manliness in the crusade for the

Farringdon Street, by the London Congregational abolition of slavery, he said :

Board. There can be no doubt about the sympathy Wedo not always agree with you — our tribute of admiration

would not be much if we did - catholicity demands differences
between the ably conducted journal we have named

as the condition of its charities. Perhaps on some matters the

and the eminent American orator. Both are agreed views of some ofus may be diametrically opposed to your own .

Nor am I so foolish as to disparage dogmatic opinions. “ As a

in denouncing the old evangelical theology, and in man thinketh in his heart, so is he.” The theology of a man

advocating and advancing the free theology of the largely determines the strength , the sanctity, and the spirit of

his religiousness, and is of vital importance in a religious
future. Some years ago, when Mr. Beecher swung

teacher. Fidelity to truth is the religion of a man's intellect, to

himself free from the doctrines of his earlier and be jealously guarded in all its forms and inspirations. In no case

better days, fully conscious of the change he was
should charity itself induce us to conceal orto compromise any

truth that we think to be such . Where we differ we will debate

making, he resigned his connection with an associa with you , withstand you to the face, so far as our own convic

tion of Congregationalists to which he had been
tions of truth demand it.

formerly attached. Attention was thus fixed on the
Under the circumstances this is fairly well put, and ,

new doctrinal position which he then assumed , from
if Dr. Allon had been content with this disavowal of

which, so far as we know, he has not once moved.
agreement in doctrine , there might be some difficulty

He has since that time taken the world into bis in making apparent the dangerousness and untenable

confidence, and in two volumes on Evolution and

ness of his position in giving a warm fraternal

welcome to one with whom he really held no fellow
Religion he leaves us in no doubt as to the thorough

Unfortunately, however , he was

ness of his revulsion from his earlier faith. The ship of faith.

tempted to vindicate himself and his brethren , and in
action of the Christian World in chronicling his tour

proof of their vital union with their guest he went on
of lecturing and preaching in Great Britain , and at

to say

the same time meting out to him unstinted praise
But there are truths and truths, the relative importance of

and admiration , is intelligible enough. They are which must affect feeling and fellowship. There are concoptions

engaged in the same warfare, and feel entitled to
of the Lord Jesus Christ and His work which determine distinc

tion between the human and the Divine, which vitally affect

stimulate each other by words of warmest cheer. our feelings towards the Christ - determine our worship and

But even after the complimentary entertainment
inspire our service. You, my dear brother, have ever been

emphatically faithful to the cardinal truths of the incarnation

in the Memorial Hall we are not prepared to discover and the atoning death of the only-begotten Son . No man has

the same unity of purpose between Mr. Beecher and more fully or fervently preached Christ as the Diving Son of

God, sent by the Father, and consecrating Himself a sacrifice

the London Congregational Board. Nor, even after for the sins of the whole world , you have ever offered to Him

reading the remarkably gushing address of the a reverent and lovingworship,you have preached Him as the

Light and the Life of men. You have set forth His great love

American orator, plentifully interspersed though it be
as the inspiration ofall true religious feeling and life, and you

with " applause " and " laughter," are we inclined to bave claimed for Him a grateful and passionate love which shall

credit a body of grave ministers who preside over
consecrate not merely the sentiment and the things of life , but

life itself to His service. Such being your preaching, it is not

so many evangelical churches with any real hearty much thatwe refuse to permit any differences about secondary

sympathy with one who either ridicules or rails at some
dogmas to lessen our confidence or qualify our love . You exer

cise only the liberty that we ourselves claim , and within the

of the most pronounced articles of evangelical belief. lines ofcommon inspirations and sympathies in cardinal things
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our recognition is not merely such as we might accord to any comfort in it, I shall not quarrel with you ; but it is

true and noble-hearted man, however great his divergence — we enough forme to know this , that Jesus Christ, God in the flesh ,

welcome you as a common disciple, and as an honoured teacher has proclaimed, to whomsoever will, health , life, new life, " born

of what we alike believe to be the Master's Gospel. again ; " He has offered these, and therefore I no morewant to

This addition very materially qualifies the protest
question how He does it than a sick man questions the doctor

before he takes a pill. If he says,“ Doctor, what is in it ?" the

against identification with Mr. Beecher in belief pre doctor says,“ Tako it, and you will find out what is in it ." Ii

viously made. Not only is it admitted that they are men think I am heteredox because I do not believe this, that,

and the other explanation of the Atonement of Jesus Christ, it

agreed in essentials ; it is also argued that they differ
is enough forme to say I believe in Christ, and I believe Christ

only in secondaries. We wonder what are essentials
is atonement.

and what are secondaries as we read this distinction .
Any one who did not know what Mr. Beecher has

Evidently, Dr. Allon thinks the Incarnation and said and written on these subjects might be excused

Atonement are essentials . He claims that he and if he came to the conclusion that, after all, he is

his friends are at one with Mr. Beecher in believing substantially orthodox . What would be his surprise

these truths. Do Mr. Beecher's sermons warrant if he were told that the American preacher DOES NOT

this assumption ? We doubt very much whether in believe either in " original sin " or the “ Atonement,"

any evangelical sense he does accept the doctrine of as it is preached in Evangelical churches ? Yet this

the Incarnation ; we are quite sure the theory of is the case, as could be easily proven . Take the first

Evolution can make no provision for it . We cannot
doctrine, that of Original Sin . Mr. Beecher tells us

tell what Dr. Allon precisely means by “ the atoning the story of the Fall is a legend. Lest any doubt

death ,” but we can assure him that the doctrine of this, we take leave to quote his own words :

the substitutionary sacrifice of Christ , as held by the
There is idyllic beauty , says he, in the vision of a blessed

garden inhabited by two ignorant and innocent beings ; the

Evangelical churches of the United Kingdom , is not simple story that their wrong-doing led to unhappiness and es .

favoured by Mr. Beecher, and we are willing to give pulsion is a good moral for children. There let it rest- harm .

less, and even beautiful. There the whole Old Testament lets

a reward to any one who will discover it in any of
it rest. The abomination of mediæval theology has no existence

his recent sermons. The American preacher is not in the Old Testament. No priest, lawgiver, or prophet makes

this legend a part of his instruction . The legend dies out. Not

evangelical, and he knows it , although the London once does Jesus speak of it. In all His reformatory work, in His

Congregational Board has not discovered what is unveiling of the human heart, in His terrible denunciations of

wickedness, He never alludes to Adam , nor to any malig

patent to all the world besides.
streams of tendencies flowing from his loins, and carrying Fue

to all his posterity .'

Let our readers compare this statement with the

BEECHER ON ORIGINAL SIN.
evasive reply he gives to the question about Original

S we have said , Mr. Beecher knows wherein Sin . “ There hasbeen so much actual transgression,"

he differs from the Evangelical churches in says Mr. Beecher, " that I have had no time to go

articles of belief. He has not found it desirable to back on to that .” Is such a reply fair, or even true?

be very outspoken on the subject during his present In fact he has gone back to it more than once to

visit to this country, and those who are not acquainted vilify and ridicule the doctrine concerning original

with his writings may be induced, if they only read sin common to all the Evangelical churches. Yet all

the sermons issued from the Christian World office, to the while he ventures to claim acceptance as an

believe him to be much more orthodox than is com exponent of the accredited faith, and men of light and

monly alleged . On the first of January, and on the leading in certain of these churches openly give him

twenty-ninth of July, in the present year, we have the right hand of fellowship !

called attention to his errors in doctrine, and on March

8th , 1883, we exposed the misleading statements BEECHER AND THE CONGREGATIONAL UNION

contained in one of his sermons reported in the TE have heard it whispered that a proposal was

Christian World Pulpit.
brought before the Committee of arrangements to

In replying to the address of welcome given to invite Mr. Beecher to speak at the approaching meet

him the other day, Mr. Beecher evidently felt that ing of the Congregational Union of England and

something ought to be said to meet the charges of Wales. This is no longer a secret, as appears from

heterodoxy brought against him . Instead, however, the following sentences which we extract from a letter

of meeting these charges fairly and squarely, he fences published in the Christian World last week :

with them in his own peculiar manner :

SIR,-- Atthe closeof the meeting of the London Conste

What about original sin ? There has been so much actual gational Board, at which it was my great privilege to be present

transgression that I have not had time to go back on to that.
last evening, I was much surprised to hear that the General

(Much laughter.) On what grounds may a man hope ? On the
Committeeof the Congregational Union ofEnglandand Wales

atonementof Christ ? Yes,if you want to interpose that word
had, by a small majority, decided that Mr. Beecher should not

atonement on that ground unquestionably I am accustomed to be invited to speakat the AutumnalMeeting oftheUnion, &

be held theweekafternextat Norwich , and this in the face of
say Christ saves men . But how ? That is his look out, not

mine. (Applause . ) I think that because the nature of God is
the local Committee's unanimous invitation . I refused 1 >

sanative God is love . “ If ye, being evil, know how to give good credit the report till its accuracy was vouched for by an ex.

gifts to your children , how much more shall your Father which chairman and twoprotesting members of the Committee. The

is in heaven give good gifts to them which ask Him ? ” reasonalleged for this grave injusticeand discourtesy is the

If you choose to fix it in this way , and say that Christ
objection to Mr. Beecher's theology, which is felt by severs.

saw it possible to do so and thus and so and thus, and
leading memters of this so-called representative Committee.

that was the atonement He made, and if you take any
Beecher's Evolution and Religion, vol . 1 , p . 92.

AS
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This letter is signed “ John HUNTER ” (is it the

to make provision for any catastrophe. Since men have been

upon theearth they havebeen here in the conditions which God

Rev. John Hunter, who has been invited to andnature have provided for them , and have gone through a

succeed Dr. Pulsford in Glasgow ? ) , and there is a

gradual unfolding, a gradual rising out of the lower administra

tions of the Mosaic and other economies, which were addressed

rumour afloat that strenuous exertions are being primarily to the senses before the reason , and the moralsense

made to have the resolution of the Committee re

had been developed. And when they had been lifted little by

little until, in the fulness of times, the disclosure ofthe regnant

scinded . In these days, when looseness in doctrine is

dia

Being of the universe was beginningto be susceptible of being

deemed a virtue and strictness of adherence to Scrip

understood, then came the larger disclosure of the love of

God in Christ Jesus.

ture despised as a weakness, if not denounced as a

crime, efforts of this sort do not surprise us .

This is a fair specimen of the doctrine which Evolu

We

trust, however, for the sake of the churches concerned ,

tion teaches ; it is certainly a doctrine which Scrip

ture throughout repudiates. Mr. Beecher has no

that the present attempt will meet a stern and suc place in bis thoughts for sin -bearing. He reveals

cessful resistance . For, however much the world Divine love , but Divine righteousness is nowhere .

may admire oratory, or even worship genius, the
Another short extract will make this more clear, and

Church ought always to be a witness for the truth , leave no room for doubt that Mr. Beecher, while

and assuredly she fails in this duty if she welcomes retaining the word “ Atonement, " rejects all it

into her assemblies one who assails doctrines
contains :

which have been entrusted to her keeping by holy

men of old who spake as they were moved by the

When you undertake to carry on that old half-and -half idea of

the Hebrews, interpreting the blood of Christ as that which

Holy Ghost.

cleanseth from all sin ,' I think it a greatmisnomer, a great mis

take. If when you talk to men youwould say that the blood of

Christ means suffering for love'ssake, if you would say that the

blood of Christ' is that love which ought to work in you purity

BEECHER ON THE ATONEMENT: and cleansing , and that love which is symbolised by blood, but

N his address of welcome , Dr. Allon speaks of

which means love suffering for mankind, then we should have

a far clearer theology ."

This is simply love without righteousness. It is

the London Congregational Board on the fundamental sentiment divorced from law. There is nothing penal

doctrine of Atonement. Of course we are in no posi in the death of the Redeemer, it is only an affecting

tion enabling us to give testimony as to the opinions exhibition of what love is willing to endure to win the

entertained on this subject either by Dr. Allon or hearts of wicked men. God's claims as affected by

those whom he represents. Until they formulate for sin are entirely out of sight . The Cross has no

us their creed we cannot pretend to express it. But heavenward aspect ; it is simply a moral agency for

we are not unacquainted with Mr. Beecher's opinions, touching hard hearts. How it can do this in such a

and we shall be very much and very painfully surprised case Mr. Beecher is at no pains to show . A SACRIFICE

if these are in accord with the utterances from the
WITHOUT MEANING IS A SACRIFICE WITHOUT MIGHT.

Congregational pulpits in London . In some real

manner-and, whatever mystery there be in the man

ner, the fact remains-God made His Son “ to be sin

CALVARY - PICTURE OR PENALTY ?

forus.",though “He knew no sin ,

that wemight be IThasbeenwell said,“ Werew
eto betoldthat God

made the righteousness of God in Him ." Evangelicals " gave His own Son to humiliation , sufferings, and

have always regarded this statement as a declaration “ death , without any alleged reasons for it, in so far

of the counter.imputation of sin and righteousness.

" as God was Himself concerned, or any declared

The sin of the believer has somehow been transferred
“ necessity for it , as a means of extending mercy

to Christ, that the righteousness of the Substitute “ towards us consistently with the laws and prin

might be transferred to the believer. Now, in Mr. ' ciples of His moral government, but simply with

Beecher's theology there is neither room nor necessity

“ a view to the impression which such & sacri

for any such transference . Evolution can find no “fice might make upon the minds of sinners in regard

place for an arrangement of this kind . Besides, “ to the Fatherly love with which God is ever regard .

according to the American preacher, there is no end “ ing them - this I cannot believe ; because here,

to he gained by its introduction . Sinners , according “ instead of a mystery pertaining to the plans and

to his theory, are not criminals to be judged ; they " counsels of the unsearchable God, in which more or

are rather patients to be healed. The question of “ less a mystery might be looked for, I find a down

guilt on the one side and Divine justice on the other “right contradiction to my own consciousness in a matter

Seem never to come within the range of his vision. " that is not in any respect mysterious , but on

Man is simply an imperfect being , who is to be raised “ the contrary, perfectly level to my comprehension ;

to perfectness by the fond forces of moral culture. In “ inasmuch as my own consciousness tells me that

a sermon entitled “ Why Christ died , " ' * he says :

“ such procedure on the part of God has no tendency

Talk about the world being lost in Adam, the world has been “to produce upon my mind any such impression of His

going on justas Godmeant it should. Men are brought into
" love as is thus ascribed to it . In a word, the humilia

the world at the bottom . There are transmitted possibilities,

inherent potentialities, wrapped up in the souls of men, but not

“ tion , and sufferings, and death of Christ are well

* Christian World Pulpit, vol. xxiii., p. 134 .

“ calculated to convince us of the love and grace o

d .

ha
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our Father in heaven when we view them as the see some even now. As surely as we go forth ,bearing precious

means of procuring for us spiritual blessings, which, seed, shall we come againrejoicing, bringing our sheaves
with us. The word is “ doubtless . ” What a beautiful expression

" for reasons satisfactory to Himself, God did not

of certainty ! (See Psa. cxxvi. 6.) Thus should we work
" deem it consistent with His character and law and expecting results, even if we do not see them now. Our

government otherwise to bestow. But if they were Lord notonly said, “ Let down the nets,” but added, “ fora

draught;" andPeterlet downthe net, notmerely at the bidding
" not the means of procuring for us spiritual blessings, of his Master, in the spirit of obedience, but also in a spirit

" which could not otherwise have been conferred, I of expectation.

The Tell of 6am.see not in what respect the endurance of them by

III. — The third point is, the secret ofservice lies in folloring
“ the Son of God (unnecessarily and gratuitously for the will of God . I am sure the will of God is higher thao

any good which to us accrues from them) can be the work ofGod . The secret of doing God's work is to be

" viewed as any such unparalleled demonstration of abiding in God's will . What is a good servant? One who

understands his master's will, and not simply one engaged in

“ His Father's love to sinful men , as we are taught by
a good work. Our first prayer should be, Lord, teach me

" the advocates of this theory to regard it.* ' Thy will,” “ Show me Thy way.” It is one thing to have our

own favourite plans,and go toGod for a blessing on them ; but
Indeed, what has been long known as the ' moral quite another thing to go to God, bringing as it were a clean

influence theory ” of the Atonement, which, denying sheet of paper that Hemay write His will upon it. He is a

substitution altogether, only recognises the Cross as good servant who does what his master tells bim. If you say

to your servant “ Bring me a glass of water,” you expect hiua display of love, can have no effect on any thoughtful to do it. If he
says, " That is a very small_thing, a very

mind. In a world un ler therule of God, what revelation
ordinary thing to do ; it is not enough for me; I will bring 2

basket of fruit,” would that please you ? Not at all. Soof the Father's love is given by the awful sufferings of it is often with those who seek to serve God — they want to

His innocent and beloved Son ? The scene on Calvary serve in their own way. If there is to be real success, it must

is a meaningless mystery until we are taught by the
be foundby following His will. Lord, bring me into the line

of Thy will ; bless me in the path Thou hast marked out forSpirit that there “ Christ hath redeemed us from the

me. It is not for us to say, “ I am not blessed with hundreiscurse of the law, being made a curse for us. " To of souls like my brother there," and rush off to his line of

speak of Christ as an Atonement, while setting aside work. No, for us it is to say, “Lord, what wouldstThom

have meto do ?” We must walk before Him, do His will, andaltogether His Substitution for the sinful,and His penal He will bless us.

sufferings on their account, is to juggle with words,
The Line of Supplies .

nos to use them.
IV.-Another thought is, in the path of God's will zoe mig

count on God's supplies. That is a very importantprinciple
.

How is it some Christians break down ? How is it their
The Secret of Success . needs are not met ? How is it some get into confusion and

An Address to Workers.
perplexity ? Very often because they have got out of the

BY REV. EVAN H. HOPKINS.
path of the Divine will . In that path we get full supplies

.

OUT

UR subject to -night is service : “ The Secret of Success in
We do not carry supplies with us ; we must learn thesecret

Service, and its Conditions." Letmeread two or three of continual dependence on Him . We must be always re

well-known passages. The first is in Luke i. 74, 75 , “ That ceiving from Him.
It is like a water-wheel going round.

we, being delivered out of the hand of our enemies, might
Whatmakes it go round ? The water that went over it

serve Him without fear, in holiness and righteousness before
yesterday ? No.

The stream that may flow to-morrow?Him all the days of our life.” Then in Rom . vi. 22, “ Now No. What then ? The water passing over it just now ; if

being made free from sin, and become servants to God, ye
that stops, the wheel stops. So we need to learn continual

have yourfruit unto holiness.” Lastly, 1 Thess. i . 9, “ How dependence moment by moment.
ye turned to God from idols to serve the living and true

Let me illustrate this. Some years ago, when I was a little
God .” I might read many similar passages, but these will

boy, my father took me to India. I well remember manyof

suffice to introduce the subject.
theincidents of the journey. For instance, between Caim

Called Serbants . and Suez - there was no railway or canal then , we had to
I.-My first point is this, God hascalled us to service ; for travel a hundred miles over a dry, arid desert. But we had

that, after all , is the end of our salvation. The end is not our
no provisions with us, no change of horses. We needed these

peace , or our comfort, not even our holiness --though we are
things in such a long journey. How did we manage ? There

to be holy in order to be meet for the Master's use — but
was a certain path marked out for us, and in that path provi

“ that we might serve Him ." Service implies deliverance,
sion was made for our needs all the way along. If we kept

for there is no service in bondage. Labour in bondage is
that path we had, stage by stage, refreshment, fresh horses

sercitude ; that is a very different thing from service. We
and so on ; but wehad to keepthe path, else we should have

serve not in order to gain our liberty,but in it and from it
had no supplies. So there is a path of the will of God for us

we are set free to serve. He who
says, Follow Me, and I

and in that path there is full provision. Out of it we need
will make you fishers of men , ” says to us, first of all , “ Come

not wonder we do not find constant supplies. Remember
unto Me, and I will give you rest.” We must have rest of

then, one great secret of success is to be learning more andforgiveness and of freedom before we are ready to serve.
more perfectly how to be kept in the path of God's will.

Then notice the honour of this service. Every one feels it to be
Yielded Bodies.

an honour to serve Her Majesty, to be on Her Majesty's

V. - Now the next point is, to be keptin the line of God's zi?service ; what then must it be to be in the service of the
the attitude of consecration to God must be maintained. OfKing of kings ? Godseems to attach special importance to

course you have read carefully and attentively the first two
the title of servant. He speaks of “My servant Job ,” “ My

verses of Rom . xii., “ I beseech you therefore, brethren, byservant Moses ," “ My servant Caleb ," and so of others ; and

the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living sacri
even of His own beloved Son Hesays, " Behold, My Servant.”

fice,holy,acceptable unto God ,which is your reasonableservier,

The Spirit of Erpeciatio ...
And be not conformed tothis world , but be ye transformed

II.-Anotherpoint is, we arewarranted in erpecting blessing bythe renewing of your mind that ye may provewhat is

and success in our service for God . We may not always see

that good, and acceptable, and perfect will of God.” That
it, but there is always ascending an unfailing revenue of

ye may prove it, in order that ye may be proving it,glory to God. “ My word shall not return unto Me void ,” not

keeping in it, living in it, dwelling in it, and so
unto me, the servant, but unto Himself. By and by we shall

proving that good and acceptable will of God . Consee the fruit , if we see it not now . But we are permitted to

secration is implied in following out that will. Your whole

usefulness depends on being keptinthe path of God's will.
Crawford's Scripture Doctrine of the Atonevient, pp . 298-9. and you will not be inthatpath unless you are wholly
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yielded. You say, I was in my conversion ; well, but what union with Him . His life manifested by us. Many try to

about the body ? It is presented here, and mark the tense of imitate and break down . The most perfect imitation fails

the word, “ present; ” it is a definite act,once for all : it is to satisfy. I hand you a shilling, but if I tell you it is a very

presenting not to be taken back again , a presenting to be perfect imitation, I acknowledge it is worthless. So we want

maintained, not repeated. It is daily in the sense that I the very same lile, the same power, the same Holy Ghost,

maintain to-day what I did yesterday. I give myself that the Divine life may be manifested in us . How

over to God according to the light I have, and when I have wonderful it is thatwe are brought into union with God !

more light I do it more fully. Do not forget that little word Christ is our life for service, and this is true in three senses .

your bodies.” Do you know the last thing you give to God ? fty Pattern .

It is your body. Remember it is " spirit , soul, andbody," not He is my life, that is , He is before me as my Pattern

as it is constantly quoted, “body, soul, and spirit." God “ Behold My servant.” “ I am among you as one that

begins from the centre and works out to the circumference ; serveth ” ( Isai. xlii i ). He hath left us an example that we

man works from the circumference to the centre. God lays should follow His steps. “ As the Father hath sent Me, even

hold of the centre of our being ; and when spirit and soul so have I sent you.” We are to follow in His steps. We are

are His, then comes the body. Whenyou yield the body ,it to “ run with patience the race set before us, looking unto

is as it were the outer wall of the city given over to His Jesus." I have heard of a farmer who had a servant, a good

keeping. Every sense is an avenue to the heart . It is in the honest man, but a bad ploughman. Why, because instead

body these gates are placed. You have tried to guard the of fixing his eye steadily on the mark before him as he

gates,and you harenot succeeded ; when you give yourbody followed the plough, he was continually looking back to see

into His keeping, He will guard the gates. “ Except the if he was making a straight furrow . The consequence was,

Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh but in vain ." It is he always made a crooked one. There is a danger lest instead

as you keep in the line of the Will of God that you find full of having our eyes fixed on Christ,we should be engrossed

supplies, and this is one great secret of success , in service. with introspection, looking back on ourselves, and so make a

crooked course .

Fruit and culorks.

VI, But another important point is this: -True service con

My Dwelling Place.

But second, “ Christ is my life," as my protection . The

sistsnot so much in works performed as in fruit produced. There

is a difference between works and fruit. Our Lord says,
life around me; the sphere ofmy activity , in whom I live

“ Herein is My Father glorified that ye bear much fruit."

and move and have my being ; the home of my soul, where

Being filled with the fruits of righteousness, whichare by home,myabiding place. “ Lo, I am with you always.” It
I dwell, not merely my refuge in time of trouble, but my

Jesus Christ unto the glory and praise of God ” (Phil. i. 2 ),

and then in Col. i . 10, “Being fruitful unto every good work. ”
has been said in the " I wills " of Christ we have the Gospel

for the sinner, while in the “ Iams ” of Christ we have the
That passage has in the past often puzzled me. How could

I engage in every good work ? That is impossible. Then I
Gospel for the saint. When Hesays “ I will," I hope for it ;

thought I suppose I must not take it literally. But by and

when Hesays “ I am ,” I rest in it. It is a present tense fact.

bye I saw the emphasis lay on the word fruitful. It is not
“ I am with you.” It is now , it is always now, a perpetual

the number of good works that is in question, but being

presence. “ His presence is salvation ,” as we have it in the

fruitful in whatever we do. Now, what is fruit in the tree?

margin of Psa . xlii. 5.

Let me illustrate what I mean. We have to pass through

It is the final effort of the tree. It is life in manifestation.

It is life manifested in production. There may be very
in this world scenes of temptations and circumstances of trial

much work, which is not the outcome of the indwelling
and danger, andweneed protection. Have you noticed those

little insects on the surface of a pond in summer ? You have

Spirit, but fruit is ever the manifestation of the Spirit that

dwelleth in us.
seen them moving on thesurface, and sometimes they dive to

We hear much said in the present day on the need and

the bottom beneath, and when they do this they take with them

importance of “ practical sermons." I find men who talk

a globule of air. They are enclosed in a crystal sphere.

thus, generally speaking, do not understand theGospel. below , enclosed in anatmosphere of the world above. So

Thus they moveabout, follow their pursuits in the world

They want us to tell men to live soberly, pay their debts and
the believer has Christ as the sphereof all his activities, in

so on ; all right in their place, but they begin at the wrong

end. Now the sermon is practicalwhich teaches us how to

whom he lives and moves, and has his being. This is the

blessed fact on which faith rests, even when feeling is absent.

put the root right. If we ask, which is the most practical

part of a tree ? the fruit or the branches ? No ; the root.

That is the Divine order, fact, faith, feeling. Christ is my

If the root be healthy, the branch will be healthy and fruit

life, I dwell in Him ; that is a fact, Í believe it, and then I

will abound. We want the root right ; we want to live in

know, I feel. Satan says, wait till you feel, then belicve. But

no, I shall not feel until I believe the fact. God would have

close fellowship with the Lord Jesus ; then the fruit will be

abundant. There is a vine at Hampton Courtfamous for its

me take His facts, believe them , and thus translate them into

fruitfulness. It was not always so ; its remarkable produc

experience. So He says, “ I will be unto thee as a little

tiveness, I understand , began rather suddenly someyears ago.

sanctuary.” I believe it and dwell in it.

Christ TUlithin.

And it was only of late years that the secret of it was dis Thus we have had Christ before me-my pattern ; Christ

covered. The fact is, in course of years its roots have found

their way to the river Thames some considerable way off.

around me — my dwelling-place ; and now, thirdly, Christ

This is the secret of its fruitfulness. It has a constant and

within me,my power . What more do I need ? Christ in

abundant supply of nourishment, and is independent of

me. The power of God in me is what will bring about the

manifestation of the divine life, of the Christ-life .

artificial watering. So if I see a Christian bearing fruit I Have you noticed how in II . Cor. iii . and iv. , you find the

know where his roots are. "Heis like a tree planted by keynote of thatpassage is manifestation ?The central thouhgt

the waters, and that spreadeth out her roots by the river,

and shall not see when heat cometh , but her leaf shall be

in the fourth chapter is “We preach not ourselves but Christ

Jesus the Lord.” * In the third chapter you have the believer

green ; and shall not be careful in the year of draught, spoken ofasan epistle - a letter. Now when you get a letter

neither shall cease from yielding fruit ” (Jer. xvii. 8 ). The

fruitful Christian is drawing continually from Him in whom

from a relation or a friend at a distance, you do not think of

the paper on which the letter is written, but of the writer.

all fulness dwells.
The writing is an exponent of his mind. The words bring

The Christ- Life. your friend before your mind. Now the believer is the paper,

VII. - Thus it comes to this , that:—The secret of success lies as it were, on which the letter is written, and the one who

in the Manifestation of the Christ-life. That thought is of has written the letter is Christ, and it is the world who reads

the highest importance. It is not simply theimitation, but it. It is not to us, but to the truth we have to declare in our

the manifestation of the Christ-life. I like that expression, lives that we would draw men's thoughts. By manifestation

the Christ- life better than Christian - life, it is more trueto of the truth commending ourselves to every man'sconscience

fact. When our Lord said, “ I am the true Vine ,” He did in the sight of God (II. Cor. iv. 2) . Again, the believer is

not add, " and ye are other little vines, growing in the same compared to a mirror. What is a mirror ? The ancient

vineyard ," but " and ye are the branches ." There is only one mirrors were pieces of polished metal, now such mirrors or

holy life,and if you and I are to be holy, it is the fruit of our any mirrors have no inherent light of their own. In a dark
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Three things the devil don't know :

Where the body of Moses is .

Where my sins are .

Where my life is .

God has hid all three.

Saul went towards Damascusexpecting to shortly return like

& conqueror with a long string of captives chained to his chariot

wheels, but came back himself chained to the Lord's chariot.

Jesus Christ the Servant of His Church as well as her Lori.

When on earth , “ I am among you as One that serveth .”

When in glory, " Heever liveth to make intercession for us. "

When He comes again, He will still serve as a Bridegroom.

Weak faith will judge God by feelings, strong faith by the

promise ::

“ Who shall lay anything to the charge ofGod's elect ? " God

won't, the world hasn't, and the devil can't .

Obedience is not picking out a few things we want to do , it is

marching right ahead and doing what is right, whether we want

to or not.

room there is no reflection , but held in the sun there is

reflection. It must be in the light, if it is to reflect. So wiih

the believer, it is with unveiled faces beholding as in a mirror

the glory of the Lord, or reflecting as in a mirror the glory

of the Lord, weare changed into the same mass from glory to

glory (II. Cor. iii. 18).

Then in the fourth chapter we may trace the figure of a

lantern. The believer is a light bearer. “ God hath shined

in our hearts to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of

God .” I used to read that passage as if it illustrated what took

place at conversion. That just as when you open the shutters

in a dark room the light of the sun shines in , so into my

heart God's light entereil, bringing life and gladness to my

soul. That is a great truth, and a useful illustration, but

it is not the teaching of this passage. Here it is not God

shining into our hearts, but shining in them as the light

shines in a lantern. Light does not shine into a lantern, but

in it to give light around. So the believer is the lantern and

Christ is the light thatshines in him for the benefit of those

who are in darkness. When a lantern is taken down a dar's

lane, you do not see it, but you see the light. So Christ shines

in us, and out of us to those around . If we are serving God

aright we shall not desire to be seen, but that Christ may be

seen in us.

Then again we have the figure of the believer compared to

an earthen vessel. “ We have this treasure in earthen vessels

that the excellency of the power may be of God and not of

Christ is the treasure, we are the vessels. Some are

disappointedbecause they do not see the earthen vessel con

verted into the treasure, but Christ is the treasure, we are

simply the earthen vessels. In the letter, Christ is the

truth ; in the mirror Christ is the glory and the lantern He

is the light ; in the earthen vessels He is the treasure.

But once more. The last tigure is that of the human body.

Always bearing about in the body the dying of the Lord

Jesus, that the life also of Jesus might be made manifest in

our body.” The very life of the risen Jesus is to be seen in

mymortal body.

But there are two senses in which we use the word life.

If I say “ Have you read the life of so and so ? ” I mean his

biography. If I say a man lost his life,” I mean the vital

principle which animates him . Now the word in the text

points to the vital principle . It is in that sense Christ is

verily and indeed my life .

Thus we have seen that if we would know what true

service means, we must recognise the fact that God has called

us to serve Him , thatwe aretoexpect blessing in that service,

that we must abide in His will , if we would do His work

that in that will we always find the full supply of all our

need — that true service consists of fruit rather than of works,

and that the secret of fruitfulness is union and fellowship

with Him who is our life.

Three searching questions :

Is your life what it ought to be ?

Is your life what you want it to be ?

Is your life what God would have it to be ?us.

The nearer you are to God the nearer the devil gets to you .

He don't care for those far away, but for those near the throne.

You find it so from Job to Christ after the baptism in the

Jordan.

We have , in one chapter, the record of an angel smiting Peter

that he might arise to do God's work, and of an angel smiting

Herod in judgment. The same messenger may be unto life of

unto death,

6

“ Conversion ” in this day is often a kind of half-reformation.

People think they are about perfect , and only need something

additional to ornament their character. When they enter the

Church it is as if theywereadding the last jewel 'required to

adorn their human virtue.

“ Ye are not your own.” It is as a man purchasing a farm

andafterwardentering upon possessionto cultivate and bring

forth fruit . So God having purchased us, sends His Holy

Spirit to become the abiding tenant to cultivate and bring forth

fruit unto God.

The estimated cost of each convert to Christianity in heathan

dom is £18. The estimated cost ofeach convert to Christianity

in so-called Christian countries is £107. And yet ignoranz

cavillers willcry out about the encrmous wasteof money in

sending outmissionaries to foreign fields; better find a theme

nearer home.

Words of Worth .

FROne thiswas presente nas gleaney's Notrebih bel.Conferences

PROM the good things of Mr. Moody's Northfield Conference

of Thought and Words of Worth " ;

Two great errors of many souls : First , as a sinner trying to

get justification through the law. Second, as a saint trying to

get sanctification through the law. The law can neither justify

the sinner nor sanctify the saint. We need, therefore , to get

out from under it into the school of grace .

Paul said, “ Our citizenship (conversation) is in heaven." A

man pays taxes where his citizenship is . Why do missions go

begging and church members have such vast sums to expend on

worldly amusements and frivolities ? Because the Church is

paying taxes to worldliness - is content with an earthly citizen

ship when her Lord purchased her for a heavenly.

Steps of growth in grace :

Submit to God's will even under the rod .

Acquiesce to God's will even under the rod .

Concur with God's will even under the rod.

Choose God's will even under the rod.

Give thanks for God's will even under the rod.

The sum of the Christian life is involved in three grace3

faith, hope, love. They are permanent influences. We kn ?*

whatfaith is ; it is the simple trust of the soul in Jesus. It is

an appropriating act all the time; and just as Christ is repré.

sented figuratively to hold this or that figurative want in our

soul, so faith receives this or thatdifferentdefinition. He is

the Rock-faith is resting on Him ; He isarobe - faith is putting

Him on ; He isbread - faith is eatingHim ;He is water - faití

is drinking Him ; He is a fountain - faith is washing in Him .

The Christian life consists of two things : -Mārtification and

Vivification ,

God had only one Sɔn , but thought even Him none too precious

to give, and shall we withhold ours ?

Peter speaks of the precious things of Christ, the precious

blood, the precious promises ofour God,andthe precious trials

of ourfaithmuch more precious thangold. Whenthedevil

tries our faith it isthat hemight crush it ; but when Christtries

it it is that He may strengthen it. The more trying circum

stances
inwhichyou trust inGod the stronger and more perfect

your faith .

Whatshall separate us from love of Christ ? Neither height

(of His nature) nor depth (of our nature) . ... nor any other

or eature .
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A Choice Young Man.

a

A is

would be governed by a king. This demand was displeasing

to the Lord. It was virtually a rejection of Himself as their

Sovereign. But He acceded to their wish, and directed the

A SERMON TO YOUNG MEN, ProphetSamuel to the son of a prosperous farmer of the

BY REV. J, THAIN DAVIDSON , D.D.
tribe of Benjamin, a youth of commanding figure, who was

to be anointed first king of Israel.

We are here introduced to choice young man , and a

one of themost interesting spots in the world. I refer goodly : and there was not among the children of Israel a

to Baalbek, the ancient “ Heliopolis ” of the Greeks and goodlier person than he : from his shoulders and upwards he

Romans. Those wonderful ruins can only be reached after was higher than any of the people." Again, in the next

a long and laborious journey ; but I shall never regret the chapter it is repeated, that “ when he stood among the people,

fatigue I underwent in paying a visit to that historic spot he washigher than any of the people, from his shoulders and

which lies upon the western slope of Anti-Lebanon, nearly
upward ."

4,000 feet above the level of the sea. As the name indicates, A tall, well -built, strapping youth , with a natural lordli

it was famous for the worship of the sun ; and its magnificent ness of mien and deportment. From seven to eight feet, I

temple, which, for massiveness, threw that of Solomon should say ; and withal graceful and erect.

into the shade (and some of the pillars of which are still There may be exceptional height, united with awkwardne
ss

standing), was justly reckoned one of the wonders of the of gait and uncouthnes
s
of person ; but Saul was the “ good

world. liest ” or handsomest man in all the country side, lithe,

About a mile to the south of Baalbek is a quarry from nimble, and alert. They called him “ a gazelle ;" for so the

which, no doubt, much of the material used in the erection words in David's touching lament may be read . “ The

of that temple was procured ; and where may be seen nearly gazelle of Israel is slain upon the high places : how are the

detached from its native bed the largest block of stone, mighty fallen ! ” “ Saul and Jonathan were swifter than

probably, which human hands ever attempted to dislodge. eagles : they were stronger than lions. ”

I do not think that anything I have ever seen produced Now it is perfectly true that it was God who made us, and

uponmy mind a deeper impression than that prodigious not we ourselves, and that none of us can add a cubic to his

monolith ,
stature. Still, it is remarkable how much can be done, by

It is 71 feet in length , 14 feet high, and 14 feet wide ; and attention to the laws of health, by a fair amount of athletic

is calculated to weigh about 4,500 tons. As men clamber exercise, and by wholesome self-discipline, to impart an air

over it they seem but liliputians. A vacant place in of refined manliness to our physical frame.

the wall of the temple is waiting for it, but how the Ifyou can find me a youth who is nobly developed, who

builders of those times hoped to remove it is more than I combines with a robust mind a stalwart body, who has no

am able to imagine. lack eitherof brain or brawn ; in a word ,who is, physically,

For upwardsof 4,005 years that great stone has been like Saul “ a choice young man,” I shall try to get hold of

lying there .
him for the Lord , and enlist him in the army of the faithful.

Forty centurieshave rolled by since the Phænician work II. The next thing I notice about Saul is his respectful

men were engaged in chiselling it . By some means or other demeanour towards his father. One of the evil and ominous

they wereinterrupted in their task. The stone was never signs of the last days, writes St. Paul , is “ disobedience to

finished. . It does not occupy the place for which it was parents ;" and from what we see and hear, we might well

designed, and neverwill. Itis a gigantic failure.
think that the end of the world is at hand .

The biggestmonolith in the world liesuseless in its native Bymanyyoung persons the Fifth Commandmentis virtually

quarry , and there it will lie till the final destruction of the struck out of the Decalogue. Silly, beardless snobs you will

globe. meet with on every side, who affect to be superior to their

Now , in that huge stone, so great alike in promise and in parents, talking irreverently of " the governor," or the “ old

disappointment ,I see a picture of the first king of Israel. fogey ," and eager to escape from every vestige of control.

Ithas been said that certain men have been good for little I admire Saul's prompt obedience to his father's order. The

else than to act as warnings to others. Such a one was Saul . worthy farmer was uneasy about a drove of asses that had

A more disappointing career than his it is difficult to disappeared . “ Take a lad with you, my son," said Kish,

imagine. With many elements of strength , manly and
" andgo and try to find them .” Many a youth of six feet

modest, courageous and chivalrous, affectionateandreligious, would have grumbled at beingsent on an errand like this,

he gave promise, at one period of his life, of honourably filling Saul instantly obeyed. Away he went with his attendant.

a conspicuous niche in the history of his nations, but alas! wandering everywhere among the mountains of Benjamin,

that promise was never realised . searching for the lost cattle ; but in vain. Several days

He had many things to commend him , he bad much in his were spent in the fruitless search ; not a trace of the animals

favour ; from the world's point of view he was indeed “ a could they find.

choice young man.” He seemed intendedto fill an important
Now notice the considerateness of the young man,

niche ;but there was something seriously lacking, and so, “ Come," said he to the lad who was with him, “ and let us

with all his advantages, his life was a failure, and the story return ; lest my father leave caring for the asses, and take

of it is given us not for our example, but for our warning. thought for us." Oh, it is a fine trait in a young man's character

A word or two will suffice to bring him before you on the when he is full of consideration for his parents. IndeedI

stage. know nothing that gives a better augury for his future. If

I dare say many of you are accustomed to think of the God has spared oneor both of them to you, be thankful for

early bistory of the Jewish nation as exceedingly unsettled the privilege of doing anything to makethem happy, and to

and tumultuous. At least, most people do. There is so lessen the cares of advancing age. Give them abundant

much told us of war and conflict that we are ready to sup proof of your affection and respect. Study their wishes at

pose there was hardly anything else.. Quite a mistake. every point. Gladden their heartsat every opportunity.

Who is it that said “Happy is the nation that has no Avoid every word and act that will grieve them . Never

history ” ? have occasion to feel that you have turned one hair grey.

Quiet and peaceful years do not yield matter for the his William ! if you didn't write a letter home last week, fill two

torian , sheets to -night before you go to bed. I call that fellow " a

During the four centuries that the Judges ruled Israel, choice young man,” who never gives his father or mother

there were at least 300 years of contentmentand peace. At an anxious care, but strives in everything to be obedient to

last, however, the clouds began to gather. Difficulty and
their wish ,

trouble arose. Then Samuel appeared upon the scene. A III. I hasten to point to the modesty of young Saul. I am

holy and wise man of God, he reorganised the nation and not going to make any invidious remarks about little men,

better days returned. But this was not to last long. In though they are generally said to be the most self-asserting

course of time he grew old, and handed over the Judgeship and conceited ; because, if this be a rule, there is many, a

to his sons. They proved unworthy of the trust. The noble exception to it ; but the diffidence of this youth is the

people became discontented, and looking upon the heathen more noticeable in view of his commanding stature. When

monarchies around them, made up their minds that they Samuel intimated to himn the high destiny to which he was
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called , how did he take it ? Why, he shrank from it, as too But what I want to point out is that he was not an irreligious

insignificant a person for such a post. “ Am not I a Ben He was neither an infidel, nor an idolater, nor a pro

jemite," said he, " of the smallest of the tribes of Israel ? And fligate . He was neither an Abab nor a Manasseh. In his

my family the least of all the families of the tribe of Benja early life he was one who at least feared God.

min ?
Wherefore, then, speakest thou so to me ?” And For, later on , we find the Lord saying to Samuelregarding

when, subsequent to this, the prophet was about to present him, “ He is turnedback from followicg Me,” which implies

him to the people at Mizpah , he was not to be found ; they that at one time he did, iu a measure, follow the Lord. In the

searched everywhere, but hehad so effectually concealed him. tenth chapter we find the prophet saying to him , “ God is

self, that, till the Lord revealed his lurking-place , they could with thee," and we are told that “God gave him another

not get him . He was “ hid among the stuff.” And you may heart ," and that " the Spirit of God came upon him ." I don't

remember that when , some years after this, his character had say that this necessarily means that he was born again ;

sadly changed for the worse, and Samuel had occasion to re there may be a difference, a very important difference, be

prove him for his disobedience to Göd's word, the prophet tween “ another heart " and a new heart," and " the spirit of

used this language : - “ When thou wast little in thine own God ” may here signify nothing more than a miraculous pro

sight, wast hou not made the head of the tribes of Israel ? ” phetic atiatus. Still, what I say is , that, as a youngman,be

So it is clear he was of a retiring and unassuming disposition. was wellaffected towards religion ; he was a worshipper of
He did not push hi mself to the front. There was no conceit the one true God.

about him. Now, if you join all these things together, his pleasingand

Modesty is always attractive ; even though, like Saul's , it noble person, his respectful demeanour towards his father

amounts to a little shyness. In a self-advertising age like his modesty, his generous and affectionate disposition, and

this, it may be somewhat rare ; but, none the less, in the his religious impressiveness, you will not wonder very much

long run, does it command respect. at the epithet given to him in our text, as “ a choice young

Don't tell me that a man could call forth such demonstra man. "

tion of sorrow , if there hadnot been something truly lovable Yetwith all this, how painfully unsatisfactory the record

in him. However strange he may have been at times, when of his life. What a contrast between him and his successor ,

an attack of mental disease was upon him, he had a heart to who couldsay, “ I have set theLordalways beforeme ! " I fear

love ; and we are informed in so many words that " he loved that, for all the excellences I have named his life was given

David greatly." to self ; it was not dominated by godly principle, and there.

Moreover, on more than one occasion , he showed a mag fore , as I said at the outset, was an egregious failure.

nanimous and generous spirit ; as , for example, when at his We do not think of him with pleasure. We should

anointing certain wickedmenof Gibeah refused allegiance to never point to him as an example. You may have all the

him , and despised him , bringing him no presents,” and good points that Saul had, and yet the Lord may say to you,

shouting, How shall this man save us ? ” he evinced no “ Thou art weighed in the balances, and art found wanting."

resentment, but acted as though he heard them not ; and There is aterrible want of completeness about this man's life,

when, subsequently, after his victory over the Ammorites, and it is to be feared, there are too many young men in

the people wished to have the rebels put to death, Saul would London who are just like him.

not permit any such thing to be done. When we consider “ Choice young men ,” after a sort, with many a good thing

the times in which he lived, this clemency spoke volumes for to recommend them , popular in society, outwardlywell con

his goodness of heart. Oh, one delights to see a young man ducted and respectable ; and yet, wemust say to them, as

possessed of the finer feelings of humanity, warm -hearted and did Jesus to a youth whom He interviewed on the coasts of

sympathetic, capable of loving a friend, and forgiving a foe. Judea, “ One thing thou lackest."

IV. There can be no doubt that Saul possessed a generous

and affectionate nature.

If he had a sound head upon his shoulders, hehad also a

warm heart within his breast. He was a man of sympathy

and feeling ; as I can easily show you. Had it been other

wise , he never could have secured, as he did , the warm
The Coming of His Feet.

attachment of Samnel, and the passionate, almost womanly,

love of David . N

noon ,

symbol of an affection that never cooled. Even when Saul In the amber glory ofthe day's retreat,

did wrong in sparing the Amalekite king , the prophet yearned In the midnight, robed in darkness,orthe gleaming of the

over him ; we are told that he mourned and cried a whole moon,

night ; and at his dethronement, Samuel's grief was so exces I listenfor the coming of His feet.

sive , that the Lord chid him for it.

Then, you know how bitterly David lamented him . I have heard His weary footsteps on the sands of Galilee,

Coupling him with his son, he uttered over him one of the On the temple's marble pavement, on the street,

most beautiful and pathetic wails in which sorrow was ever Worn with weight of sorrow , faltering up the slopes

clothed : - “ Saul and Jonathan were lovely and pleasant in

The kiss which Samuelgave him at his anointing, was the TNthecrimson of the morning,in the whitenes of tbe

of

Calvary,

their lives, and in their death they were not divided." With The sorrow of the coming of His feet.

what tender interest, standing a few months ago at the foot

of Mount Gilboa, did I recall the words of the warrior king,
Down the minster-aisles of splendour, from betwist the

cherubim ,
as, in the paroxysm of his grief, he cried, “ Ye mountains of

Gilboa, let there be no dew , neither let there be rain upon
Through the wondering throng, with motion strong and

you, nor fields of offerings ; for there the shield of themighty
fleet,

is vilely cast away, the shield of Saul, as though he had not SoundsHis victor tread , approaching with a music far and

been anointed with oil.” dim

V. There is a fifth and last point to which for a moment I The music of the coming of His feet.

must advert. Saul was well disposed towards religion. I am

not going to offer an opinion upon the question whether he
Sandaled not with shoon of silver, girdled not with woven

wasa saved man. Heaven forbid that I should limit the gold ,

For aught I know , he found mercy, and is Weighted not with shimmering gems and odours sweet,

now amid the hosts of the redeemed. But white-winged and shod with glory in theTabor-light of

But we know he did much to grieve the Holy Spirit.
old

There were elements of character about him that seemed very The glory of the coming of His feet.

inconsistent with a gracious state. He had a fierce temper,
He is coming, O my spirit ! with His everlasting peace,

which completely got the better of him. He was stubborn With Hisblessedness immortal and complete.

and self-willed, jealous and impatient, and, withal, darkly
He is coming,O my spirit ! andHis coming brings release.

superstitious. So that Divine grace, if it was there, had
I listen for the coming of His feet.

much to contend with . LYMAN WHITNJY ALLEN.

grace of God.
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On the Pacific.

one vast

Unity: Earthbornor Heavenborn ?

L

IVE very near to Christ, and we have a Heaven - born UR meetings at Fairbury , Nebraska, were very largely

,

" Church of Christ, so called , and we may be full of earthly to God . Fairbury is a town of eighteen hundred people , founded

unity only.
The apJstles had a great " apostolic union ”

in 1870 by sixteen English people from Norfolk and London .

when they all “ forsook Him and fled ” from His wounded, Then there was not a house for twenty miles , not a town for

suffering side. thirty, nor a railroad. Now , there are several towns within ten

Theancient and early Father3 have some valuable remarks
miles , two railways running through , hundreds of good farms,

several churches and schools. Then , all was
on unity, uttered when the heathen around them, like the

prairie with not a tree to be seen , and now there are hundreds
Roman Catholics of our day,were boasting of heathen unity. of beautiful groves and orchards, flocks of sheep and cattle on

Celsus, the great opponent of Christianity, and who lived, he every hill , and prosperity buth temporal and spiritual . From

tells us, immediately after the apostles, almostintheir day, Fairbury wewent to preach at Steele City, six miles off. We

as he avers - Celsus reproaches the Christian Church in even held sixmeetings in two days, and over fifty rose as a manifes.

those early days with “ diversity of opinions,” and with tation of their desire to become Christians. This was a deep

exercisingevery one his private examination and giving his and unexpected work, which greatly rejoiced the hearts of

own private opinion.
the pastors there, We took leave of our good English

Origen, answering Celsus, never for a moment tries to take and American friends at Steele City and Fairbury, and took

Rome's ground of outward and visible union in appearance the train for San Francisco. We passed through open prairie

and words. Origen ridicules the unity of heathenism as a
land, where we saw groups of emigrants founding new towns,

which , doubtless, in a few years will be populous cities . We
unity of sleep and death, a unity of unbelief, a unity of blind arrived at Denver, Colorado, & large, beautiful, and pros

faith, a unity which is but a veil spread over a hundred perous city of seventythousand, more English than any city

differec: opinions. The divisions,so called , among Christians, I have yet seen in the United States , for the roads and

the early Fathers looked upon as the naturaland inevitable side walks are good, and the houses have higher fences

consequence of the right and duty of private judgment. “ I around them , and are much more substantially built . This

reply ,” says Origen, "that, instead of that being an argument place is seven thousand feet above the sea, has a very

against Christianity, this diversity justifies its excellence ; it dry climate, and is good for people with weak chests.

is the lot of all good and useful institutions to be submitted From Denver we proceeded by railway over the Rocky

to discussions, which lead to differences of opinion .”
Mountains .

Origen illustrates his assertion by what takes place in
The highest part reached by the little toy train as it

philosophy, in medicine, in all the sciences. “ It is in this
wound its way up the steep rocks and through the dark

canyons was 10,853 feet above the sea, through the snow ,
sense, ” he says in conclusion, “ that the saying of St. Paul

wefelt the coldup there, although in the valley below it was
strikes me as being admirable. " There must bealso heresies

1059 in the shadethe next day. We next passed over hundreds

among you, tha: they which are approved may be made of miles of dry, dusty desert , with not a house , or tree, or blade

manifest among you . Thus,” he says, • it is in medicine of grass to be seen, then ascended the Wasatch Range , and

and science."
came down into the lovely valley of Salt Lake City, filled with

“ When we receive money, ” says Chrysostom , " we always thousands of prosperous Mormon farms , the irrigating ditches

like to count it ourselves," and should we , in matters pertain looking like silver threads in this fertile valley , fortymiles long

ing to religion, accept blindly the opinions of other men ? ”
and twenty -four wide , surrounded by high mountains capped

with snow.
Even Cyprian, who was the first to plant the roots of

Romanism , admits that in a difficulty we must always (“ if
We stayed at Salt Lake City fourteen hours, saw the Mor.

mon Assembly Hall, which holds about one thousand six
the water in a river fails” ) “ trace the truth to the spot where

hundred people. The Tabernacle is about as large as Mr.
it first originated.” It is seldom noticed that Cyprian was a Spurgeon's, only with one gallery. The guide said it seated

junior when they chose him to be an “ elder ," and he upset ten thousand people, but that was a Mormon story , I know. The

his fellow -passengersand left them all in ditches. temple is not finished, but, when it is , it will be somewhat like

Earnest Protestants have a great deal of Christian unity a rather small cathedral. Fort Douglas overlooks the city, and

among them , and the lovers of the Lord agree marvellously is garrisoned by eight hundred United States soldiers and

in essentials ; and when they meet alone, and in a loving, artillerymen. Their presence is needed to protect the

simple way, it is wondrous how the various points of differ " Gentiles, " as the non-Mormonsare called . There are flourish .

ence sinkto the bottom, and their eyes all rise in love and
ing Presbyterian , Methodist , and Baptistchurches and schools

adoration to Christ. there,and many people who were deluded by the Mormon lies

The loadstone of love that binds the Christian's heart to
have left them and their polygamy and joined the entile

churches ; so that one-third of the city is non -Mormon , I con.
Christ is so strong that Christ can allow His true lovers great

versed with a number ofMormons ,and found that in every case
liberty of privatejudgment and private interpretation, and they had been brought from London, and were very low and

this liberty is a proof of power, not weakness. The chain ignorant . The men looked cunning and deceitful, and the

that bindssouls to a mere church, or mere denomination , or women either sad or wicked. We left Salt Lake City, and came

mere ritual, requires to be very short and very strong. Liberty on to Ogden , another Mormon city , where we changed on to

is impossible in such a case , because there is no loadstone the Central Pacific Railway ; and, after a dry, dusty, dreary

attraction, no Holy Spirit's power, and liberty is dangerous. ride of two more days and nights across deserts which would

A tiger chained can be shown to be a tame, respectable friend , rival the Soudan for heat and drought, we crossed the Sierra

well fed and kept ; but God does not chain His own sons and
Nevadas and came down into the delightful slopes of fertile

daughters. He gives them wondrous liberty of individual
California, through the pretty, well-shaded city of Sacramento,
to San Francisco, the city of prodigal sons. Here we held four

thought, speech, and action, and they often appearboth meetings at noon in the Young Men's Christian Association,
unkind and unruly ; but the heart is right, the Holy Spirit

two hundred men being present, and two meetings at the

is there, and although unseemly conduct often appears, yet Mission Hall, corner of Third and Howard Streets, two hundred

the loadstone of Christ's love brings them to their Saviour's and fifty being present.

feet very soon again, and penitence, humility, love, and gentle . We also visited Chinatown, and saw four joss houses, one

ness are steadily operating upon all of them . Still, schooling opium den, three Christian missions and Chinese stores . The

is needed , and bitter tears are often shed ; yetthey are one missions were, of course , most interesting to us. We saw be

and all slowly, steadily learning, suffering, falling, rising ;
tween one and two hundred Chinamen in each mission house

and low, mean jealousies, angry thoughts of pride, are in
diligently learning English , and heard two sermons in Chinese

God's garden being every day dug out of the hearts and souls
and one in English. We visited the homes of several Christian

of His beloved ones. There is deep love in the hearts of
Chinese, and were delighted with the cleanness of their apart

ments and the earnestness of their religion . There are thirty
them all towards Christ. The Holy Ghost has made every

five thousand Chinese in San Francisco, one thousand of whom

one of them a temple, and the family unity is far, far greater are Christians.

than the world sees ; but, oh, would to God it did appear to We made many friends in San Francisco, and wished we

the world more !
could have stayed longer with them .

GORDON FORLONG. E. J. PARKER AND J. T. MATEER.

Bulls Town, New Zealand . Ss. " Mariposa , " Pacific Ocean.
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Moslems and Druses.

THE

THE Directoress of the British Syrian Schools and Bible

Mission sends the following sketch of Sunday school work

in Boyrout :-After an absence of seven months' furlough in

England, the Lord has graciously permitted me to return to

Hiswork in this distant corner of the great harvest field . I

can only bless and praise Him for this token of His love in

enabling me once moreto go in and out amongst the classes ,

and strive to say a wordhere and there of help and comfort to

these poor Moslem and Druse women , and the many little

children gathered in Sunday after Sunday to hear of Jesus and

His love.

Some of our old scholars, over seventy, have learned to sing

two or three hymne . Time and tune we will say nothing

about ; but , if you could see and hear them , we believe you

would say, “ Surely these feeble notes will enter into the ears of

the Lord of Sabaoth . " " Just as I am ” and “ Rock of Ages

they never tire of. They tell us the sweet verses come back to

them over and over again in their work, or when they are

begging by the wayside, as some of them do when they are in

sorrow and want, grieving for the loss of their husbands, who

have been carried off to the army, and their wives and little ones

left without any means of subsistence .

Time Urgent.

Tidings are abroad which show us we must be up and doing ,

for wo know not how soon our working time in Syria may be

over , We must remember Syria first sent its Gospel message

to the people of Britain, to tirn them from darkness to light,

and from the power of Satan unto God. These lands, now sunk

under the dominion of the darkened influence of a veiled

Christianity, are stretching out their hands and imploring help

from England, that they may recover their long-lost knowledge

of the blessed Gospel .

Sunday after Sunday we have from two hundred to two

hundred and fifty immorta) souls within our Engannon Schools

to listen to the invitation , “ Myson, My daughter, give Me

thine heart . " Our responsibility is great , if we would be free

from the blood of these precious never dying souls. One poor

woman said the other day in class, “ When I was at the oven ,

baking my bread , I said to the Lord, '01 my Father, feed my

soul with the Bread of Life .' " The women in Mesaada's class

are most attentive , and seem really to drink in the words they

hear. Many of them , as far as appearances go, seem on the

very verge of eternity. In this school may be seen the blind,

the deat, the crippled, the diseased ; the little one of a month

old ; the child of tender years, the maiden in her teens ; the

grandmother and the grandchild on the same bench side by

side. A novel sight truly ! Butwemust go beyond the novel,

and say to ourselves — These souls, every one of them, must live

for ever. Where ? We cannot shirk that question, dear fellow

workers in the Master's vineyard . Where will they spend

eternity ?

From House to Youse.

Every Sunday afternoon one of the teachers joins me in a

round of home visitation, with the view of following up the

Gospel message our scholars have heard.

One poor woman told us her husband beat her every Sunday ;

but the words she heard in class made her so happy she did

not mind the beating. Another said she came to class very

hungry ; but during the lesson , she heard Jesus was hungry too,

when on earth, and the words were so good, she forgot she was

hungry. Another will say she has quarrelled withher neigh

bour ; but she hears in class she has to forgive her enomies,so

she hurries home to make peace. Another will say, " I was

very unhappy whenI came to -day, my child was so ill ; but I

wanted comfort, so I came. My teacher told me Jesus could

curo him, I went home with light heart to tell my son all

about it . " Still anothercomes forward , and says, “My sins,

my sins ! They are big like the Lebanon . Will God forgive

me ? ” She is told, " The blood of Jesus Christ His Son

cleanseth from all sin ," She learns the words by heart, and

takes comfort. And so, from the lips ' of one and another, we

find the Gospel message has gone home.

Nubians and Little Ones.

The women in Katrine's class must not be overlooked ; some

of them , being younger than Mesaada's, are of a decidedly

more lively turn of mind. Many of them she has taught to

read. Their singing, too, is rather deafening ; still one can

only be thankful that they do read and sing , and listen quietly

to God's Holy Word .

Our dear old black Nubians must not be forgotten. This is

& most hopeful class , and we can point to more than one who

has been found by the Good Shepherd , and carried home on

His shoulders rejoicing.

The lambs of the fold must not be left out. Our numbers

have increased so lately that we have had to separate the

boys from the girls , so forming another class under & good

teacher from the Training Institution. The boy8 number thirty.

eight already, varying in age from eight to twelve years. They

seem fond of their teacher and attend regularly ; considering

themselves big boys now that they have a teacher and room to
themselves.

The Children's Love.

Sometimes we have over ahundred children, and many sweet

hymns they can sing, and repeat as many texts. Their

answers when questioned are often very funny. A Sunday or

two ago I asked what they would do for Jesus, who had done

so much for them ? One child said she would pray for Him,

another said she would give Him some sugar cane, another

would give Him a new Tarboush. One quaint little morsel said

she would like to see Him first, then she would know what

He wanted . Then comes the question, “ How much do you

love Him ? ” Answers— “ As big as the sea ,” “ As high as the

mountains,"," " Like I love my father, " " More than the sands,"
and so on.

In visiting their homes, we find from the parents the lessons

learned in Sunday school are most carefully repeated at

home.

Many of these poor women and little children come a very

long way - through rain and under a burning sun, it matters

not. Our numbers keep up well from the time we open in

October till we close in July. Last school- year showed a total

attendance of six thousand five hundred and forty -five . Surely

we may thank God for bringing this number together, and

ask Him to save many amongst them . (Psa. cxxvi. 3-6 .)
M , M.

The Christian Community.

THE one hundred and fourteenth annual report of this old

of the various agencies in operation for the good of the lowest

classes amongstwhom its members labour.

The work consists of the Memorial Hall, Bethnal Green, its

headquarters, where ( an excellent work has been carried on,

both on the Lord's Day and week evenings. Here is situated

the Bethnal Green Free Library, now under royal patronage,

where thirty thousand readers have been in attendance during

the past year, and where there are thirty thousand volumes on

the shelves.

In the workhouse branch ten workhouses and three casual

wards are under visitation , where twelve thousand poor people

are located, visited , instructed, and comforted with the truths

of religion, with many tokens of success.

Lodging-house branch : about thirty houses are under visita

tion,and services held in the kitchens with much acceptance

amongstthe poor homeless people who resort to them . The

Thrawl StreetMission Hall is in the centre of these houses, and

is constantly open for tbeir instruction and benefit, and where

every, agency is carried on. Notably during the past winter

this hall was open all night to shelter the outcast who were

found in the streets entirely destitute . About onehundredand

fifty were gathered in each night, and in the early morning,

breakfast was given them ,and a religious service was held

amongst them, to which they were very attentive, and much

good wastheresult.Agreatdealof otherhelpwas given, and

altogether bythe breakfasts, soup suppers, and teas, about

twenty thousand free meals were giventomeetthewantcaused

bythe great depression of last winter.

Twelve open -air stationswere occupied in suitable localities,

wherofivehundredormore successful services were held and

tens of thousandsof street idlers and other neglectorsof God's

house heard the Gospel gladly.

Nearly twohundred thousand tracts were distributed, and

gratefully accepted by mostof the people.

Several newMission Halls have been taken up

year, onoin Old Street, justopposite the Hall of Science, where

Mr.Bradlaughandhis friends propagatetheir tenets; here:

good work has been carried on asa standing protest against

that centre of evil .

In a brief notice of this kind it is impossible to give any

adequate idea ofthe work done by the society ; for this the

report must be read itself, a copy of which will be sent to

any applicant interested in such efforts by the Secretary,

JamesAtkinson, 10, Enfield RoadSouth, Kingsland, N.

during the
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The Bible and Gospel Van . Mr. Moody and the Students.

de lhe

1 THE Record of Christian Work says that one of the notable

deeply interested in Bible curriage 'work , I rejoice to

give outside and independent testimony to the great value of

what I believe to be one of the best ways ( if not the very best)

of reaching the masses, in the spread of the glorious Gospel of

the grace of God .

I had somuch joy in having fellowship in this grand worklast

yeur with Messrs. Wharton and Weaver, that I gladly seized the

first opportunity of joining them for the greater part of this

season, which , on the whole, was more deeply interesting than

anything I had before witnessed, especially in the Potteries

district, where no mere words could describe it . At Burslem

and Tunstall, as at other places, large crowds assembled round

the van each evening longbefore thehour named for preaching

the Gospel from the platform , and many heard the Gospel for

the first time who never enter any place of worship . The eager

desire to hear wasmost marked, and the subsequent anxiety to

purchase Bibles, Testaments, and well-assorted Gospelbooks at

low prices was very remarkable, which was still more so at

Hanley, where the rush at times was so great that the demand

could only be satisfied through the kind assistance of Christian

friends helping. It was no uncommon thing to see upwards of

one thousand people standing round the van,closely packed,

listening attentively to the Word preached. Many people in

the several towns gave public testimony that they had received

blessing, and the leave -taking was often most affecting.

I heartily commend this work to the prayers and sympathy

of the Lord's people. Any Christians desirous of knowing

next spring where the van may be located, and of its future

movements, could ascertain by communicating with P. Moir

be, Esq. , Mersey Bank, Fielding Park, Didsbury, near Man
chester.

WM. PERROTT.

Stockport, Sept. 27th , 1886.

Moody at Mt. Hermon, in July last, and one that willdoubtless

make that gathering a memorable one in the annals of the

churches, was the fact that so many young mendecided to

give themselves to the work of foreign missions. While only

twenty -one had made that decision before they came to the

Conference, nearly one-third of the two hundred and fifty had

so decided beforethey bade good-bye to Mr. Moody on the last

day of the Conference.

No doubt could such a Cɔnference be held in Chicago , in con.

nection with the Training School, which it is hoped Mr. Moody

will open soon for all city and country missions, and all

who are preparing for such work , and others interested in it,

there would be as a result & greater amount of consecrated

talent called into all home missionary work. The facts clearly

show that we are not keeping up in our evangelistic efforts

with the growth of our country. More labourers are needed in

every branch of Christian effort.

May it not be that God has raised up Mr. Moody for this very

time ? A man who magnifies the Bible. Its study is his chief

occupation . Men cannot come in contact with him without

feeling that he is a man of one book, and that book the Word

of God. All his work is for the one Master, whom all Christians

love, and the results always come in large ingatherings to the

churches . He is loyal to Christ and His Church : hence all his

labour is for the upbuilding of true churches,

ONE

The Prayer Meeting.

NE of our American contemporaries put the importance

Workers at the Strangers' Rest.

E enjoyed a pleasant and profitable evening on Friday

for the monthly workers' meeting .

Mr. H. D. BROWN presided, and briefly introduced the pro

ceedings by reading à portion of the Word, and commenting

thereupon .

Mr. J. Theo. ISAACS (Secretary) then gave some account of the

glorious work carried on amongst the sailors and strangers fre

quenting the Highway. With regard to the " Rest,” he said that

it was open, and services were conducted every day of the week,

all the year round, from four o'clock right on till ten or eleven.

Of late the work amongs: the children has been much laid on

the heart of the workers, and not least the night school for boys

and girls. Knowing the scenes by which the children are daily

surrounded, and the life in all probability before them if left

unhelped, they are intensely anxious to extend the work. With

this view more room is required, and it is in contemplation , if

the means be forthcoming, to take another house specially for

the children. To start this about one hundred pounds are

wanted ; also some additional workers. Others may help by

making bags, supplying literature, and so forth .

The longer he was engaged amongst the sailors the more

deeply he felt impressed with the thought that it is a means of

evangelizing the world—for men from all nations hearing the

Gospel here carry it to all lands.

A sailor who was led to the Lord at the Rest, two years ago,

gave a touching testimony to the power of God .

Mr. JACKSON cheered the hearts of all present, by telling of a

sailor saved at the Rest some years ago, and now serving the

Lord in India .

Mr. H. D. BROWN gave an incident of the conversion of a

young sailor through the means of a simple text card.

Mr. BLAUNN told how the Lord has been giving blessing at

the Welcome Home, and particularly in the " Praying Fo'csle,"

where scarcely a night passes without some being converted.

Mr. W. GROVE told how, in preaching on the North Wall,

Dublin , he found some sailors working amongst their comrades,

and they told him how they had been led to the Saviour at the

Strangers' Rest,Ratcliff Highway.

Rev. E. H. HOPKINS briefly narrated his own conversion

through the means of a godly coastguardsman - hence he loved

sailors and work amongst them . He then proceeded to give an

address on The Secret of Success in Service ; its Conditions,"

which we give on page662.

The meeting concluded with brief testimonies and prayer.

and value of the prayer meeting in this striking way:

“ I have an important engagement for thatevening, and cannot

set it aside," said a prominent business man recently to another
who was arranging some meetings for the week. si What is it ,

may I ask ? " said his friend, " that you place it above this

business , which promises such advantage to us ? "
“ It is our

weekly church prayer meeting, was the reply . “ On ! ” said

the other in a tone that sounded like a sneer, “ is thatall ? "

And yet the latter as well as the first speaker was a professing

Christian . He went occasionally to the prayer meeting

when it was convenient for him and no business engagement

interfered . The other went regularly , and was careful to make

no engagement that would hinder his going . He prized the

prayer meeting as an instrumentality for spiritualprofit both to
himself and to others.

These are two representative men to be found in every

church . One is a pillar in the house of God , a comfort to his

brethren , an example to the young, a support to his pastor, a

light in the world . Which of the two are you ?

Mr. Aitken in Broughton - in -Furness.

A

MISSION is being held in the small town or village of

Broughton -in - Furness by Revs. W. Hay Aitken and James

Stephens. Thesuccess ofthe mission during the first week

has been truly remarkable for so small a population, the church,

which holds five hundred, being nearly crowded every week-day

evening, and very full indeed the first two Sundays. The interest

felt is practically universal, allclasses havingcome forward

with the utmost goodwill and cordiality ; as many as are need

ful offer to help, and all to receive the proffered blessing.

There has been from the beginning a steadyinterest in meet

ings and services of every kind ; in Mr. Aitken's daily mission

services in the parish church, and his daily morning ministra

tions on the higher Christian life , in Mr. Stephens' winning

addresses to childrenand young people, and in his services in

a barn in Dunnerdale, asomewhatremote part of the parish ;

and in Mrs. Crouch's fervent daily addresses to women in the

Town Hall . Special addresses have also been delivered at both

Foxfield and Broughton Railway Stations . All these meetings,

six , seven, or eight in a day, are being blessed and prosperedto

anextentwhich cannot but be acknowledged even by the un

willing, if there are such.

F. A , M.

Texas.In this distant state a Gospel tent has been doing

good service,
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES. HOME GLEANINGS.

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS Latymer Road Mission .

Testimony from Visitors.
and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

N the thickly-populated neighbour
President - Gen , Bir A. J. LAWRENCE, K.C.B.

dit MA

ANY letters have reached the Mise

Hole object of the Society to spread the saving
sion to Deep Sea Fishermen from

knowledge of Christ among our soldiers. Contri. needless to say there are multitudes of voluntary evangelists who have been

butions will be thankfully received by the children who swarm the streets. During working in the mission vessels during the

Treasurer , V. G. M. HOLT, Esq .,17, Whitehall the summer this is all very well, as far month. Here, for example, are a len

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH . Hon .Sec.; or by

the Secretary , Mr. W. A. BLAKE, at the offices, as their comfort is concerned , but when
typical extracts from a letter written by4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.C. the cold , damp weather sets in the Mr. George J. Ingram , and dated from

streets are, to say the least, not inviting.
the Cholmondeley ,with the Short BlueAGED PILGRIMS' FRIEND It is well known, however, that many poor Fleet :

SOCIETY.-Instituted 1807. For giving Life children, under pitiable circumstances, “ Although the weather has been some.
Pensions to the Lord's aged peor of both sexes

are forced to spend their evenings thus ,and all Protestant evangelical denominations.
what against us, on account of fog, yet

1.119 pensioners on the books, 180 being inmates exposed not only to cold and hunger, but, we have been enabled when fine to boli
of the four Homes. Experditure in pensions alas, to evils which so often lead to crime

many services, besides individual conupwards of £ 7,000 per annum Fresh help much and ruin . For such cases the Latymer

needed . Secretary - J. E. BAZELTON . versations. Last Sunday was beautifully
Road Mission Rooms are thrown open

Office - 83 , Finsbury Pavement, London , E.C.
fine, and we held two meetings, one in

every evening, and hundreds of poor, ill.
the morning and the other in the afterBIBLE AND COLPORTAGE clad children obtain , not merely shelter, noon , each of three hours' duration. The

SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
but healthful recreation in various forms . Admiral was with us, and God's Holy

An undenominational society with agents in A room is set apart for working men,

all parts of Ireland .
Spirit manifestly. We had grand meetCarefully selected and

trained colporteurs are spreading the knowledge provided with library, daily papers, &c. , ings . Two great rough skippers gare
of Jesus by the living voice and the printed page.

while many other agencies are in con their hearts to the Lord, and stood up
Ther have access to the people everywhere. A stant and active operation . Funds, we

contribution of £40 will secure 8 colportent for a deciding there and then for Christ. The

regret to hear, are greatly needed, alsoyear in any part of Ireland . Several additional
sight was one I shall never forget, andcolporteurs have been recently appointed . gifts of left- off clothing .-- Aulay Macau
was quite unprecedented in my Christian

Funds greatly needed . lay, Hon . Secretary, Latymer Road experience. . . The Edward Auris
Secretaries, Rev. H. M. WILLIAMSON.B elfest Mission , Blechynden Street, Notting

and Rev. JOHN ELLIOTT, Armagh , by whom
joined us, and on Monday (yesterday) #8

contributions will be gratefully received ; or Hill, W.
held a meeting on board that vessel, etthey may be paid at the effice of this paper.
which a large number were present.

Home for the Reception of Men A Welcome Home Incident. If some of the Lord's people could only

be here and see what the mission shipe

and Women belonging to the Pas

moshelter

Yonng

Women

(other

are doing, there would, I am sure,

respectable classes,
cliff Highway, last Friday evening, no lack of funds for this truly blessei

we could not resist the pleasure of dropwho, being in the last stages of illness, are in
work ,"

eligible for general hospitals, and whose home ping in for a few moments. We found Miss
circumstances do not allow of proper treatment

Child busy with a poor sailor - type ofand nursing. Cancer cages not received . Terms many–who that morning had been
varv. Two or three vacancies at present.

Apply to Miss DAVIDSON paid off from a thirteen months' voyage, Won't the Old Woman be Glad ?

133. Mildmay Road , N. and now , within eight hours , found him
NE of the Thames

self penniless, having been robbed , he

HELP URGENTLY NEEDED knew not how, of his £50 and bis kit.
cident :

towards erect on of Iron Room in which to con
Laid hold of by the sharks, tempted to

“ Will you please accept this tract, sir ? *tinue Gospel work carried on here the past
take a glass , his drink drugged, and his

eleven years (see Word and Work, Bept, 2nd) . I said to & man who had the 41

GEO. GILLINGHAM, Ivy Hatch . money gone , where he could not tell .
pearance o fa seaman , and who was pass.

Happily a cabman, who picked him up,near Sevenoaks.
ing by where we were having an outdoor

drove him to the Welcome Home, where
service. “ I don't want your tract !” thehe will be taken care of.

HE
ANCHORAGE

, little glimpseof the work Miss Child has
It is a pitiful

man replied, “ I'm a Churchman, I am ."

HEBREW8 vi. 19. constantly on hand, though , she says, " I suppose by that you mean you are &

momber ofthe Church of England ?" I said.such cases are by no means so frequent
wise respectable ) lately Fallen into

“ Yes ," said he, “ I am . ” “ So am I , "
as they formerly were . The generalworkSin. I
at the Welcome Home goeson delight

FOR rules of admission to theAnchorage “ Yes ,” I said, " I am a Churchman, and
House , and for particulars of its work , and for fully, though more helpers would be

was so a long time before I became a
TRAINED BERVANTA ready to go out to situa

gratefully received. Down in the Fo'c'sle
Christian ; and it was not until after mytions, apply 'by letter only ) to Mrs. H. BTUART God seems pleased to bless these hearty

WORTLEY , Rosslyn Honse, Grove End Road , conversion that I became a true Churcb.
N.W. , London ; and to whom, or to workers continually, and every night, it is

any member man, and could say from my heart theof committee, subscriptions may be sent, or to believed , some sailors are won to Christ.

Apostles' Creed, and enjoy the beautifdEltor, Word and Work .
At the docks, and amongst the soldiers

prayers of our Church service. " " Well."
at the Tower, the work goes on . Will our

NORTH . WEST he said , “ I never before heard of a ChurchLONDON friends also remember that , in view of the

man preaching out of doors. Here, gireEVANGELISTIC CHOIR. grievous destitution prevailing, Miss
me the tract ; I'll read it.” Just thenPresident - JOHN CHAMBERS , EFQ. Child is anxious to recommence her soup

I was called upon to address the pec[d
The above Choir having now resumed work

suppers to starying men ?for the winter will be happy to assist at any
that had gathered around us, and knor

special (or ordinary ) evangelistic meetings, par
ing that there was at least one Church

ticularly in the N. or N. w. districts . South Shields .-A new Sailors' man listening, I took formy subject Foru
ENGAGEMENTS.

Institute has been opened here .
that I felt sure many were familiar with,Oct. 9th . - Monthly practice and business

mreting at Leighton Hall at 7 p.m. instead of ChangedMen . - Skipper White, of and which we can find written on the
6.30 p.m. as heretofore .

the Cholmondeley (M.D.S.F.), writes : walls of all our churches - I mean the Ico
Oct. 11th to 24th . - Exeter Hall , week evenings At our meeting yesterday I heard the Commandments.

at 8. Bundays at 7.

Oct. 28th to 31st.–Lyndhurst Foad Church , glad news that two more men had decided After the service was

Hampstead . for God . I hear that one skipper has a spoke to our friend the Churchman, ani

Nov. 11th .- " The Rest ” Mission Room , Word prayer meeting every night since he was asked him if he wouldn't trust Jesus .

Green , N.
on board the mission ship. That skipper “ Yes, that I will," he exclaimed . " Jy

All applications for the services of the Choir,

or for Membership . to be addressed to the Hon . has been one of the roughest I have wife is a Christian and a member of a

Sec., Mr. John Bateman .
known, but,thank God , he is a changed church at Harwich, and she has a trac

72 , Twisden Road , Highgate Road , N.w. man. Another cannot read, but he has district that she visits once aweek : 29.

WONDERFUL WORDS OF LIFE. one of the crew to read the Bible ; then both she and my children are total

A Mannal for Flower Missions. Compiled by they sing hymns, and the skipper offers abstainers, and althoughshe didn't ble
Mrs. EDMUND ASHBY . Cloth , 1s.

up a prayer before they turn in . If you it , I always wouid have& cask of beer :D
“ The cry of the needy and the succour of the had asked those men a short time back the house , for my own use.

But pleasemighty to save are beautifully placed side by
side." - The Christian .

to sing a hymn with you they would have God, when I get home, the firstthing I

told you they had notime for such doings, do will beto give that a lift out into the
LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co ,

but where Jesus reigns there is room and street . And won't the oldwoman be
48, PATERNOSTER ROW, F...

time to sing His praises.
glad ; she often prayed for me."

over I 258it
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY . - Help

is veryurgentlyneeded to meet the heavy ex

penses involved in conducting the various evan.

gelistic agencies of this society; and especially

to assist in meeting the terrible distress so

prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive

help in any form. JAS. ATKINSON , Secretary,

10 , Enfield Road South , Kingsland, N.
17

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS,

Vine Street, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.

President, the Rt. Hon.the Earl ofAberdeen, K.G.

This Institution benefits temporally and spiri

tually the poorest of the poor, upwards of 3.003

men ,women ,and children being assisted weekly.

£4,000 a year must be raised by Voluntary
Contributions to maintain the Work.

Treasurer - W . A. BEVAN . Esq .54,Lombard St.

Secretary , Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT.

GEORGE YARD RAGGED

SCHOOLS AND MISSION

Whitechapel, E.

The Infant DayNursery opens at 7.30 a.m.

The DayRagged Schools, morning at 9 , after

noon at 2 o'clock . Sunday Schools , morning,

afternoon , and evening. Rough Boys' Classes at

8, on Moudays and Wednesdays. Boys at work

in the Industrial Classes on Mondays, Wednes

days, and Fridays, at 12.30 p.m. Mothers' Meet .
ings on Tuesdays at 3 and 6 p.m. Mission to

Inebriate Women at 3 p.m. on Thursdays.

Temperance Meetings on Mondays at 8.15 p.m.

Evangelistio Services at 7 on Sundays, and other

Agencies.

Friends are invited to visit the Institution any

day but Saturday .

Post Omce Orders should be made payable at
66 , High Street, Whitechapel, R. Letters and

Parcels should be addressed to GEORGE HOLLAND ,

The Ragged Schools , George Yard , High Street,
Whitechapel, London , E.

HOME MISSION NOTES

Rissinghurst, Kent . - A good work Y.M.C.A. Secretary. An ad .

has beenin progress amongst the hop mirable field of service for an energetic

pickers here. Christian is open at Hammersmith.

Hull. – A special mission during the The committee of the Y.M.C.A.

past month has been followed by many are anxious to find one who will take the

tokens for good .
place of secretary, & c. He would have

The Camp for poor boys at Llan rooms, gasand coal, with small additional

dudno has been a success ; over 250 boys salary. This branch is in & central

have enjoyed a visit .
position in a populous neighbourhood, and

Lurgan , Ireland.-The tent ser Affords good scope for usefulness among

vices here have been specially successful young men . We trust some suitable

during the last few weeks. worker may be led to fill this post .

King's Cross Theatre.-Mr. Z. B. Communications may be sent to the

Wofiendale has just held a series of Secretary, Wycombe House, Hammer.

special services inthis tbeatre. smith, W.

Scotch Fishermen . - The special Hon. Lionel Ashley has consented

work amongst the fishermen at Storno. to become President of the Lambeth

way has proved very encouraging. Ragged Schools in succession to his father.

Stewarton, N.B.-In connection Hon. Ion G. N. Keith Falconer,

with the Y.M.C.A, most interasting evan BO well known in connection with Mr.

gelistic services have been held here. Charrington's Mile End Mission , has

Mr. Herbert R. Francis has just beenappointed to the chair of Arabic at

concluded a special eight days' mission Cambridge.

in the “ Edinburgh Castle," Limehouse. Ragged Schools . - Winter plans

Surrey Grove Mission . - At the are now being earnestly considered, and

seventh anniversary ofthismission an the Ragged School Union is providing

encouraging reportwas presented of the various means for interesting and holding

work of the pastyear. the wayward youngsters, and not least

Principal Brown of Aberdeen , in the elder scholars .

his address at the Ryde conference of the Our Fishermen . - In view of the ap

Evangelical Alliance, said he considered proach of winter, the Mission to Deep Sea

scepticism a mental disease. Fishermen ask that all Christians should

Glasgow . - The Home Mission Union remember the trawlers tossing in storm

is pushing vigorously forward in evange
and cold on the North Sea. Now is the time

listic service . God has been pleased to to help the Mission to help the fishermen.

give great encouragement. The Copers . - Says a correspondent

Sandgate. - The special services at writing to theMission to Deep Sea Fisher

our old friend MissPapillon's Soldiers' men : - " Your work among the trawlers on

Institute have proved exceedingly encou
the Doggerbank is sending the copers to

raging.
the poor fishermen of the far North.

Artillery Lane. - Mrs. S. Finn and Your Mission must follow, and counter.

her helpers are still pushing forward in act this misfortuns resulting from its

the quiet but useful little mission just off
valuable work elsewhere. There

Bishopsgate.
15,532 fishing boats and vessels , and

Free Breakfasts . - About600 home. 102,134 souls connected therewith in

less poor are gathered every Sunday
Scotland. Already the Mission has been

morning in the People's Concert Hall, Jonsidering how the needs of the Scotch

Manchester. After bre akfast a simple
fishermen may be met .

Gospel service is held.
Tent Testimony.-To test what &

Edinburgh . - The Edinburgh and power the preaching of the Gospel had

Leith Children's Aid Society has opened a
been during the past three

months

shelter, in which , during the past year,
in the Bloomfield ,Avenue tent, Dublin,

125 children were received . The society & special tea meeting was given last

is doing a good work.
Tuesday evening to all who had been

Ireland.-Home mission work is attending them, and several hundreds

being vigorously pressed forward by the came. The tent having beentaken down,

Evangelization Committeeofthe Presby
the meeting was held in Merrion Hall ,

terian Church, and special meetings in
and opportunity given to converts to give

various parts have been much blessed. testimony, whena number spoke out of

the fulness of their hearts as to blessing

Nelson Street Ragged Schools received , especially through these services.

-It had been hoped thenew buildings. From what we have seen and heard , we

would be completed by now , but delay
believe these past months have been more

has occurred , and it will be the end of
signally owned of God than any previous

the year before they are finished ; mean .

while the school and mission is accom
ones, and it does seem a pity that there

are not more tent services in this coun

modated in a house close by, and the try, where so many Roman Catholics are

work pushed on vigorously.
found willing to enter them , thus hearing,

Mr. William Grove has been and many receiving, the engrafted Word

labouring for a month in Dublin , more which is able to save their souls.

lately atForest Gate, where fifteen days' J. L. D.

special mission in Bignold Hall has been Open -air Testimony.- A friend

much blessed, preaching on the Sundays writes from New Cross : A band of young

at Mildmay Conference Hall. He is now men has been formed who hold open - air

holding a series of evangelistic services services of about ten minutes each on

in Alexandra Hall , Blackheath . Sunday evenings, in a number of streets

Children's Self-denial.-- Enclos near our meeting hall . Last Sunday

ing a post -office order for 10s, came the fortnight & converted ex-convict was

other day the following note to an preaching, when four Danish sailors

Orphan Home: - The money we listened . So touched were they by the

send is the amount that we three sisters remembrance of the truth as heard in

have saved instead of having sugar in our their native land that they attended our

tea . That God's blessing may rest on you service, and the two elder ones found

and your large family is the prayer of- peace, while the other two were con

aro

THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

earnestly appeal for additional aid in support of

the 180 Ragged School Missions of the Metro.

polis. These buildings are planted in the poorest
districts , and are used for Sunday and Bible

Schools , Day and Infant Free Schools , Week

night Schools for Rough Lads and Girls, Indus

trial Classes, Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'

Meetings, Ragged Churches, Bands of Hope,

Crêches, and numerous other agencies for the

benefit of the poor children and their parente.
Much is also done in home visitation , in cloth

ing the ragged , and feeding the starving , an

country homes are provided for the weakly or
convalescent .

Contributions will be thankfullyreceived by

JOHN KIRK, Exeter Hall , London, W.O.

RESCUE SOCIETY. Established in 1853 ,

for the reformation of openly immoral women

and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

danger, supports Eight Homes capable of

receiving over two hundred inmates.

Fundsare earnestly solicited by the

Secretary , Mr. C. STUART THORPE,

79, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.

WELCOME HOME FOR SAILORS OF

ALL NATIONS , Ratcliff Highway, London , E.

-Gospel and Gospel Temperance Meetings every

night throughout the year. Visitors welcomed

any hour of the day . Communications to be

addressed Miss CHILD, 173, St. George's Street,

London , E.

“ A most fruitful and glorious work ."
SHAFTESBURY.

COUNTRY TOWNS MISSION ,

18, New Bridge Street, London , E.C.

For the past forty -nine years this Society has

sought to establish Missionaries in those places

where there is a lack of simple Gospel teaching .

The Committee earnestly ask those who knov

the darkness of many of our Country Districts

to strengthen their hands by increased help.

HARRY C. NISBET, Treasurer . GEORGE H ..

MAWER , Secretary .

now

ROSSLYN MISSION, Tolliagton 4all.

Hornsey Road, London . - Gospel Mission One

air and Children's Services , also Mothers' M10

ings are continuously held in connection with

above . Much is done in home visitation , feeding

the aged and hungry, supplying the temporal

Two SINCERR FRIENDS. victed of sin .

spiritual need of all within reach as far

as means permit. Fundsurgently needed .

Cheques and Postal Orders payable to

Hon . Supt., E. GARNET,

62, Crayford Road, Tufnell Park, London .
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The House of Rest.

1

M "

CISS MASON says, in her little Monthly :

Much might bewritten of what we have seen and heard

amongst those engaged in Christian work during their little

sojourn in the house at Eastbourne. We found almost every

centre of Christian activity represented, and many and various

were the experiences of the workers, but there was a uniformity

of testimony to the blessing a season of rest had been to each ,

andofthe impossibility ofobtaining such a boon without the

aid afforded by this mission, for is it not a mission in the truest

sense of the word to minister to the souls and bodies

of people who are themselves engaged in ministering to the

sick and dying, and in taking the glad tidings of salvation to

the lost ?

Prayer is frequently made for all who are engaged in Christian

work, but perhaps few realize what demandssuch work makes

upon the mindand body of the workers. One who writes to

return thanks for a happy time spent this summer in the House

of Rest says : “ I do so want your prayers. My Sunday even

ing work will be to go from house to house of the very poorest ,

and seek to win anentrance for the Master. Some of these are

rooms where the whole family herd together, and they are too

indifferent to care to attenda service of any kind. They will

not stir out of their miserable dwelling. We ask admission,

and then sing to them if allowed, then speak a word and close

with prayer. We often tremble aswe approach the door of a

room, but the Lord is with us, and I have often realized His

presence and power in these places as much as I did in the

holy , happy gatherings at Eastbourne.” Well may we pray

that these feeble women may “ be strong in the Lord, and in

the strength of His might." And while we do daily in our

supplications remember every worker that has at any time

been in the House, either at Kilburn or Eastbourne, we ask our

readers to remember in their prayers the House of Rest ; and

as the desire to help the work may come into the heart let it be

acted upon at once, whether the sum be small or great.

There are many amongst the followers of the Lord Jesus

Christ to whom He has granted the privilege of writing cheques

for large amounts. Wewould remind such that the last instal.

ment of £ 500 for the purchase of the Eastbourne house is not

yet madeup . We have a very earnestdesire to get this instal.

ment paid off as quickly as possible. The current expenses are

heavy and require a constant supply of ordinary subscriptions

and donations ; but this purchase fund needs a special effort,

which we trust our wealthy friends will not be slow to make.

Every Thursday night during the winter there is aGospelmeet

ing open to men as well as women. On the other evenings

classesare held for the rough girls and for children.

But MissSteer feels there is yet much - oh ! very much - to be

done, and she carnestly cravesthe prayers of God's children,

that great spiritual blessing may rest upon the efforts put forth

during the coming winter to lift higher and yet higher the veil

of surrounding darkness. She is hoping by and by to make

such provision as will enable her to shelter at least fifteen more

women than she is able to take in at the present time ; also to

build a good laundry, which will serve the twofold purpose of

supplying the inmates with work and of materially increasing

their earnings.

In the report for last year Miss Steer says :-Only during this

year four child mothers, thirteen , fourteen, fifteen, and sixteen

years of age have, with their pitiable infants, been cared for

under this roof , besides others with their more sorrowful

histories. Yes, many have been cared for by this mission , and

proved it to be indeed a “ Bridgeof Hope." None are ever too

degraded to be welcomed within its doors. Often whenstaying

there for weeks together, as it is my privilege to do, girls will

say to me, “ Oh , I am so thankful I ever came here ; Miss Steer

has been such a friend to me." This devoted woman has long

borne the burden and heat of the day, seeking in Divine strength

to overcome every obstacle, never shrinking from that complete

self-denial rescue work demands, but ever courageously going

forward, keeping in mind the Divine injunction, " Bear ye one

another's burdens, and so fulfil the law ofChrist ."

KATHERINE F. HAIRE.

15, Claremont Crescent, Weston -super -Mare.

The Bridge of Hope Mission .

IT

Twould be almost impossible for any one to visit that dark

spot in the East of London known as Ratcliff Highway

withoutat once becoming painfully alive tothe fact that the

veil of darkness covering that neighbourhood has as yet been

very partially lifted , for,turn which way you may, there is still

existing darkness that may be felt. At every step you are

brought into contact with victims of immorality, drunkenness,

and sins of the deepest dye. Not unfrequently your ear is

assailed with the most obscene language from the lips of mere

children . Seven years ago the work known now as the “• Bridge

of Hope " Mission began. Attempting at first only the re

clamation of fallen women, and having no sleeping accommo

dation for those willing to abandon the paths of sin, they were

passed on to different homes. Five years ago Miss Steer opened

à refuge with six beds. Now there is one in which twenty

women are received, a little hospital , a night shelter, a mission

house, where the business is transacted, cases inquired into, and

where the lady workers reside, and also a training home

(preventive) for young girls , which is at some distance from the

refuge and the work entirely distinct. In all there is accommo

dation for between eighty and ninety persons. The Lord's

blessing has from the beginning manifestly rested upon this

work. To-day Miss Steer and her little band of workers have

cause to rejoice , not only over many who have been rescued

from the streets, and are now doing well in service, keeping

their situations , earning from £ 16 to £18 a year, but over some

who, by the power of the Holy Spirit, have experienced a change

of heart, and, united to a personal Saviour, are leading consis.

tent Christiap lives , shining brightly for Jesus .

Adjoining the houses at Ratcliff is a bright little mission

room holding two hundred, formerly the dancing saloon of the

public -house, which has been transformed into the hospital,

This room isused for a variety of classes and meetings. On a

Tuesday afternoon from ninety to one hundred of the poorest

mothers assemble there. Those who are able pay in a penny

or twopence to the clothing club, then sew for å time , after

which a short Gospel address and some bright singing bring

the meeting to a close .

Notices of Books.

Samuel Morley : Personal Reminiscences. By Rev. J. C. Harri

son . (90 .) -Hodder & Stoughton .

With a few additions, we have here the address delivered at

Mr. Morley's funeral. It will be welcomed by many .

Too Good to be True. By Mrs. W. E. Legg. (10 .) - Hawkins.

A really well-written and useful Gospel book .

Threefold Love (wall sheet) .

The Bible Picture Agency have just issued a pictorial sheet

illustrating the three wonderful parables of Luke xv. To the

left is a series of scenes (with references), showing the Sber.

herd seeking the lost sheep. To theright a series illustrating

the woman seeking and finding the lost piece of silver. And

the centre a series on that parable of parables, the Prodigal

Son. We believe the sheet will not only interest many, bat

also prove a messenger of love to lost ones,

THE MONTHLIES.

From HOME WORDS OFFICE we have the Fireside , bright

and readable , with real instruction and interest ; also Home

Words, and Day of Days . Capital and useful little papers.

From S. W. PARTRIDGE & Co. come The Welcome, an admir

able family paper, the British Workman, full of good things,

the Band of Hope Review , Friendly Visitor, Family Frierung

Children's Friend, Infant's Magazine, and the Ilustrated Mis

sionary News.

The Church Missionary Society's monthlies abound in real

interest. The Intelligencer has a capital paper on U -gogo,

as also on the Pope and Romish Missions. The Gleaneria

multum inparvo onmissionary work .

Sunday Talk, edited by W. W. Tulloch, B.D. , is full of good

matter ; a Harvest Sermon, preached before the Queen, will
interest many.

The Christian Treasury (Marshall Bros.) is capital reading,

varied, pointed, and readable. The paper on " Two Curious

BiblicalManuscripts” has interested us much.

Toilers of the Deep (Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen ) is fresh

as a sea breeze, and deeply interesting from its stories of the

Lord's leading.

Light from Aloft ( Thames Church Mission) is another admir

able and breezy paper. Fromthe river como many tokens of

the goodness of the Lord .

The Ragged School Union Quarterly (Kent & Co.) completes

the thirty -eighth annual record of the Ragged School Union's

work. No better illustration could be found of -How to Reach

Masses, ” than the practical service here revealed .

The Homilist (R. D.Dickinson) isanadmirable and useful

preachers' companion.

The Anti-infidel, edited by W. R. Bradlaugh (Snow & Co.)well

merits the attention of all whohavetomeet with sceptical

objectors.

The Reaper, organ of the Ayrshire Christian Union, is as

excellentworkers paper, abounding in practical hints. It is

published in London by Houlston &Sons.
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The House of Rest.

Notices of Books.

Every Thursday night during thewinterthere is a Gospelme

ing open to men as well as women . On the other evening

MEISS MASON says, in her little Monthly :
classes are held for the rough girls and for children ,

M Much might be written of what we have seen and heard
ButMies Steer feels there is yetmuch - oh ! very much to be

amongst those engaged in Christian work during their little done, and she earnestly craves the prayers of God 's childrea,
sojourn in the house at Eastbourne. We found almost every that great spiritual blessing may rest upon the efforts pot farta
centre of Christian activity represented , and many and various during the coming winter to lift higher and yet higher the red
were the experiences of the workers, but there was a uniformity of surrounding darkness. She is hoping by and by to make

of testimony to the blessing a season of rest had been to each ,
such provision as will enable her to shelter at least fifteen masa

and of the impossibility of obtaining such a boon without the
women than she is able to take in at the present time; also a

aid afforded by this mission , for is it not a mission in the truest build a good laundry, which will serve the twofold purpos d
sense of the word to minister to the souls and bodies supplying the inmates with work and of materially increasing

of people who are themselves engaged in ministering to the their earnings.

sick and dying, and in taking the glad tidings of salvation to In the report for last year Miss Steer says : - Only during its

the lost ? year four child mothers, thirteen , fourteen , fifteen , and size
Prayer is frequently made for all who are engaged in Christian years of age have, with their pitiable infants, been cared in

work , but perhaps few realize what demands such work makes under this roof, besides others with their more sort

upon the mind and body of the workers . One who writes to
histories . Yes, many have been cared for by this mission, 4

return thanks for a happy time spent this summer in the House proved it to be indeed a “ Bridge of Hope.” None are erat

of Rest says : " I do so want your prayers. My Sunday even degraded to be welcomed within its doors. Often when stara

ing work will be to go from house to house of the very poorest, there for weeks together, as it is my privilege to do, girls

and seek to win an entrance for the Master. Some of these are say to me, “ Oh, I am so thankful I ever came here ; Miss 8 21

roomswhere the whole family herd together, and they are too
has been such a friend to me." This devoted woman bas le

indifferent to care to attend a service of any kind . They will
borne the burden and heatof the day, seeking in Divine stream

not stir out of their miserable dwelling. We ask admission , to overcome every obstacle , never shrinking from that compa

and then sing to them if allowed, then speak a word and close self-denial rescue work demands, but ever courageously as

with prayer. Weoften tremble as we approach the door of a forward, keeping in mind the Divine injunction , “ Bear ve cu

room , but the Lord is with us, and I have often realized His another's burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ."

presence and power in these places as much as I did in the
KATHERINE F . HAIE .

holy , happy gatherings at Eastbourne." Well may we pray 15 , Claremont Crescent, Weston -super-Mare.
that these feeble women may " be strong in the Lord, and in
the strength of His might. " And while we do daily in our
supplications remember every worker that has at any time
been in the House, either at Kilburn or Eastbourne, we ask our

readers to remember in their prayers the House of Rest ; and
as the desire to help the work may come into the heart let it be Samuel Morley : Personal Reminiscences. By Rev. J. C.Ha
acted upon at once , whether the sum be small or great. son . (90 .) -- Hodder & Stoughton .

There are many amongst the followers of the Lord Jesus With a few additions, we have here the address delitexd
Christ to whom He has granted the privilege of writing cheques Mr. Morley' s funeral. It will be welcomed by many. .

for large amounts. Wewould remind such that the last instal Too Good to be True. ByMrs. W . E . Legg. (1d .) - Haris.
ment of £500 for the purchase of the Eastbourne house is not A really well-written and useful Gospel book .

yet made up. We have a very earnest desire to get this instal Threefold Love (wall sheet).
mentpaid off as quickly as possible. The current expenses are The Bible Picture Agency have just issued a pictorialseu

heavy and require a constant supply of ordinary subscriptions illustrating the three wonderful parables of Luke f. 158
and donations ; but this purchase fund needs a special effort, left is a series of scenes (with references), showing the S

which we trust ourwealthy friends will not be slow to make. herd seeking the lost sheep . To the right a series illustista

the woman seeking and finding the lost piece of silver.

the centre a series on that parable of parables , the Prota
The Bridge of Hope Mission . Son . We believe the sheet will not only interestm3ar,**

TT would be almost impossible for any one to visit that dark also prove a messenger of love to lost ones,

1 spot in the East of London known as Ratcliff Highway THE MONTHLIES.

without at once becoming painfully alive to the fact that the From HOME WORDS OFFICE we have the Fireside, by

veil of darkness covering that neighbourhood has as yet been | and readable , with real instruction and interest ; also e

very partially lifted , for, turn which way you may, there is still Words, and Day of Days. Capital and useful little papers

existing darkness that may be felt. At every step you are From S . W . PARTRIDGE & Co . come The Welcome, an s:

brought into contact with ' victims of immorality, drunkenness, able family paper, the British Workman , full of good test

and sins of the deepest dye. Not unfrequently your ear is the Band of Hope Review , Friendly Visitor, Family fra

assailed with themost obscene language from the lips of mere Children 's Friend, Infant's Magazine, and the Illustrates N

children . Seven years ago the work known now as the “ Bridge sionary News.

of Hope " Mission began . Attempting at first only the re . The Church Missionary Society's monthlies abound in

clamation of fallen women , and having no sleeping accommo interest. The Intelligencer has a capital paper on le

dation for those willing to abandon the paths of sin , they were as also on the Pope and Romish Missions. The Gkz*

passed on to different homes. Five years ago Miss Steer opened multum in parvo on missionary work .

& refuge with six beds. Now there is one in which twenty Sunday Talk , edited by W . W . Tulloch , B . D ., is full of

women are received , a little hospital, a night shelter, a mission matter ; a Harvest Sermon , preached before the Qabei

house, where the business is transacted , cases inquired into , and interest many .

where the lady workers reside, and also a training home The Christian Treasury (Marshall Bros.) is capital rest

(preventive) for young girls , which is at some distance from the varied, pointed, and readable . The paper on " Tro Cues

refuge and the work entirely distinct. In all there is accommo. BiblicalManuscripts" has interested us much.

dation for between eighty and ninety persons. The Lord's Toilers of the Deep (Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen ) is a

blessing has from the beginning manitestly rested upon this | as a sea breeze, and deeply interesting from its stories of

work . To-day Migs Steer and her little band of workers have Lord's leading.

cause to rejoice, not only over many who have been rescued Light from Aloft (Thames Church Mission ) is another su

from the streets, and are now doing well in service, keeping able and breezy paper. From the river come many toket

their situations, earning from £16 to £18 a year, but over some the goodness of the Lord .

who, by the power of the Holy Spirit ,have experienced a change The Ragged School Union Quarterly (Kent & Co.) con

of heart, and, united to a personal Saviour, are leading consis . the thirty-eighth annual record of the Ragged School is

tent Christian lives, shining brightly for Jesus. work. No better illustration could be found of " How to be
Adjoining the houses at Ratcliff is & bright little mission Masses,” than the practical service here revealed.

room holding two hundred, formerly the dancing saloon of the The Homilist ( R . D . Dickinson ) is an admirable and
public-house, which has been transformed into the hospital. preachers' companion .

This room is used for a variety of classes and meetings. On a The Anti-infidel, edited by W . R . Bradlaugh (Snow & Cafe

* Tuesday afternoon from ninety to one hundred of the poorest merits the attention of all who have to meet with scores

mothers assemble there. Those who are able pay in a penny objectors.

or twopence to the clothing club, then sew for & time ; after The Reaper, organ of the Ayrshire Christian Union,

which a short Gospel address and some bright singing bring excellent workers' paper, abounding in practical bints:
the meeting to a close , published in London by Houlston & Sons.
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Terms for Advertisements 1

" Word and work.”

IN

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY.

The ANNUAL REPORT of this SOCIETY has

just been published ; & copy will be sent to any

applicant by the Secretary .
Help is much needed , and will be gratefully

received .

JAB. ATKINSON ,Secretary,

10, Enfield Road South , Kingsland , N.

MRS. GRIMKE'S

TEXT CARDS,

To be had from Mrs. GRIMKE, Prestwich,

Manchester, who likes orders sent to her

direct, or to E. KAUFMANN, 129, Cheap

side, London, E.C., and booksellers.

COMFORT AND STRENGTH,

This Paper baping a large and increasing cir.

culation amongst Christiansofall denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements,

Situations,

VACANT OR WANTED .

Apartments - Houses

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISEMENTS , in small type,

charged at the following rates :

Not exceeding 30Words, 28. 6d.
40 38. Od.

; 50 33. Bd .

and 6d , for every additional 10 words or under .

A considerable reduction for a series of six

insertions and upwards.

JESUS IS ALL . - Twelve 8 pp. book

lets, printed on extra thick paper with

coloured borders. Extracted , by permission ,

from Mr. Spurgeon's Sermons.

Packets 1 and 2, Bixpence each .

BLUE-JACKET SERIES By

AGNES E, WESTON . 16 pp . Illustrated

Booklets, Bixpence per dozen .

1. The Royal Yard's-Man .

2. Gripped by an Octopus.

3. Battling with the Waves.

4. The Sailor's Alphabet.

Packet of 12 assorted, Sixpence.

95

are

OR

WORDS OF CHEER TO

FELLOW-WORKERS.

CONTAINING

" DIVINE FULNESS ."

By Rev. CHARLES A. FOX, M.A

“ THE CHERUBIM OF GLORY.”

By Dr. MCKILLIAM .

“ A LIFE ON WINGS.”

By Rev. E. W. MOORE, M.A ..

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY

MISS MÆOPHERSON.

Price Sixpence.

JOHN F. BHAW& CO ., 48 , Paternoster Row,

London, E.C.

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

Stirling , N.B.

London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO.

Any quantity cut, at

WholesalePrice .

Ladies !! Send for Box of Patterns, Post Free, of

THE

DARLINGTON DRESS FABRICS

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

BOOK AND DISPLAYED ADVERTISE

MENTB , charged according to space occupied .

FRONT PAGE , and other apecial positions, by

arrangement.

N.B.-To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Office byfirst post on Monday

morning,or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

Ad rertisements sontby Post must be accom

panied by Postal Order or Chequo, payablo

to the Publishers, Messrs. Johx F. BHAW & Co.

Amounts under 25. 60. may be sent in Stamps.

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, B.O.

Terms of Subscription.

" Word and Work

(Seven Prize Medals. Estd. 1752 )

Are from the same yarns as those supplied to H.R.H. the Princess of

Wales ; and are manufactured entirely by us, on our own premices.

Warranted to Wear and AlwaysLook Well.
Autumn and Winter Patterns, Post Free.

OUR CROSE -WARP SERGE8, 10 d. to 3 /- per yd ., are practically Un
tearable either way of the cloth. Our GOLD MEDAL Cashmeres,1/6 to

4/6 per yd.; Merinos, 2 /- to 3/6 per yd.; Ottomans, 1/- to 3 /- per yd . :
Costume Cloths, 8 { d . to 4/9 per yd.;Cords, bd . to 1/6 peryd .; ali the
above are plain and coloured. Ocean , Canvas and Basket Cloths, plain and

figured, at 10 d . per yd . Nuns' Veilings,plain and figured , 8d, to10đ.
per yd .; Soleils, plain and figured , 1/4 to 3 /- per yd.

HENRY PEASE & CO.'S Successors,

All Parcels SPINNERS AND MANUFACTURERS, THE MILLS, DARLINGTON .

Carriage Paid . Ladies !! Send for Box of our Lovely Patterns,

for Autumn and Winter , Post Free .

WRITE TO-DAY.

A Write for this valuable little book ,

NOISES IN THE EARS.
Fifty Years' Record of Facts, Principles,

Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to 9400 and Discoveries Relating to the Im

for his book showing the disease and the means
COPY provementand Preservation of Human

Life on Earth . A Series of valuable
of cure . Post free 6d .; French edition, 19. ,

with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial
articles , by Dr. Samuel Birley , M.D. ,

Buildings, Ludgate Circus London . Free con . POST Ph.D. Now published, complete in book

sultations daily .
form (40 pages ), one copy sont post free
by the publishers, GORDON W. MURRAY

Extermination of all CORNS &BUNIONS
FREE. &Co.,CastleStreet. Holborn . Sound

and practical. Write to -day for a copy .

Guaranteed by using Gardner's Pa
tented Corn and Bunion Extermina . ESTABLISHED 1851.

tor, an ingenious little instı ument ) IR K B E CK BANK.

which can be used by anyone. Pain Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane

less in operation – " never fails . ” THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

Price ls. The highest SurgicalTes DEPOSITS,repayable on demand .

timonials can be seen and operations TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

successfully performed in all pecuniar ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly

cases , bad nails , & c . ,at the Patentee's, balances, when not drawn below £ 100 .
who will send the Exterminator

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

direct for 13 stamps. charge, the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other

C. Gardner, Chiropodist,Kendal. Securities and Valuables ; theCollection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons ;and the pur

chase and sale of Btocks, Shares, and Annuities.

Letters Credit and Circular Notes issued .

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full
Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds.

particulars, post free, on application .
DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS."

FRANCIS RAVENŠCROFT,Manager.
Sir ,-My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness "

TheBirkbeck Building Society'sAnnual
increases.

A man here who has been deaf
Receipts exceed Five Millions .

Forty years has had hishearing restored by it .

J. GREEN , Chemist, Christchurch . TOW TOPURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

1s. 1d. per Bottle, Free by Post for14 stamps,from TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH, with im

Edwin J. Orchard . Chemist, Salisbury . mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply
Any Chemist will procure to order . at the Office of theBIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY,

29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

13 Published every Thursday , Price One Penny.

Ordersshould besent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob

talning copies thus, they can behad direct from

the Publishers, by post , on Wednesday , at tho

following rates, Payable in Advance

Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks

£ s . d. £ s .

1 Copy
0 3 5 0 6 10

2 Copies 0 6 10 0 13 8

0 10 8 1 0

0 12 6 1 5 0

0 17 6 1 15 0

(IncludingDouble Numbers.)

Tbe above rates apply to all Countries
in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Europe, Canada , the United States of

America, Egypt, and the Holy Land .

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

Copies of “ WORD AND WORK ”

gent weekly from this Office to any address in

the undermentioned Foreign Countries, for One

Year, on the following terms, paid in advance

To

Africa Jamaica Bouth Africa

Australia Japan
South America

Brazil
New S. Wales Tasmania

China
New Zealand West Indies

£ 8. d. £ s. d .

1 Copy........... 090 : Copies........ 1. ? O

2 Copies
0 18 0 14 1 14 0

B

may be

ORCHARD'S CURE DEAFNESS

HODI

1

.

TO

India Ceylon
Aden

Persia Transvaal Zanzibar

£ s. d . £ s. d .

1 Copy 011 03Copies
1 13 0

2 Copies 1 2 0 1 4 Copies
I 17 6

All Subscriptions should be remitted by Cheque

or Postal Order for the amount payable to the

Publisbers .

CURED INSTANTLY BY

BUNTE
R'S

chemists. NERVI
NE

.

MONTH , with immediate possession , either for

Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the

Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

as above.

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars.

on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT , Manager .
OFFICIS : 48. PATERNOSTER ROW , E.O.
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REQUESTS FOR PRAISE.

“ It is a good thing to give thanks unto the Lord. "

1,041. On behalf of one who is rapidly recovering from sickness in answer

to many prayers.

1,012. For many special answersto prayer for dear ones in Russia.
1,013 . For all God's goodness and love to a dear aged saint who has just

entered into her rest .

1,044. For theconversion of five daughters and one son .

1045. Por God's gracious interposition on behalf of a daughter and her
husband in America .

REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

“Let your requests be made known to God ."

11,142. For continued blessing on a mothers' meeting, and that many
who are slaves of drink may be reclaimed .

11,143 . For a dear sister, who for two years has been in ill -health , that
she may be restored , and that the trial may be sanctified .

11,144 . For a young man anxious about bis soul .

11,145 . On behalf of special nightly Gospel Mission, to be held at Can

ference Hall, Eccleston Street, by Captain Dennis.

11,146. For a mission by William Grove at Swindon, from October 17th.

11.147. For special services, to be held by C. Russell Hurditch in Leso

mington next week.

11,148. For the conversion of Johnnie , Frank, and Arthur.

11,149. For great blessing on the preached Word .

11,150. For the Sunday evangelistic services in the Shaftesbury Hall,
Bournemouth , commencing Sunday, Oct. 10th , conducted by Capt. Da msoe,

Donations Received ,

COOK's GOSPEL SHIPS .
G. W. 010 0

Miss PARMAR .
C. P. B. 0 30

Mrs. T.

CONSUMPTIVE HOME. TORQUAY , - Miss Gambelton desires to acknowledge
donation of 16s. from G. W., reader of Word and Work .

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

Oct. 10th-Lev. xvi . 26-34 Oct. 14th - Mark i, 29-45

11th-Lev. xxv.1-17 15th - Mark ii . 1-19

12th - Mark i. 1-13

13

16th - Mark ii . 13-28

13th-Mark i, 14-2835

Tuan

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Bvangelists
to any part of England , Scotland, and Wales upon due notice . Apply

to llon. Secretary, 21, Surrey Street, Strand, W.O.

Y.M.O.A. City ,New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall

Street ( late of Gracechurch Street ).-Bible lectures for young men ,

by Rev. E. A. Stuart (of Holloway ), Oct. 12th , 26th , and Nov. 2nd, at

6. Mission to young men , Oct.18th to 23rd, Foreign Mission Con

ference, Oct. lyth , at 6. Rev. O. G. Moore, from China , and Mr.

Reginald Radclife will take part .

Christian Conferences :

Glasgow . - Half -yearly meeting of Christians, W sterloh Roons , Oct.

7th and 8th . Particulars of decretaries, 180 , Buchanan Street.

Clifton Annual Christian Conferenca, Victoria Rooms, Clifton ,

Bristol, October 5th to 7th.- Particulars may be obtained of Rev.

Jam-Ormiston. 14, Arlington Villas, Clifton , Bristol . (See Word

and Work, Aug.19th.)

Mission +ry Con erence ,Mildway Hall. -Oct. 5th , 6th , and 7th.

(See Word and Work Aug. 5th .)

Evangelization of the World.-The Aonual Christian Confer

ence at Conference Hall, Strangeways. Manchester, Nov. 9th and

10th , 1836. Particulars from the secretaries, Conference Hall,
Strangewaye, Manchester.

Clapham Missionary Conference will ( D.V.) b : held in the

Conference Hall , Olapham Road, 8.W. , Oct. 27th , 28th , and 29th.

Meetings each day at 3 and 7 p.m. President , Reginald Radcliffe.

Dublin Caristian Convention . - Oct. Ilth to 14th .

Conforence Hall, 143, Clapham Road , 8.W. - Sunday, October 10th,

Children's service, 11 a.m.; Gospel service ,by Mr. Swann Aurrell.,7 p.m.

Conference Hall, Eccleston Street, S.W.-Ten days ' special mission

by Captain Warner Dennis , from Oct. 3rd to 14th ; Sundays 3.30 and 7

(afternoon for women only ) . week nights 8, followed by Mr. C. Russell

Horditch , on Sundays and Fridays.

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall. - Rev.Coas. Spurgeon , of Greenwich , will preach

Sunday night, Oct. 10th, at 7 o'clock. special mission, conductedby

Rev. Frank Webster, M.A., and Mitchell Carrutbers, Esq ., Out. Ilth tu
24tb . Daily prayer meeting ( Baturday excepted) , from 1 to 2. Meet

ing for young men every night at 8.

Children's Special Service Mission . - Seaside Services. - Mr. E.
Arrowsmith , at Carlisle, Oct. 3-17 ; at York, Oct. 21-3 !; Mr. W. L.

Beyler at the Centenary Memorial School, Kennington, Oct. 19.22 . and

25-29, at 7 ; Mr. I M. Triekett at Birmingbam , Oct. 8-19 ; at Abingdon,

Oct. 26-30 ; meeting at Exeter Hall ( Lower Hall ) for reports of seaside

work , Oct. 20 at 3, Rev. E.A. Stuart presiding, and at 6.30, when S. G.

Sheppard , Esq ., will take the chair.

The Rev.W.Haslam's engyements for October are as follows : -Oct.

9th to 19th , St. Matthias Church , Brixton Rise .

Youtos' Institute, Old Pye Str 100 , Westiainster ( “ One

Mission ) .- Prayer meeting every Wednesday from 1 to 1.30 . Con .

ducted by Mr.J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday from 6.30 to 8 .

Talbot Tabernacle , Talbot Road, Notting Hill . - Sun. at 11 , evening
at 7, Mr Frank H. White.

Medical Prayer Onion . - Inaugural address by Hon . and Rev. Talbot

Rice, M.A. , St. Martin's in tbe Fields, Trafalgar Square , on Oct. 8th ,

8 p.m. Interhospit I prayer metings at 47, Endell street, W.C. , on Oct.

14th , Nov. 11th , D c . 9th , at 7.30 p.in.

Hampstead Y.MC.A. -The new building Willoughby Road , Hump

stead, will be opened on Tuesday , 12th October . Public meeting at

8 p.m. , H. M. Matheson, Esq ., in the chair. Bpeakers, Dr, Singlair

Paterson , Revs . Gilbert s. Karney and William Brock.

Mr.Gawin Kirkham . -Oct. 6th to 8th, Mildmay Conference Hall : 9th

to 11th , steadham , Midhurst ; 14th , 16th , and 30th, Devonshire Square

Chapal; 17th , Mildmay Conference Hall ; 20th , Westbourne Grove

Y.MC.A. ; 21st , Camden Road Y.M.C.A .; 22nd, Berkeley Road Chapel ;

24th , Finsbury Park Y.M.C.A.

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.- Sun., Oct. 10th , Rev. F. B. Meyer

(of Leicester ), afternoon at 3.30 ; evening at 7 .

House of Rest, 8 , Cambridge Gardens , Kilburn . - Friday, October 8th ,

all-day meetings : 10.30 a.m., praver for spiritual power and manifested
union in service, and for the needs oi all missions represented ; 3 p.m.,

Dr. McKilliam ia " The tabernacle as illustrative of progressive Chris

tian life .” 7 p.m. , Practical holiness and the work of the spirit. Rev.

J. D. Dinnick , Miss Reade, from India , and others will take part . Bun

day , 10th , at 3.30 p.m. , Bible reading by Miss Mason .

Commercial Travellers who are interested in Christian work are in.

vited to a Conference, at the Memorial Hall , Farringdon Street, on

Saturday, Oct. 9th . Mr. GeorgeWilliamswill iake the chuir at 5 p.m.
Agrioultural H- 11 , Islington . - Evangelistiu services every Sunday at

330 and 7 p.m., conducted by Rev. Dr. Thain Davidson and others .
Dr. Thai 1 Davidson's monthly sermou to young men , Sunday, Oct.

10th , at 6.30, Islington Presbyterian Church, Colebrooke Row ,N.

Servants and Employers. - On suoday afternoon, the 17th, Mr.Gawia

Kirkham will give the annual sermon to servants in the Miidinay Con
ference Hall, and will address employers in the same place in the

evening. Subjects, “ Romance in the Kitchen , ” and “ The Privileges
of Power ."

St. George's Hall. -Mr. Herbert W. Taylor will take services at St.

George's Hall duringthe month of October (D.V.) Sunday at 11 and 7.
Also at Burlington Hall , Savile Row, on Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Rov.W. Hay M.H. Aitken's engagements are : -- Oct. 17th to 29th ,8t.
Michael's, Norwich ; 31st to Nov. 150h , Aston , Birmiogham ; Nov. 21st,

8t. Mary's, Nottingham, to Dec. 6th ; Dec. 7th to 15th , Albert Hall, Not.
tingham ; Jan.9th to 24th , or longer , St. Mirk, Barrow .

Clapton Hall, Alkham Road, Cazenove Road, Upper Clapton . - Mr.

7. Shuldham Henry will preach, the Lord willing , during the month

of October, Sundays, at 6.30 ; Fridays, at 7.30 .

Evangeuistio Mission ( Onder the direction of O. Russell Hurditch ).

Kilburn Hall, Kilogro tato (not cowo Hall).- Mr. Abraham Wallis ,

Bun . , at 7 p.m., and Wed. at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hail , Kentish Town.-Mr. Robert Paton , Bun . , 7 p.m., ser.

vice on Thurs. at 8.

Dalston Hall, 105 , Dalston Lane, E.-Sun. , 7 p.m. , Mr. O. Stuart

Thorpe ;Thurs., 8 p.m.

Bignola Hell, Bigaold Road , Station Roard. Porost Gats.- Mr.
Jas . L. Stanley , Bun ., 7 p.nc., and Wed. , at 8 p.m.

West Kensington Hall ( known as Cadby Hall ) , Hammersmith
Road , Dr. Popham , Sun., at 7 p.m., and Thurs., 8 p.m.

Mortlake, 8.W-The “Rest" Mission Room.-Mr. Samuel E. Angel,

Sun., at 7 ; Mr. Ralph Jackman, Wed. , at 8 .

Agricultural Hall Services.

L

AST Sunday (October 3rd ) completed the 16th year that

these evangelistic and 'undenominational services have

been held. In the summer of 1868, Dr. Thain Davidson made

arrangements with the directors of the Agricultural Hall Com

pany to have the use of Berners' HallonSundays, St. Mary's

Hall being not yet built. The Sunday afternoon services were

commenced onthe first Sunday in October , and have since con

tinued to be held without intermission. The congregations from

the commencement were large . Indeed, Berners' Hell, being

unable to contain the numberswhocame, one of the galleries

of the great hall was utilised for the purpose, a huge screen

partitioning off a portion of thebuilding. Thiscontinued until

the erection of St. Mary'sHall in thefollowing year, when the

services were at once transferred to the more commodious

quarters. For several years the work was restricted to the Sun.

day afternoons, but in the autumn of1874 anevening service

was added, andboth have been continued to the present time,

It has been the aim of Dr. Davidson to keep the services free of

any denominational colouring; and Episcopalian, Presbyterian,

Methodist, Congregational, and Baptist ministers all are invited

to taketheir sharein thework . Many notable laymen bave

also heartily co -operated ,among whommay be mentioned the

late Lords Shaftesbury, Cholmondeley, Dalhousie, and Kintore,

Judge Payne , T. B. Smithies , and Samuel Morley. The soni

versary serviceswere held on Sunday. In theafternoon at 3.3)

Dr. Thain Davidson preached to an immense congregation from

the words , “ A namethatis above every name," andobserved

that that was the only name which they exalted at these

services.

DIMNE88 OF SIGHT AND BLINDNE88 are frypeenly
caused by the use of a suitable 8petscles. The Rev.Dr. Oro ribet, st.

Joseph's College, Dumfries ,writes : - " I cannot describe the comfort !
derive fron cae use of your glasses, both by day and night. I dai ao pain

or wearinessat I used to ; and I havetaken to reading books I had patsalde

astootrying for the oyes on accouatofthe smallquis of thetops. Th.Iste
SirJulius Benedictwrote : - " I havetried theprincipal opticians in London
without success, but the spectacles you haveadaptedsuit admirably; the
clearness of your glasses as compare i with others is really surprising,"

The Rev. B. H. Bagaes , M.A., Hon . Caaoi Worsester Cathedral,

writos: - “ Thespectacles you adaptedare all I cald desire, 401nyo

feel strong already. I only rogret Idid notknow of youroroeedingskill

yearsago." - Hr. HENRY LAURAVOB , Ocalist Opticiso . 18. OLD

BONDSTREET, oslontifically adlapta blo IMPROVED SPBOTAOLES

to assist and strengthentheworkost sighto. Pomohlat containingmo

gestionsfor the procorvation of sightfree. BRANCHES. 6 , Poultr :

E.Q .; 3, Guardian Baudincs, Ora ss st., MANO STER:

5 , Corporation Street, BIB MINGHAM ; and 129,Buohanaa
St., Glasgov- ADVT .
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Educational

Combe Down School,PREPARAT
ORY

SCHOOLFOR

as

Near BATH ,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Principal: MB . W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years a Masterat Monkton Combe

School) .

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ABSIST .

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.
Pupils areprepared for the various University

and competitire examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.

Combo Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine , bracing air .

The School residenre and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa

tion ,

References

Dr. Baedeker , Weston -super-Mare .

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal

Lancers,

H. Dyer, Esq ., Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath.

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

H. Groves, Esq ., Kendal.

G. F. Trench . Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry .

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL .

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal : DB. CRANAGE , M.A.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years. A limited number only taken .

References permitted to parents of pupils. Termg

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

:

Situations and Appointments.

CHURCH OFFICER wanted for Pres

byterian Church in London ; Cbristian abstainer,

married. Address C. O. , John F.Shaw & Co.,

48 , Paternoster Row, London , E.O.

WANTED, bg a widow, middle-aged, situa

tion as Working Housekeeper to single gentleman

or widower , or other position of trust , Address

E.W. , 21 , West Parade, Earlham Road , Norwich.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women and nursery gover
nesses from the country or elsewhere whilst

waiting for situations. Registry attached .

Termson application tothe Desconesi in charge

of the Registry, Conference Hall, Mildmay

Park , N.

WANTED a strong country General ber

vant who can cook plainly for a Christian Home

and Institution ; Wages £12.
Miss Sulivan, 1, Newington Green , London , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED

Upper Nurse . or single to one baby ; age 30 ; £ 22 .

Hampstead preferred.
S. 8. , 1 , Newington Green . N.

WANTED, by superior person , with excel

lent references from last situation , & post as

Guverness, housekeeper, charge of a widower's

children. or useful companion to a lady.
Miss Brunton, care of Miss Stroud ,

D'aconess House , Mildmay Park , N.

MAN AND WIFE, as Footman and Cook,

in same family ; thoroughly trustworthy ; first

rite references ; undertake the whole work of

house between them . ApplyMiss U. ,

20, Wolsey Road, Mildmay Road, N.

WANTED a Post as Matron of Convalescent

Home ( preferred ), Servants' Homeand Registry,
or any Home connected with the Y.W.C.A ,

Nine years' reference as Matron .

E, H. B. , 1 , Newington Green, London , N.

WANTED an engagement as daily Gover

ness ; excellent masician ; age 27.

Miss Robinson , Mildmay Nursing Home,

Newington Green, N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a

good Upper Nurse, age 23 ; £ 25 wages ; Scotch

woman ; a Christian. R. J. Anderson ,

1 , Newington Green , Londoi , N.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls as Under Nurses and Under Housemaids in
Christian families. Stamped envelopes fcr

Teplies . Registry ,
Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED by a lady, age 88 , Mission work,
to help a clergyman in visiting, or would act as

Governess when required , M. A. H. , care of

Miss Koox, Deaconess House, Mildmay Park ,N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a

Matron of many years' experience in servants'

Home and Registry ; would take similar post

again , or Superintendent of small Convalescent

Home. M, S. , care of Mrs. Preece ,

Shire Hall, Worcester.

WANTED a young girl for training in
Girls' Home ; one whom a lady is anxious to

help. Terms 58. per week and clothes found.

Apply Miss Knox ,
Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED BY A LADY, aga 36. en

gagement as Companion (travelling), Lady

Housekeeper , or any post of trust . Highest

references. F. K., care ofMiss Stroud,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED to find a place for a capable

superior person , age 30, either as useful help in

an Institution or family, where no drink is al

lowed , and with Christians. J. P. , care of

Miss Stroud, Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED

useful man in Mission or family , with wife as

cook , or alone; three years' character.

Lickfold , 230, Hackney Road, London , E.

COACHMAN . - Re-engagement wanted ;

5 years' and 21 years' references : go any part ;

age 28 ; wife a laundress . W. Willmot ,

Spiers' Cottage, Tottenham Park , Tottenham .

WANTED re-engagement as Butler in a
Christian family ; seventeen years' personal

reference ; leaving through death in the family.

Apply S. A. F. , 1 , Newington Green, London , N.

School for YoungSelect Boarding

MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE,

Principal - MRS. JUDSON .

In this lovely and healthy locality, situated among the Cotswold Hills, pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying the advantages of carefulinstruction, home comforts, and Christian training.

Terms inclusive and moderate. References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the

Country , and to Rev.John Wilkinson, 79, Mildmay Road , N. , &c.

Spartments, dr.

WILTON HOUSE OF REST,

DEVONSHIRE ROAD, HASTINGS ,

Intended for Christian Workers of all deno

minations from home and foreign fields of
service . Christians other than those wholly

supported in connection with such service are

welcome as accommodation falls vacantat slight

additional charge.
Arrangements have been made with the

London , Brighton , and South Coast Railway

Company by which those visiting Wilton House
may obtain Return Tickets , available for one

Tronth , from London Bridge or Victoria Stations,

at 5s each , on presenting an order, which must

be obtained from the Lady Superintendent , to

whom all communications are to be addressed .

BOURNEMOUTH .-A delightful Home

for Visitorsand invalids at DurleyDean Mansions .
Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Koumiss treatment where desired . Pamphlets

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

cases post free for 6d , in stamps.

Address Secretary .

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook , Essex ,

The MISSES COX and MISS CECIL receive the

Bons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteet . Terms moderate ; Education thorough .

Home comforts. Bpecial attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion , morality ,

and purity . The instruction given in the

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory
course of training with a view to the Christian

Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

terms, by applying to Rev. J. Renny, F.R.S.L.,

Christ Church Parsonage. Cheddar. A stampe

addressed envelope should be sent for reply.

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Geo.

FOSTBR as an educator .

London Referee -GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq .,

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard .

Swimming taught this term .
KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESBEX.

SOUTHEND -ON -SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG

LADIES .

Children taken for the Summer vacation .

Terms moderate -- C ., Office of Word and Work,

48, Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

GOVERNESS, experienced, desires en
gagement, daily , or resident. London w. or

S.W. preferred . Very good English in all sub

jects ." Good French , Gorman , Latin , music,

drawing, several styles, coloured crayons. Can

prepare for examinations. Long references.
Address J. , Office Word and Work .

Ladies,

FURNISHED APARTMENTS in &

Christian family fur gentlemen , one double and

one single bedroom , and superior sitting -room ,

with or without board ; terms moderate.

Mrs. H., 12, Poet's Road, Highbury New

Park N.

CLIFTON , BRISTOL . - Select Boarding
House for Ladies, pleasantly situated near

churches and downs . Home comforts . Moderate

terms for long or short period ,

Miss Minchin ,28, Richmond Terrace .

THE COMING WINTER,

" I derived great beneft from your ' Magneti

con ' Lung Invigorator, last winter, being almost

free from cold the whole time. "

Quoted from a recent letter to

Messrs. WETSON & Co. , 136 , Regent Street,

London. ' Apply for ramphlet.

FURNITURE.-NORMAN &

STACEY'S HIRE -PURCHASE SYSTEM com

mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary ,

It combines rea) economy on sound commercial

principles, with strictly private arrangements,

without the objectionable formalities of

dealers and others . Payments can extend over

1, 2, or 8 years. The 60 wholesale firms embrace

the best manufacturers, who have large stocks

for selection . Intending purchasers should call

personally, or 890d_for particulars. - Offices,79 ,

Queen Victoria Bt. , E.C. , and 121 , Pall Mall , B.W.

CONVERSION : WHAT IS IT ?

By W. R. BRADLAUGH . Price One Penny.

Should be placed in the hands of every

anxious Inquirer.
LONDON :

JOAX Snow & Co., E , Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row .

as
LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,

20 , 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C.

Five minutes' walk or 1s . cab fare from Euston,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways ; easily

reached from other stations . Patronised by

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application

COMFORTABLE HOME offered

young lady in return for 12s . weekly, and com

panionable services to lady in delicate health .
Decided Christian and abstainer preferred .

Reference required . E. D. , Office of Word and

Work, 48, Paternoster Row, E.C.
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WORD AND WORK .

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen . CHOICE VOLUMES for SPARE MOMENTS.

SixMission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Bea trawling

fleets. 12,000 smacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing our

tables with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and

sleety storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them ,
to the pitiless waves , that markets at home may be well supplied-may

rightly claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and so
highly prize.

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE
THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoning

love,bringing thepleasure ofbooksto while away the weary hours, afford
ingrelief in case of sickness and injury , andcheering and brightening dull

and monotonous lives by theirpresence and ministry.

“ The Mission Smacks are doing in the North Sea a grand work, worthy

of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that
the results of their effort, great as they are in the present, will, if only

supported liberally by the public, be of untold value in the future.”

Sir Edward Birkbeck, Bart ., M.P.

FUND8 are greatly NRÉDBD to enable the Mission to place a vessel
with every fleet.

B. J. MATHER, Director.

181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge , B.C.

N.B.-The offices wereremoved to the present address in
December last. Attention to the change will savo much

trouble. time, and expense to the Mission.

(Uniform with the ParchmentLibrary.)

Price One Shilling each .

MY MORNING WORD. Counsel and Comfort for Daily

Need.

IN THE SHADOW OF HIS HAND . Thoughts for

Lonely Hours . By Rose PORTER.

THE GUEST CHAMBER. By Lady Hope.

“ This delightful little book ..... a good travelling companion."
The Christian

CROSSES andCROWNS. By H. SINCLAIR PATERSON, M.D.

“ Well fitted to be a little manual to beread day by day ." - Christian Treasury.

BETWEEN - TIMES. By Lady HOPE.

“ Beautiful without and within , a credit to the publisher, an honour t3
the writer ." - Daily Review .

1

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.
Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary. Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.
Bankers Mesurs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16, St. James Street,

London , B.W.

Extra flexible, silksewed , in best Bagster morooco , kid -lined , elastic band

With full helps . Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edgos , elastic band . From 4s.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

15. PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON .

Nervous Exhaustion .

MR. G , T. CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON

CONSUMPTION,

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE (post free), or Large Edition (cloth ), 18. 3d ., from

the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S.È. , and Elliot Stock,

62, Paternoster Row, E.C.

AND

THE

EIGHTEENTH
SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING, FROM AUGUST TO NOV.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF "WORD AND WORK

WHO MAY BE personally or relativelyINTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER,

Mr. ongrovewill give ONE RECENT CASE , NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK,

PULVERMACHER'S

WORLD -FAMED GALVANIC BELTS

for the cure of NERVOUS EXHAUSTION AND DEBILITY have received

Testimonials from three Physicians 10 Her Majesty the Queen , and

over Forty Members of the Royal College of Physicians of London .

The distressing symptoms of NERVOUS EXHAUSTION

DEBILITY are speedily removed by means of PULVERMACHER'S

World - Famed GALVANIC BELTS, which are so arranged as to

convey a powerful electric current direct to the affected parts ,

gradually stimulating and strengthening all the nerves and

muscles, and speedily arresting all symptoms of waste and decay.

Dr. Vines, Fellow ofthe Royal College of Physicians , writes, 19th

September, 1885 :- " Having used MR. PULVERMACHER'S BELTS

for many years, in the courseof medical practice, I am in a position

to speak of their great value as a curative agentin cases of cervous

disease or functional malady where Electricity is likely to be

serviceable . I am entirely convinced of their efficacy."

Dr. C. HANDFIELD Jones, F.R.C.P., F.R.S., Physician to St.

Mary's Hospital , says: — “ I am satisfied that MR. PULVERMACHER

is an honestand earnest labourer in the field of science, and I think

he deserves to meet with every encouragement from the profession

and scientific men . "

Dr. GOLDING Bird , M.D., Physician, Guy's Hospital , says :

“ I can hardly recommend MR. PULVERMACHER'S INVENTION TOO

strongly to the notice of my medical brethren .”

For full Price List and Particulars see new Pamphlet , “ GALVAN

ISM : NATURE'S CHIEF RESTORER IMPAIRED VITAL

ENERGY. " Post free from

.

OF

PULVERMACHER'S

GALVANIC ESTABLISHMENT,

194, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.

THE HEALER PREACHER .

Sketches and Incidents of Medical Mission Work.

By GEORGE SAUNDERS, M.D., C.B.

Crown 8vo, with Illustrations, price 3s. 6d .

" Dr. Baunders, in his excellent volume, sets up for us an Ebenezer well

fitted to rebuke the unbelief and strengthen the faith of our generation ;

in fact , the whole book is pregnant with hints for workers, and sets open

dours before willing Christianson every page. " - Night and Day.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48 , PATERNOSTER Row.

CASE FOR THIS WEEK

ADVANCED CONSUMPTION . - CASE of a YOUTE

Reported by Mr. JAMES LEWTHWAITE, of

20 , Heywood Grove, Sale.

In a letter from Mr. Lewthwaite, dated May 8th, he says:- " S

twelve monthsago, ayouth, who attendsmy Sunday schoolcla :9, app.
to you . He had been taken ill with consumption and attended by the

doctor, and at last had been pronounced incurable .
He had become so

that hebad to becarried to and from his bed . You sent him medicine

also prescription for bottle ofliniment. Iam glad to say it acted road

fully. In timehe becane strong as ever ,and is now enjoying the best á

health . I am recommendin
g
others to apply to you.

CASE of CONSUMPTION at CARMARTHEN.

A patient writing me last month from Aberporth , Cardigin, sky::-**!

heard of you through Walter Morgan , of 12, College Row , Carmarther ...

young man who was in consumption , and who hasbeen under your treas

ment. He is quite well and at his work again . He bidsme to tell you

make any use you like of his name."

NOTE . - Days of Consultation . – TUESDAY

THURSDAY,and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY

at CoombeLodge,Peckham . Patients from any

long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expectedto have seen

the book first.

London
J. F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Row , F.0 .



SPECIAL NUMBER, WITH MISSIONARY SUPPLEMENT.

idord and Udork.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT .
T : J . F . SHAW & Co.] (REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD.) [48 , PATERNOSTER Row, E .

1. XII., No. 604. THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1886 . ONE PENNY.

ETY FOR PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION IN THE EASI
(IN ZENANAS, HAREMS, AND SCHOOLS).

dent - THE MARCHIONESS OF AILSA. 1 Treasurer - JIR W . R . FARQUHAR, Bart., 16 , St. James's Street, S . W .
Hon . Secretaries -- Miss ELLEN RUTT, Miss L . HOPE .

iry - Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S. W . (to whom Orders may be made payable , in the initials of R . A ., 1
the Pimlico Post Office ).

Cash Secretary - MISS TAIT.

Society was formed in 1834 for the purpose of promoting education based upon the Holy Scriptures among Eastern Females o

s and classes, either in their own secluded homes or in Missionary Schools. Its sphere of operations includes China , Ultra.

Burmah , India, Ceylon, Mauritius, Africa, the Levant, and Persia . The Teachers sont out by the Committee, or assisted ir

them , amount to 252. Above 300 native Teachers have been trained in these schools, and are now working in them or in others,

work is carried on by the Society 's correspondents in various parts of India . More than 2, 000 native ladies, many of them of
d wealth , are thus receiving instruction .

Committee now find it necessary to bring forward their need of immediate and liberal help ; for while the fields are white unto

est , and opportunities of sending out labourers present themselves more frequently than at any previous time in the Society ' s

and the work is steadily growing under the hands of the Committee, it is deeply to be lamented thatthe funds do not increase.

ions for Zenana and School Teachers are before the Committee, and they cannot send them forth ; and urgent appeals for grants

y and ofSchool materials have also been received , to which they are unable to respond . Let it be borne in mind that the

of this Society is to lead all under its influence to the “ Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world ;” THAT IT WILL

TE EDUCATION WITHOUT THE BIBLE ; that it was the first to send forth teachers for Hindu Zenanas (to Bombay in 1842), and
rems (to Egypt in 1836 ) , and the earliest organized in England for the benefit of the females of China , India , Africa, and

rith one or two exceptions of limited sphere), and it will surely be allowed that it is no untried work on behalf of which the

tee so earnestly plead . The Lord has owned and blessed their humble efforts ; are they to stand still because His people do
w them themeans for going forward ?

rtsmouth and Gosport Seamen's Mission,

Established Thirty-three years ago , and kept going since then by

the present Manager, HENRY COOK ,

Seamen's Friend, Gosport, Hants.

ve old Gospel ship Annie, which has been so remarkably blessed of God in carrying the Gospel to

nds of our Seamen and Fishermen , is now condemned for future sea service, and will, God willing ,

laced by a splendid new vessel (75 feet long and 21 feet beam ), now in the course of construction at

oon Shipbuilding Company's Yard, under Lloyd's survey , classed A1 for 12 years. Specially contracted

250 , to be ready , complete for sea , with rigging, sails, anchor, new boat, & c ., by the end of February,

25

10

0

0

0

0
... ...

" ... ...
0... 0 12

le following sums have been given or promised :

GIVEN . PROMISED.
. Langworthy ... £200 0 0 Mrs. Honry Gamble ... ... ... ... £200 0 0

Lolt Skinner, Esq .... 10 0 0 J. Cory, Esq . . ..

3 . . . . 10 0 0 E . Lapthorne, Esq. ...

F . Barolay, Esq. .. 10 0 0 Smaller sums ... ... 3 10 0

V , A . ... . .. . .. . 5 0 0 Rev. E . Thwaite's little daughter took a box and

0 . H . Spurgeon ... 1 0 0 gathered from the friends assembled to tea at

. Horace Noel ... 1 0 0 the Rectory ...

8 Annie Cook 's box 1 0 0 ... 1 0 0

le May's box ... o 10

rs. Boldero has written to say she will gladly give $ 10 or $ 15 , providing fifty others will give a like

the end of February, 1887.

ill the readers of Word and Work kindly help us for the remainder ?

leques crossed Grant & Co.'s Bank, payable to Henry Cook , or otherwise most convenient,

le Editor of Word and Work will also willingly receive any help given .

Master H . Cookieto

IND WORK will be sont by the Publishers Past froo to sny addrors in tho Kingdom for Twolvo Months for 6s. 100.
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JAMES NISBET& Co.'sNew Works. SEELEY & Co., EssexStreet, Strand,

T. FISHER UNWIN , 26, PATERNOSTER SQUARE, E.C. "

Late of 54, FLEET STREET,

FUTURE PROBATION . A Symposium on the

question, “ Is SALVATION POSSIBLE AFTER DEATH ? ” By
Shortly , price 7s. 6d...

the Rev. STANLEY LEATHES, D.D., Principal J. CAIRNS, JAMES HANNINGTON , First Bishop of Equa:

D.D. , LL.D. , Rev. EDWARDWHITE, Rev. STOPFORD BROOKE, torial Africa. A History of his Life and Work, 1847-85

M.A., Rev, R. F. LITTLEDALE , LL.D. , Rev. J. PAGE HOPPS, By E. C. Dawson, M.A. Oxon , Incumbentof St. Thomas'ı

Right Rev, the BISHOP OF AMYCLA, & c. Crown 8vo. , 68 . Church, Edinburgh. With Portrait and Illustrations,

after the Bishop's own Sketches. 8vo, cloth .

ATONEM
ENT

AND LAW ; or, Redempti
on

in

Harmony with Law as Revealed in Nature. By JOHN M. Just published .

ARMOUR. Crown 8vo ., 5s . The CHRISTIAN'S OWN CALENDAR of PER

ST. PAUL THE AUTHOR OF THE LAST
SONAL AND FAMILY EVENTS . A Daily Memorial

for Prayer, Intercession, and Thanksgiving. With a

TWELVE VERSES OF THE SECOND GOSPEL. By Introduction by the Rev. H. C. G. MOULE, M.A.

HOWARD HEBER EVANS, M.A. , Author of “ St. Paul the

Author of the Acts of the Apostles and the Third Gospel." BY THE REV. H. C. G, MOULE, M.A.

Crown 8vo ., 2s . 6d . THOUGHTS ON UNION WITH CHRIST.

AUTHORSHIP OF THE FOUR GOSPELS.
Eleventh Thousand, Price 18., cloth .

From a Lawyer's Point of View . External Evidences. By
" An unpretentious but eminently spiritual little work on the relatia

WILLIAM MARVIN, Ex-Judge of the District Court of the
ship of the believer with the Saviour. It is to be commended for b

practical, thoughtfulteaching." - Christian.

United States for the Southern District of Florida, &c . " Mr. Moule's book will be of service to many of theyounger Clergy. I

Crown 8vo. , Bs. 60.
devout, thoughtful readerswill enjoy itandbeedifled by it." - Churcasa

DANIEL : An Exposition of the Historical Portion THOUGHTS ON CHRISTIAN SANCTITY.

of the Writings of the Prophet Daniel. By the Very Rev. Sixteenth Thousand . Price 1s., cloth.

R. PAYNE-SMITH, D.D., Dean of Canterbury. Crown "Weheartily recommend this little book as a thoroughly wise andderen

8vo. , 68. exposition on this most important subject of a Christian's apiritual ite:

raising before the Christian a very highstandard, but advocating it in s

A BOOK FOR THE CHRISTIAN HOUSEHOLD. unreal or exaggerated terms. " - Record.

MORNING FAMILY PRAYERS. A Volume of
A MORNING ACT OF FAITH.

Family Worship for each Morning of the Year. Founded

on Selected Passages of Scripture from the Old and New
On & Card, price 3d . per dozen .

Testaments. By the Rev. J. R. MACDUFF, D.D. Small
“ Would be found most belpful to any one using it properly."—Record ,

4to ., 68, 6d .

* . * This volume is on a plan and arrangement of its own, in LONDON : SEELEY & Co. , ESSEX STREET, STRAND,

order to secure, as muchas may be, variety and comprehension.
And all Booksellers .

or

of Sunday Thought and Teaching. By the Rev. J. R.

MACDUFF, D.D. Small crown 8vo ., 28.

ADDRESSES TO OHILDREN .

CLOUDS CLEARED. A few Hard Subjects of THE BIRD'S NEST, and other Sermonsfor Children of s!

New Testament Teaching Explained . By the Rev. CLAUDE
Ages. By Rev.SAMUEL COX, D.D., Author of " Expositions,

SMITH BIRD, M.A. , Author of the “ Life of the Rev. Chan
" Balvator Mundi," & c . Orown 8vo , cloth , 6s.

cellor Bird .” Small crown 8vo. , 28. BRIDAL GIFT EDITION OF

HOW TO BE HAPPY THOUGH MARRIED. Being a

LINKS OF LOVING-KINDNESS : Words of Handbookto Marriage. Bya Graduate in the University ofMatrimony

Hope and Consolation for theFlock of Christ. By the
White vellum cloth , extra gilt,bevelled boards, gilt edges, in box, ie,bd.

" Westronglyrecommend thisbookas one ofthebestof wedding

Rev. GEORGE EVERARD, M.A. Small crown 8vo ., 2s. 6d. presents. It is a complete handbouk toan earthly Paradise,and its

authormay berogardedastheMurray ofMatrimony andthe Baedeket

THE BELLS OF ST . PETER'S, and other
of Bliss." - Pall Mall Gazette ,

Papers on Gospel Truth. By the Rev. GEORGE E VERARD, ALSO FIFTHAND POPULAR EDITION OF

! M.A., Author of "Your Sundays, " " Strong and Free,” HOW TO BE HAPPYTHOUGHMARRIED. Small

&c. 16mo., 1s .
square 8vo, cloth , 88. 6d.

ST. JOHN'S FIRST EPISTLE . A Commentary

BY THE AUTHOR OF“ HOW TO BE HAPPY THOUGH MARRIED

“ MANNERSMAKYTHMAN ," Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.;fine

with Homiletical Suggestions. By the Rev., J. J. LIAS, edition , 78. 60 ,

M.A , Extra crown 8vo. EXTRACT FROM PREFACE.S “ It is not abook of etiquette, for I am by ea
meansa master of ceremonies ; nor does the motto ofWinchester College

LIFE OF THE REV. W. LINDSAY ALEX • Manners Makyth Man ,' refer tothose social rules and forms which

often only substitutes for good manners, but rather to manners in the ea
ANDER, D.D. By the Rev. JAMES Ross. Crown 8vo. , sense of the wordwhichwe see in the text Evil communications corrupt

78. 6d. good manners .'

ANEW EDITION (BEING THE FIFTH ) OF

ST. AUGUSTINE, MELANCHTHON , NEAN THE LIVESOF ROBERT AND MARYMOFFAT. BE

DER. Three Biographies. By PHILIP SCHAFF, D.D., their Bon , JOAN SMITH MOFFAT.
Portraits, Ilustrations, and

Author of " The Person of Christ," " Through Bible
Maps, Orown 8vo ,cloth , 7s. 6d .

Lands,". " Christ and Christianity,” &c. Crown . 8vo. ,

“ An inspiring record of calm ,brave, wise work, andwin and a place a

value on the honoured shelf of missionary biography."
48, 6d.
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CHURCH CONGRESS, be remembered as the Reform Congress.” Pass

TE annual Congress ofthe Church of England ing overquestionswhichaffect onlythewell-being

met at Wakefield last week. It is curi. and continuance of the Church as an institution in

sously interesting and instructive to note the tone alliance with the State, we notice briefly proposals of

in which it is criticised by the journals representing improved methods in the performance of its work.

diverse schools of thought. The Guardian speaks of These mainly relate to the reclamation of the rural

it rather slightingly, and in its estimate of the earlier and urban population. The Bishop of Liverpool, in

days says , “ The papers do not rise to any very high his own sensible and practical manner, urges the need

average level." The Record contrasts the comparative of immediate and extensive reform in the action of

calm in which it met with the stormy political the rural clergy. He places first the importance of

atmosphere which raged round the Congress of last exercising far more care than has been usually done

year. Then Disestablishment appeared to be within the in the choice of incumbents for rural parishes. He

range of practical politics ; now the Church is in says emphatically :

circumstances which seem to promise a long spell of I do mean that if any districts in the Church of England need

incumbents who are men of God, converted men ,men inwardly

security." The English Churchman, takingsimilar moved by the Holy Ghost, it is the agricultural districts. The

ground to that we occupied last year, distrusts mixed
farmers and labourers, as a class, may not be highly educated ,

or able to appreciate great intellectualattainments, but they
gatherings ; nevertheless is, on the whole, satisfied have a very keen sense of reality. The rude fathers of the

with the improvement in the appointment of speakers theologians. But they have not soft heads. It is an immense

on the present occasion . Its editorial comment on mistake to think them stupid because they arenot great talkers,

the proceedings opens with the following sentences: and sneer at them as “ Hodge " and " country bumpkins.” They

The twenty -sixth meeting of the Church Congress has cer
understand afew things besides bullocks, and sheep, and pigs,

and corn , and they are often quick to discern the difference
tainly commenced under more favourable circumstances than

between an ordained hireling and a true shepherd of souls,
those of last year, for though it maybe open to questionwhether They dislike worldliness in the rectory or vicarage. They have

the proportion of opinion in the Church be accurately repre no confidence in a clergyman who seems nothing more than a

sented there, the programme is certainly more free fromthe
clerical sportsman , or farmer, or gardener, or lawn -tennis

disturbing element of Ritualistic error. Last year the list of

Romanisers and their friends was long and formidable. This
player , or singer, or ball-goer. They like a man to live con

sistently with his profession, and they secretly despisethe
year their absence is the remarkable feature ofthe meeting. We clergyman who does not live up to his ordination vows. They

congratulate the Bishop and Canon Straton on thecircumstance, have an instinctive horror of formalism ,ceremonialism, priest

for we assumethat it is entirely owing to their judgment and

firmness that the list of readers and speakers has been kept
craft, hypocrisy , and false profession . They hate all this with

a perfect batred. No clergyman will ever be of muchuse in a
within the present bounds. In saying this we must not be rural parish unless he knows something of inward saving

understood to depart in any wise fromour known opinion as to religion by his own heart's experience.

the mischievous character of these gatherings ; it is too late in

the day to discuss their advisability. The Congress, whether Surely this is beyond controversy. Every claim to

we like it or not, is an established fact; its proceedings have to apostolic succession is worthless which omits a true

be watched and recorded, and are open to comment. But we

take leave to say that if these meetings be held , and attended spiritual succession,shown by unity in the faith,accom

by Evangelicals, it is the bounden duty of those concerned in panied with grace and zeal , corresponding in some

their organization totake care thatlawful Church parties are

fairly represented in the authorized list of readers and speakers; degree to that of the apostles. Descent in an

we say lawful, because we do not admit that Romanising Non unbroken historical line may be found in Rome, but
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the departure from the Gospel, also, to be found there BISHOP RYLE had someforcefulwords to say about

proves her priests to be false apostles. Andwe mayrest the'right sort ofpreaching for rural congregations.

assured no consecration , however careful, will make They will be found among our gleanings from the

an unregenerate man a minister of Christ, " for if any Congress (p . 680. ). He closed his valuable address by

man have not the Spirit of Christ he is none of insisting on pastoral intercourse with the people.

His." “ Nothing," he says, " next to the preaching of the

Word of God, will do so much good to souls as quiet,

BISHOP RYLE calls attention, in the second

friendly, face to face dealing with individuals ."

place, to the need of“ more wisdom and tact in
"OW to win the lapsed masses in our cities and

using means suited to the wants of the rural popula
towns," was the topic assigned to the Bishop

tion . "

of Rochester. There was joined to it another question :

This is a delicate subject, but I dare not avoid it . I am afraid “ How can the Church's hold on members in all classes

that zealous and well-meaning curates are sometimes sent to
country parishes, after working for a few years in a rich and be strengthened ? ” Bishop Thorold rightly refused to

well-dressed town congregation, who fail entirely in winning consider them apart . He said :

the confidence of the farmers and the labourers by their inju

dicious proceedings. They forget that town and country are
The problem before us is twofold . If I rightly apprehend it,

not the same. It is utter madness to suppose that a highly the latter half should help to solve the former. The key to one

ornate ritual, psalm chanting, a surpliced choir, processions,
ward willbe found to fit both. To the question, " How can the

flowers on the communion table, daily services, and the like
Church's hold on members in all classes be strengthened ?" my

suddenly importedfrom London into an agricultural parish ,
answer is not only the best I can find, but there is no other. It

will be at once swallowed down and appreciated by a popula
lies in each one of us, according to our light, and with the gifts

tion entirely unaccustomed to such things. It is more than
God has given to us, doing our appointed duty as well as we

probable that the country folks will regard them with deep dis
possibly can. The common life of theChurch cannever be loftier

pleasure, and impute false motives, oreven Popery, to thewell
in its ideal, grander in its vision of duty, deeper in its grasp

meaning young zealot who introduces them . They always
truth, more joyful in its sacrifices for God and humanity, than

suspect what they do not understand. Again, I believe it to be
the ideal , or vision , or creed, or self-devotion, of the individuals.

an immense mistake to suppose that the affections and confi

If ever the English Church is to become something bigger than

dence of a rural population are to be won by an incessant
an insignificant fragment of the more prosperous and educated

succession of recreations and amusements . Penny readings
class, and if we really desire to see the great mass of the people

from Pickwick , and village concerts full of comic songs, may
thoroughly penetrated with our historic and reasonable fait

produce a rich crop of temporary cheers and smiles. But they
andgoing up asone great family to worship in the house of the

will not reach the hearts and consciences of the people . Life
Lord, it can only happen through the conscientious acceptader

is too hard for farmers and labourers in these daysto allow them
of a higher ideal of goodness, and a truer standard of personal

to be satisfied with such proceedings. They want something
responsibility on the part of the Church at large, than exists

higher, deeper, and more soul-sustaining. They want spiritual

food. This testimony , if we understand it rightly, is a

This may be a delicate subject at a Church Con
true one. Faithfulness in maintenance of truth, and

gress ; nevertheless, having ventured to touch
in performance of duty individually, must always be

it, we are sorry the Bishop did not handle it with
the measure of a church's power. The secret of

more firmness. Ritualism has grown, and will con
strength is love to the Lord Jesus, but where this

tinue to grow so long as it is treated in this gingerly
exists it will show itself in keeping His command

fashion. It is not a question of mere prudence or
ments. In an army much depends on the officers;

imprudence ; it is a question of truth or error, right or

much also depends on the rank and file. It is so like

wrong, and it should be dealt with accordingly.
wise in the Church. Leaders without followers can

never win battles. Too much has been expected from

those who are called clergy, and too little from those

E are in entire harmony with the Bishop when who are called laity. They compose one fighting force,

which is feeble in proportion as any part fails to do its

Indeed, unless we gravely misread the New Testament ,
duty . If it were possible to elevate church members

it is no part of the Church's duty to minister to the
to the level of Scriptural doctrine and life, their

amusement of the people. There is a higher and holier
influence would tell-shall we say, tenfold — or a bur

work to be done , and to this all her time an energy

should be devoted . Recreation may be needful, and

dredfold , or even a thousand -fold ? We hardly dare

set limits to the action on the world around of the

it is certainly the duty of spiritual advisers to warn

against modes of spending time which are debasing

great multitude which throng our churches, if they

and destructive ; but they go out of their way when

believed all they confess, and acted out their belief

they encumber themselves with the care ofproviding honestly and heartily in all the engagements of daily

life .

the means for worldly amusements . If the Church

resolves to entertain the people no less than to edify MILDMAY CONFERENCE ON MISSIONS.

them , we are not surprised to hear favouring words |DWARD IRVING, before his grievous departare

spoken at a later meeting, both of the dance and of from the faith , was asked to preach the annual

the theatre. These were jarring notes, surely, in a sermon in behalf of the London Missionary Society.

Church Congress; but they will not be without value At the appointed time, ard in the appointed place, be

if they make clear the direction in which the patrons delivereda discourse, which made many ears tingle.

of worldly entertainments within the sphere of Church Taking for his text the sending out of the twelve

ife must be prepared to travel. recorded in the tenth chapterof Matthew, he argued at

W to .

, E
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considerable length , and with a weighty eloquence all to continue at his post without annoyance or

his own , that this formed the charter or constitution anxiety.

for mission work throughout all time. He vigorously

assertedthat missionaries should go forth to heathen Byallmeansletusendeavour toset forth theim

lands, depending not on men or societies behind port of Christ's commission , and the responsibility

them , but on the Lord Himself, who had promised to which rests upon us, with an emphasis which hitherto

go before them . Speaking of the missionary already has been sadly missing ; but let us so represent it as

in the field, he said : “ He hath done well to land not to exclude a single member of the Church from

“ upon the shores of the enemy, for the emancipation taking some part in its fulfilment. We think we can

“ of which he is to contend , but it is cowardly thathe detect in a few sentences spoken at Mildmay &

“ hath all things so well prepared for retreat. He tendency to lay stress on the workers rather than the

" should have burnt his ships, and cast the scabbard work, and to call loudly for persons rather than

" of his sword away, and trusted in the goodness of possessions. For our part we think both are needed ,

“his cause, his Leader's good conduct, sufficient and we have no inclination to excuse the absence of

" wisdom , and all -conquering power.”
either. We do not so write by way of criticism ,

for we are in full sympathy with the spirit from which

the call comes, and probably the times demand it

ERHAPS these words were needed more than half
we are only anxious to guard against a one -sidedness

a century ago. Perhaps it is needful also to re to which it might possibly give rise.

member them at the present time. The self-sacrifice

and reliance on God to which they invite us have never

been too common,

andtheir presencehas always been THEConference at Mildmayhas been most interest

associated with manifestatio
ns

of Divine power .

ingin itself, and weanticipate the happiest results

from it. Presiding at the closing meeting, Mr. Robert

Whenever men and women committing themselves Paton spoke of it as " a most delightful Conference,"

wholly and alone to God go forth to do His bidding it'is and added, “ The addresses given have so fitted one into

not foolish fanaticism , but sound sense , to expect anotherjust as if all pre-arranged ,as indeed it has been ,

His protection and blessing . This fact seems to

by the Lord Himself.” The truth of this testimony

have been urgently present to more than one of the

will be apparent to every reader of our report.

We content ourselves with callingattention to the

speakers at Mildmay last week. And when we think following facts,which received much prominence in

of the results which are likely to follow such single the proceedings of the Conference : (1 ) All the mis

minded devotedness we cannot refuse our sympathy.

sionaries in Mohammedan countries were united in

Nevertheless, it would not be fair to deprive those

testifying to the special difficulties encountered in

whom duty detains in this country of some share

winning converts from the followers of the False

Prophet. One reason , perhaps the most pronounced,

in the missionary enterprise. If by their purses , no is to be found in the persecution and peril attendant

less than by their prayers , they can free the soldiers upon the profession of Christianity among the fanatical

of Christ from the cares of this life, which would

Moslems. This, however, does not wholly account for

burden, if not entangle them, the partnership in the

the reluctance to receive the Gospel , and some further

Gospel will be of advantage to both. Wedo heartily progress admitted to exist in thissphere of mis

inquiry is demanded to explain the slowness of

join in the appeal to thousands of Christians who
sionary labour. (2) Repeated testimony was borne to

find it difficult to discover a sphere of usefulness at

the value of the individual witness of the converts

home, and we would as earnestly urge them to weigh themselves. Dr. Bædeker,speaking of his mission

well the claims which the dark regions of heathendom

in Russia, said , " One thing I have been thinking, there

" would be no need to have such a Missionary Confer

have upon their service. But none the less , nay ,
“ ence as this in Russia, for every one who receives

rather with equal earnestness, we would press the “ the Gospel looks on it as a matter of course that

claims of foreign missionaries upon those who are not “ what he has received he must pass on to others.

called to labour in far-away lands, and urge those who

“ He understands it is expected of him , and is glad

stay at home to sustain, by unceasing prayer and

“ to do it .” Mr. MacIver, speaking of labour in China,

large-hearted gifts, the noble men and women who

said : “ Probably seven -eighths of our membership

“ have been brought in , not directly as the result of

have separated themselves from family and friends to
“ the preaching , either of the European Missionary or

fulfil the Lord's command by carrying the good news “ of the appointed Chinese evangelists, but simply

to the ends of the earth . They who give bouteously “ from private Christians telling to their friends and

to missions will certainly share in the reward . And

“ neighbours about the Saviour they have found."

These facts speak for themselves. They also reveal

though the friend of missions may never have the to us the most hopeful side of evangelization , and they

privilege of confronting the heathen in Asia strongly suggest the desirableness of adopting wise

Africa, yet if, through his generous and self-denying methods, whereby similar results may be secured in

liberality, others are equipped for the work and set the case of all converts, whether at home or abroad.

free from all care except the care of preaching the * *Want of space prevents reference in thepresentnum

Gospel, we will not hold him in lower esteem than ber to the admirable opening address of the Presi

the brave and devoted missionary whom he enables dent of the Baptist Union at Bristol.

or
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Divine Purpose : Human Agency. |brotherhood.

Tecelang in en om hade conveyancestoutGod's

man.

Himself in the highest and most sacred office of

brotherhood. I mean the winning and saving of a

BY REV. J. OSWALD DYKES, D.D.* brother'ssoul by leading the lost home to the One

Father's heart. This blessedness of a peacemaker
“ How then shall they call on Him in whom they have not believed ? and

how shall they believe, in Him of whom they have not heard P and may be the attainment of every son of God. For pay.

how shall they hearwithout a preacher ? and bow shall thoy preach except
they be sent p " ( Rom . x . 14, 51).

ment of this best of services we are all, like St. Paul,

debtors both to the Jew and to the Greek . Many

THAT human agency has been constituted a
silken cords are being woven in our age betwixt the

far- divided nations; many kindly services are ex
message to mankind is certain . The text says so, and

the history of Christianity shows it . See what a
changed from land to land, healing the sore rents

that have so long been made by wanton cruelty and

chain of agents has been interposed betwixt the

gracious Lord of all and the souls that perish. The
lust of gold and the brutality of the strong. But the

Church must select and send forth her messenger ;
best of all is the missionaryof the cross of love, who,

at the price of home or life, would make atonement

the missionary must preach ; the far -off must listen to

the Word preached ; they who hear it must be per

for past ages of inhumanity, giving to the rudest of

suaded to believe ;they must arise and call upon the

earth's children the blessings of the most favoured.

Lord a chain of links all human, and liable,through ternity,true mediator betweenancient foes

,and

He, surely, is a genuine apostle of equality and fra

human indifference or neglect, to fail; yet the failure

of a single link spoils all. Break the connection at

herald of peace on earth ; walking in the footsteps

of that Divine Brother who, as the Head of every
any point in the circle ; you cut off from souls that

perish the spark of celestial fire that bringeth life to the

man , “ hath reconciled us all unto God in one body

dead !
by His cross, having slain the enmity thereby ."

A Vigh ponour.
Reproduction in the Church .

I grant you there is something inspiriting in Again, it is another design of Christianity to repro

the partwhichhas thus been assigned
to you andme ; duce in human bosoms the divinest features ofthe

something that ought to putus on our mettle. Our Divine Image. It aims at realizing a practicalcom.

Lord has honoured His disciples by trusting them. munity of feeling, interest, and effort betwixt God and

But is not this too much to be hazarded on thechance The crossof Christ reveals the ground element

of men's fidelity ? Is not the responsibility we carry of the Divine character as its highest tension, not

too crushing ? It is an arrangement that at first merely that we may know love - its length and

sight staggers one . I feel as if the thought easily breadth, depth and height-- but that we maypossess

became altogether oppressive, that the fulfilment of it. God shows Himself in order to be imitated, and

the Almighty's purpose in the redemption of mankind only in the imitation of Him does human nature

had been left, so to say, in our feeble and faithless attain perfection . Hence the Gospel, which opens

hands. I ask in my perplexity : Why has so much with a demand for that passive or receptive attitude

been left to man, andthe carrying forward to its of soul towards the instreaming grace of God which

completion of the task the Lord Himself began been we term faith, goes on to inculcate a working imitative

abandoned, as itseems, to the dubious and unworthy energy of soul— an active love in us that copies the

co -operation of the Church of God ? active love of God. Faith first, then faith work

ing by love, First our Father works, then we

Divine Reasons.
And the Son's fellowship with the Father is

Here, as in many other mysteries of Providence, it only then complete when, in the very highest exercise

may not be in our power to give an exhaustive ac of the Divine love, it is given to the Son to imitate and

count of the Divine reasons for hinging so much on co -operate.

human action ; but I think it will help us in more

It was impossible that the people

of God should be shut out from participation in the

ways than one if we can trace the congruousness of best work of God. The higher reaches of fellowship

this arrangement with other general features in the with the Divine are only to be attained along this

Christian system. For example, it is an integral line of partnership with Christ in action and in suffer

part of the Christian Gospel that it recognises the ing for the world's salvation . Till His disciples get

unity of mankind , abolishes old walls of division, and to beinoculated withthesavinginstinct they
are but

aims atestablishingonearth a universal spiritual half His,buthalf in sympathywithHim. Tobe

brotherhood. Judaism added onemore to the previous possessed withthe ambition to be holy is one-half of

lines of cleavage that sundered race from race. å man's salvation . That unites me with my

Christianity set out by ignoring every line of cleav in so far as my personal deliverance from sin is con

age in favour of a fundamental equality of all men cerned. To be fired with the longing tomakeall men

in His sight who is the “ Lord of all and rich unto all holy — that is the other half, and associates me alse

that call upon Him ." The Church, therefore, is with His work for the world's deliverance. He has

nothing if not catholic. She is a four -square city, with not shut us out from this larger half.
For our own

gates that face every quarter of the heaven ; and her sake He cannot shut us out from that. If we are not

gates are never shut by day or night. Consider how only to have life - a niggard share of it - but to have

thoroughly in harmony it is with this Gospel of lifeabundantly, thenwemusthave love enough to

human brotherhood that to every man is given the propagate life : must be, not a cistern , but & well

privilege of calling every other man home to God .

Christ, in re- establishing unity among mankind, has

springing up and running over with the life of God.

done more than make man his brother's keeper : He
Revival and mission Uniork .

has made man his brother's reconciler. Far from In the light of these things I can see how essentially

monopolizing to Himself this supreme function , He

has, as far as could be, associated every one of us with

the witnessing and evangelizing functions of the

ChristianChurchare boundup withher intenser

* From the sermon delivered by Dr. Dykes last Tuesday , at the Autumnal spiritual life. I can see why a revived Church must

meeting of the Baptist Missionary Society . be a missionary Church. I can see how , in modern

Saviour

1
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Christendom , missions have taken the place ofthe so in His work, when Heregenerates a sinneror when

martyrdoms of old or of the mediæval ascetic disci He sanctifies a saint. You cannot put your finger

pline as the outlet for her saintliest experience,the down at any point in Christian experience and say of

field to which her most heroic natures flock . It is it, “ Here God alone is, not man , ” or, Here man

one passion which discovered itself in the enthusiastic
alone is, not God.” Surely the process of propagating

martyrdoms
of the third century, in the anchorites the Christian faith, or what is vaguely termed

of the ninth, and in the missionaries
of the nineteenth , missions," would be out of all' harmony with the

the passion for fellowship with Christ. Once it was faith we propagate if it, too, were not at once a

with Christ as Incarnate Truth ; again with Christ as human and 2 Divine process , natural on one side

Incarnate Purity ; now with Christ as IncarnateLove . supernatural
on the other, offering features which ,

reason can account for side by side with features that

Compassion for the Fallen .
only faith can apprehend. It is possible to assign à

The yearning of the Saviour's compassion for His
perfectly natural or historical explanation why

fallen brethren has touched the heart of our genera Christianity has progressed in one place or stagnated

tion . higher in another . The tardy triumphs of one century, the

gathered their forces into this channel. Union with advanceany indolence, for which matural causes may

1

Jesus has assumedby preference this shape of union

with His world -wide desire to save the lost ; and be traced, or on human activity, to the success of

with the new channel, opened for Christ-like love to
which favouring circumstances have contributed.

fill, hascome,by a fixed spiritual law, a deepening
Devout faith need cherish no misgiving when such

of spiritual life. What is spoken of as the " reflex
facts are alleged .' Gibbon's famed five reasons for the

influence " of foreign missions on the home churches
early spread of the Gospel are neither baseless nor

duringthe last three-quarters of a century is only a
in themselves derogatory to the divineness of our

natural result of that quickened fellowship with the
religion. They become delusive only when you take

Divine love which all mission effort indicates . them for an exhaustive explanation. Set the natural

Spiritual life is throbbing with wholesome pulses in
cause or the human agency alongsidethe Divine as its

the Church's heart when she is
medium and vehicle—it holds its legitimate place.one with her Lord

in His own mission to save the lost. That means
Substitute it for the Divine , as though by its own

closer communion with the fountain -head and a
virtue alone it had achieved the wonder : then you are

deepening of the streams that make glad the city of
leaving out the essential factor, to exalt what is

God. It is alaw that deepened streams, with their
subordinate. When God deigns to take man for a

stronger, swifter flow , wear yet deeper channels.
fellow -labourer, it is to God the first place belongs.

Andas the Church stands in hermediatorship betwixt

To Him be all the praise !

the life-giving Lord and the dying world, it will be
The human and Superhuman.

that themore life she gives below so much the more
I know it is difficult to think aright on this subject,

also will she receive from above, The difficulty is to assign to each of the two factors,

the human and the superhuman, its legitimate freedom
Sot and Man .

of action without prejudice to the other. Yes ; but

I have thus recalled two features of the Gospel with the difficulty does not begin here. It originates

both of which the Church's co-operation in the work further back, in a previous union of the Spirit of God

of the world's evangelization stands in obvious con. with the spirits of regenerate and believing men.

nection . First, the brotherhood it seeks to restore God's fellow -workers in the spread of the Gospel are

among men ; and, next, the communion with Divine not a company of natural men left to themselves .

love into which it invites us. But what I have just They are a company ofmeninwhom already God

been saying suggests a yet deeper aspect of the Chris abides and operates. The Church has her part to

tian religion. Is it not the most startling and cha play, no doubt, and it cannot be dispensed with . But

racteristic thing about our holy faith that it blends then she does not play that part in her own strength

together in mysterious co -operation supernatural with alone. On the Church's enterprise much will depend ;

natural forces ? It is, to describe it in a single word, on her zeal much ; on her sagacity_no less ; on her

the union of God with man ; and to this radical con perseverance ; on her heroism . Human effort and

ception it conformsin all its parts. Christ Himself, sacrifice are essentialto the accomplishment of God's

by the constitution of His person as at once Divine design.design. True ; yet all through her history the Spirit

and human, is both thenexus that binds ourrace with of God is at work rousing anddirecting effort, inspiring

God and the type to which His people areto conform . and rewarding sacrifice. Whence comes the courage

The Church and its Great Pead.
to start a mission, or the skill to guide it, or the

munificence that sustains it , or the ardour of its

- The renewed life of a Christian is life inspired by the agents, or their patience to wait for regults, or the

Spirit of God whoabideth inus. The whole Church faith that achieves them ? Whence are these but

is a ' body of which Christ is the Head. In short, from the Spirit of the Lord, “ who is wonderful in

union of these two factors, the human and Divine, counsel and excellent in working ” ? The whole is

co -operating and conditioning one another'under laws human, indeed ; yet'the whole work is Divine. Why ?

which baffescience, this is the secret of Christianity. Simply because the Worker is at once human and

The methods, and the limits of their interaction are Divine. Christ and His people are spirituallyone.

concealed. The fact that they interact meets us at There is, therefore, no room for any unworthy alarm

every turn. Everywhere, therefore, along the line of lest God's high designs for mankindshould,in theend,

this wonderfulredemption. Nature intertwines with be frustrated through man's neglect. When Christ

miracle (which is perchance , a higher nature). hinged the world's evangelization on the co -operation

It was so in Jesus life. It is so in His Word, of His people, He calledto His side a fellow -worker

bothunga it q stands on the inspired page andas it who was so stranger, but the very mystical Body of

runs from lip to lip among the homes ofmen. It is which He Himself is the Head and the Heart.
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yea, to realize that He is what our blossed Lord taught us to

call Him when we pray, “ Our Father . ”
Church Congress Gleanings.

THE

JHE large demands made this week upon our space by the

full reports we give oftheMissionary Conference prevents,

notwithstanding our extra Supplement, our dealing with the

Church Congress so fully as we could have wished. We glean,

however, some of the good points, which will interest many.

The first is from a very important paper read by Bishop Ryle,

on work among ruralpopulations, and based, as he said, on an

experience of thirty- five years in purely country districts. Most

ofhis points, telling andforcefulas they are, have exclusively

& Church bearing ; the one, however, we select , is of value to

all . It wili be understood that the following paragraphs are

merely gleanings from addresses.

How to Win the Lapsed Masses.

BY THE BISHOP OF ROCHE STER .

E have all of us learned , if we are men as well as Chris.

, ,

and abat to save not only as many as we can , but as much

of e.ch man as we can , is God's purpose and the Church's

duty We recognise, welcome, and proclaim & salva

tion for
both worlds, and for body as well as spirit,

and for time as well as eternity, and for week-day as well

as Sunday—& salvation which shall diminish social burdens,

make food cheap, literature clean , bouse -room decent, school.

ing complete ; & salvation which shall open up to the artisan in

the town, and to the labourer in the village, that door of hope

for material progress which gives such a spring of action to is

in our own rank, and which for themmight vastly help to heal

that brooding discontent against God and their neighbour,

which breeds atheists and nursesrevolution ; & salvation which,

giving justice and sympathy, and simple kindness, and scrupo.

lous care never to lightly spill upon the ground the tiniest

" bowl of human happiness, " whether in the soft palm of a

ohild or the rough hand of a man , engenders a real brotherhood,

which, neither stooping to patronize, nor presuming to flatter,

shall nurse self -respect, and win affection, and soon open the

way into grateful hearts over crumbling ruins of bitter prejudice,

for the higher and fuller salvation of the redeeming and eternal

Ohrist.

I

The Preaching that Tells.

BY THE BISHOP OF LIVERPOOL.

BELIEVE there needs to be a complete reform in the style

Nothing canever take the place of the Church's Divine mes.

sage of reconciliation and grace in the great work of recorering

the massesto God. The conscience must be penetrated with

the sense of sin, the will converted by the paramount claims of

God, the heart touched with the boundlesslove of the Saviour,

the understanding approached, informed, and occupied with

the majestic truths of our revealed religion, the ordinancesof

our faith used as the channels of supernatural help, the

Word of Godput in its proper place, with the other more partial

revelations of Him in nature, history , and conscience, as the

final and complete manifestation of His character and purpose,

if the Churchis to accomplish with any sort of completeness ber

great office of bringing men to know God and to love Him as

their Father. Without this message other efforts are a well

meant but abortive impertinence ; this, with others, adopts and

transfigures them intosubordinato ministries of the Gospel.

of sermons commonly preached in rural pulpits. The

immense importance ofpreaching is at last fully acknowledged

by all schools of thought in the Church of England. But I

take leave to assert that nowhere is preaching so important as

it is in country congregations. Farmers andlabourers depend

extremely on oral teaching. Their business keeps them in the

open air from morning to night most days in theweek,and, very

naturally, they are often too sleepy to read much when they

come home in the evening. The Sunday sermon is conse

quently their chief source of instruction, and, if the Sunday

sermon is not what it ought to be, the loss to their minds and

souls is most serious. Now , I am obliged to declare my convic

tion, that an immense proportion of the sermons preached by

the clergymen of country parishes might just as well not be

preached at all. The preachers may mean well, but they have

not the least idea of what is needed by an agricultural popula

tion . A well-composed essay, couched in the first person plural,

and full of " we, we, we " (what “ we " ought to be, WO

ought to do) , written in good Johnsonian English, with well

finished sentences, nicely -balanced periods, and classical lan.

guage , is perfectly useless to most rural hearers. It might just

as well be preached to the stones on the top ofSoawfell, because

the hearers do not understand it. They may listen respectfully,

but they carry nothinghome, and are like Tennyson’s “ northern
farmer " who said of his parson's sermons—

“ I thought as he said what heought to say ,
And then I comed away.”

A sermon to strike and stick, arrest attention, and be remem .

bered by country hearers, must, of course , contain a very full and

distinot Gospel, and a very plain statement of those grand

elementary truths which St. Paul preached for two years at

Ephesus — repentance toward God, and faith toward our Lord

Jesus Christ , repeated again and again . Deep intellectual and

metaphysical discussion, and nice criticism of words and read .

ings, are thrown away upon farmers and labourers . They want

food for their souls when they come to church , and they are not

satisfied if they go away hungry .

and **

Sº

The efficacy of Prayer.

BY THE BISHOP OF MEATH .

OME have objected that prayer for temporal blessings must

be useless because of the unchangeableness of the laws

of nature . I acknowledge that at one time this weighed heavily

upon my own mind , and I think that possibly the line of reason .

ing by which I myself arrived at a clear solution of the difficulty

may be a help to others. When I take up an apple from the ground

I do not interfere with or suspend the natural law of gravity ; I

only exercise other laws, the physicallawsofmuscular exertion

and of volition ; and it is absurd to refuseto God a power which

man himself can exercise. As to the objection that is based

upon the unchangeableness of God, this rests upon a confusion

between unchangeableness of character and obstinacy of pur.

pose , which may be forcibly illustrated by a reference tothe

treatment of thereturning prodigal by the father. If the objec.

tion had any real basis, it would turn the father in the most

beautiful of all parables into the relentless tyrant. It is because

God's character is unchangeable that His purposes are flexible.

But an appeal is made to our modesty. Weare too insignifi

cant for God to attend to . This objection rests upon anin

adequate view of the nature and character of God. With Him ,

as the telescope and microscope reveal, nothing is great and

nothing is small, nothing important and nothing unimportant.

This isno appeal to modesty, but to thoughtlessness. But there

is no duty sodifficultto perform as prayer. To feel that He is

actually there, that He does hear as we speak, this is prayer,

Christian Estuences.

BY REV. J. M. WILSON .

HAT wore the evidencesthat Christ gave, apart from those

we cannot exercise ? The evidence was that His teaching

supplied the deepest needs of thesoul; He spoke ofGodas His

Father,and of a kingdomof God on earth , and His lite gare

credibility to His words. He presented Himself to theworld as

the Son of Man , and, when they know the Son of Man, they

learnt of themselves that He was the Son ofGod . Thiswas the

order, this the method, of His teaching. Essentially the

evidence is the same now , except that it is stronger. It resta

on facts, not on authority. The proof is still experimental and

verificatory, and cannot be otherwise. The evidence lies in

human experience. Where else can it be ? It is true the

whoever comes to Christ has life . He who willeth to do the

will knows of the doctrine. There is no shadow of proof or pro:

bability that materialism will make a religion which will

contribute to human progress. Christianityhas doneso, and

does do so, in spite of all defectsof itspresentations. It is con

tained in very earthen vessels. Nevertheless it “ works. "

I desire that evidences should be treated in the same

large, and learned, and candid spirit in which origins

arebeing universally studied. We must not close our eyes to

facts because they seem inconsistent with our theories; and

precisely as it is beginning to be seen , and will, I believe, soch

be plain , that evolutionary theories of biology areinadequate

to account for the existing order of nature without supra

evolutionary forces as well, the operation of which is yet na

discovered ; so it may be made even more evidentthat in the

history of man, and in the development of religion, there are

also elements whichwe may describe as supra -evolutionary, er

supernatural, or Divine, and that Christianity explains them .
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HOME AND THE COLONIES,

Our Business.

By MR. ROBERT PATON .

E have now come to the last public meeting of this most

to us throughout these days. He has indeed been present making

provision. The addresses given have so fitted one into another

just as it all were pre -arranged, as indeed it has been by the

Lord Himself.

Now ,before the subject of Home Missions is brought before

us, I will just read & verse or two from Luke xix . 12. We are

familiar with the parable. Are we quite familiar with thespirit

of the command ? Are we occupying ? Are we diligent in the

Master's business — the one important business of thesoul ? It is

often stated the labourers in this country are treading on one

another's heels. It may be so , but in London alone consider the

mass of God -forsaken misery which clusters here. Look at the

scenes on the Strand pavement, look at the dismal slums of

theEast-end ; look north ,south, east, and west inthis great city,

and what do we see ? I believe 80 per cent. of the men and

women are far away from God. How is this ? Ought we not to

take shame to ourselves that it is so, that we have not done

more for the living God ? What is the reason ? This, that we

have not faith in God and in the power of His Word.

A minister tells me one evening he saw in his chapel a doctor

who had never been known to enter such a place. He was sur

prised, and next day he called on the doctor. " What has brought

you to see me ? " " Well, Isaw you in my place, and I thought I
would come and see you .”

“ But you don't mean to say you believe what you were

preaching last night ? ” “ Indeed I'do,or I should not preach it."

“ What !you believe what you said, and yet, herehave I an

infidel, been living in the town all these years, and you never

came to tell me I was going to hell."

My friend felt the rebuke, and it is & rebuke we all need.

What are we doing to spread the name of Christ, to warnmen

to flee to the wrath to come ? It is a very solemn thought for

every one ;what are we doing ? There is work for every one of

us in this hall to-night; workfor every follower of Christ, if we

would only do it. And, besidos, I believe mission kry work

abroad will just keep pace with the spiritual power of theChurch

at home. If we are going to evangelize the world , we must

evangelize our own people. And one very practical way, and

very blessed way, is the circulation of Christian litera

ture. We do not fully realize the power of the Christian

press. The infidels know the power of the press, but we are too

apt to forget it. It is a mighty power ; let us seek to use it for

the Gloryof God .

And then, not only saved and separated, but also sent. Every

successful worker is & sont man . Am I saved ? If not, I am

no Gospel messenger. Then being saved, am I living a

separated life ? And then do I know , “ As the Father hath

sent Me, sohave I sent you.” Has He sentus, are we called

to thisprecious work ? Surely then there will be whole -hearted

surrender to Him for His work and in His grandpurpose.

Now , further, we cannot lose sight of the prevailing indifference

of the people. So far as they are concerned, there mightbe no

God, no Christ, no heaven, no hell. Oh, that God would stir

us that we may learn how to rescue these mon. Then ,

besides , indifference, there is the scientific negation ; the

Huxleyism and Spencerism we meet amongst the young men

of to -day , with the agnosticism they have picked up second

hand. And, remember, these things are penetrating our colonies

as well as our homes.

Then inside the Church there is formalism- & religion that

denies the power thereof. Ritualism on the onehandand

Rationalismon the other carry many off their feet . Then there

is the worldliness, the jealousy, the lack of union amongst

Christians. I believe that does more harm than we are aware of.

One from the colonies told me to -day that “ the sectarianism

in Australia and other Colonies is worse than at home. "

Then, too, there is the prayerlessness. In how many of

our churches a prayer meeting is scarcely known. No wonder

there is powerlessness. For:where there is prayer there is

power,

I believe this is one great obstacle to the blessing of God. We

can remember thetime of 1869, how we prayed all night, how

God poured out His mighty Spirit. I believe, if we learned to

pray,there wouldbe mighty revivals . And, then, yet further,

there is the appalling unconsecrated wealth , millionaires in the

Church of God , and the work of Godstarving for want of funds.

Then think of thespirit in which this work should be carried

on-that of love to Christ. Said Paul, “ The love of Christ con

straineth us. " Is it constraining us ? “ For we judge that if one

died for all ... they which live should not henceforth live unto

themselves, but unto Him who loved them and died for them . ”

And then, in the spirit of deep humility, crying to Him , “ Lord ,

what wilt Thou have me to do ? ” Then shall He bless us.

And , further, in the spirit of indomitable courage -- the courage

of the man who knows hehas got his work for God, and means

to do it . Moody says, “ God never uses a discouraged man ."

Still , as of old, God makes the faint-hearted go back in the

day of battle . Let us be full of courage, and God will bless us. And

yet, again , men of untiring zeal. “ Whatsoever thy hand findeth

to do,do it with all thy heart.” There are so many half-hearted

workers. There is such a lack of real heaven-sent “ Go."

Then , lastly, work in the spirit of expectancy. God's blessed

Gospel is intended to produce results, and, notwithstanding

one ofAmerica's greatest preacherswas pleased in London the

other day to laugh to scorn the need for conversion , we believe,

and will carry with us, a Gospel that converts : and we will

expect it to convert. I believe inthese days people are hunger.

ing for the real Gospel, preached in the power ofGod.

Now what of this great and growing city of ours ? Wo are

not keeping pace with it. Shallwe not arise in the power of

God and resolve we shall go forward aswe havenever yetdone ?

I believe here, and in everypart of the world, the fields are

white to the harvest, more labourers are everywhere needed .

Shall you not respond, “ Here am I, send me ? " May God stir

manyto be soul-winners in this greatoity ,or elsewhere. There

are wide open doors ; enter inGod's name, and you shall have

the luxury of saving souls which in that day shall be your crown

of rejoicing at the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ.

TER

The Great City.

BY MR . O. RUSSELL HURDITCH .

I

PURPOSE addressing a few words specially to young

converts who may soon become our best workers . Our

subject has been “The Evangelizing of the World," not the

conversion of the world, but its evangelization. And that must

be done ere the Lord , for whom we are looking, come. And then

the purpose of this evangelization is that Hemay “ gather out

a people for Hisname.” So Godhas been doingall along the present

age , and soHe is doingby all these means now. Then, another

purposeofthis evangelization is the hastening of the coming of

oneof us individually ; may we not lose heart, but go about the

work in the Master's presence and power.

Now ,as to the means. We are distinctlytold it is by " the foolish

ness of preaching,"the proaching ofthe Gospel to every creature,

and the preaching of the Gospel by men (or women )who have

been themselves saved by theGospel. There may, there have

been exceptions ; but, as a rule, true preachers are saved men ,

sanctifiedmen, sanctified by the blood , by the truth , by the Holy

Spirit, separated to God and to His work , and recognizing, as

Wesley sings

" Tis all mybusiness here below

To cry * Behold the Lamb. "

The Work of the Last Days.

BY REV . F. B. MEYER.

I Felemen of het bedre laste normeretsceare shamomile borimontsolemn these days of Conference. Shall they bring to

crystallization some of the emotions and thoughts and purposes

in the hearts of many ? I would remind youof our Lord's

words, that before the end, " the Gospel shall be preached

for a witness to all nations.” In the prevalence of the Greek

language, and the unification of the Romanempire, there was a

marvellous preparing of the way of theLord atthe time of His

first coming. In this way it was made possible for the mes.

sengersof the cross tocarry the story of Calvary to all ends

of the Roman world. So it was at the beginning. And now , in

the end, it has again been made easy forthe Christian evange

list to pass to every part of the world, as it has not been in the
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Correspondence.
.

address you.

saying that thereare difficulties, but there can be no contradic

conturies between these two periods. While this has made it

easy , it also lays upon usverygreat responsibility . It may be

weshall be dispersød, as the early Christians were, but might it

not bewe should go forth , and not wait until we aredriven ? We Mr. Judd on Women in the Church.

want to see those with a competence going forth at their own
TO THE EDITOR OF "WORD AND WORK . "

charges, to see artisans going forth to labour with their own

hands, to see clerks, men of business, and all classes of Chris S
( IR,-Your space is, I know , too valuable to admit very long

tiang going forth , taking nothing of the Gentiles, but declaring
letters, but there is a subject on which I must ask leave to

among them the unsearchable riches of Christ . May God
At the recent Conference on mission work, at

grant that many may be so led of Him ; may He speak to us, Mildmay, in which so much of interest and importance was

" Depart, for I am going to send you hence to the Gentiles. ”
brought before us, an afternoon session was devoted to women's

Paul, to whom theHolyGhost so spake ,arose at His command,
work. That there is much and blessed work in which our

and spent his life as no one had ever done before. We want sisters are called on to engage, done of us can doubt; and

the men ofgifts on the one hand, and we want, on the other
experience soon teachesthatthere is work in which they only

hand, the nobodies of the Church, for by them God brings to can engage, andwe rejoice in hearing from their lips accounts

nought the things that are . Look at God's army as marshalled
of what the Lord is pleased to do through them .

in 1 Cor. i. 27, 28. First come “ the fools, " then “the weak
While , therefore , there is room for differences of opinion, was

things,” followed by the base things,” and next “the despised it quite wise for the chairman , as to me and to others be

things," and last of all God's rear guard , “ the nobodies, seemed to do, to denounce as old world prejudices, traditions of

" things that are pot. " By these things God will work. If the elders, tobediscarded as soon as possible, opinions differing

there be any here feeling utterly hopeless, rememberit may be from hisown, but which have been held by multitudes in the

you God will use.
Church for ages ?

But there are four conditions:-First, your eye must be on
The chairman quoted Psa . lxviii. 11, R.V. I know that

heaven : “ I saw the Lord ; " Second, your soul must be in the many fancy that this verse settles the whole question. But

dust : “ Woe is me, for I am undone ; does it ? The R.V., from its scant use of italics,is just a little
third, you must have

the coal of fire on your lips : “ He came and touched my lips misleading . The chairman, no doubt, knew , many of his auditors

with a coal of fire from off the altar ; " fourth, your will must
knew not, that there is not the word " women " in the Hebrer,

be on the altar : “ Here am I, sendme." You will never get a It is but the best device thatthey could hit upon to mark the

miesionary spirit by sitting and listening to addresses ; you will
plural feminine inthe " tiding-bearers." That,however,is of little

get it by having the first great Missionary come and dwell in
import, confessedly these tiding-bearers are females. (Compare

you , and infuse into youHis own burning passion for dying
also Isa. xl. 9, where we bave the same Piel participle feminine,

men , And from morning to night your soulmust be saturated but singular. Who is the woman there ?) But I think that in

withonethought, not topush achurch, or even to save men, an assembly wheremany probably know little of dispensational

but that by you Cbrist may be glorified.
teaching it might have been better to have omitted this quota

tion , orelse to have inquired a little where , dispensationally,

these women come in . Is it that they preach the Gospel &

that shouting before the returning conqueror, they bring tiding

of his victory ? (Comp. 1 Sam . xviii. 6 , 7.)

Who will Obey.
Then we were reminded of that which no Bible student on

forget, that right through the ages , from Miriam , and on 30

Philip's daughters,the Lord hashad His prophetesses. We were
BY MR. REGINALD RADCLIFFE .

rightly remindedthat the full meaning of prophecy is not

merely the foretelling of the future.

I
WOULD like to have read you about ten lines from Dr. True, " he that prophesieth speaketh unto men to edifics

Duff, declaring how wo inScotland and England have got tion , " but can we invert the proposition , and say , " He,or she,

into a state of dislocation . While we are trying to have that speaketh unto edification, prophesieth ? " Was thechair

churches and chapels, and spending our money on them , at least man, or our sisters who followed him with such inspiriting

nine-tenths ofthat money should have been spent on sending testimonies, prophesying ? If they shrink from claiming it,

the Gospel to the heathen ; and I am sure then, and not till how can 1 Cor. xi. 5 be quoted as justifying leading in posset,

then, till weobey, shall we get, or maywe expect blessing on our and direct teaching in mixed assemblies ? Both leading in

people. It is nowonder our streets are a disgrace to theworld; prayer and teaching may be right, may be used of the Lord
,

that Goddoes not bless us. Why ? Why ? We sowmuchand but do they find their sanction in any instructions about

bring in little . Why ? Because, says the Lord, I did blow prophesying ?

upon it. Our Lord, who had compassion on the fainting multi Then , with all gentleness, I would submit that the New

tudes, has ten thousand times the compassion on the myriads Testament passages, which really form the difficulty to many

of perishing Africans, Indians, and Chinamen , and He cannot who desire to be guided , not by mere prejudice, ancientou

bless us if we do not obey His commission, modern ,but by theWordof God, were not quite fairly deali
Oh that we would let Him be King, King in every heart. Then with .

shall the fire spread throughout London and to the ends of the It is quite true that the lexicons givefor the sense of Nadu
earth .

“ to talk, chat, babble, prattle," but Liddle and Scottadd also,

Now just think, after a hundred years of labour in the mis “in late writers to speak ." Ineed not countthe times that také

sionary work,we have won fromthe Mohammedan and heathen occursinthe New Testament,butI may boldly say thatthere

about 3,000,000; and of these only about 750,000 are the is not one in which we should not suffer distinct loss by trans

actual communicants. And these are what in a hundred years' lating “ to prattle, ' & o .Thatword is'used ofour Lord speakim

labours we have won from the heathen world . in parables ; and no less than sixtimesitis in the Authorised

And what'marvel ? What are we doing ? What a handful Version translated to preach . Nay more, what is theuse ofthat

we have sent ! Are our choicest and best going ? Are we going very verb in this fourteenthof 1 Cor. ?We haveitnot less than

at our ownexpense ? Many go out to India and elsewhere twenty-four times. Why is it only onceto mean“ chatter " ? En

and make fortunes ; but they will not go as missionaries. The verse 29 wehave. Let the prophets speak, ” andinverse

fact is, the devil has raised barrier after barrier, and we do of the women ," it is not permitted unto them to speak:

nothing; and then we areastonishedwe have such things in Lon the samewordinboth places. Besides,the emphasis marked

don. We shallhave no blessing till we obey Christ. When we by the pronounavars * unto them ,” certainlymeansthat ther

obey, then we shall have the sweeping in ofthat mighty Spirit, were restricted in doingwhatsomeone else mightdo. On verse

and we shall go anywhere for Him. I believe we need someof 35I wouldsubmitthatitis not capable of any fairtranslation

these heathen converts full of the Holy Ghost to come and other than that which both Authorised Version , and Revised

shake us in this land from the highest tothe lowest, and we do Version have: “ to speak in the church," and by church certainly

want shaking ; andthen the Lord can lift us up, and He will is not meant any particular building.

lift us up, so that Christ maybe manifested in us,and by us , and Nor do I think that 1 Tim .ii.9to end was quiteconvincing

through us. I believe God is going to make His mighty arm treated. The language doesseemclear enough . That Paul

bare for India, China, and Africa, and for London too . He has only sayingthat a wifemay notteach, or domineer over her

been dishonoured here, He has been wounded in the house of husband, seems to me,I confess, somewhat feeble.Does verse

His friends. And whatwonder ? for we have had our heads in the 11meanthat she should only learn from her husband?

lap of Delilah . We shall never evangelize the world save by the But I have been , I fear, too lengthy." I end as I began, dan

power of the Holy Ghost. Father,we can do nothing ; but

Thou canst. Lord, come forth and overtur till Thou art magni tions. Shall we not bestmeet the difficulties by acknowledging

fied , and Thy will be done on earth, as in heaven. We want, them ,and seeking to gatherfrom Scripture what the true.Rapper

thecountrywants, the world wants, the power of the Holy ofwork for our sisters is , andwhat is not?-Yours faithfully,

Ghost ; then shall we see the power of the living God.
J. G. HALLDAL
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. MISSIONARY CONFERENCE

CONFERENCE HALL , 148 , Clapham Road , s.W.

OCTOBER 27th and 28th , 1886.

They that are far off shall comeand build in the Temple of the Lord ." - Zech .vi. 15 .

“ How shall they believe in Him of whom they have not heard ? and how shall they hear

without a preacher ? " - Rom . x . 14.

DEAR FRIENDS,

Wehave pleasure in inviting you to the MEETINGS to be held (D.v.) in the CLAPHAM

CONFERENCE HALL, on the 27th and28th inst.

The chief object of these Missionary Conferences is to arouse and sustain among Christians an

interest in the generalwork of Missions, and to awaken in them a sense of their individual responsibility with

regard to those who are without a knowledge of “ our God and His Christ, ” rather than to advocate the

claims of the various Societies.

Praying that the blessing of God Almighty may rest alike upon speakers and hearers, and that great

glory may bebrought to the name of the LORD JESUS, - Weare, yours faithfully

SUSANNA MEREDITH. EDWARD POWELL ,

1

EUGENE CRONIN . T. HEYGATE VERNON ..

-CONVENERS.

J. READER HARRIS . J. A. DUNBAR .

JOHN HAYWARD .

REGINALD RADCLIFFE, PRESIDENT.

A DEVOTIONAL MEETING will be held on TUESDAY, the 26th , at 8 p.m.; MR. REGINALD

RADCLIFFE will preside .

A MISSIONARY ADDRESS will be given in the CONFERENCE HALL, at 7 p.m., on Sunday,

24th , and on Sunday, 31st.

Programme.

Wednesday, October 27th . Thursday, October 28th,

HOUR . SUBJECT . CHAIRMEN AND SPEAKERS . HOUR. SUBJECT, CHAIRMEN AND SPEAKERS.

11 am . 11 a.m. WOMAN'S WORK : J. E. MATHIESON , Esq.

EUROPE . Mrs. GARDNER JAMES.

SYRIA Miss THOMPSON. . : + 4099

" INDIA Miss BAUMANN (Lucknow ).

AFRICA..

3 p.m.

REGINALD RADCLIFFE, Esq.

E. GLENNY, Esq . (N. Africa )

Rev. H. GRATTAN GUINNESS.

Rev. J. WALTON , M.A.

(S. Africa )

A. H. BAYNES, Esq.

Sir JOHN KENNAWAY ,

Bart., M.P.

Dr. THOMAS CHAPLIN

(Jerusalem ).

Rev. J. M. EPPSTEIN

(Smyrna).

Rev. ISAAC LEVINSOHN ,

REGINALD RADCLIFFE, Esq.

Rev. C. G. MOORE .

C. H. JUDD, Esq.

Rev. J. SMITH.

3 p.m.

LABRADOR
THE JEWS

STH. AMERICA

REGINALD RADCLIFFE, Esq.

Rev. B. LATROBE.

H. MAHONEY, Esq.

( Tierra del Fuego)

Major -Gen. Sir R. PHAYRE.

Rev. H. M. M. HACKETT

( Allahabad ).

Rev. H. SEELEY .

8 p.m.

8 p.m.

CHINA INDIA.

INDIA I

JAPAN : Rev. C. F. WARREN .

Collections will be made at each meeting to defray the expenses.

Luncheon and Tea may be obtained on the Premises.

Friends wishing to obtain apartments for the days of Conference are requested to apply to the

Secretary .

Tramcars from Westminster and Blackfriars Bridges, and similar conveyances from London Bridge,

pass the Conference Hall Gate.

Railways from all parts are connected with Clapham Road, which is the nearest Station .
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The Clifton Conference.

in ,

In Memoriam .

some

was

over

THE twenty -fourth annual Conference of Christians of all

Rev. C. Skrine, M.A.

on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday of last week. OnMon
THE Church of Christand the evangelical ministry of the

day evening there wasan earnest prayer meeting, which was

very well attended, and about an hour and a half was spent in
sudden death of the Rev. Clarmont Skrine, minister of

Bupplicating the Divine blessing to rest upon all the engage Emmanuel Church, Wimbledon, which took place on the morn .
ments of the week.

In the course of the meeting the Rev. J. Ormiston, the con

ing of Monday, October 4th, 1886. We have been asked to

vener of the Conference, said : - This is our last prayer meeting
communicate the following particulars, for the sake of the many

before the Conference opens . We have met again and again to
by whom he was so dearly loved, and is so deeply mourned.

Although about a week before his death Mr. Skrine had suffered
implore that a larger blessing may be ours than any we have from & sudden affection of the heart, which caused some

enjoyed in former years, precious though that blessing has been.

We do not doubt that our prayerswill be heard. The subject
anxiety at the time, he speedily and apparently completely

of Conference this year could hardly have been more important.
recovered from it, and seemed particularly bright and well

during the whole of Sunday, October 3rd. Hepreached twice in

It is “ God's mind and man's mind concerning Sin, its origin,

its nature, and its effects ; Grace, its fount, itssubjects , and its
the day, as usual, to very full congregations, with great spiritual

operations ;Glory, its source, its increase ,and its fruition .” May

power and energy, the texts of the sermons being, for the morn.

the Divine Spirit guide theminds and hearts of all the speakers,

ing Heb. vii. 19, and for the evening Ezek.xxxvi. 26. He also

and give unto those who shall listen to them that preparedness
administered the Holy Communion ,at which an unusuallylarge

numberof his congregation were present. In the afternoon be
of heart apart from which the best speaking will be in vain , was in the Sundayschool, and gave a short opening address to the

Sin-its Origin , its Nature, and its Effects. children , andalso presided at the prayer meeting held after the

OnTuesday morning this was the topic of Conference. After evening service in the Iron Room adjoining the church . All

Rev. W. Elliott , of Plymouth, had offered prayer, through thisday an indescribable brightness and peacefulness

The Rev. J. ORMISTON said : I desire, not in my own name distinguished his manner and appearance, though none about

only, but in that of the many dear brethren associated with me, him then realized that the face of their loved pastor was

to express the deep joy we have in seeing so many present on already reflecting rays of the glory in which

this the opening day of Conference. God has been very he would so shortly stand. Mr. Skrine did not seem to

gracious to us in allowing us to meet for the twenty- fourth be at all fatigued with the day's lahour, and had & good

annual gathering. It has been my happiness to send outseven night. About seven o'clock on Monday morning, after taking an

invitations, and during seven years tohave met with the kindest early cup of tea , and while yet in his own room , with one brief

response from the Lord's dear people. As I look back upon sigh he expired. To him were most literally fulfilled our

those years I cannot help being reminded of what is said of the Saviour'swords, “ If a man keep My saying, he shall never see

early days ofthe patriarch Jacob : “ And Jacob served seven death .” Truly not even the shadow ofdeath could for one momen:

years for Rachel, and they seemed unto him but a few days for have been seen by this beloved servant of God, so painless ard

the love he had to her ." And as I look back upon the past seven instantaneous was his departure ; yet on looking back we se?

years , to me, too , they seem to be but a few days. that the Lord Himself had of late been putting many a ripenit;

The Subject Opened . touch , to show to those whom he has left how ready the faith

The Rev. Talbot, A. L. Greaves (Vicar of Clifton ) ful servant for the Master's call . His special

said : “ My remarks will range for a little while enjoyment of some thoughts about the coming glory

the whole subject which has been read in your hearing. If & and the kingdom of the Lord, read to him by a

great contrast exists between the mind of God and the mind of member of his congregation, and the bright, happy tals

man, wemust find a place in our theology for the Fall of Man . that followed on the Saturday afternoon, his fervent“ Amen"

If it be true that men are conformed to the object of their at the Sunday evening prayer meeting to the petition, " We

worship, it is equally true that men are makinggods unto them. would see Jesus, " the special tenderemphasis of the blessing

selves out of their own ignorant conceptions. Man is continually pronounced at the close of his last sermon , all these and many

evolving a god out of his own consciousness, and this is a source sucblike memoriesare treasured in many hearts. He died as

of great error . The charge which God brings against man by he had always wished to do, in harness, and his last day on

the lips of the prophet is, “ Thou thoughtest that I was earth was one of earneet and, as we trust, most fruitful labour

altogether such a man as thyself "-hence all false theology. He for the flock he loved so well. All who by the privilege of per

alone is the true God who says, “ My thoughts are not your sonal acquaintance with himself, or by the report of others,

thoughts, neither are My ways your ways, saith the Lord .” know in any degree what he was to his people, are asked to

Menfancy a God like themselves ,and then make that imaginary remember them earnestly in prayer in this their time of need

being the standard of their belief and conduct. They, say " I andof trial.

believe so and s0-I think so and so, and that is what God

thinks, that is what God feels, and that is what God ought to

do ! I am thus in danger of deifying the shadow of myself, and

of oreating a God out ofmyown thoughts and imaginations. Now,

This divergence comesout bery distinctly Mary Jane Talbot Crosbie .
In connection with sin , grace and glory God tells us that by

one man's disobedience, many were made sinners.” But the
THIS devoted servant of Christ fell asleep in Jesus at Ardlert

human mind has invented the strange doctrine of " evolution,”

and proclaims sin to be only the qualities of man's brute
words, from which we take the following :

ancestors, not yet fully eliminated . There is no room here for
Just before the illness she dwelt on the words “ Leave os

the Fall of Man , or for the Atonement of Christ, and it is con.
not.” (Jer, xiv. 9. )

tradicted by fact. What real evidence is there that the moral
She said , “ I am opproagod .” The words were quoted in

character of man has advanced ? The coils of the serpent may
reply, “ He willmake all my bed in my sicknegg." " She sa

have become more graceful in the process of civilization ; the
swered, “He does, He does."

various colours of the skin may have become more delicately
When told that prayer had been offered for her, she said, "I

shaded ; but the venom that lurks within is untouched , have much need of it, for I am a poor creature .'
“ Yes," si

unmitigated by any process of developmen
t. And thus, as the answer, “but you are very precious toHim ," " I know i

regards the Guilt of ſin, the contrast between God's judgment
was the reply .

and man's is equally great, because estimated acoording to

One day she said, “ He will care for me to the end." 4

totally different standards. Man estimates sin downwards, as if
another time, when she was raised, she looked up and said,

“ Underneath are

its guilt were in proportion to the insignificance of the creature ;
the everlasting arms - always, always

but God estimates sin upwards, as an offence against His own
there."

infinite nature and glory. “ Sin is the transgression of the
One said , “ You are patient and longsuffering. " She AT

law, ” and the law is the expression of God's eternal mind and
swered , “ He has done it all."

righteousness. Not one jot or one tittle can be made void, it
Another said , “ The Lord is taking care of you.” “ Yes," se

must all be magnified as the expression of the righteous
said , “ He always has done so,and always will .'

character of God , and an offence against that high and glorious
At one time she said, “ Heis a long time in coming."

declaration of God's character is an offence against GodHim
another, " Why doesn't Jesus come ? "

self, the Infinite God . The demerit of the offence must have a
At various times she said , “ When am I going ?" " I was

proportion to the dignity of the person offended .
to go and see Jesus. ' “ Givemewhat I long for."

(We are compelled by the great pressure on our space to leave
One said, “ The Lord says, I will be with thee in trouble."

over remainder of this Conference to next issue .] She answered, “ Yes, I will never leave thee .”

am ,
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S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO'S ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY PERIODICALS.

Z

THE CHILDREN'S FRIEND, THE WELCOME.

ONE PENNY MONTHLY (16 pages ). MONTHLY PARTS, BIXPENCE.

With numerous Eogravings by first-class Artists. The Yearly Volumes ,

Apage of Music for theYoung now appears in each number. The Yearly cloth plain , 78. 6d . ; gilt edges, 10s.60 .
Volumes with numerous Engravings, ornamental cover , 19.60.; cloth , 23. ; The Articles are by popular Authors, and are suitable for the entertain .

gilt, 29. 6d . ment of both Youth and Old Age. A page of Music, in both Notations,

This Periodical is Patronized by the Princess of Wales . appears in every part, which will be found to be serviceable as Singing

Lessons.
" As good as ever ; and it cannot be wondered at that its contents are

" The WELCOMEis a wonder of letterpress and illustrations; it is one of
eagersy devoured by its young readers. " - Record .

the handsomest got -up volumes we ever saw .":" --Echo.

London : BEELEY & CO.; 8. W. PARTRIDGE & CO . London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO.

THE INFANT’S MAGAZINE, THE MOTHER'S COMPANION .

Printed in clear , bold type . ONE PENNY MONTHLY (16 pages). The Yearly ONE PENNY MONTHLY (16 pages).
Volumes, in ornamental cover, Is . 6d .; cloth , 29.; gilt edges, 2s. 6d .

A New Monthly Illustrated Penny Magazine, specially intended for

“ Weknow ofnothing of the sort equal to it. Every mother who shall mothers. It will contain in addition to serial stories and articles of general
buy the yearly volume will bless the editor and publisher for providing her interest , by popular authors, papers upon all matters relating to the

with such superb means of entertaining and instructing her little ones.” management of the home. No. I will be ready December 21st .
Christian World.

London : SEELEY & CO.; S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO. London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & Co.

THE FRIENDLY VISITOR. THE BRITISH WORKMAN,

An Illustrated Paper for Promoting the Health, Wealth, and Happiness of the
Printed in bold type, so as to suit the aged as well ao other classes. ONE Working Classes,

PENNY MONTHLY ( 16 pages ). The Yearly Volumes, in ornamental cover, ONE PENNY MONTHLY.

1s. 6d.; cloth , 2s. ; gilt edges, 28. 6d . The Yearly Parts, with coloured cover , and full of Engravings, ls . 6d .

"In the delightful pages of the FRIENDLY VISITOR both old and young each ; gilt, Zs. 6d .

will find a store of attractive and wholesome information ." - Bristol Times. “ This publication, by pen and pencil , aims earnestly at improving the

moral and social condition of the masses , and deserves the widest supi ort. "
Daily Chronicle.

London : SEELEY & CO.; 8. W. PARTRIDGE & CO . London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO .

THE BAND OF HOPE REVIEW. THE FAMILY FRIEND,

ONE HALFPENYY MONTHLY .

The Yearly Part3, with coloured cover , and full oi Engravings , 1s, each ;
NEW SERIES . With Costly Illustrations.

gilt, 2s . OXE PENNY MONTHLY (16 pages ) .
"As an assistant in the proper training of the youthful mind, the BAND

OF HOP& REVIEW is the best publication we bave seen .” The Yearly Volumes, coloured cover, Is . 6d .; cloth , 28 .; gilt edges , 2s . 61 .

Liverpool Telegraph. “ There is no better family magazine than this . " -- Christian Age.

London : 8. W. PARTRIDGE & CO. London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO .

!

London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO . , 9 , Paternoster Row.

And all Booksellers and Newsagents.

THAMES CHURCH

Fca.. 8vo, bjund in cloth , price 1s.

MISSION . THE STAR-LIT CROWN ;

INSTITUTED 1844. Or, Brief Memorials of the Rev. G. Albert Rogers, M.A. ,

late Vicar of ChristChurch , Dover. By Mrs. G. A. ROGERS,
President

Author of " The Folded Lamb," &c.

The RIGHT HON , the LORD MAYOR .
the Earl of Shaftesbury wrote :. “Whoever reads it must derive

Bankers some benefit or other from such a narrative. The book , too , is

Messrs. LLOYDS, BARNETT8, BOSANQUE CS , & CO ., Limited . short and compact . It may be read at a sitting,and it contains within a

few pages more than the substance of many three volumes,whichare both

costīy and tiresome. A few more such as be , and the Oburch of
The Agents of this Society go forth day by day in the strength of the England would be ssfe." (digned ) BHAFTESBURY,

Lord of Hosts carrying the tidings of Salvationamongst countless thou " A most interesting sketch. The narrative is full of exquisite

sands who use the Port of London . little touches . " - Rock .

LONDON : JAMES NISBET & CO. , 21 , BERNERS BTREET, W.

" IS IT NOTHING TO YOU "
And all Booksellers .

that men employed on the RiverThames are perishing on every hand ;
JUST PUBLISHED. PRICE ONE SHILLING,

who know not that “ the gift of God is eternal life ” ? (UNIFORM WITH THE PARCHMENT LIBRARY.)

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

HIMSELF :

READER .........HELP US.

Nos. of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts, &c. , are also wanted ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries.

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work of the

Mission (with dissolving views) at Schoolroom , Lecture Hall, or Drawing .

room Meetings.

(Address ) Rev. HENRY BLOOMER , Secretary.

Offices, 81 , New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.O.

WORDS CONCERNING THE LORD JESUS CHRIST.

ADDRESSES BY

Rev. EVAN H. HOPKINS, Rev. HORATIUS BONAR, D.D. ,

Rev. E. W. MOORE, Rev. W. P. MACKAY, Rev. A. A. BONAR, D.D. ,

Rev. ADOLPA SAPHIR, D.D., Mr. GEORGE MÜLLER, and others.

Selected from the Annual Reports of Mildmay Conferences, that they

may thus reach a wider circle of readers, whose increased acquaintance
with the Lord Jesus Christ shall redound to His glory .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

CONVERSION : WHAT IS IT ?
By W. R. BRADLAUGH . Price One Penny.

Bhould be placed in thehands of every

T !

NORTH . WEST LONDON

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

anxious Inquirer.
LONDON :

John Snow & Co., & , Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row .

THE ANCHORAGE,

CURE OF DEAFNESS.

President - JOHN CHAMBERS , ESQ.

The above Choir having now resumed work

for the winter will be happy to assist at any

special ( or ordinary ) evangelistic meetings, par

ticularly in the N. or N.W. districts .

ENGAGEMENTS .

Oct. 11th to 24th . - Exeter Hall, week evenings

at8, Sundays at 7.

Oct. 25th to 31st. – Lyndhurst Road Church ,

Hampstead.

All applications for the services of the Choir,

or forMembership, to be addressed to the Hon.

Sec ., Mr. JohnBateman ,

72. Twisden Road ,Higbgate Road , N.W.

HEBREW8 vi. 19 .

To Shelter Young Women (other

wise respectable ) lately Fallen into

Sin .

FORrules of admission to theAnchorage
House, andfor particulars of its work , and for

TRAINED SERVANTS ready to go out to situa

tions, apply (by letter only) to Mrs. H. STUART

WORTLRY , Rosslyn House, Grove End Road ,

N.W., London ; and to whom , or to any member

of committee, subscriptions may be sent, or to

Editor, Word and Work,

NOISES IN THE EARS.

Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to send

forhis bookshowing the disease and the means

of cure . Post free 60 .; French edition , 18. ,

with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial

Buildings,Ludgate Circus London , Free con

sultations daily.
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Kentish Hop -pickers.
ConferenceHall, Mildmay Park, N. - Sun ., Oct. 17th , Mr. G, Kirkham,

afternoon at 3.30 , eveningat ?,

Hause ofRest,8, Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn . - Friday, 16th, at 7p.m.,
"The144,000on Mount Zion ," by Miss Mason . Also Sunday, 17th, agone, and Gospel work in the hop -gardens in and around 8.30, “ God as revealed in the Bible . ”

the villageof Pembury, Kent, has beencarried on through the Agricultural Hall, Islington. - Bvangelistic services every Sunday :
continued kindness of Mr. and Mrs. Betts .

3.30 and 7 p.m., conducted by Rev. Dr. Thain Davidson and others .

Through the courtesy of the City Mission, one of their mission Servants andEmployers.-On Sunday afternoon , the 17th ,Mr.Gawia

Kirkham willgive the annual sormon to servants in the Mildmay come
aries, Mr. Headingbam , made his fourteenth annual visit to ference Hall,andwill address employers in the same place in the eten,

Mr. and Mrs. Betts, spending three weeks amongst the hop
ing. Subjects, “ Romanco in the Kitchen," and " The Privileges de
Power . ”pickers, during the dayvisitingthem whilst they worked at their

is bins St. George's Hall.-Mr. Herbert W. Taylor will take servicesat &and speaking to them personally. In the evenings, George's Hall during themonth ofOctober (D.V.), Sundayst Il and ?

assisted by some of the village Christians, he held meetings
Also at Burlington Hall, Savile Row , on Wednesday, at 8 p.m.

for them , usually in the open air, often in front of theshop of Rev.W. Hay Ň. H. Aitken'sengagements are :-Oct. 17th to 29th,#

the villageblacksmith , who himself & " brand plucked from the Michael's, Norwich ; 31st to Nov. 15th, Aston , Birmingham ; Nov. Ele

St. Mary's, Nottingham , to Dec. 6th : Dec. 7th to 15th, Albert Hal !burning,” helped in every possible way, lending his American Nottingham ; Jan. 9th to 24th , or longer, St. Marks, Barrow.

organ, and giving his own striking personal testimony to Christ's Clapton Hall, Alkham Road , Cazenove Road, Upper Clapton.- Mr. !

power to save and to keep: Shuldham Henry will preach , the Lord willing, during the month ei

October, Sundays at 6.30 ; Fridays, at 7.30.An artist might have found a scene for his pencil in the OpenAirMission . - Thequarterly meeting will be held on Monday,Oct

motley group, of poor, ragged men, women , aye, and little 25th , in the Conference Hall, Ecclesto uŠtreet, near Victoria Station,
children too , gathered around a large camp fire , intently

when Sir Robert Phayre will speak on "The Open -air Meeting," in Acta

listening as the missionary and othersread, sang and prayed xvi. 13, and Lord Radstock will preside. Tea at 6. Meeting at 7.

BarbicanMission to the Jews, 11, Torriano Avenue, Camden Road,with them , pointing them to One “ Mighty to save.”
N.W.-Mr. Warscbawski's Bible readings in the Prophecies , the la

TheRev. R. P. Tabor, as in two former years provided teas,
Tuesday in each month , at 3 p.m. Tea at 4.80.

meat, cake, &c. , for his own hands. On Sunday afternoons, Conference Hall, Ecoleston Street, 8.W . - Ten days' special mit

sion by Captain Warner Dennis, from Oct.3rd to 14th ; Sundays .!after generously supplying their bodily needs, assisted by Mr. (women only) and 7,week -nights 8, followed by Mr. C. Russell Hur
Headingham , he lovingly andsimplypreached Christ to them . ditch , on Sundays and Fridays.
Those who had come long distances to work in the various Evangelistic Mission (under the direction of O. Russell Hurditeh).

Kilburn Hall, Kilburn Gate (notTown Hall).- Mr. Abraham Wallisgardens werebefore leaving the neighbourhood presented with

Bun., at 7 p.m.. and Wed. at 7.30 p.m.a ticket entitling them to asimple meal at the village coffee Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. Robert Paton, Sun., 7 p.m., w

shop kept bya warm -hearted Christian man and his wife, who vice on Thurs. at 8.

catered for them most liberally and pleasantly. In this way Dalston Hall, 105 , Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. C. Stuart Thorpe, Szn .

7 p.m .; Thurs., 8 p.m.about 150 were gathered together in parties, on four separate BignoldHall, Bignold Road , Station Road , Forest Gate.-Mr. Jes.

evenings, and one could not but be struck with the good
L. Stanloy, Sun., 7 p.m., and Wed., at 8p.m.

effect of a little friendly interest ; the poor worn, often sin de West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith
facedfaces, softening andlighting up. When by a few kindly Road, Dr. Popham , Bun. , at 7 p.m., and Thurs., 8p.m.

Hammersmith, Upper Mission Room , 180. King Street.- Mr.Calde,questions it was elicited that & lady who was afterwards to
Mr. J. Short, and others, Sun., 7 p.m., Wed., 8 p.m.

Address them herself came from London and knew something
Mortlake, s.W. - The " Rest ” Mission Room . - Mr,Samuel E , Angé

of the haunts of many, it created a feeling of good fellowship Sun. , at 7 ; Mr. Ralph Jackman , Wed., at 8.
Bournemouth, Shaftesbury Hall, Dec. 1st to Srd , meetings for thewhich went far to secure the interest afterwards shown when deepening ofspiritual life. Revs. H. Webb -Peploe, Evan Hopkisi

they were earnestly and affectionately pointed to Christ, the
C A. Fox, E. W. Moore,& c. Chairman , Mr. H. Bowker. For particulasinner's Friend . The reluctance that they showed to leave and
apply Captain Dawson , Bournemouth .

the warm thanks and hearty " The Clapham Gospel MaleChoir has now commenced : 18good -night's ” gave great session . All communications should be addressed to the Hon. Sec., Ý
encouragement to hope that the “ bread thus cast upon the H. W. Heathcote, 7, Mayfield Villas, MertonRoad, Wandsworth.
waters, will be found again, even after many days." Conference Hall, Stratford, E. - Three days' Convention for the deep
respect this year the work has been most cheering both as ening of spiritual life, Oct. 26th , 27th, and 28th. Particulars of Mr.

B. Fox Butlin , Gen. Sec.regards the hearty co -operation of the Christians on the spot as

well as the marked, almost reverent, demeanour of the hop

pickers themselves, LETITIA JENNINGS.
REQUESTS FOR PRAYER .October, 1886.

"Let your requests be made known to God . "

11,151. For the outpouring of the Holy Spirit's powerupon some spera

services 50 be held fromOct. 17th to 20th ,in connectionwith the icon

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS. People's Service Mission, Ipswich .
The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

11,152. That God would speak through His servants at Burlington Sur

to any part of England , Scotland , and Walesupon due notice . Apply day school,Ipswich, on the afternoon of the day of specialprayer,Oct.lith
to Hon . Secretary ,21,SurreyStreet, Strand . W.O. 11,158. Fora special house-to -house Gospel missionin certain villager

Y.M.C.A., City ,New Metal Exchange,Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall in Hants.

Street (lateofGracechurch Street ).--Bible lectures for young men , by

Rev. E. A. Stuart (ofHolloway), Oct. 26th and Nov, 2nd, at 6. Foreign

Mission Conference, Oct. 19th , at 6. Rey . 0. G. Moore, from China , and

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION POBTIONS.Mr. Reginald Radcliffe will take part. Mission work as usual each
evening. Oct. 17th - Mark iii. 1-19 Oct. 21st - Mark iv. 30–41

Christian Conferences 18th - Mark iii. 20—35 22nd - Mark v. 1-90Evangelization ofthe World . - The Annusl Christian Conferenceat 19th - Mark iv. 3-12

23rd - Mark v. 21—81Cooference Hall, Strangeways, Manchester, Nov. 9th and 10th, 1886 .

20th - Mark iv. 13-29Particulars from the Secretaries, Conforence Hall, Strangeways, Man
chester.

Clapham Missionary Conference will "(D.V.) be held in the Con.

ference Hall, ClaphamRoad , 8.W., Oct. 27th and 28th . Meetings each

day at 11a m . , 3 and ? p.m. President, Reginald Radcliffe .
Mr. Henry Cook's Work.-We trust our friends whoDublin Christian Convention .- Oct.11th to14th .

Conference Hall, 143, Clapham Road, B.W.- Sunday, October 17th , prayerfully and sympathetically consider Mr. Cook's statement,
Children's service, 11 a.m .; Ĝospel service by Mr. Poweli, 7 p.m.

on page i., of the present position with regard to the new GospelConference Hall , Eccleston Street, 8.W.- Ten days' special mission by
ship imperatively required for this noble work. Surely bis

Captain Warner Dennis, from October 3rd to 14th ; Sundays 3.30and 7 hands will be speedily strengthenedbythe hearty response at

(afternoon for women only ) , week -nights 8, followed by Mr. O. Russell

Hurditch ,on Sundays and Fridays, many friends.

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall. Special mission conducted by Rev. Frank

Webster, M.A. , and Mitchell Carruthers, Esq ., Oct. 11th to 24th . Daily

prayer meeting (Saturday excepted ), from 1 to 2. Meeting for young

men everynightat 8 . DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS are freeChildren's Special Service Mission - Seaside Services . - Mr. E. caused by the use of unsuitable spectacles. The Rev.Dr.Crowther,
Arrowsmith , at Carlisle, Oct. 3-17 ; at York, Oct. 21-31 : Mr. H. M. Joseph's College , Dumfries, writes: I cannot describe the comfort !

Trickett at Birmiogba, Oct. 8-19 ; at Abingdon , Oct. 26-30 ; at Upping derive from theuse of your glasses,both by day andnight. I iad do po
ham, Nov. 1-4 ; Mr. Bpiers at Creek Street Mission Hall, Deptford, Oct. or weariness as I used to ;and I have taken to reading books Ihad puts

11-15 ; atFinsbury Park Hall ,Oct. 23r3, at 3. Meeting in Exeter Hall as too tryingfortheeyes on account ofthe smallness of the type. The best
( Lower Hall) for reports of seaside work, Oct. 20th , at 3, Rev. E. A , Stuart

SirJuliusBenedictwrote " I have tried theprincipal opticians in Leadspresiding, and at 6.30, 8. G. Sheppard, Esq ., presiding.
without success, but the spectacles you have adapted suit admiratayThe Rev.W.Haslam's engagements for October are as follows :-Oct. clearness ofyour glasses

ascomparedwith others is really surprison
9th to 19th , 8t. MatthiasChurch , Brixton Rise.

The Rev. R.H.Baynes, M.A., Hon. Canon, Worcester Cathedral, priceYouths' Institute, Old Pye Street, Westminster (" One Tun " Mission ). - " The spectacles
youadaptedareall I could desire,andmyeyesfeel sort

-Prayer meeting every Wednesday, from1 to 1.30 . Conducted by Mr. already. I only regret I did not know of your exceeding skill years

J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday, from 6.30to 8 .
Mr.HENRY LAURANCE,Oculist Optician,la ,OLD BOND STRELATalbot Tabernacle, Powis Square . - Sunday, 17th , Mr. Finlay Gibson at scientifically adapts

his IMPROVED SPECTACLESto assistand streny then
11 a.m.and 7 pm .

She weakest sights. Pamphlet containing suggestionsfor the preservationMr. Gawin Kirkham . - Oct. 14th, 16th , and 30th , Devonshire Square

Chapel; 17th , Nildmay Conference Hall ; 20th , Westbourne Grove Buildings , Cross street, MANCHESTER ; 6. Corporatite
Y.M.C.A .; 21st, Camden Read Y.M.O.A .; 22nd, Berkeley Road Chapol ; Street,BIRMINGHAM ;and 120,Buchanan street,Glasrok

24th , Hasbury Park Y.X.C.A. -ADVT .

In every

11
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Terms for Advertisements

" Word and Work .” Combe Down School,

This Paper baving a large and increasing cir.
culation amongst Ohristians ofall denominations

forms an excellent medium for Eduoational and
other Announcements .

Situations and Appointments.

BRISTOL MEDICAL MISSION .

A Medical Missionary wanted .

For particulars apply to C. B.Ker, Esq . ,

6. Royal Park , Clifton , Bristol.

WANTED , by a widow , middle-aged , situa

tion as Working ousekeeper to single gentleman

or widower, orother position of trust . Address

E. W., 21 , West Parade, Earlham Road , Norwich .

A YOUNG LADY desires an engagement

as Clerk , Cashier, or Assistant, in a house of

businessin ornear London . Highest references.

E. M., Word and Work Office, 48, Paternoster

Row, E.C.

Situations,

Apartments - Houses

VACANT OR WANTED .

are

WANTED OR TO LET.

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISEMENTS , in small type,

cbarged at the following rates :

Not exceeding 30 Words, 2s. 6d.

40

as

WANTED a respectable woman as servant

in a young women's Home. Comfortable situa

tion, Must cook and wash . All duties ended by

four o'clock .

Miss Sulivan , Mildmay Servants' Home,

1 , Newington Green, N.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women and nursery gover

nesses from the country or elsewhere whilst
waiting for situations. Registry attached.

Terms on application tothe Deaconess in charge

of the Registry, Conference Hall, Mildmay

Park , N.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls as Under Nurses and UnderHousemaidsin

Ohristian families. Btamped envelopes for

replies. Registry,
Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED

Upper Nurse, or single to one baby ; age 30 ; £ 22 .

Hampstead preferred.

S. 8. , 1, Newington Green, N.

WANTED by a lady experienced in teach

ing and housekeeping, any post of usefulness.

Excellent references. Miss Benham ,

Y.W.0.A., 41a , Pyrland Road, Highbury, N.

WANTED a place as Under-housemaid for

strong girl of 17 , trained in an orphanage, two
years in service since, with Christians. F. B. ,

Mildmay Home, 1 , Newington Green , N

RE-ENGAGEMENT wanted as working

housekeeper to either lady or gentleman , orcook

totwo in family . Long references. Middle -aged.

Londonpreferred . 8. 8. ,

Mildmay Home, 1. Newington Sreen , N.

WANTED by a Christian lady a sphere of

usefulness in parish work, help a clergyman's

wifewho maybe delicate, & c .

Miss R. , care of Miss Stroud,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

MAN AND WIFE , as Footman and Cook,

in samefamily ; thoroughly trustworthy ; first
rate references ; undertake the whole work of

house between them . ApplyMiss U.,

20, Wolsey Road,Mildmay Road, N.

WANTED a Post as Matron of Convalescent

Home (preferred ), Servants' Homeand Registry,

or any Home connected with the Y.W.C.A,

Nine years' reference as Matron .

E. H. B.,1, Newington Green ,London, N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a

Matron of many years' experience in Servants'

Home and Registry ; would take similar post

again , or Superintendent of small Convalescent

Home. M , 8. , care of Mrs. Preece ,

Shire Hall, Worcester.

WANTED BY A LADY, age 36, en

gagement as Companion (travelling), Lady

Housekeeper , or any post of trust . Highest

references . F. K., care ofMisa Stroud,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

as

WANTED to find a place for a capable

superior person , age 30, either as useful help in

an Institution or family, whereno drink is al.

lowed , and with Christians. J. P.,care of

Miss Stroud, Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED

useful man in Mission or family, with wife as

cook ,

Educational.

38. Od.
50 3g . 6d.

andbd. for every additional 10 words orunder.

A considerabie reduction for a series of six

insertions and upwards.

Near BATH ,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Principal: MR. W.FRANKLIN

(for nearly8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

School),

$ DULYQUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST.

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an educationto fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.

Pupils areprepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.

CombeDown, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath, is noted for its fine, bracing air .

The school residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa
tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super-Mare.

Colonel Barnes, Oommandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers.

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon.

H. Groves, Esq .,Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry .

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL.

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

' Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years. A limited number only taken .

References permittedto parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

3

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

BOOK AND DISPLAYED ADVERTISE

MENTS, charged according to space coupied.

FRONT PAGE, and other spooial positions, by

arrangement.

N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number ofWORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Ofice byfirst post on Monday

morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon ,

Advertisements sont by Post must be accom

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F.BHAW & Co.

Amounts under Xs. bd , may be sont in Stamps ,

OFFICES : 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

Spartments, #r.
PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook, Essex .

WILTON HOUSE OF REST,

DEVONSHIRE ROAD , HASTINGS.

Intended for Christian Workers of all deno

minations from home and foreign fields of

service . Christians other than those wholly

supported in connection with such service are

welcome as accommodation falls vacantat slight
additional charge,

Arrangements have been made with the

London , Brighton, and South Coast Railway

Company bywhich those visiting Wilton House

may obtain Return Tickets, available for one

month , from London Bridge or Victoria Stations,

at 6s. each ,on presenting an order , which must

be obtained from the Lady Superintendent, to

whom all communications are to be addressed .

The MISSES COX and MISS CEOIL receive the

Bons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough ,

Home comforts. Special attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion , morality ,

and purity. The instruction given in th

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION .

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christian

Ministry, or to fit them for useful workas Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable
terms, by applying to Rev. J.Renny, F.R.S.L.,

Christ Church Parsonage, Cheddar. A stamped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply.

BOURNEMOUTH.- A delightful Home

for Visitorsand invalids at DurleyDean Mansions.

Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Koumiss treatment where desired , Pamphlete

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless

cases post free for 6d , in stamps.

Address Secretary .

LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,

20 , 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C.

Five minutes' walk or 1s. cab fare from Euston,

St. Pancras, King's Cross - Railways; easily
reached from other stations. Patronised by

readers of Word and Work. Tariff on application

COMFORTABLE HOME offered

young lady in return for 12s . weekly,and com

panionable services to lady in delicate health ,
Decided Christian and abstainer preferred .

Referencerequired . E. D., Office of Word and

Work , 48, Paternoster Row , E.O.

CLIFTON , BRISTOL .– Select Boarding

House for Ladies, pleasantly situated near
churches and downs. Homo comforts. Moderate

terms for longor short period,
Miss Minchin ,28, Richmond Terrace .

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Geo.
FOSTER as an educator .

London Referee -GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq. ,

71, St. Paul's Churchyard.

Swimming taught this term .

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESBEX.

SOUTHEND - ON - SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG
LADIES .

Children taken for the Summer vacation .

Terms moderate - 0 ., Office of Word and Work,

48, Paternoster Row , London, E.C.

GOVERNESS, experienced, desires en

gagement, daily, or resident. London w. or

3.W. preferred . Very good English in all sub

jects. Good French, German , Latin, music,

drawing, several styles, coloured crayons. Can

prepare for examinations. Long references.
Address J., Office Word and Work ,

WANTED an eng ment in Christian

family (only ) as NurseryGoverness, or Mother's

Help . English, music,needlework. London or

suburbs. Salary from £16. A. O. ,

1, Nowington Groen , N.

oralone ; three years' character.

Lickfold , 230 , Hackney Road, London , E.

COACHMAN . - Re-engagement wanted ;

5 years' and 21 years' references : go any part ;

age 28 ; wife alaundress. W. Willmot,

Spiers' Cottage, Tottenham Park , Tottenham ,

THE COMING WINTER,

" I derived great benefit from your Magneti

conLung Invigorator, last winter , beingalmost
free from cold the whole time. "

Quoted from a recent letter to

Hesurs. WETTON & Co., 186 , Regont Street,

London. 'Apply for pamphlet .
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" JESUS SAITH : FOLLOW ME, AND I WILL MAKE YOU FISHERS OF MEN.”

MISSION TO DEEP - SEA FISHERMEN,

181 , QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.

They are doing a grand work ,worthy of the support of

a grand maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results of their effort, great as they are in the present,

would , if only supported liberally by the public, be of

untold value in the future.'--SIR EDWARD BIRKBECK, Bart.,

M.P., Chairman of the International Fisheries Exhibition.

The Mission is designed, in humble dependence upon the blessing of Almighty God, -

I. - To carry the Glad Tidings of God's Love, Mercy, and Salvation in our Lord Jesus Christ

to the thousands of Fishermen employed in trawling and other modes of fishing in the North Sea

and elsewhere, and in every possible way to promote and minister to their spiritual welfare.

II . - To mitigate the hard lot, and improve the condition of the Fishermen, physically and

mentally, by all practicable means, and meet many urgent needs for which , heretofore, there has

been no provision, especially in supplying medicine and simple surgical appliances, books, mufilers,

and cuffs.

For the above purposes Mission Vessels are stationed with six fishing fleets, but it is of

urgent importance that more vessels should be fitted for similar service, in order that Clerical and Lay

Missionaries and Agents may visit the Smacksmen.

FUNDS ARE VERY URGENTLY NEEDED.

Contributions may be paid to Messrs. Lloyds, Barnetts, & Bosanquets (Limited), 62 , Lembard Street,

E.C. , or to

E. J. MATHER , Director.

Bridge House, 181 , Queen Victoria Street, London , E.C.

London , J. 7. BHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row , B.O.
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A MISSIONA
RY BAND :

A RECORD AND AN APPEAL.

By B. BROOMHALL, Secretary of the China Inland Mission.

" It is one of the most powerful appeals for Foreign Missions issued in our time, and altogether perhaps the best handbook

that exists for preachers and speakers in their behalf ." - Church Missionary Intelligencer.

“ Rich in holy utterances and inspiring information . ” — The Sword and the Trowel

" It ought to become a missionary classic . ” — The Christian .

“ All sections of Christ's poople arefound speaking with one and the same voice, and a many-sided argument of truly poten

force is the result. " - The Chronicle of the London Missionary Society .

LONDON : MORGAN AND SCOTT, 12 , PATERNOSTER BUILDINGS.

FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN.

The Third ANNUAL CONFERENCE of Workers in Preventive and Rescue Missions will be beld (D.V.) at

EXETER HALL , WEDNESDAY, November 3rd .

MORNING and AFTERNOON CONFERENCES at 11 and 2.45 for LADIES ONLY.

Mrs. FRANK A. BEYAN WILL PRESIDE.

Subject of Morning and Afternoon Conferences ::

The training of Young Girls in relation to Morality, Social Life, and Domestic Usefulness.

EVENING CONFERENCE at 6.30, particulars later on .

Tickets not necessary . “ Sacred Songs and Solos " will be used .

THE NEW PREVENTIVE HOME at Parson's Green, Fulham ,

ig now ready for furnishing. DONATIONS for this SPECIAL PURPOSE will be thankfully received by

MESSRS. JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C. , or

EDWARD W. THOMAS,

200, Euston Road, London, N.W.

MİSSIONARY CONFERENCE,

Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen .

Mildmay Park,

OCTOBER 5th, 6th, and 7th, 1886 .

THE OFFICIAL REPORT

Will be issued as early as possible ,

Containing Report ofthe Proceedings of this

IMPORTANT AND INTERESTING CONFERENCE,

With Papers and Addresses corrected bythe Speakers.

In Demy 8vo ., cloth , 38. 6d.

(UNIFORM WITH REPORT OF MISSION CONFERENCE HELD IN 1878. )

Reduced Price to Subscribers,

Half- & - crown ; or by post, Two Shillings and Elevenpence.

To secure copies at the Reduced Price orders must be

received at once.

Six Mission Vessels aro cruising, amongst tho North Boa trawling

fleots . 12,000smacksmen are ongaged all the year round inproviding our

tables with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and

slooty storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of thom ,

to tho pitiless waves, that markets at home may be well supplied - may

sightly claim some small share in the privileges wo so richly enjoy and so

highly prize.

THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen tho message of Divino morcy and pardoning

love, bringing the pleasure ofbooks to whiloawaythe weary hours, afford

ing relief in caseof sicknoss and injury , andcheering and brightoning dull

and monotonous livesby their presence and ministry.

“ The Mission Smacksare doing in the North Sea a grand work , worthy

of the support of a great maritimo nation liko England ; and I believe that

the results of their effort. greatas they are in the prosent, will, if only
supported liberally by tho public, bo of untold value in the future ."

Sir Edward Birkbeck , Bart., M.P.

FUNDS are greatly NEEDED to onablo tho Mission to placo a Vessel

with every fleet.

R. J. MATHER,Director,

181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge , E.C.

N.B.-The ofices were removed to the present address in
December last. Attention to the change will save much

trouble, time, and expense to the Mission .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.O.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL

MISSIONARY CONFERENCE,

Held at Mildmay, October, 1878.

Demy 8vo ., cloth, 434 pp . Price 38. 6d. , post free .

“ Cannot fail to become a valuable guide for future missions to the

heathen . Will largely conduce,we hope,to kindle a missionary spiritin

the hearts of young men of suitable attainments and zeal.”

Rev. O. H. SPURGEON in Sword and Trowel.

Price ONE PENNY . 12 Copies, post free , 1s.

NATIONAL IDOLATRY,

By ROBERT BROWN ,

Author of “ Outlines of Prophetic Truth ,” “ The Hidden Mystery , "
“ Babylonianism ," " Jesuitism , " &c .

“ A more valuable little tract, or one more suitable to the present times,
has seldom come under our notice, and we gladly commend it to the
perusal of our friends." - English Churchman .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & 00., 48, PATERNOSTEB Row , E.O.LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.
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JUST PUBLISHED .

Illustrated by EDWARD WHYMPER . Crown 8vo . 59. cloth boards.

Glimpses of Maori Land. By A. R. BUTLER,

Author of “ Stories of a Children's Medical Mission ."

Miss Butler's book has the charm of simplicity and truth . Her de

scriptions andanecdotes are fresh and lifelike, and she has gathered within

the compass of a small volume, which is enriched by good illustrations ,
much useful and interesting information about the country , the settlers,
and the natives. "- The Spectator .

Work and Adventure in New Guinea, 1877 to

1885. By JAMES OHALMERS, of Port Moresby, and W.WYATT GILL,
B.A. , Author of " Life in the Southern Isles , &c. With a Map and

many illustrations. Crown 8vo. 69. cloth boards.

Altogether this volume should prove a welcome addition to our in
formation about New Guinea .” - Athenæum .

Just Published.

The Gospel in South India ; or, Illustrations of

the Religious Life, Experience, and Character of Hindu Christians.

By the Rev. 8AMUEL MATEER , F.L.S. , author of " The Land of

Ch y ,” “ Native Life in Travancore ," & c . With Illustrations. Crown

8vo. Cloth boards, 33. 60 .

This little work gives facts admitting of no dispute , lives of converts

Mission work carried on by natives, school results ,&c . , to show how wod

drouslysuccessful the work of the Gospel has been, under God's blessing,

in South India . Mr. Mateer is a well -known writer, and this book should

be found very useful in aiding the cause of missions.

Buddhism Past and Present. By the Right

Rev.J.H. TITCOMB, D.D. , First Bishop of Rangoon. Crown 8vo.
33. cloth boards .

“ Dr. Titcomb has seen Buddhism at close quarters, and has had oppor.

tunities of estimating its value as a factor in human life from practical

experience. He has compressed within the limits of a quite moderate

sized volume a great massof information ." - Spectator .

“ Bishop Titcomb's little manual ou Buddhism gives in a clear form the

main points of likeness and contrast between thereligionsof the East and

West , and while glancing through the volume it is impossible not to be

struck by both ." - Saturday Review.

in Southern India . A Visit to some of the chief

Mission Stations in the Madras Presidency. By Mrs. MURRAY

MITCHELL, Author of “ In India , a Missionary's Wife amongthe Wild
Tribes of South Bengal, ” &c . Map and Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

69. cloth boards.

" A bright , sympathetic account of a work in which the writer feels, of

course , the keenest interest, and of which she is well qualified to judge."

-Spectator .

“ We can scarcely imagine a more interesting book than this for a mis

sionary working party or other circle where the picturesque rather than

the deep is valued ." - Record .

Hinduism Past and Present. By J. MURRAY

MITCHELL, M.A. , LL.D. With of Recent Hindu

Reformers , and a brief comparison between Hinduism and Christianity

an account

" The volume is so brightly written that it is more interesting than

many a novel ; while its information is so full, so varied , and so valuable,
that it must rank as the standard work on the subject." - Nonconformist.

Every -day Life in China ; or Scenes along River
and Road in the Celestial Empire. · By EDWIN J. DUKES. With
a Map and Illustrations from the Author's Sketches, engraved by E.

Whymnper. Crown 8vo . 6s . cloth boards.

“ Well worth reading." - Church Missionary Intelligencev,

“ A most readable and instructive book - one of the best popular books

about China we have seen . " - Scotsman .

“ Mr. Dukes has used his common sense and imagination so as to be

able to produce a book which English men who are not over conversant

with the technicalities of religiousliterature can read with pleasure and

advantage." - Christian World .

The History of Protestant Missions in India

from their commencement in 1706 tô 1882. By the Rev. M, A.

SHERRING , M.A., LL.B.Newly revised and brought down to date.

By theRev. E. STORROW , formerly of Benares. With Four Maps.

Crown 8vo. 6s . cloth boards .

The only completo sketch of theHistory and present state of Protestant
Missions in India . The maps will be found on examination the best that

have yet appeared , showiog the various agencies at work at each station .

Madagascar and France. With some Account of
the Island, Its People, Its Resources and Development. By GEORGE
A. SHAW, F.Z 8., London Mission , Tamatave. With many Illustra

tions and a Map . Crown 8vo. 69. cloth boards.

“ A substantial and in every way satisfactory book - thorough alike in

its history , its sociology,and its natural science ." - Spectator,

“ A graphic sketch of the chequered history of the Malagasy." — Times.

" An extremely interesting account of this great island.

Christian World .

Jottings from the Pacific . By the Rev. W.

WYATT GILL, B.A., Author of "Life in the Southern Isles , " and

joint Author of" Work and Adventure in New Guinea . ” Illustrated .

Crown 8vo . 58. cloth boards.

"A stirring narrative of mission work among Pacific Islanders .” — Echo.

" The anthropological notes are very valuable... This is a very interest

ing book ." - Suturday Review .

These ' jottings ' could only come from the pen of a writer who, like
Mr. Gill , combines considerable culture with long and intimate acquaint.

ance with the Bouth Pacific." - Academy,

Crown 8vo . 4s. cloth boards,

" Hinduism is a complicated and unwieldytheme, but the intimate and

direct acquaintance with itwhich Dr. Mitchell has had gives his treatment

of it vivacity and interest." - Presbyterian Messenger .

" A praiseworthy attempt to present a popular view of a vast and im .

portant subject. The author's experience and intelligence are equally
reflected in his concise and clear statement of the various modern more.

ments among the religious bodies throughout India." - Saturday Review ,

Among the Mongols. By the Rev. JAMES

GILMOUR, M.A. (of Peking). With engravings. 6s. cloth boards.

“ There has been , if our experience serves usat all, nobook quite like this

since • Robinson Crusoe ; ' and . Robinson Crusoe ' is not better, does not

tell a story more directly, or produce more instantaneous and Sinal con

viction . No one who begins this book will leave it till the narrative ends,

or doubt for an instant , whether he knows Defoe or not , that he has been

eochained by something separate aad distinct in literature, something

almost uncanny in the way it has gripped him, and made him see for ever

a scene he never expectedto see ." --Spectator .

Old Highways in China. By ISABELLE

WILLIAMSON, of Chefoo . Illustrations and Map. Crown fro .
59. cloth boards .

" Mrs. Williamson writes naturally , and with ease . She has much that

is interesting to say, and we have no hesitation in recommending her book

to those who wish to read something new about an old subject." Saturday
Review ,

ILLUSTRATED MISSIONARY BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

Child Life in Chinese Homes. By Mrs. Every -day Life in South India ; or, The Story of

BRYSON , of Wuchang. China. With many Illustrations. Small Coopooswamey. An Autobiography. With many fine Engravings
quarto . 58. cloth boards. Imperial 16mo. 35. 6d . cloth boards .

Tulsipur Fair. Glimpses of Missionary Life and The Vanguard of the Christian Army ; or,
Work in North India . A Book for the Children . By the Rev. B. H.

BADLEY , M.A. With Engravings. 43. cloth gilt.
Sketches ofMissionary Life . Illustrated . 53. cloth , gilt .

The Children of India . Written for the Children Prasanna and Kamini. The Story of a Young

of England by one of their Friends. With Illustrations and Map. Hindu. Adapted by J. H. BUDDEN, of Almorah , North India. Witb

48. cloth , gilt edges. Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 2s . cloth boards ,

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE IN THE MISSION FIELD.

FUNDS URGENTLY NEEDED.

Among the most potent influences exerted at the present time in the various Mission Fields of the World must be counted that of the CHRISTIAN
PRE88 .

In addition to their ordinary work, many Missionaries have earnesily devoted their energies towards the production of & Literature, the power of

which is already telling in a wonderful manner.

THE RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY

has borne a large share of thework-it proclaims the Gospel ofthe Grace of God in 177 languages. That which has been done is , however, very little

comparedwith what must be done.AsconvertsIncrease,and Missionsextend,books, Christian in tone, andtracts fullofGOSPEL TRUTH ,must be
provided .

subscription of 109. 6d . or upwards constitutes Membership in the Society ; a sum of £10 163.constitutes Life membership. All subscribers receive

Subscriptions may be sent tothe Secretaries, Rev.Lewis Borrett White,D.D., and Rov. 8. G. Green, D.D., 56, Paternoster Row , London, E.c.

Cheques should be crossed, and made payable in the name of Mr. Joseph Tarn, Cashier.
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The Missionary Conference,

M

EDICAL missions had place in the afternoon ; the

Scriptural warrant made clear by the chairman, Dr.

Gauld ; their application to home poor illustrated by Dr.
Notes from the Benches.

ThomsonCrabbe,and to foreign by Dr. W. Carey (who, we

years ago we had the pleasure of attending the were told , is great-grandson of the famous William Carey)

memorable Missionary Conference at Mildmay. Dr. Young (who labours at his own charges amongst the

Once again thegreat work of the Church, if she is to be Jews in the Ghetto of Rome) and Dr. Maxwell (so well

obedient to her Divine Lord's parting charge, has been con known as of Formosa) Medical missions were enthusiastically

sidered. If the meetings have not been so largely attended as maintained to be the most potentlives for disarming pre

we could have wished , there has been a considerable number judice for many a hearing for the Gospel.

present, and keen interest has been manifested, alike in the

enumeration ofmissionary principles, orinthedetails of Min the evening, presented a graphic word picture

,

R. GRATTAN GUINNESS, in his opening address

missionary work.

(for some it may be, too statistical) of the whole of the dark

THEkeynotestruck by Lord Cavan attheopening continent, showing that, after all, the Church has done little

meeting was clear and Scriptural ; increased missionary more than fringe the coast, and dot the great interior on the

zealis preparing the way for the return of our Lord . river lines of the Niger and Congo with a few twinkling

Mr. Wilkinson's Bible reading, for indeed such it was, on taper lights.

“ The Rightful Place of Missionsto Israel, ” must have come Then came a Christian merchant, Mr. John W.Moir, who

with considerable freshness and force to many present. From spoke of what he hadseen during a nine years' residence in the

prophecy, doctrine and experience ; from our Lord's example, heart of Africa, and pictured its sad condition in telling

and the action of His Apostles, the speaker showed the sentences.

Divine principle to be, “ to the Jew first. Next came a venerable naval officer, Mr. Blakeney, who

Messrs. Baumann and Glenny, who followed , dwelt on portrayedin simple and direct sailor fashion the triumph of

Moslem faith and practice in India and North Africa, and the Gospel in New Zealand and Japan. These two,together

stirred many by their graphic pictures of a missionary's with Mr. Fraser in the morning, spoke as independent wit

experience amongst the followers of the false prophet. nesses, and their words were of great weight.

NHURSDAY morning brought evidences rather of difficul

With our sisters' burning words we had fullest
ties and hope deferred thantriumphs. The subject was

sympathy. Such work has indeed been remarkably owned of
Bible Lands, and as Mr. Eugene Stock pointed out it, is a hu

God'; but the chairman's opening plea for women preachers
miliating thing to see these lands under the Moslem sway. He,

struck us as rather strained .
Mr. Wilson, and Mr. Brooks, all dwelt upon the peculiar diffi

Miss Ricketts, in speaking of the Women of China,had
culties of reaching the Mohammedans in these lands where

evidently carefully prepared her address, which proved ex

the Turkish Government rules. The opposition, in spite of

ceedingly interesting. Miss Poulton spoke of Syria and Mrs.
treaties, seems almost overwhelming. Amongst the Chris

Osborne of South Africa, and both won sympathy and

tians of the Eastern Churches there is much encouragement.

awakened heartfelt gratitude. Mrs. Gardner James was
and throughthese, it is hoped to reach theirMoslem fellows,

difficult to follow , doubtless owing to the great extent of
Mr. Blamire gave some interesting details of the Lord's

ground to be covered in a few minutes.

work in Spain , and of the self-denial and devotion of the

converts,

THE
THE first afternoon was devoted to women's work for T

a

IN theevening.MilReal life, thelehalemahamadewaayeatonce for M. Saillens, whose plea for France was very IN the afternoon a dismissal service washeld, when

telling
fourteen ladies were commended to the Lord on the

Col. Pashkoff gave, in a simple, almost conversational style,
eve of setting forth to India, China, and other lands

one of the most deeply interesting addressesof the Confer
Thus we had a very practical and enjoyable response to

ence. Its theme was, “ The Hand of God in Russia .” God , he
the call for more labourers, which had, day by day, been

proved, is working in spite of the greatest opposition and
sounding.

workingby the humblest means. Dr.Bædekerwho follo wed

THE

Gospel in Austria, Hungary, Bavaria, and other Roman T Conference must take cognizance of the painfully ob

Catholic countries. vious fact that we want missionsto the home beathen as well

A few heart-searching words, in Mr. Radcliffe's well as the foreign. We were glad this was fully recognized. Mr.

known style, on “ Obedience and Blessing - till we obey, God Robert Paton dwelt solemnly on our personal responsibility

cannot bless," concluded the first day of the Conference. for the indifference and ignorance around us . He urged

strongly a larger use of the printing press as a means of dis

JHE second morning had no less than the great empires

TH!

seminating the truth.

of India and China for its subject. Mr. Russell Hurditch addressed specially those who might

Major-Gen. Sir R. Phayre who presided, presented a care become workers ; who must be saved, separated, and sent

fully drawn up summary of the present position of the men and women . Amongst the dangers of the day, he

mission work in India. enumerated indifference , formalism , ritualism , and ration

The next speaker, Mr. Fraser, avowedly stood as an in alism , worldliness, lack of brotherly love, prayerlessness, and

dependent witness, who, in the course of a long official unconsecrated wealth.

experience in India had seen much of mission work, Mr. R. Radcliffe concluded the Conference by one of his

brought good news. His testimonywas very telling. characteristically pointed appeals for personal service, its very

Chinawas represented ably byRevs. C. G.Moore, and essence being, “ Who will go ? ” The Lord has said, “ Go,"

D. MacIver, the first maintaining that no sufficient response and we prefer to stay at home.

has yet been made to China's need, and thesecond reviewing

briefly the history of missions in the Empire since the last 10 closed the three days' Conference, and as it was expressed

Missionary Conference at Mildmay. He insisted strongly

on the value of native evangelists. Indeed, in all parts of morning, it had proved a time ofdeep heartsearching. The cry

the mission field it is evident the usefulness of the natives is from alllands and all missions, is, “ Who will come and help

being more fully recognised. We hail this as a healthy and us ? ” More labourers,men full ofthe Holy Ghost, are the one

promising token great need made evident in this Conference.

.
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Zacharias (Luke i. 68), in His own words at Nazareth (Luke

iv.) ; and in His sending forth of the twelve ; in His interview

THE MILDMAY MISSIONARY CONFERENCE. with the Gentile woman, and onother occasions,we
find He says He is sent to the lost ones of the house of

Israel. So, also, before the cross, we find Him “ weeping

over Jerusalem ," and on the cross we find Him praying for

TUESDAY MORNING ADDRESSES.

forgivenessfor the same people. But after His resurrection

it was to all nations, but “ beginning at Jerusalem ." They

did wait, and got something worth waiting for, three

thousand souls for one sermon .

JEWS AND MOHAMMEDANS.

Now letus run through the book of the Acts of theApostles,

and see what they did in the first half-century of the Chris;

tian era in establishing Christianity. (Mr. Wilkinson read

and commented on the following passages from this point of

Call of These Last Days.

view. ) Acts i . 8 ; ii. 41 and 47 ; iii. 26 ; iv. 4 ; v. 14 , 31, 42 ;

vi. 7 ; viii. 3, 4, 8 ; ix . 15 , 20 , 22 , 31 , 35 ; X. 44 ; xi. 1-21 ;

BY THE EARL OF CAVAN.

xiii . 1-5 ; xiv . 1 , 7 , 15,27 ; xvii. 10.12 ; xviii . 8 , 24, 25, and

xix . 10, 20, 26 , 34.

I

Now from this line of teaching, we have all along the

my own feeling is that in view of the vastness of the sub Jew first. To-day the Jew is in all lands, understands all

ject before us, I am overwhelmed . It s called the “ World languages, can speak to all people, is strong in the doctrine of

wide Evangelization,” and when I remember how far short the one God. What a blessing they are just ready to be to

we have come of the command of the blessed Lord , “ Go ye all people !

into all the world , and preach the Gospel to every creature," Long the Jew has been forgotten , and now that the Church

Iam overwhelmed with a sense of ourfailure. But, sensible is wakingup to missions in all lands, the Jew is still for

of our sin and shortcoming, we make this day confession gotten . Yet we find God intended the Gentile Church to be

before God of our neglect ofHis command , and of the injury thrown wide open to the Jews. As Dr. McNeile said thirty

done to our fellow -men ; for we have not “ done well to years ago, in my hearing, “ There are four stages in the cou

hold our peace in these days of glad tidings." But, thus con version of the world, some Jews,some Gentiles, the nation

fcssing, we come in assured contidence He will not only for of Jews, and the nations of Gentiles." When the Jews are

give, but bless — for He is rich in mercy. Do we not feel brought back to God, and when they hail their Messiah, then,

He is nianifesting His grace id no small degree in these last and not till then, shall come blessingto all nations. Mean

says in pouring out uponHis Church the spirit of evangeliz. while let us not forget it is our privilege to go to the Jee

ing and of obedience to His great command ? first.

Now , looking around, whatdo we see ? That, thongh the Mr. Wilkinson proceeded to make some little reference to

world won't hear, there are those in all lands who do ; and what is now being done for Israel, and concluded : I believe

thus He is taking out a people to His name and preparing we are called upon to overhaul three matters in connection

the way for His return . Itseems to me that the words in with evangelizing - men , money, and machinery . We want

Song Sol. vi. 1 are so applicable to the present occasion : more men ,let us ask God ; weneed more money, let us look

“ Whither is thy Beloved gone? O thou fairest amongwomen , to Him, but also look to it if there be not better ways of

As to our machinery, itwants,I fully believe,

The Faith is, God isone, and Mohammed

reading, washings, and a great variety ofacts. Now, remem .

thatwe may seek Himwith thee ? MyBeloved obtaining it.

is gone down into His garden, to gather lilies. ” He has gone to be thoroughly overhauled. I should not marvel if some

down to His garden that He may gather sometbing more of our methods hinder rather than help the work we have as

glorious than lilies, even ransomed souls, that He may make

them members of His Church, the Bride. MayHe,by means

heart. And in overhauling these things let us consider if

we cannot make more practicaluse of believing Jews. To

of this Conference, gather many. So in the following verses their own people, at all events, they are the best of all mis

we have the striking expression, “ I am my Beloved's, and sionaries. The rightfui position of missions to Israel,in

my Beloved is mine” (see chapters ii. and vii). In view of relation to missions to theworld, is, therefore, shown by

the Lord's nearapproach,Heis, Ibelieve, preparingHis people prophecy, ourLord's example, and His apostles action from

for His coming. And , while He thus stirs our hearts, we , on thefirst; the Jew nrst, and then the Gentiles.

our part, must seek to prepare the way of the Lord .

The Gospel Amongst Moslems.

To the Jew First.
BY REV. A. W. BAUMANN .

By REV. JOHN WILKINSON.
OUR subject this morning is “ The.Rightful First Place of Gºd, I believe, has ordained the Church shouldat al

times be a struggling, striving, and suffering Church

Missions to Israel, in Relation to the World .” Now I This, alas ! has not been fully fulfilled in the Christian Church

believe what we want to understand is God's way of doing There have been suchtimes, butitseems to me the Church

things, and how He would have us act. Let us, then ,

examinewhat God saysabout Israelas the channel of blessa | fore,itis our enemies have got thebetter of us, and Chris

of Christ is lacking very muchinthis particular, andthere

ing to the Gentiles. RememberGod has guaranteed Israel's tianity doesnot advance so fast as it ought to do. We have

future place as a blessing to all nations. By what means ? enemieswithin and without ; three within and three without

We have clear revelation on this subject. He elected one The enemies within are unbelief, indifference, and infidelity

nation, and to the father of it said, “ In thee, and in thy the enemies without are the Jews,the Mohammedans, and

seed , shall all nations be blessed ." So also we read in the Romanists.

Isa. xliii. 21 , “ This people have I formed for Myself.” And Now it has been my privilege to labour someyears amongst

this is recognised by the Jews, as in Psa. lxvii. : “God be the Mohammedans in North-West India, and I want to say,

merciful to us, and bless us. " What for ? “ That Thy way just because that religion hassometruth in it,it isthehardest

may be known to all people.” And so, in the close ofthe of all to overcome.
It is, insome respects, a reasonable and

Psalm , “ God shall bless us, and all the ends of the earth shall rational doctrine, therefore its power. We may regard it as

fear Sim ." Tbe ends of the earth shall never fear Him faith and practice.

until Israel is blessed . The glory of the Gentiles shall not be is Hisprophet. The Practice consists of prayers, Koran

seen till God extends peace to Israel like a river.

Now, passing from the Old Testament prophecies, let us

cometo the advent of our DivineLord,and let uslook at it religion; is it so with us ? Alas!alas ! it is not. Are

ber, every Mohammedan is thoroughly inearnest about bis

in the light of prophecy,doctrine, and experience. Prophecy striving Christians?No ; but weoughttobe. Many doen,
we have zeen ; our Lord's ministry we may see in the song of thebannerofChrist, for to such Christ is not all in all.But,
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WOMEN'S WORK FOR WOMEN.

ifritualismbe a weakness in Christianity, it is also amongst

Mohammedans, for many of them are becoming much more

ceremonial and ritual than their prophet commanded or their

Koran prescribes.

Nowone great difficulty we have to meet amongst Moham

medans is the inconsistencies of Christians ; they are

constantly pointing to these, and asking why we do not convert

our own people instead of coming to them .

When we seek to lead them away from such things to

Christ Himself, we find it is very difficult, they have such a

deep -rooted prejudice against Jesus. Now, however, a spirit

of inquiry is awakened and questions are raised. How can

He be the Son of God ? How could He raise the dead ? How

could He rise from the grave ? and so on, in a hundred

things.

We are glad to see this, but, at the same time, we in the

East know that Mohammedanism is spreading, not so quickly

as it did in days when they had but to shake a sword over a

man's head and offer him the alternative of instant death or

accepting the faith of the Koran. Still it is creeping onward,

it is not yet a dying faith, and wemust note that fact. We

meet it very practically in India, for those inclined to accept

Christ do so at the imminent risk of losing their lives through

therage of their fanatical relatives. And if it be so in India

under a Christian Government, what can we think of our

brethren labouring in Persia and other Mohammedan lands

without the shelter of the Christian Government ? Not long

ago , in Berlin, I had an interview with a Jewish rabbi, wbo

asked very specially, “ Do you make any converts amongst

Mohammedans ? "Why doyou ask so specially ? ” “Because

they believe in one God.” “ No, ipdeed they do not ; they

arein India practically idolaters, in spite of all outward pro

fessions.” I told him of a Mohammedan in Calcutta, who

said that the Englishmen are the trne Moslems and the

Mohammedans have really become infidels ; because their

practice does not come up to their profession . Still we rejoice

in the tokens of encouragement God is granting us amongst

the Mohammedans of India,

The Ministry of Women .

BY MR. C. H. JUDD.

WILLyou look withmeata few passages of Scripture

before our sisters speak ? First, in Psa. lxviii. (R.V.)

we find in the eleventh verse, " The Lord giveth the word,

the women that publish the tidings are a great host.” Then

in the New Testament, turn to Acts i . 14 and ii . 1 , where we

find men and women praising and praying together and

filled with the Holy Spirit, just what the prophet Joel said

would take place in these days. And in Acts xxi. 9 we find

four daughters prophesying. Then in Paul's Epistles we

find in 1 Cor. xi. 5 directions how the women are to speak

in public. There are two passages supposed to forbid the

speaking of women in public. In 1 Cor. xiv. 34 there is a

command that women are to keep silence in the church ; that

is, there isto beno chatteringand talking during the worship

of God. Just the difficulty allworkers in Eastern lands are

familiar with. So again 1 Tim . ii . 11, 12,which is often quoted

as forbidding women, really applies to the relationship

between husband and wife,

From the Word of God a number of examples may be

adduced of women not only serving at home, but speaking

and prophesying in the church. I believe the great adver

sarybas shut our eyes in order that we may be deprived of

one of the most powerful instruments in spreading the

Gospel. Experience everywhere proves that women are

amongst the most successful soul-winners,

Lone Human Souls.

North African Mohammedans.

BY MISS RICKETTS.

BY MR . E. H. GLENNY.

W

FA

JAR away backin the counsels of eternity God planned

the evangelization of the world ; and after the death and

resurrection of our Lord, He left the charge to His Church,

“ Go . . . preach to every creature ." Soon, however, the

missionary spirit died out, the Church became cold, she for :

gother great work, and suffered loss in cousequence. Thank

God, the Church is now awaking to the greatwork entrusted

to her.

Now we have heard of Jews, of Mohammedansin India,

and I haveto speak of Mohammedans in North Africa, and

especially amongst the aboriginal tribeswho inhabit the hills

of Kabylia. I believe there are no Moslem people in the

world so accessible as these Kabyles. They are not far from

England , and they are very ready to hear. There are two

great races, remember : theBerbers (the original race) , and

the Arabs ( their conquerors). Amongst them we find, of

course, many mixed as well as pure, and the language differs

accordingly .

After giving details of the work, Mr. Glenny said it was

ina certain degree preparatory and pioneer ; it is sowing, the

reaping time is coming. But God has been pleased to give

considerable encouragement. He was specially anxious that

many more Christian women should go forth — men too are

wanted , butjust at present there is a great cry for women .

But it should always be remembered that the right workers

must go, those who do know their God and are strong to do

exploits , those who have been used of God at home : spiritual

men and women for spiritual work, these are wanted . Shall

they be found ? Think of the perishing Mohammedan s,

Shall we leave them , lost and lonely ?

Christ is coming, call them in .

as His last command, “Go ye into all the world ,and

preach the Gospel to every creature," and so difficult

did He deem itHe said , “ Lo , I am with you alway. ".

But the Church has forgotten her great commission , has

neglected hergreat business,and has failed to evangelias the

nations. God , however, seems in these days to be calling

loudly to His Church because of Hishouse, which lieth waste,

not visible houses of worship, but His invisible temple, the

Church of the living God). He is calling to a new crusade, bid

ding us lay life and treasure at His feet, and go forth to the

rescue of the Holy Place. Remember, consecration means

nothing if we do not follow in the line of His will. It

means not singing of sweet hymns, but new Godbreathed life

devoted to a glorious, yet'often disagreeable, work.
Let us

remember “ there remaineth yet very much land to be pos

sessed ; ” and , if the difficulties seem great, “hitherto hath

the Lord helped us."

In view of these things think of the awful condition of

the women of China, who know not the comfort of the

Gospel of Christ. The misery of feet binding alone is a living

death ; and to that we have to add the agonies of early

child marriages. I cannot forget, if I would, how such poor

creatures have clung tome as I have passed through their

villages . Ah , friends, if you could only feel the clinging

touch of a lone human soul, you would surely be stirred in

your comfortable homes. Miss Ricketts proceeded to give some

account of the progress ofwork in China, expressing the belief

that, in proportion to the labourers,God has wonderfully and

graciouslygranted fruit. Since He is so faithful, let us be

loyal to Him and His purposes as we have neveryet been ;

that wemay learn to pity the poorest of those who are with

out God and without hope in the world ,
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The Daughters of Syria.

These are the kinds of work we have in hand in South

Africa. We touch the natives, the colonists, the soldiers,

and the sailors ; but we do so want workers -- several more
BY MISS POULTON .

workers. A lady is specially wanted for a new Soldiers'

TE Institute, also a lady for a new branch of the Y.W.C.A., and

have to tell you of a very small country, which also
another for the railway men and the policemen, who are

needs labourers. It is,however, a land of peculiar interest ;
scattered afar, and have no means of hearing the Gospel. Az

for it is the land trod bythe blessed feet of Him who came
we look upon these men we ask : How are we to reach them ?

to this earth that He might redeem us poor sinners from
What can wedo with our little means, our few loaves and small

iniquity. Now that land is full of poor blind people who
fishes ? But He says, “Give ye them to eat; * and if we obey He

know not the Lord . Workers are wanted ; not least women.
will bless. Surely there are many who will come and Lelp

The women of Palestine are ignorant, so ignorant and
us to give to the poor perishing multitudes who are fainting

neglected, there is no one to help them , Of course there are
for the lack of the Bread of Life. Dare any grudge sons

workers doing a good work, but so many more are wanted,
and daughters for His service, seeing He spared not His own |

sorely wanted . There are many good workers, but to -day I
Son , but freely delivered Him up for us all ? He asksus thus

desire to speak of the British Syrian Schools, which , for a
to give upforHim : and remember,He is coming, and itwill !

number of years, have been doing a grand work. We want
not be for long

to savethewomen and the children, and one thing we have

not to do — that is, convince the women of the value of edu

cation; they are perfectly aware of that, and ready to welcome
Women's Work in Europe.

the opportunities we afford them.

In our schools you may find all classes, the daughters of
BY MRS. GARDNER JAMES.

Government officials and rich merchants sitting side by side
with beggar children ; and all religions, Mohammedans, | I AM to speak about Europe : but it has been asked , what

Jewesses,Greeks,Orthodox and Catholic, Maronites, and so

part of Europe ? Well, I am to speak of two societies

on. And, remember, what they hear in the schools they
specially, the Young Women's Christian Association and

the International Union for the Protection of Young Girls,
repeat at home.

Besides these schools our ladies visit a great deal, and there
These societies are doinga noble work inmany Continental

is one most encouraging feature , that at all times the Bible
lands. For example, in Norway and Sweden the Y.W.C.A.

wins respect and a hearing. Even in the harems of the
(of which the Queen of Sweden is a member) has been greatly

wealthy Mohammedans the women are eager to hear the
used of God , and there has been lately a great revival and

Word. ' And it is just the same amongst the poor women of
many have been converted . The new converts are now,

nearly all of them , working amongst their poorer companions.the villages.

Then the Sunday classes for the women, as also the week
The work has extended in theform of Sunday classes to

day classes are intensely interesting, being well attended by

Finland and St. Petersburg, where a great work is going on

women really anxious to know and learn . We believe, not

quietly, and carried on chiefly by women . Remember, it is

withstanding many disappointments, there is a very real
no light task we undertake there are

present to -day who have had to suffer exile for His name's

work going on. And even the Mohammedan husbands say :

“ Well, this makes a difference. The Christian's book must
sake. In Russia, however, as far as the poor Russians

be a good book if it makes our wives like this .” They say
are concerned , there is but little done for the young women,

sometimes, “ Our home is perfectly changed since you taught
although amongst the Germans in Russia there is a good

deal doing.

our little wives to read and sing." We believe that the work

is such that in a few years, if the Lord should tarry , there
In Germany we have opened places in a considerable pum

will be an almost complete change inSyria. We trust that
ber of towns, partly through Dr. Bædeker's and Dr. Ziemann's

labours.

these women who love to read the Bible and sing “ Just as I
Many ladies are now willing to work amongst

am ,” and other hymns, may soon come right out for the Lord
their fallen sisters. In Germany we must not have English

Jesus , workers, the workers must be German. Well , our Y.W.C.A.

is just doing that. It is raising up and training Christian

women to work for their Lord .

South African Calls.

some here

AI

BY MRS. OSBORN.
TUESDAY EVENING ADDRESSES.

LL who knowanything of work in the colonies know

that strong drink is the most dreadful snare ; it is so

at the Cape, and, although measures have been passed dealing
THE CONTINENT OF EUROPE.

watives ashe is thesoldiers and colonists, on accountof MR. REGread onlik
Ane verse before calling on our

drink. Will you pray that this hindrance may be removed ?

We have just heard of Eastern women - well, we have a

first speaker John xiv 15. “ If ye love Me, keepMy command

work amongst the women in South Africa — and God has
ments." Now we shall have three speakers, and I want all

given us great blessing. Rev. Andrew Murray has
here to take each one of them to heart before they begin.

founded a seminary for young women. There is a missionary

society in connection with this seminary, and the students are The White Field of France.

hoping to go out as labourers for the Lord.
BY MONSIEUR SAILLENS.

But there is one thing we want very much ; as Paul said,

“Let us go again and visit our brethren in every city where IF

we have preached the Word of the Lord, and see how they seeinthe distancelarge cities,one, for example,with

do.” That is just what we want ; our places are full of Chris nearly a hundred thousand inhabitants and only one Christian

tians, and even Christian labourers who have been alone for minister. But, yousay ,it is a different country. True, but

many years, and have, it may be, become cold , and forgotten the sea does not count with God ; and we in France have

their first love. And remember, these are just the people just as much claim as you have for the Gospel of Christ. I

who are in contact with the heathen, and by whose lives the have often wondered why English Christians pass over

poor heathens very often judge Christianity. France, their nearest neighbour. You borrow our rail

Then aboutsoldiers and sailors, remember the importance ways and send your missionaries over them to Marseilles, to

of winning these men , who may become witnesses to all lands go to China and elsewhere, but you do not send them to us

and all coples. From the army alone some 30,000 pass Probably there is little romance about us, we are very

every year into civilian life ; how important that they should yourselves, and therefore you forget we need the message of

be evangelized while in the army ! the Gospel. But, though we are a highly civilized nation

like
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we need the Gospel as much as others. As far as our hearts

are concernedwe are just the same as the savages, for men

can only be divided into two classes — those who have been

saved by Christ and those who have not.

Then, it may be, some pass us by because we have a

Reformed Church - forgetting that Church was drowned long

ago in its own blood, and the persecution, which lasted 300

years, must have had a great effect on the French Church.

For all these three centuries it has been impossible for us to

evangelize, to preach in the open air, or give away tracts ;

so we have lost the habit and art of doing these things, and

we need your help.

Then some think weare half Christian, and as Roman

Catholics do not need the Gospel so much. Now, on the

contrary, I believe this fact increases our need , for there is

nothing so deadly as the Pope's mixture of truth and error,

this religion which has gone against its birth and forgotten

its origin. It has indeed become impossible,since the dogmas

of the Immaculate Conception and PapalInfallibility have

been adopted, for Roman Catholics to find Christ. They are

further away from Him than many of the heathen .

Now the French are, it is said , becoming atheistic. But I say

it is against the wholenature of the French to be atheists. I

believe that, though they are very noisy, the number of out

and out atheists is very few. But, though not an atheist

nation , we are an infidel nation-t hat is, there area very

large number of doubters. And much of our infidelity

has come from England, for it was here that Voltaire

learned his infidelity .

Now thus you seethe need of France ; will you listen to the

Macedonian cry I bring you ? France does, indeed , call upon

you, “Come over and help us." I do not think there is in the

whole world a more promising field for missions than France.

Twenty years ago it was not so; the Gospel could not then be

preached as itmay be now . The war opened the way marvel

lously ; and a Gospel preacher will find a welcome wherever

he goes. He will find an audience, a patienthearing, and, I

believe, souls for his hire. There is not, I believe, an evange

listic station that has been opened that has not been made the

birthplace ofsouls. Therefore, I say, the hearts in France are

open ,and it would be a guilty thing on our part if we do not

enter these open doors. In fact, there is one thing that has

sometimes pained me, and that is that it is too easy, that the

Gospel is too popular, that there is not sufficient opposition. I

do most firmly believe there is no field in the whole world so

open to the Gospel as France.

Now, what we want there is men and women truly con

secrated to the Lord Jesus Christ. Will many of you come

over and help us ? And will you pray for us ? We want your

prayers, and wewant yourselves, ifyou will come over and

preach the Gospel to the people of France.

Mr. RADCLIFFE said : I know from recent visits how true are

the facts our brother has mentioned. I have seen for myself,

and know well it is so . Let us pray for France. Now we

go from France to Russia, that vast empire which is crying

out for the Gospel. Our brother is not in his land, because

he has been driven out for the Gospel's sake.

the Government laid hold of these men, and in order to stop

the work removed them to another part of the land. What

was the consequence ? Why, that the work broke out there.

And thus began througha single copy of the Word of God a

work that is spreading all over Russia .

Another work in South -east Russia began through a weak

man, who was led to offer himself as a colporteur to the

British and Foreign Bible Society. He was accepted, and

now wherever he goes God is pleased to work, and a revival

begins.

These are but illustrations of the whole work of God in

Russia. For example, in the north of Russia an English

Christian was used to raise up a few noble families to accept

the Gospel, and ten men of the upper classes then began to

tell the good newsto the prisoners and the poor, and God

poured out His Spirit, and many joyfully accepted Christ.

And so the workbegan and spread and went on, so that hun

dreds, I believe thousands, heard the Word of God, andmany

were led to the Saviour. But a great part of their work was

hospitals and prisons ; and hundreds of the convicts who

were going to Siberia heard the Word, and many believed ;

and are now scattered over Siberia in all parts, from the Ural

Mountains to the borders of China, and everywhere preaching

the Word .

So it is that in Russia God is, working by poor and

feeble instruments. For example, a tract, Come to Jesus,

was translated into Russian, and one copy went into a distant

part of Russia, and there itawakened a desire to know the

Gospel. And by and by a colporteur came that way,and to his

surprise found the people longing to buy copies of the

Word, and to hear what he had to say, and many

believed . All this coming from a single little tract. So the

story of the Gospel in Russia abounds in such little incidents,

in which small , unnoticed things have been the means in God's

hand of doing a great work. All this, you observe, has been

done without organization . We have had two organizations,

and throughthese we had in 1854 eighteen missionaries for the

millions of Russia. But the Lord seemedto put His hand on

these organizations, leaving the work wholly to His own

leadings. For every one who comes to the knowledge ofthe

Lord seems at once to become in a quiet way a worker,

spreading, as he finds opportunity, the fire over the country,

Everything man's power can do to stop the work is done, and

yet it grows and goeson. God seems using the hindrances to

forward His own work . And I must acknowledgethe British

and Foreign Bible Society is, by means ofits colporteurs, doing

a great work. Our ownmissionaries have been stopped and

imprisoned, but these colporteursare still permitted,and are

doinggood service. In Siberia the Russian Bible Society,

helped by funds from America, is doing a great work. Thus

quietly thewhole vast empire of Russia is being permeated by

God's Word.

Russia and Germany

BY DR. BÆDERER.

T is not a hard work to preach the Gospel to the Russians

, , ,

The Hand of God in Russia .

BY COLONEL PASHKOFF.

N the fourth chapter of Zechariah, in the sixth verse, we

saith the Lord of hosts. Who art thou, O great mountain ?

before Zerubbabel thou shalt become a plain .” If ever these

words have come true, it is with regard to the vast country of

Russia. It is not by might nor power that the work is going

on, but it is going on in spite of all that man and authority

can do to stop it. There are but few of us who can speak,

and of these many have been put in prison or forced to leave

the country ; yet the work goes on.

How does it go on ? After the Crimean War a copy of the

New Testament (which did not then exist in Russia ) was put

into the hand of a prisoner ; somehow or other it reached

Russia ; how it passed the Custom House I do not know. In

Russia it fell into the hands of a peasant, and led to his con

version, and that of others. His mouth was unstopped,and

he began to speak to those who lived in his vicinity. Soon

empire again and again, and have always found a welcome,

the people are so receptive. There is one thing to be borne

in mind, that the languages are very various. I have had to

preach (by interpretation , of course) in ten languages in

Russia from north "to south. It is easy to go and preach,

because the Russians are good linguists, and are very willing

to serve you as interpreters. Then one thing I have been

thinking, there would be no need to have such a Missionary

Conference as this in Russia, for every one who receives the

Gospel looks on it as a matter of course that what he has

received he must pass on to others. He understands it is

expected of him, and is glad to do it. I am almost ashamed

when I come to England and see the heaping up of riches

and the taking of one's ease, which is so common amongst

Christians. Surely, surely, they have forgotten , “ Freely as

ye have received , freely give ." Then is there not much

stagnant Christianity here, people receiving blessing and

storing up blessing, keeping it to themselves, instead of letting

it flow on to others ? Will each one of us ask before the Lord,

How shall I pour out before the Lord what He has given

me ?
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Now I am a German, and I want to speak just a word if we faint not. Faithful is He who calleth us , who also will

or two about my people. There are Germans at home, do it.

Germans in Austria, in Russia, in Canada, in America, and Commencing with the C.M.S. work in India, we find the

everywhere. What can we do for them ? There is Dr. Zie committee thank God for many young aspirants for missionary

mann , nearly alone in his work ; cannot we help him in some service. The universities of Cambridge and Dublin are mani.

way ? Cannot someyoung men go to help him ? When you
festing much missionary spirit, but the present need for men of

begin really thus to help others, you yourselves will be
some ministerial experience for important posts in India and

wonderfully blessed.
Africa, is as great as ever.

Now aboutRussia I want just to say that in the north, in
The progress in Tinnevelly has been very good - native

Finland, and in the south, in the Caucasus, there is liberty to
churches are planning theirown work, and sending forth their

preach and evangelize.
true missionary spirit. Thus there is fruit in Tinnevelly. Then

Then there are the Roman Catholic lands ofHungary, at Auringabad two hundred and fifty - five adults have been

Austria, Bavaria, and other parts of Germany which are open, baptized . There are many more who believe the truths of the

if you are willing to go. You are not permitted to preach a Gospel, but remain unbaptized. The number of this neutral

sermon or sing ahymn, but you may tell people whatyou have type is considerable in India generally.

to say to them ;and surely you can givethe people theGospel Then great progress has been made by the ladies of the

in that way . They will come together in crowds to hear Church of England Zenana Missionary Society.

you , they are eager to listen, and the Gospel plainly put
New missions have been established at Quetta and Aden.

does its own work. Should there not be whole bands going Afghanistan is being penetrated.

through these lands preaching the Gospel everywhere, using
Passing on to the reportofthe London Missionary Society, I

the platform if they cannotget into the pulpits ? If your
find special and successful efforts made to remove & debt ; &!

Gospel be a real Gospel, and received as a real Gospel, and
also abundant evidence of the reality and extent of the work

being done. The needis felt for more spiritual power and for
preached as a real Gospel, that Gospel is the one we want, a fuller outpouring of the Holy Spirit.

forit is the power of God unto salvation to every one that In India and China, it is stated , knowledge of the truth

believeth. Will you go and preach it to those who know it increases among the converts, but there is displayed a strange

not ? May God send you forth, thrust you forth, for His lack of enthusiasm for the spread of the Gospel, Honce a fuller

name's sake,
infusion of the Spirit of Christ is required, and should be

earnestly and unitedly prayed for.

The chief spheres of this society are in the Madras Presidency

and in the little native state of Travancore. In speaking of the

Obedience and Blessing. work the committee say, “ We have often found women specially

susceptible to the influence of the Gospel; in the villages

BY MR. REGINALD RADCLIFFE. especially they testify in various ways their yearning desire to

know the love of their unknown Father and Saviour." In

ing of going forth to foreign work, Mr. Radcliffea
another part of the report they say , “ Ours is the sowing time,

said : Shall we yield obedience2. Ibelieve if the evangelists SirR. Phayre proceeded to give extracts from or reprehen

in England were swept off to other lands, it would be the great

est possible blessing to England. For every one who would devoted to thissubject, we pass over this portion of his address.

go God would, I helieve, give us ten fresh labourers. What He then passed on to refer to Zenana missions, giving details of

is a church for ? To be an army to go to the ends of the the work of the Indian Female Normal School and Instruction

earth on God's service ; if not it is a band of rebels, it is not Society , which he warmly and highly commended as of the

obedient, and God willnot bless it, the strength shall depart highest importance in the evangelization of India.

from it . If we want the Lord to be with us , and to be filled

with the Holy Ghost, we must yield implicit and instan

taneous obedience to the Holy Ghost, ready to go immedi

ately just where He would have us go. Sticking at home in An Independent Witness.

disobedience we can never have the blessing Hehas promised.

His presence is promised to those who "go" at His command. BY MR. A. H. L. FRASER, G.O.M.G.

Mr. WILKIE , a German , spoke briefly of the claims of his

people on the Christians of this land. I AM A verystrongbeliever, inthe words ofthe Lord Jesus,

much of India, and others of China ; but the fact is one feels

deeply the importance of the field nearest to bim, while fully

admitting theequal importance of the fields farther off. When

WEDNESDAY MORNING ADDRESSES.
we are brought into contact with those who need our help. we

are bound specially to assist them. Now weare brought into

very exceptional rolations to India , which owns the sway of our

HEATHEN LANDS-INDIA AND CHINA.
sovereign , and the people of which are our fellow subjects

surely then India should lieveryheavily indeedupon the heart

of every one of us. Notthat China should suffer, but that

Indian Missions.
India should share our sympathy and support.

In speaking of India, I speaknot as a missionary, but as an

BY MAJOR-GENERAL SIR R. PHAYRE.
observer for fifteen years of missionary work. Perhaps this fact

may add value to what I say rather than otherwise . Of what

For the purposeofintroducing thedeeply importantsubject I have seen, I can but say " the works of the Lord are wonder

ful, sought outare they of all they that take pleasure in them .

occupy our attention this morning, I have compiled from the Godhasindeedbeen pleased very greatly and marvellouslyto

annual reports of some uf our leading missionary societies indi indicate His Divine approval of mission service.

cations of the progress made and the prospects of successfully With regard to zenana work I may give one incident illustra

prosecuting the work, which now present themselves, if the ting its difficulties. Some years ago I had, by orderof a higher

earnest appeals which are being made to the public , on behalf court, to take the evidenceof a native lady. When I issuedA

of the cause, are conscientiously responded to in a substantial summons her agent camein a greatstate to say that "I must

1

know it wasimpossibletheladycouldappear in public." |

The evidence adduced shows, I submit, that though on the pointed out that I was helpless , thather evidence was impor

one band we seem , to all outward appearances , to beonlyat the tant, that the summons mustbe obeyed, whatever arrange

beginning of the work, after a century's labour; yet , that taking mentsthey saw fit to make. On the following day she was

into account all who have believe i, at the word of our mission. actuallycarried into court, shutup in abox, andI took her

aries, and died in the faith of Christ during that century, as well evidence without seeing her,and without her seeing me. I

as the three millions of open converts, who are now borne on give that one case to show the rigorous exclusion of the

the returns, we have cause for the deepest thankfulness, remem . women in India, and I pray fortheminthe words of the Scotch

bering always that while duties are ours, results are God's, and version :

thatwe go forward in full reliance that what God has promised According as the days have been

in His most Holy Word, He will surely perform ; and that in
Wherein we ill have had ;

And years wherein we grief have seen ,
due season we shall reap every jot and tittle of these promises So do Thou make us glad.

mauver.
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prayer meetings the clouds must be formed that shall break

with blessing over China .

Then, secondly, there is the great point of Christian giving,

and I believe God always brings the standard of liberality of

His peopleup to the level of their spiritual life . The tithes are

to bebrought into the house of God not only ( see Mal. iii.) that

there may be meat in His house, but also that He may pour us

out a blessing. Remember Jesus has called us friends, let us

respond by å full and deep consecration to Him and His

service.

Tokens in China.

" in , I

In the midst of the densest possible darkness, where, verily,

the tender mercies of the wicked are cruel, your missionaries

are making known the light and love of theGospel of Christ ;

andone of the saddest points, tome, has often seemed that all

the influence of women of India is on the side of darkness and

idolatry. Hence, the great, and in some sense paramount,

importance of zenana missions. It is scarcely yet understood

in any appreciable degree bow intensely important is the work

of winningthe women ofIndia, and they can only be won by

Christian ladios. Might not many ladies who now work at

home at their own cherges equally well go to India and there

abour amongst their heathen sisters at their own charges ?

With regard to the general work of missionaries, I must say

that the change withinthe last few years has been wonderful

indeed . Besides the large number of baptized converts, there

are hundreds, yea, thousands, who are practically ard really

Christians, andfollowers of the Lord Jesus, save that they are

not baptized ; and that because baptism means being cut off

from home and family, and every feiend they have the

rupture of every tie that to man is dear. This may indicate a

want of faith on their part, yet, those of us who know

hundreds of such, cannotbut admit their claim to be regarded

as believers.

After indicating his reasons for the belief thus stated, Mr.

Fraser proceededto give two scenes or pictures of missionary

experience. The first was a description of a great Hindu festa

in honour of the “ great god Krishna " with its idolatrous

pageantry . The second was a contrast found on the day after

the festa, when & native came and said “ You are a Christian ,

are you not ? " “ I am ." " Then will you hold a service in our

village ? ” We knew no missionary had ever visited the

district, so we gladly consented . To our amazement we found

a little place set apart for the worship of God , and a company

of believers, someofwhomcame ten miles every Saturday to

spend the Sabbath in worship and service.

It appears that two native Christians, one from Bombay, and

theother from Nagpore, met in this lonely district in themidst

of heathen darkness and resolved ( finding they were fellow

believers) to meet for worship. And this boldstep had been

used of Godin blessing to the whole district. So God is using

the faithful natives in winning many to Himself from that

great Empire.

1

GO
D

China's Need .

BY REV. C. G, MOORE.

OD our Father and Saviour hath indeed for us devised and

executed liberal things, and we are here this morning to

the devise liberal things for Him . When Moses came down from

the mount he broughtwithhim the pattern of all thatwas to be

made and done, but one thing wasleft, and that was the giving ;

it mustbe willing -hearted gifts. Now are there to be from

this gathering willing-hearted gifts ? genuine results in practical

conservation and devotion ?

Now I take three points only in relation to China . First,

let there be no thought that any sufficient response has yet

been made to China's needs . We have scarce yet done more

than traverze the great highways. All China practically lies
before us. Yards are behind us, miles before us.

Second, God has given us an immense advantage in this

in many parts; the first foreigner seen, the first foreign

voice heard has been that of the missionary, and this is an ad

vantage ofno mean order, for suppose a Chinaman comes first

in contact with a European (or Christian) merchant, he finds

that money making is his great object just as it is with him .

self, and this first impression will probably influence all bis

future contact with the Europeans, and his acceptance or re .

jection of the Christian truth.

Third, atime is fast coming. a crisis inthe history ofmissions,

with regard to the division ofthe field . The main difficulties

in this matter lie in the Church at home, the societies at home ,

and not with us in the mission field . In connection with this

see Paul's words in Phil. ii . 21 , “ All seek their own." Now

this Christian selfishness that seeketh its own is hindering the

usefulness and marring the testimony of the missionaries. I

believe if we are to have any greatadvance in the mission field

this difficulty must be faced and dealt with .

Now how may we avail ourselves of the present enlarged

opportunities God is giving in China ? My answer is : First, let

usrecognize the transition period that is now going on , not

only inChina but elsewhere . This, I believe, is the world wide

period when the Church is called to go forth as never before,

to extendher sympathies to all lands and peoples . If this be

recognized it will find utterance in our prayers, revivify our

prayer meetings, and reanimate our people. For it įg in our

BY REV. D. MACIVER .

S

sent you into the world ." Now that is our position in

the world, to do, as He did , what in us lies to seek and save the

lost .

It has occurred to me that, in an important Conference like

this, the best way of occupying the time placed at my disposal

is briefly to glanceat some of the salient points in the mis

sionary history ofChina since the last missionary Conference

was held here, gathering from the failure or success of the past

lessons for our guidance in the present and for the future, and

if time permit Ishould like to draw attention more particularly

to the portion of the field , in South China, where I have been

labouring since 1879.

The year 1878 forms a good starting point, for then was

published the Records of the Shanghai Conference, which still

forms the chief storehouse for the student of Chinese missions.

Of events outsidethe church special reference must be made

to the recent French war. I have often been asked what effects

the war has had on mission work. Speaking from myown

experience there has been this advantage : The Chinese

officials and the Chinese people have learned to distinguish

more clearly between Protestant and Roman Catholio mission.

aries. This is a real gain. The Chinese officials have always

suspected that Roman Catholic missions have a political aim,

and the frequent appeals to the interference of the French

Consuls, often in matters purely civil, have_increased this

suspicion. The recent negotiations between France and the

Vatican have clearly shown the political importance that

France attaches to the Roman Catholic missions in China.

Why should France be so anxious to continue her \protectorate

over these missions ? It would be of much benefit to us

Protestants even if in this matter the Pope was to have his

way ; so that in disputed matters the Chinese 'officials could

deal with his representative at Pekin rather than with the

French Consuls. * The French war has thus emphasised the

distinction between us and the Roman Catholics.

On the other hand , however, the Chinese have from this war

learnt their power; that when brought face to face with one of

the great nations of the West, they are able to hold their own.

Hence their attitude to all foreigners is different. Formerly,

for example, the British Consul had much influence with the

local mandarins at all the Treaty Ports. Now , however,he is

listened to with distinct impatience when he refers, say, to the

toleration for Christianity accorded by the lawsof the Empire.

It must always be remembered that the outbreaks against

foreigners and against the Christian converts have their real

source not among the common people, but among the literate,

or in the Yamens. During the war with France ,we clearly

saw how the mandarins could, if they chose, put down these

attacks on foreigners. I remember being , in 1884 ,
& visit to one of our inland stations more than 100

miles away from a European settlement. The armed bands,on

their way to loot Roman Catholic houses, passed me by

unmolested, though I was quite alone and far removed from

human protection , and this partly because I had been on very

friendlytermswith the people, and partly because the mandarins

had issued proclamations warning the people not to interfere

with foreigners other than Frenchmen .

Passing now from the French war, there is time only to men .

tion the factthat Corea is now open to the Gospel, and that by

the annexation ofUpper Burmah, the sphere for missionary

labour has been still further increased.

The opium curse still remains, yea more, its deadly propor.

tions increase yearly. True, the negotiations of last year have

improved our nationalposition somewhat, yet these two facts

still remain . (1) The British Indian Governmentmanufacture

and send to China as much as everof the accursed thing, and

(2) tens of thousands of the Chinese are involved in the

physicaland moral ruin which is brought on by the opium

habit.Everymissionary will tell you the extreme difficulty of

on
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spiritual dealing with an opium-smoker. How one's head sinks

when he hears that some promising inquirer smokes opium .

The plague goes on, the poppy is more grown in China. Can

$ his conference do anything to help to waken up the Christian

conscience of this country against this nefarious trade ?

But it is now time to lookat the mission work proper. And

here we see progress in almost every department. Let not our

sense of unworthiness, and of spiritual barrenness, blind usto

the fact that the Lord hath been mindful of us, and that His

work has prospered.

It is , of course, to be taken for granted that true spiritual

work cannot always be tabulated and reduced to statistics .

But properly understood , the following figures may be
useful :

In 1878 there were in China 301 missionaries (not including

missionaries ' wives) .

In 1884 there were in China 483 missionaries (52 absent) .

The society that has increased its agency most is the C.I.M. ,

which has now about 150 men and women working in China.

In 1878 ( 1877) the number of communicants was 13,515.

1886 is more than

double.

The increase of membership in connection with the four

largest missions may be seen from the following figures :

The American Presbyterian Mission

in 1878 had 1,460 , and in 1884-3,777) .

the E. P. Mission had 2,088, now about 3,400.

London
2,065, 3,234,

Church 1,204, 2,605.

Were may now try and answer the question, By what means or

instrumentality have these souls been brought to the light ? We ,

of course, know that the Holy Spirit works, when and how He

pleases, and if we put our trust in any method or agencyapart

from Him, we shall certainly be disappointed. But if we

find out what agency He most frequently uses, we cannot be

wrong if, in dependence on Him , wegive most prominence to that

agency .

Dr. Nevins, one of the most prominent missionaries in China,

in answering the question " Which methods of work have really

brought thegreatest number ofconverts into theChurch ?” states

in the Chinese Recorder the various methods as follows :

beginning with what appears to be the least fruitful.

1. Bible distribution . 2. Tract distribution . 3. Chapel

proaching. 4. Translation and literary work . 5. Schools. * 6.
Itinerations.

Such is Dr. Nevins' list , and it is probably correct , as far as

it goes . Medical missions, and work among women, should

have been included. Both have been much blessed in recent

years. ManyChristian friends may be grieved at the low place

assigned to Bible distribution, and yet I believe the experience

of almost every Chinese missionary would confirm what Dr.

Nevins says. Millions of Scriptures have been distributed to

the Chinese during the past forty years, and the instances of

good accomplished by them , without the living preacher, are

comparatively rare. Doubtless, there have been many instances

of good done that will not come to light till “ that day."

But in connection with this question of comparative fruitful

ness of methods, the most important statement has yet to be

made. Dr. Nevins says of these methods, “ I am disposed to

think that the number of conversions due to each (of them)

would be found to increase about in the order in which they

are mentioned above, and that the number traceable to them

altogether would be but a small fraction of the whole ; and that

by far the greater proportion is to be referred to private social

intercourse.'

That is certainly our experience in the south of China.

Probably seven -eighths of our membership have been brought in

not directly as theresult of the preaching either of the European

missionary , or of the appointed Chinese evangelist, but simply

from private Christians telling to their friends and neighbours

about the Saviour they have found. This state of matters is ,

on the one hand, cause for thankfulness for the evidence it gives

of the reality of the religion of these Chinese Christians , and it

also is full of hope as to the future of Christ's kingdom in China.

If every individual of the thirty thousand Christians in China

were atrue missionary, then the middle kingdom would soon be

evangelized.

But it seems to me that this state of matters is full of

important lessons for all interested in the progress of the Gospel

in that land. We are to give most attention to the method

God's Spirit uses most. We are not to give up our preaching

tours, nor our distribution of Scriptures and tracts, we are not

to close our hospitals and schools, but we , as foreign mission

aries, should give most attention to the work of training our

converts in the knowledge of Scripture , developing their gifts

and graces, and superintending and guiding their efforts to

bring to the truth their friends and kindred .

There are several other items of progress which I can only

mention.

1. Many additions have been made to the Christian literature,

The Bible (or parts of it) has been translated into several of the

vernaculars -- some in Roman letter and some in Chinese

characters .

2. The various Christian congregations have been better

organised. There has in many places been & marked increase

in Christian giving .

3. Missionaries have learned from experience as to the best

ways of carrying on mission work of Dr. Nevins' scheme.

4. To rnention but one more . We have in connection with

many of our missions, Christians of the second generation, and

these are , as a rule, more consistent, and more spiritually

minded than their parents .

I trust everyone in this hall is asking, “ What can I do to

help on the Lord's work in China ? " Unless our Conference

leads to practical results of that kind, it cannot but fail in its

object . Remember, then, what has to be done . Mr. Hudson

Taylorwrote two yearsago, that in the Chinese Empire, over

200 millions were beyond the reach of existing Christian agencies,

not that they could not be reached, but that the number of

missionaries is so small that after exerting themselves to the

utmost, there are over 200 millions whom neither they por

their assistants can overtake. Let that one fact sink deep

into the hearts of all God's people . Is it not with shame and

confusion of face that we ought to think of it ? We have

sinned, we, and our fathers ; we have been sitting at home in

our spiritual indolence, enjoying our spiritual leisure, while

the heathen are perishing. The command, " Go ye into all the

world and preach the Gospel to every creature,” has hitherto

been practically ignored by the professed Church of Chris.

Personally, I have the deepest sympathy with what the invitation

to this Conference says as to the propriety of our beginning

ourmeetings with deep contrition and humiliation .

Now I wish to ask at this stage in what way Christian friends

here can best help the mission, and I mention this, not as a

mere matter of form ,butas the deepest conviction of my being,

It is right to ask the Lord of the harvest to send forth more

labourers, to give means for their support; but I am quite sure

there is something more important, and that is , that the mis

sionaries already on the field, and the professed members of the

Church in China should be filled with the Holy Ghost.

We lament the feeble spiritual life of our converts. We

lamenttheirshallowconceptionof sin. We lament the little

progress they make inthe study of Scripture , in keeping holy

theSabbathDay, in giving of their substance for thespread of

the Gospel . And how can all this be remedied ? This can be

done only by God the Holy Ghost, and He is given in answer to

the prayer of God's believing people.
Mr. MACIVER concluded with some account of the missions of

the Presbyterian Church of England to China, and especially of

thework God had given him amongst theHakkapeople (num

bering some twelve millions). God has blessed the work greatly

and it is now very hopeful and promising indeed.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON ADDRESSES,

MEDICAL MISSIONS .

WE

The Scriptural Warrant.

BY DR. WILLIAM GAULD.

E all regret most deeply the absence through illness of Dt:

BurnsThompson, who was ina great measure used of

Godto revive thework ofmedicalmissions in modern times. If

he had been here it was his purpose to speak on the Scriptural

warrant for Medical Missions. Let me endeavour to give you

this warrant by reading a few passages. Matthew iv, 17-24;

Luke ix . 1 , 6 , 10 ; x. 1-9 .; Acts v. 12-16 ; viii. 4-8 .

Thus we see clearly indicated the mind of Christ in regard to

medical mission work.We have been asking how is the world

to be evangelized for Christ ? Now no power on earth can

convert onehuman soul. But there aremany agenciesGod has

put in our bands and expects us to use. And when an instra

ment will effect a purpose God will not interfere in any extra

ordinary manner. Now it is so here. When our Lord was or

earth He revealed Himself as a complete Saviour for body and

soul; and He has left His Gospel as a means of salvation ; but,

I believe, goingalong withit the healing of thebody,and this

healing of the body isnot by supernatural agency,but by the

God - given skill and knowledge of the medical art .
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speaking, thatman could never have heard the Gospel, but for

the medical mission . So in the dispensary , in the city, and

villages we seek to carry the knowledge of Christ to them .

The Power of Medical Missions.

BY DR . THOMSON CRABBE .
TE have heard our commission as medicalmissionaries,

how we are to preach theGospel and heal the sick .

letmegive you just a little picture of what medical mis
are, and what they have done.

hen I first becameconnected with Dr. Burns Thompson in

work , very little was known or understood of medical

ons, though they have now become a mighty power at

and abroad. It is , I believe, one of the most powerful

nost fitted ofall agencies for reaching and gathering in the
Lsts .

w it has been my privilege to work as a medicalmissionary

verdeen , in Edinburgh , and more lately in Birmingham .

ne say, the medicalmissionary's field is outside the Church ,

zmongst the lapsed and lost masses. It is essentially for

purpose of gathering in , bringing in the outsiders . Now
rmingham we have proved this in a remarkable way . I

; there at the Lord 's call, and the very first yearwe had

ellous results , and ere long we saw men and women , by

reds and thousands, turning to the Lord . Of course it is
ttractive, a drawing work , for when the people are sick ,

are willing to go a long way to be healed ; as, for example,
ther day I had a man from Brierley Hill. He had started

alk at half-past two in the morning. The fact is these people
rstand this kind of practical Christianity, and when under
are are ready to hear the word of salvation . I can recall

y remarkable cases, but only two in all myexperience in
h any objection has been made to ourGospel teaching ; in

intsances God gave us the souls of those who at first
sed us.

en we have not only the disarming power of this agency ,

t is also , while very interesting, not a little disagreeable
vere not for the joy of preaching the Gospel and bringing

to dark souls .

other character about it is that this work has been mar

usly blessed . God has used it in a wonderful way. It

leveloped , too, very remarkably . If I tell you we have

$ 100 ,000 visits in ono way and anothermade in a year to our

cal mission premises you will see we have a busytime. For

eve in connection with the medical mission not only the

ng of the sick but also a large number of Christian and

on agencies of varied kinds. And many who first cameto

į patients are now Christian workers and helping in con .

on with the mission . Thus while the work is very hard

rduous, we are cheered by seeing the tokens of the Lord's

ing.

e next speaker was introduced as the great- grandson of

founder ofmissions.

In the Ghetto of Rome.

BY DR. DAVID YOUNG .
T WOULD give expression to a thought which has lately been

I much upon my heart, viz ., the danger of giving money

rather than personal service. To this substitution of money

for personal loyalty is largely due the coldness and indiffer

ence now so prevalent with regard to mission work . Few
parents would not feel honoured if their sons were appointed

as members of a Bombay Commission , in some distant land,

and yet they hold them back when they are called to serve

the King of kings. I leave that thought - I felt I must give it

utterance.
Now , passing on to myown work , I may say ,many years ago

I took a deep interest in the seed of Israel, and , finding that a

very large number dwelt in the Ghetto of Rome, and that not

one, since the Apostolic days, had been won to the Saviour,

finding this, I removed from Florence to Rome, and

en deavoured to begin work . The medical help rendered them

broke ground, and did a great deal to dissipate prejudices , and

even in the first year we had tokens of fruit . All went well for

a time, the whole Ghetto was open to us ; but, by and by,

opposition arose from the Rabbis, who began to see the result

of our work , and endeavoured to stop the whole thing , much to

the dismay of the poor. We waited on God , and, in due

time, a place was found , the way was reopened , and now in

that hard , difficult, Jewish resort we preach , and preach not in

vain the Gospel of Christ. Now , even in the Ghetto there are

those who have given their hearts to Jesus, and are living

to the glory of His grace. Yes, we have seen not a few in the

lowest stages of degradation changed , saved , and raised by the

power of Christ.
Will you pray for us, so that soon shall it be that Israel, and

even Israel in the Ghetto of Rome, shall sing

When Zion 's bondage God turned back ,

Asmen that dreamed werewe,
Then filled with laughter was ourmouth ,

Our tongue with melody .

Experiences in Delhi.

By DR , W . CAREY.

U have heard of homemissions,now I must take you to

India with its wide region and vast populations. Some
ugo in a conference ofmissionaries from all parts of India

sadly disappointed to find how very few were medical
ynaries.

v I have been stationed since 1865 in Delhi, the capital
Mogul empire, where we work amongst Hind us andMo

jedans. The latter we find it extremely hard indeed to

; but for ourmedical work it often seems as if we could

ssibly reach them at all.

will be interested to know how we work. We begin at
the morning, the crowd of patients are already there,

ter a short service and the readingofGod's Word I attend

patients. Now amongst these people we have Hindus,

nmedans, rich and poor, high caste, low caste, and no
it all ; yet they hear us most willingly and readily. We

hem the opportunity of leaving before the reading, but
cely recall an instance where oneman or woman has

I account of objecting to listen .
you will ask ,What is the issue of all this ? . Wehave had

and constant fruit . Letmegive onecase . I remember a

oming who belonged to a very bigoted and exclusive caste

jammedang. He camefrom some very remote region and

Tin Delhi. Illness brought him to us, and though at

seemed very suspicious and overbearing ho by and by
e interested . After he was cured , he continued to come

10w and then , not for medical treatment, but, as he said
f, he had been greatly impressed by whathe had heard of
viour. In due timeheaccepted Christ, was baptized and

2 a valuable member of the Delhi church . Humanly

Medical Missions among the Chinese.

BY DR . J. L . MAXWELL.
VOU have already heard of China , but one point has not yet

I been touched upon , and that is, that China is of all
fields, themost favourable to themedical missionary. He wants
four things to be thoroughly guccessful : first, a populous centre
— that is, he wants the people ; second , a people with whom
he can freely mingle ; third, a people among whom medical
science is at so low an ebb that they are glad to avail them .
selves ofhis help ; and fourth , a people who will help to meet
the charges. Now , in all these respects China is an ideal field
formedicalmission work . This being so , you will not be surprised

to know there are in China thirty medical labourers from
this land , and about the same number from America And
notice this , all medicalmissionaries agree that it is in hospitals
that the richest fruit is produced . Now , some 15 ,000men and
women enter these hospitals every year, and thus comeunder
the regular influence ofthe Gospel.

It may be asked , What are the results ? In the way of pre

paratory work , or in sowing the seed of truth ? One prepara

tory result is the overcoming of & prejudice entertained

against the teaching of foreigners, and especially foreigners who

have forced themselves on them by means of the opium war,

Now , in thisway ,through Li-Hung Chung , and otherwise, a great

dealhas been done in removing prejudice,and giving access to the

people , so much so is this the case that even mandarins contri .

bute to supportmedicalmissions. These are preparatory results ,
and, take with them the fact that, wherever a medicalmission

hospital has been established , the way of the evangelist is

opened , and , as a rule, his work is fruitful.

So much for the preparatory, but what about the direct

work ? There is glorious direct fruit . Souls won to Christ,

not one, or two, but many. Many have been led to accept

the Gospel in the MedicalMission Hospital. In fact, from all

parts of China wehear of spiritual fruit , and at Swatow it is

said that one half ofthe conversions, in one year, tre directly

due to medicalmission work
Then I say that a very large proportion of the extension of

the Church in Formosa, South Ohina , is due to the medical
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mission work , and this very often in the case of lepers who

have received no physical benefit whatever from thehospital .

We know of many stations plantedby Christian lepers wbo,

of course, were not beneficially treated by us .

Another interesting fact is that there are no fewer than four

medical mission training hospitals for training Christian native

students for medical mission work. While we rejoice in what

has been done , we feel that there being at least one thousand

four hundred large cities in China, there ought to be one thou

sand four hundred medical missionaries . Then, could the

men be found, the initial expenses is almost the only difficulty,

for while & work needs, as a rule, a small supplement, it will be

supported in China, or very nearly so.

Now can this be done ? Will it be done ? Surely we will

pray God that the men may be supplied .

There are plenty of students to -day in our medical colleges at

home to meet the need, if God's Spirit were but poured upon

us !

of it ! It used to be regarded as a desert : it is a well- cultivated

well -watered, densely populated platea u .

Now what is the duty of the Christian Church in regard to

the populations of Africa ? To whom is the commission to

evangelize given if not to the Church of Christ ? On us it resta,

on us alone, andremember these millions are passing rapidio

into eternity, and we are doing a mere nothing for them . The

fact is , heathenism is increasing at a rate seventy timesgreater

than the Christian converts are increasing. We are going

back , not forward . The truth is , the Church is to evangeliza

the world, and she can't do it by her present methods, she most

find new efforts, make new sacrifices, men and women must

sacrifice themselves, their means, their children , for the world

How many comeup to the level of that duty and obligation ?

Let this night be a night of resolution, of high and holy re

solve ; consecration to the Lord of spirit, soul and body.

of children and substance, of all. So the sons of ignorance

and night may dwell in the eternal light through the eterna

love.

Now in closing I remind you , Whatis the lastnewswe bare

from the Congo ? That Congo Mission which is eight years old, is

now bursting into fruit. At one station there are now seren

hundred candidates for baptism . Long it has been the sowing

time, now is coming the reaping time. The people are flinging

away their idols, God is beginningto do His mighty work. Are we

going to have a personal part in the glorious harvest home ?
WEDNESDAY EVENING ADDRESSES.

HEATHEN LANDS-AFRICA .

A Christian Merchant's Observation .

Africa's Unnumbered Millions.

BY MR. JOHN W. MOIR.

BY MR. H. GRATTAN GUINNESS.

JHE portion of the mission field which we have to consider
Wehavehada wonderful bird's-eye view ofAfrica.Now

come before you as & Christian merchant who has lived

nine years in Central Africa, on the Lake Nyanza.

or less what the extent of Europe is ; Africa is three times its In giving you a little account of what Ihave seen , I begin

extent. It is by no means impossible to form any just concep with witchcraft, for it is the most painfully evident and strik

tion of the extent of this vastcountry, or of the multitude of its ing thing in African life. Aman dies, no matter how , it may be

people. Should we, after reflection , be enabled to form some by small-pox, by wild beasts, by anything at all, but it is

idea of the enormous extent, the subject would surely assume witchcraft.” The witch finder is called in . “ Who caused this

to us a new aspect. death ? ” Some one is sure to be pointed out as the witch, and
First, then , as regards the area ; that continent is, from east must pass through a terrible ordeal, in which nine out of every

to west, about fourthousand miles ; and from north to south 1 ten die.

The next thing I notice is that the people are thoroughly de

usual rate of progress in Africa, it would take you five hundred centralised ; every man for himself is the rule. A man has s

days to make the journey . It is a great country , ofgreat moun . number of daughters, he marries these to a number of youn:

tains, great deserts, great rivers, great lakes, great plains and men and starts & village for himself ; then the village i

an enormous population. As regardsthe population ,some idea weak and falls & prey to the first slave-hunter or any other

may be formed of its vastness when it is stated there are six

hundred languages, spoken, some of them, by millions. As to

enemy who comes that way. I believe very few in this country

have any idea of the vast extent and horrid cruelties of the

religion , there are mainly two ; Mohammedanism in the north,

and in the centre and south, heathenism , in its lowest forms,

slave trade. At least 10,000 captured slaves cross Nyanzi

as fetishism . And here and there, as faint twinkling taper

every year. And you have two forms of slavery prevailing

domestic ilavery, which exists throughout the entire country,
lights, few and far betw mission stations representing the and, still more dreadful, the slave trade. Oh, could you set

religion of Christ and of the Bible , thereligion we are charged these slave gangs, could you butseesuch aweary caravan,of

to spread throughout the whole world . It is confined to the miserable, heart-broken wretches, parents and little children,
coast with the exception of a thin , widely -scattered line on the once, it would make your very blood boil. The white bones of

Congo. Of course , down at the Cape it is different,but that thousands upon thousands cry aloud to Almighty God for ren

is an exception . If we begin at the Barbary States, Morocco, geance against the slave hunters and slave dealers.

Algiers, Tripoli, and Tunis, on the north with a population of Then there is another great evil, the drink traffic, the white

about twelve millions ; pass on to Egypt, Abyssinia , and from man's curse , introduced by white men, for the sake of gain.

thence to the unnumbered millions of Eastern Africa, and so Great and terrible evil has been causedby the drink .

again on the West Coast the various states ; and then in the Another evil is the Portuguese aggression, against which we

great vast central regions hundreds of millions. canonlycall upon God, for we haveno State protection.

As regards the condition , the north is semi-civilized, the ThenI want, as a merchant who has dwelt among these

centre and south savage. Throughout the continent speaking people, to say they are open to the Gospel. They børa no gods,

generally, slavery prevails and the most sanguinary practices they have charms, and avague idea of fetishes and so on,but

abound. they have no God,and theyarereadytoacceptourGod. The

Then lighting upthe realm of darkness we have, as I have asked me, “ Have you a road to the spiritual world in your land

said , a few scattered missions far apart, chieflyon the coast, that you can tell us these things?" I believe,letGodand His

save that on the Niger there are one or two. Yet that Niger truth be made known, and many will accept it

is the grand western waterway to the Soudan - totally example,in the Livingstonia Mission, & little knot of men and

unevangelized. Then coming down to the centre we find on a fewbaptized discipleswhoalreadysupportone of themselves

the Great Lakes missions full of glorious promise, and on the to preach to the heathen - taking the whole charge upon

Congo a thin line of stations with missionaries pressing nobly selves. There is a cloud, a little cloud, but I come asElijat

forward. In the north we have the Kabyle mission , a most servant to tell you of that cloud . I believe it shall get spread

promising mission, with a splendid opening for Christian ladies and cover thesky, and pour blessing on the land , the poor

and others, who could live in a delightful country in perfect dark land of Africa .

safety and with abundant opportunities for evangelising. Then Now we have a legacy , adoublelegacy of power and the

the Soudan, that great populous country ; we have sent soldiers

there to kill, but missionaries to save them we have not sent.

abiding presence of theLord Himself,but it is upon condition,

And Central Africa , that great, vast, unexplored region, what

andtheconditionis that we go intoallthe world and presch

the Gospel to every creature.

We have, for

them .
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men.

New Zealand Triumphs.
THURSDAY MORNING ADDRESSES.

BY MR. W. BLAKENEY, R.N.

S I have sat here and listened to the various addresses, I

BIBLE LANDS.

zation of the world. And now we turn to a distant land,yet

uomentioned, and letmetell you what I have myself seen.

Comethen to New Zealand , I believe of all the races of men
The Mohammedan Blight.

we Englishmen ever came across, we never met such a noble

and yet barbarous race as these New Zealanders. Past history
By MR. EUGENE STOCK.

is full of terrible stories of their savagery and canibalism . Down

even to 1842 they were cannibals, Now nine years after that I I
yetvery important forus to -day, as we contemplate the

first visited that land, and then I saw a phase of New Zealand most difficult of all fields. The first is in Zech . iv. 6 , 7, then
life very few men of these days have seen, except the godly Matt. xvii. 19-21 . I believe Mobammedanism is a mountainy

missionaries whom we found even then dotting the coast with to be removed and cast into the depths of the sea. Lastly

their little lights for Christ . We have heard of women's work Micah iv. 1 .

and I am here to say I stand as a living example of women's work, These passages may well be thought over and prayed over by
and Maori womentoo. When I first anchored in Runaway Bay every one of us.

we were in great peril, and hung out a signal of distress, think. Now , passing on to our subject ; Is there anything which

ing some of the white men onshore , the “ Bay Whalers, ' would should humble us Christians more than the fact that the lands

come to our help. They did not, until the Maori women of the Bible are under tho sway of Mohammedanism ? The

sbamed them into coming to help us. Apostles and their successors planted churches in those lands,

Now we are told howlow and degenerate the Maoris have but these churches were soon swamped by Paganism , and the

become since then. Have they ? Only in the track of white salt lost its savour, and one corruption after another came in,

Hundreds and thousands of men and women, just as until at length God sent Mohammedanism as a scourge to

good Christians, and as brave and intelligent as the average sweep away and remove the candlesticks out of their place.

English Christian are to be found among the Maoris. Remember, It is a melancholy get interesting sight, because these

in that awful night of the recent volcanic eruption, when churches still exist, downtrodden, ignorant, degraded, yet pro

white men became cowards with terror, it was the Maori women fessedly Christian . These churches are represented by Greeks,

who bravely rescued the white children Truly the re are many Armenians, and Maronites, scattered in hundreds and thou ,

signs that " Old things have passed away, and all things have sands amongst the Mohammedans, who are dominant ,and who

become new. " There is bright and glorious encouragement, and rule . Is it not a sad sight ? Is it no: bigh time the Church of

in view of the darkthings you have heard of Africa, it reminds Christ made a grand effort, a new crusade, not to win back the

you that what the Gospel has done in New Zealand it can and place of the Holy Sepulchre, but to win human souls to

will do in Africa . Christ ?

Progress in Japan. Now seventy years ago the C.M.S. began work in Syria ; and

its first report regards Palestine as a field of work. Within &

Now a word or two about Japan, I cannot review the great few weeks of thebattle of Waterlooa Cambridge undergraduate

work done in that land. You know it , you have read of it. I
went forth as the first actual missionary,forHenryMartyn,

have but to speak as one who visited it with the first survey although a missionary in heart, was not officially a missionary.

ing expedition, when we never left the shelter ofourships with This undergraduate went to examine into the conditions and

outbeing armed to the teeth and ready to defend ourselves, needs of the Eastern churches . He found a welcome,and through

and we dare not go beyond the range ofour boat's guns. Now him translation of the Bible was commenced, in which Dr. Kitto

in 1886, not only is Japan on the high road to become a Chris and others engaged into the languages of these Christians ofthe

tian nation, but we have in the Japanese splendid examples East. Many thousand tracts and portions of Scripture were thus

of true Christians . What Japan was, what Japan is, forms & distributed. Then came the wars, which interrupted this work,

marvellous contrast - scarely to be credited were it not too though subsequently it was revived in some measure.

tangible tobe ignored. What the Gospel has achieved in Japan In Egypt we have for many years had a missionary amongst

is one of the most remarkable things in the history of mis the Coptic churches. At first a great work was done, but soon ,
sions.

through the crystallizing opposition of the heads of the Oriental

Let me read an accountwhich has just been published , sent
churches , and through the increasinginterest being shown in

by_ & missionary in Tokio, of a Japanese Bible woman's work.
further off fields, such as India and China, the work fell into

“ The Bible woman went to a country for a week, accompanied abeyance.

by thewife of one of the deacons. The first evening, a meeting Mr. Stock proceeded to give various illustrations of the
was held at Fuchiu. It was intended to be for women only ,

deadly and dangerous character of the opposition in Turkey

but the men began to assemble as usual. I requested them to against any Moslem becoming a Christian. True, religious

go out, as women onlywere expected to be present. They went liberty was proclaimed in Turkey, but alas ! on paper only. The
out, but aftera while began to gather again . Finally, about

Mussulman who dares to accept Jesus, orseems inclined to do

sixty men andwomen had gathered, when o Kuwa proposed 80, generally mysteriously disappears. Mr. Stock closed with

to beginspeaking. Iasked if sbe would like to have the men go a reference to various separatemissions in the East, faithfully

out, and she said if they would make no disturbance they Bowing the good seed, and waiting patiently for the harvest.
could remain .

“ Then she addressed her audience . I wish you could have

heard and understood her. In clear , simple language she told

them about the true God . Every person listened with the Palestine and its People.

utmost attention . It was a strange sight, this woman sitting

on the floor, and teaching so many men the way of Life .
BY REV. O. T. WILSON.

" You know that the Japanese men havenotquitethatidem As time,andthough the seedmayseemtofallon the way.S we have just heard , the work in Palestine isin its sowing

of woman's sphere that the ' Sorosis ' advocates.

the past have not been educated , and they have a vocabulary side, very little of it on the stony' soil, and still less onthe

peculiarly their own. One will notice many a word in the good ground. Work amongst Moslems, amongwhom my work

dictionary bracketed ' used only by women. ' When I first came lies , is specially hard . First of all we have the opposition of

to Japan I had a teacher who know a little English . One day the Turkish Government, who will not allow any preaching,

he corrected me for using a certain Japanese word, by saying, not merely in public places , but even in any place where the

• Only women use that. ' Well, it was only a woman who sound of the voice can be heard by passers -by. Even at a

was talking, and yet those men hardly took their eyes from her. medical mission not long ago the addressing of a few words to

They listened as attentively as if they were listening to a the patients was forbidden, because the sound could be heard

Chinese scholar. through the open windows.

“ When 0 Kuwa had finished , Mrs. Yamagata, the deacon's Then with regard to educational work. I am an intense

wife , addressed them. I think much good was done that night." believer in direct evangelistic effort, but I also find that a great

Now letmeremind you that to -day the whole world is en deal of very real work may be done in schools. Now , we

circled with the martial hosts of England. Shall not the hosts have large numbers of schools, chiefly village schools, but

of our Gospel messengers keep pace with our military and naval these in Christian villages, because the Government

pioneers ? God has put England in a position such as He has will not permit schools to be opened in Moslem villages.

given noother nation. Surely our responsibilities are equalto The Moslems and Christians generally live in separate

our privileges. God has laid the world upon us ; shall we rise villages, but in a few cases there are both Christian and Moham

to the possibilities of the trust ? medan dwelling in the same village, and there we may open

are
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schools. So in one way and another we have a considerable

number ofMoslem children under Christian teaching. .

Now , I want to remind you that corrupt Christianity is

the greatest difficulty in the way of the Moslemsaccepting
Jesus. In the Eastwe have the Greeks, the Greek Catholic,
the Latins (or Roman Catholics), a few Copts , the Armenians,
or Syrian Churches. When the followers of Mahomet had
these only specimens of Christianity, it is little wonder they
declined to accept it. We, therefore, must endeavour to show
them the true power of a living faith .

Then , again , the grinding tyranny and oppression of the

Turkish Government, particularly its oppression of the

peasantry, has degraded them almost to the level of the beast.
The taxes are cruelly unjust ; as, for example, one farm , of

which the total production was worth £60 , was taxeâ at £90 ,

i .e ., one-half more than its total produce. If these taxes are

not paid a company of Turkish soldiers is quartered in the

village, with the result that the village will soon pay anything,

and do anything, to get rid oftheir hateful presence. By such

treatment the people have been degraded to the lowest possible

level. Hence the enormous inportance of educational work , if

the nextgeneration is to beanybetter thatthe present. And , as
a rule , our schools are in oneway and another centres of Chris

tian work , very directly bearing on the spiritual well-being of

the native Christians, and in an indirect way on the Moslems

also.
One very important work , however, I must specially refer to ,

I mean thework of the colporteur-evangelist. " The C . M . S . and

the Bible Society have, conjointly , sent out some eight such

men, occupying Palestine in eight districts. Each colporteur

will visit every village in his district usually about once in four

months, sell Bibles where he can , distribute portions, and read

the Word of God . The colporteur in my district has lately got

hold of a tribe of Bedouins, amongst whom he hasnever before

been able to work. After consulting with me, he set off to

travel a few weeks with these Bedouins, thus finding splendid

opportunities amongst them , and opening the way . In fact,

by means of the colporteurs and of the medical missions, the

back -door has been opened into Arabia ; the tribes of the wan

dering feet are beginning to be reached , and Ishmael's descend .

ants, the true Arabs, shall hear the Word of Life .

In the Land of the Turk .

BY REV. C . BROOK S.

DEFORE speaking of our own work in that Eastern land, I

D would say that the work of the English ladies at the

Sailors' Rests at Smyrna and Constantinople can hardly be

overestimated,not only the work they do amongst the seamen ,but

indirectly amongst the Greeks, Moslems, and others. Now , at

Constantinople we have the Church of England Mission to the

Jewsand theChurch of Scotland Mission to the Jews,both for the

Spanish -speaking Jows; we have also the Free Church ofScotland

Mission for the German -speaking Jews. There is also the

Southern Presbyterian Board (America) of Missionsamongst
the Greeks in the Turkish provinces.

Now , with all of these we have themost friendly relations,but

let me speak of our own work — that of the American Board of

Missions. Our great aim is to evangelize the Mohammedans,but
when thedoors were shut we turned to the Armenian Church ,

not forgetting our primary object, but that, through revived
Armenian churches, wemight reach the Moslems. At first our

labours were welcomed by the Armenian dignitaries, but when

the people began to read the Bible and to exercise private

judgment and see that certain things were contrary to the

mind of God, then violent opposition arose, and the evangelized

Armenians have had to suffer greatly . Now we have a lever to

touch the Moslems; we can , in fact, say to our people , “ Upon
you and upon your faithfulness rests the evangelization of your

neighbours. Now , conquer those who conquered you. Now

you have a grand opportunity to overcome evil with good . We
will try and help you to become earnest, faithful, fruitful

labourers amongst the Mohammedans.”

From the training colleges, of which including Robert Col.

leg there are now four, large numbers of students have gone
out, or are preparing to go out,as evangelists and pastors, bearing

the light of truth and the knowledge of God into the dark

places of the land.

I might speak of the centre of work in Constantinople, of the
Bible House, of the stations and churches here and there, but I
pass on to tell you what some here may not know , that, during
the present year, two young Mussulmen were baptized. One
has gone to America , in order to have freedom to study the

Word of God ; the other remains at Constantinople , and, so far
as I know , has suffered no public persecution .

Work in Spain .
BY MR. J. P . BLAMIRE .

NTEARLY fourteen years agoMr. Ingstoneand Iwen leit

Ty to Spain , not in connection with any society are

mittee, but simply trusting the Lord for everything, and I

supplied our every need. Our work lies in north-west 8

About 1875 we went to Corunna , took a place for pred

and went to the Governor to announce our desire to preach

reply was, “ I prohibit your preaching , and am very s

cannot put you in prison .” We went to the British G

and he said , “ Tell the Governor from meyou are going to

such and such a place, on such and such a day." Wel

the Governor threatened us, telegraphed to Madrid , and is

had orders to let us alone ; and, besides, if anything ba;

that hewould be held responsible. That is simply one

illustration of our constant experience through the te

have been labouring. Now we have eight or ten places a

for the preaching of the Word in the north -west.
The last two places we have opened are just on the

of Portugal, and when we went there first the

crowded, expecting to seemonkeys, or elephants, or 500
vellous monstrosity , from what they had heard aboutb

We did not mind what they camefor, we preached the !
and the Lord saved souls. The priests have been so fi

they have, amongst other terrible things, excommunica

sea,because we baptized some hundred converts in thea

spite of all their efforts, we have now & hall in one a

places to seat three hundred , and that is large for Spa
we have one hundred and forty to one hundred and fit

converted people. The story of the building of that hall

go down to history. Our first convert, a young married 1

not only gave herself but gave her little cottage, and a
a piece of ground to build a hall upon. That hal bi

built by the personal exertions of the people , who, ac

day's work, would go with us to the quarry, quarry the
put them in carts, take the place of horses and pull the

and then build the stones thus obtained into the hal.

Among the other converts at one place there is the p

the parish , who, of course has had to suffer greatly,
bears it gladly for his dear Saviour's sake. ThusGod bs

raged us in Spain : we thank Him for it , and our desir

His help, to go forward, making known amongst the 8

people the simplicity of His glorious Gospel.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON ADDRES

A DISMISSAL SERVICE .

M HE afternoon was devoted to & dismissal se

1 fourteen ladies of the Church of England

Society, going out to various Eastern lands.

Major -General HAIG , who presided , gave an address,

he congratulated the society, not only on the fact

new labourers going forth , but also on the pleasing faci

these fourteen three are entirely honorary, four draws

two have their salaries provided by friends, and only

chargeable on the funds of the society . Passing on ,be

out many significant indications of the awakingof Le

her long slumber, and now is the time to redouble our &

buckle on our armour and labour for India as we here I

done. Long has been the bowing time (not withot

blessed first fruits), but glorious shalbe the harvest.

Rev.GILBERTKARNEY then read the charge, giving in
to each fresh labourer and commending them to the Lat

Rev. Canon HOARE gave an address on the work , t.

the power and the hope, full of encouragement and chair

sisters leaving home and friends for the Master's salt

MISSIONARY INTELLIGENCE.
AFTER thedismissalservice a meeting washeld in

A to consider a proposed office to be established for

tration ofmissionary information for the encouragem

supporting missionary enterprise in all parts of the wa

Mr. JAMES E . MATHIESON introduced the propesa

a want felt by many, and as supplying a link betwe

and workers. It had , he said , been at one time in

father' s mind to establish some agency .

Mr. H . W . FRY (Hon . Sec. pro tem .) gave detailed

of the need for the proposed office, and of its vakre,

A discussion ensued in which Messrs. F . B . Mayer

Radcliffe , C . H . Judd , John Wilkinson , R . O.

Fordyce, and H . De St. Dalmas, and Dr. Young tok

Messrs. R . Paton , c . R . Hurditch, and others who

unwise to set up a new organization ,

* . * For conclusion of Conference see page
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The Medical Battery Co. , Ld . , 52 Oxford St., London.
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Introduction by the Rev. Å. M.W. CHRISTOPHER, Rector of St. Aldate's, Oxford.
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Christian Commonwealth .
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CASE of Mr. JAMES SPOONER, of WINSLOW.
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Rock ." - " The most complete portable Bible ever submitted to Bible readers . " was much congestion ; action ofthelungs veryweak, and generaldebt..

" School Guardian ." - ". Every teacher should possess a copy of this Bible ." tated condition of the whole frame.
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Make any use you please ofmytestimony- Your truly , J. SPOONES,
High Street, Winslow , Bucks."
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A DAY'S CONFERENCE

IN THE INTEREST

OF THE YOUNG .
FRIENDLESS & FALLEN.

THIRD AUTUMNAL CONFERENCE,

- EXETER LOWER HALL, STRAND, W.C. , WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3rd, 1886.

RE)

N

Conference of Workers, Matrons , Teachers, and others engaged in Preventive and Rescue Work on

behalf of Young Womenand Girls.

MORNING and AFTERNOON CONFERENCES at 11 and 2.45 . (FOR LADIES ONLY.)

Mrs. FRANK A. BEVAN will Preside.

Subjects for Consideration - Morning: The Education of the present day, with its Religious, Moral, and Social Results.

Afternoon : Continuation of Morning Conference, especially bearing on the future of Young People.

LUNCHEONS AND TEAS CAN BE OBTAINED AT EXETER HALL.

EVENING CONFERENCE atat 6.30, (FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN .)

FRANK A. BEVAN , Esq. , will Preside.

Subject for Conference . - Rescue Work in relation to Time and Eternity. A Paper on this subject will be suppliedby an old worker.

Friends attending these Conferences are most earnestly asked to take part in the discussions, in order that all may profilt by the

TIS varied experiences of each other.
“ Sacred Songs and Solos ” will beused at each of the meetings.

This Conference is convened under the direction of the Committee of the “ London Female Preventiveand Reformatory Institution , ”

in the hope of increasing the effectiveness of all organizations designed to protect virtuous girls and reclaim the erring from the paths

of destruction .

OFFICE : 200, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W. EDWARD W. THOMAS, Sec.

" And whenHe wascomenear, He beheld the city , andweptover it.” -Luke xis. 41.

THE NEW 'PREVENTIVE HOME at Parson's Green , Fulham ,

RL is now ready for furnishing. DONATIONS for this SPECIAL PURPOSE will be thankfully received by

MESSRS. JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.O. , or EDWARD W. THOMAS, as above.

M.

** Our Darlings. **

THE CHILDREN'S TREASURY, EDITED BY DR BARNARDO .
.....

The BEST CHILDREN'S ANNUAL.WEEKLY, ONE HALFPENNY; MONTHLY, THRERPENCE.18

THE YEARLY VOLUME for 1886

IS NOW READY.

It contains Splendid Coloured Illustrations, -

PICTURES ON EVERY PAGE AND ATTRACTIVE STORIES,

Handsomely bound in beautifully executed coloured boards,

Price Three Shillings,

or cloth extra , gilt edges, very attractive ,

Price Five Shillings.

A New Volume

of this popular Children's Magazine commences with the

NOVEMBERPART (ready Ootober 27th ), and will contain

THREE SERIAL STORIES.

DICKIE'S SECRET. By CATHARINE SHAW .

BRITAIN'S QUEEN, & Story and a Memorial,

By PHARL FISHER.

JOSS. By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES.

These, combined with the well-known Large Pictures, Helpful

Narratives and EarnestGospel Teachings which have marked

the pastVolumos, will, it is confidently hoped, render this in

creasingly THE BEST, CHEAPWST, and MOST ATTRACTIVE Children's

Magazine.

" OUR DARLINGS ” may be ordered of all Booksellers and Newsagents, or of the Publishers,

JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON, E.C.

WOLD AND WORK will ba sent by the Publish gre Post free to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Mouths tor 08. 10d .
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TALES of ENGLISH LIFE in the OLDEN TIME. Terms for Advertisements

" Word and Work."

sent weekly from this Office to any addresu i

1 The Story of a Forgotten Hero .

amo
uno

utt
ed

Cap
e

BY EMILY S. HOLT.

“ The reading of one of this author's delightful tales is an experience we would faln repeat
This Paper having a large and increasinget

more frequently than we do - we have learned to look upon her as an historian par excellence . culation amongst Christians ofall denominstica

The grace and dignity of her literary style, the fidelity and finish of her portraits, and the
formsan excellent mediam for Educational and

otherAncouncements.

amount of essential Christian teaching which she so skilfully and lovingly conveys, combined

with the historic value of herwritings, lend to them a charm possessed by very few of the pro Situations,

ductions of living authors .' -The Christian ,

VACANT OR WANTED.

A Tangled Web .

Apartments - Houses

5s. The ord Mapor. os

A Tale of the Fifteenth Century.

WANTED OR TO LET.

A Tale of London in 1384.

Large Crown8vo, gilt tops.
Educational

“Though the task the author set herself
Large Crown 8vo , cloth ,

was ambitious, she has performed it credit
AND MISCELLANEOUS

A book we can heartily recommend. ”
ably .” — Times,

" The whole book shows not only careful
Ball Mall Gazette. ADVERTISEMENTS , in smal type,

study of the history, but considerable literary
" Full of stirring incident graphically told.” charged at the following rates :

ability." -- Spectator.
The Christian .

Notexceeding 30 Words, 2s. Bd.
38. Od

Weargho
lme

; 6 pc Morrell'
s arvest;.

50 35. od

Or, Seed Time and Harvest. A Tale of

and 6d . for every additional 10 words or under

Or, The Annals of Selwick Hall.
A considerable reduction for a series of

the Restoration of Charles the Second ,

insertions and upwards.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra .

Crown 8vo, cloth extra . --These chronicles are full of good things,
ANNOUNCEMENTIN

which are sure to be as precious seed in the
AND

“Asa picture of life in the day of Charles II, heart of any young person into whose bands

is likely to haye a wide popularity ." - Standard

RENUTN

they may come.” - The Congregationalist.

BOOK AND DISPLAYED ADVERTISI

Lady Sybil's Chaice ; 5s . Margerzon
Os. MENTS, charged according to space ccapie

A Tale of the Crusades. Crown 8vo.

FRONT Page, and other special positions,

Or, Until He Find It. A Story of the arrangement.

" A most charming addition to these truly

admirable tales .” — Ire Christian .

Court of Scotland , N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

“ Thebook ofarms from the naive simplicity
Crown 8vo, cloth .

in the forthcoming sumber of WORD AND W

of the heroine and from the skill with which “ Carefully studied and well written. The they should reach the Ohce by first post or Vista

the authoress has preserved the spirit of the story is admirably told . " - British Quarterly morning,orat latest by 12 o'clock soon.

age." - The Graphic .
Review

Advertisements sentby Postmust be seen

Lettice Eden ;

panied by Postal Order orCheque, parale

58. Clare Avery :

to the Publishers, Messrs. Jom E. BEAT &C

Or, The Lamps of Earth and the Light

Amounts under 2.63. may be sent in Stampa

A Story of the Spanish Armada.
of Heaven .

Crown 8vo, cloth ,
New Edition , Crown 8vo, cloth.

OFFICES : 48 , PATERNOSTER BOW , B.C.

“ We promise its readers a rare literary “ An admirable story, full of life and

feast ." -- The Christian .
vigour."—Rock .

The White Rose of Langley. Robin Tremayne:** »

]

A Story of the Court of England in the A Tale of the Marian Persecution , Word and Work "

Olden Time.

Crown 8vo, cloth . 5s,
New Edition,Crown 8yo. isPublishedevery Thursday, Price One fery,

“ An admirable , instructive , and very inte. " The book is extremely well written . "

Orders should be sent to anylocal Bookseller

resting volume." English Independent . Athercun .
Newsagent. If difficultyis experienced in

taining copies thus, they can be had direct from

the Publishers, by post, onWednesday, *

Ashcliffe Hall :
5s.

Sister Rose ;
5s. following rates , PayableisAduanes

Or, The Eve ofSt. Bartholomew .
Post free for 26 Weeks

A Tale of the Last Century . New Edition . Crown 8vo .
£ s . d .

" The example of simple faith and trust is
1 Copy .....................

0 3 5

New Edition , Crown 8vo, cloth ,
described in so striking a manner that it is

2 Copies .............*****
0 6 10

scarcely possible for a young person with
0 10 8

vivid feelingsto read it withouthaving a very

0 12 6

" It is able and natural, well written , and deep impression of the beauty ofthe ruleupon
0 17 6

1 thoroughly entertaining from beginning to which a Christian life ought to be modelled ."
(Including Double Numbers.)

end ." -- Record .
English Independent.

The above rates apply to all Countries

in the Postal Union , the Continent

The Lord of the Marches, The Maiden's Lodge ; 35. ed .

Kurope, Canada, the UnitedStates of

America, Egypt,andthe Holy Land.

The Story of Roger Mortimer . Or, None of Self, and all of Thee,

Large Crown 8vo. 3s . 6d .

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

“ Every page of the book is redolent of
Crown 8vo, cloth .

goodness and honour." - Academy.
" A beautifulillustration of self -surrender ,

Copies of " WORD AND WORK " mas

“ This charmingstory will be read with un thoroughly interesting, and well written,

flagging interest. - Pai Mall Gazette.
Word andWorks

theundermentioned Foreign countries, for

Year,on the following terms, paid i adeuner

Lore

3s, 6d. for Him .
3s, 6d . Africa Jamaica

Australia Japan

English Customs,in the Middle Ages,
Brazil New S. Wales

Crown 8vo, cloth extra .
Crown 8vo, cloth . China New Zealand

La " An interestingstory of social ife in the pur .
" We have seldom met with a more useful thirteenth century ,there arebeautiful Tessons O 908Copies...

book ." -- Notes and Queries, interspersed through the book, and a great 2 Copies ......... 0 18 01

“ A fascinating volume." - Sword and Trowel. deal in it that is worth reading." - Woman'sWork

For the Master's Sake; Thewell in the Desert :
India T Ceylon

,
OVIDI14 Persis Transvaal

A Tale of the Days of Queen MargyasAn Old Legend of the House of Arundel.

Small 8vo. Illustrated, Cloth . 2s . 6d. Small 8vo , cloth .
28. 60 .-- copyoki 011 03Copies

2 Copies

" Awork ofthrilling interest." - ChristianAge,
" A tate of the middle ages, showing that

1 2 0 1 4 Copies

“ We heartily recommend this well-written
tale . A goodgiftbook." -Churchman .

in A anal

Publishers, Messrs John F. Shaw &do.

"OFFICES ; • , PATERNOSTER, WOW,B6

Terms of Subscription.

09 151

6

!

Ye Olden Time.

South Afria

South Ameri

Tasis
i

West Indies

1Copy

those dark days.” _ Evangelical Magazine.
or Postal Onder for

LONDON . JOHN F. SHILAW * Co., 48, PATERNOSTER-ROW , ECU
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Situations and Appointments. I

BRISTOL MEDICAL MISSION ,

Combe Down

Near BATH ,

School,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN .

PREPARÁTORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook, Essex,

The MISSES COX and MISS CECIL receive the

Sons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Educationthorough ,

Home comforts. Bpecial attention is paid to

the training of pupils, in religion, morality'

and purity. The instruction given in the

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION .

Principal: MR. W.FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years a Master at MonktonCombo

Bchool),

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASBIST.

Ohristian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.
Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.

CombeDown, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine,bracing air .

The School residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa

tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston-super-Mare.

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal

Lancers.

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern.

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

H. Groves, Esq ., Kendal.

G. F. Trench ,Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry.

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication.

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR . CRANAGE , M.A.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years. A limited number only taken .

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory
course of training with a view to the Christian

Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

terms, by applying to Rev. J. Renny, F.R.S.L. ,

Christ Church Parsonage, Cheddar. À stamped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply .

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Gro.

FOSTER as an educator,

London Referee - GEORGE WILLIAMB, Esq .,

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard .
Swimming taught this term .

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX.

SOUTHEND - ON -SEA,

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES.

Children taken for the vacations.

Terms moderate. Full particulars on application

to Principal .
Address, Principal Belle Vue House Stanley

Road , Southend - on -Sea, Essex .

GOVERNESS, experienced, desires en
gagement, daily , or resident. London w. or

S.W. preferred . Very good English in all sub

jects. Good French , German , Latin , music,
drawing, several styles, coloured crayons. Can

prepare for examinations. Long references.
Address J., Office Word and Work.

A Medical Missionary wanted .

For particulars applyto C. B.Ker , Esq .,

6 , Royal Park, Clifton, Bristol,

A desires an engagement

as Clerk, Cashier, or Assistant, in a bonse of

business in or near London . Highest references.

E , M. , Word and Work Office,48, Paternoster

Row , E.C.

EMPLOYMENT wanted for an active, in

intelligent, Christian man (middle-agea) as

porter, packer , or any similar capacity. Can be

well recommended . A. F., Word and Work

Office, 48 , Paternoster Row .

CHRISTIAN GOVERNESSES ,

COMPANIONS, and LADYHOUSEKEEPERS of

high principles are frequently supplied to ladies

seeking such by application to the Governesses'

Registry, Soho Bazaar, Soho Square, London ,

W.Testimonials never dispensed with. Free

of all expense to parents.

WANTED a respectable woman as servant

in a young women's Home. Comfortable situa .

tion . Must cook and wash , All duties ended by

four o'clock .

Miss Sulivan , Mildmay Servants'Home,

1 , Newington Green , N.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women and nursery gover

nesses from the country or elsewhere wbitst

waiting for situations. Registry attached .

Termson application tothe Deaconess incharge

of the Registry , Oonference Hall, Mildmay

Park , N.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls as Under Nurses and UnderHousemaids in

Christian families . Stamped envelopes for

replies. Registry,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a

middle-aged superior person to wait upon and

nurse invalid gentleman or lady , been accus

tomed to both . Mrs. Stoddart,

1, Newington Green, London , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT wanted as working

housekeeper to either lady or gentleman , or cook

totwo in family. Long references. Middle -aged.

London preferred. d. S.,
Mildmay Home, 1, Newington Sreen , N.

WANTED by a Christian lady a sphere of

usefulness in parish work, would help a clergy

man's wife.

Miss R., care of Miss Stroud,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED a Post as Matron of Convalescent

Home (preferred ), Servants'Homeand Registry ,
or any Home connected with the Y.W.O.A,

Nine years'reference as Matron .
E , H. B. , 1 , Newington Green, London , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a

Matron ofmany years' experience in Bervants’

Home and Registry ; would take similar post

again , or Superintendent of small Convalescent

Home, M , 8. , care of Mrs. Preece,

Shire Hall, Worcester.

WANTED BY A LADY, age 36, en

gagement as Companion (travelling), Lady

Housekeeper , or any post of trust. Highest

references. F. K., care of Misa Stroud ,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park, N.

WANTED to find a place for a capable
superior person , age 30, either as useful help in

an Institution or family, where no drink is als

lowed , and with Christians. J. P. , care of

Miss Stroud , Deaconess House, Mildmay

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED as

useful man in Mission or family, with wife as

cook, oralone ;three years' character.

Lickfold, 230, Hackney Road, London, E.

COACHMAN . - Re-engagement wanted

5 years' and 24years' references; go any part

age 28; wife a laundress. W. Willmot,

Spiers' Cottage , Tottenham Park, Tottenham .

WILL ANY LADY kindly give employ

ment to a Widow, middle-aged, ofhigh respecta.

bility -- as needlewoman -wno for a homë this

winter , and small money , would be grateful,

Mes .O., ear ) ofMisistroad ,

Vonferenc : H :11, Mildmay Park, N.

WANTED to hear of places in Christian

fanilies for several superior and experienced

young women as children's muids.

Regisgeg.- Joafersaji Hill , Anny Park, AT

Select Boarding School for Young Ladies,

MALYERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY,WORCESTERSHIRE.

Principal - MRS. JUDSON.

In thislovely andhealthy locality, situated among the Cotswold Hills, pupils can gain healthand

strength whilst enjoying the advantages of careful instruction, home comforts, and Christian training.

Termsinclusive and moderate. References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the

Country , and to Rev.John Wilkinson , 79 , Mildmay Road , N. , & c .

Spartments, the

WILTON HOUSE OF REST, SOUTHSEA. Board and residence.

DEVONSHIRE ROAD , HASTINGS ,
Solent House, 16 and 17 , South Parade facing

Intended for Christian Workers of all deno
sea and the Isle of Wight, between the two

piers, an three minutes' walk from Bouthsea

minations from home and foreign fields of Station .
service . Christians other than those wholly

supported in connection with such service are

welcome as accommodation falls vacant at slight ST. LEONARDS-ON -SEA, Hertford

additional charge.
House, 63, Marina . - Boarding Establishment.

Arrangements have been made with the Warm autumnand winter residence, facing sea .
London , Brighton , and South Coast Railway Liberal table .

Companyby which those visiting Wilton House

may obtain Return Tickets, available for one BIRKENHEAD . - A Lady, with a nice

Truonth , from London Bridge or Victoria Stations, home, wisbes to meet with one or two Ladies to

at bs. each , on presenting an order, which must board with her during the winter or longer .
be obtained from the Lady Superintendent, to Terms 30s , weekly .
whom all communications are to be addressed. E. Tickle, Post Office, Birkenheard .

BOURNEMOUTH.- A delightful Home THE COMING WINTER,

for Visitorsand invalids at DurleyDean Mansions.

Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit " I derived great benefit from your Magneti

Koumiss treatment where desired . Pamphlete con’Lung Invigorator, last winter, being almost

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless free fromcold the whole time. "

cases post free for 6d, in stamps. Quoted from a recent letter to

Address Secretary . Messrs. WETTON &Co., 136 , Regent Street,

London . ' Apply for pamphlet.

LONDON.INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,

20, 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C. " CLEAR THE WAY ;"
Five minutes' walk or 1s. cab fare from Euston ,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily or, Hindrances to Missionary Work

reached from other stations. Patronised by Considered.

readers of Word and Work. Tariff on application . By E. J, WHATELY, Author of " Memoirs of

Archbishop Whately," & c . Cloth , 2s, 6d .

COMFORTABLE HOME offered “ With judicious counsel and in excellent

young lady in return for 12s. weekly, and com temper Miss Whately seeks to clear the Way '

panionableservices to lady in delicate health . before the ardent aspirant to a place in the great

Decided Christian and abstainer preferred . Missionary Army."

Referencerequired. E , D. , Office of Word and Church Missionary Intelligencer.

Work , 48, Paternoster Row , 1.0,
JOHN F.ŞHAW &00., 48 , Paternoster Row, E.C.
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NEW AND ATTRACTIVE STORIES,

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

IN ALL TIME OF OUR TRIBULATION.

By EUILY SARAH Holt. Large Crown 8vo. 5

THROUGH UNKNOWN WAYS ; or, the Journal

Books of Dorothea Trundle.

By L. E. GUERNSEY . Large Crown 870 .

JONAS HAGGERLEY.

By Rev. J. JACKSON WRAY, Author of "Nestleton

Magna, ” &c.

DICKIE'S ATTIC.

By CATHARINE SHAW , Author of “ Alick's Hero."

Large Crown 8vo .

OUR HERO. The Story of My Brothers.

By M. L. RIDLEY, Author of " Sent to Coventry."

Large Crown 8vo.

CLIMBING HIGHER.

By JESSIE F. ARMSTRONG, Author of “ A Friend for

Little Children , ” &o. Large Crown 8vo. 38

TO -MORROW . A Story.

By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES, Author of " The Caged

Linnet,” &c. Large Crown 8vo.
30

HIS GUARDIAN ANGEL .

By EMILY BRODIE , Author of “ Five Minutes Too

Late, " &c. Large Crown 8vo .

NOT SO VERY LONG AGO.

By Author of " At All Times,” &c. Large Crown 8vo. 36

FAIRY PHEBE ; or, Facing the Footlights.

By LUCY TAYLOR. Crown 8vo.

YOUNG ISHMAEL CONWAY .

By E. A. B, D. , Author of “ Us Three. " Crown 8vo. 26

WE WIYES ; or, Two Hallowe'ens .

By LIN COOPER. Crown 8vo.

THE WITCH OF THE ROCKS.

By M. E.WINCHESTER, Author of " A Nest of

Sparrows,” &c.

MADGE HARDWICKE ; or, The Mists of the

Valley. By AGNES GIBERNE, Author of

Moon, and Stars,”' &c.

MAGGIE'S MISTAKE ; or, Bright Light in the

Clouds. By Mrs. Lucas SHADWELL ,

OUR WINNIE ; or, When the Swallows Go.

By E. EVERETT -GREEN .

THE GOLDEN PAVEMENT. The Story' of 8

BluecoatBoy seventy years ugo. By E. CHAPMAN,

Author of “ The Secret of the Forest. " 16

“ Son,

Cash Prizes .

25 GUINEAS

| JOHN F. SHAW && CO.'S

New Publications.

IN CASH PRIZES

will be presented, entirely Free of charge, to the Twelve Readorswho form
the highest number of Dictionary Words out of the word

KENSINGTONIAN ,

Thus, for example, " TAN ," “ GNAT,” “ GNATS,” “ GAIN ," " GAINB,” & c.

Subject to the conditions named below .
This amount will be divided as follows:

FIRST PRIZE , $ 10 10s. SECOND PRIZE, £6 6s.

And Ten other Cash Prizes of One Guinea each .

Hence every reader will have TWELVE CHANCES OF WINNING ONE
OF THE TWELVE CABH PRIZER.

The Kensington Fine Art Association , being desirous of further extending

the sale oftheir Art Productions at PopularPrices, have decided to offer

the above Prizes, ENTIRELY FREE OF CHARGE, to all readers who shall

become patrons before October 31st of their

ART SELEOTED PARCEL OP PICTURES,

consisting of fourteen of the most beautiful,charming, and varied subjects,

for Post Office Order ls.9d ., or 23 stamps. Every Parcel will contain &

charmingly -coloured Oil Picture, entitled

“ PEACE,”

a magnificent Landscape and Animal subject, measuring 30 inches by 20,

from the grand and original Oil Painting by that Renowned Animal
Painter the late SIR EDWIN LANDSEER, R.A.

About twenty-three colours are used in the production of this large and

splenaid work, and they are so well blended that it is really next to im.

possible to detect the picture from the original oil painting, for it is executed
in the highest style of art, and superblycoloured with great delicacy and
exact fidelity to nature, the texture of the canvas and the very brush marks

ofthe original being reproduced in the most astonisbing manner.

In addition to this magnificent picture each parcel will contain Two
beautiful Animal subjectsin plaque pictures.

DOGS' HEADS, BOTH FRAMED COMPLETE IN IMITATION

PLUSHFRAMES, READY FOR HANGING ,

and ELEVEN OTHER OHARMING SOBJECTS , the selection of which

must be left to the Association. The picture “ PEACE ” alone is worth at

least half-a -crown, but all readers applying before October 31st will secure

the whole Fourteen choice Art Productions for Post Office Order 1s . 9d . , or 23

stamps , carriage free . In every parcel sent out will also be enclosed a signed

PRIZE CERTIFICATE

which will entitle the holder to compete , ENTIRELY FREE OF CHARGE ,
for the above prizes.

Bend Postal Order value ls . 9d ., or 28 penny stamps, and we will forward

you a parcel containingthe Fourteen beautiful Art Productions, carriage

paid , together with a PRIZE CERTIFICATE, and if, after receiving the

goods, you are not fully satisfied with your purchase, SEND THEM BACK

within three days of receiving them , and we will return you the ls . 9d .,

provided the Certificate is returned also .

Full particulars of the Competition will be found printed on the Prize
Certificate, which will be enclosed in every parcel entirely free of charge.

A cheque will be forwarded to each of the twelve successful competitors

on November 11th , and the names and addresses of the twelve successful

competitors will be published in the advertisement columns of the London
Standard of November 12th , 1886 .

All orders must be accompanied by the following Bond , which should be
cut out and forwarded , with remittance, with as little delay as possible :

WORD AND WORK PRIZE BOND.

[No. 634.) October 21st, 1886 .
On receipt of this Bond, accompanied by Post Office Order value ls. 9d.

(or 23 penny stamps ), we agree to forward, carriage paid, to any address

in theUnited Kingdom, one Parcel of our Art selected Productions,

containing Fourteen beautiful and varied subjects, including the Large

and Magnificently Coloured Oil Picture. entitled

“ PEACE,"

From the Original Oil Painting bythe late

Bir EDWIN LANDSEER, R.A.
We also agree to enclose in each parcel, ENTIRELY FRBE

OF CHARGE , one PRIZE CERTIFICATE, which entitle the

Holder to compete, ENTIRELY FREE OF CHARGE, for the TWELVE

CASH PRIZES amounting to TWENTY -FIVE GUINEAS.

(Signed ) WALTERL. BACON ,

THE KENSINGTON FINE ART ASSOCIATION ,

Kensington Road, Kensington, London , W.
N.B. - The exquisite Companion Picture to “ PEACE, ” entitled

“ WAR !” together with Twenty -six other Pictures, and an extra

Certificate, can be secured by sending for two Parcels (Post Office

Order 33. , or 39 stamps) , Carriage Free. These two Pictures alone ar

honestly worth Five Shillings per pair.

As the above goods are valuable , the Association will be happy to register

the parcels for safe transmission , provided twoextra stampsare e ' el sol

Those of our former patrons who are desirous of competing for

Prizes can have an entirely different selection of Pictures by expression .

that request at the time of sending this order. If you can get four of your

friends to becomepurchasers of these Parcels of Pictures, we will send you

an extra Certificate, thus enabling you to compete without becoming a

purchaser.

An assortment of our Works was sent to the Rev. C. H. Spurgeon, and in

acknowledging same he wrote as follows : “ These are the prettiest and

cheapest things that have ever come under my notice . For how small a

sum may houses bemade beautiful ! ”

EXTRA SPECIALNOTICE. THEPRIZE OF TEN GUINEAS

in connection with the word “ Kensington ” was won by Mrs. Joshua

Dodgson, of Highfield House, Elland , via Normanton , Yorkshire ; and for

the exceptionally ARTISTIO ARRANGEMENT of their competitions Extra
Special Awards were granted also to Mr. James Radcliffe, if 13 , Parr

Street, Kendal, Westmoreland,and Mrs. Fannie Allen Radcliffe, of 8 , Prim

rose Terrace, Harrington, Cumberland.

Post Office Ordersare preferred to Postal Orders, and to be made payable

at Kensington Park Road Post Office, London .

WÄLTER HENRY BACON,

TheKensington Fine Art Association ,
KENSINGTON ROAD, KENSINGTON ,LONDON , W.

.

A comple
te

fande!

FOR THE CHILDREN.

Price One Shilling Each .

SOMETHING FOR SUNDAY SERIES. New PACKET.

GLEAMS OF GLORY FROM THE GOSPELS.

By CATHARINE SHAW.

Also in Book Form .

SOMETHING FOR SUNDAY.

Sunday recreation for Children of all ages.

Includes a selection from the Popular
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of Ritualism into the system of the Church . Still it may be

said that other men spoke outmanfully . Where shall we find

PURITANISM any report of their words, indicating & faithful testimony for

HE God ? If Evangelicals simply put forward some of their own

opinions against other opinions, there is but little cross in this,

, and perhaps there is less gain in it. We want a return to the

customs without much risk of exposure. We are in
law and to the testimony . “ It is written , " was the weapon of

the tempted JESUS ; and “ Thus saith the Lord ,” has been the

debted to the growth of scientific methods of historical watchword of many departed champions ; but we search in vain

research for an accurate knowledge of Puritan life, to

for it amongst the reports of the Wakefield Church Congress.

We do not overlook the utterances of the Bishop of Liverpool,

which renders it no longer possible to deny the godly or of Dr. Bardsley, but even the Bishop of Liverpool, bold and

enthusiasm and manly earnestness of our forefathers
decided as his paper was, did not speak out so plainly as in his

excellent tract' on “ Perilous Times, " in which his Lordship

in the seventeenth century. If any one is anxious to declared that— " Romanism is increasing. Real Popery has

revived , and extreme Ritualism is helping it . Multitudes of

expose their failings, the task is an easy one, for their
Churchmen are little better than Papists. They scoff at Protest

faults lie on the surface ; but , if we desire to understand antism and the Reformation . Theydelight in the very Popish

the men , we must unveil the secrets of their hearts .
ceremonialwhich our forefathers deliberately rejected. They

avowtheir belief in the worst and most mischievous Popish

The debt of gratitude we owe them ought to shame doctrines, andboldly preach , teach, and defend them ."

Bishop uttered these faithful words in a Church Congress he
us into silence when we are tempted to criticise them ,

wouldcause a commotion, and none can foresee the result.

and to kindle our speech into fervent eloquence when But he cannot well do this ; is he not there with a tacit under

we attempt to praise them.
standing that no views held within the Church are to be

condemned ?

Past times cannot be recalled . That is no reason,

however, for a refusal to estimate aright the excellence
UNION WITHOUT AGREEMENT :

of other days, and, if possible, to possess ourselves still
Is IT USEFUL OR SAFE ?

practice, we NOWOW , we have said more than once, compromise

Baptist for the sake of peace is only another name for the

Union was, therefore, well advised in choosing sacrifice of truth ; and , when trath is so sacrificed , error

“ Puritanism " as the subject of his opening address. is certain sooner or later to reign supreme. Such com

The theme is weighty and the moment timely . For, promises are not confined to any one church . They

explain it as we may, we are in danger of losing the are rapidly forming one of the most marked features

most precious inheritances bequeathed to us by the of the present day. We have a favourable specimen

past. The policy of Laud, which for a season the in the proceedings of the Congregational Union at

Puritans were honoured successfully to resist , has Norwich . It was no secret that two opposite parties

been revived in the present century, and apparently stood on the floor of the house . Some members

society and circumstances are amazingly favourable neither approved Mr. Beecher nor did they approve

to its operation . Priestly pretensions are sufficiently his doctrines; others approved both . For some reason

outspoken to-day, and there are not many bold or or other, it was resolved to prevent discussion . A

wise enough to repel them. With the exception of motion was accordingly made in these terms :

submission to the Pope, the most pronounced dogmas
That in view of the decision and action taken by the Congre.

gational Union of England and Wales to receive and hearthe

of Romanism are revived in England, and only a mere Rev. Henry Ward Beecher in the event of his presence in Nor

handful of men seem anxious to offer resistance. There wich during the meetings, the assembly would desire to express

its regret that it will not have the opportunity of giving him a

is a fatal spirit of compromise afield , which offers the hearty welcome.

very vantage- ground most useful to Ritualism . A This regret because they were not to have the

few evangelical Churcbmen see this; the great opportunity of giving him a " heartywelcome" will be

If &
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read by outsiders as a virtual endorsement of his The very essence of it is absolute submission to God.

doctrines. At thevery least it will be regarded asan | Knowing
Knowing both human weakness and sin, it has ceased

allowance of such doctrines within the Congregational to trust self, and is ever yearning fully and for ever to

Union . The worthlessness of a Union ,which em trust God . It finds no certainty outside the Divine

braces with equal fervour the preacher of evangelical Word . Like the blessed man of the first Psalm , the

doctrines and the man who scoffs at them as true Puritan meditates on that Word day and night
,

mediæval and outworn ,willmake itself apparent some Mr. Williams rightly says, “ Of this I am sure, the

day. Yet who can deny that the whole tendency of “neglect of the Bible means the decay of Puritanism .

the hour is to exalt feeling at the expense of faith ? “ Neither modern thought nor Puritan theology will

" Let us only be right-hearted , and it does not matter “ make a Puritan. The Bible alone can produce him .

"

the air. But what if the right-heartedness is a " him in his infancy ; and when he is a full-grow

shallow sham when the faith is absent ? What if it
“ man he cannot retain his vigour except he feed on

be only gush and glow delighting in the destruction of " the strong meat ' provided for him in the Scrip

faith ? Without truth , feeling of any kind is mere " tures. "

folly. Resting on fancy rather than fact, it can only

last until the illusion vanishes away.

PURITANISM AND THE THEATRE.

When men are not one in their convictions, the

only binding force which prevents disruption is self
he

interest. This seems likely to become more and more separationfrom the world ." He is careful to distin

the uniting power of the near future . No one can guish this separateness from Pharisaism ,and candidly

praise it :as noble ; would it not be well to consider admits that where pride finds admission into the heart

whether it be even useful or safe ? Unless'we are
the salt loses its savour. Surely he does not go too far

greatly mistaken, the Congregationalists of a past when he places theatre-going in antagonism to the

generation would have made short work of certain Puritan spirit, and speaks of the impossibility of any

rash efforts to befriend heresy with which some now reconciliation between the two . Ritualism and the

are either willing to parley or which they are even not Stage have a latent friendship for each other, ever

afraid to protect. This certainly is far removed from when it does not manifest itself by Church and Stage

the attitude assumed by their Puritan ancestors, Guilds. To the true Puritan plays are abominations,

They took their stand on positive Scriptural truth, Any one who has even a superficial acquaintance with

and refused to move an inch . This, we may be the dramatists of the Restoration cannot feel surprise

assured, is the only position which cannot be forced at the strong language in which godly men at that

There is no standing still elsewhere ; and facilis period denounced stage-plays . We hear now and

descensus Averni. again of theatrical reform , but we fear, so long as

human nature is what it is, dramatic performances

PURITANISM AND THE BIBLE
constructed on lines of moral elevation will empty

THE

HE title of Mr. Charles Williams's presidential the theatre and the exchequer. People do not go to

address has carried us far away from the address such places to be educated ; they go to be amused.

itself, and to it we now gladly return . While we read Attempts at instruction by means of the drama are sure

it we breathe another and a purer atmosphere. We to be resented , and can only end in failure. It is tim

are on the breezy hill-side, inhaling the fresh fra- enough to consider the advantage of a pure and nob
!

grance of its balmy verdure. There is a ring of honesty theatrical performance when such a phenomenon is

and loyalty to truth in bis telling sentences which proved to exist. As at present conducted, dramatic

alas ! we have often listened for in vain . He is no

performances repel every spiritual mind .

mere celebrant of a past time. He says , “ I do not

" ask you to reproduce the Puritans of the seven

“ teenth or any other century. Be yourself. All I

CHRISTIAN -WORLD -LINESS,

" ask is that we should be as faithful to God and ATIONALISING interpreters of Scripture are

" conscience, as heroic in life and faith , as devoted to prepared, however, to endorse theatrical amuse.

“ duty, as real and spiritual, as were the Puritans ments . A London evening journal lately described a

" whom we delight to honour."
visit paid to the Lyceum on a certain Saturday evening

It may be asked, What precisely is meant by by Henry Ward Beecher and a well- known Nonconfor.

Puritanism ? Mr. Williams answers :-It includes mist preacher. The London minister was represented

three things, “ a pure creed, a pure character, and a as trying to conceal his presence from theaudience, and

pure Church .” He adds , " I plead for a Puritanism the newspaper pats him playfully on the back, saying

· which in every department and detail of life makes that the Lyceum is one ofthose places into which

“ the Divine mind and will the rule of human conduct.'' any clergyman can go without shame. The trans

In that last sentence the President of the Baptist atlantic orator is said to have entered with keen

Union touches the inmost secret of true Puritanism . rélish into the plot and passion of the stage. No

R
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of conscience " or dread of public opinion is beginning gradually to unveil itself, and if any

io have marred in the least his enjoyment of remain blind to its true character they will have to

and scenery. We are told that many who blameonly themselves.

to be ambassadors for Christ are beginning

days to break through the barrier which stood · BEECHER 'S PASTORAL, . .

o them and the stage untilrecent times. Thirty N Friday last the American orator delivered a

go no preacher of the Gospel who valued his discourse on preaching to all the clergymen

ion ventured to appear openly in a theatre. and ministers of other denominations who were will

ley seem to be changing all that. It is argued , ing to sit at his feet. ·Wedo not question his right to

b , that the presence of good men will elevate put himself forward as an exponent of the elements

.e of such places of amusement. Time will, no of success in public speaking, but when he proceeds

reveal whether the so -called good men have to teach theology it is time to call a halt. Even in

od the theatre, or the theatre has succeeded in regard to methods of captivating an audience we

injuring the good men . Meanwhile may it would recommend preachers on this side of the

i wise and useful to instil some wholesome Atlantic not to imitate the flippancy or irreverence

into impulsive and venturesomeminds ?, $ o " of this American master of the art. We admit his

theatres are what confessedly they are there dash and daring, but we are very far from admiring

sér in haunting them . Mr. Williams was quite his departures from decency and devoutness . Such "

fair limits when he said , " The theatre is no a sentence as the following could not have been

for Puritans." ' And we venture to say many, spoken without an utter absence of the reverence

-goers would yindicate their theatre-going by with which such a subject should be approached. Mr.

" Wedo not profess to be Puritans." Never Beecher, in reply to a question addressed to him by

the Christian World ,which ,though abandoning some one in the'meeting, is- represented as saying

itan doctrines, clings with some.lingering attach - (according to the Daily News of the 16th inst.), " He

10 the Puritan .name, takes the President believed the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit were

lat sharply to task for daring to condemn the " separate Persons, but what was their mode of

.. ' " getting along together hedid notknow .” To profess

a belief in the Trinity while using such language
Tilliams has much to say abouttheatrical performances.

sighbourhood of the theatre, like the island home of is something like an insult both to heaven and

rens, is, " he tells us, “ strown with dead men ' s' bones

& stly remains of the victims who were drawn from

Light course by the craving for rich ' scenery, beauty of As to his denial of the catholic doctrine of Eternal
d the charms of music." There can be no question Punishment there can be nò doubt. He characterized

ll ages the stage has justly exposed itself to the consure of

list, but the extinction of the drama is impossible , and it as “ a doctrine taughtbythebarbaric theologians of

ts of managers likeMr. Henry Irving and Mr. Wilson *" the Middle Ages and the barbaric denominations of

to create a taste for pure and olassic performancesmerit

pathy of good men rather than their scowl. With the " to -day." When somevoices from the gallery said , “ It

.Williamswould also apparently abolish the painter, is Biblical truth," there appears to have been no reply .
ptor, and the composer.' The manifest extravagance of

The truth is Mr. Beecher and others of like mindiguage as we have quoted is among the things which

he educated youth of Nonconformity to seek other only take into account such portions of the Bible as

teaching. Mr. Williams, a little further on in his ad.
commend themselves to their own understanding andfers to Mr. Gladstone as a successor of the Puritans,

ught to know that perhaps no man more enjoys a night heart. They never think of bowing submissively to
eatre than the ex-Premier, despite his age and his

ligious nature. With all that Mr. Williamssays as to
it as a supreme authority . When they differ from it

for good in the world exerted by the Puritans in con . they complacently assume themselves to be right and

of their unworldliness and godliness we fully agree,
| the Book wrong . . . . .

less are we in sympathy with his appeal to Noncon

hurches to preserve a pure membership, but ignorant As to theology in general, Mr. Beecher said ," “ It
brethren must not be allowed so to define purity as to

" must be taken aswe eat fish : pinch the meat off,
sither earnest and unfettered investigation of religious

participation in the innocent pleagures which nature - " and let the bones remain ." This wastheadvice said

ufford .
to be given by a good woman to one who was always

lo not care to dissect minuţely thismostunfair quarrelling with difficult texts in the Bible, and not

n . Suffice it for the present to say that Mr. receiving any spiritual nourishment from its contents.

1$ DOES NOT refer to Mr. Gladstone as a In such a case it had force, but in its present applica

or of the Puritans, and that he DOES NOT | tion it is remarkably feeble. Yet it is a very fair

to abolish the painter, the sculptor, and the description of what sentimental preachers are doing.

er. Wehave given this quotation from the They take no account of the structure of truth or its

in World for the purpose of showing the direc systemic arrangement, and are content to preach

which it leads . While retaining the name such doctrines as please themselves and are likely to

in , its worldliness is gradually becoming more please their hearers. In fact, their theology is earth

it .' In another generation good John Berridge | born and earth -bound ; it can never lead any "one,up

a most instructive book entitled The Christian to the skies . It has no life and can communicate

Umasked . In our day the Christian World none. . Lips .

earth .
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Saved - Sanctified - Sent.

I

preaching, and said, “ Praise God, the parson is converted."

It isnot often a man is apreacher first and then gets converted.

God's way is men saved bythe power of the Gospel, and,being

By MR. C. RUSSELL HURDITCH . saved, then the word is, “Let him that heareth say,Come."

Sabed , Sanctified, and Sent.

the world, and specially that part of it with which we Then men are sanctified by the Spirit of God. It is not

are more immediately concerned - home work. I want to re enough simply to be saved . God would have us know the

mind you of the work that is to be accomplished. Now we are power of the Gospel, not simply to save, but to separate in

not left in doubt as to this. The subject of this Conference from the world, from self, and from the sin around us

is just what the Lord Jesus purposed should be brought separated to God, given up to His work, given up so that

about, tha evangelization of the world. It is not the con from that moment we seek the kingdom of Godand His

version of the world, but its evangelization ; and , therefore. I righteousness, or as Wesley said, with so much truth in his

want to remind youthat thatmust beaccomplished in God's case , and it should be with increasing truth in ours

purpose before the return of the LordJesus Christ, for which

return we are constantly watching and praying. He has said ,

' Tis all mybusiness here below

To cry , Behold the Lamb!

“ Go ye into all the world , and preach the Gospel to every

creature ; " there is our distinct commission. He has also
Then, being saved and sanctified, we have to recognise that

said that the Gospel must be preached to all nations for

we are sent . God sends His servants. Jesus Christ reminded

a witness ; then shall the end come.
us of this in these memorable words of His, " As Thon hast

sent Me into the world, so have I sent them into the world ;"

The work of the Church. and to every true Gospeller, to every true evangelist, to

Now in these two Scriptures we have it very clearly stated
every true Christian seeking to promote the spread of the

that God has set before us, the Church, this great work of
Gospel and to help inthe greatwork of evangelization, He

evangelizing the world. We are to preach the Gospel to
says , “ As My Father hath sentMe, even so send I you.” We

every creature. We are also told in Scripture what is
must be sent.

God's purpose in this evangelization of the world . It is to
Therefore the great point with us is to know , first, that I

gather out a people for His name (Acts xv. 14). “ Simeon
am saved . I have nothing to do with preaching the Gospel

hath declared how God at the first did visit the Gentiles,
unless I am . We heard a case to-day at one of the meetings

to take out of them a people for His name.” It is not the
of one who desired to enter missionary work, but when he

conversion of the world just now, but the preaching of the
was asked if he had been converted he inquired what net

doctrine that was .

Gospel, in order that God's purpose should be accomplished

I entered a huge building the other day,

in the gathering out of a people for His name. That is what
and, looking around, I asked the attendant how many con

has been going on for the last eighteen hundred years.
versions they had . “ Conversions ! ” he replied, " we do not

Though the Gospel has not yet been preached in all nations,
believe in that sort of thing here." Well, a man must be

orto every creature, still God has been steadily carrying on
saved and separated by the grace of God , to Him and to His

Hiswork,and fulfilling His purposeof gathering out a people
work , if he is to preach the Gospel, for him to live henceforth

for His name; so to -day He is adding to the numberof the
must be Christ,

redeemed . Then we have a third purpose of this work ; it
Called workers.

is none other than the hastening the coming of theLord Jesus
Then when we get to this we realize our calling, and get

Christ. Peter distinctly exhorts the Christians of his day to
the commission from heaven , and are sent out to do the

be “ hasting the coming ” of the Lord Jesus Christ.
Master's business ; sent by Him who is the Saviour. He

Thus the work set before the Church of God is to evan proved the blessedness of being sent about His Father's work,

gelize the world , to preach the Gospel in all the world, for a
and said, “ Wist ye not that I must be about My Father's busi

witness, not necessarily for the conversion of the world, but,
ness ;" and again towards the end of His life on earth He

instrumentally, to gather out apeople for His name; and
said, “ I mustwork the works ofHim that sent Me, for the

third , to hasten the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ, that night cometh.” Again He said , “ I have finished the work

coming not taking place tillthe whole number of His elect is Thou gavest Me to do.” If it is the case with you , beloved

completed and accomplished ; and for the accomplishment of hearers, that you are saved , whata mercy ;we owe an

that purposethe Gospel of the grace of God is to be pro
eternity of praise to God for that. If you are sanctified and

claimed in all nations. Now , let us keep before us clearly separated to His blessed service, then you are ready to be

and definitely these purposes set before us each individually, sent out to His preciouswork. Surely that calls for whole

for each of us has a part in this most blessed work ; and,
hearted surrender, and should lead usto say,

having got an intelligent idea of them , let us not lose heart, Lord take me, body, spirit, soul,

but go about the Master's work with His purposes before us, Only Thou possessthe whole.

and, I trust, also having the confident knowledge of His But now mark the difficulties in the way of this evangeliza

presence and power . tion, of this accomplishmentof the purposes of God. There

The Means.
is the natural indifference of the human heart, and we are

Now a word as tothe means by which this is tobe accom
seeingsomething of that in this country and in the colonies

plishedor brought about. We are distinctly told that it is

as well as in the great heathen lands to which our attention

hasbeencalledinthe addresses at this Conference these last

by the foolishness of preaching that God saves them that be

lieve. Thus we are brought to the fact thatthe evangelization
two days.Whatindifferenceon the.part ofpeople to the

of the world is tobe by the preaching of the Gospel. “ How
great realities of God and of eternity. There might be Do

shall they hear without a preacher, and how shall they preach
God, and they would live just the same ; there might be no

heavento gain or hell to shun, and they would live pretty

except they be sent ? ” The preaching of the Gospel is God's

own Divineinstitution ; the preaching of the Gospel to every
much the same as now ; they are fast asleep, utterly in

different. Ob, what a sight the world is to a soul wbose eras
creature, and the preaching of the Gospel by menwho have

themselves been saved by the Gospel : that is God's own
have been opened by Gnd, and has been delivered from

the state inwhich we are bynature. Howawful it is to

way. He does notsend angels to preach theGospel,He sends look around on theworld, to see themillions in this city of

men. But God does not send unconverted men, He sends

saved men - men (or women ), for I use the word as repre
London,livingasif therewere no God , no heaven, andso

hell,and noeternal torment. oh, may God impress us with
senting both men and women. Blessed be God, we have

abundant testimony that Heis using both . And it is His

the fact that men are thus utterly indifferent about this

purpose to use both for the dissemination of the Gospel. His

greatestof all questions, and makeus wideawakeabout it

name be praised , the Lord gave the word , and still greater

seeking in the light of eternity,of heaven and hell, to have

our souls aroused on this great subject.

be the company of those women who sballpublish it.Saved

men or women , then , are to be the instruments. It is not
Difficulties Around .

often that He saves people through their own sermons, as in
Another obstacle is the oppositionofscience falsely so

the case where the Methodist discerned the new power in the
called. Wearemet on everyhandwiththisjust now, Hus.

leyism and Spencerism , the negation of everything,

* Delivered at the recoat Missionary Conference at Mildmay, itevery day. Why, a man said to me at the Oxford Musio

we meet
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Hall lately, “ My dear friend, I admire your zeal and earnest truth, but there are others than millionaires who do not give

ness, but you are fifty years too late with your theology, it even a fifth of their income. Alas ! this matter of consecration

wasall explodedlong ago." He was an agnostic, a know must also be met and looked fairly in the face. If we could

nothing. Like this man,many in the counting houses and see them bringing the tithes into the storehouse, then

the schools talk at secondhand. Thatis a great obstacle in might we expect the windows of heaven to be opened . I do

England at this time ; and not in England only but in the not know if I am right, but I think Mr. Wilkinson reads it

Colonies too. A friend last week said to me, “ While you thus— “ Prove me now herewith , saith the Lord of Hosts, if I

are asleep, there is Ceylon being flooded with evil literature will not open the windows and pour you out a blessing till

---tons ofstuff you would not read, infidelity and Bradlaugh heaven be exhausted .”

ism coming over in shiploads.” That is a solemn state of Constrained by Love.

things, and yet it is true. To many the infidelity of to-day Well, then , let us consider the spirit in which this work

appears so intelligent and unanswerable --- it is an obstacle should be carried on. It should beaspirit of gratefulreturn

which must be overcome. of indebtedness to Christ. What did Paul say ? “ The love

Obstaeles in the Church . of Christ constraineth us ." How can we take a look at the

Then there are obstacles in the professing Church ; there
great theme of Christ's redeeming love, and not work for

we find formalism - amongst professing Christians a form of
Him. Those Christians who are notat work in any field have

godliness, but denying the power thereof — and multitudes are
surely never yetunderstood the story of that love, have never

carried away by this, yes , even true Christians sometimes. yet been constrained bythat subduing powerof Christ's love.

Then we have ritualism and rationalism carrying so many For the love of Christ constraineth us ; because we thus

awayfrom the straight paths. Not only so, but we see the judge, that if one died for all, then were all dead : And that

worldliness of professing Christians and the disunion among Hedied for all, that they which live should not henceforth

God's own people,and what carelessness we sometimes observe
live unto themselves, but unto Him which died for them and

on every hand. When we think of the disunion of God's own rose again ” (2 Cor. v . 14, 15). Oh, if we could but realize

people it should make pur hearts bleed . Our one blessed
what that love of Christ was that led Him from the heights

hope, knowing the one blessed Saviour, endued with the
of heaven to the depths of Calvary, from the heights of glory

one blessed Spirit, going to the sameglorious end - yethaving
to the humiliatian of Golgotha - all for me.

so little in common, so many Christians keep off and stand Drops of grief can ne'er repay ,

aloof. Remember when God's people were blessed in olden
The debt of love I owe.

time, it was when they dwelt together in unity ; thank God
Here, Lord, I give myself away,

' Tis all thatI can do.

for the unity of this and kindred places. But this disunion

is indeed a mighty obstacle. Why, a friend from the
Then again , it must be in a spirit of deep humility, real,

colonies told me to-day that sectarianism in Australia was
not mockhumility, that accounts itself nothing but a poor

worse than at home ; it must be very bad indeed , for I could
sinner saved by Divine grace , that looks up from self -abase

tell you lots of incidents to show how sad is this disunion, and
ment and says, “ Lord, whatwouldest Thou have me to do ? ”

howChristians will not work together.
and goes forth in consciousness that we are nothing and

empty, having nothing but from Divinegrace. Depend upon it
The Power of Prayer . God will use us whether in heathen lands beyond, or at home,

Then there is the prayerlessness. How sorrowful it is to or in the colonial empire.

hear of churches where the prayer meeting has entirely Be of Good Courage.
ceased ; hundreds of churches without a single prayer meet Then we need the spirit of indomitable courage. God

ing. The other night I went to hear that honoured servant wants courage. He said to Joshua, “ Be strong and of good

ofGod, Mr. Spurgeon, andwe got to the prayer meeting. courage.” One of the devil's most successful plans is to get

Oh, how these men pray. When I heard them I said, " This the courage out of men, and he often usesGod's own people

accounts for it ; no wonder when men pray like that before I for this purpose. But if we have our work from God, let us

the service, that God's blessing is so manifested .” When on stick to it ;and stick to it with the courage of men who

the Monday evenings 2,000 people assemble for prayer in the knows that their work is from God, and who will do it in spite
Tabernacle no wonder the sermons are full of power ; no of all that opposes. Thisis the spirit of good courage. Dear

wonder Archibald Brown has such gatherings and such Moody rightly said , “God never uses discouraged men .” If

blessing, when a thousand people assemble in prayer, laying you want God's workers to be useless, just get them dis

hold of God. Prayerlessness is the secret of thepowerless couraged ; pull a long face, and by your words and looks

ness of the churches and pulpits. If you want to find drive all the courage out of them and then theywill be of no

where is the real life in any centre of work, go to the prayer service in the work of the Lord . Oh, friends,God wants us

meeting; that will indicate thestate of things very clearly. to be strong and of good courage . You remember how in

Then united prayer meetings. What failures they often are.
Deut. xx. all who were faint-hearted were told to go back.

A doctor of divinity maypreach, a Moody or a Sankey may God did not want them ; men so full of self and of their

come, and the place will be crowded till they go ; then the
own thoughts that they cannot go forward must fail. But if

meetings fall away. It is well for us to look this thing in the devil says that I am of no use, I knew that long ago ; it

the face ; this prayerlessness is an obstacle to the advance of is to Christ that I must look , andfrom Him receive my com

theGospel to -day. mission, and with that I can go through thick or thin. If

You remember the revivals of 1869 ; some here at least “ I can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth

will remember that time. You know howall through the night me, " the Lord will use me then .

watches, tillthe morning sun had risen, they continued pray
Unflagging Zeal.

ing. Sometimes they prayed out the chairman, five times he
Once again, our spirit must be one of unflagging zeal. “ Is

closed the meeting, but it conld not be closed, for God was
is good to be zealously affected always in a good thing ; ” it is

present in the meeting ,and the blessing came. You know in

good that the Lord'swork should be carried on with all our
these years that a Blackwood was converted , a Weaver was heart and soul. We should do it - how ? feebly, spasmodically,

sent to work for God, and a Denham Smith and many of us
irregularly ? No, do it with all our heart and strength. As

were brought in. There was prayer in the power of the
dear Mr.Spurgeon has said, “ My brethren, ram yourselves

Holy Ghost. If by God's grace this prayerlessness in the
into the gun.”. You know what he meant, ram the true shot

Church were broken down, if we gathered in larger numbers,
ofthe Gospel into the gun and throw yourselves also into it.

and were more fervent in supplication, we should see times
Well we want to get this spirit ; thereare so many half-hearted

of reviving again. There is machineryenough. Look at the
workers who seem to lack the fire, the zeal, and energy, call

churches and chapels erected and many halfempty, because
it what you like ; we want go, workers who shall not turn

there is no prayerand no power.
back in the day of discouragement, or in the day of battle ;

Unconsecrated Wealth . workers ready, when men criticise and condemn, to stand in

Then there is unconsecrated wealth in the Church. For the gap full of courage and zeal.

1,800 years the Gospel has been in the world , and still it is Erpecting Results .

not evangelized . Millionaires in the Church to -day, whose Then last we must be full of expectancy of results. Many

wealth surely might well be spent in the circulation of God's do not expect to see conversions, while some are content with
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two or three conversions. I met a friend lately who expected His ayah , discovering his absence, hurted bigh a

great results, and he was rather discouraged because there for him , but in vain. His parents were in despair.

were only a few conversions last Sunday ; he does expect to however, they found the poor child 's body, with ikea

secure results . And notwithstanding that one of the great ful fairy in disguise " beside it, the birds singing There

preachers from America, so fluent and flowing in his language,
the trees above him .

was pleased to tickle the ears of his audience the other day We lose ourselves, too, in a jungle of perpletta
by laughing to scorn the idea of conversion , we have the fears . Our ayah , whose name is Conscience, sleep . 74
Bible in our hands, and so we expect this result. Paul says sleep ; we awake and catch hold of some of Satan's el

that he was sent to the Gentiles that they may receive for
They look so tempting, so innocent. But they stiz:

giveness of sins, and inheritance among them which are
poison enters our minds. Our conscience awakes, in

sanctified by faith," and all the apostles speak of conversion
though, for the mischief is done, and we have been des

and salvation. When we have a message of that kind let us How can we help being stung ?
have expectancy of result, and as we go forward may we

Ask the Saviour to help you ,
know something of the power by which it is accomplished , Comfort , strengthen , and keep you,

Ask the Saviour to help you ,

not by any power, or courage, or zeal, or faith , but by the
Hewill carry you through.power of the Holy Ghost. “ Not by might nor by power, but

by My Spirit, saith the Lord ,” “ Tarry ye a : Jerusalem

till ye be endued with power from on high ."

This Great London .

Look at this London to-day, think of the solemn testimony
Sea Memories.

borne just now that only three per cent. of its population

attend any of those places erected for the worship ofGod .
H AVE you a message, Ocean ?Well, after a quarter of a century 's experience, I can say

Have you a message for me ?that the people were never so anxious to hear the Gospel as
Watching your ceaseless motion,they are to-day. Where the Gospel is preached earnestly,

Beautiful, changeful sea !with the good old ring of the Book about it, men will stop
Lulled by your soft, low cadence,and listen . Not to my praise, but to His praise , I tell it
Awed by your mighty power ,

(and I would be ashamed to preach any Gospel that is not
Wistful I gaze upon you,

from Him ). I have seen thousands converted and passed
In this still evening hour.into the Church of God during these last twenty years ;

and what I have seen you may also see. There are halls
I have a message for you,where the Gospel is preached, holding from six hundred to
Say, if I whisper it low ,five thousand people , and these are crowded every Sunday .

Babble it forth in wavelets,Go down to Charrington's Hall in the East-end, and see the
Soft as the falling snowpeople hungry, eager, thirsting for theGospel,and ask your

Say, if I thunder it loudly ,self whether you may not seek, by the power of God, to
bring this glorious Gospel of salvation to some of the dying Echo it far and near

Have you a heart to listen ?thousands around you .

God grant you may go forth impelled by that power for Have you an ear to hear ?

which we have been supplicating here to -night, and

encouraged by all the evidence of six thousand years, and Many and manymy lessons
This is the one to -night ,having your zealawakened by the wide open door before you ,

and saying, “ Here am I, send me.” Give Him no rest till Borne on my bosom heaving,

He send you . Then you will have that great joy, and there In themoonbeam 's silver light ;

is none like it, the joy of winning souls day by day, till they Drawn from the deep recesses

come as a great host and thank God that they have heard Of my undying past ,

the Gospel through you . They shall be your crown of Memory's richest treasure,

rejoicing at the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ. May God Ever its joy will last.
bless each youngman and woman, and stir every heart to do

som ething for Him in a little while “ Till He come.” Once in the dark, deep midnight,

Restless and wild I lay,

Lashing my shores in fury,
Dashing the hours away ;

A Child 's Sermon to Children . Then o'ermy troubled waters

Glided a form Divine,
" Take heed lest yo are deceived ." (Mark xill. 5.) Peace by a word was given ,

Word ofmyGod, and thine.D AR away in the dark jungles of India, in the places
T where there are most trees, exist numbers of beautiful

Thou hast a storm within thee,snakes. One kind in particular is noted for its beauty ;
Thou hast a great unrest,

they are commonly called “ coral snakes," probably because
To thee the Master cometh ,

they are generally of a brilliant red colour, very much
Yearning to make thee blest.resem bling coral, mixed with gold or silver, sometimes both .

*** Only His hand can hold me,These reptiles, despite their beauty, are of a most deadly
Only His voice can still,kind ; one sting from them causes the unfortunate individual

If you heed His gentle accents,whether man or beast to die almost immediately. .

He can calm you — and He ici!The Indians say that these snakes are really evil spirits ,

who, to torment them , take the form of deadly reptiles.
One hot afternoon a little English boy, whose father and

Dr. Adolph Saphir : “ We are glad to note
mother lived in India , strayed from his sleepy ayah's side esteemed friend purposes to resume hig ' eminently

into an enormous jungle , close by his home. After wander- | ministry , in Belgrave Presbyterian Church , Halkin- sea

ing for some time he lay down to sleep , and slept for about on next Lord' s Day, the 24th inst. .

balf an hour, then heawoke. As he rose his eyes fell on a Heathen Destitution . Speaking at Nord

beautiful snake, of the species we have already mentioned . Pierson said : Not to speak of the extreme scarcity ,

“ Oh !" he cried , “ what is that pretty thing ? It must be in the great mission fields that are now occupied

a beautiful fairy in disguise. , I want it.” So saying he ran , extent (one missionary to 160 ,000 heathen ), thinka

forward and seized the beautiful but deadly reptile. Poor unoccupied regions of the globe _ Kurdistan with its

boy ! The cruel snake stung him , the poison entered his Afghanistan with 8 ,000 ,000 , & large tract in Africa

Equator,with 50 ,000,000, the Congo basin with 50,veins, and he sank to the ground , from which he was never
besides Mongolia , Thibet, Arabia , and other Tas

to rise again alive ; never to see his loved and loving mother
virtually untouched by the Gospel. The spiritualand father
in China is something terrible ,
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to any man . Then Mr. Symes spoke as a believer in Christ , a

servant and a minister of Christ, and under all the solemn

sanctions of that holy belief and office ; pow he has thrown ofi

all beliefin Christ as God, he acknowledges no heart power

and heart searcher, he repudiates all responsibility to any

power above himself ; and if, therefore , as seems inevitable , I

must believe Mr. Symes to have been lying then, or to be lying

now , in charity to him I choose to believe the latter. Then

he spoke under all holy sanctions, and responsibilities and

surroundings; now he speaks in the absence of all these , and

surrounded only by the enemies of Christ. But, sir, in either

event I claim the £5 which Mr. Symes, if an honest man , will

hand over.”

Confused and Silenced.

Mr. Symes , in reply, said he thought that the speaker had

proved that he (Mr. Symes) was the person entitled to the £ 5,

by proving that he was the person who found Christ, and being

thus in the happy position of both payer and receiver, his £ 5

might remain undisturbed. “ But," went on Mr. Symes, “ the

gentleman has said truly enough that I once with great fervour

taught what I had been brought up to believe. I have

explained in my pamphlet how my opinions changed . I am

not the only manwhose opinions have been changed . Martin

Luther wasonce a Romanpriest, and became the leader of the

Reformation ; John Wesley was once a Ritualist, and became

the foremost Evangelical of his time, and my opinions have

changed like theirs .'

Again the visitor rose, and said : — “ Mr. Symes is well

aware that he has given no answer to the question. What

I have referred to was not a matter of opinion, of theory,

or creed , but a matter of fact and experience. Either

Mr. Symes did or did not in those former years feel and

experience what he professed to feel and experience, as a matter

of consciousness and certainty , or he did not. It was not a

question of opinion, but a question of fact , and that Mr. Symes

has made no attempt to answer, and I call on him to do so.”

And he still made none. The audience was divided ; “ some

went one way and some another ; " but of some wehave heard

who went away to think , and have not returned to the Hall of

Science ,

ON

Nelson Street Ragged Schools.

N

An Infidel Lecturer Silenced.

By One who knew Him in Early Days.

TH

THE following graphic description of a scathing exposure

which recently occurred in Melbourne, Australia --- of a

boasting infidel lecturer-will interestmany. It appears in the

Southern Cross, published August 13th , 1886 .

A few Sunday evenings ago " a word fitly spoken " made

no small flutter even in Mr. Joseph Symes' disordered nest.

A gentleman , who had recently arrived in Melbourne from Eng.

land, went to the Hall of Science to hear a lecture or address

announced to be given by Mr. Symes . The lecture . however,

was not given, but Mr. Symes (pleading a bad cold as his

excuse) delivered instead a discursive tirade against Christianity

and, indeed , against all religion , and in a way one would have

thought impossible on the part of a man who was once its pro

fessor and teacher, heaped the reproach of idiotcy on all

believers in religion , and above all , on those who accepted Christ

as the Messiah and Saviour. At the close of his address the

chairman said that if there were any disciples of “ the meek

and lowly One " present who wished to say anything for Him ,

or ask any questions, they would be heard ; whereupon Mr.

Symes shouted out, “ Perhaps the Messiah will come and stand

up for Himself,I should like to see Him , or anyone who has

seen Him , and I will give a reward of £5 to any man who has

ever found Him . " Thereupon the English visitor rose at once

in the body of the hall, and being introduced by the chairman

as a gentleman wanting to ask a question, spoke in a voice

heard by every person in the hall , in these words, as nearly as

memory enables us to repeat them :

“ ! Wave Found Christ."

" No, sir : I have not risen to ask a question, as you assume,

but I have risen to demand the £ 5 which Mr. Symes has

offered to any man who has found Christ. I have found Him,

and I claim that reward. Mr. Symes cannot, in honesty,

refuse to hand it over to me, unless he is prepared to say and

prove that my assertion is a lie . Thathe can only do by saying

and proving that Christ can be found by no man, and that

therefore all who profess to have found Him are liars. But

will Mr. Symes say that? If so, I will refute him by the words

of a man whom even Mr. Symes believes in. Several years ago

I heard a sermon in England by a young minister, who

addressed himself particularly to the young, urging them, as if

froma young man's earnest sympathy with young men, to seek

Christ. He spoke of it as the greatest blessing ayoung man

could procure,above wealth , orhonour, or fame. He told how

he had found Christ and how unspeakable a blessingthat find

ing of Christ had been to him , aud then he urged the young

before him to seek Christ, assuring them that if they sought

Him they would find Him - find Him to the joy of their souls, a

faithful, unchangeable Friend, a guide , a counsellor, a com

forter all life through . That earnest young preacher I had lost

sight of, indeed, I believe I have neverseen him from that time

until to -night. That man was Joseph Symes, that man who

has offered this reward and from whom I claim it because I

have found Christ. Will Mr. Symes now dare tosay in the face

of that authority that I have not found Christ , because Christ

can be found of no man ? But, sir, I have not done yet. I will

ask a question , not of Mr. Symes, but of this audience, and I

wish every man to answer it for himself. Mr. Symes, on the

occasion to which I have referred, and on manyother occasions,

through a series of years , avowed not only his belief in Christ,

but his personal experienceof Christ's presence and a sense of

forgiveness of sin through Christ as his Redeemer, and declared

that joy and happiness such as nothing else could afford
resulted from the consciousness of that forgiveness .

True or False ?

" Now , sir, that was true or it was false . It was asserted by

Mr. Symes, under all the solemn sanctions of the Omniscient

One, in whom he professed to trust , and of the holy calling

to which he was devoted. Was it true or was it false ? Was it

honest experience, or was it hypocrisy and sham If it was true

there is an end ofthe controversy, for if God, through Christ,

had pardoned and accepted_Mr. Symes then He may have

pardoned and accepted me. I may have found Christ, and

every man here may find Him ; but if was it false — if Mr.

Symes declares that it was a piece of hypocrisy and a sham

that when with such fervour and feeling he made those pro

fessions , and urged his example and experience on the young

men before him, he was uttering lies , and trying only to gull

and deceive, then, I ask , how can he expect to be treated other

wise than as a liar and a deceiver ? How does he expect you

to believe him now, and to allow him to stand before you as

the denouncer of shams and the upholder of truth ? But I do

not impute this to Mr, Symes I should tremble to impute it

work, the Nelson Ragged Schools and Missions have from

that time been carried on with increasing success . The

buildings have now been pulled down, and we have al

ready stated that the committee had no choicewhatever, being

absolutely compelled to pull down and rebuild by reason ofthe

lack of space and the dilapidated condition of the old premises.

On Saturday last the foundation-stone of the new school was

laid by Mr. Edward Rawlings, who has been associated with the

work since its commencement .

In a meeting,subsequently held in a neighbouring school

room , Mr. John Kirk (Sec. ) gave a résume of the history of the

Mission, showed its present real and effective operations, touch

ing the poor at all points, and mentioning that the total present

contribution towardsthe new building amounted to £1,130,

leaving a balance of £700 yet to be raised.

The Chairman afterwards spoke of the good work doneby the

Mission, testifying to the absence of poor, ragged dressed,

wretched children, and rough - looking men in the immediate

area of its influence. Mr. Spurgeon had writtenstating that

“ England expects every man to do his duty to Nelson Street

Ragged School Mission . If the expectation be fulfilled, your

coursewillbe victory without a Trafalgar. ”

Mr. H. R. Williams (Ragged School Union) spoke of the decrease

of crime of late years resulting from the influence of that and

kindred missions.

Rev. Prebendary Billing and Rev. W. J. Mills having spoken,

Mr. T. E. Crabb announced a total contribution towards the

expenses of the new building of £1,166 4s . 6d.

We are requested to announce that the temperance workers o

the Mission are greatly in need of a piano. A special fund for

the purchase of an instrument has been set on foot, and subscrip

tions will be received by Mr. A. Drew (superintendent of the

temperance work ), 48, Bramah Road, Brixton . We trust also

many will come to the help of Mr. Kirk and his friends with

regard to the completion of the building fund .

Uganda . - We learn that the latest intelligence from the

interior of Africa , states that all the missionaries have left

Uganda with the exception of Mr. Mackay, the English mis

sionary, who has been committed to prison by the King. Mr,

Mackay has appealed to the British Government . We ask

earnest prayer for this devotedlabourer who, farfrom the help

of man , has imperilled his life for the Gospel's sake.
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EEN we say
1
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T , by

instead of them-who can stand the one for the many, and

outbalance the race . This is the truth that was illustrated to

the wondering deaf and dumb boy. One for many , thought he ,

OPOM the various addresses delivered at Bristol, we present

& few of the best points, believing they will interest many

one for many ! And the thought caused a biank look of per

plexity on his countenance till his friend took the gold ring

of our readers. The first is from a very striking sermon on from his finger and laid it on the table , and shcok out signifi.

Rom. i . 14 , in which the preacher thus divided his theme : cantly by its side the jar of withered leaves. Then the boy's

“ The Debtor and his Debt. " “ The Creditor and his Claim .' gleaming eyes told instantly how he had caught the truth that

His points in reference to the ground of indebtedness and the One could give Himself a ransom for many because He was

true means of endeavouring to discharge the debt strike us as
infinitely greater than the many.

most telling .

“ I am a Debtor. "
a Ministry of Power.

BY MR. W. P. LOCKHART,

BY REV. ARCHIBALD G. Brown.

E all maintain that one grand essential for the ministry

position of the apostle when he used the words, “ I am

is power ; indeed, a ministry without power ceases to be

debtor." Let us consider the ground of his indebtedness. The a ministry ; it becomes an encumbrance; but the question

words are not used directly of his relation to God , though he which I think many of us have asked prior to coming here is,

who said , “ By the grace ofGod I am what I am ,” might fitly “ What is a ministry of power, and what is the power that is

so have used them . Still we must remember that there is an needed in the ministry ? ” I take it that the most powerful

intimate connection between our debt to God and our debt ministry is that which most thoroughly accomplishes God's

our fellow.men. The question, “ How much owest thou unto purpose in ordaining the ministry, namely,the salvation of the

thy Lord ?" must ever precede the other, “ How much owest perishing and the edifying of the body of Christ. How is that

thou to thy neighbour ? " just as in the Decalogue duty to God to beaccomplished, and what is the power ? I find all through

is the forerunner of, and the incentive to, duty to man . the New Testament the power most distinctly described and

Because we are debtors to God we are debtors to man, and just stated is the one power, apart from which all service for God is

in proportion as we recognise the one shall we recognise the worthless . Sometimes it is spoken of as “ the power of the

other . We are saved , “ not by works of righteousness which we Spirit,” and sometimes as power from on high." " In Romana

have done, but according to His mercy. By grace are we it is described as the power of the Holy Ghost, and when Paul

saved, through faith , and that not of ourselves, it is the gift of writes to the church at Corinth he uses a remarkably strong

God.” Rejoicing in the conscious possession of salvation through expression , for he says in the second chapter of his First Epistle,

the perfect sacrifice of Christon the cross, we thankfully “And my speech and my preaching were not with enticing

recognise that we are debtors to God, and as we think of our words of man's wisdom , but in demonstration of the Spirit and

fellows, in their darkness and wretchedness and want, we are of power, that your faith should not stand in the wisdom of

constrained to confess that we owe them something on God's men ,but in the power of God. ” Now, my brethren, wbat I

behalf , that we are their debtors too . The true ground of this feel this morning more deeply than ever is, I want to know

indebtedness is found, therefore, in the relation of the regene what the power of God is.

rate man to God as a subject of“ the exceedingriches of His
"God Save Erin !"

grace, in His kindness toward us through Christ Jesus.” By Rev. JAMES OWEN ,

“ Home Mission ," we include Ireland ; for

THE Christian debtor, seeing the true ground of his in. the two islands should be linked together — not by

saddened by the thought of his responsibility, will make

iron fetter, but by a wedding ring whichno conspiracy can breas.

Ireland, the problem ofthe statesman, is also the problem of the

strenuous and self-denying efforts to discharge his debt. Thus

it was with Paul . “ While the other apostles walked ," says

Christian Church ,which can be solved only by Chritian love

and truth .

Professor Godet, “Paul flew across the world .” In spite of

“ God save Ireland ” from the folly and tumult and

poverty and madness that have cursed it so long. An open

the scanty means of transport at his disposal he managed to

reach nearly all the chief centres of the then known world.

Bible, a preached Gospel, will be a better remedy than the best

Brief, comparatively, as was his Christian course, it was one of

which politicians can devise. Then theharp of Erin shall be

struck to strains of thanksgiving, and He who taketh

marvellous activity . Like that of our great Master, the life of

the
up

Paul was packed full of action , Oppresse
d with a sense of his

isles , and who spans His throne " with a rainbow in sight like

indebtedness , " he flew across the world,” and at every point

1

1

to an emerald ," shall “take thee, thou emerald gem of the

he touched he held meetings of his creditors - meetings the

ocean, and set thee in the girdle of His covenant, faithfulness

object of which was, notto offer a composition , but to pay all

and love." We have our place among the tribes of the spiritual

men in full - twenty shillings in the pound — as be unfolded to

Israel in winning our beloved country for Christ . We have our

them “ the unsearchable riches of Christ."

work, and we cannot do it without intelligent Christian zeal

Brethren, have these truths no application to us ? Yes,

zeal that impliesconvictions - not loose, vague, slippery notion

indeed. We are the successors of the apostle. Not ofhis gifts,

so carelessly beld as to breed unconcern ; but deep, personal,

but of the grace of which he was a partaker. Not of his office,

strong convictions, and loving and hearty consecration to the

for in this sense apostles have nosuccessors , but of his debt.

objects which they have in view .

The debt is owing still. There is no " statute of limitations,”

The Gospel for Ireland .

cancelling our obligation to preach the Gospel to every creature.
By Rev. WILLIAM CUFF.

Countless millions have never yet heard the name of Christ,
and it is our duty, nay, our richest privilege, to make Him it is a mission to Roman Catholics ; I don't know that it

known in all the fulness of His saving power and love. May is & mission to any particular class of people; but I believe

the Holy Ghost search our hearts, andmay each be led in this the basis upon which the mission stands is a mission to the

hour to say , with a fulness of meaning to which we have people, because they are the people of that sin -cursed country.

hitherto been strangers, “ I am debtor.” May the confession Thepeople are waiting to receive the Gospel. I put in a

be coupled with the prayer , offered in sincerity and in faith , proofof what I have said the tent services. Our brethren bare

“ Lord, help me to pay my debt.”

gone over there, and their testimony is that the people crowd

a Communion Thought.

thetente. I myself have preached in farmhouses, in chapelis,

By Rev. C. A. Davis,

in the streets, amongst the people everywhere, from Dublin

the Giants' Causeway, I never had one hard word flung &

EMEMBRANCE of Himselfdoes not exclude, but rather me— the people received the Gospel with enthusiasm.

We are not going to Ireland to preacha polemical theology

blessed acts and consequences of His work arrange themselves we are not going there to preachany form of church polity;

in our mind as the articles of a creod ; but the creed is not Baptists though wearetothebackbone, we preach the Gospeli

dead , dry, dusty. It is the luminous atmosphere that envelops

Christ. It is His halo . The truths we believe shine out from

just as England wants it Ireland wants it .

Him as we behold Him . Looking upon Christ, we spell out
A Good Precedent.

the doctrine of Atonement in the five wounds of His hands, By Rev. J. R. Wood .

His feet, His side. Our eternal security we read in that grasp

us PENOFCOsit wat easeedileme beiptismouthwhile they were

ENTECOST witnessed & glorious outburst of spiritual

broken heart, and read the doctrine of inconceivable , self " buried with their Lord " in this wave of blessing, how didthe

sacrificing everlasting love. And in His whole sacred suffering

Person we learn the truth of substitution . “ My body broken

disciples acton the question of method ? How did they sees

topreserve, in all itsfreshnessandvigour, the heavenly gat"

for you , My blood shed for you ." See how great this Man is

who can thus take the place of other men , and give Himself

that had come to them ,and co jeach tłe full measure of

use ? A better precedent thanPentecostwecouldnot detine,

ho
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the information

" And they continued steadfastly in the apostles' teachingand

fellowship, in the breaking of bread , and in prayers. These

expedients were not only means for increasing spiritual power, CONFERENCE in connection with this society was held

they were methods of use . With a view to answering the end last week at Manchester, delegates being assembled from

of our calling, to bearing more undaunted witness and doing manyof the police forces, including London, Edinburgh, Glas
nobler work , the Churches should give themselves to the study gow , Sheffield,Leeds, Liverpool, Leicester, Bolton, Blackburn,

of the “ apostles' teaching ” —to an intelligent , comprehensive, &c . Tho arrangements were admirably made and effectively

and devout exposition of the Word of God . What more fruitful carried out by Miss Hopkinson, the devoted Hon. Sec. of the
use of spiritual power can be suggested ? Close acquaintance Manchester branch, and a committee of members of the

with the original documents of our faith , familiarity with the Manchester City Force , who deserve the highest credit.

title -deeds ot our inheritance, fullmastery of the charter of our The proceedings opened with an evening meeting for prayer,

Christian privileges -- for practical value what knowledge can praise, and reports of work . The following morning was
compare with this ? If the man of God is to be " complete, devoted to the discussion of practical subjects ,police libraries,

thoroughly furnished unto every good work," it must be by the Bible and singing classes , and the temperance movement, on all

intelligent use of " Scripture inspired of God." of which able papers were contributed by members of different

police forces, the first -named subject being introduced

by some remarks fromthe Mayor (who kindly presided) and

Alderman Hopkinson. The tone of the discussion was thoroughly

spiritual throughout. In the evening a well -attended evange

Evangelistic Choirs. listic meeting was held , presided over by Mr. Wood, Chief

Constable of Manchester, who addressed some earnest practical

TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK ."
words to the men . Addresses were given by the Rev. Preben .

dary Macdonald, Mr. Reade Harris of London, and Mr. Charles

your Inglis, hymns and anthems being sung by a well-trained police

readers on a point of considerable importance.
choir . The last morning meeting was devoted to consecration

In your issue of last week, “ A " advertises for ladies and
and holiness, and was a truly blessed season , from which many

gentlemen with good voices, for evangelistic Services on went back refreshed and strengthened , and fully determined to

Sunday afternoons, travelling expenses paid . Is this Sunday serve the Lord in their various stations, while abiding in the

travelling to be commended ? What is the effect on many calling in which they have been called with Christ.

thousands of railway, omnibus , and tramcar men , at the cost of Considering the novelty of its work and the difficulties in the

whose overwork and Sabbathless weeks the travelling is done ? way, the rapid growth of the association has been wonderful,

What is its effect on the families of men thuskept from rest and we certainly can say with thankfulness, “ What hath God

and fromhome ? Does any Scriptural view of Christian liberty wrought ? " Funds are greatly needed for the central working

warrant this imposition of toil on the Rest Day ? Why seek expenses, in order to enter the many new doors now opening

iben ooduof someadlihepost office tothe singeramanyeWemot for theworked hontributions to this lobject
, wistone Kuntains,

in danger of trusting too much to music and too little to the
Lincoln's Inn, E.C., or by Miss O. Gurney, 11, Ladbroke Terrace,

Gospelof the graceof God ? Is it necessarythat evangelistic W. Will notmany Christian friends , who constantly enjoy

work should be done under the conditions indicated by “ A ” ? protection and civility from our guardians of the peace, show
B

JOHN GRITTON .
their gratitude by helping forward this work for their spiritual

20, Bedford Street , Strand . welfare ?

East End Work .

IN
N issuing his report , Mr. George Fuller, of the Destitute

Children's Friend Mission, says :-During last winter we

were enabled to give dinners and teas — two, three, four, and five

times a week. We have many times been moved with com

passion as we have been compelled to turn away hungryand

careworn women and children . One poor woman remarked,

" Thank God , Mr. Fuller, for the dinners ; many a day mychil.

dren would not have tasted food had it not been for the dinners ."

Now that winter is fast approaching,weearnestly trust that our

friends will remember the poor. "He that hath pity upon the

poor lendeth unto theLord ; and that which he hath given will

He pay him again " ( Prov. xix . 17) .

Two additional halls have been opened, theMizpah Hall, close

to lodging -houses, warehouses and docks, and in a much -needed

district, the other at Cubitt Town, close to the Millwall Docks,

inavery poor neighbourhood.

The Gospel Temperance meetings have been a means of good

and many drunkards have been induced to sign the pledge.

The Lord has been pleased to bless our feeble efforts oftrying

to raise men andwomen from the low state to which they had

sunk. We need the full help and sympathy of those whom the

Lord has blessed with riches, knowing that we shall have to give

an account of our stewardship.

Tent Work at Weston -super -Mare.

A
Esplanade, by our friend Mr. J. A. Vicary. The services

(says a local paper) have been attended by all classes of the

community, and many of the visitors to this pleasant

Brighton of the West ” have availed themselvesof a profitable

opportunity of rest , and of shelter from the sun under the canvas,

andat the sametime they have been brought under the sound of

the Word. The meetings on Sunday commenced with a prayer

meeting in the morning. In the afternoon a meeting was held

for Christians, when an address was given. Inthe eveningthe

Gospel was preachedto a crowded and appreciative congregation.

Thetent was pitchedready for Whit-Sunday , when the season

was commenced, and the services conducted by Mr. Vicary,

whose gift for preaching and singing is already well known, and

needs no comment from us ; however, we cannot let this oppor

tunity pass without statiug that as a preacher he isvery

acceptable.

Mr. Vicary conducted the meetings (occasionally assisted by

Mr. Douglas Russell, Mr. Thomas Newberry, and Dr. Baedeker)

until July, when Mr. William Lane came down to take the

services for that month ,

On Monday, September 20th, the services were broughtto a

close with atea meeting, followed by a jubilee meeting (towhich

one hundred and seventy-two converts and friends sat down).

The meeting was addressed by Lord Cavan , Mr. Russell, and

Mr. Vicary . Thus fourteen weeks of precious sowing and reap

ing closed for this, the eleventh summer's tent campaign at

Weston. “ But what shall the harvest be ? ” The Lord

knoweth ,

In closing we would state that numbers have professed con

version through these meetings, and many Christians who have

visited Weston have gone to their homesrefreshed in body and

in spirit, and so the good seed sown in the Gospel tent has been

carried to many various and distant places. We trust it may

bring forth much fruit. We are sure many of our townspeople

are thankful to Mr. Vicary for the interest he hasmanifested

in their spiritual welfare by bringing this tent here , and we

trust that he may yet be spared to comeup again next summer

and that many may seize the proffered opportunity of attend .

ing such special means of grace.

Rev. A. M. W. Christopher , Rector of St. Aldate's,

Oxford ,many friends will be glad to learn, has beenappointed

Hon. Canon of Christ Church Cathedral. Mr, Christopher

is undoubtedly the most highly respected clergyman in

Oxford . Hie evangelical principles are unmistakable , and

the services in hischurch are conducted on the good old

Protestant lines, free from any mixture of what is some

times termed “ liberal Evangelicalism .” Canon Christopher

has been from its commencement, and still is, President of the

Oxford Branch of the Church Association, and is a warm sup

porter of most of the Protestant societies . The Bishop of

Oxford thus gives honour to one to whom honour is justly due.
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Church Congress Gleanings.

We
gathering

A Bishop in the North
West,

E give a few further good points from the Wakefield

ROM a remarkably interesting letter by the Bishop of

Our Lord and the Worð.
Christian service in the North-West: --

By Rev. HANDLEY C. G. MOULE .

UR Divine and Sovereign Master, in the days of His flesh , Missionary and Colonial bishops sometimes find themselves

, in unepiscopal surroundings, andI am afraid, as far as outward

Student, Expositor, and Employer of the Bible. With the
and visible surroundings were concerned, I did not look the

letter of the Bible He sustained Himself and quelled the enemy Bishop while c'imbing the heights and galloping across the

uplands of the Peace River country. My guide led the way onanin the temptation , and the quotations He then selected , them

selves suggest the minuteness of His study . Upon the written active, restless mare, followed by a young man and colt and s

Word Hespent the whole Easter afternoon . Accepted sacrifice stud -horse. I brought up the rear on another native horse,

for sin , conqueror of death , Lord and head of life , He had come My business was tokeep the horse and mares in line, who were

that morning from the grave ; and He came as it were with the constantly straying among the rich growth of grasses , peg- Fide:

Scriptures in His hands. He found around Him in those earthly and vetches, to guard against sudden and not very pleasant

days a mass of religious popular opinions, and He spoke His
onslaughts by the stud-horse, who evidently regarded my steed

holy mind freely against the false among them. But there as a rival, to keep pace with my leader and to keep my seat de

wasone opinionwhich He noticed only to sanction , to sanctify,
a native leather pad , not too well secured . Add to these litté

to glorify. It wos the opinion that the Scriptures were Divine, difficulties the heat and tormenting swarms of flies (unusually

were charged with the authority of God. I pray to Him , and numerous this year) and friends can picture a few of the lighter

inconveniences of travel here .
trust Him , my Master and Lord , to hold me now humbly firm

to the end, after many a struggle , in Hisopinion of the Holy
Sunday, June 27th , a mixed assembly gathered during the

Scriptures. I would enter into, as He abode in , their rest; day at the temporary mission at Old Wives Lake, Protestant

therefore I accept , as He accepted , their yoke. I would feel
Half-breeds, Protestant and Roman Catholic Indians. I preached

what He felt , that living incitement to their study which is from Acts viii. 5-8. In the evening Europeans, Half-breeds,

indissolubly bound up, if I mistake not, with the firm persuasion and Indians enjoyed some heartyhymn-singing, and sounds

of their supernatural character. I would read them , as He of praise in English and Cree mingled harmoniously together.

read them ,above all things to act upon them in the life which It was past twelve before we brokeup for the night.

we, His followers , have in Him ; that life whose exercise and Monday was too wet , but onTuesday morning we were again

outcome means our whole life here , as well as our whole life in the saddle , in order to search for a permanent site for a mois
hereafter. I would regard them, as it is apparent that He

sion to be called “ Shaftesbury .' We rode through large tracu
regarded them , as being (in a sacred sense) self-sufficient; of fertile black soil , only requiring, as the farming at the Late

not, indeed, to the self-sufficient reader, but to the reader who abundantly testifies , the ploughshare to amply reward the

prays in reverent simplicity that the Holy Spirit may dispel settlers ' toil. At present it is a silent wilderness, the only

every moral mist, every hindrance of heart and will , from be vestiges of life beyond the birds and insects being the fresh

tween Him and the meaning of the written Word ; and who tracks of bears - trunks of trees they had been clawing for grubs

intends in trustful sincerity to consent to, to obey, the dis or the violated ant-hills laid level by investigating paws.

covered meaning ; and who is taking pains over the Book, light lunch of coarse wheaten bread– fully as dark as rye bread

from want of proper milling - following on a lighter breakfast c :

How to Study the Scriptures . wheaten porridge and milk, found us after a hot and heavy day,

BY REV. CANON FAUSSET. about 7 p.m., with sharpened appetites at the shanty of & bali

" A LL Scripture is given by inspiration of God and is profitable breed on jhe banks of the river, whose Indian wife " on bos

for reproof, for correction , forinstruction in righteousness .” pitable thoughts intent " -prepared us a meal of cakes - heavy

How is the ordinary reader of the Bible to arrive at the doctrine,
as lead--fat bacon and black tea. But no meal could have

reproof, correction , and training in righteousness :-1 . Let the
tasted sweeter. About 8 p.m. weproposed toour host to get his

student ascertain the general feature andsupper go
of & book, and its with us to a promisingsite in the neighbourhood.

historical connection. 2. Study the literal sense of the text Hehad justreturned fromaheavy day's chopping inthe woods,

and contents with thehelp of the Revised Version . 3. Ascertain and was smoking his pipewhile weregaled ourselves. " Supper,"

the spiritual lesson of the bookto the Church at large. 4. The he said : “ I can do without that. Only let us see some pios

lessons to the individual soul. 5. The teaching and actual pect of a school for our children." We jumped once more into

prophecies of the Messiah and His Kingdom , both those already the saddle , and he , accompanied by an Indian working with hin,

fulfilled and those still to be fulfilled . 6. Pray for the Holy ran on foot for about twomiles tolook at some favourable sites,

Spirit's illuminating face whilst be looks at parallel references Ten p.m. saw us draw rein at an Indian tent, wherewestayai

and compares Scripture with Scripture. Lastly. Read only a the night, returning to Old Wives Lakethe nextday. The

little each day, and read it often , and digest it well; aim at missionwill probablybe erected at some pointon the river
multum , not multa ; and use the Divine promises in the Word . most likely to gather around it Indians and Half-breeds with

their Indian wives and children . The fertile plains on the

The Glory of the Church. uplands, immediately in the rear, will offer a fine country for
BY THE BISHOP EXETER, settlers , for whom “ Shaftesbury ” will for the present offera

THI

JHIS nineteenth century has been the century of geographic

OF

and more to be received out of that fulness of the Godhesi

centre.

discovery, of mathematical and scientifio revelations, of

the conquests of steam and electricity, of telegraphs and tele The Indians of this country are increasingly realizing the
phones, of the manifestations of the “ reign of law” in the most necessity ofceasing to depend entirely upon hunting, and being

perplexed social problems , of the building up of nationalities, abletofall back upon the produce of the soil. I cannot be

of the onward march of righteousness and liberty ; and in the think thatgetting them to cultivate the soilwill serveto bring

yet higher fields of theology never, I suppose, has clearer light them increasinglyunder Christian instruction, and, while

been vouchsafed to patient and prayerful students on the improving their condition, will, I trust , withGod's blessing,
balancings of Divine attributes in the government of our fallen serve to bringthemunder theinfuenceofthe pure Gospel of
humanity.

Jesus Christ . This is , as indeed it should be, the aim and per:

But I believe that weighed in the scales of things unseen and pose ofall our labours for theIndiansinthis distant part ofthe

eternal, things which will remain for ever, when our present great Dominion .

knowledgeand prophesyings shall vanish away, or at least seem

to us but the thoughts of a child in the maturity of our future

growth, there is a yet grander and nobler distinction of this Devotional Meetings for the Deepening of Spiritual Life

nineteenth century. It has been, and is, the era of evangelio will be resumed in StaffordRooms, TichborneStreet, Edgware

missions, in a way unexampled since apostolic days. Those Road, on Friday (Nov. 5th ).The friends responsible write

other triumphs of the spirit of man, achieved not without the " It is now.many years since these devotional meetings

secret assistance of the Spirit of God, are causes for thanks first commenced. Out of them have arisen many Conventions

giving. They are part of man's prerogative to subdue the earth , for the deepening of spiritual life in variousparts of the

to organize human society , to know the things which are freely United Kingdom . Thepasthas beenfruitful, but each retarz
.

given to us of God, they are no mean auxiliaries to the preaching ing season suggests anewinquiry - Whatmore ?"Itwebare

of theCross and the progress of the kingdom of Christ. But, discovered thatChristalone can satisfy the hungering and

after all has been said in just eulogy of those things, the truest the thirsting spirit — that
Hishand alone can fillthetrail Fease!

glory of the Church militant here on earth the fulfilment of that trusts Him, withlife and peace and joy — then istheremere

her Lord's latest charge, “Go ye into all the world and preach

the Gospel to every creature, ”
which dwells in Him ."

were
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The Clifton Conference.

!

verse

But every

in all their shades of opinion from Arminianism to the full

blown Popery of Rome itself, and also from what is called

broad Christianism and Rationalism to the stark infidelity
(Frou OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT . )

which is taught through the land-it must ever be borne in

THE full report, which , in our last issue , we gavo of the mind that the knowledge and understanding of sin will

put each in his place .

our giving more of Clifton than the opening address by Rev.
Superficial Knowledge.

Talbot A. L. Greaves on “ Sin , its Origin and Nature.” We now It was recently stated that many young ladies in Birmingham

proceed with our correspondent's notes of the subsequent enrolled themselves as members of the British Association,

addresses .

although they admitted that they did not care much about it .

Thou art the Man. They met men ofmark however, they were invited to receive

Mr. BENJAMIN THOMAS said : This is a subject more for the the usual hospitalities and to go upon the various excursions.

room, alone with God , than a public meeting like the present. But as to being acquainted with any of the sciences or ’ologies

My heart seems to say, with Joseph's brethren , “ God has found
they confessed thatthey knew nothing at all about them. It is

out the iniquity of thy servants ; " or in the words of Nathan
to be feareà that there are many in the congregations of to-day

to David, “ Thou art the man . One feels that one ought to take
who are the counterpart of these young ladies .

At the close of the address Mr. Ormistun read a telegram
the place of thepoor woman that crept into the Pharisee's house

and who washed the Lord's feet with her tears , and wiped them which had been received from Mildmay Park Conference Hall :

with the hairof her head ; or be like that poor manwho would " The Mildmay Conference sends greeting to beloved friends at
Clifton . Heb. xiii , 20 , 21, "

notdraw nigh , but standing afar off, beat upon his breast,

saying, “ God be merciful to me the sinner.” I think, if we Wednesday

approach the subject in that spirit , we shall all be the better The subject this morning was “ Grace - its Fount, its Sub

for meditating upon it.
ject, and its Operations."

The Rev. J. ORMISTON read Rom . iii . from the twenty- third

The Origin of Sin. verse , and remarked that the context of that

If we read James i . 13 , we shall get at it . “ Let no man say referred to the wonderful faith of Abraham . On the

when he is tempted , I am tempted of God ; for God cannot be words “ into this grace " he said by faith we have access into

tempted with evil, neither tempteth He anyman, the favour of God, and we rejoice in anticipation of the glory

man is tempted , when he is drawn away of his own lust , and of God. Not only so, but there is a glory now, not only a future

enticed. ” I will speak of the subject as answering two or three but a present glory, for we glory in tribulation. Grace, which

questions . What is sin ? The Word of God tells us (Prov . is the secret of all power, enables the believer to rejoice in

xxi . 24) that sin is the high look and proud heart. In Prov. tribulation , though not at it . On the words “in due time

xxix. the thought of foolishness is sin . In John xv. the Lord Christ died for the ungodly ” he said , it is sometimes stated

says, “ If I had not come and spoken to them they had not that Christ died only for believers ; but the Word says, “ He

had sin ; but now they have no cloke for their sin .” The great died for the ungodly ; " He died for a people dead in trespasses

sin , the sin of sins, is rejecting Christ. What is sin like ? and sins .

It is like a vampire bat that comes and sucks out all the life Rev. W. ELLIOTT ( Plymouth ) said it should ever be borne in

from the body on which it fastens. There are a great many mind that “ we wrestle not with fresh and blood, but with

persons who would be earnest, but for this vampire bat. Then, principalities and powers, and spiritual wickedness in high

sin is like a volcano. It is quiet for awhile, and you say, in places." We may be quite sure that the devil has a meaning,

looking at some you know , What a good man ! What a good though we may not be able to read it , when he induces pro

woman ! Let us beware of this . We really do not know . The fessing members of the Reformed Church to get men to confess

fossil rain is like sin . It makes its mark , and if you allow un. their sins to them . He had a meaning when he induced men

confessed sin to remain on the conscience , be sure that sin will to set up images and statues in the churches, and to pay

find you out. Remember, there is no such thing as a small sin . homage to them . In thedays of Julian the Apostate the Pagan

People try to distinguish , as, for instance , when they talk of priests learned to adorn the heads of the idol gods with things

" white " lies. There are no " white " lies. There is no such borrowed from Christianity, and the same thing was going on

thing as a small sin . It may be safely affirmed that Rome has not changed,

After a few remarks from Colonel Savile on the universality unless , indeed, to become a great deal worse. Every teacher

of sin, and the impossibility of being kept from it unless we are of that Church is sworn to declare his adhesion to deadly errors,

kept by the mighty power of God in the hollow of His hand, the and his determination to promulgate them . The Church of
Conference was closed with prayer. Rome to -day isa great deal worse than when Luther came out

of it . It should be borne in mind that the battle against Rome

The bening Meeting. was not simply a ' contest against Cardinal Newman and his

brother cardinals. The battle is against evil spirits in high

Rev. J. ORMISTON read Gen, iii . , and remarked upon the fifth places, and it should never be forgotten that the victory does

yerse (“ Ye shall be as gods knowing good and evil''), that the not dependupon man, but upon God. Let the cry of His people

originof evil, so far as this poor world is concerned, is here set ever be , " Our eyes are unto Thee ."

forth. Satan suggests to the woman that it was possible to Rev. J. ORMISTON read a letter from Mr. Mathieson , of

have a mind independent of the Divine mind. It may all be Mildmay, announcing the death of the Rev. Clarmont Skrine.

summed up in thewords --- simple rebellion. Satan tells us it God, he said, is bereaving the Church on earth of some of our

will be better to be as gods than to be as they were created. most faithful ministers. May He raise up others to take their

Having read Heb. x . " For the law having a shadow ofgood places ! The requests for prayer were read and remembered at

things to come" ), he said that we see the wondrous way this stage of the meeting.

in which this temptation and its consequences were met. For Rev. W. FRITH said : There are many texts which might be

the Son of God was manifested that He might destroy the works quoted in connection with the subject before them, but one

of the devil, or that He might undo the works of the devil. The seemed specially appropriate , “ The God of all grace, who has

devil sought to set up the human will, and to let it act inde called you unto His eternal glory by Christ Jesus, stablish you

pendently, and for a season he succeeded , but only for a season, and perfect you in every good word and work . " He said three

For forty days the Lord met the devil , and that conflict between thoughts were suggested by the passage — the source ofgrace, the

Jesus and Satan was only to culminate at Golgotha. Then were discipline of grace, the preservation of grace. Thesource of

beheld the purposes of God accomplished, and the Son could grace is the God of all grace, for it can be traced to no other

say, “Father, I have glorified Thee on the earth , I have finished source . Either we are saved by grace, or we are not saved at

the work which Thou gavest me to do . " all. The writtenWord will never savea single soul apart from

The Rev. T. Davis said , All probably are acquainted with the power of theHoly Ghost applying it to heart and conscience.

the familiar saying “ The proper study of mankind is man . " The discipline of grace is seen in the afflictions wherewith the

There is a great deal of truth in it , and if followed out it would Lord visits His people; but these afflictions must ever be

be productive of much that is interesting, instructive , and regarded as the evidence of the Father's hand. " Ye have for

important. The world and worldly men will admit the force of gotten the word of exhortation which speaketh unto you , as

a saying of that kind ; but there is another and similar expres unto children , " His children may be quite sure that He

sion, “ That if the properstudy ofmankind is man , the
proper

will not allow one stroke more than is necessary to

study of the sinner is sin .” It had given him great pleasure on fall upon them . A believer may sometimes think his

receiving an invitation to this Confere ce find that its con. cup full of bitterness ; but it should ever be remembered

vener had taken up the three subjects -- Sin, Grace, and Glory, that the Saviour did not shrink from drinking His cup

It must ever be borne in mind that the great question and of suffering to the dregs, and the cup of those who follow Him

-controversy between Unitarians and Romanists on theone hand, can never be $9 bitter asHis,

now.
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Grace : its sweetness.

The Rev. Dr. DOUDNEY said the word grace

sounded as the sweetest music in his ear. It was almost im

possible for any one who loved it to speak briefly upon it . For

the long period ofsixty -twoyears he had been trying to see what

the five letters G RACE meant, and, although he had learnt

something from his attempts to spell it, he was as far off from

the meaning in its heavenly fulness and beauty as ever. He

remembered thatas far back as 1840 the writer of the well -known

“Home ! Home ! Sweet, Sweet Home,” called upon him in

reference to one word which had appeared frequently in the

Gospel Magazine, which had then come into his hands . The

writer said to him , “ If you use that word ' reconcile, ' you will

get into trouble .”

Notwithstanding the caution, however, he continued to use

it , and to speak of it, though not in the sense in which it

had been used to -day. He would say to his young ministerial

brechren, never be ashamed to take a hint, for it may prove of

the greatest service. There was one text which always seemed

Applicable to the Child ofGod . “ The lines have fallen unto me

in pleasant places ; yea, I have a goodly heritage. " But when

wethink of these words being applied to Christ, think what the

heritage cost Him, and yet He could say, " The lines have fallen

untu Me in pleasant places.”

In the evening, after Mr. Ormiston had read in Ephes. i .

The Father's Grace.

The Rev. W. ROLLESTON, Leicester, was the first speaker,

He said : I never expectedto be at another Conference, having

been brought very near to the gates of death . In that solemn

time I can say that I learnt more and more of my own sinful

state, the iniquity even of my holy things, the amount of pride

and selfishness in all mydesires, even to preach Christ's Gospel.

How sweet it is that the Lord feels for our infirmities !

In proceeding he spoke upon Rom . v . 20, 21 , “Moreover the

law entered that the offence might abound ; but where sin

abounded grace did much moreabound, that, as sin hath

reigned untodeath, so might grace reign throughrighteousness

unto eternal life." This is a looking-glass by which a mancan

see his own sinful nature . Where did sin abound ? Where

does God show His hatred of sin, but on the cross when His

own dear Son consented to bemadesin for us, that wemight be

made the righteousness of God in Him ? Who can tell the won .

drous grace of God the Father in giving His own dear Son to

die forsinners ? Who can fathom the depths ofgracein Christ,

that He was willing to be the Servant of Jehovah , and as man

to be abandoned unto death, even the death of the cross ?

Wondrous grace ! Marvellous love! The whole race of Adam

dead in trespasses and sins, and yet such grace reigning that,

wherever sin hath reigned unto death, thereby the Holy Spirit

grace reigos. It is by the Holy Spirit that the sinner is led to

believe and made a new creature in Christ Jesus .

What compassion to take apoor, wretched sinner, and to set

him on high ! “ We know ," says John , “ that we have passed

from death unto life because we love the brethren . "

Then there is another thing ; God Almighty, by the sin of the

creature,has lost no part of His glory ; on the contrary, Hisglory

is exhibited in every way by Hissalvation through Jesus Christ.

Satan is completely conquered , and the children of God are

saved with the strictest justice, His righteousness, His justice.

Every attribute of Godmagnified by the righteousness of His

Son. 'Tis He, not me He sees when I approach to the Throne .

Then He has given us another robe , even the wedding robe of

the righteousness of His dear Son ; so that the Churchmay say

" I am black ; " but the Lord says, “ Thou art comely, there

is po spot on thee, thou art all fair, my love.” We havenot

only pardon of sin , but the Spirit of holiness to create spirit

ual desires and breathings. He takes our hearts as a garden

unto Himself, for the fruits of righteousness which are brought

forth to the praise and gloryof God, and we shall yet be His

ideal. He will never give His glory to another. Glory be to

Him now and ever, Amen.

Blind but Enlightened .

Mr. ORMISTON in introducing Mr. Johnson, who was blind,

said : I think there is a very common delusion in reference to

blindness. We say the blind are in the dark, but this is not

realized by the blind themselves, for to them it always appears

bright, and they are very happy, for the Spirit of the Lord

shines into their hearts, whether they are at home or abroad,

in solitude or society.

Mr. JOHNSON' said : I always imagine a large meeting

when I attend one. I was not born blind, and I did not

lose my sight until I was eighteen years of age. It

pleased the Lord to supply in another way what He had taken

away . He took awaymy sense of sight, but, blessed be His

name, Hehas well supplied my lack of sight; for, as you will

rend in 2 Tim . i./9, “ He bas saved us and called us with a holy

calling, not according to our works, but according to His own

purpose and grace, which was given us in Christ Jesus before
the world began . There are three thinge suggested here, and

they correspond with the three subjects which have been brought

before the Conference to -day. As regards the subject of this

grace he is called ; next , the operations of His grace_ " Who

has saved us and called us with a holy calling, not according

to our works , but according to His own purpose and grace,

which was given us in Christ Jesus before the world began."

There is a very wide field of thought for our consideration here.

Our chairman very properly said that ten minutes seem & very

short time to speak of grace . They do indeed, I quite agree

with him . Most of those present will remember the memorable

reply of the old Scotchwoman who, when asked to speak forthe

Lord, “Nae, nae, I canna do that ; but yet I feel that I could
die for Him !" May her experience be ours.

The Word saith “ called us ; ” not all the world, but those who

are the saved , the called ones. A preacher, now in glory, was

once preaching on the text , “ Christ Jesus came into the world

to save sinners, " and he gave it out in a bold manner, showing

that he believed and loved every word in it . “ Christ Jesus

came into the world to save sinners ”-not to try and save them ,

but really to do it. The thought that He only came to make

the attempt comes from our own wicked hearts, and not from

the Lord of glory. Then He hath called us with a holy calling.

It is the call of a holyGod and a call to holiness,

Mr. ORMISTON said that during this Conference they had

enjoyed many privileges, and they would not count it the least

to have listened to the dear friend who had just addressed

them.

Sin ind Grace .

The Rev. F. BISHOP, Vicar of Clifton, on the subject of the

evening said : A warm lover of souls, and an earnest seeker after

things that make for their peace, will always seek to give outwhat

he has found precious to himself. In proceeding he dwelt upon

two words which , he said, should never be separated - sin and

grace . Sin is the black , foul thing which stains everything,

butgrace, on the otherhand,transfigures everything as with the

brilliancy of a diamond. Until a man sees theterrible nature of

sin he will never be able to appreciate the infinite preciousness

of the grace of God . It is theman who knows most of sin in

hisown heart thatwill know most of the power of the grace of

God . When the tide is out and the beach is strewn with the

refuse and filth which it has thrown upon it, then was seen an

image of the natural heart , as seen in the opening chapters of

the Epistle to theRomans, It is corrupt and abominable in

the sight of God. But then comes the fresh and beautiful rising

tide of Divine grace, which completely covers it. A sound creed,

unless it brings Christ into the heart, is a Christianity minus,

Christ. “ According 48 He hath chosen us in Him before the

foundation of the world ," is at the beginning.

In descending the ladder of grace, we begin with election and

come down to forgiveness; but in ascending it the first rung in

the ladder forgiveness ; not forgiveness ofpastsins or of future

sins ,but of sin altogether, which isentirely put away by the

precious blood of Christ. Sometwo years ago,atsome special

services which were being held, there wasan aftermeeting. One

of those who remained was a Ritualist , who was in an anxious

state of mind . While hewas kneeling down the speaker tried to

show him that the promises of Christ applied to him. I said,

continued the speaker, as I read to him a verse containing

precious promises, “ There ! that versebelongs to me. He loved

me, F. Bishop. " “ Stop ! Stop !” cried the man, on his knees,

“ I cannot say that ; I have been going to Holy Communion

every morning at six o'clock - but I do not see what you mean.

Itold him justification is a great fact in my history, that I am

clothed with righteousness. “ Icannotunderstand it,” he said,

but, blessedbeGod,hedid understand it afterwards, and he is

now an evangelical clergyman.

In remarking upon what grace hath done for us, he referred

to the passage,
“ Herein is our lovemade perfect, that we may

have outspokenness in the day of judgment, because as He is

so are we in the world. ” We are not so yet, but we would hope to

be so, and we would die to be so . And, as there has been grace

for us, sothere will be graceinus.He is in us,theone in ward

power unto holiness. God not onlyadopts,butgivesthe

spirit of adoption ,withoutwhich even heaven could not be

heaven ,

Grace and Serving.

Rev. Dr. GREGG said : Many here, no doubt, are

earnestlyin work for Christ. Well,you mustpray that you

maynevergrowweary in thiswell-doing. Yesterday itseemed

like watchingaskilful anatomistbringingoutone by oneal

the deta ils is a dissecting-room . God was showing us in, and

What grace !

engag
ed
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Sowng the Good Seed,

Amongst the Jews in Dantzic and Elbing.

R. WILKINSON has kindly favoured us with the perusal

when He does that we can learn in a very short time far more

than we can from each other. That is a wonderfulpassage in

John in which the cleansing from sin is conneotedwith walking

in the light. " If we walk in the light, as He is in the

light, we have fellowship one with another, and the blood of

Jogus Ohrist His Son cleanseth from all sin ." This truth has

been brought freshly before us, and wehave learnt some won.

derful things respectirg it that have filled our hearts with joy

and thanksgiving. We have heard of the so- called revelations

of Buddba, of Confucius, and Mahomet, but a revelation that

comes from below is like a revival that is merely “ got up ; " for

noneof thesesystems ever can bring those trusting in them to

the glory of God. But the Bible, like Jacob's ladder, has its

top touchingheaven, reaching the very throne of God, and yet

comes down to the most hell-deserving sinners in their stark

darkness and misery.

Grace and Glory.

On Thursday morning, the closing dayof the Conference, the

topicwas " Glory," andthis was spoken upon by the Rev. H. E.

Brooke. He said it was very important that we should have a

clear idea as to the meaning of the word " glory.” It is the

recognition and reward of merit, and such a definition at once

excludes all Adam's children, assuch, from any participation in

it , for all have sinned and come short of the glory of God.

There is only one who could say, and who did say, to His Father

as life was closing, “ Father, I have glorified Thee on the earth .

I have finished the work which Thougavest Me to do; and now,

O Father, glorify Me with Thine own self.” In this case we

seemerit justly claiming its reward, and obtaining it too, for

in 1 Pet. i. 21 wo read that “God raised Him from the dead ,

and gave Him glory ," It is Christ alone who can claim glory

as His due ; but He bestows it freely upon all His people, for we

read, " The glorywhich Thou gave MeI have given them ;" and

thus this glory, to which no believer can lay any claim arising

from self, becomes ours through the free gift of Christ, we have

it in Him as something of which we are called to partake

because it is His. This view of the subject , this regarding glory

as due to Christ alone, but nevertheless as being that which

His people are called to share, sets at rest many questions

which sometimes agitate the mind of the Christian . They often,

for example, lose their conscious evidences of their title to glory,

that they are His ; but as Christ who is their title ever liveth ,

Bo long as He liveth they are safe . This does not make light of

evidences which in their proper place are very valuable, and

which are the result of the Holy Spirit at work in the heart.

But never let us put evidences in the place of title , which is

Christ and Christ alone. The glory of the believer is connected

with the second coming of our Lord and Saviour. His glory

shall then be revealed , “ and when Christ who is our life shall

appear, then shall ye also appear with Him in glory. ” It may
be that in the case of those who are taken hence is fulfilled

the prayer of the Lord in John xvii. 24 : “ Father, I will that

they also , whom Thou hast given Me , be with Me where I am ,

that they may behold My glory, which Thou hast given Me."

But they are not only to behold His glory as they do now, but

to share it, as they shall at His glory. At present His glory is

incommunicable, for He sits on the Father's throne butHe

will come to take His own throne, and then His people shall

share it with Him. It is to his coming kingdom and glory that

He hath called us and this should practically be the hope of

the Church. There , and only there shall this wretched sinful

world be set right, and He whose right it is to reigo bear the

glory.

In the evening there was a Communion of the Lord's Supper

in the Momorial Church , and this hallowed service brought the

twenty -fourth Clifton Conference to a close .

amongst Jews on the continent. Wecannot possibly do moro

than give here a few illustrative extracts from these deeply

interesting, but lengthy letters.

After describing Dantzic , its Jewish quarter and population,

they tell of their reception by the Jews; how some listened

gladly, though “ somemocked.” The following incident indicates

the dangers they have to encounter. One Jew, it seems, pro.

fessed to take their part , saying “ I am half a Christian myself."

At his request they entered a shop where they soon had a large

crowd, apparently deeply interested, around them . “ Suddenly,

as if struck by madness, our pretended friend turned on us in an

awful rage, gnashing his teeth and brandishing a stick in our

faces, crying, I will kill you : that is why I brought you in . '

. . The Lord again graciously protected us from all harm ,

and we were only the more impressed with the need of the poor

Jews for such a Saviour as Jesus Christ.”

Day after day they continued at work with varied experiences

evoking from one Jewish leader the following striking testimony,

“ Do not speak so much of the Bible : this is the cause of all the

mischief. If we gave ourselves up to the study of the Bible , we

should all become heretics like you ."

In Dantzic these workers appear to have found the most

encouraging reception amongst the Russian and Galician

Talmudical Jews,and many interesting meetings and conversa

tions were held with these . They were able to distribute &

number of copies of the New Testament amongst inquirers.

They had also happy fellowship with missionaries of the London

Sociery, andcolporteurs of the Bible Society . " I see , " exclaimed

one Jew , “ what is lacking in our modern Judaism is the means of

atonement.” The Scriptureswhich appeared to tell most upon

these Jews was 188. liii , and Dan , ix .

After staying at Dantzic nine days the missionaries went on

to Marianburg, Elbing, and other places where the Jewish

communities are much smaller, less bigoted, but alas ! exceed.

ingly dark. Said one, “ We do not think much of God or the

Bible in these parts — we have not the time for these things."

Said another, " Do you want to turn the world upside down ?

why don't you let us alone as we are ?

At Elbing our friends found exceptional access to the rich

Jewish families. Many inquirers were found, two hours being

spent inearnest conversation with one in his own room . There

appeared evidence that God was working in many hearts. One

of the most interesting experiences was a morning spent in the

Rabbi's house in close argument as to the Messiahship of Christ.

One remark made by this Rabbi curiously indicates how the

drift of the “ New Theology ” is watched outside the Churches.

“ The tendency of your Christian Churches is more and more

towards Judaism — towards the simple and rational belief in the

existence of one God , the Father of all men . Now, when all

the Christians strike out of their creeds the single article of

Christ's Divinity (and it will not be long now before they do so)

then the Jews will unite with them and there will be an end to

the long - continued strife , and also to the necessity of mission

aries. That Jesus Christ was a remarkable and good man , and

that histeaching is good and pure, we are ready to acknowledge."

To this Rabbiand his companion , the missionaries faithfully

set forth “Christ the Son of David," who was “ led as & lamb

to the slaughter, ” for the sins of the people, “ His soul made

an offering for sin . "

Of others with whom they had long converse, they wrote : " We

can say with truth , · Ye are not far from the kingdom ,' may

the Lord bring them right inside. '

These running extracts will, we trust, awaken much sympathy,

and call forth earnest and believing prayerthat God may be

pleased to bless these itinerations amongst His ancient people .

19

Captain Dawson commenced,on Sunday last, the Sunday

afternoon service in the New Shaftesbury Hall , which seats

one thousand persons. The hall was quite full, although the

weather was bad and the rain very heavy. It was good to see

such a large number of men, working men, cabmen, and men

of all sorts. Captain Dawson's address was on the word “ Wel.

come,” Luke ix. 11 , and viii . 40. Revised Version. Two sides

the Saviour weloomed the people ; the people gladly welcomed

the Saviour.

A Changed Man - A missionary in Brighton writes : -- I

bave visited a poor aged man regularly for some time ; he is

very deaf , but with the help of a piece of india-rubber tube,

managed to hear. His wife remarked, “ Before you first called,

my husband got a knife and hid it under the bolster, and I

heard him say, ' I'll do it, that I will . ' I asked him what he

would do. He replied, cut my throat.' but through your

calling, and reading and praying with him , he is quite a changed

As I read with him to-day,he put his poor hands

together,and said, " I do thank God, He has pardoned my sins,

and saved my soul from hell . "

Free Distribution of Tracts at Exhibitions . - Mr.

Hales Secretary of Y.M.C.A. Liverpool, writes : “ We shall be

able to get through another bundleof tracts before the Exhibi

tion closes. A man called here the other day to say that he

had received a blessing through the distribution of these tracts . "

The above information has come to hand so that now we have

proofsof souls won by our tracts at the four Exhibitions

viz . , London , Liverpool, Folkestone, and Edinburgh. Your

readers are earnestly asked to furnish funds for the continuance

of this work. One sul won for Christ is worth all the outlay ;

but we desire to place many jewels in our Saviour's crown.

J. R. MACKENZIE , Secretary.

Monthly Tract Society , Bridge Street, Blackfriars, E.C.

man .
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North Sea Fishermen .? .

OT more than five years have elapsed since a visit paid to

dence, the commencement of a new and happier epoch for the

Deep Sea Fishermen,

Until the year 1881 thousands of our countrymen had

sailed — not only in all weathers, at all seasons, and in daily

peril of their lives, but in complete isolation from Christian or

moral influences.

To -day seven mission smacks cruise in the North Sea, serving

as church, dispensary, temperance hall and club, and testimony

to the beneficial results achievod is hearty and universal.

Two of these vessels were equipped at a cost of £ 4,550 , and

presented to the institution by generous donors. The remaining

five were originally private property, and merely lent for

missionary purposes, and although a considerable portion of

their purchase money has been defrayed during the current

year . Asum of £6,000 still remains tobe cleared off before they

are free from mortgage and registered in the names of trustees

as the unencumbered property of the mission.

Moreover, seven vessels cannot meet the requirements of

twelve fleets, and all persons on shore whorevere our beloved

Queen (which everyone does) and sympathise with the storm .

tossed smacksmen (which everyone oughtto do) are invited to

contribute towards a special fund to be styled the Queen Victoria

Purchase and Endowment Fund,” in order that these mission

smacks may be sent forth as at once memorial of Her

Majesty's jubilee, and as heralds of mercy from the King of

kings, ministering healing and comfort to the bodies, and peace

and gladness to the hearts of the fishermen.

Sums received for this object will be paid to a special deposit

account opened in the names of the trustees at Messrs. Gurney

& Co.'s bank , Great Yarmouth .

E. J. MATHER.

Bridge House, 18 , Queen Victoria Street, London , E.C.

Liverpooi Christian Convention.

TH

TIHE ninth annual Convention was opened in Hope Hall, on

Thursday morning, the subject for Conference being “ The

Evangelization of the World .” Mr. Thomas Matheson, chair

man of the committee of the local branch of the Evangelical

Alliance, presided , and, after a devotional service,

The Opening address.

was delivered by the Rey, H. Grattan Guiness. We are met, he

said, to consider the evangelization of the world . God loved

the world, Christ died for the world , the Holy Spirit descended

in tongues of flamefor the publication of the Gospel throughout

the world. Our love and our labours, therefore, should embrace

the world, nothing less than all mankind. The Church has been

left on earth to evangelize the world . Christ bas redeemed man .

kind, and given it to His Church to publish that redemption to

every creature, what a work, what & responsibility ! To be

workers together with God for the world's salvation . How far

has the Church been faithful to her trust, and how far has she

accomplished the work which has been given her to do onbehalf

of mankind ? In the apostolic age, in spite of Jewish andGentile

opposition , the Roman world was widely evangelized. In three

centuries half the Roman world was converted by the testimony

of themuch-despised Church to the faith of Jesus Christ. The

secondgreat stage in missionary operations followed the fall

ofthe Roman Empire. The Church , though itself enfeebled by

false doctrine and prosperity, set to work to convert the Gothic

nations which had overthrown the Roman Empire — we can

make no attemp to trace the results. The work was mingled

but there were in it blessed elements of life. Then followed the

apostacy of the dark age, and then the Reformation . It has

only been in these last days , namely, during the last one hun.

dred years , that the Church has been sufficiently free from

occupation with the work of internal reformation to attend to

the claims of an unevangelized world around. During the last

one hundred years more than one hundred missionaryso zieties

have sprungup, three thousand missionaries are at work in the

field , and three million converts have been gathered in. The

work accomplished is not to be estimated , however, by the mere

number of converts , for it has been largely of a preparatory

kind , the sowing of the seed which is yet to bear a glorious

harvest.

How much yet to be bone.

But how much yet remains to be done. În India, for ex

ample, the converts are under a million, while the population

is three hundred millions. In China there are thirty thousand

Christians amid three hundred millions of people. In Africa,ifin

the south, two and a half millions of peoplemay be considered as

more or less under the influence of missi onary effort, and if in

the rest of that vast continent there be an equal number more

or less reached by missionary testimony, such a number, five

millions, is but small comparod with the one hundred and

ninety -five millions — forthe population of Africa is reckoned to

be about two hundred millions . Look ,for example at the Soudan.

There is a region nearly five thousand miles in length, extending

from the Atlantic to the Indian Ocean, containing nation after

nation - nations whose very names are scarcely known among

us, some ofthem fairly civilised, and yet, in all thatvast extent,

among these millions, there is not a single missionary to be

found . Or take again the Sokoto natives, twelve millions in

number. Their language is the Housa , and I hold in my hand

a Housa grammar. Among all these millions there is no mis

sionary known to teach these people the way of life . The same

is true of Bornu. Here, in myhand, is a Bornu grammar, but

there is not a missionary among the people to speak this
language, none to make known to them the love of God in

Christ .

In proceeding, the speaker sketched the state and needsof

Central Africa, especiallydealing with the Basuto tribes of the

Congo region , and mentioned the encouraging fact that the

Congo Inland Mission, which has only been in existence for

eight years, and has planted a line ofstations extending from the

Atlantic to the Equator,isnow beginning to reap blessed

results of missionary efforts.

The Rev. T. J. MEYER, London, had for his subject, “ The

Ingathering of Israel,” and pleaded more especially for an

extension of Gospel work among Jews at large. There are

many agencies for the conversion ofthe Jews in London ; but,

in Russia and Roumania , where there are millions of Jews, there

are no missionaries at work ,

In the afternoon, under the presidency of Rev. E. Hassan,

glance was taken at missiqnary work in Fiji , Samoa, and North

Africa, thespeakers being Rev. W. Wilson , Wesleyan missionary,

Rev. Dr. Turner (L.M.S.), and Mr. E, H. Glenny.

Our Working Girls.

R. JOHN SHRIMPTON has just sent out his report of

girls in London . Every page breathes warm sympathy for,

and genuine enthusiasm on behalf ofthe working girls . The

Director says ;-If we are enthusiastic in our efforts for the

working girls in London, it is because our hearts are full of their

friendless , helpless (and in thousands of cases ) , homeless con.

dition. Their lot thrills us to help in caring for the virtuous

of them . Of late much has been written about • rescue "

work, but this in no way refers to our efforts, which are those

of " prevention ,” by the providing of suitable homes for them

as & counter-attraction to the temptations of the streets ,

theatres, and music-halls, and to keep them from the com .

mon and dangerous lodging-houses . Our lament is, that we

so far accommodate only three hundred and forty

five .

Thereare now seven Homes, and we understand, quite full.

We would warmly urgeour friends to procure and read this

report, every lineof it will repay perusal. Thus Mr. Shrimpton

concludes his narrative : - Shall not all we who

interested in this Christ -like work agree that if Christ Himself

were among us in poyerty, how readily we should relieve Him ?

Can we then forget His own words—"Inasmuch as ye have done

it unto oneof the least of these My brethren , ye have done it

unto Me ? ”

That self -denying cup of water, that shall by no means lose

its reward, is the one that is wanted now in London ; and this

heart-touching work for the lonely and friendless girls appeals

to you . It concerns you , wherever you may reside ; for in this

overcrowded city, this cosmopolitan dwelling land, every town,

village , and hamlet in England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales is

represented. These facts should therefore prompt each one

of you to aid in this “ home missionary ” work.

No need is so great in London as the providing suitable homes

for our young working women ,many of whom are poor hapless

wayfarers on life's rough and thorny path.

Dwell then on the question, “ What help is there for her when

off the track ? ”

can

are so

Young Men's Home.-We are asked to remind our

friends that the Cairns Memorial Home, Bournemouth, ie open

during the winter, and is specially foryoungmen breakingdown

from overwork or otherwise, andneeding rest and change with

Christian fellowship and influence.
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Dr. Symington, who presided, having read the 126th Psalm '

called attention to the joy and thankfulness expressed by the

first three verses. The causes of that joy, in our own day, are

that the theory of missions is established as part of the Church's

creed, the knowledge of languages, the Bible being translated

into two hundred and sixty -seven languages, medical and

women's work begun, and the numerous doors which have

been so wonderfully opened. The communion service brought

the Convention to a hallowed close .

Hampstead Y.M.C. A.

09

Rev. Canon TAYLOR presided in the evening, when the first

speaker was Rev. A. Ř. Cavalier, of the Church Missionary

Society , who said his first work was in Ceylon . There are

thousands, he said , groping their way, so to speak, after the

truth, but, likemany other missionaries, he hadsorrowfully to

say that the influence of the English there, from whom better

things might have fairly been expected , was far from healthful.

An Indian, for example, who had spent some time in London,

for the purpose of receiving aWestern education , gave it as his

experience that the less Hindoos had to do with Christians the

better. “ Christians drink, " he said , " Hindoos are never drunk.

Christians profess a great deal, but their lives are full of incon

sistences. " His determination was that when he returned

to India, after spending some time among a number of gay com

panions, “ I will have nothing to do with Christians." Even

tually, however, after years of seeking in various directions for

peace, he found it in Christ.

Rev. JAMES SMITH, Baptist Missionary Society, who had been

forty years at work, said it was very difficult to get people awake

to the responsibility devolving upon them while so many

millions abroad were still without the knowledge of Christ. The

work of the missionary was arduous from the variety of

languages spoken . All over the country, which would contain a

great many countries of the size of England, there is a great

thirst for reading, and there is a demand for Christian teachers

and education . The Gospel will not spread unless there is a

large amount of teaching power.

DR. MAXWELL spoke heartily of medical missions and of their

success. His experience waſ that their success was due, not

to the doctor's skill , but to thi love of Christ in his heart. This

might be said to win the day for Christ. Of course , he added,

it is true that the doctor's knife cannot be too keen , or his skill

too great, but if love does not fill the wound , the best surgical

skill willhave left something wanting. He took a rapid survey

of missionary work in China. There are one thousand four

hundred cities in China , and there is room for one thousand

four hundred medical missionaries ,

God's Wondrous tworks .

On Friday morning there was again an excellent meeting.

Canon TAYLOR read the ninety -fifth Psalm andafew verses of

the ninety-eighth Psalm . He then remarked, What a marvel

lous epitomeof the Gospel of Christ we have in these few

verses ! The wondrous works of our God , His victory over sin ,

the manifestation of His salvation by the revelation of His

truth in Christ. It was not given to the writer of these passages

to understand their full meaning and perfect harmony ; but it

was left to Paul to bring it out clearly when he saw Christ to

be the end of the law to every one that believeth . The Lord

hath made known His salvation ; His righteousness hath He

openly showed in thesight of the heathen. He hath remem

bered His mercy and truth towards the house of Israel . God's

dear ancient people first, and through them all the ends of the

earth .

The Rev. SYLVESTER WHITEHEAD gave a description of ten

years' labour in China. Earnest prayer was offered by Rev. F.

B. Meyer, ofLeicester, with special reference to theefforts of

Mr. Hudson Taylor, Mr. Stanley Smith ,and Mr. Studd. Then

& stirringaddress wasgiven hy Rev. C. G. Moore, of the China

Inland Mission, who described old labours and suggested new

departures. He bore cheerful testimony to the very marked

advance of native agency.

OfJapan Rev. C. F. Warren said that it was rapidly becom .

ing Europeanised, and , better still , Christianised. Christian

literature is widely spreading both in Japan and in China.

Uniomen's UWork.

The afternoon meeting was interesting, Rev. Charles

Garrett, who presided , deemed it the most interesting of

all the gatherings. Those who will now address you, he

said, will tell you of what the Gospel has done in the

elevation of woman. For a long time men alone were engaged

in missionary work, but are by their side

in all their efforts. A well -known French writer once said,

• . What France wants is the mothers . ", And we may bay,

• What Christ wants is the mothers." We are honoured to -day

with the presence of several ladies whose pamesare very precious

to us because we always associate them with their work . You

donot want me to speak to- day I am sure, for I like you to

listen to them .

Happily the readers of Word and Work have not to read for

the first time of the labours of Miss Ricketts , whose subject was

China, of Mrs. Sobraji, who spoke on India , Miss Broad

bent, on Zenana work, and Miss Osborne, of Cape Town , on South

Africa,

In the evening,Mr. Thomas Matheson presided,and addresses

were given by Mr. Meyer and Mr. Reginald Radcliffe . A

numerous company then united in the Lord's Supper. Rev.

N Tuesday week the new building in connection with the

Hampstead Y.M.C.A. was opened . A number of in

fluential friends of work amongst young men were present.

Mr. Hugu M. MATHESON, who presided, said that their first

note that evening must be one of thanksgiving and praise to

Almighty God , who had crowned the efforts of their friends in

providing that beautiful building for the Young Men's Chris.

tian Association . These most convenient rooms had been

provided, not before they were wanted , but because they were

needed owing to the extension of the work and in view of its

further growth . There were yet many young men in this

neighbourhood to be brought to Christ, and many families to be

influenced by the work done within those walls ; and they did

rejoice with their young friends that night and congratulate

them most heartily on the eminent success which had attended

the work of providing them with these premises . So far as

appearances went that evening, nothing could be more suitable

or more adapted to the uses of a Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation . He could not say how much he had rejoiced in the tone

that had pervaded the work of the association in recentyears. .

Every time he had visited the place in High Street ' it had been

with an increasing sense of the responsibility resting upon

Christian young men here for the privileges they possess, and

of the need that existed , and opportunities offered , to extend

those privileges to others .

Mr. J. HILL DUNCAN gave'details as to the financial posi .

tion of the new buildings. After a few remarks by the Rev.

Gilbert Karney.
DR. H. SINCLAIR PATERSON addressed the meeting on the

importance of such work, amongst young men. He also heartily

congratulated the members on the very comfortable premises

they had secured, and said that he did not know an association

in the suburbs of London that had more suitable accommodation

than that now provided here.

An address followed by the Rev. W. Brock , and the proceed

ings concluded.

Commercial Travellers’ Christian Association.

The members of this association held a conference at the

Memorial Hall , on Saturday last. Mr. George Williams

(President) took the chair, and, in a few opening remarks,

referred to the necessity of such an association . Commercial

travellers were foremost in the commercial ranks, and were the

pioneers of commerce . To keep them healthy, strong, and

upright, must be, in deed and in truth, one of the most important

things that can possibly be done. A paper was read by Mr.

Henry Holme (Hon. Sec.), entitled : " How Best to Promote

Individual and Collective Christian Effort on the Road ,” in which

he stated that he knew of few occupations so likely to try the

character of a man as that of a commercial traveller. He must

be very real, very true to himself and to his God. He referred

to the impression which generally prevailed as to the reckless

character of commercial travellers, and showed how largely

individuals may create impressions for good or evil. It was a fact

worth stating that there was hardly to be found a good Christian

cause, a church, or chapel, in London, or any commercial

centre, that was not indebted to the commercial body for some

of its most active and efficient officers and members. With

reference to the question laid down as the subject of the paper,

he was of opinion that it is absolutely necessary, in the first

place, for every Christian man to be fully convinced as to the

necessity for personal consecration . This conviction must be

80 strong as to nerve him to individual effort at all times,

“ Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with all thymight."

A man never has much power for good, either for himself or

others, until his religion becomes a passion. With reference to

the second part of the question he admitted the difficulties in

the way of collective effort . On account of the wandering

habits of a commercial man, it was almost impossible for a

number of commercial travellers to arrange to meet in any

particular town at any particular time, but, now that a badge

had been adopted, the members of the association would readily

recognise each other in the commercial room .

now women
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GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD,

Medical Missions in India. India's Needs and England's Beginning at the Beginning.

SA

AYS an American writer who has been Duty.

visiting Indi . : -The success attained
RITING ofIndia's needs, Light for ANN Indian missionary gives the follow .

ing interesting account of how the
by missionaries who, to a desire to teach

is
nacular Education Society, says : seed is sown in the youngest hearts :

Wishing to catch the attention of the
to

the sickness of the body, the grandest cation of a people as to set aside the first young while their minds are easily im.

opportunities occur for speaking to the
of Man's Duties, viz ., to fear God. pressed , we commence with the school

natives of Jesus . The missionary who Were England assenting to such an book. I have lying before me a first book,

has received a medical training is armed
educational policy, so to herself prove un or primer, in the Telugu language. It be

twofold for the fight. Everywhere the true , she would assuredly reap as she had gins with the alphabetof five hundred and

poor women crowd around the lady
sown , and India's sons and daughters thirty -nine characters, and goes on to

missionary who possesses healing power,
would , whilst losing all the reverence and syllables and easy sentences. Among the

and almost worship the hem of hec
respect for authority they might have easy sentences are these : " There is but

garment. In the peculiar seclusion of
learnt from their own Shastras, wanderin one God ." In that sentence tbe founda.

the higher class women of India and
the wildernessof infidelityto God and Man , tion of the Hindu system is undermined.

China she is doubly welcome, and many political and social degradation being the “ God is a Spirit. Hehas no body," no

& bigoted Hindoo , or lordly Chinese
result , Rather let English men and visible form . Idolatry receives & stab;

husband, will come pleading to the “ Mem women strengthen the ties which bind
for how can an image represent Him that

India to the Sovereign and people of
is without visible form ?

Sahib " to save his wife's life . On these “ God is holy.

occasions the voice of prayerhas, for the this Realm , by - in the spirit of the In Him there is no sin ." Ifthis is received

first time, ascended to God, the other Queen's proclamation when she assumed by the young minds as true, the legends

women kneeling or standing around, awe the sceptre of her Empire in the East
of their impure gods are swept away.

stricken, and, as the ultimate issue, “ Firmly relying ourselves on the truths
“God is love," This is a new conception

whole households have been led to the of our most holy faith (but not seeking to to the Hindu mind . They fear, they

Saviour. impose our own upon the consciences of dread their gods, and make offerings to

any who are followers of other faitbs), them to avert their wrath ; but they have

commending it by precept and example nothought of God as & loving Father.

to our fellow - subjects .” It was said of “ God soloved us that He sent His own

A Lady in a Chinese Temple.
the late Sir Donald Macleod by natives Son to save us." Here the young Hindu

ISS S. CARPENTER writes from of India, who loved that Christian gentle receives his first idea of a loving God

Shao-bing :-Last Saturday, when man, “ Ah ! if all were like him weshould reaching down to save sinful man . Thus,

out visiting with my Bible -woman , we soon be all Christians." Such was the mingled in with other matter, come these

went into a temple where twenty-six force of a true and consistent Christian germs of saving truth , and on the back

women were sitting at different tables character. cover of the book is clearly printed, in

counting their beads and praying. May we not say that all India's needs large type, the Lord's Prayer, that all may

Going up to one of the tables, I said, may be summed up in the Gospel of learn it, and many not yet Christians love

“ We have come to tell you some good Christ—that Gospel which teaches Glory
to use it. So these missionaries begin at

news. Will you rest a little and listen ? ” to God in the highest, Peace on earth , the beginning in teaching the young

They said they would, and at once asked Goodwill to man ? Hindustowards God .

us to be seated, and brought tea . We

spoke to them for about half an hour, “ Ram " is not God.

and they certainly seemed much inte . TROM the Mauritius Mission Report Seeking the “ Outcastes."

rested . Before leaving we prayed with learn that the COW our friends of the C.M.S.
them, and two of them closed their eyes missionaries to coolies mention a wide

).
we

HOWare willing to go after the lowest,
and folded their hands. They were so spread belief among them that Jesus that they may win them for Christ, is

quiet and orderly that it was quite easy Christ is one of the incarnations of illustrated in the following extract from

to speak to them . We afterwards went Vishnu , the Bengalis identifying Him their Calcutta report :—The work among

to another part of the temple, and found with Rama, and the Tamils and Telugus the Chamars and outcastes of Calcutta

others wholistened most attentively for with Krishna ; but they listen, writes is very intoresting, but at the same time

nearly an hour. When leaving, we asked Mr. C. Young, “ with rapt attention ,” very trying often to one's faith and

them to come to our Sunday morning as the “ vast difference is pointed out patience. The minds of these people

service, and yesterday we were cheered between the Gospel narratives and the seem to be a blank as regards any idea

to find that five of them kept their legends of the Hindu sacred books. The of religion , and they are Hindus and

promise, and that they all stayed till the Rev. C. A. Blackburn relates & striking Mohammedans by turns, just as occasion

close of the service. God grant that they instance of this : -Lately a catechist and suits them. Wemay talk to them about

may, every one , see their need of a

myseif met, in visiting the
campsofa sin , repentance, righteousness, holiness,Saviour !

sugar estate, some young men reading but these words convey no meaning to

As we were returning home we saw & the Ramayana. We asked them to read their dark minds. However, the morning

poor old woman walking with a stick , some of the passages where the acts or star of Christian knowledge is rising also

She could not get along very well, so the conduct of Ram give evident proof that amongst them, by means of our Christian

Bible -woman asked her if she should help he was nothing but a sinful man ; but schools established for their special

her , and while doing so she preached they declined, saying that it was the benefit in their own squalid bustees.

Christ to her and taught her a short priest's business to read and explain the Looking back upon the work since its

prayer. The old woman said she had not sacred writings, and they sent for one . commencement five years ago, there is

heard the Gospel before, and was anxious We were glad of this , for we knew that much that calls for thankfulness and

to remember the prayer. She walked they would never have accepted any praise . We began with a dozen of about

about half a mile, repeating the words, explanation otherwise. The priest came, as wild -lookingand uncared for children

and not heeding the people who laughed not knowing what discussion we had As any one could wish to see. They did

at her. She also came yesterday to the already had on the passages. He read not understand the simplest questions

service.
and gave the true meaning of the texts, that could be asked them . They would

As we were passing a large house the and this confirmed what we had said . constantly run away, and for a long time

same day a lady sent her maid to call us Every one present listened with silent the teachers had togo about from street

in. She was very kind , and listened for horror; when a man , with evident to streetand houseto house to catch

& full half -bour.
emotion, said that it was clear, by what these "City Arabs ” and to bring them

Last week Mr. Meadowg said he had had been read , that Ram was not God . to school. But we persovered in the work,

not seen the people so attentive before “ I have worshipped him as God from and now the Chamars themselves,

since he came to Shao -hing. We hear my childhood until now, but henceforth Although miserably poor, show their

from Kiu-chau that another of the dear I can't do so . Ram is notGod ! " said appreciation of these schools by their

scholars has given herself to Jesus. he . His exclamations made a great willingness to pay small fees. Last year

Surely the showers of blessing are sensation - some approving and others we collected over Rs. 70 in fees from

coming. MayGod give us the grace we objecting. When we left, that man them . There arenowsixboys' and three

shall need, and keep us walking humbly followed us and asked for more informa girls' schools in operation , containing

with Him ,
tion about the true Saviour, 400 pupils, of whom about 100 are gizia.

9
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FOREIGN MISSION NOTES,

ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

President - Gen , Bir A. J. LAWRENCE, K.O.B.

Sole object of the Societ7 to spread the saving

knowledge of Christ among our soldiers. Contri
butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer, V. G. M. HOLI, Esq ., 17, Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon . Sec.; or by

the Secretary, Mr. W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.C.

ing.

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE

PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL

AMONG THE JEW8. - Established 1842 .

President - W.G . HABERSHON, Esq.

The Society has upwards of 100 Agents, who

carry the Gospel to the Jews in England, Italy ,

Germany, Austria , Russia and Turkey. The

labours of the Missionaries are supplemented by

the work of Schoolmasters and Colporteurs

Tracts and Copies of the scriptures are circu .

lated . Many Jews have, by ibis Society , been led

to believe that Jesus is the Christ . Much good

has been done among the thousands of Jews in

Loudon by the various Agents, by the House of

Call, and by the New Mission House, with its im

portant Medical Missions.

Increased funds are urgently needed,

and will be thankiully receiveu by the Secretury ,

Rev. J DUNLOP , at the Office ,

96 , Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, London .

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA .

--This Society is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among the children of ludia by means of
teachers and books . Christian literature for

adults is also provided. Reports and Papers with

be sent on application . Funds urgently needed.

Address - the Secretaries, C.V.E.D.,

7 , Adam Street, Strand, London , W.C.

CHURCE MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C. - European

Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 254, Native Lay

Agents 3,509, Schools 1,725. Subscriptions

urgently needed for rapidly extending work

among a thousand millions of Heathens and
Mahominedans , Hon . Scc ., Rey . F. E. WIGRAM ,

Lay Sec ., General GEORGE HUTCHIITSON.

Boston . - Messrs. Bliss and Sawyer

have held a most successful tent mission

here .

Calcutta . - A valuable missionary,

Rev. J. E. Payne (L.M.S. ), has just been

called to his rest .

Calcutta.-Rev. Jani Alli reports an

unusual number of inquirers , many of

them Mohammedans.

Pekin .-- A Y.M.C.A. founded here is

specially labouring amongst the Chinese
students.

Ceylon . - The Y.M.C.A. at Colombo

has been much cheered by good work

amongst business young men .

The Santals . - In the Godda district

Mr. Shields (O.M.S.) bas recently had re

markable entrance amongst the Santals .

Scandinavia .-At the recent Mis

sionary Conference in Gothenburg 1,084

representatives were presentfrom Swe

den, Norway,Denmark, and Finland.

Cheering Tokens. - Fifty -three men

and nineteen women were lately bap .

tized at P'ing-yang, by Mr. W. Key,

China Inland Mission.

Mrs. George Clarke writes that in

Kwei-hu - a -ch'eng she and her husband

have many Mohammedan inquirers

after the truths of the religion of Jesus.

A Buddhist Temple, near Osaka,

Japan, has been opened a number oftimes

to Christian preaching, the Buddhist

priest himself gathering the congregation .

Corea .-The latestreports from the

Corean Mission, on the border of North

ern Corea, state that a hundred men and

boyshave been baptized, and the work is

rapidly spreading.

* The Pioneer . "-Under this title

Mrs. Osborn has started a little quarterly

( 2d . ) devoted to woman's work in South

Africa , It will do much to awaken

interest in such efforts in the Colony.

Cape Town.-Rev. T. Gamble, of

Heidelberg, conducted evangelistic meet.

ings for & fortnight in July at the Sol.

diers' Home, Cape Town. They were

attended with blessing.

Hindu Monasteries. - Rev. J. J.

Johnston has been visiting the “ Maths,"

or Monasteries' in Benares, and has found

many of thedevotees exceedingly willing

to listen and anxious to know the simpli

city of the Gospel.

The Reign of the Turk.- Rev.

Robert Chambers, of Erzrum , Turkey,

says : I have given up all hope of seeing

& self-supporting church in any of our

villages during the reign of the Turk .

There is hope in the towns, where mer.

chants always succeed in gaining a little ,

and where we find larger and more com

pact populationsto work among.

A Contrast . - A dozen years ago

missionaries were driven out of Zeitun,

and the women of the town were among

themost ignorant and servile to be found

inTurkey . Now every house is open to

Bible readers, both Protestant and Arme

nian, and the girls who perform this

service are Zeitun girls who have been

educated at Marashand elsewhere.

A Lady's Puzzle . - Miss Black

writes from Shanghai : -One cannot

but wonder out here in China how so

many Christians who are quite free to live

where they please can be content to stay

quietly at home, whilst millions in

heathen lands are perishing for lack of

theknowledge which they possess. I am

Asking the Lord, if He will, to send out

fifty of our best ministers to work for

Him in China,

Major Cole has concluded a month's

mission at Niancherte, Mass.

Valparaiso . - The Y.M.C.A. here re

ports progress and spiritual quicken.

Missionaries. - From Islington Col.

lege (C.M.S. ) nine freshmen have just

gone or are just going forth as mission .

aries .

Dr. P. Graves, who for two years has

been evangelizing on the North Pacific

coast , is greatly encouraged by the

manifest tokens God has granted.

Medical Mission Work.-Dr.

Parry sends from Gan -k'ing a cheering

account of the success of the hospital in

winning a hearing for the Gospel.

Rev. F.E. Wigram (C.M.S.) has just

started for a long mission tour, hoping

to visit and cheer labourers in all the

C.M.S. mission fields with the excep

tion of Africa, Persia, and New Zealand.

Opium Refuge.-A missionary

writes from Shansi provinces :—We have

met with much encouragement in our

opium refuge work. We have had over

ninety patients since the refuge was re

opened about five months ago .

Mrs. Hooper, wife of the Rev. W.

Hooper, principal of theDivinity School,

(C.M.S.), at Allahabad, died a few weeks

ago at Naini Tal . As a missionary's

daughter and a missionary's wife, she was

& valuable worker.

A Veteran . - In his 81st year Rev.

Robert Hunt has fallen asleep. He was

one of Capt. Allen , Gardiner's band at

Tierra del Fuego, and , escaping the terrible

fate of his companions, joined the C.M.S. ,

and laboured ten years in North-west

America .

Mr. Howe, who has spent ten years

in South Africa, returns to England for

rest, his health having failed . With the

exception of a few months at home over

three years ago , he has devoted himself

for six years to the Lord's work in Cape

Town.

Itineration.-In & recent tour in

Shensi, writes a miesionary , I had many

opportunities for telling the glad tidings.

We sold about two thousand books, and

distributed more than that quantity of

tructs . We have now thirty -two appli.

cants for baptism .

Chinese Converts . - Mr. Hoste

writes :—There are three true Christians

in or near K'uh -wu ; one, a young fellow

who was a priest, and is nowina tailor's

shop ; he was converted at P'ing-yang

two or three years back ; he is a man of

prayer and faith, and was the means of

healing one or two in a village near P'ing

yang, where he used to live; his plan is

to keep on praying about aperson until

the disease is removed . Through this

man's words and life his master has been

turned to God,

Mr. C. T. Studd writes from K'uh.

wu :—You have doubtless heard of our

successful half -yearly gathering. Since

then we have all separated , Messrs.

Beauchamp and Cassels to Sih-chau and

Ta-ning respectively; Mr. Stanley Smith

has opened a new station at Hung.

t’ung ;Mr. Hoste, who has been unwell,

remains at P'ing -yang, whilst I came

down here . I trust all the others are

having as good times as I am. The lines

have fallen to me in a very pleasant

place -- I don't mean in a worldly point

of view , but spiritually. I am revelling

in being thus alone. It is being on

honeymoon with Jesus,

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY

-This Society circulated last year nearly 88

millions of publications in 177 languages. It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

which they are subscribed , and pays all its ex

penses out of Trade Funds. It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and sailors ; has issued nearly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Missionary Societies,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution .

An annual subscription of 10s . 6d . or upwards

constituces membership, and a sum of £10 10s .

Lite membership . All subscribers receive copies

of the new tracts , & c .

Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries,
Rev. LEWIS BORRETT WHITE , D.D. , ang

Kev . S.G. GREEN, V.D.,

56 , Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING
FEMALE EDUCATION IN THE

EAST.-Established in 1884 for the purpose or

affording instruction in the scriptures to women
and girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools , in Asia and Africa .

Secretary - Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge

Road, London, S.W.

Bankers --Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co.,

16, St. James Street Longon , 8.W.

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF
PERSECUTED JEWS.

" SYKIAN OOLONIZATION FUND,"

Shaftesbury Memorial Fund , sanctioned by
LORD SHAFTESBURY, in all of Jews in the Huy

Land , to enable them to obtain a livelihood ,

agricultural and other industry

Hon. Treasurer - R . C. L , BEVAN, Esq .

Donations received by the Bankers, Messia.

Drummond & Co., Charing Cross, 8.W .; Messrs .

Barclay , Bevan , Tritton , & Co. , 54, Lombard

Street, E.C.; the Bank of England ; the Royal

Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland. Secretary - E . A. FINN.

Office - 41, Parliament St. , Westminster, S.W.

TURKISH MISSIONS AID

SOCIETY
President - The EARL OF ABERDEEN .

Promotes evangelistic work in Bible Lands by

means of pecuniary grants. Funds are urgently
needed that the assistance given may not tall

short. Secretary - Rev. T. W. BROWN, M.A.,

7, Adamt Street, Strand, W.C.
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Notices of Books.

.

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS,

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part of England, scotland , and Wales upon due notice. Apply
to Hun, secretary , 41, Surrey Street, Strand , W.U.

Handbook of Biblical Difficulties. By Rov. Robert Tuck.

Y.M.C.A., City, New MetalExchange,Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall
E. Stock.

olreeu (late of Gracechurch street).- Bible lectures for young men, by * Things hard to be understood” are, we are taught by the

kev. E. A. Stuart (of Holloway ), Oct. 26th and Nov , 2nd ,at 6. Re -open

ing services, sacred sung, Lambeth Ragged Schools, Friday , 22nd, 8 p.m.
apostle, to be found in Sacred Writ. On many of these the

Mission work each evening, Bermondsey, Whitechapel, &c .
author throws useful light. So far as we have been able to

Christian Conferences examine the book, there is much of real value in the hints

Evangelization ofthe World . - The Annual Cbristian Conference at given. We doubt not it will be greatly prized by Bible class

Conterence Hall, olrangeways, Manchester, Nov. 9th and 10ch , 1886 .
Particulars from the Secretaries, Conforence Hall, Strangeways.

leaders and other teachers, who are frequently asked with

Clapham Missionary Conference will (D.V.) be held in the Con regard to suchdifficulties as are here handled. Without endorsing

ference Hall, Clapham Road, s.W., Oct. 27th and 28th. Meetings each in every respect the author's conclusions, we warmly commend

day at ila m . , and 7 p.m. President, Reginald Radcliffe. For Pro the book to the attention of our readers.

gramme of proceedings, speakers, &c . , 860 Word and Work, Oct. 14th .

Conference Hall, 143, Clapham Road, B.W.- Sunday, Children's Morning Family Prayers. By J. R. MacDuff, D.D. ( 6s. 60. )

service, lla, m .; Gospel service by Mr. Powell , 7 p.m. Nisbet & Co.

Conference bali, Stratford, E. - Three days' Convention for the deep We are not lovers of read prayers at family devotion, though

ening af spiritual life, Oct. 269, 27th , and 28th, Particulars of Mr.

k. Fox Butlin , Gen. Sto,
they, doubtless , have their use. The present volume, founded

Deepening of Spiritual Life . - The weekly meetings will be resumed on selected passages for each day of the year, is well worthy the

on Friday, Nov. orb, at 3.30 p.m. , in Stafford Rooms, Titchborne street , attention ofthosewho need such helps. There is, apartfrom

Edgeware Road .

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.-Sun. , Oct. 24th , Mr. P.8 . Badenoch ,
its use in devotion , much food for deep thought and quiet

afternoon at 3.30 ; Ned Wright, evening at 7 , spiritual meditation .

Bournemouta, Sbaftesbury Hall, Dec. 1st to 3rd, meetingsfor the Come and Overcome. By S. Ursula Gardner. - Church of Eng

deo pewing of spiritual lite . Revs. 4. Webb-Peploe, Evan Hopkins, land Temperance Depot .

C. A. Fux , E. W. Moore , & c. Chairman , Mr. H. Bowker. For particulars
apply Captain Dawson , Bournemouth .

This series ofjinteresting temperance talks with thechildren will

Y.M.T.A., Exeter Hall . - Special mission conducted by Rev. Frank prove admirably helpful to conductors of Bands of Hope and

Webster, M.A. , and Mitchell Carruthers, Esq ., Oct. 11th to 24th . Daily other workers amongst the young.

prayer meeting (Baturday excepted ), from 1 to 2. Meeting for young Dottings of a “ Dosser ." - T Fisher Unwin .
mon every night at 8 .

200ana Medical College, 58, St. George's Road . - Bible Reading We thought we knew a good deal of these last refuges of fallen

and Prayer Meeting at noon every Saturday, at which Miss Nugent humanity ; but the author, in the guise of an amateur
and ot her friends preside.

dosser," has discovered undreamt-of miseries. It is painful
Children's Special Service Mission - Seaside Services . - Mr. E.

Arrowsmith , at York, Oct. 21-81 ; Mr. H. M. Trickett, at Abingdon,
reading, but, alas ! only too true,

Oct. 20-30 ; at Uppinguam , Nov. 1-4 ; Mr. Spiers , at Finsbury Park Hall, Hints to My Younger Friends. By Gordon Calthrop, M.A,
Oct. 23ru , at 3 ; Mr. J. H. Greene, at Centenary Menorial schools , Ken -C. Higham .

sington , Oct. 19, 21, 22 , 25-29. Meeting in Exeter Hall (Lower Hall)

forreports of seaside work , Oct. 20th , at 3, Rev. E. A. Stuart presiding ,
We understand this book has been already circulating

aud at 6.30 , s . 6. Saeppard, Esq. , presiding . amongst Mr. Calthrop's congregation ; it is now, however, sent

Y.M.C.A. ( dampstead Brauch ).- Special address on Thursday , 21st Oct., out in a new and cheaper issue,as many have felt it possesses
at 8.30 p.m., by Rev. F. C. Lillingstone, Tea and coffee at 7.30 p.m.

a wider interest and value. For home readingto the little ones,
Youths' Institute, Old Pye Street, Westminster ( "* One Tun ' Mission).

– Prayer meeuing every Wednesday, from 1 to 130. Conducted by Mr. for reading by young people, and for all workers amongst the

J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday , from 6.30 to 8. young, it will thoroughly commend itself as simple, clear, and

Talbot Tabernacle, Powis Square .-Sunday, Frank H, White, at 11 a.m.

and 7 p.m.
interesting ,while full ofprecious Gospel teaching.

Mr.Gawin Kırkham . - Oct. 30th , Devonshire Square Chapel ; 21st,
Work and Save. By H. De Hochstrasser.-- E , Stock .

Camden Rozd Y.M.0.A.; 22nd , Berkeley Road Chapel ; 24th , Finsbury This true story ofa reformed continental village will deeply

Park Y.M.O.A. interest many, and abounds in useful lessons.

House ofRest ,8 , Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn .-Friday , 22nd, at 7 p.m. ,

** The Three -told Announcement of the Angels ” (Rev. xiv . 6-12 ). Sunday,
We learn that the fifth edition of The Lives of Robert and

24th , " Kuowing God through the Scri , tures." Mary Moffat is published this week by T. Fisher Unwin. It is

Agricultural bull, Isiington . - Evangelistic services every Sunday at now twelve months since the first publication , and the demand
3.30 and 7 p.m. , conducteu by Rev. Dr , Thain Davidson and others.

St. George's Hall.-Mr. Herbert W.Taylor duriug October (D.V.), Sun. ,
still keeps up.

at ll and 7. Also at Burlington Hall , Savile Row , on Wed. , at 8 p.m.
Anyof the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

Rev. W. Hay M.H. Aitken's engagements are : -Oct. 17th to 29th , 8t . the publishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48, Paternoster Row ,

Michael's, Norwich ; 31st to Nov. 1on, Aston , Birmingham ; Nov. 21st,

St. Mary's, Nottingham, to Dec. 6th ; Dec. 7th to 15th , Albert Hall,
London, E.C., post free, for the published price. Full cash

Noting ham ; Jan. 9th to 24th , or longer, St. Mark s , Barrow, discount for generalbookorders.

Clapton Hall , Alkham Road , Cazenove Road , Upper Clapton.- Mr. T.

Shuldham Heury quring October, Sundays at 6.30 ; Fridays, at 7.30.

Open Air Mission .-- Tne quar.eriy meeting of members and friends,

Conference Hall , Eccleston Street, Buckingham Palace Road, near
CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

Victoria Station , Monday evening , Oct. 25th , Tea and coffee at 6. Lord

Kadstock will take the chair at 1, and a special address will be given by
Oct. 24th - Mark v. 35-43 Oct. 28th - Mark vi. 45–56

Licut.-General Sir Robert Phayre, K.C.B. 25th - Mark vi . 1-13 29th - Mark vii, 1–13

Barbican Mission to the Jews, 11 , Torriano Avenue, Camden Road , 26th - Mark vi , 14-29 30th - Mark yii. 14-23

N.W.-Mr. Warschawski's Bible readings in the Prophecies, the last
27th - Mark yi, 30-44

Tuesday in each month , at 3p.m. Tea at 4.30 .

Conference Hall, Eccleston Street,S.W.- Mr.C, Russell Hurditch ,

on Sundays at 3.30 and 1 , aud Fridays at 8 .

Dr. H. Sinclair Paterson will preach (D.V.) on Sunday, at 11 a.m.

and 7 p.m., in Trinity Presbyterian Church , Kensington Park Road, W. Autumnal Conference at Exeter Hall . - We very

Rev. Adolph Saphir, D.D., will preach (D.V .). on Sunday, at ll a.m.,
gladly draw attention to the proposed Conference in the interests

in Belgrave Presbyterian Church , Haikin Street, w.Evangelistic Mission (under the direction of O. Russell Hurditch ). of the young in Exeter Halī, November 3rd . Doubtless under

Kilburo Hall, Kilburn Gate (notTown Hall).- Mr. Abraham Wallis, the presidency of Mrs. Frank Bevan, a practical and import

Buu . , at 7 p.m .. aud Wed. at 7.30 p.m. ant discussion will take place. The evening meeting will be
Malden Hai, Kentish Town.-Mr. Robert Paton , Sun., 7 p.m.; ser.

for ladies and gentlemen workers in the Master's field of
vice on Thurs, at 8 .

Dalston Hall, 105, Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. W. H. Smith , Sun. , 7 p.m.; gathering in the lost. It is hoped that very many will make

Thurs., 8 p.m, an effort to attend,

Bignold Hall, Bignold Road , Station Road , Forest Gato.—Mr. Jas.

L. Stanley, sun ., 7 p.m., and Wed., at 8 p.m.
West Kensington Ball (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith

Road, Dr. Popham , bun. , at 7 p.m. , and Thurs., 8 p.m.
DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS are frequently

Hammersmitn, Upper Mission Room , 130 , King street .-Mr. Calder, causedby the useof unsuitable Spectacles . The Rev.Dr. Crowther,

Mr. J. buort, and others, Sun., 7 p.m.; Wed , 8p.m.
Joseph's College, Dumfries, writes : " I cannot describethe comfort !

Mortlake, S.W .-- The " Rest ” Mission Room.-Mi, Samuel E. Angel, derivefrom the use of yourglasses, both by day andnight. Ilindno pain

dun ., at 7 ; Mr. Ralph Jackman, Wed., at 8 .
or weariness as I used to ;andIhavetaken to reading books Ihad put silue

The Clapham Gospel Male Choir has now commenced & as too trying for the eyes on account of thesmallness ofthetype," " The late

session . All communicationsshould be addressed tothe Hon . Sec., Mr. Sir Julius Benedict wroto_ " I have tried the principalopticiansin Londo

H. W. Heathcote, 7, Mayfield Villas, Merton Road , Wandsworth ,
without success, but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirabiy ; the

clearness of your glassesas compared with others is really surprising

The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon. Canon, Worcester Cathedral, writes :

- " The spectaclesyou adaptedare all I could desire,and my eyesfeel strong

Donations Received .
already. " I only regret I did notknow of your exceeding skill years ago

BARBICAN MISSION TO THE JEWS.
E s. d . Mr.HENRY LAURANCE,OculistOptician.la ,OLD BOND STREST

Miss S.

0 2 6 scientitically adaptshis IMPROVED SPECTACLESto assist and strengthen

MISS FARMAR, che weakest sights.
Pamphletcontaining suggestionsfor thepreservation

3

new

..

5 0 0 of sight free .
W.8 . H.

BRANDAES,6, Poultry, E.C.; 3 , Guardian

MR.O. RUSSELL HURDITCH gratefully acknowledges for Evangelistic Mis Bulidings, Cross Street, MANCHESTER 3. Corporation

3100, " Be vi good queer," for village tent meetings, 25 , 60.; Mrs, R. (Gir . Street,BIRMINGHAM ;and 129,Buchananstreet,Glasgow.

-ADE,
won ) , file

..
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MISSIONARY CONFERENCE, THAMES CHURCH MISSIQN .

a

1

INSTITUTED 1844.

Mildmay Park , President

OCTOBER 5th , 6th , and 7th , 1886.

The RIGHT HON ,theLORD MAYOR.

Bankers

Messrs . LLOYDS, BARNETTS, BOBANQUBIS, & Co., Limited .

THE OFFICIAL REPORT
The Agents of this Society go forth day by day in the strength of the

Will be issued as early as possible , Lordof Hosts carrying the tidings of Salvation amongst countless thou.

sands who use the Port of London .
Containing Report of the Proceedings of this 16

IMPORTANT ANDINTERESTING CONFERENCE , IS IT NOTHING TO YOU "

With Papers andAddresses corrected by the Speakers. that men employedontheRiverThames are perishing on every hand ;

In Demy 8vo. , cloth, 38. 6d.
who know not that “ the gift of God'is eternal life " ?

(UNIFORM WITH REPORT OF MISSION CONFERENCE HELD IN 1878.)
SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS ARE URGENTLY NEEDE D.

Reduced Price to Subscribers, READER .......HELP US.

Half-e -crown ; or by post, Two Shillings and Elevenpence, Nos. of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts, &c. , are also wanted ,

and will greatly assist theChaplains and Missionaries.
To secure copies at the Reduced Price orders must be The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the work of the

received at once . Mission (with dissolving views) at schoolroom , Lecture Hall, or Drawing.

room Meetings,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.
(Address) Rev. HENRYBLOOYER, Secretary .

Offices, 31, Now Bridge Btreet, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

στος
THE MEETINGS FOR THE

THE CLAPHAM GOSPEL MALE CHOIR
DEEPENING OF SPIRITUAL LIFE

JESUS IS ALL . - Twelve 8 pp. book
has commenced its Winter Session , and is now

will be resumed , the Lord willing, on Fri open for engagements . lets, printed on extra thick paper with

day, Nov. 5th, at 3.30 p.m. , at Stafford All applications for assistance in mission work coloured borders. Extracted , by permission ,

Rooms, Tichborne Street, Edgware Road.
should be addressed to the HonorarySecretary, from Mr. Spurgeon's Sermons.

MR. H. W. HEATHOOTE .

7 , Mayfield Villas, Merton Road , Wandsworth,
Packets 1 and 2, Sixpence each...

BY ROYAL A preparation consisting
BLUE - JACKET

of EXTRACT OF BEEF AND NORTH WESTLETTERS PATENT LONDON
SERIES

By

VEGETABLES, PENNY
EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

1 AGNES E. WESTON . * 16 pp. Illustrated

packet of which makes, in Booklets, Bixpence per dozen ,

As adopted by
President - JOHN CHAMBERS, ESQ.

a few minutes, A MOST The above Choir having now resumed work ! . The Royal Yard's-Man.

H.M. Government. DELICIOUS BASIN OF for the winter will be happy to assist at any

SOUP. From all Grocers, special (or ordinary) evangelisticmeetings, par 2. Gripped by an Octopus., a

ticularly in the N. or N.W. districts .

etc., throughout the King. 3. Battling with the Waves .
ENGAGEMENTS .

EDWARDS dom , by your ordering on Oct. 11th to 24th . - Exeter Hall, week evenings 4. The Sailor's Alphabet.

them , which is preferred to at8, Sundays at 7.

Oct,25th to 31st. – Lyndhurst Road Church,
Packet of 12 assorted , Sixpence

direct dealing. In the event
DESICCATED Hampstead .

of any difficulty in obtaining Nov, 11th , - " The Rest ” Mission Room , Wood
DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

it , write direct to the Manu. Green , N.

SOUP.

facturers, F. KING & Co. ,
All applications for the services of the Choir,

Stirling, N.B.
or for Membership , to be addressed to the Hon .

LIMITED, 6, Bishopsgate Sec ., Mr. JohnBateman , London : S, W.- PARTRIDGE- & CO.
Avenue, London , or to 26 , 72. TwisdonRoad,Highgate Road, N.w.

PRIZE MEDAL . Waring Street, Belfast.

Samples, with reports , sent
Any quantity cut, at Ladies !! Send for Box of Patterns, Post Free,

WholesalePrice. THE

free to any address
HEALTH ida

receipt of 3d. in stamps.

Keeps good any time, and

EXHIBITION , in any climate , In Tins,
(Seven Prize Medals. Estd . 1752.)

1 lb. , Is. 30 .; f lb. , 8d .; } lb. ,
Are from the same yarns as those supplied to H.R.H. the Princess of

LONDON , 1884 . 5d . ; one oz . packet,id .
Wales ; and are manufactured entirely by us , on our own premises .

SEND for MEDICAL (Government) REPORTS ,
Warranted to Wear and Always Look Well .

post free.
Autumn and Winter Patterns, Post Free.

OUR CROSB-WARP SERGES, 10 d.to 3/- per yd ., are practically Un

tearable eitherway of the cloth . Our GOLDMEDALCashmeres, 1/6to
ESTABLISHED 1801, 4/6 per yd .; Merinos, 21- to 3/6 per yd. ; Ottomans, 1/4 to 3 / per yd, ;

DIRK BECK BAN K. Costume Cloths , 8 d .to 419 per yd.;Cords, 6d . to 1/6 per yd.; ali the

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane. above are plain and coloured. Ocean, Canvas and Basket Cloths, plain and

THREE per CENT, INTEREST allowed on figured, at 10 d . per yd. Nuns' Veilings, plainand figured , 8 d . to 10 d.

DEPOSITS, repayableondemand. peryd.; Soleils, plain and figured , 1/4 to 3/- per yd.
TWO per OENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACOOUNTS calculated on the minimummonthly HENRY PEASE &CO, ' S Successors,

balances , when not drawn below £ 100 . All Parcels SPINNERS AND MANUFACTURERS, THE MILLS, DARLINGTON .

TheBank uuderukes for itsCustomers, free of

coarge, the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other
Ladies !! Send for Box of our Lovely Patterns,

CarriagePaid .

SecuritiesandValuables ; theCollection of Bills of
ior Autumn and Winter, Post Free.

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons;and thepur
chase andsale of Btocks, Shares, and Annuities, FURNITURE.-NORMAN & THE HARVEST OF THE CITY,

Letters of Oredit and Circular Notes issued . STACEY'S HIRE - PURCHASE SYSTEM com and the Workers of To -day.

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary , By PEARL FISHER. With Introduction by
particulars, post free, on application , It combines roa ) coonomy on sound commercial H. SINCLAIR PATERSON, M.D.

FRANCIS KAYEN SCROFT, Manager.
Orown 8vo,

principles, with strictly private arrangements , cloth extra , 39. 6d .
without the objectionable formalities of

“ Contains a series of graphic sketches of some
TheBirkbeok Building Society'sAnnual dealers and others . Payments can extend over of the evangelistic and philanthropic agencies

Receipts exceed Five Millions. 1, 2, or 8 years . The 60 wholesale firms embrace which are exerting so much influence tor good ,
thebestmanufacturers, whohave large stocks The book is worthy of a wide circulation ."
for selection . Intending purchasers should call

on

DARLINGTON DRESSFABRICS

Bi

TO

All Ragged School Record,

TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH, with im
personally , or send for particulars. - Offices, 79, JOHNF.SHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row, EO

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply
Queen Victoria St. , E.O., and 121 , Pall Mall, B.W.

at the Office of the BIRKBKCK BUILDING BOCIETY,

29 , Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
wo WRITE TO -DAY.

A
Write for this valuable little book ,

FOW Fifty Years' Record of Facts, Principles,
Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds. and Discoveries Relating to the Im

MONTH ,with immediate possession, eitherfor
IDEAF FOR FORIY YEARS."

COPY provementand Preservation of Human

Building orGardening purposes. Apply at the
Sir ,-- My sale for your “ Quro forDeafness "

Canticles, by Dr. Samuel Biney, 21.D.,
increases . A man here who has been deaf

Office of the BIRKBECKFREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, Forty years has had his hearing restored by it.
POST Ph.D. Now published, complete in bookAs above ,

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars .
J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch . form (40 pages ), one copy sent post free

1s. 11d . per Bottle, Freeby Postfor 14 stamps,from W. MURRAY

A application ,
FREE. & Cun Dastle Street

FRANGIS RAYENSCROFT, Manager. Any Cherrist will procure to order ,
audpractical, Write to -day fvr a que

w

ORCHARD'S CUREDEAFNESS

HOWTO PURCHASEAPLOTOF

COPE

; . .

مما.همهدرفنیاهبامش
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WORD AND WORK .

Soclety for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST., Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen.Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the
Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary , Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.
Bankors Messrs . HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co., 16, St. James Street,

London , 8.W.

JUST PUBLISHED. PRICE ONE SHILLING.

(UNIFORM WITH TH : PARCHMENT LIBRARY.)
1

HIMSELF :

WORDS CONCERNING THE LORD JESUS CHRIST.

ADDRESSES BY

Rev. EVAN H. HOPKINS, Rev. HORATIUS BONAR, D.D.,

Rev. E. W. MOORE, Rev. W. P. MACKAY, Rev. A. A. BONAR , D.D. ,

Rov. ADOLPA SAPHIR, D.D. , Mr. GEORGE MÜLLER, and others.

Selected from the Annual Reports of Mildmay Conferences, that they

may thus reach a wider circle of readers, whose increased acquaintance

with the Lord Jesus Christ shall redound to His glory .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

Six Mission Vessels are cruising amongst the North Sea trawling

fleets. 12,000smacksmen are engaged all the year round in providing ou

tables with fish . These men , who for us toil through furious blast and

sleety storm - who hazard their lives and fall victims, hundreds of them ,

to the pitiless waves , that markets at home may be well supplied —may

rightly claim some small share in the privileges we so richly enjoy and so

highly prize.
THIS THEY CAN ONLY HAVE

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THE

MISSION VESSELS

carrying to the fishermen the message of Divine mercy and pardoning

love, bringing the pleasure of books to while away the weary hours, allurd.

ing relief in caseof sickness and injury , andcheering and brightening dul

and monotonous livesby their presence and ministry.

" The Mission Smacksare doing in the North Sea a grandwork, worth;
of the support of a great maritime nation like England ; and I believe that

the results oftheireffort, greatas theyare in the present, will, if only
supported liberally by the public , be of untold value in the future."

Sir Eduard Birkbeck , Bart., M.P.

FUND8 are greatly NEÉDED to enable the Mission to place a vessel

with every fleet.
E. J. MATHER , Director,

181 , Queen Victoria Street (next door to Blackfriars Bridge), E.C.

N.B. -The offices were removed to the present address in

Attention to the change will save much

trouble, time, andexpense to the Mission.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S

MR.

NEW WORK ON

Queen's Printers' Teacher's Bible,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

.

Including the “ Aids to Bible Students . "

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

Besides a CONCORDANCE (over 40,000 refs ., with context, in bold type)-INDES

OF PERSONS, PLACES, and SUBJECTS (16,000 refs .), by B.V., & c.

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other
WHAT THE PRESS SAYS OF THE ABOVE :

« Christian ." _ “ More complete than any other similar work."

CHEST DISEASES. " Graphic .” — “ It supersedes all the former Teacher's Bibles.”

« Illustrated London News." _ “ Nothing can be more useful to the

SIXPENCE (post free) , or Large Edition (cloth ), 1s. 3d., from
Bible Student. "

the Author, Zoombe Lodge, Peckham , S.E., and Elliot Stock,
" Rook ." - " The most complete portable Bible ever submitted to Bible readers.

" School Guardian .” _ "Everyteacher should possess a copy ofthis Bible."
62, Paternoster Row , E.C.

Queen .” — “ Wehave confidence in recommending it."

THE Ask for the Queen's Printers' Edition.-- Prospectus post free.

Prices, from 86.

EIGHTEENTH SERIES
EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE ,GreatNow Street, London, E.C

AND ALL BOOKSELLERB.

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM AUGUST TO NOV .
Fcap. 8vo, bound in cloth , price 1s.

THE STAR-LIT CROWN ;

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK ' Or, Brief Memorialsof theRev. G. Albert Rogers, 11.4.,

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN lateVicar ofChristChurch, Dover. By Mrs. G. Ă. ROGERS,
THIS MATTER .

Author of “ The Folded Lamb," &c.
Mr. Congrove will give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB The Earl of Shaftesbury wrote : . “ Whoever reads it must derire

LISARD BEFORE,in this journal EVERY WEEK,
some benefit or other from such a narrative.

The book, too, is

short and compact. It may be read at a sitting, and it contains within a

few pages more than the substance ofmanythree volumes, which are both

costly and tiresome. A few more such as he, and theChurch of

England would be safe .” (Bigned ) BHAFTESBURY.

" A most interesting sketch . The narrative is full of exquisite

DISEASE of RIGHT LUNG.-CASE of Miss LONG ,
little touches . " - Rock .

of HEREFORD.
LONDON : JAMES NIBBET & CO., 21, BERNERS STREET, W.

And all Booksellers . "

Alittle more than ayear and a half from the time I write I was visited

by this patient, then living in St. George's Road, London. Her brother and

mother had died of Consumption . She herself had been ailing for years, Just published , PRICE 38. 6d . cloth ,

with what appeared a rheumatic affection , and which , finally , settled in

the cbest. The cough and spitting , in theircharacter, were indicative of HOOKS AND EYES ;

phthisis : while pain, diarrhæa, wasting, and weakness were very critical

sigos. I fully advised her, and she recovered . Or, SENSE LINKED WITH FAITH.

Writing me from Litley Court, Hereford, July 27th, she says : — " I am BY EMILY P. LEAKEY,
thankful to testify to the benefits I have received through your means. I

began to improve after the first three doses of your medicine. The cough Author of " Clear Shining Light, " " Miracles of Mercy, " & c.
soon disappeared , and other symptoms gradually improved . I have recom

mended your treatment to people far and near, and have often heard of Orders to be sent to Author, MISS LEAKEY , EXETER ; or ,
gooddone to those who bave been given up as incurable, A gentleman , Messrs. JOHNF.SHAW& co ., 48, Paternoster Row , London, B.C.

well known tome - a great sufferer , given up by two physicians- has been

restored, simply from taking the medicines,and can now attend to his
business, and again testify openly for the Lord . I return you many

thanks, " & c . , & c .

NOTE. Days of Consultation. TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAYMornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peokham . Patients from any
Extraflexible, silk sewed , in best Bagster morocco, kid -lined , elastic base

With full helps. Prices from 20s.

long distance_should choose either of the two In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band. From 4s.

former days . Every one is expected to have seen SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED.

the book first.
16 , PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON .

MRS. GRIMKE'S

NOISES IN THE EARS . TEXT
CURED INSTANTLY BY .

CARDS

Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to send
To be had from Mrs. GRIMKS, Prestwich,for his book showing the disease and the means

of oure . Post freo 6d.; French edition , 1s., Manchester, who likesorderssent to be

18. 140, of all
with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial direct, or to E. KAUFMANN, 199, Cheap

Buildings, Ludgato Circus, London , Free con .
sultations daily .

side, London, E.O., and booksellers.

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.

TOOTH -AGHE CUREOFDEAFNESS.

BUNTER'S

Chemista . NERVINE.

London , J. F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Ronal $
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A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON : J. F. Shaw & Co.] (REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD.)
[48, PATERNOBTER ROW ,E.O.

VOL. XII ., No. 606 . THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1836 . ONE PENNY.

BRIDGE OF HOPE " MISSION & RATCLIFF HIGHWAY REFUGE,

26 and 27, PRINCES SQUARE, ST . GEORGE'S, E.

THE ANNUAL MEETING

WILL BE IELD (D.v.)

ON SATURDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 30, 1886.

The Chair will be taken at 3.30 precisely by J. E. MATHIESON ,ESQ.
DOR

PSI

Addresses will be given by the Rev.Dr. CLIFFORD , Miss MACPHERSON, Rev. J.P. GLEDSTONE, PEROY BUNTING, Esq..and by other Friends and
Members of the Council. TEA AND COFFEE AT5' O'CLOCK .

There will be a SALE of the GIRLS' NEEDLEWORK

Both bolore andafter theMeeting.to which Ladiesare specially invited . MARY H. STBER ; Hon . Superintendent.

Princo Square is fiveminutes' walk from Shadwell Station . There are Trains overy ninominutes from Liverpool Street, or the Metropolitan Line from
the City and West End .

A DAY'S CONFERENCE

IN THE INTEREST

OF THE YOUNG.
FRIENDLESS & FALLEN.

~ 수

THIRD AUTUMNAL CONFERENCE,

* EXETER LOWER HALL, STRAND, W.C., WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3rd, 1886.

N

Conference of Workers, Matrons,Teachers, and others engaged in Preventive and Rescue Work on

behalf of Young Women and Girls.

MORNING and AFTERNOON CONFERENCES at 11 and 2.45. (FOR LADIES ONLY. )

Mrs. FRANK A. BEVAN will Preside.

Subjects for Consideration - Morning: The Education of the present day, with its Religious, Moral, and Social Results.

Afternoon : Continuation of Morning Conference , especially bearing on the future of Young People.

LUNCHEONS AND TEAS CAN BE OBTAINED AT EXETER HALL,

EVENING CONFERENCE at 6.30. ( FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.)

FRANK A. BEVAN , Esq ., will Preside.

Subject for Conferonce. - Rescue Work in relation to Time and Eternity: A Paper on this subject will be supplied by an old worker.

Friends attending these Conferences are most earnestly asked to take part in the discussions, in order that all may proflt by the

variedexperienses ofeach other.

“ Sacred Songs and Solos " will be used at each of the meetings.

This Conference is convened under thedirection of the Committee of the " London Female Proveativeand Reformatory Institution ,"

in the hope of increasing the effoctiveness of all organizations designed to protect virtuous girls and reclaim the erring from the paths

of destruction .

OFFICE : 200 , EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W. EDWARD W. THOMAS, Sec .

' And when He was como near, He beheld the city, and wept over it. " -- Luke xix . 41 ..

F

HIMSELF :

THE NEW PREVENTIVE HOME at Parson's Green, Fulham ,

is now ready for furnishing. DONATIONS for this SPECIAL PURPOSE will be thankfully received by

MESSRS. JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.O. , or EDWARD W. THOMAS, as above.

JUST PUBLISHED. PRICE ONE SHILLING, NEW BOOK BY MISS HOLT.

(UNIFORM WITH THE PARCHMENT LIBRARY .)

IN TIME

OF OUR

WORDS CONCERNING THE LORD JESUS CHRIST.

ADDRESSES BY TRIBULATION:

Rov . EVAN H. HOPKINS, Rev. HORATIUS BONAR , D.D. ,

THE STORY OF PIERS GAVESTONE.
Rov . E. W. MOORB, Rev. W. P. MACKAY, Rov. A.A. BONAR, D.D.,

Lev . ADOLPA SAPHIR , D.D., Mr. GEORGE MÜLLER, and others.
By Emily S. Holt, Author of " Mistress Margorg," " Not for Him," &c.

Selected from the Annual Reports of Mildmay Conferences, that they

awider circle of readers, whose increased acquaintanco Large Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt top , 58.

with the Lord Jesus Christ shall redound to His glory .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O. LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & 00. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E.O.

1
may thus roach

WO3D AND WORK will be sent by the Publisher , Post froe to any addroso ip kia, Kingdom for Twolte Mouths for 68.100 ,
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Terms of Subscription.

Word and Work"

1 Copy

... 1061 .

95

THE MEETINGS FOR THE

COME TO JESUS. DEEPENING OF SPIRITUAL LIFE

Four-page Floral Tracts , with Chromo
will be resumed , the Lord willing, on Fri.

lithograph on first page.
day, Nov. 5th, at 3.30 p.m., at Stafford

Rooms, Tichborne Street, Edgware Road .

SECOND EDITION,' – Packets 1 and 2,

each containing 32 Tracts, assorted,
MRS , GRIMKE'S

6d. per packet. TEXT CARDS,

To be had from Mrs. GRIMKE , Prestwich,

WORDS ABOUT JESUS. Manchester,who likes orders sent to her

direct, or to E. KAUFMANN, 129, Cheap

By WILLIAM LUPF. 8 pp. Illustrated side, London, E.O., and booksellers.

Booklets, tinted - paper. Packet 3
ESTABLISHED 1801.

( containing 50 assorted of 8 Nos. ) , 6d.

B

IRK B E C K. BANK

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable ondomand.

Stirling, N.B.
TWO per CENT. INTEREST on OURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly
London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & Co, balances, when not drawn below £ 100 .

The Bankundertakes for its Customers, free of

charge, the custody of Deeds, Writings, andother
Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons ; and the pur

chase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities .

NOISES IN THE BARS .
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes hasued .

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full
Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to 190d

for his book showing the disease and the means
particulars, post free,onapplication .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.
of cure . Post free 61. ; French edition , ls.,
with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperisi TheBirkbock BuildingSocietyAnnual

Buildings, Ludgate Circus , London . From con
Receipts exceed Five Millions .

sultations daily. COW TOPURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

with im

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay. Apply

WRITE TO-DAY. at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDING BOCIETY ,
A Write for this valuable little book ,

Fifty Years'Record of Facts, Principles,

29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

and Discoveries Relating to the Im
COW TO PUROHASE A PLOT OF

COPY provementand Preservation of Human LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

. A Serios of valuable MONTH , with immediato possession , either for

articles , by Dr. Samuel Birley , M.D. , Building or Gardeningpurposes. Apply at the

POST Ph.D. Now published, complete in book Office of the BIRKBECKFREEHOLDLAND SOCIETY,

form (40 pages ), one copy sont post free
as above.

by the publishers, GORDON W. MURRAY The Birkbeck Almanack,with full particulars.

FREE, &Co., Castlo Street, Holborn. Sound on application .

and practical. Write to -day for a copy .

is Published overy Thursday, Price One Penny.

Orders should be sent to any local Bookseller or

Newsagent. It difficulty is experienced in ob

tainingcopies thus, theycan be had directfrom

tho Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the

following ratos, Payable in Advance ,

Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks

£ s, d .

0 3 6 0 61

2 Copies 0 6 10 0 13 &

8 0 10 3

0 12 6 1 5 0

6 0 17 6 1 150

( IncludingDouble Numbers.)

Tho above rates apply to all Countries

in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Europe, Canada, the United States of

America , Egypt, and the Holy Land .

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

Copies of “ WORD AND WORK "

sent weekly from this Office to any address in

theundermentioned Foreign countries, for One

Year , on the following terms, paid in adrance

TO

Africa Jamaica Bouth Africs -

Australia Japan South Amerios

Brazil New S. Wales Tasmanis

China New Zealand West Indies

£ 8. d .

1 Copy... 0 9 0 8 Copies........ 1 1 0
0 180 4

may be

2 Copies ........
......... 1140

1 1

Hº

To

India Ceylon
Aden

Persia Transvaal Zanziba :

£ s. d .

1 Copy 011 08Copies 1 13 0

2 Copies 1 2014 Copies
1 116

All Subscriptions should be remitted by Cheque

or Postal Ordor for the amount payable to tbe
. publishers, Messrs Job F. Shaw & Co. 1

IBANOIS RAVINSOROIT , Manager.
OFFICES : 48. PATERNOSTRR ROW , E.C.

ORCHARD'SCUREDEAFNESS
THE HARVEST OF THE CITY,

and the Workers of To -day.

By PEABL FISHER. With Introduction by

H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D. Crown 8vo,

cloth extra , 3s. 6d .

“ Contains a series of graphicsketches of somo

of the evangelistic andphilanthropic agencies

which are exerting so much influence for good .

The book is worthy of a wide circulation . "

Ragged School Record .

JOHNF.SHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row , E.O,

8afo and Harmloss. Has cured Hundreds.

" DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS."

Sir ,-My sale for your " Oure for Deafness "
increases. A man here who has been deat

Forty years bas bad his hoaring restored by it .

J. GREEN, Chomist, Obristohurch .

18. 11d. porBottle, Mreeby Postfor 14 stamps, from

Edwin J. Orohard . Ohomist, Salisbury .

Any Chemist will procure to order .

FURNITURE. - NORMAN &

BTACEY'S FIRE -PUROHASE SYSTEN Com

mends itself to all classes . Deposit not necessary

It combines real economy on sound commercial

principles, with strictly private arrangements,

without the objectionable formalities of

dealers and others. Payments can extend oper

1, 2, or8 yoari . The 60wholesaleArmsembrace

the best mannfactureri, whohave large stock

for selection . Intending purchasers should cal

personally , or send_for particulars. - Offices,is!

Queen Victoria Bt ., E.O. ,and 121, Pall Mall, s.W

MISSIONARY CONFERENCE, By Dr. H. SINCLAIR PATERSON.

Mildmay Park ,

OCTOBER 5th , 6th , and 7th, 1886.

THE OFFICIALOFFICIAL REPORT

Will be issued as early as possible,

Containing Report of the Proceedings of this

IMPORTANT ANDINTERESTING CONFERENCE ,

With Papers andAddresses corrected bythe Speakers.

In Demy8vo. , cloth, 38. 6d.

(UNIFORM WITH REPORT OF MISSION CONFERENCE HELD IN 1878.1

Reduced Price to Subscribers,

Half -8 -crown ; or by post, Two Shillings and Elevenpence.

To secure copies at the Reduced Price orders must be

received at once .

FAITH AND UNFAITH .

THEIR CLAIMS AND CONFLICTS.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 38. 60 .

“ Clear and forciblo in style and expression, masterly in grasp of thought

and trenchant in argument, these lectures on present-day aspects of a

belief willbe simply invaluable in thehelp they will render to intelligent

youngmen andothers who havobecomo entangledinthe mesberd !

modorn doubt .' ” - Literary World ,

" IN DEFENCE .

THE EARLIER SCRIPTURES.

Orown 8vo, cloth extra , 58 .

" Woheartily recommend the book, not only for the informationit contains

earnest realitymorecogert thanformal argumentation." -The Watcimu.

" IN DEFENCE."

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

and, indeed , in most others
PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL

MISSIONARY CONFERENCE,

Held at Mildmay, October, 1878.

Domy 8vo., cloth , 194 pp . Price Bs. 6d ., post free.co

" Oappot fail to become a valuable guide for futare minions to the

heathen. Will largely conduct, we hope, to kindlea missionaryspirit in
the hearts of young men of suitable attainments and zeal. ”

Rev. O. H. SPURGEON In Sword and Trowel.

LONDOW : JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , ... !

THE FOURFOLD LIFE.

Orown 8v0, cloth extra , 58 .

" Dr. Paterson defends our holy faith . He is a divine of remarkable

powers in the direction of Christian idolence agadonand Travel.
forms of holy service bo is aman ofrenown.

CHRIST AND CRITICISM ;

OR , THE WITNBSBES EXAMINBD AND OROSS -EXAMINED

Cloth limp; 18. "
“ These locturor certainly form one of theablest ofall the contributions

the literatureof the evidences that have been made in recent years.

better book to place in the hands of thoughtful sceptic it would be barito
name." - Christian Leader,

LONDOXA OEN F. SHAW & 00., 48,PATERNOSTUN ROT, B.O.
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Terms for Advertisements

"Word and Work."

IN

and

Combe Down School,

This Papor having a largo and increasingoir

culation amongst Christians ofall denominations
forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements .

Situations,

Apartments

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISEMENTS, in small type, are

charged at the following rates :

Not exceeding 30 Words, 28. 6d.

40 38. Od.

50 38. 6d .

and 6d . for every additional 10 words or under.

A considerable reduction for a series of six

Insertions and upwards.

STAGE
91

11

3

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

BOOK AND DISPLAYED ADVERTISE

MENTS, charged according to space occupied.

FRONT PAGE, and other special positions, by

arrangement.

BCALE OF CHARGES for larger Advertisements

sent on application.

N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming numberof WORD AND WORK,

they should reach the Ofice by first post on Monday

morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sent by Post must be accom

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F. BHAW & Co.

Amounts under 29. 6d . may be sent in Stamps.

ER

E -NON

Situations and Appointments.

Educational.

WANTED a general Servant. Must under

stand plain cooking . Thres in family ; washing
put out. Apply by letter to L. J.,

30 , Castle Bar Road , Laling .

Near BATH,

BRISTOL MEDICAL MISSION,

A Medical Missionary wanted .
FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN .

For particulars apply to C. B.Ker, Esq.,
6. Royal Park , Clifton , Bristol,

Principal: MR . W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

YOUNG MAN , Christian , abstainer, very
School),

respectable, would be thaukful for employment
DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

of any kind. Nine years' character and excellent

references . No objection to travel. H.J. C. ,
Christian teaching and training are combined

3 , Steele Road , Leytonstone, Essex.
with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits .

A YOUNG LADY desires an engagement

Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

as Clerk , Cashier, or Assistant, in a house of gives personal attention to the grounding of

business in or near London . Highest references. younger boys.
E. M. , Word and Work Office , 48, Paternoster Combe Down , at an elevation of some 700 feet

Row, ú.o. above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air.

SERVANTS'AGENCY,Soho Bazaar.

The school residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa
Unexceptionable references required . Testimo

tion .

nials
of religious character fullyappreciated. Male References

and female servants are in daily attendance from Dr. Baedeker, Weston - super-Mare .

11 to 2 on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal

the number is very large . Entrances, Bono Lancers ,
Square, and 77, Oxford Street, London , W.

H. Dyer, Esq., Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

respectable young women and nursery gover H. Groves, Esq ., Kendal .

nesses from the country or elsewhere whilst G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry .

waiting for situations. Registry attached . Prospectus, with full particulars, bent on ap
Terms on application tothe Desconess incharge plication .

of the Registry , Conference Hall, Mildmay

Park , N.
PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

WANTED places for respectable young
girls as Under Nurses and UnderHousemaids in THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Uhristian families . Stamped envelopes for

replies. Registry, Woodlands, Snaresbrook , Essex ,

Conference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.

The MISSES COX and MISS CEOIL receive the

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a Sons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

Matron of many years' experience in Bervants'
thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough ,

Home and Registry ; would take similar post
again, or Superintendent of small Convalescent Home comforts. Special attention is paid to

Home. M. S., care of Mrs. Preece, the training of pupils in religion , morality,

Bhire Hall, Worcester .
and purity. The instruction given in the

WANTED BY A LADY, age 36, en Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

gagement as Companion (travelling), Lady
PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION .

Housekeeper , or any post of trust. Highest

references . F. K., care ofMisa Stroud ,

Deaconess House , Mildmay Park, N.
THE OLD HALL SCHOOL,

UPPER NURSE, age 29, wages £ 22. Town

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE .

or Country, Scotch . Would go single -handed if

murseries cleaned . R. Anderson,

Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

1, Newington Green , London , N.
CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a

The Avenue, Acton . - Vareful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages .

Christian middle -agedwoman to wait on invalid Pupils received between the ages of six and four

lady or gontleman . Highest references, wagos teen years. A limited number only taken,

£ 19 . Mrs. Sayers, 1 ,Newington Green , London ,N. References permittedto parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

COACHMAN and WIFE need re-en
Address Principal.

gagement. weli reeommended. Wife plaiu Cook .

No family . Ages 43and 40. Barratt, care of Miss YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

stroud, Doaconess House, Mildmay Park , N. course of training with a view to the Christian

Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

middle-aged superior person to wait upon and terms, by applying to Rev. J. Renny , F.R.S.L.,

nurse invalid gentleman or lady, been accus Ohrist Church Parsonage, Cheddar. A stamped

tomed to both. Mrs. Stoddart,
addressed envelope should be sent for reply .

1 , Newington Green, London, N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT wanted as working

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Ggo.

housekeeper to either lady or gentleman , or cook FOSTER as an educator.

to two in family . Long references. Middle-aged. London Referee -GEORGE WILLIAMB, Esq .,

London preferred . d . 8., 71 , Bt . Paul's Churchyard.

Mildmay Home, 1 , Newington Green, N. Swimming taught thisterm .

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESBEX.

RE- ENGAGEMENT WANTED

useful man in Mission or family , with wife as

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

ATE

Apartments, dr.

WILTON HOUSE OF REST,

DEYONSHIRE ROAD, HASTINGS .

Intended for Christian Workers of all deno

minations from home and foreign fields of

service . Christians other than those wholly

supported in connection with such service are

welcome as accommodation falls vacantat slight

additional charge.

Arrangements have been made with the

London , Brighton , and South Coast Railway

Company by whichthose visiting Wilton Houso

may obtain Return Tickets , available for one

month, from London Bridge or Victoria Stations ,

at 68. each , on presenting an order, which must

be obtained from the Lady Superintendent , to

whom all communications are to be addressed .

al

PIZ

as

BOURNEMOUTH . - A delightful Home

for Visitors and invalids at DurleyDean Mansions .
Terms moderate and inclusive of the Fruit

Koumiss treatment where desired. Pamphlete

showing its marvellous effect in many hopeless
cases post free for 6d. in stampe,

Address Secretary .

LONDON .- INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL,

20 , 21, Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.O.
Five minutes' walk or 18. cab fare from Euston ,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways ; easily
reached from other stations. Patronised by

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application .

SOUTHEND - ON -SE A.

cook , or alone ; three years' character. BELLE VUE HOUSE.
Lickfold , 230 , Hackney Road, London, E. PBEPARATORY SCHOOL FOR Young LADIES.

COACHMAN . - Re-engagement wanted ;

Children taken for the vacations .

Terms moderate. Full particulars on application

5 years' and 2 years' references , go any part ; to Principal.
age 28 ; wife a laundress. W. Willmot, Address, Principal, Belle Vue House,

Spiers' Cottage, Tottenham Park , Tottenham , Stanley Road, Southend -on -Sea, Essex .

WILL ANY LADY kindly give employ

ment to a Widow, middle -aged , of high respecta WANTED by a Christian lady a sphere of

bility - as needlewoman - who for a home this usefulness in parish work , would help a clergy

winter, and small money, would be grateful ? man's wife . Salary needed.

Mrs. O., cars of Missstroud , Miss R. , care of Miss Stroud,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N. Deaconess House , Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED a Post as Matron of Convalescent

Home ( preferred ), Servants ' Home and Registry , WANTED to hear of places in Christian

or any Home connected with the Y.W.C.A, families for several superior and experienced

Nine years' reference as Matron .
young women as children's maids.

E , H. B. , 1 , Newington Green, London , N. Registry.-- conference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.

SOUTHSEA. Board and residence.

Solent House, 16 and 17, South Parade facing

ses and the Isle of Wight, between the two

piers, and three minutes' walk from Southsea

Station ,

ST. LEONARDS -ON -SEA, Hertford

House, 63, Marina .-- Boarding Establishment.

Warm autumn and winter residence, facing sea .

Liberal table.

BIRKENHEAD.- A Lady , with a nice
home, wisbes to meet with one or two Ladies to

board with her during the winter or longer.

Terms30s, weekly.
E. Tickle, Post Office, Birkenbeard .
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CASH PRIZES.

50 GUINEAS

JOHN F. SHAW & CO.S

New Publications.

NEW AND ATTRACTIVE STORIES,

3,6

36

1

IN CASH PRIZES

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.
will be presented, entirely Free of Charge, to the Twenty Readers who form

the highest number of Dictionary Words out of the word
IN ALL TIME OF OUR TRIBULATION.

PRESENTATION. By EMILY SARAH Holt. Large Crown 8vo.
5

Thus, for example, “ Present,” “ Sent,” “ Rest, ” “ Nation , " & c ., subject to THROUGH UNKNOWN WAYS ; or, the Journal

the conditions pamed below . This amount will be divided as follows:

FIRST PRIZE, £20 . SECOND PRIZE, £10 10s.
Books of Dorothea Trundle.

THIRD PRIZE, £ 5 .
By L, E. GUERNSEY. Large Crown 8vo. 5

JONAS HAGGERLEY .
And 17 other Cash Prizes of One Pound each .

By Rev. J. JACKSON WRAY, Author of “ NestletonHence every Competitor will have TWENTY CHANCES OF WINNING
ONE UP THE TWENTY CASH PRIZES.

Magna," &c. 3/6
The Kensington Fine Art Association, being lesirous of further extending

DICKIE'S ATTIC .
the sale of their Art Productionsat Popular Prices, Lave decided to offer

the above Prizes, ENTIRELY FREE OF CHARGE, to all readers who shall By CATHARINE Shaw , Author of " Alick's Hero . "

become patrons before December 21st of their
Large Crown 8vo. 3/6

GRAND CHRISTMASPRESENTATION PARCEL OUR HERO. The Story of My Brothers.

For Post Office Order 1s. 9d ., or 23 stamps, carriage free . Every parcel will By M. L. RIDLEY, Author of " Sent to Coventry .”

contain the WHOLE of the magnificent articles enumerated below :
Large Crown 8vo.

A MAGNIFICENT PACKET OF

CLIMBING HIGHER .
CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR'S CARDS,

By JESSIE F. ARMSTRONG , Author of “ A Friend forContaining a very Choico and Splendid Assortment of the New Season's pro
ductions from the original designs of the most eminent English artists, Little Children ,” &o. Large Crown 8vo. 3/6
with appropriate prose or verse, written expressly by writers of the best

TO -MORROW . A Story.talent . Also a Magnificent SCRAP ALBUM. This new and handsome

scrap Album bas a very btautiful and elaborate cover , finished in gold , By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES, Author of "The Caged

splendidly illuminated , the Fine Art design being really exquisite. Each Linnot ,” &c. Large Crown 8vo .

3,6Album measures 12 in . by 10. A Packet of Embossed Coloured Scraps, ready

for screen or album , containing splendid and very charming varieties. A HIS GUARDIAN ANGEL.

charmingThree-fold Fine Art Ecreen , in gold and colours, of a beautiful

triplo Gothicpattern . A very pretty Greek pattern Leatherette Table Mat. By EMILY BRODIE , Author of “ Five Minutes Too
Acharming PortraitFrame and Easel Staud complete , to hold a Carte-de Late, ” &c. Large Crown 8vo.

Visite Portrait, the Fine Art uesigu being most beautifully embossed. An

elegant imitation Bronze Frame with raised floral design and appropriate NOT SO VERY LONG AGO.

wording in the centre. A Pair of Illuminated Texts, each on a gold mount,

A Set of Three Choice Birthday Cards , with appropriate wording on each. By Author of " At All Times,” & c . Large Crown 8vo. 3,6

The Golden btar and Crescent, b : iug a really exquisite foral design , with FAIRY PHEBE ; or, Facing the Footlights.

two suitable texts nicely illuminated and constructed to stand . This and

the following articles will be found most useful and suitable ornaments for By LUCY TAYLOR . Crown 8vo.
2/6

a mantelpiece . A Pair of Relief Frames, constructed to stand, being two

exquisitely -designed miniature imitation mirrors in beautifully - painted YOUNG ISHMAEL CONWAY.
floral designs, with suitable mottoes in the centre ofeach . A very Charm . By E. A. B. D., Author of " Us Three." Crown 8vo. 2/6

ing Banner Cross, being a pretty cross eatwined with a long banner, on

wbich is a nicely - illuminated Bible text , This article is also constructed WE WIYES ; or , Two Hallowe'ens.

to stand . A Beautifully-illuninated Organ . This is a perfect specimen

of the Printer's Art, being a charming organ design, with suitablemusic and By LINA COOPER. Crown 8vo.

words . A Beautiful Bibie Text, nicely illuminated , and framed completo

in a charmingly -embossed black frame. THE WITCH OF THE ROCKS.

In every parcel sent out will also be enclosed a signed PRIZE CERTIFI By M. E. WINCHESTER, Author of " A Nest of

CATE which will entitle the holder to compete , ENTIRELY FREE OF

CHARGE , for the above prizes. Sparrons," &c.
Full particulars of the Competition will be found printed on the Prize

Certiticate, which will be enclosed in every parcel free of charge. MADGE HARDWICKE ; or, The Mists of the
A cheque will be forwarded to each of the twenty successful competitors

Valley. By AGNES GIBERNE, Author ofon December 30th , and the names and addresses of the TWENTY successful Moon, and Stars,' &c.

2/6
competitors will be publisbed in the advertisoment columns of the London
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If we appeal to competent scholars who weigh the

significance of every word in the Greek text , we will

RECONCILIATION .
find them unhesitatingly giving to the word " reconcili

THERE are few doctrines which touch the sub ation ” the meaning we assign to it . We cite as impar

stance of Christian truth more closely than the
tial witnesses two who cannot be charged with an

doctrine of the Atonement. Yet at the present hour evangelical bias . Meyer, on Rom . v. 9, says, “ The

most persistent attempts are being made to conceal it
death of Christ does not remove the enmity of man

or to convey it away. The very fulness and frequency to God, but as being that which secures the favour of

with which it is stated in Scripture ought to make God, it removes His displeasure with men ; whence

denial of it impossible ; but we have long ago learned
the removal of our enmity against Him follows as a

that anything man dislikes he is eager and ready to consequence.” De Wette says, “ The reconciliation

disown. Not only do we read that Christ died for must mean the removal of the wrath of God ; it is

einners, we read also He died for our sins,"' " bare that reconciliation of God to man which not only

our sins," was " made sin , " and " made a curse for us. " here , but in Rom . iii . 25, 2 Cor. v. 18 , 19 , Coloss . i .

Such statements cannot be fairly interpreted if Sub 21, and Eph. ii . 16, is referred to the atoning death

stitution be denied . Then, again , we are said to be of Christ.”

“ reconciled to God by the death of His Son.” Of course

THEORIES OF ATONEMENT.
we are aware that the reconciliation is asserted to be

wholly subjective. There is, it is argued, no need for
N his pastoral address , on which we have already

God to be reconciled , He is only anxious to reconcile
commented , Mr. Beecher, in his own peculiar

the sinner to Himself. This sounds plausible until manner, evaded a question to which he might have

it is tested by honest examination . When the apostle easily given a clear and direct reply. It would not have

speaks of this removal of antagonism , he adds, “ We
been difficult for him to say, though perhaps it might

also joy in God through our Lord Jesus Christ , by
have been inconvenient, that the Atonement did not

whom we have now received the reconciliation .” If mean the reconciliation of God , but only the recon

we have received it , then certainly we did not render

ciliation of man. We give the reference he made to

it. It is not , in the first instance , a change of our
this vital doctrine , as it appears in the full and able

attitude towards Him, but a change of His attitude report of his address published last week in the

towards us . It is the giftof Divine friendship to man ;
columns of his staunch ally, the Christian World :

There are at least eighteen or nineteen distinct variations of

not the gift of human friendship to God. the Atonement of Christ. I have been asked this morning : “ Do

Let us examine another sentence in which recon you believe in the Atonement ? " Wbich ? (Laughter.) I

ciliation is the theme. Paul, writing to the Corin
believe in mine; I believe that my God has made known to me

in Jesus Christ His Atonement for the sins of the world, and

thians, says (2 Cor. v . 18, 19) : " All things are that it inheres in the Divine nature and overpours and fills

who hath reconciled us to Himself by Jesus Christ,
time, and will fill all eternity. I believe that but for this redeem

ing love of God in Jesus Christ no manwould ever rise higher

and hath given to us the ministry of reconciliation ; than the vegetable or the animal, and that it is theinspiration

to wit, that God was in Christ, reconciling the world
of the world. He impletes the heart, the soul with Himself,

and He is all in all . I believe in Jesus Christthat is the

unto Himself, not imputing their trespasses unto them ; whole thing. (Applause .)

and hath committed unto us the word of reconcilia We have ventured to call this an evasion, and we

tion ." Here it is distinctly stated that the proceed to proof. Mr. Beecher knows, or ought to

I
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know, if he be not even a less learned theologian than who is to be patiently sought out and set right. Now ,

Dr. Parker admits him to be, that fundamentally man is imperfect , and he also suffers and wanders,

there are only two theories of the Atonement. There but above all and before all he is & SINNER. He is

are some who, like himself, limit it to love ; justice under wrath , and deserves all that has come upon

having no place in it . It is the love of the mother
him. His case cannot even be considered, unhappy

suffering for her boy's sing . There is no penal element though it be , until his ill-desert be arraigned and

of any kind present. It is affection , wounded, bleed. adequately punished. This is the one primal truth

ing, dying, to express itself fully, and also, if possible, which allwho deny a real atonement fail to see, and

to reach the heart, and win the love of the wanderer. until they consent to give attention to it argument is

Perhaps it is fairer to give this theory in the words of hopeless.

one who evidently holds it. The following extract The concluding paragraph of the letter leaves us

from a letter, which appeared in the Christian World in no doubt, signed as it is by “ An old reader of the

on the 30th September, may be taken as a fair Christian World ," as to the baneful result of the

explanation . It begins : teaching which this ably -conducted journal has been

Dr. Baillie's way of putting the doctrine is very beautiful. furnishing to thousands of readers week by week, for

Like a heroic and self-sacrificing mother, Christ bears in His

own bosom the iniquity of us all. Whɔ can object to this ? But
many years. The writer says :

what relation does this bear to the orthodox ” doctrine of As regards the relation of the transaction to God the Fatber,

propitiation ? The illustration of the mother in respect to her it was a propitiation, not as being the offer of so much suffering

erring son , and all similar illustrations fail as examples of pro to a certain demand of justice, buta noble self-sacrifice on the

pitiation in the accepted sense, The mother's sufferings do not part of the Head of ourrace on behalf of His brethren. This

satisfy justice,
devoting of Himself for thegood of others, pleased, or in other

Then follows a discussion of certain speculations
words, propitiated the God whose nature is infinite and dis

interested love. It was but thecomplement to the act so ftip

concerning the nature of the Atonement, which have described in your article on “ Vicarious Sacrifice " as " spiritual

no interest for us, as we are concerned only and alto
surrender to the Divine will. " To attempt to improve thismost

beautiful expression islike trying to" paint the lily ." Yet the

gether with the statements of Scripture, after which thought it embodies has another side -- which I may call the

the writer enunciates his own opinion with sufficient
outside ofthe lily, what the calyx is tothe corolla : Imean the

relation of the Lord's act to man, which I have endeavoured to
clearness': set forth . Our Lord surrendered Himself to the will of God,

Icannot help feeling that the whole question would assume
and for the good ofman . Obeying the Divine will, and bearing

& different aspect if we boldly admitted that our Lord's death the will of Ato enemies, Her offered Himself without spot to

was not a satisfaction to justice, but & voluntary acceptance by
God. "

Him (and by God in Him )of the grossest injustice. He bore not Surely if the writer had remembered the whole

any punishment of our sins, but our sins themselves — the stabs

of malice, the shafts of calumny , and the envenomed arrows
verse with part of which he concludes he would not

of envy , spite, and scorn. Reviled and persecuted by the very havo ventured to quote it so irrelevantly. For the

men He sought to save from themselves and to bring to righ

teousness and God , He bore in His own bosom all that their
apostle is comparing the blood of Christ with the

ungrateful and rebellious hearts could devise : enduring thus, blood of ancient sacrifices, and he argues, How much

notthe wrath of God but the wrath of man. His blood did not

quench any Divine wrath, but extinguished human enmity. Else more will His blood, “who through the eternal Spirit

what mean such words as “ They shall look on Me whom they offered Himself without spot to God, purge your con:

have pierced, and shall mourn for Him as one mourneth for

his only son " ( Zech. xii . 10) , &c .; and “ Now when they heard sciences from dead works to serve the living God ? "

this they wore pricked in their hearts ” ? (Acts ii . 37) . How the blood of an innocent man, who neither for

This is clear enough ; whether it is satisfactory or Himself nor for others appeared as the bearer of

Scriptural is another question . To speak of such wrath , can purge the conscience is a puzzle we decline

sufferings as vicarious is surely to pervert the mean to solve . But how the blood of One who consents to

ing of the word. Yet writers of this class, who are bear the sin of others and endures the full penalty due

anxious to retain familiar phraseology, continue to to their transgressions, makes the conscience of

use orthodox language for the concealment of the the believer clear and calm, is a problem as easy to

most heterodox thought. It will be obvious to the solve as it is to state.

most simple -minded that this doctrine of the Atone

ment omits atonement altogether. It reduces the ATONEMENT GODWARD.

awful significance of Calvary to a thrilling tragedy

designed
tomelthard hearts, but without

any relation THE alternativetheoryof Atonementdoes not deny

or degrade its moral influence on the sinner

to the justice or righteousness of God.

when it is enforced by the Holy Ghost. Nay, rather,

it affirms it with greater emphasis, and exalts it to

A PROMISING PUPIL. a position of more regal authority. Nevertheless, fol

lowing Scripture, it acknowledges its Godward aspect

THIS
THIS letter may help us also to understand how, in both as primary and essential. For there is a God

connection with the death of Christ, the Divine ward aspect of the sacrifice of Christ revealed to as

love comes always to the front , and hides altogether in the Word, which only ' prejudice or partial study

the Divine righteousness. Indeed, human guilt dis can overlook. The Divine Spirit who presents to us

appears also. The sinner is simply an imperfect the Victim on Calvary, and attracts us by His won

being who is to be educated, or a sufferer who is to drous love, does not forget to tell us that “ Christ

be compassionately healed, or a poor wandering one also hath given Himself for an offering and a sacrifice
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WTUDEN

sermops.

to God for a sweet-smelling savour." This sacrifice Freedom from sin is thus made to turn on the

is the fulfilment of the promises and prophecies of all resurrection of our Lord. He died FOR OUR SINS , and ,

the sacrifices which the Old Testament records. These unless they have been really and fully borne away,

were shadows, this is substance. These sacrifices can death holds Him still a prisoner. If we deny His

never take away sin . This one offering hath per- resurrection; our guilt remains. This is the conse

fected for ever them that are sanctified .
quence the Church at Corinth is compelled to face,

and all its force lies in the connection the apostle

" ACCORDING TO THE SCRIPTURES."
traces between the death of Christ FOR OUR SINS and

His resurrection, as she evidence of a clear and

TITHIN our present limits we are unable to enter complete expiation. He died bearing our sins : He

upon a full discussion of this vital doctrine. rose again having put them for ever away . If His

de Suffice it to say a fair induction of Scriptural statements
resurrection be denied , our surety has not been

is compels us to recognise the Atonement as vicarious, discharged, and our exposure to wrath because of

i penal, propitiatory on the one side , while on the other, offences is as imminent and real as before.

like the burnt -offering, it is wholly acceptablo and They who deny Substitution, and an actual sin

pleasing to God. Strictly speaking, this ought not to bearing by the Saviour, have no Gospel to preach, and

be termed a theory of the Atonement, for it is only the
the power of God is not likely to be present in their

account of it which the Scriptures themselves give .
Salvation is either by the cross of Christ

It is a common device with the rejectors of the truth
or it is gained by the repentance and reformation of

to talk with winning simplicity and candour,of belief in
man. Or, to put it in the familiar Scriptural form ,

the facts and total indifference to any explanation it is either of grace or works. The new theologians

which may be offered of them. But what are the
of the nineteenth century are only the old Socinians

facts ? Not simply that Jesus died, was buried , and
risen from the dead . Beneath the new dress the old

rose again, important though these be . Let us take the
features can easily be traced . They are, in no doubt.

whole account as it stands in the Word . The apostle

ful language, telling man to save himself by sorrow

says Christ died FOR OUR SINS according to the Scrip for the past, and strivings in the future. The whole

tures ; He was buried , and rose again the third day,
work of Christ is only designed , according to their

according to the Scriptures. Mark the words we have reading, to give assurance of future success and assur

placed in italics. The Old Testament, to which Paul
ance of present sympathy.

appeals, is here his authority for saying Christ died
Where this will end it requires no prophet to

FOR OUR SINS, was buried, and rose again . Therefore predict. Instead of offering an opinion, we allow one

its testimony is valid as to expiation no less than
to speak to whom Congregationalists at least ought

resurrection, and no one with the Epistle to the
to lend a ready ear. The Rev. R. W. Dale, of

Hebrews in his hands ought to have any doubt as to Birmingham , has said in language at once clear and

what expiation means. Weigh the significance of
concise :

this one statement, “ Without shedding of blood there

" For a time , those who refuse to acknowledge that

is no remission.” Whatever there may be , without

“ Christ has redeemed us with ' His precious blood ,
the shedding of blood guilt is ineffaceable.

“ may still confess that He is the King of Glory , '

" and the Everlasting Son of the Father, ' may cling

" FOR OUR SINS."
“ to Him with enthusiastic love , may adore His

UT we prefer at present, for brevity's sake, to rest • bright perfections, and , from the depths of their

the case on the emphatic wordsFOR OUR SINS . It
" spiritual nature, may confess that in Christ are

treasured

may be argued, indeed it has been argued, that this is an
up the immortal hopes of our race.

indefinite expression , and need not of necessity mean

“While their faith lasts, their hearts will turn to Him ,

that our sins actually had a causal relation to His

“ and in Him they will find eternal life .' But with

death, but may refer only to a general connec
“ the new generation , this theology must either return

tion of some kind between them . But the context
" to the ancient creed of the Church, or drift away

enables us to fix very definitely the apostle's mean
“into mortal heresy. For eighteen hundred years

ing. He is correcting a current error concerning the
“ the Divinity of our Lord's person and the Expiation

resurrection , and in evidence of the nature of the " effected by His death for human sin have stood

future awakening of the dead he appeals to the
" and fallen together ; the rejection of either has been

resurrection of Christ. If resurrection , he says, be
" always followed by the rejection of both."

denied, then also must the Lord's resurrection be

denied . And among the dreadful consequences of

such a continuance of Christ in the grave, he adduces
THE ATONING BLOODis thecentral fact in the Gospelsystem .

If we are justified, it is by faith in Jesus's blood ; if we are

the continuance of guilt. “ If Christ be not raised ," purified it is because that blood cleanseth from sin ; if weover

he says, “ your faith is vain, ye are yet in your
gain admissionto the shining ranksof Paradise, it is because

we have washed our robes and made them white in the blood

sins."
of the Lamb. - Cuylor.

B
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Secret of a Powerful Ministry.

il a

ever .

there are certain texts of Scripture which leave us

plenty of room for fancy - for showing our genius.

BY MR. C. H. SPURGEON.*
We are very pleased with such texts, children that we

are , but there are certain texts in the Bible that are

T seems to me we might profitably spend the dreadfully commonplace and hackneyed . These are

shall do almost impromptu -- viz ., say a little by way

the texts that win souls and bring men to the Crose.

Now , looking through the long ministry in which I

of retrospect and a little by way of resolve. My
have had many converts, I find more converts trace.

retrospect, such as it is, I give you, not in any other
able to “ This is a faithful saying , and worthy of all

spirit but that in which it often comes to me that

is to say as it is taken from the sick -room and from

acceptation , that Christ Jesus came into the world to

the borders of the grave. When one is depressed in

save sivners,” and “ God so loved the world, that He

spirit one is apt to go and sit at the grave's mouth ,

gave His only begotten Son , that whosoever believeth

and then to look back. Perhaps that is as good a

in Him shall not perish, but have everlasting life . " If

place for retrospect as one could well select if one

you will read biographies, you will find that class

wished todamp all sorts of glorying or boasting. I

of Sunday school tests mentioned as the means of

opening the gates of beaven to men more than pro
suppose the light of judgment will be the clearest

founder and elaborate ones . Then I desire to say to

light of all , but the light of nearness to judgment
myself, “ Come, thou must school thyself to preach

may be the next best in which to look back. In

looking back upon your life, which feeling predomi

on these things very often , and keep to these things

The truth , the master -truth , the master-key that

nates-that of gratitude to God that it has been as

good as it is, or of shame that it has been as faulty

seems to open up all bearts, is to be found in a len

truths which lieclose around the person of Christ, as

as it is ? Out of it there comes a sigh , Oh ! wretched

man that I am ; but out of it there also comes a song,

the death upon the cross and the work of the Holy

" Thanks be upto God , that giveth us the victory."
Ghost. It is a great mistake to suppose that men

It is much better to have lived than not to have lived .
who keep to such themes find it easy work . Real

It is an infinitely better thing to have lived with all

genius, it appears to me, lies in making these few

the sinning and all the missing of aims and all the

tbings as they are in pumber infinite in their variety.

fallacies, so as to come into contact with the living

have heard some men pray before a sermon that

Christ - to bave so lived as to have learned to live for

God might bless it to the conversion of souls. I do not

hesitate to say,God being present, that He could not

have done anything of the kind. There was nothing
According to thy Faith.

in the sermon that could be blessed to any one,

One point in the retrospect is the realpower of faith because certain statements do not go contrary to their

in one's life. My most solemnconviction is that my natural effect. God uses truth to certain results, and

strength for service has always been in proportion to if there was no relation between the teaching and the

my faith in God ; that it is a gauge that has never result for conversion, there was no likelihood that

failed me at all. " According to thy faith, so be it there would be any conversion. God does not use

unto thee,” is a rule as certain as the law of gravita- powder-puffs to kill Goliaths with . There must be

tion , at least, to myself, so I have found it. God has stones. So there must be something solid about the

never drawn back when I have leaned heavily on teaching to go into the giant's brain. The most

Him. He has seemed to lift Himself up at the time intelligent persons in our congregations love the

of my pressing down , as though He rejoiced to find a simplicities of the Gospel. That wbich is calculated

heart that would trust Him, “ But when the Son of to save a child is calculated to save & map .

Man cometh , shall He find faith on the earth ? " Shall
The Power of the Holy Spirit.

He find enough faith even in us who have faith ? for
Anotherthing I am quite sure of is the necessity of

we have much less faith than we fancy we have. We

thought ourselves rich and increased in goods, but our

the Holy Ghost. Here I want to say what I mean by

gold turns to brass in the presence of difficulty. Look ,

the Holy Spirit. It has been taught by some that it

brothers, I have found this , that if I have preached truth . Itiscertain that truth has a tendency to pro

means the influence which is naturally found in

believingly God has set His seal upon it. If I have
duce certain emotions and modes of action , so wecall

acted believingly, I have acted strongly ; and if I the natural influence of the Word of God the Holy

have prayed believingly, I have opened the closed

hand of God. The stone at the door of the sepulchre gate it. I donot believe it.I believe in allthe influence

Spirit . That is a heresy, which has a sect to propa

was rolled away when they came to it. So there are of truth and in the influence of the Word of God

many things in the worldtowhich we ought to look
towards that which is right and true.

But there is

for help. God is good , and He has diverse ways of
more than that wanted. For instance , I preach to a

manifesting Himself ; but when He does manifest

Himself, rest your souls on it,and you cannot possibly good health and invigorousmind, but I speak very

congregation, having prepared my discourse. I am in

be disappointed. He will keep to His word , and
would rather go beyond it than fallshort of it.' IfI dully. The wheels ofthechariot seem to be taken

off. There is no power, I am disgusted with myself,

were about to close my eyes in death I should like to conscious there

leave that as a solemntestimony of my life's ministry
was no power in my

for God.

sermon , yet I cannot see anything wherein I lacked.

Nothing cameof theeffort. But I cometo a congrega

The Mighty Theme. tion another time . I feel I have waited uponGod,

The next thing I would say as a retrospect is that and, somehow or other, at the first word I speak there

I can bear witness to the potency of the Gospel themes . is an electricity in the congregation , and everybody

I think it is a temptation to all orators to select grand seems affected and stirred . Yes, it is the atmosphere

themes on which to expatiate. There are some of the Spirit, the Holy Ghost is in the midst of the

sublime themes on which very little is to be said , and assembly at work among the people. There is a

• Dollporod last wook at the meeting of the London Baptist Association . Divine agent which is something vastly more than a

and am
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Re-opening the Old Wells.

*

influence. Brethren must know this, I am sure it is thing about a Welshman that marks him , the highest

so. I believe we might close our work if there were style of man. They have got fire, that is why I

not a Holy Ghost . There is one point to be peculiarly envy them. I am quite sure there is such a thing as

noted, our God is a jealous God, and will not be force about the utterance of the truth - I do not mean

trffled with, but especially is this the mark of the howling - but that real energy, demonstration, and

Holy Spirit ; for while sin and blasphemy shall be passion. I believe that London shall know the power

forgiven unto men , there is a blasphemy of the Holy of the Divine energy, which is a fire in the midst of

Ghost which shall not be forgiven unto men .
As if the sons of men .

It is a consuming fire, and it will

there waswas a danger signal put up, tread very consume you, that God may be all in all for evermore .

softly there, the place whereon thou standest is in

the very highest sense holy ground . I think brethren

here will bear witness as tothe necessity of the Holy

Spirit.

Ready for the Master's Use. BY THEODORE L. CUYLER, D.D.

As another retrospectIwouldemphasize the need THERE are some very important lessons suggested by

of our personal fitness for the work . We are not mere

machines or implements into which the Holy Spirit Genesis. Thepatriarch Isaac, who wasthe pastoral " sheik ”

comes and works His will, we are workers together of a nomadic household, pitched his tents on the southern

with God , and God works in us, and all must have

borders of Palestine ; but he found that the Philistines had

noticed that if we get out of order God does not work

filled up the wells digged by his father Abraham. So he

re -opened the old wells and hewed out severalnew ones .

in us . It is very expensive for a Christian minister
Wells occupy an important place in the Bible narratives.

to get out of temper. It takes a lot out of us . Perhaps They are links that bind sacred history, and landmarks that

I must exempt holy indignation , but even that is a determine sacred geography. In that torrid climate they are a

ticklish thing for such unholy creatures as we are, vital necessity ; instead of being scooped out of the soft earth

I find if I have lived near to God that I have lived or sand, they are excavated out of the limestone rock , or else

near to men somehow. I get at them, they look at

walled in with such solid bouldersthat they endure for ages.

The well beside which our Lord held that memorable conversa .
me with awe, and cannot think how I know the

tion with one sinful woman (a most instructive hint as to the

insides of their souls, how Ican cut out their cancers value of individual effort) remains to this day, and so does
with a stern hand that is full of love all the time and

the one at “ Rehoboth ,” which Isaac either constructed or

they know it. At another time I am blundering, and re opened .

the people say our pastor is not whathe was. Of At this season of the year, when our congregations have

course he isn't, and can't be if he don't live near to returned after their summer wanderings to their homes and

God. He can make a great deal of us. There is churches, a few timely hints may be offered in regard to the

almost an infinite capacity about mortal man when

re-opening of certain wells. While whiskies and wines are

human fabrications, pure water is the direct gift of God ; we

God comes into him. We must get that spirit into cannot create it, we can only collect and quaff it. Last

us and must not talk about superior creed ifwecan't Lord's Day, when I opened my pulpit Bible , and gave my

got superior consecration and do superior deeds. first discourse to my reassembled flock, I was simply drawing

Men must be made somewhat worthy, or God will out of God's own well, which " is very deep." The insano

not have them to work with Him. God help us to
attempts which have been made by all manner of Philistines,

get this tbing.
from Porphyry to Ingersoll, to destroy this Divine well-head of

precious truth havebeen as unavailing as an attempt to under.

Future Service.
mine Gibraltar. Every fresh attempt proves former failures.

But now about the resolves. Looking back on
God's Word has been well likened to that rock which a ship -of.

these things, what shall we do in the future ? If we
war fired at all night - mistaking it foran enemy--but could

had to live our lives over again could wedo any
not provoke it to answer, nor succeed in sinking it. To ob

struct free access to this Divine fountain of truth, or to

better ? Brethren , we might do worse. There is adulterate its pure waters with theological errors, are high

that within us that might do worse than it has done crimes against human souls. The most that we ministerscan

as yet. All the mistakes might be grosser. We do, or that Sunday school teachers can do, is simply to lead

cannot go on over again , that is well , but what shall the thirsty to the fountain ; we ministers may run dry, but

we do in the future ? I want to be understood by the Bible never. The chief danger to be apprehended in

more of the people when I preach . I have a great
regard to the Book of Life is from neglect of it. Heaven help

desire to enlarge the number of those people that
usto attract our flocks, our schools, and our households to the

Some of those who do not under
perennial old well !

comprehend me.
Let us emphasize that word household . This is a fountain.

stand me are the children . Those are very great little head of life and hope for both commonwealth and Christian

people to me. I would sooner save them than grown. Church . The future of bothdepends upon the home. Where

up ones , they are more worth saving than the the Philistines of domestic feuds, or of fashionable folly and

old people. God may make something of them , but extravagance, haveeither clogged up or poisoned the well of

de cannot make much of the others. They under
family piety, the life of every child is imperilled . No rose

stand their fathers and mothers, and I musthave got
wood or Wiltons or marbles can atone for the want of a family

altar. No Gospel preaching in the pulpit can counteract

into a jargon if theycannot follow me when I preach. chronic irreligion at the table and the hearthstone. When

Another resolve I intend to make is to advance
re-opening your homes, be sure to re -open the crystal well

myself in any point where I am weakest. Whatever spring of family worship.

direction it may be in , let us labour henceforth to Most vital of all to our spiritual life is that heart -well of

succeed . Let us resolve to watch more for souls ;
which Christ Jesus is the secret and supplying spring. “ The

stand on the watch . Some I could name possess this
water that I give shall be in you , a well of waterspringing up

into everlasting life.” Jesus offers Himself as the wonderful
power, which is a treasure incalculable.

Thirst- Satisfier ; drink Me, take Me into your inmost souls ;

Once again, let us resolve in the future to mortify for there are desires and demands and necessities there that

ourselves, that is to say, hide ourselves more com no uncertain short-lived rivulets can ever satisfy . When He

pletely. In all we do be more intense . I have some opens up the fount-head within me, peace flows like a river ;

times wished I were a Welshman . There is some pure motives well forth, longings after holiness, streams of
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fanorous eharity and love in its abounding fulness. Con

For the Youngi

science also is kept clean and sweet by the continual pre

sence of Christ's Spirit. Telling Jesus.

The real reason for the low state of religion in any church, ELLY, who had lately recovered from a dangerous

or in any indulged Christian, is that such enemies as world

linessor individual personal sin, or the devil or unbelief, gettingnear home, the mother noticed the child had been

have filled up the secret well-head with obstructions. Back unusually silent for a time, and all at once she stood still, and
aliding brother, nothing short of thorough repentance can

as if with a determined effort spoke thus :

clear you out ! Another cause for the feeble flow of graces “ Mamma " then a pause— " I prayed last night,

from some hearte is that a greedy underdrain is drawing off mamma."

the current of thoughts, purposes, and affections from Jesus
“ Did you,dear ? Don't you always pray ?”

Christ. That sagacious Christian teacher, Miss Smiley,

showed me, beside her Saratoga cottage, a sparkling spring.

“ Oh, yes ; but I prayed a real prayer last night. I don't

think I ever prayed a real prayer before.”
She told me that when she first came there,and found that

Then the mother gradually drew from her the following:

the soil was moist, she directed her gardener to excavate a
“ I was lying awake last night such a long time, and was

certainspace, in hopes that a full supply of water could be
thinkinghow sinful I was. I thought of what a naughty gir.

got. But all the digging failed. At length the workman I had been so often. I tried to reckon up all the bad things
exclaimed : “ Ah ! I've got it now . " He had discovered an

I had done, and they seemed such a lot, that I tried to

old underdrain of a dead tree, with its brush and branches,
remember all I had done inone week, and there seemed suchalong which all the water trickled away . As soon as the

tree wasremoved , the sweet water concentrated in the bright

a heap piled up, and then I was sure I had not remembered

them all. This made me so miserable, and I thought what if
little unfailing spring. Even so is it with the hearts of God's

Jesus had com, for me when I was so íll ? I was sure I could

people. There can be no spiritual joy, or peace, or power, or

overflowing fulness until the greedy outlets of selfishness or

not have gone to heaven. Then I thought about Jesus

worldliness arestopped off and Christ becomes the perpetual, forgive them; so I got out of bed and knelt down and tried

coming to die for bad people, and that Hehad promised to

all-abiding and all-abounding well-spring in the soul. To to tell Jesus how bad I was, and that I could not remember

feed a single ravenous sin costs more than to keep alive
all the sins of even one week ; so I just asked Him to think

many graces.

One of the wells which Isaac dug out bore a very sugges
of all of them for me, every one, and then I waited to give

Him time to think, and when I thought Hehad remembered
tive name. He called it " Rehoboth ," which signifies roomi them all I asked Him to forgive them , and I am sure He

dess, or enlargement. The tendency of true Christliness is to

break forth and to overflow . You can no more imprison the

did, mamma, because He said He would , and I felt so happy:

Then I got into bed, and did not feel a bit afraid of God

religion of some Christians than you could imprison sweet any more. "

song in a canary -bird or fragrance in a tube-rose. When

That this true incident may encourage other little ones to

Jesus was in the borders of Sidon, “ He could not be hid ; "
take their burdenof sin to Jesus, as Nelly did, is the

neither can the temper and spirit and likeness of Jesus,which
earnest prayer of

dwell in a sunny -souled believer . The man who keeps his NELLY'S FRIEND.

religion to himself has very little religion to keep . Let

“ Rehoboth ” be the motto in all our churches during this work

ing year ; let us enlarge our prayers from the narrow routine,
Work in Brittany.

into great, wide, ali-embracing requests with large expecta

tionsof blessings ; let us broaden out oursympathies and I

double all our contributions of money and of personal labour.

Brittany. There are about four and a half millions of people

in this part of France whodo not speak anything but Breton,

The new “ Hawthorn Spring" at Saratoga burst forth when the Thank God for raisingupone faithful witness in the person of

diamond - drill pierced the rock which contained it. God has Pastor Lecoatof Trémel, in the department of les Côtes du Nord.

driven the diamond -drill of His sbarp discipline into some They are the same people in raceand language as the Welek,

hearts lately ; may they gush forth in new streams of faith andthereisnoreason that the Gospel may notbeas eagerlo

and love and active benevolence. accepted by this interesting people as by them . Pastor Lecoat

The last idea we gather up from that encampment at Gerar is a convertedRoman Catholic born of poor parents, but now &

is that the patriarch did not construct an artificial pump, but
true child of God and one of the most active and earnest

re-opened the everlasting, overflowing wells.
labourers in the Lord's work that I have met with of

late .
A pump is a useful article when well worked ; but as soon

He has already translated the New Testament

as our hands let go of the lever the stream stops. There is
into the Bréton tongue, also the Pilgrim's Progress, and has

an excellent Bible carriage, from which he preaches. He

quite too much pump-piety in our churches. It depends on

the 'pastor's pull upon the handles, or upon some special

tells the people, without mincing the matter, that they

must be born again . Recently he has finished the

external effort, and it only runs periodically. An eloquent translation ofthe old Testamentin Bréton , and it is being

pulpit appeal brings a stream ; sometimes only a dribble of carried through the press in London by the Trinitarian Bible

water. When some evangelist comes, or the " week of Society.Therearetwogoodschools underhischarge, in both

prayer " is reached,the pump is set in motion ,with a flow of which hepreaches , asalso at the large town of Brest of one

that too often proves intermittent and brief. Rather than hundred andtwenty thousand inhabitants, Trémel being about

dry up entirely, let us have pumps ; but oh ! how infinitely
fifty milesto the east of Brest ; he has several other preaching

better is the deep, pure, perennial well-spring, fed by inward
stations. Heismuch lovedand respectedby high and low,

communion with the living Jesus! Dear fellow -Christian,
but has great enemiesinthe superstitious priests,who tell

instead of mending pumps, let us dig again, and clear of all
their deluded followers that he ought to be put out of the way

obstructions ' the everlasting wells. Then, with enlarged
summarily ; but the dear faithful witness goes forward in spite

hearts and heaven -sent aspiration , we
of all opposition. Iwent with him to most of his meetings, once

can beseech our
in a pour of rain, a drive of seventeen miles, and the same back,

Almighty Saviour to fill us unto all the fulness of God . after twelve o'clock at noon . We were repaid by finding the

kitchen of a poor man's house well filled with from sixty to

seventy eagerlisteners. Tearswereinmanyeyesduring Pastor

Lecoat's deeply loving andspiritualwords. I baptized eleren

Notes for Bible Reading.

at Trémel during my stay . * Friends who read this will help

greatly by fervent prayer for this goodman and hiswork.

How we are to serve God . Funds are also greatly needed, and can be sentto Editor of

NERVE the Lord with all thine heart " Deut. 1. 12.
Word and Work .

W. GREENE.
2. “Serve Him without fear ” Luke i. 74.

Oriolet, Loughton , Essex .

3. "Serve the Lord with gladness”
Ps . c. 2.

4. “Serve with a willing mind ” 1 Chron . xxviii. 9.
OVER -CAUTIOUS.--- Astheywho for evory slight infirmity tako

5. “ Serve with a pure conscience ”
ii . Tim . i . 3.

6. “Serve God acceptably with reverence" · Heb.xii.28.

physicto repair their health do rather impair it, so theywho

forevery trifle are eager to vindicate their character dorather

7. “Serving the Lord with all humility " Acts xxl . weaken it.

.

SI .

. .
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Jesus and the Children .

TROM

Children's Day," we take the following characteristic ex

tracts . His text was, Mark x . 13-16 . By reading the passage

our friends will put themselves in a position to enjoy fully these

gleanings.

IT must be a verygreat sin indeed to hinder anybody from
coming to Christ. He is the only way of salvation from the

wrath of God, salvation from the terrible judymentthat is due

to sin—who would dare to keep the perishing from that way ?

To alter the sign-posts on the way to the city of refuge , or to dig

a trench across the road , would have been an inhuman act,

dugerving the sternest condemnation . He who holds back a

sul from Jesus is the servant of Satan, and is doing the most

diabolical of all the devil's work . We are al agreed about this.

I wonder whether any of us are quite innocent in this respect.

May we not have hindered others from reperitance and faith ?

I. is a sad suspicion ; but I am afraid that many of us have

Certainly you who have never believed in Jesus your

silves have done sadly much to prevent others believing. The

force of example, whether for good or bad , is very powerful, and

especially is it so with parents upon their children, superiors

upon their underlings, and teachers upon thuir pupils.

again . The first birth brings you nothing but an inheritance

with the first Adam ; you must be born again to come under

the headship of the second Adam .

But it is written, saith one, " that the promise is unto you ,

and to your children ." Dear friends, there never was a grosser

piece of knavery committed under heaven than the quotation

of that text as it is usually quoted . I have heard it quoted

many times to prove a doctrine which is very far removed from

that which it clearly teaches. If you take one half of any

sentence which a man utters, and leave out the rest , you may

make him say the opposite of what he means. What do you think

that text really is ? See Acts ii . 39 : “ The promise is unto

you , and to your children , and to all that are afar off, even as

many as the Lord our God shallcall.” This grandly wide state .

ment is the argument on which is founded the exhortation ,

“ Repent, and be baptized every one of you.” It is not a de

claration of privilege special to any one, but a presentation of

grace as much to all that are afar off as to them and to their

children . There is not a word in the New Testament to show

that the benefits of Divine grace are in any degree transmitted

by natural descent ; they come “ to as many as the Lord our

God shall call, ” whether their parents are saints or sinners .

How can people havethe impudenceto tear off half a text to

make it teach what is not true ? No , brethren ; you must

sorrowfully look upon your children as born in sin, and shapen

in iniquitý, " heirs of wrath, even as others ; " and though you

may yourself belong to a line of saints , and trace your pedigree

from minister to minister , all eminent in the Church of God ,

yet your children occupy precisely the same position by their

birth as other people's children do; so that they must be re

deemed from under the curse of the law by theprecious blood

of Jesus, and they must receive a new nature by the work of

the Holy Ghost. They are favoured by being placed under godly

training, and under the hearing of the Gospel ; but theirneed

and their sinfulness are the same as in the rest of the race. lf

you think of this, you will see the reason why they should be

brought to Jesus Christ- & reason why they should be brought

as speedily as possible in the arms of your prayer and faith to

Him who is able to renew them.

done so .

THE sin of hindering young children from coming to Christ

have been found among the twelve apostles. The immediate

disciples of our Lord were a highly honourable band of men

despite their mistakes and shortcomings, they must have been

greatly sweetened by living near to One so perfect and so full of
love .

A

I

BELIEVE, however, that this feeling, in the case of the

apostles, was caused by zeal for Jesus. These good men

thought that the bringing of children to the Saviour would cause

an interruption : He was engaged in much better work : He had

been confounding thePharisees, instructing the masses, and

healing the sick. Could it be right to pester Him with children ?

The little ones would not understand His teaching, and they

did not need His miracles : why should they be brought in to

disturb His great doings ? Therefore the disciples as good as

said, “ Take your children back, good women . Teach them

the law yourselves, and instruct them in the Psalms and the

Prophets, and pray with them . Every child cannot have

Christ's hands laid on it . If we suffer one set of children to

come, we shall have all the neighbourhood swarming about us ,

and the Saviour's work will be grievously interrupted. Do you

not see this ? Why do you act so thoughtlessly ? ”

Christ may be derived from a doubt about their capacity to

receive the blessing which Jesus is able to give . Upon this subject, if

I were at this moment to deal with facts alone, and not with

mere opinion , I could spend the whole morning in giving details

of young children whom I have personally conversed with ,

some of them very young children indeed. I will say broadly

that I have more confidence in the spiritual life of the children

that I have received into this church than I have in the

spiritual condition of the adults thus received . I will even go

further than that , and say that I have usually found a clearer

knowledge of the Gospel and a warmer love to Christ in the

child- converts than in the man-converts .

HE apostles' rebuke of the children arose in a measure from

throng had said , " I must bring my child to the Master, for he is

sore afflicted with a devil , ” ' neither Peter, nor James, nor John

would have demurred for a moment, but would have assisted in

bringing the possessed child to the Saviour. Or suppose another

mother had said, " My child has a pining sickness upon it , it is

wasted to skin and bone ; permit me to bring my darling, that

Jesus may lay His hands upon her, " the disciples would all

have said, " Make way for this woman ard her sorrowful

burden . " But these little ones with bright eyes, and prattling

tongues, and leaping limbs, why should they come to Jesus ?

Ah, friends ! they forgot that in those children , with all their

joy, their health, and their apparent innocence, there was a

great and grievous need for the blessing of a Saviour's grace.

CONGEN

YONCERNING this hindering of children, LET US WATCH

ITS ACTION. I think the results of this sad feeling about

children comingto the Saviour is to be seen , first, in the fact that

often there is nothing in the service for the children . The sermon

is over their heads, and the preacher does not think that this is

any fault ; in fact, he rather rejoices that it is so .

Parents sin in the same way when they omit religion from the

education of their children . Perhaps the thought is that their

children cannot be converted while they are children , and so

they think it of small consequence where they go to school in

their tender years. But it is not so . Many parents forget

forget this when their girls and boys are closing their school.

days,

Anotherresult is that the conversion of children is notexpected

in many of our churches and congregations. I mean, that they

do not expect the children to be converted as children . The

theory is , that if we can impress youthful minds with principles

which may in after years prove useful to them , we have done a

great deal; but to convert children as children, and to regard

them as being as much believers as their seniors, is regarded as

absurd . To this supposed absurdity I cling with all my heart.

I believe that of children is the kingdom of God , both on earth

and in heaven . It is a sacred joy to me on Thursday night to

notice certain boys and girls who have , for a long time , attended

the pastor's prayer-meeting with great regularity. Some of

you old folks do not come and prayfor your pastor ; but these

children do, for they love their pastor, and he, on his part,

highly values their prayers. Happy church which is adorned

and blessed by prayers of dear childrenwho early learn to cry to

the great Father for the hallowing of His nameand the coming

of His kingdom ! We expect to see children converted, and we

do seo it .

OF

H that the Church of God would cast off the old Jewish idea,

which still has such force around us, namely, that natural

birth brings with it covenant privileges ! Now, even under the old

dispensation, there were hints that the true seed was not born

after the flesh, but after the spirit, as in the case ofIshmael

and Isaac, and Esau and Jacob. Will not even the Church of

God know that “ that which is born of the flesh is flesh ; and

that which is born of the Spirit is spirit ? " - Who can bring

a clean thing out of an unclean ? " The natural birth com.

municates nature's filthiness, but it cannot convey grace .

Under the new covenant we are expressly told that the sons of

God are " born, not of blood , nor of the will of the flesh , nor of

the will of man, but of God." Under the old covenant, which

was typical, the birth according to the flesh yielded privilege ;

but to come at all under the covenant of grece ye must be born
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Only a Word.

ONLY

1

1

Mr. Varley at the Cape.

Protestant Church in Hungary.

he

to Miss Wishart, who gave ten shillings, and helped me in my

good work .

NLY a word, do you tell me ? Yes ;

I am working for the conversion of souls, not only by preach.

And it matters so little, as you believe.

ing,but also throughthe press.And God has blessed verymuchmy

little books andwritings, and the newspaper which I edited

Only a word ! Yet you cannot guess this year, to the spiritual good of many. Even Baptists and

The mark on a life a word may leave ! Nazarinæ , whom I love also, read those, as they say , with great

benefit.

Only a word ! Oh , I know it well The Way of Light, which I translated into Hungarian, is also a

That glib excuse for a thoughtless speech ! very useful little book, and many children read it.

And yet, remember, you cannot tell Thanks be unto God there will be more evangelical minis

How far or how deep a word may reach. ters in Hungary, and so I hope that very soon a great revival

will be here . Pray for this, for me, and for myscattered people,

Only a word ! But a word may harm, who are hungering and thirsting for the truth, and pray that

And open a wound with its ceaseless smart. my work maybe pleasing to Godand useful to many souls, and

And a word may heal like a magic charm ,
that I may be worthy ofthe love of those dear Christians who

If it come direct from a loving heart.
were very kind to me during my stay in Edinburgh and London.

JOSEPH SZALAY.

And only a word , for all we know,
Subscriptionsmaybe forwarded to Rev. Dr. Sinclair Paterson,

May hinder a sin, or may save a soul ;
20, Bassett Road, W.; or Rev. W. Wingate, 100 , Talbot Road,

For the words we utter - they live and grow, Westbourne Park, W.

Though they pass in a breath beyond control.

' Tis nothing but tiny drops that fill

Yon river that rolls so strong and deep,

And a life's whole teaching, for good or for ill , THE following , extracted from a private letter fromNr.

Is made of the words we hold so cheap !
THEVarley, has just been sent us :-We are now in the thick

HARRIET L. PEMBERTON. of a blessed season of work, preaching, teaching, and living

Christ. The whole city is stirred with interest, and many are

rejoicing in the Lord. His salvation is going forth as a lamp

that burneth . Multitudes cometo the meetings, and the great

Dutch Church is crowded out night after night. I amnot in the

TIR,—I write from a far country , even the south part of least anxious to affirm how many have confessed their trust in

our blessed Lord, but I should say more than five hundred have

Maros andDanube. by their own testimony received the Word, and are now rejoicing

Looking back on my life, I can say with joyfal heart, in Christ Jesus their Lord.

“ Hitherto bath the Lord helped me.' Having finished my The work is extending in every direction, and we are all saying

theological course in Buda Pesth ,and having afterwards spent withthankful joy, it is the Lord , He is doing ( great things,

two years in the college of the Free Church of Scotland, at whereof we are glad. The Bible readings deepen in interest

Edinburgh, where God was very merciful towards me, bringing daily, and hundreds crowd theMetropolitan Church (Methodists)

me , through the instrumentality of some godly Christians, to Mr. Thompson , the pastor, is full of affectionate interest in the

the knowledge of the truth , and to the love of our dear work, and allthebrethrenround about are expressing the great

Redeemer; I asked God that He would give me aplace where blessing our Lord is giving alike to themselves, their families,
I could do something towards spreading the Gospel truth, and friends,

and He heard me, and sent me here , where a great door and Invitations to other places pour in upon me . There is a press
effectual is opened unto me , and there are many adversaries, ing invitation to go to Natal, Port Elizabeth, Grahamstown,

The door is indeed great, 1,500 souls of the Reformed Protestant Kimberley, and many other places. I desire to get away from
Hungarian Church entrusted to my care, scattered this city in about tendays, but the work increases so that I am
over 6,280 square miles, in 171 towns and villages, amongst at a loss to know how to leave.

168,000 Oriental Greek Church , 167,000 Roman Catholics, The newspapers , which are in the hands either of Jews,

12,000 Lutherans, and 6,000 Jews. The Reformed are the most Infidels, or High Church, are just savage. The fact is, when

numerous (300 ) in N. Becskerek, where I am settled. they heard about this special work, theyset their heads together

My aim was to preach the truths of the Bible here , and the to make light of it , and, if necessary, oppose it. My testimony

experiences of mysoul, and God has helped me very much. In against sinand the effects of the work in diminishing the theatre
many places the good seed has been sown, there are really audiences and drinking saloons , &c . , has roused tremendous

believing Christians, several converted Roman Catholics, one opposition , and they know not what to do. The character of the

from the Greek Church, and one Jew. work can no longer be ignored , and I am described as possessed

But, if I could work as a minister ought , I hope this number ofa demon ,an ignoble fanatic, and I don't know what besides.

would be much greater. Alas ! now I cannot work as I ought The meeting for men on Saturday evening was held in the

to do. I have neither church nor school-house. In Nagy Exhibition building, the largest in the city, and it was crammed

Becskerek we are holding our services in the Lutheran church withaboutthree thousand threehundred men, large numberi

twenty times in a year, and we pay for that sixty florins yearly ; being unable to getin .

in other places weare holding our services in schools. Sunday was simply blessed . In the morning I preached at

Seeing that my work will not prosper without buildings, the Metropolitan Church, which was crowded. In the afternoon

and knowing that mypeople cannot give what we need , I took threethousandfivehundredchildrenfromthe Sunday schools,

up my staff, and went from congregation to congregation with their teachers , came and crowded out the Dutch' Church.

preaching the Gospel truth , and thus collected , in 120 places, Wehad to ask some of the adults to leave the building . Fully

20,000 florins. Everybodysays it is a wonder, and I say, also, two hundred confessed Christ in the after meeting. These came

that it is the wonder of the Lord, who loves those who love into the Council Chamber after the address. I then took train to

Him, and gives blessing to those who ask Him. Wynberg, and preached to an audience which crowded out the

The collecting of these twenty thousand floring is the more Dutch Church there, and thenreturnedtothecity,where the

wondrous, because I never asked from anybody one penny . I only great assembly filled to overflowing the large Dutch Church,

said, “ If you will give I shall be very thankful, and will use it which has beenplaced atmy disposal. Well-nigh ten thousand

to the glory of ourdear Redeemer," and the people brought the persons heard the Word, but it was too heavyaday, and I felt

money to the houses of the ministers, so that the ministers somewhat weary. The average of inquirers has been fully one

marvelled. Coming back with the money, with four thousand hundred each evening, and about fifty have confessed Christ

florins, we have built this year & manse, and in addition to the every night, besides many who have come in the daytime.

sixteen thousand florins we must collect yet nine thousand My friend Mr. Hannington has been , andis daily, at the

florins, because we need twenty -five thousand florins for building Y.M.C.A. dealing with inquirers. They come in a stream.

& neat little church close to the County House, which Surely the Lordisworking mightily in the hearts of the people.

has been built this year at a cost of six hundred thousand Last night and Mondaynight the scene was remarkable.

forins. The King gave us a very good site for building a church Numberswere weeping,and some womenbrokeout inloud eries

and manke . and tears. A numberofsceptics have been saved, and arenow

I am very thankful that God has helped me , and grateful sitting at Jesus' feet. Numbersof colouredpeople are amongst

to my Christian friends, amongst theseespecially Rev. W. the regenerated ones, and even some Malays are interested

Wingate , who sent nineteen pounds , Miss J. D. Buchanan, (Mohammedans), though I havenot yet beard ofany professing

who gave ten pounds, Dr. Smeaton , who sent one pound, and Christ. HANRY VARLEY

are
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Mr. STUART closed with a few simple and affectionate words

The Church on the Sands. to the children, exhorting them to follow the Lord fully :

courageously — anxiously - lovingly - earnestly- and believe

HE friends of the Children's Special Service Mission
ingly.

Eastbourne and Llandudno .

evening of Wednesday last for the purpose of hearing reports of Mr. S. GURNEY SHEPPARD, who presided in the evening,

the summer seaside work and rendering praise to God for His opened with a few hearty words as tothe genuine results hehad

blessing on these efforts. In the afternoon the hall was filled seen of the work at Eastbourne.

in every part . Rev. E. A. Stuart, who presided , called on the Mr. T. B. BISHOP made a statement as to the progress of the

Honorary Secretary . work, and the need for more workers.

Erlended twork . Mr. A. E. BELLINGHAM , B.A , an Australian now studying

Mr. T. B. BISHOP, who stated that during the past summer
at Cambridge, gave an account of the summer's experiencesat

Llandudno, closing with a very practical testimony he had

services have been held , for longer or shorter periods, at sixty

watering -places ; wbile at fifty other places lady friends have
received as to the good effected by these services. The testi

distributed picture leaflets, loving messages , & c. During the
mony was as follows : “ Will you accept the enclosed £5 for the

Children's Special Service Mission as a thankoſiering to God
season about e quarter of a million of such papers have been cir.

for winning my son to Himself ? "
culated, besides large numbers of other tracts and hymn sheets.

Mr. H. M. TRICKETT remarked that in giving details of work
These , it is found, are not only read by the children, but also adults,

it was that God should be glorified, not that man should
while manyof them are carried away and circulated in distant

parts of the land. The only note of discouragementwasin regard
receive praise . He then gave some account of the Lord's doings

at Eastbourne, with several new features . Then
to funds, which this season have been £ 400 less than last year.

Mr. E. ARROWSMITH spoke of the work amongst the boysThe opportunities for work have been largerthan ever, and a class of the public schools. He believed the great secret of it lay in

of people is reached who cannot be reached in any other way. As the following up.

to fruit,many distinct testimonies are forthcoming that God is

greatly blessing the work. It is an encouraging fact that at least
The Kingfisher ."

five young men taking active part in the services this year were Mr. GEORGE BANASTER gave an animated account of his experi

themselves, as boys, converted at these seaside services in past onces, cruising in the Kingfisher visiting Llandudno, Rhyl,
years. Thus workers are being trained for the work. One andother places. He had found many opportunities of blessed
encouraging feature is the help given by the undergraduates of work.

the two universities, Oxford and Cambridge.
Mr. Josiah SPIERS said there might be nothing very new to

tell ; but God had blessed the work very greatly indeed. He

A Small Place.
was very anxious that the little , even the very little children

Mr. E.T. M. DENNES spoke of good work at Saltburn on- Sea, a
should not be overlooked . There were to -day those doing grand

small place, but full of encouragement. Prayer had been a
work for Christ who were won to the Lord Jesus when but five

special feature here, and God has granted many remarkable or six years old .

answers to prayer. Hebelieved very many will have to praise Passing on, he gave some account of the Redcar seaside

God to all ēternity for these beach services. services - crowds of children , but few workers . God seems to

have blessed the work very greatly.

The OWelsh Coast.
PASTOR HUBERT, of Norway, expressed histhankfulness, on

Mr. MARTIN J. HALL, B.A. , said he was one of the five mon. behalf of the children of Norway, to the Children's Special

tioned as having been led to the Lord at Llandudno some years
Service Mission for the picture leaflets, and also for stirring up
efforts for the young.

ago. He then spoke of work at Beaumaris, Penmaenmawr,

and Colwyn Bay, at which places such services were held this Rev. W. S. STANDEN concluded with a few pointed observations

year for the first time . Many cases might be given, as, for on whole -hearted consecration to the work of winning souls to

example, one girl who, having gone back to school, “ is turning
Christ.

themupside down, and is a regular bombshell amongst her
schoolfellows. "

Christian eWorldliness .

Mr. EDWIN ARROWSMITH rejoiced that the work was rousing Mateer and Parker in New Zealand.

sleepy and reproving worldly Christians. He felt very strongly
as to the terrible danger of such worldliness as “ dancing, THESE evangelists arrived at Auckland from San Francisco

" theatre -going," and the like . Surely, surely, no one with the

love of God in their hearts could possibly be found counte

T

that district. Accordingly Rev.Thos. Spurgeon's new taber

nancing such things . nacle, holding one thousand two hundred people , was soon

In view of the approaching Christmas holidays, Mr. Arrow .
filled with hearers and crowded on Sunday evenings. After

smith implored Christian ladies to be specially careful about meetings were held , and a number of inquirers gathered in ;

the amusements of children. Hehad known so many who had
Ponsonby, Mont Éden , and The Thames were also visited .

gone right back through worldly influence and excitement at Large congregations gathered, and many souls were won to

the holiday season . Particulars followed of work at Scarborough ,
Christ. From Auckland they took the steamer for Wellington ,

where God has given much blessing this year, not only among where an eight days' mission was held in the Baptist Church ,

the children butthe adults also . In several instances parents had and , beginning with a small attendance , finished with a crowded

been led to the Saviour through the simple testimony of their church and several converts . From thence the evangelists

children . againtook the steamer Wairarapa, and proceeded to Christ

A Suggestive Parable.
church , where a twelve days mission was held with gratifying

results, there being over one hundred converts whose names were

Rev. E. A. STUART spoke of a small place at which he had given in, and the church , which is seated for nine hundred , had

spent his holiday, where the visitors number perhaps three hun one thousand two hundred packed into it atthe last meeting.

dred and the inhabitants about one hundred. Small as the From Christchurch they went by the New Zealand trunk

placewas, God had given great blessing. The results had been line to the Scotch city of Dunedin ,where a three weeks ' mission

abundantly manifested in real true consecration to God . was conducted ; first in Hanover Street Church , and then in

Mr. Stuart passed on to give a word to workers, basing his the church at South Dunedin . Both these buildings were soon

thoughts on the parable of Mark iv. 26-29. We learn, he said - crowded in spite of the almost continuous downpour of rain ,

1. What wemay do and what we may not do. We can sow and on Sunday,September 5th, the farewell meeting was held

and reap : but we cannot make the seed grow : God giveth in the Garrison Hall, which was filled to the doors half an hour

the increase. before the hour of commencing, there being between two thou

2. What we may know and what we cannot know . We know band and three thousand present. The Christians of Dunedin

the seed will bring forth fruit, for God has promised it ; but we were well occupied with the inquirers, as they could not have

do not know how it grows : it is not heard growing, it isseen, conversed with less than two or three hundred during the

3. What we may expect and may not expect. mission there . On Saturday, September 18th, Messrs. Mateer

expect fruit to be brought forth, but we cannot expect it will be and Parker sail for Sydney, Australia, to commence their

ripe all at once : “ first the blade, then the ear, after that the twelve months' tour in that continent and Tasmania .

full corn in the ear."
It speaks well for the climates of America andNew Zealand,

4. What sleep we may take and what sleep wemay not take . for since they left England, August, 1885, they have travelled

Having done our work, we may rest confidently and quietly, com. twenty -four thousandmiles, and have not missed one meeting

mitting the result to God : but we may not indolently and through ill -health .

idly goto sleep and leave the enemy to mar the whole thing.
E. J.P.

We may
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The Last Link,

yet died in open enmity with God's people, " Let me die the
death of the righteous." If this is to be, we must bare entered

while here below on thelife of the righteous. In other words,

OR,
we must renounce self (Luke ix. 23 ), that is , must submit witte

The Hindrance Revealed. out any reservations to be saved upon God's terms, which are

SOOME time before 1874 I came to know an interestingman , that He, and not we ourselves , shall in the future mould and

of a cla 38 painfully common in our large towns-, drink . regulate the redeemed life . It was a sinner, saved by free

ing tailor . For this man's salvation I became heartily con . grace , not by works, who wrote, of certain of his partners in the

cerned . In the course of 1873 I had learned that it was the common ( Jude 3 ) salvation, “ In whom , though now ye see Hinn

privilege of God's people to abstain , for the sake of others ( Rom . not , yet believing, ye rejoice with joy unspeakable and full of

xiv . 21), from intoxicating drink ; so, in the hope of being thus glory ” ( 1 Pet. i. 8 ).

a help to my friend , I took the pledge with him . The fountain of this joy, the Lord Jesus , remains “ the

I had , of course , warned him thai in the pledge, of itself , same yesterday , to - day, and for ever." Still is it the accantad

there was no marit whatever , and that , as a procuring ground of time, the day of salvation ; still is God , in the Gospel of His

salvation , nothing could avail the sinner save the one meritorions grace, calling sinners to the secret of happiness, the knowledge

obedience (Rom . v . 19) of God's beloved Son. of Himself in Christ. Sinners are thuis bidden to the heavenly

A few weeks passed, and his pledge was broken ; and before feast , not because of any goodness of their own , but on the ground

long, after deceiving me in various ways, he disappeured. For of the “ glory and excellency ” ( 2 Pet. i . 3 , R.V. ) of the

some time I heard nothing of him : when at last Idid the news Lord Jesus Himself , “ Be it known unto you, bre hren,tha:

was that one who might have been earning high wages, as & through this Man is preached unto you forgiveness of sins , asi

first -cla : 3 workmun, was wandering with that which is to so by Him all that believe are justified from all things ” (Acts yü .

many a last refuge from “ the house,” & peddler's license. 38 ) . To such as thus “ believe on the name of the Son of God"

Truly th : “ way of transgressors is hard." ( 1 John v. 13 ) it is written “ Taat ye may know that ye hana

Towar is the end of February, 1834, my friend was once more eternal life .”

announced . The hand which had signed the pledge had What is the other side ? Let the Apostle Paul answer: " B :

become permaneatly, az it seemed, tremulous through drink : ware lest that come upon you which is spoken in the prophets ;

years before middle age had been reached he was a wreck. Behold , ye despisers, and wonder, and perish ." Will any woz

This tim ; his words to me were terribly earnest , “ I know I am are reading this be of those of whom it is said, “ Ye will not

a dying man. After the life I have led, I have no hope of come to Me that ye might have life " ? (John v. 40. )

salvation : but one thing I do want, to receive your forgiveness S. B.

for what I have done to you. " I was not sorry to hear him

speak thus, as I had myself, and that not once only , despaired

of finding mercy. I reminded him of this , and so calmed him.
Barbican Mission to the Jews.

" E Tuant Peace. '

Suddenly he turned to me with the words , “ I want to ask you THE MissionarySuperintendent writes, with regard to the

something. I know there is such a thing as peace with God,

I can see it in some people's faces. I have been praying for it Christ in this needydistrict, withmanyJewish residents. Our

inmy poor way of late , but I havn't got it , and I want you to
aim is to win souls for the Lord Jesus by visitations, holding

tell me how that is." Through the gracious guidance of Him, meetings and classes , and to befriend and temporarily relieve

who was now manifestly drawing this poor prodigal to Himself, distressed Jews who, in many instances, have lost their all

I was enabled to meet the need . I said, "I fully believe that through no other fault than that they have embraced, or are

you have been desiring to become & real Christian. But per. aboutto embrace, " the truth as it isin Jesus.”

haps you have also been desiring something else-to keep on I give one case : A young, educated Jow, of well -to - do

this drink, which has made you the wreck you are, just in a parents, who has savingly become impressed with the truth,

quiet,respectable sort of way.” He answered , "You're right, sir. in seeking shelter beneath our roof, writes : -— " By accepting

I see I've been following after salvation with a divided heart,and the Gospel invitation I have incurred the hatred of a father
,

that from this night I must renounce the drink altogether.” the curses ofa mother, and the scorn of my brothren. But , in

This was on aFriday. On the Monday he was able to tell me taking this step. I put my entire faith in the Christ Eternal,

that God had had mercy on him, and at his own request knelt and in you for Christian sympathy...”

with me in my study to pour out his thanks. I appeal to the Lord's stewards to aid us in our arduous bat

In this story there is a lesson of moment for very many in blessed task of spreading the glad tidings among His " kins,

each of the two classes ( Luke xi. 23 , ) in one or the other of men after the flesh ," tothe glory of God and the salvation of

which all who are in a position to hear God's message of recon. precious souls (Dan . xii. 3 ). Contributions will b : acknor.

ciliation are found. Somewho readthis have through redeeming Tedged by Messrs. J. F. Shaw & Co., 48, PaternosterRow, E.O,
love passed out of the region of spiritual death into that of life by our Treasurer, Edwacd Jarvis, Esq . , The Priory, Kingsland

everlasting. To such, the parting warning of the beloved Green, N., or by

disciple is , “ Dear children, keep yourselves from idols." P. WARSCHAWSKI,

Spiritually, we are idolaters, when, touching some object of 11 , Torriano Avenue, Camden Road, London , N.W.

sense, thelanguage of our hearts is “ Without this I could not

be happy.” That such a clinging of the affections to something

which one may have to part with is fatal to real rest of heart The Australian Aborigines.

even the heathen moralist knew . “ If thou wouldst become, and HE Presbyterian assembly in Australis has resolved to

remain, happy, be not pagsionately fond of anything."

a Grand Testimony.
land. It is sad to learn that in the oldercolonyofNew South

To the same effect one who has left a rich legacy to his Wales very few of the natives now remain , the shadowy fraz

brethren yet in the world : “ We imagine that, if a dear friend ment consisting of such small and migratory tribes asto make

were to die , or certain blessings to be removed, we should be & missionary establishment among them impracticable. The
miserable ; whereas God oan make us a thousand times happier late indefatigable Dr. Lang exerted himself nobly on their

without them . He has been deprivingme of one blessing after behalf, going toGermanyfor the express purpose of interesting

another; but, as each was removed, He has come in and filled Pastor Gossner inthematter ; and from that good man be ob

up its place. And now, when I am a cripple, unable to move, I tained several missionaries. But unforeseen difficulties arose

am happier than I ever was in my life before, or ever expected after they had entered upon their work in New South Wales,

to be ; and, if I had believed this twenty years ago , I might and for want of efficient support this experiment came to :

have been spared much anxiety " (Payson).
premature conclusion , though Mr. Hausmann,one of Gose.

And yet many, who have with reason rejoiced as “ heirs of ner's men , continued his labours on the AlbertRiver for a long

God and joint heirs with Christ,” fancy that God in Christ is series
ofyears. Rev.WilliamRidley , M.A., also toiled among

not enough to meet the cravings of their regenerate being, but the nativesinthesame colony withsingular devotion, and com

that something else must come in . “ Lord , is it I ? is there to piled a grammar of three of their languages. The Victoria

Thine all-searching eye an idol, perhaps idols, found even now Presbyterians have hada missioninGippsland for over a quer

with me ? For Thine own glory Lord, and Thy child's blessing, ter ofa century ; and in South Australiaa Presbyterian minister,

leave me not alone ; reveal tome the unclean thing, that I may Rev. J. Reid, devoted himself totheaborigines untilhelost his

cast myself on Thee for grace to seek refuge from its allure life on LakeAlexandrina.Theeffortnow about to be in augurated
ments in a fuller heart -knowledge of hyself.”

in North Queenslandwill have theadvantage of the guidanceof
But there are others, not on the Lord's side, and so, accord. an experienced Moravian missionary, Mr.Hagenader ; and so

ing to the Word which cannot be broken, " against Him the Governmenthave resolved
toset'apart tzacts of country for

(Luke zi , 23 ), still unreconciled, still enemies (Rom . v. 10) of native settlements, it isto behoped thattheultimate issue of

the Judge of all the earth . Many such have said , with one who the mission will prove rich in blessing.

a
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Welcome to Miss Macpherson.

A Industry on Wednesday evening to give Miss Macpherson

& welcome home from Canada, and to join in praising God with

her for His goodness to the two hundred and ten children

emigrated during this year, one hundred and ninety of whom

have already found good homes ; the remaining twenty, being

tiny children , are still in the Stratford Home, cared for and

mothered by Mrs. Merry. Thirty bright little girls and boys

who have been gathered in by Mr. Merry during Miss Macpher

Bon's absence were present at the meeting, as the nucleus of the

jubilee party (the last taken out being the forty -ninth ).

Miss MACPHERSON read Psa. cxvi. 1-14 , and in her opening

remarks spoke of the wonderful privilegeof being allowed once

more to come and recount the mercies of the Lord. Friends

had urged her to make a longer stayin Canada, but her language

had been with Eliezer of old, “ Hinder me not,” for “ even the

sweetest holiday,” she said, " only makes us long to be back to

our definite work ."

The Mothers and the Children .

Eighty women belonging to one of the mothers ' meetings in

connection with the Home of Industry, were invited to tea

with Miss Macpherson at the Training Home, London Fields ,

and through the lipsof the little children inanswer to questions

put by Miss Macpherson the way of salvation was placed

before them. Sho commenced by taking up a mugout of
which they had been drinking their tea. “ What is this

children ? " " A mug.” “ Howmany of you little oneshave had,

to take such a mug to the public house to fetch beer for

father or mother ? Many hands were held up. Miss

Macpherson then showed how drink is at the bottom of so much

of the evil and misery and sin of the world, and then the dear

little ones brought out in their answers to the questions the way

of salvation from sin through Jesus until the eighty mothers

were all in tears .

In speaking of the emigration of the children , Miss Macpher

son said that the Canadian Government had said that if sho and

a dozen of her helpers liked to go up to Manitoba (a distance of

one thousand eight hundred miles from the Stratford Home),

they would give them free passes ; but, said Miss Macpherson,

" .not feeling very strong, I remained athome drinking milk, and

digging potatoes, and gathering apples."

She gave an account of several homes shehad visited , of her

boys and girls whom she had taken out. One, a young man ,

who has built himself a log hut by the side of a lake, and has

Baved enough money to send for his old father and mother,

that he may cheer them in their declining years. Another

bas not only gained the esteem of the church to which he

belongs, and gone into the market full of the Holy Ghost,

seeking to win souls for Christ, &c . , but has emigrated his

mother and two sisters, one a cripple.

In another home she found a former factory girl, who said,

" I am a silk weaver ; will you come and speak to the girls ?

" I went," said Miss Macpherson, " and many were impressed.”

“ What they want,” said the girl (who is herself a Christian),

“is more of this Divine love.” This girl has saved her wages ,

and got her father (who was for ever in our hall asking for

relief) and the other members of her family over to Canada.

Before leaving this girl presented me with a potato from her

own garden weighing threepounds and a quarter, three of these

forming a dinner for the six in the family. For the past ,”

said Miss Macpherson , “ there is much to be thankful, though

we have had trials ; in the present there is much to cheer ; the

future is full of hope. I have brought two young men home

with me, who are hoping to go out to the foreign field . One is

at college, the other is about to commence study as a medical

Btudent.

In Canadian Womes.

Miss C. R. STOCK ,who went out to Canada in May, and has

just returned with Miss Macpherson, next gave an interesting

account of her visits among the children. She also gave a note

of praise for the way the Lord had cared for them all when the

shíp was detained in the fog, and how their hearts were filled

with gratitude when they landed . The Monday after they

arrived at Stratford the farmers who had applied before

came to the home, with the recommendation from their

minister, to “ pick " the children. Thirty -seven were taken

the first day. A minister's wife wanted a little girl to adopt, as

all her own were grown up. A sweet little girl was chosen ,

whose father died in the hospital five days before she left.

Last year a lady took two girls totrain, and she was so loud in

their praises that five otherladies had come along with her for

girls. One wanted a nice girl, and chose one three and a half

years old ; not the one we should have thought of , but the Lord

knew that just that one needed a mother's care . We took a

journey to see her afterwards. It was a very pretty, comfort

able house. We should scarcely have known the child, she

had grown so plump and pretty. A lady chose a little girl,

brought to us from the Salvation Army, to be a companion to

her little boy, for fear of his being spoiled , and to share his nice

things. One who heard of it said, " That little girl has a home

that will be a heaven upon earth.” Another, a poor little

delicate girl , who was nou thought fit to go out, waskept back

in the Home to be fed up a bit . One day a farmer and his wife

called , and little Milly was brought for them to see. They put

their arms round her neck, and loved her at once, and she loved

them . We saw her later on, but she would scarcely recognise

us, so happy was she in her present surroundings, and any one

to have looked at her would have thought she had been accus.

tomed to them all her life . The testimony of the lady was

“ You recommended me a very good little girl.”

A lady who has taken one of our girls is seekin ; to stir up

the missionary spirit in her. Missionary meeting are held ,

and this young girl of fourteen will read a paper ca India (as

her mamma does not think it would be right to let her speak ) ,

her mamma will read a paper on China, and a you ::g friend of

the girl's will road one on Africa . " At one of the r meetings

I attended ,” said Miss Stock , " they were regretting that they

would no longer have the presence of Miss C. , who hd removed

from the neighbourhood. Who was this Miss C. ? One of our

former girls .” Miss Stock, in closing, said : “ The secret of our

prosperity is the care that is taken of the children. We en

deavour to visit them once a year, and they are watched over

and mothered by Mrs. Merry .'

The meetingclosed with anearnest time of prayer for the

children ; the three thousand Jews who have been influenced

during the past year through the Home of Industry, eight

having openly confessed their faith in Jesus by baptism ; the

work of the two Bible carriages, which have been through some of

the villages of England , £ 50 worth of Bibles and Testaments

being sold during the past ten weeks, and the Gospel preached

and meetings held in the open air as often as the police would

allow . In one of these carriages the young men who had charge

of it slept and cooked their food. Great curiosity was excited,

and all sorts of guesses were made as to what it was, especially

among the children . Some thought it was a gipsy van , or a

tramcar, or a bathing machine, but a good work has been done .

All felt the presence and power of the Spirit of God in the

meeting.

Kentish Town Ragged School.

WEsladiloy siyo the following factsas toda school in which

E

overcome.

we have long been greatly interested.

An old workshop in a back mews and a bucket ofwhitewash

neither very much in themselves — yet these were the materials

out of which the Kentish Town Ragged School rose twenty

years ago .

The friend who started the school, no rich man, himself

personally undertook the somewhat difficult task of clearing the

glue- encrusted floors and cleaning the walls and raftered roof

one autumn afternoon. It was, however, hard work , dispersing

the dust and making the place fit for its future occupants, and

by and by the worker became tired ; for the moment all the

labour seemed to no purpose.

Early days were hard days. The scholars were very rough and

obstreperous, but the magic of " loving hearts ” was potent to

Soon the place was the centre of a flourishing school

and Christian work.

It was all sowing for some time 'mid turmoil and noise , dis

couragement, and weariness, but by and by results began to

appear. Youthful thieveswerereformed. Some boys were got

to join thearmy or enter the navy, whilst situations for others

were found in good warehouses. The girls were helped on in

life. The neighbourhood began to be visibly better for the work.

Some of the older children became bright Christians, and God's

blessing was realized to be resting upon the school. So the work

prospered.

Now, twenty years have passed away, with the result that

large numbers of menand women in all parts of the world , and

of all sorts and conditions, can put down their present favourable

position and acquirements in life to the lessons they learnt and

the influence exerted upon them for good when they were rough

and ragged ones in the Old Ragged School . "

The good work is still going on , with its devoted founder, Mr.

G. James, still at thehead. He would, we understand, be grate

ful for any help friends are led to send towards the work . His

address is 42, Fortess Road, Kentish Town, N.W.
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The Gospel in London. Ragged School Work.

MANY

An Interesting Gathering. ANY of the teachers and friends of the various ragged

N anticipation of the winter's work of the Evangelistic Mis schools throughout London mustered at the Metro

politan Tabernacle on Mondayevening last, by invitation of the

Hall, Wednesday last , for prayer, praise, and conference . In. Ragged School Union. Mr. C. H. Spurgeon had been announced

teresting particulars were given of Mr. Henry Varley's work to speak specially in reference to the work amongst that great

at Cape Colony, and various other missionary operations at army of ignorant and outcast children in this city, which is
home and abroad. Praise was also given formuch blessing is the aim of these Ragged school workers to reach and to raise

with the special mission at Eccleston Hall , and for blossing on fromthe depths in which their lot has been cast. The state of

the early labours of young converts to spread the Gospel. Mr. Spurgeon's health however made it quite impossible for

Prayer was asked respecting the trying condition, financially,
him to be prosent.

of many of the landed proprietors and agriculturists in England Mr. JOHN KIRK, secretary of the Ragged School Union, said

and Ireland, which greatly affects mission work ; also for special that many peopleseemed to think their work was only toteach

Gospel work now being conducted from house to house in many the three R's , but it was much more than that , the teacher in

of the villages of Hants ; also for special services in Cambridge their schools was a real missionary. There were many children

shire and at Swindon . whose home seemed to be the street ; even if they slept under

Mr. ABRAHAM WALLIS testified to the good work at Forest some roof at night they mostly lived on the street, and for such

Gate , and mentioned the salvation of a man who was on the the ragged school sought to be a home ; they cared for them ,

verge of bankruptcy through intemperance ; also of nine boys , loved them , and helped them to start in llfe. To gather these

all down on their knees together ; of a mother and two sons ; children and raise them up, they have in many cases to clothe

and of others. and feed them , and then to get situations for them when they

Prayer was asked for more converting power in the large are old enough. Many more teachers are wanted for the worš,
audiences at Kilburn. Other places were nientioned for prayer, and efforts are being made to get more of the elder schoları

including Hammersmith and Dalston. Praise was given for themselves to become teachers. Mr. Kirk mentioned instancas

the conversion of a minister's daughter through thelate Dr. of old Ragged school children who have prospered in the world,

Mackay's book, “ Grace and Truth," and (within a year) the and are now nobly helping the cause to which they owe so

conversion of all her six children . much.

DR. POPpam spoke of the power of prayer, and Mr. R. E Carest Thou not that we perish ?

Ashton of a mission to the unemployed. Rey. JAMES SPURGEON then addressed the workers. Speaking

Mr. C. RUSSELL HURDITCH said many Christians have never from the words in Mark iv . 38.— “ Master, carest Thou not that

realized the spiritual destitution of London with a population we perish ? ” - he pointed out that too often the teachers might

increasing by sixty thousand or eighty thousand a year, in the be asleep, insteadof being wide awake and alive to the perils

miles upon miles of streets of greater London, and far outrun that surrounded these children on every side - perils from within
,

ning all efforts ever made to evangelize it. There never was because of their own natural state,with hearts at enmity against

so much Divine truth in the churches, but this means increased God, and perils from without, especially from the surroundings

responsibility . Churches will grow if God be in their midst. of sin and vice, in the midst of which so many of the scholars

Mr. R. C. MORGAN said there is a great deal of preaching at these schools lived. He characterized theirlow estate, their

which is not Gospel ; few professed Christians can give an misery and want, their loveless and joyless lives, as being

intelligent statement of foundation truths , and the devil is most potent appeal for help, an appeal all the more powerful

busy in furbishingupold delusions. There are Mormons and because it was mute, and this appeal had reached thehearts of

Flying Rollers, with batches of persons being taken to Mr. the Ragged school teachers, who laboured among them not

Prince's abode, the Agapemone, and taught to regard him as because the work was pleasant, for it was not, but because they

the impersonation of the HolyGhost . These and other propa- caredfor the perishing. The workers must never forget that

gandists are busy at work in all parts. The progression of evil theonly effectual teaching is that teaching which leadsdirectly

was seen in mesmerism, clairvoyance, medical instinct, electro to Christ, as the object of faith, and as the only Saviour from

biology, and spiritualism . They who hold such things are sin . This must be the first thing, the sumand substance of all

beingangled for in drawing-roommeetings and halls. work, whether in the Sunday school or the Ragged school.

Dr. McKILLIAM deprecated preaching over the heads of the

people. Intense simplicity is needed. Among other instances

of ignorance were a sick woman, who confessed shewas thirty
The Jews in Russia.

years of age before she opened the Bible, and another person

who had never seen it. The main causes of the successful

sider the question whether the towns of Taganrog and
work at Blackheathare real prayer meetings started and main . Rostoff should beincluded in the multiary district of the city.

tained by faith in God ; open -air meetings with much singing On the answer to be given to this question depended the con:

previous to the indoor service, and a devoted band of sisters tinued residence of Jews in those towns. According to the
who throw themselves heart and soul into the work of the Moscow Wiedomosti, the Commission hasdecided the question

after meeting.
inthe affirmative .AsJews will,therefore, nolonger be permitted

Mr. RUSSELL HURDITCH announced that he would be glad to to reside in Rostoff, it will be proposed to giveJewish houseand

hear from any Christians able to place their time at his dis land -owners three years, and all other Jews six monthsto quit the

posal for cottage meetings,and exhorted sisters to make a point town. The Jewish population of Taganrog and its suburbs is

to attend the prayer meetings and encourage absenteesto come 15,000, andthat of Rostoff 5,000. Themutualrelations between

back . All who attended this gathering felt it to be an exceed. Jews and Christians areofa mostpeacefulcharacter. The

ingly helpful one, and workers are looking forward to much Jows have become thoroughly"Russified "in language and in

blessing from the God of all grace upon the winter's campaign . attire , and are engaged in various usefuloccupations. In 1879

It is intended to arrange for a similar meeting next month in Jews were forbidden to live in the military districtof the Don ;

another hall in the W.or N.W. district.

and at that time many hundreds of Jewish families were con

pelled to quit the locality . The result of this expulsion
Tenby, Pembrokeshire. A fortnight's Gospel effort, that in Nowo-Tscherkask, the

principaltowninthedistrict,withcarried on by Mr. H. M. Barnett, has just closed at Tenby. The & population numbering 35,000,nota single artisan remained,

open -air meetings were especially interesting, the people stay as manual labour wasexclusively in the hands of theJews

ing until after ten p.m. Several young converts, brought to the When any work has to be executed,it must be sent to Rastof

Lord at a previous mission, testified to the change wrought in andNachitschewan. where the Jewsexpelled from the territory

them by simply accepting God's free gift. On two occasions Mr. of the Don bave settled .

Barnett had preached the Gospel on Caldy Island, two anda

half miles from Tenby, with about eightyinhabitants, chiefly “ All of Grace.” — A father writing to Mr. Spurgeon como

agricultural labourers, a most receptive poople, many ofwhom cerning the conversion of his son, for whom he had asked us

know the joy of God's salvation, but during a greater part of the to pray, says :-- " Knowing that the Lord is a God of means

winter months are deprived of the visits of God's servants, and well as a God of grace, I sent him your new book , A1 ofGrash

most gladly do they welcome them when opportunity occurs. which has proved a great blessing to him . He writes:

We would especially ask the prayers of our readers for these thousandswillbless God forthatbook ,andI shall be one.' It will

lonely ones. The Prophetic lectures , given in the Y.M.C.A.

prove & field in which many sheaves will be reapedwhen the
rooms, were much appreciated. A drawing room meeting was sower haslong been resting from his labours. Perhaps, ofall

held daily , which were seasons of real blessing to believers .

Mr.Barnett having laboured in thistown eight years ago, was yourmany books, full of grace and truth as they allare, this one

is likely to livethe longest, circulate the widest, and yieldgladly welcomed by Christians of different denominations. be most fruit ."

A
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A Colporteur'sDifficulties .

The Dublin Convention .

A by
been ondeavouring to penetrate some outlying parts of

Bra til fand in so doing has encountered violent
opposition .In T Ethirteenth annualChristianConventionwasopenedon

the course of a long letter giving details, he tells how in going

to Papapaca : I hadsome difficulty in getting conveyance, as
being, as usual, the scene of the gathering. The first meeting

no one wanted to hire me horses. On arriving there, I was
was very well attended by ministers andfriends from various

entertained at the house of Maj. Lourenco Carvalho, an in .
parts of Ireland, and as the week advanced visitors from London

fuential man , it was spread abroad that a man called “ frei
and elsewhere werepresent, either as speakers or hearers.

It had been anticipated that Lord Bangor would have taken
bodo" ( " friar goat," the name by which Protestants are known

the chair at the opening meeting, but Mr. J. R. Fowler, who
in & part of this province and Alagoar) had come, and was

exchanging golden rosaries for sacred rosaries, marrying and
presided , explained that his Lordship had been unavoidably

prevented from coming to Dublin. It was then hoped that Mr.
baptizing, and that he was the Antichrist .

David Drummond would have undertaken the duty, but the
Next morning Sr. Carvalho said that some persons had

asked him if these reports were true, for the village was all delicate state of his health prevented his leaving home in the

astir with the rumour, evening. The committee had therefore requested Mr. Fowler
I took no note of what people said, but

went into the street to see for myself. I soon entered Sr. topreside. After some timehad been spent in prayer,

Carvalho's store near by, when some boys collected in front
The Rev. JOSEPH POTTER (Derry) delivered the first address

with stones to pelt me as I came out ; yelling, “ There goes the
of the evening, founded upon the searohing question of our Lord

dog, the Antichrist, stone him ."
to His disciples (Matt. xvi. 13 ),“ Whom say ye that I am ? "

The crowd of boys continued

to increase till they numbered fifty -two, all armed with stones,
Coming up in the train to Dublin to - day, he said, I read in the

and making a great noise. I resolved to stay and see if such an
leading columns of one of your daily journals the object of your

infuriate group would disperse, so I could go home, but in vain.
gathering here. It is the promotion of our spiritual life and

The police and many other persons were indifferent, or desirous
the teaching of our common Christianity. We are informed

that I should suffer. It was three o'clock p.m. when Sr. that this object is considered of such importance that two hun.

Carvalho arrive i, and, seeing the intention of the boys, repri.
dred and fifty clergymen of different denominations are to meet

manied them, and took me home, where I have remained with. here this week ; that so important is it deemed to be that one,

out being able to do anytbing. Not only the boys, but the
whose name is honoured throughout Ireland, and who holds &

men , are wishing to do me harm , for the “ vigario " has so
high and exalted position in the Church, the Archbishop of

Dublin, is to be identified with the movement, and thus show
counsellod, as I heard one man saywhile out walking with Sr.

Carvalho one night. his sympathy with it, andthus give public evidence of the import

On Sunday at the conventual mass the “ vigario " excited ance of the object which has brought us together.

the people to put me out of the village, “ because I was an The age in which we Libe.

emissary of the dovil.” When he finished his harangue against

me, which , aocording to some present, was so strong that he One of the great preachers of the day has described the

became hoarse, the people collected at the church door to cawy present age as anti-dogmatical and anti-supernatural . In matters

out the “ vigario's " wishes. As they were about to start, the of religion men and women are becoming impatient of Christian

police officer interfered , lest there should be a conflict.
dogma and of supernatural religion . Men will not assail

religion as a fact , they are too wise for that. They recognise

its importance as an influence and as a feeling, and if men at

A Paris Evangelist. temptedto oppose religion from this standpoint, they would defeat

FRO

FROM Miss E. W. Clift we have Recollections of a Paris their own object, because a man must cease to be a man before

Evangelist, being the twenty- eighth annual report of the he ceases to be a religious being. And why ? Because there is

work God has enabledM. Vignal , andalso, in some measure, M. & longing stirring within us which makes us feel that we want

Lemaire to do. The report is exceedingly interesting in its glimpses religion . Hence men assail not religion itself but the great

of evangelistic service and personal work in Paris and surround verities of the Christian religion . The subtle work of the pre

ing towns and villages. Here we can only glean a few incidents, sent day comes before us in the effort to sweep away all creeds,

but we urge readers to secure and peruse the little book. It while an attempt is made to justify the effort by & repetition

may be had of S. W. Partridge & Co. We should add that of the linge

Lady Congleton, 53, Cumberland Place, W. , continues to receive For creeds and faith let zenlous bigots fight ,
donations for the mission. Ho can't be wrong whose life is in the right .

after Twenty -two years.
In proceeding, he looked at the Christian religion as consisting

Amongst the many incidents given wo find the following :-A of three departments , the doctrinal, the experimental , and

man , on whose behalf M. Vignal had laboured for twenty-two the practical.

years, gave public testimonyof what the Lord had done forhim. Rev. WESLEY GUARD said : As I understand it , this Conven

Herelated with great simplicity, and real conviction , how he tion is just the response to

had heard the Gospel from M. Vornière and M. Vignal, how

he had first received it with eagerness, having been prepared The Social Need of our Spiritual Life.

for it by great trials, and how, in the conflict that followed , he Religious instincts are but social instincts sanctified . As

had allowed himself to be turned aside from following his certainly as the tendrils of the vine indicate that it will seek

Saviour, in whom he believed, and to whom he often prayed, for support, so surely do the social inatincts of our nature show

88ying, “ Lord, help me . ' But it is only quite lately ,” he added , that we need society, and that we will seek it. And as in nature

" that God has heard my prayer, and enabled me to receive those trees are tallest that grow in forests , while those are gnarled

completely Jesus as my Saviour, and to give myself entirely to and stunted which stand alone exposed to the storms of the wil.

Him ; so that I can say in all truth and humility that Jesus is derness , so the mightiest intellects are those that do not dwell

my Saviour, and that I have found peace by believing in Him ." always in the study or in solitude, but hold intercourse with

Beformed but Trusting. man, and challenge themselves to intellectual life . In a Con

One of those who attend the meetings at Plaisance is a dwarf vention of this kind , where different sections of the Church are

not quite three feet high. This poor woman lives in a small represented, a rebuke is given to all narrow selfishness, and the

room furnished with articles that are made for dolls ' houses, voice of God is heard saying, “ I have reserved to Myself six

but what is most remarkable and interesting is that this poor thousand men that have not bowed the knee to Baal.” In the

creature, who scarcely earns from 7d . to9d. a day by sewing, course of his remarks, the speaker made a touching reference

has a number of books of every kind, so that sometimes she asks to the decease of one who wasbeloved by many attending the

wonderful questions. One day, after the service, when M. Convention, the late Mr. Fleming Stevenson .

Vignal said to her, “ You mustcleave to Jesus Christ as the Mr. TOWNSEND TRENCH , whose evangelistic services in

only Saviour, who saves now and for ever all who accept Him Dublin have excited deep interest, said :We are very thank

as their Redeemer, " " But, sir,” she replied , in her small voice , ful always to come together, When we hear of the per.

" I did that a long time ago, and the person who gives me work secution following those who meet in other lands, we should

has persecuted me because I attend themeetings here." feel grateful to God for the privilege . Do not let us forget that

After Many Dans . it throws upon us & great responsibility. We have not come

Having received the address of a widow from the colporteur, together to promote the interests of any sect or denomination,

M. Vignal visited her, and to his surprise she recognised him, but to seek the welfare of souls and the glory of our Redeemer.

and said, “ Are you not the one who first evangelized us more It is well for us to know and be assured that victory remains

than twenty years ago ? It is not long since I lost my husband, forthe children of God in the future ; but at the same time it

but he was converted; so I have the sweet hope of meeting him remains for us to secure that measure of victory which God

again , " puts into our poor hands now.
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Let us

On TUESDAY Lord James Butler presided, and after prayer by

Rev. C. T. Hull

The ChristianLife a Life ofFaith

was the subject of Rev. J. CHALMERS, Liverpool. We trace it

from our need in our fallen state . We are by nature alienated

from the life of God ; we need new birth and renewal , and for

this double need we are alone dependent on God, who by His

grace meets it in the Gospel of Jesus. He meets it by sending

HisSon , and bythe atonement He has provided in the blood

of Christ . The law could not help us , for all it can do is to

convict, to condemn, and to exact the penalty. “ But what the

law could not do in that it was weak through the flesh God

sending His own Son in the likeness of sinfulflesh , and for sin ,

condemned sin in the flesh .” He condemned it in law, He

condemned it in principle, and He condemnedit in the flesh .

The Christian Life has also its Call.

Our Heavenly Father having prepared the way calls to us in

the Gospel, and this is a point to be clearly noted. He promises

in the Gospel, that as men hear His call and turn to Him in

Christ, Hewill meet them . That runs through all the Scriptures

like a golden thread. It comes out in the cry of the prophets,

“Let the wicked forsake his way," and meets us throughout

the New Testament. Forgiveness is assured to the penitent,

and that forgiveness is a renewing forgiveness, renewing usin

love , which is the very element of the Christian life. The

beginning of love is the beginning of life, and leads to a life

like unto His.

Christian Life has its Principle.

It is begun in faith . “ Bygrace are yo saved through faith "

at first, and through faith all along. There is no change from

the beginning to the end. The man who begins to walk by

what he calls his experiences comes to grief through them . You

were not accepted at first because you were brightand serene.

You are only accepted through being firmly rooted in the grace

of your Heavenly Father.

Rev, J. W. WHIGHAM said

The True Apostle of the Father

is the Lord Jesus Christ . He is “ the Sent One " of the Father,

and the great truth comes before us that all who believe in Him

are to be His apostles , His missionaries, His sent ones to carry

on His work for the salvation of perishing men . He calls not to

this service the angels that excelin strength, but redeemed men

and women , and on them He lays the solemn duty of bearing

testimony to the Word of His, grace . “ As the Father hath sent
Me, so have I sept you. "

Life Service.

A young man desiring to do good was found in one of the

vilest courts of London . A woman who met him said , It is

very kind of you to come here ; but if you wish to do us good you

must come and live here , and not pay an occasional visit or so.

Very few would have been equal to such a sacrifice. And yet,

if it were made, what would it be compared with what our Lord

endured that our souls might be bright for evermore ?

Requests for prayer were read, and the Rev. J. B, Figgis

closed the morning meeting withprayer.

Family quorship

formed the first topic in the afternoon, Rev. Canon Wynne,

Dublin , introduced it .

a Miniature Church ,

he said , is every home, its members being bound together by

the most sacred ties . Their mutual relations shadow forth the

union of Christ with His people , and of the Heavenly Father

with His children. How holy is the unitedworship of those

who are grouped together in such bonds ! Each family must

have its vicissitudes, joy and sorrow, hope and fear, mirth and

sadness, must alternate in the home. What rest, amidst all

changes, to kneel side by side to the unchanging God !

Farmalism in family worship.

It may be seen very much in large establishments. There are

many servants , and they march to prayers in stately procession,

and their master reads with a stately voice. The whole thing

is more like a military parade than a family gathering. There

seems to be no socialelement in it, no joining together in love

and Christian fellowship, no joy in the morning meeting, no

rest of hearts bowed down together after the day's toil is over.

It would be a mockery to call such almost prison -like coldness

and discipline a foretaste of Heaven. Family worship ought

to be the outcome of the family life. It is not something

stuck upon the outside of it, but å beautiful growth from the

very root and heart of it .

Parental Instruction and Training

was the subject of Kev. W. NICHOLAS, Portadown . There can

be no comfort in a home until it is a settled question that the

parents are to rule. The home is not a democracy nor

republic, but a monarchy, and the parents rule by right divine.

The lack of government in Eli's home led to terrible con.

sequences to himself and to his wilful children . If a child

finds out that he can successfully appeal to the one parent

against the decision of the other, he will soon learn to disobey

both . Such conduct on the part of parents will be mutually

destructive of each other's authority, and will overturn the very

foundations of parental government. A most excellent man,

whose children have turned out admirably, told me that ke

attributed a great deal of successful treatment of those children

to a rule that he and his wife made at an early period of their

married life ; that whatever the one decided on the other should

sustain , and that if they ever did differ those differences should

be unknown to their children .

Teach, Pray , and Set an Erample,

and, above all things, accompany it by prayer. Parents do &

great work for the State and for the Church who train up a

godly family. Many a mother who lived and died unknown to

fame will receive a great reward in the world to come.

seek God's help so to pray, and so to love , so to teach and train

our children, that wemaybe enabled at the last reverently to

echo the words of the Chief Shepherd, and say, “ Of all whon

Thou gavest me I have lost none."

In theevening Rev. Dr. MONRO GIBSON (in the absence of the

Rev. R. J. Lynd, through illness in his family, and who had

been announced to speak on “ The Christian Patriot's Vade

Mecum ' ' ) delivered the first portion of an address be had pre

pared on

The Symbols of the Holy Spirit.

I regret very much , he said, that our brother is not able to

be with us this evening, and I trust we may bear his voice at

& subsequent stage of the Convention. I have been requested

to speak to you on a very important subject . The chief symbols

are those which were considered by the ancients to be elements :

earth, water, air, and fire. The earth was the gross element ;

the other three were refined and refining. Earth was asso

ciated with the flesh ; but air, fire, and water were all of the

Spirit , and used as symbols of the Spirit. The other symbols

seem to be subordinate to these, such as the oil which feeds the

flame, or the dove peacefully descending on the wing. The

three main symbols arethose already named - air, water, fire.

Earth when left to itself

is dark, heavy, cold, and dead , and yet it is stored with

abundanco of life -germs which remain dead until the

scent of water makes them bud , and up into the air they grow.

And so man is of the earth, earthy, heavy, dark , cold , and dead;

but God's Spirit comes, bringing light, and life , and power,

bringing all good things from the heaven that is about him

and above him . There is & whole world of wealth in these

elementary symbols if you will only think for a little of all that

you usually connect with air, water, and fire .

On WEDNESDAY, Dr. J. F. Duncan presided. The first

speaker was the

Rev. Dr. MURRAY MITCHELL, his subject being

Christ and other Masters ,

in connection with which he compared the Gospel with heathen

systems. I can quite believe, he said, that many of you are

asking, What is the use of bringing such a subject as this
before us ? It is altogether too abstract and theoretical, and,

though it might suit a class of students, can hardly be suited to

a popular assembly. And yet I have chosen it because I do

think it suitable , and possessed of present and practical import

Just now the science of religion , or rather the compara

tive study of religion, is a subject which is being much studied.

Scholarsare writing upon it in the pages of the stately review,

andin the columns ofmanynewspapers. It is also being much

discussed in society. There are many erroneous ideas afloat

which tend to degrade the Gospel of Christ from the unique

position which God intended it to occupy. And it is for this

reason that I have been led to speak upon it .

a False tendency.

There has been a disposition to regard all religion as partially

true and partially false. The theory ofagradual evolution of

religion is a great mistake . We take our stand on the ground,

and are preparedto show, that Christianity has borrowed no

truth from any Pagan system , and that every other system

minglesmuch error withthe truth which it contains. In glanc

ing at Egyptian andPhænician systemshe said the Egyptian

faith was remarkable for its inconsistency. High spiritual

notions were not unknown, and they appear in the most ancient

documents, and yet the principal features in its worship are
disgusting.

Life abundantly

was the topic of Rev. J. B. Figgis. Å Hindu, he remarked,

once said to a Christian, “ We are finding youout. If you werd

as good as your books therewould beno withstanding yon."!

there not a truth in this ? If we were asgood as ourBook,

ance ,
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encee which exist, unhappily, between the various churches and

denominations. I do not think we ought to regard such differ

ences as part of God's designs, any more than we can ascribe

to Him the imperfections to be found in the world. I think

we should deplore them, and in proportion as we do so shall we

be anxious to try, as far as possible, to remove them. In pro

ceeding, the Archbishop spoke of the importance of joining

together for the spead ofthe Gospel throughout the world.

The Evangelization of the World

formed the subject of addresses throughout the morning by Rev.

Dr. Murray Mitchell and Mr. Reginald Radcliffe .

In the afternoon Rev. J. B. FIGGIS spoke of Christ's owner

ship of His people . ” In introducing it, he told an anecdote of

aminister,whoin examining a Sunday school, put Bible ques

tions to the children . He said to a little girl , “ When you are in

Christ all things are yours ; are there any exceptions to that ? "

“ Yes,” was the answer, “ I do not belong to myself." “ Ye are

not your own ; and we should try to understand by whom the

claim is made, to what it amounts, and why it is urged.

By a thousand tender ties ,

By the life that never dies,

By the bleeding sacrifice,

Ye belong to Christ .

would there not be a much further reaching power, bringing

down to dust those old systems of which we have been hearing ?

And, therefore, the need of coming to a plain practical topic

like this, “ Life abundantly." The great want of the world is

life. Thegreat want of the Church is life more abundantly.

And, thank God, Jesus Christ is come to give us both. The

great want of the world, we say, is life. The world wants

many things - prosperity, and industry, and amity, but

life more .
The world wants happiness, but life first.

If you would have oaks you must plant acorns ; it would

be no use to plant anything else. You might even sow the

forests with pearls, but they would not bring up oaks.

You may put in the seed of the elm or the ash, but only

acorns will give you oaks ; and only Christ will give you life.

You may come to Conventions, you may talk of Christianity,

and think of it, but except a man be bornagain he cannot see

thekingdom of God ; except aman have life there is no right

beginning. Go deepenough, I begyou, and see that you have

the right foundation in being alive from the dead . There is a

great deal of scaffolding about the Christian Church, and

great many poles that are useful enough in theerection ; but

the time surely comeswhen the Great Master Builder will come

to seethe work, and all of you who are only so much scaffold .

ing willbe taken away, and the living stones that are upon the

Rock will alone stand in that day.

Rev. MARCUS RAINSFORD, whose subject was " Living Water,”

said it was suggested by John iv. 10, “ If thou knewest the gift

of God, and who it is that saith to thee, Give Me to drink , thou

wouldst have asked of Him, and He would have given thee living

water. " These words of unspeakable importance are our Lord's

words to the woman of Samaria . Tho speaker proceeded to

point out that our Lord hasa gift of unspeakable value to,

bestow , the Holy Spirit ; and He bestows this gift on thosewho

accept Him as their Saviour, and obtain pardon through Him .

In the afternoon an address was given by Rev. J. W. Whigham

on “ Christlike Character,” showing that it is to be studied in

the school of Christ, and formed after His pattern .

The Rev. E. F. RAMBANT, in an address upon “ Doctrine,"

spoke emphatically upon what he called the “ undoctrinalspirit

of the age.” In this connection he protested against the Metro

politan Hallhaving been let the week following the Convention

to Mr. Ward Beecher, who, he said, throws the doctrine of

original şin to the winds, and scoffs at the idea of vicarious

atonement. Anyman who does thatcontinued the speaker, has

no right to stond upon what has always been an evangelical

platform - the platform of this Metropolitan Hall.

The afternoon meeting was concluded by an address upon

" Co -operationin service for God,”by Rev. WESLEY GUARD .

In the evening the Rev. Dr. MONRO GIBSON concluded his

address by speaking upon “ Fire a symbol of the Spirit.” John

the Baptisthad said that the Mightier than he coming after him

would

The Rev. J. CHALMERS spoke upon “ Consecration ," and

remarked that with this morning “ The Believers ' Convention "

cameto aclose, as the meeting in the evening would be evan

gelistic. We have heard, he said, many precious truths during

these days for which we are thankful. We have received many

blessings, in the strength of which we shall go for days to come.

We bave to be consecrated - which is a word for full devotion

to our Lord .

The Rev. Dr. M. GIBSON gave an interesting sketch of a brief

visit to Jerusalem ,

The Last Meeting

was a crowded one , so crowded that it was necessary to arrange

for overflow meetings in the adjoining halls.

Colonel SAUNDERSON,who presided , said hehad ever considered

it to be the greatest honour of his life when he was asked to lay

the foundation stone of that building. I do not think, he said,

that during the years which have elapsed since then I have

missed one Convention, and I am always thankful that it

broughtto a close by the simple and faithful preaching of the

Gospel.

Wping Testimony.

I had a friend of a sceptical turn of mind, and I remember

holding a meeting in theneighbourhood of Kingstown, which he

would not attend . “ I wish I could believe what you do ,” he

said to me subsequently. I told him it wasa very simple thing

believe, and the next thing I heard of him was that he was

dying. I at once went to see him , but his wife told me that he

was dying and knew no one . I left a message for him , and

requested that, if consciousness should return , I should be sent

for. Soon after his son -in - law came to my hotel , and told me I

was wanted . I went at once to the house , and set the Gospel

before the dying man , the very same message I had given him

after the Kingstown meeting. The dying man suddenly rose in

his bed ,and exolaiming, “ Glory to God ! ” fell back, and never

spoke again . I have no doubt that he had found the truth,and

that heis now with Christ.

The meeting was then addressed by Rev. W. Nicholas

( Portadown ), whospecially spoke to young men, and also by

Mr. Reginald Radcliffe, and the thirteenth annual Conven .

tion was brought to a close with praise and prayer.

Baptize with Fire.

According to the ancient idea , earth , water, air, and fire are

the four elements and in ascendingorder. Earth represents

what is heavy, gross, and dark , while water andair hold inter

mediary positions between earth and fire, which is almost

heavenly . Fire is the highest of all, and seems a thing of

heaven come to earth, andthe old fable of Prometheus is, perhaps ,

something morethan fable. Our light and heat, our fire, come

to us from an orb, far away, " stolen ," so to speak, from heaven .

The old world ideas are not scientifically correct, but they are

at least phenomenally true. Christ carries His cleansing fire

into the deepest recesses of the heart, and burns out every

impurity which has been there ingrained.

The Rev.MARCUS RAINSFORD brought the meeting to a close

with an address upon the Gospel as the channel by which

the Holy Ghost onters the soul.

On THURSDAY, the last day of the Convention , the Archbishop

of Dublin presided , and spoke heartily on the subject of

Christian Union .

It is a subject, he said, which is looked at by earnest, faithful,

and good men from different points of view . There are some

who find their ideal of it simply in the secret bond which links

to God all who belongto the invisible Church of Christ. This

is a very precious bond of union , but I do not think it should

take such possession of themindas to exclude the hope of that

greater and farmore reaching unity at which, with God's bless

ing, if not in this world, certainly in the world to come, we all

hopeto arrive. I do not think that our Lord, when by the brook

“ Kedron ," He prayed for the oneness of His Church ,had merely

in view the bond of secret union which links together all who

belong to the invisible Church of Christ. Those who think so

are in danger, it seems to me, of making too little of the differ

Manchester.-The annual report of the Prison Gate

Mission , just issued , is indeed a cheering record of the faithful

ness ofGod in trying times.

Soldiers at Cape Town . - Mrs. Osborn writes :—We

are to have a sale of work at Upper Norwood . The proceeds

are intended for our Mission at Cape Town among the soldiers

and sailors, and also the Young Women's Christian Associa

tion. I shall be grateful for contributions, and if garments for

the poor are given, the needy ones of London will be helped as

well as well as the Lord's work abroad . Gifts should reach me

not later than November 22nd.

M. S. OSBORN .

12 , Camden Hill, Upper Norwood, S.E,
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WE Flower Mission Letter gives the THETHE Trinitarian Bible Society con

MRORSMANwrites as tothe workfollowing interesting incidents : tinues to forward periodically sup of

At a hospital & friend moved from the
plies of Bible or Testaments, Psalms, summer com pels us to hurry on the

bedside to let the worker come close to &c. , for the use of the men of the Fire preparations for our winter campaign

an old man apparently dying. The text
Brigade . Their regular attendance at for the Lord . Each season bringe

was read, and then the worker inquired divine service can hardly come within its special work. During the past

if he were saved. A very melancholy the range of possibility, and it is there. few months some of the evening classes

shake of the head testified that he fore desirable to keep before them the the

was without Christ . The Gospel was promises of God in a portable form. Many

now plainly and simply put before of thein have opportunities of reading at sending 160 children for a fortnight in

him, and he was entreated to accept the night as they are on duty in the fire the country, besides the other excursions,
Lord Jesus and pardon through His escape boxes, and also in the movable

has fully occupied our time.

blood . He had listened eagerly, and stations, stationed at rarer intervals in Very soon will be heard the cry of

now , making a strong effort, he said, the streets . The corps is recruited from poverty, and consequently extra demanda

firmly, “ I will.” The anxious, troubled the ranks of our seamen, and the men upon our Benevolent Fund. The poor

look passed from his face , and so it did are more used to midnight watching we heve always with us , but their

from the face of his friend, who, as she
than the bulk of landsmen would be .

presence is not so painfully felt in

resumed her seat, thanked the worker When no mortal eye is upon them, may the bright, warm days of summer. In

warmly for the words she had spoken .
the God of the Word direct the attention London blums the winter always seems

At the same hospital , some months of many . & fireman, &c . , to those truths dreary, because the air is moist and foggy,

since , an elderly man, very ill , took his that shall , with the blessing of the Holy and we have so few dry,frosty days there.

text without any remark : visit after visit Spirit , make the reader wise unto salva From October to March warm cloth .

found him equally taciturn . At last one tion . We are informed that a missionary ing-however old — is thankfully re

day he said something about being a has lately been appointed specially to ceived ; and the Irish stew BOUP

Catholic . “ But have you Christ ? " care for the souls of the ficomen , and dinners are regarded as necessaries ol

answered the worker. “There is but that there is now & band of Christians existence, eagerly to be sought after.

one Christ, and, whatever people may call amongst them .
There are also many poor Christian

themselves, they can only come to God invalids, besides those who need casual

through Christ .” " True, " he made What Ragged Schools are Doing. help . Every year of the Golden Lane

reply . From that day he took a greater Mission's history enlargesthe scope of

interest in his texts ; then he would
YONLUDING aninteresting article re

its operations. Were it not for the many

watch the worker round the ward , and kind friends who are led by the Spirit of

say when she approached, “ Oh, this is
Ragged schools, the Ragged School Union

God to help us by their gifts and their
kind of you—it does one good to see you

Quarterly Record says : -
prayers, we should wringour hands in

enter the ward ." The last time the
It is impossible to explain in detail

visitor saw him the old man was passing
all the useful and multifarious operations ,

despair, crying, “Who is sufficient for

these things ? " But to all such un.
but these are among the operations of a

&way. “ Your visits are always like sun believingthoughts, the triumphant cry is,

shine,” he said , rousing himself. 6. You permanent character which no legislation
“ Our sufficiency is of God .”

are a blessing to many; may God bless
can supersede, and which the committee

you in your work ."
of the Ragged Sobool Union are always

anxious to maintain and promote . To In “Mercy House."

provide agreeable occupation and inno

WR

TRITING of the work amongst the

cent amusement for young people, and prisoners, one of Mrs. Meredith's

Our Villages. especially for those who, if left to them. helpers says : -- Out of the small number

N the report of the Country Towns'
selves , will drift into folly , is one of the discharged today we turned our atten.

most pressing duties of the time, and tion to the more disreputable ones, who,

following suggestive paragraph :
will be one of the most successful means, after looking round for some familiar

There are numerous country districts
if skilfully carried out, for bringing the face in vain ,accepted our invitation to

where there is truly “ a famine of hear
more dangerous part of the juvenile breakfast, and followed us into “ Mercy

ing the Word of the Lord.”
population under the influence ofpersons House.” The cup of fragrant coffee is

Many

persons are now anxiously asking, "What
of experience, intelligence, and piety, by much appreciated, as they first warm

can be done ?" whom they will be brought into contact their coldfingers round the hot mugs, and
The following circum

stance is mentioned in the hope that it
with everything that can improve and then proceed to the business of eating

elevate them.
may assist some to answer the question.

and drinking. Some have not much

Some institutions which came later
A gentleman who was much concerned

appetite, and a portion of the roll is

into the field share with us the honour of stowed away under the shawl for a future

in which he occasion.

for

advice . As it was not possible to raise
Andnow, when they are quietly settled,

sufficient funds for the whole payment of
desert blossom as the rose ; but theextent we tell our glorious message -salvation

of the moral waste is so vast that all the
an agent, it was arranged tbat one of

for the lost . They don't know they are

their missionaries stationed a few miles
agencies now in operation find it difficult lost, perhaps, so we must try to bringthat

off should go to the village one day &
tolimit its area, so that, God helpingusand home to them , and in as few words as

week for visitation, and for the purpose
& generous public aiding us, we will hold possible, too, or theymay grow impatient.

of holding a cottage meeting from time
We arô not weary in well -doing. They were not so to -day . The coffee was

to time . This plan has proved most We have as a society reaped largely. It left untasted for a time, as they listened

successful.
was the proud boast of the late Earl that

The people appreciate his
with upturned faces, and responded not

some three hundred thousand children
visits , and he has obtained entry into andthenwith an emphatic nod to some

nearly all the houses, and reports very
had been-by Ragged schools-taken word which conscience told them # 86

from the idle, criminal, degraded class,

hopefully of the results . He is just
true. I spoke of the Word of God as a

and placed among the industrious,
entering upon & second year's work

mirror, inwhich we may see ourselves ;

there . Doubtless there are many ofthe honest, and better-conditioned populace; and road from 18a , i , and other passages

Lord's people who are acquainted with
and if we look at the seed wafted on the the ' picture painted there of every one

similar places, in which they have be.
of pity the Ragged

come interested from
hearts of those who now occupy the first

another, and who would be glad to do
another as they listened. And then we

something if they saw the way. The
rank of philanthropy, and bore fruit fn told how God might be just and yet the

refuges , homes, farms , ships, industrial
Secretary will be happy to communicate

justifier of the guilty, using the words of

with any upon whose hearts the Lord may
schools , little boys' homes, and the wide Scripture as much as possible, for they

lay the burden of a particular locality.
success of the juvenilo emigration wave . are the words of life . When John jil. 16

The cost of the above arrangement is
The multitudes 80 reached should be was quoted, one woman hastily dived

under £20 per year. In some instances regarded as indirectly the products of into a bundlo byher side ,and, producing

the whole salary of a missionary (about
the Ragged School Union, or of that & Testament which she had received in

moral heroism of which itself is the off

$ 80) is defrayed by one person .
prison, held it up quite pleased, to show

spring. he had got it all there,

in

on.

tree, which found a lodgusentinthe off'm asinner ! ' broke from onestarone cause or
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Mr. William Forbes closed his Lady Sebright writes that the

ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

HOME MISSION NOTES, AGENCIES

Chesterfield . - An interesting mis Knapton . - A fortnight's special ser FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

sion has just been held here. vices have been concluded here, and there
RAGGED SCHOOLS,

Vine Street , Clerkenwell Road, E.C.

Mr. George Brealey has been are tokensofblessing. President, the Rt. Hon, the Earl of Aberdeen ,K.G.
evangelizing in Yorkshire and the north. Rutherglen , N.B.-Mr. O. King has This Institution benefits temporally and spirit .

Mr. Richard Weaver has been been holding special missions here with ually the poorest of the poor,upwards of 3,000

holding special services at Wimbledon . manifest signs of encouragement,
men , women , and children being assisted weekly .

£4,000 a year must be raised by Voluntary
Canning Town.-Mr. W. Sampson Sheffield . - A seriesofspecial services Contributions to maintain the work.

has been evangelizing here with many here have just conoluded, with marked Treasurer - W . A. BEVAN, Esq.,54, Lombard St.

signs of interest. awakening amongst workingmen.
Secretary - Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT.

Leigh . A coloured minister from Mr. Samuel Smith , M.P., gave
GEORGE YARD RAGGED

Canadahas held a special mission here last week an address on ;" Truth -seeking," SCHOOLS AND

with good results.

MISSION,
to the members of the Y.M.C.A. , Liver Whitechapel, E.

Rev. Thomas Cook has held a pool. Tho Infant DayNursery opens at 7.30 a.m.

special mission in South Shields, with Mr. J. G. Scroggie is about to hold The DayRagged Schools , morning at 9 , after
noon at 2 o'clock . Sunday Schools, morning ,

many tokens for good. aspecial mission in the Gospel Hall, St. afternoun , and evening. Rough Boys' Classes at

Mr. W. Notman , of the Evangeliza Nicholas Road, Bristol. We would ask 8 , on MondaysandWednesdavs. Boys at work

tion Society , has just held a three weeks ' prayer for much blessing.
in the Industrial Classes on Mondays, Wednes

mission at Horsham .
Fox Court Ragged School.-Our

days , andFridays, at 12.30 p.m , Mothers Meet

ings on Tuesdays at 3 and 6 p.m.
Metropolitan Music Hall . - The

Mission to
friends at Fox Court aresettling down Inebriate Women at 3 p.m. on Thursdays.

Sunday evening services in this hall to their winter's work . There is wide Temperance Meetings on Mondays at 8.15 p.m.

have now been resumed for the winter. scope and great need for more workers.
Evangelistic Services at 7 on Sundays, and other

Agencies,
Friends are invited to visit the Institution any

on day but Saturday .

Saturday he began a seven days' mission of Norfolk and adjoining counties has
Post Office Orders should be made payable at

At Goole.
66, High Street , Whitechapol, E. Loters and

been pushed forward with good success. Parcelsshould be addressed toGEORGE HOLLAND ,

Birmingham.- A united mission Rev. E. A. Stuart during the past The Ragged Schools, George Yard , High Street,

is now being held in the Town Hall and week has held special services at Burling Whitechapel, London, E.

other places. Prayer is desired for much ton Hall, for young men , and God has

blessing. been pleased to grant not a little blessing.
THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

Village Work . - A good and aggres Working Lads ' Institute . - We
earnestly appeal for additional aid in support of

the 180 Ragged Bchool Missions of the Metro

sive work is in progress in Streatham, observe the anniversary of the opening of polis. These buildings are planted in the poorest

near Ely , in connection with the Evan this Whitechapel Institute will be held districts, and are used for Sunday anu Bible

gelistic Mission.
on October 30th . We doubt not it will Schools, Day and Infant Free Schools, Week

Hyde Park.-Mr. Cook and his help
night Schoolsfor Rough Lads and Girls, Indus

prove an interesting occasion . trial Classes , Gospel Mission Services , Mothers'

ers have just closed their fourteenth year Children's Medical Missionary Meetings, Ragged Churches , Bands of Hope,

of open - air services in the Park . Many Society . - We learn from Miss A. R. Creches, and numerous other agencies for The

indications have been given of the
benefit of the poor children and their parents.

Butler's report , just to hand, that this Much is also done in bome vieitation , in cloth

Lord's blessing. society has now been affiliated to the ing the ragged, and feeding the starving, and

Mr. Fuller, the devoted Superinten . Medical Missionary Association. country homes are provided for the weakly or

dent of Sermon Lane Mission, has been
convalescent .

Mr. W. Benson, Southwark and Contributions will be thankfully received by

for a long time seriously ill, but there is Lambeth Mission , writes he has been JOHN KIRK, Exeter Hall, London, W.C
hope that he will eventually be restored much encouraged by the results of the

to his beloved work. open -air work , and is now pressing on RESCUE SOCIETY. Established in 1858 ,
Liverpool. – At the third anniversary with the winter's work, visiting factories, for the reformation of openly immoral women

of the Y.W.0.A. in Liverpool, Mr. W. and workshops, and indoor meetings. and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

Crosfield , Canon Burbidge, and Mrs. A Factory Girl, ignorant, but danger, supports Eight Homes capable of

Menzies testified to the real work being earnestly desiring to know the Lord, said
receiving over two hundred inmates .

Funds are earnestly solicited by the

done amongst youngwomen. the other day tothe Christian lady who Secretary , Mr. C. STUART THORPE,

Irvino, N.B. - Through the labours had been instructing her, “ A ” says to 79, Finsbury Pavement, Loudon , E.C.

of a young Christian man from Glasgow Him this mornin ', ' A'm coom again ; this
a good work was begun here which, Mr. job's too big for me, Thou mun put Thy WELCOME HOME FOR SAILORS OF

ALL NATIONS, Ratcliff Highway, London , E.

J. M.Scroggie was invited to carry on . han' to't . "
-Gospel and Gospel Temperance Meetings every

There are many evidences of a work of Wednesbury.- A remarkably in. night throughout the year. Visitors welcomed

grace . teresting mission hasjust concludedhere ; any hour of the day. Communications to be

Brighton . - The beach services have and the stir amongst the working men
addressed , Miss CHILD, 173, 8t. George's Street ,

now closed for the season . Mr. Thwaites
London , E.

has been exceedingly cheering. At the
“ A most fruitful and glorious work . "

states that these services have been closing meeting some one thousand eight
SHAFT ESBURY.

maintained for twenty - five years , and he hundred men were packed into the place,

believes have been blessed to the conver and many profess to have found peace . COUNTRY TOWN8 MISSION

sion of many,
Mr. T. Shuldham Henry has

18 , New Bridge Street, London , E.C.

Forthe past forty -nine years this Society has
House of Rest. – At the first weekly been conducting aseries of important sought to establish Missionaries in those places

meeting of the season , held on Friday and highly valued Bible Readings at the where there is a lack of simple Gospel teaching.

The Committee earnestly ask those who know
week, many Christian workers bore testi Croydon Y.M.C.A. , on Thursday evenings

the darkness of many ofour Country Districts
mony to the benefits, spiritual and tem duringthepresent month. The last of the

to strengthen their hands by increased help.

poral, received at the Eastbourne House series will be given this evening (28th ), HARRY O. NISBET, Treasurer.

during the past summer.
GEORGE H. MAWER, Secretary .

Theatrical Mission . This work The Christian Evidence So.

ciety.-We learn that in connection with
is, we learn, progressing satisfactorily.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY . - Help

The latest development is & medical
is very urgently needed to meet the heavy ex

this society more than four hundred lec
penses involved in conducting the various evan

mission and a room where ex - theatrical tures have been delivered during the gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially

omployés can obtaindaily work — as far as summer in the open air, in all parts of to assistin meeting the terrible distress so

tunds permit - in order to save them from the Metropolis, with the most gratifying
prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive

help in any form . JAS. ATKINSON , Secretary,
the temptation to return to a life they results. Tens of thousands have shown 10, Enfield Road South, Kingsland, N.

teel inconsistent with their Christian pro their interest by frequent attendance and

fession . fixed attention . Infidels have publicly
Home for the Reception of Men

Aged Pilgrims'Friend Society. acknowledged their errors and announced

-There are now 1,139 pensioners on the their conversion . Hundreds of men have and Women belonging to the

book of this excellent society, all giving declared that they have been prevented respectable classes,
evidence of being indeed of the household from drifting into infidelity. Nearly who, being in the last stages of illness , are in
of faith ; 180 of these have peaceful eighty thousand special tracts have been eligible for general hospitals, and whose home

circumstances do not allow of proper treatment
dwelling places in the four homes at given away. They state that no other and nursing Cancer cases not received. Terms

Camberwell, Hornsey Rise, Brighton, society is occupying this field of labour, vary . Two or three vacancies at present.

and Stamford Hill. Additional support and ask, “ Who will generously sup

Apply to Miss DAVIDSON ,

133, Mildmay Road, N.
is much needed. port it?

the
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Notices of Books.

1

and 7 p.m.

The Wide, Wide World ; and Our Work in It. By Mrs. H.

Grattan Guinness . (2s. 6d .) - Hodder & Stoughton.

A book to be pondered deeply, prayed, aye, and wept over.

Beginning with a startling contrast - two thousand evangelists

offering for one post in London ” and “ four men asked for in

vain for fourmillions in China . "-Mrs. Guinness proceeds vividly

to depict the appalling extent of untouched heathenism in

China, India, Africa, and elsewhere. Facts such as these, she

states , led to the founding of the East London Institute for

Home and Foreign Missions, the operations of which Institute

she describes. Its home training , and practical evangelizing

in East London and Derbyshire villages, are illustrated ,as also

its ultimatum in sending forth to all lands trained and capable

messengers of the Cross . Some four to five hundred of these

bretbron are now throughout the world, and the story of their

experiences, briefly given, reads like a modern Book of Acts.

From first to last the book is one of thrilling interest, and such

as well may suggest devout and prayerful consideration.

A Christian Philanthropist of Dublin : A Memoir of Richard

Children's Special Service Mission - Seaside Services. - Mr.E.
Arrowsmith , at York , Oct. 21-31 ; at Southport and Waterloo (near
Liverpool), Nov. 11-26 ; Mr. H. M. Trickett, at Abingdon , Oct. 26-30 ;

at Uppingham , Nov. 1-4 ; at Manchester and neighbourhood, Nov. 824;
G. Banaster, at Dorking, Nov. 14-21 .

Youths' Institute , Old Pye Street, Westminster (“ One Tun " Mission.)

Prayer meeting every Wednesday, from 1toLào . Conducted byMr.
J. Payne. Mission sorvice every Sunday, from 6.30 to 8.

Talbot Tabernacle , Powis Square.-- Sunday, Frank A. White, at 11a..

Mr. Gawin Kirkham . - October 30th , Devonshire Bquare Chapel;

November 2nd, Bow Common ; 3rd , Stoke Newington ; 4th , Lewisbam ;

5th , Willesden ; 6th and 7th , Newcastle-on -Tyne : 8th and 9th, Hawes,

Yorkshire ; 10th, Shaftesbury Hall, Aldersgate Street : 13th and 14th,

Kingston -on-Thames ; 16th , Great Assembly Hall , Mile End ; låth,

Watford ; 19th -21st, Brimscombe, Gloucester ; 22nd, Broxbourne ; 23rd,

St. Luke's, Hackney ; 29th , St. Judo's ,Chelsea .
House of Rest , 8,Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn . - Friday,29th, at 7p.nu.

“ The Threefold' Voice from Heaven ” (Rev.xiv .18-20 ) . Sunday, 81st, at

3.30 , “ Knowing Godas Revealed by Christ in theScriptures."

Agricultural ball, Islington . - Evangelistic services every Sandsy at

3.30 and 7 p.m., conducted by Rev. Dr. Thain Davidson and others.

St. George's Holl.-Mr. Herbert W Taylorduriog October ( D.V.). Sun.,

at 11 and 7. Also atBurlington Hall, Savile Ro - , on Wed., at 8p.m.

Rev. W. Hay M. H. Aitken's engagements are : -Oct. 17th to 29th,8t.

Michael's, Norwich ; 31st to Nov. 15th, Aston , Birmingham ; Nov. 216,

Mary's, Nottingham , to Dec. 6th ; Dec. 7th to 15th , Albert Hall,
Nottingham ; Jan. 9th to 24th , or longer, Bt. Mark s, Barrow ,

Clapton Hall, Alkham Road, Cazenove Road, Upper Clapton.-Mr. T.
Shuldham Henry during October, Sundays at 6.30 ; Fridays, at 7.30.

BarbicanMission to theJews, 11, Torriano Avenue, Camden Road,

N.W.-Mr. Warscbawski's Bible readings in the Prophecies, the last

Tuesday in each month , at 3p.m. Tea at 4.30.

The Clapham Gospel Male Choir has now commenced & De

session . All communicationsshould be addressed to the Hon. Sec ., Nr.

H. W.Heathcote,7 , Mayfield Villas, Merton Road, Wandsworth,

Gospel Hall, St. Nicholas Road, Bristol.- Mr.J.J. Scroggie from October
31st to November 14th (inclusive ).

Conference Hall, Eccleston Street,8.W.-Mr. C. Russell Hurditet
on Sunday, at 8.30 and 7 ; Mr. Jas. L. Stanley, Friday, at 8.

Dr. H. Sinclair Paterson will preach ( D.V.) on Sunday, at 11am,

and ?p.m., in Trinity Presbyterian Church, KensingtonPark Road, W.

Rev. Adolph Saphir, D.D., will preach (D.V. ) on Sunday, at ll s.m.,

in Belgrave Presbyterian Church,Halkin Street, W.
Evangelistic Mission (under the direction of O. Russell Hurditch ).

Kilburn Hall, Kilburn Gate(not Town Hall).-- Mr. Abraham Wallis,
Bun., at 7 p.m. ; Mr. C. V. Ì. Onslow, Wed., at 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall , Kentish Town.-Mr. Robert Paton , Sun., 7 p.m .; Ber :
vice on Thurs. at 8 .

Dalston Hall, 105, Dalston Lane, E.-Mr. W. H. Smith , Sun., 7 p.m .;
Mr. Robert Paton , Thurs., 8 p.m.

Bignold Hall, BignoldRoad, Station Road, Forest Gate. - Mr, Jas.

L. Stanley, Bun ., 7 p.m .; Mr.J. B. Wookey, Wed., at 8p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall),Hammersmith

Road, Dr. Popham , Bun ., at 7 p.m.; Mr. F. Newth , Thurs. , & pb.

Hammersmith, Upper Mission Room , 130. King Btreet.- Mr.Oulder,

Mr. J. Short, and others, Sun., 7 p.m .; Mr. W. H. Smith, Wed., at

Mortlake,s.W.- The " Rest ” Mission Room . - Mr, Samuel E. Angel,

Sun. , at 7 ; Mr. Ralph Jackman , Wed., at 8.

8 p.m.

Donations Received .

BARNAVE MISSION .

W. J. B.

£ . 3. d.

200..

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION POBTIONS.

Oct, 31st - Mark vii, 24—37 Nov. 4th - Mark ix . 1-13

Nov. 18t - Mark viii , 1–13

13

Allen . By H. M. Wigham . (35.6d . )-Hodder & Stoughton .

The story of a devoted life . With that quiet devotion so

characteristic of the “ Friends," Mr. Allen seems to have spent

his life in “ going about doing good ,” visiting many foreign lande

in order to cheer and stir up Gospel labourers . In its varied

interest the book will delight, instruct, and stimulate.

The Lord Cometh . By the Author of Joyful Service. (10. )—S.

W. Partridge & Co.

A little book on a great subject. Its definite purpose is, in

a cheapform , to set forth Scriptural teaching onthecoming of

the Lord, and thus awaken many to the glorious hope of the

Church . We trust those who rejoice in this blessed hope will

endeavour to arouse others by circulating it widely amongst the

thousands who realize not this glorious coming event.

Ingleside . By Mrs. Madeline Leslie. - Hodder & Stoughton .

The sub - title of this book, “ Without Christ and with Him , "

aptly recalls its character. The story perse is interesting and

well -written ,and will delight many. Devoted personal service

for Christ and for the poor, as manifested in an American city,

is admirably described .

Annual Volumes. Messrs. Partridge & Co. send us several of

their attractively got up annual volumes . - British Workman ;

Band of Hope Review ; Family Friend ; Friendly Visitor ;

Childrens' Friend and Infants' Magazine-each in its own line

abounding in good things. We feel sure they will meet with a

warm welcome in many homes.

Any of the works noticedin Word and Work may be had of

the publishers, John F. Shawand Co., 48, Paternoster Row,

London, E.C., post free,for the published price. Full cash

discount for general book orders.

5th - Mark ix , 14-32

2nd - Mark viii , 14-26 6th - Mark ix , 33-50

3rd - Mark viii, 27-38

Mr. D. M. Drysdale, has just commenced the winter

series ofspecial Sunday evening services in Hengler's Circus,

Liverpool.

GoodNews.-- A sailor said the other day, to one of the

Thames Church Mission workers, " I have good news for to

tell you. My wife, who would hear nothing about religion,

and would throw the Bible outofher way,isnow like a little

child at the feet of Jesus, witha broken and contrite heart,

through reading that little book, " Safety, Certainty,and ED

joyment,' which you gave to mesome few weeks ago."

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part of England, Scotland , and Wales upon due notics , Apply
to Hun . Secretary, 21, Surrey Street, Strand . W.O.

Y.M.C.A., City, New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall
Street (late of Gracechurch Street).-- Bible lecture foryoung men, by

i Rev. E. A. Stuart (of Holloway ), Nov. 2nd, at 6; BibleReading, Sunday,

at 5 ; Service of Song, Lambeth Ragged Schools, Friday, Oct. 29th, at
8 ; Mission Work at Bermondsey and Whitechapel, each evening at 8.

Christian Conferences

Evangelization of theWorld . - The Annuil Christian Conference at

Conference Hall , Strangeways, Manchester, Nov. 9th and 10th , 1886 .
Particulars from the Secretaries, Conference Hall . Strangeways.

ClaphamMissionary Conference will ( D.V.) be held in the Con

ference Hall, Clapham Road, 8.W., Oct. 27th and 28th . Meetings each

day at 11 a m . , 3 and 7 p.m. President, Reginald Radcliffe . For Pro

gramme of proceedings, speakers, &c., see Word and Work ,Oct. 14th.

Conference Hall, 143. Clapham Road , 8.W.- Sunday, Children's

service, 11 a.m .; Gospel service byMr. Powell , 7 p.m.

Conference Hall , Stratford , E. - Three days' Convoption for the deep
ening of spiritual life. Oct. 26th, 27th , and 28th, Particulars of Mr.

B. Fox Butlin , Gen. Sec .

Deepening of Spiritual Life. - The weekly meetingswill be resumed

on Friday, Nov. 5th, at 3.30 p.m. , in Stafford Rooms, Titchborne Street,

EdgewareRoad,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park,N. - Sum ., Oct. 31st, Mr.P.8. Badenoch ,

afternoon , at 3.30 ; Ned Wright, evening, at 7,

Bournemouth , Shaftesbury Hall, Dec. 1st to 3rd, meetings_for the

deepening of spiritual life. Revs. H.Webb -Peploe, Evan Hopkins,

C A. Fox, E.W. Moore, &c . Chairman , Mr. H. Bowker. For particulars
apply Captain Dawson ,Bournemouth .

Y.M.C.A., Exet Hall .–Daily prayer meeting (Baturday excepted ), from

1 to 2. Meeting for young men every night at 8.

Xonana Medical College, 58 , St. George's Road . - Bible Reading

and Prayer Meeting at noon every Saturday, at which Miss Nugent
and other friends preside.

DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS are frequently

caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles . The Rev.Dr. Crowther,St,

Joseph's College, Dumfries , writes: - “ I cannot describe the comfort !

derive from theuse of your glasses, both by day and night Iindnopaio

orwearinessas I used to; and Ihave taken to reading books Ihad put aside

as too trying for the eyes on accountofthe smallness of thetype." Thelaste

Sir JuliusBenedictwrote— “ I have tried the principalopticians in Londoa

without success, but the spectacles youhave adapted suit admirably ; the

clearness of your glasses as compared with others is really sarprising.
The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon. Canon , Worcester Cathedral, writes:

- " The spectacles youadaptedare all I could desire ,andmyeyes feelstrong

already.“Ionlyregret I did notknow of your exceeding skill years ago

Mr.HENRY LAURANCE,Oculist Optician ,la ,OLDBONDSTREST,
scientifically adapts his IMPROVED SPECTACLESto assist and strengthet

the weakest sights. Pamphlet containing suggestionsfor thepreservation

of sight free . BRANCHES. 6. Poultry, E.C.; 3. Guardien

Buildings , Cross Street,MANCHESTER ;5. Corporation

Street,BIRMINGHAM ; and 129 ,Buchanan Street,Glasgow .
-AD VT .
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ON THE DEEP SEA.

3

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

NOTE ONLY ADDRESS

The Medical Battery Co. , Ltd.,

52, OXFORD STREET, LONDON .

Every Man and Woman in search of HEALTH ,

STRENGTH, and ENERGY should wear Natural
and

HARNESS ' ELECTROPATHIC BELT, Certain

CURE

For the Nerves , Stomach, Liver,
FOR

and Kidneys .
Gout,

Rheuma

NEVER FAILS. tism ,Sciatica,

The following are a few extracts fromthe many
Lumbago, India

Thousands of Testimonials received :
gestion , Consti

pation , Epilepsy,

Gout.- " Derived the greatest benefit." KidneyDisorders,

His Majesty the King e Holland , Neuralgia, Liver

Rheumatie Fever.— " I can posi
Complaints, Nervous

tively speak of its advantages." - Dr. C.
Debility, &c.

Lempriere,D.C.L., Senior Fellow , St.

Fohn's College, Oxford . HARNESS '

Sciatica .— “ Worth

pounds." -Mr. R. 3. Watson , ELECTROPATHIC BELT

Harwich. WEIGHS ONLY A FEW OUNCES .

Liver Complaint.
*Completely recovered." LADIES' AILMENTS .

Mr. W.7. Teele, 44, Per . Dr. ANNA KINGSFORD, M.D., ad .

cival street, London , vises every lady to write for a new

E.C. pamphlet on the Diseases of Women , just
issued by Mr. C. B. HARNE88, Consulting

Electrician to the Medical Battery Company,

WILL LAST A Limited. It is simply invaluable, and should

LIFETIME.
be read by every lady in the kingdom . Sent

under cover, free by post, on application to the

PRICE

MEDICAL BATTERY COMPANY, Limited,

52, OXFORD STREET , LONDON , W.

NOTE.-When ordering send size of waist ( next skin ) .

Post
MR . C. B. HARNESS ,

Free.

The Eminent Consulting MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, may be con
multed daily (WITHOUT CHARGE) on all matters relating to
HEALTH and the application of CURATIVE ELECTRIOTY, Resi.
dents at a distance, and those unable to avail themselves of a

personal consultation , are invited to write for a private Advice
Form , which will be forwarded Post FREE on application to

FIVE YEARS AGO a visit paid to the North Bea Trawling Fleets
proved, by God's Providence, the commencementof anew and

happier e poch for the Deep -Sea Fishermen . Until the year 1881

thousands of our countrymen had toiled - not only in all weathers,

at all seasons, and in daily peril of their live, but - in complete

isolation from all Christian or moral influences.

TO -DA Y seven Mission Smacks cruise in theNorth Sea, serving as Church,

Dispensary , Temperance Hall, and Club .
Two of these vessels were equipped at a cost of£ 4,650 , and pre

sented to the Institution by generous donors. The remaining five

were originally private property, and merely lent for missionary

purposes, and although a considerable portion of their purchase.

money has been defrayed duriog the current year, a sum of £6,000

still remains to be cleared off before they are free from mortgage

and registered in the names of Trustees as the unencumbered pro

perty of the Mission.

Moreover , SEVEN VESSELS CANNOT MEET THE REQUIRE

MENTS OF TWELVE FLEETS,and allpersons on shore who revere

ourbeloved Queen (which every oneDOES) and sympathize with

the storm -tossed smacksmen (which every one OUGHT to do ) are

invited to contribute towards a special fund to be styled the

“ Queen Victoria Purchase and Endowment Fund ," in order that these

Mission Smacks may be sent forth as at once a Memorial of Her

Majesty's Jubilee and as Heralds of Mercy from the King of Kings,

ministering healing and comfort to the bodies, and peace and glad

ness to the hearts of the fishermen .
Sums received for this object will bo paid to a special Deposit

Account opened in the namesof Trustees at Messrs. Gurney & Co.'s

Bank, GreatYarmouth , and at Messrs . Lloyds, Barnetts & Bosanquets

( Lim .), Lombard Street , E.O.

The Duke of GRAFTON, K.G. , Trustee. E. J. MATHER, Director .

MISSION TO DEEP SEA FISHERMEN, Bridge House, 181 , Queen Victoria

Street, London , E.o.
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BAGSTER
'S BIBLES.

THE MEDICAL BATTERY CO . , LTD . ,

London ,

52, Oxford -st.,
W.

WRITE FOR NEW PAMPHLET, POST FREE.

Extra flexible, silk sewed , in best Bagster morocco, kid-lined , elastic band.

With full helps. Prices from 20s.
In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band . From 48.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

16 , PATERNOSTERROW , LONDON.

a

DARLINGTON
E
DRESSFABRICS

Any quantity cut, at Ladies !! Send for Box of Patterns, Post Free , BY ROYAL A preparation consisting

Whole ale Price.
THE of EXTRACT OF BEEF AND

LETTERS PATENT
VEGETABLES, PENNY

packet of which makes, in

As adopted by & few minutes , A MOST

(Seven Prize Medals . Estd. 1752.)
H.M. Government. DELICIOUS BASIN OF

Are from thesame yarns as those supplied to H.R.H. the Princess of
SOUP. From all Grocers,

Wales ; and are manufactured entirely by us , on our own premises . etc., throughout the King

Warranted to Wear and Always Look Well . EDWARDS' dom , by your ordering on

Autumn and Winter Patterns , Post Free .
them , which is preferred to

OUR CROSE-WARP SERGEB, 10 d. to 3 /- per yd ., are practically Un direct dealing . In the event

DESICCATEDtearable eitherway of the cloth . Our GOLD MEDAL Cashmeres, 1/6 to

4/6 per yd .; Merinos, 2 /-to 3/6 per yd.; Ottomans, 1/- to 3/- per yd . ;
of any difficulty in obtaining

Costume Cloths , sid. to 419 per yd.;Cords, bd . to1/6 per yd .; all the
it , write direct to the Manu

above are plain andcoloured. Ocean, Canvasand Basket Cloths, plain and

SOUP.

facturers , F. KING & CO . ,

figured, at 10 d . per yd. Nuns' Veilings, plain and figured , 8 d . to10d .

per yd.; Soleils, plainand figured , 1/4 to 3/- per yd.

LIMITED , 6, Bishopsgate

HENRY PEASE & CO.'S Successors,

Avenue , London , or to 26 ,

PRIZE MEDAL. Waring Street, Belfast.

All Parcels SPINNERS AND MANUFACTURERS, THE MILLS, DARLINGTON . Samples , with reports, sent

Carriage Paid . Ladies !! Send for Box of our Lovely Patterns,
onto any address

for Autumn and Winter, Post Froe. HEALTH
free

receipt of 3}d. in stamps.

Keeps good any time, and

EXAIBITION , in any climate . In Ting,

has commenced its Winter Session , and is now

THE PURE JUICE OF THE GRAPE, open for engagements.

1 lb. , 18. 30 .; } lb. , 8d.; 2 lb. ,

LONDON , 1884.

IMPORTED DIREOT FROM SYRIA . All applications for assistance in mission work
5d . ; one oz . packet,id .

should be addresged to the Honorary Secretary. SEND for MEDICAL (Government) REPORTS ,

T Churches for Communion Wino, notonly on
MR. H. W. HEATHCOTE.

sccount of its prestigo as coming from the Holy 7, Mayfield Villas, Merton Road , Wandsworth .

Land, but also as containing noadded spirit or
alcohol. It is also recommended to invalids and

THE “ MAGNETICON .”

others who require a natural stimulant without NORTH - WEST LONDON

" The benefit I have derived from your 'Mag.

Intoxicating quality. Prico 24s . per Dozen re
neticon ' is perfectly marvellous." - A . COLE.

putod quarte.

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR . Apply for pamphlet Curative Magnetism ."

BOLE AGENT
WETTON &Co., 186 , Regent, Street London,

J. F. ROBINSON,
President - JOHN CHAMBERS , ESQ. Letters of inquiry, enclosing stamped envelope,

Lyttleton House ,High Cross Lane, Tottenham , N . The above Choir having now resumed work
will receive prompt attention .

for the winter will be happy to assist at any

special (or ordinary) evangelistic meetings, par

ticularly in the N. or N.W. districts. WORDS OF LIFE.

ENGAGEMENTS.
Illustrations and Bubjects taken from the

CURED INSTANTLY BY
Oct.25th to 8lst . – Lyndhurst Road Church, Pilgrim's Progress.” Specially commended to

the attention of Tract Depôts. ONE SHILLING

Hampstead.

BUNTER'S

Nov. 11th.-" The Rest ” Mission Room , Wood PER PACKET. New illastrated cards for way.

side distribution .
Green , N.

18. 1 of . All applications for the services of the Choir,

1. onomista." NERVINE. or for Membership, to be addressed to the Hon. LONDON :

Orpost-free on receiptof stamps , by Beo ., Mr. John Bateman ,

W. & J. Wilson , 422, Olapham Rd., London , 6.W 72, Twisdon Road , Highgate Road , N.W.

JOHN F, SHA W & CO., 48, Paternoster Row .

LEBANON WINE THE CLAPHAM GOSPEL MALE CHOIR

Post free.

TOOTH -ACHE
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MR. G.T. CONGREVE'S

NEW WORK ON

THAMES CHURCH MISSION .

INSTITUTED 1844 .

CONSUMPTION,

President

The RIGHT HON .the LORD MAYOR.

Bankers

Messrs. LLOYDS, BARNETTI, BOJANQUBC3,& Co., Limited.

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS,

COUGHS, ASTHMA, and all other

CHEST DISEASES.

SIXPENCE (post free) , or Large Edition (cloth ), 1s . 3d. , from

the Author, Coombe Lodge , Peckham , S.E., and Elliot Stock,

62, Paternoster Row, E.O.

The Agents of this Socioty go forth day by day in the strength of the

Lord of Hosts carrying the tldings of Salvation amongst countless thou.

Bands who use the Port of London .

66

IS IT NOTHING TO YOU "

thatmen employod on tho River Thames are porishing on every band

who know not that “ tho gift of God is eternal life" ?

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED .

READER.........HELP US.

Nos. of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts, &c. , are also wanted ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplainsand Missionaries.

The Socretary will be pleased to give an account of the work of the

Mission (with disolving views) at schoolroom , Lecturo Hall, or Drawing:

room Meetings ,

(Address ) Rov . HRNRY BLOOXER, Becretary.

Offices , 31 , New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.O.

THE

EIGHTEENTH SERIES

OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING, FROM AUGUST TO NOV.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF “ WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAYBE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN
THIS MATTER,

Mr. Congrove will give ONE RECENT CASE,NOT PUB.

LISHED BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK ,

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the BAST.

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the
Rcriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenada ,

Harems, and schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary ,Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London , S.W.

Bankors Messrs . HERRIKS, FARQUHAR, & Co., 16, St. James Street,

London , B.W.

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

BOTH LUNGS DISEASED . - CASE of Miss COOPER.

InMay ?ast I received a statement of tbe case of Miss Cooper, residing

at Kingswood Lane, near Aylesbury. Through the recommendation of a

friend , whose daughter bad been under my treatment, she applied to me.

Her mother and a brother had died of Consumption . Her own caso had
commenced nearly six years before, and been slow and sure in progress.

Severe cough , with yellow and green and heavy expectoration , occasionally

streaked with blood , palpitatiins, severe pains in chest and side, bectic

flushes, logs of flesh , profuse night perspirations, erysipelatous swellings

in the feet and legs, and wasting of flesh ; all these , and other symptoms.

were now manifest. The doctor who attended her roported " both lungo
diseased .”

It was little more than two months in this case that I heard (July 28th )

that the patient had got well. “ I havo recovered from my illness (she

writes ). Your medicine has done me good ."

NOTE. Days of Consultation . TUESDAY ,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY_Mornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance_should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to hara seen

the book first.

THE QUEEN'S PRINTERS'

TEACHER'S BIBLES

THE ORIGINAL, FULLEST, AND BEST.

Eleven Edition s .

468 pages of added matter, including Concordance, Vincent's

Index, Sayce's Articles, Lumby's Glossary, Atlas, Tristram's,

Hooker's, Stainer's, and other Contributions.

FROM 38. Od.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, GRBAT NAW STREET, LONDO»,E.C.

ALL BOOKSELLIRS.

** OurDarlings:

THE CHILDREN'S TREASURY, EDITED BY DR BARNARDO .

The BEST CHILDREN'S ANNUAL. WEEKLY, ONE HALFPENNY ; MONTHLY, THREEPENCE..

A New Volume

of this popular Children's Magazine commences with tha

THE YEARLY VOLUME for 1886
NOVEMBER PART ( ready October 30th ), and will contain

IS NOW READY.
THREE SERIAL STORIES.

It contains Splendid Coloured Illustrations, DICKIE'S SECRET. By CATHARINE SHAW .

PICTURES ON EVERY PAGE AND ATTRACTIVE STORIES, BRITAIN'S QUEEN, a story and a Memorial.

By PBARL FISHIR .

Scripture Questions and Puzzles.

JOSS. By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES.

Handsomely bound in beautifully executed coloured boards,
These, combined with the well-known Large Pictures, Helpful

Price Three Shillings, Narratives and EarnestGospel Teachings which have marked

or crimson cloth gilt , and gilt edges (very attractive),
the past Volumes, will, it is confidentlyhoped, render this in.

creasingly THE BUST, CHEAPEST, and most ATTRACTIVE Children's

Price Five Shillings. Magazine.

" OUR DARLINGS " may be ordered of all Booksellers and Newsagents, or of the Publishers,

JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.C.

Loudoa , J. F, SHAW 00., 48, Paternoster Row , F.O.
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Tales
of

English
Life in the

Olden
Time

BY
EMILY S.

HOLT,

“The reading of one of this author's
delightful tales is an

experience we would fain repeat

more
frequently than we do — we have learned to look upon her as an historian par excellen

The grace and dignity of her literary style, the fidelity and finish of her portraits, and 1

amount of essential Christian teaching which she so skilfully and lovingly conveys, combines

with the historic value of her writings, lend 10 them a charm possessed by very few of th :

productions of living authors.” — The Christian.

A Tangled udeb.
The Lord Mayor.

Red and White :

A Tale of the Fifteenth Century ,

Large Crown 8vo , gilt tops, 5s . A Tale of Londonin 1384 .

A Tale of the Wars of the Roses,

“ Though the task the author set herseif

Large Crown 8vo , cloth , 5s .
was ambitious, she has performed it credit.

ably ." - Times .

" A book we can heartily recommend. "
Crown 8vo , cloth extra, 58.

“ The whole book shows not only careful

Pall Mall Gazette. " It is a gracious story. just to sustudy of the history, but considerable literary

“ Full of stirring incident graphically told ." mind . We commend it right heartily :"- (.1ability ." - Spectator .

The Christian . SPURGEON in Sucord and Trouel.
Wearyholme ;

Joyce Morrell's Harvest ; Earl Hubert's Daughter;
Or, Seed Time and Harvest . A Tale of Or, The Annals of Selwick Hall.

Or, The Polishing of the Pearl .
the Restoration of Charles the Second ,

Crown 8vo . New Edition, 58.Crown 8vo , cloth extra , 5s.
“ The style is good, and the tone high . 1:

will be a most suitable present for thoughtful

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s .

“ These chronicles are full of good things,
girls ." — Watchman ,

“ We have followed the fortunes of Mar

which are sure to be as precious seed in the
" As a picture of life in the dayof Charles II .

heart of any young person into whose hands
garet, the Earl's daughter, with unflag . 3

Ms likely to have a wide popularity ."-Standard. they may come. ” — The Congregationalist.

interest from first to last. " - Charck Series
School Magazine .

Lady Sybil's Choice: Margery's Son ;

Verena ;

A Tale of the Crusades . Crown 8vo, 5s . Or, Until He Find It .

A Story of the Or, Safe Paths and Slippery Byeways.

“ A most charming additio to these truly Court of Scotland.
admirable tales . " - The Christian .

A Story of To -day.

“ The book charms from the naive simplicity

Crown 8vo , cloth , 5s .

Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s.

of the heroine and from the skill with which “ Carefully studied and well written . The " The naturalness and brightness of the
the authoress has preserved the spirit of the story is admirably told.” – British Quarterly dialogue forms the charm of the story."
age." -- The Graphic .

Review.

Lettice Eden ;

Clare Avery :

Imogen :

Or, The Lamps of Earth and the Light

A Story of the Spanish Armada.

A Story of the Mission of Augustine.

of Heaven .

Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s. New Edition . Crown 8vo , cloth, 5s.
New Edition , Crown svo, 5s,

" Illustrates with equal beauty and fidelit

“ We promise its readers a rare literary “ An admirable story, full of life and the characteristics of an eventful period of
feast . - The Christian .

vigour ." -Rock .

our history." - Record ,
The White Rose of Langley. Robin Tremayne:

Jsoult Barry of ddynscote:
A Story of the Court of England in the A Tale of the Marian Persecution.

A Tale of Tudor Times.

Olden Time.

Crown 8vo, cloth , 5s .
New Edition , Crown 8vo , 5s.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s.
“ An admirable, instructive , and very inte. “ The book is extremely well written ." “ The book is as charming as it is profit.

resting volume." -- English Independent .

Athenaum . able ." - The Christian .

Ashcliffe Hall :
Sister Rose ;

John de
WWycliffe,Or, The Eve of St. Bartholomew .A Tale of the Last Century.

New Edition . Crown 8vo, 5s. The First the Reformers, and West
“ The example of simple faith and trust is

He Did for England.New Edition, Crown 8vo, cloth , 5s . described in so striking a manner that it is

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d .

scarcely possible for a young,
vivid feelings to read it without having a very

“ An admirable exposition of the opinions

“ It is able and natural, well written, and deepimpression of the beauty ofthe ruleupon

of a remarkable man ." - Notes and Queres.

thoroughly entertaining from beginning to which a Christian life ought to be modelled . "

" Sustainsits interest throughout."

- Record

English independent.
The Lord of the Marches. The Maiden's Lodge ;

Mistress Margery :

The Story of Roger Mortimer.

Or, None of Self, and All of Thee.

A Tale of the Lollards .

Large Crown 8vo, 3s . 60 .

Crown 8vo , cloth , 3s. 6d .

New Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s. 61

“ Every page of the book is redolent of

goodness and honour."
" - Academy.

“ A beautiful illustration of self -surrender, "A page in history which our young men
“ This charming story will beread with un. thoroughly interesting, and well written ." and maidens will do well to saturate with holy

flagging interest." - Pall Mall Gazette.

Word and Worh . tears . " - Suord and Trowel .

Ye Olden Time.
Not for Him .

At ve Grene Griffin ;

English Customs in the Middle Ages.
The Story of a Forgotten Hero .

Or, Mrs. Treadwell's Cook . A Tale !Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s . 6d .Crown 8vo , cloth extra , 3s . 60 .

“ An interesting story of social life in the
the Fifteenth Century. Small 8vo , 2s.6d

" We have seldom met with a more useful thirteenth century ; there are beautiful lessons “ We consider this little book one of the
book. " - Notes and Queries.

interspersed through the book, and a great most charming ofher productions."

-Christian

* A fascinating volume." - Sword and Trowel. deal in it that is worth reading "-- Woman's Worl . World .

For the Master's Sake :

The well in the Desert : The Way of the Cross :A Tale of the Days of Queen Mary. An Old Legend of the House of Arundel. A Tale of the Early Church.

Small 8vo. Illustrated. Cloth, 2s.6d .

Small 8vo, cloth , 2s . 6d.
Small 8vo, cloth, Is. 6d.

" Beautiful sketches of life among the Earty !

“ A work ofthrilling interest." - Christinn Age. “ A tale of the middle ages, showing that Christians. " - Rock .

“ We heartily recommend this well - written there were beautiful gleams of light even in “ The tales are in Miss Holt's best - interest
tale . A good gift book ." - Churchman .

those dark days." — Evangelical Magazine.

ing and profitable." - FiresideAcus,LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48,
PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

Jouy F. SHAW & Co. , 48, PATERNUSTER Row , E.C ,
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ONE PENNY.

HODDER & STOUGHTO
N'S LIST. THE QUEEN'S PRINTER

S'

TEACH
ER'S

BIBLE
S

.

THE RELIGIOUS CENSUS OF LONDON.

See particulars in the first and following Numbers of
THE ORIGINAL, FULLEST, AND BEST .

THE BRITISH WEEKLY,

A New Journal of Social and Ohristian Progress.

Eleven Editions.

No. 1 , Friday, Nov. 5th. Price One Penny.
468 pages of added matter, including Concordance, Vincent's

Index, Sayce's Articles, Lumby's Glossary, Atlas, Tristram's ,

St. Paul from a Jewish Point of View Hooker's, Stainer's, and other Contributions.

By Dr. S. M. SCHILLER SZENNESSY , Rabbinical Reader at Cambridge.

FROM 3s. Od .

See the EXPOSITOR for November.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE , GREAT NEW STREET, LONDON, E.C

Now Ready price ls ., post free .

ALL BOOKSELLERS.

Now ready, in 8vo, 700 pp . , price 128., with Two Coloured Diagrams.

LIGHT FOR THE LAST DAYS. OUR OWN GAZE
TTE.

ForA STUDY HISTORIO AND PROPHETIC .
Edited by MRS . STEPHEN MENZIES.

Highly entertaining and helpful.

Girls and Young Women. Bright Stories ,

Usetul Articles on Gardening, Cookery,

Dressmaking . Sick Nursing Science,

Emigration , Thrift, Household Hints , &c. ,

BY MR . AND MRS. H. GRATTAN GUINNE88,

“ This is a very remarkable book .” - Literary Churchman ,

“This is anotherdeeply interesting book from the united pens of Mr. and

Mrs. Guinness, whose former work, The Approaching End of the Age,'
has already, inits eighth year, reached a tenth edition ." - Christian .

“ It propounds a theory which explains a great bulk of prophecy upon a

consistent system whichis clear, detinite, and precise ." - Record,

MRS. GRATTAN GUINNESS'S NEW BOOK.

With Maps and Illustrations, price 2s. 6d ., cloth .

THE WIDE WORLD AND OUR WORK IN IT.

The Story of the East London Institute for Home and Foreign Mir

sions . By Mrs. H. GRATTAN GUINNESS.

With Portrait and Illustrations, 88. 60 .

A CHRISTIAN PHILANTHROPIST

OF DUBLIN .

A Memoir of RICHARD ALLEN. By HANNAH MARIA WIGHAM .

£ 30 in Money Prizes offered for the

best filled in Charts in the third Winter

Pen and Ink Bible Competition , now

going on .

H.R.H , the PRINCESS MARY

has graciously promised one of the Prizes .

Sendfor Engraving, Rules, &c. , ltd ., by post.

Other Prizes given every month for

Essays, Needlework, Puzzles, &c .

One Penny Monthly, through any Bookseller, or direct from 18 , Paternoster

Square, London , E.C.

Fcap . 8vo, bound in cloth , price ls.

The Star - lit Crown;

Or, Brief Memorials of the Rev. G. Albert Rogers , M.A. ,

late Vicar of Christ Church , Dover. By Mrs. G. A. ROGERS,

Author of “ The Folded Lamb," &o.
The Earl of Shaftesbury wrote :. “ Whoever reads it must derive

some benefit or other from such a narrative . The book, too , is

short and compact. It may be read at a sitting, and it contains within a

few pages more than the substance of many three voluines, which are both

oosty and tiresome.

A few more such as he, and the Ohurch of

England would be safe .”
(signed ) SHAFTESBURY.

** A most interesting sketch. The narrative is full of exquisite

little touches . " - Rock .

LONDON : JAMES NISBET & CO ., 21, BERNERS STREET, W.

And all Booksellers.

Crown 8vo , 7s.6d .

SCOTCH SERMONS ONTHE OLD LINES.

By Rev. JAMES FRASER , A.M., Minister of Colvend, Author of

" Scotland Before and Afitr the Reformation," & o .

Second Edition, price ls . 6d ., cloth.

STRAIGHT PATHS FOR YOUR FEET.

By Kov, MARCUS KANSFORD, B.A., Minister of Belgrave Chapel,

Author of " No Condemnation , " &c .

This Day, price 7s. 6d ., handsomely bound .

THE LIFE OF JOHN WESLEY.

By the Rev. JOHN TELFORD, Author of " Wesley Anecdotes, " &c.

With a Facsimile Letter of John Wesley's as a Frontispiece.

Many interesting particulars found in no previous life of Wesleyare given

in_such chapters as those entitled , " Gown-Boy at tbe Charterbouse,”
Earlier Years at Oxford , " “ Love and Marriage." The Author has en

deavoured to convey a clear view of important features of Wesley's work

by devoting special sections of his volume to such subjects as Encounters

with the Mob, Wesley as a Traveller, Wesley's Journals, Wesley's

Preachers , Churehmanship, & c .

MR. PEMBER'S WORKS.

THE GREAT PROPHECIES

Uuucerning the Gentiles, the Jews , and the Church of God . By G. H.

PEMBER, M.A. Second Edition. 8vo , 78. 6d.
“ One of the most valuable expositions of prophecy ever published. It

is written in a popular anu interesting style,and handles with masterly

discrimination , scholarly research, andeloquent description, the principal

prophecies of theBible ." -Prophetic News.

EARTHS EARLIEST AGES,
And the Connection with Modern Spiritualismand Thoosophy. By the

sama Author. Crown 8vo, price 7s. od.
“ The 200 pages on spiritualism and the modern movement of an occult

theosophy are very remarkable and startling ." - Christian .

LONDON : HODDER & STOUGHTON, 27, PATERNOSTER Row .

CHOICE VOLUMES for SPARE MOMENTS.

(Uniform with the Parchment Library .)

Price One Shilling each .

MY MORNING WORD. Counsel and Comfort for Daily

Need .

IN THE SHADOW OF HIS HAND. Thoughts for

Lonely Hours. By Rose PORTER .

THE GUEST CHAMBER . By Lady HOPE.

“ This delightful little book .... a good travelling companion .”

The Christian .

CROSSES andCROWNS. By H. SINCLAIR PATERSON, M.D.

“ Well fitted to be a little manual to be read dayby day. ” — Christian Treasury.

BETWEEN TIMES. By Lady HOPE .

* Beautiful without and within , a credit to the publisher, an honourto

the writer.” — Daily Review .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C

WORD AND Wo&& will be sent by the Publishers Post froe to any addressin the Kingdom for Twelve Months for 68.100
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LONDON | A WARM BATH IN TEN MINUTES. | Terms for Advertisements

The New Patent “ CALDA .”

Word and Work ."

G, SHREWSBURY,

GAS VOCNTIOT WITH WATER ,

IX

OIL CONSERVATORY APPARATU 3, 20s.

GAS CONSERVATORY BOILERS, 253. ““

122, NEWGATE STREET, E.C.

NORTH . WEST

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR .

I resident -- JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq .

The above Choir having now resumed work

for the winter will be happy to assist at any

special (or ordinary ) evaugelistic meetings, par

ticularly in the N. or N.W. districts .
ENGAGEMENTS.

Nov. 11th .- " The Rest " mission Room , Wood

Green , N.

Baturoay , November 18tb. Monthly practice

and business Meeting at Leixhıon balı, 7 p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 10 b . - Rosslyn Mission , loiling

ton Hall,Mornsty Road, at 8 p.m.

Ali appucaliuus for the atrvcts of the Choir,

or for membership , to be addressed to the Hon.

bec ., Mr. Jouu Bateman ,

72. Twisden Ruad , Higbgate Road . N.W.

THE MEETINGS FOR THE

DcEPENING OF SPIRITUAL LIFE

will be resumed, the Lord willing, on Fri.

day, Nov. 5th, ac 3.30 p.m., at Stafford

Rooms, Tichborne street, Edgware Road,

THE “ MAGNETICON ."

“ The benefit I have derived from your ' Mag .

neticon ' is perfectly marvellous." - A . COLE .

Apply for pamphlet “ Curative Magnetism ."

Witron & Co., 136, Regent, Street London.

Letters of inquiry, enclosing stamped envelope,

will receive prompt attentiou .

THE PURE JUICE OF THE GRAPE,

IMPORTED DIRECT FROM SYRIA .

TAEaboveNaturalWINE 18 largely used byChurches for Communion Wine, aot only on

account of its prestige as ouming from the Holy
Land, but alsoas containing 10 * 116d spirit or
alcubol. Au is also recommended to invalids and

others who require a natural stimulant without

intoxicating quality. Price 24s. per Dozen re .
puted quarts .

BOLE AGEIT

J. F. ROBINSON,

Lyttleton House,High Cross Lane,Tottenham ,n .

This Paper having a large and increasing es

oulation amongst Christians ofall denomination

forms an excellent modium for Educational and

other announcements.

Situations,

Apartments

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISEMENTS, in small type, are

charged at the following rates :

Not exceeding 30 Words, 2s. Bd.

40 38. Od

50 3s.od.

and 6d , for every additional 10 words or under,

A considerable reduction for a series of six
insertions and upwards.

NOISES IN THE EARS.

Rev. E. J. SILVERTON invites sufferers to send

for his book showing the disease and the means

of cure . Post free 60.; French edition , ls. ,

with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus , London , Fros con
sultations daily.

а

ESTABLISHED 1801.

IRK BANK.

BY ROYAL A pre aration consisting

LETTERS PATENT of EXTRACT OF BEEF AND

VEGETABLES, PENNY

packet of which makes, in
As adopted by

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

BOOK AND DISPLAYED ADVERTISE

MENT8, charged according to space occupied

FRONT PAGE, and other special positions,

arrangement.

SCALE OF CHARGES for larger Advertisements

sont on application .

N.B.- To secure the insertion of Advertisement

in the forthcoming number of WORD AND TOER,

they should reach the Ofice by first post on Mendes

morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sont by Post must be acsom

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs . JOHN F.BHAW Co

Amounts under 2s. 6d , may be sent in Stampe.

OFFICES : 48 , PATERNOSTER BOW , 2.C.

THREE per CENT . INTEREST allowed on

DEPUBITS, repayable ou demand .

TWO per CUNT, INTEREST on QURRENT
ACCOUNTS Calculatedon the minimummonthly

balances, when not drawn beiow £ 100 .

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

coarge, the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other

Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends,and Coupons; and the pur

chase aud sale of stocks, Soares, and Annuities.
Letters of Credit and Oircular Notes issued .

THE BIRKBEUK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, post free , on application ,

FRANCIS RAVENSCRUFT,Manager .

TheBirkbook Builaing Society'Annual

Receipts exceed Five Millions.

COW TOPURCHASE AHOUSE FOR

TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH , with im
mediate Pobsession and no Rent to pay. Apply

at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIKTY,

29, Suuthampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

MONTH, with immediato possession, either for

Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the

Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,

ag above .

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars.

on application .

FRANCIS RAVINBCROFT, Manager.

Hºy

Terms of Subscription.

Word and Work "

Hº

0 6 10

0 13 8Extermination of all CORNS &BUNIONS

Guaranteed by using Gara ner's. Pa

o tented corn andBuuiou Extermina.
tor, an ingenious little instrument

which can be used by anyone. Pain

less in operation - " never fails. "

Price ls . The highest Surgical Tes

timonials can be seen and uperations

successfully performed in ali peculiar

cases , bad nails, & c ., at the Pateutee's,
who will send

0

is Published every Thursday , Price One Hansg.

Orders shouldbe sent to any local Bookseller ar

Nowsagent. It difficulty is experienced in ob

tainingcoples thus, theycan behaddirect from

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the

following rates, Payable in Advance

Post free for 26 Weeks 52 Weeks

£ s . d .

1 Copy 0 3 5

2 Copies 0 6 10

0 10 8 106

a few minutes , A MOST
H.M. Government. DELICIOUS BASIN OF

SOUP. From all Grocers,

etc., throughout the Kings

dom, by your ordering on

them , which is preterred to

DESICCATED
direct dealing. In the event

of any difficulty to obtaining

it , write utreet to thoManu

EDWARDS

SOUP. facturers, P. KING & co.,
LIMITED , 6, Bishopsgate

Avenue, London , or to 25 ,

PRIZE MEDAL. Waring Street, Belfast .

Samples, with reports, Best

treeHEALTH to any address ., yu

receipt of 8td . in stamps .

Keeps good any time, and
EXHIBITION , in anyclimate. In " Tins,

1 lb., 1s . 3d .; } lb. , 8d.; { lb.,
LONDON, 1884 .

5d . ; one oz . paoket ,ld .

SEND for MEDIOAL (Government) REPORTS ,

post free.

FITS ! FITS !! FITS !!!

EPILEPSY

ALL PERSONS SUFFERING FROM

9

Shou d send Name and Audress to JAMES

OSBORNE , Medical Pharmacy, ASH BOURNE,
DBKBYSHIRE, who will forward , free of charge,

fuil particulars (Wild Testimonials) of the most

suocessful Remedy ever uiscovered for this dis .
tressing malady, and which is now sent to all
parts of the world Referonice permitted to the

Rev. J. BAKER, M.A.,

80 , Bolton Road , Pendleton, Manchester,

the Exterminator

direct for 13 stamps.

C. Gardner, Chiropodist, Kendal.

0 12 6 ........... 150
6 0 17 6 1 15 0

( Including Double Numbers.)

The above rates apply to all Countries

in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Europe, Canada, the United States of

America, Egypt, and the HolyLand.

FOREIGN POSTAGE RATES.

Copies of " WORD AND WORK " may be

sent weekly from this Office to any address is

the undermentioned Foreign countries, for One

Year, on the following terms, paid inadvance
To

Africa Jamaica South Africs

Australia Japan South Americs

Brazil New S. Wales Tasmania
China New Zealand West Indies

1 Oopy.... 0,98Copies....... !!
2 Copies 0 18 0 14

ORCHARD'SCUREIDEAFNESS

90

Sale and marmiess. Has cured rtunareds .

* DEAP FOR FORIY YEARS."

Sir ,-My sale for your “ Ours for Deafness
increases . A man hero who bas been deaf

Forty yeana bias bau bis utaning restorou by it .

J. GREEN, Chomist, Christchurch .
1s. 11d . per Bottle , free by Postfor 14 stamps, from

Edwin J. Oronard. Chomist, Balisbury.

Any Chemist will procure to order .

1

WRITE TO-DAY.

A Writefor this valuabl little book .

Fifty Years'Record or Facts, Principles,

and Discoverir & Relating to the Im

COPY provement and Preservation of Auman
Life on Earth . A Series of valuable

articles, by Dr. Samuol Birley, M.D. ,

POST Ph.D. Now published, completein book
form (40 pages ), oue vopy seut pust tree

by the pubushers, GOKUUN W. ALURWAY

FREE. &ou., Castle
Street,Holborn . Bound

and practical. Write to -day for a copy.

TOOTH -ACHE

CURED INSTANTLY BY Zanubar

BUNTER'S

NERVINE. 1 year to 14,whoso Father(aChristian) has been

18. l ; d , of all

Chemists,

Orpost- free on receipt ofstamps, by

W. & J. Wilson , 422 , Olapham Rd ., London , S.W.

LEFT-OFF CLOTHING will be thank

fully received for Mother and eight children

,

ill 9 months and is now in Infirmary,

A , J. Fisher, Bible Depot, Aglesbury,

To

India
Ceylon Aden

Persia
Transvaal

£ 8. d.

1 Copy 0.11 0 8 Copies

2 Copies 1 2 0 14 Copies .......... 1 17 6

All Subscriptions should be remitted byCheque

orPostal Order forthe amount payable to the

publishers, Messrs John F.Shaw & do .

OF
18. PATERNOSTIR ROW , L.O.
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Situations and Appointments.

WANTED HOUSEKEEPER (middle"

aged ) for manager of Coffee Room , to attend bar

& c.; wages £ 16. All found .

B. , Soldiers ' Home, York.

A CHRISTIAN NURSE Wanted for

two children aged 7 and 6 and an infant 10
months. Quite in the country . Nursemaid

keut. Comfortable home , wages £25 , all found .
Mrs. T. J. Simmons, Tanyard House ,

E. Peckham , Tunbridge .

YOUNG MAN , Christian, abstainer , very

respectable, would be tha kful for employment
of any kind . Nine years' character and excellent

references. No objection to travel. H.J. C. ,

3 , Steele Road , Leytonstone, Essex.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women and nursery gover

nesses froin the country or elsewhere wbilst

waiting for situations. Registry attached.

Termson application to the Deaconess in charge

of the Registry,
Conference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED, place in the Suburbs for a good
Plain Cook, belongs to Salvation Army,

wages £ 23, age 30 . 8. O. H. , The Registry ,

Conferenco Hall , Midmay Park , N.

SITUATION WANTED useful

Maid , age 28, good needlewoman .

Mrs.Whitebou :e, 1 , Newington Green , N.

WANTED place as Mother's Help, or any
light capacity, age 25 ; £12 . Miss Hawkes ,

1 , Newington Green , London , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED

Child's Naid , dressmaking,3 years' reference .

London or Suburbs. B.A., Registry ,

Conference Hall, Miidmay Park , N.

WANTED places for respectable you g

girls as Under Nurses and Under Housemaids in
Christian families . Stamped envelopes for

replies. Registry ,

Conference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a

Matron of many years' experience in servants '

Home and Registry ; would take similar post

again, or Superintendent of small Convalescent

Home. N. S. , care of Mrs. Preece ,

Shire Hall, Worcester ,

WANTED BY A LADY, age36, en

gagement as Companion (travelling), Lady

Housekeeper , or any post of trust. Liighest

references . F. K., care of Misa Stroud,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

COACHMAN and WIFE need re -en .

gagement. well recommended. Wife plaiu Cook .

Nofamily. Ages 45 and 40. Barratt , care of Miss

Stroud , Deaconess House, Mildmay Park, N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a

middle -aged superior person to wait upon and

nurse invalid gentleman or lady , been accus
tomed to both , Mrs. Btoddart,

1, Newington Green , London, N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED

useful man in Mission or family, with wife as

cook , or alone ; three years ' character .

as

Combe Down School," PREPARAT
ORY

SCHOOL FOR

Educational .

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Near BATH , Woodlands, Snaresbrook, Essex.

FOR SONS OF GENTLEMEN . The MISSES COX and MISS CECIL receive the

Principal: MR . W. FRANKLIN Bons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

( for nearly8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

School),

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough,

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST.
Home comforts . Special attention is paid to

Christian teaching and training are combined

the training of pupils in religion , morality ,

with an education to fit boys for business and

and purity . The instruction given in the

professional pursuits .

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical .

Pupils are prepared for tho various University
PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION .

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys .
OROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

Combe Down , at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath, is noted for its fine, bracing air ,

The Avenue, Acton , -Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational auvantages.

The School residenceand premises have been Pupils received between the ages of six and four

certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa
teen years. A limited number only take ,

tion .
References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

References

Dr. Baedeker , Weston -super -Mare.

very moderate, and charged froin date of entry .

Address Principal.

Colonel Barnes, Oommandant, 10th Bengal

Lancers .
CAPTAIN MORETON

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath ,

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Geo.

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

FOSTER as an educator.

H. Groves , Esq . , Kendal.

London Referee - GEORGE WILLIAM8, Esq. ,

G. F. Trench , Esq . , Ardfert , Co. Kerry.

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard.

Prospectus, with full particulars , sent on ap

Swimming taught this term .

plication ,

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL.

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christian

Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

terms , by applying to Rev. J.Renny, F.R.S.L.,

Christ Churcu Parsonage , Cheddar. A sta in ped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply .

SOUTHEND - ON -SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY
SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES.

Children taken for the vacations .

Terms moderate . Full particulars on application

to Principal.
Address, Principal, Belle Vue House,

Stanley Road , Southead -on - Sea , Essex .

PARIS .-HOME FOR GOVERNESSE 3 ,

Lady Stud - nts , and Christian Workers. Advan

tages of French .
Miss Pryde , 23 , Avenue du Bois de Boulogne.

Lickfold, 280, Hackney Road, London , E.

COACHMAN . - Re-engagement wanted ;

5 years' and 25 years' references ; go any part ;
ago 28 ; wife a laundress. W. Willinot,

Spiers' Cottage, Tottenham Park , Tottenham ,

WILL ANY LADY kindly give employ

ment to a Widow , middle -aged , of high respecta
bility - as needlewoman - who for a home this

winter, and small money , would be grateful !

Mrs. O., care of Missotroud,

Conferenco Hall , Mildmay Park, N.

WANTED a Post as Matron of Convalescent

Home (preferred ), Servants' Home and Registry ,

or any Home connected with the Y.W.O.A,

Nine years' reference as Matron .

E , H. B. , 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED to hear of places in Christian

families for several superior and experienced
young women as Children's Maids.

Registry . - Conference Hall , Milamay Park, N.

A YOUNG LADY desires an engagement

8 . Olerk , Cashier, or Assistant, in a nouse of
business in or near LO Highest s.

B. M., Word and Work Office , 48, Paternoster

Row , 1.o

Select Boarding School for Young Ladies,;

MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE.

Principal - MRS. JUDSON .
In this lovely and healthy locality, situated amongtheCotswold Hills , pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying the advantages of careful instruction,homecomforts,and Christian training.

Terms inclusive and moderate . References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and to

Country, and to Rev.John Wilkinson, 79, Mildmay Road , N. , &c .

partmenis, ár.
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The allowance of a close fellowship between Chris

CONTENTS.
tian and philosophic beliefs is no new thing in the

history of the Church . Both in Alexandria and

Antioch there was an attempt made at a very early

period to blend the faith of the Gospel with the

systems of Greek thought ; and, so far as it was

successful, the result was not of such a character as

to encourage & repetition of the act . Curiously

enough , when we examine them more closely , the

present endeavours are seen to have a very marked

trend in the direction of early Alexandrian philosophy,

and it is openly suggested by some that the recon

struction of theology can only be accomplished by

rejecting the Latin or Western theology, and return

ing to the simpler and more profound system of the

Greeks. The significance of this is very clear, though

PROGRESSIVE ORTHODOXY.

the advantage of such a change will hardly be admitted

by any one who knows the corruption of Christian

E have had occasion to call attention to the
truth which followed its earlier alliance with human

rash speculations of certain writers , on the

philosophy.

other side of the Atlantic, who are apparently anxious

to become illustrious as the discoverers of a new theo.
PROGRESSIVE HETERODOXY.

logy. Some of their books have been reprinted in

JOR our own part we are content , passing over

, ,
both Western and Eastern forms of thought, to go

gandists, they have become widely known. A few

back to the writings contained in the Old and New

years ago this modern American school of thought Testaments. These we recognise as the only rule of

started a monthly magazine, called the Andover
faith and duty. Our care should be to silence the voices

Review , in which, from time to time , fierce battle has
of men, that we may listen alone and reverently to the

been waged against old beliefs , and occasionally feeble
voice of God . Whatever value human thoughts may

efforts have been made to formulate the creed of the
have elsewhere, they only bewilder and mislead when

future.

they intrude themselves into the things of God . Recep

Like their allies on this side of the water, they are tion of a Divine revelation is a thousand-fold better,

unwilling to lose touch of the past , lest they forfeit besides being infinitely more becoming, than irreverent

the present . Any sudden and full disclosure of the criticism . Yet it is essentially to criticism the new

wide distance between their doctrines and the doc theology looks. Man's measurements and methods

trines of the Reformed Churches might frighten many are to be applied to the deep things of God, and we

of their timid followers, and leave them to address
are promised a full and satisfactory disclosure

empty benches not a few ; therefore they are careful of them all. According to " Progressive Orthodoxy,"

to minimize differences and to exaggerate agreement, the new theology, for which the title REAL

while trusting mainly, however, to a certain haziness is rather impudently assumed , is “ applied largely

of statement in which it is not always easy to distin “ and loosely to a great variety of opinions, advocated

guish truth from error. The Editors of the Review " quite independently, by numerous writers in many

already named have contributed to its pages a series " countries." A few lines further on we read :

of articles now collected and published under the title " One class of writers busies itself chiefly with the

“ PROGRESSIVE ORTHODOXY. " The title is a taking “ dogmatic problems necessitated by the growth of

one, and is evidently designed to disarm suspicion . " the Evolutionary Philosophy. Another is occupied

Who is likely to quarrel with progressive conserva “ with questions of historical criticism . Another is

tism ? And, so long as orthodoxy is conserved, why absorbed in the development of the new science of

should any one fear a free and far-reaching inter “ Biblical Theology. Another seeks from a get more

course with the best science and philosophy of the “ interior and central position to state the leading

day ? We are assuredthis is all that is asked , and in “ doctrines of our religion in the light and under the

the interest both of peace and purity we are invited inspiration of the revelation of God, which is given

to sit at the feet of the new teachers. " in Christ."
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argerthan at present,beforeweofier an opinion. Ch

اهرپهمین .

Α '

With the first and second classes we have no “ the Spirit of wisdom and revelation in every soul

sympathy. Scripture and Evolution can only be “ which He dwells, and there have been some souls is

reconciled by the destruction of either or both. rages since the Apostolic into which He has so abur

The so -called Higher Criticism fails so egregiously dantly shed the radiance of God's truth, that they

when it attempts construction , that it is fast becom . " have been the spiritual luminaries of their own ari

ing discredited , even in its own home. As to the third “ following centuries.''*

and fourth classes, we must be content to wait until Now we do not refuse to admit that there have been

their contributions to our knowledge are very much men raised up by God to enlighten and guide the

Church since the days of the Apostles. But we deny

Probably the additions to our theology from all four the continuity of a Divine Revelation, and we conterd

will be much more harmful than helpful . Assuredly, that inspiration, in so far as it implies Divine

the progress they promise is not in the direction of authority to bind the conscience, has not appeared

orthodoxy - like Huxley's famous ladder , it leads in a since the canon of Scripture was closed . The Romish

direction opposite to that of the one Jacob saw at
Church has asserted the continuance of inspiration, and

Bethel. If we were asked to give a correct and ex
has added very considerably to the contents of the

pressive title to the volume, we would change the last Bible during the last eighteen centuries. We hare

word and call it " Progressive Heterodoxy." Already been repeatedly amazed at the resemblance between

the progress away from truth is marked enough, and the new Rationalism and the old Romanism , and we

it is likely to become more and more manifest as the will not be surprised if some day the disciples of

years go on .
both recognize it and claim at length an entire

identity . Certainly they are curiously agreed in not

restricting revelation to the contents of the Divine

to su :

New DOCTRINE OF INSPIRATION.
Word. They reach the same conclusion by diferent

paths. Rome says , “ I possess the abiding Para :

CCORDING to the new theology , " The Bible is “ clete, and by His teaching can add to the truthstor

“ the representation in writing of God's his “ merly revealed . " The new Rationalism levels “ revela

" torical revelation of Himself to man , which has ' tion and inspiration to the simple illumination given

come immediately from that revelation as it has by renewal and sanctification in the ordinary super

“ passed through its successive stages . We see the " naturalism of saving grace. ” If there be any difference

" revealing and redeeming and reclaiming purpose of between inspiration and the ordinary enlightenment

“ God most strikingly manifested in the fact that the of the Holy Ghost, it is now asserted to be one of

" unique events in which He disclosed Himself have | degree and not of kind . Every Christian, it is

“ left as their products documents which bear their claimed , is more or less inspired. "

“ immediate impress. In the Scriptures themselves,

“ regarded as sacred compositions , in their un .

“ paralleled moral and religious power and beauty,

CHRISTIAN CONSCIOUSNESS.

" we recognize the outgoing of that inspired life which HESE bold affirmations find their logical outcome

" is the especial medium of His revelation . " * in the modern doctrine of the judicial authority

If we are to accept this language in its full meaning which it is said belongs to the Christian consciousness.

we must regard the Bible as simply the record of Hitherto we have been taught to bow submissively to

spiritual life . It ceases to be a direct, Divişe revela the authority of Scripture. Now we are instructed

tion ; it is only an indirect revelation of God through to test it by our own consciousness of truth and right.

His influence and action on holy men . Undoubtedly For , it is argued, this consciousness, if we are childrec

it still is the narrative of supernatural grace ; of God, is the product of the Holy Spirit, and it is no

nevertheless, so far v as we see , less Divine than the consciousness of prophets and

tive of the continuous action of the Holy Ghost apostles , even though in their case it may have been

to -day would have similar authority and value. This more elevated. And time counts for something. So

statement is too startling a one for ordinary minds , that Christian men in these latter days may see more

and the authors of the new theology are careful not clearly in some respects than even Apostles did, 45

to make it. It can be detected , however, between the they in their brighter light saw some things which wera

lines , and even their evident anxiety to establish for but dimly seen by the prophets who were before

the Apostles a certain quasi-authority is a proof in thein . The new theologians are afraid at present to

point. Thusthey say :- '.f carry this to its logical issue. If the Christian con

" The views of Christ and of His truth, contained sciousness which is being formed and educated in sue

" in the apostolic Epistles must, from the nature of cessive ages is competent to discoveranddetermine

" the case , always shape the religious and moral truth , then, when divisions arise between brethren

“ conceptions of the Church. Not that they only | who claim the enlightenment of tl.v sameSpirit,how

' possessed the Spirit of wisdom and revelation. He is are these to be healed ? Evidently there must be

Progressive Orthodoxy, p . 233,
* Progressive Orthodoxy, p. 209 .

T

can a narra
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can

some sufficient and final standard to which all may dying without ever having heard the Gospel preached ,

appeal. Formerlywe could test such opinions of man the opportunity missed in this life must be granted

by the Bible but if our judgments , through the in the world to come. It need hardly be said there

indwelling of the Holy Ghost, become Divine, they is no warrant in Scripture for this belief ; neverthe

are entitled to a reverence approaching in some less, it has been boldly brought to the front, and,

degree at least that which we have been accustomed strangely enough, it has been most earnestly pressed

only to give to the Word of God . in connection with missions,

To meet this difficulty it is asserted that the The annual meeting of the American Board of

& postles through their nearness to Christ had an advan Commissioners for Foreign Missions, held in Des

tage which none of their predecessors had , and one too Moines, Ia . , on the 5th October , was anticipated

which can be shared in by those who come after with unusual interest , because it was well known

them, through their mediation alone. “ No teacher that the allowance of this extra - Scriptural belief would

" in the Church , it is affirmed , " has ever arisen or then be publicly discussed . About a fortnight ago

ever arise so filled with the Spirit as not to the Christian World , being in possession of telegraphic

depend upon the apostles for conceptions of God. We accounts of the proceedings, in an editorial headed

can see that their situation and their exceptionally ex “ Missions and Theology," crowed somewhat loudly

“alted life make following teachers dependent upon over the settlement of this question in favour of the

“ them as they were not dependent upon any predecessor looser theology. This will appear from the following

“ except Christ; that their conceptions of our Lord extract :

are the framework into which all the subsequent
Only a telegraphic summary of the proceedings ofthe Board has

“ thoughts of His Church about Him and His work come to hand at this writing... But from this it is clear that

“ must be set , and the norm by which the teaching of
unity prevails, and that the claim of the Liberal party has been

conceded . This claim was, in brief, that the Prudential

" the Church must shape itself.”
Committee at Boston was not a tribunal to settle theological

We have taken the liberty to put a few words into
questions, but that these , so far as affecting appointments to

missionary service, were properly determinable by councils of

italics to make the meaning clearer. We do not the churches.. Considerable debate sprang up upon a resolu

think the Roman Curia would object to receive the

tion indorsing the course recently pursued by the committee ,

An amendment, to the effect that the Board is squarely opposed

doctrine of the apostles as the framework into which to the doctrine of future probation , was voted down, on the

subsequent conceptions must be set , and the norm
ground that theological questions, as such, were not within the

province ofthe Board . The resolution of indorsement finally

by which they are to be shaped . This, however, is prevailed , by a two thirdsvote, in an amended shape, approving

very different from accepting apostolic statements as
the caution which had been shown in guarding the Board from

tendency to favourthe new doctrine, and recommending the

authoritative and final. It leaves ample room for the same caution in future, On the other hand, a resolution,

development of doctrine according to the method of strongly supported by the venerable President, Mark Hopkins,

was carried unanimously, recommending that, in difficult cases

John Henry Newman. It really reasons inspiration turning upon the doctrinal views of candidates, the Prudential

away by watering it down to the highest and truest
Committee be advised to call a council of churches to pass upon

the fitness of the applicants. This action proposes what the
thought of good men in exceptional circumstances.

Liberal party has urged, that the same procedurą be applied to

There is no Divine security against error. Inspiration is candidates for missionary service as to candidates for the pastoral

charge at home . The protest of the New Haven Church in the
atits highest the best voices on earth under the ordi

case of Mr. Hume having been sent in, the chairman reported

nary impulses of grace ; the speaking of a living voice that the case had been settled satisfactorily ; which is under.

stond to mean that Mr. Hume will be allowed to return to his

from heaven is denied to the past no less than to the field ,

present . Either their telegraphic summary was from an un.

Scripture contains many revelations. God in trustworthy source, or the conductors of the Christian

divers times and manners spake in the days of old World read into it their own wishes, for last week,

by the Prophets, and the word of God was on their in smaller type, and in the column of “ Notesby the

tongue . To make these revelations of value for all
Way ," the following interesting statement appears:

time the record of them must be correct and complete.

This God effected by directing , as He knew how to
The controversy in regard to American Missions, which arose

in consequence of the expressed intention of the Missionary

direct , the men who made the record so that all Board to withdraw Mr. Hüme from the Indian field, on account

after ages might be able to accept the volume as
of his adherence to the doctrine of a future probation for the

heathen who die without the light, bas been settled in a com

containing truth without any mixture of error. Any promising fashion at the annual meeting of the Board atDes

inspiration which gives us less than this is untrust.
Moines. Great heat was generated in the course of the dis

cussions, but ultimately, though the doctrine of future probe

worthy and vain . tion was condemned as " divisive and perv rsive, ” and Prof. E.

C. Smith , of Andover, who is its mostprominent advocate, has

retired from the Prudential Committee, yet & report was adopted

PROBATION AFTER DEATH.
favouring the return of Mr, Hume to India, and it was decided

to transfer the task of examining candidates for the mission

field from the Prudential Committee of the Board to a council

HE advocates of the new theology are especially for finaldetermination . We cannot belp hoping that the council

anxious to gain allowance for their pet theory of
will be more liberal in its views than the committee has been

in the matter of Mr. Hume. It does not chime in with our

“ probation after death." They appear to think that notion of Congregational principles to exclude a successful

God is under some obligation to offer salvation to all worker from the mission field simply because he holds a doctrino

which is maintained by some of the most acute Biblical critics

napkind through Christ, and in the case of heathens
of the day , and as to the truth or otherwise of which no one

THE
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can positively affirm or deny until all truth is revealed beyond KIND WORDS.

the grave.
E have often received kind letters from our

Even this , which looks very like a correction, if not
readers, assuring us of their sympathy with us

a retraction of the previous week's boasting , is not a
in the necessary, though sometimes painful, task o ?

fair and straightforward description of what actually exposing errorand maintaining Scriptural truth . This

happened. This will be at once apparent to any one week we have received the following note from ab

who reads the resolution which became the finding
esteemed and well-known evangelical clergyman o

of the Board :
the Church of England, in London :

The Board is constrained to look with great apprehension Will you allow me to thank you for the clear sound of the

upon certain tendencies of the doctrine of a probation after valuable articles you have lately been publishing on “ Vicarion

death , which has been recently broached and diligently pro Sacrifice " ?

pagated ; that seemed divisive and perversive and dangerous

to the churches at home and abroad. And there lies before us a long and very cheering lete:

In view of those tendencies they do heartily approve of the from a Baptist minister in one of our large Midlani

action of the Prudential Committee in carefully guarding tha

Board from any committal to the approval of that doctrine , and towns, from which we give the following extract:

advise a continuance of that caution in time to come.”
I am a subscriber and constant reader of your publication

which I consider to be the best of its kind extant. I
As to the appointment of a theological council the

commend it to my friends and acquaintances as such. But I
Christian World is again in error. The Prudential

objectin writing you now (and Ihope youwill pardon my freedom
Committee was only recommended to consider the for it is clear that we are of the same mind and spirit) is to say

how rejoicedI am at your clear, bold testimony for the truth,

expediency of calling such a council , and to " report and your truly Christian, yet unflinching, exposé of the desdir

on this matter to the Board at the next annual errors of these times. Few, even among Christian writer

seem to have sufficient courage to speak out clear and emphatie

meeting.” on these points of doctrine, truth , and righteousness, bot Deter

was it more necessary than now that men of truth should

MIS -DIRECTED ZEAL.
make themselves heard ;but, thank God ,yourwitness is simple,

UR new theologians are welcome to whatever com
pure , clear, and trenchant; like a silver bell it rings out the

warning amid the darkness which prevails, and seems to be

fort they can extract from the proceedings of the thickening around us, and my constant prayer is that God maj

American Board , though we doubt very much whether
make it effectual for much good.

As I read your articles week by week I thank God for your

it will be possible for them to discover even a little testimony, which I am sure is after His mind.

crumb. For the present, orthodoxy has been victorious We are both strengthened and sustained by the

along the whole line . The missionary who expressed kind interest expressed in such communications.

his belief in a future probation has not been reinstated.

The utmost done for him has been to recommend his

Satisfaction.

case to the kindly reconsideration of the Prudential

DEAR: Lord,nought else can satisfy

Council , which had previously rejected him .

Then wilt Thou not just now draw nigh,
We confess we fail to understand the missionary E'en unto me ?

zeal of men who believe that in another life the
And lead my thoughtsto Thee above

heathen , who do not hear of Christ now , will have an Unfailing Friend ?

I want to realize Thy love,
opportunity of receiving or rejecting Him . Their

Love without end !

anxiety rather should be directed to the thousands
And may Thy peace my soul just fill

who do hear of Him in this life and are in awful peril With joy and light .

of refusing to believe in Him. Nominal Christians, I yield to Thee my stubborn will,

It is Thy right.

according to their theory, are losing their only chance
I yearnfor rest, sweet, perfect rest,

of being saved, and all the time and strength of these Whate'er befall ;

believers in the " future probation of the heathen ” Then draw me to Thy loving breast ,

should be given to the unfortunates who are trifling
My all in all !

Andmay Thy glory flood my soul

away the short period in which their salvation is To overflow ;

possible . On Thee each burden now I roll,

The interest of the meeting at Des Moines is not,
And let it go !

however, wholly due to the examination of this ques
Sweetportion, Lord, Thy peace , Thy love ,

Thy rest down here,

tion of probation . It turns rather, we might say, Thy joy ,Thy glory e'en to prove

mainly on the likelihood of a relaxation of creed and Midst gloomand care .

the allowance of a looser theology . There are many I crave no more, until I see

Thee face to face,
and marked efforts being made in this direction on

And then throughout eternity

both sides of the Atlantic, and our able contemporary I'll sing Thy grace .

the Christian World is more anxious about the success

1

That grace which made Thee stoop so low ,

of these than about the settlement of a question
A worm to raise !

Oh, that that “ to allmay
show

which, from its standpoint, cannot seem of vital im Thy wondrous praise !

portance . It is at best a question of outposts, but Soon shall I see Thee as Thou art ,

the eagerness manifested by the Christian World to
And be like Thee ;

claim as a victory what turns out to be a defeat is
Then wilt Thou satisfy this heart

Entirely !
instructive in more ways than one. Holywoodrath. E. H.T.

)
worm
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so did ;

and proclaimed in the Gospel of the grace of God . It

Atonement. was accepted in heaven , that we may triumph and

BY REV. MARCUS RAINSFORD.
rejoiceinit bere below ; and pleaded for the salvation

of our individual souls .

" And he sball make an atonement for the holy place, because of the

uncleanness of the children of Israel, and because of their transgressior si “ If any man sin , we have an Advocate with the

in all iheir sins ; and so shall he do for the tabernacle of the congregation, Father, Jesus Christ the righteous, who ever liveth to
that remaineth among them in the midst of their uncleanness . And there

shall be no man in the tabernacle of the congregation when he goeth in to make intercession for us."

make an atonement in the holy place , until he come out , and have made
It is witnessed by the Holy Ghost. Why is Hean atonement far himself, and for bis house hold , and for all the congrega

tion of Israel ” (Lev . xvi . 16, 17).
here ? Just to testify of Jesus , to tell us that “ He

THE

HE whole transaction is accomplished there by was delivered for our offences, and raised again for

one man (ver. 20, 21) . Observe the atonement, our justification ,” that “by grace we are saved

the transfer, the removal. ' A glorious Gospel it is ! through faith , " and by Him “ all that believe are

Also read Lev. xxv . 8-10 . justified from all things." Let us glance at these

Our subject is Atonement . There can be no atone
heads :

ment without remission ; and there can be no remis Atonement
was purposed . In Rev. xiii . 8 we read

sion without shedding of blood . Atonement
means of “ the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world ,”

propitiation
, expiation for sin , satisfaction

to justice . teaching us that , before the world was founded , sin

And this was evermore, according to the types of the was permitted or the atonement was purposed. God

Old and the teaching of the New Testament
, by would not have allowed sin to interfere with His great

sacrifice (Lev. xvii. 11 ). " It is the blood that maketh purpose of love to His people ; and so , before sin was,

atonement ; the blood means poured out life - the Hemade an arrangement with the Saviour. Accord

poured -out life of an animal in the sacrice in Old ingly , we read, in Titus i . 2, of “ the hope of eternal

Testament times prefigured the poured -out life of life, which God, that cannot lie , promised before the

Christ in New Testament times , the propitiation, world began." There is the grand purpose of God.

expiation, satisfaction for sin . • The soul that And the coming of Jesus Christ was only the manifes

sinneth, it shall die ; ” but the poured -out life of tation and result of that promise. Abraham got a

Christ is the satisfaction for the sinner. When the
view of the promise when he was told to offer his son

Baptist proclaimed : " Behold the Lamb of God, Isaac for burnt offering (Gen. xxii . 7 ) : “ My

which taketh away the sip of the world,” the allusion
father behold the fire and the wood ,

was to the sacrifice of the daily lamb.
Also in but where is the lamb for a burnt offering ?

Isa. liii. 7 : “ He is brought as a lamb to the slaughter, And Abraham said : “ My son , God will provide

and as a sheep before her shearers is dumb, so He Himself a lamb," and He
we read ,

openeth not His mouth . " When our blessed Master in Isa. liii . 10 , Christ's soul was made an offering for

Himself, at supper, presented the cup to His disciples , sin, and “ He shall see of the travail of His soul, and

He said : “This is My blood of the New Testament, shall be satisfied ." Every new-born soul into the

which is shed for many for the remission of sins.” family of God is a fruit of the travail of Christ's soul .

And St. Paul, speaking of Christ's propitiation, Travail is suffering, but all suffering is not travail .

tells how “ God has set Him forth to be a propitia Travail has reference to birth, and every child of God

tion through faith in His blood . ” And St. John : is born of the travail of Christ's soul (Dan. ix . 24) .

“ He is the propitiation for our sins.". They were In the book of Leviticus the thing was pictured , pre

looking back to the mercy-seat , the propitiatory, as it figured . Look at chapter xvi., and see what a picture

was called, and teaching those to whom they wrote to that chapter gives us ;(ver. 5-7) all presented before

look beyondand above all earthly sanctuaries to Alim the Lord, a picture of Christ's sacrifice, in order that

who had Himself gone in within the veil , and there poor sinners might be free ; (ver . 8 ) the two goats both

presented His ownblood for the sin of sinners. No represent Christ , the one representing the fact of His

one needs now to propitiate God , nor to expiate sin, death , and what was done with His blood, the

or pay the least farthing directly or indirectly ; the other representing the consequence of His death,

work is all finished long ago . We are invited to and what was done with our sins. (Ver, 9 ) . Here

come to the mercy -seat without money and without the Lord is in picture presented as a sin offering for the

price, on the grouud that a new and living way is sin of sinners, forfeiting His own life for those who

opened for us through the veil ; that is to say, His had forfeited their lives before the tribunal of the

flesh . “ Therefore, we have boldness now to enter great God. (Ver. 10.) The scapegoat here represents

into the holiest by the blood of Jesus. " Weneed the effectuality of the atonement.

offerno satisfaction. May God write thison all our (Ver. 11-19 .) Mark, how the burning incense was

hearts. Oh, it is liberty , it is jubilee ! “ Once in the created by the fire which consumed the sacrifice ; and

end of the world bath He appeared to put away sin thus the high priest stands beforethe presence of God

by the sacrifice of Himself ; " and there remaineth no accepted for Israel , and then the trumpet sounds

more offering for sin . throughout the land, the captives go free, the aliens

This atonement work of Christ is represented in go home, and alldebts are paid .

many aspects in the Word of God . Now turn to Heb. ix . 11-15 , where the shadow has

Aspurposed. It was the purpose of Almighty God been superseded by the substance. The atonement

before the foundation of theworld that sin should be in Israel was only for a year ; but Christ has done the

atoned for. better thing, and obtained eternal redemption for us .

It was provided in the everlasting covenant. On the ground of having paid the penalty, and made

It was promisedand prefigured in Old Testament expiation for our sin , His atonement is accepted . We

types, provided in the mission of Christ from heaven , are told , in Rom. iv. 25 : “ He was delivered for our

offences, and raised again for our justification,” and
* From Straight Paths for your Feet. Just published by Hodder &

" therefore, being justified by faith , we have peaceStoughton . We are glad to find this excellent little book has reached a

second edition . Ia these days of departure from the faith its straightfor. with God ." Hisown self, having purged our sins, sat
ward , sensible , and strong defence of Soriptural truth is as rofreshing as it
is timely . down at the right hand of God : is not that accept
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ANOG ? When He went into the highest heaven as many lessons. Look at the Cross of Christ,and you

High Priest for His people, He presented His own see , what ?- The crowning achievement of sin , the

forfeited life for acceptance ; and God said : “ Sit exhibition of what nan was capable of. Was there

Thou on My right hani. "" And the shout was heard : ever such a Man as Christ ? And yet the Cross was

“ Lift up your heads, O ye gates, even lift them up, the downy bed that they provided for Him .

ye everlasting doors , and the King of glory shall come the Cross we see an exhibition of God's indignation

in . " Heaven's veil was drawn aside to admit Him ; against sin ; and of God's salvation , and the height,

and “ He ever liveth to make intercession for us . ' and depth , and length , and breadth of that wondrous

And who witnesses all this to us ? Our Lord Jesus love to man which passeth knowledge.

was no sooner received within the veil than the Holy And what is the end of His sacrifice on the Cross ?

Ghost came forth to be the witness, witnessing in the Ourfreedom , our justification, our death to sin, the

word of the truth of the Gospel ; and bearing testi world crucified unto us and we unto the world ; lift

mony with every child of God that he is a child of supplied, cleansing supplied , atonement supplied

God , being in him a “ well of living water springing “ They pierced His side, and forth with there came

up into everlasting life .” out blood and water." " And the fountain was open

And is not this atonement proclaimed ? What is for sin and for uncleanness." Because God is hols.

the Gospel but the proclamation that “ the God of just, and true, and because God is love , God wouli

peace has brought again from the dead our Lord Jesus make “ Him to be sin for us, who knew no sin, that

Christ, that great Shepherd of the sheep, through we might be made the righteousness of God in Him. "

the blood of the everlasting covenant” ? And that And how am I to get the benefit ? What did the

through this Man is preached unto you the forgive Israelite do ? He brought his victim , and through

ness of sins , and by Him all that believe are justified the priest presented it to the Lord, and, as it were

from all things ? " " Christ has redeemed us from the said, "Take this life , this victim , slain for me , for mj

curse of the law, being made a curse for us " (Gal.i . 4) . life,” and the sinner went free. By faith, take the

" Who gave Himself for our sins, that Àe might Lamb of God , whose blood cleanseth from all sin,

deliver us from this present evil world, according to and present Him.

the will of God and our Father." There is the answer Christ's life for mine.

to all objections ; if He is our Father, we may well
Christ's death for me.

rest satisfied. Christ's salvation for me. And God has sworn

Well, atonement has been made and accepted, that “ as many as receive Him , to them He gires

justice is satisfied, the veil is rent, and of things that power to become the sons of God , even to them that

are spoken this is the sum : “ We have such an High
believe on His name."

Priest, who has passed into the heavens. "

In someminds the difficulty arises—Is guilt trans Notes for Bible Reading:

ferable ? It is, as we are clearly shown in Rom. v. 12. Separation from the World.

I am guilty for Adam's sin, and this is trueofevery | WHY
HYmust we be separate ?

soul that is born into the world . If guilt were not 1. Wecannot serve two masters Matt. vi . 24 ;Jas,iv.4.

transferable , God would not be just in charging me
2. We belong to Christ.

Not our own

with Adam's sin . I inherit salvation from Christ in
1 Cor, vi. 19, 20.

Children of God 1 John iii. 2.

the same way that I inherit guilt from Adam . I am Christ's body 1 Cor. xii . 27 .

born into Adam's family by generation, and I am born His witnesses - Luke xxiv. 48.

into God's family by regeneration. Generation iden His ambassadors 2 Cor. v. 20.

tifies me with guilt : regeneration identifies me with 3. He commands us.

righteousness. Union with Christ is on the ground
Not fashioned to this world Rom, xii. 2 .

of His having been in a position to take my place .
Come out and be separate 2 Cor. vi. 17.

Love not the world
There is another objection which some put forth .

1 John ii , 15.

4. We should be like Him ,

Where is the necessity for this atonement ? One drop He was separate
Heb. vii , 26 .

of poison , dropped into the perfect man, Adam, has He was not of the world John xvi. 16.

deluged the world with corruption. Sin is contrariety 5. Truly living we overcome the

to God. What doth it ? It turns love into wrath , world 1 John v. 4.

light into darkness , liberty into bondage, loyalty into
6. Truly working we are separate 2 Tim . ii . 4.

enmity, blessing into curse, life into death, angels into
Why does He separate us ?

devils, and heaven into hell .
1. To bring us near to Himself Num, xvi. ..

2. For ourwork Acts xiii . 2.
Another objection . Why might not God have

How shall we separate ourselves ?
forgiven sin without atonement ? We have the 1. Forsake all

Luke xiv, 33.

answer in the garden of Gethsemane, when , with 2. Deny ourselves Mark viii. 34.

the blood sweat on His brow , the Saviour said , 3. Destroy every hindrance Mark ix . 43.

Father , if it be possible, let this cup pass from
Se our mind on things above Col. iii. 2 .

Me;” and “ He was heard, in that He feared," but
5. Do all to His glory Col. iii , 17 .

the cup did not pass .
Results of separation ,

Therefore in those terrible 1. We shall live with Him 1 Thess, v. 10.

sweat drops, and in His cry, “ My God ! My God ! 2. We shall work with Him 2 Cor. vi. 1 .

wby bast Thou forsaken Me? " we learn that it was 3. We shall suffer with Him Rom. vii, 17 .

incompatible with the character of a holy God if 4. We shall sit in heavenly places Eph. ii. 6.

sinners were forgiven without full atonement being 5. We shall be transformed into

made. And the wonder of wonders is that God His image 2 Cor. iii. 18.

Himself should become in some inconceivable way
6. Made sous and daughters 2 Cor. vi. 17 , 18 .

“ His own self bare our sins in His
7. Made joyful

the atonement !
Ezra vi . 22.

8. Securing greater assistance Ezra vi. 22.

own body on the tree.”
9. We shall find brethren - Neh . x . 28, 29.

Again , why was such a dreadful death as the cross 10. We shall receive far more Mark x. 29, 30.

necessary ? The Lord intended by it to teach us WM. P. TA FLOR.

.
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The Uganda Martyrs.

WE

THE

TE have already announced in these pages the massacre

of the native Christians in Uganda by order of King

Mwanga. Letters have now been received giving fuller details,

and on enquiry at the C.M.S offices we learn that the mission

aries ' letters contain details which enable friends at home to

measure the dimensions of the awful tragedy that, last May

and June, was enacted in that far -off land.

The mind recoils with horror from the statement that thirty

two native Christians were at one time slowly roasted to death

on the same huge pyre ; that others were mercilessly butchered ;

and that others were grossly mutilated, although their lives

were for the moment spared . Bravely and faithfully these
latest born into the Church of Christ have met their glory.

But in Central Africa, as it has been elsewhere , the blood of the

martyrs is proving the seed of the Church , and we are told of

men and women coming forward and demandingbaptism after

the deaths of their brethren . We understand, for the letters

are not yet published, that at least nine were thus baptized

after those fearful days, the 5th and 6th of last June, and that

two of them were persons of good rank,

Rev. J. P. Ashe has been expelled the country , while Mr.

Mackay has been " forcibly detained." The letters expla ning

this detention have not come to hand ; but we learn that in

official quarters the impression is that Mr. Mackay hasbeen

detained not for ill-will , but from a sense of his usefulness,

During the years he has been at Uganda he has introduced

many improvements, and even constructed machines and

implements which the king has learned to value. Hence

probably his detention ; and just here may yet be found the

means for re -entrance. Meanwhile surely earnest and united

prayer will be made for this faithful servant of Christ alone in

such a land , and in the power of a merciless and savage king;

[ Just as we go to press the C.M.S. hava kindly placed in our
hands extracts from the letters referred to ; these we hope to

give in our next. ]

Bishop Hannington's Last Days.

HE diary of the martyred Bishop has been received by the

Church Missionary Society . It is painfully interesting

reading, and has evidently been written up to the very day of

day ofhis murder, We learn it is written in one of Lett's

monthly pocket diaries, and that the entries have been made

with great care , and with such regard for economy of space,

that in some instances a magnifying glass is required for their

decipherment. This memorial is in courseof transcription, and

will appear in full in the Church Missionary Society Intelligencer.

In the meantime we are enabled to publish the following extracts

giving a touching account of his arrest and imprisonment.

OCTOBER 21 (WEDNESDAY).

I climbed a neighbouring hill, and to my joy saw & splendid

view of the Nile , only about half an hour's distance, country

being beautiful, deep creeks of the lake visible to the south.

I presently asked leave to go to the Nile . This was denied me .

I afterwards askedmy headman , Brahim , to come with me to

the point close at hand whence I had seen the Nile , as our men

had begun to doubt its existence ; several followed up, and one,

pretending to show me another view , led me further away, when

suddenly about twenty ruffians set upon us. B. they bound

instantly; me they violently threw to the ground , and proceeded

to strip me of all valuables; thinking they were robbers I

sbouted for help, when they forced me up and hurried me away

as I thought to throw me down a precipice close at hand . I

shouted again in spite of one threatening to kill me with a club.

Twice I nearly brokeaway from them , and then grew faint with

struggling, and was dragged by the legs over the ground . I said ,

“ Lord, I put myself in Thy hånds, I look to Thee alone.” Then

another struggle, and I got to my feet, and was thus dashed

along. Morethan once I was violently brought in contact with

banana trees, some trying in their haste to force me one way ,

others the other, and the exertion and struggling directly after

dinner gave me an agonizing pain in the stomach. In spite of

all, feeling I was being dragged away to be murdered at a dis

tance, I sang, “ Safe in the armsof Jesus,” and “ MyGod, I am

Thine," and then laughed at the very agony of my situation.

My clothes torn to pieces so that I was exposed, wet through

with being dragged along the ground , strained in every limb ,

and for a whole hour expecting instant death, hurried along ,

dragged, pushed, at about five miles an hour, until we came to

a hut , into the court of which I was forced , “ Now I am to be

murdered . ” As they released one hand I drew myfinger across

mythroat, and understoodthem to say decidedly No. We then

made out that the sultan had had me seized . Then arose a

new agony. Had he had all my men murdered ? Another two

or three hours' awful suspense, during which time I was kept

ehivering with cold, when to my joy Pinto (the Portuguese

cook ) ' and a boy were brought with mybed and bedding, and I

learnt that the Sultan had seized me, and simultarecurly my

men and loads, and meant to keep me prisoner until he beil

received word from Mwanga, which means , I fear, a week or

more , nor can I tell the exact truth of what they say . lamin

God's hands.

OCTOBER 22 ( THURSDAY ).

I found myself,perhapsabout ten o'clock last night , on my bed

in a fair -sized hut, but with no ventilation, a fire on the hearth ,

no chimney for smoke , about twenty men all round me, and

rats and vermin ad lib . , fearfully shaken , strained in every limb,

and great pain within, and thirst, and sleep departed from my

eyes, and it was very , very little I got during the night ; and in

the morning for three hours Nature refused to perform her func

tions. Pinto may cook my food , and I have been allowed to

have my Bible and writing things also . I hear the men are in

close confinement, but safe, and the loads, except a few small

things, intact . Up to one , or thereabouts, I have received no

news whatever, and I fear at least a week in this black hole , in

which I can only see to write by a strain . Floor covered with

rotting banana peel and leaves and lice . Men relieving nature

at night on the floor ; a smoking fire, at which my guards cook

and drink pombe, in a feverish district,fearfully shaken, scarce

power to hold up small Bible, Shall.I live through it ? My God

I am Thine.

I was not allowed a knife toeat my food with, and the savageg

who guard me keep up an unceasing strain of raillery - or at least

I fancy they do - about Mgungu.

OCTOBER 23 (FRIDAY),

It is three months to -day since I left the coast , and I did not

expect it would see me inprison. , I slept better, well , in fact ,

but I woke full of pain and weak , so that with the utmost diffi

culty I crawled outside and sat in a chair, and yet they guard

every move as if I was a giant, My nerves , too, have received

such a shock that, some loud yells and war-cries arising outside

the prison fence, I expected to be murdered, and simply turned

over and said, “ Let the Lord do as He sees fit , I shallnot resist

in the slightest ." Finding how bad I am , they have sent my

tent for me to use in the daytime . I implore to sleep here but

fear not. I said , “ Take away my boots , and how can I flee ?

Going outside I fell to the ground exhausted, and was helped

backin a gone condition to my bed. I don't see how I can

stand all this, and yet I don't want to give in , but it almost

seemsas if Uganda itself was going to be forbidden ground to

merthe Lord only knows ; though I am really far in the do

minion, I have yet only looked upon the country itself. Afternoon.

To my surprise myguards came kneeling down, so different to

their usual treatment, and asked me to come out . I came out ,

and there was the chief and about one hundred of his wives

come to feast their eyes on me in cruel curiosity . I felt

inclined to spring at his throat, but sat still and presently read

to myself Matthew v. 44 , 45, and felt refreshed .

OCTOBER 24th (SATURDAY).

Thank God for a pleasant night in my own tent , in spite of a

tremendous storm ,the rain flowing in on the floor in streams.

Personally I quite forgave this oldman and his agents for my

rough treatment, though even to -day I can only move with the

greatest discomfort, and ache like rheumatic fever,

OCTOBER 25th (SUNDAY) .

[ Fourth day of imprisonment. I should, I think , count,

Wednesday, becauseafter camping I was guarded all day long,

until enticed off and seized about five p.m.]

Still a great deal of pain in mylimbs. The fatigue of dress.

ing quite knocks me over. My guards, though at times they

stick to me like lesches , and, two rifles in hand, remain at night

in my tent, are gradually getting very careless. I have already

seen opportunities of escape had I wanted so to do, and I doubt

not that in a few days' time, especially if I could get a little

extra pombe brought to them, Icould walk away quite easily,

but I have no such intention. I am more inclined to stop when

they say go, to be a thorn in the old gentleman's side , and I

fear from that feeling of contrariness that is rather inborn , I

send him affectionate greetings and reports on my health by

his messengers twice a day . What I fear most now is the close

confinement and utter want of exercise. The sultan sent a

detachment of twenty more of his wives to inspect the prisoner.

After they had feasted their eyes and made their remarks they

respectfully retired . When I was almost beginning to think of

mytime in prison as getting short, the chief has sent men to

redouble the fence around me . What does it mean ? I have

shown no desire or intention of escaping. Has & messenger
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i

arrived from Mwanga ? There is just time that it should be so

to tell them to hold me fast. The look of this has cast me An Evening Shelter.

down again.

One of my guards, if I understand him rightly, is making me WHAT an evening shelteris and whom itbenefits will be

realized in reading the following chatty lines penned
offers of escape. He has something very secret to communicate ,

and will not even take my boy into confidence . I do not , how.
by Mr. Aulay Macaulay, of the Latymer Road Mission .

The Boys and Girls' Evening Shelters are crowded every
ever, want to escape under the present circumstances ; but at

the same time I take great amusement in watching andpassing
evening , and when the “Homes ” of the young ones are con

by various little opportunities. My guards and I are great
sidered, there is no wonder that they much prefer the warm
cheerful room with the picture books and many games pro

friends, almost affectionate, and one oalls me when he speaks of
vided for them.

me as “ My whiteman . "
For some time before the doors are opened groups of boys

and girls may be seen waiting for admission ; among the

The men are kept in close confinement, except about two latter, several tiny mites with babies who, with their little

who come daily backwards and forwards to bring my food ; this charges , ought to be in bed, but whom we cannot turn away, as

they take in turns, and implore, so I hear, for the job. they tell us that “ muver ain't tum home yet.” So the kind

instructor lets them sit among the other girls, amusing thein

OCTOBER 26TH (MONDAY).– Fifth day in prison . selves with pictures until mother has come home. The women

Limbs and bruises and stiffness better, but I am heavy and are frequently the bread-winners in this neighbourhood.

sleepy. Was not inclined to get up as usual , and, if I mistake “ Do you seethat window? " said a broker acquaintance not

not, signs of fever creep ever me . Maokay should get my letter long since. “ Yes," I replied . “ Well, then , after all the

to - day , and sufficient time has passed for the chief to receive an Church and Mission work among these people , I had to dis

answer to his first message sent before I was seized, the nature train on that room the other day ; the whole kit was not

of which I know not ; probably, “ Whiteman is stopping here. worth four shillings, and I found thatno less than eight people

Shall I send him on ? Waiting your Majesty's pleasure .” If lived and slept in that one room ,” I could only remind hing of

they do not guess who it is , they will very likely, African thevery large number of “ Drunkeries " in the neighbourbeed,

fashion, talk about it two or three days first of all, and then and leave him to draw his own conclusions.

send a message back leisurely with Mwanga's permission for

me to advance . Were our readers to look inupon the boys as they sit in the

About thirty-three more of the chief's wives came and dis Shelter, many an interesting case could be pointed out.

ported themselves with gazing at the prisoner. I was very There, for instance, is that weird -looking little fellow of some

poorly and utterly disinclined to pay any attention to them, and nine years, in rags, and withoutshoes and stockings, but always

said in English , " Oh, ladies, if you know how ill I feel , you would scrupulously clean, his pink flesh appearing through the terrible

When my food arrived in the middle of the day I was rents in his clothes. The father turns up perhaps once in sir

unable to eat - the first time, I think, since leaving the coast months, and then he and his wife have a spree together; the

I have refused even the most humble meal. To -day I am very mother, when sober, is a clean, well-spoken woman, doing

broken down both in health and spirits , and some of the mur her poor best for her two boys. The elder boy on Sundays

muring feelings that I thought had gone have returned hard sweeps y crossing, on week-days sells flowers for the flower

upon me. girls at the railway stations, getting twopence in the shilling for

his trouble.

OCTOBER 27th (TUESDAY).—Sixth day as prisoner. Yonder lad has been scraping over the cinder heaps in the

All I can hear in the way of news is that the ohief has sent neighbouring brick - fields for things that will fetch pence at the

men to fight those parts we passed through . I begin to doubt rag shopsthat abound here. His mother fortunately has laundry

if he has sent to Mwanga at all, but thinks I am in league with work for nearly every day inthe week, and in despair of ever

the fighting party and is keeping me hostage. I begin the day getting more than a few shillings now and again from her

better in health, though I had a most disturbed night. I am besotted “ husband," seems to have settled down to her stem

very low in spirits ; it looks so dark, and having been told that fate, and " keeps the home over the heads of the family." The

the first messengers would return at the latest to -day. Last same might be said of many other cases .

night the chief's messenger said perhaps they might be here as

soon as Thursday, but seemed to doubt it . I don't know what to

think, and would say from the heart, “ Let the Lord do what

seemeth to Him good. If kept here another week I shall feel Lambeth Ragged School Society.

sure no messengers have been sent, and if possible shall en

deavour to flee, in spite of all the property I must leave behind

and the danger of the undertaking. THE

HE annual meeting of this society was held last Tuesday

evening at the Vestry Hall, Kennington Green, the Hor:

Lionel Ashley in the chair. The meeting having been opened

The only news ofto -day is that two one men ( ? white men ), with the singing ofa hymn by the school children , a number of

one tall and the other short, have arrived in Akota, and the whom wereassembled in the gallery, and by prayer, the Secre-

sultan has detained them . It is only a report that has followed tary read thereport, which, after congratulating the meeting
me . I am the tall man and Pinto, my Goa cook , the short on the Hon. Lionel Ashley having accepted the office of Prezi

one ; he is almost always taken for a white man and dresses as dent, which was heldby his father, theEarl of Shaftesbury, for

such. I fear, however, with these fearfully suspicious people, thirty-nine years, referred in detailto the operations of the

that it may affect seriously. I am very low, and cry to Godfor society in its various departments - Sunday schools, mothers'
release .

meeting 3, the BeaufoyInstitute and Club,temperance society,

OCTOBER 23th (WEDNESDAY ).- Seventh day's prison .
band of hope, and a library, all of which had been carried on

A terrible night , first with noisy drunken guard and secondly with increasing success. It also stated that the weekly dinners

with vermin , which have found out my tent and swarm . I of the children had been provided during the winter with

don't think I got one sound hour's sleep, and woke with fever increased numbers, the children's halfpence more than hall

fast developing. O Lord, do have mercy upon me and release
covering the expense, The financial statement showed tha

I am quite broken down and brought low. Comforted by the expenditure had been £193 , and that there was & balance

in hand of about £13.reading Psalm xxvii .

The Chairman said he felt highly honoured in being in any
OCTOBER 29 ( TAURSDAY).– Eight day's prison.

way engaged in sucha work as this, and the report of the year's
I can hear no news, but was held up by Psalm XXX . , which operations, he thought, ought to give great gratification. He

came with great power. A hyena howled near me last night, rejoiced to see that the work of the society wasprimarily and

smelling a sick man , but I hope it is not to have me yet.
essentially religious. His father was never tired of repeating

that Ragged schools could do a work which could be done by do
There is every reason to believe that the Bishop was murdered other organization .

within a very few moments of writing the above entry.
The meeting was also addressed by the Hon. and Rev. F.

This entry-the last- takes up out a small part of the page Pelham , the Rev. C. H. Grundy, theRev. R. Culley, and lr,

of the diary. The Bishop apparently expected to write more T.Howlett, who drew attention to the manyagencies connected
later on. It is almost certain that he was killed on this day, with the society which called for further financial support, and

and there is reason to think that he was taken out to execu to the urgent necessity of increasing the number of workers.

tion very shortly after he had written these words. Very In the courseofthe evening seventeenmoney prizes and

poesibly the ink was scarcely dry on the paper before the good fourteen book prizes were given to somany children for having

Bishop had finished his warfare on earth and was summoned by retained thoir situations and good characters for twelve months

the Master to join the noble army of martyrs above .
and upwards.

me.
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Working Lads Institute.

row to lay hold and keep hold of our elder scholars and

.

war.

There was, he maintained , & loud cry for more labourers in the

Lord's harvest- field - surely for these we might look with

hope to such a body of lads, under such Christian influence

and training ashere exercised. He believed that yet the Church

of God would praise His name for the Working Lads' Institute .

Chief ANNOSOTHKAH, of the Mobawk tribe (North American

Indians) , said : - After coming to this Christian England from

a land of pagans and heathens, I rejoice in the sight before me

to -night, and in the work of which we have heard. He would ,

they might be sure, carry back to his own people tidings of what

he had seen here .

Proceeding, he gave some account of his people . His tribe

first accepted Christianity in 1784 , and formed part of the

“ Six Nations" who fought on the English side in the great

After the war they surrendered all for the sake of their

loyalty, and emigrated to the wilds of Canada, there to

commence life again under the British flag. After some par

ticulars of this kind-much enjoyed by the lads—the Chief

proceeded to express his longing that some such effort were put

forth on behalf of the young Indiansof his people .

Rev. J. WRIGHT spoke of his warm sympathy with the move.

ment, and told how he rejoiced in seeing such a splendid body

of lads enjoying such privileges . Wouldthat in his own district ,

Deptford, there was such an Institute for the lads, who were

quite as numerous in Deptford as in Whitechapel, and just as

much needing spiritual, moral , and social help.

An interesting episode followed in the presentation of prizes

to a number oflads for swimming , these prizes being given by

Alderman Sir Robert Carden and Mr. Henry Hill.

Anumber of contributions, varying from 100 guineas down

ward , were then announced, and after the collection and a brief

interlude of music , an adjournment was made to the new

swimming bath , where four selected swimmers from the Insti •

tute and four from the St. Bride's Institute com peted for a

prize given by Mr. Hill .

We venture to believe, however, it has been successfully solved

in Mr. Hill's Working Lads' Institute, an institute which has

not only been helpfulto some three thousand working lads, but

has been the model of many similar institutes now successfully

in operation .

It will be remembered that in October last year H.R.H , the

Princess of Wales opened the new buildings in Whitechapel.

These premises we found last Saturday evening in a much more

complete state than when opened-and, moreover, with not a

few additions , notably the'swimming bath and the large and well

filled library . There is still , however, much to be done ere full

accommodation be provided for all willing to become members.

The anniversary festival of the new buildings was held on

Saturday evening last and was largely attended.

From six to seven a large number of friends, deeply interested

in this grandly successful enterprise on behalf of East End

lads , inspected the emises , the large libraries, the reading,

recreation and club rooms, the swimming baths, the gymnasium,

and various other usefuland pleasing auxiliaries . The members

too, at tea in one of the large rooms, presented an interesting

and enthusiastic spectacle .

At 7 p.m. Mr. H. F.A. Bevan took the chair — the room being

inconveniently crowded - and testified very forcibly to the need

for a new lecture-room .

An Advancing UMork .

Mr. Henry Hill presented the annual report, the keynote of

which was progress. There have been during the past year 1,234

members, with 300 in attendance at the educational classes .

There is urgent need for the new lecture-room , which is being

erected at the back. The real advantage of this work is to the

lads of the East End , its incalculable benefit in providing a

safe and happy place of evening resort, the Christian and moral

influence of the Institute has been remarkably manifested .

Swimming is regarded as an important branch ; while education,

thrift , and temperance workare in progress.

In the widst of all this, however, the grand point of Chris.

tian effort on behalf of these lads is ever well to the front.

Some instances were given of the satisfactory results of this

service.

The dormitories specially provided for country lads and

orphans have proved & very real benefit in such cases.

The Secretary pointed out that the whole work of the Institute

is carried on at the minimum cost, by reason of the voluntary

service rendered by lecturers and other helpers.

After referring to manydetails, and the gifts of generous

friends, Mr. Hill concluded by stating that a museum was just

about to be opened, for which gifts of specimens will be

welcomed.

In the course of the financial statement, it was mentioned that

towards the completion of the new buildings about five thousand

two hundred pounds are still required.

a power Amongst the Lads.

Mír. F. A. Bevan, who presided, expressed his intense thank

fulness for what he had seen and heard of this grand work

amongst the lads. It wasa splendid thing to have such a place,

but unless we had the lads to fill it , the fine rooms wouldbe of

little use . Now the lads had beengot hold of, and that by the

patient, persistent, personal efforts of Mr. Hill and his coadjutor.

He felt sure that while spiritual effort was thegreat thing ,yet the

physical and mental training was of high importance. How

much better working men would the members of this Institute

make than what they would have done but for the training

received here ? But, after all , he took the deepest interest in the

work because it was designed, by God's help, to make good, out

and out Christians, and it was doing so . Thank God that amongst

the sneering indifference of the day we hadmento go forth in

the name of the Lord , and not ashamed of Christ as their

Saviour, and such men were rising in the Institute. God bless

the Working Lads ' Institute , and provide all that is needful for

its completion and its efficiency.

Rev. W. TYLER, D.D. , in warmly advocating the work of

the Institute, spokeon the great value of prayer in connection

with such work. While fully thankful forwhat had been done ,

he longed for more, and that might speedily be accomplished

by means of prayer . He rejoiced to know there was a weekly

prayer meeting held by the lads. He believed in prayer ;

believed thoroughly in it ; for he had proved during his long

ministerial career its prevalence and preciousness. He trusted

from this Institute there might arise a goodly body of men to go

forth to preach the Gospel of Christ, both at home and abroad.

The Chinese Ambassador on

the Opium Traffic.

THE

mittee of the Society for the Suppression of the Opium

Trade , requires no comment from us. It speaks, and speaks

loudly , for itself as to the view taken by an enlightened China

man of this iniquitous and ruinous traffic :

Villa Roubion, Marseilles, October 9th , 1886. - Gentlemen ,

I beg to acknowledge receipt of your most interesting address on

the question of opiumin China. The able manner in which you

have dealt with the subject shows me how earnestly your efforts

have been directed to the suppression of the use of this drug,

which has brought somuch misery upon China ,and nowthreatens,

if not checked , to produce an equal amount of evil in certain

portions of your Indian Empire. It is due to the labours of

your society that I was enabled to conclude between the

British and my own Government the present negotiations.

This treaty , I admit, does not accomplish the desired result,

but it will prove nevertheless the first important step towards

checking the use and abuse of opium. While I cannot feel

very sanguine as to its immediate beneficial effects, I trust the

continued exertions of your society will assist the British

Government in doing still more . Suffice it to say, gomething

has been done in the matter, and that the British Government

as well as my own will enjoy greater facilities in future for

reopening negotiations upon the opium question with a view of

agreeing to measures that would reduce each year the quan

tity of its importation and consumption. The British Govern

ment, animated as I feel it is with the best intentions towards

China, may in the meantime see its way clear to place restric

tions upon its present cultivation, in which case my Govern

ment would surely lose no time in following the example and

putting an effectualcheck upon the growth of opium inChina.

Let us, therefore, look forward to see at no remote date its

entire suppression , and with that the accomplishment of the

great task which your society has so nobly undertaken for

humanity sake.

Believe me , gentlemen , yours mostfaithfully,

(Signed) TSENG,

Miss Mead, of Mrs. Meredith's Medical Mission , has passed

the Edinburgh College of Physicians, and is now ready to pro

coed to her work at Jeypore, whereshe will take charge ofthe

Indian Female Normal Society's Medical Mission Station .
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Evangelization in Savoy.

English in India .

FRIEND sends the following with regard to a district in Worlade omotan ebate ing agengni e

some

A which little has yet been done : -- Savoy is a department

of France which has a population of about 500,000. The country

is most beautiful, especially the neighbourhood of Chamonix,

but , alas, Romanisin with its accompanying ignorance and

superstition , reigns supreme.

Here and there a fewProtestants are to be met with , but where

there is not real spiritual life their example is a stumbling

block to the progress of the Gospel.

At present there is little or no facility for public meetings

such as those of the MacAll Mission of Paris, or the Favre

Mission of Geneva. What is needed is consistent Christian life

and a quiet work of evangelization by means of conversation

and visitation, &c. , as opportunity arises .

No doubt Christian commerce would also be an important

factor in a work of evangelization iftradesmen consecrated to

God were forthcoming and had sufficient means at their disposal

to establish themselves in business .

An invitation is therefore earnestly given to all whole -hearted

Christians who, willing to place themselves, their gifts for work

and their property entirely at the Lord's disposal, will offer to

reside at least for some months in some of the towns and

villages in this important field of labour ; we think, however, that

theyoughtto be placed if possible in groups of not less than two,

three, or four together ; and that an arrangement should be made

by which at least some of these groups would be able to meet

from time to time in one common convenient centre .

Christians could dwell together in the same house or in

different dwellings and work quietly in the neighbouring towns

or villages .

Wealthy Christians too , unable from various causes to reside

in Savoy, might be able to help tradespeople to set up in

business , &c .

Already two ladies have come forward for Thonon , on the

shores of the Lake of Geneva , and we are especially anxious to

find suitable ladies and gentlemen to take up their abode in

two or three neighbouring places, in which case Thonon would

prove good headquarterswhere all might meet together from

time to timo and compare notes and mutually encourage one

another.

An earnest appeal is made to all Christians who are contem

plating a change of residence , either by building or leasing, to

prayerfully consider whether it may not be the will of the Lord

that they should settle in aome of the towns or villages of Savoy,

in orderby their consistent Christian life to manifest the power

and beauty of the Gospel amongst those over whom they would

necessarily have more or less influence, as also to encourage

and help in any way they might be ablé Christian evangelists

in their neighbourhood .

Our Lord is coming again , and , if the world is to be really

evangelized , it is more than time that Christians of all classes

realize thenecessity of leaving the more favoured Gospel coun .

tries for places still under the reigning power of darkness ,

ignorance, and superstition.

Pastors and evangelists are not sufficient. We need also

private families, whose vital testimony for Christ would be most

valuable in furthering and encouraging the Gospel work.

felt . We have just received the report of the Anglo-Indise

Evangelization Society, of which Rev. John Fordyce has coa

become Secretary, Rev. Peter Bannatyne having resigned, and

from this report we glean the following facts :-Owing to a

slight increase in funds, advance, may Dom

be made ; and the directors have agreed to appoint un

evangelist for Sind, and a minister for Assam , as soon as suit:

able agents can be found .

The work of the society has been carried on in India with

much vigour and zeal,though less extensively than was desirable,

Rev. H. Rylands Brown, of Darjeeling, spent four months of

lastwinter among the tea planters of the Darjeeling district

setting himself with great zealand tact to a very difficult word.

He has already resumed ,months ago, his evangelistic work is

connection with this society. Mr. Brown's visits and service

are heartily welcomed by the planters ,

Rev. Isaac F. Row , who ministers part of the year to the

Union Church at Coonoor, was engaged for this society's work

several years ago , on the suggestion of Dr. Murray Mitchell,

when at Coonoor. Till last year he gave only three months

annually to evangelistic services, but his marked success, and

the urgent wantsof large and neglected fields, led the directors

to sanction an agreement for six months in 1835. As his services

may be available for a longer period in 1886, the directors hope

to secure his services for at least nine months, if he can make

arrangements to be absent so long from Coonoor.

In the vast field , now so open for action, each of the King's

servants should givehis time andstrength chieflytothe special

work for whichhe has been sent , but they should all be ready

to “ bear one another's burdens , and so fulfil the law of Christ."

The missionaries should not neglect altogether the Europeans

near themwho have no pastor to care for their souls . On the

other hand, bishops, chaplains, and other ministers and evange

lists should be equally ready to help the missionaries . Many

in both departments of Christian work act thus, but not all.

Mr. Fawcett Shaw was engaged in August last for Mr.

Rawson's large district , with about 900 miles of railway

Bombay and Baroda , Bavnagar, and Rajputana. For more

than a year he has been in view of the Committee, when

engaged in secular as well as Christian work in Madras, and it

now appears that they have not been misguided by the

tostimonies that led to his appointment.

Holunteer Evangelists.

Every department of Christian enterprise needs its volunteers

to supplement the work of a regularagency . This society bas

oftenhad such aid these fifteen years; but it is now becoming

more prominent. The great field, however, needs volunteers

from Britain in addition to those who may be enlisted in India.

Theuniversities andthe churches have been deeply movedby

the consecration to the work of the Lord in China of Charles

Studd , Stanley Smith, and others . That vast empire needs

many more, but India has urgent and prior claims on the
Christians of the ruling race . Are thereno volunteers from

Cambridge , Oxford, and the other universities, to follow o

own countrymen into themoral wilderness of that fertile la

of the sun ? For men of culture and Christian zeal this society

points to open doors of usefulness singularly suited for their

entrance on vigorous and self-denying service, without the

immediate necessity of acquiring a new language. They would

beinthemidstofmultitudinous idolaters to whom they might

speak at once through an interpreter, and if they remain they

might ere long be able to preach in one of the native languages.

Berlin.-Rev. Julius Röhrbach , of Bremer Strasse, 20,

Berlin, writes to Miss Mason : - We have moved to our new
house, and opened our new hall. The Lord has been

very gracious to us and much encouraged us in His work,

Somefive and a half years ago wecommenced in two sma!!

rooms , now we have a commodious hall for about four hundrad

people . Then I was quite alone with my dear wife, now we are

surrounded by an earnest believing church, full of missionary

zeal to spread the knowledge of salvation among those who are

ignorant of it . Besides the hall we have convenient rooms for

Sunday school, Bible classes, prayer meetings, and mothers

meetings, which my dear wife has commencedagain . Our young

men helpin Sunday school work ,tract distribution , & c.,and souls

are being brought out of sin and darkness into His marvellous

light. Westill need about £ 300 to have the hall fully clearof debt,

andweare anxious for it; but our chiefanxiety is toknow and

todothe will of theLord, whowillpay for His own workand

inclinehearts tohelpus.' Iam anxiousthat our work should

bemade more widely known among Christians in England,and

I would ask you kindly to help me in this,

In connection with the above an interesting letter has been

received from a lady who is willing to reside in Evien, on the

borders of the Lakeof Geneva, or in some other part of Savoy,

during the coming winter, for the purpose of evangelization by

means of visits, personal conversation , &c . , if the way shall be

made clear. We shall be very glad , therefore, to find some con

secrated Christian lady, sufficiently free, of independent means ,

who would be glad to live at Evien for at least some months

with this lady as friend and companion in the Lord's work ,

who in return for board and lodging would gladly help in the

education of one or two pupils , or in any other way that might

be deemed more suitable , on condition that a considerable

portion of the day should be left free for direct Gospel work ,

which is her great aim and desire.

Weneed only add now that at Evien there is a good opening

for a Sunday School, which is much needed, and doubtless from

this other branch work for mothers , &c . , might soon be opened

up. Further information will be gladly given on application to

Mr. B , Greene , Hotel Faucon, Lausanne, Switzerland .

Brunswick Chapel. -We gladly call attention to the

special missionabout to be held atthis chapel by Rev. George

C. Grubb from November 7th to 16th . We trust much prayer

will be made for great blessing .
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The Bridge of Hope.

Hope and sheltered here . Ho maintained that one of the

greatest causes of the moral infamy is the drinking habits of

the country.

Miss STEER , in giving a touching account of some phases of

of work elsewhere, spoke of the preventive efforts through which

some thirty little girls are now in the Homes. Some of these are

brought by parents and by neighbours, others found by the lady

visitor . Our work has very considerably extended during

the past year , We have admitted some three hundred and

ninety -nine applicants to the Home. Of course we have had to

adopt many measures to provide for all who were accepted.

Some dear friends have opened a home for us at Redhill, and so,

after a short time living here, we are able to send them there ,

Such preventive homes, small, but numerous, are very urgently

wanted . Then, too, there is the night shelter, in which seven

teen hundred and thirty -eight beds, breakfasts, &c. , have been

given to these poor girls. Our little hospital continues to be an

untold comfort to us . Those there received would otherwise be

attending the larger hospitals as out - patients , and the gain of

having them in our quiet retreat is obvious. As a rule they are

very grateful, and it is a great opportunity for influencing them

for good . Then as to what we propose. Do you remember that

the place which is now our hospitalwas one of the vilest dancing.

rooms in the district ? We have three little houses here , but we

are very much scattered , but now a piece of ground is offered us

where the workers could live together greatly to the economyof

labour and toil . Some had suggested the Bridge of Hope should

be away from the district ; but no, she felt it was just the very

place for it right amongst the poor miserable sisters, and so

see what is being done and what are the results . It is all the

year round a constant testimony and standing appeal to those

living in sin . But it is hard , very hard for weak ladies . Will

you pray for us ?

S
o

Mr. Aitken at Norwich.

R. AITKEN , writes a correspondent, has just concluded

A

LARGE gathering of friends took place on Saturday after

work of

noon last, at the Ratcliff Highway Refuge .

Mír . JAMES E. MATHIESON, whopresided, warmly commended

the work, and spoke of the peculiarly Christ-like character of

that love which led ladies to live right amongst the haunts of

sin and vice ; not only opening the doors of refuge to all who

came,but also going out amongst them and making known the

boundless mercy of God in Christ.

Dr. CLIFFORD spoke on the importance of Christian people

living in the East End, right amongst the people, and bringing

to bear on them the power of holy lives .

Mr. PERCY BUNTING dwelt on the appallingsins, which,

while assuming perhaps a more repulsive form in Ratcliff High

way , are equally notorious and potent for evil elsewhere. He

urged, with great warmth , the claims of these East End refuges

on Christieng at large .

Rev. HARRY JONES said : You are asked to show your

sympathy in the work. I am an old resident in Ratcliff High

way, having lived ten years in it, and knew it when there was no

place of this kind in the East End , when the only way of

escape for the girls was the water of the docks, and policemen

were actually posted to save these girls from hurrying out of

their horrible life . In these days it wasthe dream of my life

and my constant prayer there might be such a work. At length

these ladies appeared, being led by God to lay hold of the district.

Miss Steer and Miss Macpherson stepped into the breach,

opened this Bridge of Hope, and now nosinner in the East End

but knows, if she would escape, she has but to come to tbis open

door to find a welcome and a way of escape. Now, let it not be

forgotten , in helping this work , you are helping not an idea but

& fact, an accomplished fact ! & work God has blessed .

Remember, what is wanted is the tender, compassionate heart.

The door must be open for instant admission, if such a work is

to be successful. And another feature of this work is the send.

ingof girls home to their parents . I rejoice in the fact .

the Bridge of Hope. He wished he could see in Haymarket

( which is in the parish to which he has been removed) a Home

of the same kind, and conducted in the same spirit.

Miss MACPHERSON, in the course of a characteristic address,

said : Our annual meeting falls just at the beginning of the

winter campaign ; we seek, therefore, to hold up the hands of

our dear sister Miss Steer. Now, having heard of the work, the

methods of work, and the workers, let us read a few words

from the Lord's own lips (Matt. ix. 36.38 ). " He was moved

with compassion on them because they fainted, and were scat

tered abroad, as sheep having no shepherd. Then saith He unto

His dieciples, The harvest truly is plenteous , but the labourers

few ; pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that He will send

forth labourers into the harvest." I rejoice that the last twenty

years have seen a great increase of Christian people coming in

the very spirit of Christ to live amongst these people, and to live

for the Lord Jesus, who gives them precious fellowship - giving

themfarmore than theyhave ever given. Oh, friends,did you

butknow the joy of taking hold of one poorlost fallen one, and

loving that one for Christ i It is a wonderful joy, that joy Miss

Steerand her helpers know . Have they not wept and yearned,

being moved with compassion over the miserable, fallen girls on

the highway.

After reading Luke iv. 18, and Matt . x . 8 , our sister proceeded :

We have in these last days truly the devil-possessed, and we have

with us One who can cast out the evil spirits of temper, vile .

speaking, and so on. I remember once , while in prayer here, a

knocking.came to the door. It was opened, and such a heart

rending sight-a labourer with his little lassie, we can't tell you

howshe had been destroyed morally and physically. God

taught us how to help and save her.

The world is getting better, so it is said . Come to the East

End ; see Ratcliff Highway, Bird Fair, and these gigantic

clubs. See this ! See them on the Lord's day, and then know

if the East End is getting better . Those of us who are here

know the appalling increase of Continentalism within late

years.

But in the midst of it all God has His witnesses, and here at

the Bridge of Hope and elsewhere souls are being snatched as

brands from the burning . But we can't reach it all ; won't

you come and help ? Help by prayer, help by money - it is

needed and come and help by personalservice. May the Lord

of the barvest send more workers into His harvest.

Dr. J. P. GLEDSTONE said that ministers in suburban churches

might domuch, and it was time they did what they could to

interest their people in work amongst the poor and fallen of the

East End . The speaker proceeded to tell how several little

ones from a military district had been sent to the Bridge of

have reason to thank God for a very blessed season of refresh ,

ment and revival which has been vouchsafed to us. During the

second week of the mission the church was crowded at the

evening services , and there were also large attendances at the

morning meetings, when addresses were given upon subjeots of

& very practical character connected with the Christian life ,

service,temptation, worldliness , the prize of our vocation , and

Holy Communion , being the topics treated in these addresses .

In the evenings a very solemn feeling seem to prevail , during

the second week especially, and many remained behind each

night for counsel and direction , while night by night Mr.

Stephens held meetings for the deepening of spiritual life

amongst Christians in the Mission-room after the sermon in

church was ended. Mr. Stephens has also hadlarge gatherings

of children and young people , in which a very deep and mani.

fest impression seemed made upon his youthful auditors. He

seems to have an astonishing faculty of fascinating theyoung.
His bright face and cheery tones seem to win their confidence

at once, and make them feel as if they had found a real friend

in him. Mrs. Crouch has daily addressed gatherings of women

only in the Mission -room , and her labours have been , we believe ,

much blessed of God.

Our hearts are full of joy and praise at the many answers

which have been granted to our prayers . Between 300 and 400

gathered round the Lord's table at the thanksgiving services on

Friday. Mr. Aitken proceeds at once to Birmingham to com
mence a mission at Aston Parish Church .

Gospel TemperanceMeetings are held every Monday
evening at Latymer Road Mission . The workers are thankful

to record that several who have taken the pledge at thesemeet

ings are still holding on their good way, having by God's grace
been rescued from lives of sorrow and shame to that of useful

ness . Some are helping in the good work of the mission , while

others have attached themselves to churches in the neighbour

hood and elsewhere .

Ragged School Union -An interesting gathering ofold

scholars took place on Tuesday last , at the Costers' Mission,

Hoxton. There were representatives from twenty schools snd

missions of those who had given hopeful testimony of conversion,

andwho would be likely to be helpful as future teachers and

workers. Mr. Orsman presided,and an earnest address was

given by the Rev. W. R.Mowil, M.A .,, “ Come - Follow

Abide. " This was followed by an open conference, in which

Messrs. Kirk, Montague, and several of the young people took

part.

on
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A Spanish Village.

MProme Spain, in which

and

CADAMERODRIGUEZ has just sent us a series of letters

we find graphic and stirring

accounts of missionary journeying and labours in connection

with the Figueras Mission .

Their first experiences in a new village are thus recorisi:

-Señor Jeli, who invited them, intro luced his nephew, who is

heir to a property here. Knowing us to be Protestants, he

began conversation after the usual salutations , by saying, “ I

have no repugnance to you Protestants, nor to any other sect

except the Roman Catholic , which I have proved to be a

thorough engano ' (a deception ). All I think necessary is for a

man to live a moral life , and do no harm to his neighbour."

When the pastor pressed on him his obligations to God , he

answered , I am one of those unfortunate beings who have no

belief.” Such is the sad condition to which many have been

reduced by Rome's superstition and immorality. If ever the

Gospel were needed in any country, it is in Spain .

On the first Sunday we held our first meeting in a room opening

with large doors on to the street . Only twenty persons could

be admitted, as it is illegal for more than that number to

assemble without special sanction from the Mayor, which we

shall obtain before next Sunday. Owing to the heat the doors

were left ajar, but the crowd outside pushed them gradually

open, and there was the plaza filled with people (some hundreds ) ,

all eager to enter.

A Villager's Quelcome.

Don Luis did his best tomake himself heard by them , just

telling the simple Gospel story as to those to whom it was

literally “news. Oneman said at the close , “ I could stay

kingdom of heaven against men ; for ye neither go in yourseltes

neither suffer ye them that are entering to go in .". It is hist

time for the Gospel trumpet to be sounded throughout Spein.

“ Whosoever will let him take of the water of life freely,"

“ without money and without price," for " the blood of Jesus

Christ His Son cleanseth from all sin ." Most blessed are those

three words , uttered by the Saviour with His dying breath on

the cross, “ It is finished .”

Nothing either great or small ,

Nothing sinner no .

Jesus did it all , all long ago .

The more the priest tells the people they will be condemned

if they go to hear the Protestantes de mala raza, the more

desirous the people are to attend the meetings at which the

pastor repeatedly tells them , “ I am never going to say & Ford

against the priest , nor politics ; that is not the object of my

preaching , it is only Christ and His Gospel. "

During the week the pastor went to a distant village amocz

the mountains, was warmly welcomed by the people whom he

had visited and helped during the cholera season . He distri

buted there and in other villages en route a good number of

Gospels , and several men consented to take in our new paper,

El Heraldo. He would have held a meeting there, but we

opposed as formerly by the mayor and the priest. We trast

it may one day be opened to the Gospel , meantime can only

do our best by sowing the seed .

LUIS AND EMILY LOPEZ RODRIGCEZ.

Donations should be sent to the treasurer, The Rer, J.C.

Stewart Matthias, Wingham House, Harrogate ; or to Edita

Word and Work, 48, Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

isten for two or three hours more ." Another said , “ I

shall not miss a meeting whilst the Protestant pastor is here.”

Another remarked, “ This preaching is for the poor , ” a contrast

to that of the priest, which is for the rich , who can afford to pay

masses, &c. Two men came intothe meeting together, and , aiter

shaking hands warmly with Don Luis, one ofthem said , “ Reckon

us as your friends, who are ready to do anything for you ." " How

is that ? " “ Do you not remember one day when in the street

in Figueras, you gave me a little book called Matthew ,' which

I have always keep in my pocket.” At the close they offered to

fetch coffee for the pastor from the café near, showing their

friendly expressions were not empty politeness but practical
kindness .

On the following Sunday the people stood packed like gardines,

the perspiration streaming down every face. Notwithstanding

which they listened forone hour, as Miss Kerr, my dear lady

helper, remarked, “ with lovely attention .” We did our best to

sing, but it was hot work ! On Monday, so many having been

disappointed at not being able to hear on Sunday night, the

pastor held another meeting, which was equally crowded . The

expression of pleasure on the people's faces showed their interest ,

further expressed by signifioant nods and words of approval

whispered in the neighbour's ear. How earnestly do we desire

that the truth may penetrate each heart !

On the third Sunday, after mass, the priest preached a sermon

against us, telling the people that when they heard us sing our

bad hymns they were to begin dancing & low dance forbidden

byGovernment, and which has never been seen danced in their

village. They were quite insulted by the suggestion , and did

not obey.

A Blind Leader of the Blind

The priest, instead of gaining respect, lost caste considerably.

Not that he had much to lose, as he is very generally spoken of

as that “ pillo " (scoundrel) . He hardly shows his face out of

his house, and then avoids the frequented streets . Unfortu

nately there is but too good reason for his unpopularity , his

last flagrant action being to allure a married woman from agood

husband,but even adultery is not sin for a priest . She, of course ,

never fails to attend confession and the mass. At

can hear when awake the doleful sound of the matin bell , in

obedience to which a few people creep out of their beds and

houses, and into the dampsepulohral church, even in the depth

of winter.

We could admire their self -denial, were it not that they think

to merit heaven by such “good works. ” Considering that night

was given by our loving heavenly Father for needed rest , and as

these poor people are as work at 4 a.m., it is too bad of the priest

to rob the sonsand daughters of toil of their last hour of hardly

earned sleep, and after all an invented lie , for Scripture plainly

teaches " not by works but grace are ye saved." The priests

have those very Scriptures, and consequently know that what

they teach is contrary to God's Word, and certainly our Lord's

denunciation is most appropriate to them , “ Ye blind guides,

yo have taken away tho kay of knowledge ; for yo shut up the

London Samaritan Society.

THE report of this society is just to hand — arecord of govi

During a season of special aud indeed, as is generally know ,

exceptional distress, we have endeavoured to prove ourselves

the messengers of Christian love, the hand of Christian charity

stretched forth to help and save fellow-creatures face to face

with poverty and privation in the direst forme. In such cir

cumstances our later title , “ London Samaritan Society," has

seemed peculiarly appropriate and fitting. To thousands left

bruised , wounded, and well-nigh half dead in the long, weary

struggle for subsistence, hoping against hope, tramping der

after day the streets of this great city in searchof employment,

and tramping in vain, we have sought to act the part of the

good Samaritan . We have indeedbeen enabled to raise the

fallen, bind the wounds, pour in the oil and balm of Gospel

remedies , and afford that special relief the exigencies of their

case demanded .

Looking back upon the year that has gone, turning over

piles of letters, and thus refreshing our memories with regard

to many & touching case, we feel deeply thankful to our

Almighty Father we should have been permitted thus to succo's

' the poor and needy, and them that have no helper."

Interesting details follow of the Homerton Evangelical Hall,

free meals, Sunday morning free breakfasts, convalescentand

seaside homes and emigration work. Here we can but gleaz

an extract with regard to

Hungry and Aaked Children .

We have for anumber of years made, during the wintar

months , special efforts on behalf of the shivering , half-naked,

half-starved children of the poor. The exceptionally

distress prevailing during the past winter has necessitated tha

most earnest attention on behalfof theselittle ones . From all,

hands we have had , from teachers and others, the pitiful p les

“Many of our childrenare literally starving. Canyou dof any

thing for them ?” We couldnot but respond so far as unde

permitted. We knew only too well, from personal observation,

what it meant. Hungry children, pale and famishing, sentto

school without breakfast, and,alas ! with very little prospectof

dinner. How oftenhave we longed that our many friends coza

but see these children, faintand trembling, chilled with lots

fasting, vainly trying to turn their attention to lessons ! Bootiese

the endeavour ; the weary head won't do the sums, won't think

out the lessons correctly. Mother, at home, is breaking her

heart over them ; but what can she do ? Fatheris out of work.

everything pawnable has long since disappeared for bread, and

now the cry of the children for “ Bread, mother ; bread," is

heard in vain .

For interesting cases and further information we refer our

readersto the report, whichmaybe had of Mr.J. J. Jonst,

98, High Street, Homerton , E.

severe
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The modo of onganization is so simple that an invalid from her

sofa can arrange on a larger or smaller scale with little

exertion. Secretaries will everywhorebe thanktul for promisos

of such co -operation. Districtand village organison are also

much needed .

Full particulars of the work, and a paper of “ Hints to

Workers ,” may be obtained by application (with addragged

postal wrapper) to MissBewes, Central Secretary, 67, Ladbroke

Grove, London, W. A specimen packet, price 3d. , may be

obtained , post free, by application to the publishers,

Messrs. Hazell, Watson, & Viney, 6, Kirby Street, E.O.

Very specially , earnest remembrance in prayer is entreated

on Christmas Eve and Christmas morning. In all parts of the

world , by means of these simple messengers, the good newsof

life through & crucified Saviour will be proclaimed . But the

widest and most carefully organized distribution is of no avail

without the Breath of life , by which the humblent instru

mentality may become the power of God unto salvation. In

the world -wide Christmas Letter Mission Prayer-meeting on

Christmas Eve will you join ?

04

Soldiers' and Seamen's Mission .

UR friend Mr. Cook writes with regard to the present posi.

Stories of Christmas Letters.

AT

tion of the work :-On Wednesday eveninglast we held

our twenty - fifth anniversary of the soldiers' reading room and

home. A goodly number of our military friends, with some

civilians. sat down to tea. Afterwards we held a meeting for

Gospel addresses and testimony. The addresses were all from

the Bible, the Word of God. The men listened most attentively,

and went away cheered and refreshed. During the past summer

some happy treats in the steam launch , by way of cheer and

recreation, have been given to our militaryfriends.

The troops and seamen reliefs leaving during the past

autumn have been well supplied with Gospelbags and books for

their perusal on their long journey to India and elsewhere.

Thus we sow beside all waters. The new mission ship now

building is progressing, though the funds have not yet reached

£ 550 ; the costis to be $ 1,250. I want to avoid a mortgage on

the ship, to be entirely free on the day of her launch . Her name

is to be the Herald of Mercy. Will your readers kindly help me

in this ; also in bags, Bibles, Testaments, &c.?

LREADY, in various ways, the Christmas season is “cast

ing its shadows before.” For example, the report of the

Obristmas Letter Mission has just reached us, with a request

that, in viewof the approaching season, we should remind our

readers of this good work. We find this little report abounding

in instances in which these letters have been blessed to men

and women in different parts of the land, and in various condi

tions of life . The first given is that of a man who had imbibed

a notorious atheist's principles. Then , passing on, we find

“ G. U." (general use) letters welcomed by policemen, sailors,

soldiers, nurses, servants , villagers, and so on. Further, we find

a lady giving the following very interesting cases from the

lowest ranks of poverty.

Frozen Out.

A very poorold couple came from a low -lying district a mile

away. The old man, about seventy years of age , brought the

letter in his hand. “ Frozen Out," said he , alluding to its title ,

" thank God we are not frozen out. ' I know it means some .

thing about the soul, and two years agowewas · froze out ' from

Christ and from happiness, and froma good conscience . Tbat

Christmas a letter like this came to us , and we read it , and

then Jesus took us in .” So the bread is found " after many

days !"

Rescued Girl.

One morning, very early, Mrs. R— was called out of bed

by some one outside. She dressed , and went to open the door.

and found a young girl of seventeen , drenched with rain , and

half dead with cold and hunger. She took her in, and made un

the fire, and put the kettle to boil ; but the poor child fainted

off directly she came into the warm room . She revived , after

drinking some hot cocoa, and could tell her tale . She was from

Norfolk, and had been turned out of doors by her stepfather

years ago . Since then she had lived anywhere, and some weeks

ago picked up an acquaintance, who brought her to C- a few

days previously, and took her to a lodging-house, but directly

afterwards deserted her, leaving her utterly destitute . The

people turned her out, and she walked about all night , carrying

the Christmas letter which she had picked up somewhere. She

was afraid to sit on a step for fear of being “run in " by the

police, and walked on , not knowing whither, thinking she must

die of hunger and cold . At last , in the early morning, a young

man spoke to her, asking if she were ill . She showed him the

letter on which the Biblewoman's name was written , and said

she bad nowhere to go . “ I know Mrs. R- ," he said, “ she

will help you ;" and he tookher and left her at the door. Mrs.

R-- kept her until mid-day, then sent her to our Night

Refuge, whence she has gone to a Home .

Story of the Policeman's Conversion .

The following comes from Ireland : -- On the occasion

of the Prince of Wales's' visit a large number of men

from country stations were drafted upto our city for the

day. A Christian sergeant told me afterwards that he had

met & young constable, and from his manner thought

he was a Christian, and that he intended writing and asking

nim if he would like to join ' the Christian Police Association .

He had such a happy letter back , and the young man then came

up on two days ' leave to attend one of our little meetings. He

seemed just brimming over with joy, and was delighted to meet

so many Christian comrades ; he did not know one at the post

at which he is stationed .

The history of his conversion became known ; and is full of

interest . It resulted from God's blessing on his Christmas

etter. I sent him the letter by post , as I did to all the Royal

Irish Constabulary (hand delivery would not do in those barracks

for many reasons ). He was in a lonely country station , the only

Protestant, and thus describes its reception :

“ It was that Christmas letter which was the means of

showing me that I was going on the broad road to destruction .

I went to church the following day (Christmas Day) and asked

the Lord to take me to Himself. I heard that beautiful hymn

sung - Take me as I am .” I knew I was a sinner, and a

wicked one, so I asked Him to receive my soul and take me

away from sin and Satan . * Before I was running headlong into

everlasting damnation, drinking, gambling, & c.; and nowI can

say, thanks be to God, I am on the Lord'sside ; and now I can

sing " :

" O Christ , in Thee my soul bath “ Now none but Christ can satisfy ,

found None other name for me,

And found in Thee alone Where love and life and lasting

The peace , the joy I sought so long , joy ,

The bliss till now unknown . Lord Jesus , found in Thee ."

Helpers Needed .

Helpers are specially desired who will organize for single

institutions , or departmental distributions, for factories, in .

firmaries, & c ., and especially for the large London unione.

A friend writes us from the Pastore ' College :

I have been gratified of late by seeing in Word and Work

accounts of Mr. Cook's Gosport and Portsmouth Seamen's

Mission .

It is scarcely necessary for me to say that the founder is well

known and beloved by his " sailor friends.” He does not

make a demonstration of the work , but heads all his enterprises

with the motto , " HAVE FAITH IN GOD."

The work is carried on bravely under many difficulties and

trials . In the first place, there is the home work among the

soldiers at Gosport. A meeting is held in the Mission Hall once

in the week, tracts and books are distributed among both

soldiers and sailors. On Sundays two services are held in the

Hall , and good staff of teachers instruct the children in the

afternoon .

In the week the little mission launch may often be seen

steaming away out to the lightships, where meetings are held

for the benefit of those who have no other opportunity of hear

ing the Gospel.

In the harbour the long boat is used for visiting the ships,

where small bags containing tracts are given to the sailors, thus

affording an opportunity of speaking with them personally, and

inviting them to the evening services held on board one of the

Gospel ships . These meetings are well attended, and many

souls have been won for Christ.

Having been engaged in this work both on the English and

French coasts, I can testify to the value of such a mission .

When we take into consideration the number of seamen not

yet converted , we can but say , " God speed the Gospel ship . "

May He who has made our “ Island Home "what it is , abun.

dantly bless all efforts set on foot for the propagation of the

Gospel among the sons of the sea, and as the white wings of

our commerce gleam on every ocean , so may the true Christian

spirit pervade every port.

Knowing as we do that every year many of our sailors, in

carrying on the commercial traffic of this country, meet &

watery grave without a saving knowledge of Christ, it behoveg

us to render to this mission whatever 88sistance lies within our

power .

I trust the readers will not allow this work to suffer, but will

assist in providing funds to build a seawortly vessel, to lace

the now condomned Gospel ship Annie,

E, H.

F
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Mrs. Niooll's experience was really worse

guimou noftro of us, theirs being thefirst house in the city that the mob se

BY MRS. MARCUS WOOD , upon; both Mr. and Mrs. Nicoll , with Mr. McMullan (who w

THEfollowing extracts are from a touchingly interesting in bed, not having quite recovered from typbus fever), were in

the house and saw their home pulled to pieces by these mere

We were prisoners one week at Pa-hien Ya-men, Ohung -k'ing, less fellows .

and I need scarcely say it was the longest and most trying Mob.Destruction.

week I have ever known, and anxious too. I tried from the
The next day accounts were brought us of what had been or

commencement to look away to the Lord, who is “ high over
homes- not a single thing was to be found on the ground when

My faith oftenfailed, but the Lord has forgiven my want our homes were .

of faith .
We were never so poor with regard to their

I really do not know where or how to commence to speak of
world's possessions ; not a change of clothing, not the worth

a pin have we more than the clothes we have on . The loss 3
the riot. , Some time before it commenced , the students, whom

we believe to have been at the root of the whole thing, issued
our Bibles , given us by dear friends , photographs of our des

parents and brothers and sisters , some now in heaven, Elect
placards to the effect that on a certain day they intended to

pull down and destroy all property belonging to the foreigners ;
a terrible loss . It is all for Christ's sake , and the Gospel's, asi

we know that our God and Father must have some vis:
but they have often threatened to disturb us and have not

done so , and we thought probably this report would end in the
purpose in it all , for He could have prevented it ; it is sure to

work together for our good .same way.

Later shewrites from theEnglish Consulate, I -Chang :- Prak
I happened to be staying with Mrs. Copp , who lives a few li

the Lord, we are all here in safety, and mostofus in pretty gw
outside the city. My health bad considerably run down, and I health . We left Pa-hien Ya-men before daybreak on July 16t

was glad to be company for Mrs. Copp , and also glad of the

change of air. Mr. Wood cameout every night, and returned to
when the city for the most part, was wrapped in slumber. We

the city early in the morning. The night before the riot ,when Mr.
were sent off secretly - all the ladies andchildren in chain,

the gentlemen walking . Those of our friends who wear the
Wood returned from the city , he brought word that the Pa-hien

wished Mrs. Copp andthe little ones, with myself, to come
English dress put on Chinese for the occasion, and we were

into the city at once .
escorted to the river by soldiers and the servants of the Ya-men.

This looked like danger ahead.
The Pa- hien himself also accompanied us . We got on bosi

Symptoms of Banger.

Mr. Wood got up at4 a.m.,andwentimmediately to the city
our boats about 3 a.m., hoping to start as soon as it was ligzt

to get a reply to aletter he had written to the Pa -hien the night
enough, but a dense fog set in , and we could not start until

9 &.m.
before, and returned whilst we were sitting at breakfast, saying

we must hurry to get to the city at once. The dangers of the river would be impossible to describe
He did not wait for

us, but rode back as fast as possible , not knowing what might
whirlpools and rapids, fearful gorges that we dared not look ou

have happened in his absence. He had not been gone more than
at -- but our loving Father's hand was on us, and in four and a

half an hour, when about twenty - five or thirty men walked in .
half days the journey was completed, which it took us six weeks

I did not feel go much alarmed at the arrival of these men , as the
to make going up . The three boats arrived within a fer

Pa-bien had promised to send men to guard in case of trouble . moments of each other yesterday, about 1.30 p.m. When #

came on shore we found it difficult to stand on our feet ; te
However, I asked them what they wanted, and all I could get

from them was that we need not be afraid , they had only come felt like being whirled round and round. This unpleasa!

to look about. This rather strengthened my first impression , sensation, I trust, will soon wear off . We are receiving gresi

that they had come to take care of us. They walked into every kindness from the friends here , all so willing to lend us clothing

whilst we get our own washed . Some of us have not bado
room , although they were told that we did not think it accord .

ing to their own customs to walk in and sit about in ladies ' change of clothes for over three weeks. The English Consul :

rooms. They opened every box and drawer that was openable ,
Hankow , hearing of our expected arrival, sent a largesupply e:

and I certainly began to feel a little afraid of their errand and
foreign stores for our use here. We shall have to stay bere a

few days, as the steamer left the day before yesterday, and
purpose .

After having had a thorough inspection they went out, and
not be due again until next Monday. We are not sorry; it is s

I did not know what conclusion to come to ; if they were from
very acceptable change from our close little boat, and we are

the Ya-men, why did they leave so quickly? I had notthought
able to get one or two articles of clothing made. We go trop

it out when the whole troop returned , and this time they were here to Hankow, and may stay there a little while, or we mase ?

like raving wolves—some with hatchets, others a kind of meat
on at once to Shanghai.

chopper, and one long kind of knife- steel . We saw at once

they had not come to take care of us, but quite the opposite.

We did not attempt to stop them, but simply sat still ; to do

anything else would mean losing our lives. The three little Stirling Tract Enterprise . - A local contemporary

were screaming ; the dog barking ; and for about ten says :-We understand that the trustees of the Stirling Trac

minutes it was most agonising. The dashing of lamps , the Enterprise, with the view of providing sufficient accommodt

tearing open of boxes, banging of doors, and rushing of feet tion for the large number of publications now issued by the

across the rooms was fearful. have purchaseda site for new premises in Dumbarton Rose

[Mrs.Wood proceeds to describe the exciting incidents of a It must be gratifying to all friends of the Enterprise that the

“ chair " journey through the excited mobs to the Ya-men, and change is due to so satisfactory & eause. Stillit cannot but

continues .) be a matter of sincere regret to the trustees to be obliged to lear:

A Refuge. their present premises, associated as these are with the memory

6 Mrs. Copp, the little ones , and myself were led through hun. of the founder of the Enterprise, and of his brother, the late

dreds of people to a part of the Ya -men called the Ladies' Apart Mr. William Drummond, at whose expense, we believe, the

" ments - pigs ' apartments " would be more appropriate. It ornamental part of the building which enhances so much its

was crowded with Chinese women and children --babies with. general appearance was executed.

outnumber. How I longed for a few moments of quiet ! But Charleston Churches.-- The Liverpool Mercury says.

one gets very little of that in China. Even in one's own home The earthquake in Charleston will be fresh in the recollection

we never are sure of an hour of quiet . The Pa -hien appeared of our readers. Amongst the serious calamities which it brought

to show us great kindness, and told one of his wives to look about were those sustained by the Presbyterian churches of the

after us. We took a meal, and , as it got dark, I asked where city,which were sadly shatterod,especially the First, Second, sed

we might putthe little ones to sleep, and we were told that a Westminster churches. So great, in fact, hasbeen the damas
bedroom was being prepared for us . We were soon taken to our done that 61,000 dols . are required to restore them. An appea

room , which was a medium-sized room , with two beds and two to their co-religionists in America was resolved on at & receni

small couches, and we got the little ones to bed. conference of the committees of the churches concerned,and

All this time we werewondering where our American friends their friends think that the Presbyterians of the United King

were , fur we bad heard of their houses having been pulled to dom might be glad of the opportunity to make common cause

pieces, oven to the pulling up of floors and pavement. in this matter with the Presbyterians of the United States. In

About eleven p.m. ourAmerican friends arrived ; they had two of these churchesservices cannot beresumed at all so low

fled from their homes and taken refuge at one house ; then as they remain in their present condition . Two of the most

obliged to flee from that place of refuge had gone to another, eminent contractors, in addition, have examined the whole of

until they were found by men sent from the Ya-men to take the churches in question, and reported them all to be in a most

care of them . Whilst talking, Mrs. Nicoll arrived, with her unsatisfactory condition . It would be agraceful thing onthe

Ohinese child and woman, Mr. Nicoll and the American part of the Presbyterian churchesofEngland, Scotland ,for

gentlemen having joined theother gentlemen in another part Ireland tosend through theirwealthier membersa substantia

of the Ya-men
contribution to so deserving a cause.

ODES

&
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An Earthquake Incident. Ove

Notices of Books.

„ : is

|NDERthis title the New York Observer gives the following

While making my weekly visit to the charity Ward of a

Charleston hospital, which has since been entirely wrecked by

earthquake, I noticed a new inmate. On a cot at the upper

end of the ward lay a tiny creature, not more thanBix

years old apparently, though the card which hung'at

the head of the bed pronounced her eight . The hands which

lay listlessly upon the coverlet, and the arm from which the

loose sleeve feilback, were piteously shrunken . The little

figureseemed wasted to a skeleton, and the pinched face, which

was lit by a pair of large dark oyes, bore the stamp of patient

suffering.

She was slowly wasting away, the doctor said from disease,

induced by ill usage and neglect, and a great tenderness rose

in my heart at the thought of the littie life flickoring out “ un .

timely , ” that under happy circumstances, fostered by a tender

mother's care, might have blossomed into a pure and gracious

womanhood .

I fed her with some delicate food I had brought, and all the

while the lustrous eyes were turned upon me as though the

starved heart were drinking in a sweeter nourishment. I found

her densely ignorant. She were never even heard of Jesus. So

in very simple fashion I told her the precious story of redeem -

ing love, and how the Saviour was once a little child, and was

ever about the beds where little children suffered, and that to

think of Him was to bring Him to her side . I taught her a

dittle word of prayer -- very short, for the bewildered intellect

could bear very little at a time and left her to the Comforter,

trusting that, in His grace, He would take the things of Christ

and reveal them to this little suffering child .

On my next visit I took her a box of paper dolls, over which

we had a high frolic , the feeble voice breaking into the

merriest laughter - and every little while she would clasp my

neck with a rapture of affeetion that would have touched the

eternest heart. ? !

11. When I could stay no longer I said , “ Now , Oorsie , before I

go Iwant to tell you a little about the Lord Jesus."

" I know Him ! I know Him ! ” she exclaimed eagerly.

" You know Him , baby ?" I said wonderingly . “What do you

know about him ? "

" I know Him. You told me last time,” she repeated with a

gentle insistence.

“ Do you whisper to Him when you feel lonely in the night,

and tell Him all the pain ? "

“ Yes, I do ."

" And does He comfort you ? "

She fixed her lustrous eyes earnestly upon me, and then with

an emphasis I cannot convey upon paper slowly nodded her

bead in the affirmative three times .

The hospital was utterly wrecked in the earthquake, and little

Corsie and an old lady who occupied the next bed to her were

the last in that ward to be taken from the ruins.

- A friend went to see her in the temporary refuge to which the

patients had beentaken, and found the little cheek hotter, and

the hands, if possible, more wasted than ever.

She said, Corsie, what did you think about when you felt

everything crashing aroundyou? ”

She quietly answered, “ Jesus.” 0 blessed name,bringing to

the philosopher a wisdom higher thanthat of the Academy or

the Porch , and making itself for the little untutored waif, a safe

resting - place in that supreme hour when the foundations of the

earth were removed and men's hearts were failing them for

fear.

Red Rooney , or The Last of the Crew , By R. M : Ballantyne.

" With " illustrations. (58.) London : James Nisbet & Co.,

The Prairie Chief ; By R. M. Ballantyne. Same publishers.

-- (4s . 6d. )

Boys will read Ballantyne's stories, and the informa

tion thoy contain is always trustworthy, and their tone is

invariably wholesome. Red Rooney carries us away to the

frozen north, and convinces us that Esquimaux are as human

as ourselves. The prairie chief becomes a missionary to his

tribe, and reveals the best side of a North American Indian.

Both tales are full of adventure, and can safely be put into the

hands of our boys.

An Angel Guest in Human Guise. By Ruth Lamb. (58.)

:: Hodder & Stoughton .

Beautifully got up . Title conveys little idea of book.

Might rather be“ A Little Child Shall Lead Them .” A couple ,

who had lost only child , almost obliged to adopt little nephew ,

brought up by Christian mother. Theinfluence of this child in

drawing out their sympathies , and leading them to a higher

level, iswell delineated. Theboy Jacob is a fine specimen ofa

manly Christian youth , and all his good fortune well deserved .

Aunt Tabitha's Trial. A Story by Lina Orsman Cooper. (55.)

Hodder & Stoughton .

Somewhat similar in plot to preceding. Aunt Tabitha's Trial

is a little girl bequeathed to her by the lover of her girlhood who

had proved unfaithful to her. Received with much doubt and

miegiving, the golden-haired Flossie twines herself tightly round

the heart of her guardian , who is fain to confess that her

“trial" has proved the great blessing of her life , and finds in

Flossie andher children thebrightness of a happy old age .

Not so Very Long Ago : or In the May Dews of Childhood. By

the author of At All Times. (38. 60.) – J . F.Shaw & Co. "

Since we read the “ Susy books ” of Mrs. Prentiss we have

not come upon so sweet a picture of child -life as this . The chil

dren of a London clergyman change theircityhome for a country

one, and the eldest girl of eightyears old tellsthe story of their

removal , and their delight in the new life . Full of religious

truth conveyed in a simple and attractive way.

Inches of Thoughts for Spare Moments. By G. S.- Nisbet & Co.

Just what its name implies . Short , practical , profitable

thoughts on every -day topics. Good book for busy people.

Treasure Trove. Extracts from unpublished Letters and Bible

Notes. By F. R.Havergal. (Is . )—Nisbet & Co.

A charming little gift-book of daily readings, with illuminated

pages.

THE MONTHLIES.

From the RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY wehave the Leisure Hour

and Sunday atHome, replete with good, varied, and interesting

matter. The Boy's Own and Girl's Own starting, and starting

well,new volumes. The Tract Magazine, Friendly Greetings,

and Cottager and Artisan are also worthy attention.

From S. W. PARTRIDGE & Co. we have The Welcome, bright

and readable ; that old favourite the British Workman ; also the

Band of Hope Review , Friendly Visitor, Family Friend , Chil

dren's Friend, Infant's Magazine, Illustrated Missionary News,

and Our Own Gazette ; the last, the well-known organ of the

Y.W.C.A.
From HOME WORDS OFFICE we have the Fireside, tha

excellent family paper, also Mr. Bullock's useful organs, Home

Words and Day of Days, all of them abounding in good

things.
From the CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY come the Intelligen

cer, the Gleaner, and the Juvenile Instructor . Much of interest

from many parts ; but in a sense put in the shade by the im

portant tidings from Central Africa , arriving just as they appear

-of which we give particulars on page 741 .
The letters

reforred to will appear, we believe, in the next issues .

From the BIBLESOCIETY we have the Reporter and Gleanings

for the Young with interesting details of Bible work.

Sunday Talk , edited by W. W. Tulloch , D.D., keeps, as mightbe

expected, thoroughly up to the mark in interest and solid

value .

The Christian Treasury ( Marshall Bros. ) merits a good word.

It is bright andreadable from first to last.

The Weekly Pulpit (E. Stock ) is a new magazine for preachers.

We find some good things in it-others want improving.

Any of the worksnoticed in Word and Work,may be had of

the publishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48, Paternoster Row ,

London ,E.Ç., post free, for the published price. Full cash

discount for general book orders.

Open Air Mission .

ORD RADSTOCK presided at the quarterlymeeting of the

Monday evening in the Conference Hall, Eccleston Street,

Pimlico. His address was on Isa. xlii . 2 , 3 , “ He shall not

strive nor cry," & c ., and was largely occupied in uttering

familiar but needed warnings against haste in doing the Lord's

work , and hardness in delivering the Lord's message.

Col. PASHKOFF begged the prayers of the preachers for his

poor country, Russia, from whichhe has beenexiled for preach

ing the Gospel. Only thirty -three missionaries are at work in

that country, though it contains ninetymillions of people, and

most of these evangelists either are, or have been, in prison for

their faithfulness to the truth .

Sir ROBERT PHAYRE, K.C.B. , expounded and applied the

characteristios of the three conversions in Acts xvi.-Lydia,

whose heart the Lord opened gently ; the damsel possessed with

a spirit of divination, who required stronger impulses; and the

jailer, for wbose conversion an earthquake alone sufficed .
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GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD ,

An Aged Saint. The Bihe Mission . Healing and Preaching,

We find inthe Pioneer thefollowing We extract the following from aletter CRITING from the Mysore Tert

WH. tory, India , Mr. W. A. Redmond

Sutu , widow of Gaika, and mother of
his description of Central African diffi gives an interesting glimpse of how much

Sandilli, two noted scourges of South
culties will interest many :-There is good he has been able to do even with a

Africa :
trouble at present between Ekwikwi. slight medical knowledge :

Rev. G. L. Carstairs speaks of an inter
chief of Bailundo, and Chiponge, chief of This season is an unusually wet one
Bihé

view which he had with Sutu when she
If peaceable arrangements and many of the natives are suffering

was upwards of ninety years of age and
are not soon brought about, it will be they flock to us for medicine , as there i

was blind ; but for years had been a de
impossible for the Americans to establish no provision for them made by gorers:

vout and happy Christian . He said to her,
their station at Bihé at present, for the ment such as there is in many parts. I

“ You have lost your husband ; you have
Bailundus will not dare to carry their Mysore city is the nearest hospital, te

lost your son ; you have lost your

goods up to Bihé , lest they should be most natives will lie down and die rather

country ; you have lost your people ; you
seized and made prisoners; and the than go so far, and they are afraid to z.

Bihéans will be afraid to come down for
bave lost your property ; and you have

also, because of caste . They come to o

lost your sight ; but you have found
them , for & like reason . This would from all the villages around. What listi:

more than all, if you have found Jesus . ”
perhaps compel them to establish a station knowledge I gained of diseases and the

She replied , " I forget all my losses ; I
at Chivula, or somewhere in the district . treatment in the London hospital, e

do not think of them ; I think of what I
A day's journey in Africa often reminds my wife in the Glasgow hospital, is

have found in Jesus , and I am satisfied."
me of the Christian's experience . In the utmost value to us now . All case

In & recent letter Mr. Cumming
the morning, after having had a refresh out of our reach we seek to persuade 1 |

reports Sutu's death. When Mr. Cum
ing night's rest, you set out on your go to Mysore. Within the last few weeks

ming visited her, as she approached her
journey , and away in the distance you I have often had the solemn dute o

ond, he asked her how she now felt
see some mountain or high land at which speaking to dying heathens about their

regarding the Saviour. She lifted up
vou wish to arrive before campingagain . souls. The sad thing is, their understand

her head from the pillow, and with
Looking over the tops of the hillsand ing is so darkened that very often they

great fervour exclaimed, “ I love my
valleys , you think the task will be a very cannot take in the simplest language s

Lord greatly ." At length her spirit
easy one, but after having got fairly on such times. In one house I b & w & Worth

passed awav, so gently that one could
your way, you find the path is very nar. in the last stage of consumption, and e

Boarcely tell the moment at which she
row and very rough , in many places only old man being eaten away by lepro47

breathed her last . “ Sutu, the wife of
afew inches wide ; and then there are Their condition was hopeless as regards

the great chief, Gaika,” Mr. Cumming
hills and valleye to cross which you had both soul and body.

not noticed before ; and long ere you
says, “has ever been looked up to with

reached the wished - for spot you are
reverential respect . Gaika and his numer

ous sons , who ruled over the bravest and
weary and tired out. So the Christian Jewish Refugees in Palestine.

finds there are

most powerful of the Kafir tribes , have

many difficulties and R.

already passed away , without making a
trials to overcome , which he had never

gone back to Jerusalem to labor

sign of their belief in Christianity ; but
thought of before , and long ere he reaches in dependence on the Lord, and uncoz

here is Sutu, monument of Divine
the heavenly goal he is often weary and nected with any society, among the

ready to faint. How blessed at such
grace, a sincere Christian in her old age ,

Jewish refugees, He writes :

times to draw near to Him who is not Outside the circle of Jews, more or les
bearing testimony of her love to Him

who loved her and died for her.
only our sacrifice but our High Priest in affected by the extensive operations of

the presence of God, and to hear the the London Jews' Society in Jerusalec

exhortation to endure hardness as a good Jaffa, and Safed, there are now living i
Aboriginal Testimonies.

soldier of Jesus Christ.
Palestine hundreds of Jewish refuze

TE have just received Mr. Matthewa' families upon whom I look as my specie

eleventh annual report of the Deaconess House in the Ghetto, charge. They have now, for years, main

Maloga Aboriginal Mission on theMurray

WE

Rome. tained such an intimate relationshi;

River, N.S.W. In turning over its pages THIS work, commenced nearly two towards me that I could not give up of

we find chequered experiences, but in ago, is an instance of how spiritual influence over them withou

the midst of all the presence and blessing the Lord leads His people by a way that feeling that I have betrayed a sacred

of the Lord . Take, for example, the follow they know not, going before them , and trust committed to me,

ing, all the names mentioned being those showing step by step what He would have They all remain affectionately attached

of aborigines :
them do. A few friends in Edinburgh to me, and from the very day of u

On Sunday we had a day of hlessing . consulted together as to how the services return to Jerusalem I shall have the

The Lord's presence was plainly felt . We of two ladies, whose hearts were with the of labouring among them , gathera

expressed gratitude to Him for all His ancient people of God, and who had those who live in Jerusalem for meetins

mercies. At night we had a splendid already much experience as teachers, of devotion, and classes of instruction

meeting. Hearty singing and bold testi mightbe retained for this needy portion my study, and committing the interest :

monies from converted men and women . of the great harvest - field. These ladies the Jewesses and their children to Vs

Harry Fenton , a man who had been were familiarwith the Italian language, Friedlaender and her sister.

particularly shy and reticent, surprised and thenewly emancipated Jews of Rome To enable large numbers of Jers
every one by his powerful utterances. He were said to be in great need of instruc refugee families to set'le according 6

had voluntarily taken charge of a band of tion , so to Rome it was settled they their ardent dosire as agriculturiste aus

Aboriginal boys and girls, who caught should go ; but the Lord had further pur from the established Jewish communite

the spirit of their leader, and sang with poses . He knew that the time for reach . the chief thing required is that the

vigour and sweetness.
ing these Jews, so long crowded together, missionary, whom they are willing *

Jenny Johnson, who has been subject was short, for the demolition of the follow , establishes himself somewhere

to violent fits for some time, spoke with Ghetto was soon to commence , and He where they can fic room to earn the

power. She said , “ My tongue often leads also knew that only by a medical work bread chiefly , if not exclusively, ky

me into sin, I see I need Jesus to fill all could the population be quickly reached cultivating the land.

my being : my body is weak . but my soul and leavened with the Gospel ; and when As soon as Gol provides the means to

is strong ." Fred Scales said , “ I should He sent these ladies to Rome He had erecting mission premises to serve

like to go as a missionary to Queensland simultaneously put it into the heart of a such & Christan centre,I shall glad.

amongmyown country people " Aaron Christian physician to undertake a work remove to it withmy family, and!

said , ' I have been taught by God lately in the Ghetto, in connection with which Hebrew Christian community will gesås

about the work . I see we must all work . they, as Deaconesses , soon found them . ally gather around me . Such a cos

When you hear my gaw and hammer selves welcome visitors in every house. munityislikely togrow beyondall be

goingin the morning ,you may know I Dr. Gordon Gray,who had long watched, limits which we ever ventured to bora

am obeying God ." Paddy Swift said , and waited for deliverance to come to the for, as ther : are not only those Joris

" I give up training race -horses, because Jews of Rome, is able to say, “ Through refugees to form it who are actualt 2

it is not pleasing to God ."
the medical work the ladies have got such Palestine, butthere aremultitudes of

[We are always glad to receive and access tothe heartsandhomesofthe Jews in 'Russiaand Roumanis who say

forward contributions for this good work. people as yearsof school work could hardly anxious to join us ,

-ED. W. & W.] have securod ."

T
e

years
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

ANGLO -INDIAN

EVANGELIZATION SOCIETY .

PRINCIPAL SIR WILLIAM MUIR said at a

Meeting in London last year : “ I do not know

any Society that does so much good for so little

money . The late Rev. DR. DUFF said :

object of this Society is second to noue in a

Unristian point of view . "

Mr. SrŪRGEON wishes it “ growing success ,

any greatly appreciates its objects andmethods.
DR . HORATIUD BONAR desires to see it more

" The

have now
Funds urgeutly required to extend the

work on Railways, and among Planters , &c .

Contributions may besent to the becretary , tho

Rev.John FORDYCE , 33 , Sutherland Place , Bays

water,w ., or tue Ofice , 7 , Adam dt. , Strand, W.0 .

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE

PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL

AMONG THE JEW8.-- Established 1842 .

President - w.G . HABERSHON, Esq .

The society has upwards of 100 Agents, who

carry the Gospel to lue Jews in England, Italy ,

Germany, Austria, Russia and Turkey . Tho
labours of the Missionaries are supplemented by

the work of Schoolmasters and Comporteurs

Tracts and Copies of the scriptures are circu

lated . Many Jews have, by this society, been led
to believe that Jesus is the Christ . Much good

has been done among the thousands of Jews in

Loudon by the various Agents , by the House of

Call, and by the New Mission House, with its im

portant Medical Missions .

Increased funds are urgently needed,

and will be tuankrully receiveu by the Secretary ,

Rev. J. DUNLOP, at the Ottico ,

96 , Great Russell Street , Bloomsbury , London .

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INVIA.

-Tois buciety is diffusing the kuowledge of

Christ among the children of ludia by means of
teachers and books . Christian literature for

adults is also provided . koports ana Papers will

be sent on appucation . Funds urgentlyneeded .

Address - the Secretaries, C.V.E.D.,

7 , Adam Street, Strand , London , W.C.

FOREIGN MISSION NOTES,

Miss Packer, of the Society for Mr. Harry A. Long ,of Glasgow,

the Promotion of Female Education in has been addressing crowded evangelistic

the East, has returned to her work at meetings at Brisbane, Queensland.

Orissa , Missions to the Mormons.

Prayer for Missions. - A series of Within the last twenty years not loss

monthly prayer meetings for foreign than a million dollars have been spent

missions has been arranged for at the by the Christian churches of America

Presbyterian College. for the evangelization of Utah.

The Cooper Union . - The winter's Auckland . - We are glad to note

Sunday services in the New York Hall from the Young Men's Christian Associa

been resumed with most tion report just to band that these New

encouraging tokens.
Zealand brethren are pushing vigorously

forward. A new building has been opened ,
Illinois. - It is said that in connec . and really good work is in progress.

tion with & series of missions held in
Australian Aborigines . - In addi

this state over a thousand have made tion to the mission stations now in opera

profession of faith in Christ . tion at Maloga and Warangesda, a new

Formosa.- Rev. W. Campbell has Home is being erected at Breewarrina,

been itinerating in the northern parts of on a reserve of two thousand acres granted

Formosa, visiting many of the hill tribes by the Government for the purpose ..

and breaking new ground in some small Mr.A.R.Fenn writes from Madrid :

islands.
It was our privilege to be at the opening

Mr. F. S. Arnot, in his pioneering of the chapel at Santome. God has

journey, bas at length crossed the greatly blessed the abundant labours of

Lualaba River and entered the Garen our brother Blamire, and the Christians

gango country (Central Africa ), where he at Santome have the joy of assembling

hopes to establish mission work . in their own house ,

Tasmania.-We have just received The Aborigines' Protection

E the report of the Young Men's Christian Association of N.S.W. have warmly

Association at Hobart, and find evidence and enthusiastically espoused the cause

of vigorous and earnest work, thoroughly of the blacks, and propose to extend the

s evangelistic. work until the eight thousand outcast

Dr. Wm. M. Taylor, of New York , tribes of the colony are brought under its

says the revivals of 1857, 1858, and 1859 influence and the power of the Gospel.

were characterized by the spirit of prayer, Moody's Students . The utter

and those under Moody by the study of inability of Mr. Moody to meet the

the Bible ; he longs to see one marked by demands for admission to hisseminary

giving. is a heavy burden to him . In September

Mr. Moody proposes to hold con 200 boarders were accepted, but hun.

I ventions , as he did last year, in the large dreds have had to be turned away for

towns of Pennsylvania and New York ; want of room . A students' aid society

# and Messrs, Whittle and M'Granahan will

follow in his wake with evangelistic students.

E meetings. The Bible in Italy.-A young

Miss Bose, a native Christian work Italian, recently converted to Christ

ing in connection with the Society for the through the agency of the Spezia Mis

Promotion of Female Education in the
sion, and well versed in his rich mother

East, sends an interesting letter on work tongue , declares that the Bible has be

in the Sudder Bazaar. She is finding a come to him a perfect dictionary, in

welcome in the Hindu and Mohammedan which he finds countless choice terms

Zenanas. used with beautiful significance and ex.

The Gospel waggon, which made pressing rare shades of thought. No class

a six weeks ' tour from Boston into New of menunaided by God, he says, could

Hampshire last year under Rev. H. J. have composed the Bible .

Pierson, lately returned from a similar Spain .-- Mr. Sennington writes from

ten days' trip : The carriage carried Leon : TheLord has continued to prosper

five persons and a small organ, and us here very much, at least in causing

neetings were held by the way, securing quite a revival in the meetings, for we

the attendance of many who are not are getting the local nearly full,though I

church -going people. cannot say as yet that we have seen con .

Mrs.Williamson, of Chefoo, wife versions. Some are beginning to inquire

of the Bible Society's agent for North as to the difference between the teaching

China, the Rev. Dr. Williamson , has of the Scriptures and that of Rome,

been called suddenly from earth to which is a good thing, for, while we are

heaven. Only in August Mrs. William very desirous that they should know the

son forwarded to the society a deeply simple plan of salvation, we are also glad

interesting statement regarding her work to undeceive them as to all the false

of visitation and Bible circulation among teaching in which they have been brought

the women of Peking. up .

Portugal.— " An excellentreport has Sydney . - The late Rev. Thomas

been sent from St. Miguel, " writes the Gainford, the devoted missionary to the

Rev. R. Stewart, from Lisbon . “ Moderno seamen at Sydney, New South Wales,

(& colporteur) has been much insulted, before entering the ministry was at the

jeered, and mocked at, but he takes it goldfields at Victoria. The squatters

all so gently that very often his torment engaged him to plead their cause in

ors become his most earnest listeners , Parliament against theobnoxious clauses

end end by being ashamed of their of a land bill, and he was so successful

behaviour. In one case the ill-treatment
that his clients wished him to enter the

he met with in a house induced the man
legislature . " No, gentlemen," he

opposite to invite him into his shop, replied , “ I could not sit in such a place,

w here a number of other men were, and and among such an assemblage, if you

he had a very encouraging talk over the were to give me £ 1,000 a year.” Onthe

Bible, looking up and reading different
goldfields he became a courageous and

passages in connection with questions successful preacher of the Gospel and

asked , for upwards of two hours." Temperance advooate .

to to fit bouter le culated in the language

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY

- This Society circulated last year nearly 88

It
uses ail its Missionary Funds for the object for
waich they are subscribed , and pays alı its ex

penses out of Trade funds . It distributes packets

of healtuy interesting siterature to Emigrants

and bailors ; bas issued nearly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Missionary bocieties,

and grauis Tracts for gratuitous uistribution.

An al qual subscription of 10s . 60. or upwards

constituces membership, and a sum of £10 10s.

Lire membership . All subscribers receive copies

of the new tracus, &c .

Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries.

kev. LEWIS BOKRETT WHITE, D.D. , and

kev . S.G. GREEN , D.D.,

56 , Paternoster Row, London , E.C.

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS ' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

President - Gen , Bir A. J. LAWRENCE, K.O.B.

Sole ubject of the Society to spread the saving

knowledge of Christamong our soldiers . Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer, V. G. M. HOLI, Esq ., 17 , Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITA , Hon . Sec.; or by

the Secretary , Mr.W.A. BLAKE, at the officos,

4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross , W.C.

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C. - European
Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 254, Native Lay

Agents 3,509, Bchools 1,720 . Subscriptions

urgently needed for rapidly extending work

among a thousand millions of Heathens and

Mahommedans , Hon . Sec ., Rey. F.E. WIGRAM ,

Lay Sec ., General GEORGE HUTCHINSON .

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF

PERSECUTED JEWS.

" SYRIAN OULUNIZATION FUND,"

Shaftesbury Memorial Fund , sanctioned by

LORU BHAFTESBURY, in aia of Jews in the Holy

Land , to enable them to obtain a uvelihood ,

agricultural and other industry .

Hon , Treasurer - R . O. L. BEVAN, Esq .
Donations received by the Bankers, MOODIA,

Drummonu & Co., Charing Cross, B.W .; Messrs.

Barclay , Bevan , Tritton , & Co. , 54, Lombard

Street, E.0 ,; the Bank of England ; the Royal

Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank ot

Ireland. Secretary - E . A. FINN ,

Caprice - 41, Parliament St., Westminster, S.W.
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LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.
REQUEST FOR PRAISE .

" It is a good thing to give thanks to the Lord."
1046 . For the gracious answer to proyer for Christian other side

from protracted and distre sing illness , now mercifully retard
times prayed for in Word and Work .

REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
“ Let your requests bemade known to God ."

11,164 . For the sons of a believer, who are serving the Lord is in a
with much blessing .

11 , 155 . An anxious mother for a beloved son , & believer, thatbr
kept in circumstances of trial, whilst earning " the bread that persas
11, 156 . That a Christian young man , anxious to earn an be

hooi, may , with the blessing of the Lord , succeed .

11,157. For a large class of British soldiers, conducted by a cassa
officer and his wife , in the Punjab, Indis .

158. For the Mission Shaftesbury Hall. Bournemouth , SG ,

23rd , conducted by Rev . W . Mowll and Captain Dawson ,

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists
to any part of England , Scotland, and Wales upon dus notics. Apply
to n . Secretary , 21, Surrey Street, Strand , W . O .

Y . M . C . A . , City New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall
Street (late of Gracechurch Street). - Bible Reading for young men ,

Sunday, at 5 p . m . ; lecture by Miss Macpherson , on November 16th , at

6 . 30 p . m . ; Service of Song, Lambeth Ragged Schools, Friday , Nov . 5th ,
Bt8 : Mission Work at Bermondsey and Whitechapel, each evening at 8 .

Evangelization of the World . - The Annual Christian Conferencu at

Oonference Hall, Strangeways, Manchester, Nov. 9th and 10th , 1886 .
Particulars from the Secretaries , Confrence Hall , Strangeways.

Conference Hall, 143, Clapham Road , B . W . - Sunday, Children's
service, lla. m . ; Gospel service by Mr. Powell, 7 p . m .

Deepening of Spiritual Life . The weekly meetings will be resumed

on Friday, Nov. 5th, at 3. 30 p . m ., in Stafford Rooms, Titchborne street,
Edgeware Road.

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N . - Sun., Nov. ith ,Mr. P . 8 . Badenoch ,
afternoon , at 3 .30 ; Mr. Ohas. Cook , evening, at 7 ,

Bournemouth , Shaftesbury Hall, Dec . lst to 3rd , meetings for the
de peuing of spiritual life . Revs. H . Webb Peploe, Evan Hopkins,
CA. Fox , E . W . Moore, & c . Chairman , Mr. H . Bowker. For particulars

apply Captain Dawson , Bournemouth .

Y . M . O . A . , Exeter Hall . - Thursday evening Bible lectures on “ Practical
Christianity ," by the Rev. Evan Hopkins, as follows: ---Nov . 4th , Its
Aim ; 11th , Its Spring ; 18th , Its Witness ; 25th , Its Power. Each even
ing at 8 o 'clock .

Xonana Medical College , 58 , St. George's Road . - Bible Reading
aud Prayer Meeting at noon every Saturday , at which Miss Nugent
and other friends preside.

Children 's Special Service Mission . - Seaside Services, - Mr. E .
Arrowsmith , at York , till Nov. 13 ; at Southport and Waterloo (near

Liverpool) , Nov . 11-25 ; Mr. H . M . Trickett, at Uppinghxm , Nov. 1 - 4 ;
at Manchester and neighbourhood , Nov . 8 -24 : at Liverpool, Nov, 25 -30 ;

Mr. G . Banaster , at Dorking, Nov , 14 -21 ; Mr. F . Pitts , at Down Lodge

Hall, Wandsworth , Nov. 6 , at 3 . 30 ; Mr. W . Shrimpton , at Stoke -on
Trent , Nov. 22.

Youths' Institute , Old Pye Street, Westminster ( “ Ono Tun ” Mission .)
-- Prayer meeting every Wednesday, from 1 to 1. 30 . Conducted by Mr.
J . Payne. Mission service every Sunday, from 6 . 30 to 8 .

Talbot Tabernacle , Powis Square. --Sunday,Frank A . Whito , at ila.m .
and 7 p . m .

Mr. Gawin Kirkham . - November 4th , Lewisham ; 5th , Willesden ; 6th
and 7th . Newcastle -on - Tyne ; 8th and 9th , Hawes, Yorkshire ; 10th ,

Shaftesbury Hall, Aldersgate Street ; 13th and 14th Kingston -on
Thames : 16th , Great Assembly Hall, Mile End : 18th , Watford : 19th
21st. Brimscombe , Gloucester ; 22nd , Broxbourne : 23rd , St. Luke' s ,

Hackney ; 29th , Bt. Jude' s, Chelsea .
House of Rest, 8 , Oambridge Gardens, Kilburn . - Friday, 5th . All-dav

meetings, Rev. J. D . Dinpick and others will take part ; 10 .80 a . m .,
prayer and praise for all missions represented ; 8 p . m .,address by Rev .
J . Peurte Clark ; 7 , “ Holiness as a power for service .”

Agricultural Hall, Islington . - Evangelistic services every Sunday at
3 . 30 and 7 p . m ., conducted by Rev . Dr. Thain Davidson and others,

St. George' s Hall. - Mr. Bhuldham Henry during November ( D . V .) .
Sun ., at 11and 7 . Also at Burlington Hall, Savile Rox, on Wed . , at 8 .

Rev . W . Hay M . H . Aitken 's engagements are : - Oct. 31st to Nov .
15th , Aston , Birmingham ; Nov . 21st, St. Mary' s , Nottingham , to Dec .
6th ; Dec . 7th to 15th , Albert Hall , Nottingham ; Jan . 9th to 24th , or
longer , Bt. Marks, Barrow ,

Brunswick Chapel, Upper Berkeley Street, W . - Ten days' mission
Sat.. Nov . 6th , to Tues. , Nov . 16th , mission preacher, Rev. George 0 .
Grubb . M . A . . missioner of the Courch of Ireland , List of services may

be obtained from the Incumbent, Rev . E . W . Moore.
Mr. T . Shuldham Henry , M . A ., will ( D . V . ) give four addresses

to Christian , at the Hall, King George Street, Greenwich , on " Victory
over Satan ," " Victory over Sin ," " Victory over World , ” “ Perfect
Peace," on Tuesday evenings, November 2nd , 9th , 23rd , and 30th .

Barbican Mission to the Jews, 11, Torriano Avenue, Camden Road,
N . W . - Mr. Warschawski's Bible readings in the Prophecies, the last
Tuesday in each month , at 3 p . m . Tea at 4 .30 .

The Clapham Gospel Male Choir has now commenced a new
session . All communications should be addressed to the Hon . Sec ., Mr.
H . W . Heathcote , 7 . Mayfield Villas,Merton Road , Wandsworth .

Gospel Hall, St. Nicholas Road, Bristol. - -Mr. J . J . Scroggie from October
31st to November 14th (inclusive) ,

Conference Hall, Ecoloston Street, S . W . - Messrs. O . Russell Hur
ditch and Jas . L . Stanley, on Sunday, at 3 . 30 and 7 ; a special service ,
with addresses, by Messrs. O . Russell Hurditch , Jas. L . Stanley, and Dr.
Popham , Friday, at 8 .

Dr. H . Sinclair Paterson will preach (D . V .) on Sunday , at 11 a . m .
and 7 p . n ., in Trinity Presbyterian Church , Kensington Park Road , W .

Rev . Adolph Sapoir, D . D ., will preach ( D . V .) on Sunday, at lla.m .,
in Belgrave Presbyterian Church , Halkin Street, W .

Evangelistic Mission (under the direction of O . Russell Hurditch ) .

Kilburn Hall, Kilburn Gate (not Town Hall) . - Mr. C . V . T . Onslow
Sun . , at 7 p . m . ; Wed . , at 7 .30 p . m .

Malden Hall, Kentish Town. - Mr. Frank Hertslet, Sun ., 7 p . m . ; Mr.
Frederick Newth , of Barnet , on Thurs., at 8 .

Dalston Hall, 105 , Dalston Lane, E . - Mr.Robert Paton , Sun ., 7 p .m . ;
Mr. W . H . Smith , Thurs., 8 p . m .

Bignold Hall, Bignold Road, Station Road , Forest Gate.---Mr. J. B .
Wookey, Sun ., 7 p . m . ; Wed . , at 8 p . m . ; services for men only , also

for women only , particulars of which will be given in future an .
nounce nents.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith
Road, Dr. Popham , Bun., at 11 a . m . and 3 p .m . , also on Thurs., 8
p . m . ; Mr. F . Newth , Sun. , at 7 p . m .

Ham uersmith , Upper Mission Room , 130 , King Street. - Mr. W . H .
Smith , Sun ., 7 p . m . ; Wed ., at 8 p . m .

Mortlake, S . w . - The " Rest ” Mission Room . - Mr. Ralph Jackman ,
Sun ., at 7 ; Wed., at 8 .

Zenana Bible and Medical Mission
A VERY interesting gathering took place at 2, Ades
A Terrace , on Monday week, at four o'clock ,
the friends of the above society assembled to take learedi
Baumann and Miss Keay, about to return to their work,a
Miss E . Kimmins and Miss Myers going out to India er :
first time. The chair was taken by General Sir Richari Is
K . C . S . I. After the singing of the hymn, " Speed Thy
Saviour, speed them ," prayer was offered by the old and
friend of the society, the Rev. J. Newton , D . D ., the res
missionary of Lahore. As Miss Keay and Miss Kimin e
proceeding to that station , he naturally felt a deep internet
their welfare,

The committee's instructions to the missionaries Fans
by the Rev. A . H . Lash . They contained words of stori
and counsel, and set forcibly before those to whom there
addressed the solemn nature of the work they had unders
to do for God. As these “ instructions " will appear st
in the Indian Female Evangelist for January, 1887, it is 100
sary to quote them here.

The Chairman then said & few words expressire 1
sympathy and good wishes, and called upon the
Rev. . NEVILE SHERBROOKE, who founded his et

upon the blessing pronounced on Joseph by Voe
Deut. xxxiii. 13 , 16 , applying the words " separate tran
brethren ," to the case of the missionaries now about to set is
and separating themselves from home and friends to com
message of the Gospel to the women of India. Es
also of the higher and more glorious separation to be
the Holy Spirit had called them , in putting it into their
to offer themselves to this work , and showed that the
in a special way look for “ the goodwill of Him that de
the bush ” the Father's blessing through Jesus Christ
speaker thou enumerated the blessings promised to Josept.
dwelt on each , appropriating them to the circumstances a
missionaries.
He pointed out that the dew comes from heaven

refresh the earth , and that, in like manner, the Christian 1
be watered with the continual dew " ofGod'a blessing
for by daily personal communion with Him by prayer
study of His Word. He exhorted the missionaries, no
sion , to'expect a blessing on their work , and to be res .
anything, however mean or trivial, that can in anyway ?
glorify God.

U .

The Church on the Sands. - In the account !
last week of themeeting in Exeter Hall, Mr. Bishop 1
sented as stating " at least five young men taking acine
the services this year were themselves, as boys, COBRE
the seaside services in past yearg ." He desires it to be
stood he only said , " they were , as boys, frequent sitem
the services. "

DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS
caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles. The Rev . Dr. Ce
Joseph ' s College, Dumfries, writes :- " I cannot describe the
derive from the use of your glasses , both by day and night. I

or weariness as I used to ; and I have taken to reading books Ibe
as too trying for the eyes on account of the smallness of thetype
Sir Julius Benedict wrote - - " I have tried the principal optic

without success, but the spectacles you have adapted suits
clearness of your glasses as compared with others is really
The Rev. R . H . Baynes, M . A . , Hon , Canon , Worcester Catba

- " The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire, and myeyes
already. I only regret I did notknow of your exceedings
Mr. HENRY LAURANCE ,Oculist Optician , la ,OLD BONDS

scientifically adapts his IMPROVED SPECTACLES to assist 109

the weakest sights. Pamphlet containing suggestionsfor the
of sight free. BRANC LES, 6 . Poultry, E . C . ; 3.
Buildings, Cross Street, MANCAESIER : 5 , vor
Street,BIRMINGHAM ;and 129, Buchanan Street,
--Adr.

SO 140117 2200 wita

Vorcester Cat
Mr.HENon

ly regret Idea are all I copia

CHILDREN 'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS,
Nov. 7th - Mark x , 13 - 22 Nov, 11th Mark xi. 1 - 17

, 8th - Mark x . 23 - 34 , 12th -Mark xi. 18 - 33
ń 9th - Mark x . 35 - 45 i 13th Mark xii, 1 – 12

10th - Mark , 46 - 52 ,



VEYBE WORD AND WORK.

CASH PRIZES. IMR. G , T . CONGREVE 'S

NEW WORK ON
50 GUINEAS NEW WORK ON

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS , ;
COUGHS, ASTHMA, and alt other

CHEST DISEASES.

RT SELECTED PARCEL OF PICTURES,

" BURNHAM BEECHES,"

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

IN CASA PRIJE
presented , entirely Free of charge, to the Twenty Readerswho form

the highest number of Dictionary Words out of the word

PRESENTATION .
tor example, rresent, ' Seat," " Rest," " Nation ," & c ., subject to
agitious uamed below . This amount will be divided as follows :

IRST PRIZE , £20. SECOND PRIZE , 210 10s. . .
THIRD PRIZE , £5.

nd 17 other Cash Prizes of One Pound each . | SIXPENCE (post free ), or Large Edition (cloth ), 1s. 3d ., from
ce every competitor will have TWENTY CHANCES OF WINNING the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S . E ., and Elliot Stook ,

THE TWENTY CASH PRIZES .

Kensiugton Fine ArtAssociation , being desirous of further extending 62, Paternoster Row , E . C . -
le of their Art Productions at Popular Prices, bave decided to offer

ove Prizes, ENTIRELY FREE OF CHARGE, to all readers whosball THE
patrons before Deotmoer 21st of their

EIGHTEENTH SERIES
OF WEEKLY CASES

dug of foreil of themost beautifui, naruning , and varied sulj cts,

it Office Order is, yd ., or 23 stamps. Every parcel will contain a IS NOW PUBLISHING, FROM AUGUST TO NOY.
logly .coloured Oil Picture , entitled

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK ”

nificent Landscaposuject,measuring 2100 . by lyin . , from the grand WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN
iginal Oil painting by tbau renowned Landscape Painter , GLanuscape Painter, GRAHAM THIS MATTER.
TUE , Esq . , This landscape picture of sylvan love iness faithfully re Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENT CASE , NOT PUB.
is one of those charming woodland scenes so well known to English

LISHED BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK.
Damely , Burnham Beeches,

sucumutuged foliage till dances in the sunlight and throws into

10 relief the bright blue sky. The refreshing brook peacefully

ers on its wayward course , whilst far away stretches theuudulating

w Land which surruuudsone of our quaint old English homesteads.

t twenty-toree colours are used in the production of this large and LETTER from WESTERN AUSTRALIA . and CASEd work , and they are so well blended that it is really next to impos
detect the picture from the original oil painting, for it is executed PRONOUNCED INCURABLE in SUMERSET.
niguest style of art, and superbiy coloured with great delicacy and I have just received a letter from Mr. F . HANN, of William Street,
delity to nature , the texture of thecanvas and the very brush marks Perth , W . A ., in which he says :
original being reproduced in themost astonishing manner. In addi " Your valuable medicine for Consumption was brought prominently
this magnificent picture , each parcel willalso contain Twobeautiful before my notice in my visit to England . My brother, of Montacute,

Pictures (Animal subjects ), Som . , had been given over as incurable by three medicalmen , and was

DOGS HEADS , discharged from the hospital as incurable . Your medicine was instru

mental in prolongiug his life ."
'amed complete in imitation Plush Framts, ready for hanging , and On referring to particulars of his case I find that the brother referred

other charming Subjects , the belection of which must be left to the to was for nearly two years in correspondence with meon and off , and
tion . " Burnham Beeches " alone is worth at least half- a -crown,but got thoroughly well ; since which timehe has recommended many to
lers applying before December 21st will secure the whole FOURTEEN adoptmy treatment. I heard in August thathe continues in god health ,
art productions for Post u thice Order is , 9d . , or twenty -three stamps, and he says : " I shall ever be grateful to you for the benefit I then
e free . In every parcel sent outwill also be enclosed a signed PRIZE received ."
FICATE which will entitle the holder to compete, ENTIRELY FREE The writer goes on to say : " So valuable a medicino should be widely

ARGE, for the above prizes. Full particulars of the Competition made known here , where there are numbers suffering from Consumption .

found printed on the Prizo Certificate I am very anxious to introduce it at Perth , for their good , and especially
que will be forwarded to each of the twenty successful competitors for thebenefit of friends. "
aber zuth , and the names and full adaresses of the TWENTY suc

corn petitors will be published in the advertise .nent columns of the NOTE. - Days of Consultation . - TUESDAY,
Standard of December 31st , 1886 .
ders must be accompanied by the following Bond , which should be THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY ,

and forwarded , with remittance, with as little delay as possible : at Coombo Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

WORD AND WORK PRIZE COMPETITION BOND . long distance should choose either of the two

902. ) November 4th , 1886 . former days. Every one is expected to have soon
receipt of this Bond, accompanied by Post Office Order Value ls. 9d . the book first.
ponny stamps), we agree to forward , carriage paid , to anyaddress
United Kingdom , one Parcel of our Art selected Productions, con

g fourleen beautiful and varied subjects, including the large and NEW BOOK BY MISS HOLT (Just Published .)
acently -coloured Oil Picture, entitled " BURNHAM BEBOHES,"

Fribed above.

also agree to enclose in each parcel, ENTIRELY FREE IN ALL TIME
HAGU, one PaIZE CERTIFICATE , which will entitle the

OF OUR
Ito compete, ENTIRELY FREE OF CHARGE, for the TWENTY

PRIZES amounting to FIFTY GUINEAS. TRIBULATION :(Sigued ) WALTER H . BAOON .

THE KENSINGTON FINE ART ASSOCIATION ,
Kensington Road, Kensington , London , W . THE STORY OF PIERS GAVESTONE.

Theexquisite Companion Picture to " BORNHAM BEKOHES."
d * * A MONSTER TAGE, " together with twenty -six other Pic . By Emily S . Holt, Author of " Mistress Margery," " Not for Him ," & c.
und an extra Dertiticate, ca u be secured by sending for Two

( Post Office Order 39. , or 83 stamps). Oarriage Frce. These two
Large Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt top , 58.

os alone are honestly worth Five shillings per pair .

A TANGLED WEB.► above good , are valuable, the Association willbe happy to register

ei for sure transmission , provided two extra stamps are enclosed .
can st tour of your friends to become purchasers of these cheap

of Pictures, we will send you an extra Certificate, thus enabling

ompete without becomiug a purchaser .
mios Orders are preferred to postalUrders , and to be made payable

ngton Park Road Post Office , London ,

TRA SPECIALNOTICE , THE PRIZEOF TEN GUINEAS
Potion with the woru " KENSINGTON ” Was won by Mrs. Joshua

1, of Higatield House , Ellauu , Via Normanton , Yorkshire ; anu for

ptionally ARTISTIC ARRANGEMENT of their competitions Extra

Awards were also granced to Mr. James Radcliff , uf 18, Parr
Kendal, Westmorelaud, and Mrs. Fannie Allen Radcliffe , of 3 , Prim

ace , Harrington , Cumberland .
sult of the computition on the word “ KENSINGTONIAN " will be

blished in the Loudon Standard of November 12th , 1886 .

TALTER HENRY BACON ,
Toe Kousington ciud Art Association ,

KONSING ON RUAU, KENSINGTON , LONDON , W ,
ne stamp for our new Aulogue of Pictures, Christmas Novelties,

s Cards, do.
TORS . Iwo minutes' walk to the loft on leaving Konslagton (Bigb

ation (Underground Rallway) .

A Tale of the Fifteenth Century .

By EMILY S . HOLT.

Large crown 8vo, cloth , gilt tops, 5s .
“ Like all Miss Holt's productions, ably written , carefully planned , and

full of deep teaching for old and young." -- Our Own Gazette

" Not a whit behind any of its popular predecessors." - The Christian ,

" A very well told story ; will be read with great interest." - The Scotsman.

Just published, PRICE 38, 6d. cloth .

HOOKS AND EYES :
Or, SENSE LINKED WITH FAITH .

BY EMILY P . LEAKEY,

Author of " Clear Shining Light,” “ Miracles of Mercy,” & c.

LONDON : JOHN F . SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , 1 ,0 .
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SECOND Edition. – Packets 1 and 2 THE QUIVER,

MRS. GRIMKE'S
COME TO JESUS. BRIGHT READING FOR SUNDAY

TEXT CARDS,
NOW READY, Price 6d.,

Four-page Floral Tracts , with Chromo

To be had from Mrs. GRIMKE , Prestwich, lithograph on first page.
The FIRST PART of the NEW YOLUL

Manchester, who likes orders sent to her

direct, or to E. KAUFMANN, 129 , Cheap

side, London , E.O., and booksellers. each containing 32 Tracts, assorted, Being the NOVEMBER PART, containing

6d . per packet . A Boat Journey Eight Hundred Miles

NOW READY . The Monthly part of
Overland. By Captain E. O. HORE, F.BGA

With the London ' Busmen . By Ons

" WORD ANDWORK " WORDS ABOUT JESUS . SPECIAL COMMISSIONER ,

FOR OCTOBER. Price 6d. Post free 7d.
Some Great Biblical Scholars. B

By WILLIAM LUFF . 8 pp. Illustrated Prof. ROBERTS, D.D.

Contains all the numbers for October, with
Booklets, tinted paper . Packet 3

Two Helpless Little Hands. A Child

Reports of Addresses delivered at the story . By the Author of " Doddlektas."

( containing 50 assorted of 8 Nos. ) , 60. Lesson Preparation in Sunday Schoo's
MISSIONARY CONFERENCE

By a BUPERINTENDENT.

Recently held at Mildmay .
DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

The Coming of the Redeemer. By
THE EDITOR .

London :
Stirling, N.B.

J. F. SHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row , E.C.
Scripture Lessons for School ar:

And all Booksellers . London : S , W. PARTRIDGE & CO. Home - Notes on St. Matthew's Gospel

Painting the Bramble. By the Rz

P. B.POWER, M.A.

Any quantity cut,at Ladies !! Send for Box of Patterns, Post Free, Our New Testament Names, and

Wholesale Price. THE What They Teach . By the Rev. EDWARD

VERNON, M.A.

The Lord our Shepherd . By the Term

Rev. E. H. PLUMPTKE, D.D., Dean of Bela

The Sunshine ofthe Christian's Heart

(Seven Prize Medals. Estd. 1752.) By the Rev. W.M. STATHAM .

Are from the same yarns as those supplied to H.R.H. the Princess of Golden Keys. ByMARGARETHATCRAT

Wales ; and aro manufactured entirely by us , on our own premises. Notable Church Porches.

Warranted to Wear and Always Look Well. The Building of Life. By the Rer.

Autumn and Winter Patterns, Post Free.
WILLIAM MURDOCH JOHNSTON, M.A.

OUR CROSB -WARP SERGE8, 10: d. to 3 /- per yd .,are practically Un A Perfect Day. By ISABELLA Friu:
tearable either way of the cloth . Our GOLDMEDAL Cashmeres, 1/6 to MAYO.

4/6 per yd.; Merinos, 2- to 3/6 per yd.;Ottomans, 1/- to 3 /-peryd.; “ The Quiver " Bible Class.
Costume Cloths , 8 d . to 4/9 per yd .;Cords, Bd. to 1/6 per yd.; all the “ Ye that have spent the Silent Night

above are plain and coloured. Ocean , Canvas and Basket Cloths, plain and

figured, at 101d . per yd . Nuns'Veilings, plain and figured , 8 d.to10d. ShortArrows.
Music by Dr. E. J. HOPKINS.

peryd.; Soleils, plainand figured, 1/4 to 3/- per yd.
NEWSERIAL STORIES commenced is thus Port

HENRY PEASE & CO.'S Successors, MISS WILLOWBURN'S OFFER. B

All Parcols SPINNSRS AND MANUFACTURERS, THE MILLS, DARLINGTON . BARAH DOUDNEY .

A FAITHFUL HEART. By the Authe:
Carriage Paid . Ladies !! Bend for Box of our Lovely Patterns,

for Autumn and Winter, Post Free . of " Victor's Betrothed , " and other Stories

CASSELL & COMPANY Lim., Ludgate Hill, Lond:L

DARLINGTON DRESSFABRICS

Nervous Exhaustion.
ON THE DEEP SEA.

PULVERMACHER'S

WORLD -FAMED GALVANIC BELTS

for the cure of NERVOUSEXHAUSTION AND DEBILITY have received

Testimonials from three Physicians to Her Majesty the Queen, and

over Forty Members of the Royal College of Physicians of London.

The distressing symptoms of NERVOUS EXHAUSTION AND

DEBILITY are speedily removed by means of PULVERMACHER'S

World - Famed GALVANIC BELTS, which are so arranged as to

convey a powerful electric current direct to the affected parts,

gradually stimulating and strengthening all the nerves and

muscles, and speedily arresting all symptoms of waste and decay.

Dr. Vines, Fellow oftheRoyal College of Physicians, writes, 19th

September, 1885 : - " Having used MR. PULVERMACHER'S BELTS

for many years, in the courseof medical practice, I am in a position

to speakof their great value as a curative agontin cases of nervous

disease or functional malady where Electricity is likely to be

serviceable. I am entirely convinced of their efficacy."

Dr. C. HANDFIELD JONES, F.R.C.P., F.R.S. , Physician to St.

Mary's Hospital, says: — “ I am satisfied that MR. PULVERMACHER

is an honest and earnest labourer in the field of science, and I think

he deserves to meet with every encouragement from the profession

and scientific men .”

Dr. GOLDING BIRD, M.D., Physician, Guy's Hospital, says :

“ I can hardly recommend MR. PULVERMACHER'S INVENTION too

strongly to the notice of my medical brethren .'

For full Price List and Particulars seo new Pamphlet , “ GALVAN.

NATURE'S CHIEF RESTORER IMPAIRED VITAL

ENERGY.” Post free from

FIYE YEARS AGO a visit paid to the North Sea Trawling F..

proved , by God's Providence, the commencement of a des e

happier epoch for the Deep-Sea Fishermen . Until the year is

thousands of our countrymen had toiled ---not onlyinall meatles

at all seasons, and in daily peril of their live, but it comes
isolation from all Christian or moral influences .

TO -DAYseven Mission Smacks cruise in the North Sea, serving asChora

Dispensary , Temperance Hall, and Club.

Two of these vesels were equipped at a cost of £ 4,550, and

sented to the Institution by generous donors. The remaining in

were origivally private property, and merely lent for missuose

purposos, and alıbough a considerable portion of theirparehe

moneyhasbeendefrayed duriwgthecurrentyear, a sum of

still remains to be cleared off before they are free from morier

and registered in the names of Trustees as the unencumbered in

perty of the Mission .

Moreover , SEVEN VESSELS CANNOT MEET THEREQUIRE

MENTS OF TWELVE FLEETS,aud ailpersons on shore wborete

our beloved Queen (which every oneDOES) and sympathise

the storm -tossed smacksmen (which every one OUGHT to dos

invited to contribute towards a specialfund to be stylesto

" Queen VictoriaPurchase and EndowmentFund ," in order that there

Mission Smacks maybe sent forth as at once a Memorial al

Majesty's Jubilee and as Heralds of Mereyfrom theKing of Kit

ministering healing and comfort tothe bodies, and peace andget
ness to the hearts of the fishermen .

Sums received for this object will be paid to aspecial Dear

Account openedin the names of Trustees at Messrs. Gurney la

Bank,Great Yarmouth ,and at Messrs.Lloyds, Barnetts & Bossano

( Lim .), Lombard Street, E.O.

The Duke of GRAFTON , K.G. , Trustee. E. J. MATHER, Direct

MISSION TO DEEP-SEA FISHERMEN,

Bridge House, 181 , Queen Victoria Street , Londos, Bu

OF

BAGSTER'S BIBLES

PULVERMACHER'S

GALVANIC ESTABLISHMENT,

194, REGENT STREET, LONDON , W.

ISM :

Extra flexible, silk sewed , in best Bagster morocco, kid-lined , elastic Basi

With full helps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band . From 46 .

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,
16, PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON ,

London , J. F , SRAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row E.O,
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A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

N : J. F .SHAW & Co.]

L . XII., No. 609. THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18 , 1886. WITH ALMANACK , 21 .

FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN .

n the course of a very few weeks the work of 1886 will be brought to a close. The LORD HAS

S FAR VERY GRACIOUSLY sustained the HOMES and OPEN -ALL-NIGHT REFUGE ; indeed ,

he good thing has been lacking.

bove all, there have been many tokens of SPIRITUAL BLESSING upon the work .

Various missionary workers have brought or sent no less than ONE THOUSAND THREE

DRED and THIRTY YOUNG WOMEN and GIRLS as applicants for admission , and to the utmost

ity of the Homes every suitable case has been promptly welcomed .

mongst this large number were girls scarcely in their teens, others saved just on entering the down

course, and many sunk in the lower depths of sin , but all alike NEEDING the SALVATION of the

JESUS CHRIST, as well as temporal succour.

Reviewing the experience of THIRTY- FIVE YEARS, the fact is recorded with great thankfulness the

) has GRACIOUSLY DISPOSED the HEARTS of HIS SERVANTS to contribute all necessary

, and His FAITHFULNESS in TIME PAST leads to the anticipation that His stewards will be both

od and disposed to subscribe ALL THATMAY BE NECESSARY in relation to the work of 1886 .

Tessrs. John F . Shaw & Co. will, as usual, gladly receive donations.

EDWARD W . THOMAS.

ces : 200 , Euston Road ,London , N . W .

STRANGERS REST.

3 , St. George's Street, Ratcliff Highway , E .

THE NINTH ANNUAL MEETING

ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 23RD, 1886 .

WILL BE HELD ( D . V .)

The Chair to be taken at 6. 15 p .m . by The Hon . A . F . KINNAIRD,

ted by Dr. Barnardo, Mr. M . Baxter, M . H . Hodder, Esq., J . E . Mathieson , Esq., R . O . Morgan , Esq., Mrs. Osborn ,

Dr. H , Sinclair Paterson , Robert Paton , Esq., Reginald Radcliffe, Esq., Rev. James Stephens, and other friends.

THE LORD' S SUPPER AT 8 . 15 .

“ REST ” is ten minutes'walk from Shadwell and Aldgate Stations. Tea and Coffee from 5 .30 to 6 . 15 .

ICE VOLUMES for SPARE MOMENTS.

(Uniform with the Parohment Library.)

Price One Shilling each .

VORNING WORD. Counsel and Comfort for Daily

NTS. |. THE QUEEN 'S PRINTERS'

| TEACHER 'S BIBLES,

THE ORIGINAL, FULLEST, AND BEST.
ed .

Eleven Editions.

HE SHADOW OF HIS HAND . Thoughts for

nely Hours. By RosE PORTER .

GUEST CHAMBER . By Lady HOPE.

delightful little book . . . . a good travelling companlon.” .
The Christian .

3SES andCROWNS. By H . SINCLAIR PATERSON , M . D .

fitted to be a little manualto be read day by day." - Christian Treasury.

NEEN -TIMES. By Lady HOPE .

tiful withoutand within , a credit to the publisher, an honour to

er," — Daily Review .

N : JOAN F . SHAW & 00 ., 48, PATERNOSTEB Row , E . O .

468 pages of added matter, including Concordance, Vincent's

Index, Seyce's Articles, Lumby's Glossary, Atlas, Tristram 's ,

Hooker's , Stainer's, and other Contributions.

FROM 3s. Od .

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE,GREATNEW STREET, LONDON , E . O .

ALL BOOKSELLERS.

" AND WORK will be sont by the Publishero Post from to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Months for 68.100 .
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| Terms for Advertisements

“Word and Work."

SOUP,

CURE OF DEAFNESS.

MRS. GRIMKE'S
BY ROYAL A preparation consisting

TEXT CARDS,

LETTERS PATENT of EXTRACT OF BEEF AND

VEGETABLES, PENNY
IX

To be had from Mrs. GRIMKE , Prestwich , As adopted by
packet of which makes, in

Manchester, who likes orders sent to her & few minutes, A MOST

direct, or to E. KAUFMANN, 129, Cheap
H.M. Government. DELICIOUS BASIN OF

side, London , E.C., and booksellers.
SOUP. From all Grocers,

Tuis Paper having a large and increasing de
etc., throughout the King culation amongst Christiansof all denominations

COME TO JESUS.

EDWARDS' dom, byyour ordering on forms an excellent medium for Educational and

them , which is proferred to
other Announcements ,

Four- page Floral Tracts, with Chromo

lithograph on first page.
DESICCATED direct dealing. In the event Situations,

of any difficulty in obtaining

SECOND EDITION , — Packets 1 and 2,
it, write direct to the Manu

Apartmentsfacturers, F. KING & 00.,
each containing 32 Tracts, assorted ,

LIMITED, 6, Bishopsgate
6d . per packet. EducationalAvenue, London, or to 26 ,

PRIZE MEDAL. Waring Street, Belfast .
AND MISCELLANEOUS

WORDS ABOUT JESUS.
Samples, with reports, sent ADVERTISEMENTS, in small type, er

HEALTH
free to any address on charged at the following rates :

By WILLIAM LUFF. 8 pp. Illustrated receipt of 8td . in stamps .
Notexceeding 30 Words, 26. Bd.

Booklets, tinted paper. Packet 3 Keeps good any time, and 40 33. Od
EXHIBITION ,

" in any climate. In Tins , 50
( containing 60 assorted of 8 Nos. ), 6d .

88. Od

1 lb., 18. 3d. ; } lb. , 8d.; { lb., and 6d . for every additional 10 words or unde

LONDON , 1884 . 5d. ; one oz . packet, id . A considerable reduction for a series of

DRUMMOND'S TRAOT DEPOT, SEND for MEDICAL (Government) REPORTS, insertions and upwards.

Stirling, N.B. post free .

London : W. PARTRIDGE & CO.

A WARM BATH IN TEN MINUTES.
ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND
PRICE ONE PENNY.

GAS NO CONTACT WITH WATER.
THE -

ANTI - INFIDEL TRACT The New Patent “ CALDA.” RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

ENTERPRISE .
OIL CONSERVATORY APPARATUS, 259 .

BOOK AND DISPLAYED ADVERTIS
A Record of Work at Home and Abroad .

GAS CONSERVATORY BOILERS, 35s. MENTS , charged according to space occuper .

By W. R. BRADLAUGH . FRONT PAGE, and other special position ,
CONTENTS . Socialism at Home and Abroad G, SHREWSBURY, arrangement.

-Individual Responsibility - Infidelity aud
122 , NEWGATE STREET; E.C.Heathenism - Letters from Missionaries - Letters ECALE OF CHARGES for larger Advertiser

from Converted Infldels , & c ., & c . sent on application .

London : Jubn Bnow & Co,, 2, Ivy Lane,
N.B.-- To secure the insertion of AdvertisersPaternoster Row , and all Booksellers,

in the forthcoming number of WORD AND Weak.
NOISES IN THE EARS. they should reachthe Office by firstpost on lat,

NORTH : WEST LONDON
Rev. E, J. SILVERTOX invites sufferers to send morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon.

for his bookshowing the disease and the means

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR .
of cure . Post free 61.; French edition , ls. , Advertisements sentby Post must be est

President - JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq.
with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial panied by Postal Order or Cheque, parale

The above Choir having now resumed work
Buildings, Ludgate Circus , London . Free con

to the Publishers, Messrs. Jom F.BHAN 50

for the winter will be happy to assist at any
sultations daily . Amounts under 25. 6d , maybe sent in Stamps

special ( or ordinary ) evangelistic meetings, par
OFFICES : 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW , E.C

ticularly in the N. or N.W. districts .

ENGAGEMENTS.

Monday, Dec. 6th, Primitive Methodist
ALL PERSONS SUFFERING FROMChapel, Dartmouth Park Hill, at 8 pm.

Tuursday, Dec. 16th , Queen's Park Hall , Kil EPILEPSY
bura Lane , at 8 p.m.

Ali applications for the services of the Choir ,
Should send Name and Address to JAMES

or forMembership , to be addressed to the Hon.
OSBORNE, Medical Pharmacy, ASH BOURNE,

Soc ., Mr. Jobu Bateman ,
DERBYSHIRE, who will forward, freeof charge,

Word and Work "

72. Twisden Road, Highgate Road . N.W.
full particulars (with Testimonials ) of the most

successful Remedy ever discovered for this dis. ,
tressing malady, and which is now sent to all Orders should be sent to any local Bookselle

MRS. SINCLAIR PATERSON , is parts of the world .Reference permitted to the Newsagent. If difficultyis experienced in e

anxious to obtain orders for knitting , plain or Rev. J. BAKER, M.A. , taining copies thus, theycan be had direct for

fancy articles, for a person in reduced circum 80, Bolton Road, Pendleton , Manchester. the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, stb

stances who, with her family , is entirely depen . following rates, Payable in Advance

dent upon her earnings . Adoress
Post free for 26 Weeks

20 , Bassett Road , Notting Hill, W.
£ s . d .

0 3 6
CURED INSTANTLY BY

ESTABLISHED 1801. 2 Copies 0 6 10

0 10 8
IRK B E C K BAN K.

0 12 6Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane .
6 0 17 6

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on
18. 13d, of all

DEPOSITS,repayable on demand.
( Including Double Numbers.)

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on QURRENT
The above rates apply to all Countrici

AOCOUNTB calculated on the minimum monthly Or post-free on receipt of stamps, by
in the Postal Union , the Continent

balances, when not drawn below £ 100 . W. & J. Wilson , 422 , Clapham Rd. , London . 8.W
Europe, Canada, the United States of

The Bank undertakes for its Oustomers, free of
America , Egypt, and the Holy Land.

charge, the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other OFFICES: 48. PATERNOSTER ROW , EC

Securities and Valuables ; the Colleotion of Bills of

Excliango, Dividends,and thepur

chase and sale of Stocks, Snares, and Annuities. Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds.
THE “MAGNETICON."

Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued . * DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS."

THE BIRKBEVK ALMANACK , with full Sir,-My sale for your “ Oure for Deafness
“ The benefit 'I have derived from your ' Ye*

particulars, post free , on application, increases . A man here who has been deaf
neticon ' is perfectly marvellous," -A. Cou .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager. Forty years has had his hearing restored by it.
Apply for pamphlet “ Curative Magnetist

TheBirkbeck Building Society'sAnnual J. GREEN, Chemist, Christchurch ,
WETTON & Co., 136 , Regent, Street Londes

Receiptsexceed FiveMillions . ls. 11d . per Bottle, Free by Postfor 14 stamps, from
-Letters of inquiry, enclosing stamped earele

will receive prompt attention .
TOWTOPURCHASE AHOUSE FOR Edwin J. Orchard . Chomist, 8slisbury .

TWO GUINEAS PER MONTU, with im
Any Chemist will procure to order .

mediato Possessionand no Rent to pay . Apply FURNITURE -NORMANA

at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDINGSOCIETY, WRITE TO-DAY. BTACEY'S SYSTEM commends itself to

29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane . A Write for this valuable little book . classes . Deposit not necessary . It comme

Fifty Years' Record of Facts, Principles, rea )
OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

sconomy sound commercial et

and Discoveries Relating to the Im ciples, with strictly private arrangers

LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER
COPY provementand Preservation of Human without the

FITS ! FITS !! FITS !!!

Terms of Subscription.

1 Copy

BВ.

TOOTH - ACHE

BANK.
BUNTER'S

Chemists. NERVINE.

115

HO

on

HO

dealers and others, Payments can extend a
objectionable formalikes

MONTH, with immediate possession , either for Life on Earth , A Series of valuable

Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the articles, by Dr. Samuel Birley , M.D. , 1, 2 , or 8 years. The 60 wholesale firmi enla
Office of theBIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY, POST Ph.D. Now published, complete in book thebestmannfacturers, who have large stede
as bove .

form (40 pages ), one copy sent post free forselection .Intending purchasers should
The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars .

by the publishers, GORDON W. MURRAY
on application .

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT , Manager. FREE. & Co.,Castle
Street, Holborn. Sound Queen Victoria St., E.0 .,and 121, PallMall,

and practical, Write to-day for a copy . Carriage Pald ,

5
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Educational.

Combe Down
School,

1

Near BATH ,

FOR SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Principal: MR . W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

Echool)

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST.

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and
professional pursuits .

Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitivo examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.

Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet
above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air .

The School residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa
tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super -Mare .

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers.

H. Dyer, Esq ., Malvern .

Dr.Maclean, Bath .

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon ,

H. Groves , Esq .,Kendal .

G. F. Trench , Esq., Ardfert, Co. Kerry,

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

courseof training with a view to the Christian
Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

terms, by applying to Rev. J.Renny, F.R.S.L.,

Christ Church Parsonage, Cheddar. A stamped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply.

EDUCATIONAL HOME for the

Daughters of Gentlemen , Chatsworth Lodge,

Grove Park, Chiswick , W.-The Misses Brown

and Good have removed to & large detached

house , with good garden and tennislawn, in the

healthy neighbourhood of Chiswick , where they

rtchive twenty Resident Pupils . First-class
education , with careful Christian training and

home comforts. Children from I dia received ,

and lovingly cared for . References kindly per.
mitted to Mrs. Pennefather, J. E. Mathieson,

Esq . ( Mildmay) , and others.

Situations and Appointments.

WANTED , Sub -matron for the Exeter

Home ; must be a good dressmaker and plain

worker ; abstainer ; age over 26, under 40. Church

preferred. Apply, Miss Emily Leakey , Exeter.

CHRISTIAN GOVERNESSES,

COMPANIONS, and LADY HOUSEKEEPERS of

high principles are frequently supplied to ladies

seeking such by application to the Governesses'

Registry , Soho Bazaar, Boho Square, London ,

S. W. Testimonials never dispensed with . Free
of all expense to parents.

AS PARLOURMAID and to wait on the

Lady, or any place of trust.- A lady wishes to

nal recommend a young person , Christian and ab

stainer . Letters only, H. H., J. Beal & Son ,

East Street, Brighton.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women and nursery gover

nesses from the country orelsewhere whilst

waiting for situations. Registry attached .

erms on application to the Deaconess in charge
of the Registry,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED a good Laundry Maid, who is

also a good ironer ; must be experienced ; four in

family and five servants kept. Wages good ,

Apply, with reference, to Miss Stroud ,

o Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.

A CHRISTIAN LADY, accustomed to

good society , and of much experience, would

like to take charge of a motherless family, or to

help a clergyman in his parieh . Salary of se
condary importance M. , care of Miss Stroud ,

Deaconess House , Mildmay Park, London , N.

WANTED. Matronship of Servants '

Home ; can do registry . Many years' experience

in one of the largest Homes in London . M.S.,

1 , Newington Green , London ,N.

WILL any Lady help for the winter months

towards the support of a Christian widow , age

67, who has seen betterdays, but is now destituter

For particulars, Miss S. Siroud,

Deaconess House , Mild may Park , N.

WANTED, for an excellent housekeeper,

re -engagement as such in private family orhouse

of business. Ten years' reference . Age 44. A.B.,

1 , Newington Green, London , N.

WANTED, Re-engagement as wardrobe

keeper in school, excellent needlewoman .

E. T , care of Miss Btroud ,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N ,

SITUATION WANTED for a

superior person , widow , as nurse to an invalid ,

either lady or gentleman ; excellent references ;

or housekeeper. Mrs. Thredgill,

1 , Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED , a
re -engagement as Governess.

French , music, rudiments of Latin. Salary £ 25 .

two years ' reference Misg J., care of Mies Stroud,
Deaconess House , Mildmay Park, N.

WANTED for a young woman, not strong,

a re-engagement as Parlourmaid in a quiet

Christian family ; age 20 ; wages £ 16 .

M. Ormond , 1, Newington Green , London , N.

A LADY is anxious to procure place for

good servant (who is deaf) either as housemaid

or needlewoman ; wages immaterial; ago 30 .

Mrs. M'Naghten , 9 , Effra Road , Brixton , S.W.

SITUATION WANTED useful

Maid, age 28, good needlewoman .

Mrs. Whitehouse , 1 , Newington Green , N.

WANTED BY A LADY, agə 36, en

gagement as Companion , Lady Housekeeper,

any post of trust. Highest references.

F. K., care ofMiss Stroud ,

Select Boarding School for Young Ladies,

MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE,.

very

Principal - MRS.JUDSON .

In this lovely and healthy locality , sītuated among the Cotswold Hills, pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying the advantages of careful instruction, home comforts, and Christian training .
Terms inclusive and moderate. References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the

Country , and to Rev.John Wilkinson , 79 , Mildmay Road , N. , & c .

Situations.

WANTED a Postas Matron of Convalescent

Home (preferred ), Servants' Home and Registry ,

or any Home connected with the Y.W.C.A ,

Nine years' reference as Matron .

E. H. B. , 1 , Newington Green , London . N.

RE -ENGAGEMENT. WANTED as

useful man in Mission or family , with wife as

cook, or alone ; three years' character.

Lickfold,280 ,HackneyRoad,London, E.

83

or

Choice Books

By Mrs. Pennefather.

Price ONE PENNY each ; One Dozen Assorted
Post - free for ls.

AM I GUIDEDP

HINTS ON BIBLE READING,

THE PEACE OF GOD

AND THE GOD OF PEACE.

Price 6d . per Dozen, Post-free.

THE BLESSED HOPE.

WOMAN'S WAYSIDE MINISTRY.

These valuable little books may be enclosed in

letters, and thus often form a word of counsel

and comfort .

London : JOHN F. BHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster

Row, E.O

BRIGHTON . -Comfortable Apartments.

Good attendance and cooking . Terms moderate

if let for the winter . Apply26, Waterloo Street ,

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN.

Woodlands, Snaresbrook, Essex,

The MISSES COX and MISS CEOIL receive the

Sons of Gentlemen , from the age of six to

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough ,

Home comforts . Special attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion , morality,

and purity . The instruction given in the

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANAGE, M.A.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years . A limited number only taken.

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate , and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Geo .
FOSTER as an educator.

London Referee -GEORGE WILLIAMS, Esq. ,

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard.

Bwimming taught this term .

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX.

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls as Under Narses and Under Housemaids in

Christian famlies . Btamped envelopes for

replies. Registry,

Conference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED bg a

middle-aged superior person to wait upon and
uurse invalid gentleman or lady, been accus

tomed to both . Mrs. Stoddart,

1 , Newington Green , London, N.

WILL ANY LADY kindly give employ

ment to a Widow , middle-aged , of high respecta

bility - 28 needle vor an for ahome this

winter, and small monoy, would be grateful ?

Mrs, O., carsof Misjotroud,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N :

SOUTHEND - ON - SEA,

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES,

Children taken for the vacations .

Terms moderate . Full particulars on applioation

to Principal .

Address , Principal, Belle Vue House,

8tspley Road , Southend -on -Sea , Essex ,

PARIS . - HOME FOR GOVERNESSE3,

Lady Students, and Ohristian Workers. Advan .
tages ofFrench .

Miss Pryde, 23 , Avenue du Bois de Boulog

Apartments, kt.

WESTON -SUPER -MARE . - Furnished

Apartments . - One or two bed and sitting-rooms.

Sea view ; no childron : meeting near . Town

sheltered from north wind . Terms moderate .

By letter to C. , care of Mrs. Johnson , 6, Eastlake

Road, Loughborough , S.E.

LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL,

20 , 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.O.

Five minutes' walk or 1s . cab farefrom Euston,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways ; easily

reached from other stations . Patronised by

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on'application .

COMFORTABLE HOME for one or

two ladies in small high - class Ladies' School,

near Richmond, Surrey . Liberal table , large

house and grounds. Highest references. Address

A. B. C , Hauxton , near Cambridge.

SOUTHSEA. Board and residence.

Solent House, 16 and 17 , Bouth Parade facing

sea and the Isle of Wight, between the two

piers, and three minutes' walk from Station .

HASTINGS . - Boarding House, charm .
ingly situated , facing Set. Moderate terms

special for winter. Every home comfort. Liberal

table. Mrs. Perkins , Alexandra House, Denmark
Place , Hastings.

ST. LEONARDS-ON -SEA, Hertford

House, 53, Marina. - Boirding Establishment.

Warm autumn and winter residence, faciag sea ,

Liberal table ,

1
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MESSRS, NELSON'S NEW PUBLICATIONS,

Splendid New Christmas Book.

.
>

By J. L. PORTER, D.D., LL.D. ,

President of Queen's College, Belfast.

Author of " Murray's Handbook for Syria and Palestine, “ The Giant Cities of Bashan , " &c .

WITH SIXTY LARGE ENGRAVINGS FROM PHOTOGRAPHS.

Royal Quarto gilt . Price 108. 60.

NEW STORY by the Author of " Morag : A Story of Highland Life," &c .

RINAULTRIE. By Mrs. MILNE RAE,Author of " Morag :
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Gospelling on the Canals.
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“ How am I ? What be I to do ? "

Then came a simple explanation of the Gospel ; a portion

of the Word read and expounded , while the glistening in the

man 's eyes, the eager shakeof the hand, and expressivenod

told how it was going home. We parted from Henry B
BY PEARL FISHER. with the hope that, as in other cases so in this,he had quietly

LIMBING, some years ago, a northern mountain , rocky accepted Christ as his Saviour.
and sterile, I lighted unexpectedly on a verdant oasis .

industrious cotter had cultivated successfully a dell, Never been to School.

ed by the sheltering rocks, and there, in lovely contrast Theboy , we found, while bright and intelligent- looking,

Le barren moor, waved yellow corn and bright flowers. had never been to school, and of course could not read . He

pleasant reminiscence reverts to mind when from time was a boatman 's son , a child of the canal, born and bred on

me amongst unpromising surroundings I discover some board a canal boat, and knowing nothing outside canal ex

n and fruitful sphere of Christian labour, some unnoticed periences. Now and again as opportunity offers, he, with

ath of Christian service ; and has just been forcibly re others like him -- " boat lads " and " boat wenches " --may be

d in visiting the City and Paddington Basins. found clustered round the missionary, seated on a cask on

ze casual observer sees in canal wharves little to attract one of the wharves learning the A B C and the simplest rudi.

much to repel. They are surrounded frequently by low ments of Christian truth.

ic-houses and mysterious little general shops. On the Plain and Straight.
ition of the boatmen and their fapıilies George Smith , Next we board a Birmingham craft . The two boatmen ,

oalville, has thrown a lurid light. His exertions have strangers to the missionary , are shy and reticent at first, till

uced great changes, things are in general much im his hearty tone and evident familiarity with boating ways

ed , though here and there lingers the old state of affairs. and phrases win for him a hearing. When this is gained , he
Paddington and City Basins. gives them a little plain and straight talk . Plain and straight

risited last week one or two of the wharves at Padding speech is wanted , for their stay is short, and they may never

and found families on board several of the canal boats . “ tie up ” here again. Hemay never haveanother opportunity

tiny box cabin which serves as kitchen , nursery , bedroom , of setting the Gospel before them , hence he endeavours,

all else , was in some cases bright and clean -- in others while speaking in a kindly way, so to put it that they may
v to a degree. When it is remembered that the clear understand and remember. The exigencies of their life have

: between the lockers is about six feet wide, and perhaps taught their friend to be very much to the point in his dealings

or ten feet long, and that in this box a whole family with these men . The results of such explicitness will be seen

to stow themselves away - some on the table , and some in the instances I give further on.
: it - one marvels how any semblance of cleanliness and At the Vestry dust wharves we find a few barges loading,
cy can be preserved at all. On this aspect of the case, and spend a little while with the boatinen ; though the day

ver , Mr. Smith has written so forcibly and well that I being exceedingly wet we miss the wonien working on the

n to the bright side - practical and fruitful Christian dust-heaps, who usually look for a word from the missionary .

amongst these “ canals. ' In the wood wharves he finds labourers glad of a word or
London City Mission has two special canalmission two, and on board the innumerable coal-lighters he is able to
One of these I accompanied last Wednesday on his drop a word or a book here and there. Instead , however, of

s . His work that morning lay chiefly amongst the detailing the various conversations, let me give a few
key boats,” long-distance inland cabal boats, gaudily actual and proved instances of fruitfulness amongst the

d , and for two men and a liny (the usual crew ) fairly “ bargees,” or “ boaters."

rtable ; and sailing barg 's working from the canal out " I'm no Scholar : Tellme Wow ."
ch the Thames and Medway into Kent. Usually these

One fine young man sailing the H . R . A . barge had brought
anned by the best class of canal boatmen , and very

his wife and two bright little children for a summer trip - to
ideed of them carry their families on board -- save

them a great pleasure. Suddenly these two little ones, of
onally, in the summer, for a holiday trip . Let me whom he was intensely fond , were stricken by disease and
uce some of themen, died . Hearing of his loss the missionary wrote to him ,

a Hopeful Skipper. expressing sincere sympathy, and seeking to lead him to the
Pioneer (twenty-three tons) has just discharged crates source of true comfort. That letter, it seems, coming at such

neware and is waiting her turn to load . Her skipper a time, was blessed byGod to strike home to his heart. Some
isure for a chat, and warmly welcomes us. He is a time after he was coming into City Basin when he saw the

i-faced, hearty countryman, and can read and write a missionary on the towpath ,and hailed him
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“When be you coming round to wharf? I want to

see you : I won't leave till I see you ."

“ I'll come to-morrow morning, you may be sure, " was the

response , shouted from the bank .

Next morning, when the Christian visitor called, the boat

man asked himdown to the little cabin .

“ Now ,” he said , grasping his hand, “ God bless you for

that letter. God has taken my little 'uns, but I mean to

follow them . I'm no scholar ; tell me how ."

It was no hard thing when a man was thus in earnest to

point him the way ; and after several portions of Scripture

had been read and talked over, they united in prayer , when

the man exclaimed , “ I see it now .”

Next time his boat was alongside the wharf the light had

broken, Christ had been accepted, and the man was rejoicing.

Four years have now passed, and he is still serving the Lord .

“ I'd Bearly Like to ."

At another time Mr. Bamber received permission to visit

and hold a mission at Faversham ,whence come so many of

his clients. Returning, he naturally preferred travelling by

barge. Coming out at the back of the Isle of Sheppey a

number of barges were windbound ; andas they were close

together he proposed a service. It was held, and some dozen

or more bargees were crowded ( packed, literally) into the

tiny cabin . Several were Christian men, and after the

address gave their experience, and the missionary, turning to

one for whom he had been praying, said :

“Can you say nothing for the Master? ”

“ I can't say as those men have said. I'd dearly like to,"

wasthe reply.

" Well, that's just what we want. Let's pray about it ."

There and then a prayer meeting for the man was held ;

and soon he got up and prayed for himself. That day he decided

for Christ, and to-day be bears witness to the grace of God .

Can such Ignorance be ?

Here is an incident ofanother class. On board a “ monkey

boat the missionary found a man and woman who seemed

densely ignorant. For some time he could discover no way

of penetrating their dulness. At length, in order to test and

if possible rouse them , he put a question in this fashion :

“Can you tell me how the Lord Jesus Christ died ? Did

Hedie on Hisbed ; or was He put to death by men ? ”

The man looked at his wife ; tbe wife looked at her hus

band. They appeared puzzled, and remained silent.

“ Did you ever hear the name of Jesus ? "

“ Yes, we've heard tell of the name, but we can't tell

who the gentleman were."

From time to time, as Mr. Bamber met this poor fellow,

be sought to put before him the facts of the Gospel, andto

instruct him in the things that make for his eternal peace.

Gradually the man's mind seemed to open , and at last he

became anxious. On returning home, after along conversation,

the man resolved to attend a place of worship, and there he

found just the word thatbrought him to decision. Now for

some considerable period he has been openly confessing

Christ, bas gained a great influence over his fellow boatmen,

and is really the means of greatly helping forward the work .

In such a case, and remembering what the man was, one

can only exclaim , What hathGod wrought ?

Thiscanal missionary, of whose work amongst the "bargees”

I have given a few illustrations, has so laboured for seven

years, during which time he has seen a marvellous change.

Said a wharf official the other day,

these boats

Still there are many, very many, who know not God, and

lead careless, drunken, sinful lives. One, for example , died

last week in St. Bartholomew's Hospital,whose constitution was

simply ruined by years of heavy drinking ; and, pitiful to say,

his wife died two years ago in much the sameway. There

is much godlessness and drunkenness and indifference, but

amidst it all and amongst this long -forgotten class there is a

real work in progress. By meaus of these two city mission

aries, boatinen's missions in various parts , and other means,

the Gospel is being declared on the canal boats, and God is

winning from these stifling and crowded cabins, from the

water tramps and gipsies, as they havebeen called ,witnesses

to His name. Gospelling on thecanals, hard and impene
trable our canal population have been deemed, proves

neither wasted labour nor fruitless toil.

esThere is no mistake.Since youhave been comingamongst WHATGodisable todo
a

Whom having Not seen We Love.

T is easy to love when eye meets eye,

And the glance reveals the heart,

When the flush on the cheek may the soul bespeak,

And the lips in gladness part.

There's a thrill of bliss in a loving kiss,

There's a spell in a gentle tone,

And the spirit hath chains of tenderness,

To fetter and lind its own .

But a holier spell and a deeper joy

From a purer fountain flow ,

When thesoul sends higher its incense fire,

And rests no more below .

When the heart goes upto the gate of heaven,

And bows before the throne,

And striking its harp for sins forgiven

Calls the Saviour all its own.

Thoughwe gaze not now on the lovely brow

That felt for us the thorn ,

Though afar from homewepilgrims roam ,

And our feet with toil are worn ;

Though we never have pressed that piercéd hand,

It is stretched our lives above,

And we own His care in grateful prayer,

Whom having not seen we love.

We have known Him near for many a year,

As oft as we bent the knee ;

That mercy breath , that glorious faith

Dear Saviour, came from Thee.

In the dreary hour, when Satan's power

Totempt hastried our soul ;

Oh, the healing balm of the heavenly calm ,

And the grace that made us whole !

When we stood beside the dying bed ,

And watched the loved one go,

In darkening hour we felt Hispower,

As it hushed the waves of woe.

And over and through the grief we knew

A stronger heart than ours,

And arms of love that reached from above

To comfort the weary hours.

And still , as we climb the hills of time,

And the lamps of earth grow din ,

Weare hastening on from faith to sight,

We are pressing near to Him,

And away from idols of earthly mould,

Enraptured, wegaze above,

And long to be where His arms enfold,

Whom having not seen we love.

MARGARET E , SANGSTER.

Notes for Bible Reading.

Able .

LAT

Dan. iii. 17

2. Multiply His children
Matt. iii. 9

3. Put light into blind eyes
Matt. ix. 28

4. Put life in place of death
Phil. üi. 28

5. More than we can ask or think Eph. iii. 20

6. Strengthen the tempted :
Heb. i. 18

7. Save perfectly and completely Heb. vi . 25

8. Put the finishing touches on His best

workmanship
Jude 24

What God's Word is able to do

1. Break and burn the false Jer, xxiii . 39

2. Build up with the true
Acts xx. 32

3. Teach how to select material 2 Tim . ü . 15

4. Make nice distinctions Heb. iv. 12

5. Save the best of all Jas, i , 21

GEORGE E. HENRY.
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Need for Christian Effort.

2971
3

surreptitiously made, and their failure lays bare long

and systematic deception. We are a commercial

BY JOHN HALL , D.D. , LL.D.
people in a high degree. The peace and happiness

of life must depend greatly on mutual confidence ;

Ecain THE world has changedmuch since our Lord said : confidence canonly be based on habitual well-doing.

" The harvest truly is plenteous, but the We need to learn to rate wealth at its true worth , to

labourers are few ." There are millions of true believers
judgejustly of the ways of acquiring it, and to bring

in the true God now, for the thousands then , and the truth to bear on our own and others' consciences, if

proportion of godly effort has been correspondingly this horrid evil is to be escaped .

enlarged . But the " harvest” is greater far by reason of We do not favour the policy of dividing upvice into

the growth of the human race, and yet more the portions and assigning them each to a separate com

accessibility of men to effort. The plea still main pany of the Church militant. We advocate & more

tains its force, therefore, and it is to be steadily kept thorough policy : “ Make the tree good and its fruit

in mind that the Master has not cbanged , nor has will be good." But forms of sin may be so wide

His truth . Human wants are the samein substance spread, and so inwoven with social life and legal

as they were eighteen hundred years ago, and the enactment, that special war must be made upon them .

elevating agency, the " truth in love," advanced and Intemperance is not so rampant in many quarters as

urged by men , and made effectual by God the Holy it once was ; but where it now exists it is less ex

kapely Ghost, has not been stripped of its heavenly force and cusable and possibly more rapid in its malignant

adaptation. action . Knowledge of its nature and insidious

A glance at the harvest field will show us where approaches needs to be diffused. Healthy opinion,

labourers are needed , and suggest , in part, the protective enactments, and decided example have all

methods in which they should go to work . How are to be brought to bear upon it, for all the victims of it

men , within reach of us now, marked ? do not fall into the hands of the police, or fill our

Ignorance of Truth. asylums. In too many cases men - ay, and women

Ignorance of religious truth cannot escape notice .
socially happy, pass out of life, when confidential

Wehave abundance of printed matter . Animmense
friendshave to say mournfully : “Yes, the disease

amount of mental forceis put into newspaper produc
ended life, but , if it had not been for the habit that

tion and authorship. Our public scbools do good
had grown up, the disease would not have been

serious.

service with the bare intellect, and send out millions

of quick, bright, versatile men and women . Science Current Ebils .

hasmany devotees,and its progress, both in investiga If grace be not known and valued, of course the

tion and in application, has been gratifying. But in means of grace will not be rated high. If the Lord be

much of all this,while memory, fancy, and other only known as a name, of course the Lord's Day will

purely intellectual powers are developed, there is not go for much, and especially if it is incompetition

little or no dealing with the conscience, through with elaborate amusements and sensual pleasures.

inspired truth. But that inspired truth is the divinely Sabbath -breaking isby itself bad, but it represents

given, highest , most effective force to be brought to more than an individual sin . It represents disregard

bear on the human conscience . It is the medicine ofthe very ways in which human guilt, darkness,and

but for the diseased soul. It is the meansof quickening misery are to be removed. It represents mischievous

to the dead soul. It is the guide to the quickened influence on others . It represents the formal disa

soul. It is the perfect rule of life . It takes in man's claimer of Divine authority , and of the claims of the

duty to man, and man's duty to God. It is accom Saviour of men. We cankeep the Queen's birthday,

panied, when in normal exercise, by pure motive, Christmas, and the like ;Christmas, and the like ; but the resurrection of

needed help, and present reward. the Saviour of men - though He desired its com

But, alas ! amongst our citizens - trading, prosper memoration--is to be set aside for work or play ! Here

ipg , voting, ruling the land, making the nation — there is something on which Christians with lovetocountry,

are many ignorant of religious truth . Walk down theWalk down the kindred , and above all to Christ, may well feel anxiety

street, look into the shops, and, when you have and responsibility. These arespecimens , outstanding

judged the most charitably, how many are there who and prominent, of current evils against which Chris

you must admit do not understand the Gospel ! To tian men must labour.

put it sharply, how many could tell intelligibly the

contents of one of the simpler Children's Catechisms? Family Life.

They must know the elements of arithmetic for their

daily use. How many know the elements of religious ministers could rejoice, in a kindly way, that the
The family is in peril among us. Time was when

truth in the same way? But they need thetruth marriages they hadcelebrated had turned outuni

daily as truly as the arithmetic, and on a far higher

plane of life — a plane on which they must obey or

formly well. Manyof them are now unable to make this

pleasant boast. The divorce court represents some,

disobey God ; ripen for heaven or “bring upon
not all, of the shipwrecks of homes that are leaving

themselves swift destruction."
wives and children in desolateness, often mixed with

Wistinct Bice to be Fought, disgrace. Marriages made hastily, and from inferior

There are distinct vices to be resisted in our time ; for motives - mercenary, or socially ambitious - lawless

every era - like every life - has its besetting sins. passions yielded to until the criminals become their

The adulation we payto wealth," the suddenness and slaves ; pride , and ill temper, and violence, and intem

apparent ease with which some have notoriously perance, are bearing their horrid fruit in ruined homes

acquired it, and the feebleness of the hold truth has and blightedlives, Legislation can do something here

on the conscience, have jointly produced unfaithful in the way of prevention ; healthy social opinion in

ness to trusts, which we may well contemplate with the way of discountenancing this evil ; but the cure

mingled alarm and humiliation . Rash ventures are must go deeper than law or sentiment can reach .
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“ The fear of the Lord is pure, enduring for ever.

Hearts purified by faith will be loyal to the vows To the Children .

upon them. Members of the family of which Jesus is

the Elder Brother will slowly, and only in extreme
Miss de Broen's Medical Mission , Paris.

cases , sunder the marriage ties . Young men and MYY Dear Children, I want to tell you a little about

maidens who fear God will grow up with the qualities a very large Medical Mission at Belleville, Paris

that conserve and bless a home. God's people - bus
Paris, you know , is the capital of France, a country which is

bands and wives—"dwell in peaceable habitations and

not very far off, though the sea called the English Channel

lies between us.

in sure dwellings and in quiet resting places." To
In France,as in England, there are many, many

sick people

secure a pure and abiding family
life, we must get the and God put it into the heart of a kind lady, called Miss de

community to study Paulto the Ephesians, and to sub Broen, to open a Medical Mission for the sick people of

mit to Divine arrangements . It may be said , indeed , Paris.

that in lands where the Bible is not so honoured as Now I will tell you what a Medical Mission is. It is a

in our own land , the divorce courts are less
place where poor people who are ill can see the doctor and

occupied than with us . That is true ; but the differ
get their bottles of medicine without paying any money.

Some of you may remember when your father, or your

ence is that in these regions—as in France, for mother, or your sister, or your brother, was ill, that it cost a

example -- the home is not constructed , as here, on great deal to pay the doctor. Well, here it is all free — and,

the basis of a legal marriage, and so is not broken up . best of all, these poor people are told of Jesus, the great

The lawless inclinations are no less strong , the Healer of the soul's sickness.

caprices of passion no less potent and mischievous ; Think, dear children, how early some of these people have

but either the forms are never submitted to , or, if
to set out on their journey to the Iron Room . The firs

complied with , though broken in spirit, allowed to

comer may on summer mornings be found outside the gate

about five o'clock, when you are perhaps comfortably in bei

keep their place as dead forms. But comparisons

here are of little practical value. Our light aggra

or asleep ! The person who comes first gets in to see the

doctor first, and that is why the one who came at five o'clock

vates our guilt. We need to fear the Lord and work left home so very early in the morning. Then, if you could

righteousness. In vain do we assent to the command watch at the gate, you would see more people come, until at

that shields our neighbour's wife from our covetous last there was a great crowd waiting.

ness, if there be notin our hearts , that love to Christ
At about nineo'clock a lady opens the gate.

which finds its true and fit expression in the keeping
Oh, how glad they are ! for they were so tired of waiting,

of the Commandments.

and now they can sit down and rest in the Iron Room .

After a time some one comes to speak to them of Jesus, and

" Inner Consciousness" versus Truth."
to tell them that they must gettheir souls made well - tha:

And hence, finally, the need of maintaining and there is none but Jesus can do this, and that He alone can

emphasizing evangelical truth. Men calling themselves forgive their sins.

Christiansand " advanced ” at that, begin by mark
After this they go in to see the doctor. Look! there is a poor

ing off portions of the Divine Word as obsolete and
grey -haired man who goes in looking so weak and tremblide ,

and now a mother takes in her baby — such a wee , crying

inapplicable to our time . How easy it is to rule out ,
thing ! She fondles it in her arms and tries to still its sobs,

under this division , anything we do not happen to and then a father takes in his little boy or girl.
like ! Then elastic methods of interpretation are It is often late in the evening before all have paid their

introduced , and the “ inner consciousness " of the visit to the doctor. How tired he must be ! but he has

individual is set up as arbiter and judge—with no
done it for God.

court of appeal - of the Lord's meaning. But when
There are ladies who love these poor people, whogoamongst

the" innerconsciousness is deceitful and despe- asking them to buy it.Some of them areso glad tobare
them as they are waiting, and show them the Testament,

rately wicked," when it is " enmity against God," what

it, and put outtheir pence at once, andsome come up

hope is there of fair interpretation? Then inspiration ask for it, and others want the whole Bible . Tomany of 1

is made a variable quantity needed and given in one them it isquite a new book, for they have not had it often in

place ; not so in another. When , therefore, a sen their hands as you have. Most of them think they have to

do something tobe saved and to earn heaven.

the reflection that the writer gave that out of his own Now,dear children, you all know it is not so ,that it is because

motion, and though his mistake shows that he needed
Jesus has done the work that there is nothing left for us to

inspiration , there, plainly , he did not have it ! Then we

do. “ The gift of God is eternal life." We cannot pay for

what is given us, but we can show that we thank thekind

can make a generous allowance for this "advanced giver.

age ,” as if, the farther we advance , the less need we May you, dear children, see what Jesus has done on the

have of Deity ! Then we can point to the utterances
cross for

you , and may you show Him that you always thack

of certain “ scientists " of to-day-in contradiction to Him for it, by obeyingHim !

the scientistsofyesterday, and tobesupersededby forget to pray for the poorFrench people,and ask that they
And you, dear children, who love the Lord Jesus, do not

those of to -morrow-and qualify bythem the utterances

of Revelation ! All these tendencies mark our time
may see God's love in giving His Son for them."

E. P. TUCKER

and land , not more than other times and lands, but

with less excuse . " To whom shall I speak and give

warning , that they may hear ? Behold , their ear is Encouragement. — The following, sent by a friand, mar

uncircumcised , and they cannot hearken ; behold, the cheer many a tired worker :-A fow days ago I attended

Wordof theLord is unto them a reproach ; they country tea meeting, after which a strong, robust man came

have no delight in it.” Against all which there is
to me,and putting his hand on my shoulder said , " Oh, sir, I

shall always haveto thank God that ever you came to O
need to maintain the authority of Scripture, the to preach. Two months ago in your evening sermon you said a

Atonement of Christ , the grand , divinely-drawn lines few words which went likean arrow to my heart, convicting me

of the old evangelical faith, in teaching, believing, of sin, and ultimately I sought forgiveness and peace at the

and living out which men have ever brought forth
feet ofJesus. Previous to this Iwasa professor of religion ,bu

most fully the “ peaceable fruits of righteousness.”
never possessed the Christ Iprofessed .” Dear reader,engaged in

activework or otherwise, do not be discouraged,but toil,plod,

andfight on, for eternity alone shall revealto thee the result of
DANGER . — He that will always do all that lawfully he may kindlywordand loving action, for presently we shall reap if we

will ofttimes do that which lawfully he may not.
faint not, and oh I " what shall thebarvest be ? "
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The Finished Offering of Christ. Work & Warfare in South Spain.

WE have needstobeware lest, while we makemuchof As a coolofyou the bestwaltempe mame in thenearest.com .

er

BY REV. C. H. WALLER.

E

Lord's we

make too little of our Heavenly Father's knowledge, who

Himself devised the whole planof salvation from the tirst.

Themore we examine the notion of the continued offering

of Christ in heaven, the more upseemly, erroneous, and un

necessary we shall find it to be. The chief use of it in prac

tice is this . What Christ offers in reality in heaven, that

(we are told ) the priest offers in a figure on earth. The

Body and Blood of Christ, offered by human priests on His

altar here, are said to represent His offering of Himself

above What is the effect of this teaching ? It puts the

key of pardon and peace of conscience inthe hands of a

human priest. The influence which the priest gains thereby

is enormous. It is too great for man to be trusted with. He

who wields this authority cannot well escape the temptation

to put himself in the place of his Master. I do not say that

all who hold the doctrine of the continued offering intend

this. Many of them would probably be shocked at the sug

gestion . But the shock to their feelings cannot alter the

facts. This doctrine of the continued offering is the first step

towards those " sacrifices of masses," concerning which

our Article does but state the bare facts of history, proved

by the experience of centuries, when it calls them " blasphe

mous fables and dangerous deceits.” “ Pernicious nonsense

is the right name forall such teaching in the present day.

If it were only said that Christ, as our High Priest, offers

our prayers and almsand praises, so that they may come up

for a memorial before God, no possible objection could be

made. A high priest is ordained to offer gifts as well as

sacrifices. But this is not the whole of what is intended

when we are told that the offering of Christ is continued in

heaven, although His sacrifice wasfinished on the cross.

This theory of the continued offering really tends to take

away peace of conscience and obscure the doctrine of the

forgiveness of sins. And so it does. If you believe that

something which is being done now, but not finished, in

heaven (but still represented by a ceremony on earth ), is

needed in order to your pardon, you will not be certain for

long together how you stand. You will soon begin to look

to the Holy Communion for forgiveness, and think that the

way to peace of conscience is to receive that sacrament.

Your salvation will come to depend more on an outward

ceremony than upon the relation between your soul and God .

Instead of taking hold of God's covenant by faith in what

He says, “ Their sins and their iniquities I willremember no

more," you will soon come to seek justification by that sacra

ment which you cannot havewithout a priest. A deep con

sciousness of no peace with God, sin half forgiven, the

account not settled, the relation not clear between yoursoul

and God, is at the bottom of most of the so -called Ritualism

in the Church of Christ. Not only is it true that “ where

the forgiveness of sins is, there is no more offering for sin ,"

but the opposite of this is true also. Where sin -offerings

are constantly repeated ,there forgiveness of sin has not been

clearly grasped. " I do not think this is always realized , but

I am very sure that it is true. (See Heb. x. 1 , 2 , 3. )

Remember that “ worshippers once purged have no more

conscience of sin ,” that is, of unpardoned sin. Those who

have the consciousness of unpardoned sin upon them are not

purged as Christ intended that they shouldbe. They do not

really understand the simple truth that, “ if we confess our

sins, He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to

cleanse us from all unrighteousness." " If we walk in the

light, as He is in the light, we have fellowship one with

another, and the blood of Jesus Christ, His Son, cleanseth

us from all sin .”

account of violent attemptmade by Alcalde in

this town to stop the Pro'estant worship here , it may not be

out of place to give a few more particulars of the mission in

this remote part of South Spain .

It is now more than twelve years since the late excellent

and lamented Miss Ross commenced work here ; and mainly

through her instrumentality schools were opened, and services

commenced, which have been held twice a week, by pastors of

the neighbouring stations (more recently assisted by one in this

town) ever since, till the day of the Alcalde's attack. That the

work was not a mere outward one has been most plainly shown

by the conduct and character of those instructed by Miss
Ross.

Her death was a heavy blow to the mission , and various

complications and difficulties, which need not here be specified ,

hindered, for some time after, the spread of the work, and

emboldened the Alcalde to close the schools.

Meanwhile the Rev. W. Moore had come over to reside

here being delegated by the Irish Presbyterian Church to be

the head of the newly established Training College for young

Spaniards as schoolmasters and pastors, and also having

the superintendence of all the principal churches in Anda

lusia.

Mr. Moore, having obtained the sanction of his church to

take the direction ofthe mission work here, was soon enabled to

raise money sufficient to justify the reopening of the school.

An attempt to do so was made in the summer, which the Alcalde

again cut short. The Central Governmont was appealed to , and

a declaration in favour of the opening of the school was made,

but, as no steps were taken to enforce the reinstatement of the

Protestants in their rights, things remained in the same state .

This encouraged the Alcalde - acting under that powerful though

hidden Jesuit influence which , ignored as it is too often with us,

is nevertheless a moving spring in many more cases than we

have any idea of—to make a further attack on the Protestants,

and theresult was the assault already noticed, the congregation

and pastor roughly expelled with insulting words and evangeli

cal worship stopped for the first time for twelve years.

It was in Mr. Moore's necessary absence that this outrage

was committed ; but as soon as he returned he set on foot

active measures for gaining redress,and through the prompt and

powerful support of the British Legation the necessary sanc

tion was obtained from the Central Government, and the rights

of the Protestants restored .

On Sunday evening, October 31st, the service was reopened ;

more than forty were in the room , but a good many were in

constant fear of the renewal of the attack. It had been made

in a manner to give a real shock to a timid and easily alarmed

people. “ I have never got over the headache it gave me ! "

said one woman ,

Still, many who had not even courage to enter the room ,

stayed outside in the adjoining court, whence they could hear all

that passed. The young pastor, who had been so uncere

moniously expelled, resumed his place in the pulpit , and , after

reading, prayer, and singing, finished the discourse, which had

been commenced six weeksbefore. It was indeed an occasion

for heartfelt thanksgiving.

The nextmeeting held (Wednesday evening, November 3rd)

there was a larger assembly, and on the following Sunday the

numbers were so much increased that it was difficult to find

accommodation for them.

More attentive audiences could hardly be found .

Mrs. Moore’s Bible classes for women are also increasing

steadily in numbers. Besides Scripture reading they are in

structed, some of them, in reading and writing , and several, who

at first were utterly ignorant, can now take their turn in reading

their verse of the Testament as they read round .

The “ Service of Song " is much appreciated, and they love

to practise the hymns before meeting for worship, with Mrs.

Moore.

Their appreciationof theservices is manifested continually,
" I look forward to them all the week,” said one woman , " it

always seems as if the Lord was nearer us." Apother spoke of

the comfort of having loarned really what prayer was— “ You

know we Catholics do not know how to pray,” she said.

And their value for these instructions is severely tested. All

these converts belong to the very poorest class, and their

bigoted landlords and employershave, therefore, the power to

keep up a continual and most harassing persecution . They

areturned out of work, driven from theirlodgings, harassed on

sick and dying beds by priests and their delegates, the “ beatus,"

help in distress is only granted on conditionof attending mass

and confession, and their lives made bitter in a hundred ways,

77

Glasgow.– A series of missionarymeetings for the young

have been held during the past fortnight in Glasgow under the

arrangement of the Sabbath Scholars' Missionary Association
of the West , The various districts of the city have been

visited by two or more of the following speakers : Principal

Robertson , Calcutta ; Rev. A. O.Griove, Bombay ; Rev.Charles

Gordon , South Africa ; Mr. William Stevenson, Pachumba ;

and Mr. John Moir, Livingstone. All the meetings were very

largely attended.

* From a little book under the above title just issued by E. Stock .
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And still, though a naturally timid race, as before observed,
“ A Ladier of Whosoever."

they hold their ground .
years since, is a the

Mr. and Mrs. Moore access to many places whichformerly no

Protestant could have reached. Mrs. Moore gives simple weekly, he noticed a youngwomanwho lay with closed eyes

remedies and help in sickness , and this opens the way for con and face as white and hard looking as chiselled marble. As

versation on spiritual matters. The gratitude displayed is he paused for a momentshe opened her eyes saying, “ Who

most touching. has sweet peas ? I used to love them so ! ” In hishands lie

New comers are drawn to enter the meetings, sometimes by
had a few , with some mignonette, for, the child he was to

the sound of the singing. One very bigoted woman coming to

the door to listen was struck with the words “ eternal Father. ”
" That is the first thing shehas seemed to care for during the

“ Why, that must be God,” she said , “ but I thought Protes
week she has been here,” remarked the nurse .

tants did not believe in Him ." A conversation ensued with one “ Probably

they remind her of home, maybe a mother's love. "
of the students , which ended in a Bible being lent her, and a

" They remind meofmyfather,” she replied feebly. " Ifew days after she came back and beyged to keep it. She had
never knew mother's love. She died when I was a babe,

never read anything like it before . She said , " she saw her

Church had been wrong, and did not teach the doctrines of the Nurse used to twine sweet peas over the window where

Bible." father sat mornings to read the Bible. I remember the

These are only a few instances to show how the work is fragrance of them all these years, and fancy I feel the wind

prospering, The school is now reopened , the beginning is but coming into the window which lifted the hair above the pale,

a small one, but it is sure to increase, and the teachers are careworn face . O , if I were only as pure and happy now as

thoroughly efficient and well qualified . I was in those days ! ”

E. JANE WHATELY.
“ What did he read to you out of his Bible on those

Puerto Santa Maria, Andalusia , Spain .
mornings ?" was asked , to change her thoughts, as she was

evidently much excited.

" • Come unto Me all ye that labour and are heavy laden.

A Students' Christian Union . and I will give you rest,' was one text that I remember. Bet

these words were never meant for me. I am the chief si

THERE has recently been formed in Glasgow University & sinners . "

“ • And the Spirit and the bride say , Come. And let him

University Christian Association. Its object is the promotion that heareth say, Come. And let him that is athirst, come

of spiritual life and fellowship in the college. Prof. Veitch is
'And whosoever will, let him take the water of life freely ,.",the

the honorary president.
minister slowly repeated .

The following basis o ! union was agreed upon at a meeting of
The woman had eunk back now , closing her #yesstudents. The G.U.C.A. seeks to unite those students who

believe in the Lord Jesus Christ as their Saviour according to
Evidently she desired no further conversation ; so laying the

the Holy Scriptures, and desire , by the ai l of the Holy Spirit , to
little bouquet upon her pillow , he passed on ,

be His followers in doctrine and in life , and to associate their The next week when he visited the hospital, as heentered

efforts for the furtherance of His work . " the ward where the woman lay , he was astonished at the

4. In connection with the society there are held weekly prayer change in the hitherto cold , impassive face. Now it was

meetings, occasional Sunday evening services, and meetings at illuminated with joy .

which papers on Biblical subjects are read . The need of such Reaching out her thin hand, she said , “ I am glad to see

& union of students for Christian fellowship and work has long

been felt . Large numbers of freshmen come up every year,and “ I see Jesus of Nazareth has passed this way," he

the promoters of the association are desirous to become ac
answered .

quainted with all of those who are in sympathy with its

principles and object. It would greatly help them in this if
Yes, and He came so near I touched the hem of His

ministers and others who know of such would introduce them garment and was healed. It was the ladder of whosoever "

hy communicating with the Secretary , Glasgow University on which I climbed up,” she added .

Christian Aseociation, the University, Glasgow. When he next visited the ward another occupied the bed

in which the woman had lain . Her “ ladder of whosoever

had taken her above the skies.-- Cor. Amer. Messenger.

Special Prayer. -A few believere purpose assembling

every Tuesday morning from half-past eleven to a quarter to Major J. H.Cole, in speaking the other day of the Fork

one o'clock, at the Conference Hall , Eccleston Street , near Vic of an evangelist, said that often the pastor had sown the seed,

toria Station, to wait on God for increasedpower of the Holy and the Sunday school teacher had watered it with tears and

Spirit in their own souls and in the Church of God at large. prayers , and some evangelist would reap the results , and get a

All Christians are earnestly invited to attend. the credit. This he thought to be wrong. It was the Hols

Match Factory Girls.-- A free tea was given to a large
Ghost that did the work, and used these various instruments.

number of the poorfactory girls of Bow Co nmon on Thursday Mr. Spurgeon started on Monday on his annual visit to

last at the North-east London Mission Hall, Devon's Road , Mentone,whither he is accompanied by his private secretary

Bow. The large upper floor of the premises was well filled, and Mr. Alabaster. Mr.Spurgeonhopes to resume his ministry

though, when we say that one firm alone in the neighbourhood early next year. In a letter addressed to his congregation be

employs a thousand girls,it will be easily conceived how much says : " I cannot leave you without expressing my regret tha:

room there is for thrice the amount of accommodation . The Imust be away from my pulpitat all . I cannot continue under

announcement was made after toa that the comfortable the heavy strain of my work without some little time for rener.

premises were to be opened certain evenings every week as a girls' ing my strength. " Mr. Spurgeon , who appeared to be in rery

evening shelter or institute free , which elicited the heartiest good health , preached with exceptional varnostness and power

applause. It is, alas ! painfully true that many of these young last Sunday morning, his text being taken from Joel ii . 32.

persons have already fallen . We shall not attempt to say how Poplar.-- The anniversary servicesin connection with the

much of the blame may be laid to their usually fearfully low Brunswick Hall , Poplar, the Central Hall of the East Londos

earnings, but we are anxious to shelter them as far as we can from Tract Society and Ohristian Mission , were held on Sundaylast

the terrible streets these long dark evenings. Very few enjoyed the On Monday a free tea was given to poor mothers, and a

luxury of either bonnet or shawl, though the evening was fear Tuesday the annual meeting was held, the chair being taken by

fully wet. Their behaviour during the touching addresses that Mr. W. T. B. Woods. Mr. George Fuller (Superintendent) gara

followed showed plainly that there were chords in their hearts a brief outline of the work, showing that the Lord had abue

that responded to loving yet faithful counsel, and afforded the dantly blessed His own Word to many . In addition to the Sands

best groundfor hoping that the seed sown will be found , if school and other meetings of the children (many of thepoorest

aftermany days . Several friends have responded to our need class) , some eight hundred poor children were fed week by week

for illustrated books and other helps, but we are anxious to during the past trying winter, in addition to which mang wat

furnish them with materials for under garments to be made up clothed . (We would here say we are anxious to resume the

at the evening refuge, and sold to them at a nominal sum , or dinners, and teas and would beglad of any help ofeither left of

given where necessary. Weshould also like to repeat these free clothes or funds for same) . Rev. James Chadburn , Rer. I

teas as often as possible . Help in any form should be thank H. Broad, Messrs. David Gibb andJ. Innard gave addresses

fully received by the Director of the missions, Mr. Wm, Chorley, On Wednesday a free tea was given to a number of poorchildren.

2 , Marquess Grove , Canonbury, N. The Superintendent's address is 1, Follett Street, Poplar.

you ."
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W por el presentwe arein tend believe thefollowing par

Writing from the neighbouring station , to which newso

Elder Youths and Girls. any impending calamity would have speedily been sent ly

log -sledge, the Superintendent of the Labrador Mission pays :

How are they to be Reached and Retained ? We are thankful that the Lord has again in mercy prest i til

INY of our most active and efficient workers among the
our people from want, and that beyond our expectation .

poor are at present considering anxiously, and making

resolute efforts to solve a problem , which has long proved hard :

how to retain the elder scholars. It is generally recognised that

here lies one of the great essentials of really successful Sunday General Haig's Visit to the Red Sea.

school and Ragged school work , for if, after boys and girls have

received a few years' teaching in the classes , they consider them . E have ere now called attention to General Haig's pro

selves too old for Sunday school, and drift into spending the

evenings at the street corner,and in questionable places andcom . ticulars from the C.M.S. will interest many readers .

pany, it must be sadly confessed that little real and present good When tidings came of General Gordon's death the C.M.S.

has been accomplished ; and that even although the seed sown determined, if its friends supported them by their sympathy and

may, and often does, spring up after many days . Amongst the offerings, to start a Gordon Memorial Mission which should

schools and missions that have very successfully solved the have for its object the carrying of the Gospel to those tribes

question, we might mention the George Yard Missions and
among whom Gordon had lived, and for whom it may be said

King Edward Ragged Schools and Missions.
he gave his life. A fund was opened , and £2,714 was contributed.

The latter mission has just given very satisfactory evidence of But the unsettled state of the Soudan prevented the committee

the practical manner in which it holds and retains youths and from taking steps to begin their work. They feel now that the

girls over fifteen , the most difficult of all ages to manage. This time has come to make a start, and it is with a view to finding

evidence, in a tangible form , was offered last week in an Indus out how this can best be done that General Haig's expedition

trial Exhibition held in the school building in King Edward is to be undertaken .

Street, and thrown open free to the people of the district. Here It must not be understood that he goes to found a mission.

on Friday we spenta very interesting hour examining with This will follow. He is simply going on a voyage of discovery.

pleasure a large number of excellently executed drawings - all When he returns and gives his report and his advice to the

done in the schools, and under the tuition of one of Mr. Committee, they will have to consider what shall be done.

Montague's sons. The lads, too, show many models and other It would be of little use to give the General's programme

articles on which have been spent long patience and much here, as circumstances may tend to nullify some part of it

ingenuity. Well it is that in so constructing they should almost at the outset. Doors wbich now appear to be open may

acquire a taste for home life. The lad who is so employed finds be found fast shut, and places apparently inhospitable may, on

little time to lounge about the street corner.
a closer acquaintance, present promising fields for the mission.

Then also the girls are admirably provided for. As a matter of ary labourer. It may be said , however, that his journey will

fact few East End girls of the lower class know how to use a include Southern Arabia, Abyssinia , Egypt, and the Soudan,

needle. But here were exhibited a large variety of needlework , and, possibly , the region of the Persian Gulf. Part of the way

underclothing, and useful articles ofmanysorts -- all the work he will be accompanied by Dr. Harpur, the young medical

of the girls in the sewing classes. Several well-made dresses missionary who in March of this year began work at Aden, the

indicate they are taught to make their own clothing, whiie new mission founded in 1885 in response to General Haig's

many fancy articles testify to the good taste and skill imparted. earnest appeal .

To all who seek the well-being of the young people this ex . The journey upon which he is going is one which will require

hibition abounded in interest. All the members of these sewing, considerable wisdom, caution , and discretion . Much of it will

dressmaking, woollen work, drawing and industrial classes be through the most powerful strongholds of Moslem fanati
are members of one or other of the successful Bible classes held

cism , and much of it through those parts (as in the Soudan)
at the mission . Thus, while interest is maintained , and they where, alas ! the sight of an Englishman's face is sufficient to

are taught handicrafts of real practical value, they are also arouse the bitterest feelings of hostility. The General earnestly

and regularly under sound Scriptural teaching . And many of asks the prayers of all that God may use this journey for His

these youths and girls give satisfactory tokens of genuine con own glory, and for the extension of His kingdom in this part of

version . The Saturday evening prayer meeting is a delightful the world ,

indication of this fact, for on the very evening of all others

when Whitechapel is crowded with attractionsa considerable

number of these young people are found preferring the prayer

meeting. Altogether about two hundred and fifty are under
Good News from Livingstonia.

the direct teaching and influence of the various Bible and

other classes . And not only are these under Gospel teaching,
but they become steady and skilfulworkers. Taughtto work and FROM a series of interesting letters just received from

think, they are by no means so helpless in the battle of life as the
Livingstonia, Lake Nyassa, we glean the following

ordinary and unskilled youths and girls of the East End. Any

summary :

interested in this excellently practical work should communi.
Rev. Dr. Laws and his party were at Mandala, in the Shire

cate with Mr. Charles Montague (Hon . Superintendent ), King
Hills,on the upward journey,whence he sends cheering tidings.

They had received a warm welcome from Mr. and Mrs. J. Moir
Edward Schools and Missions, Spitalfields, E. and others .

Dr. Kerr Cross sends the mission journal up to July 20th,

Moravians in Labrador.

which,he says, is muchmore cheering than former extracts.

Everything is quiet at Bandaw , and the work prospers. Owing

THE Troasurer of the Edinburgh Moravian Missions Auxili"
to high south ' winds and heavy rains two of the missionaries

ary sends the following facts as to the work of the
had had attacks of fever, but both had recovered and were in

United Brethren in Labrador, The letters, he says, have
harness again.

Assumed an unexpected importance and interest owing to the
Referring to good news from Angouiland, Dr. Elmslie sends

recent rumours of bad weather, abnormal cold, famine, death,

an interesting account of the negotiations which have ended in

the opening of that whole country to the Gospel. After the
and devastation in Northern Labrador.

Whilst it was evident from the first, to those who were
settlementof some internal quarrels, the chiefs met in private ,

acquainted with the country, that the telegramsand accounts
and agreed to intimate to the missionaries that they were now

in the papers were gross exaggerations, we could not but feel
free to carry on the work of preaching and teaching through

out the whole country. This intimation was accompanied by
some anxiety on behalf of our missionaries there , so dear to us

for their noble , self-denying work's sake, and with respect to

the expression of a hope that stations would be established in

their congregations. The hundredth part of what was reported
each division of the tribe . Dr. Elmslie attributes this happy

and was recounted in terrible details by some of the papers

change of feeling to the cumulative force of the Christian life

and teaching of those resident in the neighbourhood. There is
would have involved serious trouble for them. We have , there

now no desire for war among the people. There is even a whole
fore, been , and still are, on the look out for such tidings from

some fear lest rumours of war should drive the missionaries
Labrador, via Newfoundland, as shall confirm our hopes that

these statements have been altogether groundless . And when
away. “ Though teaching was proscribed,” Dr. Elmslie adds,

“ we have three youthsreading the Chinyanja NewTestament ,
the Harmony (which we heard of last at Stromness, on July

and others coming on rapidly. Most of these are also earnestly
6th) returns safely from those shores-as God grant she may,

having fulfilled her errand of mercy - We trustshe will bring
striving to know God and walk in His ways, and from among

the wonted records of the providence ofthe Lord, " the faithful
them we will find helpers whon we formally open school ; as

Creator, " for all the dwellers on that coast.
we hope soon to do ."

TH
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AST week the subject of " Priestly Perversions

was canvaşsed in many leaders and letters

in the daily press. One of the most sensible articles

NOVEMBER 18th, 1886. was in the Echo of the 8th inst . The whole ques

tion lies in a nutshell . So long as Rome believes her

Topics-TERSE AND TIMELY . self to be under the immediate guidance of the Holy

Ghost, she feels warranted in adopting any method

O

UR readers do not need to be told that there are
whereby souls may be won from theworld to the

at the present time very widespread and per
Church. She is not likely to concern herself much

sistent efforts being made to discredit evangelical about the fairnessor unfairness of the means employed .

doctrines. On such subjects as the inspirationof

Scripture,the Atonement,and the futurepunishment MR. MATTHEW ARNOLD,
at a meeting of

elementary teachers, spoke of the future as

of the wicked, theoriescontradictory of Scriptural lying very muchin thehandsofthe masters ofBoard

creeds are freely advanced, andin somecases welcomed. schools. To some limited extent this is, no doubt,

Frommany pulpits, we fear, false doctrine is being true, but to a very much greater extent the fate of

preached weekly, and the Press isbeing very largely
our country will be determined by the preaching of

the Gospel and the inculcation of Scriptural doctrines

used for the purpose of propagandism . We have
and principles. This , however, did not lie within the

devoted our pages largely to the defence of Apostolic purview ofMr. Arnold.

doctrine, and we fear there will be need to do so no less

fully in the future. In order,however,to themore effec- THE annualmeeting of the MedicalPrayer Union

was held in the Crown Room, Freemasons'

tive advocacy of truth it is ofthe greatestimportance to
Hall , London, on Friday last . The heavy rainfall

be in communication with those like -minded through
somewhat thioned the attendance . Dr. Biss, who

out the United Kingdom . May we, therefore , presided, laid special stress on the inspiration of

URGENTLY request all who are in sympathy withus Scripture, as giving authority to all its statements.

Dr. Sinclair Paterson and Dr. Saunders, C.B., who
TO SEND US THEIR NAMES AND ADDRESSES IMMEDIATELY,

in order thatwemay communicate with them by letter spokeafterwards, gave emphasistothe President's

words. An interesting feature was the visit of two

within the next fortnight ? A postcard will suffice.
gentlemen from Edinburgh representing the Christian

students in the Northern University.

letter which appeared in the

not

action he took at the Mansion House meeting in

connection with the scheme for promoting the estab- poraries solong as the source from which theyare

taken is duly acknowledged , but we must protestlishment of the East End Recreation Palace. He

objects to the expenditure of £ 100,000 of public money
against the republication of three papers- specially

written for us, and which appeared in our columns

in subsidising what he declares can only be a rival to

the theatres and music -halls, of which there are already
on September the 30th — in the Christian Herald last

more than enough in the East of London. In support
week. They appear in that publication without the

of this statement he asserts that a “ Dramatic Club," slightest acknowledgment as if original communi

under the patronage of the treasurer to the People's cations . Is this courteous ? Is it even honest ?

Palace, has already been commenced in anticipation

TRUTHS ABOUT ATONEMENT.
of the opening of the Palace in June next.

Two TESTS .

IT

T is simply absurd to expect contributions for the

erection of a People's Palace from Christians so
THE pre-eminentimportance assigned to the

long as there is any reason to fear Sunday opening easily be overlooked. In the Old Testament it is the

DEATH of our Lord throughout the Bible cannot

and the sale of intoxicating drink. One of our

correspondents, whose letter appeared in our columns burden of type, and psalm, and prophecy ; while in

on July 22nd , offered £ 500 if the trustees were the New Testament it is the great event to which

prepared to pledge themselves to prevent both these
each Gospel moves, and it is the very heart of the

evils, andtherehas been no response to his appeal. doctrine which each Epistle unfolds . Whether as an
Apparently the trustees , as our American friends

would say, are “ sitting on a fence.” Such a confi
event in history, or as a truth fraught with the

dence trick is not likely to find many dupes. Let weightiest meaning, the sacrifice of Calvary stands in

them declare their intentions, and the public will the centre . Any theory of Christian doctrine which

know how to deal with them .
changes this position proves itself false in the very act .

Scripture always represents the cross as a wondrous

A

SUGGESTION has been made that the money
exhibition of the Father's love . “ God commendeth

should be freely given , and when the Palace is

opened, avote of the inhabitants in the neighbourhood
His love toward us, in that, while we were yet

may be allowed to settle both questions . Such a pro sinners , Christ died for us” (Rom . v. 8 ) . • Herein is

posal might be reasonable if the inhabitants of the East
love , not that we loved God, but that He loved us,

End contributed the money. But in the present in and sent His Son to be the propitiation for our sins"

stance the responsibility rests with the subscribers,

and neither the friends of the Lord's Day nor the

(1 John iv. 10 ). Jesus Himself undoubtedly reveals

advocates of temperance can be expected to support
ineffable love in His sufferings and death , and the

a scheme the doubtfulness of which is at present contemplation of His love is marvellously fitted to

manifest enough. subdue sin and strengthen grace ; but the Word of
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God never allows us to forget the love of the Father He reproached their unbelief, and, as their hearts

in sending the Son to be the Saviour of sinners . This burned , the words, " Ought not Christ to have suffered

also is a touchstone by which we can distinguish truth these things, and to enter into His glory ?" Tere

from error. Any theory of Atonement in which the written on them , never thereafter to be effaced . When

LOVE OF God does not find a fitting and foremost Peter preached in the power of the Holy Ghost, on

place is self-condemned . the day of Pentecost, he told his astonished audienca

that Jesus of Nazareth, whom they had taken, acl

by wicked hands had crucified and slain , was, never
THE FIRST Test APPLIED .

theless , “ delivered by the determinate counsel ani

TRIED by these two tests , the evangelical doctrine
foreknowledge of God . ” Speaking afterwards in

of Substitution holds its ground . Man is under
Solomon's porch he said , “ Those things which Go

condemnation , and exposed to wrath . “ The wages of
before had showed by the mouth of all His propheta

sin is death ” (Rom vi. 23) . If the sentence of law be
that Christ should suffer, He hath so fulfilled ." Asa

carried out , man's eternal doom is sealed . There is

when arraigned before the Council, Peter and John
no escape from the penalty unless God Himself

being let go , went to their own company, and prayel

interposes to deliver. The good tidings brought by
so that the house was shaken, and they were all fille:

the angelic messenger to the shepherds of Bethlehem
with the Holy Ghost ; and in that prayer they spok:

ring out clear and comforting : “ Unto you is born
of Herod and Pontius Pilate, and the Gentiles and

this day, in the city of David, a Saviour which is

the people of Israel, as " gathered together, for to do

Christ the Lord.” In due time the same Gospel is
whatsoever Thy hand and Thy counsel determined

declared to a Jewish rabbi in Jerusalem by the
before to be done ” (Acts iv. 28) .

closing round Him on His jonrney to Jerusalem , Jesus

gave His only-begotten Son, that whosoever believeth
SUBSTITUTION .

in Him should not perish , but have everlasting life "

( John iii . 16) . Later on, when the shadows were N0 student of Scriptureneed be reminded of the
number and significance of the allusions to th :

closing round Him on His journey to Jerusalem , Jesus

DEATH of our Lord in the Epistles of the New Testament
said to His disciples, • The Son of Man came not to

Nor is it necessary to call , attention to the language
be ministered unto , but to minister, and to GIVE His

used in which substitution is either plainly expresse.

LIFE A RANSOM for many ” (Matt , xx . 28) . And as He
or clearly implied. We are sometimes charged wito

sat with the twelve at His last earthly Passover He
importing ideas into the text of Scripture which i:

put the cup into their hands with these memorable
does not contain ; but it must not be forgotten the

words, “ This is My blood of the new testament

it is possible to export ideas which are manifestly

which is shed for many for the remission of sins '
present. Unquestionably, writers who deny the

(Matt. xxvi . 28) . From that dark betrayal night unto
substitutionary sacrifice of Christ must subject inni .

the hour of His “ glorious appearing " this cup of
merable passages of Holy Writ to this purging procesi

memorial bears unchanging testimony to the meaning
before they can even construct a plausible theory from

and might of His death . If we recognise the triumph which it is absent .

of the cross, then there is reason for this continuous
We content ourselves, however, for the present bị

remembrance ; but if the death be no deliverance , if
asking attention to the first test we have applie!

it . be only the departure in shame, and sorrow, and
If Christ died as the believer’s Substitute , the prom

sufferings untold of One who came to earth on a
nence assigned to His DEATH as distinguished from

mission of mercy , why commemorate the defeat ?
Hislife is both natural and necessary. If, on the

But it was no defeat . It was a supreme victory of
other hand, His DEATH, whatever moral bearing :

grace. For He died that “through death He might may have, effects nothing and accomplishes no real aw

destroy him that had the power of death , that is, definite work, the position of primary importae

thedevil, and deliver them who through fear of death given to it, both in the Old Testament and in the Net

were all their lifetime subject to bondage " (Heb. ii .
is simply inexplicable.

14 , 15) .

DESIGN IN THE DEATH OF CHRIST.
THE SECOND TEST APPLIED

THE death of Christis no accident,nor doesittake THE true doctrine oftheAtonement can bedi
place without Divine design. The first truth com tinguished from the false by its accordance

municated to the Apostle of the Gentiles, apparently with Scripture in giving explicit and exceptions

by the Lord Himself, he thus states : “ Christ died for testimony to the love of God. This is the second tes

our sins ACCORDING TO THE SCRIPTURES." When The advocates of the modern theory enlarge witi

“ Jesus expounded " to the two disciples on the way much unction on the sin -subduing, heart-winniz.

to Emmaus " in all the Scriptures the things concern power which is certain to result from the contempla

ing Himself, beginning at Moses and all the prophets,” | tion of Christ's sufferings. But we confess we ar:

He triumphantly answered the question wherewith unable to understand why the infliction of these
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sufferings, apart from any purpose to which they are fore, they say , His sufferings and death were pot

essential, can produce any real or lasting effect. intended to put away sin ; they are designed merely

Indeed , if they have no relation to siu , and are not to prove that God loves us already . We are not

the necessary consequences of sin - bearing, the agonies questioning God's love . The love is before the Atone

of Calvary introduce an anomaly into the record of ment, though it acts through it. God loves, and in order

Divine rule, which it is impossible to understand. to exercise His love freely and fairly towards the sinful,

That death should be the doom of sinners is intelli He sends His Son to be the propitiation for their sin .

gible enough ; but that spotless innocence should be Sia is represented in Scripture as a bar to intercourse

exposed to extremest woe contradicts our natural between heaven and earth , and therefore the removal

sense of justice . Men suffer, no doubt , in some in of sin precedes the intercourse of love. Consequently

stances, for crimes of which they have not been Scripture speaks of Christ as " dying for our sins,"

guilty ; yet in no case can they claim innocence from " taking away our sins, " " bearing our sips in Hig

all blame, and their condemnation, by erring judges own body on the tree," " shedding His blood for the

on earth , cannot be said , as is said in the case of the remission of sins," " putting away sin by the sacrifice

Saviour, to have been brought about by the deter of Himself," " washing us from our sins in His own

minate counsel and foreknowledge of God. There is blood ,” “ redeeming us from the curse of the law by

such an immediate connection recognised in Scripture being made a curse for us ;being made a curse for us ; ' and all such statements

between the Divine purpose of the sacrificial death refuse to square with the notion that Christ's suffer

of God's Son as to make it impossible to vindicate the ings are merely a message of love, apart from the

righteousness of God in not only permitting it, but expiation of sin which the words we have quoted so

even procuring it , unless we accept the explanation solemnly assure us has been effected by them .

Scripture gives and acknowledge that “ He suffered Further, we must remember the death of Christ, and

for sins , the just for the unjust, that Hofmnight bring the sufferings associated with it were not accidental

us to God ” ( 1 Pet. iii. 18) . or secondary. This was the cup put into His hands

The substitution and vicarious sin -bearing of the which could not be removed until He drank it. And

suffering Saviour are thus needful to the defence of the love of God to a lost world is mainly and mightily

righteousness. Much more will it appear, that apart
shown in the winepress of Calvary.

from His voluntary acceptance of our sentence and
Love BEGETTING LOVE.

our sorrow, there is not even a semblance of Divine

love manifested in His death . For if our sins need no
OW , we submit , it passes all comprehension

forgiveness and challenge no wrath if only we forsake

N how the wondrous love of God is worthily

them, why should He die ? The punishment of sin
glorified herein , if the sufferings have no direct

bearing on the Salvation of the sinful. Are
ceases , it is said , so soon as we cease to sin ; the past

has had its own punishment, and the future will bring they merely, as is said , a spectacle to move human

hearts ? What is there tomove us if they be meaning,

its own pleasure. How contrary this is to the whole

less ? To tell us that these sufferings of themselves,
text and tone of Scripture no Bible student need be

told . So far, however, as the attainment of any real
and apart from any benefit they bring, reveal to

immediate result is concerned , the death of Christ, we
us the Father's love is to mock our misery . They

are told, is valueless . It has indeed a grand after
certainly do not show us the Father's love to His Son

unless there is something other than pain beyond
result in revealing the Father's love and winning

back the hearts of rebels . When we ask wherein the
them. And what love to man is shown in the un

love in the death , we obtain no satisfactory paralleled sorrow of the Man of sorrows if the sorrow
appears

confers no real and lasting advantage on any man ?
answer. We are treated to numerous fine words, but

Conceive of a great king putting to death, or allowing
there is no presentation of fair facts . If Christ had

been merely a teacher who desired to gain the love
to be put to death, his only son to prove his love to

rebels ! How would such a proof be taken ? Would

and admiration of men for the purpose of arresting

their attention , we confess at once there would have

it encourage them to trust to his tender mercies, and

been all the elements of moral heroism in His death
cast themselves unarined at his feet ? But if the

Lord Jesus identified Himself with lost men , and
upon the cross. But our present inquiry is about the

was made under the law to redeem them that were
love of the Father. Where does this love appear in

the sufferings inflicted upon His beloved Son ?
under the law—if having received commandment of

His Father to lay down His life that He might take it

it pleased the Lord to bruise Him ; He hath put Him

to grief " (Isa. liii . 10) .
again , He gladlyconsented to stand in our stead, charge

able with our sin , and to bear our punishment, both for

Love ACTING THROUGH ATONEMENT.
God's glory and for our good , then the wondrous love

of the Father in giving His Són to be the sinner's

Substitute is gloriously apparent. As a recent writer

not to takeaway any obstaclelyingbetween us and on the Atonement has well said :“ It was no proofto

God, but to assure us that no obstacle exists . There
The Atonement. By Hugh Martin , D.D. , pp. 182-3.

" Yet
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me of love on God's part that He should propose to

pardon what Divine justice did not inflexibly demand

should be punished ; for to punish where justice does

not demand it savours of cruelty ; while to abstain

from inflicting what justice does not demand is a poor

proof indeed of any great benevolence. But in the

shedding of blood - in the sacrifice of Christ-I see the

glory of God's nature as holy , and the inflexible and

righteous demand of His justice against sin . And I

see also a love which proposes to remit an offence , an

evil , so great that it deserves eternal woe .
I see a

love so great as to provide - what justice demands - a

full satisfaction to make remission righteous. I see

a love so great that for the sake of those for whom

remission is to be provided it spares not an object

infinitely precious, infinitely lovely, love-worthy, and

beloved . And I now say, overwhelmed
with the full

conviction and assurance of God's love, and the

transcendency
of that love - love that unto eternity

never can be surpassed or equalled-I now say ,

• HEREBY perceive we the love of God toward us, in

that He laid down His life for us ' ” ( 1 John iii. 16) .

Correspondence.

TO THE EDITOR OF

ST

The “ Christian World .”

WORD AND WORK ."

TIR , - I too will ask you kindly to accept my thanks for your

and amongst this vast population, THERE IS NOT A SINGLE CHRIS
TIAN MISSIONARY .

It has been laid on the hearts of many of the Lord's people

that one practical result of the Conference ought to be a mission

to the Soudan . A gentleman present said, “ If you will begin s

mission to the Soudan, I will promise one hundred pounds."

Would it not be a blessed exchange for the horrors of the late

war if we now heaped coals of fire upon the heads of our enemies.

by sending to them a band of messengers from the Prince of

Peace, and thus supply one of the missing links in the mission

chain which is rapidly circling the world ?

We believe the hundred pounds is quite ready if the matter

be taken up by others. Many ladies at those meetings took of

their ornaments-diamong ring, gold watch and chain, brooches

and ornaments of various kinds, and placed them in the basis

of the chairman ; these could be disposed of to aid the miselon

fund ; others sent up to the chairman some sixteen pounds in

money , while others gave still larger gifts , even themselves

one lady , her only daughter, to go out anywhere that God migt:

send her.

What is now wanted is a few earnest men to form themselve

into a committee to consider the subject. Will those willing

to join insuch an effort communicate with us, and state whai

they are disposed to contribute for this object ?

We rejoice to hear that the Church Missionary Society is

about to establish a mission in that country as a memorial to

the sainted Gordon. We wish them God- speed in their doble

and Christ - like effort. It would be for the committee to decide

whether to join with the C.M.S. and help them, or establish ar

independent mission ina different quarter of thatvast country,

In any case , if those willing to co -operate will send their name

it will be the first step.

LEONARD K. Shaw, J.WAKEFIELD MACGILL,

GILBERT R. KIRLEW ,
Hon. Seor.

Conference Hall, Strangeways, Manchester,

12th November , 1886.

recent articles in respect to the Christian World .

In its latest issue it has a review of a pamphlet by a Dr.

Whiton , entitled “ The Divine Satisfaction ." He states that

“ Theologians have erroneously introduced the term justice in a

governmental sense to the displacement of the larger expreg

sion in the paternal sense of righteousness. This latter, he

asserts, is the Biblical view. It is more than justice . It is

paternal righteousness, conformity to paternal benevolence

dem inding the satisfaction of a " faithful Creator."

I presume that our Saviour's own words are Biblical. John

iii. 14 : “ As Moses lifted up the serpent,” & c .; xii . 32 : “ And

1, if I be lifted up," &c. , 33 ; Matt. xii . 40 : “For as Jonah was

three days,” & c ., " so must,” &c . ; xvi. 23 : “ Get thee behind

Me, Satan , thou art an offence unto Me ; for thou savourest not

the things that be ofGod , but those that be of men."

There is not a word, nor the slightest hint, as to the resurrec

tion ofJesus Christ in the pamphletnor Christian World .

What do the following mean ? Heb. i . 3 : “ When He had by

Himself purged our sins ; ” ix. 12 to 15 : " How much more

shall the blood of Christ; " Rom. iv. 25 : " Wno was delivered

for our offences, and was raised again for our justification " ;

see also ch . v. 18 , 16 , 18 : 1 Cor. xv. 17 : “ And if Christ be not

raised, your faith is vain , ye are yet in your sins."

It the Christian World, Whitoa, & Oɔ. can reconcile these

passages from the Bible with their boasted Biblical views I

shall be astonished .

O. W. WILKINSON,

Tettenhall, 7th November, 1886 .

The “ Gordon Reader " at Cairo..

TH

THE Army Scripture Readers' Society send us a report froc

this reader. We extract the following :

On many occasions I have been greatly encouraged by the

numbers which attended the meetings, and the attention with

which they listened to the message delivered them , especials

the one held at Kasr-el-Nil Barracks, on the Lord's Da

evening. I only started this one the first Sunday of June. As

there is always a number of men off duty in these barrackson

the Sunday evening who do not leave the barracks, and having

no place except the canteen to go to, or wander about the

barrack -square , or sit in their rooms, I thought that perhaps

some who would not go to the service held out in the top

might be prevailed onto come to one held in their barrack

and by this means be brought under thepowerof the Gospel

so, asthe opportunity presented itself, I seized it, andthe Lord

has blessed it wonderfully . Iamgreatlyassisted by :

Hodgkins, schoolmaster, Welsh Regiment, who conducts the

meeting with me . The meetings in the other barracks ar

improving with the exception of the one in the citadel. I bare

had great difficulty in getting the men to attend this one. The

reasonIbelieve isthis,not having a permanent room whichthe

men would know as a meeting- room - it being an empty room

which we held pro tem .-- andagain for the present we are

these barracksroomless. In the Abbasnyeb Barracks the Fit

was for a time not so lively as I would have desired, but it ha

again risen ; may the Lord kindle it toa perpetual blaze. Oi

some of the evenings whichnoneof the chaplains por I bare

meetings the men carry them on amongthemselves. The

keepsthe fire burning, the men interested, some good done, kai

the Lord glorified.

The number of visits to the hospitals during the quarter by

been forty. The number of visits to the barracks and meeting

held hasbeen fifty -three.

JAMES EWING, A.S.R.The Recent Christian Conference in Manchester.

TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK."

YIR,—The Conference held in this city during the past week

from various parts of the world as have ever been gathered in

one place. The hearts of many who listened during those

crowded gatherings havebeen stirred to do something for those

dark places of the earth which are still the habitations of cruelty .

One fact was stated, which ought to touch the heart of every

Englishman - certainly of every Obristian - that in the Soudan,

80 recently the scene of our conflict andour victory, there are

dwelling some ifty millions of people ; and in this large country,

Hon. Ion Keith Falconer and Dr. B. Stewart Cowa,

have taken part inmissionaryservices in Scotland duringtbe

past week, previous to their departure to found a mission tothe

Mohammedans in South Arabia. At the Edinburgh meetit

held inFree St. Georges, Principal Rainy emphasized the

importanceofthe connection between the profession of Chris

tianity and interest in missions, Mr. Falconer's addresse

indicatedthesanguine hopewith whichhegoes forth to bus

work .
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Behind the Scenes.
It may be noted that a " free registry, " with the view of

providing Christian homes for ex -theatrical girls willing to go
into service, has been established at the Institute. From tho

NHETHER or not the theatre be a fitting place for a child excitement of the stage the change is great, to the settled and

V of God - whose affections are, or ought to be, set on oft monotonous round of duties in a situation . Yet how much

ngs above - need not be considered in my present article. more healthy to body, mind, and spirit is the latter, and how
rsonally I have very strong convictions with regard to the earnestly ought all Christian workers to combat the idea that

jessity for abstaining “ from all appearance of evil."
any such service, be it respectable, is “ menial drudgery . "

low , however,my theme is theatrical employés, or, in other Therefore it is hoped that those who have patience and who are
ds, the actors and actresses, not the audiences ; and I main willing to deny themselves, and train young girls for the duties
afirmly that there is business for the King to be done of life, will aid in the matter, and help some girls out of a life

ongst these. Their souls are precious in His sight ; over
usually found to be distasteful and unsuitable when the heart

m Ho yoarns with compassion , and for them it is well His
has been given to God .

rants should put forth earnest and vigilant effort. Their

ling is surrounded by pitfalls, by dangersmoraland spiritual; The New Institute .

hat oallingmany of them are trained from the earliest years It will be remembered that about a year ago the opening of

childhood ; they have known no other life , by themselves the new Institute was recorded in these pages. This new

y are fit for no other occupation , for them must special centro has proved very attractive, and hence during the summer

eavours be made it from their midst are to be won , as months (although large numbers go on tour at that season )

re have been won , trophies for our Lord . there has been a larger attendance than at any time, oven in

winter, at the old Institute. Thus many more have been

Jewels for His Crown . brought within the reach of Christian influence , and under the
uch jewels are to be won , but they have to be sought for,

sound ofGospel story . In describing the internal aspect of the
sought for by those who have learned how to work in this

Institute Imay be permitted to give the following extract from
cially difficult line of service. I have ere this described in

an interesting account published in a secular contemporary :
se pages the work ofthe Theatrical Mission . It is a mission

gard with much interest, not only from the spécialité of its Che Wibe - the Cubicles.

ere, but also from the many tokens I find of theMaster's " Our first visit was to . The Hive,' a set of rooms set apart for

roval. On revisiting it I observe many changes : the little the use of those who, having given up the theatre, still remain

ms in King Street have given place to the new and large members of the Theatrical Mission . A library, & workroom , a

itute in Henrietta Street. Formerly the children 's play study, well furnished with easy chairs, desks, and work -baskets ,

n was little else than a cellar, now it is an airy and bright 1. aro attractive resorts ; there comely young women , lately

rtment where the little ones find plenty of scope for their actresses, are fitting themselves for other careers. We are told

ry romps. of girls who have left the stage, now working as purses in the

Dying Ballet Girl. East End ,of others who are Bible readers.

have spoken , however, of trophies ; letmé, ere passing on , " We look into the clean and pretty dormitories and oubicles

one such , to show at the very outset that God is pleased prepared for the reception of the country lasses drawn to London

so the labours of this mission in the gloriouswork ofwinning by the attractive advertisements of theatrical agents . Young

Is to Himself. Here are the words of a dying ballet girl : | girls in imminent peril of drifting to ruin , or being wrecked in

efore I went to the pantomime, I came to the new Institute, the eddies of temptation and adversity seething around the

igh I dearly loved the old rooms in King Street. A large Metropolis , find an ark of refuge in these pleasant chambers.

was going on, and don 't you remember Mr. Todd 's prayor ? These cubicles are at present closed , save for very special cases.

thanked God that we could all be the daughters of a King , It is hoped to open some of them for little ones — friendless and

I thought of it many times since, and whenever I have alone.

id God to do anything for me, He has done it, and now He The Thanksgiving Room .

sent you here . What grieves me is the remembrance of “ Our next visit is to Thankagiving Room ,' the resort of the

wasted life - the little acts of deceit I seemed to have to do , young ladies over fifteen years of age. A large room supported

he way of business." After several visits we were fully con . by pillars, furnished with a number of little tables, easy chairs,
ed shewas calmly trusting in themerits of her Saviour. books, illustrated papers, periodicals , and magazines. It is a

A Practicalway of Helping. social scene ; a hum of talk pervades the apartment, cups of tea ,

iis , it is true, is & dying girl ; but there are many living coffee , and cocoa, at cost price, are being quiokly served to a

Lesses to -day. Indeed, the spiritual results were nevermore number of young ladies, resting after rehearsal, before setting

site and clear. Many instances of manifest conversion to forth to their evening work. Mrs. Courthope Todd knows each

have of late boon granted . Hence the great and pressing by name,and has for each a friendly greeting. On Friday

en rosting upon Mr. and Mrs. Courthope Todd and their afternoons a special service is held for certain members of the
ers is this:hundredsare at thismomentwishing to comeout mission , at which the special temptations to which they may be
the profession ,wanting to get work ,butbeing untried ,andby exposed are met in prayer and exhortation ,

habit unfitted for ordinary avocations, they must be taken 7. After Thanksgiving Room ' we pass on to the Boys' Hall,'

and by those who will teach and train them to be of nicknamed "Monkey House,' because ofthe feats of gymnastics

Co. there performed on its rope ladders, poles, and swings. A
xe is a very urgent call to those willing in some personal superintendent keeps order among the active crow . Excellent

to render service to Christ . Will not many Christian libraries are attached to Boys' Hall,' as also to rooms on the

o offer to take one of these girls or young women , bearwith other floors. It is enough to look around on this orderly soene

1 , if need be, a little while, and train them for domestic of active sports, and quiet students , to appreciate the whole
pe ? Knowing what I do of the longing of many to leave some pleasure and education afforded .

Eage, knowing that not a few feel the life to be a hindrance, Che Aest.

ng them from Christ, I would earnestly ask my readers : “ Our last visit takes us to the heart of the haven , The Nest ,'

Lot you do something in this personal way for those who where congregate the children . It is Tuesday afternoon , the

I fain osoape ? day especially consecrated to the little ones. In the large room ,
A pitiful Plea . thě walls of which are prettily decorated with pictures and

annot you do something for me to keep me from falling ? " illuminated Scripture texts , the children are assembled round

ully writes one in a letter just to band. “ You do something the generous tea-table . Bread , spread with jam , and cake, tea
ose who have fallen ; cannot you get work for me in time ? and milk , are to-day freely supplied . After the meal will como
y . " Dear readers, oan such an appeal fall on idle ears ? I the weekly Children 's Service. These small players and

E quoto hundreds of letters in somewhat similar terms. “ I dancers are very attractive- looking children , wide-awake, grace

been looking for work ever since attending your services ful, and modest. The chatter is interrupted by the appearance

pring : I feel as if, left to myself, I cannot resist certain of the Director. Mrs . Todd seats herself at the piano, and

made to me that would give me plenty of money. Do presently the children are joining in one of Sankey's hymns.
me from this temptation , by helping me to get out of this To the simple , practical, and bright address that follows they

Such a plea ought surely to ring in overy Christian listen attentively , answering with spirit the questions thatMr.
I There are many such ; many who are longing for Todd occasionally interrupts the thread of his discourse to ask .

rance . True,many of those who have been led by God to It is interesting to watch the mobile countenances and

elf, who have already been brought " out of darkness into expressive features of these children as they follow the address
marvellous light, ” have been taught to take the decisive | of their teacher. Those Bible classes, those Gospel servicos,

2 dependence by faith on Him , and many of them are those loving and serious influences are not transient benefits

arning their bread in various ways ; but there are those conferred on those plastic natures. Their moral influence

urgently need Christian sympathy and sisterly help in becomes incorporated in the children 's lives and stropgthong
what to them is a critical and slightly nervous" stop . them in their moments of temptation ,
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"Wehave given butan inadequate idea of the scope of the work
tho Theatrical Mission has set itself to accomplish . The

enterprise undertaken by the humane Director, and his zealous

helpmeet, to grapple with the temptations to which are exposed

thepoorly-paid employes at theatres, is a task of gigantic pro

portions. The deadly peril to which young girls and children

are exposed in this artificial life of excitement and poverty, in

their nightly wanderings home , must be realized by our readers.

All that religious influence, sympathy, and counsel can do for

them they need. Already the mission has done great things ;

but Mr. and Mr Todd cannot accomplish their work unless

substantial help bo accorded them .”

The Medical Mission .

No mention is made above of the Medical Mission for the

relief of slight ailments, the more serious being recipients of

hospital letters, and some of them attended in their homos. Late

hours (unnaturally so in the case of children ) and constant

exposure, induce much sickness, and the Christian physicians

who have given voluntary service in this department find many

demands upon their care .

In one case, visited the other day at her home, the doctor

found the poor woman , though suffering agonies with rheuma

tiem , was still endeavouring to go through her part on the

stage that her children might have bread . In doing so she was

Buffering little short of physical martyrdom. In connection

with this Medical Mission , three “ maternity boxes ” — the “ red ,

white, and blue ”-have been provided by a loving helper for

poor married women in the hour of nature's need.

The Relief Fund.

Here also I should refer to another and kindly branch . In

very many cases members are found suffering great straits

through weakness and poverty . A little loving help extended

at the right moment is wonderfully effective in winning confi.

denoe and affection, and opening the way for the personal

presentation of the Gospel .

One, for example, a poor widow , is found dying of consump

tion, and her children starving. The mission , which finds oub

these cases bymeans of its visitor, must do something to relievo

her distress. Others have for conscience sake given up engage

ments on the stage , and work is slow to come . Surely they too

must be helped. After the last evangelistic tea meeting

many were found unhappy abouttheir life, and seeking help

to abandon it . How werethey to be helped ?

These are but isolated examples taken up at random from

piles of letters, all of them involving relief in some way. Mr.

and Mrs. Todd have gone to the utmost length , overstopping

even, from the exigenoy of the case, the limit ascribed by the

committee. Will not some endeavour speedily to rende

help in this direction ?

You Led Me to Jesus.

How fruitful in the best results this loving work is , may be

learned from the following extract from a letter written by a

poor woman visited by Mrs. Todd , chgered, comforted, and

helped in the hour of sickness and need ,

" What I feel for your untold kindness,I cannot half express.

I can never forget that you led me to Jesus .....I

will pray Him to makeyou as happy as He has made me.

Yours gratefully in faith and love."

Little Ones at Lowestoft.

For the little ones in delicate health á house was taken

this summer at Lowestoft, and two large parties were taken

down to spend a few weeks at the seaside, many of them

orphans, born in the profession . Brought thus under Christian

personal influence, they yielded, some of them, to the Saviour's

love. Said one simply, " Thank you.' “ What,” Mr. Todd

asked, “ are you thanking me for ? ! “ I am thanking Jesus

for dying for me.” That child had been a monkey in &

London theatre, and had never heard of Jesus until she heard

of Him from these workers.

The Babes of the Profession .

There are many such children in the profession . One now

attending the Institute boasts of having been two hundred

years in the profession (she is but eight years old ), her great

grandmother having been an actress ,and all the family since.

I had an interview with one dear little thing (only seven ) who

had been on the stage since she was two, and who described to

me her nightly part in a drama whose flaming posters may

be seen at every railway station. Her tiny sister of two and a

half years old is on the stage every night,and was on the

boards as an infant in cradle a year ago. Thoroughly drilled

and trained into one particular dance, or act, they become very

expert ; but the unwholesome life , as this little one's eyes

revealed, tells sorely on them . " Sister, ” she said , speaking of

the little one , “has to walk over the stage in a white dress,

and bows to a lady, Brother gets under a cloth at - Theatze,

and rolls about. “ He makes the waves of the sea, sir." My

older sister is “ principal boy."

An Unnatural Life.

The child-life of the stage is apparently demanded, judging

from what I haveread of theatrical doings, by the sensation.

seeking spirit of the age. Prodigies give pleasure - abl box

often at the cost of weary pain ? It used to be children on tee

stage at pantomime time,” now it is children, many of them ,

all the year round , both on the London boards and on tour in

the provinces and abroad. The unnatural life , the unhealtay

excitement, and moral surroundings tell heavily upon these

“ children of the profession ."

For such the mission doesmuch by providing a pleasant place

of resort where they may rest their weary limbs and enjoy

childish games between the hours of rehearsal and performance,

otherwise they would too often have but to wander in the streets

By means of its loving helpers it wins their confidence and

affection, and gently leads them towards the " children's

Friend," so little known in the life to which they have been

sacrificed . Frequently, in fact, these children are the bread

winners of the family, thus reversing, most unhappily, God's

order in the household .

Letter -writing to actresses.

Leaving now the children, I turn to their elders, and find

that about 5,000 are on the books of the mission as members,

and are regularly written to in a loving and Christian spirit by

ladies , over a thousand of whom have volunteered to help in

this way. Sometimes these letters are welcomed, at other

times ignored, or left unanswered for years, when something

will arise to awaken a desire for sympathy, then shewho has
long been recipient of the letters will write to the lady, with

the happiest results . To take a humble illustration, just to

hand is a letter before me . A youngactress was short of money,

and wanted boots. She bethought of asking from the lady - whe

had so patiently continued to write for a long time without

receiving any answer—the loan ofmoney to buy a pair ofboote.

At first sight this seemed to the Christian ladya disappointing

response --- simply to use her as a means for temporary help

but, after prayer, she resolved to send the loan. The resu't

was the girl's heart was opened ; and now she gives evidence

of being truly converted.

Rescued from Peril.

In many other and graver ways the mission has to help. Ons

of the most troublesome problems arises from the thoughtless

ness of young women accepting engagements from utta

strangers for foreign lands. Let me give a case in point. Seren

young actresses or dancers signed , some little time ago, an ea

gagement to go to Russia, and accepted from the wily agent

(who well knows how to bind fast) an advance on the salary

promised. The mission heard of it , sent two ladies to remcı :

strate with them, and show them the danger. Some were is:

clined to draw back , but were told they were committed

by having received and spent the money. They went, per

formed one week in Moscow, in some gardens, the managar

became bankrupt, and they wereturned adrift, being coolis

told they “could do as other girls did .” In their distress the

communicated with the mission, whose Russian representative

at once attended to the case . Meanwhile they were in grapes

peril, starving in Moscow. At length the English chat

lainin that city madea collection in his congregation,and

sent four of them home ; the other three finding their way

home shortly after .

Suchcases frequently occur, and demand the attention and

4 care of the sitelon and its correspondents abroad. On!

recently similar instances have transpired in Amsterdam,

Rotterdam , Brussels, Philadelphia , King William's Town

(South Africa ), and, last woek, in Gibraltar.

In every possible way this mission seeks to follow and

serve, for Christ's sake, these young women , by personal

influenceinthe Institute,by regular letter-writing, by placias

Bibles in the recognised professional boarding houses through

out the provincesso faras funds permit, by visiting in sick

ness , and by Gospelmeetings and Bible readings for the young

women, the boys, and the children ,

Won at Last.

Two instances of the work will interest many — they formi

painful contrast. An exceedingly flighty and stylish yours

woman had been written to for five years. “ She didn't care far

religion : she wasn't going to be lectured." " Some day," she

was told , " you will want Christian sympathy. ” Such a time

came ; she wrote to the lady who had so long written her loving

but unheeded letters; she found the sympathy shecraved for,

and the issue wasshe wasled to the Saviour. Nowshe ani

3
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husband are bright Christians. They have left the stage, | The Roses of Ringwood. A Story for Children . - By Emma

keeping a shop, and humbly witness to the power of Marshall. (58.) - Nisbet & Co.

ist. This charming story, of the twoRoses in their sweet childish

Betrayed and Backsliddenr. unselfishness, in contrast with the ungoverned tempers of the

ly way of sad contrast , butto show the disappointments these nephews and nieces who come to share their home, will, we

ihfulworkers have to endure, let me give briefly another trust, excite the emulation of the young readers who follow

@ . . A girl, a member of a large family, all in the profession , the record of their doings and sayings. .

e up the stage , from a sense of uneasiness, and went into

destic service. By and by she was tempted and ruined by

Ripples in the Twilight, Fragments of Sunday Thought and

Teaching. By J . R . Macduff, D . D . (28.) - Nisbet & Co .

master's son . He soon abandoned her, and now she is on

streets . The mission has again got hold of her ; she seems
“ Selections, some short, some more extended, from notes,

MSS ., and pulpit addresses," is the author's modest definition

rt-broken , and there is every hope this poor backsliding one

be brought back to God. .
of his book , which, as might be expected, it is impossible

Come and See.

to open without finding some gem of suggestive thought. We

uch are a few phases of the mission work ; but they are not
give a fow specimens of the shorter paragraphs chosen almost

by means exhaustive. Those who would know more of this
at random :

ply interesting service in a difficult field would do well to

" The Bible is God's all-sufficient answer to all the needs of

the Institute and see for themselves. Last Friday, for
the human soul.- Words reverberate through the ages,

nple, at the evangelistic meeting, I found two lady visitors
whether they be kind or cruel. - Nothing so touches me as to

were greatly delighted by what they saw and heard. Some
see a little bird , with broken wing and wailing cry, struggling

or sixty young women and more girls , stylishly dressed ,

in the farrow . God draws near to such struggling,maimed , and
throbbing souls , and not only pities but saves them . He

present, and listened with interest, and some with emo

to Dr. White's address on " Watch yo ; stand fast.” From

healeth the broken in heart , and bindeth up their wounds.' - -

I & meeting and the subsequent conversations fruit , I

The Lord Jesus Christ stood aloof from all questions of Christian

ve, will yet be found, as fruit has been found in the past.

casuistry . He inculcated great principles : •Be kind,' ' Be

ere are many difficulties, not only from thepeculiar temp.

pure,' Be unselfish ,' ' Be generous,' Take up the cross, '

ns of the life, but also, I grieve to say, from the action and
• Follow Me.' If the fountain be pure, no fear of the streams."

ence of a certain notorious guild which professes to blend
Enid 's Silver Bond. By Agnes Giberne. (58.) - Nisbet & Co.

iwillnever co-mingle - Christianity and the theatre. On the
Somewhat romantic - but the character of the heroine beauti .

tual life of many, who promised well, this guild has had a
fully shows the power of Divine grace to sustain and comfort in

trous effect.
all circumstances of life.

Enfluence and Needs .
Rob and Mag. By L . Marston. Shaw 's Home Series, (6d.)

present under the influence of the Institute there are John F . Shaw & Co.
t six hundred boys and five thousand young women and One of the touching stories of child life in the crowded East
. Will not many pray that these may be benefited for of London , in which children always delight. So full of the

and eternity by this work ? Its aim , positive and distinct, Gospel too, it would be more useful to give away than many

& conversion of souls. In this it has been largely successful ; tracts .
in seeking this manymeans have to be used ; not least the Silverdale Rectory ; or, the Golden Links. By Grace Stebbing.

ning of employment, and the affording of relief in times Shaw 's Home Series (63.) John F . Shaw & Co .
istress in these my readers can render good help . A capital Sunday story for schoolboys. Both these volumes,

i regard to the new Institute, I may note that there is still like their predecessors, are beautifully got up, well printed and

51,950 on the building fund , while about $ 500 are wanted illustrated, and marvels of cheapness.

ompleting the furnishing and fitting up. So long as this Daily Fountain for the Young. By John Mitchell. (28.)

it continues, rent to the extent of £325 per annum is S . W . Partridge & Co.
ved . Communications should be addressed Mr. Courthope An admirable gift book for the children , presenting as it does

odd, TheatricalMission , Henrietta Street, Covent Garden . a daily text and meditation , and affording space for birthday or

ere is urgent need for earnest prayer and practical and other notes. The brief meditations are well fitted to load young

ul help for the mission to a neglected and endangered class ; minds to the Saviour,

too long, have been left outside the circlo of active

tian effort. God has been pleased in no small measure to
ALMANACKS FOR 1887.

ato His approval of the work ; surely His people will not Roll Text Almanack, 1887.- - John F . Shaw & Co .

ckward in supporting what Heis using in blessing tomany . We would remind friends that the large type Almanack ,

PEARL FISHER. issued with this number, is published separately at 9s. 60. per

hundred. We trust it will, as in past years, be largely used in

mission work, hospital and house to house visitation ; most

particularly for the sick and aged , by whom this form is highly

'e John 's Talks with his Nephews. Edited by E . J. Hardy

valued , being easily read when hanging on the wall. Tract

distributors will find it exceedingly valuable as a means of

L. A . (25.) -- Nisbet & Co.
disseminating the Gospel. They would do well to endeavour

cially prepared, as the introduction informsus, for distri to induce those whom they visit to hang a copy on the wall. As

a among the bandand drummer boys of the armyreceiy .
ligious instruction from the editor. There is little in these

a rule , we believe, cottagers and the working classes will be

18 " which will not be equally useful to all boys . In a

found ready to do so, on request ; thus will a silent witness for

Christ and His salvation speak daily and personally in many

, kindly way, uncle John treats the different subjects
homes.

Language," " Moral Pluck, ” “ The Choice of Com Spurgeon 's Nlustrated Almanack . (1d., book form .) - Pass

ag , " " The Choice of a Calling,' & c ., & c . It is a book more & Alabaster.

boys are likely to read , which is saying a good deal.
Will be widely valued, with its admirable selection of daily

Thousand Pounds. By Agnes Giberne. (28.) - Nisbet texts and characteristic gleanings on various important sub

bourer' s daughter opons this story with a description of jects.
leasant childish home ; a change comes over itwhen her John Ploughman 's Almanack . (10 ., sheet form .) – Passmore &
: learns that he has had a legacy of five thousand pounds. Alabaster.
hange for the worse produced by this, and the debt and Always and deservedly popular; alike amusing and instruc

uty caused by anticipating the money, form a readable tive.

istructive tale .
The Ruby Almanack . (10., book form .) - Wheeler Bros.

2f. By Carrie S . Matthews. (18.) - Nisbot & Co.
Will' commend itself to many from its suggestive texts, happy

eet little book on the all- sufficiency of Jesus for sympathy, gleanings, and excellent selection of poetry.

nptation, for sickness, for trial.
The Believer's Almanack . (10. , book form .) - A Holness,

time of our Tribulation . The Story of Piers Gaveston , This also has many good points . The notes on Important

y Emily Sarah Holt. (58.) - John F . Shaw & Co .
Dates and Facts are of themselves of great practical value .

8 Holt here introduces us to one of the saddest and most
The Golden Text Calendar. (A . Holness, 18.), for home, office,

stories in English history, that of the unfortunate King and workshop will, we doubt not, be largely used. While

rd II. and his ill- fated favourite, Piers Gaveston . It has the
serving all purposes of a business calerdar it presents a

of being real history ; there are evidences of careful
choice Scriptural thought for each day.

ich and study on every page. The character of Isabelle , Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may behad of
she-wolf of Franco," as her contemporaries called her, and the publishers, John F . Shaw and Co., 48 , Paternoster Row ,
il influence on the destinies ofher husband and his friends London , E . C ., post free , for the published price. Full cash

rikingly brought out. We cordially commend the book,
discount for general book orders.

Notices of Books.
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GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD,

A Karen Soldier's Prayer. A Hindoo Coolie's Testimony. British Seamen in South

Но

TOWEVER wo may view war in America .

gonoral, the defence of our homes A San Fernando, lately, twenty:09

against cruel plunderers_seems justifi .

THE latest letters received by tbe

ablo on everyground. Hence we may
coolies labouring on the plantations were

give in theso pages " A Karen's prayer ,

show that the work at Pernambuco has
baptized. One of them , an overseer, bore

when called outby the British Govern .
the following testimony to his heathen

points of resemblance to missions to set

ment to defend villages against the countrymen witnessing the baptism :
men nearer home . The missionarywrites:

dacoits : - " O Lord , I need no lawyer or
" You know I have heard and read & -The vessels in port have, when conteni.

intercessor to plead my case with you
good deal about the Christian religion for

ent, been visited , and reading given. Ser.

when I ask you to bless this levy to .
nearly five years, but I read and heard

vices have beenheld each Sunday,twiceor

morrow . You know that this insurrection
that I mightbe better able to oppose it. I board ship, and twice in the newly-opened

was raised by the poongies against you . have spoken against it, and you know I
Sailors' Home. On the Sundaysonwhieb

They could not roach up to overthrow
have kept many ofyou from coming here

the services have been held in the Home

to hear God's Word . By God's mercy,
there were

your throne in the heavens, and so they

no vessels available ico

try to hurl you from your church in Bur.
my eyes have been opened - I can see

services afloat. The services afloat were

mah . It is for your own self-interest to
now . I am not in & fog. I see dis

held on board the Pampero (Capt. George

help us, for they hate us only because
tinctly, and the object I see is Christ.

and the pumbers present at the two

Hebaspaid my debt. There is salvation
services were seventeen

they first hated you, our glorious Head.

on the firs

To.morrow give us cool heads , strong
in Him and not in any other . Some of

occasion, and twenty - four at the second

arms, and steady fingers on our triggers,

you don't see Him . You think I am two ladies being present at the las

and give us a chance to measure with
dishonouring my fathers ' gods , but our

service . In the Home the first service

these idolaters, not our weapons or our
fathers did not hear the words that have was small , there being only six present,

bravery , but their wooden gode against
come to us. Now I know you will go back

but on Sunday last I found a number of

our glorious Jehovah."
to the estate and speak against the

men knocking round the front, and

Christian religion . Hear my counsel , and
invited them in. Of these last I cleared

The Gospel in Corea.
speak against this religion in the presence

seven out ofa grog shop, and took them

of those who can give you strong
with me. There were present a captain

AT

T the last meeting of Directors of the answers. " and his wife, and some engineers af a

National Bible Society of Scot steamboat company here, altogether a

land, Mr, J. A. Thomson , of Yokohama,

reported on a visit he paid to Corea in
An Indian Medical Mission

total of twenty -two at the service. 41

Ticket.

July last. He found the country in a

the close of the service five men signed

the temperance pledge and took the bloe

deplorable state from the ravages of an ANN Indian medical missionary de ribbon. ` Altogether seven pledges were

epidemic disease, said to be cholera , scribing the working of such a mis taken during the month .

following hard on the famines of 1883 sion, gives the following interesting illustra

and 1885 . Trade was at a standstill, tion . He is speaking specially of patients A Lady amongst the Lepers at

Many deaths from starvation had oc coming from distant villages : - As the Jerusalem .

curred ; and in the neighbourhood of patient is registered and receives his R.

Fusan the dead were lying in dozens number, he seats himself to await his Heinrichsteft (Moravian Hospital ,

unburied . At Scoul, the capital, Mr. turn for treatment, and opens his folded Gnadenfeld , Germany :

Thomson preached on Sunday at the ticket to see what directions it contains The most trying work of any allotted

Japanese Legation , the Consul'swife and inside . As this may be the only glim to our sisters is that which falls to the

one of the secretaries being Christian mering of truth that some will have in

Japanese. On the same day the first

lot of Caroline Forenbach, who is filling

the villages from which some these the post of assistant to Brother and
Corean convert over baptized in Corea patients come, a hundred miles away, I

was admitted a member of the Christian

Sister Müller, the House Parents of our

prepared the most concise statement of Leper Home at Jerusalem . Her peculis

Church . This man ascribed his conver Christian truth I could and printed there. trial arises not only from the repulsive

sion largely to the study of the Scriptures . " There is but one true God . Не
nature of the disease, but chiefly from

created, controls, and preserves all

Winning the Boys - An Indian

the fact that it isquite incurable.

things that exist. He is sinless. But Let her tell her own story :- How

Sketch . we are filled with sin. He , to take away gladly would my woman's heart seesome

our sin, sent His own Son , Jesus Christ, healing result of my daily roundof duty,

in Tinnevelly writes an interest
into this world as a Divine Redeemer.

but in ministering to lepers this can

ing account of work amongst girls, and
That Divine Redeemer, Jesus Christ, never be. Ahlto tend incurables in such

tells how in the followingway the boys
gave His life as a propitiatory sacrifice, amalady, from one year's end to another

were won :—The boys had always been
and now, whoever believes on Him, and It is not easy, and sometimes my couraga

very rude , hooting and shouting directly prays to Him, will receive remission of is sorely tried . But, on the other band,

they saw my carriage. Sometimes I sins and eternal life . This is what the there is gladness in being able, in some

have been obliged to close the afternoon's
True Véda, the Holy Bible, teaches us.

work and go home ; at other times I
He turns over to the last page, and

degree , to alleviate such hopeless suffer

ings, and still more to speak even a fer

have taken a gardener down with me to
finds a quotation from one of their words ofsympathy,andpoint, in imperfect

keep them away from the houses while favourite Telugu poets, who wrote six Arab speech, to Him i who healeth si

we were there . If they were allowed centuries ago . For we like , as did Paul, our diseases. "

into the courtyard , theywould interrupt
to clinch a truth by saying, “ One of When new patients come in , our work

everybody ; if shut out they would rattle your own poets has said ." He reads in is very hard to flesh and blood, more 89

and bang the doors, throw stones over
Telugu :

the walls, and even climb upon the roof
" The soul defiled with sin , what real worsbip

than I can describe, till we overcome

pays it ?
their uncleanly condition and habits.

of the house. To put a stop to all this The pot unclean , the cookery, who eats it ? At first, they hardly know what to make

annoyance, we thought we would win The heart impure , though it essays devotion ,

them over by opening a boys' school.
Can Deity receive it ? Nay, nay . Be pure, O

of a bed, having never slept in one before,

man . "
Their nightsare often spent in holes of

My husband gave me one of his trained
And we add below this : " To give us

the rocks. A spoon is a puzzle to them.

students for this purpose, and small
this very purity of heart spoken of by

But by and by they fall into our orderi

bands of students when out street preach your poet our Divine Redeemer, Jesus arrangements, and then they would be

ing would pay a visitto this village.
Christ, came into this world. Believe in sorry to return to the Lazar House at

Now those dearchildren are daily under Him ."
Siloam . And when they thus become

the teaching and influence of Christian attached to our and their home we are

teachers, their young hearts and minds well pleased .

being stored with “ the old , old story of San Salvador.-Mr. Weeks reports After reading this letter it will not be

Jesus and His love," before they are that he has been able to translate seven: difficult for English Christians to accede

hardened by sin and closed by prejudice teen chapters of Matthew's Gospel, and toour sister'searnestrequest, to be

and superstition . The
results arewith our has already putinto type up to the rememberedin theprayersof God's deat

Master, who said to Peter, and still says fourth chapter. He expects to have the people, that her faith and courage may

to all His followers—" Feed My lambs, " whole of the Gospel printed by Christmas , notfail.

A
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE

PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL

AMONG THE JEW8. - Established 1842 .

President - W.G . HABERS ON, Esq.

The Bociety has upwards of 100 Agents , who

carry the Gospel to lue Jews in England, Italy ,

Germany, Austria , Russia and lurkey. The
labours of the Missionaries are supplemented by

the work of Schoolmasters and Colporteuis

Tracts and Copies of the Scriptures are circu .

lated . ManyJews have,by this society, boen led

to believe that Jesus is the Christ . Much good

has been done among the thousands of Jews in

Loudon by the various Agents, by the House of

Call, and by the New Mission House, with its im

portant Medical Missions.
Increased funds are urgently needed ,

and will be toankfullyreceived bythe Secretary ,

Rev. J. DUNLOP, at the Offico ,

96 , Great Russell Street , Bloomsbury, London .

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA .

-This Bociety is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among the children of lndia by means of
teachers and books . Christian literature for

adults is also provided . Reports ana Papers will

be sent on application . Funds urgently needed .

Address - the Secretaries ,O.V.E.O. ,

7 , Adam Street, Strand, London, W.O.

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY

-This Society circulated last year nearly 88

millions of publications in 177 languages. It

uses ail its Missionary Funds for the object for

woich they are subscribed , and pays ali its ex

penses outof Trade Funds. It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigranta

and bailors ; has issued neariy forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Missionary bocieties,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous uistribution .

Anannual subscriptiun of 10s. 6d . or upwards

constitutes mecubership, and a sum of £10 20s.

Lire membership . All subscribers receive copies

of the new tracus , &c .

Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries.
Rev. LEWIS BORREIT WHITE, D.D. , and

kev . 8. G. GREEN , D.D.,

56 , Paternoster Row, London , E.C

FOREIGN MISSION NOTES,

Bengal, Rev. Dr. A. M. Symington Prayer for Missions. - Sunday,

says, isripe for more extensive preaching the 28th inst ., has been appointed as a

of the Gospel.

Day of Intercession for Foreign Missions .Arabia . - Dr. Baruch Stewart Cowen Mr. Wigram bas started, on his

has been appointed to medical mission tour, and isnow, it is believed , at Tiane
service in Arabia.

velly,
Rescued . - Fifty -two more rescued South Italy .- A new evangelistic

slaves have been handed over by the hall has been opened in Avellino, nesr

British Consul to the C.M.S. Mission at Naples.

Frere Town,

A Mohammedan at Agra has just
English in South America. been baptized, after suffering consider

Rev. R.Allen has been making long able persecution for Christ's sake .

rides to widely scattered English stations, Yoruba Country . — The O.M.S.

preaching the Gospel to these dwellers missionaries here have been successful in

afar.

establishing peace between some tribesThe Waldensians held lately , at long at war one with the other.

Rome, their annual synod and evidence Mrs. Nicoll writes from Chung-K'ing

appeared of active work and extended that God has made the wrath of man to
nsefulness.

praise Him , and that since the riots
Ladies' Work . - Two ladies, Misses

greater access is found to the people.
Byron and Macintosh, have just been Soldiers at Cairo . On another

itinerating alone in Yuhshan, China, and page will be found an interesting report

have been well received in the villages. from the Gordon Reader labouring in

Persia . - Mrs. Hoernle, wife of the connection with the Army Scripture

medical missionary at
Ispahan, and Readers' Society.

daughter of Dr. Bruce, has just been Congo River. - Mr, Michael Richards

called home , leaving her husband with a writes:-Our work is progressing won
motherless babe.

derfully . In consequence of our very
Eastern Africa .--Encouraging letters successful medical work here the native

have been received as to the progress of doctors are fast losing both patients and

the work at Frere Town . At kabai many patience. The people are ever ready to

Wa-Nika chiefs have expressed their Tisten to the good news.

desire to " join the Book ."
A Karen Boatman was to carry the

Osaka . — The largest girls' school in Gospel to a wild tribe in the jungle , and

connection with the C.M.S. Japan Mis was offered four rupees a month . “ No,

sion is carried on at Osaka by Misses teacher,” he replied, “ I could not go for

Boulton and Hamilton, sent out by the

Female Education Society.
four rupees amonth , but I could do it for

Christ. And he went, and God blessed

Mr. Moody, assisted by Mr. Whittle, him.

isconducting a mission atAuburn, State Dr. Dowkott, speaking lately in

ofNew York . The crowds, it is stated, New York , said he thought the amount

are so great that people gather on the of sickness among the heathen was little

adjoining roofs and ascend by ladders to known in the civilized world . He believed

the windows of the building in which Mr.

Moody speaks.
that every foreign missionary should

South American Missionary
possess some medical knowledgo in order

to do successful work.
Society._Rev. Thomas Bridges has now Mr. William Noble closed his

arrived in England, having been detained mission at Brisbane with an enthusiastic

in Buenos Ayres, where he met Bishop farewell . • The audiences, '
says an

Stirling, and conferred with him onmany Australian contemporary,
“ included

important subjects connected with the working men and loafers, fallen women

Southern Mission.
and habitual drunkards ; the special

A Bible Ship . - A friend has offered efforts to reach these classes having

to the British and Foreign Bible Society
proved successful. "

to purchase for them a Bible ship to be Central Africa . - Letters from

manned by sailor colporteurs to visit the Mpwapwa and Mamboia give thankful

islands ofthe Asiatic archipelago, but the and hopeful accounts of the work, which

state of the Society's funds prevents the has for so long been discouraging. The

acceptance of the generous offer.
few converts already baptized show muchLabourers Wanted . - We learn
conscientiousness and zeal ; and others

that the foreign mission committee of the

are inquiring and learning. Dr. BaxterPresbyterian Church are in search of a at Mpwapwa,the Rev. H. Cole at Kisokwe,

suitable man to proceed to Amoy to assist and Mr. J. Roscoe at Mamboia, all write

in the training of native students for the in the same strain.

ministry. They also want an ordained Suffering for Christ . - A mission.

and a medical missionary to break new ary writing from China remarks: This

ground to the westof Amoy.
morning a little girl was called out from

The Antipodes. - We gladly ob the service and beaten by her father for

serve that the Evangelization Society of attending. She was with her mother,

Victoria offers to send evangelists in any who is a Christian . They both went

part of Australia . Amongst those who
away with the father, who is attachedlabour in connection withthe society are to a mandarin's office. The girl has

some well known in this land - such as a suffered more for the Master than I have.

son ofMr. Grattan Guinness, also Messrs. I have never been beaten.

A. J. Clarke and Charles Carter .
Tribulation for My Sake. - Refer

The oohemian Church . - The
ring to come poor Christian villagers

Presoyterians in Canada have contributed she visited , Miss Drake says : -- Wnilst

£ 5,000 to this church. They say : Our they had been to chapel on Sunday the

Bohemian brethren are poor and weak landlord of their little piece of land had

& mere remnant of the great and prosper sent and pulled up all their wheat, which

ous church which once flourished in they had been depending upon to pay

Bohemia . The fatal shadow of the Papal him and get food for themselves, but he

tyranny has blighted our sister churoh . would not wait, and did this cruel thing,

She is now seeing better days,
because they were Christians,

ANGLO -INDIAN

EVANGELIZATION SOCIETY .

PRINCIPAL SIR WILLIAM MUIR said at a

Meeting in London last year : “ I do not kuow

any societytuat does so muchgood for so little

money . The late Rev. DR. DUFF said : “ The

object of this Society is second to noue in a

Unristian point of view ."

MR. SPURGEON wishes it “ growing success,

an , greatly appreciates its objectsand methods."
DR. HORATIU . BONAR desires to see it moro

widely sympathized with . "

Fuuds urgently required to extend the

work on Railways, and among Planters, &c .
Contributions may besent to the Becretary , the

Rev.John FORDYCE , 33 , Sutherland Place , Bays

water , W. , or tue Ofico, 7, Adam Bt.,Btrand , W.0.

.

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

President- Gen , bir A. J. LAWRENCE , K.C.B.

Sole abject of the Society to spread the saving

knowledge of Christ among our soldiers . Contri
butions will be thankfurly received by the

Treasurer, V. G. M. HOLT, Esq ., 17 , Wuitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon. Sec .; or by

the Secretary , Mr.W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.O.

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C.- European

Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 254, NativeLay

Agents 3,609, Schools 1,720 . Subscriptions

urgently needed for rapidly extending work

anong a thousand millions of Heathens and
Mahoinmedans , Hon . Sec ., Rev. F.E. WIGRAM ,

Lay Sec ., General GEORGE HUTCHINSON ,

1
1

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF

PERSECUTED JEWS.

" SYRIAN UULUNIZATION FOND,”

Shaftesbury Memorial Fund , sanctioned by

LORD SHAFTESBURY, in aiu of Jews in the Holy

Land , to enable them to oblain a livelihood , by

agriculturai and other iudustry

Hon , Treasurer - R . O. L. DEVAN, Esq.

Donations received by the Bankers, MOSSIS,

Drummunu & Co., Uharing Cross, B.W .; Messrs .

Barclay, Bevan , Tritton,& Co. , 54, Louvard

Street, E.0. ; the Bank of Engiand ; the Royal
Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland , Secretary - E . A. FINN ,

Otice - 41, Parliament St, Westminster, 8.W.
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REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

“Let your requests be made kroren to God . "

11,159. For much blessing upon special services, to be conducted by it

J. Clinie, at trie “ Rest, " Wood Green .

11,160 . For the recovery cf a dear wife .

11,161 . For a special mission in North East London .

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE Union PORTIONS,

Nov. 21st - Mark xiv. 32-45 Nov, 25th - Mark xy . 16-3 !

22nd - Mark xiv, 46-59 26th - Mark xv . 33-47

23rd – Mark xiv . 60—72 27th - Mark xvi. 1

24th --Mark xv , 1-15

the to

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS,

The Evangelization Society is prepare i to send qualified Evangelists

to any part of England, Ecotland , and Wale upon dus notica , Apply

to Hon . Secretary . 21 , Surrey Street , Strand , W.C.

Y.M.C.A., City, New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue , Leadenhall

Stree : (late of Gr.cechurch Street ) . - Bible Keading for young men,

Sunday, at 3.30 ; workers' monthly meeting, Thurs. Nov. 18th , 6 p.m .;
social gathering, Fri., Nov. 19th , 6.30, Messrs. W. H. Seagram and A.
Burson ; teaand coffee, 6 p.m. Mission Work each evening at Ber.

mondsey, Whitechapel, Lambeth, & c ., at 8 p.m. Meeting of City

Police, 23rd, 7 p.m. Mr. J. Her er ; Tritton will preside. Addresses
by Mr. H.W. Maynard and Supt. Foster.

Special Prayer for increased power of the Holy Spirit on all Christian

service in Conference Hall, Eccleston Street , each morning, 15th to

20th , at 11.30.

Deepening ofSpiritual Life: --Priday, at 3.30 p.m. , in Stafford Rooms,

Titchborne street,Edgeware Road.

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N. - Sun ., Nov. 21st, Mr. P. B. Bade.

noch , afternoon , at 3.30 ; Mr. Ohas. Cook , evening, at 7 ,

Bournemouth, Shaftesbury Hall, Dec. 1st to dri, meetings for the

deepening of spiritual life . Revs. H. Webb -Peploe, Evan Hopkins,

CA. Fox , E. W. Moore, & c . Chairman , Mr. H. Bowker. For particulars

apply Captain Dawson, Bournemouth .

Y.M.C.A.., Exeter Hall. - Thurs day evening Bible lectures on " Practical

Christianity," by the Rev. Evan Hopkins , as follows : -Nov, 25th , Its
Power. Each evening at 8 o'clock .

Y.M.C.A. (Southwark Branch ), 26 and 28. Newington Causeway, 6. E.

Mon., Nov. 15th and 22nd, Outlinesof Prophetic Truth , Dr. R. Ander

son , at 8.30 . Ladies are invited to Dr. Anderson's lectures .

Zenana Medical Colloge, 58 , St. George's Road . - Bible Reading

and Prayer Meeting at noon every Saturday, at which Miss Nugeng

and other friends preside.

Children's Special Service Mission - Seaside Services . -- Mr. E.

Arrowsmith , at Southport and Waterloo (near Liverpool), Nov. 14-30 ;
Mr. H. M. Trickett, at Manchester and neighbourhood, Nov. 8-24 ; at

Liverpool, early in Dec .; Mr. G. Banaster, at Dorking, Nov. 14-21 ;

Mr. W. Bhrimpton,at Stoke-on - Trent, Nov. 22 ; Mr. H. 8. Lidstone, at

Barking, Nov. 22-26 ; Mr. J. Spiers, at Brockley Road Schools , New

Oross , Nov. 15-19th , at 7 o'clock ; Mr. O. F. Jones, at Richmond, Nov.

25 ,26 ; Mr. T. Sayer, at Castle Yard Sunday School,Borough, Nov.22-26.

Youths'Institute , Old Pye Street, Westminster ( * One Tun ' Mission ) ;

-Prayer meeting every Wednesday, from 1 to 1.30 . Conducted by Mr.

J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday, from 6.30 to 8 .

Talbot Tabornacle, Powis Square . -Sunday, Frank A. White , at lla,m .
and 7 p.m.

Mr. Gawin Kirkham . - November 19th -21st, Brimscombe , Gloucester ;

22nd, Broxbourne ; 23rd , St. Luke's , Hackney ; 29th, St. Ju le's ,Chelsea.
House of Rest, 8 , Cambridge Gardens , Kilburn .-- Friday, 19th , at ? p.m.

* God's Voice in Judgments " (Rev. xvi. 1-11 ) , Tea at six . San ., 21st , at

3.30 p.m., " The Possibilities of Faith " ( Eph . i . 15-23 ).

Agricultural Hall, Islington.- Evangelistic services every Sunday at
3.30 and 7 p.m., conducted byRev. Dr. Toain Davidson and others.

St. George's Hall: - Mr. Bhuldham Henry during November ( D.V. ).

Sun., at 11 and 7. Also at Burlington Hall , Suvile Ro ', on Wed. , at 8 .

Rev.W.Hay M. H. Aitken's engagements are : --Nov. 21st, St. Mrry's,

Nottingham , to Dec. 6th ; Dec.7th to 15th , AlbertHall, Nottingham
Jan. 9th to 24th, or longer, St. Mark 8 , Barrow,

Mr. T. Shuldham Henry, M.A. , will ( D.V. ) give addresses to Chris

tiin , at the Hill, King George Streat, Greenwich , on “ Victory over

World ,” “ Perfect Peace," on Tuesday , November 23rd an 1 30ch .

Open Air Mission (West London Auxiliary).-Quarterly meeting,

Trinity Chapel, John Street, Edgware Road , Monday ( 22nd) . Chuir to
be taken at 7.30 by Mr, W. H. F. Seagram . A Bible Lecture by Me.

Frank White ; subject, “ The Tabernacle in the Wilderaoss , and the

Temple of Solomon . Illustrated by a large number of costly and

beautiful dissolving views .

Chelsea Chapel, Lower Sloane Street. ---Evangelistic Services,conducted

hy Mr. A. A. Harmer, from Nov. 24th to Dec. 6. The Clapham Gospel

Maio Choir will sing on the 24th .

Conference Hall , 143, Claphamn Road, 8.W. - Sunday, Children's

service, 11a.m.; Gospe) service by Mr.Powell, 7p.m.

Barbican Mission to the Jews, 11 , Torriano Avenue, Camden Road,
N.W.-Mr. Warschawski's Bible rcadings in the Prophecies, the last

Tuesday in eachmonth, at 3 p.m. Tea at 4.30 .

The Clapham Gospel Male Choir has now commenced a new

session . Allcommunicationsshould be addressed to the Hon . Sec ., Mr.

H. W. Heathcote, 7, Mayheld Villas, Mºrton Road. Wands worth.

Olapton Hall, Alkham Road, Cazenove Road , Upper Clapton --Mr. J.
Denham Smith , Fridays, at 7.30 ., Sunrays ,at 6.80 .

ConferenceHall , Eccleston Street, S.W.-Mr. Jas. L. Stanley ,

Bundav, at 3.30 and 7 , and Friday at 8 ; prayer, Tuesday, 11.30 a.m.

Dr. H. Sinclair Paterson will preach (D.V.) on Sunday, at 11 a.m.

and 7 p.m.,in Trinity Presbyterian Church , Kensington Park Road, W.

Rev. Adolph Sapair, D.D., will preuch (D.V.) on Sunday, at 11 a.m. ,

in Belgrave Presbyterian Church , Halkin Street, w.

Evangelistic Mission (under the direction of O. Russell Hurditch ).

Kilbura dall, Kilburn Gate (not Town Hall).-Mr. C. V. T. Onslow ,

Bun ., at 7 p.m., and Wed. , at 7.30 p.m .; prayer, Mon. , 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. H. W. Taylor, Bun., ? p.m .; Mr.

Frederick Newth , of Barnet, on Thurs., atx ; prayer , Fri., 8 p.m.

Dalston Hall, 105 , Dalaton Lane, E. -Mr, Rebert Paton , Sun., 7 p.m .;
Mr.W. H. Smith , Thurs. , 8 p.m .; prayer, Tucs , 8.30 p.m.

Bignola Hall, Bignold Road, Station Road, Forest Gate.-Mr. J. B.
Wookey , Bun., 7 p.m., and Wej . , at 8 p.m .; also to women only,

Sun., 3.30 p.in .; men only , Tuls ., 8 p m .; Mon., prayer, 8.15 p.m.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall) , Hammersmith
Road, Dr. Poplim , Sun., at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m., also on Thurs. , 8

p.m.; Mr. F. Newth , Sun., at ? p.m .; prayer, Tues., 8 p.m.

Ham persmith ,Upper Mission Room ,130, King street. – Mr. W. H.
Smith, San ., ? p.m., and Wed., at 8 p.m.; prayer, Sat., 8 p.in.

Mortlake , S. W .-- The " Rest " Mission Room . - Mr. Ralph Jackman ,
Bun . , at 7, and Wed., at 8 .

Mission at Tavistock.

PROM an interesting report, by the Vicar, of Rev. 0.1

isome time we have felt the need of a deep stirring of the hear

n our church services and in our church work. With verycom

plete parochial machinery, there seemed to be no power to

make it work effectively. We came to the conclusion, after some

consultation together, that, by God's blessing, a well-condicted

mission would give us the spiritual impetus that we wanted

Now the mission is over, and it has done for us far more than

the most sanguine ventured to hope. Our fine old church

which seats a thousand people, wascrowded night after night,

and on the evening of the second Sunday must have beau

packed with fifteen hundred. Mr. Atherton showed a wonderfu

power of adapting his teaching to his audience. His star

colloquial addresses atmidday drew from two to three hundredi

working men, to sacrifice day after day twenty minutes out of

their dinner hour, whilst his telling talk to the children dres

the little ones to come trooping to hear him , all through the

mission , every afternoon whentheir school work was over. But

what most exceeded our expectation was Mr. Atherton's in

struction in the spiritual life during the quiet hours oftheman

ing. These were most searching, most interesting, mor:

edifying, and they will probably leave the most lasting effect,

because they had most influence with our church members and

church workers ; and , of course, upon their closer walk with Go

depends very much the future well-being of the parish. It

would not be right to omit the fact that other bodies of Chris

tians throughout the town have reaped great spiritual advan

tage fromour Church mission , andare thanking us for bringin

such a missioner into Tavistock, As to the numbers directi

benefited , over three hundred adults , and more than one han

dred children, have given in their written testimony; but those

figures must be doubled to express anything like the full in

sure of blessing . Besides, or rather in connection with, the

fresh spiritual joy and strength brought to individuals, wetini

a new brightness and reality infused into all oue work and al.

our worship .

Evangelization or Conversion ?-By a printer's erry ,

the seventh paragraph opens in the letter on this subject in op
last issue) , “ It is certain . " It should have been " Is

certain ? " &c. , our correspondent intending to ask the questa

Dr. Somerville, accompanied by his son, Rev. Jane

Somerville, has been continuing his Highland evangelistic to

during the past week. At Lochcarron , Torridon, and App *

cross he had large congregations. At the first named piscasta

ex - moderator's sermon was translated into Gaelic as he fepu

ceeded by Mr.Macrae of Carloway.

“ Rest " Mission, Wood Green, N.-Mr. J. Clarve,

evangelist, from Scotland, will conduct special services het

from November 21st to 28th, forwhich prayer is desired.1

work here has rapidly grown, and during this year valna!

help in ministry and preaching the Gospel has been loring

rendered by our brothersHucklesby, Lane, Oaslow , HAFLE

McVicker, Manders, Matthews, Opio Rodway, Gill, and the

others, with very encouraging results.

DIMNESS OF SIGUT AND BLINDNESS are frequent

caused by the useof unsuitable Spectacles. The Rev. Dr.Crowther,
Joseph's College, Dumfries , writes : - " I cannot describe the soul

derive from the use of yourglasses,both by day and night. I find me
or weariness as I used to ; aid I have taken to reading books Ihad par
as too trying for the eyes on account ofthe smallness ofthetype." To

SirJuliusBenedictwrote— “ Ihave tried theprincipal opticians inLas
without success, but the spectacles you haveadapted suit admirably;.*

clearness of your glasses as compared with others is really sarpsi

The Rev. R.H. Baynes, M.A., Hon.Canon, WorcesterCathedral, Fride

- "The spectacles you adaptedareall I could desire,andmyeyes feel stof

already. I only regret I didnotknow of your exceeding skil gets **

scientifically adaptshis IMPROVEDSPECTACLESto assist and screare

theweakest sights.Pamphletcontaining suggestions forthepresenting

of sight free .

Buildings, Cross Street,MANCHESTER ;" , Corporstua

Street,BIRMINGHAM ; and 120,Buohanan stroot, Glasgor

-ADVT.

Donations Received .

EOLL'S WORK AT PORT SAID .

F. +

£ 8. d .

.. 0 2 6000 100
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CASH PRIZES.
HOMES OF HOPE,

4,5,& 6 ,REGENT SQUARE, GRAY'S INN ROAD,LONDON,W.C.

50 GUINEAS

" Sent,'

The Homes were established for the less degraded class

of Penitent Young Women .

Special efforts o remade on behalf of Mothers with their first infants,who

are really the most hopeful class of the fallch , and are generally greatly to

be pitied .

A Home has been opened for the reception of such young women , before

they become mothers,as are unfitted , from their previous good character

and position , to mix with others. The applications for admission are pain .

fully urgent.

Funds are greatly needed. WM . HORNIBROOK, Secretary.

Bankers - LONDON & WESTMINSTER , Bloomsbury Branch , High Holborn .

The Kensington Fine Art Association,beingdesirous of furtherextending Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

Established in 1834, før the purpose of affording instruction in the

Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,
Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .

· Secretary. Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London , S.W.

Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16, St. James Street,
London , 8.W.

NEW BOOK BY MISS HOLT (Just Published:)

IN ALL TIME

OF OUR

TRIBULATION :

THE STORY OF PIERS GAVESTONE.

By Emily S. Holt, Author of " Mistress Margery," " Not for Him , ” &o ,

Large Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt top, 58.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO . , 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

IN CASH PRIZES

will be presented , entirely Free of charge, to the Twenty Readers who form

the highest number of Dictionary Words out of the word

PRESENTATION.

Thus , for example , Present,' ," " Rest,” « Nation , " & c. , subject to

the conditions named below . This amount will be divided as follows:

FIRST PRIZE , £20. SECOND PRIZE, £10 10s.

THIRD PRIZE, £ 6.

And 17 other Cash Prizes of One Pound each.

Hence every competitor will have TWENTY CHANCES OF WINNING

ONE OF THÉ TWENTY CASH PRIZER.

the sale of their Art Productions at Popular Prices, have decided to offer

the above Prizes, ENTIRELY FREE OF CHARGE, to all readers who shall

become patrons of their

ART SELECTED PARCEL OF PICTURES.

Consisting of fourteen of the most beautiful, charming ,and varied subjects,

for Post Office Order ls .9d . or 23 stamps. Every Parcel will contain a

charmingly -coloured Oil Picture ,entitled

" A WRECK ON THE GOODWIN SANDS,"

Measuring 27inches by 16 , from the grand and Original Painting by that

Eminent Marine Artist, WILLIAM BROOME, Esq .

This scene is one of intense interest to all lovers of marine views . A large

stretch of sea is represented in the picture, with the waves rolling in all

their mighty grandeur,and so severe is the storm raging thatthe schooner

to the left is a complete water -logged wreck . The waves dash over the

deck with tremendous force, but tortunately the lifeboat which is just leav.

ing the wreck has rescued every soul ; but the crew are having an anxious

tiine, wondering whether they will get to shore again , for they well know

the treachery of the Goodwin Sands in such a wind and storm . The sun

is not completely obscured , and the reflection through the clouds gives a

charming effect to the whole scene.

About twenty-three colours are used in the production of this large an 1
splendid work , and they are so well blended that it is really next to impos.

sible to detect the picture from the original oil painting, for it is executed

in thehighest style of art, andsuperbly coloured with great delicacy and
exact fidelity to nature, thetexture of the canvas and theverybrushmarks

of theoriginal being reproducel in the most astonishing manner.
In addition to this magniticent picture, each parcel will also contain Two

beautiful Plaque Pictures (Animal Subjects) , DOG'S HEADS, both framed

complete in imitation plush frames, ready for hanging, and Eleven other

Charming Subjects, the selection of wbich must be leftto the Association .

" A WRECK ON THE GOODWIN SANDB" alone is worth at least half- a

crown , butall readers applying before November 30th will secure thewhole

Fourteenchoice artproductions for Post Office Order 1s . 91. , or 23 stampi

carriage free.

In every parcel sent out will also be enclosed a signed PRIZE CERTIFI

CATE, which will entitle the holder to compete , ENTIRELY FREE OF

CHARGE, for the above prizes. Full particulars of the Competition will

be found printed on the Prize Certificate .

A cheque will be forwarded to each of the twenty successfulcompetitors

on December 3Jth , and the names and addresses of the TWENTY sucess.

ful compe'itors will be published in the advertisement columns of the

London Standard of December 31st, 1886 .

All orders must be accompanied. by the following Bond, which should be

cut out and forwarded , with remittance, with a little delay as possible :

WORD AND WORK PRIZE BOND. [No. 39 .;

Please order before November 30th , unless from abroad .

On receipt of this Bond, accompanied by Post Office Order value ls . 90 .

(or23 penny stamps ), we agree to forwaro, carriage paid ,toanyaddress

in the United Kingdom , one Parcel of our Art selected Productions ,

containing fourteen beautifuland varied subjects, including the Large
and MagnificentlyColoured Oil Picture, entitled

" A WRECK ON THE GOODWIN SANDS ,” as described above .

We also agree to enclose in each parcel, ENTIRELY FREE

OF CHARGE, one PRIZE CERTIFICATE , which will entitle the

Holder to compete, ENTIRELY FREEOF CHARGE, for the TWENTY

CASH PRIZES amounting to FIFTY GUINEAS.

(Sigued ) WALTER H. BACON, Manager.

THE KENSINGTON FINE ART ASSOCIATION ,

Kensington Road , Kensington , Loudon ,W.

N.B , - The exquisite Companion Picture to "A WRECK ON THE

GOODWIN SANDS," entitled “ OFF THE EDDYBTONE LIGHT.

HOUSE ,” together with Twenty -six other Pictures, and an extra Cer:

tificate , can be secured by sending for Two Parcels (Post Office Order,

38., or 29 siamps) , carriage free. These two Pictures alone are honestly

worth Five Shillings per pair .

The Association have a very beautiful picture (upright shape ) , 26 inches

by18}inches, entitled "A MOTHER'SJOY," particularly suitable for a
centre subject to the abovepair of pictures,"A WRECK ONTHEGOOD.

WIN SANDS,” and “ OFFTHE EDDYSTONE LIGHTHOUSE ," The

charming picture " A MOTHER'S JOY," we can offer to the readers of this
paper at 1s. 93. per copy by P.0.0 . or 23 sta np3, post free .

If you can get four of your friends to become purchasers of these cheap

Parcels of Pictures wewill send you an extra Certificate, thus enabling
you to compete without becoming a purchaser.

Post Office Orders are preferred to Postal Orders , and to be made payable
at Kensington Park Road Post Office ,London .

EXTRA SPECIAL NOTICE .THE PRIZE OFTEN GUINEAS

in connection with the word " KENSINGTON” was won by Mrs. Joshua

Dodgson, of HighfieldHouse,Elland , via Normanton , Yorkshire ; and for

the exceptionally ARTISTIC ARRANGEMENTof their con petitions Extra

Special Awards were also grantedto Mr. James Radcliff , of 13 , Parr

Street,Kendal, Westmoreland , and Mrs. Fannie Allen Radcliffe, of 3, Prim

rose Terrace, Harrington, Cumberland.

The result of the competition onthe word " KENSINGTONIAN” will be

duly published in the next issue ofthispaper ,

WALTER HENRY BACON,

The Kensington Fine Art Association ,
KENSINGTON ROAD, KENSINGTON , LONDON, W.

Seni one stumpfor our new Catalogue of Pictures, Christmas Novelties,

Christmas Cards, & c .

CONSUMPTION CURABLE !

" MR G. T. CONGREVE on

CONSUMPTION

AND ITS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT.

Showing that direful disease to be curable in all

its stages ; with observations on

ASTHMA, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, & c .”

SIXPENOE (post free) , or Large Edition (cloth ), ls . 3d . ,

from the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S.E. , and

Elliot Stock, 62 , Paternoster Row, E.O.

THE

NINETEENTH SERIES OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING, FROM NOV. TO JAN .

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER.

Mr. Congrove will" givo ONE RECENTCASE , NOT PUB .

LISHED BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK.

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

ASTHMA.-CASE ofaLADY at SHEPHERD'S
BUSH.

In August of last year (1885) I was consulted, at Coombe Lodge, by the

daughter of this patient, who was a lady then 75 years old .

The asthms had been brought on by bad colds, and then acute brouchitis

followed , terminating in this most distressing complaint -- a disease espe

cially trying to the aged , and difficult to touch when the constitution is
enfeebled by age.

The symptoms ofasthma are so well known and described in my book, I
need not lengthen the story of this. Suffice it to say, she had taken a small

quantity of my medicine on her own account , and had found relief, anat
slept better, so that she was anxious for full advice from me. The most

careful dieting was necessary in her case--the use of injections , the rubbing

with Anodyne, and Stimulant Embrocation , in conjunction with the Bal

sam , and afterwards a Tonic, a, auxiliary .

In September the daughter writes : - " Our dear mother is better since

taking your medicine. She is stronger, able to dress herself, and has been

out three times in a bath -chair. She is better able to cope with her attacks . "

In a subsequent letter she writes : - " My mother quite recovered from

the asthma . " She blesses Mr. Congreve, and says he was the making of

her. You can quote my letter if you please , reserving the name and ad

dress for private reference only ."

NOTE. – Days of Consultation, - TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAYMornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance_should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book irst.
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ALMANACKS FOR 1887.
PUBLISHED BY JAMES E . HAWKINS.

THE GOLDEN GRAIN ALMANACK , and Christian 's Text Book for 1887.
Price One Penny Limp Cloth , 4d . ; Interleaved , Cloth Boards, Gilt Edges, ed .

" TheGolden Grain Almanack ’ is a most valuable little publication , and the price being only a penny, it ought to have,and we trest villan

sale of myriads.' ” - Christian Standard .

THE MILDMAY CALENDAR A very pretty Floral design , of oak leaves, & c., printed in 14 colon.

and gold , with gold bevelled edge, and strong support at back, so that it can stand on table or shelf. Size 7 by 6. Pria

One Shilling
THE GOLDEN GRAIN DIARY. Roan Tuck . One Shilling and Sixpence.

THE GOLDEN GRAIN BOOK ALMANACK . (Large Type Edition .) Most suitable for old people

Price Twopence ; or in Cloth , 6d .

THE GRACIOUS WORDS ALMANACK . 32 pp. demy 16mo., with Cover .
This Almanack will be found most useful for wide circulation amongst the unsaved. It is printed in good type, and somit

besides the Texts arranged under various heads, a number of striking pages ofGospel truth , with two full-page Series

Illustrations. Price One Penny ; Cloth , 6d .

THE GOLDEN GRAIN SHEET ALMANACK , Containing WOODCUT ILLUSTRATIONS, AT

OF SCRIPTURE FOR EACH DAY IN THE YEAR, HYMNS, GOSPEL EXTRACTS, & o . Price One Penny. Specially suitada
local use. Prices on application .

THE MILDMAY SCREEN CALENDAR for the Pocket. Designs of the Four Seam
One Shilling.

LONDON : JAMES E . HAWKINS, 17, PATERNOSTER ROW , E . C . ; AND 36 , BAKER STREET, W .

THAMES CHURCH MISSION. ON THE DEEP SEA
INSTITUTED 1844.

President
The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .

Bankers
Messrs . LLOYDS, BARNETT3, BOSANQUETS, & 00 ., Limited .

The Agents of this Society go forth day by day in the strength of the
Lord of Hosts carrying the tidings of Salvation amongst countless thou
Bands who use the Port of London .

IS IT NOTHING TO YOU "
"hat men employed on the River Thames are perishing on every hand ;
who know not that “ the gift of God is eternal life " ?

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

READER ...... ...HELP US .
Nos. of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts , & c ., are also wanted ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplains and Missionaries.

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work of the

Mission (with dissolving views) at Schoolroom , Lecture Hall, or Drawing
rcom Meetinge.

(Address) Rev . HENRY BLOOMER , Secretary .
Offices, 81, Now Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E .O .

FIVE YEARS AGO & visit paid to the North Sea Trevligt
proved , by God's Providence, the commencement of
happier e poch for the Deep-Sea Fishermen . Until the s

thousands of our countrymen had toiled - not only is also
at all seasons, and in daily peril of their lives, but

isolation from all Christian or moral influences.

TO -DAYseven Mission Smackscruise in theNorth Sea,servinge
Dispensary , Temperance Hall, and Club

Two of these vessels were equipped at a cost of £4,550,al
sented to the Institution by generous donors. The resulta
were originally private property , and merely lent for

purposes, and although & CODsiderable portion of tbeit

money has been defrayed during the current year, a sus

still remains to be cleared off before they are free from

and registered in the names of Trustees as the necunleal

perty of the Mission .

Moreover , SEVEN VESSELS CANNOT MEET THE RED

MENTSOF TWELVE FLEETS,and all persons on shore EDIT

our beloved Queen (which every one "DOE3) and sympathi

the storm -tossed smacksmen (which every one OUGHT 10
invited to contribute towards a special fund to be
" Queen Victoria Purchase and Endowment Fund, in orde te
Mission Smacks may be sent forth as at once & Menca
Majesty ' s Jubilee and as Heralds of Mercy from the King

ministering healing and comfort to the bodies, and peste
ness to the hearts of the fishermen .

Sums received for this object will be paid to a special
Account opened in the names of Trustees at Messrs. Gurnes
Bank,Great Yarmouth .

The Duke ofGRAFTON , K .G ., Trustee . E . J . MATHE , Diece

MISSION TO DEEP-SEA FISHERMEN,
Bridge House, 181, Queen Victoria Street,LA

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.
Extra flexible , silk sewed, in best Bagster morocco, kid-lined, olastic band .

With full helps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting edges, elastic band. From 48.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED
15 , PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON .

Any quantity cut, at

Wholesale Price .
Ladies ! I Send for Box of Patterns, Post Free,

THE

DARLINGTONEDRESS FABRICS 21
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O
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EMILY LEAKEY, EXETER
of “ Clear Shining Light and

and Eyes " ), asks help to

Home for the Fallen .

MUUR

Hasse 3

(Seven Prize Medals . Extd . 1752.)
Are from the same yarns as those supplied to H . R . . . the Princess of

Wales ; and are manufactured entirely by us, on our own premises.

Warranted to Wear and Always Look Well.

Autumn and Winter Patterns, Post Free .
OUR CROSS-WARP SERGES, 10 d . to 3 /- per yd., are practically Un

tearable either way of the cloth . Our GOLD MEDAL Cashmeres, 1 / 6 to
4 / 6 per yd . ; Meriaos, 2 /- to 3 / 6 per yd . ; Ottomans, 1/ . to 3 /- per yd . :
Costume Cloths, 8 d . to 4 / 9 per yd. ; Cords, bd . to 1/6 per yd. ; ali the
above are plain and coloured . Ocean , Canvas aud Basket Clochs, plain and

figured, at 10 d . per yd . Nuns' Veilings, plain and figured ,8d, tu 101d.
per yd . ; Soleils , plain and figured , 1/ 4 10 3 /- per yd .

HENRY PEASE & CO .' S Successors,
All Parcels SPINNERS AND MANUFAOTURERS, THE MILLS , DARLINGTON.

Carriage Psia , Ladies ! ! Bend for Box of our Lovely Patterns,
for Autumn and Winter, Post Free.

To Shelter Young Woman

wise respectable) lstely Filis

Sin .

For rules of admission to the
House , and for particulars of its 905

TRAIN SERVANTs ready to go

tions, apply by letter only ) 10 Ar
WORILEY , Rosslyu House , Grore

N . W ., London ; and to wbom , ar to
of committee, subscriptions may be

Editor , Word and Work ,

London i J, F, SHAW & Co., 48, Pateraoster Row , 2 ,0 ,



.F WORD AND WORK " ROLL TEXT ALMANACK FOR 1887. - With our next issue (Nov. 18thy, which : we
pa to make one of spegial iatecast , our larga typa Almuneck will be published in the form which , in previous years,
į been so highly appreciated . Price , with ALMANACK , TWOPENCE .

dord andWork.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.
: J . F . SHAW & Co.] (REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD. ) [48, PATERNOSTER Row , E .ű

ONE PENNY.XII., No. 608. THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1886.

STRANGERS REST,

, St. George's Street, Ratcliff Highway, E

THE NINTH ANNUAL MEETING

ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 23RD, 1886 ,

WILL BE HELD ( D . V .)

The Chair to be taken at 6. 15 p. m . by The Hon . A . F . KINNAIRD ,

ed by Dr. Barnardo, Mr. M . Baxter, M . H . Hodder, Esq ., J . E Mathieson , Esq., R . O . Morgan , Esq., Mrs. Osborn ,

Dr. H , Sinclair Paterson , Robert Paton , Esq., Reginald Radcliff : Esq., Rev. James Stephens, and other friends.

THE LORD'S SUPPER AT 8.15 .

REST ” is ten minutes' walk from Shadwell and Aldgate Stations. Tea and Coffee from 5 .30 to 6 . 15.

ipture Readers' Society

for Ireland.

THE QUEEN'S PRINTERS'

TEACHER 'S BIBLES,

THE ORIGINAL , FULLEST, AND BEST.

Eleven Editions.

— ESTABLISHED 1822. -

President,

@ ce LORD PLUNKET, Archbishop of Dublin .

Offices 468 pages of added matter, including Concordance, Vincent's

27, Lower Pembroke Street, Dublin ; | Index, Sayce 's Articles, Lumby's Glossary , Atlas, Tristr am 's,

9 , Paternoster Row , and 337, Strand,London , Hooker's, Stainer's , and other Contributions.

rticulars, Reports, & c ., can be obtained post free on application FROM 3s. Od .
retary , CAPT. JAS. KEARNEY WHITE .

will please notice the exact title, “ Scripture Readers ' Society EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE,GBBATNEW STREET, LONDON, E . C .
1,” and not “ Irish Scripture Readers' Society .”

ALL BOOKSELLERS.

V THE DEEP SEA . MISSIONARY CONFERENCE,

Mildmay Park ,

OCTOBER 5th , 6th , and 7th, 1886 .

THE OFFICIAL REPORT

VEARS AGO a visit paid to the North Sea Trawling Fleets

ved , by God 's Providence, the commencement of a new and
ppier epoch for the Deep -Sea Fishermen . Until the year 1881

usands of our countrymen had toiled - not only in all weathers,

all seasons, and in daily peril of their live, but - in complete

lation from all Christian or moral influences .

seven Mission Smacks cruise in the North Sea, serving as Church ,
pensary , Temperance Hall , and Club .

wo of these vessels were equipped at a cost of £4,550, and pre
ited to the Institution by generous donors. The remaining five

re originally private property , and merely lent for missionary

rposes, and although & considerable portion of tbeir purchase

nov has been defrayed during the current year, a sum of £6 ,000

11 remains to be cleared off before they are free from mortgage

1 registered in tho names of Trustees as the unencumbered pro

rty of the Mission .

Loreover, SEVEN VESSELS CANNOT MEET TIE REQUIRE

ENTS OF TWELVE FLEETS,and all persons on shorewho rovere

rbeloved Queen (which every one DOES) and sympathize with

) storm -tossed smacksmen (which every one OUGHT to do ) aro

rited to contribute towards a special fund to be styled the

Fueen Victoria Purchase and Endowment Fund ," in order that these

ssion Smacks may be sent forth as at once a Memorial of Her

viesty ' s Jubilee and as Heralds of Mercy from the King of Kings,

nistering healing and comfort to the bodies, and peace and glad
as to the hearts of the fisbermen .

Jums received for this object will bo paid to a special Deposit

count opened in the names of Trustees at Messrs. Gurney & Co.'s

ok ,Great Yarmouth .

B ofGRAFTON, K .G ., Trustee . E . J. MATHER, Director .

N TO DEEP -SEA FISHERMEN ,

Bridge House, 181, Queen Victoria Stroot, London, E . O .

Will be issued as early as possible,

Containing Report of the Proceedings of this

IMPORTANT AND INTERESTING CONFERENCE ,

With Papers and Addresses corrected by the Speakers.

In Demy 8vo. , cloth , 3s. 6d .

(UNIFORM WITH REPORTOFMISSION CONFERENCE HELD IN 1878 . )

Roduced Price to Subscribers,

Half- & -crown ; or by post, Two Shillings and Elovenpence.

To secure copies at the Reduced Price orders must be

received at once.

LONDON : JOHN F . SHAW & Co., 43, PATERNOSTER ROW , E . O

BAGSTER 'S BIBLES .

Extra flexible, silk sowed, in best Bagster morocco, kid -lined, olastic band.
With full helps . Prices from 20s ,

In French morocco , projecting edges, elastic band. From 46.

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,
16 , PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON .

TO WOBK will besentby the Publish ora Post free to any address in the Kingdom for Twelve Months for Rs. 103



ii WORD AND WORK .

Terms of Subscription.

......

Hº

NOVEMBER 11, 1886.

COME TO JESUS.
MISS F. M. COWHERD,

Stony Dale Grange, Carnforth ,

Four-page Floral Tracts, with Chromo will be pleasedto send a small box of pressed

leavesfrom the hedge sides , gratis, to any who
lithograph on first page. may be glad to use them in the the Master's

service .

SECOND EDITION . — Packets 1 and 2, Word and Work "

each containing 32 Tracts, assorted , ESTABLISHED 1801. is Published overy Thursday, Price One Henaz.

6d . per packet.
Orders should be sent to any local Booksellere

B 'Southampton Buildings,Chancery Kane. Newsagent. If difficulty is experienced in ob

THREE per CENT . INTEREST allowed on taining copiesthus, they can be had direct fro

DEPOSITS , repayable on demand.
the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the

WORDS ABOUT JESUS. TWOper CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT
following rates, Payable in Adrance

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly Post free for 26 Weeks 62 Wees
By WILLIAM LUFF. 8 pp. Illustrated balances, when not drawn below £ 100 . £ s . d .

Booklets, tinted paper.
The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of 1 Copy ..................

Packet 3
0 3 5

charge,thecustody of Deeds, Writings, and other 2 Copies ...................... 0 6 10 0 12

(containing 50 assorted of 8 Nos. ) , 6d . Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of 3 0 10 8

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons; and the pur.
4 0 12 6 15 :

chase and sale of Stocks, Sharos, and Annuities. 6 0 17 6 115

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT, Letters of CreditandCircular Notes issued . ( Including Double Numbers.)
THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full The above rates apply to all Countria

Stirling, N.B. particulars, post free , on application , in the Postal Union , the Continent of
London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO. FRANCISRAVENSCROFT, Manager. Europe, Canada, the United States of

The Birkbeck BuildingSociety's Annual America , Egypt, and the Holy Land.

PRICE ONE PENNY. Receipts exceed Five Millions. OFFICES : 48. PATERNOSTER ROW, U

THE ANTI - INFIDEI TRACT HºOW TOPURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

ENTERPRISE.
TWO GUINEAS PER MONTU, with im NOW READY. The Monthly part of

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay. Apply

A Record of Work at Home and Abroad . at the Office of theBIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY, " WORD AND WORK

By W. R. BRADLAUGH . 29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, FOR OCTOBER. Price 6d . Post free inCONTENTS . - Socialism at Home and Abroad

-Individual Responsibility -Infidelity and
COW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

Heathenism - Letters from Missionaries - Letters

Narratives and Earnest Gospel Teachings which have marka?

LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER
Contains all the numbers for October, with

from Converted Infidels, & c., & c .
MONTH, with immediate possession, either for Reports of Addresses delivered at the

London : Joon Snow & Co ,, 2, Ivy Lane, Building or Gardeningpurposes. Apply at the

Paternoster Row , and all Booksellers. Office of theBIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY , MISSIONARY CONFERENCE

as abovo . Recently held at Mildmay.
The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars.

MRS. GRIMKE'S on application . London :
FRANCIS RAVONSCROFT, Manager. J. F. SHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row, E.C.

TEXT CARDS, And all Bookseller .

To be had from Mrs.GRIMKE,Prestwich, ORCHARD'SCUREDEAFNESS

Manchester, who likes orders sent to her
FURNITURE. - NORMAN &

Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds . STACEY'S HIRE -PURCHASE SYSTEM OD

direct, or to E. KAUFMANN , 129, Cheap DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS. " mends itself to all classes. Deposit not

side, London , E.C., and booksellers. Sir ,-My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness It combines rea) economy on sound commerci
increases . A man here who has been deaf principles, with strictly private arrangement

Forty years has had his boaring restored by it. without the objectionable formalities d

LEFT-OFF CLOTHING will be thapk J. GREEN , Chemist, Christchurch . dealers and others. Payments can extend *

fully received for Motber and eight obildren ,
1s, 1fd . per Bottle, Free by Postfor 14 stamps, from 1, 2, or 8 years . The 60wholesale firms enbase

year to 14 , whose Father ( a Christian ) has been
Edwin J. Orchard . Chemist, Salisbury.

the best manufacturers, who have large stach

Any Chemist will procure to order . for selectiou . Intending purchasers should

ill 9 months and is now in Infirmary . personally, or send for particulars. - Offices,

A. J. Fisher, Bible Depot, Aylesbury .
Queen Victoria St., E.C. , and 121, Pall Mall, el

FITS ! FITS !! FITS !!! WRITE TO-DAY.
ALL PERSONS SUFFERING FROM

EPILEPSY

Write for this valuable little back

A
Fifty Years'Record of Facts, Principes

CURED INSTANTLY BY
and Discoveries Relating to the inShould send Name and Address to JAMES

OSBORNE, Medical Pharmacy, ASHBOURNE, , COPY provementand Preservation of Has
Life on Earth .

A Series of ratuak
DERBYSHIR

E
, who will forward, free of charge,

full particulars (with Testimonials) of the most
articles, by Dr. Samuel Birley, N...

1s.
successful Remedy ever discovered for this dis, POST Ph.D. Now published, completein den

Chemists .
and which is form (40 pages),one copy sentpost tenow sent to all

parts of the world . Reference permitted to the
by the publishers, GORDON W. Kras!

Or post- free on receipt of stamps, by Rev. J. BAKER, M.A. ,
FREE. &Co.,CastleStreet, Holborn.See

W. & J. Wilson , 422 , Clapham Rd. , London , 8.W.

80 , Bolton Road , Pendleton , Manchester.
and practical. Write to -day for a

A HANDSOME FOR THE

PRESENT CHILDREN

THE CHILDREN'S TREASURY, EDITED BY DR BARNARDO.

The BESTCHILD
REN'S ANNUA

L. WEEKLY, ONE HALFPENNY ; MONTHLY, THREEPEKC

NOW READY, A New Volume

THE YEARLY VOLUME for 1886. of this popular Children's Magazine commences with the

It contains Splendid Coloured Illustrations,
NOVEMBER PART, now ready, and contains

PICTURESON EVERY PAGE AND ATTRACTIVE STORIES, DICKIE'S SECRET. By CATHARINE SHAW .

THREE SERIAL STORIES .

Scripture Questions and Puzzles .

Handsomely bound in beautifully executed coloured boards, BRITAIN'S QUEEN, & Story anda Memorial.

Price Three Shillings,
By PEARL FISHER.

or crimson cloth gilt , and gilt edges (very attractive ),
JOSS. By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES.

Price Five Shillings.

These, combined with the well-known Large Pictures, Helpt

“ For the twelfth time Dr. Barnardo sends out this volume full of beau

tiful pictures and interesting stories. Our Darlings will b : welcomed every

wbere, and we trust the goodwork advocated in its pig's may be materially
creasingly THE BEST,CHEAPEST,and aroST ATTRACTIVE Children's

benefited by the wide circulation of such a charming wok . " - The Christian . Magazine.

" OUR DARLINGS " may be ordered of all Booksellers and Newsagents, or of the Publishers,

JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.C.

TOOTH -ACHE

BUNTER'S

"Our
Darlings?
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Educational

sir'in

Terms for Advertisements

" Word and work.” Combe Down School
,

n !

This Paper having a large and increasing or

culation amongst Christiansofall denominations
Et formsan excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements .

Situations,

Apartments

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISEMENTS, in small type,

ESC " I charged at the following rates :

Not exceeding 30 Words, 2s. 6d.

40 38. Od.

50 38. 6d.

and 6d . for every additional 10 words or under,

A considerable reduction for a series of six
insertions and upwards.

are

99 1

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

BOOK AND DISPLAYED ADVERTISE

L MENTB, charged according to spaco occupied .

FRONT PAGE, and other special positions, by

arrangement.

SOALE OF CHARGE for larger Advertisements

bent on application .

N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number ofWORD AND WORK ,

they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

morning, or at latest by12 o'clock noon .

Advertisements sontby Postmust be accom

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payablo

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F.BHAW & Oo .

Amounts under 25. Bd . may be sent in Stamps .

RE

OFFICES : 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

Spartments, & c.
3

WESTON -SUPER -MARE . - Furnished

Apartments. - One or two bed and sitting -rooms.

Sea view ; no children : meeting near. Town
sheltered from north wind. Terms moderate .

By letter to C. , careof Mrs. Johnson, 6, Eastlake

Road, Loughborough , S.E.

LONDON . - INBULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL,

20 , 21, Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.O.

Five minutes' walk or 1s . cab fare from Euston ,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily

reached from other stations . Patronised by

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application .

COMFORTABLE HOME for one or

two ladies in small high -class Ladies' School,

near Richmond , Surrey. Liberal table, large

house and grounds. Highest references. Address

A. B. O , Hauxton, near Cambridge.

SOUTHSEA. Board and residence,

Solent House, 16 and 17, South Parade facing

sea and the Isle of Wight, between the two

piers, and three minutes' walk from Station .

HASTINGS. - Boarding House, charm .

ingly situated , facing sea . Moderato terms,

special for winter. Every home comfort . Liberal

table . Mrs. Perkins, Alexandra House , Denmark

Place, Hastings.

ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, Hertford

House, 63, Marina . - Boarding Establishment .

Warm autumnand winter residence , facing sou ,

Liberal table.

BRIGHTON . - Comfortable Apartments.

Good attendance and cooking . Terms moderato

if let for the winter. Apply26 , Waterloo Street.

COACHMAN . - Re-engagement wanted ;

5 years' and 25years' referencos ; go any part ;
age 28 ; wifea laundress.W.Willmot,

Spiers' Cottage, Tottenham Park, Tottenham ,

Situations and Appointments.

Near BATH ,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Principal: MR. W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly8 years & Master at Monkton Combe

Bchool),

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST.

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and
professional pursuits .

Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitivo examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of
younger boys.

Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine , bracing air .

The Bchool residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa
tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super-Mare.

Colonel Barnes , Commandant, 10th Bengal

Lancers.

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern .
Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

H. Groves, Esq ., Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry .

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook , Essex .

The MISSES COX and MISS OECIL receive the

Bons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough ,

Home comforts. Bpecial attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion , morality ,

and purity. The instruction given in th

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION .

AS PARLOURMAID and to wait on tho

Lady, or any place of trust.- A lady wishesto

recommend a young person , Christian and ab

stainer . Letters only, H. H. , J. Beal & Sonº

East Street, Brighton .

YOUNG MAN, Christian, abstainer, very

respectable, would be thankful for employment

ofany kind , Nine years' character andexcellent

references . No objection to travel. H.J.O.,

3 , Steele Road, Leytonstone, Essex .

A VACANCY OCCURS in the Mild.

may Servants' Home for a young girl for train

ing. The charge is 5s . per week . Apply

Miss Stroud, Deaconess House,Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED a good Laundry Maid, who is

also a good ironer ; must be experienced ; four in

family and five servants kept. Wages good ,

Apply , with reference, to Miss Stroud ,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women and nursery gover

nesses from the country or elsewhere whilst

waiting for situations. Registry attached .

Termson application to the Deaconess in charge

of the Registry,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENTWANTED as use

ful Maid ; good needlewoman ; age 26 ; highest

references, K. W. , Mildmay Home,

1, Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED for a young woman, not strong,

a re -engagement aa Parlourmaid in a quiet

Christian family ; age 20 ; wages £ 16 .

M. Ormond, 1, Newington Green , London, N.

SITUATION WANTED for a very

superior educated widow of 60 (highest refer

ences from last mistress) ; would go as needle

woman in an Institution ,or working Housekeeper

to a gentleman . Any post of trust .

Mrs. Toredgill, 1 , Newington Green, N.

A LADY is anxious to procure place for

good servant (who is deaf) either as housemaid

or noodlewoman ; wages immaterial ; age 30 .

Mrs. M'Naghten , 9 , Effra Road , Brixton , S.W.

WANTED, place in the Suburbs for a good
Plain Cook, belongs to Balvation Army,

Wages £ 23, age 30 B. O, H. , The Registry ,

Conference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.

SITUATION WANTED useful

Maid , age 28, good needlewoman.

Mrs. Whitehouse , 1,Newington Green , N.

WANTED place as Mother's Help, or any

light capacity , age 25 ; £ 12 . Miss Hawkes,

1 , Newington Green , London , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a

Matron of many years' experience in Bervants'

Home and Registry ; would take similar post
again , or Superintendent of small Convalescent

Home. M. s . , care of Mrs. Preece,

Shire Hall , Worcester .

WANTED BY A LADY, age 36 , en

gagement as Companion (travelling ), Lady

Housekeeper , or any post of trust. Highest

references. F. K., care of Miss Stroud,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park, N.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls as Under Nurses and Under Housemaidsin
Christian families . Stamped envelopes for

replies. Registry,

Conference Hall , Mildmay Park, N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a

middle-aged superior person to wait upon and

nurse invalid gentleman or lady, been accus

tomed to both , Mrs. Stoddart,

1, Newington Green, London, N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED as

useful man in Mission or family, with wife as

cook, or alone ; three years' character.

Lickfold , 230, Hackney Road , London , E.

WILL ANY LADY kindly give employ

ment to a Widow , middle -aged , of high respecta

bility - as needlewoman who for ahome this

winter, and small money, would be grateful ?

Mrs. O. , cars of Miss atroud ,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED & Post as Matron of Convalescent

Home ( preferred ), Servants' Home and Registry ,

or any Home connected with the Y.W.O.A,

Nine years' reference as Matron .

E , H, B., 1 , Newington Green , London , N,

49

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL ,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE .

Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christian

Ministry , or to fit them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable

terms, by applying to Rev. J.Renny, F.R.S.L.,

Christ Church Parsonage, Cheddar. A stamped

addressed envelope should be sent for reply.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

TheAvenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years. A limited number only taken,

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged froin data of entry .
Address Principal.

CAPTAIN MORETON

has great pleasure in recommending Mr. Geo.
FOSTER as an educator.

London Referee - GEORGE WILLIAMB, Esq .,

71 , St. Paul's Churchyard .

Bwimming taughtthis term .

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESBEX.

SOUTHEND -ON -SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES,

Children taken for the vacations .

Terms moderate. Full particularson application

to Principal .

Address, Principal, Belle Vue House,

Stanley Road, Southend-on -Sea ,Essex .

PARIS .-HOME FOR GOVERNESSES,

Lady Students, and Christian Workers . Advan .

tages of French .

Miss Pryde, 23, Avenue du Bois de Boulogne.

MRS. SINCLAIR PATERSON is

anxious to obtain orders for knitting , plain or

fancy articles, for a person in reduced circum

stances who, with her family, is entirely depen .

dent upon her earnings. Adress

2), Basseti Road, Notting Hill, W
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New Publications,

NEW AND ATTRACTIVE STORIES .

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

IN ALL TIME OF OUR TRIBULATION .

By EMILY SARAH HOLT. Large Crown 8vo. 5 /

THROUGH UNKNOWN WAYS ; or, the Journal

Books of Dorothea Trundle.

By L. E. GUERNSEY . Large Crown 8vo. 5 /

JONAS HAGGERLEY.

By Rev. J. JACKSON WRAY, Author of " Nestleton

Magna," &c. 3/6

DICKIE'S ATTIC.

By CATHARINE Shaw , Author of " Alick’s Hero ."

Large Crown 8vo. 3/6

OUR HERO. The Story of My Brothers .

By M. L. RIDLEY , Author of " Sent to Coventry.”

Large Crown 8vo. 3/6

CLIMBING HIGHER.

By JESSIE F. ARMSTRONG , Author of “ A Friend for

Little Children, ” &o. Large Crown 8vo. 3/6

TO -MORROW . A Story.

By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES, Author of " The Caged

Linnet,” &c . Large Crown 8vo. 3/6

HIS GUARDIAN ANGEL.

By EMILY BRODIE , Author of " Five Minutes Too

Late,” & c . Large Crown 8vo . 3/6

NOT SO VERY LONG AGO.

By Author of “ At All Times , ” &c. Large Crown 8vo . 3/6

FAIRY PHOEBE ; or, Facing the Footlights.

By LUCY TAYLOR. Crown 8vo . 2/6

YOUNG ISHMAEL CONWAY.

By E. A. B. D. , Author of" Us Three." Crown 8vo . 2/6

WE WIVES ; or, Two Hallowe'ens.

By LINA COOPER. Crown 8vo. 2/6

THE WITCH OF THE ROCKS.

By M. E. WINCHESTER, Author of " A Nest of

Sparrows,” &c.
2'6

MADGE HARDWICKE ; or, The Mists of the

Valley. By AGNES GIBERNE, Author of Sun ,

Moon, and Stars , ” &c. 2/6

MAGGIE'S MISTAKE ; or , Bright Light in the

Clouds . By Mrs. LUCAS SHADWELL . 2/6

THE SLAVE GIRL OF POMPEII ; or, By a

Way they Knew Not .

By EMILY S. Holt, Author of “ Sister Rose," &c.
Cloth extra .

1/6

OUR WINNIE ; or, When the Swallows Go.

By E. EVERETT-GREEN. 1/6

THE GOLDEN PAVEMENT. The Story of a

Bluecoat Boyseventy years ago. By E. CHAPMAN,

Author of " The Secret of the Forest." 1'6

FOR THE CHILDREN .

Price One Shilling Each.

SOMETHING FOR SUNDAY SERIES. New PACKET.

GLEAMS OF GLORY FROM THE GOSPELS.

By CATHARINE Shaw, 1/

Also in Book Form .

SOMETHING FOR SUNDAY. A complete fund of

Sunday recreation for Children of all ages. 1 /

Includes a selection from the Popular

" SOMETHING FOR SUNDAY ” SERIES PACKETS,

HAPPY HOLIDAYS. Outline Pictures by T. Pym

aud M. IRWIN . Stories by CATHARINE Shaw. 1/

PRETTY PICTURES for LITTLE PAINT BRUSHES

Vutline Pictures by T. Pym, and Stories by Q. SHAW.

New Edition. 1/.
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When asked by the husband if Rome sanctioned the

THE PRIEST IN THE FAMILY.

secrecy with which the change of religion had been

carried out, Dr. Manning replied :

OME startling facts are brought to light in a
It is lawful for a Catholic priest to receive the wife of any

correspondence which appeared in the Globe one of any religion without requiring the consent or making

on Saturday last, and which was reprinted in the previous communication to any one ; and it is rightwhen called

Times on the following Monday. A lady, after re

upon to receive any one of years of discretion , if the liberty of

conscience of that person is interfered with by any one, to

peated conferences with a priest , was recently

received into the Church of Rome. During the whole

time in which arrangements

This is no novelty to us , and we are familiar with

were being made for the reasons on which it rests. Such , however, is the

this momentous step her husband was in entire apathy of Protestants to the proud pretensions of

ignorance of her intention , and discovery of the fact Rome, that we can scarcely hope that even numerous

only ensued when the process had been completed .
cases of this kind would be sufficient to rouse them to

The husband was naturally indignant at the secrecy, a sense of the danger, both to home- life and liberty,

which, in his judgment, amounted to deception, and which the Papal conspiracy threatens.

wrote, requesting explanations, to the priest by

whom she had been received. In reply, a letter was

sent, which really amounts to a vindication of the BIBLICAL THEOLOGY ? .

course pursued . Not content with this , he applies to
Dr. Manning,as representing Romanism in England. WE hear much in these daysabout the necessity

of a Biblical theology, and the language used

in the hope of eliciting & condemnation of such almost invariably implies that the theology we have

en underhand method of action . As might inherited from the Reformers and the Puritans is not

be expected, the superior vindicates his subordinate,
Scriptural. Our creeds and confessions we are some

The policy of the Church of Rome has never been
times told , with an air of profound learning , are

characterized by frankness or fairness. Like certain
founded on a series of texts , to which in cases not a

people in other times , Papists will compass sea and
few we give a wrong interpretation by separating

land to make proselytes, and conduct. which they
them from their setting. We are asked, or, to speak

would condemn in others, commends itself to them
with precision , we are ordered , to study the Bible

when they are advancing the interests of their Church .

In the letter introducing the correspondence, which

afresh , if we would grasp its true significance, and to

is headed in both newspapers, “ The Priest in the

avoid the narrowness of mind which accepts each

single and separable statement therein as Divine, and

Family ," the aggrieved husband writes :
therefore authoritative. The significance of this com

My sole object in seeking publicity for what may look mand is almost too patent for exposure . By cleverly

like mere family affair is to enlighten husbands and manipulating anew the contents of Scripture, it is

fathers as to the methods by which the Roman Catholic

propaganda accomplishes its objecte. I was not even aware thought to be possible to reconstruct theology in a

that my wife had seen a priest until after her formal form more acceptable both to the learning and to the

reception. Pray understand me that I do not contest the right

of any one - man or woman , married or single - to follow the liking of the present time.

dictates of conscience in matters of religion. What I protest Several attempts of this sort are being made, and

against is a system of secrecy, of intrigue, and of deliberate

deception being employed to make converte. Had Mr. Moore each new one is hailed with an eagerness which is
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painfully expressive of a sense of past failures. The Bible . It is embodied in the creeds of all the Reformed

apostle of the new theology has yet to be born , and Churches. The death of Christ, foreshadowed in the

the age is anxiously waiting his advent. Meanwhile types and effected on the cross , has been universally

experiments are being made in preparation for his regarded as & true , sacrifice offered to God and

arrival. The old theology, even in its most central accepted by Him . In this, says the Christian World,

and sacred doctrines, is condemned as outgrown, and they have fallen into a most egregious error. The

the wonder is freely expressed that rational men veil has been on their eyes when they have looked into

should ever have accepted it. The Christian World either Testament, and it can only be taken away when

is, as usual,well to the front among the scoffers at they turn to the new teachers, who are willing and

the folly of our fathers . Introducing to its readers a anxious to guide them into all truth .

reprint of an American book, which it apparently In the words of a very ancient book we can only say,

fathers, since it is published at the Christian World “ No doubt but ye are the people, and wisdom shall

office, it speaks thus of the evangelical doctrine of die with you, " and weare almost afraid to follow Job

the Atonement, with which, it is evident, it does not when he says, “ I have understanding as well as

even pretend to have sympathy : you ,” and we dare not stand by his side when he

says , “ I am not inferior to you . ” Nevertheless, the

Itmust be acknowledged by all observers of current religious professors of the new science must not expect to be

thought, that traditional theories of the Atonement are being

fearlessly challenged and investigated . Our gifted correspon.
taken at their own valuation . If they criticise the

dent, Dr. Pressensé, once wrote concerning perhaps themost “ traditional ” theories of the Atonement, their theory,

widely received of all these— “ The judicial theory, according to

which the suffering of Christ consisted in the feeling of the
whatever it may be, will certainly not become tra

rejection and wrath of God , is altogether alien to the conception ditional until it has passed the searching fire of

of St.Paul.Impartialmen, whoare familiar with the history, criticism , and they must remember also how much

will admit that this theory is so obscurely derivable from the

words of St. Paul, that for centuries the Church had no concep easier it is to question than to establish. There are

tion of it.” Two centuries ago William Penn wrote : - " It is few subjects in which it is not easy to discover and

God's free grace that remits and blots out sin ; of which the

death of Christ and His sacrificing Himself was a most certain demonstrate difficulties ; to determine and declare

declaration and confirmation . This was not, ” said the great truths likely to remain until centuries make them

Quaker, "for the pacifying of God, but of man's conscience, as

to past sin . "
traditional is a much harder task .

Indeed, modern writers seem incapable of under

It is of little consequence what Pressensé or Pennmay standing that tradition is presumption of title. What

think on such a subject ; and it is not much to the pur- is commonly accepted as true can only be set aside

pose to appeal to what the churches may have thought by proving it false. All the knowledge we inherit

or failed to think for centuries more or less ; the one is traditional, and it continues to exist until it is

point of importance is, what did the Apostle Paul corrected by wider study or more precise experiment

teach ? To ascertain this is neither impossible nor We reject opinions, not because our fathers held

difficult so long as we are in possession of such Epistles them for this fact ought, in the first instance, to

as those addressed to the churches in Rome and commend them to us — but simply and only because

Galatia. Besides, as an historian , Pressensé ought we can prove them false .

to have remembered that the Church only formulated The haughtiness with which the new school treat

doctrines when they were denied , and he lays himself ancient beliefs is neither becoming nor promising.

open to the retort of a Unitarian using his own argu The longer any belief has lived ,the greater the

ment, that the divinity of Christ was unknown to the probability that it has something to say for itself,

Church for two centuries. Students of Scripture ought and the upstart wisdom which seeks to commend

to know, whether they be learned or unlearned , that itself solely by the derision of what is venerable can

we do not go to the Church for our doctrines, we only gain credit with the ignorant. We have known

receive them from the apostles of our Lord Jesus people who gained in society the position of oracles

Christ. And so long as we have the Bible we can in all questions of social decorum by a continuous

read it with our own eyes, and by the grace of the denunciation of almost everybody else as vulgar, and

Spirit we can be taught to understand and appre we have known others who have gained a certain

ciate its revelations.
distinction by grandly depreciating others ; but the

knowing ones were not deceived in either case. It

may be possible for the new critics to gain much

credit among the credulous by their lofty assumption

New THEORIES AND OLD DOCTRINES.

of superiority to traditional beliefs, and to gain even

a large following by the very boldness of their pre

APPARENTLY,however, both the old andthe sumption , but they are notlikely to deceive the

New Testaments were sealed books until the new

theologians appeared on the scene. All evangelical examination of the evidence on which their claims

teachers from Luther down to the present time have rest, their fate will not be unlike that of the bird

found the doctrine ofsubstitution pervading the whole with borrowed plumes.
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“ True'; yet I have always believed God to be also

LAW AND PENALTY.
righteous and holy ."

TE venture to say that law and penalty enter “Yes, but righteousness is really love. Righteous

into the very structure of Scripture, whether ness is, no doubt, a strict conformity to law. But,

regarded as history or doctrine . They meet us on the when we are taught that love is the fulfilling of the law ,

threshold in Eden , and they constitute the great we are convinced that it must be so for God as for

burden of the Apocalypse with which the Bible closes. The Divine righteousness, therefore, is more

Yet in the very first chapter of this treatise on " The than the justice which sees to it that men get the

Divine Satisfaction ," with which the Christian World is consequences of whatever they choose to be and to do.

enamoured,weare asked to erase these two words from It is conformity to infinite benevolence . Exposure

모 mind and memory, because they are unscriptural and to possible , or, say many, to probable ruin , being

misleading “ Divine law ,” we are told , is “ not what & prominent feature of the moral system in which

God has enacted ,” it is “ what God is.” Consequently men are placed by their Creator, ' how shall His

the only relation to law with which atonementdeals is righteousness therein , that is , His conformity to

our relation to God. If we admit this premise, for which benevolence, bemade manifest ? The apostle answers

the author urgently pleads , we may not find it easy to that Christ has been set forth to show God's righteous

escape some of his conclusions. As usual with writers
Not, as many explain this, in the way of

1 of his school , he advances no proof in support of it . exemplary punishment as our Substitute . Rather in

We are supposed to be at once prepared to admit it as the way of a redeeming power.”

a grand spiritual intuition . We hesitate , and for this But the very text depended on for confirmation

reason , among others, we cannot forget that the Old overthrows the theory it is quoted to establish ,

Testament is the story of the enforcement of law, and For the righteousness manifested is the rectitude of

the New is the story of our deliverance from law . Now the Divine administration, which would have been

if God be law, as we are asked to believe, we must compromised if sins had been forgiven without a

reverse our judgment, and go back to the Old , saying sufficient vindication of the law which attached

the Old is better. We are said to have died to the penalty to them. Therefore the apostle says we åre

law in order to be married to another, yet the other, justified freely by His grace through the redemption

according to this doctrine, is the law itself. that is in Christ Jesus : whom God hath set forth to

The absurdity of the attempt to get rid of law by be a propitiation through faith in His blood, to declare

ruling it out because of God's presence becomes His righteousness for the remission of sins that

apparent when we submit it to the simplest test . are past, through the forbearance of God ; to declare,

Yet, if the attempt had been successful, all legal terms I say, at this time His righteousness : that He might

and processes which are utterly abhorrent to the be just , and the justifier of him which believeth in

new theology would have been conveniently consigned Jesus ” (Rom. iii. 24-26) .

to oblivion ; nothing, indeed, would remain except only How it is possible to evade the meaning of thi

cause and effect. God is the spiritual sun ; if we passage is beyond our comprehension . For it con

turn away from Him we are in darkness ; if we return tains words which are sufficiently plain and explicit.

to Him we are in the light . The punishment is auto The “ redemption " is in Christ Jesus, the pro

matic, and it lasts only as long as we continue to pitiation is through “ faith in His blood , " and God is

sin. There is no such word as GUILT in the new voca said to be “ just," while "justifying him which

bulary, consequently there can be no transference of believeth in Jesus." Language could not be plainer

it ; and certainly there is no forgiveness of it . Sin is than this.

a wrong position towards God ; when we adopt the
Such a statement to any candid mind is irresistible .

right position , then there is Divine satisfaction. The righteousness of God's forbearance in the past is

But does not a violated law demand the punishment amply vindicated by the propitiation which in due

of the transgressor? Does it not threaten penalties, time is made, and faith in the blood of Jesus entitles

and is it not dishonoured if for any reason it allows any who exercise it to justification at the bar of

sin to pass unpunished ?
Divine justice . Yet, will it be believed , the teachers

“ Oh no, ” say the new theologians, “ you have
of the new school seem to be bound, neither by rules of

utterly misconceived law. Law only punishes sin
grammar nor logic, and are prepared by a clever

while it exists ; so soon as it is abandoned , it has

manipulation to extract even from such texts as these

ceased to exist, and punishment ceases .”
an ingenious support to the doctrine which the words,

But is there no such thing as retribution ? If

so far as language has any meaning, plainly condemn ?

nan commits a crime, though he afterwards abstains
Is it asked how it is done ? The process is neither

From crime, is he not liable to arraignment and
intricate nor difficult. A new meaning is given to

penalty for his past act ?

words which entirely alters the complexion of the

“ There you bring in again the legal processes of sentence in which they stand . Thus " righteousness,"

earth , to which there is no analogy whatever in the

Divine procedure. God is love." * Whiton's Divine Satisfaction ( page 24) .
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instead of meaning adherence to right, or rightness, many languages, including Greek, Turkish, Arabic, Japanese,

Chinese, and others, besides various European languages; it is

or rectitude, is "paternal benevolence." As soon as
also reprinted in English by tens of thousands, both in this

this transformation is effected, it is not a task of country and in America .

any difficulty to prove that “ righteousness” means
The date is January 2nd to 9th ; the subjects are

as in former years. We trust every effort will be

universal salvation . Our readers may be incredulous .
made to secure for this union in prayer the wides:

They may say it is surely impossible for any writer possible participation.

to deceive himself or others by such a shallow

device. Two sentences suffice to prove the fairness

HETHER a Christian is at liberty to take an

of our charge.
active part in the politics of his country is a

question on which opposite opinions have been freely

“ We rest then in this conception of the righteous- advanced. That it is not safe to ally oneself with an

ness of God as determining our thought of the nature party in the State hardly admits of dispute. Partisar .

w of atonement. It is paternal righteousness, con ship blinds its subject, more
or less, whe

" formity to paternal benevolence , demanding the
decisions affecting truth and righteousness have to be

" gatisfaction of a faithful Creator in the redemption of reconciled is a puzzle.Democracy is the rule of the

made. How far Christianity and Democracy can be

" that which is His.” majority, and the majority cannot be said to be

In other words, under the penalty of being accused always wise and good . Any one who expects in the

of unfaithfulness to the creatures He has made , God present dispensation to find Christianity in the

is obliged to save them at all hazards . No demerit or
majority is of a very sanguine temperament.

guilt must be allowed to stand in the way for one THE British Weekly, a new candidate for public

moment. Surely, according to this , it might even favour, publishes in its first number the results of

be possible to prove God has no rights and man has a census intended to ascertain the numbers in attend

no duties . A benevolence from which all justice is

ance at the various churches and chapels in the

markedly absent is said to rule in the whole sphere of Metropolis on a certain Sunday in October. It is

nishes, however, no gauge of religious life. Attendance

human life, and , it is alleged, will be sure to succeed in on public worship may mean much or little. Worship

making things comfortable in the end. All we can of any kind is worthless unless it be “ in spirit and in

say is, it has not been very successful during the last truth .” Still it is interesting to discover that a much

six thousand years , and so far has not given promise

larger proportion of the inhabitants of London that

was commonly believed to enter churches and chapels

of any future success.
professedly met to worship God in one day. If to !

We cannot read facts in this light . God is not this number be added the thousands who meet in

mere good nature, which abhors the vision of suffer halls and other places, of which no account is taken,

ing. He is wise and just , though He is still Love. the total would be largely increased .

Sin, wherever and whenever committed , denies His
The census would be much more interesting and

important if it contained revelations of the doctrices,

authority, dishonours His law, and defies Himself ,
true or false, to which the crowds listened . It is a

therefore it cannot be allowed to pass with impunity. least comforting to know that by far the largest

The judgment in Eden, the Flood, the cities of the attendancewas found in the Metropolitan Tabernacle,

plain, the destruction of Jerusalem , the lake of fire where the old - fashioned Gospel rings out in anni

into which the enemies of Christ are to be cast,
takable tones.

tell us of a righteousness which is not " paternal

benevolence ." It is a pitiful and paltry playing with

words to read into them a significance they cannot Notes for Bible Reading.

possibly bear, and then to advance them as Assurance

arguments to overcome what is assailed as tra
1 John,

ditional faith .
WEssurances the object of the Epistle V. 13

All this, too, is advanced for the avowed purpose of Assurance of Faith,

proving that on the Cross of Calvary there was no

sin -bearing and no propitiation Godward for sin . Assurance of Experience

Evidenced by our belief v . 1 , 2 ; 4.

Confession i., ix. ; 9,2;1

TE have from the Evangelical Alliance a request
Separation ii. 15.

Obedience
we should call attention to the United Week

Knowledge ii . 20 , 21 .

of Prayer. Already in these pages (Word and Work , His Spirit

September 16th ) we have giventhe invitation issued Love to God ii. 5 ; iv. 16,

by the Alliance, and now gladly give the following
Love to man iii. 14, 19;

facts sent us by the Secretary:

We are anxious to reach & much wider area of Christians than . Purity iii. 3-9.

can be touched by our circulation of the programmeseparately Righteousness ii. 29 ; iü. :

The interest of this annual concert of prayer is growing yearly, Result of assurance

as evidenced by the fact that the number of copies of the pro Joy

V. 11 ; i ' ; i

25 ; Üï . 3-5

V. 20.

v . 10..

ii. 3 ; iii.

iii. 24; iv. id

7-12 ; i 10

i. 4.

gramme now issued from this office alone amounts to about Fellowship i . 3.7.

70,000. In addition to this , it is translated and circulated in Growth iv. 17.

Victory

* Whiton's Divine Satisfaction (page 25 ). J.J. TROMSON

V. 4, 5 .
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The Sonship of Christ.“

I

-

BY REV. ADOLPH SAPHIR, D.D.

WOULD ask you to fix your thoughts on the

one idea of sonship-the Sonship of Christ . He

is the Christ , and as the Christ , the purpose of God

was in Him. But He never could be made the Christ

unless He was the only begotten Son of God.

could not be theProphet, revealing unto us the Father,

unless He was the Son from all eternity who was in

the bosom of the Father . He could not be the Priest

who, after having offered an all - sufficient atonement,

presents usunto God, unless Hewas the only begotten

of the Father. It is the death of the Son of God

which has an eternal and infinite value ; and because

He is the Son , He is the Priest, for ever after the

power of an endless life . Nor could He be King unless

God had said to Him from all eternity, “ Thou art

My Son .” Therefore in the Sonship I think we have

the central and fundamental idea. The Son , and

therefore the Christ, in whom is the eternal purpose,

He is the only begotten Son. Scripture commands

us , when we think of Jesus the Son of God, to look

away from time , from space, from all creation , from

the highest angel down to the lowest blade of grass ,

before any world was, before the angels sang the

praises ofGod . We are to think of God as the “ I

Am ," the ever-blessed , self-existent One. But Scrip

ture reveals to us , in this God, life and love .

The Triune God.

Some one said to me, “ Oh, it is very difficult to

believe in the triune God ! ” My answer to him was,

" If
you had ever been a Jew or a Unitarian , and had

tried to believe in God without knowing that He is

triune , you would then know that it is a difficult thing

to believe in God .” God is love , God is light, God is

blessednessin Himself. This mystery is revealed to

us because Scripture teaches us that God is Father,

Son , and Holy Ghost . Therefore is Jesus called the

only begotten of the Father, who was in the bosom

of the Father, who was equal with the Father before

the foundations of the world were laid . But some one

asks me, “ Now , is not this all very deep theology ?

What use is that to me? ” My dear friend, I would

not part with this for all the treasures of the world .

Jesus wishes you to know the love wherewith the

Father loved Him from all eternity, and for this simple

reason , because it is the very love which He now

bestows upon you . If we do not know the infinite

love of the Father to the Son, we should never know

God's infinite love ; for His love to the creature is

limited and modified by the attitude of the creature.

It must of necessity be changeable, unless it be rooted

and founded in a love which has an object perfectly

adequate , and which, therefore, is inexhaustible,

infinite, and unchangeable. Wherefore this remains

the grand and ultimate consolation of the Christian

-the Father loveth the Son, the only begotten of the

Father.

The First -bogotten of the Father,

UT there is another birth in eternity. Scripture

commands us now to look at creation . Scripture

tells us to think of all things. The Bible is very fond of

this comprehensive expression, " all things," "heaven

and earth," " all things visible and invisible.” Think,

then, of " all " seraphim , cherubim , thrones, princi

palities , all the thousands and tens of thousands of

angelic messengers, mankind, the irrational creation,

the mountains, the fields, the sea, everything -- every

thing that is . Form a conception of tbis, and then

see Christ separate from all , before all , Christ above

all; nay , more than that. All was presented unto

the Father in His only begotten Son, who thereby

became the First -born of every creature—the begin

ning of the creation ofGod, Himself uncreated. “ In

the beginning was the Word , and the Word was with

God , and the Word was God .” But the Son of God

represented to the Father the idea-whole universe ,

and thus He was, so to speak, the author --the begin

ning — of the creation of God . All things were made

by Him ; ” and lest there should be any evasion or

any escape , the Apostle John , with that precision

which is peculiar to him , adds , “ And without Him

was not anything made that was made.” There, then,

is the whole cosmos in the eternal mind of God-the

Word, the First-born of every creature, the beginning

of the creation of God. “ All things were made by

Him ."

all Things ( reated in Him.

But that is not enough. All things were created

in Him . That is implied by the expression, " The

beginning of the creation of God,” “ the First

born of every creature." If there is any strength, if

there is anybeauty, if there is any order, if there is

any thought, if there is any expression, whatever

there is inthe creation that is realand is good , it was

in the Word, and in this Word all things have been

created ; so that the relation of the whole universe to

Jesus is , if I may speak so, a filial relation . And, if

all things were made in Christ, we at once see why all

things are parabolic of Christ. The firmness of the

rockdeclares Him, the beauty of the plant declares

Him , the strength of the lion declares Him , the meek.

ness of the lamb declares Him, the innocence of child

hood and the wisdom of man declare Him . All things

were made in Him ; and, seeing that there is organic

and essential connection between the Word and the

“ all things ,” all things consist in Him . They could

not exist for a single day or a single moment, if it

were not for the Word that beareth all things. And

oh , could it be otherwise ? Do you not see at once

the eternal reason of things ? If He is the First-born

of every creature, if by Him and in Him all things

were made , who else but He is the rightful heir ?

“ Whom God hath appointed Heir of all things .”

There is none else who deserves to be the heir, or who

has the power to be the heir. God saw all things in

Christ , and appointed Him to be Heir of all things.

The Purpose of God.

But we must go yet a step further ; and as I take

this step I feel great hesitation and great difficulty

lest I should speak differently, either in matter or in

manner, from that all-perfect Word which God has

given us . There is the dark shadow of sin, of the

apostasy of Satan, of the fall of man , and of the ruin

ofmankind by sin ; but

“ No purpose of wisdom was altered thereby ;

It was all for the setting of Jesus on high,

The Lamb slain was in the mind of God before the

foundations of the world were laid . Before the history

of the first three chapters of Genesis took place

the last three chapters of the Apocalypse were

already in the mind of God. Redemption is no after

thought of God . The purpose of God was His self

manifestation in Christ Jesus — the Lamb that was

slain upon Golgotha. Oh, blessed anachronism , that,

* Extracted from Himself : Words Concerning theLord Jesus Christ. Being

choice extracts from the addresses delivered at the well-known Mildmay

Conferences -arranged for daily meditation. ( John F. Shaw & Co.)
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before we read of sin and the fall, we are to think upon their sin as the physician looks upon disease.

already of the redemption which is in Christ Jesus ; Ihave come to heal them. They have sinned, but I

and that, before we read of the first creation , which look upon their sin as the folly of sheep who have

sin defiled, and which became corruptible, we are to gone astray. They will perish , I have come to rescue

think already of the" inheritance incorruptible, and them ." The righteousness and holiness of God com

undefiled, and that fadeth not away." For this was bined with that infinite, strong love unto death in

the purpose of God, that in Christ Jesus—God and order to rescue the sheep. And when on the cross

Man-righteousness should be given to the creature He had conquered death, satisfied the law, magni

a Divine righteousness ; life - a Divine life ; glory—a fied and glorified the character of God, and offered]

Divine glory. And before God created the heavens Himself as a sacrifice for our sins , then He was com

and the earth , which shall pass away, He had in His plete . Perfect He was during all His life ; but not,

mind “ the new heavens and the new earth , wherein if I may so speak, the features of His Divine humai

dwelleth righteousness," and a creation which , through character have reached their ultimate and stereo

faith in the blood of Jesus , should stand fast for ever typed expression. Everything that is holy and loving

more in the Man Christ Jesus, the Mediator, to the and strong in Him has been sublimated into the greates:

glory of the Father. perfection. Now, having died , He shall live for ever

The Incarnate Son. unto God.

THE
IHE Only-begotten of the Father, in the absolute First-begotten of the Dead.

eternity , who is the First -begotten of every crea OW come we to the last sonship of Christ, " the

ture in what I may call the relative eternity, is now

the incarnate Son . Born of the Virgin Mary, and for tive difficulties are removed, begins the positive . When

thirty -three years living upon the earth , but upon Jesus rose from the dead, that was His birthday, and

whose shoulders are thegovernment of the universe , therefore is called “ the Lord's Day.” Then Jesus

He is the centre of the whole world ; He is , if we may entered upon this new existence which shall never

80 speak, the Creator of the whole universe, the ani end. And not merely was it His birthday, but with

mating Spirit of the whole universe ; and now we see His birthday it was also the birthday of the whole

Him man, born of the Virgin Mary, si born of a woman Church of Christ. And not merely was it the birth

made under the law , " a servant, obedient , even day of the whole Church of Christ, but it was also

obedient unto death. All the whole creation was the birthday of the new heavens and the new earth ,

summed up in this Jesus, Son of man, Son of David, wherein dwelleth righteousness . Now is the last age:

above all, Son of the ever-blessed God . And now He here is the beginning and the centre of that world in

enters right into the centre of the disease, the mortal which there will be outward manifestation - outward,

disease - right into the centre of that which has visible, massive , concrete — but no longer anything that

created disturbance throughout the whole universe is corruptible, or anything that can be defiled, or any

of God . “ He was made sin for us." He bore the thing that can become weak or feeble .

curse of the law for us . He who alone , in His
Þeir of All Things.

infinitely holy and sensitive humanity, was able to

understand the depths of the guilt of the pollution of

The First-born from the dead is the Heir of all things.

sin ;Hewho so lovedthe Father,thatofallbeings forgiven, andnewlife giventous out of Jesus— for the

And now, since Jesus is risen from the dead, our sins

He was the only one who could feel adequately what

it is for the Father to hide His countenance - Ho
Spirit could not be given until Jesus was glorified —in

entered into this lowest state . He overcame all our
one sense the of God is fulfilled . In reality it

purpose

enemies ; He fulfilled thewhole counsel and mind of

is fulfilled , but not in actuality. Now does He gather

God. Not merely did He give to the Father the

to Himself, from among all nations, and kindreds, and

penalty for our sins , but the sin -offering became peoples, and tongues, a people to be His disciples,to

the most fragrant burnt -offering, so that God was

be His friends, to be believers in His name, to be Elis

delighted with this infinite love and the self -sacrifice

bride, to be members of the body of which He is the

of Jesus .

head; 'and so intimately is Jesus connected with His be

lievers that , when Heappears , they must also appear

Our Advocate . with Him in glory. It tells at once what a wonderful

And to Satan He showed forth that He had fulfilled union that is. Our life is now hid in Christ in God;

all righteousness, and that He was the Advocate of but when He shall appear, ipso facto, by this appearing

the human race . Satan aims at our destruction . of Jesus, we also shall appear with Him in glory

Never think for a moment that the ultimate point of And then there will be summed up in Jesus Christ the

Satan is to destroy us . The ultimate point of Satan whole creation of God. Even the angelshave been

is to tarnish the glory of God. Therefore mankind brought nearer to God through Jesus . They bebell

was of such great importance both to God and the in Jesus depths of Divine love which they never sa

great adversary, man being the copestone of creation before. With wonderful sympathy arethey linked 30

in whom spiritual and natural are blended together. With wonderful love and adoration they bare

To Satan , who is the accuser of the human race , been subject to Jesus in His humanity ; for unto Jesus,

Jesus appe ars as the Advocate of the human race . all power is now given in heaven and

Perfect through Suffering.

the Son of man;

on earth . Andthe outward inanimate creation shall

Oh, how touching it is to see this side of Jesus ! also be transfigured ; for man was the centre of tbe

He represents humanity. He comes before God the visible creation on earth , and therefore even the

Father, and He says to the Father, “ They have creature is waiting now for the manifestation of the

sinned, I make no excuse for them . The depth of sin sons ofGod. Then shall all things be summed up

and guilt, the holiness and severity of thelaw, the under Christ.

wrath of God, the consequences of sin, I acknowledge

them fully, but I will bear them. " He faces Satan Those who have a heart to do good, never need complaio

and says, “ They have sinned , it is true, but I look for want of opportunity. - M . Henry,

us .
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me.

Christian , expressed his astonishment how a Jew can deny the

“ The Gospel has Smashed up my Atheism. ” ' living God and worship a man born of a woman . But when I

tried to explain to him the truths of our religion , and showe i

THE

THE following deeply interesting incident was given by the him that the Christian is a believer in the “ God of Abraham ,

Superintendent of the Millwall Mission Hall, at the
Isaac, and Jacob ,” and that the doctrine of the Trinit .,

annual meeting, last week, of the Kingsland Gospel Missions.

An atheist had been in the habit of interrupting our open

although now universally denied by the Jews, is nevertheless an

old Jewish doctrine , he was overwhelmed and burst into tears .

air preaching, parodying the hymns, and otherwise ridiculing He afterwards shook me heartily by the hand , became very

ourmissicn efforts. Last winter, like so many others , he got
friendly disposed, and offered me choice refreshments . I have

out of work. Hearing of this , I sent him some coals and tickets visited his house many times since , and have been treated

for groceries, and got him pecuniary relief ; all this without almost as one of his family .

letting him know whence the help came. He was curious , and

set himself to find out, and did find out, who the help came
New York as a Fielo for the Missionary .

from .
The field is 80 vast and accessible that if all the British

“ Why,” he asked, “ do they do this ? I have insulted them
Society's missionaries were transferred to it they could find

in every possible way, over and over again. What makes them
plenty of remunerative work to do ; and I trust that our visit

treat me in this way ? "
to America and Canada will be the means of creating such an

Just when he was puzzling over this I met him , and invited interest among Christians here, that Israel's cause will be

him to a free tea. He came, and heard the Gospel , as he had taken up most heartily, and that Mr. Freshman , who is

never heard it before. He came again to a Gospel meeting ; at present engaged single-handed , and doing a good work, shall

and I went to him and said :

be greatly strengthened and encouraged . But until that

“ Are you coming home to -night ? "

“ If I could be a Christian I would, but I cannot,” he replied .

interest is produced , and our American brethren see it to be

their duty and their privilege to espouse these missions , I

" Are you honest in saying so ?
would most solemnly and earnestly urge upon our friends in

“ I
am ; I have always been honest, even in teaching infidelity .” Great Britain and Ireland to double their efforts to help us to

“ Well, then, let us get to our knees.”
send over at least a few men to occupy this promising field,

I prayed for him till after ten o'clock, then I said :
and the God of Abraham , Isaac, and Jacob will surely bless

" Now it's your turn . "
them ,

He began as younever heard any one pray :

AARON MATTHEWS.

" Once I believed in a Supreme Being ; then , against nature

and against myself, I denied Theo . Now reveal Thyself 'to

He did not find peace that night , nor the next ; but the third

night I asked : “ Are you coming home to -night ? '
The McAll Mission.

" Now ,"I said, « if you'ro honest, you've done sufficient evil MAMission,an effort toParfythe Gospel to the
peopleof

in your time , now try to do some good."

" What can I do ? "
France, was instituted immediately after the suppression of

“Get up before the congregation , and confess what you have the Commune, by the personal efforts of the devoted Christian

been ."

worker whose name the mission bears. It has studded the

He got up, but the first thing he did before all the people was great city of Paris and some of the more important provinciai

to drop on his knees, and cry

towns with centres of Christian light, and in so far as it is pos

" O God, for Jesus Christ's sake (it wasn't ' Supreme Being '

sible to form an estimate of results they have been almost

now) , have mercy onme. '

without precedent in the annals of mission enterprise. For

Then he gets up and tells the people , “ Once I was blind and
the first time for centuries the Gospel can bepreached without

could not gee God ; now I see."

hindrance in that land of superstition and infidelity, and an

He wrote a letter to the Secretary of the Secular Society, and open door surpassing all expectation is found in the general

it was like this :

willingness of the peopleto listen to the simple story of the

The Lord has saved my soul ; He has manifested Himself love of God in Christ. What wonder, then, that the zealous

to me by His Spirit and Word, and He can do the same for agents of the mission , yielding to earnest solicitation , have

you .”

pushed their efforts further and wider, till they have passed the

He showed me bis illuminated card of membership, signed limits of strict financial prudence ? Suffice it to zay that this

by a notorious atheist . As he says, “ the Gospel has smashed most blessed work is crippled by a deficit of some two thousand

up my atheism, " He is now living & godly life, and witnessing pounds, and is compelled to withdraw from fields already

for Christ.

occupied, and in other ways obliged to narrow its sphere of use

fulness. Should it be so ? Ought not rather Christians in

England to join with helping hands in Scotland and America to

relieve devoted servants of Christ wearying of anxiety, to prevent

The Jews of New York.

the abandonment of newly- conquered outposts,and to multiply

the means of scattering the bread of life among the millions of

JHE Secretary and Treasurer of the British Society for the spiritually destitute who lie at our doors ?

I write to ask Obristians of all denominations to take the

visit to the United States, for the purpose of examining

matter up in prayerful earnestness. All can interest their

into the condition of, and possibilities of work among Jews in

friends, and manycan become collectors. But what is especially

America ,

asked is that those who have the opportunity will aid by means

In connection with this visit & very interesting letterhas

of drawing-room and other meetings. On the 11th of this month

come to hand from Mr. Matthews. We believe many will be

Mr. S. R.Brown, one of the most successful of the mission

glad of a few extracts :-Having spent a full fortnight in

evangelists , will arrive in England, and be prepared to address

visiting among, and conversing with , a great many of mypeople

meetings and to give every kind of information. Friends who

in the great city of New York , and havingmade many inquiries

find it in their hearts to help are invited to communicate through

concerning the probable number of Jewsin and around New the London Ladies' Auxiliary. I shall have much pleasure in

York , I think I may venture to give the friends of Israel in supplying information , and rendering assistance in arranging for

England my observations concerning them .
meetings.

The writer proceeds to give particulars ofthe state of the Jews Subscriptions will be received by the Dowager Lady Congleton,

in New York, on which we will not enter here, as they will be 53, GreatCumberland Place .

found in full in the Jewish Herald , and proceeds :

LOUISA CAVENDISH (Miss) , Hon. Sec.

19, Chester Street, Belgrave Square.

My Testimony Among Them .

I have visited a great many families, and have conversed
with a great many in the streets, and even when I came in con A Children's Gift. - A contribution of twelve rupees,fifteen

tact with the extremely orthodox I was not ashamed at once to annas, and seven pice (nineteen shillings and eightponce in

own that I was on the side of Jesus Christ. While some at English money) has been sent to the London Missionary

first were astonished , and even grieved at this, I believe I have Society from Waltair, Vizaga patam . This gift is particularly

won the respect of a good many. When I was leaving the city welcomeand worthy of mention . It was raised in small sums

& goodlynumber expressed regret on account of my going away ,

by small children in an Indian Sunday school. Rev. E. Le

and begged of me to visit them on my return .

Mare is training his young Hindu friends to give, and is

One dear old man , when he first got to know that I was a endeavouring to interest them in the great work of missions.
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For the YoungIn2 Memoriam .

Captain the Hon Francis Maude, R.N.

AT again we have to record the removal by death of one

Christian work. We refer to the Hon. Captain Francis Maude,

R N. , who fell asleep at his residence, 46, Onslow Square, W. ,

on Saturday week.

His loss will be severely felt by Rev. H.W.Webb Peploe and

his congregation, Captain Maude having been an earnest

worker in connection with St. Paul's . At the death of the Earl

of Chichester, in the early part of the year, Captain Maude was

chosen unanimously as the Earl's successor in the presi

dency of the Church Missionary Society . He was associated

with the Thames Church Mission and the Mission to Deep Sea

Fishermen from their commencement , and took a warm and very

practical interest in the work of both missions. With many

other good societies too numerous to mention, he was closely

identified ; and perhaps it is not uninteresting, nowadays that

duelling is completelyout of fashion in this country, to recall

that forty years since Captain Maude took a leading part in

the “ Anti-Duelling Society. ”

One who knew him well writes :-It may truly be said that in

all he did he sought only the glory of God and the good of his

fellowmen . But yet all his acts were characterized by a

humility and simplicity that was most refreshing to witness.

Public praise was very hurtful to him . There was nothing he

disliked more than to be brought to the front , and thus it comes

to pass that many a noble deed of love performed by him will

remain unknown until that day when the secrets of all hearts

shall be revealed . In illustration of this side of his character,

we may quote the following extract from a letter written by

him as recently as September last , in reply to one from a friend

expressing gratitude to God that he (Captain Maude) had been

spared so long to do so much for the encouragement of others

as well as in direct service : - " I wish I could look back on my

prolonged life , as you describe it—perhaps it is better that I do

not-but I feel thăt my sins of omission ' are very great, and

my only hope and trust is in a merciful, forgiving Saviour . "

The Quickest Way.

MR.
R. BROWN wanted a boy. Charlie Jones wanted the

place. He was told to put a screw in the gate
hinge.

“ Oh, yes, I can do that ! ” And he seized a hammer,and

gave thescrew two or three hard whacks.

“ Stop ; stop ! that is not the way.”

“ That is the quickest way. "

“ But the quickest way is not always the right way.
1

want no boy who puts in screws with a hammer."

There are a great many boys who drive screws with a

hammer, and a great many places that do not want them for
that reason . There are Charlies and Maries who will learn

their lesson the “ quickest way " instead of the right way.

And in everything, whether it is running an errand, 3- ring

a seam, or, as they become older, doing more important

things, they are not content with the slower but surer way ci

one patient turn after another. They skim over the lesson,

and then try to make up brilliant answers in class , or double

the thread and make one stitch where there should be three,

or dash off before they half understand what it is about, or

how what they say is going to sound. No boy or girl who

drives screws with a hammer can succeed . -Our Morning

Guide.

1

A Beautiful Prayer.

T to

THE following communication, signed “ A. C.B.," he

Fishermen . It wall tells its own beautiful story :

I send a little prayer for the mission, composed in her bed

by an old lady inher 80th year, whilstknitting helmets for

the poor fishermen, and varying the monotony of her work by

reading the Morning Psalm of the 22nd inst., and learning by

heart in her muchusedGreek Testament the sublime descrip

tion of a Christian's armour given by St. PaulinEpbesians

vi . 10.19.

" O Christ, who in Thy days of flesh

Didst choose from toilers in the sea

Thy first Apostles, and afresh

Taught them to cast their nets for Theo

Lord , bless this Mission , now begun

Fresh followers of Thy Cross to win ;

Let it a course of victoryrun,

M
H

1

Madame Rodriguez's Illness.

ISS KERR , our sister's co-worker, writes desiring that

Rodriguez , who has gone through much suffering with gastric

fever and dysentery . Mies Kerr says : - " We were so anxious

about her (the doctors having to hold a consultation) that her

husband be ged me to write to you to request the prayers of

the friends in England.

1

In saving fishers ' souls from sin.

These menbehold Thy works, O Lord,

When stormy winds lift up the waves ;

Which sink submissive to Thy word

That word which souls and bodies saves.

Oh ! bless each helper's aid , and make

These helmets cover heads that bow

In meek obedience for Thy sake,

Their Shield , and Sword, and Holmet, Thou ! "

“ It is impossible for me to keep up the correspondence that

comes in , as during the day, for the last month, I have nursed

Madame Rodriguez (her husband taking my place at night) .
Of course Madame R , is not able to attend to it.

“ Friends who see the notice of her illness in Word and Work

will understand her excuse. I am sure you will be glad to hear

that the worst is over, and that at least we are able to give her

nourishing food , which we trust will gradually restore her lost

strength. Please pray that it may be so without any relapse. ''

Blind in China . - Mr. Murray, the agent of the National Christian Vernacular Society for India.

Bible Society of Scotland in Pekin, has started what we trust

may prosectoebed,sharetheoneko amongstthat Bolánde in China: A PLEASANT gathering of thecommittee and friends and this

in mastering the Chinese language, and expressing it by dots, the office, 7, Adam Street, Strand, to bid farewell to Dr.

Mr. Murray had books printed in embossed character. His Murdoch ,on his return to India . The Earl of Northbrook pre

first pupil, a blind beggar boy, learned both to read fluently sided, and said a few words of kindly farewell. Rev. William

and to “ write with remarkable accuracy within six weeks , and Gray, of the Church Missionary Society, the Rev. John Sharp,

in turn became teacher to two blind men, one of whom could of the British and Foreign Bible Society, the Rev. James Joho

read well in less than two months." To Chinamen it seems ston, lately connected with the GeneralCouncil on Education

miraculous that sightless beggars “should be thus cared for by in India , and the Honorary Secretary, C.V.E.S., spoke in

foreigners, and endowed with apparently supernatural powers. recognition of the great services which for more than forty

When one was sent out to read in the streets , in company with years Dr. Murdoch has rendered to the cause of Christian

a native colporteur, crowds gathered round to hear and buy the education in India. The Rev. A. H. Lash , the Rev. F. 8.

book. It is evident that the mission might be greatly aided in Baring, Major -General Touch , and Mr. Robert Paton oferei

spreading the knowledge of Christian truth by the agency of a prayer, cominending him and his work to the favour and pro

whole legion of blind readers.” A hindrance to this important tection of the Lord.

branch of Mr. Murray's work is the need of providing board and Dr. Murdoch left England in the Dacca on Thursday, October

lodging for the beggar pupils. Ten pounds will defray the 28th . The chief work of this society, of which he is the Indisa

year's expenses of one man . Friends who may wish to know agent, is training native Christian teachers, and preparing

more of the history of this interestingmissionary ( in early man sound and healthy native literature,with a thoroughiy Christian

hood a humble Scotch artisan) should read Miss Gordon Cum . tone. A special effort is being made at the present momentto

ming's account of him in the Mission Record of the Church of give an impetus to the latter department of labour, and the

Scotland. sympathy and help of friends are cordially invited .
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The Massacres at Uganda.

Thered news from Ugandahas called forth deop andwide

7

HE

spread . special

ments are being made for united praver bv friends of missions ,

of every denomination, that the Committee of the C.M.S. may

be guided as to future steps - not only with regard to the reopen

ing of the Lake country, but also with respect to Mr. Mackay,

who has been detained by the savage potentate.

This detention , we find, is not regarded in the serious aspect

which at first sight those not closely intimate with the history

of the work might ascribe to it . It is believed that Mr. Mackay

has hoen prevented leaving because of his great practical

usefulness to Mwanga. However this may be, it must be to

him & painful isolation ; and much prayer will be made for his

deliverance, as also for the suffering disciples of Jesus.

Extracts from Letters.

VHE

Church Miasionary Society from Uganda , describing the

recent massacres of native Christians :

The Rev. R. P. Ashe writes in May as follows of the work

going on ju t prior to the outbreak :

The sale of books and papers is very encouraging. We

sell a fair number of Kigwaheli books, comprising New Testa.

ments, single Gospels, single booksof the Old Testament, besides

readiar-books, together with a large number of the enclosed

Luganda translations . The “ Mateka ,” the " Command

ments," is the third edition of the little book of eight pages.

We have the Creed , the Lord's Prayer, and the Ten Com.

mandments still in type, as they go off very quickly.

All these “ Matekas " were sold , with the exception of a few

given away ; but we find that when sold they are far more

Appreciated . I should think quite one-half of our edition of

the prayers, called “ Okusaha no Kutendereza Katonda," bas

been already sold .

Of the Litany we have only printed two hundred copies , which

we were rather regretting , as there is quite a demand for it .

Of the hymns we have printed four hundred copies of the first

sheet, and hope to finish off four hundred copies of the second

very soon ; two hundred are already done . This is the second

edition of pure Luganda hymns.

At present I am sorry to say there is rather a cloud upon us ,

and our renders have been scared away. On Easter Sunday

rumours of evil were rife, and the consequence was that only a

few rame in the morning. We thought it better to have the

communion service only, so as to let them get away quickly. I

think our commemorating our Saviour's death under circum

stunces of uncertainty helped to make us look forward more

earnestly to the heavenly feast , where there will be no more

fear. We held another service for others who came in the

afternoon , when there were also three baptisms. One of those

baptized was a head page of Namasole's, the Queen-mother.

Persecutian Breaking Out.

Mr. Ashe writes on May 26th :

It is with the deepest sorry I write to say that the storm of

persecution has again broken out. Some time ago we heard

rumours of evil .

The first actual trouble arose from a page , who was baptized

here last February , refusing to consent to a sin of which it is a

shameeven to speak, and to which the King had wished to

make him a victim . The lad refused , and was cruelly beaten,

but has since been released ; but this, and the fact ofa princess

having burnt somo magic charm, so enraged the King that he

sent and apprehended most of the leading Christians, both

those who read with the Frenchmen and ourselves. We hear

that eleven victims have already sealed their testimony with

their blood . Several members of the Native Church Council

have been arrested. We hear that as many as seventy people

have been seized , and we hear that they are going to burn

them, which may the good Lord forbid !

To the Scattered Canberts.

The missionaries then printed and circulated the following

letter to the ecattered converts . (N.B.- “ Buganda” is the

local name of Uganda. ) :

“ PEOPLE OF JESUS WHO ARE IN BUGANDA , Our Friends ,-We,

your friends and teachers, write to you to send you words of

cheer and comfort, which we have taken from the Epistle of

Peter the Apostle of Christ. In days of old Christians were

bated, were hunted, were driven out and were persecuted for

esus sake ; and thus it is to -day .

“ Our beloved brethren , do not deny our Lord Jesus, and He

will not deny you on that great day when He shall come with

glory. Remember the words of our Saviour, how He told His

Disciples not to fearmen,who are only able to kill the body ;

but He bid them to fear God , who is able to destroy the body

together with the soul in the fire of Gehena .

“ Do not cease to pray exceedingly, and to pray for our bre .

thren who are in afiction , and for those who donot know God .

May Godgive you His Spirit and His blessing ! may He deliver

you out of all your afflictions ! may He give you entrance to

eternal life through Jesus Christ our Saviour !

" Farewell. We are the white men ; we are your brethren

indeed who have written to you . "

On the other side of the leaflet is 1 Pet. iv, 12 to the end of

chapter.

Torture and Beath .

Mr. Mackay writes on June 26th :

It is now a full month since the bloody persecution of native

Christians began . Those who were at the capital , and beat

known, were of course first arrested . About a dozen were
butchered at once. Several were mutilated (Asiatic manner)

afterwards ; many were speared or otherwise killed in the

endeavour to capture them in various parts of the country ;

while thirty-two were burnt alive in one huge pyre, after having

been kept prisoners over a week. Of course the great body of

our people (as of the Frenchmen's) took warning and fled into

hiding. A few of them have since come to light, having got

influential friends to intercede for them , and have been par.

doned on the understanding (i.e. , on the part of the King) that

they renounce Christianity. But & large number still remain

in hiding, able to move about only under cover of darkness.

Mr. Ashe mentions several individual cases. One or two are

selected here :

Nakumba, a Muganda boy, aged about fifteen or sixteen, who

from the very first hearing always showed a deep interest in

the teaching of the missionaries. He was baptized with fifteen

others on Christmas Day, 1883. On January 30th he was seized

and made prisoner, and beaten , and on the following day was

dragged away to the cruel torture of the elow fire , which he

suffered , after having his hands hacked off, taunted and mocked

all the while for being a Christian , and scornfully being asked

to read his book. His Christian name is Joseph .

Brabe Martyrs.

Munyaga Roberto. Baptized June 22nd, 1884. One of the

King's door-keepers and messengers ; & communicant and

married ; member of Native Church Council. Burned alive

June 5th , 1886. The story is that first a hand was hacked off

and roasted before his eyes ; then a leg. We are not quite

certain of the exact date of his martyrdom ; we were kept many

days in suspense , and when the terrible tale was confirmed, we

could not be sure of the day. A touching incident in connec

tion with him I mentioned-it was he who recovered the

Bishop's Bible , buying it from one of the murderers . When we

were giving him the price, he wished to pay part himself, for

he wanted to show that he was grateful for the Bishop's self

sacrifice on behalf of such as he.

Malukaga - Nua. Baptized September 21st, 1884. A very

earnest Christian, regular attendant and communicant, active

in teaching, and most generous in receiving the brethren at his

house . At the time of the Bishop's murder he sheltered as

many as eight of the Mission children and women ; electedmem

ber of Native Church Council , of which he was an active

member, Was burnt alive, confessing his faith and exhorting

his executioners to believe.

And as that flaming path hre trod ,

One walk'd with him of glorious form ,

One ever near in fire and storm ;

And He was like the Son of God .

Kidza Musali Fredi Wigram . Baptized Sunday, September

21st, 1884 . An earnest Christian and very regular attendant,

has caused us deep thankfulness, most zealous in teaching

others ; one of those last baptized was one of his winning. When

our dear children were murdered he was standing by . The

cruel chief who was his over- lord (he himself having a small

post called Musali), and who was carrying out Mwanga's fear

ful command, threatened to burn him and all his household .

Fredi replied, " Very well ; do so. I am a Christian ,andI am

not afraid .” This was merely a threat. Whenthe chief heard

that his Musali was to be seized this month (June, 1886 ), he

warned him to fly, but Fredi refused, and was taken and un.

mercifully clubbed to death before being flung into the flames.

When I found heart to visit the scene of our children's murder,

it was he who lead me to the place. When wereached it , he

knelt with me , and poured out his heart to God, that He would

bring His salvation to those in darkness. In no long time he

was to be a partaker in that blessed death : “ Blessed are the

dead that die in the Lord .” Fredi was elected a member of

the Native Church Council, was married, and a regular oom.

municant.
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Hooks and Eyes.
Fresh Confessors.

On July 12th Mr. Ashe writes :
A few words of the Lord' s work in our midst. Most of our

work is now carried on in secret and underthe cover ofdarkness. His Likeness.
At first, when the storm broke upon us, all was darkness and

fear. We know the slaughter had been terrible, but who |
T VERY lover of art who knows Exeter knows ther,

the slain were we knew not. After awhile , at dead of night, one D always a treat ready for him to feast his eyes uma

well-known face was joyfully welcomed , and then another. the end of Longbrook Street. If he will only go a very :

Soon many came, and with thankful hearts we found that farther he will find the workshop and stone-yard of the.

though many had fallen , many, manymore bad escaped and famous Harry Hems, the sculptor and wood care

are now hiding. On June 30th Bekweyamha the young chief frequently walk this way on purpose for a gaze. He

whom Imentioned of the royal family of Unyoro ,came, as also this morning, I found an elaborate and delightfully chi.

an old reader named Lukai, and were baptized ; also a boy panel in alabaster, for an Ilminster conservatory. it.

named Mudembya , who is a very earnest little reader, and return journey I walked on the opposite side of the mai

would have been baptized somemonths ago, but was hindered

from coming on the day fixed. Bekweyamba chose the name
more easily to look into the yard . On lifting my

of Japhet, Lukai of Calib , andMudembya chose John , or Yoana
absolutely started, and then stood to gaze, for, uništen .

as it is in Luganda . eyes took in only a large block of rough stone, bar -

The same letter contains the account of severalother baptisms, them , I saw growing out of the stone the likeness to ...

making twenty-three in all , subsequent to the massacres. bishop. My steadfast stop and earnest gaze 63
The full letters will be published in the next number of the clergyman , also on the footpath . He too stood and skal

Church Missionary Intelligencer. knew whether that was Bishop Philpotts. “ I do not be

I said ; " it is a bishop, that is certain ,and sculptured

masterhand I expect. So it is sure to be a good likes

English Governesses in Paris , passed on. I stood and meditated for a minute,siz

walked on . The text struck me, We also are lively
W have just received a most interesting account of MissE

V Pryde' s work amongst governesses in Paris , from which
hewn out of nature's rough quarry , and we arebeing a

we glean a few extracts. First of all to illustrate how this | upon by the Master's hand . Oh, let us yield ourselves **
Homebecomes a refuge of thedespairing, we give one incident. workmanship, and doubtless one day we too shall be pr .

A gendarme came to the Institute one evening and asked , the likeness Hewould have us be, even His owulum

“ Are you Miss Pryde ? " " Yes,Monsieur, I am ." After closing iii. 2 and Ephes. ii. 10 ).
the door and looking cautiously around the room , he said again ,

" Are you really Miss Pryde ? " " Yes,Monsieur, truly. What The Spilt Flour; or, “ Father'll be sorry for2|

is it you want with me? " " I have something very terrible to W H AT the dear child said reminded me of that tes **|

tell you about a governess here in Paris. Wewant you to help n of verses in Psalm ciïi., “ Like as a father F
us, as we don 't want the case to be made public if it can be his children , so the Lord pitieth' them that fear Hin .
avoided." Then he told a story of desperation , the result of

overstrained nerves in the weary struggle to gain a livelihood in
“ Don 't you take on so, my little maid," said a

this gay city . It was that of a young governess who, in her
plumber as he passed , “ don 't you take on so, your fate?

despair , had attempted to end her troubles by self-destruction . good father, so he'll be sorry for you, and hewon'tbe fel

In the end Miss Pryde willingly complied with the request for an accident."

made to her through the gendarme, and between eleven and The rude, unkind, thoughtless boys had gathered

twelve o 'clock that night passed a place where a meeting was her, and made her cry as if her heart would break, fiks

arranged, took the girl into her charge, brought her to the kept on with “ Eugh ! eugh ! what'll father say ?"

Institute, got her quieted and fed , and never lost sight of her how it happened . A little girl was sent to buy

until she was placed in proper hands. So another was rescued without a basket to put it in . Now we all know how

from the “ going down " so easy and so common . it must be to carry a two or three pound paper bag fi .
There are two branches of this work — the principaland longer Well, this little girl had to try to do it safely, but, tams

established one being the Institute, the objects of which are :
let it fall just as she reached the bottom of South

A free registry for governesses seeking situations, to afford
pecuniary aid to such in special cases, to give counsel and help

Boys immediately surrounded her with ,“ Eugh ! euri

in all cases, visitation of the sick , dinners and teas (gratuitous).
father, or whatli mother, say ? " One of the died

The other branch is the Home for governesses ; it originated was chivalrous enough to run back to the shop in

with the demand, in England , for governesses, who have bag, which he speedily brought, and began to fill in
acquired French in Paris, causingmany young ladies to come and flour that he scraped together with both hands

here for this purpose, and enabling them to command higher the kind plumber put down his tools, and took the

salaries on their return . Without such a Homethese ladies his arms to sootheher tears,and said his kind,father

would be obliged to reside in hotels , or furnished lodgings, at a the little thing sobbed with faith, “ Es, father'll be a
cost which most, if not all, of them cannot afford to pay. To me, I know he will.”

meet this want there is provided at the Home - at a cheap rate Oh, reader, your Father in heaven will be sor )."

- board and lodging, combined with family life, also French when you need His pity - and who does not? 10
lessons, given by a French teacher.

The cost of living in Paris, and the moderate charges made will. Can you say so too ? (Psa. ciii. 13).

at the Home, with the varying number of inmates, render it
impossible for the Home to be self-supporting - though , it is

Borneo . - The whole of British North Borneo is

hoped , it may become so -- therefore Miss Pryde feels compelled
single Protestant missionary, neither is there any po

to ask for greater support, especially as, by reason of themany
the spiritual needs of the British residents. There is 3 !

frequent applications for admission , she has been obliged to
why this state of things should continue for & single 15

add to her previous accommodation , and has been fortunate
theapathy of the Christian Church . . . . Already seven

enough to obtain several apartments in a beautiful house in the
are in the field, and finding & good entrance se

Avenue du Bois de Boulogne.
natives. These are Dyaks, Malays, and Chinese.

It is earnestly hoped all will render assistance in this good
who knows Borneo, suggests that mission work mies

work ; its rapid growth shows its necessity. The work is
menced at Sandakan , where the British merchants tea

Ohristian , philanthropic, and entirely unsectarian . The repre
that itinerations by boat and overland might be

sentative ministers of all the religious denominations in Paris
Kudat, Gaya- Papar, Kimaur, down to Labuan. I

preside at the Saturday evening prayer meetings. good constitution , able and willing to endure bres

23, Avenue du Bois de Boulogne, Paris .
Christ' s sake, would find noble work ready for the

them should be a medical missionary . The Malay

with a few local idioms, is in ordinary use. The
A Native Village. - Mr. Lakshman Rao gives in the yet, are confined to the coast line. The interior is

lfollowing words an interesting glimpse of how a native vil by boat for long distances. The climate is said to be

lage is entered. Moolbagel is a place of nearly four thousand Sandakan is free from fever, and has many of the

nhabitants, and a stronghold of Madhva Brahmins, an ultra life , so that there would be no disadvantage, but I

orthodox sect. There was an open door to preach the Gospel, in one or both of the missionaries being martiau.- |

and the “ common people " listened gladly. Here also wa Missions at Home and Abroad .
secured the Government school, in whioh to give a Gospel
address. * Hooks and Eyes, just published , 86, 6d. ; ( Jobin F.Shas
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A Conference of Workers.

,paign of Ragged schooland mission workers,was held on

the evening of Wednesday last in King Edward Street Schools,

Spitalfields, under the auspices of the Ragged School Union .

Mr. James Robertson , a member of the parent Committee,

who presided , briefly introduced the speaker of the evening.

Hethods and Sims.

BY PROFESSOR LEONE LEVI, LL.D.

REWARD, or even gratitude,here below, for Ragged school

you obtain is theinward blessedness of doing your duty, and

that is enough . It is upwards of thirty- five years now since I

devoted myself to teaching, as well as I could, on Sundays. I

was teacher in a Sundayschool in Bell Square, near London

Wall, from 1852 to 1856. I was the superintendent of a Ragged

school in Golden Lane, afterwards united with Chequer Alley,

from 1857 to 1850. I had a young men's class at Regent Square

Presbyterian Church from 1860 to 1863, and since then I have

had a class of adult Italians in my Saffron Hill school , to whom

I teach the Bible in Italian . Nor do I find that my power for

working on week-days has in the least suffered from my labour

on the Sunday. Nay, it has given me greater zest for my work,

and has enabled me to form truer views of the state of society

than I could otherwise have obtained , and from which I have

greatly benefited. It is delightful to come into close contact

with our fellow-men , whether adults or children . When we are

engaged in great enterprises, we must first see the objects in

their fulness as through a telescope , and then bring them down

within the compass of our eyes . Butwhen we are engaged in

Ragged school work we see, as through a microscope , a whole

world in the heart of a single child.

The work appears but a simple one-only teaching a Bible

lesson . But it is far from being so simple as it looks , for you

require much wisdom and skill to sow the precious seed which

is entrusted to your hand . Teaching is an art, and unless you

try to learn it thoroughly, and make it your duty to fit yourself

for the work you undertake, whether in the day school or in the

Sunday or Ragged school, it is better for you to abandon it

altogether. A careless sowing of the seed by the wayside will

not answer the purpose. The teacher must be himself well

taught . Hemust be at home in the Scriptures ; he must know

how to handle the Word of God ; he must be able to use fit

illustrations ; he must be careful in his direct applications of

the truth .

Much discretion is wanted in the choice of subject for teach

ing. The seed is the Word of God-all good - all genuine ; but

the Word of God is like a tree , bearing twelve manner of fruits

-a fruit for each month ; or like a garden rich in a splendid

variety of flowers. The Bible teachez lessons concerning earth

and heaven ; duties concerning time and eternity. And there

is danger in either giving too exclusive attention to matters

concerning the world tocome , forgetful that we have a life to

live here below, or dwelling too exclusively on duties concerning

time, forgetting that at any moment we may awake to the full

reality of a world beyond . Let the teaching be real, and not

conventional ; practical, not abstract ; homely, so that the

child shall understand ; memorable, not likely to slip from sight

or mind .

The Ragged school teacher is not only an evangelist, but a

friend and & benefactor to the poor. Teach, by all means,

industry and thrift , oleanliness and propriety , good manners

andpure language .

The most perilous time in the life of a boy or girl is the

period when he or she emerges from childhood and begins to

assert his or her personal independence without the faculty of

using it aright. We lament the waste of useful substances and

try to utilize them . Would that we could recover the enor

mous amount of moral power annually lost in the boys and girls

that go astray at that eventful age. With a view of stemming

this waste, Youths'or Working Lads’ Institutes seem to mea

most welcome addition to the work of the Ragged school.

Much depends on the teacher's conduct in the school, on their

visitations to the children, on their contact with the parents.

Manifest always a loving and merciful disposition, whilst never

descending either in gestureorspeech to too much familiarity ,

leet it should lead to diminished respect and deference.

And be not discouraged by any apparent want of success. The

Beed sown in the autumn must lie deep on the ground during

the winter, subjected all the while to rain and snow .

seem dead, but it is living ; when spring comes you see the

springing of the earth, when summer is reached the blade is

manyfeet high, and with the first autumn winds a precious

arvest is in your sight. It may be that you are sowing in the

autumn ; do not be discouraged if a winter of gloom and almost

despair should have to pass before the harvest is reaped . Hope

even against hope. Trust that seed cast in the water may grow

after many days. Who can indeed tell whether from among

the children you teach there may come forth a Moffat, a

Williams, or a Livingstone ? Sow beside all waters and re

member that " they that sow in tears shall reap in joy,” and

that he that goeth forth and weepeth, bearing precious seed,

shall doubtless come again with rejoicing , bringing his sheaves

with him ."

The CHAIRMAN touched briefly on a few of the points advanced

by Dr. Levi, and then declared the meeting open.

Mr. CHARLES MONTAGUE said that in connection with King

Edward Schools there were between three and four hundred

lads and young women in regular attendance , and under its

moral and Christian influence. As to the general school work,

he said the teachers felt the vast importance of getting at the

parents , and they did get hold of them . In describing the

various branches of themission, the speaker told of girls' sew

ing classes, and Bible classes, and parents' meetings, and other

branches , as also the libraries (the King Edward School library

is one of the largest school libraries in London) . Many of the

elder scholars had just lately become communicants in a

neighbouring church , and he believed were truly children of

God. In the course of a few practical hints Mr. Montague

dwelt on the necessity for insisting on obedience , on the value

of punctuality, and the great importance of school libraries.

A number of friends followed , throwing out practical sugges

tions on definiteness in teaching, technical instruction , the use

fulness of a clear Scriptural catechism as the means ofconvey.

ing direct doctrinalteaching, practical subjects , such as thrift

and temperance , industrial classes, Bible searching.

Amongst the speakers were such well -known workers as

Messrs.Reynolds, Scarfe, John Kirk (Secretary), Cotsford, and
G. Williams .

Mr. R. J. CURTIS believed some form of catechism would

prove really useful in the schools . He urged the great waste

of moral power in thousands of boys and girls growing up ard

passing out of the Sunday schools, and wandering away from all

Christian influences . It is , he maintained, most essential to

get hold of these . It is being done by some , it must be under

taken much more widely and wisely than at present.

Mr. W. J.ORSMAN spoke of his experiences of many years

in Golden Lane and Hoxton . He urged with great emphasis

the need for special efforts on behalf of the lads and elder girls,

and specially in the way of industrial and technical instruc

tion .

The CHAIRMAN felt the Conference of this evening must prove

exceedingly fruitful in its suggestiveness as to practical methods

of working. He maintained strongly the importance of aiming

at the utmost possible directness in Gospel teaching.

HinduMarriages. - A deputation of native gentlemen

waited on Lord Dufferin , urging that marriages under a certain

age should be considered illegal. His Lordship,while cordially

wishing every success to the movement,thought that things were

not yet ripe for such a change in the Hindu social system. If

Indian reformers, hitherto , as a rule, have only talked, there

forefathers did not even do that . It required the efforts of a

whole generation to put an end to slavery throughout the British

dominions. To deliver the women of India from the thraldom

of superstitious customs is a far more difficult task.

Mr. F W. Schofield , one of the assistant masters of the

Rugby Subordinate School, addressed on Monday night, at the

Cabin, Crick, Rugby, the residence of Mr. Smith, of Coalville,

crowded meeting of the G.S.C. Band of Love, friends

and strangers. The heart-stirring address will be felt for some

time by those who heard it , and it will be most helpful to those

“ brothers " and “ sisters " and others desirous of carryingout the

fundamental objects andaims of the G.S.C. Band of Love, viz .,

the living of Christlike , useful , and loving lives .

Prisoners' Sunday . - It is now three years since the

observance of “ Prisoners' Sunday" originated in New York

State at a meeting in which prominent clergymen of many

denominations were present. This meeting passed resolutions

heartily approving of the purpose and work of the Prison Asso

ciation , earnestly commending it to the consideration and

support of Christian churches throughout the State, and recom

mending that on one Sunday in the year each Church should

take into special consideration the relation of Christian people

to the reformation of criminals. The idea has been taken up

in other States , and this year the day will be observed in Colo

rado, Iowa, Minnesota, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania ,Maryland,

New Jersey, and Connecticut, as well as New York .

It may
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Friendless and Fallen.

was that they should hear something from those present

who had long been engaged in this effort, which ebould

fit them to take part in it more thoroughly to the glory

of God and the rescue of these poor women. To him it seemed

clear that the difficulties did not diminish , and very often

they had to ask , almost in despair, What can be done ? The

sad feature that girls now are lost at so early an age, that

they start on a path of sin as soon as they start on the path

of life , is certainly one of the saddest facts in the world ; but,

after all , these it is who must be rescued . He did not wish to

speak unfeelingly , but he thought it was almost a waste of

time to spend efforts on those who were hardened . As to

the cause of the terrible increase of the evil , he thought that

a rapidly-growing population had much to do with it. If, he

said, we could reduce the numbers of the vast masses of women

seeking employment, literally treading on each other's heelt,

and crowding each other out — if all these could be practically

dealt with - then the masses of the fallen would be reduced.

Will 1 Century's Work .

Mr. E. W. Thomas read a carefully prepared paper, which

was listened to with deep interest. In the course of it be

pointed out at length the difficulties of the work , and at the

same timethe many encouraging aspects of it. He reviewed

the Christian efforts of the last ball-century, especially con

trasting the numerous agencies now in existence with the

beginning of the half -century, when religious and charitable

institutions had not been established.

Mr. GEORGE HOLLAND said it had been his lot in the course

of many years' labour in the East of London to have to do with

some fifty thousand poor children , and he might say that at

present he had somethree thousand men, women , and children

demanding his care . He attached the greatest importance to

the Homes, because he really did not know what those who

were trying to diminish the suffering of the present time conid

do without them.

1

Correspondence .

1

NOTHER autumnal Conference - the third-has been held

A

engaged in seeking to help young women and girls by what is

known as the preventive and rescue method. Mrs. F. A. Bevan ,

on Wednesday morning and afternoon , once more gathered

round her a band of devoted workers , and as their purpose was

to discuss freely several points which could not be so well dis

cussed in a mixed assembly, the meetings were for ladies only.

From one or two lady friends present wegathered the following

outline of the proceedings.

At the morning Conference Mr. E. W. Thomas was invited

to say a fow introductory words before the ladies took up the

subject appointed for the morning. He remarked it was very

cheering to note the contrast between the Metropolis to -day and

fifty years ago in the number of Christian agencies which now

existed . In reference to the special question which they had

met to consider, he rejoiced to believe that a great awakening

had undoubtedly taken place , wbich could be traced only to

one source8-the Authorand the Giver of every good and of

every perfect gift. For himselfhe would continue to hope that

if Christian'zoal, guided by Christian prudence, were maintained,

those of the coming generation would seo that the manifest

blessing of God had attended their efforts, and that many souls

had been brought to the Saviour through the instrumentality

of the organizations represented at that Conference to-day.

Mrs. ¥. A. BEVAN having read Mark vi . and Matt. xiv. ,

referred to the compassion which the Lord felt for the masses

as they presented themselves to His eye like sheep without a

shepherd. When Hesaw the suffering and sick around Him,

the widow in her loneliness and sorrow , and the afflicted gene

rally, His heart was moved with compassion, and in this was

& lesson for His followers in all time.

Perils of Young Girls .

Mrs. CARPENTER, the mother of the Bishop of Ripon, spoke

of the ferils of young girls in certain districts ofthe Metropolis

in connection with the topic - The educationof the presentday,

with its religious, moral , and social results .” In some of the

public laundries it was hardly possible for any young woman to

remain uncontaminated by the bad example, the intempe.

rate habits, and low conversation of many who worked there.

She also referred to overcrowding as one of the things to be

deplored. She had herself visited a room in which a father and

mother and seven children were living . The difficultyof getting

access to the rooms wheresomany were thus berded together

was sometimes very great, but by patience and tact it might be

Mrs. Walsham How, the wife of the Bishop of Bedford , said

that in some of the Homes with which she was connected

laundry workwas not regarded as the only occupation to

which rescued young women could look forward, they were

trained to fit them for domestio service .

Miss MACPHERSON referred to the importance of moral and

spiritual training as the highest object to be kept before their

minds whateveremployment they might find for those whom

they received into their Homes.

Preventive Measures.

In the afternoon there was a larger attendance than in the

morning, and the subject before the Conference was “ The future

of young people specially considered in relation to the education

they were now receiving." On this subject a lady had prepared

& paper which Mrs. Bevan read. In the course of the paper the

writer dwelt upon the sad loss sustained by young girls who

were deprived of motherly instruction . When sent to board

schools, sucha girl was taught by a girl quite as inexperienced

as herself, and who knew nothing of the dangers which would

beset herpath in life. It was the custom now to speak slight

ingly of the dame schools of the past, but a little "old womanly "

instruction would be invaluable to many young girls to

warn them against the dangers they would have to fight

against.

Mrs. BEVAN spoke of the need of showing sympathy with the

young female teachers of Board schools and National schools,

and of the importance of rightly training monitors and pupil

teachers.

Mrs. Walsham How specially directed attention to the vicious

reading which was to be seen now and again in the hands of

young girls,and a lady present added thatshe had been so

convinced of the need of doing somethingin this direction that

shehad spent £ 700 in trying to put better literature in their way.

Miss MACPHERSON stated that there were to -day not less than

79,000 children in workhouses .

The Evening Meeting.

In the evening, when the meeting was & public one,

Mr. F. A. BEVAN presided , and said :—What was needed

overcome .

Evangelisation or Conversion ?

TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK . "

IR ,-Allow me totrespass once more on your space with s

What do those who disclaim the notion of “ the conversion of the

world ” precisely mean by the evangelization of the world, as :

necessary preliminary to the returnof our Lord for His Church?

Is it that they think the whole world must become nominally

Christian , after the sad example of Christendom ? This can

hardly be their thought .

Is it that they expectthat at some one specific moment every

individual of someparticular generation, contemporary on the

earth , must have heard the Gospel, and either accepted of

refused it ? I know of no Scripture making this & necessary

preliminary to Christ's return for us . And this might well

defer our hope till A.D.1934, or to any other fanciful date, and

make our heart sad indeed.

Or is it that the Gospel of the grace of God must first hare

been proclaimed as a witness to every nation of the OIKODLÉHT

Does any Scripture support this latter thought ? I am not non

speaking ofthe duty, sadly neglected , of proclaiming the mes

sage far and wide - Mark xvi. 15 makes that clear enough. To

what extent the Gospel was preached in earlytimes I doubt

whether we have sufficient evidence to determine. But Paal's

words in Colog.i. 23 seem very emphatic . Matt. xxiv. 14 is, of

course, thought to settle the question , but does it ? Is it the

Gospel of the kingdom ” that we now preach ?

AndI am sure that our message is not that of the angelin Rey,

xiv. 6, 7. We cannot say, “Fear God .... for the hour of

Hisjudgment is come. "

But what does our Lord teach in Matt. xxiv , 14 ? Something

that must be done before " the end be." Is it the end we long

for, and hasten by the cry, “ Even so come ” or notrather, I

might say , the beginning ofblessing ?

Itis certain that the Church in this dispensation is to be the

instrument in God's hand for carrying to " all the nations

those glad tidings of the kingdom alluded to in the passage

underconsideration .

Does not Isa. Ixvi. 19, alluding toa time when God shall have

once more taken Israel, nationally, into covenant, tellus at

“ isles afar offthat have not heard ? " Therefore, while acknow

ledging all our failures, and saying with the hymn

Soon the day-dawn will begin ,

Can you leave them lost and lonely ?

Christ is coming. Call them in !

may we not dismiss this and every other theory which placer

between ourselves and that blessed hope anything which w

can put our finger upon as of necessity to occur first.

J. G , HALLIDAE.

I doubt it
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Kingsland Gospel Missions.

WE charied comb time.Thoring and this helpers ofthehearts

NOVEMBER

school teacher, who had that day boon committed to the dust,

amid the sorrowful lamentations of children and poor mothors

who had found in him a warm friend .

have from time to time noticed the excellent work After prayer by Mr. Sanders, proceded by much hearty

praise, the happyevening was brought to & fitting close.

spirit of those who have gathered around him we had a good We hear the annualreport,entitled ,“ Words of Life and Deeds

illustration last Tuesday evening, when the annual meeting of Love," with several illustrations, will be ready in a fewdays,

held in Bow Common Hall proved enthusiastic and encou and would be gladlyforwarded to any desirous of helping ,upon

raging. application toMr. Chorley, who, we need not say , would be

The hall was crowded by those who have been benefited thankful for'any practical assistance our readers could show..

spiritually and temporally by the mission . The bright faces His address is 2, Marquess Grove, Canonbury, London , N.

and vigorous singing and “ Ameng " of these hearty East-endors

did one's heart good,

Mr. W. CHORLEY read a brief epitome of tho roport, from

which it appeared it was now about sixtoen yearssince the Special Services in Theatres.

Lindor underholtime home hoidma how theworkwould | Tatoualreport of the asterts Lichthias Bombeon
inopera

grow . Now, however, there are six regular branches of the
tion for twenty -seven winters, has been published. From the

Kingsland Gospel Missions in different districts in the north first, the committee have had no mere sectional or denomina.

and east districts ; and that in addition to the Homes opened tional purpose to serve. Their work has been to sow broadcast

for children in Enfield . among the unroached masses of this great city the truths of

Some account followed of the founding and growth of the our common Christian faith , which they beliove can alone

Bow Common work . Originally the premises were used as a
conserve society and bless and sanctify humanity . In addition

cooperage, and they consequently required considerable altera to the work in the larger buildings, various old andnew London

tions, which were in a large measure carried out by the efforts
City Mission rooms have again been aided during the past year

of the friends,
with grants of money ; and the committee have ploasure in

As to financial matters, Mr. Chorley pointed out that while stating that the first of the proposed Shaftesbury Memorial

two evangelists and one Bible-woman are supported, whilo Halls has been opened in Gossett Street, Bethnal Groen, free of

Ragged schools and six mission halls are carried on , and while debt. And in consequence of the receipt of donations of £ 50

no less than a hundred pounds have necessarily been expended and upwards through this committee, arrangements are in

in altering one of the halls , yet the total sum spent during the progress by local friends for the erection of two additional

year has not exceeded one thousand pounds. Surely a very memorial halls to their late chairman . The committee are

small cost for so large an amount of work . Reference wasalso propared to accept the offer of a large circus at Dalston Junc .

made to the special necessities at present of the Stoke Newing. tion as soon as an additional $ 100 can be obtained,

ton work, the loss of the hall being threatened unless £ 700 be

secured ,towards which about £ 150 only has yet been raised .

Details followed of the various branches at Cubitt Town , Mill. Hindrances to Evangelistic Work.

wall, Stoke Newington, oldFord, Bow Common, and the work

amongst dock labourers, sailors, working lads and girls, the

winter's work amongthe dostituteandunemployed ,and the IN br. ad raser dwells on various practical

points,and con

BY REV. DONALD FRASER, D.D.

Holiday Homes .

Mr. F. A. BEVAN maintained they had much to praise the cludes with the following romarks, which strike us & g of very

Lord for that evening in bearing what the Lord wasdoing by general application :

His servants. Knowing something of the work, he felt it was The Church is wanting in ardour for the conversion of the

carried on on the lines of thesimple old Gospel of the Lord Jesus ungodly.

Christ. Hence they had no necessity to adopt sensational and Not merely is there scepticism about the utility of special

extraneous plans to attract the people ; the Gospel, clearly services, there is far too little serious thought about the success

declared, proved , as it over had done, the power of God unto of the Gospel in any way, stated or special.

salvation . One thing he admired in this mission was that Even the ministers of the Word are apt to fall intoadull

wherever the poorest and most destitute were found there they acquiescence in things as they are , contont with a well-filled

seemed to pitch their tents . They believed in going to the church. The officers of congregations are intent on pow -letting

people, and God blessed them in so doing. The need on every and the gathering of the church revenue. When these show

side is very great, hence such missions as this must be multi . respectable figures, “ We are doing well,” they cry, 'as if their

plied on all hands. From all he could see of the work of this church were a house ofbusiness. Always on the look outfor good

mission it seemed most economically and efficiently carried on . paying customers . Not only go , but the people too often seem to

Mr. METCALFE , who is in charge of the Bow Common work, have got all that they want when they have secured the sittings

gave a cheering account of the experiences of the year, every that they like, and hearsermons andservices (especially music)

branch of the work having grown steadily. He referred verv such as yield them a fair weekly allowance of enjoyment and

specially to the open -air work, five outdoor meetings being held consolation . They have no enthusiasm for that grand object for

every week, for it had been found that was the real way to get which Obrist came " That the world through Him might be

at the people. God had greatly blessed the testimony at the saved." They have among them persons callod par excellence

street - corner. In giving details of the tract work, several " Christian workers," but the generalmass ofChristians,whether

interesting incidents were given , showing how the Lord was in our own or in other churches, have no faith orcourage to go

blessing this labour. House to house visitation had proved very forth in the community in tho name of Christ and try to make
useful in bringing the Gospel before those who would not come more Christians.

near to the hall. Special efforts are being made to reach the Mr. Haslam , in his autobiographical volumes; ofton refers to

factory girls, and a free tea is to be given in a few days to about this apathy, and says, “ I never could 'understand Christians
& hundred .

who do not care about the salvation of souls ." It cortainly is

Mr. R. C. MORGAN believed that eternity would show that in a strange thing that sheep found by the Good Shepherd should

these quiet mission halls , for the most part, the work for God think only of green pastures for themselves and have no pity on

is being done. After warmly commending the work of the mis the sheepthat are still astray in the wilderness, or that men

sion, Mr. Morgan concluded by praying that God would richly who have been rescued and healed should feel nothing for

blees the Bow Common Mission . those who are still by the wayside, wounded and half dead .

Mr. GRIFFITHS, of the Millwall Hall, gave a thrilling account We do not know how this hindranco of mere self -regard is to

of what the Lord is doing at Millwall. be surmounted, unless God be pleased to show us the throbbing

One of his incidents, narrating the conversion of an atheist, we of His own heart over sinful men, and in harmony therewith to

giveon page 759. It will interest many. send amighty pulsation of love andsympathy through the heart

Mr. GAWIN KIRKHAM felt it was like carrying coals to New. of the Church which will actuate all her frame and quicken all

castle to speak about open -air work in such a mission, where it her energies.

Was so thoroughly and successfully practised. He had long Richard Baxter, writing of his success in the Gospel at

believed , and still believed , the onlyway to get at the people was Kidderminster, mentions with gratitude " the co -operation and

to go into the open air. The secret is — there the people are, zeal of his people." “ They thirsted for the salvation of their

go to them . neighbours, and were , in private, my assistants, and, being dis.

Brief addresses followed by Messrs. Luck, Paynter, and other persed through the town, were ready, in almost all companies,

workers, to repress seducing words and tojustify godlines , to convince,

Mr. JOHN KIRK broughtsome very practical lessons from the reprove, and exhort men according to their needs ; as also to

labours and memoriesof Mr. R. R. Glover, an earnest Ragged
teach them how to pray."
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES HOME GLEANINGS.

Home forthe Reception of Men

and Women belonging to the

respectable classes,

who, being in the last stages of illness, are in

eligible for general hospitals , and whose home
circumstances do not allow of proper treatment

and nursing. Cancer cases not received . Terms

vary . Two or three vacancies at present.

Apply to Miss DAVIDSON ,

133. Mildmay Road , N ,

1

1

ARMY SORIPTURE READERS,

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

President - Gen , Bir A. J. LAWRENCE , K.C.B.

Role object of the Society to spread the saying

knowledge of Christ among our soldiers. Contri.

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer , V. G. M. HOLI, Esq . , 17, Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon . Sec.; or by

the Secretary , Mr. W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,

Outside Testimonies. The Albany Institute,

Camberwell.TROM & number of interesting testi.

FROmonies given in Toilers of the N Sunday last the anniversary of

Deep, we glean the following extracts
which indicate how outsiders view the vices was held, and proved alike encor

work : raging and interesting. Considerable

A student writes from St. John's Hall , progress has recently been made, and not

Highburv : - " I would heartily thank only has the work grown , but it has

you for the privilege and pleasure , which greatly deepened , many of the lads and

have been mine, of seeing the practical girls from the Bible classes having heen

working of your mission on board of the led to the Saviour, and united to some

Thomas Grau. I was most struck by the neighbouring congregation .

grand work that is being done. The The anniversary services were made all

Gospel, through the working of the Holy the more solemn by the sudden death,

Spirit, is still the power of God unto during the preceding week, of Mrs. Ram .

salvation . " Mr. G. J. Ingram writes say, mother of the energetic and beloved

from Balham :- " I would thank you for Secretary . As the preacher of the even.

having given me the opportunity of ing referred to her "godly life and bore

visiting the North Sea fisheries. I have testimony to her readiness to be

experienced much benefit in health with the Lord, many in the hall weré

through the trip, and an " abundant touched , and it is believed the power of

spiritual blessing.

4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross, W.C.

BIBLE AND COLPORTAGE

SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

An undenominational society with agents in

all parts of Ireland . Carefully selected and

trained colporteure are spreading the knowledge

of Jesus by the living voice and the printed page.

They have access to the people everywhere. A
contribution of £40 will secure a colporteur for a

year in any part of Ireland. Several additional

colporteurs have been recently appointed

Funds greatly needed .
Secretaries, Rev. H.M.WILLIAMSON, Belfast

and Rev. JOHN ELLIOTT, Armagh, by whom

contributions will be gratefuliy received , or

they may be paid at the office of this paper .

1

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY . - Help

is very urgently needed to meet the beavy ex

penses involved in conducting the various evan

gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially

to assist in meeting the terrible distress so

prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive

help in any form . JAS. ATKINSON, Secretary,

10 , Enfield Road South , Kingsland, N.

1LAMBAND FLAG RAGGED

SCHOOL AND MISSION, 10, Red Lion

Street, Clerkenwell.- This Institution has carried

on good work for thirty -eight years , and larger

premises are needed to meet the increasing

demands of anxious and willing youth of both

sexes . £ 1,500 would provide what is wanted .

Will some of those blessed with means come

over and help us ? Funds are also much needed

to carry on ibe regular work .
Hon , Director and Treasurer - J.C.BHERRARD

7, Oxford Square, Hyde Park ,

You might, God was graciously manifested. We

perhaps, like to read the enclosed letter rejoice to mark the distinctly evange

from a skipper's wife, which I have lately lical and spiritual tone animating the

received . The skipper has been a notori whole work and workers.

ous man on sea and land , and is known

by the sobriquet of ' Rough -- ' He

gave his testimony at a meeting on

board the Cholmondeley, when he thus

described himself : " Well, brothers, you'll A Good Example.

say, Why, that's Rough-- ! he's been a TAE" HE following letter from some hard.

black un, he’ave ! ' But praise the blessed working girls, who want to give

Lord , I am now on the Lord's side , and their spare time to the service of Christ

I mean to trust Him. May He help me. and His little ones, has just been

Amen. ' There are many similar received by the Manchester Boys' and

cases , and I can without the slightest Girls' Refuge Society. Surely others
,

hesitation say that the Mission to Deep who cannot afford to give money, could

Sea Fishermen is doing a magnificent copy the example of those dear girls,

work for God . " who are using that talent of which

most of us possess a little at least - ou

time- faithfully, and for the good of

Homes of Hope. others :- “ Having seen in the Christian

T is no insignificant and meaningless
Worker that all who wish to help in

making clothes for the children, that you

exhibited tenderness towarde Post and will supply them with work, and we want

outcast womanhood ., Hence it may be to help you in your work of faith and

regarded as a gratifying sign of the times,
labour of love, ifyou will be kind enough

notwithstanding the march of progress to send us some work , and tell us what to

in well-nigh every phase of Christian phi do. Earnestly praying that the blessing

lanthropy,that the special work under f Godmay rest upon you , and the Boys'

taken by the Committee of the Homes nd Girls' Home, and all who are inte

of Hope, Regent Square, W.O. , has,
sted in such work ."

under God , been owned and blessed .

Since the year 1860, when this society

was originally established for the recep

tion of the less degraded class of penitent
Grove Road Mission Young

fallen youngwomen, for whom but scant Men's Christian Society.

provision had been made,public opinigan

,
Asectarian mission established

sona

S an outcome of the work of an un

has undergone a considerable change,

and in various quarters considerable nine years since at Woodford, Essel,

interest has been excited in a work of there was started in January, 1835, 9

such a special character. A glance at Young Men's Christian Society, the

the report is sufficient to prove that the membership of which, during its first

society offersa satisfactory and encourag year, reached 55, with a steady increase

ing record ofits work during a quarter of up to the present time .

a century . By the power of Christian
The young men , at present, meet in

sympathy many have been shielded, classroom at the mission, but, as this

aided, and directed, soas to look forwará room isonly available for them one eyes.

with new heart, new hopes. An impor. ing in the week, steps are being taken to

tant factor in the work is the special erect a room to be open to them every

training offered to inmates of the evening, no such accommodation being

Homesin household and domestic duties, provided for young men in the locality

but , beyond all, the higher aim sought As most of the men are in lodgings

is the spiritual welfare of each inmate. it is certain that this provision will be

Since theHomes have been established
very much appreciatedby them.

two thousand six hundred and seventy In connection with this new room the

have been admitted . Of this number society is making earnest efforts to pro

nine hundred and ten " belonged to the vide for its members use a library of

class of young mothers, saved from falling bookssuch as will be helpful in develop

into deeper and continued sin , and two ing their spiritual and moralkife, and

bundred and ninety-two were rescued assist them to more methodical and

from surroundings of great temptation, successful work for the spread of the
unfallen , kingdom of our Lord Jesus Öhrist.

NORTH - WEST LONDON

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

President - JOHN CHAMBERS , Esq.

The above Choir having now resumed work

for the winter will be happy to assist at any

special ( or ordinary) evangelistic meetings, par

ticularly in the N.or N.W. districts .

ENGAGEMENTS .
Nov. 11th .- " The Rest ” Mission Room , Wood

Green , N.

Saturday, November 18th . Monthly practice
and Business Meeting at Leighion Hall, 7 p.m.

Tuesday , Nov. 16 h . - Rosslyn Mission , Tolling
ton Hall , Hornsey Road, at 8p.m.

All applications for the services of the Choir ,

or forMembership, to be addressed to the Hon.

dec . , Mr. John Bateman ,

72 , Twisden Kvad, Highgate Road , N.W.

THE HEALER-PREACHER.
New Work on Medical Missions. Sketches

aud Incidents cf Medical Mission Work . By

GEORGE SAUNDERS, M.D., C.B. Cruwn 8vo,
with Illustrations, 3s. 6d.

“ A manly record of noble service for God and

man . Of the deepest interest froin beginning to
end . Dr. Baunders writes as charmingly as he

works laboriously ." - Oldham Chromcle .

THE HARVEST OF THE CITY,

and the Workers of To -day.
By PEABL FISHER. With Introduction by

H. SINCLAIR PATERSON, M.D. Crown 8vo,

cloth extra , 39. 6d .

“ Contains a series of graphic sketches of somo

of the evangelistic andphilanthropic agencies

which are exerting so much influence for good.

The book is worthy ofa wiue circulation . "

Ragged School Record ,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. ,

48 , PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.
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F ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

GEORGE YARD RAGGED

SCHOOLS AND MISSION,

Whitechapel, E.

The Infant Day Nursery opens at 7.30 a.m.

The Day Ragged Schools , morning at 9, after

noon at 2 o'clock , Bunday Schools, morning ,

afternoon , and evening. Rough Boys' Classes at

8. on Mondays and Wednesdavo. Boys at work

in the Industrial Classes on Mondays, Wedneg

days , and Fridays, at 12.30 p.m , Mothers Meet

ings on Tuesdays at 3 and 6 p.m. Mission to

Inebrinte Women at 3 p.m. on Thursdays.

Temperance Meetings on Mondays at 8.15 p.m

Evangelistic Services at 7 on Sundays, and other

Agencies,

Friends are invited to visit the Institution any

day but Saturday .

Post Office Orders should be made payable at

66 , High Street, Whitechape), E. Leiters and

Parcels should be addressed to GEORGE HOLLAND

The Ragged Sehools , George Yard , High Street,

Whitechapel, London , E.

TRE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

earnestly appealfor additional aid in support of

the 180 Ragged School Missions of the Metro

polis. These buildings are planted in the poorest ,

districts, and are used for Sunday and Bible

Schools, Day and Infant Free Schools, Week

night Schoolsfor Rough Lads and Girls, Indus.

trial Classes, Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'

Meetings, Ragged Churches, Bands of Hope,

Creches, and numerous other agencies for the

benefit of the poor children and their parents .

Much is also done in home vieitation , in cloth

ing the ragged, and feeding the starving, and

country bomes are provided for the weakly or

convalescent .

Contributionswill be thankfully received by

JOHN KIRK, Exeter Hall , London , W.c ,

RESCUE SOCIETY. Established in 1858 ,

for the reformation of openly immoral women

and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

danger , supports Eight Homes capable of

receiving over two hundred inmates .

Funds are earnestlysolicited by the

Secretary, Mr.C. STUART THORPE,

79, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.

HOME MISSION NOTES,

Mr. J.W. Moodie has been evan . Messrs. Fullerton and Smith

gelizing for two months in Dundee . closed last week a very guccessful mis

- Mr. Richard Weaver held last sion in Manchester. The farewell

week & most interesting mission in St. thanksgiving service proved exceedingly

Giles Christian Mission Chapel. interesting

Mr. J. Denham Smith hasreturned The “New Cut. ” —The “ Working

from abroad, and will , we understand, Men's Mission ," in Collingwood Street,

preach during the present month at has just celebrated its first anniversary.

Clapton Hall, and St. George's Hall in The Lord appears to have blessed the

December, work not a little .

Godalming.-- A fifteen days' mission Mr. R. R. Glover, long a faithful

heldin a village near Godalming has been and devoted teacher at Chequer Alley ,

much blessed . and more lately president, died suddenly

Mr. H. M. Barnett has concluded last week, deeply regrettei alike by

& series of Gospel services and Bible scholars and teachers.

readings at Lincoln. Children's Evangelistic Mis

Woolwich . - A series of special and sion.—Mr. Thomas Eyres (Hon . Sec .)

united mission services will be held in has receivedmany testimonies within the

many of the churches in Woolwich, com last few weeks to the usefulness of this

mencing on Sunday next. mission amongst children and adults.

Pastors' College.- All the students Kingsland Girls' Institute . - W .

are members of the Students' Missionary regret to learn that Miss Robarts is much

Association, and devote their spare time tried for lack of funds. Opportunities

to evangelistic and missionary ser for work are widening, but the means to

vice . go forward are slow to come in.

Mr. George Clarke has had a Hoxton Hall Notes . — The Perma

successful mission at Westbourne Grove ment Mission at Hoxton Hall has entered

Chapel. Many railway men attended,
upon an energetic winter's work . A

and we have reason to believe received workers' social meeting was held at the

blessing. beginning of the season, representingno

Leicester . - Rev. C. J. Atherton has less than 132 separate items of workbe

been giving, with tokens of God's blessing, ingcarried on by 98 workers, in addition

& series of addresses to Christians for to the Hall Committee and Officers. The

the purpose of deepening the spiritual meetings have been well attended, and

life . the various agencies actively promoted.

The Railway Mission.-Mr. D. Manchester. - During October gove

Spencer, who has just been visiting ral young girls between the ages of

Scotland, is delighted with the healthy sixteen and twenty have come to the

tone and spiritual vigour characterizing Manchester Refuges' Committee seeking

the railway branches in Glasgow , Dun shelter or temporary help:
In some

dee, Perth , Edinburgh, and other Scotch cases they had just arrived from other

towns. towns seeking employment, andfailed to

Field Lane Ragged Schools. obtain it. In others, they had left their

The brethren are rejoicing over the mani places, and had nowhere to go. Though

fest blessing granted on their summer over the age wo deal with , we were glad

open -air services. These have now closed, to be able to place them in safe hands,

but special arrangements have been and, with the exception of one case ,

made for aggressive evangelistic work which had to go to a hospital , provide

during the winter. them with good situations.

George Yard Missions. It would Golden Lane Mission.-Mr, Ors.

be rather an astonishing and interesting writes :-Large and successful

experience if some of our friends were to evangelistic meetings have been held at

look in at these schools, and find the boys Costers' Hall during October, and all the

busily engaged mending boote, carpen other operations have progressed satis

tering, carving, and so on. These in . factorily . On the 20th about three

dustrial classes have proved, of late, hundred Christian men and women

singularly successful in attracting and sembled for tea and mutual encourage

holding the lads and young men . ment. During the evening we presented

Week ofPrayerforYoung Men , & tea service and clock to Mr. and Mrs.

November 14th to 21st . - Next week is G. Webb, who have been useful helpers

set apart by common consent, by Young at the mission, and are now removing

Men's Christian Associations the world from the north of London. These friends

over - there are now three thousand two have an eventful history . They were

hundred and fifty - for special prayer for among the saved from the Princess Alice

the conversion of youngmen and forthe catastrophe, and had only recently been

whole -hearted consecration to God of oonverted at our mission .

those who already believe. In England, Convicted in the Open Air . - A

on the closing Sunday, it is proposed to man passing the gate of the Clapham

take collections at all meetings for the Conference Hall while some were speak

work of the National Council. ing for Jesus, was so irritated by the scene

Parents' Prayer Meeting. -- It and theme that he determined to do what

may not be generally known that on in him lay to interrupt the service. Put

Thursdays the Central Noon Prayer ting his hands to his mouth he tried to

Meeting at Aldersgate Street is set apart, produce some discordant noises, but

week by week , for prayer for parents and suddenly found himself unable to utter a

children . The meeting is held from sound . Just then the message which

twelve to one o'clock ; Mr. George Wil. awakened conviction went hometo him

liems, the founder of the Y.M.C.A. , the Spirit of God pierced his hard heart,

presides. A brief address, encouraging and showed him the folly and wickedness

to faith and to expectant prayer, is given of its enmity. He burst into tears, and

this week by the Rev. Peter Carmichael, hurried away towards his home, crying

11.A., B.D., the recently settled co -pastor formercy and pardon . There he sought

et Park Church , Highbury. Parents are and found the Saviour, and is now re

Zarnestly invited to attend .

WELCOME HOME FOR SAILORS OF

ALL NATIONS, Ratoliff Highway, London , E.

-Gospel and Gospel Temperance Meetings every
night throughout the year. Visitors welcomed

any hour of the day. Communications to be

addrossed, Miss CHILD, 173, St. George's Btreet ,

London , É .

“ A most fruitful and glorious work ."
SHAFTESBURY .

man

AGED PILGRIMS' FRIEND

SOCIETY . - Instituttd 1807. For giving Life

Pensions to the Lord's aged poor of both sexes

and all frotestant evangelical denominations.

1,119 pensioners on the books, 180 being inmates

of the tour Homes. Experaiture in pensions

upwards of £ 7,000 per annum Fresh help much
needed . Secretary - J. E. HAZELTON .

Office - 83, Finsbury Pavement, London , E.C.
as

COUNTRY TOWN MISSION

18, New Bridge Street, London, E.C.

For the past forty-nine years this Society has

sought to establish Missionaries in those places

where there is a lack of simple Guspel teaching ..

The Committee earnestly ask those who know

the darkness of many of our Country Districts

tostrengthen their hanus by increased help.

HARRY U. NISBET, Treasurer.

GEORGE H. MAWER, Secretary .

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAUGED SCHOOLS,

Viue Street, Clerkenwell Rond , E.C.

President, the Rt . Hon , the Earl of Aberdeen ,K.G ."

This Institution benetits temporally and spirite

ually the poorest oftho poor, upward sof 3,000

men , women , and chilaren being assisied weekly .

£4,000 a year must be raised by Voluntary

Contributions to maintain the work .

Treasurer - W . A. BEVAN, Esq., 54, Lombard St,

Secretary - Mr. PEREGRIŅE PLATT.

ROSSLYN MISSION, Tollington Hall,

Hornsey Road, London .-- Gospel Mission, Open

air and Children's Services, also Mothers' Meet

ings are continuvusly held in connection with

above. Much is done in bome visitation , feeding

the aged and hungry, supplying the temporal

and spiritual need of all within reach , as far

as meanspermit. Funds urgently needed.

Cheques and Postal Orders payable

Hon . Supt., E, GARNET,

joicing in a sense of sins forgiven ,
62 , Crayford Road, Tufnel Park , London .

to
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The Gospel River in India.

BY REV. JACOB CHAMBERLAIN, D.D.

E bave in India a magnificent river, the sacred God avery ,

from the Sea of Arabia, among the hills to the north of Bombay,

flows diagonally across the entire country to the south - east,

and discharges its waters into the Bay of Bengal, north of

Madras.

The monsoon , or rainy season , on the western coast, is differ

ent from that on the eastern , so that the river comes freighted

with its mighty life -giving current during our dry season , flow

ing with swollen stream through a region parched and verdure.

less . Some thirty years ago the Government of India con

structed an anicut, or dam , of over two miles in length , costing

four millions of dollars, across this mighty river thirty miles

from the sea , raising the level of its current some thirty feet ,

and digging channels, great and small, poured out its vivifying

waters over & million acres of what had been an arid plain .

Behold the change ! What had for centuries been worthless

band plains were converted into fruitful rice fields. The squalid

inhabitants have become thrifty farmers . The famine -stricken

region is a garden of plenty. What has wrought this marvel in

theso now harvest -laden countries i It is but the flowing in of

the waters of that historic river.

British skill did not create the waters of the Godavery. For

centuries it had flowed as now. Bubbling up from springs

Among the Marathi bills , it runs a tiny brook . . Other springs

from hillside and dale feed it as it speeds along. Affluents

from Berar, Nagpore, Hyderabad, Bustar, increase its volume.
It becomes & river. I have followed its banks , or travelled on

its bosom for hundreds of miles. It is here a rapid torrent.

It is there a placid stream . It is yonder a leaping cataract .

Here it broadens into a lake. There it foams between the

perpendicular walls of a mountain gorge , as it bursts through

the eastern Gauts, whence in a broad and even stream it flows

through sixty miles of rolling country and of plain , until it buries

itself in the sea. It is ever flowing, pure, refreshing , life

giving.

On its banks successive generations had been living for ages ,

and had seen its everlasting flood. Successive generations had

eked out a squalid existence on the sand plains for a hundred

miles southward , but neither had comprehended its possibilities

for good, nor attempted to utilize its wasted waters. It was

left for a Christian nation, educated by the Binle , brought by

the Bible and the Bible's Author to their present proud position

among the nations of the earth-it was left for such a nation to

discover the possibilities, to advance the capital , to furnishthe

skill, to turn the watercourses upon the desert, and, while

reaping their portion of the gladsome harvest, to confer life, as

it were , upon the inhabitants of the droughty plains.

That river is a type ; those fruitful gardens an illustration ,

God's Word theDivinerevelation of Himself, His works, His pur

poses to sinful man, is that river. Its fountains were from the

Eden showers of grace on undeserving man. The volume of

the river was increased by the successive revelations to Enoch ,

Noah , Abraham , Jacob, Joseph , Moses , David, and the prophets.

A stream flowing on, it passed the narrow barriers ofthe Jewish

walls, and, with the coming of Jesusof Nazareth,His life, His

sacrificial death , it widens out into the blessed " River of Sal.

vation ,"broad, placid, refreshing, life -giving toall who come
under its influence. The missionary, the Bible , the tract

societies are striving to cause this stream to flow over the arid

moral wastes of sin - scorched India, and cause it to exchange its

spiritual desolation for the fruitful beauty of a garden of the
Lord .

When the Godavery anicut was completed, and the main

channel that should take the stream down through the coun

tries was well under weigh, the Government sent out messengers

to all the holders of land to tell them what the water would do

for them , what harvests it would produce, and that, at a fixed

price, any who wished it could have side channels dug to their

own land, and avail themselves of the water.

So are the agents of the Missionary and Bible and Tract

societies working in India sent out with messages , oral and

printed, telling the people of “ the river of the water of life , ' '

sent out to cry in every market-place , “ Ho, every one that

thirsteth , come ye to the waters, and he that hath no money ,

como yo , buy and eat ; yea, come, buy wine and milk, without

money and without price."

Notices of Books.

Christ's Coming Kingdom ; or , the Lord's Reign on Earth. By

Henry Varley.-Whiting & Co.

In a clear and compact form , Mr. Varley presents the evi

dence which prophecy supplies for the coming reign of the Lord

Jesus Christ. The helplessness and hopelessness of present

governmental conditions he describes in the following sen

tences : - " The drift of the present time has three prominent

tendencies. First, & feeble and sluggish religions currect

distinctly favouring the ecclesiastical supremacy of the Papaev,

and the consequent ignoring of the mighty forces of truth which

were identified with the Protestant Reformation . The secondo

stronger current, drifting towards intellectual scepticism ,theriſe

fruit of which will be the avowed anti-Christianism of the last

days . Under the attractive guise of modern Liberalism , this

force is rapidly gathering strength . The third, and by far the

strongest, is the common selfish lawlessness which is prepared

to sweep away the restraints of human and Divine laws, in order

to give free course to licentiousness, blasphemy, intemperance,

and corrupt commercial freedom ."

No careful observer can deny the correctness of this descrip

tion . The only effectual and adequate restraint and remedy

can be expected from heaven alone. Without committing

ourselves to all the details concerning Divine rule into which

Mr. Varloy has fully entered, wecan honestly commend bis

book as vigorously and thoughtfully written from a distinctly

Scriptural standpoint. It ismarked throughout by an intense

sympathy with truth and righteousness .

A Tale of Oughts and Crosses ; or, Mr. Holland's Conquest.

(33. 6d . ) — Nisbet & Co.

A story which boys and girls will delight in, on account of

the amount of mischief done by Jacques and Marie, two Anglo

French children , confided to the care of their uncle, & school.

master, and their grandmother. The ending of the story is

somewhat romantic and unreal, but the triumph of love and

patience is the mainspring of the whole.

See for Yourself. By Grace Stebbing. ( 18 .) - Nisbet & Co.

We gladly welcome all tales wbich tend to draw out the

sympathyof the young for less favoured children, and this is

just calculated to do so. They will follow with interest the

fortunes of the Brown family , and the friends whom theyfound.

Almost a Wreck . By Mrs. Lucas Shadwell. (38.6d.)–S.W.

Partridge & Co.

An excellent story — a life well-nigh wreckod , but saved in

time. The book will interest young people, both boys and girls,

and we suspect not a fow of elder growth . There is througbout

a warm throb ofearnestand resolute purpose , whichwill attract

Rescue the Chiliren . By William Mitchell. - W . Isbister.

Here the Vice-chairman of the SchoolBoard for Glasgow tells

something of twelve years' experience with neglected children,

and in so doing casts a lurid lighton the pitiful hardships and

miseries of many of the children of the poor. The book should

be widely read and closely pondered .

Wayside Chimes. By Margaret Scott Haycraft. (1s. 6d.)

Nisbet & Co.

Mrs. Haycraft's tuneful strains need no commendation iron

Hermelodious songs have already won hermany friends,

who will welcome beartily the new collection.

Our Winnie ; or . When the Swallows Go .AStory for Children.

By Evelyn Everett Green . - John F. Shaw & Co.

A sweet though somewhat sad story of the closing days of s

little girl,who, somehow orother ,linked in a prophetic may be

departure with that of the swallows whose nests were in be

country home. The power of religion to rob death of its terros

is well brought out.

The Veil Uplifted; or, The Bible its Own Interpreter. By Hannah

Whitall Smith . - F . E. Longley.

of Biblereadingswhich are really what they protest

to be. Preachers and others engaged in mission workwould

find them eminently suggestive and helpful.

Golden Links ina Life Chain. By Eva Travers Evered Poola

(2s . 60.) - Nisbet & Co.

Mrs. Poole's name will be to very many a sufficient voucher

for a high-toned , well -written , and interesting story. Nor

such be disappointed. From first to last the tale preserves 13

interest, portraying with admirable simplicity a young girl

successful endeavour to serve the Lord Jesus Christ.

The Gift of God. By Father Chiniquy . (10.).— John Kensi

Here the Gospel ' is beautifully and simply told . Paste

Chiniquy's happy testimony ( in this cheap form ) should be

widely circulated . We feel sure God will bless it to many

Anyof theworks noticed in Wordand Workmay be al

the publishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48 , Paternosterfix

London ,E.C., postfree, for thepublished price. Full cated

discount for general book orders.

us .
1

Dock Labourers .-- Mr. C. Coleman has resumed his

weekly free toas and Gospel services.
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NEW BOOK BY MISS HOLT (Just Published .)

HOMES OF HOPE,

4 ,5 , & 6 , REGENT SQUARE, GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON,W.C.IN TIME

OF OUR

TRIBULATION :

THE STORY OF PIERS GAVESTONE .

By Emily S. Holt, Author of “ Mistress Margery, ” “ Not for Him , " & c .

Large Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt top, 5s.

The Homes were established for the less degraded class

of Penitent Young Women .

Special efforts aremade on behalf of Mothers with their first infants ,who
arereally the most hopeful class of the fallen , and are generally greatly to
be pitied .

A Home has been opened for thereception of such young women , before

they become mothers,as are unfitted , from their previousgood character

and position, to mix with others. The applications for admission are pain .
fully urgent.

Funds are greatlyneeded . WM. HORNIBROOK, Secretary,

Bankers - LONDON & WESTMINSTER, Bloomsbury Brancb , High Holborn .LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

J. THEOBALD & CO.'S SPECIALITIES.

We've

ALL GOT

THEM ON

13

me
s

THE CELEBRATED NORWEGIAN SLIPPERS . THEKENSINGTONRATTOBACCO POUCH .. Greatestnoveltyout.
This is a flexible indiarubber model of a life - size rat, which forms &

tobacco pouch . It is so realistic that ladies ecream on seeing it. 1s. 60 .

Oysters 18. 6d. Frogs, 1s. 9d. Fish, ls . 9d . Potatoes, 1s. 68. Orange.

COMFORT, EASE .
1s. 6d . Revolver, 2s . 8d . Post free .

THE MAGICIANSCABINET OF MYSTERIES. Contains 11 good
AND PLEASURE tricks : Barber's Pole,Burnt Handkerchief, Magic Candle, Flying

Coins, SeedTub, & c., & c. Post free 15d. Cabinets of larger andbetter

FOR WEARY tricks, 23. 10d ., 6s. 4d . , 10s. 6d ., 21s. , and 42s.

FEET. T :

THE MYSTERIOUS PUZZLE PURSE.-A wonderful trick purse ; will

contain money . No one can possibly open it but the owner.

Beautifully made in coloured velvets, and ornamented with gold cord .
Post free 14 stamps.

THE
OUR CELEBRATED BIJOU MAGIC LANTERNS AND

2,000 pairs being sold in a single day ), and the fact that all through SLIDES.
the summer we have daily received applications frompersons in all parts

asking if they canstill have them , have induced us toagain stock avery SOME people having tried in a

large quantity,whichwe are pleased to offer at our formerlow prices. feeble way to imitate these

These Slippers are worn by rich and poor alike, because they are easy, Lantern sets , which we have sold

comforting, cheap,andanswer every purpose that a slipper can be required
in such immense quantities for

for. Wehave hadletters of recommendation and repeated orders from all years past, by copying our descrip .

parts of the world . tion , we have this season altered

These Slippers can be had in either black or scarlet. They are made of our slides, and given such quantities

stout felt throughout,no nails or hard leather to injure the most sensitive and value for money as defies all

feet. Trimmedwith imitation fur. Worn in drawing -room , bedroom , competition . Wemanufactureboth

boudoir, and street. Carriage freeatthefollowingprices:Boys',Girls'
Lanterns and Slides, other houses

and Ladies' sizes, 1s . 6d . per pair. Gentlemen's , 1s 9d. A reduction of 2d . do neither , and therefore cannot

per pair if three pairs are taken, or 4d . per pair on half a dozen . Exact possibly sell so cheaply ,

length of foot or size taken must be sent with each order, and all orders Nothing is so amusing, entertain

should be sent at once, as we have a great difficultyin getting them later on . ing and instructive for the long winter evenings as a Magic Lantern, so
Please mention the name of this paper when ordering. long as Lantern and Slides areof good quality andshowwell. This we

THEKENSINGTON AMATEUR PRINTING APPARATUS.- For Cards ,
guarantee in everyset we sell. Compareour sets with those of anyother
houre.

type, ink dabber, and instructions complete, Carriage free 2s. 9d .
Our No. 1 Set contains a best quality English -made Magic Lantern,Much

Sitted with best condenser and focussing Lens, best Mineral Oil Lamp,with
larger sizes, 3s. 93. , 5s ., 8s. 6d. , 10s . 6d., 15.,and 25s .

rackwork adjustment, glass chimney, metalchimney, brass nozzle, with

T.
THE KENSINGTON MODEL STEAM DANCING NIGGER. Greatest improved ventilationto lantern, slide holder, and silvered reflector, and

fun and excitement ever known . The Nigger will dance by steam the following large assortment of slides, 36 comic figures, 3 complete

for one hour at each operation . Strong metalboiler, heary brass Fly nursery tales, comprising 36 pictures (no other house in the world gives

Wheel, brass Supports and Uprights, Tripod Stand, Dancing Platform, more than 1 nursery tale, as these are most expensive , costing 2s . each ), 2

Crank Movements, Brass Manhole, and Nigger complete, carriage free Chinese fireworks slides,2 comicmoving slides, 2 movable lever slides, 2

29. 9d . moving panorama slides,and 1revolving slide,man swallowing rats, making

81 pictures in all , and candidly worth aguinea. The complete set inbox

CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS .- Magnificentassortment complete 10s.6d .This set showspictures 3feetindiameter.
of Drums, Flags, Glass Balls , Reflectors, Candles, Figures, No.2 Bet, a similar assortment, but both Lantern and slides larger size ,

Lanterns, Fruit, Fancy Boxes, &c. Carriage free ls. 30., 38. , 148. 6d ., shows 4 feet diameter.

58. 6d., 11s . , 21s., 42s. Well-assorted packets of Gold , Silver,

Gelatine, and Coloured Papers for decorations,free ls.2d , 2s. 8d .,
No. 3 ditto, but muchlarger, averyexcellent set for a present, specially

recommended ,price 21s.; shows 5 feet diameter picture.
and 5s. 3d . Artificial Christmas Trees, ls . 3d., 38.,65. 60., 10s.6d .,

No. 4 ditto , a very superb set, showing picture 6 feet in diameter,and 21s.
price 388.

No.5 ditto ditto 7 feet 50s .

MAGIOCLOCKWORK MICE.--Either WhiteorBlack. Best To avoid all confusion weearnestly beg every person to cut out theCoupon
quality only. When wound up run all about a room or and send it with their order , as these are special sets offered for the season .

table, causing roars of laughter and consternation . Post free
14d . Rats, double size, 20d. Clockwork Cats, Dogs , Lions, Tigers , Horses,

Bpecially prepared Chemical Oil, showing much more brightly and with

less smell tban ordinary oil , 90., 1s. 6d ., and 2s.6d . per bottle .
Goats, Stage, Rabbits, Squirrels, Chickens, Ducks, and Tortoise, post free 14

stamps each , large Ducks, Horses, Omnibuses, Jockeys, Bears , Rhino “ WORD AND WORK ” COUPON.
ceroses, Carriage, Sheep, Lions, Tigers, Hyenas, Wild Dogs, Rabbits , or Cats ,
post free 20d .

Entitles holder to SPECIAL SETS OF BiJou LANTERNS

AND SLIDES at above prices.

THE MECHANICALWALKING LADY.-Beautifully
( Signed ) J. TIEOBALD & COMPANY .

Will traverse all about a room or table in a most

life -like and graceful manner. Post free ls . 2d . Larger size, THE SCRIPTUREOPERA GLASS. A wonderful tinyIvorineOpera

2. 9. Largest size, 89. 9d . Dolls of every description, from Glass, for hanging on to the watch chain . On looking through it60. to £ 4 .

can be read distinctly , by aid of a microscope placed therein, The Lord's

Prayer or th. Ten Commandments, though neither is larger than a

pin's head . Post free 6d . each . One of the marvels of science .
CLOCKWORK TRAINS:- Engine, Tender,and two Carriages.

Carriage free 28. Better quality 2s. 9d ., Es . 9d ., 4s. 6d .

Larger size, 68. 60., 63. 6d ., 8s. 6d ., 10s. 6d ., 12s. 6d. , 15., 21s . THE FLYING DUTCHMAN STEAM LO0O
This is the cheapest real steam

Railway with Lines, Station, Signals , and men, complete,

138. 6d., 188., 25.,and 30s . Railway with lines only , 4s. 6d. and 8s. 6d .
working Locomotive ever brought out, and is
invented and manufactured solely by us . Larg
metal

HE KENSINGTON VERTICAL MODEL STEAM ENGINE. Works by
boiler with

THE
four wheels , oscillatin

steam for one hour at each operation. Strong metal boiler, brass cylinder, steam tap, safety valve, steam pipe &D

fly w eel, lubricator, brass supports, tripod stand , and furnace complete. furnace complete. Warranted to work . Car ri ag

Post f o 15d. Larger and better models, 8s . 80., 45. , 7s. 60., and 10s. 6d .
free 38 , 3d .

GRAND ILLUSTRATED WINTER CATALOGUE , over 500 Illustrations, 60 Pages, post free one stamp. Novelties of

every description , Conjuring Tricks, Chemicals, Clockwork and Christmas Toys, Cards, Games, &c . , & c . Special Illustrated

Catalogue ofMagic Lanterns and Slides, 3d. Special Illustrated Catalogue of Model Steam Engines and Parts of Engines, 3d.

,

(ESTABLISHED DVE 50 YEARS)

6 & 7, BATH PLACE, KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, KENSINGTON , LONDON, W.

11.
TUTTGADERING ?
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LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS,

The Evangelization Society is prepared to gend qualified Evangelist

to any part of England, Scotland, and Wales upon due notics. Apply

to Hn. decretary, 21, Surrey Street, Strand , W.O.
Y.M.C.A., City, New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall

Btreet ( late of Gricechurch Street). -Bible Reading for young men,

Sunday, at 3.30 ; joint meeting of Y.M.C.A. and L.B.P.U., prayer me it

ing , 6.30 p.m., November 16th ; lecture by Miss Macpherson , 6 p.m .;

Evangelistic Service of Song , Lambeth Ragged Schools, Nov. 12th, at 8 ;

Mission Work at Bermondsey and Whitechapel, each evening .

Deepening ofSpiritual Life . - Friday, at 3.30 p.m., in Stafford Rooms,

Ticchborne street,Edgeware Road .

Conference Hall, Milamay Park, N. - Sun ., Nov. 14th, Mr. P. 8. Bade.

noch , afternoo1), at 3.30 ; Mr. Ohas.Cook, evening, at 7 ,
Bournemouth , Shaftesbury Hall , Dec. 1st to 3rd , meetings for the

deepewing of spiritual life . Revs. H. Webb -Peploe, Evan Hopkins,

CA. Fox, E. W. Moore, &c . Chairman, Mr. H. Bowker. For particulars

apply Captain Dawson , Bournemouth .

Y.M.C.A., Exeter Hall .-Thursday evening Bible lectures on " Practical

Christianity," by the Rev. Even Hopkins , as follows : -Nov . 11th , Its

Spring ; 18ch, Its Witness ; 25th . Its Power. Each evening at 8 o'clock .
Y.M.C.A. (Southwark Branch ), 26 and 28. Newington Causeway, S.E.

Thurs , Nov. 1lth , at 8.30. Mr. W. P. Harwood , to young men, subject :

“ Christ the King ; ” Mon., Nov. 15th and 22ni, Outlines of Prophetic

Truth , Dr. R. Anderson , at 8.30 . Ladies are invited to Dr. Anderson's
lectures .

Xonana Medical College, 58 , Bt . George's Road . - Bible Reading

and Prayer Meeting at noon every Saturday, at which Miss Nugens
and other friends preside.

Childrea's Special Service Mission . - Seaside Services . - Mr. E.

Arrowsinith , at York , till Nov. 13 ; at Southport and Waterloo (near

Liverpool), Nov. 14-30 ; Mr. H. M. Trickett , at Manchester and neigh

bourhood , Nov. 8-24 ; at Liverpool, early in Dec. ; Mr. G. Banaster, at

Dorking , Nov. 14-21 ; Mr. W. Bhrinpton, at Stoke -on - Trent, Nov. 22 ;

Mr. H. 5. Lidstone , at Barking , Nov. 22-26 ; Mr. J. Spiers , at Brockley

Road schools , New Orosy, Nov. 15-19th , at 7 o'clook .

Youths' Institute, Old Pye Street, Westminster (“: One Tun ” Mission ) .

- Prayer meeting every Wednesday, from 1 to 1.30. Conducted by Mr.

J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday, from 6.30 to 8 .

TalbotTaboruacle, Powis Bquara . - Sunday, Frank H. White, at 11 a.m.

and 7 p.m.

Mr. Gawin Kirkham . - November 13th and 14th , Kingston -on -Thames ;

16th , Great Assembly Hall, Mile End ; 18 h , Watford ; 19th -21st,

Brimscombe,Gloucester; 22nd, Broxbourne ; 23rd , St. Luke's, Hackney ;
29th , 8t. Jude's , Chelsea

House ofRest, 8 , Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn . - Friday, 12th , at 7 p.m.!

* Theconnection between the last plagues and the song of victory '

(Rev. xv .): Tea at six .. Sun., 14th, at 3.30 p.m. , “ Adoption and Re
demption " ( Eph . i . 1-14) .

Agricultural Hall, Islington .-Evangelistic services every Sunday at

3.30 and 7 p.m., conducted by Rev. Dr. Thain Davidson and others.

St. George's Hall.-Mr. Bhuldham Henry during November ( D.V.).

Sun. , at 11 and 7. Also at Burlington Hall , Savile Ro », on Wed., at 8 .

Rev. W. HayM. H. Aitken's engagements are : -Oct. 31st ' to Nov.

15th, Aston , Birmingham ;Nov. 21st, St. Mary's, Nottingham , to Dec.

6th ; Dec. 7th to 15th , Albert Hall, Nottingham ; Jan. 9th to 24th , or
longer, St. Mark s , Barrow .

Brunswick Chapel, Upper Berkeley Street, W. - Ten days 'mission :

Sat., Nov. 6th , to Tues., Nov. 16th, mission preacher, Rev. George C.

Grubb, M.A., missioner of the Caurch of Ireland, List of services may

be obtained from the Incumbent, Rev. E.W. Moore.

Mr. T. Shuldham Henry, M.A., will (D.V.) give addresses to Chris

tians, at the Hall, King George Street , Greenwich , on “ Victory over

World ,” “ Perfect Peace ," on Tuesday evenings, November 23rd and
30th .

Conference Hall, 143, Clapham Road, 8.W. - Sunday, Children's
service, 11 a.m .; Gospel service by Mr. Powell, 7 p.m.

Barbican Mission to the Jews, 11 , Torriano Avenue, Camden Road ,

N.W.-Mr. Warschawski's Bible readings in the Prophecies, the last

Tuesday in each month , at 3p.m. Tea at 4.30 .

The Clapham Gospel Male Choir has now commenced a new

session . All communications should be addressed to the Hon . Sec ., Yr.

H. W.Heathcote, ? , Mayfield Villas, Merton Road, Wandsworth.

Gospel Hall, St. Nicholas Road , Bristol .-Mr.J.J. Scroggie, from October
31st to November 14th (inclusive)

Conference Hall, Eccloston Street, S.W.-Mr. Jas . L. Stanloy,

Bunday, at 3.30 and 7 , and Friday at 8 ; prayer , Tuesday, 11.30 a.m.

Dr. H. Sinclair Paterson will preach (D.V.) on Sunday, at 11 a.m.

and 7 p.m.,in Trinity Presbyterian Church, Kensington Park Road, W.

Rev. Adolph Saphir, D.D., will preach ( D.V.) on Sunday , at ll a.m. ,

in Belgrave Presbyterian Church , HalkinStreet, W.

Evangelistic Mission (under the direction of O. Russell Hurditch ) .

Kilburn Hall, Kilburn Gate (not Town Hall).-Mr. C. V. T. Onslow ,

Bun., at 7 p.m., and Wed. , at 7.30 p.m. ; prayer, Mon. , 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall , Kentish Town.-Mr. Frank Hertslet, Sun., 7 p.m. ; Mr.

Frederick Newth ,of Barnet ,on Thurs., at 8 ; prayer, Fri.,8 p.m.

Dalston Hall, 105, Dalston Lane, E. -Mr. Robert Paton , Sun.,7 p.m .;

Mr. W.H. Smith , Thurs., 8 p.m .; prayer, Tues , 8.30 p.m.

Bignold Hall, Bignold Road, Station Road, Forest Gato.-Mr.J. B.

Wookey, Sun., 7 p.m., and Wed., at 8 p.m.; also to women only,

Sun., 3.30 p.m .; menonly , Tues., 8 p.m .; Mon. , prayer , 8.16 p.m.
West Kensington Hall(known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith

Road , Dr. Popham , Bun . , at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m., also on Thurs., 8

p.m.; Mr. F.Newth , Sun., at 7 p.m.; prayer, Tues., 8 p.m.

Ham oersmith, Upper Mission Room , 180 , King Btreet. - Mr. W. H.

Smith , Sun., 7 p.m., and Wed., at 8 p.m .; prayer, Sat., 8 p.m.

Mortlake,S.W. - The " Rest ” Mission Room . - Mr. Ralph Jackman ,

Bun. , at 7, and Wed., at 8 .

Learning the Hard Lesson.

find in Bible Work at Home and Abroad the following

exceedingly interesting instances of peaceful Christian

endurance and suffering :

The Shoreditch nursehad two very patient patients, one of

whom , thecancer case, is already, wehope, "far away in the

goodly land.”

Mrs. Robins, whom nurse has attended for so long with

diseased spine, is still very helpless, and suffers a good deal of

pain . But she is so patient, though she does not think she is

80, telling us she doeswish shewas more patient. She said, “ I

ask God to help me each day, but I must wait, though I

looking forward to be free from my pains, and the least excite

ment makes me worse . The pain goes up into myhead dreadful

But my Saviour does not leave me comfortless. Such beagtit

promises keep coming intomy mind ; and my dear class leada

came to me last night and told me they had been praying is
me. I thought they had, I felt so happy." She is a Wesleya

and used, when shewas well enough ,to go to the hospital, te

take tracts with her to distribute among the out- patients wbo

were waiting with her. She told us, They said they supposed

I was well paid for it , but I did not say anything, only prayed

the Lord to bless them , and if any of themhave been converted

through reading one of the tracts, I shall be well paid, eban't

I ? That will be best of all . I could afford to hear their taunts

and jeers, after all my Saviour has suffered for me." Nose is

calling each day to wash her and make her bed, and she is so

thankful, having no one to care for her.

Mrs. Burns, the cancer case whom nurse is attending, i

getting very much worse. This morning nurse took her the

water bed that she has from the Bible and Domestic Female

Mission, and the exertion of being moved off her own bed

showed us how very weak she is , sothat it will be such a cor

fort not need moving so frequently. She is constantly in

pain, and during the night, when unable to sleep, this is very

trying for her . She is so patient, not murmuring, scarcely

speaking at all. We had one of Mrs. Grimké's text cards thas

we gave her ; as she read the words, “ God is Love " on one side,

and on the other “Christ came tosave sinners ," the tears world

come, though we could see she tried hard to keep them back. It

is not easy, while in so much pain , to realize God's love, but on

looking away from herself to Christ Jesus, who came into the

world to save sinners, she was overcome by the power of 1.88

love,and thoughwedonotthink she hasyet acceptedthe Lori

Jesus as her Saviour, we trust it will not belongbefore she has

the joy of knowing her sins are forgiven .

On another district a patient whom nurse was attending told

the pioneer that none of the doctors had been able to do her any

good, but that in her illness she had found the Great Physiciar,

and He has been better to her than all doctors. To how many

such sufferers, slowly learning the hard lesson of submissire

trust , are the visits of our workers like the visits of angela sent

to strengthen them in their long agony of patience.

|

ThePunjaub ..- Dr. Weitbrecht reports an active movement

towards Christianity amongst the Ubuhras ( people of the lowest

caste) in the Punjaub. Hearing rumours of a religion which

had norespect of persons, but welcomed and elevated all classa

alike, they appealed to the missionaries for special instruction,

In response to this plea , the women are now being taugs: !

schools have been started, catechists areworking amongst the

men, and hymns in Punjabi have been composed. The people

have taken most warmlyto Christian hymn-singing, and hate

assembled night after night with their rude instruments to be

taught to sing and pray. “ The music, rude as it is, seems të

have brought a colour into their lives whichtheyhadnot knon

before." In Fathgarh last October Dr.Weitbrecht baptized

some twenty oatechumens.

DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS are frequest

caused by the useof unsuitable Spectacles . The Rev.Dr. Crowther.

Joseph's College, Dumfries, writes : - " I cannot describe the comfort

derive from the use of your glasses, both by day andnight. I find De1

or weariness as I used to ; and I have taken to reading books I had put

as too tryingforthe eyes on accountofthe smallness of thetype. The
SirJuliusBenedictwrote_ “ Ihavetried theprincipal opticians in Leade

withoutsuccess,but the spectacles you haveadapted suit admirable;
clearness of yourglasses as compared with others is really surprisini
The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon.Canon, Worcester Cathedral,Tits

- " The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire,andmy eyesfeel

already. I only regretIdid not know of your exceeding skillyears
Mr.HENRY LAURANCE .OculistOptician ,la, OLD BOND STREET

sciontificallyadapts his IMPROVED SPECTACLES to assist and strengta

theweakest sights. Pamphlet containing suggestions for thepreverit
of sight free .

Buildings, Cross Street,MANCHESTER ;5, Corporatie

Street,BIRMINGHAM and 129,Buchanan Stroot, GLAUFOF
-ADVT.

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS,

Noy, 14th - Mark xii, 13-27 Nov, 18th-Mark xi ij. 24-37

15th - Mark xii. 28–44 19th-Mark xiv . 1-16

16th - Mark xiii, 1-10 20th - Mørk xiv , 17-31

* 17th - Mark xiii, 11-23

13

10
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CASH PRIZES .

50 GUINEAS

YOR

IN CASH PRIZES

will be presented, entirely Free of Charge, to the Twenty Readers who form

the highest number of DictionaryWords out ofthe word

PRESENTATION.

Thus, for example, " Present," " Sent,” “ Rest," " Nation," & c., subject to
the conditions named below . This amount will be divided as follows : ---

FIRST PRIZE , £ 20. SECOND PRIZE , £10 10s.

THIRD PRIZE , £ 6 .

And 17 other Cash Prizes of One Pound each .

Hence every Competitor will have TWENTY CHANCES OF WINNING

ONE OF THE TWENTY CASH PRIZEB.

The Kensington Fine Art Association, being desirousof further extending

the sale of their ArtProductions at PopularPrices, have decided to offer

the above Prizes, ENTIRELY FREE OFCHARGE, to all readers whosball

become patrons of their

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

NOTE ONLY ADDRESS

The Medical Battery Co. , Ltd.,

52 , OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

EveryMan and Womanin search of HEALTH ,

STRENGTH , and ENERGY should wear Natural
and

HARNESS ' ELECTROPATHIC BELT, Certain

CURE

For the Nerves , Stomach , Liver,

and Kidneys .
Gout,

Rheuma
NEVER FAILS. tism , Sciatica,

Lumbago, Indi
The following are a few extracts from the many

Thousands of Testimonials received :

gestion, Consti

pation , Epilepsy,

Gout. " Derived the greatest benefit." , Kidney Disorders,

His Majesty the King o Holland , Neuralgia , Liver

Rheumatic Fever.- " I can posi
Complaints, Nervous

tively speak of its advantages." - Dr. C.
Debility, & c.

C : 14
Tevepriere, D.C.L., Sentier Fellow , St.

Fohn's College, Oxford, HARNESS

Sciatica . - " Worth fifty

mande." - Mr. R. 7. Watson, ELECTROPATHIC BELT

Harwich , WEIGHS ONLY A FEW OUNCES.

Liver Complaint.

* Completely recovered . LADIES AILMENTS .

Mr. W. 7. Teele, 44 , Per . Dr. ANNA KINGSFORD , M.D., ad .

cital street, London , vises every lady to write for a new

Eic . pamphlet on the Diseases of Women , just
fisaned by Mr. C. B. HARN E88 , Consulting

Electrician to the Medical Battery Company,

VILL LAST A Limited. It is simply invaluable, and should

LIFETIME.
be read by every lady in the kingdom . Sent

under cover, free by post, on application to the

PRICE
MEDICAL BATTERY COMPANY, Limited ,

52, OXFORD- STREET , LONDON , W.

NOTE.- When ordering send size of waist (next skid ).

Post
MR . C. B. HARNESS ,

Free .
The Eminent Consulting MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, may be con

ulted daily WITHOUTCHARGE) on allmatters relatingto
HEALTH and the application of CURATIVE ELECTRICIY, Resi.

dents at a distance , and those unable to avail themselves of a
personal consultation , are invited to write for a privato Advice

Form , which will be forwarded Post FREE on application to

GRAND CHRISTMAS PRESENTATION PARCEL

For Post Office Order ls .9d . or 43 stamps, carriage free . Every parcel wil

contain theWHOLE of the magnificentarticles enumerated below .

A MAGNIFICENT PACKET OF

H

A

R

N

E

S

S

'E

L

E

C

T

R

O

P

A

T

H

I

C

B

E

L

T

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR'S CARDS.

21s.

THE MEDICAL BATTERY CO ., Ltd.,

52, Oxford - st., London,

WRITE FOR NEW PAMPHLET, POST FREE .

Containing a very Choice and Splendid Assortment of the New Season's

productions from the original designs of the most eminent English Artists,

with appropriate prose or verse , written expressly by writers of the best

talent. Also a Magnificent SCRAP ALBUM . This new and handsome

Sorap Album has a very beautiful and elaborate cover, finished ingold

splendidly illuminated , the Fine Art design being really exquisite. Each

Album measures 12 in . by 10. A Packet of Embossed Coloured Scraps, ready

for screen or album , containingsplendid and verycharming varieties.

charming Three -fold Fine ArtScreen ,in goia and colours, of abeautiful

triple Gothic pattern . A very pretty Greek pattern Leatherette Table Mat.
A charming PortraitFrame and Easel Stand complete, to hold a Carte le

Visite Portrait, the Fine Art desigu being most beautifully embossed . An

elegant Imitation Bronze Frame with raised floral design and appropriate

wording in tae centre. A Set of Three Choice Birthday Cards, with ap

propriate wording on each . The Golden Star and Crescent, being a really

exquisite floral design, with two suitable texts nicely illuminatedand con

structed to stand. This and the following articles will be found most use

ful and suitable ornaments for a mantelpiece. A pair of Relief Frames ,

constructed to stand, being two exquisitely -designedminiature imitation

mirrors in beautifully-painted tloral designs, with suitable mottoes in the

centre of each . A very Onarming Banner Oross, being a pretty cross , en.

twined with a long banner, on which is a nicely-illuminated Bible text.

Tais article is also constructed to stand . A Beautifully -illuminated Urgan .

Tuis is a perfect specimen of the Printer's Art, being a charming organ

design , with suitable music and words. A Beautiful Bible Text, nicely

illuminated and framed complete, in a charmiogly -embossed black frame.

In every parcelsent out will also be enclosed a signed PRIZE CERTIFI.

CATE , which will entitle the holder to compete , ENTIRELY FREE OF

CHARGE, for the above prizes . Full particulars of the Competition will

be found printed on thePrizeCertificate ,whichwill beenclosedin every

Parcel free of charge.
A cheque will beforwarded to eachof the twenty successful competitors

on December 3jth , and the names and addresses of the TWENTY success.

ful comp titors will be published inthe advertisement columns of the

London Standard of December 31st, 1886 .

w All orders must be accompanied by the following Bond ,which should be

cut out and forwarded , with remittance, with as little delay as possible :

AULASWORD AND WORK PRIZE BOND.

[No. 1049. ) November 11th , 1886 .

Please order before November 20th , unless from abroad.

On receipt of this Bond, accompanied by Post Office Order value ls. 9d.

(or23penny stamps), weagree to forward,carriagepaid,toanyaddress

in theUnited Kingdom , one

Just published , PRICE 3s. 6d. cloth .

HOOKS Α Ν D EYES

Or, SENSE LINKED WITH FAITH.

BY EMILY P. LEAKEY,

Author of " Clear Shining Light," “ Miracles of Mercy ," &c.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

By Dr. H. SINCLAIR PATERSON .

FAITH AND UNFAITH .

GRAND CHRISTMAS PRESENTATION PARCEL,

THEIR CLAIMS AND CONFLICTS .

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s . 6d .

“ Clear and forcible in style and expression , masterly in grasp of thought,

and trenchant in argument, these lectures on present-day aspects of un

belief will be simply invaluable in the help they will render to intelligent

young men and others whohave become entangled in the meshes of

modern doubt.'” - Literary World ,

S
O
R
T

" IN DEFENCE."

THE EARLIER SCRIPTURES.

Crown 8vo, oloth extra , 58.

“ We heartily recommend thebook ,not only for the information it contains,

but for the noble spirit in which the whole is written , giving an air of

earnest reality more cogert than formal argumentation." - The Watchman .

" ININ DEFENCE."

containing the WHOLE of the Goods described above.

We also agree to enclose in each parcel, ENTIRELY FREE

OF CHARGE , one PRIZE CERTIFICATE , which will entitle the

Holder to compete, ENTIRELY FREE OFCHARGE, for the TWENTY

CASH PRIZES amountiog to FIFTY GUINEAS.
Y (Signed ) WALTER H. BAOON, Manager.

THE KENSINGTON FINE ART ASSOCIATION ,

Kensington Road , Kensington , London , W.

As the above goods are valuablo, the Association will be happy toregister

theparcel for safe transmission , provided two extra stamps areenclosed,

If you can get four of your friends to become purchasers of these cheap

Parcels we will send you an extra ,Certificate, thus enabling you to com

pete withoát becoming a purchaser.

Post Office Orders are preferred to Postal Orders, and to be made payable

at Kensington Park Road Post Office , London ,

EXTRASPECIALNOTICE. THE PRIZEOFTEN GUINEAS
in connection with the word " KENSINGTON ” was won by Mrs. Joshua

Dodgson, of flighfieldHouse, Blland, via Normanton, Yorkshire ; and for

the exception sty ARTISTIC ARRANGEMENT of their competitions Extra

Special Awards were also granted to Mr. James Radclitis, of 18,Parr

Street, Kendal, Westmoreland, and Mrs. Fannie Allen Radcliffo, of 3, Prim

ros9 Terrace, Harrington, Cumberland.

The result of the competition on the word “ KENSINGTONIAN ".will be

duly published in the LondonStandard ofNovember 12th , 1886 .

BREWALTER HENRY BACON,

The Kensington fino Art Association ,

KENSINGTON ROAD, KENSINGTON, LONDON , W.

Seni stamp for our new Catalogue of Pictures ,Christmas Novelties,

Christmas Cards,& o,
TO VISITORS. Two minutes' walk to the left on leaving Kensington ( High

Street) Station ( Underground Railway ),

THE FOURFOLD LIFE.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5g .

“ Dr. Paterson defends our holy faith . He is a divine of remarkable

powers in the direction of Christian defence ; and, indeed , in most other

forms of holy service he is a man of renown . " - Sword and Trowel.

CHRIST AND CRITICISM ;

OR , THE WITNESBES EXAMINED AND CROSS-EXAMINED.

Cloth limp, 1s.

" These lectures certainly form one of the ablest ofall the contributions to

the literature of the evidences that have been made in recent years. A

better book to place inthe hands of a thoughtful sceptic it would be hard to

name,” - Christian Leader.

LONDON : JOHN F , SHAW & CO ., 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW

.دناهدوب

Row , E.O.
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CONSUMPTION CURABLEI THAMES CHURCH MISSION .

CONSUMPTION

fr

UNIVERSALWEEK OF PRAYER

By Miss E. J. Whately
.

INSTITUTED 1844.

" MR G. T. CONGREVE on

President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .

Bankers

AND ITS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT. Messrs . LLOYDS, BARNETTS, BOBANQUE PS , & Co.,Limited.

Showing that direful disease to be curable in all The Agents of this Society go forth day byday in the strength of the

its stages ; with observations on Lord of Hostscarrying thetidings of Salvationamongst countless thos

sands who use the Port of London .

ASTHMA, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, & c ." IS IT NOTHING TO YOU "

SIXPENCE (post free ), or Large Edition (cloth ), 1s. 3d .,

from the Author, Coombe_ Lodge, Peckham , S.E. , and
that men employed on the River Thames are perishing on every hand ;

who know not that " the gift of God is eternal life " ?

Elliot Stock , 62, Paternoster Row , E.C.
SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

THE
READER.........HELP US.

NINETEENTH SERIES OF WEEKLY CASES Nos .of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts, & c ., are also wantel,

and will greatly assist tbe Chaplainsand Missionaries.

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM NOV. TO JAN . The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the work of the

Draving

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF “ WORD AND WORK ”

Mission (with dissolving viows) at schoolroom , Lecturo Hall,

room Meetings

WHO MAY BE personally of rolatively INTERESTED IN
(Address) Rev. HENRY BLOOYER , Secretary.

THIS MATTER, Offices, 31 , Now Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB

LISABD BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK.

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

JANUARY, 1887.

The Evangelical Alliance has issued the invitation and progrande,

CONSUMPTION . - CASE of Mr. J. TUNSTALL adopted by its Branches throughout the world, for the Week of Prager,

(SECOND NOTICE, by SPECIAL DESIRE) .
commencingJanuary 3rd . Paperscontaining the suggested subjects may

be obtained of the Secretaries ofthe Alliance, 7. Adam Street ,Strada,

This patient, whose recovery was little short of marvellous, is a very London .The co -operation of Ministers and othersfriendly to the object,

warm friend of mine - with great faith in my treatment, and stands out in all lands, is earnestly invited ,

in striking.contrast to somewho (though professing to begrateful for

great good received ) are not willing, for the encouragement of others, and

benefitto their fellow -creatures, for any reference to their case to appear in Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

print.

It is now some five years, I think , since first I treated this case. It was
Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

one of very obstinato and aggravated character, but after long corre
Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in ZeDanas,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .
spondence with me, and long courseof my medicine, it was entirely subdued.
He was raised from a mere Bhadow . Secretary,Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.

Writing me, September 10th , he says : - “ You published my case in a BankersMessrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co., 16, St. James Street,
London , 8.W.

Christian paper some time since (abouta year and a half ago ). It did
good, as I am so wellknown ; if you could publish it again , it would do
more . It is wonderful what your treatment did for me ; I am better in

health than over I was in my life. I have been engaged , since then, in
Bunday-school work at our Congregational church, and this isa joy to me.
I cannot thank God sufficiently for so blessing the means ." - Yours grate

fully, John TUNSTALL , 89, Coventry Street, Kidderminster. CLEAR THE WAY ;

NOTE . - Days of Consultation. - TUESDAY, OR, HINDRANOES TO MISSIONARY WORK OONSIDERED.

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY_Mornings ONLY, Orown 8vo , cloth , 23. 6d.

atOoombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any “ With judicious counsel and in excellent tomper Miss Whately seeks to

long distance_should choose either of the two
• Clear the Way ' before the ardentaspirant to a place in the great

Missionary Army."—Church Missionary Intelligencer .
former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book Arst.
LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48 , PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

Choice Books

By Mrs. Pennefather . A WARM BATH IN TEN MINUTES.
Price ONE PENNY each ; One Dozen Assorted

NOISES IN THE BARS. GAS NO CONTACT WITH WATER.
Post -free for ls .

Rov , B. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to send TheNewPatent « CALDA.
for his book showing the disease and the means AM I GUIDEDP

of cure . Post froe 60.; French edition , ls. , HINTS ON BIBLE READING OIL CONSERVATORY APPARATUS, Bs.

with letter of advico if case be stated. Imperial | THE PEACE OF GOD GAS CONSERVATORY BOILERS,šás.

Buildings, Ludgato Circus, London . Fros con

sultations daily .
AND THE GOD OF PEACE. G. SHREWSBURY,

Price 6d . per Dozen, Post- free . 122 , NEWGATE STREET; B.C.

BY ROYAL A preparation consisting
THE BLESSED HOPE .

LETTERS PATENT of EXTRACT OF BEEF AND WOMAN'S WAYSIDE MINISTRY. THE “ MAGNETICON."

VEGETABLES, PENNY Theso valuable little books may be enclosed in “ The benefit I have derived from your 'Mag

packet of which makes, in
letters, and thus often form a word of counsel neticon ' is perfectly marvellous." -A. COLE.

As'adopted by and comfort . Apply for pamphlet - Curative Magnetisn."

A few minutes, A MOST WETTON & Co., 186, Regent, Street London

H.M. Government. DELICIOUS BASIN OF London : John F. SHAW & Co., 48, Paternoster Letters of inquiry, onolosingstamped envelope
Row , 1.0

SOUP. From all Grocers,
will receive prompt attention .

etc., throughout the King
Any quantity cut, at Ladies !! Send for Box of Patterns, Post Free,

EDWARDS' dom, byyourorderingon
Wholesale Price. THE

them, which is preferred to

DESICCATED
direct dealing . In the event

ofany difficulty in obtaining

it , writo direct to the Manu (Seven Prize Medals. Estd . 1752.)

SOUP. facturers, P. KING&Co., Are from the same yarns as those supplied to H.R.A. the Princess

LIMITED , 6, Bishopsgate
Wales; and are manufactured entirely by us, on our own premises.

Avenue, London , or to 26 , Warranted to Wear and AlwaysLook Well.

PRIZE MEDAL. Waring Street, Belfast . Autumn and Winter Patterns, Post Free

Samples, with reports, sent
OUR CROSE-WARP SERGES, 10 d .to 3 /- per yd.,are practically

tearable either wayof the cloth . Our GOLDMEDAL Cashmeres, 18
freo to any address

HEALTH 4/6per yd.; Merinos,2 /- to 3/6 per yd .; Ottomans, 1- to 3 /- per yd

receipt of 3 d . in stamps.

1

CURE OF DEAFNESS.

&

DARLINGTON EL DRESSFABRICS

1

on

Costume Cloths, 8 d . to 419 per yd. ; Cords,ed. to 1/6 per yd.: alith

Keeps good any time, and
above are plain andcoloured . Ocean, 'CanvasandBasket Cloths, plaide

EXHIBITION, in any climate .
figured,at 10d. per yd . Nuns' Veilings,plain andfigured , 8td. to10

In Tins,
per yd .; Soleils, plain and figured, 1/4 to 3/- per yd.

1 lb., 1s . 80.; } lb. , 8d .; { lb.,
HENRY PEASE & CO.'S Successors,LONDON , 1884 . 5d . ; ono oz. packet , ld.

A11 Parcels

SBND for MEDIOAL(Government) REPORTS, Carriage Paid Ladies !! Bond forBox of our Lovely Patterns,
SPINNERS AND MANUFACTURERS, THE MILLS, DARLINGTON.

post freo,
for Autumn and Winter, PostFree

London , J. F , SEAW 00., 48, Paternoster Row , 2,0 ,



idord and dork.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

IN : J. F . SHAW & Co.]
(REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD.)

[48, PATERNOSTER Row , E . O.

L. XII., No. 610 . THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 25 , 1886. ONE PENNY.

CLP WANTED FOR THE ANNUAL SALE

Ir.Barnardo's Homes for Destitute Children ,”

ON BEHALF OF

NOW SHELTERING, EDUCATING, AND TRAINING OVER 1,600 POOR BOYS AND GIRLS.

Vill allwho are preparing gifts for the ANNUAL SA LE on behalf of these Homes

INDLY SEND THEM IN AT ONCE ,
foreningmany pinafores.young are at work for the's

cm garmene som

yet but very little has been received ? Will those whose busy fingers are at work for the Sale remember thatshirts

is and men , suits for little boys, aprons and pinafores for girls, and sets ofbaby clothing, are particularly

le additions, being much asked for and readily sold ? Well-made woollen shawls are frequently asked for, and,

women 's garments of all kinds would be especially useful. Of course, besides these, jewellery, old coins, old china,

musical instruments, and fancy work, trinkets, articles of vertu , books, drawings, bric-a -brac, and other

les of the thousand-and- one tasteful ornaments which are sought for by purchasers,will be very gratefully received

knowledged . Valuable help would be afforded if donors of gifts of old china, foreign goods, articles of vertu, & c.,

kindly mark on them their value, or indicate the price which is likely to be obtained .

The SALE will this year be of the SAME CHARACTER as of the LAST FEW

IRS ; that is to say,

id of holding a Public Bazaar at the West End of London during the month of

· December, as formerly , all the Goods received will be made up into

5 and £10and IU Boxes. These Boxes will each contain a very excellent selection , of at least the value

of £6 and 12 respectively, and will be sent on receipt of P . O . Order or Cheque (made payable to

J . T. Page) to any part of the country .

willing to order these Boxes confer a great benefit on the “ Homes ; " for by this casy method all the articles

received may be disposed of without any loss in the way of such expenses as are usually incurred by holding a

Bazaar at the West End .

kind -hearted sympathizers have repeatedly expressed warm approval of this plan , and promised to purchase boxes,

with the contents of which they propose to hold

Small Local Bazaars

in their own houses, to which their personal friends can be invited during the winter season .

be many articles left over unsold , they can be disposed of in the last week of January ( D . V.), in the Large Hall

of the “ Edinboro' Castle."

rnardo earnestly invites all who love poor children to co -operate with him in this effective plan to increase the

funds of the “ Homes," by which , too , all the wearying, disappointing, and expensive drawbacks of a

public Bazaar may be avoided .

res, carefully lined and packed ready for transmission, can be despatched on receipt of remittance to any railway

in the Kingdom . Applications (PREPAID ), with full instructions as to conveyance, & c., should be sent in as

possible, addressed to

THE TRADE MANAGER ,

18 to 26 , Stepney Causeway, London, E .

all who have already in any degree helped by Contributions of Useful or Fancy Artides, Dr. Barnardo now

desires to offer the expression of his very grateful acknowledgmenis.

26 , STEPNEY CAUSEWAY, LONDON, E .

ND WO3 yil basont by the Publl :A 984 Post true to any a idross in the Kingdom fo : T polye Montan for a 101.
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INSTITUTED 1844 .

THAMES CHURCH MISSION . MISSIONARY CONFERENCE

Mildmay Park ,

OCTOBER 5th , 6th, and 7th, 1886.

THE OFFICIAL REPORT

President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR .

Bankers

Messrs . LLOYDS, BARNETT3, BOSANQUES, & CO ., Limited.

The Agents of this Society go forth day by day in the strength of the

Lord of Hosts carrying the tidings of Salvation amongst countless thou

sands who use the Port of London .

IS IT NOTHING TO YOU "

hatmen employed on the RiverThames are perishing on every hand ;
who know not that “ the gift of God is eternal life " ?

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

READER.........HELP US.

Nos. of Word and Work, Books, Magazines , Tracto, & c ., are also wanted,

and will greatly assist tbo Chaplains and Missionaries.

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work of the
Mission (with dinolving viows) at schoolroom , Lecture Hall , or Drawing.

room Meetings.

(Address ) Rov . HENRY BLOOYER , Secretary .

Offices, 31, Now Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E.C.

Will be issued as early as possible ,

Containing Report oftheProceedingsofthis
IMPORTANT ANDINTERESTING CONFERENCE,

With Papers and Addresses corrected by the Speakers.

In Demy 8vo ., cloth, 3s . 60 .

(UNIFORM WITH REPORT OF MISSION CONFERENCE HELD IN 1878.)

Reduced Price to Subscribers,

Half-a -crown ; or by post, Two Shillings and Elevenpence.

To secure copies at the Reduced Price orders must be

received at once .

Just published , PRICE 3s. 6d . cloth .

HOOKS AND EYES

Or, SENSE LINKED WITH FAITH.

BY EMILY P. LEAK EY,

Author of “Clear Shining Light,”," " Miracles of Mercy,” & c .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.O.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48 , PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL

MISSIONARY CONFERENCE,

Held at Mildmay, October, 1878.

Demy 8vo. , cloth , 434 pp. Price 3s. 6d. , post free.

" Cannot fail to become a valuable guide for futare misions to the

heathen. Will largely conduce, we hope, to kindle a missionary spirit in

the hearts of young men of suitable attainments and zeal."

Rev. C. H. SPURGEOX in Swerd and Troue .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

&

BY ROYAL A preparation consisting

LETTERS PATENT of EXTRACT OF BEEF AND

VEGETABLES, PENNY

packet of which makes, in
As adopted by

a few minutes, A MOST

H.M. Government. DELICIOUS BASIN OF

SOUP. From all Grocers,

etc., throughout the King

Terms of Subscription.

Word and Work "

NORTH - WEST LONDON

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

President - JOHN CHAMBERS, E8Q .

The above Choir having now resumed work
for the winter will be happy to assist at any

special ( or ordinary) evangelistic meetings, par

ticularly in the N. orN.W. districts.
ENGAGEMENTS .

Monday, Dec. 6th , Primitive Methodist

Chapel, Dartmouth Park Hill, at 8 p.m.

Thursday, Dec. 16th, Queen's Park Hall, Kil

buro Lane, at8 p.m.

All applications for the services of the Choir,

or forMembership , to be addressed to the Hon.

Bec ., Mr. John Bateman ,

72. Twisden Road,Highgate Road , N.W.

EDWARDS' dom,byyour ordering on

62 Weeks

ia Published every Thursday, Price One Heray,

Orders shouldbe sent to any local Bookseller *

Newsagont. If difficulty is experienced in oh

taining copies thus, theycan behaddirect fram

the Publishers, by post, on Wednesday, at the

following rates, Puyable in Advance

Post free for 26 Weeks

£ s . d .

0 3 6

0 6 10

3 0 10 8

4 0 12 6

6 0 17 6

( Including Double Numbers.)

Tbe above rates apply to all Countries

in the Postal Union , the Continent of

Europe, Canada, the United States of

America, Egypt, and the Holy Land.

OFFICES : 48. PATIRNOSTBB ROW , LC

1 Copy

2 Copies
0 138

them, which is preterred to

DESICCATED

direct dealing. In the event

of any difficulty in obtaining

it, write direct to the Manu

,

LIMITED, 6, Bishopsgate

Avenue, London, or to 26 ,

PRIZE MEDAL. Waring Street, Belfast .

Samples, with reports, sent

free
HEALTH

to any address

receipt of 8 d . in stamps .

Keeps good any time, and

EXHIBITION, in any climate . In Tins,

1 lb., 18. 30.; } lb. , 8d .; 1 lb.,

LONDON, 1884 .
5d . ; one oz. packet, ld .

SEND for MEDICAL (Government) REPORTS ,

I 150

on

A WARM BATH IN TEN MINUTES.

GAS NO CONTACT WITH WATER.

The New Patent “ CALDA .”

OIL CONSERVATORY APPARATUS, 25s.

GAS CONSERVATORY BOILERS ; 86s.

G. SHREWSBURY,

122 , NEWGATE STREET; E.O.

post free .

B's

NOISES IN THE EARS.

Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to send

for his book showing the disease and the means
of cure . Post free 60.; French edition , ls . ,

with letter of advico if case be stated . Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London . Free con
sultations daily .

FURNITURE. NORMAN &

STACEY'S SYSTEM commends itself to

classes . Deposit not necessary. It combines

real economy on sound commercial prit

ciples, with strictly private arrangements,

without tho objectionablo formalities of

dealers and others. Payments can atendeva

1, 2, or 8 years. The 60 wholesale frmsembass

the bestmanufacturers, who have largestock

for selection. Intending purchasers should as

personally ,or sind for particulari. Offices,
QueenVictoria St., E.O., 121, Pall Mall, S.W. u .

9, Liverpool Street, E.C., Oarriage Paid .

ESTABLISHED 1801 .

IRK B E C K BANK

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

THREE per OENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS,ropayableondemand,

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on OURRENT

ACCOUNT8 calculated on the minimum monthly

balances, whon not drawn below £ 100 .

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

charge, the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other

Becurities and Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons ; and the pur

chaso andsale of stocks, Shares, and Annuities.
Letters of Oredit and Circular Notes issued .

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, postfree, on application .
FRANCIS RAVENSOROFT, Manager.

TheBirkbeck Building Society'sAnnual
Receipts exceed Five Millions .

COW TOPURCHASE AHOUSE FOR

to : ORCHARD'S CUREIDEAFNESS

WRITE TO-DAY.

A Write for this valuable little book .

Fifty Years' Record of Facts, Principles ,

and Discoveries Relating to the Im

COPY provement and Preservation of Human
Life on Earth. A Series of valuablo

articles , by Dr. Samuel Birley , M.D.,

POST Ph.D. Nowpublished, completoin book
form (48 pages), one copy sent post free
by thepublishers, GORDON MURRAY

FREE. & Co., Castle Street, Holborn . Bound

andpractical. Write to -day for a copy .

Safe and Harmless . Has cuired Hundreds

* DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS."

Sir ,-My sale for your“ Cure for Deatest
increases A man here who has been is !

Forty years has had his hearing restored by

J.GREEN , Chemist, Christchards

1s. 11d. per Bottle, Free by Post for Itstamps,front

EdwinJ. Orchard . Chemist, Salisbury

Any Chemist will procure to order ,
HºYWDOPUNEAN DER AUKTUSWHILE OR FITS!FITS !!FITS !! FITS !!!

EPILEPSY

ALLPERSONS SUFFERING FROM

H

mediato Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply

at the Office of the BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIKTY,

29, Southampton Buildings, ChanceryLane,

COW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF TOOTH- A CHE

BUNTER'S

Chomista." NERVINE.

LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

MONTH , with immediate possossion , either for

Building or Gardening purposes. Apply at the
Office of theBIRKBECKFREEHOLDLAND SOCIETY,
us abovo .

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars .

on application .
YRANOIS RAVENSCROFT , Manager .

CURED INSTANTLY BY

Should send Name and Address to JAMES

ODBORNE, Medical Pharmacy, ASHBOURNE,

DERBYSHIRE,whowill forward, free of charge,

full particulars (with Testimonials) of the most

successful Remedy ever aiscovered for this dis.

tressing malady, and which is now sent to all

parts of the world .Reference permitted to the
Rev. J.BAKER, M.A. ,

80 , Bolton Road , Pendleton, Manchester ,

18. 1
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Educational.

Terms for Advertisements

“ Woyd and work . ”

IX

Combe Down School,

This Paper having a large and incroasing cir

culationamongst Christiansofall denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Andouncements .

Situations,

Apartments

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISEMENTS, in small type, are

charged at the following rates :

Not exceeding 30 Words, 28. od.
40 38. Od.

50 38. 6d.

and 6d . for every additiogal 10 words or under.

A considerable reduction for a series of six

Insertions and upwards.

Near BATH ,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMAN .

Principal: MR. W.FRANKLIN

(fornearly8 years a Master at Monkton Combe
Bchool).

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an educationto fit boys for business and
professional pursuits.

Pupils areprepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of
younger boys.

Oombe Down , at an elevation of some 700 feet
above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air .

The School residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa
tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker , Weston - super-Mare.

Colonel Barnes, Oommandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers .

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern.

Dr.Maclean , Bath.

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .
H. Groves, Esq .,Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry .

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication.

YOUNG MEN can obtain a preparatory

course of training with a view to the Christian
Ministry, or to fit them for useful work as Home

Missionaries or Scripture Readers, on reasonable
terms, by applying to Rev. J.Renny, F.R.S.L.,

Christ Church Parsonage, Cheddar. A stamped
addressed envelope should be sent for reply.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

BOOK AND DISPLAYED ADVERTISE

MENTS, charged according to space occupied .

FRONT PAGE, and other special positions, by

arrangement.

SCALE OF CHARGES for larger Advertisements

sent on application .

N.B .--- To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number ofWORD AND WORK,

they should reachthe Orice by first post on Monday
inorning, or at latest by12 o'clock noun .

Advertisements sont by Postmust be accom

paniedby Postal Order or Cheque, payable

io the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F.BHAW & Co.

Amounts under 2s.6d , may be sent in Stamps.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook , Essex,

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.

Spartments, #r.

The MISSES COX and MISS OEOIL receive the

Bons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough .

Home comforts . Special attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion, morality ,

and purity . The instruction given in th

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION .

LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,

20 , 21, Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.O.

Five thinutes' walk or 1s . cab fare from Euston ,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily

reached from other stations. Patronised by

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application ,

SOUTHSEA. Board and residence.

Solent House, 16 and 17, South Parade facing

sea and the Isle of Wight, between the two

piers, and three minutes' walk from Station .

ST. LEONARDS-ON -SEA , Hertford

House, 53, Marina. - Boarding Establishment.

Warmautumn and winter residence, facing sea,

Liberal table .

HASTINGS . - Boarding House, charm .
ingly situated , facing 80A. Moderate terms

special for winter. Every hone comfort. Liberal

table . Mrs. Perkins , Alexandra House, Denmark

Place, Hastings.

WESTON -SUPER -MARE. - Furnished

Apartments. - One or two bed and sitting-rooms .

Sea view ; no children : meeting near . Towa

sheltered from north wind. Terms moderate.

By letter to C. , care of Mrs. Johnson, 6, Eastlake

Roa i, Loughborough, S.E.

Situations and Sppointments.

SERVANTS'AGENCY, Soho Bazaar.–

Unexceptionable references required . Testimo

nials ofreligious character fullyappreciated. Malo

and female servants are in daily attendance from

11 to 2 on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,

the number is very large . Entrances, Boho

Square , and 77 , Oxford Street, London , W.

CHRISTIAN abstainer, married , seeks a

situation as Church Officer orChapel-keeper,

in London ; understands the duties of such and

management of tea meetings and social gather

ings. Can have good references . 8. W.,

56, Acklam Road , North Kensington.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women and nursery gover

nesses from the country or elsewhere whilst

waiting for situations. Registry attached.

Termson application to the Deaconess in charge

of the Registry ,

Conference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.

A CHRISTIAN LADY, accustomed to
good society , and of much experience, would

like to take charge of a motherless family, or to

help a clergyman in his parish . Salary of se

condary importance.M., care of Miss Stroud,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park, London , N.

SITUATION wanted as Mother's help .

Can do needlework or dressmaking; age 19 ; wages
£12. Miss W. , care of Miss Stroud,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED, in London , & situation 28

Kitchenmaid, age 17; wages £12.R. M., Registry ,

Conference Hall , Mildmay Park, N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT wanted as Butler

single -handed or not. Seventeen years' refer

ence . London or suburbs.

W. , care of Miss Btroud ,

Conference Hall, Mildmay , N.

WANTED, care of Coffee House, experi.

enced ; one child only .

Mr. and Mrs. Humby, care of Deacones8,

1 , Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED BY A LADY, age 36, en

gagement as Companion, Lady Housekeeper,

or any post of trust . Highest references .

F. K., care of Misa Stroud,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED places for respectable young
girls as Under Nurses and UnderHousemaids in

Christian families . Btamped envelopes for

replies. Registry ,
Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a

middle -aged superior person to wait upon and

nurse invalid gentleman or lady , been accus

tomed to both . Mrs. Stoddart,

1 , Newington Green, London, N.

WILL ANY LADY kindly give employ

ment to a Widow , middle-aged , of high respecta

bility - As needlewoman - wno for a home this

winter, and small monoy, would be grateful ?

Mrs. O. , car : oi Missotroud ,

Conferenca Hall, Miidmay Park , N

WANTED . Matronship of Servants'

Home ; can do registry . Many years' experience

in one of the largest Homes in London. M.8.,

1 , Newington Green , London, N.

WILL any Lady help for thewinter months

towards the support of a Christian widow , age

67, who has seen better days,but is now destitute ?

For particulars , Miss S. Stroud ,

Deaconess House , Mildmay Park , N.

WANTED, for an excellent housekeeper,
re -engagement as such in private family orhouse

of business. Tenyears' reference. Age 44. A.B.,

1 , Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED, Re-engagement as wardrobe

keeper in school , excellentneedlewoman ,

E. T., care of Misg Stroud ,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

SITUATION WANTED for a very

superior person , widow , as nurse to an invalid ,

either lady or gentleman ; excellent references ;

or housekeeper. Mrs. Thredgill,

1 , Newington Green , London, N.

WANTED, & re-engagement as Governess.
French , music, rudiments of Latin. Salary £ 25 .

Two years'reference.Miss J., care of Miss Stroud ,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park,

1

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANAGE , M.A.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

The Avenue, Acton. - CarefulChristian training

combinedwith the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years. A limited number only taken,

References permitted to parents of pupils. Termy

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX .

Principal - Mr. @ko, FOSTER .

ZENANA MISSION.- A special effort is being

made by Mrs. Geo. Fosterfor the bonefit of Indian

women , An interesting and original Poem ,

recording answer to prayer , double leaflet form ,

mauve and gold , will besent for 1fd , in stamps,

post free. Protits for the above.

SOUTHEND -ON -SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE,

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES,

Children taken for the vacations .

Terms moderate. Full particulars on applioation

to Principal.

Address, Principal, Belle Vue House,

Stanley Road , Southend-on-Sea , Ebsex .

PARIS . - HOME FOR GOVERNE38B3,

Lady Students, and Christian Workers. Adyan .

tages of French .

Miss Pryde, 28 , Avenue du Buis de Boulogne.

Situations .

COMFORT AND STRENGTH,

OR

WORDS OF CHEER TO

FELLOW-WORKERS,

CONTAINING

"DIVINE FULNESS. "

By Rev. CHARLES A. FOX , M.A

" THE CHERUBIM OF GLORY. "

By Dr, MCKILLIAM ,

* A LIFE ON WINGS."

By Rev. E. W. MOORE, M.A ,

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY

MIBS MACPHERSON ,

Price Sixpence.

JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row,

London, E.O.

WANTED a Po as Matron on onvaloscent

Home (preferred ), Servants' Home andRegistry ,

or any Home connected with the Y.W.C.A,

Nine years' reference as Matron .

E , A , B. , 1 , Newington Green, London, N.
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Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.
HOMES OF HOPE,

4,6 , & 6 , REGENT SQUARE, GRAY'S INN ROAD,LONDON,W.C.Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Bcriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenanas,
Harems, and schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary. Mig8 WEBB, 267 , Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.

Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co., 16, St. James Street,

London , 8.W.

CONSUMPTION CURABLE !

" MR G. T. CONGREVE on

The Homes were established for the less degraded class

of Penitent Young Women .

Special efforts ore made on behalf of Mothers with their first infants, #ba

are really the most hopeful class of the fallen , and are generally greatly to
be pitied .

A Home has been opened for thereception of such young women, before

they become mothers, as are unfitted , from their previous good character

and position , to mix with others . The applications for admission are pain
fully urgent.

Funds are greatly needed. WM. HORNIBROOK, Secretary,

Bankers-LONDON & WESTMINSTER, Bloomsbury Brancb , High Holborn,

CONSUMPTION 1

An earnest appeal for eighty £5 notes

ON THE DEEP SEA.

AND ITS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT.

Showing that direful disease to be curable in all

its stages ; with observations on
The COMMITTEE of the LATYMER ROAD MISSION est

ASTHMA, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, & C." nestly ask for help from the readers of Word and Work. The

SIXPENOE (post free), or Large Edition (cloth) , 18. 3d .,
funds are unusually low, and in order to close the present year

from the Author, Coombe Lodge , Peckham , S.E., and
free of debt upwards of £ 400 are wanted.

Elliot Stock , 62, Paternoster Row, E.O.
The expenses of the Mission at this time of the year are very

heavy.

THE The children are looking forward to their usual Christmas

NINETEENTH SERIES OF WEEKLY CASES treat,and the Committeewish to have funds in hand for their

IS NOW PUBLISHING, FROM NOV. TO JAN . Many poor people are already applying for assistance, but

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK ”
our exchequer is exhausted.

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

The following are some of the Agencies :

THIS MATTER,
Gospel Meetings, Temperance Meetings, Erening

Mr. Congrove will give ONE RECENTCASE,NOT PUB .
Shelters for BoysandGirls, Sick Benefit Clubs, Soap

LISARD BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK,
Kitchen, Invalid Children's Dinners, Relief Fund,

Savings Banks, Mothers' Meetings, Infant Nursery,

and many other meetings too numerous to mention.

CASE FOR THIS WEEK. Left -off Clothing always useful.

BOTH LONGSDISEASED - OASE of a YOUNG WIFE Subscriptions, however small, may be sent to

AT EBBW-VALE, Mon. Dr. J. H. GLADSTONE, F.R.S., 17, Pembridge Squara, W.;

This case was most earnestly recommended to me by Rev. JOHN or to AULAYMACAULAY, Esq., Hon. Sec.,

HARRIES, Wesleyan minisier, of Tredegar Road, Ebbw-Vale, iu October of Latymer Road Mission , Blechynden Street, Notting Hill, W.

jast year (1885 ). . A statement ofthecase was prepared and sent me accord

lng to the question -sheet furnished by me.
VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME.

Among the particulars thereof maybe noted that there had been “ chest

disease on themother's side, and various relatives had died . She had been

ill tour months, commencing with cold . Inflammation of the right lung

followed . The cough had increased in violence , inducing vomiting . The

phlegm was creamy and purulent. The breathing was very bad . There

was much hectic and night perspirations. The patient wag losing flesh fast.

The doctor who had attended her reported that theright lung was diseased

in tissue, and the pipes of the left affected, saying, she may linger on till
March at the most. ' FIVE YEARS AGO a visit paid to the North Sea Trawling Pieces

As a matter of course the best advice was given her, and medicino
proved, by God's Providence, the commencement of a new and

sent. happier epoch for the Deep -Sea Fishermen . Until the year 1831

An attack of bronchitis coming on (through sudden cbangeof weather in thousandsofourcountrymen had toiled - not only in all rutbers,

November, no doubt), the first le.tor stated she had got over that, and there at all seasons, and in daily peril of their lives, but in complete

Was some slight improvement. Betore three months had expired she was isolation from all Christian or moral influences .

" greatly improved." (In coses suca as this there will be fluctuations, but,

pae sing over these, there was a gradual progress towards recovery
TO - DAYseven Mission Smacks cruise in the North Sen, serving asChurd,

manifest to every one. ) Dispensary . Temperance Hall, and Club.

By the summer she was able to get about well .
Two of these vessels were equipped at a cost of LA ,550, and part

On the oth September I received a letter from her father, of 21, Queen
sented to the Institution by generousdonors. Theremaining tre

Street , Victoria . Mon. He says : “ It is my duty to let you know of the were originally privato property, and merely lent for missionary

beneft my daughter (Mrs. Law ) hasreceived from your valuable medicine.
purposes, and although a considerablo portion of their purebest

Sie was given up by the doctors, but now she is able to get about and walk
money has been defrayed duriog the currentyear, a sum of 3,00

two or hree miles , and attend ro ber domestic duties . She is a wonder to still remains to be cleared off beiore they arefree from mortze

allaround. Our minister says it is like magic . Bhe feelsshe cannot speak and registered in the names of Trustees as the uncncumbered prv

too highly of you or make your name too much known.”
perty of the Mission .

NOTE . – Days of Consultatio
n

. – TUESDAY,

Moreover, SEVEN VESSELS CANNOT MEET THEREQUIRE

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY,
MENTS OF TWELVE FLEETS,aud ail persons on shorewbo resert

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

our beloved Queen (which every ono DOES) and sympathize with

long distance_should choose either of the two

the storm - tossed smacksmon (which every one OUGHT to do) ***

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

invited to contribute towardsa special fund to be styles to

" Queen VictoriaPurchase and Endowment Fund ," in orderthatthe

the book irst.
Mission Smacks maybesont forth asat once a Memorial of Her

Majesty's Jubileo and as Heralds of Mercyfrom the Kingof King

ministering healing and comfort to the bodies, and peace and pas

ness to the hearts of the fishermen .

Sums received fo this object will be paid to a special Degen

Account openedinthenamesof Trustess at Messrs. Gurney& la

Bank , Great Yarmouth.

The Duke of GRAFTON, K.G., Trustet, B.J. MATHER, Director

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS.
MISSION TO DEEP-SEA FISHERMEN,

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR Bridge House, 181 , Queen Victoria Street, London, S.C.

COL DS, COUGHS, &c . ,

IS

FOGS !

And Damp Air produce

SANGREVEIXIR,

BAGSTER'
S BIBLES

BALSAMIC ELIXIR,

In Bottles , 18. 11d. , 25. 9d. , and 48. 60 .

Prepared by G. T, CONGREVE, Coombe Lodge, Peckham .
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Down in the valley with my Saviour I would go !

Where the flowers are blooming and the

sweet waters flow ;

Everywhere Heleads me Iwould follow , follow on ;

Walking in His footsteps till the crown be won.

Butfor this class these dear mites, many of them , would

be sitting wearily on doorsteps till mother comes home. One

very remarkable fact has been theway in which blessing has

come to miserable parents through the kindness thus shown

to the little ones.

WWorking Girls .

These younger ones being dismissed, there comes, from

half-past eight to nine, a rush of rougher and even more

unpromising elder girls. Pitiful tales can many of these

unfold, as their deadly pale features indicate.

Here is one. A fewmonths ago mother was taken away

to an asylnm ; father is dead ; all three brothers are out of

work ; and the girl of seventeen has with her scanty earnings

to support them . It is simply, as her wan face shows, slow

starvation. She comes frequently , as indeed do others, to the

class, having tastednothing since a meagre breakfast, and she

has been atwork all day.

How grateful such girls are for “ the refreshment room

words fail to express. Not only cocoa or tea and bread and

butter, but also nourishing soup maybe had here, and speci

.......

...... 81

Where Rough Jewels are Found .

An Evening at George Yard.
»

BY PEARL FISHER.

' I Am rather by far be George Hallands ofWhitechapel

em

than , Earl of Beaconsfield ;" kindness of friends in sending gifts of vegetables and other

Sitting down to write on one interesting branch of Mr. materials) at the charge of one halfpenny per basin. To

Holland's work my eye falls accidentally on these some of the girl ?, working all day, it is practically their whole

phatic words uttered by the late Earl of Shaftesbury, and re
food,

corded in the memoir published last week. They are the words But to the class itself-some three hundred and fifty girls

of one not accustomed to flatter, of one in the habit of (fourteen to twenty) are connected with the sewing class.Every

weighing his statements, and , as the context shows, they girl is registered, and , besides the teaching here, is written to

imply that he who has been the instrument in reclaiming
and watched over . Ladies from the West End kindly come

thousands of the veriest waifs and outcasts of the East End down, practically teach , love, and seek to win these rough

bas done a work even more honourable and lasting than that working girls. To night, amongst others, there are present

of the great statesman . Mrs. J. E. K. Studd and her two sisters, the Misses Beau

In the context, to which I have referred ,Earl Shaftes. champ.

bury speaks of the " small outcasts.” Amongst these “ sinall
a Changed Mind .

outcasts ” I have just spent a long and delightful evening. Let me give one actual incident from this class. That girl

It will be observed that in givingsome account ofwhat I saw in the corner has been about four years in attendance. After

of these little ones and elder girls and boys, I am by no coming sometime she went back to the Pavilion , where she

means exhausting George Yard. These are but a tithe of its
had been in thehabit of going previously. Shortly after sho

efforts, but to these I now confine myself. reappeared at George Yard.

Children of the Poor.
“ Where have you been ?" asked Miss Browne.

The large room is well filled by girls varying from seven to

“ Have been going to the Pavilion."

“ And what makes you come back here ?”

fourteen years of age, busily engaged (those of them who

can keep awake) learning to sew and darn. A number of
Oh, Miss, I've been wretched , perfectly miserable, never

ladies are superintending, one isreading a story ,but hereand

felt like it before. I can't go to the Pavilion now. Do let me

there a poortired head is laid down on the table - a child is

come back !"

fast asleep. These, I find, have been tramping foodless, all
Some new ideas had surely been imprinted on the girl's

day long, the weary streets, locked out while mother is
mind , else she would never have so felt. To her the gaiety of

supposed to be at work. Now coming into a warm room , the

the Pavilion life had aforetime been second nature, now it

seemed abhorrent. She Soon

pangs of hunger allayed by a basin of soup, they drop off,

was gladly readmitted .

and the teacher has not the heart to waken them . Not a few
after she accepted Christ, and now leads a godly life amidst

of the children in the room have hadno food all day, others

uncongenial and unhelpful surroundings.

but one scanty meal. About two hundred and fifty girls Hard to stand up for Christ.

attend this sewing class -- they make for their own wear, and Even in the room, amongst these rough , untamed girls'

greatly they needit , while there is also a boot club connected

with the class,
here are many such sincere followers of Christ, confessing

Him in one ofthe most difficult of all places, an East End girls'

The " Toy Class.”
workshop

Through a dark passage (for the George Yard premises are “ I can't ; really, I can't be a Christian , ” said one.

rambling and cramped)wecomeon a room where is held the “ Why not ? ”

Toy Class for tiny, neglected, joyless mites. This evening the “ You don't know what it is inside our workshop.”

toys have been put away, and a singing class is being held. “ Whatever it may be Christ is able to keep you from

One dot of a thing, with grimy, unwashed face, is trying falling."

to sing " Jesus loves me. ” Perhaps, disturbed by the en “But I could never stand the scoffs and jeers, and the

trance of a stranger, her accents are scarcely audible. Not girls laughing at me and tormenting me.

so the next, a boy of five, with strongly marked Jewish “ You cannot stand ; but Christ is able to make you

features, who shouts lustily
stand.”
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tisement in the papers, and left it with God in prayer. For

three days he heard nothing. Then at half-past seven last

Thursday morning be bad a laconic postcard : " Start work

at eight a.m.” God had answered his cry and honoured his

confidence. Few, save those in close contact with this class,

know how many such battles for righteousness' sake are

fought by our humbler brethren and sisters in Christ.

Jewels from the Depths.

Such are the precious gems being mined deeply for at
George Yard . The whole place is a scene of incessant

activity, and the one desire animating alike the WestEnd

lady and humble East End teacher is souls for Christ. They

believe that in these depths of poverty and despair there

many for whom Christ died . These they seek, and their

labour of faith and love is richly rewarded . The honoured

instrument of all this activity and effort is the quiet ,loving,

winning George Holland , whose very presence hasa calming

effect on the roughest audience. He has given his life for

the Whitechapel poor, and God is blessing him in no slight

degree.

Just on this point Miss C. Beauchamp lays special

emphasis in the brief address with which the sewing class

is closed . It is to these girls, as their loving teachers well

know , an exceedingly real obstacle. That some three hun.

dred and fifty of these girls and young women should be

under such practical teaching and training twice a week is

of itself a hopeful and significant fact.

The Rough Boys.

There is much, very much more, one might say on this

point, but the boys claim some notice, and I pass onto the

class for rough boys. Not exactly a new feature at George

Yard, for George Yard began with rough boys, and has kept

at them all along.

Theroom occupied an hour since by the tiny mites is now

filled by about the roughest youngsters I have ever seen

indoors. Regular street arabs, plenty of them to be seen on

the streets, shouting, “ Echo, sir ? ” and “ Lights ?" but seldom

are they found willing to be taught in any shape or form .

Yet here they are, as quiet as an arab” could be expected

to be, under the care of some young members of theY.M.C.A.,

Whittington Avenue, and listening to a Gospel lesson. Few

indeed of them can read, but they can understand readily

enough. After some little time in this class, they become so

far tamed as to attendthe night school or industrialclasses.

Meanwhile it is grand work to have them under Christian

influence and Gospel tuition . Two policemen asked lately

to look in at the boys, told Mr. Dalton, the Superintendent,

he had got together just the very boys who give them

most trouble inWhitechapel. Some ninety of such boys are

members of this class, but this particular evening many have

been allured away by that unfailing attraction to a street

boy - a fair on Mile End waste. From this class, unpromising

as it seems. real fruit has been found, after hard toil and

earnest prayer.

The Lads' Rest.

Across the way a public-house has been secured and turned

intoa “Lads' Evening Rest,” under thechargeof a Christian

working man. This is open each week evening, and here

I find quite a number of poor lads reading, carpentering, busy

at fretwork, turning, cobbling, mat-making, and printing.

This is regarded as an exceedingly practical branch ; these

lads acquiring a taste for such things, learninglow to handle

tools, and make little things of one kind and another are

thereby enabled to better their condition,and rise above the

rank of casual unskilled labourers . Besides, under Christian

influence they are taught to think, and that, of itself, is some

thing gained. Some of the fretwork I saw . in progress

reflected great credit on the youths and their instructor.

They are just constructing, under the oversight of the

teacher, a prettily designedrail for the platform of the new

premises at George Yard. Along the top and at the foot in

large letters , cut out by the boys, are two texts of Scripture ;

and the whole will have a nice effect.

For these lads there are Bible classes, whilst each evening,

ere the Rest closes, there is a short Gospel talk and prayer.

A Testing Time.

Here is an actual case from the Bible class . A young man

had been attending one of these Bible classes for some time ;

he became anxions, and was at length led to Christ. After

his conversion he was much troubled about one specially

besetting sin. He sought advice from his teacher, a lady

who has been much blessed among these lads and young

Christ is All.

CHRI

HRIST is the Centre of worship in heaven ;

Christ, the Rejected One here amongst men :

None other Name of salvation is given,

Sound it, believers, again and again .

Christ is the Sacrifice, Christ is the Altar ;

Christ is the Mercy -seat, sprinkled with blood ;

Come, ye desponding ones, fear not nor falter,

Christ is our Peace, in the presence of God.

Christ is the Victim divinely appointed ,

Spotless, accepted, attested by fire ;

Christ our'Melchisedec, Robed and Anointed,

Royal and Priestly His seamless attire.

One only Sacritice, one only Altar,

One only Mercy -seat God doth allow ;

Dream not, oh man ! His decretal to alter,

Sealed with the Blood of the Holiest now.

One only Offering Godhath appointed,

Stretching His hand,He withheld not the knife ;

One only Priest He hath called and anointed,

Jesus, the Way, and the Truth, and the Life.

Jesus, the Centre of worship in heaven ;

Jesus, despised and rejected of men !

None other Name of salvation is given ,

Worthy is Jesus, the Lamb that was slain !

1
. .

1

1

0

we

Notesfor Bible Reading.

Warrant for Coming to Christ.

1 . E are permitted to come.

“ Whosoever will, let him take of the

water of life freely."
Rey, xxii. 11

2. We are invited to come.

" Come unto Me, all ye that labour and are

heavy laden, and I will give you rest "
Matt. xi. 28

3. Weare entreated to come.

“ Now then we are ambassador
s
for Christ,

as though God did beseech you by us, we

pray you in Christ's stead, be yo recon

ciled to God ' 2 Cor. 5 , 20

4.We are commanded to come.

“ This is His commandme
nt

, that

should believe on the name of His Son

Jesus Christ "

5. Weare compelled to come.

" Go out into the highways and hedges,

and compel them to come in, that My

house may be filled
Luke xiv, 23

6. We are assured of a present and cer.

She pointed him to Christ as the Keeper, as well as

Saviour. At length he was led to see “ He breaks the power

of cancelled sin ,” and , trusting Christ, thus found deliverance.

Since then he has become a worker at the mission, and is

always telling thatChrist can not only save but keep.

Just lately he has passed through a severe testing. He

has been out of work for some months. A friend of his offered

him the money down to start a shop provided he would

open on Sunday. Being in want, he had a sore struggle ; the

offer being pressed on hiin by his relatives. Those blessed

with clearer light may say, “ There should have been no

difficulty in refusing ; " but to him , placed as he was, the

temptation was bitter. Lust Sunday, however, he came to

the lady teacher with a beaming face : “ I've conquered, I've

refused. Now I'm going to pray God to give me a situation

this week, to prove to my friends He is faithful."

The sequel is intensely cheering. He answered an adver.

men.

tain salvation if we come.

“ God so loved the world , that He gave His

only begotten Son, that whosoever be

lieveth in Him should not perish , but

have everlasting life "
John iï . 16

7. The sinner will be lost for ever if he

does not come.

“ He that believeth not shall be damned."
Mark Ivi. 16

Rev. J, H , BROOKES.

1 John üi. 23.
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The Grace ofthe Spirit
.

for us

it as one.

But for the transmitting of all His fulness of light and life

and love to us , through the life and lips of this man Christ

Jesus, we are indebted to the gracious work of God the en

lightening Spirit. Let us adore the grace and love of Him

who has been at work through the patient centuries lighting

the candle of the Lord ," and keeping it burning,

undeterred by all the neglect and opposition with which He

has been treated .

The Enlightening Spirit.

Through the loving care of the Holy Spiritthe light of life

which He had produced has been preached for us in the

Bible. In that Bible of yours you hold in your hand, the work

on which the Holy Spirit, the Enlightener, has been engaged

for more than fifteen centuries . What a treasure ! To one

writer after another He revealed with faultless accuracy the

thoughts and things of God . For as the Spirit of God these

are known to Him in the same perfect and intimate way in

which the thoughts and purposes of a man are known to his

own spirit in which they reside. i Cor. ii . 11. He enabled

each successive seer to express what had been revealed to

Him " in words which the Holy Ghost teacheth " ( v. 13). And

then He superintended the writing down of these words, as

we see from 1 Chron . xxviii . 19-21 ; so that we have in

our possession “ the sincere--the unadulterated - milk of the

Word”-1 Pet. ii . 2.

LUKE XV. 8-10.

BY REV. JOHN RIDDELL, M.A.

IN

'N that wonderful Luke xv. we bave, shall I call

it a trivial parable ? We often speak of the chapter as

containing three parables, but our Lord expressly speaks of

It sets before us the one God - in Hisone love

providing and applying the one salvation , rejoicing overthe

returning wanderer with the one eternal unutterable joy. But

in that one salvation which the parable portrays we have

each Person in the blessed Head represented by His own

characteristic part.

We see in verses 8-10 the grace of the Holy Spirit in the

work of enlightening and awakening ; 4-7 : the grace of the

Son shown in His seeking first, and then bearing the re

covered wanderer home onHis shoulders by His power. The

government of the universe is upon His “ shoulders," but to

the work of the sinner's salvation He applies both " shoulders."

He is " the power of God unto salvation .” 11.24 : the grace

of the Father shown in waiting for and welcoming the re

turning prodigal with a joy which renders a new beginning

in His heart and house with the return of each new wanderer,

but which never knows diminution, and never will know an

end.

Let us look at the Holy Spirit's enlightening grace in the

light of this parable. The first thing it does for us is

1. To provide the light itself. The first care of the woman

the parable is to “ light a candle.” The first work of the

Holy Spirit's enlightening grace is to prepare for us a Bible

filled with the light of God.

2. Let us never forget that the producing of every ray

of heavenly light which has shone through human hearts

and lives into this world's darkness, we are indehted to God

the Holy Spirit. In the lives and sayings of all the saints

and servants of God of whom the Bible tells , we are the

light of heaven shining. In the case of each of them we

see the fire of God burning within a life plainly human,

as the fire in your lamp or candle burns in the wick. But

whence- Who is the oil ? The oil by which the light of each

one shines, and which it would havebeen somuch " smoking

flax,” is the indwelling Holy Spirit. For all the light which

shines in the human life even of our Lord Jesus Christ we

are indebted to the Holy Spirit. By the Holy Spirit He was

begotten in the womb of the Virgin Mother. Luke i . 34.

By the Holy Spirit He was endued with all the strength and

beauty of His private life. Luke i. 40, 52. At the age of

twentyHe was baptized with the Holy Spirit, and so “ endued

with power from on high,” to fit Him for the performance of

His work. For even Jesus, pure and spotless though Hewas,

and filled with the Spirit as a spirit of grace needed to be

endued with a Spirit as a spirit of power before Hewas fitted

for the performance of the work which His Father had given

Him to do.

The Sword of the Spirit.

Jesusmet and overcame the tempter in thestrength not of

His divinity ,but as a man filled with the Holy Spirit, using

as His weapon in the conflict only “ the sword of the Spirit,

which is the Word of God,” just as you and I must do.

Luke iv. 1-3. To the Holy Spirit we are indebted for all

Jesus' wonderful works, “ The Spirit of the Lord is upon

Me; because He hath appointed Me to preach : " Luke

iv, 81 . For all His wonderful works ; Matthew xii ,

38 : " if I, by the Spirit of God , cast out devils. " For His

precious atoning sacrifice , for He “ through the eternal

Spirit offered Himself without spot unto God : " Heb. ix. 13.

For His resurrection from the dead, for He was quickened

by the Spirit : 1 Pet. iii . 18. For all the words of love and

grace which He spoke to His disciples after He was risen

from the dead and before He was " taken up ” to the throne

on which He sits to-day ; for it was through the Holy

Spirit that He gave commandments unto the apostles whom

He had chosen :" Acts i . 2. For all the love and light and

power which He forces upon a perishing world through His

chosen servants, still Jesus is the Son of Righteousness. Of

all the life, light, and beauty in the spiritual universe He

alone is the author and the fountain .

The Human Element.

Men talk of the “ human element ” in which the Word of

God is contained , as if the effect of that human element

were in some way to lessen the authority and the comfort of

the Scriptur-g for the heartand conscience. No trace of any

such effect of the “ human element " can be detected in the

use of Scripture by ourLord Jesus, or by the Holy Spirit.

No doubt there is a “ human element " in the written, as

there is in the Living Word. Without it of what use would

the Scriptures have been to us ? The words and forms of

speech in which it is expressed are human words and forms.

The minds, the lives, the lips through which the Holy Spirit,

the Enlightener, has conveyed to us the things of God were

human minds and lives and lips. But does that introduce

into the Word of God any element of adulteration or imper

fection ? Look at Jesus. “ The Word was made flesh

was made in the likeness of sinful flesh ." Yet that " human

element” in which He was incorporated conveyed to Him no

taint of imperfection . And so is it also through the enlighten

ing grace of the Holy Spirit.

" The words of God are words most pure,

They be like silver tried ;

In earthen furnace seven times,

Which hath been purified .” — Ps. xii 6 .

The Candle of the Lord.

3. To the enlightening grace of the Holy Spirit we are

indebted for the directing and distributing of the light . The

Holy Spirit is “ the hand of the Lord ” in which the candle

of the Word is held . By Him it is directed into specific

places, at the time when the God of Salvation has a work for

it to do. By Him it is brought to bear upon the hearts and

consciences of the lost ones whom He finds and brings to yield

themselves up to the Good Shepherd , and to lie at rest upon

His loving, mighty shoulders. As the hand which holds and

directs thelight, see Him at His work in the starting of the

great Foreign Mission enterprise, and in choosing and send

ing forth the first foreign missionaries.

As they ministered to the Lord and fasted , the Holy Ghost

said : “ Separate Me Barnabas and Saul for the work where

unto I have called them ” (Acts xii. 2. ) See Him con

trolling and dividing the movements of the candle (Acts

xvi. 6 , 7 ). There were great multitudes in the province of

Asia perishing for the lack of the Gospel. It was in the hearts

of the Lord's servants to go and tell them the glad tidings.

But they are “forbidden of the Holy Ghost.” Obedient to

His prohibition, they move onward, and theirheartsbegin to

yearn over perishing Bythinia . Yet into the midst of its

needy multitudes “ the Spirit suffered them not” to go. No,

onward and still onward “ the hand of the Lord ” was carrying

the light across the Euxine-into benighted Europe -- up to

Philippi— “ the river side ” -into the heart of Lydia and her

praying companionswhose heart and flesh in the darkness

were crying out for God --for the living God.

(
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Or on Himat His work in bringing the light into the soul of

a single “ lost one (Acts vii. 26-40 ). The hand of the Lord

takes Philip out of the midst of a prosperous work of wide

spread awakening ” unto the way that goeth down from

Jerusalem unto Gaza, which is desert. From the city into

the desert Philip goes obedient tothe hand which guides and

distributes the light . And now " go near and join thyself

to this chariot " is the next command. And Philip went

thither. And there he finds the opened book and theopened

heart. Through Philip's words, the seeking Spirit shed a ray

of Divine light on Him of whom speaketh the prophet. Jesus

is discovered, welcomed, throned within the heart, and a new

convert goes on his way rejoicing.” Thus definitely and

personallyhas the Holy Spirit come in the power and sweet

ness of His enlightening grace to every heart here in which

the Lord Jesus is enthroned .

Hindrances Removed .

The enlightening grace of the Holy Spirit is seen in the

parable brushing asidethe hindrances which keepthe light

which He has kindled from reaching the objects of His loving

search. The woman in the parable lights a candle and “sweeps

the house."

At this work the blessed enlightening Spirit is ever

engaged with both hands diligently. He works at it alike

with thehand of His Providence, and with the hand of His

grace - in seeking “ the lost ” that they may be found, and

in seeking the found that we may be still more completely

found, as weyield our whole being more joyously and unre

servedly up to the Lord Jesus.

1. By the hand of His outward Providence the Holy Spirit

" sweeps the house " of the church and of the heart. What a

mass of the dust and cobwebs of prejudice were swept out of

theheart of Jairus, the ruler of the synagogue, by the danger

ous illness of his little daughter. His heart was softened.

The way was cleared by the hard brush of bitter trial, and

thus was the way prepared by the Providence of the En

lightening Spirit forthe shining of Jesus' lightinto that

heart and house. How often with us, as with Jairus, the

true explanation of life's most bitter experiences is to be

found in “ the loveof the Spirit.” The trials, the bereave.

ments, the disappointments, thesorrowswhichseemed at the

time to be the quenching of the very light of life, theywere

but the working of the hand of thepatient Spirit's enlighten.

ing grace sweeping the house of the heart thatHemight pre

pare an entrance for the Eternal Light. How clearly Milton

saw this in the case of his own great sorrow .

On bended knee

I recognise Thy purpose clearly shown ;

My vision Thou hast dimmed that I might see

Thyself, Thyself alono.

Inward Grace.

2. By the hand of His inward grace. For this we are

taught to pray (Ps. cxix. 18), “ Open mine eyes that I may

beholdwondrous things out of Thy law." God has “ wondrous

things." They all surround and centre in Him whose name

is “The Wonderful.” To discover and to enjoy God's won

derful things we do not need any new revelation. They all

lie treasured up for us in the Bible like jewels in a casket.

And we have the casket in our hands. We have free access

to the treasure-house of the Word . But so long aswe depend

on no other light than that of our own unaided under.

standingwe are in the treasure- house like men blindfolded .

We wander aimlessly about in a wilderness of letters and

words, of figures and statements ; but we cannot possess

ourselves of the things of which they all speak. We are like

men trying to satisfy our hunger with printed recipes

instead of the dishes which they describe.

like men trying to heal themselvos with paper prescrip

tions instead of the medicines to which they direct. When the

Holy Spirit comes with His unveiling enlightening grace all

this is changed . He begins His work in the heart — the

retina of our spiritual vision (2 Cor. iii. 15). He humbles its

pride. He takes away the veil of prejudice. He breaks

the bondage of unforsaken sin. He frees it of its native

wilfulness, and makes it truly concerned to know the will of

Godin order to do it. This is His first step - to make His

We are

Understanding pened.

3. Then He opens the understanding — the eye of our

spiritual vision ( Luke xxiv . 45). As a healingunction,He

removes the film of our natural blindness by His immediate

gracious operation. What a wonderful change is thus pro

duced ! It is like the difference between knowing a person

only by hearsay, and then peeting him face to face. Before

weknew only the name of the things of God, now we begin

to have an experimental knowledge of the very things them.

selves. Before we knew only the written prescriptions of

what is required for our soul-healing, nowwe beginto know

what it is to have the balmof Gilead applied by the skilful

and tenderhand of “ the Physician there ." Beforewekoer

but the written recipes, nowwe begin to taste of the King's

supper.

The Bell of Ignorance.

4. He takes away the veil of our ignorance fromoff the

things of Christ, and from the Christ to whom it is His par

pose to bring us. Those who have read the life of Professor

John Duncan, ofEdinburgh , will remember the account he

gives of what took place in his own room on thenightwhen

God had for the first time spokento his soul through the

instrumentality of Cæsar Malan. He tells how, after he came

into his room andthrew himself into his chair, " hundreds of

sermons came andpreached themselves to bim, and he felt

that he there and then received material for the ministry of

a lifetime." It was the Holy Spiritcome and working within

in the delightful energy of His enlightening grace. And

thus He ever delights to work and glorify Christ in the heart

which is opened and yielded up to Him. In conclusion, let

me make two remarks :

pil ready to do thewill of God at whatever cost. “ If any

man is willing to do His will he shall know of the doctrine

( John vii. 17 ). The willingness to do God's will must go'first.

Revealing Christ.

a. Christ Jesus, the Lord, is a glorious object, which it is

the work, the joy, of the Holy Spirit,the Enlightener, to

reveal. If He convince us of sin , it is only that thusHe may

lead us to Jesus, that our experience of His pardoning mere

and delivering power maymake Him to become the Chiel.

est among His thousands." If He convince us of our belp

lessness, itis only that thus Hemay lead us into an experience

ofthemight and tenderness ofthe everlasting arms. If He

convince us of our emptiness, it is only thatthus He may

commend to us “ the unsearchable riches of Christ," The one

object of the blessed Spirit in all the operations of His

enlightening grace is first to bring us to Jesus, and then to

enableustoabidein Him . By nothingcanwe so griere the

blessed Spirit as by being taken up with knowledge and

stopping short of Christ Jesus Himself.

The EWritten Uword .

6. The written Word is the Holy Spirit's grand instrument

for theaccomplishment of His object. In seeking and saring

that which was lost, the Holy Spirit'sfirst work is to light

for usthe candle of theWord. All His subsequent work is

tobring our souls and that light into contact . A neglected

Bible means a lost soul , my brother. “ If they heed not

Mosesandtheprophets, neitherwillthey bepersuaded though

one rose from thedead ."

Anunstudied Bible meansa grieved, silenced Holy Spirit,

my fellow -Christian, for the Holy Spirit unites and

influences your spirit in the written Word, just as it

conversation your spirit and mine meet and influence each

other through the words of which we make use. It is as we

look into the mirror of the written Word the Holy Spiri

reveals to us and glorifies Jesus.

DEMOSTHENES is popularly understood to have said that the

threerequisitesofanoratorwereaction , action, action, in the

sense of violent gesticulation. Theword is kinesis, and whatbe

meant was the power to move somebody else. Whenpeople

heard Cicero, they said, " Whatadmirable language ! Fisi

graceful gestures !» When they heard Demosthenes, theysaid

“ Letusgo and fight Philip !” Sowhenaman preaches,people

should not say , Whatan eloquentpreacher !” — but" List

us go andwork for Christ - go down into the slumsand win the

people sinking to degradation underthe very shadow of ou

church spires .
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" Somebody is Knocking ."

of the Seventh

I
shall never forget. A quiet happiness reigned over the

whole dwelling, and seemed to extend itself even to the dog

Besides the father and mother there were three sisters, | Ethememoir of the mobileEarl,just issued by Cassell& Co.LSEWHERE, in our on

between the ages of fourteen and twenty.

“ Are they never angry ? ” thought I ; “ do they never here we confine ourselves to giving afew striking extracts illus.

disagree ? "
trative of his work and sympathies.

Once I learned their secret. Being in the garden ,I heard
The germ of the Earl's future career may be discovered in the

the three sisters approach. Sarah, the younger, said to the

following sentences written by him at the age of twenty -four, in

one next in age
his journal :

“ Feelings of awarm and generous nature may be oftentimes
“ I do think you might go with me, Lois. This is the

second time youhave refused. I am sure it is very dis"
not so; thesesentiments shall be purified in heaven ; Divine

Though near enough to hear these words, I was hid from intensity shall be addedto their virtue, and their Lord shall be

the sight of thegirls by bushes, yet through the openings of God. God, possessing all happiness Himself, has shown by His

theseI saw the elder sister bend down and whisper some creation that it consists in the communication of happiness to

thing in the ear of the younger.
others. "

Sarah was silent a few moments, and then said

“ Never mind, Lois. We won't quarrel about such a little Referring, at a late period of life , to the way his youthful

thing." mind was led towards his great work, he says :

It was enough. Immediately Lois replied : “ In early life I waspassionately devoted to science, somuch

Well, now that I think of it, I may as well with
you 80, that I was almostdisposed to pursue science to the exclusion

to -day as at any other time ; though at first I thought I of everything else. It passed away, and I betook myself to

could not. Yes, Sarah, I will go.” And then they walked literature, hoping that Ishould notonly equal, but that I should

away arm in arm . rival many in mentalaccomplishments. Other things were before

Whatwas the secret which wrought this pleasant change me, and other thingspassed away, because, do what Iwould,I
was called to

80 quickly i Something was said which brought the Saviour other career, and now I find myself at the end

before them .
ofa long life, not a philosopher, not an author, but simply an

The elder sister had whispered to the younger the words,
old man whohas endeavoured to do his duty in that state of

life to which it has pleased God to call him ."

“ Somebody is knocking ;" and immediately the image of

Onewhomshe loved beyond all others appeared before the

child's mind .

These children loved their Saviour, and had agreed together
Onhis early political struggles for theliberation of oppressed

and degraded children, and on behalf of the factory slaves, as

to obey the Scriptural rule of " admonishing one another in also his personal investigation of the secret of his fervent

love."
appeals and resolute efforts, we may not here enter. Passing

On the present occasion the elder sister alluded to the onward,we find his interest in the Jews so early as 1838 indicated

figure of Christ standing at the door, saying, “If any man thus inhis diary :

hear My voice, and open the door, I will come in to him, and

will sup with him , and he with Me."
“ Took leave this morning of Young, who has just been

Sarah heard the sister's words. It was as the gentle knock
appointed Her Majesty's Vice -Consul at Jerusalem i He will

of the gracious Redeemer. Immediately she opened the door sail in a day or two for the Holy Land. If this is duly con.

of her heart to receive Him ; and I think, in the sweet peace sidered, what a wonderful eventit is ! The ancient city of the

and happiness which filled her heart, shehad a fulfilment of people ofGod is about to resume a place among the nations,

His words. and England is the first of Gentile kingdoms that ceases to

How much better is this than persisting in having one's tread hor down .' If I had not an aversion to writing, almost

own way ; which so often brings unhappiness to a whole insuperable, I would record here, for the benefit ofmy very

family,
weak and treacherous memory, all the steps whereby this good

Would it not be well if all of us had some such way to deed bas been done, but the arrangement of the narrative,and

remind one another when ready to fall ? “ Be ye therefore
the execution of it, would cost me too much penmanship ; I

followers of God, as dear children ; and walk in love, as
shall always, at any rate ,remember that Godput it into my

heart to conceive the plan for Hishonour, gave me influence to
Christ also hath loved us, and hath given Himself for us. "

prevail with Palmerston, and provided a man forthe situation

So high is the standard toward which we are to aim - a love
who can remember Jerusalem in his mirth .' Wrote by him a

like Christ's, ever ready to set self aside, and to make sacri. few lines to Pieritz, and sent him avery small sum of money for

fices for another's happiness. the Hebrew converts there (I wish it were larger), that I might

revive the practice of apostolio times (Romans xv . 26) , and

Is it Settled ?
mako a certain contribution for the poor saints that are at

Jerusalem I "

8 the matter settled between you and God ? " I asked of

With regard to the slave trade, Lord Ashley wrote in 1899,

removal from this world. when in Scotland :

“Oh yes, sir ! ” was her calm reply. “ Have been reading on the journey Buxton's account of the

" How did you get it settled ? " actual state of the slave trade. It is enough to make a man

“ The Lord Jesus Christ settled it for me. " miserable for life ; and, in fact, were it not providentially

" And when didHe do it for you ? " I asked. ordained that we forget some things, and grow dead to others,

“When He died on the cross for my sins.' we should, bad wea spark of sentiment, beunceasingly suffor

“ How long is it sinceyou know this blessed and consoling ing. But sympathy is useless, nay, contemptible ,without

fact ? corresponding action ; what canwe do towipe out this damned

The answer was readily given . “ About twelve months spot,' and mitigate this horrid tyranny ? The human arm has

utterly failed ; treaties, force, persuasion, the marchof intellect,

Anxious, however,to ascertain the groundsof this confidence, and the lessons of Christianity, all have stumbled like wretched

I asked, “ How did you know that the work which Obrist aocom . infantswithrickety legs and idiotic apprehensions. Let those

plished on the cross for sinners was done for you ? "
who believe in God, and have faith in Him , ory day and night,

She at once replied, “ I read in the Bible, and believed what and almost, like Jacob wrestle, as itwere, for a blessing on those

1 road . " peoples and nations, blackthough theybe. But willman ever

And now , dearreader, have you read in the Bible, and bolieved succeed ? It is our duty to persevere in the holy attempt,but

what you coad ? It is written, " Christ Jesus came into the the triumph, I believe, is reserved for other hands and other

world to savo singers.” Does this bring comfort to your soul ? days ; for that peculiar and hallowed time when He “ sball

Doyou believe this faithul saying ? undo the heavy burdens, and let the oppressed go troe , '"

Ago .'
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Even then he was full of labours, varied and beneficent. He form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal with God ,' and

writes in 1840 : yet He 'made Himself of no reputation, and took upon Him

“ Myhands are too full, Jews, chimney -sweeps factory chil. the form of a servant, and was made in the likeness of men ;

dren, education ,Churchextension,&c. , &c. I shall succeed,I. and being found in fashion asaman ,Hehumoled Himself and
fear, partially in all, and completely , in none . Yet we must became obedient unto death, even the death of the cross. Do

persevere ; there is hope. For years I laboured in the factory we believe this ? can we believe this ? It would be difficult,

cause ; some few sympathised, more ridiouled, as many resisted , pay, quite impossible to do so on any grounds of experience of

and far more were indifferent ; but how stands the question human reasoning. Nothing but Scripture can interpret Scrip:

now ? many confess the good that has been done , and no one ture . I should reject it , if announced to me by man . I

ventures to deny it ; the refuted are silent , and the mockers accept it , believe it, bless it, as announced in Holy Writ. The

abashed ; a path is opened to future and wide exertions ; the text that says 'God is love '—the pure, perfect spirit of lore

horizon brightons with the dawn of day,and hope is displayed itself - explains it all ; and, like the Israelites, I bow the head

for the things of this world and the next. and worship. "

To Lord Ashley Christianity was nothing unless it was

intensely practical. On one occasion , when addressing an

assembly of young men and urging thom to a life of usefulness ,

he said , ' Depend upon it, whatever you think when you are

young and stirring, the time will come when you will take

counsel with your grey hairs , and you will bless God if your

career has been one by which your fellows have been benefited,

and God honoured, and if you have endeavoured, as much as lay

in your power, to advanceHis holy name, and to do good to all

that were within the reach of your influence .

“ Towards neology - a term to which Lord Shaftesbury gara

the most extended meaning - he felt that strong languages

indicated the state of mind suited to the occasion ;' and # 8

find that , against its encroachments , which at this period were

rapid, various, and almost universal, his stoutest utterance

were directed . Hard as had been the battle he had fought with

Romanism in days gone by, determined as his opposition was

to be to Ritualism in days to come , it was against Rationalism

that the whole strength of his armoury was directed. What

ever touched,or seemed to touch , irreverently, the Divinity of

Christ, and His sacrificial atonement, or the inspiration and

authority ofthe sacred Scriptures, touched the apple of his eye,
and he writhed under it . " Those doctrines were not to him

matters ofmere theology ; they entered into every fibre of bis

being ; and to those who would rob him - or rather, rob the

Church - of the rest and comfort and strength of them , be might

have said, with the beggared Jew

Nay, take my life , pardon not that :

You take my house, when you te kethe prop

That does sustain my house ; you takemy life

When you take the means whereby I live.

Notwithstanding his incessant efforts for the well - being of men,

he thoroughly understood, as he himself writes :

“ There is very little seeming, and no real , hope for mankind

but in the Second Advent; all our efforts are weak and

transitory, and issue in works very little stronger or more last

ing-if we succeed in any project having for its end the good of

the human race ; first wehave to contend against the various lets

and hindrances which arise in the execution of every honest

purpose, the abatements, the diversions, the overthrows of our

schemes ; next, we must consider how small a portion of our

fellow-creatures can receive benefit from any policy of ours

the widest plan and the fullest success of benevolence never yet

affected the twentieth part of mankind — nothing can be

universal but the reign of our blessed Lord on the throne of

David , when there shall be ' Glory to God in the highest, peace,

on earth, and goodwill towards men, ' even so, come, Lord

Jesus !

“ In speaking ofthe policy pursued by Neologians, and theway

in which they set aside sound doctrinal, dogmatic, practical

teaching ,' he said : — They are praising a sensuous religion.

They hope to get rid of doctrinesby sentiments. Theyhope to

get rid of creeds byfeelings. Take up the writings of themost

fascinatingamong them ,and you will find themconceding almost

all that you desire. You will find that thoy will concede to

you the incarnation and the divinity of our Lord, and almost

everything that youcould wish in the history of our Lord and

of our religion . But when you come to the great fundamental

turning point of our religion , without which there is nothing in

it worth having - the atonement made on the cross by the

blood of ourblessed Lord — then they stop short and reject it

altogether.' "

In 1843 Lord Ashley took up that work'which has become so

closely identified with his name - we'refer to the Ragged schools.

Attracted by an advertisement in the Times, heentered, as

usual, on personal investigations, i

!

1

1

!

For the present we must pass over many years, hoping, how

ever, to select further gleanings next week , and give specially

illustrative extracts bearing on the Earl's later life. As to his

convictions we read :- “ I am essentially, and from deep

rooted conviction , an Evangelical of the Evangelicals. I have

worked with them constantly, and I am satisfied that most of

the great philanthropic movements of the century have sprung

from them. I stand fast by the teachings held by that party,

but I am not, and never have been, a leader of that party."

“ On the doctrine of Justification by Faith his trumpet never

gave any uncertain sound .
He speaks of it as . That grand

doctrine, the very life of the Bible and the keystone of the

Reformation, ' adoctrine which he felt was rapidly on the

decline among all classes and degrees of religionists."

“ I hold to the doctrine of Justification by Faith,” he said on

one occasion to the writer, " and go not only the whole length

of Luther, but farther still ; I accept the axiom of Doddridge,

The best act that the best man ever did contains in it that

which is worthy of condemnation ' - of course, that is, as mea

sured by the standard of God Himself.”

A touching light is thrown onhis deep personal spirituality by

the following extracts from his diary :

“ Let our first thought be that of St. Paul : * I determined

to know nothing but Jesus Christ and Himcrucified . ' It is

very remarkable; he says not no one,' but no thing." He

excludes thus every possible adjunct of man's hope or inter

tion ; every shadow of good deeds and self-righteousness;

every notion, however small, of something besides Christ.",

" Reading Romans. There arecertain passages in that

wonderful and glorious Epistle which will divide, intranslation

and interpretation, critics and commentators to the end of

time . Bo it so ; however desirable to know the exact meaning

of every word and every expression, such a minute acquaint

ance with his writings is not necessary to salvation , or even *

a clear,bright, and fullunderstanding of his Divinely-inspired

letter. If there are half a dozen passages obscure, there are

thousands as brilliantas day ; and let usrest satisfied, assi

Peterwas satisfied, though there are some things hard to be

understood.' "

His faith in the Scriptures, the whole Scriptures, and nothing

but the Scriptures, was as simple as it was sincere.

My invariable and invaluable guide was this,” he said , on

the occasion to which reference has already been made,

" never to goin action orbelief where the Scripture would not

guide me. This never failed me ; and if at any time it brought

me where I might have had doubt, I gave the Scriptures the

benefit of the doubt. For example , there is that question of

the eternity of punishment, so much discussed now . If I

maintain it, I do not wish it. I find it revealed , and must

believe that, somehow, it is the just judgmentof God - to be

explained hereafter, if it cannot be understood now . "

Illustrations of his eloquent advocacy and vigorous support

of the Bible Society, the City Mission, the Y.M.C.A., and :

hundred other good and noble works, we mustleave to DET

week. As to Ragged schools, in one sense his life work, F

give but a sentence or two :

" I could tell you somewonderful tales about these rescral

lives. The story of the Ragged school is the story of tăi

greatest triumph of moderntimes . I have seen the musi

startling development of heroic virtue, the most cheerini

evidences of the grace of God, in these poor creatures stra

gling into the light. They make the best of all converts,and

it seemstomethe Lordinterposeswithmoregraceinbeta

ofthe utterly destitute and hopelessthan He does with soy

others. '

Further on we find on Christmas Day, 1852, he writes :

“ I am taught on this day that Jesus Christ, being in the
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yearning towards China ; and how once again the way was

made clear for her return to China ,

Mr. EASTON followed with an account of the openings in

JHE Upper Room onWednesday evening lastwas crowded Shansi, Shensi, and Mongolia . Everywhere the cry is " More

by workers from all parts of London. Great interest was labourers. " Think of men all alone in the midst of heathen

manifested in the singing and of ready answers to Bible ques. millions. Shall not some be stirred to arise to their help ?

tions given by the children now being gathered in the Home of Miss Macpherson now called forward two of her workers, &

Industry . young lady and a young Canadian who had been led to give

Miss MACPHERSON had a pleasant and exceedingly sugges themselves for China, and who told how God had laid that

tive talk, in her own straightforward style, onthe opportunities empire on their hearts and opened the way for their going.

ladies have of leading children from the earliest age to realigo

the importance of missions, and their own responsibility with

regard to the Lord's command. She felt that very much in

this way might be done in the Sunday schools, and said that a
Mr. Hammond in America .

series of largeand striking maps and diagrams had been pre INCE our return home I have held meetings in my native

sented to her illustrating the great needs of India, China , and town , and manyhave, I believe , been led by God's Spirit

Africa. These , under certain conditions, she was willing to lend to trust in Jesus . We have been most thankful to God to see our

to ladies prepared to use them in the way suggested. friends seeking peace through the finished work of Christ. Some

Mr. H. A. Maudethen took the chair, and read & portion for whom we have prayed for years tell us in the meetings of

from John iv ., dwelling very specially on the request of the their new -found joys.

Lord, “ Give Me to drink ." Still He looks to us for satisfaction , I have just been attending a Sunday School Convention in

still He would have His people labouring to bring Him that of Lowell , Mass., wherewe have seen a good number weeping their

which it is written, “ He shall see of the travail of His soul, way to the cross .

and be satisfied .”
During these lovely autumn days I find my thoughts often

Our Lord's Baptism and Temptation. reverting to the meetings in London twelve months ago.

Mr. O. H. JUDD followed with an address based on the
May all those who at that time were led to trust in Jesus be

baptism and temptation ofour Lord. He who is set forth in
kept by the power of God through faith unto salvation.

Matthew as the Son of David- & King, and the Son of
E. P. HAMMOND .

Abraham - a blessing to all nations, first comes forward to fulfil
Vernon , Ct . , U.S.A.

all righteousness. In baptism He showed the necessity for the

burial of self , and from that moment alike in His words and

His works Hepleased notHimself. He spake the words His
The Gospel Temperance Workers' Union .

Father gave Him , He did the works His Father willed . It is
interesting, said the speaker,toobserve the three first promises A" 2.comferenceno members heldon Saturdaylast, atthe

Leopold Rooms, Ludgate Circus, it was decided to invite

given about Jesus in Matthew. 1. Heshall save His people the ministers of London to bring before their members and con
from tbeir sins. 2. He shall sbepherd His people. 3. He gregations the question of ſindividual responsibility in respect

shall baptise them with the Holy Ghost. It is God's order . to the Gospel temperance cause, 88 & part of practical

Not until we are saved shall we be shepherded and ruled by Christianity . It was also agreed to ask the temperance societies

Christ ; and not until we are so ruled shall we be baptized of the Metropolis to co -operate in holding a " Personal Effort

with the Holy Ghost. Mission " in the new year, to culminate in a jubilee demonstra

Being filled with the Spirit, however, does not, at first, tion , on the ninth anniversary of the introduction of the Blue

always imply joy and high spiritual experience. Our Lord
Ribbon Gospel Temperance Movement, by Mr. William Noblo

being filled with the Spirit was led into the wilderness to be to this country. The fear was expressed that general jubilee

tempted of the devil. As with the Master, so it may often be rejoicings might result in much excessive drinking, and the

with the servant.
committee, therefore, earnestly hope for the assistance of all

In the first temptation Satan endeavours to lead the Lord Christian and temperance workers in counteracting this

Jesus to trust to His own power to supply His wants, rather possibility.

than to His Father. Now, this particular temptation is often The General Secretary will gladly aɔcept promises of co

felt by those who seek to live the life of faith, and it must be operation, and respond to applications forfurther particulars

resisted by the fact that “ Man doesnot live by bread alone , addressed to him, 134, Hoxton Street, London, N.

but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God.”

How God Probides.

In illustrating this, Mr. Judd told of one brother in China

Prospered in Giving.
who reached a city wherethe was regarded with suspicion . The

Mandarin's order was that no one on the pain of death was to N American contemporary records large legacies left by &

sell or give the foreigner food. The missionary simply waited on

God . When he came to the end of his own supply , he heard and foreign missions. Commenting thereupon , it gives the fol

one night a tapping at his back window . He feared it might lowing significant facts. Mrs. Guthrie's father died in September

be robbers, but opening the window found a Chinati,in with six last, ninetyyears of age. After having aided , to a greater or less

Chinese loaves under his outer garment. The Chinanan would extent, not less than seventy - five young men in the course of

accept no payment, and continued until the interdict was education, mostof them now in the ministry,he left the balance

removed to providedaily food. Thus was a heathon Chinaman
of his estate, eighteen to twenty thousand dollars, to home and

used by Godto act the part of the ravens of old . Several little foreign missions.

incidents of this kind from actual experience lent point to the
Mr. Wm. Guthrie said that when he was a lad of seventeen

truth urged . years of age, being one of a family of ten children, he had no

In following our Lord's footsteps, inHis public ministry, we pocket moneyexcept such as he realised from his water-melon

discover how uniformly He was led of the Spirit, and did the patch on his father's farm. One Sunday & sermon from his

Father's will. If we would be successful in the true sense , we pastor, on the subject of benevolence, deeply moved his heart.

must so walk in the Spirit. May we pray, as did Mr. Haslam
When the collection was taken up after the sermon he gave

the other day, “ Lord , take us, break us, and make us wholly
every centhe had, thewhole sum being between four and five

Thine." If so, we shall not listen unheeding to the cry of
dollars. He said that from that day heneverlacked for money.

China, where twenty thousand souls, at least, pass every day to
He nearly always had plenty of his own,or, if he wished to borrow

& Cbristless eternity.
for a short time, he could always get just as much as he desired.

More Labourers . During hislong life he gave away many thousands of dollars,

and would have given more if he could have turned his real

Mr. B. BROOMHALL spoke briefly on unity in prayer, and sym estate into ready money .

pathy for mission work. He told also how at the Man .

chester Conference some fifty had resolved to give them

selves for foreign mission service, should the Lord so lead . The Y.M.C.A.,Finsbury Park . - A week of special services

hearts of the workers in China wore at present full of hopeful for young men have been held here by Mr. T. Shuldham Henry,

ness and cheer. God seems giving many tokens of His
and hisaddresses have been refreshing to God's children ,

blessing. whilst the old, old story has found an entrance into many of

MissKERR, going out shortly to China , told how she had been those outside of Christ who came to the meetings. In many

two years in that land ; how ill health had compelledher coming
churches and chapels the claims of the young men have been

home ; how ever since, though the Lord had given her fruitful laid before the members by their several ministers, under the

work amongst the soldiers in the North , she had turned with auspices of the Finsbury Park Hall Y.M.C.A.
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MR . DENHAM SMITH'S NEW WORK.

THE PROPHET OF GLORY;

OR, ZECHARIAH'S VISIONS OF

THE COMING AND KINGDOM OF CHRIST.

Crown 8vo, Cloth , 5s.

REVIEWS .

“ Our friend is known to be clear as light upon evangelical truth, and

The Treasury of David . Complete in VII. vols. this is apparent upon every page he has written. He gives us here sheti

8s , each. enlargements upon the words and visions of the prophet."

C. H. SPCRG KON in Sword and Trousel,

The Interpreter ; Scripture for Family Worship . “ None can read it without his heart being stirred with the blessed bope

25s.;Morocco, 328. , and 423 . of the glorious appearing of the great God and Saviour Jesus Christ ."
The Christian,

Twelve Sermons on Various Subjects , Cloth, 18 . " It is on thehearing of this hope upon the future purifiel earth that

Striking Sermons. Cloth, 18.
the author dwells with power in this volume, which will prove a blessing

tothousands, as others from his pen have done.”-Footsteps of Truth,

Soul Winning Sermons. Cloth, 1s. “ No onewill read , saved or unsaved , whowill not be comforted, or 1

Types and Emblems. Sunday and Thursday Even

may be awakened to be found ready in the coming day.".

Irish Church Adrecate,

ing Sermons. Cloth , 3s .
London :JAMES E. HAWKINS, 17 , Paternoster Row , E.C.
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Word and Work

1.

original jurisdiction in the premises ; that no proceeding is

pending before the Board of Trustees for the same alleged

offences; and that the complainants are rightly before the Board

by its permission and authority ; but wedeem it proper that
C : NOVEMBER 25th, 1886. the charges should be amended so as to proceed against the

respondents individually and separately ; and that such charges

as are indefinite should be made plain .

TOPICS-TERSE AND TIMELY.
The charges against the Professors will, therefore,

We cordially thank ourfriends for the very be brought to proof without delay.

numerous and kind communicationswhich have ai

ready reached us in response to the request made last week

for the

namesand addresses of all who are insympathy LIBERTYofconscience israther &curiousplea

on the lips of Roman Catholic priests. Rome

with our attempts to maintain Scriptural truth , and refuses to allow even the existence of such liberty

also to withstand the fashionable falsehoods of the when the prevention ofit is possible. The Inquisition

present day. As we are anxious to communicate with
was expressly instituted to stamp it out . Is there at

ALL our readers who are of one mind with us in this this moment any recognition of liberty where Rome

matter, we EARNESTLY ASKany who have not yet sent us is in power ? Our correspondence from Spain and

their names and addresses to do so without delay. There Portugal reveals the methods wherebyRome ruth

may be some who think it needless to write because they | lessly suppresses doctrines which she dislikes. Priests

have made us acquainted with their opinion in some must allow this plea to Protestants if they plead it

other form already. Even in their case a postcard for their dupes. " Are they prepared to do so ? Only

would be most welcome.
a knave or a fool would answer in the affirmative.

TE are pleased to find the British Weeklyenter. We have not often read amore Jesuitical mis
of

the Nonconformists, and we wait with interest to appeared under the title “ The Tyrant in the Family,"

learn how they like it . In its third number it sharply in the pages of the Weekly Register ,on November 13th.

and smartly takes to task a Congregational minister It is intended as a rejoinder to the exposure of “ The

in Newcastle who preached one Sunday morning on Priest in the Family ,” which has been appearing in

“Prince Krapotkine and his social theories." This sundry newspapers. As the title suggests, the tables

tendency to go outside the Bible for texts, and to deal
are completely turned , and the husband plays the

with problems of the day rather than preach the
Satanic part while the meek priest appears only as

Gospel of the grace of God, is one which merits severe
the good angel.

reproof. Our contemporary sees plainly the direction

in which such methods tend, and uses plain speech THE
THE writer trusts very much to the ignorance or

forgetfulness of his readers. He represents the
which cannot be condemned .

secrecyas enduring only for a week. That, indeed, was

“ You may revise hymns," says the Editor, “and strike out all

references to the Divinity of Christ and His Atonement; you
the period after the admission of the lady into the

may volatilise or torture certain texts so asto give the meaning Church, during which the fact was studiously con .

youwish ; but you cannot read the Bible or chant Psalms with cealed from the husband ; but the whole period of

out having the lie constantly given toyour dootrine. Religious preparation, with its priestly interviews, is con
toachers may say they do not understand the Atonement, but

their hearers understand it well enough and give God thanks.
veniently passed by. It is suggested also that the

Preachers may differ from our Lord and His apostles, but priest and the wife had arranged a simultaneous

hearers think that if there are wiser teachors than Jesus, Paul, communication to the husband , but the wifewas too

andJohn, they have notyetlistened totheir voices. Preachers quick and the priest too slow , so that the husband

mayspeakof aspirings and followings afterthe ideal whil: thoy hadjusttime to plunge in between with his letter.

keep a vow of more than Trappist severity of spiritual silence

towards the Son of God, but their hearers will not surrender
The explanation is ingenious, only the facts do not

the present love of Christ, the one abiding good that hascome admit it. There is no evidence that any intimation

to them through the frustrated and broken years. If the of the reception into the Church would have been

determined effort now made to have the Divinity and Atone.
ment of Christ ignored or leftopenin the Congregationai givenbythe priest ;explanations were only forth

churchesshould succeed , it will be found that the very life of coming when they were demanded.

these churches has been chilled and withered, "

To all this, which wehave previously said in our
OTWITHSTANDING our protest against the

own humble style, Word and Work gives an emphatic withoutany acknowledgement, the offence has been
Christian Herald's plagiarism from our columns,

Hear ! hear !

repeated in the last number; and additions made which

YERTAIN Professors in Andover, U.S.A. , have be

wo certainly never would have written .

come notorious as advocates of the NewTheology.

Teachersin this College have , however, to sign a creed
LORD SHAFTESBURY'S CREED.

before admission, every
HEN

shades of opinion were singularly unanimous
. This

seems stringent enough, but, to make assurance doubly
in lauding the beneficence of his life. As a philan

sure, the said creedhas to be signed once in every thropist he unquestionably left his mark on the

four years. Five of the Professors are now charged present century. As Lord Ashley he opened a cam

with teaching doctrines contrary to the creed they paign for the succour of the oppressed and neglected,

thus publiclyacknowledge. Accordingly they are to

be brought to trial. The first issue raised was juris: intensely interesting volumesinwhich the history of

which closed only with his life. In the handsome and

diction . This has been decided by the Board of

Visitors in the following terms : bis humane efforts is traced in detail, we learn, both

The visitors are unanimous in the opinion ; that they have from his speeches and diaries, how thoroughly he sym .

N

to remain entire and identically the same, without WHENLord Shaftesbury died,journalsofall
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pathised with the sorrows and sufferings of the poor.* " like St. Paul, to know nothing among men fare

But we learn something more. The faith which « Jesus Christ and Him crucified . ' I do believe that

animated him , and the motives lying behind , and “ preaching Christ is still the power of God unto sa .

giving force to his kind deeds , are now fully revealed . “ vation . It may indeed have ceased to produce ita

It is one of the commonplaces of'liberal thought, that " proper effect upon the generation in which we live;

if a man's actions are right , it does not matter much “ but why ? Because in many of the pulpits-noi

about his belief. Is it not time to call attention to the " of the Church of England only , but of many Nor

instructive fact that noble deeds are the outcome of " conformists--preaching gives so uncertain a sound;

noble thoughts, and that Christian activities are inva " preachers refrain 80 completely from dogmatic

riably determined by Christian principles ? Certainly " teaching ."

Lord Shaftesbury would be the last man to consent His attachment to the Lord's Day, and his

to any separation of life from doctrine . “ The promi. endeavours to preserve it against encroachments,

nence, ” he writes , “ almost universally given to works need no comment. He saw intelligently that inroads

apart from doctrine, to deeds of charity and benevo on the Day of Rest meant the destruction of religion,

lence, to a good life, to philanthropy, so called , to In all public questions, if we are to judge by his

splendour and liberality in sacred things, to‘love of diaries, his desire seems to have been to act honestly

the brethren , ' to labour for others, to everything where and fairly. His creed is summarised by his

the notion of merit of one form or another, con biographer in a few sentences. “ He believed in the

sciously or unconsciously , can'enter in , marks the doctrine of the depravity of the human heart by

spirit of the day, and we shall relapse into the nature : in the necessity of a new birth, through the

civilisation of Athens and Rome, with much brilliancy revelation to each individual soul, by the agency of

and softness of exterior, worshipping heroism , science , the Holy Spirit and the Word , of the great saving

commerce, wealth , art, and everything human and truths of the Gospel of the grace of God , by which

superhuman but the One True God . "
the understanding is spiritually enlightened and the

We thank his biographer very heartily for making character transformed. ' He believed in the Christian

it so clearly apparent that Lord Shaftesbury iden- life as a humble continuous trust in the Atoning

tified himself closely and continuously with the Blood ,' a simple faith in Scripture, a constant prayer

evangelicalism of the Church of England . Perhaps, fulness, and a recognition of the hand of God in all

we should rather say, with the older evangelicalism the events of his life.”

of the Venns, Romaines, Berridges, Grimshaws, and It is impossible to read these extracts from the

Newtons, for he himself was accustomed to speak of
diaries of a good man without being convinced that

modern evangelicals as not so clear in their views, nor he hated evil as heartily as he loved righteousness.

so distinctive in their principles , nor so thorough in
And we will be surprised if a study of them will not

their dogmatic teaching as those of a former genera convince the reader that much of what was denounced

tion . In his maintenance of the great outstanding
as bigotry during the Earl's lifetime was in reality

doctrines of the Bible he was consistently thorough - worthy attachment to principle, and a far -sighted

going. The Bible itself was to him emphatically the apprehension of the consequences which invariably

book of God . As late as 1878 he withdrew his name
attend a wrong course. Throughout, the biography

from the Society for the Promotion of Christian Know is well done. It is a worthy memorial of a man both

ledge because of the publication of two volumes, good and great. Can we say more ?

which, in his judgment, were hostile to inspiration .

" The slightest concession in respect of the revealed

Word ,' he said , " opens & door which can never be

shut, and through which everything may pass.” His

faith in the Atonement was simple as that of a child , CHINESE FAITH.

yet withal strong and manly. Addressing the Church ISS GORDON CUMMING , in her interesting

Pastoral Aid Society in 1868 , he said, “ For my own
volumes entitled Wanderings in China,

" part, Ibelievethatthe sole remedyis one ofthe simplest furnishes many details about missionlife and pras

" and one of the oldest ; not amusements forthe people, pects, some of which must have much interest for

“ or a system of secular education, or this thing and our readers. Notwithstanding the persecution to

" another ; the sole , the sovereign remedy, in my
which converts are at present continually exposed,

“ opinion , is to do what we can to evangelise the
she indulges the hope that in years to come China

“ people by preaching on every occasion , and in every
may take her place " as the greatest Christian natic

" place, in the grandest cathedral , and at the corner
in the world .” One reason for this opinion is the

" of the street , in the royal palace , and in the back whole-hearted, resolute way in which the Chinese

“ slums, preaching Christ to the people, determined, converts stand by their faith from the moment of its

adoption. The very conservatism , which now opposes

The Life and Work of the Seventh Earl of Shaftesbury,

K.G. By Edwin Hodder. ( Three volumes.) London ; Cassell

Christianity , is likely to prove of eminent service

& Co. ( Limited ). when the tide has turned .
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Stress is justly laid on the simplicity of their faith ,

ich leads them to expect results not often looked

among people where Christian truth has been

ich longer known. In illustration of this the

lowing curious incident is mentioned. Chung -Te

is the earliest convert in O -Iong, and had to suffer

ich for his attachment to the Lord Jesus. When

like-minded wife died , he was seized and cruelly

aten by the mob because he insisted on giving her

ristian burial. His house would have been torn

wn had not the local magistrate interfered. This

ble old man , through his courage and consistency

less than his ceaseless efforts to persuade others

follow the Master he loved, earned the nickname

Praise the Lord.” The name, at first given in

atempt, became a title of honour. In the town,

lere once he stood alone, a Christian congrega

n has been now formed , and several smaller ones

ve arisen in the neighbouring hamlets .

Not very long ago a fire broke out in one of the

eets of O -Iong. At first it was not expected to

leh the part of the town in which “ Praise the

rd" lived . As it spread , however, it neared the

eet where his house stood , and it was evident to

} onlookers that all the buildings were doomed.

5 heathen neighbours hastily collected all their

Is , and placed them as a barricade against the

Coaching flames. This was too much for the

lous old Christian . Seizing his mattock , and

inging it round him , he soon reduced the gods of

od and clay to a mass of fragments . Then ,having

nounced the folly which could trust in senseless

iges, he lifted up his hands to heaven, and in the

tring of the already wildly excited mob he called

on “ the great Creator , the true God, his heavenly

ther," to save the homes of himself and his neigh

irs from thethreatening fire. We give what follows

Miss Cumming's own words : - “ It was not the first

ime that he had proven the promise, . While they

re yet speaking I will hear,' and now he looked

or an immediate answer, which would show to the

eathen that the God who could stay the fire was

he true God . Nor was he disappointed ; almost

efore they could note any physical reason for the

hange the flames seemed blown back upon them

elves — thewind had suddenly veered round, and,

hough many of the houses close by had been

eriously scorched, those of the old man and his

eighbours escaped unbarmed, and the marvelling

rowd saw the conflagration recede as swiftly as it

ad approached ." *

Was this coincidence or Divine response to prayer ?

leave it to the judgment of our readers . Suffice

to add that if our faith were characterised by the

ne simplicity and strength , similar “ startling coin

ences ” would be more frequent than they are .

DEMONIACAL POSSESSION.

TT has been customary in certain quarters to look

I askance on the statements concerning demoniacal

possession contained in theNew Testament. Nohonest

reader of their writings can entertain a doubtas to the

belief on this subject common to the Evangelists . They

evidently thought it possible for demons to gain access

to human bodies, and they believed it equally

possible, in the name of Christ, to drive them out.

How far such possession may still exist in Christen

dom there may be difference of opinion . Students

of nervous disorders are compelled to confess that

many cases of mental derangement which comeunder

their notice are beyond their comprehension. Occa

sionally there are local epidemics of madness which

refuse to yield to treatment, and which cannot be

classified under any known variety ofmental disease .

Whether these have some affinity to the cases of pos

session recorded in the Gospels remains an open

question .

In China, however, both heathen and Christian

agree in marking off certain cases which occur

not infrequently, as distinctly cases of " spiritual pos

session.” The Chinese have names for insanity, and

for the various forms of nervous and mentaldisease,

and they distinguish sharply between all these and

another very different condition in which the patient

is said to be “ possessed of devils." Miss Cumming

tells us, “ the symptomsare so precisely those which

were thus described in Biblical times, that foreigners,

after vainly seeking for somemedicalterm to express

the condition of the victim , are fain to accept the

Chinese solution . They find a being apparently mad ,

foaming at the mouth , tearing off every shred of

raiment, and wildly appealing to God to let her (or him )

alone.” These poor afflicted ones are brought to the

Taonist and Buddhist priests, who perform tedious

and expensive exorcisms, which are continued indeed

until the paroxysm abates, and are renewed after the

same fashion when it returns. Miss Cumming says,

“ In a considerable number of cases such as these,

the native Christians have been appealed to by their

heathen neighbours to see whether they could do

anything to help them ; and these ,remembering how

of old those who had faith in the Master were

enabled to ' cast out the spirits by His word,' have

sought to follow in their wake, and taking up their

position beside him that was grievously tormented

with a devil,' have thus wrestled in prayer with pas

sionate earnestness , pleading that the true God

would reveal His power in the presence of the

heathen, and concluding with the apostolic words,

In the name of Jesus Christ I command thee to

come out.' Again and again their prayer has been

granted , the wild tempest has been allayed, and the

sufferer lulled to a condition of deep peace , whence,

after a while , he has arisen to go forth . clothed and

in his right mind ' to tell his heathen brethren of the

Wanderings in China By C . F . Gordon Oumming.

lliam Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London,
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marvellous way in which he has been cured , and, in again , I should feel inclined , from the success to

short, to become from that hour a faithful worker in ported by the Rev. Dr. Nevins, of Che-foo, to

the Master's cause. try the Scriptural plan . As it was we were poor

Miss Cumming narrates cases of cure in confirmation exorcists."

of her opinion, which cases are certainly interesting in Whatever may be thought of these cases of demo

themselves , and leave no doubt as to the convictions niacal possession here, there can be no doubt of the

current among Christian workers in China. Oneman, universal belief of their reality which prevails in

on whose judgment we can rely with some confidence, China. Dr. Nevins, of Che-foo, in North China, who

is claimed as a believer both in demoniacal possession
is described by a shrewd physician as “ the most

and in exorcism . Dr. J. Dudgeon has been more than hard-headed matter- of-fact man he ever met," has

twenty years in China, and has enjoyed exceptional recorded numerous cases which came under his own

opportunities for observation through his connection observation . He is so fully convinced of their spiritual

with the hospital at Pekin . We sat beside him on

the same bench when we were both medical students challenge investigation by the publication of various

character and supernatural cure , that he intends to

in the University of Glasgow . Even then he was
facts, for which he unhesitatingly stands sponsor.

distinguished for the caution which is generally credited

to his countrymen . From a perusal of his report on this

Subject of demon-possession we observe that he is as

careful and cautious now as he was then . He writes : Correspondence.

“ The persons supposed to be possessed ' seem to be The People's Palace.

in ordinary health , but on close inspection some TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK."

thing odd and queer, especially about the eyes and

speech , may be detected . They seem to be beyond
SIRin your 188ue of this week on the matter of the People's

their own power of will . What they do is done

Palace. We have endeavoured , and I trust with marked

success, to elicit opinion in the East of London, and, as far as I

unwillingly ; they feel compelled to act in the way can judge, there will be an immense majority in favour ofkeep

theydo. " After citingcertain cases with which he had

ing the institution closed on the Lord's Day.

We have supplied our frionds with morethan two thousand

made himself acquainted, the doctor confesses them petition forms and four thousand sheets for signatures, and

to be beyondreach of medical skill and appliances. have circulated fifty thousand papers, pamphlets,and tracta
I enclose a tract of which forty thousand have been distributed.

On one occasion he tried an experiment, which has
May our God send victory inthis attempt to resist & very

been successful in similar cases of hallucination in this serious aggression on the Day of Rest.

I am , dear sir, &c. ,

country . The patient who consulted him believed that
JOHN GRITTOS.

he was possessed of an evil spirit in the form of a snake. Lord's Day Observance Society, 20 , Bedford Street,

Having made the necessary arrangement
s

, and having

Strand, London, W.C.

informed the man that he intended operating for the

snake's removal, in the possibility of doing so success

fully the man himself firmly believing, the doctor

blindfolded his patient , and by a laborious process so My Wonder.

worked upon his imagination that at the supposed

Tremoval of the snake -demon the poor man

JHE more, dear Lord, I ponder

This wayward heart of mine,

violently conyulsed . At the moment when the
The more, dear Lord, I wonder

That Thou hast made me Thine.

bandages were removed from his eyes a large white

snake was visible, drowned in a basin of water. The So often from Thee straying,

man actually believed this to be the tormentor from

So cold my love to Thee,

So often disobeying,

which he was now happily delivered, and for the And still Thou lovest me !

time seemed relieved, but very soon thereafter the

symptoms returned in full force, and the man was

O Thou, the high, the holy,

And canst Thou condescend,

found seeking for deliverance elsewhere .
In love, Thou meek and lowly,

Speaking of another case, Dr. Dudgeon says :
To call e'en me Thy friend ?

" This was evidently not epilepsy, nor hysteria, nor Am I a child of glory ?

ecstasy, nor delirium , nor catalepsy, nor insanity ,
Am I an heir of bliss ?

nor chorea . What was it ? His outward symptoms,
How strange, O grace, thy story

when he presented himself, suggested the latter

Of marvels, marvel this !

affection ; every minute or two he cried out, and his
O love, all love excelling,

body, but especially his head, was shaken conyul
Beyond our utmostthought,

O grace beyond all telling,

sively. We tried the effect of nervine sedatives, but Ünmerited, unbought ;

with no benefit . As the man know nothing about
Since then, formy soul's saving,

the religion of Jesus, we did not attempt the Biblical Thy love and grace are mine,

method of casting out devils . Had we such a case May these, likebonds enslaving,

My heart make wholly Thine.

* Wanderings in China , p. 238-9.

was

1

R. M. OFFORD.
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James Hannington,

Mr. Moody at Work.

R.

Auburn, N.Y., of which the Morning Dispatch thus

writes:-Itrequires no stretch of imaginationto conceive how

it is that Dwight L. Moody has become by far the greatest

of modern evangelists — themost earnest and successfulworker

now living in the good cause. A passionate lover of the work,

the prince of evangelists, bis name and work will live for de

cades to come . His personal visits to foreign countries, his

mingling with the poor and lowly, his phenomenal work here

at home, his wonderfully apt sayings which are treasured as

household words, and his famous books, without which no

library, can be considered complete -- all these are the factors

whichhavemade Mr. Moody near and dear to the hearts of the

people, and have held himin their affection by cords utterly

impossible of severance. And what is the great secret of Mr.

Moody's marvellous success? It is not his ripe scholarship, for

be never enjoyed the privilege of a course at Oxford or Cam

bridge, Yale or Harvard , and lays no claim to extra erudite

attainments. It is not his uncommon eloquence ; for he is

never given to dizzy flights 'of oratory . Nor does Mr. Moody

secureattention bymeans of calisthenic exercises, for in the

pulpit he is noticeably quiet and commendably undemonstra

tive. But the gifted evangelist possesses more potent gifts

than any named for the accomplishmont of his great object.

He has first of all a wonderful amount of personal magnetism

whogo influence has been felt in all his teachings. Then he is,

es was once said of a great English Premier, " terribly in

earnost.” This trait in the great evangelist has never for &

moment been questioned - namely, that he is sincere - that he

bays justwhathe means and means precisely what he says.

Again, Mr. Moody has wonderful knack of saying the right

thing at the right time, of suiting the word to the action as it

were - over on the alert for an opportunity, and, when such

presents itself, of grasping it and making good use of it . These

are some, and, it may be elaimed, the most fruitful causes of

Mr. Moody's triumph.

Mr.Moody's first day in Auburn has passed ! In her recep

tion of the noted evangelist. Nature was anything but kind .

Snow, rain, and chilling blasts were on the menu disbed up to

order during the day and evening. It needed greater obstacles

than these,however, to deter a majority of those who had made

up their minds to hear Mr. Moodyin this first day's work.

This was evidenced bythe audience that crowded the ' rink that

evening. Before six o'clock spectators of both sexes were on

their wayto the rink, eager to secure favourable positions. By

& little after seven overy available sitting had been secured. It

must have beon inspiring to Mr. Moody to overlook from his

place on theplatform a sea of faces extending from platform to

door with a by no means small supplement in the gallery ; it

certainly was complimentary to his reputation. One could

hardly help speculating on the possible rush had the ovening
been fair. Pleasant or not, very few more could have sand .

wiched themselves into the limited space in the rink.

Morning, afternoon, and evening meetings were held daily,

and with a deepening interest. These men preach & Gospel

thoybelieve, and a Gospel that is true, and themultitudes hear
them gladly.

6

Martyr Bishop of Eastern Equatorial Afrioa . *

E have just received Mr. Dawson's memoir of his mar

readers a few extracts of general interest. "No apology,” says

the author, “ is needed for writing the life of James Hanning

ton " -we quite agree with him ; for the Church at large cannot

afford to lose the record of his devoted life crowned by a heroic

death,

The early chapters, dealing with parentage and childhood,

schooldays, business and pleasure, emancipation, life at

Oxford , and his first curacy , we must pass over-they are , how.

ever, full of interest. The story of the great change we have

already given in these pages, but judge we will do well to give

from this authentic source an extract or two which reveal him

crying for light, and by God's grace finding it . Writing to a

friend the young curate says : “ I feel depressed at the

fact that, when I would do good, evil is present with me. I

have no faith, I can lay hold of nothing. I cannot beliove that

I can ever be saved ; and I feel that I have no rigbi to preach

to others. I try to feel that God willeth not the death of a

sinner, but no, I can preach it, and feel it for other persons,

not for myself. How few rays of light seem to shine upon me!

Will the sun over break through theclouds, so that I shall be

able to say , “ Jesus is mine and I am His ' ? "

Dr. Mackay's Grace and Truth had been sent Hannington by

his friend, but had been cast aside on account of some supposed

want of scholarship. Later in his diary he writes :

The Great Change.

“ When I left on the 16th of September for Exeter and St.

Petherwyn, I spied that old book, and said, is sure to

ask me if I have read it. I suppose I must wade through it ; '

and so stuffed it into my portmanteau . At Petherwyn I took

the book out andread the first chapter. I disliked it so much

that I determined never to touch it again . I don't know that

I did not fling it across the room . I rather think I did. So

back into my portmanteau it went, and remaineduntil my visit

to Hurst, when I again saw it, and thought I might as well read

it , so as to be able to tell about it. So once more I took

the old thing,' and read straight on for three chapters or so,

until at last I came to that called “ Do you feel your sins

forgiven ? ' By means of this my eyes were opened .”

His anxiety had been great. His search for the " hidden

treasure " had been long, continuous, and painful. His joy was

now correspondingly great. His pent-up feelings rushed forth

in a torrent of thanksgiving. Like a " certain man " of old

Jerusalem , who " entered into the temple walking and leaping

and praising God , " so he could not contain his gladness within

the bounds of quietness. He shook off the chains of darkness

and bounded into the light. He says :

“ I was in bed at the time reading. I sprang outof bed and

leaped about the room rejoicing and praisingGod that Jesus

died for me. From that day to thist I have lived under the

shadow of His wings in the assurance of faith that I am His

and He is mine."

Unspeakable Joy.

And, writing to his friend, he says :

" Perhaps to -morrow I shall be in doubt and despair, but not

as I have been before ; for I know that I believe, and I can

tremblingly exclaim, 'Help Thou mine unbelief. ' Dear Colonel ,

what thanks I owe to you, and incomparably little with what I

owe to God ! "

“ I ought daily to be more thankful to you as the instrument

by which I was brought to Christ, and to know that He died for

me. Unspeakable joy !”

“ I have been rejoicing so lately that I fear it may come from

Satan puffing meup, for I do so little for Christ. My prayers

and praise are so dead and formal. I love the things ofthis

world so much , and Jesus so little , that I ought always to be

mourning. ' Sorrowful yet always rejoicing , ' I know. Yet

latterly I have been rejoicing, and not sorrowful , although I

have so much in me about which I ought to lament. Do write

and tell me am I wrong. Can tbat peace be false which comes

from the knowledge of forgiveness of sins through the belief

that Jesus died for me ? No, never. I feel that it cannot , it

cannot be false (Tit . i . 2 ). "

Thensucceed a few years'quiet work in various parishes in

England, during which it is evident he was in training for his

future service ; learning lessons of grace and his mind turning

more and more toward the heathen beyond.

James Hannington , D.D., First Bishop of Eastern Equatorial Africa.

A History of his life and Work. By E. O. Dawson , M.A. , Oxon. (London :

Seeley & Co.)

† This note was written just before his second missionary journey to

Africa .

A President's Proclamation .

ANY, we judge, will be interested in the following extract

land, callingon the people of the United States to set apart

this day (25th) as aday of thanksgiving. After more or less
formalpreliminaries he says :

On that day ( Thursday, Nov. 25th) let all our people forego

their accustomed employments, and assemble in their usual

places of Worship, togivethanks tothe Rulerof the universe

for our continued enjoyment of the blessings of a free Govern.

mont, forå renewal of business prosperity throughout our land,

for tbe return which has rewarded the labour ofthose who tili

the soil, and for our progress as a people in all that makes a

nation great. And while we contemplate the infinite power of

God in earthquake, food, and storm ,let the grateful hearts of

those who have been shielded from harm through His mercy be

turned in sympathy and kindness toward those who have

suffered through His visitations. Let us also in the midst of

our thanksgiving remember the poor and needy with cheerful

gifts and alms, so that our service may by deeds charity be

made & coeptable in the sight of the Lord.

GROVER CLEVILAND ,
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In Chapter XII . we are shown how the hand of the Lord led “ When health had fully returned, and the Bishopric of East

him more and more distinctly towards Central Africa. Han. ern Africa was offered to him , he took it as a sign from God

nington hears of the heroic labours and death on the shores of that he had a work to do for Christ in Africa . About accepting

theVictoria Nyanza of Shergold Smith and O'Neil, and felt the Bishopric he had his doubts and fears ; about returning to
within a stirring to step forward to fill the gap. By and by he Africa, none . When I wrote to congratulate him and wish

offered himself to the C.M.S. , and, after due consideration, him God-speed , he replied : ' I feel that I could no more say

was accepted , whereupon he says in his private journal :
No than did Gordon when he went to Khartoum .'

The Beckoning Wand .
Towards the close of 1884 he again started for Africa, visiting

on the way Egypt and Palestine ; then going on to Frere Town,

" I returned home, and broke the news to my wife. She was
whence he took a long inland journey, visiting Chagga, the

more than brave about it, and gave me to the Lord. I had renowned African chief, and resolved with characteristic

asked her often before , and she had said she would let me go.
determination on penetrating toUganda by a new route .

I had not mentioned my offer before , because she was all alone , Enduring Hardships.

and I thought the suspense would be more than she could Thus we pass on to his last journey. In his last letter to his
bear."

wife , written en route , he thus describes the difficulties and

Within two months Hannington, leading a little party of six, privations of the way :
was off to the eastern coast of Africa. On his voyage to Zanzi . " We are a little poor,' as Jones says. “ My watch has gone

bar, and his long tedious tramp to Nyanza we need not enter, wrong. The candles and lamp oil were forgotten and left

his own impressions during this first encounter with the diffi behind, so that the camp fire has to serve instead. My donkey

culties of African travelling are graphically and pleasantly told has died, so that I must walk every step of the way. Well !

from his letters and journals. He reached the Nyanza only to having no watch, I don't wake upin the night to see if it is

be compelled to turn back, his own health completely broken time to get up, but wait till daylight dawns. Having no candle ,

down. The following extract illustrates his feelings : I don't read at night, which neversuits me. Having no donkey,

First African Journey .
I can judge better as to distances, and as to what the men can

“ He had refused to believe that he was to be stopped before do ; for many marches depend upon my saying, “ We will stop

he reached his destination, and bad set his face desperately here and rest , or sleep ."

toward the goal at the head of the lake. But it began now to “ My greatest trial is that I have a very inefficient staff of

dawn upon his reluctant mind that he was beaten. headmen , and nobody with me who really knows the road. Of

"" Racked with fever ; torn by dysentery, scarce able to stand course, I was assured before we started that many whom I

upright under the grip of its gnawing agony ; with his arms had engaged had been over the road again and again. One man

lashed to his neck lest their least movement should cause in. was said to have been over it five times.

tolerable anguish to his diseased and swollen liver-the bright “ And now , just leave me in the hands of the Lord, and let

and buoyant figure which had so often led the caravan with our watchword be , “ We will trust, and not be afraid .'

that swinging stride of his , or which had forgotten fatigue at Called to that Blessed Presence.

the close of a long march, and dashed off in pursuit of some On the later chapters , based on his last diaries, from which s

rare insect— His beard a foot before him and his hair a yard week or two since we gavo copious extracts, we need not here

behind ,' was now bent and feeble , like that of a very old man . enter.

Very pitiful is it to read the following — the words sound “ His last words to his friends in England-words scribbled

like a groan : ' I am , I regret to say, beginning to look back by the light of some camp fire - were :

wards. My life has become aburden tome. Oh , it should not «« . If this is the last chapter of my earthly history, then the

be. ' When at last he reached Msalala, after a week's painful next will be the first page of the heavenly - no blots and

travel , he unburdened his heart to Mr. Asbe . smudges, no incoherence, but sweet converse in the presence

“ The reply was , ' Listen to a letter which I have written to of the Lamb l '

the Committee about you . It ran somewhat as follows : ' Han . “ There, then, in that blessed Presence, we may leave him ,

nirgton is pressing onagainst all our advice ; if he still lives, I only asking for ourselves that which it was granted to him 69

look upon it as your duty to recall him . ' abundantly to enjoy

“ There can be no doubt that Mr. Ashe was right. To have “ That blessed mood

persisted under such circumstances would have been little short
In which the burden of the mystery ,

of suicide . “ So,'writes Hannington , with a heart bowed with
In which the heavy and the weary weight,

Of all this unintelligible world,
disappointment, I consented to leave those brave men to bear Is lightened . "

the burden and heat of the day by themselves. Yet, though

deeply thankful for a spared life , I have never ceased to regret

that, in a weak moment, I looked back .' ” The Power of Love.

Beaten Back . DO not know that Mary was a strong-minded woman,

After the long and tedious return journey, weread : or that she was wealthy or beautiful; perhaps she did

Already the project was forming within his heart to revisit not move in the best society ; but there is one thing I do

the dark land fromwhich he had been compelled to flee. Не know - shecould love. Whereverthe Gospel of the Son of

would not be contentnow until he had retrieved his defeat, and God is preached that story is told out." I suppose Mary

planted the banner of Christ in the centre of the Great Con

tinent. He had seen that the most savageanddegradedpeople poured that ointment out uponHim .Eighteencenturies

forgot all about herself, but she loved the Master and ste

were amenable to Christian influence , and he meant , at no

distant time, God helping him , to make another attempt to
have rolled away, but the name of Mary of Bethany is as

fresh as ever it was.
carry the Gospel to them . He wrote, after his arrival in Eng

I suppose there is no woman's name so

land : ' I am thankful for experience gained, and that I have fresh as hers, except the name of Mary, the mother of the

lived to plead a cause which is nearer than ever to my heart ; Saviour. I can imagine some men, when Christ was on the

for I have seen the need of the Africans, and have realised the earth, prophesying that that story would be told in the nine

sufferings of their spiritual teachers. As for the former, though teenth century ; and not a man on the face of the earth wouli

they are ofttimes ' hateful and hating, ' yet there is much in have believed it. We look back on the days of miracles
them both to admiro and to love . Even men who, like Romwa , but we are living in the days of miracles. Missionary

or ' the old man of the sea, ' lied , cheated, and extorted to the societies in New York and London have put the story

utmost of their power, touched a tender spot in our hearts .

With all their depravity and darkness, I fully endorse Living
Mary into two hundred and fifty languages, and have sent

stone's words, that there are excellent traits in their character ;
out millions of copies of it. That story will live as long ai

that they compare favourably with the early history of now

the Church of God is upon earth . She made her name

civilised nations, and are capable of a high degree of culture."
immortal by that one act. Nothing you do for Jesus Chris

" Africa Never." is small. We want to -day men and women who are willing

Returned home in 1883 , the verdict of the medical men was to do. I suppose if the reporters had been living in the dare

“ Africa NEVER.” “ His friends, " it is stated , “ thought that he of Mary, andheard on the streets of Jerusalem thatshe lea!

bad done enough ; but it wasborne in upon his mind with ever broken that alabaster box upon Him , they would not have

increasing insistency thata dispensation of the Gospel had been thought it was worth noticing ; but it has outlived every

committed to him , and that he must return to the mission thing else that took place then. If they had seen that wider

field ; his heart made request that it might be to Africa ; but, castthose two mites into the treasury of theLord theywca

if that were forbidden , then-somewhere else.
have said , “ There will be no one in Jerusalem that will rz ?

" He saw a Hand they could not see ,

Which beckoned him away ; for that.” But see ! Eighteen centuries have rolled away

He heard a Voice they could not hear, and that story has outlived every thing else that occurred
Which would not let him stay. "" -D. L. Moody.

I
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Notices of Books.
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Gospel Ships in France and at Home.

The little book referred to proceeds to similarly illustrate

rescue, temperance, and evangelistic work, visitation of hos

THE Mystery, after a very successful mission tour, since pitals, workhouses , and lodging -houses, cottage meetings, ragged

, , schools, and workamongst factory girls. It is wonderfully full

and after encountering several gales and much heavy treading of interest. The best advice we can offer is , procure it and read

on the decks,the scorching sunhaving opened the seams, and it. The book may be had (post free, 13d. ) of the City Mission ,

produced leaks, put in recently at home for repairs, recaulk 100 , Corporation Street, Manchester.

ing, & c. This being soon finished, she sailed directly (after

holding a thanksgiving service at Bursledon) for any port in

France the wind might favour.

Overtaken on her voyage by a heavy gale, she ran for and

reached Boulogne in safety. In this gale many ships were God and You . By Rev. C. A. Salmond, M.A. ( 1 } d .) - Glasgow :

lost, and many dear sailors lost their lives, but our little ship -Aird & Cogbill.

andcrew again are safely moored for the winter's work in Twelve short, pointed, and happy talks with the young folks ,

Boulogne. Here we have some devoted servants of God in in a style they will appreciate and understand. It should be

Pasteur Degremont, his wife, and his daughter, who, in con widely circulated.

nection with our French evangelist on board (specially The Family Council ; or Conversations on the Events ofHome. By

employed for this mission) , are most happily working in Edward Garrett.-Nisbet & Co.

harmony for the preaching of the Gospel and in the distribution A good and kindly aunt visits & young couple just after the

of the Word of God, Gospel books, Miss Kershaw's letters, advent of their first child, and their conversations then and

good -news cards, &c. , &o. , on board the various ships, also in afterwards, as the family increased and grew up, form the sub

the markets among the farmers, gardeners, &c . , and where I stance of this book . Such topics as the “ Christian training of

DE hope to join them (God willing) very shortly for a week or more children , ” the “ education of the daughters of the house," " the
if needed .

boys ' start in life," are treated in a pleasant and instructive
The Annie having visited Folkestone this last summer, and, way. Parents will find much that is helpful in this little

after a most successful seven weeks' mission work, sailed for volume.

Calais and Dunkerque. On her way home she put into Bou. Pretty Pictures for Little Paint Brushes. With descriptive

logne. Weheld several deeply interesting meetings, and sailed stories. Outline Pictures by J. Pym. ( 1s. )–J. F. Shaw

again for Folkestone with a view of leaving her there for & Co. Happy Holidays. Outline Illustrations for Colour.

ing, by J. Pym and M. Irwin. Stories by C. Shaw. ( 18. )
fishermen . All this bas been overruled by a Christian gentle -John F. Shaw & Co.

to manand others,whopurpose, Godwilling, openinga ballspecially Both these beautiful books will delight the inmates of the
for seamen and fishermen, and to engage a missionary for nurseries during the many dull wintry days now before us .

permanent work among them .
The pictures are most artistic, and the stories suggest the

Tomakeup for the disappointment in not selling the Annie colouring to the little readers .

for tho Folkestone work , a gentleman has sent me $50 towards Gems of Glory from the Gospels, being a sixth series of Some

the new vessel, the Herald of Mercy, now building at Troon. thing for Sunday. By C. Shaw. ( 13 . )-John F. Shaw & Co.

The Annie is, therefore, for disposal. Her copper and oak,

& o ., & c., are valued at £ 300 ,; for this sum I will gladly send her

Quite equal to its predecessors. The Lord Jesus Christ is

thethemesuggested by most of the papers, which are intended

to any destitute port in France or elsewhere for mission to be filled in with texts , always a pleasant occupation for our
work ,

young folks .

The vessel is well suited for permanen
t work in barbour, and Through Storm to Sunshine. By William J. Lacy. (58 . )-Band

would last, if the Lord tarry, for fifty years, and would then be of Hope Union.

worth £ 200 for her copper, &c.
The Committeeof the Bandof Hope Union having offered &

HENRY COOK. prize of £ 100 for the best tale illustrative of temperance in its

relation to the young, this tale was selected by the adjudica

tors as the one entitled to the prize . It is one of the best we

Earnest Work in a Big City. have read for a long time ; for, while it keeps closely to the

subject, it is sufficiently full of adventure and interest to engage
NDER this attractive title the enterprising Secretary of

a

theattention of the most careless reader.

Hooks and Eyes ; or Sense Linked with Faith . By Emily P,
has issued a very interesting account of the work of that mis Leakey. - John F. Shaw & Co.

sion , illustrated by short stories from real life.
The readers of Word and Work are already familiar with some

After describingand illustrating the regular house to house of these short and pithy papers ; in their collated form they

visitation , the writer passes on to special class work, giving the form & suggestive and practical book for leisure moments.

following illustrationof work amongst boatmen :
Leisure Moments. By H , L. Hastings . (35. 6d.)- S. Bagster

Roger Miller's Nephew . & Song .

Calling one day ata long boat, I read & portion of Rom. v. , As the title suggests, we have here choice selections from Mr.
when the captain said to me Hastings' writings, on subjects practical and doctrinal. Most

“ You have read that to us before."
of them well worth reading- and remembering.

“ I dare say,” said I, “ what do you think about it ? " We have much pleasure in calling attention to the new Bible

" I will tell you what it has done for me . It has made me competition for the readers of Our Own Gazette . Prizes to the

shed many a tear in this boat, and on the towing path too, on amount of £ 30 are offeredby the Countess of Aberdeen ,Lady

account of my sins. I was religiously trained by a good mother, Sarah Sladen ,Rev. C. H. Spurgeon, &c. The subject, " Taber

but as I grew up I became very wicked , owing, in a great nacle Teachings, ” cannot fail to be a profitable study. The

measure, to bad company. I became so bad inmy conduct that complete chart, two coloured sheet, which are to be filled in

no one would employ me. At last I took to boating. In this withtexts, &c. , can be had post free for 4d. from S. W. Part.

job I have done for years just as I liked. From your first coming ridge & Co. Full explanations and rules , with small diagram ,

amongus your very presence has been a reproof to me. You will be found in Our Own Gazette for October.

have often broughtto my mind the man I am named after, Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

Roger Miller, who was my mother's brother.”
thepublishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48, PaternosterRow ,

“What, Roger Miller, the missionary , who went out with Mr. London, E.C. , post free, for the published price. Full cash

Williams to theSouth Seas ? ” discount for general book orders.

" He was my uncle, sir. I remember him well, and how he

used to put his hand on myhead, when I was a very little boy, Mr. William Noble has, we learn from the Melbourne

and tell me about Jesus Christ, and told me to be a good boy, Telegraph , had a hearty reception in Melbourne. His Gospel

and love the Saviour who diedfor my sins . I have my uncle's temperance lectures in the Town Hall have been largely

name, and now , thank God, I believe I have my uncle's attended .

Saviour. I haveoften wept, and wept much , as I have looked “ Turn to Him. "-A Hindu, on the point of baptism , a few

back at my misspent life, especially since you read that passage weeks since, said : “ Our Gurus (god - fathers) in the Hindoo

to us before God commendeth His love toward us in that, religion profess to save us, but once myself, my guru , and

whilewe wereyet sinners, Christ died for us. Instead of killing two others were locked up for beating a countryman. My guru

us right out, He loves us, sinners as we are . His love has broken was as helpless as myself, and we had to depend on another to

my heart to pieces." bail us out until the day of trial. Like myself he was an evil.

" I hope, then,” I said , " you will live for God, Roger." doer, he was helpless, he required a deliverer. Can such aman give

" Yes, to the best of my power , I will live to Him every salvation to another ? How foolish to trust to man ! Jesus

Christ is the true Guru, turn to Him ."

47294
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HOME GLEANINGS.
The Monthly Tract Society .

A Persecuting Husband. A Boy Waif, His Picture.DURING tho pastweek or twoMr. J. R .LA MANCHESTER City Missionary D ERE is one of Dr. Barbarin
Mackenzie,Secretary ofthe Monthly | 11 " photos " from the new nonA gives the following striking inci.

Tract Society, has been labouring in va dent: Night and Day : - Harry was & handscarious parts of Scotland. From October Three months ago I visited a house in little bandit with brown curly hair, und
29th to November 10th he was in Edin . | Chapel Place, and there met with a man those grey -blue eyes which marki
burgh and Leith , addressing meetings, and his wife in a most destitute state. blood of the sea rover in the rain
and preaching the Gospel, at Carrubber' s The man told me he had once been a When I came to investigate bis history,
Close and in the Assembly Hall. He felt professing Christian, but had fallen away, I found that he was really a parasite a
much improssed with the services at become an infidel, and bad openly society . He was acquainted with
Carrubber's Close, where large numbers opposed Christian people in their work . the vagrants in the neighbourhood , at
of the poorest classes assembled, and the Ho had also become a great drinker, and stood by tacit consent at the head
power ofGod was present very manifestly , this bad brought him to poverty. After “ the boys " — that terrible Berserk teile
leading souls to Himself.

a long talk I persuaded him to sign the self-organised , self-dependent, who eaIn the McCheyne Memorial Church , pledge. During my next visit his wife always “ in mischief." Still his beige
Dundee, Mr. Mackenzie had also a good (who had been an awful swearer) pro face made him & general favourite,and
time. He is now visiting Aberdeen , fessed to find peace, and from that time the prevailing sentiment about him wi
Helmsdale, Inverness , and Perth, and she commencedto pray for the conversion “ What & pity somebody does not take
would be thankful that earnest prayer of her husband, who had begun to attend him in hand ! ” I found that his wa
should be made formuch blessing .

my cottagemeetings. But, alas ! he was eminently & case for admission to se
persuaded to break his pledge, and began Institutions. His mother died when he
to persecute his wife to such an extent was a baby, and with her death allian

The Bruslmaker. that I felt almost tempted to give his ties may be said to have gone by its

M HE following account is given in case up. After making it a matter of board. He grew up " anyhow," ss 1
I the Scripture Readers' Journal as prayer, however, I made the case known neighbour expressed it, for his faze

showing the result of persevering visi. to our secretary, and sought his advice . rapidly bank , and soon became a tas

tation in the face of discouragement and He gavemeso much encouragement that firmed drunkard . Several times Hary
even downright hostility, and also I decided to follow the case up, and in 1 was left to shift for himself, and the

proving yet again the value of the course oftime I persuaded the man to his case came to my ears his father

reading ofGod' s Holy Word. take the pledge again . He had sunkon for the seventh time disappeared 9

It was with great difficulty I obtained very low , but prayer on his behalf was | left the lad to live on his wits. Atrades
admittanco into the house of a brush . made at our Friday night meetings, and | man supplied him with occasional 19 .

maker, who had been seized with that I am thankful to say it has been | in return for which he ran errands. On
fatal disease 60 common among the answered in his oonversion . It would the whole , however, no adequate and
artisans of East London , viz ., consump have done anyone good to have heard his his life was retained by any one, and
tion . testimony at our open -air meeting on evil burroundings and bad compiti

Hearing of his illness, though I had Sunday afternoon last . May he be kept ships were rapidly spoiling him . Her
called at the house many times before " steadfast, immoveable, always abound caught just in time; for if his esse
without ever being admitted, I ventured to ing in the work of the Lord .” had taken its ply in a few more moet
call again and inquire after his health. of association with the streets
After gaining admission , I was able, upon

Bible Flower Incidents. lodging houses, in all human probala
inquiry, to ascertain the cause of his he would have gone over to the side

A YOUNG Flower Mission workerprejudice, and strove to remove it by the wrong-doers, and become bime
A having directed & man to the Lordleading his thoughts into another and a source of moral contagion. Since il
Jesus as the only Saviour through faithhigher channel, directing him arrivalamong us he has fully justifadato the in His blood , found him on the next visit

Bible statement that we are all sinners, good opinion of him , and I look fortal
full of joy and peace.and that salvation can only be obtained with hope to his future, wherere
At the samehospital a young man whoby a simple childlike faith in the Gospel future may be, in England or in the

had a few weeks previously sorrowfully
message concerning the Lord Jesus. I expanse of Canada .

confessed himself unsaved, with great
read to him from time to time such difficulty, owing to his exhausted state ,
portions of God's Word as Rom . iii., LE A Good Work in Bristol

whispered out his faith in Christ.Rom . v. 6 - 11, Luke xv . 11 - 24, Isa. DROM the report of the Per
On entering an ophthalmic ward &liii., and 1 John i., ii. 1 , 2. At length T Bethel, Bristol, we glesna

visitor was distressed by the groans and following faccount of good workthe light of the glorious Gospel broke cries of a poor man in bed , who, the other

in upon his dark soul, dispelling sin now five years this place has been
patients were quick to inform her, had

As a mission station ; five years spand ignorance. He believed in God's just gone through a serious operation . Spirit ofGod laid it upon the hearted

Word , accepted Jesus as his only Saviour. The lady took a beautiful rose from her Tabernacle Men 's Bíble class to tak
Many an hour we spent together in basket and approached the bed , not
reading and conversing upon Gospel the work, and great have been

heeding the many exclamations of thetruths, till twelve months lingering, results. Men who five years ago
other sufferers : “ Don 't let her speak to

painful illness brought him to the gates drunkards, wife beaters , swearers,
him ," " He is far too ill to be spoken to ,"

of death . After witnessing a good con . everything that was bad, are o
& c .,' & c . She held the rose quietly tofession , he was suddenly called to pass our ranks and are amongst our
him . “ Can you smell & rose ? " " Oh , workers . Changes have taken placeup higher, exchanging this world of sin it is beautiful.” “ I thought it would year, the worshippers who are proti

and suffering for that city so beautifully refresh you ; and there is something Christians have formed themselves
described in Rev. xxi., which chapter he better with it - & text from God 's Word Mission Band, taking upon themse
was particularly fond of towards the that tells us that Jesus 'Himself took
latter part of his illness, the power to elect their own offices

our infirmities, and bore our sickness '. to conduct the work of the mi
The Congregational minister called , (Matt. viii. 17). We may bring our

after he consented to see him , and Great success has attended theirle
every pain to Him , and He is the samequestioned him efforts , God wonderfully blessingtherespecting his faith yesterday, and to-day, and for ever ' that has been sown, and fruit

and hope . He replied, “ I believe in (Heb. xiii. 8). He never sent the sick
the Lord Jesus Christ, in Him ismy hope, cases shows itself in a change of

| away unhealed, or the sinner who cameon Him alone I rest." “ Who was the During the year & number of in
to Him unsaved." And so in a soothing have been visited at their succes

instrument in God's hands in leading tone the worker continued to tell him of

you to Jesus ? ” the minister again many have professed to have
a Saviour's boundless love, and the Christ ; besides these several back

inquired . His answer was, “ The Scrip plentiful redemption through His blood. have returned to God . Wecan

ture reader."
And not & groan or even a sigh inter an exactaccount of the work , God
rupted the wondrous tale . He seemed knows that, but for what our era
to drink in every word, and the whole seen we have to publicly thank Gal

Mr. Ira D . Sankey , before his ward grew still. Only when the workers praise Him for the great amounta
return to America , conducted services for were leaving, every voice joined in thank ing that He has bestowed upon

young men at the Polytechnic, ing them and wishing them good -night, this year,
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN
HOME MISSION NOTES,

AGENCIES.
Canon Spence , of St. Panoras, has

been appointed Dean of Gloucester.
Warrington . - Rev. Thomas Waugh

THE RAGGED SOHOOL UNION
has just closed & mission in which tokensHuddersfield . - A most interesting not å few were granted.

carnestly appeal for additional aid in support of

series of special evangelistic services has the 180 Ragged Bchool Missions of the Metro
Victoria Hall.- On Sunday evening, polis. These buildings are planted in the poorestjust been held here.

Mr.John Harris, of the Evangeli
to a large working class audience, Rov. districts, and are used for Sunday and Bible

Evan H. Hopkins preached the Gospel Schools, Day and Infant Freo Schools, Week
zation Society , has had a goodmission in night Schools for Rough Ladsand Girls, Indus

in this transformed theatre.
the Friends' Meeting House, Copford. trial Classes, Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'

Mr. J. W. Moodie has been greatly The Country Towns Mission Meetings, Ragged Churchos, Bands of Hope,

cheered by the interest manifested in a
reports considerable encouragement at

Creches, and numerous other agencies for the
benefit of the poor children and their parents.

mission held in a village near Dundee.
Epsom , Sidcup, Burton -on - Trent, and

Much is also done in homevieitation, in cloth
several of the other districts occupied. ing the ragged , and feeding the starving, andMontrose . — Mr. Spencer Walton has Woolwich Soldiers ' Homo. country homes are provided for the weakly or

just closed an interesting mission in this convalescent.The annual sale in aid of tho funds of
northern town . There have been many Contributions will be thankfally received by

the Woolwich Soldiers' Home will be
JOHN KIRK, Exeter Hall , London, W.C.tokens for good,

held (D.V.) , in the hall of tho Home on
Derby.-A general mission is being December16th and 17th , Contributions THE RAILWAY MISSION.

held here, amongst the mission preachers The object of this Mission is to spread theof work, texts, books, fancy articles, alsobeing Rev. W. Haslam and Canon Gospel and advocate temperance on the railways
fruit, vegetables, and flowers, will beLefroy. of the world . There are nearly 150 places where
received by Mrs. Digby Dent, at the meetings are held ; and a great work is being

A New Orphan Home.-Mr. Soldiers' Home, Hill Street, Woolwich . done. It is supported by voluntary Contribu.

Stuart Wortley, M.P., has opened a new tions, the railway men doing their share. The

Home at Sheffield, to hold some thirty - five
Peterhead,N.B. - On Tuesday, No. field is large, the open doors are many, but

children . vember 16th, Mr. J. R. Mackenzie, funds are needed .

Factory Girls . — Mr. Nott has just
Secretary of the Monthly Tract Society,

TheBecretary is Mr. D. Spencer, 186, Alders

gate Street, London , E.C. The last report sont

concluded a mission at Victoria Park(St.
delivered an earnest evangelical address

on application .

Mark's ), specially for the factory girls in the Hall, of the Wesleyan Methodist

RESCUE SOCIETY. Established in 1858Church, Queen Street, which was wellemployed in Bryant & May's works.
for the reformation of openly immoral women

À Mothers' Sale.- On the last
filled. Mr. Mackenzie spoke ofthe disease and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

Saturday of the month & sale of work on of sin, and the remedy for sin , and on danger, supports Eight Homes capable of

treated the unconverted to renounce receiving over two hundrod inmates.
behalf of mothers in great poverty will

Funds are earnestlysolicited by the

be held at the Conference Hall, Clapham their transgressions and to accept Christ
Secretary, Mr. O. STOART THORPE,

Road . as a present personal Saviour. 79 , Finsbury Pavement, London , E.C.

The Tramps. - A band of working The Welcome Home. - Dropping
COUNTRY TOWNS MISSION

mon in Sheffield devote their Sundays to in late one evening, while returningfrom
18, New Bridge Street, London , E.O.

proclaiming the Gospel to some five hun. another meeting, at this Home we were For the past forty -nine years this Society has

delighted to find the “ Foo'slo crowdeddred tramps to be found in the work .
sought to establish Missionaries in those places
where there is a lack of simple Gospel toaching.

house . by sailors of all nations, and Miss Child
The Committeo earnestly ask those who know

St. Giles ' Christian Mission. quietly , and in her own loving way, tbe darkness of many of our Country Districts

A well -known gentleman has just offerod putting the Gospel before thom . Scarce to strengthen their hands by increased help.
BARRY O. NISBET, Treasurer .£ 100 to this mission if nine others will give & day passes but the Home proves &
GEORGE H. MAWER , Secretary.

& similar amount. The offer is made with refuge for some drugged and robbed

seaman ; and scarce an evening passes
CHRISTIAN& view to start it clear on the new year's COMMUNITY.-Help

work . but some souls pags into the glorious
is very urgently needed to meet the beavy ex .
penses involved in conducting the various ovan.

A Wood -chopping Branch has liberty of the Gospel. golistic agencies of this society ; and especially

beencommenced by the Latymer Road Changed Mon. - Rev. 0. Smalley to assist in meeting the terrible distress so

Mission , in order to afford men out of writes with regardtothe Thames Church 1 provalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive

work the opportunity of earning a little to Mission workat Tilbury : - " It should i holp in any form . JAS.ATKINSON ,Secretary,
10. Enfield Road South, Kingsland, N.

keep theirfamiliesfrom starvation. Orders inspire all our hearts with joy to know

would begladly received at the mission , that many are now living consistent lives FIELD LANE REFUGES AND
RAGGED SCHOOLS,Blechyndon Street, Notting Hill, W. who were little better than the heathen

Vine Street, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.
Books forPoor Clergymen :-The when they came to Tilbury, whilst not a President, the Rt . Hon, the Earl of Aberdeen , K . & .

Church of England Book Society aro few, some from the effocts of accidents , This Institution benefits temporally and spirit .

making free grants of books to the poorer which have been very numerous, have ually tbe poorest of the poor, upward sof 3,000

men , women , and children being assisted veekly.clergy . Not only are grants made to entered into rest, dying in the faith of
£4,000 a year must be raised byVoluntary

applicants throughout England, Ireland, that Saviour whom they have there Contributions to maintain the work.

and Wales, but also to missionaries in learned to trust and love. Treasurer - W .A.BEVAN, Esq ., 54, Lombard Et,

Secretary - Mr. PEREGRINE PLÁTT.heathon lands as well as in our colonies. ' My Home." - An offlcer sat by the

Sea-shell Mission . - The Secretary side of asailor-boy who was dying far GEORGE YARD RAGGED

of this mission will be glad to receive any away in Hong Kong. " Shall I write
SCHOOLS AND MISSION,

shells which the more fortunate boys and home to your parents ? ” he asked. Whitechapel, E.
girls who have visited the sea-side during “ Please, sir, I've no parents.” “ Well," Tho Infant Day Nursery opens at 7.80 a.m.

the summer may have collected, for dis was the answer, " as you have nohome,
The DayRagged Schools , morning at 9, after

noon at 2 o'cock , Bunday Schools, morning,
tribution to the poor and sick children of I can't help you there." " Stop, sir ! ” said

afternoun , and evening. Rough Boys' Classes at
London , Address, 26, Tunstall Road the lad. " I have a home, and I want 8, on Moudays and Wednesdays. Boys at work

Brixton, S.W. you to write to it . My home is the in the Industrial Classes on Mondays, Wednes

Rev. H. W.Webb -Peploe's visit Devonport Sailors' Rest.
days, aud Fridays, at 12.30 p.m , Mothers Moot

There I
ings on Tuesdays at 3 and 6 p.m , Mission to

to Oxford closed on Tuesday last. His learned to love and serve my Saviour, Inebriate Women at 3 p.m. on Thursday 8 .

wise and helpful words have given a and now I am going to be with Him, Temperance Meetings on Mondays at 8.15 p.m

strong impulso to the work of God in the and I want Miss Weston to know ." Evangelistic Services at 7 on Sundays, and other

Agoncies,
University. At first it seemed as if his Sick and Dying.–There are but Friends are invited to visit the Institution any

usefulness were to be limited to a few. few Homes where men and women of day but Saturday ,

Post Office Orders should be made payable atWith the special service for men only, on the respectable poor are admitted when
66, High Street, Whitechapel, E. Loters andSunday evening, the tide turned . A dying. Miss Davidson's Home, at 183, Parcelsshould be addressed to GEORGE HOLLAND

congregation of at least 600 listened to a Mildmay Road, is especially intended for The Ragged Schools, George Yard, High Street,

searching and faithful address as if spell those in the last stage of illness, that Whitechapel, London , E.

bound . The result was remarkable . The there they may not only find loving care,

great majority remained to an after but Christian consolation . We learn Home for the Reception of Men

service. The prayer meeting on each from a friend that unless some little help and Women belonging to the

succeeding day developedfrom a handful be forthcoming there is danger the Homo respectable classes,

into a crowd of eager and earnest men, should be closed at Christmas. Surely
who, being in the last stages of illness, are in .

The evening addresses at the Clarendon it would be pitiful were such a work to eligible for general hospitals, and whose homo

circumstances do not allow of pri per treatmentAssemblyRoom drew increasing numbers, be suspended. Aid may be sent through
and nursing . Cancer cases not received . Terms

andon Tuesday night the building was Mr. Mathieson, at the Conference Hall,
vary . Iwo or three vacancies at present,Alled to the doors, There have been through the Editor of Word and Work, or Apply to Misa DAVIDSON,

many tokens of deep interest. direotto Miss Davidson , 183.Mildmay Road, N,
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LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.
Donations Received .

FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN.
. . * *D . G . H . ... *The Evangelization Society isprepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part of England , Scotland , and Wales upon due notics. Apply
to Hon , Secretary , 21, Surrey Street, Strand , W . 0 .

Y . M . C . A . , Oity , New Metal Exchange,Whittington Avenuo , Leadenhall
Street (l & e of Gracechurch Street). - City Daily Prayer Meeting will
be resume l on Monday , 29th Nov . , 1 to 2 (Sat. ex . ) , at 8t. Poter' s , Corn

hill (adjoining No. 67) . Lecture by Rev . Frank H . White , Dec. 7th ,
6 . 30 p . m . , subject , “ The Parables of Christ, " illustrated by Dissolving
Views. Bible Reading for young men , Sunday, at 3 . 30 ; Mission

Work each evening at Bermondsey , Whitechapel, & c ., at 8 p . m .

West Croydon , four addresses on the " Second Coming of the Lord , ”

in St . George' s Presbyterian Church , Oak field Road , West Croydon , on

Thursdays at 11:30 : Dec. 2nd, Rev. Donald Fraser, D . D ., “ The Purpose
of the Ages, and the Blessed Hope ; " 9th , Rev . John Wilkinson , The

Second Advent in relation to Israel ; " 16th , Rev . Charles Graham , " The

Second Advent in relation to Resurrection and Judgment ; ” 23rd , Rev .

A . N . Mackray , M . A ., “ The Secoud Advent in relation to Christian
Life and Work ."

Deepening ofSpiritual Life. - Friday , at 3 .30 p .m ., in Stafford Rooms,
Titchborne street, Edgeware Road .

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N . - Sun ., Nov. 28th , Mr. P . 8 . Bade
noch , afternoon , at 3 .30 : Mr. Chas. Cook , evening, at 7 ,
Monthly Jewish Prayer Meeting on Friday, 26th inst., at 7 .30

p . m ., at the Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N .

Bulgaria . - Pastor Tonjoroff will give an account of the Lord 's

Work , on Tuesday, Nov. 30th , at 7.30 p . m . Hon . A . Kinnaird will
preside.

Bournemouth , Shaftesbury Hall, Dec. Ist to 3rd , moetings for the
deepening of spiritual life . Revs. H . Webb -Peploe , Evan Hopkins,

CA. Fox , E . W . Moore, & c . Chairman , Mr. H . Bowker. For particulars
apply Captain Dawson, Bournemouth

Y . M . O . A ., Exeter Hall. - Thursday evening. Nov . 26th , Bible lecture on
“ Practical Christianity , Its Power ," by the Rev. Evan Hopkins, at 8 .

longne Medical College. 58 , St. Georgo' s Road . - Bible Reading

and Prayer Meeting at noon every Saturday , at which Miss Nugend
and other friends preside.

Children's Special Service Mission - Seaside Services. - Mr. E .
Arrowsmith , at Southport and Waterloo (noar Liverpool) , Nov . 14 -30 ;

Mr. H . M . Trickett , at Liverpool, and neighbourhood , Nov. 25 : Dec .
14 ; at Bournemouth Dec. 17- 22 ; Mr. H . 8 . Lidotono, at Barking, Nov .

22-26 ; Mr. O . F . Jones, at Richmond , Nov. 25 , 26 ; Mr. T . Sayer, at
Castle Yard Sunday School, Borough, Nov. 22 -28 ; Mr. G . Banaster, at
Bath till Dec. 10.

Youths' Institute, Old Pyo Street, Westminster (" One Tup " Mission );
- Prayer meeting every Wednesday, from 1 to 1. 30 . Conducted by Mr.
J . Payne. Mission service every Sunday , from 6 . 30 to 8 .

Talbot Tabernacle, Powis Squara. - Sunday ,Frank H . White,at Ila.m .
and 7 pm .

Latymer Road Mission . - Special Services for children every eren
ing from Nov. 28 to Dec . 3 , at 7 o 'clock , conducted by Mr. Hackett .

of the Children 's Special Service Mission and other friends .

House of Reit , 8 , Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn . - Friday , 26th , at 7 p . m .,

“ The frogs, and the earthquake," Rev. xvi. 12 - 21 . Tea at 6 . Sunday
28th , at 3.30 p . m ., " Creation and Ro-creation " (Eph . ii . 1 - 10 ).

Mission at Southend -on -Sea began Nov. 20th , by Rev . Walter
Bradbury. Prayer desired .

Agricultural Hall, Istington . - Evangelistic services every Sundıy at
3 . 30 and 7 p . m . , conducted by Rev . Dr . Thain Davidson and others.

St. George ' . Hall. - Mr. Bhuldham Henry duriag November ( D . V .

Sun ., at 11 and 7 . Also at Burlington Hall , Savile Ro , on Wed . , at 8 .

Rev . W . Hay M . A . Aitken ' s engagements are : -- Nov . 21st , St.Mary' s

Nottingham , to Dec. 6th ; Dec. 7th to 15th , Albert Hall, Nottingham ;
Jan . 9th to 24th , or longer , St. Marks, Barrow .

Mr. T . Shuldham Henry , M . A . , will ( D . V .) give an address to Obris .

tians, at the Hall, King George Streot , Greenwich , on ** Victory over
World ." " Parfoct Pence, " on Tuesday , November 30 : h .

Chelsea Chapel, Lower Sloane Streot. - Evangelistic Services, conducted
by Mr. A . A . Harmer, to Dec. 6 .

Conforence Hall, 143, Clapham Road , B . W . - Sunday, Children 's
service , 11 a . m . ; Gospel service byMr. Powell, 7 p . m .

Barbican Mission to the Jews, 11, Torriano Avenue, Camden Road ,
N . W . - Mr. Warschawski's Bible readings in the Prophecies , the last
Tuesday in each month , at 3 p . m . Tea at 4 . 30 .

Tho Clapham Gospel Male Choir has now commenced « now
session . Allcommunicationsshould be addressed to tho Hon . Sec . , Mr.
H . W . Heathcote, 7 . Mayfield Villas,Morton Road , Wandsworth .

Clapton Hall . Alkham Road, Cazenove Road , Upper Clapton - Mr. J .
Denham Smith , Fridays, at 7 .30 ., Sundays, at 6 .30 .

Conference Hall, Eccloston Street, S . W . - Mr. Jas. L . Stanley ,
Sunday , at 8. 30 and 7, and Friday at 8 ; prayer , Tuesday , 11.30 a . m .

Dr. H . Sinclair Paterson will proach ( D . V .) on Sunday, at 11 a .m .
and 7 p . m ., in Trinity Presbyterian Church , Kensington Park Road, W .

Rev. Adolph Saphir , D . D ., will preach ( D . V .) on Sunday , at ll a . m . ,
in Belgrave Presbyterian Church , Halkin Street, W .

Evangelistio Mission (under the direction of O . Russell Hurditch ) .

Kilbura Hall. Kilburn Gate (not Town Hall) . - Mr. O . V . T . Onslow

Bun ., at 7 p .m ., and Wed., at 7 .30 p .m . ; prayer, Mon., 7.30 p . m .
Malden Hall, Kentish Town. - Mr. H . W . Taylor, Sun . , 7p . in . ; Mr.

Frederick Newth , of Barnet, on Thurs., atx ; prayer , Fri., 8 p . m .

Dalston Hall, 105, Dalston Lane, E . - Mr.Robert Paton , Sun ., 7 p. m . ;
Mr. W . H . Smith , Thurs. , 8 p . m . ; prayer , Tac8 , 8 .30 p . m .

Bignold Hall, Bignold Road , Station Road , Forest Gato . - Mr. J . B .

Wookey, Sun ., 7p.m ., and Wed ., at 8 p . m . ; also to women only,
Sun., 3.30 p .m . ; mea only. Tues., 8 p . m . ; Mon ., prayer, 8 .15 p .m .

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall) , Hammersmith

Road , Dr. Popham , Bun. , at 11 a . m . and 3 p .m . , also on Thurs ., 8

p . m . ; Mr. F . Newth , Bun ., at 7 p . m . ; prayer, Mon ., 8 p . m .

Mortlako, S . W . - The " Rest ” Mission Room . – Mr. Ralph Jackman ,
Sun ., at 7 , and Wed ., at 8 .

A Sarlor's Rescue,
TN concluding a paper on “ Responsibility of the Chemie
1 regards tho Spiritual and Moral Welfare of our Site

and Sailors," the following telling incident was given thema

day by & clergyman : - Let me conclude by relations

incidentwhich shows how & man is saved at ses ; not by s
own exertions and endurance, but not without thems; at

the lifebuoy only, or the gallant efforts of the lifebosi' cut

but not without the boat ; not by the noble ship berseli, a
her captain , officers, and men , but not without their heart

co-operation and patient standing-by. Which things dat
allegory .

I was on my way from the West Indies in one of our
frigates. We were in themiddle of the Atlantic, and badly
bowling towards England at a splendid rate all das,rut
fresh breeze on our quarter ; the seamen said their friends
home had got hold of the tow -ropes ; they were buopust
hope,and in high spirits. In the evening, before the wakiwa
called, handswere on deck to make the ship sn ng lar the
The usual reef was taken in and hands were piped domst
aloft, when the second captain of the main-top,cede
smartest and most promising of our young seamen, tel 5
the rigging and was thrown into the sea. I was standing
to the commander on the poop, and at the cry " Wars
board ! ” we looked over the side together. As thesame
past him theman looked up and said calmly to thecomce
irsave me, sir, " and in this trustful spirit did what hesees .
save himself ; he was a good swimmer and kept himselisis.
Both life -buoys astern were let go ; one dropped close tocart
mate , but, alas , without its beacon ; the other followed,s .?
rejoiced to see its light as it floated at a short distances
the first. The life -boat's crew were in their boat, end den
away in what seemed to be but a few seconds of time. da bi
short twilight closed in , darkness soon hid the struggling to
from our view , but the twinkle of the life -buoy appears.
and then when not hidden in the trough of the waves. 13
the darkness a most solemn silence settled on
now laid -to. The little light ceased to reappesi, st.1 WITH
was felt for the boat also, as the sea was running 11
and the weather threatening . We could only be
by our position lights and our silent prayers. A sympatan
tension of suspense held those five hundred men forte
hour we all stood peering into the darkness and listening,
the rhythmed beat of oars was faintly heard ,but we be !
wait in uncertainty for some long moments still, ut
through the darkness of the night, over the troubled 12
came those words that seamen know so well — " All right

Manchester. - A mid -day service has just beca
menced in the Central Hall. '

A Captain 's Testimony. - The captain of onesi
largest steamships said, the other day, he was at a mees
London where six navyies confessed they had founi piss
the meetings held on Tilbury Docks by the Thames 1. 3
Mission agents.

DOCK LABOURERS' MISSION
32, CHAMBER STREET, LONDON DOCX

Tracts, books, left -off clothing and funds are much nes
Assist the poor unemployed labourers who are not in di

DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS are the
caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles . The Rev. Dr.Ve

Joseph 's College , Dumfries, writes : - “ I cannot describe the

derive from the use of your glasses , both by day and niglie.

or wear!ness as I used to ; and I have taken to reading book 1

a , too trying for the eyes on account of the smallness ofthetype

Sir Juliu . Benedict wrote - “ I have tried the principal optic

without success , but the spectacles you have adapted suit ad

clearness of your glasses as compared with others is reals !

The Rev. R . H . Baynes, M . A ., Hon , Canon , Worcester Cach

- " The spectacles you adapted are all I could desiro, and myey

already . I only regret I did not know of your exceeding &

Mr.HÚNRYLÁURANCE,Oculist Optician , la ,OLD BONDS,
scientifically adaptshis IMPROVED SPEOTAOLBSto assistan

the weakest sights. Pamphlet oontaining suggestionsfor

of sight free . BRANC IES. 6 . Poultry E . O . : 3 . Ook
Buildings, Cross Street, MANCHESTER ; 5 . Ook
Street, BIRMINGHAM ; and 139 , Buchanan 8sroete

- ADVT.

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

Nov, 28th - 2 Thess, i. 1 – 12 Dec , 2nd - Judges ii. 1 - 13

, 29t11 - 2 Thess ii . 1 - 17 1 3rd - Judges ii. 14 - - 23
30th - 2 Thess . iii. 1 - 18 4th - Judges iv, 1 - 18

Dec, 1st - Judges i, 1 - 15
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TO BE GIVEN AWAY

77,000MAGNIFICENT SCRAP ALBUMS

And ONE MILLION CHRISTMAS & NEW YEAR'S CARDS,

To be Presented, entirely Free of Charge, to the Readers of this Paper.

In addition to the above Grand Christmas Gifts ,

A MOST AGREEABLE REMEDY.

50 GU I N E AS

For all Diseases of the Nerves , Stomach , Liver, & Kidneys.

Natural, Cheap, and Never-failing.

HARNESS' ELECTROPATHIC BELT

Has now been tested for several years , and is pronounced by Princes,
Noblomon, Physicians, Clergymen , and Scientific Authorities to be

the most perfect and simple means of successfully utilising mild

Electric Currents for the prevention and cure of disease. During

the past few months there have been more than

A THOUSAND PERSONS CURED

BY HARNESS' ELECTROPATHIC TREATMENT.

THIS IS A FACP, which we can prove conclusively to any

man or woman who is able to call at the Medical Battory Com .

pany's Establishment, 52 , Oxford Street, London , W. ,

where Mx. C. B. HARNESS, the Company's Consulting Medical
Electrician , gives advice free . Thousanas of Testimonials have

been received from all classes tbroughout the country . Write for

copies , or call at 52 , Oxford Street, W., and see the originals.

New Illustrated Pamphlet , containing Private Advice Form , sent
to any address .

FREE OF ALL CHARGE,

DO NOT FAIL to writo for it at once . - It will cost you

nothing, and may save you heavy doctors' bills .

HARNESS' ELECTROPATHIC BELT never fails to

invigorate the Dcbilitated Constitution, Promote the Circulation ,

Assist the Digestion , and promptly Renew that Vital Energy,

the loss of which is the firstsymptom of decay.

Harness' Electropathic Belt .
.

A

Price 21s . Post Free. Will Last for Years.

CORES Gout, Rheumatism , Lumbagº, Sciatica , Epilepsy , Indi

gestion , Constipation , Liver and Kidney Complaints, Ladies '

Ailments, Nervousness, Neuralgia , Generaland Local Debility , &c .

HARNESS' ELECTRUPATHIC BELT never fails to

promote Health , Strength , and Vital Energy ; therefore

it will pay you to procure one without delay by forwarding to -day

a Guinea Postal Order or Cheque to

THE MEDICAL BATTERY COMPANY, LIMITED,

62, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.

Price Three Halfpence each, post free 2d .

IN CASH PRIZES

will be presented, entirely Free of charge, to the Twenty Persons who form

the highest number of Dictionary Words out of the word

PRESENTATION.

Thus, for example, " Present," " Sent," " Rest,” “ Nation , ” &c . , subject to
the conditions named below. This amount will be divided as follows:

FIRST PRIZE, £20. SECOND PRIZE £10 10s . THIRD

PRIZE £5. And 17 other Cash Prizes of One Pound each.

Hence every competitor will have TWENTY CHANCES OF WINNING

ONE OF THỂ TWENTY CASH PRIZE8.

EXTRA SPECIAL NOTICE . GUARANTEED GENUINE .

The Kensington Fine Art Association , being desirous of further extending

the sale of their Art Productions at Popular Prices, bave decided to offer

the above Prizes, ENTIRELY FREE OF CHARGE, to all readers whosball

become patrons of their Grand Christmas Presentation Parcel, for Post

Offloe Order ls . 9d . or 23 stamps, carriago free. Every parcel will contain

the WHOLE of the magniticent articles enumerated below, the maguificent

Scrap Album , and a charming Packet of Christmas and New Year's Cards

being included, entirely free of any extra charge in every parcel applied

for before December llih . A magnificent SCRAP ALBUM . This new and

handsome Scrap Album has a very beautiful and elaborate cover, finished

in gold , splendidly illuminated , the Fine Art design being really exquisite .
Each albuin measures 12in . by 10in. A magnificent Packet of Ohristmas

and New Year's Cards , containing a very choice and splendid assortment of

the New Beason's productions from the originaldesigns of the most eninent

Boglish artists , with appropriate prose or verse, written expressly by

writers of the best talent. Also a Packet of Embossed, Coloured Scraps.

ready for screen or album, containing splendid and very charming varieties.

A very pretty Greek pattern Leatherette Table Mat. A Charming Portrait

Frame and easel stand complete, to hold a carte-de-visite portrait, the Fine

Art design being most beautifully embossed . An elegant Imitation Bronze

Framewith raised floral design , and appropriato wording in the centre .

Pair of Illuminated Toxts , most charmingly embossed and coloured . The

Golden Star and Crescent, being a really exquisite floral design , with two

suitable texis nicely illuminated and constructed to stand. A Pair of Relief

Frames, constructed to stand, being two exquisitely designed miniature

imitation mirrors in beautifully painted floral designs , with suitable mottoes
in the centre of each . A very charming Banner Cross, being a pretty cross

entwined with a long banner , on which is a nicely illuminated Bible

text. A Beautifully Illuminated Organ : This is a perfect specimen of the

printer's art, being a charming organ design , with suitable music and

words. A Beautiful Bible Text, Nicely Illuminated and Framed Complete,

in a Charmingly.Embossed Black Frame.

Ineveryparcel sent out will also be enclosed a signed PRIZE CERTIFI

CATE ,which will entitle the holder to compete, ENTIRELY FREE OF

CHARGE, for the above prizes. Full particulars of the Competitioa will

be found printed on the Prize Certificate , which will be enclosed in every

parcel, free of charge .

A cheque will be forwarded to each of the twenty successful competitors

on December 30th , anithe names and addresses of the TWENTY su :cess.

ful competitors will be published in the advertise nent columns of the

London Standard of December 31st , 1886 .

All orders must be accompanied by the following Bond , which should be

cut out and forwarded , with remittance, before December 11th .

WORD AND WORK PRIZE BOND. No. 183 . Nov. 25th , 1836 .

Plea.e order before December 11th , unless from abroad.

On receipt of this Bond , accompanied by Post Office Order value 1s. 9d.

(or 23 penny stamps ), we agree to forward,carriage paid , to anyaddress

in the United Kingdom , oneGRAND CHRISTMAS PRESENTATION

PARCEL, containing the WAOLE of the goods described above .

We also agree to enclosa in each parcel, ENTIRELY FREE
OF CHARGE, one PH1ZE CERTIFICATE , which will entitle the

Holder to compete, ENTIRELY FREE OFCHARGE, for the TWENTY

CASH PRIZES amounting to FIFTY GUINEAS.
(Signed) WALTER H. BAOON, Manager.

THE KENSINGTON FINE ARTASSOCIATION ,

Kensington Road, Kensington , London , W.

As the above goods are valuable , the Association will be happy to register

the parcels for safe transmission , pruvided two extra stamps are enclosed.

If you can get four of your friends to become purchasers of these cheap

parcels, we will send you an extra Certificate, thus enabling you to com

pete without becoming a purchaser.

Post Office Orders are preferred to Postal Orders, an ito be made payable

at Kensing on Park Road Post Office, London.
EXTRA SPECIAL NOTICE .

Ti following isthe CRESULT O!the PRIZE COMPETITION on the

The KENSINGTON FINE ART ASSOCIATION have much pleasure in

announcing that the following Competitors have beenadjudged to be the
Twelvo Winners of the Twelve Cash Prizes, amounting to 25 guineas,

offered by the Association-viz . : -FIRST PRIZE .-TEN GUINEAS.--The

Rev. Thomas Ellaby Westerdale , Wesleyan Minister, Bayswater, 151 , Ux.

bridge Road, London, W. SECOND PRIZE . - FIVE GUINEAS .-Sarah

Jane Tansley, Station Road , Fenny Stratford , Bucks.
THE FOLLOWING TEN COMPETITORS WON ONE GUINEA EACH.

- Alfred H. Moseley , 8, Chatham Grove , B irton Road, Withington , Man

chester . Perry L. Lancaster, 15, Wharton Road , West Kensington Park ,

London , W. Florence Thorburn, 15 , Edge Lane, Liverpool. Francis W.

Lancaster, 1, Hastings Terrace, Bt . Heiier's, Jersoy. Janet Johnson ,

Foundling, 8 , Guilford Place, London , W.C. Alice Gray Nayler, The Cot

tages, Haughton, near Shiinal , Salop. Joseph Willcox, 12 , Greit Western

Square East, North Circular Road, Dublin . Edward Alfred Brayıhaw, 10,

Lingholm Crescent, Darlington . J. P. Hawke, 13 , Matheson Road , West

Kensington, London, W. Richard Robinson , junior, 12, Ashmore Road,

St. Peter's Park, London , W.

All communications to be plainly addressed :

WALTER HENRYBACON, The Kensington Fine Art Association ,
KENSINGTON ROAD, KENSINGTON. LONDON , W.

Send one stampfor our new Catalogue of Pictures, Christmas Novelties,

Christmas Cards; & c .

The Roll Text Almanack.

This unique Almanack has been welcomed each new year with increased

appreciation of its specialadvantages. The presentation in large type of

carefully selected Texts from the incorruptible Seed of the Word has been

blessed in many instances. 10 Ministers, District Visitors , Hospital

Chaplains, and other Christian labourers , the Almanack is offered at the

following reduced prices, not including carriage:

100 for Is. 6d. Net Cash

300 for £ 1 5s. 99

500 for £ 1 17s. 6d.

1,000 for £ 3 10s.

Such orders to be sent, accompanied with remittance, direct to

the Publishers,

JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

NEW BOOK BY MISS HOLT (Just Published .)

IN ALL TIME

OF OUR

TRIBULATION :

THE STORY OF PIERS GAYESTONE.

By Emily 8. Holt , Author of “ Mistress Margery, ” “ Not for Him ,” &c.

Large Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt top, 5s.

A TANGLED WEB

A Tale of the Fifteenth Century.

By EMILY S. HOLT,

Large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt tops, 5s.

" Like all Miss Holt's productions, ably written , carefully planned , and

full of deep teaching for old and young." - Our Own Gazette .

“ Not a whit behind any of its popular predecessors. ” — The Christian .

" A very well told story ; will be read with great interest." - The Scotsman.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.O.
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FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN.

In the course of a very few weeks the work of 1886 will be brought to a close. The LORD HAS

THUS FAR VERY GRACIOUSLY sustained the HOMES and OPEN -ALL-NIGHT REFUGE ; indeed,

not one good thing has been lacking.

Above all, there have beenmany tokens of SPIRITUAL BLESSING upon the work .

Various missionary workers have brought or sent no less than ONE THOUSAND THREE

HUNDRED and THIRTY YOUNG WOMEN and GIRLS as applicants for admission , and to the utmos

capacity of the Homes every suitable case has been promptly welcomed .

Amongst this large number were girls scarcely in their teens, others saved just on entering the down
ward course, andmany sunk in the lower depths of sin , but all alike NEEDING the SALVATION of the
LORD JESUS CHRIST, as well as temporal succour.

Reviewing the experience of THIRTY-FIVE YEARS, the fact is recorded with great thankfulness the

LORD has GRACIOUSLY DISPOSED the HEARTS of HIS SERVANTS to contribute all necessary

funds, and His FAITHFULNESS in TIME PAST leads to the anticipation that His stewards will be both

enabled and disposed to subscribe ALL THAT MAY BE NECESSARY in relation to the work of 1886.

Messrs. John F . SHAW & Co. will, as usual, gladly receive donations.

EDWARD W . THOMAS.
Offices : 200, Euston Road, London , N . W .

THE

Yearly Parts for 1886 . DINNERS to Poor Children in Clerkenwell

THE COW CROSS MISSION .
BRITISH MESSENGER , 1s.

GOSPEL TRUMPET, 6d .
GOOD NEWS, 5d.

THE

" Always stirring , practical, and gracious. . . .
Deserve to be placed in the hands of every un .

saved man and woman in the three kingdoms."
Sword and Trowel.

" Full of sound Gospel truth ." - Record .
" Are all excellent ; the attractive and inte

resting character of these valuable publications

is weli sustained ." - The Rock ,
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DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT.

Stirling, N . B .

London : S. W . PARTRIDGE & CO .

PRICE ONE PENNY .

THE ANTI - INFIDEL TRACT

ENTERPRISE .
A Record of Work at Homeand Abroad .

By W . R . BRADLAUGH .

CONTENTS . - Socialism at Home and Abroad

- Individual Responsibility - Infidelity and

Heathenism - Letters from Missionaries - Letters

from Converted Infidels, & c ., & c .

London : John Snow & Co,, 2 , Ivy Lane,
Paternoster Row , and all Booksellers.

L
G

(Address Letters and Parcels to 17, Claremont Square, Pentonville.)

FUNDSURGENTLY NEEDED. COLLECTING CARDS ON APPLICATION

Any quantity cut, at
Wholesale Price.

Ladies ! ! Send for Box of Patterns, Post Free.
THE

MRS . GRIMKE ' S

TEXT CARDS.
To be had from Mrs. GRIMKE , Prestwich ,

Manchester, who likes orders sent to her

direct, or to E . KAUFMANN , 129, Cheap
side, London , E . O ., and booksellers,

DARLINGTON DRESS FABRIOSG
O
L
D

M
E
D
A
L

LEBANON WINE
THE PURE JUICE OF THE GRAPE,

IMPORTED DIRECT FROM BYRIA .
THE above NaturalWINE is largely used by

Churches for Communion Wine, not only on

account of its prestige as coming from the Holy

Land , but also as containing no added spirit or

alcohol. It is also recommended to invalids and

others who require a natural stimulant without

intoxicating quality , Price 24s, per Dozen re
puted quarts . "

BOLE AGENT

J . F . ROBINSON,

Lyttleton House,High Cross Lane, Tottenham , N ,

(Seven Prize Medals. Estd . 1752 )

Are frm the same yarns as those supplied to H . R . H . the Princesa
Wales ; and ara manufactured entirely by us, on our own presa

Warranted to Wear and Always Look Well.
Autumn and Winter Patterns, Post Free

OUR CROSS-WARP SERGES, 10 d . to 3 /- per yd., are practices

tearable either way of the cloth . Our GOLD MEDAL Casbaeres,

4 / 6 per yd . ; Merinos, 2 /- to 3 / 8 per yd . ; Ottomans, 1 - to 8 per

Costume Cloths, 8 d . to 4 / 9 per yd.; Cords, bd. to 1/ 6 per yd . .

above are plain and coloured . Ocean , Canvasand Basket Cloths, pie
figured, at 10 d . per yd . Nuns' Veilings, plain and figured, 8 ,117

per yd. ; Soleils, plain and figured, 1/4 to 3 /- per yd .

HENRY PEASE & CO .' S Successors
All Parcols SPINNERS AND MANUFACTURERS, THE MILLS, DARLINERS,

Carriage Paid Ladies ! ! Bend for Box of our Lovely Patterns,
for Autumn and Wiates, Post har

Londca J, T. SHAW & 00., 48, Pataragter Row , 1 .0,



Tales of English Life in the Olden Time

,

just to w

City Pa

" Beautifulsketches of lifeamongthe 7

BY
EMILY

S. HOLT,

“The reading of one of this author's
delightful tales is an experience we would fain rep :

more frequently than we do — we have learned to look upon her as an historian par exce·lenc:

The grace and dignity of her literary style, the fidelity and finish of her portraits, and to

amount of essential
Christian

teaching which she so skilfully and lovingly conveys, combines

with the historic value of her writings, lend to them a charm possessed by very few of the

productions
of living authors . ”—The Christian.

A Tangled
Web . The Lord Mayor.

Red and White :A Tale of the Fifteenth Century.

Large Crown 8vo, gilt tops , 5s. A Tale of London in 1384.
A Tale of the Wars of the Roses.“ Though the task the author set herself

Large Crown 8vo, cloth , 5s.was ambitious, she has performed it credit

ably."— Times. “ A book we can heartlly recommend. " Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 58.

" The whole book shows not only careful Pall Mall Gazette . " It is a gracious story . :study of the history , but considerable literary
" Full of stirring incident graphically told . " mind . Wecommend itright heartily." -C

abillty ." -- Spectator .
The Christian . SPURGEON in Sword and 7 rouel.

Wearyholme;
Jopce Morrell's Harvest ; Earl Hubert's Daughter;

Or, Seed Time and Harvest . A Tale of Or, The Annals of Selwick Hall .

Or, The Polishing of the Pearl.
the Restoration of Charles the Second.

Crown 8vo . New Edition, 5s.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 58. “ The style is good , and the tone high...

will be a most suitable present for thoughtfuCrown 8vo, cloth extra, 58.

" These chronicles are full of good things, girls." — Watchman.
which are sure to be as precious seed in the “We have followed the fortunes of Mar

“ As a picture of life in thedayofCharles II. heart of any young person into whose hands

garet, the Earl's daughter , with unflaggingits likely to have a wide popularity . "-Standard. they may come. ” — The Congregationalist.
interest from first to last." - Church State )

School Magazine.

Lady Sybil's Choice : Margery's Son ;
Verena ;

A Tale of the Crusades. Crown 8vo, 58. Or, Until He Find It. A Story of the Or, Safe Paths and Slippery Brexse

“ A most charming addition to these truly Court of Scotland.

admirable tales . " -- The Christian .
A Story of To -day.

" The book charms from the naive simplicity Crown 8vo, cloth , 5s.
Crown 8vo, cloth , 68 .of the heroine and from the skill with which “ Oarefully studied and well written . The “ The naturalness and brightness of 2

the authoress has preserved the spirit of the story is admirably told . " — British Quarterly dialogue forms the charm of the story
age." -- The Graphic . Revieno .

Lettice Eden ;
Clare Avery :

Imogen :Or, The Lamps of Earth and the Light

of Heaven . A Story of the Spanish Armada.
A Story of the Mission of Augustite.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 58. New Edition . Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s.
New Edition, Crown 8vo, 5s.

" Illustrates withequal beauty and fidei"We promise its readers a rare literary
admirable story , full of life and the characteristics of an eventful period 8feast . "- The Christian .

vigour." — Rock .
our history." - Record .

The White Rose of Langley. Robin Tremayne:

Jsoult Barry of Wynscote:
A Story of the Court of England in the A Tale of the Marian Persecution .

A Tale of Tudor Times.Olden Time.

Crown 8vo, cloth , 5s. New Edition, Crown 8vo, 5s. Crown 8vo, cloth, 58.
“ An admirable, instructive , and very inte. " The book is extremely well written." " The book is as charming as it is proft

resting volume." -- English Independent.
Athenaum . able."-The Christian .

Ashcliffe Hall : Sister Rose ;

John de Wycliffe,
Or, The Eve of St. Bartholomew.

A Tale of the Last Century.
New Edition . Crown 8vo, 5s. The First of the Reformers, and Wear

“ The example of simple faith and trust is He Did for England.

New Edition, Crown 8vo, cloth , 5s. described in so striking a manner that it is

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. bd.scarcely possible for a young, person with

vivid feelings to read it without having a very “ An admirable exposition of the opinions" It is able and natural, well written , and deepimpression ofthe beauty of the ruleupon of a remarkable man ." -- Notes and Quere.
thoroughly entertaining from beginning to which a Christian life ought to be modelled."

“ Sustains its interestthroughout."
end . " - Record

English Independent,

The Lord of the Marches. The Maiden's Lodge ; Mistress Margery:

The Story of Roger Mortimer.
Or, None of Self, and All of Thee.

A Tale of the Lollards .Large Crown 8vo, 38. 6d.

Crown 8vo, cloth , 3s. 6d. New Edition , Crown 850, 28. 84“ Every page of the book is redolent of

goodness and honour . " -Academy.
" A beautiful illustration of self -surrender,

" A page in history which our young“ This charming story will beread with un thoroughly interesting , and well written . " and maidens will
do welltosaturate with

flagging interest.” — Pall Mall Gazette. Word and Work , tears ." - Sword and Trowel.

Pe Olden Time.
Not for Him .

At ve Grene Griffin ;
English Customs in the Middle Ages. The Story of a Forgotten Hero .

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 60. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.
Or, Mrs. Treadwell's Cook. A Tale

the FifteenthCentury. Small 8vo, 25. &" An interesting story of social life in the“ We have seldom met with a more useful thirteenth century ; there are beautiful lessons “ We consider this little book one of

book . " - Notes and Queries .
interspersed through the book, and a great most charming ofherproductions.” — Cars“ A fascinating volume. "-Sword and Trowel. deal in it that is worth reading " -Woman'sWork . World .

For the Master's Sake: The Well in the Desert : The Way of the Cross :

A Tale of the Days of Queen Mary. An Old Legend of the House of Arundel. A Tale of the Early Church.

Small 8vo. Illustrated. Cloth, 28. 60.
Small 8vo, cloth, 2s. 60. Small 8vo, cloth , 18. 6d.

“ A work of thrilling interest ." -- Christian Age. " A tale of the middle ages, showing that Christians ." - Rock .

“ We heartily recommend this well-written there were beautiful gleams of light even in
“ Tho tales are in Miss Holt's besttale . A good gift book . "-Churchman.

those dark days ."-Evangelical Magazine.
ing and profitable ." - FiresideReus.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C

Jony F. SHAW & Co., 48, PADERNOSTER Row, E.C,
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IELP WANTED FOR THE ANNUAL SALE

*Dr.Barnardo's Homes forDestitute Children ,"

ON BEHALF OF

NOW SHELTERING, EDUCATING, AND TRAINING OVER 1,600 POOR BOYS AND GIRLS.

Will all who are preparing gifts for the ANNUAL SALE on behalf of these Homes

KINDLY SEND THEM IN AT ONCE ?

Pill those whose busy fingers are at workfor the Sale remember that shirts for boys and men, suits for little boys,

varm dresses, apronsand pinafores for girls, and sets of babyclothing , are particularly valuable additions,

cing much asked for and readily sold ? Well -made woollen shawls are frequently asked for, and, indeed, women's

arments of all kinds would be especially useful. Of course,besides these, jewellery, old coins, old china, curious

nusical instruments, and fancy work, trinkets, articles of vertu , books, drawings, bric-a -brac, and

ther examples of the thousand-and -one tasteful ornaments which are sought for by purchasers, will be very gratefully

receivedand acknowledged. Valuable help would be afforded if donors of gifts of old china, foreign goods, articles of

ertu , & c., would kindly mark on them their value, or indicate the price which is likely to be obtained .

instead of holding a Public Bazaar at the West End of London during the month of

December, as formerly, all the Goods received are made up into

£5

£ 10Boxes
and Boxes. These Boxes will each contain a very excellent selection , of at least the value

of £ 6 and £12 respectively, and will be sent on receipt of P.O. Order or Cheque (made payable to

J. T. Page) to any part of the country.

Ladies willing to order these Boxes confer a great benefit on the “ Homes ; for by this easy method all the articles

received may be disposed ofwithout any loss in the way ofsuch expenses as are usually incurred by holding a

Bazaar at the West End.

Many kind -hearted sympathizers have repeatedly expressed warm approval of this plan, and promised to purchase boxes,

with the contents of which they propose to hold

Small Local Bazaars

in their own houses, to which their personal friends can be invited during the winter season .

If there be manyarticles left over unsold,they can be disposed of during the last week of January ( D.V.), in the Large

Hall of the “ Edinboro' Castle . "

Dr. Barnardo earnestly invites allwho love poor children to co-operate with him in this effective plan to increase the

funds of the “ Homes,” by which, too, all the wearying, disappointing, and expensive drawbacks of a

public Bazaar may be avoided .

TheBoxes, carefully lined and packed readyfor transmission ,can be despatched on receipt of remittance to any railway

station in the Kingdom. Applications (PREPAID ), with full instructions as to conveyance, & c., should be sent in as

soon as possible, addressed to

THE TRADE MANAGER,

18 to 26, Stepney Causeway, London, E.

To all who have already in any degree helped by Contributions of Useful or Fancy Articles, Dr. Barnardo now

desires to offer the expression ofhis very grateful acknowledgments.

18 To 26, STEPNEY CAUSEWAY, LONDON, F.

WORD AND WORK will be sent by the Publishery Post free to any address in the Kingdom for Twalte Months for 88. 10d.
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Situations and Appointments.
Educational

Combe Down School,

Youn
g

Ladies,

CHRISTIAN abstainer, married , seeks a

situation as Church Officer or Chapel-keeper,

in London ; understands the duties of such and

management of tea meetings and social gather

ings . Can have good references. B. W.,

55, Acklam Road, North Kensington.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for
respectable young women and nursery gover

nesses from the country or elsewhere whilst

waiting for situations. Registry attached .

Terms on application to the Desconess in charge

of the Registry ,

Conference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.

RE -ENGAGEMENT WANTED, as

Governess in Christian family only ; teaches

French, musi" , singing , drawing, and elementary

German . Salary L30 to £35 ; age 29 ; highest

references . A gentlewoman. Miss N. , care of

Miss Štroud, Deaconesa House, Mildmay Park,

Londou , N.

RE -ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a

middle-aged superior person to wait upon and

nurse invalid gentleman or lady, been accus
tomed to both . Mrs. Stoddart,

1, Newington Groen , London , N.

WILL ANY LADY kindly give employ

ment to a Widow, middle-aged , of high respecta
bility - as needlewoman - who for a home this

winter, and small money , would be grateful ?

Mrs. O. , car of Miss Stroud ,

Conforence Hall , Mildmay Park , N

WANTED . Matronsbip of Servants '

Home; can do registry. Many years' experience

in ono of the largest Homes in London . M.8.,

1 , Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED, for an excellent housekeeper,

re-engagement as such in private family or house

of business. Ten years' reference. Age 44. A. B.,

1 , Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED, Re-engagement as wardrobe

keeper in school, excellent needlewoman .

E. T., care of Miss Stroud ,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

SITUATION WANTED for a very

suporior person , widow , as nurse to an invalid ,

either lady or gentleman ; excellent references ;

or housekeeper. Mrs.Thredgill,
1 , Newington Green, London , N.

WANTED, a re -engagement as Governess.

French , music, rudiments of Latin, Salary £ 25 .

Two years'reference. MissJ., care of Miss Stroud ,

Deaconoss House , Mildmay Park ,

A CHRISTIAN LADY, accustomed to

good society, and of much experience, would

like to take charge of a motherless family, or to

help a clergyman in his parish. Salary of se
condary importance. M , care of Miss Stroud,

Deaconess House , Mildmay Park , London, N.

SITUATION wanted as Mother's help.

Can do noodlework or dressmaking ; age 19 ; wages

£ 12 . Miss W., care of Miss Stroud,

Deaconess House , Mildmay Park, N.

WANTED, in London , a situation 88

Kitchenmaid, age 17; wages £ 12 . R. M., Registry ,
Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.

WANTED BY A LADY, age 86, on

gagement as Companion , Lady Housekeeper,
any post of trust. Highest references.

F. K., care of Misa Stroud,

Doaconess Houso , Mildmay Park, N.

WANTED places for respectabie young

girls as Under Nurses and Under Housemaids in
Ohristian families . Stamped envelopes for

replies . Registry,
Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED , as

goodNurse to either first baby or more children ;

age 25. M.M., care of Miss Stroud, Deaconess
House , Mildmay Park , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED , as

Coachman , Gardoner, Cowkeeper ; understands

stock ; a farmor's son ; age 81 : good references.
Job Potter, care of Mrs. Bims, l , Nowington

Green , London , N.

EDUCATIONAL HOME for the

Daughters of Gentlemen , Chatsworth Lodge,

Grove Park , Chiswick, W.- The Misses Bron

and Good have removed to a large detached

Near BATH ,
house, with good garden and tennis iawn, in to

healthy neigbbjurhood of Chiswick, where they

FOR SONS OF GENTLEMEN. receive twenty Resident Pupils. First tiks

Principal: MR. W.FRANKLIN

education , with careful Christian traiding a
home comforts. Children from India received

(for nearly8 years a Master at Monkton Combe and lovingly cared for. References kindly per

School). mitted to Mrs. Pennefather , J. E. Mathiest

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST. Esq. (Mildmay ), and others.

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits.

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL

Pupils are prepared for the various University WELLINGTON, SHROPSHIRE

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of Principal: DB , CRANAGU, MA.

younger boys.

Combe Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air .

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX

The School residence and premises have been
Principal - Mr. t10 . FOSTER.

cortified by the Bath HouseSanitation Associa ZENANA MISSION . - A special effort is beles

tion ,
made byMrs. Geo. Foster for thebenefit of Indiu

References
women, An interesting and original Pota,

Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super -Mare.
recording answer toprayer, doubleleaflet fora ,

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal
mauve and gold , will besent for 1d. in stamp :

Lancers . post free, Profits for the above.

H. Dyer, Esq ., Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath . PARIS . - HOME FOR GOVERNESSB4

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

H. Groves, Esq .,Kondal.

Lady Students, and Christian Workers. Adres

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert , Co. Kerry .
tages of French .

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

Miss Pryde, 23 , Avenue du B jis de Bouloga .

plication .

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

SOUTHE
ND - ON - SEA.

BELLE VUR HOUSE.

Tho Avenue, Acton . - Vareful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIN

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

Children taken for the vacations.

teen years. A limited number only taken .

Terms moderate. Fullparticulars on applicatis

References permittedto parents of pupils. Torm i
to Principal .

very moderato , and charged from date of entry .

Address, Principal,Bello Vue House,

Address Principal.

Stsnley Road , Southead -on -Sea , Esser.

Select Boardin
g

School for

WALYERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE.

Principal - MRS. JUDSON.

In this lovely andhealthy locality,situated amongtheCotswoldHills, pupils can gain healtha

strengthwhilst enjoying theadvantages ofcarefulinstruction, home comforts,and Christian training

Termsinclusive and moderate. Referenceskindlypermitted to parents of pupilsinLondon and the

Country, and to Rev.John Wilkinson , 79, Mildmay Road, N., & c .

Spartments, tr. Terms for Advertisements

LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,

20, 21, Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C.
Five rhinutes' walk or 1s . cab fare from Euston,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily
reached from other stations. Patronised by

readers of Word and Work , Tariff on application .

Tuis Papor having a large and increasing to

culation amongstChristians ofalldenominatiss

HASTINGS . - Boarding House, charm .

forms an excellent modium forEducational

other Announcements .
ingly situated , facing sea . Moderate terms,

special for winter. Every home comfort . Liberal Situations,

table. Mrs. Perkins , Alexandra House, Denmark

Place, Hastings.

Apartments

SOUTHSEA. Board and residence .

Solent House, 16 and 17, South Parade facing Educational

sea and the Isle of Wight, betwoon the two

piers, and three minutes ' walk from Station .
AND MISCELLANEO

US

ST. LEONAR
D'S

-ON -SEA , 47,Warrior
ADVERTISEMENTS, in small type, L *

charged at the following rates:

Square . - Refined Christian Boarding House, in

best part of St, Loonard's ; near sea and pier.

Not exceeding 80 Words, 28. Bd.

Warm winter residence. With spirituu " ad .

40

50

vantages, and opportunities for Christian work if
desired .

and6d , for every additional 10 words or side

A considerable reduction for a series et

WORTHING HOME OF REST, Insertions and upwards.

for Christians of both sexes . Air good for Chest

Complaints and Rheumatism . Home comforts.

Terms 1 to 2. guineas. Lady Buperintendent,
ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSION

Rutherford Lodge, Worthing .
AND

WESTGATE -ON -SEA .- To be LET,
RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

whole or part of well FURNISHED Detached
BOOK AND DISPLAYED ADVERT

HOUBE, with or without attendance , on very
MENTS ,charged accordingto specera

moderate terms. Address Owner, Nuneham , FRONT PAGx , and other special position

Westgate-on -Sea. arrangement.

SUSSEX . To be LET, FURNISHED, for

SCALEOF CHARGES for larger Advertiset

sent on application .
a few mouths, detached Ten -roomed House ;

stables, good gardens, and greephouse ; withia

N.B. - To secure the insertion of Adverter

easy distance of town ; terms very moderato

in the forthcoming number ofWORD AND

where there are no children . F. Wilde, Crawley.
they should reach theOnce by firstpestes

morning, or at latest by12 o'clock noon.

Advertisements bentby Fost must Do **

WILL any Lady help for the winter months panied by Postal Order or Cheque,

towards the support of a Christian widow , age to the Publishers ,Messrs. JOHN F. BEAN

67, who has seen betterdayı, but is now destitute ? Amounts under 25. 6d . rasy be sent la

For particulars, Miss 8.Stroud,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park, N, OFFICES 48, PATERNOSTER BOT

““
Word and Work."

쁘

3s. Od

38.
or

.

1

RE-ENGAGEMENT wanted as Butler

single-handed or not. Seventeen years' refers
onoe. London or suburbs.

W., care of Miss Stroud,

Conforence Hall, Mildmay , .
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WILLIAM CATLIN,

AND SLIDES.

LEBANON WINE

GATLIN
en

HE ANCHORAGE,

B sorthampton Buildings,Chancery Kane.

MRS. GRIMKE'S TO GET HOLD OF THE MASSES IN WINTER, FOR MISSION OR

TEXT CARDS
SCHOOL TREATS .

To be had from Mrs. GRIMKE, Prestwich,

Manchester, who likes orders sent to her

direct, or to E. KAUFMANN, 129, Cheap

side, London , E.O., and booksellers. 17, Claremont Square, Pentonville, London, N.,

CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

PRICE ONE PENNY.

THE ANTI- INFIDEL TRACT | MAGIC LANTERNS

ENTERPRISE.
LATEST INVENTION

Large Illustrated Catalogue, 6d , LIME-LIGHTA Record of Work at Home and Abroad .

By W. R. BRADLAUGH. WITH PATENTED Post Free .

CONTENTS .- Socialism at Home and Abroad TRIPLE WICK,
EXHIBITIONS

-Individual Responsibility.-Infidelity FOUR-WICK LAMP, CASEand
£3 38. As at theMetropolitan Taber

Heathepism - Letters from Missionaries - Letters

from Converted Infidels, &c. , & c . COMPLETE, £3 10s.
nacle , Mildmay Conference

Hall, and other buildings inLondon : John Bnow & Co,, 2, Ivy Lane,

and around London .
Paternoster Row, and all Booksellers.

Prospectus Post Free .

SECOND-HAND

THE PURE JUICE OF THE GRAPE. SLIDES ON SALE

IMPORTED DIRECT FROM SYRIA . Monthly Catalogue Gratis.

TAE above NaturalWINE is largelyused by
Churches for Communion Wine, not only on LONDON

LANTERNS ANDaccount of its prestige as coming from the Holy

Land, but also as containing noadded spirit or

SLIDES ON HIREalcohol. It is also recommended to invalids and

others who require a natural stimulant without Terms on Application ,

intoxicating quality. Price 248. por Dɔzen re

pated quarts . Original Designs for Public
BOLE AGENT Lecturers. Slide-colouring

J. F. ROBINSON, done upon the Premises .

Lyttleton House ,High Cross Lane,Tottenham , n .

NORTH - WEST LONDON

ESTABLISHED 1801.
EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

IRK BANK.
President - JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq . HEBREWS vi. 19 .

THREEper CENT. INTEREST allowedon
The above Choir having now resumed work To Shelter Young Women (other

for the winter will be happy to assist at any
DEPOSITS,repayableondemand.

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on OURRENT
special (or ordinary ) evangelistic meetings, par wise respectable) lately Fallen into

ACCOUNTS calculated on the minimum monthly ticularly in the N. or N.W. districts . Sin .
ENGAGEMENTS .

balances, when not drawn below £100.

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of Monday, Dec. 6th , Primitive Methodist FOR of
Chapel, Dartmouth Park Hill, at 8 p.m. House, and for particulars of its work , and for

charge,thecustody of Deeds, Writings, andother

Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of
Thursday, Dec. 16th, Queen's Park Hall, Kil TRAINED SERVANTS ready to go out to situa

buro Lane, at8 p.m. tions, apply(by letter only )to Mrs. H. STUART
Exchange, Dividends,and Coupons; and the pur

chase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities.
All applications for the services of the Choir, WORTLEY , Rosslyn House, Grove End Road ,

Letters of OreditandCircular Notes issued . or for Membership , to be addressed to the Hon. N.W., London ; and to whom, or to any member

Bec ., Mr. John Bateman , of committee, subscriptions may be sont, or toTHE BIRK BECK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, post free,onapplication , 72. Twisden Road,Highgate Road . N.W.
Editor, Word and Work.

FRANCISRAVENŠCROFT, Manager.

TheBirkbeck BuildingSociety'sAnnual

Receipts exceed Five Millions .

GAS NO CONTACT WITH WATER.TO PURCHASE
NOISES IN THE EARS.

The New Patent “ CALDA."
Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to s90dmediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply

for his book showing the disease and the means OIL CONSERVATORY APPARATUS , 25s.
at the Office of theBIRKBECK BUILDING BOCIKTY, of cure Post free 6d. ; French edition , 18. , GAS CONSERVATORY BOILERS; 058.
29, SouthamptonBuildings, Chancery Lane. with letter of advice if case be stated . Imperial

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF Buildings, Ludgato Circus, London . Free con G,
SHREWSBURY,

LAND FOR FIVE SISHILLINGS PER sultations daily .
122 , NEWGATE STREET, E.C.

MONTH , with immediato possession, either for

Building orGardeningpurposes. Apply at the

Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,
us above.

Guaranteed by using Gardner's Pa. ALL PERSONS SUFFERING FROMThe Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars .
O tented Corn and Bunion Extermina.on application .

FRANCIS RAVINSCROFT, Manager.
tor, an ingenious little instrument

EPILEPSY

which can be used by anyone, Pain Should send Name and Address to JAMES
less in operation never fails .”

OSBORNE, Medical Pharmacy, ASHBOURNE ,
BY ROYAL A preparation consisting Price 1s. The highest Surgical Tes DERBYSHIRE, who will forward, free of charge,

of EXTRACT OF BEEF AND timonials can be seen and operations
full particulars (with Testimonials) of the mostLETTERS PATENT successfully performed in all peculiar

VEGETABLES, PENNY successful Remedy ever discovered for this dis .cases, bad nails, & c .,at the Patentee's,
tressing malady,and which is now sent to all

packet of which makes, in who will send the Exterminator
parts of the world . Reference permitted to the

As adopted by
a few minutes, A MOST

direct for 13 stamps.
Rev. J. BAKER, M.A. ,

H.M. Government. DELICIOUS BASIN OF C. Gardner, Chiropodist, Kendal. 80, Bolton Road, Pendleton , Manohester .

SOUP . From all Grocers,

etc., throughout the King
FURNITURE.-NORMAN & WRITE TO-DAY.

STACEY'S SYSTEM commends itself to all Write for this valuable little book .

classes . Deposit not necessary . It combines Fifty Years'Record of Facts, Principles,
them, which is preferred to real economy OR sound commercial prin and Discoveries Relating to the Im

direct dealing . In the event ciples, with strictly private arrangements, COPY provement and Preservation of Human

DESICCATED
without objectionable formalities of Life on Earth . A Series of valuable

ofany difficulty in obtaining dealers and others. Payments can extend over

CURE OF DEAFNESS. A WARM BATH IN TEN MINUTES.

HºYWADOQUINEAS PERMONTU,with
im

Ноу

Extermination of all CORNS &BUNIONS FITS ! FITS !! FITS !!!

EDWARDS' dom, by your ordering on

A

tho

articles, by Dr.Samuel Birley , M.D. ,

it , write direct to the Manu 1, 2, or 8 years. The 60wbolesalo firms embrace POST Ph.D. Now
published, completein book

, the best manufacturers, who bave largo stocks form (48 pages), one copy sent post free

LIMITED , 6, Bishopsgate
for saloction . Intonding purchasers should call by thepublishers, GOBDON MURRAY
personally, or sind_for particulars.-- Offices, 79, FREE. & Co.,Castle Street, Holborn. Sound

Avenue, London , or to 26 , Queen Victoria St. , E.C. , 121 , Pall Mall, 8.W.,and and practical. Write to -day for a copy .

PRIZE MEDAL . Waring Street, Belfast. 9, Liverpool Street, E.C., Carriage Paid .

Samples, with reports, sent

free to any address on
IBALTH Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds .

receipt of 3fd . in stamps.
DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS. "

Keeps good any time, and
EXHIBITION, in any climate. CURED INSTANTLY BY

Sir , -My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness "

In Tins, increases . A man here who has been deaf

Forty years has had his hearing restored by it.
1 lb. , 1s . 3d .; } lb. , 8d .; } lb.,

J. GREEN , Chemist, Christchurch .LONDON , 1884 .
5d . ; one oz. packet, id . 1s. Ifd . per Bottle , Free by Postfor 14 stamps, from

END for MEDIOAL (Government) REPORTS, 18. 13d, of all Ddwin J. Orchard . Chemist, Salisbury .

Chemists . Any Chemist will procure tn order

ORCHARD'SCUREDEAFNESS

TOOTH - A CHE

NERVINE.post free.
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HOMES OF HOPE,

4,6 ,& 6, REGENT SQUARE, GRAY'S INN ROAD ,LONDON,W.C.

The Homes were established for the less degradod class

of Penitent Young Women .

Special efforts are made on behalf of Mothers with their first infants, who

are really the most hopeful class of the fallen , and are generally greatly to

be pitied.

A Home bas been opened for the reception of such young women , before

they become mothers,as are unfitted, from their previousgood character

and position , to mix with others . The applications for admission are pain .

fully urgent .

Funds are greatly needed. WM . HORNIBROOK, Secretary.

Bankers-LONDON & WESTMINSTER, Bloomsbury Brancb , High Holborn ,

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS,

Maintain and benefit 3,500 persons weekly.

CRECHE FOR INFANTS. HOMES FOR

BOYS AND GIRLS. REFUGES FOR

MEN AND WOMEN.

We have already overdrawn our account at the Banken

$ 1,000 £ 1,600 is required to enable us to close the year frse

from debt.

Will any of your Readers kindly send a Contribution ?

An earnest appeal for eighty £5 notes
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHT

has characterised the work of this Institution as “ A periect

network of charitable operations — an immense boon to the

poor."

THE LATE EARL OF SHAFTESBURY, K.G. (the

late President of the Institution ), said : “His Royal Higbreas

has not said & word too much - every word he bas uttered s

well merited by the Institution and those who conduct it .'

The COMMITTEE of the LATYMER ROAD MISSION ear

nestly ask for help from the readers of Word and Work . The

funds are unusually low , and in order to close the present year

free of debt upwards of £ 400 aro wanted .

The expenses of the Mission at this time of the year are very

heavy.

The children are looking forward to their usual Christmas

treat, and the Committee wish to have funds in hand for their

Soup Kitchen and Relief Funds,

Many poor people are already applying for assistance , but

our exchequer is exhausted .

The following are some of the Agencies :

Gospel Meetings , Temperance Meetings, Evening

Shelters for Boys and Girls, Sick Benefit Clubs, Soup

Kitchen, Invalid Children's Dinners, Relief Fund,

Savings Banks, Mothers' Meetings, Infant Nursery,

and many other meetings too numerous to mention.

Left-off Clothing always useful.

Subscriptions, however small , may be sent to

Dr. J. H. GLADSTONE, F.R.S., 17, Pembridge Square, W.;

or to AULAY MACAULAY, Esq. , Hon . Sec .,

Latymer Road Mission, Blechynden Street, Notting Hill, W.

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME.

President:

THE EARL OF ABERDEEN , K.G.

Treasurer :

WILFRID A. BEVAN, Esq., 54, Lombard Street, E.C.

Bankers :

Messrs. BARCLAY, BEVAN, & Co., 54, Lombard Street, E.C.

MESSRS. RANSOM & CO. , 1 , Pall Mall East, w.

SUPPORTED BY YOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS

Contributions thankfully received by the

Treasurer, Bankers, or by PEREGRINE

PLATT, Secretary, Vine Street, Clerkenwe!

Road, E.C.

NINE ELMS MISSION,

Mrs. MEREDITH desires to lay before her friends the following

statements :

That Nine Elms House is no longer large enough for the Industrial Work of

the Prison Mission .

That, by removing the plant to the new premises of the Association, there will be

greater facilities for both the spiritual and temporal work of this great Rescue

Mission .

That the money to be realized by the sale of the Nine Elms property is not nearl

enough to erect the new building required for the accommodation, in separation, of thi

women and girls brought from criminal life to the care of the Sisters of the Nine Elm :

Association .

When all their London Institutions are in one place, the expenses of the whole w

be greatly lessened. Mrs. Meredith esteems it a duty to provide for the carrying on

others of work which hrs been blessed of God, and recognised as a successful agency

rescuing perishing criminals.

She therefore earnestly appeals for help and sympathy in this effort to put her hoc

in order, and to leave a permanent establishment in which the servants of Christ L.

continue the work she has been privilegedto begin.

Money for this Fund will be gratefully received by

MRS. SUSANNA MEREDITH,

143, Clapham Road, S.W.

Cheques crossed " Barclay, Bevan , & Co."
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this meeting with dear Hebrew children exceedingly interest

PAGE ing and refreshing. There is, however, much more to tell of
“ Both Jewsand Gentiles "

By Pearl Fisher....................
Topics - Terse and Timely 815 Palestine Place and I hasten on. In the chapel attached to the807

Behold the Man (Poetry ) .........
Nature and Supernatural 816

808 Nature and Miracle .................. 816 Institution, known as the “ Episcopal Jews' Chapel,” Mr.Notes for Biblo Reading ...... 808 A Test Oase
816 Barraclough has a regular congregation, averaging someRemarkable Prayors ...

808 Delitzsch on the Supernatural 816
Tho Overcoming Gospel

Triumph over Death four hundred and fifty or more, about one-third ofwhom are819
By Dr. H. Binclair Paterson ... 80S Y.W.C.A., Brighton ..................

819 Hebrew Christians. The spirit of this church is thus epito
« They Two"

Strangers' Rest Anniversary 819
By Dr. T.L. Cuyler .............. 811 mised : “ Every Christian ought to be a Christian worker ; ”

TboPlace of Safety Boul-winning and Prayer Ualon 820
811 Rescue Work hence there is real, earnest, individual work in progress.820

Assurance of Success 812
Glasgow Foundry Boys

Mr. Barraclough has founded an “Association of ChristianThe Whole Armour of God
Notices of Books... 821

ByJ. E. Rankin , D.D.
812 Gleanings from Abroad Workers,” which numbers eighty -six members--one-half of

The Lost Closet
Breaking the Charm 822 the communicants - banded together for definite prayer and

ByWm. Aikman , D.D. 812 AncientChristian Tablet 822

Earl Bhaftesbury's Career direct Christian labour. The rules, now lying before me,
813 Medical Missions, Corea ..... 822

Correspondence Lumbermen and Miners 822 might well be introduced into many congregations - probably,

Evangelisation or Conversion 818 On the Suez Canal..... 822
London Soldiers' Home in some form , they are already adopted in the churches818

Mission Home, Paris 822
Christmas Day in St. Giles of various denominations noted for active work.818 823

A Present Prayer ( Pooʻry )
Foreign Mission Notes

818 Forthcoming Meetings 824
Prayer and Effort.

In this union for prayer and effort lies the great secret of

blessing. Hence it is the Saturday evening prayer meeting

is largely attended (chiefly by the working classes), healthy,
BY PEARL FISHER .

and animated. Hence it is the open -air services --just closed

for the season - have beenremarkably encouraging, both inTRAVELLERS on the Great Eastern Railway must be
attendance and results. True, our friends at Palestine Place

Cambridge Heath Station, specially noticeable from the
have an exceptionally good preaching station. Just inside

inscription across the top front in large Hebrew characters,
the big gate there is room for a large congregation ; it ison a

and bearing the simple appellation of Palestine Place. Here
busy thoroughfare, yet on private property, so that no plea of

obstruction can be raised. In these services, as in the prayer
is the beadquarters of the work of the London Jews' Society,

and here I found myself last Thursday evening on fresh
meeting, and the various efforts, Jews and Gentiles co -operate

discoveries in Christian service intent.
realising that in Christ “ there is neither Jew nor Gentile."

To the right on entering is the Operative Jewish Converts'
The Outsiders.

Home, and to the left the Hebrew Missionary College. Thus in the Episcopal Jews' Chapel a good and gratifying

Right in front are the Jewish Schools. To these I am intro work is in progress. But on the minds of pastor and people

ducedby Rev. J. B. Barraclough, the society's chaplain , and heavily weighed the thought : “ Are we reaching the out

am delighted to find a largecompany of Hebrew children ,
siders ? " An external effort was made ; byand by urgent

boys and girls, assembled in the schoolroom .
need was felt for a locale ; the matter was laid before God in

prayer, and soon the answer came. Just outside the entrance

Hebrew Children Confessing Christ. to Palestine Place stood a trimming factory, the principal

It is good to hear these children sing so sweetly, “ Rock of died, his widow wanted to give up the business, and the place,

Ages," and other Gospel hymns, and then to hear the bove being admirably situated , was secured by Mr. Barraclough

repeat freely and unhesitatingly Isa . lix . and part of lx. Mr. andhis people at a rental of £30. It was an old , rickety

Barraclough puts a few questions, such as these : workshop, but at the cost of hard work and some fifty pounds

“ What is the chapter speaking of ? ” it was converted into a cosy reading -room and mission hall ,

“ The sin of Israel.” affording a centre for direct mission effort. The reading-room ,

“ How do we know that ? " suppliedwith books and papers, chiefly gifts, is open each

“ It says, ' Your iniquities have separated between you and week evening, and largely used by working men, who are

thus saved from thetemptation of the streets, and brought

“ What promise is given at the end of the chapter ?” into touch with Christian influence and testimony.

“ A Deliverer : a Redeemer." A Gospel Kaam.

E
“ Has that Deliverer come yet ? " Palestine Place Gospel Mission Room has already been

Yes. " owned by God in no slight degree. It is the kind of place

« Who was He ? " the people will readily enter. Aud they are urged to enter

“ Jesus of Nazareth . " by Christian young men, members of the Bible classes, who

“ How was He received by the Jews ? ” on Sunday evening, after church service, and on Monday

“Rejected and crucified.” evening, post themselves at the doors and at the street

“ What happened to Israel then ? ” corners, and do what they can to “ compel them to come in . ”

“ Jerusalemwasdestroyed , and our people scattered .”
Bible Classes and Factory Girls .

“Are they utterly cast off ? ”
The Bible classes on Sunday, Tuesday, and Wednesday

“ No ; the next chapter says , ' Arise, shine, for, thy Light (young men), Thursday and Friday ( youngwomen ) are well

is come; ' " They shall inherit the land for ever.'”
attended and deeply interesting.

“ When do we look for that restoration ?”
Regular house to house visitation is carried on by a city

“ When Jesus returns in power and great glory. ”
missionary and Bible-woman in connection with the church,

The children, who thus answer, are all of them of the seed
the mothers' meeting being peculiarly encouraging. The

of Abraham - some children of Jewish converts, who, for
surrounding district is also constantly visited from house to

Christ's sake, have suffered the loss of all things, and whose
house by lady workers of the congregation.

hildren are here cared for and trained in thetruths of the Great interest also attaches to the efforts to reach the fac

Gospel. Others are children of destitute Jews, who are
tory girls of the neighbourhood. This is, for the moment,

willing to have them trained , although it is fully under

partly in abeyance through the special Bible-woman having
stood that the grand aim is the conversion of each child.

removed to another sphere of labour. The voluntary workers

orking Church . are doing what they can, but it is hoped that pecuniary help

Having early been taught that the promise, “ They shall from wealthier congregations will enable the special work

promptly to be resumed. However excellently voluntary

your God."'»
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“ Behold the Man.”

AND can Wook upon this suffering Saviour
With eyes of

And not be inelted into deep contrition

For sins I've done ?

Can I upon His face all marred and bleeding

Gaze silent still,

And not one conscious throb of love, or sorrow ,

This dead heart thrill ?

Can I before that crowd of wild accusers

This God -man see ,

And His sublime and wondrous love and patience

Be lost on me ?

Forbid it, Lord ! My coldness and my folly

Do Thou forgive.

And - melted now - in fuller consecration

Help me to live.

Ah ! little knew that throng, who in derision

Proclaimed Him King,

That countless souls redeemed in earth and heaven

His praise should sing.

Nor can we know, till life's short day is ended

And heaven is won,

How much we oweHim , who in deepest anguish

Our sin has borne.

J. C. GOODALE ,

1

helpers may serve, this class of work needs one peculiarly

gifted and wholly devoted to it .

The Children .

The Sunday school, too,is a very special work here. Some

650 children are connected with the school ; the majority of

the teachers have been children in the school, amongst

them both Jew and Gentile, and God has been pleasedto

give marked tokens of blessing. For example, out of a class

of twenty young women, at least sixteen have given satisfac

tory evidence of a saving change — born to God in the schools.

The elder scholars arewell retained (always an important

point), and fromthesecome largely the teachers. In connec

tion there are children's services and a flourishing branch of

the Children's Scripture Union , with some 200 members, who

meet regularly for instruction and counsel,and, it is believed,

read regularly. The Juvenile Sabbath Union has proved

very useful ; it is of great importance in the East End, where,

alas ! the Lord's Day is so sadly ignored and violated .

The Abrahamic Society.

Beside all, and more directly bearing on the Jews, there is

the Abrahamic Society," which for fifty years has been

carried on in connection with the church for visiting, corre

sponding with , and relieving the temporal wants of believing

and inquiring Jews. By this administration many a poor

wearied heart has been comforted, many a sick-bed cheered,

many a faint-hearted struggler after daily bread for himself

and family encouraged and helped forward, while, above all,

some sons and daughters of Abraham anxiously inquirivg

after Divine truth have been assisted in their purpose.

It is exceedingly interesting to find that in addition to

relievingand helping, as indicated, poor Hebrew brethren

and sisters, small pensions are granted to aged Jewish

believers, most of them over seventy years of age, and one,

at the presenttime over ninety, who for longer or shorter

periods have witnessed a good confession before their unbe

lieving brethren, and have thus cut themselves off from

Jewish support in old age.

But even here the principle Jews and Gentiles is acted

uponi or there is also a Benevolent Society for visiting and

lieving sick and destitute poor in the district. A few pairs

of blankets for loan to the sick in the cold weather would be

gladly received . In consequence of the poverty prevailing

in many homes, a soup kitchen is opene l in the winter, while

the Ladies' Needlework Society makes many warm garments

for the shivering poor.

East End to umest.

Thus situated in a poor East End district, and doing the

work of an ordinary Christian mission church, besides

much special Jewish work, this comparatively small and poor

congregation has given, as I find from the lists before me,

nobly and well ; given realpersonaleffort and given oftheir

substance. The London Jews' Society supports the direct

work amongst theJews ; therefore onthat I lay not so much

stress ; but the Abrahamic Society and the general mission

work falls very heavily on the members. Surely there are

many in our wealthier churches who, realising the grand

opportunity there is here for good service, will come forward

to their help in this aggressive evangelistic and mission enter

prise. All communications should be made to Rev. J. B.

Barraclough, 46, King Edward Road, South Hackney, E.

Reality bersus Unreality.

I know not I can find a better close to my brief sketch,

and give a better illustration of the clear Gospel teaching

maintained in Palestine Place, than by quoting the striking

appeal in which the ministerconcludes bis report:- The inert

ness and indifference of some of you who profess and call your

selves Christians is most painful to me. Oh, I would ask such

of you , Is your religion vital ? Is your hope of heaven true ?

Is your conversion real ? Is your soul safe ? Oh, what a

curse is unreality !

I would remind you , in all loving earnestness, as

who yearns for your salvation, that everything that relates

to your everlasting future is solemnly real ! God is real

in His threatenings. The Saviour is real in His in

vitations. The Bible is real in its revelations. Death is

real . Heaven is real . Hell is real. Soon - oh ! how soon ?

--before you hear my voice or read my words again, it may

be, you will be summoned to exchange the dreams and

shadows and falsehoods of time for the stern , dread, change

less realities of eternity !

.

.

•

.

Notes for Bible Reading.

The Holy Spirit.

PERS The Spirit saith Acts viii. 29 ;

1 Tim . iv. I.

2. The Spirit sends Acts X. 19-20

3. He" the Spirit John xvi, 13 .

4. He shall teach
John xiv , 16 .

5. The Spirit Himself Rom . viii. 16 :

(R.V.)

6. The Spirit gave utterance
Acts ü . 4

DIVINITY.

1. Equal with the Father Mat. xxviii, 19

2. Sent down from Heaven 1 Pet. i. 12 .

2. Sent forth from God Gal. iv, 6 .

4. Gives power for service Acts i. 8.

Titles and symbols of the Holy Spirit

His Names.

1. Paraclete John xiv . *

(R.V.marg.)

2. Holy Spirit Luke xi . 13.

3. Spirit of Truth John xiv. 17.

4. Spirit of Proprise Eph. i. 13.

5. Spirit of the Lord Isa , xi. 12.

Symbols.

1. Water Isa . xliv.3.

2. River John vii. 39.

3. Fire Acts ii. 3 ;

.

.

. .

0 1 .

one

Mat. üi, il

4. Wind Acts ii , 2 .

5. Dove Mat. iii . 16 .

A. G. M. AND T. B. H.

•

The Power of Faith.

EATH is another dreaded foe ; but faith beholds

D He

destroy him that had the power of death , that is , the

devil ; and deliver them who through fear of death

were all their lifetime subject to bondage " (Heb . ii

14 , 15) . Faith knows that the risen Jesus holds the

keys of death (Rev. i . 18) , and that never are iti

dark doors unlocked , except by the will of our Lord

who stands by the one He is bidding into His presence,

the shining of His person making the only shadow

that falls upon the path of the departing pilgrim .
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The Overcoming Gospel.*

blessedness and light of pardon and love, we will

find it the power of God unto ' salvation to every one

Words Spoken to Workers . that believeth ,

BY DR . H. SINCLAIR PATERSON .
Then, I ask, what is the motive needful to make the

CONFESS, while hearing of your practical and Christian worker constant and courageous in service ?

personal work in this place, I envied the There may be different motives, some of them , doubt

workers their nightly privilege, but the temptation to less, praiseworthy, if not sufficient.

envy was resisted by recollection of the words, He In certain cases it is duty, and to many such a

appointed to every man his work, and commanded motive is of real service. We have had in the news

the porter to watch. Thus am I reminded we have papers lately a splendid example of loyal devotion to

each of us our separate work to do , wherein we are duty in the case of a captain of one of our large

expected to be faithful. We have not always the Atlantic steamers, who kept to his post on the bridge

choosing of our own task . I have had my own wishes for forty- eight hours, though almost frozen to death,

crossed twice . I began the study of medicine, with while his vessel was battling with storm and sea.

the hope of entering upon medical work in the great He left the bridge only to be taken to his bed and die

mission field, China. Yet when the time arrived of pneumonia within a few hours . He was dutiful

for carrying out my purpose I was compelled to to death. In our great work are we prepared to be so

remain in this country. In the year following Dr. dutiful ? We have not so laboured, and we are not

Somerville's visit to India I was invited by the often called upon to endure untodeath. There are

Anglo-Indian Association to spend a few months in manywho work from a sense of duty, whose hands

that vast empire, preaching the Gospel in its large soon hang down, and whose knees become feeble.

cities and towns. This I would have gladly done, Why ? Because, although duty is a right motive, it is

but the office -bearers of the church to which I minis not a sufficient one, andwill not carry us all the way.

tered did not think my absence for a long time Then some say their motive is love to souls

at that period would be wise, and I was again com That is a grand motive. I have known men con

pelled to abandon my intention . If I have not gone sumed, as it were, with a passion for souls, and a

to the heathen , it has been from no unwillingness on desire for bringing sinners into fellowship with the

my part to go Lord Jesus Christ. But this love may be repulsed,

I do not know anything more interesting and more often is repulsed , and then it grows cold . Then, too,

helpful to one's spiritual life than to be engaged in a we meet with some unpleasantspecimens of humanity,

hand to hand daily fight with sin , such as you and the love fails. Love to souls is a good and

are engaged in here. I know of nothing more cal- valuable motive, but it cannot overcome all obstacles,

culated to strengthen faith and deepen love to God and is sometimes itself overcome .

than doing this kind of work. Ihave had experience Then others find pleasure in their work . That is

of it, and I know well how good it is to be engaged a good motive and very stimulating in some ways.

directly in leading souls to the Saviour. As a matter So long as we find pleasure in our service we are brave

of fact, I believe you are getting far more good than and bold . But sometimes we have no joy ; it departs

you are doing. You are not only saving yourselves through ill -health, or somediscouragement, andthen

from unnumbered temptations, but you are also we are powerless. This is, no doubt, an efficient

securing direct personal blessing in working for God. motive, but it does not always abide.

Now, I have been asking myself, What is the There is only one motive I know of that is constant

special need of a Christian worker ? To me it seems and sufficient, one which never can be deadened or

summed up in faith. And by this I do not mean a weakened so long as it is really present . So long as

mere technical expression ; but real vital faith. we appreciate it , and hold to it, it is overmastering.

Faith in God ; faith in Christ ; for “ ye believe in It is the one which the Apostle Paul puts before us in

God believe also in Me ; " faith in the Holy Ghost; his letter to the Corinthians when he says,
" The love

and faith in the Gospel we preach. I fear we do not of Christ constraineth us , because we thus judge, that

believe half enough in that Gospel. Men lose their if One died for all , then all died ; and that He died for

faith in it , and seek after new methodsand doctrines , all , that they which live should not henceforth live

preaching other gospels which are not another. unto themselves , but unto Him which died for them ,

Paul said, “ I am not ashamed of the Gospel of and rose again ." This personal, practical , persistent,

Christ, for it is the power of God unto salvation to love to Christ is the only abiding and sufficient motive

every one that believeth . ” The whole power of God which can make us persevere amid all hardships and

is there to the complete and utter healing of every disappointments, and which is strong enough in with

man who receives it. But do we verily believe this? standing all difficulties and discouragements. It is

Do we indeed believe the Gospel received can change by getting back to the Cross, and there looking on the

the worse character to be found in Ratcliff Highway ; love of the Father in giving , and the love of the Son

that the vilest and most abandoned may be saved by in dying for us that we become truly strong for service.

this Gospel ? We know there is the power of God in Knowing that “ He loved me, and gave Himself for

it ; but do we go with this Gospel, and speak this me," I become brave and bold to do His will at all

Gospel in entire confidence in its power to make times and at all hazards. I know of no motive equal

a radical change ? Do we of truth believe this to this. It is infinite, because based on the love of

message from God can arrest and turn the vilest and God and the love of Jesus, even upon infinite love .

worst ? Did we so preach, as men and women who When that love of God is shed abroad in our hearts

so believe, we would find our faith rewarded beyond by the Holy Ghost we become fit agents of our blessed

even our most sanguine hopes. I believe in prayer,
Master.

heartily and wholly, but I believe in the Gospel no This motive will strengthen and stimulate us . This

less. It is in presenting the Gospel thus , as the motive will help the sailors, of whose difficulties we

means whereby God is pleased to bring souls to the have heard, in confessing Christ on board ship. I

* Delivered & t the Strangers' Rest last week
know something of sailors. I remember well one
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1

matewho, when within a yearof his captaincy, sought Certainties versus Uncertainties."

my advice as to abandoning his profession and enter

ing the ministry. My advice was, “ No, go on to your
BY HENRY GROVES.

captaincy ; yourministry is on board your ship ; you ERTAINTIES stir up strife, and it is this that a

may serve God there."

We must remember, in dealing with sailors , that was a day when the lovers of truth had to gird on the sword,

they have need to be stimulated and encouraged , for this is the day. Let us ponder these words of our Lord: “ I

they have a hard task to perform in professing to be
am come to send fire on the earth , and what will I if it be

already kindled ? ... Suppose ye that I am cometo give peace

on the Lord's side. It is very easy for us to make
on the earth ? I tell you, Nay, but rather division." Christ

profession. The world has, alas ! learned to take
has brought to light eternal certainties and everlasting veri

such a profession lightly, and does not appear to ties ; He has given them to us, and our privilege is, in regard

expect much more of usthan others . Far otherwise
to the revealed truth of God , to use the apostle John's oft

is it on board ship. The sailor who professes Christ repeated word , “ we know . " In all wherein God has spoken

is closely watched, and, unless he is honest and it is incumbent on us not to be ignorant ; and if we are

thoroughgoing, his profession is likely to be laughed ignorant we shall yet be held responsible at the judgment-seat

For the Young

of Christ.
out of him.

The words in Isa. xxix. might well exercise the con

I remember, I mention it by way of illustration
science of the professing Church in the present day-“The

I was asked soon after I came to London to address a
vision of all is become unto you as the words ofa book that is

large Scotch regiment, stationed in Chelsea Barracks. sealed, which men deliver to one that is learned, saying, Real

It was early on a Sunday morning, and after the this , I pray theo ; and he saith, I cannot, for it is sealed ; and

address it was arranged we should partake of the Lord's the book is delivered to him that is not learned, saying, Read

Supper with the Christian soldiers. I preached from
this, I pray thee ; and he saith, I am not learned." To the

the text , “ God so loved the world , that He
learned all is sealed , or, as they would now say," all is

Hisgave
uncertain." But let not the unlearned say, “ I cannot read

only begotten Son , that whosoever believeth on Him
it, ” for it is to the babes that God unfolds the mysteriesof His

should not perish, but have everlasting life." When truth . Letus deeply ponder our Lord's solemn Fords

I speak on such occasionsI like topreach the Gospel, in Matt. xi . 25, 26.

and I take texts which will compel the preaching of

the Gospel . After the addressI asked those who

intended joining us at the communion to come forward

while a psalm was being sung. No one moved . I Trust, then Love.

thought they had misunderstood me, and said we
would sing another verse while those whowishedto INabeautiful New Englandvillagea boy, about ten years

old, lay very sick, drawing nearto death, and very sad.

join us came forward . Still no one stirred , and,
Hewas joint-heir, with an only brother, to a great estate,

although I gave yet another opportunity, no one rose. and the inheritance was just about coming into bis possess

The truth was not one dared to say, in theface of his sion ; but it was not the loss of this that made him sad. He

comrades, he was a Christian. Now , as it is with was dying, and his heart longed for a treasure worth more to

soldiers, so with sailors. He who professes Christ

him than all gold.

must be prepared to be an out and out Christian. But

One day I came into his room. I sat down by him , took

from this very fact, they become, many of them, better

his hand, and, looking into his face, asked him what made

him so sad .

Christians than the most of us . This very watchful
“ Uncle," said he, “ I want to love God. Won't you

ness on the part of others sets them on their mettle . I me how to love God ? "

am not at all sure it would not be better for us were we I cannot describe the piteous tones in which he said these

conscious of more watchfulness
amongst the worldly words, and the look of trouble which he gaveme. I said to

with whom we meet ; we would , at all events, be him , " My boy, you must trust God first,and then you will

forced to be outright. There would be little room for

love Him withouttrying at all .”

false professions were wecompelled to make our walk

With a surprised look heexclaimed, “What did you say ?"

in all respects square with our profession. God help how hislarge eyes opened on meand his cheek Alushed as he
I repeated the exact words again ; and I shall never forget

u8 so to do .
slowly said, “ Well, I never knew that before. I alware

Sailors whose conduct is daily observed by their thought that I must love God first before I had any right to

ungodly messmates have to think twice before com trust Him ."

mitting themselves, but when they have really decided “ No,mydear boy," I answered ; “God wants us to trust

they are likely to become much more decided and
Him. That is what Jesus always asks us todo first of all.

definite in their faith than landsmen. This fact,
and He knows that as soon as we trust Him we shall begi

which presents an initial difficulty, becomes ultimately in Him first ofall.”

to love Him . That is the way to love God — to put your tiust

a great encouragement , for it is an assurance of their
Then I spoke to him of the Lord Jesus, and how God sent

steadfastness when they are once persuaded to take Him that we might believe in Him, and how, all through

the decisive step . His life, He tried to win the trust of men ; how grieved He

was when men would not believe in Him, and how evert

one who believed came to love without trying to lore

at all .

Bickersteth Memorial Hall. — The Bishopof Exeter last He drank in all the truth ; and simply saying, " I w

evening opened the Bickersteth Memorial Hall, Christ Church trust Jesus now, " without an effort put his young soul in

Road, Hampstead, a commodious edifice built and named in Christ's hands that very hour. And so he came into the

commemoration of his thirty years oflabour in the neighbour peace of God which passeth understanding, and lived in :

hood. The hall , which was tastefully decorated with palms
calmly and sweetly to the end .

and flowers, proved scarcely spacious enough to accommodate

the large gathering the occasion brought together . The Rev.

G. F. Head, the Bishop's successor at Christ Church , presided.

The Bishop, in addressing the meeting, acknowledgedthe kind
Rev. Dr. A. A. Hodge, a well-known evangelical divise

welcome accorded him, and recalled the manypersonal and inAmerica, died somewhat suddenly at the age of sixty-fou

other memories — some gay and some sad, yet all tender, and
on November 11th at his home in Princeton , U.S.A.

good to linger upon -- that for him clung around the name of

Christ Church, Hampstead, * This striking extract is from The Battlefield of Faith ; a Warning inte
the Times, just issued by W. Horner & Son, ld ,
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widowed heart. What sorrow like unto that sorrow ? “ You

think that you know what bereavement means," said a brave

Christian woman to me, “ when you buried your children ;

but you never can know it in its bitterness until you are

compelled to bury one-half of yourself .” Then comes an utter

loneliness which canonly be comforted bythatcompassionate

“ Lover, who sticketh closer than a brother ." Our blessed

Lord had no wife during His love-pilgrimage on earth ; but

He has been the cheering, sustaining, grace-giving Husband

to tens of thousands of lonely, bereaved hearts in their silent

widowhood .

This suggests the most sweet and sublime of all partner

ships. Human salvation, in its essence, is the spiritual union

of a weak, guilty, sinfulsoul to a Divine Saviour. In this

enduring partnership the One supplies what the other most

needs. There must be a sinner in order that He could be

come a Saviour ; and everything that God requires for the

sinner to become the final saiot in glory Christ the crucified

supplieth. Pardon, peace, strength, holiness, all flow from

that union when “they two” come together in living fellow

ship. “ I in them, and Thou in Me , that they may be made

perfectinone,” is our dear Master's precious promise. Be

cause He lives, we shall live also.

The supreme joy of every believer is in oneness with Jesus.

This hope brightens our pathway as wemove - like the pro

phets Elijah and Elisha - towards the Jordan. “ They two "

went over together ; and no child of God ever dies alone. The

unseen Jesus walksbeside the departing spirit , and opens

the gate into the Father's house ; they two enter into the

undimmed and ineffable glory .

And when I'm to die ,

“Receive me," I'll cry,

For Jesus has loved me , I cannot tell why ;

But this I do find,

We two are so joined,

He'll not be in glory, and leave me behind.

IN

The Place of Safety.

N a large hotel, in the northern part of Arkansas, a party

They Two."

BY THEODORE L. CUYLER, D.D.

OD'S Word describes several remarkable partnerships.

the other, as they are linked for ever in their unity oflove, and

life, and labours. Such were Moses, the great lawgiver, and

Aaron, his brother ; such were the two passionate lovers,

Davidand Jonathan; such were Elijah , the rough, rugged

son of the desert, and Elisha, the husbandman of fields and

flocks. The unity in these cases arose partly from the sharp

contrast of character. Elijah was a stalwart iconoclast ; Elisha

was the healer and restorer ; yet “ they two” were knit

together in such loving fellowship that they refused to be

separated until the one was caughtup in a fiery whirlwind to

heaven, and the other received his descendingmantle.

In the subsequent history of God's Church appear several

striking partnerships, where unity was increased by a diver

sity of character and gifts — the one supplying what the other

lacked. Our readers will at once recall Luther ,the tremendous

propelling engine of the Reformation, and gentle, scholarly

Melancthon, who sometimes shut down "the brakes ” of

prudence on the overheated wheels. “ They two ” were the

stronger, each for the other. The superb structure of

Methodism was reared by the twain Wesleys , John and

Charles ; the one was system , and the other was song ; the one

built to the other's music. In our day God has ordained a

sort of Siamese twinity for spiritual labours, in Moody, the

eloquent preacher,and Sankey, the sweet singer ofthe same

glorious Gospel. Two are better than one, is a Bible pas

sage that often occurs to us when we listen to these Davidand

Jonathan of evangelism . They strengthen each other's

hands in the Lord. Christ Jesus sent out His first apostles

in pairs. If one should fall, the other could lift up his fellow ;

but woe to himthat is alone when he falleth, and hath not

another to lift him up.

The human race began with a partnership, and has been

perpetuated ever since by the same linking of hearts and

lives. God saw that it was not good for man to be alone.

Itwas an afterthought of the devil and the Pope to enjoin

celibacy. That is the happy and the heaven -made marriage

when they two" aresothoroughly welded for life's purest

purposes andhighest, holiest aims, that they are a complete

unit. I stand for old -fashioned through and through love

matches, even though the only outfit be a pewter spoon and a

wooden trencher. They two will climb the hard hill all the

easier for each other'sloving lift up the steep places. Wise

wedlock has saved millionsof young men fromthe syrens of

sensuality. " Please yourselves and please God , and you will

be sure to please me, was old Philip Henry's happy answer

to the young man who sued for his daughter's hand. Real

unity in marriage is promoted by diversities in character, but

not by diversities in affectionsand aims. The one should

supply what the other lacks. A husband and wife may be

too entirely alike to be either happy or successful. If the one

overcrowds the steam , the other should be dexterous in shut

ting down the brakes. But if both areall steam , or all brakes,

then woeto the domestic train ! The secret of happiness in

wedlock is a diversity of characters combined in perfect unity

of love, and in lofty purpose to serve each otherand to serve

God . Without these marriage is only a deadlock .

Oh, how much the spiritual welfare of every family depends

upon oneness of aim , taste, purposes, prayers, and aspirations

on the side of the parents! When " they two” keep step

on the straight road, they are very apt to draw their children

upward with them . How can the two walk together except

they be agreed on the main points ? The discomfort,discords,

and defeats of too many a household grow out of the sad

fact that one parent is pulling an oar heavenward and the

other pulls earthward, and the revolving boat makes no

headway . It is not easy to fly towards the skies with one

wing broken . How often have we seen a poor, struggling,

God -fearing wife doing her utmostto bring her children up

(in the best sense of that short word), and yet she had to con

tend with the constant downward pull of a godless, Sabbath

breaking, and unsympathizing husband ! All the more

honour to her, if, with her Master's help, there be strength

enough in the singlewing to lift the household heavenward.

That word “ single ” touches a tender chord in many a

were watchingthe sky,the peculiar appearance of which

gave warning a terrible cyclone was approaching.

The party consisted of the landlady, her daughter, a lady

boarder, and a queer old woman and her son. The two latter

travelled overthe country, stopping at any hotel where they

could get employment; the boy working in the dining -room

and his mother in the kitchen .

Soon there was heard a rumbling noise. The old woman

began to walk the floor and pray. But even in this hour of

danger the three ladies laughed boisterously, and began to

ridicule the poor woman .

“ Just listen at crazy Ann praying," said one. “She'll

keep us all safe,” said another. But soon their revelry, was

hushed . The bricks began falling around them, and the

terror-stricken ones knew not where to fly from the peril.

There was alow office near the main building, into which

the woman and her son seemed impelled by an unseen power

to go. For some reason, perhaps because being low , it was

sheltered from the force of the storm , it was safe, and its

inmates escaped unhurt. But the larger house lay a mass of

ruins, with three corpses beneath the rubbish.

And yet many people will say it just happened so , and

that the prayer of the half-witted old woman was of no

avail.

But God's children have His word for it that :

“ Thou shalt not be afraid for the terror by night ; nor for

thearrow that flieth by day ; nor for the pestilence that

walketh in darkness ; nor for the destruction that wasteth at

noonday.

“ A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy

right hand ; but it shall notcome nigh thee.

" For He shall give His angels charge over thee to keep

thee in all thy ways."

EINNAN J. AER.

Nine Elms House.We would call the special attention of

our friends to Mrs. Meredith's announcement on page iv :

Greater accommodation is required because of increased

work . None surely would wish to limit the circle of usefulness

of such an effort for criminal women and girls. It is a work

which commends itself to all.
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Assurance of Success.

had just heard, added : “ I ought to preach in that way but

I do not like to ." Was he a dumb dog that would not

bark ?
THE Christian should enter into his work with absolute

There willbe conversions, there will be revivals, if Got's

ministers will use the sword of the Spirit. A minister, onpurposed that He will accomplish. It is a grand thing to
possess positive faith. “ For he that wavereth is like a examination, recently gave as the difference between inspired

wave of the sea driven with the wind and tossed. For let and uninspired truth, that the former had been gathered into

the Bible, and the latter had not been so gathered. And so
not that man think that he shall receive anything of the

Lord. A double -minded man is unstable in all his ways." our modern prophets are adding to the things,which ar

Doubt, hesitation , unbelief, are mortal enemies of the Chris only less inspired than the Bible, because they have never

tian ; let us ,therefore, determine, “ I will never doubtagain.” been gathered into it. My speculation, another man's spar
lation - did it ever save a soul ? Did it ever help a sul

Why should we not positively trust in God's perpetual pre

Did it ever remove that carnal mind which is enmity against

sence and guidance, when He says, “ I will never leave thee

nor forsake thee " ? God ? Did it ever give the mind of Christ ? In taking the

Christ has promised, or rather asserted,

His continual presence with us in themost debated, contra
whole armour of God, let us not forget the sword of te

dicted , and doubtful of matters. “ I am with you alway, even Spirit, which is the Word of God !- Advance.

unto theendof the world .” Whenwe evangelize , we are assured

that Christ is with us, He is with us as we teach. God does The Lost Closet.

not promise us guidance merely, but He goes before us as
BY REV. WILLIAM AIKMAN, D.D.

as our personal Guide. “ For as many as are led by the Spirit

ofGod,they are thesonsof God.” Whydo we go notfor- | INthedaysgoneby there was a place and atimevery ful
of blessedness. You can remember the little rochu

ward in firm confidence, with unwaveringassurance, when the whose door you locked while you gathered its stillness aux!

Spirit of Truth guides us ? When Christ is our Leader, why

calm around you. You rememberthe chair before which you
are we astonished when we meet with indications of His

knelt. What scenes of glory and of blessedness in your 800.
care over us ? God is with us, let us rely on His government.

life were witnessed there ! You remember that first time
David slew the armed Philistine, because he trusted that

when in the depth of your despair you sank down and sobted
God protected, and ruled, and conquered by one who would

out your confession of sinfulness and helplessness, and whan,honour Him by faith .

you hardly knew how, you looked to Jesus as your Saviour.
However, we may not only be assured that God is our King | Then there came to you, like the blush of morning, the

and Guide, but that He leads us toperform works, every one dawning of hope in your heart, the burden uplifting itself
,of which has been prepared from all eternity. What does it

and a strange joy coming in that you never knew before.

matter, whether we arepleasing other Christians or not,
Your prayer was turned to thanks and praises. The room

when we know , “ We are His workmanship, created in Christ
became from that hour very attractive. From gay come.

Jesus unto good works which God hath ordained nies where smiles and laughter about you

that all our future is already kuown unto God. We must good to draw near to God. It was a sanctuary, very calm and

succeed in doing God's will . The Almighty already knows, peaceful.

and has known from the first, every step of our journey You remember that day when a great joy came to you, and

through life. He has prepared it all, and He knows how we
you knelt there and took the joy to God while you praised

will act at every juncture and temptation, because HeHim Him for it . You remember that day when your first real

self has planned and determined the manner in which we
grief swept over you , and in your tears and through yourshall act. We talk about being instruments in thehands of
sobs you said , “Thou knowest all, help me." The great

God. Why, then , are we soanxious and troubled ? Do in
shadow was over you , and the night and storm were around

struments plan, and worry , and torture themselves ? Are
you , but there in that room youseemed to hear a voice whichinstruments always taking thought for the morrow ? Let us

you recognised, saying, “ It is I.” It grew into a habit with
putour heart's trust in God. “God loves me, has chosen me,

guides, controls, supplies me.”
you to go thither, and the hour that you had selected seemed

Our future is all known to
to have a low call that you gladly answered, and you went in

God ; trust in Him at all times, pour out your heart before - it was to meet some one there. If at

any time youHim , God is a refuge for us.

the visit to the place of prayer, there was something wanting
GEO, G. MACMILLAN.

Manse of Cabrach , Rhynie, Aberdeenshire.

All this was long ago. Of late it has notbeen so with you

You do not much miss the closet now. You can go through

all the day and feel no special vacancy in your heart, except
The Whole Armour of God. at times when there comes a sudden and sharp pang

By J. E. RANKIN, D.D.
makes you almost cry outfor what is lost. Butthat is only

THE

THE whole armour of God includes the sword of the for a moment, the rush and the hurrying thoughts bear you

Spirit, which is the Word of God. There is Dwight on and away. You can go through the whole day and many

L. Moody, who, every time he appears before an assembly, days without any real prayer. You say your prayers

is stoutly armed with this single weapon , and thousands and morning, you saythem hurriedly, but there is no bour

fall before him . The breastplate of righteousness, the and no place that now grows sweet and solemn in its sweet

shield of faith, the helmet of salvation , are admirable ness, because you find it good to draw near to God . The

defensive provisions ; but they never slew one of the King's closed door and the silence do not now bring hallow '

enemies.
thoughts. The closet has gone. Perhaps the room is ther:

It is sometimes said in these days that the writings of but the prayers are away. The joys, the gentle comfort of

Isaiah are no more inspired than the words of many a those earlier days, the radiant' openings of the Bible
, the

modern prophet. Here is a test. That which the Holy vistas sometimes narrowing in the distance toward the

Spirit employs as His sword is God's Word come from God. heavenly city where the home eternal is, the hopes, the

Take the speculative theology of to-day - does the Holy undefined yet pervading satisfaction and quiet rest — you can

Spirit ever use it ? Do revivals ever attend on the preaching onlysay of them :

of it ? Who ever was converted by disquisitions on the “ Blossoms of peace once in my pathway springing,

Destiny of Idiots ? On Preaching to the Spirits in Prison ?
Where is your beauty and your fragrance gone ?"

I have lately heard of a young minister who, after listening Perhaps you can remember , you canif you try – when the

to an address on the work of the Holy Spirit in regenera closet began to lose all that made it your meeting place with

tion, said : “ If that is the truth, I am all wrong ; of God. You recall the growing reluctance to linger there
, the

another minister, now a theological professor, who, to explain effort which seemed necessary inmaking the moments go br
,

his absence from his people, said : “ My people are getting the more hurried prayers, Perhaps, were you willing to

up arevival, and I thought it time for me to make my exit think of them, you could recall the reasons for all this as

till things were quiet again." Was he all right ? Another the causes, the subtle influences which came in and made this

minister, as he thanked a brother for his sermon , which he change in a place which once was so radiant and so dear.

miaset

all day.

night

1

!
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Earl Shaftesbury's Career.
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energies ; to relax no effort incarrying onthe work they have

undertaken . Ay , the Bible will do its work in another way. It

will counsel those who take a dark politicalview of the present

N our last issue we gave a few telling extracts

times to look to God for protection against the evils which may

be coming upon us. The Word of God will prove itself to be the

from the memoir just issued of this great Chris chief defence of nations , the chief assurer of internal peace , the

tian philanthropist, reserving for this week some great bulwark against external danger from abroad .

illustrations of his unwearying labours, and intensely

practical and personal interest, in various forms of
" Our strength lies in that old , effete Book -- that Book so full

Christian service.
of old wives' fables'- that Book which they say is so unsuited

to the present generation—that Book which is not equal to the

The ragged children always seemed to lie most present intelligence of man. Ay, that old Book, That shall be

closely to the Earl's heart ; and to see him at his
the source of our safety , and of our greatness . Amid all the

conflicts of the nations that are coming upon the earth , that

best one must have seen him at George Yard, One Book shall be our life , our light, our security, our joy , our

Tun, Field Lane, or other humble school, mingling pillar of cloud by day, our pillar of fire by night, our guide

freely and affectionately amongst the little ones. Of through all our perils ; and it will be found in that great day

his first introduction to the work we read : that none but those who are engaged in this work, none but

those who have the Bible in their hands and in their hearts , will

“ Having taken the matter in hand,he at once proceeded to get be able to meet the great conflict, and stand in their lot at the

a firm grip of it by seeing for himself everything that was to be end of the days.”

seen in connection withthe work, and hearing for himself all

th : was to be heard. He went into the vilest rookeries , and

beca na acquainted with the most ignorant and depraved ; he
His warm friendship for Mr.Spurgeon is repeatedly

visiteul na few Ragged schools that were in existence at that referred to in the memoir : the following may be taken

time, and inspired hope and courage in the teachers by his as a typical entry in his Diary :

presence ; . took his place in the school beside them , and

spoke kindly words to the wondering listeners. A strange sight
" At eleven o'clock yesterday went to Spurgeon's Tabernacle, to

was a Ragged school audience in those days. There were tobe go with him over all his various institutions, School , College ,

seen the cunning expression of the cadger ; the sharp, acute Almshouse , Orphanage. All sound, good, true, Christianlike.

face of the street minstrel ; the costermonger out of work; the He is a wonderful man , full of zeal, affection , faith, abounding

croppedhead of the felon who had just left gaol; the pallid and in reputation and authority, and yet perfectly humble, with the
thinly clad woman, weakened by long.continued sickness and openness and simplicity of a child.

penury ; the spare form of him who, once in affluence, had “ Drove to Norwood to see my friend Spurgeon. He is well,

wasted his substance in riotous living.' And among this thank God, and admirably lodged. His place is lovely. His

motley assembly Lord Ashley would sit with his calm eyes wife's health , too , is improved by change of residence . Pleasant

gazing sorrowfully upon them , and his pleasant voice trying to and encouraging to visit such men and find them still full of

utter words of hope.' perseverance, faith, and joy in the service of our blessed

Lord ,"

There could scarce be found a stronger proof of his

love for the children than the fact that after his

For the Y.M.C.A. Lord Shaftesbury entertained an
death the following letter, endorsed in his own hand ,

almost parental affection . Thus he would refer to

“ Very precious to me," was found in his private it :

desk ;
“ I have always looked upon this Association, and all

PORT ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA, October 8th , '49 . kindred associations in all parts of the United Kingdom and in

Most NOBLE LORD, -IArived at port Adelade on the 25th America, as grand cities of refuge from the commercial life ,

March after a very plesant passage and am now in a verycom individually and collectively , of the several nations-places

fortable situtation and with very pious people. I like Australia where young men , coming from a distance , and removed from

very well but the Weather is so very hot in the summer it is all parental influence, and all the influence of domestic life ,

now 6 mounths since I arived here and have need to thank you may find shelter , and where they may learn the way of salvation ,

foryour kindness in sendingme out. I think with persevience and obtain courage and confidence to walk in it . "

I shall do much Better here than in England. I do not think

I shall ever forget the good Advice i recived at palace yard

Ragged School and senserily thank them all for there kind.
Three striking gleanings from his diary show how

Please to except the poor thanks of your obliged and thankful
his keen sight looked to the root of matters :

servant
“ I know what constituted an evangelicalin former times ; I

CAROLINE WALKER.
hare no clear notion what constitutes one now ."

A whole flood of light is thrown, by the following “ I want to pin every discussion down to the one thing

striking extract from his diary , on his attitude towards

needful — the one perfect and sufficient sacrifice."

" The verifying faculty is simply a clumsy makeshift to get

and attachment to the work : rid of the Holy Spirit.

“ Went to chair of mothers' meeting in Westminster ; a won
“ Practically, and in the eyes of God , there is no real differ

derful, really a wonderful - call it , in the language of theology,
ence between denying and ignoring Him. "

& miraculous - spectacle. It wasa sight to bless God for, such

a mighty reformation of drunken , idle , profligate, dirty, and

cruelparents. As usual, none of the clergy there . A work of The last paragraph we will quote shows the Earl

this kind, andof this high and spiritual character, effected by of Shaftesbury in his old haunts and amongst his old

an unordained person, a humble layman, who, without the friends. We give it because it beautifully and simply

intervention of abishop, or acollege education, had nothing but

the grace of God and the Holy Scriptures, is too powerful , too illustrates his personal faith in a personal Christ :

convincing, too irresistible. It overwhelms Apostolical Suc. “ Mr. George Holland writes : - I shall never forget his

cession ' by an avalanche of practical truth . " last visit ; he went the round of the rooms, interested

in the poor cbildren and people as much as ever, speak

His attachmentto the Bible Society is wellknown . ing , tenderly and sympathisingly to sorrowing ones, and

To him there was but one way out ofall difficulties, telling them of Jesus, " an unchanging Friend,an
Then he said , “ I don't think

the spread of the Word of God. This, in one of his I shall ever see you in the flesh again in this place. I am

many speeches, he thus maintained : ill, and at my time of life I cannot expect to be long here. "

“ The Bible, God's holy Word, will do its own work, and , Pulling his coat sleeve tightly over his arm , he said , “ Look

therefore, it is that I urge the Bible Society to put forth its besu how I have fallen away. If I should be laid quite aside, if I

send to you , you will come to me? " I replied, “ I will come

The Life and Work of the Sea Earl of Shaftesbury, at any hour whenever you may send for me. Then he said,

K.G. By Edwin Hodder. ( Three volumes.) London : Caseeli " What a comfort it is to know Christ as a personal Saviour ! '

& Co. (Limited). ond, after a pause , he added, “ my Saviour." ! "

ness .

ever.

. .
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THE RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY, I LONDON BIBLE & BOOK SALOON,

BOOKS FOR EVÆRYBODY. – Please write to the Secretaries for 14, PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON, E.C.

the Society's ILLUSTRATED LIST of BOOR8 for PRESENTATION ,

and the selected and Descriptive LIST of BOOKS.

89. handsome cloth, gilt , or 255. in morocco .

New Publications, Almanacs, &C. , Season 1886-7.

AUSTRALIA
N PICTURES. Drawn with Pen

MR.ALFREDHOLNESS ispleasedtoannouncethathehas now on sale

& Choice Selection of Cards and Beautifully Executed Hand Painted

and Pencil . By HOWARD WILLOUGHBY, of “ The Mel Designs for the present season . A beautifulassortment of " Christmas

bourne Argus.” With a large Map and Illustrations from

and New Year " and " Scripture Designs " now on view , including the

Photographs and Sketches, engraved by E. WHYMPER and

“ PENIEL " and " MILDMAY " 'Series, and New Designs by Bertha Maguire,

others . Imperial 8vo.

E. SI. B. Holland, Miss Schlienz, and mauy others. An early inspection

of his verg varied stock in the above Baloon is respectfully invited.
“ A handsomevolume,of which plates and letterpress combine to fur *** A Special Selection of Framed Texts and Head -Painted De- igos. Also

nish a wonderfully goou idea of the island continent." - The Graphic .

New Books suitable for Prizes and Gifts. Discount allowed off Bibles,

THE LEISURE HOUR . Annual Volume for

Books, and Cards . The Trade supplied on Liberal Terms.

1886. Contains 860 pages of interesting reading, with a

Coloured Frontispiece and numerous

JUST PUBLISHED , a New Book , by the author of "The NarrJw Polbas

Illustrations by
to the Golden Gate ," entitled

Eminent Artists . It forms a handsome Illustrated Book for THE GIFT AND THE GIYER.

a Present. Price 7s . cloth ; 88. 6d. gilt edges ; 10s . 6d . half

calf.

Cloth , ls. ; gilt edges, ls. 6d .

THE SUNDAY AT HOME . Annual Volume

THE “ SEARCH AND SEE ” ALMANAC AND TEXT

for 1886. The Family Magazinefor Sabbath reading. Con.

BOOK FOR OLD AND YOUNG for 1837 ( Illustrated ). Price One Hall

penny ; 2 dozen , post free, for 1s .; or 3s. 60. per 100 , post free. Prizes

tains 828 pages, with Illustrations in Colours and numerous are offered to the young readers of this Almanac, to encourage Bible

superior Wood Engravings . A very suitable book for Presen
Study .

tation . Price 78. cl.; 8s . 6d . extra gilt edges ; 10s . 6d . hf . calf.

THE BELIEVER'S ALMANAC : Christian Remem

WESLEY. The Life of the Rev. Charles Wesley,

brancer för 1887. Price One Penny, 5 Copies post free ; Cloth Inter

M.A., sometime Student of Christ Church, Oxford . By the

leaved , gilt edges, price 6d ., post free .

Rev. JOHN TELFORD, B. A , author of “ Wesley Anecdotes,"

“ FAITHFUL WORDS ” ALMANAC for 1887.

& c. With Portrait and Engravings. 3s. 6d. cloth .

First Edition of Eighty -five Thousand. Price ld . This Almanae is

UNTRUE TO HIS TRUST. A Story of Life

issued in an enlarged form , so as to admit of the Texts for each day

being in much bolder type. The sheet contains various Illustrations,

and Adventure in Charles the Second's Time. By HENRY

the centre one belng a large and very striking engraring of the " Prodi

JOHNSON. 5s. cloth gilt .

gal Son.” There are also nineother beautiful Illustrations.

IDA NICOLARI . By EGLANTON THORNE. Illus

THE “GOLDEN TEXT CALENDAR ” for 1887. For

trated . Crown 8vo. 38. 6d . cloth boards .

Home, Office, or Workshop . Price 1s. post free . With Daily Scriptures

specially andcarefully selected.
SWALLOW - TAILS AND SKIPPERS. By “ We have all this year been using a ' Golden Text Calendar,'and

DARLEYDALE. With a Coloured Frontispiece.18. 6d . cloth.

have been much struck by the very choice seclection of Texts ; tbej

THE CHILD'S BOOK OF POETRY. With

have often been ' a word in season .'" - Extract from Letter .

“ FAITHFUL WORDS FOR OLD AND YOUNG."

fifty - five Engravings. 28. cloth boards.
Volume for 1886 , Illustrated . In cloth boards , Is. 6d . each ; and in

OUR PETS AND COMPANIONS : Pictures cloth , gilt edges, 29.; postage free. The Volume of the Periodical for

and Stories illustrative of Kindness to Animals. By MARY

the year 1881 is still on sale. The new Volume is tastefully bound, form

K. MARTIN . Profusely Illustrated . Quarto . 28. cloth.

inga useful and attractive present.

By the Editor of " FAITHFUL WORDS. "

56 , PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON.

THE GOSPEL OF OUR SALYATION. 25th Thou

sand . Cloth boards. Price 28 .

Cheap Edition of the above. Paper covers , small type. Price 4d . Beste

CHRISTMA
S LETTERS. edition asthatof which seven thousand copies were ,at Mr. Moody's

request,given to the enquirersand converts at his last meeting in the

A Large Variety suitable for parochial and

Hall on the Thames Embankment, June , 1883.

general distribution among all classes are now

THE CHILD OF GOD : His Life and Liberty - His

Path and Glory . Cloth boards. Price 28. 6d .

ready. District Visitors, Teachers, Mothers' THE CITY OF PROGRESS AND SIGNS OF THE

Meetings, Hospitals, Institutions , &c . , &c.
TIME . An Allegory of the Past, Present, and the Future of this

Samples may be had from HAZELL, Watson, & VINEY, LD.,

World. Cloth boards. Price 2s. 6d .

6, Kirby Street, Hatton Garden , E.C. , as follows:

GLORIES OF CHRIST ILLUSTRATED BY THE

d.
TABERNACLE OF THE WILDERNESS. With Diagrams. Tenth

Specimen Packet
Thousand. Oloth , 60 .; paper covers, 30 .

0 3

Letter and Card Packet

VOICES FROM HEAVEN. Paper covers . Price 31
1 6

FOR CHILDREN .

Complete Sample Packet
4 0 THE GOOD SHEPHERD AND HIS LAMBS. Eigh

Post Free .
teenth Thousand , Cloth bɔards ; many Illustrati sns . Price 2. 63.

Reports or Hints to Workers , with Catalogue
s
, free on

!

.

Cheap Edition of the above, paper covers, small type. Price 4d. Voor

Illustrations.

application. Specimens may be seen at S. W. PARTRIDGE'S
By Mrs. R.O L. Betan,

Book Saloon, 9, Paternoster Row, E.C.
THE STORY OF JOHN WESLEY. Fourth Edition.

CHRISTMAS CARDS, specially adapted for above, are

Cloth boards. Illustrated . Price 29. 60 .

also ready. Just the material wanted by Christian Workers at SEYEN TRUE STORIES. Cloth boards. Illustrated.

Christmas-time .
Price 23. 60 .

Price Three Halfpence each, post free 2d.

THE BOOK WITH THE BLACK, RED, WHITE,

AND GULDEN LEAVES. Illustrated . Paper covers . Price 31.

By Miss C. PRIDHAM .

PEEPS AT PALESTINE AND ITS PEOPLE. Cloth

Boards. Illustrated . Price 25. 60 .

This unique Almanack has been welcomed each new year with increased

appreciation of its special advantages. The presentation in large type of

HYMNS OF ADORATION AND WORSHIP. By

carefully selected Texts from the incorruptible Seed of the Word has been

various Authors. True text ; names of Authors given. Cloth boerd .

blessed in many instances. To Ministers , District Visitors, Hospital

Price lg.

Chaplains, and other Christian labourers, the Almanack is offered at the

Just Published , Price 3d. per doz., or 29. per 100, post free, No. 10 of

following reduced prices, not including carriage :
A MONTHLY MESSAGE, a little 8 -page Magazine,

100 for 9s. 6d. Net Cash

containing simple Gospel truth foroldand young, published months.

Bize, foolscap 8vo, with a neat Woodcut on first pageof each pomber

300 for £1 5s.

* As Nos. 1 to 10 of a “ MONTHLY MESSAGE

copies of Nos. 1 to 6 ,assorted , will besentto any addressinGreat Brital

500 for £ 1 17s. Bd.
and Ireland,and the United States andCanada, for 29. post free, and 1,027

1,000 for £3 10s.

copies free by post for 17s. 6d .

Such orders to be sent, accompanied with remittance, direct to LONDON : ALFRED HOLNESS, 14, PATERNOSTER ROT,

the Publishers,
GLASGOW : R. L. ALLAN , 148, BAUCHIBHALL STREET.

JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C. And may be ordered of any Bookseller ,

may still be bad,
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T Methodhote hitherton separated fromeachother

THE

was past work, and also to obtain £40 which she had

saved from her wages earned as a charwoman. Ac

cording to the published report, the counsel

DECEMBER 2nd, 1886 .
charged with the uphill task of defending these

monsters showed great ingenuity. He dwelt on the

fact that the whole four were habitually religious ,
TOPICS-TERSE AND TIMELY.

and that the old woman had been hardly burned to

THE proposed union between sections of death when they all four went straightway to the

cure to hear their confession . He did so, and was

is awakening much interest . If the reason for separa horrified at what they told him, and at their moral

tion has ceased, they cannot come together too soon . callousness ; but as they made clean breasts he had to

Christians who are one in truth and life ought to shrive them and to keep their secret, but he gave them

manifest their unity . But in these times care must heavy penances to perform . Next morning the woman

be taken not to conceal real differences for the sake was the first to enter the village church, where

of presenting a mere formal union . The latitudina she stayed kneeling on the floor during Matins

rianism of the last days is likely to produce a greater and long after, as if trembling from a palsy,

appearance
of agreement without true concord than beating her breast and saying, “ Mea culpa ! " The

has ever yet been seen. four murderers, on their way to themass, bought some

yards of white or Blessed Virgin's ribbon, but the cure

JHE decision of the Beaumont trustees is far was dining when they arrived, and told them to come

1

from satisfactory . They have resolved not to back. A little later they insisted on his blessing the

apply for a license — it would have been less capable ribbon , which they cut up, and each fastened a piece

ofbeing misunderstood if they had resolved not to round his or her neck .

allow intoxicants to be sold on the premises. They have

also resolved to allow the grounds, the baths , and the

reading-room to be open during certain hours on the UCH cases as this raise the question as to the

Lord's Day. This isapparently intended as a com propriety of allowing priests to become acces

promise. It necessitates, however, unnecessary sories after the fact with impunity, when crimes

labour on the Day of Rest, and is, therefore, have been committed. Romanists are ready enough

objectionable to all who believe in the sanctity of to claim credit for the Confessional when , bymeans of

the Sabbath .
it , small sums of money, which have been pilfered ,

are restored to the rightful owner. If, when murders

THE

THE Bishop of Manchester seems to have gone have been committed, absolution were refused to the

somewhat out of his way in defence of moderate perpetrators until they delivered themselves up to the

drinking. In his opinion, apparently, he can enjoy legal authorities, the plea might have some value .

better health with, than without, intoxicating drinks. To quiet the conscience by spiritual consolations,

There may be a few cases in which this may
be true ,

while shielding the guilty from the penalties of out

but they are to be decided not by episcopal, but raged law , cannotbe regarded by the State as safe or

by medical judgment. In ordinary circumstances, politic . If criminals knew beforehand that priests

physicians are almost unanimous in condemning the could not shrive them unless they themselves were

use of these drinks, and they are quite unanimous in prepared publicly to confess their crimes , the know

limiting the quantity with the greatest and most ledge might in some cases act as a deterrent.

scrupulous care .

EAN PLUMPTRE has published a new transla NATURE AND THE SUPERNATURAL.

tion of Dante . In a leading article the Chris -

tianWorld reviewsthe book,evidently incited thereto IF

F we are to judge by the whole trend of thought,

by the opportunity it affords for denouncing the both in this country and on the Continent, the

mediæval conception of hell. Onthe subject of the ultimate severance of thinkers will be into two

future punishment of the wicked, we adhere closely opposite camps. On the one side will be found

and carefully not to the statements of medieval

theologians, but to the words of Scripture. Is the
those who defend, on the otherthose who deny, the

Christian World prepared to do the same? If it were,
existence of supernatural causes. The materialism of

would it preach Universalism , as it surely does when to-day refuses to admit the presence or operation of

“ We are content to believe that wherever God
any power outside the laws which it is the province

Teigns redemption is possible."

of science to ascertain and expound. With a scorn

which is neither worthy nor wise, modern philosophy
STARTLING combination of cruelty and super.

declines even to examine the evidence on which the
stition is reported from France. A family group

having resolved to puttheir mother todeath , because
claim rests for the action and potency of forces

she was unable to work and had saved some money, beyond the ken of human wisdom . With a boastful

whichthey were eager to possess, deliberately carried ness neither prudent nor philosophic, there is haughty

the old woman to the fireplace, and held down the
refusal to acknowledge it possible that there can be

body until a great part of it was either charred or
More things in heaven and earth

consumed . They reported the death to the Mayor as
Than are dreamt of in our philosophy.

having occurred byan accidental fall into the fire.
So long as the evidence is not weighed, nor even

Onexamination the witnessescontradicted each other, looked at, unbelief is intelligible, even if it be insane.

and it soon appeared that the motive of the crime

was covetousness. The four peasants implicated
Men who are accustomed to trace the action of forces

were anxious to escape the cost of feeding one who I appealing to the senses are not disposed to welcome

it says ,
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common use.

the sea .

the intrusion of spiritual powers which absolutely

A TEST CASE.

refuse submission to the methods of investigation in

What can betested and explained is to TAK

TAKE the one test case , the miracle of our Lord'?

resurrection , which has made the history of the
them real ; everything besides is unreal and illusory.

Yet all the while it is strangely forgotten that last eighteen centuries, andhow is itpossible to account

our researches finally and invariably bring us
for the faith in it working so potently at the present

face to face with the inexplicable. Our familiarity
hour , if it be denied ? As has been often said, there are

with the solids and fluids of the human body only three possible explanations of this faith . It must

has not solved for us the mystery of life.
rest either on fraud, or fancy, or fact. That all the

Our

knowledge of the exquisite arrangements for vision

disciples conspired to deceive the world for the pur

in pigments, lenses, muscles, retina, and optic nerve
pose of setting up a system in which truth is the

leaves us ignorant of the mystery of sight. cardinal virtue and holiness the supreme triumph is
A

sceptical physiologist said , “ I have dissected many a
an explanation so incredible that it has almost ceased

body, and I have never found a soul.” He was well
to be argued .

answered by a Christian colleague, who replied ,
The possibility of the disciples themselves being

“ I have dissected many an eye, and I never found
the dupes offancy is no less incredible . Their testi.

sight." We can follow nature long distances, but she
mony is clear and consistent . They saw Him

always contrives at last to get behind the veil . “ Thus
crucified , they had lengthened interviews with Him

far and no farther,” is a Divine restriction on science after He came forth from the tomb . They all say

no less than on the same form, and listened to the same words. A

As it is stated in the

simultaneous hallucination of ten or eleven me?
Bible , so it is repeated in the universe God has

framed , “ Things revealed belong to us, the secret who heard the same reasoned speech is unrecorded in

things belong unto the Lord."
the appals of medicine , And these men, no less

strong than simple, gave witness to the resurrection at

the risk of their lives. If Christ had not risen from

NATURE AND MIRACLE.
the dead , their preaching was vain , and they were

found false witnesses of God . No men have beer

THEwhole realm embraced intheterm “ Nature ”
is open to the student of science , and we have more rational in their speech and life , and it is not

no quarrel with him when he earnestly and devoutly possible to found this on unreason. To any fair and

strives to ascertain and understand all its contents . unprejudiced mind the evidence for the resurrection of

Facts and their relations—the reality of the one and
Jesus Christ is overwhelming.

the truth of the other — afford wide scope for the If a man die , can he live again ? Is not a resurrec

keenest observation and the most patient thought. tion contrary to all the natural facts with which we

But to refuse to examine any fact which conflicts with are conversant ? Unquestionably it is 80 ; neverthe

facts already known is as foolish as the refusal of less, if it is proven to have occurred , we are fools,

the astronomer to look through the telescope
not philosophers, if we refuse it a place in our creed.

lest he should see the phases of the planet Venus, Our province is not to determine what can be ; it is so

the occurrence of which phases he was resolved to ascertain simply what has been. The fact of resur

deny. rection , if it comes within human observation,

It is true , miracles cannot be reduced to a formula demands , like all other facts, to be received and

or comprehended under a law ; nevertheless , if they
recorded. To refuse fact because it

have taken place , the proof can be examined, and its
mysterious and unaccountable would be to

value determined. Hume's famous argument is such arrest the progress of science itself. I facts

a transparent fallacy that we wonder it was ever present themselves , it is the duty of science to welcome

allowed topass into the currency of philosophic If it be impossible, thatis no reason for turningther.
them, and to explain them , if explanation is possible.

thought . The monstrous assumption that miracles

are contrary to experience is as clear a case of
out of doors. An inexplicable fact may make the

“ begging the question ” ( petitio principii) as can student of nature uncomfortable ; it ought not, how

be easily adduced. For the question to be determined
ever, to make him unreasonable. And when fac:

is whether they have ever come within the range of find admission they are entitled to stay, whether we

experience, and to shut out testimony on the ground
like them or not.

that they never have is simply to close the door and DELITZSCH ON THE SUPERNATURAL.

shut the witnesses out of court. Yet after this same "OLDING an honorary official position in con

fashion the whole evidence for the action of super

nection with the University of Leipsic, th:

natural causes is being set aside still . Because, for King of Saxony spends a few days in the city yearly

sooth , they are not wrought at the bidding of savants and during his visit be attends the lectures of SODBE

to-day, and are not submitted to the investigation eminent Professors. Recently the King appeared ir

of a committee of the British Association , they are the lecture- room of Franz Delitzsch, and the venerabile

ruled out.

exponent of the Old Testament seized the opportunity

a
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to enunciate clearly his opinion as to the present con in the entire Scriptures . Sooner or later we discover

dition of the problems connected with Genesis . The that the boldness which rejected the creative fiat is

lecture was reported in shorthand by one of the equal to the rejection of redemption also. Reason

students, and has been published in a quarterly edited can tell us nothing of creation . Only " through

by Delitzsch, in the interests of a Jewish mission with
faith we understand that the worlds were framed by

which his name is closely associated . While acknow the word of God , so that things which are seen were

ledging freely ' the rights of criticism , the learned not made of things which do appear " (Heb. xi . 3) .

theologian pointed out with studied clearness the With the historic truth of the story of the Fall is

direction in which a certain school of criticism was
vitally woven the whole action of Christ in the Gospel .

steadily advancing. He said : If man is to be rescued from his misery , the First man

The opposite standpoints taken by the critics of our day in necessitates the SECOND, and the SECOND is the

the departments of Biblical research are to a most remarkable Lord from heaven . Human innocence disappears in

degree deeper than those of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. The antitheses now are such as divide into two Eden , and Divine righteousness is revealed at Calvary .

camps not only the Bible students, but the whole civilised The theme is a tempting one , but we do not follow it

world and all thinking classes . The fundamental question further now .
around which all others revolve is this : Is all that exists merely

a product of nature, and does all the activity of divinity take The veteran Leipsic Professor clearly discerns the

place only within the limits of the naturalworld ; or , does there

exist over and above the world of natural law a bigher order of
importance of decision in our interpretation of the

things necessitated by the existence of free beings, by virtue of earliest verses in the Bible . For he thus proceeds :

which order God influences the natural phenomena, in order to

make them serviceable to these free beings ? The modern philo The Biblical theologian must, at the very outset , and on the

sophy of things (Weltanschzuung) denies the latter and accepts first pages in Genesis , take position on this problem. The Bible

only an exclusively natural order in this world , which would be begins at once decidedly anti-Darwinistic, as it is God who ,

disarranged by any interference on the part of God. It is a through His almighty creative word, calls into existence the

necessary consequence of this view that all objective results are various orders of beings one after the other up to man. Darwin ,

denied to prayer or blessings . But is a religion , or church , indeed, also needs a God to create the original cell ; but after

thinkable without prayers and benedictions , and the faith in wards he sentences this God to death ( Todtschweigen ,lit. death

their efficacy ? The new way of thinking is a new religion, silence ), but from this original cell all creatures are developed,

which can organise new schools of thought, but no churches, according to a natural law, through themselves. This theory,

and is, as it has been called , “ the religion of the age of Dar where it touches man, has a deeply significant religious and

winism ."
moral bearing. For while, according to the Biblical account ,

It is impossible to evade the Professor's conclusion . God created man, in contradistinction from lower animals,

according to His image, and gave him spirit from His Spirit

The denial of the supernatural may leave us a philo according to Darwin ,man is developed from the lower animals,

sophy of some kind , but it is necessarily destructive of According to the Scriptures, also, the beginnings of man were un

developed, but yethewas in a child -like condition with the germs

Church and religion . It may be consistent with a of a normal development, and sin brought this development

cold Deism like that of the eighteenth century ; it into a false channel. The modern philosophy of things, however,

certainly can find no place either for worship or com

considers that which the Church looks upon as sin to be the first

step of manhood out of the condition of lower animal life into

mupion. If it were to become universal, the result independence, the expulsion from Paradise as a release from a

zoological cage , and it considers it a natural course of develop

would be a dreary spiritual ice -age , in which fruit ment thatmangradually progressed from the worship of Nature,

would be sought in vain , and life itself would become or idolatry, to monotheism. A commentator who now wants

extinct . Yet there are thousands at present drifting,

to be regarded as “ scientific ” must, as Nöldeke, Stade , and

others do, see in Abraham , Isaac, and Jacob the gods of the

some consciously, perhaps more unconsciously , into old Hebrew Pantheon , who were gradually personified into the

this region of gloom .

patriarchs at such places of worship as Beersheba and Hebron.

But the history of the patriarcbs is so human, so entirely com

Notwithstanding the vital evidence which faith in posed of the weaknesses of sin and of spiritual greatness, so

God's Word repeats in every generation, men still ques
entirely enveloped in the ups and downs of a primitive family

and nomadic life , that a Berlin teacher could venture the

tion it or quarrel with it to their own unspeakable logs, sneering remark that " the Biblical Abraham was too historical

The Gospel proves itself to be the power of God unto

to be historical, "

salvation , always and in every place , when it is The time has come for the plainest of plain speech

believed . Does it ever fail ? Never, if it be received ; on this important subject . The sagacity of Professor

if rejected , the failure belongs elsewhere. The fault Delitzsch enables him to foresee the consequences of

is not in the medicine ; the medicine never fails when tampering with the book of Genesis . Eloquent men

the patient takes it . like Beecher and Parker, seconded though they be

by the clever writing of the Christian World , have

GENESIS THE BATTLE-FIELD.
no weight either as interpreters of Scripture or as

NE of the most thoughtful students of Scrip- theologians. If the authorityIf the authority of the Bible is to

ture in this country said to us the other
stand , we are not at liberty to read any meaning we

day, “ The whole battle of faith and unbelief is If it is to command our con

going to be fought out over the opening chapters sciences , it must speak with a supreme voice against

of Genesis . ” The longer we think on the meaning which there can be no appeal . To accept some

of this saying the more significant and suggestive it statements favourable to our pet theories, and to

becomes. For there , in the very opening of the Book, reject others which run counter to them, is unworthy

we stand face to face with the supernatural. If we treatment of the Book by any who profess in any

refuse to accept the historical creative act , and venture true sense to receive it as inspired of God . To

to tone it down into legend or parable, we sap our faith praise it in one breath and to discredit it in the next

ONE
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SIR

TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD

SIR

.

is suspiciously like the conduct of Judas when he even though no quarters for her permanent residence were

available,

said , “ Hail, Master," and kissed Jesus in the hour of

Should this meet the eye of any lady anxious to devote ber

betrayal . Either Scripture is authoritative and settles sympathies and energies to thesoldier's welfare she is requested

to communicate with the Honorary Superintendent, John
every question with which it deals, or it is not . If

Trotter, Esq. , 171 , Buckingham Palace Road , S.W.

the latter alternative is accepted by any, it ought not JOHN PUGET, Colonel.

Poynter's Grove, Totteridge, Herts.
to be concealed . Unqualified praise of the Bible by

men who do not bow to its decisions is not straight Christmas Day in St. Giles .

forward , we doubt if it is even honest. But if we TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK."

VIR , - It bas for manyyears been a true pleasure to me to
accept the former alternative and admit its right to

plead the cause of the deserving poor of St. Giles as the

bind conscience and heart , let us be consistent and Christmas season approaches. I much fear that , bad as the

square our creed by its teachings, rather than attempt distress has been in former times, the condition of many who are

personally known to myself and staff of house-to- house visitors

to squeeze its contents into the framework of our creed . is likely this year to be worse, for the most serious lack of em

ployment , both for women and men , has become so general that

multitudes of truly honest and industrious poor will be thrown

into a pitiable condition, so that anything like the comfort of a

few little extras at Christmas -time is out ofthe question.

еe As in former years, I purpose providing two hundred and fifty

families (or more if able) with the provisions necessary for a

Evangelisation or Conversion ?
Christmas dinner at theirown homes, as also to give an evening

AND WORK."
party to one thousand five hundred poor children from the

VIR,-In J. G. Halliday's letter in 11th November of your courts and alleys of this still needy district.

issue he would dismiss everything that comes between Any donations from your readers for this purposewill be

us and the Lord's appearing. I think his object is Scriptural, thankfullyreceived by our Treasurer, F. A. Bevan, Esq. , 54

and accords with the response of the waiting heart : " Even so, Lombard Street, E.C., or by

come, Lord Jesus."
Geo. Hatton , Superintendent.

I do not think, however, that the belief that the Gospel must 4. Ampton Street, Regent Square, W.C.

first be preached to all nations as a witness" intervenes, so as P.S. - old boots andshoes and warm clothing for distribution

to give any hope to the world that the Lord delayeth His amongst the poor would be most acceptable, and should be sent

coming, or that the saints may put off the waiting, watching
to me.

attitude. Matt. xxiv. 14 speaks with no uncertain sound, but

there is enough wiselyconcealed to prevent Christians fixing on

any period when the Lord may or may not come .

The passage does not necessarily imply that the whole world

are to become nominal Christians after the sad example of A Prayer for the Present.

Christendom , nor that every individual must contemporary Lines suggested on reading the following paragraph in Word en

hear the Gospel ; but itdoes say that the Gospel of the king. Work : - " An infidel once said tbat he bad watched closely many Chris

dom which in the Gentile dispensation is not yet set up, and is
tians , and he found in them strange exhibitions of inconsistency , not the

least ofwhich was, that though fewseemed to aisbelieve God's promiser si
now in its initiatory character preached as the Gospel of the

to thefuture, yet they did not seem to have so full a belief as to Hls pro
grace ofGod, will at some period during the “times of the mises for the present .'

Gentiles " be preached over all the inhabitable earth , in places

As well as to peopler . I do not say that the prophecy of Matt.
Nor let us doubt Thy love,

xxiv. 14 is exhausted in this dispensation , but that we cannot
Believing all things here ,

exclude it from it . Acts xv. 14, “ How God first did visit the
Work out our rest above .

Gentiles to take out of them a people for Hisname,” points to

evangelisation rather than the conversion of the world ." We trust Thee , Lord, for heaven ,

Mr. H. truly remarks that we have not sufficient evidence to Sure that the weight of bliss

determine how far the earth was evangelised in early times ; Will more than compensate

this, as well as our ignorance of the amount of testimony For joys we here may miss.

required, prevents us from knowing when the Gospel will be Thefuture of our souls

preached to all nations, or the times of the Gentiles fulfilled, We joyfully can leave ;
or when the stone that will smite the mountains will fill the This is Thy care we own,
whole earth . Then will be an everlasting kingdom , the Lord In this we do believe.
has come. The easy access to the nations, and Christians

Aroused to some extent to hear the call , “ Go ye into all the
But when'each hour comes round ,

world " indicate that the coming draweth nigh ." Bringing fresh trial and care ,

It is very solemn to look on thegreat missionary work com
'Tis then we doubt, dear Lord ,

mitted to the Church in the light of evangelisation, and not That Thou dost hear our prayer.

conversion . In burning the soil, after some time you have a The sordid daily needs,

heap of ashes, a fire will not rekindle on them. You must The little ills of life ,

light your fireon fresh ground. Those countries that took the That trace the furrows deep ,

Gospel in the early or middle ages (Ireland , for instance) do not On brows too fair for strife ;

light afresh, the debris ashesabsorb the gas required to feed the

flame. Go into all the world , India, Africa, China, Japan, &c. ,
The irksome little cross,

go to virgin soil, is our orders. The date of His coming He
The hourly little thorn ,

does not disclose. The petty wants that seem

W, WHITTON .
Too heavy to be borne ;

These, these to us, dear Lord ,

London Soldiers' Home. Seem now the crucial test,

TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WORK . "
Whether 'tis self or Thee

We really trust the best,

SI
YIR,—As one of the committee I should like through you?

paper to let the many of your readers, and especially
Ah ! these we cannot leave

thoseinterested in Christian efforts amongst our army, know Entirely to Thy will ;

that, on account of some change in the management of the
We pray “Thywill be dono

Home, the want of a Lady Superintendent of independent means
Yet bear the burden still .

to direct, carry on, and sustain the work, in its spiritual aspect Grant us, dear Lord, more faith ,

especially, is very much felt . To feol Thy promise sure,

All Homes that successfully meet the wants of soldiers in For time as for eternity,

their best interests are conducted by lady superintendents,who Now-as for evermore .

roside in the Home, in their own private apartments. We have MIRIAX KERSHAT,

not as yet room in our Home for such residence, but the pre 211 Warwick Grove, Surbiton Hill, 8. W.,

sonce and influence of such a lady would be strongly asserted ,
November , 1886 .
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Triumph Over Death .
Strangers' Rest Anniversary.

ON

5

А.

FRIEND sends the following, which will be helpful, we

trust, to many :

An elderly farmer lately met with an acsident which neces

parts of London assembled, undeterredby the donse fog

sitatod a painful and dangerous surgical operation . After
shrouding the Metropolis, at the Strangers' Rest, Ratcliff

much suffering, it became evident that his age was too great
Highway, to mark the ninth anniversaryof this work , which

for him to recover, and finally lockjaw came on, and increased
God has greatly blessed .

in severity, and was at last the visible cause of the termination
After prayer by Mr. M. H. HODDER, the chairman , Hon. A.

of his earthly life .
F. KINNAIRD, rea i Psa. cxv. , and presented several requests for

A friend who was with him up to the last says, “ He was
prayer .

conscious to the last moment, no murmuring or complaining
Mr. JAME3 E. MATalesɔy roui'the nam93 of the committee for

ever escaped his lips . On the contrary, he was praising God

the coming year, and led in prayer, praising God for the marked

right up to the end. His last act was one of solemn and
blessing of the past year, and asking continued and special

beautiful adoration . He raised his hands full height, slowly, blessing on the work of the year to come .

and brought his opsnei hands together, his eyes gazing upwards,
Our uniork .

then brought then slowly down, and thus passed away without Mr. J. Theo. ISAAC, ' in giving some account of the progress

& struggle or a sound. I believe that wasa moment when he of the work, said that on this the ninth anniversary of the Rost,
couldsee wbat we could not see .

the workers felt the Lord hath done great things for them

His last words — and these had been proviously repeated whereof they are glad. God h48 of late been mightily blessing

many times - showed the state of his mind : " Precious Jesus ! I His Word declared in the Straagers' Rest , both amongst the

am resting on the solid Rock, Christ Jesus ! Precious Jesus ! English sailors , the Soandinavians, the Germans, and German

Come, Lord Jesus, como quickly. Come ! Jews (many ofwhom are to be found in the meetings ). The

" In peace I now resign my breath , work amongst French , Italians , and Spanish has also been

And Thy salvatioa see, encouraging . There is great need for workers who can speak

My bios de served etsrnul death ,
Italian and Spanish.

Bit Jesus diod for me."

Previously to this we had had much pleasant and profitablo
The Bible classes have also proved very delightful. Remem .

convorsation ; slowly and quietly, I said to him, “You will
boring that the sailors have to stand very much alone when at

soon be at home, brother and you will have the joy of seeing
sea, it is exceedingly important they should be taught in the

Him face to face before we shall .” He replied , “ Yes, yos ;
Word during the short time they areon shore.

blessed, isn't it ? " I said ,
The open -air meetings have been wonderfully blessed ; it is

marvellous to see how the sailors of all nationswill listen , and
“On2 army of the liviag God ,

To His command we bow, not only these , but the poor girls, manyofwhom may be seen

Part of the host have crossed the floo1_ " weeping as the Gospel is proclaimed. Particulars followed of

and here I broke down, and could not finish the verse, but he work for the dock labourers, and in the common lodging-houses.

finished it thus : The Rest needs, said Mr. Isaac, personal workers, prayer, and

“ And I am crossing now . " money gifts . There is a field here for all sorts of workers - for

ladies who can sing, for personal individual workers, for

Barbican Mission to the Jews.-On Tuesday evening,
speakers, for all kinds indeed. He trusted many would help

23rd inst ., the usualannualsocial tea was given in Albion Hall,
with the Christmas tros , and in providing a treat for the sailors.

London Wall, by Mr. and Mrs. Warschawski, to a large com.
It is desired to make it a horie, as it were , at that season , for

strangers far from home and friends. It is hoped also to give

pany ofJews, Jewesses, and their children, numbering about free teas to the distressed unemployed .
two hundred and fifty, manyof whom ara regular attendants

at the meetings and classes in connection with that work. It
True Prayer.

was evident thatthe evening was thoroughly enjoyed bythat Mes. MICHAEC Baxter spoke on the efficacy of prayer. There

international gathering of the sons and daughters of Abraham , is , she urged, intense reality on God's side. Our prayer may
who, after the repast, listened attentively to the Gospal hymas be a poor, weak thing, yet , if it be laying hold of God, it is
and addresses delivered in German and in English. moving the hand that moves the universe. There was a time,

Miss L. M. von Finkelstein , a native of Jerusalem , has for example , when it was big Moses and little God, when

engaged to deliver & series of her most interesting andinstruc. Moses acted as he pleased, but the time came when Moses

tive lectures on Life in the Holy Land, in aid of the funds of realised how weak he was then came the power to do great

the British Society for the Propagation of the Gospel among the things . One of the key thoughts about prayer is in Mark xi.

Jews. These addresses continue to excite the attentionand 22-24, “ Have faith in God. For verily I say unto you, That

interest of large audiences wherever they are given. Bible whosoever shall say unto this mountain , Be thou removed, and

students should not fail to avail themselves of the opportunity be thou cast into the sea ; and shall not doubt in his heart, but

of hearing Miss von Finkelstein, who by her lectures 80 splen shall believe that those things which he saith shall come to

didly illustrates Bible truths, and throws much light on obscure pass ; be shall have whatsoever he saith. Therefore I say unto

and difficult passages. This series of lectures willcommence on you, Whatthings soever yo desire, when yo pray, believe that

the 3rd January ,1887, and continue through February and March. ye receive them , and ye shall have them ." Or as the Roviged

Young Women's Christian Institute , West Version reads, “Believe that ye have received them , and ye

Brighton . - 00 Sunday afternoon, after the usual Bible-class , shall have them .” The great success accompanying the work

the President (Mr. G. T. Congreve) was presented with seven here is because of the mighty power of prayer; there is so

volumesofthe Treasury ofDavid ,” handsomelybound in whole much real prayer here. Yet , after all, none of uspray as we

calf, and Mrs. Congreve (Hon Sec.) with a beautiful flower and might do,asGod would have us pray, if this be true, “ Whatsoever

fruit epergne of silver and glass. A letter was read by one of ye desire, when yo pray, believe that ye have received them ,

the members of the Institute, on behalf of the rest, as follows ; and ye shall have them .” But mark the words, “ And shall

" Dear Mr. and Mrs. Congrove,-We, the members of your not doubt ; " failure often arises from doubting.

Bible class and Iastitute , desire again on this occasion to tender Now, whon we pray for the unconverted, do we indeed believe

you our sincero and hearty oongratulations. We feel we cannot that there and then God will do as we ask Him ? Thus at all

fully express our thanks to for all your loving interest in us,and times we may become the Lord's Levites — blessing in the name

your zoal for Christ's glory , but we rejoice in the fact that we of the Lord. God means us to be far more decidedly than we

can, and do, hold youup before the throne of grace, and plea i usually are blessings to those around us, for He means all that

with Him, who is the fount of all blessing, to bless you both His promises imply. There might be very much more definite

even more abundantly in this glorious undertaking. We now ness in prayer ifwe really believed God means just what Ho

ask your kind acceptance of these tokens of our deep Christian says . We may not be able to go to the heathen, and so on, but

love for you both, praying that our Lord Jesus Christ, and God , wemay pray for those who do go, and for the converts, andGod

even our Father, which hath loved us , and hath given us ovar will surely hear and bless.

lasting consolation , ' may comfort your hearts , and stablish

you in every good word and work' (2 Thess. ii . 16 , 17 ) . This is “ Bibe ye Chem to Eat.”

the earnest desire of the members of your Bible -class and Dr. BABNARDO read Mark vi . 30-44, and expounded it in oon

Institute . ” There are now upwards of 260 members, of whom nection with principles which should govern service for the
185 were present. N.B.-As the Institute will be found in Lord Jesus. Here we have the pre- Pentecostal mission of the

addition to the classes and Bible readings, & c.) all the comforts followors of Jesus. They preached the glad news of the king

of a sea - side home for young women engaged in business, and dom, preached asmen had not been accustomed to hear, and
Christian workers desiring rest and change, at 155. per week men's hearts thrilled as they heard the words spoken. Now
only .

Apply to Mrs. Congreve, 1 , Third Avenue, Brighton . we notice their names were in every one's mouth, for Horod
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heard ofit,reminding us of the danger Leat when the servant Soul-winnng & Prayer Union.

E believe the following account of this Union , which we

readers :

The members pray for power from on high to bring souls to

Christ, for the glory of God. The 10th of each month is

specially set apartto seek this enduement of power, to love and

serve Jesus, in winning souls to Him. Every member's card

has a promise indicated for each month, and all are invited to

plead it before God . The texts will be publishedin future in

Word and Work, so that readers of that paper may join with the

members in pleading for blessing (see " ForthcomingMeetings ').

The membership at present is a little over two thousandpine

hundred , scattered over the world ; there being upwards of one

hundred ministers, and many foreign missionaries, male and

female, in the Union .

Interesting letters are received , as to how the Lord's work is

making progress in different landa ; also stating the spiritual

benefits , answers to prayer, and gracious outpouring of the

Spirit on the members.

Those who are seeking to love Jesus and His holy Word, and

are earnestly desiring the salvation of souls forthe glory of

God , are invited to join . A children's division is also com .

menced for such as have hopefully given their hearts to Jesus.

Somememberswho are burdened send in requests for prayer

and these are issued in a paper called The Soul-winner, aboat

the 5th or 6th of the month , to members who wish it, that they

might help each other with their prayers, as it is said, “ Bear ye

one anothers burdens , and so fulfil the law of Christ."

Some of the members maintain an evangelist and 8 few

native Bible-women in China. Special prayer is made, and

earnest effort encouraged, for evangelical churches and colleges ,

young men's and young women's Christian Associations ; for mis

sion work ; for children, Gospel temperance , evangelistic and

rescue work ; labour among the Jews, efforts against Popery,

infidelity, &c. But as the first report states (the Union is not

in its seventh year) :-" It is Godwhich worketh in you both to

will and to do of His good pleasure ” ( Phil. ii. 13 ) ; and again,

" Not by might, nor bypower, but by My Spirit, saith the Lord

of Hosts " (Zec . iv. 6 ).

Christian friends who wish to join may write to Mr. J. G.

Smith , Newport-on - Tay.

Jesus all things, both what they had done and what they had

taught. " If they had been tempted to think the success was

due to them, they have the corrective now. And perhaps some

had beenless successful than others, but in the smile of Jesus

they would find full compensation .

Then notice how Jesus speaks to lovingly, “ Como ye your.

selves apart, and rest awbile.” He would give them rest. He

would give them communion with Himself; for all external

servicemust have its spring in personal fellowship with Christ,

that alone is the true secret of all power. Take with that the

deep consciousness that I am where God would have me, then

there must be real power. Remember the weakness that causes

metohang on God is greater than the world's strength.

Notice, in the verses we have been reading, the people

recognised Jesus and followed Him . Then He had compassion

on the multitudes, and when the disciples reminded Him the

people had no meat , He said, “ Give ye them to eat.” So He

says to His Church to-day . But the disciples had nothing, and

we have nothing. They had nomoney and no means of buying

bread . What could they do ? They had not learned yet that

He gives full supply for His work . But our Lord teaches this

wonderful lesson. He makes the people sit down, He takes the

five small loaves and two fishes, and divides them among the

disciples, and they give to the people ; as they give they find

the supply increases, so that all eat and are filled.

After graphically describing the scene on the hillside when the

starving multitudo were fed , the speaker drew such solemn and

practical lessons as that all real blessing comes alone and only

from the hand of God , that our lips must speak the word of

comfort and help, that God uses the human instruments, but

finds the supplies , and that when Jesus has fed all He has as

much grace still as when He began. Even in this life Christ

gives infinite joy to those who serve Him. Let us give men to

oat good Gospel bread, and not fancy confectionery. It is

possibleto say beautiful things about Christ, and not preach

Christ Himself.

Sailar uwitnesses .

Testimony followed from several sailors .

The first said he left his own land a Roman Catholic, and is

now going back & sinner saved by grace. Such words thrilled

many with joy.

The next said he was born here (at the Rost) about eight

years ago.. He was brought in by a hand laid on his shoulder,

and a smiling word spoken on the Highway. Since then he has

been able on board ship to testify to what Christ had done for

him ; now he is going tohis own countrymen on the Highway

in connection with the London City Mission .

Another testified that Christ was now precious to him , both

asa Saviour and as a Keeper. A little over four years ago he was

a belpless drunkard, but,through the Rest, God saved him in a

moment, and has never let him go since,

Soldiers and Sailors .

Mrs. OSBORN spoke of the great cry for workers in South

Africa and many otherparts. She believed that nothing but a

fresh view of Jesus Christ would drive many forth to actual

labour at the Cape . She felt the joy of stirring soldiers and

sailors to be missionaries for Christ : more, too , should be

done amongst apprentices and officers on board ship .

Counsel and Cheer.

Dr. H. SINCLAIR PATERSON gave the address , which will be
found in full on page 809.

Mr. REGINALD RADCLIFFE led in prayer that God would make

the work and workers to take fresh heart, and go forward to His

glory, praying for the seamen, the surrounding population and

heathen afar.

· Miss MACPHERSON told how a young lady, now in China, who

was at the Rest at its beginning, finds entrance at Che-foo to

English sailors. Let, said our sister, every port have its

witnesses for Christ. Shall not many go forth atHis call to be

lights shining for Jesus ?

The proceedings concluded, as customary at the Rest, with a

united communion , in which many brethren and sisters of

divers denominational names enjoyed fellowship together in

remembering the Lord's death,

Since Tuesday a children's meeting has been arranged to be

held at the Strangers' Rest, 163, St. George's Street, E. ,

Thursday, Dec. 9th ,atfive o'clock, when Sir Andrew Clark , Bart . ,

will occupy the chair. Addresses will be delivered, after

which Lady Clark has kindly consented to distribute the

prizes gained by them during the past year.

The Niger. - An earnest appeal has been received by the

C.M.8 . for at least two medical missionaries for the Niger

Mission,

The Broussa Orphanage. The Young Women's

Christian Association and the BroussaOrphanage are propose

ing to bave a united sale of work, at 17, Old Cavendish Street,

opened on Monday, at two o'clock, by Mr. Denham Smitb , also

Tuesday and Wednesday, 6th , 7th , and 8th inst. , from 12 to 10

p.m. , in aid of much -needed funds. A touching letter from

Broussa tells of “ no wood or warm clothing, and a debt of 2120

on the new building ." Our readers have often helped the be

loved founder of this Home, whose life was sacrificed to it.

The glad tidings of salvation is bringing forth fruit amongst its

hundred little ones. The work of the Young Women's Christian

Association is too well known to need further comment ; funds

Are wanted to extend it. Gifts for it will be welcomed by Viss

Ely, 17, Old Cavendish Street, W., or for Broussa by Miss

Denham Smith , 38, York Terrace, Regent's Park ,

Homes for Working Girls in London.-Mr. Shrimp

on writes that this work, just now , needs special sympathy

and financial help, enough money not having beenforthcoming

to pay for the founding of Lincoln House, 12 , York Pisce,

Baker Street, which was opened last July, and provides accom .

modation for seventy young women . To clear off the present

indebtedness £1,800will be required before the last dayof the

year. On the day after that of the opening of Lincoln House,

å gentleman ( " Anonymous”) called to ask my acceptance el

two thousand guineas towards founding anotherHome in 1891,

but he declined to allow the amount to be used for placing

Lincoln House out of debt. What could be done but acceps

the money on the donor's conditions, but how can we set about

opening another Home, thus incurring further liabilities, with

this heavy burden clinging to us ? I therefore appeal for belp

to wipe out the debt already mentioned . It will doubtless

interest many to learn that in the eight Homes, scattered

throughout the Metropolis, four hundred and sixteen your

women can be accommodated, andthat any young workWOIDAD

whocan substantiate her respectability is eligible for adais

sion . Donations will be received by the Treasurer, the Hon

A, F. Kinnaird, 50 , South Audley Street,W., or by Jobe

Shrimpton, Hon. Director, 38, Lincoln's Inn Fields, w.o.

on
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Notices of Books.
Glasgow Foundry Boys' Society.

A

at

CHRISTMAS LETTER PUBLICATIONS .–From Hazell, Watson,

anniversary of the Glasgow Foundry Boys' Religious & Viney we have samples of this year's publications prepared

Society was heldin the St. Andrew's Hall, Glasgow , last week. expressly for Christmas Letter Mission work. The printed

The event was looked forward to with much interest by a large letters set forth the Gospel clearly and pertinently ; the

section of the public , as well as by those who have been asso series of envelopes are pretty, and will certainly tempt many a

ciated with the movement in the various stages of its career, recipient to open and read, we trust to real profit. The

The history of the society is a highly instructive one. Christmas and New Year's cards are altogether too numerous

[Our correspondent proceeds to give a long historical account to detail, and every one has a text of comfort or Gospel

of the society, which we find it quite impossible toinsert. ] truth . All willing to help in this seasonable work, to take

The first ofa series of meetings was held on Saturday after. opportunity at this special time to win ahearing for the Gospel

noon. The proceedings took the form of a grand musical amongst the rich or poor, sick or prisoner, or policeman,

entertainment. There was a large attendance of the boys and soldiers, sailors, firemen , andso on, should add some of these

girls belonging to the society, the spacious building being quite letters or cards to their selection . Thereare two special letters
filled .

very much to that point for the bereaved, for midnight work,

What Boys and Girls Owe.
&c. We advise all to write to the publishers for a list to choose

from ,

The Lord Provost of the city presided , and briefly addressed

the meeting. After referring to the institution and progress of
Four Knockings (4d. ) and Too Good to beTrue (20.), by E.S.

the society , he proceeded to speak of the financial department.
Elliott , are from the same publishers, and excellently useful

both for the unsaved and tried believers .

One would expect, he said, that an agency involving twenty-two

thousandpersons,and attempting in so verymany ways to benefit

Paithful Words Vol. XV.-A. Holness .

them , would be carried on, even with the greatest economy,

Here we have the annual volume of this well -known and

a costof manythousands of pounds per annum. What was
reliable Gospel monthly for old and young. It is got up nicely,

his surprise to find that the whole of the subscriptions sent in
will makean attractive gift-book, and, above all , is such as will

doubtless lead many to light.

to the collector, by the citizens of Glasgow, in the course of a

year, amounted to about three hundred pounds. What was his

Gospel Stories for Old and Young ( 1d .) — A . Holness.

đelight to find that, on the principle of helping themselves, the

A cheap series of striking stories illustrating Gospel truth and

boys and girls who formed this society undertook to be col .
suitable specially for cottage distribution .

lectors, and collected about three hundred pounds a year to
Come to Jesus, Floral Tracts, No. 1 and No. 2. (6d. per packet) ,

-Drummond's Tract Depot.

supplement the three hundred pounds which was given in the

usual way. But this eight hundred pounds, which was the

Here we have two series of Mr. Hammond's tracts , well

whole amount contributed by the citizens of Glasgow for this

adapted for use amongst old and young. From the same pub

most excellent and philanthropic object, was not really accepted
lishers we have Words about Jesus, by W. Luff. Illustrated

as a contribution on thepart of themembers, because he found
booklets, admirable for tract distribution .

that, while they got eight hundred pounds from the citizens,

The Priest in the Family—(2d . ) . Kensit.

they subscribed for missionaryobjects, for the infirmaries, and
Mr. Kensit has done well to issue, in a neatpamphlet, this

for carrying on the society itself, more than one thousand two
significant corrospondence, with a preface by Lord Montagu.

hundred pounds per annum . Could anything showmore clearly

It should be circulated by tens of thousands. English Con

the good effects of thework which was being done thanthat the
vents. From the same publisher, we have (price 3d .) this

boys and girls should contribute one thousand two hundred
pamphlet, throwing a lurid light on the iniquities and barba

pounds a year ?
rities practised in the convents. Also wehave from Mr. Kensit,

Popery a Political System , by Lord R.Montagu (1d. ) , a
The youth of a Great City. reprint ofa striking address delivered at Clifton .

The musical programme was then proceoded with . In the Naval Brigade News.-We have just received the Christmas

course of the evening Mr. William Martin,Treasurer, one ofthe number of this paper ( published monthly in connection with

four gentlemenwhoinstituted the society, delivered an address, Miss Weston's work among the blue jackets) . This special

såying that, in the earlier years of the work, the society had number is full of brightness and interest; andwould be warmly

many difficulties to face. In many of the districts, especially welcomed in bands of hope, temperance societies, and by young

in the East End, they had still to meet in dingy places, and sit people generally. It may be had from the Rest, Devonport.

on poor, uncomfortable seats. Yet they numbered twenty-four

-

THE MONTHLIES.

thousand of the youth of our city, meeting together to worship From the RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY we have Leisure Hour and

God, to read His Word, to sing His praise. Why did the Church

not ask them to come within its walls ? Were theytocontinua senting a varied andinteresting répertoire
forthenext.TheLeisure

Sunday at Home, closing admirably the present volume and pre

in places outside the Church, filling these places, while so many Hour, it is stated, will next yearrely more upon papers supplied

churches remained empty ? Would the Church invite them to from month to month on special topicsas they arise than upon
“ come in" ? The Lord Provost was good enough to look for.

ward to the happy jubilee of the society. But there were some

any programme. The Boy's Own and Girl's Own Papers capi.

of them who looked forward to a something different, to - would

tallyappeal toour young people, in whose hands they can be

he callit an absorption ofthe society by the Church ? They had

placed with entire confidence. The Christmas numbers present

admirable attractions for the holiday season . We have also ,

many departments of work, but chief of all was the religious from the same house, Friendly Greetings, Tract Magazine,

department. The work stood in their name a religious society ;

and if one fact need be adduced to show the vitality of tbeir

Cottager and Artisan, and Child's Companion .

From HOME WORDS PUBLISHING OFFICE we have The Fireside

religious work let it be this, that almost twenty- five thousand bright and readable ; Home Words ; Day of Days ; and Talks with

of their Scripture text and hymn books had been sold in their

own branches, and fifty thousand more throughout Scotland,

the People (1d. ) , by the Earl of Shaftesbury, seloctions from his

addresses on practical subjects.

England, Ireland, and as far south as the Cape of Good Hope.

Thus may their religious work continue to be the chief feature

ALMANACKS. - We have received , since our last notice, the

One Thing Needful Almanack (1d .), W. Waters, Southport,

ofthe society. Amid every change let that remain . Let their

religious work stand amid the change of places, amid the change

and Partridge & Co. , London, with daily texts, varied glean

of boys and girls, amid the change of monitors and directors ;

ings, and much useful information . · The Friend of Missions

amid every change let that stand, drawing its permanence

(sheet, 1d . ) , Partridge & Co. , with daily texts , and striking

from Him who isthe changeless One -the same to -day, and

woodcuts, illustrating missionary scenes. Hung in the chil.

dren's room must , in early days , inspire them with a missionary

yesterday, and for ever, and who in His great love and mercy
longing.

has sent suchcommon laymen and laywomen to gather in the On and Of Duty . (Sheet, 1d. ) Marshall Bros., issued by

lost ones to His fold . the Christian Policemen's Association . Its illustrations are

Another meeting took place in the same hall on Sunday from police life . By constables, and all interested in them , it

evening , at which there was a crowded attendance of senior lads will be much valued.
and girls and workers . The meeting was conducted on much The T.C.M. Almanack (sheet, 1d.) , Thames Church Mig

the same lines as the ordinary forenoon services of the society , sion offices, will attract and delight with its scenes of river

and was of a profitable nature. Addresses were delivered by Mr.
life and daily portions.

Cameron Corbett, M.P. , and Rev. Professor Lindsay, of theFree

Church College ,
Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

A conversazione of the workers, delegates from kindred the publishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48, Paternoster Row ,

societies, and friends of the Glasgow Foundry Boys' Society was London, E.C. , post free, for the published price. Full cash

held on Monday evening.
discount for general book orders.

2
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GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD

Breaking the Charm . Medical Missions in Corea .
On the Suez Canal.

E. Scrivener gives the following
THE following interesting note comes

illustration of the spread of Gospel light:
,

E seldom hear of direct work

of the Methodist Mission in Seoul, amongst the employés of the Suez-I have had a fine continuance of most
Cores : Canal Company (who must be very

splendid hoalth, leaving nothing to be Medical Missions have carried western
numerous), hence we are giad to observe

desired on this head . Our work is
medical science to the throne of Corea, the following in the Bible Society's re

greatly prospering here. Our Sunday and,both the king and queen are now

ports :-Colporteur Gorochovski, of Caire,afternoon service at Kinkanda is not

without signs of blessing. During & re .
treated by foreign doctors. The “ Corean has recently paid & visit to Ismailiyeh

cent service, after answoring & question
Government Hospital, " in charge of Drs. and Suez , and reports as follows :

H. N. Allen and J. W. Heron ,has been “ Ismailiyeh is a nice little town , but

put to me relative to the mission ofJesus
such a success among the natives as to quite stagnant. Almost the whole day

Obrist, I asked the people if they be

lieved what I had told them . Upon their
recommend itself favourably to the long until sunset no one is seen in the

attention of his majesty. The king, from streets, but at sunset the workunen em.
replying in the affirmative, I at once

said thoy could not believe in the “ God the beginning of the medical mission work ployedby the canal company return into

Palaver," and trust in their charms too ,
here, has taken a lively interest in it, and the town, and enliven the streets for

the doctors had but to make their wishes an hour. There I found two Europeans

at the same time pointing to a piece of known to him and their requests were
(Germans), who had lived in this place

looking -glass placed overthe doorway of
granted .

the house , under the roof of which I was
For some months past the for eight years, and during that timehad

king received medicine from Dr.Allen at never had theopportunity either to hear
sitting, One of the men immediately

rose , and with the handle of his knife his private office. During the recent or even to read God's Word, because they

cholera epidemic his majesty sent for a had no Bible with them . Í entered into

smashed the charm to pieces. This is at
large supply of carbolic acid. Dr. Annie conversation with them , and was utterly

least an evidence that their belief in their

J. Ellers came to Seoul, under the aus astonished to find that they did not knowcharms is being shaken. God grant the

pices of the Presbyterian Missionary anything of the Bible . One of them
time may sooncome when these people,

Society, in July. InAugust the queen asked me, " Please, tell us what book
now sitting in such gross darkness , will

was taken sick , and Miss Ellers was sent this is which you call the Bible . ' ”

Bee the light of the Gospel of Jesus

for, and has been very successful in her Mr. Gorochovski had the satisfaction,
Christ, and, seeing it, be led by it to a

treatment. Thus the way has been not only of supplying them with tonoblor and better life .

opened for medical mission work in the Bibles, which he assured them they

Ancient Christian Tablet.
palace as well as in the country.of Corea. wouldprove to be the Book of books, but

also offinding these young men the next
HE following interesting account

Gospel Work for Lumbermen evening, “ not,as on the previous eren

and Miners . ing, drinking in the bar, but in their
Bryant, of the famous Nestorian tablet in

chamber occupied with their Bibles . May

SiNganfu (North China) :
JHE ladies of the American Women's

the Lord enlighten the eyes of these

Beneath the cross, and on the black
young men that they may come to the

smooth space, tablet, the following appeal on behalf of a

knowledge of the truth . "
carved three rows of three large Chinese neglected class :

characters, which form the title of the Dear sisters in Christ-In this land of

tablet, and mean “ a tablet commemo. Gospel light and Bibles, in an era dis

rative of the diffusion of the illustrious
tinguished by missionary efforts it is Mission Home, Governesses ' and

religion of Syria in China. " Underneath startling to find thousands of industrious

this title , and covering nearly the whole and useful men following an occupation Y.W.A. , Paris .

of the rest of the stone. is an extensive indispensable to the carrying on of one ISS LEIGH writes in her report

inscription , well cut and well preserved. of our greatest industrial interests, which M “ Be strong and work : for I am

Most of the inscription is Chinese; but for the greater part of the year debars with you, saith the Lord of Hosts. " Such

on the bottom of the stone there is some them from ordinary Gospel privileges and has been God's
message to us during the

Syriac, mingled here and there with cer separates them from the restraints of past year, amid muchweakness anddis

tain names - probably Nestorian presby family ties , and leaves them to the
appointment; human help failing when

ters-in Chinese . On both sides of the piracy of the saloon and kindred evils. apparently we most needed it, un
stone are more characters, most of which Long ago Christian effort reached the

expected trial overtaking us when oor
are Syriac,and many of them wholly soldier, and the messengers of peace are head and heart were already fall and

illegible. It was erected in the reign of
found ever beside the song of warfare.

weary ; going on alone when the clouds
Chien Chung, of the Fang dynasty, A.D. The sailors are not forgotten ; in every of financial pressure have cast their

781. It is a silent witness to the intro port Bethels have been built , mission shadow over every branch of our work ;

duction , long ago, of our religion into aries and colporteurs are alert to seek when it has seemed scarcely possible to

this country, and to a considerable pro and to save from the dangerous allure. maintain the hand to hand struggle with

gress made for a time in the country,but ments besetting the seaman in port . A the want, sin, and sorrow around as day
it stands alone. To -day there is no more numerous class of men engaged in by day ; the words have come to us

vestige of that work in the land appa . the logging and mining camps of our over and over again , “ Be strong and

rentiy, except this silent , yet eloquent, countrywere unthought of. Noorganized work ; for I am with you, saith the Lord

stone . Why this sad obliteration of effort was made for them ; as far as the of Hosts. "

Christianity from those regions where it carrying on of the lumber and mining During 1885 there have been 383

seems once to have greatly flourished ? interests, “ God was not in all his admissions to the Mission Home, making

The stone is now practically the posses thoughts ; ” while men slept, the enemy a total of 4,122 since December 20th ,

sion of Buddhist priests, standing as it did not ; the vile paper reached the 1872. Of the 388 admitted, 242 bare

does in the grounds and the ruins of a woodsmen, but not the Bible . obtained situations from the Free
Buddhist temple .

Buddhist tablets also Whenever an opportunity for intercept Registry, and 84 have returned to

stand on both sides of it, as if they were
ing & group of men from logging and

England, which is a larger number than
meant to symbolise the triumph of Budd mining camps presented itself, a saloon usual, andspeaks of the difficultieswhicb

hism over Christianity . It stands alone with or without license was planted. The our young friends have in finding employ.

among them , like a solitary prisoner of most precious product of this country is ment.

war, guarded by & row of soldiers. not gold, nor silver , nor iron , nor lumber We can lookback upon this past year

It is said onthe tablet that the Scrip nor salt, but men and women, For half in our Home with infinite gratitude. It

tures were translated , and placed in the & century the depraved morals of the only requires us to remember what life

library of the Imperial Palace at Chang neglected campmen have drawn into the means to us each individually , its hidden
Ngan, i.e. Si Ngan. There is & reference stream of death which continually flows joy and sorrow , its silent struggles, in

also to the “ twenty- four holy ones," by through the open door of the saloon , grand capacity for suffering, and, above

whom the “ ancientlaw " was given , and armies of strong young men, the pride of all, its eternity for weal or woe, ad

to the " twenty -seven books " left to the
that each of the young women shelters

Church after our Lord's ascension , but On these facts our American sisters
in our Home has been one such life , to

there is no indication that the Scriptures
base an earnest appeal for more direct grasp in some degree the meaning of this

were put into the hands of the people. work on behalf of these men.
partof our work

our land .
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR
EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA .

-This Bociety is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among the children of India by meansof
teachers and books. Christian literaturo for

adults is also provided . Reports and Papers will

besent on application . Funds urgently needed .

Address - tho Secretaries , C.V.E.D.,

7, Adam Street, Strand, London , W.C.

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY

-This Society circulated last year nearly 88
millions of publications in 177 languages . It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

which they are subscribed , and pays all its ex

pensesoutof Trade Funds. It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and Sailors ; has issued noarly forty thousand

libraries ; helps all the great Missionary Societies,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution .

An annual subscripliun of 10s. 6d . or upwards

constituies menubership , and a sum of £10 108.

Lire membership . All subscribers receivo copies

of the new tracis, &c .

Subscriptions may be sent to the Secretaries ,

Rev. LEWIS BORRETT WHITE, D.D., ana

kev. 8. G. GREEN, D.D.,
56 , Paternoster Row, London , E.C.

ANGLO-INDIAN

EVANGELIZATION SOCIETY .

PRIACIPAL SIR WILLIAM MUIR said at a

Meeting in London last year : " I do not know

any Societytoat does so much good for so little

money. The late Rev. DR. DUFF said : "The

object of this Society is second to noue in a

Christian point of view . ”

MR. SPURGEON wishes it . " growing success,

an . greatly appreciates its objectsand methods."

DR. HORATIUD BONAR desires to see it moro

widely sympathized with . "

Funds urgently required to extend the

work on Railways, and among Planters, &c .

Contributions may be sent to the Becretary , the

Rev. JOHN FORDYCE, 33, Sutherland Placo , Bays

water,W., ortue Office , 7, Adam Bt. , btrand, w.o.

FOREIGN MISSION NOTES,

Brisbane . - Mr. W. Noble has held a

most successful mission here.

Upper Austria :-Earnest work is

carried on in this large district, by the

Hoopeh. In this one central pro Evangelical community of Weikersdorf.

vince of China there are millions who Senegal. - In this French colony Mr.

never heard the Gospel all. Morin has been labouring with much en

Straits Settlements . - Mr. Hoc couragement, specially amongst the

quard has just undertaken a long itine children.

ration - meeting in remote places with Tientsin . - The daily services in the

someencouragment. mission chapels have lately been largely

“Echoes from Paris. ”—In the No. attended, and there are many inquirers.

vember issue of this monthly, Miss Anne MinersinOneida and Michigan ,

Beales writes an interesting account of -Earnest work has recently been carried

Miss Leigh's institutions in Paris. on in these camps , not without good

The Interior of China . - The Wes results.

leyan Missionary Society is pushing for. North India.-One of the most

ward with a new effort to send forth successful Bible colporteurs in North

“ lay " missionaries to China. India (an old soldier) has recently been

Italy . - We have beenperusing letters called to his rest .

from evangelists labouring in various Miss Leigh's report of her work

parts of Italy, and find many indica amongst English and American young

tions of a quiet but deep work. women in Paris is deeply interesting, and

In the Carribbean Sea.-Writing should awake much sympathy.

on & visit to a little island in the Carrib Toronto .-Rev. Dr. Judson, of New

bean Sea, Mr. Sobey speaks of an intense York , son of the world -famed missionary

longing amongst the islanders for the to Burmah, hasheld a series of evange

preaching of theGospel. listic meetings in Toronto .

Foochow . - Miss Bushell, of the Shaftesbury Home.-Even so far

Society for Female Education in the off as Peel Town, South Africa, there is,

East,has now forty - three girls in her bearing this name, a home and school

school, and many tokens of interest for girls. We learn that many of the

among them. Kaffir inmates have accepted Christ, and

South India . - We learn that in the are hoping to go out to work for Him.

neighbourhood of Cuddapah & notable “ After Many Days.” — In a little

spiritual movement has begun . In one book just issued, under this title, Rev.

village five of the leading men have pro John Fordyce says : “ The progress of the

fessed faith in Christ, and their influence Zenana Mission has been wonderful. No

upon others is so great that the inquirers branch of Christian effort has increased

are numerous . so rapidly as the Zepana Mission .”

A Brave Sister. -Miss IsabelAngus A Children's Mela.-At Agraa great

(daughter of Dr. Angus, Principal of heathen festival is held specially for

Regent's Park College) has volunteered children who are taught that, unless they

to go and labour at Bhiwani, about one worship Leeta, she will strike thom

hundred miles from Delhi, though in all blind or deaf, or give them smallpox.

probability she will be the only European Amongst the thousands assembled, Miss

resident in the place.
Blandand her native helpers have been

Now Hebrides . - The Dayspring heard at work spreading theGospel.

sailed from Sydney on 14th October for Appeal to Miners. - The following

the New Hebrides with the three young has been circulatod by many thousands

missionaries from Glasgow , Messrs. amongst miners in the United States :

Leggatt, Landels, and Morton . Rev. Mr. With love we beseech each one of you to

Copland, of Sydney, who, along with Mr. renounce the great evil of intoxication .

Paton , was one of the pioneers of the We earnestly desire to draw you closer to

New Hebrides, accompanied them. the loving heart of Christ, who is able to

A Lady on the Congo. - Miss Bave to the uttermost, and is saying,

Spearing , dating from Stanley Pool, “ Come unto Me all ye that labour and

writes :-I am thankful to say I have are heavy laden and I will give you

arrived here, well and strong, and glad rest."

and rejoiced to commence the work God Faroe Islands.- In these northern

has given me, andin which my whole islands Mr. Sloan has, during the last

heart is centred . The prospects for the
six weeks, visited four more of the

future are most encouraging, and I am eighteen islands which form this group,

confident great good is being done and has, in the two rounds made this

amongst the native girls in theschool summer, gone . over all the northern isles,

bere .
This means much patient toil , and also

Mohammedans in Colar.--Miss hazardous boating, in order to reach

Florence Bird writes : -I begin to every hamlet, and hold meetings each

get openings into some of the Moham . night. One of these bamlets consisted

medan houses in the town. The people of only four houses, and he held three

are very dark and ignorant, and the meetings there .

women are never allowed out,so they
Rev. E. E. Jenkins writes :

welcome a visitor. They have in every Preaching the Word isa great force in

case first only wished for medical aid, China, and much of this can be per .

but afterwards they were glad to be formed by Bible teaching and personal

visited when they know us a little . In testimony. Men whose hearts are filled

many ofthe houses they have never seen with the love of God, who have & know.

an English face before. They do not ledge of the language of the people, and

seem very unhappy, but, never having whose lips have been touched by the

had freedom , I suppose they do not miss anointingSpirit to speak it, will make an

it. There is plenty of room here for excellent band of pioneers. There is a

workers all round, and also for medical call for more labourers we have not the

missionaries, In some of the large means to supply them from the ordinary

places there is no doctor or dispensary, ministry, and God is raising up laymen

and the people die for want of a little who will, greatly strengthen the mis

Aid ,
sionary stafi,

ARMY SORIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

President- Gon , Bir A. J. LAWRENCE , K.C.B.

Sole object of the Society to spread the saving
knowledge of Christamong our soldiers . Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer , V. G. M. HOLI, Esq ., 17 , Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon. Sec .; or by ·

the Secretary, Mr. W.A. BLAKE, at the ottices,

4 , Trafalgar Squaro, Charing Cross , W.O.

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE

PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL

AMONG THE JEWS. - Established 1842 .

President - W.G . HABERSHON, Esq .

The Society has upwards of 100 Agents, who

carry the Gospel to the Jews in England, Italy ,

Gerinany, Austria , Russia and Turkey. The

labours of the Missionaries are supplemented by

the work of Schoolmasters and Colporteurs

Tracts and Copies of the scriptures are circu

lated . Many Jews have,by thissociety , boenled

to believe that Jesus is the Christ . Much good

has been done among the thousands of Jows in

Loudon by the various Agents, by the House of

Call, and by the New Mission House, with its im .

portant Medical Missions.

Increased funds are urgently needed,

and will be thankfully receiveu by the Secretary,

Rov. J DUNLOP, at the Office ,

96 , Great Russell Street , Bloomsbury , London ,

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Balisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.0 . - European

Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 254 , NativeLay

Agents 3,509, Schools 1,720 . Subscriptions

urgently noedod for rapidly extending work
anong a thousand millions of Heathens and

Mabommedans , Hon . Sec. ,Rev. F. E. WIGRAM,

Lay Sec ., Goneral GEOROR HUTCHIISON .

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF

PERSECUTED JEWS.

“SYRIAN OULUNIZATION FUND,”

Bhaftesbury Memorial Fund, sanctioned by

LORJ BHASTESBURY, in aid of Jews in the Holy

Land , to enable them to obtain a livelihood , by

agricultural and other industry

Hon . Treasurer - R . C. L. BEVAN , Xaq .

Donations received by the Bankers, MOSSIS,

Drummond & Co., CharingCross, B.W .; Mossrs .

Barclay, Bevan , Tritton , & Co. , 54, Lombard

Street, B.C.; the Bauk of England ; the Roya!

Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland . Secretary - E. A. FINN.

Ofice- 41, Parliament Store Westminster, $ , W ,
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Donations Received .

GEORGE YARD MISSIONS.

BARBICAN MISSIONTO THEJEWB.

£ s, d.

500

M. M....
0 26.

THE GRACE OF THE SPIRIT . - In this article, by Rev. John Riddell
,

given in our last issue, the word " trivial " in the second line, was a printeri

error for " triune."

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS,

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part of England , Scotland , and Wales
upon dus notics. Applyto llun . decretary , 21, Surrey Street, Strand , W.U.

Y.M.C.A., City, New MetalExchange, Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall

Street ( ate of Gracechurch Street).- City DailyPrayer Meeting 1 to 2

(Sat. ex.) ,at St. Peter's, Cornhill (adjoining No. 57 ). Lecture by Rev.

Frank H. White, Dec. 7th, 6.30 p.m., subject , “ The Parables of Christ,"

illustrated ty Dissolving Views. Bible Reading for youngmen, Sunday,

at 3.30 ; Mission Work each evening at Bermondsey, Whitechapel, &c . ,
at 8 p.m.

West Croydon,four addresses on the " Second Coming ofthe Lord, ”

in St. George's Presbyterian Church , Oakfield Road, West Croydon , on

Thursdaysat 11:30 : Dec. 2nd ,
Rev. Donald Fraser, D.D., “ The Purpose

of the Ages, and the Blessed Hops; " 9th , Rev. John Wilkinson, " The

Second Advent in relation to Israel ;” 16th , Rev. Charles Graham , " The

Second Advent in relation to Resurrection and Judgment ; " 23rd, Rev.

A. N. Mackray, M.A., “ The Second Advent in relation to Christian
Life and Work .”

Dr.C. Y. Biss holds serviceswith a lecture expository of Holy Scripture ,

every Sunday morning a: 11 o'clock , at the Portman Rooms, 58 , Baker
Street , W.

Homeof Industry , 60, Commercial Street.- Monthly meeting for

Christianworkers , Wed. , Dec. 15. Teaat 6 o'clock ; meeting at 7. Mr.

EugeneStock will give an account of the persecution in Uganda (Cen

tral Africa ),and of thelife, work, and last days of Bishop Hannington.

Deepening ofSpiritualLife .- Friday, at 3.30 p.m., in Stafford Rooms,
Titchborne street, Edgeware Road .

Mr. Gawin Kirkaam . - Dec. 3. Feltwell, Suffolk ; 4-6 , Norwich ; 7,
Ohalk Farm ; 8, Bermoodsey ; 9 , Forest Gate ; 11, Mildmay Park ; 13,

Braintree ; 16, Mildmay Park ; 16, Y.M.C.A. , Finsbury Park ; 18, Putney ;

20, Holborn .

Open Air Mission (South Lon lon Auxiliary ).-Monthly Conference,

Mission Hall , Melior Street, Weston Street, Southwark (near London

Bridge Station ), Wed., Dec. 8th , at 7 p.m. Address by Joseph Weather

lay, “ Lessons learned during my recent tour in Egyptand Palestine.'
Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N. - Sun ., Dec. oth, Mr. P. 8. Bade

noch , afternoou , at 3.30 ; Rev. Ed . Brewer, evening, at 7.
Children's Special Service Mission - Seasido Services .- Mr. E.

Arrowsmith , Dec. 31 to Jan. 3 ; Mr. H. M. Trickett, at Liverpool, and

neighbourhood , Dec. 14 ; Potter's Bar, Dec. 16th ; at Bourne noutb

Dec, 17-22 ; Mr, M. dackett, at Latymer Road Mission Room3,

Nov. 28thto Dec. 3rd ; Mr. G. Banaster, at Bath till Dec. 10. Meeting

of Local Secretaries and others at Y.M.U.A., Hall, Mount Pleasant,

Liverpool, Dec. 3, at8 p.m., Rev. A. E. Barnes-Lawrence, M.A., presid

ing. Addresses by Messrs. E. Arrowsmith and H. M. Trickett.
Youths' Institute , Old Pye Street, Westminster ( “* One Tun ' Mission );

- Prayer meeting every Wednes lay, from1 to 1.30. Conducted by Mr.

J, Payne. Mission service every Sunday, from 6.30 to 8.

TalbotTabornaolo, Powis Square. - Sunday, Frank A. White , at 11a.m.

and 7 p.m.

House of Rest, 8, Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn . - Friday , Dec. 3rd , All

day meeting from 10.30 a.m. Special prayer for an ourpuring of the

Spirituponall the Churches, at home and abroad, and for means for

carrying on the Lord's work . 3 p.m., Mr. R. C. Morgan on " Christ the
Witness : and Christ's Witnesses." Refreshments at1 and 5.

Agricultural dall, Islingtoa .-- Evangelistic servicos every Sandıy at
3.30 and 7 p.m., conducted by Rev. Dr.Thain Davidson and others.

St. George's Hall, Langham Place, Mr. Denham Smith during the

month of December, on Sunay at 11 and 7, and on Wednesday at 8 ,

atBurlingtonHall, Savile Ror .
Rev. W. Hey M. 81. Aitken's engagements are : -Nov. 21st, St. Mary's,

Nottingham , to Dec. 6th ; Dec. 7th to 15th , Albert Hall, Nottingham

Jan. 9th to 24th , or longer, St. Mark's , Barrow ,

Southwark Y.M.C.A., 26 & 28 , Newington Causeway:-Thursday, D :c.

2nd, at 9 p.m., Lord Radstock, to young men ; Sunday, at 3.15 , Bible

class ; Mogday, 6th, R. Paton , Esq., lecture : " Sixteen years' business
life in India .

Oonference Hall, 143, Clapham Road, 8.W.- Sir Charles Warce a will

give a lecture on Palestine and Sinai 01 Wednes lay evening,
December 8th , at the Conference Hall, Clapham Road , on behalf of the

Young's Men's Christian Association of Fentiman Road , near Ken
nington Church . Sir Robert Pbayro, K.C.B.'will take thechair at 8.

Barbican Mission to the Jews, 11 , Torriano Avenue, Camden Road ,

N.W.-Mr. Warschawski's Bible readings inthe Prophecies, the last

Tuesday in each month ,at 3 p.m. Tea at 4.30 .

Clapton dall: Alham Road, Cazenove Road, Uppsr Clapton - Mr. J.
Denham Smith, Fridays, at 7.30.

Great Assembly Hall, Mile Bad Road , E.-Mr. O. Russell Hurditch ,

Sun. , 11 a.m. and 6_45 p.m.
Conference Hall, Eccleston Street , S.W.-Mr. Herbert R. Francis

nightly , from Dec. 5thto 19ch, assistedby South London Evangelistic
Choir, Dec.13th to 16th ; Sunday, at 8.30 and 7, other nightsat 8 ;

prayer, Tuesday, 11.30 a.m.
Dr. H.Sinclair Paterson will preach ( D.V.) on Sunday , at 11 a.m.

and 7p.m., in Trinity Presbyteria a Church , Kensington Park Road, W.

Rev. Adolph Saphir, D.D., will preach (D.V.) on Sunday, at ll á.m. ,

in Belgrave Presbyterian Church , Halkin Street, W.

Evangelistic Mission (under the direction of O.Russell Hurditch ).

Kilburn fall, Kilburn Gate (not Town Hall).- Sun ., at ? p.m. and

Wod ., at 7.30 p.m.; prayer, Mon., 7.30 p.m.

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr.Jas. L. Stanley, Sun. , 7 p.m, and
Thurs., atx ; prayer , Fri., 8 p.m.

Dalston Hall, 105 , Dalston Lane , E. -Mr. A, M. Kyd, Sun , 7 p.m.and

Thurs., 8 p.m .; prayer, Tuts , 8.30 p.m.

Bignold Hell, Bignold Road, Station Road , Forest Gate.-Mr. Geo.

Hucklesby, Bun ., 7 p.m., and Wed., at 8 p.m .; Mon., prayer , 8.15

WestKensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall),Hammersmith
Road , Dr. Popham , Bun., at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m., also on Thurs., 8
p.m .; Mr. O. V.T. Onslow , Sun. , at 7 p.m.; prayer, Mon., 8 p.m.

Mortlako,S.W.- The“ Rest ” Mission Room.- Mr. J. Y. Matthews,

Sun., at 7, and Wed., at 8.

An Interesting Rescue. - Pastor Gallaud, minister in the

South of France, has been providentially saved from drowning

while he was returning from a missionary tour. He had to

cross a bridge over a river swelled by heavy rains; as he was on

the bridge the wind caught him and threw him in the stream .

He was about to disappear in the waters when & strong band

seized him and broughthim to the shore. It was a young man

who had come tomeet him, and had justarrivedin time to see

his pastor carried away by the torrent. This young man bad

lately been brought to Christ through Pastor Gallaud's ministry.

Itwas a prompt and unlooked forreward to the messenger of
salvation .

A Noble Giver . - At the venerable age of eighty-eight It

Charles Groves, of Liverpool, has died, and by his death the

Church has lost one of its best friends. At the Liverpool Dio

cesan Conference in 1881 he made his last appearance as a

speaker. A proposalwas being strongly pressed thata cathedral

should be erected. “ I cannot consent to this," said Mr.Grores,

“ while thousands of souls are perishing. A cathedral is a

luxury ; a church is a necessity. To yoor cathedral I shall

never give afarthing,for more churches I shall give ten thousand

pounds. ' And he did it . For fifty years Mr. Groves has gifen

away every penny of his business income, and he lived on one

tenth of his savings.

BAST
Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Zenadas,
Harems, and Schools , in Asia and Africa .

Secretary, Viss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London, S.W.
Bankers Messrs. RERRIES, FARQUHAR, &Co., 16, St.James Street,

London, S.W.

THAMES CHURCHMISSION.

INSTITUTED 1844 ,

President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD YAPOB.

Bankers

Messrs. LLOYD3, BARNETP3, BOJANQUkr3,& co . , Limitel.

The Agents of this Socisty go forth du by dig in th strangth of the

Lord of Hosts carrying the tidings of Salvation aningst countless thos
gands who use the Port of London,

IS IT NOTHING TO YOU "

that men employed on the River Tham 3s are perishing on every hand:

who know not that " th , gift of Gol is eteraal life " ?

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS ARE URGENTLY NEEDBD.

READER .........HELP US.

Nos. of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts, & c ., are also wanted,

and will greatly assist the Chaplainsand Missionaries.

The Secretary will be plessed to give an account of the Work of the

Mission ( with dissolving views) at schoolroom , Lecture Hall, or Drawing
room Meeting .

(Address) Rev. HENRY BLOOMER , Secretary,

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

" THE FULL VALUE "

Packet of Ohristmas Cards. An assortment of Mildmay and

others, at published price of 38.6d,, post free for 1s. postal order.

J. E. HAWKINS, 85, Biker Street, W.

DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS are frequentis
caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles. TheRev.Dr. Crowther. 8.
Joseph's College, Dumfries, writes : - “ I cannot describe the comfort I
derive from the use of your glasses, both by day and night Ifind no pain

or weariness as I used to ; and I havetaken to reading
books I had putaside

as too trying for the eyes on account of the smallness ofthetype." The late

Sir Julius Benedict wrote— “ I have tried the principal opticians in London

without success , but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably ;the

clearness of yourglasses as comparedwith others is really surprising."
The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon. Canon , Worcester Cathedral, write

- " The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire, and myeyes feel streng

already . I onlyregret I did not know of your exceedingskill years

Mr.HENRYLAURANCE,Oculist Optician , la ,OLD BOND STREET

scientifically adapts his IMPROVED SPECTACLESto assist ind strengthen

theweakestsights . Pamphlet containing suggestionsfor the preservatian

of sight free. BRANC (ES, 6. Poultry, E.C. 3 , Guardian

Buildings, Cross Street,MANCHESTER ;5. Corporstioa

Street, BIRMINGHAM ; and 120,Buchanan street, Glasgot .

-ADVI

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

Dec, 5th - Judges iv. 14—24 Dec. 9th - Judges vi . 11-24

6th - Judges v.1-16
10th - Judges vi. 25-40

7th - Judges v. 17431
11th - Judges yii, 1–12

8th - Judges vi, 1-10
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THE QUEEN'S PRINTERS'

TEACHER'S BIBLES.

THE ORIGINAL, FULLEST, AND BEST.

Eleven Editions.

468 pages of added matter, including Concordance, Vincent's

Index, Sayce's Articles, Lumby's Glossary, Atlas, Tristram's,

Hooker's, Stainer's, and other Contributions.

FROM 3s. Od .

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, GREAT NEW STREET, LONDON , E.C.

ALL BOOKSILLERS .

CONSUMPTION CURABLE !

" MR G. T. CONGREVE on

CONSUMPTION

AND ITS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT.

Showingthatdireful disease tobe curable in all

its stages ; with observations on

ASTHMA, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, & C . "

SIXPENCE (post free ), or Large Edition ( cloth ), 18. 3d .,

from the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S.E., and

Elliot Stock , 62, Paternoster Row, E.O.

THE

NINETEENTH SERIES OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM NOV. TO JAN.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personelly or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER ,

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENT CASE ,NOT PUB.

LISHED BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK,

CASH PRIZES.

50 GU I N E AS

IN CASH PRIZES

will bo presented , entirely Free of charge, to the Twenty Readers who form

the highest number of Dictionary Words out of the word

PRESENTATION.

Thus, for example , “ Present," " Sent," “ Rest, " " Nation ," & c ., subject to

the conditions named below . This amount will be divided as follows :

· FIRST PRIZE , £20. SECOND PRIZE £10 10s. THIRD

PRIZE £5 . And 17 other Cash Prizes of One Pound each .

Hence every Competitor will have TWENTY CHANCES OF WINNING

ONE OF THB TWENTY OASA PRIZES.

The Kensington Fine Art Association , being desirous of further extending

the sale of their Art Productions at Popular Prices, bave decided to offer

the above Prizes, ENTIRELY FREE OF CHARGE, to all readerswho

shall become patrons of their ART SELECTED PARCEL OF PICTURES,

consisting of fourteen of the most beautiful, charming, and varied

subjects, for Post Offics Order, ls. 9d., or 23 stamps. Every parcel will

contain a charmingly coloured Oil Picture, entitled *** JACK'S WOOING !"

(Measuring 24 inches by 18 inches.) From the Original Oil Painting by

that Renowned Artist DRUMMOND.

This, a charming marine, landscape, and figure subject combined , is a

wonderfully bright, pleasing , and suggestivo picture. The sceno is laid

hard by theseashore. A rustic stile gusrds the entran 'e to a luxuriant

corofield . Stretching far away until it meets the horizon lies the blue

ocean . The interest of the picture, however, centres in two figures in the

inmediato foreground. "Jack," a strapping sailor laddie , whose sunburnt

features toll of yogagas to warmer climes, is leaning in true, easy -going,

sailor-fashion on the stile, while he whispers soft nothings to abright

eyed, dark -haired , bare-footed peasant girl, who is trying, but unsuccess

fully, to " mind her knitting " and look as though nothing in the wide

worldweroof lessimportance toherthan the admiration ofher sailor

swoetheart .

In addition tothis magnificent picture , each parcel will also contain

Two beautiful Plaque Pictures (Animal subjects , DOGS' HEADS), both

framedcomplete in imitation plush frames, ready for hanging, and eleven

other charming subjects, the selection of which must be left tothe Associa

tion. The magnificent picture, “ JACK'S WOOING ! " is alone worth at

least half -a -crown , but all readers applying before December 18th will

secure thewhole fourteen choice art productions for Post Office Order ls . 9d . ,

or 23 stamps, carriage free.

In every parcel sent out will also be enclosed a signed PRIZE CERTIFI

CATE , which will entitle the holder to compete, ENTIRELY FREE OF

CHARGE, for the above cash prizes. Full particulars of the Competition

will be found printed on the Prize Certificate.

A cheque will be forwardedto each of the twenty successfulcompetitors

on December 30th , and the full names and addresses of the TWENTY success.

ful competitors will be published in the advertisenent columns of the

London Standard of December 31st , 1886 .

All orders must be accompanied by the following Bond , which should be

cut out and forwarded , with remittance, before December 18th .

WORD AND WORK PRIZE BOND . No. 306 .

( Plea - e order before December 18th , unless from abroad.)
On receipt of this Bond , accompanied by Post Office Order value is . 9d . ,

(or 23 penny stamps ), weagree to forward, carriage paid , toany address

in the United Kingdom , one Parcel of our Art selected Productions,

containing fourteen beautiful and varied subjects , including the large

and magnificently -colured Oil Picture, entitled “ JACK'S WOOING !'

as described above .

We also agree to enclose in each parcel, ENTIRELY FREE

OF CHARGE, One PRIZE CERTIFICATE, which will entitle the

Holder to compete, ENTIRELY FREE OF CHARGE, for the TWENTY

CASH PRIZES amounting to FIFTY GUINEAS.

(Sigued ) WALTER H. BACON,Manager.

THE KENSINGTON FINE ART ASSOCIATION ,

Kensington Road, Kensington , London, w .

N.B. - The exquisite Companion Picture to " JACK'S WOOING ! ”

entitled “ JACK'S VALENTINE ,” together wih twenty-six other

Pictures, and an extra Certificate , can be secured by sending for Two

Parcels (Post Office Order, 83. , or 39 stamps), carriage free. These two

Pictures aloneare honestly worth Five Shillings per pair .

The Association have a very beautifulPicture: upright shape, measuring
26 inches by 18 } inches, entitled “ A MOTHER'S JOY."

Particularlysuitable for a centre subject to the above Pair of Pictures,
· JACK'S WOOING !" and " JACK'S VÅLENTINE !
The CharmingPicture " A MOTHER'S JOY " we can offer to the readers

of this paper at 1s.9d. per copyby P.0.0 ., or 23 stamps post free.

Asthe above goods are valuable, the Association willbe happy to register

the parcels for safe transmission , pruvided two extra stamps are enciosed.

Ifyoucan get four ofyour friends tobecome purchasors of these cheap

parcels , we will sond you an extra Certificate, thus enabling you tocom
pete without becominga purchaser,

Post Office Orders are preferred to Postal Orders, an 1 to be made payable

at Ken ingion Park Road Post Office , London .

EXTRA SPECIAL NOTICE.

T following in the CRESTEN Of the PRIZE COMPETITION on the

FIRST PRIZE . - TENGUINEAS.- TheRev. Thomas Ellaby Westerdale ,

Wesleyan Minister , Bayswater, 151, UxbridgeRoad, London, W. SECOND

PRIZE. - FIVE GUINEAS . — Sarah JaneTansley, Station Road, Fenny
Stratford , Bucks.

THE FOLLOWING TEN COMPETITORS WON ONE GUINEA EACH.

- Alfred H. Moseley , 8, Chatham Grove, B irtonRoad , Withington, Man

chester . Pervy L. Lancaster, 15, Wharton Road, West Kensington Park ,

London ,w, Florence Thorburn, 15, EdgeLane,Liverpool. Francis W.

Lancaster , 1, Hastings Terrace, st. Hesier's, Jersey. Janet Johnson,

Foundling . 8 ,Guilford Place, London , w.o. AliceGray Nayler, The Coto

tages, Haughton, near Shiinal, Balop. Joseph Willcox, 12 ,GreatWestern

Square East, North Circular Road , Dublin . EdwardAlfred Brayehaw , 10,

Langholm Crescent, Darlington . J. P.Hawke, 13, Matheson Road , West

Kensington , London, W. Richard Robinson , junior, 12 , Ashmore Road ,

St. Peter's Park, London, W.

Allcommunications to beplainly addressed :

WALTER HENRYBACON, The Kensington Fine ArtAssociation ,
KENSINGTON ROAD, KENSINGTON, LONDON , W.

Send one stamp for our new Catalogue of Pictures, Christmas Novelties,

Christmas Cards, & o,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

CONSUMPTION-CASE of a YOUNG MAN AT

HIGHAM FERRERS.

Reported by Rev. W.J. TOMKINS, of The Mans , Rushden, Higham
Ferrers ,

The patient had caught a severe cold ,which resulted in serious illness.
A cold is often the forerunner of disease (as shown in mybook ), and is the

early footstep of the destroyer . Then followed a bad cough , entire loss of

appetite , decrease of flesh , great languor, night sweats, &c.
Mr. Tomkios writes : - " At this time the medical men were consulted

in the usual way , but no benefit was derived from their treatment. They ,

with others ,thought the young man was going into a rapid decline.
" It was then your medicine was tried and proved so successful . He

rapidly got better, and after a time resumed work. His parents say they

feel you ought to know the good be derived from your treatment. He is

now well, and appears to be a strong, healthy young man.

“ Personally I have no hesitation in saying that in early stages of con

sumption and severe cases of bronchitis there is no medicine more effica

cious than yours. I have seen its guod effects in many instances . ”

NOTE . – Days of Consultation . — TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY_Mornings ONLY,

at Coombo Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance_should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to here soon

the book first.

FOGS !

AndDamp Air produce

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS.

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COL DS, COU GHS, & c .

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR ,

In Bottles, 18. 14d. , 25. 9d., and 48. 6d .

Prepared by G. T, CONGREVE, Coombe Lodge, Peckham ,

BY SOLD ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.

IS

R ,
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THE ANNUALANNUAL SALE

IN AID OF THE

MILDMAY PARK AND BETHNAL GREEN HOSPITALS,

In Connection with the Desconess Houso, will (D.V.) be held on

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, & THURSDAY, the 7th, 8th , & 9th DECEMBER,

In Room No. 6, Conference Hall, Mildmay Park .

A LARGE QUANTITY OF

WORCESTER CHINA, ST. SERVAN AND LISBON POTTERY,

And other FOREIGN ARTICLES will be for sale, also

FANCY ARTICLES, AND CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN,

All roost suitable for Christmas and New Year's Gifts ;

ILLUM IN A TIONS, & c .

Open from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. Admission—1s . up to 6 o'clock , after that hour 6d ., to be returned on first article bought

A REFRESHMENT STALL WILL BE PROVIDED.

Any quantity cut, at Ladies ! ! Send for Box of Patterns, Post Free,
Wholesale Price. THE

Yearly Parts for 1886.

THE

BRITISH MESSENGER, 1s.

(Seven Prize Medals. Estd. 1752 ) THE

Are from the same yarns as thoso supplied to H.R.H. the Princess of
GOSPEL TRUMPET, 6d .Wales ; and aro manufactured entirely by us, on our own premises .

Warranted to Wear and AlwaysLook Well. GOOD NEWS, 5d.
Autumn andWinter Patterns, Post Free.

“ Always stirring , practical, and gracioas. .
OUR CROSE-WARP SERGE8, 10 d . to 3 /- per yd ., are practically Un Deserve to be placed in the hands of every

tearable eitherway of the cloth . Our GOLDMEDAL Cashmores, 1/6 to saved man and woman inthe three kingdomi."

4/6 per yd.; Merinos, 21-to 3/6 per yd.; Ottomans, 1 /. to 31, per yd . : Sword and Trowel.

Costume Cloths, 8 d . to 4/8 per yd.; Cords, 6d . to1/6 per yd.; ali the “ Full of sound Gospel truth ." - Record.

above are plain and coloured. Ocean, Canvasand BasketCloths, plain and

figured,at 10d. per yd . Nuns' Veilings, plain and figurod, 8 d. to 10 d . resting character of thesevaluable publicaties
" Are all excellent ; the attractive and int

per yd .; Soleils , plain and figured , 1/4 to 3/- per.yd.
is weli sustained .” - The Rock .

HENRY PEASE & CO.'S Successors,

All Parcels SPINNERS AND MANUFACTURERS, THE MILLS, DARLINGTON . DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

Carriage Paid Ladies !! Bend for Box of our Lovely Patterns,
Stirling, N.B.

for Winter, Post Free . London : S. W. PARTRIDGE & 00

DARLINGTONE DRESSFABRICS

Nervous Exhaustion .

ON THE DEEP SEA.

AND

FIYE YEARS AGO , visit paid to the North Sea Trawling Fleeta

PULVERMACHER'S
provod , by God's Providence, the commencement of a per

happier e poch for the Deep-Sea Fishermen . Until the year 18

WORLD-FAMED GALVANIC BELTS thousands of our countrymen had toilod - notonly in all weatben

for the cure of NervouS EXHAUSTION AND DEBILITY have received

at all seasons, and in daily peril of their lives, but-

isolation from all Christian or moral influences .

Testimonials from three Physicians to Her Majesty the Queen, and TO -DAYseven Mission Smacks cruisein the North Sen , servingasChurch,

over Forty Members of the Royal College of Physicians of London .
Dispensary , Temperance Hall , and Club .

Two of these vessels wero equipped at a cost of 44,850, and pro

The distressing symptoms of NERVOUS EXHAUSTION sented to the Institution by generous donors . The remaining

DEBILITY are speedily removed by means of PULVERMACHER'S
wore originally private property, and merely lent for mig ass

purposes, andalthough a considerable portion of tbelr purchase

World - Famed GALVANIC BELTS, which are so arranged as to money has been defrayed during tho current year, a sum of 25.00

convey a powerful electric current direct to the affected parts,

still remains to be cleared off before they are free from marta

and registeredinthe names of Trustees is the unoncumbered por

gradually stimulating and strengthening all the nerves and
perty of the Mission .

muscles, and speedily arresting all symptoms of waste and decay.
Moreover , SEVEN VESSELS CANNOT MBEC TAB REQUIRE

Dr. Vines, Fellow of the RoyalCollege of Physicians, writes, 19th
MENTSOF TWELVE FLEETS,and all personson shorewbore

September, 1885 : - “ Having used MR. PULVERMACHER'S BELTS
ourbeloved Queen (wbich every ono DOB3) and sympathia

for many years, in the course of medical practice, I am in a position
the storm - tossod smacksmen (which every one OUGHT to do)87

to speak of their great value as a curative agontin cases of cervous
invited to contributo towardsa special fund w be style

disease or functional malady where Electricity is likely to be

Queen Victoria Purchase and Endowment Fund,” in order thatthe

Mission Smacks maybe sent forth us at once a Memorialof

serviceable. I am entirely convinced of their efficacy. " Majesty'sJubilee and as Horalds of Mercy from the King ol litr

Dr. C. HANDFIELD JONES, F.R.C.P. , F.R.S. , Physician to St.
ministering healing and comfort to the bodies, and peace and fait
ness to the hearts of the fisbermen .

Mary's Hospital, says: — " I am satisfied that MR. PULVERMACHER Sumsreceivedfor this object will be paid to aspecial Depo

is an honest and earnest labourer in the field of science, and I think Account opened in thenamosofTrustoesat Mesiri. Gurney101

he deserves to meet with every encouragement from the profession
Bank, Great Yara outh .

and scientific men . ' The Duke of GRAFTON, K.G., Trustec, B. J. VATHER, Director

Dr. GOLDING BIRD, M.D., Physician , Guy's Hospital, says: MISSION TO DEEP-SEA FISHERMEN,

“ I can hardly recommend MR. PULVERMACHER'S INVENTION too Bridge House , 181, Queen VictoriaStreet, London, EC.

strongly to the notice of my medical bretbren ."

For full Price List and Particulars zeo new Pamphlet, “ GALVAN

NATURE'S CHIEF RESTORER IMPAIRED VITAL

ENERGY," Post free from

PULVERMACHER'S
Batraflexible, silksowed, in best Bogster moroooo, kid - lined, elastic head

GALVANIC ESTABLISHMENT,

With full helps. Prices from 20s.

In French morocco, projecting odgoa, elastio band . From the.

194, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.

SAMUEL BAGSTER& SONS, LIMITED

16. PATERNOSTERROW ,LONDON

London J , 7 , SHAW & Co. 48, Pateracota Row , 2,0 .

ISM : OF

BAGSTER'S BIBLES.
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A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

NDON : J. F . SHAW & Co.] (REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD .) [48, PATERNOSTER Row , E .O .

VOL . XII ., No. 612. THURSDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1886 . ONE PENNY.

FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN .

In the course of a very few weeks the work of 1886 will be brought to a close. The LORD HAS

(US FAR VERY GRACIOUSLY sustained the HOMES and OPEN -ALL -NIGHT REFUGE ; indeed ,

i one good thing has been lacking.

Above all, there have been many tokens of SPIRITUAL BLESSING upon the work .

Various missionary workers have brought or sent no less than ONE THOUSAND THREE

INDRED and THIRTY YOUNG WOMEŇ and GIRLS as applicants for admission, and to the utmost

acity of the Homes every suitable case has been promptly welcomed .

Amongst this large number were girls scarcely in their teens, others saved just on entering the down

rd course, and many sunk in the lower depths of sin , but all alike NEEDING the SALVATION of the

RD JESUS CHRIST, as well as temporal succour.

Reviewing the experience of THIRTY-FIVE YEARS, the fact is recorded with great thankfulness the

RD has GRACIOUSLY DISPOSED the HEARTS of HIS SERVANTS to contribute all necessary

ds, and His FAITHFULNESS in TIME PAST leads to the anticipation that His stewards will be both

bled and disposed to subscribe ALL THAT MAY BE NECESSARY in relation to the work of 1886 .

Messrs. John F . Shaw & Co. will, as usual, gladly receive donations.

EDWARD W . THOMAS.
ffices : 200, Euston Road, London, N . W .

UR OWN GAZETTE. Songs of the Pilgrim Land.

HE QUEEN 'S PRINTERS'

EACHER 'S BIBLES,

THE ORIGINAL, FULLEST, AND BEST.

Eleven Editions.

Edited by MRS. STEPHEN MENZIES.

Highly entertaining and helpful. For
Girls and Young Women . Bright Stories ,

Useful Articles on Gardening. Cookery, BY MRS. PENNEFATHER.
Dressmaking . Sick Nursing Science ,

Emigration , Thrilt , Household Hints , & c .

Small 4to, Cloth extra, 58.€30 in Money Prizes offered for the

best filled in Charts in the third Winter

Pen and Ink Bible Competition , now | A CHOICE AND APPROPRIATE PRESENT
going on .

H . R . H . thePRINCESSMARY FOR THIS SEASON :

has graciously promised one ofthe Prizes.
Send for Engraving, Rules, & c ., d .,by post. " A charming book inside and out. All the poemsare full of

Other Prizes given every month for
the highest aspirations and purest devotion , breathing fervent

Essays, Needlework , Puzzles , & c .

love to our Saviour, and longing for the time when faith will
PennyMonthly , through any Bookseller, or direct from 16 , Paternoster

Square, London , E . C .
give place to sight. Mrs. Pennefather has added another to

her many claims on the gratitude of the Church by permitting

the publication of this volume.” — Record.

" Will bring gladness to many a pilgrim on the way. The

songs are full of spiritual feeling , and possess true melody of

thought and rhythm ."' - Nonconformist.

“ We are glad tbat Mrs. Pennefather has given her consent

to the publication ofher poetical pieces in a collected form ,

and we heartily welcome the charming volume. It is seldom

wemeet with pieces so fraughtwith heart -searching and heart.

stirring thoughts, in simple yet graceful and touching lan .

guage, evincing deep spiritual insight, ripeness of judgment,

ages of added matter, including Concordance, Vincent's and richness of experience. " - Baptist.

1, Sayce's Articles, Lumby's Glossary , Atlas, Tristram 's ,

Hooker's, Stainer's ,and other Contributions. “ A volume that will live and soon becomeas well known to

the Christian public as are the poems of the late Miss Elliott

FROM 3s. Od. and Miss Havergal.” — English Churchman .

E & SPOTTISWOODE, GREAT NEW STREET, LONDON , E . O .

ALL BOOKSELLERS. LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E . O ,

D AND WORK will be sent by the Publishers Post fiveto any addroup in the Kingdom for TwelveMonths for Br. 100
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WORD AND WORK.

Situations and Appointments.

A LADY of Christian principles, 35 to 40,

ducated, musical, and practically domesticated,

wanted by a widower to manage his household .
small family, and with one servant. Should be

kind to cuildren , understand needlework , of

orderly and careful habits, genteel, and good

mediu in stature. Address particulars by post to

A , U., Care of Scott's Library, il , Laveuder Hill ,

8.W.

Terms for Advertisements

Combe Down School,“ Word and Work."

WANTED , a Christian lady as Governess,
age about 25 or 30 , salary good. For further par

ticulars apply with stamped envelope to
Miss btroud ,

Deaconess House , Mildmay Park , N.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women and nursery gover

nesses from the country or elsewhere whilst

waiting for situations. Registry attached .

Termson application to the Deaconess in charge

of the Registry ,

Couference Hall , Mildmay Park, N.

A LADY seeks the Superintendence of a

Home for Girls, age 38, excellent references.

A. B. , 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

MOTHER'S HELP, or Nursery Gover

ness . No accomplishments, age 30 ; London

preferred. Salary £ 15. Miss N., Registry ,

Conference Hall, Miidmay Park, n.

COOK , for Keusington ; age 27 ; wages £ 20 ;

good character . L. B. Kegistry ,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.

FOR NEAR KENSINGTON . -A situs

tion needed for a widow as needlewoman, useful

maid , or attendant. Highest references.

Mrs. Abbott, care of Miss Stroud ,

Deaconess House , Mildmay Park, N.

SITUATION wanted for good working

Housekeeper , Scotchwoman, age 49 ; long reter

ence ; wages £20 ; goud plain cook .

Mrs. Fenton, Mildmay House,

1 , The Green , Stoke Newington , N.

Tuls Paper having & largo and increasing er

culation amongst Christians ofall denominations

forms an excellent medium for Educational and

other Announcements.

Situations
,

Apartments

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISEMENTS, in small type, te

charged at the following rates :

Notexceeding 30 Words, 2s.6d.

40

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED, as

Governess in Caristian family only ; teaches

French , musi :, singing, urawing, aud elem -ntary

German . Salary £ 30 to £ 35 ; age 29 ; highest

references. A gentlewoman. M99 N. , care of

Miss otroud , Deaconess House , Mildmty Park ,

London , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a

middle -aged superior person to wait upon and

nurse invalid gentleman or lady, been accus.

tomed to both . Mrs. Stoddart,

1, Newington Green, London, N.

WANTED, a re -engagement as Governess .

French , music, rudiments of Latin . Salary £25 .

Two years 'reference .Miss J., care of Miss Stroud,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park ,

A CHRISTIAN LADY, accustomed to

good society , and of much experience , would
like to take charge of a motherless family , or to

help a clergyman in his parish. Salary of se
condary importance. M care of Miss Btroud ,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park, London, N.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls as Under Nurses and OnderHousemaids in
Ohristian families . Stamped envelopes for

replies. Registry ,
Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT
WANTED, as

goodNurse to either tirso baby or more children ;

age 25. M. M., care of Miss Stroui, Deaconess
House , Mildmay Park , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED, as

Coachman , Gardener, Cowkeeper ; understands

stock ; a farmer's son ; age 31 : good references.

John Poiter , care of Ms. Sims, l , Nowington

Green, London , N. ( To be near London .)

CHRISTIAN abstainer, married, seeks a

situation as Church Officer or Chapel-keeper,

in London ; understands the duties of such and

management of tea meetings and social gather

ings . Can have good references. 8. W.,

56 , Acklam Road , North Kensington .

GRATEFUL THANKS returned fo

the help promised and received for the widow.

She is provided for up till April, “ Inasmuch . "

MissStroud ,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park, N,

1

Educational.

Near BATH,

FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN.

Principal : MR. W. FRANKLIN

(for nearly8 years a Master at Monkton Combe

Bchool ) ,

DULY QUALIFIED MASTEBS ASSIST .

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and

professional pursuits .

Pupils are prepared for the various University

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.

Combe Down , at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air .

The school residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa
tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston - super -Mare.

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal

Lancers.

H. Dyer, Esq . , Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath.

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

H. Groves , Esq . , Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry .

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

33. Od

50 39. od

and 6d . for every additional 10 words or under

A considerable reduction for a series of six

insertions and upwards.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

BOOK AND DISPLAYED ADVERTISE

MENTS, charged according to space occupied,

FRONT PAGE , and other special positions, by

arrangement.

SCALE OF CHARGES for larger Adrertisements

sent on application ,

N.B.- To secure the insertion of Advertisezeti

in the forthcoming number of WORD AND Wosi,

they should reach the Ofice byfirst post on Monday

morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock rock ,

Advertisements sent by Post must be 2500

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F.Braw i ce.

Amounts under 28. 60. may be sent in Stamp4.

OFFICES : 48 , PATERNOSTER ROW , E.C.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Woodlands, Snaresbrook , Essex,

The MISSES COX and MISS CECIL receive the

Bons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough ,

Home comforts. Bpecial attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion, morality,

and purity . The instruction given in the

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelical.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION

partmeurs, # .

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .

The Avenue, Acton.-Careful Christian trainin ;
combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received hetween the ages of six aud tour.

teen years. A limited number only takell ,

References permitted to parents of pupils. T'er m3

very moderate , and charged from date of entry .
Address Principal .

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

Principal: DR. CRANAGE, M.A.

EDUCATIONAL HOME for the

Daughters of Gentlemen , Chatsworth Lodge,

Grove Park , Chiswick , W.- The Misses Brown

and Good have removed to a large detached

house, with good garden and tennis lawn , in the

healthy neigbbuurbood of Chiswick , wl!ere they

receive twenty Resident Pupils. First -class

education , with careful Christian training, and
home comforts. Children from India received,

and lovingly cared for . References kindly per

mitted to Mrs. Pennefatber, J. E. Mathieson ,

Esq . (Mildmay ), and others.

LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL,

20, 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C.

Five ininutes ' walk or 1s , cab fare from Easton,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways ; easily

reached from other stations . Patronised by

readers of Word and Work. Tariff on application.

WORTHING HOME OF REST,

for Christians of both sexes . Air good for Chest

Complaints and Rheumatisin . Bome comicts.

Terms 1 to 2 guineas Lady Superintendent,

Rutherford Lodge, Worthing .

MENTAL . — The Rev. W. Hay- Aitken de

sires to recommenda superior Retreat for Ladies.
where skilful medical treatment is combined

with Christian kindness and care . One bour by

rail from London . Addresa ,

Bisbopstone House, Bedford.

HASTINGS. - Boarding House, charm

ingly situated , facing Set Moderate terms

special for winter. Every home comfort. Liberal

table . Mrs. Perkins, Alexandra House, Denmark

Place, Hastings.

SOUTHSEA . Board and residence

Solent House, 16 and 17 , South Parade fucing

sea and the Isle of Wight, between the twe

piers, and three minutes' walk from Station

ST. LEONARD'S -ON -SEA,47,Warrior

Square .- Refined Christian Boarding Ronse, in

best part of St. Leonard's ; near sea and per.

Warm winter residence. With spiritul ad

vantages, and opportunities for Christian Fork il
desired .

SUSSEX . To be LET,FURNISHED.For

& few mouths, detached Ten - roomed House ;

stables, good gardens, and greephouse ; witbis

easy distance of town ; terms very moderate
where tbere are no children . F. Wilde, Crawley.

WESTGATE-ON - SEA. – To be LET.

whole or part of well FURNISHED Detected
HOUSE , with or without attendance , on very
moderate terms. Address Owner, Nunebin,

Westgate.on -Sea .

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX.

Principal - Mr. QRO. FOSTER.

ZENANA MISSION . - A special effort is being

made byMrs. Geo. Foster for the benefit of Indian

women . An interesting ard original Poem ,

recording answer to prayer,double leaflet form,

mauve and gold , will be sent for lid . in stamps,

post free. Profits for the above.

SOUTHEND - ON -SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE .

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES,
Children taken for the vacations .

Terms moderate. Full particulars on application

to Principal.

Address, Principal, Belle Vue House,

Stanley Road, Southend-on -Sea, Essex ,

PARIS.-HOME FOR GOVERNESSE 3,

Lady Students, and Ohristian Workers. Advan.

tages of French .

Miss Pryde, 23, Avenue du Bois de Boulogne,

NOISES IN THE EARS.

Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to mod

of cure . Post free 6d . ; French edition, le

withletter ofadvice if case bestated .Imperis!

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London. Free Code
sultations daily

1
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OUR CHRISTMAS NUMBER. I DINNERS to Poor Children in Clerkenwell.

The Special Christmas Double THE COW CROSS MISSION .

Number of

" Word andWork ,”

and!

Peti

ns

artne

DECEMBER 23rd (ordinary price, One Penny) ,

will be published on Wednesday, December 22nd,

and will contain special and seasonable arti sles
full of interest to all .

ORDER EARLY OF YOUR BOOKSELLER.

Wetrustmany of our readers will aid us , by

ordering of their bookseller one or two extra
copies and sending them to their friends.

As we anticipate a large extra demand for this

special number, orders should be given early, so

that copies may be secured on day ofpublication.

onal
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“ Word and Work " Special Christmas

Number. Desember 23rd .

Publications.

Just published . In tinted wrapper .

THE FIRST ADVENT.

Watch Night at Bethlehem - Ascription of

Praise by the Angels – Blessings vouchsafed to

Mankind - Does the Language of Earth corre

spond with that of Heaven ? -- Thoughts on these

subjects by the late Dean Goode.

Price 9d . per doz., 58. per 100 .

Llandudno : HÉRBERT TOMKINSON, 454 ,

Mostyn Btreet.

London :

JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row.

TO . PILGRIMS AT LLANDUDNO.

A PRAYER AND A PROMISE.

(Address Letters and Parcels to 17 , Claremont Square, Pentonville.)

FUNDS URGENTLY NEEDED. COLLECTING CARDS ON APPLICATION.

ESTABLISHED 1801.

B 'sontkampton Buildings,Chancery Lane

Beautifully printed in black and crimson on

stiff cardboard Suitable for a Christmas present.

Post free, 3d. each , or 28. 9d. per dozen , from
Llandudno :

HERBERT TOMKINSON, 45A, Mostyn Street .

London : JOHN F. SHAW & Co.

FURNITURE.-NORMAN &

STACEY'S SYSTEM commends itself to all

classes . Deposit not necessary . It combines

rea ) sconomy on sound commercial prin

ciples , with strictly private arrangements,
without the objectionable formalities of

dealers and others . Payments can extend over

1, 2, or 8 years . The 60 wholesale firms embrace

the best manufacturers, who have large stocks

for selection . Intending purchasers should call

personally , or sund_for particulars . - Offices, 79,

Queen Victoria Bt. , E.O. , 121 , Pall Mall, B.W., and

9, Liverpool Street, E.C. , Carriage Paid .

KITEE

New Year Addresses.

32pp. Ilustrated.,One, Penny each other

CLINGINGʻand CLIMBING, FITS ! FITS!! FITS !!!

EPILEPSY

BE QUICK !

THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable on demand .

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on tbe minimummonthly

balances, when not drawn below £ 100.

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

charge ,the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other

Securities and Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons;and thepur

chase and sale of stocks, Snares, and Annuities.

Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, post free,on application ,

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

TheBirkbeck Building Society's Annual
Receipts exceed Five Millions .

OWTOPURCHASE A HOUSE FOR

Hº

mediate Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply

at the Office of theBIRKBRCK BUILDING SOCIETY,

29, SouthamptonBuildings, Chancery Lane.

OW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

MONTH , with immediate possession , either for

Building or Gardeningpurposes. Apply at the

Office of theBIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,
as above .

The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars .
on application ,

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager .

18. per dozen.

ALL PERSONS SUFFERING FROM

By Rev. GEORGE EVERARD, M.A.

Should send Name and Address to JAMES

OSBORNE, Medical Pharmacy ,ASHBOURNE,

For the Young. By J. FORBES MONCRIEFF . DERBYSHIRE, who will forward , free of charge,

full particulars (with Testimonials) of the most

successful Remedy ever aiscovered for this dis.

16pp. 6d . per dozen . tressing malady,and which is now sent to all

« JESUS HIMSELF."
parts of the world .Reference permitted to the

Rev. J. BAKER, M.A.,

By Rev. J. B. FIGGIS, M.A.
80, Bolton Road, Pendleton , Manchester .

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT, WRITE TO-DAY.

Stirling, N.B. A Write for this valuable little book.

London : S, W. PARTRIDGE & CO. Fifty Years' Record of Facts, Principles,

and Discoveries Relating to the Im

PRICE ONE PENNY , COPY provement and Preservation of Human
A Series of valuable

THE ANTI - INFIDEL TRACT articles, by Dr. Samuel Birley, M.D.,

ENTERPRISE . POST Ph.D. Now published, complete in book a

BY ROYAL A preparation consisting

of EXTRACT OF BEEF AND
LETTERS PATENT

VEGETABLES, Penny
form (48 pages), one copy sent post free

A Record of Work at Home and Abroad . by the publishers, GORDON MURRAY

By W. R. BRADLAUGH.
FREE. & Co., Castle Street, Holborn . " Soun:1

CONTENTS .- Socialism at Home and Abroad and practical. Write to -day for a copy,
- Individual Responsibility - Infidelity and

Heathenism - Lettersfrom Missionaries - Letters

from Converted Iofidels, &c. , & c .

London : John Bnow & Co,, 2, Ivy Lane,

Paternoster Row, and all Booksellers . Safe and Harmless. Has cured Hundreds.

• DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS."

MRS. GRIMKE'S Sir , -- My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness

A man here who has been deaf

TEXT CARDS, Fortyyears has had hinten ing restored by it

To be had from Mrs. GRÍMKÉ, Prestwich, '1s. 11d. per Bottle , FreebyPostfor 14 stamps,from

Manchester, who likes orders sent to her Edwin J. Orohard . Chemist, Salisbury .

direct, or to E. KAUFMANN, 129, Cheap
Any Chemist will procure to order .

side , London , E.C., and booksellers.

packet of which makes, in
As adopted by

a few minutes, A MOST

H.M. Government. DELICIOUS BASIN OF

SOUP. From all Grocers,

etc. , throughout the King
ORCHARD'S CURE DEAFNESS EDWARDS' dom, by your ordering on

SOUP.

them , which is preferred to

direct dealing. In the event

DESICCATED
ofanydifficulty in obtaining

it, write direct to theManu

facturers , F. KING & CO. ,

LIMITED, 6, Bishopsgate

Avenue, London, or to 26 ,

PRIZE MEDAL. Waring Street , Belfast .

Samples, with reports, sent

freeHEALTH
onto any address

receipt of 8 d . in stamps .

Keeps good any time, and

EXAIBITION, in any climate. In Ting ,

1 lb. , 1s. 30.; } lb., 8d.; lb.,

LONDON , 1884 , 5d . ; one oz. packet, id .

SEND for MEDICAL (Government) REPORTS

post free .

CURED INSTANTLY BY

A WARM BATH IN TEN MINUTES. TOOTH - A CHE

BUNTER'S

NERVINE.

GAS NO CONTACT WITH WATER.

The New Patent “ CALDA.”

OIL CONSERVATORY APPARATUS, 253.

GAS CONSERVATORY BOILERS;358.

G , SHREWSBURY,

122, NEWGATE STREET, E.C.

1s . 1d . of all

Obemists.
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CHRISTM
AS CRIES FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS

CHRISTMAS

COMFORTS,

Maintain and benefit 3,500 persons weekly.

CRECHE FOR INFANTS. HOMES FOR

BOYS AND GIRLS. REFUGES FOR

MEN AND WOMEN.

I have COMPASSION on the multitude, because they

have NOTHING TO EAT." - Matt. xy . 32 .

“ Whoso hath this world's gooas, and seeth his brother

have need, and shutteth up his bowels of COMPASSION

from him , how dwelleth the love of God in Him ? "

i John iii . 17 .

We have already overdrawn our account at the Banker's

£ 1,000. £ 1,600 is required to enable us to close the year free

from debt.

Will any of your Readers kindly send a Contribution ?

EVANGELISTIC MISSION .

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHT

has characterised the work of this Institution as “ A perfect

network of charitable operations -- an immense boon to the

poor.

THE LATE EARL OF SHAFTESBURY, K.G. (the

late President of the Institution ), said : “ His Royal Higbness

has not said a word too much-every word he bas uttered is

well merited by the Institution and those who conduct it. '

President:

THE EARL OF ABERDEEN , K.G.

Treasurer :

WILFRID A. BEVAN , Esq. , 54, Lombard Street, E.C.

Bankers :

MESSRS. BARCLAY, BEVAN , & Co., 54, Lombard Street, E.C.

MESSRS . RANSOM & CO. , 1 , Pall Mall East, W.

SUPPORTED BY YOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS.

Contributions thankfully received by the

Treasurer, Bankers, or by

PEREGRINE PLATT, Secretary, Vine Street,

Clerkenwell Road, E.C.

An earnest appeal foreighty£5 notes

Following in the footsteps of Him who had com

påssion on the hungry multitude, this MISSION

endeavours not only to preach the Gospel to the

Poor, but as far as possible to relieve their Bodily

Necessities. While these are always great, they are

greater at this season of the year, aud keenly felt .

A celebrated preacher once said he " did not think

any man was ever cor ted wbile he had cold teet ;"

and it is painfully evident that the destitute condi

tion of many interposes a barrier in the way of their

reception of the Gospel. Will some of our kind

friends, by the exercise of a little SELF-DENIAL,

enable us to do something to roll away this stone, by

providing funds for the FREE MEALS, which have

been occasions of such undoubted good in past years

that we desire to repeat and, if possible, extend them

as follows : --

1. To the AGED and DESTITUTE POOR in

several Districts .

2. To FRIENDLESS and FALLEN WOMEN

( largely attended and greatly blessed on pre

vious occasions in preference to Midnight

Meetings” ).

3. To MOTHERS connected with the Mothers'

Meetings (with a gift of clothing , where

specially needed) , ORPHANS, and DESTI

TUTE CHILDREN in various parts of Lon

don .

As last year, I rejoice to be able to state that the

Gospel Meetings, held at the respective Halls and

other places inLondon and the Provinces, are largely

attended by those hitherto unreached by ordinary

religious agencies , many of whom appear to have

given evidence of true conversion to God in a changed

life .

The RELIEF FUND is now exhausted, though

truly needy and deserving cases frequently come

before me which call for ministry of various kinds .

Relief is chiefly given either in food , fuel , or clothing,

or in suitable employment when possible.

THE GENERAL CURRENTEXPENSES FUND

is also in much need of help .

The COMMITTEE of the LATYMER ROAD MISSION ear

nestly ask for help from the readers of Word and Work. The

funds are unusually low , and in order to close the present year

free of debt upwards of £ 400 are wanted .

The expenses of the Mission at this time of the year are very

heavy .

The children are looking forward to their usual Christmas

treat, and the Committee wish to have funds in hand for their

Soup Kitchen and Relief Funds.

Many poor people are already applying for assistance, but

our exchequer is exhausted.

The following are some of the agencies :

Gospel Meetings, Temperance Meetings, Evening

Shelters for Boys and Girls, Sick Benefit Clubs, Soup

Kitchen, Invalid Children's Dinners, Relief Fundo

Savings Banks, Mothers' Meetings, İnfant Nursery,

and many other meetings too numerous to mention.

Left-off Clothing always useful.

Subscriptions, however small, may be sent to

Dr. J. H. GLADSTONE , F.R.S., 17, Pembridge Square, W.;

or to AULAY MACAULAY, Esq., Hon . Sec .,

Latymer Road Mission, Blechenden Street, Notting Hill, W.

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME.

Scripture Readers' Society

for Ireland.

" The harvest truly is plentuous , but the iabourers
are iew .'

ESTABLISHED 1822.

President

His Grace LORD PLUNKET, Archbishop of Dublin.

Offices

27, Lower Pembroke Street, Dublin ;

9, Paternoster Row , and 337, strand, London,

Full particulars, Reports, & c ., can be obtained postfree on applicaties

to the secretary, CAPT. JAS.AKAONEY WHITE.

Friends will please notice the exact title, " Scripture Readers ' Society

for Ireland,” and not " Irigh scripture Keaders' Society ,"

C. RUSSELL HURDITCH.

164 , Alexandra Road, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.
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A Band of Witnesses.

BY PEARL FISHER.

E. finding in Notting Hill much to interest and encourage.;

The quiet and plodding, but earnest and prayerful, work car

ried on by the Latymer Road Mission abounds in delightful

tokens for good. Many whom I have met personally are

indeed living witnessesof the power of Christ to save from

the lowest depths and unto the uttermost all that come unto

God by Him .

The district,be it noted, needs such work. Although in

the West End, it is inhabited by the poorest classes, and a large

proportion of the houses are sublet in one-room tenements.

Many houses, however in the district are occupied by respect

able working men, and are by no means overcrowded . In

very many instances the women are the bread -winners-

sorely to the ill -being of the children, who are, from the

youngest age, left pretty much to themselves. Drink is the

too common baneof the neighbourhood.

Such is the locality occupied by the Latymer Road Mission,

which, for a number of years, has been doing good service

amongst old and young. The great hope, it isfelt, lies in

the children , and amongstthese its efforts have been very

successful — the Sunday afternoon school now numbering

over four hundred cbildren .

The Evening Shelters .

Nor is it Sunday only, for the other night I found the

large hall crowded with boys, varying from seven to fourteen ;

while in another room were the girls.

“ What are youdoing with all these to-night ? ”

“ It is our Evening Shelter.”

“ How often do you have it open ? ”

Every night in the week . ”

“ But many of these ought to be in bed by this time.”

For answer, a ittle girl was called from her seat, and

asked ,

Why don't you go home to bed ?"

Please, sir, mother aint home yet.”

“ When will she be bome ? ”

“ Ten o'clock ."

Her simple story is eloquent enough . It must be re

membered ' there are here also children of respectable

parents, who gladly encourage their little ones to come

here instead of playing about in the streets at night. In

the Shelter the boys read and amuse themselves ; the girls

(in a separate room ) read and learn to sew. For both boys

and girls night schools are held by certificated teachers.

But it may be said , “ This is not Gospel work .” Direct

Gospel work and earnest efforts to win the children to

66

66

Christ are chiefly to be found in the Sunday schools (morn

ing and afternoon ), and the children's services ; but in the

Shelter they are under Christian influence, and from it , it is

hoped, they have received first impressions which have

led them to the Saviour.

For the very tiny ones there is the Crêche, where mother

leaves her baby before going to work, to have it amused,

tended, and cared for. Better far than that it should be locked

in all -day, with , perhaps, a sister not much older to mind it ,

or placed out in the care of some elderly person whohas no

special convenience for the comfort of theinfants. In com

ing, asthese mothers do, morning andevening to the mission,

splendid opportunities are afforded for direct dealing and

personal invitation to the services,

Gospel Services .

Specially for the adults there is not only the Sunday

evening Gospel service — where many of the most careless

are to be found, brought by the personal influence of Chris

tian working men and women - but also the week -day Gospel

service and the Gospel Temperance meeting on Mondays.

Owing to the great amount of intemperance in the district

great importance is attached to the latter meeting. A Chris

tian working men's band has been formed - chiefly of men

saved from the power of strong drink-and the members not

only pray for their workmates and neighbours, butstimulate

one another to endeavour to bring them in. Many instances

have occurred from time to time showing the real efficacy

of this personal effort. The man, whose changed life is

known by every corner lounger, has a singular power (when

he is brave enough to face a little harmless chaff) over these

men . They know what he was, they see what he is. Several

such resolute witnesses may be found amongst the Gospel

Temperance Band. It will be interesting to give a few

instances of the blessing God has been pleased to bestow on

this personal work, watchfulness for individual souls, and

earnest prayer.

How He was won.

Here is one ; long known, under a very significant son

briquet, as an habitual drunkardand corner loafer. To-day he

is serving God faithfully, walking soberly and righteously,

and seeking what inhim lies by personal testimonyand quiet

persuasion to lead others to Christ. Not only is he a useful

workerat the mission , but he is also a member and office

bearer in a neighbouringchurch. How has the change been

wrought? Simply, so far as the instrumentality goes, through

the open -air service and the persevering efforts of themission

manager, who kept at him , went to him again and again ,

and at length induced him to attend the mission services

and hear words whereby he was saved-saved from the very

mire of sin.

won through the Children.

A family was reached through the children on this wise,

Mr. Macaulay saw a little girl playing outside the Mission

Rooms.

“ Where do you go to school, dear ? "

“ Nowhere, sir.”

“ Will your mother let you come to the Sunday school?”

“ I don't know , sir. ”

“ Come and see what it is like ? "

“ Yes, sir, I will."

The little one came, true to her word , and Mr. Macaulay

wrote a letter to the parents, asking them to permit her

to attend. They were pleased at the attention shown, and

consenting; She continued from that time regularly to

attend , and by and by her mother and she, gave every

evidence of a genuine change. The father is

now apparently under conviction of sin and struggling into

light . The home is simply a " new home” in every way.

One more instance must I give. Mr. Macaulay has been

for some time visiting the home of every child in the schools

even
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-taking twenty or thirty families a week. Entering one

room , he found the woman “ cleaning up ." Presently

entered the husband - decidedly the worse for drink .

“ What do you want here ?” he inquired .

“ I thought I'd call and see how the children were . "

At that moment his little daughter - came into the room ,

and greeted the visitor, exclaiming, “ Why, its Mr.

Macaulay." This apparently had an effect on the father, who

eventually promised to come to the mission. Will readers

pray for them ?

Came and see,

Such are a few cheering tokens, gleaned from many such,

in this West-end district. God hasbeen pleased to bless the

work greatly. Only a tithe of the efforts have I mentioned,

but these are illustrative of the work going on daily all the

year round.

In every way, and at all points, the mission seems to touch

the people. Even for those who are out of work a wood

chopping business has just been started (a lady helper in

charge) - notto giveregular employment,but to assist the

destitute at the pinch, by affording them the opportunity of

earning something towards the supportof their families.

Surely many readers will help this effort by sending promptly

orders to the mission for firewood.

Then at the cocoa concerts, held on Saturday evenings, a

pleasant hour or two may be spent in a harmless way, and

very largely to the helping of those who have been accustomed

to spend that evening in the public house. Both old and young

find constant delight in these Saturday evenings, which do

good service in attracting and interesting some it would be

hard to reach otherwise.

To many of my readers Latymer Road Mission is at the

doors. May I suggest, such would do well to see for them

selves ? So doing they would be deeply interested, and not

a little stirred ,by the varying phases of the mission efforts.

May I add there is very urgent need for more workers

and liberal help ? Too frequently this neighbouring mission

is overlooked in helping those further off. Let not the

other suffer, but let this one close by the doors be also

helped. I understand the funds are unusually low, while at

this season there is special necessity for vigorous efforts

of many kinds. I trust not a few will give sympathetic

attention to the statement made by the Director on page

iv. Communications should be addressed : Mr. Aulay

Macaulay, Latymer Road Mission, Blechynden Street, Not

ting Hill, w.

This West End Mission is doing a good and successful

work ; but it needs to be backed up by the earnest prayers

and warm sympathies of those who seek the true well-being

Notesfor Bible Reading.

BY CAPTAIN DAWSON.

“ God Speaketh .” “ God worketh . Job xxxii.

OD is greater than man, why dost thou strive against

Him ? for He giveth not account of His matters.

GOD LOVES THE SINNER AND SPEAKS TOCONSCIENCE AND HEART.

14. For God speaketh once, yea twice, yet man perceiveth

or regardeth it not.

15. In a dream, in a vision of the night, when deep sleep

falleth uponmen, in slumberings upon the bed ;

16. Then He openeth the ears of men, and sealeth their

instruction,

17. That He may withdraw man from his purpose, and

hide pride from man (that is to humble man) ;

18. That Hemay keep back his soul from the pit (frona

ruin ) , and his life from perishing by the sword (that is, from

judgment).

GOD SPEAKS IN ANOTHER WAY—BY SICKNESS AND Pair .

19. He is chastened also with pain upon his bed, and the

multitude of his bones with strong pain :

20. So that his life abhorreth bread, and his soul dainty

meat.

21. His flesh is consumed away, that it cannot be seen ; and

his bones that were not seen stick out.

He is a dying man . It is a solemn thing to die. It is an arit !

thing to die unprepared. " It is appointed onto men chce to

die, butafter thisthe judgment.” Heb . ix . 27 .

22. Yea, his soul drawethnear unto the grave, and his life

to the destroyers.

GOD SENDS A MESSENGER FROM HEAVEN , THE Sissers

SavioUR. “ The grace of God that bringeth salvation ."

23. If there be a messenger with him, an interpreter, one

amonga thousand, to show unto man what is right for bim ;

24. Then God is gracious unto him , and saith, Deliver er

redeem him from going down to the pit, I have found á

Ransom (margin, atonement ).

Jesus Christ is the Messenger from heaven , “ the Chiefest

among ten thousand .” He coines to vindicate God's righteous

ness and to show man that he must submit to GOD, Romans

x . 3. He speaks of the Father's love, He interprets the

language of heaven. He isthe Great Physician to heal the sick
patient. He undertakes the case. When man receives and

obeys the Messenger, God deals in grace.

God is just and could not pass over sin . Without shedding of

blood is no remission ." GOD sent His Son . God found the

Ransom , man could not . The Lord Jesus Christ became the

sinner's Substitute. He gave His life a ransom for many. He

" obtained eternal redemption for us."

ATONEMENT signifies satisfaction rendered to God on account

of sin . GOD's character as the Holy One must be vindicated

and His righteousness maintained . This could not be done

sin were not punished. Christ, as the Sin - bearer, gare His

self as the sacrifice for sin, and bore the judgment of GOD

against sin. Thus atonement, or expiation , was effected,ant

a ground provided whereby God can righteouslypardon and

accept the guilty sinner. It is the blood that maketh an

atonement for the soul."

THE RESULTS.

A wonderful change. Man by grace.

25. His flesh shall be fresher than a child's ; he returneth

to the days of his youth .

26. Heprayeth unto God, and God is favourable unto him,

so thatheseeth His face with joy, and He restoreth unto

man His righteousness.

The believer is taught by the Holy Spirit to see the righteopsnesi

of God in Jesus Christ.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION.

27. God looketh upon men, and if any say, I hare sinred

and perverted that which was right,and it profiteth me not

1. LEARN what sin is : the nature of it ; the malignity of it :

what profit from sin ; the wages of it .

II . The need and nature of true REPENTANCE , Confession

sin : personal and particular. Renunciation : thorough a

for ever. Return to GOD. - Isa. lv. 7. Repentance - the tear

dropped fromthe eye of faith at the foot of the cross.

28. God will deliver his soulfrom going into thepit, and

his life shall see the light.

Deliverance from death . Saved from the wrath to come. Ligk:

from heaven. Present comfort and everlasting happiness.

29. Lö, all these things God worketh oftentimes with mari,

30. To bring back his soul from the pit to be enlightened

with the light of the living, or the light of life,

Importantquestion : Is it right between God and us ?

6

of the poor.

1 .

A Call to the Weary.

COMeyeweary,donottarry,
Bring to Jesus all your grief ;

why yourburden longercarry

Since He offers sure relief ?

Heavy laden, sin distrest ,

Cometo Jesus Christ and rest.

Have you tried all worldlypleasure,

Sounded all the depths of sin ,

Found no joy in earth's best treasure,

Seek you other joys to win ?

Come to Jesus,He imparts

Lasting joy to joyless hearts.

On His lips is no upbraiding,

Though from God thou far hast strayed,

Though thy life's brief light is fading,

Sad the record thou hast made.

Come and welcome, do not wait,

Late it is, yet not too late.

Vile and most unworthy feeling,

' Twas for such His life He gave ;

Bring thy wounded heart for healing,

If not lost how could He save ?

Hast thou sinned beyond compare ?

Greater need His grace to share.

R. M. OFFORD,
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Grace - Love - Communion .

The

IN

former passage.

* +

used by an ancient people who had never heard of

such a distinction .

Words Spoken from a West End Pulpit.*

FROM A HEARER'S Notes. So , again , when God says, chap . xi . 7, “ Let us go

grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God , and the com down , and there confound their language,” there is
munion of the Holy Ghost, be with you all . Amen .'

the same reference to threefoldness as we have in the

' N connection with this benediction we may read

the blessing whichthe high priest was instructed In the well-known passage , Isa . lxiii. 9 , “ In all their

to pronounce upon the children of Israel in the book of
affliction He was afflicted , and the angel of His

Numbers (chap. vi . ver. 24-26) , “The Lord bless thee , presence saved them, in His love and in His pity He

and keep thee ; the Lord make His face shine upon redeemed them ; and He bare them , and carried them

thee , and be gracious unto thee : the Lord lift up His all the days of old . But they rebelled , and vexed

countenance upon thee , and give thee peace.” In the His Holy Spirit ; therefore He was turned to be their

threefold benediction there given we have an intima enemy, and He fought against them ," we have the

tion of the doctrine of the Trinity , andounced in this three Personsdistinctly referred to–Jehovah Himself,

last verse of the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, " the Angel of His presence,” in whom we recognise the

and indeed the doctrine, though dimly, yet distinctly Second Person of the Blessed Trinity,andwhocalls

enough, is to be found by the careful student no less Himself " the God of Bethel” (Gen. xxxi). 13, comp.

in the Old Testament than in the New.
v . 11), of whom , later on Jacob speaks as “ the Angel

who hath redeemed me from all evil," and whom ho

It is a mysterious doctrine , I admit ; we must implores to " bless the lads," Ephraim and Manasseh .

receive it because it is revealed in the Word , but to You will find this " Angel of the presence," " Angel of

understand it in its depthandheight is clearly beyond the Lord , " and " Messenger of the covenant , " again

our finite capacity. We must approach with great and agaiu mentioned under circumstances which leave

reverence this doctrine of the Trinity . The word no doubt as to His identity ; and we have here a

itself implies more than may at first sight appear. third- " His Holy Spirit , against whom they rebelled,

Not so much threefoldness as three-in -one - Tri-unity. and whom they grieved ." Note, it is a Person who is

The unity of God is the basis , but we are taught here spoken of. We do not grieve and vex an attribute or

that , while God is One, He is yet revealed to us in an influence. Therefore, we have the Triune God

three distinct personalities. Let us notice the differ revealed to us in the Old Testament, as I have said .

ence between distinction and division - three Persons

in the one Godhead . As the Athanasian Creed has it , But it is in the development of the Divine plan and

" We worship one God in Trinity, and Trinity in purpose in the New Testament that we have " the

Unity, neither confounding the Persons , nor divid Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost ” clearly made

ing the substance. " known to us . And when we come to the apostolic

benediction we have them in the order in which they

I do not make the attempt to explain how God is have actually been revealed to us. God had mapi

One yet Three . I do not assert that God is One in the fested Himself as the Creator to all the nations of

sense in which He is Three. This threefold
the earth ; but “ they did not like to retain God in

distinction is brought before us perpetually in the their knowledge ," " and changed the glory of the un

natural world , as in the spiritual. Indeed, when we corruptible God into an image made like to cor

come to consider the structure of things around us , we ruptible man , and to birds , and four-footed beasts ,

find it on every hand . Take matter, substance , for and creeping things.” In heathenism we see the full

example. I see matter, I feel matter, I believe in the extent of man's alienation from God , the intense

existence of matter. I am told that it must have antagonism of the creature towards the Creator ; but

form , extension , divisibility . A great deal of the there is enmity in every natural heart, civilised or

subtlety of metaphysics lies in playing with these savage, against God ; and how is this great gulf, not

distinctions ; but, when all is said, I do not under of distance, but of dislike , to be bridged over? How

stand matter, nor do we know anything of mind in its is this distrust and dread to be replaced by desire and

absolute nature and intricate working . delight ? That is the problem to be solved , and it is

solved by “ The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ.”

Is it wonderful that in my ignorance of matter , in

my ignorance of mind , I am unable to explain the We know comparatively nothing of God until He

mystery of Godhead ? I must be content to accept reveals Himself in His Son . “ No man hath seen

the statements of Scripture concerning it . Nature God at any time; the only begotten Son , who is in the

knows nothing of it . It is only as revealed to us in bosom of the Father, He hath declared Him .” “ God

the Book that we become acquainted with the is spirit ;" and whatdo I mean by spirit ? Something

doctrine of the Trinity ; and when we confine ourselves intangible, something I cannot put into words ; but

to the teaching of Scripture we find no difficulty in if God takes human form , walks up and down amongst

accepting it . It is revealed to us clearly in the New men , healing the sick , raising the dead , casting out

Testament; dimly and less directly, though yet devils, rebuking sin , inviting the sinner to come unto

unmistakably in the Old . I said dimly in the Old Him , comforting those in sorrow, giving sight to the

Testament. Look, for instance , at Gen. i 26 , " Let blind , I can read Him , read His thoughts and His

us make man in our image, after our likeness." feelings in His words and deeds. That is the great

“ Oh," you tell me, " that is merely the plural of meaning of the Incarnation . God tabernacling with

dignity ." Not so . It is nothing of the kind . The man, tbat He might reveal Himself to men . Ah !

Hebrew language knows nothing of the plural of men hated Him when He was thus revealed . “ They

dignity . It is a modern distinction , a modern usage , bated Me without a cause."

and we cannot import it into an ancient language, Man's batred to God was never more fully shown

* Preached on Trinity Sunday, June 20th, 1886 , than when He had fully revealed Himself in His

same
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Son . People say that goodness commands our the doctrine of the Trinity, as we never could have

homage ; but we must never forget that when God learnt it without the manifestation of this grace .

manifested Himself in the spotless purity of His

Holy Child Jesus," the very men who watched l want to know God. How am I to know Him ?

Him , and listened to “ the gracious words which pro He has revealed Himself in the gift of His Son from

ceedeth out of His mouth, ” had their hearts filled heaven . And we have a more exact and faithful de

with bitterest enmity against Him. lineation and description of the Lord Jesus in the

Gospel than we have of any of the sons of earth in

Yet all the while God was manifesting His grace
anybiography however voluminous.

and compassion towardsus : “ Ye know the grace of The Lord Jesus is better known to us, through the

our Lord Jesus Christ, who, though He was rich , yet inspired narrative given to us in the fourfold life ,

for our sakes He became poor, that we, through His than are any of the great men of this world , eitber of

poverty, might be made rich . " The Lord Jesus laid
ancient or of modern times, whose memoirs have

aside His glory and His dignity, came down to earth, been written by admiring friends. And He needs to

took upon Him the form of a servant , was subject to be better known . “For this is life eternal, that they

all oursinless infirmities, became , as no other ever might know Thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ,

had been, a Man of sorrows and acquainted with whom Thou hast sent.”

grief," having all the trials of heart which are known

to us, and many that were peculiarly His own . And As we know Christ , the love of God is shed abroad

all this was in order that He might go further still,
in our hearts,and we are made partakers of it in all

and become " obedient unto death, even the death of its glorious riches by “ the communion of the Holy

the cross, ” and “ bear our sins in His own body on Ghost."

the tree," that we might, once for all, be lifted up The Holy Ghost, I repeat, is not an influence, Dot

to share His glory and His joy .
an attribute, but & Person .

I cannot define the difference between the three

“ The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ ." I think we Persons in the sacred Trinity, but Scripture repre

ought to meditate upon this word more and more. sents them as distinct , though united in purpose and

We should thus understand better what the Lord in act. The Father sends the Son , the Son reveals

Jesus has done and suffered for us , and our gratitude the Father, the Spirit glorifies the Son , and He does

and love to Him would be thereby increased . this by giving us communion with Him.

We talk of the great ones of the earth as gracious Christ represents to us the Father. This is not

when they condescend to the lowly ; but who can enough. I must have communion with God ; for,

measure the distance between heaven and earth ? like the blessedness beyond , " eye hath not seen ,

Yet Christ bridged that distance when He became nor ear heard ,” Him . “ No man hath seen God . "

“ No man knoweth the Father save the Son ; and he

“ The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ,” Can we ask to whomsoever the Son will reveal Him. " We

anything greater or more blessed than this , that we remember the words of the Lord Jesus to the

may know it : yea know “ the love of Christ, which disciples, “ If ye had known Me, ye should have

passeth knowledge ? " known My Father also; and from henceforth ye kdow

Him , and have seen Him ; " and His reply to Philip

“ The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ.” This begins when He said, “ Lord, show us the Father, and it

the benediction, because it bridges thegulf between sufficeth us," " . Have I been so long timewith you ,

sinful man and the holy God. Grace is kindness and yet hast thou not known Me, Philip ? He that

to the guilty, salvation to the lost ; and this is brought hath seen Me hath seen the Father ; and how sayest

to us by the Lord Jesus Christ. He not merely points thou then , Show us the Father ? ”

to it , directs us to it, but places it at our disposal.

He bears our burden, and suffers for our sin , that He It is the office of the Holy Ghost to “take of the

may impart to us His own fulness.
things of Christ, and show them unto us," so that we

may, in seeing Him ,“ see the Father, and have

We cannot study the personality of the Trinity " fellowship with the Father, and with His Son Jesus

except in Christ. He is the Mediator, the Bridger Christ.”

together of the separated , the Reconciler of

antagonists, who but for Him must remain at a The outward vision of Christ is not that which

distance to all eternity . It is by the Spirit He satisfies. To many who saw Him with their bodily

bestows we have fellowship with the Father through eyes there was “no beauty that they should desire

our Lord Jesus Christ. Him . " No one sees Him with the inner eye , through

the enlightenment of the Holy Ghost , without per

“ The love of God.” — “ God so loved the world, that ceiving that He is " the fairest amongst ten thousand,

He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever and altogether lovely ." When we have communion

believeth in Him shouldnot perish, but haveeternal with the Lord Jesus,are assimilated to and made

life." I cannot read the love of God until I under like Him , it is by the Holy Ghost .

stand the cross. I cannot measure it by any other

standard . What God has done is to allow His own There is another communion , that of the saints ;

beloved Son to be placed upon that cross for us and this results from our being one with the Father

men and for our salvation . His love is interpreted by and with the Son ; but we cannot enter upon this

His action, and we learn the love of God as we under

stand the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ.

man .

*

t

* * *

* *

Communion ! Union together . There is the in

effable union of the Trinity , and there is the union

The grace of Jesus Christ enables us to lay hold of effected by the Holy Ghost ; so that balievers in

now.
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Prayer Heard & Answered.

*

For the Young

Cbrist , are made partakers of the Divine nature . " He

that is joined to the Lord is one spirit."

[ The following beautiful and touching incident, illustrative of how God

This is the apostolic benediction . The means hears and answers prayer , was told by the son of the Christian lady who

sent the basket and skirt . ]

whereby we obtain the blessing comes first—“ The

grace of our Lord Jesus Christ.” Then the central ONE : winter morning a Christian lady, who had often

truth- " the love of God " -which we but faintly and
distributed to the necessity of saints, sat alone in the

room where advanced age and the beginning of what proved
feebly grasp even now . Löve alone can know love. If

to be her last illness confined her.

we speak of it according to the intellect, it
Roused from her meditation by the entrance of her

“ passeth knowledge ; " if according to the heart daughter, she said : “ My dear, old Mr. and Mrs. W. have

then , “ being rooted and grounded in love," we been on my mind all night. I hear that they were not at

are enabled " to comprehend with all saints what church on Sunday. I know that they are poor ; they may

is the breadth, and length, and depth , and height ,
be sick and in want. I wish you would take a basket, call a

and to know the love of Christ which passeth
cab, drive to the market, buy a goodly supplyof provisions,

knowledge ." And when our love is awakened by the
and take it to them ." Here she gave the address, and , as

love of God shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy
her daughter was leaving the room , sheadded , handing her a

thick flannel skirt, “ Perhaps you would do well to take this

Ghost, then we know God, and are filled with all the too ; the weather is cold , and Mrs. W. may need it.”

fulness of God , and “ the communion of the Holy The younger lady went. The provisions were bought,

Ghost is with us evermore . " and at the head of the third flight of stairs in the tenement

house to which she had been directed she stopped short.

Through the thin door she could hear Mr. W.'s voice asking

a blessing upon the food before him .

At the conclusion of the grace, and smiling at what she

now believed to be her mother's unnecessary anxiety, she

knocked and entered. Sure enough , there they were at

Dark Here, but Light There.
dinner, the wife at foot of table, waiting to be helped, the

A

BOY who was present with other blind pupils at an
husband at head, carving -- one large apple, all the food they

examination of the training institution at Beyroot, Syria, had !

gave the following reply to a question : With tears in her eyes the lady drew forth her kindly

“ I am a little blind boy. Once I could see, but then I fell
stores, and, while a comfortable meal was being prepared, she

asleep - a long, long sleep ; I thought I should never wake,
listened to their grateful thanks, and heard from uncom

and I slept till a kind gentleman, called Mr. Mott, came and plaining lips their pitiful story. How they earned a pre

opened my eyes —not these eyes (pointing to his sightless eye carious living as clear starchers ; how thehusband had been

balls), but these ( lifting up his tiny fingers) -- these eyes attacked by rheumatism , and the wife by a felon ; how,

(meaning that he could read the embossed Bible with the though utterly destitute, they had poured out before their
tips of his fingers) ; and oh, they see such sweet words of

God all their troubles, and how they had surely believed

Jesus and how He loves the blind ! ” Another boy, placing that He would send some one to help them .

his fingers first on his poor blind eyes and then on his heart, When dioner was ready, and the visitor about to leave,

said , " It is dark here, but it is light there. " Mrs. W. accompanied herto the door, and, with an expectant

The Marked Text . look, said : “ My dear, did you bring the flannel petticoat ? "

“ ISABEL, this isthekey of your mother's wardrobe, In the excitement of her entrance the lady had quite

said a father to his motherless daughter, and only forgotten the skirt, which still lay in the bottom of the

child, on her eighteenth birthday. “ Take it , and, at your basket. Astonished at the question, she answered : “ Yes, I

leisure, look overyour sainted mother's things. You are at brought you a skirt, but why did you think so ?”

an age now to value them . ” “Because, dear,” said theold saint, “ when I told theLord

With these words the father, a great scholar and “ book there was only an apple left , I told Him I needed a warm

worm ,” left the room . flannel petticoat, andI was only wondering whether you
had

Isabel was soon busy looking over her young mother's pos it, or would He send it by some one else .":

sessions. She could just remember being taken as a tiny child

to kiss a sweet, pale lady in bed, and next day being tuld

that her motherwas in heaven, and, as she looked on the long

unused things, she yearned to havethat fair mother by her Face Your Trouble.

side, for she wasoften lonely and cheerless.

Suddenly Isabelcame on a well -worn book, bound in red “ I HAD ploughed around arockin one ofmy fieldsfor five

morocco, with a silver clasp. It opened at once about the

middle, the place being marked by a bunch of dry and machine knife against it, besides losing the use of the ground

colourless flowers. She saw at once that it was a small Bible, in which it lay, all because I supposed it wassuch a large rock

and that it opened at a place where was a verse strongly
that it would take too much time and labour to remove it.

marked in red ink. That verse was, “ As one whom his But to -day,when I began to plough for corn , I thought that by

mother comforteth, so will I comfort you, and ye shall be
and bye I might break my cultivater against thatrock ; so I

comforted ;” and by the side was written, “ My little mother took a crow -bar intending to poke around it and find out its

less Isabel."
size once for all. And it was one of the surprises of my life

“ It is almost like my mother speaking to me from the
to find that it was little more than two feet long. It was

dead," Isabel said, solemnly ; " she must have known I standing on its edge, and so light that I could lift it into the

should find this someday ; ” and eagerly she kissed the page waggon without help."

again and again.

" The first time you really faced yourtrouble you conquered

The young mother had known that sometime her daughter it," I replied aloud, butcontinued to enlarge upon the subject

would probably find those words, watered by her dying all to myself ; for I do believe that before we pray, or,

prayers. And richly God answeredthose prayers, for that better, while we pray, we should look our troubles straight in

well-worn Bible soon became her child's greatest treasure.
the face.

From it she learned the plan of salvation , and from it she
We shiver and shake and shrink, and sometimes do not

drew heavenly comfort and joy that lighted_up and
dare to pray about a trouble because it makes it seem so real,

brightened her solitary life. So true is it that “ The grass not even knowing what we wish the Lord to do about it,

withereth, the flower fadeth ; but the Word of our God shall when if we would face the trouble ard call it by its name,

stand for ever ” (Isa. xi . 8) .
one -half of its terror would be gone.

The trouble that lies down with us at night, andconfronts

LITTLE duties are golden pins to fasten the mantle of us on first waking in themorning, is not the trouble that we

God's love securely about us .
have faced , but the trouble we do not know.
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Cage Lane Mission . A Supper for Seamen .

TIE
HE anniversary of this exceedingly interesting Plumstead

work was held on Tuesday last , when Miss Russell's

frieads rallied rouad her from many quarters, to indicate their

sympathy in the work. The hall was filled in every part.

Mc HENRY HOTCHINSON, who presided, read a portion from

2 Thess. iii . , emphasing the opening injunction , “ Brethren,

pray for us." If the great Apostle desired and valued prayer

for his work, howmore we ? Let us pray for Cage Lane Mission ,

" that the word of the Lord may have free course and be

glorified .”

MAJOR Russell read an interesting report showing that the

blessing of the Lord has very markedly rested on thework dur

ing the past year, not only in preaching the Gospol, but also in

providing for temporalneeds. He gave not a few instances of

God's special blessing. The work amongst the children and

elder lads has beenvery encouraging. The Local Board of

Works have just made an unexpected demand for £ 35 towards

paving the road . Prayer is being made that God would direct

in this difficulty .

Mr. R. C. MORGAN spoke of the significant manner in which

God in these days seems to be blessing mission halls. He added

a few helpfulthoughts on the story of Elisha going down with

Elijah from Gilgal to Bethel and Jericho, and through the
Jordan .

Rev. J. B. Figgis followed with suggestive and practical

words on “ Giving ," which he regarded notas a mere duty , but

as a high privilege . He then gave an address on " I am

come that ye might have life , and that ye might have it

more abundantly ." His thoughts were Christ has come that

sinners might have life, and that believers might have abundant

life.

A number of testimonies followed from working men and

women, who in that hall had been delivered from the bondage

of sin and led into liberty. The genuine tone and humble

appearance of those who spoke lent much point to their simple

words of testimony. God is evidently blessing this good work

in Plumstead in no small degree . Miss Russell's address is

1 , Thames View Terrace, Plumstead .

A

NUMBER of respectable -looking seamen were gathered

last Monday by Miss Child at the “ Welcome Home,"

Ratcliff Highway, for a free supper. It is a sad thing that so

many strong, able men are without work , and it is most painfal

to the men themselves ; as one to whom Miss Child was talking

said, “ If I don't get a ship soon I shall go mad ; I can't stand

this much longer.” Poor fellow, he is a boatswain , and sich a

nice steady -looking man. The Christian men at the ** Wel.

come Home" most gladly helped us the work of handing

out the supper. One of them thus helping was a year ago

among the destitute hungry ones himself, and was glad then

to get a free meal; now what a cbange there is in him . He

was leadtoattend the Gospel meetings, and became a converted

man , and since then he has led a consistent Christian life, and

has witnessed of God's power to save wherever he has gone.

In the meeting at the close of the supper he said ,
" No One

here can be & greater wreck than I was. God has saved me,
and He can save you. '

Another who was helping was a dear

sailor lad , who a week ago had been touched by the Gospel

message in that very room , and lingered at the close of the

meeting till all had gone , and then , with tears in his eyes, told

the worker who had been leading the meeting, “ I want to be

saved.” He was pointed to Christ, and found peace, and now

with a bright happy face he helped among the bungry ones.

One of the Christian seamen asked to give five shillings

towards thenext supper . Miss Child intends having one every

Monday night, and as often besides as possible , and if any

who reads this can come and help in the Gospel meeting, or

would like to witness a supper of this kind, she will most giedly

welcome them at seven o'clock on Monday evenings. Almost

all nationalities were represented in the gathering, a good pro

portion being coloured men . On the front seat were

Africans as black as ebony, and while eating their food they

kept nodding their woolly heads at each other , andchuckling

with delight.
AN EYE - WITNESS.

T

Mission Work in Taverns.

HAT veteranpublic -house missionary ,
Mr. James C. Parker,

which we take the following encouraging facts :Dr. Somerville in the Highlands.

( INCE the beginning of Octoberthis veteran preacher,

evangelistic mission in the Highlands. In the present tour Dr.

Somerville, says the North British Daily Mail, has visited the

extreme north west of Scotland , i.e. , Sutherland, Ross,

Cromarty, and Inverness -shire . In many of the places the

addresses were interpreted to the people in Gaelic . Every

where the preacher was received with delight, and listened to

with deep interest . Mr. Mackay, of Altnabarra , sends some

notes descriptive of Dr. Somerville's visit to his neighbourhood.

Hesays hisreception was " simply enthusiastic, " andhe hopes

and believes that a deep impression will remain as the result

of bis addresses. In those addresses various points were noted

in connection with which improvement was urged. Prayer

meetings are , Dr. Somerville thinks, not numerous or interesting

enough. Congregational singing is not so good as it might be

made; there is a hanging back from decision in personal reli

gion, and there is a lack on the part of real Christians of a

manifest joy in believing. Dr. Somerville's comments and

suggestions appear to have been received in an admirable

spirit , although it is pleaded there were probably some peculi.

arities in the religious condition of thoseaddressed which were

not perfectly understood. For example, Mr. Mackay says, “ To

those who can appreciate them, the long prayers in Gaelic by

some of our old men are as instructive as they are earnest,

touching, and beautiful ;” and with reference to a deficiency of

brightness in the religious life of the Highlands he adds, “ We

are persuaded that Dr. Somerville will testify tohaving met with

not a few Christians within the bounds of the little -known and

long.neglected Presbytery of Tongue, who exhibit to the world

the happier and more attractive features of our common

religion ."

On several occasions I had visited a restaurantnear to Cannon

Street RailwayStation. One day the landlord said, “ I want to

have a little talk with you about & sick man I have heard of.

He says he cannot find peace, ' I have taken some of your

tractsto him, and done my best to show him the right way, but

I wish you would see him, as you understand these things
better than I do ."

I was soon with the dying man, and we read and prayed

together, after which I placed himo under the care of & local

missionary.

His last words to his wife were—“ I am quite happy, I am

going to be with Jesus."

The landlord, although nearly a stranger to the family, bas

placed one of the children in an orphan asylum . When I

called upon the poor widow she said " It was very kind of

that publican , sir, when he saw how weak my husband was , to

send a water-bed , so that he might have more rest and

comfort."

When I thanked my friend for this act of Christian thought

fulness, he simply replied, “ Well, it came into my mind that

youwould often be visiting sick people, and that& water-bed

mightbe a useful thing for you to have just when youwanted

it. ” He afterwards added, “ In our house we've several young

men and women , and I've been thinking that if you could spare

the time, and didn't mind a public -house, we might have a

little prayer meeting here once a month for my family and the

people I employ, and anybody else we could get tocome. I

would closemy bar at seven o'clock, and we'd meet at eight."

On the nextMonday night we made a beginning with twenty .

five attendants. Several were encouraged to pray, just as we

are told in the Gospels they prayed, for things they knew and

felt they wanted , in plain homely words.

Before separating one evening, the landlord and his wife from

the “ Barking Dogs " declared to those assembled that the

meeting had instructed and been blessed to their souls, and the

landlady set apart & room in her own publichouse for s

mothers' meeting, and the poor and careless women of the

eighbourhood were urged to turn their time and money to

the advantage of their homes, husbands, and children .

At the " Four Swans," themanager and sixteen barmen and

waiters started aweekly Bible class, and I presided at their

first annualmeeting. The landlord allowed them a room for

their use, at an hour when they could be spared .

Mr. H. L. Hastings, of Boston, is now in London, He

hopes to spend some months in Great Britain, fulfilling engage

ments to lecture on Christian Evidences and Infidelity. His

address is 10, Paternoster Row, London , E.C.

His End Peace.-One who was dying in a Consumptives

Home was asked the cause of his perfect peace in a state of such

extreme weakness. He replied : " When I am able to think I

think of Jesus, and when I am unable to think of Him I know

He is thinking of me.”
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John F. Shaw & Co., 48, Paternoster Row, E.C.

NEW AND ATTRACTIVE STORIES BY FAYOURITE AUTHORS.

“ Some of the best and prettiest narratives of the season. There is variety of authorship, subject , style ,

and price, and the spirit of the whole may always be relied upon . " - The Christian .

Cheap, well got up, and attractive, with sound, wholesome teaching, distinctly evangelical ; admirable gift

books for this season .” — The Churchman.

IN ALL TIME OF OUR TRIBULATION. The FAIRY PHOEBE ; or, Facing the Footlights.

Story of Piers Gavestone . By EMILY S. HOLT, By LUCY TAYLOR , Author of " Led into Light.”

Large Crown 8vo. 5 / Crown 8vo, cloth extra.

“ The pictures we get of matters political , social , and religious in those
“ A touching and truly beautiful narrative . The book should speak

bygone times is a very vivid and instructive one , and we linger over the
loudly to the hearts of many Christians who have given scant thought to

pages with a sort of reluctant delight that fears to reach the last one sooner
the evils of the stage." -- The Christian.

than we would . " - The Christian , YOUNG ISHMAEL CONWAY.

THROUGH UNKNOWN WAYS ; or , the Journal By E. A. B. D. , Author of “ Us Three. " Crown 8vo . ,

Books of Dorothea Trundal. By L. E. GUERNSEY.
cloth extra. 2/6

Large Crown 8vo.
5 / " The strange hero is well and forcibly drawn." --Graphic.

“ An interesting domestic story of the period - the manners and mode of " A very clever and delightful story ." - The Christian .

thought are very cleverly reproduced ." - European Mril.
WE WIVES ; or, Two Hallowe'ens.

“ A naive andcharming autobiography of a much -tried damsel in the

days of James 11 .” — Graphic. By LINA COOPER . Crown 8vo, cloth extra .

JONAS HAGGERLEY .
“ A well-written story o ’ domestic life ." - Spectator.

By Rev. J. JACKSON WRAY, Author of “ Nestleton THE WITCH OF THE ROCKS.

Magaa," &c . Large Crown 8vo. 3/6 By M. E.WINCHESTER , Author of “ A Nest of

" A splendid gift-book. By all means include it in your list of rewards."

The Schoolmaster .
Sparrows," &c . 2/6

" Boys will find it attractive." - Banner .

“ Miss Winchester's quiet, earnest style adds fascination to a tale of

genuine interest. "' --Scotsman .

DICKIE'S ATTIC.
MADGE HARDWICKE ; or, The Mists of the

By CATHARINE SHAW, Author of " Alick’s Hero."

Large Crown 8vo.
3/6 Valley. By AGNES GIBERNE , Author of

“ One of those rare books one cannot help but weep and pray over," Moon, and Stars,” &c. 2/6

Methodist Recorder. “ An extremely interesting book, and one that can be read with profit

by all . " — The Schoolmaster.

OUR SOLDIER HERO. The Story of My

Brothers. By M. L. RIDLEY , Author of “ Sent to MAGGIE'S MISTAKE ; or , Bright Light in the

Coventry.” Large Crown 8vo.
3/6 Clouds . By Mrs. Lucas SHADWELL. 2/6

" A noble story ." - TheChristian .
" The Gospel is beautiỉully interwoven with the incidents.”

“ Leslie is the soldier hero who died in battl- , but not before his holy life
The Christian ,

proves him a true soldier of the cross . " -- Nonconformist. OUR WINNIE ; or, When the Swallows Go.

HIS GUARDIAN ANGEL.
By E. EVERETT-GREEN, Author of " His Mother's

By EMILY BRODIE, Author of “ Five Minutes Too Book .” Cloth extra . 1/6

Late," &c . Large Crown 8vo .
3/6

“Miss Brodie must have the credit of writing up to her purpose effec
THE GOLDEN PAVEMENT. The Story of a

tively and with good taste . "--Spectator.
Bluecoat Boy. By E. CHAPMAN , Author of " The

" . An excellent book to an elder sister, one of real worth .” - TheChristian . Secret of the Forest." 1/6

TO-MORROW. A Story . THE SLAVE GIRL OF POMPEII .

By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES , Author of " The Caged
By EMILY S. HOLT,

3/6
1/6

Linnet," &c . Large Crown 8vo.
“ Will be a popular addition to the libraries of girls in their ' teens.' JITANA'S STORY.

Banner .

CLIMBING HIGHER.

By L. D , MARSTON, Author of " Cripple Jegs," &c . 1 /

By JESSIE F. ARMSTRONG , Author of “ A Friend for HOW HETTIE CAUGHT THE SUNBEAMS.

Little Children ,” & o . Large Crown 8vo. 3/6 By GERTRUDE P. DYER, Author of " Little Pollie ." 1 /

A story with much in it to attract young readers. " - Scotsman .

NOT SO VERY LONG AGO ; or, The Maydews

ONE OF THOSE LITTLE ONES.

of Childhood ,By the Author of " At All Times."

By Mrs. FABIAN BRACKENBURY, Author of “Talent

3/6
in Tatters." 1 /

“ A capital story about children , and for children . " - Scotsman .

“ Sun ,

FOR SUNDAY,

One Shilling Each. In Attractive Wrapper.
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Word and Work

Wbeginning to recognize the direction in which th

CO

HE season of special prayer for Foreign Missions

was duly observed in Cambridge last week.

On Monday evening the Bishop of Rupert's Land

DECEMBER 9th, 1886 .
gave an earnest address . The Undergraduates'

prayer meeting , held at 6.45 a.m. on Sunday

TOPICS-TERSE AND TIMELY.
morning, was well attended ; it was characterised by

much directness and earnestness .

N a spirited article in its leading columns last

week the Christian Commonwealth unmasks the N the Record , last week, the Rector of Southam

Christian World . In the preceding week there gives the following curious illustration of how

appeared in the pages of the Christian World a glow the Church fails to utilize the gifts of its members :

ing eulogium on a new book entitled The Kernel and I will give a case in point . John Simmonds , of a certain parish,

the Husk . Concerning this volume we may have
became converted ; his first desire , of course , was that hemight

be engaged in the work of the Lord . The Rector gave him very
something to say on a future occasion . Meanwhile

soon something to do ; he appointed him to a Bible class and

we give the following extract from our contem made him also a teacher in the Sunday school, and thus for a

time the matter rested .
porary : Now John Simmonds was found to

have a marvellous power of utterance in the unfolding of the
Who would suppose that under so attractive a heading as

“ Christ Revealing the Father " there could lurk such a mass
Gospel, but, beyond allowing him to speak in the schoolroom ,

the Church had nothing more for him to do . The consequences
of dangerous error as is contained in this leader ? The article

is in reality a eulogy of the most indiscriminating character
were then just as follows : - " Where is John Simmonds ? "

upon a new book which has just appeared from the pen of Dr.
asked the Rector one Sunday evening. “ Oh," replied the

Abbott, Head Master of the City of London School , better
Curate , “ the Dissenters asked him to address their people, and

he has gone to the chapel." " The free seats were very empty

known as Philo-Christus. From beginning to end there is noth

ing said to truly indicate the real character of the book. That
to -night ," continued the Rector. " Yes, " the Curate added,

would have defeated the purpose of the writer, who wished to
a great many of our people havegone to hear JohnSimmonds;

lure his readers to peruse the work for themselves, and that
they say that the chapel was full to the very doors." And quite

they would not have done had they been told too much about
naturally so. Here then lies , I am convinced, the very root

it ; for even themajority of the readers of the Christian World
of the evil , that the Church will persist in putting the round

would turn in disgust from such teaching as that of Dr. Abbott,
pegs in square holes, and the square in round ones ; that she

and turn in anger upon the editor who mocked them by sending
will not concede to a spiritually gifted working man the

them to it for light and satisfaction .
opportunity of exercising the endowments that God has given,

Is there not something wrong in church organiza

E glad
tion so long as no provision is made for the use of all

the gifts which our ascended Master bestows ?

the Christian World is leading its readers . Of the
OMMENTING on the pernicious influence sure

book itself, which it so warmly commends, we can

only say, for the present , that it is an argument for
examination of witnesses in certain Courts, The

Naturalism of a mostpronounced type , in which there

is no room for Miracle. As a fair specimen we give
Spectator suggests that if the Judges agreed to restrain

publication of details until trials were concluded,
the following sentences , in which there is a direct

denial of the Incarnation, followed by a quasi -affirma- extremely minute and offensive reports which they,

none of the daily papers could find room for the

tion :

at present, furnish to their readers. Public morals

When we speak of Jesus being the Son of God, we do not
are likely to suffer if some change is not made .

mean that His body was formed by God descending from
Indeed, it is difficult to understand why newspapers

Heaven and assuming human shape or functions, but that His

spirit was spiritually begotten of God. . : . It is therefore quite should be allowed to publish immoralities, simply

possible that Jesus may have been the Son of God according to because theyappear as evidence in a Court of Law ,

the Spirit and yet the son of man according to the flesh . which would be immediately suppressed if they

appeared in a novel . If the mind of the community

THE

JHE author of The Kernel and the Husk, in a
is to be kept pure , the publication of impurities must

prefatory note to the reader, begs “ all those
be sternly prohibited .

who worship a miraculous Christ, without doubt and

difficulty, to pause here , and read no further. " The
GOD AS FATHER.

Christian World finds fault with him for venturing to

“

which he has found to be for the healing and eleva hood is responsible for many of the false beliefs

tion of his own soul. ” On this the Christian Common current in the present day. It in any real sense men

wealth makes the following strong but legitimate and women everywhere are , without exception , the

comment:
children of God, there would be no reason to doubt the

We invite our readers to calmly reflect upon these two facts :

first, that the Christian World hastens to praise and puff the
ultimate salvation of all . This is implied in the very

most dangerous Rationalist book that has issued from the press fact of Fatherhood. For what earthly parent, not

for many a day ; and, secondly, that it rebukes the author of

that book because he does notemulate its own zeal in destroy
unnatural , would refuse to exhaust his resources in

ing the faith of Christians. unwearied endeavours to reclaim an erring boy ?

DRR.BENNETT, of Park Chapel , Chelsea , writes Surely then , the infinite wisdom , and love , and power

from Damascus calling attention to the diffi . of God are adequate to the recovery of all His lost

culties at present encountered by Christian workers ones . Some boldly assert this , and , notwithstanding

in Syria . It would appear that the Turkish Govern the prevalence of sin and misery for nearly six thou

ment is interfering so much with mission work and sand years , they entertain the largest hope for the

the liberties of worship as to threaten all missionary salvation of all mankind . Facts are against them , and

agencies with extinction . When we acquired CyprusWhen we acquired Cyprus Scripture throughout not only refuses to countenance

did we not also acquire the protectorate of Asia their belief, it even pointedly and persistently denies

Minor ? Where is the Foreign Secretary ?
its truth ; nevertheless, their faith in the victory of a
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are

t

Divine Fatherhood, though only a castle in the air, Truly God does care for all His children yło

seems to them to have as solid a foundation as the " the children of God by faith in Jesus Christ "

eternal hills. (Gal. iii . 26) . And Eis love never changeth or wears

With the dwellers in this fool's paradise it is vain out . If they forget or fall He will chastise them :

to argue. They are resolved to receive no evidence they do not at once confess and return . He will do

unless it looks in one direction . Point out to them allow them contentment and quiet in sin . The his

the close and constant connection already established tories of the Old Testament are often graphic deliret

between sin and suffering here, read to them the tions of God's pursuit of deceit and depravity is a

solemn denunciations of Scripture against evil deeds man's character until it is judged and overthrown.

and evildoers , they look on and listen with a com No father who cares for his child is kind to his fanlts.

placent smile which tells of a trustfulness in their Least of all does God condone sin in the cbildrei

hope equally proof against the facts of life and the whoin He loves . He is relentless until He proves

statements of the Word . resistless in His warfare against it .

There are some, however, who, while resolute in

maintaining the universality of the Divine Father
GOD AS JUDGE.

hood, are prepared to admit the possibility of

thousands ultimately perishing in their sins . With

ANOTHER. evil resulting fronifalse notions.comthem it is possible to reason . We can fasten their
cerning the Divine Fatherhood is the denial of

attention on the valuelessness of this childship , which God's judicial authority. The family life is assumed

prevents not eternal loss, and utterly fails to secure to be the true type of the relation between God and

an eternal inheritance . At the same time we can men from which all thoughts of law and legal proceed

remind them of another kinship, the consequences of ings are to be carefully excluded . Even here there

which are altogether different . For he who through might be fair claim for parental authority and punish

faith is in union with Christ is a child of God in very ment in case of disobedience . We prefer, however

deed. In this case “ the Spirit itself beareth witness distinctly to deny the correctness of the metaphor

with our spirit that we are the children of God. And when God is represented as a Father in the midst of

if children , then heirs, heirs of God and joint-heirs His family, unless the reference is narrowed to the

with Christ ; if so be that we suffer with Him , that we family of faith. To all outside this sphere God is

may be also glorified together ” (Rom. viii . 16, 17) . Creator , Ruler, Judge. To government , however, we

Such a relationship as this is substantial, and worth do not forget to add grace. At present God is con

having. The other is at best shadowy and devoid of manding men everywhere to repent ; and in the

benefit. Indeed, if we are guided by the full truth name of Jesus repentance and remission of sins are

given by the Holy Ghost in the later Scriptures , we preached far and near. Still the Divine government

will learn that spiritual kinship with God is alone continues, and though there is a season of mercy in

satisfactory and saving. In a certain sense we may say which judgment seems in abeyance, it is certainly

with the heathen poet quoted by the apostle in bis not abolished . God, in raising His Son from the dead

address from Mar's Hill , “ We are also His off. hath given assurance that He hath appointed a day

spring ; ” but in the only full sense believers can alone in which He will judge the world in righteousness

say, " Now are we sons of God."

1

by that Man whom He bath ordained (Acts xvi . 31 .

Wethink it wiserto restrict theFatherhoodof God " The promoters of the New Theology are atno

within the lines laid down in Scripture than to pains to conceal their dislike of everything legal and

broaden it so as to cover a field where it is powerless, judicial. The Father displaces the Judge. Bigt

when such breadth can only encourage hopes doomed teous indignation, guilt, wrath , these and such like

to disappointment. A gifted writer has powerfully words are to become obsolete . As an illustration si

described God pursuing man into all labyrinths and this , we refer to the recently published pamphlet, te

by-paths , hedging up his way with thorns , now chas which we called attention on a former occasion

tening, anon cheering him, so as at last , in spite Word and Work, November 11th , p . 755. The writer

almost of himself, to drive or lure him into safety . says : “ The translators of the New Testament faith

According to this writer, who is a Unitarian , this is " fully rendering the original uniformly employ instesi

God's action with all men. When we expressed our “ of justice , the larger expression righteousness. TE

agreement with the argument of the book if the first reason of this difference is obvious. In the theo

premise were granted , we remember the pleased sur “ logical view the central principle of the Divis

prise with which the author accepted the compliment .
" administration of law is conceived as governments:

It was somewhat qualified when we added : “ But all “ justice. In the Biblical view it is paternalrighteous

" men are not God's sons , therefore He does not so
In the former view God appears simply s:

s deal with all. He acts thus with all who are born “ the Distributor of legal consequences . But in the

“ of the Spirit, and, consequently , what is commonly
" Biblical view the righteousness of God is more than

" called the perseverance of the saints is really the
" this." *

perseverance of God ." * Whiton on Divine Satisfaction , p. 21.

ness .
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: We fail to see the difference between justice and righ sinner's place and endured the sinner's penalty that

teousness, of which our author makes so much. Justice He might raise the fallen and restore them to the

is simply the administration of righteousness, nothing | heart and home of God. All the churches of the

less or more. But when the righteousness is qualified Reformation were at one in confessing this truth which

by the word paternal, it is made to be the administra Sociniapism denied . And our charge against the New

tion of love, not law . Theology is , that it has abandoned the evangelical

Hey, presto ! the change is complete . Righteous faith and revived the heresy ofSocinus. In evidence ,

ness now ceases to be justice . It is " conformity to we quote the following sentences from Dr. Whiton's

infipite benevolence .” *

book , “ In a word of manifoldmeaning, the real and

Of course infinite benevolence cannot stop short " efficacious atonement is a work of reparation medi

of infinite deliverance , and the necessary con ated by Christ within the spirit itself-reparation to

clusion is universal salvation. Moreover, this is not “ God and to itself, reparation to law and to righ

to be accomplished by the operation of grace , but by " teousness—in the renewal of a right relation with

conformity to paternal righteousness . In other words , " God . We are to think of God in Christ as the

men being sons and God their Father , the Father is " ever -indwelling Moral Power in the world, who

under obligation to take such measures as will prevent “ through the object-lesson of Jesus' life and death ,

the possibility of any one of them being lost ! This “ interpreted to us by the Holy Spirit, enables us to

method of reasoning may approve itself to the mind “ offer that adequate repentance for the past and to

and heart of natural men ; it certainly differs toto " return to that adequate obedience in the present and

cælo from the doctrine of Scripture.

“ the future in which the supreme satisfaction of the

“ law, that is , of God, is realized ."

Notwithstanding the modern language, this is sub

MODERN SOCINIANISM . -stantially the doctrine of Socinus. Christ's saving

THE

THE Reformation in the sixteenth century was work is said to be not objective but subjective . The

both ethical and intellectual . It was a revolt Saviour's death on the cross is declared not to change

against the moral defilement and unscriptural dogmas in any degree our relation to God, even though we look

of Romanism . The Lutheran Reformation was mainly to Him there as the Lamb of God, bearing away the

marked by its antagonism to the immoralities of the sin of the world ; the only change in our relation ,

Papacy, though it was also careful to protest against it is affirmed, is wrought when we are persuaded to

the false doctrines which had silently and stealthily offer an adequate repentance and an adequate obedience,

grown up in the Church . In Italy the reaction was

rational rather than moral, The renaissance

SATISFACTION WITHOUT ATONEMENT

there was of the intellect rather than of the heart.

Platonism , or perhaps, to speak more precisely , a

LL who accept the Gospel admit frankly the

A!

inward change which faith never fails to produce .

Humanism , which had more sympathy with Plato
Repentance and obedience are undoubtedly the fruit of

than with Jesus, moulded to a very considerable extent
the Spirit, though in no sense would we venture to

the form which the rebellion against Rome assumed
speak of them as " adequate." Least of all could we

in the South .

speak of them as adequate to our restoration to God , in

The true founder of Socinianism is Lelio Sozzini ,
the absence of the expiatory sacrifice of the cross,

although his nephew , Faustus Socinus gave it both
Nor would we dare to describe them as the “ supreme

development and name. According to this system , if satisfaction of the law ." Yetthis writer, continuing to

men cease from sin , and begin to lead a righteous
use Scriptural expressions, asserts man's own change of

life, God can forgive them without any punishment character to be the one thing needful for Divine satis

awarded to themselves, or any atonement made in
faction ! The sentence which follows the quotation

their behalf by another. The whole mission of Christ alreadymade,part of which we put in italics to bring

was to reveal this readiness to forgive on God's part ,
out its full significance, leaves no doubt as to the

and to move men to accept the forgiveness He offered. writer's meaning ,

His death is merely a witness to the truth of the doc
“ To the historical work of Christ , in His sacrificial

trine He proclaimed , and His resurrection is God's

* life and death of love, we give the name of the

seal to the truth of His doctrine. Consequently the
Atonement, because that work, as it affects us in our

death of our Lord has no immediate bearing on the
" contemplation of it,begets the enabling power within

pardon of sin . It only brings us assurance of pardon
us to accomplish the real atonement in conscience

When we are induced by it to believe in the doctrine

“which is accepted in heaven because effective on

Dubich He proclaimed .
earth, satisfying to God, because satisfying to that

The doctrine of Scripture is altogether opposite.
' which is of God in us.” †

rom the Bible we learn that Jesus died the just for
In other words, the Divine satisfaction is not with

de unjust that He might bring us to God . In low
t

Christ either in life or in death , as our Representative;
Cest condescension and grace the Son of God took the

* Whiton's Divine Satisfaction , p. 17,

* Whiton , p. 24 . + Whiton's Divine Satisfaction , p. 18.

vsWuto
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cire .

A. Flighed in Edinburgh,claimingbyitstitle to be

it is only and altogether with the sinner himself when proper,real, and full satisfaction for sin ; and brings

he repents and obeys . How such doctrine can be much freshness of illustration and argument to a

familiar subject .

tolerated in churches still claiming to be both evan

gelical and Christian passes our comprehension . Yet

there is reason to believe it is not only countenanced

.by such papers as the Christian World, but is

largely diffused among certain Nonconformists in
Nine Elms Mission.

TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WORK . "

England. Perhaps the men who preach it contrive

to disguise it by novelty of presentation, but surely Simuliplysinter Niedicau mienion is working withall

the day must come when the people will find it out . usual difficulties of cold and hunger, but with much blessing,

Healing, and comfort from the Divine hand .

And what then ? Are the descendants of the Puritans
Help us to minister freely to the patients among whom

prepared to abandon the vital truth which saved labour, preaching and teaching the Gospel of the kingdom, and

and sanctified their fathers ; or will they not show, by

giving “ those things that are needful for the body. "

Remember our Village Homes , full of dear little ones, every

ceasing to have fellowship with those who deny the cottage crowded , and their daily bread depending on our loving

Gospel, that they are still determined , like the Apostle

In this yoursympathy is warmly claimed. Four han.

dred women and children is the average number in our various

Paul , to glory only in the cross, and to know nothing households in town and country. Provision for the wants of all

save Jesus Christ, and Him crucified ?
of these is necessary at all times, but at Christmas their needs

press with greater urgency than at other seasons. Your

liberality is the means to which we look for their supply, an ]

we plead earnestly for a plentiful share of what you may have

Two NOTEWORTHY BOOKS,
now to distribute .

With prayer for Christmas blessing for you and yours,

years ago a was
SUSANNA MEREDITI.

143 , Clapham Road, S.W.

representative " Scotch Sermons." The contributors
Governesses and the Holidays.

to the book were professors and ministers of the Estab TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WORK ."

lished Church, and the contents were chiefly distin

guished by the absence of evangelical truth . Another

TIR, -Will you kindly allow me insertion of the following

SI in your valuable publication ?

volume has been published recently in London by the
The Christmas holidays will soon be upon us , and for the

minister of a rural parish in the north, under the
benefit of governesses , teachers, and ladies with limited

incomes, who may desire change of air with the comforts of a

more appropriate and worthy title Scotch Sermons on refined home , I am anxious to recommend Garfield House,

the Old Lines. * These are what they profess to be, Ryde, Isle of Wight.

honest and hearty expositions of Scripture, eminently
It is conducted under the auspices of the Y.W.C.A., and

fitted, as they are evidently designed, to commend the

principally intended for young women in business requiring

Gospel and to touch the conscience . Preaching of

rest and recreation. It is presided over by & gentle Christian

lady and efficient assistants, whose duty and pleasure it is to

this kind is as useful as it is unambitious . Lovers of contriņute to the comfort and happiness of the Home.

novelty may despise it , but lovers of truth will enjoy Having been a visitor for some time during the autumn, I cha

and commend it. It was by preaching of this kind
assure all those who would accept its advantages of a warm wel

Scotland was ennobled in the past, through its faithful

come and every courtesy and kindness. I regretted circumstances

prevented me being able to spend the winter at Garfield House.

testimony to Christ's crown and covenant; and cer I found it so truly a home, and much appreciated its quiet test

tainly it will take a great many modern sermons
fulness.

lacking the doctrine of grace to make the present
Besides, to all lovers of nature there is much of beauty ir

generation think as profoundly as their fathers, and

and around Ryde .

As the ternus for board and lodging are an item sufficiend;

noquantity of them, even were it multiplied a thousand important to claim attention from the most of us, I may

fold , can train them to live as truly and as bravely. If mention that they stand at fourteen shillings per week. Darier

the sermons preached in Scottish pulpits lose the old
the winter, however, only twelve shillings per week will be

ring , Scotland will assuredly lose the place she has
charged visitors staying over a month or longer period. Th!

rooms are large and airy, and the drawing - room is provided

long held in Christian esteem . Sermons such as this with harmonium and pianoforte .

volume contains are her best inheritance. It is required that intending visitors communicate with the

“ Redemption has been almost universally regarded Lady Superintendent beforehand .

as The Great Exception ." With this sentence a
K. F. M.

most acute and able examination of the relation
Newport, Isle of Wight, 30th November, 1886 .

between “ Atonement and Law " Ť begins. It is Barbican Mission to the Jews.

evidently written by one well skilled in legal ques TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WORK ."

YIR,—The aim of our mission is to win Jewish souls for the

Divine interposition bythe cross there is provision

made elsewhere for similar methods of deliverance .
and to befriend and temporarily relieve distressed Jews, wbc.is

The book is evidently the fruit of profound and

many instances, have lost their all through no other faalt teso

that they have embraced, or are about to embrace the truth

prolonged thought ; so that, whether the reader is is in Jesus,

preparedto question or accept the writer's argument, We are constantly witnessing much distress and misery

he will find it both fruitful and stimulating. There
among the Jewesses who regularly attendour mothers ' mes

are three chapters, dealing severally with : " No

ings - bringing with them their half-clad children. Their bins

cry , “ No work , no bread for our starving children ," is ringan

salvation without atonement," " No atonement by in our ears, which is saddening and heartrending .

the violator of law ,” and “ Substitution normal in Shall wewithhold from them “ the bread which perishet.

law ,” which will amply reward careful study . The
while we are privileged to minister to them “ The Bress !

author affirms throughout that Christ did make

Life " ?

I therefore confidently ask the Lord'sstewards, for His ssh.

* Hodder & Stoughton : London.
to aidour arduous,albeit blessed task of ministering to the

† Atonementand Law , By John M. Armour. London : Nisbet.
and bodies of the suffering kinsmen " of ourblessed

Redeemer at this critical moment (Matt. XXV . 40 ).

tions,and is intended to prove that apartfromthe SIRL Secus,bet visitation,"holding meetingsand close

is
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Contributions will be acknowledged by Messrs . J. F. Shaw &

Co., 48. PaternosterRow, E.C .; by our Treasurer, Edward Jarvis,

Esq. , The Priory, Kingsland Green, N. ; or by

P. WARSCHAWSKI.

11, Torriano Avenue, Camden Road, N.W ,

SIR:

we see what to us is almost as gratifying as distinct advance

a sustained interest , a continued attendance upon our ministry,

and an unflagging zeal on the part of those who with us bear

the burden of the work.

We were encouraged during the first year by the number

attending the services, and by the earnestness of our friends.

We feared, however, lest novelty and curiosity were the causes

of our success , butwe have been more than gladdened to find

that the congregations are as large as those at the earlier part

of our connection with the church. The great kindness and

cordiality with which we are still received speak for themselves

as to the acceptance of our labours.

We have continued the outdoor preaching during the sum

mer months , and find that it is not only a means to bless those

for whom God's house has no attractions, but that it has had the

result of adding considerably to our evening congregation .

A wide survey of all our labours fills us with gratitude. With

hopeful hearts we look upon the steadfastness of our friends in

their support of the work as an earnest of fuller blessing.

Friends desiring help should write to the secretary, Mr. Alfred

Thompson , The College, Regent's Park, N.W.

The Sailors' Rest, Marseilles.

TO THE EDITOR OF WORD AND WORK."

VIR ,-For the sake of the friends in England and Scotland

who have sogenerously helped forward the work amongst

sailors in Marseilles, in response to my appeal this summer,

allow mespace in your valuable paper to inform them that the

now Homewas opened on the 17th ult .

The address is 20, Quai du Port , and any passing through to

the South this winter are cordially invited to look in and see

for themselves .

Onthe opening day two gatherings were beld, the first for

friends and sympathisers, who came together for prayer, the

second of sailors, who, at my invitation , partook of the usual

evening repast .

It was very cheering to see these , and to hear their expres

sions of gratitude to those who think of them , and seek to

provide such a way of escape from the innumerable snares laid
for them in tbat port.

The Home has five stories : the basement is devoted to the

dining and reading rooms and kitchen ; the first flat is occupied by

the manager and family, and one lady worker, and the re :
mainder is divided off into cheerful rooms—one for each man.

Of these there are 30. The first two longers were believers --

good beginning — to be followed, I trust, by many more, and

also by many who will be led to the Saviour. Owing to the

tardiness of workmen, and other unfcreseen circumstances , two

months elapsed between the closing of the old and opening of

the new Home. This will partly account for a deficiency that

still exists, so that I am reluctantly compelled to leave several

bills unpaid for the present. Will friends kindly remember

this need, and enable me to close the year free of all liability ?

The usual report will, I trust, be issued shortly, giving further

details of the progress of the work during the pastyear.

CHARLES E. FAITHFULL.

Nelson Street Rºgged School Mission.

TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WOBK."

SIR
are face to face with much want and misery which it

would greatly cheer our hearts to be able to lessen in some

degree . We can only do this by the assistance of the benevo

lent. May we ask your readers to help us to provide food ,

clothes, boots , and other relief to the many known cases of real

need ? It is our desire also to help to make Christmas joyfully

real to the poor children by a dinner and Christmas tree, &o .

Contributions or gifts in kind will be thankfully received on

behalf of Committee and officers .

H. F. SHADBOLT.

20, Akerman Road, Brixton , S.W.

Mr. Spurgeon writes from Mentone :- From beneath

the bright skies of the Riviera the preacher sends his hearty

Christian love to all his friends at the Tabernacle and elsewhere .

He bas been requested to reporů himself weekly , and he does so.

All is well. Repose of mind and heart will speedily restore the

waste caused by the wear and tear of perpetual ministry. May

God's own blessing be with those who launch out into the deep,

and let down their nets for a draught : and out of His immea

surable fulne38 may the Lord also grant a portion of blessing to

those who have gone out of their boats, and are mending their

nets ' Supplication was offered for the preacher,that hemight

leave all his many works in the hand of the Great Father, and

have no anxiety about them . He does so leare them ; but he

asks prayer that the Lord maysee fit to prosper them all to His

own glory. Oh, that a revival would begin at the Tabernacle

while the preacher is away ! Amen.

Finsbury Y.M.C.A.- A member of this branch writes

-Whenwe consider that youth is the time when the character

of & man's life is affected for good or bad we can realize

the importance of getting a firm hold of the young men

for their spiritual, mental,and social good. The Y.M.C.A.

then takes this hold , and by wisely keeping a watchful eye

and helping hand over those who enter its doors bring the

young men to Christ, and then the keynote is struck from

which every work, every thought, and every action depend, viz.,

Christ first. During the last few months great indeed has

been the blessing which has come to our beloved Association

Souls have entered the fold , wanderers returned, backsliders

come back, and indeed the time has been a timeof rejoicing

add praise to God. Meetings of a religious character are held

every night, and the members seek by their conversation and

life to draw those who are halting over the line to Jerns.

GEORGE W. WHITE .

Rescue Work.-Dr. F. A. Pring, of the London Medical

Mission, writes :-In St. Giles , as in every other district where

povertymakes its abode, those who work among the poor are

constantlybrought face to face with cases of destitute children,

or with children whose surroundings render their position

physically, morally, and spiritually dangerous. Men do not

gather grapes from thorns, nor does innocency thrive in an

atmosphere vitiated by sin. Through the kindness of those

who have made the little ones their especial care, we have been

enabled to rescue several such cases during the past months,

and our thanks are due to those who so gladly receivedthem .

Perhaps the greatest difficulty was experienced in finding a

home for a motherless babe only a few months old, but the way

was soon made straight on application to Dr. Barnardo, and

the infantwas finally received by him . A lady whohas long

been a visitor in the homes of our patients, and who is also on

the committee of the Kidbrooke Home and Training School

for Girls at Blackheath , has given us invaluable aid in placing

fouryoung girls in this institution. The moral position of these

children appeared extremely dangerous, but in spite of many

difficulties, and after much labour, they were rescued, and

received into the Kidbrooke Home, where, under wise and

loving oversight, they have already wonderfully improved .

Another littlemotherless child , about whom much ooncern was

felt, has been kindly received by Miss Cole , to be entirely pro

vided for in her Home for Orphans, MountHermon,Kilburn,

to whom we are deeply grateful for such ready help. Miss Cole

writes : “ Nellie has made herself quite happy in ber now

home.” From what untold dangers have these children been

removed !

Village Churches.

T

THE students of Regent's Park College have maintained,

since 1872, & Preaching Station Society, specially for

supplying villages and small places where there is need . We

have beenreading the report, and believe some little account

thereof will interestmany who are burdened on behalf of rural

churches, Our object in so calling attention is not to ask for

pecuniaryaid, but to afford these young friends extended oppor

tunities of preaching the unsearchable riches of Christ .

" Our sphere is chiefly in the villages and small towns of the

adjacent counties. Here we find churchesimbuedwith theprimi.

tive apostolic spirit, and struggling in the face of great difficul

ties to maintain an independent life . This, in itself , is a

healthy sign, but there remains the unsolved problem - how to

provide a sustained and efficient ministry for poor village
churches."

In addition to many small village churches, assistance has

been given in preaching the Gospel at the Strangers' Rest,

Earl Street Mission , Lisson Grove, and at the Mint , South

wark.

Work in Brayton.

We glean from one village report merely to indicate what is

doing in many parts. Let us select Drayton, of which the

report says :

Another year of labour has been given to the Master, such

Labour, we trust, as will ensure His richest blessing. We can

pot, ag in our report of last year, speak of great progress yet
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

AGED PILGRIMS' FRIEND

SOCIETY . - Instituted 1807. For giving Life

Pensions to the Lord's aged poor of both sexes

and all Protestant evangelical denominations.

1,119 pensioners on the books,180 being inmates

of the four Homes. Experditure in pensions

vpwards of £7,000 per annum Fresh help much
needed . Secretary - J. E. HAZELTON .

Office -83, Finsbury Pavement, London , E.C.

B
ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

ånd SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

President - Gen . Bir A. J. LAWRENCE, K.C.B.

Bole object of the Societ 7 to spread the saving

knowledgeof Christ among our soldiers . Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer , V. G. M. HOLT, Esq ., 17, Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon . Sec.; or by

the Secretary, Mr. W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross , W.C.

BIBLE AND COLPORTAGE

SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

An undenominational society with agents in

all parts of Ireland . Carefully selected and
trained colporteurs are spreading the knowledge

of Jesus by the living voice and the printed page.

They have access to the people everywhere. A

contribution of £40 will secure a colporteur for a

year in any part of Ireland . Several additional
colporteurs have been recently appointed

Funds greatly needed.
Secretaries, Rev. H.M.WILLIAMSON , Belfast

and Rev. JOHN ELLIOTT, Armagh, by whom

contributions will be gratefuliy received , or

they may be paid at the office of this paper ,

LAMB AND FLAG RAGGED

SCHOOL AND MISSION, 10, Red Lion

Street, Clerkenwell .-This Institution bas carried

on good work for thirty -eight years, and larger

premises are needed to meet the increasing
demandsof anxious and willing youth of both

sexes . £ 1,500 would provide what is wanted .
Will some of those blessed with means come

over and help us ? Funds are also much needed

to carry on the regular work .
Hon . Director and Treasurer - J.C.SHERRARD,

7 , Oxford Square, Hyde Park.

:

HOME GLEANINGS.

" A Leaf from the Ship’s Log .' Personal Dealing .

Misfitloa brief account of theWol

ISS CHILD has issued under this
S an illustration of the good ejected

come Home experiences. From the inci.

dents given weglean two. At the prayer
Committee of theWestMiddlesexauxiliary

meeting a young Swede said : "" I've

to the London City Mission write :

been converted here. When I first came

One case met with in visitation is that

down in this Foc'sle I could not under

of a young man , the son of an infidel

stand a word , but I felt God was here , and
and a drunkard , named B-- , who was

gradually, word after word, I got to under

very much perplexed one day when I

stand . I made up my mind to live for
called about some portions of the Word

of God. I was with him a considerable

Christ , no matter what people say or do .

If the life should go , what matter if I am
time, and pointed him to the Lord Jesus

all for Christ ? "
Christ as the only Sin- bearer and Substi

tute for the sinner. Before I left he say

Of another evening it is stated : The
the Way of Life , and was led to trust

nightly meeting was also one never to be alone in the finished work of Christ. He is

forgotten. A backslider,who was restored

to the joy of his salvation last Sunday
now a member of the Church meeting in

Lancaster Road Congregational Chapel,
evening, testified openly for the first time

and is a teacher in the Sunday school
again , “ although ," as he said, “ I am there . He is a true lover of bis

almost ashamed of myself, to have dii

honoured such a good Master.” Another,
Bible, and whenever I have called

on him he has some questions to ask
a bargeman , told us the difference it made

in his own little home, which is now a
me on some portions of the Word. He

“ palace ” to him and his wife. " Only

is an intelligent young Christian , and well

last Sunday,” said he , " after having

fortified against his father's scepticism .

breakfast, my mate ( wife) was reading the

good old book, when I looked upon it and Hammersmith Y.M.C.A.

saw how worn it had got, tbat I remarked,

Well, mate, I think we shall want soon a THE
THE third annual meeting of the

new Bible . Oh, no,' said she , there is
Hammersmith branch was held on

only one leaf torr out . ' ' Ah ! ' thought
Thursday evening, when Mr. George

I , that won't do, I can't spare one Williams presided, supported by the

leaf, I must bave a whole Bible.' "
Hon . and Rev. E. Carr Glynn, Ress.

W. E. Freeman Green , C. B. Foy, Fl.

Miller, A. Shrewsbury , and others .

Saved in Despair. The meeting was most enthusiastic

THE Secretary of the Manchester
and hearty, the chairman and speakers

dwelling on the importance attached to

than thirty years this mission has been
the carrying out of the various purposes

earnestly engaged in ministering to the
and objects of such an association ; bow

welfare of the inmates of our workhouses that the hand of fellowship is held out to

- a work unique, and sometimes even
all young men of wbatever denomina

romantic in character , tion they belonged to, and that the

One great advantage in our mission
Y.M.C.A.'s working on such a brosd

aries doing this work lies in the fact that principle was well worthy of the support

it often brings them into sympathetic of all who desire to see young men saved.

contact with many poor people, who The chairman appealed for funds to

afterwards come on to districts where clear off the debt of sixty - five pounds,

they daily labour, the acquaintance thus for eighty pounds to meet the deficiency

made opening many a door which would in the annual income, add also for two

otherwise be closed to them. A case from hundred and fifty poundstowards erect

one of the journals will illustrate : -One ing a Y.M.C.A. Jubilee Hall for Ham.

day I came to a man who had not been
mersmith . Any friends desirous of bels

long in , and whose countenance beto.
ing in the erection of the Jubilee Hai

kened a life of sin . I read aportion of
can communicate with Mr. Edwari

God's Word , and endeavoured to draw Ellis, Hon. Seo., Wycombe House, 53,

him into conversation , when he said, in a Hammersmith Road, W.

careless and indifferent manner, that he

had “ been guilty of all sins but murder."
Mission Work in Clare Market

I told him that Jesus Christ came into

LOD is greatly owning the work

is able to save to the uttermost. “ He amongst the suffering poor, earried

will never save me," he said. “ Try Him ,
on at the Stanhope Street Mission Room ,

in the conversion of souls.
and you will experience the truth of His

words- Him that cometh unto Me I We are crowded out in our Sonist

will in nowise cast out.' ” For some school, with an average attendance of

time he remained careless and impeni.
over two hundred children , and largely

tent , but as I continued to visit him ,
attended mission services, together pre

pointingout the sad end of the unregene
ceded by open -air work, which are

rate, and endeavouring to bring him to a
carried on throughout the year.

knowledge of the truth, he became
In connection with the mission thers

anxious. At first he thought God would
mothers' meetings, work smoog

never accept the dregs of his life, after

ROBSLYN MISSION , Tollington Hall

Hornsey Road , Lindon . -Gospel Mission , Open

air and Children's Services, also Mothers' Meet

ings are continuously held in connection with

above. Much is done in home visitation, feeding

the aged and hungry , supplying the temporal

and spiritual need of all witnin reach , as far

as means permit. Funds urgently needed.

Cheques and Pustal Orders payable
to

Hon . Supt ., E. GARNET ,

62,Crayford Road , Tufnel Park , London .

WELCOME HOME FOR SAILORS OF

ALL NATIONS, Ratcliff Highway, London , E.

--Gospel and Gospel Temperance Meetings every
night throughout the year. Visitors welcomed

any hour of the day. Communications to be
addressed , Miss CHILD, 173, St. George's Btreet ,

London, E.

" A most fruitful and glorious work ."
SHAFTESBURY .

the world to save sinners, andthatHe GºP

NORTH WEST LONDON

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

President - JOHN CHAMBERS, Esq .

The above Choir having now resumed work

for tbe winter will be happy to assist at any

special (or ordinary) evangelistic meetings , par

ticularly in the N. or N.W. districts.
ENGAGEMENTS.

Sat'ırday , December 11th , Monthly Meeting,

Leighton Hall , at 7 p.m.

Thursday , December 16th , Queen's Park Hall ,
Kensal Green, at 8 p.m.

Tuesday , December 21st, Tollington Hall ,

Hornsey Road , ai 8 p.m.

All applications for the services of the Choir,

or forMembership, to be addressed to the Hon.

Bec ., Mr. John Bateman ,

are

lodging-house men and women , and

he had spent the best part of it in the
house to house visitation in one of the

service of sin. But God did accept him ,
darkest districts of the Metropolis. We

and he is now rejoicing in Christ as his
are obliged to seek larger andmore suit

only hope of heaven ,
able premises, where the work may be

extended .

The work is carried on by worsens

Down Lodge Hall.-- This Hall from Exeter Hall , and is under t

in Wandsworth , arose, it will be remem . direction of Mr. Arthur Burson, Eras

bered , as a result of Mr. Moody's mission gelistio Secretary, Y.M.C.A. , Exeter

there . An excellent work has continued Hall, 372, Strand,who will gladly receit :

to be carried on in the building. contributions towards the work.

72. Twisden Road, Highgate Road , N.W.

THE HEALER -PREACHER .

New Work on Medical Missions . Sketches

and Incidents cf Medical Mission Work . By

GEORGE SAUNDERS, M.D., O.B. Cruwn 8vo ,

with Illustrations, 3s . 6d .

“ A manly record of noble service for God and
man . Of the deepest interest from beginning to

end. Dr. Saunders writes as charmingly as he

works laboriously ." - Oldham Chronicle .

JOHN F. BHAW & 00. , 48, Paternosterkow ,E.C.
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HOME MISSION NOTES,

North Shields. - Rev. E. Davidson

has just concluded a special mission here .

Cable Street , E.-Mr. Thompson

and his helpers have commenced special

meetings for street children.

The New Cut.” — The Collingwood

Street Mission has been giving free teas

to distressedunemployed.

The Children's Home. Dr. Ste

phenson reports seven hundred children

in the six branches of this institution .

Southampton . - A special mission

has just been concluded in Hunt's Assem

bly Rooms.

Messrs. Fullerton and Smith

have, we learn , held a very interesting

mission in Cheltenham .

Mr. Henry Thorne has been hold

ing special services in connection with

the Y.M.C.A., Yarm -on - Tees.

Barnes . - A good mission work is car

ried on here by the Misses Wilkinson ,who

arenow hoping to build a larger hall.

Oldham . - An interesting mission has

just been closed here . Remarkable in.

terest has been manifested amongst

working men.

Blackfriars . - At the annual meet.

ing of the City Mission held in Webber

Street, interesting indications were given

ofthe blessing resting on the work.

Rev. Charles Williams, President

of the Baptist Union , has just been visit

ing and stirring up some village churches

inHants and Wilte .

The Railway Mission . - Mr. Eliot

Walton has been labouringin Newcastle,

and Mr. D. Spencer in Barrow - in -Furness

and various Kentish towns.

Rev. Francis Tucker. - Many will

have observed with regret the announce

ment that this aged and faithful servant

of Christ fell asleep on the 27th ult.

St. Giles Christian Mission.

The annual supper to criminal classes

was held last Thursday . Pearl Fisher

promises one of his sketches in a week

or 80.

Winchester . - Miss Louisa Perks

finds her work in the Soldiers ' Home

largely extending. There are now, besides

the central work , quite a number of

branches in surrounding districts .

The Bible Carriage.-Mr. John

McAuliffe has sent out a letter, giving

accounts of one hundred and fifty miles

itineration through villages and remote

God and preaching the Gospel.

Noon Prayer Meeting.-Mr.

George Assiter, Secretary of the Y.M.C.A.

in Southwark , writes from 26 , Newington

Causeway, that he would be glad to hear

from any willing to co -operate in estab

Lishing a midday prayer meeting in

Southwark.

Homes for Working Girls .-A

pleasant evening, in the form of a tea .

party , was given to the residents in these

Iomes, onWednesday evening last , in

Portman Rooms. After tea, addresses

vere delivered by Rev. F.A. C. Lilling

ton , Professor Elmslie , D.D. , and Mr.

Cohn Shrimpton .

Rev. Alex. Whyte, D.D., pre

iding at a meeting of the Gospel Tem

erance Union in St. George's Church ,

dinburgh , last week, stated that he

ad thrown in his lot with the temper

nce reformers. What had led him to

uke this step was the fact that two of

is dear friends had become victims to

itemperance.

ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

evan

THE RAILWAY MISSION

The object of this Mission is to spread the

Gospel and advocate temperance on the railways

of the world . There are nearly 150 places where
meetings are held ; and a great work is being

done, It is supported by voluntary Contribu .

tions, the railway men doing their share . The

field is large, the open doors are many, but
funds are needed.

The Secretary is Mr. D. Spencer, 186 , Alders

gate Street, London, E.C. The last report sent

on application .

RESCUE SOCIETY. Established in 1858

for the reformation of openly immoral women

and the guardianship of young girls exposed to

danger , supports Eight Homes capable of

receiving over two hundred inmates.

Funds are earnestly solicited by the

Secretary , Mr. C. STUART THORPE ,

79, Finsbury Pavement, London , E.C.

Faringdon . - Mr. Harmer's

gelistio labours here have been followed

with signs of blessing.

Derby.-The united mission , which

we have already mentioned in these pages,

has proved very successful .

Old Kent Road. To provide , writes

Mr. Spurgeon, for the needs of our ever

growing London, I am building a mission

hall in Surrey Square , Old Kent Road .

Lisson Grove Mission. - The

friends here are arranging for free teas

to the children and special help for the

needy in the district.

Spitalfields. - The Gospel Mission ,

80 long and successfully carried on by

Mr. W. J. Lewis, is still pushing forward,

now under the care of Mr. Sharpless.

Standen Mission . - The third

anniversary of this Wandsworth Mission

has just been held , and encouraging ac

counts given of the progress of the work.

G.P.O.-At the annual meeting of the

Post Office Total Abstinence Society ,

held last week, considerable progress

amongst the London branch offices was

reported.

Mr. Richard Weaver having con.

cluded his mission in St. Giles , held a

ten days' series of evangelistic services in

Upper Norwood . Mr. Weaver has now

gone to Glasgow .

Glasgow . - The tenth report of the

Garscube Mission speaks of good work.

It is interesting to note that threeyoung

men, now in the mission field in China,

went forth from this mission,

King Edward Street.- Notwith

standing the recent opening of a branch

echool , the King Edward Ragged Schools

are crowded out, children not unfre.

quently sitting on the floor for lack of

COUNTRY TOWNS MISSION

18, New Bridge Street , London , E.C.

For the past forty-nine years this Society has

sought to establish Missionaries in those places

where there is a lack of simple Gospel teaching.

The Committee earnestly ask those who know

the darkness of many of our Country Districts

to strengthen their hands by increased help .

HARRY O. NISBET, Treasurer .

GEORGE H. MAWER , Secretary .

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY.-Help

is very urgently needed to meet the heavy ex.

penses involved in conducting the various evan

gelistic agencies of this society ; and especially

to assist in meeting the terrible distress so

prevalent. The Secretary will gratefully receive

help in any form . JAB. ATKINSON , Secretary,
10, Enfield Road South , Kingsland, N.

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS,

Vine Street , Clerkenwell Road , E.C.

President, the Rt . Hon. the Earl of Aberdeen ,K.G .

This Institution benefits temporally and spirit.

ually the poorest of the poor , upward sof 3,000

men, women, and children being assisted weekly .

£4,000 a year must be raised by Voluntary

Contributions to maintain the work.

Treasurer - W . A. BEVAN , Esq.,54, Lombar Ilt,
Secretary - Mr. PEREGRINE PLÁTT.

room,

GEORGE YARD RAGGED

SCHOOLS AND MISSION,

Whitechapel, E.

The Infant DayNursery opens at 7.30 a.m.

The Day Ragged Schools, morning at 9, after
noon at 2 o'clock . Sunday Schools, morning,

afternous , and evening. Rough Boys' Classes at

8 , on MondaysandWednesday 8. Boys at work

in the Industrial Classes on Mondays, Wednes

days, and Fridays , at 12.30 p.m , Mothers' Meet
ings on Tuesdays at 3 and 6 p.m. Mission to

Inebriate Women at 3 p.m. on Thursdays.

Temperance Meetings on Mondays at 8.15 p.m

Evangelistic Services at 7 on Sundays, and other

Agencies ,

Friends are invited to visit the Institution any

day but Saturday.

Post Office Orders should be made payable at

66 , High Street, Whitechapel , E. Letters and

Parcels should be addressed to GEORGE HOLLAND

The Ragged Sehools, George Yard , High Street,

Whitechapel, London , E.

HomeofIndustry . - Miss Macpher

son and her helpers have now gathered

round quite a large number of boys and

girls . It is expected that by the new

year nearly a hundred boys will be in the

TrainingHome in preparation for the

first party of emigrants for the season,

which is always composedof boys .

Our Children in Canada.-The

Committee of the Manchester Refuges

write :-During the past month cheering

words have come from our boys and girls,

not only telling of the happy homes

which they have got, but also, in some

cases, telling that they have found the

best Friend in a far-distant land. This is

good news indeed .

Bournemouth .-- The meeting on

Sunday afternoons in the Shaftesbury

Hall continue to prove exceedingly

encouraging. Capt. Dawson finds a thou.

sand gathered to hear the Word , while

an overflow of five hundred is held in

the

men. On another page we give notes of

one of the Bible readings which these

men may be seen following word by word ;

learning thus to search the Scriptures.

The Welcome Home - Mies Child

and helpers are looking forward to having

the Christmas Boat this year, as usual,

and as friends have so kindly and beauti.

fully filled it before, they are hoping to

bave a most successful time this year.

Scarves, socks, mittens, Arctic caps,

housewives, and any other usefularticles,

will be most thankfully received for the

cargo.
All communications to be

addressed - Miss Child, Sailors' Welcome

Home, Ratcliff Highway, London , E.

THE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

earnestly appeal for additional aid in sığı ort of

the 180 Ragged School Missions of the Metro

polis. These buildings are planted in the poorest

districts, and are used for Sunday and Bible
Schools, Day and Infant Free Schools , Week

night Schoolsfor Rough Ladsand Girls, Indus

trial Classes , Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'

Meetings, Ragged Churches , Bands of Hope,

Creches, and numerous other agencies for the

benefit of the poor children and their parents.

Much is also done inbome vieitation , in cloth.

ing the ragged, and feeding the starving, and

country homes are provided for the weakly or

convalescent.

Contributions will be thankfully received by

JOHN KIRK, Exeter Hall , London , W.C.

Home for the Reception of Men

and Women belonging to the

respectable classes,

wbo, being in the last stages of illness, are in

eligible for general hospitals, and whose home

circumstances do not allow of proper treatment

and nursing Cancer cases not received . Terms

vary . Twoor three vacancies at present.

Apply to Miss DAVIDSON ,

183 Mildmay Road, N.
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“ Mount Hermon ” Girls' Orphan Homes.

ANY of the Lord's people already know something of

girls, but in thesebusy days, when there are so many new and

interesting works being carried on, theold are often forgotten ,

or the money usually given to one object has to be divided

between twoor three. I feel sure, therefore, that my friends

will forgive me for reminding them of the claims of these one

hundred and twenty little orphans upon their sympathy.

I have much joy in stating thatwehave received great bless

ing during thepast year upon our labours. The children are

all in excellent health ; may the Lord's name be praised for

this great mercy. Forty-eighthave had a change in our new

Seaside Home at Margate . Those in the Homes are well

behaved, and many of them are, by God's grace, seeking to

koowmore of Him , and to led holy and useful lives . Others

who have left us are giving satisfaction to their employers . I

am constantly receiving letters from friends who have my old

scholars in their service, stating that they are a comfort and

blessing in the house. The few who have been placed out in

business are also doing well.

Most of the orphans come into the Homelooking miserably

pale and thin; it is quite wonderful to see the change in their

looks after a few weeks ' care and regular living .

“ Call upon Me in the day of trouble ; I will deliver thee,

and thou shalt glorify Me." It is with regret that I have to

state that there has been insufficient to meet the daily expenses

for several months past, and my one hundred and twenty

orphans are especially needing a set of new winter cloaks ; but

tho Lord is able , and He will provide.

It is now seven years since the houses in Cambridge Road

were purchased subject to a mortgage . I have found it

very difficult to keep on paying up the interest ; it has been a

great trial to my spirit. I have already paid nearly £ 400 for

interest alone .

To pay off the three mortgages and the £200 lent by a lady

for the same purpose ( viz .,for the purchase of the houses), I

need the sum of £ 1,345. Willnot some of the Lord's stewards,

to whom He has entrusted His gold and silver, come to my

help, and deliver me from this burden for Christ's sake ?

M. A. COLE,

“ Mount Hermon , ” Cambridge Road, Kilburn, N.W.

4

The “ Grace of God ” in Dufftown.

,was glad ; and we here have shared in the same joy,

for we have seen thegrace of God in a very marked manner in

these recent days. For the last eighteen months the Lord has

been working, and now and again souls have been brought to

decision . Last winter we had a good work when , through the

preaching of Rev. G. Campbell, about twenty of the flower of

our youth, young men, young women , and boys and girls, were

turned to God. We felt , however, that we would yet see

greater thinga : the Lord continued working, and we continued

in prayer and effort . Our expectations were realisedwhen the

Lord sent amongst us, a few weeks ago, His honoured servant,

Mr. J. M. Scroggie . A twelve days ' mission resulted in a deep

and widespread awakening ; the meetings were held in the

power of God was manifest from the first, and we soon had the

joy of harvest. Many of all ages were convicted and manifestly

converted. Not a few who had been Christiang under a cloud,

or in the cold, or undercover, were blessed and brought out to

take their places decidedly on the Lord's side ; & hallowed and

unifying influence prevailed, andGod's people were brought

closer together in the warmth of His saving power. Denomi

nationalism was, for the time at least , set aside, and Christians

of various names all worked together. The opposition was

very decided, and in somecasesdesperate , but we only mention

it as a proof of the Lord's presence and power. The night

after Mr. Scroggie left us we had a union meeting, which was

conducted and addressed by the Established and Free Church

pastors. This was the largest meeting of the series , and it

produced a very marked impression for good in many ways.

Might not this be imitated in other quarters ? Where common

ground for the common good can be found, let it be taken

advantage of, for God's glory and the salvation of souls .

Will God's people, who read this report, be so good as to

pray for Dufftown and neighbourhood, that God may confirm
and continue His own working in grace ? " The timeis short, "

and “ the Lord is at hand ."

JAMES SMITH .

F , C , Manse, Dufftown, N.B ,

" The Increase. "

Stirling, sends forth a little paper giving facts ani

results during the past year in the work of the Stirling tract

enterprise. We think the following will interest many as

indicating how the Lord has blessed the work :

Over two hundred thousand booklets, tracts, and leaflets

have been sent during the yearto Mr. W. Robertson, guperin.

tendent, Carrubbers Close Mission, Edinburgh , specially to sid

in work at the Edinburgh Exhibition. Our valued friend, Mr.

H. K. Wood, at our suggestion, kindly sent over forty thousand

booklets to Mr. Robertson, from whose letters we append the

following extracts :

“ We have been using No. 43 of Envelope Series, “ How to get

Peace with God,' amongst the inquirers at our open -air meet

ings adjoining the Exhibition buildings. For the last few

weeks we have had gatherings in the open -air every evening,

and on the Sunday evenings large and most interesting meet

ings ; several hundreds of people have assembled, and remain

standing for about two hours. At the close of the meeting we

intimate that we have a little book to give to those who are

anxious about their soul's welfare, and wish them to come

forward for it . In this way some hundreds of them have been

given away, those receiving them willingly entering into conver

Bation with our workers in the open air ."

We learn from The Increase that nearly fourteen million

periodicals, tracts, booklets, &o. , have been issued from this

Depot during the past year, of which over five millions were

given gratis to tract distributors. The little paper, to be bal

from the Depot, Stirling, N.B. , abounds in interesting facts.

A Princeton Professor.

D

R. ARCHIBALD A. HODGE, as we briefly mentioned ir

chair of Systematic Theology in Princeton Seminary, fell asleep

the other day after a very short illness. His death was a great

surprise and shock to multitude of his friends. Professor

Hodge's chosen life was that of a missionary to the heathen ,

and he spent five years in that work in India , and was recalled

for reasons beyond his control . He inherited his father's love

for scientific theology, and his father's tender and reverent

spirit in the study of Scripture. His chief reputation he acquired

while professor of theology in the Theological Seminary at

Alleghany. It was there that he published his “ Outlines of

Theology,” which have had a currency hardly inferior to his

father's works. He followed in his father's line of thought,

though perhaps a little more sympathetic with the scientific

studies and results which have their bearing on scriptural

exegesis. The comparatively few years that he has spent in

Princeton have proved him a worthy successor in that most

honoured and important chair,and his logs will be very deeply

felt. The thorough students oftheology are not so numeroos,

perhaps , as once they were , and while one or two nemes come

first to mind, it will not be easy to fill his place without leasing

other important places vacant.

Central Hall, Swindon.

N occasional visitor to this branch ofthe (London ) Evange

work here :

A thoroughly good work appears to be still going on ; the

Sunday servicesare remarkably well attended, thelarge ba..

being quite filled in the evening without advertising or scy

intimation being given as to who would be the preacher.

It is quite evident that the old, old story, simply told in 190

guage " understanded of the people ” has not lost any of its

attractive power among class here reached ; indeed, they

are so well instructed on the old lines that novelties are by do

means appreciated.

It did one's heart good, on going into the vestry before the

Gospel preaching service , to find it paoked with working menu

their knees, thanking God for blessings vouchsafed on previos

occasions, and supplicating for “ more to follow .” A goods

number also remained for prayer after the service, which m

marked throughout with fervour and interest.

It was pleasing to observe the goodly number of chidee

gathered in the school, both morning and afternoon , and

excellentdiscipline maintained by thedevoted band of tescbers

A smaller hall in another part of the town is utilised ka

Bible readingsand Sunday afternoon and Gospel preaching is

the evening . An earnest band of workers also carry the c!

tidings to companies of poor people gathered in cottages in

several neighbouring villages,
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Notices of Books,

3

Our Own Magazine. Vol. VII.-C.S.S.M., 48, Paternoster Row.

This admirable children's Gospel monthly is too wellknown to

need praise . The annual volume forms a pretty gift -book, a

storehouse of pure Scriptural teaching for the little ones,

besides supplying a fund of invaluable and telling illustration

for teachersand others who work amongst children . This latter

fact should specially commend it to many.

Grace and Truth for Old and Young, 1886.-W. B. Horner.

Another capital illustrated volume abounding in short, pithy,

but clear settings of the Gospel. It is nicely got up, and will

be appreciated by all.

The British Messenger, 1886.-Drummond's Tract Depot, Stir

ling.

To mention is to commend this annual volume, the name of

which is asynonym for clear Gospel and sound Scriptural

teaching. Th : volume is a treasury of good things.

The Gospel Trumpet and Good News. - Drummond's Tract

Depot, Stirling.

The annual volumes of an excellent Gospel periodical. These

e papers have been used by God , and are most suitable for cir

culating amongst the unconverted .

The Story of Jesus. By Alexander Mackeith .

From thesame publishers we have a series of lessons on the

life of our Lord, designed for use amongst the young, and to

last over two years. It is admirably adapted for the purpose.

CHRISTMAS CARDS.-Mr. James E. Hawkins is as usual well

to the front with his illuminated Christmas and New Year text

cards. From a choice selection sent us we call attention to a

few spécialités ; aRoyal Greetings (2s . ) , with etching and birds,

are beautifully tasteful. Alpine Packet (28.) are finely done

(Swiss scenes) . Morning Star (2s. ) and River of Peace (28.) are

charming in design . Those who like silvered cards will find

them in Divine Teachings (23. ). Amongst larger cards are The

Day Star (28.) , a fine set of four ; Daily Strength (1s. 60. ) , Smjs

of Joy (1s. 6d .), and Joy and Confidence (23.), the latter ouo uf

theMildmay series — beautifully illuminated by Miss E. St. B.

Holland. The same lady's designs may be seen in the small

cards Mountain Paths (18. ) and Light and Love ( 1s. ) , Christmas

Bells: (1s. ) , Fruitful Boughs ( 28.), Great Peace ( 18.), and The

New Song (18. 6d .) have, all of them , special points ; Saving

Grace (6d .) and Blessings (6d .) are, while cheaper, very pretty.

Motto Cards , 1887.-Of these Mr. Hawkins has sent two chaste

in design, and with a good New Year's motto.

The Calendar, 1887 ( 1s. ) , also from Mr. Hawkins , is very

pretty while exceedingly useful .

The Millmay Note Paper (Hawkins, 1s. packet) is illuminated

heading and texts, and will be much used for correspondence at

Christmas.

Christmas Letters for Children (Hawkins, 1s . ) is a packet of

pretty envelopes and lined space ; capital for the letters of the

little ones.

Sunshine for Life's Pathway (Hawkins, 1s . ) is an illuminated

daily text-book - very striking.

Golden Grain Almanack (Hawkins, 1d . , 2d ., 60.) is a tried

favourite -- well known and highly appreciated. The Golden

Grain Diary (roan 1s . 61. ) forms an admirable and useful

pocket companion throughout the year. Gracious Words Alma

nack (13. ) is specially for the unconverted or undecided .

Peniel Christmas and New Year Cards. We would specially

direct attention to thoseissued by Castell Brothers, known as the

" Peniel" series . They are chaste in design , excellent in execu

tion, with most appropriate verses and mottoes. A choicer

selection has not come before us this season .

Heavenward (Castell Brothers). —Here we have a very pretty

daily text-book, tastefully got up and illuminated. Theeffect

is very pleasing.

NEW YEAR'S ADDRESSES.

We have thus early two addresses for the new year - Without

Fail, by Rev. C. A. Fox (2d .), and Pleasing God, by Rev. E. W.

Moore(1d .), Partridge & Co. Both are exceedingly suggestive

booklets, well caloulated to prove helpful on entering upon &

newyear. Theyought to becirculatedwidely.)

We have also Love : a New Year's address to Sunday school

teachers (Penman , 11 . ) .—Well calculated to stir those on

trusted with the teaching of the young to a fresh sense of their

responsibility:

Reality : Mrs. Cronyn's New Year's address , has some clear,

ringing thoughts for the season. Wehaveread it with great plea

sure indeed. It may be had of Mrs. Higinbotham , Moorside,

Bournemouth (1s . per dozen . )

Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

the publishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48, Paternoster Row,

London , E.C., postfree, for the publiched price. Full cash

discount for general book orders.

1

NINE ELMS MISSION .

Mrs. MEREDITH desires to lay before her friends the following

statements :

That Nine Elms House is no longer large enough for the Industrial Work of

the Prison Mission .

That, by removing the plant to the new premises of the Association, th ere will be

greater facilities for both the spiritual and temporal work of this great Rescue

Mission.

That the money to be realized by the sale of the Nine Elms property is not nearly

enough to erect the new building required for the accommodation, in separation, of the

women and girls brought from criminal life to the care of the Sisters of the Nine Elms

Association .

When all their London Institutions are in one place , the expenses of the whole will

be greatly lessened. Mrs. Meredith esteems it a duty to provide for the carrying on by

others of work which has been blessed of God, and recognised as a successful agency for

rescuing perishing criminals .

She therefore earnestly appeals for help and sympathy in this effort to puther house

in order, and to leave a permanent establishment in which the servants of Christ may

continue the work she has been privilegedto begin.

Money for this Fund will be gratefully received by

MRS. SUSANNA MEREDITH ,

143, Clapham Road, S.W.

Cheques crossed “ Barclay, Bevan, & Co."
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Donations Received .

MCALL'S MISSION .

T. W. 5 00

MR. C , RUSSELL HURDITCH gratefully acknowledges for Evangelisti

Mission :-- A , E. P. ( Bournemoutb ), 5 .. ; J. C. ( Fund viii . ) , ls .

REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.

"Let your requests be made known to God .""

11,162. For blessing on a week s evange :istic services, to be held by Yr.

J. A. Vicary, Dec. 5th to 12th , in Piymouth .

11,163. For the recovery of a wife greatly afflicted.

11,164 . For a mission in West London .

11,165. For a mission conducted by Herbert R. Francis at Bocleston Hal.

from the 5th to 19th D -c., that many soulsmay be brought to the Savious .

REQUEST3 FOR PRAISE.

" It is a good thing to gire thinks into the Lord . "

1,047. For blessing granted on air. J.J. Scroggie's missioa in the Gosper

Hall , Bristol.

1,048. For help granted in answer to prayer at a trying junetur .

Y

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part of England, Scotland , and Wale upon due notic ). Apply

to H n . Secretary , 21, Surrey Street, Strand , W.C.

Y.M.C.A., City , New Metal Exchange, Whittington Avenue. Leadenhall

Btree: (..te of Gracechurch Street ). -City Daily Prayer Meeting 1 to 2

(Sat. ex.).at St. Peter's Vestry , Cornhill (adjoining No. 57). Annualmeet

ing L.B.P. Union , Tuesday, Dec. 14th , 5.15 p.m. Chairman , Hon. A.

Kinnaird . Speakers, Rev. J. Thain Davidson and W. H. Seagram ,
Esq. Mission Work each evening at Bermondsey, Wbitechapel, & c ., at

8 p.m.

West Croydon ,four addresses on the " Second Coming of th : Lord ,"

in St. George's Presbyterian Church , OakfieldRoad, West Croydon, on

Thursdays at 11:30 : Dec. 9th , Rev. John Wilkinson , The Second

Advent in relation to Israel; " 16th , Rev. Charles Graham , “ The

Second Advent in relation to Resurrection and Judgment ; " 23rd , Rev.

A. N. Mackray, M.A , “The Second Advent in relation to Christian
Life and Work .”

Dr. C. Y. Biss holds serviceswith a lecture expository of Holy Scripture,

every Sunday morning at 11 o'clock , at the Portman Rooms, 58 , Baker
Street, W.

Home of Industry,60, Commercial Street.-Monthly meeting for

Christian workers, Wed., Dec. 15. Tea at 6 o'clock ; meeting at 7. Mr.

Eugene Stock will give an account of the persecution in Uganda (Cen

tral Africa ), and of thelife , work, and laut duys of Bishop Hanning ton .

Deepening of spiritual Life.-- Friday, at 3.30 p.m. , in Stafford Rooms ,
Titchborng street, Edgeware Road .

Mr. Gawin Kirkbam.- Dec. 9 , Forest Gate ; 11 , Mild may Park ; 13 ,

Braintree ; 15 , Mildmay Park ; 16 , Y.M.C.A. , Finsbury Park ; 18, Putney ;
20, Holborn .

Oonference Hall, Mildmay Park, N. - Sun ., Dec. 12th , Mr. P. 8. Bade .

noch , afternoon , at 3.30 ; Rev. D. B. Hankin , evening, at 7 .
Children's Special Service Mission - Seaside Services. Mr. E.

Arrowsmith, at York , Dec. 31 to Jan. 3 ; Mr. H. M. Trickett , at Liver

pool, and neighbourhood , till Dec. 14 ; Potter's Bar, Dec. 16th ; at

Bournemouth , Dec. 17-22 ; Mr. G. Banaster, at Bath till Dec. 10 ; Mr. F.

Pitts , at Sunbury, Dec. 9th ; at King's Cross, Dec. 17th .

Youths' Institute. Old Pye Street, Westminster (“*One Tuo " Mission ) .

- Prayer meeting every Wednesday, from 1 to 1.30. Conducted by Yr.

J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday, from 6.30 to 8 .

Talbot Tabernacle, Puwis Squara. - Sunday, Frank H. White, at llam .
and 7 pm .

House of Rest, 8, Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn . - Friday, Dec. 10th ,at

I p.m. , “The great harlot sitting upon many waters ” (Rev. xvii . )
Tea at 6 . Sunday , 12th , at 3.30 p.m., " Made nigh in the blood of

Christ ” (Eph . ii. 14-22 ) .

Agricultural dall, Islington.- Evangelistic services every Sundıy at

3.30 and 7 p.m., conducted by Rev. Dr. Thain Davidson and others.

St. George's Hall, Langham Place , Mr. Denham Smith duriog the

month of December, on Sunday at 11 and 7 , and on Wednesday at 8 ,
at Burlington Hall, Savile Ro .

Rev. W. Hay M. H. Aitken's engagements are :- Dec. 7th to 15th ,

Albert Hall, Nottingham ; Jan. 9th to 24th ,or longer, St. Mark's, Barrow.
Hampstead Y.M.CA., Willoughby Road . - Thursday, Dc. 9th ,

monthly reception meeting, address by Mr. C. Russell Hurditch . Tea
and coffee 7.30 p .m : Chuir taken at 8.30 p.m. by Hon . A. F. Kinnaird .

Barbican Mission to the Jews , 11 , Torriano Avenue, Camden Rad,

N.W.-Wr. Warschawski's Bible readings in the Prophecies, the last

Tuesday in each month , at 3 p.m. Tea at 4.3) .

Clapton ta'l , Alxhın Rat, Cazenove Road, Upper Clapton - Mr. J.

Denham Smith , Fridays , at 7.30 .

Great Assembly Hall, Mile End Road , E.-Mr. O. Russell Hurditch ,

Bun ., 11 a.m.and 6 45 p.m.

Conference Hall, Eccleston Street, S.W.-Mr.Herbert R. Francis

nightly, from Dec. 5th to 19th , assisted by South London Evangelistic

Choir, Dec.13th to 16th ; Sunday, at 3.3) and 7, other nights at 8 ;

prayer, Tuesday, 11.30 a.m.

Dr. H. Sinclair Paterson will preach ( D. V. ) on Sunday, at 11 a.m.

and 7 p.m., in Trinity Presbyteria i Church , Kensington Park Road , W.

Rev. Adolph Saphir, D.D., will preach ( D.V.) on Sunday, at ll a.m. )

in Belgrave Presbyterian Church , Halkin Street,W.

Evangelistic Mission (under the direction of O. Russell Hurditch) .

Kilburn Hall, Kilburn Gate ( not Town Hall).- Dr. Popham, Bun .,

at 7 p.m .; Mr. C.V.T.Onslow, Wed., at 7.30 p.m .; prayer, Mop., 7.30 .
Malden Hall , Kentish Town.-Mr. Jas. L. stanley, sun., 7 p.m., and

Thurs., atx prayer, Fri., 8 p.m.

Dalston Hall, 105, Dalston Lane, E. -Mr.A, M. Kyd , Sun. , 7 p.m. , and

Thurs., 8 p.m .; prayer, Tacs., 8.30 p.m.

Bignold Hall, Bignold Road , Btation Road , Forest Gate .-- Mr. Geo.

Hucklesby, Sun., 7 p.m., and Wed. , at 8 p.m .; Mon., prayer , 8.15 .

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammers nith

Road, Dr. Popham , Sun., at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. , also on Thurs., 8

p.m .; Mr. O. V.T. Onslow , Bun. , at 7 p.m .; prayer, Mon .. 8 p.m.

Mortlake, S.W.- The “ Rest ” Mission Room . – Mr. J. Y. Matthews,
Sun. , at 7 ; Service on Wed., at 8 .

Open Air Mission . - Annual Prayer Meeting. Baptist Mission House,

Castle Street, Hoiborn, W.C., Monday evening, Dec. 20th . Tea at 6.

Major Douglas Jones , R.A., will presideat 7.

Xonana Medical College , 58. St. George's Road . – Bible Reading

and Prayer Meeting at noon every Saturday, at which Miss Nugent

and other friends preside .

severance in Well-doing .

7 EARS ago aGerman boy read of thesiege of Troy, ani

made up his mind to find the ruins of that ancier

city. Troy had perished three thousand years ago 3,

indeed , it ever existed at all . But, said the little German, “ I

will find it though ." Though a poor lad , slaving at work

until bedtime, he procured books and taught himself six cr

seven languages. He pushed on and prospered , until as an

indigo merchant he had made a fortune. Every step of this

study and money -making was taken with the aim of fulólio

the vow of his boyhood . In due time he started eastward

with a company of labourers, and for long, long years pursued

his search. At last he found Troy. His discovery was a

sensation through all Europe. A short time ago the

treasures of gold, silver, and bronze dug out of the palace of

the Trojan king were distributed at South Kensington. For

three thousand years the burnt ruins of that cityhad lam

covered with sand, and by many it wasregarded only as the

fabled creation of poetry, but Mr. Schlieman, at his ow2

unstinted expense, and by his own amazing enterprise.

proved its discovery to the world. Think of it. A poor lad .

learning languages, making money, spending seven yearsa

more in far-away deserts, sustained through a lifetime lig

one fixed resolution . He vowed in boyhood , that he wo:11)

find Troy, and he did find it. This German tad said , * P *

down my name," and when life was far spent he succeeded in

hacking his way into the temple of fame. Now, if we csa

find truth and God , if we can find “glory, honour, imper

tality, and eternal life, ” is it not worth while , for the sake

of these imperishable possessions, to summon up our atte :

most resolution and to pursue our aim with diligen.

through the swift years of our mortal pilgrimage ? " Tbei

do it for a corruptible crown , but we for an incorruptible

“ Do it with thy might.",

“ Write on thy heart this holy principle,

Nobly resolve , and do as thon resolvest.

Thou shalt not die till victory crowns thy brox3."

" THE FULL VALUE "

Packet of Christmas Cards. An assortment of Mildmay !

others, at published price of 33. 60., post freefor ls, postal orders
J. E. HAWKINS , 3 ), Biker Street , W.

SOU'L -WINNING AND PRAYER Onion.-Promise for the 10th December

( Psa. xxxvii. 39, 40 ) , “ . But the salvation of the righteous is of the

Lord : He is their strength in the timeof trouble. And the Lord shall help

them, and deliver them : de_sball deliver them from the wicked , and save

them , because they trust in Him ."

DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS are free

caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles .TheRev.Dr.Crowther.

Joseph's College, Dumfries, writes :- " ! cannot describe the com

derive from the use of your glasses, both by day and night. I find Dep

or weariness as I used to ; and I have taken to reading books I had pat

as tootrying for the eyes on accountof the smallnessof the type . The

Sir Julius Benedict wrote—" I have tried the principal opticians in L

without success, but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirabir.

clearnessof your glasses ascomparedwith others is really serpes

The Rev. R. 1.Baynes, M.A. , Hon . Canon, Worcester Cathedral, so

- " The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire, and my eyes fees ."

already.“Ionlyregret I did notknowofyour exceedingskitiyears

Mr.HENRYLAURANCE.Oculist Optician, la ,OLD BOND STBEX
sciontifically adapts his IMPROVED SPECTACLES to assist and stren

the weakest sights. Pamphlet containing suggestions for the present
of sight free. BRANC ( ES, 6. Poultry, E.C. 3. Gasetom

Buildings, Cross Street,MANCHESTER :5. Corporsts

Street, BIRMINGHAM ;and 129 ,Buchanan Street, Gisses

-ADVT ,

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

Dec. 12th-Judges vii . 13—25 Dec. 16th - Judges xiv. 12-20

13th. -Judges xiii. 1-14 17th - Judges xvi . 4-17

14th - Judges xiii. 15-25 18th-Judges xvi . 18-31

15th - Judges xiv, 1-11
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TO BE GIV EN AWAY.

7 ,000 MAGNIFICENT SCRAP ALBUMS
EONE MILLION CHRISTMAS & NEW YEAR 'S CARDS.

be Presented , entirely Free of charge, to the Readers of this paper .
In addition to the above Grand Chritmas Gifts , DON'T DO ANYTHING

50 GUINE AS

Crescent,
belinated and no . being ,led

62, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W .

Until you have sent a postcard to 52, Oxford Street, London ,
IN CASH PRIZES

W ., for a Copy (gratis and post free ) of “ Electropathy, orbe presented, entirely Free of charge, to the Twenty Readers who form Harness'GUIDE TO HEALTH ," a new illustrated pamphlet
the highest number of Dictionary Words out of the word

|recently issued by Mr. C . B . HARNESS, The MedicalPRESENTATION
Battery Co.'s Consulting Medical Electrician .

, for example, “ Present," " Sent," " Rest, " “ Nation ,” & c ., subject to
onditions named below . This amount will be divided as follows :

EST PRIZE, £20. SECOND PRIZE £10 10s. THIRD IT WILL COST NOTHING ,RIZE, £5. And 17 other Cash Prizes of One Pound each .
nce every Competitor will have TWENTY CHANCES OF WINNING

and may save you heavy doctors' bills,and years of suffering .UP THE TWENTY CASH PRIZES .

EXTRA SPECIAL NOTICE. GUARANTEED GENUINE.
Kensington Fine Art Association , being desirous of further extending

THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALSale of their Art Productions at Popular Prices, bave decided to offer

bove Oash Prizes, ENTIRELY FREE OF CHARGE, to all readers who

become patrons of their Grand Ohristmas Presentation Parcel, for have been received from the grateful multitude who have
Office Order , ls . lld ., or 29 stamps, carriage free . Every parcel will been positively Cured of Gout, Rheumatism , Lumbage,
in the WHOLE of the magnificent articles enumerated below , the

nificent Scrap Album and a charming Packet of. Christmas and New
Sciatica , Epilepsy, Indigestion , Constipation , Neuralgia ,s Cards being included , entirely free of any extra charge, in every Nervous Debility, Ladies' Ailments, and all Diseases of the

I applied for before December 21st A magnificent Scrap Album .

9 new and handsome SORAP ALBUM has a very beautiful and elabo .
Nerves, Stomach, Liver, and Kidneys, bywearingcover , finished in gold , splendidly illuminated , the Fine Art design

reslly exquisite . Each measures 12in . by Gin , Amagnificent HARNESS' ELECTROPATHIC BELT.
et of Christmas and New Year's Cards. Containing & very choice and
did Assortment of the New Season ' s productions from the original

ns of the most eminent English Artists , with appropriate prose or

Price 21s., Post Free. Will last for years. Promotes
, written expressly by writers of the best talent . Also & Packet of

ossed coloured Bcraps, ready for screen or album , containing splendid
Health , Strength , and Energy. Invigorates the Debilitatedery charming varieties. A very pretty Table Mat, an elegant imita Constitution , promotes the Circulation , assists the Digestion ,

bronze frame, with floral design and appropriate wording in the
e . A pair of Illuminated Texts, most charmingly embossed and

and promptly renews that Vital Energy the loss of which is
red . TheGolden Star and Orescent, being a really exquisite floral the first symptom of decay.
, with two suitable texts nicely illuminated and constructed to

It will pay you to send at once a Guinea (postal order or. A pair of Reliet Frames, constructed to stand , being two

sitely designed miniature imitation mirrors in beautifully painted cheque) for Harness' Electropathic Belt, which will be sent
designs, with suitable mottoes in the centre of each , a beautifully

you (post free) ou application to theivated Organ . This is a perfect specimen of the Printer's Art, being
rming organ design , with suitable music and words. A beautiful THE MEDICAL BATIERY COMPANY, LIMITED ,
Text, nicely illuminated , and framed complete , in a charmingly -em

I black frame.

very parcel gent out will also be enclosed a signed PRIZE CERTIFI

, which will entitle the holder to compete. ENTIRELY FREE OF

GE, for the above cash prizes. Full rules and particulars of the

titioa will be found printed on the Prize Certificate , which will be

ed in every parcel, entirely free of charge.
egue will be forwarded to each of the twenty successful competitors

ember 30th , and the full names and addresses of the TWENTY success.
npetitors will be publisbed in the advertise nent columns of the

n Standard of December 31st, 1886 .
rdersmust be accompanied by the following Bond , which should be

i and forwarded , with remittance , before December 21st .

WORD AND WORK PRIZE BOND. No. 425 .

December 9th , 1886 .
(Please order before December 21st, unless from abroad .)

receipt of this Bond, accompanied by Post Office Order value ls . 11d

penny stamps), weagree to forward, carriage paid , to any address
e United Kingdom , one

GRAND CHRISTMAS PRESENTATION PAROEL,
Edited by DR. BARNARDO.ining the WHOLE of the goods described above.

also agree to enclose in each parcel, ENTIRELY FREE TheBEST CHILDREN'S ANNUAL.
HARGE, one PRIZE CERTIFICATE, which will entitle the

r to compste , ENTIRELY FREE OF CHARGE. for the TWENTY

NOW READY,PRIZES amounting to FIFTY GUINEAS.

(Sigued ) WALTER H . BAOON, Manager. THE YEARLY VOLUME for 1886 .THE KENSINGTON FINE ART ASSOCIATION ,

Kensington Road , Kensington . London , W .
It contains Splendid Coloured Illustrations,

sure safo deliverythe Association will be happy to register the parcel PICTURES ON EVERY PAGE AND ATTRACTIVE STORIES ,
transmission , provided two extra stamps are enclosed .

I can get four of your friends to become purchasers of these cheap

Scripture Questions and Puzzles.we will send you an extra Certificate, thus enabling you to com Handsomely bound in beautifully executed coloured boards,
hout becoming a purchaser.

Office Orders are preferred to PostalOrders, and to bemade payable

Price Three Shillings,ngion Park Road Post Ofñce , London ,

EXTRA SPECIAL NOTICE .
or crimson cloth gilt, and gilt edges (very attractive),following is the RESULT of the PRIZE COMPETITION on the

Price Five Shillings.
RD “ KENSINGTONIAN " : -

PRIZE TEN GUINEAS. - The Rev . Thomas Ellaby Westerdale .

« Kor the twelfth time Dr. Barnardo sends out this volume full of beaun Minister, Bayswater, 151, Uxbridge Road , London , W . SECOND
tiful pictures and interesting stories . Our Darlings will b , welcomed every- FIVE GUINEAS. - Sarah Jane Tansley, Station Road , Fenny
where , and we trust the good work advocated in its pagesmay be materially1, Bucks.

FOLLOWING TEN COMPETITORS WON ONE GUINEA EACH . benefited by thewide circulatioa of such a charming book ." - The Christian ,
H . Moseley, 8 , Chatham Grove, Burton Road , Withington , Man

Pervy L . Lancaster, 15 , Wharton Road , West Kensington Park , WEEKLY, ONE HALFPENNY ; MONTHLY, THREEPENCE.
W Florence Thorburn , 15 , Edge Lane, Liverpool. Francis W .
r . 1 . Hastings Terrace , St. Heller 's , Jersey. Janet Johnson ,

A New Volume .. .
4 . 8 . Guilford Place , London , W . 0 . Alice Gray Nayler, The Oot

of this popular Children 's Magazine commences with theughton , near Shifnal, Salop. Joseph Willcox , 13 , Great Western
lat. North Circular Road , Dublin . Edward Alfred Brayshaw , 10 .

NOVEMBER PART, now ready, and containsn Crescent, Darlington . J . P . Hawke, 13 , Matheson Road , West

THREE SERIAL STORIES .on , London , W . Richard Robinson , junior, 12 , Ashmore Road ,
' s Park , London , W .

DICKIE 'S SECRET. By CATHARINE Shaw ,nners of the " KENSINGTONIAN " Cash Prizes will, of course ,

llowed to compete again , thus giving other readers every possible
BRITAIN 'S QUEEN , a Story and a Memorial. By PEARL

the • PRESENTATION ” Competition .

JOSS . By Mrs . STANLEY LEATHES. [ FISHER.
imunications to be plainly addressed :

TER HENRY BACON , The Kensington Fine Art Association ,

KENSINGTON ROAD, KENSINGTON , LONDON, W . " OUR DARLINGS " may be ordered of
estamp for our new Catalogue of Pictures, Christmas Novelties,

des, all Booksellers and Newsagents, or of the Publishers,Cards, & c .
ITORS. Two minutag' walk to the left on leaving Kensington1 JOHN F . SHAW & CO ., 48 , Paternos
et Station (Underground Railway),

A HANDSOME PRESENT FOR THE
LITTLE ONES ,

"Our Darlings'
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CONSUMPTION

THAMES CHURCH MISSION.

NINETEENTH SERIES OF WEEKLY CASES

CASE FOR THIS WEEK..

DAILY LIGHT ON
NOW READY, price 5s.

THE DAILY PATH MEDICAL MISSIONS :*

IN TAE VERY WORDS OF SCRIPTURE .
THEIR PLACE AND POWER.

Two volumes. Morning or Evening, Sold separately, or in Sets . In By Rev. JOHN LOWE , F.R.C.S.E.

Various New and Attractive Bindings. 32ino. Cloth , ls. French morocc ',

gilt edges , 28.; French morocco , el- gant, Two Vols . in one, round corners ,

Secretary ofthe Edinburgh Medical Missionary Society.

red under go'd edges, 43. Many other styles in German calf and morocco ,
WITH INTRODUCTION

suitable for Presents. By Sir William Mair K.C.S.I. , LL.D. , D.C.L.

LONDON : S. BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED , MR. LOWE, 56 , GEORGE SQUARE , EDINBURGH,

16. PATERNOSTER ROW. Will send the book to any address, by post, on receipt of Postal

Order for 4s . 6d.

CONSUMPTION CURABLE ! " It woullbe almust impossible to speak too favourably of this book. I

is beautifully written , and deserves to be widely circulated ."

" MR G. T. CONGREVE on

The Presbyterian Maget.

" Mr. Lowe supports his argument with facts which tell an eloquent

tale . ... His story is full of inte: est ." — The Christiar..

“ It is a book to be possessed by those who have tle cause of missious at

heart. " - Life and Work.

“ It is an inspiration , a summons, and an appeal, which can never be lut

AND ITS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT.
on tbo.e who take any real part in spreading a knowledge of the Gospel

at home and abroad ." - The Oldham Chronicle .

Showing that direful disease to be curable in all

its stages ; with observations on

LONDON : T. FISHER UNWIN, 26, PATERNOSTER SQUARE,

ASTHMA, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, & c ."

SIXPENCE (post free ), or Large Edition ( cloth ), 1s. 3d ., INSTITUTED 1844.

from the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S.E., and

Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster Row, E.C.
President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAYOR.

THE
Bankers

M233r3 . LLOYD 3, BARVETCs, B ) AVQUETS, & CO ., Limitel.

The Ageats of this Society go forth duy by dıy in th , strength of the

IS NOW PUBLISHING, FROM NOV. TO JAN .
Lord of Hosts carrying the tidings of Salvation amongst countless thou

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "
sinds who use the Port of London ,

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN " ' IS IT NOTHING TO YOU "

THIS MATTER, that men employed on the RiverThams are perishing on every baed;

Mr. Congrevewill give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB who know not that " the gift of Golis eterat! life " ?

LISHED BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK,
SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS ARE URJENTLY NEEDBD.

READER ..........HELP US.

CONSUMPTION - YOUNG LADY atWYMONDHAM .

Nos of Word and Work, Books , Magazines, Tracts, & c ., are also wanted,

and will greatly assist the Chaplainsand Missionaries.

In May ot last year ( 18.5) I received a letter relative to this case from

Rev. W.M.BATTERBEE, P.M. , of Town Green , Wymondham, Norfolk .

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work of the

Mission (with disrulving view3) as scu volroun , Lucture Hall, or Drawing

At that time her left lung was pronounced to be diseased . Her illness r.om Mesting .
had commenced with congestion of left lung, great weakness, cough, and

pain . The breathing was short , the expectoration mix d with blood. For

(Address) Rev. HENRY BLOOYER , Secretary

three months strength had gradually failed her, and she had lost tlesh all
Offices, 31, New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C.

overthebody.“ At the time I fir t wrote you ( Mr. Batterbee writes in a recent letter) Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

there was a most trying cough , broken sleep, and she was almost a living

shadow . "

Established in 1831, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

“ She had been for a long time ( Mr. B. continues) under medical treat

Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, in Lenassa,

mont, from which she received no benefit, indeed the doctor who attended
Harems, and schools, in Asia and Africa .

her affirmed all medicine useless , and gave her up as hopeless , s'ying she
Secretary, Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.

must soon die . "

Bankers Messrs. A & RRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16, St. James Street,

“ By my advice ( Mr. B. writes ) she consented to try your medicine.
London, 8.W.

After a few weeks the cough had greatly decreased ; the expectoration of

blood , the bectic fever and night sweats had nearly disappeared , appetite

and strength increased to the astonishment of all who knew her. Moreover ,

her late medical adviser pronounced her a walking miracle . "

" I shall be pleased ( Mr. B. con « ludes) at any time to bear my testimony

to the wonderful efficacy of your medicines inthis, as also in several other

cases. - W . M. B."
The correspondence relative to this patient lasted over ten months. The

FIYE YEARS AGO a visit paid to the North Ses Trawling Fiets

history of the progress of the case to recovery is, however, so condensed in
proved, by God's Providence, the commencement of a dem E

the above letter that it is needless to refer thereto.

happier epoch for the Deep -Sea Fishermen . Until the fear 6 .

thousands of our countrymen had toiled - not onlyin all weather

NOTE . - Days of Consultation, TUESDAY,

at all seasons, and in daily peril of their lives, but - a cam

THURSDAY, and SATURDAYMornings ONLY,

isolation from all Christian or moral influences .

at Coombe Lodge, Peokham . Patients from any TO -DAY seven Mission Smackscruise in the North Sea, servingas Chered.

long distance should choose either of the two

Dispensary , Temperance Hall, and Club.

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

Two of these vessels were equipped at a cost of £ 4,550 , and

sented to the Institution by generousdonors. The remaining in

the book Arst.

were originally private property, and merely lent for miss:387

purposes, and although a considerable portionof their parets

money has been defrayed duriog the current year, a son of

FOGS !

still remainsto be cleared off before they are free from buty

and registered in the names of Trustees as the unencu nberari

AndDamp Air produc
e

perty of the Mission .

Moreover, SEVEN VESSELS CANNOT MEETTHE REQUIER

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSEN
ESS.

MENTS OF TWELVE FLEETS,aud ail persous on shore who diz

ourbeloved Queen (which every one DOE*) and sympathize !

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

the torm - tossed smacksmen (which every one OUGHT to de

invited to contribute towards a special fund to be style:

COLDS, COU G H S ,

COUGHS, &c . , * Queen Victoria Purchase and Endowment Fund ," in order thaiDok

IS

Mission Smacks may be sentforth as at once a Memorial

Majesty's Jubilee and as Heralds of Mercy from the King &

CONGRE
VE'S

ministering healing and comfort to the bodies, and peace and

ness to the hearts of the fisbermen .
Sumsreceived for this object will bo paid to a special The

BALSA
MIC

ELIXIR ,

Account opened in the names of Trusteesat Messrs. Gurney$

Bank , Great Yarmouth.

In Bottles, 1s. 1 d .,28. 9d. , and 4s. 6a .

The Duke of GRAFTON, K.G., Trustee, E. J. MATHER, DIE

Prepared by G. T. CONGREVE, Coombe Lodge, Peckham :
MISSION TO DEEP-SEA FISHERMEN,

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.

Bridge House,181 ,Queen Victoria Strest, Londas Sl

ON THE DEEP SEA.

Loadca , J, H , SHAW & Co. 48, Paternorte Row, E , 0 .



OUR CHRISTMAS NUMBER . - Our next issue ( Dec. 23) will be & DOUBLE NUMBER (PRICE ONE PENNY,

containing Special and Seasonable Articles full of interest to all.

ddord and Zdork.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF , CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON : J. F. SĦAW & Co.]
(REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD. ] [48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

VOL. XII ., No. 613. THURSDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1886 . ONE PENNY.

NOTICE . - The BRITISH WEEKLY,Dec.17, will contain the full tabulation of the Results of

the ReligiousCensusof London, with Articles on the inferences to be drawn from them ; giving

the first general view of the religijus condition of London ever presented.

MR. PEMBER'S NEW WORK.

THE ANTICHRIST, BABYLON, AND THE

COMING of the KINGDOM . By G. H. PEMBER, M.A., Author of

" The Great Prophecies ," “ Earth's Earliest Age:, " &c . Crown 8vo . ,
38. 6d .

Contains three studies on prophetical subjects, the first of which deals

with the parallelism between the Christ and the Antichrist, and other

revelations concerning the wonderful career of the latter . The second
discusses the predictions respecting Babylon, mystical and literal ; wbile
the third is an exposition of the incidents connected with the Second

Coming , as given in Luke xvii .

THE DOCTRINE OF THE ATONEMENT.

By the Rev. LOUIS EDWARDS, D.D., Edin. , President of the Welsh

Presbyterian College, Bala. Crown 8vo. , 5s.

This is the translation of a work, the appearance of which may almost

be said to have formed a new era in thetheological thought of Wales. It

discusses the central truth of Christianity from an evangelical point of

view .

HELP ON THE WAY.

By JOHN S. SHIELDS, D.D. Prica 6s.
" A volume of admirable practical addresses. The article given will , we

trust, lead many to secure and pouder for themselves these suggestive and

thougbtful pages ." - Word and Work,

SCOTCH SERMONS ON THE OLD LINES.

By JAMES FRASER, A.M. , Minister of Colvend . 8vo ., 7s . 6d .

“ There is a delightful freshness and vigour in these sermons."

English Churchman .
This Day.

LETTERS FROM HEAVEN . Crown 8vo, 6s.

RIFTED CLOUDS ; or, The Life Story of Bella

Cooke. A Record of Loving kindness and Tender Mercies. Writien

by H &RSELF. SECOND EDITION, with Portrait and Illustra

tions, 5s.

CHRISTIAN TREASURY.- " We can confidently recommend this choice

volume. The healthy spiritual tone, the uniform brightness , and the

unwavering trust displayed by thewriter cannot fail to cheer and help any

who may be undergoing trial or afliction ."

FRIENDLY WORDS TO YOUNG WOMEN.

ByH. E. STONE, of Nottingham Tabernacle . Neatly bound in cloth ,
Is. 6d .

GIFT-BOOKS FOR YOUNG MEN.

THE CITY YOUTH.

By J. THAIN DAVIDSON , D.D. Price 8s . 60. , handsomely bound .
" Dr. Davidson's matter and manner are alike excellent. " - The Globe,

By the same Author.

FOREWARNED-FOREARMED.

Price 3s . 60 .

Also, Sixth Thousand .

TALKS WITH YOUNGMEN .

Price 3s . 6d .

“ Dr. Davidson is remarkably at home in Talks with Young Men ."
Mr.Spurgeon .

STRAIGHT PATHS FOR YOUR FEET. By

Rev. MARCUS RAINSFORD, B.A. , Minister of Belgrave Chapel,
Author of " No Condemnation ," &c .

Second Edition, price Is . 6d . , cloth .

LONDON : HODDER & STOUGHTON, 27, PATERNOSTER ROW.

FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN.

In the course ofa very few weeks the work of 1886 will be brought to a close. The LORD HAS

THUS FAR VERY GRACIOUSLY sustained the HOMES and OPEN -ALL -NIGHT REFUGE ; indeed,

not one good thing has been lacking.

Above all, there have been many tokens of SPIRITUAL BLESSING upon the work .

Various missionary workers have brought or sent no less than ONE THOUSAND THREE

HUNDRED and THIRTY YOUNG WOMEN and GIRLS as applicants for admission, and to the utmost

capacity of the Homes every suitable case has been promptly welcomed .

Amongst this large number were girls scarcely in their teens , others saved just on entering the down

ward course, and manysunk in the lower depths of sin , but all alike NEEDING'the SALVATION of the

LORD JESUS CHRIST', as well as temporal succour .

Reviewing the experience of THIRTY -FIVE YEARS, the fact is recorded with great thankfulness the

LORD has GRACIOUSLY DISPOSED the HEARTS of HIS SERVANTS to contribute all necessary

funds, andHis FAITHFULNESS in TIME PAST leadsto the anticipation that Hisstewards willbe both

enabled and disposed to subscribe ALL THAT MAY BE NECESSARY in relation to the work of 1886 .

Who will collect ? Cards and papers sent to any address.

Messrs. John F. Shaw & Co. will, as usual, gladly receive donations.

EDWARD W. THOMAS.

Offices : 200, Euston Road, London, N.W.

ORD AND WORK will be sent by the Publishsra Post five to any address in the Dingdom for Twelve Months for 66. 100
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Combe Down School

,

Situations and Appointments.

CHRISTIAN GOVERNESSES,

COMPANIONS, and LADY HOUSEKEEPERB of

high principles are frequently supplied to ladies
seeking such by application to the Governesses'

Regist ry, Soho Bazaar, Boho Square , London ,

W. Testimonials never dispensed with . Free
of all expense to parents .

WANTED by an Evangelist of large ex

perience an engagement in the suburbs, or near,

as Evangelist or any branch of Christian work .

At present with Evangelization Society . Has
been much used to souls in m ssions.

Y, Z. , care of Mr. Newton .

9, Bolan Street , Bridge Road , s.w.

CHRISTIAN abstainer, marrie ), secks &

situation as Church Officer or Chapel-kieper,

in London ; understands the duties of such and

management of tea meetings and social gather

ings . Can have good references. 8. W.,

55 , A kiam Road , North Kensington .

THE MILDMAY HOME, Specially for

respectable young women and nursery gover

nesses from the country or elsewhere whilst

waiting for situations. Registry attached .

Termson application to the Deaconess in charge

of the Registry ,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.

WANTED, in neighbourhood of Bighbury

or Stcke Newington , a daily engagement as

Mother's Help or anything useful. Cannot sleep

outof her own home. J. P. 8 , Mildmay Home,

1 , Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED , a re-engagement as mental
attendant to either lady or ge, tleman .

S. , 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

SITUATION needed for an elderly house

maia . Guod references.

M. I. , 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

SITUATION required for a parlour -maid,

one not very strong , but well recomien ed .

M. A. K., Registry, Conference Hall , N.

FOR NEAR KENSINGTON. -A situt

tion needed for a widow as needlewoman , useful

maid , or attendant. Highest references.
Mrs. Abbott , care of Miss Struud ,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

A LADY seeks the Superintendence of a

Home for Girls, age 38 , excellent references.

A. B. , 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

MOTHER'S HELP, or Nursery Gover

ness . No accomplishments, age 30 ; London

preferred. Salary £ 15 . Miss N., Registry,
Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.

COOK, for Ke sington ;age27 ; wages £ 20 ;

good character. L. S. Registry,

Conference Hall , Mildmay Park, N.

Educational.

EDUCATIONAL HOME for the

Daughters ofGentlemen , Chatsworth Lodge,

Grove Park , Chiswick , W.-The Misses Brosa

and Good have removed to a large deta bi

Near BATH. house, with good garden and tennis lamb, in the

healthy neigbbourhood of Chiswicks, where they
FOR BONS OF GENTLEMEN.

receive twenty Resident Pupils. First-clan

education , with cirefol Christian training and
Principal : MR. W.FRANKLIN hom. comforts. Children from India receivel

( for nearly8 years a Master at Monkton Combe and lovingly cared for. References kiodiq jka

School) mitted to Mrs. Pennefather, J. E. Marbie ,
DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST . Esq . (Mildmay ), and others,

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and THE OLD HALL SCHOOL

professional pursuits.

Pupils are prepared for the various University
WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE.

and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of
Principal : DB. CRANAGE, M.A.

younger boys .
Combe Duwn , at an elevatio i of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine , bracing air .

The school residence and premises bave been KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX.

Principal - Mr. GEO . FOSTER.certified by the Bath House Banitation Associa
tion . ZENANA MISSION .-A special effort is being

References made byMrs. Geo . Foster forthe benefit of Indian

Dr Baedeker, Weston -super-Mare . women . An interesting and original Porf ,

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal recording answer to prayer, double leaflet form,
Lancers, mauve and gold , will be sent for 14d , in stare ,

H. Dyer, Esq ., Malvern . post free . Profits for the above.

Dr. Maclean, Bath,

J. Churchill , Esq . , Wimbledon .
PARIS.-HOME FOR GOVERNESSE :H. Groves, Esq ., Kendal.

G. F. Trench, Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry. Lady Students, and Christian Workers. Adian.

Prospectus, with full particulars , sent on ap tages of French .

Miss Pryde, 23, Avenue du B is de Boulogbe.
plication ,

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training
combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and tour

teen years . A limited number only taken,
References permitted to parents of pupils. Tormi

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .

Address Principal.

SOUTHEND - ON - SEA

BELLE TUE HOUSE.
PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIE

Children taken for the vacations.

Terms moderate . Full particulars on applictis

to Principal.

Address, Principal, Belle Vue House,

Stanley Road , Southead -on -Sea, Esser.

Select Boarding School for Young Ladies,

i

1

CURE OFDEAFNESS.

SITUATION wanted for good working

Housekeeper , Scotchwoman, 49 ; long refer

ence ; wages £ 20 ; good plain cook .

Mrs. Fouton, Mildmay House,

1 , The Green , Stoke Newington , N.

RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED , as

Governess in Christian family only ; teaches

French , music, singing ,drawing ,and elementary

German . Salary L30 to £ 35 ; age 29 ; highest

references. A gentlewoman. Miss N. , care of

Miss otroud , Deaconess House, Mildmay Park ,

Londou , N.

A CHRISTIAN LADY, accustomed to

good society, and of mucu experi -nce, would
like to take charge of a motherless family, or to

help a clergymin in his parich . Salary of se
coudary importance M , cara of Miss Stroud ,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , London , N.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls as Under Nurses and UnderHousemaids in
Christian families . Stamped envelopes for

replies. Registry,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

MALVERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE.

Principal-MRS. JUDSON .

In thislovely and healthy locality, situated amongthe Cotswold Hills, pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying the advantages of carefulinstruction ,home comforts, and Christian training
Terms inclusive and moderate. References kindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the

Country , and to Rev.John Wilkinson . 79, Mildmay Road, N., & c .

partmenis, kr. FURNITURE - NORMAN &

STACEY'S SYSTEM commends itself to al

HOME OF REST,-MISS DUDIN classes . Deposit not necessary . It combines

real economy
on sound commercial pritBROWN has removed her little Home to a better

house near to Kew Gardens, and receives highly ciples, with strictly private arrangements,
without the objectionable formalities ofrespectable women and girls, Protestants, need. dealers and others . Payments can extend over

ing fresh air, for a fortnight, free. Those who 1, %, or 8 years. The 60 wholesale firmsembra .
have been in a work house, or are not able to
assist the matron in light housework, are not the best mannfacturers, bo have large stocks

for selection. Intonding purchasers should aleligible. As Miss Dudin Browa Las not any personally, or gand for particulars. - Offices,
garden, she will be very thankful to her friends Queen Victoria St. , E.C.. 121 , Pall Mall , 8.W ..

for any surplus green vegetables, or otherwise, 9, Liverpool Street , E.C. , Carriage Paid .
that they can spare for the inmates, as she has

no subscriptions . For particulars address to her

at the Horne, Restdene, Forest Road, Kew.

WORTHINGHOMEOFREST,
NOISES IN THE EARS.for Christians of both sexes . Air good for Chest Rev. E. J. BILVERTON invites sufferen to pred

Complaints and Rheumatism . Home comforts,
Terms 1 to 2 guineas Lady Superintendent, for his book showing the disease and the means

of cure .Rutherford Lodge . Worthing. Post free ed .; French edition , il
with letter of advice ii case be stated . Imperial

LONDON . - INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,
Buildings , Ludgate Circus, London , Free core

20 , 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.C. sultations diils.

Five minutes' walk or 1s. cab farefrom Euston,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily
reached from other stations. Patronised by

readers of Word and Work , Tariff on application. ALLPERSONS SUFFERING FROX

EPILEPSYSOUTHSEA. Board and residence.

Solent House , 16 and 17 , Bouth Parade facing Should send Name and Address to JAMES

sea and the Isle of Wight, between the two OSBORNE , Medical Pharmacy, ASHBOORNE.
piers, and three minutes ' walk from Station , DERBYSHIRE, who will forward , free of charge,

full particulars(with Testimonials ) of the meHASTINGS. - Boarding House, charm . successful Remedy ever oiscovered for this čia

ingly situated , facing sea. Moderate terms,
tressing malady,and which is now sent toal

special for winter . Every home comfort. Liberal parts of the world . Reference permitted to the

table . Mrs. Perkins , Alexandra House , Denmark
Rev. J. BAKER , M.A.,

Place , Hastings.
80, Bolton Road , Pendleton , Mancbeste .

SUSSEX . - To be LET, FURNISHED, for

& few mouths, detached Ten-roomed House ;

stables, good gardens, and greenhouse ; within

easy distance of town ; terms very moderate

where there are no children . F. Wilde, Crawley .

CURED INSTANTLY BYMENTAL. - The Rev. W. Hay-Aitken de

sires to recommend a superior Retreat for Ladies
where skilful medical treatment is combined

with Christian kindness and care. One hour by

rail from London . Addresa,

FITS ! FITS !! FITS !

TOOTH - A CHE99

A WARM BATH IN TEN MINUTES.

GAS NO CONTACT WITH WATER .

The New Patent “ CALDA ."

OIL CONSERVATORY APPARATUS, 25s .

1s. 1fd, of all

Bishopstone House, Bedford , Obemists,

GAS CONSERVATORY BOILERS, 66s .

G ,
SHREWSBIIRY,

122, NEWGATE STREET; E.O.

BUNTER'S

NERVINE.
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Publications.

Just published . In tinted wrapper .

THE FIRST ADVENT.
Watch Night at Bethlehem -Ascription of

Praise by the Angels - Blessings vouchsafed to

Mankind - Does the Language of Earth corre
spond with that of Heaven - Thoughts on these

subjects by the late Dean Goode.

Price 9 d . per doz., 59. per 100 .
Llandudno : HÉRBERT TO KINSON , 454 ,

Mostyn Btreet ..

London :

JOHN F. SHAW & Co ., 48, Paternoster Row .

TO PILGRIMS AT LLANDUDNO.
A PRAYER AND A PROMISE .

OUR CHRISTMAS NUMBER.

The Special Christmas Double

Number of

“ Word andWork ,” .
DECEMBER 23rd (ordinary price, One Penny) ,
will be puolished on Wednesday, December 22nd ,

and will contain special and seasonable articles

full of interest to all .

Annual Christmas BoatBeautifully printed in black and crimson on

stiff cardboard Suitable for a Christmas present.

Post free , 3d . each , or 28. 9d . per dozen , from
Llandudno :

HERBERT TOMKINSON , 45A, Mostyn Street.
Londyn : JOAN F . SHAW & Co.

THE CHOICE SELECTION .
On receipt of One Shilling in Stamps or

PostalOrder, a choice selection ofCards,Mildmay,
Ruby , & c . will be sent. - SPECIALLY GOOD

VALUE. - NO OLD CARDS .
WHEELER BROTHERS.

88, Mildmay Park, London, N .

New Year Addresses.

ORDER EARLY OF YOUR BOOKSELLER . THE UNLOADING OF THE

Wetrust many of our readers will aid us, by
ordering of their bookseller one or two extra
copies and sending them to their friends.

will, God willing, take place on
Aswe anticipate a large extra demand for this

special number, orders should be given early , so
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 29th , 1886, at

that copiesmay besecured on day of publication . THE SAILORS' WELCOME HOME,

173 and 174, St. George's Street

''Word and Work ,” December 23rd . (corner Princes Square ),

Special Christmas Number. Ratcliff Highway, London, E .
Tea and Coffee at 6 o 'clock .

NEXT WEEK. PRICE ONE PENNY. Unloading of Boat at 7 .

Meetings hefore and after as the Lord leads.

TO GET HOLD OF THE MASSES IN WINTER, FOR MISSION OR
SCHOOL TREATS.

WILLIAM CATLIN ,
17 , Claremont Square, Pentonville, London, N .,

CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

MAGIC LANTERNS AND SLIDES.
LATESTINVENTION Large Illustrated Catalogue, 6d ., LIME-LIGHT

WITH PATENTED Post Free.
EXHIBITIONS

TRIPLE WICK, FOUR-WICK LAMP, CASE As at theMetrpolitau Taber

£3 3s. nacle , Mildmay Conference

COMPLETE, £3 10s. Hall, and other buildings in

and around London .

Prospectus Post Free.

32pp, Illustrated . One Penny each, or
18 . per dozen.

CLINGING and CLIMBING ,

By Rev. GEORGE EVERARD, M .A ./

BE QUICK !

Forthe Young.By J. FORBESMONCRIEFF.

16pp. 6d. per dozen.

" JESUS HIMSELF."

By Rev. J. B . Figgis, M .A .

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,
Stirling, N . B .

London : S . W . PARTRIDGE & CO .

SECOND-HAND
SLIDES ONSALE

LANTERNS AND
SLIDES ON HIRE

Monthly Catalogue Gratis .
MRS. GRIMKE 'S

TEXT CARDS,
To be had from Mrs .GRIMKE , Prestwich ,

Manchester, who likes orders sent to her

direct, or to E . KAUFMANN, 129, Cheap .
side, London , E . O ., and booksellers .

CATLIN

LONDON

Terms on Application .

Original Designs for Public
Lecturers. Slide- colouring

done upon the Premises.

PRICE ONE PENNY.

THE ANTI - INFIDEL TRACT
ENTERPRISE .

A Record of Work at Homeand Abroad .
By W . R . BRADLAUGH .

CONTENTS. - Socialism at Home and Abroad

Individual Responsibility - Infidelity and

Heatbepism - Letters from Missionaries - Letters

from Converted Infidels , & c . , & c .

London : Job Bnow & Ou ,, 2 , Ivy Lane,
Paternoster Row , and all Booksellers .

- DI

WRITE TO -DAY.
Write for this valuable little book .

Fifty Years' Record ofFacts, Principles ,
and Discoveries Relating to the Im

provement and Preservation of Human

Life on Earth . A Series of valuable

articles , by Dr. Samuel Birley , M . D . .

Ph . D . Now published , complete in book
form (48 pages) , one copy sent post free
by the publishers, GORDON MURRAY

& Co . , Castle Street, Holborn . Sound

and practical. Write to -day for a copy.

POS
T

ESTABLISHED 1851.
DIRK BECK BANK.

D Sonthampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS , repayable on demand .

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on CURRENT

ACCOUNTS calculated on tbeminimum monthly

balances, when not drawn below £100 .

The Bank undertakes for its Oustomers , free of

charge, the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other

Securitiesand Valuables ; the Collection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons ; and the pur

chase and sale of Btocks, Shares, and Annuities .

Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued .
THE BIRK BEOK ALMANAOK , with full

particulars , post free , on application ,

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

TheBirkbeck Building Society 'sAnnual

Receipts exceed FiveMillions.

WOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR
1 TWO GUINEAS PER MONTU , with im

mediato Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply

at the Office of the BIRKBKCK BUILDING BOCIETY ,

29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
ÚTOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF

DI LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER
MONTH , with immediate possession , either for

Building or Gardening purposee. Apply at the

Office of the BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY ,

as above.
The Birkbeck Almanack , with full particulars.

on application ,
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

BY ROYAL A preparation consisting

LETTERSPATENT of EXTRACT OF BEEF AND

VEGETABLES, & PENNY

packet of which makes, in

As adopted by a few minutes, A MOST

H .M . Government. DELICIOUS BASIN OF

SOUP. From all Grocers,

etc., throughout the King

EDWARDS' dom , by your ordering on
them , whieh is preferred to

DESICCATED direct dealing . In the event
ofany difficulty in obtaining

it, writedirect to the Manu

facturers, F . KING & Co . ,

LIMITED , 6 , Bishopsgate

Avenue, London , or to 26 ,

PRIZE MEDAL. Waring Street, Belfast.

Samples, with reports , sent

HEALTH
free to any address on

receipt of 8 } d . in stamps.

Keeps good any time, and

EXAIBITION , in any climate. In Tins,

1 16 ., 18. 30 .; } lb ., 8d . ; } lb .
LONDON, 1834 , 5d . ; one oz. facket, ld .

SEND for MIDICAL (Government) REPORTS

post fron.

SOUP.

ORCHARD'S CURE DEAFNESS
Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds.

DEAF FOR FORTY YEARS."

Sir, - My sale for your " Oure for Deafness "
increases. A man here who has been deaf

Forty years has had his hearing restored by it.
J . GREEN, Chemist , Christchurch .

13 . 174 . per bottle , Free by Postfor 14 stamps, from

Edwin J . Orchard. Chemist, Salisbury.
Any Chemist will procure to order .
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The Religious Tract Society's List. ANOTHER HARD WINTER

BOOKS FOR EVERYBODY.- Please write to the Secretaries for

the Religious Tract Society's ILLUSTRATED LIST of BOOKS for

PRESENTATION , and the selected and Descriptive LIST of BOOKS.

SEASONABLE PRESENTS.

WHO WILL HELP THE POOR ?

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS

Maintain and benefit 3,500 persons weekly.

CRECHE FOR INFANTS. HOMES FOR

BOYS AND GIRLS. REFUGES FOR

MEN AND WOMEN.

Will any Readers of “ WORD AND WORK " kindly send &

Contribution ?

8s . , bandsome cloth gilt ; or 253. , in morocco .

AUSTRALIAN PICTURES. Drawn with Pen and

Pencil. By HOWARD WILLOUGHBY, of the " Melbourne Argus." With

a large Map and Illustrations from Photographs and Sketches, engraved

by E. Whymper and others. Imperial 8vo .

" A handsome volume, of which plates and letterpress combine to furnish

a wonderfully good idea of the island continent." -- Graphic.

New Edition , 8s ., handsome cloth ; or 258., morocco .

SCOTTISH PICTURES. Drawn with Pen and

Pencil. By Dr. 8. G. GREEN. Profusely Illustrated.

"Scottish Pictures ' contains a large number of admirable illustrations

of Scottish scenery and buildings, andtheseare brought together by means

of a text, which is always brightly written . " -Scotsman.

THE HANDYNATURALHISTORY. By the Rey.

J. G. WOOD , Author of “ Homes Without Hands," &c. With 226 En.

gravings. Small 4to , 88., cloth boards, gilt edges.

" An excellent book for the young, handsomely illustrated , and written

in fluent and lucid style .” - Saturday Review ,

WESLEY.-The Life of the Rev. CHARLES

WESLEY, M.A., sometimesuudent of Christ Church , Oxford. By the
Rev. JOÁN TELFORD, B.A. , Author of " Wesley Anecdotes,' & c .

With Portrait and Engravings, 38. 6d ., cloth .

PRESENT-DAY TRACTS. Vol. VIII. 2s . 6d . , cloth.

Contains Tracts on subjects of Christian Doctrine, Morals, Comparative

Religion, and on the most fully developed Religious substitutes for

Christianity offered by modern unbelief. By Rev, Drs. STOUGHTON

and REYNOLDS ; the Revs. RADFORD THOMSON , STEVENSON,

MCCHEYNE, EDGAR, and IVERACH.

THE LEISURE HOUR. Annual Volume for

1886. Contains 860 pages of Interesting Reading, with a Coloured Fron

tispiece, and numerous Illustrations by Eminent Artists. It forms a

handsome Illustrated Book for a Present. Price 78. , cloth ; 8s. 6d ., gilt

edges ; 20s , 6d ., half -calf.

THE SUNDAY AT HOME. Annual Volume for

1886. The Family Magazine for Sabbath reading. Contains 828 pages,

with Illustrations in Colours and numerous superior Wood Engravings .

A very suitable Book for Presentation . Price 7s., cloth ; 8s . 6d ., extra

gilt edges ; 10s . Ed., half -calf.

THE GIRL'S OWN ANNUAL. The Seventh

Volumeof the " Girl's Own Paper.” Containing 832 pagesof luterest

ing and Useful Reading. Profusely Illustrated . Price 8s., in hand

some cloth ; 98. 6d . , cloth extra, with gilt edges,

THE BOY'S OWN ANNUAL. The Eighth Volume

of the “ Boy's Own Paper."Containing 832 pages, with many Coloured

and Wood Engravings. Price 89., handsome cloth ; 93. 6d ., cloth

extra , with gilt edges.

THE CHILD'S COMPANION ANNUAL. Full of

Pretty Picturesand Interesting Reading,witha Coloured Frontispiece.

ls. 6d ., coloured boards ; 25. , cloth; 29. 6d ., cloth, full gilt.

THE CHILD'S BOOK OF POETRY. With Fifty -five

Engravings. 28. , cloth boards.

OUR PETS ANDCOMPANIONS: Pictures and Stories

Illustrative of Kindness to Animals. By MARY K. MARTIN . Profusely

Illustrated . Quarto , 28. , cloth .

President,

THE EARL OF ABERDEEN, K.P.

Treasurer :

WILFRID A. BEVAN , Esq., 54, Lombard Street, E.C.

Bankers :

MESSRS. BARCLAY, BEVAN, & Co., 54 ,Lombard Street, E.C.

MESSRS. RANSOM & CO. , 1, Pall Mall East, W.

The Committee earnestly appeal for contributions to

THE CHRISTMAS DINNER AND

RELIEF OF DISTRESS FUND."

There are already signs of great privation amongst the re

spectable poor. Visitors report casesof “ no work " continually,

the greatest distress prevails. We are anxious to provide a

Christmas Dinner for 700 Destitute Men and Women, and for

600 Poor but Deserving Families, and also to replenish our

“ Fund ” for Relieving the Poor during the Winter .

Contributions thankfully received by the Tre asurer, Bank eis,

Or by PEREGRINE PLATT, Secretary,

VineStreet, Clerkenwell Road, EC.

NOW READY, price 58.

* MEDICAL * MISSIONS :

THEIR PLACE AND POWER.

By Rev. JOHN LOWE , F.R.C.S.E.,

Secretary of the Edinburgh Medical Missionary Society.

WITH INTRODUCTION

By Sir William Muir K.C.S.I., LL.D. , D.C.L.

MR. LOWE,56, GEORGE SQUARE, EDINBURGH,

Will send the book to any address,by post, on receipt of Postal

Order for 4s . 6d .

It would be almust impossible to speak too favourably of this book. It

is beautifullġ written , anddeserves to be widely circulated ."

The Presbyterian Messenger.

“ Mr. Lowe supports his argument with facts which tell an eloquent

tale . . . . His story is full of interest." - The Christiar ..

" Itis a booktobe possessed by those whohavethe cause of missions :

heart." - Life and Work,

• It is an inspiration , a summons, and anappeal, which can neverbe lost

onthosewhotake any real part in spreading a knowledge ofthe Gospel
at home and abroad.” _ The Oldham Chronicle,

LONDON : T. FISHER UNWIN, 26 , PATERNOSTER SQTARE.

ILLUSTRATED STORIES for PRESENTS .

THE HEAD OFTHE HOUSE : a Story ofVictory

over Passion and Pride. By E. EVEREIT GREEN , 5s ., cloth boards.

YOUNG SIR RICHARD . By H. FREDERICK CHARLES,

Author of " The Doctor's Experiment," “ Under Fire,” & c . 53. , cloth
boards ,

THE OLD MANUSCRIPT ; or, Anaise Robineau's

History . A Tale of the Huguenots. By BLANCHE M. MOGGRIDGE.

bs., cloth boards.

IDA NICOLARI. By EGLANTON THORNE . Illustrated.

Orown 8vo, 88. 6d ., cloth boards.

TAE CLEVELANDS OF OAKLANDS. By Mrs.

LUCAS SHADWELL, 88. Ed ., cloth :

UNTRUE TO HIS TRUST : a Story of Life and

Adventure. By HENRY JOHNSON, 68. , cloth gilt.

GEOFFREY ORME'S VICTORY ; a Cornish Tale

By ALICE LANG . 28. 6d ., cloth .

SEVEN YEARS FOR RACHEL . By ANNE BEALE .

3s . 6d ., cloth , gilt.

LEE CHESTER ; or, The Bells of Dumbarton . By

LUCY LINCOLN MONTGOMERY . 2s . 6d ., clotla .

SWALLOW - TAILS AND SKIPPERS. By DARLEY

DALE. With a Coloured Frontispiece. ls. 6d ., cloth .

THE QUEEN'S PRINTERS

THE ORIGINAL, FULLEST, AND BEST.

Eleven Editions.

468 pages of added matter, including Concordance, Vincent's

Index , Sayce's Articles, Lumby's Glossary, Atlas, Tristram's,

Hooker's, Stainer's, and other Contributions,

FROM 3s. Od .

THE RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY,

66 , PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON .
EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, GREATNEW STREET, LONDON, E.O.

ALL BOOKSELLERS.
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847

Notings amongst Criminals.

, ,

CONTENTS . they said, ' You needn't push , they'll not look at you.' I got

to the gentleman at last,and after asking some questions hePAGE

Notings amongst Criminals
Topics - Terse and Timely 851 said , “ You look the sort of fellow for me.' Then he wouldn't

By Pearl Fisher ... 813 Christianity without the Cross ... 851 give the wages I wanted, but he took my address, and I went

Watchword for the Year ( Poetry ) 844 Propitiation :

Notes for Bible Reading 844 Godward or Manward ? 852 homeand prayed over it. On Friday à letter came, " Start

" That Mightier Hand ” How Falth Justifies !! 853 on Monday. I've been there ever since, and they're so satis

By Frank H. White 845 Impunity Growing into Boldness 863
fiedthey've made me collector, and I've sometimes a thou .

Bunday Schools : 8piritual Work Correspondence
Timely Words toTeachers

Privileged Profanity .... 854 sand pounds to carry home.”

By Rev. J. H.Vincent, D.D. 85 Evangelisation
855

Does Mission Work Pay ? Ragged &rhool Union 855 " Tested ."

By Mrs. 8. Whittemore Roselyn Mission 855

When will the Harvest be ? Gleaning from Abroad The full story, of which this is a brief summary, may be

By Mr. Hudson Taylor. 847 A Faithful Native Pastor .. 856

For the Young
had in the little book Tested, just issued by Mr.George Hatton,847 Fruit among the Orphans 856

Amongst Dock Labourers ......... 848 A Trader and the Arabs .......... 835 Such a man , once an habitual thief and to-day trusted and

A Missionary's Perils 848 Seamen in South America 856 respected as a Christian and honest man, is a grand proof it

A Working Men's Mission ......... 818 Work in a Corner 896

Word from the West ................. Aud this case is but one of very849 pays to save these men .Jewg and the New Testament ... 856

A Big Christmas Party .. 848 Foreign Mission Notes ...... 857 many such. Tested results have proved the reality of thework ;

Miss Mittendorff's Kindergarten 818 The Christian Community ......... 858

men who have stood firm , amid all temptations, for nine orMr. Rabinowitz and his Work 855 South London Mission... 860

Notices of Books 858 Bulgaria and English Christians 860 ten years, are but types of the reformées of to -day. As those

Bible -carriageWork in the South 865 Factory Girls at Tea 360 have stood, so many of these will stand to their own happi

ness and the well-being of society. Thus crime is being

reduced, and the nation is the gainer in no small degree.

Withsuch tokens of encouragement the work has continued

BY PEARL FISHER.
to grow ; extending in all directions, touching new classes and

THE other night I sat in Mr. Hatton's room learning conditions of crime; boldly and successfully dealing with the

convicts, or “ long -term " men, and entering on a rescue

story. On the details I will not here enter ; suffice it to say preventive work of a remarkably pleasing character among

that, the son of respectable parents, Hewett fell in early young lads, saving them from sinking into habitual crime.

youth amongst bad companions, went far astray, was five

times in prison for stealing, and became a contirmed and
Supper to Thieves.

habitual criminal-sunk to the lowest depths. At the first
Abundant evidence of the fruitfulness of the work was

“ Thieves'Supper ” Hewett was present, and, as he heard of borne a few days ago, when the supper to the criminal

the possibility of reformation, lope seems to have dawned . classeswasgiven at the headquarters of the St. Giles' Christian

He was miserable in his crime. . He endeavoured to "turn Mission, inthe Chapel , Little Wild Street. Over two hun

over a new leaf,” but, of course , in vain. Old babits, evil dred men, every one of whom had been in prison, were

companions, the craving for drink , quickly got the better of present, about one-half being saved men, now doing well ,

him. and the other half, having just been discharged from

The Dawn of Light .
prison, had sought the help of the mission to escape from

On the following Tuesday he was again at the St. Giles'

paths of wrong-doing. Humanly speaking, the toils are

Mission Chapel. The Word found its way to his heart ; he

around them, they cannot escape unless a helping hand be

understood there was mercy, even for a thief, he was led to

outstretched . Work in some form must be obtained, for a

starving man (who has formed the habit of stealing) finds it

cry for pardon, and that night he found it. He left the hall
hard to keep straight.

professing conversion, but his reception in the common

lodging -house - all thehome he knew — was rather startling. How He Tried and Failed .

He was jeered at, spit upon,and threatened . The unanimous

verdict, however, “ He'll not keep on that lay long ; he'll

While the men were at supper I was here and there
was,

soon be at it again ." Then Mr. Hattor and his helpers

amongst them . Some of the stories I heard illustrate this

latter fact.

opened the first “ Reformed Thieves' Home,” that Hewettand

five others might be saved from these temptations. They

“ I've been four times in quod ! I hev jes been in for

nine months. It's a miserable life. God help me to get

were put to wood chopping, and shortly a situation was found
out o' it.”

for Hewett. It is curiously interesting to note that the room

in which Hewett thus found shelter was the very room in

“ Have you not felt it miserable before now ? ”

which , when the place was a public-house, he had been
“ That I hev, sir ; last time I wur out I did all a man could

arrestedbythe police. In the providence of God the walls

do to keep straight, but twur no good ; none would gie me

that had witnessed his deeds of iniquity saw him , with the
work. I wur starving and begun to feel I'd be better thieving

help of true Christian friends, seeking humbly and devoutly
nor starving. I'd meant to do right that time, but hunger

beat me.

to follow the Lord and live honestly before men. Then came
If I'd got work I believe I'd have gone square.

a testing time ofanother sort. He was out ofemployment speaking, the desideratum is work,though, of course, it is well

Plenty such were to be found that night. Humanly

for a considerable period ; but he says, “ God kept me in the

nour of temptation ." Let me describe in his own words how
understood by every worker that the grand saving power lies

he Lord opened a way for him :

in the Gospel.

At the meeting which followed supper the Right Hon.

Yrayer answered. the Lord Mayor,who presided , wassupported by many whose

“ I'd been out of work some time, and was getting down
official position,judicial or police, affords them every opportu .

After

nearted . I'd walked all roads, seeking work, and Mr.
nity of judging of the reality of the results claimed.

Wheatley was doing all he could'for me. One morning my
praise, prayerwas offered bythe new minister of Bloomsbury

Chapel, Rev. James Baillie .
wife andI prayed very earnestly that God would that day

give me work . I went out. I didn't know which way to
Diminution of Crime.

Eurn to seek a job, when something said, 'Go this way. I Thestatement read by Mr. George Hatton called special

nadn't gone farwhen I met a friend, whosaid , “ There's a job attention to the striking diminution of crime, and, as it

Et so -and - so, go there. I went, and found the place crowded seemedto friends present, made too modest a claim to some

out with men applying for the job. I pushed through, and small share in producing this decrease. I do not much love
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“
H5knoweth,

statistics , but I must emphasize the fact that during the past Such are a few actual notings of facts and factors in con

year seven hundred and thirteen convicts voluntarily sought nection with a work which God is blessing in a large measure

the Mission's aid in reformation; while out of twenty to His people . Surely it should commend itself (the results

thousand persons discharged from the metropolitan prisons being thus made known) in no slight degree. Happy tbose

fourteen thousand accepted the invitation to breakfast, and

about six thousand were helped in various practical ways-it
who are privileged to help by means and prayer in such

a noble service .

would be folly to assert all are doing well , but many un

doubtedly are. One of the results of increased publicity has

been more numerous applications on the part of liberated Watchword for the Year."

prisoners to be helped to lead honest lives. This gratifying

increase has not yet, however, been accompanied by its
“ He knoweth the way that I take. "

necessary counterpart in larger funds to do the work.
E knoweth " --How we love those words, " He

The Laus.

The interesting rescue-preventive work was touched upon.

For joy and strength their utterance convey ;

During the past three months no less than fifty -six lads have

Their very echo bids us each press forward

been handed over by the judges and magistrates to the care

With firmer steps, upon our upward way.

of the mission . In most cases a conviction has been prevented , He knoweth all the pathway we must travel,

and they have been consequently saved from the taint of a Its “ ins and outs” along the mountain's brow ;

prison life, and possibly from a criminal career. A number of What hopes may speed us, and what things retard us,

typical cases followed , some of which will appear in our paper What clouds may gather ; yes, He knoweth nou ,

next week,

Increasing needs. He knoweth where our weary steps miglit falter,

I must give one statement made by Mr. Hatton : - “ The
And where our timid hearts might be dismayed ;

work of saving old and young
Where careless walking might bring pain and peril,

we hold to be of the

highest importance, and are most anxious that it should be

“ He knoweth ; " then we will not be afraid .

continued, and, if possible, extended ; but all this increased Afraid ! How could we be with such a Father,

work for our already overburdened and devoted Secretary So strong, so loving, and so good to all,

(Mr. Wheatley) means a largely increased outlay , and at this Who heareth the most feeble cry for succour,

moment we are in urgent need of £1,000 to pay pressing Who raiseth very gently those who fall ?

Jiabilities. One gentleman present with us to -night has

most kindly promised £ 100 to clear off this sum if the re
And not the future only knows our Father,

maining £900 can be raised before this month is out." I
But all the present, and the past, as well ;

rejoice to note that toward this special effort £ 650 have now
Those places where we lost the conscious presence

been subscribed , leaving only £350 to make up.

Of Him who came within our hearts to dwell.

a “ Prisoners' Sunday ." He knoweth all, and yet He still doth love us,

Mr. Hatton closed with a suggestion that, as in theUnited And still is willing now tobe our Guide ;

States, so here there should bewhat is known as a Prisoners' Oh may we byHis grace each walk more humbly,

Sunday, on which day from the various pulpits the duty of And keep this year more closely to His side !

Christian people towards the criminal classes, both in and
CHARLOTTE Murrar.

out of prison, should be enforced.

A number of letters were read by Mr. W. Wheatley, whose

reception by the men was noisy and enthusiastic. These letters Notes for Bible Reading.

were chiefly from rescued men and their employers, indi

cating they were doing well .

Seven Things the Believer should remember about

the Flesh.

Official Testimonies. 1 . THAT he is under no obligation to

A warm and hearty commendation, founded on official and
it. We are debtors not to the

magisterial experience of the work of this mission, was given flesh. Rom. viii. 12 ; viii. 8;Gal. vi.8 ; Rom . viii. 6, margin ;

by the Right Hon . the Lord Mayor. Rom . vii. 25 ; viii. 7, margin

Practical addregses followed, by Sir W. T. Charley 2. That he must not make it his companion.

(Common Serjeant), Mr. Monro (Assistant Commissioner of Who walk not after the flesh . Rom . viii. 4 ; Eph. iv.19;

Police ), and Mr. Howard Vincent, M.P.--gentlemen well
Phil. iii . 19 ; Gen. xiii.9

qualified , from actual experience, to judge of the reality of 3. That he must not make any allowance

the work. Mr. F. A. Bevan briefly but pointedly addressed for it. Make not provision for the flesh . Rom , xü . 14

the men , setting clearly before them the one remedy for sin- 4. He must not give it any opportunity to

the grace of God . show itself. Use not liberty for an occasion

Secret of Success :
to the flesh Gal. v . 13

5. That he must not trust it under any

In the constant and prayerful recognition of this latter fact circumstances. For we have no confidence in

( the power of the Gospel) may be found the secret of the
the flesh .

Poi , ii.

exceptional success of the St. Giles Christian Mission . If
6. That he must not expect anygood thing

success be measured by actual results, increasing useful
from it. In my flesh dwelleth no good

ness, and extending influence, then this mission is truly thing.
Rom . vil 16

successful. And this success, having long and narrowly It is sinful Rom . viii, 3

watched its working , I feel justified in ascribing to two Unclean Gal. v, 19

things : First, that it is a Christian mission, that the Gospel

TH

1

1

1

1

.

Filthy

is presented and preached as the one remedy for sin , as the
Corrupt

Gen. vi. 12 ;

only abiding source of power to resist temptation ; and , Job xiv. 14

second, the keen, practical insight the Secretary seemsgifted

with, into men and measures. He is not content to give
7. He must not look upon it as a dead

thing. And they that are Christ's have
applicants a little relief and a little good advice, but enters crucified the flesh Gal. v. 24 ;

into each case individually and practically, taking any amount Rom . vii. 24

of personal trouble to procure them work ; for, if employment

benot found, there is, humanly speaking, no hope these men
May the Lord Jesus grant that wemay all

will stand.
through the Spirit mortify the deeds of the

budy
By these means the mission has spoiled thousands of

Rom viü . 13

Aud not fulfil the lust of the flesh Gal. v. 16 ;

promising thieves, rescuing hundreds of them for time and R. A. ORR.

eternity from the lowest abyss of crime, stopping many

hundreds more just in time, and teaching them that " Once a May be had printed in colours on card (bevelled edge) ia clear type.

thief, always a thief,” need not necessarily be true.
price 31., of Henry Randle , Hastings.

2 Cor. vii. 1

O .
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" That Mightier Hand.

WATEO
66

66

::

BY FRANK H. WHITE.

Timely Words to Teachers.

ITT wassaid of Joshua “ he was full of the Spirit of wisdom,

for Moses had laid his handsupon him ” (Deut. xxxiv. 9 ). BY JOHN H. VINCENT, D.D. , LL.D.

Oh favoured Joshua to be broughtunder the “ mighty ” hands

of the man who saw God face to face ! Oh thousand times AIVING for the present all questions relating

more favoured , child of faith , to be brought under those to the origin of the modern Sunday school ,
MIGHTIER HANDS of Him in whom is God's very face ! its English or Continental, its New Testament or

His express image ” (Heb. i. 3) , “ in whom dwelleth all His
ancient Jewish precedents , its identity with the early

fulness," and so to be filledwith the knowledge of His will , Christian fellowship meetings, or with the earlier
in all wisdom and spiritual understanding.” (Col. i . 9 ).

Moses' hands had been laid on Joshua, and they became
Sanhedrim assemblies , let us at once consider the re

weak andpowerless in death soon after, but those mightier
lations which it now sustains to the Church , the

hands of Christ are made mighty by means of death. It is consequent claims which the Church may have upon

because they are pierced hands they are full of power and it and which it may have upon the Church .

virtue. It was in resurrection, after Ile had passed through We also waive all attempts at an exact definition

death, that He stood in the midst of His doubting disciples,
of the Church and its powers, the relations of the

and said to them, “ Behold My bands." Beloved Christian
visible institution to the invisible and Divine energiesreader, behold those mightier hands," and, by an act of

simple surrendering faith , place yourself under them , that of grace , whether conveyed from an early and original

you may, “out of His fulness, " receive “grace for grace." deposition , through appointed, visible , ecclesiastical

Remember," the law was given by Moses,but grace and truth lines of communication , or bestowed under a present

came by Jesus Christ ” ( John i. 17 ). In those mighty hands and immediate dispensation of the Holy Spirit , to

of his, Moses bore the tables of the law down from the fiery individual souls who surrender themselves to the

mount — that law which required absolute obedience for
Divine leading. Let us leave these discussions to the

righteousness. By the same hands those tables were broken

to pieces . But Christ came into the world, with the law,
students of ecclesiastical history and to the theolo

not held in His hands, but hidden within His heart gians , and let usconsider the work to be done by the

( Psa. xl . 7, 8)—not as the breaker thereof, but as the bearer Sunday school in furthering the practical ends for

of righteousness as a free gift to " every one that believeth " which the Church has been established .

(Rom . iii . 25 ) . And what are these ends ? The Word gives ready

Hence, “ this mightier hand ” is a SAVING HAND. Witness
and easy answer to our question . Every command,

the Psalmist, “ Sbow Thy marvellous loving-kindness o
every promise, every figure of speech, every line of

Thou that savest by Thy right hand , them that put their trust

in Thee " ( Psa. xvii . 7 ).
argument by which the aim and work of the true be

A tourist was once following his guide amid awful Alpine
liever are set forth , helps to define the mission of the

heights, when he reached a place which was narrowed by a
Church . " Be ye holy ; " ye shall be " partakers of

jutting rock . On one side was a terrible precipice, from the the Divine nature ; ' ye are the “ salt ,” the “ light” of

other, the guide holding on to the rock extended his other hand the world ; " as therefore ye received Christ Jesus

over the precipice for the traveller to step upon and pass the Lord , so walk in Him ," “ rooted and builded up in

round. Seeing that he hesitated, the guide said , “ Sir, that Him , and established in your faith , even as ye were

hand has never lost a man yet." Oh, unsaved reader, trust
taught , abounding in thanksgiving."

thyself to Christ's "mightier hand ” this very moment. It

is 80 mighty thou canst not perish if only thou wilt commit
What is the Church ? “ A spiritual house," " the

thyself to it
habitation of God ," “ the household of God ,” “ the

" That mightier hand ” is a subduING, CONQUERING hand. flock of God , " " the temple of the living God," " the

“ Able even to subdue all things unto Himself ” ( Phil. body of Christ," " the pillar and ground of the truth ."

It is to be in the world “ salt " forseasopiog, “ light”

“ His right hand and His holy arm have gotten Him the for illuminating, a “ rock ” for building , a “ hill " for

victory " (Psa. xcviii . 1 ) .
exalting, a " tower" for protecting. It is designed to

" That mightier hand” is a STRENGTHENING, SUSTAINING
hand. “ Now know I that the Lord saveth His anointed ;

men , to reveal to them “ the unsearchable

He will hear him from His holy heaven, with the saving of
richesof Christ," to make known " the manifold wisdom

His right hand ” ( Psa. xx. 8 ; see also Ez. iii . 14) . of God ," and to give men some insight into " the

" That mightier hand ” is a shelTERING, COVERING hand. breadth and length and height and depth ," that they

And it shall come to pass, while My glory passeth by, that may “ know the love of Christ which passeth know

I will put thee into the cleft of the rock, and will cover thee ledge , that (they) might be filled with all the fulness
with My hand as I pass by ” ( Ex. xxxiv. 22 ) .

“ That mightier hand ” is a SECURING HAND. Not only is
of God .” So vast and high and e'ernal and glorious

are the ends for which the Church has been established
the believer under,and on it, “ engraven on the palms thereof

( Isa. xlix . 16) , but in it . “ All His saints are in Thy hand ”
on the earth .

(Deut. xxxii. 3) . “ Neither shall any pluck them out.” This The true Sunday school helps , in its own way, to be

we have His own word for ( John x. 28 ). David even saw sure, but in an unmistakable way , to attain these

this, hence his confident assurance, “ Thy right hand shall lofty objects. Otherwise the world does not need the

hold me” (Psa. (x . 9 , 10) . Sunday school. This is the first and radical idea .
“ That mightier hand ” is a SOOTHING , SOLACING hand.

The work of the Sunday school is spiritual and Divine .
Often is it softly and tenderly laid on His frightened ones,

accompanied by the same sweet “ fear not ” which so com
It is spiritual , and not merely natural ; Divine, not

forted the beloved John in Patmos (Rev. i . 17 ) . Again and merely human . It is to be truly and intensely

again in the days of His flesh was " that mightier hand ” used religious , or we can dispense with it altogether .

in healing, restoring, and reviving (Mark i. 31 ; v. 41 ). This doctrine-the churchly and religious character

Sometimes that mightier hand " is to us a CHASTENING of the true Sunday school-needs present , emphatic,

hand. Should we shrink from its touch even then ? Oh no,
and universal enunciation . For over against this

rather let us humble ourselves under it, until the same hand
ground present dangers lie, and our most insidious

that laid us low lifts us up again, for it is an uplifting hand

(1 Pet. v. 6 ) .
enemies lurk. The spirit of the age is worldly . In

Extracted from That Migniier lland ; a New Year's Message, just the Church worldliness nowadays runs to ecclesias

issued by Mr. Frank White. S. W. Partridge & Co. (10.) The source and tical aestheticism , to ritualism and to the love of show,

secret of spiritual strength are admirably developed in the course of a
meditation on the experiences of Moses. the ' ove of money, and the love of rule ,

iii . 21 ) .

>
save

It is easy
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for the worldly spirit to capture an organisation and the Sunday school promote frivolity . It is not pos.

carry it on in the interest of personal ambition, social sible to secure in the Sunday school the silent awe

pleasure,public display, and of so -called “ success." and reverent spirit appropriate to the holy com

The local church is sometimes (let us believe , rarely) munion or to a midnight covenantmeeting. Nor is

thus captured-minister and all . The Sunday school this necessary to spiritual results. The Sunday school

may with greater ease be seized and used . It may is not a prayer meeting , a class meeting, a covenant

become a Sunday sociable," a “ side show , ' a chance meeting, nor a sacramental service. It is not princi

for a " live " and popular business man to advertise pally for preaching and public worship, with the usual

himself and gain friends and a name in the interest andnecessary accompaniments of the sanctuary. It

of trade ; an institution alongside of, but other than , is a school for children --at least they attend in pum

the Church, and independent of it-independent of its bers sufficiently large to give character to its exercises.

pulpit, independent of its session or conference , and Children are restless, light-hearted , and cheerful . And

itmay suddenly develop rivalry, if not antagonism , just here lies great peril. There is but a step from

silent and effective, if not expressed . The Sunday cheerfulness to frivolity.

school may be “ run by so-called modern me The work of the school is educational . We have

thods," by its music, by its library, by its splendid in it class -work, teachers, lessons, text books, tests

“ organisation and order,” by its “ exhibitions,” its of attainment and promotions. It is in common

annual “ picnics ,” “ Christmas trees," and other festal | thought school and not a service , intellectual and

services. It may be the “ biggest school” in town , not religious, for study and not for worship ; and too

have the “ best singing," and “ do more than ,” or “ go often we employ teachers because they are skilful ,

abead of its neighbours in half a dozen different and not because they are devout. Thus there creep

ways. A Sunday school may bethoroughly organised , in the liveliness , the fun, the processes, the ambitions,

graded, disciplined , provided with schemes of examina and the rivalries of the ordinary day school .

tion and of promotion admirable enough to excite the One other aspect of the case shows how serious

envy of a secular educator, and still it may wield only are the perils of the Sunday school . We are a

a natural power, and tend only to worldliness , “ school,” and profes3 to “ teach ." In numberless

These natural , and artificial, and utterly human cases there is no teaching at all . We call it teaching.

elements I do not wholly depreciate , and would not We go through forms of asking and answering

discard the best and truest of them . They may not questions. But every grammar school boy in

hinder spiritual life , but they cannot create or pro the room knows that such “ teaching ” and an.

mote it . They are, at their best , of earth and not of swering and reviewing could never be accepted

heaven. They are lamps, but not oil ; cups , but not in his day school . The contrast between real study

water ; plates, but not food ; mirrors , but not the and recitation and sham study and recitation is forced

sun . Let us have them , but let us not depend upon upon his attention ; and the sham work is in God's

them. Let us havethem , but let us have something house, on God's day, by Gcd's servants, with God's

else and something better . Word as the text-book. This is a strong putting of the

Here, then, I would have every Sunday school But where it is to anyconsiderable degree true

worker - pastor, editor, secretary, agent, superin of a class or of a school , it will explain many a prob

tendent , teacher, stop to think , and seriously to lem . Such falsity is like a breath of noxious poison

weigh matters for a moment. The Sunday school is on a delicate flower. How can there be reverence, or

a church school-in its aims, and work, and respon even respect, for religion among children whose

sibility. It - attempts as religious a work as that of teachers and superintendents are guilty of such super

preaching, and requires the same Divine inspiration. ficiality and pretence in the very process of religious

The work ofthe Sunday school is spiritual and Divine. “ instruction " ? Let us be religious enough in Sunday

Let us put a pin here . Let us draw a line under school to be honest and thorough in all we do attempt.

neath the sentence that the compositor may italicise it . But let us go beyond mere honesty. Let us give

The work of the Sunday school is spiritualand Divine. proper freedom to buoyant childhood. Let us have

Read it over.
Let us repeat it. Let us draw a thefamiliarity of class- teaching where conversation

double line underneath the sentence , that our com is allowed , and where there is no unwise repression

positor may capitalise it : THE WORK OF THE SUNDAY of youthful artlessness and cheerfulness. But let us

SCHOOL IS SPIRITUAL AND DIVINE. This is the cultivate the religious tone . There is too little of

doctrine needed now in every parish, in every city, in that in our families and in our day schools. Let us

every hamlet . Let us reiterate it . Let us fill our not lose it from the only school which exists for the

pulpits with it , and cause the arches of our churches fostering of it . Better that the school be less popular

to ring with it . Let us shout it till the mountains and more profitable. Better help a smaller number

echo it : The work of the Sunday school is Spiritual than hurt, with a sad and permanent hurt, &
and Divine ! Unless its leaders apprehend, and thoughtless, frivolous crowd.

accept, and carry out this fundamental truth we would This, then, as I think of the Church and the Sunday

better close our church schools entirely. school, is my plea : Give us more spiritual and

By commending with such emphasis the spiritual | Divine work in the school , more reverence, more

and Divine factors in the Sunday school I must not seriousness, more downright religious eapestness .

lose sight of certain characteristics of the institution ,

which will more or less modify the operations of these

factors. It is largely made up of children , whose They are most welcome to the throne of grace that come

eyes have not been opened to eternal realities , and
oftenest and ask the greatest blessing. – Trail.

who have little reverence. They are not taught to
A GREAT Joy. — Did you ever feel the joy of winning a

soul for Christ ? If so, you will need no better argument for

pray, nor to honour their parents athome. They do
attempting to spread the knowledge of His name to every

not go to the public service. The light -heartedness creature. I tell you there is no joy out of heaven which

of childhood , tbe irreverence of the times , and the excels it—the grasp of the hand of one who says : " By your

want of seriousness in the tone and in the teachers of means I was turned from darkness to light. "-0, H. Spurgeon.

case.
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For the Young

Our Heart.

TAMMA," said lit : le Lucy one day , suddenly looking

up from herplay, “ what makes my heartgo “ tick,

tick ,' all the time, like the watch papa holds to myear ?

Have I got wheels insideof me that go round and round ? "

"No,indeed, dear,” said mamma ; " but you are more won

derful than any watch that was ever made."

Then she took her little girl on her lap, and told her that

what she ate went to makewarm, bright blood ; and how the

beating of the heart sent this warm , bright blood all over her

little body, to make flesh, and bone, andfat, and to keep her

feeling strong and well.

“ God set the little heart to beating, dear," she said as she

and some day He willsay, ' Stop, little heart,

and it will stop. But while it beats, Lucy must, will keepit

fullofgood, kind thoughts, and warm with love for the God
who made it."

“But when it stops—what then ? ”.

“Then your soul - that is,you, will live on. If you are

trusting and loving Christ, and trying to please Him, you will

be for ever happywith Him .”

kissed her ;

power of God to save even unto the uttermost. After attentively

listening to the testimonies, given by many of her own class

who had been gloriously saved, an expression of surprise and

confusion came over her countenance, and in a few moments

she arose with tears running down her face , and begged to be

prayed for. The prayers were answered, and before leaving the

room she gave her poor heart to the One who so lovingly says ,

“ W !.vsoever cometh unto Me I will in no wise cast out. "

It was not long before the husband , who could not but be sur

prised at the marvellous change in his wife, followed her to one

of the meetings, determined to satisfy his curiosity , which from

the night she first attended was considerably aroused . In two

or three nights he also walked home & saved man in Christ

Jesus.

For months afterward no martyr could have suffered more

petty persecutions than this poor family did from the inmates

of the tenement they lived in . At first , words were only

resorted to - such as “ turncoats," " hypocrites,” and “Protest

ants ” -but afterward the children were tripped up, slapped,

and tormented in various ways. God wonderfully suetained

them until some of the worst persons were put to ..." ce.

It was actually a treat to get into their little ivoms after

catching a glimpse of the disorder and misery which surrounded

them . Many little things of comfort soon were added to make

the home attractive, and one was struck on entering with the

order and cleanliness of everything.

Only once did that mother yield to the terrible appetite for

rum afterward, and that was occasioned by the positive cruelty

of some of the neighbours to her children . In à moment she

lost control of her temper, and afterward felt as if she had

brought such disgrace on Christ by such conduct that He would

not grant forgiveness. Then , in despair, she sought refuge in

drink. Her sorrow , which followed , was truly sincere, and from

that day, for several years, she lived as near a consistent life as

she knew how, and was then taken to her heavenly home, fully

trusting in the dear Lord .

Her husband is still striving to keep near to Christ, and the

little girls have both accepted Christas their Saviour.

This particular instance is given, as it occurred amidst great

discouragements, and a little later was followed by many equally

interesting, teaching the lesson thatthe dark and trying times

in God's service should but be regarded as tests of faith, and

that, instead of dwelling upon them , we should ever remember
that "

we are made partakers of Christ, if we hold the begin.

ning of our confidence steadfast unto the end ."

Does Mission Work Pay ?

BY MRS. SIDNEY WHITTEMORE .

THIS question of late has been asked by some who have

T
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4

labour.

It is trying to see the recipients of one's bounty and prayers

sinking - after apparently being converted-into a state of in.
difference and sin. Still, no disappointed hopes should so

influence our faculties as to obliterate from the memory these

words of Christ : “ Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the

least of these My brethren , ye have done it unto Me" (Matt.

xxv. 40) . Nor should one cease to praise God for those who do

remain steadfast and faithful .

One bitter, cold nightin February , a few years ago, two little

girls, wretchedly clothed, of three and five years, hand in hand,

shivering and crying, came up close to a mission hall in a low

district, and timidly knocked for admission . By the light

within , as the door opened, they presented a truly pitifulpicture.

Their little faces, begrimed with dirt , were streaked with tears,

while their heads were completely covered with a tangled mass

of hair, which strangely reminded one of small mops, quite

ready for service.

With some hesitancy they ventured in the room , and were

soon seated beside a warm fire . When their hunger was

appeased, and they were made comfortable by the heat, and

asked to explain why they seemed so uncared for, with a rather

frightened expression, and occasional glances at the door,

Molly - the older of the two-began her story.

It was of a dranken father and mother, who, after long-con

tinued abuse, had forced them up on the roof of their miserable

apology of a home a few hours before, forbidding them tocome

down till morning. At first, through fear, this command was

obeyed, but when the rain began tofall, and the cold penetrated

them through and through , they encouraged each other to

stealthily crawl down the rickety ladder and stairway until

finally the street was reached ; then, in almost breathless haste,

afraid of being pursued, decided to run and seek protection at

the mission, which was directly opposite, and which had been

watched by them many an with considerable interest,

as the people began to aseemble for service. Their parents

being bigoted Roman Catholics, were determined never to

countenance it in any way, and had threatened the children

with terrible punishment if ever seen even near the door of the

mission.

After afew more questions being asked, they were taken up,

stairs and properly bathed and clothed forthe night. The next

morning the mother was visited , and the missionary's wife

took over a basket of provisions and a can of nice hot soup, and

endeavoured in a kind way to make her feel she took an interest

in them all.

This unexpected kindness touched her hardened heart, and

in a few nights she accompanied the children to the meeting.

If any one reading this article could have seen her a few evenings

later ,and could have been present at that meeting, and caught

aglimpse of thatswollen bloated face, where there were marks

ofsin plainly visible ,
would be impossible ever to doubt the

“ When will the Harvest be ? "

TR. HUDSON TAYLOR says, in a private letter :-P'ing

Yang Fu, August 7th :-We have had glorious native

conferences, first at Mr. Stanley Smith's statioa, Hung-tung,

and then here. Three native pastors and two native elders were

ordained and sixteen deacons appointed . Praise the Lord !

Si -gan Fu , August 20th . I reached here this afternoon ,

having hadover twenty continuous hours' travel to get in , and

find letters leave to- night. It is no small mercy to have accom

plished about 1,500 li in the very heat of summer without any

serious breakdown or disaster. Thanks be to God. We have

still 1,000 li before us to Han-chung, and the weather is

intensely hot by day, while the moon will not favour night

work.

There is very much that I should like to say about the

country. Fertile, in many parts very beautifully wooded, and,

notwithstanding all the desolation , still containing great

numbers of needy souls. A hundred missionaries would be

none too many to work the district through which we have

passed , and the regions adjacent. We often sing, “ What will

The harvest be ? ” But, oh ! when will the harvest be, unless

more labourers are forthcoming ? Some of the parts desolated

by famine , splendid land utterly untilled, represent the spiritual

aspect of the whole country. Grand fields for labour-but the

labourers, where are they ? The Lord prosper us and make us

instrumental in sonding forth many more into His harvest.

The Truth Operating - a missionary writes : Only yes.

terday & man who has been a regular hearer at our services

for a considerable time past, confessed to me in the presence of

quite a crowd of people that even against bis own will and desire

he had been led to the conclusion by what he had heard in our

chapel, that the religion we taught wastrue,and that idolatry

was a delusion and a sin. “ But," said he , when asked why he

did not seek for baptism and declare himself to the worlă as

a disciple of Jesus, " my knowledge of the true God is very small,

and I want moro light on this all important question ."
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handelen vande seroth BarbiemriniGrayWalpole House, 15 iniust, one year since I was commissioned for regular home

Amongst Dock Labourers. A Working Men's Mission .

L ASTFriday evening amiserable shivering crowd ofhungry |A FE Wheodly working men carryom King's Coustead insieme

door of the Dock Labourer's Mission , where Nr. C. Coleman work sends the following : -This mission was originally carried

was giving his weekly free tea to unemployed men . His good on in connection with Mr. Newman Hall's congregation, bat,

work at the dock gate we have before now described in these after the completion of their new church , they withdrew from

pages ; suffice it to say that the tickets for these teas are given the Borough mission, as their bands were full. The Lord

personally to the men not taken on by the gangers ; men who
having blessed the work in this place (especially in the training

hang day after day at the gate , securing perhaps two or three of the young ) , the workers determined , by His help , to carry on

hours a week.at the most. Mr. Coleinan gives not only tickets the work , and for the last three years have been enabled so to

for the tea , but also food tickets to those whom he knows to be do. They were the more strengthened in this determination

positively starving . Thoroughly familiar with the men and from the fact that they stand in the gap, as it were , between

their habits, he knows exactly to whom to give such tickets . two advanced Ritualistic churches, and are enabled to counter

But to the tea meeting. Here are our guests seated in quiet act in some measure the doctrine of works by preaching faith

but eager expectation . We have all ages, from the mere lad in the Lord Jesus Christ as the only way of salvation . The

to the broken dowo old man, really past work ; various nation. necessity of thework is apparent, seeing we have & roll of over

alities , from the coal black negro, the tawny Lascar, the Greek , two hundred children in the Sunday school, Band of hope of over

Italian, and other Europea ns ; but chiefly are they English one hundred, a lads ' institute in the week , Gospel services in

and Irish . One thing they all have in common : they are at the and out of doors, prayermeetings, penny bank, andhelp -myself

lowest ebb ; they have sunk to the lowest level of hopeless des society . The whole of the work is carried on at the nominal

pair. The rejected of the dock gates , their only resource is the cost of a little over one pound a week , but as the workers are all

casual ward or the railway arches. Amongst these men Mr. working men (subscribing themselves) and their subscribers few,

Coleman has long laboured , and laboured not in vain ; as they have great difficulty in raising this small sum . They would

rescued men present that evening, helping their former com be glad of help to carry on this work. Mr. Kirk , Secretary of the

panions, abundantly testified.
Ragged School Union , or Mrs. Chancellor, 70 , Princes Square,

After all were satisfied, a short Gospel meeting was held, W. , will gladly give information. Subscriptions will be received

addressed by Rev. J. P. Gray, of Upton Park . by the Secretary , J. Benford , 57, Webber Street, Blackfriars.

Occasional teas are given to women and children of the same

class ; while each Sunday morning a free breakfast, followed

by & Gospel service , is held for the men . Mr. Coleman , whose

address is 32 , Chamber Street , Whitechapel, E. , is doing an
Word from the West.

excellent work, in which he well deserves sympathy and support.
T

Walpole Road, Upton Park , E. , for this work, among the dwellers on these Home

Missionary Society.

Being the first missionary ever resident upon this field, it was

A Missionary's Perils. new ground, as far as pastoral work is concerned ; and , as the

THE

HE following letter just received by the Committee of the pastoral form of missionary effort calls for support, it was a new

Church Missionary Society , from Rev. G. S. Winter, who experience for the people to give of their substance for the work

sailed in June for York Factory, Hudson's Bay, will be read of the Christian ministry . With our systematic training in

with thankfulness for the safety of Mrs. Winter and himself , giving to the Lord's work at home, this may appear a small

but deep sympathy with them in the trials of shipwreck, and matter, but my experience is , where a people have been loog

hardship, and serious losses of food and clothing, which they
without the preaching of the Word of God , the springs of benero

have undergone : York Factory, September 14th , 1886.
lence dry up .

We must lift up our hearts to our Heavenly Father that we
Of spiritual results we have seen enough to encourage our

have escaped a watery grave . I can only state a few facts , as hearts, although not enough to satisfy either hope or desire.

the captain and his crew are going to start for inland, en route Nine have been gathered into church fellowship , while others

for England, to -morrow. have received blessing who have not taken this step, and many

The voyagefrom beginning to end has been one of the most continue to be regular in their attendance , upon the services of

unpleasant . Head winds, snow, hail , gales , ice , fog nine -tenths whom we have great hope. Six times we have stood around the

of the voyage. But all these things are nothing compared to open grave , and, as the entire population is present at a funeral,

our trials and sufferings during the last fifteen days. Wemade opportunity is given for solemn warning and appeal to all. Two

several attempts to get into Churchill, but the wind would not cases of blessing resulted from these funeral discourses; one the

permit . As we were standing off on August 28th , a heavy swell quickening of one who had grown cold in the Christian life, and

came down from the north, followed by a strong wind ; finally the other the conversion of a father.

ending with a terrific gale . We are just at the commencement of the wet season, wben

On Sunday, August 29th , the captain seeing his position the care of two churhes , three outstations, and their Sunday

viz . , that he was drifting towards a most dangerous shore- let schools , makingconstant riding necessary, consumes both time

go an anchor . That not being enough , he let go the other ; but
and strength. Still, there is joy in telling of the grace of God

all to no purpose ; neither would hold on the limestone bottom . that bringeth salvation, bearing good tidings to the dwellers

About 11 a.m. on August 80th the ship struck very heavily a upon the hills. Brethren, pray for us .

reef severalmiles out . If she had been a ship of ordinary build
John M. PAYMENT .

she would have gone to pieces at once, and all must have Washougal, Clarke Co. , Wash ., Terr ., U.S.A.

perished , for no boat couldhave kept afloat in the high sea .

Monday, August 30th, may very fitly be described as a day of Miss Mittendorff's Kindergarten.- We regret to learn

agonising suspense , for the ship was striking the reefs and that our sister's work is sorely straitened for lack of means.

bottom more or less from 11 a.m. till she finally went aground She offers to give German lessons, or knit socks and stockings,

as high as was possible for her to go at 9 30 p.m. The to earn something towards the support of the Home.

captain knew she wast lost at 3 p.m. When the tide A Big Christmas Dinner Party. - On Christmas Day

went out she was high and dry , and it was marvellous to behold want to give to six thousand of the East London poor, in

tho way we had been brought. We could see in the distance their own homes, substantial Christmas dinners of honest beef

some of the reefs she struck, and large boulders . On Tuesday and plum pudding , with the addition of a little tea and bread .

we walked ashore to a wild , barren spot, where we had to The year has been black , woeful , terrible to thousands upon

remain in a state of suspense for a fortnight , amid the cold, thousands. Before it has quite gone we should like to send

biting winds , hail, and snowstorms , from the northward and somesunshine and good cheer into the dreary and sorrowful

eastward. We came on here in an open boat in fifty - six hours, abodes. The poor, pinched , half- starved bairns, as well as the

and truly thankful we were to get inside a house. The place careworn parents , will be thankful for a little Christmas joy.

where we were cast ashore is near Cape Churchill, forty miles Will your readers who are looking for happy times not forget

south of Churchill post, so there was no possibility of walking their suffering brethren and sisters ? Our festivities will be

there. Wehad simply to remain until succour came. Wehave more festive it we make others glad. A very largesum will be

lost everything except a few boxes containing personal effects. required to supply this big Christmas dinner party. We shall

Our pantry will be completely empty all through the winter, be glad to have help sentatonce, asmany arrangements have

but we trust in God to provide for us . I know the Indians will to be made. Donations of any amount sent to me at 16,

do what they oan to help, but that will be very little , for many Cottage Grove, Bow, London , E., will be duly and thankfully

died of starvation last winter, and it almost breaks my heart to acknowledged . W. Evans HORNDALL.

have to tell them we have no clothing for them.
Harley Street Chapel, Bow , E.

we
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BOOKS SUITABLE FOR

Christmas Presents and New Year's Gifts,9

PUBLISHED BY

MORGAN & SCOTT, 12, Paternoster Buildings , E.C. ,

And may be ordered (without extra charge) of any Bookseller in the Kingdom or the Colonies.

In case of difficulty in obtaining any othe undermentioned Works, they will be forwarded

free of carriage on application tothePu ishers, accompanied by remittance of published price.

in six volum g , 10 s . 60

" We have just been dipping into the above volumes, and are excee lingly
struck with their singular freshness of thought and tastefulness ofa vie .'

Word and Vk.

The ordinary price of the Volumes separately , in Cloth binding , would ( nount

to 178. 6d.

Work by the Favourite Writer , A. L. O E. , Author of “ Peurls from

the Parables ; ” “ The Shepherd of Bethlehem ;" & c . , &c. Beautifully

printed in large readable type, with carinine borders. Handsomely

bound, with gilt edges, 28 .
CONTENTS.

THE PASSAGE OF THE RED SEA LEGEND OF THE SHEKEL

KING DAVID'S VISION
THE NIGHT AFTER THE CRU .

THE CARPENTER'S DEATH CIFIXION

HOMELESS
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OF THE ROMAN
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HE “ D. L. MOODY" LIBRARY. In a neat Box,

containing Ten of Mr.Moody's popular works, well bound up in Five

Volumes, 103. Bd.

The ordinary price of the Volimos separately , in Cloth binding , would amount

to 15s .

“ Fresh , direct, pictorial , and powerful.” - GeneralBaptist Magazine,

.“ .In some instances the reporting is admirable . We think we hear the

living voice, and see the living man . ” - Sword and Trowel.

PEARLS FROM THE PARABLES. By A.L.O.E.,Author of " Percival's Picture Gallery ; " Eriles in Babylon ;" & c .

&c. Crown 8vo. 256 pages . With Twenty -four full page Illustrations.

In handsome cloth binding, 3s. 6d. With gilt edges, 48.

“ The teachings of Jesus are admirably set forth in this attractive

volume, enriched with many choice illustrations. ” – Christian Chronicle.

“ The Parahles of our blessed Lord explained and illustrated in A.L.O.E.'S

own inimitable way."- The Empire.
A MINIATURE EDITION OF THIS BOOK . In Cloth Boards , ls . With

gilt edges , 18. 6d .
ONYERSION, SERVICE, AND GLORY. By D.L.

,
** THE WAY TO

GOD ; ” “ POWER FROM ON HIGH ; and “ HEAVEN "-bound

together as a Handsome Volume for Presentation , Cloth , bevelled

boards, 5s.
BI
RD
S

GRACE,PRAYER , AND WORK: „By D. L.Moody:

IRDS OF THE BIBLE .BIBLE . CHATS
WITH THE

CHILDREN ABOUT BIBLE BIRDS. -By JAMES BOWKER, F.R.G.S.I.

With Coloured Frontispiece and Twenty-nine other Illustrations, beauti

fully Printed with Carmine Borders.

Hundsomely bound, with gilt edges , 28.

“The Book on BIRDS seems to me entirely charming ." - Joux RUSKIN .

“ The skill of printer and bookhinder seems to have been exhausted in the

get-up of this charming gift -book . The price isonly 2s.” - Preacher'sAnalyst.

Comprising Three of Mr. Moody's Books : " BOVEREIGN GRACE ;

“ PREVAILING PRAYER ; " and " TO THE WORK ! " -bound together

in a Handsome Volume for Presentation , Cloth , bevelled boards, 5s.

THE

THE

HE ILLUSTRATED EDITION of

CRUDEN'S CONCORDANCE.

Being a Complete Edition of CRUDEN's CoxCORDANCE , with the

Proper Names newly translated . With Twelve exquisite Steel En .

gravings, and Sir beautifully coloured Maps of the Holy Land , Well

bound in Cloth , with gilt top, 10s . Od.

The Rev. J. L.PORTER , D D. , Professor of Biblical Criticism , speaking of

the Steel Plate Engrayings, says : - " The Engravings are very beautiful .

In clearness, accuracy, and general effect they surpass, I think , any I have

seen . " - J . L. PORTER.

A GOOD EDITION OF THE " PILGRIM'S PROGRESS " FOR SIX PENCE.

HE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS. By JOHN BUNYAN.

New Edition, very carefully revised . Imperial 8vo , 96 pages . With

Thirteen Illustrations. Tinted covers , 6d.; Paper boards, Cloth

hack , ls . ; cloth boards, ls . 60 .
This edition is light to the hand, very reidable, well printed , and

issued at a very moderate price. In ordering it is needful to specify

MORGAN AND SCOTT's EDITION.

CRUDEN’S CONCORDANCE. Cruden's Complete

Con. SACRED SONGSANDO.SOLOS: 0,441 Pieces .Words

cordance to the Old and New Testaments. With the Proper Names

newly translated . Cloth boards, 6s.

“ We need not say a word to commend Cruden's priceless work. Young

men can now, for a crown , purchase a new copy of the best Concordance,

whereas not long agowe thought ourselves lucky if we could pick up a

second -hand copy at that rate . "
REV . C. H. SPURGEOX in the Sword and Trouel,

aud Music . LARGE QUARTO . Size, 11 inches hy 8} inches , thick

nts3 1 } inches .
With rules round pages, and handsomely bound .

Morocco, bevelled boards, gilt edges, 30s.

“ This is the noblest souvenir of Mr. Sankey's spirit -stirring songs. It

will doubtless tind a welcome in family choirs and musicalcircles, whether

in tbe cottage or the palace. ” — The Christian Age.

ACRED SONGS AND SOLOS. Words and Music ,

CAEAP QUARTO EDITION. Size, 94 inches by 74 inches. Thickness

tinch. Čloth back , printed sides , 58.; cloth boards, 68.

FOXE
E

OXE'S BOOK OF MARTYRS. A Complete and

Authentic Account of the “ . Martyrs of Jesus ; " both theEarly Chris

tiin Martyrs, and those of Reformation Times. By John Fore.
Complete in one thick Volume of nearly1,100 pages, With thirteen

Illustrations. Handsomely bound in cloth , 108, 6d .

“ This noble edition of a noble book . " - Christian Leader ,

TH

OUD

UT OF EGYPT.” Addresses and Bible Readings

on the Exodus of Israel ; and its spiritual Lessons. By Rev. Dr. G.

F. PENTECOST, M.A. Cloth , bevelled boards, gilt edges , 39. Bd.

“ The more of such books the better for our common Christianity. Honour

to God and blessing to souls must result from them . " - Sword and Trowel .

ONGS AND SOLOS and CHRISTIAN CHOIR.

Bound together in one volume. Small quarto. Size, 9 inches by

7} inches. Toickness , ) incb . Cloth boards, 7s. 6d.

HE CHRISTIAN CHOIR. A Quarto Volume of

Music aud Words. By IRA D. SANKEY and J. McGRANAHAN.

Tinted covers , ls .; cloth limp, ls . 6d . ; cloth boards, 28. 6d .; bound

in leather, gilt edges, 7s. 6d . (FOR PRESENIS ).

May be bad either in OLD NOTATION or BOL-FA .

“ • THE CHRISTIAN CHOIR ' in its two forms-- ordinary notation and

tonic sol - fa-will be welcomed by the multitudes who hare been captivated

by the sweet and simple melodies Mr. Sankey and Mr. McGranaban have

done so much to introduce to this country." --Christian Treasury,

HE GOSPEL MALE CHORUS BOOK. A VolumeNINETEEN BEAUTIFULLISYEARS: THE RECORD,

THE

OF THE LIFE OF A BELOVED SISTER . By FRANCES E. WILLARD .

With Introduction by Bishop FOSTER ; and a Prefatory Note by the

Pott, John G. WHITTIER. With Portraits. Handsomely bound in
of Part-Songs, Choruses, and Anthems. Arranged for Male Voices ,

by JAMES MCGRAN AHAN. Tiated covers , 1s. 6. ; cloth limp, 25.;
clutb boards, 2s. 6d . May be had either in old notation or sol.fa.

" A splendid collection of new Part- Songs, Choruses , and Anthems,

especially arranged for Male Voices . Many of the pivoes are in the very

words of Seripiure ,and are set to tunes which giva great force and sweet

ness to the words themselves, This book cannot fail to be a blessing

wherever used ."-Railway Signal.

cloth extra , 29. Bd .

* As full of fragrance and touching beauty as the life whose memory

it seeks to perpetuate was full of sweetness and innocence.'
BISHOP FOSTER.

" The story is told by her sister, FRANCES E. WILLARD, So widely known

and honoured for her work of Obristian philanthropy. It is a charming

piece of biography .” — John G. WHITTIER.
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Just published, price 7s . 6d ., a Second Edition of

The Life of Bishop
Hannington.

By the Rev. E. C. DAWSON, M.A.

With Portrait and many Illustrations, after the Bishop's own Sketches.

" We doubt whether a pohler or more pathetic story has ever been told in biograpby." - Athencui .

" To say wha the book is one of deep interest is but leebly to express the wonderiul charm that it has for the reader. For dignity and grace o

diction the volume is far superior to the general run of memoirs." - Record .

" In James Handington we see a type of manly piety that appeals most strongly to Englishmen .
Mr. Dasson has given a tipidportraiture of his friend and written a most attractive book . " -- St. James's Gazette .

Just published.
Fifth Edition , price 2s .

The CHRISTIAN'S OWN CALENDAR of PER- | JOYFULLY READY. A Sketch of the Life of

SONAL AND FAMILY EVENTS . A Daily Memorial Harry MacInnes . By his MOTHER. With Portrait and

for Prayer, Intercession, and Thanksgiving. With an Illustrations.

Introduction by the Rev. H. C. G. MOULE, M.A. “ We recommend this very interesting Darrative as a gift book for boss
and young men .''-- Record .

By the same Author.

THOUGHTS ON .CHRISTIAN SANCTITY. THE UPWARD GAZE. " Beholding as in a glass

Sixteenth Thousand . Price 18. , cloth . the glory of the Lord . " By A. GIBERNE, Thirteenth

“ We heartily recommend this little bouk as a thoroughly wise and Thousand. Price 1s . , cloth, gilt edges.
devout ex position on thismost important subject of a Christian's spiritual “ It is not easy to speak too highly of this exquisite little book. Wher

life , raising before the Christian a very high standard , but advocating it ever it goes it cannot fail to do good .” - kecord ,

in no unreal or exaggerated terms." - liecord.

A MORNING ACT OF FAITH. MY FATHER'S HOUSE. Thoughts about

On a Card , price 3d. per dozen. Heaven . By A. GIBERNE. Third Thousand, Price

THOUGHTS ON UNION WITH CHRIST. 1s , 6d . , cloth.

Eleventh Thousand . Price 1s . , cloth . " A charming book in every respect. The author has gathered into a focus

the rays of light from our heavenly home which illuminates the rages of" An unpretentious but eminently spiritual little work on the relationship

the sacred volume; and many a weary pilgrim will lay down her workof the believer with the Saviour. It is to be commended for its practical,

with reanimated hope and renewed patience ." - Record .thoughtful teaching ." - Christian.

“ Mr. Moule's book will be of service to many of the younger clergy . All

devout, thoughtful readers will enjoy it and be edified by it ."— Churchman , TRYING TO ENTER. By A. GIBERNE. Third

Thousand. Price 1s. , cloth .ROYAL PRIESTS. “ Hath made us Kings and

“ This is a little book , but it richly deserves the epithet multum in parus.
Priests ." By A. GIBERNE, Fourth Thousand . Price 1s. , We agree that a book was wanted for persons not yet anxious; there are

cloth , gilt edges. ' anxious isquirers,' but there are many who are sorry that they are not
“ A tiny book, buta very precious one. " - Christian . anxious . "-- Churchman ,

LONDON : SEELEY & CO. , ESSEX STREET, STRAND.

From whom a list of books suitable for presents may be obtained ,

Rev. W. E.BOARDMAN'S Works. WILLIAM ARTHUR'S WORKS

..

AUTHOR'S NEW UNIFORM EDITION .

Just published, with a Portrait. Crown 8vo. , cloth , price 3s. 60.

LIFE AND LABOURS

OF THE REV. W. E. BOARDMAN .

By Mrs. BOARDMAN .

WITH A PREFACE,

By the Rev. MARK GUY PEARSE.

New and Cheaper Edition.

Fcap 8vo. , Limp Cloth , Price 18. 6d.

IN THE POWER OF THE SPIRIT :

Or, Christian Experience in the Light of the Bible.

Fcap. 8vo. , Limp Cloth , Price 1s .

THE HIGHER CHRISTIAN LIFE :

What it is ; How Attained ; Progress and Power.

THE TONGUE OF FIRE ; or, The True Power ofChristianity.

Crown 8vo. , cloth gilt, price 4s . 60.; half.calf, gilt, 6s. 6d.; calf estra ,
98. 6d ,

Mr. O. H. Spurgeon , in the Sword and Trowel, says : - " The TONGUE

FIRE ,' is an English classic far above the need of criticism from us. We
have only to tell our readers that this is worthy to be the library edition for

all future time. Those who have never read these flaming pagesshould 1200

no time in doing so, especially those who wishto teach and preach Jesa."

THE SUCCESSFUL MERCHANT. Sketches of the Life of

Mr. Samuel Budgett. Crowa 8vo ., cloth gilt, 6s.; half- calf, gilt, & s.

calf extra , gilt edges, or morocco extra , lls.

Christian Chronicle says: - " The mere fact that upwards of eighty-four

thousand copies of this work have been sold, and that it has been trauslated

into several languages, isthe bestrecommendationthat can be offered la iz
favour. It is a book to be read, marked, and inwardly digested . The life of

Samuel Budgett, the successfulBristol mercbant, as told by Ms.Arthur,
fascinates the reader, for be has artistically blended incident and refeetios,
anecdote and instruction."

POSITIVISM AND MR. FREDERICK HARRISON,

Being the First Part of “ Religion without God, and God witbuss

Religion ." Crown 8vo, sewed , 2s.

The Christian says : “ A clearness of analysis and a rigoar

ofargument that are very remarkable. The venerated author.

with his erudition , covert humour,and dialectical power, is laying the

whole Church of God under obligation ."

AGNOSTICISM AND MR. HERBERT SPENCER

Being the Second Part of " Religion without God , and God without

Religion .” Crown 8vo, sened , price 4s. 6d .

"Mr. Arthurwrites inan eminently lucid and forcible style, and it !

much to be wished thatMr. Spencer'sdiscipleswould give this volumes

candid reading. We would strongly recommend the book as an antidote

for those wbo bave been distressed themselves, or have seen distress is

others, by reason of Mr. Spencer's speculations." - Literary ChurcÁREA.

DEISM AND SIR FITZJAMES STEPHEN.

Being the Third and concluding Part of " Religion without God, and
God without Religion ."

Fcap. 8vo. , Limp Cloth , Price 18. 60.

GLADNESS IN JESUS.

Crown 8vo. , cloth, 3s . 6d.

FAITH WORK :

Or, :The Laboure of Dr. Cullis in Boston .

Nearly Ready Fcap. 8vo. , Limp Cloth , 1s. 60

SICKNESS AND THE GOSPEL.

By OTTO STOCKMAYER. ( lo the Pres

LONDON : BEMROSE & SONS, 23, OLD BAILEY ; AND IRONGATE, DERBY.
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meeting in which Congregationalism in England was

discussed " that in consequence of the prevalence of

more liberal and broader views in theology, missionary

zeal has become partly paralysed .” To this the

Christian World replies by asserting “ that the most

zealous friends of missions thatweknow are those

who do not believe in the inhumanity (sic) of God,

and that He will doom the heathen to perdition

because they have not had the opportunity of hearing

the good news of Christian salvation.” Wetoo do not

believe God will doom the heathen for any such

reason . Men who never hear the Gospel tidings

have certainly no responsibility for their ignorance, but

are they therefore sinless, and , if sinful,are they not to

suffer for their sins ?

As to the missionary zeal of those who do not

A believe in the impending doom of the heathen ,
we would like better assurance than the Christian

World gives. On the face of it there is no proof.

Why should Christian men trouble themselves so

much about the heathen , if they are not in danger of

perishing, when there are such awful risks incurred

by their neighbourswho deliberately reject theGospel,

and in doing so incur the most fearful risk ? We

question , however, both the home and foreign mis

sionary zeal of those who adopt any dogmas about the

future other than those distinctly given in the Bible.

TOPICS - TERSE AND TIMELY.

N the 24th November the Honorary Secretary of

the Sunday Society approached Lord Randolph

Churchill, requesting bim to receive a deputation to

plead the claimsof the Trustees of the British Museum

and National Gallery for funds to enable them to

open these public institutions on Sunday afternoons.

Lord Randolph declined to receive the deputati in , on

ihe ground that no good object would be gained

" until Parliament hasdefinitely pronounced in favour

of opening museumson Sundays." Had heconsented

:o receive them , it would have been claimed as an

admission of their proposals. The Committee met to

consider the refusal,and passed a resolution to the

Effect, “ That it is in accordance with precedent for the

Government to take the initiative in such a matter

as including in the estimates the cost of opening

museums on Sunday when the authorities responsible

for their management have expressed a desire to open

hem on that day ; thatthis course has been followed

or upwards of thirty years."

Lord Randolph , however, declined to be drawn, and

a response to this resolution , a copy of which was

jent him , simply replied that " he cannot concur in

ihe conclusions at which the Committee arrive," and

le adheres to the reply given .

We earnestly trust that the Government will

teadfastly refuse assistance to those who, in seeking

o violate the sanctity of the weekly rest, are really

iming a blow at the authority of the Decalogue.

TVILS, secular, social, and moral, undoubtedly

result from the massing of multitudes in our

arge cities. If anything could be done to relieve the

ongestion consequent on this continuous centralisa .

ion , the whole community would be the gainer .

'here is a society in existence which seeks to
romote the formation of industrial villages, and its

hairman, the Rev. Henry Solly, recently addressed

he members of the Social Science Club in Oxford

Jniversity on this interesting and important subject .

From a report of the meeting, which was held in

ixeter College, we learn that:

Mr. Solly soughtrather to provoke discussion as to the difficul.

es of his scheme, and to set before themeeting some of the

lethods of approximating to his ideal, than to give an account

the probable condition of things when the difficulties have

en surmounted. The founding of these industrial villages is

tended to decentralise the manufactures of the country, and

put a stop to thecontinual influx of the population of the rural

stricts into the large towns, by providing useful and necessary

Aployment in small, organised village communities, and by

pplying in these villages wholesome means of recreation , to

tisfy the rational and just demand ofmen for amusement.

ARELY does the Christian World missan oppor
V tunity of throwing discredit on the Biblical

ctrine of future punishment. Last week we find

its columns two characteristic disclaimers. One

pears in a letter under the heading “ Rejecting

ethodist Fetters," and complainsthat “ the Wesleyan

dy is still exacting from all its ministers an avowed

lief in the rapidly disappearing dogma of eternal

nishment." In this case the wish as to disappear.

ce is evidently father to the thought. The other is

der “ Notes by the Way," and complains of a

ragraph in the Chicago Advance, which repre

its Dr. Aubrey, of London , as stating at a public

N this subject the following firm statementmade

by the Rey. Burdett Hart in a sermon before

the Connecticut Association are worthy of con

sideration . They certainly do not prove the belief in

future punishment to be rapidly disappearing :

The policy of our pulpitg needs to be adjusted to the fact

that, before the people, the whole system of Biblical truth

depends for its intensity and its hold on the doctrine of endless

retribution . Themass ofmen comeat it through that avenue .

The faces of men look forward . What is to be is paramount

with them . The stupendous argument of an eternal doom

prostrates all human logic and answers all the lies of sophistry .

It is the one thing that wickedness shudders before. It is the

first thing that scepticism assails . Christ announced it with

tones that have tears in them . He reiterated it as though no

amount of warning could be too great. The creeds of Christen

dom have taken it from His Divine lips. To-day our Christianity

is weakened , is, in some quarters , paralysed , by the virtual

denial of the terrible truth ; and not our Christianity alone, but

our socialmorality also .

There is more suggestion in these words than an

ease - loving generation will be ready to confess . The

terrors of the Lord have been effective in rousing the

careless and stimulating the indolent. No doubt the

love of God wins the heart, but the righteousness of

God must be preached if attention is to be arrested ,

and a desire awakened in the heart to flee from the

wrath to come. The Baptist with his denunciations of

God's wrath against sin was the forerunner of Christ.

CHRISTIANITY WITHOUT THE CROSS.

COME who are not accustomed to scrutinise

doctrinal statements very closely may think our

strictures on the New Theology more severe than the

occasion demands. For, after all, it may be argued ,

there is no attempt made to lessen our dependence

on the Lord Jesus. If modern thought gives the

greater prominence to the spirit of Christ, and reads

the value of the cross rather in its power to develope

in us Christ-likeness, than in any efficacy to expiate

guilt , there need be no quarrel ; for, surely , holiness of

life is the common aim of all Christians. This is a
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plausible argument, of which , perhaps, the following piatory worth whatever, and they have no effect until

incident may be the best refutation . they move us to bring an adequate repentance and an

Some few years ago we conducted a Sabbath service adequate obedience. In fact , the new doctrine of the

in the far north . In the audience there was a man cross is one from which the offence has disappeared.

whose commanding appearance and thoughtful coun Instead of making manifest that our curse is borne

tenance attracted our attention . The subject of the by One who consented to be made a curse in our stead ,

sermon was Living Epistles of Christ," and as a it simply supplies motive power whereby every man

matter of course Christ- likeness was commended as is fitted to become his own saviour. It does nothing

the duty and privilege of all Christians. After the for hin until it sets him doing. In spite of all the

service the distinguished stranger introduced himself, apostles ever wrote, we are to be cajoled or coerced

and a glance at his card revealed him as one of the most into believing that salvation is really by works,

scientific writers of his generation, and an ex-President after all !

of the British Association . He invited us to visit him

next day . On our entering the room he at once referred
PROPITIATION : GODWARD OR MANWARD ?

kindly to the sermon , and said ,

PERI
DERHAPS we may succeed better in exposing the

“ Well, however we may differ about articles of dangerous doctrines which are being so daringly

faith ” (he was a Unitarian ) , “ we all agree in urging thrust upon the Churches by the writers commended

the necessity of a holy life Likeness to Christ is our in the pages of the Christian World if we adopt a

common goal. " conversational style , and give quotations from them in

“ That indeed is so," was our instantreply, “ but we
the form of answers which any one can verify . We

do not think it possible to reach it by the road you place the actual words quoted in italics . To begin,let

travel.” us take the word " propitiation , " and let us ask the

He looked surprised , and, turning quickly round , he
advocate of a new theology

said , “ What do you mean ? Can we not cultivate the “ Do you believe Christ to be the propitiation for

graces of a godly character as well as those of your our sins ? "

belief ? " “ That depends entirely on what meaning you give

“ No," was the firm answer, because until the to the word . If you think of God as offended and a

question of sin is righteously settled between God and propitiation reconciling Him to the sinner, then there

man , heaven can have no fellowship with earth, and is no such propitiation .* We ourselves, or rather

there is no settlement of that question except on the what is of God within us , receive propitiation . "

cross of Christ.” " Then man is propitiated rather than God ? "

This is undoubtedly the position assumed at the “ Quite so ; but I must repeat, it is the Divine in man.

Reformation. In receiving a sinner there can be on For it is conscience which is quieted or propitiated.

God's part no condonation of sin . It cannot be lightly Nor do we question that conscience is the creature of

passed by as if it were of no consequence. There God, and that the just wrath of a Divinely-instructed

must be no room for mistake as to its evil character conscience is so far the wrath of God, that is ,the wrath

and evil desert . And there is none when Jesus is set of that which is of God within us.of that which is of God within us . In this point of riet

forth as the Substitute , bearing sin in His own body there is truth in saying that God requires propitiation

on the tree . God is thus seen to be just , even when so far as our conscience requires it .” +

Hejustifies the ungodly. Apart , however,from the sacri “ Then there is no propitiation heavenward, no

fice of the cross , how can righteousness deal with sin ? sacrifice presented to meet the claims of the law and

Punishment, according to its full desert , is the only | holiness of God ? ”

alternative left . It is vain to speak of change of charac “ Certainly not. God's righteousness demands

ter as sufficient to ensure change of treatment . For none, for that is His conformity to benevolence or lore.

Divine law respects deeds no less than persons . Past It is only needed for our conscience troubled and

sins have to be reckoned with even when repentance wrathful because of our sin. ” I

and reform have displaced rebellion . But how the " Then the Divine satisfaction which you preach

penitence and purity are to be reached without the is really human and not Divine ? "

Holy Spirit, who comes only in consequence of Christ's “ I prefer rather to say it is a satisfaction of G !

departure , and who comes also to glorify Christ , by within the breast rather than of God upon the throw

making Him unto us " wisdom , righteousness, sancti of the universe ."

fication , and redemption ," is a problem not likely to be “ But how does Christ's death on the cross satis

soon solved . copscience ? Is it because it meets our penalty,

The difference between the old and the new theo and

logy is vital, not superficial. One affirms substitution “ Never ! I would not tell my child ,what childma

and sin -bearing, the other denies them both . Christ are often told, that God forgives us because He kur

finished on the cross the atonement’whereby God can punished Christ in our stead ..... But Iwould tow

righteously receive the sinner who believes, says the
Whiton on Divine Satisfaction, p. 29.

one : no , says the other, His sufferings have no ex + Ibid . p. 30 . Toid . p . 30,

• 107

>
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peace ? "

WE

case :

him that Christ has suffered for us in order to help us to defence of deadly error , it is not without advantage to

be
sorry enough for our sins.

return to the simplest language we can find, for in such

Oh, I see . It is our sorrow for our sins , and our circumstances it becomes the strongest , because it is

better conduct in the future , which really give us impossible to mistake its meaning.

"Certainly ; just as in the case of a child who has
How FAITH JUSTIFIES !!

done wrong. The child cannot find peace at once . E may have one other conversation with this

His conscience is pacified only at length when he thinks
new “ instructor of the foolish and teacher of

the atonement of an adequate condemnation has been babes." Let the subject , this time, be justification by

offered for his offence by an adequate repentance, 07 ,
in

faith . We open it as we have done in the former

his childish phrase, by being sorry enough .”

It is hardly possible , even for the careless reader , to “ Do you still adhere to the doctrine ofjustification

miss the meaning of these statements . While anxious | by faith ? "

to retain the word , anything at all answering to the “ Most emphatically . The Scriptures make it

propitiation found in Scripture is strenuously denied . evident that a man cannot be justified otherwise. "

It is asserted over and over again that there is no “ That is satisfactory ; for it seemed , from the prin

obstacle on God's side, either in the present or in the ciples you have already professed , that works had dis

past , and , if we would enjoy pardon and peace , we placed faith . You believe, then, in the old - fashioned

have only to confess our sins and amend our conduct. doctrine that weare justified through the faith which

The only satisfaction God requires is the satisfaction receives and rests on Jesus Christ alone for salvation,

sinners give Him when they cease to do evil and learn as He is freely offered to us in the Gospel ? ”

to do well. In this case all the sacrifices of the Old “ Oh ! now you are quoting from an old catechism ,

Testament lose their meaning and the cross of Christ the language of which has become obsolete long ago ,

is bereft of all saving power, The types typified The faith of which I speak concerns the future; the

nothing ; and the great Antitype ceases to save. Such
faith of which you speak concerns the past."

a doctrine is self-condemned . It would be rash to “ Of course it does. It is faith in the one offering of

say it is certain to be rejected by all who perceive its the Lord Jesus whereby He hath perfected for ever

significance, but it is safe to say that honest , unpreju- them that are sanctified . The object of faith is Christ ,

diced students of Scripture must refuse to receive and we are justified by His death , not by our own

it . At all events, it will be found an in possible task | deeds . Paul says, ' A man is justified by faith without

to reconcile this doctrine with the declarations of the the deeds of the law . ' '

Apostle Paul . One instance may be taken as an “ If you look to the revised New Testament you will

illustration of many others . Writing to the Romans find the text you quote changed. It is now , " Apart

concerning the method of reconciliation, he thus from the works of the law .? A man cannot be justified

speaks : “ Being justified freely by His grace, through without works. St. James insists on that. But it is

the redemption that is in Christ Jesus : whom God not the work which justifies him. Rather it is the

hath set forth to be a propitiation through faith in inspiring principle,the spirit of it, apart from the per

His blood , to declare His righteousness for the re- formance ; it is the faith in which he does it." *

mission of sins that are past, through the forbearance “ Do you really mean to say that a man is justified

ofGod ; to declare, I say, at this time His rigliteous- by his own principle or purpose , and not by the work

Dess : that He might be just, and the Justifier of him of Christ ? "

which believeth in Jesus” (Rom . iii . 24-26) . Now, " Most assuredly. Ancient doctors were wrong

turn and twist these expressions as we may, we can in saying, Christ did fully discharge the debt

not evade the evident connection between the propic of those who are thus justified.'t The essential

tiation through faith in Jesus ' blood and the mani- quality of justifying faith in Christ is not mere

festation of God's righteousnesy in the forgiveness of reliance on what He was and did, but active endeavour

sins. We are justified freely by grace , but it is to become and do like Him . It is 110 mystery that such

through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus. And faith should justify a man , for such faith is the

this justification is not unrighteous, for it rests on a formative principle of a righteousness in us like that of

propitiation by blood which our faith accepts, and this Christ.'' I

propitiation is represented as necessary in order that “ This is not the doctrine of evangelical Christians.

the righteousness of God may suffer no stain . In Faith in their esteem always attaches itself to the

other words , righteous forgiveness comes only through person and work of the Saviour. It trusts in Him,

a propitiation by blood . and finds rest in His propitiation , and not in its own

We almost feel an apology needful for introducing purpose or promise. Tell me, how do you define

an illustration so self - evident. Nevertheless , when the faith ? ”

attempt is made to change the meaning of words, and " Faith in Christ is the act of loving trust,

by a non - natural use of them to employ them in in which we identify our thought with His thought,

Whiton on Divine Satisfaction , p . 32 . * Ibid ., p. 80. + Ibid ., p. 82. * Ibid ., p . 85.
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vur desire with His desire, our effort with His effort to a system of ethics, confessedly, indeed, the best te

please the Father in the life of the Spirit, in truth, and know , but without power to cleanse the conscience

love, and righteousness." * or constrain the heart. For the blood of Christ car

“ Your language seems devout and Christian, there alone meet our necessity as sinners, since " withou:

fore it is likely enough to be accepted by some as shedding of blood there is no remission ," and the

Scriptural. Indeed, the more it is examined the more love of Christ in giving Himself for our sips can alone

apparent does it become that it is not unlike what compel our affection . Therefore we stand by the

passes current as lofty spiritual teaching in many of apostolic doctrine and gladly confess, “ The love of

the Churches. Yet it means nothing more nor less Christ constraineth us ; because we thus judge, tbs:

than the imitation of Christ with the Gospel left out. One died for all, therefore all died ; and He died for

You tell us that to think like Christ, to desire like all , that they which live should no longer live unto

Christ, &c . , is faith, but this is something to be accom themselves, but unto Him who for their sakes cie !

plished in me, and not something to be found in Him . and rose again " (2 Cor. v . 14 , 15 , R.V. )

Faith , according to your teaching, is inward character,

and not confidence in the cross . Is it not so ? "

“ Faith in Christ , as I apprehend it , is the highest S on

mwral activity of the spirit. ”

Privileged Profanity.

“ And it is on account of this moral activity of the
AND WORK ."

spirit God justifies ?”

SI the
Certainly. It is impossible but that God should protests against bigotry, that at the present day one i

almost compelled to let go unchallenged the open enemies

not accept such faith as a real righteousness in him who of God, and to leave unnoticed their wanton attacks on His

has it, because it is the very root of all righteousness,
name, His day, and His truth .

Though influenced by no other motive, so far as I know my

being the spirit which strives for the personal realiza own heart, than jealousy for God's holy name, I know I shall

tion of the life of a loving and dutiful child of God." + draw on myself abuse -- ah, and from Christian people too - ss1

seek to protest against the irreverence of the so - called " Saltz.

IMPUNITY GROWING INTO BOLDNESS.
tion Army.' Some sixorsevenyears ago great men in the

Church began to patronise it , and the rich to support it with

N this simple conversation we have only drawn their sympathy and money. Then, leading journals in the

out into daylight the false doctrines which in foggy
religious world both created and strengthened an ides that

“the Salvationists " were doing a work which others had neg.

language are being preached from many pulpits. lected to do among the most degraded and debased of the

Faith in Christ is frequent on the lip , but the meaning
community. All thathad been done bycity missionary, Scrip.

ture reader, and Bible -woman (yes, and by regularly ordained

of the phrase is totally different from the usage of ministers too) , who had laboured, amid insult and opposition,

Scripture . According to the Word, law brings us to
in court, slum , and alley, was coolly ignored by the good and

rich people, who thanked God that " the Army," with its baada

Christ that we may be justified by faith ; according and banners,had come to the rescue of the lost and perishing

to the modern creed , faith brings us to Christ that we
and readily supplied it , or rather its “ General,” with the

required " sinews of war. ” But the vagaries with which it bad

may be justified by law. We are instructed to believe been successful in attracting the attention of the Christina

in order that we may fulfil the law : we prefer to
publicsoon lost their novelty, and itbecamenecessory to adi

sensation to sensation. The dresses of the “ Soldiers " became

follow Scripture , which brings us to Christ as the end
more gaudy, their street-tricks more grotesque, and the placards

of the law for righteousness . When He is made of of theparty evermore startling,till it must haveappeared to sota

that ingenuity for supplying " the eccentric " had thorougb.s

God unto us righteousness - then, but not till then
exhausted itself. I remember noticing a placard at Preston.

He will also be made unto us sanctification and It was beaded with “ Blood and Fire. " I knew the " blood " IS

ferred to was the most precious blood of my blessed Saviour.
redemption. The Divine order admits of no change .

and I supposed the " fire " to mean the sanctifying work of

The saddest and most alarming fact is the persistent God's HolySpirit. Judge then my feelings when, onreading

still further, I came to the words. “ A Desperate Engagement,

presentation of these perpicious doctrines , to the and learnt that this was to be “ from hand to mouth ," with her .

exclusion of the Gospel of the grace of God . From beef, & c ., &c., and was told that after the “ Soldiers " iad

the press and from the pulpit they are sounding destroyed their appetites with these rations, they would der

Engage to fight the devil.” I was sick at heart as I tornei

out with greater boldness and loudness every day . away, for I felt that, bybeing placed in such connection, tha:

blood of my Divine Master had been made as common, 11
The impunity with which they have been hitherto

the minds of many who had read the bill, as the water ths :

preached has encouraged a more open propagandism . ran down the gutter at my feet ; and that the work of “tbe

blessed Comforter” had been wrested and used in such a

Apparently the public mind is supposed to be so
manner as to lead men , generally, to question His existence.

leavened with them that the pastor of the First Con This profanity, however, I found nearly , if not quite , equalled

last week when Iwas at the Nottingham Mission . I was condeco

gregational Church in Newark , New Jersey, is not
ing an open -air service at the end of a little street,when I hearda

afraid to embody them in the plain language we have tremendous uproar in the main thoroughfare just by, and thea

quoted , and aweekly newspaper in London, claiming swept by us whatappeared to be a party of mummers, dresse

in the most fantastic fashion . Some one from among toe

to represent the CHRISTIAN WORLD, whatever that crowd said , “ The lasses are wearing crowns," and I found

from a bill wbich I saw next morningin a shop window test

may be, is not ashamed to give them its imprimatur. “ the great sensation of the evening had been a female

The very pith and power of the Gospel are imperilled . Captain ” dressed up for the occasion torepresent Psais

chains, as hehad appeared before Agrippa ; and that one of the
Take away the substitution and sacrifice of Christ great attractions at the ball , or “ barracks," had been the

from Christianity and what remains ? Nothing but casting out of devils.”

Yet this kind of thing is paraded as “the Lord's work," and

* Whiton on Divine Satisfaction, p . 85. + Ibid . p . 86 . 18 received as such bythousands of Christiang. Indeed , there
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e numbers of good people who regard “ the Army " as repre

nting " advanced Christianity ." But I asked myself, as I saw

so young fellows in scarlet jerseys dancing at the head ofoneof

ose street processions in Nottingham , and marked the dress,

yle, and generalmanner of those who, with tambourines and

rches, made up the procession itself, whether the Spirit of

od , who, in other days, had inculcated gravity and sober
indedness among believers, had , in any way , changed His

ind ? How can people who believe in the inspiration of the

riptures believe in and support these God dishonouring

pleries ? Are the non -church -going , non -Bible-reading masses

be left with the idea that in these things is represented the

ligion of Jesus ? If so, then it will not be long before

fidelity will be prevalent all over the land ; for wbatever may

the seeming, or reported , effectof such doings , they naturally

nd to dishonour God , to create disbelief in the peraonality of

e Holy Ghost, and to briog into general contempt the name

id blood ofour Lord Jesus Christ.

God humbles Himself to find a home in the broken and con .

te heart, but He dwells in the " high and holy place, " and His

ime remains ever holy . Nor if the sacred cherubim veil their

pes as they sing His praises, and the elders of heaven uncrown

emselves, and fall on their faces at His feet as they worship

im , may mortal man successfully frame an excuse for con .

cting with His name and service the appearance ofwhat

kesmirth for, and forms the sport of, fools .

John E . LINNELL.
Pavenham Vicarage , Bedford.

M AE following deeply interesting account of an interview
1 with Joseph Rabinowitz is sent by Mr. Friedman to

the Jewish Herald :--

I have had the enjoyment of daily intercourse with our

beloved brother, Joseph Rabinowitz, and ample opportunity to
obtain an insight into the work to which the Lord of the vine

yard has so manifestly called him , and specially fitted him for.

În my frequent visits to his house I found every time Jews

consulting with him with deepest concern about matters

relative to the organisation and development of the prospective

church of believing bretbren ,many of whom sought private in

terviews with me for advice and sympathy on the all-absorbing
question of that remarkable movement going on in their midst.

It was, indeed , a most gratifying sight, and a great surprise
to me, to find tbat at the Saturday's service the simple place of
worship called “ The Bethlehem , " was filled to overflowing
with Jews, who observed all through a very decorousand atten .
tive demeanour, which is in itself a fact significant enough , in

we take into consideration the natural temper and disposition

of the Jew , gendered and maintained as it has been by so many
banefulinfluences, which for centuries have been so assiduously

atwork both from without and witbin . To see a number of Jews,

nurtured as they are in rabbinical fanaticism and in hatred of

Christ, thus congregated and in devout attendance at a service

where Christ crucified is lifted up as the power ofGod unto sal

vation , both to the Jew and to the Gentile , is evidence upmis

takable of the reality of the work of God which is so mar.

vellously taking place before our eyes. Of course, this is all as

yet in its infancy, and we may expect yet greater things than

ihese, and that in daysevidently not faroff, notonly in this place,
but in many other parts as well. The dry bones can live, if God

breathes His Spirit upon them , and Jesus the Son of David will

yet be hailed as the Son ofGod , and acknowledged by His own

as their Redeemer and their King.

Evangelization .

TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK . "

TIR , - Your correspondent, W . Whitton , suggests such a
> terrible idea ,that I hope it may be fully disproved. “ Those
untries, " he says, “ that took the Gospel in the early ages
eland , for instance) do not light afresh ." The light has never

ylly gone out there ; it burnsmore brightly than it did some
aturies ago ; and even where obscured by ignorance and
perstition , it is still there. For it should never be forgotten

it some Roman Catholics are sincere Christians. A thousand

trs ago King Alfred sent the Bishop of Sherborne to see the
arch in South India ; and I have heard a living Bishop from

inco speak of twenty thousand applicants for baptism .

Lour account ofthe " ancient Christian tablet ” in China is
other instance. Where Nestorians first kindled the lamp,
las been like “ smoking flax " through the centuries, but is

w burning brighter and brighter .

Far be it from the Church to imagine tbat it is useless to
ry the light back to the countries whence it came !Weknow
it the " scattered nation " must turn to its once rejected
ssiah , and why should not Polycarp ' s lamp yet burn brightly

his church ofSmyrna ? The Holy Land , North Africa , and
sia must .surély recover the light, trampled nearly out by

False Prophet. M .

Ragged School Union .
TO THE EDITOR OF " WORD AND WORK.''

IR , - Permit me to solicit the kind assistance of your

| generous readers in relieving the wants and brightening
lives of the hundred thousand poor, hungry children and

ults regularly cared for day by day and week by week by the
be thousand odd teachers and workers of the Ragged School

isions affiliated with the Ragged School Union . The need

ridespread and urgent. It is sought to be met by soup

ners, by gifts of clothing, by carefully administered relief,

well as by the joy-giving treats, Christmas trees, toys, & c .

p is also required to provide Christmas dinners, and other

sonable joys, as well as to sustain the numerous educational,

al, benevolent, recreative, and religious agencies, which are
ntained throughout the year for the temporal and lasting

efit of the poorest of our City poor.

ontributions, or gifts in kind, 6.g ., clothing (new and old ),

18, & c ., will be most thankfully acknowledged by

JOHN KIRK, Sec.

Bible Carriage Work in the Southern Counties.
M IE colporteur wbo works with the Bible carriage of the

I Evangelistic Mission has just returned from a tour

extending over the pastfive months. He first vislted Wimbledon
while the rifle meetingswere in progress , and from thence went

to Redhill and Reigate, where, for three weeks, he had much
encouragement in selling the Scriptures and testifying to the

grace of God , in open airmeetings. Uckfield , Sussex , was the

next station , followed by Aylsham and Eastbourne. At the

latter place five wecks were spent with the large number

of visitors, among whom were some who greatly helped in open
air meetings and otherwise,

At Hasting3, too, good work was done, notwithstanding oppo

sition in connection with the bye -laws. Tho carriage was then

taken to Canterbury, for the week 's pleasure fair there, from

Oct. 11. Here the weather was wet, but C . persevered in wit

nessing for the truth by voice, by books sold, and in the free

distribution of Gospel books. AtAshford, Kent, he found 1,500
men employed in the railway works, with little or no effort for

their spiritual welfare, but he was sustained and blessed of the

Lord in Christian work among them . Maidstone was reached
too late in the year for much of this necessarily outdoor effort,

and the carriage was brought home by way of Bromley . Not
only were the above towns visited, butalso neighbouring villages,

and such places as were passed through in the journey .

Space does not allow details of the interesting incidents that
occurred, but a fow may be mentioned . In one town a gentle

man 's gardener had long been under such deep conviction of

sin that he meditated suicide, but was arrested by the text,

“ God is love, " on the carriage. The ensuing conversation with

C . led to the gardener's happy experience of peace with God ,

which was also communicated to theman 's wife, through C .'s

testimony. Backsliding Christianswere met with, having all

earthly good thatheart can crave, but in a miserable state of soul,

from which they were delivered by the entrance of God's Word
in connection with thiswork .Mere professors have been awakened

and converted by the samemeans. Over 500 Bibles have been

sold at various prices ; also close upon 3 ,000 Testaments , in

addition to many books. Thousands of Gospel books have been

given away . C . says that in the midst of abounding superstition

and spiritual darkness he has never before witnessed more

readiness to receive the truth , or more thorough appreciation of

the Gospel. Surely thismust stir many to increasingly support
such work !

ogglyn Mission , Hornsey Road. - Mrs. Garnet
es : - 'Weare anxious to give gifts of food and warm clothing
s many of our aged members as funds will permit . Many
verging on eighty years of age, who have only 2s.6d. from

parish to pay rent of room , food , firing , and clothes. We,

refore claim for them the practical sympathy of your
lers, being too old to work or help themselves. We trust

e enabled to cheer their declining years at this season , and

I sure the Lord' s smile will rest upon those who will help

heir money, or gifts of cast-off clothing, which may be sent
the Superintendent, 62, Crayford Road , Tufnell Park ,

don ,

A Jew 's Testimony . - " Ihave read the New Testament,"
said a Jew , in the presence of a Rabbi, and there is not a more

interesting book ," " You are known as a sinner in Israel,"

growled the Rabbi, " and we expect you will soon be baptized, " .
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REFERRINGto can hold and faithful

nativepastor of the C.M.s., lately TI
We have receivedfrom a lady friend

WAS con

GLEANINGS FROM ABROAD.

A Faithful Native Pastor.
A Trader on the Arabs. Work in a Corner .

THE following very interesting letter

passed to his rest , Mr. Meadows, a re
recently reached the Bible Society

from Mr. J. L. Nicoll :
tired missionary , writes :

work in Florence. Beginning with the

Viravagu Vedbacayagam
My work as & trader for the African founding of an orphanage in 1873, it has

nected with me for some thirty years,
Lakes Company, Limited, brings me in grown quietly and steadily, and ncs el.

first as a catechist, itinerating with us ,
frequent and close contact with the Arab ercises considerable influence in the city.

living in his own tent , and taking his full
and Swahili traders of the Nyasse From a number of incidents giren of

share in that preparatory work ; then , as
Tanganyika district, for several of whom fruit we take the following :

a native clergyman , superintending under
I have the warmest regard , and who One who left the orphanage two years

me (I had rather say a coadjutor with me )
listen with deep interest to what I can ago writes to me full of joy, that be bas

tell them of our faith in Christ Jesus. found the Sxviour, to whom he trusts to
a portion of the district ; and , lastly , when

I was forced to leave the work , taking the
One , I found, had been reading part of consecrate his future life . Another, wbo

entire charge of the whole of the wide field
our Scriptures - it was a fragment con left us about four years ago, was shaken

of North Tipnevelly.
taining from the Epistle to the Ephesians in his belief by the conduct of one wlo

You could not travel with him with
to the Revelation - which lie had picked should have been his example , and fell

out seeing how much he had gained the
up , quite ignorant of what it was . When into incredulity. In the course of a moral

I told him it was part of the Word of our sickness the seed sown here sprang up,
respect of the heathen and the love of his

God , he said he would not give it up

people. How well I can picturean often
and his sister writeswith joy of his sis

witnessed scene after service held in his
now -it was too good . He then earnestly cere repentance and death.calling on Him

church at Vageikulam . Persons had
asked me if I could not get more like it who is mighty to save . Another pupil of

for him .
come from the neighbouring villages , two ,

not common intellect, but who gare few

five, seven miles away. When the yer
In many conversations with him, he signs of spiritual life when among os,

has confessed his admiration for the
vice was over, and before they returned

was converted to the Lord after leaving

to their homes , he would sit in the
Christian faith , and longing to under the orphanage. Some time after, he fell

verandah , while the people crowded round
stand it . I cannot do much for him in the ill , and I had a touching letter from him ,

to see and speak to us . His kind words
matter of teaching ; my knowledge of in which he thanked me warmly for a il

Swahili is limited. He knows no English ,
and manner were answered by the loving,

the kindness he had received here, both

confiding looks and smiles of his people,
but if I had an Arabic Bible, any Swahili as regards temporal and eternal things.

lingering as long as possible , and making
books --- anything, indeed, which would A lady, who was like a mother to him in

excuses to linger longer.
help me in speaking with such as this his last illness, wrote to me of the les .

His children, brought up many of
Arab, I should be tbankful. sons to be learned beside his sick -ted ;

them by us, are treading in his steps in
even in delirium he repeated our names ,

consistent living. His wife, now & Seamen in South America , and died saying , " I am going to my

Father in heaven ."
Borrowing widow, was remarkable for the

The Home and schools, and missionornament of a meek andquiet spirit,and MR.HOOPER,ofthe South American

Missionary Society writes from Rio :
her soft light shone soothingly in her hus.

churches, are entirelysupported by faith

I am rejoiced to be able to give &
band's home and village . in God, who never fails to provide the

good account of the miesion work lately ; needs.

it has kept me very busily engaged , but

Fruit among the Orphans .
I trust it will bring forth good fruit in

JURNING over & little book issued
due time. There has appeared to have Jews and the New Testament.

been a spiritual wave passing over this
Days , " we find the following : - " Piaree ,

harbour, and it still seems going on .
THE Bible Society, in giving some

Love,” was one of the gentlest of
The captains willingly help me by bringing

illustrations of the power of the

the girls — a real young Christian. She

was useful in the institution , and also as
their men, by attending with their fami.

New Testament amongst the Jews, cites

lies , and by offering the useof their ships
the following instances : -A Jew, who

one of the girls who went as assistants to
for " Bethel " purposes. Marked attention

had bought an entire copy of the Bible .

Zenanas with Miss Toogood or Miss Marr.
has been paid to the “ words of life," and

expressed himself thus with regard to

Seven years after we left she turned ill ,
altogether the serviceshave beenexamples

the New Testament : " Sublimer and

was sent to the hospital, and there fell
of life and power, and I trust at the last

more solemn lessonsare nowhere to be

asleep in Jesus.
day the work will stand the test andescape

met with. They are just fit to seize with

Joy Moonie, our precious one, was
the fire. I find many people here whose

power the whole of one's heart, so that it

theonly child of Mahendra, one of Dr.
interest is being awakened, and who, as

is almost impossible to withstand the

Duff's early converts , over whose early

death there was much sorrow , being a
they see the working of the Mission,

conviction that Jesus is the Messiah . "

recognise its I trust that as time " Let me feel the Book , " said s blind

man of great ability and devotedness.

She had real talent and was one of the

goes on many may come forward and lend man , putting it to his lips and kissing it .

a helping hand, for after all the field is
“ This is God's Book. It is the truth . "

assistants in Zonadas. After we left she
immense, whilst the labourers are very

" There I find my comfort,” said s siek

was married to a native Christian gentle
few. Everything points to the necessity

boy, lying upon his bed. “ That is the

man who rose to a good position in

Government service . She had sons and
of a floating Bethel in order that the

source of my peace and hope."

work may be done with fullest effect.
A poor widow, when asked if she would

daughters. After her death four of them like
Altogether, I have much to praise God

to read the New Testament,

were sent to Simla and Kussowlie to
for, and I trust He may think fit to in.

answered, “ Read it ! Who would not

schools. They are likely to take a good crease my usefulness, 80 that the Rio read such heavenly words, which are so

place in the native Christian church.
Seawen's Mission may not be a barren

comforting to a widow's heart ? "

Hannah Joseph was a clever little
branch , but rather that it may teem with

A Jewish teacher in ill -health free

Jowess. Her history is longapā intensely life , and be the means of bringing many quently confessed that it was entirely

interesting. She is the wife of a worthy
souls to the Saviour.

owing to his perfect belief in the Old and

Government clerk , and they have a large New Testaments that he could bear with

family. Such has been her zeal that she patience and humble submission to his

has done good work now and then in Lord's will the cross which He was

Zenanas in Calcutta and at Simla. She A Significant Fact. — " At the pleased to put upon his shoulders. When

was for some time one of our Sunday
funeral of Sundram, a celebrated native the missionary saw him for the last time

School teachers in the Simla Union evangelist, " writes Rev. W. Robinson , upon hisdeath -bed , he said, “ You know

Church . She is a very useful Christian . a large number of Brahmini women
my mind ; you know what has been my

A younger sister of Hannah's has de . followed with Mrs. Sundram to the
strength and support through life ; you

voted herself to Zenana Missions, and burial -ground , and , at the awful risk of
know whatI believe, and through faith

can take rank for energy and usefulness ceremonial defilement, showed their in whom I know that I shall be saved ."

with European ladies . We got a great respect for him and their sympathy for A poor Jew , to whom the missionary

surprise when Miss Joseph took her place her. I make no comment upon this , but had lent & New Testament to rezi,

on theplatform asone of the lady -speakers simply say that such a fact has hitherto grasped it, saying, “ That Book, sir

at the great Decennial Conference in
been unheard of in Indian Mission

that Book has brought peace to my

Calcutta . history ." troubled soul. "

T ,

THEor
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

AGENCIES.

RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY

-This Society circulated last year nearly 88
millions of publications in 177 languages. It

uses all its Missionary Funds for the object for

which they are subscribed, and pays all its ex

penses outof Trade Funds. It distributes packets

of healthy interesting literature to Emigrants

and Bailors : has issued nearly forty thousand
libraries ; helps all thegreatMissionary Societies,

and grants Tracts for gratuitous distribution .

An annual subscription of 10s , 6d . or upwards

constitutes membership, and a sum of £10 10s .

Life membership. All subscribers receive copies

of the new tracts, & c.
Subscriptions maybe sent tothe Secretaries,

Rev. LEWIS BORRETT WHITE, D.D., and

Rev. S. G. GREEN, D.D. ,

56 , Paternoster Row , London , E.C.

ANGLO-INDIAN

EVANGELIZATION SOCIETY.

PRINCIPAL SIR WILLIAM MUIR said at a

Meeting in London last year : “ I do not know

any Societythat does so much good for so little
money .' The late Rev. DR . DUFF said : “ The

object of this Society is second to none in a

Christian point of view ."

MR. SPÜRGEON wishes it " growing success,

an 1 greatly appreciates its objects and methods.

DR . HORATIUA BONAR desires to see it more

widely sympathized with . ”
* Funds urgently required to extend the

work on Railways, and among Planters , &c .

Contributions may be sent to the Secretary , the

Rev.John FORDYCE, 83. Sutherland Place, Bays

water,W., or the Office, 7, Adam Bt. , Strand, w.o.

ARMY SCRIPTURE READERS

and SOLDIERS' FRIEND SOCIETY ,

President - Gen , Sir A. J. LAWRENCE , K.C.B.

Bole object of the Society to spread the saving
knowledge of Christ among our soldiers. Contri

butions will be thankfully received by the

Treasurer, V. G. M. HOLI, Esq., 17 , Whitehall

Place ; by Colonel SANDWITH , Hon . Sec.; orby

the Secretary ,Mr.W.A. BLAKE, at the offices,

4 , Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross , W.C.

FOREIGN MISSION NOTES,

Pekin . - A new mission chapel has Godavery, India . - Fortwomonths

been opened in West City, Pekin . Mr. Heelis has been visiting in remote

Mr. Holman Bently andparty and very ignorant villages.

are now well on their way up the Congo. New South Wales . - We learn

Latest accounts are, " all well.” that Mr. Parker's mission in Sydney has

Who Will Go ?-The Free Church

of Scotland make an earnest appeal for

proved very interesting.

The Fuegian Mission. Mr. J.

another missionary for Palestina. Lawrence sends an encouraging account

Kaffraria .-Rev. W. Stuart reports

that as the result of two weeks' special

of steady progress in Tierra del Fuego.

Ceylon .
Sending an account of

services fifty -two natives have been led to recent itineration, Mr. F , M, Laurie de

Christ. scribes cheering progress in the interior.

New Guinea.- A party of nine fresh Wilna.—The British Society for

missionaries (earnest volunteers from the

isles of the Pacific) have just landed at

Propagating the Gospel amongthe Jews

PortMoresby.

has openeda new mission at Wilna.

Cape Town.- Rev. E. Solomon ,

The Congo.-Mr. T. J. Comber Secretary of the Bible Auxiliary , has just

writes to the Baptist Missionary Society been drowned ; his loss will be heavily

that the reaping time is evidently felt by the Church.

dawning. Christian Workers in Council.

Calcutta .-Rev. Charles Jordan has Missionaries and representatives of the

resigned his pastorate in Calcutta, with a American S.S. U. have just held a con.

view to devote himself entirely to ver. ference in Iowa, largely attended, and of

nacular work . great interest .

A Native Evangelist. - Mr. Liu ,

whose name we have repeatedly men

The Bishop of Saskatchewan

has met with an accident, resulting in

tioned as a successful Chinese evan his death. This is a heavy loss to the

gelist, reports the baptism of two men C.M.S.'s unissions in the North -west

and fourwomen at T'ai-chau . Territories of Canada.

Native Christiang. - Writing from

China, Mr. Meadows urges strongly the

A Spanish Village.- Visiting lately

a new village , Mr. A. R. Fenn was

need of much prayer for Christian China
received with enthusiasm . The cause

men ,who havemany difficulties, from life seemed to be disgust towards the priest ;

long habits, to overcome. but, however that may be, it gained a

C.M.S.-We observe Sir Thomas hearing for the Gospel .

Fowell Buxton , has accepted the office Mr. Horace McC. E. Price,

of Treasurer to the society, in succession B.A., of Cambridge, son of Rev. W. S.

to the late Captain the Hon . F. Maude. Price,has been appointed Vice -Principal

Mr. J. P. Wigstone writes from of Fourah Bay College, Sierra Leone,

Linares (Spain) :-Some of the chaff has in connection with the C.M.S.

been blown away ; there is wheat left.

The attendance at the Spanish meetings

Fresh Men.-Two more Cambridge

men have beenaccepted by the C.M.S.,

is good, and the work encouraging. viz . , Mr. John Neale , B.A., of St. John's

Rest and Change.- Rev. W.

Bowen James, of Dinagepore, in con .

College and Ridley Hall ,who offers for

Mid-China, and will go at his own ex

sequence of a very severe attack of

malarial fever, has been compelled - by

pense , and Rev. Charles Hope Gill , B.A.,

of Queen's College and Ridley Hall, Cur

urgent medical advice - to leave India ate of North Shields.

for a 80ason of rest and change. A Faithful Labourer . - Rev. R.

Simultaneous MissionaryMeet
Bion, of Dacca, after forty years of most

ing8. - It is proposed to hold in London , devoted work in Eastern Bengal , has

in February, special simultaneous meet been compelled, by sadly broken health,

ings in connection with the O.M.S. ,

similar to those held last February

to remove to Monghyr, the dryer air of

that district being,in the judgment of his

throughout the country.
medical advisers , likely to conduce to his

The Jesuits. - Dr. Stewart, in A restoration to health.

Voice from Italy , points out that the
Bible Translation. As one result

Pope has issued a Bull restoring to the of Mr. Bridge's labours in South America,

Jesuits all their ancient privileges. Dr. not only have the Yahgans a complete

Stewart believes this act is fraught with dictionary of their hitherto unwritten

evil in the future .
language, but by the translation of St.

Uganda Martyrs . The C.M.S.'s Luke's Gospel , and more recently that of

organs for the present month St. John and the Acts of the Apostles,

naturally largely occupied with the

BRITISH SOCIETY FOR THE

PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL

AMONG THE JEW8 . - Established 1842 .

President-W. G. HABERSHON, Esq .

The Bociety has upwards of 100 Agents, who

carry the Gospel to the Jews in England, Italy ,

Germany, Austria , Russia and Turkey. The

labours of the Missionaries are supplemented by

the work of Schoolmasters and Colporteurs

Tracts and Copies of the Bcriptures are circu

lated . Many Jews have ,by thisSociety, been led

to believe that Jesus is the Christ. Much good

has beendone among the thousands of Jews in

London by the various Agents, by the House of

Call , and by the New Mission House, with its im

portant Medical Missions.

Increased funds are urgently needed,

and will be thankfully received by the Secretary ,
Rev. J DUNLOP, at the Office ,

96 , Great Russell Street , Bloomsbury, London

CHRISTIAN VERNACULAR

EDUCATION SOCIETY for INDIA .

-This Society is diffusing the knowledge of

Christ among the children of India by meansof

teachers and books. Christian literature for

adults is also provided . Reports and Papers will

be senton application. Funds urgently needed.

Address - the Secretaries, C.V.E.8 .,

7 , Adam Street , Strand, London , W.C.
are

they are enabled to read, in their own

diaries of Bishop Hannington and the tongue , the wonderful works of God.

massacres at Uganda. A fac - simile is Weeping over their Sins.- “ Last

given of the Bishop's diary, and several Sunday,' writes Rev. G. Owen , of

of his rough sketches. Pekin, “ I witnessed a pleasing sight . At

The First Time. - Miss Rutland the conclusion of the morning service a

writes of a visit to some villages : -One respectable-looking man, about fifty

woman came home with me. When I told years of age , came forward to the desk,

ber of the true God , and of His love , she and began weeping copiously . The tears

exclaimed, “ How many people there are ran like raindrops down his cheek. He

who have never heard of this ! " It was could scarcely speak for weeping. But,

the first time she had heard . after a time , he said he was in great dis

Melanesia.-A missionary writes : tress about his sins. I invited him to my

We are giving to the natives of the New
study.

There he was joined by two

Britain Group portions of God's blessed younger men , and all three falling on

Word in their own tongue . We have theirknees begged for mercy with strong

given them the Gospels of Matthew and crying and tears. There had been no.

Mark, portions of Luke and John , and thing in the public service to excite such

the Psalms. The Acts of the Apostles emotion . It was the result ofthe gradual

has just come forward for printing. work of the Spirit in their hearts.

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E , C. - European

Missionaries 279, Native Clergy 254, NativeLay

Agents 3,509, Schools 1.725 . Subscriptions

urgently needed for rapidly extending work

among a thousand millions of Heathens and

Mahommedans , Hon . Sec ., Rev. F.E. WIGRAM ,

Lay Sec ., General G BORGE HUTCHIITSON .

SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF

PERSECUTED JEW8.

“ SYRIAN COLONIZATION FUND,"

Bhaftesbury Memorial Fund , sanctioned by

LORD SHAFTESBURY, in aid of Jews in the Hely

Land , to enable them to obtain a livelihood , by

agricultural and other industry

Hon . Treasurer - R . C. L , BEVAN , Eaq .

Donations received by the Bankers, Messis,

Drummond & Co., CharingCross, B.W .; Messrs.

Barclay . Bevan, Tritton , & Co. , 64, Lombard

Street, E.C.; the Bank of England : the Royal
Bank of Scotland ; the Provincial Bank of

Ireland. Secretary - E . A. FINN .
Office - 41, Parliament St. , Westminster, S.W.
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Notices of Books.

1

Hidden Homes : or, The Children's Discoveries. By M. A. Paull

Ripley. ( 28. 60.) — Nisbet & Co.

A story which recalls the Eyes and No Ejes of our childish

days . A party of boys andgirls spend a happy summer in study .

ing the habits and pursuits of burrowing animals — the ant, the

mole, the crab, &c. The results of their researches are pleasantly

told , and the information mingled with enough incident and

adventure to form a very readable and instructive book.

Links of Loving-Kinlness. Words of Hope and Consolation for

the Flock of Christ. By the Rev. George Everard , M.A.

(28.60.) - Nisbet & Co.

Mr. Everard's writings are always good, simple and practical.

To the tired or struggling soul these pages will be found replete

with the comfort they are intended to impart.

Addresses for Mothers' Meetings and CottageGatherings. By Anne

Hankey . - S . W. Partridge & Co.

We have already commended this work in its larger form. This

new and cheaper edition will be of great service to Christian

workers.

Allured to Brighter Worlds ; or, Words to the Young By the

Rev. Robert Hardy Prepan, M.A. (2s . 60 . )-Nisbet & Co.

Short practical addresses or talks on such subjects as “ A

lesson from a penny,” “ On our fearing God,” “ Takingup our

Cross, " &o. , &c . Most of the chapters are suited for reading to

school boys or working lads.

Charles Haddon Spurgeon. Preacher, Author, and Philan

doctor of the village, and to little Maurice whose sweet Chris

tian life and almost martyr's death are touchinglyportrayed.

Our Father ; or, the Lord's Prayer expounded in the words of

Holy Scripture; a series of morning and evening prayers adap

ted from the Bible , for every day in the week. Compiled by

a mother for the use of her sons. - Eliot Stock .

If we are to use forms of prayer at all , surely the very words

of Scripture are the best to aid faltering lips , and we cordially

agree with the Rev. A. W. W. Christopber, in the intro

duction to this work , in commending the excellence of the

general conception of these prayers. They are the work of one

deeply acquainted with Holy Scripture, and are just of the

right length, not so long as to be tedious, nor 80 short as to be

insignificant.

The Queen of the Family. By Mrs. Hornibrook. (58.) -- Nisbet

& Co.

We are introduced to this younglady in asomewhat startling

manner, as she horsewhips & young gentleman who insults

her blind brother Charlie. However, she turns out better than

one wouldexpect from such a beginning, and develops & truly

womanly character amidst the trying scenes she passes through.

The illustrations might have been better.

Nineteen Beautiful Years. By Frances E. Willard . ( 23. 6d.)

tbropist with Anecdotal Reminiscences . By G. H. Pike .

-Hodder & Stoughton ,

Mr. Pike has one important qualification for a good biographer,

an intense admiration for his subject, and, as might be expected,

he has produced a most readable book. The story of Mr.

Spurgeon's far from uneventful life is happily told up to the

present, and we earnestly trust the genial pastor of the

Metropolitan Tabernacle may live long enough to furnish many

more ohapters to the tale.

Friendly Words to Young Women, By H. E. Stone, Pastor of

Nottingham Tabernacle , With Introduction by Mrs.

Stephen Menzies .-Hodder & Stoughtop .

Outspoken and practical, these short and powerful addresses

are calculated to be most useful , especially to working girls, with

whose circumstances and temptations the author is evidently

well acquainted.

Roger's Travels ; or, Scenes and Incidents connected with the

journey of two boys in foreign lands,and how they were

led to start for the better country . By E. Payson Ham

mond, M.A. - Sunday School Union .

This little volume contains interesting records of travel

in Holland, Belgium , and the Rhine. The legends and histories

of thoseplaces visited by the two boys, whose uncle proves such

an excellent cicerone, are told in a simple and graphic form ,

but the " Old , Old Story ,” is the chief theme of Mr. Hammond

in his written as in his spoken words. There is a good portrait

of the author and manyillustrations. Altogether this is a most

useful and attractive gift book.

Scripture Readers' Almanack (18.) -Partridge & Co.

A very interesting and varied almanack , issued by the Scrip

ture Readers' Society for Ireland. All interested in the spread

of the Bible in the sister isle should secure this almanack. We

observe a localised edition of the British Workman issued by the

Society, under the title of the Irish Workman .

Short Biographies for the People. By various writers. Vol. 3.

(18. 60 ) - Religious Tract Society.

Quite equal in interest to its predecessors. Twelve brief

sketches, beginning with Sir Philip Sydney and William Wil.

berforce , and ending with George Whitfield and Jobn Bacon ,

R.A. sculptor, each and all excellent in theirway.

Rinaultrie. By Mrs. Milne Rae , author of " Moray, a Highland

Story.” (59. )-Thomas Nelson & Sons.

We are often asked on this side of the Tweed for an explana

tion of the “ Dieruption in the Scottish Church . To those

who are unwilling to take the trouble of perusing more weighty

works on the subject, this tale will give a very fair idea of that

important era in the religious life of Scotland. The young heir

to the estate of Ringultrie returns to the home of his fathers ;

and we are introduced to some excellent types of Scottish

character in the persons of the Laird and his sister. By.and.

bye the heirship is disputed , but all ends, as usual, in

marriage bells. The plot is well conceived and worked out,

and the religious tone unexceptionable.

Madge Hardwick ; or, the Mists of the Valley. By Agnes Giberne.

( 2s. 6d .) - John F. Shaw & Co.

The power of religion to make the humblest life effective for

good is the theme of this story. Madge is only a fisherman's

widow , but by her faithfulnessand Christian service she carries

comfort andblessing to Mona, the niece of the Freethinking

_Morgan & Scott.

A choice gift for a young lady. John G. Whittier says in a

prefatory note : - " A very sweet and tender record of the

exceptionally beautiful life of a young woman whose rara

natural gifts and graces were sanctified by a deep — butcheerful

and healthful-religious experience . The story is told by her

sister , Frances E. Willard, so widely known and honoured for

her work of Christian philanthropy. It is a charming piece of

biozraphy.” To this commendation weneed add nothing.

Dinah Mite. By Brenda. (2s , 60.) — W.Isbister.

A striking and well-written Gospel temperance story, illus

trating the power of personal work amongst the roughest and

poorest.

CHRISTMAS CARDS .–We have from Wheeler Brothers, Mild.

may Park , a choice selection of cards. Joyful Service 15.,

Golden Light (6d . ) , will prove great favourites ; the designs in

ferns and leaves are verytasteful. Jewels (63.) are smaller, bat

exceedingly pretty. The Motto Cards, 1887 (6d. packet), ara

beautiful; various mottoes may be bad. The Motto Wall Carde,

with verses by Mr. G. M. Taylor, are now to be had of the

above publishers. The Gem Mottoes (6d . doz. ) are simple and

pleasing.

The Watered Lilies, which has attained a large circulation

as a leaflet, has now been issued, with other poems by the same

author, by Messrs. Wheeler (6d. and 9d .) - nicely got up.

The Ruby Almanack we have already noticed ; suffice to say

it may also be had now interleaved ( 1s .)

The Mother's Friend . Vol. XVIII.- Hodder & Stoughton,

Here we have the annual volume of a well-known domestie

monthly ; it abounds in good things .

Foundation Truths. By Rev. J. B. Waddington . (10 . ) - Tract

Depot, Clitheroe.

A booklet which should be circulated by thousands — specially

amongst those bewildered by sacerdotal teaching. It is clear

and Scriptural ennunciation of vital doctrine.

Anyof the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

the publishers, John F. Shaw and Co., 48, Paternoster Row ,

London, E.C., post free, for the published price. Full cask

discount for general book orders.

Christian Community . - Our all-night rescue work was

commenced at the beginning of October, in our mission hall,

Thrawl Street, Spitalfields, and has from the first night been

attended by acrowd of poor homeless, starving men of all ages,

from the boary -headed of threescore and ten down to boys of

twelve. These have been gathered from the streets in the dead

of night, destitute of even the small pittance that would find

thema lodging, many of them poorly clad, some half naked.

To show the terrible extent of this destitution, it may be stated

that every night scores of poor fellows had to be turned away

simply for want of room ; while on several occasions from two

to three hundred have been left out. A bare rehearsal of the

tales of distress , want, and utter destitution that we have

listened to would be most appalling, were we to give them .

One poor man of very respectable appearance declared he had

beenout all night for the past three nights, having had no

food for forty -eight bours. " When admitted to the hall they

are allowed to rest and sleep on the seats or floor and matting

till seven o'clock,when they have a good breakfast supplied them

A short service is held after breakfast, and the men are faith

fully dealt with all the help or advicewe can give them is cheer.

fully rendered . Any wishing tosee the work , or to assist in its

may communicate with me.-Jas. ATKINSON , Secretary , 19,

Enfield Road South , Kingsland, N,
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The Schoolmaster,

JOHN F. SHAW & CO'S LIST OF NEW PUBLICATIONS..

SUITABLE FOR CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR'S PRESENTS.

“ Some of the best and prettiest narratives of the season. There is variety of authorship, subject, style

and price, and the spirit of the whole may always be relied upon.” — The Christian.

“ Cheap, well got up, and attractive, with sound, wholesome teaching, distinctly evangelical ; admirable gift

books for this season .” — The Churchman .

IN ALL TIME OFOUR TRIBULATION .The FAIRYPHEBE ; or, Facing theFootlights.
Story of Piers Gavestone. By EMILY S. HOLT.

By Lucy TAYLOR, Author of " Led into Light.”
Large Crown 8vo .

5 ./ Crown 8vo, cloth extra . 2/6

“ The picture we get of matters political , social, and religious in those “ A touching and truly beautiful narrative. The book should speak

bygone times is a very vivid and instructive one, and we linger over the loudly to the hearts of many Christians who have given scant thought to

pages with a sort of reluctant delight that fears to r . ach the last one sooner the evils of the stage . "— The Christian .
than we would."-The Christian .

THR

HROUGH UNKNOWNWAYS ; or, the Journal YOUNG ISHMAEL CONWAY.
By E.A. B, D. , Author of “ Us Three." Crown 8vo ,

Books of Dorothea Trundal, By L. E. GUERNSEY.
cloth extra.

2/6
Large Crown 8vo. 5 " The strange hero is well and forcibly drawn. "-Graphic.

" A naive and charming autobiography of a much tried dam sel in the " A very clever and delightful story." - The Christian .
days of James II . "-Graphic.

JONAS HAGGERLEY.

JE WIVES ; or, Two Hallowe'ens.
WE

By LINA COOPER. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 2/6
By Rev. J. JACKSON WRAY, Author of “ Nestleton

" A well-written story of domestic life . " -Spectator.

Magna,” &c. Large Crown 8vo. 3/6
A splendid gift- book . By all means include it in your list ofrewards." THEHE WITCH OF THE ROCKS.

By M. E. WINCHESTER, Author of " A Nest of
Boys will find it attractive.” - Banner,

Sparrons," &c. 2/6

DICKIE'S ATTIC. “ Miss Winchester's quiet, earness style adds fascination to a tale of
genuine interest."'-- Scotsman .

By CATHARINE Shaw , Author of " Alick's Hero."

Large Crown 8vo.

" Ono of those rare books one cannot help but weep and pray over." ,

Valley. By AGNES GIBERNE , ' Author of Sun ,

Moon , and Stars, ” &c . 2/6
OUR SOLDIER HERO. The Story of My “ An extremely interesting book, and one that can be read with profit

Brothers. By M. L. RIDLEY , Author of " Sent to by all . " - The Schoolmaster.

Coventry." Large Crown 8vo.
3/6

“ A noble story.” - The Christian ,
MAGGIE'S MISTAKE ; or, Bright Light in the“ Leslie is the soldier hero who died in battle, but not before his holy life Clouds . By Mrs. LUCAS SHADWELL. 2/6

proves him a true soldier of the cross, "– Nonconformist. " The Gospel is beautifully interwoven with the incidents. "

The Christian ,

HISGUARDIAN ANGEL.
By EMILY BRODIE , Author of “ Five Minutes Too

Late, " &c . Large Crown 8vo . By E. EVERETT-GREEN, Cloth extra.
3/6

“Miss Brodie must have the credit of writing up to her purpose effec

tively and with good taste." - Spectator.
THE

HE GOLDEN PAVEMENT. The Story of a

An excellent book to an elder sister, one of rial worth .” — The Christian.

3/6 MADGE HARDWICKE; or, The Mists ofthe

Methodist Recorder .

OURWINNIE ; or, When the Swallows Go.

Bluecoat Boy. By E. CHAPMAN , Author of “ The

0 -MORROW . A Story.
Secret of the Forest." Cloth, extra .

TO - M
1/6

By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES, Author of " The Caged

Linnet,” &c. Large Crown 8vo. 3/6 By EMILY S. HOLT, Cloth , extra.
1/6“Will be a popular addition to the libraries of girls in their 'teens.

Banner. JITANA'S STORY.

By L. D. MARSTON, Author of "Cripple Jess," &c. 1 /

By JESSIE F. ARMSTRONG , Author of “ A Friend for

Little Children ,” &c. Large Crown 8vo. 3/6 HOW HETTIE CAUGHT THESUNBEAMS.
“ A story with much in it to attract young readers. " - Scotsman . By.GERTRUDE P. DYER, Author of “ Little Pollie ." 1 /

ONE OF THOSELITTLE ONES.
of Childhood By the Author of " At All Times." 3/6 By Mrs. FABIAN BRACKENBURY, Author of “ Talent

" A capital story about children , and for children . " - Scotsman . in Tatters. " Cloth, extra.
1 /

“ We are always glad to get a goodparcel of books from this house , because the books themselves are sure to be

reliable, such books as a parent or teacher or friend can put into the hands of the young without any misgiving as

to their tendency ." - Sunday School Chronicle.

THE SLAVEGIRLOF POMPEII.

CLIMBING HIGHER.

NEW SIXPENNY SERIES ,

Fcap. 8vo, attractive colours , Illustrated .

Bump and All. By C. LOCKHART GORDON . The Boy Martyr ; or , Triumplis of Faith .

Those Two. By EMILY DIBDIX . Christie's Gift. By theAuthor of “ Chick "

Little Ted ; or, Who Found the Most ? Manly and Brave ; or, Holidays at Epton Park,

May also be had in cloth , extra price 9d. each.

One Shilling Each. In Attractive Wrapper.

FOR

Lach Series complete in itself. Selected by CATHARINE SHAW.

1st Serie ;-48 OUTLINE TEXTS FOR PAINTING.
4th Eeries — 48 ALPHABET TEXT8. For Prioking or Painting.

A Packet for the Little Ones,2nd Series-HAPPY HOURSWITH THE BIBLE.

48 theatsof Bible Bubjects for Sunday Employment. 5th Series-MESSAGES FROM HEAVEN . Smaller Outline Texts for

Erd Series- ECHOES FROM THE BIBLE. Painting
6th Series - GLEAMS OF GLORY FROM THE GOSPELS.48 Ilust ated Sheets for Bible Searching.

(Just Issued .)

“ Most useful jro luctions from the gifted mind of the author, which will give pleasurable and profitable employment for Sunday hours. ”

The Christian ,“ An admirable method for finding bright and useful amusement for the little ones .” — Freeman ,

SOMETHING
SUNDAY,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & Co. 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.O.
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Mr. C. Brown, Scripture reader, 48, Buckenham Road,

Sheffield, will be glad to receive scrap books, picturebooks of

any kind, or toys for the children and poor invalids at the

Sheffield General Infirmary .

Bulgaria and Eglish Christians. — Pastor Tonjoroi,

a well-known Protestant minister in Bulgaria and a member of

the late Parliament of Eastern Roumelia, is at present in this

country desiring to spread before his fellow Christians here the

condition and the need of Protestantiem in Bulgaris. An

appeal has been made in support of his mission, recommended

amongst others, by the following gentlemen :-Hon. A. F.

Kinnaird, John Macgregor, J. Bevan Braithwaite, James E.

Mathieson , H. Grattan Guinness, and George Gillett. Aoyfriecia

of Bulgaria, and sympathiserswith the present struggles of the

Bulgarians , wishing to help Pastor Tonjoroff either by giving

him the opportunity of addressing meetings, or in any other

way, are asked kindly to communicate with him to the care

of Mr. James E. Mathieson, Conference Hall, Mildmag

Park , N.

Factory Girls at Tea.-The second of a series of teas tə

match factory girls, was held on Thursday last at the Bar

Common Hall , of the North -east London Gospel Mission, when

about one hundred and fifty sat down, augmented to over to

hundred in the after meeting, Miss Macpherson and other

helpers sat down with them atthe various tables, and entered

into loving conversation with them over the hard realities of

their sinless lives, and spoke words of counsel and gave them

many practical hints which went home to their hearts. The

hour spent with them in the address that followed, difficult us

it was to rule the more lawless spirits amongst them , yet the

Lord was pleased to suffer us to see tokens for good, and under

the touching personal reminiscenses of a lady worker, many

were found weeping, and some rose and leit 553 meeting to

adjourn to the upper rooms to be prayed with. Thanks are

tendered to those friends who have sentus their kind help since

our former notice, and Mr. Chorley would gladly welcome

further assistance for these poor girls. His address is

Marquess Grove, Canonbury, N.

South London Mission . - The twenty-fifth anniversary

of thismission(founded by the late William Carter) was heid

on Wednesday last, Mr. Robert Paton presiding. Mr. R. E.

Ashton brieflysummarised the work over a period of thirteen

years, relating instances of Divine aid rendered during time:

of adversity and other difficulties. The record of the mission

for the past year is encouraging, numbers of young convera

present at themeeting bearing witness. Mr. Paton gate at

address from 2 Tim. ii. 20 , 21 , in which he urged the importante

of every servant of Christ being purged from everything of a

worldly character ; sanctified as true and devoted workers that

needeth not to be ashamed of the Gospel of our Lord, in order

to be prepared unto every good work, and so ba vessels uru

honour, meet for the Master's use. Other speakers addressed

the meeting, calling to remembrance scenes they had witnessed

in the Victoria Hall years ago. Mr. Pluck and Mr. Arnoli,

with others,duringan open meetingwhichfollowed, lastingortil !

long after ten o'clock , related the story of their conversions,

and bore witness to thepresent usefulness of the missions in the

crowded neighbourhood where the work is carried on.
R.E.A. 1

1

1
" THE FULL VALUE '

Packet of Ohristmas Cards. An assortment of Mildmay and

others, at published price of 3s. 60 .. post free for ls. postal order,

J. E. HAWKINS, 33, Baker Street , W.

DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS are fremrat!

caused by the useof unsuitable Spectacles . TheRev.Dr.Crowther.

Joseph's College, Dumfries , writes: - " I cannot describethecomfis !

derive from the use of your glasses, both by day and night. I find some ?

or weariness as I used to ; and I have taken to reading books I bad put es.

as too trying for the eyes on account of the smallness ofthe type." " TI **

Sir Julius Benedict wrote " I have tried the principal opticians ia Lot

without success , but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirabir; 2*

clearness of your glasses as compared with others is really surpris

The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A., Hon. Canon, Worcester Cathedral,

- “ The spectacles youadapted are all I could desire, andmyeyes feel stret

already. “ I onlyregretIdidnotknow of your exceeding skill years ago

Mr.HENRYLAURANCE,Oculist Optictan ,la,OLD BOND STRES

scientifically adapts his IMPROVED SPECTACLESto assist and strengtie

the weakest sights. Pamphlet containing suggestions for the presenta

of sight free . BRANOLES,6. Poultry, E.C .; 3. Guarda

Buildings , Cross Street,MANCHESTER ; 5. Corporatio:

Street, BIRMINGHAM ;and 129 ,Buchanan Street, Glasgos.

-ADVT .

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part of Koglaud, scott nd, and Wale , upon dus notics . Apply

to n. secretary, 21, Surrey Street, Strand, W.C.

Y.M.C.A., City , New MetalExchange, Woittington Avenue, Leadenhall

Street ( ...te of Grscechurch Street). -City Daily Prayer Meeting 1 to 2

(Sat. ex. ), at St. Peter's Vestry, Coruhill(adjoining No.57 ) . Mission Work

each evening at Bermondsey ,Waitechaps , & c.
West Croydon, addresses on the second Coming of th : Lord ,"

in St. Georgs's Presbyteriso Ohurch, Oak geld R jad, West Croydon, on

Thursdıys at 11.30 : Dcc . 16th , Rev, Charles Graham , The Second

Advent in relation to Resurrection and Judgment ; " 23rd , Rev. A. N.

Mackray, M.A. , “ The Secoud Advent in relation to Christian Life
and Work. '

Dr. C. Y. Biss holds services with a lecture expository of Holy Scripture,

every sunday morning at ll o'clock , at the Portman Rooms, 58 , Baker
Btreet , W.

Deepening of Spiritual Life.-- Friday, at 3.30 p.m. , in Stafford Rooar,

Ticchoora , street, Edgeware Road.

Mr.Gawin Kirkaam.-Dec. 18, Putney ; 20 , Holbörn .

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N. - Sun., Dec. 19ch , Mr. P. B. Bade

noch , afternoon , at 3.30 ; Rev. P. Williams, evening , at 7 .

Children's Special Servica Mission - Sesside services. – Mr. E.

Arrowsmith, at York , Dec. 31 io Jan. 3 ; Mr. H. M. Trickett, Potter's

Bar, Dec, 16th ; at Bourne nouth , Dec , 17-22 ; Mr. F. Pitis , at King's

Cross, Dec. 17ch ; Mr. G. Russell , at Working Men's Institute, Bedford ,
Jan. 1-10.

Youths' Institute , Old Pye Street, Westminster ( " One Tup ' Mission ).
- Prayer meeting every Wednesday, from 1 to 1.30. Conducted by Mr.

J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday, from 6.30 to 8.

Talbot Tabernaclo , Powis square. - Sunday, Frank H. White , at 11 & 7 .

Conference Hall, Olapham Road . - Sunday, chiluren's service at 11

a.m.; Bible reading, 3.30 p.m .; Gospel service by Mr. Swanu Hurrell 7 .

Commercial Travellers' Christian Associition. The fourteenth

annual meeting will be held in the Memorial Hall, Farringdon Street,
E.C. , near Lu igate Circus , on Thursday , December 30th , 1885. The Lord

Bishop of London at 4 o'clock , Conversazione and tea at 5.30 p.m .;

instrumental music. George Williams, Esq. ( President of the Associa

House ofRest, 8,Cambridge Gardens,Kilburn. - Friday, Dec. 19.h , at

? p.m. , Rev. G. D. B. M.A on " God's will the Christian's

Standard ” ( ark iii . 35 ; Col. i . 9 ) . Tea at 6. Bunday, 21st, at 3.30 p.m. ,

" Joseph , the Dreamer " (Gen , xxxvii.), by Miss Masun .

Agricultural dall, Istingu.- Evangeliscic services every Sunday at
3.30 and 7 p.m. , conducted by Rev. Dr. Tuain Davidson and others.

St. George's Hill, Langham Place, Mr. Denham Smith duriug the

month or December, on Sun.ay at 11 and 7 , and on Wedaesday at 8 ,
at Burlington Hall , Savile Ro » .

Rev. W. HayM, H. Aitken's engagements are : - Jan. 9th to 24th , or
longer, St. Mark8, Barrow ,

Barbican Mission to the Jews, 11 , Torriano Avenue, Camden Road,

N.W.-Mr. Warschawski's Bible readings in the Prophecies, the last

Tuesday in each month , at 3p.m. Tea at 4.3) .

Olapton hall. Alkhom Ra1, Jazenove Road, Upper Clapton - Mr. J.

G. McVicker will preach, the Lord willing, during the month of Ds.

cember, Sundays at 6.3 ) ; Fridays at 7.30.

Great Asseinbly Hall, Mile Bad Road , E.-Mr. C. Russell Hurditch ,

Bun ,, lla.mn , and 6 45 p.m.
Conference Hall, Eccleston Street , S.W.-Mr. Herbert R. Francis ,

nightly, from Dsc . 6th to 19h , assisted by South London Evangelistic

Choir, Dec. 13th to 16th ; Sunday, at 3.30 and 7 , other nights at 8 ;
prayer, Tuesday, 11.30 a.m.

Dr. H.Sinclair Paterson will preach ( D.V.) on Sunday, at 11 a.m.

and 7p.m., in Trinity Presbyteria . Cauroh, Kensington Park Road, W.

Rev. Adolph Sap air, D.D., will preach (D.V.) on Sunday, at lla.m. ,
in Belgrave Presbyterian Church , Haikin Street, w.

Evangelistic Mission ( uader thedirection of U. Russell Hurditch ).

Kilbura Hall, Kilburn Gate (not Town Hall).- Dr. Popham , Bun .,

at 7 p.m .; Mr. Jas. L. Stanley, Wed., at 7.30 p.m .; prayer, Mon., 7.30.

Maldon Halı , Kentish Town.-Mr. Jas. L. Stanley, dun ., 7 p.in., and

Tours., atx ; prayer , Fri., 8 p.m.

Dalston Hall, 105,Dalston Lano, E. -Mr. A. M. Kyd, Sun. , 7 p.m. , and

Thurs. , 8 p.in .; prayer, Ta.s., 8.30 p.m.
Bignoll Hall, Bignold Road, Btation Road , Forest Gate.-Mr. Geo.

Hucklesby, oun ., 7 p.m., and Wes . , at 8 p.m .; Mon., prayer , 8.15 .
West Kensington Hull (known as Cadby Hall ), Hammers nith

Roau , Dr. Popas , dun ., au ll a.m , and 3 p.m., also on Thurs. , 8

p.m.; Mr. 0. V.T. Onslow , Bun ., at 7 p.m .; prayer,Mon.,8 p.m.
Mortlake , S. W.- The “ Rest " Mission Room . -- Mr. J. Y. Matthews ,

dun . , at 1 ; Bervice on Wed. , at 8 .

Open Air Mission. - Annual Prayer Meeting. Baptist Mission House,
Castle Street, Hoiborn , W.C. , Monday evening, Dec. 2uth . Tea at 6 .

Major Douglas Jones, R.A., will preside at 7 .

Bonana Medical College, 58 , St. George's Road .-Bible Reading

and Prayer Meeting at noon every Saturday, at which Miss Nugeng

and other friends preside.

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS,

Dec. 19th-1 Tim . i . 1-17 Dec. 23rd-Psa. cxviii . 1-14

20th-1 Tim. ii . 1-15 24th-Psa, cxviii , 15–29

2180-1 Tim . iv. 1-16 25th-Pea, lxxii . 1-20

22nd - 1 Tim. vi . 1–21
13

Donations Peceived .

in

BARBICAN MISSION TO THE JEWS. £ 8 d .

Friend 0 1 0

THE London Samaritan Society and Homerton Mission acknowledge

with thanks from Brighton , 29. 60 .; 6. F. E., 103 .; Miss H. Lo nas,

£l 78. 60.; for free breakfasts and dinners for destitute children ; and £ l 1s .

from F.D., for the Convalescent Hones. Donations received with thanks

by the Director, Mr. Joha James Jones, 93, High Street, Homerton, E.
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CONSUMPTION CURABLE !

" MR G. T. CONGREVE on

HOMES OF HOPE,

4,6 , & 6 , REGENT SQUARE, GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.

CONSUMPTION

AND ITS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT.

Showing that direful disease to be curable in all

its stages ; with observations on

ASTHMA, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, & c ."

SIXPENCE (post free ), or Large Edition (cloth ), 18. 3d .,

from the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S.E., and

Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster Row , E.C.

The Homes were established for the less degraded class

of Penitent Young Women .

Epecial efforts aremade on behalf of Mothers with their first infants, who

are really the most hopeful class of the fallen , and are generally greatly to

be pitied.

A Home has been opened for the reception of such young women , before

they become mothers, as are unfitted , irom their previous good character
and position , to mix with others. The applications for admission are pain .
fully urgent .

Funds are greatly needed. WM . HORNIBROOK, Secretary.

Bankers-LONDON & WESTMINSTER, Bloomsbury Brancb , High Holborn .

THAMES CHURCH MISSION.
INSTITUTED 1844 ,

$

THE

NINETEENTH SERIES OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM NOV. TO JAN .

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAYBE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN

THIS MATTER ,

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEE,

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

CASE of a LITTLE BOY at BRIGHTON.

In March last I received letter from Mrs. HIBBETT , of College Place,

Brighton , relative to a little nephew of hers, nearly four years old. The

child had lost both parents, and had " inherited their delicacy of constitu

tion." and an older child had just died of rapid consumption .

" This little boy (Mrs. H , writes) had whooping cough very badly.in

December of la.t year ( 1886 ), he brought up a great deal of blood , which

weakened him very much ; then he had bronchitis, and congestion of the

lungs set in ; and now his lungs are reported to be in a very bad state ; he

is now gradually falling away,hehas no appetite or strength, is feverish,

has restless nights with profuse sweats. He requires nursing all day.”

I sent medicine and advice, and in less than a month I heard as follows:

- " I am thankful to say my little nephew is better. In twelve days the

improvement was wonderful; his appetite returned , the cough became

easier, and each day he seemed to gather strength . He varies a little, and

seems to have got a little cold ; but is much better than at first . ”.
In a few weeks Mrs. H.writes : - " I am pleased to say my little nephew

hasquite recovered . He is getting fat . But I am afraid to leave off the
medicine too soon . When he commenced with it he lay to all appearance

in a dying state , perfectly strengthless, now he can walk for a mile each
day.”

On 4th August, a letter reports that he had left off the medicine and
continued well,”

NOTE. Days of Consultation. — TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAYMornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any

long distance should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.

President

The RIGHT HON .theLORD MAYOR.

Bankers

Messrs. LLOYD3, BARNETT ),BOJĀNQUEC3,& cɔ . , L’mitel.

The Agents of this Society go forth duy by day in the strangth of the

Lord ofHosts carrying the tidings of Salvation amongst countless thou

sands who use the Port of London .

If IS IT NOTHING TO YOU "

that men employed on the River Thames are perishing on every haad
who know not that " the gift of Golis eternal life " ?

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

READER.........HELP US.

Nos . of Word and Work , Books, Magazines , Tracts, &c . , are also wanted ,

and will greatly assist the Chaplainsand Missionaries .

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work of the

Mission (with dissolving views) as son volroom, Lecture Hall, or Drawing .

room Meeting..

(Address ) Rev. HENRY BLOOYER, Secretary .

Offices , 31 , New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus. E.C

An earnest appeal for 78 £5 notes.

The COMMITTEE of the LATYMER ROAD MISSION ear

nestly ask for help from the readers of Word and Work . The

funds are unusually low ,and in order to close the present year

free of debt upwards of £390 are wanted.

The expenses of the Mission at this time of the year are very

heavy .

The children are looking forward to their usual Christmas

treat, and the Committee wish to have funds in hand for their

Soup Kitchen and Relief Funds.

Many poor people are already applying for assistance, but

ourexchequer is exhausted.

The following are some of the Agencies :

Gospel Meetings , Temperance Meetings, Evening

Shelters for Boys and Girls, Sick Benefit Clubs,
Soup

Kitchen, Invalid Children's Dinners, Relief Fund,

Savings Banks, Mothers' Meetings, Infant Nursery,

and many other meetings too numerous to mention ,

Left-off Clothing always useful.

Subscriptions, however small , may be sent to

Dr. J. H. GLADSTONE, F.R.S. , 17, Pembridge Square, W.;

or to AULAYMACAULAY, Esq., Hon. Sec .,

Latymer Road Mission, Blechynden Street, Notting Hill, W.

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME.

FOGS !

AndDamp Air produce

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS.

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COL DS, COUGHS, &c . ,

IS

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Scriptures to Women and Girls , of all ages andranks, in Zenanas,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa.

Secretary, Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridge Road , London , S.W.

Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co. , 16 , St. James Street ,

London, 8.W.

THE

HE ANCHORAGE,

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR,

In Bottles, 1s. 1d ., 2s. 9d. , and 4s. 6d.

Prepared by G. T. CONGREVE, Coombe Lodge, Peckham ,

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.

LEBANON WINE

THE PURE JUICE OF THE GRAPE.

IMPORTED DIRECT FROM SYRIA .

TAE aboveNaturalWINE is largelyused by
Churches for Communion Wine, not only on

socount of its prestige as coming from the Holy

Land, but also as containing noadded spirit or
alcohol. It is also recommended to invalids and

others who require a natural stimulant without

intoxicating quality. Price 248. por Dozen re

putod quarts.
BOLE AGENT

J. F. ROBINSON,

Lyttleton House,High Cross Lane,Tottenham , n .

NORTH - WEST LONDON

EVANGELISTIC CHOIR.

President - JOUN CHAMBERS, Esq.

The above Choir having now resumed work

for the winter will be happy to assist at any

special (or ordinary ) evangelistic meetings, par
ticularly in the N. or N.W.districts .

ENGAGEMENTS.

Thursday, December 16th, Queen's Park Hall,

KensalGreen , at 8 p.m.

Tuesday, December 21st, Tollington Hall,

Hornsey Road , at 8 p.m.

All applications for the services of the Choir,

or for Membership, to be addressed to the Hon.

sec ., Mr. JohnBateman ,

72. Twisdon Road ,Highgate Road , N.W.

HEBREWS vi. 19.

To Shelter Young Women (other

wise respectable ) lately Fallon into

Sin .

FOR rules of admission to the Anchorage
House, and for particulars of its work , and for

TRAINED SERVANTS ready to go out to situa

tions, apply(by letter only )to Mrs. H. STUART

WORTLEY, Rosslyn House, Grove End Road ,

N.W., London ; and to whom, or to any member

of committee, subscriptions may be bent, or to

Editor, Word and Work ,
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NINE ELMS MISSION,

Mrs. MEREDITH desires to lay before her friends the following

statements :

That Nine Elms House is no longer large enough for the Industrial Work of

the Prison Mission .

That, by removing the plant to the new premises of the Association, there will be

greater facilities for botli the spiritual and temporal work of this great Rescue

Mission.

That the money to be realized by the sale of the Nine Elms property is not nearly

enough to erect the new building required for the accommodation, in separation, of the

women and girls brought from criminal life to the care of the Sisters of the Nine Elms

Association .

When all their London Institutions are in one place , the expenses of the whole will

be greatly lessened. Mrs. Meredith esteems it a duty to provide for the carrying on by

cthers of work which h: s been blessed of God, and recognised as a successful agency for

rescuing perishing criminals .

She therefore earnestly appeals for help and sympathy in this effort to put her house

in order, and to leave a permanent establishment in which the servants of Christ may

continue the work she has been privilegedto begin.

Money for this Fund will be gratefully received by

MRS. SUSANNA MEREDITH ,

143, Clapham Road, S.W.

Cheques crossed “ Barclay, Bevan, & Co."

A HANDSOME PRESENT FOR THE

LITTLE ONES ,

1

"Our
Darlings"

DAILY LIGHT ON

THE DAILY PATH

IN THE VERY WORDS OF SCRIPTURE.

Two volumes. Morning or Eveniog,Sold separately . er in Sens. Is

Various New and Attractive Bindings.82100. Ciuth, ls . Freocb mervel ja

gilt edges , 28.; French morocco, elegant, Two Vols. in one, round corner

red under go d edges , 4s. Manyother styles in German calf and more
suitable for Presents.

LONDON : S. BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

1

16. PATERNOSTER ROW .

Edited by DR. BARNARDO .

The BEST CHILDREN'S ANNUAL.

ON THE DEEP SEA.

NOW READY,

THE YEARLY VOLUME for 1886 .

It contains Splendid Coloured Illustrations ,

PICTURES ON EVERY PAGE AND ATTRACTIVE STORIES,

Scripture Questions and Puzzles.

Handsomely bound in beautifully executed coloured boards,

Prics Three Shillings,

or crimson cloth gilt , and gilt edges (very attractive),

Price Five Shillings.

" For the twelfth time Dr. Barnardo sends out this volume full of beau

tiful pictures and interesting stories. Our Darlings will b , welcomed every

where,and we trust the good work advocated in its pagesmay be materially
benefited by the wide circulation of such a charming bok." - The Christian .

WEEKLY, ONE_HALFPENNY ; MONTHLY, THREEPENCE.

A New Volume

of this popular Children's Magazine commences with the

NOVEMBER PART, now ready, and contains

THREE SERIAL STORIES .

DICKIE'S SECRET. By CATHARINE SHAW.

BRITAIN'S QUEEN, a Story and a Memorial. By PEARL

JOSS. By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES. [FISHER.

" SOUR DARLINGS" may be ordered of

all BooksellersandNewsagents, or of the Publishers,

JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, Paternoster Row, London ,

FIVE YEARS AGO a visit paid to the North Sea Trawling Fleets

proved , by Goa's Providence, the commencement of a nes E

happier e poch for the Deep -Sea Fishermen . Until tbeyear15 .

thousands of our countrymen had toiled - notonly in all weathen .

at all seasons, and io daily peril of their lives, but - in campaa

isolation from all Christian or moral infiuences .

TO -DAYseven Mission Smackscruise in the North Sea, servingas Clure ,

Dispensary , Temperance Hall, and Club .

Two of these vessels were equipped at a costof £ 4,560, and is

sented to the Institution by generous donors. The remaining in
were originally private property, and merely lent for missosiny

purposes, andalibough a considerable portion of u eirpercbex

ini ney has bten defrayed duriog the currentyear, a sun of,46

still iemainsto be cleared off before they aro free from marle **

and registeredinthenames of Trusteesas the uneneumbered

perty of the Mission .

Moreover, SEVEN VESSELS CANNOT YEES TAB REQUIRE

MENTS OF TWELVE FLEETS,aud all persous on shore w no renes

our beloved Queen (wbich every one DOE 3) add sympathize :

the torm -tossed smacksmen (which every one OUGHT to do) **

invited to contribute towards a special fund to be styled 4

* Queen Victoria Purchase and Endoument Fund ," in orderthat

Mission Smacks may besent forth as at once a Memorial on els

Majesty's Jubilee and as Heralds of Mercy from the King of Kirs

ministering healing and comfort to the bouies, and peace and get

ness to the hearts of the fisbermen .

Sums received for this object will ba paid to aspecial Theatre

Account opened inthe names ofTrusteesat Messrs . Gurneya ial

Baok , Great Yarmouth .

The Duke of GRAFTON , K.G. , Trustee. B. J. VATHER Derecs .

MISSION TO DEEP -SEAFISHERMEN,

BridgeHouse,181,Queen Victoria Street, London, 30

Tandoon di Ti Baswi pom 48. Paternoster Row , R.O.



Double Number, with Christmas Supplement, Price 1d.

Udlord and Adork.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY AND EFFORT.

LONDON : J. F. SHAW & Co.) [REGISTERED FOR TRANSMISSION ABROAD.) (48 , PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

VOL . XII., No. 614 .
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1886. ONE PENNY.

THAMES CHURCH MISSION.

INSTITUTED 1844 .

Patron .

His Grace the

Archbishop of

Canterbury.

President.

The Right Hon .

the Lord Mayor.

Vice-Patron.

The Right Hon, and

Right Rev. the Lord

Bishop of London .

Treasurer.

Samuel Hoare, Esq . ,

M.P.

TTHIS SOCIETY is publishing the Gospel of Peace to the thousands afloat in the Port of London . In a

few days the Heralds of Merey will be reminding us of the “ Holy Incarnation ," and friends and

relatives will be gathering to rejoice together on the Birthday of Our Saviour Jesus Christ, but many of our

loved ones, and other people's loved ones, will be out on the tempest-swept ocean , maybe in a blinding

snowstorm or a terrific gale of wind . Shall absent ones be forgotten ? Seafarers, cut offas they are from

Friends and Home, and all they hold dear, have no “Good Cheer."

We shall continue our grand effort to take the Good News of Salvation to every person on the river.

THIS CHRISTMAS TIME

We require One Thousand Pounds

to enable us to present the Gospel ofthe Grace of God to those who " Go down to the sea in ships.”

Any Donation, however small, will be gratefully acknowledged by

REV. H. BLOOMER, Secretary.

OFFICES : 31 , NEW BRIDGE STREET, LUDGATE CIRCUS, E.C.

WORD AND WOok will be sent by tho Publishers Post fre s to any address in the Kingdom for Twolve montaj for os. Jod.
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* THE * CHRISTMAS * PRESENT. *

Daily Light on the Daily Path.

TWO

IN THE VERY WORDS OF SCRIPTURE ,

VOLUMES, MORNING HOUR AND EVENING HOUR,

SOLD SEPARATELY OR IN SETS.

" These are very precious little books, and few more suitable gifts could be found ." - CHRISTIAN .

Small Edition, cach volume, cloth , red edges, 18.; French morocco, gilt edyes, 2s .; Large Type Edition , each

volume, cloth extra, gilt edges, 28. 6d.

VARIOUS STYLES IN CALF, MOROCCO, AND GERMAN CALF.

CATALOGUES FREE .

BAGSTER'S BIBLES,

In ALL Styles of Binding, contain a full

SERIES OF MAPS, A CHRONOLOGICAL CHART OF HISTORY,

And Seventy - five pages of valuable

AIDS TO THE STUDY OF THE BIBLE.

PRICES from 4S.

FULL LISTS OF NEW BINDINGS ON APPLICATION,

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON.

HERRINGS FOR NOTHING ! A CRY FOR HELP

FROM THE WEST.

HELP FOR THE HELPLESS POOR.

THE Latymer Road Mission isin need of help for

N either side of the Isle of Dogs (both east and west) , the

povertyanddestitution still cling, there are now two large and

successful Mission Halls,

In these , in addition to all the usual activities of quickened

sympathy for the spiritual blessing of the poor, there are

being gathered week by week, as funds permit, hundreds of

half-starving dock labourers and sailors, to whom a free meal ,

suitable addresses, and a Scripture portion are being given.

These two Gospel Halls , together with four others in various

parts of the great East of London , are sustained by the North

East London GospelMission .

To maintain these several centres of blessing and soothing

amid the sinful and sufiering deserving poor, wo earnestly

plead for the present greatly needed help of the Christian

reader.

Wo rejoice tosay over300poor hard-worked andhalf-clothed sc

match factory and other girls and young women attended our

evening Institute at Bow last week, to more than half of whom

we gave a free meal and a large type Testament, while 200

yards of material was sold them at half cost price. We have

been gladdened by several conversions amongst them quite

recently.

We want to give a Christmas treat to the

1,500 children of our Ragged and Sunday Schools,

and to help the most noody of thethousands of

poor families around our various Halls.

Your kind help quickly given would be gratefully received

by the Editor, or

Yours most respectfully,

WILLIAM CHORLEY, Director,

2 , Marquess Grove , Canonbury, London, N.

Hon . Auditors : Messrs. Jones , Hill, & Co., Chartered

Accountants, 1 , Finsbury Circus, E.C.

THE

the various branches of the work.

Upwards of £550 are needed to meet all the claims

before the 31st December. There is much distress

in the neighbourhood , and poor people are applying

for relief. Our exchequer is exhausted . We wish

to open our Soup Kitchen and Invalid Children's

dinner Table, and start halfpenny dinners for thepoor

school children . We wish to give a dinner to some of

the poorest people at their own homes on Christmas

Day. 500 children are anxiously expecting their

Christmas treat. Funds are wanted for coals and

blankets, and for the parents' annual tea.

The work consists of Gospel and Temperance meet

ings, Shelters for Ragged boys and girls, Mothers'

and Fathers' Meetings, Night Schools, Infant Nur.

sery, Convalescent Homes, Sunday Schools, and

many other agencies too numerous to mention.

Gifts in kind , and left -off clothing, most useful.

Cheques and Post Office Orders should be made pay.

able to AULAY MACAULAY, Hon. Sec ., Latymer Road

Mission , Blechynden Street, Notting Hill, London, W.
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maintaining the Swan. However, through God's great good
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several of the old missionaries speak ofthe constant practice

Thy Light is Come (Poetry ) . “ One Tun Youth's Institute 890

of pulling sailors out of their berths. This plan mav seem

curious, but it proved fruitful ; one, now a missionary to the

heathen, and two evangelizing in the colonies, were brought

BY PEARL FISHER. to Christ through being forcibly ?pulled out of their bunks,

and compelled to comeand hear the Gospel. As a sailor said ,
TORTY years have I been about on Father Thames,

“ You had some trouble to get me on board at first ; now you

and never a day but I've found work for the
would have as much trouble to keep me away.”

Master to do. " So said a veteran river missionarythe other

night, and his words suggested thoughts for a sketch which
Here is a good illustration of this : " Sir," said a sailor, “ I

heg your pardon for the abuse I gave you seven months ago.
may interest many readers.

We are all familiar withthe river, its bustle and motion ,
I swore at you whenyou came with Bibles and the Gospel.

its forest of tapering masts, its swift-moving steamers gliding
You told me Iwas living without God and without hope. '

rapidly to and fro, its cumbrous “ wag
gons of the river At the time I told you my God was a wooden one-I said it

barges — slowly drifting with the tide. These we know , but
to make the others laugh . But I got no rest for a week after

wards. I felt what you said was true ; I was a lost man . I
are not equally familiar with the constant witness for Christ

cried to God, and He had mercy on me.
maintained from ship to ship, from dock to dock, and from

I thank God you

barge to barge. This work is sorely needed : said a seaman
ever came round to my ship.”

some years ago, “For fifteen years I went in and out the Port A Scene amongst Convicts .

of London, and nobody ever spoke to me of my soul, orgave Besides the work amongst the normal river toilers, there

me a tract. I was many years at sea before I saw a Bible was in those early years apainfully interesting work amongst

in the foc'sle.”
the ConvicTS. Many ships, carrying male and female con

Riber Service. victs, sailed at that time from the Thames. Only one of the

Now it is not so ; a grand and successful work is being many descriptions I have before me may here be given :

constantly carried on by the chaplaine, missionaries, and col On board the female convict ship St. Vincent I found two

porteurs of the Thames Church Mission, whose business it hundred and fifty convicts assembled. The sailing master

is to declare the Gospel of the grace of God amongst sailors, declared themto be the wildest and most depraved he had

emigrants, bargemen, steamboatmen , and oth frequenting ever seen . The miserable women were dancing, singing

orworking onthe river. lewd songs, and using the most obscene language, so that the

It is intensely interesting to look over, as I have just been thought occurred to me, “ If hell were nothing more than

doing, old records, and find how the tiny seedling, planted confinement with such creatures, it would be an awful

forty -two years ago in prayer and faith, has grown into a punishment," . . Notwithstanding rude remarks,

mighty tree. A few Christian gentlemen met in 1844 for silence was obtained, and I told them I had brought them

special prayer with regard to the neglected condition of seamen tidings of great joy. They gave me all attention, and sang

and others on the river, receiving the personal support of well the hymn " Rock of Ages " While I spoke of the

that noble friend of sailors, who has just passed to his rest, mercy of God in Christ, the deep 'silence was broken by

Captain the Hon F. R. Maude. sobbing.

The “ Brajen " and the " Swan." This extract illustrates a very difficult though import

For fifteen years previously the Brazen had been moored
antwork carried on so long as convicts continued to beshipped

off the Tower, and used as a Bethel ship, but the seamen to the colonies.

would not come. The fact is, they had to be fetched, and a Bible Distributor.

this these gentlemen perceiving resolved that, if the floating From the outset the mission has been noted as a Bible

church would not suffice, the Gospel must be spread by distributor--selling copies of theWord, for, as an early report.

means of a cruising church. The outcome of that pray er
says ,

“ sailors would rather buy than receive." At that time

meeting was the equipmentof the Swan, in the words of an the Bible was well-nigh unknown on board ship (here and

early report, " to do battle for the Lord of Hosts against the there, as is always the case , Christians shining as lights, but
powers of darkness for thesoul of the sailor. ” At that time

speaking generally ). The very first report records many
the conditions of river traffic differed entirely from those of

Bibles sold, though the opposition at first was great ; since

to -day . No vast docks then existed, and the shipping (par then the sale has largely grown, the agents acting as colpor.

ticularly the colliers )lay in seven sections between London teurs of the Bible Society.

Bridge and Gravesend waiting their turn to come up and A Bible class was formed on board the Swan, and lessons

discharge in the Pools. From section to section the Swan given illustrated by models of the Tabernacle, the Camp

cruisedfor thirty years, carrying the message of mercy and of Israel, and Jerusalem ; thus a knowledge was impartod

the Word of Life .
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and a thirst created for the Word of God. A library also committee of the Cadet ship Worcester so appreciate the

was formed, containing four thousand volumes, which were services of the mission that they have become annual

lent to the seamen and others on the river. Some went to subscribers to its funds.

China, others to many parts, one book was out of the library The Bargemen .

sixteen years , but came back well -worn and well -read. Although the extension to Putney was comparatively

Passing rapidly on from these early years, I find in 1848 a recent, a work has long been carried ou amongst bargemen.

special tract, Thames Church Bell, drawn up in dialogue form , These men have been regarded in the light of untamable

especially for sailors, and circulated by many thousands, animals, so rough they could bear no polish ; but experience

created great interest. It dealt specially with excuses for proved otherwise.

neglecting personal religion . It was blessed of God to many . This grand work is going on greatly by means of the barge.

In 1850 prizes were offered for the best essay, written by a men themselves.Therearequite a bandof them now , known

seaman , on the Sailor's Sabbath, and it is recorded that one on the river as “ T.C. M. bargees," who act as voluntary agents,

who took up the matter for the sake of the money gain and whenever brought up on a Sunday, endeavour to gather

refused the prize he won , for, he said , “ I've got better ; I was fellow -bargees for aservice. These men are supplied by the

compelled to search my Bible , and God opened my eyes and mission with Bibles to sell and tracts to give, as also library

saved my soul. " bags, containing a Bible and Sunday books. They have also

Leaving over many years — all of them full of interest and been supplied with the following

incident- I only note that it is recorded that in manyinstances BARGEMEN'S INVITATION CARD.

in which ships , such as the Northfleet, were wrecked with The Rev. H. Bloomer will be glad to welcome any barge

greatlossof life, services were held on board just before the man at the offices of the mission, and supply him with Gospel

vessels sailed .

literature-31 , New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, E.C.
a New Development.

But I am dealing with development rather than ordinary,
These cards they largely distribute, with the result that

although blessed, experience ; hence I pass on to 1875, when, personal conversation on spiritualmatters, looking on the
many bargees, total strangers, call at the mission offices for

after thirty-one years' service, the Swan, in whose cabin so

manysouls had been born again, was condemned and laid
Secretary, as they phrase it,as the “ bargeman's parson."

up. When the different section, of the river, from Blackwall The Great Ships.

to Greenwich, were crowded with sailing vessels, delayed
With regard to sea -going ships, themission not only visits

for weeks together, she moved amongst them , sowing the them and holds service in the forecastles, but also endeavours

seeds of eternal life, and bringing joy, gladness, and that peace to find out the Christian men on board and get one to act as

of God “ which passeth all understanding,” to the hearts of
librarian , and as a sortof spiritual policeman, taking charge of

many thoughtless, ignorant, and depraved seamen . the Sailors' Roll. Last year 624 Sailors' Rolls were suspended

By the kindness of Mr. F. C. Hill, a mission-room was on board various ships. Lately in holdinga service on the

lent rentfree ( continued rent free to this day) at Bugsby, Iris, one of the General Steam Navigation Company's steam

and here a grand work went on . It was still felt that the only ers, the men said , “ Wait a minute, sir, we want another man

way to get at the sailor was on board his ship --hence the yet.” When he came they said, “ Here's the man that turns

various missionaries were constantly pulling about on the
over the roll every morning and reads it to us, and sometimes

river from vessel to vessel. In that year the work extended talks aboutit . ” It is cheering to find these portions of God's

from Gravesend to London Bridge ; a little later it was Word thus read with interest and attention .

pushed up to Putney Bridge, and down to Thames Haven. The efforts to secure good healthy reading for the crews

A steam launch was secured in 1882, greatly facilitating the when at sea have been highly appreciated. The mission has

work on board emigrant and other great ships at Gravesend.
put on board outgoing ships 792 library bags ( containing

About that time the keynote of the work is put thus: 10,605 books). One marvels if those at home who rejoice in

Regeneration, not mere reformation, is aimed at, expected,
well-stocked librariesunderstand the weary monotony of

and witnessed. There are hindrances doubtless ; but the a long voyage, and the delight it is to sailors to have a fer

work of God must succeed ! ” That one aim is unchanged. books to beguile thehours of leisure. Surely , if these were

Tilbury Docks.
understood, the mission should receive gifts ofbooks from all

Another development, five years ago, was atTilbury, where

quarters -- good, interesting, readable bocks. There are at

this moment in the mission offices some hundreds of library
immense docks in course of construction employed an im bags, badlywanted by the sailors, but useless until books be

mense army of navvies. Amongst these the mission did sent to fill them ,
noble service. The district had previously been sparsely

Temperance Efforts .

peopled ; hence for these there was neither mission hall nor The Temperanee work is regarded as very important, an!

doctor, nor for their children was there a school. These the mission has been affiliated with the Church of England

wants the mission supplied , as I described in an article which Temperance Society. It is, however, thoroughly borne in

appeared in these pages some years ago.
mind that temperance will not save, that the Gospel alone

Revisiting Tilbury last week, on the occasion of the fourth
is the power of God unto salvation. Hence the Gospel has

anniversary of the mission hall, I found the goodworkgoing the first and chiefest place, while the usefulness of inducing

on well,though the navvies have disappeared . Their place has

been taken by dock and railway employés and seamen, who
men to abandon intemperance, with its lamentable issues, is

held in view. Large numbers have been persuaded to sigu
equally prize the privileges of the hall . At the meeting, a the pledge.

most interesting one, over thirty were present, who, under The emigrants.

God, owe their conversion to the work in the hall . My The work amongst emigrants has, year by year, been

friend Mr. George Simons is still faithfully at his post, find maintained . In the earliest records its importance is pressed,

ing abundant work and many souls to his hire. At the while the latest report says :--Emigrants and passengers

meeting referred to E. R. Morris, Esq ., presided , and afford a very special field of labour - not

inddresses were given by Revs. H. Bloomer (Sec .), W. R. foreigners, who pass in large numbers through our port.

Gibson and C. P. Baxter ( chaplains), and Messrs. J. Low Generally speaking, although prejudice is occasionally met

man and George Simons (missionaries). Very cheering with , a ready and willingear is given to the Word of Life
.

evidence was borne of the great blessing God has given , and Poor eniigrants, especially, leaving home and friends,

is giving, on the work .
starting forth on strange and unfamiliar experiences, are

Another development which should be mentioned is that of wondrously inclined to attend to higher and better things,

the coal wharves at Erith, and the cattle ships and quays, and and this not seldom with the best results. At this moment

petroleum wharves, at Thames Haven. At the latter place there are those in the colonies and other lands leading godly

a little colony of employés has been formed, shut off by dis and consistent lives, who first were attracted to the Saviour

tance and marshes from all places ofWorship, forthe place is through the words spoken by these missionaries when their

almost inaccessible save by water. Weekly services are con

ducted by the missionary.

vessel was leaving the Thames. Services are usually held

inthe four divisions — the crew right forward , thesingle
On board the training ship Cornwall, as well as the Are men's quarters, the married people's amidships, and the

thusa and Chichester, regular services are held ; while the single girls aft.

ly English, but
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The Living Word.

of every

A Grand Service.

Thus on the river, on board all manner of vessels, from the

humble barges at Putney to the great ships at Gravesend,

Tilbury, and Thames Haven, sailors and passengers

nation are evangelised by the agents of the mission. I have

seen them at work on board the stately ocean liner and the

grimy coal lighter ; I know the welcome they receive, the

attention their words awaken ; I know that many are ready

to testify, “ From your lips we first heard the Word of Life ;

butfor you we should have remained in ignorance.”

Shall this work, which God has so largely blessed be con

tinued in all its vigour ? Then must those who love His

Gospel, by prayer and gifts support it liberally. As we have

often been reminded , it will not do to sing, “ Fly abroad,

thou mighty Gospel,” if we are not prepared to find the

means. Truly, the time is short, and the command presses ,

“ Preach the Gospel to every creature.” The T.C.M. seeks to

do so on the river and in the docks, but it must be liberally

supported by those to whom the Lord hath committed the

silver and the gold.

Words Spoken from a West End Pulpit.

FROM A HEARER'S NOTES .

“ In the beginning was the Word , and the Word waswith God,and the

Word was God. The same was in the beginning with God . All things

were madeby Him ; and withoutHim was not anything made that was

made. In Him was life ; and the life was the light of men . And the light

shiveth in darkness ; and the darkness comprehended it not.
.... That

was the true Light, which lighteth every man that cometh into the world .

He was in the world, and theworld was made by Him , and the world knew

Him not . He came unto His own , and His own received Him not. But as

many as received Him, to them gave He power to become the bons of God ,
even to them that believe on His name: which were born , not of blood ,

nor of the will of the flesh , nor of the will of man, but of God . And the

Word was made flesh , and dwelt among us (and we beheld Ais glory, the

glory as of the only begotten of the Father), full of grace and truth " ( John

1. 1-5 , 9-14 ) .

N the beginning God created the heavens and

do

Bethlehem's Song.

SW

WEET the music, rich and rare,

Sounding on the midnight air ;

Holy angels form the choir,

Tidings blest their notes inspire.

“Glory unto God on high,

Peace on earth, good-will to men ; ”

Christ is born, is born to die,

Dying man shall live again.

and of earth “ the Word was with God, and the Word

was God.” All things created had their origin ; but

the Creator is eternal. “ By Him (the Lord Jesus]

were all things created . visible and invisible,

whether they be thrones , or dominions, or principali

ties, or powers ; all things were created by Him and

for Him , and He is before all things , and by Him all

things consist." By Him all are sustained. When

we trace in nature the evidences of intelligence, and

wisdom , and will , we are tracing the working of Him

who, as a poor man , walked up and down those

fields of Palestine eighteen hundred years ago , “ The

ManChrist Jesus," whom His disciples knew and

loved, andwho appeared to them greater and wiser

than all other men ; but on whose minds the thought

of His Divinity had at first, perhaps, but dimly

dawned.

* * * *
Hear the tidings, sons of earth !

See your hope of second birth !

Unto all, through sin forlorn,

Christ in Bethlehem is born .

Yes ! for you He comestodie ;

On Hisdeath your life depends,

Thus He leaves His throne on high,

To the manger condescends.

Hasten, worship at yon stall,

Mary's Babe is Lord of all ;

Follow Him to Calvary,

Dying, your Redeemersee !

God with us, Immanuel,

Jesus mighty to redeem ,

Such the news the angels tell ;

Angels know no sweeter theme.

“ In the beginning was the Word.” We have

evidence here that the birth of Christ was not His

beginning. Our births are our beginnings . We can

not go beyond them . We have no antecedents ; but

He who was born in Bethlehem was the Eternal, the

Almighty God. “ Great is the mystery of godliness ;

God was manifest in the flesh. ” I cannot explain it

- (who can ? ) — how the infinite God could become

" an Infant of days, " growing up through boyhood to

man's estate , and thus giving testimony of His true

humanity to all around Him . I often wonder what

these disciples thought of Him as , day by day, He

companied with them , sharing their humble fare, and

condescending to their low estate ; yet working the

works of God , and speaking as man never spake.

* *
Lowly manger, cruel cross,

Sorrow , suffring, pain, ar.d loss ,

These for Christ, the Lord, must be,

Man to save from misery.

For the song the angels sing

Let our grateful songs beraised ;

For the tidings that they bring

Be our God for ever praised .

R. M. OFFORD.

Some of us may think that it is only in this Gospel

that the mystery is clearly stated . Listen while I

read from an anterior Gospel— " All things are de

livered unto Me of My Father ; and no man knoweth

the Son , but the Father ; neither knoweth any man the

Father, save the Son , and he to whomsoever the Son

will reveal Him ” (Matt. xi . 27 ) . Listen again

" When the Son of Man shall come in His glory, and

all the holy angels with Him, then shall He sit upon

the throne of His glory : and before Him sball be

gathered all nations : and He shall separate them one

from another , as a shepherd dividethhis sheep from

the goats ” (ch. xxv. , 31) . Listen yet again— “ Go ye

therefore,and teach all nations,baptising them in the

name of the Father, and of THE Son , and of the Holy

Ghost ” (ch . xxviii . 19) .
BY

Votes for Bible Readings.

Kept for Jesus.

Y the power of God
1 Pet. i , 5 ;

1 Sam . ii . 9

2. Through faith
1 Pet. i. 5

3. By the Word

. *
Ps, xvii. 4

Isa . xxvi . 3

5. In thelove of God Jude 21

6. From falling
Jude 24 , 25

7. From temptation
Rev. iii. 10 .

4. In peace

You remember that on the occasion when Philip

said unto Him , “ Shew us the Father,” Jesus answered,

“ Have I been so long time with you, and yet hast
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thou not known Me, Philip ? He that hath seen Me mitted men to nail Him to the cross, is , then, the

hath seen the Father ; and how sayest thou then , Shew infinite God, the eternal and ever blessed Son of the

us the Father ? ” Yes, in the Man Christ Jesus , God is Father. He condescended to man's low estate, and

made manifest - the heart of God, the mind of God, that He might act as Mediator, bringing God and

the purpose and the power of God. We have God man together, by making atonement for man's sid ,

translated into humanity that we may understand He condescended to the death on Calvary.

Him , the language of heaven translated into that of

earth, that we may know what God would have us to
“ In Him is life . " Life of a certain kind is in us,

know- “ In the beginning was the Word .” As the but it is He who gives it in the first instance. Some

word translates the thoughts of a true man, so the people talk of life in Christ ; and they mean by it

Incarnate ,the Eternal Word reveals to us the thoughts that only those who are united to Him by faith are

of God and makes us acquainted with the desires and to live for ever, while those who are unsaved are by

the designs of our Father in heaven . and by to cease to be . And they assert that this was

taught by the early fathers of Christianity ; but they

What record do the Scriptures give of the Lord forget that these early fathers were meeting certain

Jesus Christ ? This is a very important question . If statements made by unbelievers, who maintained that

we are shaken in the very least, and uncertain that men had in themselves everlasting life apart from

Jesus is very God of very God, we do well to getthis God . No ! “This is the record, that God hath given

question settled : for without the Divinity of Christ to us eternal life, and this life is in His Son ; " but

there is no atonement for sin . they believed , as we do, that all men are immortal

The true and proper Divinity of the Lord Jesus in this sense , that body and soul shall live for ever

Christ stands on the very threshold ofthe things con after this earthly life is ended, because God has so

nected with the salvation of God. What then saith
appointed.

the Scripture ? “The Word was God." No language

could be more explicit , and it is thoroughly borne “ In Him was life , ” independent, essential life,

out by other statements in the Book, too numerous we read in 1 John i. 2, “ The life was manifested,

to be referred to in the brief time at our disposal now. and we have seen it , and bear witness, and shew unto

The names, the attributes, and the works peculiar to you that eternal life, which was with the Father, and

Deity are constantly ascribed to the Lord Jesus. was manifested unto us , " manifested here on earth,

We have already seen that the work of creation is in human form . The Divine life incarnated itself in

His . “ All things were made by Him, and without the Man Christ Jesus, the infinite life somehow took

Him was not anything made that was made.” So , on human limitations. The eternal life is far away

in the Epistle to the Hebrews , we are told that He, out of the reach of our natural vision, but God made

being the brightness of the Father's glory, and the it known to us in this brief life, lived upon earth

express image of His person,having made all things eighteen hundred years ago. And this life became

and upholding them by His power, can also change the light of men , 'illuminating the whole sphere of

themby Hispower. “As a vesture shalt Thou fold knowledge.

them up, and they shall be changed : but Thou art

the same, and Thy years shall not fail.” And, in the There was a time, many years ago, when I was

eighth verse, " unto the Son He [the Father ] saith, inclined to believe that there was no possibility of

Thy throne, O God, is for ever and ever : a sceptre discerningGod , because the finite can never know the

of righteousness is the sceptre of Thy kingdom . ” infinite. But even then I had not lost faith , because

I knew that God had come down and revealed Him .

“ Without Him was not anything made that was self to man , and on this solid ground I could stand

made.” The sun, the moon, the stars , He made amid all the doubts which science suggests . For,

them all , wheeled them into space, and guides their though I cannot reach Him , He has reached and

course . revealed Himself to me. “ In Him was life, and the

All the stupendous wonders of creation, all the life was the light of men ." There is the answer to all

marvels of physical science, are the works of Christ, the cavils, allthe doubts, about the unknowableness

of that same “ Son of Man" who for three years of God.

went about the land of Judea “ teaching in their

synagogues, and preaching the Gospel of the kingdom,
In all the acts of Christ , and in all His words, we

and healing all manner of sicknessand all manner of have the outcome of God's will, and the declaration

disease among the people. Well may we stand of His purpose . Ah, yes ; but " the light shineth in

amazed as we contemplate Him ! darkness, and the darkness comprehended it not.".

Let light shine , and darkness disappears. But

" The Man Christ Jesus " is the eternal God, one this is not physical light.

with the Father, one with the Holy Ghost. Can I This , the Light ofLife, shines and the darkness

understand the Trinity ? No; but I believe in it . I deepens when it is not dispelled. " The natural

believe there are the three Persons in the one God, equal man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God ;

in power, in glory, and in dignity . I believe now, and I for they are foolishness unto him ; neither can be

am content to know if it be possible by and by. I can know them , beeause they are spiritually discerned."

know nothing even of earthly science without believ Here is God dwelling amongst men, and they see

ing. I must believe my sense of touch, of taste, of Him not . I wonder how much even His own

sight - believe them implicitly - must simply trust apostles understood of the mysterious One walking at

them ; and by so doing I learn a great deal. So in their side ?

spiritual things I must begin by believing God, who is “Whom do men say that I, the Son of Man, am ?

greater than all the senses of all that ever lived , and And they said , Some say Thou art John the Baptist,

accepting on trust all that Hesays . some say Elias, and others Jeremias, or one of the

This Lord Jesus , this humble , lowly Man, who per- prophets. He saith unto them , But whom say ye

+
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that I am ? And Simon Peter answered and said , with wicked hands he crucifies and slays the Lord's

Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God. And Anointed ; and at that very time God, through the

Jesus answered and said unto him , Blessed art thou, blood-shedding, is proclaiming grace and truth bythe

Simon Bar-jona, for flesh and blood hath not revealed Lord Jesus Christ. Separated in Eden , and never

it unto thee, but My Father which is in heaven . " " No meeting again until they meet on Calvary “ Mercy

man kvoweth the Son, but the Father ; neither and truth have met together, righteousness and

knoweth any man the Father, save the Son, and he peace have kissed each other."

to whomsoever the Son will reveal Him ."

Let the sun shine upon a world of blind men, and

All the attributes of God meet, and are manifest

none can see it . So, here, the True Light shiveth ;

to our comprehension , in the Lord Jesus. There is a

butuntil God opens the blind eyes they remain un

revelation of God in the sky , on the earth, in Provi

dence. But there is no revelation of Him that can

enlightened . All the glory of God appeared in the

face ofJesusChrist, and yet men despised and rejected

compare for a moment with the revelation He has

Him, nailed Him to the cross , and put to death those

given us in His Son . God in Nature and in Revela

who believed on Hin . Ay, and still the Son of God

tion are not the same, if we take man's thoughts of

comes very near to us in this Gospel of His grace,

them . They are the same, but they need the Incar

pation and the Cross to harniopise and to make the

and men turn away from Him , choosing darkness

rather than light , because their deeds are evil ,

harmony clear to ourlimited intelligence.

The God who thunders in the sky, and who sbakes

Only to those to whom God gives the light (and He

the earth , bringing confusion swift and sure upon

gives it to all who ask) does it come to enlighten , to

transgressors, is the samewho gave His only begotten

purify, to cleanse. " To as many as received Him,

Son to die in their stead , that whosoever believeth on

to them gave He power (the right or privilege) to

Him should not perish, but should have everlasting

become the sons of God , even to them tbat believe on

life. I cannot reconcile these apparently contradic

His name, which were born not of blood , nor of the tory facts by my natural reason, but, if I want to know

will of the flesh , nor of the will of man (not by any

this same stern Ruler of the skies, I must ponder the

natural agency) , but of God.”

revelation He has given meof Himself in the Lord

Jesus . Napoleon once said , “ Only God can under

“ The Word was made flesh. ” His body was no stand God ; " and it was a wise saying. But the only

shadow . His experiences and sufferings were all real.

One who understands God reveals Him . You remem .

He knew hunger and thirst, and cold and weariness. ber when Christ said , " Come unto Me," He also

Hewas in all points tempted like asweare,yet said, " Noman cometh unto the Father but byMe.

without sin ," and " in that He suffered, being tempted, I will shew you plainly of the Father.”

He is able also to succour them that are tempted ."

He, the Christ, or, as we have it here, “ the Word ," It is a wonderful thought, avery suggestive one,

was, as the first verse declares, “ God,” very God of that as I follow the acts of the Lord Jesus, and hear

very God. Yet was He very man. The two natures His words, I am following God, listening to God.

were in Him united, not confounded together or com Here is God made comprehensible to me . While we

bined, each distinct,yet both together. " And we bebeld
are following Christ in all the details of His life here

His glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the below , we aretracing the actings and learning the

Father, full of graceand truth . " character of the Father.

The glory of the Lord Jesus shone out from time to When we speak of what we can know of God

time - as at theTransfiguration - in His mighty works, through themedium of nature and of human science ,

His miracles of healing, raising the dead , stilling the the agnostic is right in proclaiming our ignorance.

tempest , casting out evil spirits, andby a word or a He is the unknown God. “ No man hath seen God at

look causing the band of men and officers who came any time.” _ Yourmicroscope and your telescope can

to take Him , in the garden of Gethsemane, to go not reveal Him. But the Gospel makesHim known,

backwards and fall to the ground . But the special andas I read of Him in His Son, mark His love and

glory .wasgrace, His kindness, gentleness, and long- sympathy,His acts of grace and condescension, and

suffering love - the condescensionof Beityin stooping humility, He isno longer the unknowableGod, but

to save the sinner. This glory was greater than all

the wonders of creation - all the splendours of Sinai .

the God ofall grace, the God and Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ, the God of all consolation, tender and

And this "grace " companied with " truth." Grace
compassionate, never rejecting any who come to Him

alone would have obscured the glory. The truth in the name of His beloved Son .

needed to be told that mercy might be recognised as All that Jesus is God is. I cannot explain the

reverencing righteousness.
mysteries of the Godhead , but I can know and love ,

Grace and truth have seemed well-nigh irreconci

can reverence and adore, “ God manifest in the flesh, ”

lable since the Fall , for the indictmentagainst man is

and , through Him , the Father who hath sent Him .

as black and bitter as possible. “There is none

May God bless to us the revelation He has given

righteous, no , not one the poison ofasps is

to us of Himself in the Son of His love , and make us

under their lips , their feet are swift to shed blood.

like unto Him , that we may be sons of God without

Destruction and misery are in their ways, and the

rebuke in the midst of all the evil and unbelief

around us.

way
have they not known.” This is God's

description of man's nature. How, then , can grace
meet truth if truth is not to be allowed to speak ? THE USE OF TALENT.--God never gave to pan fine intellec

tual powers, vigorous understanding, strong-winged imagination ,

We have both together in the Crucifixion -- man's cunning invention, or soul-rousing eloquence, for the owner's

sole use and benefit. Talent is trust. Let no man covet it

greatest guilt, and God's most wondrous grace. The
unless there comes with it wisdom from above to insure it a

truth is stronger than ever, as against man, when right direction ,

of peace

* *
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BRIGHT READING FOR SUNDAY.

THE
QUIV ER. Monthl
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, 6d.

CONTENTS OF THE JANUARY PART,

THE STONE OF HELP. By the Rev. A. A. CAMPBELL, CHARLES WESLEY IN MARYLEBONE. By the

Minister of Crathie , and Domestic Chaplain to Her Majesty Rev. JOHN TELFORD , B.A. , Author of “ Wesley Anecdotes."

in Scotland . A FAITHFUL HEART. By the Author of " Victor's

THE OLD CITY CHURCH. Betrothed,” and other Stories.

By FREDEBIC E. WEATHERLY , M.A. THE LORD OUR BURDEN -BEARER. By the Very

MISS WILLOWBURN'S OFFER. By SARAH Rev. E. H. PLUMPTRE, D.D. , Dean of Wells.

DOUDNEY , Author of “ When We Two Parted ,” & c .
A CENTURYOF MISSIONS. By F. MORELL HOLMES.

A “ SANDWICH " SUPPER IN SEVEN DIALS. OUR NEW TESTAMENT NAMEJ, AND WHAT

AN ORDER OF HONOURABLE SERVICE.

THEY TEACH. By the Rev. EDWARD VERNON, M.A.

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST. A STORY FOR OLD

“ SOMETHING TO HER ADVANTAGE ." A

AND YOUNG.

STORY IN ONE CHAPTER. By SARAH Pitt.

IN THE CHIMNEY CORNER .

SATURDAY EVENING ENTERTAINMENTS

FOR THE POOR.

THE SUNSHINE OF THE CHRISTIAN'S “ THE QUIVER ” BIBLE CLASS .

HEART. By the Rev. W. MANN STATHAM . SCRIPTURE LESSONS FOR SCHOOL AND I

“ GOD THE LORD IS KING ." Music by Dr. E. J. HOME.

HOPKINB, Organist to the Hon. Societies of the Temple. SHORT ARROWS.

Frontispiece - IN THE CHIMNEY CORNER. (Drawn by MARY L. GOW .)

“ An outlay of sixpence upon THE QUIVER will not be regretted by those who are desirous of finding something at once easy

understandand worth the reading . The illustrations are a very pleasant feature in the numbers." - Guardian.
“THEQUIVER is widely known as one of the very best of Magazines. We have often commended it as ably edited and attrae

tive .The subjects are well varied, the illustrations are many andgood. The devotional or expository papers are thoroughly

Scriptural." - Record.

• An endless variety of interesting matter is provided . Divines and moralists combine with novelists and poets to instruct,

inspire, and entertain those whoturn toits pages forprofit and pleasure.” — Christian World .

" A volume of the QUIVER is a library in itself . " - Nonconformist.

to

SECOND EDITION, NOW READY. In 3 vols . , price 368.

THE LIFE & WORK OF THE SEVENTH

EARL OF SHAFTESBURY, K.G.

By EDWIN HODDER. With Three Portraits.

The TIMES says :

“ These volumes possess a special value, and they furnish a complete picture of their subject in his political, social, domestie,

philanthropic , and religious relations. It is impossible to rise from a study of the Earl's life andcharacter withouta

feeling of pride that his efforts and affections were all enlisted on the side, and in the service, of the people ; and it is equally

impossibleto believe in the decadence of England so long as ebe continues to produce men of this noble and unselfish type. "

The GUARDIAN says :

“ The life of such a man, mixed up as it is with all the social and political movements of half a century, cannot but be very

interesting, and Mr. Hodder has done his part skilfully in recording it : he had quite exceptional opportunities.”

The NONCONFORMIST says :

“ A faseinating and complete work , masterly in general treatment, and full , but not tedious in details — unquestionably the

standard life of one of the great men of our era."

CASSELL & COMPANY (LIMITED), LUDGATE HILL, LONDON.

BISHOP ELLICOTT'S BIBLE COMMENTARY.

The New Testament Commentary for English

Readers. Edited by the Right Rov. C.J. ELLICOTT, D.D. , Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, in Three vols., 21s.

each ; half-morocco, £4 14s. 6d . the Set.

The Old Testament Commentary for English

Readers. Edited by the Right Rev. C. J.ELLICOTT, D.D. , Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol. Complete in Five Vole,

218. each ; half-morouco, £ 7 17s. 60. the Set.

CASSELL & COMPANY (LIMITED), LUDGATE HILL, LONDON.
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success. It is said that three hundred of this class

are interested in Christian doctrines.

DECEMBER 23rd , 1886. COMMENTING on the Census ofreligiousworship

U which bas appeared in the pages of the British

Topics _ TERSE AND TIMELY.
Weekly, the Daily News calls attention to the fact

that more than double the number of sittings occupied

TN Joseph Cook 's Boston Lectures for 1886 * there are provided, though if fifty per cent.of the population

I are many strong and noteworthy statements of wished to go to church on any Sunday more than eight

Christian doctrine. The language in which New hundred thousand of them would fail to find seats.

England Theology clothes itself is not always intelli The general results of the Census are thus summed

ible to readers on this side of the Atlantic. Words up :
lave not in every case the same meaning here as Asmight perhaps bave been expected in London , the Church

here. Nevertheless, it is not difficult to trace a sub
of England had a larger attendance than all the Nonconformist

tantial agreement between most of Mr. Cook 's
Churches put together . The figures were in themorning - -Es

tablished Church , 265,577 ; Nonconformists, 172,523 ; in the

irguments and those in common use among evan evening the disproportion was less, the Established Ohurch

gelical writers in this country. For instance, he 264, 752, and the Nonconformist Churches 194,639. Of the Non

iphesitatingly rejects as insufficient the “ moral
conformist bodies, the Congregationalists come first with 53,299

nfluence ” theory of the Atonement, and writes of it

attendants in the morning, and 59 ,545 in the evening ; the

Baptists come close behind with 49.188, and 59,014 ;, tbe Wes

n these terms : - " The moral influence theory of the leyans follow with 32, 942, and 36 , 996 . Then come the Roman

Itonement- -what is it ? Anything in the Atone Catholics with 26,090 and 28,225. These are the highest figures.

gent that leads us to behold the enormity of our
The Presbyteriansnumbered 14,867 and 15 ,503 ; the Methodists

uilt, the glory of the Divine holiness, and the Divine
10,651 and 12, 133 ; and the other denominations are classed

together with a total of 11,576 and 11,448 . The figures will

eadiness to pardon sin on repentance. What can bear and deserve much further analysis. But their chief interest

how us this more than such a doctrine of the is in their general bearing , as indicating & certain failure of

tonement as our Lord Himself taught ; of a religious organisations to keep their hold on the Metropolis , and

ansom , a propitiation, a 'sacrifice, a vicarious sub
as suggesting very serious consideration as to the future of

titution ? They who say, We want nothing of
religion in London ,

ropitiation and sacrifice, and need only the moral
The value of this Census, as we remarked at the

fluence of the Atonement, are like those who say : 1
time it was made, is greatly lessened by the

ut down the tree ; all we want is its shade. The
absence of information as to the doctrine preached in

upremewealth of moralinfluence ofthe Atonement the various churches. If we were informed as to the

an be the result only of such a presentation of it
attendance where High Church , Broad Church , and

s our Lord Himself made."
Low Church were represented, we would bave some

intimation of the growth of opinion within the Church

of England ; and if we were told whether rationalistic

or evangelical doctrines were taught in the various

NHE New Theology receives full justice at the
Nonconformist places of Worship, wewould likewise

L hands ofMr. Cook . He subjects it to a search
know in what direction the classeswho attend them

g cross-examination , from which it retires humbled
are drifting. As it is , it only records the number

id discomfited . Often, by a happy offset of one
of people who attended church on one Sunday, and

odern opinion against another, he aims a destruc
apparently it does so with no great accuracy .

ve blow at both . " Two self-styled progressive new

thodoxies," he writes, “ contradict each other
inditional immortality, as it is taught in a few F course, if it depended on ourselves we would

tarters in England, on exegetical and ethical
confine the reading of our boys and girls to the

ounds ; probation after death , as it is taught in most useful books in our libraries . Unfortunately,

few quarters here (America ), on the same grounds, however, we cannot put old heads on young shoulders,

iswer each other. These theories cannot both be and our young people will only read books which

aintained on the basis of an appeal to exegetical interest them . In our own boyhood we have a vivid

arning, and the most sensitive instincts of the recollection of the pleasure we found in perusirg tales

aristian consciousness. Voltaire said of the holy of red Indians and adventures at sea. These we found

oman Empire, that it wasneither holy , nor Roman , in a now -forgotten volumecalled The Excitement, a

or empire. So we must say of each of these self book for inducing youngpeople to read . Therefore our

yled progressive new orthodoxies, that it is neither sympathies are not quite severed from the young folk .

ogressive, nor new , nor orthodoxy ."
In these days, however, it becomes of the greatest
importance to secure them against the taint of the

impure and injurious literature with which the country

YONVERSIONS to Christianity among the Jews
is flooded . Happily there are now many attempts

have lately been attracting considerable atten
made to supply books full of incident and yet whole

n . It has been estimated that one thousand five
some in spirit and tone. Among the most noteworthy

ndred leave the Synagogue for the Church annually.
are the annual volumes of the Boy's Own Paper and

Vienna alone two hundred and sixty Jews became
the Girl's Own Paper , published by the Religious

aristians during 1885 . Professor Delitzsch actively
Tract Society . We have looked into the volumes for

Huences Christian efforts amongst Jewish students
the present year, and find them bright,attractive, and

at least eight universities, with very encouraging
instructive, while great care has been taken to keep

them pure and to make them stimulating in the best

Boston Monday Lectures. - Vital Orthodoxy. By Joseph
sense. As presents they will be found at once hand

. London : R . D . Dickinson . 38. 6d. some and helpful.
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' THE HOLY CHILD . ' ,
can we find such an exposure of sin or enforcement

of holiness ? Nowhere else do we even hear & hin:

T this season the thoughts of Christendom turn of a death so eventful or of a resurrection so

to the manger in Bethlehem. It is now nearly regenerating . The testimony of Jesus Christ stands

nineteen centuries since the shepherds found the little absolutely alone, and commends itself when welcomed

Child of whose birth the angels sang , and the wise by effects which , apart from it, can never be produced .

men from the East, guided by the star, laid their costly This is an argument to which hitherto we have not

offerings at the feet of the Virgin's Babe. The advent given due weight. It rests not on the experience of

of this wondrous Infant marks a new era in the Christians ; then , it might be said, imagination may

history of man . His short life and shorter ministry, have deceived us : it rests on the character and conduct

His death on the cross, and His resurrection from the which a true reception of Christ never fails to gro

dead, are of more moment to us to-day than all the duce. The game Word , who, as we read in the

other events which history records . Some have fourth Gospel , created all things, has never ceased

founded empires which have faded , others have written since His advent to quicken the dead , raising them up

books which are still read , but no one has ruled as new creatures in Himself. And the secret of His

hearts so long, or with so lordly a sceptre , as the Son power is in His Passion . Though at this hour we

of Man , and there are no words treasured with such are looking back to Bethlehem, it is Calvary which

loving care , or conned with closer study, than the makes it illustrious, and the glory of the cradle can

sayings of Jesus. Let the world explain it as it may, only be seen in the light of the Cross.

the history of the Child born in Bethlehem stands

alone. Not only did His contemporaries say , “ Never
1

JESUS - EMMANUEL.
man spake like this man,” but even at this distance

of time the same testimony can be repeated with an AMES are not always appropriate. Many bear

emphasis to which years only give force. We can a worthy designation only to dishonour it ; and

fearlessly challenge the enemies of the Gospel to others have given & strange lustre to an unworthy or un

explain the facts of Christian life , which are apparent meaning Dame. When a child is born into the world we

still . The Son of the humble Jewish maiden has cannot foresee its future, and to embody a prediction in

proved in every generation the most potent factor the the name it is to bear may only provoke the ridicule of

the

tells His story, has been the power of God unto stands sponsor. Before the birth of the Virgin's Son ,

salvation wherever it has been believed. The peace and when Joseph was troubled in mind, the angel of

proclaimed in His name has calmed the conscience the Lord appeared to him in a dream , and, announc

and filled the heart in every clime to which the glad ing the Incarnation , said , " She shall bring forth a

tidings have gone. Tens of thousands have been Son , and thou shalt call His name Jesus : for He

obedient to the faith throughout the centuries, and shall save His people from their sins. ” In the narra

no age has been without living and loyal witnesses to tive it is added, “ Now all this was done, that it might

His power to save. be fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by the

The facts cannot be gainsaid , and they demand ex prophet, saying, Behold a virgin shall be with child,

planation. No doubt Incarnation is a mystery we and shall bring forth a son , and they shall call His

cannot explore or unfold, but the wielding of an name Emmanuel, which being interpreted is, God

influence which is at once unique and universal, and with us. ' '

whichis to-day as potent asever, by the Child of At first sight these statements seem contradictory.

Galilean peasants, an influence too which lifts The names are not identical . Yet, when both are

heavenward as none other can, would be a mystery interpreted, the agreement at once appears. Jesus

no less hard to solve. If we accept the testimony of means “ Jehovah saves.” And since the Child is God

His disciples and recognise in this mysterious per incarnate, therefore emphatically God with men ,

sonality One who is both Son of Man and Son of God , the name given by the angel simply expands the

we may confess the mystery ; but we can at least name given by the prophet. Isaiah saw His glory

understand how His words and deeds are uplike and spoke of Him. As he foretold His future, his

thoseofother men, and how He sends an undying mind was affected by the condescension of the

life adown all the ages. The problem which presents Infinite One, and in the sign given to King Ahaz be

itself at first hand is Christianity, not Christ . The reveals it in the name of the promised Child -- a Child

life of faith , with the character it produces and the of no common parentage, and of no common history;

triumph it wins, is embodied before our eyes now, and for in Him God dwellswith man upon the earth. But

we are asked to account for it . Is it from earth or the purpose of the earth -dwelling is salvation. He

from heaven ? There are earth -born religions not a comes the first time to suffer for sin that He may

few : how do their results compare with the Gospel of save lost sinners by the blood -shedding ; and He will

God ? Can the highest and purest of them claim to come again the second time "without in unto

stand within sight of the cross of Christ ? Where salvation . "
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The name given before His birth is shown to have starting forward on a new year. And one thing that always

delighted him was the fact that the great aim ofthe whole work

great and gracious 'significance in His death and was the leading of the dear children to Jesus. He wished Misg

resurrection . His life was not a long one , and His Mittendorff and her work God -speed and fresh friends all the

way.

" showing unto Israel” was limited to three years . Mr. GEORGE WILLIAMS felt that such work was truly in har

The expiation on the cross, followed by the exit from mony with the will of the Lord . In the Epsom home were

received just those little ones who must come to grief if not
i the tomb, are the prominent features in the story , taken care of by some of His people . Men talk of " hard times,

for on these two events salvation turns, and to but there is plenty of money if only there be soft hearts and con

secrated purses .

these the name has special reference. On the tree Dr. GILBERT SMITH felt that Miss Mittendorff was doing for us

He bare our sins, and when God raised Him from the by deputy what we could not do for ourselves in housing, loving,

i

1

and caring for the orphans.

dead He gave most undeniable testimony to the full Dr. PICARD said it was by the prayer of God's people the

i payment of the ransom , to be testified afterward in homes were sustained .

MR. WOODHOUSE expressed his deep sympathy with the work,

due time by the redemption of all for whom it was and doclared that the faith of every one present had been

paid. It is here, in the first instance, we find the greatly deepened bythe recital that evening of His faithfulness.

meaning of the name.

Brief words followed by Messrs. Walton and Perry, and the

The primal act in salvation proceedings concluded .

is the substitution and sacrifice of the Son of Man .

He is made of a woman , and made under the law to King Edward Ragged Schools and Mission .

i
redeem them that were under the law, that they might LAST Tuesday evening theforty-first annual meetingof this

excellent Spitalfields Mission was held at the Institute ,
receive the adoption of sons. And what the nature of Mr. F. A. Bevan presiding.

the redemption is appears when it is said , “ Christ
Mr. CHARLES MONTAGUE read the report, in which, after

hath redeemed us from the curse of the law, being

describing the special measures adopted last winter and this, in

view of the distress amongst the unemployed, he said :-Re

made a curse for us ; for it is written, Cursed is every membering that He, whose high behests welove to obey, com

manded us to “clothe the naked and feed the hungry," we

one that hangeth on a tree ” (Gal. iii . 13) . Until realise thatin thespecial relief work we are doing His service,

guilt is removed God is not with man but against him . while winning “ the blessing of Him that was ready to perish ."

We cannot, therefore, regard these efforts as turning aside from

There can be no peace or fellowship until sin is direct mission work. At the same time, however, weare anxious

righteously judged and removed. This is done only it should be clearly understood that the variousevangelistio

and altogether by the cross. Therefore is this the
and other agencies have not one whit relaxed . We recognise

fully, and believe implicitly, that the Gospelof Divine grace

meeting -place for God and sinner, since there the is the one sovereign remedy for human woe . While desirous of

God -man removes the offence and slays the enmity ,
doing all that Christian sympathy and practical experience can

suggest for relieving the distress around us, and for helping at

the sorest pinch those who fain would help themselves, we

Miss Mittendorff's Kindergarten.
maintain vigorously our position as a Christian mission in all

its varying branches. Proceeding, hegave details of the largo

09

UR sister held on Tuesday last herannualmeeting in the Sunday school- some 900 boys and girls being connectedwith

Y.W.C.A. rooms, Old Cavendish Street, when around her the schools — the industrial classes (described lately in these

gathered many old friends, as well as not a few now helpers. pages), the Bible classes, the mission services, visitation of the

Mr. JOSEPH WEATHERLEY, who presided, briefly introduced sick, and other important branches of the mission.

the proceedings by speaking of the claims the orphans have The CHAIRMAN said it was seldom they had to hear such &

upon 18 . After praise and prayer, he read a few verses from satisfactory report. The wonder was how the friends found

Matt. viii., and said he felt these meetings to be times of much time to do so much useful work. Speaking of Lord Shaftos

spiritual refreshment, inasmuch as Miss Mittendorff had bury, and his interest in ragged schools, he said that it was

always something to tell to increase faith and confidence in given to his lordship tosee all his schemes carried into effect,

God . There badduring the past year been great trials, but in and he (the chairman) believed there was now as much need of

the midst of it all the Lord had been very wonderfully present ragged schools as ever, though some people were ofa contrary

providing the needs. opinion . He thought there were defects in the School Board

Miss MITTENDORFF said that nothing kept her going on teaching. Thetwo most important things were religious and

with the work but looking unto Jesus. The past year seemed industrial training, which were not carried out in the Board

to be nothing but trial upon trial, yet the Lord had delivered schools. In that institution they taught their scholars those

her at all times. things which would be of practical use in after life , and made

A house has been, as arranged last year, taken in London at religion a basis of their education,

2, Aberdeen Place, where afew of the elder girls ready for Mr. John E. JACK expressed his warm interest in the work,

Bervice may be found, and where some of her helpers may and trusted that the Divine favour, which had so far rested upon

always be seen . the institution, might be continued, to the benefit of the

In her own quiet, chattyway, Miss Mittendorffproceeded to denselypopulated neighbourhood in which it was situated .

narrate the experiences of the past year, indicating how at Rev. J. DE KEWER WILLIAMS, heartily commended the claims

times of the greatest perplexitythe Lord appeared to deliver . of the King Edward Mission to the support of the public .

Some monthsago, for example, funds seemedatthe very lowest Rev. W. TYLER, D.D., testified, from his close personal know

possible ebb,and she was brought to hang right on the Lord , ledge of the working of the mission , to the great blessing it has

who provided just what was wanted. The children, however, provided for many years, and is still providing amongst the

have neverlacked a single meal ; they have waited on God like poor in Spitalfields.

the birds of air for their food, and He has provided all things After an address by Mr. George Noakes, the chair

needful. Several instances were given of help sent just at the man distributed the prizes to the lads and elder girls (nine

moment of need . teen in number ), who had earned these by their good conduct

During theyear seven girls have gone out to service, and not and steadiness in situations . It was satisfactory to know that

one of them has done badly. In the same period seven new King Edward Street stood at the top of the ragged school prize

orphanshave been admitted . list this year as last .

Mr. WHATHERLEY spoke of the help rendered by a number of Special arnouncements were made of various Christmas

young ladies in making garments for the children . He con. gatherings for parents , elder scholars, and children ,

cluded by presenting Miss Mittendorff with a cheque for one

hundred pounds, collected by his son chiefly from strangers to Brunswick Fall , Poplar.-On Christmas day we pur

the work, who had been touched by the story of the Lord's pose giving a number of adults a breakfast at 9.30 and 200 poor

dealings with her. ohildren & dinner at 12 , and should be pleased to see any readers

Mr. J. DENHAM SMITH spoke of the good hand of the Lord , as of Word and Work, or receive any help in funds or left- off cloth.

seen in the experiences of the past year. He rejoiced to note ing, which may be sent to Mr. George Fuller, Supt. , 1 , Follette

there was a cheerfulness and hopefulness about the work in Street , Poplar.
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Workers at the Home of Industry.

Christmas Gifts.A home ofmatery en briedimedworkenning cambolede auto atba

MissMacpherson leads anotherbandof rescued waits across the Theo give itthingseason,somecheer andhelp to the poor

cheering sight to note the boys and girls ranged on one side of

“They sent portions to those for whom nothing was prepared ."

Atlantic .

After some interesting remarks on the work in her own

bomely, chatty style , Miss Macpherson introduced her nephew,

Mr. Merry, to the workers. Hehas been visiting the children in

Canada, and described some of his experiences. On one occa

sion , having found his way to a large farm where a girl had

been adopted some years ago, he cameto the door, and a young

lady asking him to step in, he inquired for the farmer, who soon

came into the room . Mr. Merry told who he was, and asked

after the girl, giving her name ; the farmer was greatly amused,

and said, “ Why, you don't know your own children .” The

bright, intelligent younglady he saw was the very girl , the little

London waif, who had been sent out from Spitalfields. Other

instances were given , showing how well the adopted children

were turning out in the great majority of cases. Photographs

were shownof a number of the young men and women now in

happy homes in Canada, who once were homeless in this great

city.

The chairman then read Eph. iii . , and called on Mr. Eugene

Stock, wbo gave an account of the work of the C.M.S. on the

East Coast of Africa ard its gradual extension. The work was

commenced by Dr. Krapf in 1842. In 1875 Mr. Stanley's mes

sage from Mtesa , king of Uganda, asking for Christian

teachers, was published, and two gentlemen offered the C.M.S.

£ 10,000 to send missionaries to the country. It was a long

way from the most advanced station of the society, but they

could not refuse such an offer, and eight men were selected to

go. Mr. Stock described the difficulties of the route , but at

lastsome of these eight men did reach Uganda, and began the

work. Amongst the first band was Mr. Alexander Mackay, but

he was detained at the coast for & time by fever ; he followed

very soon , and is now the only white manin the country, being

held a prisoner by the King Mwanga (Mtesa's son ).

Mr. Stock then referred at some length to the early days of

James Hannington and his career until 1884, when he went out

to Africa for the society ; very soon ill- health compelled him to

return home, but the Bishop went out again , determined

to open up a shorter route from the coast to Uganda. After

overcomingimmense andalmost insuperable difficulties, hehad

nearly reached the end of his journey – he was just on the bor

ders of Ugand & when by order of the cruel King Mwanga he

was murdered .

A season of prayer for work and workers at home and abroad
followed .

among whom they labour :

HOME OF INDUSTRY ( for match -box makers, aged widow

and others). –Miss Macpherson, 60, Commercial Street, Spite..

fields, E.

RAGGED SCHOOL UNION ( for destitute children ) . – Mr. John

Kirk, Exeter Hall , Strand, W.C.

EVANGELISTIC MISSION . – Mr. C. Russell Hurditch, 164 ,

Alexandra Road, St. John's Wood, N.W.

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND RAGGED SCHOOLS . - Mr. P. Platt,

Vine Street, Clerkenwell Road , E.C.

East END JUVENILE MISSION (for children and the poor).

Dr. Barnardo, 18, Stepney Causeway, E.

ST. GILES CHRISTIAN MISSION (children and destitute poor .

-Mr. George Hatton , 4 , AmptonStreet, Regent Square, W.C.

CHRISTIAN Mission, HoXTON.-Mr. W. J. Orsman , Milton

House , Shacklewell Green , Hackney, E.

LATYMER Road MISSION (children and poor, and soup kitchen ).

- Mr. Aulay Macaulay, Latymer Road Mission, Blechynden

Street, Notting Hill, W.

Sailors' WELCOME HOME ( lodging-house poor). — Miss R.

Child , 173, St. George's Street, East.

THE STRANGERS' Rest (children and the poor).-Mr. J. I.

Isaac , 163 , St. George's Street, East.

FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN. -Mr. E. W. Thomas, 200, Ersten i

Road, N.W.

FEMALE MISSION TO THE FALLEN.— The Secretary,

Charing Cross, S.W.

NELSON STREET RAGGED SCHOOLS (children and lodging

house poor).- Mr. John Kirk, 5, Bramah Road, Brixton, S.W.

THEATRICAL MISSION (sick and poor).-Mr. Courthope Toid,

Henrietta Street, Covent Garden , W.C.

Hoxton Hall (for poor women and children ).- Mrs. W.

Noble, Hoxton Hall, Hoxton Street, N.

Rosslyn MISSION (the aged poor) . -Miss Garnet, 32, West

bourne Road, Barnesbury,N.

ZENANA AND MEDICAL MISSION , SCHOOL AND HOME (for West

minster poor). - Dr. G. de Gorrequer Griffith , 34 , St. George's

Square, S.W.

CHILDREN'S AID AND REFUGE FUND . - A. J. S. Maddison,

Secretary , 32, Charing Cross, S.W.

LISSON GROVE MISSION SCHOOL.—Mr. George T, Hunt, 3,

South Street, Manchester Square, W.

LAMBETH RAGGED SCHOOL Society . - Mr. E. Nichols, New

port Street, Lambeth Walk , S.E.

DESTITUTE CHILDREN'S FRIEND Mission . — Mr. G. Fuller, 1,

Follet Street, Poplar, E.

Friendless and Fallen - Christmas.

MR.

R. EDWARD W. THOMAS writes :-Notwithstanding

all the difficulties arising out of another year's work on

behalf of the friendless and fallen, I can only say that goodness

and mercyhas been the order of the Lord's dealingsduring this

period of time. Statistics areto certain mindsvery interesting,

but to the majority ofpeople they are cold, hard, and dry. They

can never adequately describethe realities which they represent.

During the year, 1,350 cases of young women and girls have

been submittedfor help and admissionto the Homes at 200,

Euston Road . What a strange congregation these unfortunates

would have made! Amongst them were women hardened insin ,

but yet brought to reflection by some missionary agency ; others

just entering upon a career of vice-girls in their teens ; and ,

thank God, many who had not yet passedover that fearful

border which separates necessarily the friendless virtuous from

thosesunk in sin .Respecting such ,the fact thatthe blood of Christ

can cleanse all is the greatsource of encouragement for work

on behalf of the friendless and fallen . During 1886 not one

suitable case has been rejected , and where it has not been found

necessary to place the applicants in Homes, they have been

aided , as far as possible , in other ways.

By the providence of God the Homes and Open -All -Night

Refuge have been sustained. The Lord has graciously enabled

His people, and inclined their hearts to contribute generously

to the support of this work of mercy, but the fact must not be

concealed from the readers of Word and Work that compara

tively a large sum must be subscribed this Christmastide if the

work of 1886 is to close free of that terrible burden of debt. This

great hindrance to the work of 1887 can easily be averted if all

readers of Word and Work will kindly send a contribution

according to their means. Mr. Thomas hopes to be at his office

on Christmas morning to receive donationsby letter, viz., at 200,

Euston Road, London ,

Rev. W. Bradbury . - Prayer was asked in Word and

Work for a museion in southend -on -Sea Parish Church, con

ducted by Mr. Bradbury, of Weston -super-Mare. Praise is

requested for many souls and rich blessing ; the aged vicar was

fullof thankfulness ,and never within living memory was the

place so greatly moved.

The Christian Workers' Mission Hall. - On Monday

evening a tea was providedby the members and friends of this

mission in George Street, Camberwell, to the poor and men out

of work in the neighbourhood, when about 130 sat down. Tea

being served and ample justice done thereto, the company were

invited to stay and listen to the Gospel and singida,

Gospel commenced by the whole company singing, “There

is afountain filledwith blood , ” &c. Mr.Dale, Superintendent
,

spoke very pointedly to the company, after which the chor

sang from "Songs and Solos ” “ Our Lord is now rejected." Mr.

Painter next spoke in a very simple and homely manner, en

treatingthose present to give up their sinful ways and turn to

theLord. Mr. Dingley thenspoke, after which the choir sang,

“ Sinners Jesus will receive ." The next speaker was Mr.Care,

who earnestly invited those present to try the life of a Christian.

Miss Dale then sang a solo, which was listened to by the come

pany with much attention. The meeting was brought to a close

atnine o'clock by the singing of the hymn, “ O , do not let theword

depart,” & c., and on leaving each one was presented with a los

and invited to attend the meetings . The prayers of Christians are

earnestly asked on behalf of God's work carried on in this

portion of the Lord's vineyard .
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OHN F. SHAW & CO .'S LIST OF NEW PUBLICATIONS.

3 / 6

SUITABLE FOR CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR'S PRESENTS.

" Some of the best and prettiest narratives of the season. There is variety of authorship , subject, style,
d price , and the spirit of the whole may always be relied upon .” — The Christian .

“ Cheap , well got up, and attractive, with sound , wholesome teaching, distinctly evangelical ; admirable gift
ks for this season .” — The Churchman .

ALL TIME OF OUR TRIBULATION. The FAIRY PHEBE ; or, Facing the Footlights .
Story of Piers Gavestone. By EMILY S . HOLT. By Lucy TAYLOR, Author of " Led into Light."
Large Crown 8vo. 51. Crown 8vo , cloth extra , 2 / 6

The picture we get of matters political, social, and religious in those “ A touching and truly beautiful narrative. The book should speak
one times is a very vivid and instructive one, and we linger over the loudly to the hearts ofmany Christians who have given scant thought to

t of reluctant delight that fears to reach the last one sooner the evils of the stage." — The Christian .
we would . " - The Christian ,

YOUNG ISHMAEL CONWAY.
HROUGH UNKNOWNWAYS ; or, the Journal By E . A . B . D ., Author of “ Us Three.” Crown 8vo.,
Books of Dorothea Trundal. By L . E . GUERNSEY. cloth extra .
Large Crown 8vo . 51- 1 “ The strange hero is well and forcibly drawn." - Graphic,

A naive and charming autobiography of a much.tried damsel in the " A very clever and delightful story." - The Christian.
8 of James II. " - Graphic.

WEWIVES ; or, Two Hallowe'ens.NAS HAGGERLEY .
By LINA COOPER . Crown 8vo, cloth extra .By Rev. J. JACKSON WRAY, Author of “ Nestleton

" A well-written story of domestic life." — Spectator.Magna, " & c . Large Crown 8vo . 3 / 6
A splendid gift-book. By all means include it in your list of rewards." | THE WITCH OF THE ROCKS.

The Schoolmaster ,
By M . E .WINCHESTER , Author of " A Nest ofBoys will find it attractive." — Banner.
Sparrows,” & c . 2 / 6

ICKIE ' S ATTIC . “ Miss Winchester's quiet, earnest style adds fascination to a tale or
By CATHARINE SHAW , Author of “ Alick 's Hero." genuine interest." - Scotsman .

Large Crown 8vo . MADGE HARDWICKE ; or, The Mists of the
One of those rare books one cannot help but weep and pray over.". Valley. By AGNES GIBERNE, Author of “ Sun ,

Methodist Recorder .
• Moon , and Stars,'' & c . 2 / 6UR SOLDIER HERO. The Story of My “ An extremely interesting book , and one that can be read with profit

Brothers . By M . L . RIDLEY, Author of " Sent to by all.” — The Schoolmaster.

Coventry ." Large Crown 8vo .
3 / 6 MAGGIE 'S MISTAKE ; or, Bright Light in theA noble story. " - The Christian .

M Clouds. By Mrs. Lucas SHADWELL . 2 / 6Leslie is the soldier hero who died in battle, but not before his holy life
res him a true soldier of the cross," – Nonconformist, " TheGospel is beautifully interwoven with theincidents."

The Christian ,IS GUARDIAN ANGEL.
OUR WINNIE ; or, When the SwallowsGo.By EMILY BRODIE , Author of “ Five Minutes Too
U By E . EVERETT-GREEN, Cloth extra . 1 / 6

Late, ” & c . Large Crown 8vo . 3 / 6
Miss Brodie must have the credit of writing up to her purpose effec THE GOLDEN PAYEMENT. The Story of a
ly and with good taste . " - Spectator .

Bluecoat Boy. By E . CHAPMAN , Author of “ TheAn excellent book to an elder sister, one of r :al worth ." - The Christian .

) -MORROW . Secretof the Forest.” Cloth , extra . 1 / 6
A Story .

By Mis. STANLEY LEATHES, Author of “ The Caged THE SLAVE GIRL OF POMPEII .
Linnet, " & c . Large Crown 8vo . 310 By EMILY S . HOLT, Cloth , extra. 1 / 6Will be a popular addition to the libraries of girls in their ' teens. "

JITANA'S STORY.Banner .

JIMBING HIGHER . By L . D . MARSTON, Author of " Cripple Jess,” & c. 1
By JESSIE F , ARMSTRONG , Author of “ A Friend for HOW HETTIE CAUGHT THE SUNBEAMS.
Little Children ,' & o . Large Crown 8vo.

ByGERTRUDE P . DYER, Author of “ Little Pollie ."story with much in it to attract young readers." - Scotsman .

IT SO YERY LONG AGO ; or, The Maydews ONE OF THOSE LITTLE ONES .
of Childhood By Mrs. FABIAN BRACKENBURY, Author of “ Talent

By the Author of " At All Times." 3 / 6

capital story about children, and for children." --Scotsman. 1 in Tatters." Cloth, extra.

" Weare always glad to get a good parcel ofbooks from this house, because the books themselves are sure to be
able , such books as a parent or teacher or friend can put into the hands of the young without any misgiving as
heir tendency ." - Sunday School Chronicle .

1 /

NEW SIXPENNY SERIES ,
Fcap. 8vo , attractive colours, Illustrated.

HE BOY MARTYR : or, Triumphs of Faith . HUMP AND ALL . By C. LOCKHART GORDON .
HRISTIE' S GIFT. By the Author of “ Chick " . THOSE TWO . By EMILY DIBDIN .

IANLY AND BRAVE ; or, Holidays at Epton Park, LITTLE TED ; or,Who Found the Most ?

May also be had in cloth extra , price 9d. each .

One Shilling Each . In Attractive Wrapper.

SOMETHING FOR SUNDA Y .
Each Series complete in itself. Selected by CATHARINE SHAW .

eries - 48 OUTLINE TEXTS FOR PAINTING . 4th Series - 48 ALPHABET TEXT8. For Pricking or Painting.
A Packet for the Little One .series - HAPPY HOUFS WITH THE BIBLE.

48 Sheets of Bible Bubjects for Sunday Employment.
5th Series - MESSAGES FROM HEAVEN . Smaller Outlino Texto lor

Painting

eries - ECHOES FROM THE BIBLE. 6th Series - GLEAMS OF GLORY FROM THE GOSPELS .

48 Illustrated Sheets for Bible Searching. ( Just Issued .)

Most useful productions from the gifted mind of the author, which will give pleasurable and profitable employment for Sunday hours."
The Christian,

An admirable method for finding bright and usefulamusement for the little ones.” — Freeman.

LONDON : JOHN F . SHAW & co., 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E .O .
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Notices of Books.

LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

Tho Evangelization Societyis prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part of England , Scotland, and Wales upon due notico . Apply

to Hon .Secretary. 21, Surrey Streot, Strand, w.C.

Y.M.C.A., City, Now Metal Exchange,Whittington Avenue, Leadenhall

Btroot (iate of Gracecburob Street).-City Daily Prayer Meeting 1 to 2

( Sat. ex.),atSt. Peter's Vostry, Cornhill(adjoining No.57) .MissionWork

each evening at Bermondsey, Whitechapel, & c . Bible reading, Sundays,
3.30 p.m.

West Croydon, address on tho " Second Coming of the Lord ,"

in St. George's Presbyterian Ohurch , Oaktield Road ,West Croydon , on

Thursday at 11:30 : Dec. 23rd , Rev. A. N.Mackray, M.A.,“ The Second
Advent in relation to Christian Life and Work .

Mildmay Mission to the Jew8. - Annual meetings for praise and

prayer on behalf of the above mission , to be held at the Conference

Hall,Mildmay Park, N.,on Monday, January 3rd , 1887, at 11 a.in.

and 7 p.m., when Mr. Wilkinson will give at both meetings a brief

account of the work , and the Rev. A. N. Mackray , of Croydon , will

address the inorning meeting , and the Rev. Dr.Bullinger, of Wal

thamstow , the evening one. Mr.Jas. E. Mathieson will preside.
Dr. C. Y. Biss holds serviceswith a lecture expository ofHoly Scripture ,

every Sunday morning at 11 o'clock , at thePortman Rooms, 58 , Baker
Btreet , W.

Doopening ofSpiritual Life . - Friday, at 3.30 p.m., in Stafford Rooms,

Titchborne Street, Edgoware Road .

Conferenco Hall, Mildmay Park , N.- Sun ., Dec. 26th , Mr. P. 8. Badoo

noch , afternoon , at 3.30 ; Rev.J. Wilkinson , evening, at 7 .

Children's Special Service Mission - Seaside Servicos. - Mr. E.

Arrowsmith, at York Dec. 31 to Jan.3 ; Mr. G. Russell, at Working

Men's Institute, Bedford, Jan. 1-10 ; Mr. H. S. Lidstone, at St. Paul's

School, Tottenham , Jan. 17-19 : Mr. Arrowsmith. at Vestry Hall ,

Hampstead, for schoolboys, Jan. 7,10, 11 , 13, 14 , 15, 17, and 18 .
Youths Institute, Old Pye Street, Westminster ("One Tuo ' Mission).

- Prayer meeting every Wednesday, from 1 to 130. Conducted by Mr.
J. Payne. Mission service every Sunday, from 6.30 to 8 .

Talbot Tabornacle, PowisSquare . - Sunday, Frank H. Whito, at 11 & 7.
Conference Hall, Clapham Road .- Bunday, children's service at li

a.m .; Biblereading , 3.30 p.m .; Gospel service by Mr. Powell at 7p.m.
Commercial Travellers' Christian Association .-- The fourteenth

annual meeting willbe held in the Memorial Hall, Farringdon Street,

E.C., near Ludgate Oircus, on Thursday, December 20th , 1886. The Lord

Bishop of London at 4 o'clock, Conversazione and tea at 5.30 p.m.

instrumental music. Goorge Williams, Esq. ( President of the Associa

tion), will take the chair at the general mooting.

Houseof Rest, 8, Cambridge Gardens, Kilburn.-- Friday , Dec. 24th , at

? p.m., "Tho marriage supper of the Lamb, and the birds' supper "
(Rev. xix .); 318t,at 7 p.m., consecration meeting.

Agricultural Hall, Islington . — Evangelistic services every Sunday at

3.30 and 7 p.m., conducted by Rev. Dr. Thain Davidson and others.

St. George's Hall, Langham Place , Mr. Denham Smith during the
month of December, onSunday at 11 and 7 , and on Wednesday at 8 ,

at Burlington Hall, Savile Row .

Rov. W. HayM. H. Aitken's engagements are :-Jan. 9th to 24th, or

longer, Bt.Mark's , Barrow .

Barbican Mission to the Jews, 11 , Torriano Avenue, Camden Road ,

N.W.-Mr. Warschawski's Bible readings in the Prophecies, the last

Tuesday in eachmonth , at 8 p.m. Tea at 4.30.

Clapton. Pall. Alkham Road, CazonoveRoad,UpperClapton - Mr.J.
G. McVicker will preach ,the Lord willing , during the month of De

cember, Sundays at 6.30 ; Fridays at 7.80 .

Great Assembly Hall, Mile End Road , E.-Mr. O. Russell Hurditch ,
Bun. , 11 a.m.and 6 45 p.m.

ConferenceHall, Eccleston Street, S.W.-Dr. Popham, Sunday, at

8.30 and 7 ; service on Friday at 8 p.m .; prayer, Tuesday, 11.30 a.m.

Dr. H. Sinclair Paterson will preach (D.V.) on Sunday, at 11 a.m.

and 7p.m., in Trinity Presbyterian Church , Kensington Park Road , W.

Rov. Adolph Saphir, D.D., will preach (D.V.) on Sunday , at lla.m.,

in Belgrave Presbyterian Church, Halkin Street, W.

Stranger's Rest, 163. St. George's Street, Ratcliff Highway,E.-Monthly

worker's meeting, Friday, January 7th , 1887. Tea at 6 , meeting at 7.

Mr. Robert Paton will preside. Rev. Archibald G. Brown will give a

New Year's address, subject, “ Finding, Found , and Brought Home.”

Evangelistio Mission ( under thedirection of o . Russell Hurditch ).
Kilburn , Hall, Kilburn Gate (not Town Hall).- Sun ., at 7 p.m.; Mr.

Jas . L. Stanley, Wed., at 7.30 p.m .;prayer, Mon., 7.30. Christmas

morning,at Il. addresses by Mr. F. E. Marsh , and others.
Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. Jas . L. Stanley , Bun . , 7 p.m. , and

Thurs., at & ; prayer , Fri., 8 p.m.

Dalston Hall, 105 , DalstonLane, E.- Mr.'A , M. Kyd, Sun. , 7 p.m. , and

Thurs., 8 p.m .; prayer , Tut8 ., 8.30 p.m.

Bignold Hall, Bignold Road, Btation Road, Forest Gate.-Mr. Geo.

Hucklesby, Sun., 7 p.m.,and Wed., at 8 p.m.; Mon., prayer , 8.16.

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall), Hammersmith

Road, Dr. Popham , Bun ., at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m., also on Thurs., 8

p.m.; Mr. O. V. T. Onslow, Sun., at 7 p.m .; prayer, Mon., 8 p.m.

Watch Night Services at these Halls, Friday, Dec. 31, from 10.45
p.m. to 12.15

Mortlake, S.W.- The “ Rest” Mission Room.- Mr.J. Y. Matthews,

Bun.. at 7 ; Service on Wed., at 8.

Sonana Medioal Collego , 58, St. George's Road . - Bible Reading

and Prayer Meeting at noon every Saturday, at which Mi88 Nugent
and other friends preside.

The Time is at Hand ;" or, Things which must Shortly Come to

Pass. By E. Wardell.Potts. Published by W. B. Homer.

This effort to give in the very words of Scripture consecutive

teaching with regard to the future will prove exceedingly

helpful to many who, it may be, have never considered the

light thrown on this great subject by a comparison of Scripture

with Scripture. Save in the compilation, there is here nothing

of man, and we doubt not that to many, Scripture will prove its

own best commentary. We trust not a fewthrough this little

work will be stirred to fresh longings for the coming ofthe Lord.

Church Missionary Annuals. We have from the Church

Mission House the C. M. S. Gleaner and Juvenile Instructor,

nicely bound, and, needless to say, abounding in varied

matter from all parts of the foreign field. Much may be

done for the future of missions by placing in the hands of our

children volumes such as these, which, while attractive,

contain much to arouse the missionary ardour. They should be

widely circulated . The Church Missionary Society's Pocket

Almanack and Calendar serves all thepurposes indicated by its

title , while, at the same time , acting as a daily missionary

remembrancer. The committee also issue Reward Cards with

scenes and extracts illustrative of missionary work in many

lands. These might well be used amongst the children. The

Last Journals of Bishop Hannington have also been issued in s

separate formby the committee ( price 2d .). This detailed

account of his final journey, capture, and imprisonment will

be read with mournful interest.

The Quiver. - Cassell & Co. (Limited ).'

This well-known illustrated monthly magazine opened with

November a now volume, and openedwell. Some of the papes

strike us as very interesting: where all are good , comparison

is unnecessary ; but “ The Lord our Shepherd ,” by the Dean

of Wells, and " Yea and Amen " strike us as specially good,

Few family magazines meet so generally the varied tastes at

the domestic circle .

Three Hundred Illustrations, with Scripture Texts. (28. and 38.)

-W. H. Broom & Rouse.

This admirable series of illustrations, from simple natural

objects and passages of Scripture, will doubtless prove valuable

in introducing the little ones to the study of the Word of God.

Such , at allevents,is the author's purpose,and rightly used it

will, no doubt, produce this desirableresult .

Scripture Spoil in Sacred Song. By Adeline Braithwaite. ( 18.)

Nisbet & Co.

A selection of poems on Scriptural subjects, many of them

tuneful and harmonious. We have marked one or two which

we may give in a future number.

The First Advent . (90. per doz. ) Tomkinson , Llandudno; J. F.

Shaw & Co. , London .

Might well bé largely circulated amongst those who speak

much of that birth which Christmas is supposed to commemo

rate, yet have no heed or thought of the grand purpose of our

Saviour's coming into the world,

Light and Shade. — Mr, Aulay Macaulay issues this month

& double number of hismission monthly (price 2d . ) Besides

varied and interesting information as to the work at Latymer

Road,it contains original stories and other readable matter. It

should be largely circulated ,andmay be had of the Mission ,

Blechynden Street,Notting Hill, w .

Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

the publishers, John F. Shawand Co., 48, PaternosterRow,

London, E.C., post free, for thepublishedprice. Full casi

discount for generalbookorders.

BYWATER, TANQUERAY & Co. , 79, Queen Victoria Street, London (late

BYWATER, PERRY & Co.), are agents for Residents abroad, Missionaries,

Chaplains, &c ., in every part of the world. Goods and Outfits supplied st

Wholesale prices . Shippingandpassages arranged .Banking in allit

branches. Full descrip ive Catalogue post free.
Specially appointed

Agents to seven of the leading English andAmerican Missionary Societies.

2,000 References .

DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS are frequently

caused by the useof unsuitable spectacles. The Rev. Dr. Crowther, St.

Joseph's College, Dumfries, writes :-- " I cannot describe the comfort !

derive from the use ofyourglasses, both by day andnight. Ifind no pain

or wearinessas Iused to ; and Ihave taken to readingbooks Ihad put aside
as too trying for the eyes onaccount ofthe smallness of thetype." The late

SirJulius Benedictwrote— “ I have tried the principalopticians inLondon
without success,but thespectacles youhave adapted suit admirably : $

clearness ofyourglassesascomparedwithothersis really surprising
The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A.,Hon.Canon , WercesterCathedral, writes
- " The spectacles you adapted are all I could desire,andmy eyes feel strong

already . I onlyregret I did not know of your exceeding skill year wel

Mr.HENRY LAURANOE.OculistOptician ,la, OLD BOND STREET

scientifically adapts bis IMPROVED SPECTACLES to assist andstrengthen

the weakest sights. Pamphlet containing suggestionsfor the preservatio

of sight free. BRANCHES, 6. Poultry, E.C .; 3 , Guardiea

Buildings , Cross Street,MANCHESTER ;$, Corporst101

Street,BIRMINGHAM ;and 129,BuchananStroot,Glasgow

-ADTT .

CHILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION POBTIONS.

Dec. 26th-2 Tim. i . 1-18 Dec. 30th - 2 Tim . iv , 1-8

27th-2 Tim. ii. 1-13 318-2 Tim, iv. 9-22

28th - 2 Tim , ii . 14-26 Jan, 1st - P8a, cxix . 1-16

29th-2 Tim. iii, 1–17

EVANGELISTIC Mission.-Mr. O. Russell Hurditch gratefully acknow
led ges in response to Christmas appeal: -- Broughton Forry postmark , No.
1 fund, £ l ; Sigma, fund 5, 6s. 60 .; E. H. , fund 5 , 5s.; Anon ., Banbury, 19. ;
Mrs. M. , lg .; J. E. V., 13.; Phil . iv . 19, 18, ; Anon . , Clifton, 1s. ; Anon ., 60.;
Mrs. R. , 60 .

THE London Samaritan Society and Homerton Mission gratefully acknow

ledges thefollowing donations for free breakfasts and dinners for poor

childrea : Miss B., £ 1 ; Sarah , 5s.; Mr.T. R. , £ 1 10s.; for Convalescent Homes

at Sandgate and Bournemouth , T. W., El 1s. Donations gratefully re

seived by the Director, Mr. JóhaJames Jones, 98 , High Street, Homer
ton , E ,
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CONSUMPTION CURABLE! C. H. SPURGEON'S

WORKS,

CONSUMPTION Published by Passmore & Alabaster.
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affected . "

AND ITS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT.

Showing that direful disease to be curable in all The Treasury of David . Complete in VII: vols .
its stages ; with observations on 8s, each.

ASTHMA, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, & c.” The Interpreter ; Scripture for Family Worship.

SIXPENCE (post free ), or Large Edition ( cloth ), 1s. 3d .,

256. ; Morocco, 32s . , and 42s.

from the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , B.E., and Twelve Sermons on Various Subjects, Cloth, 1s .

Elliot Stock , 62, Paternoster Row, E.O. Striking Sermons. Cloth , 18 .

Soul Winning Sermons. Cloth, 18.

NINETEENTHSERIESOF WEEKLY CASES Types and Emblems. Sunday and Thursday Even

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM NOV. TO JAN . Trumpet Calls to Christian Energy. Ditto 38. 6d.

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF “ WORD AND WORK "
The Present Truth . Ditto 38. 6d.

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN
Storm Signals.

Ditto 3s. 6d .

THIS MATTER ,
Farm Sermons. Discourses on Farming. Cloth, 3s . 6d .

Mr. Congrove will give ONE RECENT CASE ,NOT PUB Morning by Morning. Daily Readings. 3s . 6d . ;

LISABD BEFORE, in this journal EVERY WEEK . Morocco, 78. 6d.

CASE FOR THIS WEEK. Evening by Evening. Ditto 38. 6d.;

Morocco , 7s. 6d.

CASE of Mrg. DORA BALDWIN , of HULL. All of Grace. Good Cheer. The Clue of the Maze.

This patient is a widow, her husband baving been killed by the explosion
Christ's Glorious Achievements. Seven Won

on board the steamer “ Empr 288 , ” three years ago.

Her illnesscommenced from that time. Miscarriage, followed byspitting ders of Grace. Spare Half Hour. Mourner's
of blood , cough and expectoration , with much pain ," left lung then first

Comforter. Bibleand Newspaper. Eccentric

The strength rapidly declined , the flesh fell very fast, night perspirations Preachers. Gleanings among the Sheaves.

became profuse. Cod-liver oil was ordered , but made her worse.

In a fortnight after commencing mytreatmentshe writes: " The spitting
Cloth, 1s . each .

of blood hasdecreased; I can take a little foodnowwithout sickness." John Ploughman's Talk . Paper, 1s.; cloth gilt , 28 .

Correspondence continued through the autumn and winter, after which

she got quite well . Writing me recently (Oct. 7th ) she says, John Ploughman's Pictures. Paper, ls.; cloth ,
cine is beyond all praise. It has been life to me ; I am a livingwonder. gilt edges, 2s.

I owe it to you and to the mercy of my God . ” — D : BALDWIN, 5 , Higson's
Court, Hull. Feathers for Arrows. Illustrations for Preachers

and Teachers. 28. 6d.

NOTE. – Days of Consultation. - TUESDAY,

THURSDAY, and SATURDAY Mornings ONLY ,

Illustrations and Meditations. 28. 6d .

&t Coombe Lodge, Peckham . Patients from any
Flashes of Thought. 1,000 Extracts. 5s.

long distance_should choose either of the two
Spurgeon's Gems. Brilliant Passages. 48 .

former days. Every one is expected to have soon Spurgeon's Birthday Book. Cloth, 28. 6d. ; Morocco,
the book first. 55. ; Russia, 108. 6d .

Lectures to MyStudents. 1st, 2nd, 3rd Series . 2s.6d.

My Sermon Notes. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Series. 2s.6d. ea.

Sword and Trowel Monthly Magazine. 3d.

AndDamp Air produce C. H. Spurgeon's Sermons, yearly vols. , cloth ,

78, each.

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS.
C. H. Spurgeon's Sermons are published every Thurs

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR
day, and are sent by post from the publishers : Three

COL DS, COUGHS, &c. ,

months, 18. 11d.; Six months, 3s.Id. ; One year, 78. 6d .

C. H. Spurgeon's Life and Work . Illustrated. ls.;

Cloth, 2s.

Metropolitan Tabernacle ; its History and Work.

BALSAMIC

18. ; Oloth , 2s .

ELIXIR
, Full Textual Index to Sermons sentpost free on application .

In Bottles, 1s. 11d. , 2s . 98., and 4s. 6d. LONDON :

Prepared by G. T. CONGREVE, Coombe Lodge, Peckham ,

" Yourmedi
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FOGS !
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CONGREVE'S

Passmore & Alabaster, PaternosterBuildings,E.C.
SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.

1

+

NEW BOOK BY REV. J. JACKSON WRAY,
NEW BOOK BY MISS HOLT (Just Published .)

ff
JONAS HAGGERLEY.” IN ALLALL TIME

Crown 8vo. , cloth extra, 38. 6d.
OF OUR

“ A perfect study of character. The moral of the tale is that the sowing
TRIBULATION:of sin brings a harvest of thorns. Those who know the style and power of

Mr. Wray in fiction will find that in this volume his reputation is fully sus THE STORY OF PIERS GAYESTONE .
Lained ." -- The Christian .

By Emily 8. Holt, Author of “ Mistress Margery," "Not for Hlm ." & o.
LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

Large Crown 8vo , cloth extra, gilt top , 58.

WEB.

“ No esthetic devotee over anticipated more eagerly the finding ofararo
specimen of the antiquethan do we the arrival ofa story from Miss Holt's

A Tale of the Fifteenth Century.
wonderful mind and pen . This timeweare certainly not disappointed

indeed we never are. The leading characters in the tale (which in its

By EMILY S. HOLT. most important outlines is a true one) are Edward II . of England and

Large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt tops, 58.
his vain , unscrupulous consort , Isabelle of France. The picture we get of

“Like all Miss Holt's productions, ably written, carefully planned, and

matters political, social,and religions in those bygone times isa very vivid

and instructivo one, and we linger over the pages with a sort of reluotant

full of deep teaching for old and young."-Our Own Gazette .

" Not a whit behind any of its popular predecessors ." - The Christian .

delight that fears to reach the last one soonerthan we would. But this

author's tales are among the few that will bear to be re-read, Pray, Miss

" A very well told story ; will be read with greatinterest. " - The Scotsman. Holt, do not keep us waiting too long for the sequel to this,"—The Christian ,

CONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, Paternoster Row , E.C. LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.
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Christmas

Supplement to Word and Work.
-

ONDON : J . F . SHAW & Co.) THURSDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1886 . [48, PATERNOSTER Row , E . O .

FRIENDLESS & FALLEN . BUSIVAS

CHRISTMAS

DONATIONS

SOLICITED

o the Readers of " Word and Work.”

By the GREAT MERCY and GOODNESS of OUR EVER-GRACIOUS

OD, I am still sustained in PREVENTIVE and RESCUE work ont

ehalf of YOUNG WOMEN and GIRLS. GOODNESS and MERCY have

een my experience since I was led to this branch of Christian work in

851

However, only to refer to the generalwork of 1886,

On the 1st of last January there were in the SIX HOMES and

PEN -ALL-NIGHT-REFUGE about 180 inmates,

Since that date ONE THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED and THIRTY

bplicants for admission and help have been brought or sent by

ORKERS in connection with VARIOUS MISSIONS.

To the utmost capacity of the HOMES EVERY SUITABLE case

18 been welcomed in the name of HIM who CAME TO SEEK AND

TVE THE LOST.

During the year there have been many tokens of blessing on the

INISTRY of theWORD in the HOMES.

With respect to FUNDS, the LORD has VERY GRACIOUSLY: dis

sed the hearts of HIS SERVANTS to SUPPLY all NEEDS, and now ,

the 18th inst., ONLY about £500 in donations is required to

ose the work of 1886 FREE FROM THE BURDEN OF DEBT.

READER, KINDLY SEND a donation towards this amount to

388rs. John F. Shaw & Co., 48, Paternoster Row, City ; or

EDWARD W . THOMAS.

Office : 200, Euston Road , N .W .
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Situations and Appointments. EducationalTerms for Advertisements

“ Word and Pork.”

IN

Combe Down School,

This Paper having a large and increasing cir.

culation amongst Christiansof all denominations
forms an excellent medium for Eduoational and
other Announcements .

Situations,

Apartments

Educational

AND MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERTISEMENTS , in small type ,

charged at the following rates :

Not exceeding 30 Words, 2s . 60.
40 38. Od.

50 38. 6d.

and 6d . for every additional 10 words or under .

A considerable reduction for a series of six

insertions and upwards.

WANTED by an Evangelist of large ex

perience an engagement inthe suburbs, or near,

as Evangelist or any branch of Christian work.

At present with Evangelization Society . Has
been much used to souls in missions .

Y, Z. ,careof Mr. Newton,

9, Bolan Street , Bridge Road, 8.W.

SERVANTS'AGENCY, Soho Bazaar.

Unexceptionable references required . Testimo

nialsofreligious character fullyappreciated. Male

and female servants are in daily attendance from

11 to 2 on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,

the number is very large. Entrances, Bobo

Square, and 77, Oxford Street, London , W.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women and nursery gover

nesses from the country or elsewhere whilst

waiting for situations. Registry attached .

Termson application to the Deaconess in charge
of the Registry,

Conference Hall, Mildmey Park, N.

are

Near BATH ,

FOR SONS OF GENTLEMEN .

Principal: MR. W.FRANKLIN

(for nearly8 years a Master at MonktonCombe
School) ,

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST,

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an education to fit boys for business and
professional pursuits.

Pupils arepropared for the various University
and competitive examinations. The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.

Combo Down, at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air .

The School residence and premises have been

certified by the Bath House Banitation Associe
tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston - super-Mare,

Colonel Barnes, Commandant, icth Bengal
Lancers.

H, Dyer, Esq ., Malvern .

Dr. Maclean , Bath .

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon .

H. Groves, Esq .,Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Esq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry .

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

WANTED engagement as Matron of Con

valescent Home, experienced in nursing, loug

reference. A. B. C., care of Miss Stroud ,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

SITUATION wanted for a young house

maid , in a quiet Christian family , about 20 miles

from London. Well trained in Louse work.

Wages £14 . Address, Alpha, careof Miss Stroud,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

ANNOUNCEMENTS of MISSIONS

AND

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

BOOK AND DISPLAYED ADVERTISE

MENT8, charged according to space occupied.
FRONT Page, and otber special positions, by

arrangement.

SCALE OF CHARGES for larger Advertisements

sent on application .

N.B. - To secure the insertion of Advertisements

in the forthcoming number of WORD AND WORK ,
they should reach the Office by first post on Monday

morning, or at latest by 12 o'clock noon .
Advertisements sent by Post must be accom

panied by Postal Order or Cheque, payable

to the Publishers, Messrs. JOHN F.SHAW & Co.
Amounts under 2s.6d , may be sent in Stamps,

OFFICES : 48, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

MAN AND WIFE, Christians, well

adapted for chapel-keepers or care of a mission

house ; experienced in the lattor.
Freeman , care of Miss Stroud ,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.

SITUATION required for a parlour-maid,

one not very strong , but wellrecommended .

M. A. K., Registry, Conference Hall , N.

EDUCATIONAL HOME for the

Daughters of Gentlemen , Chatsworth Lodge,

Grove Park, Chiswick, W.- The Misses Brown
and Good have removed to a large detached

house, with good garden and tennis lawn, in the

healthy neighbourhood of Chiswick , where they

receive twenty Resident Pupils . First-class

education , with careful Christian training and

home comforts. Children from India received ,

and lovingly cared for . References kindly per

mitted to Mrs. Pennefather, J. E. Mathieson ,

Esq . ( Mildmay ) , and others,

A LADY seeks the Superintendence of a

Home for Girls, age 38, excellent references .

A. B. , 1 , Newington Green , London, N.

Apartments, dr.
MOTHER'S HELP, or Nursery Gover

ness . No accomplishments, age 30 ; London

preferred . Salary £ 15. Miss N., Registry,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

HOME OF REST.-MISS DUDIN

BROWN has removed her little Home to a better

house near to Kew Gardens, and receives highly

res pectable women and girls , Protestants, need

ing fresh air, for a fortnight, free . Those who

have been in a workhouse , or are not able to

assist the matron in ligut housework , are not

eligible. As Miss Dudin Brown bas not any

garden, she will be very thankful to her friends

100 any surplus green vegetables, or otherwise,

that they can spare for the inmates, as she has

no subscriptions. For particulars address to her

at the Home, Restdene, Forest Road , Kew.

WANTED, in neighbourhood of Highbury

or Stcke Newington , a daily engagement as

Mother's Help or anything useful.

J. P. 8. , MildmayHome,

1 ,Newington Green, London , N.

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL ,

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE .

Principal: DR. CRANAGE, M.A.

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL.

The Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educational advantages.

Pupils received between the ages of six and four

teen years . A limited number only taken ,

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry .
Address Principal .

WORTHING HOME OF REST,
for Christians of both sexes . Air good for Chest

Complaints and Rheumatism . Home comforts ,
Terms 1 to 2 guineas Lady Superintendent ,
Rutherford Lodge , Worthing.

WANTED , a re -engagement as mental

attendant to either lady or gentleman ,

S. , 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

SITUATION needed for an elderly house

maià. Good references.

M. H., 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

SITUATION wanted for good working

Housekeeper , Scotchwoman, age 49 ; long refer

ence ; wages £ 20 ; good plain cook.

Mrs. Fenton, Mildmay House,

1 , The Green , Stoke Newington , N.

COOK, for Kensington ; age 27 ; wages £ 20 ;

good character . L. 8. Registry,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.

MENTAL . - The Rev. W. Hay -Aitken de

sires to recommend a superior Retreat for Ladies
where skilful medical treatment is combiued

with Christian kindness and care . One hour by

rail from London. Address,

Bishopstone House, Bedford .

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR

THE SONS OF GENTLEMEN.

Woodlands, Snaresbrook , Essex ,

The MISSES COX and MISS CEOIL receivo the

Bons of Gentlemen from the age of six to

thirteen . Terms moderate ; Education thorough ,

Home comforts. Bpecial attention is paid to

the training of pupils in religion , morality ,

and purity . The instruction given in the

Holy Scriptures is distinctly evangelioal.

PROSPECTUS SENT ON APPLICATION .

OXFORD HOUSE SCHOOL, White

Horse Lane, South Norwood . Principal, Miss

JONES. Comfortable home, with careful Obris
tian training combined with a sound education

Terms moderate. Referee, Rev. J. O. Harrison

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX.

Principal - Mr. Oko. FOSTER ,

ZENANA MIBSION.- A special effort is being

made by Mrs.Geo. Foster forthe benefit of Indian
women. An interesting and original Poem ,

recording answer to prayer, doubleleaflet form ,
mauve and gold, will be sent for lid. in stamps,

post free . Profits for the above.

A CHRISTIAN LADY, accustomed to

good society, and of much experience , would

like to take charge of a motherless family , or to

help a clergyman in his parish. Salary of se

condary importance. M.,care of Miss Biroud,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park, London , N.

WANTED places for respectable young

girls ay Under Nurses and Under Housemaids in
Ohristian families . Stamped envelopes for

replies. Registry ,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

LONDON .-- INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,

20 , 21, Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, w.o.
Five Minutes' walk or ls . cab fare from Euston,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways ; easily
reached from other stations. Patronised by

readers of Word and Work . Tariff on application .

HASTINGS . - Boarding House, charm

ingly situated , facing sea. Moderate terms,

special for winter. Every home comfort . Liberal

table. Mrs. Perkins , Alexandra House , Denmark

Place, Hastings.

CAN any lady or gentleman recommend a

school or orphanage for superior boy of 12, where
he could be educated and trained ? Terms mode

rate , B. , care of Miss Stroud,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

SOUTHSEA. Board and residence

Solent House, 16 and 17, Bouth Parade facing

sea and the Isle of Wight, between the two

piers, and three minutes' walk from Station .

PARIS.-HOME FOR GOVERNESSE3,

Lady Students, and Christian Workers . Advan .

tages ofFrench .

Miss Pryde, 23 , Avenue du Bois de Boulogne ,

WANTED, left-off washing dresses, that

will re-make for young girls going out to their

first place of service. Such will be most grate

fully received . Miss Stroud , Conference Hall ,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

SOUTHEND - ON - SE A.

BELLE VUE HOUSE .

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES.

Children taken for the vacations .

Terms moderate. Full particulars on application

to Principal.

Address, Principal, Belle Vue House,

Stanley Road , Southend-on-Sea, Essex .
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ANOTHER HARD WINTER

SEVENTEEN HUNDRED ORPHAN or

DESTITUTE CHILDREN now in

DR. BARNARDO'S THIRTY -ONE HOMES

for WAIFS and STRAYS receive food, clothing, education , as

well as industrial and Christian training daily .

FRESH CANDIDATES arebeing ADMITTED
WITHOUT VOTING , PATRONAGE, or CONDITIONAL

GIFTS, at the rate of SIX PER DAY.

AS

BSOLUTE DESTITUTION is the alone

qualification, but the most rigid examination is instituted

to discover and prevent imposition .

WHO WILL HELP THE POOR ?

FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS

Maintain and benefit 3,500 persons weekly.

CRECHE FOR INFANTS. HOMES FOR

BOYS AND GIRLS. REFUGES FOR

MEN AND WOMEN .

HAS EVERBEEN REFUSED ADMISSION , irrespective

of nationality , age, creed , or physical defects.

Will any Readers of “ WORD AND WORK " kindly send &

Contribution ?

622 TRAINED CHILDREN Were placed out Amount Required foroneYear's Work, £ 4,00

.

THIS YEAR in GOOD SITUATIONS in Canada

alone ( £ 8 10s . pays for the complete outfit and passage of

one boy or girl) .

1
1

1

out in SERVICE this year in England alone, and are doing

well.

N ALL,more than NINE THOUSAND WAIFS

and STRAYS have been gathered into these Homes, care

fully fitted for an industrial career, and then placed out in

service at home or abroad .

NOENDOWMENT OF ANY KIND ,exists,
the whole being DEPENDENT on the FREEWILL

OFFERINGS of the benevolent.

£ 16 Will MAINTAIN , BOY or GIRL in theHOMES for a year.

BUT ANY GIFTS, however small, will be
GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGED if addressed to the

Treasurer, WM. FOWLER, Esq. ; to the Chairman of

Committee, S. G. SHEPPARD,Esq.; or to the Founder,

Dr. T. J. BARNARDO . at the

Offices of the Institutions,

18 to 26, STEPNEY CAUSEWAY , LONDON , E.

President,

THE EARL OF ABERDEEN , K.P.

Treasurer :

WILFRID A. BEVAN , Esq., 54, Lombard Street, E.C.

Bankrrs :

MESSRS. BARCLAY, BEVAN ,&Co., 54, Lombard Street, E.C.

MESSRS. RANSOM& CO., 1, PallMall East, W.

The Committee earnestly appeal for contributions to

THE CHRISTMAS DINNER AND

RELIEF OF DISTRESS FUND.'

There are already signs of great privation amongst the te

spectable poor. Visitors report cases of “ no work " continually,

the greatest distress prevails. We are anxious to provides

Christmas Dinner for 700 Destitute Men and Women, and far

600 Poor but Deserving Families, and also to replenish our

“ Fund " for Relieving the Poor during the Winter .

Contributions thankfully received by the Treasurer, Bank

Or by PEREGRINE PLATT, Secretary,

Vine Street, Clerkenwell Road, EC.

1

SIXPENNY MONTHLIES for 1887.

January parts commenСing New Volumos will be ready on December 20 h.

SIXPENCE MONTHLY. ONE PENNY WEEKLY .

“ The SUNDAY AT HOME is conducted with admirable taste , and stands THE FAMILY MAGAZINE FOR 1887.

unquestionably at the head of all the monthlies designed especially for SIXPENCE MONTHLY .
Sabbath reading.” — NORTH BRITISH DAILY MAIL .

The JANUARY PART of the THE

SUNDAY AT HOME LEISURE HOUR

CUMMING .

Commences a new volume, and contains

BARBARA'S BROTHERS,
For JANUARY commences a NEW VOLUME, and contains

A newSerial Btory by EVELYX EVERETT GREEN .
Something to His Advantage. A New Serial Story. By theTAE BEBT HUNDRED HYMN. A Prize Competition .

The Inner Life of Lord Shaftesbury.
Rev. T. 8. MILLINGTON , Author of "By Hook or by Crook, " & c .

Bible Notes and Queries – Difficult or Misunderstood Texts.
How Money is Made. A Day at the Mint. By W. d.

Wondrous Works. By SAMUEL G. GREEN, D.D.
GORDON . With numerous Illustrations,

The Martyrs. By the Rev. Professor GIBB, D.D. A Mile and a Bittock, By ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

The Winter of the Soul. By the Dean of ARMAGH.
The Art of Secret Writing. By JAMES Mason.

How Blind Chinese Beggars are being transformed into Mormonism as it is . A Visit to Salt Lake City. By the

Missionary Scripture Readers. By C. F. GORDON Rev. A. ROWLANDS, LL.B

Ways of Life and Work . By the Rev. HARRY JONES, M.A.

Homely Light on Hallowed Texts.
Father Damien . By EMILY H. HICKEY.

Luther in the Pulpit. By RICHARD HEATH ,

The Burning Fiery Furnace . From GEORGE TINWORTH.
The Little Seamstress. A Complete Story. By ANSI

FELLOWES .

The Martyrs ofUganda.

Hymn Writers ofWales. By the Rev. H. ELVET LEWIS.
Fifty Years of the Nation's Progress. By Professor LEONE

Some Hindoo Devotees. As photographed.
The Seventh Earl of Shaftesbury .

The Art of Giving. By ISABELLA FYVIE MAYO.

Heartsease. A Story for the Young. The Queen who could not make Apple Fritters. With

Illustrations by F. GOULD .

Preparing for Sunday School. By H. JOHNSON.
Fanarona , a Malagasy Game.

Things New and old.

Poetry : The Door. By RICHARD WILTON, M.A.–Trust on . By
Woman's Influence. By RICHABD HEATH .

H. M , BURNSIDE . - Clean Hands. - But if not. Science Notes. — New Optical Glass - Trial of Great List

Scripture Exercises. Telescope - Bleotrical Depositionof Dust and Smoke - Ligbtingto

Monthly Record of Missionary Enterprise.
in Tunnels by Electricity - New Street Lamp - Making PaperBasc

Byes in Lower Animals — Ton -Eyed Leecbes, & o.

A beautiful Coloured Plate , CHRIST THE HEALER,

by GABRIEL MAX , is given with the Janpiary Part .
Varieties.

“ TheLEISURE HOU8 is always admirably edited. " - THE TIMES

LONDON : 66, PATERNOSTER ROW . Order of any Newsagent.

LEVI.
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his mother being the tree . The candles - of enormous

Christmas in the Olden Time. size, and wreathed with evergreens - typified him as

the sun, sourceof light : whilethe wassail bowl comes
BY EMILY S. HOLT.

to us from the “Drunken Festival ” of Babylon.

Tow did the primitive Church keep Christmas ? On the evening of Christmas Eve the twelve days'

The answer is
? festival commenced in the Middle Ages. The whole

kept it at all. The primitive ApostolicChurch wasas family , servants and retainers, were all on an equality

innocent of any ecclesiastical interest in the 25th while it lasted. First in the list of ceremonies came

of December as the most uncompromising Covenanter the Yule log, dragged in by the men of the household ,

could possibly be . It was not until the beginning of and lighted with a fragment of the last year's log,

the third century, or to adopt the very earliest date, produced by the mistress from her stores. It was

the latterhalf of the second, that the already corrupted usually a block of elm , as cross-grained as could be

Church accepted at the hands of heathenism , and found ; and it must be of sufficient size to burn all

adapted to her own purposes, an ancient Babylonish night, for alas for the house wherein it went out !

festival, celebrated on the day of the winter solstice, When the log was alight, the wassail bowl was set

asthe birthday of the Sun -god. on the hearth , half filled with spiced ale ; and long

This fact is more striking from the certainty that strings of apples were put to roast, so arranged that

Christ's birth did not occur in December, but in Octo- they should fall into the bowl when sufficiently cooked .

ber - probably the latter half . The selection of the This mixture constituted the “ lamb's wool." Now

birthday of the Sun-god (also worshipped as the came the feast - whereat the chief disheswereplum

serpent) to commemorate His birth who came to porridge in a tureen , furmety (wheat boiled with

destroy the works of the devil,was a most deplorable milk and spices), mince pies — which were made not

incident, yet it was not a coincidence , but a deliberate round, but in a parallelogram , their shape represent

adaptation ofa heathenfeast to her own ritual by a ing the manger wherein Christ lay --fritters,roasted

Church already spotted by the world, who had for. herrings, and an apple florentine . After the Refor

gotten her Lord's command not to touch the unclean mation, when, of course, the eve was no longer a vigil,

thing . Nor was it until after this event that the the fare of Christmas Day was added to this. The

I Church became contaminated by one special feature wassail bowl went round after the feast, and was

• of idolatry, the very point and centre of this Pagan followed by games and dancing. Then the mummers

festival .
usually made their appearance, who performed a sort

In almost every form of heathenism one phase of of religious play, usually of a very rude, if not coarse,

idolatry appears — that worshipofthe mother and description : and after them the carol-singers, who

infant to which some have supposed an allusion under sang real carols in the streets, but often exchanged

the name of the “ image of jealousy " (Ezek. viii, 3) . them for convivial songs in the house . Late into the

Its origin was Chaldean ,but it is found in India and night these - carols, games, and dancing - were fre

in Peru, in stern Rome and polished Greece, in Norsepolished Greece, in Norsequently continued, and it was

legendsandinChinese temples — more prominent in Yulelog wasburned out, and the housewife saved

some creeds than in others , but ever lurking some. a splinter to light the log of the following Christmas .

where — which shows it to be one of the oldest of During thatnight, at the moment of Christ's birth ,

buman idolatries. And this feast of the winter three marvels were expected to occur. The oxen in

solstice was its highest festival, the birthday of the the stalls would fall on their knees and low ; every

child. The eve was dedicated to themother,the day drop of water in the house would be changed into

to the son ; and they were respectively known as wine, and immediately return to water ; and the

Mother-Night and Child -Day, alike to Chaldean and Glastonbury thorn , planted by Joseph of Arimathea ,

to Norseman. It will shortly be seen that most would break forth into bloom . The last wonder did

Christmas customs have a similar origin .
occasionally occur ; for the thorn being an Oriental

To Christmas Eve belong the Yule log , the wassail winter-flowering shrub, its natural time to blossom

bowl, the Christmas candle, the mistletoe, the plum. was just about that period.

porridge (now converted into pudding), and mince -pie, This night also thewaits began their rounds. They

the waits and carol- singing, the mummersor maskers, never sang, but played on instruments, and their

I and the Christmas games. To Christmas Day apper- musicwas not of an ecclesiastical description. Most

tain the baron of roast beef, the boar's head , the large towns had a special tune for their waits .

Christmas goose ( for which the turkey is a modern When Christmas Day dawned , every window was

substitute), and the Christmas tree. Of these the decked with evergreens. The morning was devotea

Yule log, the wassail bowl , the candles , the mistletoe , to going to church ; which tribute to virtue being

the boar's head , the goose , and the fir tree, havecome paid, the rest of the day was marked by merriment,

down through all the ages, straight from the original and not unfrequently by riot. Beside the roast beef,

feast of beatbenism. the goose, and the boar's head, brawn and capons

The Yule log represented the dead Sun-god, who were commonly served for dinner, but the meat

had been slain by the enemy of man ; the casting of formed the second course ; the plum -porridge and

it into the fire denoted bis violent death, which was mince-pies came first . The mince-pie, during the

a sacrifice for the benefit of man . The fir-tree , seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, was a favourite

supposed to rise from the ashes of the Yule log, test of orthodoxy : the man who ate one on Christ

symbolised the renewed life of the slain deity. The masDay without any show of reluctance must be an

googe was his chosen sacrifice, because the figure of obedient son of Mother Church . The wassail bowl

a goose stood for the word " son " in the hieratic often made its appearance again , and likewise the

writing ; the mistletoe exhibited him as “ the branch , ” snapdragon ; but, strictly speaking, these ought to

1
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have been confined to Christmas Eve. Furmety all praise, size , and price ( if he paid for them , but

formed the proper breakfast and supper. In the that he was not always solicitous to do ), as may be

evening the Christmas games were renewed, the supposed when we read for one an order to supply

principal of which were cards, chess, draughts, seven thousand hens, and for another above twenty.

scrambling for nuts and apples, dancing, forfeits, six thousand loaves (or rather cakes) of bread.

whipping tops, and various games more properly so Edward II. , on these occasions , supplied himself with

termed, of which some are still known : namely, four robes (the word " robe " always covered four, il

hunting the owl, hunt the squirrel, fools' plough, hot not five garments), three dozen pairs of slippers,and

cockles, blindman's buff (then called " hoodman two pairs of boots. We find Henry VII." touching

blind " ), shoe the wild mare, &c. for the evil ” on Christmas Eve. He gave rewards

A windy Christmas was the sign of a prosperous of 6s. 8d . or 10s. to the waits, and 10s. to the Abbot

year ; and “ a green ,Yule maketh a fat kirkyard." of Misrule. In the accounts of his wife and family

New Year's Day was especially devoted to dancing, are seen such entries as the following :

particularly the hobby-horse and country dances. “ To Cornishe for setting of a carralle upon Crist

New Year's gifts were a heavy tax on the purses of mas Day, 138. 4d. For the offering of the Quere fa:

our forefathers, especially on those in high station . mass] , 58. , and for hure howselle the same day (at the

One must be presented to every member of the house- Sacrament], 20d . To the children of the Kings

hold , down to the turnspit boy ; andto every friend, Chapelle in 'rewarde, thesame day, 138. 4d. To the

dependent, customer, or patron, out of doors. It was Quene for hure disporte at cardes this Cristmas, 100s.

also necessary to reward every messenger bringing a Privy purse expenses of Queen Elizabeth of York,

similar gift, the amountof the rewardvarying with 1502 .

the rank of the donor. John of Gaunt, in one year, " To the Princess ' grace by the King's commaund:

spent £396 178. on New Year's gifts, and £65 on ment, forſ to disporte her with this Cristemas, £9 ).

messengers bringing them from others.
Deliveredto the King's grace owne hande sfor to gane

Night, no less than day, had its delights at this therewith now at this tyme of Cristemas, £ 100” –

period. Standards were setup in the streets, con. Ibid . of King Henry VIII., 1529.

sisting of long poles decked with evergreens, and "Delivered upon Cristmas Even to distribute in

dancing round these was a favourite amusement, almes amonges pore folkes, 15s. ” — Ibid . of Princess

usually to the air of “ Sellenger's Round. "
(afterwards Queen) Mary, 1537 .

The twelve days' festival closed , as its name denotes,

with Twelfth Night. The grand feature of thisday in alms to the poor,andsix shillings and eightpe.se

The proportions are instructive. Fifteen skilings

was the drawing of king and queen . Their mimic

Majesties were solemnly inducted into chairs of state , pounds
spentat cards, andtwenty pounds thirteen

in oblations, are flanked by one hundred and bre

and as abjectly obeyed for the evening, their com shillings and fourpence in other " disports ” ! Lets

mands being so issued as to afford plenty of fun and

laughter. A TwelfthNight cakewasalso an import- tale, especiall
y
inthis degenera

te
age, whereini

look to it that our own account-books tell a better

ant element, in hich , as on some other occasions,

it was usual to introduce a ring, a sixpence (more ment is duty, though not also,

seems to be taken for granted by many that amuse

anciently a groat),and a thimble,which were supposed thatdutyis amusement. Surely
theday on which

to confer on their finders marriage, wealth, or celibacy. we commemorate the advent of Christ to save med

“ Santa Claus," an institution of which we read

much in American tales,was not with us a feature plunging into it !

from sin ought not to be a signal for their deliberately

of Christmas, but of St. Nicholas' Day, the 6th of Tusser's advice :

Let us rather take good old

December. “ St. Nicholas went about ' on that day ;

and his representative, having been privately in

“ At Christmas be merry and thank God withal,

And feast thy poor neighbours, the great with thesmal."

structed beforehand, presented the good childrenwith Why should we leave our feasts outside the promise

toys, and the naughty ones with a birch rod in that where two or three are gathered together in

miniature. Christ's name, there is He in the midst of them ?

The Lord of Misrule, sometimes called the Abbot But, then , the mirth must befit for Him to join in

of Misrule, reignedfrom New Year's Day to Twelfth

Night. Thiswas derived from the Saturnalia, where

a purple -robed slave, named Zoganes, ruled the house

while the feast lasted . Christmas Bells.

Christmas boxes are borrowed from the most an HERE are sounds in the sky when the year grows old,

THERI
cient method of taking the census in Pagan Rome, by

And the winds of the winter blow

commanding every man, woman, and child to drop

When night and the moon are clear and cold,

And the stars shine on the snow,

a coin into the collecting boxes set up in the streets, Or wild is the blast and bitter the sleet

The Church of Rome, as is her wont, utilized the That beats on the window -pane ;

custom in her own favour, by making a collection for But blest on the frosty hills are the feet

masses to absolve the excesses of the season ! Of the Christmas time again !

A few extracts from the privy purse accounts, &c . ,
Chiming sweet when the night wind swells,

Blest is the sound of the Christmas Bells

willshow how our monarchs spent Christmas of old.

Christmas was one of those four seasons of the year

Dear are the sounds of the Christmas chimes

In the land of the ivied towers,
when every person who was able to afford it renewed And they welcome the dearest of festival times

his wardrobo. Henry III . was modest in the number In this Western world of ours !

of his robes, but they were usually superb , though in Brighton the bolly andmistletoe bough

one instance he laid in two hair shirts . He was much The English firelight falls,

given to painting his palaces for Christmas, and still
And bright are the wreathed evergreens now

That gladden our own home walls !

more to the offering of magnificent oblations to divers And hark ! the first sweet note that tells,

saints. His Christmas feasts must have been beyond The welcome of the Christmas Bells

1
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The owl that sits in the ivy's shade,

Remote from the ruined tower,

Shall start from his drowsy watch afraid

When the clock shall strike the hour ;

And over the fields in their frosty rhyme

The cheery sounds shall go,

And chime shall answer unto chime

Across the moonlit snow !

How sweet the lingering music dwells

The musio of the Christmas Bells.

E

It fell not thus in the East afar

Where the Babe in the manger lay :

The wise mon followed their guiding star

To the dawn of a milder day ;

And the fig and the sycamore gathered green ,

And the palm -treeof Deborah rose ;

' Twas the strange first Christmas the world had seen

And it came not in storm and snows.

Nor yet on Nazareth's hills and dells

Had floated the sound of Christmas Bells.

The cedars of Lebanon shook in the blast

Of their own cold mountain air ;

But nought o'er the wintry plain had passed

To tell that the Lord was there !

The oak and the olive and almond were still ,

In the night now worn and thin ;

No wind of thewinter -time roared from the bill

To waken the guests at the inn ;

No dream to them the musio tells

That is to come from the Christmas Bells.

The years that have fled like the leaves on the gale

Since the morn of the Miracle-Birth,

Have widened the fame of the marvellous tale

Till the tidings have filled the earth !

And so in the climes of the icy North,

And the lands of the cane and the palm ,

By theAlpine cotter's blazing hearth ,

And in tropio belts of calm ,

Men list to -night the welcome swells,

Sweet and clear, of Christmas Bells !

They are ringing to -night through the Norway firs,

And across the Swedish fells,

And the Cuban palm -tree dreamily stirs

To the sound of those Ohristmas Bells !

They ring where the Indian Ganges rolls

Its flood through the rico - fields wide ;

They swell the far hymns ofthe Lapps and Poles

To the praise of the Crucified .

Sweeter than tones of the ocean's shells

Mingle the chimes of the Christmas Bells !

The years come not back that have circled away

With the past of the Eastern land,

When He plucked the corn on the Sabbath Day

And healed the withered hand ;

But the bells shall join in a joyous chime

For the One whowalked the sea,

And ring again for the better time

Of the Christ that is to be !

Then ring ! -for earth's best promise dwells

In ye, O joyous Prophet Bells !

Grown Up on the Streets.

Lodging House Lads : Can They be saved ?

BY PEARL FISHER.

“ O UR theory - no, our actual practice — is never to refuse a

really destitute child ," so said Dr. Barnardo in a chat

I had with him the other day. The fact is one to be noted

and pondered. In this great city of ours, with its deep drifts

of wastrel child life, it is grand to know there is one institu

tionto which the mosthelpless and destitute may comewith

confidence ; one place to which the missionary or Christian

visitor may unhesitatingly bring the lonely, neglected, un

cared -for waifs they find here and there - alone amongst

millions, homeless in the city of homes and refuges, starving

in the midst of abundance.

The doors being thus widely open , it is not surprising to

learn that there are at present in the various institutions

grouped under the comprehensive title “Dr. Barnardo's

Homes” some seventeen hundred children of all ages, from the

tiny inmates of Baby's Castle, the little fellows at Jersey,the

girls at Ilford, the boys at Stepney, the occupants of various

other homes too numerous to mention, up to big elder

girls at SturgeHouse, andthe rough lads in the Labour House

for Destitute Youths. Of this latter but little comparatively

is known, and to it I would now turn for a brief space.

The “ Brifts ” of the Lodging Houses.

Probably few are aware that in the common lodging houses

these miserable last resorts of the destitute , are to be found,

large numbersof great fellows, seventeen to twenty years of

age, unlettered, utterly friendless and starving. When Dr.

Barnardo wasin thehabit of going at night to these places,

fishing for waifs and strays, these lads would crowd round

him, beseeching him to help them . But to take great fellows

likethese into the Boys' Home would completely ruin it ;

they would spoil the younger boys, while the arrangements

were in no way suitable for their own needs. What they

wanted was an introduction tothe stern reality of life, to be

put to a real labour test, to learn to work hard for their

living, and then get a chance of doing something. Perhaps

a case orļtwo from the Director's note book will illustrate

better than anything else the condition of these big lads.

a Pitiful Story.

Peter Coal had a shrewd glancein his eye, and I discovered

that his face was not unintelligent, after it had been

carefully scrubbed ; but as he presented himself on the night

of our dinner for unemployed lads, he was a most unpre

possessing specimen. His raiment (save the mark!) was open,

through its countless rents, to every wind that blew . Half

of one of his trouser legs was gone, his boots were tied on

with pieces of knotted string, and he had that “ hunted ” look

which so often accompanies privation and neglect. His face

was deeply pitted with small-pox, and his hair was longand

tangled in elf locks. Thiswas his story, the details of which

I subsequently verified : - " I hain't got a single friend , as I

knows on, in the world-leastwise, since father and mother

died I never could find 'em . But I did hear that I'd a uncle

somewherein Forest Gate. That was what my mother told

me on her death -bed . She died seven months ago of small

pox . Did I ketch it from her ? No, I didn't. I'dhad it years

afore, whenIwas a small kid. Father died too, three years

ago, in the Sick Asylum. Never hadany brothers or sisters.

Iv'e just done for myself since I was leftalone ; tried all sorts

o'things, and lived in lodging houses and sich-like. Some

times Ihaven't money for a doss — often - lots o'times. Why,

all last week I worn't in bed once . It's 'orful, I tell yer,

special if yer begins hungry. Iv'e bin’used to knock about the

markets, pulling barrows,and sich - like, but things is so dull

now that there's precious little to get from the market folks.

I've soldevening papers, but that don'tpay now -- somany is

in it, and you gets so little for yourself out of it." Peter was

admitted to the Labour House, and he turns out not “ half a .

bad fellow ” when curried into shape and with decent

clothes on his back . He has plenty of muscle, is perse

vering and willing to work hard , and if once he earns the

right to be placedon Canadian soilI can readily foresee that

hehas in him the potentialities of at least an honest com

petence.

Ring out at the meeting of night and morn

For the dawn of a happier day !

Lo, the stone from our faith's great sepulchre torn

The angels have rolled away !

And they come to us here in our low abode,

With words like the sunrise gleam

Come down and ascend by that heavenly road

That Jacob saw in his dream .

Spirit of love , that in music dwells,

Open our hearts with the Christmas Bells !

Help usto see that the glad heart prays

As well as the bended knees ;

That there are in our own as in ancient days

The Scribes and the Pharisees ;

That the Mount of Transfiguration still

Looks down on these Christian lands ,

And the glorified ones from that holy hill

Are reaching their helping hands.

These be the words our music tells

Of solemn joy , O Christmas Bells
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Cleben Year s Struggle. " What for ?"

For eleven years, according to his ownaccount, Samuel “ To seek work."

Brown had earned his bread by “ odd jobbing ; ” and he was “ Did you find it ? "

now only seventeen. Eleven years of hand -to -mouth life “ No, sir ; I tramped the streets for months ; tried every .

beginning the struggle at six ! Sam's physique showed thing I could think, till my clothes ” (and they were hanging

traces of it all ; but in precocity and " smartness ” and about him in shreds) “ got so bad nobody 'ud look at me. I

“ business ability " he was not deficient. He was a genuine was starving ; sleeping in doorways and where I could. Then

development of the nineteenth century street-boy, and had I took to trying for jobs at the market';but so many of us,

the stamp of the age's hurry in his every feature. Sam that's a poor thing . Take me in, sir. I'M work. Give me

talked in laconics ; he had not many words to waste. work ! "

“ Father's dead . So's mother ; died in the infirmary seven More Room Wanted

years since. She used to hawk things. I've kep' myself ' These,” said the doctor turning to me, "are theclass of lads
ever since. How ? By odd jobs : that's how I kep’

we get crowding round us for the Labour House. We'll only

myself ; all sorts of things. Never was in trouble and don't
have those who prove they are willing to work. Here, this

mean to be. Yes ; I've often slep 'out, when I hadn't doss morning, are fifteen applicants, the most of them will be
money. I stop most times at a lodging house in Holborn.

admitted. We take all who are absolutely destitute so long as
Hain't no friends as is any good to me. I've a uncle in

there is a corner to put them in . Don't YOU THINK, IF THE

Drury -lane ; but he's crippled and lives by boot-cleanin '.
LORD'S PEOPLE ONLY KNEW, THEY WOULD GIVE US MORE ROOM ?

I never had a sitivation of any kind , 'cept odd jobs. I'll do A poor £500 would enable us to alter and fit upthe adjoining

mv best if you let me in ."
house so as to receive sixty more lads. We are building now,

Something Must be Done.
in seven different places, additions and enlargements to our

These are but illustrative cases. Hundreds of such might other Homes. It must be so if we are to meet, in any sense,

be given . They are to be found everywhere. Left alone at the needs of the waifs and strays of the country. Who

an early age, battling on for years, with no instruction or help would say to these, “Go away , we have no room for you ;

in any shape, utterly unfit for even the most unskilled labour. we pity you, but we can't help you ? ' What will become of

Dr. Barnado says that for a long time he was made perfectly them if we do not help them 1 They must drift on to crime

wretched by the problem of these big lads, and in the and ruin , that is all . But come and see the Labour House."

winters of 1879 and 1880 it became more than he
Off we accordingly went, stopping en route to inspect the

could bear. Many of these fellows were free from crime, large block of buildings being erected as an enlarge

were really trying to keep honest, but the force of ment of the Stepney Boys' Home and the addition about

circumstances almost compelled them , one after another, to be made to the Infirmary for Sick Children .

to thieving. A computation made at that time showed Just beyond Stepney Station in the parish of Limehouse,

that from four to five thousand such big fellows, grown up stands the Youths' Labour House ; a block of houses with

on the streets, wereto be found in thelodging houses any yard inrear-against the railway arches — used as workshops,

night of the year, with every temptation to wrong-doing, and Here the lads do all the work , household and domestie as

none to guide, counsel, or help them . well, for it is wisely felt no female servant should be an

9 Aeto home Spened. inmate of the house . We found all work and bustle ; in the

It was not enough, however,merely to grieve for them , and woodchopping sheds and at the circular saws a large number

their enterprising friend soon discovered a means of practi were as busy as possible. For is not this the harvest season ?

cally helping them. He resolved to open a house where they So also in the rough carpenters'and boxmaking shop, and

would have hard work, rough but sufficient fare, be tho in the arated water factory. Thereare abouta hundred

roughly tested as to their capabilities, and receive teaching great youths in the Labour House, and sixty went out lately

in elementary and secular things, but, above all, in things to Canada. None of them reached the proposed icdustrial

spiritual, which in most caseshad never once dawned upon colony in the North -west, being seized upon and engaged

their comprehension. An appealin Night and Day for a by the farmers en route, and all were gone within twenty -four

guarantee for three hundred pounds per annum for three years hours of landing . Very few even reached Toronto. Big,

for this purpose was successful, and a Labour House was strong fellows like these , who had learned to work, were the

openedonthe Commercial Road, not very far from Stepney. very things the farmers wanted.

All the difficulties were not even then overcome. The Home from which these were sent forth has rapidly

not easy tosettlewhat kind of work would be suitable. They filled up again, and fast as the lads who are trained are

were unskilled in any handicraft, and it was not intended placed out, others flock in to take their places. Not only is

they should be kept more than six months, just to lick them work taught, but twice a week there is night school and other

into shape. It must be hard work to make them sweat ; classes ; the teachers being ladies from Dr. Barnardo's Dea.

nothing else would be of any use. Accordingly wood -chop coness House, whose very presence and 'tones have a rare

ping on a large scalewas commenced , and by and by packing power over these rough fellows. Not a few of these lads are

box making,to which, later on , was added the manufacture making decided progress with the rudiments of knowledge.

of ærated waters. But, best of all , there has been a very real and manifest

Bager Applicants.
work of grace. The Christian influence and teaching

This Home is now in fulloperation, and the applicants are brought to bear upon them prepared the way for gorde

numerous enough . I found the outer office of the institu special services, and these God was pleased to bless to many

tion at Stepney crowded with big fellows, the very making of the youths, who are now seekingto serve and follow Him

ofsturdy labourers, if only theywere traineda bit. Calling faithfully ,bearing witness for Him in the open air and other

out three or four of them, Dr. Barnardo interrogated in this wise. This is regarded as intensely cheering, for while the

fashion : work in one view of it is humanitarian and philanthropic, one

“ How old are you ?” cannot belp feeling that it is Christian philanthropy ; and

“ Eighteen , kir." the grand desire animating the whole and steadfastly held

“ Eighteen | You look fifteen. What have you been doing ? ” in view in all theHomes isto win the children, or elder girls

“Nothing. Been selling things on the streets, that's all.” and youths, to theSaviour, that thus they may find a true

“ How long ? ” Friend and strong Helper in all their future life.

“ Ever since I knows anything." In the Labour House “ Testimony Meetings " are occasion

" Where's your father ? ” ally held , when the lads rise one after the other and tell what

* Never knew him ." God has done for them . Writes one who has been present

twice :
Drifted up from the Country .

“ William's testimony always broke us down. There was

Another, who looked more like a country lad, answered no listening to it with a dry eye. I never heard a la: pras

thus :
with such fervour, such manifest access to God, such pre

“ How old are you ? ”

“ Seventeen . "
vailing power, as this poor wandering lad manifested. One

night a friend present jotted down a few sentences from

" Where do you come from ? You are not a Londoner ? ”

“Came from Dorsetshire, over a year ago. '
William's testimony, given ata crowded meeting of his mates

and others. I am indebted to him for the following extract :

It was
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Three Christmas Gifts.

I of

12

66

you ? "
66

" ' I owe everything to the Home, and I thank God I ever

entered it. Mates, food and clothes are good things for a

starving lad ; but, praise God, I've gotwhat won't ever

wear out, when clothes are in rigs, and even if I am starving
A Story for the season .

again. Now Christ is mine, and I am His ; and when I BY DR . SINCLAIR PATERSON .

think of His mercy in forgiving my many sins, and cleansing

mywicked heart, I haven'twords enough to thank Him with, T was Christmas Eve, and Freddy, twelve years old, was

and feel Iwould like to spend my life serving Him. '

“ Imagine a boy in his surroundings beginning to study such was growing too big for toys, and he liked useful presents

a book as Leviticus, and having hismates around him , often better. During the year now closing he had been busy with

before five in the morning, or at odd moments in the day, his school duties, and was making fair progress with his

while they pored over their Bibles ! To give an example of studies. But he found it not always easy to get up in good

his intelligence as to Divine things, and of his simplicity, time for the morning train which carried him to school,

let me mention an incident. One Sunday night at the Edin Sometimes the servants forgot to call him early enough, and

burgh Castle Dr. Barnardo was preachingupon the cleansing
at other times, though called , he thought there was time for

of the leper, as set forth in the fourteenth chapter of Levi
forty winks more, and so missed the train .

ticus. “ If I only had a watch it would be all right,” he had said

Among my audience was this lad and about twenty or to himself very often during the year. Thedesirableness of

thirty others, who were known at this time to be serving a timekeoper in hisown possession was very strongly present

the Lord . I did my best to make the subject clear, but to his mind to -night, and when hewent tobed he said , just

naturally I almost forgot the boys, and spoke chiefly to the ashe was dropping off to sleep, “ I wish I had a watch ſº

immense adult audience before me. When the meeting was When all was still in his bedroom , close on midnight, each

over I saw the lads going out, and reaching the door I touched
Santa Claus in the household stoleon tiptoe into hisroom ,

William's shoulder and said , and laid their gifts on a large chair by his bedside. Freddy

“ Well, my lad, I fear you did not getmuch to-night.”
slept calmly on till early in the morning, when he had a

His eyes beamed with intelligence and pleasure.
strange dream . Looking outof the window , he saw a white

“ Didn't I, sir ? " he replied ; " I got a lot. It was fine.” speckfar off in the sky. Gradually it grew larger and came

But, William ," I asked , was it not too difficult for nearer, until at last a white-robed angel with a pleasing

smile stood on the floor of his little room .

" No, sir," he said , “ I understood it all ; in fact, I never “ Well, my boy ," said theheavenly visitor, “what Christmas

understood about them two ducks before ! ” gift would you like to have ?"

“ And then he told me how he and his mates had been dili Almost unconsciously he slowly repeated the words he

gently, perusing that very chapter a few days previously, had spoken when falling asleep : “ I - wish - I - had - a- .

Now, he said , he understood about them two ducks,' and watch ! ”

I really believe he did , for I heard much afterwards of the With a graver aspect the angel looked on him and said,

spiritual results of the lessons learned at that night's “ Your wish is granted . Farewell .”

meeting." When he woke in the morning he remembered his curious

A Profitable Service. dream. As his eye fell on the packages piled on the chair he

I wonder if the question arises in the minds of any whether
wondered whether there was a heaven.gift among them .

itpays to savetheselads?Surelyifthe question be fairly Getting up, and before he washalf-dressed,he began eagerly

faced ; if their life in the street andin the lodging houses be
to untie them. There were many beautiful and useful

considered ; if it be remembered what, left to themselves, articles, but no watch . At lasthe came to a very large

they must become, and what under proper training they do
parcel which lay at the bottom under all the rest. When he

become, there is but one possible answer : it pays in the
had unrolled one packing he found another, and it took him

highestsense of the word to save these lads from their miser two or three minutes to unwind packing after packing ; but

ably helpless condition .
at last he came to the enclosure, and found it to be a dainty

This, be it remembered, is butone, and, numerically

little silver watch .

speaking, a very minor branch of these great institutions.
“Oh, I'm so glad ; I shall never be late for school again ! "

In Dr.Barnardo's various “ Homes " 1,700 children are to -day
he exclaimed, and his little heart went pit-a - pat for joy.

being housed, fed , clothed, educated , 'trained, and loved for
But I am sorry to say the watch, though an excellent time

Christ's sake. Surely
nostrongerplea needbeurged. They keeper, did not alwayssucceed in making Freddykeep time.

are doing a grand work, a work in which it is a high privi.

When he looked at it in the morning and found he had ten

lege tobear in anyway a helping hand. And the privilege minutesto sparehewasgladthat he could have alittlenap

may be ours, who, out of our abundance, or, in some cases,
more, but the little nap generally lasted twenty minutes

out of our poverty, help by prayer or gifts. Let us, then,
instead of ten , and it ended in his reaching the station when

help as we are enabled , remembering that “ it is not the will
the train was just disappearing round the corner.

of your Heavenly Father that one of these little ones should

perish .” Need I add that Dr. Barnardo will gratefully Another Christmas Eve had come. Freddy was now

acknowledge any help sent to him at 18, Stepney Causeway, fifteen . In a fewdays he hoped to leave school and go out

London , E. into the world. He meant to be a brave little man, and to

plod his way on steadily and diligently. A few days before

The Wonders of Prayer.

he had made an application for anappointment, which would

just suit him, but he had learned yesterday that there were

А.

HEBREW paper thus pithily epitomises the power of agreat many applicants, and he now thought his chance

prayer :--Abraham's servant prays Rebekah appears. of getting it a very poor one. Therefore to -nighthe was

Jacobwrestles and prays, and prevails with the angel. Esau's somewhat anxious and troubled about his future. He had

mind is wonderfully turned from the revengeful purposes no fear, if he could only start well at the beginning. As he

he had harboured for twenty years. Moses prays -- and was musing, hekept muttering to himself, " A good start in

Amalek is discomfited . Joshua is life — that's what I want.” He hardly ceased muttering when

discovered . Hannah prays — Samuel is born. David praye- he laid his head on his pillow , but in a few moments he was

Ahitophel hangs himself. Asa prays — a victory is gained. sound asleep:

Jehoshaphatcries unto God—God turns away his foes. Isaiah Suddenly in the night-time a touch on his arm awoke him ,

and Hezekiah pray - one hundred and eighty -five thousand and as he sat up in bed the whole room seemed ablaze with

Assyrians are dead in twelve hours. Daniel prays — the lions light. The radiance was from the robes of the angel who

are muzzled. Daniel prays — the seventy weeksare revealed . had visited him three years ago. On his face there was a

Mordecai and Esther fast - Haman is hanged on his own pensive look, but there was kindnessin his eye.

gallows in three days. Ezra prays at Ahave - God answers. “ Well, my lad , what do you wish as a Christmas gift

Nehemiah darts a prayer — the King's heart is softened in a to -morrow ? "

minute. Elisha prays—a child's soul comes back ; for prayer “ A good start in life," he mutt -red, scarcely knowing what

reaches eternity.- · Hebrew Standard, he said.

prays - Achan
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of the year.

.

“ You shall have it," said the angel, his face clouding over awoke, Fred looked round, as if he expected to see the new

as he spoke, and in a second the, brightness was gone, and heart somewhere in the room ,but he quickly rebuked him

Freddy was alone. self, and said almost aloud, “ Everything does not come by

In the morning he remembered his dream . He wondered parcel post.”

if it wouid find fulfilment; for in the case of the former gift he On Christmas morning he went to church. A preacher

had afterwards learnt that it was the gift of a loving aunt whom he did not know ascended the pulpit, and read out as

some hundreds of miles away, and had been in the keeping his text, “ Behold,Ibring you tidings of great joy, which

of his mother for a week before Christmas. Strange to say, shall be to all people ” (Luke ii. 10 ).
when he came downstairs he found a letter on the breakfast The preacher made much of the fact that the angelic

table telling him that he had been singled out from all the message contained “ good tidings ," and explained the work

applicants, and was to enter upon his duties at the beginning which Christ, as a Saviour, came to do. He spoke of sal

vation from sin, and showed forcibly the guilt, pullution,

Two years speedily passed, and his steady industry and and bondage which sin had brought. He then proceeded to

perseverance won him golden opinions. So diligently had he point out that the “ good tidings” were for • all people,"

followed up his good start in life, that he might fairly be and enforced the instant belief of them on the congregation,

said to be on the road to fortune, perhaps also to fame. ending by saying that God, instead of demanding a sacritice,

Time passed merrily with him . He had several companions
offered one. Sinners were not asked to give, but to take.

of his own age, who, like himself, were usefully employed in The concluding words touched a chord in Fred's heart.

the daytime, and enjoyed their leisure by free indulgence in Hitherto he had always thought of the self -denial and sacri

the amusements young men love . They were not what the fices which Christian life demanded ; now for the first time

world calls vicious. They went to church once every Sunday, he thought of God's salvation as a free gift . The prospect

and took care tofind amusement almost every night in the of a higher and better life, founded on peace with God,

week. Fred seldom opened his Bible, and had quite lost the through the blood of His Son, won his heart. As he sat in

habit of prayer he had acquired as a child at his mother's his pew he quietly, yet earnestly, accepted God's gift, and

knee ; yet during these two yearshe wasmore than content, immediately hisfeelings changed . " Hehad received a new

he was happy,and life seemed to promise him a long continu heart.

ance of joy.
From that time onward his whole life was altered. He

had found joy in God .His daily delight was to serve the
Another Christmas Eve has come . Fred is now eighteen, Lord Jesus, and his only regret, which he often repeated, as

and has become a thoughtful young man. During the a warning to others, was that he had not chosen the best gift

year now closing he has been passing through a crisis. One first.

of his most cherished friends had died suddenly, and the

thought of death as a certain, and, perhaps, near, termination

to his own life staggered him . If the life he was enjoying so Our Christmas Acrostic.

much could only go on unchanging for ever, theprospect was

pleasant enough. Butnow he had to face eternity. Hiseye WORTHY is the Lamb that was slain to

With Christmas Greetings.

had not lost its sparkle, but a cloud often rested upon
receive

his brow . Besides, hehad lost two of his former closest com

power, and riches, and wisdom ,

panions. They were living still , and had not left the neigh
and strength, and honour, and glory,

and blessing Rev: v. 13 .

bourhood, but their habits were quite changed . They refused

to accompany him to the theatre, and somehow had taken a bring you tidings of great joy . Luke ü. 10 .

fancy to go to church twice onSunday, and either to read The Lord will bless His people with peace . Psa uis.nl

what Fred contemptuousl
y

called “ awfully dry” books, or to

frequent Bible readings, for which he had notaste, during the
Heever liveth to make intercession for them Heb. vii. 25.

week.

“ I can't understand you fellows at all,” he said to them C hrist also bath loved us, and hath given

often; " you used to be so jolly, and now you're so dreadfully
Himself for us

slow. ' I couldn't live as you are doing at anyprice.
What's Herein is love, not that we loved God, but

the goodof losing all the pleasure life brings ?

that He loved us 1 Johniv.10.

My dear fellow , " one of them replied, " we never had Return unto thy rest, O my soul ; for the

more pleasure than we have now . Wehavelearned to choose Lord hath dealt bountifully with thee . Psa. cxvi . 7 .

the higher pleasure, and we find it far more delightful than I will wait for the God of my salvation Micah vii. 7 .

any we previously enjoyed. Look here, Fred, you couldn't | Salvation belongeth unto the Lord Pse, iii, &

find any satisfaction inthe low pleasures which drinking and

betting men relish so keenly, just because your tastes are
herefore with joy shall ye draw water out

of the wells of salvation . Isa . xii. 3.

.

songsand society, because wehavehad ourtastes morehighly M ine eyes have seen Thy salvation, which

Thou hast prepared
retined than before .”

Lu. ïi. 30,31.

“ But to explain it better still, Fred,” said the other,
A light to lighten the Gentiles, and the glory

have new likings, because we have got new hearts .”

of Thy people Israel
Ln . ii. 32.

A new heart,” said Fred; " whatdo you mean by that, Surely He hath borne our griefs and carried

and where is it to be got.”

Isa, lüüi. 4

“ Ah !” said his friend, “ it is a Divine gift, but it is one

God never refuses to him who asks for it aright."
God ismy strength and power ; and He

On this Christmas Eve Fred was turningover in his own

maketh my way perfect 2 Sam . xxii.33

mind what he had been told about the new heart. “ I sup
Rejoice in the Lord , O ye righteous; for praise

is comely for the upright
Psa . xxxl.1.

pose it is so,” he said to himself ; "there must be a change

within before there can be any change without.”
nriched in every thing to all bountifulness 2 Cor. ix . 11 .

That night, ashe lay upon his bed, the angel appeared to
ndure hardness as a good soldier of Jesus

him for the third time. His aspect was more tender and full
Christ . 2 Tim . ii. 3 .

of promise than it had ever been before. “ Fred,” he The Lord is my lightand my salvation,

said to him kindly, “ I have to offer you a Christmas gift for
whom shall I fear ? Psa . Ixv . l .

the third time. What shall it be ” Without hesitation

Fred answered at once, “ A new heart, please.” “ That,”

can do all things through Christ which

I
strengtheneth me Phil. iv, 13

replied the angel, “ it is not in my power to give, but I can Now the God of hope fillyou with all joy

promise you God will give it, to whom your desire is surely and peace in believing
Rom , xv, 13.

known." My only regret is that you did not ask this first

instead of last. Éte lingered, as if loth to leave, and, with a

Glory to Godin the highest,and on earth

peace, good will toward men . Luke ii. 14

cheering, loving smile, which lighted up his countenance

with heavenly beauty, he slowly faded away. When he
S urely I come quickly,Amen. Even so, come,

Lord Jesus Rev, X., 902

.

Eph. v . 2.

3 . .

.

we

our sorrows

. .

.
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The Children for Christ.

IN

66

service, that to train for God s gervice secures the fullest sal.

vation . Did we not hear God say of Abraham , “ I have

known him , to the end he may command his childrenand

BY REV. ANDREW MURRAY. household after him , that theymay keep the way of the Lord

to the end that the Lord may bring upon Abraham that
A Consecrated Home.

which He hath spoken of bim " ? Do we not remember in

" As for me and my house, we will serve the Lord ” (John xxiv. 15). connection with Israel's deliverance from Egypt the words of

N God's dealings with Noahand Abraham , with Israel
God , “ Let My people go that they may serve Me;” and of

in the Passover and at Mount Sinai, we have re
Pharaoh, “ Go ye, serve the Lord ; let your little ones also go

peatedly noticed the deep meaning of the united mention of
with you ” ? Hath not the Holy Ghost spoken, “ How much

father and children in His commands and promises. “ Thou
more shall the blood of Christ purge yonr conscience to

and thy house," " thou and thy seed ," " ye and your children ,” serve the living God ?" All redemption is for service. God

“ thouand thy son . ” Such is ever thelanguage of the cove wills not thatHeshould be worshipped without being served.

nant God. In the words of Joshua we have the response The glory of heaven will be that “ His servants shall serve

from earth,
Him ."

as for me and my house ." The principle of the
Let our lives and our homes be consecrated to

Divine dealing is accepted ; the parent boldly vouches for
serving God ; let obedience to His will, the carrying out of

his family as well as himself ; the covenant engagement of Hiscommands, the doing His work, devotion to the interests

the Father in heaven is met by the covenant obligation of the of His kingdom , give family life its nobility.

father on earth. Joshua is to us the model of a godly parent, And then let yours be a confessed religion. It was in pres

and in him we can see what parental religion ought to be . ence of tens of thousands of the children of Israel, with the

Let it be a personal religion. As for me and myhouse ” : first symptoms of the falling away that came after his death

he began with himself. We cannot too strongly press the already beginning to show themselves, that Joshua witnessed

truth that for a godly education the first and the most
this good confession, “ Choose ye this day whom ye will serve;

essential requisite is personal consecration . It is good to re as for me and my house, we will serve the Lord . ” His was

flect on our responsibility, to study our duties and the best
not to be the religion of the nation or the religion of neigh

wayof fulfilling them , to speak with ourchildren, and to pray
bours : all might reject God , and he be left alone ; still the

much for them - but all these may be called accessories. The Lord Jehovah would be his God. As with Abraham leaving

first thing on the part of the parent is a life devoted to God
his father's house,and Israel leaving Egypt, his too was to be

and His service. It is this that creates the spiritual atmo a religion of decision and confession ; a coming out and being

sphere the children are to breathe. It is this gives our per
separate - one of a peculiar people unto the Lord. This is

formance of duty and our dealings with our children their the religion we want in our family life, where not the ex

spiritual influence. It is this gives our praying and our ample or authority of pious people, not inclination or plea .

working its value with God. “ As for me” ; there must be no
sure, but God'sown holy and blessed will , revealed in the

hesitation or half-heartedness in the consciousnessorthe leading oftheHoly Spirit, is sought after as the law of the

confession of devotion to God's service . As often as the house. Oh ! howoften one hears it said : It can be no harm

prayer for God's blessing onthe children comes up, it must
to dance, or to play cards, there are so many religious people,

be in the spirit of David : “ Thou, Lord God, knowest Thy
there are such earnest ministers, in whose houses it is done.

servant. Thereforenow let it please Thee to bless the house
How often parents, where early married life was marked by

of Thy servant.” With God and men, in the home and out decision and earnestness, have afterwards become conscious

of it, as well as in the hearts of parents themselves, it must of declension and coldness, because they gave in to the desire

be a settled thing : “ As for me, I will serve the Lord .”
to gratify their children or their friends. Oh ! let us believe

But let yours be as distinctly a family religion, Take
that though at first sightit may appear hard to be peculiar,

your stand for all who belong to you : “ As for me, and my yet, if we trust God for His guidance , and yield ourselves to

house, we will serve the Lord.” There are pious parents who His friendship and love to walkwith Him, the blessingof sepa

do not understand that this is their duty and their privilege. ration will be unspeakable to ourselves, and our children too.

They know not what God has put in their power. They
If this page be read by a father or a mother, or by father

imagine they honour God by thinking that the religion of
and mother together, whoare conscious that their own and

their house's service of God has not been as marked and
their children is dependent on God's will apart from their

instrumentality. They are so occupied, either with the en
clear as God and they would have it, let me venture a word

gagements of their calling in this life, or it may even be with
of advice . Speak witheach other of it. Say it out what you

religious work, that they cannot find the time for speaking
have often felt, but each has kept to himself, that it is your

outand acting out the grand decision : “ As for me and my
united desire to live as entirely for God as grace can enable

house, we will serve the Lord.” Or, perhaps, the father leaves
you to do. If your children are old enough, gather them too,

the religion of the children to the care of the mother, and
and ask if they will not join in the holy covenant, “ We will

the mother thinks that the father as head is more responsible ;
serve the Lord." Let that covenant from time to time be

theyhesitate orneglect to come to a clear and definite under
renewed in a distinct act of consecration, that the conviction

standing, and thereligious education of the children does
may be confirmed : We do want to be a holy family, a house

not take the prominent place it ought to in the intercourseof
where God doth dwell and is well pleased. Ours must be a

parents with each other. Let each believing parent take
home wholly consecrated to God. “ And be not afraid that

Joshua's words, first, in the depth of his own soul, then in

strength will not be given to keep the vow. It is not we

fellowship with partner and children. The more we speak it

who have to do the work , and thenbring it to God. It is with

out in prayer and conversation - our house is and must be
the Father in heaven, calling andhelpingand tenderly work

holy to the Lord, our children must be trained first of all for
ing both to will and to doinus, thatwehave to work. We

God and His service-the more mightily will the power of
may count upon Him as the inspirer , to accept and confirm ,

and Himselfcarry out the purpose of our heart, “ As for me
the principle assert itself, and belp us so to guide the house

that it tooserves the Lord .
and my house, we will serve the Lord !"

The words of Joshua teach us more. Let yours,like his,
Lord, may mine be a personal religion, O my Father

be a practical religion : we will serve the Lord." There are
let Thy love tome, and my loveto Thee, be its inspiration and

many parents with whom the whole of religion consists in
its joy. May my childrenseeit iswith my whole heart I serve

salvation, not in service. They pray most earnestly that all
Thee, that it has become adelight and my very nature .

their children may be saved ; they comfort themselves,
And maymine be a family religion, exercising its influ

if they see them spend their lives in the service of the world,
ence on my home , gaining and training all to walk with me .

that they will yet be brought in before they die. No wonder

Lord, remove every inconsistency and all weakness that

that their education for this life has been a failure ; they
might hinder any one from being wholly Thine. May mine

never understood the truth, and never trained their children

be a truly consecrated home.

under its guiding intluence, that salvation is subservient to
May tħus our home be a blessing to others in encouraging

the to take a stand for Thee. Lord God, let Thy Spirit

* Extacted from The Children forChrist. By the Rev Andrew Murray. work mightily in the homes of Thy people, that everywhere

(Nisbet & Co. ) Mr. Murray's, Like Christ and With Christ are so widely this confession may be heard ringing out : As for me and
kaowa and values thug this latest work on Thoughts for Christian Parents

on the Home Life will meet with a warm and expectant welcome. my house, we willserve the Lord ." Amen.
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HORNER'S PENNY STORIESBooks Suitable for Presents .

PUBLISHED BY MORGAN & SCOTT.

FOR THE PEOPLE.

SACRE

1

THERCHRISTIAN CHOIR.Co.Duets, Choruses , and Anthems.

SA

ACRED SONGS AND SOLOS.

QUARTO EDITION. Containing 441 pieces Specially intended for * . * A NEW CHEAP ILLUSTRATED SERIES, designed to
use at the Piano , ORGAN, OR HARMONIUM. And most appropriate
for a Christmas or New Year's gift.

supersede the degrading Tales 80 widely circulated
Size 11 inches, by 84 inches . Thickness, 17 inches . Morocco , hevelled

boards, gilt edges, 30s . amongst the mass08, Imp. 8vo, with good Illustrations

“ This is the noblest souvenir of Mr. Sankey's spirit-stirring songs.It and Pictorial Wrappers ; price One Penny each, or 7s.
will doubtless find a welcome in family choirs and musical circles, whether

in the cottage or tbe palace.” - The Christian Age. per 100 assorted, carriage paid. Ministers, Tract

Distributors and Colporteurs are earnestly desired

ACRED SONGS AND SOLOS. to circulate these Stories as widely as possible. Sample

CHEAP_QUARTO EDITION. (8maller size. ) Size, 94 inches by 71 copies of the Four Numbers already issued for 5 stamps.
ioches. Thickness, finch . Clothback , printed sides , 58.; cl . bds., 6s .

A QOMPLETE LIST of the various Editions of “ Songs and Bolos," in
cluding MUSICAL EDITIONS, from 30s. to3d.;and WORDS ONLY from No. 1. MARY, THE POACHER'S WIFE,8s. 6 d . to 1d. , will be forwarded on application ,

and other Stories. By K. 100th Thousand .

HE CHRISTIAN CHOIR. No. 2. NELLIE'S NIGHT OF SORROW , and

A
other Stories . By X, 100th Thousand,

By, IRA D, SANKEY and JAMES MCGRANATAN. Music and Words,

oither old notation or tonic sol-fa . Tintedcovers, 1s. ; cloth limp, | No. 3. A SAILOR'S LOVE, and other Stories.
1s . Ed.; cloth boards, 28. 60.

" Some of these pieces are very beautiful, and are sure to become By X. 50th Thousand.
favourites in Christian family circles and congregations."

The King's Highway .
No. 4. NELL ; The Story of a London Waif.

By F. M, COWEN. 50th Thousand .
SONGS AND SOLOS and CHRISTIAN CHOIR.

In one volume, quarto , MUSIC AND WORDS ( Old Notation ), Cloth
boards , 78. od.

“ FOOTSTEPS OF TRUTH ” (Sept., 1886) says, “ As atte:

HE GOSPEL MALE CHORUS BOOK.
tive in appearance as any of the Cheap Popular Story Bocka,

and, we need not say , much more wholesome, We wish the

A choice collection of Sacred Songs, Choruses , and Anthems. Series much success. '
Arranged for Male Choirs, by JAMES MCGRANAHAN. Tinted covers,

1s. 6d. ; cloth limp, 28 .; cloth boards , 28. 6d.

“ This bookcannot fail to be a blessing wherever used . " - Railway Signal.
W. B. HORNER & SON,

HE FAITHFUL SAYING. A SERIES OF ADDRESSES.
London : 27, Paternoster Square. Dublin : D'Olier Street.

By D. L. MOODY. Thirteenth Thousand. Tinted covers , ls.; limp

THE

TH
And may be ordered ofall Booksellers .

cloth , 18. d .; cloth boards , 28. 6d .

Full of the Gospel ; well illustrated ; thoroughly alive."
Sword and Trowel. A HANDSOME PRESENT FOR THE

“ Familiar truths are effectively placed before the reader in Mr. Moody's

LITTLE ONES,well - knownmanner ; and much good will result from the extensive circu
lation of this little volume." — The Rock ,

" OurDarlings"

PREVAILING PRAYER

1

1

A SERIES OF ADDRESSES ON

PRAYER . By D. L. Moody. Seventh Thousand . Tinted covers,

18.; clott limp, lg . 60.; cloth boards, 28. od.
Edited by DR. BARNARDO.

" Removes many a difficulty , and illumines the subjectwith the light of

Holy Scripture and Christian experience." - The Christian Age.

bolesti Pelip maty wouldto believe mere in care care ne Hole of Prayer:"| The BEST CHILDREN'S ANNUAL.

Irish Congregational Magazine.
NOW READY,

HE BROOK IN THE WAY. 3rd Edition. THE YEARLY YOLUME for 1886 .

THISA VOLUME of ORIGINAL HYMNS AND POEMS. BY ANNA BHIP TON . It contains Splendid Coloured Illustrations,

Illustrative of the Christian Life. Cloth extra , gilt edg48 , 28. 60 .
( reduced from 38. 6d .) PICTURES ON EVERY PAGE AND ATTRACTIVE STORIES,

• The series of hymns and hymn-like poems here presented to us is a
Scripture Questions and Puzzles.

string of pearls such as a true Christian could oolv give us.”

Evangelical Christendom . Handsomely bound in beautifully executed coloured boards,

“ Will be read with greatest pleasure by those wholive nearest to Jesus."
Price Three Shillings,The Christian World ,

or crimson cloth gilt , and gilt edges (very attractive),

WHISPERS IN THE PALMS 4th Edition ,
Price Five Shillings.

A VOLUME OF HYMNS AND POETIC MEDITATIONS. BY ANNA SHIPTON .

Cloth extra , gilt edges, 28. 6d . (reduced from 38. 6d. ) “For the twelfth timo Dr. Barnardo sendsout this volume full of bars

tiful pictures and interesting stories. Our Darlings will b +welcomed er

" Tery touching and beautiful. The book is got up with exquisite taste." where,andwe trust the good work advocated in its pagesmaybematerial,
Christian World .

benefited by the wide circulation of such a charming book . " -- The Oristisi.
" A truly pious and Christian mind alone could have uttered these

• WHISPERS,' they breathe a spirit so pure and are in the richest harmony.

Wosincerelyhope they may provesoothing,comforting, and encouraging WEEKLY, ONE_HALFPENNY ; MONTHLY, THREEPENCE.

who
British Workwoman , A New Volume
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thus :

THE

advance of humanity. Human nature has remained

the same ever since the fall of Adam . The city has

DECEMBER 23rd , 1886 .

its sins and sorrows still , which none but Christians

have even ventured to touch ; but even they confess

LORD TENNYSON'S New POEM.
the task a terrible one . The Poet paints the misery

THE difference in tone between Locksley Hall now

and sixty years ago is both interesting and instruc Is it well that while we range with Science, glorying in the

tive. The optimism of the earlier poem is more than Time,

matched by the pessimism of the later. According City children soak and blacken soul and sense in city slime ?

to the Poet Laureate's interpretation of events the

There among the glooming alleys Progress halts on palsied

feet ,

world does not improve as it grows older . Every

Crime and hunger cast our maidens by the thousand on the

street.

where he discerns reason for dread rather than for There the master scrimps his haggard sempstress of he .

hope :
daily bread ,

There a single sordid attic holds the living and the dead .

Havewe grown at last beyond the passions of the primal

There the smouldering fire of fever creeps across the rotted

clan ?
floor,

“ Kill your enemy, for you hate him ," still, " your enemy '

And the crowded couch of incest in the warrens of the poor.

was a man ,

Have we sunk below them ? peasants maim the helpless How the gulf is to be bridged the political econo

horse, and drive

Innocent cattle under thatch , and burn the kindlier brutes

mist declines to answer. Philanthropy is appalled at

alive . a task which seems even harder than that of Sisyphus.

Brutes, the brutes are not your wrongers — burnt at mid

night, found at morn ,

Government can at best palliate evils it confesses to

Twisted hard in mortal agony with their offspring, born be beyond cure . Is there a remedy to be found any

unborn ,
where ? Yes , but not from earth . Only in the return

Some think democracy full of promise . There may of the King born at Bethlehem and in the establish

be difference of opinion as to forms of government, but ment of His kingdom can righteousness rule on earth

any who indulge the expectation of a Millennium from and the fruits of peace be quietness and assurance

the government of the people are likely to have a sad for ever.

awaking. Lord Tennyson writes :

Ay, if dynamite and revolver leave you courage to be wise :
CHRISTMASTIDE.

When was age 80 cramm'd with menace ? madness ?
HE advent of Christ inaugurates a new era.

written, spoken lies ?
Envy wears the mask of Love, and, laughing sober fact to The types and symbols of Judaism give placeT

scorn ,

Cries to Weakest as to Strongest, “ Ye are equals, equal

to the realities they promised . The one sacrifice

born ."
once offered excludes all other sacrifices for ever ;

Equal-born ? O yes, if yonderhill be level with the flat, and the one day which records the triumphant

Charm us, Orator, till the Lion look no larger than the Cat,

Till the Cat thro’ that mirage of overheated language loom

resurrection of our Lord stands alone as the Christian

Larger than the Lion , -Demos end in working its own doom . memorial of time. At first the breach between the

When he looks to literature the prospect is no less old and the new was so complete that the apostle

gloomy. The sensational realism of the present rebuked the church at Galatia for its observance of

hour promises the destruction of reverence , if not

" days, and months, and years.” Gradually, how

even of manhood. The Poet's words are very sharp

ever , the tendency to give prominence to special

and severe , but who will venture to say they are not

events by a yearly celebration asserted itself, and

deseryed ?

soon after the apostles had gone home the two great

festivals of Easter and Whitsuntide were widely

Authors — atheist, essayist, novelist, frealist,rhymester, play recognised. The first took the place of the Passover ,

your part,

Paint the mortal shame of nature with the living hues of
and commemorated the death and rising again of the

Art. Saviour ; while the second succeeded Pentecost, and

Rip your brother's vices open , strip your own foul passions recalled the outpouring of the Holy Ghost on the

bare ;
Down with Reticence , down with Reverence - forward– infant church in Jerusalem. Both were memorable

naked - let them stare . events, and it was not difficult to determine the dates

Feed the budding rose of boyhood with the drainage of your
of their occurrence.

Bewer ;

Send the drain into the fountain , lest the stream should In the fourth century another festival was added .

Setthemaiden fancieswallowing in the troughs of Zolaism– Already the love of the Son and the love of the Spirit

Forward, forward , ay and backward, downward too into had their memorial days, and it was thought desir

the abysm . able to add another in honour of the Father's love so

Do your best to charm the worst, to lower the rising race of

men ;
clearly revealed in the gift of His Son . For this pur

Have we risen from out the beast, then back into the beast pose a day was chosen to celebrate the nativity. But

again ?
it was found impossible to ascertain with any

We have been boasting of our progress, and there accuracy the day of the year in which the Holy

is no need to lessen the triumphs of science. Never Child was born . For two reasons the twenty -fifth of

theless, alongside of this advance there has been no December was chosen as the most appropriate time.

issue pure.
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This date marks the period when the days begin to

lengthen,andthetriumphof light over darkness Human Questionings

seemed symbolic of His advent, who'proclaimed Him

and Faith's Answers.
self the “ Light of the world ."

In heathen nations, where sun-worship prevailed , OR,

this had long been celebrated as a festal season .
Mona's Doubts and Madge's Faith .'

Instead of shunning the day on this account, the BY AGNES GIBERNE.

Church found in this fact a second and strong reason
for adopting it. The timehadalwaysbeena joyous MOBA,according to thehabit of years,took out her

one ; and especially in Rome , where unusual license by her side, and began to read .

Or rather, she tried to begin . Wearily and listlessly her

during the days of the winter solstice was allowed
eyes travelled down the lines through the greater part of a

even to slaves , it was thought safer to turn the chapter. And then it struck her that she had taken in the

thoughts of Christian converts to the joys of heaven sense of notone single verse ; so she went over it a second

time, with just the same success. A third time ; but she

than to risk their unguarded exposure to the gross
broke off in the middle hopelessly, and leant back in her chair,

temptations of earth . Consequently it was deemed clasping her hands over her eyes with a bitter sigh. Only a

oth prudent and politic to displace the heathen satur fewweeks back she had read those same words toher mother,

and had seen them full of heavenly peace andjoy. And they
nalia by the feast of Christmastide. Traces of the

were nothing to her now . Senselessly and drearily, as the

old heathen customs are still found in the doings dead autumn leaf falls from the half-bare tree, fell those cold

peculiar to the day . In our own country two of
Bible -words on Mona's heart — those utterances which had

once seemed instinct with such fervent loving life.

those survive, in decorating our homes with holly and
Why were they so different ? In olddays she could scarcely

mistletoe, and in the burning of the Yule log . open upon a chapter in the Bible which had not its living

Whether it is either safe or right to add other days
lesson for her soul. No divinely-sent message of sweet and

holy power came ever to her spirit now.

of special remembrance to the one day which com
How could it come ? For even as she read dark question.

memorates the higher birth of Him who is the ingscame rising in her heart, like a cloud between her and

First -begotten from the dead admits of grave ques the light. Or, as with the Pilgrim Good -Intent, when he

fled through bewildering underground passages, from the

tion . The outcome of it in saints' days, with which
false Philosopher's house , which he had rashly enteredas

Rome so plentifully besprinkled the Christian year, with him , so with Mona, did clouds of winged creatures,

speedily became fruitful in evil, and is a warning called Doubts, flap thickly around,hiding with their rustling

wings the shining of the holy page before her. And Mona
against departure from Scriptural simplicity, however

hadallowed these questionings to hold sway , till at last she

desirable such a departure may seem. Be that as it hadlost all power to set them aside.

may, the day has gained such a hold on the heart of What to believe, and what not to believe ! How to re

concile the seemingly conflicting elements of revealed truth !

Christendom as to make it impossible altogether to Whether there were reality in Madge Hardwicke's faith on

ignore it . If it is a regarded to the Lord ,” it may the one hand, or in Mr. Chetwynd's unbelief on the other !

undoubtedly be found helpful in strengthening both What of prayer and foreknowledge ? and what of faith and

works? and what of election andfree -choice ? and what of

our affection and our hope .
this, that, and the other ? Poor girl , she was tossed sorely

It is pre-eminently a time of happy family reunions, to and fro, ina very whirlpool of misery. And she ended by

and should remind us of the larger family in which pushing thebookaside,and flinging herself on her knees,

with her face pressed down on her folded arms, and short

the children of God , however scattered now, are all
sobs breaking through the words which strove for utter.

to be united when the Saviour returns. Is the cus.

tom of sending gifts a remembrance of the GREAT
“ Oh, if I only knew what to do, and what to believe ! If I

only had some one to tell me clearlywhat is truth ! Mother

GIFT the day is designed to commemorate ? At all mother --surely you cannot have been utterly mistaken. Sach

events, let us not forget to thank God for His un loving trust as yours was -- and I used to think I had a little

speakable gift, and let us remember also that He who of the same, but it is all gone now . Is uncle Chetwynd

really wiserthanyou were ? He is clever and kind, and he

gave to us His Son says to us now, “ My Son, GIVE has studied his Bible too . It is not as if he had never learnt

ME THINE HEART.” what I have. I don't know what to do, or whom to believe.

Oh, mother, it is such a dark, dark sky over me,and it seems

as if heaven and everything were gone. O God, save me. O

God, please teach me. ' Thou wilt show me the path of life.!

It is in Thy Word, and Thou bast promised - promised and

1

1

1

ance :

1

.

Thou canst not break Thy word. Lead me forth to the

"Arise, shine ; for thy light is come." light, andlet me behold Thy righteousness. O send out Thy

'HY Light is come, and, in this vale of tears
light and Thy truth_let them lead me, let them bring me

TH
The Lord Himself shall be a lamp to thee.

unto Thy holy hill, and to Thy tabernacles.' " She foundher

In darkest hours His shining face appears,
self instinctively falling into Bible expressions, and the pery

And He shall cause the blinded eyes to see.
sound of the familiar words from her own lips seemed to

bring a shade of comfort.

Thy Light is come, and from the Eastern skies " O God, for the sakeof Thy dear Son, leave me not to

There falls a glimmer from the Heavenly One,
perish . ' In Thy faithfulness answer me, and in Thy

Whose high effulgence dazzles mortal eyes
righteousness.. I stretch forth my hands unto Thee ;

The never-paling, never-setting Sun. mysoul thirstethafter Thee , as a thirstyland. Quicken nie,

OLord, for Thy Name's sake ; for Thy righteousness sake

Oh! child of light ! amidthe shadows dim mysoul out of

Behold by faith the bright and morning star , O Lord, I have gone astray - utterly astray - like a lest

Thy sun, thy lamp, thy light shall shine from Him,

And He shall lead thee where His mansions are, From Madge Hardwicke ; or, The Mists of the Valley . SHAT'S GONE

ELEANOR GRANT.
SERIES (61.). A story of deep interest: and, as our extract indicates, clest
and direct Gospel teaching.

Thy Light is Come.

66
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“ And,

sheep. I can't get back. I am helpless --hopeless -- all in Bible don't say whether He has or hasn't, and I durstn't be

the dark . * Seek Thy servant, for I do not forget Thy so bo!d as to set up myself to say it neither. But the Bible

commandments. O hear me, for my Saviour's sake, and does say, ' Ask, and it shall be given you, ' and ' The effectual

have mercy, have mercy upon me." fervent prayer ofa righteous man availeth much .' How could

And then, after those low broken cries for help, she knelt it avail much, if it could do nothing ? There's where it is !

on silently - neither struggling nor praying, surrounded still There isn't a mightier power in the world than prayer. We

withdarkness, and unable yet to trust. But down below don't see much of the working of it now , but, if we could,

one little gleam of comfort had reached her. For, in spite we'd be not a little surprised to tind how the greatest matters

of all her questionings, the power to pray had not forsaken on earth come about sometimes in answer to one good man's

her ; and not all her doubtings could entirely do away with prayer. I'd look in the Bible and see all the answers to

the consciousness that One above, of infinite power and prayer if I was you , Miss Mona - Abraham , and Gideon ,

boundless love, had listened to hercry and Elijah, and Moses, and Hezekiah , and all the rest of

them ."

Mona looking at the child' face, and suddenly raising her “ But God does know everything beforehand,” murmured

eyes, said— “ I think you and Nannie are very happy, Mona, half to herself.

Madge.”
“Sure enough He does, and it's little chance our prayers

“ We ought to be," said Madge. would have of being answered if He didn't. Haven't I

“ Yes -- no. Oh, I don't know ," said Mona, with adeep sigh , often asked a thing, and it's come quick after !--but matters

resting her cheek on her hand. “ I suppose nothing in the must have been working up for it weeks afore, and I didn't

world makes one so happy as faith. And yet - if know that, only the Master knew, and was keeping His

“ If what, Miss Mona ?” asked Madge, marvelling at the promise, ' Before you call, I will answer." "

girl's quivering lips. Madge was silent a minute, looking pityingly at the

“ If there should not be truth in it all ? ” said Mona | troubled face before her.

passionately. “ How do we kuow ? How can anything be “ Knows all beforehand ! Of course He do, Miss Mona.

proved ? Madge, don't tell anybody what I am saying to He knew beforehand you were going to pray, and He ar

you. Butdo you ever have doubts —or is your faithalways ranged beforehand to answer you ; or He knew beforehand

the same ? " you wasn't going to pray, and Hedidn't arrangebeforehand

“ Doubts of my Lord's love ? ” asked Madge, with some to answer you. Knew it from all eternity, and maybe

wonder in her tone .
arranged it from all eternity too, only the Bible don't say

" Not that in particular. Of everything - of God-heaven that, so we can't be sure . It wouldn't make no difference

—religion - everything, Madge ?"
as to the truth of the power of prayer--not one bit. But

“ I know what they are ,"said Madge serenely, 'tis a grand and awful light to look at it in , and I've a fear

“ And what do you do when they come ? ”. lest my weak eyes should be dazzled , and the tempter

“ Take 'em straight to my Lord, and ask Him to settle 'em should maybe seize on themoment to snare me somehow. I

for me." love a deal better to look up straight to God as myFather,

Mona looked up earnestly without speaking. giving me day by day just what I want, and tending my

“ You see it's Satan's work - all that,” said Madge. steps, and looking out for my prayers . I'd leave thinking

when he's too strong for me, I just call on my Captain to altogether of how the answer comes about, Miss Mona,

deal with him, MissMona,and to keep me safe behind His and just pray instead, and wait the answer. No fear but

shield .” it'll come .”

" And He does ? " said Mona mechanically.

“ Try Him , Miss Mona,—that's all."

"But, Madge — you don't understand, " said Mona, sitting

up with a little start, as if waking from a momentaryfeeling

of repose. “ You don't understand me. That would do for

somedoubts, butnot for all. That is prayer, and what if Notes for Bible Reading.

if - oh, Madge, I'll tell you the truth - what if I can't under

stand or believe in the powerof prayer ?”
How to obey and receive the Spirit of God.

“ Understanding's one thing, and believing's another,"

said Madge. “ If
John iii . 5.

you'd bestjust try it, Miss Mona, if you'll let me tell you

2. Walk in the Spirit Gal. v. 16.

“ I've tried it often --and I used to believe in it. But,

3. Grieve not . Eph. iv. 30.

Madge, nowlook here,” Mona went on, clasping her hands
4. Quench not 1 Thes. v, 19.

feverishly— “ I want to know how prayer can be answered.

5. Keep the unity of Eph . iv. 3.

6. Be filled with

For don't you suppose that God knows beforehand all my
Eph . v. 18.

future life,and everything that will happen to me ?" Madge
7. Bring forth fruit of Gal. v. 22.

nodded in undoubting assent. “ And if my life is all lying

8. Use the sword of Eph. vi , 17.

mapped out before me,how can my prayers make Conditions of receivingdifferany

ence ? How can they, Madge ? ”
1. Repent and be baptized

Acts ii. 38.

“ Does the Bible say it's all mapped out, Miss Mona ?”

2. Ask Luke xi. 13.

" I don't know-no, not exactly . But then it must be."

3. Unity Acts ii . 1-4.

" I'd never set up a 4. Obedience Acts v. 32.
must be ' apart from the Bible, if I

was you, Miss Mona,” said Madge. " It says onething, and

. .
80.

.

.

6

5. Temple (body ) undefiled 1 Cor. iii. 16, 17.

that is , that the Lord ‘ directeth man's steps.' Well for us

that He does too. But I can't remember reading ever a word
The Holy Spirit's Work.

about our life being all mapped out by God, and nothing ever ITH sinners

to change it. I do read how over and over again the Lord
1. Strive with Gen, vi , 3.

was going to send awful judgments on them poor sinning 2. Reproves John xvi 8.

Israelites, till Moses, His chosen, stood between, and turned 3. Invites Rev. xxii . 17 .

away His anger. Where'd have been the good of Moses With saints

praying as he did, if it wasn't to gain anything ?" 1. Gives assurance Rom. viii. 16.

That is just it , ” said Mona. " That is it, Madge. I do 2. Teaches John xiv. 26.

pray, and I dotry to believe I shall have an answer. But 3. Guides John xvi. 13.

all the while I can't help feeling that God has arranged 4. Comforts John xiv. 16, 17.

everything from all eternity, and that my prayers can make 5. Seals Eph. iv . 30.

no difference .” 6. Dwell in Rom, viii. 11 .

“ They're Satan's whisperings, Miss Mona," said Madge 7. Gives liberty 2 Cor. iii . 17.

Hardwicke, with deeper earnestness than she had yet dis 8. Strengthens Eph. iii. 16 .

played. “ Arranged everything ! I don't say it isn't so . The 9. Sanctifies 2 Thes. ii . 13.

•

.

.
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Hidden Treasures."

now .

“

So Happy in her Little Room .

“ I never think of touching what is in the Lord's purse icr

any but religious purposes," said she, “ and never borrow

A Sermon to Children, from a West End Pulpit. from it for my own use. It is sacred to the Lord. It is in

His

FROM A CHILD HEARER'S NOTES. purse,
and I never enjoyed my money before as I do

F thou seekest her as silver, and searchest for her as for
Another young lady who was listening said , “ Ialso keep

the Lord, and find the knowledge of God ” ( Prov. ii . 4 , 5 ) .

two purses and conscientiously put one-tenth of all I receive

into the Lord's purse. It is not much, but I am glad to do
There is an old Arabian fable that may enable us to under

stand these verses .
it, and in consequence always have a little money ready for

every good cause."

On a high mountain a treasure had been placed, which

any one who climbed to the summit might carry away.
Ah, it is a good way : it is a right way. If you have not

tried it, beginnow and learn its blessedness by your own es.

Many people attempted to gain possession of this treasure, perience.

but perished in the attempt, for,turning back, they were

turned into stones. In a small cottage, near the foot of the

mountain, lived a family--two brothers and a sister.

Unable to procure food , they at length determined upon

climbing the mountain and taking possession of the treasure.

“ For,” they said, we may be successful , and, even though
" Godliness with contentment is great gain.” ( I Tim . vi . 6.)

theare turned into stonesintheattempt, it willbebetter A LIVING and very striking illustrationof this was recently
than remaining here to die.” The eluest started immediately,

determined not to listen to the voices that had caused the de
poor Christian woman in hor eightieth year. Having been com

struction of so many. Voices on all sides aried, “ Turn back,
missioned to call upon her with the offer of a rent- tree room ,

turn back ! It is death to go farther. Alas ! alas ! ” Then
what was the writer's surprise to find that she was not disposed

to avail herself of the offered boon, the reason given being that
followed peals of mocking laughter. Heedless of all , he pur

she was so happy there in her Saviour in that little room that
sued his way, until a voice from behind cried, “ Coward, you she did not wish to leave it. Her total income, contributed by

are afraid to look back ! ” At this, forgetful of his resolu friends, amounted to four shillings per week, and & shilling

tions, he turned indignantly, and in a moment became a stone. ticket weekly, made it five shillings. Out of this she paid to

The second brother next started, but, before he had shillings and sixpence rent , and she remarked that she owed no

climbed halfway up the mountain, a sweet, soft voice cried , mananything. Although crippled with rheumatism , she made

“ Come back, come back , and rest awhile with me," and, he no allusion to her ailments, but dwelt upon the goodness of God

obeying, met with the same fate as his brother .
to her, who, she said, had never suffered her to lack bread ;

Their sister ,finding that they did not return, followed them .
indeed she was overflowing in His praises,saying that it was

Stopping her ears, she heard not, and heeded not, the voices all
impossible for her to express all that the Lord had been to ber,

Shë reached a card from the mantelshelf with a hymn entitled ,

around, and in safety reached the topand carried off the treasure.

Many of us set out boldly on our way , and, for a time,

“ Lonely, oh, no, not lonely ," which she asked to have read to

pursue it bravely, but the voice of Satan calls us Coward,"
her, the tears filling her eyes as the lines, expressive no doubt

of her own experience, were read . The good woman then

or cries , “ Come back and rest awhile," and we toogladly pulled out a box containing eleven little stuff frocks, which she

obey. Alas ! how few of us, unheeding the voices of those exbibited one byone, all her own handiwork, the twelfth being in

around us, keep on unfalteringly till we reach our journey's course of making; also a cape , intended as herChristmas gift to

end ! Christ invites us to seek the treasure, assuring us of the poor ohildren of a ragged school. She said that she liked

its reality and worth. There are a hundred voices in theair occupation ; ladies brought her the material and she made it

tempting us to draw back . The world offers us present joys up, having been a dressmaker in her time.

and more tangible treasures, and we are asked to forego On her scanty fire (if a few sparks can be 80 termed) was a

fatigue and enter upon present possessions. If weare wise
saucepan, the lid of which she raised and showed its contents,

we will resolutely refuse to listen , either to the world, or the
& stew which had been sent her by some kind neighbour.

flesh, or the devil, and, forgetting the things behind, reach
From her bookshelf she took down a copy of Smith's Daily

forth unto those that are before, striving for the prize of the
Remembrancer, with a marker in it at thetext for the day ; ber

name and that of the city missionary who had presented it to

high calling of God in Jesus Christ. her being inscribed on the fly -leaf- & name with which the

writer is familiar. She remarked, “ Everybody is kind to me!"

Upon being asked if the message to be delivered to her would

Two Purses. be benefactors was thatshe is so happy inher little room , that

she does not wish to leave it ? shereplied, “ Yes.” Then a
NE for the Lord and one for myself. Let every one few parting words and the writer left, having received a lesson

provide two purses, or boxes, or banks, made of no in practical Godliness not easily tobeforgotten, deeply humb

matter what, and no matter where. Only be sure to have ling to self, but highly glorifyingto God .

two places for money, one of which shall be consecrated to May this simple record of faith be blessed and owned of God,

the Lord, and the other for personal and business purposes . to the furtherance of like simple faith , and to His name shall be

A young man once started out from home to “ seek his the praise.

fortune,” with eighteen dollars tied upin an old stocking leg.
J.H.

It made a good purse, and from that beginning he made a
handsome fortune, always being noted for his benevolence Hungry Men at Millwall. The condition of large

and Christian gifts. Anything for a purse, only be sure and masses of the working classes may easily be told at the present

have two. moment by spending a morning at the gates of the Millwall

Docks . Men that passed us with a smilingnod a few months

A young lady said to her father, “ I would like to put

somethinginto the box as it passes aroundon the Sabbath .”
ago now stop us with an importunate appeal for a spare dinner

ticket, and our private door is besieged all day long with the

Her father willingly gave her part of his donation,and same beseeching tale . We have begun this week by giving four

thus she added the influence of her example to the custom , hundred half -starvingmen a good meal of bread and meat or

but nothing to the increase of the collection. This did not soup at our Millwall Mission Hall, supplementing tbe same with

satisfy her , for she felt more and more that she wanted to pointed Gospel addresses, and giving away some hundreds of

give something of her own . She had positively of her own large type Testaments, given us by the trustees under the will

only about six or eight dollars yearlyof interest money on
of thelate Mr. T. B.Smithies. The attention , responses , and

a small invested capital. This she had been accustomed to
anxious faces everywhere seen under the loving counsel of the

usefor Christmas and birthday gifts among her friends. evangelist were indeed gladdening, and the opportunity of so

She resolved to have two purses, and put into one for the

ministering to a class of men as are not usually found under any

Lord at least one-tenth of her income. Although it made
direct Christian teaching must prove a source of thanksgiving,

but a small sum, she had more satisfaction in giving than

even coming as it does as a consequence of so much suffering. We

shall happily continue and increase the numberthus temporally

ever before. But the delightful part came when from one
and spiritually benefited as funds come in for thepurpose.

cause and another, whollyunexpected, she received the next WM, CHORLEY, Supt.

year a far greater sum for her own disposal than shehad ever N.E. Gospel Missions.

had before, and a good portion of it went into the Lord's purse . 2 , Marquess Grove, Canonbury, N.

ONE
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courageous to touch the steel- clad foot with her hand, and to

The Children's Column.

peep up earnestly to see if there might be any face behind

those iron bars.

But no eyes looked out from the dark cavity, and no

The Haunted Room .
movement came from those rigid arms. Florence stepped

BY CATHARINE SHAW , author of Dickie's Attic, Dickie's back to Minnie's side with a whispered,

Secret, Left to Ourselves, dc.

“It's all right, Minnie ; you needn't be one bit afraid - he's

not real."

OU will be disappointed if you expect too for the story !

it

into five eager faces congregated on the landing. it was.

“ Let us in, then, and we'll tell you ! ” answered Hugh, Come, then ,” answered Agnes, turning towards the

a tall boy of about fifteen. “ You are as bad as the 'penny-a window and pointing to an old -fashioned settle covered with

liners,' who pile up the interest to the end of the chapter , a warm rug. “ Sit down here , opposite to the old knight,

and then leave you in the lurch ! ” and I will tell you what I have been thinking about.”

Agnes laughed a little at that, as she threw open the door They quickly obeyed , and now Minnie could feel her two

of the chamber in their uncle's old house, which, for many a sisters on either side of her, and could gaze up at the familiar

day, had had the repute of being haunted . face of the clear moon, she began to feel enough at home to

She and her two sisters, with her brothers John and Hugh, enjoy herself.

had come to spend a fortnight of their Christmas holidaysin "You remember," began Agnes, " that when Uncle Hugh

this old -fashioned abode, where every cornerseemed to have came home from India he bought thisold house, furniture,

a history, if not a mystery ; and Agnes Headley, ever on the pictures, and all , with that money which had been unex

look -out to do a little work for her Heavenly Master, found pectedly left him ? "

that she could carry out in her present weird surroundings,a “Yes-yer," broke from several lips.

thought she had long had inher mind. “The first day after we came he called me into his library,

“Come here, Florence ," she said, holding out her hand and said that he intended to make me a present of one of the

to a little cousin, who, like themselves, had come for a old curiosities it contained, and wished me to say what I

visit ; “ if you are at all nervous, we will get the lamp would like best, reserving to himself the right of altering my

only choice should it fall uponsomething he could not part with.

Florence disdained to acknowledge herself nervous, and “ I was greatly at a loss, as you may suppose ; but ever

was sure she should not be frightened ; so, taking her cousin since I had seen those knights standing in the hall down

Minnie's little soft hand, she entered the moonlit room with stairs, I had had an idea which, if he were willing, I could

the rest, wondering what Agnes would have to show them now carry out ; so I told him , if it were not too much to ask ,

so very particular. to make me a present of one of his armed knights !

“Though this is uncle's haunted room , I must explain to “Youmay guess that he had a good laugh at my request,

you that wehave nothing to do with it for that reason ; bit, but all the same he granted it.”

as what I have to showyou is kept here, I thought we could Hugh and John felt as if they would have been very

not have a better place in which to have our little talk . ” delighted to have had the chance themselves of such a gift,

“ But we can't see anything," said Minnie , squeezing but before they could say anything beyond a low exclama

Florence's hand very hard. “ I wish you would strike a tionof surprise, Agnes went on

match, Agnes.” “ I asked him if he would be hurt if I did just asI liked

All in good time, Minnie. Here, John, light the lantern, with my knight; but very soon I found I had to take him

and let us see what there is to be seen ." into my confidence : so he knows all about it, and approves.”

John, the eldest brother, though not in the secret, knew “ Well ? ” asked Alice.

from experience thatAgnes generally had something pleasant “ My thought was this, as I stood and looked that first

in her little preparations, and took the lantern from her hand morning on those motionless figures, dressed in armour, that

to do as she desired . had been used, now only shadows, as it were, of what once

When its fitful gleams shone out in the haunted chamber, had been - that each oneof us living and breathing, and enjoy

the young people looked round curiously, not without a ing life had a set of armour which we ought to put on, but

certain creepiness in their hair and a shiver down their which often lay hidden away, rusty and useless, because we

backs. disregarded the message our great Captain had sent us, sent
The room was not very large, but was gloomyand dark ; to each one who loves and serves Him-' Wherefore take

the corners were unlighted, and the moonlight shining along unto you the whole armour of God , that ye may be able to

the floorwas almost brighter than the rays of the shaded wit hstand in the evil day, and, having done all , to stand .”

light in John's hand. “ Oh, I see now !” said John.

At one end some garments hung against the wall, and, as “ You do not see all," answered Agnes, gently. “That old

their eyes grew accustomed to the shadows, they could see knight inthe corner is not my knight, for I have pulled mine

dimly theshapes of old -fashioned armour, swords, and to pieces."

spears, arranged in set patterns, against the oak panelling. Have you ? ” asked Hugh, regretfully.

In one corner a knight, with a coat of mail, stood up “ Yes," said Agnes ; " here is his armour, hanging up

gaunt and still, bis visor down, his hand clasping his sword, against the wall. I asked Uncle if I might divide his

his foot advanced, as if ready to step forwardto the fight. armour between us six, and he willingly gave me leave.

“ I don't like it much , Agnes," whispered Minnie, clinging Now, what I wantto know is this — which of us is willing,

to her side. “ I wish you would not make it so dark . ” earnestly and faithfully, to take his or her share of this

“There is nothing in the world to be afraid of," said her invisible armour, and begin this very day to clasp on one

sister, “ and, if youwill come here between me and Alice, you

will feel all right, shallyou not? But, if you are afraid, I will

pieze atany rate, that so we may make the first step towards

taking unto us the whole armour ofGod.' ”

take you downstairs again, only I did want you to hear about “But, Agnes," objected John, “many of us - all, I hope

it, too, Minnie.” bave taken the great step of enlisting under the Captain ;

The little girl was reassured by the loving arms wrapped you do not mean that ?"

round her, and by the warm kisses pressed on her flushed “ Oh no, " answered Agnes quickly, we are all soldiers ;

cheeks. but we fail toputon the armour God has appointed, inorder

“ That kuight in armour, who looks so terrible there , " that we may be able to stand ! We walk along satisfied in

explained Agnes, “ is not a real man, though he has on real our own strength, far too often. "

armour, which was used in realwarfare, long ago ; so, before “ Oh, that's all right," answered John earnestly. “ I was

I tell you my story, Minnie and Florence shall have a good only afraid lest for the sake of an illustration, and a very

look at him to make sure that it is only a wooden man , and nice idea, Agnes, any one might forget for a moment that,

nota hero of bygone ages come to life again .” we can be soldiers, we must be redeemed by precious

Florence laughed alittle nervously as she advanced to blood . "

where John's light shone brightly, but she was sufficiently “ I did not mean that ” said Agnes, “ but was thinking

+

9

ere
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upon them , as they thought of what they had undertaken,

and of what the end would be.

Their uncle's voice, gentle and solemn, broke the pause

“ I have fought a good fight, I have finished my course,

I have kept the faith . Henceforth there is laid up for me a

crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge,

shall give me at that day.”

“ I cannot attempt to thank you ,” said Agnes in a low

voice, putting her hand in her uncle's, “ but

“ Don't try to, my dear. Rather would I thank you for

having turned my haunted chamber into an armoury of

light "

That night as Hugh, the last of the party, crossed the hall

on his way to bed, he paused by the marblepillars and looked

round.

The moon had left the windows of the haunted chamber,

and had come round to the front, where it streamed along

the pavement, touching thefeet of the gaunt knights, and

casting fairy shadows from the ferns and palms between

whichthey stood.

“ The whole armour ofGod,'” he murmured softly, “ I Fon

der how long I shall be before I have strength to buckle it

all on ? But I'm glad there are those words : ' I can do all

things through Christ which strengtheneth me !""

( To be continued in our New Year's Number.)

;

1

1

O

of ourselves, because I hope we all have been washed in thať

precious blood. ”

“Then what is it you want us to undertake so seriously ? "

asked Hugh from his dark corner.

" I want us all to choose a piece of this spiritual armour

not because one piecewill do, but because one piece is better

than none ; when we have got used to our one piece, we shall

begin tothink of trying another ! ”

“ All right,” answered Hugh ; "go ahead , Agnes." .

“Wbo will try to wield the sword — the sword of the

Spirit ? "

“ I don't mind having that, ” said John.

Agnes got up and crossed the room , taking from the wall

the sword which hung there.

“ But this is not intangible,” said John, hesitating.

“Only that something tangiblemayremind us-

“ For my own, or lent to me ?” he asked.

“ For your own . Now, Hugh, you may choose, there are five

more things."

“ What will you have, Agnes ? ”

“ The one that is left ; Hugh, choose ! "

“ I'll have the breastplate of righteousness, then for I

suppose you mean to take the Scripture list ? ”

" You have guessed quite right. Alice, what for you ? "

“ I'll have the truth one.”

“ That's the coat of mail, loins girt about with truth .'

Florence, what would you like ?”

“ I don't remember the meanings exactly ," answered

Florence shyly, " but I like the helmet. What is it, Agnes ? ”

" The hope of salvation ,' joy now and always; do you like

that, Florence ? "

A very soft little “That will do for me ! " came up from a

very faithful little heart.

“ Now , Minnie ?

“ Might I have the shield ? But there'll be nothing nice

left for you , Aggie !

“ The very thing is left for her that is most suitable ! "

exclaimed Alice, warmly. “ Her feet shod with the prepa

ration of the Gospel of peace .' Agnes isa thorough peace

maker, and she loves to tell people about the Gospel ofpeace,

too "

“So I do ; but not half as I ought," answered Agnes, lift

ing down the pieces of armour and handing each to the

various possessors.

“ They will serve as reminders, ' with a vengeance,'” said

Hugh ;'" where shall we put them ? ”

I mean to hang mineup at home over my mantelshelf,"

said Agnes ; "it will be quite an ornament,and if-"

“ Yes," said John, taking up the word. " If we think of

them , and by and by take unto us the whole armour of

God "

Agnes' kindness and thought for us will not be in vain,"

added Alice, kissing her warmly.

" To -morrow ," said Agnes, we will have some more talk

about our different pieces of armour, for it will be easier to

us to use what Godhas provided, if we can understand the

sorts of weapons which will be used against us. "

“Oh ! tell usnow , Aggie, ” exclaimed her little sister .

“ Not to -night; let us go downstairs now, and try to make

the evening bright to uncle Hugh .”

The young people carried their armour to their respective

rooms, placing it in full view on chests of drawers, bureaus,

&c. , each touched with Agnes' unselfishness, which had

caused her, in that house full of treasures, to choose some

thing which she meant to receive but to give away.

When theyreached the drawing-room their uncle met them

at the door, with an unusually bright look on his face .

Agnes,", " he said , leading her up to an easel, which stood

under thechandelier in the middle of the room , " I have

looked out another little treasure for you, in remembrance of

your knight ! I felt, after what wetalked about yesterday,

that it ought to belong to no one else."

When Agnes reached the easel , what was her surprise to

see a beautiful oil painting of a soldier kneeling before his

sovereign, receiving fromhis hands the victor's laurels and

rewards !

His face, patient with many a hardship, holy with many a

self -denial, ea st with many a purpose, radiant with many

a victory, his face touched the hearts of the lookers on, all

fresh from Agnes' earnest words, and a silent sort of awe fell

Christmas Hymn.

THOU ! who once on earth was born ,

When shepherds on the plain

Beheld the midnight turn to morn ,

When wilt Thou come again ?

Come to Thy world, astray and sad ,

That groans with want and pain ;

Come, make its desert places glad !

Lord Jesus, come again !

Come to Thy Church , whose weeds of woe

The sons of men disdain ;

Thy face before Thine altar show ,

Our Master, come again !

Come to our darkness and our death ,

Who hearThy name in vain ;

Breathe on these bones, Thou heavenly breath

Redeemer, come again !

Come to the few who seek their Lord ,

Whose homesick hearts complain ;

Renew their faith, Creative Word !

Immanuel, come again !

What gifts of good, whatsongs of cheer,

What wreaths to deck Thy fane

Are worth Thy gracious presence here. ?

O Saviour, come again !

Not to the manger and the cross,

To death and shameand pain,

Tofaithless friends, to griefand loss ;

O King, return to reign !

Rose TERRY COOKE

66
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"
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The Ground of Salvation .

YOD is holy and just ; and though merciful and gracious

.

In His Word He hassaid , " The soul that sinneth , it shall die

(Ezek. xviii. 4 ) ; " The wages of sin is death" (Rom . vi. 23

How , then , can any one be saved ? for “ all have sinned " and

all deserve to die the death that never dies,

The Scripture has declared, “ Without the shedding of

blood is no remission ” (Heb. ix. 22). Must all eternally

perish ? Is there no possibility of escape ?

A voice is heard from the throne of God : “ Deliver from

going down to the pit ” (Job xxxiii. 24) . Justice asks, " ()s

what ground ? ” “ I have found a ransom ." What was the

ransom provided by Jehovah for the redemption of sinners!

" Jesus gave Himself a ransom for all ” ( 1 Tim . ii. 6 ). The

ransom price has been paid and accepted,justice is satisfied

not with what you have done, but with what Christ has dome

for you .
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Zenana Medical College.

one

that it was the Zenana Medios College which showed the way

and inaugurated such efforts, on , however, a distinctw missionary

basis, which the above fund does not profess to have . It is good so

HOUGHTFUL observers must have been impressed by the far as it goes in relioving human suffering ; butmore is wanted, the

relieving of human woe, and that only can be found in the Gospel,

parts of the foreign field . This has of late been a marked

which it is the business of these students to carry to the women of

feature in books on missions and missionary, publications,

the East.

Strong evidence of the manner in which it is winning

But in the field .

recognition as a potent agent in spreading the Gospel was

Since its foundation over seventy pupils have passed through

borne at the recent Missionary Conference held at Mildmay.

the College-notall of them, owing to the great urgency of the

The official report, just published, shows that more particularly calls from abroad, taking the full time curriculum --and are

in the East lady medical missionaries are especially valued now in the foreign field, in India, China , Africa, Ceylon,

as gaining access to the women.

and other parts of the East. The acceptance they secure is

Major-General Sir R. Phayre , K.C.S.I., for example, gave in

evident from the following statement by an experienced medical

his address at the Conference the following striking extracts

missionary, who said, referring tothe studentsof thissociety:

fromweighty authorities :

“ Ourheart bleeds for the women ; we cannot reach them , but

“Oh, if we could only get within those prisons of zenanas,'

you are doing the very work wanted ; we give you the right hand

wrote the late Dr. Elmslie, of Kashmir; “ if we could only of fellowship, webid you God -speed. Everywhere, wherever

emancipate their benighted tenants, and lead them forth into wemeet yourladies, we hail their services with delight.”

tbe glorious liberty of the Gospel, then mightwe look with Miss Jerome, welland widely known for her long and devoted

confidence for the speedy dawning of a bright day on India's

labours at Lodiana, writes :-- As an old Indian missionary , who

countless sons.”

has laboured in the field for more than a quarter of a century for

Strong Testimonies .

my ignorant andimprisoned sisters incarceratedin their dungeon.

Dr. Duff 'also wrote : - “ Every educated person knows the

like zenanas, I have had abundant opportunity to prove the

peculiar position of Hindoo females of the upper classes, and

importance ofsuch a workas the Zonana Medical College in the

how & male missionary could find no access to them . But if a

medical training given ladies going out for mission work. No

can estimate it too highly
No work has my

female missionary knew something of medical science andpractice,readily would she find access ; and,while applying sympathy morethan this ; it is of immense importance in the

ħer medical skill to the healing of the body, would have precious
zenanas .

Medical women going hand in hand with the

opportunities of applying spiritual healing to the worst diseases

teacher can accomplish great things. I am happy to know

of the soul."

personally some ladies trained in the College, and heartily wish

" All Hindoo women ,, " writes Mrs. Weitbrecht, the well
you groat success.

known zenana missionary, “ are utterly neglected in the time
Glimpses of Service in India .

of sickness. Two thousand children not long ago were left to

perişh from small -pox in one city. A female medical mission

The following extracts from a letter just to hand, written by

in every populous centre is one of the most crying needs of

Miss V. A. Parsleo, a lady trained in the College, give

India. "

interesting glimpses of actual service : - " I am now in charge

“The real doctors of India ," writes Dr. Elmslie, “ are the

of Jandiala, mycompanions being Miss Cooper from Tunbridge

Wells and Miss Pengelly from Australia. . During our

native Hakeems, who are totally ignorant of Western medicine

and surgery . Of the diseases peculiar to women and children

itinerations, I find my medical knowledge most useful. We

they know nothing. The native female nurses too are very

often go long rounds amongstvillages, large and small, far away

ignorant andmedálesome. Countlessmothersand children fail ignorant hakimsofthe country rob the poor people and impose

from any town and where doctors are quite unknown. The

victims to their gross ignorance.

“ Wider effectualdoors havenow been opened for theremedy good. Under these circumstances our tentsare usually besieged
ofthis state of things to many societies, and ere long the work

will develop and occupy a much more prominent place than it

with poor, miserable sufferers. Sometimes on returning from

has hitherto done."

our village work, about 4 p.m. , we have found crowds awaiting

our arrival, and have beenkept busy till dark attending to them ,

chere are the Labourers ?

This bringsa greatmany under the sound of the Gospel,for, as

If the work of Zenana Medical Missions be thus developing ;

faras possible, a Bible -woman talks with the women who are

if wide and effectual doors are opening on every hand ; if the

waiting their turn , while a native pastor talks to the mon,

cry for more labourers be ringing loudly ; where are ladies

These latter I cannot refuse to attend, as the poor things have

to be found with sufficient medical science and skill to under

no one else to go to. Hence I can gratefully testify to the bene

take the duties demanded ? They must be trained , and the

fit I have personally received from theinstruction at the Home

training must be of a special character - imparting knowledge

I believe I have been able to give relief in a great.

of the healing art, affording opportunity for practice ,and at the

number of cases. Miss Grimwood , at Ajnala , had as many as

sametime sopreserving andencouraging the missionary spirit
three hundred patients last month

My object in writ

that the student shall be in truth , what she professes to be, a

ing to you is to ask ,Can you possibly help us to another worker ?

lady medical missionary .

There is plenty of work for two medical ladies here.

Tomeet this pressing need the Zenana Medical College was

There is a grand sphere for medical and mission work.

founded , over six years ago , by Dr. G. de Gorrequer Griffith ,
The women are ignorant, and, as

a rule, indifferent, and

therefore theprogress is slow , but, we trust, sure.
A Mugsul

who, in the course of travels in the East, learned how sadly the

women and children were neglected in medical and surgical

man woman hasbeen under daily instruction for some months,

matters. Perceiving that only by means ' of Christian women

and we hope will be baptized before Christmas.

could they really be helped he was led to establish the first

various departments of mission work we have had encourage

medical and missionary school and home in which ladies might
ment lately ."

receive instruction and training necessary in order to fit themfor
urork in China.

relieving the distress and misery of their Eastern sisters,
From Kwang -Chi two sisters, Misses M. and A. Watson ,

a Pioneer in the Work .

write ,telling of their first experiences in China. In the course

This society has not only proved successful in its purpose,

of their letters they say : - " A good many of the cases are indi

gestion, ulcerated legs, bad eyes, anemia, and jaundice , &c.
but it has been the pioneer of similar work elsewhere and even We had a girl who had lost all the toes from one foot and the

in the mission field , many of the pupils sent forth have com whole of the end of the foot was one sore — through foot bind

menced classes for instructing native women , so that they, in ing, I expect - and she had been several years in that state .
their turn , may become to their own people Christian medical We were able to relieve her and heal the sores . Then a few

missionaries. days ago we had a boy badly scalded , and when we såw him he

H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught, speaking on the training of had been three or four days without sleep. Our first care was

native women , said : - " Wehave heard of the terrible mortality
to get the native dressing off, and re -dress the wounds. We

among Indian women, and I am sure that these means of have been to see him several times, and he is getting on faster

educating native ladies to understand the rudiments of medicine than we could have expected. Altogether we have already

so as to be able to treat the numerous cases that occur in had a good many patients, and are thankful for what we have

zenanas , I feel certain that that will do more to elevato the been able to do for them ."

native ladies than anything else ; and, if this goes hand in

glove with the gradual education of Indian women, we may
Amritzar and Cottayam .

look forward to a happy future for them. '
Some time ago Migs Sharp , who is labouring with Miss

The Countessof Dufferin's Fund, to which His Royal Highness Hewlett, taking charge of the hospital at Amritzar, wrote:

specially refers, is welcomed gladly by this society,all the more “ There is a great readiness here to accept our help, and pre

....
.

In
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judices seem to be breaking down, as far as taking our medicines to accomplish this more funds are needed. It is important to

is concerned, at least, amongst the poorer and lower classes. mention, as showing the practical character of the training,

Amongst the rich and high families we have not much work, that the students have access to cliniques at two ophthalmic

because they are afraid ofour religion being taught the women, hospitals (and it will be borne in mind that diseases of the eye

otherwise our medical aid would gladly be sought . " are very prevalent in Eastern lands ), to a Children's Hospital,

Miss Baker, whose centre of work ig Cottayam , wrote from to & Skin Hospital , anda Hospitalfor Women and Children.
Peu Merde sometime ago :

At the hospital opened by Dr.de Gorrequer Griffith at 9, Lopus

Since I came here in March I have only had a few cases of Street, the students have excellent opportunities for observation

slight malarious fever, colds , coughs, and children's small ail . and practice while at the hospital for " out- patients,”. open

ments. But down at Cottayam , it being the hot weather, I three times a week, at 8, Worcester Street, they find similar

had each morning almost more patients than I could manage. opportunities, and not least in learning practically the important

Fever was very bad along the banks of both rivers, wbere branch of dispensing.

people drank the stagnant river water. Misg Baker's mother The thorough character of the training is indicated by the

writes : - " I trust that your labours are being successful, and fact that, before receiving the full diploma of tbe society, each

that our gracious Lord and Master is granting you much bless student undergoes a thoroughexamination in medicine, surgery

ing in your work. Annie has a good deal of practice, and I wish midwifery, and other clinical branches, by gentlemen of the

she couldhave had more of thestudy she was having when with highest eminence in their profession ; while they also after exami

you . It has been most useful to her, and she has, especially nation obtain the diploma of the Obstetrical Society . These

when in Cottavam , a large number of women and chil. examiners have lately written the following satisfactory letter

dren to doctor." “ We, the undersigned examiners at the Zenana Mission School

Former Pupils in the Fielo. of Medicine for Women, desire to place on record our high

Amongstthe pupils now in the field , whose work may be appreciation ofthe excellence shown by the pupilsof the above

briefly referred to , are :-Miss Sharp at Amritzar, along with school, who have presented themselves before us for examine.

Miss Hewlett, in whose absence she takes complete charge of tion during the past two or three years. The papers have been

the hospital, where there is an average of 300 in -patients a year extremely well answered ; the candidates bave expressed them .

and many thousand out-patients, besides all those visited at selves clearly, and have given ample testimony of the intelli :

their own 'homes and attended in their confinements ; besides gence with which they have prosecuted their studies, and of

also visiting among the zepanas of the upper classes, amongst the thorough manner in which they have been taught, and have

whom all our ladies are much more readily received than they
profited by their lectures. "

were formerly. At and about Amritzar is a cluster of past Real Medical Mission Cuork .

students ; as also at Hankow in China. Migs Spinks, the first I should mention that besides lectures on midwifery, and on

presentation pupil (now Mrs. Tresham) , has had given her by diseases of the skin , the ladies themselves attend cases in the

her husband ahouse for the purposesof a hospital and dispen neighbourhood, under the supervision of the physician in charge,

sary, so that, thoughmarried, and working under no society , she and the past success has been such that the services of the

might continue her labour of love . Miss Symes, who has been students are eagerly sought for in the surrounding districts, in

called by the Maharajah of Vizianagram to open a dispensary which opportunities are afforded the students of real medical

for women and children, is being eagerly flocked to . As missionary work.
she is an earnest, Christ -loving woman, she has thus many This latter fact illustrates an important feature in the insti.

opportunities ofpointing to the Saviour; and Miss Mitcheson, tution , that the ladies are trained to be missionaries in deed'as

and indeed all the two years' pupils are now working as medi.

cal missionaries; while thelabours of Miss Parslee, engaged tered by the Bible classes and prayer meetingsheld on Saturdays,

wellas in name. The missionary spirit is encouraged and fos

as she is in the village to village mission with Miss Clay, and
at which Miss Nugent and other friends preside; by the Bible

of Miss Baker in Cottayam , and Miss Adie in Syria, and other and prayer meetings among the students themselves ; by the

students , have been signally blest . Also from Miss'Palmer come Sunday classes for the children of the surrounding gentry (for

good accounts, such as to encourage the Committee to go on

1

whomthere is not Sunday school provision ), and for servants,
with their two years' training. It may be mentioned that being

and the hospital out-patients; and by the ragged schools, in
a Eurasian, Miss Palmer was at first objected to, but her skill

and love have won a way for her everywhere, and in her dis.
which several of them labour in Westminster. They visit also

poor patients in their homes, pursuing medical mis
pensary, as well as zenana work, she is being greatly blessed . sionary work amongst the poor, and tbus gain practical
DIi88 Bose , the first Christian Brabmin lady trained to be a experience of the highest value in their future and hoped -for

medical missionary, has for some time been in charge of a dig.
career, for she who has leamed to be useful at home is most

pensary for women and children in North India. The last from
likely to be really useful abroad .

whom they have heard is Miss Ball , who , by means of an The College is not only a medical school, but a Christian

interpreter — for she has been at her station only about twelve
home, in which - the basis of the society being unsectarian

months - has already entered upon hor Christ-like duties .
the pupils of various denominations live together as one family.

A very interesting letter, from Mrs. Tresham, now lies before
Amongst those who present themselves for training there are

me -- too long for quotation - describing medicaland missionary those who appear in every respectcalled to and adapted for the

work amongst village women , sadly neglected in these respects.
work , but are unable to afford the one hundred guineas which

During the past year a number of students (sent out by

various societies) have gone forth to India, China, and Syria .

a two years ' course, including board residence and medical

instruction, implies. It is felt to be exceedingly important that
Several ladies have entered to study midwifery alone, impressed

none possessing the requisite gifts should be hindered by lack

with the great importance, in their future fields of labour, of a of means . Hence the Committee have a Free Presentation Fund,

knowledge of this subject.
in which several, as R. C. L. Bevan, Mrs. Rumford, and others,

The twork in the College.
have interested themselves. At present several might be

Visiting last weekthe Zenana Medical College, I found twelve
accepted were such help forthcoming. Those willing to help

lady students under the care of an oxperienced matron. These in this way, or by opening their drawing- rooms for meetings,

ladies reside in the Home, and are thus at all times on the spot should communicatewith the Hon. Sec ., Dr. G. de Gorrequer

ready for study and practice, enjoying the advantages of Griffith , 34, St. George's Square, S.W. Rev. W. Wetton

Christian fellowship and opportunity of Christian work , which
Cox, Organising Secretary, will gladly give addresses:

must prove exceedingly helpful in future service. Arrangements, Such are a few facts in connection with an effort of great

however, have now been made whereby day pupils are accepted importance in connection with the spread of the Gospel. If

as partial borders or otherwise, thus affording those who have the women and children of the East are to be helped in sick

homo or friends at a convenient distance, and desire to reside ness and cheered with the message of mercy , here is the

there, the privileges of the College.
means whereby efficiont labourers may be found. In helping

Course of Study.

It will be well to state that thecourse of study occupies the
such an institution , we help forward grandly and practically

the work of the Lord in Eastern lands.

entire period of two years, with only short intervals of rest at Listen to the dying appeal ofa poor heathen woman who, in

Christmas, Easter, and Midsummer. The course is thus practi. the last stage of feebleness, and amid the gasping andchokings

cally equal to four winter courses of the ordinarymedical curri of death, cried, " Tell, tell your people, how, how fast we are

oulum . Students who do not complete the curriculum will not dying, and ask , can they not send the Gospel a little faster?

be eligible to go up for the examination, which is held by a Help, help, oh - help ! " And then she fell back silent and

Board composed of medical men other than the Looturers, and still ; she had passed from the prison bars of the zenana into

without passing which no pupil is entitled to the society's the presence of Him of whom she had longed to hear more.

diploma. In addition to their originalplan, the Committee pur Butthe echo of her feeble ail still ringe, an those who listen

pose, taking the necessary steps to become a " recognised

Medical School for distinctly missionary purposes. In order
to her cry, " Help, help ! ” will surely by God's grace respond.

T. PAUL
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NOW READY, price 5s.
HOMES OF HOPE,

* MEDICAL * MISSIONS : * 4,6,&6,REGENT SQUARE, GRAY'S INN ROAD,LONDON W.C.

THEIR PLACE AND POWER.

By Rev. JOHN LOWE , F.R.C. S. E.,

Secretary of the Edinburgh Medical Missionary Society.

WITH INTRODUCTION

By Sir William Muir K.C.S.I., LL.D. , D.C.L.

MR. LOWE, 56, GEORGE SQUARE, EDINBURGH ,

Will send the book to any address,by post, on receipt of Postal

Order for 4s .6d.

" It would be almust impossible to speak too favourably of this book. It

is beautifullġ written, anddeserves to be widely circulated.".
The Presbyterian Messenger.

“ Mr. Lowo supports his argument with facts which tell an eloquent

tale . . . . His story is full of interest. " - The Christiar..

“ It is a book to be possessed by those who have tbe cause of missions at

heart ." - Life and Work,

" It is an inspiration , a summons, and an appeal, which can never be lost

on those who take any real part in spreading a knowledge of the Gospel

at home and abroad .” — The Oldham Chronicle.

LONDON : T. FISHER UNWIN , 26 , PATERNOSTER SQUARE.

Price Bixpence, post free.

WILL THE CHURCH ESCAPE THE GREAT TRIBULATION ?

Second Edition . By E. SHACKLETON .

" A devout and thoughtful effort to explain , if not settlo , this verata
quantio ." - Silver Mora.

LONDON : J. F. SHAW & CO. , 48, Paternoster Row , E.C.

The Hope ofChrist's SecondComing:

How isit Taught in Scripture ? And Why ?

1
By S. P.TREGELLES, LL.D.

Second Edition , with appendix, by C. Y. BIBS, M.D. Crown 8vo, 124 pp.
Price ls .

8. BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Patornoster Row , London ,

3

2

DAILY LIGHT ON

THE DAILY PATH

IN THE VERY WORDS OF SCRIPTURE.

Two volumes. Morning or Evening, Sold separately, or in Sets . In

Various New and Attractive Bindings.82100. Cioth, ls. Freach morocco,

gilt edges, 28.; French morocco , elegant, Two Vols. in one, round corners ,

red under gold edges , 48. Many other styles in German calf and morocco,

suitable for Presents.

LONDON : S. BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED,

M

1

The Homes were established for the less degraded class

of Penitent Young Women .

Special efforts aremade on behalf of Mothers with their first infants,who

arereally the most hopeful class of the fallen , and are generally greatly to
be pitied .

A Homo has been opened for the reception of such young women, before

they becomemothers,asare unfitted, from their previousgood character

and position , to mix with others. The applications for admission are pain .

fully urgent.

Funds are greatly needed. WM. HORNIBROOK, Secretary .

Bankers - LONDON & WESTMINSTER , Bloomsbury Brancb , High Holborn .

THAMES CHURCH MISSION .

INSTITUTED 1844 .

President

The RIGHT HON . the LORD MAIOR.

Bankers

Messrs. LLOYDS, BARNETOS, BOJANQUBCS , & CO ., Limited .

The Agents of this Society go forth day by day in the strength of tho

Lord of posts carrying the tidings of Salvationamongst countless thou.

sands who use the Port of London .

If

IS IT NOTHING TO YOU "

33

that men employed on the River Thames are perishing on every hand ,

who know not that " the gift of God is eternal life " ?

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED.

READER .........HELP US,

Nos. of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts, & c ., are also wanted

and will greatly assist tbo Chaplainsand Missionaries.

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account of the Work of the

Mission (with dissolving views) at schoolroom , Lecture Hall, or Drawing .

rcom Moetinge.

( Address ) Rov . ABNRY BLOOYER , Becretary .

Offices, 31 , New Bridge Street , Ludgate Circus, E.O.

UNIVERSAL WEEK OF PRAYER.

15. PATERNOSTER ROW .

The Council of the EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE have arranged for

MEETINGS in theWest End daily during the week commencing January

3rd , at Steinway Hall , Lower Seymour Btreet, Portman Square, each

morning at 11.30, except Saturday , when the Meeting will commence at

10.80. The Addresses willbe given respectivelyby theRevs. E. A.Stuart,

O. Wilson, Dr. Donald Fraser, Sholto D. 0. Douglas, John Kilner, and

Prebendary Billing. Programmes of these Meetings, and other papers

relating to the Weekof Prayer ,maybehad on application to the secre
taries of the Alliance, 7, Adam Street, Strand , W.O.

1887. Price Three Halfpence each, post free 2d .
1887.

The Roll Text Almanack.

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

Established in 1834, for the purpose of affording instruction in the

Scriptures to Women and Girls , of all ages andranks, in Zonanas ,

Haroms, and schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary, Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridgo Road , London , S.W.

Bankers Messrs. HERRIES, FARQUHAR,LE Co., 16, St. Jamos street,

London , 8.W.

ON THE DEEP SEA .

This unique Almanack has been welcomed each new year with increased

appreciation of its special advantages. The presentation in large type of

carefully selected Texts from the incorruptible Seed of the Word has been

blessed in many instances. To Ministers, District Visitors, Hospital

Ohaplains, and other Christian labourers, the Almanack is offered at the

following reduced prices , not including carriage :

100 for 9s. 6d. Net Cash

300 for £1 6s.

600 for £ 1 178. Bd.

1,000 for £3 10s.

Such orders to be sent, accompanied with remittance, direct to

the Publishers,

JOHN F. SHAW & Co. , 48. PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

THE QUEEN'S PRINTERS

TEACHER'S BIBLES

THE ORIGINAL, FOLLEST, AND BEST.

Eleven Editions.

FIVE YEARS AGO a visit paid to the North Sea Trawling Fleets

proved , by God's providence, the commencementof a new and

happier epoch for the Doep -Sea Fishermen . Until the year 1881

thousands ofourcountrymonhad toiled - notonly in all weathers,

at all seasons, and in daily peril of their lives, but - in complete

isolation from all Christian or moral influences,

TO -DAY seven Mission Smackscruise in the North Sea, servingas Church ,
Dispensary, Temperance Hall, and Club.

Two ofthese vessels were equipped at a costof £ 4,550 , and pre

sented to theInstitution by generousdonors. The remaining five

were originally privato property, and merely lent for missionary

purposes, andalthough a considerable portion of their purchase

money has been defrayed during thecurrent year , a sum of£ 6,000

still remains to be cleared off before thoy are free from mortgage

and registored in the namos of Trustees as the uncncumbored pro

perty of the Mission .

Moreovor , SEVEN VESSELS CANNOT MEET THE REQUIRE

MENTS OF TWELVE FLESTS, and all persons On Bhorewho revero

our beloved Queen (which overy onoDOES ) and sympathize with

the storm -tossod smacksmen (which every one OUGHT to do) ale

invited to contributo towards a special fund to be styled the

** Queen Victoria Purchase and Endowment Fund ," in order thatthese

Mission Smacks may be sent forth as at once a Momorial of Her

Majesty's Jubilee and as Heralds of Mercy from the King of Kings,

ministoring healing and comfort to the bodios, and peaceand glad.
ness to thehearts of the fishermen .

Sums received for this objoot will be paid to a specialDeposit

Account opened in the names ofTrustees at Messrs. Gurney & Co.'s

Bank , Great Yarmouth .

The Duke of GRAFTON , K.G., Trustee . E.J. MATHER Director ,

MISSION TO DEEP-SEA FISHERMEN,

Bridge House, 181, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.O,

468 pages of added matter, including Concordance, Vincent's

Index, Sayce's Articles, Lumby's Glossary, Atlas, Tristram's,

Hooker's, Stainer's, and other Contributions.

FROM 38. Od.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE ,GREAT NEW STREET, LONDON, E.O.

ALL BOOKSELLERS,
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by

Y.M.C.A. and Mission Work.
My wife repeated a part of John iii . 16 , and asked her to

finish the verse. No,there appeared tobe the darkest ignorance.

E have been porusing with great interest the report We asked if she could tell who God's Son was, if she knew His

name. No, she said she never heard . So we felt we must stay

branch of the Y.M.C.A. We are glad to note that the steady awhile with her, and at least tell her about her state ; for even

growth and present condition of the Association call for feelings this she aid not seem to feel. And we endeavoured tomake plain

of devout thankfulness to Almighty God, who has led out to to her understanding God and His love, Jesus and His work,

various spheres so many of the members into definite service His death, burial, resurrection ,and giory, and His coming
for Him . During the past year the numbers of what may be again to receive those who love Him.

termed the religious meetings have considerably increased ; This is not a solitarycase, though we were slow to be.jeveshe

not less than 1,300 services have been held in connection with had never heard about God and Jesus ; but if she had heard it

the Association . The general attendances of the young men had gone completely out of her mind . A large number of the

have been larger than in any previous year. Many tokens of poor in our villages are little removed from the lower animals,

the Divine favour have been experienced in the deepened as to any object to live for beyond the mere needs of the body

spiritual life of the members, and in their increased devotedness

to the Lord Jesus Christ and to His service . One of the most

active workers, who was brought to a saving knowledge of the

truth through the instrumentality of the Association , has South London Evangelistic Choir.

recently entered the foreign mission field (China ). Others, we

believe, arepreparingatno distant date tofollow our
young | T.Hischoir,originally formedforMessrs.Moody and Sankey's

CamberwellMission, has been continued as a permanent
.

One specially interesting fact which we have long known,

evangelistic agency - having one aim -- the glory of God in the

but find emphasised in the report, is the direct mission work
salvation of precious souls, singing not to entertain, but

holding missions and services of song, in halls, &c . , and in their
undertaken by the members . Not only has there been work

tent, during the summer months. Desiring to co -operate with

for young men , but much has beenaccomplished by young men all who love the Lord Jesus, we go wherever doors are opened,

in making known to others the glad tidings of salvation . and many have been led to the Saviour and believers stimulated

Pearl Fisher, for example, described the otherweek the mem. to increased zeal, as a result of these services . We have
bers -conducted classes for rough lads at George Yard ; and last

attended one hundred and thirty -six services during the past
week we found other members busy at KingEdward Street.

Besides , however, helping in those missions, the members

year, fifty -seven of which have been conducted solely by us.

We number sixty-six members on the roll at present, but
carry on a Y.M.C.A. Mission Hall in Melior Stroet, Bermondsey,

where abundant work is found amongst the poorest ; co -opera
should like the number to be greatly increased. The Committee

ting actively in similar work in Lambeth Ragged Schools,
desire a continued interest in the prayers of the Lord's people,

Ravenscroft Mission, Hackney Road ; Earl Street Mission,
that the S.L.E.C. may be increasingly blessed and owned of

God in His work .
Borough ; and Limehouse Ragged Schools.

Several of the members have been actively engaged in carry ,

ing the glorious message of the Gospel to the poor in their

homos. Many distressing cases of extreme poverty have been
" One Tun ” Youths' Institute.

witnessed.

twenty-sixth

forward to by the poor people . During the pastwinterbetween

fifty and sixty families were visited each week by members of well and widely known , was held on Tuesday evening, Sir

this Association. R. W. Carden presiding.

All this represents splendid practical training in Christian
Mr. Payne said the Institute was a place of resort for lads,

service . We look forward with hopefulness to the future of who, leaving schoolwhen about thirteen years of age, and seeking

these young mon , acquiring thus early what one of the great
for work, had usually a little time in the evenings to spare . To

writers has called a " passion for souls."
attract tired working lads , and then to retain them, wasa problem

worth solving ; and by theblessing of God theycould say that

to & certainextent they had succeeded in doing this . One

phase of the work, which in its results was verygratitying to

Blackdown Hills Mission.

Mrs. Barker Harrison, was the careful and correct writing out

of the texts on the word “ Trust " without reference to any con

E have just received from our old friend , Mr. G. Brealey,
cordance. This was done by thirty -one members, as against

fifteen last year. Of these five had written over 130 verses,

Lord's Work on the Blackdown Hills , We rejoice to find that twelve over 120, and twelve over 100, two only being below that

much blessing has followed his faithful labours during the past
number. This text writing was well regarded by Mrs. Harrison

year, both in the evangelistic services, house -to -house visitation,
real seed sowing, which wouldproduce fruit in the

time to come.

and in the school amongst the children .
During the year thirty - five new members were

We give this week the following striking case : it is all we
enrolled, making a total of 815 since the commencement of the

Institute .
have space for in this special number. We may, however, again

refer to it at a later date. Addresses of sympathy andencouragementwere delivered by

Mr. Bowen , Rev. Trevor Fielder, Dr. H. Sinclair Paterson

Never Heard who Jesus was.
Mr.Kennedy, and Mr. Bayliss (the blind reader).

We stopped at a cottage on the roadside to inquire the way The Chairman expressed hiswarm and hearty interest in the

to a certain place . A decent-looking woman gaveus the infor work and concluded :-- Advancing years made it expedient that

mation we needed, and then we asked her if she know where she he should give up attending many meetings like the present

was going. one, but the annual meetings connected with this Institute he

“ Bean't going anywhere , ” she said . felt he could never give up while he had health and strength to

We reminded her she was certainly on a journey, and that come among them . Sir Robert then handed Mrs. Barker

the journey would soon end and she would find it out, perhaps, Harrison histwo guineas for the swimming competition next

too late to alter her way . year, remarking that there was nothing like ready money.

I said to her, “ We were in a place where the road divided, He warmlyeulogised the kind and noble interest taken in the

and there was no directing post to tell us ; so we did the best welfareofthe lads in the Institute by that lady, and wished

thing we could, and that was - inquired. You were kind enough them all in return a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

to tell us, or we might have gone quite astray ; and we thank

you for telling us. So wewould like to tell you there are two

roads leading in opposite directions - one leads to hell , the other A Band of Missionaries , The Chicago Advance says :

to heaven . Which of these roads are you going ? And in which “ Seventeen missionaries, including wives of missioneries,

of these places are you to spend eternity ? "
have just embarked from Boston to foreign fields. Theywere

She looked at us with the stare of ignorance , and replied, all in the employ of the American Baptist Missionary Union.

“ Don't know ; neverheard. Nobody ever told me.” I handed Nine were returning to former work in Assam and Burmah, and

her a Gospel, and she said, “ I can't read ; niver went to school eight new appointees ,one of whom goes to India , the others to

in my life .”
assist in Burmah. It is thirty -six years since solarge a num .

My wife said to her, “ But you have heard about heaven, and ber went at any one time. A young man, Mouney Kyau,

God's love to the world ? ”
Burmese, and two girls, Mah Mhyah and K. Seetima, the for

" No," she said, " nobody ever told me ; and I never went to merofwhom was the grandaughter of a woman baptised by

school."
Dr. Judson, sailed also with the same company,"

of

as
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A Most Agreeable Remedy

For all Diseases of the Nerves, Stomach, Liver, and Kidneys.

NATURAL, CHEAP, & NEVER -FAILING,

HARNESS' ELECTROPATHIC BELT

Has now been tested for several years , and is pronounced by Princes, Noblemen,

Physicians, Clergymen , and ScientificAuthorities to be the most perfect and simple

ineans of successfully utilising mild Electric Currents for the prevention and cure

of disease . During thepast few montbs there have been more than

THE UNLOADING OF THE

A THOUSAND PERSONS CURED
Annual Christmas Boat

BY HARNESS' ELECTROPATHIC TREATMENT.

THIS IS A FACT, which we can provo conclusively to any man or woman

who is able to call atthe Medical Battery Company's Establishment,52, Oxford

Street, London , W., whereMR. C. B. HARNESS, the Company's Consulting

Medical Electrician, gives advice free. Thousands of Testimonials have been

received from all classes throughout the country . Write for copies, or call at

52 , Oxford Street, W., and see the originals.

Now Illustrated Pamphlet, containing Private Advice Form , sont to any address

will , God willing , take place on

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 29th , 1886 , at

THE SAILORS' WELCOME HOME,

173 and 174 , St. George's Street

(corner Prince's Street ),

Ratcliff Highway, London , E.

Tea and Coffee at 6 o'clock .

Unloadingof Boat at 7.

Meetings before and after as theLord leads.
FREE OF ALL CHARGE ,

DO NOT FAIL to writo for it at once . It will cost you nothing, and

may save you heavy doctors'bills.

HARNESS ELECTROPATHIO BELT never fails to invigorato the

Debilitated Constitution , Promote the Circulation , Assist the Digestion , and

promptlyRonow that Vital Energy, the loss of which is thefirst symptom of decay.

THE CHOICE SELECTION .

On rocoipt of One Shilling in Stamps or

PostalOrder, a choico selection ofCards,Mildmay,

Ruby, & c ., will bo sont.-- SPECIALLY GOOD

VALUE . NO OLD CARDS.

WHEELER BROTHERS,

88 , Mildmay Park , London ,N.HARNESS ELECTROPATHIC BELT.

PRICE 21s. , POST FREE. WILL LAST FOR YEARS.

CORES Gout, Rheumatism , Lumbago, Sciatica. Epilepsy, Indigestion, Consti

pation , Liver and Kidney Complaints , Ladies' Ailments, Nervousness, Neuralgia,

General and Local Debility, & c .

HARNESS ' ELECTROPATHIC BELT never fails to promote Health ,

Strength, and Vital Energy ; therefore it will pay you to procure one with

out delay, by forwarding to -day a Guinea Postal Order or Cheque to the

MEDICAL BATTERY COMPANY, LIMITED,

MRS, GRIMKE'S

TEXT CARDS,

To be had from Mrs. GRIMKE , Prestwich ,

Manchester, who likes orders sent to her

direct, or to E. KAUFMANN , 129, Cheap

side, London , E.O., and booksellers.52, Oxford Street, London, W.

HAVE FAITH IN GOD. MARK xi. 22 .

DINNERS to Poor Children in Clerkenwell .

THE COW CROSS MISSION .

W
I
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PORTSMOUTH and GOSPORT

SEAMEN'S MISSION .

C
A
T
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N

,
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n
.
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ESTABLISHED MAY 1st 1853 .

Will the Readers of Word and Work kindly

help us in our work at this season of the Year,
among the Seamen and Fishermen ?

The Fishermen from many parts of England

will soon (God willing) be here for the mackerel

season . These we accompany for Gospel work
every year to the West of England .

Once a week we invite them to a Tea on board ,

and every evening to hear the Word of God .

Donations :-Bibles, Testaments, Christmas

Cards, &c. , Bags, Comforters, and Cuffs, are also
much needed . NOW !

HENRY COOK ,

( Address Letters and Parcels to 17 , Claremont Square, Pentonville.) Seamen's Friend,

FUNDS URGENTLYNEEDED. COLLECTING CARDS ON APPLICATION. GOSPORT, HANTS.

THE HEALER PREACHER. THE HARVEST OF THE CITY,

Sketches and Incidents of Medical Mission Work . And the Workers of To-day. By PEARL FISHER.

By GEORGE SAUNDERS, M.D., C.B. With Introduction by H. SINCLAIR PATERSON , M.D.

Crown 8vo, with Illustrations, price 3s . 6d.
Crown 8vo, cloth , 38. 6d .

“ Readers of the book willbe well instructed as to what is beingdone
“ Dr. Saunders, in his excellent volume, setsup for us an Ebenezer well

Atted to rebuke the unbelief and strengthen the faith of our generation ;
for the poor and needy by some of the best known Workers of To-day :

in fact, the whole book is pregnant nin for workers, and sets open they willalso,we trust, gaina quickened sense of the responsibilitythat
rests on all who love the Lord to help on such practical endeavours for the

doors before willing Christianson every page." — Night and Day. Balvation and elevation of their fellows. " — The Christian .

the LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW &Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.
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"One Tun”Ragge
d School Missio

n, AN OLD
FRI

END

THE

N OLD FRIEND

WRITES TO

Formerly the “ One Tun " (Thieves') Public House,

MRS. MEREDITH :

PERKINS' RENTS, OLD PYE STREET,

WESTMINSTER, S.W. ,

" I will give £20 for the enlargeFounded in 1856, under the special approval of the

EARL of SHAFTESBURY, K.G. , Patron .

ment (Nine Elms House),provided

, of

classes have a sound religious education, combined with £200 are subscribed before

employments. During nearly 30 years a large number

of scholars have received at the annual meetings, the Earl of JANUARY 31, 1887."

Shaftesbury presiding, prizes for excellent characters for

honesty, industry , and integrity. Many are in H.M. Army MRS. MEREDITH earnestly begs

and Navy in India, Africa, the Soudan, Japan, also in

institute in Old Pye Street is extremely well attended,a for contributions or promises of
large number of lads, after working hours, availing them .

Bible Class,Geometry, Chean, good Libratie Swingers the money, within the given time,

Meeting, Band of Hope (commenced in 1860), a Juvenile to enable her to claim this liberal

Sunday AfternoonBibleClass,at 3 o'clock,conductedby offer.

E. Bayliss ( Blind Evangelist), Gospel Mission Service on

Sunday Evenings, commencing at 7 , &c. , &c.

Will friends help us to carry on the “ One Tun ” Mission

with increased usefulness ? An interesting report will be

sent. Cheques crossed Messrs. BARCLAY & Bevan, to

Contributions thankfully received by

Mr. A. J. WOODHOUSE, Treas., 1 , Hanover Square, W.; SUSANNA MEREDITH ,

or by Mrs. A. BARKER-HARRISON, Hon. Sec. ,

32, Eaton Terrace, S.W. 143 , Clapham Road, S.W.

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION IN THE EAST

(IN ZENANAS, HAREMS, AND SCHOOLS).

President-THE MARCHIONESS OF AILSA. Treasurer - SIR W. R. FARQUHAR, Bart., 16, St. James's Street, S.W.

Hon . Secretaries-Miss ELLEN RUTT, Miss L. HOPE.

Secretary - Miss WEBB, 267, Vauxhall Bridge Road ,S.W. ( to whom Orders may be made payable , in the initials of R.A, on

the Pimlico Post Office ).

Cash Secretary - Miss Tait.

This Society was formed in 1834 for the purpose of promoting education based uponthe Holy Scriptares among Eastern Femalesof
all ranksand classes, either in their own secluded homesor in Missionary Schools. Its sphere of operations includes China, Ultr

Ganges, Burmah , India , Ceylon , Mauritius, Africa, the Levant, and Persia. The Toachers sent outby the Committee, or assisteds
part by them, amount to 252. Above 300 native Teachershavebeen trained in these schools, and are now workingin them or inothers

Zenana work iscarriedon by the Society's correspondents in various parts of India . More than 2,000native ladies,manyof the of
rank and wealth, are thus receiving instruction.

The Committeenow find it necessary to bring forward their need of immediate and liberal help ; for while the fields are white anto

the harvest,andopportunities of sending ont labourerspresent themselves more frequently than at any previous time in theSociety's

history, andtheworkis steadily growing under the hands of the Committee,it isdeeply to be lamented thatthe funds do not increase

Applications for Zenana and School TeachersarebeforetheCommittee , and they cannot send them forth ; and urgent appeals for grants

of money and of School materials have also been received ,towhich they are unabletorespond . Let it be borne inmind that the

object of this Society is to lead all under its influence to the “ Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of theworld ;" THAT IT WILL

NOTGIVE EDUCATION WITHOUT THE BIBLE;thatitwasthe first to send forth teachersfor Hindu Zenanas (to Bombay in 1842), and

forTurkishharems( to Egypt in 1836),andthe earliest organized in England for thebenefit of the females of China , India, Africa, and

Syria (with one or two oxceptions of limited sphere ), and it will surelybe allowed that it isno untried work on behalf ofwhich the

Committee so earnestly plead . TheLord has owned and blessed their humble efforts ; arethey tostand still because His people do

not allow them the means for going forward ?
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* Friendless and Fallen. CHRISTMAS

CHRISTMAS

DONATIONS

SOLICITED.

To the Readers of “ Word and Work . "

By the GREAT MERCY and GOODNESS of OUR EYER-GRACIOUS GOD, I am still sustained in

PREVENTIYE and RESCUE work on behalf of YOUNG WOMEN and GIRLS. GOODNESS and MERCY

have been my experience since I was led to this branch of Christian work in 1851.

However, only to refer to the general work of 1886.

On the 1st of last January there were in the SIX HOMES and OPEN-ALL-NIGHT REFUGE about 180

inmates.

Since that date ONE THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED and THIRTY applicants for admission and help

have Leen brought or sent by WORKERS in connection with VARIOUS MISSIONS.

To the utmost capacity of the HOMES EVERY SUITABLE cage has been welcomed in the name of

HIM who CAME TO SEEK AND SAYE THE LOST.

During the year there have been many tokens of blessing on the MINISTRY of the WORD in the HOMES.

With respect to FUNDS, the LORD has VERY GRACIOUSLY disposed the hearts of HIS SERVANTS

to SUPPLY all NEEDS, and now , on the18th inst., ONLY about £ 500 in donations is required to close the

work of 1886 FREE FROM THE BURDEN OF DEBT.

READER, KINDLY SEND a donation towards this amount to Messrs . John F. Shaw & Co., 48, Pater

noster Row , City ; or

EDWARD W. THOMAS.

Office : 200, Euston Road, N.W.

IRISH EVANGELIZATION SOCIETY.

GENERAL COMMITTEE .

Earl of Cavan , The Lodge, Weston - super -Mare. Major-Gen . Dobbs, Greystones. J. Murphy, Esq ., Castletown, Dundalk .

Bir E.B. Hutchinson , Bart ., Coolmoney, Stratford * Major @en . Noble, Ardmore , Bray, J. A. Haig , Esq . , Burgess Hill , Sussex .

-on -Slaney . * Major -Gen . Rice, Bayswater, Sandycove, Dublin J. H. Swanton , Esq ., Carisbrook House , Pem

Rev. J. G. Rainsford , Dundalk . Major E. J. Saunderson, M.P. , Castle Saunderson , broke Road, Dublin .
Rev. F. Hewson, Dunganstown , Wicklow . Belturbet.

*T. P. Law , Esq ., Q.O. , 48, Stephen's Green
Rev. G. A. P. Arbuthnot, 5 , Gordon Square , * Major H. E. Warren , 28. Leeson Street, Dublin .

Dublin ( Treasurer ).
London , Surgeon-Gen. Gunn , Rockdale, Rathgar, Dublio .

Rev. Charles L. Morell, Dungaunon .
* R , Wade Tuompson , Esq., Olonskeagh Castle,

Nugent T. Everard , Esq ., Randalstown, Navan .

Rev. James Stevenson , Leith . Dublin .
Hugh D. Brown, Esq ., Oakland, Rathgar, Dublin

Rev. James Wilson , Belfast. John Boyd , Esq ., Ballymacool, Letterkenny. * James Barton, Esq ., Farndreg , Dundalk (Hon

General B. Btoney , 72, Waterloo Road , Dublin , * John R. Fowler , Esq ., Dun.cairn Terrace, Bray . Sec . ) .

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (Marked thus *).

This Society organises and holds Gospel Missions by experienced Evangelists throughout Ireland, and has had very happy

results in the awakening and conversion of large numbers in various places. It is not hindered in its work by the present state

of Ireland, and the last report (which can be had on application to the Secretary) will show something of what God is doing by

it. Its means are dependent upon voluntary contributions, and never were so far bahind as at this moment. Hitherto for

many years we have closed each year with a few pounds in hand, now £600 are needed to balance aocounts.

Janzes Barton , Hon. Sec.

DUNDALK, Dec. 20th, 1886.
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WORKS BY MRS. PENNEFATHER. FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

RAGGED SCHOOLS

,
Songs of the Pilgrim Land

" FOLLOW THOU ME. ”
Discipleship

Maintain and benefit 3,500 persons weekly.

CRECHE FOR INFANTS. HOMES FOR

BOYS AND GIRLS. REFUGES FOR

Small 4to , Cloth extra, 58.
MEN AND WOMEN .

A CHOICE AND APPROPRIATE PRESENT

We have already overdrawn our account at the Banker's
FOR THIS SEASON:

£ 1,000. £ 1,600 is required to enable us to close the year free

“ A charming book inside and out. All thepoems are full of froma debt.

the highest aspirations and purest devotion,breathing fervent will any of your Readers kindly send a Contribution ?
love to our Saviour, and longing for the time when faith will

give place to sight. Mrs. Pennefather has added another to

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHTher many claims on the gratitude of the Church by permitting

the publication of this volume.” - Record . has characterised the work of this Institution as “ A perfect

network of charitable operations--an immense boon to the
“ Will bring gladness to many & pilgrim on the way: The

poor. "
songs are full of spiritualfeeling, and possess true melody of THE LATE EARL OF SHAFTESBURY, K.G. (the

thought and rhythm ." - Nonconformist.
late President of the Institution), said : “ His Royal Highness

“ We are glad that Mrs. Pennefather has given her consent hasnot saida wordtoo muchevery word he has uttered is

to the publication of her poetical pieces in a collected form , well merited by the Institution and those who conduct it. "

and we heartily welcome the charming volume. It is seldom

we meet with pieces so fraught with heart-searching and heart President,

stirring thoughts, in simple yet graceful and touching lan THE EARL OF ABERDEEN , K.G.

guage, evincing deep, spiritual insight, ripeness of judgment,
Treasurer :

and richness ofexperience ." - Baptist.
WILFRID A. BEVAN , ESQ. , 54, Lombard Street, E.C.

“ A volume that will live and soon become as well known to
Bankers :

the Christian public as are the poems of the late Miss Elliott MESSRS. BARCLAY, BEVAN ,&Co., 54 ,Lombard Street, E.C.
and Miss Havergal." - English Churchman, MESSRS. RANSOM & CO. , 1, Pall Mall East, W.

SUPPORTED BY YOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS.
New Edition , Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Bd.

Contributions thankfully received by the

Treasurer, Bankers, or by

PEREGRINE PLATT, Secretary,“ Into this little volume the devout authoress has managed

Vine Street, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.to condense an immense amount of Scriptural teaching, and

withal she has enforced it in a sweet, simple, but powerful

manner . For guidance to young Christians of whatever age we

know nothing better than this. The more of such holy, able

writing the better. May the book have an increasing sale ." INSTITUTED 1844.

Sword and Trowel.
President

The RIGHT HON. the LORD VAYOB .

Bankers

New Edition, Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 38. ed. Messrs . LLOYDS, BARNETT3, BOBANQUBIS,& CO ., Limited .

The Agents of this Society go forth day byday in the strength of the

Lord ofHosts carrying the tidings of Salvationamongst countless thou

sands who use tho Port of London .

IS IT NOTHING TO YOU
“ All who peruse these profitable pages will thank the author

for giving to the Christian public the fruits of her large and that men employed on the River Thames are perishing on every hand,

who know not that “ tho gift of God is eternal life " ?deep experience . ” — The Christian.

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DONATIONS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED .

“Their practical suggestions and lessons of truth will be

found very valuable and helpful." - Woman's Work . READER.........HELP US.

Nos . of Word and Work, Books, Magazines, Tracts, & c ., are also wanted.

and will greatly assist the Chaplainsand Missionaries.

The Secretary will be pleased to give an account ofthe Work of the

Choice Books by Mrs. Pennefather. Mission (with dissolving viows) at schoolroom , Lecture Hall, or Drawing.

rcom Moetinge.

(Addregs ) Rev. HENRY BLOOYER , Secretary.Price ONE PENNY each ; ls. per Doz, assorted, post -free.

Offices, 81, Now Bridge Street , Ludgato Circus, E.C.

AM I GUIDED ?

1887. Price Three Halfpence each , post free 2de 1887.
HINTS ON BIBLE READING,

THE PEACE OF GOD

This unique Almanack has been wolcomed each new year with increased
and the GOD OF PEACE. appreciation of its specialadvantages. The presentation in large type of

carefully selected Texts from the incorruptible Seed of

blessed in many instances. To Ministers, District Visitors, Hospital

Price 6d. per Dozen, post free , Ohaplains, and other Christian labourers, the Almanack is offered at the

following reduced prices, not including carriage :
THE BLESSED HOPE,

100 for 9s. 6d . Net Cash

WOMAN'S WAYSIDE MINISTRY, 300 for £1 6s.

500 for £1 178. d .
These valuable little books may be enclosed in letters, and

1,000 for £ 3 10s.hus often form & word of counsel and comfort.

Such orders to be sent, accompanied with remittance, direct to

the Publishers,
LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. , 48, PATERNOSTER ROW , E.C. JOHN F. SHAW & Co., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.C.

THAMES CHURCH MISSION .

"FOLLOW THOU ME . ” Service.

The Roll Text Almanack.
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Yet again, an aged one had the rent - all but threepence
CONTENTS. farthing

The Lord's Widows
Lord ,” she said, “ I haven't wasted it ; you know I haven't.

Topics - Terseand Timely

By Pearl Fisher 891 Godless Morality ..................... 901 You will send it me in time. I need it, and I knowyou will.”
A Little While ( Poetry) 892 Morality by Popular Vote Soon after the Biblewoman called, and, after a talk, said :
Notes for Bible Reading 892 " Not many Wise Men " .

“ I feelI must leave you what I have in my pocket.” . SheScience or the Bible - Which ?

By Mr. C. H. Spurgeon 893 Correspondence pulled out three pennies, as she thought, and left them .

“ Because of the Way ' Church Organisations
Notes of an Old Sermon The Elder Women .................. After she had gonethe old lady found a farthing between the

Fellowship in Love A Cabman's Shelter ................ coppers.

Undergraduatesat Oxford 898 Beamen in the Mediterranean " Bless the Lord ; He's just sent it.”
893 Home Mission Notes.................. 907

To Hebrew Christians
The Gospel Ships One of the ladies from the Home of Industry coming in,

By A. Ben -Oliel Mrs. - told the story, and the lady, meeting the Bible
Mission at Bury 898 The Week of Prayer, 1887
How the LordProvides .......... Full Programme.....................

woman , said :

OrphanHomes of Scotland... 899 Notices of Books " Do you know what you gave Mrs.

Moody at Harvard College “ Threepence.”

“No, threepence farthing."

“ I would have been ashamed to give her a farthing."

The Lord's Widows. But the Lord meant you to give her it ; for it was just

what she needed . "

BY PEARL FISHER.
Do these seem trifles ? They are answered prayer, never

JHE aged and thewidow " specially them that are of the theless ; for small are the widow's needs.

mittedto the tender care of the Lord's people. Job says : In
“ Before they call ; I will answer." .

the days when God preserved me. I caused thewidow's
Here is another case . Four or five Christian ladies place

heart tosing for joy.". James gives as one of the marksof weekly sums at Miss Macpherson's disposalon behalf of the

pure religion , “ To visit the fatherless and widows in their very aged and infirm , allowing them sometimes one, some

affliction," and Dorcas was beloved forher pious care of the

timestwo, shillings a week. One lady in the countrywrote :

widows. As in ancient days, and in New Testament times,
“ I feel as if Mrs. would be the better of a sixpence a

so still, the widows are peculiarly commended to the sympathy
week more ; do you think so ?”

of the Church .
The reply was : Yes, she would , "

In these pages I have been giving a series of sketches,

The extra sixpence was sent, and when the worker called

chiefly of active, aggressive, evangelistic work --though the
she found the old damealmost in tearsover a letter.

orphans have not been overlooked - but, in closing the year's
“What is the matter this morning ? ”.

“ Read that, ma'am . ”
volume, many will be interested in a brief account of a

beautiful service on behalf of widows, I turn naturally to
It proved to be a letter from her son to say work was

Miss Macpherson's widows, because I know them well,because slack ,and he must reducehis small weekly allowance by a

the work is exceedingly interesting, and becauseit may well

sixpence. God had provided the need, even before the frail

serve as an incentive to others to go and do likewise. It is
old lady knew of it.

not by any means the only effort of the kind , albeit there are
These widows are often amongst Miss Macpherson's best

many points of special interest connected with it.
helpers — praying for her at all times, and specially in time of

need . Saidone lately, when told how remarkably the Lord

The Widows' Class . had answered some special prayer in connection with the

The widows are no new branch of service at the Home of Home of Industry : - " Did He It's just like Him . He's

Industry. So far back as 1866 -- the “ cholera year" --Miss the Hearer and Answerer of Prayer ."

Macpherson and Miss C. M. S. Lowe were drawn out on How poor many of themare will be understood by two

behalf of these lonely and tried ones, hiding their deep actual cases from Miss Macpherson's book :

penury in little back -rooms and attics.
The Struggle for Bread ,

Theweekly sewing class, then commenced , has been main
" Listen to this wail. ' I am seventy -nine, and know no

tained ever since. Each Monday afternoon the Upper Room

in the Spitalfields Beehive will be found crowded with these

one but you who cares for me. I am nearly blind, but

“ dear old women , ” as I have heard them called many a time.

stirring to come here daily to make the paper pillows has

True, they are poor - utterly, terribly poor - some (by no

kept mewell this winter, thank God .”

à I had an accumulation of fancy slippers — very old. Even
means the majority) not over-tidy, but their cheerful looks,

though mended it would bave been mockery to give them to

their bright responses, their warm, hearty prayers — the tliose known to me. A very aged widow, who seemed ' cute,

prayers ofthose who have tested God and know His faithful on being asked what she felt she could do to turn a shilling to

ness, whohavemarked 1 t., p.” to many a promise — are such advantage, thought she could mend these, and,withafew

as to stir the hearts of all who meet them .
rags, make a little stall in Rag Fair. When this was done,

Answered Prayer. she came and offered payment for the stock in hand , and,

One dear old dame, bedridden (just over seventy ), has two with tears, would take no refusal. One shilling and three

shillings per week from the Union , while her rent is two pence bought three old men's shirts, which, when mended,

shillings and threepence. Her sonallows her one shilling washed ,starched,and ironed , were sold again, and repaidthe

and sixpence - thus she has in the ordinary way one shilling industrious woman . A shilling was given as a deposit on

and threepence for food. The other week , being out of em wood, which the widow chopped, sharpened, tied in bundles,

ployment, theson could not send his usualremittance ; what and got sixpence per thousand for skewers for cats' meat.

was she to do ?. “ My angel (Miss Macpherson) tells me she Twopence boughtscraps of leather, one penny smallest bitsof

trusts the Lord for everything -80 will l.” Having told Him rag ; the widow cut, stuffed with bran, and created dolls'

about it she left it with Him , and one shilling and threepence arms, selling them at threehalfpence per dozen. Every hour

was sent just in time for the collector. gives new experiences in beholding the strain to find work to

Another old lady (sixty) had made up her rent all but one buy bread : Day by day many are gradually becoming more

farthing. How was that to be obtained ? By prayer. She weakly. Oneday, coming round the cornerquickly, I found

just prayed for it, and a farthing turned up in an odd corner . one sinking withwant and feebleness six yards fromthe doo
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She had tasted neither breakfast nor dinner ; the last penny “ Will you tell Him you've tried to serve Him ? ”

had gone to make up the eighteen pence for rent. ” “ Nay ; I'll tell Him Hekept me serving Him . It's a poor

Tuhat a Sirprnce can Bo. service it's been ; but He'll forgive and bless — I know He

What, it may be asked, is done for such ? They have a will."

good tea, three hours' work and pleasant Gospel talk, and, There are many amongst the widows,ready atanymoment

at the close, a sispence each. A small sum it may seem to us , to bear just such testimony bright and trustful. One very

to them it is a grateful help. Here ; for example, is how some sweet old lady (87) says, as she lies in her lonely room :

spend their sixpence : “ The Lord hasn't forgotten me, but I think Hewon't trust

i lb. bread, 14d . ; } lb. sugar, id. ; } oz . tea, kd .; milk, 4d. ; an angel to fetch me, and He's coming Himself for me. He

2 oz . dripping, ld . ; soap , jd. ; 7 lbs. coal, id. ; wood, Id. ; said , ' I will come again ,' and I think He's keeping me for it ."

-6d . Boiled Crusts .

Sometimes, when there are little ones, it is spent thus : One who passed away last Wednesdaywas never heard to

cowheel, 3d. ; herbs, ld . ; potatoes, ld. ; bread , ld . — 6d ., A murmur, yet was often in sore straits. One day the visitor,

dinner for six ! calling, said :

Besides the Monday sewing class, at which the Word is “What have you had this morning ? "

never left out, there are large Sunday afternoon Bible classes “ I've had a rare feed ; such comfort. "

in which the widows greatly delight, bringing their Bibles “ But I don't mean that ; what have you had for break

with them and searching the Word as it is expounded. They fast ? "

are encouraged to ask questions, which many ofthem do, very “ I've just put the kettle on , and I'm goin' to have it."

much to the point. In these classes many have been born again, “ What have you got ? " And, almost againstthe old lady's

blind eyes opened to see Jesus, the lame taught to walk in wishes, the visitor pulled open the cupboard and found - a plate

His ways, and the sorrowing comforted. This gathering is of crusts, given her by a poor neighbour. Shewas going to

reckoned amongst the mostspiritually fruitful in the whole boil themin the kettle to soften them . She did not have

service at the Home of Industry. “ crusts ” that morning ; but the incident was typical of her

“Blind Eyes Opened .” ordinary practice, and the practice of many — they hide their

Here is one with a face bright and sunny, but she is blind . poverty, will not complain, and it has to be discovered .

“ How long ," I asked her, last Thursday, “ have you been But really snch incidents are so abundant, I might go on ad

blind ? " infinitum , and must pause , not for lack of matter, but want of

“ Eight years." space . The widows are not all perfection by anymeans,

" It must have been a sore affliction . " but many of them are leading beautifully consistent lives. It

“ Ah, sir ; the first two years were thedarkest any woman would amuse many to find the care and discrimination exer

could know . With the children round me, and me blind, and cised by the ladies before enrolling their names. Every new

no God, I was like to die of despair. But then God saved member has to give full proof of and bear close scrutiny into

me, in this room , sir . He opened my eyes to see Jesus for my her poverty , respectability, and real need.

Saviour ; and now , oh , sir, it's all bright, so bright. I'd a Widow amongst the evidows.

not have my sight again for all the world, if it were to be On Thursday last a very special gathering was held,

without Jesus, God never fails me-- if I want anything, I just when Christian ladies, widows for the most part, sent

tell Him. He is a good Father to me, He leads me, He portions to " those for whom nothing was prepared." This,

talks to me, He blesses me all the time. " of course, was altogether extra and beyond the usual

Shining for Jesus. sewing class allowance, andwas a Christmas gift consisting of

Many of these poor widows are true and consistent follow “ a bit o' beef, a quarter of a pound of tea, a warm shawl, a

ers of Christ ; not a few were converted in the Home, others woollen petticoat or pair of blankets (their choice ), a pair of

were Christians when discovered . Their faces shine as the stockings, and one shilling each .” It was simply delightful

love of Jesus is unfolded , they are ready quietly to tell what
to hear the expressions of gratitude, and see the frail old crea

the Lord has done for them, and in the crowded tenements, tures (asmany of them are) tottering off with their load.

amongst the careless and unconverted, theyare " shining, for A widow lady was present withher daughter, helping

Jesus." Very really so , for they are sneered at yet respected ; to distribute the loving gifts, and, after Miss Macpherson's

and , frail as many of them are, they take great pains by cheery talk, addressed the women, speaking as a widow to

prayer and personal testimony to win their neighbours to the widows. As one who personally knew the loneliness and

Saviour - efforts crowned with success in instances not a desolation of widowhood, her best wish for them all was they

few. The texts they learn by heart at the class they find might have Christ, the true Comforter, with them all the time.

a great help both in testimony and in personal comfort.
Thus closed the specialgathering ; but week by week the

They love the class, and again and again, when sick, have
regular class for the widows and house -to -house visitation

left their sick -bed and been almostcarried to it. They are among the sick go on. In this many may havethe joy

constantly visited in their homes by the ladies, and a rare of helping — if they cannot come and help personally, they

treat it is to do so , the visitor frequently getting more than
can undertake to send weekly for one or more the small

she gives. sum that keeps them from pitiful despair. Thus may many

Some time
ago I accompanied Miss Macpherson to a little tried and trusting, humble and faithful,ones,witnessing for

Him in the East End.
back room , in , I believe, Flower and Dean Street, where one

of her widowslay sick unto death. Here is the conversation

-which struck me much ; - .

“ Well, Mrs. --, how are you ? ”
A Little While

“ Faint, yet pursuing.".

“ Does the head trouble you much ? ”
“ A little while and ye shall not see Me, and again a little while, and ya

shall see Me."

“ It does a bit ; but He helps me."

“ Aren't you tired lying here, all alone ? "
A out

“ At times ; but He talks to meso." Can see Him not, nor view the prize,

" What does He say ? ” Nor have we wings with which to rise.

“ He tells me--once I sinned against Him, but He had A little while, we watch and pray,

mercy on me; and now He's going to take me up there .' ”
The shadows lengthen on our way,

“ How long have you been a widow ? ” We bear the burden of the day.

“ Nigh thirty -five years, ma'am. '

“ And how have you got on ? ”.
The cloud received Him from our sight

“Badly before I knewthe Lord ; since then He's said " Let
But He returns in dazzling light,

And He shall come in raiment white.
thy widows trust in Me.' I have trusted, and He has NEVER

(with great emphasis)failed me. " Again a little while, and we

“ You'll soonbe in Hispresence: whatwill yousay ? ". Who once were parted, then shall be

“Surely I'll fall down before Him and say, ' You died for With Him, through all eternity.

me.' " ELEANOR GRANT,
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All of Grace .

" Because of the Way. "

OF

pass the land of Ed

THE

now

BY MR. C. H. SPURGEON .

"For by grace areye saved through faith ; and that not of your iolv -s :
it is the gift of God ." - Eph. ii . 8. RETROSPECTIVE MEDITATIONS.

F the things which I have spoken unto you these many Notes of an Old Sermon .

years this is the sum. Within the circle of these “ They journeyed from Mount Hor, by the way of the Red Sea, to com

words my theology is contained, so far as it refers to the m; and the soul of the people was much discourage

salvation of mon.
because of the way " (Num. xxi . 4 ) .

I rejoice also to remember that those of

my family who were ministers of Christ before me preached THERE are two points for our consideration in this

this doctrine, and none other.
passage before us . First of all I would remark on

I am led to remember this by the fact that a somewhat some ofthose discouragements that do oftentimes assail

singular circumstance, recorded in my memory, connects this the people ofGod in their way , and that will prepare us,

text with myself and my grandfather. It isnow long years secondly, for the consideration of their vast, their unutter

ago. I was announced to preach in a certain country town

in the eastern counties. It does not often happen to me to
able encouragements.

be behind time, for I feel that punctuality isone of those Now, in introducing this subject, let no one imagine

little virtues which mayprevent great sins. But we have I would desire to draw a gloomy picture of the religion

po control over railway delays and break-downs ; and so it of the Gospel. If the religion of the Gospel is not the

happened that I reached the appointed place considerably basis of all happiness, where is happiness to be found ?

behind the time. Like sensible people, they had begun their Where can we find it but in a life of faith , a life of hope ,

worship, and had proceeded as far as the sermon. As I

nearedthe chapel, I perceivedthat someonewas in the pul

a life of prayer — so far as we live on Christ ? Even the

pit preaching, and who should the preacher be but my dear
very contest, the daily contest , has a blessing in it ; and

and venerable grandfather ? Hesaw me as I came in at the
every act of self -denial brings with it its own mercy. As

front door, andmade my way up the aisle, and at once he said
I have oftentimes placed before you , oh ! how it does

“Here comes my grandson ! He may preach the Gospel, rebuke the poor world to nothing, when one says, the

betterthan I can, but he cannot preach a betterGospel ; can very tears of a child of God have more of happiness than

you , Charles ? ” As I made my way through the throng, I all London — unregenerate London - knows or ever can

answered, “ You can preach betterthan I can. Pray go on . ” know . To look up with a blessed hope of acceptance ; to

But he would not agree to that. I must take the sermon ,

and so I did, going on with the subject there and then, just
realise God as a Father ; to repose in Him as our portion ;

where he left off. “ There," said he, “ I was preaching on
in the deepest view of our sin and sinfulness, to see the

' For by grace are ye saved. I have been setting forth the

complete blotting out of sin in the precious blood - shed .

source and fountain -head of salvation ; and I am ding of the Son of God ; with the deepest conviction that

showing them the channel of it, through faith .' Now you our righteousnesses are as filthy rags,” to repose in the

take itup, and go on.” I am so much at home with these perfect righteousness of God in our nature — if this be not

glorious truths that I could not feel any difficulty in taking happiness, where is happiness to be found ?

from my grandfather the thread of his discourse, and joining

my thread to it, so as to continue without a break . Our

agreement in the things of God made it easy for us to be
Yet there are peculiar discouragements, circumstances

joint-preachers of the same discourse. I went on with
that in themselves have a discouraging tendency. The

" through faith ,” and then I proceeded to the next point, “ and very path is a strait one. It is a very narrow course ,

that not of yourselves." Upon this I was explaining the between licentiousness and liberty ; between the holy

weakness and inability of human nature, and thecertainty liberty of a child and the abuse of that liberty. I do

that salvation could not be of ourselves, when I bad my
not say they come near, but I would say, through our

coat-tail pulled , andmy well- beloved grandsire took his turn

again. When I spoke of our depraved human nature, the

depravity we find the way to be very narrow between them .

good old man said , “ I know most aboutthat, dear friends ;
Oh ! it is a narrow path - to exalt the free grace of God,

and so he took up the parable, and for the next five minutes
and to steer clear of the abuse of that grace ; to exalt

set forth a solemn and humbling description of our lost grace to the uttermost, and yet to lay the sinner under

estate, the depravity of our nature, and the spiritual death his own responsibility ; to glory in election as the very

under which we were found. When he had said his say in a establishing point of our salvation, and yet to say to the

very gracious manner, his grandson was allowed to go on sinner, “ O Israel, thou hast destroyed thyself ; ' to lift

again , to the dear old man’s great delight ; for now and then

he would say, in a gentle tone,
up the Saviour's righteousness, and equally to exalt Jesus

“ Good ! Good !! " Once he

said , “Tell them that again, Charles," and of course I did
as our Sanctification.

tell them that again . It was a happy exercise to me to take

my share in bearing witness to truths of such vital import The very path of Truth is a narrow path . The least to

ance, which are sodeeply impressed upon my heart. While the right, and we are beyond the mark ; the least to the

anuouncing this text I seem to hear that dearvoice, which left, and we verge to error. And if it be so, that the

has been so long lost to earth , saying to me, “ Tell them that path of truth is so narrow , what is it to walk in it ? -to

again .” I am not contradicting thetestimony of forefathers

who are now with God.
hold fast the truth , to exhibit all earnestness for the truth,

I preach the doctrines of grace because I believe them to

and to contend for it in the meekness of truth : to be not

be true ; because I see them in the Scriptures ; because my of the world , ” and to “ love not the world ,” but yet to

experience endears them to me ; andbecause I see the holy have pity upon the world : to show at once faithfulness

result of them in believers. I confess they are none the and tenderness : to be upright, and yet gentle : to be

less dear to me because the advanced school despises them : courageous, and yet “ turn the right cheek,” when

I should never think it a recommendation of a doctrine that
smitten on the left : to " hold fast one's integrity ” (shall

it was new. Those truths which have enlightened so many

ages appear to me to be ordained to remain throughout I give ityouin few words?) amongst our friends, rela

eternity. The doctrine which I preach to you is that of the
tives, families. There is that which tries you and me.

Puritans : it is the doctrine of Calvin, the doctrine of

Augustine, the doctrine of Paul, the doctrine of the Holy Ah ! it is a strait and a narrow path, It is not a light

Ghost. The Author and Finisherofour faith Himself taught thing to walk with God. It is not a light thing to aim

most blessed truth which well agreed with our text. The at it . It is not a light thing, to place this before us as we

doctrine of grace is the substance of the testimony of Jesus. rise in the morning— “ Whether I eat or drink , or What

Wo glean this striking extract from notes of a sernon delivered by soever I du, doing all to the glory of God." It is not easy

Mr. Spurgeon thenight before his going abroad, and appearing in Swor'i
and Trowel ( January ).

to carry this as the ruling principle in the secret transac
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tions of the day : in little things - talk not of great things find it ." If a clear creed , if clear views of doctrine, if a

-in little things as well as great things. I believe we little alteration of conduct, if addicting ourselves to our

are most known in little things. My dear hearers, this party -- it this be Christianity, then we must change the

very straitness of the path, this narrowness of the path, text, and confess many “there be that find it ;" but if it

doth have in it something discouraging. be walking with God , living in Christ, aiming to please

The path runs through a desert. We may say indeed Him—if it be those who "know the plague of their own

it does so literally, to thousands and tens of thousands hearts," and feel sin to be their burden — if this be the

around us, especially in these our days. All the dis characteristic of the family of God , that the desire of their

comforts of existence are theirs - none of its comforts ; souls is to consecrate themselves to that God who loved

poverty, wretchedness, penury of bread , lack of clothing, them and gave His Son to die for them then it still

no fire, no friends, hard usage , oppression - horrible remains a solemn truth , “ Few there be that find it."

oppression - I hesitate not to say it, hateful, loathsome

oppression ; and this day by day, and week by week, But observe now what are those vast encouragements

and nonth by month , and year by year. To them , indeed , that ought to cheer, and comfort, and enlarge the heart

it is literally a desert. of a child of God .

What are the reasons that do so much discourage him ?

Yes, beloved , and this very desert too is full of thorns. Why, one among many is this : he looks at his way more

Oh ! how much a man may feel the puncture of one false than he looks to God . He looks at the trials of his way

doctrine ! He takes up a specious book ; it is beautiful more than he looks to the God who has appointed them .

in style ; there is a story in it — that takes thousands in For every trial, every crook , every thorn, every brier, every

the present day : and beneath the smooth, fair surface enemy that we meet with , is ordained of God for our

there is some viper - some pestilent error, thatmay cleave soul's good . If you allow but one thing to the con.

to him , and he may have it for years, and years, and tingency of chance, you may as well acknowledge the

years. And all coming through a sanctified looking man ; whole to be the effect of contingency. My dear brother,

nay, through a child of God it may be, for a child of God to repose in a wisdom that never can be deceived, to

may hold error and pervert the truth - if left to our. repose in a power that nothing can oppose, to repose in a

selves, what can we not do ? tenderness that nothing can weaken,to repose in a faith

It is a world full of thorns. Oh ! how often are we fulness that never can be violated, to repose in a love that

wounded by false brethren ! How often by some fair never can be shaken — this is confidence indeed . This

talking professor ! How often by some specious hypocrite was David's consolation ; see how he reasoned. They

and varnished deceiver ! What cannot wound us ? We thought of stoning him ; and how did he act ? Observe

can wound ourselves. There is not a thing in life but (1 Sam . xxx. 6) , “ Davidwas greatly distressed, for the

what
may be a thorn to the flesh , and to our spirits too . people spake of stoning him , because the soul of all the

We are passing through a desert anda thorny world. people was grieved ; but David encouraged himself in the

Lord his God.” Still more striking is the case of Jehosha

There is something also to be considered in the tedious. phat ; observe, it is said (2 Chron . xvii. 6), “ His heart

ness of our path. It is sometimes so very tedious to go was lifted up in the ways of the Lord ;" in the margin

on fighting the same enemies, the world and the flesh and " he was encouraged .” So encouraged that he was lifted

the devil. One looks at the believer, in a sense, just as a up above all circumstances, lifted up above all that was in

man struggling with the torrent — as one might look upon himself, lifted up above his fears. He was “ high and

a man struggling near the summit of the Falls of Niagara ; lifted up ;” never more truly abased , and yet never so

the moment he stops, the moment he sinks, he is plunged truly lifted up. It is a soul's acquaintance with God

down the cataract . So it is with ourselves ; the moment that lifts him up above his troubles. “ Thou wilt keep

we cease to struggle, that moment we are carried down him in perfect peace, whose mind is stayed on Thee,

with the torrent. It is no little trial to have to meet these because he trusteth in Thee. " “ Acquaint thyself with

constant enemies of ours, ceaseless in their malignity. God, and be at peace.” Oh ! that great secret - turning

They cease not for one moment. It is not by the day, it off from our path, looking off ourpath, looking away

is not by the year ; it is all our days, it is all our years. from our own way, and looking to Jesus, resting in Him,

reposing in Him i

I will acknowledge that grace in the believer is a victo

rious principle ; I will acknowledge that the believer is a But there are otherreasons that often discourage the

conqueror ; butone is also constrained to acknowledge that believer in his way. He looks more to his way than he

he is not always a conqueror, he is often worsted in the looks to Jesus, who has travelled the same way.
Oh ! if

fight. And this very thing oftentimes makes the way there be one thing that ought to cheer our souls more

exceedingl
y tedious and trying to him . To meet an enemy than another, surely it is this : every trial, every sorrow,

that has mastered me ; to have to meet him again ! For every care, every grief of my heart, my blessed Lord has

though finally a victor, and on the whole a victor, yet known before me. His feet have left a sweet perfume in

there is not a believer here but has been mastered again this very way. He has trod it before me. He, the great

and again by the enemies of his soul. Oh ! it is no light Forerunner ; He, the prevailing Advocate ; He, the

matter to go on in this way through the desert ; it often blessed Mediator, my " Brother born for adversity," my

times seems tiresome to our souls. Brother who “ sticketh closer than a brother " -He is gone

before me in this path, cheering, comfortingmy soul in the

And there is one thing that seems to affect us still more, hallowed remembrance of Him .

we have but few companions with us. There are but few

in the way : “ few there be that find it .” Enlarge your But there is a point on which I would desire to lay

hearts as you will in love towards the whole family of some stress in the consideration of this interesting subject

God - take a large view , pray for a large heart, pray for - interesting to me because oue feels one's own soul so

width , pray for breadth, pray for largeness — yet beware prone to be “ discouraged because of the way : " it is the

of letting down the truth , and with that truth before you retracing of one's own mercies in the way. Weare but

you will be forced to acknowledge, “ Few there be that I insignificant creatures we acknowledge ; we hardly know
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how little we are, we hardly know how poor and feeble uphold, but the conduct answers not to it, the conduct

we are ; and yet, perhaps, next to this Book, the history belies it ; how can that be true that is not found to be a

of our life would be the most important history we could reality , when it is wanted ? ” Oh ! ye little know how

ever read. What has it been but the exhibition of thou it weakens your testimony when ye show your heart dis

sands of pardons from the heart of God ? What has it couraged in theways of your God !

been but the development of mercies, conntless as the

sand upon the seashore ? How it has exhibited His And see what are the blessed effects of showing a strong

comfortings, His restorings, restorings times out of confidence in the Lord. What weight does it give, what

number ! the consolations He has poured in in the hour | importance does it attach, when the spirit seems under

of distress and sorrow ! the anticipations He has given us the anointing of the Spirit of adoption, and when quiet

of glory ! Oh ! it ought to cheer and animate our souls niess , patience, holy confidence in God, is the motto of our

in all the paths in which we are travelling. day , and carried out in our life ! Oh ! we little know the

And besides this, and more than this-how soon it will strength of thatprinciple, when it animates the heart, and

end in glory ! The pathway leads us to our home . What shows itself in the conduct.

is it cheers the weary traveller ? It is the happy home Be assured of this, that there is no cause for a child of

before him . What is it cheers the soldier , worn out with God to be “ discouraged because of the way.” This is his

fatigues and wasted with disease ? Returning home, this motto— " Strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus."

is that that animates him , lifts him up, cheers him, dries See what the Apostle Paul felt. " This one thing I do,

his tears, quiets his complainings. Oh ! to have the forgetting those things which are behind, and reaching

bright prospect of a glorious eternity clear before us ! Be forth unto those things which are before, I press toward

assured there would be less of discouragement, and more the mark for the prize of the high calling of God in Christ

of holy confidence, if that were our portion day by day, Jesus.” Did he look at his way ? He pressed forward .

and hour by hour. Did he look at his difficulties ? He leaned upon Christ.

Was he overcome by the straitness of his path ?

Andnow , are you and I in the way ? Have we been leaned the more entirely upon his Beloved . He looked

brought, through God's wondrous grace, into the way ?
off himself to Jesus, found his strength in Jesus, went

Have we had our feet turned out of the broad road into forward , went upward , and " pressed toward the mark."

this strait and narrow way ? Oh ! I would say, then,
And what was the confidence that he had ? “ I can do

admire and adore the distinguishing grace of God to
all things through Christ which strengthenethme." Oh !

you -ward. Look into the world ; think of the millions | blessed, happy path !

that have never heard of Christ ; think of the millions

that have heard of Him and despise Him ; think of the
Are any cast down by reason of the way ? We are

millions in this our favoured land that know no more of but few in number ; yet it may be we have such trials

Christ than the heathen ; think of the hundreds of thou
and such difficulties in our path that we may say to all

sands of London only, who are as great “strangers to the
the assembled saints upon earth, and all the saints in

covenant of promise if there were no such covenant ;
heaven, “ Ye cannot relieve me." Who can ? A cove

think of the hundreds upon hundreds that come and hear
nant God can ; a faithful Jesus can ; a comforting Spirit

sermons week after week and have never “ tasted that the can ; a covenant " ordered in all things and sure

Lord is gracious, " and never yet mourned for sin . And “ The promise of the life that now is, and of that which

then ask, how came it to pass, and how comes it to pass, is to come " —this is enough. May you and I find it to

that you can say your happiest moments are with God, be enough, day by day, and hour by hour ! J. H. E.

your rest is in Jesus, your confidence beneath His cross ?

How comes it to pass that you can say, “ Still is my back

turned upon the world , and my face is Zionwards” ? How
F we walk in the light, as He is in the light, we

comes it to pass that you can say to this present moment, have fellowship one with another ” ( 1 John i. 7 ) .

“ Kept by the power of God ” ?—and with so many Have we all true loving fellowship on with another ?

wanderings too, so many mistakes , so many errors, so Where love is wanting, light is wanting. God is light,

much going out of the way ! Oh ! admire and adore the God is love, and God is a consuming fire. We need the

distinguishing grace of God to you-ward , my brother.
consuming fire to remove the wood,the hay, the stubble

( 1 Cor . iii. 12.), the dross(Mal. iii. 3. ), and all that takes the

place of Christ in our affections and our buing ; that we

There is one thing that I would desire to lay upon your may enjoy the true unclouded andclear Light, and the true,

heart, and that is—be abased that you have been so often pure, tender and most precious Love. Those who really

discouraging your soul in the way .

as

can.

Fellowship in Love.

I "

1

have the Divine nature have the light and manifest the love.

Those who walk not in love, walk in darkness.

What ! with all the covenant of grace in our behalf
that we have fellowship with Him, and walk in darkness, we

what ! with a covenant Father for our portion, an inter
lie, and do not the truth ( 1 John i . 6. )

Love is the new commandment given to the saints of God ;

ceding Saviour for our all, an indwelling Spirit for our
and thisisthe one proof to all menthat we are the disciples of

sustainer - what ! with all the promises of God in our Christ (John xiii. 34, 35 ; 1 John iii. 16 , 23).

behalf, is it a light thing, is it a little sin , that we so dis When any of us turn our eyes away from Christ to self, or

courage ourselves in theways of our God ? creatures, or theories, or religious systems, we turn fromthe

You that are parents, ye little think what a sermon ye
Light ; and who can tell where wemay be led, or whero we

read your children whenthey see you discouraged in the
may lead others in our darkness ?

There is much profession in our day. Let us examine our
ways of God . Children are more accurate reasoners than

selves whether we are indeed born again and living in the
you oftentimes think them to be. If a child sees a

faith ; prove our own selves (2 Cor. xiii. 5). And wherein

parent in trouble cast down, in difficulties disheartened, wemay see that we have failed, confess our sin with shame,

making the most of sorrows, passing through the world and humbly seek the needed grace to live in true fellowship

but little lifted up in God on account of His promising with the Father and with His Son Jesus Christ, which is to

mercies, what is the conclusion that child will draw ? “ It live in the Light and manifest the Love ; and our joy will

is foreasy
be full (1 John i. 4). We shall then serve as He would have

father to say there is a God to go to, it ismy
us, and be ready to meet our coming Lord with humble con

easy for my mother to say there is a God that promises to
fidence ( 1 John ii. 28) . G. K ,

“ If we say

3
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Undergraduates at Oxford.

o

ANON CHRISTOPHER writes from Oxford as follows:

The other Suurizy night my usual meeting of univer

sity men was a ldresse i by som 9 Cambridge undergradaates, and

very earnestand spiritual words were spoken. We heard of the

very real and deep work in the hearts of many during this last

term at Cambridge. An early morning prayer meeting of the

undergraduates for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit was one of

the antecedents of the blessing received . On Sunday evening,

after church service , I found two hundred Oxford undergraduates

in the Assembly Room at the Clarendon Hotel. This was the

more remarkable because many undergraduates had gone down

for the vacation , Eight Cambridge undergraduates were seated

opposite to this assembly of young university men . One of the

faithful sons of the late Canon Battersby, of Keswick-C. F.

Harford Battersby, of Trinity College, Cambridge - was presid

ing . I was not in time to hear all the eight speakers, but I

heard awakening , bold words spoken by a son of dear Webb

Peploe , also by Robert Armitage , of Trinity College , Cambridge,

whose mother I prepared for confirmation when she was a girl

at Richmond many years ago. It was impossible to doubt that

each one who spoke had experienced a change of heart in re

ceiving the Gospel of the grace of God. On the evening of

Sunday week fourteen undergraduates were gathered in Balliol,

in the room of an exhibitioner of that college, to unite in prayer

for God's blessing in the open air preaching in which they were

about to engage at the Martyr's Memorial. The late Henry

Bazely's City Missionary, who had won their respect by his

perseverance in preaching at the Martyr's Memorial ever since

dear Bazely's lips were closed by death , was with the under .

graduates at this prayer meeting. These things are worth

mentioning to stir up your readers to pray forthe outpouring of

the Holy Spirit on our universities . Nothing less than this can

make the universities all we wish them to be . The Oxford tu

tors of the present day are a most laborious, painstaking set of

men . They spare neither time, nor pains, nor patience in their

great work ofeducation. They win the hearts of the men to

themselves by the ungrudging interest they take in their in .

tellectual progress. How intensely one longs that these superior

men , and we parochial clergy also, might be baptised with the

Holy Ghost , and be so filled with the love of Christ that we

might earnestly use for Him any influence over young men

which practical kindness gives. How great are the possibilities

open for our universities to the united prayers of faithful

Christians throughout the country ! “ God is able (and willing)

to do exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or think .'

Let the public schools of our land be well remembered also.

Then more converted freshmen will come upto live for Christ

in Oxford and Cambridge. Let the power ofthe prayer of faith

for God's abundant blessing on all colleges and schools be well

tried during the remaining days of this departing year, and let

them be remembered during the week of prayer, and we maybe

constrained to have a week of prayer before 1887 comes to its

end .

To Hebrew Christians.

Beloved Brethren in the Lord Jesus Christ.

AD and melancholy , distressing , and humiliating is the

teachers and writers of the Protestant Church on both sidesthe

Atlantic. While some are striving to introduce Popish

practices and superstitions , others are treacherously ander.

mining some of the most vital doctrines of the Bible.

Inspiration , the Atonement, the Divinity of Messiah , the

Righteousness of the Holy One of Israel, and other fundamental

doctrines are questioned or explained away by verbose

sophistry, windy-wordy oratory , tingling to itching ears like

“ sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal,” is presumptuously

supplanting “ the form of sound words." The essential unity

of both Testaments, the trustworthiness of our inspired

prophets, and the not less inspired teaching of our brethren,the

apostles and martyrs, are flung to the winds in quest of an

unholy popularity . The Fatherhood of God , in and through

the Mediator, “ the Lamb of God , which taketh away the sin of

the world ," is perversely represented subversively of God's holi

ness as Sovereign, Ruler, and Judge.

The unhallowed alliance of certain religious bodies with

infidel politicians is bearing diemal fruit, and men who dis

parage Biblicaltruths in flippant termsare publicly welcomed

and honoured. The spirit of the Puritans has departed, and those

who still “ endure sound doctrine " are in danger of being carried

away by the pernicious example of thosemodern prophets.

Brethren , have we no duty to perform in these critical times ?

To witness for God and his truth is the duty of all true Chris

tiang, but it is a duty specially and emphatically incumbent on

us Hebrew believers— " Ye are My witnesses, saith the Lord . "

I would beg to suggest a public assembly of HebrewChristians,

of all denominations, inLondon, to protest against Popish ten .

clencies, on the one hand, and the newly -fangled, misty, and

vapoury theology rapidly driftingtowards a denial of all that is

precious in the Revelation of God,and the plan of Redemption

by the expiatory sacrifice of His well-beloved Son, on the other

hand, and I feel persuaded that you would all, with one heart

and one voice, condemn the anti -Biblical utterances in question .

Hebrews of all churches, moet in the name of our Triune

God, and , in trustful dependence on the Holy Spirit, harmoni.

ously, and, with aclear, certain sound, proclaim tothe world

your unabated and firm adherence to God's eternal truth , as

revealed in the Scriptures of both Testaments - truths for which

many of us sacrificed the dearest ties and suffered much , truths

for which we would be ready to lay down our lives, it God should

call us thusto confess His Word. As God's special witnesses, let

us all testify that Christ, the Son of God, became incarnate,

and suffered and died for us— “ The just for the unjust " -and

thereby procured for all believers pardon , and reconciliation,

and redemption,as was foretold in the old, and is historically

recorded in the New, Testament.

I may not have the happiness and privilege of being among

you , butI would cheerfully contribute my mite towards the exo

penses of the suggested assembly. You may not meet in your

hundreds- it is not a question of numbers. Your resolutions

would be accepted and hailed with joy by Hebrew believers in

all lands. And let your testimony encourage the Editor of

Word and Work in his unflinobing and zealous defence of " the

Faith once delivered to the saints ." -- With fraternal salutations,

yours in Jesus, A, BEN OLIEL .

29, Via Palestro, Rome, December 14th , 1886 .

Mission at Bury .-- Mr. Thorne hasjust completed a nine

days' mission, under the auspices of the Young Men's Christian

Association, in Bury, Lancashire. The largest public hall inthe

town was engaged, and on some occasions was well filled .

Despite the very stormy weather which prevailed most part of

the time the people came out, as if impelled by a power they

could not resist. The addresses have been very pointed, earnest,

and accompanied by the Spirit of God. From the first day ( the

4th) to the last (the 13th ) the interest continued to increase,

and over one hundred and thirty have professed to find peace

through believing . Several ministers of the town have taken

much interest inthemission , which wetrust will continue until

all the churches are fully alive. In addition to the number of

converts, believers have been quickened, and God's children

have received a great blessing. The noonday prayer meetings

and the Bible readings were much appreciated by those who

were able to attend. Mr. Thorne was greatly helped by Miss

Mary Greenwood, who preceded him a few days, and worked

most assiduously in visiting the mills and giving addresses to

the employés in the dinner hour. But Miss Greenwood was of

most service in the inquiry -room , pointing sinners the way to

Jesus ,

The House of Rest.-Miss Mason has just issued her

annual report , abounding from first to last in renewed

evidences of the faithfulness of God. Some of the instanees

ofdirect answer to prayer are exceedingly encouraging. We
may give one :-On one occasion the funds for current ex

pences were utterly exhausted, and I had paid out of my own

private income nearly £40 to meet the weekly expenses.

Unless some at least of this money could be repaid it would

have been impossible for me to have taken my usual summer's

trip for rest and change. But repayment did not look very

promising, as contributions had for some time been coming in
very slowly ; although they had begun again to meet the actual

weekly expenditure. During this time the text which had

been givenme at the beginningof the new year wasvery strongly

impressed upon my mind, “ Remember ye not the former

things ; neither consider the thingsofold . Behold Iwilldo a new

thing; now shall it spring forth ; shall ye not know it . I will

evenmake a way in the wilderness, and rivers in the desert."

Is.xliii.18-19. I did not attempt to devise any new thing

for myself, but waited for the Lord to fulfil His own word unto

His servant, upon which “ He had caused me to hope.” — Ps.

cxix. 49 . A few days after I had received this assurance the

sum of £30 was put into my hand, the donor making the

request that he should feel much gratified if I would appropriate

at least some of it for my holiday expenses. This I did, not

exactly as was suggested, but by at once cancelling the debt

owing to me fromthe house.
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Fife was cheering. May they and others like them , who give a

gelves, realise the truth of the Master's words, “ It is more

blessed to give than to receive." Also £5 5s. , all that has come

to -day.

N perusingMr.Quarrier's report of the Orphan Homes of Scot

Threechildren were added to our numbers yesterday. A

of the Lord's goodness in providing again and again in various girl of eight and two boys of nine and five, from Edinburgh

ways, by large givers or small, the needs of the day. We sent to us by a lady who says the surroundings inwhich the,

give one or two extracts whicn may strengthen the faith of children lived were of the most debasing kind, and they were

many :-- seeing nothing but vice and immorality. Their mother was

The gift of 10s. to-day with the following letter filled ourhearts found dead in bed a few weeks ago, suffocated through drink,

with thankfulness to God for the faithfulness of His steward, and the father is a hopeless paralytic, with only a pepsion of

who, in trying circumstances, carried out his vow . May the ninepence a day to keep himself and two younger children.

Lord reward him for his work of faith , for it is faith that leads What a privilege to be allowed to rescue such. May they also

a man to keep his promises. We feel sure if he continue so be gathered into the Saviour's fold, who is not willing “ that

doing he will find that the Lord will be debtor to none :- “ I one of these little ones should perish . "

have much pleasure in enclosing a half-sovereign from a work
Yesterday and to-day many kind gifts in money, clothing,

ing man, out of employment, butwho has promised long ago
toys, &c . , have come tous from far and near, and from young

togive to the Lord à tenth of all He sent to him . He has just
and old . Amid the darkening gloom of the year that is just

got a gift of five pounds, and cheerfully sends this tenth to the

Lord's little ones under your care . He has just read your
closing there have been many bright gleams of Christian sym

• Narrative of Facts ' for the past year, and rejoices with you
pathy shown in loving words and deeds, in all parts of the Lord's

vineyard, but in none more so than in this part in which we have
in all that the Lord has done by you for the little outcasts of

been privileged to labour. Our hearts are full of gratitude and re
our city."

joicing for all the loving tokens of interest we have received from

friends known and unknown throughout the country and world ,

An unknown friend, who calls himself. or herself “ Nemo,"

sends us £ 50- & most acceptable gift in our increasing work
and we praise God on their behalf. The work accomplished in

and increasing need. May the Lord bless this and all other

the past leads us to see how much more needs to be done, and

stimulatesus to go forward with increased energy , to do still
unknown ones who seek to minister to His little ones and

obey the Master's injunction . “ Let not thy left hand know
greater things in the time to come, depending on Him who

hitherto has led and who worketh in us “ both to will and to do
what thy right hand doeth." We are sure the Father who sees

in secret " will reward openly . "
of His good pleasure.”

Two sisters called with $40 for the Homes and £10 for our
-

own needs, which the Lord knows. We praise Him for the

supply , which has hitherto met all.

Another friend sends £ 2 “ instead of insuring property, " and Moody at Harvard College.
S. S. £4 58.

only about£ 7 to-day, and a parcel of clothing from a servant | HARVARD:well known asone of America's greatestcolleges,

who says : tation of some leading professors and ministers. TheNew York

“ My mistress kindly gave mepermission to make these shirts Independent gives a long and interesting accountofthe services,

and petticoats for your children . It has been a great pleasure indicating thatthe students proved hard toreach, but the towns

to me the doing of them , and I hope they may be useful. I people attended in great crowds. There have been tokens of

am afraid they are not good enough for Canada, but if they help blessing, and the inquirers were very numerous.

to clothe some of thenaked little ones who come into your

Homes I shall be thankful. May our Heavenly Father's best
Speaking to business men inTremont Templo, Mr. Moody

blessing be on all your work ."
said : Well,what do we see to -day throughoutAmerican cities?

There is a class of people growing up in our cities that are
We are sure the Lord has accepted of this gift. May the

worker's labour of love be rewarded by Him who said of one of
hating the churches just as much as the Jews ever hated the

Samaritans; and the gulf is growing wider, darker, and deeper
old, “ She hath done what she could. ” Another friend writes

to-day from Methven : “Would you kindly accept the enclosed

every hour of the day ; and if the Church don't make haste and

bridge this chasm weare going to have a wretched state of things
cheque for two pounds to aid you in your work among the desti

tute children . Let us ' work while it is called to-day ,' and“
this country .

may the good Lord Jesus encourage and strengthen you. The On Wednesday, November 24th, Mr. Moodyleft for North .

Lord help us tobe faithful to Him and labour on now, for how
field , whence he was to go to Binghampton. There have been

soon " the night cometh we know not. What a privilegee He strong wishes that he would return here, after his Binghampton

bestows on us in allowing us to be “ workers together
engagement, and before his enterprise at Chicago early next

Him ! year, looking to an evangelization of that citythrough the

churches, and not by the mere lieutenancy of “ missions." On

In many ways the Lord's children are led to minister to His
this subject his heart is said to be greatly set, and his Tremont

little ones under our care . From Nottingham came thefollow Temple speech may be taken as a kind of key to what heintends

ing : " Two Christians getting married here to -day, and desir
for Chicago.

ing to acknowledge their God and Father in this personal As for the city at large, Mr. Moody's coming has been rich

event, request your acceptance of a part of their thankoffering with blessing. As for the student work , the outward results are

for the orphans," and our old friend who regularly gives to the not large ; but the seed -Bowing and the tentative work have

Lord's work from what he earns off his business sends £1 198 been of groat service .

for emigration, The writer concludeswith the following striking comparison :

We have here, if Imistake not , the substance, in modern dress

A legacy of £ 360came in veryacceptably to -day. When our and manner and American dash, and without thepersecution

accounts were paid at the end of last month , we had only a few that dogged the older disciple nearly to his death - John

days' provision on hand, indeed less than at any other time of Bungan . The keenness, the depth, the devoutness,the trueness

the year, and this money coming now leads us anew to praise to reality of the Bedford tinker's imagination appear in

our Father who knew our needs and has supplied . To Him be almost every address. Thus, in his sermon of the last nightof

all the glory. his stay, on " testifying, " he took occasion to unfold the life

and spirit of the blessed man of John ix, and of Joseph of Ari.

From “ little David , sixteen months old ," 5s. , " trusting that mathea. The ground plan of this double exposition was facts.

he will always be able to continue such donations," touched But he spread theinterpretation, by inference, far beyond the

our hearts to -day, and from other sources £ 3 128. 6d. facts , and yet in the truest spirit . When, then , he went ten

years ahead in the life of Joseph, described his death and his

Yesterday, 28. 6d ., the gift of a poor blind lady, who heard going to heaven, and the scenes of his assumption there, Bunyan

about the work, and wished to send her " mite," was most himself would not have struck bolder , simpler, truer strokes.

touching. May the presence of Him who is the “ Light of Should twelve years of Bedford Jail befall Dwight L. Moody, I

Life " be very real to her. $ 100 to -day from a “ Friend of the believe something bardly less in genius, and in spiritual truth ,

Poor " Alled our hearts with gladness and thanksgiving to Him fulness, than the “ Pilgrim's Progress" ' would come from his

who orowneth “ with lovingkindness and tender mercy.” pen . But God permits this servant of His to work with the

widest liberty, insteadoffallingasleep, as Bunyan expressed it,

A useful parcel of clothing from a number of working girls in and dreaming an epic of the kingdom ,

" with

* * *
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number, its progress is backward rather than forward .

One who is called an “ esteemed correspondent""

advocates theatre -going, and adduces in defenceof it

DECEMBER 30th, 1886.
the names of Drs. Parker, Laweis, and Bevan , and last

though not least the advanced Henry Ward Beecher !

Topics_TERSE AND TIMELY.

paper

Thenations of Awriting from Brighton,says:" Wehave a noble

referred to ,

JHE year closes ominously .

Europe are armed to the teeth , and adding to

their troops and arms daily, waiting only for the

town missionary here who cannot say Amen to the hor

rible doctrine of almost universal perpetual torment,
blast of the trumpet to hurry into the field of

carnage. France cherishes rancour against Germany ;

andin consequence he is finding out that the terrors

Germany is resolved to forego none of the gains
of the Spanish Inquisitionare reproduced in some

acquired in the Franco-German war ; and Russia
nineteenth century Evangelicals !" . We suppose the

modern Inquisition consists in refusing support to

seems determined to reach Constantinople, and

thereby to menace the peace of the world , even more

one who no longer believes the truths he was hired

than she doesat present. The troublesinBulgaria easily rescue their friend fromthe Inquisition by

to teach. The deniers of future punishment can

only bring out prominently dangers which are never

absent. Apparently themap of Europe is to be re

agreeing to pay his salary.

constructed at no distant time.

GODLESS MORALITY.

M

ANY of our readers have followed with deep
interest, earnest prayer, and ardenthopeful FAITHin Godhas hitherto exercised some in

ness the advance of the Livingstone Inland Mission,

fluence in the sphere of morals. Even when it

in the face of grave difficulties , up the Congo . But

has not been sufficiently strong to control the life it

lately it was told how a station havingbeen planted

has sometimes checked excesses which would have

at Stanley Pool, the wide reaches of the Upper flourished in its absence. The prevalence in society

Congo, a waterway of many thousands of miles, had of a belief in the Divine administration of the world

been opened to the Gospel. sustains and diffuses a certain tone of thought un

favourable to breaches of the moral law . . Evil-doers,

N menas recently from the East, seems suddenly who cared nothing for the displeasure of Heaven, bave

checked . The tidings brought by Capt. Coquillhat, been often restrained by the fear of a scathing social

last week, to Brussels indicate that the International
verdict from the lips of their fellows. In many

Trading Association, as well as the missionaries, have
instances also, though there has been no real regula

been driven from Stanley Falls by the Arabs, with

whoseprofitable but murderous slave-hunting expedi- tive faith either in Divine rule or retribution , there

tions their presence interfered. No one will wish to has been an uneasy feeling of the possibility of both ,

win by the sword acceptance for the faith , but all which acted as a drag on the wheels of passion:

will praythat these ruthless hunters of men may be What would be the condition and order of society

quelled, that peace may reign,and the messengers of if the last vestige of faith in God were eliminated ?

the Gospel find their way back to the populous We are assured, by many voices , morals would still

interior of Dark Africa.

be safe , but we fear the proof, which hitherto has not

NHAT Mohammedanism contains some truths no

,

been produced, is never likely to be forthcoming. If

med was indebted to the Bible in framing his creed .

& man believes ho is only accountable to himself, the

That it is superior to Paganism may be astruly strong probability is heis not likely to be careful in

admitted, and that on this account it can raise some
keeping accounts. If, in addition , he has to adjust

African tribes to a higher level is no more than might himself to the views of a society which punishes no

be expected. But to suggest , as a writer in the sin unless it injures itself, he has no inducement to

Contemporary Review has ventured to do, that restrain desires which a social law so lax neither

Mohammedanism is probably better for the negro, in
forbids nor condemns.

his present condition, than Christianity, is a shock to

commonsense. Intoxicating drinks and gunpowder
Lord Tennyson sees the present tendency of Agnos

have nothing in common with Christianity ,and,though ticism in the laxity of morals to which it cannot fail

they may have been introduced by men from Christian to give rise, and in the Promise of May which forms

countries, they must be left out of account. Let

genuine Christian negroes be compared with genuine duces the villain of the piece reading as he walks a

the larger part of his new volume of poems, he intro

Mohammedan negroes, and we have no fear as to the

verdict. It is not fair to compare earnest Moslems

volume.

with superficial or hypocritical Christians. The Gospel
all but provingman

An automatic series of sensations .

regenerates men ; the Koran does not even profess to

do anything of the kind . Adopting this materialistic philosophy, he solilo

quises :

Hall, London , an excellent periodical chronicling

What can a man , then, live for but sensations

Pleasant ones ? Men of old would undergo

the progress of Young Men's Christian Associations. Unpleasant forthesake of pleasant ones.

Some, who are pot content with safe and steady
Hereafter, like the Moslem beauties waiting

advance, are anxious totake up the cry of progress.
To clasp their lovers by the golden gates.

For me, whose cheerless Houris after death

Another monthlytakes the field with the opening year Are Night and Silence , pleasant ones-the while

under the title The Young Man. Judging from the first If possible, here ! to crop the flower and pass.

for
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He is overheard by two listeners. One of them , a To his victim (the simple , honest daughter of an

simple farmer, remarks : English yeoman) , this language is unintelligible, and

when she asks an explanation the artful Agnostic“ Well, I never 'eard the likes o' that afoor ! ”

The other, a schoolmaster, replies :
replies :

That, if we did not strain to make ourselves
“ But I have, Mr. Dobson . It's the old Scripture text, ' Let

Better and higher than Nature, we might be
us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die . '

As happy as the bees there at their honey

The faith in atoms which led to Epicureanism
In these sweet blossoms.

more than eighteen centuries ago takes the same This is an undisguised plea for animalism. Men

direction still. Whether avowed or denied , the pur- have been accustomed to boast of their superiority

suit of pleasure becomes the life-work of him who over the beasts of the field ; it would seem , however,

reverences no God and fears no future . He may that many are now preparing to barter their dignity

wallow in the mire of sensual delights , or revel in the for the lowest pleasures. Until recently, while con

riches of philosophy , or sun himself in the applause tending for the right of the people to self-government,

of the wondering crowd , but in any case his one even democrats were willing to conserve moral law.

object is self-pleasing . We really fail to see how it Now they have changed all that . Nothing is sacred

can be otherwise. There is for him no love of God enough to stand against the popular vote. Not only

to lift him out of self , and out of self , without this , it
the Fourth Commandment,butin addition all the Com.

mandments in the Decalogue, must go if the voice of

is impossible to rise. He naturally reasons

the people demand it . This is shooting Niagara with

The Gods ! but they, the shadows of ourselves,

Have past for ever. It is Nature kills , a vengeance ! Yet only judicial or prejudicialblindness

And not for her sport either . She knows nothing. can fail to see the fatal direction in which men are

Man only knows, the worse for him ! for why
being hurried . Meanwhile the babits of decency and

Cannot he take his pastime like the flies ?

And if my pleasure breed another's pain, self-respect, no less than the truths we have inherited

Well ! is not that the course of Nature too,
from a noble past, hold in check the lawlessness

From the dim dawn of Being-her main law,

Whereby she grows in beauty-that her flies already present; how long these may prevail against

Mustmassacre each other ? This poor Nature !
the growing tide it would be rash to prophegy. The

The excuse for utter selfishness so easily found in indifference to Scriptural truth and the practical

Nature from which God is carefully excluded is not denial of Divine authority, which have literally

easy to meet, in His absence. The evils which flow honeycombed not the world alone, but also the

from unrestrained indulgence are shown in the tragic Church, give no security against the success of a

sequel . At present the traditional customs of Chris- daring attempt to destroy the very foundations of

tianity, and perhaps not a few of its refining influences, morality, which has been long threatened, and which

still survive even when its doctrines have all been denied , is certain to be made in all earnestness at no distant

and it is difficult to conceive a state of society from date ,

which these have entirely disappeared . Happily it

takes more than one generation to forget the lessons
“NOT MANY WISE MEN .” .

of a thousand , and the time may not be so near as

, the devotees of science receive or reject it.

will be merely conventional. Their treatment of it neither affects its value, nor its

evidences . It was true in the beginning that not

MORALITY BY POPULAR VOTE. many wise men after the flesh were called, and it is

F the Scriptural foundation be removed from likely enough to remain true unto the end. Probably

morality, the only other support possible is
the pride of learning will continue to scorn the sim

social arrangement. What ought to be done or left plicity of the Gospel , and find it still a stumbling

undone must be decided by the vote of the majority block . Therefore it gives us no anxiety though the

Questions of right or wrong can then only be settled at leaders in physical science should leave the lessons

the polling -booth. That this is no caricature is well of the Gospel to be learned by the babes, while they

known to all who watch the current of present-day boast themselves to be the only possessors of truth

unbelief. The Poet Laureate embodies this in the which can be verified . Divine truth comes with

plausible falsehoods whereby the villain would cajole sufficient proof of its origin , but it only proves itself

his victim : to be the power of God in those who receive it . If it

And when the man, is set at nought, or despised by any, it does not

The child of evolution , flings aside
thereby suffer, the loss is only and altogether to those

His swaddling -bands, the morals of the tribe ,

He, followinghis own instincts as his God,
who neglect it.

Will enter on the larger golden age ; Nevertheless it is not without interest to find men

No pleasure then taboo'd : for when the tide

Of full democracy has overwhelm'd like Sir Isaac Newton and Faraday, who stand in the

This Old world, from that flood will rise the New, front rank of scientific discoverers, willing to sit as

Like the Love-goddess with no bridal veil,

Ring, trinket of the Church, but naked Nature
docile pupils at the feet of Christ. They prove

In all her loveliness ,

thereby, that they are possessed of the scientific

IF

1
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spirit which is always willing to learn from a com Therefore we must express our surprise and regret

petent teacher. The Editor of the Christian recently that the writer, in speaking of the antiquity of man

requested one who is eminent both in scientific and and theories of development being opposed as incom

Christian circles to state the actual attitude of patible with the Word of God , should use the follow

scientific men towards revelation . The reply appears ing language :- " Young people often find themselves

in the form of an interesting communication which was " placed on the horns of a fearful dilemma, and, being

published in the pages of the Christian a fortnight convinced of the scientific conclusion , feel bound

ago. The writer says :

" sorrowfully to give up the faith of their fathers .”

I have known the British Association under forty-one different This can only have one meaning, for there is no rebuke

presidents-all leading men of science, with the exception of administered to those who thus abandon their faith.

two or three appointed on other grounds. On looking over these
forty-one names, I count twenty who, judged by their public If scientific conclusion point in one direction , and the

utterances, or private communications, are men of Christian Bible in another, we have no choice , according to this

belief and character, while , judged by thesame test, only four
disbelieve in any Divine revelation . Of the remaining seven writer, the authority of the Bible must be laid aside .

teen , some have possibly been religious men, and others may We do not wish to raise any argument here about

have been opponents ; but it is fairto suppose that the greater
part have given no very serious thought to the subject. I do the antiquity of man and theories of development.

not mean to say that'all these twentyhave been men of much We content ourselves with saying that there is at

spirituality, andcertainlysome of themwould not be classed

as orthodox,"

." but the figures at least indicate that religious present no evidence of Adamic man earlier than the

faith rather than unbelief has characterised the leading men of

the association ,

common chronology assigns to the Creation ; and

theories of development are at best theories waiting

to be proved. If any one for such scientific conclu

SCIENCE OR THE Bible-WHICH ? sions, which conclude nothing, abandons the faith

ITH the general contents of this communica of his fathers and disowns the authority of the Bible

tion we have no fault to find. But there are no condemnation can be too scathing or severe .

two statements which we cannot pass without
We must repeat , what we have often said in other

comment . In stating the difficulties, or, rather, the words, the science of to-day is not the science of

conflicts, which rise between science and revealed to -morrow , nor is that the science of the day after.

trath , it is said : There are few facts and fewer theories in science

The methods of modern science are the reverse of those

frequently employed in theology. When religious truths are

which do not lie open to question . On the other

inculcated merely on the authority of the teacher, the young hand revealed truth , like the Lord Jesus , is "the

mind is apt to rebel, and belief cannot be re -established unless

maturer thought should happily show that the essential facts

same, yesterday, to -day, and for ever."

and principles of Christianity do rest upon reasonable evidence.

As long asinfidel advocates alone assert thatscience and religion

are diametrically opposed, it does not much matter; but it is
Notes for Bible Readings.

disastrous if youngmen and women of our religious communi.

ties perceive that their teachers are afraid ofthe advance of Some Things said about Hope.

science , or hear them argue, even from the pulpit, that the long OPE in God

Hº

1 Pet. i. 21

periods of geological time, the antiquity of man, theories of de

velopment, & c.,are incompatible with the Word of God. Such

2. Hope in Christ Cor. xv. 19 ; 1 Tim. i. 1

young people often find themselves placed on the horns of a

3. Hope in God's promises - Acts xxvi. 6 , 7

fearfuldilemma, and being convinced of the truth of the scien.

4. Hope in the mercy of God Psa . xxxiii . 18

tific conclusion, feel bound sorrowfully to give up the faith of
5. Good hope

2 Thess. ii . 16

their fathers. 6. Hope of the Gospel Col. i . 5, 23, 27

We are not quite sure what the writer means

7. Hope sure and steadfast Heb. vi. 19

8. Rejoice in hope
Rom. v, 2 ; xii. 12

by the " authority of the teacher." If he means 9. That blessed hope Titus ii . 13

the human teacher in the pulpit we think with him 10. Hope of eternal life Titus i . 2 , 3, 7

that truth should not rest on his ipse dixit, but if he

Rev. W. M, GRIMES.

means (and we confess we are not willing to think he

Teach Me.

does ) the authority of the Bible , in which the truth is

JEACH me the way of salvation

revealed, then we differ, because this authority is the
John xiv. 26 ; John v. 24 ; Acts xvi. 31

best evidence known to us. Our study of nature is
2. Teach me the way Psa. xxvii. 1l ;

John xiv. 6 ; Prov. xvi. 25 ; Psa. xxxii. 8

conditioned by our capacities, and our knowledge of 3. Teach me Thy paths. Psa. xxv . 4 ; Prov.

nature, therefore, makes slow and changeful progress ;
iii. 13-17 , iv. 18 ; Eph. ii . 17-24 ; Titus ii , 11-13

but a Divine revelation contains final truth from 4. Teach me Thy statutes Psa. cxix. 12 ;

xix . 7 , 11 ; cxix. 26, 27, 130 ;

Heaven , given in the most intelligible and useful form . John vii. 32 ; vii . 17 ; Jas. i. 21 ;

The facts which the student of Scripture finds in the Acts xvii, 11 ; 1 John v. 13

Book of God are certainly not less trustworthy than

5. Teach me to pray - Luke xi. 1 ; Mark i.

35 ; Matt. vi . 5-15 ; Luke vi. 12 ;

the facts found elsewhere by the student of science ; Acts xvi. 25 ; Gen , xxxii. 24, 26

and he is as much entitled to classify and compare 6. Teach me Thy judgments - Psa . cxix. 108;

them as is his co-labourer in other fields. The truths
Prov. iii . 11 , 12 ; Psa . xix. 9 ;

contained in the Bible are certainly as worthy of

Heb. xii. 6, 8 ; Rev. iii. 19 ;

Hab. iii. 17, 19 ; Psa . xciv. 12

acceptance, to say the least, as any of the inferences 7. Teach me to number my days - Psa. xc. 12 ;

which scientific men draw from the observation of
Eccl. xii.; Job xix. 25-27 ; Deut. xxxii.

natural phenomena.

29 ; Matt. xxv. 1-10 ; 1 Cor. xv. 55-58.

S. R. BRIGGA.

a

.
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attainment of this object, than is yet realised among us. With

this thought, I venture to ask it, through your means,I might

seek the formation of fellowshipin one class in particular,that

to which I belong myself, those Christian women who, because

of advancing years, feel peculiarly applicable to themselves

the words which are the heading of this letter .

Whether our natural or our spiritual strength is decayed, sa

are ready to think despondingly about the decay, forgetting the

great and glorious promise ofrenewalof strength to thosewho

wait on the Lord .

Now could it not be , that as in the Young Women's Christian

Association there is mutual encouragement and help afforded for

the holy war, so the "elder women " mightfind means to comfort

and edify one another ? There are manythings occurring to me

on this subject ; and if even one of the class referred to would

write to me, we might both realise thus thet “ two are better

than one."

May I , at all events, make trial in giving you my address for

this purpose ?-Yours in the Lord ,

E. S. S.

1

S O N

Church Organizations.

TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WORK .”

S

VIR,-You append to an extract from the Record in your

current number a query which I was very glad to see :
“ Is

there not something wrong in Church organisation, so long as no

provision is made for the use of all the gifts which our ascended

Master bestows ? ” I suppose this wasmeant to suggest inquiry,

and I earnestly hope it may do so. It is about five-and-thirty

years since my attention was first directed to this subject , and

I then gave it serious consideration. Aftermuch inquiry into

the New Testament Scriptures bearing on this point I came to

the conclusion that there was something wrong in our ordinary

church organisations, inasmuch as no provision was made

therein forthe gifts bestowed , except on a very limited scale in

deed . Since that time there have been great changes in this

respect , rather, however, by the force of circumstances than

from an intelligent return to the scriptural idea . Many who

would not then have ventured to open their mouthshave now no

hesitation in doing so ; but even yet it is only or chiefly in ex.

traneous services, Sunday schools, &c . , where these find a field

or come into operation. In church organization , however, there

is even yet no place for such : other arrangements stand in

the way, and preclude together the idea of such a thing ;

and it would appear, so far as one can see, asif these had been

entered into with a view of preventing any such intrusion ; at all

events, this is the result. It is very difficult to get people to

think for themselves, even in reading the Scriptures, on apoint

like this ; they are so often looked at in the light of prevailing

customs,andconsulted not so much to discover whether there

is any church polity indicated there,or what it is if there be, as

toidentify with it some preconceived theories.

A Cabmen's Shelter.

TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WORK ."

SIR, A.committee hasbeenformed for the purpose of erecting

Hill Station . It isto be placed on land belonging to the rail.

way companies, which will be let to the committee at £1 per

annum , subject to a short notice , and the expense of erect.

ing a retaining wall for the purpose of securing the railway

embankment, viz . , about £ 20 . The money already paid ot

promised to the committee amounts to £ 58 18s. 6d., about

£121 more is required. The committee earnestly appeal for

support because on this cab rank there is room for sixteen cabs,

and there is no place where the mon can get warmth and

refreshment except the public -house.

The committee comprises Rev. W. E. Emmet, Dr. H. Sig.

clair Paterson , and Mr. John Short. Mr. Wyndham A. Bewes,

67, Ladbroke Grove, Notting Hill, W. , is Hon Treasurer.

H. T. PHIPPS,Hon. Sec.

16, Ladbroke Crescent, Notting Hill, w .

Seamen in the Mediterranean.

ISSIONS to our sailors are second to none in importance.

,

Without entering into details, a thoughtful reader cannot but

be struck with the grsatcontrast between churches asthey are

and those of the New Testament, whether as to the edification

of the body, or as to evangelistic work . A vast amount of

talent is lying dormant - unemployed - in & sense useless

compared with what it might be, and that is a matter for

lamentation.Take any ofourbetter-off congregations, and think

how many of their members and office-bearers are men who

have received a first-class education , and who can appear on

any platform and address their fellows to some purpose, and

yet, from January to December, all their lives long, they sit

only as recipients of instruction , and are never asked to be the

mouthpiece of their brethrenin prayer. I am quite aware

that there would be a great indisposition to do otherwise than

is done, but that is no reason why it should not be done ; and

should it turn out, as it might notbe difficult to show , that this

would better realise the Divine idea, should we rest content

that “ no provision" is made for the use of Heaven -bestowed gifts?

It surely needs no argument to prove that the possession of a

gift from God is, in fact, God's call to the exercise of that gift.

The talents bestowed on the Church are infinite in character as

well as in degree, and all God asks is that each talent be employed

for its own special work. The material on which His work is

to be done is as varied as the talents He bestows for the doing

of it.

I have no doubt that a time will come when our present

Church organisations will be viewed with amazement, as we

now look back on sone of the medieval arrangements, or even

on the comparative lack of missionary effort up to the close of

the eighteenth century. The Lord educates His people not

only by His word, butby His providence : see how He sent a

storm of persecution on the mother Church at Jerusalem . At

present it may be that thechurchesare not fit for the adoption

of His own plan, as set forth in theNew Testament, but with.

out a doubt Hewill bring them back to it sooner or later , and

they will then wonder how it had been missed so long. Weare

now reading our Bibles by moonlight, and hence our mistakes.

The darkness is in us, not in the Record ; but there is a day

approaching when the light of the moon shall be as that of the

sun, and that of the sun sevenfold as the light of seven days .

Trueting that your suggestion may stimulate enquiry and

bear frait ,I remain , very truly yours,

JAMES WILKINSON,

Edinburgh, December 13th, 1886.

1

1

1

sea, but to land sharks on shore. Their open hearted ways

make them a ready prey to designing sharpers, who lay in wait

to lure them to dens of drunkenness and vice. Sailor Resta

and Homes are a sure refuge for them. There they find shelter,

and are helped to send their hard earnings to their families.

Over, and, above all, in some of these Rests, their spiritual

interestsare cared for,andmanyawearyseaman hasfound

rest for soul as well as for body in these havens. Most of these

institutions are , to a great extent, self-supporting. Money sent

to their managers is well invested. Before me lies & reportof

one such Rest, which I have visited ere now, and can cordially

recommend, not only for its care of the seamen, but for the

special interest_taken in their spiritual welfare. It is called

« The Sailors' Rest for Seamen of all Nationalities,” and is

located 40, Quai du Port, Marseilles. Recently it has under

gone considerable extension , and been removed to the above

capital premises, which has occasioned necessarily increased

expenditure, and calls for the sympathy and co - operation of the

Lord's stewards. It is sad that devoted labourers should be

crippled for want of means .

Contributions should be sent to the Hon. Director, Mr.

Charles E. Faithfull, 40, Quai du Port, Marseilles.

CHEYNE BRADY,

Les Avelines, Cannes.

The “ Elder Women ."

TO THE EDITOR OF “ WORD AND WORK ."

SIRactuated by the one desire to serve their own generation ,

by the will ofGod it seems to my mind that more mutual help

might be afforded , by the members of the one body, for the

A Cry from the Far East. - A letter in the Chinese

character has been received fromthe brethren of the Hak-ka

church by the foreiga missionary secretary in London of the

Presbyterianchurch of England. The following is & transla

tion of one of its paragraphs : “ We hope that men of eamest

and devoted spirit will be found who will gladly come to our

land to help Dr. Riddel and Dr.M‘Phinn in spreading the glad

news. In å former age Paul at Troas saw in& vision a man of

Macedoniastanding beseeching himto go over and help them ;

80 we, the farthest east kingdom in Asia, in like manner beseech

you men of Western Europe to come from the west to the east

to help us.”
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ACCREDITED CHRISTIAN

HOME MISSION NOTES

AGENCIES,

RESCUE SOCIETY . Established in 1858

Lerwick . - The special work amongst Brighton . - Mr. Spencer Walton's for the reformation of openly immoral women

the fishermon hasproved very fruitful. Mission proves to have been not a little and tho guardianship of young girls exposed to

Bournemouth . - Rev. W.R. Mowlls' blessed.

danger, supports Eight Homes capable of

receiving over two hundred inmates.

recent mission here continues to bear Orphan Homes of Scotland. Fundsare earnestly solicited by the

fruit.
During the year 518 children have been Secretary ,Mr. C. STUARTTHORPE ,

Tunbridge.-Mr. John Elliott has admitted into these Homes.
79, Finsbury Pavement, London , E.C.

conduoted aseries of special services Clapton , Rev. Vincent Tymns' COUNTRY TOWN8 MISSION

here, epecial services for young men have been 18,New Bridge Street, London , E.C.

Mr. Henry Murch has just con largely attended and exceedingly interest For the past forty-nine years this Society has

cluded an interesting mission at Ash ing.
sought to establish Missionaries in those places

bourne.

where there is a lack of simple Gospel teaching.

Edinburgh . - A most interesting and The Committee earnestly askthose who know

Bristol.- Mr. George Clarke has been stirring mission has just been held the darkness of many of our Country Districts

evangelising in the Colston and Y.M.C.A. in this city by Rev. Hugh Price to strengthen their hands by increased help.

HARRY C.'NISBET, Treasurer .
Halls withgood results. Hughes. GEORGE H. MAWER, Secretary .

Factory Girls . — Special efforts are Leicester. - Rev. W. Evans holds

made in St. Andrew's all for the girls special services each Sunday evening in CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY . - Help

in the Islington factories.
the theatre here ; the attendance has is very urgently needed to meet the heavy ex

Messrs . Fullerton & Smith have been large and encouraging.
penses involved in conducting the various evan

concluded a mission in Gloucester. There
gelistic agencies of this society ; andespecially

North -west Kent.— Special mis. to assist inmeeting the terrible distress 50

are tokens of blessings not a few.
sions have just been held in Foots Cray, provalent. The Secretary willgratefully receive

Children's Home. - The Christmas Bexley Heath, Dartford , and neighbour. help in any form . JAN. ATKINSON, Secretary

festival of this Home was held in Exeter

10, Enfield Road South, Kingsland, N.
ing villages, and not a little interest has

HalllastWednesday (22nd) , and proved been awakened . FIELD LANE REFUGES AND

delightfully interesting and enthusiastic. “ Lamb and Flag .” - We find in
RAGGED SCHOOLS,

A Refuge for the Destitute. the annual report of these Ragged
Vine Street, ClerkenwellRoad, E.C.

President, the Rt. Hon, the Earl of Aberdeen ,K.G.

The committee of the Strangers' Rest Schools many indications of steady and This Institution benefits temporally and spirit
propose to open a warehouse in Wellclose suceessful work. In every department ually the poorest of the poor, upwardsof 3,000

Square as anight shelter for homeless there seems
to be tokens of bles. men , women , and children being assisted weekly.

£4,000 a year must bo raised by Voluntary

men, Contributions to maintain the work.

New Brighton .-- The report of the A Day of Prayer for the Police. Treasurer -- W . A. BEVAN , Esq.,54, Lombard £t.

Y.M.C.A. here is an interesting record - It is proposed again to set
apart Friday, Secretary - Mr. PEREGRINE PLATT.

of earnest work for the salvation of January 14th, as a special day of prayer
GEORGE YARD RAGGED

young men . Evangelistic effort is always for the police all over the kingdom , and

prominent.
especially for the work of theChristian SCHOOLS AND MISSION ,

Whitechapel, E.

Christian Policemen's Associa Policemen's Association . Tho Infant Day Nursery opens at 7.30 a.m.

tion . - Miss Gurney sends out in con. Seamen and the Bible . - Thero The DayRagged Schools , morning at 9, after

nection with this association & very

noon at 2 o'clock .
was, writes & friend from Falmouth, a

Bunday Schools , morning ,

afternoun , and evening. Rough Boys' Classes at

interesting Christmas number of Off and time, when poor, ignorant foreign 8ea 8, on Mondays and Wednesdays. Boys at work

on Duty. Good progress is reported . men ' would tear up the Gospel given in the Industrial Classeson Mondays, Wednes

Veterans. Walk and Not Faint, them. It is not sonow; they are eager
days, and Fridays, at 12.80 p.m. Mothers' Meet

ings on Tuesdaysat 8 and 6 p.m , Mission to

to Inebriate Women at 3 p.m. on Thursdays.

of the London City Mission , tells the life Torquay. - A missionary among the Temperance Meetings on Mondays at 8.15 p.m

stories of several veteran missionaries, poor writes : “ There is much cause for Evangelistic Services at 7 on Sundays, and other

Agencies,
About forty-nine aged men and thirty - five thankfulness in connection with the

Friends are invited to visit the Institution any

widows arepensionedby thespecialfund. Mission here. The past year has been day but Saturday.

Blackdown Hills Mission . one of blessing. All the meetings have Post Office Orders should be made payablo at

Thousands inremote villages and hamlets been well attended, and at the present
66 , High Street, Whitechapol, E. Leiters and

Parcels should be addressed to GEORGE HOLLAND ,

have hear , the Gospel through this time there is decidedly a good work of The Ragged Sehools, George Yard, High Street ,

means, and very many have confessed to grace going on among the people.”
Whitechapel, London , E.

salvation who will, in their turn , it is Friend's Mission.- Little is heard

hoped, become labourers for Christ. of the Home Mission work carried on by TAE RAGGED SCHOOL UNION

Union Tabernacle , Wandsworth the Friends in London , at Bunhill Fields, earnestly appealfor additional aid in support of

Road , S.W.Miss Emma Parker has Bedford Institute (Spitalfields), Clerken.

the 180 Ragged School Missions of the Metro

polis. These buildings are planted in the poorest
just held a mission here. Precious souls well, Deptford, Bethnal Green and Rat districts, and are used for Sunday andBible

have been saved, wanderers restored, cliffe , Special attention in all these Schools, Day and Infant Free Schools, Week

Baints built up. Columns could be filled branches is paid to the adult schools.
nightSchoolsfor Rough Ladsand Girls, Indus

trial Classes, Gospel Mission Services, Mothers'

with the interesting records of the past At one, about three -hundred and fifty Meetings, Ragged Churches, Bands of Hope
year. Her present address for future men are drawn together on Sunday Creches, and numerous other agencies for the

engagements is care of T. M. Cameron , mornings.
benefit of the poor children andtheir parents,

Much is also done in home visitation, in cloth .
515, Wandsworth Road .

“Asked a greatmany times .” — ing the ragged, and feeding the starving, and

Agricultural Hall Services . - On Illustrating the need for patience and country homes are provided for the weakly or

Sunday week, on account of the Cattle perseverance an agent forthe Country
convalescent.

Show , it was impossible to hold the
Contributionswill be thankfully receivedby

Towns' Mission, writes : - " In visiting I JOHN KIRK, Exeter Hall , London, W.O.

usual services in the Agricultural Hall, met with two respectable and hard -work.

The vioar of Holy Trinity Chnrch, ing women ; I asked them to come to the
THE RAILWAY MISSION .

Cloudesley Square, placed it , for the mission room . They said , ' We have The object of this Mission is to spread the

afternoon at the disposal of Dr. Thain never been there, although we have been Gospel and advocate temperanceon the railways

Davidson and his friends. A large con asked a great many times .' I repeated of the world . There arenearly 150 places where

gregation assembled, and an admirable
meetings are held ; and a great work is being

myvisit in a week, read with them , and done. It is supported by voluntary Contribu .

and telling address was given by Rev. on leaving said, Come on Sunday night. ' tions, the railway men doing their share. The

Burman Cassin, of Southwark. The I saw at the service they were both there, field is large, the open doors are many, but

hymns were given outby the vicar, Rev. and I invited them the following week,
funds are needed .

W. E. Haigh, whilst Dr. Thain David

TheSecretary is Mr. D. Spencer, 186, Alders

and found one of them under deep con gate Street, London , E.O. The last report sent

son conducted the prayers, which were viction of sin, and pointed her to Jesus, on application.

extemporaneous. Itis not often that we The following Sunday they both were

meet with such a case of fraternal union there again ; I spoke to the one, and found Home for the Reception of Men

and co -operation ; nor do we recollect she could see a little , and she asked me

anotherinstance of a Presbyterian clergy
and Women belonging to the

to call when that way. I did so before

men conducting theprayers in a church of the week was out, and found her happy
respectable classes,

the English Establishment. The service because she saw it all so clear, and was
who , being in the last stages of illness, ara in .

eligible for general hospitals, and wboso homo

was held in Holy Trinity last Sunday resting upon what Jesus had done ; but circumstances do not allow of proper troatment

afternoon , the preacher beingRev. sorrowful because she did not see it be. and nursing . Cancer cases notreceived , Terms

Edward A. Stuart , of St. James's, Hollo fore, and had lived so many years trusting
vary . Twoor three vacanciesat present.

Apply to Miss DAVIDSON ,

way, Islington Gazette, in her own good works ." 183 Mildmay Road , N.
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The Gospel Ships.

,

JUR visit to Boulogne for work among the fishermen , their

On the first evening we joined ; Pasteur Degremont, with our

evangelist and crew , on board the Mystery, had an attentive

audience of mixed hearers drinking in tho Word of Truth .

On Wednesday, December 1st, we had a hundred fishermen's

children to tea , followed by addresses. We announced

meeting forthe evening, and begged the children to invite their

parents and friends, and at the appointed hour many were

present. On the following day we asked the English children

and their teachers, and some friends connected with the Re.

formed Church of France and the Wesleyan Church. After

tea great attention was paid to the Gospel addresses. On both

occasions we gave to each child an English or French New

Testament. Thesewere received with many thanks.

Friday, the 3rd , finding the fishing boats in the harbour, we

asked as many as possible to tea, but as the gale subsided the

boats put out to sea.. Pasteur Degremontand the evangelist,

seeing the tables so nicely spread and
our great dis

appointment, left the vessel in eearch of guests, and to our

great joy brought a lot of poor labourers, and soon filled up

all the tables. The food was quickly gone, and again supplied ;

aftertea there was a large and attentive audience to listen to

the old, old story.

On Sunday afternoon we had an English service, fairly at

tended by sailors and the English Wesleyan friends.

In the evening we attended the service in the Wesleyan

Church ; afterwards we joined Pasteur Degremont on board,

and to ourgreat satisfaction had the pleasure of seeing the

large cabin filled with fishermen and their wives.

The ships and vesselsof all sizes, and themarkets ,&c. , were

visited , as usual, for the distribution of the Word of God .

“ Faith in God ” prompts us on . I shall be exceedingly thank

ful for many little bags, eight inches by seven , for our troops,

seamen , and fishermen ; also for Bibles, Gospel books, tracts,

& c . The thousands we give away need to be replenished daily.

HENRY COOK .

Mr. Cook encloses a letter from the French evangelist on

board, giving evidence that many of the fishermen and fishor

womenare enquiringthe way and eager
to hear the goods news

of salvation through Christ crucified . New Testaments seem

to be anxiously sought after .

A Disclaimer.

E are requested toinsert the following :-With reference

W

states that she has given frequent addresses at the Conference

Hall, Mildmay Park , I beg to say that the statement is quite

incorrect, inasmuch as Miss Earl only spokeonce in one of our

rooms at & meeting ofpolicemen . “ Lord Colridge Kinaird ,"

whose name is appended to Miss Earl's circular, is a person

wholly unknown to us at the Conference Hall.

JAMES E. MATHIESON.

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.

We the undersigned , whose names are published at the foot

ofa circular purporting to be issued by Miss J. P. Earl, as an

" Evangelist from All Souls' Church , Langham Place, London,

W., " hereby state that our names were so published entirely

withoutourauthority, and we can in no way act as referees, or

vouch for the truth of the statements the said circular contains,

The use of our names is an unwarrantable assumption on her

part :

Sholto D. O. Douglas, All Souls', Langham Place, w .

R. H. Walker, Curate of All Souls', St.Marylebone, W.

H. Stuart Wortley . Colonel, Rosslyn House, Grove End Rond , N.W.

W. R. Mowll, 32 ,Great Marylebone, Street , w.

Thos. D. Stockdale , 23 , Hanover Square, W.

J. Keeble , 13, New Cavendish Street , W.

MA. O. Rye, 9, Westbury Road , Paddington .

Robert W.Leach, 8, Lidliogton Place, N.W.

William Barnham , Inspector, Police Station, Old Btroet.

ThomasJ. Barnardo, Stepney Causeway , E.

Geo . Nokes, BethnalGreen .

John D.Appleton, 7, St. John's Terrace, Clerkenwell, E.C.

M.M.Madge, 4 , Upper Wimpole Street, w.

P. 8. Badenoch , Conference Hall , Mildmay Park , N.

Isabel Aberdeen , Haddo House, Aberdeen .

1

Week of Prayer, 1887 .

THE first week in each new year is observed by Christians

We have already given the topics suggested by the Evangelical

Alliance . There is now scarcely a spot on the face of the

globe where Christians are to be found, that the universal Week

of Prayer is not observed. Praise, humiliation, frayer for the

Churob, for families, for missions, and for nations, are the

general outlines for the respective days, and these topics cover

& greatvariety of minor subjects of wide interest.

The Council of the Alliance have arranged, as usual, & series

of meetings in the West End of London (at Steinway Hall).

The West End Meetings daily in Steinway Hall, Lower Bey.

mour Street, Portman Squaro , at 11.30 a.m.

Monday ( 3rd ), PRAISE. Chairman, bir Harry Verney, Bart ., address

by Rev. E. A. Stuart, M.A.

Tuesday (4th ), HUMILIATION. Chairman , Donald Matheson , Esq .,

address by Rev.C. Wilson , M.A.

Wednesday (6th ), PRAYER FOR THE CHUROH._Chairman , General Bir

R. Meade, K.C.B., address by Rev. Donald Fraser, D.D.

Thursday (6th), PRAYER FOR FAMILIES. Chairman, Mr. George

Williams,address by Rev. Sholto D. C. Douglas, M.A.

Friday (7th ), PRAYER FOR Missions. Chairman , General Sir R.

Phayre, K.O.B., address by Rev. John Kilner.

Saturday (8th ). PRAYER FOR Nations.Chairman, Colopel Puget'

address by Rev. Prebendary Billing . M.A.

The CityMeetings daily in the CentenaryHall, 17, Bishopsgate

Street Within ,from 12to 2p.m. The Y.M.O.A ,Metal Exchange,bare

arranged the following :-Monday (3rd ), PRAISE: 12 to 1, Lord

Bishop of London ; 1 to 2 , Dr. Donald Fraser, M.A. Tuesday(4th ).

HUMILIATION : 12 to 1 , Rev. O. A. Fox , B.A .; 1 to 2, Rev. Colmer B.

Symes, B.A. Wednesday (5th ), FOR THE CHURCH : 12 to 1, Rer. E.

A. Stuart, M.A. ; 1 to 2. Rev.Hugh Price Hughes, M.A. Thursday

(6th) , FOR FAMILIUS : 12 to 1, Rev.Archibald Brown ; 1 to 2,

AGAINST INFIDILITY AND UNBELIEF : Dr. Sinclair H, Paterson.

Friday (7th ), FOR MISSIONS : 12 to 1, Hon.and Rev. E. Carr Glyn,

M.A .; 1 to 2, Rev. H. W. Webb-Peploe, M.A. Saturday (sth ),

FOR NATIONS : 12 to 1 , Mr.J. Herbert Tritton .

Mildmay Conference Hall , daily at ll a.m. and 7 pm.:

Monday (3rd ). 11a.m., Rev. A. N. Mackray and Rev. J. Wilkinson ;

7. p.m., Dr. Bullinger and Rev. J. Wilkinson . Tuesday (4th ),

11 a.m., Rev. Wm . Spensley and General Field ; 7 p.m., Rer. A.
Bax and Rev. P. Carmichael." Wednesday (5th ) ,11a.m., Rev. D. B.

Hankin and Mr. R. C. Morgan ; 7 p.m., Rev. J.H. Shaw and Dr. d.

L. Maxwell. Thursday (6th ), il a.m.Rev.Gordon Calthropand Rev.
James Stephens ; 7 p.m., Rev. F. A. C. Lillingston , and Dr. Wm.

Gauld. Friday (7th ), 11 a.m., Rev, E. A. Stuart and Yr. Eugeno
Stock ; 7 p.m., Rey. Ĝ . A. Bennetts and Mr. B. Broomball. Batur

day (Eth ), 11 a.m., Rev. Dr. Edmond and kev . G. H. Malins ; 7 pm. ,
Rev. P. Williams and Mr R. Paton .

The South London Meetings :

Metropolitan Tabernaclo --Monday, at7 , Rev. J. a. Spurgeon.

AllSaints' lostituto, South Lambeth - Tuesday, at 7.30 , Rer. Allen I.

Edwards.

The Schoolroom ,Mostyn Road Ohapel, Brixton - Wednesday, at 7.30,
Rov . John Walton .

The Schoolroom , Loughborough Park Chapel, Cold Harbour Lace

Thursday, at 7.30, Rev. D. A. Herschell.

The Schoolroom , Bt. Matthew's, Brixton - Friday, at 7.80, Rev. N
A. Garland .

The Schoolroom , St. James', Clapham - Saturday, at 8 , Rev. W. H.

Barlow .

Down Lodge Hall, High Street, Wandsworth ,every day at 4 p.m.

Monday (3rd), Rev.C.Spurgeon ; Tuesday (4th ), kov . E. W Moore,

M.A.; Wednesday (Sth ), Rev. F. W. Greeves, D.D.; Thursday (6th ).

Rev. H. W.Webb-Peploe ; Friday (7th ), Rev. Evan H. Hopkins;

Saturday (8tb ), Rov. Mervyn A. Clare .

Powis Hall, Bayswater (entrance, Powis Gardens, Talbot Road ), every

evoning, except Saturday, at 7.30. - A brief address : Monday , Rev.

H. E.Brook ;, Tuesday,Mr Frank White ; Wednesday, Rev. B. H.

Hopkins ; Thursday, Mr. J. Stephens; Friday, Mr. H. FBowker.

St. Paul's, Onslow Squaro (Church Room ), daily at 5 p.m., bnt on

Saturday at 7.30 p.m.

Madagascar. The missionaries labouring, amongst the

Bètsileo, one the largest tribes in Central Madagascar , report

much encouragement. The work has been greatly helped on by

" praying Hovas, " amongst the native troops.

Medical Menfor theCongo. — The BaptistMissionary

Society write :-With a view to secure thoroughly efficient

medical and surgical treatment for the brethren of the Congo

Mission, the Committee of the society have resolved to appoint

and send out, at the earliest practical date, one or two fully

qualified and well-equipped medical men, for a limited tem

of service, under certain special and well-defined conditions ;

such professional men being, of course, Christians, in full

sympathy with Christian missions, and ready, to the full

extent of their opportunity, to engage in missionwork. Partico

lars can be secured on applicationto the General Secretary, Mr.

A. H. Baynes, at the Mission House, 19, Furnival Street,

London , E.C.

The “Onward " Mission . - This work, carried on in a

corner shop in York Road, Wandsworth , is rapidly growing,

and we learn there is great need for more workers, specially &

Christian lady to take a class of elder girls. Particulars may

be had of Mr. Frank Cockrom , 11, Draydon Villas, Merton

Road , S.W.
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288 PP.

TA

HE ANCHORAGE,

HEBREWS Vi. 19.

To Shelter Young Women (other

wise rospootablo ) lately Fallon into

Sin .

FOR rules of admission to theAnchorago
House , and for particulars of its work, and for

TRAINED SERVANTS roady to go out to situs

tions, apply (by lottor only )to Mrs. H. STUART

WORTLEY, Rosslyn House, Grovo End Road ,

N.W., London ; and to wbom, or to any mombor

of committee, subscriptions may bo sont, or to

E litor, Word and Work.

New Year Addresses.

32pp. Illustrated. One Penny each, or

18. per dozen .

CLINGING and CLIMBING .

By REV. GEORGE EVERARD , M.A.

BE QUICK !

Forthe Young. By J. FORBES MONCRIEFF .

32

2 99

Now ready. Crown 8vo., cloilo

Illustratod . 39. 60 .

ALMOST A WRECK .

Or, Love's Quest andGuerdon .

By Mrs. LUCAS BHADWELL ,, author of

" Golden Sheaves, " “ Blsie's Footprints .” & o .

“ A Temperance tale of the highest class.'
Christian .

“ An excellent story . A lifewell-nigh wrocked '

but saved in time. " - Word and Work .

“Graphically writton , and inculcates & fino

lesson for the young." - Christian Commonwealth .
London :

8. W. PARTRIDGE & Co., 9, Paternoster Row .

THE CHOICE SELECTION .

On recoipt of One Shilling in Stamps or

Postal Order, achoice selectionofOards,Mildmay,

Ruby, & c . will be sent.-- SPECIALLY GOOD

VALUE. - NO OLD CARDS.

WHEELER BROTHERS,

88 , Mildmay Park , London , N.

PRICE ONE PENNY.

THE ANTI - INFIDEL TRACT

ENTERPRISE .

A Rocord of Work at Homo and Abroad .

By W. R. BRADLAUGH .
CONTENTS. Socialism at Home and Abroad

-Individual Responsibility Infidelity and

Heatbenism - Letters from Missionaries - Letters

from Converted Infidels, &c. , & c .

London : Job Bnow & Co ,, 2, Ivy Lane,

Paternoster Row , and all Booksellers.

= LEBANON WINE

16pp. 6d . per dozen .

16 JESUS HIMSELF."

By Rev. J. B. FIGGIS, M.A.

DRUMMOND'S TRACT DEPOT,

Stirling, N.B.

London : 8. W. PARTRIDGE & CO.

THE PURE JUICE OF THE GRAPE .

IMPORTED DIREOT FROM SYRIA .

TABaboveNaturalWINE is largelyused byChurchos for Communion Wine, not only on

account of its prestige as coming from the Holy

Land, but alsoas containing Do116d spirit or
alcohol. It is also recommended to invalids and

othero wbo requiro a natural stimulant without

Intoxicating quality. Price 248. per Dozen re

putod quarte.

BOLE AGENT

J. F. ROBINSON,

Lyttleton House . High Cross Lane.Tottenham.N .

1

TO GET HOLD OF THE MASSES IN WINTER,

SCHOOL TREATS.

FOR MISSION OR

MRS. GRIMKE'S

TEXT CARDS.

To be had from Mrs. GRIMKE, Prestwich,

Manchester, who likes orders sent to her

direct, or to E. KAUFMANN , 129, Cheap

side, London , E.C., and booksellers.

THE FIRST ADVENT.

Watch Night at Bethlehem . - Ascrip

tion of Praise by the Angels - Blessings vouch

safed to Mankind - Does the LanguageofEarth

correspond with that of Heaven - Thoughts on

these subjects by the late DEAN GOODE.
Price 9d. per doz. , 58. per 100 .

• A collection of soul-inspir ing thoughts.” —

The fucck ,

London :

JOHN F.SHAW & Co., 48 , Paternoster Row , E.O

WILLIAM CATLIN ,

THE SECOND ADVENT.

Predictions concerning it in Scripture

Linesaddressed to Pilgrims.

Beautifully printed in black and crimson on
stiff cardboard .

Post free , 3d. each , or 28. 9d. per dozen ,
Llandudno :

HERBERT TOMKINSON , 45A Mostyn Street ,

17, Claremont Square, Pentonville, London , N.,

CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

MAGIC
LANTERNS AND SLIDES,

LATEST INVENTION
Large Illustrated Catalogue, Ed ., LIME-LIGHT

WITH PATENTED Post Free,

EXHIBITIONSTRIPLE WICK,
FOUR -WICK LAMP, CASE

£3 3s. As at the MetropolitanTaber

COMPLETE, £3 10s.
nacle, Mildmay Conference

Hall, and other buildings in

and around London .

Prospectus Post Free.

SECOND-HAND

SLIDES ON SALE

Monthly Catalogue Gratis ,
CATLIN

LONDON
LANTERNS AND

SLIDES ON HIRE

Terms on Application ,

Original Desigps for Public

Lecturers. Slido- colouring

done upon the Premises.

HAVE FAITH IN GOD. MARK XI. 22 .

a

w

SEAMEN'S MISSION .

& 4

FURNITURE - NORMAN &

BTACEY'S SYSTEM commends itself to all
classes . Deposit not necessary . It combines

rea ) economy on
sound commercial prin

ciples , with strictly private arrangements,

without tho

BY ROYAL A preparation consisting

LETTERB PATENT of EXTRACT OF BEEF AND

VEGETABLES, PENNY

ESTABLISHED MAY 1ST 1853.

Will the Readers of Word and Work kindly

help us in our work at this season of the Year,

among the Seamen and Fishermen ?
objeotionable formalities of

dealers and others . Payments can extend over

1, 2 ,or 8 years. The 60 wholesale armsombraco

tho best manufacturerı, who bavo largo stocks

for selection . Intonding purchasers should call

personally , or s90d_for particulars. - Offices, 79,

Queen Victoria St., E.O.,121, Pall Mall, B.W.,and

9 , Liverpool Street , E.C., Carriage Paid .

packet of which makes, in
As adopted by

# few minutes, A MOST

H.M. Government. DELICIOUS BASIN OF

SOUP. From all Grocers,

etc., throughout the King

2The Fishermen from many parts of England

will soon (God willing ) be here for the mackerel

Beason . These we accompany for Gospel work

every year to the West of England.

Once a week we invite them to a Teaon board ,

and every evening to hear the Word of God .

Donations :-Bibles, Testaments, Christmas

Cards, &c., Bags, Comforters, and Cuffs, are also
much needed . NOW !

HENRY COOK,

EDWARDS' dom, byyour ordering on

tbem , which is preferred to

CURE OF DEAFNESS.

DESICCATED direct dealing. In the event

ofany difficulty in obtaining

it, write direct to the Manu

SOUP. facturers, F. KING & 00.,

NOISES IN THE EARS.

Rev. B. J. BILVERTON invites sufferers to send

for his book showing the disease and the means
of cure . Post free 60.; French edition , 18. ,

with letter of advice ifcase be stated . Imperiai
Buildings , Ludgate Circus, London . Fres con

sultations daily .

Seamen's Friend,

GOSPORT, HANTS.

LIMITED , 6, Bishopsgate

Avenue, London , or to 26 ,

PRIZE MEDAL . Waring Street,
Belfast .

Samples, with reports , sent

froo
HEALTH

to any address OD

roceipt of 8fd . in stamps.

Keeps good any time, and
EXHIBITION , in any climato. In Tins ,

1 lb., 18. 30 .; } lb. , 8d.; lb.
LONDON , 1884, 5d.; one oz. packet, ld.

SBND for MEDICAL (Government) REPORTS

post freo .

TOOTH - A CHE

BUNTER'S

NERVINE,

CURED INSTANTLY BY

WRITE TO-DAY.

A Write for this valuable little book .

Fifty Years Record of Facts, Principles ,

and Discoveries Relating to the Im

COPY provementand Preservation of Human
Life on Earth , A Series of valuable

articles , by Dr. Samuel Birloy , M.D.,

POST Ph.D. Now published , complete in book
formn (48 pages ), one copy sent post free

by thepublisherı, GORDON MURRAY

& ,
1s . 1d . of all

Obemiste,
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LIST OF FORTHCOMING MEETINGS.

The Evangelization Society is prepared to send qualified Evangelists

to any part of England , Scotland, and Wales upon due notice. Apply

to Hon . Secretary ,21, Surroy Street, Strand, W.O.
Y.M.C.A., City , New Metal Exchange ,Whittington Avenue. Leadenhall

Street ( ato of Gracechurch Street).- City Daily Prayer Meeting 1 to 2

( Sat. ex .), at 8t. Peter's Vestry, Cornhill(adjoining No.57) . Mission Work

each evening at Bermondsey ,Whitechapel,&c . Bible reading, Sun. , 3.30.

Mildmay Missionto the Jews. - annual meetings for praise and

prayer on behalf of the abovo mission , to be held at the Conferenco

Hall, Mild may Park, N.,on Monday, January 3rd , 1887, at Il a.m.

an d'7 p.m., when Mr. Wilkinson will give at both meetings a brief

account of the work, and the Rev. A. N. Mackray, of Croydon , will
address the inorning meeting, and the Rev. Dr. Bullinger, of Wal.

thamstow , the evening one. Ar. Jas. E. Mathieson will preside .

Dr. C. Y. Biss holds services with a lecture expositoryof Holy Scripture,

Bunday morning at 11, at the Portman Rooms, 58, Baker Street .W.

Doopening of Spiritual Life . - Friday, at 3.30 p.m., in Stafford Rooms,

Titchborne street, Edgeware Road .
Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.-Sun. , Jan. 2nd , Mr. P. 8. Bade.

noch, afternoon, at 8.30 ; Rev. Dr.Edmond, evening, at 7.

Children's Special Service Mission .-- Seaside services, Mr. E.

Arrowsmith , at Stockton -on Tees, Dec. 29 and 30 ; at York , Dec. 31to

Jan. 8 ; at Wakefield , Jan. 4 and 5 : at Vestry Hall, Hampstead , for

schoolboys, Jan. 7, 10, 11, 13, 14 , 15, 17, and 18; Mr. G. Russell, at Work

ing Men's Institute, Bedford , Jan. 1-10 ; Mr. H. S. Lidstone , at

Paul's School,Tottenham , Jan. 17-19.
Youths' Institute , Old Pye Street, Westminster ( “ One Tun " Mission ).

- Prayer meeting every Wednesday, from 1 to 1.30 . Conductedby Mr.

J. Payne. Men's Sunday afternoon Bible class at 3 , conducted by E.

Baylis, blind evangelist. Mission service every Sunday evening at 7.

Various evangelists.
Brixton and Clapham Christian Union . - Address at the next

monthly meeting , on Tuesday, 4th January , at 8 p.m., at the Museum,

LambertRoad , Brixton , by Dr. R. McKilliam , of Blackheath .

Y.M.C.A., Titchborne Street, Edgeware Road, December 31st, Mr Henry
Varloy at 8 and 10.30. Both sexes . Oouvergazione and words of wel

come to Mr. Varley during intervalfrom 9.30 to 10.30 . New Year's

address to young men , by Mr. M. C. Leite Rozes , Sunday 2nd , at 3.15.

Talbot Tabernacle, Powis Square . - Sunday, Frank H. White, at 11 & 7.

Stranger's Rest, 163, St. George's Street, RatcliffHighway, E.-Monthly

worker's meeting, Friday, January 7th , 1887. Tea at 6, meeting at 7.

Mr. Robert Paton will preside. Rev. Archibald G. Brown will give a

New Year's address, subject, “ Finding, Found, and Brought Home."

Hvangelistic Mission ( under the direction of C. Russell Hurditch ) .

Kilburn Hall, Kilburn Gate (not Town Hall).- Mr. Joseph Samme,

Sun., at 7 p.m. , and Wed., at 7.30 p.m .; prayer , Mon. , 7.30 .

Malden Hall, Kentish Town.-Mr. Geo . Hucklesby, Sun., 7 p.m .;

Mr. John Churchill, Thurs., at & ; prayer , Fri.,8 p.m.
Dalston Hall, 105 , Dalston Lane, E. Mr. C. V , T. Onslow, Sun. ,

7 p.m. , and Thurs., 8 p.m .; prayer , Tats , 8.30 p.m.

Bignold Hall, Bignold Road , Btation Road , Forest Gate . - Men's

adult school , Sun., 8.30 a m . to 10 ; Mr. Ransome Wallis, Bun .,

7 p.m., and Wed., at 8 p.m .; Mon. , prayer, 8.15 .

West Kensington Hall (known as Cadby Hall ), Hammersmith

Road , Dr. Popham , Sun. , at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. , also on Thurs. , 8

p.m .; Mr. Jas. L. Stanley, San . , at 7 p.m.; prayer , Mon., 8 p.m.

Watch Night Services at these Halls, Friday , Dec , 31 , from 10.45

p.m. to 12.15

Mortlake, S.W .-- The “ Rest " Mission Room.-Mr. Samuel E. Angel ,
Bun. , at 7 ; Service on Wed., at 8 .

Senanal Medical College, 58 , St. George's Road . - Bible Reading

and Prayer Meeting at noon every Saturday , at which Miss Nugent

and other friends preside.

CAILDREN'S SCRIPTURE UNION PORTIONS.

Jan. 2nd - Psa . cxix. 17-32 Jan , 6th-Psa, cxix. 81-96

3rd-Psa. cxix. 33-48 7th - P8& , cxix. 97-112

4th - Psa , cxix. 49-64 8th - P8a , cxix . 113–128

5th - Ps& . cxix. 65-80

Donations Received .

BARNARDO'S HOMES.

FEGAN'S HOMES.

FRIENDLESS AND FALLEN .

H. W . V. B.

£ 8. d

050...

0. M. P. 0 2

H. W. V. B. 0 5 0...

EVANGELISTIC MISSION .

. ...C. M. P.

H. W. V. B.

0 5 0

0 2 6

THAMES CHURCH MIssion .

H. W. V. B. 0 2 6

H. W.V, B.

FIELD LANE REFUGES.

BÄRBICAN MISSION TO THE JEWS.

0 2 6

F. 0 . 050.

Notices of Books.

Life and Labours of the Rev. W. E. Boardman . By Mrs.

Boardman . - Bemrose & Sons.

However much we may differ from Mr. Boardman's later

views, wecannot forget theblessing his " Higher Christian Life"

proved tomany souls on both sidesof the sea. The story ofhis

eminently consecrated life is, as might be expected, told in a

simple andtouching way.

Hymns for Infant Minds. By J. & A. Taylor. (1s , 60 . ) - Hodder

& Stoughton .
Nothing in child literature excels these old favourites not

reproduced in a new and attractive form. Their simplicity is

far removed from the namby -pambyism of much modern

hymnology, and they are correct in doctrine and eminently

Scriptural in tone. To mothers and teachers we cordially

commend the book.

Four Thousand Germs of Thought. By Rev. W. Wayte Andrew,

M.A.-Nisbet & Co.

A new edition of a book which must have proved & mine of

thought to thousands. The sayings are well selected from the

Puritans and other deeply taught writers, and are capitally

classified so as to be readily available.

The January Monthlies.

From the RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY we have Leisure Horir

and Sunday at Home, a budget of good things - instructive and

readable. Boy's Own and Girl's Own Paper - well fulfilling

their special mission. Also Trac : Magazine, Cottage and

Artisan , and Child's Companion .

From's. W. PARTRIDGE & Co. come The Welcome, opening

well & new series ; the outward appearance much improved,

the contents good . The British Workman, Band of Hope

Review, Friendly Visitor, Family Friend, Mother's Companion

(a new monthly ), Children's Friend, Infant's Magazine — the

title of all sufficiently indicates their character - they keep to

their text.

From “ HOME WORDS " OFFICE come The Pireside, bright and

varied, Home Words, Day of Days, and C.E.T. Chronicle, all

good and to the poins.

Footsteps of iruth. Edited by O. Russell Hurditch . (Double

number, 6d. ) —John F. Shaw & Co.

With its prophetic chart and expository articles and notes

this monthly deserves the attention of all students of the Word.

Toilers of the Deep. Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen . (Double

number, 3d. )
The Christmas number brims with interest from the first to

the last page. All who care for “ those who go down to the ses

in ships," and for Christian work amongst them , should read

this deeply interesting paper.

Any of the works noticed in Word and Work may be had of

the publishers, John F. Shaw and Co. , 48, Paternoster Row,

London , E.C. , post free, for the published price. Full cash

discount for general book orders.

Society for PROMOTING FEMALE EDUCATION in the EAST.

Established in 1834, for the purposeof affording instruction in the

Scriptures to Women and Girls, of all ages and ranks, ia Zenanas ,

Harems, and Schools, in Asia and Africa .

Secretary,Miss WEBB, 261, Vauxhall Bridgo Rond , London , S.W.

Bankers Mossr8. HERRIES, FARQUHAR, & Co., 16, St. James Street,

London , 8.W.

BYWATER , TANQUERAY & Co., 79 , Queen Victoria Street , London ( late

BYWATER, PERRY & Co.), are agentsfor Residents abroad . Missionaries.

Chaplains , &c., in every part of the world. Goods and Outfits supplied st

Wholesale prices. Shipping and passages arranged , Banking in all its

branches . Full descrip ive Catalogue post free. Specially appointed

Agents to seven of the leading English and American Missionary Societies.

2,000 References. - ADVT.

EVANGELISTIĆ Mission .-Mr. C. Russell Hurditch gratefully acknow ;
edges in response to Christmas appeal:-Widow's. Mite (fund 5) , 10s.

Wren (fund 5), 10s.; P.O., Worthing (fund 5), 23., (fund 9 ),23. ; Dundee

(fund 1 ) , 28. 6d.; X. Y, Z. (fund 5 ), 23. 6 .; A Friend , Tunbridge Wells,

28.: Anon., 1s. ; Anon (fund 5), 1s. ; Anon., ' ls .; Anon, Kirriemuir (fund

5) , 19.; Anon ., 1s.; A. H.( fund 5) , 1s.; Anon. (fund 5) , 18 .; Anon. (Glasgow

Carlisle ?) 15. ; A Widow's Mite (fund 5) , 53 .; Anoa , Wem (lund 5) , 58.;

M.O. (fund 5) , 29. 6d . ; Anon. , Bristol (fund 5) , 28.

THELondon Simaritan Bociety and Homerton Mission gratefully acknow

ledges the following donations for free breakfasts and dinners for desti

tute children : -Bournemouth , £ 2 108.; 0. B. , £l ; The Lord's Tenth , 5s.;

Clara 28. 6d.; Miss C., £ l 1s .; Widow's Mite, 38.; Fanny B., 10s. ; Bible class
со ion , 168.; for Convalescer at Bournemouth Sandgate ,
Mr. and Mrs. M., £ 3 . Donations received with thanks by the Director,

Mr. John JamesJones, 98, High Street , Homerton , E.

DIMNESS OF SIGHT AND BLINDNESS are frequently

caused by the use of unsuitable Spectacles.The Rev.Dr. Crowther, si.

Joseph's College, Dumfries, writes: - “ I cannot describe the comfort I

derivefrom the useofyourglasses, both by day andnight. Ifindno pain

orwearinessas I used to ;andIhavetaken to reading tooks I had put as de

as too trying for the eyes on account of the smallness ofthetype. " The late

Sir JuliusBenedict wrote— “ I have tried the principal opticians in Londca

without success , but the spectacles you have adapted suit admirably : the

clearness of your glasses as compared with others is really surprising."

The Rev. R. H. Baynes, M.A. , Hon . Canon , Worcester Cathedral, rrites :

- " The spectacles you adapted are allI could desire,and myeyes feelstres

already ." I only regret I did not know of your exceedingskill years nga

Mr.HENRY LAURANCE ,OculistOptician , la,OLD BOND STREŠT.

sciontifically adapts his IMPROVED SPECTACLES to assist sad strengthes

theweakestsights. Pamphletcontainingsuggestionsfor thepreservatis

of sight free . BRANCIES, 6. Poultry, E.C .; 3. Gusrdies

Buildings, Cross Street, MANCHESTER; 5. Corporation

Street,BIRMINGHAM ;and 129 , Buchanan Stroet, Glasgow

ADVT .
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Educational.

Combe Down School,

Near BATH,

FOR BONB OF GENTLEMRN .

Principal: MR. W.FRANKLIN

(for nearly 8 years &Masterat MonktonCombe

School) ,

DULY QUALIFIED MASTERS ASSIST .

Christian teaching and training are combined

with an educationto fit boys for business and

professional pursuits .

Pupils areprepared for the various University
and competitive examinations . The Principal

gives personal attention to the grounding of

younger boys.

Combe Down , at an elevation of some 700 feet

above Bath , is noted for its fine, bracing air .

The Bchool residenceand premises have been

certified by the Bath House Sanitation Associa
tion .

References

Dr. Baedeker, Weston -super-Mare .

Oolonel Barnes, Commandant, 10th Bengal
Lancers .

H. Dyer, Esq. , Malvern.

Dr. Maclean , Bath.

J. Churchill, Esq ., Wimbledon.
H. Groves, Esq ., Kendal.

G. F. Trench , Lsq ., Ardfert, Co. Kerry .

Prospectus, with full particulars, sent on ap

plication .

CROMARTIE HOUSE SCHOOL .

Tho Avenue, Acton . - Careful Christian training

combined with the best educati al advantages.

Pupils received hetween the ages of six and four
teen years . A limited number only taken,

References permitted to parents of pupils. Terms

very moderate, and charged from date of entry.

Address Principal .

Select Boarding School for Young Ladies,

MALYERN HOUSE, BLOCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE,

Principal -MRS.JUDSON .

In thislovely andhealthy locality , situated among the Cotswold Hills, pupils can gain health and

strength whilst enjoying theadvantages of careful instruction, home comforts, and Christian training .

Terms inclusive and moderate . Referenceskindly permitted to parents of pupils in London and the

Country, and to Rev.John Wilkinson , 79, Mildmay Road, N. , & c .

EBTABLISHED 1851,

B 'southampton Buildings,Chancery Kane.
THREE per CENT. INTEREST allowed on

DEPOSITS, repayable ondemand.

TWO per CENT. INTEREST on QURRENT
ACCOUNTS calculatedon the minimum monthly

balances, when not drawn below £ 100 .

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of

charge, thecustody of Deeds, Writings, andother
Securities and Valuables ; theCollection of Bills of

Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons; and thepur

chase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and Annuities,
Letters of Oredit and Circular Notes issued .

THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK , with full

particulars, post free,onapplication ,
FRÁÑOIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

The Birkbeok BuildingSociety'sAnnual

Receipts exceed FiveMillions .

COWTOPURCHASE AHOUSE FOR

TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH , with im

mediato Possession and no Rent to pay . Apply

at the Office of theBIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ,

29 , SouthamptonBuildings, ChanceryLano .

OW TO PURCHASE A ĎLOTOF

LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER

MONTH , with immediate possession , either for

Building orGardeningpurposes. Apply at the
Office of theBIRKBECKFREEHOLDLAND SOCIETY,
Le above .

The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars.

on application .
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

HO

HOW

1

EDUCATIONAL HOME for the

Daughters ofGentlemen ; Chatsworth Lodge,

Grove Park, Chiswick, W.- The Misses Brown

and Good have removed to a large detached

house, with good garden and tennislawn , in the

healthy neighbourhood of Chiswick , where they

receive twenty Resident Pupils. First -class

education , with careful Christian training and

home comforts. Children from India receiver

and lovingly cared for. References kindly per

mitted to Mrs. Pennefather, J. E. Mathieson ,

Esq. (Mildmay ), and others,

THE OLD HALL SCHOOL.

WELLINGTON , SHROPSHIRE .

Principal: DR . CRANAGE, M.A.

Situations and Appointments.

WANTED by an Evangelist of large ex

perience an engagement in the suburbs, or near,
as Evangelist or any branch of Christian work .

At present with Evangelization Society. Has
been much used to souls in missions .

Y, Z. , care of Mr. Newton ,

9, Bolan Street , Bridge Road, 8.W.

RE-ENGAGEMENT as Governess or

Useful Companion in a Christian Home. Good

references. Address, Nessie, 2, Boulton's Build

ings ,

Kingswood Hill , near Bristol.

THE MILDMAY HOME, specially for

respectable young women and nursery gover

Tiesses from the country or elsewhere whilst

waiting for situations. Registry attached .

Termson application to the Deaconess in charge

of the Registry .

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

SITUATION wanted by a most respectable

person as Maid -attendant to an old lady.

Dissenter. M. M. , 1 , Newington Green , N.

WANTED, re -engagement as Lady's Maid .

Good hairdresser and Dressmaker, 81 years'

reference. Can undertake post of Maid -house

keeper. E. P., 1 , Newington Green , N.

OXFORD HOUSE SCHOOL, White

Horse Lane, South Norwood . Principal, Miss
JONES. Comfortable home, with careful Chris

tian training combined witha sound education .

Terms moderate. Referee, Rev. J. O. Harrison,

SOUTHEND - ON - SEA.

BELLE VUE HOUSE.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES,

Children taken for the vacations .

Torms moderate . Full particulars on application

to Principal.

Address, Principal, Belle Vue House ,

Stanley Road , Southend -on -Sea , Essex.

KELVEDON SCHOOL, ESSEX.

Principal - Mr. GEO. FOSTER .

ZENANA MISSION . - A special effort is being

made by Mrs.Geo. Foster for the benefit of Indian

women. An interesting and original Poem ,

recording answer to prayer, double leaflet form ,
mauve and gold, will be sent for itd, in stamps,

post free. Profits for the above.

WANTED, a situation as under Laundry;

maid , for a young woman of 20 ; strong , and

fond of washing,

B. 8. , 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED
& re -engagement as Needle

woman in & School or Institution , or young

Ladies' Maid. Good needlewoman and dress

maker. Ago 24 : H. B. , care of Miss Stroud ,
Deaconess House, Mildmay Park, N.

WANTED engagement asMatron of Con

valescent Home, experienced in nursing, loug

reference . A. B. C. , care of Miss Btroud,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

MAN AND WIFE, Christians, well

adapted for chapel-keepers or care of a mission

house ; experienced in the latter.

Freeman , care of Miss Stroud ,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park, N.

A LADY seeks the Superintendence of a

Home for Girls, age 38, excellent references.

A. B. , 1, Newington Green , London , N.

WANTED , a re-engagementas mental

attendant to either lady or gentleman .

S. , 1 , Newington Green , London , N.

SITUATION wanted for good working

Housekeeper, Scotchwoman, age49 ; long refer

ence ; wages £20 ; good plain cook .

Mrs. Fenton, Mildmay House,

1, The Green , Stoke Newington, N.

SITUATION needed for an elderly house

maid .' Good references.

M , H., 1, Newington Green , London, N.

A CHRISTIAN LADY , accustomed to

good society , and of much experience, would
like to take charge of amotherless family, or to

help a clergyman in his parish . Salary of se

condary importance. M.,care of Miss Btroud ,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , London , N.

WANTED places for respectabie young

girls as Under Nurses and UnderHousemaids in

Ohristian families . Btamped envelopes for

replies. Registry ,

Conference Hall, Mildmay Park , N.

partments, #s.

LONDON.INSULL'S TEMPERANCE HOTEL ,

20, 21 , Burton Crescent, Tavistock Square, W.O.

Five minutes' walk or 1s . cab fare from Euston,

St. Pancras, King's Cross Railways; easily
reached from other stations, Patronised by

readers of Word and Work. Tariff on application .

WORTHING HOME OF REST,

for Christians of both sexes . Air good for Chest

Complaints and Rheumatism . Home comforts,

Terms 1 to 2 guineas. Lady Superintendent,

Rutherford Lodge, Worthing .

MENTAL . - The Rev. W. Hay-Aitken de

sires to recommend a superior Retreat for Ladies

where skilful medical treatment is combined

with Christian kindness and care . One hour by

rail from London . Address,

Bishopstone House , Bedford .

HASTINGS. - Boarding House, charm

ingly situated , facing 80 % . Moderato terms,

special for winter. Everyhome comfort. Liberal

table . Mrs. Perkins, Alexandra House , Denmark

Place , Hastings .

Board and residence,

Solent House , 16 and 17, Bouth Parade facing

sea and the Isle of Wight, between the two

piers, and three minutes' walk from Station .

PARIS.-HOME FOR GOVERNEBBE3,

Lady Students, and Christian Workers. Advan

tages of French .

Miss Pryde, 23 , Avenue du Bois de Boulogne.

SOUTHSEA.
CAN any lady or gentleman recommend a

schoolororphanage for perior boy of12, where
he could be educated and trained ? Terms mode

rate . B. , care of Miss Stroud ,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park, N.

WANTED, left-off washing dresses, that

will re -make for young girls going out to their

first place of service. Such will be most grate

fully received . Miss Stroud, Conference Hall,

Deaconess House, Mildmay Park , N.

FITS ! FITS !! FITS !

EPILEPSY

ALLPERSONS SUFFERING FROM

ORCHARD'SCURE DEAFNESS

Should send Name and Address to JAMES

OBBORNE Medical Pharmacy,ASHBOURNE,

DERBYBHIRE, who will forward , froe of charge,

full particulars (with Testimonials) of the most

successful Remedy ever discovered for thisdis.

tressing malady, and which is now sent to all

parts of the world .Reference permitted to the
Rev. J.BAKER, M.A.,

80, Bolton Road , Pendleton , Manchester ,

Safe and Harmless . Has cured Hundreds.

" DEAF FOR FORIY YEARS."

Sir, - My sale for your “ Cure for Deafness ”
increases , A man here who has been deaf

Forty years has had his hearingrestored by it .
J. GREEN , Chemist, Christchurch .

1fd. per Bottle , Free by Post for 14 stamps, from

Edwin J.Orchard,Chomist, Salisbury.

Any Chemist will procure to order .

A WARM BATH IN TEN MINUTES.

GA8 NO CONTACT WITH WATER.

The New Patent “ CALDA ."

OIL CONSERVATORY APPARATUS, 258,

GAS CONSERVATORY BOILERS; 368.

G, SHREW SBIRY

122, NEWGATE STREET; E.O.



vi DECMBER 30 , 1886 .WORD AND WORK

A HANDSOME PRESENT FOR THE

LITTLE ONES,

Edited by DR. BARNARDO.

The BEST CHILDREN'S ANNUAL.

NOW READY,

THE YEARLY YOLUME for 1886.

It contains Splendid Coloured Illustrations,

PICTURES ON EVERY PAGE AND ATTRACTIVE STORIES,

Scripture Questions and Puzzles.

Handsomely bound in beautifully executed coloured boards,

Price Three Shillings,

or crimson cloth gilt , and gilt edges (very attractive),

Price Five Shillings.

“For the twelfth time Dr. Barnardo sends out this volume full of beau

tiful pictures and interesting stories. Our Darlings will be welcomed every

where, and wetrustthe good work advocated in its pagesmay hematerially
benefited by the wide circulation of such a charming book. "- The Christian .

WEEKLY, ONE HALFPENNY ; MONTHLY, THREEPENCE.

A New Volume

of this popular Children's Magazine commenced with the

NOVEMBER PART, and will contain

THREE SERIAL STORIES.

DICKIE'S SECRET. By CATHARINE Shaw.

BRITAIN'S QUEEN, & Story and a Memorial . By PEARL

JOSS. By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES. (FISHER .

OUR DARLINGS ” may be ordered of

all Booksellers and Newsagents, or of the Publishers,

JOHN F. SHAW & CO., 48, Paternoster Row, London.

THE

Just Published. Price 38. 60.

OFFICIAL REPORT
1

CONSUMPTION CURABLE !

" MR G. T. CONGREVE on

CONSUMPTION

AND ITS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT.

Showing that direful disease to be curable in all

its stages ; with observations on

ASTHMA, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, & C ."

SIXPENCE (post free ), or Large Edition (cloth ), 1s. 3d.

from the Author, Coombe Lodge, Peckham , S.E., and

Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster Row, E.C.

THE

NINETEENTH SERIES OF WEEKLY CASES

IS NOW PUBLISHING , FROM NOV, TO JAN .

NOTICE TO THE READERS OF " WORD AND WORK "

WHO MAY BE personally or relatively INTERESTED IN
THIS MATTER .

Mr. Congreve will give ONE RECENTCASE ,NOT PUB

LISHED BEFORE. in this journal EVERY WEEK .

CASE FOR THIS WEEK.

CONSUMPTION.--Mr. BAMFORD, of LITTLE .

BOROUGH, MANCHESTER.

For nearly three years the father of this young man corresponded with

me ; for, alihough the son went to work twoyears ago, he wisely continued

the medicine until he got thoroughly well : in consequence of which the

father tells me) he only stopped from work one half-day.

Before applying to me first, the cough was of the most aggravated kind ,

and spitting very offensive. the pains in theback , chest, and sides were

most severe , strength and flesh decreasing daily.

It was some months after commencing the medicine before there was

any special manifest improvement in this case , and the patient was simply

kept fromdeclining further, yet having faith (A matter essential in coni.

plaints of this description) he persevered and recovered.

It was in about six months after the commencement with my medicine,

that the fither writes : -"My son is now eating much better, bis cough is

less, he is stronger. We are thankful to the Giver of life that he has

followed your advice ."

In the next letter he reports him " still improving ." “ Your mediciue

has a wonderful effect . I wish we had heard of you sooner , "

The winter tried him a little , yet he was able to work. " He has got

through well with your valuable medicine and the blessing of ti.e Lord.

He was still delicate, yet every letter told of somo improvement, and

expressed the most grateful thanks.

Sept. 25 , 1886. Mr. Bamford, sen ., says : - " I want a large bottle of your

valuable medicine for my family, as it has beensu veryuseful to my son .

It is good to all of us . I shall recommend it wherever I go. -JOAN BAX .

FORD, 13, Sale Street, Littleborough . "

OF THE

MISSIONARY CONFERENCE,

Held at Mildmay, October, 1886.

Demy 8vo. , cloth . Price 3s. 60. , post free.

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO. 48, PATERNOSTER Row, E.C.

NOTE . – Days of Consultation.— TUESDAY,

THURSDAY,and SATURDAYMornings ONLY,

at Coombe Lodge, Peokham . Patients from any

long distance_should choose either of the two

former days. Every one is expected to have seen

the book first.

ON THE DEEP SEA.

FIYE YEARS AGO a visit paid to the North Sea Trawling Fleets

proved , by God's providence,the commencement of a new and

happier epoch for the Deep -Sea Fishermen . Until the year 1881

thousands ofourcountrymen had toiled - notonly in all weathers,

at all seasons, and in daily peril of their lives, butin complete

isolation from all Christian or moral influences,

TO -DAY seven Mission Smackscruise in the North Sea, servingas Church ,
Dispensary ,Temperance Hall, and Club.

Two ofthese vessels were equipped at a cost of£ 4,650, and pre

sented to the Institution by generousdonors. The remaining five

wereoriginally private property , and merely lent for missionary

purposes, and although a considerable portion of tbeir purchase

money has bten defrayed during the currentyear, a sum of £ 6,000

still remains to be cleared off before they are free from mortgage

and registered in the names of Trustees as the unencumberedpro

perty of the Mission .

Moreover, SEVEN VESSELS CANNOT MEET THE REQUIRB

MENTS OF TWELVE FLEETS,and all persons on shorewho revero

our beloved Queen (which every oneDOES) and sympathize with

the storm -tossed smacksmen (which every one OUGHT to do) ale

invited to contribute towards a special fund to be stylod the

** Queen Victoria Purchase and Endowment Fund ,” in order that these

Mission Smacks may besent forth as at once a Memorial of Her

Majesty's Jubilee and as Heralds ofMercy from the King of Kings,

ministering healing and comfort to the bodies , and peaceand glad
ness to the hearts of the tisbermen .

Sumsreceived for this object will be paid to aspecial Deposit

Account opened in the namos of Trustees at Messrs. Gurney & Co.'s

Bank , Great Yarmouth .

The Duke of GRAFTON , K.G., Trustee. E. J. MATHER Director .

MISSION TO DEEP -SEA FISHERMEN ,

Bridge House, 181, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.O.

FOGS !

AndDamp Air produce

CATARRH , COUGHS, HOARSENESS.

THE FINEST REMEDY FOR

COL DS, COUGHS, &c. ,

CONGREVE'S

BALSAMIC ELIXIR ,

In Bottles, 18. 13d. , 28. 9d. , and 48. 6d .

Prepared by G. T , CONGREVE, Coombe Lodge, Peckham ,

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE HOUSES.

NEW BOOK BY REV. J. JACKSON WRAY,

IF JONAS HAGGERLEY. "

Crown 8vo ., cloth extra , 38. 6d .

• A perfect study of character. The moral of the tale is that the sowing,

of sin bringsa harvest of thorns. Those who know the style and power of

Mr.Wrayin fiction will find that in this volume his reputation is fully sus.

tained . " -The Christian ,

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & CO ., 48, PATERNOSTER Row , E.O.

London : John F. Saw & Co., 48, Paternoste: Row, E.O.



JOHN F. SHAW & CO'S LIST OF NEW PUBLICATIONS.

THROUGH UNKNOWNWAYS;or, the Journal

3/6 MADGE HARDWICKE ; or, The Mists of the

“ Some of the best and prettiest narratives of the season. There is variety of authorship, subject, sty !

and price , and the spirit of the whole may always be relied upon." — The Christian .

Cheap, well got up, andattractive, with sound, wholesome teaching, distinctly evangelical ; admirablema

books for this season . ” — The Churchman .

INALLTIME OF OUR TRIBULATION . The FAIRY PHEBE ; or,Facingthe Footlights.
Story of Piers Gavestone. By EMILY S. Holt,

By LUCY TAYLOR, Author of “Led into Light.”

Large Crown 8vo . 5 / Crown 8vo , cloth extra ,

" The picture we get of matters political , social , and religious in those " A touching and truly beautiful narrative . The book should w
bygone times is a very vivid and instructive one , and we linger over the loudly t , the hearts ofmany Christians who have given scant thougi.

pages with a sort of reluctant delight that fears to reach the last one sooner the evils of the stage. " -- The Christian .

than we would . " - The Christian .

YOUNG ISHMAELCONWAY.
By E. A. B. D. , Author of “ Us Three. " Crown 8vo . ,

Books of Dorothea Trundal. By L. E. GUERNSEY . cloth extra .

Large Crown 8vo.
" The strange hero is well and forcibly drawn ." --Graphie,

" A naive and charming autobiography of a much -tried damsel in the “ A very clever and delightful stry. - The Christian .

days of James II." - Graphic.

JONAS HAGGERLEY.

E WIVES ; or, Two Hallowe'ens.
WE

By Rev. J. JACKSON WRAY, Author of “ Nestleton
By LINA COOPER. Crown 8vo, cloth extra.

' A w.ll -written story or domestic life ." - Spectator.
Magna ,' & c . Large Crown 8vo. 3/6

" A splendid gift - book . By all meansinclude it in your list of rewards." THEWITCHOFTHE ROCKS.

The Schoolmaster.
By M. E. WINCHESTER, Author of " A Nest ofBoys will find it attractive. ” - Banner .
Sparrows, " &c .

DICKIE'SATTIC.
“ Miss Wiuchester's quiet, earuesi style adds fascination to a tale

By CATHARINE SHAW , Author of " Alick's Hero ." genuine intorest.'--Scotsman .

Large Crown 8vo.

“ One of those rare books one cannot help but weep and pray over."
Valley. By AGNES GIBERNE, Author ofMethodist Recorder . Sun,

Moon , and Stars, ' ' &c . 26

OUR SOLDIER HERO. The Story of My " An extremely interesting book, and one that can be read with prac

Brothers. By M. L. RIDLEY, Author of “ Sent to
by all . ”- The Schoolmuster.

Coventry." Large Crown 8vo.

3/6 MAGGIE'S MISTAKE ; or, Bright Light in the“ A noble story .” -- The Christian .

" Leslie is the soldier hero who died in battle, but not before his holy life Clouds. By Mrs. LUCAS SHADWELL. 26

proves him a true soldier of the cross ," Nonconformist. Thu Gospel is beautiful: g iuterwoven with the incidents ."
The Christian

HIS GUARDIAN ANGEL.

By EMILY BRODIE , Author of " Five Minutes Too OUR
UR WINNIE ; or, When the Swallows Go.

Late,” &c .
16

Large Crown 8vo .
By E. EVERETT-GREEN , Cloth extra .

3/6
“ Miss Brodie must have the credit of writing up to her purpose effec

tively and with gond taste ." -- Spectator.

An excellent book to an elder sister, one of real worth . ” - The Christian Bluecoat Boy. By E. CHAPMAN , Author of " The

Secret of the Forest.” Cloth, extra .

TO-MORROW . A Story.

THE GOLDEN PAVEMENT. TheStory ofa.

16

By Mrs. STANLEY LEATHES, Author of " The Caged

Linnet," &c Large Crown 8vo. 3/6 By EMILY S. HOLT. Cloth , extra .
“ Will be a popular addition to the libraries of girls in their ' terns.'"

Einrer.' JITANA'S STORY.

By L. D. Marston, Author of " Cripple Jess," &c . 1

By JESSIE F. ARMSTRING , Author of " A Friend for

Little Children,” & c. Large Crown 8vo.
By GERTRUDE P. DYER, Author of “ Little Pollie." 1" A story with much in it to attract young readers.” -Scotsman .

ONE OF THOSE LITTLE ONES.

of Childhood By the Author of " At All Times ." 3,6
By Mrs. FABIAN BRACKENBURY, Author of " Talent

" A capital story about childreu , and ior children . " -- Scotsman . in Tatters .” Cloth, extra.

“ We are always glad to get a good parcel of books from this house, because the books themselves are sure to be

reliable, such books as a parent or teacher or friend can put into the hands of the young without any misgiving as

to their tendency ." - Sunday School Chronicie.

THE, SLAYE GIRL OF POMPEII.

CLIMBING HIGHER.

3/6 HOW HETTIE CAUGHT THE SUNBEAMS.

NOT SOVERY LONGAGO; or, The Maydews

1

NEW SIXPENNY SERIES ,

Fcup. 8vo , attractive colours , Illustrated .

THE BOY MARTYR ; or, Triumphs of Faith. HUMP AND ALL. By C. LOCKHART GORDON .

CHRISTIE'S GIFT. By the Author of “ Chick " THOSE TWO. By EMILY DIBDIN .

MANLY AND BRAVE ; or, Holidays at Epton Park. LITTLE TED ; or , Who Found the Most ?

May also be had in cloth extra, price 9d. each .

FOR SUNDAY,

One Shilling Each. In Attractive Wrapper.

SOMETHING

Each Series complete in itself . Selected by CATHARINE Shaw .

Ist Series -48 OUTLINE TEXTS FOR PAINTING. 4th Series --- 48 ALPHABET TEXTS For Pricking or Painting.

A Packet for thr Listle Ones.
2nd Series - HAPPY HOUFS WITH THE BIBLE.

5th Series--MESSAGES FROM HEAVEN.
48 Sheets of Bible Subjects for Sunday Employment.

Smaller Outline Texts for

Painting

3rd Series-- ECHOES FROM THE BIBLE . 6th Series - GLEAMS OF GLORY FROM THE GOSPELS.

48 Illustrated Sheets for Bible Searching . (Just Issued .)

" Most useful productions from the gifted mind of the author, which will give pleasurable and profitable employment for Sunday hours.

" All'admirable method for finding bright and useful amusem nt for the little ones " --Freeman .

LONDON : JOHN F. SHAW & 00.. 48, PATERNOSTER ROW. E.C.

JOIN F. SHAW & Co. , 48, PATERNOSTER Ruw , E.C.
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